**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KATSU MIDORI SUSHI TOKYO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76720887</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of six Japanese Kanji characters in black, underneath of which appears the wording "KATSUMIDORI SUSHI" in black, underneath of which appears the wording "TOKYO" in black. Between the fourth and fifth Japanese Kanji characters appears a design of sushi with red sashimi with two yellow sparkles of light and white rice with textures of rice shown in black, in front of a green circular background containing green leaves and three green squares |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) black, white, red, green, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark |
| Disclaimer | "SUSHI" AND "TOKYO" |
| Transliteration | The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to SUSHI and this means SUSHI in English; The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to KATSU MIDORI and this has no meaning in a foreign language |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Transformed From | 79266592 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing foods and beverages |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Dec. 12, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 12, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | KATSUMIDORI INC. |
| Address | KATSUMIDORI INC.  Meguro OK Bldg.3F  4-5-18, Kamiosaki, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo JAPAN 1410021 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TM190186US00 |
| Examining Attorney | LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WUNDER MOBILITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79271244 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOBILITY"
Translation The English translation of WUNDER in the mark is WONDER.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1496604 International Registration Date Apr. 12, 2019 Claimed Ownership of US
Registrations 5790214

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial trading, namely, arranging of trading transactions and commercial contracts and providing consumer
information in the field of vehicle sharing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business
For Downloadable computer software to arrange and reserve vehicles for shuttle, rental, carpooling, and vehicle sharing
services; downloadable computer software to arrange and manage ride-sharing services; downloadable computer software for
use in fleet and logistics management; downloadable computer software for use in vehicle parking management; downloadable
computer software for use in data analytics; downloadable computer software for use in database management; downloadable
computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network;
downloadable computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus
For Car transport; arranging transportation of passengers by road, rail, air and sea; arranging all means of transportation of
passengers for others; arrangement of transportation of passengers for others; traveler and passenger transportation; rental of
means of transportation, namely vehicle rental; bus chartering for transportation; transportation consulting services featuring
computerised distribution advisory services relating to transport; travel route planning and transportation of goods for others by
air, rail, ship or truck featuring computerised distribution planning relating to transportation; providing transportation
information; vehicle-driving services; providing travel information to travelers regarding fares; transport information services
relating to methods of transport; management of vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications network and
technology; providing transport information relating to traffic congestion; traffic information services relating to traffic speed;
providing traffic information; motor car transport services; motor vehicle transport services; provision of information relating
to road conditions, namely, providing road and traffic information; provision of information relating to road traffic conditions;
provision of information relating to road transport; reservation and booking services for transportation; reservation services for
transportation by land; transportation of passengers by road; agency services for arranging transportation of persons by road;
services for the arranging of transportation for travelers; services for the provision of information relating to motor transport;
traffic information; traffic information services; transport brokerage; transport by land; transport by road; transport reservation;
transportation information; supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of
freight for others by air, rail, ship or truck

International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 105 | International Class Title | Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | WunderCar Mobility Solutions GmbH
Address | WunderCar Mobility Solutions GmbH, Hongkongstraße 7, 20457 Hamburg, FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity | GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 1199415

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number | 1496604
International Registration Date | Apr. 12, 2019
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Oct. 12, 2018
Expiration Date | Apr. 12, 2029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | KHAN, ASMAT A
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WANDA MILLE MILLE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79275129 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of WANDA MILLE MILLE in the mark is Wanda Thousand Thousand. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Related Properties Information
International Registration 1505926 International Registration Date Aug. 14, 2019

Goods and Services Information
For Jewellery, costume jewelry and horological instruments International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Furniture International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture

Basis Information
Currently 66A Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name IELMINI WANDA MARIA Address IELMINI WANDA MARIA Via Lor, 15 CH-6864 Arzo SWITZERLAND Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 072924-959

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1505926 International Registration Date Aug. 14, 2019 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 12, 2019 Expiration Date Aug. 14, 2029

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANOTHER OFFICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79310380 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1590115 International Registration Date Apr. 02, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing of leather, namely, leather pants, leather coats, leather jackets, leather skirts; knitted caps; coats made of cotton; headwear, namely, hats; blousons; shirts; sports wear, namely, yoga shirts, yoga pants, yoga socks, athletic tops and bottoms for yoga and pilates, sports shirts, sport stockings, sports bra, sports pants; athletic shirts; slacks; footwear; anoraks; socks; rain suits; clothing, namely, T-shirts, tank tops, crop tops, halter tops, shorts, cardigans, hoodies being clothing, sweatshirts, leggings, pants, socks, leg warmer, toe socks, underwear; clothing, namely, jackets; jumpers; jeans; coats; pants; pullovers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OVERLAY Co., Ltd. Address OVERLAY Co., Ltd. 3&5F, 10, Jangchungdan-ro 6-gil, Jung-gu Seoul 04606 REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity Corporation State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9236/4

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1590115 International Registration Date Apr. 02, 2021 Expiration Date Apr. 02, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79312784 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized design of a standing bird. The shaded rectangle shape represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1595470 International Registration Date Dec. 03, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, games and playthings, namely, puppets and model toy vehicles; puppets and toy models; plush toys; electronic educational game machines for children
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Printed matter, namely, instructional and teaching materials in the nature of books in the fields of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; printed instructional and educational materials in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; printed books in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; printed calendars; stationery; writing instruments and writing materials, namely, paper; paper; envelopes; memo pads; printed note pads; drawing pads; folders being stationery; writing cases in the nature of pen and pencil cases; erasers; pencils; pencil holders; crayons; chalks; pencil sharpeners; pencil cases; temporary tattoo transfers; stickers, decalcomanias; colouring sets consisting of colouring instruments, namely, crayons and printed matter, namely, printed colouring books; modelling materials for use by children; artists' materials, namely, pens, pencils and paint brushes; paint brushes; paper craft sets consisting of coloured paper for folding and instructions for use therewith
Entertainment services, namely, providing classes and seminars in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; education services, namely, providing classes and seminars in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; sporting and cultural activities, namely, conducting of sports competitions; animation production services; special effects and animation production services for film, television and audio, video and digital media including online media; publication services, namely, publication of printed matter; digital video, audio and multimedia publishing services; online publishing services, namely, online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; layout services other than for advertising purposes; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of journals, magazines, books and brochures in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes; screenplay writing; songwriting; music composition services; photography; entertainment media production services and post-production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; production of radio, television, digital and internet programmes; production of television shows; entertainment in the nature of live radio personality performances; television entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content via a global computer network; theatre productions; film production; production of music; movie studio services; recording studio services; distribution of films, radio and television programs, videos, audio recordings, and multimedia entertainment content for others; providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; providing online computer games, non-downloadable; presentation of variety shows; presentation of live show performances; amusement park services; providing amusement arcade services; organisation of sports, e-sports, and poker competitions for educational, cultural or entertainment purposes; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for entertainment, cultural or educational purposes; arranging displays, namely, events and exhibitions for cultural purposes; provision of training in animation production; provision of training in special effects, film, television, video, audio and digital multimedia production and publishing, live shows and public performances, advertising and marketing; arranging and conducting workshops for educational, training or recreational purposes in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; arranging, conducting and providing seminars and presentations in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; providing corporate hospitality in the nature of entertainment services, namely, providing entertainment services in the fields of animation, movies, films and cartoons in the nature of animated character workshops; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all of the aforementioned services.
For Retail store services featuring pre-recorded magnetic data carriers and other digitally recorded media, animated cartoons, computer software, game software and computer software applications, downloadable music, video, audio, game, media and software files and applications, downloadable electronic publications, cases and covers for smartphones, tablets and communications devices, bags adapted for laptops, computer mice and mouse mats, decorative magnets, magnetic badges, glasses, sunglasses, spectacle cases, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, air conditioning apparatus, electric kettles, gas and electric cookers, vehicle lights, vehicle air conditioning units, hair dryers, pocket warmers, bedwarmers, electric blankets not for medical purposes, electrically heated footmuffs, electric or non-electric footwarmers, electric heaters for feeding bottles, electric heating cushions not for medical purposes, hot water bottles, jewellery, clocks and watches, cufflinks, watch cases, watch straps and watch bands, key rings, medals, wristbands, badges, musical instruments, stands and cases adapted for musical instruments, printed matter, brochures, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, books, instructional and teaching materials, cards, postcards, book markers, art, pictures, prints, calendars, wrapping paper, stationery, paper, envelopes, memo pads, note pads, drawing pads, greeting cards, folders, writing cases, rubbers, erasers, pencils, pencil holders, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, adhesive tape, writing instruments, crayons, chalks, pencil sharpeners, tracing paper, modelling materials, pencil cases, transfers, stickers, decalcomanias, colouring sets consisting of colouring instruments and printed matter, paper craft sets and materials, tax disc holders for cars and motorcycles, artists' materials, paint brushes, luggage and bags, school bags, satchels, book bags, rucksacks, sports bags, handbags, wallets and purses, suitcases and travelling bags, umbrellas, wash bags, cosmetic bags and purses, furniture, furnishings, mirrors, furniture for pets, garden furniture, furnishings for the home and garden and for pet furniture, household goods, namely, household utensils, sifters, sieves, graters, dishes, serving scoops, serving spoons and household containers, all-purpose portable household containers, containers for kitchen use, containers for storage purposes, compost containers, heat-insulated containers, baskets and receptacles, cups and cup holders, glassware, porcelain, earthenware, crockery, works of art, statuettes, figurines, sculptures, ornaments of wood, wax, plaster, plastic, porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass, soft furnishings, household linen and textiles, bedlinen, towels, table linen, rugs, buttons, badges for wear, tea cosies, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, non-textile wall hangings, wallpaper, clothing, footwear and headgear, babywear, clothing accessories, toys, games and playthings, jigsaw puzzles, board games, toy models, model craft kits, sporting articles, playground activity apparatus, decorations for Christmas trees, plush toys, playing cards, educational toys and playthings, electronic educational game machines for children, foods, food products and foodstuffs, meat, fish, poultry, game, meat extracts, preserved, dried and cooked fruit, candied, shelled and roasted nuts, pickled, canned and bottled, whole or sliced vegetables, jellies, jams, eggs, milk and milk products, yogurt, cheese, cottage cheese, edible oils, edible fats, snack foods, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, candy and other sweets, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, condiments in the nature of sauces, spices, ice, snack foods, fruit sauces, puddings, sandwiches, spring rolls, sushi, beverages and preparations for making beverages, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals; advertising and promotional services through the distribution and retail store services featuring the aforementioned goods; organising and conducting exhibitions, fairs and events for commercial and advertising purposes; advertising and promotional services through the distribution and retail store services featuring the aforementioned merchandise; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all of the aforementioned services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of journals, magazines, books and brochures in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; downloadable educational media, namely, journals, magazines, books and brochures featuring entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; motion picture films and animated films about entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; video disks with recorded animated cartoons; downloadable radio, television, cable and satellite recordings featuring entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; pre-recorded digital media for storage and reproduction of sound and visual images, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring music and animated cartoons; blank magnetic machine readable data carriers; pre-recorded magnetic data carriers featuring movies, films, animation, cartoons, music, audio recording and video recordings, in the fields of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; prerecorded discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital media devices featuring movies, films, animation, cartoons, music, audio recording and video recordings, in the fields of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; downloadable computer game software relating to entertainment, children's entertainment, family entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; downloadable educational game software for children in the field of entertainment and animation; downloadable computer software applications for merchandising of consumer products; downloadable virtual reality computer software for viewing and accessing movies, films, animation, cartoons, music, audio recording and video recordings, in the fields of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; downloadable augmented reality computer software for viewing and accessing movies, films, animation, cartoons, music, audio recording and video recordings, in the fields of entertainment, children's entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; downloadable computer software for providing immersive VR and augmented reality entertainment experiences; downloadable educational mobile game applications relating to entertainment, children's entertainment, family entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content; decorative magnets; magnetic badges in the nature of electronically encoded badges and swipe cards for use with time clocks

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aardman Animations Limited Address  Aardman Animations Limited  Gas Ferry Road  Bristol, Avon BS1 6UN  UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity  Private Limited Company State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ASHF031US
**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1595470 |
| International Registration Date          | Dec. 03, 2020 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim         | Oct. 01, 2020 |
| Expiration Date                          | Dec. 03, 2030 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney   FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIOSORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79314612 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1599965 International Registration Date Jun. 11, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sorting machines for industry, namely, sorting machines for sorting fish for use in aquaculture
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Sensors to identify condition of fish for use in aquaculture; downloadable and recorded computer software to identify condition of fish used in aquaculture; downloadable and recorded computer software and firmware to identify condition of fish used in aquaculture; computer hardware; measuring instruments, namely, instruments used in aquaculture, namely, instruments to identify condition of fish; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus and instruments used in aquaculture, namely, apparatus and instruments to identify condition of fish
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Fish farming services; advisory services relating to the care of fish; technical consultation in the fields of feeding and breeding fish, shrimp and other farm-raised marine life
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Net pens for fish farming
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   BIOSORT AS Address   BIOSORT AS Martin Lingesvei 25 N-1364 FORNEBU NORWAY Legal Entity Corporation State or Country Where Organized NORWAY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 219259

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1599965 International Registration Date Jun. 11, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 18, 2021 Expiration Date Jun. 11, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOREAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79314622 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SOREAL" with a spiral
design within the letter "O".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1599991 International Registration Date Jun. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; parlour games; mechanical
toys; toy models; toy cameras; smart robot toys; sailboards; skis; appliances for gymnastics; golf gloves
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods
For Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of computer design; instruction services, namely, providing
online instruction in the field of mathematics, computers, and music via an online website; organization of dance competitions
for education and entertainment; cinema theaters; dance club services; amusement park services; providing amusement arcade
services; entertainment services, namely, fireworks displays; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer
games; entertainer services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; sports training
services provided via simulators; educational services provided by schools, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade
(K-12) classroom instruction; organization of cultural shows; organization of electronic game competitions; organization of
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; provision of films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services;
providing recreation facilities; presentation of live show performances; virtual reality game services provided on-line from a
computer network; presentation of variety shows
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment
For Computer programs, downloadable for writing computer code; recorded computer game software; downloadable image files containing contents related to virtual reality experience in the field of video games; downloadable image files containing movies related to virtual reality experience in the field of video games; smartglasses; computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; interactive multimedia computer game programs, downloadable; computer game programs downloadable via the Internet; downloadable computer programs that allow players to access and play video and computer games; virtual reality game software, downloadable; virtual reality headsets; wearable activity trackers

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Research and development of new products for others; design and development of computer game software; smartphone software design; design and development of virtual reality software; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; design and development of multimedia products; interior design; architectural planning and design services for recreation venues; interior design services for exhibition venues; graphic art design

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beijing Dang Hong Qi Tian International Culture Development Group Co., Ltd.  Address  Beijing Dang Hong Qi Tian International Culture Development Group Co., Ltd. Room 515, 5F, Building 3, Yard No. 1, Shangdi 10th Street, Haidian District 100016 Beijing  CHINA  Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SKYE-0001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1599991  International Registration Date  Jun. 01, 2021
Expiration Date  Jun. 01, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79315062 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design made up of equally spaced vertical bars with a silhouette of a fish made up of vertical bars in the spaces.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1600832 International Registration Date Jun. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sorting machines for industry, namely, sorting machines for sorting fish for use in aquaculture
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Sensors to identify condition of fish for use in aquaculture; downloadable and recorded computer software to identify condition of fish used in aquaculture; computer hardware; measuring instruments, namely, instruments used in aquaculture, namely, instruments to identify condition of fish; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus and instruments used in aquaculture, namely, apparatus and instruments to identify condition of fish
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Fish farming services; advisory services relating to the care of fish; technical consultation in the fields of feeding and breeding fish, shrimp and other farm-raised marine life
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Net pens for fish farming
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LISMIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79315586 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1602086 International Registration Date Apr. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; online publication of electronic books and journals; production and distribution of sound, movie and video recordings; recording studio and film studio services for the production of multimedia presentations; entertainment and cultural activities, namely, organizing exhibitions for cultural and entertainment purposes; providing on-line information relating to entertainment or education, namely, providing information relating to the organizing of educational, cultural, sporting, or entertainment exhibitions; arranging and conducting of entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; providing entertainment information by electronic means, via a website; conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational events, and entertainment and cultural activities; providing movie, television and music video entertainment via an interactive web site; providing entertainment by means of television, radio, cinema, cable television, satellite television and the Internet; rental of sound recordings; providing online music, not downloadable; educational and instruction services, namely, providing online instruction relating to music and dance; film, music, sport, video and theater entertainment services; providing of training and education services, namely, providing online instruction relating to theatrical, musical, television, radio and cinematic shows; organization, production, presentation and conducting of music concerts, festivals, tours and other musical and cultural performances, events and activities; education and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of seminars, congresses, conferences and symposiums in the field of audio books; arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions in the field of audio books and exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of audio books; publication of audio books; music publishing services; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, namely, fiction and non-fiction books; publishing services; electronic publishing services of books, audio books, magazines; publication of periodicals and books in electronic
form; organization of dance events and discos; presentation of live performances by musical bands; organization, presentation
and production of shows and live performances by musical bands; recording studio and television studio services; presentation,
namely, entertainment services in the nature of presenting live performances and rental of sound and image recordings; library
services, namely, lending library services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and
Entertainment

**For**  Compilation of information into computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases;
dissemination of advertisements; on-line advertising and marketing services; dissemination of advertising for others via the
Internet; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; promoting the goods and services of others;
provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of
the goods and services of others; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of clothing, furniture, and household goods
excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods by means of on-line retail
and wholesale stores; public relations; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; search engine
optimization for sales promotion; registration of written communications and data in the fields of non-fiction and fiction;
compilation of statistical information for business or commercial purposes; statistical analysis and reporting for business
purposes; computerized file management; marketing research; rental of advertising time on communication media; online retail
store services featuring downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; promoting the music of others by means of
providing on-line portfolios via a web site; compilation of business, book, music, information directories for publishing on the
Internet, namely, collection and compilation of information into computer databases in the field of audio books and music

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and
Business

**For**  Downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; downloadable electronic
books in the fields of fiction and non-fiction on a variety of topics; electronic publications, downloadable, namely, magazines
in the fields fiction and non-fiction on a variety of topics; downloadable electronic publications, namely, e-magazines in the
fields of fiction and non-fiction on a variety of topics provided on-line from databases or the Internet; electronic book readers;
downloadable computer software for application and database integration; software and applications for mobile devices,
namely, downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in electronic storage of data; downloadable
computer software for use in database management; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or
processing sound, images or data; recorded or downloadable media, namely, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs,
and high definition digital discs, all featuring spoken words, music and artistic performances, computer software, namely,
downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in database management; blank digital or analogue
recording and storage media; magnetically encoded key cards, namely, magnetically encoded identity cards; magnetically
encoded cards for carrying data, namely, magnetically encoded charge cards; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing
and reproduction of sound, images or data; downloadable computer programs for editing images, sound and video; apparatus
and instruments for transferring, receiving and storing sound, images and data, both in digital and analog form; electronic
advertising displays, namely, electronic advertisement and messaging display unit with multi-networking (TCP/IP) capabilities
and remote connectivity; downloadable desktop publishing software; apparatus for broadcasting, recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images; digital music downloadable from the Internet; audiobooks in the fields of fiction and non-
fiction on a variety of topics; downloadable podcasts in the fields of fiction and non-fiction

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files; audio, video and data transmission by cable, satellite, computer networks, telephone lines and ISDN lines; video, audio and television streaming services via the Internet; internet and digital transmission services for audio, video, or graphical data; video and audio communication and transmission services by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; providing access to electronic information, communication and transaction platforms on the Internet, namely, providing user access to global computer networks; internet broadcasting services; digital audio broadcasting; broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia content provided via a video-on-demand service via the Internet; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; streaming of data; streaming of audio and video material on the Internet; transmission of podcasts; transmission of digital files; transmission of electronic mail; providing user access to global computer networks; providing access to portals on the Internet, namely, providing multiple-user access to the Internet; video-on-demand transmission; broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content provided via a video-on-demand service via the Internet; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to portals on the Internet, namely, providing multiple user wireless access to the Internet; providing online forums for audio books; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; interactive communication services, namely, providing electronic transmission of information stored in a database via interactively communicating computer systems

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

**For**  Design and development of software and hardware for audio and video operators; software as a service [SaaS] featuring software that enables users to create custom audio books and featuring software for use in database management; design and development of digital sound and image carriers; hosting electronic memory space on the Internet for advertising goods and services, namely, application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, of others in the fields of advertising and marketing; design of customized books; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable sharing of multimedia content and comments among users; electronic storage of digital music; digitization of sound and images, namely, development and design of digital sound and image carriers; platform as a service [PaaS] featuring computer software platforms that enables users to create custom audio books and featuring computer software platforms for use in database management; rental of computer software, namely, rental of computer game software; design, updating and rental of computer software namely, rental of computer game; computer software design; design and development of computer hardware and software

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79317286 Application Filing Date  Jun. 08, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the design of a little bear with its tongue hanging out and one paw held up, with its legs missing but its feet present, appearing with eyes in the colors white, blue, and black, a pink tongue and pink inside of the ears, beige hands, beige chest and stomach, and beige lower facial area, a black nose, and the remainder of the bear in blue, with the entire design having black outlining. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, white, beige, black, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1605963 International Registration Date  Jun. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Suitcases and all purpose carrying bags; umbrellas; luggage tags; traveling bags; briefcases; business, name, calling, credit and leather credit card cases; cosmetic bags sold empty; toiletry bags sold empty; pocket wallets; rucksacks; wheeled bags; credit card holders; shoulder bags; textile shopping bags; net bags for shopping International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Curtains of textile or plastic; bed linen; bath linen, except clothing International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics
For  Games namely, board games and table top games; toys, namely plush toys; video game apparatus; stuffed toys; board games; inflatable toys; action figure toys in the form of human characters; action figure toys; toy robots; bath toys; plush toys; plastic toys in the nature of plastic action figures; soft sculpture plush toys International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For Paper and cardboard; printed matter namely printed books and magazines in the field of electronic games; printed photographs; stationery; printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of electronic games; printed posters; printed general feature magazines; printed periodicals in the fields of electronic games; printed picture and music books; printed maps; printed newspapers in the fields of electronic games; printed note books; printed leaflets in the field of electronic games; printed greeting, announcement, invitation cards; stickers; drawing sets composed of drawing templates, drawing pencils, drawing brushes, drawing paper, and drawing rules

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Providing of training in the field of electronic games; entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events and online electronic gaming events; organizing community sporting and cultural events; presentation of live show performances; arrangement of electronic games competitions and e-sports competitions; training services in the field of computer software development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumes; skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; non-medicated beauty soap; shampoos; non-medicated hair balms; bath and shower gels

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Data processing equipment; computers; downloadable computer software featuring software for electronic games; computer game software, recorded; downloadable computer games programs; downloadable electronic game programs; computer software applications, downloadable featuring software for electronic games; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, e-books, in the field of electronic games; downloadable ring tones and computer graphics for cellular phones; covers for cellular phones; parts and accessories for mobile phones, namely, mobile phone covers, mobile phone cases

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, shirts, shorts, pants, skirts, socks, sweaters, t-shirts, hoodies, scarves, mittens, gloves, hats, caps, and jackets; footwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Design and development of computer programs; installation and maintenance of computer software; technical consultancy relating to computer hardware, computer software and external data devices; computer software consultancy; research and development services relating to computer software

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: DIRTYBIT AS  
Address: DIRTYBIT AS  
Starvhusgaten 4  
N-5014 BERGEN  
NORWAY  
Legal Entity: Joint Stock Company

State or Country Where Organized: NORWAY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: TM6763US00

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1605963

International Registration Date: Jun. 08, 2021

Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Dec. 09, 2020

Expiration Date: Jun. 08, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79317678 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1606827 International Registration Date Jun. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorcycles; electric motorcycles; engines for motorcycles; structural parts for motorcycles; parts and fittings for motorcycles, namely, tires, wheel rims, suspension systems, brake discs, brake rotors, brake caliper, brake pads, brake master cylinder assemblies, brake levers, brake fluid hose and ABS brake fluid pump being brake hardware for motorcycles, handlebars, handlebar grips, handlebar weights, sideview mirrors, rearview mirrors, foot pegs, electric motors, wheel bearings, axle bearings, motorcycle frames, motorcycle seats, and saddle bags
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, socks, coats, gloves; footwear; headwear, none of the aforesaid being clothing, sportswear, or athleticwear for cycling, soccer, running and tri athletes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Verge Motorcycles Oy Address Verge Motorcycles Oy  Kauppaneliö 9  FI-60120 Seinäjoki  FINLAND
Legal Entity osakeyhtiö (oy) State or Country Where Organized FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 158-00850

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1606827 International Registration Date Jun. 18, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 18, 2020 Expiration Date Jun. 18, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 79321322
- **Application Filoing Date**: Jun. 24, 2021
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "GLASS"

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1615553
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 24, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Kitchen containers and containers for household use made of glass; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, namely, household, hotel, restaurant and table beverage glassware, beverage glassware, dishes and plates of glass, tea and coffee services in the nature of tableware made of glass; drinking vessels; bar accessories, namely cocktail stirrers, cocktail glasses, cocktail shakers, drinking straws; drinking glasses; goblets; stemware; tumblers for use as drinking glasses; decorative glasses, not for building; decanters; jugs; carafes; drinking bottles sold empty; beverage glassware for gastronomy; glassware, namely, decorative objects in the nature of fancy drinking glasses, decorative centerpieces, vases, bowls, serving plates, tiered food servers, candle holders, candlesticks, votive candle holders, all made of glass or crystal glass

**International Classes**

- 21 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**

- Housewares and Glass

**Basis Information**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Zwiesel Kristallglas Aktiengesellschaft
- **Address**: Dr.-Schott-Straße 35, 94227 Zwiesel, FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: Aktiengesellschaft
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 203669.02062

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1615553
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 24, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Jun. 24, 2031
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79321449  
Application Filing Date: Jul. 08, 2021
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "GROUP"

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1615861  
International Registration Date: Jul. 08, 2021

Goods and Services Information

For: Insurance services, namely, insurance brokerage, insurance claims administration, insurance claims processing, insurance consultation
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

Basis Information

Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Chaucer Syndicates Limited  
Address: Chaucer Syndicates Limited 52 Lime Street London EC3M 7AF
United Kingdom
Legal Entity: private limited company
State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 2731LT222537

International Registration Information (Section 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1615861  
International Registration Date: Jul. 08, 2021
Expiration Date: Jul. 08, 2031

Examine Elfy Attorney

Examining Attorney: BLANE, SUZANNE M

reason for publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): CHAUCER GROUP
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WILD LAND VOYAGER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79322181</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**MARK DRAWING TYPE**

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1617590</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td>5486942, 6048890</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hammocks; tarpaulins; awnings of textile; awnings of synthetic materials; ropes; unfitted vehicle covers; tents; tents for mountaineering or camping; brattice cloth; bivouac sacks being shelters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>22 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cordage and Fibers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A

Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wild Land Outdoor Gear Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wild Land Outdoor Gear Ltd. No.3 building, No.9 Dongfu West 2nd Road, Haicang Dist CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>CEIT104US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1617590</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2021</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
UCAST

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79322482</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

### International Registration
1618290

### International Registration Date
Jul. 26, 2021

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### For
- Medical dressings; medical plasters; medical casting materials, namely, plasters for medical purposes; plasters, namely, plasters for medical purposes, materials for dressings, namely, plasters for medical purposes; cooling sprays for medical purposes
- Protective clothing, namely, support bandages, headgear, namely, support bandages and footwear, namely, support bandages, braces, namely, support bandages and body supports, namely, support bandages, all for medical purposes; orthopedic articles, namely, support bandages; splinting for medical use, namely, support bandages; plaster bandages for orthopaedic purposes, namely, support bandages; plastering bandages for preparing splints, namely, support bandages; therapeutic support bandages; supportive anatomical bandages, namely, support bandages; synthetic bandages, namely, support bandages; plaster bandages; medical compression stockings; elastic stockings for medical purposes; padding for orthopedic casts; orthopaedic instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments for diagnostic and therapeutic use; orthopaedic healing aids, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments for diagnostic and therapeutic use

### International Classes
5 - Primary Classes
US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

### For
- Medical Apparatus

### International Classes
10 - Primary Classes
US Classes 26, 39, 44
International Class Title Medical Apparatus

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently
66A

### Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

### Owner Name
ONBONE OY

### Address
ONBONE OY
Arkadiankatu 4-6 D
FI-00100 HELSINKI FINLAND

### Legal Entity
osakeyhtiö (oy)

### State or Country Where Organized
FINLAND
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  DOTT074US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1618290  International Registration Date  Jul. 26, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 11, 2021  Expiration Date  Jul. 26, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 5G DRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79323436 Application Filing Date May 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1620684 International Registration Date May 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metallic building components, namely, panels, tiles and boards made of wood, engineered wood, wood veneer, plastic, laminate, imitation wood and vinyl; non-metallic manufactured building elements, namely, panels, tiles and boards made of wood, engineered wood, wood veneer, plastic, laminate, imitation wood and vinyl; non-metallic prefabricated building components, namely, panels, tiles and boards made of wood, engineered wood, wood veneer, plastic, laminate, imitation wood and vinyl; non-metallic wainscoting
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Floor coverings, namely, carpet tiles made of linoleum, floor coverings of vinyl, floor coverings of plastic; wall coverings, namely, vinyl wall coverings, wall coverings of plastic, wall coverings of linoleum
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Välinge Innovation AB Address Välinge Innovation AB Prästavägen 513 SE-263 65 Viken SWEDEN Legal Entity AKTIEBOLAG State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1033462-710
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1620684 International Registration Date May 06, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 12, 2020 Expiration Date May 06, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 5G DRY LICENSED BY VÄLINGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79323755 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "5G" with the number "5" and letter "G" in a large font that is above a small circle that features a stylized representation of a mechanical locking system for flooring in red inside the circle. The stylized wording "LICENSED BY VÄLINGE" appears stacked horizontally to the right of the circle; all of the aforementioned elements appear inside of a red quadrilateral that features curved edges. In the top right, outside of the quadrilateral, the word "DRY" appears stacked vertically from the top downward in red. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and isn't part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LICENSED BY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1621410 International Registration Date Apr. 26, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building boards, not of metal; building boards of plastics materials; building components of imitation wood, namely panels, tiles and boards ; cladding board, not of metal, for building; cladding, not of metal, for building; cladding, not of metal, for ceilings; cladding panels, not of metal, for walls; cladding panels, not of metal, for building; decking, not of metal; dividing wall panels, not of metal; floor boards of non-metallic materials; floor boards, not of metal; floor tiles, not of metal, for building; floor tiles, not of metal; floorboards; flooring materials, not of metal, namely, wood laminate and vinyl flooring; flooring, not of metal; flooring tiles, not of metal; non-metal floor panels; non-metal wall tiles; non-metallic wall panels; building panels, not of metal; tiles, not of metal, for floors; tile flooring, not of metal; tile floorings, not of metal; vinyl floor coverings for forming a floor; vinyl flooring; wall boards, not of metal; wall claddings, not of metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for building; wall panels not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal, for building; floor panels of plastic materials; floor panels of vinyl; wall panels of vinyl; wall panels of plastic materials; decking of plastic materials; building panels of plastic materials; building panels of vinyl; parts of floor and wall panels, namely, glass fibre reinforced plastic tongues for jointing purposes for floors and walls; parts of floor and wall panels, namely, glass fibre reinforced plastic
tongues for locking purposes for floors and walls; parts of floor and wall panels, namely, carbon powder reinforced plastic tongues for floors and walls

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 **International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

**For** Carpet tiles made of plastics; floor coverings; coverings for existing floors; floor coverings for existing floors; linoleum; linoleum for covering existing floors; linoleum for use on floors; floor and wall tiles made of linoleum; floor and wall tiles made of linoleum for fixing to existing floors; wall coverings made of linoleum for fixing to existing walls; vinyl floor coverings; vinyl floor coverings for existing floors; vinyl wall coverings; wall coverings, not of textile; wall coverings of plastic; non-textile wall coverings

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Floor Coverings

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Välinge Innovation AB **Address** Välinge Innovation AB Prästavägen 513 SE-263 65 Viken SWEDEN

**Legal Entity** AKTIEBOLAG **State or Country Where Organized** SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1033462-709

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1621410 **International Registration Date** Apr. 26, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Oct. 27, 2020 **Expiration Date** Apr. 26, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLOMBERG

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  79323941 Application Filing Date  Sep. 30, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

Related Properties Information
International Registration  0989944 International Registration Date  Sep. 25, 2008

Goods and Services Information
For  Electric apparatus used in the kitchen for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and crumbling, namely, blenders; electric vacuum cleaners and electric carpet washing machines; dishwashers; laundry washing machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery

For  Laundry dryers; solid, liquid and gas fuel and electric stoves, cookstoves; cooling apparatus, namely, refrigerators; electric apparatus, machines and devices used for cooking and boiling, namely, ovens and cooking stoves
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For  Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images other than communication devices, namely, radios, televisions, video disk players, video cameras, audio devices in the nature of MP4 players, portable audio players and parts thereof sold as a unit, entertainment apparatus as attachment to television receivers, namely, audio receivers, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, cinematographic devices in the nature of movie cameras and movie projectors, remote controls for televisions and audio receivers, headphones, speakers, megaphones, diaphones, intercoms, picture and slide projectors
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Arçelik A.S.
Address: Arçelik A.S. E5 Ankara Asfalti Üzeri Tuzla TR-34950 34950 Istanbul TURKEY
Legal Entity: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: TURKEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: T-4904 US MP

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 0989944
International Registration Date: Sep. 25, 2008
Expiration Date: Sep. 25, 2028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KEATING, MICHAEL P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOUR STORY DESERVES TO BE TOLD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79324673
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 27, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1623670
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 27, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, cameras, analog and digital photographic cameras, single lens reflex cameras, rangefinder cameras, compact cameras, compact system cameras; cinematographic cameras; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, microscopes, telescopes, camera modules for mobile phones; sound recording apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; apparatus for recording images; apparatus for the transmission of images; imaging apparatus, namely, cameras; blank compact discs; blank recordable DVDs; blank recordable digital recording media; data processing equipment; computer software, recorded, for the use in analogue and digital picture and tone recording devices, specially for capturing and editing pictures and sound in cameras; computer peripheral devices; spectacles; 3D spectacles; eyeglasses, sunglasses and contact lenses; telephone apparatus; mobile telephones; smartphones; cases adapted for mobile phones; recorded and downloadable operating system programs for smartphones; binoculars; telescopes; binoculars; laser range finders; apparatus providing night vision, namely, night vision cameras, night vision goggles, night vision monocular telescopes, night vision binocular telescopes, night vision spotting scopes for optical use and night vision lenses

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Leica Camera AG
- **Address**: Leica Camera AG  Am Leitz-Park 5 35578 Wetzlar  FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong> 1623670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong> Sep. 27, 2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DESIGNERS TRUST

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79325998</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1626949</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Promoting design solutions and design services all being graphic and multimedia design services for others by means of an interactive on-line web site and providing on-line matching services by way of arranging contact between designers and buyers of design services; providing information, namely, compilations of business data information, personnel placement information, user ratings information for commercial or advertising purposes, reviews information on products and services for commercial purposes, referrals and recommendations information about making referrals and recommendations in the field of consumer products and services for commercial purposes regarding business organisations, service providers and other business resources via a global computer network; providing online computer data registers being a searchable database and online searchable data registers being a searchable databases featuring business design services

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For** Application service provider, namely, hosting electronic data, files, applications and information for others; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for e-commerce, namely, software for allowing users to perform electronic business transactions in an on-line marketplace via a global computer network relating to design services; advice and consultancy in relation to industrial design; design services, namely, interior design planning, commercial art design services, graphic design; multidisciplinary visual design services, industrial design, designing of watches, design of instruments, design services for furniture, design of industrial machinery, design of lighting systems pertaining to permanent or temporary architectural, theatrical, entertainment, commercial and/or residential applications, jewellery design services, custom design of measurement systems in the nature of air quality measurement programs, new consumer product design, design for communication systems, namely, wireless communication systems for transmission and reception of voice, data and video; advisory services relating to industrial design
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Timothy Jacob Jensen Studios A/S
- **Address**: Timothy Jacob Jensen Studios A/S Hejlskovvej 106 Hejlskov DK-7840 Højslev DENMARK
- **Legal Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DENMARK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 14302.201

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1626949
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 17, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Feb. 26, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Aug. 17, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RELEVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79326485  Application Filing Date  Jun. 24, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1628093  International Registration Date  Jun. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed teaching manuals in the nature of guides for use in creating educational materials and educational platforms for delivering content to students; printed flashcards; teaching materials, namely, printed trivia cards other than for games; printed teaching materials for educational purposes, except apparatus, for use in delivering educational content; paper notebooks  International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Educational information, namely, providing information via an online website about education; production of audio and video recordings; production of audio-visual recordings for educational and entertainment purposes; education examination services  International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Creation of advertising material, namely, publishing of advertising texts; advertising and marketing services provided via communications channels; preparing audio-visual presentations for use in advertising; advertising services to create corporate and brand identity; publication of advertising matter; advertising and promotion services; production of promotional video recordings for marketing purposes; production of promotional video recordings for advertising purposes; preparing audio-visual displays for advertising purposes; promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; dissemination of advertising matter online; publication of advertising materials and texts; arranging the distribution of advertising samples  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For downloadable software that allows users to create and deliver educational content; downloadable educational mobile applications for the management of data; audio-visual teaching apparatus, namely, computer hardware and computer display screens; apparatus for reproduction of images; apparatus for reproduction of sound; downloadable software application for accessing educational course materials; downloadable mobile applications for management of information in the field of creating and delivering educational content; downloadable mobile applications for the transmission of data; downloadable mobile applications for the transmission of information; downloadable mobile applications for the management of information; downloadable mobile applications for the management of data; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments; downloadable computer graphics software; downloadable interactive software for integrating electronic data with real world environments

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For providing Internet access, namely, providing access to content, websites and portals; providing user access to computer programs in data networks, namely, enabling computer users to access, update, modify, organize, store, back up, synchronize, and share data, documents, information and multimedia content via internet; electronic transmission of e-mail; providing access to computer databases; data transmission services via telecommunication means; providing online forums, chat rooms and electronic-bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users; providing Internet access so that users may access content, websites and portals; transmission of video data via the Internet; transfer of data via computer network; providing Internet access, namely, providing access to websites on the internet or any other communications network; video-on-demand transmission; wireless broadcasting; audio teleconferencing services; digital audio broadcasting; audiovisual transmission services; audiovisual communication services, namely transmitting streamed audiovisual recordings via the Internet; transmission of audio content via the Internet; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; telecommunication access services, namely, providing telecommunication access to video and audio content; audio and video broadcasting services over the internet; audio and video broadcasting services provided via the internet; broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the internet and other communications networks

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**  Communication

For design and development of websites and mobile applications in relation to delivering of educational and vocational content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for developing online educational materials; design and development of computer software for database management; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; hosting of e-commerce website platforms on the internet and maintenance of software used in the field of e-commerce; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages; electronic storage of digital video files; providing electronic storage of digital photographs and videos via a website; programming of educational software; quality control of educational services, namely, certification of educational services; electronic data storage, namely, online data storage; hosting of digital content online; hosting online web facilities for others for sharing online content; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for delivering educational content; maintenance of software for communication systems; hosting of digital content on the Internet in the nature of hosting of video casts; electronic storage of video; design and development of computer software for reading, transmitting and organizing data; programming of multimedia equipment; hosting of digital content on the Internet in the
nature of hosting multimedia educational content; development of interactive multimedia software

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Sorting Hat Technologies Private Limited  
**Address**  Sorting Hat Technologies Private Limited  
Maruti Infotech Centre,  
3rd Floor, A-Block, Domlur, Koramangala  
INDIA  
**Legal Entity**  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  INDIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  IND002.001I

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1628093  
**International Registration Date**  Jun. 24, 2021  
**Expiration Date**  Jun. 24, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DASSIET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79326498 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1628121 International Registration Date Aug. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical dressings; medical plasters; medical casting materials, namely, plasters for medical purposes; plasters, namely, plasters for medical purposes, materials for dressings, namely, plasters for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Protective clothing, namely, support bandages, headgear, namely, support bandages and footwear, namely, support bandages, braces, namely, support bandages and body supports, namely, support bandages, all for medical purposes; orthopedic articles, namely, support bandages; splinting for medical use, namely, support bandages; plaster bandages for orthopaedic purposes, namely, support bandages; splinting bandages for preparing splints, namely, support bandages; therapeutic support bandages; supportive anatomical bandages, namely, support bandages; synthetic bandages, namely, support bandages; medical compression stockings; elastic stockings for medical purposes; padding for orthopedic casts; orthopaedic instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments for diagnostic and therapeutic use; orthopaedic healing aids, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments for diagnostic and therapeutic use
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Onbone Oy Address Onbone Oy Karamalmintie 2 FI-02630 ESPOO FINLAND Legal Entity osakeyhtiö (oy) State or Country Where Organized FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DOTT073US
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1628121  
International Registration Date   Aug. 18, 2021  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Apr. 01, 2021  
Expiration Date   Aug. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   STEIN, JAMES W
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
DEWENSON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79327310</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2021</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1630095
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 29, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Financial services, namely, strategic financial advisory services; financial management; financial consulting services, namely, expert financial analysis; mutual funds investment; capital investment; investment in movable assets in the nature of asset acquisition services; real estate investment services; financial consultantcy; financial evaluation in the fields of insurance, banking, real estate; funds investment; investment fund management; financial holding company services performed for third parties in the nature of financial investments in all fields of businesses or companies by means of contribution, partnership, subscription or redemption of securities or proprietary rights, merger, alliance or joint venture or economic interest grouping; rental property management, namely, commercial property management

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**For** Business management and organization consultancy; providing assistance for individuals and companies in the conduct of their industrial, commercial and financial, movable assets and real-estate affairs, namely, industrial management assistance, commercial consultancy, commercial management, financial auditing, financial statement preparation and analysis for businesses, business planning and marketing solution for real estate professionals industrial asset management services in the nature of auctioning, liquidating and remarketing industrial assets of others; business research, business expert appraisals, conducting business surveys and investigations; commercial and economic consulting and business feasibility studies especially in management, strategy, economic evaluation, value creation and studies of technologies, namely, providing economic consulting and information for the industrials and commercial sectors for planning, organizing, monitoring and carrying out unique and complex projects in different sectors of one or several companies; providing commercial assistance, namely, subcontracting services in the field of financial professionals for third parties; services provided by business consultants in the fields of procurement, supply chain and inventory management, and human resources; business process
outsourcing services; commercial process outsourcing services in the field of finance; commercial support and assistance to companies in establishing their development policy and merchandising of innovative products; company business audits in the nature of commercial analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Monsieur Philippe HENRY **Address** Monsieur Philippe HENRY 42 rue de l'Alouette F-94160 Saint-Mandé FRANCE **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** FRANCE

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1630095 **International Registration Date** Sep. 29, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 01, 2021 **Expiration Date** Sep. 29, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BLANE, SUZANNE M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MATRIX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79327904
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 08, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording MATRIX with MATRI in black and X in red, all on a white background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1631767
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 08, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Artificial teeth; pins for artificial teeth; mirrors for dentists; dental burs; dental prostheses; dental implants; implant abutments for dental purposes
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TRI Dental Implants Direct GmbH
- **Address**: TRI Dental Implants Direct GmbH Merzhauserstr. 183 79199 Freiburg FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: C0498/71209

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1631767
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 08, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Nov. 08, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
MR. GASTON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79327924
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 29, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the smaller-sized stylized wording "Mr.", below which is the larger-sized stylized wording "GASTON" with outlined shadowing towards the lower-left.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1631800
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 29, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, with the exception of beers, in particular, spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS
- **Address**: DISTILLERIE TESSENDIER & FILS 94 rue Robert Daugas F-16100 COGNAC FRANCE
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)
- **State or Country**: FRANCE
- **Where Organized**: FRANCE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: FORW0019WOUS

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1631800
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 29, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 20, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 29, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRMODA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328036 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1632099 International Registration Date Sep. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail and wholesale store services for clothing; retail mail order services for clothing accessories; retail store services in relation to footwear; wholesale store services in relation to footwear; retail store services in relation to bags; wholesale store services in relation to bags; online retail store services relating to cosmetic and beauty products; providing consumer product advice relating to cosmetics; wholesale store services in relation to fragrancing preparations; retail store services relating to alcoholic beverages; wholesale store services in relation to alcoholic beverages except beer; retail and wholesale store services for woven fabrics; retail store services in relation to furnishings; wholesale store services in relation to furnishings; retail store services in relation to furniture; wholesale store services in relation to furniture; retail store services in relation to lighting; wholesale store services in relation to lighting; retail store services for jewelry; wholesale store services for jewelry; electronic order processing for others; online retail store services featuring clothing, clothing accessories, footwear, bags, cosmetics, fragrancing preparations, alcoholic beverages, woven fabrics, furnishings, furniture, lighting and jewelry; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; publicity agency services; marketing services; business administration; business management; sales promotion for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNED INFORMATION
Owner Name   FRMODA S.r.l. Address   FRMODA S.r.l. Via delle Fontane 19 I-24050 PALOSCO (BG) ITALY
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   TM-22-1070

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1632099 International Registration Date Sep. 30, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 28, 2021 Expiration Date Sep. 30, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MULTIFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79328093 Application Filing Date  Sep. 27, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "MULTIFIT" in black partially overlapping a circle made of dots with several dots in the center of the circle, in the colors yellow, orange, and red. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red, orange, yellow, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1632237 International Registration Date  Sep. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Machine tools, namely, grinding tools for grinding machines; power-operated tools, namely, power-operated abrasive wheels and power-operated grinders; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated, namely, power-operated grinders, power-operated hand-held Sanders, power-operated hand-held polishers; Electric polishing tools, namely, power operated polishers for surface finishing; abrasive tools being parts of machines, namely, abrasive wheels for power-operated grinders and abrasive discs for power-operated grinders; abrasive instruments as tools for machines being abrasive discs for power-operated grinders and Sanders; power-operated abrasive wheels; machine parts, namely, polishing wheels for surface finishing; abrasive grinding wheels being tools for machines; Power-operated abrasive grinding wheels; Power-operated sharpening wheels in the nature of power-operated grinding wheels; cutting wheels being parts of machines; backing pads for polishers being parts of machines; backing pads for Sanders being parts of machines; pad savers for backing pads used in polishers and Sanders, namely, pad savers being accessories for power-operated polishers and power-operated Sanders for protecting backing pads from wear and tear; machine parts, namely, polishing discs for power-operated polishers; abrasive discs for power-operated grinders and Sanders; abrasive belts for power-operated Sanders; power-operated tools, namely, files; electric surface treatment machines and apparatus, namely, machines utilizing rotational motion for high energy surface finishing and material treatment; electric machines and apparatus for polishing, namely, power-operated polishers; abrasive instruments, namely, abrasive blast cleaning machines; electric Sanders; air-operated power tools, namely, pneumatic Sanders; battery operated power tools, namely, power-operated Sanders; belt sanding machines; vacuum cleaners; glass-working machines; machines for processing plastic; painting machines; parts and fittings for all aforesaid goods
For cleaning preparations; stain removers; polishing preparations; abrasive cleaning preparations; abrasive preparations for polishing; polishing creams; polishing wax; polishing paper; polishing stones; tripoli stone for use as a polishing abrasive; abrasive granules in the nature of ceramic and aluminium oxide grains used on polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; abrasive preparations containing diamantite for sanding surfaces; silicon carbide for use as an abrasive; carbides of metal for use as an abrasive; abrasive preparations containing corundum for sanding surfaces; abrasives, namely abrasive compounds for scratch removal; industrial abrasives for use in surface finishing; flexible abrasives; sandpaper; abrasive paper; abrasive cloth; flexible abrasives being abrasive nets; flexible abrasives being abrasive films; abrasive sheets; abrasive strips; abrasive rolls; abrasive paste; polishing preparations in the form of pads; abrasive sponges for use in the field of surface finishing industry; coated abrasives in the form of wheels, discs and belts; all aforesaid goods to be used in the surface finishing industry

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mirka Ltd Address Mirka Ltd Pensalavägen 210 FI-66850 Jepua FINLAND Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 158-00973

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1632237 International Registration Date Sep. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 29, 2021 Expiration Date Sep. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FPC SMART'NROLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328323 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1632640 International Registration Date Nov. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic biometric scanner components, namely, biometric sensors and processors for analysis of biometric data of individuals and touch sensors for use in electronic appliances, namely, cell phones, computers, electronic door locks and electronic devices, namely, touch panels and touch screens

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fingerprint Cards Anacatum IP AB Address Fingerprint Cards Anacatum IP AB c/o Fingerprints, Kungsgatan 20 SE-411 19 Göteborg SWEDEN Legal Entity AKTIEBOLAG State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sld-4127-142

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1632640 International Registration Date Nov. 12, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 06, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 12, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CARTAMA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79328328
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 13, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CARTAMA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1632649
- **International Registration Date**: Jul. 13, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Agricultural grains for planting, cereals being unprocessed grains, seeds being unprocessed grains, raw unprocessed agricultural products in the nature of unprocessed seeds, unprocessed fruits and unprocessed grains, unprocessed natural seeds for agricultural use, unprocessed seeds for agricultural use being sowing, seeds for plants, seeds for sowing, seeds coated with a fertilizer for agricultural use, none of the foregoing goods includes cauliflower vegetable or its seeds

**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 46
**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AVOFRUIT S.A.S. BIC
- **Address**: Carrera 33 No 7-41 Edificio Bianco, Oficina 402 MEDELLIN, A COLOMBIA
- **Legal Entity**: Sociedades Comerciales de Beneficio e Interés Colectivo
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLOMBIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1632649
- **International Registration Date**: Jul. 13, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Jul. 13, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79328732   Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2021   Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1633728   International Registration Date  Jul. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paints; paints in paste form; paints that become stretchable after being cured; conductive paints that become stretchable after being cured; paints for electronic components; paints for electric wiring; conductive paints; paints for adhesion; paints for protective preparations; ink for printing machines; ink for screen printing machines
For  Industrial chemicals; chemicals in paste form used in manufacturing electronic circuits; chemicals for manufacturing semiconductors; chemical coatings used in the manufacture of printed circuit boards; industrial chemicals in paste form that become stretchable after being cured; industrial chemicals in paste form that become flexible after being cured; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesives for industrial purposes; plastic adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesives for use in the manufacturing of semiconductors; conductive adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesives for industrial purposes that become thermally conductive after being cured; conductive adhesives for use in industry and manufacturing; adhesives for industrial purposes that become flexible after being cured; adhesives for use in the manufacture of printed circuit boards; conductive industrial chemicals in the form of pastes for use in forming electrical wiring; conductive adhesives for use in industry and manufacturing, namely, for use in mounting electronic components; conductive industrial chemicals in the form of pastes that become stretchable after being cured for use in forming electrical wiring; conductive adhesives that become stretchable after being cured for use in industry and manufacturing, namely, for use in mounting electronic components; conductive industrial chemicals in the form of pastes that become flexible after being cured for use in forming electrical wiring; conductive adhesives that become flexible after being cured for use in industry and manufacturing, namely, for use in mounting electronic components; conductive adhesives in the form of pastes for industrial purposes; conductive industrial chemicals in the form of pastes for electronic packaging and electrical connection
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Electrical insulating materials; electrical insulating materials having stretchability; electrical insulating paints; electrical insulating materials for semiconductors; insulating paints for semiconductors; electrical insulating materials in paste form; electrical insulating materials made from plastic molding materials; non-conductive pastes being adhesive sealants for protecting electric circuits and electronic components; epoxy resin insulating paints being insulating paints made with epoxy resin; insulating coating agents for semiconductors; electrical insulating materials made from thermosetting resins; insulating materials used as protecting preparations for protecting electric circuits and electronic components, namely, insulating materials using insulating fillers; insulating materials for coating; electrical insulating materials made from thermoplastic resins; insulating materials for industrial purposes; insulating materials for electronic packaging; insulating materials that become stretchable after being cured; insulating materials that become flexible after being cured; insulating materials for protecting electric circuits and electronic components, namely, insulating materials using insulating fillers; insulating materials in paste form; insulating materials in paste form that become stretchable after being cured; insulating materials in paste form that become flexible after being cured

International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Namics Corporation Address Namics Corporation 3993, Nigorikawa, Kita-ku, Niigata-shi Niigata 950-3131 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92152-373367

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1633728 International Registration Date Jul. 29, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 29, 2021 Expiration Date Jul. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ECOWHEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328888 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1195497 International Registration Date Dec. 05, 2013

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of chemical and biochemical products and metallic raw materials, and research and development relating thereto in the nature of product research and development services for others in the field of chemical and biochemical products and metallic raw materials; industrial analysis in the nature of scientific analysis services in the field of environmental sustainability of a product and industrial research services, namely, design and development in the field of chemical and biochemical products and metallic raw materials; design and development of computer hardware and software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wacker Chemie AG Address Wacker Chemie AG Hanns-Seidel-Platz 4 81737 München FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity Stock Corporation State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038442

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1195497 International Registration Date Dec. 05, 2013
Expiration Date Dec. 05, 2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SKOTTSBERG

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79328901</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized word "SKOTTSBERG". |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1562103 |
| International Registration Date | Oct. 29, 2020 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Household and kitchen utensils, namely, oven gloves, spatulas for kitchen use, serving tongs; dishes and containers for household use; cooking utensils and crockery, except forks, knives and spoons, namely, cooking pans, metal pans, frying pans, non-electric woks; combs and sponges, namely, metal sponges for cleaning of cooking pans; materials for making brushes; cleaning materials, namely, cleaning cloths, cleaning pads, cleaning brushes for household use; raw or semi-worked glass, except construction glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware, namely, beverage glassware, earthenware saucepans, earthenware mugs, earthenware jars, ornaments of porcelain, porcelain mugs, porcelain cake decorations

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**For** Hand tools and instruments, namely chef's knives, to be operated by hand; knives, namely chefs knives, forks being table cutlery and spoons being table cutlery

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 23, 28, 44
**International Class Title** Hand Tools

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 66A | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | RDFF B.V. |
| Address | RDFF B.V. Deventerstraat 11 NL-7575 EM OLDENZAAL NETHERLANDS |
| Legal Entity | BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<p>| Docket Number | TM94637USWO |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IMMUTACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328979 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1634148 International Registration Date Oct. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of transplant conditions, autoimmune diseases, allergies, infectious diseases, cancer, inflammatory diseases, ALS and T-cell related diseases; living cells for medical purposes; stem cells for medical purposes; cells for medical purposes, namely, regulatory T cells and induced regulatory T cells; living cells for veterinary purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Stem cells other than for medical or veterinary purposes; chemicals for regulating cells other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, biochemicals having immunosuppressive effects, for scientific and research use in the biochemical and chemical industry
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RegCell Co., Ltd. Address RegCell Co., Ltd. 11-2, Shichikunishikurisu-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 603-8436 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8279.2256USI

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1634148 International Registration Date Oct. 21, 2021
Expiration Date Oct. 21, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRSM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79328980 Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1634149 International Registration Date   Oct. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of transplant conditions, autoimmune diseases, allergies, infectious diseases, cancer, inflammatory diseases, ALS and T-cell related diseases; Culture media for cultivating human, animal, plant or microorganism cells for medical purposes; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; living cells for medical purposes; stem cells for medical purposes; cells for medical purposes, namely, regulatory T cells and induced regulatory T cells; living cells for veterinary purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals

For   Chemicals, namely, cell culture media for laboratory use; chemicals, namely, cell culture media for scientific and research use; stem cells other than for medical or veterinary purposes; cell culture media for scientific or research purposes other than for medical or veterinary purposes; culture media for cells or microorganisms for scientific and research use other than for medical or veterinary purposes; cell culture media for laboratory use; chemicals for regulating cells other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, cell culture media for culturing regulatory T cells and induced regulatory T cells for scientific and research use; biological cell culture media for scientific and research use
International Classes   1 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title   Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   RegCell Co., Ltd. Address   RegCell Co., Ltd. 11-2, Shichikunishikurisu-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 603-8436 JAPAN Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   JAPAN
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  8279.2257USI

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1634149  International Registration Date  Oct. 21, 2021
Expiration Date  Oct. 21, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POOLCREW
BADEVERGNÜGEN FÜR ZUHAUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329006 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording POOLCREW in gray with BADEVERGNÜGEN FÜR ZUHAUSE underneath in gray. To the left is a polygon consisting of a solid blue polygon surrounded by a broken polygon in blue and white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, gray and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of BADEVERGNÜGEN FÜR ZUHAUSE in the mark is BATHING PLEASURE AT HOME.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1634216 International Registration Date Sep. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-metal swimming pools
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Electric water pumps for swimming pools; robotic swimming pool cleaning machines, namely, automatic electric swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; electric swimming pool cleaning machines; electric pumps for swimming pools; water pumps for swimming pools
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For heaters for swimming pools; heated pools, namely, hot tubs; swimming pool heaters; filters, heaters and pumps sold in combination for use in swimming pools; LED underwater lights for swimming pools
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Swimming pool cleaning services; construction of swimming pools

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For unfitted tarps for covering swimming pools

International Classes  22 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  International Class Title  Cordage and Fibers

For metal swimming pools; metal hoses for swimming pools

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  A-Z GartenHaus GmbH  Address  A-Z GartenHaus GmbH  Bahrenfelder Chausse 49 Haus B  22761 Hamburg  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  G5778-00036

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1634216  International Registration Date  Sep. 29, 2021
Expiration Date  Sep. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALI, STEPHANIE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRESH2SKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329344 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FRESH2SKIN" inside a dark blue rectangle. The word "FRESH" appears in dark blue, "2" in red, and "SKIN" in blue. The white background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark blue, red, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1635036 International Registration Date Nov. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Textiles and textile goods, namely, sheets of textile and bed linens; textiles and textile goods for cooling, namely, sheets of textile and bed linens; bed linen and bed blankets; sleeping bags; coated fabrics coated with thermoplastic coatings for use in manufacturing in a wide variety of industries; coated woven textile materials, fabrics and knitted fabrics for manufacturing clothing and bed linens; cooling textile fabrics for use in manufacturing of underwear and nightwear, shirts, socks, trousers, and bed linens; textiles fabrics with cooling surfaces for use in the manufacture of underwear and nightwear, shirts, socks, trousers, and bed linens; textiles and fabrics for manufacturing clothing goods, head coverings, underwear, nightwear, t-shirt, shirts, trousers, jeans, and socks

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Clothing, namely, head coverings in the nature of headgear, namely, hats and caps, underwear and nightwear, shirts, socks, burkas and trousers; headwear, namely, hats and caps, bandanas, and insulated head coverings in the nature of headgear, namely, hats and caps; tee-shirts; denim jeans

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Outlast Technologies GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Outlast Technologies GmbH In den Seewiesen 26/1 89520 Heidenheim an der Brenz FED REP GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>4000.379.US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1635036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>May 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RLI DEVELOPMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329425 Application Filing Date May 21, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "DEVELOPMENT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1635253 International Registration Date May 21, 2021 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6206242

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate services, except for the establishment and management of real estate funds for end investors, namely, investment services, valuation services, real estate management, real estate agency services, real estate lending services, and real estate brokerage; pawn brokerage; provision of prepaid credit cards and tokens of value; safe deposit box services; financial banking operations and monetary affairs in the nature of financial information, management, and analysis services, and banking services, except the establishment and management of real estate funds for end investors; financial services, namely, facilitating fundraising for others and financial sponsorship for real estate transactions; financial consultancy services; advice and information concerning the aforesaid services; lease purchase services, namely, lease-purchase financing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial information and consumer information services, namely, undertaking communication to the public as advertising services; public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means, networking in the nature of on-line professional networking services, and online business networking services; general business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; provision of information and advice regarding the selection of properties to be purchased at public and auction sales, namely, information and advice regarding real estate sales management; rental of vending machines; intermediary services with respect to commercial business, namely, business consultation; intermediary services with respect to commercial business, namely, management, negotiation, and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; intermediary services with respect to commercial business, namely, business consultation in the field of real estate, business management, and business
organization; intermediary services with respect to commercial business, namely, business management consultation; commercial evaluation, namely, cost price analysis, and compilation of statistical data; organization of business contacts, namely, providing commercial and business contact information, and updating and maintaining business contact information via the Internet; compilation of statistical data to facilitate collective commercial transactions and pooling of funds; commercial evaluation, namely, evaluations relating to commercial matters; organizing commercial competitions, namely, arranging and conducting competitions for businesses and entrepreneurs to compete for seed capital, business marketing support, and business technology support, to facilitate business activities; purchasing agency services; import-export agency services; price comparison services; subscription services, namely, subscription management services as a subscription agent between consumers and publishers; business assistance, namely, operational business assistance to enterprises, outsourcing services, and business administration assistance; business management services and business administrative services; business analysis, research, and information services; advice and information concerning the aforesaid business services

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

For Distribution of energy by cables and pipelines; transport, namely, passenger transport; transport, namely, transport of goods; transport, namely, transport of persons; transport, namely, cargo transportation by vehicle, truck, vessel, rail, and aircraft; transport, namely, transport reservation services; packaging and storage of merchandise; vehicle parking and storage, providing vessel mooring facilities; lease-purchase services in relation to the provision of the aforesaid services, included in this class, namely, transport consultation; advice and information concerning the aforesaid services

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 105  
**International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  SCHWEIZER KAPITAL HOLDING AG  Address  SCHWEIZER KAPITAL HOLDING AG Bahnhofstrasse 54  CH-8001 Zürich  SWITZERLAND  
Legal Entity  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  22876-1

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1635253  International Registration Date  May 21, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 25, 2020  Expiration Date  May 21, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOUJIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79329520 Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  0962558 International Registration Date  Apr. 04, 2008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Spirits, prepared alcoholic cocktails and hard cider

International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits
For  Club services being entertainment services, namely, nightclubs and dance clubs; members clubs being entertainment services in the nature of social clubs, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, parties and group dining events for club members; nightclubs

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Restaurant, bar, café and hotel services; catering services; provision of food and drink; accommodation services

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OZ Royale, Inc. Address  OZ Royale, Inc.  2436 21st Street  Santa Monica CA 90405  UNITED STATES
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  0962558 International Registration Date  Apr. 04, 2008
Expiration Date  Apr. 04, 2028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SENSE JAPAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329749 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "JAPAN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1635920 International Registration Date Sep. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; aromatic preparations for food being dried herbs, edible spices, food flavorings being non-essential oils, and flavor enhancers; infusions, not medicinal being tea for infusions and herbal infusions; green tea; seasonings; spices
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ogawa & Co., Ltd. Address Ogawa & Co., Ltd. 4-1-11 Nihonbashi Honcho Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0023 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OGAW 2208326

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1635920 International Registration Date Sep. 10, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 10, 2021 Expiration Date Sep. 10, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAI LIN JI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79329817 Application Filing Date  Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three stylized Chinese characters and the wording "CAI LIN JI" above the Chinese characters in stylized font. Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is "CAI LIN JI" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1636126 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accommodation bureau services in the nature of hotels accommodation services and boarding houses services; food and drink catering; canteen services; snack-bar services; tourist home services; retirement home services; day-nursery services in the nature of crèche services; boarding for animals; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Cailinji Trading Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Cailinji Trading Co., Ltd. No.12-14, 22/F, Ping An Building, No.818 Zhongshan Avenue, Jianghan Distri CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1636126 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 22, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOO, SAMUEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYDRAMAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329825 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1636142 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; nutritional drinks being dietary food supplements; nutritional supplements; protein dietary supplements; protein supplements for humans; vitamin supplements; vitamin supplements for use by lactating women; meal replacement bars and drinks for medical use; protein supplements formed and packaged as bars; effervescent analgesic pharmaceutical preparations; effervescent vitamin tablets; vitamin drinks, namely, dietary and nutritional supplement drinks containing vitamins; vitamin preparations; beverages for infants, namely, liquid formula milk for infants; food for infants; protein preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for human consumption, adapted for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Dairy based beverages and powders; food products made from dried fruits; food products made from dried vegetables; food products made from nuts, namely, food bars; fruit-based snack food; dried mixtures of fruit and nuts; prepared snacks made from cooked fruit; prepared snacks made from dried fruit; prepared snacks made from fresh fruit; prepared snacks made from nuts; prepared meals, consisting primarily of meat or vegetables; vegetable-based snack foods, namely, prepared snacks made from cooked vegetables; prepared snacks made from dried vegetables, namely, dried vegetable-based snack foods; vegetable-based snack foods, namely, prepared snacks made from fresh vegetables; vegetable-based snack foods, namely, snack foods made from dried vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Krumbled Holdings Pty Ltd  
**Address**: Krumbled Holdings Pty Ltd  54 Elouera Rd  Westleigh NSW 2120 AUSTRALIA  
**Legal Entity**: PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: Hydramama

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1636142  
**International Registration Date**: Dec. 07, 2021  
**Expiration Date**: Dec. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: LEE, SANG MIN
Case Identifiers

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|------------------------|----------|---------------------|----------
| 79329850      | Oct. 29, 2021          |          |                     |          

Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication: Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): OUD SILK MOOD

Mark Information

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "OUD SILK"

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1636202
International Registration Date: Oct. 29, 2021

Goods and Services Information

For: Non-medicated cosmetic soaps, perfumery, perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, with the exception of cosmetics for the hair and scalp; hair lotions, namely, scented hair mists; deodorants for personal use, namely, perfumery, dentifrices; air fragrancing preparations, scented linen waters and scented toilet water for the hair, lavender water, eaux de toilette, flower extracts, being perfumes, bases for flower perfumes, being perfumed extracts for perfumes, perfumed oils, oils for perfumery, Amber, namely perfumery, musk, namely perfumery, scented woods, perfumed incense and potpourris, bleaching preparations for laundry use, laundry detergents, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations, products for perfuming linen being sachets for perfuming linen, scented linen waters, and scented linen sprays

International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

Basis Information

Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: PARFUM FRANCIS KURKDJIAN
Address: PARFUM FRANCIS KURKDJIAN 41 rue Etienne Marcel F-75001 PARIS FRANCE
Legal Entity: Société par actions simplifiée
State or Country Where Organized: FRANCE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: GERM0348WOUS

International Registration Information (Section 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1636202
International Registration Date: Oct. 29, 2021
Expiration Date: Oct. 29, 2031
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OUD SATIN MOOD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>79329851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;OUD&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Non-medicated cosmetic soaps, perfumery, perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, with the exception of cosmetics for the hair and scalp; hair lotions, namely, scented hair mists; deodorants for personal use, namely, perfumery, dentifrices; air fragrancing preparations, scented linen waters and scented toilet water for the hair, lavender water, eaux de toilette, flower extracts, being perfumes, bases for flower perfumes, being perfumed extracts for perfumes, perfumed oils, oils for perfumery, Amber, namely perfumery, musk, namely perfumery, scented woods, perfumed incense and potpourris, bleaching preparations for laundry use, laundry detergents, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations, products for perfuming linen being sachets for perfuming linen, scented linen waters, and scented linen sprays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>PARFUM FRANCIS KURKDJIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PARFUM FRANCIS KURKDJIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Société par actions simplifiée</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1636203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>GERMO346WOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1636203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CUCUDREAM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79330175
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 03, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1636837
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 03, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Mattress covers; blanket throws; pillow covers; interior decoration fabrics; quilts; quilt covers; kitchen towels of textile; curtains of textile or plastic; banners of textile or plastic; wall hangings of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; towels of textile; place mats of textile; tablecloths of textiles; coasters of textile; sleeping bags; bedspreads; bed linen; bed covers
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: LAB HUNDREDS
- **Address**: LAB HUNDREDS 13F, 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul 07997
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1636837
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 03, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Dec. 03, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** E-WOO

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 79330220
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 12, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark

**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **International Registration**: 1636927
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2021

### Goods and Services Information
- For: Vehicles, namely, motorized land vehicles with two wheels, motor scooters, motorbikes, bicycles, mopeds, self-balancing motor scooters; electric vehicles, namely, electric two-wheeled motorized vehicles, electric motor scooters, electric motorbikes, electric bicycles, electric mopeds, electric self-balancing motor scooters; motor scooters being vehicles; electric motorcycles; motorcycles; and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods in this class

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
**International Class Title**: Vehicles

### Basis Information
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Qianjiang-Keeway (Európa) Ipari és Kereskedelmi Zártkörüli Működo Részvénytársaság
- **Address**: Közuzó ut 8. H-2000 Szentendre, HUNGARY
- **Legal Entity**: kft
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HUNGARY

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 2T23789560

### International Registration Information (Section 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1636927
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Nov. 12, 2031

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BARRETT, LEAH N
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number   79330381  Application Filing Date   Nov. 09, 2021  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Registration   1637370  International Registration Date   Nov. 09, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Recycled paper; bags of paper or plastic incorporating bubble plastics for packaging; paper boxes for packaging; compostable bags of paper or plastic for packaging; compostable packaging materials of paper or cardboard; packaging cartons of paper; packaging in the nature of bags, boxes, envelopes and wraps made of foamed plastic; packaging containers of paper; cardboard boxes for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; cardboard packaging boxes in flat form; cardboard packaging boxes in made-up form; packaging boxes of cardboard; packaging cartons of cardboard; packaging containers of cardboard; packaging materials made of cardboard; cardboard bags, envelopes, wraps and boxes for packaging; recycled cardboard; cardboard boxes; cardboard cartons; cardboard tubes; packaging materials made of corrugated cardboard; corrugated cardboard containers; corrugated packaging materials of paper; cardboard packaging materials for making up into corrugated cardboard boxes; cardboard packaging materials for making up into corrugated cardboard packaging; packing, cushioning, and stuffing materials of paper or cardboard; bags, envelopes, and pouches of paper or plastics, for packaging; stuffed, namely, padded envelopes

International Classes   16 - Primary Classes  US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title   Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name   AUSTRALIAN FUSION CORPORATION PTY LTD  Address   AUSTRALIAN FUSION CORPORATION PTY LTD   8/273 WILLIAMSTOWN ROAD   PORT MELBOURNE VIC 3207   AUSTRALIA  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   AUSTRALIA
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1637370  International Registration Date  Nov. 09, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  May 31, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 09, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ISLIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330525 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1637773 International Registration Date Oct. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machine and parts thereof for the production of caps and closures for containers; cutting machines, and parts thereof; industrial cutting machines, and parts thereof; conveyors being machines and parts thereof; feeding machines, namely, feed cutters, and parts thereof; parts of machines, namely, cutting devices being machine tools; parts of machines, namely, engraving lasers, computerized engraving machines being parts of engraving machines; parts of machines, namely, knurling devices being parts of embossing machines; parts of machines being knives; parts of machines, namely, blades
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Apparatus and instruments for controlling the production of caps and closures for containers, namely, optical test equipment for inspecting and analyzing defects on products in the production of caps and closures for containers; checking and testing apparatus for quality control within the production of caps and closures for containers; product parameters and standards measuring, signalling and controlling apparatus for testing plastic caps and closures for containers for use in the monitoring of industrial operations of cutting, feeding, transport, engraving and knurling
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SACMI COOPERATIVA MECCANICI IMOLA SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA Address SACMI COOPERATIVA MECCANICI IMOLA SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA Via Selice Provinciale 17/A I-40026 IMOLA (BO) ITALY Legal Entity Cooperative Society Company State or Country Where Organized ITALY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 06842-T0008A

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1637773  International Registration Date Oct. 07, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 23, 2021  Expiration Date Oct. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ISLIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79330527  Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2021  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ISLIT".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1637775  International Registration Date  Oct. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Machine and parts thereof for the production of caps and closures for containers; cutting machines, and parts thereof; industrial cutting machines, and parts thereof; conveyors being machines and parts thereof; feeding machines, namely, feed cutters, and parts thereof; parts of machines, namely, cutting devices being machine tools; parts of machines, namely, engraving lasers, computerized engraving machines being parts of engraving machines; parts of machines, namely, knurling devices being parts of embossing machines; parts of machines being knives; parts of machines, namely, blades
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

For  Apparatus and instruments for controlling the production of caps and closures for containers, namely, optical test equipment for inspecting and analyzing defects on products in the production of caps and closures for containers; checking and testing apparatus for quality control within the production of caps and closures for containers; product parameters and standards measuring, signalling and controlling apparatus for testing plastic caps and closures for containers for use in the monitoring of industrial operations of cutting, feeding, transport, engraving and knurling
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SACMI COOPERATIVA MECCANICI IMOLA SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA  Address  SACMI COOPERATIVA MECCANICI IMOLA SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA Via Selice Provinciale 17/A  I-40026 IMOLA (BO) ITALY  Legal Entity  Cooperative Society Company  State or Country Where Organized  ITALY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OMNIABIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330602 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1637952 International Registration Date Nov. 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with regulations related to the research, development, manufacture and sale of products in the health care and medical fields and the administration of health care services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Cryopreservation services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

For Research and development of biotechnological products for therapeutic use in the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation or prevention of disease, disorder or abnormal physical state or their symptoms
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OmniaBio Inc. Address OmniaBio Inc. 661 University Avenue, Suite 1002 Toronto ON M5G 1M1 CANADA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51092625
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1637952  International Registration Date   Nov. 25, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  May 27, 2021  Expiration Date   Nov. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HELLO JADOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79330822 Application Filing Date  Dec. 07, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cartoonish design of a little girl wearing a
dress over a blouse, socks and shoes and having ball-shaped hair ties all followed underneath by the stylized wording
"HELLO JADOO". Translation The English translation of "JADOO" in the mark is "plum".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1628651 International Registration Date  Oct. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; electronic publications, downloadable in the nature of
books, magazines and journals in the field of music, art, animated cartoons; computer operating programs, recorded;
photographic cameras; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; downloadable music files; downloadable image files
containing artwork, memes, cartoon characters; eyeglasses; sunglasses; cases for smartphones; protective helmets; baby scales;
sound reproduction apparatus; respirators for filtering air, namely, dust protective respiratory masks; snorkels
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ATOONZ, INC Address   ATOONZ, INC #316, 242, Digital-ro, Guro-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1140-139

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1628651 International Registration Date  Oct. 27, 2021 Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 22, 2021 Expiration Date  Oct. 27, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAI LIN JI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331007 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three stylized Chinese characters and the wording "CAI LIN JI" above the Chinese characters in stylized font. Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is "CAI LIN JI" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638750 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; tea; sugar; honey; pastries; cereal-based snack food; jiaozi; cereal preparations, namely, processed cereals; wheat flour; soya flour; noodles; seasonings
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Cailinji Trading Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Cailinji Trading Co., Ltd. No.12-14, 22/F, Ping An Building, No.818 Zhongshan Avenue, Jianghan Distri CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1638750 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 22, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOO, SAMUEL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OZAN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79331042</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 30, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized black wording "OZAN" to the right of a glowing ring in pink, grey, and blue. The white areas represent background and are not claimed as a part of the mark.

Color Drawing Yes

Color Claimed The color(s) black, pink, grey, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ozan Ozerk, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Registration 1638861

International Registration Date Sep. 30, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Insurance brokerage services; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes

US Classes 100, 101, 102

International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Prerecorded magnetic data carriers featuring computer software and programmes for managing bank accounts; downloadable and recordable electronic publications, namely, newsletters in the field of managing bank accounts electronically

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes

US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name OZAN LIMITED

Address OZAN LIMITED The Bower, 207-211 Old Street London, England UNITED KINGDOM

Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 1579-155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong> 1638861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong> Sep. 30, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BONZART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331063 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638903 International Registration Date Nov. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photographic machines and apparatus, namely, cameras, film and video cameras, sunglasses with built-in photo and video camera, wearable cameras, instant cameras, 3D cameras, cameras with built-in printer combination, camera cases, bags for cameras, pouches for cameras, interchangeable camera lenses, virtual reality (VR) glasses, camera lens caps for use with film, digital, and video cameras, clips for securing camera lens caps, lens cap holders, camera straps, waterproof camera cases, camera tripods, camera stands, camera strobe lights being strobe light apparatus for use in professional quality photography, camera flashes, camera lens filters, camera supports being camera grips, camera gimbals being gyroscope stabilizers for cameras, portable photo studio light boxes, and electronic apparatus being stand-alone rotating photography turntable display stands; protective cases for camera lenses; electrical power distribution machines, namely, power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; battery chargers; electric wires and cables; telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, smartphones, smart watches; replacement parts and accessories for telecommunication machines and apparatus in the nature of electric charging cables for smartphones, secure digital memory cards for smartphones; digital cameras; personal digital assistants; accessories for personal digital assistants in the nature of electric charging cables for personal digital assistants; smartphone battery chargers; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, namely, USB cables

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
# Owner Information

**Owner Name:** GLOBAL·DC Co., Ltd.  
**Address:** GLOBAL·DC Co., Ltd. Kiga Building 1F, 10-13, Yushima 1-chome Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 1130034 JAPAN  
**Legal Entity:** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized:** JAPAN

## International Registration Information (Section 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number:** 1638903  
**International Registration Date:** Nov. 12, 2021  
**Expiration Date:** Nov. 12, 2031

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney:** HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GBUK ENTERAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331139 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENTERAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1639087 International Registration Date Sep. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; reagent paper for medical purposes; reagents for medical use; reagents for veterinary purposes; plasters for medical purposes; medical dressings; dressings for medical and sanitary purposes; bandages for dressings; adhesive tape for medical purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, adapters, clamps and clips specially adapted for medical tubes and syringes, temperature monitors being thermometers, electronic temperature monitors; medical apparatus, namely, forced air warming and cooling systems for patients comprised of a thermal unit, hose, disposable cover and controls therefor, for the purposes of temperature regulation; medical apparatus, namely, forced air warming and cooling systems for blood comprised of a thermal unit, hose, tubing, cover and controls therefor, for the purposes of temperature regulation; medical apparatus, namely, forced air warming and cooling systems for intravenous fluids comprised of thermal unit, hose, tubing and controls therefor, for the purposes of temperature regulation; medical apparatus, namely, electric blankets for medical purposes, electric warming pads for medical purposes; surgical apparatus and instruments; medical diagnostic apparatus for analysis of body fluids; medical diagnostic testing apparatus for analysis of body fluids; medical devices, namely, blood pressure monitors; catheters; hot and cold compresses for surgical purposes; hot and cold compresses for sanitary and medical purposes; medical apparatus for use in gastrostomy procedures; medical instruments for use in gastrostomy procedures; gastrostomy feeding tube sets consisting of catheters, gastrostomy tubes and syringes; percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy kits consisting of catheters, gastrostomy tubes, needles, syringes and dilators; apparatus for enteral feeding, namely, enteral feeding tubes for connecting and drawing up nutrition from feeding bottles, syringes for enteral feeding, enteral feeding bags sold empty, enteral feeding syringe drivers specially adapted for medical use for delivering measured amounts of enteral nutrition, enteral syringes for medical use,
extension tubes specially adapted for medical use for use with enteral feeding tubes, enteral syringe pumps specially adapted for medical use for delivering measured amounts of enteral nutrition, jejunal enteral feeding tubes; tubes for enteral feeding; gastric feeding tubes; structural and replacement parts and fittings therefor

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GBUK Group Limited Address GBUK Group Limited Woodland House, Blackwood Hall Business Park Selby, Nort UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1639087 International Registration Date Sep. 07, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 29, 2021 Expiration Date Sep. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)

ENTROPY SKINCARE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>79331289</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | “SKINCARE” |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| **International Registration** | 1639365 |
| **International Registration Date** | Dec. 17, 2021 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Cosmetic preparations for skin care; beauty soap; colour cosmetics for children; coloring preparations for cosmetic purposes; shampoos; cleaning preparations; toothpaste; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; cosmetics |
| **International Classes** | 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently 66A** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | PARK, SO HEE |
| **Address** | PARK, SO HEE 101dong 504ho, 6-8, Cheomdanjungang-ro, 152beon-gil, Gwangsan-gu Gwangju REPUBLIC OF KOREA |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | STP20230048 |

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | Owner of International Registration Number 1639365 |
| **International Registration Date** | Dec. 17, 2021 |
| **Expiration Date** | Dec. 17, 2031 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LLOYD OF THE FLIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331332 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1639476 International Registration Date Aug. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing continuing shows in the fields of children's entertainment, family entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, children's fiction and educational content for children broadcast over television, satellite, internet, audio and video media; animation production services; production of movie and TV show special effects and animation production services for film, television and audio, video and digital media including online media; publication and editing of books, written text, magazines and periodicals; video, audio and digital multimedia publishing services; on-line publishing services, namely, online electronic publishing of books, magazines and periodicals; providing online, non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of journals, magazines, books and brochures in the field of entertainment, children's entertainment, family entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, fiction, children's fiction and educational content for children; production of television programmes; radio entertainment show production; television entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment, family entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, children's fiction and educational content for children via a global computer network; theatre productions; providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of children's entertainment, family entertainment, animation, drama, comedy, children's fiction and educational content for children; providing online computer games, non-downloadable; presentation of variety shows; presentation of live show performances; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for entertainment, cultural or educational purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Aardman Animations Limited
Address: Aardman Animations Limited
Gas Ferry Road
Bristol, Avon BS1 6UN
UNITED KINGDOM

Legal Entity: Private Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: ASHF040US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1639476
International Registration Date: Aug. 13, 2021

Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Apr. 22, 2021
Expiration Date: Aug. 13, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331483 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MND" with an upward curving line over the wording.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1639878 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus and installations for transporting persons particularly for transport by cable, namely, cable cars; ski lifts; gondolas being chair lifts, chair lifts, cable cars, drag lifts being ski lifts, slope hoisting installations being ski lifts, ski lifts, cars for cable transport installations being cable cars, funicular rail cars; land vehicles; two-wheeled motor vehicles, motorized two-wheeled vehicles, bicycles, electric bicycles, children's bicycles not being toys, tricycles not being toys, mopeds, motor-assisted cycles being motor cycles, motorcycles; motor scooters; sports bicycles, racing bicycles; rescue sleds
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Amusement park rides; zip lines in the nature of zip line apparatus for recreational purposes; toboggans, summer toboggan being toboggans; toys, games and game articles, namely, play balls and balloons, board games; gymnastic and sports articles, included in this class, namely, sledges for use in down-hill amusement rides, appliances for gymnastics, ice skates, sailboards, surfboards, snowshoes, skis; roller skates; in-line roller skates; skateboards; toy scooters; children's toy vehicles, namely, toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Apparatus for making artificial snow and ice, namely, snow-making machines for making artificial snow and ice making machines; cooling pumps, namely, air cooling apparatus; refrigerating apparatus, namely, refrigerators; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; snow-making machines
Environmental Control Apparatus

For Sporting and cultural activities, namely, organization of events for cultural purposes, organization of sports competitions; providing information in the field of entertainment; providing leisure, sporting and cultural facilities, namely, providing sports facilities, providing amusement facilities, providing recreation facilities; amusement park, theme park, leisure park, adventure and climbing park services; organization of educational tests, namely, educational testing services; organization of sports competitions; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles, and rental of sports facilities; organization of offers relating to entertainment, sports and leisure, including on the Internet, namely, arranging of contests

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Construction services, namely, building construction services, construction project management services; building structures for securing sporting or leisure facilities, namely, building construction services; installation of safety and signaling devices for leisure or sports areas; servicing and maintenance of safety and signaling devices for leisure or sports areas; installation, servicing and maintenance of snow-production networks being artificial snow making equipment; construction consultancy; installation, servicing and maintenance of devices for triggering avalanches; design, construction and implementation, namely, construction and installation of avalanche barrier and falling rock equipment; servicing being repair and maintenance of facilities for transporting people, mechanical ski lifts, chair lifts, cable cars, cable lifts, drag lifts, ski tows, ski lifts, cabins for transport facilities; building construction services, namely, building and installing leisure and sporting facilities, amusement parks, theme parks, recreation parks, adventure parks and climbing facilities; consultancy services relating to the construction of sports and leisure equipment, recreational areas and parks, amusement parks, adventure parks, especially taking into account protection of the environment

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Downloadable and recorded computer software for monitoring and triggering avalanches; downloadable and recorded software for remote control and monitoring of systems for preventing and triggering avalanches; protection and safety devices against accidents for leisure and sports areas in the nature of safety equipment, namely, protective nets for protection against accidents, mattresses specially designed for lifesaving purposes, signaling ropes and safety and warning ribbons; safety equipment, namely, signaling tapes and ropes in the nature of warning streamers; rescue sleighs and sleds

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Design and development of building materials of metal, materials and structures of metal for securing sporting or leisure installations; technical advice, creation being design and development of signaling in the field of leisure and sports areas especially winter sports resorts; design and development of computer software; computer system design; engineering; research and development of new products for others; engineering, namely, design, study, research and consultancy services in the field of refrigeration technology and the manufacture of artificial snow and ice; engineering, namely, design, study, research, advice in the technological field of transporting people, especially cable transport, chair lifts, cable cars, cable lifts, drag lifts, ski tows, ski lifts, funiculars; technical study office services, namely, conducting feasibility studies in the field of creating, developing and implementing parks and recreational areas; civil engineering, namely, technical design of equipment for sports
and leisure, amusement parks, adventure parks; architectural services; services of architects for parks and recreational areas, namely, architectural services; conducting technical feasibility studies on the creation being construction and implementation of leisure and sporting equipment, recreational parks and areas, amusement parks, adventure parks; planning services with respect to urban planning, urban development, namely, urban planning.

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: MONTAGNE ET NEIGE DEVELOPPEMENT  **Address**: MONTAGNE ET NEIGE DEVELOPPEMENT 74 voie Magellan, Parc d'Activités Alpespace F-73800 SAINT FRANCE  **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)

**State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1639878  **International Registration Date**: Nov. 18, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 20, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Nov. 18, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUCKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331533 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1640033 International Registration Date Dec. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand tools for agriculture and horticulture, namely, hoes, gardening forks, weeding forks, weeders, weed pullers, spades, cultivators, rakes, lawn and garden edgers, wheel edgers, hand operated spreaders for seed and dry lawn chemicals, sickles, scythes, shovels, trowels, pruning shears, edging shears, hedge shears, dibbers, harrows, plows, weed burners, bulb planters, lawn aerators, pruning knives, soil scopes; Gardening tools, namely, hoes, gardening forks, weeding forks, weeder, weed pullers, spades, cultivators, rakes, lawn and garden edgers, wheel edgers, hand operated spreaders for seed and dry lawn chemicals, sickles, scythes, shovels, trowels, pruning shears, edging shears, hedge shears, dibbers, harrows, plows, weed burners, bulb planter, lawn aerators, pruning knives, soil scopes; Handles for hand-operated garden tools and hand-operated hand tools for agriculture and horticulture; Replacement fittings and replacement parts for garden tools and hand tools for agriculture and horticulture

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Svea Redskap AB Address Svea Redskap AB  Hemåla 5 SE-740 12 Knutby  SWEDEN Legal Entity Aktiebolag (Limited Company)
State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 46161-034

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1640033 International Registration Date Dec. 09, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jun. 10, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CANTONE, KERI H
Case Identifiers

Serial Number  79331738  Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s)  IMPACTRESPONSE

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Registration  1640408  International Registration Date  Nov. 19, 2021

Goods and Services Information

For  Photography, namely, aerial photography; publishing, namely, publishing of aerial images, photographs, photomaps and maps; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications and content in the nature of aerial images, photographs, photomaps and maps in the field of digital mapping, geospatial content, and geographic information systems, over the Internet
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Advertising services for others, including advertising services provided over the internet, online advertising services and rental of advertising space on the internet; compilation of information into computer databases
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Surveying, being aerial surveying apparatus and instruments, namely, photogrammetric aerial camera systems comprised of cameras lens, cameras, GPS tracking device, battery pack, power supplies, and computer; aerial photographs, photomaps and maps apparatus and instruments, namely, aerial surveying and photographic cameras for digital mapping and remote sensing with imagery and extracted feature outputs; pre-recorded magnetic data carriers, recording discs, pre-recorded data storage media being pre-recorded computer memory and peripheral devices for data storage in the nature of pre-recorded solid state drives (SSDs) and pre-recorded universal serial bus (USB) flash drives, and pre-recorded flash drives all featuring aerial photographs, photomaps and maps; downloadable electronic data, publications and content, namely, downloadable aerial images in the field of geospatial analysis, photographs, photomaps and maps; data processing equipment; computer hardware; downloadable computer software for geospatial analysis and web mapping; computer parts and accessories contained in remote sensing and digital mapping camera systems, namely, computer memory modules and computer peripheral devices; computer peripherals; cameras; camera parts and equipment, namely, camera lenses, camera filters; all the aforementioned in
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Surveying, being aerial surveying apparatus and instruments, namely, photogrammetric aerial camera systems comprised of cameras lens, cameras, GPS tracking device, battery pack, power supplies, and computer; aerial photographs, photomaps and maps apparatus and instruments, namely, aerial surveying and photographic cameras for digital mapping and remote sensing with imagery and extracted feature outputs; pre-recorded magnetic data carriers, recording discs, pre-recorded data storage media being pre-recorded computer memory and peripheral devices for data storage in the nature of pre-recorded solid state drives (SSDs) and pre-recorded universal serial bus (USB) flash drives, and pre-recorded flash drives all featuring aerial photographs, photomaps and maps; downloadable electronic data, publications and content, namely, downloadable aerial images in the field of geospatial analysis, photographs, photomaps and maps; data processing equipment; computer hardware; downloadable computer software for geospatial analysis and web mapping; computer parts and accessories contained in remote sensing and digital mapping camera systems, namely, computer memory modules and computer peripheral devices; computer peripherals; cameras; camera parts and equipment, namely, camera lenses, camera filters; all the aforementioned in
relation to aerial photographs, photomaps, maps, and geographic information systems

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**For** | Licensing of photographs and photographic images, photomaps and maps; all the aforementioned in relation to aerial photographs, photomaps and maps

**International Classes** | 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 101  
**International Class Title** | Personal and legal services  
**For** | Surveying, namely, aerial surveying services; analysis and processing of aerial photographs, namely, aerial surveying services; design and development of computer hardware and software; design, development and hosting of databases searchable over the Internet for others; hosting websites of others, namely, hosting websites providing searchable and downloadable online content including images, photographs, photomaps and maps; all the aforementioned in relation to aerial photographs, photomaps and maps

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 101  
**International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services  

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Nearmap Australia Pty Ltd  
**Address** | Nearmap Australia Pty Ltd Tower 1, L 4 100 Barangaroo Ave Barangaroo NSW 20 AUSTRALIA  
**Legal Entity** | PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** | AUSTRALIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1640408  
**International Registration Date** | Nov. 19, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | May 20, 2021  
**Expiration Date** | Nov. 19, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AT SENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331983 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the yinmn blue, dark blue, and blue wording "AT SENS". The white background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors yinmn blue, dark blue and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1641054 International Registration Date Dec. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wearable apparatus measuring biometric data for medical use; electrocardiographs; heart rate monitors; heartbeat measuring apparatus; arrhythmia analysis apparatus; patient monitoring system comprised of sensors and alarms for assessing blood properties and respiratory events for assessing, diagnosing, and treating health conditions; telemetry apparatus for medical purposes; telemetry devices for medical applications; wireless heart rate monitor devices for medical use; heart rate recorders; heart monitors; medical monitors for blood properties and respiratory events that also displays and reproduces this biometric information; heart rate monitoring apparatus; heart monitors to be worn during exercise
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Downloadable software for establishing internet connections, analyzing electrocardiograms, and managing, monitoring, and assessing medical data
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ATsens Co., Ltd. Address ATsens Co., Ltd. Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do 806ho, 11, Gumi-ro, REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  YPLE 13818

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1641054  International Registration Date  Dec. 01, 2021
Expiration Date  Dec. 01, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINI + ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332668 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1642584 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; nutritional drinks being dietary food supplements; nutritional supplements; protein dietary supplements; protein supplements for humans; vitamin supplements; vitamin supplements for use by lactating women; meal replacement bars and drinks for medical use; protein supplements formed and packaged as bars; effervescent analgesic pharmaceutical preparations; effervescent vitamin tablets; vitamin drinks, namely, dietary and nutritional supplement drinks containing vitamins; vitamin preparations; natural healthcare preparations, namely, magnesium salts and oils used in the treatment of cramps and similar conditions; beverages for infants, namely, liquid formula milk for infants; food for infants; protein preparations for use as additives to foodstuffs for human consumption, adapted for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Dairy based beverages and powders; food products made from dried fruits; food products made from dried vegetables; food products made from nuts; fruit based snack food, excluding fruit based snack food containing whole fresh fruits or whole fresh vegetables and excluding fruit based snack food that contains only fresh fruit as an ingredient; mixtures of fruit and nuts, excluding mixtures of fresh fruit; prepared snacks made from cooked fruit; prepared snacks made from dried fruit; prepared snacks made from nuts; prepared meals, consisting primarily of meat or vegetables; prepared snacks made from cooked vegetables; prepared snacks made from dried vegetables; snack foods made from dried vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Confectionery bars, namely, chocolate bars; nut confectionery, namely, chocolate coated nuts, and, bars made of chocolate and nuts; snack foods consisting principally of confectionery, namely, candy and chocolate; muesli; snacks manufactured from muesli, namely, muesli bars; cereal-based snack bars; cereal-based snack foods; high-protein cereal bars; cereal based snack foods; cakes; pancakes; muffins; biscuits; cookies; puddings; ice cream; cereal based snack food; bakery products; prepared meals consisting primarily of rice, pasta or noodles; grain based food bars

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Krumbled Holdings Pty Ltd Address Krumbled Holdings Pty Ltd 54 Elouera Rd Westleigh NSW 2120 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Mini + Me

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1642584 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OVAVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332696 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1642663 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietetic food adapted for medical and veterinary purposes; Food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Nutritional supplements for humans and animals; Anti-inflammatory preparations; Anti-inflammatories; Plant extracts for pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary purposes; Nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements; Meal replacements and dietetic food and beverages in the nature of bars and shakes adapted for therapeutic, medical and veterinary purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations, namely, non-medicated skin creams and lotions, deodorant, face creams and lotions, face masks, exfoliants; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumes; Fragrances; Essential oils; skin care products and preparations; Hair care products, namely, shampoos and conditioners; Hair care preparations; Foot care products and preparations, namely, foot creams and lotions; Oral care products and preparations, namely, toothpaste and mouthwashes; Nail care products, namely, nail creams and treatments; Make-up; Shaving products, namely, shaving cream, foam and lotion; Shaving preparations; Sun-tanning, sun-screen and self-tanning products, namely, non-medicated oils, creams and lotions; Sun-tanning, sun-screen and self-tanning preparations; Deodorant for personal use; Antiperspirants; Tissues impregnated with soaps, moisturisers, toners, cosmetics, cosmetic lotions; Oils for perfumes and scents; all of the above for humans or animals

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Nutritional additives, chemical additives for use as food and beverage binding agent, food preservatives, antioxidants, chemical preservative ingredients, fruit extracts, vegetable extracts, plant extracts and filtering materials in this class for the use in manufacture of food, beverage, food and beverage supplements, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals and for use in industrial purposes

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** VALIC NZ LIMITED **Address** VALIC NZ LIMITED  McCulloch & Partners, Chartered Accountants Level 2, 11-17 Chu  NEW ZEALAND **Legal Entity** NZ Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW ZEALAND

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1642663  **International Registration Date** Dec. 22, 2021  **Expiration Date** Dec. 22, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PARK PROXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332885 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1643006 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing, promotion and publicity services for hotels and serviced apartments; providing office functions; provision of office facilities for office equipment and machinery; administration of the business affairs of retail stores, advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; all the aforesaid services also provided on-line from a computer database or via the global communications network; retail store services featuring cosmetics and beauty products, precious metals and stones, jewellery, watches, timepieces and clocks, paper, printed matter, stationery, bags, glassware, porcelain, earthenware, textiles and textile goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, toys, games, playthings, sporting articles and equipment, food and foodstuffs, drinks both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, flowers and flower arrangements and smokers articles; online electronic retail store services featuring cosmetics and beauty products, precious metals and stones, jewellery, watches, timepieces and clocks, paper, printed matter, stationery, bags, glassware, porcelain, earthenware, textiles and textile goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, toys, games, playthings, sporting articles and equipment, food and foodstuffs, drinks both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, flowers and flower arrangements and smokers articles; promotional services for hotels, restaurants, bars, resorts; business management of hotels and serviced apartments
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Providing temporary accommodation; Services for providing food and drink; Hotel services; Resort hotel accommodation services; Hotel accommodation services; Hotel catering services; Hotel reservation services, namely hotel room booking services; Hotel restaurant services; Provision of hotel venues in the nature of rental of meeting rooms for business exhibitions, business fairs, conferences, congresses, lectures and meetings; Providing facilities, namely, rental of meeting rooms for conducting conferences, conventions, exhibitions, fairs and holidays; Rental of meeting rooms; Provision of food and drink as part of hospitality services; Providing information in the field of temporary accommodations for holiday
travelers; Restaurants; Cafes; Catering services; Advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid;
All the aforesaid services also provided on-line from a computer database or via the global communications network

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: StayWell Holdings Pty Limited  **Address**: StayWell Holdings Pty Limited  L10,  80 Clarence Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000  AUSTRALIA  **Legal Entity**: PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: ____.____

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1643006  **International Registration Date**: Dec. 22, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 26, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Dec. 22, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ONE&DONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332946 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1643166 International Registration Date Nov. 14, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Guidewires for medical use; guidewires for use in interventional cardiology, radiology, neurology and vascular surgical procedures; guidewires having selectively adjustable stiffness, for medical use; guidewires having selectively adjustable tip curvature, for medical use; guidewires having telescoping arrangement, for medical use; guidewires for use in the cardiovascular system; guidewires having maneuverability in the cardiovascular system; guidewire systems comprised of medical guidewires having a tip for penetrating a lesion in coronary vessels; double concentric guidewires for use in interventional cardiology, radiology, neurology and vascular surgical procedures
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MICROBOT MEDICAL LTD. Address MICROBOT MEDICAL LTD. 6 Hayozma Street, P.O.B 242 2069204 Yoqneam ISRAEL Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A645-49

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1643166 International Registration Date Nov. 14, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 20, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 14, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOM GATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79332979 Application Filing Date  May 03, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1643242 International Registration Date  May 03, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewellery; fashion jewellery; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; costume jewellery; precious metal jewellery; articles of jewellery coated with precious metals; articles of jewellery made of precious metals, alloys and precious stones; jewellery made from silver; jewellery made of crystal; jewellery fashioned in non-precious metals; articles of jewellery with ornamental stones; body jewellery; jewellery for the head; artificial and imitation jewellery; bangles; bracelets; amulets, watches; dress watches; straps and bands for watches; bracelets and watches combined; jewellery chains; charms for jewellery; jewellery charms in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery charms of common metals; charms for key rings; earrings; ear studs; cuff links; jewelry brooches; lockets; neck chains; necklaces; pendants; rings; tie pins; tie clips; decorative articles, namely, jewellery for personal use; decorative pins being ornamental lapel pins; diadems; dress ornaments in the nature of jewellery; enamelled jewellery; engagement rings, eternity rings, wedding rings; gems; gemstones; pearls; key rings and key chains, and charms therefor; key rings of precious metal; key rings of common metal; non-metal key rings; clocks and watches; alarm clocks; chains for watches; jewellery made from gold, silver, bronze, non-precious metal, precious metals, precious stones, plated precious metals, semi-precious materials; medals; commemorative medals; precious jewellery, gemstones and precious stones; jewellery cases, organizer cases and boxes; sculptures of precious metal; non-metal key chains
International Classes   14 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title   Jewelry
For  Ornamental novelty badges for wear, not of precious metal; Ornamental novelty pin badges of non-precious metal; ornamental novelty badges; embroidery patches; brooches for clothing; hairbands and hair clips; hair grips; decorative charms for mobile phones and eyewear; charms, other than for jewellery, key rings or key chains, namely, cell phone accessory charms, charms for attachment to beverage glassware and charms for shoes, decorative backpack charms, charms for attachment to face masks, purse charms, decorative charms for eyewear; decorative charms for eyewear; ribbons, namely, hair
ribbons, prize ribbons, ornamental ribbons made of textile; hair ribbons; hat trimmings; embroidery; haberdashery bows, ribbons and braid; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles; patches for clothing made of rubber, plastic and vinyl; ornamental heat adhesive patches for clothing; ornamental cloth patches; buttons; novelty buttons; zip, snap and slide fasteners for clothing; fastenings for suspenders; false moustaches; false beards; wigs; zippers; pin cushions

**International Classes**  26 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  **International Class Title**  Fancy Goods

For  Small domestic utensils and containers, namely, plastic storage containers for household use and collapsible storage containers for domestic use; combs and sponges for household purposes; brushes, namely, hair brushes, clothes brushes and brushes for pets; articles for cleaning purposes, namely, sponges, cloths; dishes and decorative centerpieces of glass, ceramic, porcelain and earthenware; beverage glassware, jugs, mugs and drinking glasses; demitasse sets consisting of cups and saucers; plastic coasters; thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; cork screws; corn cob holders; decanters; drinking flasks; infant drinking cups; cookie jars; cutting boards; bottles, sold empty; jugs; bowls; plates; cups; mugs; plastic water bottles sold empty; bottle openers; lunch boxes; cookie cutters; pans; non-electric kettles; dishes; lunch pails; plates not of precious metal; buckets; plastic buckets; shower caddies, not of precious metal; tea caddies, not of precious metal; soap boxes; vacuum bottles; hair combs; cleaning combs; powder compacts sold empty; dusting brushes; hair brushes; brushes for clothes; bathroom pails; cake moulds; coffee cups; coffee mugs; drinking glasses; napkin holders; towel holders in the nature of towel rings; toothpicks; toothpick holders; paper cups; paper plates; non-metal piggy banks; plastic cups; salt shakers; pepper pots; shoe horns; window dusters; toothbrushes; toothbrush cases; wash basins in the nature of bowls; waste baskets; serving trays not of precious metal; serving utensils in the nature of serving spoons; cases for personal hygiene products, namely, fitted vanity cases; toilet cases, namely, toothbrush cases; statues and figurines made of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain; oven mitts; dishcloths, pot holders

**International Classes**  21 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  **International Class Title**  Housewares and Glass

For  Leather and imitations of leather; trunks being luggage and travelling bags; athletics bags; toiletry bags, not fitted and sold empty; beach bags; book bags; diaper bags; belt bags; hunting and ski boot bags; duffel bags; gym bags; baby backpacks; backpacks; leather bags; school bags; shoulder bags; shoe bags for travel; shopping bags of mesh, canvas and leather; towelling bags, namely, shoulder bags, duffle bags, garment bags for travel; tote bags; toilet shaving bags sold empty; toiletry bags sold empty; suit carriers being travelling bags; waist bags; weekend bags; work bags being briefcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; purses; chain mesh purses, not of precious metal; coin purses; change purses; clutch purses; cosmetic purses; evening purses; leather purses; purses, not of precious metal; knapsacks; waist packs; wallets

**International Classes**  18 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  **International Class Title**  Leather Goods

For  Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes, namely, textile wall hangings; bed covers and plastic table covers; travelling rugs being lap rugs; travelling rugs being travelling blankets; lap rugs; towels; bed linens, bed blankets, quilts, crib canopies, bed pads, bedspreads, bed sheets, pillow cases, comforters, duvet covers, mattress covers, dust ruffles, mosquito nets, pillow shams and bed spreads; Cloth, namely, cotton cloth, linen cloth, felt cloth; fabric, namely, cotton, linen, felt, silk; Plastic table covers and table linen of textile; place mats of textile material; table napkins of textile, textile serviettes and fabric table runners; kitchen linens, cloth doilies, table napkins of textile, textile table cloths, kitchen towels, textile place mats, bath washing mitts, fabric table runners; cloth coasters; curtains; draperies; curtain holders of cloth; cloth banners; handkerchiefs of textile; bath linens, namely, bath towels and wash cloths; household linen; place mats of linen; fitted
coverings of textile and plastic for furniture; fitted covers for toilet lids of fabric; covers for cushions; unfitted fabric and
plastic covers for furniture; textile wall hangings; shower curtains; cotton, polyester and nylon fabric; upholstery fabrics;
lingerie fabric; textile handkerchiefs; sleeping bags

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics

For Toys and sporting goods, games and playthings, namely, water sport equipment, namely, boards used in the practice of
water sports, sleds being sports articles or for recreational use, skis, snowboards, skateboards, kites, remote controlled toy
vehicles, play balls and play balloons, balls for sports, beach balls, volleyball, footballs, racket balls, skipping ropes; action
figures and accessories therefor; plush toys; balloons; bathtub toys; ride-on toys; game equipment sold as a unit for playing
card games; playing cards; toy vehicles; dolls; flying discs; hand-held unit for playing electronic games; game equipment sold
as a unit for playing a board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlour game; hand-held units for playing electronic
games; jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; paper face masks being playthings; masquerade and Halloween masks; water
squirting toys; surfboards; balls, namely, playground balls; swim toys, namely, inflatable toys for swimming pools; toy
bakeware and toy cookware; toy banks; toy snow globes; Christmas tree ornaments

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and
Sporting Goods

For Paper and cardboard; printed matter namely crossword puzzles, blank journals, printed calendars, greeting cards,
colouring books, printed day and desktop planners, blank notepads, wordsearches puzzle books, printed photographs, stickers,
bookmarks; bookbinding material, namely, cardboard backing for binding books; printed photographs; adhesives for stationery
or household purposes; artists' materials namely, coloured paper, modelling clay; paint brushes; typewriters and office
requisites namely staplers, staple removers, penholders, compasses for drawing; printed instructional and teaching material
namely puzzle books, work books, activity books, story books, flash cards and text books in the field of education and
entertainment; plastic material for packaging namely bags, envelopes and adhesive film of plastic for packaging; printers' type;
printing blocks; printed matter and paper goods, namely, printed children's books featuring characters from animated, and
comedy features, comic books, children's books, children's magazines featuring characters from animated and comedy
features, colouring books, children's activity books; stationery, writing paper, envelopes, printed notebooks and printed diaries,
blank note cards, printed greeting cards, collectable printed trading cards; lithographs; pens, pencils and cases therefor; erasers,
crayons, markers, coloured pencils, painting sets for children, chalk and chalkboards; decals, heat transfer paper; printed
posters; mounted and unmounted printed photographs; book covers, book marks; Printed calendars, gift wrapping paper; paper
party decorations, paper napkins, paper doilies, paper place mats, crepe paper, printed invitations, paper table cloths, paper
cake decorations; paper printed iron-on transfers; printed patterns for costumes, and for making pyjamas, sweatshirts and t-
shirts; printed booklets, all incorporating an audio component as a unit, featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure, animation
and music information in the field of education and entertainment

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper
Goods and Printed Matter
For Entertainment services in the nature of providing live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows and movie showing; amusement park services; entertainment services, namely, providing an amusement park ride in the nature of roller coaster ride, water ride, virtual reality ride and a bumper car ride; entertainment information; education and training services, namely, conducting live, broadcast and on-line classes, seminars and workshops in the field of production of television programs and in the field of creation of children's entertainment; publication of texts and books, and online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; providing online non-downloadable publications in the nature of newspapers, magazines and journals in the field of children's entertainment; information services, namely, reviews, commentary and recommendations in the field of entertainment; book club services, namely, arranging and conducting social entertainment events for club members; arranging and conducting of workshops, symposiums and exhibitions in the field of children's literature and entertainment; entertainment services, namely, arranging of contests and arranging and conducting sports, dance, literary and spelling competitions; production, distribution, and syndication of television and radio programmes

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For Promotion, advertising and marketing services; promotion, advertisement and marketing of books, merchandise and consumer goods; promotion, advertisement and marketing of television series, television programmes, films and movies; business advice and business assistance in relation to children's books and merchandise; retail and online retail store services featuring books, merchandise and general consumer goods; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring cosmetics, toiletries, beauty care preparations, perfumery and fragrances, oral hygiene preparations, household cleaning and fragrancing preparations, skin care and cosmetic kits and gift sets and baby care products; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, motion picture films, downloadable publications in the nature of books, animated cartoons, downloadable animated cartoons, pre-recorded vinyl records, audio books, headphones, batteries, cordless telephones, calculators, mouse pads, eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefor, mobile apps, computer programs, downloadable computer game software, mobile phone accessories and covers, tablet computer cases, e-books and downloadable electronic publications; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring jewellery, articles of jewellery coated with precious metals, articles of jewellery made of precious metals, alloys and precious stones, jewellery cases, organisers and boxes and sculptures of precious metal; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring musical instruments, cases for musical instruments, music stands, sheet music stands, tuning forks, musical accessories and music boxes; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring paper, cardboard, printed matter, books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, instructional and teaching material, plastic material for packaging, printed matter and paper goods, cartoon strips, cartoon prints, books featuring characters from animated and comedy features, comic books, children's books, booklets, magazines featuring characters from animated and comedy features, colouring books, children's activity books, stationery, stationery tins, writing paper, sketchbooks, sketching boards, scrap books, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards, postcards, greeting cards, trading cards, pens, pencils, cases for pens and pencils, erasers, crayons, markers, coloured pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards, stamps, ink stamps, decals, stickers, temporary tattoos, posters, passport holders, photograph stands, photographs, photo frames, book covers, bookmarks, bookplates, calendars, gift wrapping paper, paper gift bags, paper party decorations, paper napkins, paper doilies, paper place mats, invitations, paper table cloths, paper coasters, paper towels, paper cake decorations and printed patterns for costumes and clothing; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring bags, trunks and travelling bags, school bags, umbrellas, purses, wallets, bags for carrying pets.
and pet clothing; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring furniture and parts therefor, beds, desks, tables, chairs, bookcases, shelving units, decorative items for the home and storage furniture; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring household goods, utensils, containers, combs, sponges, brushes, cleaning instruments and materials, glassware, ceramics for household purposes, porcelain ware, earthenware, jugs, mugs, cups, demitasse sets consisting of cups and saucers, coasters, insulated containers for food or beverages, cork screws, flasks, flasks, baking utensils, baking dishes and tins, cutting boards, bottles, bowls, plates, water bottles, bottle openers, lunch boxes, pans, kettles, dishes, lunch boxes, lunch pails, buckets, buckets, shower caddies, tea caddies, soap boxes, vacuum bottles, powder compacts, decorative boxes, coasters, napkin holders, towel holders, oven mitts, toothpicks, toothpick holders, piggy banks, salt shakers, pepper pots, shoe horns, window dusters, toothbrushes, toothbrush cases, wash basins, waste baskets, serving trays, serving utensils, cases and bags for personal hygiene products, toilet cases and statues and figurines made of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, rugs, towels, bed linen, blankets, table linen, curtains and household linen; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring clothing, footwear and headgear, clothing for children, children's headwear and children's footwear; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring badges, pin badges, brooches, hairbands and clips, decorative charms for mobile phones and eyewear, key rings or key chains, ribbons, embroidery, haberdashery, adhesive patches, buttons, false moustaches, false beards, wigs, zippers and pin cushions; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring toys and sporting goods, games and playthings, action figures and accessories therefor, video game apparatus, arcade games and amusement machines, balloons, playing cards, handheld computer and video games, game consoles, board games, jigsaws, paper party favours and hats, Halloween masks, water toys, surfboards, balls, toy bakeware, snow globes, Christmas tree ornaments and cases for play accessories and games; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring food and beverage products; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring non-alcoholic beverages, flavoured waters, mineral water, soft drinks, soda, soda water, sports drinks, smoothies and fruit squashes; retail, wholesale and online retail store services featuring electronic publications and pre-recorded shows and movies; arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; arranging of trading transactions and commercial contracts; provision of information and advisory services in relation to operating e-commerce marketplaces; business management services relating to electronic commerce; business administration of loyalty, incentive and bonus programmes; organisation, operation and conducting loyalty and incentive award programs to promote the sale of products and services for others; administration of consumer loyalty programmes; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

| For | Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; Blank magnetic data carriers and recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and animation; pre-recorded vinyl records, audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio-video cassettes, audio-video discs, and digital versatile discs all featuring music, comedy and |
animation; stereo headphones; batteries; cordless telephones; hand-held calculators; audio cassette and CD players; CD-ROM computer game discs; hand-held karaoke players, telephone and radio pagers; short motion picture film cassettes featuring comedy and animation; video cassette recorders and players, compact disc players, digital audio tape recorders and players, electronic diaries; radios; mouse pads; eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefor; downloadable computer programs for use in playing and displaying video and computer games, editing images, sound and video; downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable video and computer game programs, video game cartridges and cassettes; cellular telephone accessories, namely, hands-free headsets and devices, cellular telephone covers and cellular telephone face covers; magnetically encoded phone cards, credit cards, cash cards and debit cards, and magnetically encoded key cards; decorative magnets; blank audio tapes; downloadable computer software supplied from the Internet for use in playing and displaying video and computer games, editing images, sound and video; downloadable electronic publications namely magazines, newsletters, journals, crosswords, colouring books, greeting cards, calendars, wordsearches and recipes in the field of entertainment, education, food and drink provided from databases or the Internet; downloadable computer software for use in enabling telecommunications connection to databases and the Internet and telecommunications apparatus, namely, modems; downloadable computer software to enable searching of data; digital music downloadable from the Internet; downloadable ring tones; digital music downloadable from MP3 Internet web sites; MP3 players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jumpers, sweatshirts, long sleeved shirts, trousers, shorts, vests, pyjamas, socks, underwear, footwear and headwear; clothing for children, namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging suits, trousers, jeans, pants, shorts, tank tops, rainwear, cloth baby bibs, skirts, blouses, dresses, suspender, sweaters, jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, robes, hats, caps, sun visors, belts, scarves, sleepwear, pyjamas, lingerie, underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, sandals, booties, slipper socks, swimwear, masquerade and Halloween costumes; paper hats for use as clothing items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Liz Pichon Limited **Address** Liz Pichon Limited Hathaway House, Popes Drive London N3 1QF UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 102412.0010T

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1643242 **International Registration Date** May 03, 2021 **Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 15, 2021 **Expiration Date** May 03, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRONGBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79333001 Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1643297 International Registration Date   Nov. 03, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Buildings, transportable, not of metal; greenhouses, transportable, not of metal; non-metallic transportable buildings incorporating mobile sanitary installations; non-metallic transportable buildings; non-metallic transportable buildings in the nature of changing rooms; non-metallic transportable constructions; non-metallic transportable homes being manufactured homes; nonmetallic transportable homes being manufactured homes; transportable non-metal soundproof booths, hangars, warehouses, porches, arbors, storm shelters, swimming pools, and liquid storage tanks of masonry; transportable domestic buildings made of non-metallic materials; mobile homes being manufactured housing of non-metallic materials; prefabricated relocatable non-metal buildings constructed in modular units; portable non-metallic buildings in the form of cabins; non-metallic buildings in the form of sheds; non-metallic transportable buildings incorporating sanitary installations
International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials

For   Buildings, transportable, of metal; transportable homes being manufactured homes made of metal; transportable buildings of metal; transportable buildings in the nature of metal rooms incorporating showers; portable metal buildings for hospitality purposes; prefabricated metal buildings; mobile homes being manufactured housing of metal; transportable buildings of metal containing sanitary installations; modular portable buildings of metal; non-portable prefabricated houses made of metal; portable buildings made principally of metal; portable buildings of metal for exhibition purposes
International Classes   6 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title   Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: DIALOG PROPERTY (NZ) LIMITED  
**Address**: DIALOG PROPERTY (NZ) LIMITED  
493 Parnell Road, Parnell Auckland 1052  
NEW ZEALAND  
**Legal Entity**: Limited Company  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW ZEALAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: B0554-43A

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1643297  
**International Registration Date**: Nov. 03, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 05, 2021  
**Expiration Date**: Nov. 03, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TICK ROTATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333031 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TICK ROTATOR" with a design to the left consisting of concentric circles with a tick in the center. Disclaimer "TICK ROTATOR" IN
INTERNATIONAL CLASSES 007, 008, 010, 021, AND 035

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1643391 International Registration Date Jul. 20, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical apparatus for removing insects, namely electric devices for attracting and killing insects; brushes for pets and insect removal not for medical or veterinary purposes; brushes for tick removal, namely scrubbing brushes not for medical or veterinary purposes; electric pet brushes; electric brushes for tick removal, namely, scrubbing brushes and washing brushes not for medical or veterinary purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, namely, tick removal devices; medical apparatus and instruments for removing ticks; electronic medical instruments for use in insect removal including ticks; veterinary instruments and apparatus for use in insect removal including ticks

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Brushes, electrically operated, namely, brushes for use in rotating electrical machinery; electrically operated brushes, being parts of machines

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Advertising; marketing; wholesale and retail store services featuring apparatus and instruments for removing ticks, including parts and fittings, hand tools and implements, brushes and applicators, electric brushes; wholesale store services featuring pharmaceutical articles, medical and veterinary articles; retail store services featuring pharmaceutical articles, medical and veterinary articles

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Transport services, namely, transport of goods; packaging and storage of goods

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**For** Hand-operated hand tools and implements, namely, a tool having a rotating brush head for removing ticks not for medical or veterinary purposes

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** hecht international GmbH **Address** hecht international GmbH Im Herrmannshof 10 91595 Burgoberbach FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**Owner Name** malipano GmbH **Address** malipano GmbH Gravenreutherstraße 2 95445 Bayreuth FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T-11720

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1643391 **International Registration Date** Jul. 20, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jan. 20, 2021 **Expiration Date** Jul. 20, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RASIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333105 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: Rashikusu.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1643580 International Registration Date Dec. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for humans; medicated soaps; antibacterial detergents
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Cosmetics; non-mediated soaps; laundry detergents
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOKYO MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. Address TOKYO MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 3-7, SHINBASHI 2-CHOME, MINATO-KU TOKYO 105-0004 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5761-J035TM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1643580 International Registration Date Dec. 01, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 28, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 01, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 79333396  Application Filing Date: Dec. 21, 2021  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists in the design of an abbey, depicted in black on a white background.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1644388  International Registration Date: Dec. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Wines  International Classes: 33 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 47, 49  International Class Title: Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1644388  International Registration Date: Dec. 21, 2021  Expiration Date: Dec. 21, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333597 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a white circle with a red quotation mark in the centre. The grey colour is not part of the trade mark; this colour serves solely as background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1644847 International Registration Date Jul. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services, namely, home, mobile, internet and remote banking; Financial sponsorship of sports events, sports teams, charitable organisations, cultural events, musical and theatrical performances and performance venues; Insurance and finance services, namely, financial advice, consultancy and research, insurance brokerage services provided over the internet or any other electronic network; Processing of electronic wallet payments; Bill payment services provided via wireless telecommunication apparatus and devices; Electronic bill payment services, namely, electronic fund transfer services; Issue, collection and redemption of tokens, vouchers, points and cash back; Credit card payment processing services; Charge card payment processing services; Electronic currency transfer services; Insurance brokerage, financing and financial guarantee services in the fields of telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; Financial guarantee services relating to telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; Provision of investment and fund management information; Financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; Real estate agency services; Administration of funds and investments, namely, financial administration of annuity funds; Providing stock, brokerage, shares and bond trading information; brokerage of stock, shares, and bonds; Financial and monetary services in relation to charitable services, namely, charitable fundraising services; Charitable fundraising services by means of charitable collections; Investment of funds for charitable purposes; Distribution and allocation of charitable funds, namely, charitable fundraising services by means of collecting and redeeming recyclables for donation of redemption proceeds to charitable organizations; Provision of information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management, and assessment services via a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network from a
computer database, the internet or other electronic network; Provision of financial information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, payment terms and insurance; Financial information services provided by access to a computer database; Insurance underwriting, insurance issuance and insurance administration services for mobile telephones; Telephone banking services; Financial consultation in the field of cryptocurrency; banking services related to cryptocurrency, virtual and digital money; monetary exchange related to cryptocurrency, virtual and digital money and cryptocurrency payment processing; Virtual currency trading services; Electronic financial trading, namely, trading in the field of digitized assets, namely, cryptocurrency, digital tokens of value being cryptocurrencies, virtual currency and digital currency; Trading in digitized assets, namely, bitcoin, cryptocurrency, digital tokens of value being cryptocurrencies, virtual currency and digital currency over a global computer network or the internet; Financial services, namely, providing exchange services featuring blockchain technology for a decentralized and open source cryptocurrency on a global computer network; Insurance services, namely, writing property insurance; Insurance consultancy services; Insurance underwriting, insurance issuance and insurance administration services for telecommunication apparatus and instruments; Insurance underwriting, insurance issuance and insurance administration services for mobile telecommunication apparatus and instruments; Insurance underwriting, insurance issuance and insurance administration services for digital apparatus and instruments; Insurance underwriting, insurance issuance and insurance administration services for digital tablets; Insurance underwriting, insurance issuance and insurance administration services for computer software and hardware; Lease-purchase financing; financial leasing, namely, lease-purchase financing; Lease-purchase financing of mobile phones, computers and tablet computers; Hire purchase financing; Lease-purchase financing of telecommunication equipment

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial For Providing of training in the fields of telecommunications and communications technology; Education and training including such services provided online from a computer, the Internet or other electronic network, namely, providing classes, seminars, conferences, symposia, tutorials and workshops in the fields of telecommunications and communications technology; Providing on-line computer games; Radio and television entertainment services including those provided on-line from a computer, the Internet or other electronic network, namely, distribution of radio and television programs; Providing on-line non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, books, magazines, articles, newspapers, reports, manuals, cartoons, illustrated periodicals and research periodicals provided on-line from computer databases, the Internet or other electronic network in the fields of entertainment, telecommunications, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages; Publication of electronic books and journals online; Publication of periodicals; Publication of magazines; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online publication of electronic periodicals; Publication of texts; Publication of printed matter; Arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, symposia, tutorials and workshops, classes, seminars, conferences, symposia, tutorials and workshops in the fields of telecommunications and communications technology; Educational services, namely, conducting interactive and distance learning courses and sessions provided on-line via a telecommunications link or computer network or provided by others means in the fields of telecommunications and communications technology; Providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of articles, newsletters, books, periodicals, reports and manuals in the fields of telecommunications and communications technology; Providing online non-downloadable general feature magazines; Providing a website featuring online non-downloadable pictures; Providing online
non-downloadable video content in the field of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, telecommunications, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages; Providing online non-downloadable audio content in the field of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, telecommunications, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages; Providing online non-downloadable directory publications for obtaining data in the fields of music, video, film, books, television, games and sports via online searchable databases; Production of media content, namely, television programme production, audio recording production, music production, video production, film production and production of animation; Online publication of blogs and vlogs in the fields of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, telecommunications, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages; Entertainment services provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet, namely, providing online computer games, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; Providing information about education provided online from a computer database or the Internet; Electronic games services provided by means of the Internet; Providing online digital music, not downloadable, from the Internet; Online electronic publishing of electronic publications in the nature of books, newsletters, books, magazines, articles, newspapers, reports, manuals, cartoons, illustrated periodicals and research periodicals; Providing interactive multi-player online computer games via communications networks and the Internet; Arranging and conducting of entertainment exhibition events; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of music, films, TV programmes, audio books in the fields of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages provided via streaming and global and local computer networks; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games via streaming and global or local computer networks; Providing films and television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; Providing on-line music and audio books in the fields of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages, not downloadable; Providing information, reviews and personalised recommendations in the field of entertainment via a website; Providing digital music, not downloadable, from a computer database or the Internet; Providing non-downloadable films and television programmes from a computer database not downloadable via video-on-demand services; Providing online computer games from a computer database or the Internet, all for entertainment or educational services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Retail store services featuring telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, mobile digital devices, telecommunication apparatus, computer software, computers and electronic communication networks and accessories for such goods, set-top boxes and modems, telecommunication apparatus, devices and accessories; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of telecommunications and computer services, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those services; Telephone answering and message handling services, namely, message transcription; Provision of space on websites for advertising goods and services; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of communications and telecommunications apparatus, instruments and software, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, and including such services provided online from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network, by means of an
Internet website or retail outlets; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services, namely, business, finance and trade reporting and information services, technology information services, science information services, nature information services, transport services, transport information services, art information services, history information services, travel and culture information services, video games and video gaming services, film and navigation information services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services by means of an Internet website or retail outlets; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services, namely, entertainment services, entertainment information services, fashion information services, fashion design services, lifestyle and health information services, life coaching services, health, beauty and fitness information services, music information services, sports information services, news reporting services, current affairs reporting and information services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services by means of an Internet website or retail outlets; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services in the field of business information services and, finance information services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services in the field of trade information services in the nature of stocks and shares, technology information services, science information services, nature information services, transport information services, art exhibition services, art information services, history information services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services in the field of travel and culture information services, games and gaming, film information services, film production services and navigation information services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of downloadable digital media content, including software, software applications, films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; The bringing together for the benefit of others of a variety of services providers, namely, providers of digital media content including software, software applications, films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones via the internet or telecommunications network or via a streaming service, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those services; Provision of commercial information and business advice to the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods; Administration of customer loyalty programmes which provide discounts or incentives in the nature of discounted services if customer bundles services and reward points and discounts to the goods and services of others; Organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes, namely, arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of telephones, mobile and fixed telephones, smartphones, global positioning systems (GPS) tracking devices, and telecommunications services, namely, cellular telephone communications; Provision of commercial information and business advice on the supply and promotion of products and selection and display of goods; Compilation and systemisation of information into computer databases and online searchable databases; Compilation of directories, namely, business and commercial directories, for publication on computer databases, the Internet and other electronic networks; Administrative services, namely, collection, systematization, compilation and analysis of business data and business information from sites and other resources available on global computer networks into computer databases for others; Providing business information over a global computer network according to user preference; Compiling and providing commercial business prices and statistics information; Arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; Data processing services; Data management services for use in electronic storage of business data; Collection of data, namely, compiling business data; Business data analysis services; Business data analysis services in the field of computer networking and data communications; Business strategy development and planning services; Economic forecasting, marketing, market research, and market analysis services and conducting market survey services;
Compilation of statistical information for business purposes; Provision of trade information; Dissemination of advertising matters for others via wireless networks, telecommunication apparatus or devices or a global computer network; Advertising services provided by television and radio and via electronic media; Customer buying club services, for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; Arranging subscriptions to telematics, telephone and computer internet service; Subscription to a television channel; Auctioning via telecommunications networks; Electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and marketing purposes; Publicity and sales promotion relating to goods and services, offered and ordered by telecommunications; Business promotion services provided by telephone, namely, sales promotion services; Organisation for a third party of telephone welcoming services and of telephone receptionist services; Commercial information services provided by access to a computer database; Providing online business directory information services, namely, compilation of business directories, providing online video business directories; Providing telephone directory information via the internet; Arranging of subscriptions to online music streaming services; Compilation of information resulting from the surveillance of traffic; Retrieval services, namely, compiling and analysing business data

**International Classes**

35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely, electric wires, electric switches, electrical connection boxes, electric control panels, electronic control circuits, electricity meters, electric connectors, electric capacitors, electric transformers, electrical cables for use in connections, all for connecting, operating and managing networked devices in the Internet of Things (IoT); Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Blank magnetic data carriers, recording discs being blank recording discs; Downloadable communications and telecommunications computer software for transmission of data between two points; downloadable communications and telecommunications computer software for connecting global computer networks, telecommunications networks, cellular communications networks and users of such networks; downloadable unified communications computer software for providing a unified user interface and user experience across multiple communications media, devices and platforms; Telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments, namely, telephones, mobile and fixed telephones, video telephones, smartphones, GPS tracking devices; radio telephones, mobile and fixed telephones; mobile phones; Portable telecommunications apparatus, namely, portable telephones; smartphones; cases for telephones; headsets for telephones; handheld, mobile and tablet computers; Wearable electronic telecommunication and computing devices, namely, wearable cameras, wearable computers in the nature of smart watches, wearable computers in the nature of smart glasses, wireless communication devices for transmitting images taken by a camera, wearable activity trackers; Data communication apparatus and instruments, namely, wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission, personal digital assistants, wireless cell phones, telecommunications and data networking hardware in the nature of devices for transporting and aggregating data communications across network infrastructures and communications protocols; Digital voice signal processors; Computer networking and data communications equipment, namely, network cards, network servers, computer network adapters, computer network switches, computer network interface devices, computer networking hardware; computer networking and data communications equipment, namely, data networking hardware, namely, devices for transporting and aggregating voice, data, and video communications across multiple network infrastructures
and communications protocols; Mobile data communication apparatus, namely, wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Data processing systems comprised of data processors; Downloadable electronic databases in the field of reception and retrieval of data being in the form of graphic images and video; Downloadable digital telephone software platforms and software for database management, application development and web hosting; Computer hardware for telecommunications; Telecommunication networks, namely, computer hardware for telecommunication networks, telecommunications transmitters, telecommunications cables, telecommunications base stations; modems; network routers; Broadband data interconnecting computer installations in the nature of computer hardware; Decoders, namely, downloadable decoder software, television decoders, decoding apparatus; Apparatus and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the form of encoded data, text, audio, graphic images or video and combinations of these formats, namely, data processing apparatus, blank tapes for storage of computer data; Wireless handheld telecommunication units and devices, namely, tablet computers, wireless phones, mobile phones, smart phones, computers, portable telephones, video telephones, radios, smart watches, USB dongles being wireless network adaptors, GPS trackers, wearable activity trackers, video cameras, cameras, personal digital assistants, handheld mobile and tablet computers for the synchronisation, transmission, recordal, storage and manipulation of data and voice; Remote controls for electric and electronic devices in the nature of cell phones and televisions; Personal digital assistants; Electronic sensors, namely, pedometers, altimeters and weighing scales; Barcode and quick response code readers and scanners; Audio and video recordings featuring music, ring tones, electronic games, sound recordings, video, audio visual, MP3 files and recordings, graphics, and artwork in the fields of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages; Blank electronic media for storing information, data, images and sound; Downloadable digital media content, namely, films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, images, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, provided from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network; Satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments, namely, satellite receivers and transceivers; Downloadable computer and video game software programs, namely, downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters, books, magazines, articles, newspaper, reports, manuals, cartoon strips, illustrated periodicals and research periodicals provided on-line from computer databases, the Internet or other electronic networks in the fields of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages; Machine readable data carriers, namely, blank magnetic, digital and optical data carriers; Downloadable digital audio, video and data files and media featuring graphics in the fields of entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports, news and current affairs, business, finance, trade, technology, science, nature, industry, transport, farming and agriculture, art, history, travel, culture and languages and downloadable software applications for accessing these files and media provided from a computer database, or the Internet or other electronic network; Battery chargers for use with telecommunications apparatus; Batteries; Battery back-up power supply; Peripheral equipment for telecommunications and computers, namely, computer peripherals, receivers for receiving cable television, loudspeakers, sound bars; Computers, namely, laptop and notebook computers; Electronic personal organisers; Electronic and satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments, namely, global positioning systems; Desk and car mounted units incorporating a loud speaker which permits hands-free use of a telephone handset; In-car telephone handset cradles; Teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, downloadable computer programs for use
in teaching people how to use cell phones and smart phones, downloadable computer programs for training in the form of seminars comprising downloadable videos or audio files, in the field of business use of wireless and cellular communication services, the use of new technologies and media to achieve success; Smart meters, namely, water meters, gas meters, electric meters, electricity meters, energy meters for tracking and monitoring energy usage; sound level meters, flow meters, frequency meters, vibration meters, proximity meters, temperature, pressure and humidity meters; Blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards, namely, credit cards, SIM cards, magnetically encoded gift cards; Cards for computers containing microprocessors; Telephone cards, namely, pre-paid encoded electronic chip telephone calling cards; Magnetically encoded telephone credit cards; Magnetically encoded cards, namely, credit, debit and payment cards and key cards; Downloadable computer software, namely, computer software supplied from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network, for electronic software updates, namely, computer software and associated data files for updating computer software in the fields of mobile telephone communication apparatus, provided via computer and communication networks; Downloadable data communications software; Downloadable application software, namely, application software for mobile devices for purchasing applications for mobile phones, tablet computers and other handheld electronic devices, enabling peer-to-peer networking and file sharing, for conducting and coordinating communications among mobile telephone users sharing information and audio data via mobile phone networks for account and bill management of a cellular or data telecommunications services plan, for access to a consumer loyalty scheme; Downloadable software applications, namely, downloadable computer software and associated data files for updating computer software in the fields of mobile telephone communication apparatus, provided via computer and communication networks; downloadable computer software applications for accessing information directories that may be downloaded from the global computer network; Downloadable computer software for wireless data communication; Downloadable computer software and software applications for the synchronization, transmission and sharing of voice, data, calendar and content between one or more electronic devices, for purchasing applications via handheld electronic devices, and for performing secure, encrypted purchases; Recorded computer operating system software; Downloadable computer software for the streaming transmission and encryption and storage, of audio, video, graphics, text and data on and over communication networks; Downloadable computer software to enable peer-to-peer networking and file sharing; Downloadable computer search engine software; Downloadable computer software for conducting and coordinating communications among computer users sharing information and audio data via electronic communications networks; Downloadable software for interactive televisions; downloadable image and video editing software, namely, software applications for use on mobile devices; Downloadable software for the identification of persons; Downloadable software for access control, video control and detecting the presence of persons; Downloadable software for computer security, namely, antivirus, firewalls, antispam, anti-spyware, web filtering software; Downloadable intrusion detection software; Downloadable virtual private network software; Downloadable computer software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index, sleep patterns, locations, attitude, weather and temperature; Downloadable computer software for managing information regarding tracking, compliance and motivation with a health and fitness program; Anti-theft devices not for vehicles, namely, anti-theft locks specially adapted to personal electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, laptops, PC tablets, electronic anti-theft system comprised of a bar code scanner that allows retailers to temporarily disable electronic goods; Distance sensors being anti-collision sensors for vehicles, other than vehicle parts; Devices and apparatus for locating movable property, namely, electronic devices
used to locate lost objects employing radio frequency, global positioning systems (GPS), cellular communications;
Apparatus for sending and receiving information from movable property, namely, electronic devices used to locate lost objects employing radio frequency, global positioning systems (GPS), cellular communications; Alarm devices and installations, namely, alarm sensors, alarm monitoring systems, theft alarms, other than vehicle parts; Satellite location and navigation systems, namely, satellite-aided navigation systems; Computer systems comprised of downloadable computer software for the downloading and updating of computer software to and from vehicles; Electronic and biometric apparatus and installations for access control, namely, electronic readers and controllers for controlling access to personal electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, smart watches, laptops and PC tablets, biometric scanners; Electronic apparatus for identifying persons; Closed circuit television systems comprised of cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Cameras, television cameras and video recorders for closed-circuit television; Optical and photographic apparatus, namely, cameras, optical sensors, video cameras, lens filters for cameras, camera filters, cameras incorporated in smartphones, cameras incorporated in tablet computers, cameras incorporated in computers, cameras incorporated in drones; Electronic speedometers; Electronic odometers; Electronic tachometers; Speed checking apparatus for vehicles, namely, add-on devices for vehicles to limit the maximum speed output of an automobile, add-on devices for vehicles in order to monitor the speed output of an automobile; Kilometer recorders for vehicles; Electric or electronic sensors for vehicles, namely, vehicle mounted GPS sensor for determining the rate of motion for a vehicle, electronic proximity sensors for vehicles, vehicle safety equipment, namely, back-up sensors and cameras; Electronic sensors, namely, temperature sensors, vibration sensors, infrared sensors, touchscreen sensors, LED position sensors; Sirens; electric locks for vehicles; Remote control apparatus, namely, remote controls for radios and televisions; Electronic keyless remote control vehicle access devices, namely, electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; Remote controls for starters of vehicles; Remote control systems comprised of remote controls and electronic key fobs for the automatic operating of the locks of vehicle doors, boot bonnet, and roof; Communication apparatus sold as an integral component of motorcycle helmets; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus for vehicles for determining or signalling vehicle location, locations of site, travel routes, time, traffic conditions, presence of emergency vehicles and hazard conditions; Systems for communication networks between vehicles and road infrastructures comprised of wireless transmitters and receivers, downloadable vision processing software for electronic systems in the nature of a camera and vision module for providing assistance while driving, namely, forward collision warning, lane departure warning, headway monitoring and warning; Electronic road marking detection devices using cameras, monitors, sensors for determining distance; Vehicle teleguidance systems and instruments, namely, global positioning systems (GPS), cameras, monitors, sensors for determining distance; Blind spot and lane changing assistance monitoring systems being vehicle safety equipment, namely, an on-board vehicular surveillance system comprised of cameras and monitors for exposing and eliminating the blind spots on both sides of the vehicle; Vehicle on-board computers; On-board electric, electronic and optical equipment for vehicles, namely, electric batteries, mileage recorders, radios for vehicles, on-board cameras, onboard electronic systems for providing driving and parking assistance in land vehicles, cruise controls for vehicles, screen displays for vehicles, audio speaker systems for vehicles, automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres, automatic vehicle speed control devices, autonomous driving control systems for vehicles and land vehicles; On-board electric, electronic and optical equipment for vehicles, including land vehicles, namely, vehicle automatic driving control devices being cruise controls for motor vehicles, smartphone battery chargers for use in vehicles, communications apparatus for vehicles, namely, portable telephones, mobile phone battery
charging connectors for vehicles, multi-camera systems for vehicles, vehicle navigation systems featuring interactive displays, radios for vehicles, temperature control apparatus being thermostats for vehicles; On-board electric, electronic and optical equipment for vehicles and land vehicles, namely, ultrasonic object detectors for use on vehicles, on-board vehicle tracking apparatus, black boxes being electronic data recorders for land vehicles; on-board diagnostic computer apparatus and remote-controlled diagnostic computer apparatus for vehicles; computers for the downloading and updating of computer software to and from vehicles; electronic devices in the nature of computer hardware to detect and exchange data between a vehicle and a remote unit for security purposes; Parking aids in the nature of electronic obstacle detection device sensors; Parking assistance, namely, blind spot detection sensors; Electronic apparatus for the control of car parking; Pre-collision detection and collision avoidance systems, namely, on-board computers; in vehicle touch screen computer systems comprising downloadable computer software that enables the wireless transmission and provision of real-time information regarding traffic, road conditions, points of interest, topics of general interest and online content via wireless transmissions to mobile communications devices, mobile phones, and electronic devices installed in automobiles and other vehicles; Electronic devices for automatic remote location of vehicles, namely, global positioning systems (GPS); Downloadable software for promotional and demonstration purposes, for customizing display screens on telecommunications apparatus; Sim cards; Telematics apparatus, namely, wireless Internet devices which provide telematics services and have a cellular phone function; Recorded telematics software for use in vehicles for communication between vehicles, vehicle users and electronic communications devices over a cellular network, namely, transmission and reception of data relating to global positioning systems (GPS) location of vehicles, vehicle diagnostics and performance, traffic information, digital video and audio content, telephone calls, vehicle speed and driver safety; Haptic sensors; Haptic equipment and apparatus, namely, tactile computer monitors and screens, electronic display screens, electric switches, sensors, smart glasses and virtual and augmented reality glasses and headsets and holographic projectors; Downloadable computer software for controlling and using haptic sensors, equipment and apparatus; Downloadable virtual reality software and hardware, namely, virtual reality software for playing computer games, providing entertainment experiences, providing marketing events, providing education in the field of technology; virtual reality glasses, downloadable virtual reality software and hardware for conference calling and virtual meetings; Downloadable augmented reality software and hardware, namely, augmented reality software for playing computer games, providing entertainment experiences, providing marketing events, providing education in the field of technology; Computer hardware modules for use with the internet of Things (IoT); Computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things (IoT); Downloadable software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); Downloadable computer software and application software for connecting, operating, and managing networked devices, appliances, machinery and systems in the internet of things (IoT); Downloadable computer software and application software for performing secure, encrypted purchases; Downloadable software for computer security, namely, antivirus, firewalls, antispy, anti-spyware, web filtering and intrusion detection software; Recorded computer software and computer software applications for providing customer support and customer service; downloadable voice command and recognition software, downloadable speech to text conversion software, and downloadable voice-enabled software applications for recognising voices and processing voice commands; Downloadable instant messaging software; Downloadable personal digital assistant software; Downloadable computer software for personal information management; Downloadable computer software for use to connect and control Internet of Things electronic devices; Downloadable chatbot computer software and application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers for processing information, simulating conversations, answering customer questions, scheduling
appointments, making reservations; Downloadable computer software and application software in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) for processing information, replying to customer questions, scheduling appointments, making reservations; Downloadable artificially intelligent chatbot computer software and application software for providing customer support and customer services; Downloadable customer service chat robot software for helpdesk support management, obtaining pricing, replying to customer questions; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence, namely, home automation hubs using artificial intelligence comprised of voice-activated speakers, computer hardware, and software for controlling networked devices; electronic apparatus, namely, home automation hubs comprised of voice-activated speakers, computer hardware, and downloadable software for controlling networked devices in the Internet of Things incorporating artificial intelligence; Electronic controllers for networked devices, appliances, machinery and installations in the Internet of Things (IoT); Electronic controllers for networked devices, appliances, machinery and installations in the Internet of Things (IoT) to impart sensory feedback, namely, sounds and vibrations that are perceptible to the user; Downloadable computer software for use in connection with the transmission of voice and data; Downloadable computer software, and computer peripherals for personalised, interactive television programming and for use in displaying and manipulating visual media, graphic images, text, photographs, illustrations, digital animation, video clips, film footage and audio data, and for social networking; Wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of other electronic devices; Touchscreens; Downloadable parental control software for preventing, restricting, and limiting access to webpages, computer applications, electronic devices, namely, cell phones, tablet computers, laptops, televisions; Computer networking apparatus, namely, computer network adapters, switches, routers and hubs; Computer network interface devices; Downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Watches that communicate data to smartphones, namely, smartwatches; Safety devices for vehicles, namely, collision avoidance safety systems comprised of parts and fittings for vehicles in the nature of back-up sensors and cameras, electronic tire pressure monitors, sensors for determining distance; Collision avoidance safety systems for vehicles comprised of sensors for determining distance, electronic tire pressure monitors, back-up sensors and cameras; Devices for vehicle steering including automatic steering, namely, computer hardware and downloadable software for automatically steering vehicles; Ethernet routers; Wide area network (WAN) routers; Wireless routers; Computer network routers; Computer network hubs, switches and routers; Network servers; Communications servers being computer hardware; Network access server hardware; Ethernet adapters; Ethernet cables; Ethernet controllers; Ethernet switches; Ethernet transceivers; Switches, electric; Automatic switching apparatus for telecommunications; Computer network switches; Electronic encryption units; Downloadable computer software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting, and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital currency payment and exchange transactions; Downloadable interactive computer software and computer hardware for providing financial services online from a global computer network and the internet via computer terminals and mobile communication devices; Downloadable electronic and computer databases, namely, asset databases that can be shared and transmitted

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Telecommunications services, namely, telecommunication access services, transfer of data by telecommunication, providing third parties with access to telecommunication infrastructure, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; Mobile and fixed telecommunication and telephone, satellite telecommunication, cellular telecommunication, radio and cellular telephone, radio
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facsimile, radio paging and radio communication services, namely, fixed and mobile telephone services, satellite communication services, cellular telephone services, mobile radio telephone services, radio facsimile transmission, radio-paging, radio communication; Digital voice transmission services; Telephone voice messaging and voicemail services; Electronic mail services for data and voice, namely, transmission of electronic mail featuring data and voice; Hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, radio, radio telephone and radio facsimile apparatus; Rental of telecommunication facilities; Leasing of telephone circuits; Communication of data by radio, telecommunications and by satellite; Transmission and receiving by radio; Communications services by satellite, television and radio, namely, electronic transmission of messages and data; Data transmission and reception services via telecommunication means, namely, transmission and reception of voice; Voice over IP services; Telecommunication services via a global computer network or the internet, namely, data transmission and reception services via telecommunication means, electronic transmission of messages and data; Telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission; Electronic, electric, and digital transmission of data and images, namely, delivery and reception of sound data and images; Telephone communication services provided for hotlines and call centres; Automated telephone call screening services; Automated telephone voice message services; Telephone communication services in the nature of automatic telephone answering services; Personal numbering services, namely, local number portability services; Rental of replacement telecommunications apparatus in the case of breakdown, loss or theft; Provision of Internet services, namely, Internet access services; Internet service provider (ISP) services; Telecommunication of information including web pages, computer programmes and any other data, namely, information transmission via electronic communications networks; Electronic mail services, namely, transmission of electronic mail; Provision of broadband services, namely, wireless and fibre optic broadband communication services; Wireless broadband communication services; Providing Internet access via wireless broadband networks; Providing Internet access via optical fibre broadband networks; Wireless broadband communication services; Wireless internet telephony services; Digital network telecommunications services; Providing access to portals on the Internet; Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet provided via Internet portal; Provision of location based telecommunications services for telecommunications apparatus, namely, transmission of location-based messaging; Provision of transfer of data via wireless application protocols (WAP) telecommunications and secure communications channels; Provision of telecommunications information relating to and identifying telephone and telecommunications apparatus and instruments; Telecommunications routing and junction services; Electronic data interchange services; Transfer of data by telecommunications; Data streaming; Streaming of digital media content, namely, films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, via the Internet or a telecommunications network; Delivery of digital media content, namely, film, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, via the Internet or a telecommunications network; Electronic data transmission services; Broadcasting services, namely, video broadcasting, audio broadcasting, and television broadcasting; Data broadcasting services, namely, video broadcasting, audio broadcasting, and television broadcasting; Broadcast and transmission of radio and television programmes; Electronic transmission of digital audio, video and multimedia content sending messages by telecommunication networks; Electronic transmission of audio and video files via computer and other electronic communications networks; Electronic transmission of digital audio, video and multimedia content by telecommunications networks; Delivery of digital music by telecommunication networks; Providing access to social networking websites on the Internet; Video text messaging services and videotext services in the nature of transmission of videotext via satellite, transmission of information via a teleprinter, video communication services in the nature of transmission
of information through video communication systems, interactive video text messaging services; Messaging services, namely, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; Unified electronic messaging services; Voicemail services; Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network or database; Video conferencing services; Video telephone services; Providing telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; Computer aided transmission of messages, data and images; Computer communication services, namely, electronic transmission of data and documents among users of computers; Provision and operation of electronic conferencing, namely, web conferencing services, network conferencing services, and telephone conferencing services; Providing and leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer networks, interactive computer communications networks, electronic publications in various fields, merchandising and service catalogues and information and computerised research and reference materials on the Internet; Providing Internet access to educational content, websites and portals; Communications networks for systems of smart metering, namely, providing electronic telecommunications connections and networks for use with systems of hardware and software for smart metering being real-time measurement of input, output or consumption of energy, electricity, water, gas, sound levels, vibration levels, proximity, frequency, temperature, pressure or humidity; Communication services for the delivery of emergency messages and calls by electronic transmission; Electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals and electronic devices; Signal transmission for electronic commerce via telecommunications systems and data communication systems; Providing access to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; Provision of communication facilities for the interchange of digital data; Communication of data by means of telecommunications, namely, electronic transmission of data via telecommunications networks; Electronic transmission of data and electronic transmission of data by audio-visual apparatus; Transmission of sound, picture, video and data signals; Providing access to databases; Data bank network interconnection services, namely, providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; Electronic data exchange services, namely, electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; Email data services, namely, electronic transmission of email; Data broadcasting and communications services, namely, electronic transmission of data by television and video broadcasting, and data communication by electronic mail; Providing third party users with access to telecommunication infrastructure; Provision of information relating to telecommunications and providing electronic telecommunications connections; Telecommunication gateway services; Interactive telecommunications services, namely, interactive delivery of video over digital networks, and transmission of sound and vision via interactive multimedia networks; Telecommunication network services, namely, providing access to telecommunication networks; Telecommunications consultancy services; Telecommunications services for aircraft passengers, namely, electronic transmission of voice, data and documents, in the field of air traffic control, aeronautical and aircraft navigation, aeronautical telecommunications, and aeronautical information; Provision of access to the internet in relation to electronic payment services, namely, electronic fund transfer services and online transaction facilities; Providing telecommunications connections and networks for use with the Internet of Things (IoT); Providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; Transmitting information resulting from traffic surveillance via cable television, wireless communication networks and the internet; Provision of access to databases in relation to online address book, calendar and diary services; Providing user access to data networks; Electronic transmission of digital data in the nature of user-generated digital media content; Computer network access services provided by means of a metro Ethernet; Electronic transmission of encrypted data; Telephone telecommunications services provided via fibre optic, wireless and cable networks
Hosting computer software of others to provide personalized access to computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; Providing non-downloadable software applications through computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks for customer relationship management in the field of telecommunications; Hosting services, namely, hosting websites on the Internet; Hosting of digital content on the Internet including online blogs and journals; Server hosting; Hosting websites and computer databases; Maintenance and updating of computer software and programs; Online computing services, namely, providing online information about the design and development of computer hardware and software; Cloud computing, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Computer rental; Design, graphic arts design and commissioned writing for the creation of web pages on the Internet; Computer technology consultancy; Computer programming and software design; Installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; Creating and maintaining websites for others; Information technology (IT) consultancy; Hosting the website of others; Provision of technical information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, namely, in the field of information technology and telecommunications; Information technology consultation relating to hardware or software, provided online from a global computer network or the internet; Providing Internet search engines; Design of communications systems, namely, the planning and development of electronic communications networks for others; Consulting services in the field of software as a service; Application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; Design of software, namely, software applications for use on mobile devices; Provision of technical information, advisory and consultancy services relating to computers and information technology; Designing, monitoring and hosting online forums for discussion; Product research and development services; Research and development of new products; Research in the field of telecommunications technology; Provision of information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services; Technical support services, namely, monitoring of network systems in the field of telecommunications; Encryption, decryption and user authentication services using sign-on technology, biometric hardware and software technology for information, messages and data for online software applications and e-commerce transactions; Provision of security services for computer networks, computer access and computerized transactions, including through electronic means via wireless network and/or mobile telecommunication devices in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital certificates; Data conversion of electronic information, including data and computer programs (except physical conversion); Data warehousing; Data mining; Database design; Testing of electronic data processing software; Rental of software for Internet access; Hosting of web portals on the Internet for providing podcasts; Computer time-sharing services for data processing; Computer programming for telecommunications; Data security services, namely, design and development of firewalls; Data encryption services; Data migration services; Computer data recovery services; Off-site data backup; Digital compression of computer data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in the creation and publication of online journals and blogs; Telecommunications technology consultancy; Design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; Development, maintenance and updating of a telecommunication network search engine; Design of telephones and mobile telephones; Provision of weather information via the telephone; Computer rental provided by internet café; Internet web site design services; Provision of Internet search engines; Rental of software for Internet access; Maintenance of computer software for internet access; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software over communication networks, intranets and the internet for use in database management in the field of telecommunications; Updating of software databases; Computer programming for data processing; Computer network configuration services; Monitoring technological functions of computer.
networks systems; Technical data analysis, namely, technical advisory services relating to electronic data processing and data mining services; Creating, maintaining and updating computer software for databases of traffic and travel information; Installation and updating of computer software on electric and electronic apparatus, installations for access control, biometric apparatus and installations for access control, closed-circuit television systems, cameras, television cameras and video recorders for closed-circuit television, optical and photographic apparatus; Hosting of computer software of others for computer security, namely, antivirus, firewalls, antispyware, web filtering, intrusion detection software and virtual private network (VPN) software; Telecommunication technology consultancy; Provision of online non-downloadable software for promotional and demonstration purposes, namely, for customizing display screens on telecommunications apparatus; Providing online non-downloadable software applications for providing digital content, from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network, all for entertainment or educational purposes; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for use in implementing the Internet of Things (IoT); Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for connecting, operating, and managing networked devices, appliances, machinery and systems in the Internet of things (IoT); Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based telematics software; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based augmented reality software; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for technical support; Engineering services relating to robotics; Hosting of e-commerce computer software platforms of others on the internet or other communications network; Design and development of wireless communications systems, networks, devices and equipment for transmission and reception of voice, data and video; Design and development of computer software for operating in the Internet of Things (IoT); Electronic data storage and retrieval services; Computer services, namely, creating website-based indexes of information, sites and other resources available on a global computer network for others; Remote diagnosis and inspection of vehicles for roadworthiness; Inspection of motor vehicles for roadworthiness; Providing online non-downloadable software featuring address book, calendar, and diary; Providing online non-downloadable software featuring address book, calendar, and diary; Installation, repair and maintenance of software for computer systems for the downloading and updating of computer software to and from vehicles; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for the automotive field platform as a service (PaaS); Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting software for operating virtual servers for use by others; Provision of online non-downloadable software for hosting computer application software for others
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**OWNER INFORMATION**
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RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
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GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Professional business consulting services, namely, providing business strategy services, business advisory services, and providing support for businesses of others in the fields of municipal planning; Professional business consulting services in the nature of digital transformation for future project management phases in the fields of municipal planning
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Computer services, namely, hosting of software as a service (SaaS), namely, hosting software for use by others for collecting, managing, analyzing, retrieving, monitoring, maintaining, reporting on, structuring, modelling, forecasting, presenting and displaying data and information in the fields of marketing, sales, customer service, contracts, human resources, clinical research, health care, health sciences, education, communications and telecommunications, call centers, customer relationship management, public sector administration, public and private utilities, transportation, insurance, financial transaction processing, analysis and management, governance, risk and compliance management, management of supply chains, orders, procurement, inventory, assets, projects and manufacturing, business process outsourcing, business consolidation management, business quality management, business project management, business stakeholder-shareholder relationship management, and strategic business, simulation, enterprise and resource planning for municipalities; computer services, namely, hosting of platforms as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) featuring computer software and hardware platforms for use by others for creating web applications, data storage and backup, database management, virtualization, networking, collaboration, access, support, cloud computing, data sharing, data security, administration and management of computer software and hardware, and distribution and transmission of data and information for municipalities;
computer services, namely, hosting computer databases as a service (DBaaS), namely, cloud hosting of computer databases for others; computer services, namely, hosting computerized data as a service through a customizable software platform for use by others for collecting, analyzing, integrating, transforming and providing access to data and information for municipalities
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MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1644941 International Registration Date Feb. 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Professional business consulting services, namely, providing business strategy services, business advisory services, and providing support for businesses of others in the fields of municipal planning; Professional business consulting services in the nature of digital transformation for future project management phases in the fields of municipal planning
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Computer services, namely, hosting of software as a service (SaaS), namely, hosting software for use by others for collecting, managing, analyzing, retrieving, monitoring, maintaining, reporting on, structuring, modelling, forecasting, presenting and displaying data and information in the fields of marketing, sales, customer service, contracts, human resources, clinical research, health care, health sciences, education, communications and telecommunications, call centers, customer relationship management, public sector administration, public and private utilities, transportation, insurance, financial transaction processing, analysis and management, governance, risk and compliance management, management of supply chains, orders, procurement, inventory, assets, projects and manufacturing, business process outsourcing, business consolidation management, business quality management, business project management, business stakeholder-shareholder relationship management, and strategic business, simulation, enterprise and resource planning for municipalities; computer services, namely, hosting of platforms as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) featuring computer software and hardware platforms for use by others for creating web applications, data storage and backup, database management, virtualization, networking, collaboration, access, support, cloud computing, data sharing, data security, administration and management of computer software and hardware, and distribution and transmission of data and information for municipalities; computer services, namely, hosting computer databases as a service (DBaaS), namely, cloud hosting of computer databases for others; computer services, namely, hosting computerized data as a service through a customizable software platform for use by
others for collecting, analyzing, integrating, transforming and providing access to data and information for municipalities
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The mark consists of two Chinese stylized characters that transliterate to "zhi" and "bang". Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to zhi" and "bang, which separately mean "will" and "state" in English. Together the mark has no meaning in a foreign language.
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**Mark Literal(s)** UmiX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79333939</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1645817</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 05, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Instruments, indicators and controllers for measuring, detecting and monitoring, in particular, electronic signal measurement sensors, sensors for measuring rotation, sensors for measuring depth, sensors for measuring speed, inertial measurement units or inertial navigation stations being measurement instruments used in navigation, inertial navigation instruments, all to be able to detect the movements of a mobile object in space in order to estimate its direction, roll, pitch and heading angles, its linear speed, and its position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes (9 - Primary Classes)</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>EXAIL</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>EXAIL 34 rue de la Croix de Fer F-78100 SAINT GERMAIN EN LAYE FRANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>T68102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1645817</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</th>
<th>Aug. 02, 2021</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 05, 2032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KORU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79333948  Application Filing Date  Nov. 11, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "KORU" in gold made up of gold lines with the letter "O" having curved lines in the center.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) the color gold is claimed as a feature of the mark is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1644583  International Registration Date  Nov. 11, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Manuka honey; sugar, non-medicated candies with honey; breakfast cereals containing honey; infusions, not medicinal, namely, herbal infusions
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RASHEV-56896

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1644583  International Registration Date  Nov. 11, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 20, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 11, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MY HEALTH CHECKED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79334057  Application Filing Date  Sep. 06, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the dark green wording MY HEALTH stacked over the dark green word CHECKED, to the right of the wording is a light green circle with an attached shaded-in light green smaller circle and a white interior, a shaded-in yellow circle attached to a smaller shaded-in yellow circle, and an orange circle with a white interior and three attached shaded-in smaller orange circles. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark green, light green, orange, yellow and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "HEALTH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1646002  International Registration Date  Sep. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chemical preparations for use in genetic testing for medical purposes and wellness purposes and diagnosis of infectious disease, namely, for use in DNA, RNA, protein, blood, urine and saliva testing and analysis, biochemical preparations for use in genetic testing for medical purposes and wellness purposes and diagnosis of infectious disease, namely, for use in DNA, RNA, protein, blood, urine and saliva testing and analysis, and biological preparations for use in genetic testing for medical purposes and wellness purposes and diagnosis of infectious disease, namely, for use in DNA, RNA, protein, blood, urine and saliva testing and analysis, and reagents for medical and veterinary diagnostic purposes; Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; Clinical medical reagents; Medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing of body fluids; Diagnostic kits comprised of diagnostic reagents and assays that test for the presence of infectious disease for medical purposes and wellness purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes
US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Medical apparatus and diagnostic instruments for genetic testing and diagnosis of infectious disease, namely, for use in DNA, RNA, protein, blood, urine and saliva testing and analysis; Diagnostic test kits consisting primarily of saliva collection devices, medical diagnostic test strips and urine and blood collection devices all for medical purposes for collecting DNA samples, all used for the purpose of wellness assessment and gaining insight into how the body responds to micronutrients and
nutrients; replacement parts and fittings therefor for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**For** Scientific apparatus and instruments for analysing genome information for scientific purposes; Downloadable computer software for analysing genomic data for use with clinical diagnostic tests; downloadable software applications for the purpose of wellness assessment for use with clinical diagnostic tests; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of scientific publications and downloadable reports all in the fields of health and wellbeing

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** DNA screening for medical purposes; providing information about dietary supplements and nutrition; providing information advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** DNA screening for scientific research purposes; medical laboratory services; scientific laboratory services, namely, testing in the field of genetics, wellness assessment and the utility of micronutrients and nutrients; providing scientific analysis and informational reports based on the results of laboratory testing in the field of genetics, wellness assessment and the utility of micronutrients and nutrients; scientific research in the fields of genetics, genetic testing, genetic screening, genotyping, phenotyping, molecular analytics; providing information advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
**MARK LITERAL(S)** HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE
MANNERS MAKYTH MAN

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE" inside the border of two concentric circles, with two thin circular line borders. The words are separated by small diamonds. At the bottom of the circular border appears a belt loop with decorations of geometric figures. In the center of the circle appears a shield crest, with two chevrons, and three roses with solid centers and pointy leaf accents. Two of the roses appear at the top of the shield above the chevron with one appearing centered at the bottom under the points of the chevrons. At the top of the circle and shield design appears a bishop's hat, with the top edges, center middle vertical portion of the hat, as well as the base of the hat all appearing shaded, with a decorative ivy design appearing in the center and bottom portion of the hat. A decorative ribbon with tassels, protrudes from the bishop's hat encircling the top of the circle and appearing behind the shield. In the two side pieces of the hat on the right and left side of the center portion, appear a flower and circular sun design, with the center of the sun design being shaded. On either side of the bishop's hat appears a stylized letter "W". At the bottom of the mark, under the circle and shield design, appears a banner scroll, with the word "MANNERS" appearing on the left side of the scroll with two small diamonds on either side, and with the wording "MAKYTH MAN" appearing on the right side. The wording is separated by the belt loop from the circular shield extending downwards over the scroll. **Translation**: The English translation of "HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE" in the mark is "Shame on him who thinks evil of it".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1646447
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 30, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing educational scholarships; providing college scholarships; financial grant services, namely, providing financial grant services in the nature of school bursary support; financial sponsorship services, namely, providing academic scholarships and financial administration of scholarship programs for providing academic scholarships; fund raising for charity; charitable fundraising; charitable fundraising services; investment of funds for charitable purposes; financial assistance, namely, providing financial assistance for academic tuition; providing bursaries, namely, financial services in the nature of bursaries for...
help with education-related costs; providing financial grants, namely, charitable services in the nature of granting funds to students for help with education-related costs

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**For** Printed matter, namely, printed educational and research books, pamphlets, newsletters, booklets, teaching materials, manuals, curricula, journals, magazines, workbooks, hand-outs, research reports, and informational flyers in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; printed publications, namely, books, booklets and teaching materials in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; stationery; instructional and teaching materials, namely, printed text books, course plan books, lesson plan books, and teaching materials in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; newspapers, namely, printed newspapers in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; periodicals, namely, printed periodicals in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; journals, namely, printed journals in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; newsletters, namely, printed newsletters in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; bulletins, namely, printed bulletins in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; magazines, namely, printed magazines in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; books, namely, printed books in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; directories, namely, printed directories in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; handbooks, namely, printed handbooks in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; manuals, namely, printed manuals in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; brochures, namely, printed brochures in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; pamphlets, namely, printed pamphlets in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; leaflets, namely, printed leaflets in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; guides, namely, printed study guides; exercise books, namely, printed exercise books; lever arch files, namely, file folders featuring lever arch closures; document folders and wallets, namely, document folders in the form of wallets; publicity materials, namely, printed prospectuses and booklets for secondary and boarding education; posters, namely, printed posters; postcards, namely, printed postcards; certificates, namely, printed certificates; advertising materials and display materials, namely, printed prospectuses, booklets and posters for secondary and boarding education; photographs, namely, printed photographs; packaging materials, namely, packaging materials of paper

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Education services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the secondary level and boarding school education services; educational services in all media, namely, providing in person and online courses of instruction at secondary level; providing of training, namely, provision of training in sports, music, arts, and secondary level education; conducting of courses, namely, providing educational courses at secondary level and distribution of course material in connection therewith; publication of printed matter and printed publications; providing electronic publications, namely, providing online electronic non-downloadable magazines, newsletters, pamphlets, booklets, blogs, text books, manuals, course plan books, and lesson plan books in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; school services, namely, educational examination services, provision of facilities for sports and musical and theatrical events, organising, arranging and conducting conferences, seminars, exhibitions and events for education and recreational purposes in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities and group recreation events; boarding school services, namely, providing boarding school education and facilities; day school services, namely, providing day school education and facilities at the secondary level; tutoring, namely, conducting after school academic tutoring programs; physical and sporting training, namely, physical and sporting training of individuals and groups in the
nature of physical fitness training of individuals and groups and educational services, namely, providing training courses in physical fitness and group and individual sporting education; organisation and arranging of lectures, seminars, conferences and exhibitions in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; organisation of examinations, namely, the provision of educational examination facilities and educational examination services; entertainment, namely, entertainment in the nature of musical and artistic performances and athletic competitions; recreational, sporting and cultural activities, namely, providing recreational, sporting and cultural activities in the nature of organising school recreational activities, sporting and cultural events, and conducting of sports and cultural events and competitions for children; library services, namely, lending library services; education academies, namely, conducting educational courses for individuals and groups in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; arranging and conducting of workshops, namely, arranging and conducting of workshops in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; coaching, namely, education coaching in the nature of professional coaching of teachers in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; provision and operation of sporting and recreational facilities; career coaching services for students; educational examination, namely, the provision of educational examination facilities and educational examination services; services of schools, namely, secondary day and boarding school services in the nature of educational services providing courses of instruction at the secondary level; physical education; sport camps; organisation of education, entertainment and sporting competitions, namely, organising events in the fields of music, arts, and individual and team sports for cultural or educational purposes

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Educational software, namely, downloadable educational software featuring instruction in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; downloadable smart phone applications relating to education for mobile devices, namely, smart phone applications featuring educational instruction in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; computer programs, namely, downloadable computer programs for educational instruction in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters, magazines, written articles in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; downloadable electronic publications relating to education and training, namely, newsletters, magazines, written articles in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; downloadable electronic instructional and teaching materials, namely, text books, manuals, course plan books, lesson plan books in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; sound recordings, namely, recorded seminars and lectures and musical recordings in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; audio visual recordings, namely, audio and visual recordings featuring recorded seminars and musical recordings in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; podcasts, namely, downloadable podcasts in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities; compact discs, namely, CDs featuring recordings of lectures in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities and musical recordings; DVDs, namely, DVDs featuring recordings of lectures in the fields of the arts, sciences and humanities and musical recordings

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Clothing, namely, school uniforms and sportswear in the nature of blazers, sweatshirts, shirts, ties, trousers, and athletic uniforms; footwear; headgear, namely, headgear in the nature of hats and caps; school uniforms

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39 **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>THE WARDEN AND SCHOLARS OF ST. MARY COLLEGE OF WINCHESTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>THE WARDEN AND SCHOLARS OF ST. MARY COLLEGE OF WINCHESTER Winchester College, College Street Winchester, Hampshire SO23 9NA UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>Royal Charter Company of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>FARRWC-00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1646447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 30, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B//VERTIGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334228 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "B//VERTIGO" below a design. The design consists of two rearing horses surrounding a stylized letter "B". The "B" is in front of two crossed polo mallets.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646450 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combs; cleaning sponges and brushes for pets; cleaning articles, namely, cleaning cloths; combs, cleaning sponges and hair brushes for horse care; mane and tail combs, hide, mane and tail brushes, horse brushes, currycombs, pet washing brushes, hoof brushes, washing sponges, cleaning gloves, namely, animal grooming gloves
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Whips; harness for horses; saddlery; stirrups, bridles, horse collars, halters for horses, leashes for horses, tethers being leads for horses; horse blankets, saddle pads for horses, fly caps for horses, fly masks for horses, fly sheets for horses; non-medical spats and knee bandages for horses, leggins for horses, clothing for horses; horse tack, namely, bridles, harness straps, straps of leather being saddlery, browbands, leather straps for securing spurs; saddles, horse riding whips, hoof boots being gaiters for horses, horn bags being saddlery, bits for animals being harnesses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Toys for horses; back protectors being sports articles for athletic use
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring equipment for horse-riding, clothing and footwear for horse-riding, accessories for horse-riding, equipment for horses, toys for horses, products for the care of horses, products for the treatment of horses, products for the keeping of horses

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Riding helmets, safety vests incorporating airbags for fall protection for riders, safety vests incorporating foam padding protectors for protection against accident or injury for riders, articles of clothing incorporating protective supports for protection against accident or injury for riders, articles of clothing incorporating back protectors for protection against accident or injury for riders; reflective safety vests

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Footwear; headwear; gloves, riding gloves, waist belts being clothing, leg gaiters for riders; clothing for horse riding, namely, caps being headwear, riding boots, breeches for wear, riding jackets, riding coats, shirts, blouses, polo shirts, riding jumpers in the nature of sweaters, sweat shirts and hoodies, fleece jackets, riding tights, riding underwear, riding breeches, socks, sweatshirts, vests; footwear accessories, namely, soles, heels; caps being headwear

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

For Hoof picks; farrier hand tools being hoof rasps, sweat scrapers

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools

For Spurs

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Horze International GmbH Address Horze International GmbH Flemingstraße 22 36041 Fulda FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 61028.003U1

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1646450 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 27, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 27, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESISTELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79334333 Application Filing Date  Nov. 20, 2020 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" in the middle of three
concentric circles of broken lines, to the left of the wording "RESISTELL" in stylized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1646730 International Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations in the nature of cancer drugs, antibiotics, medical diagnostic
reagents, diagnostic preparations for medical purposes, for use in medical imaging and for diagnostic purposes; antiviral,
antimicrobial, antifungal and anticancer compounds and drug candidates, excluding dental preparations; sanitary preparations
for medical use, not for dental purposes; dietetic food and products and beverages adapted for medical or veterinary use;
Plasters for medical purposes; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

For  Medical, surgical and veterinary instruments and apparatus, namely, apparatus for diagnostics of antibiotic susceptibility
testing in adults, children and animals based on measurement of bacterial growth and independent from bacterial growth and
PCR based technology in the nature of micromechanical or optical readout system able to detect vibration of micromechanical
sensors and living biological material on the sensor used for determination of antibiotic susceptibility

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

For  Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, measuring,
signaling, detecting, testing, checking, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, electrodes for
laboratory research, petri dishes used in laboratory research, probes for scientific purposes, sample preparation kits for
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells comprised of cell and bacterial culture dishes, cell and bacterial culture flasks,
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) consisting of cantilevers, membranes, drums and bridges, polymers, nutrients, and
chemical compounds for feeding living cells on sensors and for immobilizing such cells during the measurements of their
vibrations; optical nanomotion measurements devices in the nature of nanoscale motion detectors for performing rapid drug
susceptibility testing for laboratory or research use; computers and computer peripherals

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Medical services; veterinary services; health care for men and animals; all the aforesaid services excluding odontological services; agricultural, horticultural and forestry services, namely pest control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For**  Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating thereto, namely scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of metabolomics, cell biology in the field of cancer research, cancer drug testing, microbiology, cell biology, fertility testing, and developing fertility tests

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Resistell AG  **Address**  Resistell AG Hofackerstrasse 40B  CH-4132 Muttenz  SWITZERLAND  **Legal Entity**  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1646730  **International Registration Date**  Nov. 20, 2020

**Expiration Date**  Nov. 20, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BLAKESLEE, RICHARD A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GENIUSPULSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79334461  Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2021  Register   Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1647010  International Registration Date  Dec. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Medical devices and instruments to be placed on the human body and other medical devices and instruments for measuring and analysing the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behaviour, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for medical and therapeutic purposes; medical devices and instruments to be placed on the human body and other devices and instruments for measuring and analysing recovery from physical and emotional stress, human alertness level and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for medical and therapeutic purposes; cases specially adapted for the aforementioned goods, components, parts and fittings specially adapted for the aforesaid goods

International Classes   10 - Primary Classes  US Classes   26, 39, 44  International Class Title   Medical Apparatus
For   Scientific devices and instruments to be placed on the human body for measuring and analysing the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behaviour, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for purposes other than medical and therapeutic purposes; scientific devices and instruments to be placed on the human body and other devices and instruments for measuring and analysing recovery from physical and emotional stress, human alertness level and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for purposes other than medical and therapeutic purposes; downloadable computer programs for measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behaviour, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving of instructions and data relating to any of the above; downloadable computer databases featuring data from the measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-
signals and bodily behaviour, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level and performance and for 
displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving of instructions and data relating to any of the above; cases specially 
adapted for the aforementioned goods, components, parts and fittings specially adapted for the aforesaid goods

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and 
Scientific Apparatus

**For** Medical and scientific research relating to the measurement and analysis of bodily behaviour, to recovery from physical 
and emotional stress, and to human alertness levels and performance

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and 
computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Sens.AI Inc.  **Address** Sens.AI Inc.  2768 Coyote Pl  Whistler BC V8E 0A8  CANADA  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1647010  **International Registration Date** Dec. 16, 2021  **Date of 
Section 67 Priority Claim** Dec. 12, 2021  **Expiration Date** Dec. 16, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FRENCH, CURTIS W
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79334680
Application Filing Date: Sep. 17, 2021
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): LEMIS

Mark Drawing Type: 3 - An Illustration Drawing which includes Word(s)/Letter(s)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of dark blue wording, "LEMIS" at right; the design of a solid, asymmetrical infinity symbol, the lower part of which appears in dark blue and the upper part appears in light blue, appears at left. Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) dark blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Related Properties Information
International Registration: 1647467
International Registration Date: Sep. 17, 2021

Goods and Services Information
For: Retail store services featuring acidity meters; wholesale store services featuring acidity meters; online retail store services featuring acidity meters; retail store services featuring downloadable application software for mobile devices for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; wholesale store services featuring downloadable application software for mobile devices for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; online retail store services featuring downloadable application software for cloud computing services for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; wholesale store services featuring downloadable application software for cloud computing services for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; online retail store services featuring downloadable application software for cloud computing services for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; retail store services featuring digital sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; wholesale store services featuring digital sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; online retail store services featuring...
digital sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; retail store services featuring digital
thermometers, not for medical purposes; wholesale store services featuring digital thermometers, not for medical purposes;
online retail store services featuring digital thermometers, not for medical purposes; retail store services featuring electronic
measurement sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; wholesale store services featuring
electronic measurement sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; online retail store services
featuring electronic measurement sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; retail store services
featuring flow meters; wholesale store services featuring flow meters; online retail store services featuring flow meters; retail
store services featuring flowmeters; wholesale store services featuring flowmeters; online retail store services featuring
flowmeters; retail store services featuring fluid level sensors; wholesale distributorships featuring fluid level sensors; online
retail store services featuring fluid level sensors; retail store services featuring level sensors; wholesale store services
featuring level sensors; online retail store services featuring level sensors; retail store services featuring fluid level sensors;
wholesale distributorships featuring fluid level sensors; online retail store services featuring fluid level sensors; retail store
services featuring internet of things[ IoT] sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; wholesale store
services featuring internet of things[ IoT] sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; online retail
store services featuring internet of things[ IoT] sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; retail store
services featuring laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, densimeters for liquids, thermometers not for medical
purposes, viscosimeters for liquids; wholesale store services featuring laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely,
densimeters for liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes, viscosimeters for liquids; online retail store services featuring
laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, densimeters for liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes, viscosimeters
for liquids; retail store services featuring level gauges; wholesale distributorships featuring level gauges; online retail store
services featuring level gauges; retail store services featuring level meters in the nature of level gauges; wholesale
distributorships featuring level meters in the nature of level gauges; online retail store services featuring level meters in the
nature of level gauges; retail store services featuring level sensors in the nature of level gauges; wholesale store services
featuring level sensors in the nature of level gauges; online retail store services featuring level sensors in the nature of level
gauges; retail store services featuring liquid level meters in the nature of liquid level gauges; wholesale store services featuring
liquid level meters in the nature of liquid level gauges; online retail store services featuring liquid level meters in the nature of
liquid level gauges; retail store services featuring liquid level sensors; wholesale store services featuring liquid level sensors;
online retail store services featuring liquid level sensors; retail store services featuring measuring, detecting, monitoring and
controlling devices namely, densimeters for density measurements of liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes,
viscometers for viscosity measurement of liquids; wholesale store services featuring measuring, detecting, monitoring and
controlling devices namely, densimeters for density measurements of liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes,
viscometers for viscosity measurement of liquids; online retail store services featuring measuring, detecting, monitoring and
controlling devices namely, densimeters for density measurements of liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes,
viscometers for viscosity measurement of liquids; retail store services featuring measuring sensors for determining density and
viscosity of liquids; wholesale store services featuring measuring sensors for determining density and viscosity of liquids;
online retail store services featuring measuring sensors for determining density and viscosity of liquids; retail store services
featuring oil level indicators; wholesale store services featuring oil level indicators; online retail store services featuring oil
level indicators; retail store services featuring oil level sensors; wholesale store services featuring oil level sensors; online
retail store services featuring oil level sensors; retail store services featuring oil-water level sensors; wholesale store services
featuring oil-water level sensors; online retail store services featuring oil-water level sensors; retail store services featuring petrochemical analyzers namely, densimeters and viscometers for liquids; wholesale store services featuring petrochemical analyzers namely, densimeters and viscometers for liquids; online retail store services featuring petrochemical analyzers namely, densimeters and viscometers for liquids; retail store services featuring petrol gauges; wholesale store services featuring petrol gauges; online retail store services featuring petrol gauges; retail store services featuring petrol level gauges; wholesale store services featuring petrol level gauges; online retail store services featuring petrol level gauges; retail store services featuring PH meters; wholesale store services featuring PH meters; online retail store services featuring PH meters; retail store services featuring pressure controllers, namely, pressure gauges; wholesale store services featuring pressure controllers in the nature of gauges; online retail store services featuring pressure controllers in the nature of gauges; retail store services featuring sensors, detectors and monitoring instruments, namely, densimeters for monitoring density of liquids in industrial processes; wholesale store services featuring sensors, detectors and monitoring instruments, namely, densimeters for monitoring density of liquids in industrial processes; online retail store services featuring sensors, detectors and monitoring instruments, namely, densimeters for monitoring density of liquids in industrial processes; retail store services featuring temperature meters for industrial use; wholesale store services featuring temperature meters for industrial use; online retail store services featuring temperature meters for industrial use; retail store services featuring viscosimeters; wholesale store services featuring viscosimeters; online retail store services featuring viscosimeters; retail store services featuring water level detection apparatus, namely, water level indicator in industrial processes; wholesale store services featuring water level detection apparatus, namely, water level indicator in industrial processes; online retail store services featuring water level detection apparatus, namely, water level indicator in industrial processes; retail store services featuring water level gauges; wholesale store services featuring water level gauges; online retail store services featuring water level gauges; retail store services featuring water level indicators; wholesale store services featuring water level indicators; online retail store services featuring water level indicators.

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Acidity meters; downloadable application software for mobile devices for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; downloadable application software for cloud computing services for recording and receiving data from the acidity meters, densimeters, level gauges, oil-water level sensors, temperature meters for industrial process, viscosimeters; densimeters; digital sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; digital thermometers, not for medical purposes; electronic measurement sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; flow meters; flowmeters; fluid level sensors; instruments for measuring levels of fluids namely liquid level sensors; internet of things [IoT] sensors for determining density, temperature and viscosity of liquids; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, densimeters for liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes, viscosimeters for liquids; level gauges; level meters in the nature of level gauges; level sensors in the nature of level gauges; liquid level meters in the nature of liquid level gauges; liquid level sensors; measuring, detecting, monitoring and controlling devices namely, densimeters for density measurements of liquids, thermometers not for medical purposes, viscometers for viscosity measurement of liquids; measuring sensors for determining density and viscosity of liquids; oil level indicators; oil level sensors; oil-water level sensors; petrochemical analyzers namely, densimeters and viscometers for liquids; petrol gauges; petrol level gauges; PH meters; pressure controllers, namely, pressure...
gauges; sensors, detectors and monitoring instruments, namely, densimeters for monitoring density of liquids in industrial processes; temperature meters for industrial use; viscosimeters; water level detection apparatus, namely, water level indicator in industrial processes; water level gauges; water level indicators

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Johanna Simanavica  **Address**  Liedes iela 13  LV-1029 Riga  LATVIA  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  LATVIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  02056

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1647467  **International Registration Date**  Sep. 17, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Mar. 24, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Sep. 17, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SWIFT, GILBERT M
**Trademark**: SQIM

**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**: SQIM

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 79334736
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 16, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**
- **International Registration**: 1647645
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 16, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Artificial leather; synthetic leather; imitation leather
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **For**: Chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary purposes, and chemical preparations for scientific purposes; chemical and organic compositions and materials, namely, industrial chemicals for leather processing, fashion industry, building industry, interior design, furniture for automotive sector for use in science; chemicals used in the manufacture of fabric or textiles
  - **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **For**: Research and development in the field of biotechnology; research in the field of materials science
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: MOGU S.R.L.
- **Address**: MOGU S.R.L. Via S. Francesco d'Assisi 62 I-21020 Inarzo (VA) ITALY
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 4631-194

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1647645
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 16, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 19, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Dec. 16, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BODY SHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334954 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1648186 International Registration Date Jul. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair brushes; hair combs; nail brushes; bath products, namely, body sponges; bath brushes; bath products, namely, loofah sponges; candle sticks and candle holders not of precious metal; candle jars; glass jars; shaving brush stands; fragrant oil burners; plates for diffusing aromatic oil; electric aromatic oil diffusers, non-electric aromatic oil diffusers other than reed diffusers; back scratchers; perfume atomizers, sold empty; cosmetic powder compacts, sold empty; powder compacts sold empty; soap dishes; toothbrush holders; tea strainers; cosmetic applicators and accessories, namely, face/body brushes being cosmetic brushes; makeup brushes; combination hair brushes and combs for styling eyebrows and eyelashes, cosmetic eyeliner brushes and combs, foam toe separators for use in pedicures; foam cosmetic applicator sticks; cosmetic sponges for applying makeup and powder puffs

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Sanitary preparations and substances, namely, sanitizing preparations for household use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; hygienic products, namely, disinfectants for hygiene purposes; medicated skin care preparations; medicated toiletry preparations; medicated bath preparations; skin creams for medical use; hand creams for medical use; room deodorising preparations and air deodorizing preparations; meal replacement, nutritional drinks, namely, meal replacement beverages adapted for medical use; invalids' foods, namely, dietetic foods and beverages adapted for medical use; medicated foodstuffs, namely, dietetic foods and beverages adapted for medical use; nutrients and nutritional preparations, substances and supplements, namely, vitamin and mineral preparations for medical use, vitamin and mineral supplements, nutritional supplements; food additives and supplements, namely, nutritional food additives for medical purposes in the nature of natural food extracts derived from fish, meat, vegetables; vitamins; mineral supplements; vitamin and mineral preparations, substances and supplements, namely, vitamin and mineral preparations for medical use,
vitamin and mineral supplements; protein preparations and substances, namely, protein supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Charitable fundraising services; financial trust administration and operations for charitable or philanthropic purposes; provision of foreign aid funding for charitable or philanthropic purposes, namely, providing funding and financial assistance for education, entertainment, sporting or cultural activities; provision of foreign aid financial assistance for charitable or philanthropic purposes, namely, economic development, socio-political, human rights, legal, scientific and environmental causes; providing charitable and philanthropic funding of scholarships for education, entertainment, sporting or cultural activities; providing charitable and philanthropic funding of scholarships for economic development, socio-political causes, human rights and legal causes; providing charitable and philanthropic funding of scholarships for scientific or environmental causes; providing charitable and philanthropic monetary grants for programs related to education, entertainment, sporting or cultural activities; providing charitable and philanthropic monetary grants for programs related to economic development, socio-political causes, human rights or legal causes; providing charitable and philanthropic monetary grants for programs related to scientific or environmental causes; investment trust services being investment of funds for charitable or philanthropic purposes; trust management for charitable or philanthropic purposes, namely, estate trust management; allocation being the financial administration of funds and grants to charitable or philanthropic purposes; funding of scholarships for leadership development; providing financial grants for charitable or philanthropic purposes; provision of grants for charitable or philanthropic purposes; charitable services, namely, provision of financial donations for charitable or philanthropic purposes

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Wax being raw materials; candles; unscented and scented candles; Christmas tree candles; tapers; dust removing preparations, namely, dust-binding compositions, dust absorbing compositions

International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15
International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Body Shop International Limited Address The Body Shop International Limited Watersmead Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 6LS UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company England and Wales, UK State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31183.00005

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1648186 International Registration Date Jul. 09, 2021 Expiration Date Jul. 09, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INTRUDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79335053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1648445 |
| International Registration Date | Nov. 25, 2021 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Downloadable IT security computer software; recorded IT security computer software; downloadable computer software for testing IT security systems; downloadable computer software for protecting, restoring, authenticating and monitoring IT security systems

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**For** Technical support services, namely, remote and on-site management of IT security systems; technical support services, namely, IT security testing services; IT security quality control and authentication services; design and development of IT security computer software; IT security services in the nature of recovery of computer data; the temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for testing IT security systems; the temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for protecting, restoring and monitoring IT security systems

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Intruder Systems Limited |
| Address | Intruder Systems Limited 71-75 Shelton Street, Covent Garden London WC2H 9JQ |
| Legal Entity | Limited Company |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED KINGDOM |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 23-9251-T |

174
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1648445  International Registration Date  Nov. 25, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 02, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GREENFIBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79335154  Application Filing Date  Feb. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1566692  International Registration Date  Nov. 11, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Make-up sponges namely, sponges used for applying make-up; sponges for household purposes; toiletry sponges; sponge holders; table napkin holders; make-up brushes; basting brushes; napkin rings; dishcloths; abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; scouring pads; cosmetic utensils, namely, eyelash brushes; toilet utensils, namely, toilet brushes and toilet plungers; place mats, not of paper or textile; cloth for washing floors; polishing cloths; cloths for cleaning; dusting cloths being rags for cleaning; furniture dusters; ironing board covers, shaped; mop wringers; dishwashing brushes; toothbrushes; tar-brushes, long handled; eyebrow brushes; nail brushes; eyelash brushes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Banners of textile or plastic; household linen; bath linen, except clothing; bed linen; table linen, not of paper; bunting of textile or plastic; fabrics for textile use; textile material namely, textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; handkerchiefs of textile; towels of textile; bath mitts; glass cloths being towels; cloths for removing make-up; face towels of textile; place mats of textile; table napkins of textile; labels of textile
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics

For  Antistatic dryer sheets; baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; color run prevention laundry sheets; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; cosmetics; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes name, detergents for household use; phytocosmetic preparations; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; shampoos; dry shampoos; topical herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers being perfumes; ethereal essences; badian essence being essential oils; mint essence being essential oil; essential oils
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Individual entrepreneur Morgunov Leonid Grigor'evich Address   Individual entrepreneur Morgunov Leonid Grigor'evich ul. Dostoevskogo, d. 8, kv. 47 RU-630091 Novosibirsk RUSSIAN FED. Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   RUSSIAN FEDERATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   6615.0023TUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1566692 International Registration Date   Nov. 11, 2020 Expiration Date   Nov. 11, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIMALAYAN NATIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOGSEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335275 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1648916 International Registration Date Dec. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet food; pet food for dogs; foodstuff for pet animals; edible dog training treats; edible dental chews for dogs; edible dog chews; dog food taste enhancers being dog food; single ingredient training treats being edible dog treats; pet food, namely, milk based food, chews and treats for dogs; pet food, namely, fruit and vegetable based food, chews and treats for dogs; edible dog treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KHANAL FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED Address KHANAL FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED 40, goshala road, garudachar palya, mahadevapura post, bangalore 560048 karn INDIA Legal Entity Private Limited Company State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM225984

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1648916 International Registration Date Dec. 06, 2021
Expiration Date Dec. 06, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MAGIC LIVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79335336
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1649057
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 14, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: computers; recorded computer operating programs; recorded computer software using artificial intelligence for voice and voice command recognition, and for performing digital personal assistant services; pedometers; bathroom scales; router; connected bracelets, namely, wearable activity trackers; integrated circuit chips; downloadable smartphone software applications using artificial intelligence for voice and voice command recognition, and for performing digital personal assistant services; downloadable computer software applications using artificial intelligence for voice and voice command recognition, and for performing digital personal assistant services; tablet computers; smartwatches; notebook computers; smartphones; televisions; headsets; photographic cameras; digital door locks; 3D spectacles; mobile power sources, namely, rechargeable batteries

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Honor Device Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Suite 3401, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 11877/316380

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1649057
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 14, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 10, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 14, 2032
Examining Attorney  ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRATHUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79335361 Application Filing Date  Oct. 01, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1649127 International Registration Date  Oct. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Industrial Robots; Machine tools, namely, powered machines for cutting or shaping or finishing metals or other materials; Machines for the electrical engineering industry and for the electronics industry, namely, power-operated lifts used to transport and place portable goods; machines for the electrical engineering and electronics industry, being cargo handling machines

International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For  Scientific, navigation, surveying, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking and supervision apparatus and instruments, namely, seismic exploration machines and seismic detectors; Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, video projectors, digital projectors and flat panel display screens; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Electrical and electronic components, namely, optical couplers and rotating electrical connectors; Electrical circuits and circuit boards; Plug-in connectors; Scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators, namely, data communication modules for optical wireless data communication; Computers; Data processing apparatus; Digital transmitters; Optical transmitters; Wireless transmitters and receivers; Optical receivers; Wireless receivers; Receivers of electronic signals; Optical communications instruments, namely, optical communications link testers for testing optical data links; Transmitters of electronic signals; Electro-optical sensors; Optical transceivers; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, communication link testers for testing communication links; Cables for optical signal transmission; Optical devices, enhancers and correctors, namely, optical lenses; Material testing instruments and machines, namely, material strength and surface roughness testing instruments and machines using optical data transmission links; Computer peripheral devices; Downloadable programs for computers, namely, downloadable software for controlling the transfer of information via
optical transmitters and optical receivers; Microprocessors; Chips being integrated circuits

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Custom manufacture for third parties of optical transmitters and receivers

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

**For** Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of optical data transmission; scientific research and industrial research in the field of optical data transmission; scientific and technological consultation in the technology field of optical data transmission; providing of technological and scientific expertise consulting in the field of optical data transmission; technical and scientific project planning being scientific research in the field of optical data transmission; research and development of technology in the field of optical data transmission; computer programming services; information technology (IT) consulting services; testing the functionality of apparatus and instruments; quality control for others; technical measuring services in the nature of technical surveying; development of measuring and testing methods for the computer network industry being quality control services for others; providing laboratory research services, namely, technical measuring and testing laboratory optical electronic components, namely, optical receivers, optical transmitters and optical transceivers, design and development of computer hardware and software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten Forschung e.V **Address** Hansastraße 27c 80686 München FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** EINGETRAGENER VEREIN

**State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T67632

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1649127 **International Registration Date** Oct. 01, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** May 26, 2021 **Expiration Date** Oct. 01, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRUITUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335397 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FRUITUP" with a stylized design of an apple creating the dot in the letter "I". Color Drawing Yes

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649234 International Registration Date Dec. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit preparations for making foodstuffs containing fruit, namely, fruit concentrates and fruit purees as ingredients of foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Alcoholic essences and alcoholic fruit extracts for the production of spirits; fruit-based alcoholic preparations used in the preparation of alcoholic beverages, namely, alcoholic fruit extracts
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Essences in the nature of extracts used as flavourings, other than essential oils, for the food and beverage industry; sweeteners, namely, natural sweeteners in the form of liquids, powders, tablets or granules; sweeteners being sugar substitutes
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Non-alcoholic essences for making non-alcoholic beverages, not in the nature of essential oils; non-alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of non-alcoholic beverages; preparations and syrups for making non-alcoholic drinks being non-alcoholic carbonated beverages and non-alcoholic, non-carbonated beverages being non-carbonated soft drinks; fruit-based drinks, fruit juice beverages, fruit nectars and beers
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ADM WILD Europe GmbH & Co. KG
Address   ADM WILD Europe GmbH & Co. KG Rudolf-Wild-Str. 107-115 69214 Eppelheim  FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity   LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized   GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   809894

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1649234
International Registration Date   Dec. 30, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Jul. 21, 2021
Expiration Date   Dec. 30, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335572 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a hexagonal design with a number of connecting lines moving toward the inside of the hexagon.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649621 International Registration Date Oct. 14, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data processing services, data systematisation service and data management services for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; business inquiries; business data analysis, research and information services; office functions; computerized on-line ordering services, namely, electronic processing of orders for others; computerised payroll preparation; business management assistance, management and administrative services; business organization consultancy; inventory management services; collection and systematization of business data into computer databases; secretarial services; office functions in the nature of appointment scheduling services; compilation and systematisation of information in databanks; all aforementioned services in the field of systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For downloadable application software for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; downloadable application software for wireless devices for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; electronic data processing apparatus with artificial intelligence; downloadable computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; computer software, recorded, for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; electronic publications, downloadable, namely, magazines, manuals in the field of automated order processing; downloadable mobile application software using artificial intelligence and machine learning for automation of work processes; downloadable mobile application software for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies.
companies; downloadable process controlling software; downloadable software for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; customer relation management (CRM) software; downloadable document automation software; downloadable industrial automation software; computer software applications, downloadable for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; downloadable software applications for managing workflow; all aforementioned goods in the field of systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Consultancy in the field of office and workplace automation; advisory services relating to man-machine interfaces for computer software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; providing non-downloadable artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; cloud computing featuring software for use in systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; application service provider services, namely, providing non-downloadable software for use in systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; design and development of computer software for process control; research relating to the computerised automation of technical processes; web site hosting services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; rental of computer software; infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting servers for use by others; installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer systems; computer programming services; providing online, non-downloadable software for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service (SaaS) for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; process monitoring for quality assurance; testing, authentication and quality control of systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies; rental of computer hardware and computer software; all aforementioned services in the field of systematization, organization, management and automation of work processes and workflows in companies

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 101 **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Workist GmbH  **Address**  Workist GmbH  Linienstr. 126  10115 Berlin  FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity**  GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMANY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 5769.253

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1649621  International Registration Date: Oct. 14, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Apr. 21, 2021  Expiration Date: Oct. 14, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREW CREATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335616 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREW"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649745 International Registration Date Feb. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software applications for data management and data calculation, including collecting, sharing and storing data; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable for data management and data calculation, including collecting, sharing and storing data; Recorded application software for data management and data calculation, including collecting, sharing and storing data; Recorded computer application software for data management and data calculation, including collecting, sharing and storing data; Downloadable application software for mobile phones for connecting to the internet compatible with computer, table and mobile devices; Downloadable application software for mobile devices for connecting to the internet compatible with computer, table and mobile devices; Downloadable application software for wireless devices for connecting to the internet compatible with computer, table and mobile devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brewolution ApS Address Brewolution ApS Industrivej 4 DK-8653 Them DENMARK Legal Entity anpartsselskab (aps) State or Country Where Organized DENMARK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066369.0071

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1649745 International Registration Date Feb. 03, 2022
Expiration Date Feb. 03, 2032
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCSPORTS

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79335711 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
International Registration 1404339 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2017

Goods and Services Information
For Mats, namely, gymnasium exercise mats; personal exercise mats, gymnastic mats and yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

For Gymnastic and sporting articles, in particular for power sports, fitness training, gymnastics, boxing, winter sports and ball sports, namely, dumb-bells, bar-bells, exercise weights, pull-up bars, gymnastic horizontal bars, exercise benches, spring bar tension sets for use in exercising, stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes, exercise steppers, foam exercise rollers, medicine balls, abdominal wheel rollers for fitness purposes, hurdles, balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception, boxing gloves, punching bags, exercise treadmills, stationary cycles being exercise equipment, inflatable gym balls being exercise equipment, exercise longbars being exercise bars, exercise weight plates being exercise weights, ankle weights, weight lifting benches, squat racks, aerobic fitness steps, chin-up bars in the nature of exercise doorway gym bars, exercise balls specially adapted for use in gymnastics, weightlifting belts, appliances for gymnastics, weightlifting gloves, workout gloves, climbers' harnesses, knee guards for athletic use, shin guards for athletic use; sporting, fitness, gymnastic and physical exercise apparatus, namely, gymnastic apparatus; trampolines; replacement parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, namely, dumb-bell shafts and dumb-bell weights being exercise weights
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Seat cushions; stands for mats, namely, storage racks; wheeled stands for mats, namely, storage racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Retail and wholesale store services featuring spectacles, sports goggles, sports helmets, headgear for protection against injury, protective clothing for prevention of injury, massage apparatus, hand-operated massage apparatus, massage balls, seat cushions, mats, exercise, gymnastic and yoga mats, stands for mats, trolleys for mats, gymnastic articles, sporting articles, sporting apparatus, fitness apparatus, gymnastic apparatus, physical exercise apparatus, trampolines, parts and accessories of gymnastic and sporting articles, jewelry, horological and chronometric instruments, luggage, carrying bags, bags, sports bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, sportswear, sports shoes, sports headgear other than helmets, drinking bottles, drinking bottles for sports, shakers, empty shaker bottles, food supplements

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gorilla Sports Holding AG Address Gorilla Sports Holding AG Industriestrasse 656 CH-8262 Ramsen SWITZERLAND Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 018283-0107

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1404339 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2017 Expiration Date Dec. 22, 2027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAEK-X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79335729 Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2022
Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1649890 International Registration Date  Jan. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Unprocessed plastics; unprocessed plastics in the form of powders, pastes, granules, compounds, emulsions and dispersions, all for use in industry; any of the aforementioned plastics being suitable for use in the manufacture of parts for aerospace, automotive, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, medical and electronic industries
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Victrex Manufacturing Limited
Address  Victrex Manufacturing Limited  Victrex Technology Centre, Hillhouse International Thornton Clevele  UNITED KINGDOM
Legal Entity  Limited Company
State or Country  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  VCTRX-41629

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1649890 International Registration Date  Jan. 18, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 20, 2021 Expiration Date  Jan. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRAVIATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335761 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649964 International Registration Date Feb. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For measuring devices, namely, wireless networking radio wave hydrometers and thermometers for the measuring of the exact specific gravity and temperature directly in the liquid; electric measuring devices, namely, wireless networking radio wave hydrometers and thermometers for the measuring of the exact specific gravity and temperature directly in the liquid; measuring instruments, namely, wireless networking radio wave hydrometers and thermometers for the measuring of the exact specific gravity and temperature directly in the liquid
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brewolution ApS Address Brewolution ApS Industrivej 4 DK-8653 Them DENMARK Legal Entity anpartsselskab (aps) State or Country Where Organized DENMARK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066369.0072

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1649964 International Registration Date Feb. 03, 2022
Expiration Date Feb. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CACAOLAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335809 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized cursive wording "CACAOLAT" in the color dark brown on a yellow background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and dark brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1650099 International Registration Date Dec. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee, cocoa, cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages; chocolate beverages containing milk; beverages made with a base of chocolate; chocolate; chocolate powder; drinking chocolate being chocolate-based beverages; cocoa powder; cocoa for use in making beverages, cocoa based products, namely, cocoa-based creams in the form of spreads being cocoa spread; preparations for making beverages based on cocoa, namely, cocoa mixes; powdered preparations containing cocoa for making beverages being cocoa mixes; preparations for chocolate beverages being powdered chocolate; cocoa beverage with milk; sugar, pastry and confectionery made of sugar, chocolate confectionery being chocolate confections; chocolates; biscuits and cookies; edible ices; pastries, cookies, biscuits, brioches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GRUPO CACAOLAT, S.L. Address GRUPO CACAOLAT, S.L. Avda. Francesc Macia, 225-233 E-08924 SANTA COLOMA DE GRAMANET (Barcelona) SPAIN Legal Entity S.L. State or Country Where SPAIN
Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 131254-03003
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1650099  International Registration Date  Dec. 15, 2021  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 21, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 15, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IBIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335992 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1650545 International Registration Date Dec. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread improvers, namely, sourdough for use as a preservative and an ingredient in the manufacture of bread for industrial or artisanal use; dough improvers, namely, bread-making aids for industrial or artisanal use for use in the nature of dough conditioners and dough stabilizers; enzymes for bread-making and fermentation; flavor enhancers for food products other than essential oils for use in the baking industry; chemical additives in the nature of dough conditioners and dough stabilizers for fermentation for use in the baking industry
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Flour and preparations made from cereals, bread; bread improvers being yeast, for household use; ferments for dough being yeast, flavors and aromatic preparations for food use; food flavorings, other than essential oils; mixes for making bakery products; bakery mixes, namely, ready-to-use bread making mixes; bread making mixes and premixes; yeast-based preparation for bread, namely, dough developers
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LESAFFRE ET COMPAGNIE Address LESAFFRE ET COMPAGNIE 41 rue Etienne Marcel F-75001 PARIS FRANCE Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CLV 1074 US
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1650545  International Registration Date  Dec. 24, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 01, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 24, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAOYUAN FOIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336070 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HAOYUAN FOIL" to the right of two lower case letter "HY" with three circles at the ends. Disclaimer "FOIL" Translation The wording "HAOYUAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1650762 International Registration Date Dec. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For foil of metal for packaging; sheets and plates of metal; aluminum foil; tinfoil; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; props of metal, namely, brackets of metal for building; boxes of common metal; foils of metal for wrapping; metals in foil form for 3D printers; metals in powder form for 3D printers
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHUOZHOU HAOYUAN FOIL INDUSTRY CO., LTD. Address ZHUOZHOU HAOYUAN FOIL INDUSTRY CO., LTD. No. 3 Huafeng Road, Zhuozhou City, Baoding City Hebei Provin CHINA Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KELONG-0027-

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1650762 International Registration Date Dec. 10, 2021
Expiration Date Dec. 10, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH
**TM 100 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PK SOUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SOUND"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1650882
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 24, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Rental of audio equipment; rental services for audio and video equipment
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For**: Audio speakers; loud speaker systems; loud speakers
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: PK Sound Corp.
- **Address**: PK Sound Corp. 2634 45 Ave SE, Bay 133 Calgary AB T2B 3M1 CANADA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 225237555637

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1650882
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 24, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 24, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79336114</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized letters "PK", underlined by a thick bar. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1650884 |
| International Registration Date | Jan. 24, 2022 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of audio equipment; rental services for audio and video equipment

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

For Audio speakers; loud speaker systems; loud speakers

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 66A | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | PK Sound Corp. |
| Address | PK Sound Corp. 2634 45 Ave SE, Bay 133 Calgary AB T2B 3M1 CANADA |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 225237555636 |

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
| Owner of International Registration Number | 1650884 |
| International Registration Date | Jan. 24, 2022 |

Expiration Date: Jan. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
SLÄTTNY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79336315</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a circle interlocking with polygon to the left of the stylized wording SLATTNY with two dots above the letter A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1651254</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Metal bicycle locks; metal keys for locks; locks of metal, other than electric; metal locks and keys therefor; bicycle locks of metal; locks of metal for vehicles; metal security lock cylinders; security locks of metal; padlocks of metal, other than electronic; split rings of common metal for keys; chains of metal for keys; metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; metal wheel clamps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Metal Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: AISIN TAKAOKA CO., LTD.  **Address**: AISIN TAKAOKA CO., LTD. 1 Tennoh, Takaoka Shin-machi, Toyota-shi Aichi 473-8501 JAPAN  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: T68924

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1651254  **International Registration Date**: Dec. 02, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 25, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Dec. 02, 2031  **Date of International Registration**: Dec. 02, 2021

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: RIRIE, Verna Beth
Spiral-OX

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SPIRAL-OX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79336589
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1652011
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 10, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dietary preparations being supplements; nutritional supplements; food supplements being dietary supplements; herbal supplements; fitness supplements being nutritional supplements; spirulina extracts sold as an integral ingredient of dietary and food supplements
  - **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **For**: Processed spirulina; spirulina powder; spirulina-based snack foods; processed algae for human consumption; algae-based snack foods
  - **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

- **For**: Cosmetics; body cleaning and beauty care preparations, namely, cosmetic soaps, make up, shower gels, bath gels, non-medicated bath preparations, deodorants, antiperspirants, lotions for cosmetic purposes, hair care preparations, shaving preparations, nail care preparations, cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; toiletries, namely, non-medicated toiletry preparations; essential oils; aromatic extracts being oils
  - **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

- **For**: Unprocessed spirulina; unprocessed algae for human consumption
  - **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

---

203
For Confectionery, namely, confectionery made of sugar, frozen confectionery, chocolate confectionery, jelly confectionery, candies; prepared desserts, namely, bakery desserts, ice cream desserts, dessert mousse, dessert puddings; chocolate; cereal-based snack foods; baking preparations, namely, baking powders, mixes for making baking batters; seasonings; flavourings, other than essential oils, for foods and beverages; condiments, namely, ketchup and savory sauces used as condiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  U-earth Biotech Ltd  Address  U-earth Biotech Ltd  172 Fulham Road  London SW10 9PR  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  08158

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1652011  International Registration Date  Feb. 10, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 13, 2021  Expiration Date  Feb. 10, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  SULLIVAN, JOHN C
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79336705</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: IONAH

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

## Related Properties Information

**International Registration**: 1651257

**International Registration Date**: Dec. 10, 2021

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Delivery of goods; parcel delivery; rental of warehouses; warehouse storage; storage of goods; gift wrapping

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 105

**International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

**For**: Creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others using information technology; creating and maintaining websites for others; data encryption services; providing search engines for the internet; rental of web servers; website design consultancy

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

## Basis Information

**Currently 66A**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: IONAH JOINT STOCK COMPANY

**Address**: IONAH JOINT STOCK COMPANY  No. 22TT12 Foresa 8 Street, Xuan Phuong Tasco Urban Area, Xuan Phuong Ward, Nam Tu Liem District, Hanoi VIETNAM

**Legal Entity**: Joint Stock Company

**State or Country Where Organized**: VIETNAM

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: DF230500077

## International Registration Information (Section 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1651257

**International Registration Date**: Dec. 10, 2021

**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 26, 2021

**Expiration Date**: Dec. 10, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROUGEARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336756 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1652429 International Registration Date Feb. 21, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wine produced in the Saumur-Champigny region of France in accordance with adopted standards; wine produced in the Saumur region of France in accordance with adopted standards
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCEA DU CLOS ROUGEARD Address SCEA DU CLOS ROUGEARD 14 allée des Tilleuls F-49400 Bellevigne-les-Châteaux FRANCE Legal Entity Civil farming company State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 072125.14000

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1652429 International Registration Date Feb. 21, 2022
Expiration Date Feb. 21, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLISTON, JENNIFER LY
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79337027
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word KIWIFY composed with an image of a stylized kiwi slice, all in light green.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) light green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1653157
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 04, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing advisory, consultancy and consumer information about products and respective prices, via websites, in connection with Internet trade; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; website traffic optimization; providing business information via a website; data processing services; providing office functions for companies; direct marketing; commercial intermediation of commercial transactions for others; business management services, except in the field of real estate
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: KIWIFY EDUCAÇÃO E TECNOLOGIA LTDA
- **Address**: KIWIFY EDUCAÇÃO E TECNOLOGIA LTDA Avenida Brasil, 1148, Sala 18, Centro 88330-045 Balneario Camboriu BRAZIL
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: BRAZIL

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 23-0027

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1653157
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 04, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Feb. 04, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) O

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79337029 Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "O" shaped like ring with a line appearing over it.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1653160 International Registration Date  Jul. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rings; boxes and cases for jewelry and jewelry accessories; diamond jewelry; jewelry International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Yoga mats International Classes  27 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title  Floor Coverings
For  Bags, namely, duffel bags, tote bags, backpacks, and all-purpose sports bags International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Financial services, namely, providing and processing mobile payments, and contactless transactions in the nature of credit, debit, automated clearing house (ACH) payments, prepaid card payments, wireless wallet payments, mobile wallet payments, electronic wallet payments, electronic check payments, loyalty reward card transactions, and bill payment transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors via mobile and wearable devices; financial services, namely, processing and administration of mobile payments and contactless transactions in the nature of debit and credit card transactions, electronic wallet payments, loyalty reward card payment transactions, and bill payment transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors via mobile and wearable devices; financial services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; electronic payment services, namely, electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data; electronic payment services, namely, electronic processing and subsequent transfer of electronic funds and payments via automated clearing house (ACH), credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets,
electronic check, and electronic, mobile credit and debit card, and online credit and debit card payments; electronic payment services, namely, providing multiple payment options by means of mobile contact payment systems and digital wallets allowing access to credit and debit card information for facilitating credit and debit card processing services; financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options using a mobile or wearable device at a point of sale; bill payment services; debit and credit card transaction processing services; credit card verification services; processing of credit card and debit card payment transaction via terminal services using near field communication (NFC) technology; integrated services of mobile electronic wallet and mobile payment, namely, electronic transfer of funds and processing electronic funds transfer via mobile and wearable computing devices; payment verification services; cryptocurrency payment processing.

**International Classes**

| 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |

**International Class Title**

Insurance and Financial

**For**

Wearable monitors used to measure biometric data for medical use; medical health monitors with built-in biometric sensor hardware and recorded software sold as a unit; medical devices for monitoring health consisting of heart rate monitors, respiration rate monitors, blood oxygen monitors, and thermometers; medical device used for the measuring, acquisition of, and displaying of physiologic data, namely, blood oxygen levels, heart rate, respiratory rate, bio-signals, and temperature; medical devices, namely, a device for measuring and analyzing during sleep the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for medical and therapeutic purposes; devices and instruments, namely, wearable monitors used to measure biometric data for medical use to be placed on the human body for measuring and analyzing the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for medical and therapeutic purposes; devices and instruments, namely, wearable monitors used to measure biometric data for medical use to be placed on the human body for measuring and analyzing recovery from physical and emotional stress, human alertness level and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for medical and therapeutic purposes

**International Classes**

| 10 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |

**International Class Title**

Medical Apparatus

**For**

Exercise equipment, namely, rowing machines, treadmills, elliptical exercise machines, stair-stepping machines, weight-lifting machines, and stationary cycles

**International Classes**

| 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |

**International Class Title**

Toys and Sporting Goods

**For**

Consulting services in the fields of physical fitness and exercise; providing information about fitness and exercise via a website; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, and post-production of multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services in the nature of non-downloadable pre-recorded readings of literary works, music, breathing exercises, and relaxation sounds; coaching in the field of sports; health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; physical fitness instruction; meditation training; personal coaching services in the fields of meditation, health, wellness, fitness, and physical exercise; providing information via a website in relation to entertainment and educational services, namely, providing information about training, instruction, news programs,
providing online non-downloadable sound recordings, and providing online non-downloadable multimedia video recordings, all in the field of health, wellness, sleep, meditation, and mindfulness; weblog services, namely, online publication of journals or diaries featuring information, research, stories, and news on topics related to health, wellness, sleep, meditation, and mindfulness; providing a website that features informal instruction on health, wellness, sleep, meditation, and mindfulness

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Wholesale and retail store services in relation to fitness trackers, medical devices, wearable devices, namely, wearable computers in the nature of smart personal devices, activity trackers, smart rings, and smart jewelry, protective cases and covers for electronic and computer goods, jewelry, batteries, electric chargers, jewelry boxes, jewelry cases; online retail store services featuring fitness trackers, medical devices, wearable devices, namely, wearable computers in the nature of smart personal devices, activity trackers, smart rings, and smart jewelry, protective cases and covers, jewelry, batteries, electric chargers, jewelry boxes, jewelry cases; business administration services related to retail store services and processing sales, including sales made on the internet; business administration services related to subscriptions services for the purposes of data collection, management, and analytics; managed care services, namely, electronic processing of health care information

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For** Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches, activity trackers, and smart rings; wearable computers in the nature of wireless receivers in the form of jewelry; wearable global positioning system (GPS); wearable devices, namely, wearable computers in the nature of smart data communication personal devices, activity trackers, smart rings, and smart jewellery that transmit data to computers and mobile devices; smart rings; smart jewelry in the nature of smart rings and smart wristbands being computer peripherals that communicate data to other electronic devices; wireless chargers; chargers for batteries; chargers for smart rings; battery cases; batteries; biometric identification apparatus; electronic locks incorporating biometric scanners for use with biometric wearable devices; eyewear, namely, blue light blocking glasses; fitted protective covers and cases for wearable devices, namely, wearable computers in the nature of smart data communication personal devices, activity trackers, smart rings, and smart jewellery; fitted protective covers and cases for mobile telecommunications devices; cryptocurrency hardware wallets; devices and instruments, namely, wearable activity trackers and smart wearable devices being computer peripherals to be placed on the human body for measuring and analyzing the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for purposes other than medical and therapeutic purposes; devices and instruments, namely, wearable activity trackers and smart wearable devices being computer peripherals to be placed on the human body for measuring and analyzing recovery from physical and emotional stress, human alertness level and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving instructions and data relating to any of the above, for purposes other than medical and therapeutic purposes; downloadable computer programs for measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving of instructions and data relating to any of the above; downloadable computer databases featuring data from the measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level.
and performance and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving of instructions and data relating to any of the above; downloadable computer software that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and generate health and medical information and reports; downloadable computer software through which users may listen to auditory content in the field of meditation, relaxation, breathing exercises, mindfulness, and wellness; downloadable computer software for facilitating commercial transactions through electronic means via wireless networks, global computer networks, and mobile and wearable devices; downloadable computer software for use in contactless transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors via mobile and wearable devices; downloadable computer software for transmitting, processing, facilitating, verifying, and authenticating credit and debit card information and transaction and payment information; downloadable computer software for ensuring the security of online and mobile payments, of contactless transactions with retailers, merchants and vendors via mobile and wearable devices, and of credit and debit card information; downloadable computer software for use in the capture, storage, management, transmission, verification, and authentication of credit and debit card transactions and payment information; downloadable computer software for enabling the electronic transfer of money between users; downloadable computer software for enabling processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via automated clearing house (ACH), credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online payments

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Medical evaluation services for measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data and bio-signals for diagnostic or treatment purposes; medical assistance services provided via telecommunication and global computer networks for individuals with health problems through the use of wearable medical devices with automated alert and monitoring capacity; remote monitoring of data indicative of the health or condition of an individual or group of individuals for medical diagnosis and treatment purposes; providing medical advice, consultancy, and information relating to the measurement and analysis of bodily behavior, sleep, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness levels and performance; providing information in the fields of health and wellness; healthcare services, namely, wellness programs; providing wellness services in the field of healthcare, namely, personalized assessments, personalized routines, and counseling being psychological therapy; medical testing for fitness evaluation; health counseling; providing health information; health assessment services; consulting services in the field of women's health; internet-based health care information services; providing physical health information via a website; meditation therapy services; meditation therapy services offered in or from a remote location; provision of online journals, namely, blogs featuring information, stories, and news on topics related to health, wellness, sleep, meditation, and mindfulness

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Providing technology information in the field of wearable technological products; hosting of an interactive website featuring technology that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and generate health and medical information and reports; hosting computer software applications featuring technology that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and generate health and medical information and reports; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for accessing data from the measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level
and performance, and for displaying, storing, sending, transmitting and receiving of instructions and data relating to any of the above; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and generate health and medical information and reports; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in connection with facilitating commercial transactions through electronic means via wireless networks, global computer networks, and mobile and wearable devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in contactless transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors via wireless networks, global computer networks, and mobile and wearable devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for processing electronic payments; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; hosting a website of others to facilitate commercial transactions through electronic means via wireless networks, global computer networks, and mobile and wearable devices; hosting a website of others to facilitate contactless transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors via mobile and wearable devices; providing user authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology for secure entry and exit door access, for operation and management of smart home and auto devices, for operation and management of personal assistant devices, and for controlling personal health information access; providing user authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions; providing user authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology for e-commerce transactions; provision of temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software through which users may listen to auditory content in the field of meditation, relaxation, breathing exercises, mindfulness, health and wellness; scientific research relating to the measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level and performance; medical research relating to the measurement and analysis of the body's autonomic nervous system, physical parameters and other physiological data, bio-signals and bodily behavior, recovery from physical and emotional stress, and human alertness level and performance; provision of online journals, namely, blogs containing research on topics related to health, wellness, sleep, meditation, and mindfulness; providing news in the nature of current research and studies in the field of health, wellness, sleep, meditation, and mindfulness

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Oura Health Oy  **Address**  Oura Health Oy  Elektroniikkatie 10  FI-90590 Oulu  FINLAND  **Legal Entity**  osakeyhtiö  **State or Country Where Organized**  FINLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  112502.0049
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1653160  International Registration Date  Jul. 29, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 28, 2021  Expiration Date  Jul. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79337033  
Application Filing Date: Jan. 05, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): UPETS

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1653169  
International Registration Date: Jan. 05, 2022

Goods and Services Information

For: Medical dressings for veterinary purposes; medical plasters for veterinary purposes; medical casting materials, namely, plasters for veterinary purposes; materials for dressings, namely, wound dressings for veterinary purposes  
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

For: Harness for animals for use in veterinary care  
International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
International Class Title: Leather Goods

For: Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments for diagnostic and therapeutic use for veterinary purposes; braces, namely, orthopedic braces and orthopedic supports, all for medical purposes in relation to veterinary science; orthopedic articles for animals, namely, orthopedic braces and orthopedic supports; splints for veterinary use; therapeutic support bandages for animals; anatomical support bandages for animals; synthetic support bandages for animals; veterinary paw protectors, namely, support bandages; elastic stockings for veterinary purposes, namely, elastic bandages; orthopedic apparatus for animals, namely, support bandages, elastic bandages, and compression bandages for veterinary purposes  
International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 26, 39, 44  
International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

Basis Information

Currently 66A: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>ONBONE OY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Address**          | ONBONE OY  
Arkadiankatu 4-6 D  
FI-00100 HELSINKI  
FINLAND |
| **Legal Entity**     | osakeyhtiö (oy) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FINLAND |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>DOTT075US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1653169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>STEIN, JAMES W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POOL TREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79337070  Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a palm tree and the wording "POOL TREE" appearing inside a shaded circle.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1653249  International Registration Date  Feb. 16, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drying racks for clothes; clothes drying racks, not heated
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Park Lifestyle Company Pty Ltd  Address  The Park Lifestyle Company Pty Ltd  1 Cranbrook St Botany NSW 2019  AUSTRALIA  Legal Entity  COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM4460MMUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1653249  International Registration Date  Feb. 16, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 28, 2021  Expiration Date  Feb. 16, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POWERUP YOUR ENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337148 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "POWERUP YOUR ENGINE", above which is a design of a power symbol stylized in the shape of a hexagon with incomplete sides.
Disclaimer "ENGINE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1653474 International Registration Date Feb. 09, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parts for large reciprocating engines for power generation and gas compression used for industrial applications and not for land vehicles, namely, cylinder heads, crankcases, crankshafts, camshafts, connecting rods, pistons, gaskets, fasteners, connecting rod bearings, main bearings
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Maintenance, repair, and tuning services for large reciprocating engines for power generation and gas compression used for industrial applications and not for land vehicles; maintenance and repair services for parts of the large reciprocating engines for power generation and gas compression used for industrial applications and not for land vehicles
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PowerUP GmbH Address PowerUP GmbH Sportplatzweg 2 A-6135 Stans AUSTRIA Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  020346-0007

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1653474  International Registration Date  Feb. 09, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 18, 2021  Expiration Date  Feb. 09, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FERTINAGRO BIOTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 79337300 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 29, 2021 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "FERTINAGRO" above the wording "BIOTECH", both in white stylized lettering. To the left of the word "BIOTECH" is a white molecule, with part of the molecule within the "O" in "FERTINAGRO". To the left of the wording is a white flower. All elements are on a red background.
- Color Drawing: Yes
- Color Claimed: The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- Disclaimer: "BIOTECH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- International Registration: 1653818
- International Registration Date: Nov. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- For: Soil fertilizers and manures
- International Classes: 1 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- International Class Title: Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION

- Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

- Owner Name: FERTINAGRO BIOTECH, S.L.
- Address: FERTINAGRO BIOTECH, S.L. Pol. Ind. La paz, parcelas 185-188 E-44195 Teruel SPAIN
- Legal Entity: Sociedad Limitada
- State or Country Where Organized: SPAIN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- Owner of International Registration Number: 1653818
- International Registration Date: Nov. 29, 2021
- Expiration Date: Nov. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- Examining Attorney: KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337328  Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following: white non-Latin characters enclosed in a rectangular red box with non-Latin characters in black appearing next to it.  Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "SUPAISU" FOR CLASS 30  Translation The English translation of "AUTODOA SUPAISU HORINISHI HORINISHI" in the mark is "OUTDOOR SPICE HORINISHI HORINISHI".  Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: AUTODOA SUPAISU HORINISHI HORINISHI.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1653905  International Registration Date Jan. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seasonings; spices
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods
For Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, shorts, tops, dresses, pants; belts for clothing; footwear; special footwear not for sports; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts sports
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mimona.co.,ltd  Address Mimona.co.,ltd  Shinden 4-1, Katsuragi-cho, Ito-gun Wakayama 649-7122  JAPAN
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2038-667TM
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1653905  International Registration Date  Jan. 24, 2022
Expiration Date  Jan. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NAVIGATOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79337444</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>3720469</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1654157</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td>3720469</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfumes, cosmetics</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOCIETE PARISIENNE DE PARFUMS ET COSMETIQUES</td>
<td>130 rue de Courcelles F-75017 PARIS FRANCE</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1654157</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2021</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BILLINGS, JOHN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  NAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79337449  Application Filing Date  Dec. 29, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1654168  International Registration Date  Dec. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics, namely, liners for the eyes; colour cosmetics; make-up preparations; skin, eye and nail care cosmetics; eyebrow cosmetics; cosmetics for eyelashes; hair cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics in the form of rouge; eyelid shadow; lipstick; mascara; false eyelashes; false eyebrows; compacts sold filled with cosmetic powder; make-up foundations; creamy foundation; eyebrow colorants; cosmetic pencils; lip liners; make-up pencils; eye pencils; non-medicated soaps; perfume; beauty lotions; nail polish; cosmetics, namely, nail varnish remover; exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic masks; cosmetic hair tonics; false nails
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  "WIBO" ADAMCZAK Spółka komandytowa  Address  "WIBO" ADAMCZAK Spółka komandytowa  UL Koscierska 11  PL-83-300 Kartuzy  POLAND  Legal Entity  Spółka komandytowa  State or Country Where Organized  POLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TE/5868-35

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1654168  International Registration Date  Dec. 29, 2021
Expiration Date  Dec. 29, 2031
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CIPA GRES

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79337652
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 28, 2022
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of a black outlined square vertically divided in half in which the left half is in burgundy and the right half is in white. The stylized wording "CIPA" in which the "CI" portion is in white is superimposed against the left burgundy side of the aforementioned square and the "PA" portion is in burgundy and is superimposed against the right white side of the square and is followed underneath by the wording "GRES" in burgundy and all of the foregoing are set against an incomplete burgundy square. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, white and burgundy is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "GRES" **Translation**: The English translation of "GRES" in the mark is "STONEWARE".

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1654711
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 28, 2022

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Roofing, not of metal; non-metallic transportable buildings; granite; sandstone for building; slabs, not of metal, for building; marble for use as building materials; materials, not of metal, for building and construction, namely, potters’ clay, pottery stone, paving stone, porphyry, building sand; monuments, not of metal; non-metal mosaic tiles for building; building panels, not of metal; floor tiles, not of metal; floors, not of metal; ceramic tiles; tiles, not of metal, for building; wall tiles, not of metal; tile floorings, not of metal; artificial stone; natural stone; building stone; wainscotting, not of metal; terra-cotta for use as building materials
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  CIPA GRES S.p.A.  Address  CIPA GRES S.p.A.  Via Statale 467, 119  I-42013 Casalgrande (RE)  ITALY
Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1654711  International Registration Date  Jan. 28, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 01, 2021  Expiration Date  Jan. 28, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337836 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(L) LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four bars forming a diamond with crisscrossing corners and a flower with sixteen petals inside.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1259724 International Registration Date Nov. 10, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible oils and fats; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk, and frozen yogurt; meat for human consumption, fresh, chilled, and frozen; eggs; fresh, chilled, and frozen edible aquatic animals, not live; frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; processed meat products; processed seafood products; processed vegetables and fruits; abura-age, namely, pieces of fried tofu; kohri-dofu, namely, freeze-dried tofu pieces; konnyaku, namely, jelly made from devils' tongue root; soya milk; tofu; natto, namely, fermented soybeans; processed eggs; pre-cooked curry stew, stew, and soup mixes; ochazuke-nori, namely, dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice in hot water; furi-kake, namely, dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables and seaweed; name-mono, namely, side dish made of fermented soybean; processed pulses
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Starch-based binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers, for household purposes; preparations, namely, starch-based thickening agents for stiffening whipped cream; aromatic preparations for food, namely, flavorings, other than essential oils; tea; coffee, cocoa; ice; confectionery, namely, kuzumochi being jelly cakes, senbei being rice crackers, daifuku being rice cakes filled with sweet bean paste; bread and buns; seasonings; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee beans; cereal preparations, namely, nyuumen being thin wheat noodles; almond paste; gyoza, namely, Chinese stuffed dumplings, cooked; sandwiches; shumai, namely, Chinese steamed dumplings, cooked; sushi; takoyaki, namely, fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus; niku manjuh, namely, steamed buns stuffed with minced meat; hamburger sandwiches; pizza; prepared meals, namely, boxed lunches consisting primarily of rice, with added meat, fish and vegetables; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies; ravioli; yeast powder; koji, namely, fermented malted rice; yeast; baking powder; sake lees, namely, the rice-mash sediment from fermentation of sake, for food; husked rice; husked oats; husked barley; flour; gluten
additives for culinary purposes

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 46  **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
**For**: Providing temporary accommodation; providing of food and drink, namely, Japanese cuisine restaurant services

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Kikunoi Co., Ltd.  **Address**: Kikunoi Co., Ltd.  459, Shimokawara-cho, Shimokawara-dori Yasakatoriimae-sagaru, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 605-0825  **JAPAN**  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 0017024A

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1259724  **International Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 2014
**Expiration Date**: Nov. 10, 2024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GYMLECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79338077 Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1655672 International Registration Date  Feb. 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Floor coverings, mats, for use in sporting activities; rubber mats; gymnasia exercise mats; gymnastic mats; yoga mats; artificial turf; imitation turf for use in covering surfaces for sports purposes
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title  Floor Coverings
For  Sporting articles and equipment, namely, dumbbells, lifting chains, medicine balls, training belts, punching bags, exercise handles, kettlebells, weight plates, gym benches; machines for physical exercises, namely, crossovers, treadmills, stationary cycles, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; machines incorporating weights for use in physical exercise namely, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, weight lifting machines; aerobic step machines; aerobic steps; elliptical trainers; exercise treadmills; rowing machines for fitness purposes; stationary exercise bicycles; exercise weights; bar-bells; barbells for weight lifting; exercise bars; dumbbell shafts for weight lifting; dumb-bells; dumbbells for weight lifting; exercise platforms; exercise benches; weight lifting benches; weight lifting belts, sports articles; exercise pulleys; kettle bells; exercise balls; rubber balls; gym balls for yoga; ankle and wrist weights for exercise; leg weights, sports articles; wrist weights for exercise; abdominal wheel rollers for fitness purposes; punching bags; skipping ropes; sleds being sports articles; hammers for sports, namely, track and field hammers; rings for gymnastics; rings for sports; hand wraps for sports use; protective supports for shoulders and elbows, sports articles
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For Shelves for storage; storage racks for exercise weights; storage racks for physical fitness equipment

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Kari Jernvall **Address** Kari Jernvall Rosenlund Talltoppen 1 SE-646 91 Gnesta SWEDEN **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** O064-0462TMU

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1655672 **International Registration Date** Feb. 23, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Oct. 01, 2021 **Expiration Date** Feb. 23, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BERRITONIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338180 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1655943 International Registration Date Dec. 20, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietetic supplements in the form of a powder extracted from berries for medical purposes; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; health food supplements for respiratory and cognitive health; dietary supplements for respiratory and cognitive health; dietetic foods adapted for medical use; dietetic beverages adapted for medical use; powdered berry-flavoured dietary supplement drink mixes; vitamin and mineral dietary supplements; nutritional additives, namely dietary supplements and nutritional supplements; nutritional products in the nature of nutritional supplements for the dietary management of cognitive and respiratory health
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Dried berry extract powders sold as a component of dairy-based beverages and drinking yogurts
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ANAGENIX IP LIMITED Address ANAGENIX IP LIMITED Level 1, 272 Parnell Road Auckland 1052 NEW ZEALAND Legal Entity NZ Limited Company State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 078712.09000

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1655943 International Registration Date Dec. 20, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 16, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 20, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GX PLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338208 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "PLAY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1656028 International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable computer games, video games, interactive multimedia games, virtual reality games and augmented reality games via a global computer and other computer and communications networks; providing on-line news and information regarding computer games, video games, interactive multimedia games, virtual reality games and augmented reality games and regarding computer game software and enhancements thereto
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, tablets, handheld computers and other electronic mobile devices, namely, downloadable software for distribution of computer games and content in the field of computer games and for playing computer games; downloadable computer software via a global computer network and wireless devices, namely, downloadable software for distribution of computer games and content in the field of computer games and for playing computer games; downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Communication services, namely, electronic transmission of messages, data, documents, audio, video and audiovisual recordings among users of computers provided via platforms and portals on global computer and other computer and communications networks; providing multiple-user access to a global social computer network; providing user access to game portals and platforms over public and private computer networks; providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; providing on-line forums for communication, namely, transmission of messages among computer users and subscribers on topics of general interest


International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PLARIUM GLOBAL LTD.  Address  PLARIUM GLOBAL LTD.  2 Abba Eban Boulevard,  P.O.B 12258 4672520 Herzliya  ISRAEL  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ISRAEL

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1656028  International Registration Date  Jan. 25, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 16, 2021  Expiration Date  Jan. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MY FIRST FIVE YEARS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number:** 79338313
- **Application Filing Date:** Jan. 17, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
  - WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of a stylized number "5" to the left of the stylized wording "MY FIRST FIVE YEARS". The "5" is stylized in a manner that its body is a composite of various designs in the form of stars, hand and footprints, flowers, music notes, hearts, smiling faces, quote bubbles, books, butterflies, clouds, suns, and miscellaneous curved shape figures.

**Related Properties Information**
- **International Registration:** 1656287
- **International Registration Date:** Jan. 17, 2022

**Goods and Services Information**

**For Educational toys and playthings to create opportunities for interaction and experimentation to support child progress and child development, in particular, fine motor and cognitive skills; construction toys to support motor and sensory development; threading toys to support motor development; grasping toys to support motor development; stacking toys to promote motor development; stuffed toys; toy building and stacking blocks; toy building and stacking rings; toy metallic disks for stacking, threading, rolling; toy mirrored pebbles for stacking; wheeled toys for grasping; toy stacking pyramids; toy keys; toy mirrors; toy flowers; finger puppets; toy kitchens and toy kitchen utensils**

**International Classes:** 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes:** 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title:** Toys and Sporting Goods

**For Printed educational publications, namely books, newsletters, magazines in the field of child development and child progress and for use in assessing, tracking, monitoring and recording child development and child progress, and to support child development; printed books in the field of child development and child progress and for use in assessing, tracking, monitoring and recording child development and child progress, and to support child development; printed books for babies and children**

**International Classes:** 16 - Primary Classes
**US Classes:** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
**International Class Title:** Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Educational services, namely classes, seminars, masterclasses, non-downloadable webinars, workshops, training, in the field of child development and child progress; entertainment services, namely, organizing parties, musical events featuring live performances, social entertainment events relating to learning and development, and conducting educational programs relating to child development; entertainment services for babies, children and parents, namely, organizing online parties, online musical events featuring live performances, online social entertainment events relating to child learning and development, and conducting online educational programs relating to child development

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable software applications for use in assessing, tracking, monitoring and recording child development and child progress, and to support child development; electronic publications, downloadable, namely newsletters, activities, magazines, books, training publications, blogs and educational publications in the field of child development and child progress and for use in assessing, tracking, monitoring and recording child development and child progress, and to support child development; downloadable social networking software applications for parents; downloadable software applications for use in building a community of parents through social networking, and for creating a downloadable scrapbook to collect memories

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing namely, t-shirts, shorts, trousers, dresses, vests, ear muffs, gloves, dressing gowns, headbands, jackets, jerseys, coats, jumpers, leggings, pyjamas, underwear, bibs, romper suits, romper suits, bodysuits; footwear; headgear, namely headwear

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

For Software as a service, namely, software for use in assessing, tracking, monitoring and recording child development and child progress and to support child development; platform as a service featuring computer software platforms for use in assessing, tracking, monitoring and recording child development and child progress, for storing memories including photographic and video and to support child development; software as a service featuring software for social networking by parents for use in building a community of parents; platform as a services featuring software platforms for social networking by parents and for use in building a community of parents

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  My First Five Years Ltd  **Address**  My First Five Years Ltd  The Copper Room,  Trinity Way  Salford  M3 7BG  UNITED KINGDOM  **Legal Entity**  Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  58389-0131
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79338436</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>0717823</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

For: Meat, fish, poultry and game, not live; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; unflavored and unsweetened gelatins for use in foodstuffs, jellies for food, jams, compotes; eggs; edible oils and fats; fish and meat preserves

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**Basis Information**

Currently 66A  Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name  GRUPO YBARRA ALIMENTACION, S.L.
Address  GRUPO YBARRA ALIMENTACION, S.L.
Carretera de Isla Menor, Km. 1.800
E-41071 DOS HERMANAS (Sevilla)
SPAIN
Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA
State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

Docket Number  CLM-1902-TM

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 0717823
International Registration Date Aug. 09, 1999
Expiration Date Aug. 09, 2029

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney  BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DURADIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>79338454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
<td>1245067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Building materials, namely, building timber, manufactured timber; sawn timber and wooden building materials in the nature of worked timber and kiln dried timber; specialised pre-prepared timbers for manufactured products; solid wood products, namely, decking, siding, boards, cladding and joinery fittings, all for building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>19 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>PAN PAC FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>PAN PAC FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED 1161 S.H. 2 Wairoa Road Napier NEW ZEALAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>B0554-49A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1245067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PYTHILOCK

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79338458</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration** 1290607  **International Registration Date** Dec. 18, 2015

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Fungicides for agricultural, horticultural, and home garden use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 66A** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** NIPPON SODA CO., LTD. **Address** NIPPON SODA CO., LTD., 2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8165  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TM23-0177

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1290607</td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expiration Date** Dec. 18, 2025

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONOR ePARTNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338477 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1633317 International Registration Date Aug. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Systemization of information into computer databases; price comparison services; providing consumers with product recommendations for business purposes; sales promotion for others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; personnel recruitment; administrative processing of purchase orders; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise, on-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; marketing the goods and services of others; book-keeping
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Honor Device Co., Ltd. Address Honor Device Co., Ltd. Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West CHINA Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11877/316430

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1633317 International Registration Date Aug. 18, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 11, 2021 Expiration Date Aug. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JADE-SEQ

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79338804</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1657462 |
| International Registration Date | Dec. 13, 2021 |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Laboratory apparatus and instruments for genomic and genetic analysis research, namely, laboratory devices for detecting genetic sequences; optical machines and apparatus for identifying genomic linkages, namely, optical inspection apparatus; devices for analyzing genome information for scientific use; downloadable computer software for the structural and functional analysis of genomes |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

| For | Health services in the nature of medical services relating to DNA, genetics and genetic testing |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

| For | Testing, inspection and research services in the fields of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and foodstuffs; providing online, non-downloadable computer software programs on data networks for the structural and functional analysis of genomes; computer programming services; structural and functional analysis of genomes; scientific research in the field of genetics; scientific research in the field of genetics and genetic engineering; scientific research in the field of gene therapy |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: KAO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kao Corporation)  
**Address**: KAO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kao Corporation) 14-10, Nihonbashi Kayabacho 1-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8210 JAPAN  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 1B2039.18110

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1657462  
**International Registration Date**: Dec. 13, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 08, 2021  
**Expiration Date**: Dec. 13, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LAVACHE, LINDA M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MINISPECTRE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79338866
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 31, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1657623
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 31, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Repair of measuring instruments and apparatus, signaling apparatus and instruments, checking and inspection apparatus and instruments for detecting and identifying chemical compounds or counterfeits; installation of measuring instruments and apparatus, signaling apparatus and instruments, checking and inspection apparatus and instruments for detecting and identifying chemical compounds or counterfeits
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

- **For**: Measuring instruments and apparatus, signaling apparatus and instruments, inspection and checking apparatus and instruments for detecting and identifying chemical compounds or counterfeits
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

- **For**: Scientific and technological services, namely, analysis and testing in the field of detecting and identifying chemical compounds or counterfeits as well as research services relating thereto
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently**: 66A
- **Yes**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>RS DYNAMICS GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>RS DYNAMICS GmbH Baarerstrasse 57 CH-6304 Zug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>M.FID937148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1657623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BARRETT, LEAH N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEDIMENTUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339057 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1657999 International Registration Date Feb. 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical apparatus and instruments for medical use, namely, medical devices with sensors to monitor the movements of human beings, animals or objects near the device; medical, surgical, medical and veterinary apparatus, instruments and devices, namely, medical devices with sensors to monitor the movements of human beings, animals or objects near the device; apparatus, devices and articles for child care, namely, medical devices with sensors to monitor the movements of human beings, animals or objects near the device

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Motion sensors; sound, image or data recording, transmitting, receiving, processing or reproducing apparatus, namely, emergency and motion signal transmitters; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of information, namely, emergency signal transmitters; image recording apparatus, namely, cameras; apparatus and installations, including their components, for sound, image, data and signal recording, storage, transmission, dissemination, reception and reproduction, namely, cameras, emergency and motion signal transmitters; scientific and monitoring apparatus and instruments, namely, motion sensors; data processing equipment, namely, computers; downloadable software for monitoring motion inside and outside the home and calling for assistance when help is needed; downloadable software using algorithms for monitoring motion inside and outside the home and calling for assistance when help is needed; downloadable machine learning software for monitoring motion inside and outside the home and calling for assistance when help is needed; downloadable software using blockchain solutions for monitoring motion inside and outside the home and calling for assistance when help is needed

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For safety services for the protection of property and persons, namely, monitoring of alarms and home security systems for protecting personal property and persons; licensing of intellectual property and industrial property rights; licensing of computer software and industrial property rights; legal services; babysitting

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**For** Providing information in the field of medical services; provision of information in the field of medicine; rental of medical apparatus and installations; behavioral analysis for medical purposes; medical care and analysis services relating to patient treatment; medical information services provided via the Internet; medical and nursing services for the elderly; medical and managed health care services; individual medical counseling and medical services provided to patients; medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; provision of medical information; providing medical information in the form of medical reports and opinions in connection with the treatment of individuals; telemedicine services; medical advisory services, namely, provision of advice relating to medical apparatus and instruments; medical counseling, namely, lifestyle counselling and consultancy for medical purposes; medical services; veterinary services; behavioral and mental health services for people and animals

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Scientific research and analysis in the field of new product development; analysis and evaluation for product development; design of computer hardware and software for commercial analysis and reporting; design and development of testing and analysis methods for new product development; analysis of technical data for new product development; computer programming services for commercial documentation and analysis; computer-aided scientific analysis services in the field of new product development; computer-aided industrial analysis services in the field of new product development; services provided by consultants, namely, consulting in the field of computer system analysis; consultant services relating to technical and scientific analysis, namely, computer systems analysis; computer system design and analysis; data migration services, namely, identifying and extracting data from databases; industrial analysis and research services, namely, computer system analysis; design and development of computers and software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Sedimentum AG  **Address** Sedimentum AG  Dorfplatz 6  CH-6330 Cham  SWITZERLAND  **Legal Entity** PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** SWITZERLAND

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** ISPE0004WOUS

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1657999  **International Registration Date** Feb. 02, 2022  **Expiration Date** Feb. 02, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPTIMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79339173 Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1658266 International Registration Date  Dec. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Installation, maintenance, and repair of electrical systems, electronic instruments, apparatus for generating electricity, and computer hardware and peripherals, all used in industrial plants and power plants
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair
For  Surveying machines and instruments; photographic cameras; energy and emissions measuring scientific instruments; signaling processors; graduation checkers [calibration checkers]; life-saving alarm sensors and alarm monitoring systems; teaching robots and teaching simulators in the field of energy management; apparatus and instruments for managing, conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling electric current; electric control devices for energy management; downloadable and recorded computer software for managing and optimizing energy, coordinating assets, and increasing efficiencies in the field of energy production and management; computer hardware, not for use in or with laboratory chemical reactors; downloadable and recorded software for recording, organizing, distribution and analysis of data and for the control, automation and network connection between devices, sensors and control systems; downloadable and recorded computer software and computer software platform for the monitoring and the optimization of industrial plants and power plants; downloadable and recorded computer software and computer software platform for energy management; downloadable and recorded computer software and computer software platform for the management, administration, optimization, modification and remote control of industrial and administrative processes in industry, manufacturing, infrastructure, transportation and power systems; downloadable and recorded computer software for data capture and distribution over computer networks; electric or electronic sensors for measuring electricity, water flow, temperature, emissions; electronic control systems for machines in the fields of industrial automation, power systems, power generation, transportation and infrastructure; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for the management, administration, optimization,
modification and remote control of security and energy in industrial plants and power plants; data processing equipment; electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; electric and electronic installations for the remote control of industrial operations of power plants; computer hardware and peripheral devices, namely, displays and keyboards, and recorded computer software for data processing in the fields of energy management and for monitoring the operation of industrial plants and power plants

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Computer software development, computer programming and implementation of computer software and interfaces for energy production and management and emissions control; computer hardware development; server hosting; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for the management, administration, optimization, modification and remote control of industrial and administrative processes in industry, manufacturing, infrastructure, transportation and power systems; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for the management, administration, optimization, modification and remote control of industrial and administrative processes in industry, manufacturing, infrastructure, transportation and power systems; rental of computer software for the management, administration, optimization, modification and remote control of industrial and administrative processes in industry, manufacturing, infrastructure, transportation and power systems; rental of computer hardware and computer peripherals; information technology (IT) consultancy and information services; computer security services, namely, restricting unauthorized access to computer networks, power systems, and control systems for industrial plants and power plants; computer services, namely, data recovery services; media duplication of data and digital information; data conversion of electronic information; computer code conversion for others; computer system analysis and computer diagnostics services; scientific and industrial research in the field of energy management, industrial plants, power plants, power generation, industrial automation, manufacturing, transportation, and infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for the management, administration, optimization, modification and remote control of industrial and administrative processes in industry, manufacturing, infrastructure, transportation and power systems; updating of computer software; computer system analysis; providing online, non-downloadable software to enable customers to remotely manage, administer, modify, optimize and control the operation of industrial plants and power plants; repair, installation and maintenance of computer software and technical consultancy relating thereto; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computer network; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; computer services, namely, remote management of information technology (IT) systems of others comprised of computer software, computer networks, computer system memory banks, and websites; data encryption services; technological consultation in the technology field of industrial plant and power plant optimization; software engineering and technical consultancy services in the field of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency for owners and operators of industrial and commercial facilities; engineering services and technical and technological consultancy services in the field of the measurement and monitoring of energy to improve energy efficiency for owners and operators of industrial and commercial facilities; technological consultation in the technology field of electrical systems, control systems, automation systems, power plants, machines and machine tools, and systems for production and distribution of energy and of computer hardware and computer software; remote monitoring and controlling of the functioning and use of electrical equipment in power plants and power generators, namely, generators and distributors; monitoring of the functioning and use of electrical equipment for monitoring emissions, in particular carbon dioxide emissions; computer services, namely, remote and
on-site management and control of the information technology (IT) computing services in the field of industrial and power plant; technical advice, information and consultancy in the field of energy-saving in industry, manufacturing, infrastructure, transportation and power systems; technical consultancy in relation to technical research in the field of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency for industrial plants, power plants, power generation, industrial automation, manufacturing, transportation, and infrastructure; technical research in the field of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency for industrial plants, power plants, power generation, industrial automation, manufacturing, transportation, and infrastructure; technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network systems in the field of energy management, energy distribution networks, machines, industrial plants; monitoring power plants, power generators, energy distribution networks, machines, and industrial plants to ensure proper functioning; Environmental services, namely, technical consultation in the field of environmental science, engineering services and design for others in the field of environmental engineering; rental of measuring apparatus, namely, apparatus for checking power consumption; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for the management, administration, optimization, modification and remote control of security and energy in industrial plants and power plants; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing information and facilitating communications and transactions in the field of energy management, industrial plants, power plants, power generation, industrial automation, manufacturing, transportation, and infrastructure

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABB AG Address ABB AG Kallstadter Str. 1 68309 Mannheim FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 307680-00017

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1658266 International Registration Date Dec. 16, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 02, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 16, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TASTYSOUNDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339228 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TASTYSOUNDS" with a play button appearing in the letter "O".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1658441 International Registration Date Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy with caramel; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; sugar; fondants [confectionery]; biscuits; pralines; peppermint sweets; marzipan; sweets; confectionery, namely, candy and chocolate
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Amos Sweets & Foods Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Amos Sweets & Foods Co., Ltd. 6/F, Area C, Xinruike Building, Futian Free Trade Zone, Fubao Street, Fu CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TLIP-23076

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1658441 International Registration Date Feb. 24, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 02, 2021 Expiration Date Feb. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LE WATOSA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79339253
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal Mark
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1658492
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 17, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Toilet cases, namely, fitted vanity cases; cosmetic brushes; cosmetic utensils in the nature of thread for eyebrow threading; cosmetic sponges for applying make-up; droppers for cosmetic purposes; make-up removing appliances; appliances for removing make-up, electric; exfoliating brushes; lip brushes; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; combs; fitted vanity cases; toothbrushes, electric; eyebrow brushes; eye shadow brushes being cosmetic brushes; eyelash brushes; powder puffs; stands for powder puffs; powder compacts, empty; liqueur sets; perfume sprayers sold empty

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**For**: Cosmetics; make-up removing preparations; perfumery; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; make-up removing lotions; lipsticks; lip glosses; lipstick cases; make-up primer; hand creams; cosmetic preparations for skin care; nail polish; facial cleansers; cotton puffs impregnated with make-up removing preparations; tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; eye lotions; mascara; liquid foundation; beauty masks; sunscreen creams; perfumes; essential oils; toothpaste; cosmetic soap; cosmetics for eyes

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For**: Advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; business administrative services for the relocation of businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; business auditing; rental of sales stands; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; retail store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; online advertising on a computer network; publicity agency services; modelling for advertising or sales promotion
| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
|---------------------------|-------------------------------------|------------------------------------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WATOSA GLOBAL CO., LTD. **Address** WATOSA GLOBAL CO., LTD. 5-5, Shibuya 3-Chome, Shibuya-Ku Tokyo 150-0002 JAPAN **Legal Entity** Limited company **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1658492 **International Registration Date** Feb. 17, 2022

**Expiration Date** Feb. 17, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BETTS, MARCYA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339262 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1658511 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Natural plants and flowers; Living plants; living plant cuttings; flower corms; seeds for planting; flowers; cut flowers; living plants of the hydrangea crop
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
For Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, namely, pest control for others, plant selection and propagation of plants, plant material, and produce for others; plant nursery services; cultivation of plants for others
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HI Breeding B.V. Address HI Breeding B.V. Hooflaan 17 NL-2678 KM De Lier NETHERLANDS Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1658511 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2022 Expiration Date Mar. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
Case identifiers

Serial Number 79339347  Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) PI NIER

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "PI" and "NIER" where a design of an infinity symbol appears between the first letter "I" and "N".

Related Properties Information

International Registration 1658736  International Registration Date Dec. 03, 2021

Goods and Services Information

For railway sleepers, not of metal; railway sleepers made of fiber-reinforced plastic; railway sleepers made of plastics; railway sleepers made of plastics reinforced with natural fibers as an integral component

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Machines for processing plastics; machine tools for processing plastics, namely, mixers, cutters, mixing blades, paddles, shovels, heaters, coolers, conveyors, spiral conveyors, helical conveyors, shafts; tools being replacement parts for machines for plastics processing machines, namely, mixers, cutters, mixing blades, paddles, shovels, heaters, coolers, conveyors, spiral conveyors, helical conveyors, shafts; motor-driven tools for plastics processing machines; rotating tools, namely, rotating machines in the nature of mixers, cutters, mixing blades, paddles, shovels, heaters, coolers, conveyors, spiral conveyors, helical conveyors, shafts for plastics processing machines; machine tool holder for plastics processing machines; injection plastic moulding machines; machines for plastics working; machinery for shaping plastic material; plastic processing machines for use in recycling industry; machines for melt mixing of plastics; thermokinetic mixer for industrial use

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes  US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title Machinery

For Installation, repair and maintenance of machines for plastics processing or working; installation, repair or maintenance of tools for plastic processing machines

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair
**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Reimund Dann</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Reimund Dann</th>
<th>Vohren 1a</th>
<th>48231 Warendorf</th>
<th>FED REP GERMANY</th>
<th><strong>Legal Entity</strong></th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
<th><strong>Citizenship</strong></th>
<th>GERMANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Alexander Huwe</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Alexander Huwe</th>
<th>Martin-Luther-Str. 24</th>
<th>61118 Bad Vilbel</th>
<th>FED REP GERMANY</th>
<th><strong>Legal Entity</strong></th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
<th><strong>Citizenship</strong></th>
<th>GERMANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  D23W006IRUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1658736</th>
<th><strong>International Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 03, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 04, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Expiration Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 03, 2031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  BRACEY, KAREN E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FRIENDFLUENCING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79339474</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 14, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1658946
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 14, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Advertising services; marketing services; business advice and information services; advertising and marketing agency services; advertising and marketing consultancy; administration of a discount program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on goods and services through use of discount membership codes; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional, and advertising purposes, namely, administration of loyalty rewards programmes; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional, and advertising purposes, namely, administration of loyalty programmes involving discounts or incentives; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional, and advertising purposes, namely, organisation and management of business incentive and loyalty schemes; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional, and advertising purposes, namely, organisation of customer loyalty programs for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; sales promotion through customer loyalty programs; presentation of goods and services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; demonstration of goods and services; dissemination of advertising for others; advertising services, namely, arranging online and social media advertising for others; dissemination of advertising matter; administration of a program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on products and services; dissemination of advertising via online communications networks; sample distribution; marketing advice on the analysis of consumer buying habits and needs provided with the help of sensory, quality and quantity-related data; business advisory services related to marketing, sales promotion, promotional activities, advertising; internet marketing services and advice and consultancy in relation thereto; organisation of promotions using audio-visual media; marketing management advice, namely business management advice in the field of marketing; agencies for advertising space and time, namely, provision and rental of advertising space, time and media being advertising material; collection and compilation of data; automated data processing services; compilation and systemisation of information into computer databases; sales volume tracking for others; online tracking for others of commercial service contracts for consumer goods for third parties for business purposes; online tracking for others of trading transactions, namely, monitoring
trading transactions for business purposes; provision of business statistical information; provision of marketing advice and
information relating to engagement with marketing and marketing-led sales volumes; arranging business introductions,
namely, business networking; arranging business introductions, namely connecting buyers and sellers of goods and services;
organising events for advertising purposes, namely, administration of competitions for advertising purposes; business strategy
development services, marketing strategy development services, and advertising strategy services being consultancy regarding
advertising communication strategies; analysis of markets; business analysis, namely, analysis of business data, trends,
statistics and market research data; market research; advertising research and analysis; business data analysis; business
information agency services; business studies being business research and surveys; collection of market research information;
consumer research; conducting market surveys; consumer response analysis being advertising and marketing analysis relating
to consumer response; conducting public opinion polls; business evaluations, namely, evaluating the impact of advertising on
audiences; market analysis; market forecasting; preparation of business reports, marketing analysis reports and consumer
research reports; providing business information in the field of social media; social media marketing services; social media
strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building
virally engaging marketing solutions; online customer-based social media brand marketing services; advertising and marketing
services provided by means of social media; advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of
marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile
marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; providing advertising, marketing,
and sales promotion services by bringing together social media influencers, consumers and businesses to create advertising,
marketing and promotion strategies and programmes; promoting the goods of others by distributing coupons, rebates and
vouchers; public opinion polling, namely, organising and managing social media polls for data collection purposes; data
collection from social media for third parties for advertising and marketing purposes; preparation of business reports based on
data from social media regarding consumer engagement and the success of marketing and advertising campaigns; social media
brand marketing services, namely, engaging consumers and social media users or influencers to promote the goods and
services of others; social media brand marketing services, namely, engaging consumers and social media users or influencers
to collect data through polls, surveys and quizzes in relation to the goods and services of others for advertising and sales
promotion purposes; advertising agency services, namely, planning and execution of word of mouth, viral, buzz and
experiential marketing programs for advertising purposes; referral marketing services; online business networking and
advertising services, namely, connecting social network users with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted
purchases; advertising agency services, namely, administering referral marketing and advertising schemes; social media brand
marketing services, namely, bringing together social media influencers, consumers and businesses to create advertising,
marketing and promotion strategies and programmes; business marketing assistance in the field of developing, creating and
disseminating marketing and advertising content; social media brand marketing services, namely, liaising with consumers and
social media users to post content for brands, for advertising and marketing purposes; providing advertising and marketing
services by working with businesses and brands to facilitate their offering vouchers as part of an overall marketing and
advertising campaign; advertising agency services, namely, managing referral marketing and putting brands and consumers in
touch for the purpose of marketing and advertising; online matching services for the consumer connecting social network users
with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted purchases; consumer research, namely, identifying, tracking, managing
and reporting on consumer behaviour; consumer research, namely, consumer profiling, consumer behaviour tracking,
consumer trend analysis, and reporting on consumer buying habits; consumer research, namely, tracking and reporting
consumer comments, feelings, sentiments and opinions in relation to particular brands and business to feed into their marketing and advertising strategy; providing social media brand marketing services by bringing together a bank of users to which brands, businesses and creatives can send polls, questions, quizzes and competitions in order to obtain consumer insight in respect of their goods and services; advertising and marketing information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the foregoing.

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for use in rendering advertising, marketing, and sales promotion services, namely, for advertising, marketing and promotion of goods and services; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for use in the delivery of marketing and advertising agency services; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for arranging online and social media advertising campaigns; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data in the field of marketing and advertising; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data relating to consumer buying habits and trends; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for automated data processing; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for sales volume tracking and online engagement tracking for others; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for...
platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for conducting market research, consumer research and associated data analysis; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for collecting, collating and analysing data from polls, quizzes and competitions; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for analysing data and preparing visual reports, graphs and diagrams based on that data for users to view; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for use in managing advertising and marketing campaigns, social media marketing campaigns, consumer-based online marketing campaigns and initiatives; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for rendering mobile marketing services, for authoring and transmitting blog posts, and for disseminating and managing the effect of other forms of passive, sharable or viral marketing content; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for connecting social media influencers, consumers and businesses to create advertising, marketing and promotion strategies and programmes; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for assisting others in designing, creating and disseminating marketing and advertising content; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for inviting consumers and social media users to post content for brands, for advertising and marketing purposes; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for issuing vouchers for discounted retail services; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for use in the design and execution of word of mouth, viral, social media, buzz and experiential marketing programs; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for rendering referral marketing services; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for managing referral marketing content and for putting brands and consumers in touch for the purpose of marketing and advertising; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for connecting social network users with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted purchases; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for facilitating payment transactions; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software applications,
downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software platforms and
downloadable computer programs, all for identifying, tracking, managing and reporting on consumer behaviour; downloadable
computer software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile
applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for generating,
scanning, reading and decoding quick response codes; downloadable computer software, downloadable computer software
applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable computer software
platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for utilising quick response codes in the marketing of products and in
administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes; downloadable computer software, downloadable
computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable
computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for generating, consumer behaviour tracking, consumer trend analysis, and reporting on consumer buying habits; downloadable computer
software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile
applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for utilising
consumer comments, feelings, sentiments and opinions in relation to particular brands and business; downloadable computer
software, downloadable computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile
applications and downloadable computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all for processing
payments and vouchers and automatically issuing cashback to consumers; downloadable computer software, downloadable
computer software applications, downloadable software applications, downloadable mobile applications and downloadable
computer software platforms and downloadable computer programs, all featuring a bank of users and all for allowing
brands, businesses and creatives to send polls, questions, quizzes and competitions in order to obtain consumer
insight in respect of their goods and services

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

For  Design of artwork; design of software for audio-visual works and content; graphic design; software as a service (SAAS)
services featuring software for use in rendering advertising, marketing and promotion services, namely, for advertising,
marketing and promotion of goods and services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use
in rendering advertising, marketing and promotion services, namely, for advertising, marketing and promotion of goods and
services; providing online non-downloadable software for use in rendering advertising, marketing and promotion services,
namely, for advertising, marketing and promotion of goods and services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring
software for administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes; platform as a service (PAAS)
featuring computer software platforms for administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes;
providing online non-downloadable software for administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes;
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the delivery of marketing and advertising agency services;
platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in the delivery of marketing and advertising
agency services; providing online non-downloadable software for use in the delivery of marketing and advertising agency
services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for disseminating advertising for others; platform as a
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for disseminating advertising for others; providing online non-
downloadable software for disseminating advertising for others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for
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arranging online and social media advertising campaigns; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for arranging online and social media advertising campaigns; providing online non-downloadable software for arranging online and social media advertising campaigns; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data; providing online non-downloadable software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data in the field of marketing and advertising; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data in the field of marketing and advertising; providing online non-downloadable software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data from social media; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data from social media; providing online non-downloadable software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data from social media; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data relating to consumer buying habits, trends and sales volumes; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data relating to consumer buying habits, trends and sales volumes; providing online non-downloadable software for collecting, compiling, analysing, transmitting and reporting data relating to consumer buying habits, trends and sales volumes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automated data processing; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for automated data processing; providing online non-downloadable software for automated data processing; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sales volume tracking and online engagement tracking for others; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for sales volume tracking and online engagement tracking for others; providing online non-downloadable software for sales volume tracking and online engagement tracking for others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for conducting market research, consumer research and associated data analysis; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for conducting market research, consumer research and associated data analysis; providing online non-downloadable software for conducting market research, consumer research and associated data analysis; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting, collating and analysing data from polls, quizzes and competitions; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, collating and analysing data from polls, quizzes and competitions; providing online non-downloadable software for collecting, collating and analysing data from polls, quizzes and competitions; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analysing data and preparing visual reports, graphs and diagrams for users to view based on that data; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for analysing data and preparing visual reports, graphs and diagrams for users to view based on that data; providing online non-downloadable software for analysing data and preparing visual reports, graphs and diagrams for users to view based on that data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in managing advertising and marketing campaigns, social media marketing campaigns, consumer-based online marketing campaigns and initiatives; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in managing advertising and marketing campaigns, social media marketing campaigns, consumer-based online marketing campaigns and initiatives; providing online non-downloadable software for use in managing advertising and marketing campaigns, social media marketing campaigns, consumer-based online marketing campaigns and initiatives; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for rendering mobile marketing
services, for authoring and transmitting blog posts, and for disseminating and managing the effect of other forms of passive, sharable or viral marketing content; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for rendering mobile marketing services, for authoring and transmitting blog posts, and for disseminating and managing the effect of other forms of passive, sharable or viral marketing content; providing online non-downloadable software for rendering mobile marketing services, for authoring and transmitting blog posts, and for disseminating and managing the effect of other forms of passive, sharable or viral marketing content; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting social media influencers, consumers and businesses to create advertising, marketing and promotional strategies and programmes; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for connecting social media influencers, consumers and businesses to create advertising, marketing and promotional strategies and programmes; providing online non-downloadable software for connecting social media influencers, consumers and businesses to create advertising, marketing and promotional strategies and programmes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assisting others in designing, creating and disseminating marketing and advertising content; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for assisting others in designing, creating and disseminating marketing and advertising content; providing online non-downloadable software for assisting others in designing, creating and disseminating marketing and advertising content; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inviting consumers and social media users to post content for brands, for advertising and marketing purposes; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inviting consumers and social media users to post content for brands, for advertising and marketing purposes; providing online non-downloadable software for inviting consumers and social media users to post content for brands, for advertising and marketing purposes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for rendering referral marketing services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for rendering referral marketing services; providing online non-downloadable software for rendering referral marketing services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing referral marketing content and for putting brands and consumers in touch for the purpose of marketing and advertising; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for managing referral marketing content and for putting brands and consumers in touch for the purpose of marketing and advertising; providing online non-downloadable software for managing referral marketing content and for putting brands and consumers in touch for the purpose of marketing and advertising; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting social network users with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted purchases; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for connecting social network users with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted purchases; providing online non-downloadable software for connecting social network users with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted purchases; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating payment transactions; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for facilitating payment transactions; providing online non-downloadable software for facilitating payment transactions;
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for identifying, tracking, managing and reporting on consumer behaviour; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for identifying, tracking, managing and reporting on consumer behaviour; providing online non-downloadable software for identifying, tracking, managing and reporting on consumer behaviour; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for generating, scanning, reading and decoding of quick response codes; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for generating, scanning, reading and decoding of quick response codes; providing online non-downloadable software for generating, scanning, reading and decoding of quick response codes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for utilising quick response codes in the marketing of products and in administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for utilising quick response codes in the marketing of products and in administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes; providing online non-downloadable software for utilising quick response codes in the marketing of products and in administering discount, reward, loyalty and incentive programs and schemes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing data and providing consumer profiling, consumer behaviour tracking, consumer trend analysis, and reporting on consumer buying habits; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for processing data and providing consumer profiling, consumer behaviour tracking, consumer trend analysis, and reporting on consumer buying habits; providing online non-downloadable software for processing data and providing consumer profiling, consumer behaviour tracking, consumer trend analysis, and reporting on consumer buying habits; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for identifying, tracking and reporting consumer comments, feelings, sentiments and opinions in relation to particular brands and business; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for identifying, tracking and reporting consumer comments, feelings, sentiments and opinions in relation to particular brands and business; providing online non-downloadable software for identifying, tracking and reporting consumer comments, feelings, sentiments and opinions in relation to particular brands and business; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing payments and vouchers and automatically issuing cashback to consumers; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for processing payments and vouchers and automatically issuing cashback to consumers; providing online non-downloadable software for processing payments and vouchers and automatically issuing cashback to consumers; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software containing a bank of users and for allowing brands, businesses and creatives to send polls, questions, quizzes and competitions in order to obtain consumer insight in respect of their goods and services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms containing a bank of users and for allowing brands, businesses and creatives to send polls, questions, quizzes and competitions in order to obtain consumer insight in respect of their goods and services; providing online non-downloadable software containing a bank of users and for allowing brands, businesses and creatives to send polls, questions, quizzes and competitions in order to obtain consumer insight in respect of their goods and services.

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**International Class Title**

Scientific and computer services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>WYSPR Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>WYSPR Limited 55 Stile Hall Gardens London W4 3BT UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>990-9592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1658946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 14, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APPS.HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339511 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording APPS.HEALTH in the color grey, displayed to the right of a depiction of a cross formed by bands attached to shaded circles, all in the color light blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "APPS.HEALTH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659027 International Registration Date Nov. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing services for computer applications for use in medical clinic workflow and administrative tasks, electronic medical records management, telemedicine, virtual patient care and for electronically creating, receiving, renewing and canceling pharmaceutical prescriptions; promoting the computer applications of others through advertising and task specific recommendations on a website; providing subscription management services as a subscription agent between computer application developers and customers of computer applications International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Advisory services in the field of deployment of computer applications privately or to a private application store; computer programming services of applications for use in medical clinic workflow and administrative tasks, electronic medical records management, telemedicine, virtual patient care and for electronically creating, receiving, renewing and canceling pharmaceutical prescriptions International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Well Health Technologies Corp.  
Address   Well Health Technologies Corp.  
Vancouver BC  V6B 1B6  CANADA  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  CANADA  
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1659027  
International Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2021  
Expiration Date   Nov. 15, 2031  
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CARE-O-SENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339528 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659067 International Registration Date Jan. 05, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals for use in science and industry; chemicals for use in manufacturing processes, namely, for the manufacture of asphalt additives, paints, inks, resins, coatings, adhesives, consumer and household products, cosmetics, flavours, fragrances, cleaning agents, detergents, pour point depressants, oilfield chemicals, enhanced oil recovery chemicals, paper, leather, lubricants, sealants, plasticizers, defoamers, and cementing and construction chemicals; catalytic agents in the nature of catalysts and catalyst carriers as chemical products for use in science and industry and manufacturing processes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Advertising services; business management; business management consulting; business management, organization consultancy and administration; providing office functions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, scientific analysis, scientific testing, product design and development, technical analysis and engineering all in the fields of chemicals, petrochemicals, mining chemicals, and catalytic chemicals in the nature of catalysts and catalyst carriers
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Sasol Germany GmbH  Address   Sasol Germany GmbH  Anckelmannsplatz 1  20537 Hamburg  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity   GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)  State or Country Where Organized   GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   MSP-179

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1659067  International Registration Date   Jan. 05, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 29, 2021  Expiration Date   Jan. 05, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONOR AI SPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339569 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer "AI"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659211 International Registration Date Jan. 14, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-in-one personal computer TVs; personal digital assistants (PDAs); interactive touch screen terminals; laptop computers; downloadable software applications for mobile phones for managing smart devices and internet enabled devices; downloadable computer software applications for managing smart devices and internet enabled devices; downloadable computer programs for managing smart devices and internet enabled devices; LCD large-screen displays; recorded or downloadable computer software platforms for managing smart devices and internet enabled devices; recorded computer programs for managing smart devices and internet enabled devices; tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; smart rings; smartwatches; smartglasses; liquid crystal display screens; wearable computers; notebook computers; video printers; digital color printers; flexible flat panel displays for computers; integrated circuit cards; holders adapted for mobile phones; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for smartphones; wearable activity trackers; network communication devices in the nature of servers and routers; network routers; wrist mounted smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; portable media players; headphones; virtual reality headsets; security surveillance robots; cabinets for loudspeakers; camcorders; digital photo frames; set-top boxes; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; television apparatus, namely, televisions; wearable video display monitors; earphones; car video recorders; video monitors; car televisions; microphones; cameras; selfie camera lenses; USB cables; USB cables for cell phones; components for electricity mains in the nature of electric wires, cables; blank electronic chip cards; video screens; touch screens; integrated circuits; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Honor Device Co., Ltd. Address Honor Device Co., Ltd. Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West CHINA Legal Entity Limited company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11877/316558

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1659211 International Registration Date Jan. 14, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 24, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 14, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ECR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339707 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659523 International Registration Date Dec. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A fluid conditioning system being a machine used to remove ultrafine particulate contamination in lubricants and hydraulic fluids in industrial machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1441413 Alberta Inc. Address 1441413 Alberta Inc. 17-3900 106 Ave SE Calgary AB T2C 5B6 CANADA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 339522

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1659523 International Registration Date Dec. 15, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jun. 17, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 15, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79339901   Application Filing Date: Mar. 08, 2022   Register: Principal   Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): KEMPOWER

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Reason for Publication:
Published for Opposition

Mark Information:
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Related Properties Information:
International Registration: 1489447   International Registration Date: Aug. 02, 2019

Goods and Services Information:
For: Recharging of batteries and accumulators; recharging services for electric vehicles; charging and recharging services for vehicle batteries
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106   International Class Title: Construction and Repair

For: Battery chargers for motor vehicles and rechargeable electric vehicles; electronic sensors, namely, load cells; rechargeable battery cells; electronic charging docks for batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles; batteries for electric vehicles; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; batteries, which provide electricity for motors of electric vehicles; wall-mounted electric connections for charging electric vehicles; mobile electric connections for charging electric vehicles; downloadable software in the form of mobile applications for monitoring a vehicle and for remote control of a vehicle; voltage controllers in the nature of regulators for use with electric car batteries; power controllers; electric power controllers; electric batteries and their parts; fuel cells and their parts
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38   International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information:
Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information:
Owner Name: Kempower Oyj
Address: Kempower Oyj   Hennalankatu 71   FI-15810 Lahti   FINLAND
Legal Entity: PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: FINLAND

Attorney/Correspondence Information:
Docket Number: 079497.00253

276
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1489447  International Registration Date  Aug. 02, 2019
Expiration Date  Aug. 02, 2029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) +KEMPOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79339902  Application Filing Date  Mar. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording KEMPOWER in black next to an orange circle containing a black plus sign.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1491864  International Registration Date  Aug. 05, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Recharging of batteries and accumulators; recharging services for electric vehicles; charging and recharging services for vehicle batteries
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  Battery chargers for motor vehicles and rechargeable electric vehicles; electronic sensors, namely, load cells; rechargeable battery cells; electronic charging docks for batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles; batteries for electric vehicles; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; batteries, which provide electricity for motors of electric vehicles; wall-mounted electric connections for charging electric vehicles; mobile electric connections for charging electric vehicles; downloadable software in the form of mobile applications for monitoring a vehicle and for remote control of a vehicle; voltage controllers in the nature of regulators for use with electric car batteries; power controllers; electric power controllers; electric batteries and their parts; fuel cells and their parts
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kempower Oyj Address  Kempower Oyj Hennalankatu 71 FI-15810 Lahti FINLAND Legal Entity  PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  079497.00252

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1491864 International Registration Date  Aug. 05, 2019
Expiration Date  Aug. 05, 2029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREENTEC STEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340204 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "G" to the left of the stylized wording "GREENTEC STEEL". Disclaimer "GREENTECH STEEL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1660819 International Registration Date Jun. 23, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chronometric instruments, namely, chronometers, clocks, tachometers, watches and speedometers; parts for watches and clocks; clock cases being parts of clocks; watch accessories, namely, watch bands made of metal and steel; clock movements; cases adapted for holding watches and wristwatches; medals and medallions International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Containers for household use and kitchen use International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Musical instruments; replacement parts for musical instruments; strings for musical instruments; accessories of musical instruments, namely, stands, cases, specially adapted carrying bags and storage bags International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments

For Vehicles and conveyances, namely, land vehicles, all-terrain vehicles, light rail vehicles, trailers, railbound vehicles, airplanes, helicopters, boats, ships and space vehicles; air vehicles for transport; aircraft landing gear; parts of aircrafts, namely, structural parts, fuselages, suspension struts and engine mounts; reinforcing plates, namely, stiffeners for doors and roofs; reinforcing plates, namely, stiffeners for aircraft wings; internal combustion engines and electric motors for land vehicles; structural parts for vehicles, land vehicles, water vehicles, air vehicles and space vehicles; chassis parts, axle parts and gear parts for land vehicles; structural parts and fittings for land vehicles; undercarriages for vehicles; chassis parts, structural parts and bodyworks for motor vehicles; outer skin parts of motor vehicles, namely, automotive exterior trim; panels for vehicle bodies; hood shields as structural parts of motor vehicles; casings for components of motor vehicles, namely, transmission cases and transfer cases; building components of metal for automobile construction, namely, metal body panels,
columns and sills for vehicles; vehicle building components of press-hardened steel for automobiles, namely, body panels, roof panels, door panels and hoods for vehicle bodies; floor panels being structural components of vehicles; components, not included in other classes, of press-hardening steel for construction of automobile bodies, namely, columns, bumpers, sills, side impact protection, side-members, crossmembers and crash boxes; holders and racks being structural parts of motor vehicles for batteries and battery packs; battery trays specially adapted for motor vehicles

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles

**For** Powered machines for cutting, shaping or finishing of metals or other materials; metalworking machines; cutting machines for cutting metals; machines and machine tools for treatment of material and production, namely, machines for cutting lines, punching lines, creasing rules, scoring lines, rotary rules, perforation lines and combination lines; metalworking machine tools; component parts of metalworking machines, stone working machines and machines for plastics working; machine tools, namely, thread mills, end mills, milling cutters, thread milling cutters, boring tools, rolling mills, face milling heads, forming tools, core drilling bits, die-cutting tools, molding tools, taps; machines for sheet metal packaging; punching machines; forming tools, punching tools and bending tools being parts of machines; slides for presses being machine parts; follow-on punching tools being machine parts; follow-on composite tools being machine parts; plastic injection molding machines; compression molding machines; die-casting and extrusion molding machines; parts of injection molding machines, plastic injection molding machines, compression molding machines, die-casting and extrusion machines, namely, molding presses and blow pins; blow pins, casting chambers and steel bolts being parts of machines; press parts for pressing jaws and metal molds being parts of machines; blades, knives and saws blades being parts of electric machine tools; electric welding and soldering machines; electric welding devices; oxyacetylene welding machines; laser welding devices; laser welding machines; robotic welding machines; welding robots; mechanical control apparatus for welding machines and welding devices; welding machines; electrodes for welding machines; electrodes for welding machines, namely, melting electrodes for arc welding; electric motors and structural parts of motors, not for land vehicles; electric motors and structural parts of motors for watercraft, aircraft and spacecraft; electric motors for machines; drives and their structural parts for machines; drives and their structural parts for motors; machine parts and control mechanisms for the operation of machines and motors, namely, brakes, valves, switches, sensors and hydraulic, pneumatic and electronic controls in machines and motors; clutches and apparatus for power transmission other than for land vehicles; radiators for engines; bearing housings and engine cases for machines and motors other than for land vehicles; electric motors and their parts for machines and machine tools, not for land vehicles; stators being parts of machines; valves being machine parts; axles for machines; gearboxes other than for land vehicles; structural parts of generators, couplings, turbines and engines other than for land vehicles, being machines parts; electric food processors for household purposes; dish washing machines and electric washing machines for household purposes; floor cleaning machines; steam cleaning machines; structural parts of turbines and engines for vehicles for transport by air; parts of turbines for jet engines, namely, engine discs

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

**For** Furniture of metal, with or without coating; metal cabinets; desk racks, namely, storage racks; furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture parts, namely, table legs; chairs; furniture parts, namely, table extension tops; furniture racks, namely, storage racks and display racks; elements of furniture racks, namely, shelves; shelves for file cabinets
For Chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations for use in industry; unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins; chemical substances for galvanization processes; chemical substances for use in metallurgy; chemical substances for metal finishing and metalworking; acids for metal pickling for industrial purposes; pickling solutions, namely, industrial chemicals for removing coatings from metals; pickling solutions, namely, industrial chemicals for removing deposits from metals; chemical compounds for use in construction; chemical compounds for use in welding and brazing; chemicals for use in welding and brazing; chemical elements for use in welding and brazing; chemicals for use in welding, namely, welding powder; tempering substances for welding; flux for welding metals; flux for soldering; chemical tempering substances for soldering; chemical sprays for protection coating against weld spatter; chemicals for use in industrial manufacturing processes, namely, degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; chemicals for use in manufacturing processes, namely, for removing deposit and surface coating on metal surfaces; chemical degreasers for use in welding processes; substances for tempering metal; coating chemicals other than paints; chemical additives for the manufacture of coatings; wear-resistant chemical coatings, other than paints for use in industry; chemical additives for wear-resistant chemical coatings; chemical substances as additives to asphalt

For Advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising and public relations; sales promotion; advisory services in the field of advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy; commercial business support services, namely, commercial business management; negotiation of commercial transactions for third parties; procurement of steel, stainless steel, building materials and building elements of steel, semi-finished products of metal and stainless steel, profile sections for building and construction, sheet metal and shaped parts of metal or steel and stainless steel, bands, coils and strips of metal and steel and stainless steel, rails of metal, metal hardware, water pipes of steel, parts of oil pipelines and gas pipelines, vehicle parts and automobile parts, metal in powdered form as well as welding material and soldering material on behalf of other companies; business assistance, management and administration services; accountancy, book-keeping and business auditing; administrative data processing services; business consultancy; human resources management and personnel recruitment services; providing office functions services; payroll preparation; rental of office machinery; business project management services for construction projects; operational business assistance to companies; business data analysis, business research and business information services; analyzing and compiling of business data; wholesale store services featuring steel, stainless steel, semi-finished products of metal and stainless steel, sheet metal and shaped parts of metal or steel and stainless steel, bands, coils and strips of metal and steel and stainless steel, rails of metal, metal hardware, vehicle parts and automobile parts, metal in powdered form as well as welding material and soldering material; wholesale store services featuring building materials and building elements of metal; consultancy on the organization and management of companies that work to accomplish decarbonization of industrial plants and metallurgical plants
For Building construction, maintenance, repair and demolition services; construction, maintenance, repair of pipelines; building construction supervision; construction consultancy; construction of railways and consultancy in the field of railway construction; installation of building scaffolds, working platforms and building platforms; warehouse construction, and repair; road construction and consultancy services in the field of road construction; construction of civil engineer structures on agricultural land; construction project management services; refurbishment of industrial plant buildings; installation of industrial plant buildings; installation of shelving; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware and telecommunication devices; construction, installation, maintenance and repair of industrial plant buildings and metallurgical plant buildings; construction, installation, maintenance and repair of facilities for decarbonization of industrial plants and metallurgical plants and consultancy services related thereto; installation, maintenance and repair of machine tools for processing and treatment of metal; installation, maintenance and repair of welding machines and welding devices

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Downloadable and recorded sensory software to monitor and control factory manufacturing processes and for controlling networked devices in the internet of things; downloadable and recorded software for data processing; downloadable and recorded software and software applications for mobile devices for data processing; downloadable and recorded software for business technology for data processing; downloadable and recorded software for science, manufacturing and civil engineering for data processing; downloadable and recorded software for controlling industrial processes; electronic components for computers; computer cases; cases for electrical apparatus, namely, cases for electrical power supplies and computer network servers; cases for batteries and battery packs; electric control devices for welding machines and soldering machines; downloadable and recorded software for controlling welding machines and soldering machines; electronic devices for monitoring welding machines and soldering machines; electric power distribution units; AC/DC power converters; electrical power supplies; electronic power supplies for welding devices and welding machines; regulated electrical power supply apparatus for arc welding methods; welding transformers; electrical rectifiers; inverters for power supply devices; safety clothing for protection against accident or injury; protective helmets for welders; welding masks; protective goggles; protective industrial visors for the protection of welders; safety work gloves for protection against accident or injury; protective footwear for the prevention of accident or injury

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Metal treating; metal stamping; hardening of metals; metal casting; refining of metals; tempering of metals; metal treatment, namely, forging of metal goods to the order and specification of others; metal treatment by means of metalworking machines; parts molding; treatment of metal parts to harden the surface using physical and chemical vapor deposition methods; build-up welding, laser build-up welding and plasma treatment of surfaces, namely, metal treatment; build-up welding of components and tools; laser build-up welding of components and tools; production of 3D prints from metal and steel, namely, 3D printing for others; metal finishing; forming of metal, namely, treatment of metal; shaping of metal components, namely, treatment of metal; metallurgical smelting, namely, metal melting services; metal finishing services for others; treatment of metal parts to prevent corrosion; heat treatment of metals; heat treatment of metal surfaces; heat treatment of steel; heat treatment of pipes and tubes of metal; metal treatment, namely, plating and laminating of metal panels, metal bands, metal parts and metal goods for corrosion protection; metal treatment, namely, passivation of metal panels, metal bands, metal parts
and metal goods for corrosion protection; applying conductor traces in the nature of a coating on the surface of the metal articles, sheets, as well as on bands of metal and steel, plates of metal and steel, foils of metal and steel, by printing; surface treatment of metal goods; coating company services, namely, treatment of metal; application of wear-resistant coatings on metal surfaces, goods of metal, machine components and tools; welding; soldering of metal; brazing, namely, metal melting services; rental of welding equipment; rental of welding machines; recycling and waste treatment; recycling of metals; custom manufacture of metal goods, namely, building materials and building elements of metal, semi-finished products of metal, profile sections for building and construction, sheet metal and shaped parts of metal, bands, coils and strips of metal, rails of metal, water pipes of metal, parts of oil pipelines and gas pipelines, metal hardware, tools for machine tools, vehicle parts and automobile parts; transformation of metal for decarbonized steel production, namely, metal treatment

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**  Material Treatment

**For**  Hand-operated implements and tools for treatment of material as well as for construction, repair and maintenance work, namely, hand-operated cutting tools, saws, scissors, miter cutters, milling cutters, grooving tools, sharpening tools and instruments, planers, rasps, reamers, wrenches, chisels, sheet-metal shrinking and stretching devices, hand benders for use on pipes and conduits; hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; dies for use with hand operated tools; drill bits for hand drills; punches being hand tools; household knives; hobby knives; utility knives; razor knives; cutlery made of stainless metal for cutting, namely, metal-cutting wrenches, saws and scissors; blades for knives and saws; hand saws; blades for hand saws; hand operated shears for cutting metal; knife steels; punching knife steels

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  23, 28, 44 **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

**For**  Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of production and treatment of metal and steel; engineering services, namely, civil engineering, plant engineering and engineering design services and structural engineering design services; industrial research in the field of building construction and consulting services in the field of industrial engineering; engineering and industrial research in the field of production and treatment of metal and steel; scientific and technological research in the field of welding and soldering machines; engineering services, namely, engineering for the metal forming installations industry; engineering services, namely, engineering design services for the design of machinery and machine tools; engineering design services for the design of tools and components; design of computer-simulated models for the simulation of tools and components in production cycles or under operating conditions; metallurgical analysis; scientific research relating to metals; development of coatings for metals, namely, product development; development of industrial processes in the field of manufacturing processes; product testing; quality control for others; IT programming services, namely, programming of computer software for others; information technology [IT] consulting services; design and development of computer hardware; software design, development, programming and implementation; rental of computer hardware and data center facilities; industrial design services; computer software and computer hardware design services; construction drafting; planning and design of metal processing facilities; design of vehicles, vehicle parts and their components; design services, namely, design of metal-working tools; design of industrial plants; scientific and technological research in the field of decarbonization

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services
For building materials for metal and building elements of metal, namely, plates, building panels, cladding of metal for building; building flashing, ceiling panels, floor panels, ceiling boards, floor boards, wall panels, wall tiles, architectural columns, porches, window sills, door sills, beams, pillars and brackets, trim, wall framing, partitions, wall linings, reglets; reinforcement materials of metal for construction of building; construction elements made of metal, namely, fabricated metal components for building foundations; steel sheets for building purposes; construction elements made of metal, namely, supports, braces, piles, drains; construction elements made of metal, namely, fabricated metal components for building foundations; castings of metal for building purposes; steel forgings; track construction material of metal, namely, metal rails and railway sleepers of metal; rails of metal; material of metal for railway construction; railway points of metal and steel; transportable buildings of metal; modular metal structures for agricultural, commercial or industrial storage; structure joint connectors of metal; ladders and scaffolding, of metal; metal scaffolding for facades; metal facade panels and metal for buildings; pipes, tubes and hoses, and fittings thereof of metal and steel; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; metal pipe muffs; mechanical fastening elements of metal, metal pipe collars; branching pipes of metal; couplings of metal for pipes; metal water pipes; pipes of metal, for central heating installations; steel pipes for gas and oil transfer; ground tubes of steel; fittings of metal for pipes; branching pipes of metal; clips of metal for pipes; metal pipe connectors; metal valves for controlling the flow of gases in pipelines; metal pipe couplings; branching pipes, connectors and junctions for oil pipelines or gas pipelines; ducts of metal for gas pipelines; metal drill pipes for use in oil and gas drilling; metal drill pipes for use in well boring; drill pipe attachments, namely, metal drill collars; metal valves for controlling the flow of gases in pipelines; penstock pipes of steel; manifolds of metal for pipelines; drill strings for oil fields; pipe strings of metal for the transport of crude oil or natural gas; metal pipe fittings for oil pipelines or gas pipelines; steel constructions, namely, prefabricated platforms and building wall framing; framework of metal for building and constructions; steel frames for construction purposes; frames of metal for building; structural platforms and supporting structure of metal, namely, metal scaffolding; doors, gates and windows of metal; metal window trims, metal window frames and metal window casements; awnings of metal in the nature of building materials; metal building materials, namely, roofing sheets; metal containers for storage or transport; wrapping or binding bands of metal; unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; ores of metal; iron ores; iron ore in brick shape; metal in powdered form, namely, common metals and their alloys used in manufacturing; steel in powdered form for use in manufacturing; steel; steel alloys; stainless steel; common metals and their alloys; metal profiles and profiled metal sections made of steel, iron, nickel, titanium and other metals and their alloys; sheets and bands of common metals and their alloys; steel strip; slit strips and coiled bands of common metals and their alloys; steel sheets, blanks of steel sheet as components for automobile construction; steel and stainless steel in the form of strips; steel and stainless steel in the form of bands; steel and stainless steel in the form of coiled bands; steel sheets; steel sheets for automobile construction; steel panels for use in further manufacture of components for automobile construction; iron and steel for use as raw materials for automobile parts; metal alloy forgings; open-die metal forgings and die-forged metal parts; hollow steel bars, steel in the form of bars; bright steel; ironmongery of metal for building purposes, namely, rollers, rails, cables, carriers, pins, hooks, locks, buckles, spring buckles, clips, brackets and screws; metal castings; extruded semi-finished articles of steel; non-electric cables, wires and chains, of metal; wire rope; nuts, bolts and threaded fasteners; metal fasteners for scaffolds; door and window fasteners of metal; mechanical fastening elements of metal; structure joint connectors of metal; metal hinges, metal strap hinges and metal hinge clamps; furniture fittings of metal; shelving frames of metal for storage racks, namely, frames of metal for building; steel frames for building; metal structures for commercial or industrial storage; high-bay warehouse, namely, prefabricated metal
buildings; welding and soldering wire of metal; welding wires as welding auxiliaries; filled welding wires, namely, cored wires; welding wires with flux core; welding and soldering rods; welding rods of metal with flux coating; sheets of metal not of precious metal for welding; welding steel; strips of metal as welding material; common metal powder for welding, namely, common metal powders used in manufacturing; soldering material, namely, alloys and bars of common metal as soldering auxiliaries; soldering material, namely, hard solder and soft solder; all of the above being made in an environmentally friendly way

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** voestalpine AG **Address** voestalpine AG voestalpine-Straße 1 A-4020 Linz AUSTRIA **Legal Entity** aktiengesellschaft **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 357.8195

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1660819 **International Registration Date** Jun. 23, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Dec. 23, 2020 **Expiration Date** Jun. 23, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEVERGO'

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340343 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0549115A International Registration Date Jan. 30, 1990

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts, trousers, singlets, clothing jackets, blousons, skirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C.D. ABBIGLIAMENTO BRANDS LIMITED Address C.D. ABBIGLIAMENTO BRANDS LIMITED Grigori Afxentiou 10, Krasa Building, 1st floor, Office 105 CY PRUS Legal Entity limited State or Country CYPRUS
Where Organized CYPRUS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4795.11

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0549115A International Registration Date Jan. 30, 1990
Expiration Date Jan. 30, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GHELLA 1894

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340363 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangle split into two sections. The left section is grey with a blue segmented oval and the blue numbers "1894". The rectangle on the right is blue with the wording "GHELLA" in white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "1894"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1219931 International Registration Date Aug. 12, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building construction; Repair of dams, plumbing, hydraulic equipment, infrastructure, civil infrastructure, rail infrastructure, communications infrastructure, power infrastructure, hydropower systems, foundations for dams, earth moving equipment and excavators, trenches, tunnels, motorways, roads, machinery; Installation services for dams, plumbing, hydraulic equipment, infrastructure, civil infrastructure, rail infrastructure, communications infrastructure, power infrastructure, hydropower systems, foundations for dams, earth moving equipment and excavators, trenches, tunnels, motorways, roads, machinery
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GHELLE S.P.A. Address GHELLA S.P.A. Via Pietro Borsieri, 2/A 00195 Roma ITALY Legal Entity Joint stock company State or Country Where Organized ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1219931 International Registration Date Aug. 12, 2014 Expiration Date Aug. 12, 2024
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 79340367 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 26, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a design of a stylized bird facing left, wings spread outwards with detached legs under the wings sandwiched between the bird's long tail. A lined circle around the bird, outside of it thirty-five stylized pointed zigzags creating a border around the circle, depicting the sun. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1256833 |
| International Registration Date | May 29, 2015 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Personal ornaments, namely, jewelry |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| For | Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, coats, dresses, jackets; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders being braces; waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear other than special footwear for sports |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | goro's Co., Ltd. |
| Address | goro's Co., Ltd. 4-29-4, Jingumae, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0001 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 6779-0004TM |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1256833 |
| International Registration Date | May 29, 2015 |
| Expiration Date | May 29, 2025 |
MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a design of a stylized bird with outspread wings inside a circle which has thirty-one stylized zigzags around the circle creating a border. The bird is facing top left side angled to the left.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration: 1263614
International Registration Date: May 29, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Personal ornaments, namely, jewelry
International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title: Jewelry
For Buttons; beads for handicraft work; snap fasteners, namely, press fasteners and press studs; slide fasteners, namely, zippers; snap fasteners; hook and pile fastening tapes; insignias for wear not of precious metal, namely, ornamental patches for clothing; badges for wear not of precious metal, namely, ornamental patches for clothing; buckles for clothing; brooches for clothing; bonnet pins not of precious metal; ornamental adhesive patches for jackets; armband for holding sleeves; hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps
International Classes: 26 - Primary Classes US Classes: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
International Class Title: Fancy Goods
For All purpose carrying bags; folding briefcases; shoulder bags; gladstone bags; briefcases; suitcase; carry-on bags; traveling trunks; handbags; boston bags; schoolchildren's backpacks; rucksacks; leather pouches; pouches of textile; charm bags; card cases in the nature of notecases, namely, calling card cases; shopping bags, namely, wheeled shopping bags; purses; key cases; money pouches, namely, coin purses; wallets; business card cases
International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title: Leather Goods
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, coats, dresses, jackets; waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear other than special footwear for sports

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Goro's Co., Ltd. Address Goro's Co., Ltd. 4-29-4, Jingumae, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0001 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6779-0005TM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1263614 International Registration Date May 29, 2015 Expiration Date May 29, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UBQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340516 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1661366 International Registration Date Dec. 19, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household and kitchen utensils, namely, household and kitchen containers and covers therefor; tableware, namely, coffee services not of precious metal and meal trays; non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans and racks therefor; bakeware; baking sheets; baking trays; baking tins; serving trays; reusable silicone food covers for household containers; insulated food cover domes; non-metal lids for household and kitchen use for cups, pots and pans; lunch boxes; candle holders; combs; pails; washtubs; flower pots; planting pots; toilet potties for children; articles for cleaning purposes, namely, scrub sponges; brushes, except paint brushes, namely, washing brushes, cleaning brushes for household use; portable coldboxes in the nature of non-electric portable coolers; heat and cold insulated containers for household use; insulating sleeve holders for bottles; thermally insulated bottles and containers for food and beverages; graters for household purposes; corkscrews; bottle openers; garlic presses; fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; spatulas for kitchen use; food scoops and ice cream scoops; pasta tongs; serving spoon and kitchen ladle; recipe boxes; cutting boards; blocks for holding knives; all the aforementioned not made of metal

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Vehicles, namely aircrafts, automobiles, bicycles, motorcycles, rolling stock for railways, ships; structural parts for vehicles in the nature of aircrafts, automobiles, bicycles, motorcycles, rolling stock for railways, ships; vehicle bodies; automotive interior trim; automotive interior paneling; spoilers for vehicles; license plate frames; license plate holders

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)
MAZZELLA PATERICO
"...DEBET IN SPE QUI ARAT ARARE"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79340630 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MAZZELLA" above an image representing a landscape. Below the image is the wording "PATERICO", below which is the phrase "...DEBET IN SPE QUI ARAT ARATE", below which is a design of a tree within a circle. Translation The English translation of "...DEBET IN SPE QUI ARAT ARARE" is "WHO PLOWS MUST PLOW WITH HOPE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1661698 International Registration Date  Apr. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wine, spirits being beverages; wine-based beverages; wine-based aperitifs; wine punch; vermouth; wine-based mixed beverages; sangria; brandy; alcoholic bitters; liqueurs; grape brandy distilled in the Cognac region of France in compliance with the laws and regulations of the French Government; gin; rum; vodka; whisky International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  242.094-554

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1661698 International Registration Date  Apr. 07, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 01, 2022 Expiration Date  Apr. 07, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MARKET LANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340876 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MARKET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1662313 International Registration Date Mar. 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For coffee; coffee beans; beverages made of coffee; coffee concentrates; coffee drinks; coffee, namely, roasted coffee, powdered coffee, granulated coffee, and coffee drinks; coffee-based beverages; decaffeinated coffee; ground coffee; mixtures of coffee, namely, coffee mixed with milk, soy milk, almond milk, oat milk, macadamia milk, lactose free milk, or coconut milk; preparations for making coffee-based beverages; unroasted coffee; sugar

           International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For cafe services; cafes; coffee bar and coffee house services; coffee shop services; bar services; bistro services; cafeteria services; cafeteria services; canteen services; canteens; consultancy, advisory and information services in relation to the provision of food and drink; provision of food and drink as part of hospitality services; preparation of food and drink; providing food and drink; restaurant services; restaurants; restaurant services, including takeaway restaurant services

           International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Market Lane Coffee Pty Ltd Address Market Lane Coffee Pty Ltd 126 Weston Street BRUNSWICK EAST VIC 3057 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity A Proprietary Limited Company of Australia State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1326.0001

298
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1662313  International Registration Date  Mar. 23, 2022
Expiration Date  Mar. 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORIENTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341013 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer "ORIENTE" Translation The English translation of the word "ORIENTE" in the mark is "ORIENT".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1118017 International Registration Date May 22, 2012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals, namely, cereal based snack bars, oatmeal, processed cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery, namely, candy, chocolate; edible ices; sugar; honey treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, condiments, namely, sauces; spices; ice for refreshment
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novarroz- Produtos Alimentares, S.A. Address Novarroz- Produtos Alimentares, S.A. P-3721-909 Oliveira de Azeméis Rua da Moura, nº43, Adães UL PORTUGAL Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized PORTUGAL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8369/4

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1118017 International Registration Date May 22, 2012
Expiration Date May 22, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
**Mark Literal(s)** ENGICAM

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "ENGICAM".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1662614
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 23, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer hardware; personal computers; computer keyboards; computer terminals; electronic components for computers; data processing equipment and computers; computer hardware and downloadable computer firmware for operating system programs; computer peripherals and accessories, namely, computer mouse, computer keyboards; expansion boards for computers; interface cards for computers, namely, interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits; computer graphics cards; computer motherboards; PC cards namely, memory cards, LAN computer cards for connecting portable devices to computer networks; digital photo frames; blank digital recording media; digital signage display panels; telecommunications apparatus for use with digital and analog signals, namely, pickups for telecommunications apparatus, electric resistors for telecommunications apparatus; apparatus and instruments for transferring, receiving and storing sound, images and data, both in digital and analog form, namely, digital media receivers, blank digital storage media, digital sound processors; local area network (LAN) hardware; computer hardware for telecommunications; augmented reality computer hardware; computer hardware for network access servers; computer hardware, namely, buffer memory devices; computer hardware and downloadable software for database management; computer hardware and downloadable software for setting up and configuring local area networks; computer hardware and downloadable software for providing secure remote access to computer and communication networks; computer hardware and downloadable software for setting up and configuring wide area networks; pattern recognition systems composed of computer chips, computer hardware and downloadable operating software; universal serial bus (USB) hardware; virtual private network (VPN) hardware; wide area network (WAN) hardware; memory expansion modules; electronic load modules, namely, electronic monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and electrical signals; integrated circuit modules, Internet of Things (IoT) gateways, namely gateway routers; wearable digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the Internet, namely, smartwatches, wearable activity
trackers; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things (IoT); Internet of Things (IoT) sensors namely, motion sensors, optical sensors, pressure sensors; Internet of Things (IoT) range extenders, namely, antennas; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things (IoT)

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Computer technology consultancy; technological consultancy in the technology field of computer hardware systems; consultancy in the field of computer programming; consultancy relating to the design and development of computer programs; technical consultancy relating to the use of computer hardware; consultancy and information services relating to computer system integration; advisory and information services relating to the design and development of computer hardware; advisory and consultancy services relating to the design and development of computer hardware; consultancy services relating to the design, development and use of computer hardware and software; computer hardware design; development of computer hardware; computer hardware testing; configuration of computer hardware using software; design and development of computer hardware; research in the field of computer hardware and software; research relating to the development of computer hardware; computer hardware and software testing services; consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software and hardware architecture; technical consultancy relating to the design of computer hardware, software and computer peripherals; providing information about the design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer hardware and software for use in the field of medicine; design and development of computer hardware for the manufacturing industry; design and development of software and hardware for compression and decompression of multimedia content; design and development of software and hardware for signal amplification and transmission; design and development of software and hardware for audio and video operators; testing services for computer hardware and software used with alarm and monitoring systems; design and development of software and hardware for producing, recording and processing digital and analog signals

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  ENGICAM S.R.L.  **Address**  ENGICAM S.R.L.  VIA DEI PRATONI, 16 INT. 13  I-50018 SCANDICCI (FI)  ITALY  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  T77581

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**  1662614  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 23, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Nov. 09, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Dec. 23, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENERGY + ECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79341293  Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ENERGY" in black next to a green circle with a white plus symbol in the center and the stylized wording "ECO" on the right. The letter "E" in "ECO" is black and the letters "C" and "O" are connected and in green. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, green, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Location  The letters "energy" and "e" are black; the circle is green; the last two shapes "c" and "o" are green; the part connecting the "c" shape with the "o" shape is gradient black. Disclaimer  "ECO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1663195  International Registration Date  Apr. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Unprocessed plastics; polymerization plastics; chemical additives for engine oils; polymer resins, unprocessed; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of cosmetic; hydraulic fluids; heat transfer fluids for industrial use; transmission fluid; chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; biostimulants being plant growth stimulants; fertilizers
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Engine oils; motor fuel; lubricating oils for industrial purposes; lubricating oil; lubricating oil for motor vehicle engines; non-chemical additives for engine oils; industrial oil; mineral lubricating oils; industrial oil for use in metalworking; lubricating oils and greases; hydraulic oils
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels
For  Semi-processed plastics; semi-processed plastics for manufacturing; plastics in the form of sheets, films, blocks, rods and tubes for use in manufacturing; artificial resins, semiprocessed in the form of pellets for use in manufacture; polymer films for use in manufacture; semi-processed synthetic resins
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title  Rubber Goods
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HY2MINI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79341331</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1663300 |
| International Registration Date | Oct. 27, 2021 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Emergency power supply generators; electrical generator stations, namely, auxiliary power units for supplying electrical power; generating plant, namely, block type thermal power stations for power generation; electric power generators for emergency use |
| **International Classes** | 7 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| **International Class Title** | Machinery |

| For | Non-metal cylinders for gas, sold empty, namely used for stockpiling hydrogen and hydrogen stored in metal hydride; reservoirs, not of metal nor of masonry, namely, non-metal containers for compressed gas, sold empty, used for the stockpiling of hydrogen and hydrogen stored in metal hydride |
| **International Classes** | 20 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |

| For | Hydrogen |
| **International Classes** | 1 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Chemicals |

| For | Apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity, namely, frequency converters; electric power units, namely, electrical power distribution units; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; electrolyser, namely electrolytic cells; fuel cells; electrolyser; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity, namely supercapacitors for energy storage; apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity, namely, electrical transformers; uninterruptible power supply apparatus, namely, batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles |
| **International Classes** | mapStateToProps
| **US Classes** | mapStateToProps
| **International Class Title** | mapStateToProps

305
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Production of electrical power from renewable sources, in particular, generation of electricity from hydrogen; consultancy services in the field of generation of electrical power, in particular from hydrogen; generation of electrical power, in particular from hydrogen; rental of power-generating equipment, in particular for use in converting hydrogen into power

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

For Carburants, in particular made from hydrogen being non-chemical additives for engine oils for engines; electrical energy from renewable sources, namely, electrical energy generated from hydrogen; fuel gas, in particular made from hydrogen; fuel, in particular made from hydrogen for motor vehicles; carburants, in particular made from hydrogen being non-chemical additives for engine oils; fuel, in particular made from hydrogen for aircraft, ships

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

For Conducting engineering feasibility studies; engineering services in the field of energy supply systems

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

For Tanks of metal, in particular for the stockpiling of hydrogen stored in metal hydride; gas storage tanks of metal, in particular relating to the stockpiling of hydrogen stored in metal hydride; tanks of metal, in particular relating to the stockpiling of hydrogen stored in metal hydride

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name GKN Sinter Metals Engineering GmbH Address GKN Sinter Metals Engineering GmbH Krebsöge 10 42477 Radevormwald  FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1663300 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 27, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 27, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUNKYO TOKYO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79341416</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of three non-Latin characters above the words &quot;Bunkyo Tokyo&quot;.</td>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO &quot;KURONO&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>The transliteration of the Japanese characters in the mark is &quot;Kurono&quot; which means &quot;Chrono&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1663539</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 09, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic watches; chronographs, namely watches; clock and watch hands; clocks and watches; dials for watches; divers' watches; diving watches; dress watches; hands for watches; jewelry watches; mechanical watches; mechanical watches with automatic winding; mechanical watches with manual winding; quartz watches; sports watches; watch cases being parts of watches; cases adapted for holding watches; watch dials; watch hands; watches; watches for outdoor use; watches for sporting use; watches incorporating automatic generating systems; watches made of gold; watches made of precious metals; watches made of precious metals or coated therewith; women's watches; wrist watches

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 66A | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Kurono Tokei Sekai Co., Ltd |
| Address | Kurono Tokei Sekai Co., Ltd 2-10-22 Kitaaoyama, Minato Tokyo 107-0061 JAPAN |
| Legal Entity | Limited Company |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TM23-066 |

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
| Owner of International Registration Number | 1663539 | International Registration Date | Mar. 09, 2022 |
| Expiration Date | Mar. 09, 2032 |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79341433  Application Filing Date: Dec. 23, 2021  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): ENGICAM

Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "ENGICAM" with the "E" represented by three light blue horizontal, parallel lines and the rest of the wording in grey. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) grey and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Related Properties Information
International Registration: 1662620  International Registration Date: Dec. 23, 2021

Goods and Services Information
For: Computer hardware; personal computers; computer keyboards; computer terminals; electronic components for computers; data processing equipment and computers; computer hardware and downloadable computer firmware for operating system programs; computer peripherals and accessories, namely, computer mouse, computer keyboards; expansion boards for computers; interface cards for computers, namely, interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits; computer graphics cards; computer motherboards; PC cards namely, memory cards, LAN computer cards for connecting portable devices to computer networks; digital photo frames; blank digital recording media; digital signage display panels; telecommunications apparatus for use with digital and analog signals, namely, pickups for telecommunications apparatus, electric resistors for telecommunications apparatus; apparatur and instruments for transferring, receiving and storing sound, images and data, both in digital and analog form, namely, digital media receivers, blank digital storage media, digital sound processors; local area network (LAN) hardware; computer hardware for telecommunications; augmented reality computer hardware; computer hardware for network access servers; computer hardware, namely, buffer memory devices; computer hardware and downloadable software for database management; computer hardware and downloadable software for setting up and configuring local area networks; computer hardware and downloadable software for providing secure remote access to computer and communication networks; computer hardware and downloadable software for setting up and configuring wide area networks; pattern recognition systems composed of computer chips, computer hardware and downloadable operating software; universal serial bus (USB) hardware; virtual private network (VPN) hardware; wide area network (WAN) hardware; memory expansion modules; electronic load modules, namely, electronic monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and electrical signals; integrated circuit modules, Internet of Things (IoT) gateways, namely gateway routers;
wearable digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the Internet, namely, smartwatches, wearable activity trackers; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things (IoT); Internet of Things (IoT) sensors namely, motion sensors, optical sensors, pressure sensors; Internet of Things (IoT) range extenders, namely, antennas; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things (IoT)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

*For* Computer technology consultancy; technological consultancy in the technology field of computer hardware systems; consultancy in the field of computer programming; consultancy relating to the design and development of computer programs; technical consultancy relating to the use of computer hardware; consultancy and information services relating to computer system integration; advisory and information services relating to the design and development of computer hardware; advisory and consultancy services relating to the design and development of computer hardware; consultancy services relating to the design, development and use of computer hardware and software; computer hardware design; development of computer hardware; computer hardware testing; configuration of computer hardware using software; design and development of computer hardware; research in the field of computer hardware and software; research relating to the development of computer hardware; computer hardware and software testing services; consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software and hardware architecture; technical consultancy relating to the design of computer hardware, software and computer peripherals; providing information about the design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer hardware and software for use in the field of medicine; design and development of computer hardware for the manufacturing industry; design and development of software and hardware for compression and decompression of multimedia content; design and development of software and hardware for signal amplification and transmission; design and development of software and hardware for audio and video operators; testing services for computer hardware and software used with alarm and monitoring systems; design and development of software and hardware for producing, recording and processing digital and analog signals

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  ENGICAM S.R.L.  Address  ENGICAM S.R.L.  VIA DEI PRATONI, 16 INT. 13  I-50018 SCANDICCI (FI)  ITALY  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  T77568

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1662620  International Registration Date  Dec. 23, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 09, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 23, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ICOTEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79341458 Application Filing Date  Dec. 06, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the bold stylized wording "ico", to the right of which is a solid vertical line, and to the right of that is the mirror-image stylized wording "tec". Disclaimer  "TECH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  0777517 International Registration Date  Dec. 04, 2001

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Precious metals and their alloys; goods made of or coated with these materials, namely, jewelry made of precious metals
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely, surgical apparatus and instruments for medical, dental, and veterinary purposes; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic insoles; suture materials, made of artificial materials; surgical cutlery; suture needles; surgical implants, made of artificial materials; screws for bones; implants in the form of plates or splints, in particular, their fastening means being artificial hip implants
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
For  Packing machines and machine tools, namely, rotary dies for cutting boxes for packaging industry; drilling machines; power-operated screwdrivers
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery
For  Hand tools and implements, namely, hand-operated screwdrivers; table cutlery
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Icotec AG Address   Icotec AG Industriestrasse 12 CH-9450 Altstätten SWITZERLAND Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   115706.565.7

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   0777517 International Registration Date   Dec. 04, 2001
Expiration Date   Dec. 04, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HY2MEDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341524 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1663602 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Emergency power supply generators; electrical generator stations, namely, auxiliary power units for supplying electrical power; generating plant, namely, block type thermal power stations for power generation; electric power generators for emergency use
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Non-metal cylinders for gas, sold empty, namely used for stockpiling hydrogen and hydrogen stored in metal hydride; reservoirs, not of metal nor of masonry, namely, non-metal containers for compressed gas, sold empty, used for the stockpiling of hydrogen and hydrogen stored in metal hydride
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Hydrogen
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity, namely, frequency converters; electric power units, namely, electrical power distribution units; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; electrolyser, namely, electrolytic cells; fuel cells; electrolyser; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity, namely, supercapacitors for energy storage; apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity, namely, electrical transformers; uninterruptible power supply apparatus, namely, batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Production of electrical power from renewable sources, in particular, generation of electricity from hydrogen; consultancy services in the field of generation of electrical power, in particular from hydrogen; generation of electrical power, in particular from hydrogen; rental of power-generating equipment, in particular for use in converting hydrogen into power

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

**For** Carburants, in particular made from hydrogen being non-chemical additives for engine oils for engines; electrical energy from renewable sources, namely, electrical energy generated from hydrogen; fuel gas, in particular made from hydrogen; fuel, in particular made from hydrogen for motor vehicles; carburants, in particular made from hydrogen being non-chemical additives for engine oils; fuel, in particular made from hydrogen for aircraft, ships

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**For** Conducting engineering feasibility studies; engineering services in the field of energy supply systems

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**For** Tanks of metal, in particular for the stockpiling of hydrogen stored in metal hydride; gas storage tanks of metal, in particular relating to the stockpiling of hydrogen stored in metal hydride; tanks of metal, in particular relating to the stockpiling of hydrogen stored in metal hydride

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** GKN Sinter Metals Engineering GmbH **Address** GKN Sinter Metals Engineering GmbH Krebsöge 10 42477 Radevormwald FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1663602 **International Registration Date** Oct. 27, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 27, 2021 **Expiration Date** Oct. 27, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OJEYEMI,ASHLEY CHRIST
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYSDEI

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79341688</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;SYSDEI&quot; superimposed on a triangle carrier.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1664134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Automobile chassis; clutches for land vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; transmission shafts for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; shock absorbers for automobiles; steering wheels for vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; axles for vehicles; brake cables for vehicles

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

**For** Engine fuel pump; engine fuel injection system; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines, namely, fuel injectors; mechanical sealing element, namely, machine parts in the nature of mechanical seals; sealing joints, namely, automotive engine parts in the nature of engine seals; automobile oil pump; mechanical seals parts of machines; pumps being parts of machines, engines or motors; diesel engines except for land vehicles

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

**For** Automobile lights namely, LED lights for automobiles; anti-glare devices for vehicles, namely, lamp fittings in the nature of fitted anti-glare devices for automobile headlamps; lighting apparatus for vehicles

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Insulating materials, namely, weatherstripping for use in pipe; pipe gaskets; stuffing rings, namely, non-metal sealing rings for use as connection seals; watertight seal, namely, rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber for industrial machinery; non-metal, flexible connecting hose for spray nozzles used on vehicles
| International Classes | 17 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 | International Class Title | Rubber Goods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name    WENZHOU QIQIANG AUTO PARTS CO., LTD  Address    WENZHOU QIQIANG AUTO PARTS CO., LTD  NO.27 FENGZHUANG ROAD, SHUANGAO VILLAGE, YONGZHONG SUB-DISTRICT, LONGWAN DISTRICT, WENZHOU ZHEJIANG  CHINA  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number    1664134  International Registration Date    Dec. 10, 2021  Expiration Date    Dec. 10, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney    TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RISE RESEARCH INNOVATE
SCALE EVOLVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341915 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "RISE" in blue with the dot of the letter "I" in dark blue. Beneath the foregoing is the wording "RESEARCH INNOVATE SCALE EVOLVE" in dark blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark blue and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RESEARCH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1664420 International Registration Date Feb. 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antioxidants for use in manufacture; gelatine glue for industrial purposes; ceramic particles for use as a filtering media in battery plugs; cement, namely, contact cement for industrial purposes; collagen for industrial purposes; glue for industrial purposes; lithium; lithia, namely, lithium cobalt oxide for industrial purposes; galvanizing baths; fluids for hydraulic circuits; chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Conductors, electric; electricity conduits; readers, namely, data processing equipment; anodes; anode batteries; current rectifiers; resistances, electric; voltmeters; switches, electric; electric circuit closers; electricity distribution consoles; dynamometers; electric control panels; inverters; accumulators, electric; electronic numeric displays; thermometers, not for medical purposes; cathodes; branch boxes, namely, electrical distribution boxes; electric junction boxes; switchboxes; distribution boxes for electrical power; flashing safety lights; electric apparatus for commutation, namely, commutators; thermal imaging cameras; battery jars; distribution boards, namely, electrical power distribution units; condensers; charging stations for electric vehicles; collectors, electric, namely, pantographs being electric current collectors; batteries, electric, for vehicles; solar batteries; plates for batteries; grids for batteries; battery boxes; chips, namely, integrated circuits; computer hardware; battery chargers; solar panels for the production of electricity; photovoltaic cells
International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 38
International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For | Telecommunications routing and junction services; wireless broadcasting; computer aided transmission of messages and images; satellite transmission; communications by fibre optic networks; communications by cellular phones; electronic message sending; providing information in the field of telecommunications; radio communications; paging services, namely, radio/telephone paging services; communications by computer terminals

International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 104
International Class Title | Communication
For | Recycling of waste and trash; upcycling in the nature of waste recycling; waste treatment; decontamination of hazardous materials; abrasion, namely, abrasive blasting services; incineration of waste and trash; stripping finishes, namely, burnishing by abrasion; treatment of materials by vulcanization; sorting of waste and recyclable material; laminating, namely, laminating of metal, ceramic, metal oxides and plastic foil during battery cell production; custom assembling of materials for others, namely, custom manufacture of batteries; galvanizing; nickel plating; chromium plating; electroplating; destruction of waste and trash; production of energy; providing information relating to material treatment

International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 103, 106
International Class Title | Material Treatment
For | Computer system analysis; development of computer platforms; copying of computer software; conducting geological surveys; installation of computer software; rental of meters for the recording of energy consumption; quality control for others; energy auditing; updating of computer software; scientific research; scientific and technological research relating to patent mapping; scientific laboratory services; research and development of new products for others; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in electronic storage of data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the management of battery assets and the optimization of usage thereof; engineering services; mechanical research; styling, namely, industrial design; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for the management and use optimization of battery assets; consultancy in the field of energy-saving, namely, consulting services in the fields of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency; technical writing; maintenance of computer software; computer software design; technological research in the field of energy storage solutions; material testing; software development in the framework of software publishing; industrial design; data encryption services; research in the field of physics; chemistry services, namely, chemistry consultation; chemical research; chemical analysis

International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101
International Class Title | Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | SUNLIGHT GROUP ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL SINGLE MEMBER SOCIETE ANONYME
Address | 22 Thivaidos Street, Kifissia GR-145 64 Athens GREECE
Legal Entity | SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)
State or Country Where Organized | GREECE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 2T23788747
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1664420  International Registration Date Feb. 02, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 15, 2021  Expiration Date Feb. 02, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOYTOPIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79342120 Application Filing Date   Nov. 16, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1665188 International Registration Date   Nov. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Automobile financing services; financial exchange of virtual currency; loan and credit services; providing lease-financing services for automobiles

International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial

For   Vehicles, namely, land vehicles; motorcycles; bicycles

International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title   Vehicles

For   Advertising services, namely, online advertising on a computer network; planning and conducting trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations for advertising purposes; compilation, production and dissemination of advertising matter; providing an Internet website portal featuring promotion and advertising of digital and metaverse interactive environments; marketing services; business administration of consumer loyalty programs; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; retail and wholesale store services featuring vehicles and parts therefore and accessories

International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business

For   Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of motor vehicles and parts and accessories therefore

International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair
For recorded content, namely, visual and audio recordings featuring artwork, text, audio and video in the field of vehicles, toy vehicles, vehicle parts, vehicle accessories, clothing, footwear, and headgear; media content, namely, downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring artwork, text, audio and video in the field of vehicles, toy vehicles, vehicle parts, vehicle accessories, clothing, footwear, and headgear; downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video in the field of vehicles, toy vehicles, vehicle parts, vehicle accessories, clothing, footwear, and headgear, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); data processing apparatus; downloadable and recorded computer software featuring virtual goods, namely, vehicles, toy vehicles, vehicle parts, vehicle accessories, clothing, footwear, and headgear for use in online environments, virtual online environments, extended reality virtual environments and metaverse environments; downloadable and recorded computer software in the nature of interactive video games and interactive virtual reality software; simulators for the driving and control of vehicles; simulators for experiencing metaverse environments

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For vehicle rental; transport brokerage; transport services for sightseeing tours; providing transport for traveling guided tours and excursions; provision of transport information, travel route transport planning and booking of transport

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 105 **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft  **Address**  Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft  
Petuelring 130  80809 München  **FED REP GERMANY**  **Legal Entity**  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  M/2021-00156

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1665188  **International Registration Date**  Nov. 16, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Jul. 21, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Nov. 16, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOM DOLLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342234 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Dominic Matheson, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1665541 International Registration Date Mar. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concert programmes being printed matter; entertainment guides being printed matter; printed guides, namely, teachers guides in the field of music; printed tickets; Series of printed fiction and non-fiction books on a variety of topics; printed music books; printed note books; blank manuscript books; printed comic books; printed fan magazines; stationery; printed stickers; Printed newsletters about music; printed photographs; art prints
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter
For Entertainment event booking agencies; Night club entertainment services; Conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of music festivals; Entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; information services relating to entertainment; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by musicians; live entertainment production services, namely, producing live concerts; organization of social entertainment events; providing online information in the field of entertainment; Entertainment, namely, live performances by rock groups; instruction in music; music composition services; music education; conducting and organizing music festivals for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; recording services in the field of music; providing online non-downloadable digital music from the internet; music publishing services; newspaper and book publishing services; electronic publishing of books and periodicals on a wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network; publishing of electronic publications; online publication of electronic books and journals; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring music entertainment; production of audio entertainment recordings; production of video recordings, other than advertising; production of music; production of music recordings, other than advertising; production of podcasts; production of
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Digital music downloadable from the internet; downloadable music files; electronic sheet music, downloadable; audio recordings featuring music; music reproducing apparatus, namely, amplifiers; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; prerecorded audio and video cassettes featuring music; tape recordings of music; blank audio discs; Audio discs featuring music; audio recordings featuring music; weekly downloadable electronic publications in the nature of articles in the field of music provided online from databases or the internet; weekly publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of music downloaded in electronic form from the internet; downloadable podcasts in the field of music; blank video tapes; Pre-recorded vinyl records featuring music; Pre-recorded vinyl pressed records featuring music; pre-recorded music videos on video tape; pre-recorded video tapes featuring music; musical video recordings; audio books in the field of music; electronic books featuring music entertainment recorded on computer disc; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of articles in the field of music entertainment including those sold and distributed online

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Clothing, namely, footwear, headwear, caps being headwear, t-shirts, printed t-shirts, singlets, hats, hooded sweatshirts, sweatshirts and sweaters

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dom Dolla Music Pty Ltd  Address  Dom Dolla Music Pty Ltd  79 Little Oxford Street  Collingwood VIC 3066  AUSTRALIA
Legal Entity  PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1665541  International Registration Date  Mar. 11, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 02, 2022  Expiration Date  Mar. 11, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WELLS, KELLEY L

323
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79342401  Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an overhead view of a round pot/wok with handles at its upper right and lower left and with the silhouettes of chopsticks and a spoon extending across the pot/wok from above the handle on the right nearly to the handle on the left.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1665878  International Registration Date  Mar. 16, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Containers for household or kitchen use; Kitchen utensils, namely, serving scoops, pouring and straining spouts, trays for household purposes, splatter screens, cooking ladles, tongs, cutting boards, non-electric bottle openers, non-electric food blenders, baskets for household purposes for holding food, sold empty, cooking grills, graters, crocks and dishers; coffee services in the nature of tableware; tea services in the nature of tableware; tableware in the nature of dinnerware, beverage glassware, table plates, serving dishes, decorative plates; Cleaning combs; kitchen sponges; bath sponges; sponges for household use; cleaning sponges; toiletry sponges; pastry brushes; basting brushes; cake brushes; dishwashing brushes; cosmetic brushes; floor brushes; mushroom brushes; tub brushes; pet brushes; material for brush-making; Cleaning instruments, namely, squeegees, brushes, swabs for commercial use, brooms and mops and cloths; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; works of art of porcelain, earthenware or glass; beer mugs; bottles, sold empty; vacuum bottles; water bottles, sold empty; empty spray bottles; plastic water bottles sold empty; sports bottles sold empty; reusable plastic water bottles sold empty; reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; drinking bottles for sports; mugs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For Bags, namely, belt bags, hip bags, hobo bags, shoulder bags, tote bag, crossbody bags, mesh bags for shopping, bags for carrying pets, book bags, sports bags, beach bags, weekend bags, clutch bags, all-purpose carrying bags, canvas shopping bags, canvas travel bags, all-purpose carrying bags made of reusable material and shopping bags made of reusable material; beach bags; briefcases; Calling card cases; Business card cases; Name card cases; Credit card cases; Wallets; handbags; backpacks; luggage tags; purses; suitcases; travelling bags; travelling trunks; Trunks being luggage; umbrellas; walking sticks

**International Classes** | 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**For** Games, namely, board games, manipulative games, pinball games, chess games, card games, dart games, tabletop games and miniature toy sports games; Toys, namely, remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats and robots, electronically operated toy motor vehicles, puppets and accessories therefor, ride-on toys and accessories therefor, toy figures, infant toys, drawing toys, plush toys, mechanical toys, toy tools, toy animals, action figure toys, toy models, toy clocks and watches; Video game apparatus, namely, controllers for game consoles; Video game machines; Gymnastic and sporting articles, namely, golf clubs, golf gloves, golf tees, golf bags, golf balls, basket balls, basketball baskets, basketball nets, parallel bars, vaulting horses, weight lifting belts and sleds; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; balls for games; darts; dice; dolls; Elbow guards for athletic use; Knee guards for athletic use; Protective padding for snowboarding, Taekwondo, skateboarding, umpires; scratch cards for playing lottery games; Shin guards for athletic use

**International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**For** Stamp albums; photographic albums; photo albums; sticker albums; scrapbook albums; event albums; scrapbooks; bags, envelopes, and pouches of paper or plastics for merchandise packaging; bags for microwave cooking; Printed booklets in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; bookmarkers; Printed books in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; printed calendars; printed recipe cards; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards with electronic information stored therein; non-magnetically encoded gift cards; Collectable printed trading cards; Printed sports trading cards; blank flip charts, printed flip charts, blank printed charts; Printed catalogues in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; Printed magazines in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; Printed booklets in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; printed note books; Office requisites, namely, correcting tapes, staplers, staple removers, paper trimmers, hand-operated punches, desktop cabinets, magnetic boards and paper cutters; stuffing of paper or cardboard; Printed pamphlets in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; paper; pen cases; pen clips; pens; Printed periodicals in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; Printed photographs; Pictures in the nature of printed photographs, drawings and paintings; Printed postcards; Printed posters; printed coupons; Printed publications, namely, brochures, hand-outs, workbooks in the field of food, culture, sports and lifestyle; Sealing stamps; stationery; stickers; table napkins of paper; tablemats of paper; printed tickets; towels of paper

**International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** 3D spectacles; cameras; cases for smartphones; strap for cellphones; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable computer operating programmes; downloadable computer operating software; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely software for use in providing information in the fields of food, sports events and entertainment; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in virtual and augmented reality for entertainment purposes, namely, playing computer games; computer software for remote telecommunication, namely, software for transmitting and broadcasting audio, video and multimedia contents; covers for
smartphones; covers for tablet computers; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; Downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio, music and video relating to events, pop culture, food, sports, art, culture, entertainment, night life, travel, adventure, music, lifestyle, fashion, beauty, photography and people, namely, celebrities, athletes, artists, musicians, and photographers authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); eyeglasses; goggles for sports; head guards for sports; headgear being protective helmets; headphones; light-emitting diodes (LEDs); mouse pads; mouth guards for sports; projection screens; protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; smartglasses; smartwatches; Pre-recorded videotapes featuring sound and video in the fields of video games, computer games, gaming, sports, musical performances, dance performances, theater performances, comedic performances, children's entertainment, family entertainment, entertainment, namely, television shows, fashion shows, game shows, music shows and athletic exhibitions

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Clothing, namely, t-shirts, body suits, shorts, pajamas, sweaters, jackets, dresses, shirts, tops, bottoms, outerwear, namely, coats, hats and gloves, pullovers, knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses and sweaters, cardigans, vests and underwears, base layers, knee warmers, arm warmers and neck tubes; footwear; headwear; aprons; bathrobes; shower caps; swimsuits; clothing belts; gloves; hoods; clothing jackets; clothing jerseys; mufflers as neck scarves; neckties; scarfs; socks; sports jerseys; sports shoes; stockings; underwear; uniforms

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Beer; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic water-based beverages; isotonic non-alcoholic drinks; non-alcoholic rice-based beverages not being milk substitutes; non-alcoholic beverages containing ginseng juice; non-alcoholic cocktail bases; mineral and aerated waters; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups, concentrates and powders used in the preparation of non-alcoholic beverages, namely, non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, non-alcoholic water-based beverages, isotonic non-alcoholic drinks, non-alcoholic rice-based beverages not being milk substitutes, non-alcoholic beverages containing ginseng juice, non-alcoholic cocktail bases; energy drinks; protein-enriched sports beverages; smoothies; soft drinks, namely, sodas; whey beverages

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** CJ CheilJedang Corporation **Address** CJ CheilJedang Corporation CJ CheilJedang Center, 330, Donghoro, Jung-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 527503.6

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1665878 **International Registration Date** Mar. 16, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Sep. 17, 2021 **Expiration Date** Mar. 16, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOITU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79342448 Application Filing Date  Nov. 22, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1665981 International Registration Date  Nov. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Scientific and technological services namely research and design in the field of offsetting of greenhouse gas emissions; consulting services in the field of environmental assessment of the ecological footprint of products and services; design and development of computer software, namely, software for data collection, collation, and data analysis and reporting in the fields of carbon management, carbon footprinting, carbon reporting, carbon auditing; environmental auditing, namely, greenhouse gas emission measuring, analysis, calculation, reporting and reduction; environmental reporting, namely, greenhouse gas emission measuring, analysis, calculation, reporting and reduction; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of determining conformity with certification standards; testing services of the goods or services of other for determining the certification of quality or standards; scientific analysis of technical data in the field of greenhouse gas emission measuring, analysis, calculation, reporting and reduction; computer services, namely, creating computer network-based indexes of information, websites and resources; developing quality accreditation standards for greenhouse gas emission measuring, analysis, calculation, reporting and reduction to the order and specification of others; quality assessing and evaluation relating to management, personnel and product systems of others in the field of greenhouse gas emission measuring, analysis, calculation, reporting and reduction in order to ensure compliance with recognised standards; hosting a web site that enables third parties to view and download data profiles that contain information as to the certification status of food products, consumer goods, beverage products and service based businesses; software as a service, featuring computer software for use in measuring, calculating, monitoring, recording, auditing and reporting in relation to carbon management, carbon footprinting, energy management, environmental management, carbon auditing, energy auditing, environmental auditing, eco-efficiency, biodiversity, sustainable development, cost reduction and savings in carbon consumption, energy use, water use, waste generation, material use, biodiversity and sustainability; software as a service, featuring computer software for measuring, monitoring and calculating carbon use; software as a service, featuring computer software for use in measuring, monitoring,
calculating and reporting carbon, energy, water and materials use; Software as a service, featuring computer software for use in
data collection, collation, and data analysis and reporting in the fields of carbon management, carbon footprinting, carbon
auditing, energy management, energy auditing, environmental management, environmental auditing, eco-efficiency,
biodiversity, sustainable development, cost reduction and savings in carbon, energy, water and materials consumption and
waste generation; software as a service, featuring computer software for use in data collection, collation, and data analysis and
reporting in the fields of carbon management, carbon footprinting, carbon auditing, energy management, energy auditing,
environmental management, environmental auditing, eco-efficiency, biodiversity, sustainable development, cost reduction and
savings in carbon, energy, water and materials consumption and waste generation; software as a service, featuring computer
software for auditing, checking, advising and monitoring health and safety in the field of greenhouse gas emission measuring,
analysis, calculation, reporting and reduction; carbon auditing in the nature of measurement and verification of carbon
emissions levels to determine conformity with certification standards; testing services for compliance with the certification
standards for carbon emissions, energy, greenhouse gas and environmental standards; provision of scientific information,
advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; scientific research in the reduction of carbon emissions and energy
efficiency; technical research in the field of carbon offsetting; scientific research regarding greenhouse gas emission
measuring, analysis, calculation and reporting; technological consultancy in the field of carbon emissions measurement,
management and reduction; technical research in the field of carbon offsetting and consultancy relating thereto; providing
technological information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the use of carbon, carbon efficiency, and carbon
conservation; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting, environmental
management, eco-efficiency, sustainable development, cost reduction and savings in material, energy and carbon consumption
and biodiversity; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to organise groups and events,
participate in discussions, and engage in social, entertainment, educational and community networking; providing temporary
use of non-downloadable software to facilitate the delivery of educational, training and learning programs and courses;
providing technological and scientific information about the environmental impact of carbon and other emissions

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENVIRO-MARK SOLUTIONS LIMITED Address ENVIRO-MARK SOLUTIONS LIMITED Unit 10, 4 Eastfield Drive Lincoln NEW ZEALAND Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1665981 International Registration Date Nov. 22, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 22, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAGIC LOG

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 79342631
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

### Related Properties Information
- **International Registration**: 1666651
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 02, 2022

### Goods and Services Information
**For**
- Downloadable mobile phone software applications for AI-based video processing; downloadable computer software applications for AI-based video processing; downloadable computer programs for AI-based video processing; LCD large-screen displays; recorded computer software platforms for AI-based video processing; downloadable computer software platforms for AI-based video processing; tablet computers; recorded computer programs for AI-based video processing; smart rings; smartwatches; smartglasses; liquid crystal displays (LCD); notebook computers; video printers; flexible flat panel displays for computers; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; network routers; wrist-mounted smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; portable media players; headphones; virtual reality headsets; cabinets for loudspeakers; camcorders; set-top boxes; liquid crystal display (LCD) television; televisions; wearable video display monitors; earphone; car video recorder; video monitors; microphones; photographic cameras; selfie lenses; USB cables; video screens; touch screens; digital door locks; 3D spectacles; mobile power supply sources, namely rechargeable batteries; apparatus for editing cinematographic film; video projectors; 3D scanners; head-mounted displays; wireless portable printers for use with laptops and mobile devices; foldable smartphones; smart speakers; wearable speakers; wireless speaker microphones; musical instrument digital interface controllers being audio interfaces; flash lamps for smartphones; selfie ring lights for smartphones

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### Basis Information
- **Currently 66A**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Honor Device Co., Ltd. Address  Honor Device Co., Ltd. Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West CHINA
Legal Entity  Limited Company State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  11877/316381

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1666651 International Registration Date  Apr. 02, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 23, 2022 Expiration Date  Apr. 02, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUE LAGOON SKINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342977 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SKINCARE”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667473 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations for the treatment of skin conditions and diseases; dietary supplements for humans; disinfectants; medicated skin care and toiletry preparations, namely, medicated skin soap, medicated skin toners, medicinal creams for skin care; biological preparations for medical purposes for the treatment of skin conditions and diseases; medicinal oils; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of psoriasis; bath salts for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skin disorders; medicated skin serum; skin care and bath preparations intended for medical use, particularly for treating skin diseases, particularly dermatitis and psoriasis; balms for medical purposes; hair balm for medical purposes; face and body scrub for medical purposes; clay, mud and cream masks for topical application to the skin and scalp, for medical purposes; Pharmaceutical skin lotions, medicinal oils and medicinal creams for skin care for topical application to the body, for medical purposes; medicinal clays for bath; medicinal clay for healing purposes; medicated cream preparations and lotions for the treatment of blackheads and acne; bath salts for medical purposes; bath salts for mineral baths; seawater for medical baths; geothermal water being medicated bath preparations; medicated shampoo; medicated skin balm, particularly medicated geothermal skin balm; medicated bath preparations, particularly medicinal geothermal oils; medicated bath salts and medicated mineral salts for mineral baths, particularly medicated geothermal salts; medicinal clay for medical purposes, particularly medicated scrubs and mud masks for the treatment of dermatitis; poultices; health drinks intended for medical purposes; algae drinks intended for medical purposes; silica drinks intended for medical purposes, namely, medicinal drinks; mineral drinks intended for medical purposes, namely, dietary supplemental drinks

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Non-medicated cosmetic and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; non-medicated soaps; non-medicated hair lotions; cosmetics, skin care and skin protection products in the nature of non-medicated skin care preparations; anti-ageing creams; bath salts, non-medicated bath oils, bath soaps, non-medicated hand soaps, non-medicated shower soaps and gels, shampoo, hair conditioner; shaving cream; face and body beauty masks; cleansing milk, cosmetic cleansing cream, facial cosmetic toner, non-medicated day and night skin cream; non-medicated hand lotion, foot and leg lotion, lip balm, skin, face and body lotion, and cosmetic oil and cream for topical application to the face and body; refreshing, moisturizing and calming water for spraying on the face and body, namely, water in atomized containers used to produce a cooling effect; skin serum, not for medical use; antiperspirants, deodorants for personal use; perfumes and perfumed oils; sunscreen oils and creams; cosmetic clay and mud masks for topical application to the skin and scalp; cosmetic face and body scrub; make-up preparations; cosmetic preparations; dentifrices, mouthwash, not for medical purposes; incense; room fragrances, home fragrances; fragrance stones

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Advertising; business management; business administration; providing office functions; wholesale store services featuring clothing, cosmetics and health products, namely, pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical preparations, herbal medicine, dietary supplements, nutritional substances, tea blends, salts and seasonings, mineral drinking water, health drinks intended for medical purposes, health drinks with added vitamins, antioxidants and minerals, and raw material and component ingredients used for making the aforementioned goods; retail store services featuring clothing, cosmetics and health products, namely, pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical preparations, herbal medicine, dietary supplements, nutritional substances, tea blends, salts and seasonings, mineral drinking water, health drinks intended for medical purposes, health drinks with added vitamins, antioxidants and minerals, and raw material and component ingredients used for making the aforementioned goods; the bringing together of clothing, cosmetics and health products, namely, pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical preparations, herbal medicine, dietary supplements, nutritional substances, tea blends, salts and seasonings, mineral drinking water, health drinks intended for medical purposes, health drinks with added vitamins, antioxidants and minerals, and raw material and component ingredients used for making the aforementioned goods, for the benefit of others, excluding transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods by means of online retail stores

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

For Medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services; medical clinic services; beauty salons; healthcare services; massage services

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 66A**  
**Yes**
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Bláa Lónið hf. (Blue Lagoon Ltd.)  Address  Bláa Lónið hf. (Blue Lagoon Ltd.)  Norðurljósavegi 9  IS-240 Grindavík  ICELAND  Legal Entity  PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ICELAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  ARFAT0163WOU

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1667473  International Registration Date  Dec. 22, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 08, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 22, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEXTHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343328 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NEXTHY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668454 International Registration Date Jan. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publication of texts, other than publicity texts, relating to environmental protection and energy, and the transport, distribution and supply thereof in the fields of green hydrogen; providing of training in the fields of energy, sustainable development and environmental protection; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, colloquiums and seminars in the fields of energy management, renewable energy, solar power and sustainable development in the fields of green hydrogen
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Business management relating to the supply and consumption of energy in the fields of green hydrogen; business information and consultancy relating to energy supply, energy consumption and environmental protection; business organization and management consultancy in the field of energy portfolio management and environmental protection; dissemination of advertising matter in the fields of green hydrogen; procurement of energy and associated services for others, namely, purchasing energy, electricity, renewable energy, green hydrogen for other businesses; marketing services in the fields of green hydrogen; providing an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers in the field of green hydrogen; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of tech start-ups and investors, in the nature of energy, electricity, renewable energy, green hydrogen, excluding the transport thereof, enabling them to conveniently view and purchase those services; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding in the fields of green hydrogen; business consultancy in the field of start-up scouting, open innovation, collaborative innovation, co-innovation and partnerships between companies and start-ups; business advisory services relating to product development; business mediation in the nature of trade business for third parties and advice relating to the exchange of technologies and invention; conducting economic feasibility studies in the fields of green hydrogen
For downloadable and recorded computer software in the fields of green hydrogen for database management; downloadable and recorded application software for connecting tech start-ups and investors with each other in the fields of green hydrogen, namely, its generation, storage, handling, monitoring and diagnostic control; downloadable and recorded software for facilitating cooperation between companies in the fields of green hydrogen; downloadable and recorded software relating to the reviewing and indexing of commercial partnerships in the fields of green hydrogen, namely, its generation, storage, handling, monitoring and diagnostic control

For Conducting of technical project studies, namely, scientific feasibility studies, surveying and process monitoring green hydrogen for quality assurance; engineering project management services, namely, computer project management services in the fields of green hydrogen and its applications; engineering and scientific services, namely, engineering services in the field of energy efficiency, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of renewable energy relating to assessments, appraisals in the nature of energy auditing, research and reports in the fields of green hydrogen, namely, its generation, storage, handling, monitoring and diagnostic control, and its integration with new and renewable energies

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: ENEL S.p.A. Address: ENEL S.p.A. Viale Regina Margherita 137 I-00198 Roma RM ITALY
Entity: società per azioni (spa) State or Country Where Organized: ITALY

LEGAL ENTITY:

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1668454 International Registration Date: Jan. 27, 2022 Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim: Dec. 03, 2021 Expiration Date: Jan. 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79343363 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) SEALENCE

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEALENCE

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
International Registration 1668584 International Registration Date Jan. 26, 2022

Goods and Services Information
For Seacraft, namely, boats, ships, fishing boats, rescue boats, tug boats; motorboats; leisure boats; sailing boats; water vehicles, namely, boats, ships, fishing boats, rescue boats, tug boats; vehicles for locomotion by sea, namely, boats, ships, fishing boats, rescue boats, tug boats; yachts; boats; ships; structural parts and fittings for boats; propellers for boats; hoods for vehicles, namely, hoods for watercraft; masts for boats; booms for boats; boat shells, namely, boats hulls; ship hulls; boat rudders; boat cleats; fitted covers for vehicles, namely, shaped covers for boats; fenders for ships; propeller shafts for boats; hydrofoils for boats; steering units for water vehicles, namely, steering stands for marine vessels; screw-propellers for boats; boat tillers; spars for ships being parts of watercraft; boat chocks; vehicle seat cushions, namely, seat cushions for the seats of boats; hatch covers being structural parts of boats; propeller blade protectors for boats; vehicle windows, namely, glass windows for water vehicles; boat hulls; fenders for water vehicles, namely, boat fenders; fitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; disengaging gear for boats; steering gears for ships; portholes; vehicle windows, namely, porthole windows for boats; ships' steering gear other than automatic; stabilizers for reducing the motion of ships, namely, ship ballast tanks; hatch covers being structural parts of ships

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles For Boat motors; drive belts for water vehicle engines; machine couplings, namely, power transmission couplings for water vehicles; vehicle engine parts, namely, afterburners for water vehicle engines; cam sprockets for water vehicle gearing; electric winches for sailboats; engines, other than for land vehicles; marine propulsion apparatus, namely, thrusters for machinery; power transmissions for water vehicles; gas turbine engines for sea vehicles; drives for motors, namely, stern drives for ships; electric power generators for ships
Machinery

For Non-land vehicle design services, namely, design of boats; non-land vehicle design services, namely, design of seagoing vessels; non-land vehicle design services, namely, marine vehicle design; consulting services in the field of non-land vehicle design, namely, ship design consultancy services; interior design, namely, furnishing design services for the interiors of ships

Scientific and computer services

Currently 66A Yes


INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1668584 International Registration Date Jan. 26, 2022 Expiration Date Jan. 26, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JACKRUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343394 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized smiling turtle, with a light green and sage green body, with white eyes and black and white irises, black and red mouth and medium green and dark green shell, above the wording "JACKRUN" in dark green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light green, sage green, white, black, red, medium green and dark green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668638 International Registration Date Mar. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for games, namely, apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games, namely, table-top educational games and children's educational games to learn multiplication tables and develop counting skills; portable computer games with liquid crystal displays; electronic games, namely, electronic games for the teaching of children; handheld units for playing electronic games in the nature of educational games; stuffed plush toys; electronic action toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Downloadable software applications for playing educational games; downloadable computer software applications for mobile devices for playing educational games; downloadable computer application software for use in portable computer devices for playing educational games; computer game cartridges featuring game software; game cartridges for use with electronic gaming apparatus; downloadable multimedia files featuring information relating to games and gaming; downloadable computer games programs; recorded computer game programs; recorded and downloadable electronic game programs; recorded and downloadable computer game programs; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the field of computer and video games; recorded and downloadable game software; recorded and downloadable computer game software for use on mobile devices; downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; recorded and downloadable computer gaming software for use on mobile and cellular telephones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MULTIPLAY & MUCH MORE S.L.  Address  MULTIPLAY & MUCH MORE S.L.  Vallespir 180, Entlo. 2a  E-08014 BARCELONA  SPAIN  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  306734

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1668638  International Registration Date  Mar. 17, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 08, 2021  Expiration Date  Mar. 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DREAMEEZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79343472
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1668666
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 12, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Games, toys and playthings, namely, toys and playthings for infants and children in the nature of baby multiple activity toys; dolls; toy dolls; accessories for dolls; articles of clothing for dolls; dolls' clothing accessories; soft toys being plush toys; specifically adapted parts, fittings for the aforesaid goods; accessories for the aforementioned being dolls' feeding bottles, dolls' houses, dolls' beds, dolls' clothes, dolls' rooms
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: STARDUST ENTERPRISE PTE. LIMITED
- **Address**: STARDUST ENTERPRISE PTE. LIMITED, 105 Cecil Street, #18-00, The Octagon, SINGAPORE
- **Legal Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country**: SINGAPORE
- **Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: STAE 2306239

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1668666
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 19, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Apr. 12, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343525 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668784 International Registration Date Feb. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; medical apparatus and instruments for use in treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; orthopedic implants, namely, orthopedic joint implants made of artificial materials, hip joint implants and their parts made of artificial materials, artificial hip implants, bone implants composed of artificial materials, vertebral staple-shaped implants composed of artificial materials, spinal implants composed of artificial material, osseous implants made of artificial materials, osseointegrated implants made of artificial matter, orthopedic implants consisting primarily of artificial materials and also including biological materials, orthopedic implants consisting of artificial materials, and orthopedic implants comprising natural, non-living materials; implants, namely, orthopedic joint implants made of artificial materials, hip joint implants and their parts made of artificial materials, artificial hip implants, bone implants composed of artificial materials, surgical implants made of synthetic materials for use in soft tissue repair or the reconstruction of soft tissue deficiencies, vertebral staple-shaped implants composed of artificial materials, spinal implants composed of artificial material, prosthetic intraocular implants, osseous implants made of artificial materials, osseointegrated implants made of artificial matter, ocular implants made of artificial materials, implants consisting primarily of artificial materials and also including biological materials, implants consisting of artificial materials, and implants comprising natural, non-living materials; surgical implants comprising artificial material
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Recorded computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; recorded computer software for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; recorded computer software for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring,
and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; recorded computer software for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer simulation software for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; recorded computer simulation software for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; recorded computer simulation software for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; recorded computer programs for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer programs for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer simulation programs for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; recorded computer simulation programs for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; recorded computer simulation programs for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded virtual reality computer programs for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training; recorded computer programs for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer programs for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer simulation programs for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; recorded computer simulation programs for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; recorded computer simulation programs for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded virtual reality computer programs for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training; downloadable computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; downloadable computer software for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; downloadable computer software for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; downloadable computer software for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty,
general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable computer simulation software for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; downloadable computer simulation software for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; downloadable computer simulation software for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable virtual reality computer software for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training; downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for use as a medical instrument for use in orthopedic surgery, general surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for use as a medical instrument for use in knee arthroplasty, orthopedic spine surgery, hip replacement surgery, shoulder reconstructive surgery, hand reconstructive surgery, and foot reconstructive surgery; downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable software for recording and analyzing real-time surgical data to predict effectiveness and results of orthopedic surgery, general surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable software for recording and analyzing real-time surgical data to predict effectiveness and results of knee arthroplasty, orthopedic spine surgery, hip replacement surgery, shoulder reconstructive surgery, hand reconstructive surgery, and foot reconstructive surgery; downloadable mobile applications for controlling and managing patient medical information; downloadable mobile applications for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; downloadable mobile applications for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; downloadable mobile applications for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable mobile applications for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable mobile applications for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable mobile applications for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable mobile applications for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable database management software for general use; recorded database management software for general use; recorded computer programs for patient data management; downloadable computer programs for patient data management; downloadable software for the transmission of data; downloadable software for the transmission of information; downloadable computer software platforms
for application development, web hosting, and database management; recorded computer software platforms for application
development, web hosting, and database management; downloadable computer software platforms for controlling and
managing patient medical information; recorded computer software platforms for controlling and managing patient medical
information; downloadable computer software platforms for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and
treatment; recorded computer software platforms for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment;
downloadable computer software platforms for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and
displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and
managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes,
sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; recorded computer software platforms for
use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical
imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for
recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the
surgical devices and instruments; downloadable computer software platforms for use in preparation for, performance of, real-
time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive
surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software platforms for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time
analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery,
and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in
preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and
probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general
surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software platforms for use in selecting and
positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software platforms for use in selecting and positioning of
medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery,
and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software platforms for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and
examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software platforms for use in
researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders;
downloadable computer software platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating,
diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software
platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and
examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable artificial intelligence software, namely,
computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-
time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive
surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for
assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification
of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable artificial
intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting
and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial
intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for recording, transmission, reproduction, storing and processing of data, information, sound and images; downloadable computer software for recording, transmission, reproduction, storing and processing of data, information, sound and images; recorded data and image processing software for making three dimensional models; downloadable data and image processing software for making three dimensional models; data processing equipment and computers; downloadable computer software applications for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, PC tablets, laptop computers, and desktop computers, namely, software for transmitting, storing, manipulating, organizing, recording, and reviewing text, images, video and data, including via global computer networks, wireless networks and electronic communications networks; downloadable electronic databases in the field of patient medical information; downloadable electronic databases in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable electronic databases in the field of musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable electronic databases in the field of digital images of the anatomy for medical diagnosis and treatment; downloadable electronic databases in the field of surgical devices and instruments; downloadable electronic databases in the field of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable data and file management and database management software for general use; recorded data and file management and database management software for general use; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of workbooks, guides, booklets, brochures, magazines, journals, and newsletters for use by medical professionals in the field of science and medicine; image processing apparatus; image processing equipment, namely, apparatus for processing images
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of digital images of the anatomy for medical diagnosis and treatment; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of surgical devices and instruments; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of artificial intelligence in connection with orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; technical research in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; technical research in the field of musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; technical research in the field of digital images of the anatomy for medical diagnosis and treatment; technical research in the field of surgical devices and instruments; technical research in the field of artificial intelligence in connection with orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; design and development of computer hardware and computer programs; providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparing, managing patient medical information; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for controlling and managing patient medical information; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical...
devices and instruments; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in preparation for, performance of,
real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive
surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use with medical imaging apparatus
and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty,
general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in
selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in researching,
treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service
(SAAS) services featuring software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating,
diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service (SAAS)
services featuring simulation software for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; software as a service
(SAAS) services featuring simulation software for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and
durability; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring simulation software for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics,
and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a
service (SAAS) services featuring virtual reality software for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive
surgery, and spinal surgery training

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Ortoma AB  
**Address** Ortoma AB Falkenbergsgatan 3 SE-412 85 Göteborg SWEDEN  
**Legal Entity** AKTIEBOLAG  
**State or Country Where Organized** SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** 40001.2047

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**  
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1668784  
**International Registration Date** Feb. 18, 2022  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Aug. 23, 2021  
**Expiration Date** Feb. 18, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** STADELI, MARTA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HTS TENTIQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79343586</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;HTS TENTIQ&quot; in gray and a design of a framework structure in blue. The color white represents background and transparent areas and is not a part of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 31, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Materials, not of metal, for building and construction, namely, fascia, soffits and fiberglass panels, beams, joists, supports, prefabricated temporary storage sheds, gazebos, window shade covers, prefabricated sidewalls, doors, prefabricated sandwich walls, floor boards; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; buildings, transportable, not of metal; wooden flooring; floor panelling and heavy-duty floors for marquees, namely, non-metal floor panels and non-metal floors

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 12, 33, 50 **International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

**For** Building construction; repair services for tents, tent furniture, flooring systems for large tents and toilet blocks; installation, erection and disassembly of tents and tent furnishings, and of flooring systems for marquee tents and toilet containers

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Ropes; commercial nets and camouflage nets; tents; tarpaulins; awnings of textile or synthetic materials; sails; sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers
For Buildings, transportable, of metal; metal containers for storage or transport

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

For Providing of food and drink and temporary accommodation; rental of marquees, furniture for marquees, flooring systems for large marquees, namely, rental of tents, rental of furniture and rental of structural parts for tents

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** HTS tentiQ GmbH **Address** HTS tentiQ GmbH Hinter der Schlagmühle 1 63699 Kefenrod FED REP GERMANY

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 23-0684-WOUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1668943 International Registration Date Jan. 31, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 12, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 31, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STRUCK, ROBERT J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VOLVO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79343674
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 10, 2022
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "VOLVO" in stylized font appearing in a design consisting of a circle within a larger circular shape with a triangular outcropping set atop a long and narrow diagonal quadrilateral shape.  
- **Translation**: The English translation of "VOLVO" in the mark is "I AM ROLLING".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1669152  
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 10, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Vehicles, namely, cars, vans, sport-utility vehicles, golf carts, buses, trucks, tractor units, prime movers, on- and off-road vehicles, dump trucks and parts and components of all the aforementioned goods; land vehicle accessories, namely, vehicle grills  
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

**For** Construction machines, namely, excavators, wheeled excavators, crawler excavators, compact excavators, loaders, dumping machines, wheel loaders, compact wheel loaders, motor graders, backhoe loaders and structural parts of all the aforementioned goods; Motors and engines not for land vehicles, namely, marine engines, engines for industrial, agricultural and forestry machines, stationary combustion engines, turbines, electric motors as well as structural components for all such engines; generators, namely, generators of electricity, electric generators and alternators, high-frequency generators, power generators for vehicles and solar-powered electricity generators; parts and fittings to all the aforementioned goods

- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Volvo Trademark Holding AB
- **Address**: Volvo Trademark Holding AB SE-405 08 Göteborg SWEDEN
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number: S26443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number: 1669152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date: Jan. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Sep. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date: Jan. 10, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney: ROCHA, CAMERON R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  79343860  Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration  1669705  International Registration Date  Apr. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Notebook computers; laptop computers; computers; tablet computers; wearable computers; computer keyboards; computer mouse; smartwatches; downloadable computer software applications, namely computer operating software; recorded computer programs, namely computer operating programs; computer hardware; stands adapted for laptops; data sets, recorded or downloadable; 3D scanners; haptic suits, other than for medical purposes; quantum computers; head-mounted displays; wireless portable printers for use with laptops and mobile devices; neural helmets, not for medical purposes; cooling pads for laptop computers; pedometers; face identification apparatus; bathroom scales; smartphones; routers; home automation hubs; foldable smartphones; mobile phone screen protectors; mobile phone ring holders; mobile phone ring stands; holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; in-car telephone handset cradles; dashboard mats adapted for holding mobile telephones and smartphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; televisions; head-up display apparatus for vehicles; smart speakers; wearable speakers; wireless speaker microphones; headsets; headsets for playing video games; portable speakers; cameras; flash lamps for smartphones; measuring instruments, namely, wearable activity trackers; teaching robots; optical lenses; USB cables; integrated circuit chips; electrical adapters; video screens; computer screens; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; biometric locks; contact lens cases incorporating ultrasonic cleaning functions; mobile power supply, namely, rechargeable batteries; portable power chargers; battery chargers for laptop computers; video disks with recorded animated cartoons

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Honor Device Co., Ltd.  Address   Honor Device Co., Ltd.  Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6,  Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West  CHINA  Legal Entity   Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   11877/316427

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1669705  International Registration Date   Apr. 15, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 01, 2022  Expiration Date   Apr. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
Mark Literal(s) MAGICBOOK X 16

Serial Number 79343861 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) MAGICBOOK X 16

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN

International Registration 1669706 International Registration Date Apr. 15, 2022

For Notebook computers; laptop computers; computers; tablet computers; wearable computers; computer keyboards; computer mouse; smartwatches; downloadable computer software applications, namely computer operating software; recorded computer programs, namely computer operating programs; computer hardware; stands adapted for laptops; data sets, recorded or downloadable; 3D scanners; haptic suits, other than for medical purposes; quantum computers; head-mounted displays; wireless portable printers for use with laptops and mobile devices; neural helmets, not for medical purposes; cooling pads for laptop computers; pedometers; face identification apparatus; bathroom scales; smartphones; routers; home automation hubs; foldable smartphones; mobile phone screen protectors; mobile phone ring holders; mobile phone ring stands; holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; in-car telephone handset cradles; dashboard mats adapted for holding mobile telephones and smartphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; televisions; head-up display apparatus for vehicles; smart speakers; wearable speakers; wireless speaker microphones; headsets; headsets for playing video games; portable speakers; cameras; flash lamps for smartphones; measuring instruments, namely, wearable activity trackers; teaching robots; optical lenses; USB cables; integrated circuit chips; electrical adapters; video screens; computer screens; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; biometric locks; contact lens cases incorporating ultrasonic cleaning functions; mobile power supply, namely, rechargeable batteries; portable power chargers; battery chargers for laptop computers; video disks with recorded animated cartoons

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Honor Device Co., Ltd.  
Address   Honor Device Co., Ltd. Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, CHINA  
Legal Entity   Limited Company  
State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   11877/316429

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1669706  
International Registration Date   Apr. 15, 2022  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 01, 2022  
Expiration Date   Apr. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CELLICO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79344071  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized cobalt wording "CELLICO". The color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) cobalt is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1669992  International Registration Date  May 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Virtual reality glasses; augmented reality glasses; 3D spectacles; contact lenses; theatre glasses; sunglasses; bone conduction sunglasses with wireless communication function; corrective glasses; protective glasses; lenses for sunglasses; sports glasses; vision correction spectacles; spectacles; 3D spectacles for television receivers; smartglasses
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CELLICO Inc.  Address  CELLICO Inc.  (Siheung-dong, Pangyo  Creative Economy Valley), R765, 7F, 815, REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  043352.00008

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1669992  International Registration Date  May 11, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 30, 2022  Expiration Date  May 11, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUMANVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344108 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1670075 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult education, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; adult education services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; advisory services about education; business educational services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; career advisory services, namely, career counseling in the nature of providing advice concerning education and training options to pursue career opportunities; career information and advisory services, namely, career counseling in the nature of providing information and advice concerning education and training options to pursue career opportunities; conducting of educational conferences in the field of accounting; conducting of educational courses in the field of accounting; conducting of educational events in the nature of symposia and conferences in the field of accounting; conducting of exhibitions for educational purposes in the field of accounting; consultancy services about education; education academy services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of accounting; education services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; educational advisory services, namely, providing advice about education; educational consultancy services, namely, providing consulting about education; educational instruction in the field of accounting; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; educational seminars in the nature of providing instruction in the field of accounting; provision of information relating to education services; providing information services relating to education services; education and training services, namely, life coaching services in the field of career development; education and training services, namely, mentoring in the field of career development and accounting; provision of education courses in the field of accounting; provision of education services via an online forum, namely, arranging and conducting online classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; provision of educational courses in the field of accounting; publication of educational materials; vocational education in the field of accounting
For Business consultancy; business administration consultancy; business consultancy relating to the administration of
information technology; business consultancy services relating to data processing; business consultancy to firms; business
consultancy to individuals; business consultation; consultancy relating to business planning; consultancy relating to business
organisation; consultancy relating to marketing; consultancy relating to personnel management; employment staffing
consultancy; marketing consultancy; personnel management consultancy; professional business consultancy; business
recruitment consultancy; consultancy relating to personnel recruitment; employment recruiting consultancy; personnel
recruitment consultancy; personnel recruitment consultancy services; employment recruitment; executive recruitment services;
office support staff recruitment services; permanent employment staff recruitment; personnel recruitment; personnel
recruitment advertising; personnel recruitment agency services; professional employment recruitment services; employment
recruiting of office support staff; recruitment of personnel; staff employment recruitment services; staff employment
recruitment consultancy services; business management of outsourcing; outsourced administrative business management for
companies; business assistance, namely, outsourcing services; accountancy; accounting services; business accounts
management, namely, administrative accounting

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and
Entertainment

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and
Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  HUMANVERSE PTY LTD  **Address**  HUMANVERSE PTY LTD  Gateway Building,  Level 8 50 Appel
Street Surfers Paradise  AUSTRALIA  **Legal Entity**  proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)  **State or Country**
AUSTRALIA

**Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TM-23-1135

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1670075  **International Registration Date**  Jun. 03, 2022  **Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim**  Apr. 20, 2022  **Expiration Date**  Jun. 03, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUTDOOR SPICE HORINISHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344168 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following: white non-Latin characters enclosed in a rectangular red box with the wording OUTDOOR SPICE HORINISHI in black appearing on top of it. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SPICE" AS TO CLASS 30 Translation The English translation of "HORINISHI" in the mark is "HORINISHI". Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: HORINISHI.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1670223 International Registration Date May 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seasonings; spices
International Classes US Classes International Class Title
30 - Primary Classes 46 Staple Foods

For Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, shorts, tops, dresses, pants; belts for clothing; footwear; special footwear not for sports; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts sports
International Classes US Classes International Class Title
25 - Primary Classes 22, 39 Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mimona.co.,ltd Address Mimona.co.,ltd Shinden 4-1, Katsuragi-cho, Ito-gun Wakayama 649-7122 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2038-666TM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1670223 International Registration Date May 02, 2022 Expiration Date May 02, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BHICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344253 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1670425 International Registration Date Jun. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Apparel, namely, clothing in the nature of t-shirts, shirts, shorts, pants, coats, dresses, lingerie, underwear, skirts and socks, footwear, headwear in the nature of hats, beanies and caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Houng LAU Address Houng LAU PO Box 393 Pyrmont NSW 2009 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

Owner Name Sammy SEE Address Sammy SEE PO Box 393 Pyrmont NSW 2009 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2T23790258

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1670425 International Registration Date Jun. 07, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 07, 2021 Expiration Date Jun. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WAX BEAR.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79344255
- **Application Filing Date**: May 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
  - **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "WAX BEAR." in stylized characters with a stylized bear in the second letter "A".
  - **Disclaimer**: "WAX"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1670434
- **International Registration Date**: May 10, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Multicookers; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; air-conditioning installations; nail lamps; hydromassage bath apparatus; electric heating apparatus, namely, electric space heaters; air deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; radiators, electric; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes, namely, air purifying apparatus**
  - **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **For Cosmetics; depilatory preparations; depilatory wax; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; massage candles for cosmetic purposes; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; antiperspirants being toiletries; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes**
  - **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently**: 66A
- **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Wax Bear Commodity Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Wax Bear Commodity Co., Ltd. Room 1207, No. 14-2, Huadu Yongfa Road, Huadu Distr.
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 20230524F
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUMANZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344334 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1670625 International Registration Date Apr. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for the optimization of advertising for marketers through influences and content creators on the internet; downloadable computer software to help online content creators and influences find and develop their audience and fans online by connecting social media content creators and influences, marketers, agencies and talent managers for the purpose of collaboration and promotion of each other's content; downloadable computer software for the analysis of advertisement campaigns on the internet, downloadable software for automatically generating insights concerning online campaigns and reporting of insights and results; downloadable computer software for data-driven influencer marketing that enables companies to achieve positive influencer marketing return on investment (ROI) at scale; downloadable computer software to advise and provide services relating to the design and development of products and services of others; downloadable computer software for review, research and analysis of social media influencers' accounts to generate insights for the optimization of advertising

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the optimization of advertising for marketers through influencers and content creators on the internet; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software to help online content creators and influencers find and develop their audience and fans online by connecting social media content creators and influencers, marketers, agencies and talent managers for the purpose of collaboration and promotion of each other's content; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the display and analysis of advertisement campaigns on the internet, software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automatically generating insights concerning online campaigns and reporting of insights and results; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data-driven influencer marketing that enables companies to achieve positive influencer marketing return on investment
(ROI) at scale; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to advise and provide services relating to the design and development of products and services of others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for review, research and analysis of social media influencers’ accounts to generate insights for the optimization of advertising

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** HUMANZ LTD **Address** HUMANZ LTD 156 Derech Menachem Begin St. 6492108 Tel Aviv - Yafo ISRAEL **Legal Entity** Private company **State or Country Where Organized** ISRAEL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 055606421T01

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1670625 **International Registration Date** Apr. 27, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 26, 2022 **Expiration Date** Apr. 27, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MUCRON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79344366
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1670724
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 18, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Inorganic, organic, and fine chemicals used in industry; industrial chemicals; chemicals for use in the manufacture of synthetic rubber; chemicals for use in the manufacture of natural rubber; chemical agents for manufacturing rubber tires; chemical preparations for use in industry; sulfur; chemicals being sulfur; vulcanizing preparations being chemical preparations for vulcanizing; vulcanization accelerators; vulcanization accelerators for rubber products; non-metallic minerals being sulphur; non-metallic minerals being sulfur; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; alkaline metals; alkaline-earth metals; silicon; flour and starch for industrial purposes; unprocessed plastics
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SHIKOKU CHEMICALS CORPORATION
- **Address**: SHIKOKU CHEMICALS CORPORATION 8-537-1, DOKI-CHO-HIGASHI MARUGAME KAGAWA 763-8504 JAPAN
- **Legal Entity**: Corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1064-0004

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1670724
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 18, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Mar. 16, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Mar. 18, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FRUM MILONE, MARCIE R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TKYNX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344552 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of a sound wave formed by thirteen circles of varying sizes and shapes above the wording "TKYNX". Color Drawing Yes

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671172 International Registration Date May 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring high-frequency sound signal transmitters; online retail store services featuring downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; retail services being online retail store services featuring downloadable multimedia files; retail services being online retail store services featuring downloadable video files; retail services being online retail store services featuring downloadable electronic brochures regarding music and entertainment; retail services being online retail store services featuring downloadable image files; retail services being online retail store services featuring downloadable electronic music; retail store services featuring computer programs for editing images, sound and video; on-line data processing services; retail store services featuring voice processing systems; retail store services featuring computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; retail store services featuring music-composition software; retail store services featuring electric apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; retail store services featuring apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; retail store services featuring sound recording apparatus; retail store services featuring sound reproduction apparatus; retail store services featuring sound processing apparatus; retail store services featuring sound measuring apparatus; retail store services featuring electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For High-frequency electronic sound signal transmitters; downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to music; downloadable video files featuring music videos; downloadable electronic brochure regarding music and entertainment; downloadable image files featuring music videos; downloadable electronic sound being downloadable music files; downloadable and recorded computer programs for editing images, sound and video; voice processing systems comprised primarily of downloadable software for editing sound, microphones and computer hardware; downloadable and recorded computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; downloadable and recorded music-composition software; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound; electric apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; downloadable and recorded computer software for transmission of sound and video messages; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; sound processing apparatus; sound measuring apparatus; electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments, namely, phonograph record players, blank CD-ROMs for sound or video recording; recorded computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Database design and development; encoding of magnetic cards featuring digital music; electronic storage of digital audio files featuring music; hosting websites on the Internet that feature multimedia entertainment content; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for editing digital images, sound and video, for data processing; platform as a Service (PaaS) services featuring software platforms for web-hosting, for database management; development of software for audio and video operators; development of interactive multimedia software; hosting platforms on the Internet for online content, namely, hosting of digital content on the Internet; programming of software for internet platforms; hosting of digital content on the internet; programming of software for e-commerce platforms; constructing an internet platform for electronic commerce being software platform design and development; providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; design, maintenance, rental and updating of computer software; design and development of computer systems; creating of computer programs; compilation of computer programs being programming of computer software for others; hosting of podcasts, namely, hosting of digital content on the Internet in the nature of podcasts

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Resonamedia Inc Address Resonamedia Inc Doosan villa 102-ho, 50, Changgyeonggung-ro 35na-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1140-136
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1671172  International Registration Date   May 10, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Nov. 24, 2021  Expiration Date   May 10, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LLL NEXT ENGINEERS LEARN
2 LOVE LEARNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344627 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a cube, filled in a pattern of blue and sky-blue squares, with three sides of the cube visible. On each side of the cube is placed a stylized letter "L"; the letter "L" on the top of the cube is colored red, the letter "L" on the left side of the cube is colored yellow, and the letter "L" on the right side of the cube is colored green. A design of a diamond, with the top edge rounded, is placed behind the cube design. The top quarter of the diamond is colored yellow, the left quarter of the diamond is colored red, the right quarter of the diamond is colored sky blue, and the bottom quarter of the diamond is colored green. In the center of the diamond is placed a gray circle, partly obscured by the overlaid cube design. The stylized wording "NEXT ENGINEERS" is placed alongside the bottom-left side of the diamond design, with the wording "NEXT" in red and "ENGINEERS" in sky blue, and the stylized wording "LEARN 2 LOVE LEARNING" is placed alongside the bottom-right side of the diamond design, with the letter "L" in the word "LEARN" colored green, the number "2" colored sky blue, the letter "L" in the word "LOVE" colored red, and the letter "L." in the word "LEARNING" colored yellow. The remaining letters in the wording "LEARN 2 LOVE LEARNING" are colored black. The gray square surrounding the mark represents background, outlining, shading and/or transient area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, yellow, red, black, sky blue, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "ENGINEERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671235 International Registration Date May 16, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the fields of engineering, physics, technology, mathematics and robotics for the purpose of learning, enriching knowledge and developing skills, learning in an experiential and playful way, and learning by active participation
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Next Engineers- Company of Technology Education LTD.  Address  Next Engineers- Company of Technology Education LTD. Ninety-third Street No.10  4931210 Petah Tiqwa  ISRAEL  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ISRAEL

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1671235  International Registration Date  May 16, 2022
Expiration Date  May 16, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORTOMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344641 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671264 International Registration Date Feb. 21, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; medical apparatus and instruments for use in treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; orthopedic implants, namely, orthopedic joint implants made of artificial materials, hip joint implants and their parts made of artificial materials, artificial hip implants, bone implants composed of artificial materials, vertebral staple-shaped implants composed of artificial materials, spinal implants composed of artificial material, osseous implants made of artificial materials, osseointegrated implants made of artificial matter, orthopedic implants consisting primarily of artificial materials and also including biological materials, orthopedic implants consisting of artificial materials, and orthopedic implants comprising natural, non-living materials; implants, namely, orthopedic joint implants made of artificial materials, hip joint implants and their parts made of artificial materials, artificial hip implants, bone implants composed of artificial materials, surgical implants made of synthetic materials for use in soft tissue repair or the reconstruction of soft tissue deficiencies, vertebral staple-shaped implants composed of artificial materials, spinal implants composed of artificial material, prosthetic intraocular implants, osseous implants made of artificial materials, osseointegrated implants made of artificial matter, ocular implants made of artificial materials, implants consisting primarily of artificial materials and also including biological materials, implants consisting of artificial materials, and implants comprising natural, non-living materials; surgical implants comprising artificial material

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Recorded computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; recorded computer software for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; recorded computer software for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring,
and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; recorded computer software for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer simulation software for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; recorded computer simulation software for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; recorded computer simulation software for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded virtual reality computer software for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training; recorded computer programs for controlling and managing patient medical information; recorded computer programs for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; recorded computer programs for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; recorded computer programs for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer programs for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer programs for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer simulation programs for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; recorded computer simulation programs for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; recorded computer simulation programs for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded virtual reality computer programs for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training; downloadable computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; downloadable computer software for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; downloadable computer software for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; downloadable computer software for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty,
general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable computer software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable computer simulation software for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; downloadable computer simulation software for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; downloadable computer simulation software for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable virtual reality computer software for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training; downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for use as a medical instrument for use in orthopedic surgery, general surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for use as a medical instrument for use in knee arthroplasty, orthopedic spine surgery, hip replacement surgery, shoulder reconstructive surgery, hand reconstructive surgery, and foot reconstructive surgery; downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable software for recording and analyzing real-time surgical data to predict effectiveness and results of orthopedic surgery, general surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable software for recording and analyzing real-time surgical data to predict effectiveness and results of knee arthroplasty, orthopedic spine surgery, hip replacement surgery, shoulder reconstructive surgery, hand reconstructive surgery, and foot reconstructive surgery; downloadable mobile applications for controlling and managing patient medical information; downloadable mobile applications for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; downloadable mobile applications for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; downloadable mobile applications for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable mobile applications for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable mobile applications for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable mobile applications for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable database management software for general use; recorded database management software for general use; recorded computer programs for patient data management; downloadable computer programs for patient data management; downloadable software for the transmission of data; downloadable software for the transmission of information; downloadable computer software platforms
for application development, web hosting, and database management; recorded computer software platforms for application
development, web hosting, and database management; downloadable computer software platforms for controlling and
managing patient medical information; recorded computer software platforms for controlling and managing patient medical
information; downloadable computer software platforms for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and
treatment; recorded computer software platforms for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment;
downloadable computer software platforms for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and
displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and
managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes,
sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical devices and instruments; recorded computer software platforms for
use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical
imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for
recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the
surgical devices and instruments; downloadable computer software platforms for use in preparation for, performance of, real-
time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive
surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software platforms for use in preparing for, performance of, real-time
analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery,
and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in
preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and
probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general
surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software platforms for use in selecting and
positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded computer software platforms for use in selecting and positioning of
medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery,
and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software platforms for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and
examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software platforms for use in
researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders;
downloadable computer software platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating,
diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded computer software
platforms for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and
examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable artificial intelligence software, namely,
computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-
time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive
surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for
assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification
of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable artificial
intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting
and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery,
reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial
intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; recorded artificial intelligence software, namely, computer software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; recorded interactive software using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable computer software for recording, transmission, reproduction, storing and processing of data, information, sound and images; downloadable computer software for recording, transmission, reproduction, storing and processing of data, information, sound and images; recorded data and image processing software for making three dimensional models; downloadable data and image processing software for making three dimensional models; data processing equipment and computers; downloadable computer software applications for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, PC tablets, laptop computers, and desktop computers, namely, software for transmitting, storing, manipulating, organizing, recording, and reviewing text, images, video and data, including via global computer networks, wireless networks and electronic communications networks; downloadable electronic databases in the field of patient medical information; downloadable electronic databases in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable electronic databases in the field of musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; downloadable electronic databases in the field of digital images of the anatomy for medical diagnosis and treatment; downloadable electronic databases in the field of surgical devices and instruments; downloadable electronic databases in the field of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; downloadable data and file management and database management software for general use; recorded data and file management and database management software for general use; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of workbooks, guides, booklets, brochures, magazines, journals, and newsletters for use by medical professionals in the field of science and medicine; image processing apparatus; image processing equipment, namely, apparatus for processing images
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of artificial intelligence in connection with orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; technical research in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; technical research in the field of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; technical research in the field of musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; technical research in the field of digital images of the anatomy for medical diagnosis and treatment; technical research in the field of surgical devices and instruments; technical research in the field of artificial intelligence in connection with orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; technical research in the field of artificial intelligence in connection with orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; design and development of computer hardware and computer programs; providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for artificial intelligence for assistance with and optimization of researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; maintenance of computer software; electronic storage of medical records; electronic storage of digital images; electronic storage of documents; temporary electronic storage of information and data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for controlling and managing patient medical information; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing digital images of the anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use with surgical devices and instruments for medical teaching, processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical imaging machines, operating medical imaging apparatus, for controlling and managing patient medical information, and for recording, monitoring, and analyzing data in real time from medical probes, sensors, and imaging apparatus being part of the surgical
devices and instruments; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in preparation for, performance of, real-time analysis during, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in preparation for, performance of, and post-operation verification of orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in selecting and positioning of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use with medical imaging apparatus and probes for use in researching, treating, diagnosing, monitoring, and examining musculoskeletal and neurological diseases and disorders; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring simulation software for pre-operation modelling of patient anatomy and surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring simulation software for post-operation modelling of patient anatomy, results, effectiveness, and durability; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring simulation software for modelling of medical implants, prosthetics, and their parts for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring virtual reality software for orthopedic surgery, arthroplasty, general surgery, reconstructive surgery, and spinal surgery training.

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Ortoma AB **Address**: Ortoma AB Falkenbergsgatan 3 SE-412 85 Göteborg SWEDEN **Legal Entity**: AKTIEBOLAG **State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 40001.2046

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1671264 **International Registration Date**: Feb. 21, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 23, 2021 **Expiration Date**: Feb. 21, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: STADELI, MARTA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** E

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79344666</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>COLOR(S)</th>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letter &quot;E&quot;. The letter &quot;E&quot; begins in red and then transitions into orange with the end in grey. Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red, orange, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Registration** 1671327 | **International Registration Date** Dec. 17, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing business information via a web site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Production of energy; production of electrical power from renewable sources; production of energy by power plants; consultancy services relating to the generation of electrical power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Electrical energy from wind power; electrical energy from solar power; electrical energy from renewable sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>4 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 6, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Lubricants and Fuels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** ENEL S.p.A. | **Address** ENEL S.p.A. | **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

| Legal Entity | società per azioni (spa) | ITALY |
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1671327  International Registration Date Dec. 17, 2021
Expiration Date Dec. 17, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
**MARK LITERAL(s)** MAGICBOOK X 15

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Notebook computers; laptop computers; computers; tablet computers; wearable computers; computer keyboards; computer mouse; smartwatches; downloadable computer software applications, namely computer operating software; recorded computer programs, namely computer operating programs; computer hardware; stands adapted for laptops; data sets, recorded or downloadable; 3D scanners; haptic suits, other than for medical purposes; quantum computers; head-mounted displays; wireless portable printers for use with laptops and mobile devices; neural helmets, not for medical purposes; cooling pads for laptop computers; pedometers; face identification apparatus; bathroom scales; smartphones; routers; home automation hubs; foldable smartphones; mobile phone screen protectors; mobile phone ring holders; mobile phone ring stands; holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; in-car telephone handset cradles; dashboard mats adapted for holding mobile telephones and smartphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; televisions; head-up display apparatus for vehicles; smart speakers; wearable speakers; wireless speaker microphones; headphones; headphones for playing video games; portable speakers; cameras; flash lamps for smartphones; measuring instruments, namely, wearable activity trackers; teaching robots; optical lenses; USB cables; integrated circuit chips; electrical adapters; video screens; computer screens; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; biometric locks; contact lens cases incorporating ultrasonic cleaning functions; mobile power supply, namely, rechargeable batteries; portable power chargers; battery chargers for laptop computers; video disks with recorded animated cartoons

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**

9 - Primary Classes

21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A

Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Honor Device Co., Ltd. Address   Honor Device Co., Ltd. Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, CHINA

Legal Entity   Limited Company State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   11877/316428

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1671672 International Registration Date   Apr. 15, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 01, 2022 Expiration Date   Apr. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344892 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an incomplete red circle with a purple three-pronged triangular design with dark purple shading piercing the circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, purple, dark purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671797 International Registration Date May 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of cardiovascular disease, stroke, dyslipidemia, thrombosis, hyperphosphatemia, diabetes, cancer, carcinoma, tumors, oncological disease, leukemia, metastasis, mesothelioma, myeloma, sarcoma, lymphoma, neuroblastoma, bacterial infection, viral infection, pain, central nervous system disease, neurological disease, mood disorders, musculoskeletal disorders, osteoporosis, age-related macular degeneration, kidney disease
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAIICHI SANKYO COMPANY, LIMITED Address DAIICHI SANKYO COMPANY, LIMITED 3-5-1, Nihonbashi Honcho, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8426 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where JAPAN

Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0076404-245
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1671797  International Registration Date  May 18, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  May 10, 2022  Expiration Date  May 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79344953 Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a partial globe design formed by a grid of horizontal and vertical lines with a solid circle at each point where the lines intersect.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1671932 International Registration Date  Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Adult education, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; adult education services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; advisory services about education; business educational services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; career advisory services, namely, career counseling in the nature of providing advice concerning education and training options to pursue career opportunities; career information and advisory services, namely, career counseling in the nature of providing information and advice concerning education and training options to pursue career opportunities; conducting of educational courses in the field of accounting; conducting of educational courses in the field of accounting; conducting of educational events in the nature of symposia and conferences in the field of accounting; conducting of exhibitions for educational purposes in the field of accounting; consultancy services about education; education academy services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of accounting; education services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; educational advisory services, namely, providing advice about education; educational consultancy services, namely, providing consulting about education; educational instruction in the field of accounting; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting workshops, seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; educational seminars in the field of accounting; providing information relating to education services; providing information services relating to education services; education and training services, namely, life coaching services in the field of career development; education and training services, namely, mentoring in the field of career development and accounting; provision of education courses in the field of accounting; provision of education services via an online forum, namely, arranging and conducting online classes, workshops,
seminars and conferences in the field of accounting; provision of educational courses in the field of accounting; publication of educational materials; vocational education in the field of accounting

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  HUMANVERSE PTY LTD  **Address**  HUMANVERSE PTY LTD  Gateway Building, Level 8 50 Appel Street Surfers Paradise  AUSTRALIA  **Legal Entity**  proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)  **State or Country**

**Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TM-23-1135

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1671932  **International Registration Date**  Jun. 03, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Apr. 20, 2022  **Expiration Date**  Jun. 03, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LAVACHE, LINDA M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79345028  Application Filing Date: Mar. 17, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): PETKIM

Reason for Publication:
Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a design made of three diagonal wavy bands stacked on top of each other, the smallest top band being in blue, the larger middle band in red, and the smaller bottom band in green, with the wording "PETKIM" in black to the right of the design.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) black, red, blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1672131  International Registration Date: Mar. 17, 2022

Goods and Services Information

For: Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and laundry starch, laundry detergents for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations

International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For: Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides, namely, photographic chemicals, chemicals for industrial purposes; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides in the nature of oils for tanning leather, enzymes for use in the tanning of leather, tanning agents for use in the manufacture of leather, namely, oils for tanning leather; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste fillers namely, glazier's putty, oil cement putty, paste fillers for automobile body repair; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science

International Classes: 1 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

International Class Title: Chemicals

For: Industrial oils and greases, industrial wax; industrial lubricants and all-purpose lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, namely, dust absorbing and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants, namely, lamp oil, lighting fuel; candles and wicks for candles for lighting
**International Classes** | 4 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 6, 15 | **International Class Title** | Lubricants and Fuels
---|---|---|---|---|---
**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** | PETKIM PETROKIMYA HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI | **Address** | PETKIM PETROKIMYA HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI | Siteler Mah. Necmettin Giritlioglu Cad. SOCAR Türkiye Aliaga Yönetim Binasi No:6 | TURKEY

**Legal Entity** | Anonim Sirketi | **State or Country Where Organized** | TURKEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** | 114-91-TUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1672131 | **International Registration Date** | Mar. 17, 2022

**Expiration Date** | Mar. 17, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** | OLSON, MACKENZIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TINDLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345121 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TINDLE" in stylized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672433 International Registration Date May 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat substitutes; poultry substitutes; fish substitutes; seafood substitutes; cheese substitutes; margarine substitutes; vegetable-based meat substitutes; vegetable-based snack foods; nut and seed-based snack bars; nut-based snack foods; potato-based snack foods; snack mixes consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; soy-based snack foods; antipasto salads; legume salads; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of poultry substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of fish substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of seafood substitutes; artificial cream being dairy product substitutes; edible fats; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats, namely, rapeseed oil for food, sunflower oil for food, palm oil for food, olive oil for food and butter; margarine; milk substitutes; oils for food; nut-based spreads; nuts, prepared; preparations for making soup; vegetable-based cream; vegetable-based spreads; vegetables, processed; beans, preserved; lentils, preserved; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk; soya patties; potato crisps; potato flakes; potato fritters; potato-based dumplings; cocoa butter for food; coconut butter being butter substitutes; peanut butter; guacamole; hummus; seaweed extracts for food; sunflower seeds, prepared; sweet corn, processed; tahini; tempeh; tofu; tofu patties; whey; yogurt

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

For Business administration of consumer loyalty programs; advertising services; publicity agency services; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; import-export agency services; marketing services; online advertising on a computer network; providing television and Internet-based home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; sales promotion for others; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; online and brick-and-mortar retail store services featuring foodstuffs; online and brick-and-mortar retail store services featuring coffee, teas and cocoa; business management; business administration
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Coffee; tea; cocoa; coffee substitutes; rice; tapioca; sago; flour; bread; pastries; confectionery, namely, chewing gum, ice cream, sorbet, candy, chocolate, cakes, pastila, cookies, and confectionery made of sugar; edible ices; sugar; honey; treacle; molasses for food; yeast; baking powder; cooking salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces; spices; condiments, namely, savoury sauces, pepper sauces, oyster sauce, chili sauce, ketchup, salsa, mustard, cocoa-based condiments and seasonings for food and drink, chutneys, pimiento, dried cumin seeds, sambal oelek, miso, pickle relish, ajvar, tamarind, harissa, seaweed and doenjang; mixes for making baking batters; baozi; buns; biscuits; cookies; cakes; candies; crackers; dressings for salad; ice cream; jiaozi; marinades; noodles; noodle-based prepared meals; pasta; pies; pizzas; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; dessert puddings; quiches; seasonings; sandwiches; savoury pancakes; spring rolls; starch for food; tacos; tarts; tortillas; waffles; wheat flour; cereal bars; cereal preparations, namely, processed cereals for food for human consumption; grain-based snack food; grain-based chips; potato flour; potato-based flatbreads; rice; rice cakes; rice crackers; rice pudding; rice-based snack food; edible rice paper; corn flakes; corn flour; corn, roasted; popcorn; food flavourings, other than essential oils; pasta-based prepared meals; rice-based prepared meals; wheat-based snack foods; rolled oats; pounded wheat; processed wheat; sweet potato starch for food; stir-fried rice; glutinous rice; husked rice; instant rice; pounded rice cakes being mochi; puffed rice; rice porridge; rice noodles; rice-based pudding dessert; steamed rice

International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NEXT GEN FOODS PTE. LTD. Address  NEXT GEN FOODS PTE. LTD.  6A SHENTON WAY, #03-02/03 DOWNTOWN GALLERY Singapore 068  SINGAPORE Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized  SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  138597000006

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1672433 International Registration Date  May 10, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 25, 2022 Expiration Date  May 10, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EOS VR SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345169 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two shaded circles connected in the middle and the wording "EOS VR" above the word "SYSTEM" inside the circles. Disclaimer "VR SYSTEM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672545 International Registration Date Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; camera lenses; cinematographic machines and apparatus; motion-picture cameras; cinematographic cameras; lenses for motion-picture cameras; lenses for cinematographic cameras; digital cameras; lenses for digital cameras; digital video cameras; lenses for digital video cameras; downloadable computer programs for viewing, displaying, editing, processing, and formatting image data and moving image data; downloadable computer programs for viewing, displaying, editing, processing, and formatting digital virtual reality media; downloadable computer software for operating digital cameras; preinstalled recorded computer software for operating digital cameras sold as a component of digital cameras; downloadable computer software for operating digital video cameras; preinstalled recorded computer software for operating digital video cameras sold as a component of digital video cameras; downloadable computer software for capturing images and moving images; preinstalled recorded computer software for capturing images and moving images sold as a component of digital cameras; downloadable computer software for producing, editing, and processing image data and moving image data; preinstalled recorded computer software for producing, editing, and processing image data and moving image data sold as a component of digital cameras; downloadable computer software for converting, operating, and displaying image data and moving image data; preinstalled recorded computer software for converting, operating, and displaying image data and moving image data sold as a component of digital cameras

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA
Address: CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA 30-2, Shimomaruko 3-chome, Ohta-ku Tokyo 146-8501, JAPAN

Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 126951576535

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1672545
International Registration Date: Feb. 24, 2022
Expiration Date: Feb. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FACESYMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345266 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2021 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording FACESYMA and design; the term FACESYMA is in blue and appears below a design which consists of a stylized face which appears inside an incomplete blue square with round corners; the square is open at the bottom with a vertical white bar extending up into the square and bending to the right in the upper portion of the blue square; a horizontal curved white line appears on the right side of the vertical line near the bottom of the blue square and curves upward; a small white circle appears between the two white horizontal lines; and the white circle and the white lines in the square form a profile of a blue smiling face; the remaining white in the drawing represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording FACESYMA has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671840 International Registration Date Nov. 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific and research services; industrial research in the field of physiognomy; scientific analysis, namely, determining personality and behavioral characteristics based on physical appearance, optical data, and biophysical data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INC YAZILIM ÇÖZÜMLERI TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI Address INC YAZILIM ÇÖZÜMLERI TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI ZAFER MAH. ÜNIVERSITE VARYANTI CAD.NO:80 EFELER /AYDIN TURKEY
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TURKEY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 1117/001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1671840  International Registration Date Nov. 25, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 29, 2021  Expiration Date Nov. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLOUDTRADER4

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345419 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672995 International Registration Date Apr. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accident insurance underwriting; providing financial information via a website; customs financial brokerage services; financial guarantees surety services; pawn brokerage; trusteeship representatives; art appraisal; charitable fundraising; real estate management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of articles, magazines, journals in the field of finance; downloadable image files containing articles, business visits, news reports, magazines in the field of finance; computer software applications, downloadable for mobile phones, computers, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable for for application development, web hosting, database management; data processing equipment; portable media players; magnetic data media, namely, blank magnetic data carriers; downloadable computer software programs for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing; computer network routers; Digital media, namely, downloadable audio and video recordings featuring animated cartoons
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hunan Byron Network Technology Co. Ltd. Address Hunan Byron Network Technology Co. Ltd. Room A1247, Changsha Zhongdian Software Park Co., Lt CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1672995  International Registration Date Apr. 18, 2022
Expiration Date Apr. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GARBERIEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345580 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673404 International Registration Date May 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertisement and publicity services by television, radio, and mail; advertising and marketing services provided via communications channels; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; advertising in the popular and professional press; advertising of business web sites; advertising services relating to the sale of goods; online retail store services in the field of toys; retail store services in the field of gardening products; retail store services in the field of pet products; retail store services in the field of fashion accessories; retail store services in the field of domestic electrical equipment; retail store services in the field of kitchen appliances; retail store services in the field of bicycles; retail store services in the field of beauty implements for humans; retail store services in the field of lighting; retail store services in the field of diving equipment; retail store services in the field of batteries; retail store services in the field of sporting goods; retail store services in the field of automobile accessories; retail store services in the field of furniture
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Geli Wang Address Geli Wang Room 402, No. 7 Minglun Street, Huangpu District 5 CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1673404 International Registration Date May 27, 2022
Expiration Date May 27, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLOOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79345668</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1673653 |
| International Registration Date | May 19, 2022 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charging stations for electric vehicles; battery chargers for electric cars; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; downloadable software for controlling the charge of vehicle batteries for use in connection with charging stations and chargers for electric vehicles

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

For Providing non-downloadable software online for controlling the charge of vehicle batteries for use in connection with charging stations and chargers for electric vehicles

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 66A | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | PREMIUM,S.A. |
| Address | C/DOLORS ALEU, 19-21, PLTA.2, P.2, L'HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT E-08908 BARCEL SPAIN |
| Legal Entity | SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) |
| State or Country Where Organized | SPAIN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 02274-388 |

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
| Owner of International Registration Number | 1673653 |
| International Registration Date | May 19, 2022 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Nov. 30, 2021 |
| Expiration Date | May 19, 2032 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WANG, YUAN YUAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRAYOLED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79345735</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1673834</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>6741589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Optoelectronic devices, namely, photodetectors, solar cells, photodiodes and semiconductors; semiconductor light sources, namely, light emitting diodes; semiconductor diodes; semiconductor devices; electrical wires in the nature of semiconducting electrical nanowires; semiconductor wafers; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods in the nature of electronic components, namely, electronic modules, electronic chips and integrated circuit chips for diagnostics and power electronics, housings for semiconductor light sources and semiconductor diodes, and chip carriers, in the nature of semiconductor chip housings |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CrayoNano AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>CrayoNano AS Sluppensvagen 6 N-7037 Trondheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NORWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>Norwegian stock-based company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 83489-1004 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1673834</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CELLICO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79345736
- **Application Filing Date**: May 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized cobalt wording "CELLICO". The color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Claimed**: Yes

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1673835
- **International Registration Date**: May 11, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Low frequency massaging apparatus; low frequency skin esthetic apparatus in the nature of a LED light source for medical purposes; low frequency nerve stimulators for medical purposes; cosmetic microneedling dermal pens and rollers for stimulating the collagen in the skin for medical use; massage apparatus for medical purposes; portable massaging apparatus; ultrasonic massaging apparatus; esthetic massage apparatus for household use; intraocular prostheses in the nature of artificial retina; intraocular prostheses being lenses for surgical implantation; magnifying glasses for medical purposes that fit on the user's face in the manner of eyeglasses; prosthetic intra-ocular implants; ocular implants made from artificial materials; intraocular prostheses in the nature of artificial lenses for implantation in the eye; endoprostheses
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CELLICO Inc.
- **Address**: CELLICO Inc. (Siheung-dong, Pangyo Creative Economy Valley), R765, 7F, 815, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 043352.00010
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1673835  International Registration Date May 11, 2022
Expiration Date May 11, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SCENTME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79345746
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1673855
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 14, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cleaning preparations; air fragrancing preparations; laundry bleaching and sizing preparations; household fragrances; chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; washing preparations; washing-up liquids; soap powder; stain removers; fragrances; fragrances for personal use; fragrance preparations, namely, room fragrances, liquid fragrance preparations for use in the detergent drawer and drum of washing machines for household purposes; liquid perfumes; fumigation preparations being perfumes; perfumes; scented oils; perfumes for cardboard; perfumes for ceramics

### International Classes
- 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: scentme GmbH
- **Address**: scentme GmbH  81371 München  Sendlinger Kirchplatz 2  FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4949.207

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1673855
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 14, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Jun. 14, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALETTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345932 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the Italian word "ALETTA" in the mark is "fin".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1674299 International Registration Date Jun. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automated blood collection instruments for medical use; Medical robots for blood collection, blood separation, blood transfusion, blood purification, blood testing and the installation of catheters
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vitestro B.V. Address Vitestro B.V. Europalaan 500 Unit 1.N.2. NL-3526 KS Utrecht NETHERLANDS Legal Entity BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26950

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1674299 International Registration Date Jun. 15, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 15, 2021 Expiration Date Jun. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MICROLYTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346001 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1674463 International Registration Date Jun. 20, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin supplements; vitamin tablets; vitamin preparations; vitamin dietary supplemental drinks; effervescent vitamin tablets

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Beverages containing vitamins; non-alcoholic effervescent beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for making effervescent beverages; powders used in the preparation of fruit-based beverages; preparations in the form of pastilles for making non-alcoholic effervescent beverages

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Waterdrop Microdrink GmbH Address Waterdrop Microdrink GmbH Laimgrubengasse 14 A-1060 Wien AUSTRIA Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1674463 International Registration Date Jun. 20, 2022
Expiration Date Jun. 20, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VESTATIS

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a stylized shield that is intersected by the stylized wording "VESTATIS".

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations, namely, pain relief medication; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; foodstuffs and dietetic sugars adapted for medical or veterinary purposes; infant formula; food or dietary substances for babies; nutritional supplements, for babies; medicated sweeteners for medical purposes; nutritional and food supplements, not for medical purposes; dietary supplements for humans and animals; surgical plasters, surgical dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; antiseptics; vermin destroying preparations; fungicides, herbicides; antibacterial soap; medicated creams, gels, powders, lotions for the body, face, hands, nails, lips and hair; medicated toothpaste; antibacterial cleaners for facial cleanser; nutritional food additives for medical purposes in the nature of natural food extracts derived from vegetables; dietary supplements; food supplements; functional foodstuffs and nutraceuticals used as dietetic supplements; dietetic sweeteners adapted for medical use; artificial sweeteners adapted for medical purposes; mixtures, namely, vegan protein for use as a nutritional supplement for beverages and for nutritional beverages for medical purposes; nutritional supplements in the nature of drink mixes and nutritional beverages; drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers for wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals; drug delivery agents in the form of powders that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for dietary supplements; pharmaceutical and veterinary substances for medical purposes, namely, vitamins; mineral salts for medical purposes; dietary plant fibre for treating constipation; amino acids for medical purposes; argan oils for medical purposes; greases for medical purposes; plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes; yeast extracts for pharmaceutical purposes; antioxidants being food supplements; medicinal herbs; herbal extracts for medical purposes; foodstuffs for specialist medical purposes; medicinal roots; amino acids and preparations based on amino acids for medical and veterinary use; synthetic peptides for treating constipation for pharmaceutical purposes; opium alkaloids for medical purposes;
vitamin and mineral preparations for medical purposes; extracts of medicinal plants and herbs for medical purposes; preparations of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; probiotic bacterial preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures for medical and veterinary purposes; medical plasters; medicated plasters; transdermal patches featuring smoking cessation preparations; adhesive skin patches for treating acne for medical use; sponges impregnated with antiseptics for healing wounds; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; reagents for clinical medical diagnostics; pre-filled syringes sold filled with antivirals for medical purposes; anti-microbial hand-sanitizing preparations; medicated eye drops; decongestant nasal sprays; ear drops; antibiotics; medicated mouthwash; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions to treat sunburns; tissues impregnated with insect repellents; insect repellents for use on humans and animals; phytotherapy preparations for medical purposes; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; dietary supplements with a cosmetic effect; dietetic, probiotic, prebiotic and homeopathic supplements; natural dietetic supplements; medicated dermatological preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for dermatological use; medicated skin cleansing preparations for medical purposes; skin care preparations for medical use; medicated body creams; disinfectants for sanitary purposes; medicated and sanitising soaps and detergents; medicated lip care preparations; breath fresheners for medical purposes; medicated candies; medicated oral sprays; medicated preparations for mouth treatment; medicated preparations for the treatment of halitosis; medicated throat sprays; dental medicines; medicated dental cleaning preparations; preparations to facilitate teething, namely, teething gels; feminine hygiene pads; antiseptic cleansers; medical preparations, namely, disinfectants for personal hygiene or sanitary purposes; medicated facial cleansing mousses and gels; medicated soaps and cleansers for intimate hygiene; vaginal washes, for medical use; germicidal detergents; antibacterial cleanser; antimicrobials for washing hands, ear, nose, nostril, mouth and oral cavity; antibacterial preparations; bactericides; antibacterial sprays; antibacterial products for washing hands, ear, nose, nostril, mouth and oral cavity; antivirals; topical antivirals; medicinal mouth sprays for medical use; nasal sprays for medical purposes; nasal rinse; medicated preparations for nasal spray; medicated eye lotions for medical use; eye drops; nose drops; irrigating solutions for eye use; antibiotic solutions for washing hands, ear, nose, nostril, mouth and oral cavity; antibiotic preparations

**International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**  
Pharmaceuticals

**For** Heating patches for medical purposes

**International Classes** | 10 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 26, 39, 44  
**International Class Title**  
Medical Apparatus

**For** Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated toothpaste; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and detergent for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; deodorants and antiperspirants; aromatic essential oils; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; non-medicated skin creams, oils, lotions and cleansing preparations and moisturisers; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; herbal extracts sold as components of cosmetics for cosmetic purposes; ethereal oils; phytocosmetic preparations; sun-tanning preparations; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; denture polishes; shaving preparations; nail care preparations; make-up removing preparations; pre-moistened cosmetic make-up removing wipes; baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; cleaning wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations for personal hygiene; tissues impregnated with essential oils, for cosmetic use; make-up preparations; depilatory preparations; non-medicated soap for personal use; cosmetic bath and shower preparations; non-medicated creams, gels, lotions and oils for the care of skin, hair, body, face, lip, hand, eye and nail; cosmetics for skin
care; dermatological cosmetic preparations not for medical purpose; non-medicated skin care preparations, not for medical purposes; anti-wrinkle cream and lotions; hair care cosmetic preparations; shampoos for human hair; make-up preparations for the face and body; non-medicated lip care preparations; non-medicated lip balms; sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; sun care preparations and sun protection preparations; after sun creams; cleansing towelettes for feminine hygiene; non-medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, sanitary preparations, namely, douching preparations for personal sanitary purposes being non-medicated toiletries; non-medicated douches; non-medicated soaps and cleansers for personal hygiene; non-medicated cleaning preparations for personal hygiene purposes; feminine deodorant sprays; breath freshening sprays, not for medical purpose; mouth sprays being breath freshening sprays, not for medical use; oral hygiene preparations, namely, breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; preparations for cleaning teeth; teeth whitening preparations; teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; non-medicated oral care preparations for cosmetic use; nasal washing preparations, not for medical purpose; nostril washing preparations, not for medical purpose; oral cleaning preparations, not for medical purpose; nasal washing sprays, not for medical purpose; nostril washing sprays, not for medical purpose; oral cleaning sprays, not for medical purpose; eye washing sprays, not for medical purpose; ear washing sprays, not for medical purpose; nasal cleaning preparations, not for medical purpose; non-medicated cleaning gels, lotions, creams, foams and sprays for skin, hair, body, face, lips, hands, eyes and nails; non-medicated cleaning gels, lotions, creams, foams and sprays for the hygiene of hands, nose, ear, mouth and for oral hygiene; hand cleaning preparations

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For**: Artificial sweeteners, not for medical purposes

**International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**International Class Title**: Chemicals

**For**: Dietetic natural sweeteners, not for medical purposes

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 46

**International Class Title**: Staple Foods

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: VESTATIS GmbH

**Address**: VESTATIS GmbH  Grüner Deich 1-3  20097 Hamburg  FED REP GERMANY

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: MARB-67556

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1674580

**International Registration Date**: Dec. 30, 2021

**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Sep. 10, 2021

**Expiration Date**: Dec. 30, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
**TM 200 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79346054</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ENEL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1674590</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric cars</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power generators, namely, electricity generators; wind turbines; turbines for power generation, other than for land vehicles</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising services for raising public awareness of issues and initiatives related to the circular economy, as well as environmental protection, sustainability, diversity and inclusiveness; business assistance and consulting, and business management services in the field of environmental protection, sustainability, diversity, inclusiveness, as well as in relation to the circular economy</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries, electric; electricity storage apparatus, namely, accumulators, batteries and electric storage batteries; chargers for electric vehicles</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Storage of electricity; electricity transmission and distribution; storage of energy and fuels

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

For Generation of electricity from wind energy; energy production; production of electrical power from renewable sources; production of energy by power plants; consultancy services relating to the generation of electrical power; providing information and consulting services related to the custom manufacturing process

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

For Electrical energy from wind power; electrical energy from solar power; electrical energy from renewable sources

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** ENEL S.p.A. **Address** ENEL S.p.A. Viale Regina Margherita 137 I-00198 Roma RM ITALY **Legal Entity** società per azioni (spa) **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1674590 **International Registration Date** Dec. 29, 2021

**Expiration Date** Dec. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BABYDIF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346144 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "BABYDIF" in gold stylized form.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1674836 International Registration Date Apr. 29, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing in the nature of shirts, short-sleeve shirts, tee-shirts, skirts, sweaters, hoods, jackets, jerseys, coats, dresses, knitwear, trousers, tights, leggings, socks, scarves, footwear, headwear; baby bibs made of plastic or cloth; pants for children, clothing layettes, clothing layettes for babies, pants and underwear for babies, snap-crotch shirts for children and babies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Francisco Juan Ferrer Marín Address Francisco Juan Ferrer Marín Avda. San Isidro, 33 2º E-12318 Portell de Morella SPAIN Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T68694

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1674836 International Registration Date Apr. 29, 2022
Expiration Date Apr. 29, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLAYTON HOPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79346210</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;HOPS&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1675035</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 08, 2022</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Agricultural products, namely, fresh and raw hops and unprocessed hops; horticultural products, namely, fresh and raw hops and unprocessed hops |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 46 | International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| For | Beers; extracts of hops for making beer; processed hops for use in making beer |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CLAYTON HOPS LIMITED</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>CLAYTON HOPS LIMITED</th>
<th>15a Dudley Road, Mission Bay Auckland 1071</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>NZ Limited Company</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>NEW ZEALAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ME-831</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1675035</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 08, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**TM 202 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE** JUL. 04, 2023
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MCAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346249 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MCAN" in blue, a figurative element is placed by the wording "MCAN" at the left and the figurative element is stylized "÷" which is red at the top and right extensions said extensions have got blue signs where they close to the center, blue at the left and bottom extensions, and there is a white shaped heart symbol at the center of the figure. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors blue, red and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is "MCAN".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675144 International Registration Date May 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land, water and air transport services, namely, transport by land, water and air; rental of land, water or air vehicles; arranging of transportation for travel tours; travel reservation in the nature of on-line transportation reservation and travel ticket reservation services; issuing of tickets for travel, namely, booking of tickets for travel; courier services International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Medical services; beauty care services; workplace health and personnel health consultancy services International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCAN SAGLIK TURIZMI ASISTANS VE DANISMANLIK A.S. Address MCAN SAGLIK TURIZMI ASISTANS VE DANISMANLIK A.S. Levent Mahallesi Altzeren Sokak No:5, Besiktas Istanbul TURKEY Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TURKEY
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1675144  International Registration Date   May 10, 2022
Expiration Date   May 10, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IPG ITALPRESSEGAUSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346277  Application Filing Date  Feb. 24, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "IPG" in grey followed underneath by the stylized wording "ITALPRESSEGAUSS" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) grey and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675215  International Registration Date  Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machine tools, namely, metalworking machine tools; machines for casting; die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines and automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes; foundry machines, namely, metalworking machines, metal extrusion presses, metal forming machines; metalworking machine tools; metalworking machines; presses being machines for industrial purposes, namely, mechanical presses for metalworking, industrial machine presses; die-stamping machines; machine parts, namely, molds for use in the manufacture of light alloy metal components; mechanical discharging hoppers

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Installation, maintenance, overhaul and repair services and technical support in the nature of maintenance and repair all in relation to machine tools for treating and processing metals, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, casting machines, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For Scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, machine control system for measuring, testing and inspecting machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, casting machines, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools; recorded computer software and computer hardware all for monitoring, recording, gathering, analyzing and managing the data and performance of machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, casting machines, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines and automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes; recorded computer software and computer hardware all for monitoring, recording, gathering, analyzing and managing the data and performance of metalworking machine tools; recorded computer software for controlling industrial processes

**International Classes**

**9 - Primary Classes**

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Custom manufacture of machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, casting machines, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title** Material Treatment

For Product research, development, designing and engineering in relation to machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, machines for casting, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools; scientific and technological services, namely, industrial analysis and research in relation to machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, machines for casting, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools; design and development of computers and computer software programs for machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, casting machines, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely, automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools; research and development of new products for others in relation to machine tools, foundry machines, metalworking machines, industrial machine presses, die-stamping machines, moulds as parts of machines for use in industry, mechanical discharging hoppers, machines for casting, die-casting, gravity casting and low-pressure casting machines, automated working platforms, namely,
automated working cells being self-contained units consisting of a series of industrial robots, machines and equipment, for die casting processes, and metalworking machine tools

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ITALPRESSEGAUSS S.P.A.  **Address** ITALPRESSEGAUSS S.P.A. Via Trento 178 I-25020 Capriano del Colle (BS) ITALY  **Legal Entity** Joint Stock Company  **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** A708-168

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1675215  **International Registration Date** Feb. 24, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Dec. 17, 2021  **Expiration Date** Feb. 24, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HD SKIN TWIST & LIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346312 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer "HD SKIN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675321 International Registration Date May 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up powders, face powders, non-medicated skin-tone enhancers, skin-tone correctors, foundations, blushers, concealers being under-eye enhancers, make-up bases being foundation, complexion illuminators being skin lighteners and skin highlighters
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAKE UP FOR EVER Address MAKE UP FOR EVER 5 rue de la Boétie F-75008 Paris FRANCE
Legal Entity Société Anonyme State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MUFE 2303455

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1675321 International Registration Date May 23, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 23, 2021 Expiration Date May 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYRLK S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346521 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675698 International Registration Date May 31, 2022 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6988151

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; food supplements; nutritional supplements; all for the use to normalise glycemic control and metabolic syndromes in connection with pre-diabetes and/or type 2 diabetes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name de Faire Medical AB Address de Faire Medical AB Västra Trädgårdsgatan 11 A SE-111 53 Stockholm SWEDEN Legal Entity AB State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4897/278

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1675698 International Registration Date May 31, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 30, 2022 Expiration Date May 31, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OLD PERTH 1908 FAIR CITY
BLENDED MALT SCOTCH WHISKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346527 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSSION DRAWNING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "BLENDED MALT SCOTCH WHISKY AND 1908"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675727 International Registration Date Mar. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Whisky and blended whisky produced in Scotland to specific standards
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morrison Scotch Whisky Distillers Limited Address Morrison Scotch Whisky Distillers Limited Hilton Bankfoot, Perthshire PH1 4EB UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where SCOTLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1895.T00063

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1675727 International Registration Date Mar. 03, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYASH, SUSAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEVQOLVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346624 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675941 International Registration Date Apr. 22, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicinal, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, namely, dietary, nutritional and vitamin food supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CuraTeQ Biologics Private Limited Address CuraTeQ Biologics Private Limited Galaxy, Floors 22-24, Plot No. 1, Survey No. 83/1, Hyderabad Knowledge Raidurg, Panmaktha, Hyderabad, Telangana 500032 INDIA Legal Entity Body Incorporate State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DAS1-TM.002

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1675941 International Registration Date Apr. 22, 2022
Expiration Date Apr. 22, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIEMÀN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346627 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675946 International Registration Date May 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers; wine; red wine; white wine; mulled wines; grape wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

For Beers
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name F.LLI FILIPPINI - SOCIETA' SEMPLICE AGRICOLA Address F.LLI FILIPPINI - SOCIETA' SEMPLICE AGRICOLA Via Makallè 18 1-35138 PAOVA (PD) ITALY Legal Entity Simple Partnership State or Country Where Organized ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1675946 International Registration Date May 11, 2022
Expiration Date May 11, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENEL WIN QUESTIONNAIRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79347006
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "QUESTIONNAIRE"
- **Translation**: The wording "ENEL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1676949
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 09, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing online publications, namely, work inclusion questionnaires
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For**: Consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel management; analyzing and compiling business data for work inclusion purposes; testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills, and abilities of others to determine job competency
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ENEL S.p.A.
- **Address**: ENEL S.p.A. Viale Regina Margherita 137 I-00198 Roma RM ITALY
- **Legal Entity**: società per azioni (spa)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1676949
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Sep. 10, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Mar. 09, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENEL STAKECAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347040 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ENEL STAKECAP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1677024 International Registration Date May 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial investment services and analysis, namely, administering the issuance, underwriting and distribution of securities in the nature of exchange traded funds; financial custody services, namely, maintaining possession of financial assets in the nature of exchange traded funds and securities-based investment products for others for financial management purposes
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Business consulting and analysis for third parties in the field of stakeholder management; business management services; business administration; providing office functions; data processing services; data management services; provision of business information; computerized data processing; computerized business information processing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For downloadable and recorded computer software for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing, for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; downloadable and recorded business applications software, namely, stakeholder relationship management engagement software; downloadable and recorded computer software to enable data management, data manipulation analysis and strategic reporting; data processing equipment and apparatus and computers; data processors; data and information, namely, recorded computer software for use in database management stored on electronic, magnetic or optical media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 212 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TÉMÉRAIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347044 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TÉMÉRAIRE" in the mark is "RECKLESS" or "IMPRUDENT".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1677033 International Registration Date Jun. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-medicated soaps; perfumes; cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LVMH FRAGRANCE BRANDS Address LVMH FRAGRANCE BRANDS 77 rue Anatole France F-92300 Levallois-Perret FRANCE Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS) State or Country FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PGV 2303926

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1677033 International Registration Date Jun. 15, 2022
Expiration Date Jun. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROTOPIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347235 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1677508 International Registration Date Jun. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graphic design; design of new products; animation design for others; computer aided graphic design; design of software relating to 3D technology; development of computer software for 3D content, stereoscopic 3D projection and 3D animation technology; rental and maintenance of computer software for graphic design and animation; maintenance and updating of computer software; services for maintenance of computer software; software design for others; rental of computer software and programs for graphic design and animation; design and development of computer software; updating and design of computer software; design and writing of computer software; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; research and development of computer software; maintenance and upgrading of computer software; writing and updating computer software; computer software consultancy and development
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Studio XID Korea, Inc. Address Studio XID Korea, Inc. Suite No. 1312, 13F, 17, Seocho-daero 77 Seocho-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized REPUBLIC OF KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KSN.TM46T
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1677508  International Registration Date  Jun. 07, 2022
Expiration Date  Jun. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYSTERY COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347323 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1677723 International Registration Date Mar. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business administration; business consultancy and business management; business consultation services, namely, developing professional business solutions and concepts for businesses to enhance personal exchange of ideas, experiences and knowledge within companies and organizations; business management and organisation consultancy, and business organisational consultancy relating to the introduction of electronic data processing systems; professional business consultancy relating to business management and personnel management; advertising and sales promotion of the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; on-line advertising and marketing services; professional business analysis of business data; providing of commercial and business contact information via business networks, arranging of commercial and business contacts, including via the internet and business networks, namely, business networking and on-line business networking services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; business data analysis; business research and information services; business assistance, management and administrative services; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; providing business information in the field of social media; provision of business and commercial contact information via the internet; systemization of information into computer databases; data processing services; systematization of data in computer databases; database management; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; providing consumer product information relating to software; providing consumer product advice relating to software; marketing in the framework of software publishing; wholesale and retail store services, online retail store services and mail order services all featuring computer software, computer software packages, information technology equipment, portable telecommunications apparatus, audio-visual equipment, photographic devices, pre-recorded music DVDs, apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity, scientific research and laboratory apparatus, magnets, magnetizers, demagnetizers, artificial intelligence computer software and hardware, virtual reality headsets and computer hardware for virtual reality
For Downloadable and recorded computer networking software; downloadable and recorded computer software for enabling users to engage in online social networking; computer software, downloadable via the internet and other communications networks, for enabling users to engage in online social networking; downloadable and recorded computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); downloadable and recorded computer software for use in accessing, updating, manipulating, modifying, organizing, storing, backing up, synchronizing, transmitting and sharing data, documents, files, information and multimedia content via a global computer network; downloadable software in the form of mobile applications for matching people within companies and organizations for face-to-face dates, meetings and events, for matching people within companies and organizations for face-to-face exchange of ideas, experiences and knowledge, for bringing together mentors and mentees within companies and organizations, for providing networking opportunities, for making appointments, for organizing, calendaring and managing events, for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders, for creating and managing user accounts, for enabling users to engage in social networking, and for enabling users to interact with online communities; calculating machines, data-processing equipment and computers; downloadable and recorded computer software featuring data processing algorithms for use in data processing; information technology devices, namely, computers; audio-visual receivers; photographic cameras; prerecorded DVDs featuring music; electric cables; electric connections and connectors; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, namely, microscopes; educational apparatus, namely, manipulative blocks used as teaching aids for the visualization of math concepts; electronic clinicians training simulators; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; electricity meters; temperature sensors; gas flow monitors; downloadable and recorded computer software platforms for enabling users to engage in social networking; downloadable and recorded telecommunications software for connecting computer network users; portable telecommunications apparatus, namely, smartphones; downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for use in software development; data processing apparatus with artificial intelligence; downloadable and recorded computer software using artificial intelligence for machine learning; downloadable and recorded computer software using artificial intelligence for data analysis; virtual reality hardware, namely, virtual reality headsets, virtual reality glasses; downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for creating virtual reality models of data

For Design, development and programming of computer software; computer software consultancy; creation of websites and software for promoting communication within businesses; hosting of computer software and software applications for others; computer services, namely, creation of websites for registered users to organise groups and events and to engage in social, business and community networks; creation and design of a website with technology enabling online users to create personal profiles using information from social networks; rental of non-downloadable software applications for creating spreadsheets and for editing digital photos; computer services, namely, creation of customised websites featuring user-defined or specified information, personal profiles, audio and video content, photographic images, texts, graphics and data; creating computer programmes for data processing; electronic storage of files and documents; design services, namely, computer hardware and software design, computer graphic design; information technology (IT) consultancy services; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, scientific analysis, and scientific testing in the field of computer software; computer
performance testing; product testing; user authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions; quality control for others; programming of telecommunications software for others; research in the field of computer software; consultancy in the field of artificial intelligence technology; research in the field of artificial intelligence technology; technology consultation in the field of artificial intelligence; providing online non-downloadable artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks for use in software development, for machine learning, and for facial and speech recognition; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring artificial intelligence software for use in software development and machine learning; design and development of virtual reality software

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Mystery Minds GmbH  **Address**: Mystery Minds GmbH  Barer Straße 71  80799 München  FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity**: gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)  **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: A479-29

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1677723  **International Registration Date**: Mar. 24, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 03, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Mar. 24, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STARBOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347478 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1677977 International Registration Date Jun. 06, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer; soft drinks; fruit juice; non-alcoholic vegetable juice beverages; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages; syrups for making whey-based beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kenkoman Co., Ltd. Address Kenkoman Co., Ltd. Shinjuku Nomura Building 32F, 1-26-2, Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 101306-3040

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1677977 International Registration Date Jun. 06, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 25, 2022 Expiration Date Jun. 06, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUMAN FALL FLAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347651 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1678355 International Registration Date Mar. 21, 2022 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6021668

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video and electronic game apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; video and handheld computer and electronic game consoles; arcade games and amusement game machines; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; portable gaming devices, namely, portable handheld game consoles incorporating telecommunication functions; gaming mice, keypads and joysticks; carrying cases specially designed for portable handheld video games; board games; electronic board games; playing cards; role playing games; table-top games; toy construction sets; toy figures; action figures; plastic character toys; collectable toy figures; plush toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Stationery; printed matter, namely, printed collectible trading cards; writing instruments; printed posters; graphic art reproductions; pictures in the nature of printed photographs; stickers in the nature of stationery; printed colouring books; printed cartoon strips; adhesive transfers of paper; wall decorations of paper, namely, paper banners; decorative wrapping paper; gift packaging in the nature of gift wrapping paper; books in the nature of printed graphic novels; annuals in the nature of printed publications, namely, printed periodicals in the field of games and gaming; printed comics; printed comic magazines in the nature of periodicals; printed magazines in the field of games and gaming; printed books in the field of games and gaming; printed computer game instruction manuals
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Clothing, namely, tops; footwear; headwear; bandanas; baseball caps and hats; beanies; face masks being clothing in the nature of headwear; hats; head bands; visors being headwear; casual clothing, namely, tops; hoodies; sports clothing, namely, tops; tee-shirts; women's clothing, namely, tops; men's clothing, namely, tops

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UAB No Brakes Games Address UAB No Brakes Games Pilaites sodu 6-oji 25 LT-06230 Vilnius LITHUANIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LITHUANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Devolver

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1678355 International Registration Date Mar. 21, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 04, 2022 Expiration Date Mar. 21, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TSUGUKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347879 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an inverted semi-circle which contains a repeating pattern of smaller, concentric arches in gold with the wording "TSUGUKIT" in gold underneath. The white in the mark represents background or transparency only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1678897 International Registration Date Mar. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Raw natural Canada balsam resins; copal; dyestuffs; pigments; paints; Paints, namely Kiriko primers and coating powder; Japanese lacquer (urushi); paints being jinoko primers and coating powder; paints being tonoko primers and coating powder; primers; agglutinants for paints; colored paints for painting pictures; nonferrous metals in foil or powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; precious metals in foil or powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; precious metals, being gold or its alloys, in foil or powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tsugu Tsugu Inc. Address Tsugu Tsugu Inc. 1st Floor akikito apt. 2-21-2 Ebisu, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0013 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20724.33USIB

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1678897 International Registration Date Mar. 10, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 10, 2032
Examining Attorney  SEARS, DAVID W.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNIBET BY PLAYERS FOR PLAYERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79348135 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1679421 International Registration Date Mar. 16, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Casino card games, bingo card games; playing cards; poker playing game, namely, playing cards for poker; poker playing sets comprised of poker chips; playing card shuffling device; playing card game accessories, namely, playing card holders; gaming equipment, namely, playmats made of cloth for card games; gaming equipment, namely, games tables; gaming equipment, namely, playing card gaming bags in the form of holders; slot machines; coin-operated amusement machines; counter-freed amusement apparatus, namely, pinball games, amusement game machines and hand-held units for playing electronic games in the nature of downloadable games; structural parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Entertainment and sports services provided online, namely, conducting online entertainment in the nature of games featuring card and board games available from a computer database or from the internet; entertainment and sports services, namely, organizing entertainment events; entertainment and sports services, namely, providing digital online card and board games from a computer database or from the internet; entertainment services, namely, gambling services in the form of a sports bookmaker; gambling services in the nature of organization and provision of football pools, lotteries and betting services; gambling services in the nature of arranging and conducting of contests and sports competitions, offline and online by way of a computer database or the internet; entertainment services in the form of gambling services in the field of racing, wagers and betting, games of chance, online bingo services, bingo halls, online casino, casinos, games of chance, electronic games, media games, tournaments for poker and other card games, action skill games and lotteries, provided online via a computer database, telecommunications networks and the internet; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services; entertainment in the nature of competition events, namely, e-sport events, gambling events, poker competitions; arranging and conducting competition events, namely, e-sport events, gambling events, poker competitions;
organization of competition events, namely, e-sport events, gambling events, poker competitions; entertainment services, namely, providing online non downloadable interactive games

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For Pre-recorded magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, CD-roms relating to the fields of racing, wagers and betting, games of chance, poker and other card games and bingo; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; downloadable computer software for the purpose of providing products and services in the fields of racing, wagers and betting, games of chance, poker and other card games; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; computers and computer hardware; recorded and downloadable computer software for betting, gaming and gambling services; recorded and downloadable computer game software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing multiple-user access to a global computer information network system allowing access to gaming and betting information and services via television, the internet, other networks and other media or communication channels; telecommunications services, namely, transmission of data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; broadcasting services, namely, broadcasting of video, wireless broadcasting and audio programming over the Internet, radio in the field of entertainment, gaming, and sports services; computer communication and Internet access; provision of access to content, websites and portals; broadcasting, telecommunication and data casting services concerning betting, gaming, gambling and entertainment; providing access to multiple-user network systems allowing access to gaming and betting information and services via television, the internet, other networks and other media or communication channels; electronic and computer aided transmission and broadcast of information, data, messages, and images; electronic communications services between players and an operator of betting, gaming and gambling services and competitions; providing access to databases; providing access to a website featuring betting, gaming and gambling information; providing access to betting, gaming and gambling websites on the internet; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kindred IP Limited  Address  Kindred IP Limited  Level 6, The Centre, Tigne Point  TPO 0001 SLIEMA MALTA  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MALTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HGEVR-T405-U

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1679421  International Registration Date  Mar. 16, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 09, 2021  Expiration Date  Mar. 16, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FRUTALOSE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79348142</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1679444 | International Registration Date | Apr. 21, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Inulin and fructooligosaccharides in powder or syrup form for the manufacture of pharmaceutical and health products; inulin and fructooligosaccharides based on chicory to be used as a nutritional supplement and ingredient in the manufacture of products for health and medical purposes; inulin and fructooligosaccharides based on chicory to be used as a nutritional supplement in the manufacture of foodstuffs; inulin and fructooligosaccharides in powder and syrup form for the manufacture of foodstuffs; inulin and fructooligosaccharides based on chicory to be used as an ingredient in the manufacture of foodstuffs

| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 | International Class Title | Chemicals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Sensus B.V. | Address | Sensus B.V. Oostelijke Havendijk 15 NL-4704 RA Roosendaal NETHERLANDS |
| Legal Entity | BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) | State or Country Where Organized | NETHERLANDS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 10714/316676 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1679444 | International Registration Date | Apr. 21, 2022 | Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Dec. 09, 2021 | Expiration Date | Apr. 21, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT |
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COLOPLAST HEAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>79348631</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "HEAL" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **International Registration** | 1680590 |
| **International Registration Date** | May 11, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Education services, namely providing classes, seminars, workshops and training within the fields of wound and skin care; arranging and conducting of conferences, workshops, seminars and online e-learning courses, all within the fields of wound and skin care

| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |

**For** Provision of medical and health care advice within the fields of wound and skin care; provision of medical and health care information in the fields of wound and skin care

| **International Classes** | 44 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently 66A** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Coloplast A/S |
| **Address** | Holtedam 1, Dageløkke DK-3050 Humlebæk DENMARK |
| **Legal Entity** | PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DENMARK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 480775.591 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | 1680590 |
| **International Registration Date** | May 11, 2022 |
| **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Nov. 30, 2021 |
| **Expiration Date** | May 11, 2032 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BESLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  79348700  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration  1680791  International Registration Date  Aug. 08, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Outer jackets; neckties; knitwear, namely, sweaters; leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; money belts; hats; mufflers as neck scarves; knit face masks being headwear; knitted gloves; underwear; sweat shirts; scarves; stockings; sports jerseys and breeches for sports; footwear; socks; uniforms; apparel, namely, jerseys, pants, shorts, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweatpants, vests, tank tops, track suits, jackets, anoraks, coats, underwear, belts, sports bras, socks, wrist bands, headbands, headwear, hats, caps, visors, sweatbands, sweaters, skirts, dresses, scarves, gloves; belts for clothing; pants

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  SUPERTEX&COMPANY  Address  SUPERTEX&COMPANY  4F, 255, Seochojungang-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1680791  International Registration Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 28, 2022  Expiration Date  Aug. 08, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NATUREWALL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79348890
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1681182
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 07, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Decorative wood panels; ornamental wood paneling; ornamental wood trim; decorative wood trim used as molding; decorative wood boards used as molding
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **For**: Wall hangings, non-textile; textile wallpaper; wallpaper
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Naturewall Group Ltd
- **Address**: Naturewall Group Ltd 28 Bergen Way Hull HU7 0YQ UNITED KINGDOM
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1681182
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 07, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 13, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Apr. 07, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DE DANANN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79349263 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DE DANANN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1681731 International Registration Date May 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMBER BEVERAGE GROUP, SIA Address AMBER BEVERAGE GROUP, SIA Ranka dambis 30 - 120 LV-1048 Riga LATVIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LATVIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1681731 International Registration Date May 18, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 10, 2022 Expiration Date May 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79349362 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1682318 International Registration Date Jul. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freestanding, wheeled presentation systems for displaying retail goods, in particular goods display racks and shop display stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Visplay GmbH Address Visplay GmbH Charles-Eames-Strasse 2 79576 Weil am Rhein FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GmbH State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1682318 International Registration Date Jul. 25, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 25, 2022 Expiration Date Jul. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
CAT IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79349649 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1683042 International Registration Date Jul. 06, 2022
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburants, namely, fuel, fuel gas, benzene fuel, diesel fuel, gasoline, methane fuel, kerosene, naphtha, petroleum; biodiesel fuel; biomass fuel
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENI S.p.A. Address ENI S.p.A. PIAZZALE ENRICO MATTEI 1 I-00144 ROMA ITALY Legal Entity Joint Stock Company State or Country Where Organized ITALY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ENI0046TUS
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1683042 International Registration Date Jul. 06, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jun. 27, 2022 Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERR, JENNA FRANCES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLAUER.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79350038 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three squares arranged vertically to form a rectangle, wherein the middle square is completely shaded and contains the word "BLAUER." and wherein a small circle is located in the center of each of the top and bottom squares.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1683975A International Registration Date Jul. 12, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trunks being luggage; suitcases; all-purpose carrying bags; shoulder bags; tote bags; handbags; backpacks; small backpacks; travel bags; vanity cases sold empty; wallets; purses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Clothing, namely, tops; T-shirts; shirts; polo shirts; sweatshirts; blouses; cardigans; sweaters; clothing jackets; down jackets; skirts; dresses; shorts; trousers; jeans; coats; raincoats; anoraks; parkas; gloves; clothing belts; scarves; underwear; swimwear; hosiery; footwear; sports shoes; headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blauer Manufacturing Co., Inc. Address Blauer Manufacturing Co., Inc. 20 Aberdeen Street Boston MA 02215 UNITED STATES Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BLAUM41953

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1683975A International Registration Date Jul. 12, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 30, 2022 Expiration Date Jul. 12, 2032
**Mark Literal(s)** SWISSDIGITAL DESIGN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79350389</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**

The mark consists of "SWISSDIGITAL DESIGN" in stylized font, alternating between bold and light styles. To the right of the wording is a circle design with a cross in the center. Around the perimeter of the circle is a band with notches running perpendicular to the circle. Inside the circle and behind the cross are three horizontal lines, the middle of which is curved. Inside the cross is circuit wiring. **Disclaimer** "SWISS DIGITAL DESIGN"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1684743</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Traveling trunks; backpacks; purses; handbags; sports bags; document cases; school satchels; garment bags for travel
- **International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title | Leather Goods
- **For** Headphones; accessories for mobile telephones and tablet computers, namely, batteries, chargers for electric batteries and accumulators, data communication cables, headphones, earphones, apparatus in the nature of electric accumulator chargers for recharging accumulators for use in cars, electronic tracking apparatus and instruments in the nature of wireless electronic devices for locating and tracking luggage and backpacks
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASE INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Swissdigital Branding Sàrl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Swissdigital Branding Sàrl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haldenstrasse 5 CH-6340 Baar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>SOCIÉTÉ À RESPONSABILITÉ LIMITÉE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1684743 International Registration Date Apr. 30, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 21, 2022 Expiration Date Apr. 30, 2032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE
LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB EST·1892

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79350468</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of ornamental framework at the top of a shield above a rectangle that includes the wording &quot;YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE&quot;; the shield includes a top portion that is shaded and includes the term &quot;LIVERPOOL&quot;; underneath the term &quot;LIVERPOOL&quot; appears the wording &quot;FOOTBALL CLUB&quot; which is located above a stylized bird with a branch in its beak; at the bottom of the shield appears a banner with &quot;EST 1892&quot; inside and at the ends of the banner appear torches.</td>
<td>&quot;LIVERPOOL&quot;, &quot;FOOTBALL CLUB&quot;, AND &quot;EST-1892&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1684968</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bleaching preparations and washing preparations for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medicated toiletry preparations; non-medicated bar and liquid soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Advertising services for radio or television, rental of advertising boards and billboards, business management and organisation consultancy services, accounting services, conducting and arranging of exhibitions for business and advertising purposes, organising of private draws for promotional and advertising purposes, namely, prize ticket draws; advertising; advertising and promotional services provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet, business administration, the bringing together, for the benefit of others, clothing, apparel, footwear, headwear, jewelry, fashion accessories, souvenirs, collectables, household goods, home decor, furniture, wall decor, barware, office supplies, kitchen supplies, pet goods, stationery, toys, games, school supplies, bags and luggage, travel accessories, toiletries, and sports equipment, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in retail stores, from an online retail store Internet website, by mail order catalogs or by home shopping services by telecommunications means, namely, mobile.
telephone; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; compilation of business directories for publishing on the Internet; business information services, including business information services provided online or via telecommunications; auctioneering services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name The Liverpool Football Club and Athletic Grounds Limited Address The Liverpool Football Club and Athletic Grounds Limited Anfield Road Liverpool L4 0TH UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 789987000170

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1684968 International Registration Date Feb. 21, 2022

Expiration Date Feb. 21, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AKKODIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79350576  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1685234  International Registration Date  May 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education, teaching and training, namely, providing classes, webinars, instruction, testing, assessments in the fields of personal and career development, professional relationship building and social networking, technology and business; Coaching in the field of personal and career development; arranging and conducting of seminars and training workshops, in the fields of personal and career development the abovementioned services also provided on-line
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Employment agency services for part-time and permanent staff; business advisory services, namely, selection, recruitment and placement of temporary, short-term and permanent staff; employment agency services, namely, on-line provision of employment advertisements and employment descriptions; business project management; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others; advisory services relating to business organization and management; business project management; business management consultancy relating to technological and digital infrastructure; business strategy development services; consultancy relating to business strategy; business organization consultancy
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media player and handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management and for use in electronic storage of data; Recorded software programs for use in database management and for use in electronic storage of data and instructional user guides sold as a unit; downloadable computer software applications for mobile phones, portable media player and handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management and for electronic storage of data; downloadable industrial process control software; embedded software, namely, computer hardware with embedded operating system software; data communication apparatus and...
instruments that transmit data and information to databases; downloadable data processing programs

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Consultancy, information and advisory services in the field of telecommunications; Providing access to databases; providing user access to global computer networks; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services; electronic messaging; mobile communication services, namely, delivery of messages by electronic transmission; streaming of data; transmission of digital files

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**  Communication

**For**  Technological consultancy in the field of computers and IT infrastructures; Consulting and project management in the field of computer programming; computer programming for third parties; engineering services; advice on information technology via help desks; information technology (IT) consultancy; consultancy and research services in the fields of science, engineering and information technology; scientific and technological services, namely, research and development in the field of medicine, chemistry, biotechnology, automotive industry technology, railway transport, energy, environment, space, the industry of defence, aerospace and telecommunications relating thereto; engineering services in the field of medicine, chemistry, biotechnology, automotive industry technology, railway transport, energy, environment, space, the industry of defence, aerospace and telecommunications; technical project planning in the field of engineering; providing information and data relating to scientific and technological research and development; computer-aided industrial design, research, testing and analysis services; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for the development and maintenance of goods and services in the fields of medicine, chemistry, biotechnology, automotive industry technology, railway transport, energy, environment, space, the industry of defence, aerospace and telecommunications; analysis of technical data for scientific research and technological development and maintenance purposes; quality control of services for certification purposes

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Akkodis Group AG  **Address**  Akkodis Group AG  Gotthardstrasse 20  CH-6300 Zug  SWITZERLAND

**Legal Entity**  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  ADOG028US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1685234  **International Registration Date**  May 23, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Dec. 23, 2021  **Expiration Date**  May 23, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79350789 Application Filing Date  Jul. 18, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Translation The English translation of "JI" is "GATHER" and the English translation of "DU" is "DEGREE." The mark as a whole has no specific translation. Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: JI DU and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1685782 International Registration Date  Jul. 18, 2022 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   6926809

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail, namely, cars, airplanes, boats, trains; remote control vehicles, other than toys, namely, remotely controlled land vehicles for transport; self-driving cars; driverless cars; robotic cars; electric cars; automobiles; bicycles; tires for vehicle wheels; vehicle windshields

International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title   Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SHANGHAI JIDU AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD. Address   SHANGHAI JIDU AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD. Building 2, No. 1688 YeCheng Road, Jiading District 200000 Shanghai CHINA Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1011-0257-US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1685782 International Registration Date  Jul. 18, 2022 Expiration Date   Jul. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLAKESLEE, RICHARD A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) AKKODIS

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79350793</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;AKKODIS&quot; in a stylized font with the letters &quot;a&quot; and &quot;odis&quot; in dark blue and the letters &quot;kk&quot; and the dot in the &quot;i&quot; in yellow. Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1685789</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For  | Education, teaching and training, namely, providing classes, webinars, instruction, testing, assessments in the fields of personal and career development, professional relationship building and social networking, technology and business; Coaching in the field of personal and career development; arranging and conducting of seminars and training workshops, in the fields of personal and career development the abovementioned services also provided on-line |
| For  | Employment agency services for part-time and permanent staff; business advisory services, namely, selection, recruitment and placement of temporary, short-term and permanent staff; employment agency services, namely, on-line provision of employment advertisements and employment descriptions; business project management; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others; advisory services relating to business organization and management; business project management; business management consultancy relating to technological and digital infrastructure; business strategy development services; consultancy relating to business strategy; business organization consultancy |
| For  | Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media player and handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management and for use in electronic storage of data; Recorded software programs for use in database management and for use in electronic storage of data and instructional user guides sold as a unit; downloadable computer software applications for mobile phones, portable media player and handheld computers, namely, software for use in education, training and testing, namely, providing classes, webinars, instruction, testing, assessments in the fields of personal and career development, professional relationship building and social networking, technology and business; Coaching in the field of personal and career development; arranging and conducting of seminars and training workshops, in the fields of personal and career development the abovementioned services also provided on-line |

#### International Classes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
database management and for electronic storage of data; downloadable industrial process control software; embedded software, namely, computer hardware with embedded operating system software; data communication apparatus and instruments that transmit data and information to databases; downloadable data processing programs

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Consultancy, information and advisory services in the field of telecommunications; Providing access to databases; 

providing user access to global computer networks; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services; electronic messaging; mobile communication services, namely, delivery of messages by electronic transmission; streaming of data; transmission of digital files

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104  
**International Class Title** Communication

**For** Technological consultancy in the field of computers and IT infrastructures; Consulting and project management in the field of computer programming; computer programming for third parties; engineering services; advice on information technology via help desks; information technology (IT) consultancy; consultancy and research services in the fields of science, engineering and information technology; scientific and technological services, namely, research and development in the field of medicine, chemistry, biotechnology, automotive industry technology, railway transport, energy, environment, space, the industry of defence, aerospace and telecommunications relating thereto; engineering services in the field of medicine, chemistry, biotechnology, automotive industry technology, railway transport, energy, environment, space, the industry of defence, aerospace and telecommunications; technical project planning in the field of engineering; providing information and data relating to scientific and technological research and development; computer-aided industrial design, research, testing and analysis services; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for the development and maintenance of goods and services in the fields of medicine, chemistry, biotechnology, automotive industry technology, railway transport, energy, environment, space, the industry of defence, aerospace and telecommunications; analysis of technical data for scientific research and technological development and maintenance purposes; quality control of services for certification purposes

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Akkodis Group AG **Address** Akkodis Group AG Gotthardstrasse 20 CH-6300 Zug SWITZERLAND

**Legal Entity** AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) **State or Country Where Organized** SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** ADOG027US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1685789 **International Registration Date** Apr. 04, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jan. 26, 2022 **Expiration Date** Apr. 04, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FORTOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79351110 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1686471 International Registration Date Aug. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Oral and dental products, namely, restoration compounds in the form of tablets, paste, cement and putty for use in dental bone surgery, dental bone regeneration, dental bone reconstruction, and dental bone augmentation
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Biocomposites Limited Address Biocomposites Limited Keele Science Park, Keele Staffordshire ST5 5NL UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1686471 International Registration Date Aug. 10, 2022
Expiration Date Aug. 10, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLASTISOFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79351241 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1686801 International Registration Date Jan. 06, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For padding materials of rubber, gutta-percha, raw or partly processed gum, asbestos, mica; semi-processed plastics; packing and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARI JUTORSKI HABER Address ARI JUTORSKI HABER Alfredo Del Mazo No. 22, Fraccionamiento Industrial El Pedregal 5 MEXICO Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1925-49

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1686801 International Registration Date Jan. 06, 2022
Expiration Date Jan. 06, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PAINT & PAPER LIBRARY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79351477</td>
<td>Aug. 19, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Trademark Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mark consists of a rectangle with a geometric shape inside with a bar underneath followed by a rectangle followed by a rectangle with a geometric shape inside followed by a vertical bar followed by a rectangle with a geometric shape inside, all above the wording PAINT & PAPER LIBRARY in stylized capital letters.

**Disclaimer**: "PAINT & PAPER LIBRARY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1299663</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paints, coatings in the nature of interior and exterior paints, colorants, varnishes, lacquers; paint thinners, colouring matters in the nature of colorants and color pigments, all being additives for paints, varnishes or lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood in the nature of rust and wood preservatives in the nature of a coating; priming preparations in the nature of paints; wood stains; mastic in the nature of an exterior surface protective coating; repositionable patches of paint, varnishes and lacquers</td>
<td>Paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallpaper; wallpaper with textile coverings; coverings for walls, namely, cloth wall covering; wallpaper trimmings; coverings for walls and wall hangings, namely, vinyl wall coverings and non-textile wall hangings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail store services and online retail store services featuring paints, coatings, colourants, varnishes, preservatives against rust and deterioration, wallpaper, wallpaper with textile coverings, coverings for walls, wallpaper trimmings, coverings for walls and wall hangings; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title  Paints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
<td>Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title  Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

462
For Interior design services; paint analysis, namely, paint matching, namely, color analysis to determine proper paint mixture for matching colors for interior decorating purposes; paint matching services, namely, color analysis to determine proper paint mixture for matching colors for interior decorating purposes; colour matching services namely, paint matching, namely, color analysis to determine proper paint mixture for matching colors for interior decorating purposes; paint colour matching services, namely, paint matching, namely, color analysis to determine proper paint mixture for matching colors for interior decorating purposes; advisory and consultancy services relating to interior design, wallpapers and coverings for walls, interior and external decoration and paints and colours for the purposes of interior design and interior and external decoration; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The Little Greene Paint Company Limited

**Address**: The Little Greene Paint Company Limited

The Coachworks, 420 Ashton Old Road Openshaw, Manchester UNITED KINGDOM

**Legal Entity**: Private Limited Company

**State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 070345.0004

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1299663

**International Registration Date**: Feb. 25, 2016

**Expiration Date**: Feb. 25, 2026

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
**TM 235 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHEEKY WITCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **International Registration** | 1687264 |
| **International Registration Date** | Jul. 29, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts

| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Karen Bourner |
| **Address** | Karen Bourner 69 St Philips Avenue Eastbourne, East Sussex BN22 8LX UNITED KINGDOM |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED KINGDOM |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | 1687264 |
| **International Registration Date** | Jul. 29, 2022 |

| **Expiration Date** | Jul. 29, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH |

---

464
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FISH N FLIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79351532 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1687302 International Registration Date Aug. 05, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing swimming pools; providing swimming pool facilities; providing sports facilities; physical education; swimming instruction; sports training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reece Rackley Pty Ltd ATF Reece Rackley Family Trust Address Reece Rackley Pty Ltd ATF Reece Rackley Family Trust C/- Radcliffs, Suite 41, Level 4, 194 Varsity Parade VARSITY LAKES QLD 4227 AUSTRALIA
Legal Entity Corporate Trustee State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1687302 International Registration Date Aug. 05, 2022
Expiration Date Aug. 05, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HALMEN, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TINDLE. RIDICULOUSLY GOOD.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79351553 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1687350 International Registration Date Apr. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat substitutes; poultry substitutes; fish substitutes; seafood substitutes; cheese substitutes; egg substitutes; margarine substitutes; vegetable-based meat substitutes; vegetable-based snack foods; nut and seed-based snack bars; nut-based snack foods; potato-based snack foods; snack mixes consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; soy-based snack foods; antipasto salads; legume salads; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of poultry substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of fish substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of seafood substitutes; artificial cream being dairy product substitutes; edible fats; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats, namely, rapeseed oil for food, sunflower oil for food, palm oil for food, olive oil for food and butter; margarine; milk substitutes; oils for food; nut-based spreads; nuts, prepared; preparations for making soup; vegetable-based cream; vegetable-based spreads; vegetables, processed; beans, preserved; lentils, preserved; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk; soya patties; potato crisps; potato flakes; potato fritters; potato-based dumplings; cocoa butter for food; coconut butter being butter substitutes; peanut butter; guacamole; hummus; seaweed extracts for food; sunflower seeds, prepared; sweet corn, processed; tahini; tempeh; tofu; tofu patties; whey; yogurt

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods For Business administration of consumer loyalty programs; advertising services; publicity agency services; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; import-export agency services; marketing; online advertising on a computer network; providing television and Internet-based home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; sales promotion for others; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; online and brick-and-mortar retail store services featuring foodstuffs; online and brick-and-mortar retail store services featuring coffee, teas and cocoa; business management; business administration
For Coffee; tea; cocoa; coffee substitutes; rice; tapioca; sago; flour; bread; pastries; confectionery, namely, chewing gum, ice cream, sorbet, candy, chocolate, cakes, pastila, cookies, and confectionery made of sugar; edible ices; sugar; honey; treacle; molasses for food; yeast; baking powder; cooking salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces; spices; condiments, namely, savoury sauces, pepper sauces, oyster sauce, chili sauce, ketchup, salsa, mustard, cocoa-based condiments and seasonings for food and drink, chutneys, pimiento, dried cumin seeds, sambal oelek, miso, pickle relish, ajvar, tamarind, harissa, seaweed and doenjang; mixes for making baking batters; baozi; buns; biscuits; cookies; cakes; candies; crackers; dressings for salad; ice cream; jiaozi; marinades; noodles; noodle-based prepared meals; pasta; pies; pizzas; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; dessert puddings; quiches; seasonings; sandwiches; savoury pancakes; spring rolls; starch for food; tacos; tarts; tortillas; waffles; wheat flour; cereal bars; cereal preparations, namely, processed cereals for food for human consumption; grain-based snack food; grain-based chips; potato flour; potato-based flatbreads; rice; rice cakes; rice crackers; rice pudding; rice-based snack food; edible rice paper; corn flakes; corn flour; corn, roasted; popcorn; food flavourings, other than essential oils; pasta-based prepared meals; rice-based prepared meals; wheat-based snack foods; rolled oats; pounded wheat; processed wheat; sweet potato starch for food; stir-fried rice; glutinous rice; husked rice; instant rice; pounded rice cakes being mochi; puffed rice; rice porridge; rice noodles; rice-based pudding dessert; steamed rice

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
 Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
 Owner Name NEXT GEN FOODS PTE. LTD. Address NEXT GEN FOODS PTE. LTD. 6A SHENTON WAY, #03-02/03 Downtown Gallery Singapore 068 SINGAPORE Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
 Docket Number 138597000007

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
 Owner of International Registration Number 1687350 International Registration Date Apr. 27, 2022
 Expiration Date Apr. 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
 Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LOOPABLE AMBIENCE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79351574</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1687417</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Musical recordings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Old Rope Records Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Old Rope Records Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtyard Suite, Borough House, Marlborough Road Banbury OX16 5TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1687417</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KHAN, AHSEN M |

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79351853 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized traditional Chinese character "BI" at the top left and "XING" at the bottom right. The background is a black square. Translation  The Chinese character "BI" means "assist" and "XING" means "prosper", combined together it has no definite meaning. Transliteration  The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: BI XING.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1688075 International Registration Date  Aug. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Copyright management; licensing of intellectual property; legal research; alternative dispute resolution services; arbitration services; personal background investigations; mediation; domain name registration services; legal document preparation services; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; licensing of computer software; intellectual property consultancy; litigation services; legal administration of licences
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHANGHAI BESHINING LAW OFFICE Address  SHANGHAI BESHINING LAW OFFICE 21ST FLOOR SFECO MANSION 681 XIAOMUQIAO ROAD, XUHUI DISTRICT 200032 SHANGHAI CHINA Legal Entity  PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1688075 International Registration Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Expiration Date  Aug. 03, 2032
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JERRZI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79351855
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1688079
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 10, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Power controllers; insulated electrical connectors; power distribution boxes
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Huizhou Jiuzi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Huizhou Jiuzi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **Xiaotang, Shangnan Village, Yuanzhou Town, Boluo County, Huizhou City 516000 Guangdong Province**: CHINA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1688079
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Aug. 10, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ETSAW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79351915</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Apr. 29, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1688249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Financial advice; capital investment services; venture capital advisory services; provision of financial information relating to environmentally focused investments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 36 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 100, 101, 102 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>For</strong> Business advice and consultancy; advertising and promotion services for businesses; advertising and promotion services to promote environmental issues, recycling, waste management, and waste prevention; cost price analysis regarding waste disposal, removal, handling and recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 35 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 100, 101, 102 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>For</strong> Providing information relating to recycling, recycling in the form of upcycling, and treatment of waste; providing information relating to recycling, namely, upcycling, repurposing, reusing and repair of materials; waste recycling services; waste recycling and treatment services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 40 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 100, 103, 106 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Material Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>For</strong> Providing scientific consultancy, advisory, and information services relating to environmental protection; technological research and consultancy relating to recycling and waste management and treatment; energy auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 42 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 100, 101 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Murus Consultants Limited
Address  Murus Consultants Limited Midway House Herrick Way, Staverton CHERTSEY Hertfordshire UNITED KINGDOM GL51 6TQ
Legal Entity  Limited Company
State or Country  UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1688249
International Registration Date  Apr. 29, 2022
Expiration Date  Apr. 29, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DIBLE, JONATHON I
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
Folio

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79352095
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1688567
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 18, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Printing type, printing stencils and font templates being printing type, and printing type designs; printing type, printed photographic images and art prints containing printing type and designs of printing type, alphanumeric dry transfer characters and typographical symbols being printing type; printing type and engraving plates containing number and letter character sets
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For**: Printing matrices as replacement parts for industrial printing machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **For**: Development of computer software for storing, displaying and providing characters
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently**: 66A
- **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Stephan Müller
- **Address**: Weimarische Str. 26 10715 Berlin FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 104532-00002

---
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INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1688567  International Registration Date  Feb. 18, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 03, 2021  Expiration Date  Feb. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLOUD COAST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1689322  International Registration Date  Aug. 17, 2022  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 08, 2022  Expiration Date  Aug. 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIMMY & MIKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79353266 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The trademark consists of the stylized wording of "KIMMY & MIKI".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1691318 International Registration Date Aug. 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scale model kits [toys]; puppets; toy building blocks; toy figures; dolls; scale model vehicles; novelty noisemaker toys for parties; toy vehicles; smart robot toys; musical toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 52TOYS Development Co., Ltd Address 52TOYS Development Co., Ltd ROOM D01, 4F YISHA CULTURE CENTER, CHAOYANG DISTRICT BEIJING CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1691318 International Registration Date Aug. 23, 2022
Expiration Date Aug. 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIONTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79353523 Application Filing Date  Dec. 28, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters reading "BIONTECH" wherein the "B", "I", "O", "E", "C" and "H" appear in dark green color and the "N" and "T" appear in light green color.
Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark green and light green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1691876 International Registration Date   Dec. 28, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer, infectious diseases, and immunological diseases, except vitamin preparations, mineral food supplements, probiotics, omega 3 preparations, dietetic substances and food supplements for medical and non-medical purposes; Vaccines; Chemical reagents used for medical purposes; Biochemical reagents used for purposes for the treatment of cancer, treatment of immunological diseases, and treatment of infectious diseases; Macromolecules, namely, nucleic acid sequences and proteins, used for medical and veterinary purposes; cell based immune therapeutics for treatment of cancer, treatment of immunological diseases, and treatment of infectious diseases; diagnostic preparations for clinical or medical laboratory use
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical diagnostic devices for analysis of body fluids and biopsies for diagnosis and monitoring of cancer, infectious diseases, and immunological diseases; medical diagnostic devices for analysis of body fluids and biopsies for patient stratification
International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Chemicals for use in pharmaceutical industry; active chemical ingredients for use in manufacture of anti-cancer drugs and vaccines; adjuvants for use in manufacture of vaccines; nucleic acids, proteins and peptides for laboratory use; diagnostic preparations for scientific or research use other than for medical purposes
For Business advisory services in the field of electronic commerce; providing business information in the field of electronic commerce; providing business information, namely, customer information on pharmaceutical and medical products through an on-line computer network; wholesale and retail store services featuring pharmaceutical products, medicinal preparations, and medical supplies

For Downloadable mobile applications for enabling healthcare professionals and patients to access information on pharmaceutical, medical and vaccine products and services; downloadable computer software for enabling healthcare professionals and patients to access information on pharmaceutical, medical and vaccine products and services; downloadable e-commerce computer software for enabling users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network

For Medical, hygienic and beauty care; healthcare services; provision of medical information and services; provision of medical information to patients and healthcare professionals concerning pharmaceutical products, vaccines, medical products, medical diseases and disorders and related treatments via the Internet; medical services in the field of gene therapy; medical services in the field of cell therapy; medical and health care services; medical services, namely, providing therapies for treating cancer, infectious diseases and immunological diseases; veterinary services, namely, providing therapies for treating cancer, infectious diseases, and immunological diseases; medical and pharmaceutical consultation; medical diagnostic testing, monitoring and reporting services; genetic testing for medical purposes

For medical and scientific research in the field of treatment of immunological diseases, cancer treatment, and treatment of infectious diseases; providing medical and scientific research information, consultancy, and advisory services, all in the fields of medical and scientific research in the field of treatment of immunological diseases, cancer treatment, and treatment of infectious diseases; medical and scientific research services by compiling data for clinical trials and drug admission

For Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BioNTech SE  Address  BioNTech SE  An der Goldgrube 12  55131 Mainz  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1691876  International Registration Date  Dec. 28, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 25, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 28, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S SUPERTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79353687 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The trademark consists of a triangular outer frame with text. The inside of the frame is divided into three layers, the upper layer is "S", the middle is four Chinese characters, and the lower layer is "SUPERTECH" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Chao ji liang shi" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1692376 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Milk beverages, milk predominating; processed seafood, namely, fish
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Live plants; unprocessed cereals
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Debao Investment Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Debao Investment Co., Ltd. Rm 607, Building 9, Yixuan Yipinwan, No. 9, Taixing Road, Shan tou 515000 Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity Limited company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1692376 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2022
Expiration Date Jul. 30, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

超技良食

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79353688 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(Š)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The trademark consists of four Chinese characters
Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is "Chao Ji Liang Shi" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1692377 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Unflavored and unsweetened gelatins

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Live plants; unprocessed cereals

International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

For Soy sauce [soya sauce]

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Preparations for making non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic water-based beverages; water beverages

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Debao Investment Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Debao Investment Co., Ltd. Rm 607, Building 9, Yixuan Yipinwan, No. 9, Taixing Road, Shantou 515000 Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity Limited company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1692377 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2022
Expiration Date Jul. 30, 2032
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 79354191  Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) OKUSLIDE

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)
OKUSLIDE

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "OKUSLIDE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Related Properties Information

International Registration 1693416  International Registration Date Apr. 19, 2022

Goods and Services Information

For Non-metallic lining boards for building; plastic panels for building and construction
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes
 US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50
International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Plastics in the form of boards for use in the manufacture of claddings for the body of trough-tipping vehicles and cargo spaces in vehicles, for storage facilities for bulk materials, in particular bunkers and silos, and for channel type chutes for bulk materials and containers for bulk materials
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes
 US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
International Class Title Rubber Goods

Basis Information

Currently 66A Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Ottensteiner Kunststoff GmbH & Co. KG  Address Ottensteiner Kunststoff GmbH & Co. KG  Im Garbrock 39 48683 Ahaus-Ottenstein  Legal Entity GmbH & Co. KG  State or Country Where GERMANY

Organized GERMANY

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number 34974.114

International Registration Information (Section 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1693416  International Registration Date Apr. 19, 2022
Expiration Date Apr. 19, 2032
Examining Attorney   FOX III, LYAL L
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79354621</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1694372
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 09, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**

- Downloadable computer software and recorded computer software for computational integrity and blockchain technology, namely, downloadable and recorded computer software for verifying payment transactions, verifying updates to databases, transacting over blockchains, conducting blockchain transactions, and verifying state changes in applications running over blockchains

**International Classes**

- 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**

- Providing online non-downloadable cloud-based software for computational integrity and blockchain technology, namely, providing online non-downloadable cloud-based software for verifying payment transactions, verifying updates to databases, transacting over blockchains, conducting blockchain transactions, and verifying state changes in applications running over blockchains; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for computational integrity and blockchain technology for verifying payment transactions, verifying updates to databases, transacting over blockchains, conducting blockchain transactions, and verifying state changes in applications running over blockchains

**International Classes**

- 42 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently**: 66A
- **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: StarkWare Industries Ltd.
- **Address**: StarkWare Industries Ltd. 32 Ha'melacha St. 4250567 Netanya, ISRAEL
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Liability Corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ISRAEL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEASTPUNK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79354742  Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The trademark consists of the stylized wording of "BEASTPUNK".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1694748  International Registration Date Aug. 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scale model kits [toys]; puppets; toy building blocks; toy figures; dolls; scale model vehicles; novelty noisemaker toys for parties; toy vehicles; smart robot toys; musical toys International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 52TOYS Development Co., Ltd  Address 52TOYS Development Co., Ltd ROOM D01, 4F YISHA CULTURE CENTER, CHAOYANG DISTRICT BEIJING CHINA  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1694748  International Registration Date Aug. 23, 2022  Expiration Date Aug. 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79354804  Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "A" in the color blue. The color white represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color blue is claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1694916  International Registration Date  Jul. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles and their parts and fittings; bicycles and their parts and fittings; aircrafts and their parts and fittings; vessels and their parts and fittings; seat pads for automobiles; seats for automobiles; seat cushions for automobiles; seat pads for vehicles; seats for vehicles; seat cushions for vehicles; safety seats for children, for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
For  Cushions; Japanese floor cushions (Zabuton); pillows; mattresses
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Archem Inc.  Address  Archem Inc.  2-70, Konan 1-chome, Minato-kuTokyo 108-0075  JAPAN  Legal Entity  Corporation  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  S26501

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1694916  International Registration Date  Jul. 27, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 23, 2022  Expiration Date  Jul. 27, 2032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RSNCE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79354890
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a shaded center diamond with two incomplete diamond outlines above the wording "RSNCE".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1695080
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 21, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Rental of audio recordings; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; providing of non-downloadable digital music from the Internet via mobile devices; publication of books; entertainment services provided by performing artists, namely, live musical performances, presentation of live show performances; publication of audio books; rental of audio equipment; production of audio recordings; education and training services relating to the music and entertainment industries, namely, conducting classes, workshops, seminars, symposiums in the field of musical entertainment; providing entertainment information in the field of music; teaching of music; musical entertainment services, namely, providing live musical performances; rental of sound and video recording apparatus; production of sound and video recordings; rental of audio recordings via internet online; rental of printed publications being books
- **International Classes**: 41
- **Primary Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For**: Advertising, marketing and publicity services; advertising; business management and organization consultancy; online retail store services featuring downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; retail store services featuring downloadable electronic brochures regarding music and entertainment; retail store services featuring downloadable electronic music; business administration and providing office functions; business management services provided to entertainers; business management services provided to performing artists; retail store services featuring music-composition software programs; online data processing services; retail store services featuring computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; business management services provided to musicians; retail store services featuring music-composition software; retail store services featuring electric apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; retail store services
featuring sound processing apparatus; retail store services featuring sound measuring apparatus; retail store services featuring electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name     | Resonamedia Inc |
| Address        | Resonamedia Inc |
|                | Doosan villa 102-ho, 50, Changgyeonggung-ro 35na-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA |
| Legal Entity   | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1140-137 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1695080 |
| International Registration Date | Sep. 21, 2022 |
| Expiration Date | Sep. 21, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FLETCHER, TRACY L |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TURKISH CEMENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79355090
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a beige rectangle without a top side, which includes a beige curve and two rectangle-like shapes placed above the curve. The stylized wording "TURKISH CEMENT” in blue color appears on the right side of the rectangle with the wording "CEMENT" placed under the wording "TURKISH". 
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) "BLUE" and "BEIGE" is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "TURKISH CEMENT"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1695571
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 15, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Printed publications, namely, books, handouts, workbooks, brochures, booklets in the fields of Turkish cement industry, cement sector, façade sector, global cement market and cement workshops; printed matter, namely, books, manuals, workbooks, brochures, booklets in the fields of Turkish cement industry, cement sector, façade sector, global cement market and cement workshops
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

- **For**: Arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, and seminars in the fields of Turkish cement industry and global cement market
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For**: Advertising, marketing, and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; development of advertising concepts; import-export agencies
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ORTA ANADOLU IHRACATÇI BIRLIKLERİ GENEL SEKRETERLIGI Address  ORTA ANADOLU IHRACATÇI BIRLIKLERİ GENEL SEKRETERLIGI Ceyhun Atuf Kansu Cad. No 120 Balgat Çankaya Ankara TURKEY Legal Entity   Professional Organisation State or Country Where Organized  TURKEY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1695571 International Registration Date   Feb. 15, 2022 Expiration Date   Feb. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEFYLTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79355150 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1665691 International Registration Date Mar. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicinal, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, namely, dietary, nutritional and vitamin food supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CuraTeQ Biologics Private Limited Address CuraTeQ Biologics Private Limited Galaxy, Floors 22-24, Plot No. 1, Survey No. 83/1, Hyderabad Knowledge Raидurg, Panmuktha, Hyderabad, Telangana 500032 INDIA Legal Entity Body Incorporate State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DAS1-TM.001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1665691 International Registration Date Mar. 11, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 11, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79355249 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield design featuring a design of stylized
bird holding a branch in its beak; beneath the shield are two curved banners, the first features the term "LIVERPOOL" and
is above the second, which features the term "FOOTBALL CLUB". Disclaimer "LIVERPOOL" AND "FOOTBALL
CLUB"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1695886 International Registration Date Jul. 28, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tops and bottoms, footwear, headwear; sports clothing, namely, jerseys; sports footwear; sports
headwear; outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, hats, gloves; swimwear; socks; underwear; football shirts; football boots and
studs for football boots; football shorts; football socks; boots; shoes; caps; hats; beanie hats; baseball caps; collar liners for
protecting clothing collars; collar guards for protecting clothing collars; football jerseys; shorts; gloves; training suits and
shirts; coats; jackets; t-shirts; sweaters; tracksuits; pants; leggings; sleepwear; pyjamas; dressing gowns; trousers; jeans; replica
football clothing kits comprised of shorts, shirts, and socks; clothing belts; replacement parts and fittings for all the aforesaid
goods
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Liverpool Football Club and Athletic Grounds Limited Address The Liverpool Football Club and
Athletic Grounds Limited Anfield Road L4 0TH Liverpool UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED
COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 789987000160
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1695886  International Registration Date Jul. 28, 2022
Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) L.F.C.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79355251  Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the lettering "L.F.C." in stylized font below the design of a liver bird with a branch in its beak standing on a shaded rectangle.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1695888  International Registration Date  Jul. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, tops and bottoms, footwear, headwear; sports clothing, namely, jerseys; sports footwear; sports headwear; outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, hats, gloves; swimwear; socks; underwear; football shirts; football boots and studs for football boots; football shorts; football socks; boots; shoes; caps; hats; beanie hats; baseball caps; collar liners for protecting clothing collars; collar guards for protecting clothing collars; football jerseys; shorts; gloves; training suits and shirts; coats; jackets; t-shirts; sweaters; tracksuits; pants; leggings; sleepwear; pyjamas; dressing gowns; trousers; jeans; replica football clothing kits comprised of shorts, shirts, and socks; clothing belts; replacement parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Liverpool Football Club and Athletic Grounds Limited  Address  The Liverpool Football Club and Athletic Grounds Limited  Anfield Road  L4 0TH  Liverpool  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  789987000150
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1695888  International Registration Date Jul. 27, 2022

Expiration Date Jul. 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUNDOMUNDO

Serial Number  79355518 Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2022
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Published for Opposition

FUNDOMUNDO

501
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Marketing the goods and services of others; consulting services in the field of marketing of educational training; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; operating on-line marketplaces featuring educational courses and educational course materials; providing networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment; promotion of business opportunities

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable children's educational software; downloadable children's educational mobile applications; downloadable children's educational tablet applications; downloadable children's educational computer applications; recorded children's educational computer applications; recorded children's educational software; downloadable children's interactive educational books

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Design, development and implementation of software; design and development of computers and programs for computers; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for evaluating business opportunities in the field of teaching; research and development of advanced learning technologies and teaching methods; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for the viewing, uploading, sharing and presenting educational courses and educational course materials via a website

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MERIC TURAN EKMEKCI Address  MERIC TURAN EKMEKCI KURTULUS MAH. ATATÜRK CAD. NO: 85 İÇ KAPI NO: 03 Seyhan/Adana TURKEY Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  TURKEY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1696527 International Registration Date  Jun. 13, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 29, 2021 Expiration Date  Jun. 13, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CERDA, VICTOR

502
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INULTRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79356056</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Registration: 1697834

International Registration Date: Apr. 14, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Television entertainment, excluding television news, namely, ongoing television programs in the field of action, adventure, reality, sports and general entertainment programming, television shows, game shows; educational and entertainment services, namely, interactive, multimedia and online services in the field of content selection, downloadable applications, multimedia programs being audiovisual action, adventure, reality, sports and general entertainment programming, television shows, game shows, all distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media, in particular via the internet, satellite, electronic communications networks, computer networks and wireless communications; all the aforementioned utilizing the techniques of virtual and augmented reality; provision of information in relation to aforementioned services via informative websites

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For: Software, namely, downloadable software for use in processing, transmitting, receiving, organizing, manipulating, playing, reviewing, reproducing and streaming audio, video and multimedia content in particular text, data, image, audio, video and audiovisual files; downloadable computer software applications for mobile phones, namely, software for use in the delivery and distribution of audio, video and multimedia entertainment content in particular text, data, images, audio, video and audiovisual files; downloadable software for streaming audio, video, audiovisual and multimedia content, via the internet, satellite and global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming audio, video, audiovisual and multimedia content to digital electronic devices and mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable software for searching, organizing, and recommending multimedia content; downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, books, newsletters in the field of media, entertainment, television sold and distributed online; downloadable electronic publications, in the nature of magazines, books, newsletters in the field of media, entertainment, television
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Communications services, namely, streaming of audio, video, audio visual and multimedia content, via the internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; transmission and delivery of audio, video, audio visual and multimedia content, via the internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; broadcasting services, namely, broadcast of television programs, data broadcasting services, music broadcasting services, audio, video and multimedia broadcasting and information regarding broadcasting; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of entertainment media content; video-on-demand transmission services; provision of information in relation to aforementioned services via informative websites

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TV Entertainment Reality Network B.V.  Address  TV Entertainment Reality Network B.V. Hullenbergweg 413, 5th Floor  NL-1101 CS Amsterdam Zuidoost  NETHERLANDS  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1697834  International Registration Date  Apr. 14, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jan. 12, 2022  Expiration Date  Apr. 14, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIVIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79356139  Application Filing Date  Jun. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the term PIVIO in stylised font with the first letter I in the mark turned upside down.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1697932  International Registration Date  Jun. 09, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education, training and coaching services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, courses, seminars, lectures, conferences, workshops, tutoring and instruction in the fields of health, healthcare, wellness, wellbeing, fitness, nutrition, weight management and weight loss; education, training and coaching services, namely, developing, organising and conducting course programs, workshops and seminars in the fields of fitness, wellness, wellbeing, nutrition and sport; education, training and coaching services being health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; education, training and coaching services being gymnasium services in the nature of providing gymnasiums; personal training provided in relation to weight loss; providing educational courses in the field of weight management and diet management; education, training and coaching services being provision of sports and exercise facilities and rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; physical fitness exercise instruction, advisory and training services; providing seminars in the field of physical fitness, physical fitness goal setting and motivational consultation topics for physical fitness; life and lifestyle coaching and courses of instruction in the fields of physical fitness and self-improvement; sports coaching; instruction, namely, instructional courses in the fields of fitness, medical care, safety, pre-employment screening, injury and illness management; physical fitness consultation and instruction; yoga and pilates instruction; physical education services; sporting and cultural activities, namely, organising community sporting and cultural events; entertainment services, namely, arranging of contests, sports competitions and awards programs designed to reward program participants who exercise, make healthy eating choices, and engage in other health-promoting activities; charitable services, namely, providing education and training in the nature of course, workshops and training seminars in the fields of fitness, wellness, nutrition, weight management and weight loss; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic work of others on cds, dvds, cd-roms and on-line featuring health education information, fitness and lifestyle information and instructional programs
and health-related training; publication of printed matter, namely, books, booklets, brochures, newsletters, magazines, manuals, instructional and teaching materials featuring health education information, fitness and lifestyle information and instructional programs and health-related training; digital imaging services; production and distribution of audio-visual television programmes; production and distribution of film, video, television shows and radio programs in the fields of health, healthcare, wellness, wellbeing, fitness, nutrition, weight management and weight loss; production and provision of pod-casts in the fields of health, healthcare, wellness, wellbeing, fitness, nutrition, weight management and weight loss; online and internet gaming services, namely, providing online video games in the fields of health, healthcare, wellness, wellbeing, fitness, nutrition, weight management and weight loss; organising and conducting live visual and audio performances by musical artists, actors or dancers; operating and conducting of prize competitions and games of chance for education and entertainment purposes

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

**For** Healthcare services; preventative healthcare services; health clinic services; health and health treatment management services, namely, managed health care services; health screening services in the fields of cardiovascular disease, sleep apnoea, allergies, weight management, weight loss and mental wellbeing; medical services, namely, medical clinic services relating to healthcare, nutrition, osteoporosis and bone health; medical diagnostic testing services; medical imaging services and medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; physical examination services; the provision of medical information; information services relating to healthcare and health advisory services; medical consultations in the field of health precaution, healthcare and nutrition; health assessment and health risk assessment services including provision of information relating to health and risk assessment; provision of medical information, advice and guidance on health, diet, lifestyle, exercise and nutrition; fitness and wellbeing advice, being medical advice in the field of fitness and wellbeing; advisory services relating to foods and beverages for the purposes of diet, health and nutrition, namely, food and beverage nutrition consultation and providing nutritional information about food and beverages; consultancy services in the field of healthcare; healthcare information services; medical and fitness testing and plans, namely, providing medical testing of fitness and medical consultations to assist employees in making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to lower health care costs for businesses and increase productivity; disease and safety management services, namely, disease management programs; vaccination services, namely, medical services in the nature of administering vaccines; managed disabilities healthcare services; provision and administration of behavioural healthcare, namely, behavioural health services; information and advisory services relating to healthcare and healthcare providers, namely, providing healthcare information and consulting services to health care providers in the field of treating life-changing or life-threatening diseases; online information being the provision of healthcare and nutrition information about food and advice in relation to health care and nutrition being food nutrition consultation and consulting services in the field of health; health counselling services; chiropractic services; physiotherapy services; acupuncture services; osteopathy services; sports medicine services; massage services; psychology assessment services; providing healthcare information, and medical treatment advisory services relating to healthcare; providing information about healthcare; providing information regarding nutrition via a website; providing information on maintaining a healthy lifestyle and losing weight
**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Australasian Conference Association Limited  
**Address** Australasian Conference Association Limited 148 Fox Valley Rd  
Wahroonga NSW 2076 AUSTRALIA  
**Legal Entity** An Australian company  
**State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 83800.0037

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1697932  
**International Registration Date** Jun. 09, 2022  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jun. 01, 2022  
**Expiration Date** Jun. 09, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IMPROVD³

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79356555 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording IMPROVD with a subscript 3.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1699112 International Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical preparations for use in industry; chemical preparations for scientific purposes; raw materials for use as ingredients in the manufacture of foodstuffs, nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical products and cosmetics, namely active chemical ingredients and excipients; active chemical principle of natural origin for use in food supplements for the purpose of health benefits; active ingredients derived from plants namely, plant extracts for use in the manufacture of nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical products, and cosmetics; active chemical principle derived from microorganisms for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs, dietary supplements, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics; natural vitamins for manufacture of food supplements, foodstuffs, pharmaceutical products and cosmetics; natural vitamins for use in the food industry
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACTIV'INSIDE Address ACTIV'INSIDE 12 Zone Artisanale commerciale du lapin F-33750 BEYCHAC ET CAillaU FRANCE Legal Entity simplified joint-stock company State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GER3716TUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1699112 International Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 12, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 11, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THCN

---

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79357522</td>
<td>Aug. 19, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**
Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized text &quot;T H C N&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| International Registration | 1701274 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 19, 2022 |

**Good and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bands for watches; dress watches; jewelry watches; leather watch straps; metal watch bands; non-leather watch straps; quartz watches; straps for watches; watch bracelets; watches; watches made of precious metals; women's watches; wrist straps for watches; wrist watches; horological articles, namely, stopwatches; horological instruments having quartz movements; time keeping devices, namely horological instruments in the nature of time zone clocks; rings being jewelry; necklaces being jewelry; necklaces of precious metal; bracelets being jewelry; earrings; earrings of precious metal; jewelry; fashion jewellery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |

**Basis Information**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | 4B WATCHES PTE. LTD. |
| Address | 4B WATCHES PTE. LTD. 101A UPPER CROSS STREET, #10-14 PEOPLE'S PARK CENTRE SINGAPORE 05 SINGAPORE |
| Legal Entity | PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | SINGAPORE |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | ACC-TM214109 |

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1701274 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 19, 2022 |

| Expiration Date | Aug. 19, 2032 |

**Examiner Information**

| Examining Attorney | RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE |

---

510
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILENT HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79359139 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1705024 International Registration Date Aug. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, books, newsletters in the field of children's cartoons, computer games; reference libraries of literature and documentary records; publication of books; presentation of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie showing, production and distribution of movies; providing online non-downloadable music, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks for the Internet and mobile telephones; entertainment services, namely, providing online video games via the internet and communications by mobile telephones; providing online non-downloadable digital photographs containing animated computer game characters via the internet and communications by mobile telephones; providing on-line non-downloadable digital photographs of computer game characters; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; production of radio and television programs; providing on-line non-downloadable audio recordings featuring computer game character voices in the field of video games via a global computer network; organization, arranging and conducting of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races, namely, organization, arranging and conducting of electronic game competitions; game services provided on-line from a computer network, namely, providing an on-line computer game; computer games services provided via the internet, namely, providing an on-line computer game; providing an on-line computer game by means of communications by mobile telephones; organization, arranging and conducting of video game and computer game tournaments

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

511
Downloadable and recorded computer game software; downloadable and recorded game software for consumer video game machines; downloadable and recorded software for arcade video game machines; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable game programs for consumer video games; downloadable game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; downloadable game programs for mobile telephones; magnetic data carriers recorded with game programs for smartphones; electric circuits; integrated circuit memories being semi-conductor memories; flash memories being pre-recorded flash memory cards; ROM cartridges being CD-ROM drives; pre-recorded CD-ROMs, pre-recorded DVDs, pre-recorded optical discs and other forms of memory media in the nature of memory modules, all featuring recorded computer game programs; electric circuits; integrated circuit memories being semi-conductor memories; flash memories being flash memory cards; ROM cartridges being CD-ROM drives; pre-recorded CD-ROMs, pre-recorded DVDs, pre-recorded optical discs and other forms of memory media in the nature of memory modules, all featuring recorded game programs for consumer video games; electric circuits; integrated circuit memories being semi-conductor memories; flash memories being flash memory cards; ROM cartridges being CD-ROM drives; pre-recorded CD-ROMs, pre-recorded DVDs, pre-recorded optical discs and other forms of memory media in the nature of memory modules, all featuring recorded game programs for mobile telephones; downloadable music files; downloadable image files containing animated computer game characters; video discs and video tapes featuring recorded animated cartoons; downloadable animated films in the field of action, comedy, reality, documentary, murder mystery; pre-recorded video discs and video tapes featuring computer games; downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, books, newsletters in the field of children's cartoons, computer games; downloadable and recorded game programs for arcade video game machines; personal digital assistants; downloadable and recorded game programs for consumer video game machines

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Marvelous Inc.
Address: Marvelous Inc. 12-8, Higashi-Shinagawa 4-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 140-0002 JAPAN
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: AMP23402US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1705024
International Registration Date: Aug. 25, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Aug. 15, 2022
Expiration Date: Aug. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRO-CURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79359760 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1706346 International Registration Date Dec. 08, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Additives for use in coatings in the nature of paint additives in the nature of accelerators
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V. Address Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V. Christian Neefestraat 2 NL-1077 WW Amsterdam NETHERLANDS Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 801931290US1

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1706346 International Registration Date Dec. 08, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 18, 2022 Expiration Date Dec. 08, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ATTEXIS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79360294</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1707561</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 27, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Education services, namely, providing medical training and continuing further medical education courses for users in medical fields with the aid of software; entertainment by means of a conversational communication system, namely, entertainment services in the nature of comedy shows by means of a dialogue supported communication system

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Downloadable computer program being software for treating attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) through psychological support and strengthening the ability to pay attention; recorded and downloadable software featuring medical information for presenting textual and audiovisual data to users in the field of healthcare and mental health wellness; recorded and downloadable software for conveying scientific information for database management of healthcare-related data and for presenting textual and audiovisual data to users in the field of healthcare and mental health wellness; recorded and downloadable computer software, namely, interactive software for patients and medical professionals for use in providing support and consultation to patients having indications of ADHD

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Medical services for computer-based interactive support for patients and medical professionals, namely, providing online medical advice and medical assistance services in the field of ADHD including providing psychological support and assistance in strengthening the ability to pay attention

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Development of computer programs for semantic networking and presentation of scientific data and for conducting a dialogue; technological services, namely, technological planning and consulting services in the field of artificial intelligence; development of computer programs relating to artificial intelligence; scientific research

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GAIA AG Address GAIA AG Hans-Henny-Jahnn-Weg 53 22085 Hamburg FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity AKTIENGESellschaft (AG) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6023.234

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1707561 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 06, 2022 Expiration Date Oct. 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of three interlocking rectangular bands in the colors dark purple, violet and teal from left to right. The color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) dark purple, violet and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

 RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1710316
International Registration Date: Nov. 30, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological diseases

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
Address: EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. 6-10, Koishikawa 4-chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8088
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FATHY, DOMINIC
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of four light purple triangular shapes arranged in a manner that creates a larger overall triangular shape. Positioned over the outer triangles are three dark purple triangular shapes that are slightly offset. The color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark purple and light purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological diseases

Owner Name  EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. Address  EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. 6-10, Koishikawa 4-chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8088 JAPAN Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABS JETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79361768 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized blue wording "ABS JETS" to the right of a design resembling the rear wing of a plane formed by three blue horizontal lines. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "JETS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1711015 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aircraft maintenance and repair; aircraft washing; aircraft painting; aircraft infrastructure construction, namely, building construction for aviation infrastructure projects; aircraft fueling services; aircraft exterior and interior cleaning; maintenance and repair in the field of air transport; snow removal and de-icing services for aircraft; advice and information with respect to aircraft maintenance, servicing, modification, and equipping being the installation of aircraft parts and equipment on board; aircraft modification, and equipping being the installation of aircraft parts and equipment on board; airport construction
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For Flight planning services; transport brokerage, namely, flight brokerage; aircraft chartering; aircraft parking services; air transportation; aircraft handling, namely, airplane towing; airport services; air transport reservations; arrangement of aircraft brokerage; arrangement of air transport; civil air passenger transport; air cargo transport; aircraft storage services; aircraft chartering and parking services; aircraft parts rental; flight planning services, namely, providing flight plans; aviation fuel storage; airport passenger check-in services; providing flight arrival and departure information; aircraft loading and unloading, namely, loading and unloading air cargo; baggage handling at the airport, namely, airport baggage check-in services; air navigation services; air transport consultancy; airline priority check-in services; piloting; transportation consulting services in the field of transport logistics; air transport organization services being the arrangement of air transport for others; garage rental; hangarage rental for aircraft storage; parking space rental; aircraft parking and hangaraging; warehouse rental; warehousing; fleet rental, namely, rental of aircraft from among a fleet of aircraft; transfers organizing, namely, arranging, coordinating and controlling stopovers, transfer and transit of passengers, aircraft crew and their luggage; organizing transport
for travelers and organizing travel for others for tours; car hire being hired car transport and car rental; travel agency and booking services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 105 International Class Title: Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: ABS Jets, a.s. Address: ABS Jets, a.s. K letisti 549 CZ-161 00 Praha 6 - Ruzyne CZECH REPUBLIC
Legal Entity: JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CZECH REPUBLIC

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1711015 International Registration Date: Jun. 03, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: May 13, 2022 Expiration Date: Jun. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79361863 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1711226 International Registration Date Jul. 28, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brokerage of emission rights; Commodity trading for others; brokerage of financial investments; financial services, namely, raising debt and equity capital for third parties by performing capital market transactions; trading of financial instruments and commodities for third parties
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Distribution and supply of electrical energy, gas, liquefied natural gas, propane gas, water and district heating; storage and distribution of energy and fuels as well as supply of these products; electricity supply services; transport of gas, liquefied natural gas and propane gas; storage of energy and fuels; storage of gas; rental of transport networks for the transmission of energy in the form of electrical energy or fuels; leasing of power lines to third parties for electrical energy transmission
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Axpo Holding AG Address Axpo Holding AG Parkstrasse 23 CH-5400 Baden SWITZERLAND Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1711226 International Registration Date Jul. 28, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 02, 2022 Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AXPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79361864 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1711227 International Registration Date Jul. 28, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brokerage of emission rights; Commodity trading for others; brokerage of financial investments; financial services, namely, raising debt and equity capital for third parties by performing capital market transactions; trading of financial instruments and commodities for third parties
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Distribution and supply of electrical energy, gas, liquefied natural gas, propane gas, water and district heating; storage and distribution of energy and fuels as well as supply of these products; electricity supply services; transport of gas, liquefied natural gas and propane gas; storage of energy and fuels; storage of gas; rental of transport networks for the transmission of energy in the form of electrical energy or fuels; leasing of power lines to third parties for electrical energy transmission
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Axpo Holding AG Address Axpo Holding AG Parkstrasse 23 CH-5400 Baden SWITZERLAND Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1711227 International Registration Date Jul. 28, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 02, 2022 Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 3N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79362686</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1713017 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 09, 2022 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical inspection apparatus
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes           | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Suzhou 3N Biological Technology Co.,Ltd |
| Address    | Suzhou 3N Biological Technology Co.,Ltd Unit 418, Building A4, No.218 Xinghu Street, Bio-Bay, Suzhou Industrial Park, Suzhou 215000 Jiangsu CHINA |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATE |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
| Owner of International Registration Number | 1713017 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 09, 2022 |
| Expiration Date | Aug. 09, 2032 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYDROFLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79365564 Application Filing Date  Feb. 13, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1545733 International Registration Date  Jun. 03, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Catalysts for use in processing renewable feedstocks into renewable liquefied petroleum gasses, jet fuel and diesel
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Development and design of catalytic process technologies for processing of renewable feedstocks into renewable liquefied petroleum gasses, jet fuel and diesel
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Topsoe A/S Address  Topsoe A/S Haldor Topsøes Allé 1 DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby DENMARK Legal Entity  PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DENMARK

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1545733 International Registration Date  Jun. 03, 2020 Expiration Date  Jun. 03, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DENHANBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79366767 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1722568 International Registration Date Feb. 22, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatories; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Novartis AG
Address: Novartis AG CH-4002 Basel SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)
State or Country Where Organized: SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1722568
International Registration Date: Feb. 22, 2023
Expiration Date: Feb. 22, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYLPAXXO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79367827 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1725277 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatory; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Novartis AG  Address  Novartis AG  CH-4002 Basel  SWITZERLAND  Legal Entity  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1725277  International Registration Date  Mar. 15, 2023  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 13, 2023  Expiration Date  Mar. 15, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HINVAYL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79367829 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1725279 International Registration Date Mar. 14, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatory; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   NOVARTIS AG
Address      NOVARTIS AG CH-4002 Basel SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1725279 International Registration Date Mar. 14, 2023 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 13, 2023 Expiration Date Mar. 14, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUMNESILPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79367959  Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1725626  International Registration Date  Mar. 15, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatories; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Novartis AG  
Address: Novartis AG  
CH-4002 Basel  
SWITZERLAND  
Legal Entity: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  
State or Country Where Organized: SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1725626  
International Registration Date: Mar. 15, 2023  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Mar. 13, 2023  
Expiration Date: Mar. 15, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZENLUMIQA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79367960 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1725627 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatories; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Novartis AG
Address   Novartis AG CH-4002 Basel SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity   AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)
State or Country Where Organized   SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1725627
International Registration Date   Mar. 15, 2023
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 13, 2023
Expiration Date   Mar. 15, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYGCOJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79367965 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1725632 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatory; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Novartis AG  
Address: Novartis AG CH-4002 Basel SWITZERLAND  
Legal Entity: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  
State or Country Where Organized: SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1725632  
International Registration Date: Mar. 15, 2023  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Mar. 13, 2023  
Expiration Date: Mar. 15, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**Serial Number**: 79367966  
**Application Filing Date**: Mar. 14, 2023  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: IZQUALEA

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1725633  
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 14, 2023

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatories; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; antifungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculo-skeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**Basis Information**

- **Currently**: 66A  
- **Yes**
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   NOVARTIS AG
Address   NOVARTIS AG CH-4002 Basel SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)
State or Country Where Organized   SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1725633
International Registration Date   Mar. 14, 2023
Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 13, 2023
Expiration Date   Mar. 14, 2033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOLOLIVE ALTERNATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79975703 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of an incomplete triangle in shades of blue with a circle in shades of blue in the center and followed to the right by the stylized stacked wording "HOLOLIVE ALTERNATIVE" all in black, and the color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1644318 International Registration Date Nov. 08, 2021 Child Of 79333378

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing online instruction services in the field of arts and crafts, educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of sports; sports training services; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of congresses in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging, conducting and organization of symposiums in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of colloquiums in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; reference libraries of literature and documentary records; book rental; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of books, magazines and brochures in the field of animated cartoons, virtual reality technology, computer games; art exhibitions; publication of books; planning arrangement of showing movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations, namely, movie showing; cinema presentations, namely, cinema theaters; film production, other than advertising films; film distribution; providing online videos, not downloadable in the field of animated cartoons, music; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; film directing, other than advertising films;
screenplay writing; subtitling of films, movies and videos; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; sound engineering services for events; lighting technician services for events; orchestra services; providing online music, not downloadable; entertainer services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; presentation of circus performances; production of shows; presentation of variety shows; television entertainment, namely, ongoing television programs in the field of animated cartoons; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; production of radio and television programs; radio entertainment, namely, providing an ongoing radio program in the field of Japanese anime; production of music; calligraphy services; songwriting; music composition services; writing of texts, namely, screenplay writing, scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes; organization of sporting events, namely, swimming meet, soccer competition; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races, namely, organizing cultural and arts events; conducting guided tours of museum, an historical site, a winery; conducting guided climbing tours; organization of cosplay entertainment events; sport camp services; party planning; arranging of beauty contests; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of balls; holiday camp services; providing audio or video studio services; providing amusement facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; photography; club services for entertainment or education purposes, namely, night clubs, fan clubs; entertainment services, namely, live performances by musical bands, arranging of contests; providing information in the field of entertainment; providing user ratings for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing user rankings for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing information relating to recreational activities; game services provided online from a computer network, namely, providing on-line computer games

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis; business consultation; business management; market analysis and research services; providing information concerning commercial sales; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial intermediation services, namely, mediation of agreements regarding the sale and purchase of goods; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing goods featuring animated characters for others; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing commercial and business contact information; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; targeted marketing services; telemarketing services; sales promotion for others; marketing services; business administration of frequent flyer programs; import-export agency services; providing office functions, namely, filing documents and filing magnetic-tapes; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; systematization of information into computer databases; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; office functions in the nature of searching for data in computer files for others; updating and maintenance of information in registries; publicity material rental; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; rental of advertising space; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring woven fabrics; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bed linen; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring clothing; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring babies' diapers; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring adult diapers;
retail store services and wholesale store services featuring footwear; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bags; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring pouches; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring sanitary towels; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring handkerchiefs of textile; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bath towels; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tea towels; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring toothpaste; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring toothbrushes; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring hair ornaments; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring belts being clothing; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring waistbands; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring foods and beverages; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring alcoholic beverages; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring meat; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring seafood; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring vegetables and fruits; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring confectionery, bread and buns; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring rice and cereals; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring milk; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring carbonated drinks being refreshing beverages and nonalcoholic fruit juice beverages; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tea, coffee and cocoa; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring dietary supplements; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring processed meat products; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring processed seafood; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring fruit, processed; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring milk products; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring vegetables, processed; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring fermented soybeans being natto; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables and seaweed being furikake; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring automobiles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bicycles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring furniture; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring joinery fittings; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tatami mats; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring ritual equipment; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring electrical machinery and apparatus; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring parts and accessories for personal digital assistants; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring covers for smartphones; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring straps for smartphones; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bladed hand tools, pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal hardware; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring natural flowers and trees; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring printed matter; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring paper and stationery; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring sporting goods; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring toys, dolls, and game machines and apparatus; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring musical instruments; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring phonograph records; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring clocks; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring watches; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tobacco and smokers' articles; retail store
services and wholesale store services featuring building materials; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Power distribution or control machines and apparatus, namely, electrical power distribution boxes and controllers; rotary converters; phase modifiers, namely, phase shifters for communications apparatus; batteries; electric wires and cables; telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, smartphones; structural and replacement parts and accessories for telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, cases for smartphones; personal digital assistants (PDAs); structural and replacement parts and accessories for personal digital assistants, namely, covers for personal digital assistants; protective carrying cases specially adapted for personal digital assistants; straps specially adapted for personal digital assistants; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; straps specially adapted for smartphones; electronic components for computers and mobile phones; spectacles; sunglasses; structural and replacement parts and accessories for spectacles, namely, spectacle cases, spectacle holders, spectacle cords; phonograph records featuring music; downloadable music files; prerecorded audio compact discs featuring music; downloadable image files containing artwork, photographs and animation; pre-recorded video compact discs featuring films in the field of Japanese anime and animation; video disks and video tapes featuring recorded animated cartoons; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; compact discs featuring animated cartoons; electronic publications, downloadable, namely, books and magazines featuring animated cartoons; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COVER Corporation Address COVER Corporation Sumitomo Fudosan Ochanomizu Building 7F, 2-2-3 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-00 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HOLOLIVE5

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1644318 International Registration Date Nov. 08, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 11, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 08, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HOLOLIVE ALTERNATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79975705  Application Filing Date  Nov. 08, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1654777  International Registration Date  Nov. 08, 2021  Child Of  79337682

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing online instruction services in the field of arts and crafts; educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of sports; sports training services; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of congresses in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging, conducting and organization of symposiums in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; arranging and conducting of colloquiums in the field of computer programming, information technology, 3D animation; reference libraries of literature and documentary records; book rental; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of books, magazines and brochures in the field of animated cartoons, virtual reality technology, computer games; art exhibitions; publication of books; planning arrangement of showing movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations, namely, movie showing; cinema presentations, namely, cinema theaters; film production, other than advertising films; film distribution; providing online videos, not downloadable in the field of animated cartoons, music; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; film directing, other than advertising films; screenplay writing; subtitling of films, movies and videos; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; sound engineering services for events; lighting technician services for events; orchestra services; providing online music, not downloadable; entertainer services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; presentation of circus performances; production of shows; presentation of variety
shows; television entertainment, namely, ongoing television programs in the field of animated cartoons; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; production of radio and television programs; radio entertainment, namely, providing an ongoing radio program in the field of Japanese anime; production of music; calligraphy services; songwriting; music composition services; writing of texts, namely, screenplay writing, scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes; organization of sporting events, namely, swimming meet, soccer competition; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races, namely, organizing cultural and arts events; conducting guided tours of museum, an historical site, a winery; conducting guided climbing tours; organization of cosplay entertainment events; sport camp services; party planning; arranging of beauty contests; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of balls; holiday camp services; providing audio or video studio services; providing amusement facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; photography; club services for entertainment or education purposes, namely, night clubs, fan clubs; entertainment services, namely, live performances by musical bands, arranging of contests; providing information in the field of entertainment; providing user ratings for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing user rankings for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing user reviews for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing information relating to recreational activities; game services provided online from a computer network, namely, providing on-line computer games

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis; business consultation; business management; market analysis and research services; providing information concerning commercial sales; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial intermediation services, namely, mediation of agreements regarding the sale and purchase of goods; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing goods featuring animated characters for others; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing commercial and business contact information; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; targeted marketing services; telemarketing services; sales promotion for others; marketing services; business administration of frequent flyer programs; import-export agency services; providing office functions, namely, filing documents and filing magnetic-tapes; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; office functions in the nature of searching for data in computer files for others; updating and maintenance of information in registries; publicity material rental; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; rental of advertising space; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring woven fabrics; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bed linen; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring clothing; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring babies' diapers; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring adult diapers; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring footwear; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bags; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring pouches; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring sanitary towels; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring handkerchiefs of textile; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tea
towels; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring toothpaste; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring toothbrushes; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring hair ornaments; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring belts being clothing; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring waistbands; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring headbands as clothing; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring foods and beverages; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring alcoholic beverages; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring meat; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring seafood; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring vegetables and fruits; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring confectionery, bread and buns; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring rice and cereals; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring milk; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring carbonated drinks being refreshing beverages and nonalcoholic fruit juice beverages; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tea, coffee and cocoa; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring dietary supplements; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring processed meat products; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring processed seafood; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring fruit, processed; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring milk products; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring vegetables, processed; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring fermented soybeans being natto; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables and seaweed being furikake; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring automobiles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bicycles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring furniture; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring joinery fittings; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tatami mats; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring ritual equipment; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring electrical machinery and apparatus; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring parts and accessories for personal digital assistants; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring covers for smartphones; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring straps for smartphones; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring bladed hand tools, pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal hardware; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring natural flowers and trees; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring printed matter; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring paper and stationery; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring clocks; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring phonograph records; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring musical instruments; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring musical instruments; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring spectacles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring tobacco and smokers' articles; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring building materials; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations
For: Power distribution or control machines and apparatus, namely, electrical power distribution boxes and controllers; rotary converters; phase modifiers, namely, phase shifters for communications apparatus; batteries; electric wires and cables; telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, smartphones; structural and replacement parts and accessories for telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, cases for smartphones; personal digital assistants (PDAs); structural and replacement parts and accessories for personal digital assistants, namely, covers for personal digital assistants; protective carrying cases specially adapted for personal digital assistants; straps specially adapted for personal digital assistants; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; straps specially adapted for smartphones; electronic components for computers and mobile phones; spectacles; sunglasses; structural and replacement parts and accessories for spectacles, namely, spectacle cases, spectacle holders, spectacle cords; phonograph records featuring music; downloadable music files; prerecorded audio compact discs featuring music; downloadable image files containing artwork, photographs and animation; pre-recorded video compact discs featuring films in the field of Japanese anime and animation; video disks and video tapes featuring recorded animated cartoons; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; compact discs featuring animated cartoons; electronic publications, downloadable, namely, books and magazines featuring animated cartoons; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For:** Power distribution or control machines and apparatus, namely, electrical power distribution boxes and controllers; rotary converters; phase modifiers, namely, phase shifters for communications apparatus; batteries; electric wires and cables; telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, smartphones; structural and replacement parts and accessories for telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, cases for smartphones; personal digital assistants (PDAs); structural and replacement parts and accessories for personal digital assistants, namely, covers for personal digital assistants; protective carrying cases specially adapted for personal digital assistants; straps specially adapted for personal digital assistants; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; straps specially adapted for smartphones; electronic components for computers and mobile phones; spectacles; sunglasses; structural and replacement parts and accessories for spectacles, namely, spectacle cases, spectacle holders, spectacle cords; phonograph records featuring music; downloadable music files; prerecorded audio compact discs featuring music; downloadable image files containing artwork, photographs and animation; pre-recorded video compact discs featuring films in the field of Japanese anime and animation; video disks and video tapes featuring recorded animated cartoons; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; compact discs featuring animated cartoons; electronic publications, downloadable, namely, books and magazines featuring animated cartoons; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** COVER Corporation **Address** COVER Corporation Sumitomo Fudosan Ochanomizu Building 7F, 2-2-3 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-00 JAPAN **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number HOLOLIVE4

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1654777 International Registration Date Nov. 08, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 11, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 08, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EPIC FIGHTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86206508</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2014</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FIGHTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of sporting events and professional and amateur athletic competitions in the fields of mixed martial arts, boxing, wrestling, grappling, cage fighting, extreme fighting; organization and production of sporting and entertainment events, namely, mixed martial arts tournaments, cage fighting, extreme fighting, grappling, boxing, and wrestling competitions and exhibitions performed live or pre-recorded through broadcast media via television, radio, and the internet; entertainment in the nature of providing a sports entertainment and information website featuring sporting events, live performances, interviews, tournament and fight highlights, photos, featured fighters, video clips, and future event and fighter updates and information

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jason O Stewart Address Jason O Stewart 2060 Otay Lakes Rd, Ste 200 Chula Vista CALIFORNIA 91915 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WB PLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86371917 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2014 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "WB" inside a shield and the word "PLAY" and triangle symbol to the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4032550, 4032549

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic strategy and instructional guides for computer and video games; computer game software; video game software; audio and video recordings in the fields of computer and video games; downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, video, games, and Internet Web links relating to computer and video games.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87505628  Application Filing Date  Jun. 26, 2017  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "HERO" with the "E" formed by a drawing of a body builder in a rear double biceps pose.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Workout clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts; apparel, namely, hats, shirts, shorts, sweatshirts, sweatpants and socks
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HERO FITNESS, LLC  Address  HERO FITNESS, LLC  1409 Roper Mountain Rd Apt 103  Greenville
SOUTH CAROLINA  29615  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WALT 0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIGHTNINGMODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87751420 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of telecommunications; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars and workshops in the field of telecommunications; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars and workshops in the field of telecommunications and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Providing on-line training classes, seminars and workshops in the field of telecommunications; Vocational education in the fields of telecommunications
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 2017 In Commerce Aug. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers, Inc. Address Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers, Inc. 858 Coal Creek Cir. Louisville COLORADO 80027 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1669.364.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KANDJU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87908296 Application Filing Date May 04, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 87984191

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candies, gummy candies, lollipops, confectionery made of sugar, chocolate, chocolaty candies, chocolate based snacks
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently IN  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Entreprise Kandju Inc. Address Entreprise Kandju Inc. 660 Rte 112 Saint-Césaire, QUEBEC CANADA J0L1T0 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9555.232US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THESCORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88039851 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5372488, 2924688, 5216434 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1908829 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2018 Foreign Registration Number TMA1105567 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 27, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on 44(e)) Gaming services in the nature of sportsbook wagering, sports betting, bookmaking, gaming and gambling services; providing news and information in the field of gaming, namely, scores, statistics, sports tipping and notifications for use for sportsbook wagering, sports betting, bookmaking, gaming and gambling International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Downloadable computer software and downloadable mobile applications in the fields of sportsbook wagering, sports betting, bookmaking, gaming and gambling services International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 03, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCORE MEDIA AND GAMING INC. Address SCORE MEDIA AND GAMING INC. 500 KING STREET WEST, 4TH FLOOR TORONTO, ON CANADA M5V1L9 Legal Entity Corporation of British Columbia State or Country Where Organized CANADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   494524-00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MOTHERSHIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
field of healthcare and/or beauty care in the form of courses, exhibitions, seminars, workshops; Publishing of printed matter and electronic publications relating to beauty and/or makeup; Publishing of electronic publications; Publication of teaching materials and articles

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Cosmetics; Makeup; Cosmetic kits comprised of lipstick, lip gloss, cosmetic pencils, eye shadows, skin highlighters, blush, cosmetic brushes, cosmetic spatulas, cosmetic foam applicators; Cosmetic preparations; Beauty care cosmetics; Skincare cosmetics; Makeup foundations; Facial makeup; Skin bronzers; Skin highlighters; Blush; Makeup setting sprays; Lipsticks; Lip cosmetics; Eye cosmetics; Cosmetic pencils; Perfumery; Fragrances; Essential oils; Nail varnish; Nail cosmetics; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Makeup removers

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Online retail store services featuring makeup, cosmetics; Retail store services featuring makeup, cosmetics; Online retail store services featuring clothing; Retail store services featuring clothing; Online retail store services featuring footwear; Retail store services featuring footwear; Online retail store services featuring headgear; Retail store services featuring headgear; Online retail store services featuring jewelry; Retail store services featuring jewelry; Online store services featuring handbags and luggage; Retail store services featuring handbags and luggage

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Phone cases; Computer cases; Cases for mobile devices; Sunglasses; Cases for sunglasses; Downloadable computer software for data processing, data management, communication in the field of beauty consultancy, beauty care, make-up; Mobile software applications in the nature of a mobile application for data processing, data management, communication in the field of beauty consultancy, beauty care, make-up; Downloadable Digital media, namely, downloadable audio files, downloadable video files, downloadable multimedia files, pre-recorded CDs, prerecorded DVDs featuring beauty consultancy, beauty care services, make-up services, make-up artist consultancy and services

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Services of a make-up artist; Beauty consultancy services; Beauty care services; Beauty salon services; Consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Clothing, namely, Jackets; Bomber jackets; Hoodies; Long sleeve tops, Sweaters; Blouses; Pants; Shorts; Dresses; Skirts, Scarves; Underwear; Socks; Footwear; Headwear, namely, Caps being headwear, Headbands; Caps being headwear; Sweaters; Blouses; Pants; Shorts; Dresses; Skirts; Headbands; Scarves; Underwear; Socks

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Pat McGrath Cosmetics LLC  
**Address**: Pat McGrath Cosmetics LLC  126 Fifth Avenue  
**New York**  10011  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: BSKPM4997UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIsette

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88199289 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4913927

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1928761 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2018 Foreign Registration Number 1173062 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 27, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 27, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For wholesale and online retail store services featuring cell phone cases, handbags, skirts, shorts, capri pants, jeans, pants, trousers, women's jackets, women's dresses, shirts, blouses, camisoles, vests, hooded lightweight sweaters, lightweight sweaters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For cell phone cases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For skirts; shorts; capri pants; jeans; pants; trousers; women's jackets; women's dresses; shirts; blouses; camisoles; vests; hooded lightweight sweaters; lightweight sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
小京鱼

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88277121
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 25, 2019
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three Chinese characters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "JING" "YU" and this means "small"; "Beijing" or "Capital"; "fish" in English.

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 35736100
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jan. 04, 2019
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 35736100
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 21, 2021
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Aug. 20, 2031
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHINA

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
(Based on 44(e)) Recorded and downloadable computer and cell phone programs, software and applications for use in remotely controlling electric lamps, electric sweepers, electric cookers, televisions, electric fans, air conditioners, curtains, and electric appliances, for use in controlling by voice compact disc players, MP3 players, personal stereos, music amplifiers and radios, for use in controlling by voice to search for news and weather information, to search online encyclopedias, to facilitate online shopping; Recorded and downloadable computer and cell phone programs, software and applications for anti-virus purposes, online shopping, online games, online reading, online chatting, data management, face recognition, media player, financial management, business management, to provide information and reservations for temporary accommodations and for restaurant and catering services, to facilitate transportation ticketing, for aircraft and train ticket inquiries and booking, and to facilitate logistics and courier information inquiries; electronic tags for goods; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; recorded and downloadable computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; recorded and downloadable computer software for controlling automatic terminals; digital audio signal processors; recorded and downloadable computer software for operational control of audio and video equipment; pedometers; face recognition device, namely, scanners for facial recognition; electronic agendas; scales; bathroom scales; signal lanterns, namely, rotating lights for signaling; electronic notice boards; digital display signs; wireless routers; electronic navigational instruments; smartphones;
Global Positioning System GPS apparatus; satellite navigational apparatus; wearable activity trackers; selfie sticks being hand-held monopods for cell phones; earphones; loudspeaker cabinets; webcams; electric and electronic video monitoring device, namely, video monitors; microphones; electronic data recorders, namely, automobile data recorders; vehicle video recorders; air analysis apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; domestic remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos, air conditioners and electric fans; electric plugs, sockets and electric components in the nature of electric contactors; switches, electric; temperature, pollutant, optical sensors; time switches, automatic; burglar alarms; magnifying lenses for doors; alarms for detecting inflammable gas; fire detectors; anti-theft warning apparatus, electric, not for vehicles; spectacles; mobile power supplies, rechargeable batteries; egg candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electrified fences; electronic collars to train animals; sports whistles; portable remote controlled car arresters in the nature of electronic key fobs

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For (Based on Intent to Use) Research and development of new products for others; design and development of multimedia products, namely, computers, mobile phones, audio and video players; industrial design of new products; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; research in the field of computer software, and development of computer software; mobile software design; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing, for use in controlling electronic locks, operating video cameras, alarm clocks, electric lamps, electric sweepers, electric cookers, televisions, electric fans, air conditioners and curtains; providing technological information on computer technology and programming via a web site; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing, for use in controlling electronic locks, operating video cameras, alarm clocks, electric lamps, electric sweepers, electric cookers, televisions, electric fans, air conditioners and curtains; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; cloud computing services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** BEIJING JINGDONG 360 DU E-COMMERCE LTD. **Address** BEIJING JINGDONG 360 DU E-COMMERCE LTD. Room222, Floor2, BuildingC, No.18 Kechuang 11 Street, Beijing Economic &Tech DevZone Beijing CHINA **Legal Entity** Limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 0579-0807US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UP TO NO GOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88292931 Application Filing Date  Feb. 07, 2019 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Card games; Party games
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Play Dicey, LLC Address  Play Dicey, LLC  2140 West Desert Lane  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85041 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  033778185522

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIMCOX, KYLE DUNCAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Marks
- **Mark Literal(s)**: HELPING FLEETS THRIVE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 88294861
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 08, 2019
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Foreign Information
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1943023
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jan. 28, 2019
- **Foreign Registration Number**: TMA1176041
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Apr. 12, 2023
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Apr. 12, 2033

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**:
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software that allows wireless telephone, network and manual entry of data in order to track and manage vehicle and resource locations and deployment;
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software and mobile application software in the field of field service business process management for work management, workflow management and optimization, business forms management and report management;
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software and mobile application software that allows wireless mobile devices, to track mobile workforce resource locations and manage their work in the field;
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software and mobile application software that allows job planning, work assignment, and job dispatching;
  - Downloadable mobile application software that allows mobile devices to track and manage mobile workforce through a global positioning system;
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software and mobile application software that allows customer contract management, customer billing and invoicing;
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software program in the field of business process management, namely, software for the collection and management of user defined data;
  - Downloadable and recorded computer software program in the field of business process management for project management, workflow management, business forms management and report management featuring templates and user defined forms;
  - Downloadable mobile application software that allows customer contract management, customer billing and invoicing

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Computer software consulting services in the field of business process management and data collection and management of user defined data; Software as a Service (SaaS) namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software in the field of field service business process management, namely, software for viewing, collection and management of fleet data; Software as a Service (SaaS) in the field of business process management, namely, a computer software platform for the collection and management of user defined data; Software as a Service (SaaS) in the field of business process management for project management, workflow management, business forms management and report management featuring templates and user defined forms; Software as a Service (SaaS) that allows cloud based wireless telephone, network and manual entry of data in order to track and manage vehicle and resource locations and deployment; cloud-based fleet data collection and storage; remote diagnostics services that produce reports and statistics to manage cargo safety and security, and optimize asset utilization; Software as a Service (SaaS) namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software that allows customer contract management, customer billing and invoicing

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Complete Innovations Inc. **Address** Complete Innovations Inc. 88 Queens Quay W #200 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5J0B8 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Ta277US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88297727 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1945328 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2019
Foreign Registration Number 1,180,952 Foreign Registration Date May 17, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date May 17, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial risk management; consulting and providing information in the field of financial risk management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Printed publications in the nature of short articles, newsletters, journals, white papers, academic papers in the field of risk management in financial services
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Educational services, namely, providing seminars, lectures, round-table discussions in the field of risk management in financial services; organizing and conducting educational conferences and conventions in the field of risk management in financial services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Public policy research services; trade association services, namely, promoting the interests of financial risk and regulation management professionals, financial services organizations, and governmental or regulatory bodies; association services promoting the interests of risk management professionals; testing to determine professional competency in the field of risk management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of short articles, newsletters, journals, white papers, academic papers in the field of risk management in financial services

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with financial laws and regulations

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills, qualifications, education, and abilities of others to determine conformity with certification standards in the field of risk management

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Risk Institute in Financial Services Address Global Risk Institute in Financial Services Suite 1800 55 University Avenue Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5J2H7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51799.217

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88299802 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3835202

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smokers' articles, namely, tobacco grinders, cigarette rolling papers, matches, oral vaporizers for smokers, smokers' oral vaporizer refill cartridges sold empty, lighters, ashtrays, tobacco pipes
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GHSC TRADING B.V. Address GHSC TRADING B.V. Keienbergweg 51 Amsterdam NETHERLANDS NL-1101GA Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04826.09US03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DREAMBIBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88309448 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1917115 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 2018
Foreign Registration Number TMA1144186 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 04, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing entertainment information via a website in the field of dream interpretation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Promoting the goods and services of others through advertisements on an internet website in the field of dream interpretation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Providing online electronic bulletin boards for facilitating discussion of dream interpretation among users via transmission of messages and the posting of questions and answers by those users
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Red Castle Property Holdings Inc. Address Red Castle Property Holdings Inc. 1 Rockaway Cresent, Suite #1 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M1N1A1 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12028.01US01
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DREAMBIBLE THE ANSWER TO ALL YOUR DREAMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88309495 Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2019 Register  Principal
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "DREAMBIBLE" in stylized font, with a crescent moon and stars forming the "D" in the word, and the words "THE ANSWER TO ALL YOUR DREAMS" in smaller font appearing below the word "DREAMBIBLE". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  1917115 Foreign Application Filing Date  Aug. 28, 2018
Foreign Registration Number  TMA1144187 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 04, 2022
Registration County  CANADA Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 04, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing entertainment information via a website in the field of dream interpretation
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Promoting the goods and services of others through advertisements on an internet website in the field of dream interpretation
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Providing online electronic bulletin boards for facilitating discussion of dream interpretation among users via transmission of messages and the posting of questions and answers by those users
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Red Castle Property Holdings Inc.  Address  Red Castle Property Holdings Inc.  1 Rockaway Cresent, Suite #1  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M1N1A1  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  12028.02US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROSHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88333861 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitted vehicle covers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CAMCO Manufacturing, LLC Address CAMCO Manufacturing, LLC 121 Landmark Drive Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27409 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 900305-125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEQENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88334743 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1919288 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2018 Foreign Registration Number TMA1161876 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 24, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 24, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in diagnosis, repair and configuration of computers and downloadable databases for use in diagnosis, repair and configuration of computers, all of the foregoing for use in the manufacturing, automotive, semiconductor, food and beverage, and consumer packaged goods industries; downloadable computer software for use in managing and controlling production schedules, shipping schedules, purchase of materials, inventories and accounts, all of the foregoing for use in the manufacturing, automotive, semiconductor, food and beverage, and consumer packaged goods industries; downloadable software for industrial machinery being manufacturing equipment maintenance management for use in the manufacturing, automotive, semiconductor, food and beverage, and consumer packaged goods industries; downloadable software to assign tasks and dispatch repair services, all of the foregoing for use in the manufacturing, automotive, semiconductor, food and beverage, and consumer packaged goods industries; downloadable software to collect data from industrial machinery being manufacturing equipment and processes about maintenance, repair, machine health, inventory, and production rates and present it being displaying and announcing it on video displays, smartphones, tablets, pagers, and on boards, stack lights and radios, all of the foregoing for use in the manufacturing, automotive, semiconductor, food and beverage, and consumer packaged goods industries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | REID, CAILE MAUREEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUIDELYME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88348389 Application Filing Date  Mar. 20, 2019 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized insect to the left of the term "GUIDELYME" with the letter "D" containing a stylized profile of a dog's head. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  018035079 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 16, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 16, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational teaching and training and providing educational demonstrations, all in the fields of animal healthcare services and veterinary medicine; educational services, namely, conducting courses, colloquiums, conferences, congresses, training workshops, seminars, symposiums and academies, all in the fields of animal healthcare services and veterinary medicine; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; Providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable, in the nature of books, journals, social media posts, newsletters, in the field of animal healthcare services and veterinary medicine; publication of books; electronic desktop publishing; publication of texts namely, books, journals, social media posts, newsletters, other than advertising texts; publication of electronic books and non-downloadable journals on-line, all in the fields of animal healthcare services and veterinary medicine
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for animals; veterinary assistance services; animal healthcare services, namely, providing healthcare information and data for the purpose of improving public awareness, education, research and screening in the field of animal health
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRAY MATTER THERAPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>88356041</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;THERAPY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Mental health therapy services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently ITU</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>David Gray P.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>David Gray P.C. 22072 W Engle Dr Lake Villa ILLINOIS 60046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>KUHN, RIO NICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOZO ZOMBIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88409388  Application Filing Date  Apr. 30, 2019  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ZOZO" above the stylized wording "ZOMBIE" outlined at the tops of lettering with zig zag stitching in the middle. The "O" in "ZOMBIE" is depicted in the form of a face with 2 eyes, an open mouth with teeth, and a bandage on its forehead with blood dripping from behind the bandage and hair. The top half of the letter "I" is depicted with a bone design.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  1960102  Foreign Application Filing Date  Apr. 30, 2019  Foreign Registration Number  1171676  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 15, 2023  Foreign Application/Registration County  CANADA  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 15, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Umbrellas; luggage tags; tote bags; carry-all bags; backpacks; school bags; fanny packs; messenger bags; handbags; wallets and purses; athletic bags; travel bags; knapsacks; duffle bags; beach bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Toys, games, and playthings, namely, plush toys, toy character figures, toy collectibles, dolls and accessories therefor, playsets for toy character figures, plush toys and toy collectibles
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Providing online computer games; providing online computer video games; entertainment services, namely, an ongoing television show in the field of children's entertainment; entertainment services, namely, television show production; providing ongoing webisodes featuring children's entertainment via a global computer network; entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment; entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of children's entertainment; entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of children's entertainment; presentation of live show performances; production of live theatrical show performances in the field of children's entertainment; organization of live theatrical show performances in the field of children's entertainment
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  
*For*  Downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers and tablets featuring games and quizzes; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable video and computer game software; pre-recorded audio and visual videotapes, CDs and DVDs featuring fictional characters and activities for children, movies, television programs, books, music and instructions for use of toys; eyeglasses and sunglasses  

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
*For*  Children's clothing, namely, shorts, t-shirts, sweaters, dresses, skirts, pants, jackets, lounge wear, sleep wear and undergarments; children's footwear; children's headwear namely, hats, caps and ear muffs  

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39  
**International Class Title**  Clothing  

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
Currently 44E  Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
Owner Name  Spin Master Ltd.  
Address  Spin Master Ltd.  225 King Street West, Suite 200  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M5V3M2  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA  

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
Docket Number  4006-629  
EXAMINING ATTORNEY  
Examining Attorney  NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SWISSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88448292
- **Application Filing Date**: May 28, 2019
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word element "SWISSE" within an oval, within a rectangular field. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Parent Of**: 88984488

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 302185254
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Mar. 08, 2012
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: HONG KONG
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jul. 07, 2032
- **Foreign Renewal Expiration Date**: Jul. 07, 2032

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Food products, namely, processed cereals not including gravy, pasta, or soups, enhanced with vitamins in solid bar form; pastry not featuring chocolate enhanced with vitamins in solid bar form; confectionery made of sugar, excluding chocolate, enhanced with vitamins in solid bar form; rice cereal, namely, breakfast cereals and edible snacks made from rice, all enhanced with vitamins and in solid bar form; preparations made from cereals other than those including gravy, pasta, or soups and not including chocolate, namely, breakfast cereals, cereal-based snack food bars, and processed cereals, all enhanced with vitamins and in solid bar form; honey infused with vitamins in crystalline, granular, liquid and powder form
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently**: 44E
- **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Health and Happiness (H&H) Hong Kong Limited
- **Address**: Health and Happiness (H&H) Hong Kong Limited
  Ste 4007-09 40/f One Island E. Taikoo Pl 18 Westlands Road Quarry Bay Hong Kong HONG KONG N/A
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: HEHA 1906746
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PAPALE, LISA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s) ARCHIVED**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88503577
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2019
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, hats, jackets, socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 11, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Archived
- **Address**: Archived. #1102 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90017
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HOPKINS, SARAH COLLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JETSET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88511476 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers; Wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wine Hooligans LLC Address Wine Hooligans LLC 201 Alameda Del Prado, Suite 102 Novato CALIFORNIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8213.0011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHISPERCACHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88596836</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 28, 2019</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic data transmission; electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local networks; communication services, namely, transmitting, transferring, streaming, broadcasting, and providing access to electronic data and electronic multimedia content in the nature of voice, audio, visual images, data, books, photos, videos, text, documents, content, audiovisual works, multimedia works, literary works, and data files via telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks, and data networks; wireless broadband communication services; providing an internet forum, and online chat rooms for the transmission of messages among computer users concerning reviews, ratings and recommendations related to voice, audio, visual images, data, books, photos, videos, text, documents, content, audiovisual works, multimedia works, literary works, and data files; providing access to online directories, databases, current events websites, current events and blogs, and on-line reference materials in the fields of entertainment and literature; providing telecommunication connectivity services for the transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia works among e-readers, mobile phones, smartphones, portable electronic devices, portable digital devices, and computers; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via the Internet, computer networks, and communications networks; providing online chat rooms, and internet forums for the transmission of photos, videos, text, and electronic works in the nature of books, data, images, documents, content, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, multimedia works, literary works, and data files; transmission of podcasts; transmission of webcasts

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Amazon Technologies, Inc. Address Amazon Technologies, Inc. 410 Terry Avenue North Seattle WASHINGTON 98109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA
Docket Number   SEAZTK.298T
Examining Attorney   DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CANNABIS WITH CONFIDENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88725076 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Retail store services for cosmetics and toiletry preparations
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Apparel, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, sweatpants, hats, tank-tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Curaleaf, Inc. Address Curaleaf, Inc. 301 Edgewater Place, Suite 405 Wakefield MASSACHUSETTS 01880 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 46924-002200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88728940 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recorded or downloadable computer software for network threat/breach detection, situational awareness, creation of behavioral analytics, network traffic analytics, deep packet inspection, application awareness, network traffic inspection, threat detection analytics and report creation, threat intelligence generation, cyber intelligence, and flow monitoring; recorded or downloadable computer and network security software for identifying, managing and resolving cyber security incidents, data breaches and malware; recorded or downloadable software for monitoring and improving the security of, and detecting, reporting, analyzing and protecting against cyber-attacks and threats directed at computers, computer systems, networks, computer and network hardware, cloud infrastructure, software applications, digital devices, digital data, and mobile devices; recorded or downloadable computer software for key management, authentication, and data storage, security, and encryption; computer hardware, namely, network adapters, network interface cards, SmartNICs, security appliances and network servers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 09, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CSP, INC. Address CSP, INC. 175 Cabot Street, Suite 210 Lowell MASSACHUSETTS 01854 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERLIN, JUSTIN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GROW PLANT HEALTH EXCHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88729951 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLANT HEALTH EXCHANGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of handouts, study guides, presentation materials in the nature of slide decks, and newsletters, all in the field of applied plant health for agricultural researchers and practitioners; downloadable electronic webcasts in the field of applied plant health for agricultural researchers and practitioners; downloadable electronic audio recordings in the field of applied plant health for agricultural researchers and practitioners
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing an on-line searchable database featuring scientific content being scientific information for agricultural researchers and practitioners in the form of webcasts, audio recordings, handouts, study guides, slide decks, and newsletters, all in the field of applied plant health
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The American Phytopathological Society Address The American Phytopathological Society 3340 Pilot Knob Road St. Paul MINNESOTA 55121 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53993-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALT GETTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88739892 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of BALT GETTY signature in stylized font and a dot between the BALT and GETTY. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and consulting services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; endorsement services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC Address PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC 5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202 Reno NEVADA 89511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALT GETTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88739894 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and consulting services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; endorsement services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC Address PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC 5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202 Reno NEVADA 89511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALT GETTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88739929 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the white wording "BALT GETTY" in stylized font with a yellow circle inside the "G" and the mark appearing in a shaded red rectangular carrier. Color Claimed The colors red, white, and yellow are claimed as a feature of the mark Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a media celebrity, musician and actor Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, acting services in the nature of visual and audio performances by an actor, and personal appearances by a motion picture and television celebrity, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, producing motion picture films and television programs; voice services, namely, providing voice over services for recorded media for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; voice services, namely, providing voice over services for recorded media for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; narration services, namely, acting as a narrator for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; spokesperson services, namely, Balthazar Getty acting as a spokesperson for entertainment purposes; entertainment in the nature of a live musical performer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment in the nature of visual and audio performances by a musical artist, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment, namely, live music concerts featuring Balthazar Getty; entertainment in the nature of live traveling tours by a musical entertainer, namely, Balthazar Getty; entertainment, namely, personal appearances by a musician and entertainer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, live and televised appearances by an artist and professional entertainer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring non-downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips featuring Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded music by Balthazar Getty, all online via global computer network; entertainment services, namely, presenting non-downloadable pre-recorded music of Balthazar Getty, to mobile communications devices via a global
computer network and wireless networks; music composition and transcription for others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41</th>
<th><strong>Primary Classes</strong></th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC  **Address**  PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC  5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202  Reno  NEVADA  89511  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALT · GETTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88739932 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of BALT GETTY signature in stylized font with a dot between the BALT and GETTY. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a media celebrity, musician and actor Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, acting services in the nature of visual and audio performances by an actor, and personal appearances by a motion picture and television celebrity, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, producing motion picture films and television programs; voice services, namely, providing voice over services for recorded media for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; voice over services, namely, providing voice over services for recorded media for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; narration services, namely, acting as a narrator for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; spokesperson services, namely, Balthazar Getty acting as a spokesperson for entertainment purposes; entertainment in the nature of a live musical performer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment in the nature of visual and audio performances by a musical artist, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment, namely, live music concerts featuring Balthazar Getty; entertainment in the nature of live traveling tours by a musical entertainer, namely, Balthazar Getty; entertainment, namely, personal appearances by a musician and entertainer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, live and televised appearances by an artist and professional entertainer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring non-downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips featuring Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded music by Balthazar Getty, all online via global computer network; entertainment services, namely, presenting non-downloadable pre-recorded music of Balthazar Getty, to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; music composition and transcription for others
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC  **Address**  PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC  5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202  Reno  NEVADA  89511  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88739933</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 26, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a media celebrity, musician and actor Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, acting services in the nature of visual and audio performances by an actor, and personal appearances by a motion picture and television celebrity, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, producing motion picture films and television programs; voice services, namely, providing voice over services for recorded media for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; voice over services, namely, providing voice over services for recorded media for entertainment purposes by Balthazar Getty; spokesperson services, namely, Balthazar Getty acting as a spokesperson for entertainment purposes; entertainment in the nature of a live musical performer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment in the nature of visual and audio performances by a musical artist, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment, namely, live music concerts featuring Balthazar Getty; entertainment in the nature of live traveling tours by a musical entertainer, namely, Balthazar Getty; entertainment, namely, personal appearances by a musician and entertainer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, live and televised appearances by an artist and professional entertainer, namely Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring non-downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips featuring Balthazar Getty; entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded music by Balthazar Getty, all online via global computer network; entertainment services, namely, presenting non-downloadable pre-recorded music of Balthazar Getty, to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; music composition and transcription for others.
**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC  **Address**  PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC  5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202  Reno  NEVADA  89511  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BALT GETTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88740345</td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the white wording "BALT GETTY" in stylized font with a yellow circle inside the "G" and the mark appearing in a shaded red rectangular carrier.
- **Color Claimed**: The colors red, white, and yellow are claimed as a feature of the mark
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Series of musical sound recordings, featuring music and musical-based entertainment by Balthazar Getty; downloadable musical sound recordings featuring music and musical-based entertainment by Balthazar Getty; downloadable films and television shows featuring Balthazar Getty
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC
- **Address**: PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC, 5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202, Reno, NEVADA 89511
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BALT · GETTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 88740371 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Dec. 27, 2019 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of BALT GETTY signature in stylized font and a dot between BALT and GETTY. |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Name** | Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Series of musical sound recordings, featuring music and musical-based entertainment by Balthazar Getty; downloadable musical sound recordings featuring music and musical-based entertainment by Balthazar Getty; downloadable films and television shows featuring Balthazar Getty

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC |
| **Address** | PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC 5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202 Reno NEVADA 89511 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALT GETTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88740379 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Balthazar (Balt) Getty who is a great-grandson of J. Paul Getty, the mark sought to be registered is intended to reflect that relationship, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of musical sound recordings, featuring music and musical-based entertainment by Balthazar Getty; downloadable musical sound recordings featuring music and musical-based entertainment by Balthazar Getty; downloadable films and television shows featuring Balthazar Getty
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC Address PURPLEHAUS RECORDS, LLC 5390 KIETZKE LANE, SUITE 202 Reno NEVADA 89511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RX EVERYONE EVERYWHERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88749016 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmacy benefit management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Pharmaceutical and pharmacy services, namely, processing and dispensing online and telephone prescription orders for online clinical and retail pharmacies; maintaining a registry of national and international databases in the field of pharmaceuticals, medical devices, clinical trials, and healthcare; maintaining databases of pharmacies, pharmacists, and other healthcare professionals who can assist with the delivery of pharmaceutical services; retail pharmacy services; online retail pharmacy services; mail order pharmacy services; promoting the exchange of information and resources within the pharmaceutical, medical device, clinical trial, and medical communities to achieve advances in the fields of clinical research and healthcare; providing a website featuring statistical data and feedback on healthcare provider's performance for the purpose of assisting prospective patients in making physician, pharmacist, and other healthcare professional selection decisions; recruitment advertisement services, namely, posting of clinical trial notices for the purposes of providing clinical trial status, and recruiting and informing patients for participation in clinical trials for the testing of drugs and medical devices; providing needed information on the topics of healthcare operations management for promoting patient satisfaction via a global computer network; global patient relationship management services; and global consulting services in the field of patient relationship management for healthcare providers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in providing information relating to electronic health records and clinical trials
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Pharmacy packaging services, namely, packaging, labeling, aligning and sorting medication by date and time into individual packages and containers for patients and healthcare professionals; delivery of goods for others, namely, delivery of medication, device and clinical supply packages and containers by date and time and category for patients and healthcare providers

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105  **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**For** Dispensing of medications by date and time and category for patients and healthcare providers; population health services, namely, gathering of global patient healthcare and behavioral data for the benefit of improving healthcare for individual patients, groups of patients, and populations; pharmaceutical advice; preparation of prescriptions in pharmacies; dispensing of pharmaceuticals; providing healthcare information; medical and pharmaceutical consultation; medical and pharmaceutical counseling via online or remote communication means; medical drug monitoring and alert service for healthcare providers and patients, namely, providing medication therapy management, medicinal dosage, allergic sensitivity, and prescription safety information for medical treatment purposes; telemedicine services; telepharmacy services, namely, providing medical and pharmaceutical consultation and advice via online or remote communication means; providing information to patients in the field of administering, use and storage of medications; and providing medical information to patients in the form of reports in the field of pharmaceuticals and medical devices

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Pharmaceutical and medical device services, namely, providing pharmacist medical and scientific research counseling services to patients and healthcare providers as well as patients and healthcare providers participating in clinical trials for pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device development and testing; providing a website featuring online non-downloadable software applications used for providing information about healthcare, and investigational medical devices, diagnostics and pharmaceuticals; providing online, non-downloadable software for use in providing information relating to electronic health records; medical and scientific research information in the field of healthcare; conducting clinical trials for others

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** RXE2 LLC  **Address** RXE2 LLC  4302 13th Ave. S, Suite 4326  Fargo  NORTH DAKOTA  58103  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** NORTH DAKOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 71214/2:7

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAXXMAR BETTER FIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88770519 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2020 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1981108 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2019
Foreign Registration Number 1174291 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 05, 2023
Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 05, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Window shades and window blinds
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maxxmar Inc. Address Maxxmar Inc. 240 Bartor Road Toronto, Ontario CANADA M9M2W6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 384310-00024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GATEWAY OFFICE FURNITURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88773967 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OFFICE FURNITURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Office furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 26, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 26, 2018
For Retail store services featuring office furniture and office equipment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 28, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gateway Office Furniture LLC Address Gateway Office Furniture LLC 819 Worcester Street Springfield MASSACHUSETTS 01151 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ROCK BAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "BAC" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Wagering games, namely, gambling services in the nature of live baccarat games that feature side bet wagering opportunities on game events; entertainment services in the nature of conducting live table games, namely, baccarat card games; entertainment services, namely, conducting live baccarat games with a betting feature in gaming establishments |
| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Hard Rock Cafe International (USA), Inc. |
| **Address** | Hard Rock Cafe International (USA), Inc. 5701 Stirling Road Davie FLORIDA 33314 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BEACON TELEVISION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88777422
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 29, 2020
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “TELEVISION”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Production of motion pictures; production of motion pictures for broadcast on television; production of videos for television; production of live-action, comedy, drama or animated television shows; record production services; Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; scriptwriting for non-advertisement purposes

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Beacon Pictures, LLC
- **Address**: Beacon Pictures, LLC 125 S. Barrington Place Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: B2748-5010
- **Examining Attorney**: BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88779640  Application Filing Date  Jan. 30, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Precious metals and alloys thereof; precious metals for use in manufacturing collectible non-monetary coins, bars, and medallions; collector non-monetary collectible coins; hand poured precious metal non-monetary collectible coins and bars
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Jun. 2019  In Commerce  Jun. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MK Management Group LLC  Address  MK Management Group LLC  16322 HIAWATHA ST  GRANADA HILLS  CALIFORNIA  91346830  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country  VIRGIN ISLANDS, U.S.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR

607
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 42 NORTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88785281
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2020
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized number 42 with inside channel lines and the letter N above which creates the peak of a mountain image with word north centered below it.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: 42 NORTH CREATIVE GROUP, LLC
- **Address**: 320 HIGH STREET IPSWICH MASSACHUSETTS 01938
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MAHMOUDI, MARIAM AZIZ
Codi

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CODI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88801684  Application Filing Date  Feb. 18, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cameras that connect to a wireless local area network; motion and sound detectors; wired camera without battery; cameras that connect to a wireless local area network featuring 2-way audio; human motion detectors; downloadable companion application for viewing, operating, and managing home security equipment
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CAMBRIGE OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INC.  Address  CAMBRIGE OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INC.  15F-B1  167 Dunhua N. Road  Taipei  TAIWAN  10549  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EUBANK, REBECCA A
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PRO+ ACTIVE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  88802410  Application Filing Date  Feb. 19, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "PRO+" centered over the stylized wording "ACTIVE", with a stylized gauge creating a partial oval around the letter "A", with the lower left of the "A" bisecting the oval and creating the indicator, and below the "A" three radiating lines within the oval and a swoosh below the oval. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For  Chemical additives for fuel
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

Basis Information
Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Fuel Right (Canada) Limited  Address  Fuel Right (Canada) Limited  22869 Nairn Rd RR3  PO Box 157 Komoka, Ontario  CANADA  N0L1R0  Legal Entity  CORPORATION OF ONTARIO  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  FRL.ITU2

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  STADELI, MARTA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EVOLVE 3D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88822333 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin lotions; body lotions; cosmetic sun milk lotions; micellar cleansing water; balancing essence skin lotions; beauty serums; non-medicated skin serums for cosmetic use; beauty masks; skin masks for cosmetic use; gels for cosmetic use; foams containing cosmetics; skin cleansing foams; cleansing milk; non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes, namely, hair shampoo; facial soaps; facial washes; mineral cleaning non-medicated face soaps; non-medicated balms for use on skin and the face; facial creams

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kabushiki Kaisha Confiance Address Kabushiki Kaisha Confiance Bellux-Shinjuku 7F 23-14, Aizumi-Cho, Shinjuku-Ku Tokyo JAPAN 160-0005 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2450/1017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOB'S FLOWER SHOPPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88871359 Application Filing Date  Apr. 14, 2020 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  reed diffusers comprised of scented oils and also including reeds and diffuser container, scented oil refills for diffusers, scented room sprays
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 31, 1999 In Commerce  Jan. 31, 1999
For  candles, scented candles, perfumed candles, fragranced candles, scented candles that emit a fragrance in rooms, and wax melts
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15 International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels First Use  Jan. 31, 1999 In Commerce  Jan. 31, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AE OPCO I LLC Address  AE OPCO I LLC 1025 WEST 8TH STREET KANSAS CITY MISSOURI 64101 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0506384.0966
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKATEBIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88877951 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skateboards; Longboard skateboards; Bags for skateboards; Nuts and bolts for skateboards; Ball bearings for skateboards; Bushings specially adapted for skateboards; Skateboard wheels; Skateboard rails; Skateboard decks; Skateboarding gloves; Skateboard trucks; Skateboard riser pads; Athletic protective knee pads for skateboarding; Athletic protective elbow pads for skateboarding; Elbow pads for athletic use; Athletic protective wrist pads for skateboarding; Athletic protective arm pads for skateboarding
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Organizing and conducting skateboarding competitions and events; Providing facilities for skateboarding; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing and arranging social entertainment events in the nature of concerts, fashion shows, photo shoots and birthday parties
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Clothing, namely, shirts, tee shirts, shorts, hooded pullovers, headwear and sweatshirts; Apparel in the nature of skatewear, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts, t-shirts, board shorts, headwear, sweatshirts and pullovers
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deck Miami LLC Address Deck Miami LLC 725 92nd Street Surfside FLORIDA 33154 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4305.0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOST TV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88900868 Application Filing Date May 05, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of musical videos
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2014
For Hats; Hoodies; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lost TV, LLC Address Lost TV, LLC 1768 Autumn Woods Lane Romeoville ILLINOIS 60446 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC-0196

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CACTUS CULTURE CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88918069 Application Filing Date May 15, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; clocks and watches; Jewelry, including imitation jewelry and plastic jewelry; jewelry, namely, arm cuffs; jewelry for attachment to clothing; jewelry chains; earrings; charms for jewelry; silver thread jewelry; hat jewelry; cuff links

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; buckets; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; epergnes; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; flower pots; gardening gloves; holders for flowers and plants; porcelain ware, namely holiday ornaments of porcelain; scrubbing brushes; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; syringes for watering flowers and plants; vases; watering cans; watering devices, namely watering pots; window-boxes; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Clothing for domestic pets; backpacks; coin purses; daypacks; purses; rucksacks; handbags; shoulder bags; tote bags; waist packs; wallets; key cases; name card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; luggage tags; Umbrellas and their parts

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Coats; sweaters; jackets; sweat shirts; sweat pants; skirts; trousers; pajamas; underwear; swimwear; tee-shirts; tank-tops; aprons; scarves; gloves as clothing; outdoor gloves; neckties; bandanas; ear muffs; caps; hats; headwear; rain boots; leather shoes; sneakers; footwear; Beach footwear; footwear for men; footwear for women; sports shoes; sports jerseys; sports shirts; sports pants; headbands; belts; socks

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   B's INTERNATIONAL Address   B's INTERNATIONAL  Higashiyama Bldg. 7F, 1-1-2, Higashiyama Meguro-ku  Tokyo  JAPAN  153-0043
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   067953

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CACTUS CULTURE CLUB CCC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88918141  Application Filing Date  May 15, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "C" on top of two additional letter "C"s, all of which are enclosed within a triangle which sits atop the words "CACTUS CULTURE CLUB".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; clocks and watches; Jewelry, including imitation jewelry and plastic jewelry; jewelry, namely, arm cuffs; jewelry for attachment to clothing; jewelry chains; earrings; charms for jewelry; silver thread jewelry; hat jewelry; cuff links
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; buckets; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; epergnes; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; flower pots; gardening gloves; holders for flowers and plants; porcelain ware, namely, holiday ornaments of porcelain; scrubbing brushes; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; syringes for watering flowers and plants; vases; watering cans; watering devices, namely watering pots; window-boxes; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For  Clothing for domestic pets; backpacks; coin purses; daypacks; purses; rucksacks; handbags; shoulder bags; tote bags; waist packs; wallets; key cases; name card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; luggage tags; Umbrellas and their parts
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Coats; sweaters; jackets; sweat shirts; sweat pants; skirts; trousers; pajamas; underwear; swimwear; tee-shirts; tank-tops; aprons; scarves; gloves as clothing; outdoor gloves; neckties; bandanas; ear mufffs; caps; hats; headwear; rain boots; leather shoes; sneakers; footwear; Beach footwear; footwear for men; footwear for women; sports shoes; sports jerseys; sports shirts; sports pants; headbands; belts; socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name B's INTERNATIONAL Address B's INTERNATIONAL Higashiyama Bldg. 7F, 1-1-2, Higashiyama Meguro-ku Tokyo JAPAN 153-0043 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 067953

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
9 O'CLOCK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88926867</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 21, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

| Foreign Registration Number | 6024667 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Mar. 02, 2018 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | JAPAN |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Mar. 02, 2028 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Sake |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 44E | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Nanbu Bijin Sake Brewing Company Ltd. |
| Address | Nanbu Bijin Sake Brewing Company Ltd. 13 Kamimachi Fukuoka Ninohe-shi; Iwate JAPAN 028-6101 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | NANB 2005579 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRF INGREDIENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88929793 Application Filing Date May 22, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INGREDIENTS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 17997421 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 06, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Intent To Use) active pharmaceutical ingredients in the nature of pharmaceutical preparations for use in treating liver disease, the central nervous system, the pancreas, dermatological and skin conditions, hair fiber, cartilage, orthopedics, dentistry, and for use as anticoagulants in humans; active pharmaceutical ingredients in the nature of pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary medicine purposes; chondroitin sulfate for pharmaceutical purposes; elastin for pharmaceutical purposes; heparin for pharmaceutical purposes; hyaluronic acid for pharmaceutical purposes; keratin for pharmaceutical purposes; pancreatin for pharmaceutical purposes; pulmonary surfactant for pharmaceutical purposes (Based on 44(e)) animal feed ingredients, namely, protein supplements for animal consumption and protein hydrolysates as a supplement for use in animal feeds; animal feed supplements; dietetic substances being additives to animal feeds for veterinary medicine purposes; dietetic supplements for foodstuffs for animals; enzyme preparations for animal feedstuffs for veterinary purposes; feed ingredients with amino acid complexes for veterinary purposes; feed supplements for fish; feed supplements for livestock; supplement ingredients prepared from protein for use in animal feed
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For (Based on Intent To Use) vegetable fats for food (Based on 44(e)) beef, turkey, chicken, and pork broths and stocks; food additives, namely, mixtures of animal fats, and also including proteins and collagen for use in food for alimentary purposes; food ingredients for non-medical use, namely, food additives for alimentary purposes containing concentrated proteins, amino acids and fatty acids; liquid or powdered meat extracts containing proteins, amino acids, vitamins and minerals; liquid or powdered meat extracts containing soluble amino acids derived from bone and connective tissues; meat extracts; meat, non-live fish, poultry and game; rendered animal and poultry oils and fats for food purposes
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46  International Class Title: Meats and Processed Foods

For (Based on 44(e)) animal feed; animal feed ingredients for further manufacture of animal feed, namely, animal meal; animal feed ingredients sold as a component of manufactured animal feed, namely, proteins for animal consumption, protein hydrolysates for use in animal feeds, meat extracts for animal consumption, animal meal, rendered animal and poultry oils and fats, and vegetable fats; aquaculture feed; cattle feed; consumable pet chews; edible pet snacks; edible pet treats; foodstuffs for animals and animal foodstuff concentrates; livestock feed; pet food; pig feed; piglet feed

International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 46  International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products

Basis Information
Currently 44E: Yes  Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: BRF S.A.  Address: BRF S.A. Rua Jorge Tzachel, 475, Fazenda, Itajaí, Santa Catarina, BRAZIL 88301-600  Legal Entity: sociedad anonima (sa)  State or Country Where Organized: BRAZIL

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 13043.0352
Examiner Information
Examiner Attorney: REGAN, JOHN B
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I-PEX

Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "I-PEX" in stylized font.

Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3869003, 3869001

Child Of 88858906

Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2019-165790 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2019

Foreign Registration Number 6411832 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 06, 2021

Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Industrial robots for working metal; industrial robots for painting; industrial robots; industrial robots and parts and fittings thereof; machines for assembling circuit boards by automatically inserting and mounting objects into electric connectors on electric circuit boards, which may be attached by connectors to circuit boards on the arms of other automatic circuit board assembly machines; circuit board assembly machines, namely, machines for automatically inserting electronic components into printed circuit boards; metalworking machines and machine tools; semiconductor manufacturing machines and apparatus, namely, apparatus for resin sealing; industrial robots and robotic arms for moving electronic components; transportation apparatus, namely, conveyers being machines; industrial robots for moving objects for use with food and beverage processing machines; adhesive tape dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; plastic processing machines and machine apparatus; industrial robots and robotic arms of plastic processing machines for moving components; automated assembly machines for manufacturing electric connectors; motors and engines, not for land vehicles; cowlings being parts of machines; machines for manufacturing electronic circuit boards; electric wire processing machines and machine apparatus for use in the removal of wire coating; electric wire processing machines and machine apparatus for use in the alignment of electric wires extended from cable ends; machines for clamping connector terminals to electric cables or wires; machines for manufacturing electric connectors; machines for loading and unloading
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

For  Common metals in foil form, semi-wrought; common metal foils for batteries, semi-wrought; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; common metals and their alloys, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought and steel; common metals, other than iron, and alloys thereof, unwrought or semi-wrought; sheet metal and plating compositions composed of metal; metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers; common metal powders used in manufacturing; cables of metal, nonelectric

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DAI-ICHI SEIKO CO., LTD.  Address  DAI-ICHI SEIKO CO., LTD.  12-4 Negoro, Momoyama-cho, Fushimi-ku  Kyoto  JAPAN  612-8024  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  8279.2087US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEZZIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 90004597 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 16, 2020 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Parent Of | 90975358 |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Foreign Registration Number | 18283004 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Jan. 21, 2021 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN UNION |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jan. 21, 2031 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dietary supplements for pets |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 6, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

| For | Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; pet clothing |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Marley Spoon AG |
| Address | Marley Spoon AG  Paul-Lincke-Ufer 39/40  Hof 3, Aufgang 4  Berlin  FED REP GERMANY 10999 |
| Legal Entity | aktiengesellschaft |
| State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STIGLITZ, SUSAN R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BATTLE BUDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90004641 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2020 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online non-downloadable software for connecting veterans with mentors; Online non-downloadable computer software for social and business networking for veterans; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for connecting veterans with mentors and for social and business networking for veterans; Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting veterans with mentors and for social and business networking for veterans; none of the foregoing for purposes of personnel management or promoting public awareness of post-traumatic stress disorder

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Battle Buds Address Battle Buds 1580 Malabey Street Kailua HAWAII 96734 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 139262-4001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPTIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90011116 Application Filing Date Jun. 19, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software in the nature of an automated tool for project management in the field of ASIC design
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 2015 In Commerce Feb. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name E-Infochips Limited Address E-Infochips Limited 11/A-B, Chandra Colony B/H Cargo Motors, Off. C.G. Road Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad INDIA 380006 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 75755.1652

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SCREENING ROOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OHSO CLEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90025893  Application Filing Date  Jun. 29, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CLEAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Disinfecting wipes  International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Jun. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Worthy Promotional Products, Inc.  Address  Worthy Promotional Products, Inc.  1515 Kowaliga Road  Eclectic  ALABAMA  36024  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  130329-5011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) #PERFUMewithAPURPOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90034306 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fragrances; Perfume; Perfumery; Fragrances and perfumery
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 15, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ILSA, LLC Address ILSA, LLC 1901 E. Flynn Lane Phoenix ARIZONA 85016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AIRLOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90072112  Application Filing Date  Jul. 24, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bicycle locks; Bicycle locks of metal; Metal bicycle locks
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Edellocks LLC  Address  Edellocks LLC  704 18th Street South  Arlington  VIRGINIA  22202  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RISE COACHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90075046 Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2020 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "COACHING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coaching services in the field of personal relationships
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rise Coaching LLC Address  Rise Coaching LLC  6782 LONICERA ST Carlsbad  CALIFORNIA  920113433 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INNOVER HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90076382 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose disinfectants; All purpose disinfecting and deodorizing preparations; Antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; Antibacterial handwash; Antibacterial handwashes; Antibacterial liquid soap; Antibacterial liquid soaps; Antibacterial skin soaps; Antibacterial spray; Antimicrobial handwash; Antimicrobial preparations for preventing bacteria, viruses, fungi; Antimicrobial preparations for treating bacteria, viruses, fungi; Antimicrobial hand-sanitizing preparations; Dietary supplement drink mixes; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Dietary supplements for dehydration, fatigue, and other symptoms of jetlag; Dietary and nutritional supplements for dehydration, fatigue, and other symptoms of jetlag; Dietary beverage supplements for human consumption in liquid and dry mix form for therapeutic purposes; Dietary food supplements; Disinfectant bathroom cleaners; Disinfectant hand soaps; Disinfectant industrial soap; Disinfectant liquid soap; Disinfectant soap; Disinfectant waterless soap; Disinfectants for hygiene purposes; Disinfectants for sanitary purposes; Disinfecting handwash; Disposable wipes impregnated with disinfecting chemicals or compounds therefor for use in use in aircraft, automobiles, trains, boats; Disposable wipes impregnated with disinfecting chemicals or compounds therefor for use on on inanimate surfaces; Germicidal detergents; Microfiber towels impregnated with an antimicrobial treatment; Sanitizing preparations for use in institutional and industrial areas; Sanitizing wipes; Sponges impregnated with disinfecting chemicals or compounds therefor for use on for use in inanimate surfaces; Spray sanitizer for personal use; Transdermal patches featuring treatment to alleviate and prevent jetlag; Disposable sanitizing wipes; Kits comprised primarily of sanitizer gel and disinfecting wipes and also including sanitary masks, plastic gloves and hand cream used for germ prevention; Natural dietary supplements; Natural dietary supplements for the treatment of dehydration, fatigue, and other symptoms of jetlag; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2018
For Ear plugs for medical purposes; Ear plugs for noise reduction; Ear plugs for sleeping; Ear plugs for soundproofing; Ear plugs for soundproofing, other than for medical use; Ear plugs for use in aircraft, automobiles, trains, boats; Face shields for medical use; Face coverings being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Face covers being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Disposable sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Face masks for use by health care providers; Fashion masks being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Human face protectors, namely, transparent face shields for use in the medical and dental fields; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, masks for use by medical personnel; Reusable sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks for dust isolation for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for dust prevention for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Sanitary masks for virus isolation purposes; Sanitary masks made of cloth for protection against viral infection

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2018

For All purpose cleaning preparation with deodorizing properties; All purpose cleaning preparations; Automotive cleaning preparations; Cleaning agents and preparations; Cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces; Cleaning preparations for cleaning surfaces; Cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for skin; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing compounds for use on inanimate objects and surfaces; Hand cleaners; Lip balm; Pre-moistened towelettes impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; Pre-moistened cosmetic towelettes; Preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle surfaces; Sponges impregnated with cleaning preparations; Non-medicated lip balms; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, salves, and lip balms

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Innover, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Innover Health Care Address Innover, Inc. 1022 PALM AVENUE, STE. 2 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SATURDAY VODKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90076577 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer VODKA

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Dec. 28, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Angel Reyes Address Angel Reyes 890 East 23rd ST Hialeah FLORIDA 33013 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHENOSIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90089039 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHENOSIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 19178 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 03, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County SOUTH AFRICA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 03, 2030
Foreign Registration Number 19181 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 03, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County SOUTH AFRICA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 03, 2030
Foreign Registration Number 19180 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 03, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County SOUTH AFRICA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 03, 2030
Foreign Registration Number 19179 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 03, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County SOUTH AFRICA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 03, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and promotion services; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of a loyalty rewards card scheme; Customer loyalty services for commercial, advertising, and promotional purposes in the nature of organization, operation, and management of customer loyalty schemes; Incentive award programs to promote the sale of products and services of others in the nature of organization, operation, and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; Retail store services and wholesale store services featuring computer hardware and software, telecommunications and communications apparatus, telephones and telephone accessories, telephone cards, apparatus for Internet access, image processing equipment, media for recording, storing, and downloading information, broadcasting transmitters and receivers, and global positioning system goods; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of application programming interface (API) goods and services, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to view and purchase such goods and services, including such services provided on-line from a computer database, the Internet, or other electronic networks; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; Business management; Business administration services; Business research; Business strategy development and
planning services; Economic forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis, and consumer survey services;
Publication of information in the nature of publication of publicity texts; Compilation of statistical information; Provision of
trade information; Provision of commercial directory agency services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable application programming interface (API) software for connecting buyers with sellers; Downloadable
software, namely, instant messaging software, file sharing software, and communications software for electronically
exchanging data, audio, video, images, and graphics via computer, mobile, wireless, and communication networks;
Downloadable computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text; Downloadable software in the nature
of a messaging application for sending and receiving messages, text, and images; Downloadable computer software for use in
facilitating voice over internet protocol (VOIP) calls, phone calls, video calls, text messages, instant messages, and online
social networking services; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for messaging; Downloadable
computer software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging,
streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise
providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; Downloadable computer software for
the collection, management, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, and storage of data and information;
Downloadable computer software for personal information management; Downloadable data synchronization software,
apparatus, and instruments for processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception, and retrieval of data being encoded data,
text, images, or video, for Internet access and communication; Cards being magnetically encoded, namely, smart, telephone,
credit, or debit cards; Electronic apparatus for downloading audio, video, and data; Telephones, mobile telephones, and related
accessories in the nature of cell phone cases

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice and data via mobile, fixed, satellite, cellular, and radio;
Wireless broadband communication services, voicemail services, communication by facsimile, and electronic data
transmission telecommunication services; Electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images, audio, video, and
information; Instant messaging services; Electronic and wireless digital messaging services, namely, sending, receiving, and
forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, images, or video; Electronic exchange of voice, data, audio, video, text, and
graphics accessible via computer and telecommunications networks; Providing online chat rooms, instant messaging services,
and electronic bulletin boards for social networking; Providing access to computer databases in the field of social networking;
Providing online forums for communication on topics of general interest; Providing online communications links that transfer
mobile device and Internet users to other local and global online locations; Provision of Internet access; Providing access to
electronic sites in the nature of computer, electronic, and online databases; Peer-to-peer photo sharing and video sharing
services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files, videos, and audio visual content among users; Providing a web
hosting platform for streaming, subscription, and downloadable music and video platform services; Electronic transmission of
banking transaction data via a global computer network; Information and advisory services relating to the foregoing services
For Scientific and technological services, namely, information technology and related research and design services in the field of information technology; Market analysis and industrial research services; Information technology (IT) programming services in the nature of computer programming services; Information technology (IT) consultancy services; Information technology (IT) engineering services; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Application service provider (ASP) services, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, web sites, and databases of others in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops, and mobile electronic devices via computer and communication networks; Development, updating, and maintenance of software and database systems in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops, and mobile electronic devices; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; Computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users for the purpose of engaging in social networking; Computer services, namely, creating online communities in the nature of virtual communities for users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; Computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting interactive discussions via communication networks; Providing an online network environment that features technology that enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple online facilities; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics, and data; Computer programming services to create providing online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, modify, and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics, and data; Application service provider featuring application programming interface software for hosting online interfaces, namely, web interfaces and mobile interfaces for connecting sellers with buyers.
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REVAY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90105725</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2020</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word “REVAY” in stylized, uppercase font. <strong>Acquired Distinctiveness</strong> In whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3047098, 3047097

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Assessing insurance claims and damages in fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Consulting services in the nature of quantification of damages and forensic analysis of project schedules provided to insured parties, claimants, and legal professionals in connection with processing insurance claims in the field of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**First Use** Jan. 20, 2021 **In Commerce** Jan. 20, 2021

**For** Arranging and conducting educational conferences, seminars and training sessions in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 20, 2021 **In Commerce** Jan. 20, 2021

**For** Business management consultancy; Business auditing in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Construction cost management; Market analysis and market studies in the fields of construction and construction dispute resolution; Preparation of business reports; Business project management services in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Arranging and conducting business conferences in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Business assistance relating to the preparation of insurance claims in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Construction project management services in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Construction consulting in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>First Use Jan. 20, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce Jan. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Mediation and alternative dispute resolution services in the field of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Expert witness services in legal matters in the field of construction; Consulting services provided to legal professionals regarding assessing legal claims and damages in the field of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>45 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Personal and legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>First Use Jan. 20, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce Jan. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Revay and Associates Limited **Address** Revay and Associates Limited Suite 500 4333 Ste-Catherine Street West Montreal, Quebec CANADA H3Z1P9 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REVAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90105748 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word “REVAY” in stylized, red font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3047098, 3047097

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Assessing insurance claims and damages in fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Consulting services in the nature of quantification of damages and forensic analysis of project schedules provided to insured parties, claimants, and legal professionals in connection with processing insurance claims in the field of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2021

For Arranging and conducting educational conferences, seminars and training sessions in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2021

For Business management consultancy; Business auditing in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Construction cost management; Market analysis and market studies in the fields of construction and construction dispute resolution; Preparation of business reports; Business project management services in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Arranging and conducting business conferences in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Business assistance relating to the preparation of insurance claims in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects
For Construction project management services in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Construction consulting in the fields of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects

For Mediation and alternative dispute resolution services in the field of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects; Expert witness services in legal matters in the field of construction; Consulting services provided to legal professionals regarding assessing legal claims and damages in the field of building construction, public works projects and public infrastructure projects

For Personal and legal services

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Revay and Associates Limited Address Revay and Associates Limited Suite 500 4333 Ste-Catherine Street West Montreal, Quebec CANADA H3Z1P9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney CHOE, JULIE H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DAYSKY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90109197</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording "Daysky" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Air purifiers; Air sterilisers; Desk lamps; Electric candles; Electric food warmers; Electric kettles; Electric lamps; Flashlights; Lamp casings; LED flashlights; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations; Lighting installations for vehicles; Lights for vehicles; Luminaries; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; Multicookers; Outdoor cookers for curing food; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Plumbing fittings, namely, bibbs, cocks, traps and valves; Portable refrigerators; Stands for electric lighting fixtures; String lights for festive decoration; Ultraviolet lamps used for aquariums

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**Environmental Control Apparatus**  
**First Use** Apr. 08, 2020  
**In Commerce** Apr. 08, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Gong, Lifen  
**Address** Gong, Lifen  
Rm 009, 13/F, Jingmao Int'l Bldg  
Jinhui Ave, Danshui Town,  
Huiyang Dist  
Huizhou, Guangdong  
CHINA  
516000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** G0820SQ158

**Examining Attorney** GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
Mark Literal(s)  T TRUERATE

Mark Consists of the stylized wording "T TRUERATE". The letter "T" is comprised of three spaced layers stacked on top of each other, each layer being light and dark blue, such that the letter "T" resembles an office building. The wording "TRUERATE" appears in a stylized font beneath the letter "T". The "TRUE" portion is in light blue and the "RATE" portion is in dark blue; the color white represents transparent background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

For providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in residential and commercial real estate debt origination, selection, purchase, acquisition, servicing and securitization

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

Owner Name  Olive Tree Asset Management LLC  Address  Olive Tree Asset Management LLC  780 3rd Ave., Suite 4400  New York  NEW YORK  10017  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

Examining Attorney  BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
TM 350 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HELL'S KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90152129 Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2020 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "HELL'S KITCHEN" with a trident in between the two words.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  03471858 Foreign Registration Date  Aug. 28, 2020 Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Aug. 28, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Household and kitchen containers, not of precious metal or coated therewith; kitchen utensils not of precious metal or coated therewith, namely, serving scoops, kitchen tongs, and dishers; cooking utensils, not of precious metal or coated therewith, namely, basting spoons, grills, and grill covers; lunchboxes; knife blocks; dishwashing brushes; pastry brushes; spatulas for kitchen use; beverage glassware; glass chopping boards for kitchen use; glass baking dishes; chinaware, namely, dishes, plates, bowls, cups, and cake toppers of china; porcelain plates; porcelain teapots; porcelain cups; porcelain bowls; earthenware, namely, mugs, jars, and saucepans; money boxes; baking dishes; baking tins, namely, pie tins, cake tins, muffin tins; baking utensils, namely, baking mats and baking dishes; coasters, not of paper or textile; cups and mugs; sandwich boxes; disposable table plates; drinking flasks; plastic cups; ironing board covers; hand-operated salt and pepper mills; graters for kitchen use; kitchen utensil holders; chopping boards for kitchen use; picnic crockery, namely. pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; picnic baskets sold empty; plastic placemats; vinyl placemats; cooking utensils for barbecue use, namely, forks, tongs, turners, and barbecue branders; barbeque mitts; oven gloves; non-electric griddles; garlic presses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For  Kitchen linen; bed covers; plastic table covers; table cloths not of paper; table napkins of textile; textile placemats; towels; flannels; covers for cushions; decorative wall hangings of textile
**International Classes** | 24 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 42, 50 | **International Class Title** | Fabrics
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Preserved, dried, cooked and canned vegetables; meat, fish, and tomato preserves; vegetable spreads; eggs; milk and milk products, namely, condensed milk, milk curd, chocolate milk, milk shakes; dairy products, namely, butter, milk, cheese; edible oils, edible fats; pastes, namely, tomato pastes, meat pastes, vegetable pastes, truffle pastes, fish pastes, seafood pastes, and soup pastes; spreads, namely, cheese spreads, fish-based spreads, meat-based spreads, seafood-based spreads, dairy-based spreads, garlic-based spreads, and truffle-based spreads; soups; pickles; desserts; snack foods, namely, potato-based snack foods and meat-based snack foods; cheese-based snack foods; processed coconut-based snack foods; milk-based snack foods; vegetable-based snack foods; cheese puffs in the nature of cheese-based snack foods; potato chips; vegetable chips; kale chips; soy chips; dips

**International Classes** | 29 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 46 | **International Class Title** | Meats and Processed Foods
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Books in the field of recipes, cooking, food, beverages, a reality cooking television show; printed matter, namely, books, written articles, magazines in the field of recipes, cooking, food, beverages, a reality cooking television show; recipe books; printed instructional and teaching materials relating to cooking; printed recipe cards and cookery books; calendars; diaries; posters; stationery; note pads; note books; address books; personal organisers; pens; pencils; erasers; greetings cards; post cards; stickers; kitchen rolls being paper towels; kitchen tissues of paper; paper decorations for cakes; baking paper; containers and cases of paper or card for baking; table cloths and napkins of paper

**International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 | **International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Electric kitchen appliances for chopping, mixing, pressing; electric food processors; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; electric carving knives; electric food blenders; electric food choppers; electric salt and pepper mills

**International Classes** | 7 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 | **International Class Title** | Machinery
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Alcoholic beverages, except wine, brandy and beer; spirits, except brandy; alcoholic cordials, except brandy; liqueurs, except brandy; prepared alcoholic cocktails not made with wine or brandy; alcoholic extracts and alcoholic essences; alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer, brandy and wine

**International Classes** | 33 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 47, 49 | **International Class Title** | Wines and Spirits
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Cooking, heating, cooling and preservation equipment for food and beverages, namely, cooking ovens, barbecues and grills, refrigerators, and electric coolers; bread-making machines; cooking appliances, namely, cooking ovens, cooking ranges, cooking stoves; electric coffee makers for household use; electric food steamers; electric sandwich makers; electric slow cookers; electric toasters; electric kettles; electric griddles; barbeques; barbecue cooking apparatus, namely, barbecue grills and barbecue smokers

**International Classes** | 11 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 | **International Class Title** | Environmental Control Apparatus
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** Entertainment services in the nature of an ongoing series featuring a reality cooking television show provided through television, cable, satellite, and internet; providing online non-downloadable video clips and other multimedia digital content containing audio, video, artwork, and/or text from or related to an ongoing television series in the field of reality television cooking shows; organisation, production and presentation of events in the field of ongoing cooking and reality television
programmes, namely entertainment exhibitions, cooking competitions, tournaments, contests, and games; providing educational demonstrations in the field of cooking; education services in the nature of courses, seminars, workshops, in the field of cooking; training services in the field of cooking; educational services, namely, conducting courses in the field of cooking; organization of cookery competitions; organisation and presentation of cooking competitions and contests, cooking games, game shows, quiz shows relating to ongoing reality cooking television shows; organizing, production and presentation of events in the nature of fun days, exhibitions, and shows, roadshows, live stage events, theatrical performances, and live performances in the nature of cooking demonstrations and competitions, all of the foregoing in the field of cooking; electronic games services provided by means of the internet; providing online, non-downloadable videos in the field of a reality cooking television show provided from the internet; online gaming services in the nature of casino gambling, computer game tournaments; gambling services; providing online, non-downloadable video game software; providing online, non-downloadable computer game software; providing online, non-downloadable electronic game software for mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers, and handheld electronic devices; providing online, non-downloadable software for gambling; providing online, non-downloadable application software for gambling; information and advisory services in the field of field of cooking, ongoing reality cooking television shows, multimedia entertainment content, multimedia television and entertainment program series

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** The bringing together for the benefit of others a variety of goods, namely: electric kitchen appliances, cutlery, knives, food preparation implements, downloadable computer software applications, computer game software, cooking, heating, cooling and preservation equipment for food and beverages, books, printed matter, household or kitchen utensils and containers, textiles and textile goods, clothing, headgear, footwear, aprons, food products, snack foods, condiments, sauces, spices and non-alcoholic beverages, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods via an online retail website, a downloadable and non-downloadable application software and downloadable and non-downloadable mobile application software, an interactive television shopping channel, a digital television shopping channel, or by means of interactive television and/or telecommunications, including voice, telephony and/or transfer of digital information or data, and interactive digital media

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; flour; preparations for food in the nature of mixes for making baking batters; puddings; biscuits; pies; confectionery, namely, pastilles, zephyr, confectionery made of sugar, and confectionery chips for baking; iced frozen confectionery; popcorn; ready-to-eat cereals; cereal bars; frozen yoghurts; fruit cakes; rice-based snack foods; rice cakes; convenience foods and savoury snacks, namely, granola snacks, snack cakes, and puffed corn snacks; salted biscuits; salted wafer biscuits; pretzels; drinks prepared from cocoa, namely, cocoa-based beverages; drinks prepared from chocolate, namely, chocolate-based beverages; cheese puffs in the nature of corn-based snack foods; crackers flavoured with cheese; ice creams; ice lollies being edible ices; cakes; biscuits; pita chips; tortilla chips; edible decorations for cakes; honey; treacle; chocolate; food products containing chocolate or being chocolate flavoured, namely, chocolate bars, chocolate chips, chocolate confections, chocolate syrups, and chocolate-based snack foods; ice cream and pudding desserts; yeast; baking powder; salad dressings; condiments, namely, pepper sauce, oyster sauce, ketchup, salsa;
pastes, excluding nut pastes, namely, curry pastes, savoury pastes in the nature of bean, olive or yeast extract pastes, ginger paste for use as a seasoning, and prepared wasabi pastes; spreads, excluding nut spreads, namely, mayonnaise spreads and honey spreads; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces; spices; dried herbs

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 46  **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

For downloadable computer software for gaming; downloadable mobile applications for gaming; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable electronic game software for mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers, and handheld electronic devices; downloadable virtual reality game software and computer hardware; downloadable gambling software; downloadable application software for gambling; downloadable computer software featuring interactive and on-line instant win games and scratch card games; kitchen scales; weighing equipment, namely, scales and balances for use in the kitchen; electronic measuring apparatus for monitoring conditions and temperature inside ovens; replacement parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones provided from the internet

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Headwear; footwear; aprons; chefs hats; chef's coats; hats; caps being headwear; jackets; T-shirts; sweatshirts; trousers; gloves; scarves; fancy dress costumes, namely, masquerade costumes; underwear

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing

For Table cutlery; scissors for kitchen use; kitchen knives; table knives; table forks; table spoons; non-electric vegetable peelers; non-electric fruit peelers; hand-operated vegetable choppers; hand-operated vegetable corers; tin openers, non-electric; branding irons

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**: Hand Tools

For Non-alcoholic water-based beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; beer; ale; lager; stout; porter; alcoholic bitters; shandy; mineral and aerated waters; fruit drinks and fruit juices all of the foregoing excluding non-alcoholic or non-alcoholized wine

**International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**Basis Information**

Currently 44E  Yes  Currently ITU  Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: ITV Studios Limited  **Address**: ITV Studios Limited  ITV White City 201 Wood Lane  London  UNITED KINGDOM  W127RU  **Legal Entity**: private limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: 105754-81

**Examinaing Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: MILLER, JUSTIN T
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
COZY CLUB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90186202
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 16, 2020
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing, namely, hoodies, sweatpants, t-shirts, shorts, and socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LEE, HEEJIN B
- **Address**: LEE, HEEJIN B 211 W. 140TH STREET LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90061
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: YGSM-T2580

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SENSEI AG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90201450 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AG"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 90975245

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable computer software for monitoring and managing agricultural and hydroponic conditions and growing patterns; downloadable computer software for booking and assessing visits to wellness retreats; downloadable computer software for monitoring health and wellness for patient vitals; controls for irrigation systems, namely, electrical controls for indoor farming for treating water, measuring environmental humidity, mold, bacteria, air quality and water quality, measuring temperature and humidity levels in crops, recording field and crop observations and generating crop scouting reports; computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within an agricultural facility
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For providing online non-downloadable software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within an agricultural facility
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sensei Ag Holdings, Inc. Address Sensei Ag Holdings, Inc. 401 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1200 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51476-TM1021
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SENSEI AG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90201467 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms "SENSEI AG" in stylized font, followed by a stylized leaf design.

Disclaimer "AG"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 90975246

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable computer software for monitoring and managing agricultural and hydroponic conditions and growing patterns; downloadable computer software for booking and assessing visits to wellness retreats; downloadable computer software for monitoring health and wellness for patient vitals; controls for irrigation systems, namely, electrical controls for indoor farming for treating water, measuring environmental humidity, mold, bacteria, air quality and water quality, measuring temperature and humidity levels in crops, recording field and crop observations and generating crop scouting reports; computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within an agricultural facility
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For providing online non-downloadable software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within an agricultural facility
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sensei Ag Holdings, Inc. Address Sensei Ag Holdings, Inc. 401 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1200 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SENSEI FARMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90201494 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FARMS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 90975247

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable computer software for monitoring and managing agricultural and hydroponic conditions and growing patterns; downloadable computer software for booking and assessing visits to wellness retreats; downloadable computer software for monitoring health and wellness for patient vitals; controls for irrigation systems, namely, electrical controls for indoor farming for treating water, measuring environmental humidity, mold, bacteria, air quality and water quality, measuring temperature and humidity levels in crops, recording field and crop observations and generating crop scouting reports; computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within an agricultural facility
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing online non-downloadable software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within an agricultural facility
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sensei Ag Holdings, Inc. Address Sensei Ag Holdings, Inc. 401 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1200 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51476-TM1022
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    HOWELL, MATTHEW P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MB1

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90235571</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a halo arranged over a bird-like figure having spread wings, an upper head portion forming a portion of the numeral "1", and a lower body portion forming the remaining portion of the numeral "1" and the letters "MB".

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**
A0102046/1567117, A0102217/1567838

**International Registration Number**
1567117, 1567838 **Parent Of**
90975729

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shorts, hoodies, caps, hats, shoes, swimwear, sportswear in the nature of athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, and athletic uniforms, sandals, jackets, coats, vests, scarves, wraps, sweaters, socks, shirts, tops, pants, leggings and undergarments

**International Classes**
25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** MB1 ENTERPRISES, LLC **Address** MB1 ENTERPRISES, LLC 521 E. MOREHEAD STREET, SUITE 405 CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA 28202 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country** NORTH CAROLINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 0733-7209

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FROM WITHIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90239992 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 90975730

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vegetable fruit juices and vegetable fruit energy shots all enhanced with collagen not for medical purposes; Tonic water; Spring water; Mineral water; Drinking water; Mineral and aerated waters; flavored waters; Water beverages; Bottled water; Flavored water; drinking water with vitamins, minerals, and proteins
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. Address Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. CASE POSTALE 353 Vevey SWITZERLAND
State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 82145.2893

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90261637 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large shaded circle that carries a design of a frog with the word "TAINO" creating his body in a vertical line. The frog is surrounded by a circle which is incomplete on the right hand side.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Natural spices; Organic spices; Baking spices; Edible spices; Spices in the form of powders; Salad dressings; Vinaigrettes; Barbecue sauce; Cocoa-based condiments and seasonings for food and drinks; Dried cumin seeds for use as a condiment and seasoning for food and drink; Condiments and seasonings for food and drink, namely, sofrito, pico de gallo sauce, chili oils, savory sauces, chutneys, pepper sauce, soya bean paste, oyster sauce, peppered horseradish, pickled ginger, ketchup, and items native to the Caribbean Islands, namely, super-hot chile pepper powder for use as a seasoning
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

For Restaurant and catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taino Restaurant Corporation Address Taino Restaurant Corporation 2017 Currier Place Indian Trail NORTH CAROLINA 28079 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLAIM WATCHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90263580 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLAIM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health benefit plan services, namely, insurance administration services, namely, assisting others with adjusting insurance claims in the nature of repricing health insurance claims
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016
For Legal services, namely, legal consulting and defense relating to health insurance claims
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Homestead Strategic Holdings, Inc. Address Homestead Strategic Holdings, Inc. Suite 3400 50 S. 16th Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BATT, JAIME L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOYYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90268528 Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2020 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  1162202 Foreign Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2020
Foreign Registration Number  1162202 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 21, 2020
Registration County  NEW ZEALAND Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 21, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry and wristbands in the nature of jewelry made of cotton canvas, cotton sheeting, wool, synthetic fabrics, recycled textiles, or metals produced in fair trade factories with proceeds supporting charitable efforts to end poverty and human trafficking
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Charitable services, namely, fundraising events and financial grant programs with proceeds used to raise global awareness and provide resources to fight poverty and human trafficking
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Goods made of cotton canvas, cotton sheeting, wool, synthetic fabrics, recycled textiles, and hand-loomed fabrics, namely, bed sheets, pillowcases, loose unfitted furniture covers, bed linens, kitchen towels, shams, table napkins, placemats, tablecloths, shower curtains, and towels produced in fair trade factories with proceeds supporting charitable efforts to end poverty and human trafficking
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics
For  Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects and programming aimed at educating and otherwise raising awareness of the scourge of poverty and human trafficking; providing technical and professional training for victims of or communities at risk for human trafficking, building infrastructure for and creating employment opportunities aimed at improving the lives of victims of human trafficking and communities affected by poverty and human trafficking


| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
|--------------------------|----------------------|----------------|--------------------------------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Joyya NZ Ltd
- **Address**: Joyya NZ Ltd, 297 Lincoln Road, Addington, Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND 8024
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW ZEALAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 090334.01321

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90274679</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 23, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the term &quot;LuluKids&quot; in stylized font, wherein the term &quot;Lulu&quot; is shown in black, the letter &quot;K&quot; is shown in green, the letter &quot;i&quot; is shown in blue, the letter &quot;d&quot; is shown in red, and the letter &quot;s&quot; is shown in purple. The mark features a design element having the form of a shooting star shown in yellow extending from the top of the &quot;i&quot; to the top of the &quot;s&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) black, green, blue, red, purple and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Posters; Unmounted posters; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints on canvas; Stickers; Stickers, namely, vinyl stickers |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Oct. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 15, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Shaun Roberts |
| Address | 1111 Crossfield Drive Nolensville TENNESSEE 37135 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 10304-0001 |
| Examining Attorney | SMITH, TARYN E |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EMNOTES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 90282014 |
| Application Filing Date | Oct. 27, 2020 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For paper notebooks; blank paper notebooks; spiral-bound notebooks; wire-bound notebooks; journals, all solely for use in a professional or academic setting

| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Nov. 23, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 23, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Emnotes LLC |
| Address | Emnotes LLC 14738 Halcourt Ave Norwalk CALIFORNIA 90650 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | KELLY, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORIJEN NOURISH AS NATURE INTENDED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90295904 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of "ORIJEN" in white with "NOURISH AS NATURE INTENDED" in white below. A design of a white cat appears above the wording, and a design of a white dog appears above the design of the cat. A red background appears behind the wording and design. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5150579, 5141694, 6115772 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible pet treats; Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHAMPION PETFOODS USA INC. Address CHAMPION PETFOODS USA INC. #301, 1103-95 STREET SW EDMONTON, ALBERTA CANADA T6X0P8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FILTH.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90298577
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 04, 2020
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: UK00003550791
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Nov. 02, 2020
- **Foreign Registration Number**: UK00003550791
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 18, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Nov. 02, 2030

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic drinks, except beer; wines; spirits; liqueurs
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **For**: Non-alcoholic drinks, namely, carbonated beverages, fruit drinks, herbal health drinks being non-alcoholic water-based beverages also containing herbal extracts; beers; non-alcoholic beers; effervescent drinks, namely, carbonated mineral water, carbonated fruit drinks; water beverages; mineral waters; drinks containing vitamins, namely, drinking water with vitamins, sports drinks enhanced with vitamins, energy drinks enhanced with vitamins; drinks containing mineral salts, namely, mineral water, carbonated beverages; energy drinks; sports drinks; isotonic drinks; protein drinks, namely, protein-enriched sports beverages
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently**: 44E
- **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Trimmell, Alexander James
- **Address**: Trimmell, Alexander James
- **4 Buckler Heights
  4 Osbourne Road
  Poole, Dorset
  UNITED KINGDOM
  BH148SD
  Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
  **Citizenship**: UNITED KINGDOM

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: AX1058
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BERRY BLISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90309837 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BERRY"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2443277 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 2189565 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 15, 2020 Foreign Application/
Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 23, 2030
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2443181 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 2191570 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 18, 2020 Foreign Application/
Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 23, 2030
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2443220 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 2187928 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 14, 2020 Foreign Application/
Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 23, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary beverages for medical use; medicated serums for the treatment of dehydration and for aiding hydration; pharmaceutical products, namely, pharmaceutical products for the treatment of dehydration and for aiding hydration; beverages with electrolytes for medical use; beverages for electrolyte substitution for medical use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Commercial intermediary services, namely, new product commercialization services in the field of serums, pharmaceutical products, non-alcoholic beverages, refreshing beverages without alcohol, isotonic beverages, energy drinks, beverages with electrolytes for medical use and beverages for electrolyte substitution for medical use by third parties; radio advertising; televised advertising; online publicity, namely, advertising, through computer networks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, sports drinks containing electrolytes, bottled drinking water; isotonic beverages; energy drinks

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUEROS Y BEBIDAS REHIDRATANTES, S.A. DE C.V. Address SUEROS Y BEBIDAS REHIDRATANTES, S.A. DE C.V. AVE. ESPAÑA 1840, COLONIA MODERNA GUADALAJARA, JALISCO MEXICO 44190 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 000282-00010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney Khouri, Sani Philippe
MARK Literal(s) TEATIME TEATIME ANYTIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90312945 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of tea pot design comprised of Arabic characters and the tea pot design is within an irregular shaped circle. Beneath the tea pot design are Arabic characters. Below the Arabic characters is the wording "TEATIME" and below and to the right of the wording "TEATIME" is the wording "TEATIME ANYTIME" at an angle. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "WAQT AL-SHAI" and this means "TEA TIME" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; tea; cocoa; bread; pies; sweets and iced sweets in the nature of iced cakes, edible ices, shaved ice confections
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Food and beverage services, namely, restaurant and bar services; café and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALKAABI EST. Address ALKAABI EST. 32 Khalifa N. City - 380 Al-Markhiya St Bldg No. 391 Office 3 Doha QATAR Legal Entity Sole Proprietorship State or Country Where Organized QATAR

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S25089

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIESTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90332763 Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Alcoholic beverages, except beer, namely, mixed beverages, carbonated beverages, and fruit-based beverages; Alcoholic cocktail mixes
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rios, Marc Address Rios, Marc 910 M Street NW Unit 918 Washington D.C. 20001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MRIOS.001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STARRYSIDE COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90337250  Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2020  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookies; Crackers; Popcorn; Gummy candies; Yogurt-covered pretzels
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Starryside, LLC  Address Starryside, LLC #646 1905 15th St Boulder COLORADO 80306  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 572

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90340056 Application Filing Date  Nov. 24, 2020 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three intersecting or touching circles.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Biological testing services for pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical, cosmetic or oral care purposes, and to satisfy regulatory requirements; Biological testing services namely, antimicrobial, viral, fungal, cellular or molecular testing; Research and development of pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, medical devices, cosmetics, and oral care products.
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jun. 01, 2020 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Perfectus Biomed Group Address  Perfectus Biomed Group Techspace One SciTech Daresbury Keckwich Lane Chesire UNITED KINGDOM WA44AB Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PBG0003TMUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LARSEN AURORA LARSEN STRINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90346387 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "LARSEN" in white above the word "AURORA" in shades of yellow and accented in white, above a doublon containing the letters "L." and "S" separated by a cross, all of which fades from blue to purple to yellow, with the same doublon in white below to the left of "LARSEN STRINGS" in white. All of the foregoing appears over a twilight sky in shades of blue, purple, yellow, and orange above calm water in shades of green, pink, orange, and yellow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, yellow, blue, purple, orange, green, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STRINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical instrument strings; Musical instrument strings for Cello, Violin, and Viola
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LARSEN STRINGS A/S Address LARSEN STRINGS A/S Elholm 6 A Sonderborg DENMARK 6400
Legal Entity aktieselskab (a/s) State or Country Where Organized DENMARK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAR 3.001.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 90350890 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 01, 2020 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
|---------------|----------|-------------------------|--------------|----------|-------------------|-------------
| Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Body wash; Body lotion; Hair conditioner; Hair shampoo |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| Cleaning Preparations First Use | Sep. 2011 | In Commerce | Sep. 2011 |
| For | Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit, namely, providing massage, facial and body treatment services, cosmetic body care services |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101 |
| Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use | Sep. 2011 | In Commerce | Sep. 2011 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Cooper Marks, LLC |
| Address | Cooper Marks, LLC 12200 Preston Road Dallas TEXAS 75230 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | co50023 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MAZZELLA, BRANDY BARRE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CDL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90351395  Application Filing Date  Dec. 01, 2020  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0108832/1617922  International Registration Number  1617922

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Development and production of the advertising content of banners and signs for advertising, promotional, or marketing purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jun. 01, 2017  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2017

For  electrical contractor services for residential and commercial buildings; HVAC contractor services for residential and commercial buildings; installation, maintenance and repair of railroad signal systems; installation, maintenance, inspection in the course of building construction, and repair of fire protection systems for residential and commercial buildings; installation, maintenance, and repair of generators; installation, maintenance and repair of refrigeration systems for residential and commercial buildings; installation, maintenance, and repair of security systems for residential and commercial buildings; installation, maintenance, and repair of signage; installation maintenance, and repair of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; installation maintenance, and repair of warning and siren systems for residential and commercial buildings; construction services, namely, trenching in the nature of excavation and boring services for underground utility systems; installation, maintenance, and repair of railroad equipment and electrical systems for the railroad industry
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Jun. 01, 2017  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2017
For metal fabrication and finishing services for others

**International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title**: Material Treatment  
**First Use**: Jul. 2017  
**In Commerce**: Jul. 2017

For design and inspection of fire protection systems for residential and commercial buildings; graphic design of advertising banners and signs

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: 2014  
**In Commerce**: 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: C.D.L. Electric Company, Inc.  
**Address**: C.D.L. Electric Company, Inc. 1308 N. Walnut  
**Pittsburg KANSAS 66762**  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: KANSAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 54739

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C2O

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90356775 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2059924 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2020 Foreign Registration Number 1,172,063 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 22, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 22, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Management of customer loyalty programs, namely, business administration of consumer loyalty programs; operation of an incentive award and loyalty program, namely, business administration of consumer loyalty programs

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Hotel accommodation reservation services; hotel catering services; hotel, restaurant and catering services; providing online information concerning vacation accommodation reservations; tourist restaurant services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Helix Global Solutions Inc. Address Helix Global Solutions Inc. 2525 Cohen Street Saint-Laurent, Quebec CANADA H4R2N5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59159-1000US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CERDA, VICTOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRILL RIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90364505 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2068401 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 1152032 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 16, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 16, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For live hydrangea plants; hydrangea seedlings; pots containing live hydrangea plants
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Curoplant Company Ltd. Address Curoplant Company Ltd. 34825 Hallert Road Abbotsford, BC CANADA V3G1R3 Legal Entity British Columbia company State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2020044-6T19

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APP CLIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90366265 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “APP”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0102950/1572296 International
Registration Number 1572296

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software for processing, facilitating, verifying, and authenticating mobile payments and contactless transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors via wearable and mobile devices; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in searching, transmitting, receiving, storing, accessing, finding, organizing and viewing geographic location information and providing content based on location; downloadable and recorded computer software for application development; downloadable and recorded computer software development tools; downloadable and recorded computer software used in developing other software applications; downloadable and recorded application programming interface (API) software; downloadable and recorded software development kits (SDK); downloadable and recorded computer software to maintain and operate a computer system; downloadable and recorded computer operating software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Apple Inc. Address Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way Cupertino CALIFORNIA 95014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FITTIPALDI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 90372746  Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2020  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness In whole
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies EMERSON FITTIPALDI, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Automobiles; vehicle wheels; fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; vehicle wheel rims; vehicle wheel hubs; non-OEM (original equipment manufacturer) custom fitted vehicle wheels; wheel design inserts, namely, vehicle wheel rim protectors with decorative designs and their associated attachments for the rims
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes  US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
For Clothing, namely, hats, jackets, shirts, and shoes; belts made of leather
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing
For Motor vehicle parts design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Fittpaldi IP Holdings, LLC  Address Fittpaldi IP Holdings, LLC  Suite 1300  1111 Brickell Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33131  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 52964.0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MY POTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of four Japanese characters.

Transliteration
The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "MY" and this means "MY" in English; The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "POTE" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vegetable-based snack food; potato-based snack food; potato chips; potato crisps

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 146093.1468

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90376900  Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2020  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a script autograph logo of the word Phenom.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts  International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Oct. 15, 2020  In Commerce Nov. 13, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Abe, Gregg  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Phenom Worldwide  Composed of Gregg Abe, a citizen of United States  Address Abe, Gregg 3322 Manoa Road Honolulu HAWAII 96822  Legal Entity SOLE

PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) F

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90379447 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "F".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverage glassware; drinking glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Leather goods, namely, leather purses; luggage
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Automobiles; vehicle wheels; fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; vehicle wheel rims; vehicle wheel hubs; non-OEM (original equipment manufacturer) custom fitted vehicle wheels; wheel design inserts, namely, vehicle wheel rim protectors with decorative designs and their associated attachments for the rims
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Entertainment services, namely, performing and competition in motor sports events; entertainment services in the nature of professional athletes competing in sports car races; entertainment services in the nature of automobile racing and exhibitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Promoting sports competitions and events of others; automobile dealerships
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, hats, jackets, shirts, and shoes; belts made of leather

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Motor vehicle parts design services

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fittipaldi IP Holdings, LLC Address Fittipaldi IP Holdings, LLC Suite 1300 1111 Brickell Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52964.0001b

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FITTIPALDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90379464 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "FITTIPALDI". Acquired Distinctiveness In whole Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies EMERSON FITTIPALDI, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles; vehicle wheels; fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; vehicle wheel rims; vehicle wheel hubs; non-OEM (original equipment manufacturer) custom fitted vehicle wheels; wheel design inserts, namely, vehicle wheel rim protectors with decorative designs and their associated attachments for the rims
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles For Clothing, namely, hats, jackets, shirts, and shoes; belts made of leather
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing For Motor vehicle parts design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fittipaldi IP Holdings, LLC Address Fittipaldi IP Holdings, LLC Suite 1300 1111 Brickell Avenue Miami FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52964.0001c

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KILLER HAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90419871</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "HAIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty salon services; hair care services; hair salon services; cosmetic skin care services; skin care salon services; body waxing services; airbrush skin tanning services for humans for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Jan. 2013
In Commerce Jan. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Collins, Heather
Address Collins, Heather 13360 W. Washington Blvd. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90066
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 236720-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 90433741
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 30, 2020
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamins
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Sep. 07, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 07, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Nootrix Inc.
- **Address**: Nootrix Inc. 4400 N Scottsdale Rd. Unit 9 #734 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85251
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 40492-0001B

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RANGER DISCOVERY D09

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90445647 Application Filing Date Jan. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wheelchairs; Motor scooters; Electric wheelchairs; excluding chair lifts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Dec. 02, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Portola Tech LLC Address Portola Tech LLC 3943 Irvine Blvd #147 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92602
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ALB019-002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RANGER QUATTRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90445669 Application Filing Date Jan. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "QUATTRO" in the mark is "four".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wheelchairs; Motor scooters; Electric wheelchairs; excluding chair lifts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Dec. 02, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Portola Tech LLC Address Portola Tech LLC 3943 Irvine Blvd #147 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92602
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ALB019-003TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RANGER THE BEAST

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90445689</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| **For** | Wheelchairs; Electric wheelchairs; Motor scooters; excluding chair lifts |
| **International Classes** | 12 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Vehicles |
| **First Use** | Dec. 02, 2019 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 02, 2019 |

**Basis Information**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| **Owner Name** | Portola Tech LLC |
| **Address** | Portola Tech LLC 3943 Irvine Blvd #147 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92602 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| **Docket Number** | ALB019-004TM |

**Examining Attorney**

| **Examining Attorney** | SORIANO, JASMINE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RANGER ROYCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90445707
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 01, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wheelchairs; Motor scooters; Electric wheelchairs; excluding chair lifts
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Dec. 02, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Portola Tech LLC
- **Address**: Portola Tech LLC, 3943 Irvine Blvd #147, Irvine, CALIFORNIA 92602
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ALB019-005TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLEARCUT ANALYTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90446463 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANALYTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ecommerce data analytics services in the nature of e-commerce business data analysis
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blue River Solutions, LLC Address Blue River Solutions, LLC 400 N Ashley Drive, Suite 1100 Tampa FLORIDA 33602 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CLEARCUT DATA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90448071  Application Filing Date  Jan. 05, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  ecommerce data analytics services in the nature of e-commerce business data analysis
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Blue River Solutions, LLC  Address  Blue River Solutions, LLC  400 N Ashley Drive, Suite 1100  Tampa FLORIDA  33602  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  145233

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNWASTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90449138 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; home furniture, office furniture and outdoor furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 762695 Ontario Limited Address 762695 Ontario Limited 2770 Matheson Blvd East Mississauga, Ontario CANADA L4W4M5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H3780-00006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STOIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90465923 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Duffle bags; Leashes for animals
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Backcountry.com, LLC Address Backcountry.com, LLC 1678 West Redstone Center Drive Park City UTAH 84098 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 93377.0250

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90484602 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized plus (+) sign inside a shield.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leah Bentz DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Jedidiah Boardriding Co. Address Leah Bentz 4080 Vista Grande Dr. San Diego CALIFORNIA 92115 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIMCOX, KYLE DUNCAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90490082 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the shaded silhouette of a pear.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jessica Liu Address Jessica Liu 25 Anjou Newport Coast CALIFORNIA 92657 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LIUJ002US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YESMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90501497 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a hand with the index finger pointing at an archway of circles to the left of the word "YESMD".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2,053,331 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2020
Foreign Registration Number TMA1,163,402 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 01, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 01, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telemedicine services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thrivio Health Management Inc. Address Thrivio Health Management Inc. 308 - 2626 Croydon Drive Surrey, BC CANADA V3Z0S8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 70971-0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAL, KAMAL SINGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)STORAGE RENTALS OF AMERICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90513609 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STORAGE RENTALS"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Moving and packing supplies, namely, cardboard boxes, packing materials of paper, adhesive packing tape for household use

For Providing self-service storage facilities for others for the storage of goods; storage services for vehicles, namely, storage of vehicles; truck rentals; leasing of storage units, namely, leasing of fixed and movable storage containers to commercial and residential users; wine storage
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use 1995 In Commerce 1995

For Moving and packing supplies, namely, adhesive packing tape for industrial or commercial use, packing materials of rubber or plastics
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use 1995 In Commerce 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SROA CAPITAL, LLC Address SROA CAPITAL, LLC 324 Datura Street, Suite 338 West Palm Beach FLORIDA 33401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 168591.20040
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHIBI USAGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90515690 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "CHIBI USAGI" in the mark is "LITTLE RABBIT".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stuffed toys; plush toys; action figures; play sets for action figures; accessories for action figures; toy vehicles; model toy vehicles; rideable toy vehicles; electronic toy vehicles; wheels for toy vehicles; interchangeable magnetic toy vehicles; non-electronic toy vehicles; remote-controlled toy vehicles; smart electronic toy vehicles; toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; roller skates; skateboards; archery sets; kites; toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails; yo-yos; card games; playing cards; playing card games, namely, pool rings and arm floats for recreational use; inflatable swimming pools; inflatable toys for swimming pools; bubble making wands and solution sets; pinball and pinball-type games; knee pads for athletic use; elbow pads for athletic use; snow sleds for recreational use; snow boards; snow skis and ski poles; playground sand boxes; playground equipment, namely, playground slides and swing sets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USAGI STUDIOS, INC. Address USAGI STUDIOS, INC. 2675 West State Route 89A, #1070 Sedona ARIZONA 86336 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3937.0002
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FITTIPALDI AUTOMOBILI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90517576 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AUTOMOBILI"
Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "FITIPALDI" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies EMERSON FITTIPALDI, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles; vehicle wheels; fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; vehicle wheel rims; vehicle wheel hubs; non-OEM (original equipment manufacturer) custom fitted vehicle wheels; wheel design inserts, namely, vehicle wheel rim protectors with decorative designs and their associated attachments for the rims
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Clothing, namely, hats, jackets, shirts, and shoes; belts made of leather
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
For Motor vehicle parts design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fittipaldi IP Holdings, LLC Address Fittipaldi IP Holdings, LLC Suite 1300 1111 Brickell Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52964.0001H

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAINTS REBORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90519770 Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "SAINTS" over "REBORN". The wording is ontop of an Ankh with the eye of ra in the center.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, and headwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Jean, Khaliya St Address  Jean, Khaliya St  275 E 94th street  Apt 3J  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11212
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2007681
Examiner Information
Examination Attorney  SMITH, TARYN E

705
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STAGECROWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90522639 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "STAGECROWD" in black with
four lines above. The first line is in the color blue with the other three lines having the colors blue, green and yellow.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the
mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2020-099439
Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 6434928 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 27, 2021 Foreign Application/
Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on 44(e)) Entertainment services, namely, live entertainment events, live stage events, live performances, road
shows, music concerts, and theatrical performances; provision of entertainment information via the Internet; providing online
music, not downloadable; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical
performances; presentation of comic storytelling (Rakugo); entertainment in the nature of comedy shows; providing online
videos, not downloadable, in the field of live events; provision of image, picture and video in the field of live entertainment
events and music via the Internet using streaming; movie theaters; production and distribution of movies; conducting of
entertainment events, namely, live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, and theatrical performances;
arranging, organizing and conducting of entertainment events, namely, live stage events, live performances, road shows, music
concerts, and theatrical performances; planning arrangement of showing movies, shows, plays or musical performance;
organization of comedy shows; organization and presentation of live show performances; music entertainment services,
namely, live musical performances and non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; provision of radio and television
entertainment services, namely, television and radio programming; directing of making of radio and television programs;
arranging, conducting and organizing seminars in the field of live entertainment events and music; video production in the
field of education, culture, entertainment or sports, not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity;
providing online downloadable and non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of electronic newspapers, brochures, magazines, and articles in the field of live entertainment events, live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, and theatrical performances; post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and films; photography; videography; booking of seats for shows; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** (Based on 44(e))

Advising and publicity services; providing and rental of advertising space on the Internet; providing and rental of advertising space; publicity material rental; business management and business administration of fun club of artists; on-line advertising and marketing services; retail store services or wholesale store services for clothing; retail store services or wholesale store services for bags and pouches; retail store services or wholesale store services for personal accessories; retail store services or wholesale store services for footwear, other than special footwear for sports; retail store services or wholesale store services for woven fabrics and bedding; retail store services or wholesale store services for diapers; retail store services or wholesale store services for hand-held flat fans and hand-held folding fans; retail store services or wholesale store services for sunglasses and spectacles; retail store services or wholesale store services for smartphones; retail store services or wholesale store services for cases for penlights; retail store services or wholesale store services for printed matter; retail store services or wholesale store services for calendars; retail store services or wholesale store services for key rings; retail store services or wholesale store services for toy glow sticks; retail store services or wholesale store services for figure toys and accessories therefor; retail store services or wholesale store services for toys and dolls; retail store services or wholesale store services for sculptures and statuettes of common metal, stone, concrete, marble, gypsum, plastic, or wood; retail store services or wholesale store services for figurines of common metal, stone, concrete, marble, gypsum, plastic, wood; retail store services or wholesale store services for downloadable images, including still and moving images; retail store services or wholesale store services for downloadable music and audio

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** (Based on 44(e))

Downloadable application software for recording and providing online access to live entertainment events, live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, theatrical performances, and audience participation in such events; downloadable computer software for recording and providing online access to live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, theatrical performances, and audience participation in such events; telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, DVD players; audio files featuring the voice of singers and voice actors, ring tones and music files downloaded via telecommunication networks; music files downloaded via telecommunication networks; phonograph records featuring music and live entertainment events; recorded audio compact discs featuring music and live entertainment events; musical sound recordings; electronic circuits and CD-roms recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments featuring music; downloadable video recordings featuring music and live events provided via a video-on-demand service; downloadable image files containing materials relating to music and live entertainment events; recorded DVDs featuring materials relating to music and live entertainment events; musical video recordings; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of periodicals in the field of live entertainment events and music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For (Based on Intent to Use) Online social networking services

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For (Based on 44(e)) Telecommunications, namely, telecommunications access services, rental of telecommunications equipment and apparatus, providing electronic telecommunication connections, telecommunications consultation, and providing information in the field of telecommunications; video, audio and television streaming services on the Internet; streaming of video on the Internet; communication services, namely, transmitting streamed sound and audio-visual recordings via the Internet; providing voice communication services over the Internet; transmission and distribution of data or audio visual images via the Internet; electronic data interchange (EDI) services, namely, electronic sound, video and character data interchange via the Internet; electronic transmission of data featuring messages and information; providing on-line chat rooms for transmission of messages among computer users in the field of general interest; electronic bulletin board communications in the form of chat; broadcasting, namely, audio broadcasting, video broadcasting, television broadcasting, and Internet broadcasting services; on-demand broadcasting, namely, audio broadcasting, video broadcasting, Internet broadcasting, and video on demand transmission; streaming of audio material featuring music via the Internet; radio broadcasting

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For (Based on 44(e)) Providing a web hosting platform for entertainers and fans; online non-downloadable computer programs on data networks providing online access to, and interaction with, live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, theatrical performances, and audience participation in such events; electronic data storage; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; rental of computers; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use by others in the fields of live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, and theatrical performances; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring software for use by others in the fields of live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, and theatrical performances; rental of computer software; rental of computer systems, namely, computer and computer software rental; computer programming services relating to multimedia and interactive applications; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; design, development, installation and maintenance of computer software; computer systems design; technical advice relating to operation of computers; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; design and development of computer hardware and computer software; graphic arts design; online non-downloadable application software for recording and providing online access to live entertainment events, live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, theatrical performances, and audience participation in such events; online non-downloadable computer software for recording and providing online access to live stage events, live performances, road shows, music concerts, theatrical performances, and audience participation in such events; providing a website allowing users to download music and music videos, namely, video download services via telecommunication networks featuring music and live events provided via a video-on-demand service

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLARO PAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90525547  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 11, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "CLARO PAY" with "CLARO" in red with three red lines radiating from the top and top right and right of the letter "O" in "CLARO" and the word "PAY" in black.  
- **Color Drawing**: Yes  
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
- **Translation**: The English translation of CLARO in the mark is CLEAR.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4042298, 4545569, 4042299 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cameras; Mobile phones; Telephone apparatus

**For**: Telecommunication services, namely, telecommunications gateway services; telephone communications services, namely, cellular telephone services, local and long distance telephone services, mobile telephone communication services; internet service provider services

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 104  
**International Class Title**: Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Claro S.A.  
- **Address**: Claro S.A. Rua Florida, 1970 Sao Paulo BRAZIL 04565-907  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED**: BRAZIL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 128237.01030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: WOO, SAMUEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COLLEGE BOUND SCHOLARSHIP WASHINGTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90525948 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four-pointed yellow star in the upper left portion of the mark, with the words "College Bound Scholarship" in two lines in large red type immediately below and to the right of the star's yellow arc. The word "Washington" appears in green capital letters immediately below the word "Scholarship". There is no claim to the background color. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, red, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting, advertising, and promotion services in the field of secondary and post-secondary educational systems for the purpose of promotion of improved educational coordination and transitions between secondary and post-secondary education; promoting awareness of the economic, social, and civil benefits of post-secondary education
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Washington Student Achievement Council Address Washington Student Achievement Council 917 Lakeridge Way SW Olympia WASHINGTON 98502 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90530740  Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vodka
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Northstand Spirits Inc.  Address Northstand Spirits Inc. 440 Garyray Drive  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA M9L1P7  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16555.093

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOREZELLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90531241 Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters capital "G" with the remaining lowercased letters "L" "O" "R" "E" "Z" "E" "L" "L" "E" connected written in a stylized font to create the word "Glorezelle". The mark consists of the stylized wording "GLOREZELLE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers being dresses, sweaters, and coveralls; Clothing items, namely, gags worn over the mouth; Clothing, namely, crops; Clothing, namely, hand-warmers; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Bottoms as clothing; Combinations being one-piece undergarments; Drawers as clothing; Dresses for babies, children, and adults; Embroidered clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, pants, skirts, and socks; Furs being clothing; Head wraps; Hooded sweatshirts for children and adults; Hoodies; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Jackets; Jerseys; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, pants, skirts, and socks; Outerwear, namely, shirts, dresses, pants, skirts, and socks; Postpartum clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, undergarments, skirts, socks; Short sets; Sweatshirts for babies, children, and adults; Tops as clothing; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use In Commerce  Feb. 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wesley, Ashane L DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Ashane Address  Wesley, Ashane L  6513 Gilded Flicker St North Las Vegas NEVADA 89084 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  90531241
Examining Attorney  SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEMPIRE HEMP & VAPE SHOPPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90533254 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a drawing of a silver-colored hemp plant centrally located within a square having a gold-colored shading surrounding the hemp plant. Located outside of the square is a black-colored background. Located directly underneath the square is the word "HEMPIRE" in gold-colored stylized upper-case font. Located underneath the word "HEMPIRE" is the phrase "HEMP & VAPE SHOPPE" in gold-colored font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, gold, and silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEMP & VAPE SHOPPE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring CBD-infused cosmetics, cosmetic creams derived from hemp, Retail stores featuring CBD-infused cosmetics, hemp-infused cosmetic creams, pet toys, batteries, cigarette rolling papers, hemp flower, essential oils; Retail Hemp and cannabidiol (CBD)-themed clothing stores; Wholesale and retail store services featuring CBD-infused cosmetics, hemp-infused cosmetic creams, pet toys, batteries, essential oils; any CBD and hemp in the goods being featured or provided in the aforementioned services being solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hempire Hemp & Vape Shoppe LLC Address Hempire Hemp & Vape Shoppe LLC 719 20th St NE Byron MINNESOTA 55920 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7690
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 90534230 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 18, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Framed art prints |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Oct. 17, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 17, 2014 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Paulynne, Inc. |
| Address | Paulynne, Inc. 1027 Park Avenue River Forest ILLINOIS 60305 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | AURAND, KYLE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESILIENCY AS A SERVICE (RAAS)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90544960 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction services, namely, restoration in the field of electric utility and telecommunication structures; providing preventative maintenance and compliance services to others who own utility poles and telecommunications structures, namely, restoration of electric utility and telecommunications structures, and pad mounted transformer cabinet; providing preventative maintenance services to others who own electric utility and telecommunications structures; Consultation services in the field of electric utility and telecommunication structure restoration and hardening

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Treatment of materials in the nature of electric utility poles and telecommunication structures by means of applying chemical preservatives to the wood and steel products of others for the purpose of hardening; Consultation services pertaining to the material transformation of the surface of wood and steel utility poles and telecommunication structures by application of coatings; Technical consultation services in the field of preparation, use, and application of chemical preservatives to the wooden and steel electric utility and telecommunications structures of others; Treatment of wood and steel for preservation purposes

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

For Consulting services in the field of inspection of utility poles and telecommunications structures for quality control purposes; Inspection services using Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and infrared technologies for the inspection of utility poles and telecommunications structures for quality control purposes; Inspection of ground systems and utility poles and towers for quality control purposes

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOOYOOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90545366 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GOOYOOU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clips of metal for cables and pipes; Door handles of metal; Fittings of metal for pipes; Junctions of metal for pipes; Metal door hardware, namely, keys and key cylinders; Metal gratings; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal hardware, namely, springs; Metal hardware, namely, washers; Metal hooks; Metal marine hardware, namely, thimbles; Metal pallets; Metal spacer brackets; Mobile boarding stairs of metal for passengers; Mooring bollards of metal; Spacer brackets of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jun. 10, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yuguan Hardware Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yuguan Hardware Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Fl, Bldg A, No. 28, North First St Xiangmang West Rd, Qingxi Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21-02-01523

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINERO GUARDA, GERARDO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MIZEMI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90546110</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2021</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of two overlapping circles under which appears the wording "MIZEMI" in stylized font.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Foreign Registration Renewal Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>330908</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2020</td>
<td>330908</td>
<td>Jan. 03, 2021</td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2030</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile location-based application that allows locating people, businesses, sites and objects, obtaining information about them and creating communications with them, by pointing the user's mobile phone towards them; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile location-based application that allows user to scan a region to locate people, businesses, sites and objects around the user; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use with mobile phones for social networking; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use with mobile phones for making personal or business connections; Labels with integrated radio frequency identification chips for use with mobile phones; Label with integrated radio frequency identification chip for use with mobile phones, leading to a digital profile page of a user by scanning the chip; Near field communication (NFC) tags for use with mobile phones for leading to a digital profile page of people, businesses, sites and objects, for obtaining information about them and creating communications with them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently</strong></th>
<th><strong>Yes</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Ben Amo, Shai Yosef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Ben Amo, Shai Yosef Rothchild Blv. 72/15 Tel Aviv - Yafo ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NO SUGAR COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90549713 Application Filing Date  Feb. 26, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "NOSUGAR COMPANY" where the words "NO" and "COMPANY" appear in the color green and the word "SUGAR" appears in the color gray. A stylized green design appears under the word "COMPANY" and turns up at a 90 degree angle at the end of the word. Color Claimed  The color(s) grey and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "NO SUGAR COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Snack bars, namely, nut-based snack bars, seed-based snack bars, seed and nut based snack bars featuring a chocolate coating; Snack foods, namely, nut-based snack foods; Seed-based snack foods; fruit based snack foods; vegetable based snack foods; nut and seed based snack bars with lemon; all of the foregoing goods contain less than 0.5 grams of sugar per serving
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  Snack foods, namely, chocolate based confections and chocolate-based snack foods; cereal-based snack bars, namely, chocolate based snack bars, lemon flavoured snack bars, coconut based snack bars; brownies; cookies; chocolates and chocolate-based ready to eat snacks; coffee; ready-to-eat cereals; ice cream; confections, namely, chocolate confections; snack cups, namely, chocolate-based snack cups and chocolate cups filled with flavorings and spreads; Granola based snack bars; cereal based snack bars; rice based snack foods; cereal based snack foods; all of the foregoing goods contain less than 0.5 grams of sugar per serving
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods
For  Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated and non-carbonated fruit flavoured waters; energy drinks; all of the foregoing goods contain less than 0.5 grams of sugar per serving
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAINT LOUIS ZOO WILDCARE PARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90553199 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ZOO" AND "PARK"

Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "SAINT LOUIS ZOO" and "WILDCARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3425120, 2959690

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting educational exhibitions in the field of animals, the environment, and conservation at animal sanctuary facilities; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of animals, the environment, and conservation; Providing zoological facilities to the public

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Conducting scientific research in the field of animals, the environment, and conservation at animal sanctuary facilities; Scientific study and research in the field of reproduction, husbandry, and general health of animals

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zoological Subdistrict of the Metropolitan Zoological Park and Museum District Address Zoological Subdistrict of the Metropolitan Zoological Park and Museum District One Government Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2466-200022
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SWITCHOUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90559701</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Modular system consisting of modular electrical outlets featuring interchangeable electrical inserts for use for or in conjunction with air fresheners, air quality sensors, security alarm control panels, alarm sensors, awning controls, wireless speakers, cameras, camera displays, ceiling fan controls, countdown timers, data connection ports, gas sensors, humidity sensors, intercoms, LED displays, mesh networks, motion sensors, night lights, power monitors, shade controls, smart speakers, temperature sensors, thermal imaging, timers, thermostat controls, TV smart screens, USB ports, wireless network controls, wireless network extenders

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
|-----------------------|--------------------|
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Smart Power Partners LLC |
|------------|
| Address | Smart Power Partners LLC 2s567 White Birch Lane Wheaton ILLINOIS 60189 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 21389-151626 |
|---------------|

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACCREDITED CERTIFICATION PROGRAM NCCA BY ICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90560788 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Certification
Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "ACCREDITED CERTIFICATION PROGRAM" in a stacked configuration located above a square field in which a figurative element consisting of a circle divided into three sections appears in the middle of the square field. The literal element "NCCA BY ICE" appears in a horizontal orientation underneath the figurative elements. Disclaimer "ACCREDITED CERTIFICATION PROGRAM" Certification Statement The certification mark, as intended to be used by authorized persons, certifies that the provision of certification examinations and testing, analysis and evaluation services to determine conformity with certification standards meet recognized national and international credentialing industry standards for the development, implementation, and maintenance of certification programs.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing educational examinations for certification; testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of others to determine conformity with certification standards
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Institute for Credentialing Excellence Address Institute for Credentialing Excellence 3rd Floor North 2001 K Street, N.W. Washington D.C. 20006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ICE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYPEBARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90568016 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HYPEBARK” written in all lowercase letters.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal harnesses for dogs; Bags for carrying pets; Dog clothing; Dog collars; Dog leashes; Dog shoes; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hypebark Address Hypebark 5 Fisk Rd Holtsville NEW YORK 11742 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 90571134  Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2021  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYPEBARK

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Animal harnesses for dogs; Bags for carrying pets; Dog clothing; Dog collars; Dog leashes; Dog shoes; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Hypebark  Address Hypebark 5 Fisk Rd Holtsville NEW YORK 11742  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LLR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90579683 Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the letters "LLR" in a stylized cursive form.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   (Based on Use in Commerce) Apparel co-branded with proprietary marks, namely, jeans; all of the foregoing sold exclusively at wholesale to independent fashion retailers who are contractually authorized to sell to retail consumers only via pop-up boutiques and live sales not hosted in clothing or apparel stores, and who are contractually forbidden from selling clothing items from other sources alongside the foregoing goods; (Based on Intent to Use) Apparel co-branded with proprietary marks, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, dresses, skirts, leggings, tights, sweaters, robes; outerwear co-branded with proprietary marks, namely, jackets and coats; all of the foregoing sold exclusively at wholesale to independent fashion retailers who are contractually authorized to sell to retail consumers only via pop-up boutiques and live sales not hosted in clothing or apparel stores, and who are contractually forbidden from selling clothing items from other sources alongside the foregoing goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Lennon Leasing, LLC Address   Lennon Leasing, LLC Suite 101 4160 Temescal Canyon Road Corona CALIFORNIA 92883 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  033910.021T2
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90587901 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle enclosing the stylized letters "TR".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For articles of clothing for horses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of movies, television programs, webisodes, films, and videos, development, creation, production, distribution and post-production of multimedia programs and series, unscripted programming, special on-air events for entertainment purposes, and multimedia entertainment content featuring news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, rendered through the media of television, cable, satellite, and broadband systems, and via the internet and portable and wireless communication services, production of multimedia entertainment content in the nature of pre-recorded digital video discs, digital versatile discs, cd-roms, magneto-optical discs, and compact discs, providing online non-downloadable entertainment content all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, online non-downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, audio files, video files and audio-video files, artwork files, text, rendered via the Internet and wireless communication devices, providing online non-downloadable books, movies, television programs, audio files, video files, audiovisual files and films all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, organization and production of equine sporting and training events, equine sporting competitions, and equine exhibits and exhibitions for entertainment purposes, organization and production of sports events, namely, rodeos, sports competitions and sports exhibitions, publication of books, magazines and other printed matter,
production of mobile applications in the nature of multimedia entertainment software and games, providing online computer websites featuring entertainment, training and sporting information in the fields of equine events, equine competitions, equine exhibits and in the fields of sports and entertainment generally, providing online non-downloadable computer game software, Organization and production of live musical events; and horse training; production of podcasts

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, pins, bolo ties, hat bands and hat strips, hats, cowboy hats, caps, jeans, leather jackets, suede jackets, chaps, footwear, purse, boots, saddle bags, saddles, saddle pads, bridles, reins, leads, bits, stirrup leathers, girth straps, lunge lines, halters, horse blankets, horse leg wraps, knee pads for horses, articles of clothing for horses, books, magazines, digital video discs, cd-roms, compact discs, magneto-optical discs; and organization and production of equine events, equine competitions, and equine exhibits for commercial and advertising purposes, organization and production of equine events, namely, horse auctions for commercial purposes

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** prerecorded and downloadable multimedia entertainment content all in the fields of sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, documentaries, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, magazines, audio files, video files and audio-video files, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded digital video discs, cd-roms, magneto optical discs and downloadable computer game software

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** streaming of audio-video content over the Internet

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104  
**International Class Title** Communication

**For** Cattle breeding and horse breeding

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** clothing, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, footwear, boots, hats, cowboy hats, jeans, chaps, belts, hoodies, rainwear, scarves, gloves, pants, shirts, jackets, leather jackets, suede jackets, horse riding boots, bolo ties

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39  
**International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC  
**Address** Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC  
Attn: Legal Department  
227 West Monroe Street, Suite 5000  
Chicago  
ILLINOIS  
60606  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90587922 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "TR".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0110916/1612247, A0110917/1611336, A0110918/1612236, A0110920/1614513, A0110921/1612727 International Registration Number 1612247, 1611336, 1612236, 1614513, 1612727

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For articles of clothing for horses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of movies, television programs, webisodes, films, and videos, development, creation, production, distribution and post-production of multimedia programs and series, unscripted programming, special on-air events for entertainment purposes, and multimedia entertainment content featuring news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, rendered through the media of television, cable, satellite, and broadband systems, and via the internet and portable and wireless communication services, production of multimedia entertainment content in the nature of pre-recorded digital video discs, digital versatile discs, cd-roms, magneto-optical discs, and compact discs, providing online non-downloadable entertainment content all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, online non-downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, audio files, video files and audio-video files, artwork files, text, rendered via the Internet and wireless communication devices, providing online non-downloadable books, movies, television programs, audio files, video files, audiovisual files and films all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events,
documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, organization and production of equine sporting and training events, equine sporting competitions, and equine exhibits and exhibitions for entertainment purposes, organization and production of sports events, namely, rodeos, sports competitions and sports exhibitions, publication of books, magazines and other printed matter, production of mobile applications in the nature of multimedia entertainment software and games, providing online computer websites featuring entertainment, training and sporting information in the fields of equine events, equine competitions, equine exhibits and in the fields of sports and entertainment generally, providing online non-downloadable computer game software, Organization and production of live musical events; and horse training; production of podcasts

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For** retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, pins, bolo ties, hat bands and hat strips, hats, cowboy hats, caps, jeans, leather jackets, suede jackets, chaps, footwear, purse, boots, saddle bags, saddles, saddle pads, bridles, reins, leads, bits, stirrup leathers, girth straps, lunge lines, halters, horse blankets, horse leg wraps, knee pads for horses, articles of clothing for horses, books, magazines, digital video discs, cd-roms, compact discs, magneto-optical discs; and organization and production of equine events, equine competitions, and equine exhibits for commercial and advertising purposes, organization and production of equine events, namely, horse auctions for commercial purposes

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For** prerecorded and downloadable multimedia entertainment content all in the fields of sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, documentaries, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, magazines, audio files, video files and audio-video files, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded digital video discs, cd-roms, magneto optical discs and downloadable computer game software

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** streaming of audio-video content over the Internet

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

**For** cattle breeding and horse breeding

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** clothing, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, footwear, boots, hats, cowboy hats, jeans, chaps, belts, hoodies, rainwear, scarves, gloves, pants, shirts, jackets, leather jackets, suede jackets, horse riding boots, bolo ties

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC
Address: Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC Attn: Legal Department 227 West Monroe Street, Suite 5000 Chicago ILLINOIS 60606
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TR · TETON · RIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90587944 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of inner circles surrounding the stylized letters
"TR" and an outer circle surrounding the words "TETON RIDGE" with two dots equidistant between the words "TETON
RIDGE". Disclaimer "TETON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For articles of clothing for horses

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of movies, television programs, webisodes, films, and
videos, development, creation, production, distribution and post-production of multimedia programs and series, unscripted
programming, special on-air events for entertainment purposes, and multimedia entertainment content featuring news, sports,
western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events,
documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science
fiction, adventure, action and animation, rendered through the media of television, cable, satellite, and broadband systems, and
via the internet and portable and wireless communication services, production of multimedia entertainment content in the
nature of pre-recorded digital video discs, digital versatile discs, cd-roms, magneto-optical discs, and compact discs, providing
online non-downloadable entertainment content all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions,
equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational
shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely,
online non-downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, audio files, video files
and audio-video files, artwork files, text, rendered via the Internet and wireless communication devices, providing online non-
downloadable books, movies, television programs, audio files, video files, audiovisual files and films all in the fields of news,
sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events,
documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science
fiction, adventure, action and animation, organization and production of equine sporting and training events, equine sporting
competitions, and equine exhibits and exhibitions for entertainment purposes, organization and production of sports events, namely, rodeos, sports competitions and sports exhibitions, publication of books, magazines and other printed matter, production of mobile applications in the nature of multimedia entertainment software and games, providing online computer websites featuring entertainment, training and sporting information in the fields of equine events, equine competitions, equine exhibits and in the fields of sports and entertainment generally, providing online non-downloadable computer game software, Organization and production of live musical events; and horse training; production of podcasts

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, pins, bolo ties, hat bands and hat strips, hats, cowboy hats, caps, jeans, leather jackets, suede jackets, chaps, footwear, purse, boots, saddle bags, saddles, saddle pads, bridles, reins, leads, bits, stirrup leathers, girth straps, lunge lines, halters, horse blankets, horse leg wraps, knee pads for horses, articles of clothing for horses, books, magazines, digital video discs, cd-roms, compact discs, magneto-optical discs; and organization and production of equine events, equine competitions, and equine exhibits for commercial and advertising purposes, organization and production of equine events, namely, horse auctions for commercial purposes

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** prerecorded and downloadable multimedia entertainment content all in the fields of sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, documentaries, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, magazines, audio files, video files and audio-video files, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded digital video discs, cd-roms, magneto optical discs and downloadable computer game software

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** streaming of audio-video content over the Internet

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Cattle breeding and horse breeding

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** clothing, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, footwear, boots, hats, cowboy hats, jeans, chaps, belts, hoodies, rainwear, scarves, gloves, pants, shirts, jackets, leather jackets, suede jackets, horse riding boots, bolo ties

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC
Address   Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC  Attn: Legal Department  227 West Monroe Street, Suite 5000  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60606
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TR TETON RIDGE RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90587962 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of inner circles surrounding the stylized letters "TR" and an outer circle surrounding the words "TETON RIDGE" and "RANCH". Two dots are on either side of the word "RANCH". Disclaimer "TETON" AND "RANCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For articles of clothing for horses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of movies, television programs, webisodes, films, and videos, development, creation, production, distribution and post-production of multimedia programs and series, unscripted programming, special on-air events for entertainment purposes, and multimedia entertainment content featuring news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, rendered through the media of television, cable, satellite, and broadband systems, and via the internet and portable and wireless communication services, production of multimedia entertainment content in the nature of pre-recorded digital video discs, digital versatile discs, cd-roms, magneto-optical discs, and compact discs, providing online non-downloadable entertainment content all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, online non-downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, audio files, video files and audio-video files, artwork files, text, rendered via the Internet and wireless communication devices, providing online non-downloadable books, movies, television programs, audio files, video files, audiovisual files and films all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, organization and production of equine sporting and training events, equine sporting
competitions, and equine exhibits and exhibitions for entertainment purposes, organization and production of sports events, namely, rodeos, sports competitions and sports exhibitions, publication of books, magazines and other printed matter, production of mobile applications in the nature of multimedia entertainment software and games, providing online computer websites featuring entertainment, training and sporting information in the fields of equine events, equine competitions, equine exhibits and in the fields of sports and entertainment generally, providing online non-downloadable computer game software, Organization and production of live musical events; and horse training; production of podcasts

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, pins, bolo ties, hat bands and hat strips, hats, cowboy hats, caps, jeans, leather jackets, suede jackets, chaps, footwear, purse, boots, saddle bags, saddles, saddle pads, bridles, reins, leads, bits, stirrup leathers, girth straps, lunge lines, halters, horse blankets, horse leg wraps, knee pads for horses, articles of clothing for horses, books, magazines, digital video discs, cd-roms, compact discs, magneto-optical discs; and organization and production of equine events, equine competitions, and equine exhibits for commercial and advertising purposes, organization and production of equine events, namely, horse auctions for commercial purposes

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  prerecorded and downloadable multimedia entertainment content all in the fields of sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, documentaries, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, magazines, audio files, video files and audio-video files, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded digital video discs, cd-roms, magneto optical discs and downloadable computer game software

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  streaming of audio-video content over the Internet

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**  Communication

**For**  Cattle breeding and horse breeding

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For**  clothing, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, footwear, boots, hats, cowboy hats, jeans, chaps, belts, hoodies, rainwear, scarves, gloves, pants, shirts, jackets, leather jackets, suede jackets, horse riding boots, bolo ties

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39 **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC
Address   Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC  Attn: Legal Department  227 West Monroe Street, Suite 5000 Chicago  ILLINOIS  60606
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CIRE BODY WAX CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90589618  Application Filing Date  Mar. 19, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word CIRE in dark grey stylized all-caps font with the letter E formed by three, equal, horizontal lines and no vertical line, and to the right of CIRE the words BODY WAX in white stylized all-caps font with WAX placed underneath BODY and the letters spaced apart to be of equal width with BODY, said BODY WAX contained within a rectangular red background, and the word CENTER beneath the red background rectangle in light grey stylized all-caps font, said letters reduced in size to be the same width as the words BODY and WAX, with the stacked words BODY WAX CENTER being the same height as the word CIRE.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) grey, red, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "WAX CENTER"  Translation  The English translation of CIRE in the mark is wax.  Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Body waxing services for hair removal in humans; Body waxing services for the human body
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  May 01, 2017  In Commerce  May 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bigelow, Janet  Address  Bigelow, Janet  9131 College Parkway, Unit 110  Fort Myers  FLORIDA  33919
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  620107
Examining Attorney  BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RX MYRXMEDSAVER CO-PAY CHALLENGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90593110 Application Filing Date: Mar. 22, 2021 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "RX MYRXMEDSAVER CO-PAY CHALLENGE" featured inside a circle comprised of a dotted line inside concentric circles with zig-zag borders. The wording "RX" appears at the top with a pill design incorporated into the top of the letter "R". The wording "MYRXMEDSAVER" appears below "RX" and above "CO-PAY". The wording "CHALLENGE" appears below "CO-PAY" and expands beyond the shape of the circle while still enclosed by the zig-zag border that forms circles.
Disclaimer: "RX" OR "CO-PAY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5138010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Promoting and marketing the goods and services of others online and through mobile applications; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring savings, price-comparison information, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information; Promotion of a discount program on behalf of third parties, namely, promotion of a discount program enabling participants to obtain discounts on prescription drugs through use of a discount card; Providing online price comparisons, cost analysis, and price quotations for pharmaceuticals and over the counter medications for consumers, providers, administrators, and other participants in the healthcare industry; Promoting the goods and services of others in the healthcare industry by providing coupons for pharmaceuticals and over the counter medications; Providing online consumer product information for the purpose of selection of pharmaceuticals and over the counter medications to meet the consumers specifications; Administration of a discount program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on goods and services through use of a discount card; Promoting the sale of goods and services of others through electronic couponing, promotions and discounts
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business
First Use   Mar. 08, 2021 In Commerce   Mar. 08, 2021
For   (Based on Intent to Use) Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software providing price comparisons, cost analysis, coupons, and price quotations of pharmaceuticals; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for obtaining discounts on prescription drugs and pharmaceuticals; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software providing consumer product information for the purpose of selection of pharmaceuticals and over the counter medications to meet the consumers specifications
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   RXDC, LP Composed of   RXDC Management, LLC, a Texas limited liability company, as general partner
Address   RXDC, LP   4851 LBJ Freeway, Suite 510 Dallas   TEXAS   75244 Legal Entity   LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   RXDC01-00004
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLUCOVAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90594474 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaccines
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Princeton Biomedical Communications LLC Address Princeton Biomedical Communications LLC 4 Dorchester Court Princeton NEW JERSEY 08540 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALES, HEATHER ALISON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90599695
Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2021
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed books, short stories, screenplays and magazines, all of the foregoing in the in the fields of fiction and non-fiction; printed coloring books; printed journals; printed calendars; decals; bumper stickers; printed greeting cards; printed collectible trading cards; gift wrap; paper gift bags; graphic fine art prints; printed posters; bookmarks; bookends; passport covers; pencil cases; writing utensils; decorative stickers

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Providing a web site featuring educational and entertainment content delivered via digital, electronic, audio or visual means, namely, non-downloadable electronic books, non-downloadable digital books, non-downloadable audiobooks, non-downloadable podcasts, non-downloadable magazines, non-downloadable newsletters, non-downloadable short stories, non-downloadable screenplays, non-downloadable articles and non-downloadable reviews in the fields of fiction and non-fiction works, namely, science fiction, fantasy, horror, crime, arts, current affairs, history, humanities, law, pop culture, politics, science, sports, technology and religion; production of audio recording for electronic books, digital books, audio books, podcasts, magazines, newsletters and other content in the fields of fiction and non-fiction works; providing online non-downloadable fiction and non-fiction audio books on a variety of topics; providing online non-downloadable fiction and non-fiction e-books and digital books on a variety of topics; providing online non-downloadable podcasts, magazines, newsletters, short stories, screenplays, articles and reviews delivered via digital, electronic, audio or visual means in the fields of fiction and non-fiction works, namely, science fiction, fantasy, horror, crime, arts, current affairs, history, humanities, law, pop culture, politics, science, sports, technology and religion

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
Downloadable computer application software for personal computers, handheld computing devices and mobile phones in the nature of a mobile application that provides access to electronic books, digital books, audiobooks, podcasts, magazines, newsletters, short stories, screenplays, articles and reviews delivered via digital, electronic, audio or visual means in the fields of fiction and non-fiction works including science fiction, fantasy, horror, crime, arts, current affairs, history, humanities, law, pop culture, politics, science, sports, technology and religion; downloadable fiction and non-fiction e-books and digital books on a variety of topics; downloadable fiction and non-fiction audio books on a variety of topics; downloadable podcasts, magazines, newsletters, short stories, screenplays, articles and reviews delivered via digital, electronic, audio or visual means in the fields of fiction and non-fiction works including science fiction, fantasy, horror, crime, arts, current affairs, history, humanities, law, pop culture, politics, science, sports, technology and religion

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Streaming of audio, visual and other multimedia works via the internet or other computer or communications network; telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable audio, visual and other multimedia works via the internet or other computer or communications network; telecommunications services, namely, transmission of data in electronic, digital, audio and video format via the internet or other computer or communications network; providing online chat rooms, internet forums and online communities for the transmission of information and messages among computer users in the fields of electronic books, digital books, audiobooks, podcasts, magazines, newsletters, short stories, screenplays, articles, reviews, fictional works, non-fictional works, science fiction, fantasy, horror, crime, arts, current affairs, history, humanities, law, pop culture, politics, science, sports, technology and religion

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104

International Class Title Communication

Currently ITU Yes

Owner Name REALM OF POSSIBILITY, INC. Address REALM OF POSSIBILITY, INC. 115 BROADWAY, 5TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10006

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Docket Number SBOX0116TUS

Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CAFECITA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90604079
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Advertising agency services; branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for business and/or individuals; public relations services; publicity agents; direct marketing and advertising services; business marketing consulting services; market research; sales promotion services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through the distribution of printed and audio promotional materials and by rendering sales promotional advice; preparing advertisements for others, namely, purchasing and procuring media time, planning and researching print, radio, television and electronic advertising media use
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 28, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 28, 2020

- **For**: Non-alcoholic bottled drinks, namely, bottled drink water, bottled soft drinks; non-alcoholic drinks, namely, carbonated non-alcoholic drinks
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cafecita LLC
- **Address**: Cafecita LLC 11934 Tabor Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90066
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90605688</td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2021</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Reason for Publication** Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

ComfortablyUncomfortable

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Foreign Information**

**Priority Claimed** Yes

**Foreign Application Number** 2075201 **Foreign Application Filing Date** Jan. 05, 2021

**Foreign Registration Number** 1,163,572 **Foreign Registration Date** Feb. 01, 2023 **Foreign Application/Registration County** CANADA **Foreign Expiration Date** Feb. 01, 2033

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Cups and mugs; mugs; travel mugs

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**For** Airline travel bags; all purpose sport bags; all-purpose carrying bags; athletic bags; backpacks; bags made of leather; briefcases; courier bags; duffle bags; gym bags; leather bags; leather travelling bags; purses and wallets; tote bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**For** Advisory services in the field of credit and debit control, investment, grants and financing of loans; capital investment; capital investment consulting services; capital investments; consultancy of capital investment; equity capital investment; financial analysis consultation services; investment management; investment of funds; management of a capital investment fund; private equity fund investment services; property management consulting services, namely real estate management consultation; real estate investment; venture capital financing; venture capital fund management

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**For** Books, namely, printed non-fiction books in the field of commercial business management

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Advice and information concerning commercial business management; advice in the field of business management and marketing; advice relating to the organization and management of business; advisory and consultancy with regard to business management; business management; business acquisitions consulting; business administration and management; business administration consultancy; business management; business management analysis; business management and advice; business management and enterprise organization consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business management assistance; business management consultancy; business management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects; business management consultancy services; business management consultancy via the Internet; business management consultation; business management consulting; business management planning; business management supervision; business marketing consulting services; business organization and management consultancy including personnel management; business organization and management consulting; business organization and operation consultancy; business organization consultancy services; business planning; business strategic planning services; business strategy development services; commercial assistance in business management; commercial business management; commercial business management services; consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; personnel management consultancy; consultation in the field of business acquisitions; business consulting in the fields of business organization and management; consulting services in business organization and management; human resources consulting services; personnel consultancy; personnel management and employment staffing and recruiting consultancy; personnel management consulting; personnel placement consultancy; professional consultancy relating to personnel management; providing advice and information relating to commercial business management; providing advice in the field of business efficiency; providing advice in the field of business management and marketing; providing business management, namely, business development consisting of providing start-up support for businesses of others; providing information in the area of global sustainable business solutions; strategic business analysis; strategic business planning

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Audio books in the field of commercial business management; bags adapted for laptops; computer bags; downloadable radio podcasts in the field of business and business management

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Athletic shoes; boots; casual shoes; deck-shoes; dress shoes; hats; jackets; leather shoes; sandals and beach shoes; scarves; shirts; shoes; socks; sweaters; t-shirts; toques

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Somers, Jon **Address** Somers, Jon 306 Auld Pl Saskatoon, SK CANADA S7H4X1 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 103401-018
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OC20

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90605698 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2075196 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 1,163,567 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 01, 2023 Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 01, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups and mugs; mugs; travel mugs

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Airline travel bags; all purpose sport bags; all-purpose carrying bags; athletic bags; backpacks; bags made of leather; briefcases; courier bags; duffle bags; gym bags; leather bags; leather travelling bags; purses and wallets; tote bags

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Advisory services in the field of credit and debit control, investment, grants and financing of loans; capital investment; capital investment consulting services; capital investments; consultancy of capital investment; equity capital investment; financial analysis consultation services; investment management; investment of funds; management of a capital investment fund; private equity fund investment services; property management consulting services, rental property management; real estate investment services; venture capital financing; venture capital fund management

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Books, namely, printed non-fiction books in the field of commercial business management

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Advice and information concerning commercial business management; advice in the field of business management and marketing; advice relating to the organization and management of business; business advisory services for business management; advisory services relating to business management; business acquisitions consulting; business administration and management; business administration consultancy; business management; business management analysis; business management and advice; business management and enterprise organization consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business management assistance; business management consultancy; business management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects; business management consultancy services; business management consultancy via the Internet; business management consultation; business management consulting; business management planning; business management services; business management supervision; business marketing consulting services; business organization and management consultancy including personnel management; business organization and management consulting; business organization and operation consultancy; business organization consultancy services; business planning; business strategic planning; business strategic planning services; business strategy development services; commercial assistance in business management; commercial business management; commercial business management services; consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; consultancy relating to personnel management; consultation in the field of business acquisitions; consulting in the fields of business organization and management; consulting services in business organization and management; human resources consulting services; personnel consultancy; personnel management and employment staffing and recruitment consultancy; personnel management consultancy; personnel management consulting; personnel placement consultancy; professional consultancy relating to personnel management; providing advice and information relating to commercial business management; providing advice in the field of business efficiency; providing advice in the field of business management and marketing; providing business management start-up support for other businesses; providing information in the area of global sustainable business solutions; strategic business analysis, namely business analysis and business strategic planning services; strategic business planning

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Audio books in the field of commercial business management; bags adapted for laptops; computer bags; downloadable radio podcasts in the field of business and business management

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Athletic shoes; boots; casual shoes; deck-shoes; dress shoes; hats; jackets; leather shoes; sandals and beach shoes; scarves; shirts; shoes; socks; sweaters; t-shirts; toques

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Somers, Jon Address   Somers, Jon 306 Auld Pl  Saskatoon, SK  CANADA  S7H4X1 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CANADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   103401-019
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EULIN, INGRID C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SAUDI EXCHANGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90610026</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the wording "Saudi Exchange" in white lettering, beneath Arabic wording in white lettering, all the white lettering against a black background with a blue element to the left. **Color Drawing** Yes **Color Claimed** The color(s) black, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "SAUDI EXCHANGE" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "TADAWUL ALSAUDIA" **Transliteration** The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to TADAWUL ALSAUDIA and this means SAUDI EXCHANGE in English.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Financial analysis; financial investment brokerage; capital investment; financial information; financial guarantees; mutual fund investment; securities brokerage; stocks and bonds brokerage; stock exchange quotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SAUDI EXCHANGE COMPANY</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>SAUDI EXCHANGE COMPANY TAWUNIYA TOWERS, KING FAHD ROAD AL OLAYA DISTRICT, PO BOX 60612 RIYADH SAUDI ARABIA</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>closed joint stock company</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>SAUDI ARABIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>SKP-64295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PERCH

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 90615074
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 31, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Non-metal hardware, namely, wall-mounted brackets for storing Cordless Tools and Batteries; Wall-mounted tool racks
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 20, 2018

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Perch Tools LLC
- **Address**: Perch Tools LLC 185 Alta Dr Watsonville CALIFORNIA 95076
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESTORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90615707 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5458874

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair replacement
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 31, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Restoration Holdings, LLC Address Restoration Holdings, LLC 2815 Forbs Avenue Hoffman Estates ILLINOIS 60192 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number 67723-3080
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
#### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RIZER

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90617695</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of RIZER appearing in stylized form.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Table tennis rackets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

#### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Flipspun Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Flipspun Inc. 108 Evershot Cres. Markham, ON CANADA L6E0L6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | FLP.001UST |

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
OLYMPUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90618467 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 01, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Cocoa butter for food

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use**  Jan. 01, 1929

**In Commerce**  Jan. 01, 1981

**For**  Cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use**  Jan. 01, 1929

**In Commerce**  Jan. 01, 1981

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  Jan Schoemaker B.V.

**Address**  Jan Schoemaker B.V.  D. Sonoyweg 1  Zaandam  NETHERLANDS 1509BR

**Legal Entity**  besloten vennootschap (b.v.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  NETHERLANDS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
JW Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 46985259
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 07, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHINA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 06, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals; Message sending via a website; News agency services for electronic transmission; Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; Providing an on-line forum for companies to showcase, display, demonstrate and promote new and innovative ideas, products and services in the convention or meeting management arena; Computer aided transmission of messages; none of the aforementioned services relating to religion and teachings of the Bible
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently**: 44E
- **Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: JW INSIGHTS (XIAMEN) CO., LTD.
- **Address**: JW INSIGHTS (XIAMEN) CO., LTD. ROOM1803 FLR18 XIAMEN CENTER NO.567 HAICANG RD. HAICANG DIST. XIAMEN, FUJIAN CHINA 361000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90624852 Application Filing Date   Apr. 05, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of The letter "S" partially circumscribed by a square.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property   A0114200/1662528 International Registration Number   1662528 Parent Of   90979861

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hand operated agricultural equipment, namely, combines, tillers, and cultivators; fully and partially hand operated automated agricultural equipment, namely, combines, tillers, and cultivators; hand operated landscaping equipment, namely, mowers and edgers
International Classes   8 - Primary Classes US Classes   23, 28, 44 International Class Title   Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Scythe Robotics, Inc. Address   Scythe Robotics, Inc. 2120 Miller Dr, Suite A Longmont COLORADO 80501 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SCY014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  ELMS ELECTRIC LAST MILE SOLUTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90632121
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words ELMS ELECTRIC LAST MILE SOLUTIONS below a circle followed by six vertical lines and ending with a circle.
- **Disclaimer**: "ELECTRIC" AND "SOLUTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For **Key chains**
  - **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- For **Book bags; tote bags; duffel bags**
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- For **Providing financial services relating to automobiles, namely, automobile financing and lease-purchase financing; financing services for the purchase and leasing of motor vehicles; lease-purchase financing; credit services, namely, providing financing for motor vehicles; providing financial advice in the field of motor vehicles**
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- For **Printed maintenance manuals for others for use in maintaining and repairing electric vehicles**
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- For **Apparel, namely, shirts, jackets, hats**
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  MULLEN AUTOMOTIVE INC.
Address  MULLEN AUTOMOTIVE INC. 1405 PIONEER ST. BREA

CALIFORNIA  92821

Legal Entity  CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRIENDSHIP COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90635127 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Coffee and coffee substitutes; Coffee and artificial coffee; Coffee and tea; Coffee based beverages; Coffee beans; Coffee beverages with milk; Coffee capsules, filled; Coffee cherry tea; Coffee drinks; Coffee essences; Coffee extracts; Coffee flavored syrup used in making food beverages; Coffee pods; Coffee pods, filled; Coffee substitutes; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; Coffee-based beverage containing milk; Coffee-based beverages containing ice cream (affogato); Coffee-based drinks; Coffee-based iced beverages; Coffee-based snack foods; Artificial coffee; Artificial coffee and tea; Beverages made of coffee; Beverages with a coffee base; Caffeine-free coffee; Chicory based coffee substitute; Chocolate covered roasted coffee beans; Decaffeinated coffee; Einspanner (coffee-based beverages containing whipping cream); Frozen coffee drinks; Ground coffee beans; Instant coffee; Mixtures of coffee and chicory; Powdered coffee in drip bags; Preparations for making coffee-based beverages; Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; Roasted coffee beans; Semi-frozen coffee drinks; Sugar-coated coffee beans; Unroasted coffee; Vegan coffee-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name House of Coffee, Inc. Address House of Coffee, Inc. 1618 Noriega Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94122 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FLAVORS CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90642366  Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CLUB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education and entertainment services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring cannabis and hemp; education and entertainment services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring cannabis and hemp news, culture, events, entrepreneurs, products, and services; providing on-line non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of cannabis and hemp; educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, workshops, and seminars in the fields of cannabis and hemp  International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Retail store and online retail store services featuring smokers' articles, apparel, bags, and containers; on-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing smokers' articles; none of the forgoing featuring products containing or for use with products containing cannabis with more than 0.3 percent delta-9 THC on a dry weight basis; promoting public awareness of cannabis and hemp; consumer product consulting services in the fields of cannabis and hemp  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Providing health and agricultural information about cannabis and hemp; providing farming and agricultural information about cannabis and hemp; providing educational information about cannabis cultivation and cannabis cultivars via a website; consulting on agricultural services, namely, consulting on hemp and cannabis cultivation; hemp and cannabis cultivation for others, not including cultivation of cannabis with a delta-9 THC concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; consulting and advisory services in the field of cannabis and hemp cultivation; agricultural consulting services in the fields of cannabis and hemp; consultation on the cultivation of cannabis and hemp  International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Smoker's articles, namely, ashtrays, pipes, bongs in the nature of water pipes, cigarette rolling papers, pre-rolled cones in the nature of cigarette tubes, rolling trays, grinders for tobacco and tobacco substitutes, lighters, hemp wicks for lighting, cigar and cigarette boxes, cigar and cigarette tubes, dabbing equipment, namely, dab rigs in the nature of smoking pipes, oil rigs in the nature of smoking pipes, dab nails in the nature of smoking pipes and dab mats in the nature of mats used for preparing smoking materials; none of the foregoing containing or for use with products containing cannabis with more than 0.3 percent delta-9 THC on a dry weight basis

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Flavors Club Address The Flavors Club 2327 E 4th St Long Beach CALIFORNIA 90814 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FLVR-001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELMERS, SARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ANDIAGO!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90651894  Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The wording "ANDIAGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring restaurant recommendations, reviews, and ratings
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers and other wireless devices for providing restaurant recommendations, reviews, ratings, and information and for making restaurant reservations
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Providing a website featuring restaurant information; Restaurant reservation services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Andiago, Inc.
Address  Andiago, Inc.  595 Pacific Avenue, 4th Floor  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA 94133
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  19457600100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANDIAGO!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90651896 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ANDIAGO" in stylized font with a rounded exclamation mark set to the right of the word on an angle; the point of the exclamation mark has two concentric circles surrounding it forming a target/bullseye. Translation The wording "ANDIAGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring restaurant recommendations, reviews, and ratings
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers and other wireless devices for providing restaurant recommendations, reviews, ratings, and information and for making restaurant reservations
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing a website featuring restaurant information; Restaurant reservation services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Andiago, Inc. Address Andiago, Inc. 595 Pacific Avenue, 4th Floor San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94133 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 194576002000
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90655784 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the lower case letter "I" followed by two check marks.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific instrumentation for measuring the length, width, volume, size or type of a syringe or other container for medicaments; scientific instrumentation for measuring the length, width, volume, size and type of a transparent syringe and other containers for medicaments; scientific instrumentation for verifying the type of liquid medicament in a syringe or container; scientific instrumentation for measuring the amount of medicament in a syringe or container; scientific instrumentation for calculating the volume of liquid medicament in a syringe or container; scientific instrumentation for determining the existence of gas or air bubbles in a syringe or container of a liquid medicament
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Digital Hospital, Inc. Address Digital Hospital, Inc. 1009 E. Capitol Expressway, #422 San Jose CALIFORNIA 95121 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 496128-11

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CBD TROUBLESHOOTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90667031 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CBD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; Brand concept and brand development services for corporate clients; Brand evaluation services; Brand imagery consulting services; Brand positioning services; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Advertising services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others; Advertising services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; Concept and brand development services for corporate clients; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, customer relations, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; Marketing and consulting services in the field of promoting and tracking the goods, services, and brands of others through all public communication means; Marketing services in the nature of promotion of third-party goods and services by brand ambassadors; Membership club services, namely, providing on-line information to members in the fields of branding, business development, business marketing, and marketing; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services; Promoting, advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Promoting, marketing and advertising the brands and goods of others related to all industries, through all public and private communication means, namely, promoting the brands and goods of others made in the United States; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions; none of the foregoing services featuring or providing cannabis with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis

772
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Alternative medicine services; Alternative medicine services, namely, detoxification services; Holistic health services; Holistic health services featuring herbal medicine; none of the foregoing services featuring or providing cannabis with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CBD Troubleshooters Address  CBD Troubleshooters  2162 Spring Stuebner Suite 140 #433 Spring TEXAS  77389 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUONG, ANGELA GAW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VETERINARY CARE ELITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90671908</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “VETERINARY CARE” |
| Certification Statement | The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the person displaying the mark has met the certifier's eligibility criteria and standards of in the field of veterinary care with respect to educational requirements, passage of an examination, and completion of continuing educational requirements as established by the certifier. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Veterinary services |
| International Classes | B |
| US Classes | B - Primary Classes |
| US Class Title | U.S. Classification of Services Certified |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | American Association of Veterinary State Boards |
| Address | American Association of Veterinary State Boards, Suite 101, 380 West 22nd Street, Kansas City, MISSOURI 64108 |
| Legal Entity | Not-for-Profit Corporation |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 004587.00014 |
| Examining Attorney | HENRY, NAKIA D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  STORY MASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90672144  Application Filing Date  Apr. 26, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  2021/065799  Foreign Application Filing Date  Apr. 26, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  2021065799  Foreign Registration Date  Jan. 02, 2023  Foreign Application/Registration County  TURKEY  Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 26, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail store services featuring downloadable educational software
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable educational computer software applications featuring self-study instruction in the field of language learning; Downloadable educational computer software applications featuring self-study instruction in the field of language learning via the Internet and for use on mobile telephone or smartphone; Downloadable computer software, namely, educational software featuring self-study instruction in the fields of liberal arts, humanities, geography, geology, history, mathematics, arts, sciences, languages, literature, theology, philosophy, law, engineering, economics, sociology, archaeology, anthropology, ecology, medicine, nursing, psychology, astronomy, cultural studies, media studies, environmental studies, architecture, music, accounting, information technology, business studies, teaching, training, education, and photography, and teaching methodology and education; Downloadable computer software applications for computers, mobile phones, tablet computers, mobile telecommunications devices, mobile digital devices, portable devices and personal communications devices, namely, educational software featuring self-study instruction in the fields of liberal arts, humanities, geography, geology, history, mathematics, arts, sciences, languages, literature, theology, philosophy, law, engineering, economics, sociology, archaeology, anthropology, ecology, medicine, nursing, psychology, astronomy, cultural studies, media studies, environmental studies, architecture, music, accounting, information technology, business studies, teaching, training, education, and photography, and teaching methodology and education; Downloadable educational computer software, namely, educational software featuring self-study instruction in the fields of liberal arts, humanities, geography, geology, history,
mathematics, arts, sciences, languages, literature, theology, philosophy, law, engineering, economics, sociology, archaeology, anthropology, ecology, medicine, nursing, psychology, astronomy, cultural studies, media studies, environmental studies, architecture, music, accounting, information technology, business studies, teaching, training, education, and photography, and teaching methodology and education; Downloadable interactive learning computer software, namely, educational software featuring self-study instruction in the fields of liberal arts, humanities, geography, geology, history, mathematics, arts, sciences, languages, literature, theology, philosophy, law, engineering, economics, sociology, archaeology, anthropology, ecology, medicine, nursing, psychology, astronomy, cultural studies, media studies, environmental studies, architecture, music, accounting, information technology, business studies, teaching, training, education, and photography, and teaching methodology and education; Downloadable computer software for creation of online courses by users of a website; Downloadable computer software for delivery of educational courses through the Internet or other communications network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer software for taking quizzes; Downloadable computer software for learning foreign languages; Downloadable educational and entertainment computer software for use in learning through games and quizzes in the field of arts, business, literature, languages, science, history, computing, geography, trivia, sport and general knowledge; Downloadable educational computer software for studying and test preparation in the field of standardized tests, national curricula, state examinations and qualifications and other official examinations and qualifications; downloadable electronic publications, namely, flash cards, worksheets, newsletters, journals, and books in the field of language learning and education at the primary, secondary, college, university and graduate level, namely, liberal arts, humanities, geography, geology, history, mathematics, arts, sciences, languages, literature, theology, philosophy, law, engineering, economics, sociology, archaeology, anthropology, ecology, medicine, nursing, psychology, astronomy, cultural studies, media studies, environmental studies, architecture, music, accounting, information technology, business studies, teaching, training, education, and photography, and teaching methodology and education

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For On-line social networking services; Online social networking services provided through a community website

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Providing online forums for communication on language teaching and language learning and on topics of general interest; providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of language teaching and language learning; providing on-line chat rooms for social networking in the field of language learning; text messaging and audio and video broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks in the field of language teaching and language learning and electronically transmitting data, information, audio and video images via a global computer network or the Internet; video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; providing access to computer databases in the fields of language learning and language teaching; peer-to-peer network computer services, namely, electronic transmission of audio, video and other data and documents among computers, namely, providing peer-to-peer communications to facilitate language learning, including peer-to-peer corrections of text and language learning exercises; providing video chat communications facilities, namely, providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; electronic transmission of bill payment data for users of computer and communication networks; telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of data, messages and information;
computer services, namely, providing access to databases in the field of language learning courses and language learning resources on the Internet

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for users to engage in language teaching and learning social, educational, business and community networking; computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting language teaching and learning and meetings, events and interactive discussions via communication networks; computer services, namely, providing applications for mobile devices, namely, application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications for others; providing a website featuring technology that enables online users to learn a language, to be rewarded for learning a language, to assist others in learning a language and to be rewarded for assisting others to learn a language

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Voys Yapay Zeka A.S. **Address** Voys Yapay Zeka A.S. Omer Avni Mahallesi Inebolu Sokak No: 39 Kat: 3 Beyoglu ISTANBUL TURKEY 34427 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** TURKEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0053007

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IFA LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90674719 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "IFA LIFE" in a white special font, being "IFA" in bold letters inside a darker green elongated circle in the shape of a leaf, and "LIFE" inside a smaller, lighter, elongated green circle also in the shape of a leaf stacked under the bigger circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 165845-C Foreign Registration Date Apr. 28, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County BOLIVIA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 28, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin and mineral supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LABORATORIOS IFA S.A. Address LABORATORIOS IFA S.A. Calle 19 Achachairu Santa Cruz BOLIVIA Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa) State or Country Where Organized BOLIVIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ACHA003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHARK GENIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90678471 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric steam mops; electric steam floor cleaning machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SharkNinja Operating LLC Address SharkNinja Operating LLC 89 A Street, Suite 100 Needham MASSACHUSETTS 02494 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42982.11086

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PASSMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90680862  Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Verification of financial data over an electronic blockchain network; Blockchain-based payment verification services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Blockchain-based identity verification services, namely, providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology to verify a user's identity
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liquid Avatar Operations Inc.  Address Liquid Avatar Operations Inc.  1-7357 Woodbine Avenue, Suite 605  Markham, Ontario  CANADA  L3R6L3  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FRIOS GOURMET POPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90682525
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 29, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GOURMET POPS"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "FRIOS" in the mark is "cold".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Frozen confections, namely, freezer pops; Frozen juice bars
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FGP Holding, LLC
- **Address**: FGP Holding, LLC 1201 West I-65 Service Road North Mobile ALABAMA 36618
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
# CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90684371</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

# GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For

- Downloadable computer software for providing information, analysis, and advice in the field of real estate;
- downloadable computer application software for providing information, analysis, and advice in the field of real estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

# OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Eldahr LLC |
| Address | Unit # 1114 680 East Main Street Stamford CONNECTICUT 06901 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CONNECTICUT |

# ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 07369-T0006A |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | KELLY, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAO’S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90694523 Application Filing Date May 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Muktheswara Rao Meka, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine produced from grapes grown in a single designated vineyard in the Atlas Peak American Viticultural Area, in accordance with specific standards; all of the foregoing sold at the vineyard, wine specialty stores, and direct to consumers; none of the foregoing sold in restaurants

International Classes 33 - Primary Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1729 Investments LLC Address 1729 Investments LLC 848 Lincoln Blvd, Apt K Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ULTRAFORMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90700726 Application Filing Date May 10, 2021 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise machines and component parts therefor; exercise machines; manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Conducting fitness classes; Providing exercise classes and group fitness classes; Providing fitness classes, workout classes, and personal fitness training; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing workout classes, personal fitness training, exercise classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Apparel, namely, shirts, pants, hats, caps, socks, gloves, shorts, t-shirts, tights, tops as clothing, sweatshirts, hooded shirts, and hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lagree Technologies, Inc. Address Lagree Technologies, Inc. c/o Laski Law 15332 Antioch St., Ste 125 Pacific Palisades CALIFORNIA 90272 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90704981 Application Filing Date  May 12, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Female cartoon head with an African Kente cloth wrapped around her head, wearing reading glasses on her face, and square gold earrings in her ears. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, lectures, workshops, panel discussions, and public speaking events in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of non-downloadable radio shows and podcasts in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of non-downloadable videos in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of non-downloadable music in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition; Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing non-downloadable books, pamphlets, and magazines featuring information in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition; Entertainment and educational services, namely, presenting non-downloadable books and videos featuring biographical content in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring nutrition, recipes, online cooking classes, and nutrition, health, and wellness counseling
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Food nutrition consultation; Providing nutritional information about food; Providing a website featuring information about health, wellness and nutrition; Providing an on-line computer database featuring information regarding health and nutrition
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For: T-shirts; T-shirts for humans; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 22, 39

International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Surviving Vegan, LLC

Address: Surviving Vegan, LLC

1021 Ives Dairy Road, Bldg 3, Suite 115

Miami

FLORIDA 33179

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHO SCORING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90708703 Application Filing Date May 13, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kennedy, William Address Kennedy, William 1511 Jarvis Avenue Oxon Hill MARYLAND 20745
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIONLUNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90713857 Application Filing Date May 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pressure threshold respiratory muscle training device for medical and diagnostic use, namely, a respiratory device for exercising the breathing muscles which incorporates a pressure meter for use in adjusting and measuring breathing difficulty levels, and structural parts therefor
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Physical fitness apparatus in the nature of a respiratory muscle training device using pressure threshold to strengthen core and increase lung capacity incorporating a pressure meter for use in adjusting and measuring breathing difficulty levels
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAKE GREAT SALES LIMITED Address MAKE GREAT SALES LIMITED 501 W Broadway Suite 1420 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAINTER, VALERIYA SHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90716580 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2021
Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an incomplete circular border with an open, cupped hand on the bottom left end of the circle. Inside the circle is a location symbol shaped as an upside down rain drop with a circle inside. Layered on top of the symbol are two small fish to the left of the symbol and a coral reef to the right.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metal tiles, namely, coral reef and aquarium tiles
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes
US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50
International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

For  Non-metal fasteners, namely, nails, screws, and spikes; containers for transport, not of metal, namely, coral trays and coral pods
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Bioadhesive, namely, adhesive peptide substrates for adhering coral
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes
US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title  Chemicals

For  3D printing of coral structures for others
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 103, 106
International Class Title  Material Treatment

For  Exterior and interior coral garden design, namely, planning and designing aquatic facilities; reef structure design, namely, planning and designing aquatics facilities; coral restorative services in the nature of zoological research and consultation in the field of coral restoration
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

For   Metal fasteners, namely, nails, screws and spikes

International Classes   6 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title   Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   KING ABDULLAH UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Address   KING ABDULLAH UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY   4700 King Abdullah University of Science Thuwal SAUDI ARABIA
239556900 Legal Entity   Private Research University State or Country Where Organized   SAUDI ARABIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   KAUST 0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BAIRD, MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE AG CENTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90716771</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a solid badge on the left hand side followed by a vertical line with the word &quot;THE&quot; directly to the right, with the words &quot;AG CENTER&quot; directly underneath the word &quot;THE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;THE AG CENTER&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Marketing support services in the agriculture industry, namely, lead generation, business networking, promotional order fulfillment services, advertising/marketing, tradeshow/conference representation, event management, strategic business development, and branding; administrative support services in the agriculture industry, namely, meeting scheduling, corporate event management services, and tradeshow/conference representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>THE AG CENTER, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>THE AG CENTER, LLC 2941 California 59 Merced CALIFORNIA 95348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ESTHER EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90718474 Application Filing Date May 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath milks; cleansing milks; Cosmetic bath salts; Essential oils; Essential oils for aromatherapy use; Essential oils for the purification and beautification of the body
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 08, 2021 In Commerce May 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Restoring Balance Holistic Massage LLC Address Restoring Balance Holistic Massage LLC 4109 Vailwood Ct Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27616 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90718623 Application Filing Date May 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seats for air, land and water vehicles and structural parts thereof; safety belts for seats in land, water and air vehicles and structural parts thereof; interior fittings for land, water and air vehicles, in particular head rests, arm rests, air bags; doors for automobiles and structural parts thereof; door linings, consoles for vehicle interiors, side panels, wheelhouse pads, roof linings, glove boxes, beverage holders, interior pouches, all being structural parts of vehicles; storage space covers for vehicles, namely, fitted protective covers removably mounted in vehicle trunks or on vehicle load floors for covering stowed luggage; metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; interior panels for vehicles, namely, door panels, overhead panels, body panels, dashboard panels, instrument panels and flooring panels; fitted dashboard covers for vehicles; reservoirs for fluids, stowage boxes and stowage compartments, wheel carriers, all being structural parts of vehicles; semi-finished injection molded products of plastic for use in vehicles, namely, fluid recovery bottles, washer fluid bottles, air conditioning ducts as structural parts of vehicles; HVAC ducts as structural parts of vehicles; HVAC ducts of metal and structural parts thereof, metal vent cover for HVAC ducts, metal cages for HVAC units, all specially adapted for land vehicles; HVAC ducts of non-metal and structural parts thereof, non-metal vent cover for HVAC ducts, non-metal cages for HVAC units, all specially adapted for land vehicles; automobile interior accessories, namely, durable and flexible wedges, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill a gap between front and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; fuel tanks, hydraulic fluid tanks, and urea tanks for land vehicles; mobile storage tanks, namely, fuel storage tanks made of plastics for use with vehicles; metal window frames specially adapted for automobiles; plastic window frames specially adapted for automobiles; plastic window frame profiles and plastic window frame seals specially adapted for vehicle windows, motor car windows, and automobile sunroofs; gap covers in the nature of plastic reveal moldings specially adapted for vehicle windows; interior parts for land vehicles, namely, consoles being parts of vehicle bodies, defroster air outlets, nonmetal ventilation ducts, and dashboard panels specially adapted for land vehicles; exterior parts for land vehicles, namely, air ducts as structural parts of vehicles; automotive

793
interior and exterior trims, namely, trims primarily made of plastics, with or without metal inlays, for use in manufacturing vehicles; automotive parts, namely, transmission seals; spare tire carriers for vehicles; automobile bumpers

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**For**  Printed air cleaner guides for automobiles

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For**  Air filters for automobile engines, filters for cleaning cooling air, for motors and engines; automobile engine parts, namely, air intake ducts, air exhaust ducts; machines for molding automobile parts; intake and exhaust air flow vane assembly devices for use in an internal combustion engine; intake manifolds for internal combustion engines; exhaust manifolds for engines; automobile engine covers and structural parts thereof, automobile engine valve covers and structural parts thereof; radiators for vehicles; electric fans, ventilators and blowers for motors and engines; automobile engine valve covers; land vehicle parts, namely, engine air intake manifolds and engine exhaust systems comprised of manifolds, pipes, dividers, catalytic converters, front and rear silencers; outlet nozzles, namely, combustion engine fuel nozzles; exhaust mountings and heat shields, namely, automotive mounts for exhaust pipes, and exhaust headers as part of vehicle exhaust systems, heat shield principally of metal for automotive exhaust pipes; engine mufflers and structural parts thereof, automotive baffles for use inside mufflers; mechanical seals; lawn mowers; garden tilling machines; power-operated garden hose reels; power lawn and garden tools, namely, shredders, chippers, trimmers, garden cultivators; washers for automotive cameras, namely, high pressure washers

**International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
**International Class Title**: Machinery

**For**  HVAC units for motor vehicles and structural parts thereof; vehicle climate control systems for heating, ventilation and air conditioning; heaters for vehicles and structural parts thereof; air conditioners for vehicles and structural parts thereof; dampers, namely, control devices used in air ducts to regulate the flow of air; coolant recovery systems comprising coolant reservoirs; brackets for automotive headlamps; frames for automobile headlamps; automobile headlamps and structural parts thereof; air filter for air conditioners, heaters and vents in vehicle passenger compartments

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**For**  Vehicle snorkels, component parts of batteries, namely, vent caps; battery stoppers for automobiles; battery holders for automobiles

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLIP IT OPTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90720338 Application Filing Date May 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "CLIP IT" inside of a paper clip, with the "C" being formed by the paper clip, above the word "OPTICS". Disclaimer "OPTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical equipment, namely reading glasses; corrective eyewear; optical devices and enhancers in the nature of optical lenses and optical correctors being eyewear; prescription eyeglasses and eyeglass frames; sunglasses; contact lenses; eye glasses and apparatus for the aforementioned in the nature pouches for optical apparatus, namely eye glass pouches; filters for optical devices

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE TRUSTEES FOR THE TIME BEING OF THE DEMAC TRUST Address THE TRUSTEES FOR THE TIME BEING OF THE DEMAC TRUST P.O. BOX 76382 WENDYWOOD SOUTH AFRICA 2144 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized SOUTH AFRICA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CLIP6002/TJM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P POWR.TV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90725163 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "POWR.TV" which appears to the right of a stylized design of the letter "P". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consulting services in the field of software for use in streaming, publishing, distributing, receiving, securing, monetizing, measuring, scheduling, recording and managing over-the-top (OTT) media content over the internet and telecommunications networks; Design and development of software for use in streaming, publishing, distributing, receiving, securing, monetizing, measuring, scheduling, recording and managing over-the-top (OTT) media content over the internet and telecommunications networks; Software development and product development consulting in the field of software for use in streaming, publishing, distributing, receiving, securing, monetizing, measuring, scheduling, recording and managing over-the-top (OTT) media content over the internet and telecommunications networks; Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring backend software provided to media entertainment and news publishers for use in streaming, publishing, distributing, receiving, securing, monetizing, measuring, scheduling, recording and managing over-the-top (OTT) media content over the internet and telecommunications networks; Platform as a Service (PAAS) services featuring backend software platforms provided to media entertainment and news publishers for use in streaming, publishing, distributing, receiving, securing, monetizing, measuring, scheduling, recording and managing over-the-top (OTT) media content over the internet and telecommunications networks
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BITCENTRAL, INC. Address  BITCENTRAL, INC. 4340 VON KARMAN AVE. SUITE 400 NEWPORT BEACH CALIFORNIA 92660 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 102552-0010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: MACDOUGALL, KIERRA RYN
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RANGER CREEK

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 90728010
- **Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Providing a website featuring news and information in the field of craft brewing
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material
- **Treatment**: Treatment

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Ranger Creek Brewing & Distilling, LLC
- **Address**: Ranger Creek Brewing & Distilling, LLC 4834 Whirlwind Drive San Antonio 78217
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: TEXAS

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: RANG.TMUS16

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90728081  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a five-pointed star within a circle, a wavy line intersecting said star within said circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring news and information in the field of craft brewing

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ranger Creek Brewing & Distilling, LLC  Address  Ranger Creek Brewing & Distilling, LLC  4834 Whirlwind Drive  San Antonio  TEXAS  78217  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RANG.TMUS21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
UNAPOLOGETIC PATRIOT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90733783</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Clothing, namely, shirts, tops, shorts, pants, bottoms, jackets, vests, sweatshirts, hoodies, headwear, footwear, socks, neck gaiters, fleece tops, knit face masks being headwear

**International Classes**
25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
22, 39

**International Class Title**
Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Richardson, Charles

**Address**
Richardson, Charles 414 Mclendon Hills Drive West End NORTH CAROLINA 27376

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
L21-00001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NDN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90734299 Application Filing Date May 25, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "NDN" in a paint brushed and splattered style. Disclaimer "INDIAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing grants to Indigenous peoples and to individuals, organizations and tribal entities that support and promote the interests of Indigenous peoples; providing financial investments to Indigenous peoples and to individuals, organizations and tribal entities that support and promote the interests of Indigenous peoples; charitable fundraising services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2018
For educational services, namely, providing exhibits and displays, in the field of Indigenous peoples; providing online publications in the nature of newsletters, blogs, articles and press releases, in the field of Indigenous peoples; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of Indigenous peoples; providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of Indigenous peoples
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2018
For promoting the rights and interests of Indigenous peoples by means of public advocacy; association services, namely, promoting public awareness of and the interests of Indigenous peoples; providing a website featuring research information and news in the field of public advocacy efforts and campaigns to promote the rights of Indigenous peoples; providing social media websites featuring research information and news in the field of public advocacy efforts and campaigns to promote the rights of Indigenous peoples; online retail store services featuring clothing, blankets, coffee, mugs, gifts, general consumer merchandise and promotional merchandise; retail store services featuring clothing, blankets, coffee, mugs, gifts, general consumer merchandise and promotional merchandise
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2018
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>NDN Collective, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NDN Collective, Inc. #1 317 Main Street Rapid City SOUTH DAKOTA 57701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>charitable, non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SOUTH DAKOTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>13418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mark Literal(s) MOONFULLNESS

The mark consists of the word "MOONFULLNESS" with a tail on the farthest leg of the "M" that swings down and around under the rest of the letters in the word so that it appears as a crescent moon that spans from the "O" in "MOONFULLNESS" to the second "S" in "MOONFULLNESS" and encompasses all the zodiac glyphs, starting with Aries appearing in red, then Taurus appearing in green, Gemini appearing in yellow, Cancer appearing in white, Leo appearing in orange, Virgo appearing in orange and white, Libra appearing in pink and blue, Scorpio appearing in pink, Sagittarius appearing in purple, Capricorn appearing in green, Aquarius appearing in pink and blue and Pisces appearing in blue, with the "M" in "MOONFULLNESS" appearing in red and white, the first "O" appearing in green and white, the second "O" appearing in yellow and white, the "N" appearing in grey and white, the "F" appearing in yellow, orange and white, the "U" appearing in brown and white, the "L" appearing in pink, white, and blue, the second "L" appearing in white, the second "N" appearing in purple and white, the "E" appearing in white, the first "S" appearing in pink, white, and blue, and the last "S" appearing in white and blue, all are on a black backdrop dotted with white stars. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, green, yellow, grey, orange, brown, pink, purple, blue, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Conical paper party hats; Decorative wind socks; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Dolls' clothes; Game equipment set sold as a unit comprised primarily of a playing board and playing cards and also including rules of play, dry erase boards and erasers, markers, a timer and T-shirts; Paper party hats; Puzzle games; Toy jewelry

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Book covers; Book covers made of paper; Book ends; Book jackets; Book jackets made of paper; Book jackets of paper; Book markers; Book markers of precious metal; Book marks; Book-cover paper; Hat boxes of cardboard; Hat boxes of paper; Scrapbooks; Artists' sketch books; Blank journal books; Blank lesson plan books; Bookbinding materials for creating hardcover books, namely, book covers, crack-and-peel binding paper, reinforcement strips, peel-and-stick labels, staple and staples; Brag books; Cardboard backing for binding books; Cases specially adapted for holding and carrying books; Check book cases; Check book covers; Cheque book cases; Cloth children's books; Covers for books; Covers of paper for books; Customizable journal books for writing; Holders for cheque books; Jackets of paper for books; Memory books; Paper book covers; Paper book jackets; Personalized printed coloring books for children; Pocket memorandum books; Printed tarot cards; Printed account books; Printed address books; Printed address books and printed diaries; Printed anniversary books; Printed appointment books; Printed autograph books; Printed birthday books; Printed check books; Printed cheque books; Printed children's books; Printed children's books and dolls sold as a unit; Printed children's activity books; Printed children's interactive educational books; Printed children's pop-up books; Printed coloring books; Printed coloring books for adults; Printed comic books; Printed composition books; Printed cook books; Printed coupon books; Printed date books; Printed educational publications, namely, books, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, playbooks, worksheets and cards in the field of rightbrain fitness; Printed engagement books; Printed exercise books; Printed expense books; Printed fiction books in the field of fantasy, paranormal, magical realism; Printed flip books; Printed guest books; Printed log books; Printed manga comic books; Printed manuscript books; Printed materials, namely, novels and series of fiction books and short stories featuring scenes and characters based on video games; Printed matter, namely, newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all in the fields of securities, options and other financial instruments; Printed memorandum books; Printed music books; Printed non-fiction books in the field of astrology, new age, metaphysics, and angels; Printed note books; Printed personal medical record books with printed calendars; Printed picture books; Printed story books; Printed strategy guide books for card games; Printed talking children's books; Printed telephone number books; Printed wall covering sample books; Protective covers for books; Role playing game equipment in the nature of printed game book manuals; School writing books; Scrap books; Series of printed children's books; Series of printed fiction books; Series of printed fiction and non-fiction books in the field of fantasy, paranormal, magical realism, new age, astrology, angels, walking witches, and metaphysics; Series of printed fiction works, namely, novels and books; Series of printed story books; Sketch books; Sticker books; Wirebound books; Writing or drawing books

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Turitto, Sarah, Noel **DBA, AKA, Formerly** AKA Tien Starling **Address** Turitto, Sarah, Noel 1522 Old Creek Ct. Cardiff CALIFORNIA 92007 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90735695 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "BUYA" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  338737 Foreign Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  338737 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 02, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County  ISRAEL Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 25, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Processing debit card, credit card, contactless credit and debit card and electronic wallet payments; processing electronic payments made through pre-paid cards; making payments on pre-paid long distance calling cards for recharging minutes; financial management of reimbursement payments; providing electronic processing of transactions by credit card and electronic payments via a global computer network; processing of payments by credit card via near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled devices; stored value prepaid card services, namely, processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; pre-paid purchase card services, namely, processing electronic payments through pre-paid cards; payment processing services of payment in the field of credit card, tax and insurance; providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic payments; pre-paid services in the nature of making advance payments to add value to pre-paid or pay-as-you-go cards for purchases of digital travel fares; payment and funds verification services; bill payment services; Cryptocurrency payment processing; loyalty program payment processing services; providing vouchers for payment of transportation expenses; blockchain-based payment verification services; credit, charge and cash card payment processing services; electronic payment services by which utility customers may apply money from various sources for payment of energy costs; merchant services, namely, payment transaction processing services; bill payment services provided through a website; bill payment services provided via an electronic wallet; payment processing services, namely, credit card and debit card transaction processing services; providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing services; electronic commerce payment services, namely, establishing funded...
accounts used to purchase goods and services on the Internet; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options using a mobile device at a point of sale; prepaid card services in the nature of making payment for adding airtime to prepaid or pay-as-you-go wireless services; automated Clearing House (ACH) transaction processing services provided via mobile application and a website.

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BUYA ADVANCED PAYMENTS LTD Address BUYA ADVANCED PAYMENTS LTD 45, SHIVTAI ISRAEL RAMAT HASHARON ISRAEL 4725220 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00370702

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABREU MOTORS
AUTOMOTIVE & DESIGN A M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90738036 Application Filing Date May 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black background, with the stylized words "ABREU MOTORS" in white script with a white line underneath the word "ABREU". The words "AUTOMOTIVE & DESIGN" are in white below "ABREU" and "M". A red oval is in the lower right hand corner, with white hexagonal lattice grillwork above and below the oval, and the letter "A" in white, with a white horizontal line below the "A" and the letter "M" in white below the line. A white border surrounds the oval, with black circles extending around the border. Parallel black diagonal lines extend through the oval. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MOTORS" AND "AUTOMOTIVE & DESIGN"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restoration in the field of automobiles
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 29, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weston, John H., Jr. Address Weston, John H., Jr. 1480 NE 130th Street Miami FLORIDA 33161
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WES-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMBER BEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90739535 Application Filing Date May 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing online courses of instruction in the field of fire and forest ecology via an online website; educational services, namely, providing online non-downloadable infographics, infographics that incorporate photography, and informational videos via social media in the fields of fire and forest ecology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Go Alliance Address Go Alliance 3141 E. Burnside Street Portland OREGON 97214 Legal Entity public benefit corporation State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10226.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WONDR RACING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90739976 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies RYAN O'LEARY, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio recordings featuring music; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Compact discs featuring music; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting music; Digital media, namely, CDs, DVDs, and downloadable digital audio files featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable MP3 files and MP3 recordings featuring music; Musical recordings; Sound recordings featuring music
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 16, 2021 In Commerce  May 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ryan O'Leary Address  Ryan O'Leary  209 Etiwan Pointe Dr.  Mt. Pleasant  SOUTH CAROLINA  29464 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  OLE01-2001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  Dawe III, William H
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 90741599 Application Filing Date: May 28, 2021
Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "PAD" Acquired
Distinctiveness: In whole

Goods and Services Information
For: Foam mats placed over play area surfaces
International Classes: 27 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
International Class Title: Floor Coverings
First Use: Feb. 14, 2008

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Skil-Care Corporation
Address: Skil-Care Corporation 29 Wells Ave Yonkers NEW YORK 10701
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: A834-1

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SKIL-CARE CRASH PAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90741646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;PAD&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquired</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distinctiveness</strong></td>
<td>In part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distinctiveness Limitation Statement</strong></td>
<td>As to &quot;CRASH PAD&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>4879571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Foam mats placed over play area surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>27 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Floor Coverings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Skil-Care Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Skil-Care Corporation 29 Wells Ave Yonkers NEW YORK 10701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>A834-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90741933 Application Filing Date  May 28, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Videoconferencing services, namely, provision of video conferencing services for remote campus tours and conversations between prospective college and university students and their families, and college and university student guides
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Mar. 22, 2021 In Commerce  Mar. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LukLabs, Inc. Address  LukLabs, Inc. 329 Clinton Street, #4 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11231 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OLSON, MACKENZIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90741965 Application Filing Date May 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "LUK" represented in stylized outline font with the letter "L" taller than the other letters and the letter "U" having a break in the outline at its lower right.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Videoconferencing services, namely, provision of video conferencing services for remote campus tours and conversations between prospective college and university students and their families, and college and university student guides
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Mar. 22, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LukLabs, Inc. Address LukLabs, Inc. 329 Clinton Street #4 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11231 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLSON, MACKENZIE M
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90746116</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 01, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

For Import-export agency services related to ceramic products and products used in civil construction

#### International Classes
35 - Primary Classes

#### US Classes
100, 101, 102

#### International Class Title
Advertising and Business

### Basis Information

Currently ITU Yes

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>PBG S/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PBG S/A Rodovia BR 101 KM 163 s/nº Tijucas SC BRAZIL 88200-000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 1346436 |
| Docket Number | |

### Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMRITSAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90750335 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3882167

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese; Ghee
For Rice; Sugar; Salt

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Latchman, Robert Address Latchman, Robert Unit 166 1092 St. Georges Ave. Rahway NEW JERSEY 07065 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L142 040TM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSTINCT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90751710 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Devices for monitoring blood glucose for medical purposes; insulin pumps; medical apparatuses, namely, insulin delivery systems comprised of glucose monitors, insulin monitors, infusion sets, and infusion reservoirs sold as a unit and used to display, manage, monitor, and track blood glucose and insulin for use in diabetes patient management
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Downloadable mobile application software for mobile devices used to display, manage, monitor, and track blood glucose and insulin for use in diabetes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Medtronic Minimed, Inc
Address Medtronic Minimed, Inc IP Legal 15 Hampshire street MANSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 02048 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T88968253US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
Midnite

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90759035 Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in marketing; Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in advertising; Downloadable mobile applications for educational purposes, namely, instruction in marketing and advertising; Downloadable mobile applications for marketing advice; Downloadable mobile applications for advertising advice; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for educational purposes, namely, instruction in marketing and advertising; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for marketing advice; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for advertising advice; Downloadable operating system programs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Waggoner, David Address  Waggoner, David 3107 Farrington Way Bakersfield CALIFORNIA 93311
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CROSS FiT LIFESTYLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 90762037 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 08, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Charitable education services, namely, providing mentoring services in the field of self awareness; Charitable education services, namely, providing mentoring services in the field of financial literacy; Charitable education services, namely, providing mentoring services in the field of spiritual awareness; Charitable services, namely, providing training in the field of spiritual awareness; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational guidance to indigent persons seeking employment; Life coaching services in the field of self awareness; Life coaching services in the field of spiritual awareness and growth

**International Classes**  
41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**  
Education and Entertainment

**First Use**  
Jul. 03, 2019

**In Commerce**  
Oct. 18, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
Williams, Freddrick  
**Address**  
Williams, Freddrick  
24 S. Franklin Street  
Dallastown  
PENNSYLVANIA  
17313

**Legal Entity**  
INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  
UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIT CONCIERGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90763904  Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2021  Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable mobile application for health, wellness, instructor to client matchmaking and virtual fitness games; downloadable mobile application software for wellness session matching, embedded gateway for payment for clients to instructors, embedded video platform for virtual wellness sessions, and matchmaking for in-person wellness session
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

For  Providing information about health and wellness via a website; embedded video platform for virtual wellness sessions via a website
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fit Concierge, LLC  Address  Fit Concierge, LLC  1575 Michael Lane  Pacific Palisades  CALIFORNIA 90272
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OE VIZION

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90766458
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 10, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for virtual, hybrid, and in-person conferences; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for conducting virtual meetings with presenters, organizers, and attendees
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for virtual, hybrid, and in-person conferences; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring a software conference platform for presentors, organizers, and attendees
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: OpenExchange, Inc.
- **Address**: OpenExchange, Inc. 177 Huntington Avenue, Suite 1703 PMB 32963 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 021153153
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4928.0027-00

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ANTONIA FEI BE YOU IN YOUR YOUNESS!

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90773203
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 14, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "ANTONIA FEI" above the stylized wording "BE YOU IN YOUR YOUNESS".
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Roberta Antonia Corlette, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Body linen; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 14, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Roberta Antonia Corlette
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Antonia Fei
- **Composer of**: Roberta Antonia Corlette, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: Roberta Antonia Corlette Apt 1 140-23 Sutter Ave Jamaica NEW YORK 11436
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: N/A
- **Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIDDLE MARKET PRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90774617 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A stylized circular medallion with the words "MIDDLE MARKET" at the top and "PRESS" at the bottom, with diamond-shaped points at the right and left, with the center of the medallion having a stylized, geometric design of intersecting and parallel lines in which stylized letters "M", "M", and "P" are formed having a third diamond-shaped point forming the center of the stylized "P". Disclaimer "MIDDLE MARKET" and "PRESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed books in the field of human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions; Printed educational books featuring human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions; Printed resource books in the field of human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions; A series of printed books and printed articles in the field of human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022
For Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the fields of human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions; Educational services, namely, conducting class, consulting, and online education in the fields of human resource management and personnel compliance in mergers and acquisitions and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  29 Bison, LLC Address  29 Bison, LLC  716 Dekalb Pike, Suite 228  Blue Bell  PENNSYLVANIA 19422 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  29B-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s) ** BIBLE IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90774698</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 15, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, long sleeve shirts, sweatshirts, hats, face masks being headwear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Caribbean Baptist Church Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Caribbean Baptist Church Inc. 3800 S. Douglas Road Miramar FLORIDA 33025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number       | 16175.1701 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KERTGATE, AMY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERAPHIC SKINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90775296 Application Filing Date  Jun. 15, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "SKINCARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0120625/1655251, A0134204/1728401, A0133530 International Registration Number  1655251, 1728401,

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Exfoliating mitts
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Mar. 18, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 18, 2019

For  Body lotion
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  May 2021 In Commerce  May 2021

For  Razors
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools First Use  Mar. 18, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 18, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nicole Tingle Address  Nicole Tingle 10218 Noble Way  Santee  CALIFORNIA  92071 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VASHTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90777565 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mosaic art tiles made of marble; mosaics made of natural stone and stone tile; glass tiles; tiles of glass or stone for wall, floor or ceiling; non-metal mosaic tiles for building; wall and floor art made of natural stone and stone tile; natural stone and stone tile; Mosaic art tiles made of stone; mosaics of stone tiles, not for construction
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Aug. 15, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2020
For Mosaic art tiles made of glass; mosaics of glass tiles, not for construction
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 15, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Ravenna, LLC Address New Ravenna, LLC 3268 Broad Street Exmore VIRGINIA 23350 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LILIBET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90778402 Application Filing Date  Jun. 16, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blousons; Boleros; Knickers; Athletic uniforms; Birding vests; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Down jackets; Knit bottoms; Knit dresses; Knit tops; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Yoga pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use Apr. 20, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yang, Yuping Address  Yang, Yuping No. 47, Shizi Village, Shidi Town, Yongshun County, Hunan CHINA 416700 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS107808

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90779340 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lenses for eyeglasses; blue light filtering lenses for eyeglasses; lenses for eyeglasses for use while working at a computer
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Vision, Inc. Address National Vision, Inc. Building 2200 2435 Commerce Avenue Duluth GEORGIA 30096 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1256931

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YO ASSISTANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90786051 Application Filing Date: Jun. 21, 2021 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "ASSISTANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water supply installations being rigid pipes of polypropylene for the supply of drinking water and heating and air conditioning systems in houses, office buildings and industrial buildings; building materials, namely, non-metal countertops for use with sinks for further installation
International Classes: 19 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title: Non-metallic Building Materials

For Dental cleaning articles, namely, toothbrushes; Electric dental cleaning apparatus, namely, toothbrushes; Electric pet brushes; Electric toothbrushes; Replacement heads for electric toothbrushes; Dustbins for household purposes; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use; Watering devices, other than hoses or automatic, namely, watering cans; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Combs; Cosmetic utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes; Oral irrigators, other than for use in dentistry, being dental floss picks; Electric oral irrigators, other than for use in dentistry, namely, dental floss picks; Tableware, namely, dinnerware, except knives, forks and spoons; Dishes; Plates; Heat protective beverage glassware being heat-insulated containers for beverages; Cooking pots, non-electric, and pans; Ironing board covers, shaped; Laundry baskets; Cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles, namely, toilet brushes, combs, soap dispenser, lotion dispensing bottles sold empty, tooth brush holder; Kitchen utensils, namely, spatulas, soap dispensing dish brushes; Cosmetic lotion sprayers sold empty; Electric facial pore cleaning instruments, namely, electric face cleansing brushes; Make-up removing appliances; Electric make-up removing appliances; Household utensils for laundry, namely, washing brushes; Cleaning and washing utensils for household purposes, namely, washing brushes; Drying racks for laundry; Electric lint removers for clothes; Magnetic window cleaners, non-electric, namely, window dusters; Screen door cleaners, non-electric, namely, bottle squeegees; wash-hand bowls, namely, hand wash basins in the nature of bowls
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
Providing information in the field of real estate via the internet; Providing real estate information via the internet; Elderly housing agency services, namely, the rental of housing for seniors; Financial loan consultation; Insurance brokerage

For Hearing aids; Electronic blood pressure meters being blood pressure measuring apparatus; Blood pressure measuring apparatus; Massage chairs; Massage beds for medical purposes; Massage apparatus; Esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Thermometers for medical purposes; Low frequency electric therapy apparatus; High frequency electric therapy apparatus; Electrical therapeutic appliances, namely, electronic stimulation apparatus for muscles, tissues, and skin for physical therapy purposes; Air mattresses for medical purposes; Massage mats for medical purposes, namely, acupressure mats; Electric foot spa massagers; Electric blankets for medical purposes; Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Battery-operated scalp massagers for household use; Nursing lifts in the nature of patient lifts; Transfer aids for nursing care use, namely, transfer boards for mobility-impaired persons; Furniture especially made for medical purposes, namely, chairs specially made for nursing care use being medical procedure chairs; Body composition monitors; Facial rollers in the nature of electric facial massage apparatus; Medical Apparatus for monitoring vital signs of patients

For Warning apparatus and instruments, namely, anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars

For Paper trimmers; Transport and storage containers made of paper or cardboard, not of metal

For Power generating apparatus, namely, electric power generators for indoor use, steam-operated power generators, solar-powered electricity generators, and gas-operated power generators; Electric door openers; Electric washing machines for household purposes; Washing machines for clothes; Dish washing machines; Mixing machines; Cutting machines; Chopping machines for chopping food for household purposes; Food mixing machines; Food cutting machines for household purposes; Food chopping machines for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Apparatus for use in processing food, namely, meat processing machines; Electric food processors for household use; Electric coffee mills being electric coffee grinders; Electric food blenders for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric meat grinders for household purposes; Rice polishing machines; Electric ice crushers; Garbage disposals; Machines and apparatus for cleaning, namely, vacuum cleaners; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electric floor polishers; Solar-powered generating apparatus, namely, solar- powered electricity generators

For Machinery
For Washstands; Kitchen cabinets; Metal Storage cabinets; Wall cabinets being furniture for kitchens and closets; Mail boxes, not of metal; Chairs; Kitchen units being kitchen shelving and component parts thereof, namely, shelves and brackets sold as a unit; Prefabricated closet organization systems; Food repository kitchen cabinets and shelving; Plastic Storage boxes; Non-metal storage boxes of plastic for home delivery services; Tables; Table tops; Kitchen tables; Kitchen worktops; Japanese style low tables (zataku) for sunken kotatsu; Pillows; Non-metallic shelf dividers being furniture parts; Movable Wall partitions; Underbed storage cabinets being furniture for bedrooms; Shelves; Wall shelves; Bathroom stools; Towel hooks, not of metal; Beds; Mattresses; Mattresses, not for medical use; Beds, not for medical use; Lockers; Transport and storage containers, not of metal or paper; Furniture parts and fittings, not of metal; mirrors; toilet mirrors being hand-held mirrors

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Electric light bulbs; Incandescent lamps; Miniature light bulbs; Flashlights; Electric lanterns; Discharge lamps; Theatrical Stage lighting apparatus; Wall lights; Ceiling lights; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Chandeliers; Downlights; Desk lights being desk lamps; Sockets for electric lights; Lanterns for lighting; Spotlights; LED Safety lamps; Light diffusers; Searchlights; bicycle lights; Electric fans; Portable searchlights; Pen lights; Installations for cooking, namely, cooking ovens; Electric cooking utensils, namely, electrically-heated kitchen knives; Microwave ovens; Bread baking machines; Electric kettles; Electric cooking pots; Electric pressure cookers; Electric rice cookers; Electric rice warmers; Electric food warmers; Electric roasters; Cooking ovens; Electric Toasters; Electric sandwich toasters; Electric coffee makers; Electric ice cream makers; Electric cooking stoves; Gas cookers; Induction ovens ; Electric cooking ovens; Refrigerating machines and installations; namely, Electric cooling pans being ice-cooling refrigerators for household purposes; Fermenting machines for food products being biogas fermentation reactors, namely, percolating fermenters and dry fermenters; Refrigerators; Gas refrigerators; Freezers; Ventilating fans for household use; Dehumidifiers; Humidifiers; Air curtains, namely, electric bladeless fans; Ceiling fans; Ventilating fans for industrial purposes; Electrostatic precipitators for cleaning air, namely, air cleaning units containing an air filter for industrial purposes; Electric air fans for air conditioning and ventilating for household use; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Filters for air purifiers; Range hoods; Air filtering installations; Installations for air heating; Air conditioners; Air filters for air conditioners; Heat exchangers not being parts of machines; Electrically heated carpets; Electric space heaters; Electric blankets for household use, not for medical purposes; Electric radiant heaters for household use; Hot-water space heating apparatus; Electric heating apparatus, namely, electric heating fans; Electric foot warmers in the nature of electric footmuffs; Floor heating apparatus; Electric water heaters; Gas fired water heaters; Water heaters; Gas water heaters; Heat pumps; Water supply installations in the nature of tap water faucets; Sanitary installations and apparatus, namely, faucets for pipes and pipelines being parts of sanitary installations; Toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; Saunas; Showers; Shower apparatus, namely, shower screens; Shower heads; Electric water boilers; Bathtubs; Bathroom installations, namely, toilets; Bathtub jets; Whirlpool baths; Toilets; Toilet bowls; Water ionizers; Bidets; Portable toilets; Portable bidets; Sterilizers; Water softening apparatus; Water purifying apparatus; Drying apparatus in the nature of electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms; Clothes drying machines; Electric clothes drying machines for household purposes; Electric hot air hand dryers; Electric hair dryers; Electric dish dryers; Dish dryers, namely, electric dish dryers; Electric hair steamers for beauty salon use; Steam facial apparatus; Steam facial apparatus, namely, electric facial pore cleaning instruments being electronic facial steamers; Electric autoclaves for cooking; Facial saunas; Fabric steamers; Fog generators for air conditioning, purifying and sterilising purposes; Ventilation hoods; Electric air deodorizing
apparatus; Wash-hand basins being parts of sanitary installations; Ionisation apparatus for the treatment of air and water for household purposes; Coffee roasters

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Providing entertainment information via a website; Providing information about education; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; Provision of sports facilities; Rental of sporting equipment, except vehicles; Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of nursing care; beauty arts instructions, namely, hair dressing instructions; Providing recreation facilities; Educational and instruction services, namely, providing educational classes in the fields of arts, crafts, sports and culture; Consultancy relating to Arranging and conducting of seminars; Consultancy relating to Arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of elderly care; Arranging, conducting and organizing of workshops for community groups in the fields of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; Presentation of musical performance; Movie showing; Providing information on sports facilities; Providing information on amusement and entertainment facilities; Providing information on educational facilities; Rental of video cameras, not for security; Consultancy relating to online educational services; Consultancy relating to educational contents and materials; Educational services, namely, providing educational classes in the fields of foodstuffs, nutrition and health; providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; organization of community sporting and cultural events; organization of educational events, namely, conferences in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Provision of information concerning commercial sales; Retail and wholesale store services featuring consumer electric or electronic appliances; Retail and wholesale store services featuring nursing care products; Retail and wholesale store services featuring food and beverages; Advertising and publicity services; Data processing services; Providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; Business information or consulting services relating to the electric energy industry; Marketing research and analysis; Retail and wholesale store services featuring electrical machinery and apparatuses; Retail and wholesale store services featuring electric washing machines; Retail and wholesale store services featuring vacuum cleaners; Retail and wholesale store services featuring dish washing machines; Retail and wholesale store services featuring electrical cooking apparatus; Client and customer service management services for others and consultancy relating thereto; Management and administration of the purchase and sale of goods, namely, procuring of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods, and consultancy relating thereto; Energy usage management services and monitoring energy consumption for others for cost accounting purposes, and consultancy relating thereto; Customer service management for others, namely, management of customer information and consultancy relating thereto; Data management services in the
nature of compiling and analyzing business data relating to business management; Accounts receivable billing services in electronic commerce transactions; Consulting services in the fields of energy consumption and usage conservation to improve energy efficiency; Collecting, providing and analysis of customer information in the nature of market research information for business purposes; Providing business information and analysis; Business market research and analysis in the nature of tracking consumer behavior patterns of customers, employees and users, and analyzing consumer trends; Provision of consumer information and advice regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased; Clerical employment agency services, namely, providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment relevant to clerical jobs; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial intermediation services, namely, the mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; Human resources services, namely, professional staffing services in the field of education

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Installation, repair and maintenance of electric appliances; Installation, repair and maintenance of telecommunication apparatus and machines; Installation, repair and maintenance of household electric appliances; Installation, repair and maintenance of lighting apparatus; Installation, repair and maintenance of power distribution and control apparatus; Installation, repair or maintenance of electric motors; Installation, repair and maintenance of measuring apparatus and instruments; Installation, repair and maintenance of cooking apparatus; Installation, repair and maintenance of bath equipment; Installation, repair and maintenance of toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; Installation, repair and maintenance of computer hardware; Installation, repair and maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus; Installation, repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripherals; Telecommunication wiring; Installation, repair and maintenance of electronic data processing apparatus; Construction of buildings; Construction consultancy; Providing Construction information; Installation, repair and maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; Rental of laundry washing machines; Rental of dish washing machines; Rental of drying machines, namely, dish drying machines; Rental of laundry dryers; Installation, repair and maintenance of audio-visual apparatus and equipment; housekeeping services in the nature of cleaning residential homes; laundering

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Electric batteries for electric vehicles; Solar panels for electricity production; Battery chargers for electric vehicles; Electric wiring devices and instruments, namely, electric wire and cables; Light dimmers; Distribution boards, namely, distribution boxes for electrical power; Electric power monitoring units, namely, electronic monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and electrical signals; Electric Control panels; Electronic Indicator panels; Warning apparatus and instruments, namely, electric warning light systems; Video intercoms; Intercoms; Gas leak alarms; Anti-theft warning apparatus, namely, electric warning light systems; Electronic Glass break detectors; Electric door chimes; Fire alarms; Fire detectors; Emergency alarms, namely electric alarm bells; Video surveillance systems, namely, electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Access control devices, namely, access control and alarm monitoring systems; Face recognition equipment for access controls, namely, biometric identification apparatus; Iris recognition access control systems comprised of iris recognition security devices; Cameras for iris recognition security; Surveillance cameras; Apparatus and instruments for
remote monitoring, namely, remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Apparatus and instruments for remote communication, namely, headsets and earpieces for remote communication; Apparatus and instruments for remote controlling, namely, remote controls for kitchen appliances, HVAC systems, cars, lighting, security, electrical power, televisions, radios, doors, windows, and window coverings; Electronic apparatus, namely, electronic display boards; Electronic video surveillance products, namely, cameras; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of digital magazines in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; Apparatus for distributing or controlling electric current; Electric power controllers; Programmable logic controllers; Computers; Computer peripheral devices; Tablet computers; Mobile computers; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches, tracking devices, and activity trackers; Electronic mobile data terminals; Downloadable electronic data files for use with computer programs featuring information on maps, travels, itineraries, personal interests and hobbies, restaurants, fashion, food, cooking, dining, recipes, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, home analytics, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, instruction manuals, music, organization, productivity, education, and parenting; Downloadable computer programs for use in data collection in the fields of maps, travels, itineraries, personal interests and hobbies, restaurants, fashion, food, cooking, dining, recipes, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, home analytics, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, instruction manuals, music, organization, productivity, education, and parenting; Downloadable Computer software for processing images and graphics; Computer hardware and recorded software for image recognition for security and surveillance; Computer networking hardware; Computer servers; Weighing machines; Pedometers; Calorie consumption monitors for use during sporting activities in the nature of wearable activity trackers; Exercise intensity and pitch monitors for use during sporting activities in the nature of wearable activity trackers; Electricity meters; Gas meters; Water meters; Wattmeters; Electronic Sensors for measuring electric current; Microcomputers; Temperature indicators; Moisture meters being skin moisture analyzers, not for medical purposes; Computer hardware and recorded software for connecting, operating, and managing networked kitchen appliances, HVAC systems, security systems, cars, lighting, electrical power control systems, televisions, radios, doors, windows, and window coverings for the Internet of Things (IoT); Computer hardware and recorded software for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication for use in data collection; Computer hardware and recorded software for text-to-speech converting and downloadable software for text-to-speech converting; Computer database servers; Downloadable computer groupware for enabling users to improve time management, improve efficiency, and communicate with third parties; Downloadable cloud computing software for use in data collection in the fields of maps, travels, itineraries, personal interests and hobbies, restaurants, fashion, food, cooking, dining, recipes, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, home analytics, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, instruction manuals, music, organization, productivity, time management, education, and parenting; Electronic sports training simulators; Motion sensitive security light

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Security guarding for facilities; Home Security alarm monitoring services; Personal body guarding; Night guard services; Monitoring of burglar and security alarms; Rental of security camera surveillance equipment; Personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; pet sitting; marriage guidance counselling; consultancy services relating to the planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

For Rental of wheelchairs; Travel arrangement services, namely, arranging transport for travelers; Trash removal services; Rental of wheelbarrows; Rental of refrigerators for commercial use; Rental of freezers; vehicle-driving services

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

For Massage therapy services; Provision of medical information; Dietary and nutritional guidance; Physical examination; Beauty salon services; Rental of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or barbers' shops; Providing information about beauty; Providing information in the field of hairdressing; Health care; Manicuring; Beauty consultancy; Nursing care; Physical rehabilitation services; Rental of apparatus and instruments for physical rehabilitation; Providing information on physical rehabilitation; Providing information in the field of barber's services; Consultancy relating to health care; Barbering services; Providing information relating to nursing care services; Consultancy relating to nursing care; Home-visit nursing care

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Electric wiring devices and instruments, namely, urethane sealants for encapsulating splices in electrical wire

**International Classes**  17 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  **International Class Title**  Rubber Goods

For Electric shavers; Electric razors; Blades for electric hair clippers; Blades for electric hair trimmers; Electric hair clippers; Hair clippers for animals; Electric beard trimmers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; fingernail polishers, electric and non-electric; Manicure sets, electric and non-electric; Pedicure sets, electric and non-electric; hair Trimmers; Electric hair trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric irons for styling hair; Electric hair curling irons; Eyelash curlers; Hand implements for hair curling, namely, electric hair curling irons; Electric flat irons; Blades for electric razors; Electric nail files

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

For Computer software design; Computer programming; Maintenance of computer software; computer network system configuration services; Computer rental; Hosting computer websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; Recovery of computer data; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in digital image processing; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for browsing information on the Internet; cloud storage services for electronic data; Electronic data storage; Rental of electronic storage space on the Internet, namely, cloud storage services for electronic data; Rental of web servers; Providing meteorological information; Architectural design; Graphic Art Design; Computer system monitoring to detect breakdowns, and maintenance of computer software; Computer system design; installation of computer software for computer systems; Computer system technical
support services, namely, 24/7 service desk for IT infrastructure and operating systems; Computer technology consultancy in the field of inspection of computer hardware systems; Computer technology consultancy in the field of computer security diagnosis; Computer technology consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; Computer technology consultancy relating to data and information analysis in the field of family, children, finance, health, wellness, and home repairs and maintenance; Computer technology consultancy in the field of cloud computing; Computer technology consultancy in the field of Internet of Things (IoT); Design, development and maintenance of computer software systems and software for data and information analysis; Design, development and maintenance of computer software systems and software for providing storage, archiving, backup, and management of electronic data via network connection; Design, development and maintenance of computer software systems and software for Internet of Things (IoT); Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting services and businesses with customer leads and jobs, connecting personal assistants with the needs of consumers, personal assistant productivity, and business and management software; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data storage management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data and information analysis; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cloud computing, namely cloud computing featuring software for analyzing home and personal health information for individuals and their families; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for controlling Internet of Things (IoT) enabled devices; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for remote video monitoring; Computer system analysis, namely, analysis of computer database performance; Cloud computing featuring software for use for analyzing home and personal health information for individuals and their families; Design and development of computer databases; Web site hosting services; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Data security consultancy services; Rental of computer software for software for data and information analysis; Rental of memory space for servers on the internet; Rental of computer web servers; Rental of measuring apparatus for testing functionality of machines and instruments; Surveying; Architectural services; Construction drafting; Architectural consultation; Providing information in the field of architectural design via a website; Design of building interiors and exteriors; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software programs for personal schedule management on the internet; Providing a website featuring technology enabling users to remotely monitor home appliances by remote access via computer networks; design and testing for new product development

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**For** Restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Providing information in the field of cooking recipes via a website; Rental of cooking apparatus; Childcare services; Providing information relating to child care via a website; Providing information relating to child care centers via a website; Child care centers; Rental of cooking apparatus, namely, non-electric cooking heaters; advice concerning cooking recipes; providing information in the field of recipes and cooking from a computer database

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services
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GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water supply installations being rigid pipes of polypropylene for the supply of drinking water and heating and air conditioning systems in houses, office buildings and industrial buildings; building materials, namely, non-metal countertops for use with sinks for further installation

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Dental cleaning articles, namely, toothbrushes; Electric dental cleaning apparatus, namely, toothbrushes; Electric pet brushes; Electric toothbrushes; Replacement heads for electric toothbrushes; Dustbins for household purposes; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use; Watering devices, other than hoses or automatic, namely, watering cans; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Combs; Cosmetic utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes; Oral irrigators, other than for use in dentistry, being dental floss picks; Electric oral irrigators, other than for use in dentistry, namely, dental floss picks; Tableware, namely, dinnerware, except knives, forks and spoons; Dishes; Plates; Heat protective beverage glassware being heat-insulated containers for beverages; Cooking pots, non-electric, and pans; Ironing board covers, shaped; Laundry baskets; Cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles, namely, toilet brushes, combs, soap dispenser, lotion dispensing bottles sold empty, tooth brush holder; Kitchen utensils, namely, spatulas, soap dispensing dish brushes; Cosmetic lotion sprayers sold empty; Electric facial pore cleaning instruments, namely, electric face cleansing brushes; Make-up removing appliances; Electric make-up removing appliances; Household utensils for laundry, namely, washing brushes; Cleaning and washing utensils for household purposes, namely, washing brushes; Drying racks for laundry; Electric lint removers for clothes; Magnetic window cleaners, non-electric, namely, window dusters; Screen door cleaners, non-electric, namely, bottle squeegees; wash-hand bowls, namely, hand wash basins in the nature of bowls

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Providing information in the field of real estate via the internet; Providing real estate information via the internet; Elderly housing agency services, namely, the rental of housing for seniors; Financial loan consultation; Insurance brokerage

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

For Hearing aids; Electronic blood pressure meters being blood pressure measuring apparatus; Blood pressure measuring apparatus; Massage chairs; Massage beds for medical purposes; Massage apparatus; Esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Thermometers for medical purposes; Low frequency electric therapy apparatus; High frequency electric therapy apparatus; Electrical therapeutic appliances, namely, electronic stimulation apparatus for muscles, tissues, and skin for physical therapy purposes; Air mattresses for medical purposes; Massage mats for medical purposes, namely, acupressure mats; Electric foot spa massagers; Electric blankets for medical purposes; Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Battery-operated scalp massagers for household use; Nursing lifts in the nature of patient lifts; Transfer aids for nursing care use, namely, transfer boards for mobility-impaired persons; Furniture especially made for medical purposes, namely, chairs specially made for nursing care use being medical procedure chairs; Body composition monitors; Facial rollers in the nature of electric facial massage apparatus; Medical Apparatus for monitoring vital signs of patients

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

For Warning apparatus and instruments, namely, anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles

For Paper trimmers; Transport and storage containers made of paper or cardboard, not of metal

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Power generating apparatus, namely, electric power generators for indoor use, steam-operated power generators, solar-powered electricity generators, and gas-operated power generators; Electric door openers; Electric washing machines for household purposes; Washing machines for clothes; Dish washing machines; Mixing machines; Cutting machines; Chopping machines for chopping food for household purposes; Food mixing machines; Food cutting machines for household purposes; Food chopping machines for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Apparatus for use in processing food, namely, meat processing machines; Electric food processors for household use; Electric coffee mills being electric coffee grinders; Electric food blenders for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric meat grinders for household purposes; Rice polishing machines; Electric ice crushers; Garbage disposals; Machines and apparatus for cleaning, namely, vacuum cleaners; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electric floor polishers; Solar-powered generating apparatus, namely, solar- powered electricity generators

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery
For Washstands; Kitchen cabinets; Metal Storage cabinets; Wall cabinets being furniture for kitchens and closets; Mail boxes, not of metal; Chairs; Kitchen units being kitchen shelving and component parts thereof, namely, shelves and brackets sold as a unit; Prefabricated closet organization systems; Food repository kitchen cabinets and shelving; Plastic Storage boxes; Non-metal storage boxes of plastic for home delivery services; Tables; Table tops; Kitchen tables; Kitchen worktops; Japanese style low tables (zataku) for sunken kotatsu; Pillows; Non-metallic shelf dividers being furniture parts; Movable Wall partitions; Underbed storage cabinets being furniture for bedrooms; Shelves; Wall shelves; Bathroom stools; Towel hooks, not of metal; Beds; Mattresses; Mattresses, not for medical use; Beds, not for medical use; Lockers; Transport and storage containers, not of metal or paper; Furniture parts and fittings, not of metal; mirrors; toilet mirrors being hand-held mirrors

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Electric light bulbs; Incandescent lamps; Miniature light bulbs; Flashlights; Electric lanterns; Discharge lamps; Theatrical Stage lighting apparatus; Wall lights; Ceiling lights; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Chandeliers; Downlights; Desk lights being desk lamps; Sockets for electric lights; Lanterns for lighting; Spotlights; LED Safety lamps; Light diffusers; Searchlights; bicycle lights; Electric fans; Portable searchlights; Pen lights; Installations for cooking, namely, cooking ovens; Electric cooking utensils, namely, electrically-heated kitchen knives; Microwave ovens; Bread baking machines; Electric kettles; Electric cooking pots; Electric pressure cookers; Electric rice cookers; Electric rice warmers; Electric food warmers; Electric roasters; Cooking ovens; Electric Toasters; Electric sandwich toasters; Electric coffee makers; Electric ice cream makers; Electric cooking stoves; Gas cookers; Induction ovens ; Electric cooking ovens; Refrigerating machines and installations; namely, Electric cooling pans being ice-cooling refrigerators for household purposes; Fermenting machines for food products being biogas fermentation reactors, namely, percolating fermenters and dry fermenters; Refrigerators; Gas refrigerators; Freezers; Ventilating fans for household use; Dehumidifiers; Humidifiers; Air curtains, namely, electric bladeless fans; Ceiling fans; Ventilating fans for industrial purposes; Electrostatic precipitators for cleaning air, namely, air cleaning units containing an air filter for industrial purposes; Electric air fans for air conditioning and ventilating for household use; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Filters for air purifiers; Range hoods; Air filtering installations; Installations for air heating; Air conditioners; Air filters for air conditioners; Heat exchangers not being parts of machines; Electrically heated carpets; Electric space heaters; Electric blankets for household use, not for medical purposes; Electric radiant heaters for household use; Hot-water space heating apparatus; Electric heating apparatus, namely, electric heating fans; Electric foot warmers in the nature of electric footmuffs; Floor heating apparatus; Electric water heaters; Gas fired water heaters; Water heaters; Gas water heaters; Heat pumps; Water supply installations in the nature of tap water faucets; Sanitary installations and apparatus, namely, faucets for pipes and pipelines being parts of sanitary installations; Toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; Saunas; Showers; Shower apparatus, namely, shower screens; Shower heads; Electric water boilers; Bathtubs; Bathroom installations, namely, toilets; Bathtub jets; Whirlpool baths; Toilets; Toilet bowls; Water ionizers; Bidets; Portable toilets; Portable bidets; Sterilizers; Water softening apparatus; Water purifying apparatus; Drying apparatus in the nature of electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms; Clothes drying machines; Electric clothes drying machines for household purposes; Electric hot air hand dryers; Electric hair dryers; Electric dish dryers; Dish dryers, namely, electric dish dryers; Electric hair steamers for beauty salon use; Steam facial apparatus; Steam facial apparatus, namely, electric facial pore cleaning instruments being electronic facial steamers; Electric autoclaves for cooking; Facial saunas; Fabric steamers; Fog generators for air conditioning, purifying and sterilising purposes; Ventilation hoods; Electric air deodorizing
apparatus; Wash-hand basins being parts of sanitary installations; Ionisation apparatus for the treatment of air and water for household purposes; Coffee roasters

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 13, 21, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Providing entertainment information via a website; Providing information about education; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; Provision of sports facilities; Rental of sporting equipment, except vehicles; Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of nursing care; beauty arts instructions, namely, hair dressing instructions; Providing recreation facilities; Educational and instruction services, namely, providing educational classes in the fields of arts, crafts, sports and culture; Consultancy relating to Arranging and conducting of seminars; Consultancy relating to Arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of elderly care; Arranging, conducting and organizing of workshops for community groups in the fields of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; Presentation of musical performance; Movie showing; Providing information on sports facilities; Providing information on amusement and entertainment facilities; Providing information on educational facilities; Rental of video cameras, not for security; Consultancy relating to online educational services; Consultancy relating to educational contents and materials; Educational services, namely, providing educational classes in the fields of foodstuffs, nutrition and health; providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; organization of community sporting and cultural events; organization of educational events, namely, conferences in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Provision of information concerning commercial sales; Retail and wholesale store services featuring consumer electric or electronic appliances; Retail and wholesale store services featuring nursing care products; Retail and wholesale store services featuring food and beverages; Advertising and publicity services; Data processing services; Providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; Business information or consulting services relating to the electric energy industry; Marketing research and analysis; Retail and wholesale store services featuring electrical machinery and apparatuses; Retail and wholesale store services featuring electric washing machines; Retail and wholesale store services featuring vacuum cleaners; Retail and wholesale store services featuring dish washing machines; Retail and wholesale store services featuring electrical cooking apparatus; Client and customer service management services for others and consultancy relating thereto; Management and administration of the purchase and sale of goods, namely, procuring of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods, and consultancy relating thereto; Energy usage management services and monitoring energy consumption for others for cost accounting purposes, and consultancy relating thereto; Customer service management for others, namely, management of customer information and consultancy relating thereto; Data management services in the
nature of compiling and analyzing business data relating to business management; Accounts receivable billing services in electronic commerce transactions; Consulting services in the fields of energy consumption and usage conservation to improve energy efficiency; Collecting, providing and analysis of customer information in the nature of market research information for business purposes; Providing business information and analysis; Business market research and analysis in the nature of tracking consumer behavior patterns of customers, employees and users, and analyzing consumer trends; Provision of consumer information and advice regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased; Clerical employment agency services, namely, providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment relevant to clerical jobs; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial intermediation services, namely, the mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; Human resources services, namely, professional staffing services in the field of education

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Installation, repair and maintenance of electric appliances; Installation, repair and maintenance of telecommunication apparatus and machines; Installation, repair and maintenance of household electric appliances; Installation, repair and maintenance of lighting apparatus; Installation, repair and maintenance of power distribution and control apparatus; Installation, repair or maintenance of electric motors; Installation, repair and maintenance of measuring apparatus and instruments; Installation, repair and maintenance of cooking apparatus; Installation, repair and maintenance of bath equipment; Installation, repair and maintenance of toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; Installation, repair and maintenance of computer hardware; Installation, repair and maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus; Installation, repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripherals; Telecommunication wiring; Installation, repair and maintenance of electronic data processing apparatus; Construction of buildings; Construction consultancy; Providing Construction information; Installation, repair and maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; Rental of laundry washing machines; Rental of dish washing machines; Rental of cleaning machines; Rental of drying machines, namely, dish drying machines; Rental of laundry dryers; Installation, repair and maintenance of audio-visual apparatus and equipment; housekeeping services in the nature of cleaning residential homes; laundering

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Electric batteries for electric vehicles; Solar panels for electricity production; Battery chargers for electric vehicles; Electric wiring devices and instruments, namely, electric wire and cables; Light dimmers; Distribution boards, namely, distribution boxes for electrical power; Electric power monitoring units, namely, electronic monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and electrical signals; Electric Control panels; Electronic Indicator panels; Warning apparatus and instruments, namely, electric warning light systems; Video intercoms; Intercoms; Gas leak alarms; Anti-theft warning apparatus, namely, electric warning light systems; Electronic Glass break detectors; Electric door chimes; Fire alarms; Fire detectors; Emergency alarms, namely electric alarm bells; Video surveillance systems, namely, electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Access control devices, namely, access control and alarm monitoring systems; Face recognition equipment for access controls, namely, biometric identification apparatus; Iris recognition access control systems comprised of iris recognition security devices; Cameras for iris recognition security; Surveillance cameras; Apparatus and instruments for
remote monitoring, namely, remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Apparatus and instruments for remote communication, namely, headsets and earpieces for remote communication; Apparatus and instruments for remote controlling, namely, remote controls for kitchen appliances, HVAC systems, cars, lighting, security, electrical power, televisions, radios, doors, windows, and window coverings; Electronic apparatus, namely, electronic display boards; Electronic video surveillance products, namely, cameras;
Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of digital magazines in the field of fashion, food, cooking, dining, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, music, organizing, stress relief, relaxation, travel, education, and parenting; Apparatus for distributing or controlling electric current; Electric power controllers; Programmable logic controllers; Computers; Computer peripheral devices; Tablet computers; Mobile computers; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches, tracking devices, and activity trackers;
Electronic mobile data terminals; Downloadable electronic data files for use with computer programs featuring information on maps, travels, itineraries, personal interests and hobbies, restaurants, fashion, food, cooking, dining, recipes, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, home analytics, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, instruction manuals, music, organization, productivity, education, and parenting; Downloadable computer programs for use in data collection in the fields of maps, travels, itineraries, personal interests and hobbies, restaurants, fashion, food, cooking, dining, recipes, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, home analytics, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, instruction manuals, music, organization, time management, productivity, education, and parenting; Downloadable Computer software for processing images and graphics; Computer hardware and recorded software for image recognition for security and surveillance; Computer networking hardware; Computer servers; Weighing machines; Pedometers; Calorie consumption monitors for use during sporting activities in the nature of wearable activity trackers; Exercise intensity and pitch monitors for use during sporting activities in the nature of wearable activity trackers; Electricity meters; Gas meters; Water meters; Wattmeters; Electronic Sensors for measuring electric current; Microcomputers; Temperature indicators; Moisture meters being skin moisture analyzers, not for medical purposes; Computer hardware and recorded software for connecting, operating, and managing networked kitchen appliances, HVAC systems, security systems, cars, lighting, electrical power control systems, televisions, radios, doors, windows, and window coverings for the Internet of Things (IoT); Computer hardware and recorded software for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication for use in data collection; Computer hardware and recorded software for text-to-speech converting and downloadable software for text-to-speech converting; Computer database servers; Downloadable computer groupware for enabling users to improve time management, improve efficiency, and communicate with third parties; Downloadable cloud computing software for use in data collection in the fields of maps, travels, itineraries, personal interests and hobbies, restaurants, fashion, food, cooking, dining, recipes, shopping, work, careers, family, children, finance, health, home analytics, wellness, business referrals, local events, home maintenance and repairs, instruction manuals, music, organization, productivity, time management, education, and parenting; Electronic sports training simulators; Motion sensitive security light

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Security guarding for facilities; Home Security alarm monitoring services; Personal body guarding; Night guard services; Monitoring of burglar and security alarms; Rental of security camera surveillance equipment; Personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; pet sitting; marriage guidance counselling; consultancy services relating to the planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

For Rental of wheelchairs; Travel arrangement services, namely, arranging transport for travelers; Trash removal services; Rental of wheelbarrows; Rental of refrigerators for commercial use; Rental of freezers; vehicle-driving services

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

For Massage therapy services; Provision of medical information; Dietary and nutritional guidance; Physical examination; Beauty salon services; Rental of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or barbers' shops; Providing information about beauty; Providing information in the field of hairdressing; Health care; Manicuring; Beauty consultancy; Nursing care; Physical rehabilitation services; Rental of apparatus and instruments for physical rehabilitation; Providing information on physical rehabilitation; Providing information in the field of barber's services; Consultancy relating to health care; Barbering services; Providing information relating to nursing care services; Consultancy relating to nursing care; Home-visit nursing care

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Electric wiring devices and instruments, namely, urethane sealants for encapsulating splices in electrical wire

**International Classes**  17 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  **International Class Title**  Rubber Goods

For Electric shavers; Electric razors; Blades for electric hair clippers; Blades for electric hair trimmers; Electric hair clippers; Hair clippers for animals; Electric beard trimmers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; fingernail polishers, electric and non-electric; Manicure sets, electric and non-electric; Pedicure sets, electric and non-electric; hair Trimmers; Electric hair trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric irons for styling hair; Electric hair curling irons; Eyelash curlers; Hand implements for hair curling, namely, electric hair curling irons; Electric flat irons; Blades for electric razors; Electric nail files

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

For Computer software design; Computer programming; Maintenance of computer software; computer network system configuration services; Computer rental; Hosting computer websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; Recovery of computer data; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in digital image processing; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for browsing information on the Internet; cloud storage services for electronic data; Electronic data storage; Rental of electronic storage space on the Internet, namely, cloud storage services for electronic data; Rental of web servers; Providing meteorological information; Architectural design; Graphic Art Design; Computer system monitoring to detect breakdowns, and maintenance of computer software; Computer system design; installation of computer software for computer systems; Computer system technical
support services, namely, 24/7 service desk for IT infrastructure and operating systems; Computer technology consultancy in the field of inspection of computer hardware systems; Computer technology consultancy in the field of computer security diagnosis; Computer technology consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; Computer technology consultancy relating to data and information analysis in the field of family, children, finance, health, wellness, and home repairs and maintenance; Computer technology consultancy in the field of cloud computing; Computer technology consultancy in the field of Internet of Things (IoT); Design, development and maintenance of computer software systems and software for data and information analysis; Design, development and maintenance of computer software systems and software for providing storage, archiving, backup, and management of electronic data via network connection; Design, development and maintenance of computer software systems and software for Internet of Things (IoT); Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting services and businesses with customer leads and jobs, connecting personal assistants with the needs of consumers, personal assistant productivity, and business and management software; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data storage management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data and information analysis; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cloud computing, namely cloud computing featuring software for analyzing home and personal health information for individuals and their families; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for controlling Internet of Things (IoT) enabled devices; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for remote video monitoring; Computer system analysis, namely, analysis of computer database performance; Cloud computing featuring software for use for analyzing home and personal health information for individuals and their families; Design and development of computer databases; Web site hosting services; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Data security consultancy services; Rental of computer software for software for data and information analysis; Rental of memory space for servers on the internet; Rental of computer web servers; Rental of measuring apparatus for testing functionality of machines and instruments; Surveying; Architectural services; Construction drafting; Architectural consultation; Providing information in the field of architectural design via a website; Design of building interiors and exteriors; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software programs for personal schedule management on the internet; Providing a website featuring technology enabling users to remotely monitor home appliances by remote access via computer networks; design and testing for new product development

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**For** Restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Providing information in the field of cooking recipes via a website; Rental of cooking apparatus; Childcare services; Providing information relating to child care via a website; Providing information relating to child care centers via a website; Child care centers; Rental of cooking apparatus, namely, non-electric cooking heaters; advice concerning cooking recipes; providing information in the field of recipes and cooking from a computer database

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOTERIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90786554 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Certification
Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the goods and/or services provided have met the safety standards established by or in connection with Soteria Battery Innovation Group Inc.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For batteries
International Classes A US Classes A - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Goods Certified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Soteria Battery Innovation Group Inc. Address Soteria Battery Innovation Group Inc. 18 Brozzini Court, Suite B Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29615 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 74572.00217

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90792233 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "HEALTHCARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telemedicine services; telemedicine services provided as an integrated service with the emergency and non-emergency ambulance transport services of others
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Priority Ambulance, LLC Address Priority Ambulance, LLC 23200 North Pima Road Suite 210 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85255 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GEMS

GEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90792259 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018500294 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018500294 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 10, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 23, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing computer, electronic and online databases in the field of entertainment, namely, travel trivia; publication of electronic journals, namely, blogs featuring user generated or specified content in the field of travel; night club reservation services, namely, arranging for admission to night clubs and ticket reservation and booking for entertainment events; providing a website featuring reviews of nightclubs, entertainment activities and attractions, namely, for cultural and entertainment purposes via a global computer
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable computer software for editing the appearance and enabling transmission of photographs and video's; downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable application programming interface (API) software; downloadable computer software in the nature of an application programming interface (API) for computer software which facilitates online services for social networking, building social networking applications and for allowing data retrieval, upload, download, access and management of data; downloadable computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; downloadable computer software for streaming audio-visual media content via a global computer network and to mobile and digital electronic devices; downloadable software application for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews, and recommendations on vacation real estate listings, temporary accommodations, events, locations, businesses, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, leisure, travel, tourism, and restaurants
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Social networking services, namely, for sharing information about restaurants, bars, cafes, trips, excursions, events and other food related activities and venues for others; social introduction agencies; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of social networking; providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Providing an on-line searchable computer database featuring information on transportation, travel and travel route planning; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation and travel booking agency services; providing travel information consultancy services; providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services; providing reviews of travel service providers, travel destinations and travel tours via computer networks and global information networks; Travel information services; providing electronic information concerning travel; providing information, news, and reviews of travel service providers

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for uploading, editing, storing and sharing photographs, graphics, video, and other multimedia over the internet; provision of Internet search engines; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software for accessing, browsing, and searching online databases; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from other users, and form virtual communities; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for reserving and booking transportation, travel, and restaurants; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software for accessing, monitoring, tracking, searching, saving, and sharing information on travel, leisure activities, food and beverage, and restaurants; Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining travel data and information via computer networks and global information networks; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for accessing, browsing, and searching online databases; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for accessing, monitoring, tracking, searching, saving, and sharing information on topics of general interest, travel, leisure activities, food and beverage, and restaurants

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

For Providing online reviews of local attractions via the Internet, namely, providing online reviews of hotels, restaurants and resorts via computer networks and global information networks; travel agency services, namely, assisting with reservations and bookings for lodging over computer networks, global computer communication networks, and mobile networks; providing lodging information services; providing online reservation, booking and search services for temporary lodging, temporary accommodations and temporary vacation rentals
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sys B.V.  Address  Sys B.V. Nicolaas Maesstraat 134  Amsterdam  NETHERLANDS  NL-1071RH
Legal Entity  besloten vennootschap (b.v.)  State or Country Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GLASSER, CARYN
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 3IOTIC

Serial Number 90793645 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

The mark consists of a number "3" in green and the wording "IOTIC" in gray.

Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors green and gray are claimed as features of the mark.

Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018487909
Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018487909 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 04, 2023
Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 08, 2031

For Dietary supplements; Dietetic preparations adapted for medical purposes

Pharmaceuticals

Currently 44E Yes

Owner Name Jaroslaw Turek Address Jaroslaw Turek Popieluszki 3/11 Olsztyn POLAND
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship POLAND

Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TANGXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90795817 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Tangxi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer network adapters; Cable connectors; Computer peripheral equipment; Power wires; Remote controls for projectors; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; LCD display screens; Video capture cards; Audio amplifiers; Wireless transmitters and receivers; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Fixed location telephones; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Frequency meters; Network cards; Digital door locks; Personal security alarms; Antennas for radio, for television; Coaxial cables; Burglar alarms
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 04, 2019 In Commerce May 04, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yibai Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yibai Network Technology Co., Ltd. Bldg 1-101, TOD Tech Center Lipu Rd. 7, Bantian St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA N/A Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Yibai001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL ZION CHURCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90797290 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL" OR "CHURCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Religious and spiritual services, namely, conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and religious counseling; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Conducting religious ceremonies; Conducting religious prayer services; Conducting religious sermons; Organization of religious meetings; Providing religious counseling services; Providing information about religion; Providing information about religion via a website; Providing specialized facilities for religious ceremonies
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Apr. 06, 1784 In Commerce Apr. 06, 1784

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church Corporate, Inc. Address African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church Corporate, Inc. 3225 W. Sugar Creek Road Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28269 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CULTIVATED RISK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90798115
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “RISK”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- Audio recordings the fields of plants, agriculture, music, news, culture, and finance;
- Video recordings the fields of plants, agriculture, music, news, culture, and finance;
- Motion picture films the fields of plants, agriculture, music, news, culture, and finance;
- Downloadable podcasts in the fields of plants, agriculture, music, news, culture, and finance;
- Downloadable computer software, namely, open source operating software for the use of a crypto-currency on a global computer network;
- Downloadable software to facilitate the use of a blockchain or distributed ledger to execute and record financial transactions, including trades, in connection with the use of a crypto-currency;
- Downloadable computer software, namely, operating system security update software, operating system upgrade software, and operating system monitoring software;
- Downloadable computer software for developing, deploying, and managing applications, integrating applications, data, and services all for use of a crypto-currency

**International Classes**
- **9 - Primary Classes**
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Calloway, Sway
- **Address**: Calloway, Sway c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Drive, Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Divico, Evan
- **Address**: Divico, Evan c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Drive, Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CULTIVATED RISK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90798383 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “RISK”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, cryptocurrency trading services, cryptocurrency exchange services, cryptocurrency payment processing services, and financial consultation in the field of cryptocurrency
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Calloway, Sway Address Calloway, Sway c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Drive, Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Divico, Evan Address Divico, Evan c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Drive, Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90803455 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a horizontal stylized skeleton key. Inside the bow of the key is a stylized letter "R".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing real estate listings and real estate information via a website; Real estate listing; Providing information in the field of real estate
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RealEstate Depot Inc. Address RealEstate Depot Inc. 2610 E. Nisbet Rd. Phoenix ARIZONA 85032 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number I160 002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAL, KAMAL SINGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STARTS WITH US

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90804447  Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0117740/1659050  International Registration Number  1659050

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs; drinking glasses; cups; water bottles sold empty
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Providing grants to support projects in the fields of activism, social and civic issues, conflict resolution, civil discourse, safeguarding democracy, upholding rule of law, collaborative problem solving, economic development, empathy building and healing of racial, ethnic, cultural, religious and socioeconomic divides; Providing grants for leadership development training; Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial support to individuals and local organizations to promote civic engagement, public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Entertainment services, namely, providing an ongoing reality-based television program; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of philanthropic initiatives; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-going series of documentary, non-fictional, educational and entertainment programs in the nature of commentary, stories and personal reflections distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Leadership development training in the field of activism, debating, bridging divides, civic engagement, fostering public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving, community building and collaboration; Educational services, namely, providing instruction in the field of social activism and debating; educational services, namely, production of multimedia educational content concerning contemporary issues of concern to the public; educational services, namely,
production of multimedia educational content concerning bridging divides, civic engagement, fostering public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building; educational services, namely, providing on-line and in person seminars, workshops and classes in the field of bridging divides, civic engagement, fostering public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building; charitable education services, namely, providing instruction in the fields of conflict resolution, civil discourse, safeguarding democracy, upholding rule of law, collaborative problem solving, economic development, community problem solving, empathy building and healing of racial, ethnic, cultural, religious and socioeconomic divides, and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; providing personal and group coaching to individuals and local organizations in the fields of civic engagement, fostering public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building; providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and videos in the field of civic engagement, fostering public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For** Charitable services, namely, organizing individuals to undertake charitable projects in the nature of resolving conflicts in local communities; promoting public awareness in the fields of activism, debate, social and civic issues, conflict resolution, civil discourse, safeguarding democracy, upholding rule of law, collaborative problem solving, economic development, empathy building and healing of racial, ethnic, cultural, religious and socioeconomic divides; promoting awareness in the fields of civic engagement, fostering public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building; administration and management of grant programs in the fields of activism, social and civic issues, conflict resolution, civil discourse, safeguarding democracy, upholding rule of law, collaborative problem solving, economic development, empathy building and healing of racial, ethnic, cultural, religious and socioeconomic divides; Administration and management of grant programs to support leadership development training; Administration and management of grant programs to support individuals and local organizations to promote civic engagement, public discourse, social change, conflict management and resolution, community problem solving and community building

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in dispute resolution, bridging divides, debate, and activism

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, t-shirts, and hats

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39 **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Lubetzky Family Foundation Address  Lubetzky Family Foundation P.O. Box 705 Midtown Station New York  NEW YORK  10018 Legal Entity  tax exempt corporation State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  796547

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BROOKLYN KENNEL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90806274</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "BROOKLYN"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** May 01, 2021

**In Commerce** May 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** McVorran, Jamel

**Address** McVorran, Jamel 1221 E 102nd St Brooklyn NEW YORK 11236

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TERRA DEL SOLE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90806708</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;TERRA DEL SOLE&quot; in white script stylized letters indicated below an Italian flag in green, white and red colored stripes, the flag extending vertically from the top mid-portion of the mark to above the middle portion of words, &quot;TERRA DEL SOLE&quot;, with the bottom end portion of the flag having a wide inverse-v cut-out shape. The background color of the mark is set in black, with a repeating pattern of petals in grey. Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Olive oil for food, organic olive oil for food, extra virgin olive oil for food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Pasta, organic pasta, and duram wheat semolina pasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Terra Foods, LLC | Address | Terra Foods, LLC Ms. Sabbia Auriti, President 5408 Hilltop Court Fort Lee NEW JERSEY 07024 Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | YAO, GRETTA |

---

863
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BRAND YEWWW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90806876</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;BRAND&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Advertising and marketing consultancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Brand Yew LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Brand Yew LLC 2802 Sunkist Dr Vista CALIFORNIA 92084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 90806876 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | DONEGAN, DANIEL P |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUPERBOTANICALS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90808568
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 02, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, medicated herbal topical creams and balms for relief of aches, pains, and anxiety; medicated skin care preparations; vitamin supplements; food supplements; herbal supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements in the form of chocolates, gummies, dissolvable and tinctures; transdermal patches for use in the treatment of menstrual pain; personal lubricants; sexual stimulant liquids, creams and gels; feminine hygiene products, namely, chemical contraceptives, tampons, tampon applicators, sanitary pads, sanitary napkins, feminine hygiene pads, panty liners, adult incontinence pads, and pre-moistened medicated towelettes; dietary supplement drinks; dietary supplement drink mixes; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix and concentrate; medicated ointment for treating dermatological conditions, sunburn, hemorrhoids, inflammation; any CBD in the goods containing only trace amounts of CBD derived from the mature stalks and sterilized seeds of hemp and not containing THC

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes
5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

For Non-medicated cosmetics, and body oils; non-medicated cosmetics, and body oils in drop form, capsule form, and liquid form; beauty care cosmetics; cosmetics; bath preparations, not for medical purpose; bath oils, bath foams, bath gel, bath milks, bath foam, bath lotion, bath cream, bath soaps; cosmetic preparations for body care; body oils, body milk, body lotions, body creams, body masks, body scrub, body sprays, body wash; non-medicated diaper rash ointments; any cannabidiol (CBD) in the goods being solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Pasley Products Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Pasley Products Inc. 4721 Yantis Drive New Albany OHIO 43054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>69692-211471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUPHERBOTANICALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90808577 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, medicated herbal topical creams and balms for relief of aches, pains, and anxiety; medicated skin care preparations; vitamin supplements; food supplements; herbal supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements in the form of chocolates, gummies, dissolvable and tinctures; transdermal patches for use in the treatment of menstrual pain; personal lubricants; sexual stimulant liquids, creams and gels; feminine hygiene products, namely, chemical contraceptives, tampons, tampon applicators, sanitary pads, sanitary napkins, feminine hygiene pads, panty liners, adult incontinence pads, and pre-moistened medicated towelettes; dietary supplement drinks; dietary supplement drink mixes; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix and concentrate; medicated ointment for treating dermatological conditions, sunburn, hemorrhoids, inflammation; any CBD in the goods containing only trace amounts of CBD derived from the mature stalks and sterilized seeds of hemp and not containing THC
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Non-medicated cosmetics, and body oils; non-medicated cosmetics, and body oils in drop form, capsule form, and liquid form; beauty care cosmetics; cosmetics; bath preparations, not for medical purpose; bath oils, bath foams, bath gel, bath milks, bath foam, bath lotion, bath cream, bath soaps; cosmetic preparations for body care; body oils, body milk, body lotions, body creams, body masks, body scrub, body sprays, body wash; non-medicated diaper rash ointments; any cannabidiol (CBD) in the goods being solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Pasley Products Inc.  
Address   Pasley Products Inc.  4721 Yantis Drive  New Albany  OHIO  43054  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   69692-211472

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEQUILA 512

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90810263 Application Filing Date Jul. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a vertical yellow rectangle behind a black square outline with the word TEQUILA in black appearing above the word 512 in black, the white background represents a transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer “TEQUILA” Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4280076

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, namely, Liquor; Spirits; Distilled spirits; Distilled agave liquor

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ClipBandits, LLC Address ClipBandits, LLC 2715 S. 1st St. Austin TEXAS 78704 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KALIEN THE ALIEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90811519 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Intent to Use) Mugs; Cups and mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For (Based on Use) Plush toys; Stuffed toys

For (Based on Intent to Use) Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps being headwear, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers in the nature of coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yodlowsky, Raymond Anthony Address Yodlowsky, Raymond Anthony Apt. 1 72 Raritan Ave. Highland Park NEW JERSEY 08904 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYNAPTICAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90812363</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 06, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Patient-oriented biomedical education, namely, providing classes, online non-downloadable articles, and seminars in the field of biomedicine and cancer-related illnesses
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Synaptical, Inc
- **Address**: Synaptical, Inc 16501 Ventura Blvd. Ste. 610 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90035
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUPERBLENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90813359 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet food; edible pet treats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stella & Chewy's LLC Address Stella & Chewy's LLC 111 West Oakview Parkway Oak Creek WISCONSIN 53145 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 161363-145

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SPKAUTO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90816108</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 07, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Air purification units; Barbecues and grills; Electrically-heated garden hoses; Faucets; Hand-held showers; Plumbing fittings, namely, valves; Showerheads and components thereof; Toilets

**International Classes**
11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**
Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**
Apr. 27, 2021

**In Commerce**
Apr. 27, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Zhang, Yujia

**Address**
Zhang, Yujia Room 502, Building 23, Orange Country Garden, Gusu District, Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 215000

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEW-AGAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90817176 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rust removing preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bryson Industries, Inc. Address Bryson Industries, Inc. c/o MacCord Mason PLLC 2733 Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27410 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10030-009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTIFY BEAUTY SUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90818389 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BEAUTY SUPPLY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring beauty products; Retail shops featuring beauty products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BEAUTIFY BEAUTY SUPPLY LLC Address BEAUTIFY BEAUTY SUPPLY LLC 145th St 247 West New York NEW YORK 10039 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90818389

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALL SAINTS HOME MEDICAL A PART OF SAINT FRANCIS HEALTH SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90820328</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "ALL SAINTS", having the "T" represented by a cross, placed over the words "HOME MEDICAL", placed over the words "A PART OF SAINT FRANCIS HEALTH SYSTEM".
Disclaimer "HOME MEDICAL" AND "HEALTH SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services and online retail store services featuring durable medical equipment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Saints Home Medical, LLC</td>
<td>All Saints Home Medical, LLC 3218 South 79th East Avenue, Suite 100 Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74145</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>OKLAHOMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examinining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>730107.02689</td>
<td>MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WONDERFUL SODA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90820871 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SODA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Iced teas; Iced teas containing fruit juice; Iced tea-based beverages containing fruit flavoring; Non-alcoholic iced tea; Non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; Non-alcoholic tea-based beverages containing fruit flavoring; Non-alcoholic low calorie tea-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Soft drinks, namely, sodas; Soft drinks; Non-carbonated soft drinks; Fruit-flavored soft drinks; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Fruit-flavored beverages; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit extracts
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Wonderful Company LLC Address The Wonderful Company LLC 11444 West Olympic Boulevard, 10th Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90064 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 122149
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WONDERFUL POP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90820886  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 09, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "POP"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Iced teas; Iced teas containing fruit juice; Iced tea-based beverages containing fruit flavoring; Non-alcoholic iced tea; Non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; Non-alcoholic tea-based beverages containing fruit flavoring; Non-alcoholic low calorie tea-based beverages  
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
- **For**: Soft drinks, namely, sodas; Soft drinks; Non-carbonated soft drinks; Fruit-flavored soft drinks; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Fruit-flavored beverages; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit extracts  
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Wonderful Company LLC  
- **Address**: The Wonderful Company LLC 11444 West Olympic Boulevard, 10th Floor  
- **City/Locations**: Los Angeles  
- **State/Country**: CALIFORNIA  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 122151

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM TR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90821407 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TEAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For articles of clothing for horses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of movies, television programs, webisodes, films, and videos, development, creation, production, distribution and post-production of multimedia programs and series, unscripted programming, special on-air events for entertainment purposes, and multimedia entertainment content featuring news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, rendered through the media of television, cable, satellite, and broadband systems, and via the internet and portable and wireless communication services, production of multimedia entertainment content in the nature of pre-recorded digital video discs, digital versatile discs, cd-roms, magneto-optical discs, and compact discs, providing online non-downloadable entertainment content all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, online non-downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, audio files, video files and audio-video files, artwork files, text, rendered via the Internet and wireless communication devices, providing online non-downloadable books, movies, television programs, audio files, video files, audiovisual files and films all in the fields of news, sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, equine events, documentaries, docu-series, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, organization and production of equine sporting and training events, equine sporting competitions, and equine exhibits and exhibitions for entertainment purposes, organization and production of sports events, namely, rodeos, sports competitions and sports exhibitions, publication of books, magazines and other printed matter, production of mobile applications in the nature of multimedia entertainment software and games, providing online computer
websites featuring entertainment, training and sporting information in the fields of equine events, equine competitions, equine exhibits and in the fields of sports and entertainment generally, providing online non-downloadable computer game software, Organization and production of live musical events; and horse training; production of podcasts

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For  retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, pins, bolo ties, hat bands and hat strips, hats, cowboy hats, caps, jeans, leather jackets, suede jackets, chaps, footwear, purse, boots, saddle bags, saddles, saddle pads, bridles, reins, leads, bits, stirrup leathers, girth straps, lunge lines, halters, horse blankets, horse leg wraps, knee pads for horses, articles of clothing for horses, books, magazines, digital video discs, cd-roms, compact discs, magneto-optical discs; and organization and production of equine events, equine competitions, and equine exhibits for commercial and advertising purposes, organization and production of equine events, namely, horse auctions for commercial purposes

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For  prerecorded and downloadable multimedia entertainment content all in the fields of sports, western entertainment, equine exhibitions, equine sporting and training events, equine competitions, documentaries, reality shows, educational shows, cooking, travel, drama, comedy, action, fantasy, fiction, science fiction, adventure, action and animation, namely, downloadable books, magazines, music files, movies, television programs, webisodes, films, magazines, audio files, video files and audio-video files, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded digital video discs, cd-roms, magneto optical discs and downloadable computer game software

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  streaming of audio-video content over the Internet

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

For  cattle breeding and horse breeding

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  clothing, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, footwear, boots, hats, cowboy hats, jeans, chaps, belts, hoodies, rainwear, scarves, gloves, pants, shirts, jackets, leather jackets, suede jackets, horse riding boots, bolo ties

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC  **Address**  Teton Ridge IP Holdco, LLC  Attn: Legal Department  227 West Monroe Street Suite 5000  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60606  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN

---

880
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STYLE SEARCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90823209 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized black wording "STYLE SEARCH". Between the two words appears a yellow design of a sunburst with short line segments appearing from approximately a 7 o'clock position through approximately a 2 o'clock position, with the remaining parts of the sunburst missing from the design. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STYLE SEARCH"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1402522 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 19, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County BENELUX Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 19, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Affiliate marketing; Targeted marketing services; Preparing and placing advertisements for others; Placing advertisements for others; Preparing promotional and merchandising material for others; Preparing advertisements for others; Providing searchable online advertising guides featuring the goods and services of online vendors; Providing business marketing information; Preparation of publicity publications; Provision of information relating to marketing; Internet marketing services; Marketing services; Trade marketing services; Marketing the goods and services of others; Product marketing services; Marketing services provided by means of digital networks; Marketing agency services being advertising agency services; Developing Marketing campaigns for others; Search engine marketing services; Advertising and promotional services in the nature of Brand creation services; Online community management services namely, managing an online community of potential consumers for the purpose of marketing, branding, promoting, and advertising the goods and services of others; Online advertising on a computer network; Online advertising services; On-line advertising and marketing services; Design of marketing surveys in the nature of preparation of marketing surveys; Planning of marketing strategies in the nature of development of marketing strategies and concepts; Development of marketing strategies and concepts; Preparation of advertisements for others; Preparation of marketing plans being marketing plan development; Provision of marketing reports; Search engine optimization for sales promotion; Optimisation of website traffic; Compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; Arranging and placing of advertisements for others; Promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line
websites; Business promotion in the nature of developing promotional campaigns for business; Advertising; Advertising and marketing; Advertising and marketing services provided via communications channels; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; Advertising services provided via a data base; Advertising services provided via the internet; Advertisement for others on the Internet; Advertising of business web sites; Pay per click advertising; Banner advertising; Web indexing in the nature of compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; Advertising for others; Advertising by transmission of on-line publicity for third parties through electronic communications networks; Advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bena, Orpheo Address Bena, Orphee Hamontstraat 326 NH Amsterdam NETHERLANDS 1066
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5752.269

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKSHOOD, AKEELA MOHAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE STAR SEEKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90824603 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2006404 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 13, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 13, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For phonograph records featuring music; downloadable music files; prerecorded DVDs featuring music and music performances; batteries; wireless chargers; wireless headsets for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks; cases for smartphones; cell phone straps; terminals for radiotelephones; loudspeakers; electronic apparatus and instruments for recording and reproducing music, namely, audio and video recorders, processors, players, transmitters and receivers; cameras; contact lenses; goggles, namely, swim goggles, diving goggles, snow goggles, safety goggles and goggles for sports; sunglasses; eyeglasses; life saving apparatus and equipment, namely, fire-resistant child carriers, oxygen breathing units; apparatus for broadcasting, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data or images; CDs, namely, blank CDs and pre-recorded CDs featuring music, dance, entertainment, musical bands, musical videos, movies, culture, and current events; DVDs, namely, blank DVDs and pre-recorded DVDs featuring music, dance entertainment, musical bands, musical videos, movies, culture, and current events; downloadable multimedia files containing video; mounting devices for cameras and monitors; protective shoes, namely, protective industrial shoes; swimming face masks; electronic devices for measuring electric current; electronic cables; ear phones; headphones; computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; video game cartridges and cassettes; protective helmets; protective padded clothing for protection against bodily harm and blunt force trauma; downloadable digital video recordings featuring, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances; consumer coupons downloaded from a global computer network; video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, newsletters, brochures and manuals in the field of music, dance, entertainment, musical bands, musical videos, movies, culture, and current events; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management, for use in electronic storage of data, for the recording, transmission and playback of music, sound and video, and for accessing and...
managing entertainment databases over global networks; computer game software, recorded; downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery; downloadable computer software for transmitting/broadcasting audio/video/multimedia contents; computer hardware and recorded computer software used to gauge media content

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hybe Co., Ltd. **Address**  Hybe Co., Ltd. Yongsan Trade Center 42, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu  Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA  04389 **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  YS-0056-HYTM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MACULA RISK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90824880 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kits for use in genetic testing for medical purposes, namely, medical research to assess the probability of developing age-related macular degeneration consisting primarily of plastic swabs for obtaining buccal cells, a sterile bag, and a printed information sheet
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical services; genetic counseling; genetic testing for medical purposes; medical diagnostic and prognostic testing, monitoring and reporting services in the field of age-related macular degeneration; medical analysis in the field of age-related macular degeneration, namely, performing diagnosis of age-related macular degeneration and assessing the probability of developing age-related macular degeneration
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ArcticDx Inc. Address ArcticDx Inc. 661 University Ave, Suite 455 Toronto CANADA M5G1M1

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE YACHT GUYZ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90827521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "YACHT"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Transport services for sightseeing tours; Yacht chartering services; Yacht and boat charter services
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: The Yacht Guyz
- **Address**: The Yacht Guyz Ste 530854 9825 NE 2nd Ave Miami FLORIDA 33153
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIJI&ZEZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90827983 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JIJI&ZEZE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerobic steps; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Fishing gaffs; Gym chalk for improving hand grip in sports activities; Kite lines; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, climbing cams and anchors made of metal; Rock climbing chalk; Rowing gloves; Waterski ropes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 12, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tian, Yanyan Address Tian, Yanyan No.78, Dist. 1, Laosengkou North Village Tangwang Town, Licheng District JiNan City CHINA 250100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACF WESTERN USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90828164 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WESTERN USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate services, namely, purchasing, renting, leasing, and owning of being the rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial properties in the nature of Armenian cultural and educational centers; charitable services, namely, assisting, supporting, and encouraging being provision of charitable fundraising to support educational, cultural and charitable institutions organized and functioning to aid those of Armenian origin in their general welfare and the Armenian cultural heritage and organizing and developing projects and programs by educational, cultural and charitable institutions organized and functioning to aid those of Armenian origin in their general welfare, and the Armenian cultural heritage; creating and establishing educational and charitable functions in the nature of charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Deterring delinquency among the Armenian-American youth in the nature of providing educational mentoring services and programs for Armenian-American youths in the field of personal development; organizing cultural events, and creating and establishing educational and charitable functions in the nature of organization of social entertainment events and organizing events in the field of Armenian culture for educational purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Promoting awareness of Armenian culture, namely, promoting understanding, goodwill and appreciation of Armenian culture in the United States and among the American people; charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of charitable institutions organized and functioning to aid those of Armenian origin in their general welfare, and the Armenian cultural heritage
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Improving and maintaining being maintenance and repair of buildings, namely, Armenian cultural and educational centers

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair
For  Deterring delinquency among the Armenian-American youth in the nature of providing emotional counseling and emotional support services for at-risk Armenian-American youth

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services
For  Establishing Armenian cultural and educational centers in the nature of providing of general-purpose facilities for social gatherings, parties, and business meetings in Armenian cultural and educational community centers

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ACF Western USA Address  ACF Western USA  104 N Belmont St #300 Glendale  CALIFORNIA 91206 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GALBO, AMANDA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
KALI STAXXZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90828861</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CALI&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Music composition for others; Music composition services; Music production services; Music publishing services; Music video production; Composition of music for others; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film; Production of music; Production of musical sound recording; Production of musical videos; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing a website featuring information in the field of music and entertainment; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to musical artist websites and music performance ticket information; Providing information in the field of music and entertainment via a website; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing online music, not downloadable; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations

**International Classes**
- 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
- 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**
- Education and Entertainment

**First Use**
- Aug. 27, 2017

### In Commerce
- Aug. 27, 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
- Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 90830298 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME SPA"

Goods and Services Information
For Bath bombs; Beauty care cosmetics; Body butter; Bubble bath; Cosmetic bath salts
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 04, 2021
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 04, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Oasis Home Spa Address Oasis Home Spa 11717 Lynepark Dr Bakersfield CALIFORNIA 93312
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GCOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90830301 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a Service (SAAS) featuring software for use in managing the implementation of health and human services programs, records management and analysis, event notification and reporting, fraud detection, and identity and access management, for use by public sector organizations, government organizations, health and human services organizations, public safety organizations, tax and revenue organizations, education organizations, and licensing and regulatory organizations; Platform as a Service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in managing the implementation of health and human services programs, records management and analysis, event notification and reporting, fraud detection, and identity and access management, for use by public sector organizations, government organizations, health and human services organizations, public safety organizations, tax and revenue organizations, education organizations, and licensing and regulatory organizations; Computer system analysis; Computer system design; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; Design, development and implementation of software; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Installation, maintenance, repair, and updating of computer software; Rental of computer software; Computer programming; Server hosting; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Computer software consultancy; Consulting in the field of information technology and cloud computing; Consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; Computer security consultancy; Technical consulting services in the fields of data center architecture, public, hybrid, community and private cloud computing solutions and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; Computer services, namely, data recovery services; Computer disaster recovery planning; Electronic data back- up services; Computer virus protection services; Computer technology support services, namely, help desk services; Integration of computer systems and networks; Information technology integration services; Computer services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; Computer network configuration services; Computer network design for others; Computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology (IT) systems of others; Technical support services, namely, 24/7 monitoring of servers and web and database applications and notification of related events and alerts; Technical
support services, namely, installation, administration, and troubleshooting of web and database applications; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; Technical support services, namely, migration of datacenter, server and database applications; Data migration services; Computer system design and analysis for public sector organizations, government organizations, health and human services organizations, public safety organizations, and licensing and regulatory organizations; Design, development and implementation of software for public sector organizations, government organizations, health and human services organizations, public safety organizations, and licensing and regulatory organizations; Design, development and implementation of software in the field of public health, social services, public safety, licensing and permitting, and cybersecurity; Computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology (IT) systems of public sector organizations, government organizations, health and human services organizations, public safety organizations, and licensing and regulatory organizations; IT consulting services for public sector organizations, government organizations, health and human services organizations, public safety organizations, and licensing and regulatory organizations; IT consulting services featuring the upgrading and modernization of legacy computer, software, applications, and data systems; IT consulting services featuring the modernization of legacy IT systems in the public health, social services, public safety, licensing and permitting, and cybersecurity fields

**International Classes**

- International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
- First Use: Dec. 02, 2008
- In Commerce: Dec. 02, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: GCOM Software LLC
- Address: GCOM Software LLC 9175 Guilford Road, Suite 101 Columbia MARYLAND 21046
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- Docket Number: 339318.00011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LEARN PLAY LOVE TENNIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90832829 Application Filing Date  Jul. 16, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "LEARN PLAY LOVE TENNIS" and a design of a stylized tennis ball inside a circle which is surrounded by a thick boundary line in two different shades. The wording "LEARN" is positioned above the design, the wording "PLAY" is inside the top portion of the thick boundary line and above the tennis ball, the wording "LOVE" appears inside the bottom portion of the thick boundary line and below the tennis ball, and the wording "TENNIS" is positioned below the design. Disclaimer  "LEARN PLAY" AND "TENNIS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring promotional items, namely, key chains, t-shirts, caps, pens; Promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with tennis competitions
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Nov. 24, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Learn Play Love Tennis  Address  Learn Play Love Tennis  862 Melton Drive  Mississauga, ON  CANADA  L4Y 1K8  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEACECOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90833295 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "PEACECOIN" to the right of a dove with an olive branch in its beak contained within a partial circle comprised of an olive branch.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency financial services, namely, providing a digital currency or digital tokens of value for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; cryptocurrency financial services, namely, a electronic transfer of digital currency or digital tokens of value, incorporating cryptographic protocols, used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as a method of payment for goods and services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peacecoin, Inc. Address Peacecoin, Inc. Suite B102 127 S. Brand Blvd Glendale CALIFORNIA 92104
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78717-3020
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOLIE QUANTUM ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90835541 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized, stacked wording "MOLIE QUANTUM ENERGY" in black font where the first letter "O", letter "Q", and letter "A" are filled in with yellow and the dot above the letter "I" is also yellow. Above the wording is a horizontal yellow line. Above the yellow line are six, black Chinese characters separated by black vertical lines; the characters are transliterated to "SANYUAN NENGYUAN KEJI". To the left of the wording is a design of a triangle above and intersecting a circle. The triangle is yellow with a black border extending around the top line, right line, and a small portion of the left line. There is a thin, black horizontal line at the bottom of the triangle. The circle is yellow with a thick black border slightly more than halfway around the circle.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "QUANTUM ENERGY" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "ENERGY TECHNOLOGY" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "SANYUAN NENGYUAN KEJI" and this means "Sanyuan Energy Technology" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Structural parts of bicycles; Electrically-powered motor scooters; Automobiles; Motorcycles; Electric motorcycles; Electrically powered motor vehicles; Electric drives for vehicles; Engines for land vehicles; Motors, electric, for land vehicles; Tricycles not being toys; Mopeds; Sports cars; Structural parts for automobiles; Structural parts for motorcycles; Driverless cars; Self-driving cars; Mobility scooters; Electric wheelchairs; Motorized mobility scooters
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Accumulators, electric; Manganese battery; Lithium phosphate batteries; Lithium ion batteries; Mercury battery; Electrolysers; Fuel cells; Alkaline battery; Nickel-cadmium storage batteries; Powerful battery in the nature of lithium-ion batteries and carbon-zinc cells; Solar batteries; Rechargeable batteries; Electric storage batteries; Dry cells; Batteries; Mobile telephone batteries; Nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) battery; Nickel-zinc battery; Batteries for vehicles; Portable power chargers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Molie Quantum Energy Corporation</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Molie Quantum Energy Corporation  ZHONGSHAN Dist. 11F., No.113, SEC. 2, ZHONGSHAN N. RD., Taipei City TAIWAN 10448</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>API-TA261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ALBANO, ASHLEY C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE COLOR BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90835590 Application Filing Date: Jul. 19, 2021 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "COLOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Retail store services featuring paints and related products
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business First Use: Apr. 06, 2017 In Commerce: Apr. 06, 2017

For: Paint mixing services
International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Material Treatment First Use: Apr. 06, 2017 In Commerce: Apr. 06, 2017

For: Paint matching, namely, color analysis to determine proper paint mixture for matching colors for interior design services; interior design consulting services, namely, offering paint color analysis, paint color matching services, and room visualization
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services First Use: Apr. 06, 2017 In Commerce: Apr. 06, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Do it Best Corp. Address: Do it Best Corp. 6502 Nelson Road Fort Wayne INDIANA 46803 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 430985.00292

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney: MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG BEAR MOUNTAIN RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 90836612
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 19, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MOUNTAIN RESORT"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "BIG BEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Ski and snowboard resorts; entertainment services in the nature of providing recreational adventure-park facilities, activities and programs; arranging and providing outdoor recreational activities in the nature of hiking and fishing; rental of ski gear and equipment and of sports equipment except vehicles; ski instruction; organizing and conducting skiing competitions and events; providing entertainment and athletic facilities, namely, hiking trails; arranging and organizing, athletic- and sports-event services, namely, operating and conducting races, contests and competitions on snow and/or on water; summer resort services, namely, providing recreational facilities for hiking, cycling, mountain biking, fishing; educational services, namely, a safety awareness and training program for employees and skiers in the field of skiing; providing sports facilities in the nature of a winter terrain park for skiing and skiing competitions; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, exhibitions in the nature of a festival featuring live music concerts, beer and food tastings, parades, and outdoor recreational activities in the nature of hiking, and mountain biking; providing a website featuring information on sporting facilities at a resort, namely, information about skiing, snow sports, mountain sports, recreational activities, and summer resort services, namely, providing recreational facilities for hiking, cycling, mountain biking, fishing

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Oct. 12, 2002 **In Commerce** Oct. 12, 2002

For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing information related to weather, snowfall, ski conditions and resorts; downloadable GPS-enabled software for tracking people and providing visual trail maps; downloadable software for providing coupons, discounts, vouchers, and deal notifications for consumer use, provided via mobile devices, text messages, and the Internet

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Dec. 20, 2013 **In Commerce** Dec. 20, 2013
BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Snow Summit, LLC Address   Snow Summit, LLC   880 Summit Blvd.   Big Bear Lake   CALIFORNIA 92315
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   1189.08-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIG BEAR MOUNTAIN RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90836618 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - An ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two twin mountain peaks positioned to left of the stylized wording "BIG BEAR MOUNTAIN RESORT", wherein the wording "MOUNTAIN RESORT" is positioned centered below the wording "BIG BEAR". The wording "MOUNTAIN RESORT" is in smaller font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MOUNTAIN RESORT" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "BIG BEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Print note cards and envelopes; printed illustrations; photographic prints; framed art prints; office supplies, namely, stationery, envelopes, wrapping paper, packaging materials made of paper; blank journals for writing; printed notebooks; printed greeting cards; printed postcards; decals and stickers; printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Ski and snowboard resorts; entertainment services in the nature of providing recreational adventure-park facilities, activities and programs; arranging and providing outdoor recreational activities in the nature of hiking and fishing; rental of ski gear and equipment and of sports equipment except vehicles; ski instruction; organizing and conducting skiing competitions and events; providing entertainment and athletic facilities, namely, hiking trails; arranging and organizing, athletic- and sports-event services, namely, operating and conducting races, contests and competitions on snow and/or on water; summer resort services, namely, providing recreational facilities for hiking, cycling, mountain biking, fishing; educational services, namely, a safety awareness and training program for employees and skiers in the field of skiing; providing sports facilities in the nature of a winter terrain park for skiing and skiing competitions; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, exhibitions in the nature of a festival featuring live music concerts, beer and food tastings, parades, and outdoor recreational activities in the nature of hiking, and mountain biking; providing a website featuring information on sporting facilities at a resort, namely, information about skiing, snow sports, mountain sports, recreational activities, and summer resort services, namely, providing recreational facilities for hiking, cycling, mountain biking, fishing
**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For**: Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing information related to weather, snowfall, ski conditions and resorts; downloadable GPS-enabled software for tracking people and providing visual trail maps; downloadable software for providing coupons, discounts, vouchers, and deal notifications for consumer use, provided via mobile devices, text messages, and the Internet

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Clothing, namely, base layers, vests, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, robes, bathrobes, jackets, ski pants, cycling jerseys, socks, belts, gloves; headwear, namely, visors, caps, hats and beanies

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Snow Summit, LLC  
**Address**: Snow Summit, LLC 880 Summit Blvd. Big Bear Lake CALIFORNIA 92315  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 1189.09-TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MCGILL, CIERRA L
Mark Literal(s)  ENERSTATION

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Batteries; metal-hydrogen batteries; nickel-hydrogen batteries; battery material, namely, anodes and cathodes; Components of batteries, namely, pressurized vessel containers containing hydrogen and a nickel cell for use as components of batteries, DC battery banks in the nature of DC battery packs, battery management systems comprised primarily of electric sensors and battery electric control units, battery cabling and electrical connectors, and battery packs; components of batteries, namely, battery management systems comprised of electric sensors and battery electric control units; energy storage devices in the nature of integrated systems comprised of DC battery packs, downloadable battery management software, DC/AC power inverters, and downloadable battery management systems software in the nature of software for controlling battery charging profiles, monitoring battery cell voltage and temperature, balancing the state-of-charge of individual battery cells, estimating battery state-of-charge, monitoring performance of rechargeable batteries

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENERTOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90839106 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "EnerTower", with the letters "Ener" in orange and the letters "Tower" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; metal-hydrogen batteries; nickel-hydrogen batteries; battery material, namely, anodes and cathodes; Components of batteries, namely, pressurized vessel containers containing hydrogen and a nickel cell for use as components of batteries, DC battery banks in the nature of DC battery packs, battery management systems comprised primarily of electric sensors and battery electric control units, battery cabling and electrical connectors, and battery packs; components of batteries, namely, battery management systems comprised of electric sensors and battery electric control units; energy storage devices in the nature of integrated systems comprised of DC battery packs, downloadable battery management software, DC/AC power inverters, and downloadable battery management systems software in the nature of software for controlling battery charging profiles, monitoring battery cell voltage and temperature, balancing the state-of-charge of individual battery cells, estimating battery state-of-charge, monitoring performance of rechargeable batteries

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EnerVenue Holdings, Ltd. Address EnerVenue Holdings, Ltd. 47621 Westinghouse Drive Fremont CALIFORNIA 94539 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7168.37628
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENERPLATFORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90839107 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of term "EnerPlatform", with the letters "Ener" in orange and the letters "Platform" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; metal-hydrogen batteries; nickel-hydrogen batteries; battery material, namely, anodes and cathodes; Components of batteries, namely, pressurized vessel containers containing hydrogen and a nickel cell for use as components of batteries, DC battery banks in the nature of DC battery packs, battery management systems comprised primarily of electric sensors and battery electric control units, battery cabling and electrical connectors, and battery packs; components of batteries, namely, battery management systems comprised of electric sensors and battery electric control units; energy storage devices in the nature of integrated systems comprised of DC battery packs, downloadable battery management software, DC/AC power inverters, and downloadable battery management systems software in the nature of software for controlling battery charging profiles, monitoring battery cell voltage and temperature, balancing the state-of-charge of individual battery cells, estimating battery state-of-charge, monitoring performance of rechargeable batteries

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EnerVenue Holdings, Ltd. Address EnerVenue Holdings, Ltd. 47621 Westinghouse Drive Fremont CALIFORNIA 94539 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7168.37627
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HAUENSTEIN, HOLLAND LE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BODENVY NUTRITION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90839836
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 21, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NUTRITION"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6084885

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Apr. 13, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BODENVY HOLDINGS, LLC
- **Address**: BODENVY HOLDINGS, LLC 415 NORTH ORLANDO AVENUE SUITE 104 WINTER PARK FLORIDA 32789
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 190511-5-TM
- **Examining Attorney**: O'NEILL, MARY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VY ANH KY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90841899  Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name "VY ANH KY" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Body suits for women and girls; Bottoms as clothing for women and girls; Coats for women and girls; Dresses for women and girls; Fabric sold as an integral component of finished clothing items, namely, women and girls bodysuits, bottoms as clothing, coats, dresses, headwear, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, pajamas, pants, shirts, shorts, sweaters, sweatpants, t-shirts, tops as clothing; Headwear for women and girls; Hooded sweatshirts for women and girls; Jackets for women and girls; Pajamas for women and girls; Pants for women and girls; Shirts for women and girls; Shoes for women and girls; Shorts for women and girls; Sweaters for women and girls; Sweatpants for women and girls; Athletic wear, namely, shorts, pants, shirts, and jackets for women and girls; Sweatshirts for women and girls; T-shirts for women and girls; Tops as clothing for women and girls; Trousers for women and girls; Woven shirts for women and girls
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Vy Anh Ky LLC  Address  Vy Anh Ky LLC  4624 Barnett Street  Metairie  LOUISIANA  70006  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GUROK, GALINA
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90842406  Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bar soap, non-medicated liquid soap, body wash, body scrubs, cosmetic body scrubs for the face, body scrubs in the nature of sugar scrubs, lotions for cosmetic purposes, body lotions, household cleaning preparations
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Jun. 21, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hand in Hand Soap LLC  Address  Hand in Hand Soap LLC  Pacha Soap Company  317 S. Elm Ave.  Hasting  NEBRASKA  68901  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Hand in Hand  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLOUDVISOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90843242 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunication services, namely, providing user access to computer networks for purposes of provisioning, configuring, managing, monitoring, analyzing, and troubleshooting networks; Telecommunication services, namely, providing user access to computer networks for providing network connectivity and network services

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alkira, Inc. Address Alkira, Inc. 2001 Gateway Place Suite 610W San Jose CALIFORNIA 95110
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ALKI-TM11.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLAIMWISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90845420 Application Filing Date Jul. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Claims adjustment in the field of insurance; Assessing insurance claims; Insurance claims administration; Insurance claims processing; Insurance administration services, namely, assisting others with adjusting insurance claims; Medical insurance case and utilization review and insurance claims adjustment services for healthcare purchasers and payors and providers and Medicare beneficiaries; Reimbursement payment processing in the field of medical insurance claims
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 01, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

For Collecting and analyzing claims data from healthcare organizations for business purposes; Data compiling and analyzing in the field of insurance; Insurance claims auditing services; Medical claims management services, namely, receiving, data entering, and re-pricing of transactions that are originated by physicians, hospitals, and ancillary medical care providers; Tracking and monitoring insurance compliance for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nokomis Health Inc. Address Nokomis Health Inc. 206 1st Street North Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POP-IT SOCKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90848155 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOCKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical charging apparatus being charging appliances for rechargeable equipment and battery charge devices; adapters used to connect electrical cables to electrical charging apparatus; electrical cables; computer cables; electrical and electronic adaptors and accessories for use with vehicles and trailers, namely, electrical adapters, plug adapters, electric batteries for vehicles, vehicle thermostats, and power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets and for use with vehicle charging ports; charging stations for electric vehicles; charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MODAL PC Address MODAL PC 13894 S Bangerter Pkwy #200 Draper UTAH 84020 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6227.208

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinating Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUNNOVA POWERGRID
PROTECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90849867 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POWERGRID PROTECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Power service program for the management of a customer's power and energy, namely, providing a service that allows customers to purchase energy, namely, electricity and renewable energy, at a fixed price
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Power service program for stabilizing the local electrical grid by allowing the management of customer's power and energy, namely, electricity power grid load shifting, distribution and transmission of electricity
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Power service program for the management of customer's power and energy, namely, metering and monitoring electric power consumption by third parties for electric power providers to ensure stability of the local electrical grid
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sunnova Energy Corporation Address Sunnova Energy Corporation 20 Greenway Plaza, Suite 475 Houston TEXAS 77046 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WAGS WHILE YOU'RE AWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90850491  Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pet bathing services; Pet care services, namely, dog bathing, non-medicated pet grooming and in-home medical care; Pet grooming services; Consultation services in the field of pet behavior; Providing information and advice in the field of pet health  
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Jul. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2012  
For  Pet boarding services; Pet day care services; Pet hotel services  
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Jul. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wags While You're Away LLC  Address  Wags While You're Away LLC  Suite 1800  120 S Central Ave  St. Louis  MISSOURI  63105  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  7095.2
Examining Attorney  BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUNCHEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90851352 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a oscillating line followed by the word "nunchee".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic data storage; Providing a web hosting platform for pay-per-view TV companies, telecommunications service providers, broadcasters and media companies for transmitting electronic media and videos; Hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; Rental of web servers; Computer system analysis; Business technology software consultation services; Designing and developing websites for pay-per-view TV companies, telecommunications service providers, broadcasters and media companies, in the fields of video streaming, television, video distribution, and multi-screen video solutions; Computer system design services; Hosting websites on the Internet; Development of new technology for others in the fields of video streaming, television, video distribution, and multi-screen video solutions; Design, updating and rental of computer software; Engineering services, namely, engineering for the configuration and management of video streaming services and delivery of multimedia content across connected devices relating to computers; Maintenance of computer software; Duplication of computer programs; Recovery of computer data; Repair of computer software; Leasing of computer programs for media distribution over the internet; Computer software consultancy; Computer software design; Installation of computer software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SmartBoxTV Inc. Address SmartBoxTV Inc. 600 Brickell Avenue, 19th Floor Miami FLORIDA 33131
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OLD HICKORY BARBEQUE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90852929</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BARBEQUE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Prepared meat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Carlie C's Operation Center, Inc. |
| Address | Carlie C's Operation Center, Inc. 10 Carlie Cs Drive Dunn NORTH CAROLINA 28334 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 31211/563516 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOCOGLAZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90853826  Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative spray coatings and exterior surface protective coatings, surfacers being primers, and overlays therefor, namely, coatings in the nature of industrial sealants for waterproofing and surface hardening; paint sealers, primers, degreasers and etchers
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Oct. 31, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2020
For Catalysts for oxidation processes; etching solutions in the fields of aerospace, automotive, rail, metal processing and energy industries; degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Oct. 31, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Socomore, SASU DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Dysol Address Socomore, SASU Avenue Paul Dupleix Zi du Prat - CS23707 FRANCE 56037Vann Legal Entity société par actions simplifiée (sas) State or Country Where
Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10715.012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYSTEMS & SMILES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90853928</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2021</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "SYSTEMS"

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>917938870</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2018</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17938870</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2018</td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Paper and cardboard; Bags of paper or plastic for packaging or wrapping

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Education services, namely, providing classes and workshops in the field of digital life skills using websites, applications, and social media; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line workshops for seniors teaching the basics of using websites, applications, and social media; Translation and language interpretation

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Business management; business administration; Providing office functions; accountancy; data processing; provision of business information

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
For Installation, maintenance, and repair of computer hardware; Consultancy relating to the installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware

**International Classes**
- 37 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

**For** Downloadable computer firmware for IT management; Computer hardware; Downloadable computer software for IT management; software downloadable from the Internet for IT management

**International Classes**
- 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing user access to the internet; email services, namely, electronic transmission of e-mail, e-mail forwarding services; Providing internet chatroom services

**International Classes**
- 38 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title**: Communication

**For** Footwear; Headwear; clothing, namely, shirts, tank tops, jackets, hoodies, socks, shorts and pants

**International Classes**
- 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**For** Electronic Data Storage; Design and development of computer software; computer programming; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; computer software consultancy services; Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; creating, maintaining and hosting the websites of others; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for IT management; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer firmware for IT management

**International Classes**
- 42 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Fortune, Kevin
**Address**: Fortune, Kevin Lower Ground 4 Mount Street UNITED KINGDOM W1K3ND
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**: UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: NKOJO, RHODA K
## Mark Literal(s)

**VIDEO ARCHIVES CLASSICS**

### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 90856793
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 29, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

**VIDEO ARCHIVES CLASSICS**

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For Bags, namely, tote bags, drawstring bags and backpacks**
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

- **For Printed materials, namely, posters, stickers, books in the fields of film and motion pictures featuring commentary on film and motion pictures and catalogs in the fields of film and motion pictures featuring commentary on film and motion pictures**
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

- **For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, hoodies, sweatshirts, jackets and headwear**
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: L. Driver Productions, Inc.
- **Address**: L. Driver Productions, Inc. 11812 San Vicente Blvd 4th Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: LDRI 2109763
- **Examining Attorney**: STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LALALAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90857224 Application Filing Date  Jul. 30, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earphones; Headphones; Smartglasses; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Computer mouse; Covers for tablet computers; DVD drives; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; Karaoke machines; Mobile telephones; Personal computers; Personal stereos; Portable media players; Smart rings; Smart watches; Tablet computers; Teaching robots; Television receivers; Video baby monitors; Wearable activity trackers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 26, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen TOPI Electronic Technology Co. , Ltd. Address  Shenzhen TOPI Electronic Technology Co. , Ltd. B1/A3-4/F,Tongfuyu gongyequ Heping Rd Fuhai,Baoan,Shenzhen CHINA 518133 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COBALT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90857601 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable application programming interface (API) software for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication;
Downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication;
Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication;
Downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API);
Downloadable computer software for transforming speech into text;
Downloadable computer software for speech and language recognition;
Downloadable speech recognition software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 24, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2014

For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication;
Consultancy in the field of software design;
Consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others;
Product development consulting in the field of technology and software;
Providing on-line non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication;
Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software using artificial
intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication; Software development and product development consulting in the field of speech and language recognition, conversion and processing; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for speech recognition, automated speech recognition, natural language processing, speech synthesis, voice biometrics, speech and language analysis, voice recognition, conversational AI, audio diarization, text-to-speech and speech-to-text conversion, user identification and user authentication; Technological consultation in the technology field of speech recognition, conversion and processing software; Technological planning and consulting services in the field of speech recognition, conversion and processing software.

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Nov. 24, 2014  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 24, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Cobalt Speech and Language, Inc.  
**Address**: Cobalt Speech and Language, Inc.  29 Scribner Road  
**Tyngsborough**: MASSACHUSETTS  01879  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TWUEIVW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90858593 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Twueivw" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery operated action toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Electric action toys; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Model toy vehicles; Novelty plush toys for parties; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Playsets for dolls; Puzzle games; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Spinning tops; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy guns; Toy imitation cosmetics; Toys in the nature of whirligigs
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 08, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen sanmi trading co., ltd Address Shenzhen sanmi trading co., ltd Room 101, No.6 Lane 6, Lansan Village, Baolong Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number XPTO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
MARK Literal(s)  THE CHIEF FAITH OFFICER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90859448  Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "OFFICER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Business training; Business training consultancy services; Conducting workshops and seminars in business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Consulting services about education; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the secondary, college and graduate levels; Educational services, namely, providing on-line mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Educational services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Life coaching services in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Personal coaching services in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment provided via seminars, lectures, teleseminars, teleclasses, and workshops; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing on-line training seminars, lectures,
teleseminars, teleclasses, and workshops in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing a website featuring academic information in the field of biblical worldview education for the purpose of academic study; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable audio recordings in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Arranging and conducting of workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of Youth, Young Adults, and the Underserved Communities in the field of business development; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of Youth, Young Adults, and the Underserved Communities in the field of branding development; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of Youth, Young Adults, and the Underserved Communities in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of Youth, Young Adults, and the Underserved Communities in the field of financial literacy; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of Youth, Young Adults, and the Underserved Communities in the field of marketing strategies; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of Youth, Young Adults, and the Underserved Communities in the field of religious studies; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Copy editing; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of business development; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of branding development; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of financial literacy; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of marketing strategies; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of religious studies; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of business development; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of branding development; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of marketing strategies; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of religious studies; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the College level; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, classes, coaching, courses of instruction, webinars and training programs, seminars, educational conferences, and educational exhibitions courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, webinars, training programs, seminars, educational conferences, educational exhibitions, and retreats in the fields of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Film and video production consulting services; Instruction in the field of business development; Instruction in the field of branding development; Instruction in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Instruction in the field of financial literacy; Instruction in the field of marketing strategies; Instruction in the field of religious studies; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of business development; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of branding development; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of financial literacy; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of marketing strategies; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of religious studies; Professional coaching services in the field of business development; Professional coaching services in the field of branding development; Professional coaching services
in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Professional coaching services in the field of financial literacy; Professional coaching services in the field of marketing strategies; Professional coaching services in the field of religious studies; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of business development; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of branding development; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of financial literacy; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of marketing strategies; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of religious studies; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on business development; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on branding development; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on financial literacy; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on marketing strategies; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on religious studies; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of business development; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of branding development; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of financial literacy; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of marketing strategies; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of religious studies; Providing classroom instruction at the College level using Christian principles; Providing courses of instruction at the College level for business development; Providing courses of instruction at the College level for branding development; Providing courses of instruction at the College level for entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing courses of instruction at the College level for financial literacy; Providing courses of instruction at the College level for marketing strategies; Providing courses of instruction at the College level for religious studies; Providing information about online education; Providing on-line religious instruction promoting Christian and family values; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of business development; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of branding development; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of financial literacy; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of marketing strategies; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of religious studies; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of business development; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of branding development; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of financial literacy; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of marketing strategies; Providing audio books in the field of business development; Publishing audio books in the field of branding development; Publishing audio books in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Publishing audio books in the field of financial literacy; Publishing audio books in the field of marketing strategies; Publishing books in the field of business development; Publishing books in the field of branding development; Publishing books in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Publishing books in the field of financial literacy; Publishing books in the field of marketing strategies; Publishing e-books in the field of business development; Publishing e-books in the field of branding development; Publishing e-books in the field of entrepreneurial empowerment; Publishing e-books in the field of financial literacy; Publishing e-books in the field of marketing strategies; Publishing e-books in the field of religious studies; Speech writing for non-advertising purposes; Virtual
personal coaching services in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment; Workshops and seminars in the field of business development, branding development, marketing strategies, religious studies, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial empowerment

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jan. 29, 2019 **In Commerce** Feb. 13, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Fair, Autumn **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA Lynn Squared **Address** Fair, Autumn P.O. Box 62353 2224 Green Street Harrisburg PENNSYLVANIA 17110 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** N/A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** POLZER, NATALIE M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90860010 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal growth and motivation consulting services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name toraya dubois Address toraya dubois 41 watchung plaza #269 Monclair NEW JERSEY 07042 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  JOYCE AMERICA'S FACTORY DIRECT HOME IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90860729 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the word "JOYCE" in stylized letters above an arced banner having a line inside the perimeter of the banner surrounding the words "America's Factory Direct Home Improvement Company". Disclaimer  "AMERICA’S FACTORY DIRECT HOME IMPROVEMENT COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing showrooms for the goods of others in the field of home remodeling and home improvement products; Retail store services featuring sunrooms, replacement windows, doors, bathroom tubs and showers, siding, decks, patio roofs and home improvement products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce  Jun. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Joyce Factory Direct L.L.C. Address  Joyce Factory Direct L.L.C.  1125 Berea Industrial Parkway  Berea OHIO  44017 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  JMCZ 500058U
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TIX-TSK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 90860923 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 02, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "TIX-TSK" in stylized format. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4839467 |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
| Foreign Registration Number | 5365047 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Oct. 29, 2010 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | JAPAN |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Oct. 29, 2030 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Excavator drill bits being parts of earth moving machines; drill bits for mining machines and apparatus that are power-operated, and for construction machines and apparatus that are power-operated; earth moving machines, namely, excavators; excavator roller cutters being parts of earth moving machines; parts of excavators being earth moving machines, namely, stabilizers |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | TIX Holdings Company Limited |
| Address | TIX Holdings Company Limited 2-4, Osaki 1-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo JAPAN 141-0032 |
| Legal Entity | kabushiki kaisha (k.k.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 0020207C |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UELUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90862051 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sphygmomanometers; blood filters; oral irrigators for use in dentistry; maternity support belts for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 12, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng Yanping Address Zheng Yanping Room 35, Chayuan Street Jinan District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number QIANX-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of two lines joined at a ninety degree angle in the shape of a house roof with a flat top hovering over a u shaped symbol forming the shape of a house.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Marketing services; Marketing the goods and services of others; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising of commercial or residential real estate; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Leadjolt LLC Address Leadjolt LLC 4117 Hillboro Pike # 103-60 Nashville TENNESSEE 37215

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AGRIMATICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90863278 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2122043 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 1,175,137 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 05, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 05, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A weighing device for agricultural and construction materials that connects to a load sensor or sensors to allow weight, data calculation and data management through a mobile application
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 19, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bitstrata Systems Inc. Address Bitstrata Systems Inc. Concourse Building, 101-116 Research Dr. Saskatoon, SK CANADA S7N3R3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BITS-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DONEGAN, DANIEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALL OVER BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90864897 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BALL" AND "BRAND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel, namely, shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dale Greenwald Address Dale Greenwald 3550 Frontier Ave Unit D Boulder COLORADO 80301
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Matt Greenwald Address Matt Greenwald 3550 Frontier Ave Unit D Boulder COLORADO 80301
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Hank Bachmeier Address Hank Bachmeier 3550 Frontier Ave Unit D Boulder COLORADO 80301
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
TM 555 TRADMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEA WOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90865345 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "MEA WOW" in a stylized font, with "MEA" above the "WOW". Translation The wording "MEAWOW" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purifiers; Air sterilisers; Air sterilising apparatus; Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Clothes dryers; Clothes drying machines; Dehumidifiers for household use; Disinfectant apparatus for medical purposes; Electric air deodorizing apparatus; Electrically heated clothing; Gas purification machines; Heating pads, electric, not for medical purposes; Humidifiers for household use; Laundry dryers, electric; Radiators, electric
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 12, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Measmart Technology INC Address Measmart Technology INC CASTLETON ST STE 665,17800 NDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91748 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LISHESS APPAREL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90866737
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "APPAREL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For (Based on Intent to Use)**: On-line retail store services featuring women's apparel
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For (Based on Use in Commerce)**: Dresses; Pants; Rompers; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Bottoms as clothing for women; Jackets; Sweat shirts; Tank tops; Tops as clothing for women; Tube tops; Athletic shirts; Crop tops; Dress shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hoodies; Hood; Jerseys; Short sets; Tee-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: THA & ZE CORP
- **Address**: THA & ZE CORP 16691 SW 43RD TERRACE RD OCALA FLORIDA 34473
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PENINSULA SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90867954 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOCIAL ENTERPRISE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of homeless youth, families in transition, and human trafficking survivors by promoting the interests of non-profit organizations, business and hybrid corporate entities; promoting the interests of non-profit organizations, business and hybrid corporate entities for the purpose of raising awareness of homeless youth, families in transition, and human trafficking survivors; promoting public awareness of charitable needs for homeless youth, families in transition, and human trafficking survivors by providing business space within which businesses can operate
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 28, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Place Of Hope, Inc. Address Place Of Hope, Inc. 9078 Isaiah Lane Palm Beach Gardens FLORIDA 33418 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 207975010500

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOSSLAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90869015 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2021  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0115462/1641578, A0119136/
International Registration Number 1641578,

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For rubber gloves for washing dishes; disposable latex gloves for washing dishes; gloves for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For medicated sun care preparations; medicated foot cream; medicated soap; hand care preparations, namely, medicated hand moisturizer; foot care preparations, namely, medicated foot moisturizer; nail fungus treatment preparations; collagen gummies for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail art stickers; Nail polish pens; Nail polish remover pens; Nail hardeners; Cosmetic masks; Facial scrubs; Oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated sun care preparations; non-medicated foot cream; Hand and foot scrubs; non-medicated soaps; spray cleaners for household purposes; skin lotions; skin creams; skin care preparations, namely, skin peels; hand care preparations, namely, hand cleansers, hand moisturizers, hand lotions; foot care preparations, namely, foot cleansers, foot moisturizers, foot lotions; Nail treatments, namely, lotions for strengthening the nails; Nail polish remover wipes; Nail masks for skin care; Hand masks for skin care; Foot masks for skin care; nail care preparations in the nature of nail ridge fillers, nail oil, nail yellow remover treatment, nail brightener, nail gel remover formula, and nail drying drops; skin care preparations, namely, body balm; skin care preparations, namely, lip, elbow, and cuticle balm; skin care preparations, namely, body oil; pumice stones for personal use; body scrub for the feet; collagen products in the nature of collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Nail care salons; Nail care services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Socks; gloves; flip-flops for use as footwear; sandals; silicone gel heel socks; pedicure toe separator socks; sun protective clothing, namely, gloves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Nail clippers; Nail files; Cuticle pushers; Nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Pedicure sets; Pedicure scrubber tools; Scissors; nail skin treatment trimmers; box cutters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: GLOSSLAB IP LLC
Address: GLOSSLAB IP LLC 27 WEST 20TH ST NEW YORK NEW YORK 10011
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REGISTERED CONSULTING ARBORIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90870040 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Certification
Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 
Disclaimer "REGISTERED" AND "ARBORIST" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole Certification Statement The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies that the services provided have met the certifier's standards as to professional education, knowledge and experience as reflected by the documentation of professional and educational achievements and the demonstrated knowledge of prescribed standards of performance and conduct.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For arborist services
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Society of Consulting Arborists, Inc. Address American Society of Consulting Arborists, Inc.
2331 Rock Spring Rd. Forest Hill MARYLAND 21050 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where
Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HYPERLOCK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90870302</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 06, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: attachment system in the nature of hook and loop fasteners for attaching pouches and accessories to body armor, belts, security equipment, law enforcement gear, military gear, and tactical equipment
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Safe Life Defense, LLC
- **Address**: Safe Life Defense, LLC 5725 S. Valley View Blvd., Suite #4 Las Vegas NEVADA 89118
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 114210.00028

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
INFRASIGHT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 90871706
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Downloadable computer software for use in monitoring, measuring, and analyzing the consumption and costs of computer resources by, idle processes, an application, series of applications, or workloads, when running on computing systems over a period of time
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

- **For**: Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in monitoring, measuring, and analyzing the consumption and costs of computer resources by, idle processes, an application, series of applications, or workloads, when running on computing systems over a period of time; computer system analysis, namely, analysis of computing resource utilizations versus provisioned computing capacity and identifying optimal server configurations, using a standardized unit of measure for direct cost comparison and benchmarking, idle server discovery and reporting, and computing resource delivery and utilization associated with computer resource contracts and financial products
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: INFRASIGHT SOFTWARE CORPORATION
- **Address**: INFRASIGHT SOFTWARE CORPORATION 8936 NORTHPOINTE EXECUTIVE PARK DR., SUITE, 260 HUNTERSVILLE NORTH CAROLINA 28078
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 256302.__
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TN TOUCHNETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90872111  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters "TN" presented without the first vertical portion of the letter "N" giving an overall appearance of "T.V" above the wording "TOUCHNETWORK".
Disclaimer  "TV"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Television transmission services; television broadcasting services
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Johnson, Pierre  Address  Johnson, Pierre  5225 BLAKESLEE AVE. #260  NORTH HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA  91601  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BE-EDGE CONSULT-A-THON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90873155 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing events that serve as a platform, namely, arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars and workshops, all in the field of leadership innovation and creative responses to challenges, featuring the connection of companies and individual case consultants on personal, social, professional, and shared excitement levels; providing events that serve as a platform, namely, arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars and workshops, all in the field of synchronization of organizational strategies, featuring the matching of companies and individual case consultants interested with talents; providing process of synchronization by educators and case mentors, namely, arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, and workshops, all in the field of strategy synchronization and community coordination for educators and project mentors
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 19, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Local to Global LLC Address Local to Global LLC 296 Lexington St Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02128 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ALASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90876143 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "D" and the letter "A" rotated ninety degrees to the right. A smaller triangle within a larger triangle together overlapping the letter "D". The "A" has a triangle pattern that partially overlaps the "D" on the bottom.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the body as a decorative piece of clothing with utility; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the inside of clothing for storage and safekeeping of personal items; Clothing shields, namely, pads applied to the underarms of shirts, blouses and sweaters; Clothing, namely, crops; Bottoms as clothing; Hoodies; Tops as clothing; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ashley, Donzale DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA One Hundred & One % Address  Ashley, Donzale 2932 Wagner Heights Rd Stockton CALIFORNIA 95209 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ITELCX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90876583  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  International business consulting services relating to human resource interchange, management support, marketing, advertising, promotion, and domestic and international market research and development; International business consulting services relating to customer experience; International business consulting services relating to market research
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2021
For  Computer support services, namely, 24/7 service desk or help desk services for customer service, customer experience, database systems, and web applications; Technical support services, namely, for customer service, customer experience, database systems, and web applications; Technical support services, namely, for customer service, customer experience, database systems, and web applications; Technical support services, namely, remote administration and management of in-house and customer support centers, databases, and software applications
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Jun. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Outsourcing Management Limited  Address  Outsourcing Management Limited  Hewanorra House, Trou Garnier, Financial  Castries  ST.LUCIA  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where  SAINT LUCIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL CANNABIS TIMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90876764 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANNABIS" IN CLASSES 35 AND 41

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of business conferences in the field of cannabis; Magazine publishing; Providing on-line non-downloadable general feature magazines; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines in the field of cannabis; Publication of electronic magazines; Publication of magazines
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Business networking
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, pants, sweatpants, shorts, and hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GC TIMES, LLC Address GC TIMES, LLC 777 E Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 200-11 Palm Springs CALIFORNIA 92262 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3342-1004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL CANNABIS CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90876767 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANNABIS" IN CLASSES 35 AND 41

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of business conferences in the field of cannabis; Arranging and conducting online business conferences in the field of cannabis
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Business networking
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, pants, sweatpants, shorts, and hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GC TIMES, LLC Address GC TIMES, LLC 777 E Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 200-11 Palm Springs CALIFORNIA 92262 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3342-1005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HAYES HOUSING SOLUTIONS OFFERS HOAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Real estate financing services in the nature of assisting an unqualified borrower with purchasing real estate by purchasing a property and reselling the property to the unqualified borrower using an owner-financed loan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CONVERSATIONS AT THE BLACK HOUSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90878217</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Shoes; Clothing, namely, shirts, tank tops, pants, skirts, hats, headbands, head coverings, namely, headwear, face masks | being headwear and face coverings being balaclavas, sweaters, jackets, dresses, and belts |
|-----------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Harris, Tameka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Harris, Tameka 9391 Whaley's Lake Lane Jonesboro GEORGIA 30238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Harris, Clifford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Harris, Clifford 9391 Whaley's Lake Lane Jonesboro GEORGIA 30238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CHUNG, DIANA ALANA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90878325 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "PAIU" with a heart between letters "I" and "U". Translation The wording PAIU has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdominal belts; Abdominal corsets; Baby bottles; Elastic bandages; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Feeding bottle teats; Feeding bottles; Fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; Masks for use by medical personnel; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage balls; Massage sticks; Medical gloves; Medical ice packs; Pacifier clips; Respiratory masks for artificial respiration; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sex toys; Support bandages
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 15, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruan, jianping Address Ruan, jianping No. 50, District 4, Fuding Road, Binhai Village,Xiaocao’e Town, Yuyao City Zhejiang Province CHINA 315400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US029605T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO PAW OF APPROVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90879606 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the profile of a standing bird inside of an award ribbon with the words "the dodo" on the top and the words "paw of approval" on the bottom separated by two paw prints on the side.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-mechanized pet feeders; household storage containers for pet food; pet treat jars; pet water bowls; pet feeding and drinking bowls
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Pet clothing; pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; pet collars; pet leashes; pet harnesses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Pet toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Pet furniture; pet beds
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Providing a website featuring consumer information in the field of pet food, pet treats, pet toys, pet products and supplies; Providing consumer information in the field of pet food, pet treats, pet toys, pet products and supplies via a website; Consulting services in the field of pet product approval for commercial purposes
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes   US Classes   100, 101, 102
International Class Title   Advertising and Business

For   Pet food; edible pet treats; catnip

International Classes   31 - Primary Classes   US Classes   1, 46
International Class Title   Natural Agricultural Products

For   Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; testing, analysis, and evaluation of pet products to determine conformity with certification standards

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes   US Classes   100, 101
International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   VOX MEDIA, LLC
Address   VOX MEDIA, LLC  1201 CONNECTICUT AVE.  12TH FLOOR
WASHINGTON D.C.  20036
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90880132</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**
GOHENRY MAKING MILLIONS OF KIDS GOOD WITH MONEY

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;GOHENRY MAKING MILLIONS OF KIDS GOOD WITH MONEY&quot; in stylized text; with the letters &quot;GO&quot; in red font and the remaining letters in black font.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Foreign Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/ Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UK00003597159</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2021</td>
<td>UK00003597159</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2021</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

- For Banking services; online banking services; electronic banking services via a global computer network; online banking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications and via the internet; financial management

- For Sound and video recordings featuring information on banking, and financial services; audio and visual recorded media, namely, DVDs, video tapes, and CD-ROMs featuring information on banking, and financial services; downloadable computer software and downloadable computer application software for computer and mobile phones, namely, software for banking and financial transaction services, enabling online banking, facilitating banking services by means of the Internet, enabling the searching of electronic data, enabling electronic and online identity verification to prevent fraud, facilitating credit and debit cards transactions, facilitating payment transactions, recording financial transactions, displaying and managing financial product portfolios and providing banking services by means of the Internet; Downloadable and Recorded computer programs for enabling the electronic secure identification, storage, transmission and retrieval of data; electronic publications, namely, newsletters, blogs and reports featuring information on banking and financial services recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of financial services; downloadable computer banking software for banking and financial transaction services, enabling online banking, facilitating banking services by means of the Internet, enabling the searching of electronic data, enabling electronic and online identity verification to prevent fraud; downloadable and recorded computer programs for enabling the electronic secure identification, storage, transmission and retrieval of data; electronic publications, namely, newsletters, blogs and reports featuring information on banking and financial services recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of financial services; downloadable computer banking software for banking and financial transaction services, enabling online banking, facilitating banking services by means of the Internet, enabling the searching of electronic data, enabling electronic and online identity verification to prevent fraud; downloadable and recorded computer programs for enabling the electric...
fraud, facilitating credit and debit card transactions, facilitating payment transactions, recording financial transactions, displaying and managing financial product portfolios and providing banking services by means of the Internet; magnetically encoded blank banking cards for issuance by financial institutions; magnetically encoded debit cards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  GOHENRY LIMITED  Address  GOHENRY LIMITED  2 Angel Court, High Street  Lymington, Hampshire  UNITED KINGDOM  SO419AP  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  128159-00408

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INTEGRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90880335 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles and automotive structural parts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Honda Motor Co. Ltd. Address Honda Motor Co. Ltd. 1-1, 2-Chome, Minami-Aoyama, Minato-Ku Tokyo JAPAN 107-8556 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18223.00839

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE THE PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90882168 Application Filing Date: Aug. 13, 2021 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Online banking; mortgage banking; banking and financing services; online banking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; insurance administration; insurance brokerage in the field of home insurance

International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: WITH PURPOSE, INC. Address: WITH PURPOSE, INC. 10000 N. Central Expressway, Suite 1315 DALLAS TEXAS 75231 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 206599010200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLORIFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90882184 Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online banking; mortgage banking; banking and financing services; online banking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; insurance administration; insurance brokerage in the field of home insurance
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WITH PURPOSE, INC. Address  WITH PURPOSE, INC.  10000 N. Central Expressway, Suite 1315 DALLAS TEXAS 75231 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  206599010200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BODI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90883126 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0119518/1677578 International Registration Number 1677578 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5186680, 5320309

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003681090 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003681090 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 03, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For beverageware; cups; drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; jugs; mugs; temperature retaining drinking vessels; vacuum container for hot or cold food and drink for household use; beer growlers; insulated food and drink containers for domestic use; drink holder, namely, insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans and bottles; stainless steel drink holders; stainless steel tumblers for use as drinking glasses; stainless steel drinking glasses; stainless steel beverageware; cold packs used to keep food and drink cold; refreezable ice substitutes in packaged form, namely, cold packs used to keep food or drink cold; insulating sleeve holder for beverage cups, bottles, and cans; bottle openers; cooler backpacks, namely, non-electric portable coolers which can be worn as a backpack; jockey boxes in the nature of non-electric portable beverage coolers featuring built in taps; ice buckets; buckets; plastic buckets; industrial buckets; utility buckets; fishing buckets; ranger buckets; food and drink containers for household or kitchen use; containers for household or kitchen use; plastic portable household cargo containers; drinking straws; non-electric portable water coolers; non-electric portable water dispensers; non-electric insulated water dispensers in the nature of an insulated container for water for household use; non-electric insulated water dispensers in the nature of a portable cooler with a water spout; portable beverage dispenser; cooking utensils, namely, grills; utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; fitted liners for ice buckets; knife rests; leather coasters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For backpacks; sports bags; athletic bags; tote bags; duffle bags; beach bags; book bags; belt bags; hip bags; bags for carrying pets; wallets; purses; luggage; luggage label holders; suitcases; suitcases with wheels

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beachbody, LLC Address Beachbody, LLC 400 Continental Blvd. Suite 400 El Segundo CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BBDY0946US6/

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NI NATURAL INSPIRATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90884067 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2021 Register Principal
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NATURAL INSPIRATION" positioned below the stylized letters "NI". Disclaimer "NATURAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture Made From Wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 27, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZH, LLC. Address ZH, LLC. 1905 NE 93 Ave. Doral FLORIDA 33172 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2021-608

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) VINDIE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90885607  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 16, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages except beers  
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 47, 49  
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ECHO ECHO, LLC  
- **Address**: ECHO ECHO, LLC  
- **2005 Denmark Street**  
- **Sonoma**  
- **CALIFORNIA**  
- **95487**  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: ECHO1-004  
- **Examining Attorney**: CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AROMAHOME BY SLATKIN & CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90885780 Application Filing Date: Aug. 16, 2021 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "& CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plug-in diffusers for air fragrances; electric warmers to melt scented wax
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
For Hand sanitizing preparations; antibacterial hand soaps; medicated hand soaps
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
For Non-medicated hand soaps; body lotions; skin lotions, scented room sprays
International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Candles; wax melts
International Classes: 4 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 6, 15 International Class Title: Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: HS Homeworx LLC Address: HS Homeworx LLC 40 Saw Mill Pond Road Edison NEW JERSEY 08817 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 397-00014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SPARROW, MARY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAKER JAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90886413  Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; providing a website featuring blogs containing non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; Providing information, news, and commentary in the field of current events relating to CBD, cannabis, marijuana, and hemp
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For retail and online retail store services featuring apparel, stickers, smoking accessories not for use with products with a delta-9 THC concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis, and non-medicated CBD and hemp beauty products solely derived from cannabis with a delta 9 THC content of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Providing a website with consumer information in the field of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; providing a website with consumer information regarding cannabis, CBD, and hemp products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Baker James Hemp LLC  Address  Baker James Hemp LLC  1124 10th St NW #5A  Washington  D.C. 20001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELMERS, SARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAN'S BEST BUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90886425  Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2021  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; providing a website featuring blogs containing non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; Providing information, news, and commentary in the field of current events relating to CBD, cannabis, marijuana, and hemp
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For retail and online retail store services featuring apparel, stickers, smoking accessories not for use with products with a delta-9 THC concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis, and non-medicated CBD and hemp beauty products solely derived from cannabis with a delta 9 THC content of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Providing a website with consumer information in the field of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; providing a website with consumer information regarding cannabis, CBD, and hemp products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Baker James Hemp LLC  Address  Baker James Hemp LLC  1124 10th St NW #5A  Washington  D.C. 20001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELMERS, SARA A
**Mark Literal(s)** ESTD: 2020 BAKER JAMES
MAN'S BEST BUD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90886430</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized design featuring an image of a bulldog with a top hat, pipe, and bowtie, and the stylized wording &quot;BAKER JAMES&quot; with &quot;ESTD: 2020&quot; at the top right and &quot;MAN'S BEST BUD&quot; at the bottom left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;ESTD: 2020&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; providing a website featuring blogs containing non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; Providing information, news, and commentary in the field of current events relating to CBD, cannabis, marijuana, and hemp

**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
**US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

For retail and online retail store services featuring apparel, stickers, smoking accessories not for use with products with a delta-9 THC concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis, and non-medicated CBD and hemp beauty products solely derived from cannabis with a delta 9 THC content of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Providing a website with consumer information in the field of cannabis, CBD, and hemp; providing a website with consumer information regarding cannabis, CBD, and hemp products

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Baker James Hemp LLC |
| Address | Baker James Hemp LLC 1124 10th St NW #5A Washington D.C. 20001 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HELMERS, SARA A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERSENSE E3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90886459 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "EVERSENSE" with a curvilinear line above the word integrated into the letter "V" in the word "EVERSENSE" and running the entire length above the word, followed by the superscript characters "E3" in italicized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5051167, 5590760, 5423830 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices, namely, medical sensors that are implanted or inserted into the human body used to continuously monitor the concentration of glucose in the human body and accessories therefor, namely, receivers, sensor housings and sensor insertion devices sold therewith as a unit; medical devices, namely, medical sensors that are implanted or inserted into the human body used to continuously measure and monitor the concentration of glucose in the human body and accessories therefor, namely, receivers, sensor housings and sensor insertion devices that permit the wireless reporting and analysis of the concentration of glucose in the human body sold therewith as a unit; medical apparatus for monitoring glucose levels and integrated recorded computer software for use in calculating, reviewing, analyzing and displaying patient data sold therewith as a unit

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Downloadable computer software for use with glucose sensors, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels; downloadable computer software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient medical information; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in the electronic transmission of patient medical information; downloadable computer software for use in the electronic transmission of patient glucose level and related glucose level data; Software as a Medical Device (SaMD), downloadable, for the treatment of diabetes by monitoring glucose levels and calculating, reviewing, analyzing and displaying patient data

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud-based computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, and laptop computers, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient health and medical information; cloud computing featuring temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud-based computer application software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels and patient health and medical information; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, namely, software for third parties to access patient glucose levels and patient health and medical information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels, related glucose level data and patient health and medical information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient health and medical information

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Senseonics, Incorporated  
**Address**: Senseonics, Incorporated 20451 Seneca Meadows Parkway  
Germantown  MARYLAND  20876

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 29160-00070

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VIEWMIND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90887140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

#### Description of the Mark
The mark consists of an eye, followed by the word "VIEWMIND".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Digital biomarkers being a medical device for detecting, monitoring and treating dementia early; medical device for the use in Neurocognitive Assessment evaluations for detecting and monitoring neurodegenerative diseases, namely Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, Multiple Sclerosis, and Frontotemporal Dementia

- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 26, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2018

**For** Downloadable medical software that uses artificial intelligence to identify Mild Cognitive Impairment and determine an individual's risk of developing neurodegenerative diseases being Alzheimer's

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 26, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

#### Currently Use
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Viewmind, Inc.
- **Address**: Viewmind, Inc. PO Box 1155 Alpine NEW JERSEY 07620
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 9901/3TM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EALARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90887718 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6082862

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and recorded software systems for tracking people, objects and pets using GPS data on a device on the tracked people, objects and pets; Personal security alarms; Personal security alarms that connect to a wireless communications network
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 06, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USA INNOVATIONS, INC. Address USA INNOVATIONS, INC. STE 300 2950 Buskirk Avenue Walnut Creek CALIFORNIA 94597 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CZN BURAK WORLD'S · MOST DELIGHTFUL CUISINE ·

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90887955  Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "CZN BURAK WORLD'S MOST DELIGHTFUL CUISINE" in stylized font, stacked vertically on top of one another inside a broken oval frame in red below a photograph of a man with black hair, white teeth, tan skin, wearing a white shirt and a black and red apron. The wording "CZN BURAK" is in red where the wording "WORLD'S MOST DELIGHTFUL CUISINE" is in gold between two red dots.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) white, black, tan, red, and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "CUISINE"  Translation  The wording "CZN BURAK WORLD'S MOST DELIGHTFUL CUISINE" has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Muhammed Burak ÖZDEMIR, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail butcher shop, market, and store services featuring food items, namely, meat, fish, poultry and game, processed meat products, dried pulses, soups, bouillon, processed olives, olive paste, milk and milk products, butter, edible oils, dried, preserved, frozen, cooked, smoked or salted fruits and vegetables, tomato paste, prepared nuts and dried fruits as snacks, hazelnut spreads and peanut butter, tahini, eggs and powdered eggs, potato chips, coffee, cocoa, coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages, pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles, pastries and bakery products based on flour, desserts based on flour and chocolate, bread, simit, pogaça, pita, sandwiches, katmer, pies, cakes, baklava, kadayif, desserts based on dough coated with syrup, puddings, custard, kazandibi, rice pudding, keskül, honey, bee glue for human consumption, propolis for food purposes, condiments for foodstuff, vanilla flavoring, spices, sauces in the nature of condiments, tomato sauce, yeast, baking powder, flour, semolina, starch for food, sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, tea, ice tea, confectionery, chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers, chewing gums, ice-cream, edible ices, salt, cereal-based snack, food, popcorn, crushed oats, corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, crushed barley for human consumption, processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for human consumption, rice, molasses for food, mineral water, spring water, table water, soda water, fruit and vegetable juices, fruit and vegetable concentrates and extracts for making beverages, non-alcoholic soft
drinks, energy drinks

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For**: Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off premises; providing temporary accommodation; restaurants; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and drink for consumption in restaurants and bars; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and drink catering services for fair and exhibition facilities; catering services for the provision of food and drink; hospitality, accommodation and lodgings services in the nature of provision of temporary accommodation; hotel restaurant services; booking of temporary accommodation and restaurant reservation services; rental of holiday and tourist accommodation; providing and preparation of food and beverages; restaurant services for the provision of food and drink; take away food and drink services; temporary accommodation reservations; rental of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, wedding receptions, birthday parties; providing conferences rooms; rental of meeting rooms; rental of transportable buildings for temporary accommodation; rental of food service equipment; rental of furniture, table linens, table settings, and equipment for the provision of food and drink

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: DIVES LIMITED **Address**: DIVES LIMITED 48 Burj Gate 7th Floor Sofitel Hotel Downtown, Sheikh Zayed Road Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR. 8867 **Legal Entity**: Free zone company **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOUISIANA MUSIC TRAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90888869 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LOUISIANA MUSIC TRAIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting recreation and tourism in Louisiana

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism a/k/a Louisiana Office of Tourism Address Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism a/k/a Louisiana Office of Tourism 1051 North 3rd Street Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70802 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 64113.00029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LOVE LANGUAGES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90889118
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 18, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago
- **Address**: The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago 820 N. LaSalle Blvd. Chicago ILLINOIS 60610
- **Legal Entity**: NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 00515

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LOVE LANGUAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90889120  Application Filing Date  Aug. 18, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago  Address  The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago  820 N. LaSalle Blvd.  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60610  Legal Entity  NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00514

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INTERNATIONAL STONERS ASSOCIATION

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 90889729 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL" and "ASSOCIATION"

Goods and Services Information
For Hemp cigarettes comprised of hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not greater than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; tobacco water pipes, hookahs, cigarette rolling papers, cigarette rolling machines, pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; smoking accessories and devices, namely, herbs for smoking, smoking pipe cleaners, smoking tobacco, smoking urns, ashtrays, lighter flints, lighters for smokers, cigarettelighters not for land vehicles, electronic cigarette lighters, holder for a cigarette pack and lighter, wicks for cigarette lighters, hemp wicks for cigarette lighters, tobacco grinders, tobacco jars, tobacco filters, and cigarette lighter holders sold as a unit with wicks for cigarette lighters; ashtrays for smokers; electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes for use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes; hookah parts, namely, parts for electronic hookahs and non-electric hookahs, namely, charcoal screens, air valves, hoses, bowls, trays, bases, metal shafts, and mouthpieces; hookah parts, namely, parts for electronic hookahs and non-electric hookahs, namely, hoses, bowls, trays, bases, and metal shafts, all of which feature the ability to be frozen; electronic hookahs; frozen hookahs; hookah tobacco; smokers' articles, namely, outdoor receptacles for cigar and cigarette ash and waste; smoking pipes; tobacco substitutes; none of the foregoing containing or for use with products containing cannabis with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name 300 ENTERTAINMENT LLC Address 300 ENTERTAINMENT LLC 112 MADISON AVENUE 4TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SQUISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90891685  Application Filing Date  Aug. 19, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  LED night lights
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Jun. 20, 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Globe Electric Company Inc.  Address  Globe Electric Company Inc.  150 Oneida Avenue  Montreal, Quebec  CANADA  H9R1A8  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM210155US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KASPIAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90895256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Esfahani, Shervin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Esfahani, Shervin 865 1/2 Law St. San Diego CALIFORNIA 92109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PERRY, KIMBERLY B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)*** THE LIT PIPE

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90897466</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;PIPE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Internet service provider (ISP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>38 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>The Lit Pipe INC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong></td>
<td>AKA The Lit Pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>The Lit Pipe INC No 441 5655 Silver Creek Valley Rd, San Jose CALIFORNIA 95138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WYOMING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>90897466</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOSSLAB G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90899735  Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2021  Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "GLOSSLAB" appearing to the left of the literal element "G" which appears in a smaller font with the "G" surrounded by a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For rubber gloves for washing dishes; disposable latex gloves for washing dishes; gloves for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title
Housewares and Glass

For medicated sun care preparations; medicated foot cream; medicated soap; hand care preparations, namely, medicated hand moisturizer; foot care preparations, namely, medicated foot moisturizer; nail fungus treatment preparations; collagen gummies for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

For Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail art stickers; Nail polish pens; Nail polish remover pens; Nail hardeners; Cosmetic masks; Facial scrubs; Oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated sun care preparations; non-medicated foot cream; Hand and foot scrubs; non-medicated soaps; spray cleaners for household purposes; skin lotions; skin creams; skin care preparations, namely, skin peels; hand care preparations, namely, hand cleansers, hand moisturizers, hand lotions; foot care preparations, namely, foot cleansers, foot moisturizers, foot lotions; Nail treatments, namely, lotions for strengthening the nails; Nail polish remover wipes; Nail masks for skin care; Hand masks for skin care; Foot masks for skin care; nail care preparations in the nature of nail ridge fillers, nail oil, nail yellow remover treatment, nail brightener, nail gel remover formula, and nail drying drops; skin care preparations, namely, body balm; skin care preparations, namely, lip, elbow, and cuticle balm; skin care preparations, namely, body oil; pumice stones for personal use; body scrub for the feet; collagen products in the nature of collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title
Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Nail care salons; Nail care services

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For socks; gloves; flip-flops for use as footwear; sandals; silicone gel heel socks; pedicure toe separator socks; sun protective clothing, namely, gloves

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing

For Nail clippers; Nail files; Cuticle pushers; Nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Pedicure sets; Pedicure scrubber tools; Scissors; nail skin treatment trimmers; box cutters

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**: Hand Tools

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: GLOSSLAB IP LLC  **Address**: GLOSSLAB IP LLC 27 WEST 20TH ST NEW YORK NEW YORK 10011  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90899742 Application Filing Date  Aug. 24, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "G" surrounded by a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For rubber gloves for washing dishes; disposable latex gloves for washing dishes; gloves for household purposes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass

For medicated sun care preparations; medicated foot cream; medicated soap; hand care preparations, namely, medicated hand
moisturizer; foot care preparations, namely, medicated foot moisturizer; nail fungus treatment preparations; collagen gummies
for medical purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

For Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail art stickers; Nail polish pens; Nail polish remover pens; Nail hardeners; Cosmetic masks;
Facial scrubs; Oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated sun care preparations; non-medicated foot cream; Hand and foot
scrubs; non-medicated soaps; spray cleaners for household purposes; skin lotions; skin creams; skin care preparations, namely,
skin peels; hand care preparations, namely, hand cleansers, hand moisturizers, hand lotions; foot care preparations, namely,
foot cleansers, foot moisturizers, foot lotions; Nail treatments, namely, lotions for strengthening the nails; Nail polish remover
wipes; Nail masks for skin care; Hand masks for skin care; Foot masks for skin care; nail care preparations in the nature of nail
ridge fillers, nail oil, nail yellow remover treatment, nail brightener, nail gel remover formula, and nail drying drops; skin care
preparations, namely, body balm; skin care preparations, namely, lip, elbow, and cuticle balm; skin care preparations, namely,
body oil; pumice stones for personal use; body scrub for the feet; collagen products in the nature of collagen preparations for
cosmetic purposes
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Nail care salons; Nail care services

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  socks; gloves; flip-flops for use as footwear; sandals; silicone gel heel socks; pedicure toe separator socks; sun protective clothing, namely, gloves

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

For  Nail clippers; Nail files; Cuticle pushers; Nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Pedicure sets; Pedicure scrubber tools; Scissors; nail skin treatment trimmers; box cutters

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GLOSSLAB IP LLC Address  GLOSSLAB IP LLC  27 WEST 20TH ST  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10011 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90899748 Application Filing Date  Aug. 24, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the depiction of a fingernail design.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  rubber gloves for washing dishes; disposable latex gloves for washing dishes; gloves for household purposes

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass

For  medicated sun care preparations; medicated foot cream; medicated soap; hand care preparations, namely, medicated hand
moisturizer; foot care preparations, namely, medicated foot moisturizer; nail fungus treatment preparations; collagen gummies
for medical purposes

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

For  Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail art stickers; Nail polish pens; Nail polish remover pens; Nail hardeners; Cosmetic masks;
Facial scrubs; Oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated sun care preparations; non-medicated foot cream; Hand and foot
scrubs; non-medicated soaps; spray cleaners for household purposes; skin lotions; skin creams; skin care preparations, namely,
skin peels; hand care preparations, namely, hand cleansers, hand moisturizers, hand lotions; foot care preparations, namely,
foot cleansers, foot moisturizers, foot lotions; Nail treatments, namely, lotions for strengthening the nails; Nail polish remover
wipes; Nail masks for skin care; Hand masks for skin care; Foot masks for skin care; nail care preparations in the nature of nail
ridge fillers, nail oil, nail yellow remover treatment, nail brightener, nail gel remover formula, and nail drying drops; skin care
preparations, namely, body balm; skin care preparations, namely, lip, elbow, and cuticle balm; skin care preparations, namely,
body oil; pumice stones for personal use; body scrub for the feet; collagen products in the nature of collagen preparations for
cosmetic purposes
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Nail care salons; Nail care services

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  socks; gloves; flip-flops for use as footwear; sandals; silicone gel heel socks; pedicure toe separator socks; sun protective clothing, namely, gloves

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

For  Nail clippers; Nail files; Cuticle pushers; Nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Pedicure sets; Pedicure scrubber tools; Scissors; nail skin treatment trimmers; box cutters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GLOSSLAB IP LLC Address  GLOSSLAB IP LLC  27 WEST 20TH ST  NEW YORK  NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOCTKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90901824 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording as "SOCTKE" in stylized font. Translation The wording SOCTKE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stockings; Knit shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongyang Suoke Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Dongyang Suoke Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 2nd Floor, No.483 Shili Street Hengdian Town, Dongyang City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)BAD GIRL BOXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90903089 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOXING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting combat sports exhibitions, namely, live boxing and live mixed martial arts, musical concerts and entertainment shows, namely, live concerts, live comedy shows, live stage plays, and fashion shows for entertainment purposes; production of entertainment programs featuring combat sports exhibitions, namely, live boxing and live mixed martial arts, musical concerts and entertainment shows, namely, live concerts, live comedy shows, live stage plays, and fashion shows for entertainment purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Swain, George DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Azim Lateef Address Swain, George 6000 Terrace Oaks Ln. Ft Worth TEXAS 76112 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CAREPRENEUR
CONSULTANTS CAREGIVER TO
CAREPRENUER 101

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90903321 Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "CONSULTANTS",
"CAREGIVER", AND "101"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, programs, and workshops in the field of health and
caregivers
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and
Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Rosario, Tashann Address   Rosario, Tashann 1968S Coast Highway suite #1749  Laguna Beach
CALIFORNIA   92651 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ED LEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90904691 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized font of "ED LEE".
Translation The wording "ED LEE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hosiery; Scarves; Shoes; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants and skirts; Girdles; Gloves as clothing; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 14, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ED FRONTIER LIMITED Address ED FRONTIER LIMITED ROOM 1512 15/F NAM FUNG COMMERCIAL CENTRE 19 LAM LOK STREET KOWLOON BAY KL HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZC210800312

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MAKE YOUR PASSION YOUR PAYCHECK

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90976324</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Child Of | 90159334 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Hats; T-shirts; Hoodies; Knit face masks being headwear |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 28, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 28, 2018 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | GFactor Enterprises, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Gfactor Films |
| Address | GFactor Enterprises, LLC 4621 Cobblestone Landing Terrace Glen Allen VIRGINIA 23059 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | Hampton-866 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | GOODWIN, KATRINA JOYE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUERIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979651 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a plain single line rounded rectangle around a partially shaded rectangle in two parts with the leftmost portion containing a stylized mountain range and the right portion containing the stylized wording "BLUERIDGE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4629753 Child Of 90855211

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) HVAC units; (Based on Intent to Use) Water heaters
For Solar panels for the production of electricity
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Everest Companies, LLC Address Everest Companies, LLC 1901 N. Clybourn Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60614 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90979861  Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The letter "S" partially circumscribed by a square.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0114200/1662528 International Registration Number  1662528  Child Of  90624852

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Agricultural equipment, namely, tractors; fully and partially automated agricultural equipment, namely, tractors
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
International Class Title  Vehicles
For  Autonomous lawn mowers; lawn mowers; ride-on lawn mowers; autonomous lawn mowers systems primarily comprised of autonomous lawn mowers, lawn mower blades and motors, and also containing batteries, computers, and image sensors, sold as a unit; power-operated agricultural equipment, namely, combines, tillers, and cultivators; fully and partially power-operated automated agricultural equipment, namely, combines, tillers, and cultivators; power-operated landscaping equipment, namely, mowers, power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers, edgers, and power-operated hedger trimmers; fully and partially power-operated automated landscaping equipment, namely, mowers, power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers, edgers, and power-operated hedger trimmers; landscaping equipment being partially or fully computer controlled, namely, mowers, power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers, edgers, and power-operated hedger trimmers
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title  Machinery
For  Business monitoring and consulting services in the nature of providing business data analysis relating to business analytics of landscaping equipment usage; Business monitoring and consulting services in the nature of providing business data analysis relating to business analytics information related to landscaping and agriculture; Providing a website featuring business analytics information regarding landscaping services provided by a business; Providing a website featuring business...
analytics information for landscaping businesses in the fields of business efficiency and business performance relating to equipment usage, total area mowed, costs, employee timekeeping, and suggested areas and amounts for watering, fertilizing, weeding, and trash removal

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable software for controlling blade speed, deck height, mower speed, mower location, and mower direction of lawn mowers; downloadable software for interacting with autonomous lawn mower systems, namely, for controlling blade speed, deck height, mower speed, mower location, and mower direction; downloadable software for controlling blade speed, deck height, mower speed, mower location, and mower direction of partially and fully autonomous landscaping equipment; downloadable software for controlling blade speed, deck height, mower speed, mower location, and mower direction of partially and fully autonomous agricultural equipment; mobile downloadable application software for interacting with landscaping equipment, namely, controlling blade speed, deck height, mower speed, mower location, and mower direction; downloadable mobile application software for interacting with partially and fully autonomous lawn mowers, namely, for blade speed, deck height, mower speed, mower location, and mower direction; downloadable software for calculating and displaying analytics for landscaping services such as efficiency of equipment usage, total area mowed, costs, employee timekeeping, and suggested areas and amounts for watering, fertilizing, weeding, and trash removal

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Leasing and rental services for fully and partially autonomous landscape equipment; leasing and rental services for fully and partially autonomous mowing equipment; leasing and rental services for fully and partially autonomous outdoor agricultural equipment

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for landscape management, namely, for providing business data analysis relating to business analytics of landscaping equipment usage; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for calculating efficiency of equipment usage, total area mowed, costs, employee timekeeping, and suggested areas and amounts for watering, fertilizing, weeding, and trash removal; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for equipment management and control; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for landscape management data collection and analysis

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Scythe Robotics, Inc.  
**Address**: Scythe Robotics, Inc. 2120 Miller Dr, Suite A Longmont COLORADO 80501  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: SCY014
ECOFANS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ECOFANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979867 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90461946

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishcloths; cleaning sponges for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Obook Trading Limited Address Obook Trading Limited Unit B16, Rm B, 12/F, Gee Luen Factory B 316-318 Kwun Tong Road Hong Kong HONG KONG 00000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country
Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56366

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE END COLLECTION INC...
FASHION FOR ULTIMATE LIFESTYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97001113 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cotton ball design inside a black circle. On the right side is the stylized text "THE END", a horizontal line and the stylized text "COLLECTION INC". Below that are 3 dots and the stylized text "fashion for ultimate lifestyle". Disclaimer THE DESIGN OF A COTTON BALL AND "COLLECTION INC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring clothing made primarily of cotton; On-line retail store services featuring clothing primarily made of cotton
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, pants; hats; footwear, all the aforementioned goods made primarily of cotton
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hasan, Rajiul Address Hasan, Rajiul 49 W29th St New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAGMIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97001784</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "MAGMIO"

**Translation** The wording "MAGMIO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Communications computers; Computer operating programs, recorded; Data processing apparatus; Electric, electronic, or electrochemical oxygen monitors and sensors for environmental use; Memory expansion cards; Microprocessors; Computer hardware; Downloadable software development kits (SDK); Downloadable computer operating software; Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Jul. 30, 2021

**In Commerce** Jul. 30, 2021

**For** Communication by computer terminals; Communication by electronic computer terminals; Communication services, namely, electronic transmission of data and documents among users of computers; Communications by computer terminals; Internet access provider services; Providing access to databases; Provision of access to the internet

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Jul. 30, 2021

**In Commerce** Jul. 30, 2021

**For** Computer software consultancy; Computer software design; Computer system analysis; Computer systems analysis; Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; Electronic data storage; Information technology consulting services; Installing computer programs; Maintenance of computer software; Recovery of computer data; Rental of computer software for playing games, editing digital photos, analyzing, processing and storing data; Services for maintenance of computer software; Services for updating computer software; Updating of computer programs for third parties; Writing and updating computer software; Advisory services relating to computer software; Computer programming and maintenance of computer programs; Computer software consulting; Consultation services relating to computer software; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion; Design and writing of computer software;
Electronic data back-up services; Maintenance of software for Internet access

**International Classes**    42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**First Use**  Jul. 30, 2021  **In Commerce**  Jul. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Netcope Technologies, a.s.  **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  AKA Netcope Technologies  **Address**  Netcope Technologies, a.s. Sochorova 3226/40 Brno - Zabovresky CZECH REPUBLIC  **Legal Entity**  akciová spolecnost (a.s.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  CZECH REPUBLIC

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BARREDA, AMBER KYLEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BURY ME IN NEW JERSEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97003572 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of life events, aging, general interest, namely, life, living, current events, history and popular culture in New Jersey, grief, loss, death, end of life; Production of podcasts; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, and non-downloadable podcasts, all in the field of life events, aging, general interest, namely, life, living, current events, history and popular culture in New Jersey, grief, loss, death, end of life, well being, coping, wellness; Providing on-line publications in the nature of articles and providing online non-downloadable videos, all in the field of life events, aging, general interest, namely, life, living, current events, history and popular culture in New Jersey, grief, loss, death, end of life, well being, coping, wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 30, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuillermin, Sara Address Wuillermin, Sara 881 S. 2nd Road Hammonton NEW JERSEY 08037
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number R-11628

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKSHOOD, AKEELA MOHAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOVA-TECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97003857 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable nonwoven textile cleanroom wipes, not impregnated with chemicals or compounds

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Tranzonic Companies Address The Tranzonic Companies Suite 200 26301 Curtiss-Wright Parkway Cleveland OHIO 44143 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TRZOT0504US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNIVERSITY OF SEDONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97004000 Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "UNIVERSITY"

Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing religious instruction by means of online and in person instruction in the field of metaphysics

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  International Metaphysical Ministry, Inc. Address  International Metaphysical Ministry, Inc. 2675 West State Route 89A, #465 Sedona ARIZONA 86336 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized  ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  JAKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97005567  Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jaclyn Dardarian, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Disk jockey services; music production services; entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; entertainment services, in the nature of recording, producing, and post-production services in the field of music
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Listen 2 Jako Publishing LLC  Address  Listen 2 Jako Publishing LLC  P.O. Box 371204  Las Vegas  NEVADA  89137  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13182/001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
TM 611 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JOIA BEACH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97006324
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "Joia" in the mark is "JEWEL".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Dec. 16, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 16, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ESJ JI Operations, LLC
- **Address**: 1111 Parrot Jungle Trail, Miami, FLORIDA 33132
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MICHELI, ANGELA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BETTER HOUSEWARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97006852</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 01, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;HOUSEWARE&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Acquired Distinctiveness** In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dish drainers; Dish drying mats; Dish drying racks; Serving boards for food; Serving forks; Serving ladles; Serving spoons; Shower caddies; Barbecue tongs; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Ice tongs; Kitchen mitts; Oven mitts; Salad tongs; Serving tongs; Servingware for serving food and drinks; Sugar tongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Shelves; Shelves for storage; Sink liners; Sink mats; Coat racks; Hat racks; Magnetic non-metal hooks; Mats, removable, for sinks; Non-metal clips for general use; Plate racks; Pot racks; Storage racks; Towel racks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Stainless steel bottom grids specially adapted and shaped for use in sinks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Measuring spoons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 18, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Boxes specially adapted for the storage of cutlery and flatware; Grapefruit knives; Hand-operated vegetable peelers; Non-electric fruit peelers; Non-electric potato peelers; Non-electric vegetable peelers; Serving knives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>8 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  BETTER HOUSEWARE CORPORATION
Address  BETTER HOUSEWARE CORPORATION 25-12 41ST AVENUE LONG ISLAND CITY NEW YORK 11101
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  320.108 TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEMZIEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97007444 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use
Jun. 30, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2018

For (Based on Intent to Use) On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mariama Seasay Composed of Mariama Seasay, a citizen of United States Address Mariama Seasay 16317 Pennsbury Way Bowie MARYLAND 20716 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country
Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BOOMING COINS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97008317 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 02, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COINS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Amusement game machines for gambling; Arcade game machines for gambling; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **For**: Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded game software for gambling
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Novomatic AG
- **Address**: Novomatic AG
- **Wiener Strasse 158
- **Gumpoldskirchen AUSTRIA 2352**
- **Legal Entity**: aktiengesellschaft
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 32015.114/JS
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELEVEN MADISON HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97008502 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 97975679

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Glassware, namely, glass jars, pitchers, and cake domes; pots; pans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Table linen, not of paper
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Printed cookbooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Retail store services and online retail store services featuring cookbooks and furniture
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Kitchen knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New York</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97008505 Application Filing Date  Sep. 02, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of  97975676

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dishes; glassware, namely, plates, bowls, glass jars, pitchers and cake domes; pots; pans
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For  Table linen, not of paper
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For  Printed cookbooks
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For  Furniture
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For  Kitchen knives
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Eleven Madison Home, LLC Address  Eleven Madison Home, LLC  22 West 27th Street, Second Floor New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97008626 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LABEL RECORDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Production and publishing of music; Providing online entertainment, namely, providing non-downloadable sound recordings in the field of music and music-related entertainment; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable prerecorded musical sound recordings via a global computer network; Audio and sound recording and production; Record production; Entertainment services, namely, performances by musical artists rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable musical performances, photographs, and other multimedia materials in the nature of online non-downloadable music and audio recordings; Entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded non-downloadable music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all online via a global computer network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 12, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2021

For (Based on Intent to Use) Distributorship services in the field of musical sound recordings and video recordings; Advertising services in the nature of synchronization consultation services, namely, coordinating digital music and video recordings for film, television, and advertising for advertising purposes; Advertising and publicity services; Computerized online ordering services in the field of music; Computerized online retail store services in the field of music; Organization of promotions using audiovisual media; Preparing audiovisual displays in the field of internet marketing campaigns and streaming services that accept video with audio; Promoting the concerts of others; Promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with concerts and musical events; Providing consumer product information about the goods and services of others via a global computer network; Online marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For (Based on Intent to Use) Theatrical and musical sound and video recordings; Downloadable music and audio files for wireless communication devices featuring music and entertainment; Downloadable graphics and images files for wireless communication devices in the field of music and music-related entertainment; Downloadable music files featuring music and music-related entertainment; Downloadable graphics and images in the field of music and music-related entertainment via a global computer network

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For (Based on Intent to Use) Transmitting streamed sound recordings via the Internet; streaming of audio material on the Internet; digital and electronic transmission of voice, data, sound, images, and audio content; providing wireless electronic transmission of uploadable and downloadable voice, music, mp3 files, graphics, images, information and news via a global computer network to wireless mobile communication devices; Streaming of audio and video material on the Internet

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes  **Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Black Label LLC  **Address**  Black Label LLC  3517 Holmes Ave S, Ste 2  Minneapolis  MINNESOTA  55408  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  53119-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HICARDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97008909 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "HICARDI" in stylized
letters in blue color, where the superscript dot above the last "I" is a design of a heart. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 40-1604143 Foreign Registration Date May 11, 2020 Foreign Application/
Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date May 11, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video electrocardiogram detectors; cardiographic instruments, namely, portable electrocardiographs, heart rate monitors,
cardiac probes; heart monitors; radio cardiographic apparatus for medical purposes in the nature of cardiac defibrillation
electrodes, heart rate monitors, cardiac probes; medical apparatus for detecting, monitoring and analyzing heart activities;
wireless heart rate monitor devices for medical use; physical analyzers for medical use in the nature of heart rate monitors,
stethoscopes, thermometers; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes in the nature of heart rate monitors, stethoscopes,
thermometers; respiration monitors; sensor apparatus for medical use in diagnosis in the nature of respiratory sensors,
biofeedback sensors; patient monitoring sensors and alarms
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEZOO Co., Ltd. Address MEZOO Co., Ltd. 808, 8F 200, Gieopdosi-ro, Jijeong-myeon Wonju-si,
Gangwon-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 26354 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OYP0053TUS
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VEDU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97010076</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The English translation of the word "VEDU" in the mark is "I lead".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Legal advice; Legal advisory services; Legal compliance auditing; Legal consultancy; Legal consultation in the field of taxation; Legal consultation services; Legal document preparation and research services for attorneys; Legal information services; Legal information services in the field of cryptocurrency; Legal policy consultancy; Legal policy consultancy in the field of taxation; Legal research; Legal research relating to real estate transactions; Legal services; Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; Legal services relating to company formation and registration; Legal services relating to the registration of trademarks; Legal services, namely, providing customized information, counseling, advice and litigation services in all areas of international law; Consulting and legal services in the field of privacy and security laws, regulations, and requirements; Mediation; News reporting and expert legal commentary services in the field of legal news; Online news reporting and expert legal commentary services in the field of legal news; Providing customized legal information, counseling, and advice, and litigation services in the field of taxation; Providing information about legal services via a website

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**First Use** May 13, 2021 **In Commerce** Aug. 30, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Natalia Garrett **Address** Natalia Garrett 10430 S 46th Way Phoenix ARIZONA 85044

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALPHA REIMAGINED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97011569  Application Filing Date Sep. 03, 2021  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6863790

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed materials, namely, books, curricula, manuals, educational course materials, informational sheets, workbooks and checklists in the fields of personal and professional improvement, development, leadership, achievement and success; A series of printed books and printed articles in the fields of personal and professional improvement, development, leadership, achievement and success; Writing pads; printed notepads; printed day, week, monthly, year planners; blank writing journals; printed calendars; stickers; decals
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kurtz, Gila B. Address Kurtz, Gila B. 10531 Humbolt Street Los Alamitos CALIFORNIA 90720
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MONEYBAG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97014294</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong> Sep. 07, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong> Service Mark</th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Financial exchange, namely, digital token exchange services; cryptocurrency trading services, namely, digital token trading; currency transfer services, namely, digital token transfer services; currency trading, namely, on-line real-time digital token trading; Cryptocurrency trading and exchange services

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**For** Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronic transfer of digital tokens; downloadable computer software for use as a digital token wallet; downloadable software for enabling users to electronically create, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology; downloadable software for enabling users to exchange digital tokens for data; downloadable software for creating digital tokens using blockchain technology to facilitate the transfer of data between users, to allow users to post digital content, and to allow users to view digital content; downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video relating to music, clothing, footwear, alcoholic beverages and general merchandise authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video relating to music, clothing, footwear, alcoholic beverages and general merchandise authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable computer application software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet for smartphones and tablet computers; cryptocurrency hardware wallets

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing on-line non-downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronic transfer of digital tokens; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as a digital token wallet; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to exchange digital tokens for data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for creating digital tokens using blockchain...
technology to facilitate the transfer of data between users, to allow users to post digital content, and to allow users to view
digital content; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms using blockchain and distributed ledger
technology for authenticating and processing digital tokens; Providing on-line non-downloadable software used to enable users
to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology.
Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing an online platform to buy, sell, send,
and receive cryptocurrency; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to access an online platform for
exchanging fiat currency for cryptocurrency and vice versa; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for
managing and tracking blockchain-tracked products; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing,
viewing, downloading, and distributing data concerning pending cryptocurrency transactions; providing a web site featuring
temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing, viewing, downloading, and distributing data concerning pending

cryptocurrency transactions

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gene Simmons Company  Address  Gene Simmons Company  Attn: Aaron Van Duyne  18 Hook Mountain
Road, Suite 203  Pine Brook  NEW JERSEY  07058  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MNEYCOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97014308 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial exchange, namely, digital token exchange services; cryptocurrency trading services, namely, digital token trading; currency transfer services, namely, digital token transfer services; currency trading, namely, on-line real-time digital token trading; Cryptocurrency trading and exchange services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronic transfer of digital tokens; downloadable computer software for use as a digital token wallet; downloadable software for enabling users to electronically create, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology; downloadable software for enabling users to exchange digital tokens for data; downloadable software for creating digital tokens using blockchain technology to facilitate the transfer of data between users, to allow users to post digital content, and to allow users to view digital content; downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video relating to music, clothing, footwear, alcoholic beverages and general merchandise authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to music, clothing, footwear, alcoholic beverages and general merchandise authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable computer application software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet for smartphones and tablet computers; cryptocurrency hardware wallets

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing on-line non-downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronic transfer of digital tokens; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as a digital token wallet; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to exchange digital tokens for data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for creating digital tokens using blockchain technology.
technology to facilitate the transfer of data between users, to allow users to post digital content, and to allow users to view digital content; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms using blockchain and distributed ledger technology for authenticating and processing digital tokens; Providing non-downloadable software used to enable users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on blockchain technology; Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing an online platform to buy, sell, send, and receive cryptocurrency; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to access an online platform for exchanging fiat currency for cryptocurrency and vice versa; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for managing and tracking blockchain-tracked products; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, viewing, downloading, and distributing data concerning pending cryptocurrency transactions; providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing, viewing, downloading, and distributing data concerning pending cryptocurrency transactions

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Gene Simmons Company **Address**  Gene Simmons Company  Attn: Aaron Van Duyne  18 Hook Mountain Road, Suite 203  Pine Brook  NEW JERSEY  07058 **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  AWRICH, ELLEN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
MONEYCOIN

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>97014504</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sep. 07, 2021</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jul. 04, 2023</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Financial exchange, namely, digital token exchange services; cryptocurrency trading services, namely, digital token trading; currency transfer services, namely, digital token transfer services; currency trading, namely, on-line real-time digital token trading; Cryptocurrency trading and exchange services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**For** Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronic transfer of digital tokens; downloadable computer software for use as a digital token wallet; downloadable software for enabling users to electronically create, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology; downloadable software for enabling users to exchange digital tokens for data; downloadable software for creating digital tokens using blockchain technology to facilitate the transfer of data between users, to allow users to post digital content, and to allow users to view digital content; Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to music, clothing, footwear, alcoholic beverages and general merchandise authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to music, clothing, footwear, alcoholic beverages and general merchandise authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable computer application software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet for smartphones and tablet computers; cryptocurrency hardware wallets

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing on-line non-downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronic transfer of digital tokens; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as a digital token wallet; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on the blockchain technology; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to exchange digital tokens for data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for creating digital tokens using blockchain
technology to facilitate the transfer of data between users, to allow users to post digital content, and to allow users to view digital content; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms using blockchain and distributed ledger technology for authenticating and processing digital tokens; Providing on-line non-downloadable software used to enable users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, and transmit digital tokens based on blockchain technology; Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing an online platform to buy, sell, send, and receive cryptocurrency; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to access an online platform for exchanging fiat currency for cryptocurrency and vice versa; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for managing and tracking blockchain-tracked products; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, viewing, downloading, and distributing data concerning pending cryptocurrency transactions; providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing, viewing, downloading, and distributing data concerning pending cryptocurrency transactions

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Gene Simmons Company  **Address**  Gene Simmons Company  **Attn:** Aaron Van Duyne  18 Hook Mountain Road, Suite 203  Pine Brook  NEW JERSEY  07058  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DRAGON SHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97015032  Application Filing Date  Sep. 07, 2021
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  2021-110041
Foreign Application Filing Date  Sep. 03, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  6559056  Foreign Registration Date  May 20, 2022
Foreign Application/Registration County  JAPAN  Foreign Expiration Date  May 20, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coating of semiconductor manufacturing machines and parts thereof, consisting of quartz and ceramic parts, laboratory apparatus and instruments, chemical processing machines and apparatus, liquid crystal substrate-manufacturing machines, and film-and sheet-manufacturing machines; Coating of tanks, agitation blades and filter housing or parts thereof used in photoresist manufacturing; Coating of iron and steel, non-metal and composite metal, metal hardware, tanks of metal, pulleys of metal, and springs and valves of metal; Coating of glassware and ceramic goods; Coating of plastics; Coating of sheets and plates of metal; Coating of rollers used in production line of film; Coating of cutlery; Coating of metallic mold; all of the foregoing services conducted by means of baking by heating in a baking furnace

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes  Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NIPPON FUSSO CO., LTD.  Address  NIPPON FUSSO CO., LTD.  2-4-6, Mokuzaidori, Mihara-ku Sakai-shi, Osaka  JAPAN  587-0042
Legal Entity  Company, Limited  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  KIYOHA-60911

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97015423
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 07, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6253926, 6230974

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Clothing, namely, t-shirts, jackets, hoodies, and hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 21, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: S & S STOCK, L.L.C.
- **Address**: S & S STOCK, L.L.C. 1038 Cuptree Road Gravois Mills MISSOURI 65037
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 091303697672

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MESSICK, TABITHA LEE

---

**Mark Literal(s)**: BIG DICK’S SALTY SEAMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BIZNESS BIBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97015901 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BUSINESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank journal books; Blank journals for writing; Blank writing journals; Customizable journal books for writing; Leather-bound blank journals; Personalized writing journals; Printed educational publications, namely, books, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, playbooks, worksheets and cards in the field of right-brain fitness; Writing journal sheets
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michelle Blackwell Address Michelle Blackwell 2005 palo verde ave, suite 152 LONG BEACH CALIFORNIA 90815 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, SLOAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHERISH YOUR BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97016969 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Non-medicated skin care preparations; hair products, namely, heat protection sprays
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 2004 In Commerce Jul. 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frazier, Cherish Address Frazier, Cherish 3727 W. Magnolia Blvd #1025 Burbank CALIFORNIA 91505 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97016969

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PNK TREND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97019147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

For wig caps; hair clips; hair accessories, namely claw clips, hair sticks, jaw clips, snap clips and twistes

**International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
**International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**Basis Information**

Currently ITU: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: PNK Trend LLC
**Address**: PNK Trend LLC 470 3RD ST Palisades Park NEW JERSEY 07650
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEXDEZMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97021987 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEZMYROQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022009 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVDEZMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022016 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0120393/1655293 International Registration Number 1655293

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IDEZMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022020 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYDEZVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97022028 Application Filing Date  Sep. 10, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address  SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  15782.0029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYVYGLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022035  Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NIRDEZMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022045 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NYROVIG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022050 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEREGSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022129 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma; small molecule therapeutic preparations for the treatment of oncology, tumors, and multiple myeloma

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. Address SpringWorks Therapeutics Operating Company, Inc. 100 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15782.0043

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLD STANDARD
BLOCKCHAIN: THE BLOCKCHAIN GOLD

STANDARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97023113 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLOCKCHAIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Academic enrichment programs in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) field; Admission consulting services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; Analyzing educational tests scores and data for others; Analyzing of educational test scores and data for others; Arrangement of training courses in teaching institutes; Arranging and conducting educational competitions for students in the field of business; Arranging and conducting educational congresses; Arranging and conducting educational congresses in the field of conformity science; Arranging and conducting nightclub entertainment events; Arranging of contests; Arranging of seminars; Arranging professional workshop and training courses; Arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Awards program for major corporations and individuals who have made significant charitable contributions; Boarding school education; Book and review publishing; Book loaning; Bookkeeping instruction; Braille transcription; Braille translation; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Business training; Business training consultancy services; Business training in the field of conformity science; Career coaching services; Charitable services, namely, academic mentoring of school age children; Charitable services, namely, academic mentoring of legislators, policymakers, regulators, technical experts; scientists, members of Top Management, global professional liability insurers including corporate risk insurers, legal professionals, law enforcement, business persons promoters, consultants, investors, and students in the field of conformity science; College counseling services, namely, assisting students who struggle academically due to learning disabilities in finding colleges and universities and completing the application process; Computer education training; Computer education training services; Conducting after school academic, standardized test preparation tutoring programs; Conducting fellowship training programs
in the field of conformity science; Conducting of professional golf competitions; Consultation in the field of K-12 educational systems; Consulting services about education; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the legal, medical, accounting, and real estate fields; Correspondence schools; Creating and developing concepts for television programs; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of conformity science; Developing international student exchange programs; Development and dissemination of printed educational materials of others in the field of conformity science; Editorial consultation; Editorial reporting services; Educating at senior high schools; Educating at universities or colleges; Educating at university or colleges; Education in the fields of conformity science rendered through correspondence courses; Education services in the nature of courses at the university level; Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Education services, namely, a year-long urban teacher preparation program for emerging teachers; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of conformity science; Education services, namely, pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction, vocational instruction, mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops for individuals with an interest in conformity science; Education services, namely, providing career re-training classes, seminars, workshops in the fields of conformity science; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, workshops in the field of conformity science; Education services, namely, providing online cognitive assessments and training programs that help identify cognitive strengths and weaknesses of an individual; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction at international schools; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the field of conformity science; Education services, namely, training educators in the field of conformity science and providing curricula in connection therewith; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about conformity science accessible by means of radio, television, satellite, audio, video, web-based applications, mobile phone applications, computer networks; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Educational programs, namely, pre-schools; Educational services in the nature of charter schools; Educational services in the nature of correspondence schools; Educational services in the nature of learning centers featuring instruction in the field of conformity science; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of conformity science and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the secondary, college and graduate levels; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the university level; Educational services, namely, conducting informal programs in the fields of conformity science using on-line activities and interactive exhibits, and printable materials distributed therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting on-line exhibitions and displays and interactive exhibits in the field of conformity science; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of conformity science; Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, lectures, teleseminars, teleclasses, and workshops in personal awareness; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops in the field of conformity science and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, developing and conducting workouts, workshops, presentations, retreats, and personal training in right-brain fitness; Educational services, namely, developing animation based instructions for others in the field of consumer or manufacturing how-to procedures; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for educators; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the field of conformity science; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for teachers; Educational services, namely, offering of assessments and surveys in the field of educator training and performance for the purpose of improving teaching procedures; Educational services, namely, professional coaching of teachers in the field
of conformity science provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Educational services, namely, providing incentives to legislators, policymakers, regulators, technical experts, scientists, members of Top Management, global professional liability insurers including corporate risk insurers, legal professionals, law enforcement, business persons, promoters, consultants, investors, and students to demonstrate excellence in the field of conformity science the issuance of awards; Educational services, namely, providing online courses of instruction at the secondary school, Vocational College, University, Doctoral, Post Doctoral Research level and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing training of legislators, policymakers, regulators, technical experts, scientists, members of Top Management, global professional liability insurers including corporate risk insurers, legal professionals, law enforcement, business persons, promoters, consultants, investors, and students for certification in the field of conformity science; Educational services, namely, providing web-based and classroom training for certification of teachers and continuing education for teachers and principals; Educational services, namely, teacher training in the field of conformity science; provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Educational testing services; Electronic book rental via the Internet; Electronic desktop publishing; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Encouraging intercollegiate athletic programs by organizing and conducting educational programs and activities for intercollegiate athletes and alumni; Entertainment and education services, namely, providing recognition and incentives by way of celebrations and awards to girls from underserved communities who have completed their high school careers successfully and who are going on to college; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of on-line competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment information; Entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, and production of television programming; Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games that help maintain an active brain and thus improve memory, speed of processing, and that provide a variety of cognitive benefits that positively impact quality of life; Fan clubs; Information on education; Instruction in the field of conformity science; Instruction in the nature of conformity science lessons; IT training services; Language instruction; Layout services other than for advertising purposes; Leadership development training for educators; Lending of books and other publications; Lending of books and periodicals; Libraries; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of conformity science; Mobile library services; Money coaching services; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Museum services; Museums; Newspaper publication; On-line admission ticket agency services for entertainment, educational, sporting and cultural events; On-line education credit and degree evaluation and comparison services; On-line library services, namely, providing electronic library services which feature newspapers, magazines, photographs and pictures via an on-line computer network; Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; Online electronic publishing of text and graphic works of others featuring information regarding securities market services and securities trading activity, information regarding publicly-traded companies and other financial and business information; Organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Organization of seminars; Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of conformity science; Organizing exhibitions for conformity science; Organizing exhibitions in the field of conformity science for cultural or educational purposes; Organizing live exhibitions and conferences in the fields of education, culture, sports and entertainment for non-business and non-commercial purposes; Organizing, conducting and operating poker, sports, education, science tournaments; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of conformity science; Personal appearances by a celebrity spokesperson in the nature of participating as a presenter for television awards shows; Personal appearances by an actor as a spokesperson for entertainment and education
purposes; Personal coaching services in the field of conformity science; Personal trainer services; Preparing, administering, and scoring academic standardized tests; Production of podcasts; Production of radio and television programmes; Production of video and computer game software; Professional coaching services in the field of conformity science; Programming on a global computer network; Proofreading of manuscripts; Providing a computer game for use network-wide by network users; Providing a web site featuring information on historic figures; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of conformity science; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on conformity science; Providing a web site that features information about online higher education resources; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of conformity science; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable photographs; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, a website featuring primarily non-downloadable publications in the nature of books, magazines, brochures, blogs in the field of conformity science and also featuring non-downloadable software for software programming; Providing an academic honor society in which students are admitted in recognition of academic achievement; Providing an in-person cultural, educational, entertainment forum in the field of conformity science; Providing an Internet news portal featuring links to news stories and articles in the field of current events; Providing biographical information of individuals via the Internet for educational purposes; Providing classroom instruction at the School, Vocational College, University, Doctoral, and Post Doctoral Research level using principles of conformity science; Providing continuing business education courses; Providing continuing medical education courses; Providing courses of instruction in the field of conformity science at the Secondary School, Vocational College, University, Doctoral, and Post Doctoral Research level for students, teachers, employees, professionals or executives; Providing education courses in the field of conformity science rendered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing education in the field of conformity science rendered through video conference; Providing educational assessment services; Providing educational demonstrations; Providing educational demonstrations in the field of conformity science; Providing educational information in the field of conformity science for the purpose of academic study; Providing entertainment information via a website; Providing facilities for educational conventions; Providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Providing group coaching in the field of conformity science; Providing group training in the field of organizational effectiveness featuring team building activities; Providing information about online education; Providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education; Providing information in the field of education; Providing information in the field of education regarding healthcare; Providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; Providing information on-line relating to educational opportunities; Providing information relating to education services; Providing information, news, and commentary in the field of current events via the Internet; Providing on-line information and news in the field of employment training; Providing on-line non-downloadable articles in the field of conformity science; Providing on-line non-downloadable directory publications in the field of conformity science; Providing on-line non-downloadable electronic dictionaries; Providing on-line publications in the nature of applications concerning conformity science; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of conformity science; Providing online augmented reality games; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of conformity science; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of conformity science; Providing ratings and reviews of publications, namely, books, magazines, journals, scientific texts; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards and contests to demonstrate excellence in the field of conformity; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of conformity science;
Providing training for operators of property self-storage facilities in the fields of business management, business operations, call center services, human resources, sales and marketing, storage facilities management, and leadership; Providing user ratings for entertainment or cultural purposes; Provision of information relating to multimedia entertainment software production services; Public sector business training; Publication of books; Publication of books, magazines, almanacs and journals; Publication of books, of magazines, of journals, of newspapers, of periodicals, of catalogs, of brochures; Publication of brochures; Publication of documents in the field of training, science, public law and social affairs; Publication of electronic magazines; Publication of electronic newspapers accessible via a global computer network; Publication of journals; Publication of magazines; Publication of manuals; Publication of online texts of interviews featuring lawmakers in the field of pending legislation for educational purposes; Publication of printed matter; Publication of text books; Publication of textbooks; Publication of texts, books, magazines and other printed matter; Publication of books, e-books, blogs; Publishing and issuing of scientific papers in the field of conformity science; Publishing audio books in the field of conformity science; Publishing books in the field of conformity science; Publishing e-books in the field of conformity science; Publishing of books and reviews; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Publishing of electronic publications; Publishing of journals, books and handbooks in the field of medicine; Publishing of reviews; Reference libraries of literature and documentary records; Rental of computer game software; Rental of electronic books that may be downloaded from an Internet website; Rental of teaching robots; Research in the field of education; Research in the field of education via the internet; Retention services, admissions counseling and reinstatement all related to students' academic status provided by means of a call center; Scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes; Speech writing for non-advertising purposes; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Teaching at elementary schools; Teaching at junior high schools; Teleprompting services provided to film and television and corporate public speaking; Training in public relations and in combatting forgery with a view to recognising fakes; Training in the field of design, advertising and communication technologies; Training in the use and operation of classic computer systems and quantum computer systems and hybrid computer systems and consultation relating thereto; Translation services; Virtual reality arcade services; Vocational education in the field of conformity science; Vocational guidance; Workshops and seminars in the field of conformity science; Writing of articles for journals other than for advertising or publicity; Writing of articles for periodicals other than for advertising or publicity; Writing of articles for professional journals other than for advertising or publicity; Writing of articles for journals other than for advertising or publicity; Writing of articles for periodicals other than for advertising or publicity.

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Sep. 12, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 12, 2021

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MQCC Bungay International LLC **Address** MQCC Bungay International LLC 1629 K Street NW, Suite 300 Washington D.C. 20006 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESTACIÓN VITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97025986 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of ESTACIÓN in the mark is STATION.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical assistance; Medical assistance services; Medical care; Medical clinics; Medical consultations; Medical consultations provided via phone, online chat or videoconferencing; Medical counseling; Medical examination services; Medical screening; Medical services; Emergency medical assistance; Providing an on-line, patient-initiated, patient-authorized, fee-for-service, medical profile and medical record analysis service designed to provide patients with custom tailored information about the range of possible diagnoses and therapies associated with a defined set of symptoms; Urgent medical care centers
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Estacion Vital LLC Address Estacion Vital LLC 1065 SW 8th St. PMB 689 Miami FLORIDA 33130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VEGA SERIES | BIFACIAL PV MODULE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97026233</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 14, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER **Disclaimer** "SERIES" AND "BIFACIAL" AND "PV" AND "MODULE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Boviet Solar USA, Ltd. **Address** Boviet Solar USA, Ltd. 300 1735 North 1st Street San Jose CALIFORNIA 95112 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FALK, ERIN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
**GAMMA SERIES | MONOFACIAL PV MODULES**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97026453
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 14, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SERIES" AND "MONOFACIAL" AND "PV" AND "MODULE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Boviet Solar USA, Ltd.
- **Address**: Boviet Solar USA, Ltd. 300 1735 North 1st Street San Jose CALIFORNIA 95112
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASCEND PAN-ASIAN LEADERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97027430 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "ASCEND" in orange, the letter "A" in which has a rising bar which extends over the letters "SCE" in the word. Underneath that appears an orange bar. Underneath the orange bar appears the stylized wording "PAN-ASIAN LEADERS" in gray. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PAN-ASIAN LEADERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3430371, 4225412

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising, excluding charitable fundraising of a political nature; providing educational scholarships
For Leadership development training in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development; Workshops and seminars in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development; Conducting workshops to educate the business community and public at-large about diversity and inclusion within the ranks of corporate/executive leadership and on corporate boards with the goal of increasing the representation of Pan-Asians on corporate boards; Arranging professional workshop and training courses in the fields of business, corporate board governance, corporate leadership, professional development, diversity and inclusion; providing educational mentoring services and programs in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development; Educational mentoring and training of aspiring corporate directors and business executives in the fields of business, corporate board governance, corporate leadership, professional development, diversity and inclusion; providing recognition for excellence in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development, excluding health care operations management; providing recognition and incentives to Pan-Asian professionals and corporations who demonstrate excellence in the fields of business, corporate leadership, diversity, and inclusion, excluding health care operations management; Business training in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development; educational services, namely, mentoring in the field of
business, corporate board governance and professional development; conducting conventions in the fields of accounting, finance and business; Educational services, namely, non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of white papers in the fields of business, corporate board governance, employment, and professional development; Providing group coaching, virtual and in person learning and mentoring opportunities and forums in the field of leadership development; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to corporations and Pan-Asian individuals who have demonstrated excellence and commitment to diversity in the workplace all in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development, excluding health care operations management; Career coaching services, life coaching services in the field of c-suite and executive coaching, career advancement and personal development; Organizing business workshops for Pan-Asians in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  Jun. 09, 2007  **In Commerce**  Oct. 2007

*For*  Association services, namely, promoting the interests of Pan-Asians in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development; Promoting public awareness for the need for diversity, inclusion and increasing the representation of Pan-Asians in executive leadership roles and on corporate boards; Promoting public awareness of under-representation of Pan-Asians in executive leadership roles and on corporate boards; Promoting public awareness to promote the need for diversity and inclusion in the ranks of executive leadership and on corporate boards by means of public advocacy; Association services, namely, promoting diversity and inclusion in the business community with the goal of increasing the representation of Pan-Asians serving on corporate boards and in executive leadership roles; Business consultation services in the fields of business leadership development, business management and corporate board governance; Promoting public interest in education, recognition, career advancement, and leadership for students, professionals, elite managers and executives in corporations and professional service firms; Professional business consulting; Providing networking opportunities for individuals in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development, namely, business and professional networking services; Organizing business networking events and workshops for Pan-Asians in the fields of business, corporate board governance and professional development; Arranging and conducting business meetings in the nature of business meeting planning; Business networking; business strategy development services; Conducting business research and surveys; Business consulting services in the fields of diversity, inclusion, equity and elimination of bias; Association services, namely, establishing benchmarks for corporations and corporate board governance with the goal of promoting diversity, inclusion and equity; Promoting the interests of current and future leaders in the fields of business, business management, corporate board governance and professional development; Providing a website featuring public policy information about current affairs in the fields of inclusion and diversity and forums dedicated to the combating and dismantling of hate, hate crimes and prejudice as a whole; Compiling indexes of information; Providing statistical information and indexes of executive parity

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  **First Use**  Jun. 09, 2007  **In Commerce**  Oct. 2007

*BASIS INFORMATION*  **Currently Use**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**:Ascend, Inc.  **Address**: 160 Broadway, East Building, 6th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10038  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 082704.00008  
**Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97027844
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 15, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of a flower shaded in green and outlined in black containing four heart shaped figures in pink with their pointed ends facing each other. Located within each shaped figure is a star-like design in red and partially outlined in black and positioned proximal the pointed end of each shaped figure.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, green, pink and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetic balls; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic powder; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; Cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics and make-up; Beauty care cosmetics; Decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; Decorative transfers for use as cosmetics; Pencils for cosmetic purposes; Private label cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MSV Beauty LLC
- **Address**: MSV Beauty LLC Apt. 206 1880 Old Hudson Road Saint Paul MINNESOTA 55119
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 7898

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RESET BIOSCIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97029898</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "BIOSCIENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Nutraceuticals; dietary supplements; herbal supplements; vitamin supplements; probiotic supplements; mineral supplements; nutritional supplements; preparations for the relief of pain
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: RESET BIOSCIENCE LLC
Address: RESET BIOSCIENCE LLC 8201 E. RIVERSIDE DRIVE, SUITE 650 Austin TEXAS 78744
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1001175963

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KEAN, AMY C
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AMERICAN PECAN CO. AN
AMERICAN ORIGINAL

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97032553</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "AMERICAN PECAN CO." are written in a stylized manner between two styled horizontal lines. Above this representation is a semicircle. Inside the semicircle is a barn. In front of the barn, there is a field with four rows. To the right of the barn is an overgrowth with a stylized windmill behind it. To the left of the house are two trees, one shorter than the other. There is a horizontal line in the front and back of the trees. The words "AN AMERICAN ORIGINAL" is written in an arch-like manner encircling the pictorial representations inside the semicircle. **Disclaimer**: "AMERICAN PECAN CO." and "AN AMERICAN ORIGINAL"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Pecans, prepared; Roasted nuts, namely, pecans; Nut milk; Processed pecans
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Feb. 03, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 03, 2018

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Global commodities exchange LLC
- **Address**: Global commodities exchange LLC PO Box 1024 Pelham GEORGIA 31779
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
CARLISLE CONNECT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97032683</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "CONNECT" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Downloadable suite of smart technology systems comprised of downloadable computer software for managing business processes utilizing lean management methodologies; downloadable computer software for execution of business strategy and monitoring value creation; downloadable computer software for data visualization and managing engagement of people; downloadable computer software for visualizing and digitizing structured workflows through multiple levels of enterprise data and leadership

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**For**
Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable computer software for execution of business strategy and monitoring value creation; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable computer software for data visualization and managing engagement of people; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable computer software for visualizing and digitizing structured workflows through multiple levels of enterprise data and leadership

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Carlisle Companies Incorporated

**Address**
Carlisle Companies Incorporated 16430 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 400 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85254

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
CRLSR-
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERGINA WINES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97033247 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "VERGINA WINES" in gold. The design consists of the gold outline of a shield. The shield is divided into 3 sections. The top section contains a gold rising sun and curved lines resembling hills, another section contains a stylized horse with a gold mane, and the third section contains maroon grapes, a gold crown and a stem. The black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold and maroon is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VERGINA WINES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Import and export services, namely, transportation of the merchandise of others in the nature of alcoholic beverages
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vergina Group LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Vergina Wines Address Vergina Group LLC 772 South Front Street Columbus OHIO 43206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTIFUL CANVAS = MOST BEAUTIFUL PAINTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97036937 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003672211 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003672211 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 31, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 22, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up brushes; cosmetic brushes; cosmetic brushware made of animal bristles; electric cosmetic, hair, brushes, except parts of machines; shaving brush stands; shaving brushes; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; cosmetic utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes, microdermabrasion sponges, make-up brushes, lip brushes; cosmetic spatulas; cosmetics applicators; cosmetic powder compacts, sold empty; containers for cosmetics, sold empty; holders for cosmetics being caddies; dispensers for cosmetics; utensils for cosmetic purposes, namely, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, make-up sponges, powder puffs; cases adapted for cosmetic utensils; microdermabrasion sponges for cosmetic use; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles, namely, cosmetic brushes, microdermabrasion sponges, make-up brushes, lip brushes, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, make-up sponges, powder puffs; make-up removing appliances; make-up sponges; applicators for applying eye make-up; make-up artist belts designed to hold make-up, cosmetics, and cosmetic utensils
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Cosmetics, make-up; non-medicated skin care preparations; lipsticks; lip gloss; make-up powder and foundation; skin moisturizers; beauty care cosmetics, body care preparations, namely, skin lotions; essential oils for personal use; preparations for removing make-up; non-medicated lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and body; beauty masks; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; abrasive preparations for the skin; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil for cosmetic purposes; almond soap for the skin; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; alum stones being astringents for cosmetic purposes; amber being perfume; antiperspirant
soap; antiperspirants; aromatics being essential oils; astringents for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lip and body balms other than for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; beard dyes; bergamot oil; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; cakes of toilet soap; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; hair colorants; color-removing preparations being nail polish removers; colour-brightening chemicals for household purposes; cosmetic kits comprising of makeup; cosmetic kits comprising of skincare products, namely, skin moisturizers, non-medicated lotions, non-medicated lip and body balms other than for medical purposes, non-medicated lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and body; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics for animals; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; dental bleaching gels; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatories; depilatory preparations; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; dry shampoos; cosmetic dyes for hair, beards, skin; eau de cologne; emery paper and cloth; ethereal essences; essential oils; ethereal oils; extracts of flowers being perfumes; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; false eyelashes; false nails; essential oils being bases for flower perfumes; soap for foot perspiration; greases for cosmetic purposes; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; incense; ionone being perfume; jasmine oil being an essential oil; javelle water being toilet water; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; cosmetic kits featuring cosmetics; lavender oil being an essential oil; lavender water; essential oils of lemon; lotions for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; mascara; massage gels other than for medical purposes; mint essence being essential oils; mint for perfumery; musk being perfume; moustache wax; nail art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; hair neutralizers for permanent waving; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for toilet purposes; cosmetic pencils; perfumery; perfumes; denture polishes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; pumice stone for personal use; rose oil being an essential oil; shampoos; shaving preparations; shaving soap; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin soap; cakes of skin soap; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes being essential oils; toilet water; toiletries, namely, face wash and body wash solutions; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; varnish-removing preparations; depilatory wax; hair care preparations

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Advertising and promotion of cosmetics for others; conducting, arranging and organizing trade fairs related to cosmetics; mail order retail store services featuring cosmetics; provision of business consultation, information and advisory services relating to cosmetics; retail store services featuring cosmetics; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetics; arranging of cosmetics trade fairs; mail order catalogue services featuring cosmetics; Retail store services featuring bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps; Retail store services featuring perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, cosmetic kits, cosmetics, eau de cologne, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencils, false eyelashes, false nails, lip glosses, lipsticks, make-up, make-up powder, make-up preparations, make-up removing preparations, mascara, nail glosses, nail polish; Retail store services featuring hand-operated hand tools and implements, cutlery, side arms, razors, curling tongs, depilation appliances, electric and non-electric fingernail polishers, electric or nonelectric, flat irons, hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric hand implements for hair curling, hair-removing tweezers; Retail store services featuring manicure sets, electric manicure sets, nail
buffers, electric or non-electric, nail clippers, electric or non-electric, nail files, electric nail files, pedicure sets; Retail store services featuring scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, and apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Retail store services featuring apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Retail store services featuring mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, sunglasses, spectacles, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments; Retail store services featuring paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites except furniture, instructional and teaching material except apparatus; Retail store services featuring plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, blotters, booklets, books, calendars, cards, document holders, drawing pads, drawing pens, drawing sets, envelopes, flyers, folders, greeting cards, magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, pencils, pens, periodicals, postcards, posters, printed matter, printed publications, scrapbooks, stationery; Retail store services featuring leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, backpacks, beach bags, boxes of leather or leather board, briefcases, canes, cases of leather or leatherboard, collars for animals; Retail store services featuring garment bags for travel, handbags, hat boxes of leather, haversacks, imitation leather, key cases, leather leads, leather leashes, moleskin, pocket wallets, purses, rucksacks, school bags, school satchels, shopping bags, travelling bags, travelling trunks, valises, vanity cases, not fitted, wheeled shopping bags; Retail store services featuring furniture, mirrors, picture frames, wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum; retail store services connected with the sale of household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes except paint brushes, brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass except glass used in building, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, mirrors, abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin, aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; Retail store services featuring brushes, comb cases, combs, cosmetic utensils, deodorizing apparatus for personal use, eyebrow brushes, hair for brushes, make-up removing appliances, nail brushes; Retail store services featuring perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, powder compacts, powder puffs, shaving brush stands, shaving brushes, soap boxes, soap dispensers, soap holders, soup bowls, sponge holders, stands for shaving brushes, toothbrushes, toothbrushes, electric; Retail store services featuring ropes, string, nets, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, padding and stuffing materials except of rubber or plastics, raw fibrous textile materials, yarns and threads, for textile use; Retail store services featuring textiles and bedclothes, blankets, bedspreads, sheets, pillowcases, curtains of textile, towels, flannels, throws, tablecloths, bed covers, table covers; Retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, babies' pants, bandanas, bath robes, bath slippers, bathing drawers, bathing suits, bathing trunks, belts, berets, bodices, boots, brassieres, breeches for wear, camisoles, caps, coats, dresses, dressing gowns, ear muffs, footmuffs, not electrically heated, galoshes, garters, gloves, hats, headbands, hosiery, inner soles, jackets, jerseys, jumper dresses, jumpers; Retail store services featuring knitwear, leg warmers, leggings, leggings, masquerade costumes, mittens, money belts, muffs, neckties; retail store services connected with the sale of outerclothing, overalls, overcoats, pants, parkas, petticoats, pinafone dresses, ponchos, pullovers, pyjamas, sandals, saris, sarongs, scarfs, shawls, shirts, shoes, short-sleeve shirts, shoulder wraps, shower caps, singlets, skirts, sleep masks, slippers, smocks, socks, sports jerseys, sports shoes, stockings, stuff jackets, suits, sun visors, suspenders, sweaters, swimsuits, tee-shirts, tights, top hats, trousers, turbans, underclothing, underpants, underwear; Retail store services featuring uniforms,
veils, vests, waistcoats, waterproof clothing, wooden shoes, wristbands; Retail store services featuring lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, non-textile wall hangings, games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees; Retail store services featuring meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces being condiments, spices, ice; Retail store services featuring grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals; Retail store services featuring malt, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit beverages and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages; Retail store services featuring soft drinks, energy drinks, wines, iced-tea, aperitifs, carbonated beverages, fruit extracts, ginger ale, grape must, must, fruit drinks made from concentrate, cordials, malt water, seltzer water, soda water, tonic water, vegetable juices, essences used in the preparation of liqueurs, barley waters, fruit squashes, sarsaparilla, alcoholic beverages except beers; Retail store services featuring tobacco, smokers' articles, matches

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Make up artist services; make-up application services; cosmetic make-up application services; beauty care services; beauty salon and beauty treatment services; beauty therapy services and treatments; healthcare, diet, exercise and lifestyle wellness advisory services; cosmetic treatment services for the hair; hair care, hair coloring, hair styling and hair cutting services; hairdressing salon services; advice and consultancy services relating to the above services

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes  **Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Islestarr Holdings Limited  **Address**  Islestarr Holdings Limited  8 Surrey Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  WC2R 2ND  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  29603-TBD

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE MEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97037621 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized wording "we" with two dots over the letter "w" above the wording "meal". Disclaimer "MEAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; high-protein cereal bars; muesli; oatmeal; fruit jelly candy; pizzas; tea-based beverages; corn chips; flour-based chips; grain-based chips; pita chips; chocolate-based beverages; cookies; biscuits; sauces; coffee; ice cream; tea; cakes; frozen yogurt; chocolate
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Connectwid Co., Ltd. Address Connectwid Co., Ltd. 616-5ho, 165, Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06247 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 30033-0002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97039340</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: RIVER

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For** pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of insomnia and improvement of sleep; non-medicated preparations for the treatment of insomnia and improvement of sleep

  - **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

- **For** telemedicine services; providing an interactive website featuring information and advice concerning causes, prevention, and treatment of insomnia and improvement of sleep; providing health and medical advice and information for support and improvement of sleep; medical screening information services featuring reminder alerts in the nature of personalized, automated communications sent to patients to provide education or prompt them to take an action to treat insomnia and improve sleep

  - **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101

- **For** providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing information and tools that allow users to view information on, purchase goods for, and access telemedicine services concerning causes, prevention, and treatment of insomnia and improvement of sleep

  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESPONDERS MATTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97040571 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RESPONDERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Peer to peer coaching services in the fields of professional development, societal expectation management, and societal conflict reduction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TTM PTP, Inc. Address TTM PTP, Inc. 184-38 Aberdeen Road Jamaica NEW YORK 11432 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97044972 Application Filing Date  Sep. 25, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Handbags; Wallets; Belt bags; Clutch bags; Coin purses; Crossbody bags; Fanny packs; Make-up bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travel bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Aug. 01, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2017
For  Hats; Leggings; Pants; Robes; Scarves; Shoes; Sweaters; Bathing suits; Boxer briefs; Jackets; Shirts; Ties as clothing
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Aug. 01, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2017
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Greyhouse LLC Address  Greyhouse LLC 9184 Smugglers Beach Ct. Las Vegas  NEVADA  89178
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L544226254
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRO CAPS 1993

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97045904</td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "PRO CAPS" in black with a black curved line under the wording and a red curved line above the wording and a black and white design resembling a tire with the white numbering "1993" appearing at the bottom of part of the tire design.

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Color Claimed** The color(s) red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer** "PRO CAPS" AND "1993"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Automobile door handles; Automobile roof racks; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Automotive engine mounts; Brake hardware for vehicles; Cup holders for vehicles; Hub cap covers; Light truck hardware, namely, mechanisms for adapting rigid load bed covers to the rear lift access of trucks; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Mirrors for vehicles, namely, rear view and vanity mirrors; Pickup truck caps; Side view mirrors for vehicles, namely, bicycles, motorcycles and automobiles; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Trucks and structural parts therefor; Vehicle hoods; Vehicle side view mirror covers for bicycles, motorcycles and automobiles; Vehicle suspension springs; Vehicle wheel hub assemblies; Vehicle wheel rims

**International Classes** 12

**US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** Apr. 25, 2021

**In Commerce** Jul. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Guangdong Keze Trading Company
Address  Guangdong Keze Trading Company  3324, Block 2, Lianhai Int'l Yufeng  Binjiang 1st Rd, Guicheng St, Nanhai Dist  Foshan, Guangdong  CHINA  528000

Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97046535 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers and conducting programs, events, workshops, and panel discussions in the field of lifestyle design and transformation, relationship building, business management, personal and professional growth, and intentionality and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 20, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Owl & Key, LLC Address Owl & Key, LLC 142 Park Blvd. Worthington OHIO 43085 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUMEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97047481 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of of the word "LUMEUS", with the "LU" in black stylized lettering, the "ME" in ombre tones of blue and purple stylized lettering, and the "US" in black stylized lettering. The "M" and "E" are connected and appear in a slightly larger font. A purple and blue ombre half circle sits above the wording with another purple and blue ombre half circle sits below the wording. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, blue, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018543683 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018543683 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 14, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meditation training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Recorded computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for mobile app and web app where audio and video content can be uploaded and played for the users to listen to or to watch
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Mental health services; consulting services relating to health care; mental health care services; Medical health care information services provided via the Internet; Internet-based health care information services; providing information relating to nursing care services; Insomnia therapy service; Stress reduction therapy, namely, therapy services for anxiety and depressive moods; Consulting services in the field of mental health and wellness, including online consulting services; Therapeutic prevention and intervention services incorporating dance, music, and movement for adults and kids, 5-11 years old, with mental health problems
**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes | Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | EmoTrain GmbH | Address | EmoTrain GmbH Ichoring 18 Icking | FED REP GERMANY 82057 | Legal Entity | gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) | State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | BX876 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROLLING LOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97047601 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smokers articles and accessories, namely, lighters, smoking pipes, rolling papers for smokers, cigarette filters, cigarette rolling machines; tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, herbal cigarettes, hemp cigarettes; electronic cigarettes, oral vaporizer pens for smokers; vaporizer refill cartridges sold filled with electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) containing hemp and comprised of flavorings in liquid form other than essential oils; electronic cigarette (e-liquid) cartridges filed with liquid other than essential oils; electronic cigarette flavor cartridges sold empty; electronic cigarette e-liquids for smoking; tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes; flavorings for tobacco other than essential oils; flavorings for use in electronic cigarettes other than essential oils; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; herbs for smoking, namely, nicotine-free herbs for smoking; herbs for smoking, namely, smokable hemp and hemp-derivative products in the nature of pre-rolled hemp cigarettes and dried hemp flowers being herbs for smoking; all of the foregoing goods containing hemp are derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rolling Loud, LLC Address Rolling Loud, LLC 9441 West Olympic Blvd. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EDM-US-00259

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUR BRAND SPEAKS BEFORE
YOU'VE SAID A WORD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97047625 Application Filing Date  Sep. 27, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  creative design and brand development services; development of visual and content marketing strategies
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jun. 09, 2020 In Commerce  Jun. 09, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wolf, Wayne Address  Wolf, Wayne  397 Pound Ridge Road  Bedford  NEW YORK  10506 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97049450 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Thermal insulation used to cover tanks that hold gases, vapors and liquids for commercial and industrial storage and transportation purposes
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber
Goods First Use Feb. 28, 1999 In Commerce Feb. 28, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SPI, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Specialty Products & Insulation Address  SPI, LLC 2101 Rexford Road, Ste. 300E Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28211 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SPI21009UST2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  DUENAS, TAYLOR S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SAJIVAA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97049603</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "SAJIVAA" in the mark is "full of life".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Retail store services featuring clothing and hemp derived products, namely, vape cartridges containing liquids and oils containing CBD in the nature of cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes, oral vaporizers for smoking purposes, oral vaporizer pens for smoking purposes, electronic cigarette liquids and oils containing CBD and flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill vaporizer cartridges, hemp-infused resins for smoking; all the foregoing CBD and hemp products containing ingredients or for use with products solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 THC concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Amma IP, LLC
- **Address**: Amma IP, LLC Suite 400 120 N. 44th St. Phoenix ARIZONA 85034
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYDEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97049698 Application Filing Date  Sep. 28, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  4749250 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  214749250 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 29, 2021
Foreign Application/Registration County  FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 29, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For Hydrogen; green hydrogen; green hydrogen produced by electrolysis of water from renewable electricity sources such as solar and wind power
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals

For Business management and organization consultancy
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For Building construction supervision
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For Distribution of renewable energy; storage of energy; information and advisory services in relation to the distribution of energy
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
For conducting technical project studies in the nature of scientific research in the field of renewable energy

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Soladvent **Composed of**: Thierry Lepercq, a citizen of France **Address**: Soladvent 18 impasse Saint-Sébastien Paris FRANCE 75011 **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 46115-056

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVELYN LAMBERT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97051539 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Evelyn Lambert, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fabric sold as an integral component of finished clothing items, namely, jumpsuits and rompers, blazers, capes, cardigans, coats, collar bibs in the nature of shirt inserts, namely, dickies, chinos, dresses, gilets, clothing jackets, jeans, hoodies, leggings, lingerie, ponchos, shorts, shirts, skirts, socks, stockings, suits, sweaters, sweatshirts, swimwear, tee-shirts, tights, tops as clothing, trousers, underwear, vests, waistcoats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2006 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Evelyn Lambert, LLC Address Evelyn Lambert, LLC 461 Dean St, Apt 28D Brooklyn NEW YORK 11217 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK Owner Name Lambert, Evelyn Address Lambert, Evelyn 461 Dean St, Apt 28D Brooklyn NEW YORK 11217 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CO2 NEUTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97051555 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The letter "C", next to the "C" is a circular arrow forming the letter "O", inside the letter "O" is a tree or leaf with branches; Half way down after the "O" is the number "2"; Under the "CO2" is the word "NEUTRAL" with two caretas next to the letter "L". Disclaimer "CO2 NEUTRAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Hair care preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Genomma Lab Internacional, S.A.B. de C.V. Address Genomma Lab Internacional, S.A.B. de C.V. Ave. Antonio Dovali Jamie No.70, Torre A Piso 2, Colonia Santa Fe Mexico City MEXICO 01210 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97051695  
Application Filing Date: Sep. 29, 2021  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publicaton Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): CANGREJEROS

Mark Description:
The mark consists of the word "CANGREJEROS" in stylized blue cursive font letters, over which a blue baseball bat is overlaid horizontally, with the blue and white silhouette of a crab at the left top of the bat and at the right top of the bat. The English translation of "CANGREJEROS" in the mark is "CRABBERS".

Color Drawing: Yes  
Color Claimed: The color(s) blue, white are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Translation: The English translation of "CANGREJEROS" in the mark is "CRABBERS".

Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

Goods and Services Information

For: Baseball caps and hats; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports shirts

International Classes: 25  
US Classes: 22, 39

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Liga de Beisbol Profesional de Puerto Rico, Inc  
Address: Edificio Cobian Plaza, Suite GM-7, Ave. Juan Ponce de Leon  
State or Country Where Organized: PUERTO RICO

Legal Entity: Corporation

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BARREDA, AMBER KYLEE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97054541  Application Filing Date  Sep. 30, 2021  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  metal machining, fabrication and finishing services for others; custom manufacturing services to the order and specification of others of precision machined parts and assemblies
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  1946  In Commerce  1946
For  Metal screws; metal bolts; chimney shafts of metal; studs of metal, namely, studs of metal for building; self-tapping bushings of metal, other than parts of machines; housings of metal, other than parts of machines, namely, metal mounting brackets for general industrial use; metal cotter pins; metal ball lock pins; probes of metal; structural joint connectors of metal; pipe tubes of metal; metal dowels
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  1946  In Commerce  1946

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Apex Brands, Inc.  Address  Apex Brands, Inc.  1000 Lufkin Road  Apex  NORTH CAROLINA  27539
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  151949-03000
Examine Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELITE DELIVERY SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97054657 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DELIVERY SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Delivery of goods; Delivery of goods by mail order; Delivery of goods by truck; Delivery of goods for special events; Delivery of tangible goods; Express delivery of goods by truck; Parcel delivery; Pick up, delivery and storage of personal property; Providing information via a website in the field of delivery of tangible goods; Shipping of goods; Storage and delivery of goods; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Temporary storage of deliveries; Transport and delivery of goods; Transport and storage of goods; Transport of goods; Transport of tangible goods by truck; Transport, delivery, packaging, and storage of tangible goods; Transportation and delivery services, namely, same day shipment services; Transportation of goods; Transportation of tangible goods by truck
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Watson Logistics LLC Address Watson Logistics LLC 7253 Watson Rd St. Louis MISSOURI 63119
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LONG STORY SHORT LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97054714</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 30, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer               | "LIVE" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Media production services for live and virtual events, namely, video and film production

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jessica Stuart</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Jessica Stuart</th>
<th>2830 Georgia Ave NW</th>
<th>Washington</th>
<th>D.C. 20001</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CANNA FIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97054718 Application Filing Date  Sep. 30, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized words "CANNA FIELD" with a design element in the form of a flash sign between "CANNA" and "FIELD". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CANNA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Diet pills; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Dieting pills and powder preparations to promote fat burning; Slimming pills; Ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; none of the aforementioned goods containing hemp ingredients derived from hemp with a delta-9 THC concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis and not containing CBD

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhyrna, Viktoriia Address  Zhyrna, Viktoriia Building 27, Pasterivskyi Ln Cherkaska, Cherkasy UKRAINE  18000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UKRAINE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNDERGROUND EDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97055878 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar soap; Bath bombs; Essential oils for personal use; Hair care preparations; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, CBD balms, lotions, body butters, body oils, salves, and lip balms; Skin soap; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Non-medicated skin care preparations; all of the aforementioned goods being non-medicated and non-therapeutic and not containing hemp ingredients derived from hemp with a delta-9 THC concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Underground Eden LLC Address Underground Eden LLC 2979 W School House Lane Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19144 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number R-11650

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of a circle with three borders, within the center of which appears an X design. In the top of the triangular shape created by the X is a fork on the left and knife on the right; in the righthand corner are three designs of people holding hands; on the left of the X design is a small design of the world; and in the bottom space is a heart.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Administration of a program to promote community service; Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Everyone Eats Foundation Address Everyone Eats Foundation P.O. Box 92213 Atlanta GEORGIA 30314 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 20212021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DESIGN BUILD COMPETITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97056695 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMPETITION"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting competitions in the field of construction; Education services, namely, providing mentoring in the field of architecture, engineering, construction management, and skilled trades; Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities in the field of architecture, engineering, construction management, and skilled trades; Educational services, namely, providing internships and apprenticeships in the field of architecture, engineering, construction management, and skilled trades
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 1986 In Commerce Mar. 01, 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Construction Industry Educational Foundation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sacramento Regional Builders Exchange Education Foundation Address Construction Industry Educational Foundation 5370 Elvas Avenue Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95819 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHREEDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97057315  Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal accessories for electronic smoking devices, namely, filter configurable directly to the electronic smoking device
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Oct. 07, 2020  In Commerce Oct. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Philter Labs Incorporated DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Philter Labs, Inc. Address Philter Labs Incorporated 571 2nd street Encinitas CALIFORNIA 92024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PHT.308US2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ?PIATTELLI? WINE RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97058280 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a single line circle in beige featuring inside the stylized beige wording "PIATTELLI" between two beige dots on top and on the bottom the wording "WINE RESORT" appears in beige stylized letters all following the shape of the circle; within, appears a single line beige circle that encloses the figurative drawing of two swans. The white in the background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) beige is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "WINE RESORT" Translation The English translation of "PIATTELLI" in the mark is "disk".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3484011, 4717047

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1321548 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 3324938 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County ARGENTINA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 12, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hotels; Agency services for booking hotel accommodation; Bar services; Booking of temporary accommodation; Booking of temporary accommodation via the Internet; Cafeteria services; Canteen services; Coffee bars; Coffee shops; Hotel accommodation services; Hotel catering services; Hotel room booking services; Hotel services; Hotel, bar and restaurant services; Rental of temporary accommodation; Reservation of hotel rooms for travellers; Reservation of temporary accommodation; Resort hotel services; Restaurant services; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and hotel services; Restaurant reservation services; Temporary accommodation reservations; Tourist inns; Wine bars; Agency services for the reservation of temporary accommodation; Bar services featuring wines; Making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging; Providing temporary accommodation; Providing temporary accommodation at pensions; Providing online reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations; Providing online reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations for tourists.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>ARTEL INC.</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ARTEL INC.</td>
<td>Cobos No. 13710, Agrelo Mendoza</td>
<td>ARGENTINA 5509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NAZOTOKI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97058719 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Oct. 04, 2021 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "NAZOTOKI" in the mark is "solution of a riddle".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Board games; Card games; Electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; Parlor games; Playing cards and card games; Tabletop games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **For**: Printed educational publications, namely, puzzle books and printed puzzles in the fields of education
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For**: Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile and cellular phones, tablets; Downloadable game software; Downloadable video and computer game programs; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TOMY Company, Ltd.
- **Address**: TOMY Company, Ltd. 7-9-10 Tateishi, Katsushika-ku Tokyo JAPAN 124-8511
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SWEET VIOLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97059676 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Capris; Dresses; Jackets; Knit tops; Pants; Shorts; Skirts; Sweaters; Woven tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blossoming Apparel LLC Address Blossoming Apparel LLC 120 East 8th Street, Suite 307 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34466-0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MESSAGESPRING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97060018 Application Filing Date  Oct. 05, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Customer relationship management
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Aug. 15, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 15, 2021
For  Downloadable mobile applications used for receiving, processing, and transmitting messages and data via electronic messages from business to consumers for customer relationship management, featuring omnichannel and multichannel language translations and user-selected message types and priorities, digital membership cards, proximity beacons and messaging via proximity beacons and related analytics for message delivery and subscriber engagement; downloadable mobile applications for receiving, processing, and transmitting messages and data via electronic messages from business to consumers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Aug. 15, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 15, 2021
For  Telecommunication services between organizations and their audiences, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; web messaging and wireless digital messaging services, featuring omnichannel and multichannel language translations, multiple message types and priorities, and proximity beacons, through use of a digital membership card; web messaging and wireless digital messaging services via proximity beacons and related analytics for message delivery and subscriber engagement
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Aug. 15, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 15, 2021
For  Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for receiving, processing, and transmitting messages and data via electronic messages from business to consumers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2021</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  MessageSpring, Inc.  **Address**  MessageSpring, Inc.  600 17th Street, Suite 2800 South  Denver  COLORADO  80202  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEST FINANCIAL GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97060335 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FINANCIAL GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking and financing services; Blockchain-based payment verification services; Broker-dealer financial services in the field of virtual banking, namely, digital transformations, digital asset access and distribution, and electronic transaction settlements; Electronic transfer of virtual currencies; Financial consultation; Financial consultation in the field of cryptocurrency; Financial consultation in the field of digital transformation; Financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; Financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to securities and other financial instruments; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain; Electronic banking via a global computer network; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Financial services, namely, broker/dealer services on securities exchanges and over-the-counter markets; Financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Internet banking services; Investment banking services; Merchant banking and investment banking services; Providing financial consultation services provided to financial institutions and sovereign nations

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Sep. 30, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2019

For Providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology for cryptocurrency transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for digital transformations, digital asset access and distribution, fraud protection, electronic transaction settlements, banking, management of virtual currency, credit pricing, lending, loan auctions, lender diversification, non-custodial digital assets, blockchain technology, stable asset banking, banking compliance, data registries, digital currency banking, accounting, virtual currency trading exchange, borrower pre-qualification and assessment processes, borrower profiling and credit pricing, electronic communication encryption, digital identity verification, data migration, management of securities, digital assets, and commodities, obtaining banking charters, anti-money-laundering, and cryptocurrency transactions
**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Sep. 30, 2019  **In Commerce** Sep. 30, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Nest Financial Group, Inc.  **Address** Nest Financial Group, Inc.  26 S. Rio Grande St. #2072  Salt Lake City, UTAH  84101  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 22836-0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CLARKE, NANCY L
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97060639</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Well abandonment and well repair equipment, namely well plugs; wireline tools for use in oil and gas wells, namely, downhole couplers, downhole release tools, downhole release joints, and downhole safety joints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Well intervention services, namely, repair and maintenance of oil and gas wells; well repairservices, namely, recovery of pipes and well bore equipment from oil and gas wells; repair and maintenance of oil and gas wells, namely oil and gas well shut-off services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: BiSN Tec Ltd.
- **Address**: BiSN Tec Ltd. 713 Cavendish Avenue Birchwood, Warrington UNITED KINGDOM WA36DE
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 3705-0042
- **Examining Attorney**: BUSH, KAREN K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
- **SPLIT TO DOUBLE BLACKJACK**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97060956  
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 05, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "BLACKJACK"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Gaming tables for gambling; wagering games, namely, gaming tables with gaming table layouts; gaming tables for playing wagering games with gaming table layouts for use on a gaming table in a casino; card games; casino card games**  
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **For Computer hardware and computer display screen and monitor for game results**  
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Galaxy Gaming, Inc.  
- **Address**: Galaxy Gaming, Inc. 6480 Cameron Street, Suite 305  
- **Las Vegas NEVADA 89118**  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 115297.00077

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TAYLOR, SLOAN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LEC RESPONSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97061181</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 06, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RESPONSE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For compression bandages; Compression garments; Compression garments, namely, wraps designed to enhance circulation for the purpose of relieving pain and inflammation; Compression sleeves; Medical devices for use in treating pain and inflammation by enhancing circulation; Electrotherapy devices for providing transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, infrared heat and compression; Medical compression stockings and tights; Therapeutic compression wraps; Therapeutic apparatus, namely, body limb thermal compression undergarments for relief of muscular and joint pain through targeted thermal application and compression; Therapeutic hot and cold compression wraps

- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 22, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 22, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: In.Genu Design Group Inc
- **Address**: In.Genu Design Group Inc Box 308 393 First Street Collingwood, Ontario CANADA L9Y1B3
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1 TANK TUNE UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97063908 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-chemical additives for motor and engine oils, for improving combustion and enhancing the efficiency of motors and engines
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Energizer Auto, Inc. Address Energizer Auto, Inc. 44 Old Ridgebury Road Danbury CONNECTICUT 06810 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEW FASHION STYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97064829 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FASHION STYLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather belts; Leather coats; Leather harnesses worn by people as clothing; Leather hats; Leather headwear; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Leather shirts; Leather skirts; Leather vests; Suits of leather; Trousers of leather
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 21, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Farhin Parveen Address Farhin Parveen Rd Number 9, Aliganj, Gaya, Bihar INDIA 823001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF221200059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97064973  Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ENERGY"

MARK INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4584306, 5324841, 5546453 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
   International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Energy drinks
   International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FIT TEA, LLC  Address  FIT TEA, LLC  3300 NW 67TH Street  Miami  FLORIDA  33147  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  12700.6702

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97065738</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized letters "L" and "D" within a square-shaped dark background.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Medical instruments, devices, and apparatus for use in diagnostic testing of the gastrointestinal tract; Medical test kits, namely, DNA test kits comprised of cell collection tubes, medical scissors, biohazard bags, adhesive tape strips therefor, printed requisition forms, and printed user instructions sheets, for use in diagnostic testing of the gastrointestinal tract
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2018

- **For**: Diagnostic services in the field of medicine related to the gastrointestinal tract, namely, medical diagnostic testing related to the gastrointestinal tract; DNA and genetic testing for the diagnosis of conditions of the gastrointestinal tract; Medical diagnostic testing and reporting services for conditions of the gastrointestinal tract; Collection of human cell and tissue samples for the diagnosis of conditions of the gastrointestinal tract; Providing a website featuring medical information; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lucid Diagnostics Inc.
- **Address**: Lucid Diagnostics Inc. 360 Madison Avenue, Floor 25 New York NEW YORK 10017
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 182338031201
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AHLEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97066491 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ahlsen has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Snowskates; Badminton racket strings; Fencing gloves; Golf accessories, namely, carriers and dispensers for golf balls; Golf ball retrievers; Golf practice nets; Handball gloves; Head straps for weight lifting; Kendo masks; Kite handles; Mats for poker tables; Racquet balls; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xuanfan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xuanfan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 218, Xuri Community, Fukang Community, Longhua Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
518110 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HT MOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97068262 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MOTO”
Translation The English translation of "MOTO" in the mark is "motorcycle".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For fitted seat covers for power sport vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For oil drainage containers, not of metal

For hats, t-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HYDRO TURF, LLC Address HYDRO TURF, LLC 1126 Eldridge Street Clearwater FLORIDA 33755 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AVEC NEW YORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97068773
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 11, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NEW YORK"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "AVEC" in the mark is "with".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry; Jewellery hat pins; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewellery plated with precious metals; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry chains; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry pins for use on hats; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Beads for making jewellery; Charms for jewelry; Costume jewelry; Gemstone jewelry; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Rings; Women's jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Avec New York LLC
- **Address**: Avec New York LLC 265 Canal street #213 New York NEW YORK 10013
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAD & BOUJEE SHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97069437 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SHOW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of lighting apparatus for television studios; Rental of radio and television sets International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charisse Mills Address Charisse Mills 9624 Aberdeen ridge ct Las Vegas NEVADA 89148 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FILLING THE GAP IN BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97070820</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “BEHAVIORAL HEALTH” |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For (Based on Intent to Use)**
Advertising services; Business management and advice; Healthcare management service organization (MSO) services, namely, providing practice organization, management and administrative support services to individual physicians or small group practices; Management of health care clinics for others; Medical practice management for others; Personnel management; On-line advertising services for others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For (Based on Use in Commerce)**
Emergency medicine clinics; Health clinic services; Health counseling; Medical clinics; Mental health screening services; Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Providing mental health and wellness information; Providing mental rehabilitation facilities; Providing information in the field of mental health and wellness via a website; Provision of health care and medical services by health care professionals via the Internet or telecommunication networks; Provision of psychological treatment; Psychiatric services; Psychological assessment and examination services; Psychological care; Psychological consultations; Psychological counseling; Psychological diagnosis services; Psychological testing for medical purposes; Rehabilitation for substance abuse patients; Clinical mental health consultation services; Clinical mental health counseling services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Sep. 15, 2021  **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |
| Currently Use | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Mind 24-7, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Mind 24-7 Address   Mind 24-7, LLC  2633 E Indian School Rd., Suite 370  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85016 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   00399347

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEP THE FOREST IN THE FOREST CITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97070825
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 12, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For (Based on Use in Commerce)**: t-shirts; **(Based on Intent to Use)** Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, jackets, hats and caps; Clothing in the nature of outdoor wear, namely, hats; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; T-shirts for outdoor wear; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Collared shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Open-necked shirts; Polo shirts; short-sleeved shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 22, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Everarbor Company, LLC
- **Address**: The Everarbor Company, LLC 2079 Chesterland Avenue Lakewood OHIO 44107
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1750
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BERTRAND, JOSEPH A
FIT WATER

Case identifiers
Serial Number 97072331 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark literal(s) FIT WATER

Mark information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "WATER"

Related properties information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4584306, 5324841, 5546453

Goods and services information
For Dietary supplemental drinks
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

Basis information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner information
Owner Name FIT TEA, LLC
Address FIT TEA, LLC 3300 NW 67TH Street Miami FLORIDA 33147
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

Attorney/correspondence information
Docket Number 12700.6703

Examining attorney
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WIT-FUL YOU BUY. WIT-FUL GIVES BACK.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97072645 Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of, in large bold letters, "WIT-FUL". To the left is a pencil pointed down at an angle with a bee aesthetic including stripes, wings, and antenna. The pencil tip is connected to a line that creates a rectangle with an small open section underneath the pencil/bee. Inside the rectangle it reads "YOU BUY. WIT-FUL GIVES BACK." in a narrow styled font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring home office and school supplies; On-line wholesale store services featuring home office and school supplies
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PromoKeep LLC Address  PromoKeep LLC  1241 N. Lakeview Ave, Suite R  Anaheim  CALIFORNIA 92807 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L550958502

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COACH POPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97073964 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4574467

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body sprays; Fragrances; Perfumes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 10, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coach IP Holdings LLC Address Coach IP Holdings LLC 10 Hudson Yards New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
**Case Identifiers**

**Serial Number:** 97074235  
**Application Filing Date:** Oct. 14, 2021  
**Register:** Principal  
**Mark Type:** Trademark  
**Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s):** ITW LUMEX CREATING LED - LCD & SWITCH SOLUTIONS

**Reason for Publication:** Published for Opposition

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim:** No  
**Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of the words "ITW LUMEX", with the letters "ITW" slanted slightly to the right and the letter "I" of "ITW" composed of four parallel, vertical lines and the letter "W" in outline form, and to the right a design of a sliding on-off button, all above the word "LUMEX" with a thin line running horizontally through the middle of "LUMEX" and ending in a four-pointed star at the "X", and below "LUMEX" the words "CREATING LED - LCD & SWITCH SOLUTIONS".  
**Disclaimer:** "CREATING LED LCD & SWITCH SOLUTIONS"

**Related Properties Information**

**International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property:** A0121705/1693021  
**International Registration Number:** 1693021  
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:** 2258841

**Goods and Services Information**

**For:** High-reliability LED light bars for use in industrial controls, medical equipment, and communications equipment; LED backlights, namely, LEDs positioned to backlight small LCD displays, indicator panels and indicator buttons and/or to serve as a low light emitting light source; LED indicators, namely, LED lights that indicate whether a unit is powered on or off such as in power indicators, volume controls, battery charge indicators; chips on-board integrated circuits (COB) LED light bars for a variety of applications in industrial and commercial illumination; LED clusters being LED light strips for indication of operation and decorative lighting; light pipes used to transmit and guide LED illumination to a remote location on a display panel; chips on-board integrated circuits (COB) LED light fixtures for a variety of applications in industrial and commercial illumination

**International Classes:** 11 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes:** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
**International Class Title:** Environmental Control Apparatus

**For:** Micro switches; limit switches; limit sensors; snap action switches; position switches; position sensors; pushbutton switches, push button switches; button switches; lighting switches; indication switches; various switches customized to bear the logo graphics of customers; LED switches; water proof switches; signal control switches; panel switches; vandal resistant switches; bottom sealing switches; rocker switches; slider switches; rotary switches; jumper switches; DIL (dual in line)
switches; coding switches; decoding switches; toggle switches; tickle switches; metal dome switches; touch switches; touch sensors; capacitor switches; solid state switches; hall-effect switches; piezo switches; RF (radio frequency) switches; float switches; flow switches; pressure switches; pressure sensors; temperature switches; temperature sensors; joystick switches; pushbutton switches used in joystick controls; infrared switches; infrared sensors; light switches; light sensors; high power LEDs; gas tubes for protecting against voltage and current surges in electronic circuits used in various applications such as in electronic medical equipment and home security electronics; infrared LED emitters and detectors used for various applications such as in motion detection, assembly inspection and part detection within manufacturing processes ; LCDs; LED panels being LED displays for status indication; industrial automation controls, namely, printed circuit board (PCB) assemblies, array controls and array indicator assemblies for use in industrial controls, medical equipment, communications equipment, security electronics, life safety equipment, test and measurement equipment; PCB indicator moulded housing and surface mount LEDs; light-emitting diodes; liquid crystal displays (LCD) comprised of alpha-numeric and small graphic elements for use in status indication displays; LCD panels; octocouplers, namely, optical sensors that transfer electrical signals by using light waves; optical sensors; infra-red emitting diodes; molded and epoxy lenses for use in LED assemblies; dual component optical sensors; photo diodes; transistors

**International Classes**

9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Illinois Tool Works Inc.  Address  Illinois Tool Works Inc.  155 Harlem Avenue  Glenview  ILLINOIS 60025  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  02457-91-322

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examing Attorney  MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BENCH BASICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97074317 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals for use in jewelry industry; chemical cleaning agents for use in the jewelry industry; solder flux; solvents for dissolving lacquers and cements and for wax and plastic models; solder and casting fluxes and anti-fluxes and anti-oxidizers for use during soldering; acidic pickling solutions and dry chemical compounds for removing oxidation from various metals
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Oct. 07, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 07, 2021
For Paste lubricant used in the creation of jewelry instruments and jewelry machines; paste lubricant for cutting gold, silver, and alloys; paste lubricant for drilling gold, silver, and alloys
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Oct. 07, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 07, 2021
For Hand tools, namely, bench lathes, blow torches, pickle pot tongs, flux applicator jars, spray flux bottles, layout jigs, charcoal blocks, polishing motors, scratch brush fiberglass, and scratch brushes for jewelers and other industrial applications; hand tools, namely, bench lathes, blow torches, pickle pot tongs, flux applicator jars, spray flux bottles, layout jigs, charcoal blocks, polishing motors, scratch brush fiberglass, and scratch brushes for the jewelry and metal working industry
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use
Oct. 07, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 07, 2021
For Soldering silver paste
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Nov. 09, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Pepetools, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Pepetools, Inc. 7601 SW 34th Street Oklahoma City OKLAHOMA 73179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>OKLAHOMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>11154.00015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKUMON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97075661 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018363621 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 27, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hosiery; Pants; Scarves; Shoes; Socks; Belts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Cycling Gloves; Cycling shoes; Cycling shorts; Cycling bib shorts; Cycling caps; Jerseys; Waterproof footwear; Waterproof jackets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Waterproof leather boots; Waterproof leather shoes; Waterproof pants; Cyclists' jerseys; Sports jerseys; Sports pants; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CAI, JIANXIONG Address CAI, JIANXIONG 5/62, YANGXIULIN, XINFENG RESIDENTS' COMM. XIMA SUBDISTRICT OFFICE, RONGCHENG DIST. JIEYANG, GUANGDONG CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JCIPO
Examining Attorney DONEGAN, DANIEL P

1122
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TELENCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97076041 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 214782559 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 214782559 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 31, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 05, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rigid routing blowing and carrying materials, not of metal for telecommunication cables, namely, nonmetal cable trays; signalling road panels for worksites, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal; non-metal guard rail for securing worksites
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Electric soldering irons and guns; electric soldering apparatus, namely, soldering stations in the nature of autogenous optical fiber soldering machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Plastic mounting devices, namely, mounting brackets for use on poles or facades enabling the roll-out of overhead telecommunication networks; suspension materials not of metal for telecommunication cables, namely, non-metal cable suspension clamps; anchorage materials not of metal for telecommunication cables, namely anchorage cable clamps
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Equipment or signalling and securing worksites and protecting workers, namely, light projectors, hand lamp, flood and LED lights for worksites and vehicle markings in the nature of vehicle reflectors, tail lights for vehicles, flashlights

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Connection modules, namely, copper junction modules in the nature of junction boxes; measuring instruments and apparatus, namely, angle finders, bevels, optical transmitter and receivers, digital and analog multimeters, radio-frequency power meters; copper and fiber optic distribution, connection and branch boxes in the nature of, electrical and optical connection and distribution boxes, optical and copper termination outlet; measuring and testing apparatus and instruments namely, optical testing device reflectometer, for telecommunication networks; antenna installation apparatus for mobile networks, namely, antenna alignment tool; optical splicing devices, namely, optical fiber splice machines; equipment for connection and patching of telecommunication networks, namely, copper and optical subrack, rack, cabinets and distribution frames; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protection devices for personal use against accidents, namely, protective work gloves, industrial safety shoes, and eye glasses; protection devices for personal use against accidents, namely, safety harnesses other than for vehicles or sports purposes, protective helmets, safety eye glasses, industrial safety shoes, individual lighting in the nature of helmet safety lights, high visibility clothing, namely, clothing incorporating reflective safety bands and fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, harnesses, lanyards, all in the nature of individual protection equipment; protective work clothing, namely, clothing for protection against fall, accidents, fire, electrocution, radiation, chemicals; fire extinguishers; spectacles; equipment for signalling and securing worksites and protecting workers, namely, signalling cones and signalling panels in the nature of reflective, luminous and electronic indicator panels; detection apparatus, namely, detectors for the presence of pipes, gas, metals, and magnetic fields; metric measuring devices, namely, spirit levels, slide calipers, and micrometers; safety footwear and clothing, namely, clothing for protection against fall, accidents, radiation, chemicals and protective industrial footwear; safety harness other than for vehicles or sports purposes; safety helmet for worksite; safety gloves, namely, protective work gloves; safety eye glasses; rack cabinets and drawers adapted for data centers, namely, equipment for equipping data centers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Split corrugated tubing, namely, plastic tubes for protecting electrical and optical cables and wires

International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

For Cables of metal, non-electric; metal anchoring and suspension devices for telecommunication cables, namely, cable anchor clamp and cable suspension clamp; pulling, routing and carrying devices for cables, namely, duct continuous rod metal frame, metal pulleys, and metal cable trays; metal mounting devices, namely, mounting brackets for use on poles or facades enabling the roll-out of overhead telecommunication networks; metal ladders; metal ladders with safety rails; metal compact ladders; metallic materials, namely, metal pole bands for fitting, banding and connecting telecommunication networks; signalling road panels and signs for worksites, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; metal guard barriers for worksites
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TELENCO NETWORKS Address TELENCO NETWORKS ZA de la Pichatière Moirans FRANCE 38430 Legal Entity société par actions simplifiée unipersonnelle State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04774.T978US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA JOLIE MUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97076101 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The English translation of "LA JOLIE" in the mark is "THE BEAUTIFUL".
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0121034/1677853 International Registration Number 1677853

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flowers; artificial Christmas garlands and wreaths; Artificial plants other than Christmas trees; Seasonal decor products, namely, artificial flowers, artificial Christmas wreaths, ornamental ribbons of textile, artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; home textiles, namely, textile ribbons, artificial flowers of textile, textile patches for repairing textile articles
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Mar. 15, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2021

For Storage, namely, plastic storage containers for domestic use, glass storage jars, general purpose storage bins for household use; Seasonal decor products, namely, holiday ornaments of ceramic other than Christmas tree ornaments
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

For Textiles and textile goods, namely, household linen, bedspreads, pillow shams, covers for cushions, towels, curtains of textile, coasters of textile, textile tablecloths, textile fabrics for home interiors, fabrics for textile use
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
First Use May 23, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2021
For Furniture; Storage, namely, metal storage cabinets, non-metal storage boxes for general use, shelves for storage, storage racks; Seasonal decor products, namely, household décor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads, holiday ornaments of plastic other than Christmas tree ornaments

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 19, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2017

For Lamps, namely, electric lamps, gas lamps, laboratory lamps, oil lamps, street lamps, safety lamps; Storage, namely, freezers for medical storage purposes, refrigerators for medical storage purposes, temperature controlled mobile units for storage of food products; Seasonal decor products, namely, electric lights for Christmas trees

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 07, 2017 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taffeta Home LLC Address Taffeta Home LLC 30 N Gould St Ste R Sheridan WYOMING 82801
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 08243.0017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RECYCLE2B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97077157  Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alpenstocks; Daypacks; Satchels; Umbrellas; All purpose sport bags; Back packs; Back packs for carrying infants; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for carrying pets; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Clothing for pets; Diaper bags; Drawstring pouches; Gym bags; Messenger bags; School backpacks; School bags; Travelling bags; Trunks being luggage
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 09, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Sinosky Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Quanzhou Sinosky Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm.504,Ladder2, Bldg.2,626 Jianshe Rd.  Chengbei,Luocheng Town,Hui’an County  Quanzhou,Fujian  CHINA  362000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUXURY ESTATES INTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97078042 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Luxury Estates International". The words "Luxury Estates" are written in capital letters with the word "Estates" being in bold type font. The word "International" is written beneath the words "Luxury Estates" in standard type font. Disclaimer "ESTATES"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate acquisition services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate listing; Real estate listing services for housing rentals and apartment rentals; Real estate procurement for others; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Land acquisition, namely, real estate brokerage; Lease of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real estate in the nature of residential property; Providing real estate listings and real estate information via a website; Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the Internet; Providing real estate listings via the Internet; Providing a database of information about residential real estate listings in different neighborhoods and communities; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Rental of real estate; Residential real estate agency services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014
For Real estate advertising services; Real estate marketing services; Real estate marketing services, namely, on-line services featuring tours of residential and commercial real estate; Real estate sales management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luxury Estates International, LLC Address Luxury Estates International, LLC Suite 202 7945 West Sahara Avenue Las Vegas NEVADA 89117 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NEVADA
Where Organized NEVADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   Demarco-1279

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAREIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97078525 | **Application Filing Date** | Oct. 17, 2021 | **Register** | Principal **Mark Type** | Trademark |

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| **For** | Downloadable image files containing artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) |

| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | Cunningham, Benjamin C. | **Address** | Cunningham, Benjamin C. P.O. Box 23544 Overland Park KANSAS 66283 |

| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL | **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| **Examining Attorney** | WILLIS, PAMELA Y |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEDCOMPLETE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97078752 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For outsource service provider in the field of financial services namely, patient billing, patient bill payment services, insurance billing, and electronic processing of insurance claims for the healthcare industry

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PMAB, LLC Address PMAB, LLC Suite 400 4135 South Stream Blvd Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28217 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 258242

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, HYUN-JUNG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIBROPLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97079500 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "FIBROPLUS" with the term "FIBRO" in orange and the term "PLUS" in gray. The letter "F" in "FIBROPLUS" is formed by three horizontal bars.
Color Claimed The color(s) gray and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; prefabricated non-metal buildings; ceiling boards of wood; concrete building elements, namely, blocks, bricks, posts, slabs, panels; concrete panels; building glass; coatings, namely, tar coatings for use on roofs, walls and pavements, bituminous coatings for roofing, fireproof cement coatings; acoustic panels, not of metal, namely, non-metal building panels incorporating acoustic insulation; floors, not of metal; gates, not of metal; doors, not of metal; parts of windows not of metal, namely, window screens, window sashes, window frames, window jambs, window casements; windows, not of metal; frames, namely, non-metal window frames, non-metal door frames; animal housing, namely, pre-fabricated non-metal houses for cats and dogs; displays, nonmetallic, namely, portable trade show display booth not made primarily of metal; stands, non-metallic, namely, fair stands; decorative edging strips of wood for use with window fittings, namely, window frames, sashes and casements made of wood
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Furniture; furniture parts; furniture fittings, not of metal; table tops; items of hardware, not of metal, namely Non-metal door and window hardware, namely, keys, guards and clasps; gate hardware, namely, non-metal gate latches; locks and keys therefor, non-metallic; door, gate and window fittings, non-metallic; beds, mattresses, pillows and cushions; frames, namely, picture frames, mirror frames; mirrors; indoor blinds, and fittings for curtains and indoor blinds in the nature of curtain hooks, curtain rods, curtain rails; coat hangers; clothes stands in the nature of closet accessories, namely, sliding clothes rails, tie racks, coat racks, and clothes hooks not of metal; beds namely, beds for household pets, portable beds for pets, inflatable pet beds; containers and closures therefore, non-metallic, namely, containers, not of metal for commercial use, non-metallic closures for containers; displays, non-metallic, namely, display cases, display tables, furniture, namely, display units; stands, non-metallic, namely, hat stands, display stands, book stands, hammock stands; signage, non-metallic, namely, printed vinyl
signs, inflatable plastic signs, signboards of wood or plastics; hinges, not of metal; strap-hinges, not of metal; door hinges being non-metallic; floor hinges, not of metal; door hinge guards being non-metallic; hinges for doors and windows being non-metallic; hinges, not of metal incorporating a spring; hinges, not of metal having a spring action; hinges, not of metal for the fixing of pipes, non-metal pipe collars, non-metal pipe clips; hinges, not of metal for the fastening of electrical cables; drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; furniture fittings, not of metal, namely, drawer slides; furniture hardware, namely, drawer slides in the nature of furniture drawer slides sold as integral parts of drawers; furniture fittings not of metal being drawer slides; decorative edging strips of wood for use with window fittings

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**For**  Building materials of metal, namely, ceiling boards, floor boards, drywall corner bead, metal pillars for buildings, metal building flashing; metal hardware, namely, double-end swivels, springs, washers, and spacers used in the installation of flooring; nuts, bolts and fasteners in the nature of threaded fasteners, bonding fasteners for mounting and demounting of ceiling and wall panels, fasteners for scaffolds, door fasteners, composed of metal; ironwork for doors, namely, wrought iron decorative artwork, door bolts, door knockers, door trim, door latches; door fittings of metal; fittings of metal for building, namely, metal joinery fittings and reinforcing pins of metal for formwork; window casement bolts of metal, namely, metal bolts and metal locks for windows; ferrules of metal for walking sticks; door handles of metal; pipe fittings of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; door fittings of metal; fittings of metal for beds; fittings of metal for windows; floor panels of metal; hinges of metal; floor hinges of metal; hinges of metal for the fixing of pipes, namely, metal pipe supports; window hinges of metal; metal hinges for doors and windows; hinges of metal incorporating a spring; hinges of metal for the fastening of electrical cables; doors, gates, windows and window coverings being window screens and window shutters, all of metal; structures being metal shelter structures, flagpoles being structures of metal, metal structures in the nature of ramps for docking and storing boats, prefabricated metal structures with flexible covers for agricultural, commercial or industrial storage and transportable buildings of metal; containers of metal, namely, general purpose metal storage containers, containers of metal for storage and transport of goods; knobs of metal; drawer knobs of metal; ring pulls of common metal; blind pulls of metal; sash window pulls of metal; common metal drawer pulls; frames, namely, frames of metal for building, metal door frames, metal window frames; clothes hooks of metal; animal housing, namely, pre-fabricated metal houses for cats and dogs; furniture hardware, namely, drawer slides in the nature of furniture fittings of metal being drawer slide

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**Basis Information**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**  Masisa, S.A.  **Address**  Masisa, S.A.  3650 Avenue Apoquindo  Las Condes, Santiago  CHILE  000  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHILE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**  TM210180US00

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) V VOICEPLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97081215 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized red and white "V" followed by the word "VoicePlay" in grey, bracketed by double parentheses. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2012

For Digital materials, namely, pre-recorded CD's, DVD's, and downloadable audio and video files featuring audio and video musical performances
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VoicePlay, Inc. Address VoicePlay, Inc. 5276 Rocking Horse Place Oviedo FLORIDA 32765 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEGAN THEE STALLION
HOTTIE SAUCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97081421 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SAUCE” Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Megan Pete, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dipping sauces; Hot sauce; Sauces; Ready-made sauces
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 18, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hot Girl Trademark Holdings, LLC Address Hot Girl Trademark Holdings, LLC 540 W. 26 Street New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUXANI ADVISORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97081815 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Auxani Advisors". The "A"'s in "Auxani" are up arrows and the "X" has a greater than sign within the "X". The first two letters in "AUXANI" are teal and the last three letters are purple. The "X" is half teal and half purple. "Advisors" is underneath "Auxani" in all grey capital letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) teal, purple, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ADVISORS" Translation The wording "Auxani" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promotion of financial and insurance services, on behalf of third parties
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 15, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Auxani Advisors Inc. Address Auxani Advisors Inc. Ron@auxani.com Suite 100, 35 Village Road Middleton MASSACHUSETTS 01949 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31115.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUVIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97081879 Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vacuum cleaners, cordless vacuum cleaners, hand-held vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner accessories, namely, suction nozzles, hoses, extension tubes, brushes, dust filters, vacuum cleaner bags; brushes for vacuum cleaners, suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title  Machinery
For  Chargers for vacuum cleaners
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  E. Mishan & Sons, Inc. Address  E. Mishan & Sons, Inc.  230 Fifth Avenue, Suite 800  New York  NEW YORK  10001
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  J137-4564

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97082660 Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  UK00003630764 Foreign Application Filing Date   Apr. 22, 2021 Foreign Registration Number  UK00003630764 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 03, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 22, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sterilization, disinfection and decontamination apparatus and equipment, namely, UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units, large rapid UVC cabinet decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; sterilization, disinfection and decontamination apparatus and equipment using ultra-violet light, namely, UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units, large rapid UVC cabinet decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; apparatus and equipment for sterilizing, namely, UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; apparatus and equipment, namely, UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; apparatus and equipment for sterilizing, disinfecting and decontaminating medical and surgical equipment; apparatus and equipment, namely, UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; apparatus and equipment for sterilizing, disinfecting and decontaminating clinical areas, preparation areas, ambulances and emergency vehicles, rooms, buildings and public areas; apparatus and equipment, namely, UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; large rapid UVC cabinet decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; UVC disinfection products in the nature of disinfectant apparatus, effective air decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; rapid UVC cabinet decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units, rapid UVC cabinet decontaminators in the nature of electric air sanitizing units; structural parts for all the aforesaid goods
Environmental Control Apparatus

For sterilization and disinfection of medical and surgical equipment, clinical areas, preparation areas, ambulances and emergency vehicles, rooms, buildings and public areas, air, surfaces and materials; repair of apparatus and equipment for the sterilization, disinfection and decontamination of medical and surgical equipment, clinical areas, preparation areas, ambulances and emergency vehicles, rooms, buildings and public areas, air, surfaces and materials; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid, namely, consultancy services in the field of disinfecting of medical and surgical equipment, clinical areas, ambulance and emergency vehicles, rooms, buildings and public areas, air, surfaces and materials.

Construction and Repair

For biological decontamination services of medical and surgical equipment, clinical areas, preparation areas, ambulances and emergency vehicles, rooms, buildings and public areas, air, surfaces and materials.

Material Treatment
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97083906
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a silhouette of a child's body reaching upwards with one hand towards the stars.

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Beanies; Hats; Headbands; Jeans; Shorts; Underwear; Athletic shorts; Denim jackets; Headbands against sweating; Hoodies; Jackets; Sports jackets; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 29, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 29, 2021

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dreamathon LLC
- **Address**: Dreamathon LLC 3121 Travis Creek Way Fresno TX 77545
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: SCHMITZ, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENTERTAINMENT
BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97084359 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fan club services; providing news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the field of sports; Providing on-line sports information via computer by means of a global computer network

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shane Duffy Address Shane Duffy 400 Mobil Avenue, Suite D-12 Camarillo CALIFORNIA 93010
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ent bas- SD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KNEX TECHNOLOGY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97084598</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "TECHNOLOGY"

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For providing information technology services, namely, providing online non-downloadable cloud-based software for enterprise resource planning (ERP) services, namely, planning strategy and tasks for the software implementation project, implementation of cloud-based software applications, analysis of business requirements, design of future business processes, configuration of cloud-based software applications to meet business requirements, testing new business process flows, training users on how to use the implemented software, and migration of data from legacy systems; cloud-based computer software development services for reports, dashboards, extensions, standalone products, and interfaces for cloud applications using cloud infrastructure; related support services, namely, issue resolution being troubleshooting of computer software problems, and security audit being computer security consultancy; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer software problems; technical support services, namely, remote management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; consulting services in the field of information technology

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Aug. 30, 2013 **In Commerce** Aug. 30, 2013

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Knex Technology LLC **Address** Knex Technology LLC 2600 Michelson Drive, 17th Floor Irvine CALIFORNIA 92612 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** KNEX-002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LARKEY, MICHAEL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SIMPLIFY THE COMPLEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97084610
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** providing information technology services, namely, providing online non-downloadable cloud-based software for enterprise resource planning (ERP) services, namely, planning strategy and tasks for the software implementation project, implementation of cloud-based software applications, analysis of business requirements, design of future business processes, configuration of cloud-based software applications to meet business requirements, testing new business process flows, training users on how to use the implemented software, and migration of data from legacy systems; cloud-based computer software development services for reports, dashboards, extensions, standalone products, and interfaces for cloud applications using cloud infrastructure; related support services, namely, issue resolution being troubleshooting of computer software problems, and security audit being computer security consultancy; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer software problems; technical support services, namely, remote management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; consulting services in the field of information technology
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Knex Technology LLC
- **Address**: Knex Technology LLC 2600 Michelson Drive, 17th Floor Irvine, CALIFORNIA 92612
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: KNEX-003
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KNEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97084622
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For providing information technology services, namely, providing online non-downloadable cloud-based software for enterprise resource planning (ERP) services, namely, planning strategy and tasks for the software implementation project, implementation of cloud-based software applications, analysis of business requirements, design of future business processes, configuration of cloud-based software applications to meet business requirements, testing new business process flows, training users on how to use the implemented software, and migration of data from legacy systems; cloud-based computer software development services for reports, dashboards, extensions, standalone products, and interfaces for cloud applications using cloud infrastructure; related support services, namely, issue resolution being troubleshooting of computer software problems, and security audit being computer security consultancy; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer software problems; technical support services, namely, remote management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; consulting services in the field of information technology

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Aug. 30, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Knex Technology LLC
- **Address**: Knex Technology LLC, 2600 Michelson Drive, 17th Floor, Irvine, CALIFORNIA 92612
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: KNEX-001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GSBN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97085029  Application Filing Date  Oct. 20, 2021  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "GSBN" in capital lettering to the right of an abstract design within a circle composed of two overlapping lines with circles at either end.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business administration of consumer loyalty programs; business administrative assistance in responding to calls for tenders; administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising; publicity consultation; rental of advertising time on communication media; business management consulting and advisory services for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; business efficiency expert services; business information and inquiries; business management and organization consultancy; professional business consultancy; business management assistance to commercial or industrial companies; providing commercial and business contact information; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; compilation of information into computer databases; computerized file management; cost price analysis; providing office functions in the nature of providing data searching in computer files for others; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agency services; market research studies; online advertising on a computer network; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; price comparison services; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; compiling of data in computer databases in the nature of registration of written communications and data in the field of supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; providing user rankings for commercial or advertising purposes; providing user ratings for commercial or advertising purposes; providing user reviews for commercial or advertising purposes; website traffic optimization; transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For Bar code readers; computer game software, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer memory devices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; computer programs, downloadable for use in storage, authentication, exchange, analysis, monitoring, alerting, prediction, contextualization, visualization, digitalization and optimization of business and process data for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; computer programs, recorded for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software applications, downloadable, for use in storage, authentication, exchange, analysis, monitoring, alerting, prediction, contextualization, visualization, digitalization and optimization of business and process data for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; computer software platforms, for use in storage, authentication, exchange, analysis, monitoring, alerting, prediction, contextualization, visualization, digitalization and optimization of business and process data recorded or downloadable, for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio, video, games and Internet Web links relating to logistics, shipping and transportation; electronic publications, in the nature of articles, reports, and certificates downloadable in the field of logistics, shipping and transportation; Global Positioning System apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; electric navigational instruments; satellite finder meters; satellite navigational apparatus, namely, a global positioning system (GPS)

International Classes

9 - Primary Classes

US Classes

21, 23, 26, 38

International Class Title

Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Air transport; armoured-car transport; barge transport; boat rental; boat storage; boat transport; bus transport; car transport; courier services; delivery of goods; distribution of energy; providing driving directions for travel purposes; rental of electric wine cellars; ferry-boat transport; rental of freezers; freight brokerage; freight forwarding; freighting; guarded transport of valuables; providing information relating to physical storage services; lighterage services; marine transport; rental of navigational systems; operating canal locks; transport, storage, and packaging of goods for others; parcel delivery; passenger transport; physical storage of electronically stored data or documents; piloting; pleasure boat transport; railway transport; railway truck rental; frozen-food locker rental; warehousing; storage of goods; providing traffic information; tram transport; bus transport; transport brokerage; transport by pipeline; transport of travellers; transport reservation; providing transportation information; transportation logistics namely, arranging the transport of goods for others; travel ticket reservation; unloading cargo; rental of warehouses; wrapping of goods, namely, wrapping of goods for transportation

International Classes

39 - Primary Classes

US Classes

100, 105

International Class Title

Transportation and Storage

For Consulting services in the field of cloud computing; cloud seeding; computer programming; computer security consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer software design; computer system analysis; computer technology consultancy; computer virus protection services; design, upgrading and rental of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others using information technology; creating and maintaining websites for others; data encryption services; data security consultancy; development of computer platforms; duplication of computer programs; electronic data storage;
hosting the websites of others on computer server sites for a global computer network; information technology consultancy in the fields of custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; installation of computer software; internet security consultancy; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; platform as a service featuring computer software for use in storage, authentication, exchange, analysis, monitoring, alerting, prediction, contextualization, visualization, digitalization and optimization of business and process data for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; recovery of computer data; providing search engines for the internet; server hosting; software as a service featuring computer software for use in storage, authentication, exchange, analysis, monitoring, alerting, prediction, contextualization, visualization, digitalization and optimization of business and process data for custom brokerage, warehousing, freight forwarding, supply chain, logistics, shipping and transportation services; software development in the framework of software publishing; updating of computer software; user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; user authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions; rental of web servers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  GLOBAL SHIPPING BUSINESS NETWORK LIMITED  
**Address**  GLOBAL SHIPPING BUSINESS NETWORK LIMITED  31/F - 32/F., Hysan Place  500 Hennessy Road  Causeway Bay  HONG KONG  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  HONG KONG

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHARM WORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97085573 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed books in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Podcasts, namely, production of podcasts, podcast episodes, and paid podcasts entertainment services in the nature of providing podcasts in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; Provision of non-downloadable movies via a video-on-demand service in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website in the fields of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; and videos, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; Providing online non-downloadable electronic books in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable podcasts in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; Downloadable movies featuring kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations provided via a video-on-demand service; Downloadable music files; Downloadable video recordings featuring kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations; Downloadable electronic books in the field of kids mental health, meditation, and positive affirmations
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, t shirts and hats

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ABF Creative Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ABF Creative Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Washington Pl, 7th floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number       | Frasier-1215 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney  | AURAND, MEGAN LEE |

1153
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENCORE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97085752
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 21, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Synthetic fiber fabrics specially adapted for medical uses; Semi-synthetic fiber fabrics specially adapted for medical uses; Natural and synthetic fabrics and textiles, namely, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon fabrics specially adapted for medical uses; Fabrics for textile use specially adapted for medical uses; Non-woven textile fabrics specially adapted for medical uses; Vinyl and cloth textiles for use in the manufacture of masks, air filters, surgical shoe covers, medical gowns, surgical scrub suits, patient examination gowns and surgical gowns
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Michelle Secours Enr.
- **Composed of**: Michelle Secours, a citizen of Canada
- **Address**: Michelle Secours Enr. 35 rue des Plaines Caplan, Quebec CANADA G0C1H0
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERUM NOTITIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97087423 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of VERUM NOTITIA in the mark is true information.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable content, namely, blogs and articles featuring information in the field of law enforcement software; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable content, namely, blogs and articles featuring information in the field of investigative software; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable content, namely, blogs and articles featuring information in the field of digital data exploration; Providing educational services in the nature of training classes in the fields of professional development, digital data exploitation, investigations, law enforcement, digital tracking, digital investigations, and Software as a Service (SaaS) and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Design, development, and implementation of software for data and information collection, processing, analysis, and reporting for government and corporate clients; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SaaS) for government and corporate clients; Technological services for government and corporate clients and research and design relating thereto in the field nature of digital data fusion for law enforcement; Software as a Service (SaaS) for government and corporate clients for digital data fusion for law enforcement, namely, for government and corporate clients; Computer and internet security consultancy; Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for providing a common infrastructure, common access portal, and common software foundation across multiple, individual software applications to intrinsically support multiple organizations and users using a common authentication and authorization
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLORADO 80016</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97087929 Application Filing Date: Oct. 22, 2021 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Mugs; Aluminum water bottles sold empty; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Vacuum bottles; Bottle openers; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans

International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Feb. 08, 2021 In Commerce: Jun. 19, 2021

For: Bodysuits; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Tank tops; Hats; Leggings; Undergarments; Bathing suits; Jackets; Sweat pants
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Feb. 08, 2021 In Commerce: Jun. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Last Trax, LLC Address: Last Trax, LLC 5 Laurel Place West Caldwell NEW JERSEY 07006 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 472.026434

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DAHLING, KRISTIN M
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97088005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BOOKS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Publishing of fiction and nonfiction books, ebooks, audio books, magazines, journals, periodicals and other electronic or online publications; multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, periodicals and other electronic publications
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 15, 2015
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2015

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Craig J. Lovik</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Craig J. Lovik 685 Spring St., #248 Friday Harbor WASHINGTON 98250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 38022-06 |

## Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, BRITTANY S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOARDROOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97088021</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6038912 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | downloadable electronic newsletter about the business of sports delivered via email |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes US Classes US Classes |
| | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | BOARDROOM 35, LLC |
| Address | BOARDROOM 35, LLC 116 SEVENTH AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10011 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 044438 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KERTGATE, AMY L |
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POKE BOWLS MADE SIMPLE

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97090534</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
<td>Principal Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "POKE BOWLS"

## Goods and Services Information

**For** Restaurant services  
**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use** Dec. 07, 2018  
**In Commerce** Dec. 07, 2018

## Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name** Uncle Sharkii Franchising, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Uncle Sharkii Poke Bar  
**Address** Uncle Sharkii Franchising, LLC 29403 Georgia Throw Ln. Katy TEXAS 77494  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number** 233

**Examining Attorney** KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NV APPAREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97091317 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NV APPAREL" in stylized font, with "APPAREL" thereof appearing superimposed over "NV" of the mark. Disclaimer "APPAREL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, sports apparel for women in the nature of short sleeve shirts, tank tops, T-shirts, exercise tops and exercise pants and leggings
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Epic Sports, Inc. Address Epic Sports, Inc. 9750 EAST 53RD ST N BEL AIRE KANSAS 67226 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W211025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVE LANGUAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97092022 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOVE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3810681, 5581100, 4636739 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of printed publications, namely, books, pamphlets, and brochures related to personal skills and relationships International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 07, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago Address The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago 820 North LaSalle Blvd. Chicago ILLINOIS 60610 Legal Entity NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00942

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CUTNUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97092209 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purifiers; Dehumidifiers; Electric hair dryers; Electric fans for personal use; Friction lighters for igniting gas; Humidifiers; Electric blankets for household purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Bairen Address Liu, Bairen No.227, Xiaquan Village North 1 Street Doumen Town, Chang’an District Xi’an CHINA 710000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** IR²

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97092483</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the capital letters "IR" followed by the number "2" in the superscript. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Subscription-based cybersecurity risk management and response services, namely, providing training for organizations in the field of preparation and readiness for incident response

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Subscription-based cybersecurity risk management and response services, namely, handling of incident response for organizations in the nature of digital forensic investigations in the field of computer crimes; Subscription-based monitoring of computer systems to detect unauthorized access or data breach; Subscription-based electronic storage of cybersecurity incident data

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Mitiga Security Inc. **Address** Mitiga Security Inc. Attn: Mitiga Security Inc. 25 Broadway, Industrious, 10th Floor New York NEW YORK 10004 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 10250945-3US

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MITIGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97092526 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MITIGA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Technical consulting in the field of cybersecurity risk management training

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; Provision of access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; Computer security threat analysis for protecting data; Cybersecurity services in the nature of restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Data security consultancy; Design and development of electronic data security systems; Development of security systems and contingency planning for information systems; Electronic storage of cybersecurity incident data; Maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; Technology consultation in the field of cybersecurity

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Mitiga Security Inc. Address   Mitiga Security Inc. Attn: Mitiga Security Inc. 25 Broadway, Industrious, 10th Floor New York NEW YORK 10004 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   10250945-1US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97093836 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and information services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 26, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 26, 2018
For Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for customer engagement
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 26, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 26, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ESMART COMPANY INC. Address ESMART COMPANY INC. 904 LOCKHART STREET DAYTONA BEACH FLORIDA 32114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAFE HEALTHY AND
CONNECTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97093854 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and information services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 26, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 26, 2018
For Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for customer engagement
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 26, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 26, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ESMART COMPANY INC. Address ESMART COMPANY INC. 904 Lockhart Street Daytona Beach FLORIDA 32114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TAP BEFORE YOU TAKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97093870
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 26, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Business consulting and information services
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Oct. 26, 2018
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 26, 2018

- **For** Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for customer engagement
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Oct. 26, 2018
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 26, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ESMART COMPANY INC.
- **Address**: ESMART COMPANY INC. 904 Lockhart Street Daytona Beach FLORIDA 32114
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HELLMAN, ELI J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TAP TO TAKE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97093879</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Business consulting and information services

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 26, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 26, 2018

**For** Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for customer engagement

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Oct. 26, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 26, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ESMART COMPANY INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ESMART COMPANY INC. 904 Lockhart Street Daytona Beach FLORIDA 32114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HELLMAN, ELI J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TAP THAT E

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Information</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97093887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type: Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for customer engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use                  | Yes                                           |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ESMART COMPANY INC. Address 904 Lockhart Street Daytona Beach FLORIDA 32114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Name                     | HELLMAN, ELI J                                |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97093911 Application Filing Date  Oct. 26, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an upper-case letter "E" in stylized font surrounded by a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business consulting and information services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Oct. 26, 2018 In Commerce  Oct. 26, 2018
For  Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for customer engagement
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Oct. 26, 2018 In Commerce  Oct. 26, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ESMART COMPANY INC. Address  ESMART COMPANY INC.  904 Lockhart Street Daytona Beach FLORIDA 32114 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANOUSHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97095091 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetic oils; Essential oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 09, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 09, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anousha Products LLC Address Anousha Products LLC 1317 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD., #902 BURBANK CALIFORNIA 91504 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THROWBACK THURSDAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97095543
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 27, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Collectible printed trading cards; printed sports trading cards; entertainment trading cards in the nature of collectible printed trading cards
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Topps Company, Inc.
- **Address**: The Topps Company, Inc. 95 Morton Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1377635

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WHITLEY WILLOWS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97096165
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 27, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0117833/1642383 International Registration Number 1642383
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6284069

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rugs; Bath mats</td>
<td>27 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
<td>Floor Coverings</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throws; Bed spreads; Cushion covers; Kitchen towels; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Table cloth of textile</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushions; Chair pads; Fitted table covers</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FAZE THREE LIMITED
- **Address**: FAZE THREE LIMITED 63-64, MITTAL COURT, 6TH FLOOR, C WING NARIMAN POINT MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA INDIA 400021
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOP SHELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97096731 Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "TOP SHELF"; the "T" and "O" are cut halfway off in bold print stylized format lettering. The "P" is not cut off, and it is also in print format lettering in bold, and the word "shelf" is in cursive script below the cut-off "T" and "O".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shorts; Hoodies; Jerseys being clothing, namely, tops; Jump suits; Long sleeve pullovers; Muscle tops; Pants; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Sleeveless jerseys; Surf wear; Sweat jackets; Sweat shorts; Tanktops; Anti-sweat underclothing; Athletic bottoms; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tops; Body shirts; Button down shirts; Cargo pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Collared shirts; Crew neck sweaters; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Gym suits; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Rain jackets; Jogging pants; Jogging outfits; Jogging suits; Knit jackets; Knit shirts; Leather coats; Leather jackets; Lounge pants; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Open-necked shirts; Outer jackets; Over shirts; Rain hats; Rainwear; Running suits; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sport shirts; Sports jerseys as tops; Sports pants; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports jackets; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; Sweat-absorbent underclothing; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Sweatsuits; Track jackets; Track suits; Trunks being clothing; Warm up outfits; Warm-up suits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TOP SHELF 7TEEN LLC Address   TOP SHELF 7TEEN LLC 4664 W Naomi Way Fresno CALIFORNIA 93722 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00745
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HILLMAN GRAD RECORDS
EST. 2021

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97097332 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a crest featuring wreaths along the left and right sides, bearing the word RECORDS above the phrase EST. 2021, beneath the image of a pillared building above which resides a grooved disc with radiating lines, as well as forward and back "cueing" symbols, above which spans a banner bearing the words HILLMAN GRAD. Disclaimer "RECORDS, EST., AND 2021"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances and production of sound recordings; entertainment services in the field of music, namely, conducting live performances by musicians and entertainers; record production services; entertainment services, namely, conducting live performances of music; production and distribution of films and radio shows; music production; music video production services; entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a celebrity; conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of arts and cultural festivals featuring live music performances; songwriting services for others for non-advertising purposes; fan club services; entertainment services, namely, providing web sites featuring entertainment information in the fields of celebrities, entertainment and musical bands and performances as it relates to live performances, road shows, live stage events, theatrical performances, live music concerts and audience participation in such events, as well as information about musical videos and sound recordings by performing artists; entertainment services, namely, virtual reality and augmented reality video production; production and distribution of music videos
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**   Hillman Grad Productions, Inc.  
**Address**   Hillman Grad Productions, Inc.  
15821 Ventura Blvd., Suite 525  
Los Angeles  
CALIFORNIA  
91436  

**Legal Entity**   CORPORATION  

**State or Country Where Organized**   CALIFORNIA  

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**   HGP-HRGlogo  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**   BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VALLEY OF ISLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97097909 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Condiments in the nature of jam and fruit preserves, marmalade, fruit jelly spreads

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

For Honey; honey from the nectar of manuka flowers; mustard; coffee; tea; cocoa; condiments in the nature of honey; confectionery in the nature of pastilles, non-medicated lozenges, lollipops; marzipan; chocolates; sauces; condiments in the nature of tomato ketchup, mustard, chutney; crackers; spices; seasonings

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Valley of Isles Limited DBA, AKA, Formerly TA The Good Honey Co. Address Valley of Isles Limited Level 26, 188 Quay Street Auckland NEW ZEALAND 1010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AVALL.0502

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIRSTSTRING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97098854 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For employment recruiting services, namely, connecting potential employees with potential employers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For downloadable mobile application for connecting potential employees with potential employers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Career Crafters LLC Address Career Crafters LLC 1030 Oaklake Terrace Watkinsville GEORGIA 30677 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FS-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CDOPPLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97100301 Application Filing Date  Oct. 29, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business data analysis; Business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, sales, operation, product design particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Outsource service provider in the field of business analytics; Providing business intelligence services; Providing public sector business and market intelligence
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 27, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CDOPplus Inc Address  CDOPplus Inc 18204 Country Place Drive Conroe  TEXAS  77302 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARTHUR, ALAINA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CARLTON ALLEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97100980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Custom clothing alteration |
| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Material Treatment |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Campbell, Robert C. A. |
| Address | Campbell, Robert C. A. 225 N Reno St. APT. 108 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90026 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET |
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PASSION ON YOUR FASHION

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97101353</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Embossing services, namely, embossing words, designs or images on clothing; Embroidery services; Screen printing

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material

**Treatment First Use** Apr. 18, 2009 **In Commerce** Apr. 18, 2009

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Allen Professional Graphics Group LLC **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA Zeus’ Closet **Address** Allen Professional Graphics Group LLC Suite C 1339 Marietta Blvd NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30318 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KBF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97102421  Application Filing Date  Nov. 01, 2021
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable fund raising to provide grants and adaptive sports equipment for individuals with spinal cord injuries, and to improve ski safety; Charitable fund raising services by means of organizing and conducting special events to support active lifestyles, access to sports, and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Mar. 16, 2006  In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2016

For  Educational services, namely, providing classes, clinics, workshops, and training relating to active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Educational services, namely, providing classes, clinics, workshops, and training relating to health, safety, and first aid relating to ski racing and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing resources relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support, namely, arranging and conducting adaptive sports programs in the field of alpine skiing, basketball, biking, fishing, golf, hiking, mountain biking, racing, rugby, swimming, tennis, track and field, water skiing, and wakeboarding
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Oct. 06, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 06, 2021

For  Promoting public awareness and understanding of the benefits of active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects that aim to promote public awareness about active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Online retail store services featuring t-shirts, stickers, and first aid kits
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Mar. 16, 2006  In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2006
For providing information relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support for individuals with spinal cord injuries; providing resources in the nature of links via a website relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support, namely, providing information regarding healthy living.

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use**: Mar. 16, 2006  
**In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The Kelly S. Brush Foundation, Inc.  
**Address**: The Kelly S. Brush Foundation, Inc. Three Main Street, Suite 105 Burlington VERMONT 05401  
**Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation  
**State or Country Where Organized**: VERMONT

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 11498004UST1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97102506
Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "FOUNDATION"
Name
Portrait Consent The name Kelly Brush identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

Goods and Services Information

For Charitable fund raising to provide grants and adaptive sports equipment for individuals with spinal cord injuries, and to improve ski safety; Charitable fund raising services by means of organizing and conducting special events to support active lifestyles, access to sports, and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Mar. 16, 2006
In Commerce Mar. 16, 2006

For Educational services, namely, providing classes, clinics, workshops, and training relating to active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Educational services, namely, providing classes, clinics, workshops, and training relating to health, safety, and first aid relating to ski racing and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing resources relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support, namely, arranging and conducting adaptive sports programs in the field of alpine skiing, basketball, biking, fishing, golf, hiking, mountain biking, racing, rugby, swimming, tennis, track and field, water skiing, and wakeboarding

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Oct. 06, 2021
In Commerce Oct. 06, 2021

For Promoting public awareness and understanding of the benefits of active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects that aim to promote public awareness about active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Online retail store services featuring t-shirts, stickers, and first aid kits
For Providing information relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Providing resources in the nature of links via a website relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support, namely, providing information regarding healthy living

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Kelly S. Brush Foundation, Inc. Address The Kelly S. Brush Foundation, Inc. Three Main Street, Suite 105 Burlington VERMONT 05401 Legal Entity non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized VERMONT
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11498005UST1
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KBF KELLY BRUSH FOUNDATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97102577 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the lower case stylized letters "KBF" inside a stylized, circle-shaped wheel design to the left of the words "KELLY BRUSH FOUNDATION" stacked in smaller stylized font with "KELLY BRUSH" appearing above "FOUNDATIOn". Disclaimer "FOUNDATIOn" Name Portrait Consent The name Kelly Brush identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Charitable fund raising to provide grants and adaptive sports equipment for individuals with spinal cord injuries, and to improve ski safety; Charitable fund raising services by means of organizing and conducting special events to support active lifestyles access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries
**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial First Use May 17, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, clinics, workshops, and training relating to active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Educational services, namely, providing classes, clinics, workshops, and training relating to health, safety, and first aid relating to ski racing and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing resources relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support, namely, arranging and conducting adaptive sports programs in the field of alpine skiing, basketball, biking, fishing, golf, hiking, mountain biking, racing, rugby, swimming, tennis, track and field, water skiing, and wakeboarding
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment First Use May 17, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021
For Promoting public awareness and understanding of the benefits of active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects that aim to promote public awareness about active lifestyles and access to sports and recreation for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Online retail store services featuring t-shirts, stickers, and first aid kits
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 17, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021

For Providing information relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support for individuals with spinal cord injuries; Providing resources in the nature of links via a website relating to health, wellness, active lifestyles, and post rehabilitation support, namely, providing information regarding healthy living

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 17, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name The Kelly S. Brush Foundation, Inc. Address The Kelly S. Brush Foundation, Inc. Three Main Street, Suite 105 Burlington VERMONT 05401 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized VERMONT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 11498006UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALTHEA PROVOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97102721 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Althea Provost, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable e-books in the field of spiritual teachings; Downloadable non-fiction e-books on a variety of topics
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Provost, Althea Address Provost, Althea 6324 Westview Circle Parker COLORADO 80134 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TH-4-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97102914 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable calendaring software; downloadable software for use in planning events, meals, tasks, and activities for households; computer hardware; tablet computers; downloadable software for use in sharing, bookmarking, indexing, storing, collecting and showcasing content, articles, images, calendars, products, projects, and other information resources
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Loving Home Technologies, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lome Address Loving Home Technologies, Inc. 5753 S. Prince Street, #423 Littleton COLORADO 80160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 345302-20000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97102915 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for calendaring; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in planning events, meals, tasks, and activities for households; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use in planning events, meals, tasks, and activities for households; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to share ideas for family activities, meals, conversation topics, and routines; providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to share, bookmark, index, store, collect and showcase content, articles, images, calendars, products, projects, and other information resources in electronic form in the nature and field of events, meals, tasks, and activities for households
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Loving Home Technologies, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lome Address Loving Home Technologies, Inc. 5753 S. Prince Street, #423 Littleton COLORADO 80160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 345302-20000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PROLOG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97103127</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>018464823</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**

Bicycles and electric bicycles; bicycle and electric bicycle components and structural parts; structural parts for bicycles and electric bicycles, namely, electric motors for bikes, electric bike handle bar throttles, bicycle frames, headsets, handlebar stems, forks, rims, wheels, saddles, chains, brakes, derailleur, pedals and rollers and bicycle seat posts; bicycle tires; bicycle seats; baskets adapted for bicycles; bicycle racks adapted for bicycles; bicycle parts, namely, bicycle fenders; bicycle gears; shock absorbers for bicycles; inner tubes for bicycles; bicycle parts, namely, bicycles cassettes; bicycle saddles; bicycle wheel hubs; bicycle cranks; chainwheels for bicycles; bicycle parts, namely, disk wheels; brake shoes for bicycles; brake rotors for bicycles; brake cables for bicycles; brake levers for bicycles; bicycle wheel spokes; bicycle parts, namely, bicycle sprockets; suspension systems for bicycles; bicycle mudguards; bicycle pumps; bicycle kickstands; bicycle stands; bicycle parts, namely, bicycle stabilizers being steering and suspension parts; bicycle horns; bicycle handlebar grips; panniers adapted for bicycles; frames for luggage carriers being luggage racks for bicycles; fitted bicycle covers; saddle covers for bicycles; bicycle water bottle cages; bicycle carriers for bicycles; bicycle trailers

**International Classes**

12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**

19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**

Vehicles

**BASES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**

LeMond Bicycles, Inc.

**Address**

LeMond Bicycles, Inc. 10351 Deerborn Lane Knoxville TENNESSEE 37932

**Legal Entity**

CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**

DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**

94441-382628
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TYBOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97103510 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "TYBOT".
Translation The wording "TYBOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chef hats; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Swim caps; Swimming caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 07, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN RENZOZHIHONG TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN RENZOZHIHONG TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD. RM.201, BUILDING A, NO.1 QIANWAN 1ST RD., QIANHAI SHENZHEN-HK COOPERATION SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY PLAN PERKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97103681 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLAN PERKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of health insurance by providing wellness rewards services for health plan members, namely, health plan patient and insured plan member engagement programs for federal and state-based Medicaid health insurance plan members; Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of health insurance by providing wellness rewards services for health plan members, namely, health plan patient and insured plan member engagement programs for federal and state-based Medicare health insurance plans, and private health insurance plans and health care providers; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of health insurance by providing wellness rewards services for health plan members, namely, health plan patient and insured plan member engagement and health action programs to motivate members and patients to complete recommended health actions and assess health risks

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baylor Scott & White Holdings Address Baylor Scott & White Holdings BSWH Legal Department 301 North Washington Avenue Dallas TEXAS 75246 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BSWH348US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exhauising Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUBILANT BRANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104293 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BRANDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale store services featuring health and wellness products International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZORA DIGITAL, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zora Digital, LLC Address ZORA DIGITAL, LLC 60 E Randolph St 504 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STYNGR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104424 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a wasp wearing headphones, together with the phrase "STYNGR".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STYNGR CORP. Address STYNGR CORP. 1653 7th street #7550 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90406
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
|---------------|--------------------------|----------|---------------------|-----------------------------|
| 97104436      | Nov. 02, 2021            |          |                      |                             |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)** STYNGR

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** STYNGR CORP. **Address** STYNGR CORP. 1653 7th street #7550 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90406

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MARTIN PIOTR NOWAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104856 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual(s) whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal growth and motivation consulting services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nowak, Martin Piotr Address Nowak, Martin Piotr 101 East Park Ave., Suite 221 Long Beach NEW YORK 11561 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MPNTM110221

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
LA FONDATION DEFINITY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97104930</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LA FONDATION"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "LA FONDATION" in the mark is "THE FOUNDATION".

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 2116037
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jun. 23, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: TMA1,134,259
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jul. 13, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jul. 13, 2032

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Provision of property and casualty insurance
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
- **Address**: DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY 111 WESTMOUNT ROAD SOUTH WATERLOO, ONTARIO CANADA N2J4S4
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 33056-564136

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LA FONDATION DEFINITY
ASSURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97104937  Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "LA FONDATION" AND "ASSURANCE" Translation  The English translation of "LA FONDATION" in the mark is "THE FOUNDATION".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  2116036  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  TMA1,134,258  Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 13, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County  CANADA  Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 13, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Provision of property and casualty insurance
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY  Address  DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY  111 WESTMOUNT ROAD SOUTH  WATERLOO, ONTARIO  CANADA  N2J4S4  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  33056-564135

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEFINITY INSURANCE FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104954 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INSURANCE FOUNDATION"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2116027 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number TMA1,136,705 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 03, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 03, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of property and casualty insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY Address DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY 111 WESTMOUNT ROAD SOUTH WATERLOO, ONTARIO CANADA N2J4S4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33056-564134

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEFINITY FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104967 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FOUNDATION"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2116035 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2021 Foreign Registration Number TMA1,134,257 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 13, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of property and casualty insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY Address DEFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY 111 WESTMOUNT ROAD SOUTH WATERLOO, ONTARIO CANADA N2J4S4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33056-564133

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97105673</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "ASSOCIATION NATIONAL PENSION FUND"

### Goods and Services Information

**For (Based on Use in Commerce)**
- Employee pension fund services, namely, financial management and administration of employee pension funds; financial investment services in the field of employee pension funds; provision of financial and other information via a website related to employee pension funds
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2021

**For (Based on Intent to Use)**
- Pens; pencils; blank notepads; stationery; blank checks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes  
**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: The Trustees of the United Association National Pension Fund

**Composed of**: the trustees comprising Mark McManus, Patrick Kellett, Michael A. Pleasant, Smitty G. Belcher, Michael W. Gossman, and Kevin T. Armistead, all U.S. citizens

**Address**: The Trustees of the United Association National Pension Fund 103 Oronoco Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314

**Legal Entity**: unincorporated, tax-exempt employee benefit trust fund/plan

**State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CITRAPURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97106110 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical products for agriculture and horticulture, namely, herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, parasiticides; mold inhibiting chemicals for treating foodstuffs for humans, animals, and poultry; food supplements, namely, antioxidants; microorganism inhibitor control agents, namely, antimicrobial preparations for inhibiting microbiological decomposition, spoilage and pathogen control of food; mold inhibiting chemicals for treating foodstuffs; nutritive substances for microorganisms for medical use; Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; Chemical preparations for use in agriculture and horticulture, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; food preservatives; antioxidants, preservatives, and mold inhibitors being chemicals for preventing growth of mold, all for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs for humans, animals, and poultry; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of food or foodstuffs; microorganism and mold inhibiting chemicals for preventing growth of microorganisms and mold for use in the manufacture of food; plant extracts for the food industry; Bacterial cultures for addition to food products; milk ferment for the food industry; bacterial preparations, namely, milk ferment used in making foodstuffs; plant extracts, namely, smoke extracts, liquid and powder citrus extracts for use in the food industry; starter cultures, namely, bacterial cultures for addition to food products; lactic acid seed culture being bacterial culture for use in food processing; food preservatives, namely, fermented dextrose; Cultures of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Food and beverage flavorings, namely, citrus extracts, not being essential oils; Vinegar; Buffered vinegar combined with natural smoke used for flavoring food and beverages
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Kerry Luxembourg S.à.r.l.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Kerry Luxembourg S.à.r.l.</td>
<td>17 Rue Antoine Jans</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUXEMBOURG L-1820</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>LUXEMBOURG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>S25665</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SINGH, DEEP K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COPY SQUAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97107072 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COPY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Business training consultancy services; Business training in the field of copywriting and advertising services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 16, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 16, 2018

For (Based on Intent to Use) Advertising copywriting

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Copy Squad LLC Address Copy Squad LLC 1309 Coffeen Avenue, Ste. 2643 Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3920.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LV-F

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97107253 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic digital liquid flow meters for manufacturing semiconductor devices, solar cells, light emitting diodes, liquid crystal displays, and organic electroluminescence displays, namely, organic light emitting diode displays; Electronic digital automatic liquid-flow control machines and instruments for manufacturing semiconductor devices, solar cells, light emitting diodes, liquid crystal displays, and organic electroluminescence displays, namely, organic light emitting diode displays
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 28, 2005 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HORIBA STEC, Co., Ltd Address HORIBA STEC, Co., Ltd 2, Miyanohigashi-cho Kisshoin, Minami-ku Kyoto-shi, Kyoto JAPAN 601-8510 Legal Entity kabushiki kaisha (k.k.) State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HRB21402
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VIAONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97109511</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Automated Clearing House (ACH) transaction processing services; Bill payment services; Check processing services; Financial services in the nature domestic and international personal money remittances; Financial services, namely, funding prepaid cash cards, bank accounts, credit card accounts, and electronic wallets; Money order services; Payment processing services, namely, credit card and debit card transaction processing services; Providing information in the field of financial transactions

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102

For Telecommunications services, namely, providing prepaid minutes for use on cell phones

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104

Basis Information

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Viamericas Corporation **Address** Viamericas Corporation 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 220 Bethesda MARYLAND 20814 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97111061</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BLAST"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Fireworks
- **International Classes**: 13 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 9
- **International Class Title**: Firearms
- **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: American Promotional Events, Inc.
- **Address**: American Promotional Events, Inc. 4511 Helton Drive Florence ALABAMA 35630
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ALABAMA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 712932.1262

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ANWELLIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97111093</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes.
| The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 58288159 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Aug. 06, 2021 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 58288159 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Feb. 07, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | CHINA |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Feb. 06, 2032 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | vaccines; medicines for human purpose, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of genetic and immune system diseases and disorders, cancer, ophthalmic diseases and conditions, infectious diseases; biological preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of genetic and immune system diseases and disorders, cancer, ophthalmic diseases and conditions, infectious diseases; biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; dietetic beverages and foods adapted for medical use; medical diagnostic reagents; blood products, namely, blood for medical purposes |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently | 44E |
| Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SinoCellTech Ltd. |
| Address | SinoCellTech Ltd. Rm 301, 5 Bldg, No 31, Kechuang, 7th St Beijing Economic-Tech Development Area Beijing CHINA |
| Legal Entity | XXXXX |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4827-00200 |
| 1214 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADJIENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97111099 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 58280736 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 58280736 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 07, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 06, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For vaccines; medicines for human purpose, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of genetic and immune system diseases and disorders, cancer, ophthalmic diseases and conditions, infectious diseases; biological preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of genetic and immune system diseases and disorders, cancer, ophthalmic diseases and conditions, infectious diseases; biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; dietetic beverages and foods adapted for medical use; medical diagnostic reagents; blood products, namely, blood for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SinoCellTech Ltd. Address SinoCellTech Ltd. Rm 301, 5 Bldg, No 31, Kechuang, 7th St Beijing Economic-Tech Development Area Beijing CHINA XXXXX Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4827-00100
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GIBBONS, BRIAN R
TM 767 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SEA WOOF CIRCULAR BY DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97111342  Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SEA" in teal blue, above the word "WOOF" with the "OO" appearing as a set of interlocking partial circles with a wavy line representing waves at one end of each of the partial circles with the "W", second "O" and "F" in "WOOF" in yellow and the first "O" in "WOOF" in teal blue, with the wording "CIRCULAR BY DESIGN" in smaller teal blue lettering at the bottom.  Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) teal blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer "CIRCULAR BY DESIGN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collars and leashes for dogs; Harnesses for dogs; pet apparel, namely, bandannas for dogs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 15, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seawoof, Inc.  Address Seawoof, Inc. 6102 Park Avenue Richmond CALIFORNIA 94805  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3120-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIMOSA CREAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUARANTEED RATE INSURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97111737 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "GUARANTEED RATE INSURANCE" with the words "guaranteed" and "insurance" in black, the term "rate" appearing in white on a large downward pointing red arrow and the term "insurance" appearing below "guaranteed". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INSURANCE"
Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "GUARANTEED RATE" has become distinctive of the goods/services as evidenced by the ownership on the Principal Register for the same mark for sufficiently similar goods/services of active U.S. Registration No(s). 7019213, 7019212, 5470704, 5470770

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5470770, 5470704, 6269012 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance agencies; insurance brokerage; insurance agencies in the field of home, auto and life insurance; insurance brokerage in the field of home insurance, auto insurance, life insurance and business insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use 2019 In Commerce 2019
For Downloadable software for use in managing insurance policies; downloadable software for use in making insurance claims; downloadable software for use in accessing insurance information
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2019 In Commerce 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1221
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUARANTEED RATE INSURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97111789 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "GUARANTEED RATE INSURANCE" with the term "rate" appearing on a large downward pointing arrow and the term "insurance" appearing below "guaranteed". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INSURANCE" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "GUARANTEED RATE" has become distinctive of the goods/services as evidenced by the ownership on the Principal Register for the same mark for sufficiently similar goods/services of active U.S. Registration No(s). 7019213, 7019212, 5470704, 5470770

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5470770, 5470704, 6269012 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for use in managing insurance policies; downloadable software for use in making insurance claims; downloadable software for use in accessing insurance information International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2019 In Commerce 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guaranteed Rate, Inc. Address Guaranteed Rate, Inc. 3940 N. Ravenswood Chicago ILLINOIS 60613 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 132699554242

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOVALSKY, LAURA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ECOVAXXIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97113448 Application Filing Date  Nov. 08, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  UK00003639870 Foreign Application Filing Date  May 11, 2021 Foreign Registration Number  UK00003639870 Foreign Registration Date  May 05, 2023 Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  May 11, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vaccines for poultry and swine International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Eco Animal Health Limited Address  Eco Animal Health Limited   The Grange   100 The High Street London   UNITED KINGDOM   N146BN Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  EAH02-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  FRIZALONE, SARAH O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOP RIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113704 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RIDE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Virtual physical fitness home training program provided through an interactive website International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RADICAL FITNESS LLC Address RADICAL FITNESS LLC 407 Lincoln Rd Penthouse NE Miami FLORIDA 33139 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RADICAL ELEVEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97113718 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 08, 2021 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Virtual physical fitness home training program provided through an interactive website

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name RADICAL FITNESS LLC Address RADICAL FITNESS LLC 407 Lincoln Rd Penthouse NE Miami FLORIDA 33139 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RADICAL HYPER-C

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97113737
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 08, 2021
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Virtual physical fitness home training program provided through an interactive website
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: RADICAL FITNESS LLC
- **Address**: RADICAL FITNESS LLC 407 Lincoln Rd Penthouse NE Miami FLORIDA 33139
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SEE IT. WANT IT. GET IT.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number:** 97113988
- **Application Filing Date:** Nov. 08, 2021
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Service Mark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property:** A0122669/1671407
- **International Registration Number:** 1671407
- **Parent Of:** 97975809

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For:** Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of third parties through an on-line medium; marketing services in the nature of providing hyperlinks to websites of others, namely, links to websites with further information about and purchase options for third-party products that have been tagged using image recognition technology; marketing services in the nature of providing hyperlinks to websites of others, namely, links between products and services displayed in visual content and purchasing options for those goods and services; producing enhanced interactive video advertising content for others, namely, producing interactive video experiences for others through which goods and services may be directly purchased

- **International Classes:** 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title:** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name:** DroppTV Holdings, Inc.
- **Address:** DroppTV Holdings, Inc., 307 West 36th Street, 13F, New York, NEW YORK 10018
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number:** R3566-18
- **Examining Attorney:** STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FREQUENCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114381  Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003648147  Foreign Registration Date Sep. 02, 2022  Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date May 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up brushes; cosmetic brushes; cosmetic brushware made of animal bristles; electric cosmetic, hair, brushes, except parts of machines; shaving brush stands; shaving brushes; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; cosmetic utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes, microdermabrasion sponges, make-up brushes, lip brushes; cosmetic spatulas; cosmetics applicators; cosmetic powder compacts, sold empty; containers for cosmetics, sold empty; holders for cosmetics being caddies; dispensers for cosmetics; utensils for cosmetic purposes, namely, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, make-up sponges, powder puffs; cases adapted for cosmetic utensils; microdermabrasion sponges for cosmetic use; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles, namely, cosmetic brushes, microdermabrasion sponges, make-up brushes, lip brushes, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, make-up sponges, powder puffs; make-up removing appliances; make-up sponges; applicators for applying eye make-up; make-up artist belts designed to hold make-up, cosmetics, and cosmetic utensils

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Cosmetics, make-up; non-medicated skin care preparations; lipsticks; lip gloss; make-up powder and foundation; skin moisturizers; beauty care cosmetics, body care preparations, namely, skin lotions; essential oils for personal use; preparations for removing make-up; non-medicated lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and body; beauty masks; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; abrasive preparations for the skin; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil for cosmetic purposes; almond soap for the skin; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; alum stones being astringents for cosmetic purposes; amber being perfume; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants; aromatics being essential oils; astringents for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lip and body balms
other than for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; beard dyes; bergamot oil; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; cakes of toilet soap; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; hair colorants; color-removing preparations being nail polish removers; colour-brightening chemicals for household purposes; cosmetic kits comprising of makeup; cosmetic kits comprising of skincare products, namely, skin moisturizers, non-medicated lotions, non-medicated lip and body balms other than for medical purposes, non-medicated lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and body; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics for animals; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; dental bleaching gels; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatories; depilatory preparations; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; dry shampoos; cosmetic dyes for hair, beards, skin; eau de cologne; emery paper and cloth; ethereal essences; essential oils; ethereal oils; extracts of flowers being perfumes; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; false eyelashes; false nails; essential oils being bases for flower perfumes; soap for foot perspiration; dental bleaching gels; greases for cosmetic purposes; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; incense; ionone being perfume; jasmine oil being an essential oil; javelle water being toilet water; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; cosmetic kits featuring cosmetics; lavender oil being an essential oil; lavender water; essential oils of lemon; lotions for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; mascara; massage gels other than for medical purposes; mint essence being essential oils; mint for perfumery; musk being perfume; moustache wax; nail art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; hair neutralizers for permanent wavering; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for toilet purposes; cosmetic pencils; perfumery; perfumes; denture polishes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; pumice stone for personal use; rose oil being an essential oil; shampoos; shaving preparations; shaving soap; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin soap; cakes of skin soap; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes being essential oils; toilet water; toiletries, namely, face wash and body wash solutions; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; varnish-removing preparations; depilatory wax; hair care preparations

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Conducting, arranging and organizing trade fairs related to cosmetics; mail order retail store services featuring cosmetics; provision of business consultation, information and advisory services relating to cosmetics; retail store services featuring cosmetics; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetics; arranging of cosmetics trade fairs; mail order catalogue services featuring cosmetics; Retail store services featuring bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps; Retail store services featuring perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, cosmetic kits, cosmetics, eau de cologne, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencils, false eyelashes, false nails, lip glosses, lipsticks, make-up, make-up powder, make-up preparations, make-up removing preparations, mascara, nail polish, nail varnish, perfumes; Retail store services featuring hand-operated hand tools and implements, cutlery, side arms, razors, curling tongs, depilation appliances, electric and non-electric fingernail polishers, electric or nonelectric, flat irons, hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric hand implements for hair curling, hair-removing tweezers; Retail store services featuring manicure sets, electric manicure sets, nail buffers, electric or non-electric, nail clippers, electric or nonelectric, nail files, electric nail files, pedicure sets; Retail store services featuring scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, and apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Retail store services featuring apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; Retail store services featuring mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, sunglasses, spectacles, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments; Retail store services featuring paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites except furniture, instructional and teaching material except apparatus; Retail store services featuring plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, blotters, booklets, books, calendars, cards, document holders, drawing pads, drawing pens, drawing sets, envelopes, flyers, folders, greeting cards, magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, pencils, pens, periodicals, postcards, posters, printed matter, printed publications, scrapbooks, stationery; Retail store services featuring leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, backpacks, beach bags, boxes of leather or leather board, briefcases, canes, cases of leather or leatherboard, collars for animals; Retail store services featuring garment bags for travel, handbags, hat boxes of leather, haversacks, imitation leather, key cases, leather leads, leather leashes, moleskin, pocket wallets, purses, rucksacks, school bags, school satchels, shopping bags, travelling bags, travelling trunks, valises, vanity cases, not fitted, wheeled shopping bags; Retail store services featuring furniture, mirrors, picture frames, wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum; Retail store services connected with the sale of household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes except paint brushes, brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass except glass used in building, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, mirrors, abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin, aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; Retail store services featuring brushes, comb cases, combs, cosmetic utensils, deodorizing apparatus for personal use, eyebrow brushes, hair for brushes, make-up removing appliances, nail brushes; Retail store services featuring perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, powder compacts, powder puffs, shaving brush stands, shaving brushes, soap boxes, soap dispensers, soap holders, soap bowls, sponge holders, stands for shaving brushes, toothbrushes, toothbrushes, electric; Retail store services featuring ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, padding and stuffing materials except of rubber or plastics, raw fibrous textile materials, yarns and threads, for textile use; Retail store services featuring textiles and bedclothes, blankets, bedspreads, sheets, pillowcases, curtains of textile, towels, flannels, throws, tablecloths, bed covers, table covers; Retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, babies' pants, bandanas, bath robes, bath slippers, bathing drawers, bathing suits, bathing trunks, belts, berets, bodices, boots, brassieres, breeches for wear, camisoles, caps, coats, dresses, dressing gowns, ear muffs, footmuffs, not electrically heated, galoshes, garters, gloves, hats, headbands, hosiery, inner soles, jackets, jerseys, jumper dresses, jumpers; Retail store services featuring knitwear, leg warmers, leggings, leggings, masquerade costumes, mittens, money belts, muffins, neckties; Retail store services connected with the sale of outerclothing, overalls, overcoats, pants, parkas, petticoats, pinafore dresses, ponchos, pullovers, pyjamas, sandals, saris, sarongs, scarfs, shawls, shirts, shoes, short-sleeve shirts, shoulder wraps, shower caps, singlets, skirts, sleep masks, slippers, smocks, socks, sports jerseys, sports shoes, stockings, stuff jackets, suits, sun visors, suspenders, sweaters, swimsuits, tee-shirts, tights, top hats, trousers, turbans, underclothing, underpants, underwear; Retail store services featuring uniforms, veils, vests, waistcoats, waterproof clothing, wooden shoes, wristbands; Retail store services featuring lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, carpets,
rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, non-textile wall hangings; Retail store services featuring decorations for Christmas trees; Retail store services featuring meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces being condiments, spices, ice; Retail store services featuring grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals; Retail store services featuring malt, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit beverages and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages; Retail store services featuring soft drinks, energy drinks, wines, iced-tea, aperitifs, carbonated beverages, fruit extracts, ginger ale, grape must, must, fruit drinks made from concentrate, cordials, malt water, seltzer water, soda water, tonic water, vegetable juices, essences used in the preparation of liqueurs, barley waters, fruit squashes, sarsaparilla, alcoholic beverages except beers; Retail store services featuring tobacco, smokers' articles, matches

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Make up artist services; make-up application services; cosmetic make-up application services; beauty care services; beauty salon and beauty treatment services; beauty therapy services and treatments; healthcare, diet, exercise and lifestyle wellness advisory services; cosmetic treatment services for the hair; hair care, hair coloring, hair styling and hair cutting services; hairdressing salon services; advice and consultancy services relating to the above services

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Islestarr Holdings Limited  **Address**  Islestarr Holdings Limited  8 Surrey Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  WC2R 2ND  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  29603-70243

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MININI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97115201 Application Filing Date  Nov. 09, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  40-2021-0145092 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2021 Foreign Registration Number  1963402 Foreign Registration Date  Jan. 18, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 18, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ball-jointed dolls; dolls of metal; mechanical action toys; dolls for playing; soft plush toys in the form of animals; toy animals; mascot dolls; stuffed dolls; collectable toy figures; baby dolls; infant toys; baby playthings, namely, rattles and teethers; dolls; playsets for dolls; toy dolls; action figure dolls; fabric dolls
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  IPX CORPORATION Address  IPX CORPORATION 98, HANNAM-DAERO, YONGSAN-GU, (HANNAM-DONG) 5TH FLOOR, SEOUL REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04418 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  9236/002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97118276 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed guides for implementing verifiable health records; printed guides for implementing of verifiable health credentials
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Arranging and conducting in-person educational forums in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for public and private health purposes; providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of instructional guides in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Coalition services in the nature of association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the need for verifiable health credentials; arranging and conducting in-person business forums in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for the healthcare industry; providing online business information in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for the healthcare industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Electronic publications, namely, downloadable instructional guides for developing and implementing verifiable health records; electronic publications, namely, downloadable instructional guides for developing and implementing verifiable health credentials
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For providing an online forum for developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for public and private health purposes

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For providing a website featuring technology that enables users to develop and implement verifiable health credentials

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The MITRE Corporation Address The MITRE Corporation 7515 Colshire Drive McLean VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2272.3620000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VCI VACCINATION CREDENTIAL INITIATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97118285 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “VACCINATION CREDENTIAL INITIATIVE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed guides for implementing verifiable health records; printed guides for implementing verifiable health credentials
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Arranging and conducting in-person educational forums in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for public and private health purposes; providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of instructional guides in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Coalition services in the nature of association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the need for verifiable health credentials; arranging and conducting in-person business forums in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for the healthcare industry; providing online business information in the field of developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for the healthcare industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Electronic publications, namely, downloadable instructional guides for developing and implementing verifiable health records; electronic publications, namely, downloadable instructional guides for developing and implementing verifiable health credentials
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing an on-line forum for developing and implementing verifiable health credentials for public and private health purposes

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

For Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to develop and implement verifiable health credentials

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  The MITRE Corporation Address  The MITRE Corporation  7515 Colshire Drive  McLean  VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  2272.3700000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97119672 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness instruction; Providing on-line exercise, fitness, physical training and personal development classes on an interactive website via mobile phones and Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sweats and The City, Inc. Address Sweats and The City, Inc. 1927 19th St Unit B Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90404 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CAPEXOTICS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97119852</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For branding services, namely, advertising services to create brand identity for others, brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; media services, namely, media relations services, media production location scouting services for advertising purposes; media services in the nature of advertising services by displaying advertisements on automobiles and other vehicles

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Jonathan Fifield |
| Address | Jonathan Fifield 117 Hardy Oaks Way Holly Springs NORTH CAROLINA 27540 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 572/2 TM |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner | STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HESEAP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97121489
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 12, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational programs, namely, on-line education credit and degree evaluation and comparison services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: United States Institute of Language and Clerical Studies, Inc
- **Address**: United States Institute of Language and Clerical Studies, Inc 2410 NE 18th Pl Ocala FLORIDA 34470
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TATCHI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97122016
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 12, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Tatiana Ringsby, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line journals, namely, blogs and online video journals, namely, vlogs featuring non-downloadable videos, all of the foregoing in the fields of current events, fashion, trends, well-being, empowerment of self and media and entertainment information
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jun. 26, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 26, 2020

- **For**: Social media influencer services, namely, marketing services in the nature of promotion of third-party goods and services by social media influence; providing ongoing streaming content in the field of consumer product trends; endorsement services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others via a branded website or social media; information about consumer product trends provided through television, film, social media, mobile applications and the internet
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jun. 26, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 26, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tatiana Ringsby
- **Address**: Tatiana Ringsby 14857 Seminole Trail Seminole FLORIDA 33776
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TATC-#2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VARIANT LOOP

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97122108</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Providing temporary use of non-downloadable online computer software programs for creating and manipulating graphic images
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
**Owner Name**: Global Apparel Partners, Inc.  
**Address**: Global Apparel Partners, Inc.  c/o Keats Gatien, LLP  
**120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207  Beverly Hills  CALIFORNIA  90212**  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
**Examining Attorney**: STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VARIANT LOOP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97122116
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 12, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for the purposes of aiding in the design of products in the fields of apparel, furniture, medical, and transportation; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for creating, digitizing, and manipulating graphic images, and creating digital files for production enabling users to make production files in real-time
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Global Apparel Partners, Inc.
- **Address**: Global Apparel Partners, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY PET MOLECULE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97122752 Application Filing Date  Nov. 12, 2021 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "MOLECULE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Plush toys; Rubber character toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Constance Posse Address Constance Posse 262 Kent Cornwall Rd. Kent CONNECTICUT 06757
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L551065551

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRECISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97123054 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green half circle-shaped ribbon design in a green square to the left of the word "PRECISION" in green. The white appearing in the mark is background and/or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement AS TO "PRECISION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0116501/1637943 International Registration Number 1637943 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6324807, 3089648, 3113818 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Power operated high speed tool steel, cobalt, carbide and carbide tipped metal working tools for machines, for use in the cutting and forming of materials for others; power operated tools for metal cutting machines; standard and special cutting tools and component parts thereof for use with power tools or machines for use in the cutting and forming of materials for others; drills, taps, end mills, reamers, countersinks, drill sleeves, drift keys, keyset cutters, saws, counterbores, counterbore pilots, tool blank bits, screw extractors, all for use with machine tools
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020
For Hand-operated tools and implements, namely, tap wrenches, taps, reamers, die holders, die stocks, countersinks, counterbores, screw extractors, sleeves and keys; hand tools for woodworking and metal working; standard and special cutting tools and component parts thereof for use with hand operated tools, namely, tap wrenches, taps, reamers, die holders, die stocks, countersinks, counterbores, screw extractors, sleeves and keys; manual drills, drilling tips for hand-operated drills
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Dormer Pramet LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Dormer Pramet LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2511 Technology Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elgin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>601249200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>A950-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>FIRST, VIVIAN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CIRCON ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97123969 Application Filing Date  Nov. 14, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Plant construction, maintenance and construction project management services for businesses in the energy production and transmission sector
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Nov. 02, 2018 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Circon Energy, LLC Address  Circon Energy, LLC  28233 Canyon View  Magnolia  TEXAS  77355
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  CIRCON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97123970
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 14, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "CIRCON" with the circ in blue and on in green.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Plant construction, maintenance and construction project management services for businesses in the energy production and transmission sector
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Nov. 02, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 02, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Circon Energy, LLC
- **Address**: Circon Energy, LLC 28233 Canyon View Magnolia Texas 77355
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
P

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97125042  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 15, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized letter "P" in a shaded square background.  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Downloadable computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; Downloadable computer programs for project management; Downloadable computer programs for searching remotely for content on computers and computer networks; Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable computer programs used for electronic cash register systems; Downloadable computer software and firmware for operating system programs; Downloadable computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); Downloadable computer software for use in computer access control; Downloadable computer software to maintain and operate computer system; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 09, 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 09, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Pionex Inc.  
- **Address**: Pionex Inc. 16192 COASTAL HWY LEWES DELAWARE 19958  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AIRNECFLU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97125105  **Application Filing Date** Nov. 15, 2021  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antiviral drugs; antibiotics; antibiotics for animals; chemical reagent for medical purposes; chemical reagent for veterinary purposes; germicides for animals; germicides; biocides for medical purposes; germicide for human use; biocides for veterinary purposes; medicines for human purposes namely, for treatment of virus infection, neuropsychiatric disorders, namely, schizophrenia, depression, attention deficit disorder, mild cognitive impairment, dementia, hyperactivity, anxiety, bipolar disorder, and other central nervous system disorders; medicines for human purposes namely, for improving basic behavioral functioning, suicidal ideation and behavior, sensorimotor gating, pain threshold, memory and cognitive functioning and loss weight; sedatives; nervines for pharmaceutical or medical purposes, namely, for treating attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), schizophrenia, pain, depression, bipolar disorder, eating disorder, addiction disorder, personality disorder, psychotic disorder, tic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, social anxiety disorder, panic disorder, autism, Asperger's disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), learning disorder, Tourette's syndrome, mild cognitive disorder (MCI), benign forgetfulness, closed head injury, dementia, vascular dementia, Alzheimer's disorder, frontotemporal dementia, Parkinson's disorder, Huntington's disease, nocturnal enuresis, blepharospasm, non-epileptic seizure, premenstrual syndrome, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS); gases for pharmaceutical or medical purposes, namely, for treating attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), schizophrenia, pain, depression, bipolar disorder, eating disorder, addiction disorder, personality disorder, psychotic disorder, tic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, social anxiety disorder, panic disorder, autism, Asperger's disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), learning disorder, Tourette's syndrome, mild cognitive disorder (MCI), benign forgetfulness, closed head injury, dementia, vascular dementia, Alzheimer's disorder, frontotemporal dementia, Parkinson's disorder, Huntington's disease, nocturnal enuresis, blepharospasm, non-epileptic seizure, premenstrual syndrome, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS); nasal spray for treating respiratory tract infections caused by viruses or bacteria; oral spray for treating respiratory tract infections caused by viruses or bacteria
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>SyneuRx International (Taiwan) Corp.</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>SyneuRx International (Taiwan) Corp. 20F.-10, No.99, Sec. 1 Xintai 5th Rd., Xizhi Dist. New Taipei City TAIWAN 221</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>5454/0213TUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UPMERYZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97125127 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003698738 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 22, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County GREAT BRITAIN Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 22, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, pain, inflammation, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, oncological, hepatological, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glaxo Group Limited Address Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road Brentford, Middlesex ENGLAND TW89GS Legal Entity private company limited by shares (pre) State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84101602

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOIN2JOBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97125192 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business and professional personnel recruitment services, human resources consultancy and payroll processing services for others; telephone switchboard services; compilation of information into computer databases; corporate communications services being public relations; personnel management consultancy; business management for freelance service providers; negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; employment agency services; payroll preparation; appointment scheduling services; compilation of statistics; writing of résumés for others; personnel recruitment; providing business information via a website; psychological testing for the selection of personnel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arch Resources Group LLC Address Arch Resources Group LLC 1000 Brickell Avenue Suite 725 Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REAShON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OYTRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97126384 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arts and craft clay kits; Modeling clay; Modelling clay; Modelling clay for children; Molds for modeling clays; Moulds for modelling clays; Polymer modelling clay

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vasudha Kapil Agrawal Address Vasudha Kapil Agrawal A55,1st Floor, Raj Industrial Complex Military Road, Marol, Andheri East Mumbai INDIA 400059 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PIONEX

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97127128  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 16, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Advertisement for others on the Internet; Advertisement via mobile phone networks; Advertising agencies, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising analysis; Advertising and advertisement services; Advertising and business management consultancy; Advertising and business services, namely, securing airtime on all forms of media communications stations, systems, networks, and services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising and commercial information services, via the internet; Advertising and marketing; Advertising and marketing consultancy; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising and promotion services and related consulting; Advertising and promotional services; Advertising and publicity services; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Advertising by mail order; Advertising consultation; Advertising planning; Advertising services

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
- **First Use**: Sep. 09, 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 09, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pionex Inc.  
- **Address**: Pionex Inc. 16192 COASTAL HWY LEWES DELAWARE 19958  
- **Legal Entity Corporation**:  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIONEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127148 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brokerage services for capital investments; Capital investment; Capital investment services; Clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; Consultancy of capital investment; Electronic financial trading services; Equity capital investment; Financial brokerage services for cryptocurrency trading; Financial consultancy; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Financial information; Financial securities exchange services; Financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services; Financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; Information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and investments; Management of a capital investment fund; Providing a website featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations on stocks, bonds, mutual funds and other financial instruments posted by users; Providing information in the field of finance via a website; Venture capital advisory services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Sep. 30, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pionex Inc. Address Pionex Inc. 16192 COASTAL HWY LEWES DELAWARE 19958 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PIONEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97127183 Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Background investigation and research services; On-line identity reliability investigation in the field of on-line dating and claims made about age, gender; Providing a web site featuring information about names for people
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Sep. 20, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pionex Inc. Address  Pionex Inc.  16192 COASTAL HWY LEWES DELAWARE 19958 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOYDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127197 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle above a curved line, which sit above "JOYDAY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For leather and imitations of leather; luggage and all-purpose carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; satchels; cases for travel kits; unfitted vanity cases; pouches made out of leather, cloth or cotton; shoulder bags; kitbags; rucksacks; reusable shopping bags; beach bags; handbags; pocket wallets; briefcases; briefcase-type portfolios; wallets; billfolds; key cases; credit card cases; business card cases; change purses; fittings and accessories for all of the aforesaid goods, namely, straps and handles

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For advertising; retail, wholesale mail, and online retail store services featuring leather and imitations of leather, luggage and all-purpose carrying bags, umbrellas and parasols, satchels, cases for travel kits, vanity cases, pouches made out of leather, cloth or cotton, shoulder bags, kitbags, rucksacks, shopping bags, beach bags, handbags, pocket wallets, briefcases, briefcase-type portfolios, wallets, billfolds, key cases, credit card cases, business card cases, and change purses; retail, wholesale mail, and retail store services featuring clothing, leisure clothing, casual clothing, children's clothing, infant clothing, babies' clothing, boy's clothing, girl's clothing, sports clothing, belts, jackets, coats, trousers, raincoats, overcoats, braces for clothing, jumpers in the nature of sweaters, sweat shirts, polo shirts, shirts, shorts, skirts, dresses, sweaters, parkas, knitwear, roll neck sweaters, jogging bottoms, nightwear, swimwear, bathrobes, shawls, scarves, neckerchiefs, dress handkerchiefs, toe socks, gloves, socks, pyjamas, footwear, casual footwear, trainer shoes, infant's footwear, leisure footwear, children's footwear, slippers, headwear, hats and caps being headwear, and visors being headwear; electronic order processing for others; administrative processing of purchase orders, and providing office functions in the nature of organising of mail order services, of wholesale ordering services, of online ordering services, and of computerised stock ordering; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For leisure clothing, namely, t-shirts, shorts, leggings, hoodies, sweatshirts; casual clothing, namely, jogging pants, shorts, sweatshirts, hoodies; children's clothing, namely, t-shirts, trousers, jumpers in the nature of sweaters, sweatshirts, dresses; babies' clothing, namely, babygrows in the nature of baby bodysuits, dresses, tops, trousers, shorts, t-shirts; sports clothing, namely, t-shirts, shorts, leggings, hoodies, sweatshirts; belts; jackets; coats; trousers; raincoats; overcoats; braces for clothing; jumpers in the nature of sweaters; sweat shirts; polo shirts; shirts; shorts; skirts; dresses; sweaters; parkas; knitwear, namely, shirts, cardigans dresses and sweaters; roll neck sweaters; jogging bottoms; nightwear; swimwear; bathrobes; shawls; scarves; neckerchiefs; toe socks; gloves; socks; pyjamas; footwear; casual footwear, trainer shoes; infant's footwear; leisure footwear; children's footwear; slippers; headwear; hats and caps being headwear; visors being headwear

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Childrensalon Limited  
**Address**: Childrensalon Limited 9 High Street Tunbridge Wells, Kent UNITED KINGDOM TN11UL  
**Legal Entity**: private limited company  
**State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEBANK META

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97127616  Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance brokerage; insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance; financing of loans; financial evaluation of real estate; financing services; financial consultancy; electronic funds transfer; financial information; providing financial information via a website; investment of funds; capital investment; mortgage banking; hire-purchase financing; financial management; issuance of credit cards; processing of credit card payments; jewellery appraisal; real estate appraisal; charitable fund raising; Financial investment brokerage; surety services; trusteeship representative; securities lending; instalment loans; online banking; financial management services provided via the Internet; mortgage lending and financing services provided via the Internet; banking; banking service; savings bank services

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Consultancy relating to arranging and conducting of symposiums; providing electronic publications, not downloadable, in the nature of e-books in the field of finance; providing online computer games; information on education; film production, other than advertising films; providing online music, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of finance; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of entertainment; arranging and conducting educational conferences in the field of finance; training in the field of design, advertising and communication technologies; providing information in the field of entertainment; teaching in the field of finance; providing of training in the field of finance; organizing community sporting and cultural events; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of finance; conducting fitness classes; publishing of electronic publications

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For Advertising; providing business information via a website; economic forecasting; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; sales promotion for others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; business management for freelance service providers; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; book-keeping; drawing up of statements of accounts; business auditing; payroll preparation; tax preparation; tax filing services; financial auditing; sponsorship search; advertising via electronic media; market research; business management services; market intelligence services; business networking

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer operating programs; recorded computer operating programs; downloadable computer software in the fields of banking and financial services used by customers to facilitate transactions and obtain information and advice; integrated circuit cards; data processing apparatus; computer programs, recorded, for data processing and analysis in the fields of banking and financial services; identity cards, magnetic; bar code readers; magnetically encoded charge cards; magnetically encoded identity cards; magnetically encoded gift cards; magnetically encoded key cards; magnetically encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded debit cards; computer monitors; security token hardware; electronic black boxes for recording data; interactive touch screen terminals; personal digital assistants; encoded key cards; currency counting machines; automated teller machines; counterfeit coin detectors; money counting and sorting machines; apparatus for transmission of communication; wearable activity trackers; filters for radio interference suppression; conductive silicone packing for electro-magnetic interference; Global Positioning System (GPS) apparatus; video telephones; telecommunication apparatus in the nature of wireless receivers in the form of jewelry; cameras; distance measuring apparatus; video monitors; security surveillance robots; virtual reality headsets; magnetic encoded identification bracelets; audiovisual teaching apparatus in the nature of computers and multimedia projectors; teaching robots; electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; computer chips; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric, namely, theft alarms and burglar alarms; computer hardware; downloadable computer search engine software; recorded computer search engine software; downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; downloadable computer software applications in the fields of banking and financial services used by customers to facilitate transactions and obtain information and advice; computer peripheral devices; batteries; battery boxes; battery packs; battery chargers; electrical adapters; electronic cables; cables for optical signal transmission; microphones; audio receivers; video receivers; SIM cards; telecommunications apparatus, namely, cables, exchangers, switches, transmitters; radio transmitters and receivers; Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers; downloadable mobile applications for downloading and reading electronic publications on portable electronic devices; electronic agendas; wearable computer hardware; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; downloadable computer software for use as a digital wallet; downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; electronic currency converters; altimeters; augmented reality eye glasses; augmented reality headsets; downloadable augmented reality software for data processing and analysis in the fields of banking and financial services; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer operating system software; Recorded computer software development tools; cables, electric; downloadable gesture recognition software; headsets; headsets for use with computers; loudspeakers; pedometers; virtual reality glasses; Downloadable virtual reality game software; wireless computer peripherals
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Personal background investigations; chaperoning; personal wardrobe styling consultancy; funerary undertaking; firefighting; opening of security locks; rental of safes; leasing of internet domain names; online social networking services; legal services

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Electronic message sending; communications by fibre optic networks; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to global computer networks; videoconferencing services; streaming of data; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; telecommunications consultation; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; chatroom services for social networking; communications by telephone; providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; web messaging services; instant messaging; encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered data; internet service provider services; webcasting services; teleconferencing services; voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) services

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

For  Technological research in the field of finance; computer software design; updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; computer technology consultancy; computer security consultancy; data security consultancy; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; software development in the framework of software publishing; design and development of computer hardware and software; development of computer software; maintenance and repair of computer software; data encryption services; scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of finance; industrial research in the field of finance; design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; electronic data storage; electronic storage of photographs; computer services, namely, hosting an interactive website that allows the users to publish and share their own content and images on-line; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; cartography services; providing search engines for the internet

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

Basis Information
Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  WeBank Co., Ltd  Address  WeBank Co., Ltd  Room 201, Block A, Qianwanyilu  Qianhai Shengang Cooperative District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518057  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  CTW 0030 US
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127627 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Chinese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to WEI ZHONG YUAN YU ZHOU and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance brokerage; insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance; financing of loans; financial evaluation of real estate; financing services; financial consultancy; electronic funds transfer; financial information; providing financial information via a website; investment of funds; capital investment; mortgage banking; hire-purchase financing; financial management; issuance of credit cards; processing of credit card payments; jewellery appraisal; real estate appraisal; charitable fund raising; Financial investment brokerage; surety services; trusteeship representative; securities lending; instalment loans; online banking; financial management services provided via the Internet; mortgage lending and financing services provided via the Internet; banking; banking service; savings bank services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Consultancy relating to arranging and conducting of symposiums; providing electronic publications, not downloadable, in the nature of e-books in the field of finance; providing online computer games; information on education; film production, other than advertising films; providing online music, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of finance; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of entertainment; arranging and conducting educational conferences in the field of finance; training in the field of design, advertising and communication technologies; providing information in the field of entertainment; teaching in the field of finance; providing of training in the field of finance; organizing community sporting and cultural events; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of finance; conducting fitness classes; publishing of electronic publications
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Advertising; providing business information via a website; economic forecasting; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; sales promotion for others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; business management for freelance service providers; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; book-keeping; drawing up of statements of accounts; business auditing; payroll preparation; tax preparation; tax filing services; financial auditing; sponsorship search; advertising via electronic media; market research; business management services; market intelligence services; business networking

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer operating programs; recorded computer operating programs; downloadable computer software in the fields of banking and financial services used by customers to facilitate transactions and obtain information and advice; integrated circuit cards; data processing apparatus; computer programs, recorded, for data processing and analysis in the fields of banking and financial services; identity cards, magnetic; bar code readers; magnetically encoded charge cards; magnetically encoded identity cards; magnetically encoded gift cards; magnetically encoded key cards; magnetically encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded debit cards; computer monitors; security token hardware; electronic black boxes for recording data; interactive touch screen terminals; personal digital assistants; encoded key cards; currency counting machines; automated teller machines; counterfeit coin detectors; money counting and sorting machines; apparatus for transmission of communication; wearable activity trackers; filters for radio interference suppression; conductive silicone packing for electro-magnetic interference; Global Positioning System (GPS) apparatus; video telephones; telecommunication apparatus in the nature of wireless receivers in the form of jewelry; cameras; distance measuring apparatus; video monitors; security surveillance robots; virtual reality headsets; magnetic encoded identification bracelets; audiovisual teaching apparatus in the nature of computers and multimedia projectors; teaching robots; electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; computer chips; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric, namely, theft alarms and burglar alarms; computer hardware; downloadable computer search engine software; recorded computer search engine software; downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; downloadable computer software applications in the fields of banking and financial services used by customers to facilitate transactions and obtain information and advice; computer peripheral devices; batteries; battery boxes; battery packs; battery chargers; electrical adapters; electronic cables; cables for optical signal transmission; microphones; audio receivers; video receivers; SIM cards; telecommunications apparatus, namely, cables, exchangers, switches, transmitters; radio transmitters and receivers; Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers; Downloadable mobile applications for downloading and reading electronic publications on portable electronic devices; electronic agendas; wearable computer hardware; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; downloadable computer software for use as a digital wallet; downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; electronic currency converters; altimeters; augmented reality eye glasses; augmented reality headsets; downloadable augmented reality software for data processing and analysis in the fields of banking and financial services; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer operating system software; Recorded computer software development tools; cables, electric; downloadable gesture recognition software; headsets; headsets for use with computers; loudspeakers; pedometers; virtual reality glasses; Downloadable virtual reality game software; wireless computer peripherals
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Personal background investigations; chaperoning; personal wardrobe styling consultancy; funerary undertaking; firefighting; opening of security locks; rental of safes; leasing of internet domain names; online social networking services; legal services

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101

**International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

For  Electronic message sending; communications by fibre optic networks; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to global computer networks; videoconferencing services; streaming of data; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; telecommunications consultation; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; chatroom services for social networking; communications by telephone; providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; web messaging services; instant messaging; encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered data; internet service provider services; webcasting services; teleconferencing services; voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) services

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104

**International Class Title**  Communication

For  Technological research in the field of finance; computer software design; updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; computer technology consultancy; computer security consultancy; data security consultancy; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; software development in the framework of software publishing; design and development of computer hardware and software; development of computer software; maintenance and repair of computer software; data encryption services; scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of finance; industrial research in the field of finance; design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; electronic data storage; electronic storage of photographs; computer services, namely, hosting an interactive website that allows the users to publish and share their own content and images on-line; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; cartography services; providing search engines for the internet

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101

**International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  WeBank Co., Ltd
Address  WeBank Co., Ltd  Room 201, Block A, Qianwanyilu  Qianhai Shengang Cooperative District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518057

Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country  CHINA

Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  CTW 0029 US

1265
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUARDIANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127853 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose sport bags; all-purpose athletic bags; all-purpose carrying bags; athletic bags; duffle bags; handbags; leather bags; backpacks; briefcases; canvas shopping bags; reusable shopping bags; tote bags; purses; clutches; coin purses; suitcases; luggage; luggage tags; umbrellas; patio umbrellas; cosmetic bags sold empty; toiletry bags sold empty; travelling bags; wallets; business card cases; credit card cases and holders; wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine; wristlet bags; travel bag organizer inserts specially adapted to travel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cleveland Guardians Baseball Company, LLC Address Cleveland Guardians Baseball Company, LLC 2401 Ontario Street Cleveland OHIO 44115 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21307.098

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABID, NABEELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUARDIANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127895 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GUARDIANS" with a line beneath the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose sport bags; all-purpose athletic bags; all-purpose carrying bags; athletic bags; duffle bags; handbags; leather bags; backpacks; briefcases; canvas shopping bags; reusable shopping bags; tote bags; purses; clutches; coin purses; suitcases; luggage; luggage tags; umbrellas; patio umbrellas; cosmetic bags sold empty; toiletry bags sold empty; travelling bags; wallets; business card cases; credit card cases and holders; wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine; wristlet bags; travel bag organizer inserts specially adapted to travel bags

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

OWNER INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Name Cleveland Guardians Baseball Company, LLC Address Cleveland Guardians Baseball Company, LLC 2401 Ontario Street Cleveland OHIO 44115 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21307.098

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABID, NABEELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOKER DIRECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128665 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "ZOKER DIRECT" in stylized form. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DIRECT" Translation The wording "ZOKER DIRECT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brushes for vacuum cleaners; Electric coffee grinders; Electric food blenders; Electric kitchen mixers; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electric vacuum cleaners and their components; Industrial robots; Robotic vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Nov. 11, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADDURISHING INC Address ADDURISHING INC 10524 PIONEER BLVD SANTA FE SPRINGS CALIFORNIA 90670 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORANGINA SHAKE THE PULP!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129069 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized white wording "ORANGINA" outlined in blue, above the stylized smaller white wording "SHAKE THE PULP!" also outlined in blue. Behind the wording is a stylized design of a peeled orange in light and dark orange in front of a stylized design of a silhouette of an orange in light and dark blue. Around the silhouette are two curved lines which are yellow at the top and fade into dark orange at the bottom. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, blue, light orange, dark orange, light blue, dark blue, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seedlings, live flowers and living plants, excluding plant species of the gerbera and capsicum annuum genera.
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Schweppes International Limited Address Schweppes International Limited 7 Albemarle Street LONDON UNITED KINGDOM W1S4HQ Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NO11571TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRUMPY ROOMMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129384 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Mugs; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; Wine glasses; Leather coasters; Plastic coasters

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2021

For Stickers; Art prints; Clipboards; Desk mats; Paper wine gift bags; Posters made of paper; Printed calendars; Printed posters; Textile wine gift bags; Adhesive note pads; Adhesive notepads; Blank note cards; Blank notepads; Photographic prints; Pictorial prints; Printed Christmas cards; Printed note cards; Printed notepads

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2021

For Mousepads; Cell phone covers; Decorative magnets

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2021

For Aprons; Bandanas; Beanies; Dresses; Hats; Headwear; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Underwear; Boxer shorts; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; clothing jackets; Bottoms as clothing for babies; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Dresses for babies; Tops as clothing for babies

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Grumpy Roommate  Address  Grumpy Roommate  406 Ponton Drive  Fayetteville  NORTH CAROLINA  28314
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  542/2 TM

Examining Attorney  MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MARVEL STUDIOS LOKI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97132915
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 18, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “STUDIOS”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Development, creation, production, and distribution of digital multimedia and audio and visual content, namely, motion picture films, television programs, and multimedia entertainment and educational content; development, creation, production, distribution, and rental of audio and visual recordings; production of entertainment shows and interactive television and multimedia programs for distribution via audio and visual media, and electronic means; provision of entertainment news and entertainment information via electronic communication networks; providing online computer games; providing a website featuring entertainment information relating to motion picture films, television programs, musical videos, film clips, photographs, interactive games, video games, and computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; amusement park and theme park services; educational and entertainment services rendered in or relating to theme parks, namely, live stage shows, live amusement park shows, live performances by costumed characters, and production and presentation of live theatrical performances; production and presentation of live shows; theater productions; entertainer services, namely, live appearances by a professional entertainer

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Marvel Characters, Inc.
- **Address**: Marvel Characters, Inc. 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BROOKLYN FARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97133815 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail grocery store services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 30, 2009 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 431 Food Market Corp. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Brooklyn Fare Address 431 Food Market Corp. 431 West 37th Street New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00063002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACDOUGALL, KIERRA RYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIEN BURRITO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97134953
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “BURRITO”
- **Translation**: The English translation of "BIEN" in the mark is "good".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: Hotel accommodation services; Hotel and motel services; Hotel and restaurant services; Hotel catering services; Hotel room booking services; Hotel services; Hotel services for preferred customers; Hotel, bar and restaurant services; Hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; Hotel, restaurant and bar services; Hotel, restaurant and catering services; Hotels; Restaurant and bar information services; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Restaurants featuring home delivery; Arranging hotel accommodation; Mobile restaurant services; Pop-up restaurant services; Providing hotel accommodation; Providing extended-stay hotels; Providing information and advice on hotels and restaurants to tourists and business travelers; Providing information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers via a website; Providing personalized information about hotels and temporary accommodations for travel via the Internet; Reservation of hotel rooms for travelers; Residential hotel services; Resort hotel services; Restaurant and hotel services

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CRIGLER, Inc.
- **Address**: CRIGLER, Inc. 156 E. Tujunga Ave. Burbank CALIFORNIA 91502
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 000132-0018
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DONEGAN, DANIEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VITURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97135738 Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer programs, namely, browser software for web content browsing for use in virtual reality, augmented reality, mixed reality, and human-computer interaction applications; Downloadable computer entertainment software for audio-visual entertainment, namely, software for game playing; Downloadable computer software for playing, editing, and sharing video content, audio content, and multimedia content for entertainment purposes, namely, software for playing, editing and sharing multimedia files; Downloadable computer programs, namely, software for database management for workspace and office automation for use in the field of office automation; Downloadable computer programs for computer aided design for use in the field of designing by designers and architects; Downloadable computer software for connecting game servers in the cloud with video game hardware and accessories for video games, virtual reality games, augmented reality games, mixed reality games; Downloadable computer software, namely, streaming software for connecting video games via the cloud to enable players to access, manage, download, upload and subscribe to video games; Downloadable computer software for streaming audio and video content related to computer games and video games on electronic devices, televisions, personal computers, tablets, mobile phones, wearable devices, gaming consoles, and display devices, namely, monitors, screens, and TVs; Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable game software; Downloadable game software for use on personal computers, tablets, mobile phones, wearable devices, gaming consoles, and display devices, namely, monitors, screens, TVs; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable video game software; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Downloadable virtual reality software for playing computer games and video games; Downloadable virtual reality streaming software for watching online or offline videos; Downloadable virtual reality entertainment software for audio-visual entertainment, namely, software for game playing; Downloadable virtual reality software, namely, video playing and file sharing software for presenting video content, audio content, and multimedia content in the field of entertainment, education, design, and architecture; Downloadable virtual reality software for showing and automation workspace and office automation, namely, database management software; Downloadable virtual reality computer aided design software for
designing for designers; Downloadable virtual reality computer aided design software for showing and designing for architects; Downloadable virtual reality software, namely, intelligent virtual assistant software for use by office workers in monitoring multi-dimensional data visualization using remote device access and remote device control; Downloadable augmented reality software for playing computer games and video games; Downloadable augmented reality entertainment software for audio-visual entertainment, namely, game playing; Downloadable augmented reality database management software for workspace and office automation; Downloadable augmented reality computer aided design software for designing for designers; Downloadable augmented reality computer aided design software use by designing architects; Downloadable augmented reality media playing, editing, and sharing software for presenting video content, audio content, and multimedia content in the field of entertainment, education, design, and architecture; Downloadable computer game software; Head-mounted video displays; Headsets for virtual reality games; High performance computer hardware with specialized features for enhanced game playing ability; Recorded computer game programs; Recorded computer browsing programs for use in virtual reality, augmented reality, mixed reality, and human-computer interaction applications, namely, programs for game playing; Recorded computer entertainment programs for audio-visual entertainment, namely, programs for game playing; Recorded computer software for presenting video content, audio content, and multimedia content in the field of entertainment, education, design, and architecture; Recorded computer database management software use in the field of automation for virtual workspace and office automation; Recorded computer software, namely, computer aided design software for showing and designing for designers and architects; Recorded computer streaming software for connecting game servers in the cloud with video game hardware and accessories for video games, virtual reality games, augmented reality games, mixed reality games; Recorded computer game software for accessing, playing, managing, sharing, downloading, uploading, subscribing computer games and video games via the cloud; Recorded computer game software for streaming audio and video content related to computer games and video games on electronic devices, televisions, personal computers, tablets, mobile phones, wearable devices, and display devices, namely, screens, monitors, and TVs; Recorded computer virtual reality game software; Recorded game software; Recorded virtual reality game playing software for audio-visual entertainment; Recorded virtual reality game software for presenting video content, audio content and multimedia content in the field of entertainment, education, design, and architecture; Recorded virtual reality software, namely, computer aided design software for use in the field of designing work spaces and office automation; Recorded virtual reality software, namely, computer aided design software for computer automated design for use by graphic, interface, product and architecture designers; Recorded virtual reality software, namely, computer aided design and display software for showing spaces and designing for architects; Recorded virtual reality streaming software for watch online or offline videos, and other entertainment; Recorded virtual reality software for database management for use by office workers; Recorded virtual reality software for playing computer games and video game; Recorded computer game software; Recorded video game software; Video monitors; Virtual reality glasses; Virtual reality goggles; Virtual reality headsets; Virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games; Wearable video display monitors; Downloadable augmented reality game software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of gaming; Downloadable augmented reality game software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of audio-visual entertainment; Downloadable augmented reality database management software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of workspace and office automation; Downloadable augmented reality computer aided design software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of designers and architects; Wireless communication devices, namely, video display screens featuring voice, data and image transmission
including voice, text and picture messaging video display screens featuring voice, data and image transmission including voice, text and picture messaging

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  VITURE Inc.  Address  VITURE Inc.  2648 International Blvd Ste 115 PMB 14  OAKLAND CALIFORNIA  94601  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  220920T1-US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LB PATTERSON LUXURY APPAREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97136160  Application Filing Date   Nov. 21, 2021  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer   "LUXURY APPAREL"
Name Portrait Consent   The name "LB PATTERSON" shown in the mark identifies Antonio Patterson, a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hats; Pants; Clothing Jackets; Shorts; Shirts; Hooded Sweat Shirts; Sweat Pants; long sleeve t-shirts and short sleeve t-shirts; Athletic Apparel, namely, athletic shorts, athletic shirts; Footwear; Headwear in the nature of caps; Shirts for Babies, Adults, Children, Women, and Men; Graphic T-Shirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes  US Classes   22, 39  International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Patterson, Antonio LB  Address   Patterson, Antonio LB   3215 Cushman Cir SW APT F2   Atlanta GEORGIA  30311  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   97136160

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WHAT'S HAPPENIN' KC

## Case Identifiers
**Serial Number**: 97136538  
**Application Filing Date**: Nov. 22, 2021  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Service Mark  
**Trademark**:  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**: "KC"

## Goods and Services Information
**For**: Advertising services, namely, providing advertising space in a periodical  
**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
**For**: Downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of current events  
**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

## Basis Information
**Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information
**Owner Name**: CALEB JAMAL JONES  
**Address**: CALEB JAMAL JONES 1202 GRAND AVE LEAVENWORTH KANSAS 66048  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney
**Examining Attorney**: STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOWCO GEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97136553 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “GEAR”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land vehicles, namely, trucks and trailers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, headwear, footwear, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters, shorts, skirts, pants, hats, socks, gloves, hunting jackets, hunting pants, hunting shirts, hunting vests, pull-overs
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOWCO Promotions LLC Address HOWCO Promotions LLC 110 3rd St N Breckenridge MINNESOTA 56520 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H242.6001US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLEANODOR

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97136879
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 22, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Apr. 26, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2021

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Anna Lotan, Ltd.
- **Address**: Anna Lotan, Ltd. PO box 166 10 Hailan St Or Akiva ISRAEL 30600
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ISRAEL

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRIEF PATH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97136889 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GRIEF" in relief on a black rectangle, above the word "PATH" and a stylized underline, both of with appear in green. The color white is intended to represent transparency and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer GRIEF

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for encouraging and helping users to provide ongoing support to the people in their lives who have experienced the death of a loved one
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line virtual environment for users to access resources and information about supporting others through grief and loss, and for registered users to form virtual communities, engage in social networking, and get feedback from other registered users around grief and loss issues
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Griefpath, LLC Address Griefpath, LLC 413 4th Street NE Washington D.C. 20002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5923
TM 815 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97137740 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a capital G with two lines resembling a road forming the bar of the G. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mortgage banking; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans; Mortgage brokerage; Mortgage financing services; Mortgage lending; Mortgage refinancing; Mortgage services, namely, buyer pre-qualification of mortgages for mortgage brokers and banks; Financial services, namely, mortgage planning; Financial services, namely, mortgage refinancing; Financial services, namely, the purchase of residential mortgages on behalf of others and the issuance of mortgage-backed securities
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GoPrime Mortgage, Inc. Address GoPrime Mortgage, Inc. 320 N. Salem St., Suite 300 Apex NORTH CAROLINA 27502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESET YOUR RITUAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97139251 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed materials, namely, books, pamphlets, brochures, and informational cards and flyers in the field of personal health and betterment and the impact of CBD on the lives of a global community

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Educational and entertainment information, namely, providing a series of blogs, articles, webcasts, podcasts, and seminars on personal health and betterment and the impact of CBD on the global community

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RESET BIOSCIENCE LLC Address RESET BIOSCIENCE LLC 8201 E. RIVERSIDE DRIVE, SUITE 650 Austin TEXAS 78744 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1001183181

Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97139343
Application Filing Date: Nov. 23, 2021
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "RENEWABLE ENERGY"

Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 2510521

Goods and Services Information

For: Project financing; Project financing in the field of renewable energy; Financing services; Financing services in the field of renewable energy; capital investment services in the field of renewable energy; financial asset management services in the field of renewable energy; Financial asset management services in the field of renewable energy featuring the purchase, maintenance, and leasing of energy-efficient assets

International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
First Use: Nov. 22, 2021
In Commerce: Nov. 22, 2021

For: Accounting and tax filing services in the field of renewable energy; preparation of business reports in the field of renewable energy for environmental, social, and governance (ESG) and impact investing purposes; subscription-based online retail store services in the field of renewable energy; Providing information in the field of renewable energy efficiency and renewable energy use management; providing information in the field of renewable energy, namely, providing commercial information for consumers in the choice of products and services in the field of renewable energy, to help consumers identify, enroll, and manage their subscription in renewable energy and community solar projects in their area; Providing information in the field of renewable energy efficiency and renewable energy use management, to help consumers earn solar credits and other incentives from utility providers and governments in their area; renewable energy implementation services, namely, providing project business investigations on the financial models and financing structures of others, business project management services for construction projects, business project management services for optimization of construction projects, and preparing financial reports for others for business or commercial purposes in the field of organizations using or implementing renewable energy resources; energy-as-a-service (EaaS) services, namely, energy usage management services that allows customers to purchase renewable energy at a fixed price; Energy-as-a-service (EaaS) services, namely, procurement of
contracts for others for the purchase of renewable energy and retail electricity provider services in the nature of providing a service that allows customers to purchase energy in the nature of electricity and renewable energy, all featuring the energy's storage capabilities, transmission, and micro-grid energy solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Providing information in the field of distribution of renewable energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Providing information in the field of the production of renewable energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nelnet, Inc. Address Nelnet, Inc. 121 South 13th Street Lincoln NEBRASKA 68508 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
Mark Literal(s) THE CAREER CONFIDENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97140769 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer “CAREER”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing training via personal coaching, group coaching, and digital education, in the nature of providing on-line classes, seminars, courses, workshops, and virtual coaching, all in the fields of mindset and leadership coaching with a focus on work-life integration, career fulfillment, professional development, personal development, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment of the users energy levels, stress levels, and personal values, self-image, self-advocacy, and self-care; Life coaching services in the field of mindset and leadership coaching with a focus on work-life integration, career fulfillment, professional development, personal development, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment of the users energy levels, stress levels, and personal values, self-image, self-advocacy, and self-care; Personal coaching services in the field of mindset and leadership coaching with a focus on work-life integration, career fulfillment, professional development, personal development, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment of the users energy levels, stress levels, and personal values, self-image, self-advocacy, and self-care; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on mindset and leadership coaching with a focus on work-life integration, career fulfillment, professional development, personal development, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment of the users energy levels, stress levels, and personal values, self-image, self-advocacy, and self-care; Providing group coaching in the field of mindset and leadership coaching delivered virtually and in-person via workshops and seminars with a focus on work-life balance, career fulfillment, professional development, personal development, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment of the users energy levels, stress levels, and personal values, self-image, self-advocacy, and self-care

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jul. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2021

For (Based on Use in Commerce) Downloadable digital materials, namely, a guidebook outlining signature framework featuring personal and professional development, obtaining work-life integration, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment, self-image, self-advocacy, and self-care, all in the field of career development; (Based on Intent to Use) Downloadable podcasts in the field of mindset and leadership coaching with a focus on work-life integration, career
fulfillment, professional development, personal development, and exploring challenges faced by ambitious professionals; Downloadable educational course materials in the field of mindset and leadership coaching with a focus on work-life integration, career fulfillment, personal and professional development, and value alignment through self-visualization, self-assessment of the user's energy levels, stress levels, and personal values, self-advocacy, self-image, and self-care

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
|-----------------------|---------------------|------------|---------------------|----------------------------|
| First Use             | Jul. 20, 2021       | In Commerce| Jul. 20, 2021       |                            |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes | Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Hirsekorn Coaching LLC | Address | Hirsekorn Coaching LLC | P.O. Box 26594 | Overland Park, KS |
|------------|------------------------|---------|------------------------|------------------|
| KANSAS | 66225 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | KANSAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>RUMMERY, MARY M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 2 LIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97142149  Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of personal stories and interviews about changing one's life, healing from trauma, grief and loss, overcoming depression, gender identity, intergenerational trauma, surviving a tragic accident, overcoming homelessness, alcoholism, addiction, racism, or major illness, culture, and current events; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring personal stories and interviews about changing one's life, healing from trauma, grief and loss, overcoming depression, gender identity, intergenerational trauma, surviving a tragic accident, overcoming homelessness, alcoholism, addiction, racism, or major illness, culture, and current events; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable audio recordings in the field of personal stories and interviews about changing one's life, healing from trauma, grief and loss, overcoming depression, gender identity, intergenerational trauma, surviving a tragic accident, overcoming homelessness, alcoholism, addiction, racism, or major illness, culture, and current events

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2020  In Commerce Oct. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 2 LIVES PRODUCTIONS LLC Address 2 LIVES PRODUCTIONS LLC 2681 W. Lynette Dr. Flagstaff ARIZONA 86001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
MARK Literal(s) TRIFORGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97142683 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of website design and development; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of branding and branding strategy; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of social media marketing; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of paid marketing campaigns; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of organic marketing; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of software programming and application development; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of business development and marketing; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Business administration and management; Business consulting services in the field of website design; Business consulting services in the field of social media marketing; Business consulting services in the field of marketing; Business consulting services in the field of organic marketing; Business consulting services in the field of business development and marketing; Business consulting services in the field of paid marketing campaigns; Business consulting services in the field of software programming and application development; Business consulting services; Business administration; Business consulting and business information for enterprises; Business management; Business planning; Digital advertising services; Marketing consulting; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring website design and development services; On-line retail store services featuring business and marketing services; Business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, sales, operation, product design particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Concept and brand development in the field of website design; Concept and brand development in the field of marketing services; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

First Use  Oct. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taishawn King  Address  Taishawn King  10879 Carrol Ln  Northglenn  COLORADO  80233  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE GLOW THROUGH MOVEMENT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97142860</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Christian ministry services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>The Glow Through Movement LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The Glow Through Movement LLC 8362 Pines Blvd #308 Pembroke Pines FLORIDA 33024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LINERO GUARDA, GERARDO |
Mark Literal(s) STRAIN CAREGIVERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97143018 Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "STRAIN" in a stylized black font with the wording "CAREGIVERS" appearing below in a smaller stylized black font. Above the wording in the stylized design of a cannabis leaf attached to a small drop of water below, all of the foregoing outlined in color fading from light green at the top, to green, and blue at the bottom of the design. The white in the mark represents background or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The colors green, blue, and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring non-medicated cosmetics and cosmetic lotions, dried hemp for smoking with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis and bulk CBD extract for manufacturing non-medicated cosmetics and smoking goods; Retail store services featuring non-medicated cosmetics and cosmetic lotions, dried hemp for smoking with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis and bulk CBD extract for manufacturing non-medicated cosmetics and smoking goods; all of the foregoing containing CBD solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Wholesale store services featuring non-medicated cosmetics and cosmetic lotions, dried hemp for smoking with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis and bulk CBD extract for manufacturing non-medicated cosmetics and smoking goods; any CBD in the goods being featured or provided in the aforementioned services being solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
Gift 4 A LIFETIME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97143284</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 25, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;GIFT&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Insurance agencies in the field of annuities and life insurance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Allen, Todd</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Allen, Todd 3 Oldfield Village Road Bluffton SOUTH CAROLINA 29909</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>1405-001UST1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MODULIGHTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97147207 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting fixtures; lighting systems comprised of LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; and lamps, namely, art light fixtures, wall washer lights, linear sconce light fixtures, vanity light fixtures, sconce light fixtures, chandeliers, pendant light fixtures, accent lighting for indoor use, linear pendant light fixtures, task light fixtures; lighting installations
For Lighting design pertaining to permanent or temporary architectural, theatrical, entertainment, commercial and/or residential applications
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 15, 1976 In Commerce Oct. 15, 1976

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Modulightor, Inc. Address Modulightor, Inc. 246 East 58th Street New York NEW YORK 10022
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 013218-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
TM 825 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROMANTICIZE YOUR SKINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97149378 Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "OPULENT" OR "SKIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair barrettes; Hair accessories, namely, twisties; Hair bands; Hair bows; Hair chopsticks; Hair clips; Hair extensions; Hair ornaments in the form of combs; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair pins; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Ornamental novelty pins

International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods

For  (Based on Use in Commerce) Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic milks; Cosmetic preparations; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Non-medicated body care preparations; Skin creams; Skin lotions; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Skin moisturizers used as cosmetics (Based on Intent to Use) Body mask cream; Body mask lotion; Body masks; Body oils; Body powder; Cosmetic masks; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic soaps; Facial scrubs; Facial cleansers; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, non-medicated soaps; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, facial cleansers, toners, facial exfoliant creams and scrubs, facial creams, facial moisturizers, and facial lotions facial creams, facial moisturizers, and facial lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, consisting of organic coconut virgin oil and coconut virgin oil; Pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; Scuffing pads; Skin care preparations, namely, skin peels; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum; Skin cleansers; Skin masks; Skin toners; Cosmetic body care preparations, namely, shower gels, sun tan gels, bath gels, beauty gels and shower gels; Patches containing non-medicated skin care preparations

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

First Use  Nov. 03, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 03, 2021
For   (Based on Use in Commerce) On-line retail store services featuring beauty and skincare products and accessories, body products, and bath and body accessories; Providing information about commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network(Based on Intent to Use) Retail store services featuring beauty and skincare products and accessories, body products, and bath and body accessories

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  **First Use**  Nov. 03, 2021  **In Commerce**  Nov. 03, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**  Yes  **Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Barhoma, Matthew  **Address**  Barhoma, Matthew  Floor 33  1055 W. 7th Street  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90017  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97151249  Application Filing Date: Dec. 01, 2021  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of five cubes in the colors orange, green, blue, teal, purple, pink, red, white, yellow, gold and silver that twist and turn in varying directions. The mark is a motion mark.
Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: Yes  The color(s) Orange, green, blue, teal, purple, pink, red, white, yellow, gold and silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, investment management; holding company services performed for third parties, namely, financial reporting and financial advising to subsidiaries and affiliated companies; holding company services performed for third parties, namely, provision of investment capital to subsidiaries and affiliates; providing investors with financial information; holding company services performed for third parties, namely, financial management in the nature of allocation of investment capital; holding company services performed for third parties, namely, acquisition, management, and transfer of company stakes as well as the intermediation of equity capital financing of companies, namely, asset acquisition, consultation, development and management services
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
For: Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, providing business management, business administration services for subsidiaries and affiliates which provide tools and resources for economic empowerment; holding company services performed for third parties, namely, providing business management, business administration, business promotion, and business consulting services for subsidiaries; holding company services performed for third parties namely, providing business management and administration, business operation consulting services, and identifying strategic alliances for affiliates; charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities; business administration and management, namely, controlling policies and management of the other companies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  BLOCK, INC.  **Address**  BLOCK, INC.  1955 Broadway, Suite 600  Oakland  CALIFORNIA  94612

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  1360917

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAZCHROME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152950 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1441800 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 06, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County BENELUX Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 30, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals used in mining industry; chemicals for use in the production and/or processing of metals; dry fly ash for general manufacturing use; dolomite for industrial use; industrial minerals, namely, aluminum oxide, alumina, bauxite, magnesium oxide
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Extraction of natural resources in the nature of coal, cobalt, copper, oil, and gas; mining extraction services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For Treatment of materials by means of chemical and heat treatment; treatment and transformation of materials by means of lasers, heating, and chemicals; treatment of ores and common metals and their alloys; metal processing, namely, refining and finishing; energy production; processing of ferroalloys, ferrochrome, manganese, silicon, chrome ore, manganese ore, limestone, dolomite and construction gravel, coal, coke, semi-coke; production of ferroalloys, ferrochrome, ferromanganese, ferrosilicochromium, ferrosilicomanganese, ferrosilicon, chromium ore and manganese ore; material processing in the nature of the extraction of metals from minerals; consulting and information services related to the above services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Common metals and their alloys; metal ores, including raw or processed ores; chrome ores; chrome ore concentrates; manganese ores; manganese concentrate; ferroalloys, namely, ferrochromium, ferrosilicon, ferrosilicochromium, silicomanganese and ferromanganese

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
**International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E  Yes  Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Transnational Company Kazchrome JSC
**Address**: Transnational Company Kazchrome JSC  4a M. Mametova str.  Aktobe  KAZAKHSTAN  030008
**Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: KAZAKHSTAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 78517-349902

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DETOX NIGHTWEAR CREAM WITH CBD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97153197 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DETOX" AND "CREAM WITH CBD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty creams containing CBD (cannabidiol), which CBD is solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dr. Christina Rahm, LLC Address Dr. Christina Rahm, LLC 393 Nichol Mill Ln., Ste. 250-A Franklin TENNESSEE 37067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIDWEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97153469  Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MIDWEST" in stylized fonts, in speckled black and gray, arranged in a semi-circular arch shape. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, pants, shorts, skirts, tank tops, rompers, dresses; hats and caps; footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oat Collective, Inc. Address Oat Collective, Inc. Suite "A" 212 Monterey Pass Road #A Monterey Park CALIFORNIA 91754 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1239-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) METASALT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97155392 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Target marking for on-line advertising based on NFTs; Advertising and promoting the goods and services of others via a global computer network based on blockchain and NFTs; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a framework for delivering advertising content to a user based on NFT ownership; promoting the goods and services of others by delivering coupons, offers, rebates, reward cards, consumer reviews, links to the retail websites of others, online catalogs featuring any consumer, business, or digital good or service based on NFT ownership; Providing commercial assistance to marketers and advertisers in creating, managing, and organizing online advertising and online product listings based on NFTs and blockchain

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Platform-as-a-service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for displaying, tracking and storing non-fungible tokens (NFT); Infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS), namely, hosting software for displaying, tracking and storing non-fungible tokens (NFT); Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring software for displaying, tracking and storing non-fungible tokens (NFT); providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to display NFTs and NFTs ownership on a social media platform or a digital environment such as the metaverse or other Internet-based social networking service; providing an online network environment featuring technology that enables users to use blockchain and related network, tokens, and NFTS for searching, identifying, and tracking user preferences and buying habits based on NFT ownership; providing an online network environment featuring technology that enables marketers and advertisers to search, identify, and track NFT ownership for advertising and marketing purposes; providing online non-downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows users to sign on to any third party website, wallets, or platforms to display a user's NFTs; providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows users to connect with a social media platform or a digital environment; providing online non-downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet to display a user's NFTs; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable
computer software for tracking NFTs over computer networks, blockchain networks, intranets and the Internet; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for creating, minting, and storing NFTs; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for linking or otherwise associating an NFT to a physical object or digital item; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for graphing NFT ownership in a blockchain network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for linking or otherwise associating an NFT to a secondy physical object or digital item; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for tracking, managing, and optimizing advertising and promotional campaigns based on NFTs; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for sharing NFT ownership, e-commerce activity, customer loyalty, and sales conversion rates; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for optimizing website navigation based on NFTs; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for managing, collecting, monitoring and analyzing web, blog and other online site traffic, user preferences and links in real time using NFTs; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for sharing NFT ownership; technical support services for NFTs, namely, troubleshooting of problems of software used for managing, collecting, monitoring and analyzing web, blog and other online site traffic, user preferences and links based on NFTs; Providing design and development services for others of software for managing, collecting, monitoring and analyzing web, blog and other online site traffic, user preferences and links using NFTs; computer technical support services, namely, 24/7 service desk or help desk services for web applications; computer consultation services.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SALT HOLDINGS Address SALT HOLDINGS 160 VARICK ST. SUITE 3-127 New York NEW YORK 10013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SALT-10003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97157134 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 06, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 018589249 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Oct. 28, 2021 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 018589249 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Apr. 04, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN UNION |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Oct. 28, 2031 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Wine coolers, namely, non-electric coolers for wine |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| For | Laundry washing machines; combined laundry washing machines incorporating a drying tumbler; dishwashers; electric food processors; electric kitchen mixers; electric food slicers; electric food grinders for household purposes; electric coffee grinders; electrical juice extractors for fruit; electric milk foamers; electric tin openers; vacuum cleaners, namely, battery driven vacuum cleaners and parts to vacuum cleaners, namely, hoses, nozzles, tubes, dustbags and filters |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| For | Furniture; furniture parts; kitchen equipment, namely, cupboards, cabinets, shelves, stools; desks; mirrors; non-metal storage boxes of wood for general use; picture frames; semi-fitted and fitted kitchen furniture; utility room furniture and wardrobe furniture; wardrobes |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
For Refrigerators; wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelves; freezers; electric slow cookers; barbecue grills; convection ovens; microwave ovens; air conditioning installations and apparatus; electric fans; cooker hoods, namely, exhaust hoods for kitchens; built-in electric hobs; water purifying apparatus; electric coffee brewing machines; electric espresso machines; electric egg boilers; household air cleaners; humidifiers; electric toasters; electric waffle irons; hot plates; electrical water kettles; electric cooking pans; hair dryers

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

For Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of computer networking hardware; industrial analysis in the field of home appliances, industrial research in the field of home appliances and industrial design services; design and development of computer hardware and software; architectural services and kitchen design

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Aktiebolaget Electrolux Corporation
**Address**: Aktiebolaget Electrolux Corporation
**Legal Department**: S:t Göransgatan, 143
**Stockholm**
**SWEDEN**
**SE-10545**

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: ADEYIGA, ADETAYO JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STREAM SAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157454 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of an eye placed between a less than sign and a greater than sign, followed by a caption: STREAM SAGE. Disclaimer "STREAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for enabling and customizing communications, promotions, advertisements, financial transactions, displaying pictures, sounds and animations, and analyzing viewer activity and preferences in connection with and during streaming online video; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications using artificial intelligence for enabling and customizing communications, promotions, advertisements, financial transactions, displaying pictures, sounds and animations, and analyzing viewer activity and preferences in connection with and during streaming online video; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for enabling and customizing communications, promotions, advertisements, financial transactions, displaying pictures, sounds and animations, and analyzing viewer activity and preferences in connection with and during streaming online video
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 24, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stream Sage, Inc. Address Stream Sage, Inc. 8 THE GREEN, STE R Dover DELAWARE 19901
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI
Mark Literal(s)  AMZ CLEVER

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an orange light bulb with an orange zigzag design inside the light bulb next to the wording "AMZ CLEVER" in white stylized text, with the letters "AMZ" in capital letters. The color black represents background and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark.
Color Claimed  The colors orange and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising and business management consultancy; Advertising and marketing in the field of e-commerce; Business consulting and management in the field of ecommerce; Marketing consulting; Marketing services; Sales management services; Consulting in the field of sales methods, sales management, and sales improvement; Pay per click (PPC) advertising management services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Aug. 08, 2017
In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AFI CONSULTING, LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA AMZ CLEVER
Address  AFI CONSULTING, LLC  STE. B #201  1691 FORUM PL.  WEST PALM BEACH  FLORIDA  33401
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURGESS, SAMANTHA M

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TNT BARREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157823  Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “BARREL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fireworks
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 9  International Class Title Firearms  First Use Jul. 31, 2021  In Commerce Jul. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Promotional Events, Inc.  Address American Promotional Events, Inc. 4511 Helton Drive Florence ALABAMA 35630  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 712932.1289

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RADWELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157903  Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "RADWELL" with the letter "R" of the term "RADWELL" appearing in a square. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3063585, 3192391

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online ordering services featuring industrial automation equipment, and retail store and wholesale store services in the field of industrial automation equipment
For repair and installation of electronic equipment, namely, industrial electrical and electronic control devices
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 2015  In Commerce Jun. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Radwell International, LLC  Address Radwell International, LLC  1 Millennium Drive  Willingboro  NEW JERSEY  08046  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number E-3413

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUTPODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97158021 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0117140/1640637 International
Registration Number 1640637

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee creamer; creamers for beverages; non-dairy creamers; nut-based creamers; milk; barista blend milk; non-dairy barista blends, namely, non-dairy creamers and oat milk-based beverages, coconut milk-based beverages and almond milk-based beverages; nut-based beverages, namely, nut milk featuring oats, coconut milk-based beverages and almond milk-based beverages; milk substitutes
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Green Grass Foods, Inc. Address Green Grass Foods, Inc. 15900 SE Eastgate Way, Suite 125 Bellevue WASHINGTON 98008 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 108587.0041

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KS KEEP STILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97158317  Application Filing Date  Dec. 06, 2021  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The uppercase letters "K" and "S" inside of a
hexagon shape formed by arrow shapes, inside of a circular shape formed by rounded brackets, offset to the left above the
words "Keep Still".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  providing online entertainment, namely, providing non-downloadable sound and video recordings in the field of music
and music-related entertainment in the nature of nondownloadable information in the field of music, and commentary and
articles about music, all online via a global computer network; entertainment services, namely, providing online
nondownloadable prerecorded musical sound and video recordings via a global computer network
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and
Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 29, 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 29, 2019

For  Distributorship services in the field of musical sound recordings and video recordings; advertising and promotion
services and related consulting services for others; advertising and publicity service for others; association services, namely,
promoting the interests of musicians, singers, songwriters, musical performers and artists Production and distribution of radio
commercials
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and
Business  First Use  Mar. 29, 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 29, 2019

For  Downloadable sound and video recordings in the field of music; downloadable prerecorded musical sound and video
recordings
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 29, 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 29, 2019
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, hats, pants, and headbands

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Website hosting of downloadable sound and video recordings in the field of music and music-related entertainment in the nature of music and music videos

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 29, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Keep Still LLC Address Keep Still LLC 114 Alessandra Ct., Apt. 131 Frederick MARYLAND 21702
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97159100</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 07, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** SHOW YOUR COLORS

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Foreign Information**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 305821632
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Dec. 03, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 305821632
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 03, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: HONG KONG
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 02, 2031

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Printed advertising and promotional material, namely, printed advertising posters; Printed advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; Bags, envelopes, pouches of paper or plastics, for packaging; Graphic prints; Packing paper; Graphic art reproductions; Name badges holders; Clips for name badge holders; Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely, boxes, cartons, storage containers, and packaging containers made of paper or cardboard; Printed photographs; Printed Posters; Printed order forms; Printed vouchers; Printed tickets; Printed forms; Printed certificates; Printed invitations; Printed coupons; Printed occasion cards; Printed price tags; Stickers; Wrapping paper; Printed matter, namely, brochures, booklets, books, newsletters in the fields of multimedia entertainment, interactive games and online games; Printed publications, namely, books, magazines, newsletters, periodicals, brochures, booklets, pamphlets, manuals, journals, leaflets and catalogues in the fields of multimedia entertainment, interactive games and online games; Printed patterns for making T-shirts and sweatshirts; Display boxes of paper or cardboard, decals and bumper stickers; Graphic prints; Gift bags; Gift boxes; Gift tags and luggage tags of paper and cardboard; Party ornaments of paper; Stationery; Adhesives for stationery purposes; Signboards of paper or cardboard; Pens; Printed postcards; Printed note books; Printed greeting cards; Printed calendars; Plastic packaging wrap for commercial or industrial use; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**Basis Information**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>CASETAGRAM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>CASETAGRAM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11/F, FUN TOWER, 35 HUNG TO ROAD KWUN TONG, KOWLOON HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>KC37197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
H

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97161084
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 07, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two capital letter "H"s combined to make one bold capital letter "H".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Legal services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hall, Pamela Harper
- **Address**: Hall, Pamela Harper
- **P.O. Box 143
- **Mamou, LOUISIANA 70554
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 97161084

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE GIGATTI FOUNDATION
PSALM 133

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97161371 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design featuring part of a white arm outlined in black with parts of the wrist and fingers shaded light brown. The open hand facing palm up and extending from the wrist is holding a blue globe with white continents and white meridian lines. A light brown wheat branch is on the right and left side of the globe. Curved above the top of the globe and between the wheat branches is the stylized red wording PSALM 133. Curved above the top of the wording is the stylized blue wording THE GIGATTI FOUNDATION. Centered on the wrist is a black hole and five red droplets below the hole. Extended below the wrist is part of a white nail outlined in black featuring red on the bottom tip. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, black, light brown, red and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer “GIGATTI FOUNDATION PSALM 133”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, coordination of non-monetary contributions to charities and non-profits
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 10, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lewis, Eric L Address Lewis, Eric L 3490 Dale Lane Atlanta GEORGIA 30331 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARDNER, Dawna Beryl
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A DIFFERENT GREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97162616 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "A DIFFERENT GREEN" in sage green and in stylized font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) sage green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Irrigation devices installation and repair; Installation and maintenance of irrigation systems; Installation and repair of irrigation devices; Installation and repair services for irrigation devices; Installation and repair services for irrigation systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2020
For Landscape design; Landscape gardening; Landscape gardening design for others
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2020
For Landscape architectural design; Professional consulting services in the fields of engineering, land use planning, surveying, landscape architecture, and environmental sciences
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huatan Landscaping, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Huatan Landscaping, LLC Address Huatan Landscaping, LLC Suite 115 8701 New Trails Drive The Woodlands TEXAS 77024 Legal Entity LIMITED

LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ADFFRENTGRN

1323
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALAMO APPARELS INC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97163303  Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Amended to Principal Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Apr. 09, 2023  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ALAMO APPARELS INC" in stylized stacked all-capital lettering, with the term "ALAMO" in larger lettering above the term "APPARELS INC," and with letters "AL" in "ALAMO" in blue, the letters "MO" in "ALAMO" in red, and the central letter "A" in "ALAMO" shown as a stylized triangular design with the top portion in blue with a white star, the left leg in red and the right leg in grey, showing the shape of the state of Texas between the legs in white, the term "APPARELS" in red and the term "INC" in blue. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) Blue, White, Red, and Gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE DESIGN OF THE STATE OF TEXAS AND THE TERM "APPARELS INC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jogging suits, sweaters, hooded sweatshirts, t-shirts, hats, socks, gloves, scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alamo Apparels Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Alamo Apparels Inc Address Alamo Apparels Inc
1600 Coventry Ct Allen TEXAS 75002  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GSP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97163416 Application Filing Date  Dec. 08, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Certification
Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a mortar board superimposed over the right side of a diamond shape. To the right of this design are the letters "GSP" in bold uppercase stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Certification Statement  The certification mark, as used by authorized persons, certifies the user met advanced standards of knowledge and expertise in the field of environmental, health and safety in the workforce, as demonstrated by graduation from a qualified academic program and adherence to a code of ethics.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Workplace safety inspection and safety evaluation services
International Classes  B US Classes  B - Primary Classes US Class Title  U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use  Aug. 26, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Board of Certified Safety Professionals, Inc. Address  Board of Certified Safety Professionals, Inc. 8645 Guion Road Indianapolis INDIANA 46268 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  757588
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
TM 844 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRILLION RICH SLOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164008 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SLOTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For multimedia online publishing of games; electronic games services provided by means of the Internet or other communication network; computer, electronic, and board game services provided on-line from a mobile phone network; computer, electronic, and board game services provided via communication networks; production and distribution of sound, movie and video recordings; on-line digital multimedia publishing services; entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; electronic games services provided by means of the internet and entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; multimedia game publishing services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Recorded and downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer game software; computer games programs downloaded via the internet; downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing computer games; downloadable mobile game software; recorded and downloadable interactive game programs; downloadable mobile applications featuring computer software games

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Airmural (HK) Limited Address Airmural (HK) Limited Suite 1113A, Ocean Centre, Harbour City 5 Canton Road Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon HONG KONG Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 14972.0462
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAEWOONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164552 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1966895 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 27, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 27, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesives for affixing false hair; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; polishing preparations; shining preparations being polish; shoe polish applicators containing shoe polish; deodorants for animals; pre-moistened cosmetic cleansing tissues; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non-medicated; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Liquid laundry detergents; Liquid detergents for household use; Liquid dishwashing detergents; cleaning and polishing preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; cleaning preparations; Laundry detergents; Laundry soaps; laundry bleach; laundry starch; hand cleansers; food flavoring, being essential oils; room fragrancing preparations; essential oils; Non-medicated feminine hygiene wash; Feminine hygiene cleansing towelettes; Abrasive cleaning preparations; Skin abrasive preparations; Nasal cleaning preparations for personal sanitary purposes; Vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; shampoos for human hair; deodorants for human beings or for animals; Non-medicated soaps for personal use; cleansing preparations for personal use; degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes; Pads, tissues or wipes pre-moistened or impregnated with non-medicated skin cleaning preparations; perfumes; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; Baby wipes for cosmetic use impregnated with cleaning preparations; cosmetics

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   DAEWOONG CO., LTD. Address   DAEWOONG CO., LTD. 244, GALMACHI-RO, JUNGWON-GU, SEONGNAM-SI, GYEONGGI-DO, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 13211 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   520113

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACHIEVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164759 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5223393

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For liquid vitamin supplements; liquid nutritional supplements; liquid dietary supplements; nutritionally fortified beverages for maintaining normal glucose levels; dietary supplement drinks, namely, protein drinks
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Basic Brands, Inc. Address Basic Brands, Inc. 885 Claycraft Road Columbus OHIO 43230 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BAS2869-069

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HARPER JAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164825 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HARPER JAMES". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Evening handbags; Fashion handbags; Fitted protective covers for handbags, briefcases, valises, suitcases, and briefcase-like portfolios; Gentlemen's handbags; Handbag frames; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Handbags, purses and wallets; Interchangeable decorative covers for accessorization purposes that are specially adapted to handbags; Leather handbags; Straps for handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DELUXITY INC. Address DELUXITY INC. 2450 E VERNON AVE. VERNON CALIFORNIA 90058 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Deluxity032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POWER TO THE PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97167173 Application Filing Date  Dec. 10, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Registration
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, downloadable software for sending digital photos, videos, images, and text to others via the global computer network; downloadable computer software for sending and receiving photos, videos, images, audio and text; downloadable computer software for sending and receiving messages; downloadable computer software for editing photos, videos, images, audio and text; downloadable computer software platforms for communications, for connecting global computer network; downloadable computer software platforms for exchanging data and information; downloadable computer software for data privacy and security; downloadable game software; downloadable software for modifying the appearance and enabling transmission of photographs and videos; downloadable software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; downloadable software to enable the transmission of photographs and videos to mobile telephones; downloadable software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); downloadable software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; downloadable software for streaming audio-visual media content via a global computer network and to mobile and digital electronic devices; downloadable computer software which allows users to build and access social network information including address book, friend lists, profiles, preferences and personal data; downloadable software for managing contact information in mobile device address books

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TERACUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97168247 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording TErACUT. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording TErACUT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cloth shearing machines; Embossing machines; Glass-working machines; Industrial paper cutting machines; Leather-working machines; Leather finishing machines; Plastic processing machines; Sewing machinery; Textile making-up machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHANGHAI PGM TECHNOLOGY (GROUP) CO., LTD. Address SHANGHAI PGM TECHNOLOGY (GROUP) CO., LTD . RM 202A, NO.678 GUBEI RD. CHANGNING DISTRICT SHANGHAI CHINA 200336 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM115370

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GKOPLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97168624 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized floral design to the left of the mark GKOPLUS with PLUS text underlined and being slightly smaller than GKO. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceiling lights; Landscape lighting installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Solar-powered all-weather lights; Wall lights; LED landscape lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015
For Electric transformers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gingko Lighting Corp. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GKOLED Address Gingko Lighting Corp. 10330 Argonne Woods Dr., Ste. 200 Woodridge ILLINOIS 60517 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where ILLINOIS
Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 357875.90500

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97169708  
Application Filing Date: Dec. 13, 2021  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): ULTICORE

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): ULTICORE

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording "Ulticore" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Electric coffee makers; Electric kettles; Electric Toasters; Fitted covers for barbecue grills; Ice making machines

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: Nov. 01, 2021  
In Commerce: Nov. 01, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Dongguan Meizheyin E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  
Address: Dongguan Meizheyin E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  
Room 304, No.75, Xinlianjiu Alley  
Humen Town  
Dongguan, Guangdong  
CHINA  
523000  
Legal Entity: Limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examine: BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAMHORN SAFETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97170393 Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "RAMHORN SAFETY". The letter "R" is written in a broken manner. The letter "A" is stylized with a triangle inside. The letter "N" is stylized with a triangle drawn sideways. Below the word "RAMHORN" are two horizontal lines separated by the word "SAFETY" in the middle. Disclaimer  "SAFETY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Anti-fogging safety goggles; Anti-pollution masks; Articles of protective clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; Asbestos clothing for protection against fire; Auto racing helmets; Balaclavas for protection against accident or injury; Boot covers for protection against accidents or injury; Clothing for protection against fire; Fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, harnesses; Gloves for divers; Gloves for protection against accidents; Headgear being protective helmets; Helmets for motorcyclists; Knee pads for workers; Life jackets; Lifesaving vests for use by dogs; Protective footwear for the prevention of accident or injury; Protective gloves for industrial use; Reflective and illuminated clothing, for the prevention of accidents International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 02, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GRANDURE INDUSTRY & TRADING CO., LIMITED Address  GRANDURE INDUSTRY & TRADING CO., LIMITED FLAT/RM 602 WAH YUEN BLDG 149 QUEEN'S RD CENTRAL HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUTGROW THE STIGMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97171821 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of cannabis education; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, lectures, workshops and panel discussions, and ongoing television and radio talk shows all in the field of public interest concerning cannabis education; Providing an in-person education forum in the field of cannabis education; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars about cannabis; Conducting of conventions in the field of cannabis education; Conducting workshops and seminars in cannabis education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Midwest CannaNurses Consulting, LLC Address Midwest CannaNurses Consulting, LLC Suite 700, PMB 266 607 Shelby Street, Detroit MICHIGAN 48227 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DPHXF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97174410 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of English letters "DPHXF" and a design drawing. The design drawing consists of gears, a bottle-shaped graphic in the middle of the gears, and two lines derived from the gears, one extending above the letter "D" and ending at the letter "D" and In the middle of the letter "P", the other line extends below the letter "P" to cut off, and the letter "D" is included on the right side of the gear. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "DPHXF" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air filters for motorcycle motors and engines; Electric pumps; Electrical water pumps for swimming pools, spas, baths, and whirlpools; Electronically and power-operated tools, namely, pullers and components therefor, nut splitters, extractors, separators, spanners and coil spring compressors; Fuel filters; Fuel injectors; Fuel pumps for land vehicles; Fuel pumps for service stations; Motor mufflers; Motorcycle engine parts, namely, air cleaners; Oil filters for motors and engines; Silencers as part of vehicle exhaust systems; Snow ploughs; Vehicle parts, namely, carburetors; Water pumps for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruian Yujie Trading Co., Ltd. Address Ruian Yujie Trading Co., Ltd. No.28, Yannan Rd, Xiaonanshan Village, Tangxia Town, Ri'an, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 325204 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WWE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97175076 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, creating an online community for users to access online world marketplaces and metaverse platforms; creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions regarding digital assets, non-fungible tokens, and metaverses and online worlds
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. Address World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. 1241 East Main Street Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CALIRAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97175216 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of product packaging, where the label consists of a yellow background, a horizontal stylized rainbow design consisting of a green horizontal line, above which appears a blue horizontal line, above which appears a purple horizontal line, above which appears a red horizontal line, above which appears an orange horizontal line, above which appears a yellow horizontal line, and with a shaded semi-circle in blue and purple representing a sun on the horizon overlapping the blue and purple lines, above which appears another smaller shaded semi-circle in red and orange and representing a sun on the horizon overlapping the red and orange lines, above which appears another smaller shaded semi-circle in yellow and representing a sun on the horizon overlapping the orange line with the vertical lowercase wording CALIRAY in pink beginning at the top of the middle semi-circle and extending beyond the top semi-circle, and a smaller design consisting of stacked pink semi-circles of decreasing size and featuring half a circle, a quarter of a circle, and an eighth of a circle positioned above the word "caliray". The broken lines depicting the folds, top, bottom and sides of a box indicate placement of the mark on the goods and are not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, pink and green are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For eyeliner; mascara; Body oil; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetics; Essential oils; Fragrances and perfumery; Hair care preparations; Lip balm; Make-up; Nail care preparations; Non-medicated lip care preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Sunscreen preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CALIRAY, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CALIRAY, INC. 5216 RIVER AVENUE NEWPORT BEACH CALIFORNIA 92663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN |

1343
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97175305 Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two "W"s stacked on top of each other with a scar underneath.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer services, namely, creating an online community for users to access online world marketplaces and metaverse platforms; creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions regarding digital assets, non-fungible tokens, and metaverses and online worlds

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. Address  World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.  1241 East Main Street Stamford  CONNECTICUT  06902 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KRONYAK MASTER BLEND
INFUSED SPIRITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97175743 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized shield with a depiction of a lion head with a five-pointed crown. Two cross spears appear behind the shield. Below the depiction of the lion is the stylized word "KRONYAK" in large font and above the stylized wording "MASTER BLEND." "MASTER BLEND" appears above the stylized wording "INFUSED" and the stylized wording "SPIRITS" appears below "INFUSED". Disclaimer "BLEND INFUSED SPIRITS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREEN BRICK ENTERPRISE LLC Address GREEN BRICK ENTERPRISE LLC 847 N. Howard Street Baltimore MARYLAND 21201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, U.S.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARREDA, AMBER KYLEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARTECEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97175981  Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biological and pharmaceutical preparations and substances, namely cell-based preparations for the treatment of solid organs disease and cancer; Biological preparations, namely, cell-based preparations for the treatment of human solid organs disease and cancer
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Cell culture media for scientific and research use; Cell growth media for growing cells for scientific and research use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title Chemicals
For Manufacturing clinical grade media in the nature of cell-stage specific media for others’ therapy programs
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Material Treatment
For Research and development in biotechnology field; Research and testing of new therapeutic and research products for pharmaceutical preparations for gene therapy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Artecel, LLC  Address Artecel, LLC  7513 Connelley Drive, Suite I  Hanover  MARYLAND  21076
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ART 0001 TM
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M3TA VERSE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97177913 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "M3TA" and "VERSE" in stylized font separated by an illustration of a cube. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Disclaimer "METAVERSE"

Goods and Services Information
For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital media, namely, digital art images, image files, music files, and video files authenticated by nonfungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable software for the gamification of interactive content for entertainment purposes and for incentivizing consumer engagement with third party brands and retailers; Downloadable software for use as a digital wallet; Downloadable software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Downloadable software for use in receiving, sending, verifying, viewing, and storing nonfungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Authentication of data in the field of nonfungible tokens (NFTs) using blockchain technology; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for accessing, reading, and tracking information in the field of nonfungible tokens (NFTs) on a blockchain; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for the gamification of interactive content for entertainment purposes and for incentivizing consumer engagement with third party brands and retailers; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in receiving, sending, verifying, viewing, and storing nonfungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Metaverse Technologies Inc.
Address: Metaverse Technologies Inc., 1223 Wilshire Blvd. #286, Santa Monica, CALIFORNIA 90403
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 121845.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AHOTU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97178588  Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018481305  Foreign Registration Date Sep. 14, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date May 28, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing sporting events, namely, endurance events, running events, cycling events, walking events, swimming events, skiing events; Organization of sports competitions; Sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing community sporting and cultural events; Providing information in the field of sports education; Organizing, conducting and operating endurance, running, cycling, walking, swimming, skiing tournaments; Sporting activities, namely, organization of endurance events, running events, cycling events, walking events, swimming events, skiing events; Organizing of sporting competitions; Booking of seats for shows and sports events; Organization of events for cultural, entertainment and sporting purposes; Rental of sports equipment, except vehicles, for use at athletic events; Provision of information relating to physical education via an online web site; Sports and fitness services, namely, sports training services; Sports instruction services; Entertainment services relating to sport, namely, entertainment services in the nature of professional athletes competing in endurance events, running events, cycling events, walking events, swimming events, skiing events; Sport camp services; Handicapping for sporting events; Timing of sports events; Production of sporting events; Providing information relating to sports and sporting event, namely, providing ticket information for sporting events; Arranging and conducting of sports events; Officiating at sports contests; Rental of stadium facilities; Rental of sports grounds; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Instruction services relating to sports; Officiating of e-sports competitions; Organization of electronic sports competitions; Entertainment information, namely, provision of ticket information for esports events; Organization of e-sports events; Ticket agency services for sporting events; Provision of information relating to sporting events; Rental of indoor recreational facilities for playing sports; Provision of information relating to e-sports; Entertainment services relating to e-sports, namely, entertainment in the nature of e-sports competitions; Production of television programs featuring e-sports; Entertainment in the
nature of e-sports competitions; Ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment and sporting events; Arranging and conducting athletics competitions; Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; Providing marketing and promotion of special events; Market research by means of a computer database; Marketing plan development; Marketing consulting; Advice relating to business marketing management; Analysis of marketing trends; Advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others via a website; Marketing services in the field of travel; Search engine optimization for sales promotion; Distribution of advertising material; Advertising and marketing; Promoting the goods and services of others by telephone; Arranging and conducting of marketing events for others; Dissemination of advertising and promotional materials; Marketing services provided by means of digital networks; Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; Promoting the sale of the services of others by arranging advertisements; Promoting the goods and services of others through advertisements on Internet websites; Promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; Promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with sporting activities; Promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with sports competitions; Retail store services featuring sporting articles; Retail store services featuring sporting equipment; Sales promotion services relating to esports events; Business management of sporting facilities; Promotional management for sports personalities; Advertising, including promotion of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to international sports’ events; Management of professional athletes

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** World's Sports Group AB **Address** World's Sports Group AB Hagagatan 24 Stockholm SWEDEN 11347 **Legal Entity** aktiebolag (ab) **State or Country Where Organized** SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** O064-0300TMU

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** MMEJE, OBIJEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HISTORICAL MINIATURES
GAMING SOCIETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97178934 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GAMING SOCIETY"

Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing facilities for playing historical war games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 1986 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Historical Miniatures Gaming Society, Inc. Address Historical Miniatures Gaming Society, Inc. 25 West Courtland Street, Suite 101 Bel Air MARYLAND 21014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BILEYCHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97179045 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BILEYCHA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Webcams; Camera flashes; Cassette players; CD burners; CD drives for computers; Computer mouse; Digital video cameras; DVD burners; DVD drives; Endoscopy cameras for industrial purposes; Magnetic encoded card readers; PC tablet mounts; Smartphone mounts; Touch panels; Touch screen pens
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Century Mingyu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Century Mingyu Trading Co., Ltd. Room A-139, No. 124, Huashidao Street, Mentougou District, Beijing CHINA 102300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Beds; Furniture; Sofas; Bedroom furniture; Custom furniture; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Sofa beds
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 20, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 20, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: FOSHAN XINMUWEI FURNITURE CO., LTD
- **Address**: FOSHAN XINMUWEI FURNITURE CO., LTD
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AQUABOSSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97180371 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For biocides for killing disease vectors and any unwanted animals in a cultivated pond
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Water purification chemicals; microorganisms and enzymes for the treatment of water in a cultivated pond
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elanco US Inc. Address Elanco US Inc. 2500 Innovation Way Greenfield INDIANA 46140 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ELA 01210 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIFTED LN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97184762 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing educational demonstrations in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, and technology; providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, and technology; organizing events in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, technology, entertainment, sports, gaming, cooking, lifestyle, arts, music, community, health, wellness, travel, current events, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy for cultural or educational purposes; providing courses in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, and technology; online journals, namely, blogs featuring the subjects of information technology networking, information technology, technology, entertainment, sports, gaming, cooking, lifestyle, arts, music, community, health, wellness, travel, current events, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy; Educational services, namely, providing workshops in the field of information technology networking, information technology, and technology; Providing a website featuring information and links to the websites of others relating to educational opportunities in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, entertainment, sports, gaming, cooking, arts, music, community, and current events, for entertainment and educational purposes; Providing a website featuring information and links to the websites of others in the fields of entertainment, sports, gaming in the nature of computer and electronic video games, arts, music, community sporting and cultural activities and games, and current events for entertainment and educational purposes; Providing online non-downloadable playback of interviews, presentations, and pre-recorded audiovisual programs via global communications networks in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, technology, entertainment, sports, gaming, cooking, lifestyle, arts, music, community, health, wellness, travel, current events, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy for entertainment and educational purposes; Entertainment services, namely, provision of an on-going multimedia series in the fields of information technology networking, information technology, technology, entertainment, sports, gaming, cooking, lifestyle, arts, music, community, health, wellness, travel, current events, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For: Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweatpants, hats, and caps

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39

International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Edwards, Kristopher
Address: Edwards, Kristopher 15207 Chandler Hollow Lane Houston TEXAS 77049
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Owner Name: Warner, Shala
Address: Warner, Shala 15207 Chandler Hollow Lane Houston TEXAS 77049
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: GIFT003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  METAMATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97184894 Application Filing Date  Dec. 22, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the processing and verification of third parties' invoices for payment; providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology for the processing and verification of third parties' paper and electronic invoices for payment, all of the foregoing excluding any advertising services for others
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jun. 14, 2019 In Commerce  Jun. 14, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  North Fork Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA The Shelby Group Address  North Fork Holdings, LLC  1933 N Meacham Road, Suite 220 Schaumburg ILLINOIS  60173 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  102863-00201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97185290 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 22, 2021 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized word "AOMAY". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Squeeze toys; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy construction blocks; Toy houses; Toy masks; Toy models; Toy vehicles |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Aug. 18, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 18, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Fuyuan Xin Textile Co., Ltd |
| Address | Shenzhen Fuyuan Xin Textile Co., Ltd Plant 401, Bldg B, No.17, Innovation Industrial Park, Xintian, Guanhu St Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518110 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (Ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | SV- 494-02 |
| Examining Attorney | GRAJEDA, HECTOR M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OWENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97185351 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Specialized retail pharmacy services for patients with particular medical conditions; specialized retail pharmacy services for patients in long term care facilities

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 31, 1957 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1957

For Delivery of medical supplies and medical equipment

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Oct. 31, 1957 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1957

For Specialty compounding pharmacy services, namely, pharmaceutical compounding services; preparation and dispensing of medications in the nature of administration of drug infusions for patients in at home settings and for patients in an ambulatory infusion center

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 31, 1957 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1957

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OWENS HEALTHCARE - MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, INC. Address OWENS HEALTHCARE - MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, INC. C. PO BOX 992657 REDDING CALIFORNIA 96099 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OHM21404
Examining Attorney SEARS, DAVID W.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
CONCRETE JUNGLE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97185609 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 22, 2021 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  - **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bar and restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101  
  - **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hunger & Thirst, LLC  
  - **Address**: Hunger & Thirst, LLC 2210 Central Avenue St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33712  
  - **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  - **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4379.5

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BITCOIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97185916</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 22, 2021</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent** The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| First Use | Dec. 08, 2014 | In Commerce | Dec. 08, 2014 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Sunset Studios and Productions, Inc. **Address** Sunset Studios and Productions, Inc. 1121 La Collina Dr. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210

Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OCHIDO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97186017</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bells for Christmas trees; Carnival masks; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Hand-held party poppers; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Party favors in the nature of crackers and noisemakers; Piñatas; Play balloons; Swimming pool air floats; Theatrical masks; Toy for pets
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MENG YE YU
- **Address**: MENG YE YU #1 Huiwuding, Tangxi Village, Dongli Town, Chenghai District, Shantou, Guangdong, CHINA 515000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EUTTFON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97186253
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 22, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Euttfon" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; Fabric cake toppers; Holiday ornaments of plastic; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Ornaments of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Party ornaments of plastic; Placards of plastic; Placards of wood; Plastic cake decorations; Three dimensional ornaments made from plastic; Works of art in mixed media composed primarily of polymers; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of plastic; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 24, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 24, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Han Feng
- **Address**: Han Feng No. 1, Group 8, Tuanjie Street, Lufeng Town, Xupu County, Hunan Province CHINA 418000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LINERO GUARDA, GERARDO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
QTQ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 97186423 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Dec. 22, 2021 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Wrist guards for athletic use; waist protectors for athletic use

| **International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Oct. 13, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 13, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Shenzhen Xintao Environmental Technology Co., LTD. |
| **Address** | Shenzhen Xintao Environmental Technology Co., LTD. Room201,Bldg.A,No.1Qianwan Road,Qian Hai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | MACIOL, GENE V J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOSYDOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186671 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Height adjustable tables; latex travel U-shaped pillows not containing any down International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Deodar Industrial Co.,Ltd. Address Zhejiang Deodar Industrial Co.,Ltd. xinyiguangchang 1 zhuang 26 ceng xiaoshan qu beigan street hangzhou CHINA 311200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97186932 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FIVE INEVITABLE INDUSTRIES

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIES"

Goods and Services Information
For Wholesale retail energy provider services that allow customers to purchase wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, low carbon fuels, zero carbon fuels, zero carbon gas, liquid fuels, desalination energy and electron volt energy; Business management, consulting and strategic planning services in the fields of wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, low carbon fuels, zero carbon fuels, zero carbon gas, liquid fuels, desalination energy and electron volt energy; Business services, namely, business operation and business development of clean energy, wind energy, solar energy, renewable energy and energy projects for others; Business services, namely, operation of clean energy, wind energy, solar energy, renewable energy and energy generation facilities for others; Retail energy provider services that allow customers to purchase energy, solar energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, low carbon fuels, zero carbon fuels, zero carbon gas, liquid fuels, desalination energy and electron volt energy; Energy usage management; Consulting services in the field of energy usage management, and also energy consumption and usage conservation to improve energy efficiency; Retail electricity provider services that allow customers to purchase energy, solar energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, low carbon fuels, zero carbon fuels, zero carbon gas, liquid fuels, desalination energy and electron volt energy; Business consultancy and business development services in the field of distributed energy generation related to energy storage systems and co-generation systems

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE FIVE INEVITABLE INDUSTRIES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97186933
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 23, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “INDUSTRIES”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Financing of development of energy, clean energy, wind energy, solar energy and renewable energy generation facilities; Renewable energy services in the nature of energy brokerage services, namely, arranging for the purchase, sale or trade of renewable energy credits; Energy brokerage services, namely, buying, selling, and trading energy, renewable energy certificates, carbon offset credits, and emission credits; commodity exchange services, namely, buying, selling, and trading energy, renewable energy certificates, carbon offset credits, and emission credits; Providing information in the field of energy brokerage services consisting of the purchase, sale, and trading of energy, renewable energy certificates, carbon offset credits, and emission credits; Providing information in the field of commodity exchange services consisting of the purchase, sale and trading of energy and renewable energy certificates

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Intersect Power, LLC
- **Address**: Intersect Power, LLC 9450 SW Gemini Drive, PMB #68743 Beaverton OREGON 97008
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 34824.6011
- **Examining Attorney**: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FIVE INEVITABLE INDUSTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186934 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation and maintenance of renewable energy and clean fuel-based power plants, equipment and facilities; Maintenance of equipment for the operation of solar and wind power plants and facilities; Installation of wind and solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; Consultancy relating to the installation, maintenance and repair of windmills and wind turbines; Installation and maintenance services in the field of distributed energy generation, namely, installation and maintenance of energy storage systems and cogeneration systems; EV charging station services for electric vehicles; Leasing of EV charging stations and rental of EV battery chargers; Real estate development and construction of energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy and solar energy based power plants and facilities

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intersect Power, LLC Address Intersect Power, LLC 9450 SW Gemini Drive, PMB #68743 Beaverton OREGON 97008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34824.6011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FIVE INEVITABLE INDUSTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186936 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distribution of electricity, electrical power, electrical energy, solar energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, low carbon fuels, zero carbon fuels, desalination energy and electron volt energy; Transportation and storage of goods; Transportation and storage of water; physical storage of electricity, power, electrical energy, solar energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, low carbon fuels, zero carbon fuels, desalination energy and electron volt energy in the form of goods, gas, and fuels
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intersect Power, LLC Address Intersect Power, LLC 9450 SW Gemini Drive, PMB #6874  Beaverton OREGON 97008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34824.6011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FIVE INEVITABLE INDUSTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186937 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production and generation of electricity, power and energy; Production of energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy and solar energy; Providing information in the field of energy and electricity production; Non-regulated utility services in the nature of power generation; Generation of power for heating and cooling of buildings through the operation of power generation equipment and facilities; Generation of energy, solar energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy, hydrogen fuel, green hydrogen, clean electricity, carbon electricity, desalination energy and electron volt energy; Waste-to-energy generation services in the nature of energy generation services; Consulting in the field of energy generation and production; Generation of electricity from energy, renewable energy, clean energy, wind energy and solar energy; Carbon capture for others using direct air capture technology; Desalination of water; Water recycling and desalination services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intersect Power, LLC Address Intersect Power, LLC 9450 SW Gemini Drive, PMB #68743 Beaverton OREGON 97008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34824.6011
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FIVE INEVITABLE INDUSTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186939 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “INDUSTRIES”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Research and development of clean energy, renewable energy and environmentally-preferable energy sources, systems, and products; Providing energy research and development information in the fields of developing clean energy, renewable energy and environmentally preferable energy sources, systems, and products; Consulting in the fields of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency; Technological consulting services in the fields of alternative energy generation; Design and engineering services in the field of distributed energy generation, namely, engineering and design of energy storage systems and co-generation systems

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intersect Power, LLC Address Intersect Power, LLC 9450 SW Gemini Drive, PMB #68743 Beaverton OREGON 97008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34824.6011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PARKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97187939 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6351165

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel and accessories, not including eyewear or eyewear-related goods; Retail store services featuring apparel and accessories, not including eyewear or eyewear-related goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Parker Lifestyle, LLC Address Parker Lifestyle, LLC c/o Vince, LLC, 20th Floor 500 Fifth Avenue, New York NEW YORK 10110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) E EXQUISITE ELITE
MATCHMAKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97189186 Application Filing Date  Dec. 24, 2021 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized gold letter "E" above the wording "EXQUISITE ELITE" in black above the wording "MATCHMAKING" in gold, all on a white background. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) gold, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MATCHMAKING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dating services; Dating services provided via phone, internet, app; Dating services, namely, providing an on-line computer database featuring single people interested in meeting other single people; Dating agency services; Matchmaking services; Computer dating services; Internet based social networking, introduction, and dating services; Internet-based dating services; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services; Marriage partner introduction or dating services; Personal reminder services in the area of upcoming important dates and events; Providing information relating to marriage partner introduction or dating services via a website; Video dating services; Web site services featuring on-line dating club
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Feb. 02, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Exquisite Elite Matchmaking LLC Address  Exquisite Elite Matchmaking LLC  1127 Eldridge Pkwy., Ste. 300-165 Houston TEXAS 77077 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNICO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97190623 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word UNICO, with the letter U in blue, and the letter O in magenta, with the letters in-between fading from blue to purple to magenta from left to right. The stem on the letter N is magenta. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, purple, and magenta is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Human resources consultancy; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases, and advice, consultancy, and information related thereto; Database and computerized file management; Searching for data in computer files for others; Data processing; all of the aforementioned services exclusively related to biometric recognition technology, digital admission and digital identity management, and none of the aforementioned services relating to marketing, advertising and holding management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Data processing equipment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Electronic data storage; Advice, consultancy and information in the field of selection, implementation and use of hardware and software systems for third parties; Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; consultancy in data security; consultancy in computer software; design and development of computer hardware and software, and consultancy related thereto; Digitization of documents, namely, scanning; Authentication, issuance and validation of digital certificates; Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breaches; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; computer programming; computer system design; provision of computer technology and programming information via a website; data encryption services; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for digital identity management, biometric recognition, digital admission, and digital authentication; data processing equipment; Technical computer support, namely, installation, maintenance and configuration of databases;
Database development services; Providing user authentication services using biometrics, facial recognition, fingerprints, voice recognition, or the measurement and analysis of unique physical or behavioral characteristics through hardware and software technology; all of the aforementioned services exclusively related to biometric recognition technology, digital admission and digital identity management, and none of the aforementioned services relating to marketing, advertising and holding management

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Acesso Digital Tecnologia da Informação S.A. **Address**  Acesso Digital Tecnologia da Informação S.A. Avenida Torquato Tapajós, 4780 Bairro Colônia - Santo Antônio Manaus - Amazonas BRAZIL CEP:69093 **Legal Entity**  Joint Stock Company **State or Country Where Organized**  BRAZIL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  8834-0080010

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MBOKEBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97191037  Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MBOKEBA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bag blanket, namely, baby diaper bags that incorporate a blanket function; baby carrier, namely, baby carrying bags, pouch baby carriers; baby wrap carriers
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tchinda, Tatiana  Address Tchinda, Tatiana  1836 WESTCHESTER AVE PMB 9558  Brooklyn  NEW YORK 10472  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NCMAC NORTH CAROLINA MILITARY AFFAIRS COMMISSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97192616 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a badge design containing the literal elements "NCMAC NORTH CAROLINA MILITARY AFFAIRS COMMISSION" below an insignia containing a star above an angled stripe. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COMMISSION"
Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "North Carolina Military Affairs Commission"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting the interests of people concerned with military members and their families, North Carolina military installations, military operations, military readiness, and military affairs in the State of North Carolina; promoting public awareness of the interests of military members and their families; promoting economic development in the state of North Carolina; providing advice and assistance to commercial entities relating to the establishment and maintenance of business and contractual relationships with state and local governments and military installations for the purpose of expanding and improving defense and homeland security economic development activity in North Carolina
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 23, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name North Carolina Military Affairs Commission Address North Carolina Military Affairs Commissi on 413 North Salisbury Street Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27603 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NCMAC.21001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIAJEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97194402 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, shorts, hat, scarfs, socks, sweat pants, tights, ties, jackets, coats, head bands, wrists bands, shoes, slides being sandals, underwear, fabric belts; athletic gear in the nature of athletic clothing, namely, athletic tops and bottoms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Diajee, LLC Address Diajee, LLC 108 Lakeland Ave. Dover DELAWARE 19901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 230873

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P.W. GILLIBRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97196861 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gravel; sand; specialty sands, namely, sand for use in golf courses, deckling sand, silica sand infill for sports turf, silica sand infill for synthetic turf infield sand, equestrian sand, equestrian footing, racetrack sand, sand for use in railroad traction, playground and recreational sand, play sand in the nature of beach sand, volleyball sand; filtration sand; sand for use in filtration systems; pool filter sand; sand for use in water purification systems; construction materials, namely, sand used for making stucco, tiles, and concrete overlays, roofing sand, head lap sand, backing sand for mixing with epoxy or resin-based slabs; sand for mixing with paint or other substances for creating skid resistant surfaces; sand for concrete; sand for building foundations; construction aggregate, namely, asphalt; products or materials used for or with oil, gas, or geothermal drilling or wells, namely, gravel for case packing; well pack sand; products or materials, namely, gravel used for or with oil, gas, or geothermal drilling or wells; sand for use in cogeneration plants; sand or gravel used in polymer concrete products or materials International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Blast sand for use as abrasive in sandblasting International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For foundry sand; backing sand; sand for foundries; sand for foundry molding preparations; foundry sand for use in metal casting; sand for growing, namely, sand for nurseries containing herbicides; industrial silica sand; sand used for oil, gas, or geothermal wells, namely, sand for use as a proppant, ceramic sand for use as a proppant, frac sand being hydraulic fracturing sand; products or materials, namely, frac sand used for oil, gas, or geothermal wells or drilling International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   P.W. Gillibrand Co., Inc. Address   P.W. Gillibrand Co., Inc. 4537 Ish Drive Simi Valley CALIFORNIA 93063 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ATDOALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97197050  Application Filing Date  Dec. 30, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "ATDOALL" in stylized letters inside of a quadrilateral shape appearing over a polygon shape. Inside of the polygon shape and above the wording appears a stylized design of six horizontal lines over a semicircular shape and below the wording appears a stylized design of six horizontal lines and two large square shapes that are each composed of thirty smaller square shapes.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6105394

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Flashlights; Lamps; Searchlights; Desk lamps; Flood lights; Hair dryers; Lighted disco balls; Nail lamps; Portable headlamps; Solar powered lamps
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Dec. 02, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ATDOALL INC.  Address  ATDOALL INC.  ASSOCIATION COLORADO 225 E 7TH AVE  DENVER COLORADO  80203  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOVETAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97197584 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail and online retail store services featuring smokers' articles traditionally intended for use with tobacco products or containing, or intended to be used solely with, hemp and CBD derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; retail and online retail store services featuring hemp and hemp-derived cosmetics that are non-medicated, non-therapeutic, and non-edible, all derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; providing a website featuring consumer information about goods in the fields of smokers' articles, hemp, and hemp-derived products that contain a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Providing a website with consumer product recommendations in the field of cannabis; Providing consumer product information via the Internet regarding cannabis products and their effects

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Likewise Brands Co. Address Likewise Brands Co. 1940 Embarcadero Oakland CALIFORNIA 94606
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENTERING THE INSPIRATION ZONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97198238 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing courses, classes, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of business and professional development; Education services, namely, providing courses, classes, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of business; Education services, namely, providing courses, classes, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of personal and professional development; Education services, namely, providing courses, classes, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of leadership development; Education services, namely, providing courses, classes, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of professional executive leadership; Education services, namely, providing courses, classes, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of thought leadership; Training services in the field of business; Training services in the field of business and professional development; Training services in the field of personal and professional development; Training services in the field of leadership development; Training services in the field of professional executive leadership; Training services in the field of thought leadership; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of business; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of leadership development; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of marketing and branding; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of organizational and individual growth strategies; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of strategic networking; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of thought leadership; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of organizational and individual growth strategies; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of strategic networking; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of thought leadership; Entertainment services, namely,
providing podcasts in the field of personal and professional development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring business and professional development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring business; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring personal and professional development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring leadership development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring business coaching; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring professional executive leadership; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring thought leadership; Production of podcasts; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of professional executive leadership; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of business; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of business and professional development; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of business; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, and blog posts, all in the field of professional executive leadership; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, and blog posts, all in the field of business; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, and blog posts, all in the field of business and professional development; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, and blog posts, all in the field of leadership development

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Inspiration Zone LLC Address: Inspiration Zone LLC 6 Parsons Walk Norwell Massachusetts 02061 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SEARS, DAVID W.
**Reason for Publication**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
VPRINTES

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97198305  
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 31, 2021  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Mugs; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers  
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass  
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2021

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: DPG INC PTE. LTD  
- **Address**: DPG INC PTE. LTD 68 Circular Road #02-01 Singapore SINGAPORE 049422  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLAMBE BY CONCASSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97199196 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word FLAMBE in stylized blue letters with a design of a red fire over the letter "e". Below are the words "BY CONCASSÉ" in special font blue letters. All inside a white oval and the oval is in a gray background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray, blue, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FLAMBE" Translation The English translation of FLAMBÉ and CONCASSE in the mark is FLAMED and CRUSHED.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4465007, 5311249

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; Barbecue apparatus, namely, fuel starter in the nature of a metal container with a wooden handle into which fuel briquettes may be placed, lit, and then poured into a barbecue grill for the purpose of speeding up the ready to cook time of barbecue fuels; Barbecue grills; Cooking ranges; Electric cooking ovens; Electric cooking stoves; Electric grills; Fondue pots with heat source; Gas grills; Heating elements; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARIA TERESA QUIROGA GONZALEZ Address MARIA TERESA QUIROGA GONZALEZ La Silla # 7704 Col. Parque Industrial La Silla Guadalupe MEXICO 67129 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOUTH AMERICA SATURDAY 7
AFRICA SUNDAY 1 ANTARCTICA MONDAY 2
ASIA TUESDAY 3 AUSTRALIA WEDNESDAY 4
EUROPE THURSDAY 5 NORTH AMERICA
FRIDAY 6 DELAWARE 1 (DE) PENNSYLVANIA
2 (PA) NEW JERSEY 3 (NJ) GEORGIA 4 (GA)
CONNECTICUT 5 (CT) MASSACHUSETTS 6
(MA) MARYLAND 7 (MD) SOUTH CAROLINA 8
(SC) NEW HAMPSHIRE 9 (NH) VIRGINIA 10
(VA) NEW YORK 11 (NY) NORTH CAROLINA 12
(NC) RHODE ISLAND 13 (RI) VERMONT 14 (VT)
KENTUCKY 15 (KY) TENNESSEE 16 (TN) OHIO
17 (OH) LOUISIANA 18 (LA) INDIANA 19 (IN)
MISSISSIPPI 20 (MS) ILLINOIS 21 (IL)
ALABAMA 22 (AL) MAINE 23 (ME) MISSOURI
24 (MO) ARKANSAS 25 (AR) MICHIGAN 26 (MI)
FLORIDA 27 (FL) TEXAS 28 (TX) IOWA 29 (IA)
WISCONSIN 30 (WI) CALIFORNIA 31 (CA)
MINNESOTA 32 (MN) OREGON 33 (OR)
KANSAS 34 (KS) WEST VIRGINIA 35 (WV)
NEVADA 36 (NV) NEBRASKA 37 (NE)
COLORADO 38 (CO) NORTH DAKOTA 39 (ND)
SOUTH DAKOTA 40 (SD) MONTANA 41 (MT)
WASHINGTON 42 (WA) IDAHO 43 (ID)
WYOMING 44 (WY) UTAH 45 (UT) OKLAHOMA
46 (OK) NEW MEXICO 47 (NM) ARIZONA 48
(AZ) ALASKA 49 (AK) HAWAII 50 (HI)
TERRITORIES 51 16 US DISTRICT OF
COLOMBIA / WASHINGTON, DC 52 XII I II IV
V VI VII VIII IX X XI GLOBAL B SINCE 2008
BLACKIPEDIA
The mark consists of a stylized map of the world laid flat and divided into seven sections. In each of the sections of the map is a continent that is shaded in dark blue. Starting from the top left, the continent of North America has the words "NORTH AMERICA FRIDAY 6" laid over it in a white stylized font. In the next section, the continent of South America has the words "SOUTH AMERICA SATURDAY 7" laid over it in a white stylized font. Next to that section is a section with the continent of Africa, with the words "AFRICA SUNDAY 1" laid over it in a white stylized font. Starting from the bottom left section, the continent of Europe has the words "EUROPE THURSDAY 5" laid over it in a white stylized font. In the next section, the continent of Australia has the words "AUSTRALIA WEDNESDAY 4" laid over it in a white stylized font. In the next section is the continent of Asia, with the words "ASIA TUESDAY 3" laid over it in a white stylized font. In the following section is the continent of Antarctica, with the words "ANTARCTICA MONDAY 2" laid over it in a white stylized font. The center white circle is a beige border that has the Roman numerals in a stylized brown font listed clockwise from XII to XI, in the style of a clock. At the edge of this border is an assortment of burgundy dots and stars within the beige border but outside of the Roman numerals. The fourth border is another thin yellow border. The fifth border is a thin border in a dark burgundy color. The sixth border is shaded in purple, and the word "BLACKIPEDIA" appears at the bottom of the border in a stylized yellow font. In the center white circle are an assortment of yellow stars outlining the inside of the circle, with a dark blue, yellow, and beige shield in the middle of the circle. Above the shield is the word "GLOBAL" in a stylized black font. Below the letter "B" are the words "SINCE 2008" in a stylized black font.
Claimed: The color(s) blue, brown, black, white, yellow, beige, purple, and burgundy is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. 


GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Bottoms as clothing; Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Jackets; Leggings; Neckties; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Socks; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tops as clothing; Underwear

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing  First Use: Dec. 31, 2021

In Commerce: Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Panacea Corps OCS Ltd  Address: Panacea Corps OCS Ltd  2090A Hwy 317  Suwanee  GEORGIA  30024

Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALPHA ICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97199497 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing backpacks, tote bags, aprons, oven mitts, bath bombs, holiday tree ornaments, jewelry, pins, bracelets, necklaces, earrings, cuff links, jewelry cases, phone cases, wallets, business card holders, sleeping masks, blankets, neck pillows, travel pillows, robes, pillowcases, fanny packs, headbands, resistance bands, jump ropes, armband phone cases, umbrellas, pens, picture frames, luggage tags, luggage straps, passport cases, blank USB flash drives, coffee mugs, address books, calendars, notebooks, books, and clothing, namely, jackets, t-shirts, golf shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters, cardigan sweaters, pajamas, socks and hats; Online retail store services featuring clothing, namely, jackets, t-shirts, sweatshirts, scarves, hats, backpacks, pins, jewelry, robes, pillowcases, and books; Promoting and marketing the online retail store services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 15, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Address Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 2313 St. Paul St. Baltimore MARYLAND 21218 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Alpha Ice

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELLAYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97199767 Application Filing Date Jan. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Chantel Milligan, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed comic books; Printed comic strips' comic features; Printed comics
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Presentation of musical performance; Presentation of musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of entertainment, education and music; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of entertainment, education and music; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable audio recordings in the field of music and entertainment content in the nature of unreleased music and music videos, and live and pre-recorded artist discussions; Providing information in the field of music via a website; Providing online non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring music and entertainment (Based on Intent to Use) Live musical theater performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live music and dance performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band; Providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; Providing online non-downloadable comic strips; Providing online non-downloadable comics
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable audio recordings featuring music; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable educational media, namely, audio files, video recordings, and multimedia files containing text, audio, and video, in the field of philosophy, music, spirituality, and religion; Downloadable image file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games and Internet Web links relating to sporting and cultural activities; Downloadable MP3 files, MP3 recordings, on-line discussion board posts, webcasts, webinars and podcasts, and audio books featuring news and information in the field of music; Downloadable MP3 files, MP3 recordings, online discussion boards, webcasts, pod casts featuring music, audio books and news broadcasts; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to music; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to music and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to music and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games, and Internet Web links relating to music; Series of musical sound recordings; Audio recordings featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Digital materials, namely, CDs, downloadable audio files, video recordings, and multimedia files containing text, audio, and video, in the field of philosophy, music, spirituality, and religion; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting music; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital discs featuring music; Digital media, namely, CDs, downloadable audio files, video recordings, and multimedia files in the field of philosophy, music, spirituality, and religion; Downloadable music files; Downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable podcasts in the field of entertainment, education and music; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music anthologies; Downloadable ring tones, graphics and music via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable video recordings featuring music; Musical sound recordings; Pre-recorded record albums featuring music; Sound recordings featuring music; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation (Based on Intent to Use) Downloadable comic strips; Downloadable comics; Downloadable fiction books on a variety of topics; Downloadable fiction e-books on a variety of topics; Downloadable electronic books featuring comics

Basis Information
Currently ITU  Yes Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Starlight Studios  Address  Starlight Studios  5301 Alpha Rd Suite 80-430  Dallas  TEXAS  75240  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  M-CHANTAL

Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LOUISIANA MUSIC TRAIL

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97199930</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;LOUISIANA MUSIC TRAIL&quot;</td>
<td>For Promoting recreation and tourism in Louisiana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Louisiana Office of Tourism Address</th>
<th>Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1051 North 3rd Street Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70802 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64113.00028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLAYTON, CHERYL A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GROW NOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97202456</td>
<td>Jan. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer** "GROW"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  
3-in-1 hair conditioners; 3-in-1 hair shampoos; Hair care creams; Hair care lotions; Hair care preparations; Hair care preparations for hair edges; Hair butter; Hair colouring; Hair conditioner; Hair conditioner bars; Hair conditioners; Hair conditioners for all hair types and hair care; Hair creams; Hair curling preparations; Hair dye; Hair frosts; Hair gel; Hair gel and hair mousse; Hair gels; Hair lighteners; Hair lotion; Hair moisturizers; Hair mousse; Hair mousse; Hair nourishers; Hair oils; Hair pomades; Hair rinses; Hair shampoo; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair shampoos for all hair types and hair care; Hair sprays; Hair sprays and hair gels; Hair stick pomades; Hair straightening preparations; Hair styling gel; Hair styling preparations; Hair styling preparations for hair edges; Hair styling spray; Hair texture cream; Hair texturizers; Hair tonic; Hair waving lotion; Hair wax; Baby hair conditioner; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic hair regrowth inhibiting preparations; Cosmetic preparations for hair care; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Leave-in hair conditioners; Lotion in the nature of hair lotions and beauty lotions; Lotions for all hair types and hair care; Mousse, namely, hair mousse and styling mousse; Non-medicated hair restoration lotions; Non-medicated hair serums; Non-medicated hair shampoos for all hair types and hair care; Non- medicated balm for hair; Non-medicated balms for use on all hair types and hair care; Non-medicated gel for all hair types and hair care; Non-medicated lotions for all hair types and hair care; Non- medicated serums for use on all hair types and hair care; Non-medicated shampoos for all hair types and hair care; Non-medicated all hair types hair care preparations; Oils for hair conditioning; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Pomades for all hair types and hair care for cosmetic purposes; Preparations for setting hair; Shampoos for Adult Men, Women and Children; Styling gels for Adult Men, Women and Children; Styling paste for hair; Styling sprays for Adult Men, Women and Children

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes  
1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**US Classes** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Jun. 18, 2017  
**In Commerce** Jun. 18, 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ETHIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97203935  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 05, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For
  - Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable environmental, social, and governance (ESG) software for the collection, analysis and application of data relating to general environmental, social, and governance (ESG) topics and the environmental, social, and governance (ESG) practices of companies; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for addressing issues of environmental impact, conservation, preservation and protection, namely, providing inputs into a proprietary algorithmic model used to optimize investment portfolios; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for measuring a business's carbon footprint; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for analyzing data in the fields of environmental impact, conservation, preservation and protection, and sustainability

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ethic Inc.  
- **Address**: Ethic Inc. 99 Hudson St., Fl. 17  
  New York  
  NEW YORK  
  10013  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 328679-20000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97204168 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper products, namely, facial tissue, toilet tissue, paper towels and paper napkins
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Essity Hygiene & Health Aktiebolag Address Essity Hygiene & Health Aktiebolag SE 405 03 Göteborg SWEDEN n/a Legal Entity aktiebolag (ab) State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ESSTM-289

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOODLEVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97204977 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Keychains; jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Mugs; beverage glassware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Trading card games; trading cards for games; drawing toys; toy figures; plush toys; toys, namely, articulated and non-articulated dolls, toy figures, plastic, vinyl and PVC toy figurines, bendable toys and action figures; puzzles; board games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Drawings; art implements, namely, pencils, pens, mechanical pencils, erasers, crayons, markers, colored pencils, artist's brushes, arts and craft paint kits, highlighter pens, paper folders, paper notebooks, paper, drawing protractors, paper clips, pencil sharpeners, writing grips, glue for stationery use, and easels; art pictures in the nature of drawings, posters and paintings; arts and craft paint kits; printed comic books; printed comic strips; drawing rulers; dry erase writing boards and writing surfaces; erasers; foam stamps, namely, foam impression marking stamps and stamp pads; paper notebooks; paintings; pen or pencil holders; pencil sharpeners; pen and pencil cases and boxes; stationery; stickers; collectible printed trading cards; writing implements; arts and craft kits for creating art; jackets for paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, production and distribution of educational and entertainment television programs, motion picture, and web-based video programming for others; entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded non-downloadable audio, visual and audiovisual works via the Internet and television in the field of entertainment; Entertainment and educational services relating to NFTs, namely providing non-downloadable videos in the field of NFTs; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring electronic puzzles; Entertainment services a website featuring video games; Entertainment services in the field of film and television, namely, the creating, production and distribution of files, videos, animation, and editing of computer generated images; Entertainment and educational services namely, development, creation, production, and distribution of digital multimedia and audio and visual content, namely, motion picture films, television programs, and multimedia entertainment content and educational content in the nature of instructional videos; Entertainment services namely, development, creation, production, distribution, and rental of audio and visual recordings; production of entertainment television shows and interactive television programs for distribution via audio and visual media, and electronic means; provision of entertainment news and entertainment information via electronic communication networks and production of television entertainment news program; providing online computer games and providing websites featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, television programs, musical videos, film clips, photographs, and other entertainment information multimedia materials; amusement park and theme park services; educational and entertainment services rendered in or relating to theme parks, namely, live stage shows, live amusement park shows, live performances by costumed characters, and production and presentation of live theatrical performances; production and presentation of live show performances; theater productions, entertainer services, namely live appearances by a professional entertainer

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital art images and drawings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); advertising and marketing non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on the Internet, television, social media and other communications channels; office functions in the nature of maintaining and recording ownership of digital illustrations; office functions in the nature of maintaining and recording ownership of digital illustrations represented by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For Downloadable image files containing cartoon drawings, artwork images, artwork, cartoons, memes and trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork and cartoon drawings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia files containing text and audio relating to artwork authenticated by non-fungible digital asset tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology; Downloadable multimedia files containing text and audio featuring cartoon drawings, artwork images, artwork, cartoons, memes and trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing cartoon drawings, artwork images, artwork, cartoons, memes and trading cards featuring non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable electronic video recordings featuring memes authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable digital art reproductions; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer software for creating non-fungible tokens; downloadable computer software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept and transmit digital, cryptographic, non-
fungible tokens; downloadable image files containing digital collectables, namely trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); cell phone cases; downloadable computer game software featuring electronic puzzles; downloadable video games programs; notebook computers; downloadable mobile applications featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, television programs, musical videos, film clips, photographs, and other multimedia entertainment information materials

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Online social networking services

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**For** On-line electronic transmission of information and data; audio and video broadcasting and electronic transmission of educational and entertainment information; electronic transmission and distribution being electronic transmission of digital voice, audio, video, images, signals, messages and information; transmission of information relating to NFTs via the internet

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Hats; baseball caps; bandanas; dresses; outer jackets; clothing jerseys; leggings; pants; shirts; shorts; sweaters; sweatpants; sweatshirts; tank tops; thermal shirts; t-shirts; vests; gloves; headwear; socks; footwear; clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, underwear, headwear, footwear and scarves

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Computer graphics design services, namely, creating 2D and 3D digital art, images, drawings, cartoons, memes and non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Computer graphics design services, namely, creating 2D and 3D digital art, images, drawings, cartoons, memes authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept and transmit digital, cryptographic, non-fungible tokens; Design, development, and implementation of software for electronically creating, exchanging, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital, cryptographic, non-fungible tokens, smart contracts, and decentralized autonomous organizations; on-line computer security services, namely providing access to information and images relating to NFTs, namely, providing user authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology; providing on-line non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, cartoon drawings and artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens; providing on-line non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, digital collectible images in the nature of artwork authenticated using non-fungible tokens and blockchain technology; authentication and validation of data relating to non-fungible tokens via blockchain technology; providing temporary use of online non downloadable game software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**

**Currently ITU** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KANKITSU LABO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97204988 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KANKITSU"
Translation The English translation of KANKITSU LABO in the mark is "citrus laboratory".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jellies and jams; Marmalades and jams
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Dressings for salad; syrup for flavoring beverages; sauces; cooking sauces; processed tea leaves
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Fruit juice; concentrates for making fruit beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DISCO International, Inc. Address DISCO International, Inc. 19 West 44th Street New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 202111559

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97205249
Application Filing Date: Jan. 06, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): QUEER BROWN VEGAN

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information

For: Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of sustainability, environmental education and awareness, social injustice, personal and professional development, and inclusivity; Educational services, namely, conducting conferences, courses, classes, lectures, seminars, panels, trainings, and workshops in the field of sustainability, environmental education and awareness, social injustice, personal and professional development, and inclusivity and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of sustainability, environmental education and awareness, social injustice, personal and professional development, and inclusivity; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of sustainability, environmental education and awareness, social injustice, personal and professional development, and inclusivity; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring sustainability, environmental education and awareness, social injustice, personal and professional development, and inclusivity; Personal coaching services in the field of brand development and awareness

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Jan. 02, 2020
In Commerce: Jan. 02, 2020

For: Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Business advice and information; Business consulting service that provides transformational strategies to companies wishing to move towards sustainability and socially responsible business practices, provided mainly to the consumer products industry; Business consulting services; Business marketing services; Promoting the interests of people concerned with health, community and environmental sustainability issues; Providing public policy information in the field of climate change, sustainability, and environmental impact via a website

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jan. 02, 2020
In Commerce: Jan. 02, 2020
For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of e-books and magazines in the field of environmental education and awareness

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use** Jan. 02, 2020  **In Commerce** Jan. 02, 2020

For Advice and consultancy on environmental regulatory matters

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Personal and legal services  **First Use** Jan. 02, 2020  **In Commerce** Jan. 02, 2020

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Hernandez, Isaias  **Address** Hernandez, Isaias Apartment #1 38 Bonn Place Weehawken NEW JERSEY 07086  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIRGUARD RESTORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97205579 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RESTORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mold remediation services, namely, mold removal
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Nov. 18, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gil Gotlieb Address Gil Gotlieb 378 Hickory Hill Road Chagrin Falls OHIO 44022 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GGB-102tm

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
**Trademark Application**

**Mark Literal(s)**: DHM SLEEP FUL

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97205997
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a side profile of a head looking to the right; inside the head are three diamond shapes above a flower; below the head are the letters "DHM," to the right of the head are the words "Sleep" and "ful" in a plain font, separated by a diamond shape.
- **Disclaimer**: "DHM" OR "SLEEPFUL"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dietary supplements for aiding sleep made in whole or substantial part of dihydromyricetin (DHM)
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: UNIVERSITY PHARMCO, LLC
- **Address**: UNIVERSITY PHARMCO, LLC 5300 E Concours St. Ontario 91764
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 123309-0104
- **Examining Attorney**: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUTCH ROASTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97206064 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a dark blue outline of a coffee roaster to the left of the wording "DUTCH ROASTERS" in dark teal stylized font. The color white in the mark is a background color that is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors dark blue and dark teal are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DUTCH ROASTERS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018487221 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric coffee mills being coffee grinders; Coffee extracting machines; Food and beverage processing and preparation machines and apparatus, namely, electric coffee grinders, beverage processing machines, mixing machines, electric food mixers, electric food blenders, and electric food processors
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Coffee machines, electric; Coffee roasters; Electric coffee brewers; Electric coffee filters not of paper being part of electric coffee makers; Coffee percolators, electric; Coffee roasting ovens; Electric roasters for roasting cacao, nuts, peanuts and seeds
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Karin Francisca Leonarda Giesen-Bussink Address Karin Francisca Leonarda Giesen-Bussink Vennenweg 9 Epe NETHERLANDS 8162 NW Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship NETHERLANDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DUTCH MASTER ROASTERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97206208
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a blue outline of a coffee roaster to the left of the wording "DUTCH MASTER ROASTERS" in gray stylized font. The color white in the mark is a background color that is not a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The colors blue and gray are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "DUTCH MASTER ROASTERS"

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018485725
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 04, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electric coffee mills being coffee grinders; Coffee extracting machines; Food and beverage processing and preparation machines and apparatus, namely, electric coffee grinders, beverage processing machines, mixing machines, electric food mixers, electric food blenders, and electric food processors
- **International Classes**
  - 7 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
  - International Class Title: Machinery
- **For**: Coffee machines, electric; Coffee roasters; Electric coffee brewers; Electric coffee filters not of paper being part of electric coffee makers; Coffee percolators, electric; Coffee roasting ovens; Electric roasters for roasting cacao, nuts, peanuts and seeds
- **International Classes**
  - 11 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
  - International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Karin Francisca Leonarda Giesen-Bussink
- **Address**: Karin Francisca Leonarda Giesen-Bussink Vennenweg 9  Epe  NETHERLANDS 8162 NW
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: NETHERLANDS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STREAMWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97206230 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0124322/1673696 International Registration Number 1673696

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software and applications featuring software, downloadable from the internet, for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing, tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing, tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable applications for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing, tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing, tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STREAMWORK LLC Address STREAMWORK LLC 336 BON AIR CENTER, #128 GREENBRAE CALIFORNIA 94904 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38049-003
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AiMatch

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97206405 Application Filing Date  Jan. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing information in the field of real estate International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  REAI, Inc. Address  REAI, Inc. 1954 Airport Rd. Atlanta GEORGIA 30341 Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) D DOSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97207215 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "D" comprised of three vertical lines with three curved lines meeting the right-most vertical line. To the right of the stylized "D" is the stylized word "DOSI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency exchange services; electronic transfer of virtual currencies incorporating cryptographic protocols used to operate on a computer platform in the field of block chain technology; block chain-based payment verification services; cryptocurrency exchange services featuring block chain technology
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital art images, music, and video clips authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); advertising consultancy in the field of block chain technology and cryptocurrency; marketing consultancy in the field of block chain technology and cryptocurrency; providing business information in the field of block chain technology and cryptocurrency; compilation and analysis of business data in the field of block chain technology and cryptocurrency; compiling indexes of information using block chain technology; data processing services using block chain technology, distributed ledger
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable image files containing trading cards, artwork, memes, sneakers, artists, avatars, and fashion authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable movie files relating to games, arts, comics, cartoons, sports and toys, artists, avatars, and fashion authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to games, arts, comics, cartoons, sports and toys, artists, avatars, and fashion authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable music files authenticated by nonfungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable image, audio and video recordings featuring sports highlights, movie clips, memes authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to sports highlights, movie clips, memes
authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable computer software for managing crypto currency transactions using block chain technology; downloadable computer software for managing and validating crypto currency transactions using block chain-based smart contracts; downloadable computer software for accessing, reading, and tracking information in the field of financial transactions on a block chain; downloadable software for receiving and accessing digital goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens; downloadable software for spending and trading digital goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens; downloadable computer software for block chain data mining; downloadable computer software for cross block chain transfers; downloadable computer software for interacting with block chain platforms; computer hardware for block chain technology; downloadable software for developing, building, and operating block chain technology; downloadable computer software for developing, building, and operating block chain mobile applications and wallets; downloadable computer software for developing, building, and operating block chain technology and crypto currency; downloadable computer software for aiding the development of block chain-based applications; downloadable computer software for developing, building, and operating consumer block chain applications; downloadable cryptographic keys for receiving and spending crypto currency

**International Classes** 9  - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for enabling members of an online community to receive and access digital goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for enabling members of an on-line community to spend and trade digital goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens; authentication of data in the field of works of art and financial transactions via blockchain technology; creating an online community for registered users to form virtual communities and engage in social networking services in the field of block chain technology; creating and maintaining web sites for registered users to form virtual communities and engage in social networking services in the field of block chain technology; creating an online community for registered users to participate in discussions and get feedback from their peers in the field of block chain technology; providing user authentication services using block chain-based software technology for crypto currency transactions; authentication of data in the field of works of art and financial transactions using block chain technology; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for accessing, reading, and tracking information in the field of financial transactions on a block chain

**International Classes** 42  - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LINE Corporation  **Address** LINE Corporation 1-6-1 Yotsuya, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 160-0022

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** LNEC 2115947

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BINDING OF ISAAC: FOUR SOULS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97208149 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0118181/1662127 International Registration Number 1662127

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For enamel pins being jewelry; key chains
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For plush toys and stress balls
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For stickers and temporary tattoo transfers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCMILLEN GAMES, INC. Address MCMILLEN GAMES, INC. 345 NORTH MAPLE DRIVE, SUITE 181 BEVERLY HILLS CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAESTRO
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  SPARACINO, MARK V
PSK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97208961 Application Filing Date  Jan. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Semiconductor wafer processing machines; semiconductor wafer processing equipment; machines for manufacturing semiconductors; apparatus for manufacturing semiconductors, namely, semiconductor manufacturing machines; semiconductor manufacturing machines, namely, laser marking apparatus for manufacturing semiconductors; sputtering apparatus for application of films to semiconductors, being parts of machines for manufacturing and processing semiconductors; laser marking machines for marking semiconductor lead frames; semiconductor manufacturing machines, namely, silicon wafer cleaning equipment; semi-conductor substrates manufacturing machines; etching apparatus for use in manufacturing semiconductor substrates; manufacturing apparatus for substrates, namely, semiconductor substrates manufacturing machine; processing apparatus for substrates, namely, semiconductor substrates manufacturing machines; etching apparatus for use in manufacturing semiconductor wafers; semiconductor wafer processing equipment, namely, strip apparatus for semiconductor wafers; semiconductor wafer processing equipment, namely, ashing apparatus for semiconductor wafers
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PSK Inc. Address  PSK Inc.  48, Samsung 1-ro 4-gil, Hwaseong-si Gyeonggi-d REPUBLIC OF KOREA 18449 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM210220US00
Examining Attorney  KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QUTHERO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97209595</td>
<td>Jan. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Face creams for cosmetic use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Quthero, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Quthero, Inc.</th>
<th>100 Bayview Dr. Suite 819</th>
<th>Miami</th>
<th>FLORIDA</th>
<th>33160</th>
<th>Legal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-625260-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examing Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1422
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLOWAGOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97209840 Application Filing Date Jan. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flowagod LLC Address Flowagod LLC 131 Moore St Apt 14D Brooklyn NEW YORK 11206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FW5010.003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WU, KRISTEN ZAHNOW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MASON'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97211276 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4701213, 5532656, 4826799, 5382161, 5532657, 5267216 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restaurant, bar and brew pub services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MASON'S BREWING COMPANY, LLC Address MASON'S BREWING COMPANY, LLC 15 Hardy St. Brewer MAINE 04412 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MAINE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIGHTNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97211531 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food safety monitoring devices, namely, oven thermometers; Infrared thermometers, not for medical purposes; Meat thermometers; Thermometers not for medical purposes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name iTronics Co., Ltd. Address iTronics Co., Ltd. Rm 9, Unit B, 9/F, Billion Plaza II 10 C Kowloon Hong Kong HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ITC-22-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYCHANCEUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97211712 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MYCHANCEUP" with the words "MY" and "UP" in white letters and the word "CHANCE" in blue letters, all outlined in a black shadow feature, appearing below an abstract square shaped design comprised of four blue dots, with each dot having two blue curved lines, all outlined in a black shadow feature. The remaining color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing consulting, educational, and re-establishment training services to returning citizens in the field of community re-integration; Educational testing services; Consulting services about education; Providing educational assessment services; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of community re-integration; Providing information relating to education services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

For Consulting services in the field of human resources development, namely, for the promotion of employee retention, career growth, and increased productivity for employees and employers; Services consisting of the registration, collection, transcription, compilation and systemization of written communications and data; Services namely, recording, transcription, transformation, composition, compilation and systemization of information used in electronic transmissions, all in the nature of Services consisting of the registration, collection, transcription, compilation and systemization of written communications and data; Accounting advisory services; Association services, namely, promoting the interests of ex-offenders; Human resource analysis and consulting services; Consulting services in business organization and management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE JAMAICAN STAR CLOTHING COMPANY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97212138
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLOTHING COMPANY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jamaican Star Clothing Company LLC
- **Address**: Jamaican Star Clothing Company LLC 3960 W. Grand Ave. Chicago ILLINOIS 60651
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OTOORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97212696 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "OTOORI" and a design comprising stylized Arabic characters formed into a tear-shaped design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "OTOORI" in the mark is "MY PERFUMES." Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "OTOORI" and this means "MY PERFUMES" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Fragrances; Incense; Body lotion; Cosmetic bath salts; Essential oils; Facial lotion; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Massage lotions; Perfume oils; Perfumes; Room fragrances; Skin lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name My Perfume Factory LLC Address My Perfume Factory LLC Al Qusais Industrial Area 3 Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR. Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OTOORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97212697 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of OTOORI in the mark is MY PERFUMES.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Fragrances; Incense; Body lotion; Cosmetic bath salts; Essential oils; Facial lotion; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Massage lotions; Perfume oils; Perfumes; Room fragrances; Skin lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name My Perfume Factory LLC Address My Perfume Factory LLC Al Qusais Industrial Area 3 Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR. Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABELHA ORGANIC CACHAÇA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97213053 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ABELHA" in all capital, stylized lettering with "ORGANIC CACHACA" in smaller, all capital, stylized lettering below it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ORGANIC CHAHACA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organic alcoholic beverages, except beer; Organic Cachaca; Organic distilled spirits International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Dec. 2018 In Commerce Dec. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Responsible Trading Company Ltd. Address The Responsible Trading Company Ltd. Unit 5 Avon Gorge Estate, Portview Road Bristol UNITED KINGDOM BS119LQ Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1666

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
PAPER STREET COMPANY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WINEANDJAZZ.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97214606 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring wine
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 11, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reserve Tastings Wine Co., LLC Address Reserve Tastings Wine Co., LLC 1315 N. Mccadden Place Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LGBTEES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97214799 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James LeClare Address James LeClare 115 Whispering Oaks Circle St. Augustine FLORIDA 32080
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33355

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEFIXIT GARAGE DOOR & GATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97215147 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GARAGE DOOR & GATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation, maintenance and repair of doors; Installation, maintenance and repair of automatic doors and gates
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Nov. 15, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name We Fix It Franchise LLC Address We Fix It Franchise LLC 124 High Tide Drive Wilmington NORTH CAROLINA 28411 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21-098-FC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GERMICK JR., EDWARD JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A DRINK BEST SERVED COLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97215257 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Red Diamond, Inc. Address Red Diamond, Inc. 400 Park Avenue Moody ALABAMA 35004 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REVENGE A DRINK BEST
SERVED COLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
*Serial Number* 97215294  *Application Filing Date* Jan. 12, 2022  *Register* Principal  *Mark Type* Trademark  
*Publication Date* Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
*Standard Character Claim* Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
*Mark Drawing Type* 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
*For* Coffee; Tea  
*International Classes* 30 - Primary Classes  
*US Classes* 46  
*International Class Title* Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
*Currently ITU* Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
*Owner Name* Red Diamond, Inc.  
*Address* Red Diamond, Inc. 400 Park Avenue  
*Moody* ALABAMA 35004  
*Legal Entity* CORPORATION
*State or Country Where Organized* ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
*Examining Attorney* ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
TM 928

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE GREAT UNBOXING HOLY
TOLEDO EDITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97215550 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GREAT UNBOXING" AND "TOLEDO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of an ongoing reality based television program; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring a game show distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring a game show provided through broadcast over television, satellite, cable television, webcasts, and the internet; Entertainment, namely, a continuing game show broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Providing a website featuring entertainment information; Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of a game show

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Discount stores in the field of liquidated goods; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring liquidated goods; Online retail general store services featuring in-store order pickup; Retail general store services; Retail store services featuring liquidated goods; Retail store services in the field of liquidated goods featuring a showroom for the goods of others in the field of liquidated goods; Retail variety stores; Retail discount store services in the field of liquidated goods; Retail liquidated goods stores; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of liquidated goods

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Dominion Broadcasting Inc.
Address     Dominion Broadcasting Inc.   825 Capital Commons Dr.   Toledo
           OHIO  43615
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   111046-0012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHSPAN PLUS LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97215663 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms "HEALTHSPAN PLUS LABS" in a stylized font. The terms are placed to the right of an illustration. The illustration includes two digons extending laterally side-by-side. A circle is placed on the left side of the digons, and a circle is placed on the right side of the digons. A triangle with curved sides is placed below each circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "HEALTHSPAN PLUS LABS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 01, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Healthspan Plus Labs, LLC Address Healthspan Plus Labs, LLC 23665 N. 75th St Scottsdale ARIZONA 85255 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  C CIRCLES COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97215771  Application Filing Date  Jan. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a C design with the literal stylized elements CIRCLES COFFEE.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  coffee; ground coffee  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Feb. 09, 2021  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CIRCLES COFFEE INC  Address  CIRCLES COFFEE INC  1024 9th Ave  Oakland  CALIFORNIA  94606  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AIPA-6409A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RENEWING AMERICAN INNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97216087 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, articles, reports, transcripts, newsletters, journals, and books, in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Educational services, namely, conducting conferences, symposiums, seminars, lectures, workshops, and webinars in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development; Providing online non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, reports, transcripts, newsletters, books, journals, and blog posts, in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development; Providing non-downloadable webcasts, podcasts, and videos in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Promoting public awareness of issues in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development; Advising others in the field of public policy; Business and government advisory services in the field of diversity and leadership; Business and government advisory services related to technology transfer; Providing economic advisory services; Business and government research; Business and government research in the field of economics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable publications in the nature of articles, reports, transcripts, newsletters, books, journals, and blog posts in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development; Downloadable webcasts, podcasts, and videos in the fields of policy, law, business, intellectual property, innovation, diversity, immigration, leadership, technology, technology transfer, economics, research and development

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Legal advisory services; Legal advisory services in the field of intellectual property law and policy; Legal advisory services in the field of immigration law and policy; Legal research in the field of public policy; Legal research; Intellectual property law research; Legal research in the field of immigration law and policy; Legal research in the field of economic policy

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Center for Strategic and International Studies, Inc. **Address** Center for Strategic and International Studies, Inc. 1616 Rhode Island Avenue, NW Washington D.C. 20036 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** PB-CSIS.004T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
NADI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97217295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "NADI" in stylized and uppercase font, with the letter "N" shown in a lighter shade of color and preceded by an inverted "L" shaped design, composed of 2 separate pieces, and shown in the same lighter shade of color, with the other letters "ADI" shown in italics. |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
| Foreign Registration Number | 02039999 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Feb. 01, 2020 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | TAIWAN |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jan. 31, 2030 |
| Foreign Registration Renewal Date | Feb. 01, 2030 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer animation design; Computer drawing, namely, computer graphic design; Cartography services; Digital map production, namely, providing online geographic maps, not downloadable; Computer programming; Computer software design; Updating of computer software; Maintenance of computer software; Rental of computer software for editing digital photos; Consultancy on computer software design; Computer software consultancy; Computer system analysis; Computer system design; Installation of computer software; Duplication of computer programs; Design of electronic map software; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for managing factory automation; Processing of computer data, namely, digital compression of computer data; Conversion of data or documents, from physical to electronic media; Digitization of documents; Conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; Computer technology consultancy; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; On-line data storage services, namely, online electronic data storage; Electronic data storage services; Computer data backup services, off-site data backup; Information technology consultancy; Outsourcing service provider in the information technology field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E | Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THIS IS HOW WE FAMILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97217761 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, licensing, and distribution of motion pictures; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, licensing and distribution of motion pictures relating to foster family, adoption and mentoring programs; providing a website featuring information about films related to foster families, mentoring, adoption and related programs and resources
For Promoting public awareness of foster family, adoption and mentoring programs by means of public advocacy, licensing and distribution of motion pictures, social media, email, print advertising, radio, public events, conferences, publication of printed materials, and internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Starfish Stories LLC Address Starfish Stories LLC 10026A S. Mingo Road #120 Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74133 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38554/2918TH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PMATUNA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97218074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "PMATUNA" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Barrettes; Lace; Ribbons, namely, hair ribbons; Wigs; Appliques; Brooches for clothing; Hair accessories, namely, jaw clips; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair elastics; Hair pins; Hair scrunchies; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Rubber bands for hair; Silk flowers |
| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| First Use | Jan. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 12, 2022 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Tan Nian |
| Address | No. 28, Jinglin Road, Xiaogang Farm Honghu, Hubei CHINA 433200 |

| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | INGRAM, KYLE G |

---

1447
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ( . )( . )

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97218794 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two adjacent sets of parentheses, each set comprising an open and closed parentheses as well as a period positioned between the open and closed parentheses.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, software platforms for distributed applications and software using a consensus engine incorporating blockchain technology for securing data with cryptographic information; downloadable computer software platforms for developing and building of distributed software applications and distributed computing platforms; downloadable computer software platforms for blockchains, namely, downloadable computer software platforms for managing cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain technology; downloadable software for creating non-fungible tokens used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; downloadable software for creating non-fungible tokens used with blockchain technology for data storage and content access limitation; downloadable computer software for managing and validating cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain-based smart contracts; downloadable computer software for managing and verifying cryptocurrency transactions on a blockchain
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CMAN GROUP, LLC Address CMAN GROUP, LLC 603 East Fort King Street Ocala FLORIDA 34471 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33225

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name BILLINGS, JOHN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CANMan

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97218825 Application Filing Date  Jan. 13, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Downloadable computer application software for block chain-based platforms, namely, software platforms for distributed applications and software using a consensus engine incorporating block chain technology for securing data with cryptographic information; downloadable computer software platforms for developing and building of distributed software applications and distributed computing platforms; downloadable computer software platforms for block chains, namely, downloadable computer software platforms for managing cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain technology; downloadable software for creating non-fungible tokens used with block chain technology to represent a collectible item; downloadable software for creating non-fungible tokens used with block chain technology for data storage and content access limitation; downloadable computer software for managing and validating crypto currency transactions using block chain-based smart contracts; downloadable computer software for managing and verifying crypto currency transactions on a block chain

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CMAN GROUP, LLC Address   CMAN GROUP, LLC 603 East Fort King Street Ocala FLORIDA 34471 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   33222
Examining Attorney   BILLINGS, JOHN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SLOANE HEALING METHOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97219306</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "HEALING METHOD" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Coaching in the field of healing; Personal coaching services in the field of healing; Professional coaching services in the field of healing; Providing group coaching in the field of healing; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of healing |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Weisz, Ryn R. |
| Address | Weisz, Ryn R., 1704 Berdan Ct Bel Air MARYLAND 21015 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCENT THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97219339 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized lotus design above SCENT THERAPY. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SCENT THERAPY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Scented candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emityme Solutions Ltd Address Emityme Solutions Ltd 20-22 Wenlock Road London UNITED KINGDOM N17GU Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGSC-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIRST AND SOBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97219590 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, presentations on personal wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Consulting services in the field of personal wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Software as a service featuring software in the field of personal wellness
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Team 84, LLC Address Team 84, LLC 145 S. Livernois Road, Suite #304 Rochester Hills MICHIGAN 48307 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68046-024 T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIRST AND SOBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97219594 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "FIRST AND SOBER", with the word "FIRST" above the word "SOBER" with a horizontal line between the words, and the word "AND" at the right end of the horizontal line, and the letter "I" of the word "FIRST" comprises a triangle with a circle on top of the triangle with the number "1" in the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, presentations on personal wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Consulting services in the field of personal wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Software as a service featuring software in the field of personal wellness
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Team 84, LLC Address Team 84, LLC 145 S. Livernois Road, Suite #304 Rochester Hills MICHIGAN 48307 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68046-024 T2
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PILLAR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97220095</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "Pillar" in script font. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 2242500 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Jan. 14, 2022 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 2242500 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Dec. 20, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | AUSTRALIA |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jan. 14, 2032 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Retail store services featuring coffee; online retail store services featuring coffee; wholesale store and distributorship services in the field of coffee; advertising; preparation of advertising material, namely, preparation of custom advertisements for others; production and distribution of advertising matter; distribution of advertising samples; marketing; direct marketing; promotional marketing; publicity and promotional services; organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes, namely, business administration of consumer loyalty programs; customer support services, namely, customer service management for others; providing information, including by electronic means and via a global computer network, about all of the aforesaid services; all of the foregoing relating to coffee and coffee related products, cafes and outlets for the provision of food and beverages

International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

For Coffee; coffee beans; ground coffee; decaffeinated coffee; coffee blends, namely, ground coffee; flavoured coffee; coffee products, namely, coffee based beverages and preparations for making coffee-based beverages; coffee essences, extracts and concentrates; additives for coffee, namely, sugar; coffee flavourings other than essential oils; coffee substitutes; coffee beverages, namely, beverages made of coffee; ice beverages with a coffee base; artificial coffee

International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E | Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEARTREE DESIGN + MARKETING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97220630 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "PEARTREE DESIGN + MARKETING" to the right of a graphic drawing of a pear. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DESIGN + MARKETING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graphic design services, namely, for print, web and other digital media
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 01, 2002 In Commerce May 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poirier, Kevin R Composed of Kevin Poirier, a citizen of United States Address Poirier, Kevin R 45 Shawmut Road Canton MASSACHUSETTS 02021 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
TM 943  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEASHORE ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97220955 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Educational services, namely, providing academic evaluation, guidance, and instruction for transitional kindergarten through 8th grade (TK-8); Educational services, namely, providing specialized classes in the field of foreign-language immersion; Educational services, namely, providing interactive parent-child classes at the preschool level; Educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring and mentoring programs with customizable scheduling; Holiday camps; Summer camps; Providing a website portal in the field of education, namely a website portal for parents, students, and faculty to access educational materials International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 2011 In Commerce Nov. 2011
For   Franchising services, namely, offering consultations and business-management assistance in the establishment, maintenance, organization, operation, or promotion of franchises International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Seashore Academy, LLC Address   Seashore Academy, LLC 2618 San Miguel Dr., Unit 270 Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92660 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   21016-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97220961 Application Filing Date  Jan. 14, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized seahorse sitting atop a single wave with its tail curling beneath the wavy line. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing academic evaluation, guidance, and instruction for transitional kindergarten through 8th grade (TK-8); Educational services, namely, providing specialized classes in the field of foreign-language immersion; Educational services, namely, providing interactive parent-child classes at the preschool level; Educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring and mentoring programs with customizable scheduling; Holiday camps; Summer camps; Providing a website portal in the field of education, namely a website portal for parents, students, and faculty to access educational materials
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Aug. 2012 In Commerce  Aug. 2012 Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 11/00/2011

For Franchising services, namely, offering consultations and business-management assistance in the establishment, maintenance, organization, operation, or promotion of franchises
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 2022 Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 11/00/2011

Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 11/00/2011
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Seashore Academy, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Seashore Academy, LLC 2618 San Miguel Dr., Unit 270 Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WYOMING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>21016-012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YESDESK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97222458 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio broadcasting; Broadcasting of programmes via the internet; Internet radio broadcasting services; Message sending and receiving services; Message sending via a website; Providing internet chatrooms; Providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; Providing user access to global computer networks; Voice mail services; Webcasting services; all of the foregoing services not provided in the fields of data recovery services, remote management of information technology systems, help desk services, and technical support services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Sep. 17, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MIYA GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY CO., PRIVATE LIMITED Address MIYA GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY CO., PRIVATE LIMITED 101 UPPER CROSS STREET #04-17 PEOPLE'S PARK CENTRE SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 058357 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-0080-YH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OZZIO ITALIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97222851 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ITALIA"
Translation The English translation of ITALIA is Italy and the wording OZZIO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cupboards; Bed bases; Sideboards; Settees; Bedside cabinets; Picture frames; Mirror frames; Photograph frames; Tea trolleys; Seat cushions; Divans; Divan beds; Staves of wood; Point of sale displays being point of purchase displays; Legs for furniture; Chair pads; Beds; Bookcases; Mattresses; Furniture; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Furniture of metal; Bedroom furniture; Outdoor furniture; Bathroom furniture; Seating furniture; Table tops; Feet for furniture being furniture legs; Armchairs; Chair beds; Reclining armchairs; Towel stands; Book rests; Umbrella stands; Magazine racks; Furniture shelves; Library shelves; Display racks; Shelving being shelving and component parts thereof, namely, shelves and brackets sold as a unit; Shoe racks; Rocking chairs; Deck chairs; Recliners; Chairs for the home; Seats; Seats of metal; Footstools; Sofas; Mirrors of silvered glass; Cheval glasses; Locker mirrors; Furniture moldings; Trestle tables; Dining room tables; Dressing tables; Tables of metal; Washstands; Bed heads being bed headboards; Showcases being furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name POZZOLI GROUP s.r.l. Address POZZOLI GROUP s.r.l. Via Brughetti, 17 BOVISIO MASCIAGO ITALY 20813 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKSHOOD, AKEELA MOHAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUNGSTOWN BARREL AND DRUM A BASCO COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97223038</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the pixelated design of a square with a circle inside, with two small circles within the larger circle. The wording 'YOUNGSTOWN' appears below the design, with 'BARREL AND DRUM' appearing below that. The wording 'A BASCO COMPANY' appears at the bottom of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;YOUNGSTOWN BARREL AND DRUM&quot; AND &quot;COMPANY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | distributorship and catalog ordering services featuring container handling, mixing, sealing, opening, filling, storage and reconditioning equipment, heaters, fluid dispensing equipment, fluid measuring and sampling equipment, metal plastic and paper containers, metal plastic and rubber container components, and hazardous materials response products |
| International Classes | 35 |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Nov. 02, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 02, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Barrel Accessories & Supply Co., Inc. |
| Address | Barrel Accessories & Supply Co., Inc. 2595 Palmer Avenue University Park ILLINOIS 60466 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | BASC-129-SMV |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LEIPZIG, MARC J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAR-ZEN BOTANICAL DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97223161 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOTANICAL DESIGNS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handmade sculptures of terra cotta clay, rhinestones in the nature of crystals for garden, home and office

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

For Handmade polymer clay figurines; handmade figurines of resin for garden, home and office

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Secreto, Dani Address Secreto, Dani 10813 Greentrail Drive S. Boynton Beach FLORIDA 33436
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SECTMGZ
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZHUOHAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97223549 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZHUOHAI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Book marks; Cardboard signboards; Composing frames for moveable type; Desk baskets for desk accessories; Desk organizers for stationery use; Drawing instruments; Marking templates; Mechanical binder sets, comprising rings; Memorandum boards; Office stationery; Paper stationery; Pen rests; Writing instruments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhuo Painting Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhuo Painting Technology Co., Ltd. Room 410, 4F, Weiyulongbuji Sushe A 2016 Xuegang Rd., Bantian, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TURNSTILE TOURS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97224553  Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a rounded rhombus bordered in blue on the left, with a smaller orange-bordered rhombus inside, and smaller cream rhombus inside with a black T in the center set in italics, and to the right of this TURNSTILE in cream capital italic letters in a blue rectangle with a rounded end. An orange diagonal line is to the right of the rounded end followed by an orange rectangle with rounded corners with TOURS in italic capital letters in the center in cream. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue, orange, cream, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TOURS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4726146

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tour conducting; Tour guide services; Tour operating; Tour operating and organising; Tour organising; Travel tour conducting; Travel tour guide services; Travel tour operating; Travel tour operating and organising; Travel tour organising
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105  International Class Title Transportation and Storage  First Use Jul. 15, 2015  In Commerce Jul. 15, 2015  Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/01/2012  Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/01/2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Turnstile Tours, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Turnstile Tours  Address Turnstile Tours, Inc. 89 East 2nd St, 2nd Floor Brooklyn NEW YORK 11218  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97224558 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies James Danley AKA Ginger Ladd, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing, bags, hats, keychains, stickers, home goods, and office supplies International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 2018 In Commerce Jun. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drag Queens And Kings LLC Address Drag Queens And Kings LLC 6407 Ocean Avenue South Arverne NEW YORK 11692 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L552264522

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL

Ginger Ladd
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GLOWROW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97225046
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized words "GLOWROW" with two oars behind the words and the outline of a kayak with water effects surrounding the kayak.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Conducting guided tours by unmotorized watercraft less than 16 feet in length
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Glow Row LLC
- **Address**: Glow Row LLC 2503 South Blvd., Ste. 200 Houston TEXAS 77098
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PURA BUZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97225437 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of PURA in the mark is PURER.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6246407, 6411941

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers; alcoholic preparations for making beverages
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Evolved Brands Limited Address Evolved Brands Limited 30 Gay Street Bath UNITED KINGDOM BA12PA Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3T22753891

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PURA KIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97225457 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KIDS" Translation
The English translation of PURA in the mark is PURER.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6246407, 6411941

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-alcoholic flavour infused water beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making flavour infused water beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Evolved Brands Limited Address Evolved Brands Limited 30 Gay Street Bath UNITED KINGDOM BA12PA Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3T22753892

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYNDZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97226052 Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists the literal element "SYNDZI". "SYNDE" and "I" appear in white stylized text and the "Z" appears in yellow stylized text. The "Z" in "SYNDEZI" appears as a dollar sign. Above "SYNDEZI" is a house made from yellow and white circuits with two white arcs above it. All within a blue circle which has black shadow. Color Claimed  The color(s) white, blue, black, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial exchange of crypto assets; Financial services, namely, electronic transfer of crypto assets; Financial services, namely, vehicle title loans; Real estate title insurance underwriting services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Syndezi Corp, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Syndezi Address  Syndezi Corp, LLC  44696 Chapel View Lane  Proctor  MONTANA  59929 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where  MONTANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CC CARLOCOLOMBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97226299 Application Filing Date   Jan. 19, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of stylized letters "CC" and below, the stylized wording "CARLOCOLOMBO". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed   Yes Foreign Application Number   018639727 Foreign Application Filing Date   Jan. 18, 2022
Foreign Registration Number   018639727 Foreign Registration Date   May 31, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County   EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date   Jan. 18, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Furniture; Office furniture; Garden furniture; Furniture made of wood, cork, cane, rattan, wicker, amber, mother-of-pearl, substitutes for these materials or of plastics; Mirrors; Picture frames; Movable wall partitions; Display stands; Works of art of wood, bamboo, mother-of-pearl, amber and plastic; Cushions; Mattresses; Decorative wooden and bamboo curtains
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For   Architecture, namely, residential building architectural design, factory building architectural design and commercial building architectural design; conducting technical project feasibility studies in the field of interior design including space planning, furniture selection, material and surface selection; furniture design services for the interiors; Advisory services relating to interior design; Architectural design for interior decoration; interior design services
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  COLOMBO, Carlo
Address  COLOMBO, Carlo Via Zurigo, 34 LUGANO SWITZERLAND CH-6900

Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
TORCHEEZE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97226994</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 19, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the word &quot;TORCHEEZE&quot; and a circular flame design.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Utility torch lighters for lighting grills, fireplaces and candles; butane torch lighters for kitchen use
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 03, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: UNS Industries LLC
**Address**: UNS Industries LLC  5620 Shepherdsville Road  Louisville  KENTUCKY  40228
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: KENTUCKY

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: UNSIND.013T
**Examining Attorney**: OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WAVES WINNING A VICTORY OF ETERNAL SIGNIFICANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97227306 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Evangelistic and ministerial services; Providing a website featuring information about ministerial services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ocean View Church San Diego Address Ocean View Church San Diego 2460 Palm Avenue San Diego CALIFORNIA 92154 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1100-8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SAPHIRA INVESTMENT PARTNERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97227484</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 19, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “INVESTMENT PARTNERS”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Financial services, namely, investment management, investment advice, investment consultation and investment of funds for others; venture capital and private equity financing; venture capital and private equity advisory services; venture capital and private equity fund management
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SAPHIRA US CORP
- **Address**: SAPHIRA US CORP 22 Daffodil Lane Cos Cob CONNECTICUT 06807
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 187355020010

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REKKORD AUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97227752 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording REKKORD AUDIO and a design consisting of a circle within which are three horizontal lines, each line passing through a small solid circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RECORD AUDIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity, namely, electrical cables, electrical power supplies; Recorded content, namely, musical audio and video recordings, pre-recorded vinyl records featuring music; Downloadable sound recordings featuring music; Downloadable computer software for recording, storing, processing, manipulating, combining, mixing, editing, transmission and reproduction of digital audio and video signals; Recorded computer software for recording, storing, processing, manipulating, combining, mixing, editing, transmission and reproduction of digital audio and video signals; Downloadable computer software for recording, storing, transmission and reproduction of sound, static images and moving images; Recorded computer software for recording, storing, transmission and reproduction of sound, static images and moving images; Downloadable databases in the field of music and film; Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, digital audio and video recorders and players, multimedia projectors, high-definition multimedia interface cables, digital to analog converters; Display devices in the nature of flat panel display screens; Cable television receivers, and film and video devices in the nature of transmitters and receivers for audio and video signals, television decoders, distribution amplifiers for audio and video signals; Digital audio and video recorders and players; Audio devices in the nature of cartridges for record players, needles for record players, pre-amplifiers, amplifiers, transmitters and receivers for audio, audio tuners, radio tuners, digital audio recorders and players, audio speakers; Audio electronic components, namely, surround sound systems; Signal processors for audio speakers; Audio racks in the nature of racks for loudspeakers and amplifiers, and stands adapted for stereo and audio speakers; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers and digital audio players; Boxes specially adapted for housing audio equipment; Headphones; Radio receivers; Record players; Tone arms for record players; Compact disc players; Audio amplifiers; Loudspeakers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Loudspeaker cables; Loudspeakers with built in amplifiers; Communications equipment, namely, radios, sound transmitting apparatus; Digital media streaming devices; Signal cables for IT, AV and telecommunication, namely, cables for
electrical or optical signal transmission; Audio cables; Audio cable connectors; Repeaters, namely, computer hardware in the nature of wireless network repeaters

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Lichtenegger, Heinrich  
**Address**: Lichtenegger, Heinrich Margaretenstr. 98 Wien AUSTRIA A-1050

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: AUSTRIA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREAKING BARRIERS NO BOUNDARIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97228004 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, academic mentoring of young girls and women in the field of decision-making International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 21, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Breaking Barriers-No Boundaries, Inc. Address Breaking Barriers-No Boundaries, Inc. 42 Corinth Court Elgin SOUTH CAROLINA 29045 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LITTLE CHOO CHOO SHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97228343 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring model railroad products and accessories; Retail store services featuring model railroad products and accessories


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Little Choo Choo Shop, Inc. Address Little Choo Choo Shop, Inc. 500 S. Salisbury Avenue Spencer NORTH CAROLINA 28159 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 017362-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REKKHAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97228525 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "REKKHAN" shown in the mark identifies a living individual "CHRISTOPHER GREEN" whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music composition and transcription for others; Music composition for others; Music composition services; Music education; Music production services; Music publishing services; Music selection services for use in television, film, radio and video games; Music transcription for others; Music video production; Musical event booking agencies; Musical floor shows provided at performance venues; Charitable services, namely, providing musical instruments to those in need; Charitable services, namely, providing facilities and equipment for music production; Composition of music for others; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of live musical performances; Consultation and advice regarding musical selections and arrangements for sound recordings and live performances; Education in the field of music rendered through correspondence courses; Education in the field of music rendered through video conference; Education in the fields of music rendered through correspondence courses; Educational services, namely, conducting on line and telephonic instruction and courses in the field music; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops in the field of black music; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of music via an online website; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, workshops and panel discussions, and ongoing television and radio shows all in the field of music; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment in the nature of an on-going special variety, news, music or comedy show featuring music broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Entertainment in the nature of an ongoing special variety, news, music or comedy show featuring music broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Entertainment in the nature of live visual and audio performances by musical bands and musicians; Entertainment in the nature of live visual and audio performances, and musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment in the nature of visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production, and post production services in the field of music; Entertainment information services, namely, providing information and news releases about a musical artist;
Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances of music by a disc jockey; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances of music by a disc jockey; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by actors, and musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment services in the nature of live vocal performances by a stage musician; Entertainment services in the nature of live music performances by a stage musician; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services in the nature of production of music; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live music performances by a stage musician; Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all online via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring online, non-downloadable recordings of musical performances, musical videos, related musical film clips, photographs of musicians, and other multimedia materials, namely, online blogs in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring online, non-downloadable recordings of musical performances, musical videos, related musical film clips, photographs of musicians, and other multimedia materials, namely, online blogs featuring musical artists; Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line reviews of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing online reviews of musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, the presentation of live Christmas musical productions; Entertainment services, namely, musical performances, provided by art galleries; Entertainment services, namely, musical performances, provided by museums; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band; Hosting a back to school event in a shopping center featuring prizes, games, music, and a fashion show; Instruction in the field of music; Lending library services for lending music scores and recorded music; Live musical theater performances; Live performances by a musical group; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Organization of entertainment events in the nature of music festivals and live musical performances; Organization of exhibitions for musical entertainment; Planning arrangement of showing movies, shows, plays or musical performances; Post-production editing of music; Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film; Presentation of a musical
performance; Presentation of musical performances; Production of music; Production of musical sound recording; Production of musical videos; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the fields of music; Providing a website featuring information in the field of music and entertainment; Providing a website for entertainment purposes featuring online non-downloadable musical recordings in the field of popular music; Providing an Internet website portal featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of music; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to musical artist websites and music performance ticket information; Providing an Internet website portal in the field of music; Providing education courses in the field of music offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing education in the field of music rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education in the field of music rendered through video conference; Providing entertainment information in the fields of music via a website; Providing entertainment news and information specifically in the field of music via a website; Providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; Providing information in the field of music by means of an Internet website portal; Providing information in the field of music via a website; Providing information on teaching methodology and education issues to music educators; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring music, not downloadable; Providing online music, not downloadable; Providing ratings for television, movie, music, video and video game content; Provision of information relating to live performances, road shows, live stage events, theatrical performances, live music concerts and audience participation in such events; Publication of musical texts; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Rental of musical recordings that may be downloaded from an Internet web site; Rental of phonographic and music recordings; Teaching in the field of music; Theatrical and musical floor shows provided at discotheques and nightclubs; Theatrical and musical floor shows provided at performance venues; Ticket reservation and booking services for recreational and leisure events, namely, music festivals and music concerts

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jun. 04, 1999  In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Christopher Green  Address  Christopher Green  9331 south Marquette ave . Chicago  ILLINOIS  60617
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  97228525

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97228824  Application Filing Date  Jan. 20, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word, "AKRON", in a stylistic blue font with the bar of the "A" as a red swoosh.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) red and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "AKRON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5545942, 5636555

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1747557  Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 25, 2017  Foreign Application/ Registration County  MEXICO  Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 25, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile service station services; Vehicle greasing
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MEXICANA DE LUBRICANTES S.A. DE C.V.  Address  MEXICANA DE LUBRICANTES S.A. DE C.V.  Av. 8 de Julio No 2270 Zona Industrial Guadalajara, Jalisco  MEXICO  44940  Legal Entity  sociedad anonima (sa de cv)

State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Akron Lg

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARREDA, AMBER KYLEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUTTERY DELITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97229071 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BUTTERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Butter substitutes
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAR-WAY GROUP Address PAR-WAY GROUP 750 West 17th Street Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA 92627 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3756 010 023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
TM 966 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORDER.CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97229182 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for business finance and accounting, tax payment filing, business process management, and financial planning, employee time tracking, business operations management and project management; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in sharing data with others, for performing queries and transactions, and for storing, modifying, transmitting and receiving information in the fields of business finance, accounting, banking, bill payment, financial planning and tax planning; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; off-site data backup; recovery of computer data; server hosting; consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Computer technology consultancy, namely, consultancy in the field of development of computer software; updating of computer software; computer software consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; website creation and development services, namely, designing and developing web sites for others on a global computer network and in a mobile application; hosting the software, websites and other computer applications of others through virtual private servers, cloud hosting; dedicated IP hosting for others, namely, Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting servers for use by others; hosting of web sites; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to automate creation of invoices; providing temporary use of online nondownloadable software to create, customize, print, export, and e-mail financial reports, business reports, balance sheets, profit and loss statements, cash flow statements, and taxable sales reports; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to analyze the financial status of businesses and industries; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to import contacts and financial data from other electronic services and software; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for synchronizing data among computers and mobile devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for database management, data aggregation, data reporting, and data transmission; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for online backup of electronic files; none of the foregoing for software for assisting vendors in the field of food and other merchandise takeout and delivery or merchandise sales analytics, for analyzing IOT data, identifying and classifying IOT

1486
systems and devices, controlling and monitoring network and security infrastructure threats, and providing software for enterprise protection and identifying system and risk intelligence, or for facilitating point-of-sale transactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Negotiatus Corp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Address | 260 W 39th Street, Floor 15 New York NEW YORK 10018 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | NEOG- |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLEXI-TRODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97229280 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 013620489 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 18, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 06, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely, artificial limbs; orthopedic articles, namely, compressors for medical and surgical use in the nature of compression garments and dynamic elastomeric fabric orthoses (DEFOS), elastic supportive and suspensory bandages, anti-embolism stockings in the nature of compression garments, compression garments being orthopaedic hosiery, elasticated garments in the nature of medical apparel for use in medical treatment, all for medical support or therapeutic purposes; Orthopedic articles in the nature of medical apparel, namely, stockings, socks, leggings, vests, shorts, shoulder vests, gauntlets, scoliosis body suits, tights, pantyhose, and ankle immobilizers, for use in medical examination and treatment, all for medical support or therapeutic purposes; surgical sponges; orthopedic footwear; gloves for medical use; orthopaedic knee bandages; nighttime clothing adapted for medical use, namely, sleep suits, shorts and harnesses for use in medical treatment
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, headwear; sports clothing, namely, shorts, sports jerseys, trousers, socks, shirts, leggings, gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DM Orthotics Limited Address DM Orthotics Limited Unit 2, Cardrew Way Cardrew Industrial Estate Redruth, Cornwall UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEWDERMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97229357 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lights for use in growing plants; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Red LED flashlights for illumination purposes; Waffle irons, electric

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Jiangong Address Liang, Jiangong 8B, Jiayue Tower, Jiahui New City, Shennan Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BILLY THE KID CANNABIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97229605  Application Filing Date  Jan. 20, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, T-shirts, hoodies, hats, bandanas, tank tops, long sleeves shirts, beanies, jackets  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Neff, Christopher  Address  Neff, Christopher  2425 Strickler Rd  Colorado Springs  COLORADO  80906  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PITCHFORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97229745 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3243740

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, works of art for use in online virtual worlds; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media, namely, planning of marketing strategies; marketing services, namely, product marketing; provision of an online marketplace for sellers of virtual goods and services; business management of performing artists; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; arranging and conducting of virtual commercial exhibitions and trade shows for commercial purposes; arranging and conducting virtual auctions; arranging and conducting of internet auctions; auctioneering; auctioneering services; on-line auction bidding for others; on-line auctioneering services in online virtual worlds; electronic publication of printed matter for advertising purposes in the nature of advertising text publication services; retail and online store services featuring virtual goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs), namely, downloadable content in the nature of downloadable audio video clips and downloadable image files featuring entertainment relating to audio video content, popular music and visual culture; online retail store services featuring virtual merchandise, namely, downloadable images, in the fields of entertainment relating to audio video content, popular music and visual culture; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC. Address ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC. One World Trade Center New York NEW YORK 10007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPI/T097585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUGHES, ROSE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE DODO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97230339</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Non-medicated dog grooming products, namely, bath preparations, shampoos, conditioners, and wipes impregnated with cleansing preparations; nonmedicated dental preparations for pets, namely, toothpaste; nonmedicated pet shampoo; pet stain and odor cleaning products, namely, pet stain and odor removers

- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: VOX MEDIA, LLC
- **Address**: VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE DODO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97230341</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | diapers for pets; disposable pet diapers |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | VOX MEDIA, LLC |
| Address | VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | SULLIVAN, JOHN C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230352 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing for pets; dog apparel; dog collars; dog leashes; dog harnesses; animal carriers being bags; tote bags; backpacks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Pet blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Pet beds; cat accessories, namely, scratching posts, pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, and pet furniture in the nature of cat condos
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VOX MEDIA, LLC Address VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE DODO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97230359
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pet feeding mats
- **International Classes**: 27
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: VOX MEDIA, LLC
- **Address**: VOX MEDIA, LLC
  1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR
  WASHINGTON D.C. 20036
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE DODO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97230363
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Animal feed; pet food and beverages
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: VOX MEDIA, LLC
- **Address**: VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230364 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line information via the internet in the fields of animals and pets, relating to grooming, feeding and nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VOX MEDIA, LLC Address VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C

1499
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230774 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters EL inside a hexagon with indented linings on the two vertical sides.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal feed additives for use as nutritional supplements; Animal feed supplements; Medicated animal feed
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kent Nutrition Group, Inc. Address Kent Nutrition Group, Inc. 1600 Oregon Street Muscatine IOWA 52761 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KNGI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POSEIDON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97231356</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Depilatory wax for use by licensed professional estheticians

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Apr. 11, 2019

**In Commerce** Aug. 17, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Mermaid Brand Holdings LLC

**Address** Mermaid Brand Holdings LLC 2621 Greatwood Trail Leander TEXAS 78641

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examinaing Attorney** KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IN OUR OWN VOICE
NATIONAL BLACK WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE AGENDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97231702 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "In Our Own Voice National Black Women's Reproductive Justice Agenda" in different fonts and sizes appearing in a stacked format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to NATIONAL BLACK WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE AGENDA

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of leadership development, community organizing, activism and advocacy; training in the fields of leadership development, community organizing, activism and advocacy; providing online publications in the nature of newsletters, press releases and blogs in the fields of reproductive health, reproductive rights and reproductive justice, housing, environment, LGBTQ rights, immigration and food security
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 02, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2015
For promoting public interest and awareness of issues and policies in the fields of reproductive rights, reproductive health and reproductive justice, housing, environment, LGBTQ rights, immigration, and food security, by means of public advocacy, organizing and activism; promoting the interests of Black women and girls with regard to their reproductive rights and reproductive health; promoting awareness and interest in issues affecting, and of importance to, Black women and girls by means of public advocacy, public education, organizing and activism; promoting the goods and services of a network of activists and organizations to advance reproductive health, rights and justice policies relating to Black women and girls
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 02, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2015
For downloadable electronic publications in the nature of policy briefs, policy reports and fact sheets in the fields of reproductive health, reproductive rights and reproductive justice, housing, environment, LGBTQ rights, immigration and food security

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use Sep. 20, 2015

In Commerce Sep. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name In Our Own Voice: National Black Women's Reproductive Justice Agenda, Inc.

Address In Our Own Voice: National Black Women's Reproductive Justice Agenda, Inc. Suite 377 8705 Colesville Road Silver Spring MARYLAND 20910 Legal Entity charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 12280

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SMITH, BRENDAN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THIRTY MADISON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97232124 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   (Based on Use in Commerce) healthcare; providing healthcare information; telemedicine services; providing a website featuring information and advice concerning allergies, hair care, hair loss, hair regrowth, dandruff, men's health issues, skin issues, migraines, headaches, indigestion, heartburn, acid reflux, and gastroesophageal reflux disease
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Mar. 04, 2017 In Commerce   Mar. 04, 2017
For   (Based on Intent to Use) providing a website featuring technology that enables users to view information on, purchase goods for, and access telemedicine services; providing a website featuring technology that enables users to view information on, purchase goods for, and access telemedicine services in the fields of allergies, hair loss, dandruff, men's health issues, skin issues, migraines, headaches, indigestion, heartburn, acid reflux, and gastroesophageal reflux disease; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing information and tools that allow users to view information on, purchase goods for, and access telemedicine services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing information and tools that allow users to view information on, purchase goods for, and access telemedicine services in the fields of allergies, hair loss, dandruff, men's health issues, skin issues, migraines, headaches, indigestion, heartburn, acid reflux, and gastroesophageal reflux disease
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Thirty Madison, Inc. Address   Thirty Madison, Inc. 12th Floor 27 E 28th Street New York NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97232148  Application Filing Date  Jan. 21, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Flatware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; dishes used in serving, drinking and eating food and beverages, namely, plates and drinking glasses; bowls; drinking glasses; cups; charger plates; dinner plates; lunch plates; dessert plates; salad plates; side plates; service plates in the nature of tableware; cheese plates; tea plates; fruit plates; soup bowls; cereal bowls; pasta bowls; fruit bowls; dessert bowls; bouillon cups being mugs for broth; coupe soup bowls; finger bowls; teacup saucers; coffee cup saucers; demitasses saucers; cream soup bowl saucers; drinking glasses for serving water; wine glasses; beer glasses; liqueur glasses; mugs; tea cups; coffee cups; demitasse cups; cocktail glasses; dessert glasses; Salvers in the nature of trays for serving food or drinks; soup tureens; serving platters; ramekins; casserole dishes; non-electric coffee urns; punch bowls being serving dishes for beverages; wine decanters; carafes; pitchers; beverage servers, namely, beverage and water bottles sold empty, goblets, jugs; personal cereal dispensers for domestic use; buffet food serving display risers; gravy boats; sugar bowls; salt shakers; pepper shakers; candle holders; napkin holders; sugar packet holders in the nature of sugar bowls; coasters, not of paper or textile; cream pitchers, utensils used in serving food, namely, serving spoons, serving forks, ladles, pasta serving forks, pie servers, serving scoops, serving tongs; food preparation utensils, namely, turners, basting spoons, slotted serving spoons, ice-cream scoopers
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For Flatware; namely, forks, knives, and spoons; table cutlery, namely, forks, spoons, knives, Salad forks, dinner forks, fish forks, dessert forks, cocktail forks, oyster forks, dinner knives, butter knives, fish knives, steak knives, teaspoons, soup spoons, dessert spoons, table spoons, bouillon spoons, demitasse spoons; food preparation utensils, namely, carving knives; foundry ladles; two-tined forks being carving forks
International Classes   8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SONA GOLD LLC  
Address  SONA GOLD LLC Apt. 2E 60 East 13th Street New York City NEW YORK 10003  
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PNCO1246570
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AWESOME BIOTICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97232182
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “BIOTICS”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Nutritional supplements for pets
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kelly Foods Corporation
- **Address**: Kelly Foods Corporation 10313 Old Ocean City Boulevard Berlin MARYLAND 21811
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BLJZ 500219U

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97232433  Application Filing Date: Jan. 21, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: providing virtual currency and a digital token of value for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
For: Video game machines
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
For: Production of video and computer game software; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable video games via a streaming services
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
For: Providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital goods
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
For: Downloadable video game programs; downloadable computer application software for blockchain-based platforms for use with video games
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Video game development services; virtual city planning services being graphic design of city buildings, landscapes, and street layouts for use in virtual worlds; software as a service featuring software for providing an infrastructure for development of video games; computer services, namely, hosting and renting servers for game developers to build games on top of blockchain infrastructure; online non-downloadable software services for use with a blockchain infrastructure for developing video games

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONSORTIUM9 LABS INC. Address CONSORTIUM9 LABS INC. 1115 SE 82ND COURT VANCOUVER WASHINGTON 98664 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BENSON HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97232601 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOSPITAL" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospital services; medical and clinical medical services in the fields of cardiology; counseling in the field of nutrition; dermatology; nutrition counseling in the field of diabetes management; diagnostic imaging services for medical purposes; emergency medical services; medical services in the field of nephrology; medical services in the field of obstetrics and gynecology; medical services in the field of occupational health; medical services in the field of oncology; medical services in the field of outpatient rehabilitation; medical services in the field of podiatry; primary care medical services in the field of women's health, pediatric and elderly care; medical radiology services; psychological counseling; medical services in the field of respiratory care; surgery; medical services in the field of wound management; Health care services, namely, labor and delivery services; blood bank services; medical services in the field of cardiac care; community health services, namely mobile healthcare services; medical diagnostic services; medical services in the field of emergency care; medical services in the field of general inpatient care; medical services in the field of geriatric health assessment and care; medical services in the field of geriatric care; home health care services; hospice services; hospital services; medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; nursing care services; medical services in the field of oncology services; outpatient health care; pediatric health care; physical rehabilitation; physical therapy services; physician services; surgical services, namely, surgery; Healthcare services, namely wellness programs
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 06, 1960 In Commerce Oct. 06, 1960

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOLLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97232986 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Issuance of digital tokens, namely, financial exchange of virtual currency; issuance of digital tokens of value for use by members of an online community via a global computer network, namely, financial exchange of virtual currency; digital token exchange services, namely, financial exchange of virtual currency; digital token trading, namely, financial exchange of virtual currency; digital token transfer services, namely, electronic transfer of virtual currencies; cryptocurrency exchange and trading services involving a digital currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; cryptocurrency exchange and trading services involving a digital currency incorporating cryptographic protocols, used as a method of payment for operating and building applications and blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as a method of payment for goods and services; financial exchange of virtual currency; electronic transfer of virtual currencies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lollapalooza, LLC Address Lollapalooza, LLC 1645 East 6th Street, Suite 150 Austin TEXAS 78702
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MUS-US-00396

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97233171</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

_For_ College consulting services, namely, assisting students in applying for scholarships and financial aid; College counseling services, namely, assisting students in applying for scholarships and financial aid; Providing advice and information in the field of collegiate scholarships via a website; Providing an interactive website featuring advice and information in the field of collegiate scholarships.

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**First Use** Jul. 17, 2021

**In Commerce** Jul. 18, 2021

_For_ College consulting services, namely, assisting students in finding colleges and universities and completing the application process; Education services, namely, training educators in the field of education, racial equity, scholarship award displacement, economic justice, scholarship displacement, college access, college readiness, higher education, financial aid, financial literacy, economic policy, private scholarship policy, external scholarship policy, outside scholarship policy, financial aid policy, student advocacy and adult advocacy, loans, diversity, equity, inclusion, and scholarships and providing curricula in connection therewith; Workshops and seminars in the field of education, scholarship award displacement, economic justice, scholarship displacement, college access, college readiness, higher education, financial aid, financial literacy, economic policy, private scholarship policy, external scholarship policy, outside scholarship policy, financial aid policy, student advocacy, and adult advocacy, loans, diversity, equity, inclusion, and scholarships; Admission consulting services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of education, racial equity, scholarship award displacement, economic justice, scholarship displacement, college access, college readiness, higher education, financial aid, financial literacy, economic policy, private scholarship policy, external scholarship policy, outside scholarship policy, financial aid policy, student advocacy, adult advocacy, loans, diversity, equity, inclusion, and scholarships; Arranging of exhibitions, seminars and conferences in the field of racial justice, economic justice, financial aid, scholarships, scholarship displacement, scholarship award displacement, and financial wellness; Arranging of seminars and conferences in the field of economic justice, financial aid, scholarships, scholarship displacement, scholarship award displacement, and financial wellness; Arranging of exhibitions, seminars and conferences in the field of racial justice, economic justice, financial aid, scholarships, scholarship displacement, scholarship award displacement, and financial wellness;
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jul. 17, 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2021

For Promoting public awareness of education, racial equity, scholarship award displacement, economic justice, scholarship displacement, college access, college readiness, higher education, financial aid, financial literacy, economic policy, private scholarship policy, external scholarship policy, outside scholarship policy, financial aid policy, loans, diversity, equity, inclusion, and scholarships by means of public advocacy; Providing public policy information in the field of education, racial equity, scholarship award displacement, economic justice, scholarship displacement, college access, college readiness, higher education, financial aid, financial literacy, economic policy, private scholarship policy, external scholarship policy, outside scholarship policy, financial aid policy, student advocacy and adult advocacy, loans, diversity, equity, inclusion, and scholarships rendered through video conference

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jul. 17, 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2021

Currently Use  Yes
# OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Lewis, Zaniya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Lewis, Zaniya 310 Colonial Rd Edgewater Park NEW JERSEY 08010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>GRIFFIN, JAMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1516
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOREFEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97233857 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Morefeel" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Pillows; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Camping mattresses; Maternity pillows; Mats for infant playpens; Mattress toppers; Seat cushions; Sleeping mats
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 16, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haining China Home Textile Market Co., Ltd. Address Haining China Home Textile Market Co., Ltd. No. 42, Shichang Road, Xucun Jiaxing City, Zhejiang CHINA 314409 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BOONE, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SMFUNCHEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97234075  Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Massage apparatus; Vibromassage apparatus
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Dec. 20, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Haikou Little Tomato Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Haikou Little Tomato Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 2103, Unit 2, Building 4, Palm Garden Community, Qiongshan District, Haikou  CHINA  571100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SENSOR, JAMES EARL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SNIAMO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97234081</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Infant toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 21, 2021</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chen Jingshan</td>
<td>No.15,RenxiangJixiang,Donghu City, Fengxiang Street, Chenghai District, Shantou CHINA 515800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**

| INDIVIDUAL |

**Citizenship**

| CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SENSOR, JAMES EARL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENTRY BRITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97234181
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 24, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENTRY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Installation, maintenance and repair of doors
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Feb. 28, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: EB National
- **Address**: EB National 19285 E Carriage Way Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK LITERAL(s)
CONTACT HARALD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97234565</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;CONTACT HARALD&quot; in gray with the second letter &quot;A&quot; stylized in blue and green in the word &quot;HARALD&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue, green and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CONTACT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Downloadable computer software and programs for use in preventing the spread of infectious diseases; downloadable computer programs and software for use to identify close contact people and for contact tracing purposes; downloadable software applications, namely, downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers, tablets, laptops, desktop computers for use to identify close contact people and for contact tracing purposes; electronically encoded swipe cards for use with contract tracing monitoring software and systems

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Telecommunication access services; communication and delivery of data by means of telecommunications, namely, encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered data; internet portal services

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104
International Class Title Communication

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>VT42 Pty Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>VT42 Pty Ltd Level 1, 85 William Street Darlinghurst AUSTRALIA 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LEVONA SCENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97234635</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SCENT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Scented oils
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Jul. 02, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Levona Scent LLC
- **Address**: Levona Scent LLC 1790 Swarthmore Ave Unit 8A Lakewood NEW JERSEY 08701
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: LVA.001UST
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASSK FIRST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97235521 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Underwear; Ladies' underwear; Thong underwear; Thongs in the nature of thong underwear; Women's underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 05, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SafeBAE ORG INC Address SafeBAE ORG INC 32 Broad Cove Road Cape Elizabeth MAINE 041072927 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JJUICEEEE MACHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97235863  Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ale; beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Jun. 18, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tree House Brewing Company, Inc.  Address  Tree House Brewing Company, Inc.  129 Sturbridge Road  Charlton  MASSACHUSETTS  01507  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2218917.121

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JJJUICEEE PROJECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97235866
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 24, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ale; beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: May 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 07, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tree House Brewing Company, Inc.
- **Address**: Tree House Brewing Company, Inc. 129 Sturbridge Road Charlton MASSACHUSETTS 01507
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2218917.121

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUICE PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97235868 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ale; beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Oct. 08, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tree House Brewing Company, Inc. Address Tree House Brewing Company, Inc. 129 Sturbridge Road Charlton MASSACHUSETTS 01507 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2218917.121

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
**TM 997 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUPER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97236060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Downloadable software for creating, sharing, and administering customized charitable giving campaigns; Downloadable software for charitable fundraising; Downloadable software for non-profit contributions; Downloadable software for creating, managing, or contributing to charitable funds or groups of organizations; Downloadable software for providing information in the field of charitable fundraising and non-profits
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating, sharing, and administering customized charitable giving campaigns; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for charitable fundraising; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for non-profit contributions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating, managing, or contributing to charitable funds or groups of organizations; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information in the field of charitable fundraising and non-profits
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hero Giving Co.
- **Address**: 568 Union Ave, Apt. 6N
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: HGC-601
- **Examining Attorney**: BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
BEAUTY+YOU

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97236557</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Arrangements of dried flowers for decorative purposes; Dried flower arrangements; Dried flower wreaths; Dried flowers for decoration; Dried plants, namely, cattails for decoration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Xinming</td>
<td>27B,Block B,No.2,Bldg.1,Huasheng Xinsha, Hui Mingting, Shajing Xinsha Rd.Baoan, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518035</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sha2111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLEX AM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97236825 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wound dressings; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin wounds
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Health Solutions, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Turn Therapeutics Address Global Health Solutions, Inc. 250 North Westlake Blvd. #210 Westlake Village CALIFORNIA 91362 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZINGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97237091 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fluid filters, namely, diesel fuel filters and hydraulic oil filters; Fuel and oil fluid filter systems, namely, consisting of fluid filters in the nature of diesel fuel filters and hydraulic oil filters, gauges in the nature of fluid level gauges, pressure gauges and temperature gauges, indicators in the nature of fluid level indicators, pressure indicators and temperature indicators, metal hose clamps, tank crankcase breathers being vehicle engine parts and gas tank diffusers in the nature of filters, sold as a unit; diesel fuel filters and hydraulic oil filters fluid filter parts and accessories, namely, gauges in the nature of fluid level gauges, pressure gauges and temperature gauges, indicators in the nature of fluid level indicators, pressure indicators and temperature indicators, metal hose clamps, tank crankcase breathers being vehicle engine parts and gas tank diffusers in the nature of filters, sold as a unit

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jan. 01, 1976 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1976

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zinga Industries Inc. Address Zinga Industries Inc. 2400 Zing Dr Reedsburg WISCONSIN 53959
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51610000006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MAKE WAVES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97237512</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Credit union services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | RADIFI FEDERAL CREDIT UNION |
| Address | RADIFI FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 562 PARK STREET JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA 32204 |
| Legal Entity | FEDERALLY CHARTERED CREDIT UNION |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 118534-5 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYHEALTHPAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97237873 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable medical software for wound management; Software as a Medical Device (SaMD), downloadable, for analyzing heart rate data; Software as a Medical Device (SaMD), recorded, for treating wounds; downloadable computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; Computer hardware and recorded software, for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable medical software for wound and patient monitoring; Downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for remote monitoring of labor progress by processing uterine contraction and fetal heart rate data during labor and child birth

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Remote monitoring of medical data for medical diagnosis and treatment; Remote monitoring of data indicative of the health or condition of an individual or group of individuals for medical diagnosis and treatment purposes; Providing an internet web site for medical professionals and medical patients featuring information relating to sleep apnea and related diagnostic data input from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the web site for use by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions; Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the web site that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Predictive Healthcare, inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Predictive Healthcare, inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>143 Great Road Ste 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bedford</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASSACHUSETTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>01730</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TAA-602</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>REID, MONICA R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BACOSIMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97238085 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BACOSIMI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric egg beaters; Electric food blenders for household purposes; Electric kitchen mixers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianji Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianji Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 2070, Fenghu Bldg, No.1005 Buji Rd, Lanhua Community, Dongxiao St, Luohu Dist, Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US035700T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** P PREDICTIVE HEALTHCARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97238787</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an outer purple square design with rounded corners within an inner square design with rounded corners and with varying shades of purple and with circles and vertical lines within the inner square design. To the right of the circles and vertical lines is a vertical line and a curved line separate from each other and forming the letter "P". A curved purple line extends around the right and bottom sides of the outer purple square design. Below the square designs is the wording "PREDICTIVE HEALTHCARE." The word "PREDICTIVE" is in a purple font that is the same shade of purple as the outer purple square design. The word "HEALTHCARE" is in a purple font that is the same shade of purple as the curved line about the outer purple square design. The white area represents transparent areas and are not part of the mark.

- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PREDICTIVE HEALTHCARE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Downloadable medical software for wound monitoring and patient monitoring; Medical workstation comprised of computer hardware and recorded software for gathering and transmitting patient image data for use during surgical procedures; Downloadable computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; Downloadable computer software for wound monitoring and patient monitoring and instructional user guides sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software, for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable medical software for wound monitoring and patient monitoring; Downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for wound monitoring and patient monitoring; Recorded medical software for wound monitoring and patient monitoring.

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For providing an internet web site for medical professionals and medical patients featuring information relating to sleep apnea and related diagnostic data input from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the web site for use by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions; Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the web site that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Predictive Healthcare, Inc **Address**: Predictive Healthcare, Inc 143 Great Road Ste 2 Bedford MASSACHUSETTS 01730 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: TAA-603

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: REID, MONICA R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK LITERAL(s)
RAPID NEUROFASCIAL RESET

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97239053</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 26, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “NEUROFASCIAL”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bodywork therapy instruction; Chiropractic instruction; Educational services, namely, providing courses, classes, conferences, seminars, and workshops in the fields of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare; Educational services, namely, providing on-line courses, classes, conferences, seminars, and workshops in the field of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of massage therapy services, deep tissue massage, physical therapy, chiropractic services, sports massage, bodywork therapy, holistic health services, occupational therapy, rehabilitation patient care services, alternative medicine, and healthcare.
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 2016
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2016

- **For**: Bodywork therapy; Chiropractic services; Consultancy services relating to health care; Deep tissue massage; Holistic health services; Information relating to massage; Massage therapy services; Occupational therapy; Physical therapy; Providing information relating to chiropractics; Rehabilitation patient care services; Sports massage
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: May 2016
- **In Commerce**: May 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Rapid Neurofascial Reset Inc.
- **Address**: Rapid Neurofascial Reset Inc. 221 Main St., Three Hills Alberta CANADA T0M2A0
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEEPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97239118 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for mobile phones and other electronic devices that allows connections, associations, or friendships between users of software for social events and gatherings, and for finding and maintaining friendships and relationships; Downloadable mobile application software for buying tickets to social events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 22, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DIFFLEY, PHILLIP Address DIFFLEY, PHILLIP 2211 SPANISH TRAIL FORT WORTH TEXAS 76107 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PEEPS.002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEUROSHIELD DECODING
BRAIN HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97239214 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of brain comprised of multiple circles and connecting lines appearing in a left to right gradient of orange, green, and teal. The stylized wording, "NEUROSHIELD" appears in teal below. The stylized wording, "DECODING BRAIN HEALTH" appears in black below the stylized wording, "NEUROSHIELD". All instances of white represent background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, green, black, and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for interpreting and producing brain health diagnosis and prognosis reports using medical imaging and other forms of clinical data
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for interpreting and producing brain health diagnosis and prognosis reports using medical imaging and other forms of clinical data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name In-Med Prognostics Inc Address In-Med Prognostics Inc 4918 September Street San Diego CALIFORNIA 92110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number INME00100UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FINCA EL PINAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97239283 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "FINCA" in the mark is "FARM".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Torres, Kirenia Martínez Address Torres, Kirenia Martínez 211 Wildrose Common, Unit 4 Livermore CALIFORNIA 94551 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CUBA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EV6 WAVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97239447 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 26, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "EV6 WAVE". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6613142, 6613141, 6613140 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Passenger automobiles; passenger trucks; passenger vans; passenger electric cars; passenger motor buses; passenger sports cars

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Kia Corporation
Address Kia Corporation 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06797
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 6951KIA-94

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
Truefilm

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97239764
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal Mark Type
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational services, namely, conducting an online reading program for children which incorporates the use of interactive non-fiction video storybooks with related non-fiction print content and distribution of the non-fiction print content in connection therewith all in the field of science and social studies
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Scholastic Inc.
- **Address**: Scholastic Inc. 557 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10012
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, JOANNA Y
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FLORIDA TRUCKING SHOW

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97239960
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of orange-shaded shield with four borders surrounding the outside. The borders appear in the colors, from the innermost to the outermost, marigold, white, dark blue and marigold color again. On the upper-center portion of the shield is a semi-truck facing forward overlaying the shield's design, shaded, accented and outlined in dark blue, white and marigold. Two palm trees shaded in dark blue and marigold color can be found on either side of the semi-truck, facing away from it. Fully covering the semi-truck tires is the 3D-stylized word "FLORIDA". The upper-half of the letters are shaded in white and the lower part in marigold color and with dark blue outlining and external border that extends further into the background. Below where the dark blue external border seems to originate is the word "TRUCKING SHOW" in dark blue letters surrounded by an upside-down, marigold-colored trapezoid with an upper white border and the three remaining sides with orange borders.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange, marigold, white and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "FLORIDA TRUCKING SHOW"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of trucking; Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of trucking products and services for trucking professionals; Conducting of commercial events in the nature of trade shows; Conducting trade shows in the field of trucking; Conducting trade shows in the field of trucking products and services for the trucking industry; Conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; Connecting qualified service providers with consumers
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2021

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  ProExpos LLC  
**Address**  ProExpos LLC  805 Melanie Dr.  Pharr  TEXAS  78577  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HARVHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97240486 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harvey Jr, Broderick S. Address Harvey Jr, Broderick S. 6807 Encore Blvd. Atlanta GEORGIA 30328
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  IRENPORU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97240538  Application Filing Date  Jan. 26, 2022
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Braces of metal for handling loads; Brackets of metal for furniture; Furniture fittings of metal; Hinges of metal; Metal hooks; Metal screws
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
International Class Title  Metal
Goods  First Use  Dec. 16, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lin, Hongtao
Address  Lin, Hongtao  No. 293, Zhongshan Avenue West,  Tianhe Dist.,  Guangzhou  CHINA  510000
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US035797T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RENNIE, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QAZPL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97240834 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording QAZPL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Linoleum; Artificial lawn; Carpets for automobiles; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hong Chen Address Hong Chen No. 42 Tuzhuang Xinzhai Community, Quangang District Quanzhou CHINA 362100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MALEFICIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97240956 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "MALEFICIO" in stylized text. "MALEFICI" is in black, and the letter "O" is in red and composed of a heart superimposed on a pitchfork. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of MALEFICIO in the mark is WITCHCRAFT.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer; Alcoholic mixed beverages except beers; Pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; Ready-to-drink alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HACIENDA RIOSANTOS, S.P.R. DE R.L. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKI hacienda Riosanto Address HACIENDA RIOSANTOS, S.P.R. DE R.L. 1083 E.State rd. 2 Lot. 659 LA PORTE INDIANA 46350 Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (s. de r.l.) State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THREAT ADVISOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97241181 Application Filing Date  Jan. 27, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable and recorded computer software for monitoring, analyzing, and reporting on network and computer activity for security purposes; downloadable software for scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; downloadable software for tracking and organizing computer and network security risks; downloadable software for tracking and monitoring regulatory compliance; downloadable software for managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data in the field of cybersecurity and network security; downloadable software for managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data in the field of cybersecurity and network security; downloadable software for developing, deploying, operating, monitoring, configuring, customizing, implementing, and managing computer systems and applications in the field of cybersecurity and network security

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing online non-downloadable computer software for monitoring, analyzing, and reporting on network and computer activity for security purposes; Technology consultation in the field of cybersecurity; cybersecurity services in the nature of restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Computer security threat analysis for protecting data; Design of information graphics and data visualization materials in connection with computer security; providing online non-downloadable software for scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; providing online non-downloadable software for tracking and organizing computer and network security risks; providing online non-downloadable software for tracking and monitoring regulatory compliance; information technology consulting services in the field of identification, support, and implementation of computer-based information systems for businesses; providing online non-downloadable software for managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data in the field of cybersecurity and network security; computer diagnostic services; providing online non-downloadable software for identifying elements of information technology infrastructure, namely, industrial controls, security protocols, and security risks; providing online non-downloadable software for developing, deploying, operating, monitoring, configuring, customizing, implementing,
and managing computer systems and applications in the field of cybersecurity and network security; cyber security services, namely, providing computer security information and orchestrating computer security by restricting unauthorized access to hard drives, computer servers, computer networks, and websites

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DIRECTDEFENSE INC. Address  DIRECTDEFENSE INC. 10245 BANEBERRY PL LITTLETON COLORADO 80129 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97241323 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two Chinese Characters. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Hong Kang" and this means "broad and safe" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of computer software design; Consultation services relating to computer software; Research in the field of physics; Telecommunications technology consultancy; Consulting services in the field of electrical engineering; Mechanical research; Consulting services in the field of mechanical engineering; Chemical research; Chemical analysis; Cosmetic research; Biological research; Bacteriological research; Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials; Product research and development; Technological research in the field of microscopy; Engineering services in the field of microscopy, namely, technical project planning and design engineering in the field of microscopy; Technical writing; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Scientific laboratory services; Design of integrated circuits; Design of semiconductor chips

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Materials Analysis Technology Inc. Address Materials Analysis Technology Inc. 1F, No.26-2, Taiyuan St., Hsinchu County Zhubei City TAIWAN 302 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LIC-388TM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TARA PARTNERSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97241427 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PARTNERSHIP"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003747865 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Foreign Registration Number UK00003747865 Foreign Registration Date May 20, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 26, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment management services; financial asset management services; insurance brokerage services; capital investments; financial investment services in the field of insurance intermediaries, professional services providers and technology firms in the insurance industry; financial investment portfolio management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tara TopCo Limited Address Tara TopCo Limited c/o Ogier Global (Cayman) Limited 89 Nexus Way, Camana Bay Grand Cayman CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-9009 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country
Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 65878/77

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEAFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97241580 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, for automation of window coverings, windows, and hinges; Motors for automation of window coverings, windows, and hinges

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Smart technology home and commercial automation systems comprised of computer hardware, wireless and wire electronic controllers, downloadable software for controlling window coverings, wireless and wired lighting controls, HVAC systems, thermostats; Downloadable software for controlling window coverings, wireless and wired lighting controls, HVAC systems, thermostats; Downloadable software for controlling and managing window covering control systems; Downloadable software for networking of home controls, namely, wireless and wire light controls, HVAC systems, thermostats; Downloadable software for controlling and managing intelligent connected devices, cloud systems, and mobile phones; Downloadable software for connecting, controlling, integrating and managing home automation systems, namely, window coverings, wireless and wired lighting, HVAC systems, thermostat; Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for use in algorithm design, machine learning, signal processing, pattern recognition for connecting, controlling, integrating and managing home automation systems, namely, window coverings, wireless and wired lighting, HVAC systems, thermostat; Downloadable computer software for networking of home controls, namely, window covering controls, wireless and wired lighting controls, HVAC systems, thermostats

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Computer software system design; Computer software system design for window covering control systems; Computer software development; Computer software development for window covering control systems; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for networking of home controls, namely, wireless and wired lighting controls, HVAC systems, thermostats; Design and development of computer hardware and software for intelligent connected devices, cloud
systems, and mobile phones; Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software for controlling and managing window coverings, wireless and wired lighting controls, HVAC systems, thermostats; Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software for controlling and managing window covering control systems; Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software for networking of home controls, namely, window covering controls, wireless and wire light controls, HVAC systems, thermostats; Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software for controlling and managing intelligent connected devices, cloud systems, and mobile phones; Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software for connecting, controlling, integrating and managing home automation systems, namely, window coverings, wireless and wired lighting, HVAC systems, thermostat, and networked electronics displays; Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software using artificial intelligence for use in algorithm design, machine learning, signal processing, pattern recognition for connecting, controlling, integrating and managing home automation systems, namely, window coverings, wireless and wired lighting, HVAC systems, thermostat

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Idea Oven Labs Inc.  **Address**  Idea Oven Labs Inc.  52-5298 Oakmount Crescent  Burnaby  CANADA  V5H4S2  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  23139.002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** METAGARAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97241760
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Arranging, organizing, operating, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events in the nature of networking events, social events, get-togethers, and parties for others; Hosting social entertainment services, namely, networking events, social events, get-togethers, and parties for others; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment events in the nature of networking events, social events, get-togethers, and parties

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Downloadable image file containing digital artwork relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing digital artwork and text relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing digital artwork relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable image file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing audio and video recordings relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Electronic delivery of digital images via a global computer network; electronic delivery of multimedia files containing images and text via a global computer network; electronic delivery of multimedia files containing digital images and text via a global computer network

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

For Electronic storage of digital images; computer services, namely, electronic digitizing of photographs; computer services, namely, electronic imaging of photographs; computer services, namely, electronic imaging of digital artwork

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name SOUTH VALLEY PHOTOGRAPHY, LLC Address SOUTH VALLEY PHOTOGRAPHY, LLC 787 South 330 West American Fork UTAH 84003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 23001.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney ROJAS, ELINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STAR BRIGHTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "STAR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Stuffed and plush toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MerchSource, LLC
- **Address**: MerchSource, LLC 7755 Irvine Center Drive Suite 100 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: MS22001USITM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
TM 1022 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAISI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97241960 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0125060/1689233 International Registration Number 1689233

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable application programming interface (API) software; downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); downloadable application programming interface (API) software for data sharing, software and platform development, development of microservice applications, and deploying software and applications to the cloud; downloadable computer software development tools; downloadable computer software platforms for application and software development; downloadable computer software for computer software and application development, deployment and management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAISI TECHNOLOGY, INC. Address DAISI TECHNOLOGY, INC. 3182 Campus Dr. #185 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94403 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 521210010001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WORHEAD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97241968</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizing, arranging, and conducting offroad powersport events</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>May 14, 2021</td>
<td>May 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Team Winnebagoland, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Team Winnebagoland, LLC 5827 Green Valley Road Oshkosh WISCONSIN 54904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>544-01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>DWYER, JOHN D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FESTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97241990 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blazers; Blouses; Boots; Bottoms as clothing; Bras; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Heels; Hoods; Athletic jackets; Bomber jackets; Jean jackets; Heavy jackets; Jeans; Leggings; Lingerie; Loungewear; Pants; Robes; Sandals; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Stockings; Sweaters; Underwear; Clothing Belts; Cargo pants; Denim jeans; Denim shorts; Denim jackets; Denim skirts; Dress pants; Evening dresses; Heavy coats; Jeggings; Lounge pants; Strapless bras; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tops as clothing; Ladies’ underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Torrid Merchandising, Inc. Address Torrid Merchandising, Inc. 18501 E. San Jose Avenue City of Industry CALIFORNIA 91748 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53HC-xxxxxx

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97242064</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of Stylized letter "G" overlaying stylized letter "M", together forming a hexagon. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Arranging, organizing, operating, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events in the nature of networking events, social events, get-togethers, and parties for others; Hosting social entertainment services, namely, networking events, social events, get-togethers, and parties for others; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment events in the nature of networking events, social events, get-togethers, and parties

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

**For** Downloadable image file containing digital artwork relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing digital artwork and text relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing digital artwork relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable image file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing photographic images relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing audio recordings relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing video recordings relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable multimedia file containing audio and video recordings relating to personal property and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus for Electronic delivery of digital images via a global computer network; electronic delivery of multimedia files containing images and text via a global computer network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
<td>Communication for Electronic storage of digital images; computer services, namely, electronic digitizing of photographs; computer services, namely, electronic imaging of photographs; computer services, namely, electronic imaging of digital artwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SOUTH VALLEY PHOTOGRAPHY, LLC  
**Address** SOUTH VALLEY PHOTOGRAPHY, LLC 787 South 330 West American Fork UTAH 84003  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country** UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 23001.2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KARA KURI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97242636  Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S) IN

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 3673897  Foreign Registration Date Dec. 03, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial robots designed for food and meal preparation; industrial robots designed for food and meal preparation and configured with artificial intelligence systems; industrial robots designed for preparing personalised meals; Industrial robots designed for preparing food and meals and for use in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and a delivery-only kitchens

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery

For Apparatus for heating and cooking food, and heating and cooking personalised meals, namely, gas-powered deep fat fryers, industrial deep fryers, cooking ovens, electric cooking hobs, gas cooking hobs being gas cooktops and electric food warmers; artificial intelligence controlled robots for heating and cooking food, and heating and cooking personalised meals; apparatus for heating and cooking food, namely, gas-powered deep fat fryers, industrial deep fryers, cooking ovens, electric cooking hobs, gas cooking hobs being gas cooktops and electric food warmers, for use in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
**For** Recorded software for controlling the operation of robotic devices designed for food and meal preparation; recorded software for controlling the operation of robotic devices designed for food and meal preparation located in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens; artificial intelligence based recorded software for robotic devices designed for food and meal preparation; artificial intelligence based recorded software for preparing food, meals and personalised meals; food and meal ordering recorded software, namely software for ordering food, meals and personalised meals prepared by robotic devices

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Hospitality services in the nature of the provision of food, meals, and personalised meals; provision of food, meals, and personalised meals in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving locations serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens; provision of food, meals, and personalised meals, using a robotic system located in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Karakuri Ltd  
**Address**: Karakuri Ltd 14 Amherst Avenue London UNITED KINGDOM W138NQ

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 383843.00004

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KARAKURI/FYR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97242641 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 27, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
| Foreign Registration Number | 3673904 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Dec. 03, 2021 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | UNITED KINGDOM |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jul. 27, 2031 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Industrial robots designed for food and meal preparation; industrial robots designed for food and meal preparation and configured with artificial intelligence systems; industrial robots designed for preparing personalised meals; Industrial robots designed for preparing food and meals and for use in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and a delivery-only kitchens

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |

**For** Apparatus for heating and cooking food, and heating and cooking personalised meals, namely, gas-powered deep fat fryers, industrial deep fryers, cooking ovens, electric cooking hobs, gas cooking hobs being gas cooktops and electric food warmers; artificial intelligence controlled robots for heating and cooking food, and heating and cooking personalised meals; apparatus for heating and cooking food, namely, gas-powered deep fat fryers, industrial deep fryers, cooking ovens, electric cooking hobs, gas cooking hobs being gas cooktops and electric food warmers, for use in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
For recorded software for controlling the operation of robotic devices designed for food and meal preparation; recorded software for controlling the operation of robotic devices designed for food and meal preparation located in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens; artificial intelligence based recorded software for robotic devices designed for food and meal preparation; artificial intelligence based recorded software for preparing food, meals and personalised meals; food and meal ordering recorded software, namely software for ordering food, meals and personalised meals prepared by robotic devices

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For hospitality services in the nature of the provision of food, meals, and personalised meals; provision of food, meals, and personalised meals in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving locations serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens; provision of food, meals, and personalised meals, using a robotic system located in restaurants, canteens, retail stores, gyms and other food-serving facilities serving consumers food, namely, smart or automated kitchens, dark kitchens and delivery-only kitchens

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Karakuri Ltd  **Address** Karakuri Ltd 14 Amherst Avenue  London  UNITED KINGDOM  W138NQ

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 383843.00005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUSTLE PLUS PATIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97242816 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Cups; Mugs; Cups, not of precious metal; Beer mugs; Coffee cups; Coffee mugs; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Cups and mugs; Double wall cups; Double wall cups with lids; Double wall cups with lids and straws; Drinking cups; Drinking cups and saucers; Drinking cups for babies and children; Glass mugs; Insulated mugs; Paper cups; Plastic cups; Porcelain mugs; Travel mugs; (Based on Intent to Use) Cup lids; Cupcake baking cups; Mug trees; Mugs of precious metal; Mugs, not of precious metal; Baking cups of paper; Beakers, namely, wide-mouthed drinking cups for household use; Biodegradable cups; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Cardboard cups; Compostable cups; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Demitasse sets comprised of cups and saucers; Demitasse sets comprised of cups, saucers and stirring spoons sold as a unit; Drinking cups for babies and children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, cups for babies and children sold as a unit with valves and lids; Drinking cups for children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, drinking cups for children sold as a unit with non-insulated lids; Drinking cups for infants and parts and fittings therefor, namely, valves and lids sold as a unit; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Earthenware mugs; Egg cups; Egg cups of precious metal; Fruit cups of glass; Insulating sleeve holder for beverage cups; Mixing cups; Paper and plastic cups; Paper baking cups; Paper plates and paper cups; Re-usable or disposable plastic or silicone valves sold for use with training cups for babies and children; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Sake cups; Silicone baking cups; Sippy cups; Tea cups; Training cups for babies and children; Training cups for infants; Vacuum mugs

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 02, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2021

For (Based on Use in Commerce) All purpose sport bags; Athletic bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Barrel bags; Book bags; Bun bags; Drawstring bags; Duffel bags for travel; Duffle bags; Evening bags; Gym bags; Overnight bags; School bags; Sport bags; Sports bags; Suit bags; Tote bags; Traveling bags; Travelling bags; Weekend bags; Wheeled bags; (Based on Intent to Use) Cantle bags; Clutch bags; Courier bags; Dry bags; Flight bags; Grip
bags; Hip bags; Hobo bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Pommel bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** Oct. 02, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2021

For (Based on Use in Commerce) Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; (Based on Intent to Use) Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Gloves for apparel; Viscous gel polymer sold as a component of finished custom cushioned footwear for non-orthopedic purposes and apparel

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** Oct. 02, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes  **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** 2 The Maxx Custom Designs, LLC  **Address** 2 The Maxx Custom Designs, LLC PO BOX 5171 Midlothian VIRGINIA 23112  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 97242816

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PORTAL FLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97242973 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PORTAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Birdhouses
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LoveNest Enterprises LLC Address LoveNest Enterprises LLC PO Box 20155 Atlanta GEORGIA 30325 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RR ORRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97243395 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "ORRO", wherein the first letter "R" is depicted backwards. Above the term "ORRO" is the design of an overlapping heart and triangle. The overlapping heart and triangle design creates the impression of two "R" letters depicted back to back. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness instruction; Providing on-line exercise, fitness, physical training and personal development classes on an interactive website via mobile phones and Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sweats and The City, Inc. Address Sweats and The City, Inc. 1927 19th St Unit B Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90404 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
BIZZITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97243685 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software that performs multiple functions, namely, CRM (customer relationship management), sales and marketing, document and workflow management, quote and proposal generation, dashboard analytics, and workflow automation; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for CRM (customer relationship management), document and workflow management, dashboard analytics, workflow automation, data and document storage and management, document generation, presentation generation, reporting, sales forecasting, configuring price quotes, and contract lifecycle management; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for CRM (customer relationship management), automation of data management, document and workflow management, dashboard analytics, workflow automation, document and contract generation, digital document transformation with electronic signature operability, presentation generation, reporting, sales forecasting, and contract lifecycle management; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for managing customer and sales data, creating, negotiating, monitoring, storing, revising and routing business contracts, retrieving and automating business intelligence, namely, data and information on business customers and contacts, pricing, profitability, deadlines, spending, incentivizing and billing; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software that performs multiple functions, namely, CRM (customer relationship management), contract management, document, report and contract generation and digital transformation of business documents; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for CRM (customer relationship management), project management, such as scheduling and hierarchical structuring of data, and for developing, storing, organizing, archiving, retrieving, and sharing of information and documents; software as a Service (SaaS) platform featuring software that performs multiple functions, namely, CRM (customer relationship management), Website Hosting, Funnel Hosting, Graphic Design, Website Design, e-mail services, SMS services, individual and team scheduling, product and service billing, API integration and social media messaging.
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Atavit, Inc.  
Address: Atavit, Inc. 2530 Gregory Street  
Yorktown Heights  
NEW YORK  
10598  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 3169-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE STONE QUARRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97243790 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of podcasts; Production of radio and television programs

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Computer game cartridges and discs; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable music files; Downloadable video game software; Video game cartridges and discs; Downloadable electronic game programs; Downloadable electronic game software for cellular telephones

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cruel and Unusual Films, Inc. Address Cruel and Unusual Films, Inc. 10100 Santa Monica Blvd, Ste 750 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examin ing Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97243979</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: entertainment services, namely, organizing cultural and art events and presentation of live interactive shows
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Wieczorek, Ryan
- **Address**: Wieczorek, Ryan 13822 Ridgecrest Cir. Tustin CALIFORNIA 92780
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, ERIN M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97244034 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Anti-inflammatory preparations

International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Pharma Trademarks Inc. Address   Pharma Trademarks Inc. 1712 Pioneer Ave, Suite 496 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MECLOMEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97244052 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-inflammatory preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pharma Trademarks Inc. Address Pharma Trademarks Inc. 1712 Pioneer Ave, Suite 496 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CROSSROAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97244796 Application Filing Date: Jan. 28, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanics' creepers; seats supported on wheels for mobility, namely, creeper seats for mechanics' creepers; tool trolleys; wheeled cabinets for transporting goods
International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title: Vehicles
For Pneumatic jacks; hydraulic jacks; jack stands for hydraulic jacks; power operated jacks for use with vehicles; power-operated tools, namely, buffers and polishers for automobiles; air compressors; inflator and deflator kits comprising air compressors; pneumatic grease guns
International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title: Machinery
For Protective masks, namely, dust protective masks, protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury, protective industrial face masks, protective industrial respiratory masks; welding helmets; protective gloves for industrial use to protect against burns and injuries caused by welding, chemicals, electricity or injurious temperatures in hot or cold work environments, not for medical use; protective clothing to protect against burns and injuries caused by welding, chemicals, electricity or injurious temperatures in hot or cold work environments, not for medical use; Battery chargers; power inverters; transformers; battery testers; circuit testers; recharger packs, namely, charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; battery jump starters; protective knee pads and protective cushioning knee pad for workers
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Hand-operated socket wrenches; hand tools, namely, gear wrenches, combination wrenches, adjustable wrench and key sets, screw drivers, chisel sets comprised of hand-operated chisels, pliers, wire cutters, torque wrenches, hammers, and punches; manually-operated tools for automotive and truck repair, construction, carpentry and metal-working, namely, hand-operated pry bars; hand-operated lifting jacks and stands for hand jacks
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MVP (H.K.) INDUSTRIES LIMITED  Address  MVP (H.K.) INDUSTRIES LIMITED  777 Lai Chi Kok Road  Unit 1705, 17th Fl. Tins Enterprise Ctr.  Kowloon  HONG KONG  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3436-T25US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CR CROSSROAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97244801 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CR CROSSROAD". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanics' creepers; seats supported on wheels for mobility, namely, creeper seats for mechanics' creepers; tool trolleys; wheeled cabinets for transporting goods
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Pneumatic jacks; hydraulic jacks; jack stands for hydraulic jacks; power operated jacks for use with vehicles; power-operated tools, namely, buffers and polishers for automobiles; air compressors; inflator and deflator kits comprising air compressors; pneumatic grease guns
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Protective masks, namely, dust protective masks, protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury, protective industrial face masks, protective industrial respiratory masks; welding helmets; protective gloves for industrial use to protect against burns and injuries caused by welding, chemicals, electricity or injurious temperatures in hot or cold work environments, not for medical use; protective clothing to protect against burns and injuries caused by welding, chemicals, electricity or injurious temperatures in hot or cold work environments, not for medical use; Battery chargers; power inverters; transformers; battery testers; circuit testers; recharger packs, namely, charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; battery jump starters; protective knee pads and protective cushioning knee pad for workers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Hand-operated socket wrenches; hand tools, namely, gear wrenches, combination wrenches, adjustable wrench and key
sets, screw drivers, chisel sets comprised of hand-operated chisels, pliers, wire cutters, torque wrenches, hammers, and
punches; manually-operated tools for automotive and truck repair, construction, carpentry and metal-working, namely, hand-
operated pry bars; hand-operated lifting jacks and stands for hand jacks

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  MVP (H.K.) INDUSTRIES LIMITED Address  MVP (H.K.) INDUSTRIES LIMITED  777 Lai Chi Kok Road  Unit 1705, 17th Fl. Tins Enterprise Ctr. Kowloon  HONG KONG Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  3436-T26US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BAGLINI, KAREN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97245061  Application Filing Date: Jan. 29, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "NFT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to pixel art characters and social impact authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) stored on a digital ledger, called a blockchain, that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Kornegay, Vernadine  DBA, AKA, Formerly: AKA Black Rich Girl  Address: Kornegay, Vernadine 4049 North Kenmore #A  Chicago  ILLINOIS  606132020  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE INTERGALACTIC FEDERATION LLC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97245422
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 30, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “FEDERATION LLC"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business administration services for processing sales made on the Internet
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: THE INTERGALACTIC FEDERATION LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA 5G
- **Address**: THE INTERGALACTIC FEDERATION LLC LXTC9 35201 Lido Blvd Newark CALIFORNIA 94560
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAMEZ ELI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97245815 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies James Royster, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Body butter; Lip balm; Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, oils; Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes
First Use Oct. 11, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2020
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Gowns; Sweatsuits; T-shirts
First Use Oct. 11, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2020
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Royster, James Address Royster, James 624 Avenue A Bayonne NEW JERSEY 07002 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE INTANGIBLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97246282
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 31, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0124749/1693149
- **International Registration Number**: 1693149

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business innovation consulting, namely advising others in the areas of service innovation, process innovation and business model innovation; Business consulting services in the field of Customer Experience (CX); Branding consulting services, namely, consulting and advisory services in the field of, development, management, and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For**: Innovation consulting services, namely, advising others in the areas of product development
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rumpus Ventures, LLC
- **Address**: Rumpus Ventures, LLC
- **Attn**: Michael Goldsmith
- **101 Park Avenue, 28th Floor**
- **New York**
- **NEW YORK**
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 10949-37896
- **Examiner**: YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) onesun

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97246361 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodycare products, namely, topical creams, lotions, and moisturizers for cosmetic purposes; lotions for face and body; herbal creams for firming, toning, and evening skin
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moonglow, Inc. Address Moonglow, Inc. 750 N SAN VICENTE BLVD, 800 WEST WEST HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MGI-605

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UTAH FIRST CREDIT UNION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97246467 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "UTAH" AND "CREDIT UNION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing credit union services; banking services; electronic banking services; savings account services; checking account services; money market checking account services; credit card services, namely credit card issuance, processing and administration; debit card services, namely debit card issuance, processing and administration; consumer lending services; commercial lending services; small business lending services; mortgage loan services, namely mortgage loan origination, servicing and sales; mortgage banking services; mortgage administrative services, namely mortgage loan servicing including the collection and administration of escrowed funds for the payment of taxes and insurance; investment consultation services; investment brokerage services; investment management services; investment of funds for others; financial planning for retirement; financial planning services; administration of employee benefit plans providing financial and insurance benefits; bill payment services; automobile loan services, namely automobile loan origination and servicing; home loan services, namely providing loans to purchase, refinance and improve homes; and insurance brokerage, agency and underwriting services in the fields of life, credit life, disability and health insurance; providing online financial services via a global computer information network, namely credit union services, banking services, electronic banking services, savings account services, checking account services, money market checking account services, credit card services, namely credit card issuance, processing and administration, debit card services, namely debit card issuance, processing and administration, consumer lending services, commercial lending services, small business lending services, mortgage loan services, namely mortgage loan origination, servicing and sales, mortgage banking services, mortgage administrative services, namely mortgage loan servicing including the collection and administration of escrowed funds for the payment of taxes and insurance, investment consultation services, investment brokerage services, investment management services, investment of funds for others, financial planning for retirement, financial planning services, administration of employee benefit plans providing financial and insurance benefits; bill payment services, automobile loan services, namely automobile loan origination and servicing, home loan services, namely providing loans to purchase, refinance and improve homes, and insurance brokerage, agency and underwriting services in the
fields of life, credit life, disability and health insurance; providing online financial news and information, information about financial data, financial and credit union membership and account application instructions, commentary, financial balances and financial account balances, financial transactions, financial transaction confirmation, and information regarding other financial information sources, in the fields of banking, electronic banking, savings accounts, credit cards, debit cards, consumer lending, commercial lending, small business lending, mortgage loans, mortgage banking, mortgage administration, investment consultation, investment brokerage, investment management, investment of funds, retirement and financial planning, employee benefit plan administration concerning financial and insurance benefits, bill payment, automobile loans, home loans, and insurance brokerage, agency and underwriting in the fields of life, credit life, disability and health insurance; and providing an online computer database in the fields of banking, electronic banking, savings accounts, credit cards, debit cards, consumer lending, commercial lending, small business lending, mortgage loans, mortgage banking, mortgage administration, investment consultation, investment brokerage, investment management, investment of funds, retirement and financial planning, employee benefit plan administration concerning financial and insurance benefits, bill payment, automobile loans, home loans, and insurance brokerage, agency and underwriting in the fields of life, credit life, disability and health insurance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1996</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Utah First Federal Credit Union  **Address**  Utah First Federal Credit Union  200 East South Temple  Salt Lake City  UTAH  84111  **Legal Entity**  federally chartered credit union  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EL VIENTO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97246567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;EL VIENTO&quot; in the mark is &quot;THE WIND&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Distilled agave liquor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>El Viento LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>El Viento LLC 333 King Street  Cocoa Village FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEXAS TRUCKING SHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97246672  Application Filing Date  Jan. 31, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shield design comprised of a semi-truck facing forward shaded, outlined and accented in blue, imperial blue, red, white and silver. Fully covering the semi-truck tires is the 3D-stylized word "TEXAS" in the colors white and silver, outlined in imperial blue and appearing on a blue background. Below the blue background is the wording "TRUCKING SHOW" in white and silver letters, inside a red banner curved up, with a lower white outline and blue outlining. Below the banner is a map showing the state of Texas in red and with a white five-pointed star on the left side. The map of Texas appears on a blue background with imperial blue accenting lines and a red lower border with white accents. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) Red, blue, imperial blue, white and silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "TEXAS TRUCKING SHOW" AND THE DESIGN OF THE STATE TEXAS

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of trucking; Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of trucking products and services for trucking professionals; Conducting of commercial events in the nature of trade shows; Conducting trade shows in the field of trucking; Conducting trade shows in the field of trucking products and services for the trucking industry; Conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; Connecting qualified service providers with consumers


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ProExpos LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ProExpos LLC 805 Melanie Dr Pharr TEXAS 78577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COWARD, JEFFERY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHAINSAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97246794 Application Filing Date: Jan. 31, 2022 Register: Principal
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for data security; Downloadable computer software for encrypted storage of data; Downloadable computer software for decentralized file storage; Downloadable software development kits for incorporating digital asset capability into third-party software; Downloadable computer software for performing and processing digital asset transactions; Downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files; Downloadable computer software for developing, building, and operating consumer blockchain applications

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use: Jun. 02, 2017 In Commerce: Feb. 28, 2018

For Providing online non-downloadable computer software for data security; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for encrypted storage of data; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for decentralized file storage; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for performing and processing digital asset transactions; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files; Research and development of computer software; Research and development of computer networking and cloud-based technologies; Testing of computer software; Installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; Consultation services relating to computer software; Computer software technical support services, namely, providing technical support in the nature of administration and troubleshooting of web-based applications for maintaining security and uptime for cloud-based networks, troubleshooting computer software problems associated with digital asset transactions, and troubleshooting and repairing software integrations with third party software, and troubleshooting of computer software problems

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use: Jun. 02, 2017 In Commerce: Jun. 02, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   CHAINSAFE SYSTEMS INC.
Address    CHAINSAFE SYSTEMS INC. Unit 204 251 Spadina Avenue
Toronto, ON CANADA M5T2E2

Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   16555.134

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97246847 Application Filing Date  Jan. 31, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a hollow rectangular shape with an overall 3-dimensional appearance created by interconnected rectangles of various sizes. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for data security; Downloadable computer software for encrypted storage of data; Downloadable computer software for decentralized file storage; Downloadable software development kits for incorporating digital asset capability into third-party software; Downloadable computer software for performing and processing digital asset transactions; Downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files; Downloadable computer software for developing, building, and operating consumer blockchain applications

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 30, 2018 In Commerce  Dec. 20, 2018

For  Providing online non-downloadable computer software for data security; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for encrypted storage of data; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for decentralized file storage; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for performing and processing digital asset transactions; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files; Research and development of computer software; Research and development of computer networking and cloud-based technologies; Testing of computer software; Installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; Consultation services relating to computer software; Computer software technical support services, namely, providing technical support in the nature of administration and troubleshooting of web-based applications for maintaining security and uptime for cloud-based networks, troubleshooting computer software problems associated with digital asset transactions, and troubleshooting and repairing software integrations with third party software, and troubleshooting of computer software problems
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2018</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | CHAINSAFE SYSTEMS INC. | **Address** | CHAINSAFE SYSTEMS INC. Unit 204 251 Spadina Avenue Toronto, ON CANADA M5T2E2 | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized** | CANADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 16555.135 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JUICE MACHINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOMEN OF RECESSION PROOF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247287 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of business and personal development; Entertainment services, namely, arranging social entertainment events; Live events, namely, training, workshops, seminars, webinars, summits, and conducting of conferences in the field of business and personal development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Turquoise Barney Address Turquoise Barney Ste 108 1234 Beaver Ruin Rd Norcross GEORGIA 30093 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STOCK MOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247302 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STOCK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of education and commentary on the topics of finance, investing, personal development, and professional development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stock Dads, LLC Address Stock Dads, LLC 3425 Laverne Drive Highland INDIANA 46322 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DERMATOLOGY ARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247304 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DERMATOLOGY”
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dermatology services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 21, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Master, Samir P Address Master, Samir P 8128 SE 44th St Mercer Island WASHINGTON 98040
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Dermatology Arts, PLLC Address Dermatology Arts, PLLC 1414 116th Ave NE Ste E Bellevue WASHINGTON 98004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ON KQED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247323 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4537061

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed magazines featuring television, radio, and online television and radio program information as well as news of resources, events, and activities for the San Francisco Bay Area community available on a monthly basis
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Dec. 01, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2018
For Downloadable magazines featuring television, radio, and online television and radio program information as well as news of resources, events, and activities for the San Francisco Bay Area community available on a monthly basis
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 01, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KQED Inc. Address KQED Inc. Legal Department 2601 Mariposa Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94110 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SAPHIRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 97247409 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 31, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Financial services, namely, investment management, investment advice, investment consultation and investment of funds for others; venture capital and private equity financing; venture capital and private equity advisory services; venture capital and private equity fund management |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | SAPHIRA US CORP |
| Address | SAPHIRA US CORP 22 Daffodil Lane Cos Cob CONNECTICUT 06807 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 187355020020 |
| Examining Attorney | CHANG, KATHERINE S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUNGLA CARIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247672  Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CARIBE” Translation The English translation of Jungla Caribe in the mark is Caribeian Jungle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of online magazine in the field of culture and history
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONCULTURA INVESTMENTS, LLC Address CONCULTURA INVESTMENTS, LLC UNIT 412 888 BRICKELL KEY DRIVE Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EL DESAFIO DE LA HISTORIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97247766</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The English translation of el desafio de la historia in the mark is the challenge of history. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of online magazine in the field of history and current events

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Dec. 18, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 18, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CONCULTURA INVESTMENTS, LLC |
| Address | CONCULTURA INVESTMENTS, LLC \ UNIT 412 888 BRICKELL KEY DRIVE Miami FLORIDA 33131 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247911 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0921912, 1464143, 1942223 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring spectacle frames and lenses, eyeglasses, sunglasses, eyeglass cases, contact lenses, contact lens cleaning solutions, ski goggles, sports glasses, reading glasses, magnifying loupes, 3D glasses, smart glasses, microfiber cleaning cloths, screen cleaning wipes impregnated with a cleaning preparation, lens cleaning wipes impregnated with a cleaning preparation, liquid cleaners and cleaning sprays for screens as well as optical and spectacle lenses, antifogging agents for optical and spectacle lenses, binoculars, carrying cases and straps for binoculars, spotting scopes, balance plates, tripod adapters, carrying cases for eyewear, straps for eyewear, astronomy adapters for spotting scopes, photo and camera adapters for spotting scopes, thermal imaging cameras, riflescopes, weather protection covers for riflescopes, camera lenses, filters for camera lenses, digital cameras, carrying cases for camera lenses and digital cameras
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Ophthalmology services; optometry services; opticians' services; providing online eye exams and vision tests for ophthalmology and optometric purposes; medical eyecare services; fitting of eyeglasses; fitting of contact lenses
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carl Zeiss AG Address Carl Zeiss AG Carl-Zeiss-Strasse 22 Oberkochen FED REP GERMANY 73447
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GERMANY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  760046/US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>  CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRADER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97248030 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TRADER" in lower case letters with a macron over the letter "A" and an upside down and backwards letter "E". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee mugs, water bottles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Book bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Protective covers and cases for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, laptops, tablets, portable media players; computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweaters, jackets, sweats, polo shirts, hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anh L. Ngo, MD Address Anh L. Ngo, MD 1605 Washington Street Newton MASSACHUSETTS 02465 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ALNG0001US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LUMAFIELD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97248385</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Industrial computed tomography (CT) scanning devices and industrial x-ray machines for use in the automotive industry; Industrial X-ray apparatus in the nature of testing equipment for determining industrial flaws; computer hardware, namely, computer monitors used in conjunction with imaging apparatus and devices, not for medical use
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumafield, Inc.</td>
<td>Lumafied, Inc.</td>
<td>444 Somerville Avenue</td>
<td>Somerville MASSACHUSETTS 02143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>065306-0006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WERT, KARL ANTHONY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EXPAND FURNITURE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97248728
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FURNITURE"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring home furniture and home décor, office furniture, beds, tables, and seating furniture; Retail store services featuring home furniture and home décor, office furniture, and mattresses
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2014

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Expand Furniture Inc
- **Address**: Expand Furniture Inc #108 - 2050 Scotia St, Vancouver, BC, CANADA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KELLEY TECHNICAL COATINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97248985 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TECHNICAL COATINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale store services featuring pool and deck coatings, architectural and industrial maintenance coatings, non-skid safety coatings and outdoor recreational court coatings International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 31, 1949 In Commerce Jun. 30, 1950

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kelley Technical Coatings, Inc. Address Kelley Technical Coatings, Inc. 1445 South 15th Street Louisville KENTUCKY 40210 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0126374

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DETRAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97249666
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark**: Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging services with other users**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For downloadable mobile applications for matching freight providers with shippers, scheduling freight and shipping services, connecting freight providers having excess capacity with shippers, and arranging and booking freight shipping services**
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for coordinating and scheduling freight shipping services, namely, connecting freight providers with shippers, the arrangement and booking of freight shipping services**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LaneAxis, Inc.
- **Address**: LaneAxis, Inc. Suite 670 520 Newport Center Dr. Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92660

### Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 202201583

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97249724  Application Filing Date: Feb. 02, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s)  NAZARIAN PLASTIC SURGERY

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "NAZARIAN" in red above the wording "PLASTIC SURGERY" in gold. Above the wording is a gold circular design with leaf-like accents. The color white in the mark represents background, and is not a part of the mark.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) red and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer: "PLASTIC SURGERY"  Name Portrait: Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

Goods and Services Information

For (Based on Intent to Use)  Medicated skin care preparations  International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

For (Based on Intent to Use)  Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin  International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes US Classes: 26, 39, 44  International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

For (Based on Use in Commerce)  Printed matter, namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curricula, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of cosmetic and plastic surgery  International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use: Jun. 28, 2017  In Commerce: Jun. 28, 2017

For (Based on Intent to Use)  Non-medicated skin care and body care preparations; Non-medicated skin care and body care creams and lotions; cosmetic creams and preparations for skin care and body care; cosmetic creams and preparations  International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Laser hair removal services; Laser skin rejuvenation services; Laser skin tightening services; Cosmetic laser treatment of skin; Cosmetic and plastic surgery; Providing laser skin enhancement procedures; Skin treatments, namely, the injection of dermal filling agents and neuromuscular blocking agents to reduce the appearance of facial lines and wrinkles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class(es)</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2017</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Nazarian Plastic Surgery, Inc. **Address** Nazarian Plastic Surgery, Inc. 120 S. Spalding Drive, Suite 315 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97249756
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PUBLISHING"

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 14, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 14, 2016

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Twisted Key Publishing, LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: Twisted Key Publishing
- **Address**: 34 Walden St #334 Concord, MA 01742
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASPIRATION PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97249887 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6250216

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spreading of soil amendments and tree planting all for environmental restoration and preservation purposes; Forest habitat restoration; Afforestation services, namely, converting land to forest by planting trees or their seeds; Reforestation services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aspiration Partners, Inc. Address Aspiration Partners, Inc. 4551 Glencoe Avenue Ste. 300 Marina Del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ASPIR22259
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NKOJO, RHODA K
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97250143  Application Filing Date: Feb. 02, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): PREIPO

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): PREIPO

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized word "PreIPO" with the lettering in upper and lower case. The letters "P" and "IP" appear in upper case font and the lettering "re" appears in lower case font. The letter "O" is represented by a globe design covered with black dots on a white background and appears to the right of the "PreIP" lettering.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer: "PREIPO"

Related Properties Information
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0122666/1681946  International Registration Number: 1681946

Goods and Services Information
For: Provision of an online marketplace, using blockchain technology, for buyers and sellers of non-liquid assets, namely, artwork, jewelry, wine, and goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jul. 30, 2011  In Commerce: Jan. 10, 2022

For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating, via blockchain technology, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, the sale of non-liquid assets in the nature of artwork, jewelry, wine, and goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in decentralized private markets; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for deep learning, in-depth qualitative evaluation of digital assets, goods, contracts, tokens, artwork, jewelry, wine, valuables, intellectual property and non-fungible tokens; Providing a website featuring technology that utilizes artificial intelligence and machine learning to enable users to engage in the sale of non-liquid assets in the nature of artwork, jewelry, wine, and goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in decentralized private markets
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Jul. 30, 2011  In Commerce: Jan. 10, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  TESTUDO TRUST LLC
Address  TESTUDO TRUST LLC  399 WEST PALMETTO PARK ROAD,
SUITE 108  BOCA RATON  FLORIDA  33432
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country  NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  122360-60004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250215 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word kiin using a special font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing online information, news and commentary in the fields of wellness and beauty
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Interior design services; providing online information in the field of interior design, namely, home decor
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KIIN LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY CAROLYN SIDEN LLC Address KIIN LLC 190 East 72nd Street #3D New York NEW YORK 10021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250357 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices in the nature of gas sampling devices for sampling and measuring dermally emitted gases; Medical devices in the nature of gas sampling devices for sampling and measuring dermally emitted hydrogen sulfide and/or nitric oxide
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exhalix LLC Address Exhalix LLC 5901 Indian School Road, NE Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87110
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EXH 005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GREENVILLE WOMEN GIVING

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97250497</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Acquired Distinctiveness** In whole

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Philanthropic services concerning monetary donations; philanthropic services, namely, providing grants for arts, education, environment, health and human services nonprofit organizations; philanthropic services, namely, investment of funds for charitable purposes

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**First Use** 2007

**In Commerce** 2007

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Community Foundation of Greenville

**Address** Community Foundation of Greenville 630 E. Washington Street, Suite A Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29601

**Legal Entity** non-profit corporation

**State or Country Where Organized** SOUTH CAROLINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 270828.00011

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GIVING COLLECTIVELY
GRANTING STRATEGICALLY GROWING A
GREATER GREENVILLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97250508  Application Filing Date  Feb. 02, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Philanthropic services concerning monetary donations; philanthropic services, namely, providing grants for arts, education, environment, health and human services nonprofit organizations; philanthropic services, namely, investment of funds for charitable purposes
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  2013  In Commerce  2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Community Foundation of Greenville  Address  Community Foundation of Greenville  630 E. Washington Street, Suite A  Greenville  SOUTH CAROLINA  29601  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  270828.00012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
NAPEREE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97250523 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 02, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Paper towels; Tissue paper; Toilet paper |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jan. 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 14, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Monroe Online Sales Corp. |
| Address | Monroe Online Sales Corp. Suite 300 17 Cannon Hill Drive New Hampton NEW YORK 10958 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TM-naperee |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREENVILLE WOMEN GIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97250574 Application Filing Date  Feb. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word GREENVILLE positioned above the words WOMEN GIVING and below three adjacent triangles, each having a circle centered thereover. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "GREENVILLE WOMEN GIVING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Philanthropic services concerning monetary donations; philanthropic services, namely, providing grants for arts, education, environment, health and human services nonprofit organizations; philanthropic services, namely, investment of funds for charitable purposes
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  2007 In Commerce  2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Community Foundation of Greenville Address  Community Foundation of Greenville  630 E. Washington Street, Suite A Greenville  SOUTH CAROLINA  29601 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  270828.00010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250680 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the profile of a stylized bird inside a circle next to the stylized wording "THE DODO". The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated dog grooming products, namely, bath preparations, shampoos, conditioners, and wipes impregnated with cleansing preparations; nonmedicated dental preparations for pets, namely, toothpaste; nonmedicated pet shampoo; pet stain and odor cleaning products, namely, pet stain and odor removers
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VOX MEDIA, LLC Address VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250684 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the profile of a stylized bird inside a circle next to the stylized wording "THE DODO". The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diapers for pets; disposable pet diapers
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VOX MEDIA, LLC Address VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250755  Application Filing Date  Feb. 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the profile of a stylized bird inside a circle
next to the styled wording "THE DODO". The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing for pets; dog apparel; dog collars; dog leashes; dog harnesses; animal carriers being bags; tote bags; backpacks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
For Pet blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics
For Pet beds; cat accessories, namely, scratching posts, pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, and pet furniture in the nature
of cat condos
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VOX MEDIA, LLC  Address VOX MEDIA, LLC  1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR
WASHINGTON D.C. 20036  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized
DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE DODO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97250866</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
No  

**Mark Drawing Type**  
3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**  
The mark consists of the profile of a stylized bird inside a circle next to the stylized wording "THE DODO". The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Color**  

Claimed  
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Pet feeding mats

**International Classes**  
27 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
19, 20, 37, 42, 50  
**International Class Title**  
Floor Coverings

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently ITU**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
VOX MEDIA, LLC  
**Address**  
VOX MEDIA, LLC  
1201 CONNECTICUT AVE.  
12TH FLOOR  
WASHINGTON D.C.  
20036  
**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATREVIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250878 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "ATREVIDA" in the mark is "DARING WOMAN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blazers; Blouses; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Socks; Sweaters; Turtlenecks International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jessica F. Gonzalez Address Jessica F. Gonzalez 254 Sherman Ave Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07307 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE DODO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97250890</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Word(S)/ Letter(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES</td>
<td>The mark consists of the profile of a stylized bird inside a circle next to the stylized wording &quot;THE DODO&quot;. The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Animal feed; pet food and beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOX MEDIA, LLC</td>
<td>VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WASHINGTON D.C. 20036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SULLIVAN, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DODO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250895 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the profile of a stylized bird inside a circle next to the stylized wording "THE DODO". The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line information via the internet in the fields of animals and pets, relating to grooming, feeding and nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VOX MEDIA, LLC Address VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE. 12TH FLOOR WASHINGTON D.C. 20036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REALITY-FIRST METAVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250956 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METAVERSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing geospatial analysis and information in the field of augmented reality for entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Providing geospatial analysis and information in the field of augmented reality for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable virtual reality software for consuming and interacting with digital content based on time and geolocation at live events and experiences; downloadable augmented reality software for consuming and interacting with digital content based on time and geolocation at live events and experiences; downloadable mixed reality software for consuming and interacting with digital content based on time and geolocation at live events and experiences; downloadable software for geolocation based advertising and product and service promotion; downloadable software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, interacting with, embedding, and sharing and otherwise providing electronic media, images, video, audio, audio-visual content, data, and information via the internet and communication networks; downloadable virtual reality software for interactive entertainment; downloadable augmented reality software for interactive entertainment; downloadable software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social networking; downloadable software for use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality and augmented reality experiences; downloadable software that enables individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an online presence and interact with online communities for marketing purposes; Downloadable software for streaming multimedia entertainment content, audio-visual content, video content, and associated text and data; downloadable software for enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; downloadable software for social networking and
creating and interacting with online communities; Downloadable software development kits (SDK); Downloadable computer software for providing geographic information, geospatial information, geolocation information

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online non-downloadable virtual reality software for consuming and interacting with digital content based on time and geolocation at live events and experiences; providing online non-downloadable augmented reality software for consuming and interacting with digital content based on time and geolocation at live events and experiences; providing online non-downloadable mixed reality software for consuming and interacting with digital content based on time and geolocation at live events and experiences; providing online non-downloadable software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, interacting with, embedding, and sharing and otherwise providing electronic media, images, video, audio, audio-visual content, data, and information via the internet and communication networks; providing online non-downloadable virtual reality software for interactive entertainment; providing online non-downloadable augmented reality software for interactive entertainment; providing online non-downloadable software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social networking; providing online non-downloadable software for use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality and augmented reality experiences; providing online non-downloadable software for streaming multimedia entertainment content, audio-visual content, video content, and associated text and data; providing online non-downloadable software for enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; providing online non-downloadable software for social networking and creating and interacting with online communities; providing online non-downloadable software development kits (SDK); Providing geospatial analysis and information in the field of augmented reality for scientific purposes; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for providing geographic information, geospatial information, geolocation information

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Fabric Global, PBC
**Address** Fabric Global, PBC 4602 Grand Ave La Cañada CALIFORNIA 91011
**Legal Entity** public benefit corporation
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 320081.20004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** SENSOR, JAMES EARL
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6151931

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Spreading of soil amendments and tree planting all for environmental restoration and preservation purposes; Forest habitat restoration; Afforestation services, namely, converting land to forest by planting trees or their seeds; Reforestation services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Aspiration Partners, Inc.
- **Address**: 4551 Glencoe Avenue Ste. 300 Marina Del Rey, CALIFORNIA 90292
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: ASPIR22261
- **Examining Attorney**: NKOJO, RHODA K
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251267 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STORE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorship in the field of technology, namely, trust fund accounting software, tablets and kiosks, deposit kiosks, and investigative software, to jails and prisons for inmates; Wholesale distributorship in the field of commissary items, namely, snacks, clothing, bedding and towels, hygiene items, to jails and prisons for inmates International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hard Time Products, LLC Address Hard Time Products, LLC 324 Broad Street Rome GEORGIA 30161 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32041.104001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TAHIRA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97251307</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Tahira McFadzean, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Furnishing and upholstery fabric, hand-painted furnishing and upholstery fabric, embroidered furnishing and upholstery fabric, all the foregoing with designs printed thereon; blanket throws, comforters, curtains, bed linen, duvets, duvet covers, quilts, coverlets, bed sheets, tablecloths not of paper, pillow shams, pillowcases, fabric place mats, handtowels made of textile fabrics, wall hangings of textile, table napkins of textile
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Honey Isle LLC
- **Address**: Honey Isle LLC 222 East 93rd Street, Apt 21D New York NEW YORK 10128
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOO NEW ENGLAND
FRANKLIN PARK ZOO STONE ZOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251321 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ZOO," which appears in a stylized font with the first letter "O" formed by the design of a human figure and the design of a gazelle. Beneath the word "ZOO" are the stylized words "NEW ENGLAND," and beneath those words are the stylized words "FRANKLIN PARK ZOO" and "STONE ZOO" with a bullet point between them. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ZOO" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "NEW ENGLAND" and "FRANKLIN PARK" has become distinctive of the goods/services, as demonstrated by the attached evidence; NEW ENGLAND and FRANKLIN PARK has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Zoos; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing exhibits, presenting animal encounters, and conducting camps, classes, workshops, programs, and lectures in the fields of animals, plants, wildlife, habitats, wildlife research, breeding, and conservation and disseminating information and educational materials in connection therewith; conducting guided zoo tours; arranging and conducting parties, private events, and special events for social entertainment and conservation education purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Commonwealth Zoological Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zoo New England Address Commonwealth Zoological Corporation 1 Franklin Park Road Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02121 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOO NEW ENGLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97251323 Application Filing Date  Feb. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “ZOO” Acquired

Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to "NEW ENGLAND" has become distinctive of the goods/services, as demonstrated by the attached evidence; "NEW ENGLAND" has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Zoos; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing exhibits, presenting animal encounters, and conducting camps, classes, workshops, programs, and lectures in the fields of animals, plants, wildlife, habitats, wildlife research, breeding, and conservation and disseminating information and educational materials in connection therewith; conducting guided zoo tours; arranging and conducting parties, private events, and special events for social entertainment and conservation education purposes


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Commonwealth Zoological Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Zoo New England Address  Commonwealth Zoological Corporation 1 Franklin Park Road Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02121 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20632.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CELLIPONT BIOSERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251361 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BIOSERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing regulatory compliance and regulatory compliance consultation and advisory services with respect to relevant state and federal law for organizations in the pharmaceutical, biotech, life science, and other government-regulated industries

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Manufacturing services for others in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals, namely, custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemotherapy drugs and antibiotic medicines by pharmaceutical compounders; manufacturing services for others in the fields of mammalian cell banks, plasmids, purified mitochondria, cell lysates, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus (AAV), bacteriophage, lentivirus, retroviruses and other viruses found in mammalians, namely, custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemotherapy drugs and antibiotic medicines by pharmaceutical compounders; manufacturing process consulting; Production in the nature of custom manufacture of cell lines for others using lentivirus technology; Production in the nature of custom manufacture of a recombinant or manipulated lentivirus; Production in the nature of custom manufacture of mitochondria, cell lysates, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus (AAV), bacteriophage, lentivirus, retroviruses and other viruses found in mammalians

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

For Research and development in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; consulting services in the fields of research and development for gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; research and development of new products for others; process development services in the nature of research and development in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; scientific research and technical research services, namely, research and development in the fields of assaying and purifying recombinant or manipulated lentivirus; Scientific and technical consulting services namely, research and development in the
fields of assaying, and purifying mitochondria, cell lysates, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus (AAV), bacteriophage, lentivirus, retroviruses and other viruses found in mammalians; advisory services relating to research and development of gene therapy products and biopharmaceuticals; manufacturing support services for others, namely, cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice) quality control testing in support of biopharmaceutical development and manufacturing; quality control for others; quality management services, namely, quality evaluation and analysis, quality assurance, and quality control, in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; CDMO (Contract Development and Manufacturing Organization) services, namely, pharmaceutical drug development services; material testing; product quality testing; scientific laboratory services; scientific research.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Performance Cell Manufacturing, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Cellipont Bioservices Address Performance Cell Manufacturing, Inc. 12860 Danielson Court, Suite B Poway CALIFORNIA 92064 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 260547.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251461 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four curved lines with a vertical line in the
center of the curved lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing regulatory compliance and regulatory compliance consultation and advisory services with respect to relevant
state and federal law for organizations in the pharmaceutical, biotech, life science, and other government-regulated industries
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal
services
For Manufacturing services for others in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell
therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals, namely, custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemotherapy drugs and
antibiotic medicines by pharmaceutical compounders; manufacturing services for others in the fields of mammalian cell banks,
plasmids, purified mitochondria, cell lysates, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus (AAV), bacteriophage, lentivirus, retroviruses
and other viruses found in mammalians, namely, custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemotherapy drugs and antibiotic
medicines by pharmaceutical compounders; manufacturing process consulting; Production in the nature of custom manufacture
of cell lines for others using lentivirus technology; Production in the nature of custom manufacture of a recombinant or
manipulated lentivirus; Production in the nature of custom manufacture of mitochondria, cell lysates, adenovirus, adeno-
associated virus (AAV), bacteriophage, lentivirus, retroviruses and other viruses found in mammalians
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material
Treatment
For Research and development in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy,
tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; consulting services in the fields of research and development for gene therapy,
modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; research and
development of new products for others; process development services in the nature of research and development in the fields
of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; scientific research and technical research services, namely, research and development in the fields of assaying and purifying recombinant or manipulated lentivirus; Scientific and technical consulting services namely, research and development in the fields of assaying, and purifying mitochondria, cell lysates, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus (AAV), bacteriophage, lentivirus, retroviruses and other viruses found in mammalians; advisory services relating to research and development of gene therapy products and biopharmaceuticals; manufacturing support services for others, namely, cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice) quality control testing in support of biopharmaceutical development and manufacturing; quality control for others; quality management services, namely, quality evaluation and analysis, quality assurance, and quality control, in the fields of gene therapy, modified gene therapy, modified cell therapy, cell therapy, tissue engineering and biopharmaceuticals; CDMO (Contract Development and Manufacturing Organization) services, namely, pharmaceutical drug development services; material testing; product quality testing; scientific laboratory services; scientific research

**International Classes**
42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Performance Cell Manufacturing, Inc.  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA Cellipont Bioservices  
**Address**  Performance Cell Manufacturing, Inc.  12860 Danielson Court, Suite B  Poway  CALIFORNIA  92064  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner**  O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN

---

1642
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TSC THE STORE CALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251687 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "TSC" and the words "THE STORE CALL" and designs of a bag of chips, an envelope and a tablet all inside a circle. The letters "TSC" are stylized and are combined to form a cube that appears at the top of the circle. The word "THE" appears directly above the letters "ST" in the word "STORE", which is in stylized capital letters. The word "CALL" is in a stylized script and appears directly below the word "STORE". The designs of a bag of chips, envelope and tablet appear directly below the word "CALL," the bag of chips and tablet designs are inside a dashed line circle and the envelope design is inside a solid line circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STORE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorship in the field of technology, namely, trust fund accounting software, tablets and kiosks, deposit kiosks, and investigative software, to jails and prisons for inmates; Wholesale distributorship in the field of commissary items, namely, snacks, clothing, bedding and towels, hygiene items, to jails and prisons for inmates
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hard Time Products, LLC Address Hard Time Products, LLC 324 Broad Street Rome GEORGIA 30161 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32041.104001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CANTONE, KERI H
**TM 1088 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRACK YOUR IMPACT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97251841 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 03, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Spreading of soil amendments and tree planting all for environmental restoration and preservation purposes; Forest habitat restoration; Afforestation services, namely, converting land to forest by planting trees or their seeds; Reforestation services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Aspiration Partners, Inc.
- **Address**: Aspiration Partners, Inc. 4551 Glencoe Avenue Ste. 300 Marina Del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: ASPIR22263

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NKOJO, RHODA K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RudderStack

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97252308</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; Streaming of data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Feb. 2020</td>
<td>Feb. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**
Data warehousing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Feb. 2020</td>
<td>Feb. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
RudderStack, Inc.

**Address**
RudderStack, Inc.
548 Market St. #48141
San Francisco
CALIFORNIA
94104

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**
L553499152

**Examining Attorney**
DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  MACK DADDY CREAMS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97252948  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "CREAMS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ice cream; Ice cream desserts; Ice creams  
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mack Daddy Creams LLC  
- **Address**: Mack Daddy Creams LLC  688 Silver Birch Place  Longwood  FLORIDA  32750  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FRANKLIN PARK ZOO NEW ENGLAND

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97253124
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized words "Franklin Park" stacked vertically to the left of the word "ZOO," which appears in a stylized font with the first letter "O" formed by the design of a human figure and the design of a gazelle. Beneath the word "ZOO" are the styled words "NEW ENGLAND".
- **Disclaimer**: "ZOO" Acquired Distinctiveness
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "NEW ENGLAND" and "FRANKLIN PARK" has become distinctive of the goods/services, as demonstrated by the attached evidence; NEW ENGLAND and FRANKLIN PARK has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Zoos; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing exhibits, presenting animal encounters, and conducting camps, classes, workshops, programs, and lectures in the fields of animals, plants, wildlife, habitats, wildlife research, breeding, and conservation and disseminating information and educational materials in connection therewith; conducting guided zoo tours; arranging and conducting parties, private events, and special events for social entertainment, education, and conservation education purposes
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2014

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Commonwealth Zoological Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zoo New England
- **Address**: Commonwealth Zoological Corporation 1 Franklin Park Road Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02121
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 20632.0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENLIGHT-LN REGISTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97253202 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REGISTRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical research services; medical research and development in the field of lupus nephritis; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials; scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others in the field of lupus nephritis

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aurinia Pharmaceuticals Inc. Address Aurinia Pharmaceuticals Inc. 1203-4464 Markham St. Victoria, B.C. CANADA V8Z7X8 Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66570-31

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** M

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97253256</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 04, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td><strong>Trademark</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 1592293, 2393485, 4568939 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of food and beverages for use in online virtual worlds; Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video relating to food, beverages, and restaurants authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>McDONALD'S CORPORATION</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>McDONALD'S CORPORATION 110 N. CARPENTER STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>STEINPFAD, SARAH E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** M

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97253276</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, virtual food and beverage products for use in online virtual worlds

| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | McDONALD’S CORPORATION |
| **Address** | McDONALD’S CORPORATION 110 N. Carpenter Street Chicago ILLINOIS 60607 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | STEINPFAD, SARAH E |

---

1651
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SO BARE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97253289</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Swimwear; Apparel, namely, shirts, and headwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jan. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: SO BARE THE BRAND, LLC
- **Address**: SO BARE THE BRAND, LLC 8583 Aero Drive 2081 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92123
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97253308 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1592293, 2393485, 4568939 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of on-line actual and virtual concerts and gaming events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McDONALD'S CORPORATION Address McDONALD'S CORPORATION 110 N. CARPENTER STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60607 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEINPFAD, SARAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97253524 Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the head of a person wearing a VR headset, which comprises a quadrilateral with two rounded sides occupying the gap in an incomplete, single-line circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing online virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality training courses in the fields of workplace training for onboarding, technical skills development, soft skills development, safety training, quality training, product and services training, team training, and employee wellness and collaboration; providing online, non-downloadable videos in the fields of virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality training techniques
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2018
For  Downloadable computer software platforms for developing, configuring, customizing, managing, and deploying software applications, and for measuring software application data analytics; downloadable extended reality (XR) training software for workplace training for onboarding, technical skills development, soft skills development, safety training, quality training, product and services training, team training, and employee wellness and collaboration
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2018
For  Design and development of immersive technology software; Design and development of extended reality (XR) training software; computer programming services in the field of extended reality (XR) training; Software as a Service (SAAS) and Platform as a Service (PAAS) services featuring extended reality (XR) training software for workplace training for onboarding, technical skills development, soft skills development, safety training, quality training, product and services training, team training, and employee wellness and collaboration; providing online, non-downloadable computer software platforms for developing, configuring, customizing, managing, and deploying software applications and for measuring software application data analytics; computer programming services in the fields of extended reality (XR) training, virtual
reality training, augmented reality training, and mixed reality training; Software as a Service (SAAS) services for workplace training for onboarding, technical skills development, soft skills development, safety training, quality training, product and services training, team training, and employee wellness and collaboration offered via the internet, satellite, television, and a global computer network

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Dec. 31, 2018  **In Commerce**  Dec. 31, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PIXOVR, Corp.  **Address**  PIXOVR, Corp.  2838 Coolidge Hwy, Suite 112  Berkley  MICHIGAN  48072

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  PixoT4US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEARLABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97253566 Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Home theater systems comprising audio processors
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Borne, Steven Jay Address  Borne, Steven Jay  178 Starlight Circle  Erie  COLORADO  80516 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  M-BORNE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORTAL SUPERHEROES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97253604 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games and computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online video games and computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of online non-downloadable video game programs featuring in-game virtual currency, tokens and currency; providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment in which users can interact through social games for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment for trading video sports cards, trading digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files of trading cards, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, artwork, food, drinks, and text in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and trading, spending and receiving in-game non-downloadable currency with other players or online game partners, all for entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual artwork, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, food, drinks, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture for use in virtual environments in video games; providing online virtual reality game services featuring crypto tokens for use in virtual worlds; providing online non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring music, motion picture films, and short animated films; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; providing online non-downloadable electronic data files featuring artwork, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer game software for use on computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, portable media players and tablet computers; downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with communities in video games and online; downloadable software for accessing and streaming multimedia entertainment content; downloadable software for providing access to a virtual environment in video games and online; downloadable electronic data files featuring artwork, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens; non-fungible token-based goods, namely, downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, and real property for use in video games and in online virtual worlds; downloadable virtual goods, namely, downloadable computer software programs featuring in-game food, drinks, tokens and virtual currency for use in video games and online virtual worlds; downloadable software for managing and tracking virtual currency and downloadable computer programs for managing and tracking in-game tokens and currency, all for use in video games and online; downloadable music files; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newspapers in the field of computer and video games; magnets; downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of tokens and virtual currency, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, artwork, food, drinks, and text in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture for use in online virtual worlds and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** CYMBIOTIK Gaming LLC **Address** CYMBIOTIK Gaming LLC 35 Jug Hollow Road Phoenixville PENNSYLVANIA 19460 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ABID, NABEEAA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COURSE CLIMBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97253955 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “COURSE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, developing and providing online non-downloadable multi-media educational content in the nature of videos, note sheets, animations, images, audio files, testing materials, workbooks, manuals, study and user guides, homework and exam problems, mathematical formulas, glossaries, dictionaries, lesson plans and educator guides, and interactive reading material in the form of ebooks and articles, all in the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, arts, business and economics, literature and writing, languages, and social sciences; educational services, namely, providing workshops, webinars, tutorials, live and recorded classes and courses of instruction, in the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, arts, business and economics, literature and writing, languages, and social sciences, and the distribution of testing materials therewith; developing and providing online multi-media educational courses, lesson plans, instructors manuals, homework assignments, course plans, gradebooks, learning assessments and testing, and study modules for managing coursework in the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, arts, business and economics, literature and writing, languages, and social sciences; educational services, namely, personalized secondary and post-secondary classes in various disciplines; developing and creating personalized teaching materials for instructors and students in the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, arts, business and economics, literature and writing, languages, and social sciences; developing and providing online non-downloadable multimedia interactive educational courses of instruction in the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, arts, business and economics, literature and writing, languages, and social sciences; providing educational information in the academic field of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics for the purpose of academic study

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Course Climber, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Course Climber, Inc. 7127 Hollister Ave, #25A 133 Goleta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA 93117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>CC-001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROWSTREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97254079 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for the subscription-based service of social and competitive indoor rowing; downloadable video recordings accessible via mobile application and featuring classes for indoor rowing; downloadable video recordings accessible via mobile applications and featuring rowing competitions; downloadable video recordings accessible via mobile applications and featuring workouts; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, in-application software for metric tracking, data capture, and analytics; downloadable computer software for the purpose of allowing users to send and receive messages and join chat forums in the field of physical fitness; downloadable video recordings accessible via mobile applications and featuring exercise; downloadable computer software for the purpose of allowing users to stream media via mobile applications in the field of physical fitness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rowstream, Inc. Address Rowstream, Inc. 3518 Sarah Ann Dr. Fallbrook CALIFORNIA 92028 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63012-TM100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)    GPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97254097    Application Filing Date    Feb. 04, 2022    Register    Principal    Mark Type    Trademark
Publication Date    Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type    4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Bookmarks; Decals; Stickers; Photograph albums; Scrapbook albums; Sticker albums
International Classes    16 - Primary Classes US Classes    2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title    Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Mystic Zephyr, LLC    Address    Mystic Zephyr, LLC    25805 Fairmount Blvd. #105 Beachwood    OHIO 44122 Legal Entity    LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY    State or Country Where Organized    OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE CLYDE HOTEL

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97254249
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2022
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, sweatpants, shorts, skirts, dresses, coats, jackets, hoodies, socks, underwear, aprons, hats, caps being headwear, pocket squares, and scarves
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Albuquerque Hotel Investments Capital, LLC
- **Address**: Albuquerque Hotel Investments Capital, LLC
  Third Street NW, Suite 1150
  Albuquerque
  NEW MEXICO
  87102
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW MEXICO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 32525-1012

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DOCTOR FASHION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97254372  Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2022
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "FASHION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line online or in-person seminars, conferences, workshops, meetings, boot camp, classes, and courses in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Education services, namely, providing on-line online or in-person seminars, conferences, workshops, meetings, boot camp, classes, and courses in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for
online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Education services, namely, providing online or in-person seminars, conferences, workshops, meetings, boot camp, classes, and courses in the fields of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, conducting online or in-person seminars, conferences, workshops, meetings, boot camp, classes, and courses for individuals, business owners, fashion designers, fashion experts, fashion insiders, creators, influencers, and talent in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, providing online courses, conferences, classes, webinars, websites, virtual courses, virtual classes, virtual conferences, audio courses, in-person events, events, keynote educational presentations, destination events, boot camps, workshops, seminars, coaching, masterclasses, panel discussions, social media appearances electronic publications, website content development, retreats, vlog content, video content, online video content, online video entertainment, blog content development, podcasts, audio and 3D virtual platforms in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy via an online website; Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring the fields of fashion, variety, lifestyle, and shopping for business owners, fashion designers, fashion experts, fashion insiders, creators, influencers, social media creators, social media influencers and talent distributed to mobile handsets, which may include video, text, photos, illustrations or hypertext; Entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; Entertainment media production services for the internet; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services
of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by business owners, fashion designers, fashion experts, fashion insiders, creators, influencers, speakers, social media creators, social media influencers and talent; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by business owners, speakers, fashion designers, fashion experts, fashion insiders, creators, influencers, social media creators, social media influencers and talent; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of production of multimedia entertainment content featuring fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring the fields of fashion, lifestyle, variety and shopping via a global computer network geared towards business owners, fashion designers, fashion experts, fashion insiders, creators, influencers, speakers, social media creators, social media influencers and talent provided through online courses, courses, conferences, classes, webinars, websites, virtual courses, virtual classes, virtual conferences, audio courses, in-person events, events, keynote educational presentations, destination events, boot camps, workshops, seminars, coaching, masterclasses, panel discussions, social media personal appearances, electronic non-downloadable publications, creation of website entertainment content, creation of vlog entertainment content, creation of online video entertainment content, online non-downloadable video entertainment, blog content development, podcasts, audio and 3D virtual platforms In the nature of In the nature of classes in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy rendered through video conference; Providing entertainment information via a website; Providing entertainment news and information specifically in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy via a website; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a business owner, fashion designer, fashion expert, fashion insider, speaker, creator, influencer, social media creator, social media influencer and talent; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a business owner, fashion designer, fashion expert, fashion insider, speaker, creator, influencer, social media creator, social media influencer and talent; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line reviews of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual online courses, courses, conferences, classes, webinars, websites, virtual courses, virtual classes, virtual conferences, audio courses, in-person events, events, keynote educational presentations, destination events, boot camps, workshops, seminars, coaching, masterclasses, panel discussions, social media appearances electronic publications, website
content development, vlog content, video content, online video content, online video entertainment, blog content development, podcasts, audio and 3D virtual platforms for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Entertainment services, namely, storytelling; Entertainment, namely, a continuing web-BASED series and audio show about fashion broadcast over internet, 3D virtual platforms In the nature of internet, social platforms, and audio podcasts; Entertainment, namely, production of podcasts featuring fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Video production; Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars online or in-person seminars, conferences, workshops, meetings, boot camp, classes, and courses; Arranging and conducting of business conferences in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy.
network strategy; Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Conducting of business conferences in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speaking services in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about sewing tutorials, pattern making, fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Fashion modeling for entertainment purposes; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of social entertainment events; Production of podcasts; Providing education in the nature of classes in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Providing entertainment information via a website; Providing entertainment news and information specifically in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy via a
website; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the fields of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Providing a website featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Providing an Internet website portal featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Providing continuing business education courses; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy via a website; Providing on-line videos featuring sewing tutorials, pattern making, fabric draping, crafting, reviews of educational materials for sewing, the business of fashion, fashion industry business, reviews of products and book reviews, not downloadable; Providing online interviews featuring business owner, fashion designer, fashion expert, fashion insider, speaker, creator, influencer, social media creator, social media influencer and talent in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy for entertainment purposes; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of fashion design, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, fashion pattern making, craft design, craft merchandising, craft marketing, marketing, business development, advertising, digital marketing, branding, business consultancy, social media, social media marketing and internet marketing, virtual reality platform strategy, fashion design for online social networks or platforms, fashion design for 3D virtual world, 3D virtual world network strategy; Providing voice overs for tapes, records and
other recorded media for entertainment and education purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use**  
Jul. 15, 2009  
**In Commerce**  
Jul. 15, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORTAL SUPER HEROES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97254474 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MORTAL SUPER HEROES".
The word "MORTAL" appears in smaller font above the word "SUPER", which appears in a larger font. The word
"SUPER" appears above the word "HEROES" with the bottom half of the letter "S" in "SUPER" appearing in line with the
word "HEROES". The word "HEROES" appears in a smaller font beneath the letters "P", "E" and "R" of the word
"SUPER". The word "SUPER" and "HEROES" appear in the same stylized font. Three horizontal lines appear between
the bottom half of the letter "S" in "SUPER" and the letter "H" in "HEROES".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games and computer games;
entertainment services, namely, providing online video games and computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing
temporary use of online non-downloadable video game programs featuring in-game virtual currency, tokens and currency;
providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; entertainment
services, namely, providing an online virtual environment in which users can interact through social games for recreational,
leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment for trading video
sports cards, trading digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files of trading cards, toys, people, weapons,
armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, artwork, food, drinks, and text in the field of
video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and trading,
spending and receiving in-game non-downloadable currency with other players or online game partners, all for entertainment
purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual artwork, toys, people, weapons, armor,
clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, food, drinks, and text, images, audio, and video in the
field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture for use in virtual environments in video games;
providing online virtual reality game services featuring crypto tokens for use in virtual worlds; providing online non-
downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring music, motion picture films, and short animated films; entertainment
services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; providing online non-downloadable
electronic data files featuring artwork, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games,
For downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer game software for use on computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, portable media players and tablet computers; downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with communities in video games and online; downloadable software for accessing and streaming multimedia entertainment content; downloadable software for providing access to a virtual environment in video games and online; downloadable electronic data files featuring artwork, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens; non-fungible token-based goods, namely, downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, and real property for use in video games and in online virtual worlds; downloadable virtual goods, namely, downloadable computer software programs featuring in-game food, drinks, tokens and virtual currency for use in video games and online virtual worlds; downloadable software for managing and tracking virtual currency and downloadable computer programs for managing and tracking in-game tokens and currency, all for use in video games and online; downloadable music files; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newspapers in the field of computer and video games; magnets; downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of tokens and virtual currency, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, artwork, food, drinks, and text in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture for use in online virtual worlds and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EYE ON ARCHITECTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97254790 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of production of architecture, namely, television shows, non-downloadable videos in the field of architecture; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing television shows, non-downloadable videos featuring educational architecture information information delivered by digital platforms in the nature of the internet; Entertainment, namely, a continuing architectural show broadcast over digital platforms in the nature of the internet; Providing on-line digital publications in the nature of architecture books, magazines, brochures, blogs, articles in the field of arts and design via the Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arch Calderon Inc. Address Arch Calderon Inc. 234 10th Ave. No. 20512 New York NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIMMYZ INDEPENDENCE GAS & MARKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97255015 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of of the following: The letters “JIMMYZ” in a slight arch using a capitol "J" and "Z" with a shaka symbol inserted between the "Y" and "Z" all in red characters with black borders with the black letters/characters "INDEPENDENCE GAS & MARKET" centered under "JIMMYZ" contained in a red oval with black border. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INDEPENDENCE GAS & MARKET" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies James Newbeck, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring convenience store items and gasoline
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2005 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JNK Incorporated DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA JimmyZ Independence Gas & Market Address JNK Incorporated 178 Monmouth St. Independence OREGON 97351 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BETTDOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97255022 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Loudspeakers; Microphones; Bags adapted for laptops; Computer keyboards; Computer peripheral devices; Covers for tablet computers; Disposable computer keyboard covers; Personal stereos; Portable media players; Sleeves for laptops; Smart watches; Surge protectors; Electronic sound pickup for guitars and basses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Fengyou Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Fengyou Technology Co., Ltd 402,No.3, Shanghenglang 4th Industry Area Dalang Street, Longhua Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEAL, KELLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97255414 Application Filing Date  Feb. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 2020 In Commerce  Jul. 2020

For  Duffel bags; backpacks; backpacks, namely, cinch packs, logan packs
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods First Use  Jul. 2020 In Commerce  Jul. 2020

For  Charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for urban youth

For  Coaching in the field of sports; entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting sporting competitions and programs; instruction in the nature of baseball, softball and basketball clinics; providing sports facilities and equipment for baseball, softball and basketball lessons; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information featuring sporting events and community information; college preparation services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; organizing and conducting job fairs; organizing and conducting college fairs; educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring, instruction, and conducting information sessions in the fields of character development, problem solving, conflict resolution, communication skills, personal growth, career development, college preparation, and life skills; Organizing recreational sporting events for youths who wish to participate in team league sports, namely, basketball, baseball and softball
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  
For  providing career resources, namely, providing on-line employment information in the field of recruitment, careers, job resources and listings, resumes, interview skills; providing and operating sports facilities;

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  
First Use  Jul. 2020  In Commerce  Jul. 2020  
For  Apparel, namely, t shirts, polo shirts, hoodies, knit hats, caps, shorts, pullovers, pants, jackets, one-piece infant outfits

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  
First Use  Aug. 2013  In Commerce  Aug. 2013  

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The BASE, Inc.  Address  The BASE, Inc.  150 Shirley Street  Roxbury  MASSACHUSETTS  02119
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  57792-401US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BASE SUCCESS LIVES HERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97255416 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020
For Duffel bags; backpacks; backpacks, namely, cinch packs and logan packs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020
For Charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for urban youth
For Coaching in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting sporting competitions and programs; Instruction in the nature of baseball, softball clinics; Providing sports facilities and equipment for baseball, softball lessons; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information featuring sporting events and community information; college preparation services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; Organizing and conducting job fairs; Organizing and conducting college fairs; providing and operating sports facilities; educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring, instruction, and conducting information sessions in the fields of character development, problem solving, conflict resolution, communication skills, personal growth, career development, college preparation, and life skills; Organizing recreational sporting events for youths who wish to participate in team league sports, namely, baseball and softball leagues

For  Providing career resources, namely, providing on-line employment information in the field of professional development, career days, career training, internships and job resources and listings, resume building, mock interviews


For  Apparel, namely, t shirts, polo shirts, hoodies, knit hats, caps, shorts, pullovers, pants, jackets, one-piece infant outfits


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  The BASE, Inc.  Address  The BASE, Inc.  150 Shirley Street  Roxbury  MASSACHUSETTS  02119

Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  57792-402US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BASE SUCCESS LIVES HERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97255418 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of “the” in stylized form with two arrows pointing inward on each side, which appears above the capitalized words “BASE” in stylized form, which appears above the capitalized words “SUCCESS LIVES HERE” which is shown in stylized form. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020

For Duffel bags; backpacks; backpacks, namely, cinch packs and logan packs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020

For Charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for urban youth

For Coaching in the field of sports; entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting sporting competitions and programs; instruction in the nature of baseball, softball and basketball clinics; providing sports facilities and equipment for baseball, softball and basketball lessons; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information featuring sporting events and community information; college preparation services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; organizing and conducting job fairs; organizing and conducting college fairs; providing and operating sports facilities; educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring, instruction, and conducting information sessions in the fields of character development, problem solving, conflict resolution, communication skills, personal growth, career development, college preparation, and life skills; Organizing recreational sporting events for youths who wish to participate in team league sports, namely, basketball,
For providing career resources, namely, providing on-line employment information in the field of recruitment, careers, job resources and listings, resumes, interview skills

For Apparel, namely, t shirts, polo shirts, hoodies, knit hats, caps, shorts, pullovers, pants, jackets, one-piece infant outfits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The BASE, Inc. Address The BASE, Inc. 150 Shirley Street Roxbury MASSACHUSETTS 02119
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 57792-403US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LITTLE LALA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97255567</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Table place card holders not of precious metal  
**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Little Lala LLC **Address** Little Lala LLC 9679 Halstead Ave. Laurel MARYLAND 20723 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** MARYLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** LALA-001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MICRO INFUSION SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97255639 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INFUSION SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, mesotherapy solutions for the treatment and prevention of skin disorders, namely, defects and conditions of the human skin and to rejuvenate and tighten skin, reduce the appearance of wrinkles, scars, and acne; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skin, namely, mesotherapy solutions to rejuvenate and tighten skin, reduce the appearance of wrinkles, scars, and acne, and defects and conditions of the human skin, all of the foregoing for use in microinjections into and beneath the skin; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 17, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aquavit Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Aquavit Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 3753 Howard Hughes Pkway, Floor 2 Las Vegas NEVADA 891690952 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MICRO INFUSION SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97255736 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INFUSION SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical and pharmaceutical devices, namely, microinjection device for pharmaceuticals, microneedles for medical use, microneedle dermal rollers, microneedle dermal pens, and devices for the treatment of skin in the nature of medical skin abraders
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Nov. 17, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aquavit Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Aquavit Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 3753 Howard Hughes Pkway, Floor 2 Las Vegas NEVADA 891690952 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERAPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97256166 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services for others in the field of design, planning, and implementation project management of computer software platforms of drone based geo-referenced digital assets; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for digital asset management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing visual, geo-referenced, highly collaborative, 3D scale rendered modeling; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for geobrowsing; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing design, measurement, reporting and collaborative functions in a scale-rendered, geo-referenced, virtual environment; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for generating As-Built drawings through advanced automated drone flight programming; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing real-time, highly collaborative, 3D visualized modeling; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for generating As-Built drawings through advanced automated drone flight programming; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software; Professional consulting services in the fields of engineering, land use planning, surveying, and environmental sciences; Technological planning and consulting services in the field of drone based geo-referenced digital asset management

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYDRONOVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97256205  Application Filing Date  Feb. 07, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  skincare products for the face and body, namely, non-medicated creams, non-medicated serums, night creams, body oils, and body cream; body and beauty care cosmetics; non-medicated skin care preparations

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HYDRONOVA LLC  Address  HYDRONOVA LLC  2200 NW Corporate Blvd, Ste 407 PMB 1074  Boca Raton  FLORIDA  33431  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRUCKER JUICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Energy drinks featuring deuterated caffeine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEB FEDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97256445 Application Filing Date  Feb. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Deboah Feder, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching services in the field of business, entrepreneurship, leadership, advertising, marketing, personal and professional development, creativity, expression, and goal-setting; business training in the field of executive coaching; conducting workshops and seminars in the field of personal and professional development; educational services, namely, conducting online courses of instruction, workshops, conferences, coaching, training in the field of business, entrepreneurship, leadership, advertising, marketing, personal and professional development, creativity, and expression and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of business, entrepreneurship, leadership, advertising, marketing, personal and professional development, creativity, and expression
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2014

For  Business development consulting services; Providing a website featuring information in the field of business development; business development consulting services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2014

For  Providing a website featuring information in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication; Providing a website featuring information in the field of personal development, namely, personal improvement; counseling in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2014
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Feder Development, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Feder Development, LLC  P.O. Box 6821  Leawood  KANSAS  66206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>KANSAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>114785708363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>I, DAVID C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESTATEPIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97256452 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for property listings, property and tenant management services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 27, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EstatePie Address EstatePie 151 Center Street Bayonne NEW JERSEY 07002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Legalhoop

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INFERNO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97256643</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing online entertainment, namely, non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Marvel Characters, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Marvel Characters, Inc. 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>OH, WON TEAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INFERNO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97256645 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed comic books; printed periodicals in the field of comic book stories and artwork; printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marvel Characters, Inc. Address Marvel Characters, Inc. 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
*CURL EXPRESSION*

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97257038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;CURL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
<td>214797648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>214797648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration County</strong></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Non-medicated hair care preparations; hair styling preparations; hair coloring preparations

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently **44E** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>L'OREAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>L'OREAL 14 Rue Royale Paris FRANCE 75008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>société anonyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>20321.01880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examing Attorney**: TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CLASSIFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97257074  Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for data monitoring and classifying data, all the foregoing in the field of air quality readings
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kidde IP Holdings Limited  Address  Kidde IP Holdings Limited  1st Floor Ash House, Littleton Road Ashford, Middlesex  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  private limited company  State or Country Where  United Kingdom

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  207030505956

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOREN QU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97257152 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MENDOGLOBE GROUP LLC Address MENDOGLOBE GROUP LLC 300 7901 4TH ST N ST PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEARS, DAVID W.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HANK IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97257573
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Fishing shirts; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NATE BENSON
- **Address**: NATE BENSON 26500 ASBURY RD SEAFORD DELAWARE 19973
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: HANK IT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WAYNESBURG UNIVERSITY W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97257595 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of wording "WAYNESBURG UNIVERSITY" appearing with a stylized bee with a letter 'W' on its body, with a shield behind it. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "WAYNESBURG UNIVERSITY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3710801, 3707279, 3727542, 3924576 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  paper pennants, paper flags, printed notepads, stationery folders, posters made of paper, printed post cards, printed brochures in the field of sports and academics

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  educational services, namely, providing college-level courses of instruction; organizing and presenting college-level sports competitions and sports exhibitions; providing college recreational programs, namely, providing classes in the fields of sports, sports management, sports announcing, and athletic training

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  apparel, namely, hats, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1699
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WUJACKETS W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97257607 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "WUJACKETS" with a stylized bee to the left with a W on chest. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3710801, 3707279, 3727542, 3924576 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For paper pennants, paper flags, printed notepads, stationery folders, posters made of paper, printed post cards, printed brochures in the field of sports and academics
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For educational services, namely, providing college-level courses of instruction; organizing and presenting college-level sports competitions and sports exhibitions; providing college recreational programs, namely, providing classes in the fields of sports, sports management, sports announcing, and athletic training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For apparel, namely, hats, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Waynesburg University Address Waynesburg University 51 West College Street Waynesburg PENNSYLVANIA 15370 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM21-130
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPLITTECH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number** 97257613  **Application Filing Date** Feb. 08, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Hardware kits for splitboarding comprised of cleats for attachment to sports shoes for downhill riding, toe clamps for uphill touring, heel risers for uphill touring, and bindings for splitboards for downhill riding, all of the aforementioned goods specially adapted for use with splitboard boots  
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Phantom Snow Industries LLC  **Address** Phantom Snow Industries LLC  2895 W Oxford Avenue Unit 4 Sheridan COLORADO 80110  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 19-21T US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WU W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97257652 Application Filing Date: Feb. 08, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized bee with the letter "W" on its body, to the left of the letters "WU". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3710801, 3707279, 3727542, 3924576 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For paper pennants, paper flags, printed notepads, stationery folders, posters made of paper, printed post cards, printed brochures in the field of sports and academics
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For educational services, namely, providing college-level courses of instruction; organizing and presenting college-level sports competitions and sports exhibitions; providing college recreational programs, namely, providing classes in the fields of sports, sports management, sports announcing, and athletic training
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
For apparel, namely, hats, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Waynesburg University Address: Waynesburg University 51 West College Street Waynesburg PENNSYLVANIA 15370 Legal Entity: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INHAVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97257937  Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, and non-downloadable webinars in the field of the short-term rental industry, short-term rental hosting, property and real estate management, home decorating, marketing of short-term rental property

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107

For  Operating on-line marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and/or services; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of baby and kids bedding and bath goods, baby and kids storage and organizers, outdoor play toys and activity sets, baby furniture, baby feeding accessories, kids room décor and lighting, nursery furniture, kids playroom furniture and accessories, bedroom furniture, bath linens, bathroom accessories and organization systems and accessories, shower curtains and accessories for the bath, bathroom furniture and accessories therefor, personal care products, skin care products, bed linens and accessories, pillows, blankets, mattresses, foundations, pet beds and accessories for pets, household cleaning supplies, trash cans and recycling bins and accessories therefor, laundry room cleaning supplies and accessories therefor, mops, brooms, dusters, vacuums, and accessories therefor, adapters and chargers for electronics, batteries, extension cords and surge protectors, home electronics, computers, baking ingredients, breakfast foods, coffee, tea, food preparation condiments, sauces, and seasonings, food storage and cooking aids, entry and mudroom furniture and accessories therefor, game room furniture and accessories therefor, kitchen and dining furniture and accessories therefor, living room furniture and accessories therefor, office furniture and accessories therefor, artificial greenery, candles, flowers and plants and accessories therefor, home accents, indoor games, lighting and accessories therefor, rugs, wall décor, window treatments, building equipment, doors and hardware and accessories therefor, flooring, wall and ceiling goods and accessories therefor for home improvement, heating, cooling and air quality goods and accessories therefor, cookware, bakeware, utensils, tools, kitchen appliances and accessories therefor, kitchen fixtures and accessories therefor, kitchen organization and accessories therefor, kitchen linens, tableware and accessories therefor, drinkware and accessories therefor, water filtration systems, front door décor, garden
planters and décor, hot tubs, saunas, and accessories therefor, outdoor cleaning brooms and shovels, outdoor cooking and tableware and accessories therefor, outdoor décor, outdoor furniture and accessories therefor, outdoor heating and cooling systems and accessories therefor, outdoor lighting, outdoor recreation play, toys and games, outdoor storage and organization systems, child safety devices, fire safety devices, home security systems and accessories therefor, safety, health and hygiene kits and sanitization products, closet storage and organization systems and accessories therefor, jewelry organization goods, office organization goods, paper and writing supplies, shoe storage organizers, storage containers, drawer organizers, buckets, crates, storage furniture, tool storage containers and tools, wall shelving and accessories therefor; On-line retail department store services; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring baby and kids bedding and bath goods, baby and kids storage and organizers, outdoor play toys and activity sets, baby furniture, baby feeding accessories, kids room décor and lighting, nursery furniture, kids playroom furniture and accessories, bedroom furniture, bath linens, bathroom accessories and organization systems and accessories, shower curtains and accessories for the bath, bathroom furniture and accessories therefor, personal care products, skin care products, bed linens and accessories, pillows, blankets, mattresses, foundations, pet beds and accessories for pets, household cleaning supplies, trash cans and recycling bins and accessories therefor, laundry room cleaning supplies and accessories therefor, mops, brooms, dusters, vacuums, and accessories therefor, adapters and chargers for electronics, batteries, extension cords and surge protectors, home electronics, computers, baking ingredients, breakfast foods, coffee, tea, food preparation condiments, sauces, and seasonings, food storage and cooking aids, entry and mudroom furniture and accessories therefor, game room furniture and accessories therefor, game room furniture and accessories therefor, kitchen and dining furniture and accessories therefor, living room furniture and accessories therefor, office furniture and accessories therefor, artificial greenery, candles, flowers and plants and accessories therefor, home accents, indoor games, lighting and accessories therefor, rugs, wall décor, window treatments, building equipment, doors and hardware and accessories therefor, flooring, wall and ceiling goods and accessories therefor for home improvement, heating, cooling and air quality goods and accessories therefor, cookware, bakeware, utensils, tools, kitchen appliances and accessories therefor, kitchen fixtures and accessories therefor, kitchen organization and accessories therefor, kitchen linens, tableware and accessories therefor, drinkware and accessories therefor, water filtration systems, front door décor, garden planters and décor, hot tubs, saunas, and accessories therefor, outdoor cleaning brooms and shovels, outdoor cooking and tableware and accessories therefor, outdoor décor, outdoor furniture and accessories therefor, outdoor heating and cooling systems and accessories therefor, outdoor lighting, outdoor recreation play, toys and games, outdoor storage and organization systems, child safety devices, fire safety devices, home security systems and accessories therefor, safety, health and hygiene kits and sanitization products, closet storage and organization systems and accessories therefor, jewelry organization goods, office organization goods, paper and writing supplies, shoe storage organizers, storage containers, drawer organizers, buckets, crates, storage furniture, tool storage containers and tools, wall shelving and accessories therefor

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Interior design services

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

1706
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Inhaven, LLC  
**Address**: Inhaven, LLC 22 Greenfield Avenue Bronxville NEW YORK 10708  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 3158-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
**Trademark**  
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)** KEG SLAYER

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** On-line retail store services featuring consumer goods, namely, Tee shirts, Sweatshirts, Apparel, Hats, Visors, Skullies being headwear, Headbands, Bags, Backpacks, Belts, Gloves, Mittens, Home Workout Gear in the nature of clothing and equipment, Can Sleeves, Bottle Sleeves, Glassware Sleeves, Armbands, Sunglasses, Mugs, Glasses, Cups, Water Bottles, Drinkware, Scarves, Can and Bottle Openers, Coasters, Stickers, Tea Cozies, Tackers in the nature of tin tackers, Clothing Patches, Flags, Posters, Coolers, Pins, Buttons, Masks, Bandanas, Pet Collars, Pet Bandanas, Pet Bowls, Magnets
  - **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
  - **First Use** Dec. 21, 2021
  - **In Commerce** Dec. 21, 2021

- **For** Clothing, namely, activewear in the nature of athletic jackets, sweatbands, yoga pants or leggings, t-shirts, pants, shorts, hats, sweatshirts, sweatpants
  - **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 22, 39
  - **International Class Title** Clothing
  - **First Use** Dec. 21, 2021
  - **In Commerce** Dec. 21, 2021
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AFROACCENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97258169 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized stacked wording AFRO ACCENT. To the right of the word AFRO and above the letters "NT" in the word ACCENT is a design of a bust of a woman in side profile with an afro, hoop earring and long eyelashes, the afro is in the shape of the continent of Africa with rounded edges. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 03, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2020
For shirts, hats, zip and non zip jackets, pants, tights, Hooded sweat shirts, hooded jackets, sweat pants, and sweat shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 03, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name nweke, erin Address nweke, erin 1106 West 83rd Street LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90044 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97258199
Application Filing Date: Feb. 08, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): CONSCIOUS LIVING

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Good and Services Information
For: On-line retail store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets; Retail pet stores; Retail store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets; Wholesale store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets; On-line wholesale store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Spiritual Pooch Inc.
Address: 18 King Street East, Suite 1400, Toronto, ON, M5C 1C4
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: SPI-0002-US

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPIRITUAL POOCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97258213  Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "POOCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets; Retail store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets; Wholesale store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets; On-line wholesale store services featuring pet products, namely, pet food and treats, toys, clothing, leashes, harnesses, collars, beds, and bowls, all for pets
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Spiritual Pooch Inc.  Address  Spiritual Pooch Inc.  18 King Street East, Suite 1400  Toronto, ON  CANADA  M5C1C4  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SPI-0003-US
Examining Attorney  PURATH, ANICKA S
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EDGE FUNDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97258485
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FUNDS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5503294

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cash management account services; debit card services, namely, issuing of debit cards; credit card services, namely, issuing of credit cards
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Aspiration Partners, Inc.
- **Address**: Aspiration Partners, Inc. 4551 Glencoe Avenue Ste. 300 Marina Del Rey, CALIFORNIA 90292

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: ASPIR22270

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELITE INVESTMENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97258582 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INVESTMENTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5176725

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cash management account services; debit card services, namely, issuing of debit cards; credit card services, namely, issuing of credit cards
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aspiration Partners, Inc. Address Aspiration Partners, Inc. 4551 Glencoe Avenue Ste. 300 Marina Del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ASPIR22272

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOICEMAILS YOU’LL WANT TO KEEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97258689 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “VOICEMAILS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Event Services, namely, entertainment services in the nature of production of audio recordings featuring messages from guests at events

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 28, 2022

For Electronic voice messaging, namely, the recording and subsequent transmission of voice messages by telephone from guests at events

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Jan. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name After the Tone, LLC Address After the Tone, LLC 26181 Avenida Aeropuerto Unit D San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where

Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-44911

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SJ FIELDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97258876</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Justin Rodriguez, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Audio recordings featuring music and artistic performances
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 22, 2017 / Mar. 09, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Rodriguez, Justin K
- **Address**: Rodriguez, Justin K 31 Wilson Ave North Plainfield NEW JERSEY 070604067
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 64147

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIGHGOODBYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97258913 Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of 6 green leaves which surround a green cross
above the green styled wording "HIGHGOODBYE" where a green parachute is attached to the letter "Y". Color
Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) Green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-medicated skin care preparations containing CBD derived solely from industrial hemp with a delta-9 THC
concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Non-medicated topical body oil containing CBD derived
solely from industrial hemp with a delta-9 THC concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Satori Investment Partners VT LLC Address  Satori Investment Partners VT LLC  21 O'Bryan Drive
Brattleboro VERMONT 05301 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized  VERMONT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  60559

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARRETT, LEAH N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
TKN CAB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97259160
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CAB"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wines
  - **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 47, 49
  - **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Viña Vik SpA
- **Address**: Viña Vik SpA, Reserva Cora 1, Millahue, San Vicente de Tagua Tagua, VI
- **Region**: CHILE
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHILE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: AMSV 2203053

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOWN TO FLOAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97259270 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For inflatable rafts; party rafts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natatory Solutions, LLC Address Natatory Solutions, LLC 1320 E. Highland Ave., # 34 Phoenix ARIZONA 85014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PHJM3160-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DTF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97259273 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For inflatable rafts; party rafts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natatory Solutions, LLC Address Natatory Solutions, LLC 1320 E. Highland Ave., # 34 Phoenix ARIZONA 85014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PHJM3160-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAUREL AND FLAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97259388 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words LAUREL and FLAME in black above a drawing of a tree in black atop a gold band with a woman in a Greek dress and sandals in black holding a torch with a gold flame to the right of the words. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Black and Gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018250584 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 03, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 09, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Olive oil for food; Oils for food; Edible fats International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name A.M.G.KARABELAS Private Capital Company Address A.M.G.KARABELAS Private Capital Company FLOKA Ancient Olympia GREECE GR-27065 Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GREECE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2563-17
## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97259419
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable adult-themed videos and photographs
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2019
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2019

- **For**: Digital media, namely, DVDs and downloadable videos featuring adult entertainment
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2019
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2019

- **For**: Streaming of adult-themed video material on the Internet
  - **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
  - **International Class Title**: Communication
  - **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2019
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2019

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Strike 3 Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: 2140 S Dupont Hwy, Camden, DE 19934
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: STH006US01

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COLLEGE OF CLEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97259430  Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Teaching in the field of maintenance of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Teaching in the field of installation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Teaching in the field of the operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Teaching in the field of maintenance and installation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Teaching in the field of maintenance and operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Teaching in the field of installation and operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Teaching in the field of maintenance, installation and operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of maintenance of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of installation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of the operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of maintenance and installation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of maintenance and operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of installation and operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems; Vocational education in the field of maintenance, installation and operation of vehicle washing facilities and vehicle washing systems

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Carwash Solutions, Inc. Address National Carwash Solutions, Inc. 1500 SE 37th St. Grimes IOWA 50111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3007168-2036
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BECAUSE LIFE IS PRECIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97259513  Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR); Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of first aid; Conducting of symposiums in the field of wilderness emergency medical practices; Conducting of symposiums in the field of emergency medical practices
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BePreparedGroup, LLC  Address  BePreparedGroup, LLC  PO Box 1237  West Tisbury  MASSACHUSETTS  02575  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2022029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BEST FACIALS WEBSITE
FACIALS4K.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97259934 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a stylized opened mouth with pink lips and tongue in the center of an irregular circular white background drawn to appear as though it is dripping, next to which is the text FACIALS4K.COM, with FACIALS in pink color, 4K in black color, and .COM in pink, over a white background drawn to appear as though it is dripping. The wording THE BEST FACIALS WEBSITE appears in yellow above the word FACIALS. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) white, pink, black, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE BEST FACIALS WEBSITE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, video and prose presentations featuring adult-oriented subject matter
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 21, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMA Multimedia, LLC Address AMA Multimedia, LLC Ste 312 6380 S. Valley View Blvd. Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B2SM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97259954 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0126016/1681872 International Registration Number 1681872

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical preparations for use in the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases and disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Molecules for use in pharmaceutical research and development
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Pharmaceutical research and development services; drug discovery services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Basecamp Bio USA Inc. Address Basecamp Bio USA Inc. Suite 223 611 Gateway Boulevard South San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94080 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRACTION PRIORITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Business consulting services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Downloadable mobile application for monitoring and analyzing vehicular traffic and transportation patterns including prioritizing centralized signal priority for all modes of transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Providing advice in the field of public safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Consultation services in the field of vehicular traffic and transportation pattern planning including centralized signal priority for all modes of transportation; Providing temporary use of online nondownloadable computer application software for use by municipalities and other governmental entities and agencies for monitoring and analyzing vehicular traffic and transportation patterns including prioritizing centralized signal priority for all modes of transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Kimley-Horn Technology Solutions, Inc.  Address  Kimley-Horn Technology Solutions, Inc.  421 Fayetteville Street, Ste 600  Raleigh  NORTH CAROLINA  27601  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country

Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  044071/09048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97260668 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "B" inside a circle with two swords crossing in the background. There is a cross at the bottom of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing courses of instruction in the fields of sports, fitness, and exercise; Organizing and conducting college sport competitions and athletic events; Providing an interactive website featuring advice and information in the field of collegiate athletics programs; Providing sports information via a website
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2011
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, sweatshirts, shorts, headwear, hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Franciscan University of Steubenville Address Franciscan University of Steubenville 1235 University Blvd Steubenville OHIO 43952 Legal Entity charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BARONS FRANCISCAN UNIVERSITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97260678 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a portrait bust design of a colonial styled man wearing a hat with the terms BARONS FRANCISCAN UNIVERSITY in two lines across his chest. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "UNIVERSITY” | Acquired Distinctiveness | In part | Distinctiveness Limitation Statement | as to "FRANCISCAN" has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement; FRANCISCAN has become distinctive of the goods/services as evidenced by the ownership on the Principal Register for the same mark for sufficiently similar goods/services of active U.S. Registration No(s). 1699492 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction in the fields of sports, fitness, and exercise; Providing college sports information via a website; Providing an interactive website featuring advice and information in the field of collegiate athletics programs

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment | First Use | Aug. 01, 2011 | In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2011 |

For Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, sweatshirts, pants, shorts, one piece garments for infants, baby bibs not made of paper, all relating to or promoting a university

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Aug. 01, 2011 | In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREVIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97260927 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2022-007563 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 6598633 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 09, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration Country JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 09, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific and laboratory apparatus and instruments including parts therefor, namely, chromatographic equipment, gas chromatograph, mass spectrometers, chromatography-mass spectrometers, gas chromatograph mass spectrometers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shimadzu Corporation Address Shimadzu Corporation 1, Nishinokyo Kuwabaracho, Nakagyo-ku Kyoto JAPAN 604-8511 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1001-0266

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FGC HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97261068 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail and retail pharmacy dispensary services; pharmacy consulting services being inventory management advice International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FGC HEALTH USA CORPORATION Address  FGC HEALTH USA CORPORATION  2147 Portage Avenue Winnipeg CANADA  R3J0L4 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-909244

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97261444 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shield with a golf flag pointed right and on a flagpole in the hole with a roof and chimney formed on top of the shield. The word "THE" is on the left of the shield and the word "SHOP" is on the right of the shield. Disclaimer  "THE SHOP"

Goods and Services Information

For  Online retail store services featuring electronic golf equipment, indoor golf simulators, golf simulator screens, golf simulator enclosures, golf simulator projectors, golf launch monitors, golf mats, golf nets, indoor putting greens, and indoor golf accessories
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Electronic sports simulators for golfers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information

Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  SHOP INDOOR GOLF LLC Address  SHOP INDOOR GOLF LLC  7707 SCHMOLT WAY  CELINA TEXAS  75009 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  300.0125TMUS

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97261468
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a dark green shield with a light green golf flag pointed right and on a flagpole in the hole with a roof and chimney formed on top of the shield. The word "THE" is on the left of the shield and the word "SHOP" is on the right of the shield.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "THE SHOP"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Online retail store services featuring electronic golf equipment, indoor golf simulators, golf simulator screens, golf simulator enclosures, golf simulator projectors, golf launch monitors, golf mats, golf nets, indoor putting greens, and indoor golf accessories
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **For**: Electronic sports simulators for golfers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: SHOP INDOOR GOLF LLC
- **Address**: SHOP INDOOR GOLF LLC 7707 SCHMOLT WAY CELINA TEXAS 75009
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 300.0121TMUS

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OTHER HALF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97261607 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary pet supplements in the form of pet treats; dietary supplements for pets International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals For Pet food; edible pet treats International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOMENTIC BRANDS, LLC Address MOMENTIC BRANDS, LLC 3000 DISCOVERY DRIVE ORLANDO FLORIDA 32826 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PATEL-0013-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) F

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97261726  Application Filing Date: Feb. 10, 2022  Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
Word(s)/ Letter(s): Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized image of a planet with a single ring
around it and the top left side of the planet being a stylized letter "F".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: downloadable computer application software for smartphones for transferring digital images; downloadable software for
providing fan club services in the nature of entertainment, namely, providing access to a fan message board; downloadable
interactive entertainment software for use with computers for playing videos and music; pocket electronic language translators;
downloadable computer software for transmitting and broadcasting audio, video, and multimedia contents; downloadable
multimedia files containing video, images, audio, text, and artwork relating to entertainers; pre-recorded non-musical
electronic media devices featuring videos featuring entertainers excluding computer software; downloadable electronic
publications, namely, books and magazines relating to entertainers; downloadable computer software for database
management; downloadable computer software for internet chatting; downloadable software for processing digital images;
downloadable computer software for processing digital music files; downloadable computer software for use in providing
multiple user access to a global computer information network; downloadable computer software for providing access to
digital information and data; downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business
transactions via a global computer network; recorded messenger program, namely, downloadable software for messaging;
downloadable software for transferring virtual money

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Oct. 31, 2020
In Commerce: Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NUDE IN EVERY COLOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97262042</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing, namely, shirts, tops, sweatshirts, pants, bottoms, skirts, shorts, dresses, jackets, bodysuits, headwear, and sleepwear |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Daryl-Ann Denner LLC |
| Address | Daryl-Ann Denner LLC  c/o Troutman Sanders, Attn: Austin Padge 600 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 3000  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30308 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  NUDE IN EVERY COLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97262057  Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail apparel stores; Retail clothing stores; Online retail apparel stores; Online retail clothing stores; Retail store services featuring apparel, clothing, and fashion accessories; Online retail store services featuring apparel, clothing, and fashion accessories
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Daryl-Ann Denner LLC  Address  Daryl-Ann Denner LLC  c/o Troutman Sanders, Attn: Austin Padge  600 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 3000  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30308  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AG BULL MEDIA LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97262365 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AG BULL" in large capital letters across the center of an octagon, with a microphone above and sun rays on either side of it and the wording "MEDIA" below with dots on either side of it and "LLC" below that. Disclaimer "AG" AND "MEDIA LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of agriculture; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of agriculture

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AG Bull Media LLC Address AG Bull Media LLC 247 ROBERTS ST N #603 Fargo NORTH DAKOTA 58102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH DAKOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97262524 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of 3 stylized monkey heads, in which one stylized monkey head is wearing sunglasses, one stylized monkey head has a stylized letter "X" covering its mouth, and one stylized monkey head is wearing over-the-ear headphones.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Translation services
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   Feb. 28, 2021 In Commerce   Feb. 28, 2021
For   Development, creation, production, and post-production of advertising content
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Feb. 28, 2021 In Commerce   Feb. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Your Wise Monkeys Inc. Address   Your Wise Monkeys Inc. P.O. Box 1934 Studio City CALIFORNIA 91614 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUR WISE MONKEYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97262526  Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Translation services
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Feb. 28, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2021
For  Development, creation, production, and post-production of advertising content
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Feb. 28, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Your Wise Monkeys Inc.  Address  Your Wise Monkeys Inc.  P.O. Box 1934  Studio City  CALIFORNIA  91614  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPEAK TO THE WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97262528 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for translating pre-recorded and live content for virtual and live conferences, events, shows, products, commercials, training videos, seminars, informational campaigns, and customer relations content
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 28, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Your Wise Monkeys Inc. Address Your Wise Monkeys Inc. P.O. Box 1934 Studio City CALIFORNIA 91614 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97263133  Application Filing Date: Feb. 11, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): BARLEY & VINES

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Classification

For: Drinking glasses; Wine glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, pint glasses; Mugs; Cups; Bottle openers; Wine openers

International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

For: Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of live music concerts, food festivals and wine and beer festivals

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For: Clothing for promotional purposes, namely, T-shirts, long-sleeved T-shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, baseball hats, caps

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Barley and Vines, LLC  Address: Barley and Vines, LLC PO Box 2898  Payson  ARIZONA  85547

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 13172301US01

Examinining Attorney

Examinining Attorney: HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYTOPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97263211  Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ice cube trays, bowl covers, plate covers and household food storage containers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 15, 2021  In Commerce Dec. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prestagon LLC  Address Prestagon LLC  1777 Yosemite Ave., Suite 235A  San Francisco, CA 94124-2681  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TSE05-014T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOLLYWOOD GALLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97263292 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GALLERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art etchings; Art mounts; Art paper; Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures in the nature of printed photographs; Art prints; Graphic art prints; Graphic art reproductions; Lithographic works of art; Printed art reproductions; Graphic fine art prints; Photographic or art mounts
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Salhan, Pramender Address Salhan, Pramender Suite 2A, Blackthorn House Birmingham UNITED KINGDOM B31RL Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01366

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PEAKQUEST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97263309
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Printed collectible scratch-off trading cards featuring hiking challenges, graphic scratch-off prints featuring hiking challenges, printed collectible scratch-off trading cards featuring mountain hiking challenges, blank journals with scratch-offs featuring hiking challenges
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Peakquest
- **Composed of**: Moore, Jennifer L., a United States citizen, and Murphy, Lynne M., a United States citizen
- **Address**: Peakquest 479 Lake Street Saranac Lake NEW YORK 12983
- **Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GDS WEALTH MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97263372 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WEALTH MANAGEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, wealth management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 12, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glen Smith Address Glen Smith 1209 Long Prairie Road, Suite C Flower Mound TEXAS 75022
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK LITERAL(S)
GDS WEALTH MANAGEMENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97263471</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized design of GDS Wealth Management.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "WEALTH MANAGEMENT"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Financial services, namely, wealth management services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Dec. 12, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 12, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Glen Smith
- **Address**: Glen Smith 1209 Long Prairie Road, Suite C Flower Mound TEXAS 75022
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DSS (DYNAMIC SELF-SYNDICATION)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97263548
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SELF-SYNDICATION"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for conducting digital marketing analysis, managing online content, customer relationship management, managing email and marketing campaigns, providing lead generating services, and search engine optimization for sales promotion
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 2005
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2005

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Foster Consulting, Inc.
- **Address**: Foster Consulting, Inc. 10555 Main Street, #470A Fairfax VIRGINIA 22030
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RODEO WIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97263554 Application Filing Date  Feb. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "Rodeo Wind" where the letter "W" has an ox horn design.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Handbags; Wallets; All-purpose carrying bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Belt bags; Canvas shopping bags; Hiking rucksacks; Key cases; Leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; Leather bags; Reusable shopping bags; Sling bags; Travelling trunks  International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods  First Use  Dec. 26, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huang, Shengxi  Address  Huang, Shengxi  Room 1503, Block B, Building 4, Qinchengda Heyuan, Gongyuan Road, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THIRD LENS MINISTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97263635 Application Filing Date  Feb. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three interlocking circles under a cross design in the middle, where the cross is on top of a mountain design, which cuts off the bottoms of the circles, all over the words "third lens MINISTRIES' with "third lens" above and larger than "MINISTRIES". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MINISTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services namely providing program management in the nature of business project management to non-profits in need
For Charitable services namely providing construction project management and construction management to non-profits in need
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 19, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2010
For Charitable services, namely, providing architectural and engineering design to non-profits in need
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 19, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Third Lens Corporation Address Third Lens Corporation 3300 Cumberland Blvd. Suite 325 Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EGATEWAY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97263721</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                        | Financial investment and advisory services in the field of equity investment and merger and acquisitions |
| International Classes      | 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102                                                   |
| International Class Title  | Insurance and Financial                                                                          |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>eGateway Capital, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>eGateway Capital, LLC 35 West 8th Street Covington KENTUCKY 41011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>EGATE-02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, BRITTANY S |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HCOMMERCE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97263728 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 11, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial investment and advisory services in the field of healthcare
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | eGateway Capital, LLC |
| Address | eGateway Capital, LLC 35 West 8th Street Covington KENTUCKY 41011 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | EGATE-03 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, BRITTANY S |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
NATIONAL URBAN SPORTS CLASSIC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97264000
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NATIONAL" AND "SPORTS CLASSIC"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting sporting competitions and programs; Instruction in the nature of baseball, softball and basketball clinics; Providing sports facilities and equipment for baseball, softball and basketball lessons; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information featuring sporting events and community information; educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring, instruction, and conducting information sessions in the fields of character development, problem solving, conflict resolution, communication skills, personal growth, career development, college preparation, and life skills
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The BASE, Inc.
- **Address**: The BASE, Inc. 150 Shirley Street Roxbury MASSACHUSETTS 02119

### Legal Entity
- **CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 57792-404US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BLACK BOX ILLUMINATOR

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97264085</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Downloadable computer software for receiving, recording, synchronization, electronic file generation and analysis of multiple inputs, namely, audio, video, numeric data, and patient physiology from surgical devices and environmental factors in surgical operating theatres in real-time and during post-surgical procedures; downloadable computer software for managing, applying and analyzing, scheduling and training of hospital management systems and hospital staff to record errors, adverse events, human performance assessment, technology performance assessment, human or technology performance recommendations and efficiency levels for healthcare quality improvement purposes and healthcare research purposes

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for receiving, recording, synchronization, electronic file generation and analysis of multiple inputs, namely, audio, video, numeric data, and patient physiology from surgical devices and environmental factors in surgical operating theatres in real-time and during post-surgical procedures; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, applying and analyzing, scheduling and training of hospital management systems and hospital staff to record errors, adverse events, human performance assessment, technology performance assessment, human or technology performance recommendations and efficiency levels for healthcare quality improvement purposes and healthcare research purposes

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOX AND LOCKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97264266 **Application Filing Date** Feb. 11, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Service Mark
Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Entertainment services, namely, events featuring live music performances
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Retail store services, namely, grocery retail store services
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Barbecue foods and related food products, namely, marinades, sauces, and spices
**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**For** Restaurant services; catering services
**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Fox & Locke LLC **Address** Fox & Locke LLC 1973 New Highway 96 W Franklin TENNESSEE 37064

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 101621.0500

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97264339</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Branding, marketing, and business consulting services for real estate agents |
| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Sep. 30, 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 30, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Upgrade, LLC |
| **Address** | Upgrade, LLC #1164, 2021 Fillmore St. Ste. San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94115 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS |
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97264352</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Branding, marketing, and business consulting services for real estate agents
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2020

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Upgrade, LLC
- **Address**: Upgrade, LLC #1164, 2021 Fillmore St. Ste. San Francisco, CALIFORNIA 94115
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97264934 Application Filing Date  Feb. 13, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date Jan. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the center of the logo having a black and white shield with a black and white image of the truck in the middle. There are three rows of red and orange flags on each side of the outer part of the shield. On the first row there are one little orange flag, one little dark orange flag and one bigger red flag on both sides of the shield. On the second row there are one little orange flag and one little dark orange flag on both sides of the shield. On the third row there is one little orange flag on both sides of the shield. All of the flags have a black outline. There is a white rectangle with black outline on the front side of the shield. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, orange, dark orange and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Trucking services, namely, hauling of goods, food, machine tools
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage First Use Sep. 23, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Midgard Alliance LLC Address Midgard Alliance LLC 14088 Helsbi St Orlando FLORIDA 32832 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3309988888

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exposing Attorney  WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIENVILLE LUMBER COMPANY LLC A HUNT-TOLKO PARTNERSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97265252</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "Bienville" centered above the words "LUMBER COMPANY LLC" with a line below the words "LUMBER COMPANY LLC" and the words "A HUNT-TOLKO PARTNERSHIP" below the line, and the design of a tree to the left of the words. |
Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
Disclaimer | "BIENVILLE LUMBER COMPANY LLC" and "PARTNERSHIP" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For | Lumber |
International Classes | 19 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 1, 12, 33, 50 |
International Class Title | Non-metallic Building Materials |

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Bienville Lumber Company, L.L.C. |
Address | Bienville Lumber Company, L.L.C. 401 E. Reynolds Dr. Ruston LOUISIANA 71270 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | KEAM, ALEX S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIENVILLE LUMBER COMPANY LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265253  Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Bienville" centered above the words "LUMBER COMPANY LLC" with the design of a tree to the left of the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BIENVILLE LUMBER COMPANY LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lumber
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bienville Lumber Company, L.L.C.  Address Bienville Lumber Company, L.L.C.  401 E. Reynolds Dr. Ruston LOUISIANA 71270  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUQUESNE MEDICINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265311 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MEDICINE” Acquired
Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to DUQUESNE

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1843265

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate, and professional levels in the fields of medicine, pharmacology, biomedical sciences, and health and wellness, and distributing course materials in connection therewith; medical training and teaching; clinical education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of medicine, pharmacology, biomedical sciences, and health and wellness; conducting educational seminars, lectures, and educational conferences relating to medicine, health, and wellness for professionals and the public
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duquesne University of the Holy Spirit Address Duquesne University of the Holy Spirit 505 Administration Building 600 Forbes Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15282 Legal Entity non-profit corporation

State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9917-2108291

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97265320
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE" Acquired Distinctiveness
- **In part Distinctiveness Limitation**

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1843265

### Goods and Services Information
For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate, and professional levels in the fields of medicine, pharmacology, biomedical sciences, and health and wellness, and distributing course materials in connection therewith; medical training and teaching; clinical education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of medicine, pharmacology, biomedical sciences, and health and wellness; conducting educational seminars, lectures, and educational conferences relating to medicine, health, and wellness for professionals and the public

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

### International Class Title
Education and Entertainment

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Duquesne University of the Holy Spirit
- **Address**: Duquesne University of the Holy Spirit 505 Administration Building 600 Forbes Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15282
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation

### State or Country Where Organized
- **PENNSYLVANIA**

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 9917-2108292

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97265339
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to DUQUESNE

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1843265

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate, and professional levels in the fields of medicine, pharmacology, biomedical sciences, and health and wellness, and distributing course materials in connection therewith; medical training and teaching; clinical education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of medicine, pharmacology, biomedical sciences, and health and wellness; conducting educational seminars, lectures, and educational conferences relating to medicine, health, and wellness for professionals and the public
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Duquesne University of the Holy Spirit
- **Address**: Duquesne University of the Holy Spirit  505 Administration Building  600 Forbes Avenue  Pittsburgh  PENNSYLVANIA  15282
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 9917-2108293

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINIRICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265756 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MINIRICE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air cleaning units containing an air filter, ultraviolet lights and a photocatalytic filter; Air filtering installations; Air filtering units; Air filters for air conditioning units; Air purifiers; Air purifiers for automobiles; HEPA filters for household use; Household air cleaners; Robotic air purifiers for household purposes; Wearable air purifiers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Weihai Address Zhu, Weihai Room 1002, Block 5, Zone 2 No.33 Gangkou Road, Chancheng District Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALDERAMIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97265784  Application Filing Date  Feb. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager, casino gaming machines in the nature of slot machines or video lottery terminals; Gaming machines for gambling
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Computer hardware for gaming machine
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gamecode Sp. z o. o.  Address  Gamecode Sp. z o. o.  Swieradowska 47  Warsaw  POLAND  MA02-662
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  POLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  090642-00012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I-ALDERAMIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265795 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming services in the nature of casino gaming, gambling, providing online computer games and mobile computer games, and betting
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Computer services, namely, providing non-downloadable application gaming servers to others; Computer game development services; Computer servers, namely, providing non-downloadable remote Internet servers for gaming to others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gamecode Sp. z o. o. Address Gamecode Sp. z o. o. Swieradowska 47 Warsaw POLAND MA02-662
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized POLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 090642-00013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
THE PRACTICE OF RESILIENCE COUNSELING & CONSULTING PLLC

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97265895</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer**: "COUNSELING & CONSULTING PLLC"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Consulting services in the field of health
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Crystal Rucker-Raspberry **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA Crystal Raspberry **Address**: Crystal Rucker-Raspberry 2701 Harleck Ct Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27407 **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ACTIVE VIGILANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97265919  Application Filing Date  Feb. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes.  The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for monitoring computer systems status for the detection and diagnostics of anomalous status, functioning, and data, in the fields of aerospace, manufacturing, telemedicine, cyberspace, remote sensing, cybersecurity, biomedicine, and scientific instruments and systems
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Active Vigilance  Address  Active Vigilance  218 E. 25th St.  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  RITTNER, HANNO I
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CHIMERA

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97266210
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Aircraft engines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery

## Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Hermeus Corporation
- **Address**: Hermeus Corporation 3960 Dekalb Technology Pkwy Atlanta GEORGIA 30340
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 480470011001

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DARKHORSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97266213 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aviation services, namely, air transportation services by means of hypersonic aircraft
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
For Aircraft design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hermeus Corporation Address Hermeus Corporation 3960 Dekalb Technology Pkwy Atlanta GEORGIA 30340 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 480470008002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUARTERHORSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97266224 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aviation services, namely, air transportation services by means of hypersonic aircraft
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Aircraft design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hermeus Corporation Address Hermeus Corporation 3960 Dekalb Technology Pkwy Atlanta GEORGIA 30340 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 480470007002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ORIGINAL JEANBAR FRED SEGAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97266302
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the dark blue styled text "JEANBAR" with the red stylized terms "THE ORIGINAL" above "JEANBAR", appearing between the "J" in JEAN" and "B" in "BAR". The stylized text "FRED SEGAL" appears below the "AR" in "BAR", with the "F" and E" in "FRED" in dark blue stylized text, the "R" and "D" in "FRED" in red stylized text, the "S", "G" and "L" in "SEGAL" in dark blue stylized text, and the "E" and "A" in "SEGAL" in red stylized text. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ORIGINAL JEAN BAR"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3205793, 1124325, 3290672 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: retail store services featuring clothing and clothing made of denim, and accessories in the nature of jewelry and handbags; online retail store services featuring clothing and clothing made of denim, and accessories in the nature of jewelry and handbags
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **For**: clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets, pants, shorts, skirts, and dresses made of denim; hats; caps being headwear; footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fred Segal Family, LLC
- **Address**: Fred Segal Family, LLC 10960 Wilshire Blvd, Suite #1100 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90024
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  3310-US1-26

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BERGAMORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97266477 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; ingredients sold as an integral component of vitamins, multi-vitamins, dietary supplements, and nutritional supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Naomi Whittel Brands LLC Address Naomi Whittel Brands LLC 3700 Airport Road, Suite 401 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRYBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97266830 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for organizing, storing, safekeeping, providing access to, sharing, and providing information about users' personal data, payment methods, and media content concerning, goods, services, and experiences
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online non-downloadable computer software for organizing, storing, safekeeping, providing access to, sharing, and providing information about users' personal data, payment methods, and media content concerning, goods, services, and experiences
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Source Digital, Inc. Address Source Digital, Inc. 7 Union Hill Road Conshohocken PENNSYLVANIA 19428 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SOURT0110US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IFUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97266942 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized characters of "IFUR" with two dots resembling animal ears on top of the "F". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat toys; Dog toys; Flying saucers; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Plush dolls; Stuffed toy animals; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Inwest Technology Group Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Inwest Technology Group Co., Ltd. Rm 604, R&D Bldg 2, No.1.2, Fangda Plaza No.20 Gaofa W Rd, Taoyuan, Taoyuan St Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zhuoju-120

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIRST CHOICE ANDERSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97267317 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services, namely, providing medically supervised weight loss programs
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Talisha Cheeks Address Talisha Cheeks 127 Rabey Farm Road Suffolk VIRGINIA 23435 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILLER, CHARLES FREDER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1080 SHOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97267326</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "SHOPS" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic creams for skin care

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | 1080 SHOPS LLC |
| Address | 1018 Wilts Avenue Ridgefield NEW JERSEY 07657 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97267501 Application Filing Date: Feb. 15, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized fan wheel surrounded by six stick figures with spherical heads and chevron shaped bodies. Superimposed on the right side of the stylized fan wheel is a pictorial representation of the map of Karnataka. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer: THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MAP OF KARNATAKA

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: souvenir plates and coffee mugs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: San Joaquin Kannada Sangha Address: San Joaquin Kannada Sangha 651 N Colcannon Drive Mountain House CALIFORNIA 95391 Legal Entity: CHARITABLE, NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BING BONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97267832</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, live video recording of people; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services, namely, providing live entertainment in the nature of personal appearances by an online personality and live comedy shows; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring comedy via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of humorous videos; Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of humorous videos; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of humorous videos; Entertainment services, namely, an on-going series featuring entertainment, live action, adventure, and comedy provided through the Internet; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing segments featuring entertainment, live action, adventure, and comedy delivered by the Internet; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production of multimedia entertainment content

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Sidetalk Holdings LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Sidetalk Holdings LLC 888 Seventh Avenue, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>043000-08</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s) BY KILIAN**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97268003 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Feb. 15, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Trademark** | |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies KILIAN HENNESSY, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property** A0119784/1654938
- **International Registration Number** 1654938
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4329930, 3436358, 4130281 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, digital art, photographs, videos, and audio recordings in the field of skincare, cosmetics, fragrance, and beauty products via a website for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes
  - **International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
- **For** Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable audio and video recordings in the field of skincare, cosmetics, fragrance, and beauty products authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable art and images in the field of skincare, cosmetics, fragrance, and beauty authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing video in the field of skincare, cosmetics, fragrance, and beauty authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
  - **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ELCO
Address      ELCO  40/48, RUE CAMBON PARIS FRANCE 75001
Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)
State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MEQUESTA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97268128
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of heart failure
- **International Classes**: 5
- **Primary Classes**: US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
- **Address**: Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 2445 Technology Forest Blvd., Suite 1100 The Woodlands TEXAS 77381
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: LEX350

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: O’NEILL, MARY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FACTS DON’T CARE ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97268204  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs; beverageware, namely, tumblers in the nature of drinking glasses; shot glasses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Printed matter, namely, posters, bumper stickers, stickers, pictures in the nature of drawings, photographs, and decals
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable podcasts in the fields of politics, media, current events, social trends, and demographics; entertainment services, namely, providing a continuing prerecorded audio/visual program in the fields of politics, media, current events, social trends, and demographics distributed over the Internet; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a celebrity; entertainment services, namely, providing a continuing audio program in the fields of politics, media, current events, social trends, and demographics distributed over radio; entertainment services, namely, providing a continuing audio/visual program in the fields of politics, media, current events, social trends, and demographics distributed over television
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Downloadable podcasts in the fields of politics, media, current events, social trends, and demographics
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing and headwear, namely, shirts, tops, T-shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, sweaters, hoodies, vests, jackets, infantwear, and hats

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**

Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**

Ben Shapiro

**Address**

Ben Shapiro 21218 St. Andrews Blvd., #405 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33433

**Legal Entity**

INDIVIDUAL  

**Citizenship**

UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**

BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOY HOWDY! CREEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97268323 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "BOY HOWDY!" in stylized letters
appearing in a speech balloon adjacent to a bottle with human features including arms, hands, legs, feet and a face with
two drops of liquid all appearing inside of a circle and set above the word "CREEM" in stylized letters. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6364600, 4760523, 6211316 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed magazines and newsletters in the field of general human interest; Printed magazines in the field of music and
music culture; Printed newsletters in the field of music and music culture; Printed notebooks; Printed posters; Printed music
magazines
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter
For Advertising and marketing; development of marketing concepts; promoting public awareness of music and music
culture; retail store services featuring music-related merchandise, general consumer merchandise related to the fields of music
and culture, and video and sound recordings featuring musical content; on-line retail store services featuring music-related
merchandise, general consumer merchandise related to the fields of music and culture, and video and sound recordings
featuring musical content
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: CREEM MAGAZINE, LLC
Address: CREEM MAGAZINE, LLC 2721 SHERWOOD RD COLUMBUS OHIO 43209
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUX DUX INFINITOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97268410  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters DUX in a stylized font over the words DUX INFINITOS.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The English translation of INFINITOS in the mark is INFINITE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services in the nature of arranging, organizing and conducting electronic game competitions, electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions, leagues, tours, clinics and events composed of electronic games athletes, electronic sports athletes, and virtual sports athletes, interactive displays, participatory activities and contests; the production and distribution of radio, television, cable television, satellite television, webcasts, social media and Internet shows featuring electronic game competitions, electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions, leagues, tours, clinics and events; providing a web-based system and online portal for customers to participate in on-line electronic games; operation and coordination of tournaments, leagues and tours for recreational and competitive purposes; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for users to create, upload, share, preview and publish videos, music, artwork, texts, and multimedia; production and distribution of radio, television, cable television, satellite television, webcasts, podcasts, blogs, social media and Internet shows featuring news highlights, video recordings and video stream recordings of electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions, leagues, tours, clinics and events; providing online news, information, commentary and strategy; providing news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia; conducting and arranging leagues, clinics and camps; providing tracking of users of on-line interactive electronic gaming, electronic sports and virtual sports services and matching on-line game players with other players of all skill levels; entertainment services in the nature of personal appearances by a costumed mascot or dance team at games, exhibitions, clinics, camps, promotions, and other events, special events and parties; fan club services; on-line non-downloadable games, namely, computer games, electronic games, video games, interactive computer games, interactive electronic games, interactive video games, action skill games, arcade games, adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and trivia games;
electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines, guides, newsletters, coloring books, and game schedules of others on-line through the Internet; providing an online computer database for featuring information regarding basketball, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable electronic game services, video game services, and computer game services on-line from a computer network; entertainment services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable virtual clothing for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; all of the foregoing in the field of basketball, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Dux Gaming, S.L.  
Address: Dux Gaming, S.L.  Passeig de Gracia 25, 3a Planta  
Barcelona  
SPAIN  
08007

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: SPAIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 35113USNF4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIURHACLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97268433 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording of MIURHACLE inside a double-line ellipse. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MIURHACLE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jump ropes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Zhishun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hainan Zhishun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 202, Bldg 4, Nanhai Garden No. 3 Binhu Road, Longhua District, Haikou City, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
### Case Identifiers

**Serial Number:** 97268491  
**Application Filing Date:** Feb. 15, 2022  
**Register:** Principal  
**Mark Type:** Service Mark  
**Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For:** Real estate agency services and real estate management services; real estate time-share services in the nature of time-share property management services; real estate property management services; all of the foregoing related to planned communities  
**International Classes:** 36 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes:** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title:** Insurance and Financial

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU:** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name:** Disney Enterprises, Inc.  
**Address:** Disney Enterprises, Inc.  
500 South Buena Vista Street  
Burbank, CALIFORNIA  
91521  
**Legal Entity:** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney:** HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTIAN ATELIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97268910 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "ATELIER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diamond Studded Purses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Diamond Studded Shoes, Boots and Sneakers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jackson, Cheryl DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Christian Atelier Address Jackson, Cheryl 3750 Hacks Cross 102-145 4276 Old Forest Cove Memphis TENNESSEE 38125
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WOOOF LAB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97268925</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Publication Date | |
|------------------| Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized dog within a beaker in green. The terms WOOOF LAB are in green stylized letters beneath the design. The color white is background or a transparent area and is not part of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Collars for pets; Dog collars and leads; Dog leashes; Dog leashes incorporating LEDs; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title | Leather Goods |

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wooof Lab LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wooof Lab LLC 1099 E. Champlain Drive Suite A-1115 Fresno CALIFORNIA 93720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KEATING, MICHAEL P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269334 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral infections; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of Covid-19 and/or the SARS-COV-2 virus

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Veru Inc. Address Veru Inc. 2916 N. Miami Avenue, Suite # 1000 MIAMI FLORIDA 33127 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-612848-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269375 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "VERU" in a stylized font with a chevron to the top right of the word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral infections; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of Covid-19 and/or the SARS-COV-2 virus
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Veru Inc. Address Veru Inc. 2916 N. Miami Avenue, Suite # 1000 MIAMI FLORIDA 33127 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-612849-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APRIL DEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269879 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic products in the nature of non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, skin cleansers, skin creams, facial creams, cosmetic cleansing creams, night creams, anti-aging creams, anti-wrinkle creams and facial emulsions; hand lotions, namely, skin moisturizers used as cosmetics, skin emollients, eye creams; color cosmetics, foundation, concealer for face and skin, blush, skin bronzer, eyeliner, eye shadow, mascara; lip brighteners, namely, lip polishers and lip gloss; Non-medicated nail care preparations, namely, nail polish, nail nourisher, manicure nail gels, and nail tips, nail polish; nail care preparations; nail polishing powders, nail polish strips which adhere to fingernails and toenails; nail hardening gel; nail polish remover

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Innovative Cosmetic Concepts Address Innovative Cosmetic Concepts 61 Kuller Road Clifton NEW JERSEY 07011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ISOQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97270032  Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ingredients used in the manufacture of food products and beverages, namely, flavonoids, antioxidants and preservatives
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taiyo International, Inc.  Address  Taiyo International, Inc.  5960 Golden Hills Drive  Minneapolis MINNESOTA  55416  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  77916US014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WANDERERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97270283 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video recordings featuring collectible items, namely artwork and multimedia presentations, namely, videos featuring artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing collectible items, namely, artwork and multimedia presentations, namely, videos featuring artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork relating to fantasy space travel authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wanderers, LLC Address Wanderers, LLC 651 N. Broad Street Suite 206 New Castle DELAWARE 19709 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WanderersCL9
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOGEN FRÜZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97270772 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YOGEN FRÜZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5339328, 1535610, 3603409 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring virtual food and beverage products for use in online virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring virtual frozen yogurt, virtual frozen desserts, and virtual frozen confections for use in online virtual worlds; Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video files relating to virtual food and beverage products authenticated by non-fungible tokens
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yogen Fruz U.S.A., Inc. Address Yogen Fruz U.S.A., Inc. 210 Shields Court Markham, Ontario CANADA L3R8V2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 014114-00037

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIZOVATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97270963  Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "VIZOVZTE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sandefur, Terry  Address  Sandefur, Terry  30 Wasinger Drive  Bayfield  COLORADO  81122  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1346.13001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAUTYVERSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97271155</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK00003746868</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Make-up brushes; cosmetic brushes; cosmetic brushware made of animal bristles; electric cosmetic, hair brushes, except parts of machines; shaving brush stands; shaving brushes; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; cosmetic utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes, microdermabrasion sponges, make-up brushes, lip brushes; cosmetic spatulas; cosmetics applicators; cosmetic powder compacts, sold empty; containers for cosmetics, sold empty; holders for cosmetics being caddies; dispensers for cosmetics; utensils for cosmetic purposes, namely, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, make-up sponges, powder puffs; cases adapted for cosmetic utensils; microdermabrasion sponges for cosmetic use; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles, namely, cosmetic brushes, microdermabrasion sponges, make-up brushes, lip brushes, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, make-up sponges, powder puffs; make-up removing appliances; make-up sponges; applicators for applying eye make-up; make-up artist belts designed to hold make-up, cosmetics, and cosmetic utensils

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

For Financial, monetary and banking services, namely, services in the nature of providing a digital currency or digital token incorporating cryptographic protocols used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as a method of payment for goods and services; Financial services, namely, issuance of tokens of value, namely, digital tokens for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Cryptocurrency trading and exchange services, namely, providing a digital currency or digital token for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuance of pre-paid gift cards; Financial services relating to the provision of vouchers for the purchase of goods; Financial services, namely, issuing of payment gift vouchers for the purchase
of goods; Cryptocurrency trading and exchange services in the nature of providing a digital currency or digital token incorporating cryptographic protocols used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as a method of payment for goods and services

**International Classes**  36 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Insurance and Financial Services

**For** Games, toys and playthings, namely, stuffed toys, bored games, toy cosmetic products, dolls; Video game apparatus in the nature of video game consoles; Video game consoles; Handheld remote control units for playing video games

**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods

**For** Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes in the field of cosmetics and skin care; Providing of training to retail staff and the general public in the field of cosmetics, skin care, selling cosmetics and skin care; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable videos featuring cosmetics, reviews of cosmetics, reviews of skin care; Educational services, namely, providing forums in the field of non-fungible tokens, non-fungible token experiences, digital collectibles, digitized assets, and tangible assets; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual game currency for use in virtual environments; Providing an interactive website featuring virtual reality game services; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, hair care preparations hair color preparations, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, and accessories, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, and skins for use in virtual environments; Virtual reality and interactive game services provided online from a global computer network and through various wireless networks and electronic devices; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing an online environment featuring streaming of entertainment content and live streaming of entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of providing an on-line multi-player electronic computer game; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, arranging, and hosting virtual performances and social entertainment events; Multimedia entertainment software production services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment Services

**For** Cosmetics, make-up; non-medicated skin care preparations; lipsticks; lip gloss; make-up powder and foundation; skin moisturizers; beauty care cosmetics, body care preparations, namely, skin lotions; essential oils for personal use; preparations for removing make-up; non-medicated lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and body; beauty masks; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; abrasive preparations for the skin; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil for cosmetic purposes; almond soap for the skin; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; alum stones being astringents for cosmetic purposes; amber being perfume; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants; aromatics being essential oils; astringents for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lip and body balms other than for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; beard dyes; bergamot oil; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; cakes of toilet soap; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; hair colorants; color-removing preparations being nail polish removers; colour-brightening chemicals for household purposes; cosmetic kits comprising of
makeup; cosmetic kits comprising of skincare products, namely, skin moisturizers, non-medicated lotions, non-medicated lip and body balms other than for medical purposes, non-medicated lotions, creams and conditioners for the face, hands and body; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics for animals; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; dental bleaching gels; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatories; depilatory preparations; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; dry shampoo; cosmetic dyes for hair, beards, skin; eau de cologne; emery paper and cloth; ethereal essences; essential oils; ethereal oils; extracts of flowers being perfumes; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; false eyelashes; false nails; essential oils being bases for flower perfumes; soap for foot perspiration; greases for cosmetic purposes; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; incense; ionone being perfume; jasmine oil being an essential oil; javelle water being toilet water; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; cosmetic kits featuring cosmetics; lavender oil being an essential oil; lavender water; essential oils of lemon; lotions for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; mascara; massage gels other than for medical purposes; mint essence being essential oils; mint for perfumery; musk being perfume; moustache wax; nail art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; hair neutralizers for permanent waving; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for toilet purposes; cosmetic pencils; perfumery; perfumes; denture polishes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; pumice stone for personal use; rose oil being an essential oil; shampoos; shaving preparations; shaving soap; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin soap; cakes of skin soap; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes being essential oils; toilet water; toiletries, namely, face wash and body wash solutions; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; varnish-removing preparations; depilatory wax; hair care preparations

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Advertising; Business management, organization and administration; Advertising and promotion of cosmetics for others; Retail mail order services featuring cosmetics; Retail store services featuring cosmetics; On-line retail store services featuring cosmetics; Online retail store services featuring hair care, nail care, skin care preparations, perfumery, make-up; mail order catalogue services featuring cosmetics; Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, hair care preparations, hair color preparations, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, and bags; On-line retail store services featuring virtual merchandise, namely, perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, hair care preparations, hair color preparations, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, and bags; Providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of non-fungible tokens; Providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality and augmented reality hardware and software; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality content and digital media, namely, pre-recorded music, video, images, text, audiovisual works and virtual and augmented reality game software

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business
For Recorded and downloadable computer software for the provision of information relating to cosmetics; Digital or analogue recording and storage media, namely, DVDs, CDs featuring, video, music, and downloadable computer software for the provision of information relating to cosmetics; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, hair care preparations, hair color preparations, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, and accessories, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, and skins for use in virtual environments for use online and in online virtual worlds; Downloadable software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, interacting with, embedding, and sharing electronic media, images, video, audio, audio-visual content, data, and information via the internet and communication networks; Downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with online communities; Downloadable software for enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Downloadable software for modifying photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-visual content; Downloadable software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Downloadable software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text; Downloadable software for gesture recognition, object tracking, motion control, and content visualization; Downloadable software for providing access to an online virtual environment; Downloadable software for the creation, production and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays and skins for access and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Downloadable augmented reality software for users to test and experience cosmetics and hair care products virtually; Downloadable mixed reality software for users to test and experience cosmetics and hair care products virtually; Downloadable virtual reality software for interactive entertainment and virtual reality gaming; Downloadable augmented reality software for interactive entertainment and augmented reality gaming; Downloadable software and mobile application software for providing a virtual marketplace; Downloadable software for navigating a virtual reality and augmented reality environments; Downloadable software for enabling users to experience virtual reality and augmented reality visualization, manipulation, and immersion; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, hair care preparations and hair color preparations for use online and in online virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, and accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds; Downloadable software for ordering perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, hair care preparations and hair color preparations; Downloadable software for ordering footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, and accessories; Downloadable software for accessing and streaming multimedia entertainment content; Downloadable digital media, namely, digital tokens and non-fungible tokens; Downloadable software for enabling users to view, market, purchase, sell, or exchange non-fungible tokens or digital goods; Downloadable software for electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting, and transmitting digital and virtual currency; Downloadable software for providing electronic cryptocurrency exchange services; Downloadable software for use as a cryptocurrency and virtual currency wallet; Downloadable software for use as a mobile and electronic wallet; Downloadable software for payment processing; Downloadable software for non-fungible token ticketing; Downloadable software for creating non-fungible tokens; Downloadable software for users to access interactive games for use via a global computer network and through various wireless networks and electronic devices; Downloadable entertainment software, namely, software that is used for providing
multi-player access to an on-line game environment; Downloadable game software; Downloadable video game software; Downloadable Virtual reality game software; Interactive video games comprised of computer hardware and downloadable software; Downloadable software for browsing and accessing digital content, computer software, and computer games; Downloadable computer graphics software; Downloadable computer software for interactive games for use via a global computer network and through various wireless networks and electronic devices; Downloadable computer software for the creation, production and modification of digital virtual goods, namely, animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays and skins for access and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; downloadable mobile application software for ordering perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, body care preparations and face care preparations, hair care preparations and hair color preparations; near field communication tags for interacting with mobile applications to obtain information concerning perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, body care preparations and face care preparations, hair care preparations and hair color preparations; near field communication tags for marketing and authentication of perfumery, toiletries, cosmetics, make-up, skincare preparations, body care preparations and face care preparations, hair care preparations and hair color preparations; Sunglasses; cases for sunglasses and spectacles; spectacles; eyeglasses; sunglass chains and cords

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Make up artist services; make-up application services; cosmetic make-up application services; beauty care services; beauty salon and beauty treatment services; beauty therapy services and treatments; healthcare, diet, exercise and lifestyle wellness advisory services; cosmetic treatment services for the hair; hair care, hair coloring, hair styling and hair cutting services; hairdressing salon services; advice and consultancy services relating to the above services

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Design and development of computer hardware and software; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for the creation, production and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays and skins for access and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting, and transmitting digital and virtual currency; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for managing digital and virtual currency payment transactions; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for providing electronic cryptocurrency exchange services; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for use as a cryptocurrency and virtual currency wallet; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for use as a mobile and electronic wallet; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for payment processing; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for non-fungible token ticketing; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating non-fungible tokens; Computer services, namely, creating and hosting an on-line 3d virtual environment featuring a wide variety of user-defined subject matter and hosting an on-line 3d virtual environment featuring a wide variety of user-defined subject matter that may be accessed by means of communications networks; design and development of multimedia and three dimensional virtual environment software; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for browsing and accessing digital content, computer software, and computer games; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for transmission and display of digital content, computer software, and
computer games; Computer programming services; Software design and development services; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for the creation, production and modification of digital animated and non-animated products for access and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Development of on-line gaming software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Islestarr Holdings Limited **Address** Islestarr Holdings Limited 8 Surrey Street London UNITED KINGDOM WC2R2ND **Legal Entity** UK Limited Company **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 29603-70254

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLIFFHANGER GAMES

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97271600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>“GAMES”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Entertainment services, namely, providing an online computer game; Provision of information relating to electronic computer games provided via the Internet; Production of video and computer game software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Electronic Arts Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Arts Inc. Legal Department 209 Redwood Shores Parkway Redwood City CALIFORNIA 94065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BILLINGS, JOHN T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLIFFHANGER GAMES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97271605
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GAMES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Design and development of interactive, computer, video and electronic game software; Video game development services; video game programming development services; Designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; Computer programming of video and computer games
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Electronic Arts Inc.
- **Address**: Electronic Arts Inc. Legal Department 209 Redwood Shores Parkway Redwood City CALIFORNIA 94065
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exchanging Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
MOBOCRACY

MOBOCRACY

Trademark Office Gazette

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOBOCRACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97272590 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Film and video film production; Film and video production; Film and video production consulting services; Film and video tape film production; Film directing, other than advertising films; Film distribution; Film editing; Film mastering services; Film production; Film production, other than advertising films; Film rental; Film studio services; Film studios; Educational services, namely, professional coaching of teachers in the field of film production provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Educational services, namely, professional coaching of teachers in the field of acting provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Entertainment services, namely, contest and incentive award programs designed to reward program participants who create films; Entertainment services, namely, providing information by means of a global computer network in the fields of celebrities, entertainment, and popular culture; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Motion picture film production; Movie showing; Operating of film studios; Production of film studies; Production of humorous videos for the Internet; Rental of film negatives; Rental of film positives; Rental of film production studios; Rental of film projection equipment; Rental of reversal film; Special effects animation services for film and video; Video film production; Video production services; Video tape film production

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 11, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Mobocracy, LLC Address Mobocracy, LLC P.O. Box 3556, Decatur, Ga 30031 4396 Colony East Dr Stone Mountain GEORGIA 30083 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where

Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IMAGEMASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97273119  Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical measuring and testing apparatus for measuring and testing the image quality of optical systems; optoelectronic measuring instruments; precision mechanical and optical components, assemblies and devices, namely, lenses, lens assemblies, objectives such as camera objectives, waveguides, NED, prescription glasses and head mounted devices (HMDs); scientific apparatus and instruments for research and development, namely, test stations for refractive, reflective and transmissive optical systems; laser systems comprising laser emitters such as laser diodes and laser collimators; apparatus and devices for manufacturing optical components and systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For testing of optical devices and systems such as lenses, lens systems, camera objectives, optical assemblies and sub-assemblies for Head Mounted Displays and optical waveguides as well as optical devices and systems for diagnostic and treatment purposes such as endoscopes, intra ocular lenses and prescription glasses
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trioptics GmbH  Address Trioptics GmbH Strandbaddamm 6 Wedel FED REP GERMANY 22880
Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)  State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1047/0194T
Examinining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97273345  Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable software to enable consumers and businesses to manage, use and transfer digital assets, cryptocurrency and other ledger technologies; providing online non-downloadable software for use in accessing, reading, tracking, and using blockchain technology; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in managing and using blockchain technology and computation thereof; providing a website featuring technology that enables users to engage in cryptocurrency verification services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for the deployment, transfer, and management of fiat and cryptocurrency; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for the management, use and transfer of digital assets, cryptocurrency, crypto-collectibles and application tokens; providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows creation, issuance, distribution, sale, transfer, and storage of blockchain-based tokens, coins, cryptocurrencies and other crypto assets

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nu Pay Technologies Incorporated  Address Nu Pay Technologies Incorporated  1052 Pray Road Waterville OHIO 43566  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-63317

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97273459</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of descriptive and lighter shaded letter "A" followed by bolded words "Augusta Tech".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "TECH" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "AUGUSTA TECH"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Educational services in the nature of in-class courses, online courses, and workshops at the college level, and distributing course material in connection therewith
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Technical College System of Georgia
- **Address**: Technical College System of Georgia 180 Century Place, NE Atlanta, GEORGIA 30345
- **Legal Entity**: STATE AGENCY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 192017-3730
- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUGUSTA TECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97273467 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “TECH” Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services in the nature of in-class courses, online courses, and workshops at the college level, and distributing course material in connection therewith

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Technical College System of Georgia Address Technical College System of Georgia 1800 Century Place, NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30345 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 192017-3740

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOGETHER LET'S BRIGHTEN THEIR LIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97276161 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diapers for dogs
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 28, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peritas Brands, LLC Address Peritas Brands, LLC PO BOX 326 Niceville FLORIDA 32588 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BONDY INSULATION A MACOMB GROUP COMPANY SERVICE FIRST. SAFETY ALWAYS.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97276528</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the styled wording &quot;BONDY&quot; to the left of the design element, wherein a smaller hexagon forms a letter &quot;b&quot; within a larger hexagon with an upward split on its vertical sides. The styled wording &quot;INSULATION&quot; above the styled wording &quot;A MACOMB GROUP COMPANY&quot; appears to the right of the design element. Centered below is the styled wording &quot;SERVICE FIRST. SAFETY ALWAYS.&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "INSULATION" AND "GROUP COMPANY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Installation services of mechanical insulation; Advisory services related to installation and repair of mechanical insulation for piping systems, equipment, and ductwork |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 | **International Class Title** | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

| For | Design of mechanical insulation; Advisory services related to design of mechanical insulation for piping systems, equipment, and ductwork |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Macomb Group, Inc. |
| Address | The Macomb Group, Inc. 6600 E. 15 Mile Road Sterling Heights MICHIGAN 48312 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MICHIGAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 24690-01 |
| Examining Attorney | ALBANO, ASHLEY C |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97277042</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: EXIT APPAREL
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a rectangle with "Exit" written inside it. Under the exit, there is an arrow pointing right. In the bottom right corner of the rectangle, "Apparel" is written at a tilt.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "APPAREL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Jeans; Shorts; Belts for clothing; Clothing Jackets; T-shirts; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Denim shorts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Irfan, Syeda
- **Address**: Irfan, Syeda Ste 315 729 Illinois Route 83 Bensenville ILLINOIS 60106
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Sheikh, Khizar
- **Address**: Sheikh, Khizar Ste 315 729 Illinois Route 83 Bensenville ILLINOIS 60106
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ANKRHA, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOX & LOCKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97278502</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, events featuring live music performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Retail store services, namely, grocery retail store services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Barbecue foods and related food products, namely, marinades, sauces, and spices
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

For Restaurant services; catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fox & Locke LLC Address Fox & Locke LLC 1973 New Highway 96 W Franklin TENNESSEE 37064

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 101621.0500

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SCOTTS TURF BUILDER RAPID GRASS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97278573
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TURF" AND "GRASS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2636529, 1102463

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Grass seed; combination of grass seed and fertilizer sold as a unit for the purpose of lawn repair
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: OMS Investments, Inc.
- **Address**: OMS Investments, Inc. 10250 Constellation Blvd., Suite 2800 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REMEDY ROBOTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279193 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ROBOTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable software for managing, acquiring, collecting, sharing, and presenting data, information, and analysis in the medical field
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For providing online non-downloadable medical software for operating, controlling, and managing a robotic system for endovascular and surgical use; providing online non-downloadable medical software for providing intraoperative guidance and motion planning for endovascular and surgical robots; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for managing, acquiring, collecting, sharing, and presenting data, information, and analysis in the medical field
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REMEDY ROBOTICS, INC. Address REMEDY ROBOTICS, INC. 276 SHIPLEY STREET SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94107 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number REMRO.020T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)   PERBENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97279332  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Meat, fish, poultry and game, not live; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies for food, jams, and compotes; eggs; milk and milk products, excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; edible oils and fats, namely, olive oil, extra virgin olive oil, and sunflower, sesame, and grape seed oil
International Classes   29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For   Milk products, namely, ice cream, dessert mousses, frozen yogurt; coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; pasta; tapioca and sago; wheat, rye flour; preparations made from cereals, namely, cereal-based snack food, oat bran breakfast cereals, and cereal-based snack bars; bread, pastry and confectionery not for medicinal use, namely, hazelnut confectionery, almond confectionery, peanut confectionery, fruit-based confectionery, chocolate confectionery, sugar confectionery, and mint for confectionery; fruit ices and ice-creams; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; marinara, caramel, hot sauces being condiments; pasta sauce; spices; ice
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods
For   Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, namely, soda pops, energy drinks, non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavour, coffee-flavoured soft drinks, and sports drinks; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups for mixing beverages and other preparations for making non-alcoholic fruit-based beverages, alcoholic beverages, namely, syrups for lemonade, Syrups for making soft drinks, Syrups for making energy drinks, Syrups for making whey-based beverages, Syrups for making fruit-flavoured drinks
International Classes   32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: COOP ITALIA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA
Address: COOP ITALIA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA VIA DEL LAVORO 6-8 CASALECCHIO DI RENO BO ITALY 40033
Legal Entity: società cooperativa (sc)
State or Country Where Organized: ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97279351
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Metal plates for reinforcement of beams and walls in buildings; metal brackets for reinforcement of beams and walls in buildings; metal plates for reinforcement of buildings; metal brackets for buildings; metal plates and metal brackets for providing a surface for supporting a structure in building structures; metal plates and metal brackets for mounting over studs for providing surface for supporting a structure in building structures; and metal building flashing
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: STOCKTON PRODUCTS
- **Address**: STOCKTON PRODUCTS 4675 Vandenberg Drive, North Las Vegas, NEVADA 89081
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 217329

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279480 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a computer chip encircled by a computer cord. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0123231/1667998 International Registration Number 1667998 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4953906

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicle on-board diagnostic devices being computers, integrated circuits, electric cables, electric connectors, data cables, data connectors being data access ports for use with electrical control panels for connecting multiple data and electrical devices for monitoring, recording, and reporting data pertaining to the operation of a vehicle
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 02, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OBD Solutions, LLC Address OBD Solutions, LLC 11048 N 23rd Ave, Suite 101 Phoenix ARIZONA 85029 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OBD.T.003.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROLLSFORD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97279672</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Benches; Camping furniture; Dressing tables; Fitted furniture covers; Furniture; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Living room furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Seating furniture

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use: Jan. 21, 2022
In Commerce: Jan. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Avellano LLC
Address: Avellano LLC 7 Shaw Street Weymouth MASSACHUSETTS 02191
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: CJTM506.1353

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LASZONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279674 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise machines; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Inflatable toys; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Storage racks for athletic training equipment; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, sport balls, dumbbells, exercise weights, kettle bells; Swings; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Trampolines; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brillo LLC Address Brillo LLC 115C Sumner st East Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02128 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.1352

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY DIPG NAVIGATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279744 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIPG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing doctor referrals; providing referrals to support organizations for patients and families in the field of Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG) and Diffuse Midline Glioma (DMG); providing referrals to clinical trials
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Acting as liaison to improve communications between patient and medical caregivers, namely, providing patient advocate services in the field of Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG) and Diffuse Midline Glioma (DMG)
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Providing medical information in the fields of Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG) and Diffuse Midline Glioma (DMG); Providing medical information related to understanding diagnosis, treatment options, side effects of disease and treatments in the field of Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG) and Diffuse Midline Glioma (DMG)
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ChadTough Defeat DIPG Foundation Address ChadTough Defeat DIPG Foundation 1059 Bicentennial Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48108 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 266794506661

1832
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACHIEVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279938 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5223393

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dietary supplements; dietary supplements containing berberine as a major compound; dietary supplements containing Ceylon cinnamon as a major compound; dietary food supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Basic Brands, Inc. Address Basic Brands, Inc. 885 Claycraft Road Columbus OHIO 43230 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BAS2869-070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROJAS, ELINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PURO UNO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97280907</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The English translation of the wording &quot;PURO UNO&quot; in the mark is &quot;PURE ONE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Wines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Bodega Antigal S.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Bodega Antigal S.A. Calle Maza y Manuel A. Saez s/n Maipú, Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>sociedad anonima (sa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | BOAN 2203509 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BW3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97282343 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring Contemporary Kitchen Sink Accessories, mini heated bag sealers, Household Items and Kitchen Utensils

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BW3 LLC Address BW3 LLC 9009 Newbery Ct. Stockton CALIFORNIA 95209 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ERZOFRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97283540 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 58985255 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 03, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 58985255 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 28, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 27, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicines for human purposes for the treatment of schizophrenia in adults; medicines for human purposes for the treatment of schizoaffective disorder in adults as mono therapy and as an adjunct to mood stabilizers or antidepressants; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, namely, for the treatment of schizophrenia in adults; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, namely, for treatment of schizoaffective disorder in adults as mono therapy and as an adjunct to mood stabilizers or antidepressants; Biochemical medicines for the treatment of schizophrenia in adults; Biochemical medicines for the treatment of schizoaffective disorder in adults as mono therapy and as an adjunct to mood stabilizers or antidepressants; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of schizophrenia in adults; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of schizoaffective disorder in adults as mono therapy and as an adjunct to mood stabilizers or antidepressants; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of schizophrenia in adults; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of schizoaffective disorder in adults as mono therapy and as an adjunct to mood stabilizers or antidepressants; Injectable pharmaceuticals for treatment of schizophrenia in adults; Injectable pharmaceuticals for treatment of schizoaffective disorder in adults as mono therapy and as an adjunct to mood stabilizers or antidepressants; antidepressants; dressings, medical

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  GENEORA PHARMA (SHIJIAZHUANG) CO., LTD. **Address**  GENEORA PHARMA (SHIJIAZHUANG) CO., LTD. 5TH FLOOR, RUNJIANG HEADQUARTERS INTERNATIONAL, BUILDING, NO. 455 YUHUA EAST ROAD, SHIJIAZHUANG HIGH-TECH ZONE SHIJIAZHUANG CITY, HEBEI PROVINCE CHINA 050000 **Legal Entity**  LIMITED COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPILL BUCKET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97283553</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“SPILL”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>oil separators in the nature of oil skimmers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>LLR Management, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>LLR Management, Inc. 1500McGowan Suite 200 Houston TEXAS 77004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>CS.LLRM TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GANESH, HARINI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRITIC CITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284125 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring music, not downloadable

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 26, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2019

For Mobile retail store services featuring band merchandise in the nature of music cds, apparel, buttons, stickers; On-line retail store services featuring band merchandise in the nature of music cds, apparel, buttons, stickers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 26, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2019

For Downloadable musical sound recordings; Musical recordings; Musical video recordings

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 26, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Christopher Donley Address Christopher Donley 131 Ashwood Dr. Avon Lake OHIO 44012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Steve Simbeck Address Steve Simbeck 131 Ashwood Dr. Avon Lake OHIO 44012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Derek Hatfield Address Derek Hatfield 131 Ashwood Dr. Avon Lake OHIO 44012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L552474444
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKEEPERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284242 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018618790 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018618790 Foreign Registration Date May 25, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of financial information; providing financial information via a website; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; financial analysis, namely, the compilation and analysis of statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; financial information on exchange rates; financial information processing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Educational services, namely, providing workshops and programs in the fields of advertising, marketing, customer experience, customer purchasing habits, consumer behavior, and consumer loyalty; news agencies, namely, gathering and dissemination of news
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Advertising services; marketing services; advertising and marketing consultancy; business data collection and analysis; business consulting services; business information services; business research
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
Downloadable and recorded software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data; downloadable and recorded software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data for optimizing customer experiences, customer satisfaction, coordinating marketing campaigns, and rewarding customer loyalty; downloadable and recorded software for managing and measuring advertising and marketing campaigns; downloadable and recorded software for customer relationship management; Downloadable software for the creation, collection, and dissemination of videos

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Online social networking services; legal research, advice and information services; legal services, legal research, creation of legal documentation, namely, legal document preparation services

**International Classes** | 45 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Personal and legal services

For Telecommunication services, namely, providing telecommunication connections to the internet or databases; providing information about telecommunication; communications by computer terminals and by fiber optic networks; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing access to databases; electronic bulletin board services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; news agency services for electronic transmission; radio and television broadcasting; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services; electronic messaging; providing an online forum, via a global computer network, for the exchange of consumer ratings, opinions and experiences; dissemination of product test programs via the Internet in the nature of electronic transmission of digital product test programs; providing access to an electronic database with a cloud business directory; providing access to an online website which provides business data on financial transactions, account management, financial reports, accounting functions and related reference information; providing access to an online searchable database containing financial information on cryptocurrency transactions; providing access to a website allowing users to create personalized web pages with user-defined profiles; digital exchange and sharing service, namely, peer-to-peer file sharing services in the nature of electronic transmission of digital files among internet users; providing access to an online digital social network; providing access to discussion forums and digital exchange platforms between Internet users; providing electronic transmission of secure e-mail; transmission of electronic mail; secured electronic data, sound and image transmission services; online information access services, namely, providing access to electronic databases; electronic mail, electronic messaging and electronic information dissemination services, in particular transmission of electronic data by means of a global computer network; dissemination of information in the nature of electronic transmission and transmission of electronic data, images, texts, assisted by computers or via a global computer network; provision of access to an Internet platform for exchanges through comments, photos, videos, and any other means of communication; secure transmission of electronic data, sounds and images

**International Classes** | 38 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 104 | **International Class Title** | Communication

For Providing online nondownloadable software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data; providing online nondownloadable software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data for optimizing customer experiences, customer satisfaction, coordinating marketing campaigns, and rewarding customer loyalty; Providing online nondownloadable software for managing and measuring advertising and marketing campaigns; Providing online nondownloadable software for customer relationship management;
Providing online nondownloadable software for the creation, collection, and dissemination of videos; providing a secure web-based service featuring technology enabling users to access, send, receive, store and manage digital currency remotely

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: SKEEPERS  **Address**: SKEEPERS 18-20, Avenue Robert Schuman  Marseille  FRANCE  13006  **Legal Entity**: société par actions simplifiée unipersonnelle  **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 360.33.400.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) K

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284272 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "K" in yellow and coral. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and coral is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018618798 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018618798 Foreign Registration Date May 25, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of financial information; providing financial information via a website; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; financial analysis, namely, the compilation and analysis of statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; financial information on exchange rates; financial information processing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Educational services, namely, providing workshops and programs in the fields of advertising, marketing, customer experience, customer purchasing habits, consumer behavior, and consumer loyalty; news agencies, namely, gathering and dissemination of news
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Advertising services; marketing services; advertising and marketing consultancy; business data collection and analysis; business consulting services; business information services; business research
**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Downloadable and recorded software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data; downloadable and recorded software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data for optimizing customer experiences, customer satisfaction, coordinating marketing campaigns, and rewarding customer loyalty; downloadable and recorded software for managing and measuring advertising and marketing campaigns; downloadable and recorded software for customer relationship management; Downloadable software for the creation, collection, and dissemination of videos

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Online social networking services; legal research, advice and information services; legal services, legal research, creation of legal documentation, namely, legal document preparation services

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

**For**  Telecommunication services, namely, providing telecommunication connections to the internet or databases; providing information about telecommunication; communications by computer terminals and by fiber optic networks; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing access to databases; electronic bulletin board services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; news agency services for electronic transmission; radio and television broadcasting; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services; electronic messaging; providing an online forum, via a global computer network, for the exchange of consumer ratings, opinions and experiences; dissemination of product test programs via the Internet in the nature of electronic transmission of digital product test programs; providing access to an electronic database with a cloud business directory; providing access to an online website which provides business data on financial transactions, account management, financial reports, accounting functions and related reference information; providing access to an online searchable database containing financial information on cryptocurrency transactions; providing access to a website allowing users to create personalized web pages with user-defined profiles; digital exchange and sharing service, namely, peer-to-peer file sharing services in the nature of electronic transmission of digital files among internet users; providing access to an online digital social network; providing access to discussion forums and digital exchange platforms between Internet users; providing electronic transmission of secure e-mail; transmission of electronic mail; secured electronic data, sound and image transmission services; online information access services, namely, providing access to electronic databases; electronic mail, electronic messaging and electronic information dissemination services, in particular transmission of electronic data by means of a global computer network; dissemination of information in the nature of electronic transmission and transmission of electronic data, images, texts, assisted by computers or via a global computer network; provision of access to an Internet platform for exchanges through comments, photos, videos, and any other means of communication; secure transmission of electronic data, sounds and images

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication
For providing online nondownloadable software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data; providing online nondownloadable software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data for optimizing customer experiences, customer satisfaction, coordinating marketing campaigns, and rewarding customer loyalty; Providing online nondownloadable software for managing and measuring advertising and marketing campaigns; Providing online nondownloadable software for customer relationship management; Providing online nondownloadable software for the creation, collection, and dissemination of videos; providing a secure web-based service featuring technology enabling users to access, send, receive, store and manage digital currency remotely

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SKEEPERS Address  SKEEPERS 18-20, Avenue Robert Schuman Marseille FRANCE 13006 Legal Entity  société par actions simplifiée unipersonnelle State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  360.33.402.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA

1847
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKEEPERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284286 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "SKEEPERS" in stylized form. All of the letters are in black with the exception of the letter "K", which is highly stylized and depicted in yellow and coral. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, yellow, and coral is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018618799 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018618799 Foreign Registration Date May 25, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of financial information; providing financial information via a website; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; financial analysis, namely, the compilation and analysis of statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; financial information on exchange rates; financial information processing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Educational services, namely, providing workshops and programs in the fields of advertising, marketing, customer experience, customer purchasing habits, consumer behavior, and consumer loyalty; news agencies, namely, gathering and dissemination of news
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Advertising services; marketing services; advertising and marketing consultancy; business data collection and analysis; business consulting services; business information services; business research

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Downloadable and recorded software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data; downloadable and recorded software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data for optimizing customer experiences, customer satisfaction, coordinating marketing campaigns, and rewarding customer loyalty; downloadable and recorded software for managing and measuring advertising and marketing campaigns; downloadable and recorded software for customer relationship management; downloadable software for the creation, collection, and dissemination of videos

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Online social networking services; legal research, advice and information services; legal services, legal research, creation of legal documentation, namely, legal document preparation services

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

For Telecommunication services, namely, providing telecommunication connections to the internet or databases; providing information about telecommunication; communications by computer terminals and by fiber optic networks; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing access to databases; electronic bulletin board services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; news agency services for electronic transmission; radio and television broadcasting; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services; electronic messaging; providing an online forum, via a global computer network, for the exchange of consumer ratings, opinions and experiences; dissemination of product test programs via the Internet in the nature of electronic transmission of digital product test programs; providing access to an electronic database with a cloud business directory; providing access to an online website which provides business data on financial transactions, account management, financial reports, accounting functions and related reference information; providing access to an online searchable database containing financial information on cryptocurrency transactions; providing access to a website allowing users to create personalized web pages with user-defined profiles; digital exchange and sharing service, namely, peer-to-peer file sharing services in the nature of electronic transmission of digital files among internet users; providing access to an online digital social network; providing access to discussion forums and digital exchange platforms between Internet users; providing electronic transmission of secure e-mail; transmission of electronic mail; secured electronic data, sound and image transmission services; online information access services, namely, providing access to electronic databases; electronic mail, electronic messaging and electronic information dissemination services, in particular transmission of electronic data by means of a global computer network; dissemination of information in the nature of electronic transmission and transmission of electronic data, images, texts, assisted by computers or via a global computer network; provision of access to an Internet platform for exchanges through comments, photos, videos, and any other means of communication; secure transmission of electronic data, sounds and images
For providing online nondownloadable software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data; providing online nondownloadable software for collecting, publishing, analyzing, and authenticating customer reviews and consumer data for optimizing customer experiences, customer satisfaction, coordinating marketing campaigns, and rewarding customer loyalty; Providing online nondownloadable software for managing and measuring advertising and marketing campaigns; Providing online nondownloadable software for customer relationship management; Providing online nondownloadable software for the creation, collection, and dissemination of videos; providing a secure web-based service featuring technology enabling users to access, send, receive, store and manage digital currency remotely

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SKEEPERS

**Address** SKEEPERS 18-20, Avenue Robert Schuman Marseille FRANCE 13006

**Legal Entity** société par actions simplifiée unipersonnelle

**State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 360.33.401.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LET YOUR CODE BLOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284451 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable application programming interface (API) software; downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); downloadable application programming interface (API) software for data sharing, software and platform development, development of microservice applications, and deploying software and applications to the cloud; downloadable computer software development tools; downloadable computer software platforms for application and software development; downloadable computer software for computer software and application development, deployment and management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAISI TECHNOLOGY, INC. Address DAISI TECHNOLOGY, INC. 3182 Campus Dr. #185 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94403 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 521210020001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLOOD AND BONES TACTICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285092 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer “TACTICAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Martial arts training equipment, namely, batons, baton sheaths
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Martial arts instruction; Martial arts instruction in the field of Knife-Edged Weapons, Stick Arts, Blunt Objects, Street Defense, Stick-Baton Grappling, Ground Work, Jujitsu, Kali, Arnis, Eskrima, Muay Thai, Boxing and Tactical Baton; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops and private training in the fields of martial arts, military combat training, self-defense and personal safety and distributing course materials in connection therewith; Providing classes, workshops and private training in the field of mixed martial arts, namely, Knife-Edged Weapons, Stick Arts, Blunt Objects, Street Defense, Stick-Baton Grappling, Ground Work, Jujitsu, Kali, Arnis, Eskrima, Muay Thai, Boxing and Tactical Baton; Providing a web site featuring information and non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of martial arts, military combat training, self-defense and personal safety
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For On-line retail store services featuring martial arts equipment and supplies; On-line retail store services featuring martial arts instruction videos and course materials
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Digital media, namely, downloadable video recordings and DVDs in the field of martial arts training
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For training blades being training knives for use in martial arts training; knife sheaths for use in martial arts training; blade rigs being knife sheaths for use in martial arts training

| International Classes | 8 | Primary Classes | US Classes | 23, 28, 44 | International Class Title | Hand Tools |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Blood and Bones Tactical LLC  **Address**  Blood and Bones Tactical LLC  17 Oakwood Rd  Winter Haven  FLORIDA  33880  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  BLBOT0101US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DJ PROVIDER SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285133 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PROVIDER SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 13, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DJ PROVIDER SOLUTIONS LLC Address DJ PROVIDER SOLUTIONS LLC 600 Broadway Suite 200 #4177 Albany NEW YORK 12207 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where

Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAW-0407.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97285459 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 25, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Printed story books; Series of printed story books
International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
First Use | Jan. 01, 2019 |
In Commerce | Feb. 08, 2019 |

For (Based on Intent to Use) E-books featuring early childhood stories and lessons recorded on computer media
International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | WEE LIONS EARLY LEARNING, LLC |
| Address | WEE LIONS EARLY LEARNING, LLC 280 Madison Ave. 1032 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, 3RD FL. New York NEW YORK 10018 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | M. Hsu |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CLARK, MICHAEL J. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GENIOSPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97285474 Application Filing Date  Feb. 25, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "Geniospin". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Comforters; Quilts; Throws; Bed skirts; Blanket throws; Blankets for outdoor use; Curtains of textile or plastic; Cushion covers; Duvet covers; Pet blankets; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Sheet sets; Shower curtains
International Classes   24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Jan. 24, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Suzhou Malus Textile Technology Co.,Ltd Address  Suzhou Malus Textile Technology Co.,Ltd  163,North 2F,Bldg.D1,Yangshan Keji Park  No.35 Xijinzhi Road,High-tech Zone Suzhou  CHINA  215000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US022401
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEARCH ADS MAVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285608 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SEARCH ADS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analyzing advertisement keywords, managing online and mobile marketing activities, and purchasing digital media
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 21, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KOCHAVA INC. Address KOCHAVA INC. 201 CHURCH ST SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K033-0034TMU

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOYAGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286269 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing educational events, namely, online live workshops and recorded video workshops in the field of toy swaps
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Arranging and conducting swap meets in the field of toys
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable mobile application for use in toy swaps, namely, for event creation, consultation in the field of toy swaps, marketing and promotion of toy swaps, ticketing creation and redemption, event registration, and payment processing
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in toy swaps, namely, for event creation, consultation in the field of toy swaps, marketing and promotion of toy swaps, ticketing creation and redemption, event registration, and payment processing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NH4T LLC Address NH4T LLC Suite 300 1900 Wazee Street Denver COLORADO 80202 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YORICAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286734 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The mark has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Car stereos; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Computer peripheral apparatus; Computer peripheral devices; Converters for electric plugs; Covers for electric outlets; Data cables; Ear buds; Electrical sockets; Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; Head-clip cell phone holders; Smartphone mounts; USB hubs; Wireless charging pads for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97286843  Application Filing Date  Feb. 28, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "SC" in a light gray stylized font.  Color Claimed  The color(s) light gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail gift shops; gift and sundries retail store services located in hotels; retail store services, namely, gift shop, souvenir, and convenience store services; on-line retail gift shop; special event planning consultation and coordination services for business purposes; providing facilities for business meetings
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Hotel accommodation services; providing hotel accommodation; providing temporary accommodation; tourist inns; hotel catering services; rental of social function facilities for special occasions, namely, weddings, wedding receptions, birthday parties, reunions, and showers; providing social meeting, banquet and social function facilities
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Trustees of Shearer Cottage Realty Trust  Composed of  Eric Van Allen, a United States citizen
Address  The Trustees of Shearer Cottage Realty Trust  PO Box 1063  Oak Bluffs  MASSACHUSETTS  02557  Legal
Entity  TRUST  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  8736-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286993 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stack of daisies. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable application programming interface (API) software; downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); downloadable application programming interface (API) software for data sharing, software and platform development, development of microservice applications, and deploying software and applications to the cloud; downloadable computer software development tools; downloadable computer software platforms for application and software development, downloadable computer software for computer software and application development, deployment and management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAISI TECHNOLOGY, INC. Address DAISI TECHNOLOGY, INC. 3182 Campus Dr. #185 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94403 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 521210019001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97287489 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Environmental remediation services, namely, treatment of soil
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Amerapex Services Group, LLC Address Amerapex Services Group, LLC 2950 North Loop West, Suite 1100 Houston TEXAS 77092 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1001201898

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
MARK Literal(s)  CREATED BY NATURE, CURATED BY SCIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97287582 Application Filing Date  Feb. 28, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Acne treatment preparation; Mineral and nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Medicated skin preparations; Medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Vitamin supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin care creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum, skin conditioners, skin lotions, non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Cosmetic creams for skincare; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Lip cream; Skin cream; Skin lotions; Skin moisturizer; Skin toners; Wrinkle removing skin care preparations; Anti-wrinkle cream; Beauty serums; Fragrances; Fragrance for personal use; Hair color; Hair coloring preparations; Hair care preparations; Hair lotions; Shampoo; Hair shampoo; Hair conditioners; Hair sprays and hair gels
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Demetrix, Inc. Address  Demetrix, Inc. 2929 7th Street Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94710 Legal Entity CORPONATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  45683.0014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOTIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97288209 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary, advice and information in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition; physical fitness consultation; providing personal coaching in the field of wellness and health; personal coaching in the field of wellness promotion, disease and condition management; providing personal coaching services in the fields of diet, nutrition, wellness, fitness, mental well being, and chronic medical condition management; personal coaching services in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition, offering calls, chats, notifications, the ability to track activities, incentive management solutions and wellness challenges

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For administration of consumer loyalty programs involving behavioral incentives and rewards in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For downloadable mobile application software which uses voice command and recognition software for eliciting and receiving free-form and prompted user input for the purpose of providing a wellness promoting insights platform encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable speech to text conversion software; downloadable interactive software application for prompting users to record audio, text and visual content in the form of stories; downloadable machine learning and artificial intelligence software for receiving audio, text and video content from users, and analyzing the content to gain insights into the user's health, behavior, personality and motivations; downloadable computer software featuring curated learning modules and content driven by user stories, check-ins, and responses to community threads in the field of health, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable software, namely, a scoring system for indicating various aspects of a user's physical and mental health, personality, mood, motivations and adherence to treatment plans; downloadable software, namely, computer software for personalization of resources based on an individual's unique data thumbprint; computer system for
receiving personal context data, sensor and test data, and making recommendations for next actions; computer system for using enhanced human insights to direct a user to personalized skills, tools and content; downloadable computer software for tracking fitness, health and wellness goals and statistics; downloadable software, namely, machine learning system for tracking symptoms, monitoring progress, and facilitating exchange of information and services between users and health care providers; downloadable computer software for providing patient insight and a data foundation to improve provision of care by service providers; downloadable computer software for consolidation of stories, experiences, habits, genetics, preferences, and choices to reveal hidden patterns, beliefs, and motivations of users, leading to real-time personalization and resource delivery; downloadable computer software for enabling service providers and support group to reach users in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for providing and facilitating exchange of information regarding personal touch, relapse, self-harm, or increased chances of danger-seeking behavior; downloadable computer software for transmission of course-correction based upon insights provided between intervals of formal provider visits; downloadable computer software for creating user profiles containing personal health information; downloadable computer software for allowing users to add clinicians, therapists, health providers, care team members to their profiles as part of their individualized care plans to form an integrated model of treatment and health care; downloadable computer software for providing health information and analysis to support core health skills, mental and physical well-being of a user; downloadable computer software for enabling customized health care and counseling based on insights into the personality and physical attributes of a user; downloadable computer software for providing personalized information and insights to assist users and their health care teams to assess needs and therapy; downloadable computer software for matching users who need help with those who offer it; software for providing collaborative care and integrated practice units between users and service providers; downloadable computer software for enabling a user to add others, including family members, friends, caregivers and other support groups for team-based approaches to health support; downloadable computer for providing information and facilitating provision of condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; downloadable computer software for provision of health information and integrated therapeutic routines for self-managed care; downloadable computer software for facilitating an online network in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for encouraging dialogue while maintaining individual accountability to maintain an uplifting environment; downloadable computer software for providing a safe, secure, and moderated environment to share and receive user experiences and group support; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for recording and archiving and sharing audiovisual recordings, for online social networking in the field of health care, and for providing information on audio recording and production; downloadable computer software for the provision, authentication and redemption of tokens in the field of therapeutic health care; downloadable software using artificial intelligence, incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated for the purposes of encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable system comprised software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed care; downloadable software used to create a virtual marketplace including users and service providers; downloadable application software for processing electronic payments and for transferring funds to and from others; downloadable application software for the provision, authentication and redemption of discounts, incentives, and special offers for use in connection with consumer loyalty programs; downloadable computer software for use in collecting, transferring, receiving, recording, tracking, storing and transmitting information and tokens in the field of health care; downloadable computer software enabling and facilitating financial transactions, and the payment and exchange of currency, namely, virtual currency, digital currency, cryptocurrency, digital tokens and blockchain tokens; downloadable computer software for use in virtual reality and augmented reality environments to calculate, measure and track
tokens in the field of health care

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**US Classes**:  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For security services for the protection of personal information property and individuals using blockchain technology; internet based social introduction and networking services; providing a website for online social networking

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes 100, 101  
**US Classes**:  
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

For providing information in the fields of health care networking via databases; consulting and counseling services in the field of preventative health care, namely, establishing health risk assessment profiles to identify personal and group health risks, personal and group health risk counseling, health risk intervention, health promotion, health risk and behavior modification, and preventative medical assessment and screening; healthcare services; healthcare services, namely, services to enable effective management of one or more chronic conditions; healthcare services, namely, wellness and prevention programs, healthcare management programs, disease management programs and medical condition management programs; providing healthcare management services, namely, healthcare services in the field of chronic care management; providing health coaching services in the nature of health counseling; providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; providing information in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; providing advice in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; individual health assessment services; providing healthcare and wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, fitness evaluations, and counseling; providing personal lifestyle wellness evaluation and consultation; health counseling; counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition, and wellness in the nature of health consultation and behavior change support; providing educational information about healthcare for wellness program coordinators; corporate wellness services, namely, providing assistance and consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to improve health in the nature of wellness and health-related consulting services; consulting services in the field of health; providing an internet website portal allowing for providers and advisors to receive personalized user healthcare information and profiles, and to provide treatment and care to users; providing an online portal for providing medical appointments and information exchanging health and wellness services between users and medical service providers; providing a secure, personal health and wellness database accessible via a user-specific API; providing a secure health and wellness database accessible via a centralized hub for personal data secured by a private key and encrypted data; providing a database of archival audiovisual recordings on health and wellness topics accessible by users in a virtual networking environment

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101  
**US Classes**:  
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For application service provider, featuring application programming interface (API) software for allowing data retrieval, upload, access, management, tracking, and analyzing of user data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing a database and repository of written and multimedia content to deliver information, resources, motivation and support to a user; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that enables users to manage employee accounts, schedule and track employee participation, and facilitate and manage corporate fitness and wellness programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in designing, creating and analyzing data, metrics and reports in the areas
of health, fitness, sleep, nutrition and wellness; designing, creating and maintaining electronic commerce websites for others; providing online non-downloadable software in the field of health and wellness for enabling social networking among users; providing online non-downloadable software that helps users maintain and expand health habits; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to assess their habits in the areas of health, nutrition, and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for managing user participation in health challenges in the nature of competitions focused on health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for consumer engagement and behavior change modeling to enable users to improve their health and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that enables companies and organizations to administer and manage employee incentive award programs to promote employee health; technical support and consultation services for developing computer systems, databases and applications; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to have a collaborative information exchange for enabling standardize approaches to health, wellness, and nutrition; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating communication between medical facilities, clinicians, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating collaborative healthcare treatment between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for communication of health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tracking and maintaining health and treatment plans; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for recording health data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software communicating health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing intelligent analytics in the healthcare field; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for chronic disease management, diabetes management and health management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for users to aggregate, access and exchange healthcare information, manage diseases and conditions, and manage healthcare costs; providing technology consulting in the field of data analytics related to medical claim costs and healthcare spending; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific research and development; providing online network environment which features technology for facilitating the selection and private exchange of information between users and service providers in the field of healthcare and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to resources, including videos and exercises to increase self-awareness, regulate emotional stress, and understand their role in improving their health outcomes; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing access to health care information and health care professionals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote medical consultation in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying medical data, all in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote examination and consultation with providers, therapists and nutritionists; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing healthcare, nutrition and mental health counseling; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for coordinating and scheduling medical appointments and consultations; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable patients to record, manage and display healthcare information, health goals, and medical appointments; providing a network environment featuring technology allowing users to have implementation of legacy content and the ability to update resources that reflect an organization's goals, areas of expertise, emerging models, and new theories of care; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for providing
incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed wellness journeys; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to catalog health habits in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to interact with other users to form a support network in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing temporary use of online biometric security software; hosting online community website allowing the exchange of health care information between community members via an encrypted system including blockchain technologies; providing a website featuring technology that enables production of audiovisual recordings; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to share audiovisual recordings; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for obtaining medical information and treatment plans via audiovisual recording and production; file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; electronic storage services for archiving audiovisual files and other electronic data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying, aggregating, analyzing and organizing data and information in the fields of health, wellness, fitness, physical activity, weight management, sleep, and nutrition; providing online non-downloadable software for creating personalized fitness training programs; providing online non-downloadable software for providing personal training services, workouts and fitness assessments; hosting online community website featuring users, service providers, motivational speakers and support groups in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  LOTIC.AI LLC  **Address**  LOTIC.AI LLC Suite R-130, Box #186  12600 Hill Country Blvd.  Bee Cave  TEXAS  787387191  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  63509-TM1013

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner**  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOTIC AI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288214 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary, advice and information in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition; physical fitness consultation; providing personal coaching in the field of wellness and health; personal coaching in the field of wellness promotion, disease and condition management; providing personal coaching services in the fields of diet, nutrition, wellness, fitness, mental well being, and chronic medical condition management; personal coaching services in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition, offering calls, chats, notifications, the ability to track activities, incentive management solutions and wellness challenges

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For administration of consumer loyalty programs involving behavioral incentives and rewards in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For downloadable mobile application which uses voice command and recognition software for eliciting and receiving free-form and prompted user input for the purpose of providing a wellness promoting insights platform encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable speech to text conversion software; downloadable interactive software application for prompting users to record audio, text and visual content in the form of stories; downloadable machine learning and artificial intelligence software for receiving audio, text and video content from users, and analyzing the content to gain insights into the user's health, behavior, personality and motivations; downloadable computer software featuring curated learning modules and content driven by user stories, check-ins, and responses to community threads in the field of health, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable software, namely, a scoring system for indicating various aspects of a user's physical and mental health, personality, mood, motivations and adherence to treatment plans; downloadable software, namely, computer software for personalization of resources based on an individual's unique data thumbprint; computer system for
receiving personal context data, sensor and test data, and making recommendations for next actions; computer system for using enhanced human insights to direct a user to personalized skills, tools and content; downloadable computer software for tracking fitness, health and wellness goals and statistics; downloadable software, namely, machine learning system for tracking symptoms, monitoring progress, and facilitating exchange of information and services between users and health care providers; downloadable computer software for providing patient insight and a data foundation to improve provision of care by service providers; downloadable computer software for consolidation of stories, experiences, habits, genetics, preferences, and choices to reveal hidden patterns, beliefs, and motivations of users, leading to real-time personalization and resource delivery; downloadable computer software for enabling service providers and support group to reach users in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for providing and facilitating exchange of information regarding personal touch, relapse, self-harm, or increased chances of danger-seeking behavior; downloadable computer software for transmission of course-correction based upon insights provided between intervals of formal provider visits; downloadable computer software for creating user profiles containing personal health information; downloadable computer software for allowing users to add clinicians, therapists, health providers, care team members to their profiles as part of their individualized care plans to form an integrated model of treatment and health care; downloadable computer software for providing health information and analysis to support core health skills, mental and physical well-being of a user; downloadable computer software for enabling customized health care and counseling based on insights into the personality and physical attributes of a user; downloadable computer software for providing personalized information and insights to assist users and their health care teams to assess needs and therapy; downloadable computer software for matching users who need help with those who offer it; software for providing collaborative care and integrated practice units between users and service providers; downloadable computer software for enabling a user to add others, including family members, friends, caregivers and other support groups for team-based approaches to health support; downloadable computer for providing information and facilitating provision of condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; downloadable computer software for provision of health information and integrated therapeutic routines for self-managed care; downloadable computer software for facilitating an online network in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for encouraging dialogue while maintaining individual accountability to maintain an uplifting environment; downloadable computer software for providing a safe, secure, and moderated environment to share and receive user experiences and group support; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for recording and archiving and sharing audiovisual recordings, for online social networking in the field of health care, and for providing information on audio recording and production; downloadable computer software for the provision, authentication and redemption of tokens in the field of therapeutic health care; downloadable software using artificial intelligence, incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated for the purposes of encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable system comprised software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed care; downloadable software used to create a virtual marketplace including users and service providers; downloadable application software for processing electronic payments and for transferring funds to and from others; downloadable application software for the provision, authentication and redemption of discounts, incentives, and special offers for use in connection with consumer loyalty programs; downloadable computer software for use in collecting, transferring, receiving, recording, tracking, storing and transmitting information and tokens in the field of health care; downloadable computer software enabling and facilitating financial transactions, and the payment and exchange of currency, namely, virtual currency, digital currency, cryptocurrency, digital tokens and blockchain tokens; downloadable computer software for use in virtual reality and augmented reality environments to calculate, measure and track
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  security services for the protection of personal information property and individuals using blockchain technology; internet based social introduction and networking services; providing a website for online social networking

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  providing information in the fields of health care networking via databases; consulting and counseling services in the field of preventative health care, namely, establishing health risk assessment profiles to identify personal and group health risks, personal and group health risk counseling, health risk intervention, health promotion, health risk and behavior modification, and preventative medical assessment and screening; healthcare services; healthcare services, namely, services to enable effective management of one or more chronic conditions; healthcare services, namely, wellness and prevention programs, healthcare management programs, disease management programs and medical condition management programs; providing healthcare management services, namely, healthcare services in the field of chronic care management; providing health coaching services in the nature of health counseling; providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; providing information in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; providing advice in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; individual health assessment services; providing healthcare and wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, fitness evaluations, and counseling; providing personal lifestyle wellness evaluation and consultation; health counseling; counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition, and wellness in the nature of health consultation and behavior change support; providing educational information about healthcare for wellness program coordinators; corporate wellness services, namely, providing assistance and consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to improve health in the nature of wellness and health-related consulting services; consulting services in the field of health; providing an internet website portal allowing for providers and advisors to receive personalized user healthcare information and profiles, and to provide treatment and care to users; providing an online portal for providing medical appointments and information exchanging health and wellness services between users and medical service providers; providing a secure, personal health and wellness database accessible via a user-specific API; providing a secure health and wellness database accessible via a centralized hub for personal data secured by a private key and encrypted data; providing a database of archival audiovisual recordings on health and wellness topics accessible by users in a virtual networking environment

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  application service provider, featuring application programming interface (API) software for allowing data retrieval, upload, access, management, tracking, and analyzing of user data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing a database and repository of written and multimedia content to deliver information, resources, motivation and support to a user; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that enables users to manage employee accounts, schedule and track employee participation, and facilitate and manage corporate fitness and wellness programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in designing, creating and analyzing data, metrics and reports in the areas
of health, fitness, sleep, nutrition and wellness; designing, creating and maintaining electronic commerce websites for others; providing online non-downloadable software in the field of health and wellness for enabling social networking among users; providing online non-downloadable software that helps users maintain and expand health habits; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to assess their habits in the areas of health, nutrition, and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for managing user participation in health challenges in the nature of competitions focused on health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for consumer engagement and behavior change modeling to enable users to improve their health and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that enables companies and organizations to administer and manage employee incentive award programs to promote employee health; technical support and consultation services for developing computer systems, databases and applications; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to have a collaborative information exchange for enabling standardize approaches to health, wellness, and nutrition; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating communication between medical facilities, clinicians, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating collaborative healthcare treatment between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for communication of health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tracking and maintaining health and treatment plans; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for recording health data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software communicating health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing intelligent analytics in the healthcare field; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for chronic disease management, diabetes management and health management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for users to aggregate, access and exchange healthcare information, manage diseases and conditions, and manage healthcare costs; providing technology consulting in the field of data analytics related to medical claim costs and healthcare spending; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific research and development; providing online network environment which features technology for facilitating the selection and private exchange of information between users and service providers in the field of healthcare and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to resources, including videos and exercises to increase self-awareness, regulate emotional stress, and understand their role in improving their health outcomes; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing access to health care information and health care professionals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote medical consultation in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying medical data, all in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote examination and consultation with providers, therapists and nutritionists; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing healthcare, nutrition and mental health counseling; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for coordinating and scheduling medical appointments and consultations; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable patients to record, manage and display healthcare information, health goals, and medical appointments; providing a network environment featuring technology allowing users to have implementation of legacy content and the ability to update resources that reflect an organization's goals, areas of expertise, emerging models, and new theories of care; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for providing
incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed wellness journeys; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to catalog health habits in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to interact with other users to form a support network in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing temporary use of online biometric security software; hosting online community website allowing the exchange of health care information between community members via an encrypted system including blockchain technologies; providing a website featuring technology that enables production of audiovisual recordings; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to share audiovisual recordings; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for obtaining medical information and treatment plans via audiovisual recording and production; file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; electronic storage services for archiving audiovisual files and other electronic data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying, aggregating, analyzing and organizing data and information in the fields of health, wellness, fitness, physical activity, weight management, sleep, and nutrition; providing online non-downloadable software for creating personalized fitness training programs; providing online non-downloadable software for providing personal training services, workouts and fitness assessments; hosting online community website featuring users, service providers, motivational speakers and support groups in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Lotic.AI LLC  **Address**  Lotic.AI LLC  Suite R-130, Box 186  12600 Hill Country Blvd.  Bee Cave, Texas  78738

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  Texas

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  63509-TM1002

**Examining Attorney**  Goodman, Wendy Beth

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIVE.LIFE.BETTER.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288222 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary, advice and information in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition; physical fitness consultation; providing personal coaching in the field of wellness and health; personal coaching in the field of wellness promotion, disease and condition management; providing personal coaching services in the fields of diet, nutrition, wellness, fitness, mental well being, and chronic medical condition management; personal coaching services in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition, offering calls, chats, notifications, the ability to track activities, incentive management solutions and wellness challenges

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For administration of consumer loyalty programs involving behavioral incentives and rewards in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For downloadable mobile application which uses voice command and recognition software for eliciting and receiving free-form and prompted user input for the purpose of providing a wellness promoting insights platform encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable speech to text conversion software; downloadable interactive software application for prompting users to record audio, text and visual content in the form of stories; downloadable machine learning and artificial intelligence software for receiving audio, text and video content from users, and analyzing the content to gain insights into the user's health, behavior, personality and motivations; downloadable computer software featuring curated learning modules and content driven by user stories, check-ins, and responses to community threads in the field of health, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable software, namely, a scoring system for indicating various aspects of a user's physical and mental health, personality, mood, motivations and adherence to treatment plans; downloadable software, namely, computer software for personalization of resources based on an individual's unique data thumbprint; computer system for
receiving personal context data, sensor and test data, and making recommendations for next actions; computer system for using enhanced human insights to direct a user to personalized skills, tools and content; downloadable computer software for tracking fitness, health and wellness goals and statistics; downloadable software, namely, machine learning system for tracking symptoms, monitoring progress, and facilitating exchange of information and services between users and health care providers; downloadable computer software for providing patient insight and a data foundation to improve provision of care by service providers; downloadable computer software for consolidation of stories, experiences, habits, genetics, preferences, and choices to reveal hidden patterns, beliefs, and motivations of users, leading to real-time personalization and resource delivery; downloadable computer software for enabling service providers and support group to reach users in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for providing and facilitating exchange of information regarding personal touch, relapse, self-harm, or increased chances of danger-seeking behavior; downloadable computer software for transmission of course-correction based upon insights provided between intervals of formal provider visits; downloadable computer software for creating user profiles containing personal health information; downloadable computer software for allowing users to add clinicians, therapists, health providers, care team members to their profiles as part of their individualized care plans to form an integrated model of treatment and health care; downloadable computer software for providing health information and analysis to support core health skills, mental and physical well-being of a user; downloadable computer software for enabling customized health care and counseling based on insights into the personality and physical attributes of a user; downloadable computer software for providing personalized information and insights to assist users and their health care teams to assess needs and therapy; downloadable computer software for matching users who need help with those who offer it; software for providing collaborative care and integrated practice units between users and service providers; downloadable computer software for enabling a user to add others, including family members, friends, caregivers and other support groups for team-based approaches to health support; downloadable computer for providing information and facilitating provision of condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; downloadable computer software for provision of health information and integrated therapeutic routines for self-managed care; downloadable computer software for facilitating an online network in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for encouraging dialogue while maintaining individual accountability to maintain an uplifting environment; downloadable computer software for providing a safe, secure, and moderated environment to share and receive user experiences and group support; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for recording and archiving and sharing audiovisual recordings, for online social networking in the field of health care, and for providing information on audio recording and production; downloadable computer software for the provision, authentication and redemption of tokens in the field of therapeutic health care; downloadable software using artificial intelligence, incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated for the purposes of encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable system comprised software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed care; downloadable software used to create a virtual marketplace including users and service providers; downloadable application software for processing electronic payments and for transferring funds to and from others; downloadable application software for the provision, authentication and redemption of discounts, incentives, and special offers for use in connection with consumer loyalty programs; downloadable computer software for use in collecting, transferring, receiving, recording, tracking, storing and transmitting information and tokens in the field of health care; downloadable computer software enabling and facilitating financial transactions, and the payment and exchange of currency, namely, virtual currency, digital currency, cryptocurrency, digital tokens and blockchain tokens; downloadable computer software for use in virtual reality and augmented reality environments to calculate, measure and track
tokens in the field of health care

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For security services for the protection of personal information property and individuals using blockchain technology; internet based social introduction and networking services; providing a website for online social networking

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Personal and legal services

For providing information in the fields of health care networking via databases; consulting and counseling services in the field of preventative health care, namely, establishing health risk assessment profiles to identify personal and group health risks, personal and group health risk counseling, health risk intervention, health promotion, health risk and behavior modification, and preventative medical assessment and screening; healthcare services; healthcare services, namely, services to enable effective management of one or more chronic conditions; healthcare services, namely, wellness and prevention programs, healthcare management programs, disease management programs and medical condition management programs; providing healthcare management services, namely, healthcare services in the field of chronic care management; providing health coaching services in the nature of health counseling; providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; providing information in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; providing advice in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; individual health assessment services; providing healthcare and wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, fitness evaluations, and counseling; providing personal lifestyle wellness evaluation and consultation; health counseling; counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition, and wellness in the nature of health consultation and behavior change support; providing educational information about healthcare for wellness program coordinators; corporate wellness services, namely, providing assistance and consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to improve health in the nature of wellness and health-related consulting services; consulting services in the field of health; providing an internet website portal allowing for providers and advisors to receive personalized user healthcare information and profiles, and to provide treatment and care to users; providing an online portal for providing medical appointments and information exchanging health and wellness services between users and medical service providers; providing a secure, personal health and wellness database accessible via a user-specific API; providing a secure health and wellness database accessible via a centralized hub for personal data secured by a private key and encrypted data; providing a database of archival audiovisual recordings on health and wellness topics accessible by users in a virtual networking environment

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For application service provider, featuring application programming interface (API) software for allowing data retrieval, upload, access, management, tracking, and analyzing of user data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing a database and repository of written and multimedia content to deliver information, resources, motivation and support to a user; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that enables users to manage employee accounts, schedule and track employee participation, and facilitate and manage corporate fitness and wellness programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in designing, creating and analyzing data, metrics and reports in the areas
of health, fitness, sleep, nutrition and wellness; designing, creating and maintaining electronic commerce websites for others; providing online non-downloadable software in the field of health and wellness for enabling social networking among users; providing online non-downloadable software that helps users maintain and expand health habits; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to assess their habits in the areas of health, nutrition, and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for managing user participation in health challenges in the nature of competitions focused on health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for consumer engagement and behavior change modeling to enable users to improve their health and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that enables companies and organizations to administer and manage employee incentive award programs to promote employee health; technical support and consultation services for developing computer systems, databases and applications; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to have a collaborative information exchange for enabling standardize approaches to health, wellness, and nutrition; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating communication between medical facilities, clinicians, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating collaborative healthcare treatment between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for communication of health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tracking and maintaining health and treatment plans; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for recording health data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software communicating health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing intelligent analytics in the healthcare field; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for chronic disease management, diabetes management and health management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for users to aggregate, access and exchange healthcare information, manage diseases and conditions, and manage healthcare costs; providing technology consulting in the field of data analytics related to medical claim costs and healthcare spending; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific research and development; providing online network environment which features technology for facilitating the selection and private exchange of information between users and service providers in the field of healthcare and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to resources, including videos and exercises to increase self-awareness, regulate emotional stress, and understand their role in improving their health outcomes; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing access to health care information and health care professionals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote medical consultation in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying medical data, all in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote examination and consultation with providers, therapists and nutritionists; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing healthcare, nutrition and mental health counseling; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for coordinating and scheduling medical appointments and consultations; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable patients to record, manage and display healthcare information, health goals, and medical appointments; providing a network environment featuring technology allowing users to have implementation of legacy content and the ability to update resources that reflect an organization's goals, areas of expertise, emerging models, and new theories of care; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for providing
incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed wellness journeys; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to catalog health habits in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to interact with other users to form a support network in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing temporary use of online biometric security software; hosting online community website allowing the exchange of health care information between community members via an encrypted system including blockchain technologies; providing a website featuring technology that enables production of audiovisual recordings; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to share audiovisual recordings; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for obtaining medical information and treatment plans via audiovisual recording and production; file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; electronic storage services for archiving audiovisual files and other electronic data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying, aggregating, analyzing and organizing data and information in the fields of health, wellness, fitness, physical activity, weight management, sleep, and nutrition; providing online non-downloadable software for creating personalized fitness training programs; providing online non-downloadable software for providing personal training services, workouts and fitness assessments; hosting online community website featuring users, service providers, motivational speakers and support groups in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  LOTIC.AI LLC  **Address**  LOTIC.AI LLC Suite R-130, Box #186 12600 Hill Country Blvd. Bee Cave, Texas 78738-7191  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  Texas

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  63509-TM1006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INHEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288453 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric food warmers, namely, portable household ovens and electric lunchboxes

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HEART IP HOLDINGS LIMITED Address HEART IP HOLDINGS LIMITED 501 W Broadway Suite 1420 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I'M LOVING ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288766 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hats; pants; sweatshirts; body suits for babies and toddlers; cloth bibs; clothing head wraps; headbands; t-shirts; gift packages sold as a unit consisting primarily of a sweatshirt and also including a photo frame, a coffee mug, and a tote bag; hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henry-Adekanbi, Clarissa, N. Address Henry-Adekanbi, Clarissa, N. 94 Riggs Ave West Hartford CONNECTICUT 06107 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Henry II, David, D. Address Henry II, David, D. 115-103 222nd Street Cambria Heights NEW YORK 11411 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Henry-Tookes, Natasha, A. Address Henry-Tookes, Natasha, A. H2 Renaissance Drive Pine Hill NEW JERSEY 08021 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97288766

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) L.E.A.D. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGAINST DRUGS & VIOLENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97289570 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "L.E.A.D." in large blue letters appearing over the wording "LAW ENFORCEMENT AGAINST DRUGS & VIOLENCE" in smaller blue letters, and each surrounded by blue and yellow striped ribbon or arc design to the left and right of the wording. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VIOLENCE"

Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "LAW ENFORCEMENT AGAINST DRUGS" has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement; "LAW ENFORCEMENT AGAINST DRUGS" has become distinctive of the goods/services as evidenced by the ownership on the Principal Register for the same mark for sufficiently similar goods/services of active U.S. Registration No(s). 5149388

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5149388, 4828074

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, lectures, seminars, training programs, and workshops in the fields of drug and violence prevention and distribution of training materials in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 08, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2020 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/01/2015 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/01/2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>L.E.A.D. Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>L.E.A.D. Inc.</th>
<th>5 South Main Street</th>
<th>Allentown</th>
<th>NEW JERSEY</th>
<th>08501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>148211.00001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AGE OF ORIGINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97289716 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 305890762 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 305890762 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 25, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County HONG KONG Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 25, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Providing online computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Organizing, arranging, and producing video game events for entertainment purposes; Providing information about video games, including video game machines, video game controllers, downloadable video games, non-downloadable video games and online game services by computer networks, handheld game apparatus and video game apparatus
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable computer game software; Video game cartridges; recorded computer game software; computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Downloadable and recorded video game programs and computer software game programs for consumer video game machines; Downloadable and recorded video game software for computers; Recorded computer game programs; Downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio, videos, games relating to video games; Downloadable computer programs for electronic games; Downloadable computer programs for video games
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Computer programming of computer games; Computer programming of video games; Design and development of computer game software; Updating of computer software; Designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; Electronic data storage; Maintenance of computer software

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONG KONG KE MO SOFTWARE CO., LIMITED Address HONG KONG KE MO SOFTWARE CO., LIMITED 9/F., MW TOWER, NO.111 BONHAM STRAND SHEUNG WAN, HONG KONG HONG KONG Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP

1884
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAIKENPILOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97289966 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TaikenPilot", in which the letter "T" appears in green, the letters "ai" appear in red, and the lettering "kenPilot" appear in green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "Taiken" in the mark is "experience".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2021-151023 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 6585408 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 11, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 03, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing information on recreational activities, leisure facilities and amusement facilities including those provided via online; providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to travel, trip and sightseeing including those provided via online; providing information on sport and cultural events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable vehicle navigation software incorporating with navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; downloadable electronic maps; downloadable interactive vehicle navigation software for vehicle navigation apparatus in the nature of on-board computers; downloadable software for recommending and guiding a person to the facilities and places around the current position of the vehicle by the prediction based on personal likes, tastes and interests; electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; downloadable image file containing text, audio, video and sound relating to sightseeing tours
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing map information via vehicle navigation apparatus (on-board computers); providing online map information; providing map information in the fields of restaurant, hotel and retail shop; providing map information for the purpose of guiding a mobile communication terminal user to a destination; on-line social networking services; social networking services in the field of travels, short trips, sightseeing, tourist spots and tourist facilities

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

For Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of data and information via satellite and via global computer network in the field of vehicle navigation and sightseeing tours; providing chat lines utilizing the internet

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

For Providing information in the field of travels, short trips, sightseeing, tourist spots and tourist facilities including those provided via online; providing road and traffic information including those provided via online; providing information on the current location of the vehicle on the map

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

For Providing information on health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit including those provided via online; providing information on public bath and sauna facilities including those provided via online; providing information on beauty salons, hair salons, nail care salons and medical esthetic salons including those provided via online; providing information on hospitals, medical clinics, pharmacies and medical institutions including those provided via online

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Providing online non-downloadable vehicle navigation software for vehicle navigation system; providing online geographic maps, not downloadable; providing online non-downloadable interactive vehicle navigation software for vehicle navigation apparatus; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for recommending and guiding a person to the facilities and places around the current position of the vehicle by the prediction based on personal likes, tastes and interests

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

For Restaurant information services; providing information on restaurant, menu at restaurant and restaurant reservation including those provided via online; providing information in the field of hotel and temporary accommodation services including those provided via online; providing information on hotel reservation including those provided via online; providing information in the field of spa services, namely, providing temporary accommodations and meals to clients of a health or beauty spa including those provided via online

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOTIC AI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290077 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "LOTIC" where the letter
"O" is represented by a stylized fingerprint design and followed by the stylized letters "AI" written in superscript above
the letter "C". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary, advice and information in the fields of health, wellness, sleep,
fitness and nutrition; physical fitness consultation; providing personal coaching in the field of wellness and health; personal
coaching in the field of wellness promotion, disease and condition management; providing personal coaching services in the
fields of diet, nutrition, wellness, fitness, mental well being, and chronic medical condition management; personal coaching
services in the field of health, wellness, and nutrition, offering calls, chats, notifications, the ability to track activities, incentive
management solutions and wellness challenges
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment
For administration of consumer loyalty programs involving behavioral incentives and rewards in the fields of health,
wellness, and nutrition
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business
For downloadable mobile application which uses voice command and recognition software for eliciting and receiving free-
form and prompted user input for the purpose of providing a wellness promoting insights platform encouraging healthy
activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable speech to text conversion software; downloadable interactive software
application for prompting users to record audio, text and visual content in the form of stories; downloadable machine learning
and artificial intelligence software for receiving audio, text and video content from users, and analyzing the content to gain
insights into the user's health, behavior, personality and motivations; downloadable computer software featuring curated
learning modules and content driven by user stories, check-ins, and responses to community threads in the field of health,
general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable software, namely, a scoring system for indicating various aspects of a user’s physical and mental health, personality, mood, motivations and adherence to treatment plans; downloadable software, namely, computer software for personalization of resources based on an individual’s unique data thumbprint; computer system for receiving personal context data, sensor and test data, and making recommendations for next actions; computer system for using enhanced human insights to direct a user to personalized skills, tools and content; downloadable computer software for tracking fitness, health and wellness goals and statistics; downloadable software, namely, machine learning system for tracking symptoms, monitoring progress, and facilitating exchange of information and services between users and health care providers; downloadable computer software for providing patient insight and a data foundation to improve provision of care by service providers; downloadable computer software for consolidation of stories, experiences, habits, genetics, preferences, and choices to reveal hidden patterns, beliefs, and motivations of users, leading to real-time personalization and resource delivery; downloadable computer software for enabling service providers and support group to reach users in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for providing and facilitating exchange of information regarding personal touch, relapse, self-harm, or increased chances of danger-seeking behavior; downloadable computer software for transmission of course-correction based upon insights provided between intervals of formal provider visits; downloadable computer software for creating user profiles containing personal health information; downloadable computer software for allowing users to add clinicians, therapists, health providers, care team members to their profiles as part of their individualized care plans to form an integrated model of treatment and health care; downloadable computer software for providing health information and analysis to support core health skills, mental and physical well-being of a user; downloadable computer software for enabling customized health care and counseling based on insights into the personality and physical attributes of a user; downloadable computer software for providing personalized information and insights to assist users and their health care teams to assess needs and therapy; downloadable computer software for matching users who need help with those who offer it; software for providing collaborative care and integrated practice units between users and service providers; downloadable computer software for enabling a user to add others, including family members, friends, caregivers and other support groups for team-based approaches to health support; downloadable computer software for providing information and facilitating provision of condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; downloadable computer software for provision of health information and integrated therapeutic routines for self-managed care; downloadable computer software for facilitating an online network in the field of health care; downloadable computer software for encouraging dialogue while maintaining individual accountability to maintain an uplifting environment; downloadable computer software for providing a safe, secure, and moderated environment to share and receive user experiences and group support; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for recording and archiving and sharing audiovisual recordings, for online social networking in the field of health care, and for providing information on audio recording and production; downloadable computer software for the provision, authentication and redemption of tokens in the field of therapeutic health care; downloadable software using artificial intelligence, incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated for the purposes of encouraging healthy activities, general wellness, and nutrition; downloadable system comprised software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed care; downloadable software used to create a virtual marketplace including users and service providers; downloadable application software for processing electronic payments and for transferring funds to and from others; downloadable application software for the provision, authentication and redemption of discounts, incentives, and special offers for use in connection with consumer loyalty programs; downloadable computer software for use in collecting, transferring, receiving, recording, tracking, storing and transmitting information and tokens in
the field of health care; downloadable computer software enabling and facilitating financial transactions, and the payment and exchange of currency, namely, virtual currency, digital currency, cryptocurrency, digital tokens and blockchain tokens; downloadable computer software for use in virtual reality and augmented reality environments to calculate, measure and track tokens in the field of health care

**International Classes** 9 - **Primary Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For security services for the protection of personal information property and individuals using blockchain technology; internet based social introduction and networking services; providing a website for online social networking

**International Classes** 45 - **Primary Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

For providing information in the fields of health care networking via databases; consulting and counseling services in the field of preventative health care, namely, establishing health risk assessment profiles to identify personal and group health risks, personal and group health risk counseling, health risk intervention, health promotion, health risk and behavior modification, and preventative medical assessment and screening; healthcare services; healthcare services, namely, services to enable effective management of one or more chronic conditions; healthcare services, namely, wellness and prevention programs, healthcare management programs, disease management programs and medical condition management programs; providing healthcare management services, namely, healthcare services in the field of chronic care management; providing health coaching services in the nature of health counseling; providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; providing information in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; providing advice in the fields of health, wellness, and nutrition; individual health assessment services; providing healthcare and wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, fitness evaluations, and counseling; providing personal lifestyle wellness evaluation and consultation; health counseling; counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition, and wellness in the nature of health consultation and behavior change support; providing educational information about healthcare for wellness program coordinators; corporate wellness services, namely, providing assistance and consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to improve health in the nature of wellness and health-related consulting services; consulting services in the field of health; providing an internet website portal allowing for providers and advisors to receive personalized user healthcare information and profiles, and to provide treatment and care to users; providing an online portal for providing medical appointments and information exchanging health and wellness services between users and medical service providers; providing a secure, personal health and wellness database accessible via a user-specific API; providing a secure health and wellness database accessible via a centralized hub for personal data secured by a private key and encrypted data; providing a database of archival audiovisual recordings on health and wellness topics accessible by users in a virtual networking environment

**International Classes** 44 - **Primary Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For application service provider, featuring application programming interface (API) software for allowing data retrieval, upload, access, management, tracking, and analyzing of user data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing a database and repository of written and multimedia content to deliver information, resources, motivation and support to a user; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that enables users to manage employee accounts, schedule and track employee participation, and facilitate and manage corporate fitness and wellness programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in designing, creating and analyzing data, metrics and reports in the areas of health, fitness, sleep, nutrition and wellness; designing, creating and maintaining electronic commerce websites for others; providing online non-downloadable software in the field of health and wellness for enabling social networking among users; providing online non-downloadable software that helps users maintain and expand health habits; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to assess their habits in the areas of health, nutrition, and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for managing user participation in health challenges in the nature of competitions focused on health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software for consumer engagement and behavior change modeling to enable users to improve their health and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that enables companies and organizations to administer and manage employee incentive award programs to promote employee health; technical support and consultation services for developing computer systems, databases and applications; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to have a collaborative information exchange for enabling standardize approaches to health, wellness, and nutrition; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating communication between medical facilities, clinicians, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating collaborative healthcare treatment between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for communication of health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tracking and maintaining health and treatment plans; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for recording health data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software communicating health data between medical facilities, clinicians, caregivers, health coaches and patients; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing intelligent analytics in the healthcare field; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for chronic disease management, diabetes management and health management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for users to aggregate, access and exchange healthcare information, manage diseases and conditions, and manage healthcare costs; providing technology consulting in the field of data analytics related to medical claim costs and healthcare spending; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific research and development; providing online network environment which features technology for facilitating the selection and private exchange of information between users and service providers in the field of healthcare and wellness; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to resources, including videos and exercises to increase self-awareness, regulate emotional stress, and understand their role in improving their health outcomes; providing a website featuring technology that provides users with access to condition-specific resources, monitoring patient symptoms and progress, and staging interventions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing access to health care information and health care professionals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote medical consultation in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying medical data, all in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for remote examination and consultation with providers, therapists and
nutritionists; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing healthcare, nutrition and mental health counseling; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for coordinating and scheduling medical appointments and consultations; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable patients to record, manage and display healthcare information, health goals, and medical appointments; providing a network environment featuring technology allowing users to have implementation of legacy content and the ability to update resources that reflect an organization's goals, areas of expertise, emerging models, and new theories of care; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for providing incentives and rewards to keep users present, authentic, and motivated; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for motivating users to be effective and engaged partners in their self-managed wellness journeys; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to catalog health habits in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to interact with other users to form a support network in the areas of nutrition, fitness, health and wellness; providing temporary use of online biometric security software; hosting online community website allowing the exchange of health care information between community members via an encrypted system including blockchain technologies; providing a website featuring technology that enables production of audiovisual recordings; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to share audiovisual recordings; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for obtaining medical information and treatment plans via audiovisual recording and production; file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; electronic storage services for archiving audiovisual files and other electronic data; providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying, aggregating, analyzing and organizing data and information in the fields of health, wellness, fitness, physical activity, weight management, sleep, and nutrition; providing online non-downloadable software for creating personalized fitness training programs; providing online non-downloadable software for providing personal training services, workouts and fitness assessments; hosting online community website featuring users, service providers, motivational speakers and support groups in the fields of health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LOTIC.AI LLC Address  LOTIC.AI LLC  Suite R-130, Box #186  12600 Hill Country Blvd.  Bee Cave TEXAS  78738 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  63509-TM1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VEGGIE CRUST MEATLESS EVERYDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290539 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the textual elements VEGGIE CRUST in white in a red-shaded and black-outlined rectangle with the textual elements MEATLESS EVERYDAY in red in a white-shaded and black-outlined rectangle below it. Behind both of these elements is a pale-green shaded triangle with two white leaves coming out of the top of the triangle. The entire mark is outlined in red with white shading in between each element of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, black, and pale-green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VEGGIE CRUST MEATLESS" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 43

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts
For Catering services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Veggie Crust LLC Address Veggie Crust LLC 67 RUSH ST. SOMERVILLE MASSACHUSETTS 02145 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GSN002TMus

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ECO-VERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290603 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information on consumer products to help individuals customize their lifestyles; providing information related to consumer shopping habits; online educational and informational services related to career and lifestyle choices, namely, providing online consumer information in the field of planet friendly consumer choices

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, shirts, blouses, t-shirts, sweatshirts, shorts, skirts, face masks being headwear, jackets, footwear, hats, gloves, socks, yoga pants, men's pants, men's shirts, hoodies, leggings, undergarments, scarves and headwear, namely, baseball-style caps

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emily Heacock Address Emily Heacock 43 Loring Avenue Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EcoVerse2-EH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAMPFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290957 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0120098/1666036 International Registration Number 1666036 Parent Of 97975084

 GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online computer games; providing online video games; providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of video games, social networking, geolocation, live events, augmented reality, and virtual assets; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment for locating, collecting, and trading virtual assets

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable game software; downloadable game software for use on mobile devices; downloadable video game software; downloadable interactive game software; downloadable augmented reality game software; downloadable computer software for social networking; downloadable software for sending messages and chatting; downloadable software for socially interacting and connecting with other users; downloadable software for use in the management and implementation of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility token transactions; downloadable software for managing cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain technology; downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring digital collectible emblems, trophies, badges, certificates, and cards, character clothing and character skins, wallpapers, artwork, and in-game currency for use in online virtual worlds; downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; downloadable computer software for creating and managing a personal profile that can be linked to other software applications; downloadable augmented reality software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of mapping points of interest, communicating with other persons, and deep-linking, locating, and collecting virtual assets

1895
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Online social networking services; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Providing chatroom services for social networking; electronic message transmission; streaming of video, audio, and audiovisual material on the Internet; streaming of data

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

For  Providing online non-downloadable game software; providing online non-downloadable video game software; providing online non-downloadable interactive game software; providing online non-downloadable augmented reality game software

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Niantic, Inc. Address  Niantic, Inc.  1 Ferry Building, Suite 200  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94111
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  515680002001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BWJP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97291017 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable educational articles and resources, namely, training curriculum regarding legal issues pertaining to gender-based violence; Educational services, namely, providing training services to attorneys, judges, prosecutors, law enforcement officers, parole officers, probation officers, and policy makers in the field of gender-based violence

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

For Providing educational information in the field of gender-based violence

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Battered Women's Justice Project Address Battered Women's Justice Project 540 Fairview Avenue North, Suite 208 St. Paul MINNESOTA 55104 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GLIJWELE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97291603
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "GLIJWELE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Jewellery; Pendants; Jewellery cases; Neck chains; Pet jewelry; Rings; Watches and straps for watches
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 24, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Qianqingfu Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Qianqingfu Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.816-107, East Bldg.,City Plaza,No.4055 Jiabin Road, Yucun Community, Nanhu St. Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WELLS, KELLEY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HELIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97291691 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003690065 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 03, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003690065 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 25, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 03, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Research, consultancy, advice and information concerning the planning, construction, and operation maintenance of buildings and infrastructure including but not limited to foundations, substructures, superstructures and other types of infrastructure including bridges, roads, rail and tunnelling; construction research, consultancy, advice and information concerning optimising costs, efficiency, productivity, safety, waste and sustainability of the construction of buildings and infrastructure; consultancy and information services relating to construction, namely, analysis services in relation to data and information concerning efficiency, productivity, and performance in the planning, construction, and operation maintenance of buildings and infrastructure

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Apparatus and instruments for researching, surveying, weighing, measuring, signalling, detecting, testing and inspecting the physical and environment parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, and assets, namely, humidity and temperature sensors, pressure sensors, vibration sensors, movement and displacement sensors, strain gauges and load cells; humidity and temperature sensors; pressure sensors; vibration sensors; movement and displacement sensors; strain gauges and load cells; structural sensors for measuring and monitoring strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, deformations, stressors and strains in buildings and engineered structures; geotechnical sensors for measuring and monitoring strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, deformations, stressors and strains in buildings and engineered structures; apparatus and instruments, namely, wireless sensors and wireless sensor network comprising spatially dispersed and dedicated sensors, computer hardware, downloadable computer software and computer
software applications for measuring, monitoring, signalling, detecting, testing, tracking and recording the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical and environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, and assets; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing data relating to the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets and people; computer hardware; computer hardware and downloadable software and computer software applications for analysis of data obtained from wireless sensors relating to the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery tools, equipment, assets and people used in construction and structural and civil engineering; downloadable computer software for wireless interrogation of sensors; Electrical and electronic apparatus for logging data; Computer hardware and downloadable software contained within wireless sensors for measuring, monitoring, signalling, detecting, testing, tracking, recording and predicting the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets, people and processes; computer hardware and downloadable operating software including a microcontroller unit for reading, receiving, analysing, configuring, processing, organising, data logging, interfacing, and transmitting data from a wireless sensor or wireless sensor network; downloadable computer software system that makes use of data obtained via wireless sensors to optimise costs, efficiency, productivity, safety, performance, waste and sustainability, planning, scheduling, logistics, design, delivery, construction, performance and operation of buildings and infrastructure, construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets, people and processes; downloadable computer software for use in automating and managing processes for planning, scheduling, logistics, design, construction, performance and operation of buildings and infrastructure including foundations, substructures, superstructures and other types of infrastructure including bridges, roads, rail, and tunnelling; downloadable artificial intelligence and machine learning software for predicting physical and environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets, people and processes; downloadable artificial intelligence and machine learning software for measuring, monitoring, optimising, predicting and simulating the planning, scheduling, logistics, design, delivery, construction and operation of buildings and infrastructure including but not limited to gathering data on the performance of construction materials, logistics processes, environmental conditions and assets; downloadable scheduling software; downloadable logistic software, namely, downloadable software for tracking and analysing data on the location, scheduling and delivery of construction materials, tools and equipment including concrete, cement, prefabricated units, cranes, hardware, shipments and ancillary materials; electronic tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments for locating and tracking construction materials, tools and equipment using wireless sensors; electronic tracking and positioning systems for use in tracking, monitoring and managing construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets and people; GPS tracking and location devices; downloadable software for use in tracking and managing construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets and people
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for analysis of data obtained from wireless sensors relating to the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery tools, equipment, assets and people in the fields of construction, engineering, architecture, buildings and infrastructure, building materials and machinery, and manufacturing; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for analysis of data obtained from wireless sensors relating to the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery tools, equipment, assets and people in the fields of construction, engineering, architecture, buildings and infrastructure, building materials and machinery, and manufacturing; industrial analysis, research and design services in the fields of construction, engineering, architecture, buildings and infrastructure, building materials and machinery, and manufacturing; technological services, namely, research and design in the field of construction and structural and civil engineering; design and development of computer software for logistics and supply chain management; providing online non-downloadable software for analysis of data obtained relating to the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery tools, equipment, assets and people in the fields of construction and structural and civil engineering; providing online non-downloadable software for wireless interrogation of sensors; providing online non-downloadable computer software for measuring, monitoring, signalling, detecting, testing, tracking and recording the physical and environmental parameters and performance of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets and people; providing online non-downloadable software for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing data relating to strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, location and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery tools, equipment, assets and people; providing online non-downloadable software for reading, receiving, configuring, processing, organising, data logging, interfacing, and transmitting data from a wireless sensor or wireless sensor network; providing online non-downloadable software that makes use of data obtained via wireless sensors to measure, monitor, test, track, predict and optimise cost, efficiency, productivity, safety, waste and sustainability of planning, scheduling, design, construction, and operation of buildings and infrastructure, construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets, people and processes; providing online non-downloadable software that makes use of and integrates building information modelling (BIM), enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, construction schedules, cost data, sustainability data, performance analytics and recorded and real-time data and information on the physical and environmental conditions of buildings and infrastructure, construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, assets, people and processes; providing online non-downloadable software for use in automating and managing processes for planning, scheduling, logistics, designing, construction, performance and operation of buildings and infrastructure including foundations, substructures, superstructures and other types of infrastructure including bridges, roads, rail, and tunnelling; technical analysis services in relation to data and information on the physical and environmental conditions and performance analytics of construction materials, machinery, tools, equipment, and physical assets, commercial and industrial building design services, namely, analysis services in relation to data and information concerning design efficiency, safety, performance, waste and sustainability in the design of buildings and infrastructure; material and product testing analysis services in relation to data and information concerning efficiency, safety, and performance in design, construction, and operation of construction materials, machinery,
tools, and equipment; environmental engineering, testing and inspection analysis services in relation to data and information concerning waste and sustainability in the operation of assets, people and processes; technical consultancy in the field of engineering and technical support in the nature of engineering for carrying out building work; research, consultancy, advice and information concerning the design of commercial and industrial buildings and infrastructure including but not limited to foundations, substructures, superstructures and other types of infrastructure including bridges, roads, rail and tunnelling; research consultancy, advice and information concerning the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, and other physical and environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, and equipment; compilation, processing, reviewing, assessing and advising on technical data acquired from wireless sensors concerning the strength, temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, movement, corrosion, and other physical or environmental parameters of construction materials, machinery, tools, and equipment

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Octagon I/O LTD.  **Address**  Octagon I/O LTD.  5 Deansway  Worcester  UNITED KINGDOM  WR12JG  **Legal Entity**  private limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  1070784.10

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENVISION HEALTH PRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97291933 Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "HEALTH PRESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Publishing books in the field of health, wellness, and the treatment of cancer and other chronic diseases; Publishing e-books in the field of health, wellness, and the treatment of cancer and other chronic diseases
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Feb. 28, 2020  In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jimenez, Antonio  Address  Jimenez, Antonio  2514 Jamacha Rd., Ste 502-153  El Cajon  CALIFORNIA  920194492  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JEWELRYADMIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292338 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A stylized diamond shape superimposed on a circle with the letters JewelryAdmin in stylized hollow letters to the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "JEWELRY ADMIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for cutting edge manufacturing, wholesale, and retail jewelry on a subscription basis; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for managing jewelry manufacturing spreadsheets; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for jewelry manufacturing; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for handling all facets of jewelry manufacturing, starting from casting down to shipment, with sophisticated and robust quality controls; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for manufacturers to keep track of the casting, gold balance, and purity of precious metals; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for managing all aspects of the jewelry manufacturing process from casting to quality control and shipment including detailed analytics and reports regarding gold loss, view bestselling item groups, top customers; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for handling all facets of jewelry manufacturing, starting from casting down to shipment, with sophisticated and robust quality controls; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating a robust catalog with unlimited SKUs and unlimited variations of jewelry, namely, unlimited components in its Bill of Material (BOM) as well as unlimited photos, videos, CAD drawings and other media for display on a retail website; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for jewelry manufacturing; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for managing all aspects of the jewelry manufacturing process from casting to quality control and shipment, namely, providing detailed analytics and reports regarding gold loss, viewing best selling item groups, and top customers

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Stexcel, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Stexcel, Inc. 450 N Brand Blvd., Suite 600, Glendale, CALIFORNIA 91203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA |

1905
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIL JINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292394  Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies MAHMOUD SOUD, a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable music files; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music anthologies; Musical recordings; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Pre-recorded record albums featuring music; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; Prerecorded video tapes featuring music; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Series of musical sound recordings; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SOUD, MAHMOUD  Address SOUD, MAHMOUD  4641 JUNEAU ST #203  ANCHORAGE  ALASKA 99503  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENDOCLOT+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292562 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The wording "EndoClot" using a capital letter "E" and capital letter "C" followed by a superscript "+" (plus sign).

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for use in gastroenterology procedures, namely, absorbable and/or non-absorbable hemostat for control of bleeding; medical system that includes hemostatic powder and a delivery device, an air compressor, sprayers, and films; submucosal injection system; catheters; injection needles; surgical instruments, namely, hemostats; delivering applicator containing sealants, gels, fluids and powders for internal animal and human use for preventing adhesion and scar tissue and/or for tissue and mucosal protection after surgery
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EndoClot Plus, Inc. Address EndoClot Plus, Inc. 5201 Great America Parkway, Suite 526 Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95954 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIRPI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292697 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "KIRPI" in the mark is "HEDGEHOG".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetics and make-up; Make-up for the face and body; Beauty care cosmetics; Eyebrow cosmetics; Eyes make-up; Lip stains; Nail cosmetics; Organic cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USPHOENIX LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA USPHOENIX LLC Address USPHOENIX LLC 401 sw 86th ave #206 Pembroke Pines FLORIDA 33025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97292697

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOLYSCENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292998 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Bath teas for cosmetic purposes; Scented room sprays
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Candles; Scented wax for use in candle warmers; Wax melts; Melt tarts, namely, scented wax to be melted slowly with a warmer; Scented candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Valerie Abraham Address Valerie Abraham 11800 SW 43rd Street Miramar FLORIDA 33025 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WORTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294203 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reusable plastic water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Pickles
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Holy Bejeebers, LLC Address Holy Bejeebers, LLC 237 W. Main St. Mesa ARIZONA 85201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00826

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THERMALSURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294274 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring apparatus for temperature and humidity levels in gases and solid substances; Measuring instrumentation and apparatus, namely, digitizers; Computer-controlled apparatus for testing and measuring diffusivity of heat in micro and nano-scale materials; Electro-optical instruments for use in inspection and measurement of industrial components; Scientific measuring instruments, namely, conductivity meters; Scientific instrumentation for measuring diffusivity of heat in micro and nano-scale materials
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ploss, Richard S. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ACS Material LLC Address Ploss, Richard S. WilleyCreek, NH 7 Willey Creek Road Unit 402 Exeter NEW HAMPSHIRE 03833 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ACST-TherSur

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KITCHENKIPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294336 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutcrackers; Baking mats; Beverage stirrers; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cruet stands for oil and vinegar; Cutting boards; Dishwashing brushes; Dusting brushes; Egg yolk separators; Hand-operated cookie presses; Household utensils, namely, skimmers; Kitchen containers; Kitchen utensil crocks; Non-electric egg beaters; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Pot lid holders; Sieves for household purposes; Towel rings, not of precious metal; Waste bins for household use; Wine glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 21, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hu Jian Address Hu Jian No. 6, Building 4, Lane 1, Weixing Road, Dongcheng Street, Yongkang, Zhejiang CHINA 321300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZC220300088

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) E2M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296478 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutrition counseling; providing a website featuring information about health, wellness, fitness and nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2018
For Providing personalized meal planning services and information about nutrition via a website and social media
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOLDEN SPOON HOLDINGS LLC Address GOLDEN SPOON HOLDINGS LLC 7901 4TH ST N, STE 300 ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1402/8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EAGER 2 MOTIVATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296548 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutrition counseling; providing a website featuring information about health, wellness, fitness and nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2018
For Providing personalized meal planning services and information about nutrition via a website and social media
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOLDEN SPOON HOLDINGS LLC Address GOLDEN SPOON HOLDINGS LLC 7901 4TH ST N, STE 300 ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1402/10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHEWORKZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296563 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, hats, hoodies, shirts, shorts, pants, coats, and dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 29, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name She Workz LLC Address She Workz LLC 3900 Ford Road, 17D Phila PENNSYLVANIA 19131
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FG-9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97297908 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Firearms
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rhineland Arms Inc. Address Rhineland Arms Inc. 15814 Champion Forest #150 Spring TEXAS 77379 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RHI-T01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ACCORDCONNECTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97298535</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for managing medical office inventories of pharmaceutical preparations

### International Classes
9 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

### International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Accord BioPharma, Inc. 
Address Accord BioPharma, Inc. 1009 Slater Road, Suite 210B Durham NORTH CAROLINA 27703 
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1039

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLAR STEWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97299132 Application Filing Date  Mar. 07, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SOLAR” Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5258067

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial consultation in the field of financing of solar energy projects and financial consulting regarding solar energy; Providing financial information services to those interested in solar energy projects and procuring funding for solar energy projects

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Redden, Dana Address  Redden, Dana  714 Woodson Street SE  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30315 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SolarStewApp

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYPHY MUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97299873 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MUSIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital music downloadable from the Internet
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hyphy Music Inc. Address Hyphy Music Inc. 2727 N. Grove Industrial Dr. #155 Fresno CALIFORNIA 93727 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19396.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESULTS BOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97299930  Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a flexed arm in a square box with the arm creating the left border of the square on top of the textual elements "RESULTS BOX". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 20, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Results Box LLC  Address Results Box LLC 100 colony ave park ridge  NEW JERSEY  07656 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, DEEP K
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  4804802 Foreign Application Filing Date  Oct. 01, 2021 Foreign Registration Number  214804802 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 11, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County  FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 01, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical use; analytical apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for analyzing cancer cells, DNA; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes for testing cancer cells, DNA; robots for medical use, namely, robotic diagnostic apparatus for testing cancer cells, DNA
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
For  Chemical and biological reagents used in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis; chemical preparations for laboratory analysis for scientific use; chemical, biochemical, biological and biotechnological preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; molecules and biomolecules, namely, reagents, antibody fragments, antibodies, all for fundamental research and biotechnological product development, medical research and scientific diagnosis
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Scientific apparatus and instruments for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; checking apparatus and instruments for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; chemical apparatus and instruments for laboratory use for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; apparatus for nonmedical analysis for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; apparatus for non-medical diagnosis for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; apparatus for non-medical diagnosis for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; observation instruments for laboratory use for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting human and animal tissues and cells; laboratory robots; downloadable and recorded software and mobile applications used in connected medical devices for investigating, weighing, measuring, detecting, testing, inspecting, analyzing human and animal tissues and cells;
cells; downloadable and recorded software used for biological, chemical and medical analysis; downloadable and recorded software used for medical diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently 44E** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>SCIPIO BIOSCIENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ARC-EN-CIEL 17 RUE DE LA VANNE MONTROUGE FRANCE 92120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>société par actions simplifiée (sas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M. |

**Docket Number** | 2655-84
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPRAYGROUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97301120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4082541, 6275458, 3805977 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, clothing and accessories in the nature of charms, headwear, footwear, jewelry and watches and accessories in the nature of charms and keychains, luggage, face masks, ski masks, balls for sports and ball carriers, posters, stickers, stationery and art for use in online virtual worlds; on-line retail store services featuring virtual merchandise, namely, clothing and clothing and accessories in the nature of charms, headwear, footwear, jewelry and watches and accessories in the nature of charms, handbags and handbag accessories in the nature of charms and keychains, face masks, ski masks, balls for sports and ball carriers, posters, stickers, stationery and art for use in online virtual worlds; online marketplace services, namely, providing a marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods authenticated by blockchain-based non-fungible tokens; online retail store services featuring virtual reality and augmented reality content and digital media, namely, downloadable sound music, image, video, and game files; online retail store services featuring content and digital media in the nature of virtual merchandise, namely, clothing and clothing and accessories in the nature of charms, headwear, footwear, jewelry and watches and accessories in the nature of charms, handbags and handbag accessories in the nature of charms and keychains, luggage, face masks, ski masks, balls for sports and ball carriers, posters, stickers, stationery and art, all accessed by virtual reality and augmented reality headsets and used in an online virtual environment |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1411 Broadway, 8th Floor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10018 Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRANDLOUIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97301169  Application Filing Date   Mar. 08, 2022  Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Leather and imitation leather; Leather boxes; Leather or leather-board boxes; Cases of imitation leather
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes  US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title   Leather Goods
First Use   Apr. 03, 2020  In Commerce   Apr. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   BRANDLOUIE LLC  Address   BRANDLOUIE LLC   925 S. Mason Rd., Suite 545   Katy   TEXAS   77450
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KASHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301374 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Natural stone and stone tile; Natural stone slabs and tiles
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marmiro Stones, Inc Address Marmiro Stones, Inc 790 Washington Ave Carlstadt NEW JERSEY 07072 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 116778

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLASSBLOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301799 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital assets in the nature of downloadable digital art, digital representations of Environment, Social, and Governance assets in the nature of downloadable representations of carbon credit and renewable energy credit files, and digital gaming assets that give functionality in computer games in the nature of downloadable image files of representations of computer game characters and resources used in computer games in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing representations of in-game food, currency, or building materials, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Devvio Inc. Address Devvio Inc. 6300 Riverside Plaza Ln NW, Suite 100 Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87120 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DE305-T2201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S LA SANTA AIDA HARFUSH RON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301839 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "S La Santa Aida Harfush Ron." The letter "S" appears alone inside a circle. The wording "La Santa" appears beneath the letter "S" in bigger size. The wording or name "Aida Harfush Ron" appears beneath "La Santa." Translation The English translation of LA SANTA in the mark is THE SAINT. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies AIDA HARFUSH RON, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled agave liquor; Distilled blue agave liquor International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 30, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IBARRA HARFUSH, FERNANDO Address IBARRA HARFUSH, FERNANDO 12522 MILLWAY DR, C.P. 770 HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00144-0009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
TM 1297 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALICE FICTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97302193 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words ALICE FICTION separated by a diagonal line with lines through ALICE and FICTION and with Chinese characters appearing above the word FICTION. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to PIAO MIAO QUN XIANG and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5592528, 5603760

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services relating to games, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of computer game development; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of computer games; Entertainment services, namely providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games using communication by an electronic computer terminal; providing consultation services in the field of online non-downloadable computer games; providing consultation services in the field of non-downloadable computer games using communication by an electronic computer terminal; Entertainment services, namely providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer games using communication by cellular phones, smartphones, tablet computers and PDAs; providing consultation services in the field of online non-downloadable computer games using communication by cellular phones, smartphones, tablet computers and PDAs; Entertainment services, namely providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer games via a smartphone; providing consultation services in the field of online non-downloadable computer games via a smartphone; Entertainment services, namely providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable video game using communication by hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; providing consultation services in the field of video games using communication by hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; Entertainment services, namely providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable games for consumer video games and arcade video games via Internet; providing consultation services in the field of on-line non-downloadable games for consumer video games and arcade video games via Internet; providing on-line computer games; providing information about on-line computer games; providing information about video games; providing amusement
facilities; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines about computer games; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books about video games; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; providing non-downloadable online images, motion pictures, music and audio materials in the field of video games; providing consultation services in the field of non-downloadable online images, motion pictures, music and audio materials in the field of video games; providing non-downloadable online images, motion pictures, music and audio materials in the field of video games using communication by cellular phones, smartphones, tablet computers and PDAs; providing consultation services in the field of non-downloadable online images, motion pictures, music and audio materials in the field of video games using communication by cellular phones, smartphones, tablet computers and PDAs; movie showing, movie film production, and movie film distribution; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment and sports, not for movies, or television programs, and not for advertising, or publicity; organization, arranging and conducting special events for social and entertainment purposes about computer games; organization, arranging and conducting computer game competitions; rental of sound recordings

**International Classes**

41 - Primary Classes
100, 101, 107

**US Classes**

100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For**

downloadable computer game programs; downloadable game programs for personal computers; downloadable computer game programs for smartphones; downloadable computer game programs for cellular phones, tablet computers and PDAs; downloadable computer game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; downloadable arcade video game programs; downloadable consumer video game programs; electronic circuits and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs featuring recorded game programs for personal computers; electronic circuits and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs featuring recorded game programs for smartphones; electronic circuits and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs featuring recorded game programs for cellular phones, tablet computers and PDAs; electronic circuits and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs featuring recorded programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; electronic circuits and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs featuring recorded programs for consumer video game consoles; electronic machines, namely, LCD panels and their replacement parts; downloadable computer game software; telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, smartphones; battery chargers, straps, covers, cases, and earphone jacks for cellular phones, smartphones, tablet computers and PDAs; stylus pen for telecommunication machines and electronic machines in the nature of capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; downloadable movie files featuring children's entertainment provided via a video-on-demand service; downloadable image files in the field of video games; downloadable music files; electronic circuits and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; downloadable electronic data computer game software; electronic downloadable publications and publications recorded on computer media, namely, computer game manuals

**International Classes**

9 - Primary Classes

21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**US Classes**

21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEDICUS VETERINARY DIETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97302549 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VETERINARY DIETS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Veterinarian-supervised dietary pet food in the nature of dietetic foods adapted for veterinary use; Veterinarian-formulated pet food in the nature of dietetic foods adapted for veterinary use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Veterinarian-formulated pet food in the nature of pet food not for medical purposes
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Herbsmith, Inc. Address Herbsmith, Inc. 455 E. Industrial Drive Hartland WISCONSIN 53029 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HRB-0009-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THNDR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97302636 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "THNDR" in stylized letters whereby the letter "D" includes a thunderbolt as part of its shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online interactive and multiplayer and single player video games played via the internet or communication networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games, computer games, electronic games, and interactive games; Providing a computer game for use network-wide by network users; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable game software platforms via the internet for playing video games and electronic games to earn virtual currency; Providing an internet website portal featuring game enhancements, modifications, and strategies for users to share with each other; Providing online computer games in the field of blockchain, distributed ledgers, digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 19, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2019
For Downloadable electronic game software in the nature of video games, computer games, interactive multimedia games, and virtual, augmented, and mixed reality games; Downloadable computer software platforms for playing video games and electronic games to earn digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 19, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2019
For Apparel, namely, sports caps and hats, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweat shirts, sports jackets, shorts, and over shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 19, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2019
For Designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use with computers, video game program systems and computer networks that enable users to play video games or electronic games to earn digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Oct. 19, 2019  **In Commerce** Nov. 06, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** THNDR LTD  **Address** THNDR LTD  71-75 Shelton Street  LONDON  UNITED KINGDOM  WC2H9JQ  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 6691.0101TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97302798</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a hybrid triangular-circular icon with the words "LTC Ally" to the right of the icon.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LTC"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Financial management; Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **For**: Business and management consulting for healthcare providers and related businesses; Human resources management; Medical billing for skilled nursing facilities; Medical billing support services; Payroll administration and management services; Computerised office management
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: LT Care Acquisition Corp
- **Address**: LT Care Acquisition Corp Fl 11 1010 Washington Blvd Stamford CONNECTICUT 06901
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 193-017
- **Examining Attorney**: BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HIGH IMPACT COLLABORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97303099  Application Filing Date  Mar. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "COLLABORATION"
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Promoting collaboration within the scientific, research and provider communities to achieve advances in the field of assistance to injured military service members, veterans and their families in connection with their reintegration from military to civilian life
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jul. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bob Woodruff Family Foundation DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Bob Woodruff Foundation Address  Bob Woodruff Family Foundation  1350 Broadway Suite 905  New York  NEW YORK  10018  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK LITERAL(s)
H2U

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97303236 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0126719/1684397

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION NUMBER
1684397

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrolyzers for industrial use in the nature of electrolysis machines for generating hydrogen
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery

For Electrolyzers for industrial use in the nature of electrochemical gas generators
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Chemicals for industrial purposes, namely, catalysts
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title Chemicals

For Research, development, and design of electrolyzers for industrial use; research and development of catalysts for industrial use
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H2U Technologies, Inc. Address H2U Technologies, Inc. 20360 Plummer St. Chatsworth CALIFORNIA 91311 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 344147-20010
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MASON, JARED MICHAEL
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97303350</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "COMMUNITY FOOD NAVIGATOR" in a stylized font stacked on top of one another with a line above and below the words.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "COMMUNITY" AND "FOOD"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Philanthropy and community service in the nature of charitable fundraising services relating to diversity inclusion amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **For**: Providing an informational website featuring consumer product information and providing business information relating to community farmers, food growing, food systems, and diversity inclusion amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers; philanthropy and community service in the nature of organizing and conducting volunteer programs, providing career opportunities in the nature of career placement consulting services, and providing information regarding best practices for successful digital philanthropy efforts relating to diversity inclusion amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers; philanthropy and community service in the nature of charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects aimed at educating community members about community farmers, food growing, food systems, diversity inclusion amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers; philanthropy and community service in the nature of charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects designed with community members to support storytelling and collaboration, relating to diversity inclusion amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers
For downloadable mobile apps and website software for community knowledge-sharing relating to community farmers, food growing, and food systems amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers

For providing online social networking services to support storytelling and collaboration for the purpose of community knowledge-sharing and networking, feedback and decision input in the fields of farming, food growing, food systems, and diversity inclusion amongst food growers, food system organizers, food producers and consumers

For personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Navigator IP Holdings, LLC Address Navigator IP Holdings, LLC 150 N. Riverside Plaza, Suite 3300 Chicago ILLINOIS 60606

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04600N.7001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM 201

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97305156 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TEAM" to the top left of "201" in a stylized font with the "0" being a stylized circle with five diamond shapes to the top left. Disclaimer "TEAM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5780030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, customer relations, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Analyzing and compiling data for measuring the performance of marketing campaigns
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Business technology software consultation services; Website design and development for others; Website design consultancy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Livy Technologies, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Team 201 Address Livy Technologies, Inc 541 N FAIRBANKS CT Chicago ILLINOIS 60611 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  545063.10002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DINALLO, KEVIN M
TM 1306 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  NIN JIOM TEA-PAIRING THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97305353  Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "TEA PAIRING THERAPY"  Translation  The English translation of "NIN JIOM" in the mark is "Nin" (to think of), "JI" (compassion), "Om" (convent) which means "commemoration of my mother".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  305864743  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 21, 2022  Foreign Registration Number  305864743  Foreign Registration Date  Jan. 22, 2022
Registration County  HONG KONG  Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 22, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tea based beverages; tea; tea essence, other than for medicinal use; herbal tea, other than for medicinal use; preparations for making tea-based beverages; tea flavored with fruit juice; tea bags for making non-medicated tea; tea-based beverages containing or flavored with fruit juice or vegetable juice; instant tea; fruit teas; iced tea; tea substitutes; cocoa and coffee based beverages; sugar; honey; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; candies; effervescent tablets for making tea-based beverages
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods
For  Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages, water-based beverages, honey-based beverages, fruit juice beverages, vegetable juice beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; powders for making soft drinks, fruit-based beverages, tea-based beverages; non-alcoholic essences for making non-alcoholic beverages, not in the nature of essential oils; syrups for making soft drinks
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Nin Jiom Medicine Manufactory (H.K.) Limited
Address  Nin Jiom Medicine Manufactory (H.K.) Limited
          Block A, 16/F., Texaco Industrial Centre
          256-264 Texaco Road
          Tsuen Wan
          HONG KONG
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RARAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97305783 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized wording "RaRas" and a crescent feature over the letter "s". Translation The English translation of "RARAS" in the mark is "RARE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 40-1957921 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 05, 2023 Foreign Application/ Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 05, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Pillows; Bed pillows; Anti-roll cushions for babies; Infant sleep positioner cushions not for medical or therapeutic purposes; Head support cushions for babies; Dual-purpose cushions for supporting a feeding bottle and the head and neck of an infant; Head positioning pillows for babies; Pillows used for cradling, supporting, propping and feeding babies not for medical or therapeutic purposes; Head supporting pillows that may be attached to car seats and baby strollers
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHO, EUN NIM DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RARAS Address CHO, EUN NIM (#316-36) 17, Daehak 4-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 16226 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6789-0001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN

1946
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUILDING BLOCKS FOR CHANGE: AN ASSESSMENT PROCESS FOR NONPROFITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97305844 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AN ASSESSMENT PROCESS FOR NONPROFITS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consulting, strategic planning and business advisory services provided to non-profit organizations on matters of intra-organizational racial diversity, equity, and inclusion; Conducting employee surveys for others for purposes of improving employee performance and morale; Human resource analysis and consulting services; Human resources consultation in the field of intra-organizational racial diversity, equity, and inclusion, particularly, recruiting, hiring, training, support, and retention processes, creating and maintaining an inclusive and equitable culture; Business research and data analysis services in the field of racial diversity, equity, and inclusion within non-profit organizations; Conducting business research and surveys
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Conducting worksite surveys to determine if worksites meet employee health condition requirements and standards; Measurement evaluations in the non-profit industry of racial diversity, equity, and inclusion within the organization, particularly, inclusive hiring and training processes, intra-organization inclusive culture, and intra-organizational equity
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Third Sector New England Inc., on behalf of itself and its fiscally sponsored organization, Building Movement Project Address Third Sector New England Inc., on behalf of itself and its fiscally sponsored or 89 South Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02111 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

Building Blocks for Change: An Assessment Process for Nonprofits
Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLEANTECH IS COOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97305967 Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial

For Ancillary game products, namely, video game consoles and controllers for game consoles, video game machines, and video game interactive remote control units
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods

For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of climate change, future environmental impact, clean technologies, and sustainable land uses; stationary and mobile museum exhibits and experiences, namely, museum services and providing museum exhibitions; educational services, namely, conducting interactive exhibits in the fields of climate change, future environmental impact, clean technologies, and sustainable land uses; video games that may be played on one or more platforms including personal computers, hand-held devices and game consoles and whether presented in real, virtual, augmented or enhanced reality and other game services, namely, providing online video games; trailer exhibits, namely, providing museum exhibitions; organization of electronic game competitions; technology showcases and conferences, namely, arranging and conducting of conferences in the fields of climate change, future environmental impact, clean technologies, and sustainable land uses; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts and websites featuring non-downloadable videos and articles on the subject of clean technologies, sustainable land uses and climate change solutions; providing on-line publications in the nature of books, magazines, newsletters, pamphlets and brochures in the fields of climate change, future environmental impact, clean technologies, and sustainable land uses
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment
Video games that may be played on one or more platforms including personal computers, hand-held devices and game consoles and whether presented in real, virtual, augmented or enhanced reality, namely, downloadable video game software, recorded video game software and video game discs, downloadable computer game software and downloadable interactive game software for metaverses and virtual worlds, downloadable electronic game software, downloadable interactive game software, and downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; technological equipment, namely, computers, network routers, network servers, and telecommunication switches; ancillary game products, namely, virtual reality headsets, hygienic pads adapted for virtual reality headsets, hygienic covers adapted for virtual reality headsets, headsets, headsets for playing video games, headsets for use with computers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, men's, women's, missy's, juniors', children's and infants' jeans, pants, trousers, capris, leggings, shorts, skirts, overalls, shortalls, dresses, tops, t-shirts, sweatshirts, blouses, shirts, jackets, coats, sweaters, vests, cardigans, scarves, socks, bandanas, neckties, belts, boots, sandals, footwear, hats, baseball caps, headwear, underwear, swimwear, gloves and neckties; and headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Technological consultancy and advisory services in the field of climate change and future environmental impact and clean technologies and sustainable land uses; providing an Internet website portal featuring information about clean technologies that impact carbon emissions

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Earthshot Address Earthshot PO Box 5220 Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91117 Legal Entity nonprofit public benefit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 504245-0000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306072 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of portable stages and stage equipment, namely, risers, decks, lighting apparatus, and audio and video equipment
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Installation of audio equipment
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For Custom design of stage equipment based on personal selections made by the customer
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nabas LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA DUANE Address Nabas LLC 1105 NW Atlantic St Tullahoma TENNESSEE 37388 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T22755853

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

| Mark Literal(s) | FLETCH |

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97306445</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Insurance administration; Insurance agencies; Insurance agency and brokerage; Insurance brokerage; Insurance brokerage services; Insurance consultancy; Insurance consultation; Insurance information; Insurance information and consultancy |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Nov. 24, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 01, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Fletch Technologies, Inc. |
| Address | Fletch Technologies, Inc. 1342 Rollins Road Burlingame CALIFORNIA 94010 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DUCKS OF A FEATHER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97306514
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Entertainment and amusement services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, backpacks, art, toys, coffee mugs, blankets, helmets and cushions for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; providing online virtual worlds and environments in which users can interact for leisure or entertainment purposes, namely, virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable multi-media files containing digital art, music, text, videos authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); on-line retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, digital art pieces, digital footwear, digital clothing, digital headwear, digital eyewear, digital bags, digital backpacks, digital toys, digital coffee mugs, digital blankets, digital helmets, and digital cushions for use in online virtual worlds; promotional advertising of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to art, images, sound, audio, video, audiovisual and game files at sporting events

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For** Crypto collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing text, digital images and video in the fields of sports and art authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Crypto collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files of footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, backpacks, art, toys, coffee mugs, blankets, helmets, and cushions authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

1953
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaverton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FLEXSHOPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97306568  Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rent-to-own financing
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Providing a service to others to lease goods, namely, leasing fitness equipment, video games, musical instruments, sports equipment, except vehicles, and leasing electronics in the nature of electronic gaming machines
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Rent-to-own services, namely, retail store services in the field of a wide variety of consumer durable goods that can be purchased under a rent-to-own contract; retail computerized online ordering services, online retail store, and retail store services, all offering a wide variety of consumer durable goods that can be purchased under a rent-to-own contract; providing a service to others to buy or rent-to-own goods, namely, retail store services in the field of a wide variety of consumer durable goods that can be purchased under a rent-to-own contract
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Providing a service to others to lease goods, namely, leasing automobile tires and their rims
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
For  Providing a service to others to lease goods, namely, leasing computers, computer hardware, and computer programs for computer services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
For Providing a service to others to lease goods, namely, leasing kitchen appliances and furniture

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLEXSHOPPER, LLC. Address FLEXSHOPPER, LLC. Suite 260 901 W Yamato Road Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FXS006TA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEFRESUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306967 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Tefresus" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footbags; Athletic wraps for supporting hands, wrists during exercise; Carry bags sold filled with children's toys; Fishing tackle bags; Fitted protective covers specially adapted for sports equipment, namely, golf club, tennis racket, skis; Golf tee bags; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Positionable printed toy figures for use in puzzles; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; Toy beanbags

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan Hongyi Address Yan Hongyi No. 25, Group 2, Longmu Village Nuodong Town Cenxi, Guangxi CHINA 543200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97307459 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1180633, 1180632, 3368500 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements and food supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements in the nature of beverages, pills, capsules, tablets, caplets, liquid drops, sachets, powder, syrups, gummies and gels; Medicinal herbs in dried or preserved form; Mixed vitamin preparations; Multi-vitamin preparations; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Medicinal tea

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the Internet; Providing real estate listings and real estate information in the field of virtual real estate via the Internet; Crypto currency, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; Issuance of digital tokens of value; Payment processing, exchange and authentication services of virtual currency, digital currency, crypto currency and other virtual, digital and crypto assets; Exchange of virtual currency, digital currency, crypto currency and other virtual, digital and crypto assets; Blockchain-based payment verification services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual general consumer merchandise, luxury and branded goods namely designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry, and watches, beauty products and cosmetics, in each case, for use in virtual environments; Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable photographs and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Organizing, conducting and hosting events, exhibitions and fashion shows for social entertainment purposes in the luxury, fashion, beauty, wellness and entertainment industries; Hosting of virtual events in the metaverse and virtual worlds for entertainment
purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing in person events in the fields of fashion and luxury; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of fashion, clothing, style, cosmetics, health, fitness and lifestyle; Organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of exhibitions and colloquiums in the fields of fashion, art, sustainability, ecology and human rights for cultural or educational purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual homes, buildings and real estate for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes

**International Classes** 41 - **Primary Classes** US Classes 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Cosmetics; Non-medicated facial moisturizers, toners, serums, skin cleansers, facial creams, lotions and toners; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Non-medicated facial and body soaps; Non-medicated topical skin care preparations; Cosmetic face masks; Beauty masks for faces and body; Fragrances; Essential oils; Shampoos; Hair conditioners; Body creams, lotions and sprays; Anti-perspirants and deodorants for personal use; Shower gels; Moisturizing face and body lotions; Moisturizing face and body creams; Body scrubs; Bath gels; Bath creams; Non-medicated bath salts; Eau de toilette; Perfumes; Cosmetic body gels; Body lotions; Body creams; Body masks; Hand care creams; Face scrubs; Skin moisturizers; Sunscreens; Sun tanning preparations; Eau de cologne; Preparations for cleansing, moisturizing and care of the skin or hair; Depilatory preparations; Non-medicatted toiletry preparations for use in the bath; Shaving preparations; After-shave lotions; Shaving creams; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Room fragrances; Potpourris; Nail care preparations; Nail polish; Artificial nails; Artificial eyelashes and adhesives therefor

**International Classes** 3 - **Primary Classes** US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Retail department store services, online retail department store services, and mail order services featuring general department store merchandise; Retail store services featuring virtual goods namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in virtual worlds; Provision of an online marketplace featuring virtual goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in virtual worlds; Operating online marketplaces featuring digital assets, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in virtual worlds; Operating online marketplaces featuring crypto collectibles, namely, images, music, audio, video, art and electronic data files authenticated by blockchain-based non-fungible assets; Providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital goods, namely, art, clothing, furniture, and luxury goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Order fulfillment services; Operating online marketplaces featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; Sales promotion of products for third parties; Marketing the goods of others by analyzing sales patterns and customer needs to maximize product sales on global networks; Seller services, namely, retail store services and
distributorship services for a wide variety of consumer goods; Business management services, namely, administration of business engaged in the luxury industry; Business management consulting and advisory services for luxury brands; Marketing services, namely, increasing the visibility of luxury brands; Business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes for luxury brands; Analyzing and compiling business data for others in the fields of product sales, customer behaviors, advertising performance and customer reviews for brand performance purposes; Advertising and sales consultation for others; Planning, development, maintenance, tracking and reporting of online marketing activities for third parties; Physical, online and virtual retail consignment stores featuring general consumer merchandise, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products, cosmetics and home décor; Provision of an online marketplace, using blockchain technology, for buyers and sellers of virtual real estate authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Online retail store services rendered in a virtual environment featuring virtual goods in the nature of real estate, homes, and buildings; Project management services for others for business purposes in the field of virtual real estate development

International Classes

35 - Primary Classes

US Classes 100, 101, 102

International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable mobile applications, namely, computer application software for mobile and smart phones, or other handheld or portable device, namely, interactive multimedia software featuring visual, audio and video information for users on the subjects of art, beauty, biography, business, cultural and historical events, entertainment, fashion, lifestyle, literature, music, retail, sports, travel and technology; Mobile applications, namely, downloadable computer application software for mobile and smart phones for web browsing, retail services and shopping, e-commerce services, device and account management, e-reading, audio and video streaming; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, magazines, newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, journals and manuals in the fields of art, beauty, biography, business, cultural and historical events, entertainment, fashion, lifestyle, literature, music, retail, sports, travel and technology; Downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) for computer software which facilitates online services for social networking, building social networking applications and for allowing data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; Downloadable computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; Downloadable computer software for use in providing information in the field of fashion, retail and beauty; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for use in database management in the fields of news, fashion and luxury goods; Digital media, namely, downloadable digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image, audio and video files of clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products, cosmetics, proof of attendance protocol (POAP), and access tokens, in each case authenticated by digital tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs)”; Digital media, namely, downloadable digital image files containing artwork authenticated by digital tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing images of clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable audio files containing audio books, podcasts, audio recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video files containing video recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable electronic data files containing text and images
authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing images of clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable audio files containing audio books, podcasts, audio recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable video files containing video recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable electronic data files containing text and images authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable digital image files containing artwork, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital tokens used with blockchain technology used to authenticate images, music, video art and collectibles; Digital tokens and non-fungible tokens used with blockchain technology for data storage and content access limitation; Digital tokens and non-fungible tokens used with blockchain technology as virtual and digital goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual and digital goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Virtual and digital interactive representations of consumer goods for use in virtual experiences and the metaverse, namely, downloadable general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics stored in digital wallets and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable computer application software for use as a digital wallet featuring images and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable browser extension software for use as a plug in to be used as a digital wallet featuring images and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable widget software featuring multimedia audio and video files on the topics of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable widget software for facilitating e-commerce transactions and payments, social networking, playing video games, and linking consumers to the metaverse and other virtual worlds; Downloadable emoticons, badges, images, game software enhancements and components, in each case, featuring images and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable digital assets in the nature of images, music, audio, video, art and electronic data files featuring general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics provided with non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other crypto collectibles and blockchain-based non-fungible assets; Downloadable computer software for allowing users inside virtual worlds, video games, and the metaverse to communicate with each other, play games, take photographs, engage in other virtual experiences and utilize virtual goods and items; Downloadable computer software for use as a pass to enter both virtual and in-person events; Downloadable electronic data files featuring digital models and animations of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable video games and downloadable and recorded computer software applications for visual effects and visual
simulations creation; Downloadable video games software; Recorded video games software; Downloadable and recorded computer applications for mobile phones, portable computers, media players and tablet computers for viewing, selecting, recommending and purchasing luxury, premium and designer goods, accessing editorial material, entering feedback, taking part in competitions and engaging with brands and executing financial transactions; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Downloadable and recorded virtual reality software for the creation of digital models and animations; Downloadable mobile applications for retail services featuring used and pre-owned luxury goods; Downloadable mobile application software and hardware for use in valuation and authentication of used and pre-owned luxury goods; Downloadable mobile application software for use as a database in the field of buying, selling, pricing, valuing, and authenticating used and pre-owned luxury goods; Downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication networks; Downloadable software to allow users to perform e-commerce transactions via the internet and communications networks; Downloadable software for electronic funds transfer and processing of electronic payments; Downloadable software and mobile application software providing a virtual marketplace; Downloadable software that enables individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an online presence and interact with online communities for marketing purposes; Downloadable virtual assistant software used for trying out the articles of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable computer application software, namely, software for augmented reality for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of allowing users to try general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable software applications enabling users to virtually try on general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable mobile application software that provides recommendations to consumers on proper sizing when purchasing general consumer merchandise, luxury goods and branded merchandise; Downloadable application software for the provision of crypto currency issuance services, payments and crypto currency exchange and trading; Downloadable software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital tokens; Downloadable software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital currency payment and exchange transactions; Downloadable software for financial management and creation of electronic wallet data files for use with crypto currency and digital currency; Crypto currency and digital currency, namely, downloadable electronic encrypted data files featuring accountings and record-keepings of exchangeable crypto currency and exchangeable digital currency; Downloadable software for creating decentralized digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digitized assets, or digital tokens for use in blockchain-based transactions; Downloadable software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social networking

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** In-person and virtual personal wardrobe styling services; Personal stylist services, namely, evaluating the physical attributes, lifestyle, and fashion styles of others and recommending clothing and accessories to achieve the personal image desired by the client; Personal concierge services for others comprising of making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Online social networking services
For  Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for uploading, modifying, sharing, viewing, displaying, transmitting, publishing, storing, managing, verifying, authenticating and communicating virtual reality content, augmented reality content, mixed experiences, content and information, digital collectibles, digital tokens, digital files, images, sound recordings, video recordings, and virtual objects; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for users to experience virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality visualization, manipulation and immersion; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for the creation, production and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays and skins for access and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Creating and hosting an online community for users to access, create, publish and experience in virtual world and metaverse platforms; Creating and hosting an online community featuring game and non-game worlds, online universes, and metaverse environments, and virtual and digital goods for therein; Programming virtual goods for use in online virtual worlds; Computer programming services, namely, content creation for virtual worlds and three dimensional platforms; Providing a website featuring technology for use in valuation and authentication of luxury goods; Providing a website featuring technology that allows consumers to determine the retail and resale values of luxury goods; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use as a database in the field of buying, selling, pricing, valuing, and authenticating luxury goods; Providing an authentication service for luxury goods; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for generating, storing, and exchanging cryptographic keys for receiving, spending and exchanging virtual currency, digital currency, crypto currency and other virtual, digital and crypto assets; Providing a website featuring technology for the storing, managing, processing, and exchanging of virtual currency, digital currency and crypto assets, and for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Providing a website featuring technology for crypto currency payment processing, exchange and authentication services; Platform as a service (paas) featuring software platforms for providing access to crypto-collectibles, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other application tokens; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and software applications used for building, launching, managing, and using Web 3.0, distributed ledger technology, and blockchain-powered protocols, applications, tokens, and cryptocurrencies; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to build, launch, manage, and use Web 3.0, distributed ledger technology, and blockchain-powered protocols, applications, tokens, and cryptocurrencies; Developing and hosting a server on a global computer network for the purpose of facilitating e-commerce via such a server; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for E-commerce services for others via social networking platforms; Hosting an on-line community website for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, or information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; Development and management of decentralized computer platforms and software in web 3.0 and blockchain technologies for others; Hosting an online community website featuring shared communications between community members interested in personal and small business computer information security; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to engage in virtual real estate development, planning, and tours; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for conducting virtual real estate development consulting, virtual real estate development, virtual real estate transactions and virtual retail consulting services; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for viewing and purchasing virtual real estate in a video game environment; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to list virtual real estate and
properties for sale, provide information about virtual real estate, buy and sell virtual real estate, form virtual communities, engage in social networking

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97307465 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SAKS FIFTH AVENUE" in cursive font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1180633, 3368500, 0620917 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements and food supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements in the nature of beverages, pills, capsules, tablets, caplets, liquid drops, sachets, powder, syrups, gummies and gels; Medicinal herbs in dried or preserved form; Mixed vitamin preparations; Multi-vitamin preparations; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Medicinal tea
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the Internet; Providing real estate listings and real estate information in the field of virtual real estate via the Internet; Crypto currency, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; Issuance of digital tokens of value; Payment processing, exchange and authentication services of virtual currency, digital currency, crypto currency and other virtual, digital and crypto assets; Exchange of virtual currency, digital currency, crypto currency and other virtual, digital and crypto assets; Blockchain-based payment verification services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual general consumer merchandise, luxury and branded goods namely designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry, and watches, beauty products and cosmetics, in each case, for use in virtual environments; Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable photographs and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Organizing, conducting and hosting events, exhibitions and fashion shows for social entertainment purposes in the luxury, fashion, beauty,
wellness and entertainment industries; Hosting of virtual events in the metaverse and virtual worlds for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing in person events in the fields of fashion and luxury; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of fashion, clothing, style, cosmetics, health, fitness and lifestyle; Organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of exhibitions and colloquiums in the fields of fashion, art, sustainability, ecology and human rights for cultural or educational purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual homes, buildings and real estate for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Cosmetics; Non-medicated facial moisturizers, toners, serums, skin cleansers, facial creams, lotions and toners; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Non-medicated facial and body soaps; Non-medicated topical skin care preparations; Cosmetic face masks; Beauty masks for faces and body; Fragrances; Essential oils; Shampoos; Hair conditioners; Body creams, lotions and sprays; Anti-perspirants and deodorants for personal use; Shower gels; Moisturizing face and body lotions; Moisturizing face and body creams; Body scrubs; Bath gels; Bath creams; Non-medicated bath salts; Eau de toilette; Perfumes; Cosmetic body gels; Body lotions; Body creams; Body masks; Hand care creams; Face scrubs; Skin moisturizers; Sunscreens; Sun tanning preparations; Eau de cologne; Preparations for cleansing, moisturizing and care of the skin or hair; Depilatory preparations; Non-medicated toiletry preparations for use in the bath; Shaving preparations; Aftershave lotions; Shaving creams; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Room fragrances; Potpourris; Nail care preparations; Nail polish; Artificial nails; Artificial eyelashes and adhesives therefor

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Retail department store services, online retail department store services, and mail order services featuring general department store merchandise; Retail store services featuring virtual goods namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in virtual worlds; Provision of an online marketplace featuring virtual goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in virtual worlds; Operating online marketplaces featuring digital assets, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories for clothing and jewelry, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics for use in virtual worlds; Operating online marketplaces featuring crypto collectibles, namely, images, music, audio, video, art and electronic data files authenticated by blockchain-based non-fungible assets; Providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital goods, namely, art, clothing, furniture, and luxury goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Order fulfillment services; Operating online marketplaces featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; Sales promotion of products for third parties; Marketing the goods of others by analyzing sales
patterns and customer needs to maximize product sales on global networks; Seller services, namely, retail store services and distributorship services for a wide variety of consumer goods; Business management services, namely, administration of business engaged in the luxury industry; Business management consulting and advisory services for luxury brands; Marketing services, namely, increasing the visibility of luxury brands; Business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes for luxury brands; Analyzing and compiling business data for others in the fields of product sales, customer behaviors, advertising performance and customer reviews for brand performance purposes; Advertising and sales consultation for others; Planning, development, maintenance, tracking and reporting of online marketing activities for third parties; Physical, online and virtual retail consignment stores featuring general consumer merchandise, luxury and branded goods, namely, designer clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, jewelry and watches, art, furniture, beauty products, cosmetics and home décor; Provision of an online marketplace, using blockchain technology, for buyers and sellers of virtual real estate authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Online retail store services rendered in a virtual environment featuring virtual goods in the nature of real estate, homes, and buildings; Project management services for others for business purposes in the field of virtual real estate development

**International Classes**

**35 - Primary Classes**

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Downloadable mobile applications, namely, computer application software for mobile and smart phones, or other handheld or portable device, namely, interactive multimedia software featuring visual, audio and video information for users on the subjects of art, beauty, biography, business, cultural and historical events, entertainment, fashion, lifestyle, literature, music, retail, sports, travel and technology; Mobile applications, namely, downloadable computer application software for mobile and smart phones for web browsing, retail services and shopping, e-commerce services, device and account management, e-reading, audio and video streaming; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, magazines, newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, journals and manuals in the fields of art, beauty, biography, business, cultural and historical events, entertainment, fashion, lifestyle, literature, music, retail, sports, travel and technology; Downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) for computer software which facilitates online services for social networking, building social networking applications and for allowing data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; Downloadable computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; Downloadable computer software for use in providing information in the field of fashion, retail and beauty; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for use in database management in the fields of news, fashion and luxury goods; Digital media, namely, downloadable digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image, audio and video files of clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products, cosmetics, proof of attendance protocol (POAP), and access tokens, in each case authenticated by digital tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital media, namely, downloadable digital image files containing artwork authenticated by digital tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing images of clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable audio files containing audio books, podcasts, audio recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video files containing video
recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable electronic data files containing text and images authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing images of clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable audio files containing audio books, podcasts, audio recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable video files containing video recordings authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) used with blockchain technology to represent a collectible item; Downloadable digital image files containing artwork, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Digital tokens used with blockchain technology used to authenticate images, music, video art and collectibles; Digital tokens and non-fungible tokens used with blockchain technology for data storage and content access limitation; Digital tokens and non-fungible tokens used with blockchain technology as virtual and digital goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual and digital goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Virtual and digital interactive representations of consumer goods for use in virtual experiences and the metaverse, namely, downloadable general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable multimedia files, audio recordings, video recordings and image files containing content, artwork, text, audio, and video relating to real estate, retail, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, culture, beauty products and cosmetics for use online and in virtual worlds; Downloadable computer application software for use as a digital wallet featuring images and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable browser extension software for use as a plug in to be used as a digital wallet featuring images and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable widget software featuring multimedia audio and video files on the topics of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable widget software for facilitating e-commerce transactions and payments, social networking, playing video games, and linking consumers to the metaverse and other virtual worlds; Downloadable emoticons, badges, images, game software enhancements and components, in each case, featuring images and videos of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable digital assets in the nature of images, music, audio, video and electronic data files featuring general consumer merchandise, clothing, footwear, headwear, jewelry, accessories, luxury goods, branded merchandise, art, furniture, beauty products and cosmetics provided with non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other crypto collectibles and blockchain-based non-fungible assets; Downloadable computer software for allowing users inside virtual worlds, video games, and the metaverse to communicate with each other, play games, take photographs, engage in other virtual experiences and utilize virtual goods and items; Downloadable computer software for use as a pass to enter both virtual and in-person events; Downloadable electronic data files featuring digital models and animations of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics;
Downloadable video games and downloadable and recorded computer software applications for visual effects and visual simulations creation; Downloadable video games software; Recorded video games software; Downloadable and recorded computer applications for mobile phones, portable computers, media players and tablet computers for viewing, selecting, recommending and purchasing luxury, premium and designer goods, accessing editorial material, entering feedback, taking part in competitions and engaging with brands and executing financial transactions; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Downloadable and recorded virtual reality software for the creation of digital models and animations; Downloadable mobile applications for retail services featuring used and pre-owned luxury goods; Downloadable mobile application software and hardware for use in valuation and authentication of used and pre-owned luxury goods; Downloadable mobile application software for use as a database in the field of buying, selling, pricing, valuing, and authenticating used and pre-owned luxury goods; Downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication networks; Downloadable software to allow users to perform e-commerce transactions via the internet and communications networks; Downloadable software for electronic funds transfer and processing of electronic payments; Downloadable software and mobile application software providing a virtual marketplace; Downloadable software that enables individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an online presence and interact with online communities for marketing purposes; Downloadable virtual assistant software used for trying out the articles of general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable computer application software, namely, software for augmented reality for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of allowing users to try general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable software applications enabling users to virtually try on general consumer merchandise, luxury goods, branded merchandise, beauty products and cosmetics; Downloadable mobile application software that provides recommendations to consumers on proper sizing when purchasing general consumer merchandise, luxury goods and branded merchandise; Downloadable application software for the provision of crypto currency issuance services, payments and crypto currency exchange and trading; Downloadable software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital tokens; Downloadable software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital currency payment and exchange transactions; Downloadable software for financial management and creation of electronic wallet data files for use with crypto currency and digital currency; Crypto currency and digital currency, namely, downloadable electronic encrypted data files featuring accountings and record-keepings of exchangeable crypto currency and exchangeable digital currency; Downloadable software for creating decentralized digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digitized assets, or digital tokens for use in blockchain-based transactions; Downloadable software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social networking

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** In-person and virtual personal wardrobe styling services; Personal stylist services, namely, evaluating the physical attributes, lifestyle, and fashion styles of others and recommending clothing and accessories to achieve the personal image desired by the client; Personal concierge services for others comprising of making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Online social networking services
For Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for uploading, modifying, sharing, viewing, displaying, transmitting, publishing, storing, managing, verifying, authenticating and communicating virtual reality content, augmented reality content, mixed experiences, content and information, digital collectibles, digital tokens, digital files, images, sound recordings, video recordings, and virtual objects; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for users to experience virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality visualization, manipulation and immersion; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for the creation, production and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays and skins for access and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Creating and hosting an online community for users to access, create, publish and experience in virtual world and metaverse platforms; Creating and hosting an online community featuring game and non-game worlds, online universes, and metaverse environments, and virtual and digital goods for therein; Programming virtual goods for use in online virtual worlds; Computer programming services, namely, content creation for virtual worlds and three dimensional platforms; Providing a website featuring technology for use in valuation and authentication of luxury goods; Providing a website featuring technology that allows consumers to determine the retail and resale values of luxury goods; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use as a database in the field of buying, selling, pricing, valuing, and authenticating luxury goods; Providing an authentication service for luxury goods; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for generating, storing, and exchanging cryptographic keys for receiving, spending and exchanging virtual currency, digital currency, crypto currency and other virtual, digital and crypto assets; Providing a website featuring technology for the storing, managing, processing, and exchanging of virtual currency, digital currency and crypto assets, and for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Providing a website featuring technology for cryptocurrency payment processing, exchange and authentication services; Platform as a service (paas) featuring software platforms for providing access to crypto-collectibles, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other application tokens; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and software applications used for building, launching, managing, and using Web 3.0, distributed ledger technology, and blockchain-powered protocols, applications, tokens, and cryptocurrencies; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to build, launch, manage, and use Web 3.0, distributed ledger technology, and blockchain-powered protocols, applications, tokens, and cryptocurrencies; Developing and hosting a server on a global computer network for the purpose of facilitating e-commerce via such a server; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for E-commerce services for others via social networking platforms; Hosting an on-line community website for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, or information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; Development and management of decentralized computer platforms and software in web 3.0 and blockchain technologies for others; Hosting an online community website featuring shared communications between community members interested in personal and small business computer information security; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to engage in virtual real estate development, planning, and tours; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for conducting virtual real estate development consulting, virtual real estate development, virtual real estate transactions and virtual retail consulting services; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for viewing and purchasing virtual real estate in a video game environment; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to list virtual real estate and...
properties for sale, provide information about virtual real estate, buy and sell virtual real estate, form virtual communities, engage in social networking

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Saks.com LLC |
| **Address** | Saks.com LLC  225 Liberty Street, 25th Floor New York NEW YORK 10281 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 211980-01675 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | DINALLO, KEVIN M |

1971
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GORILLA BRAIN CULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97308279  Application Filing Date  Mar. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6641988

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring tops and bottoms for men and women, Calcium supplements, Dietary supplements,
Dietary and nutritional supplements, Dietary food supplements, Food supplements, Health food supplements, Herbal
supplements, Mineral supplements, Mineral food supplements, Mineral nutritional supplements, Natural dietary supplements,
Nutritional supplements, Prebiotic supplements, Probiotic supplements, Protein supplements, Protein dietary supplements,
Vitamin supplements, Vitamin and mineral supplements, Weight management supplements, Whey protein supplements, Yeast
dietary supplements
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and
Business  First Use  Nov. 30, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gorilla Brain Culture, LLC.  Address  Gorilla Brain Culture, LLC.  Unit 5  1433 Hamlin Avenue  St Cloud
FLORIDA  34771  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  410560.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** B.A.B.E. GRAFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97308480  
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 11, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "GRAFT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dental care services; Dental implant surgery services  
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jason Kim DDS  
- **Composed of**: Jason Kim, a citizen of United States  
- **Address**: Jason Kim DDS  144-48 Roosevelt Ave., STE MD-B  Flushing  NEW YORK  11354  
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP  
- **State or Country**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: L552646804

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STAR ATLAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308843 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "STAR ATLAS" in a stylized font with an upside down triangle below the center of the first "A" in "ATLAS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for users to experience virtual reality visualization, manipulation, and immersion; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software development tools; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for designing and developing computer and video game programs and software; Platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for use in software development, video game development, and the creation, development and operation of game and non-game virtual worlds, online virtual universes, decentralized governance digital platforms, decentralized autonomous organizations being digital platforms for online communities with decentralized governance that feature blockchain technology, and environments of an online virtual world where users interact; Platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for providing access to crypto-collectibles and application digital assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for software development, video game development, and the creation, development and operation of game and non-game virtual worlds, online virtual universes, decentralized governance platforms, decentralized autonomous organizations being digital platforms for online communities with decentralized governance that feature blockchain technology, and environments of an online virtual world where users interact; Providing online, non-downloadable software development software, video game development software, and software for creating game and non-game virtual worlds, online virtual universes, decentralized governance platforms, decentralized autonomous organizations being digital platforms for online communities with decentralized governance that feature blockchain technology, and environments of an online virtual world where users interact, all of which use virtual reality, augmented reality, extended reality, mixed reality, and technology of an online virtual world where users interact; Platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for use in designing virtual reality game software; Creation of online retail stores for others, namely, a web-based service for creation of online retail stores featuring non-downloadable web-based software that allows users to create...
hosted crypto-collectible and blockchain-based digital assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) that can be sold via their online retail stores; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for computer software development tools; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for building user interfaces; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, interacting with, embedding, transmitting, and sharing and providing electronic media, images, video, audio, audio-visual content, data, and information via the internet and communication networks, the foregoing being means for users to access, edit, and interact with digital content in online virtual worlds; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for editing photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-video content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for curating online user-defined content in the nature of user social media feeds; Providing online non-downloadable software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; Providing online non-downloadable software for transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying, interacting with and transferring digital content, text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and electronic works, the foregoing being means for users to access, edit, and interact with digital content in online virtual worlds; Computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to access virtual reality game software platforms in an online virtual environment where users interact; Hosting an online community website featuring information about game and non-game virtual worlds, online virtual universes, decentralized governance platforms, decentralized autonomous organizations being digital platforms for online communities with decentralized governance that feature blockchain technology, and environments of an online virtual world where users interact; Computer services, namely, interactive hosting services which allow the users to publish and share their own content and images online; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating, managing, and accessing user-created and administered groups within virtual communities; Computer services in the nature of website design of customized electronic personal and group profiles and webpages featuring user-defined and specified information, namely, audio, video, images, text, multimedia content, and digital data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software that enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple websites; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for finding online content and content publishers, and for subscribing to online content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for finding online content and content publishers, and for subscribing to online content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for finding online content and content publishers, and for subscribing to online content; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring a computer software platform for immersive experiences in 2D and 3D games, 2D and 3D interactive game and non-game virtual worlds, virtual environments, virtual reality, augmented reality, mixed reality, extended reality, 2D and 3D animations, simulations, visualizations, and real-time 3D sites; Hosting of virtual reality and augmented reality digital content on the internet; Providing online non-downloadable software for providing a virtual marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Providing online non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in designing, managing, measuring, analyzing, disseminating, and serving advertising of others; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating and maintaining an online presence for individuals, groups, companies, and brands, namely, software for creating and placing advertisements on third-party websites.
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ATMTA, Inc. Address   ATMTA, Inc. 10845 Griffith Peak Dr. Ste. 2 Las Vegas NEVADA 89135
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   071075-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney   JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CLOS VIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97311020 Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2022  Register   Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CLOS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wines
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Viña Vik SpA Address  Viña Vik SpA Reserva Cora 1, Millahue San Vicente de Tagua Tagua VI Region  CHILE Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHILE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AMSV 2204412

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97311626 Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters "R" and "G", the letters R and G appear inside of a circle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0125881/1681334 International Registration Number  1681334

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Furniture; mirrors; plastic sculptures
For  Metal sculptures
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RMG Fine Imports Corp. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Roberto Grassie Address  RMG Fine Imports Corp. 15200 Ventura Blvd. Sherman Oaks CALIFORNIA 91403 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RMG.003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUR PASSION IS WATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97311790 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction services, namely, the planning and construction of water and wastewater pipelines, water and wastewater treatment facilities, water and wastewater storage tanks, and water and wastewater pump stations; construction of civil engineering structures; Construction services, namely, excavation, grading, site clearing, and asphalt and concrete paving; construction project management services; Civil contractor services provided for projects in the fields of water and wastewater treatment cycles and industrial foundations; installation of storm drainage infrastructure, water pipes and sanitary sewers; marine construction services, namely, construction of waterworks infrastructure
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 07, 2018 In Commerce May 07, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Garney Companies, Inc. Address Garney Companies, Inc. 1700 Swift Street North Kansas City MISSOURI 64116 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 727872

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GJELINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97312482 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GJELINA" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Gjelina Camaj, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant Services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CA Restaurant Ventures II, LLC Address CA Restaurant Ventures II, LLC 30 N. Gould Street; Suite N Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 033394-00029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
Mark Literal(s) GET HOOKED BLUE MARLIN COFFEE CO.

The mark consists of the words GET HOOKED above a circular element with a blue marlin and the words BLUE MARLIN COFFEE CO. within a circular element, all within a rectangular ribbon with a tapered lower end. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COFFEE CO."

For ROASTED COFFEE BEANS

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 31, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Marlin Media Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Blue Marlin Coffee Co. Address Marlin Media Inc. 705 North Willow Crest Lane Spokane Valley WASHINGTON 99216 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number MA147-002

Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GUTHRIE GREEN

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97312788
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "GUTHRIE" in a bold font and the stylized wording "GREEN" in an italic font, with two broken circles between the two words, each circle split by a straight line into uneven pieces offset from each other.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "GREEN"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Recreational park services excluding the production and presentation of musical and theater shows and performances
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: GGP Parks LLC
- **Address**: GGP Parks LLC 111 E Reconciliation Way Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74103

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: PARKER, JUSTINE D
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
GUTHRIE GREEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97312792</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GREEN" Acquired
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Recreational park services excluding the production and presentation of musical and theater shows and performances
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: GGP Parks LLC
- **Address**: GGP Parks LLC 111 E Reconciliation Way Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74103
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BADLANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97312861  Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Muzzle brakes that screw onto a rifle barrel; Muzzle compensators
International Classes  13 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 9  International Class Title  Firearms  First Use  Mar. 14, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  John W. Sharps  Address  John W. Sharps  858 Lariat Dr.  Eugene  OREGON  97401  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOFTCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97313141 Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the gray stylized wording "SOFTCARE" underneath a black curved line and a yellow shaded circle above the top right part of the curved line. Color Claimed  The color(s) black, gray and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for recording, monitoring, reviewing and assessing of information and the issuing of reports in respect thereof for use in case management in the fields of education, health, and social services
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Softcare Corporation Address  Softcare Corporation  55 Bloor Street West 19650 RPO Manulife  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M4W3T9 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MKGLOBALIP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EXPANSE VENTURE PARTNERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97313280
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “VENTURE PARTNERS”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies; financial services, namely, providing venture capital and growth equity funding, financial evaluation, financial management to emerging and start-up companies; private equity fund investment services; management of capital investment funds; financial analysis and consultation with respect to fund investments
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Mini-Comet I LLC
- **Address**: Mini-Comet I LLC 1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 700 Washington D.C. 20004
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRIDGETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97313579 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Professional business services, namely, matching potential private investors with inventors and entrepreneurs

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | BridgeTech, LLC |
| Address | BridgeTech, LLC 9630 S. Sandusky Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74137 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OKLAHOMA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 015486-00002 |
| Examining Attorney | YAO, GRETTA |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALTHY IN A HURRY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97313638</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 15, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Spices; Seasonings; Spice blends; Honey; Hot sauce; Marinade; Vinegar; Frozen, prepared, packaged and prepackaged meals consisting primarily of gluten free pasta, rice and bread; Frozen, prepared, packaged and prepacked entrees consisting primarily of gluten free pasta, rice and bread; Chocolate; Gluten free chocolate; Non-dairy chocolate; Bakery goods, Bakery desserts, Cookies, Gluten free bakery goods; Gluten free bakery desserts; Gluten free cookies; non-dairy cookies; Snack foods in the nature of grain-free and grain alternative baked biscuits and crackers; Snack cakes; Non-dairy ice cream, Non-dairy frozen confections; Non-dairy pre-processed mixes for making non-dairy frozen confections; Crackers; Gluten free crackers; Granola snacks; Granola-based snack bars; Gluten-free granola snacks; Gluten-free granola based snack bars; Snack bars in the nature of gluten-free nut and granola alternative chocolate and cereal snack bars; Gluten free snack bars in the nature of nuts and granola alternative chocolate and cereal snack bars; Gluten free bread; Gluten free grain-based snack foods; Gluten free noodles; Gluten free rice; Gluten free rice-based snack foods; Pizza; Gluten-free pizza; Non-dairy pizza; Flatbread; Gluten free flatbread; Non-dairy flat bread; Mixes for bakery goods; Mixes for gluten free bakery goods

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 46 **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Walker, Danielle
- **Address**: Walker, Danielle Suite 610 3310 West End Avenue Nashville TENNESSEE 37203
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDEMPTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314563 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REDEMPTION HOLDING COMPANY Address REDEMPTION HOLDING COMPANY 3716 BEAVER CREEK ROAD GAINESVILLE GEORGIA 30506 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 070194.09003
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314589 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1359853 Foreign Registration Date May 05, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date May 05, 2030 Foreign Registration Renewal Date May 05, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building timber; sawn timber; worked timber; timber building products, namely, beams, lintels, panels, posts, doors, floors, beams made from cross-laminated timber or wood, lintels made from cross-laminated timber or wood, panels made from cross-laminated timber or wood, posts made from cross-laminated timber or wood, doors made from cross-laminated timber or wood, floors made from cross-laminated timber or wood, timber building boards; laminate flooring made of timber; building materials, namely, wood paneling, wood veneers; floorboards; parquet flooring made of wood; wood, namely, beams, lintels, panels, posts, doors, floors, beams made from cross-laminated timber or wood, lintels made from cross-laminated timber or wood, panels made from cross-laminated timber or wood, posts made from cross-laminated timber or wood, doors made from cross-laminated timber or wood, floors made from cross-laminated timber or wood; semi worked wood; wood window frames; wooden fences; building materials, namely, walls and ceiling boards and panels made of wood; molded wood, namely, baseboards; hobby wood, namely, poplar plywood; flooring made of wood; articles of wood for building purposes, namely, beams, lintels, panels, posts, doors, floors, beams made from cross-laminated timber or wood, lintels made from cross-laminated timber or wood, panels made from cross-laminated timber or wood, posts made from cross-laminated timber or wood, doors made from cross-laminated timber or wood, floors made from cross-laminated timber or wood
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

1990
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Lignor Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Lignor Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 6, 10-16 Queen Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melbourne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>8676.0036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PENDLETON, CAROLYN A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUGARED SPICE TWIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314641 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air fragrance reed diffusers; scented room sprays; scented oils for use in a diffuser; personal care products, namely, non-medicated soaps, personal cleaning preparations, body mist and lotion

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Desirepath Mississippi, LLC Address Desirepath Mississippi, LLC 629 9th Street SE Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55414 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Mizelle Howard, Dezmon
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WILD LIFE OF XTINA PARKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97314907</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Name Portrait Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized arrangement of the phrase &quot;THE WILD LIFE OF XTINA PARKS&quot; where &quot;THE&quot; appears in magenta above &quot;WILD&quot;, The letters &quot;W&quot;, &quot;L&quot; and &quot;D&quot; in &quot;WILD&quot; appear in magenta and the letter &quot;I&quot; in &quot;WILD&quot; appears in green above &quot;LIFE&quot;, The letters &quot;L&quot;, &quot;F&quot;, and &quot;E&quot; in &quot;LIFE&quot; appears in magenta and the letter &quot;I&quot; in &quot;LIFE&quot; appears in green above &quot;OF XTINA PARKS&quot;, and &quot;OF XTINA PARKS&quot; appears in orange below the rest of the wording in the mark. Furthermore, &quot;WILD&quot; and &quot;LIFE&quot; are arranged vertically and the &quot;I&quot; in each word is represented by the trunk of a tree whose branches and leaves extend upward, where the tree is green.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) green, magenta, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Chrystina Geagan Parks, a living individual, whose consent to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5608559, 5608560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<p>| For Entertainment services in the nature of an ongoing nonfiction television and multimedia program featuring photographs and videos of nature, wildlife, and conservation distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; providing entertainment information to others about nature, wildlife, and conservation via a global computer network |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Chrystina Parks  **Address**  Chrystina Parks  10474 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 2000  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90025

**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  08325-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  BARREDA, AMBER KYLEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAMAJOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315774 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the white, stylized word "MAMAJOO"
appearing on a teal background in the shape of a rectangle with rounded edges. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) teal and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "MAMAJOO" has no
meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4140873

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods
For The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of laundry detergents, fabric softeners for laundry use, baby shampoo,
baby lotion, decalcifying and descaling preparations for cleaning household products, breast-nursing pads, medicinal creams
for skin care, babies' diapers of paper, table knives, forks and spoons for babies, breast pumps, nipple protectors for use in
breastfeeding, baby feeding pacifiers, disposable feeding bottle teats, baby bottles, nipples for baby bottles, pacifiers for
babies, teethers, baby bottle sterilizers, electric food warmers, steam sterilizers for medical use, toilet seats for children,
portable baby bath seats for use in bath tubs, non-electric heaters for feeding bottles, thermal insulated bags for food or
beverages, containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal, combs, sponges for household purposes, potties for
children, foldable bath tubs for babies, diaper disposal pails, training cups for infants, panties, toys, namely, puppets and
accessories therefor, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; all
the aforementioned may be provided by means of retail stores, wholesale outlets, through mail order catalogues or by means of
electronic media, including, through web sites in the nature of online retail or wholesale stores or television home shopping
programmes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>MAMAJOO SAGLIK ÜRÜNLERİ ANONIM SIRKETİ</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>MAMAJOO SAGLIK ÜRÜNLERİ ANONIM SIRKETİ</td>
<td>MIMAR SINAN MAHALLESİ, ÖZGÜRLÜK CADDESİ</td>
<td><strong>APT- NO: 77/2 SULTANBEYLI ISTANBUL TURKEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>ANONIM SIRKETİ (A.S.)</td>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>1285-1686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1996
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MARCONI VIDEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315794 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VIDEO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0127006/1695184 International Registration Number 1695184

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment services, namely, acquisition of intellectual property assets and divestment of intellectual property assets; Aggregation of patents into portfolios for licensing, namely, financial management of royalty revenue distributions related to the aggregation of patents in the field of patent licensing; Acquisition and divestment investment services, namely, trading and brokerage of intellectual property assets; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, advising others concerning investments in intellectual property assets both directly and indirectly through other entities; Financial services, namely, intellectual property asset acquisition and funding services rendered in connection with intellectual property asset acquisition, management and licensing; Intellectual property valuation services; Brokerage services, namely, amalgamation of patents into portfolios for licensing and commercialization and monetization of intellectual property assets for others; Patent investment advisory services; Consulting services in the field of advising holders of patent rights on monetization of their properties, namely, monetary strategy consultation in the field of patent licensing; Commercialization of intellectual property assets for others, namely, presentation of intellectual property assets in the marketplace by making them available as a part of an asset portfolio offering and monetization of intellectual property assets for others by converting them into revenue streams through licensing; Financial portfolio management of patent portfolios; Financial planning, namely, development of strategies and procedures, plans of action and steps for implementing same, to maximize return from intellectual property assets through amalgamation, namely, grouping together complementary intellectual property assets of various entities, into licensable portfolios; Financial consulting, namely, providing tools and resources to evaluate and analyze intellectual property assets across markets and businesses, namely, providing information and consulting in the field of financial and technical valuations of intellectual property; Financial valuation in the field of intellectual property
Insurance and Financial

For Business management services, namely, commercialization and monetization of intellectual property assets for others; business strategy development services, namely, development of strategies and procedures to maximize return from intellectual property assets through amalgamation of patent assets; Business management services, namely, providing tools and resources in the nature of business information, business advice and/or business consultancy, to evaluate and analyze intellectual property assets across markets and businesses; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services, namely, advising holders of patent rights on monetization of their intellectual properties; Business management services, namely, amalgamation of patents into portfolios for licensing; Business management services, namely, patent portfolio management; Database management of patent portfolios; Business management and business project management services for others in the field of patent portfolios; Commercial administration of the licensing of intellectual property assets of others; Business risk management in the field of patent risk considering the legal and technical aspects of patent portfolios

Advertising and Business

For Licensing of intellectual property and consultancy related thereto; Legal advisory services, namely, development of strategies and procedures to monetize intellectual property assets through licensing; Legal advisory services, namely, providing consultancy in the field of patent licensing relating to patent portfolios for licensing and/or aggregating patents into portfolios for licensing; Legal consulting services, namely, advising holders of patent rights on monetization of their intellectual properties; Legal services, namely, amalgamation of patents into portfolios for patent licensing; Legal services, namely, patent portfolio monitoring and/or management; Advising holders of intellectual property rights on monetization of their intellectual properties, namely, consultancy relating to intellectual property licensing; Legal services, namely, intellectual property consulting services in the field of identification, strategy, and analytics in the nature of patent licensing; Patent licensing in the nature of negotiating direct patent licenses or indirect sub-licenses between patent owners and third parties; Legal services, namely, litigation counseling and litigation services for licensors in connection with patent infringement by third parties or in connection with enforcement of patent rights against third parties; Patent licensing; Consulting in the field of intellectual property licensing

Personal and legal services

For Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others to determine conformity with certification standards and consultation related thereto; Amalgamation of patents for others into portfolios for licensing based on technical and scientific characteristics, namely, technological and scientific analysis of the characteristics of the products and services of target licensees and grouping patents available for licensing into licensable portfolios based on such characteristics; Technological and scientific analysis of the characteristics of the products and services of target licensees; Technological and scientific analysis of patents based upon the patent coverage of relevant technical standards

Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ISABL GXT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315934 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Analysis of cells, tissues, gene expressions, gene sequences, genome annotation, transcriptome characterization, and genome mapping for medical diagnosis and treatment; preparation of reports relating to gene expressions, gene and genome sequences, genome interaction and annotation, transcriptome analysis and characterization, and genome mapping for medical diagnosis and treatment
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Providing genome sequencing, data analysis and interpretation, assay development and preparing, amplifying, labeling, detecting, analyzing and sequencing nucleic acids and other biological molecules, and research and design relating thereto, all in the field of bioinformatics, genomics and gene expression research and development; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring software for use accessing, reviewing, analyzing, and interpreting genome sequencing data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Isabl Inc. Address Isabl Inc. FL 38 c/o Hana Industrious 175 Greenwich Street New York NEW YORK 10007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHOPPINGBRICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97316075 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging goods and services with other users; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others, downloadable and streamable pre-recorded audio, video, and audiovisual content; Computerized on-line ordering services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Providing a website featuring evaluative feedback and product ratings of consumer services of others in the field of rating sellers' goods and services, the value and prices of sellers' goods and services, buyers' and sellers' performance, delivery, and overall experience in connection therewith; Providing consumer product information via the Internet or other communications networks; Providing a web site featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations on products and services for commercial purposes posted by users; Online business information services, namely, analyzing an individual's preferences and providing product reviews and recommendations; Providing a website for users to provide consumer information in the nature of ratings, recommendations, and feedback on local businesses, where the users are consumers who use particular online marketplaces; Providing incentive award programs to customers and vendors through issuance and processing of loyalty points for the purchase or selling of goods and services; Providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring business information available via a global computer network; Providing a searchable on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors; Providing a searchable on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other on-line vendors; Database management services; Inventory management for others; Providing online directory information featuring business information in the nature of online and electronic classified directories; Advertising services, namely, dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line electronic communications network; Advertising agencies, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Promoting the goods and services of others; On-line advertising services for others; Promoting the graphic arts design services of others by means of a website featuring graphic artwork submitted by graphic art designers
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SHOPPINGBRICK Address   SHOPPINGBRICK  437 E. CARNEGIE DRIVE SUITE 200  SAN BERNARDINO  CALIFORNIA  92408 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   HAS021-003TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TROISPOT

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97316514</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** - Dumb-bells; Swings; Targets; Billiard tables; Dolls’ houses; Dolls’ rooms; Golf clubs; Gut for tennis rackets; Toy mobiles; Toys for domestic pets; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt

**International Classes** - 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** - 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title** - Toys and Sporting Goods

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** - Yes

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** - Shanghai Tongzhe Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address** - Shanghai Tongzhe Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1808 and 1809, No. 1, Lane 1588 Wangyuan South Road, Fengxian District Shanghai CHINA 201499

**Legal Entity** - LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** - CHINA

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** - SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
XCAT STROKE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97317370
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “STROKE”

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3363353

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Medical imaging devices, namely, mobile computed tomography (CT) devices for early stroke detection
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Xoran Technologies, LLC
- **Address**: Xoran Technologies, LLC 5210 South States Rd. Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48108
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 67102-116 T1

### Examing Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIT EM UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97317443 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for instant messaging; Downloadable software for file sharing; Downloadable software for electronically exchanging data, audio, video images and graphics; Downloadable software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 03, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zakery Aaron Kline Address Zakery Aaron Kline 9241 January Dr. Las Vegas NEVADA 89134
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZKLINE-2202T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHELSEA LOUNGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97317683 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOUNGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing facilities for the use of office equipment and machinery and for business meetings; providing work space containing equipment; providing use of office machines and equipment; providing business and office support staff to assist in the conducting of office business, meetings and conferences; providing facilities for business meetings
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Facilitating expedited passenger screening, namely, providing priority access to airline passenger and baggage security screening; airline services, namely, providing priority security screening for customers
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Air transport of passengers; Passenger baggage checking and handling, namely, airport baggage check-in services; providing air transportation reservation services; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passengers; airline passenger ticketing, check-in and boarding services; escorting of travelers; providing professional support staff to assist in the management of travel plans; air transport of passengers, cargo, and freight; providing travel agency services, namely, providing travel reservation services for others, air transportation reservation services for others, vehicle reservation services for others, cruise reservation services for others and vacation reservation services in the nature of coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and groups; providing information in the field of travel; providing information concerning cargo and passengers' luggage in transit and delivery; transportation services, namely, checking of baggage; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passengers, including shower facilities; booking and providing ancillary travel services, namely, making reservations in the nature of seat selection, baggage check-in, transfer of checked baggage to aircraft, transfer of carry-on baggage to aircraft; airline services, namely, priority boarding for customers, seat upgrades, and access to airport lounge facilities; airport services, namely, air passenger wheel-chair services at airport; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passenger

For

2006
**International Classes** | 39 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 105 | **International Class Title** | Transportation and Storage
---|---|---|---|---|---
**First Use** | Dec. 01, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Dec. 01, 2022

**For** Providing conference rooms; food and drink catering; café services; restaurant services; bar services; providing conference room facilities; providing lounge facilities for providing food and drink; Providing hotel reservation and coordination services for others; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and drink in airports and on aircraft; provision of general purpose facilities for business, meetings and conferences

**International Classes** | 43 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Hotel and restaurant services
---|---|---|---|---|---
**First Use** | Dec. 01, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Dec. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | American Airlines, Inc. | **Address** | American Airlines, Inc. 8B503 MD 1 Skyview Drive Fort Worth TEXAS 76155 | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 177306.25920

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | HELLMAN, ELI J

---

2007
REQUIRED FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREENWICH LOUNGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97317686 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "LOUNGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing facilities for the use of office equipment and machinery and for business meetings; providing work space containing business equipment; providing use of office machines and equipment; providing business and office support staff to assist in the conducting of office business, meetings and conferences; providing facilities for business meetings
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Facilitating expedited passenger screening, namely, providing priority access to airline passenger and baggage security screening; airline services, namely, providing priority security screening for customers
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Air transport of passengers; Passenger baggage checking and handling, namely, airport baggage check-in services; providing air transportation reservation services; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passengers; airline passenger ticketing, check-in and boarding services; escorting of travelers; providing professional support staff to assist in the management of travel plans; air transport of passengers, cargo, and freight; providing travel agency services, namely, providing travel reservation services for others, air transportation reservation services for others, vehicle reservation services for others, cruise reservation services for others and vacation reservation services in the nature of coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and groups; providing information in the field of travel; providing information concerning cargo and passengers' luggage in transit and delivery; transportation services, namely, checking of baggage; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passengers, including shower facilities; booking and providing ancillary travel services, namely, making reservations in the nature of seat selection, baggage check-in, transfer of checked baggage to aircraft, transfer of carry-on baggage to aircraft; airline services, namely, priority boarding for customers, seat upgrades, and access to airport lounge facilities; airport services, namely, air passenger wheel-chair services at airport; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passenger
**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage  **First Use**  Dec. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Dec. 01, 2022

**For**  Providing conference rooms; food and drink catering; café services; restaurant services; bar services; providing conference room facilities; providing lounge facilities for providing food and drink; Providing hotel reservation and coordination services for others; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and drink in airports and on aircraft; provision of general purpose facilities for business, meetings and conferences

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services  **First Use**  Dec. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Dec. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>American Airlines, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>American Airlines, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD 8B503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Skyview Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Worth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEXAS 76155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 177306.25910 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HELLMAN, ELI J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOHO LOUNGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97317688 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOUNGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing facilities for the use of office equipment and machinery and for business meetings; providing work space containing equipment; providing use of office machines and equipment; providing business and office support staff to assist in the conducting of office business, meetings and conferences; providing facilities for business meetings International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Facilitating expedited passenger screening, namely, providing priority access to airline passenger and baggage security screening; airline services, namely, providing priority security screening for customers International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Air transport of passengers; Passenger baggage checking and handling, namely, airport baggage check-in services; providing air transportation reservation services; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passengers; airline passenger ticketing, check-in and boarding services; escorting of travelers; providing professional support staff to assist in the management of travel plans; air transport of passengers, cargo, and freight; providing travel agency services, namely, providing travel reservation services for others, air transportation reservation services for others, vehicle reservation services for others, cruise reservation services for others and vacation reservation services in the nature of coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and groups; providing information in the field of travel; providing information concerning cargo and passengers' luggage in transit and delivery; transportation services, namely, checking of baggage; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passengers, including shower facilities; booking and providing ancillary travel services, namely, making reservations in the nature of seat selection, baggage check-in, transfer of checked baggage to aircraft, transfer of carry-on baggage to aircraft; airline services, namely, priority boarding for customers, seat upgrades, and access to airport lounge facilities; airport services, namely, air passenger wheel-chair services at airport; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passenger
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

For Providing conference rooms; food and drink catering; café services; restaurant services; bar services; providing conference room facilities; providing lounge facilities for providing food and drink; Providing hotel reservation and coordination services for others; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and drink in airports and on aircraft; provision of general purpose facilities for business, meetings and conferences

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Airlines, Inc. Address American Airlines, Inc. MD 8B503 1 Skyview Drive Fort Worth TEXAS 76155 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 177306.25900

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GYPTIANWERK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97317999 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aromatherapy sprays comprised of essential oils; Essential oils for aromatherapy use; Non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ranin Elgamal Address Ranin Elgamal 60-77 70th Ave Queens NEW YORK 11385 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L553209613

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAMRA ORIGINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318054 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0121311/1679427 International Registration Number 1679427

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, jerseys, beanies, baseball hats, headwear, shorts, tank tops, sweatshirts, long sleeve shirts, hooded sweatshirts, hooded shirts, bandanas, wrist bands, headbands, underwear, and sleepwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Most Unknown LLC Address The Most Unknown LLC 15821 Ventura Blvd., Suite 370 Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28560/1/5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAMRA ORIGINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318075 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0121311/1679427 International
Registration Number 1679427

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For drive-through retail store services featuring coffee and related goods; on-line retail store services featuring coffee, drinkware, accessories for making coffee, apparel, and food
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Most Unknown LLC Address The Most Unknown LLC 15821 Ventura Blvd., Suite 370 Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28560/1/8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUCCIJAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318297 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Works of art made of porcelain
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liling Bibi Xuge Trading Co., Ltd. Address Liling Bibi Xuge Trading Co., Ltd. No.28 Maoting Group, Bishan Vil., Xianyueshan St., Liling, Zhuzhou, Hunan CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS115467

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97318789  Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of representation of an American flag with a bull logo replacing the stars.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consulting services in the field of computer software, namely, containerized software application implementation, management, and problem solving for the deploying, scaling, monitoring, managing, automating, and allocation of data processing and computing between resources on connected or air gapped deployments, physical hardware, in private, and public cloud environments

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  
First Use  Dec. 19, 2019  In Commerce  Dec. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rancher Federal, Inc.  Address  Rancher Federal, Inc.  1900 Reston Metro Plz Ste 600  Reston  VIRGINIA  21090  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAW CARTEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97319128 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts for people; T-shirts for People; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shane Gosdis Address Shane Gosdis 5085 South State Street Murray UTAH 84107 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOTTLEBANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97319429 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle and can collection for recycling; Collection centers for metal cans and other recyclable items
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OUR PLANET RECYCLING SF LLC Address OUR PLANET RECYCLING SF LLC 445 Bayshore Boulevard San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94124 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
 MODELS1

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97319453</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 18, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**  
The wording models1 has no meaning in a foreign language.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  
5170321

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  
Make-up; Mascara; Adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; Beauty masks; Body paint; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Double eyelid tapes; Eyebrow cosmetics; Eyebrow pencils; Facial lotion; False eyelashes; False nails; Hair conditioner; Lip gloss; Nail care kits comprising nail polish; Nail care preparations, namely, nail softeners; Nail glitter; Nail paint; Nail polish; Nail polish remover; Skin cleansing lotion; Sponges impregnated with cleaning preparations

**International Classes**  
3 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**  
Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
**First Use In Commerce**  
Mar. 03, 2022  
**In Commerce**  
Mar. 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
MORE JOY MORE FUN INC  
**Address**  
MORE JOY MORE FUN INC  
807 LAWSON ST  
CITY OF INDUSTRY  
CALIFORNIA  
91748  
**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  
CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TINSEL & SPICE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97319721
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6336643

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Air fragrance diffusers; scented room sprays; scented oils for use in a diffuser; personal care products, namely, non-medicated soaps, personal cleaning preparations, body mist and lotion
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Desirepath Mississippi, LLC
- **Address**: Desirepath Mississippi, LLC 629 9th Street SE Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55414
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AXE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97319790  Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of hygiene and personal care, health, wellness and fitness, diversity and inclusion; educational services, namely, providing in-person educational forums in the field of hygiene and personal care, health, wellness and fitness, diversity and inclusion; publication services, namely, publication of electronic and print books, newspapers, magazines, articles, journals, and brochures; publication of books, newspapers, magazines, video films and articles, journals, and brochures for others; publication of electronic books, newspapers, magazines, video films and articles, journals, and brochures; organization of events for sports and social entertainment purposes; production of photographs, films and video recordings; providing an interactive website for virtual reality game services; entertainment services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable virtual perfumery, deodorants and antiperspirants, toiletries, skincare preparations, bath and shower preparations, hair care and styling preparations, art, clothing, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, and skins for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; virtual reality and interactive game services provided online from a global computer network accessible by means of wireless networks and electronic devices; entertainment services, namely, online video games; entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes featuring streaming of entertainment content and live-streaming of entertainment events; entertainment services in the nature of organizing, arranging, and hosting virtual musical performances and social entertainment events

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For Consumer information services in the field of hygiene, perfumery, deodorants and antiperspirants, toiletries, skincare preparations, bath and shower preparations, and hair care and styling preparations; retail store services featuring virtual goods in the field of perfumery, deodorants and antiperspirants, toiletries, skincare preparations, bath and shower preparations, hair care and styling preparations, art, clothing for use in online virtual words; online retail store services featuring virtual merchandise in the field of perfumery, deodorants and antiperspirants, toiletries, skincare preparations, bath and shower preparations, hair care and styling preparations, art, clothing for use in online virtual worlds; operation and supervision of consumer loyalty and incentive award programs to promote the sale of products and services of others

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring perfumery, deodorants and antiperspirants, toiletries, skincare preparations, bath and shower preparations, hair care and styling preparations, art, clothing for use in online virtual worlds created for entertainment purposes; downloadable interactive computer game software for use via a global computer network accessible by means of wireless networks and electronic devices; downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with online communities; downloadable software for accessing and streaming multimedia entertainment content; downloadable software for providing access to an online virtual environment; downloadable computer software for the creation, production and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays and skins for use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; downloadable computer software for use in computer access control to online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Conopco, Inc. **Address** Conopco, Inc. 700 Sylvan Avenue Englewood Cliffs NEW JERSEY 07632

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DEFORD, JEFFREY S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AKACIA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97319802
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Natural stone and stone tile; Natural stone quarry blocks
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Marmiro Stones, Inc
- **Address**: Marmiro Stones, Inc  790 Washington Ave  Carlstadt  NEW JERSEY  07072
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 116778

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GONDOLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97319834 Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for use by business sales and customer service representatives to develop, create, and manage online collaborative workspaces, customer relationships, product and services sales data, and sales and customer service employee productivity; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by business sales and customer service representatives to develop, create, and manage online collaborative workspaces, customer relationships, product and services sales data, and sales and customer service employee productivity; Design and development of computer software for use by business sales and customer service representatives to develop, create, and manage online collaborative workspaces, customer relationships, product and services sales data, and sales and customer service employee productivity
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Swivel Demos, Inc. Address  Swivel Demos, Inc. 9888 W. Belleview Avenue, #5077  Denver COLORADO  80123 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97320144 Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a geometric design consisting of two loops. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising services; Advertising via electronic media; Dissemination of advertising for others via a global computer network; Business advertising services, namely, advertising services for tracking advertising performance, for managing, distributing and serving advertising, for analyzing advertising data, for reporting advertising data, and for optimizing advertising performance; Advertising services, namely, advertising campaign management, targeting, implementation and optimization services for others; Preparation and realization of media and advertising plans and concepts; Design of advertising materials for others; Advertising services, namely, media planning and media buying for others, brand evaluation and brand positioning services for others, and advertising procurement services for others; Advertising, namely, placing advertisements on websites for others; Advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others by means of providing photo and video equipment at special events; Organizing exhibitions and events in the field of software and hardware development for commercial or advertising purposes; Advertising services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the internet and other communication networks; Compiling of business data in online computer databases and online searchable databases in the field of classified advertisements; Promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing video advertising on via the internet and other communications networks; Providing promotional events for others via live streaming video; Marketing and promotion services; Consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing; Business assistance and consulting services; Business consultation regarding marketing activities; Brand strategy consulting services; Business consultation in the field of telecommunications; Business management consulting services to enable business entities, non-governmental organizations and non-profit organizations to develop, organize, and administer programs to offer greater access to global communications networks; Business networking services; Employment recruiting services and employment recruiting consultation services; Promoting sales for others by facilitating pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuing gift card certificates that may be redeemed for goods or services; Advertising services for promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic,
volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities; Providing contest and incentive award programs for marketing and advertising purposes to recognize, reward and encourage individuals and groups which engage in self-improvement, self-fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities and sharing of creative work product; Business consultancy services for professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software application development; Organizing, promoting, arranging and conducting special events, exhibitions, and tradeshows for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Organizing and conducting special events, business exhibitions, and business expositions for commercial purposes in the interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality and augmented reality hardware and software; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality content and digital media, namely, pre-recorded music, video, images, text, audiovisual works and virtual and augmented reality game software; Operating online marketplaces for sellers of goods and/or services; Facilitating the exchange of needed information for financial compensation via the Internet; Shopping facilitation services, namely, providing an online comparison-shopping search engine for obtaining purchasing information; Connecting buyers and sellers via an online network environment; Promotional services, namely, providing electronic catalog services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; Providing telephone directory information via global communications networks; Business assistance services, namely, customer relationship management; Providing commercial information, namely, user comments concerning business organizations, service providers, and other resources; Marketing research, namely, advertising campaign and consumer preferences research and analysis for others; Market research services; Provision of market research and information services; Business information management, namely, reporting of business information and business analytics in the fields of advertising and marketing; Business management; Business administration, namely providing office functions; Compiling online business directories featuring the businesses, products and services of others; Promoting the public interest and awareness of issues involving access to the internet for the global population; Association services, namely, promoting the adoption, acceptance and development of open source computer technologies; Organizing business networking events in the field of open source software; Promoting voluntary common industry standards for software development and execution; Conducting business investigations in the field of social media; Consulting services in the field of evaluating social media content for advertising purposes; Business consulting services in the field of social media policies and regulations; Marketing, advertising and promotion services; Business services, namely, business management and consulting services for web-based advertising and marketing services, and advertising services; Market intelligence services; Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for selling and trading virtual goods with other users; Online trading services in which users post requests for products and negotiate transactions via the Internet; Arranging and conducting special events for business purposes; Blockchain as a service, namely, business advice and information in the field of blockchain technology; Provision of electronic appointment and message reminders and notifications; Advertising and information distribution services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the internet and communications networks; Advertising services, namely, targeting and optimization of online advertising for others; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Association services, namely, promoting that promote the interests of professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software application development; Brand consulting, namely, brand imagery consulting services; Business and advertising services, namely, media planning and media buying for others; Procurement services for others, namely purchasing a wide variety of consumer goods for other businesses; Business networking; Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic,
volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities; Consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing, namely, customizing advertising and marketing efforts of others; Dissemination of advertising for others via the internet and communication networks; Employment recruiting services; Marketing, advertising and promotion services, namely, providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to retail websites of others, and special offers for the goods and services of others; Online advertising and promoting the goods and services of others via the internet; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality, mixed reality and augmented reality headsets, games, content and digital media; Online retail store service featuring electronic wearable fitness devices, personal weighing scales, wearable activity trackers, fitness and sports apparel, and accessories for the aforesaid goods; Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing video advertising on the internet and communication networks; Promoting the goods and services of others via the internet and communication networks; Providing online business directories featuring the businesses, products and services of others; Providing online facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; Promotional services for others, namely, providing online facilities for live streaming video of promotional events; Retail and online retail store services featuring software, electronic devices and footwear incorporating sensors that allow consumers to engage in virtual athletic competitions and individual and group fitness classes; Retail and online retail store services featuring fitness coaching, virtual athletic competitions, and individual and group fitness classes; Retail store services featuring electronic wearable fitness devices, personal weighing scales, wearable activity trackers, fitness and sports apparel, and accessories for the aforesaid goods

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Meta Platforms, Inc. Address: Meta Platforms, Inc. 1601 Willow Road Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025
Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1306059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WITTOLINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97320552 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "WITTOLINS" in stylized font, with the "W" on a rectangular background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Wittolins has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Junuo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Junuo Trading Co., Ltd. Room 503, F5, No. 6 East Hijing Road, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MECH-VIZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97320953  Application Filing Date  Mar. 20, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D scanners; Cameras; Computer operating programs, recorded; Data processors; Digital cameras for industrial use; Digital signal processors; Image intensifiers; LED position sensors; Stands for photographic apparatus; Stereoscopes
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 15, 2020  In Commerce  Sep. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mech-Mind Robotics Technologies Ltd.  Address  Mech-Mind Robotics Technologies Ltd.  Room 1001,1F, Building 3, No.8 Chuangye Road,Haidian District Beijing  CHINA  10000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
Case Identifiers:
- **Serial Number**: 97321057
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**:
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “BLOOMS”

**Goods and Services Information**:
- **For**: Fresh eucalyptus; fresh herbs; herbs, dried, for decoration; flowers, preserved, for decoration; flowers, dried, for decoration
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

**Basis Information**:
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**:
- **Owner Name**: Pickletown Creative LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Everjoy Blooms
- **Address**: Pickletown Creative LLC 1095 Becky Dr. Colorado Springs COLORADO 80921
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**Examine at Information**:
- **Examine at Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAPTR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97321359  Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stun guns, namely, stunning weapons in the form of a glove
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9
International Class Title Firearms
First Use Oct. 26, 2017
In Commerce Oct. 26, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bestill International LLC
Address Bestill International LLC 11001 Desert Dove Av Las Vegas NEVADA 89144
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BestillTM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STOIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97321518</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** (Based on Use in Commerce) cryptocurrency trading services; financial brokerage services for automated cryptocurrency trading; financial portfolio management in the nature of cryptocurrency portfolio management; investment management; financial investment analysis in the nature of cryptocurrency investment analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** (Based on Use in Commerce) news reporting services in the field of financial news

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** (Based on Use in Commerce) downloadable mobile application software for automated cryptocurrency trading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** (Based on Intent to Use) electronic storage of cryptocurrency for others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Vote Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Vote Inc. Suite 526 490 Post Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 28.00013 |
TM 1364 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POPROCK ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97321562 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “ACADEMY” Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4810471

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education and entertainment services, namely, ongoing television public service announcements and ongoing television programs in the field of acting; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Music education; Providing education in the field of acting rendered through live theater performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 11, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name POPROCK ACADEMY, INC. Address POPROCK ACADEMY, INC. 9657 Las Tunas Dr., Temple City CALIFORNIA 91780 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
Case Identifiers:
- Serial Number: 97321868
- Application Filing Date: Mar. 21, 2022
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information:
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information:
- For Video production
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Jan. 01, 2015
- In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2015
- For Television broadcasting
- International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 104
- International Class Title: Communication
- First Use: Jan. 01, 2015
- In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2015

Basis Information:
- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information:
- Owner Name: Christian Television Corporation, Inc.
- Address: Christian Television Corporation, Inc. 6922 142nd Ave N Largo FLORIDA
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

Examining Attorney:
- Examining Attorney: TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
Case identifiers

Serial number: 97322011  Application filing date: Mar. 21, 2022
Register: Principal  Mark type: Service mark
Publication date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark literal(s): SOHO DESERT HOUSE

Reason for publication: Published for opposition

Mark information

Standard character claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark drawing type: 4 - Standard character mark
Disclaimer: "HOUSE"

Goods and services information

For arranging, organizing, conducting, and providing facilities for business seminars, classes, courses, and workshops in the fields of entertainment, art, cinema, music, technology, fashion, media and the telecommunications industry, finance and money, and health and wellbeing; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and providing facilities for educational classes and workshops in the fields of cooking, alcoholic beverages, and hotel, bar, and restaurant management services; Training services in the field of cooking, alcoholic beverages, and hotel, bar, and restaurant management; Organizing community sporting and cultural events; Organizing exhibitions for cultural, educational, sporting, or entertainment purposes; Providing casino facilities; Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; Provision of cinema facilities; Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; Personal fitness training services; Physical fitness training services; Personal trainer services; Providing fitness and exercise facilities; Providing swimming pools; Night club services; Party planning; Party planning consultation; Ticket reservation and booking for cultural events, entertainment events, theater shows, music concerts, educational events, sporting events; Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Consultation in the field of special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Organization of entertainment exhibition events; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Organization of events for cultural purposes; Organization of shows for cultural purposes; Organizing and hosting of events for cultural purposes; Conducting parties for entertainment purposes; Arranging and conducting of concerts; Presentation of live show performances; Presentation of live musical performances; Presentation of live comedy shows; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment in the nature of dance performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live dance performances; Cabaret entertainment services; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by an entertainer; Organizing cultural and arts events; Organization of entertainment events in the nature of live musical performances, live music concerts, live comedy shows, live theatrical performances; Organization of dance events; Hospitality services in the nature of booking tickets for cultural events, entertainment events, theater shows, music concerts,
Providing entertainment services, namely, wine and food tastings; Providing entertainment services, namely, wine tastings; Providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music, or educational training; Providing karaoke facilities; Providing recreation facilities; Providing facilities for recreation activities; Providing sports facilities; Recreation information; Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Provision of private members clubs for entertainment and education purposes, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Provision of private members clubs for entertainment and education purposes, namely, reservation services for members and guests in the nature of arranging for admission to private entertainment and educational events; Entertainment and education services, namely, the presentation of lectures, exhibitions, seminars, workshops, panel discussions, demonstrations, displays, and presentations in the fields of art, photography, cinema, films, books, comedy, music, entertainment, culture, leisure, lifestyle, professions, recreation, social issues, current events, travel, finance and money, health and wellbeing, personal awareness, environment issues, cooking, cocktail making, sports, fitness; Arranging, conducting, and organization of lectures, exhibitions, seminars, workshops, panel discussions, demonstrations, displays and presentations in the fields of art, photography, cinema, films, movies, books, comedy, music, entertainment, culture, lifestyle, professions, social issues, current events, travel, finance and money, health and wellbeing, personal awareness, environment issues, cooking, cocktail making, sports, fitness; Providing information in the field of entertainment, namely, art, photography, cinema, films, movies, books, comedy, music, popular culture; Providing online newsletters regarding the facilities and benefits provided by private members clubs and social clubs

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Providing temporary accommodation; Booking of temporary accommodation; Rental of temporary accommodation; Rental of meeting rooms; Providing general purpose facilities for meetings; Provision of conference, exhibition and meeting facilities; Providing facilities for exhibitions; Providing social meeting, banquet and social function facilities; Hospitality services in the nature of provision of temporary accommodation; Rental of furniture; Rental of office furniture; Rental of office furniture in co-working facilities; Catering; Catering services; Catering of food and drinks; Providing temporary kitchen facilities; Providing of food and drink; Serving of food and drink/beverages; Hotel accommodation services; Hotel accommodation services for members of private members clubs; Restaurant services for members of private members clubs; Restaurants; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant services; Café; Café services; Cafeterias; Cafeteria services; Canteen services; Snack-bar services; Bar services; Public house services; Wine bars; Cocktail lounges; Cocktail lounge services; Arranging hotel accommodation; Hotel room booking services; Making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging; Reservation of temporary accommodation; Temporary accommodation reservations; Day-nursery services; Creche services; Child care services; Making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; Hospitality services in the nature of provision of food and drink; Mobile catering; Catering services provided online from a computer database or from the Internet; Self-service restaurant services; Providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; Bed and breakfast inn services; Providing guesthouse services; Providing temporary accommodation at
guesthouses; Making hotel reservations for others; Providing general purpose facilities for conferences, meetings, banquets, seminars, receptions, parties, and shows; Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; Consultation relating to the selection, preparation and serving of food and beverages; Private residence club services, namely, providing club members temporary accommodations in company owned or leased private residences; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for hotels, temporary lodging, restaurants and meals; Making reservations and bookings for others for accommodations and meals at hotels, restaurants, nurseries, child care facilities; Providing information for travelers in the field of temporary accommodations, restaurants, and meals, and making reservations and bookings therefor; Information regarding the foregoing services

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Soho House Limited  **Address**  Soho House Limited  72-74 Dean Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  W1D3SG  **Legal Entity**  private limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  ZV375-22085

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  GADSON, SHARI B.
# Trademark Information

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97322207
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2014

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Benitez, Irvin
- **Address**: Benitez, Irvin c/o Carlos Jimenez 553 Gerard Street Perth Amboy NEW JERSEY 08861
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: FRENCH, CURTIS W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAED

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97322440
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "maed" in lower-case stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0127632/1691820 International
- **Registration Number**: 1691820
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6211500

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Make-up
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MAED MEDIA LLC
- **Address**: MAED MEDIA LLC Suite 153 2633 Lincoln Boulevard Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90405
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 114456-1
- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PORK SKINNY RINDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97322740 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PORK AND RINDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pork; pork rinds; pork jerky; meat sticks consisting primarily of processed pork; meat-based snack foods containing pork; pork-based chips in the nature of pork rinds; sandwiches made of pork
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gameplan Enterprises, LLC Address Gameplan Enterprises, LLC 8th Floor 333 N Green St. Chicago ILLINOIS 60607 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FASTWAVE LUNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97323386 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices that deliver intravascular lithotripsy (IVL) therapy, namely, energy generators coupled to catheters having pressure-wave emitters distributed within an interventional balloon for delivering IVL therapy
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FastWave Medical Inc. Address FastWave Medical Inc. 11600 96th Avenue North Maple Grove MINNESOTA 55369 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FASTWAV003T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97323397 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices that deliver intravascular lithotripsy (IVL) therapy, namely, energy generators coupled to catheters having pressure-wave emitters distributed within an interventional balloon for delivering IVL therapy

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FastWave Medical Inc. Address FastWave Medical Inc. 11600 96th Avenue North Maple Grove MINNESOTA 55369 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FASTWAV003T2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) X EPULATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97323449 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "EPULATE" in purple represented in stylized font with an "X" design to the left flanked by two dots and depicting geometric figures representing people forming the letter "X" with the person rotated to the left in purple and the person rotated to the right in lighter purple. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for assessment and decision-making regarding transplant and tissue compatibility consisting of data analytic and decision support software, tools, and applications using deep learning, algorithm-based machine learning, machine vision, and imaging analytics; Downloadable medical software for assessment and decision-making regarding transplant and tissue compatibility consisting of data analytic and decision support software, tools, and applications using deep learning, algorithm-based machine learning, machine vision, and imaging analytics
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Medical analysis services relating to the treatment of patients
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Providing on-line non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for assessment and decision-making regarding transplant and tissue compatibility consisting of data analytic and decision support software, tools, and applications using deep learning, algorithm-based machine learning, machine vision, and imaging analytics; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for assessment and decision-making regarding transplant and tissue compatibility consisting of data analytic and decision support software, tools, and applications using deep learning, algorithm-based machine learning, machine vision, and imaging analytics
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  High Alpha Innovation, Inc.  Address  High Alpha Innovation, Inc.  830 Massachusetts Ave, Suite 1500 Indianapolis  INDIANA  46204  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLACKGIRL FOOD CRITIC THE AJAMU GROUP BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97324005 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangular border that is open at the top and the bottom. A stylized drawing of a fork is inside the top opening of the border, and a stylized drawing of a knife is inside the bottom opening of the border. In the middle of the rectangular border is the phrase "BLACKGIRL FOOD CRITIC" in a bold, stylized font placed directly above the words "THE AJAMU GROUP BRAND" in a smaller stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BLACKGIRL", "FOOD CRITIC", "GROUP", "BRAND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, planning and conducting food and drink festivals; entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring food and drink provided through webcasts and social media; entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring food and drink provided through TV broadcast

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

For Providing a website featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations of food and beverages to consumers for commercial purposes; advertising and promotional services


For Providing reviews of food by food critics and food reviewing services provided by food critics

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 2021 In Commerce Jul. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   The Ajamu Group LLC
Address       The Ajamu Group LLC 29155 Northwestern Highway, #687 Southfield MICHIGAN  48034
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   041150-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHERE Y’ART WORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97324422 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4399401

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computerized on-line ordering featuring general consumer merchandise and general consumer goods; computerized on-line ordering services in the field of artwork; providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; providing an on-line searchable database in the field of business information available via a global computer network; providing a searchable on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other on-line vendors; database management services; advertising services, namely, providing advertising in the nature of on-line and electronic classified directories; electronic auction services via the internet; on-line auction services; providing a website featuring evaluative feedback and product ratings of consumer services of others in the field of works of art, namely, rating sellers' goods and services, the value and prices of sellers' goods and services, buyers' and sellers' performance, delivery, and overall experience in connection therewith; advertising and promotional services; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the products and services of others; business data analysis; business monitoring and consulting services, namely, data and behavior analysis to provide strategy, insight, and marketing guidance, and for analyzing, understanding and predicting behavior and motivations, and market trends; promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an online platform with links to the resources of others; providing an online searchable database featuring goods of others in the field of works of art; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; commissioning of works of art; consulting in the field of art acquisition, namely, in the field of art acquisition procurement being the purchasing of art for others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2021 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 09/12/2012 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be
registered at least as early as 09/12/2012

For Framing of works of art; mounting and installation of works of art

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Material Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Where Y'Art, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Where Y'Art Works Address Where Y'Art, LLC 1901 Royal Street New Orleans LOUISIANA 70116 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S26174

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97324667  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a four-lobed clover shape, with each of the lobes filled with a different gradient or shade.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5007021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computerized on-line ordering featuring general consumer merchandise and general consumer goods; computerized on-line ordering services in the field of artwork; providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; providing an on-line searchable database in the field of business information available via a global computer network; providing a searchable on-line advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other on-line vendors; database management services; advertising services, namely, providing advertising in the nature of on-line and electronic classified directories; electronic auction services via the internet; on-line auction services; providing a website featuring evaluative feedback and product ratings of consumer services of others in the field of works of art, namely, rating sellers' goods and services, the value and prices of sellers' goods and services, buyers' and sellers' performance, delivery, and overall experience in connection therewith; advertising and promotional services; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the products and services of others; business data analysis; business monitoring and consulting services, namely, data and behavior analysis to provide strategy, insight, and marketing guidance, and for analyzing, understanding and predicting behavior and motivations, and market trends; promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an online platform with links to the resources of others; providing an online searchable database featuring goods of others in the field of works of art; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; commissioning of works of art; consulting in the field of art acquisition, namely, in the field of art acquisition procurement being the purchasing of art for others
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Oct. 08, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 08, 2021 **Used Anywhere in Another Form** The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 09/12/2012 **Used in Commerce in Another Form** The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 09/12/2012

**For** Framing of works of art; mounting and installation of works of art

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

**First Use** Oct. 08, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Where Y’Art, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Where Y’Art Works **Address** Where Y’Art, LLC 1901 Royal Street New Orleans LOUISIANA 70116 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country** LOUISIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** S26177

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GHOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97326169  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Satellite hyperspectral imaging constellation to collect and analyze hyperspectral data and imaging
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 25, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Orbital Sidekick, Inc.  Address Orbital Sidekick, Inc. 224 11th Street  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA 94103  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28110.00015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PODROCKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97327382 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts pertaining to web development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 11, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2020
For Downloadable podcasts pertaining to web development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Educational and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 11, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LogRocket, Inc. Address LogRocket, Inc. 87 Summer Street, 3rd Floor Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02110
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2212200.125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TIDY TRUCK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97327722 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 23, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
|---------------|---------|------------------------|---------------|---------|-----------|-----------|

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “TRUCK”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Disposable liners for pickup truck beds, namely, protective unfitted polyvinyl liners for removable attachment to pickup truck beds to protect the pickup truck beds from waste and which are removed from the pickup truck beds and disposed of with the waste

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>22 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Cordage and Fibers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Dec. 16, 2021 **In Commerce** Dec. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Liner Solutions LLC **Address**: Liner Solutions LLC 804 W Whispering Circle Sioux Falls SOUTH DAKOTA 57108 **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH DAKOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: TRM2116

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
TM 1379 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRINT A TO Z

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97328351 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRINT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art prints; Printed posters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COSAN, IBRAHIM BERKAY Address COSAN, IBRAHIM BERKAY NO: 1A İÇ KAPI NO: 9 AHYAKAPTAN MAH. GÜNESLI SK. G-5 SITESI KOCAELI, IZMIT TURKEY 41050 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TURKEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA

2055
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A R T A V I A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97328585 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ARTAVIA" in all capitalized letters, with extra spacing between each letter. The "V" has an outlined border accented with shading along the left hand side of the letter. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6283341

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate management services; Management of residential real estate property; Online information services in the field of real estate; Providing websites in the field of real estate concerning the purchase and sale of new homes; Real estate listing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 30, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2019

For Business management of planned residential communities and recreational facilities; Homeowner association business management services; Homeowner association services, namely, promoting the interests of homeowners in a specific community; Providing online commercial information regarding locations of planned communities, namely, community directories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 23, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2019

For Real estate development; Commercial and industrial real estate development; Development of residential real estate projects, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of residential communities; Master plan community real estate development services, namely, planning, developing, and construction of master plan residential communities; Building construction; Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of residential and commercial developments; Online information services in the field of real estate development
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 19, 2018</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 19, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  AIRIA Development Company  **Address**  AIRIA Development Company  20333 State Highway 249, Suite 600  Houston  TEXAS  77070  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MCGILL, CIERRA L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
NEUROPOSTURING AND BREASTFEEDING

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97329341</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “BREASTFEEDING” |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Pediatric health care services, namely, chiropractic services and breastfeeding counseling services consisting of oral structural and functional exams, positioning at the breast, latching assistance, providing medical information about breastfeeding, individualized breastfeeding assistance and troubleshooting breastfeeding difficulty

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Natalie Marcus  
**Address**: Natalie Marcus  104A Waimele Place  Kula  HAWAII  96790

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Owner Name**: Molly Stiens  
**Address**: Molly Stiens  53 S. Puunene Avenue, Suite 104  Kahului  HAWAII  96732

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOOSUNG THE CRADLE OF INNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97329471 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a band design in an infinity loop shape that changes color and brightness from blue and dark blue on the left side of the loop to green and light green on the right of the loop, and the bold-typed wording "WOOSUNG" appearing in black under the band design, and the wording "THE CRADLE OF INNOVATION" appearing in black there-below. The white in the mark represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 0894004 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 12, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 12, 2031 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Nov. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanical lawn mowers; lawnmowers, namely, lawn mowing machines excluding non-motorized lawnmowers; electric lawnmowers; electric lawn trimmers

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WOOSUNG PRECISION INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD. Address WOOSUNG PRECISION INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD. 54, Dongbu-ro 1259beongil, Jinseong-myon Jinju-si, Gyeongnam REPUBLIC OF KOREA 52621 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0256-T0100A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97329535 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a band design in an infinity loop shape that changes color and brightness from blue and dark blue on the left side of the loop to green and light green on the right of the loop. White represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 0894005 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 12, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 12, 2031 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Nov. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For excavating machines; metal processing machines, namely, circular saw blades for metalworking; agricultural machines, namely, balers for agricultural use, and blades for agricultural machines; bulldozers; power transmissions for machines, specifically excluding use for land vehicles; snow removal machines, namely, snow ploughs; machines for livestock farming, namely, mechanized livestock feeders, excluding milking machines; lawnmowers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WOOSUNG PRECISION INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. Address WOOSUNG PRECISION INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 54, Dongbu-ro 1259beongil, Jinsong-myon Jinju-si, Gyeongnam REPUBLIC OF KOREA 52621 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0256-T0101A
Examining Attorney  WHELAN, JAIME M
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "DIVINE LUXURY HAIR SOLUTIONS" in periwinkle above which is the design of a woman's head with purple hair. The color white represents transparent or background areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) periwinkle and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LUXURY HAIR SOLUTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Natural and organic hair care products, namely, shampoo, conditioner, hair gels, hair oils, hair growth stimulation tonic, hair butters
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASE INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Holley, Natasha
- **Address**: Holley, Natasha 6209 Lippizan Cir Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23464
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CUSTONOMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97330057 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a diagonal band. On its left side is a smaller diagonal band and on its right side are 3 dotted circles. All these devices are parallel to each other. Beside this pictorial representation is the wording "CUSTONOMY" in all capital letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 305907961 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 305907961 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 16, 2022
Foreign Application/Registration County HONG KONG
Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 16, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blockchain-based payment verification services; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Electronic transfer of virtual currencies; Financial asset management; Financial exchange of crypto assets; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Financial services, namely, electronic transfer of crypto assets; Financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Processing of electronic wallet payments
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Backup services for computer hard drive data; Cloud storage services for electronic data; Computer programming; Computer security consultancy; Computer software design; Computer system design; Conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; Data decryption services; Data encryption and decoding services; Data encryption services; Data security consultancy; Design and development of electronic data security systems; Electronic data storage; Electronic storage of cryptocurrency for others; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Information technology consulting services; Internet security consultancy; Off-site data backup; Outsource service providers in the field of information technology; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Recovery of computer data; Server hosting; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling users electronic
storing and safeguarding of virtual currency and cryptocurrency via electronic wallets; Software design and development; Technological consulting in the field of cryptocurrency; User authentication services using blockchain technology for cryptocurrency transactions; User authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Custonomy Company Limited Address  Custonomy Company Limited  Unit 633, 6/F, Bldg.19W, 19 Science Park  West Ave., HK Science Park  Pak Shek Kok, NT  HONG KONG Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ACC-M210795

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WAVE LENGTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97331759  Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "wave length" with a waveform image in a circle between the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2985890

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Wireless cell phone battery chargers; Wireless ear buds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 2020 In Commerce Apr. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Linden Holdings II, LLC  Address Linden Holdings II, LLC  9300 Earhart Lane SW  Cedar Rapids  IOWA  52404 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized IOWA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SECURUS MONITORING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97331925 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MONITORING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tracking, monitoring, and locating persons via a portable electronic device which receives and transmits location data from a Global Positioning System (GPS) system or radio frequency system; Monitoring services for tracking the location of people for law enforcement purposes and to ensure public safety using GPS and Radio Frequency (RF) transceivers; Providing community supervision and tracking of individuals for law enforcement agencies, namely, monitoring the location of individuals released from detention after posting bond, released from incarceration on probation, or serving alternative sentencing for purposes of law enforcement and public safety using GPS and RF devices; Monitoring of individuals for law enforcement agencies, namely, monitoring the location of persons under house arrest, or on pre-trial, probationer, or parolee status for purposes of law enforcement and public safety using GPS and RF devices; Providing an on-line searchable database for law enforcement surveillance and investigation purposes featuring location and movement information regarding individuals monitored using GPS and RF tracking devices

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Jan. 01, 2019
In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Satellite Tracking of People, LLC Address Satellite Tracking of People, LLC 5353 W Sam Houston Parkway N, Suite 190 Houston TEXAS 77041
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J

Docket Number SEC-K199US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VANTAGE NANOTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97332358 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NANOTECH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Thermoset elastomeric material in the form of an unvulcanized continuous strip for use in the manufacture of power section stators
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use May 09, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REME Technologies, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ArcoTech Drilling Solutions Address REME Technologies, LLC 701 Conroe Park North Drive Conroe TEXAS 77303 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20464-024929

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
TM 1389 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  IESSFERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97332850 Application Filing Date  Mar. 27, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "IESSFERO", in a stylized font with varying colors and designs. From left to right, the letter "I" is black, the letters "ES" are light blue, and the letters "SFERO" are dark blue. The letter "O" is stylized with dark blue and white diagonal stripes. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white, light blue and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Games and playthings, namely, action skill games; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, namely, gymnastic benches, gymnastic parallel bars; footballs, soccer balls, sports balls
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, namely, industrial packaging containers; printed matter, namely, printed lessons on sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; bookbinding material, namely, bookbinding cloth, bookbinding cords, bookbinding tape; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, namely, artists' pastels, artists' brushes, artists' easels; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites, namely, staple removers, paper trimmers, staplers; printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic film, envelopes, and bags for use in packaging; printers' type; printing blocks
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For  Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of sports, in particular football and soccer; providing of training in the field of sports in particular football and soccer; entertainment services, namely, organization of sports, football and soccer championship; competitions and organization and conducting fairs in the field of sports, in particular football and soccer; organizing community sporting and cultural activities

2069
For Downloadable computer program for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Downloadable monitoring program for sports training and monitoring performance of athletes at all levels; Mobile application program for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Downloadable computer program for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Downloadable application program for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Computer software, Downloadable computer application software for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Downloadable application software for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Internet device in the nature of computer modems; Electronic publications, namely, book, magazine, manual featuring sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels recorded on computer media; Recorded and downloadable computer software platforms for sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Electronic books featuring sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Electronic computer software development tools; Electronic multimedia file containing video relating to sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Electronic electronic publications namely, book, magazine, manual featuring sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels; Downloadable graphics for mobile phones; Electronic manuals featuring sports training and performance evaluation of athletes at all levels recorded on computer media.

For Clothing, namely, skirts, dresses, pants, t-shirts and athletic uniforms; footwear; headgear, namely, headwear.

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BRAZILIAN MARKS CONSULTORIA E ASSESSORIA EMPRESARIAL LTDA  
**Address** BRAZILIAN MARKS CONSULTORIA E ASSESSORIA EMPRESARIAL LTDA Sala, 2-B Avenida Primeiro de Maio, 1981 Gramado, RS BRAZIL 95.670-00  
**Legal Entity** limited liability company  
**State or Country Where Organized** BRAZIL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 305-002TM

**Examining Attorney** FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FENUPRIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97333212 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of protein deficiency in diet; nutritional and dietary supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement, dietary supplements, health food supplements, food and nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; mineral supplements; protein supplements; nutritional, dietary and protein rich food supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; nutraceutical preparations for use as dietary supplements; nutritional food supplements; plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INDUS BIOTECH LIMITED Address INDUS BIOTECH LIMITED Off Salunke Vihar Road, Kondhwa 1, Rahul Residency, Plot Nos. 6 & 7, Maharashtra, Pune INDIA 411048 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KUMAT0106US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIOCREAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97333216 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of protein deficiency in diet; nutritional and dietary supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement, dietary supplements, health food supplements, food and nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; mineral supplements; protein supplements; nutritional, dietary and protein rich food supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; nutraceutical preparations for use as dietary supplements; nutritional food supplements; plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INDUS BIOTECH LIMITED Address INDUS BIOTECH LIMITED Off Salunke Vihar Road, Kondhwa 1, Rahul Residency, Plot Nos. 6 & 7 Maharashtra, Pune INDIA 411048 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KUMAT0107US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97333258 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "A" within a square box. The "A" has an outlined border with shading along the right hand side of the letter. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6283341

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate management services; Management of residential real estate property; Online information services in the field of real estate; Providing websites in the field of real estate concerning the purchase and sale of new homes; Real estate listing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 30, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2019
For Business management of planned residential communities and recreational facilities; Homeowner association business services; Homeowner association services, namely, promoting the interests of homeowners in a specific community; Providing online commercial information regarding locations of planned communities, namely, community directories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 23, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2019
For Real estate development; Commercial and industrial real estate development; Development of residential real estate projects, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of residential communities; Master plan community real estate development services, namely, planning, developing, and construction of master plan residential communities; Building construction; Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of residential and commercial developments; Online information services in the field of real estate development
**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title** Construction and Repair  
**First Use** Dec. 19, 2018  
**In Commerce** Dec. 19, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** AIRIA Development Company  
**Address** AIRIA Development Company  
20333 State Highway 249, Suite 600, Houston, TX 77070  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KENZAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97333320 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers, knives, can openers, file, pliers; Dies for use with hand operated tools; Gardening shears and scissors; Gardening tools, namely, a manually operated tool for injecting solid fertilizer spikes into the soil; Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, sanding sponges; Hand-operated jigsaws; Scaling knives; Tool pouches for attachment to tool belts
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng Xinchun Address Zheng Xinchun Room 3202, Unit 1, Building 7 No.8 Guannanyuan Road, Hongshan District Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430070 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4653

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BONISIMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97333813 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "BONISIMO" in the mark is "FANTASTIC, MARVELOUS, SPLENDID, SUPER".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0121480/1659607 International
Registration Number 1659607

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For strollers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Millman-Wood, Helen Address Millman-Wood, Helen 661 Tangelo Cir SW Vero Beach FLORIDA 32968 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1309-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE NADA EMPANADA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97333829 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EMPANADA"
Translation The English translation of "nada empanada" in the mark is "nothing breaded".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Empanadas

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elliott Donald S DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA In Your Face Delights Address Elliott Donald S 9123 SW 65 Terrade Miami FLORIDA 33173 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRASS, KRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PR9JECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334024  Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "PR9JECT" in stylized font - the "9" represents the "O" of the word "PROJECT" with horizontal cut outs across the word and Japanese characters above the word in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of the Japanese characters in the mark is "PROJECT". Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "PU-RO-JY-E-KU-TO" and this means "project" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 2021  In Commerce Apr. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Project 9 LLC  Address Project 9 LLC  PO Box 9411  Brea CALIFORNIA  92822  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554045211

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKSHOOD, AKEELA MOHAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARENA X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334358 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ARENA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Entertainment services in the nature of amusement park and theme park services, and providing facilities for recreational activities; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting special events, birthday parties, group events, sporting team events, nighttime play events, children-only events, and special-needs children events at multiplayer indoor play and competition areas, amusement parks, facilities, and centers, all of the foregoing for social entertainment purposes; children's entertainment and amusement centers, namely, interactive and individual play areas; entertainment and recreation services in the nature of trampoline parks that contain trampoline attractions and other forms of indoor amusement, entertainment, and interactive and individual play and competition, namely, recreational play facilities featuring jousting, obstacle course navigation, indoor aerial sports, wall and rock climbing, foam and ball pits, battling cages, rope courses, climbing towers, battle beams, dodgeball courts, imaginary and discovery games, and playgrounds
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 04, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2021

For (Based on Intent to Use) Retail and online retail store services and concession stands featuring food, drinks, candy, souvenirs, clothing, t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, tank tops, socks, caps, baseball caps, hats, caps with visors, towels, jewelry, necklaces, mugs, coffee mugs and cups, beverageware, plastic drinking cups, gift cards, pennants, posters, photos, bags and tote bags, pencils, sports water and beverage bottles, reusable plastic water and drink bottles, thermal insulated bottles and containers, sold empty, sunglasses, magnets, tattoos, toys, games, handheld rotating fidget toys, and stuffed and plush toys
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: H20 Partners, LLC
Address: 999 Corporate Drive, Suite 215, Ladera Ranch, California 92964
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: T-613470-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARENA\text{X}

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334408 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ARENA" in stylized capital letters and the letter "X" contained within a hexagon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "ARENA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Entertainment services in the nature of amusement park and theme park services, and providing facilities for recreational activities; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting special events, birthday parties, group events, sporting team events, nighttime play events, children-only events, and special-needs children events at multiplayer indoor play and competition areas, amusement parks, facilities, and centers, all of the foregoing for social entertainment purposes; children's entertainment and amusement centers, namely, interactive and individual play areas; entertainment and recreation services in the nature of trampoline parks that contain trampoline attractions and other forms of indoor amusement, entertainment, and interactive and individual play and competition, namely, recreational play facilities featuring jousting, obstacle course navigation, indoor aerial sports, wall and rock climbing, foam and ball pits, battling cages, rope courses, climbing towers, battle beams, dodgeball courts, imaginary and discovery games, and playgrounds
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 04, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2021
For (Based on Intent to Use) Retail and online retail store services and concession stands featuring food, drinks, candy, souvenirs, clothing, t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, tank tops, socks, caps, baseball caps, hats, caps with visors, towels, jewelry, necklaces, mugs, coffee mugs and cups, beverageware, plastic drinking cups, gift cards, pennants, posters, photos, bags and tote bags, pencils, sports water and beverage bottles, reusable plastic water and drink bottles, thermal insulated bottles and containers, sold empty, sunglasses, magnets, tattoos, toys, games, handheld rotating fidget toys, and stuffed and plush toys
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes  Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  H20 Partners, LLC  Address  H20 Partners, LLC  999 Corporate Drive, Suite 215  Ladera Ranch
CALIFORNIA  92964  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T-613471-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334517  Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized black letter "X" formed within a
hexagon with the left half of the hexagon in grey and the right half in orange all contained within a black circle. Color
Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, grey, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Entertainment services in the nature of amusement park and theme park services, and
providing facilities for recreational activities; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting special events,
birthday parties, group events, sporting team events, nighttime play events, children-only events, and special-needs children
events at multiplayer indoor play and competition areas, amusement parks, facilities, and centers, all of the foregoing for social
entertainment purposes; children's entertainment and amusement centers, namely, interactive and individual play areas;
entertainment and recreation services in the nature of trampoline parks that contain trampoline attractions and other forms of
indoor amusement, entertainment, and interactive and individual play and competition, namely, recreational play facilities
featuring jousting, obstacle course navigation, indoor aerial sports, wall and rock climbing, foam and ball pits, battling cages,
rope courses, climbing towers, battle beams, dodgeball courts, imaginary and discovery games, and playgrounds

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Sep. 04, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 04, 2021

For (Based on Intent to Use) Retail and online retail store services and concession stands featuring food, drinks, candy,
souvenirs, clothing, t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, tank tops, socks, caps, baseball caps,
hats, caps with visors, towels, jewelry, necklaces, mugs, coffee mugs and cups, beverageware, plastic drinking cups, gift cards,
pennants, posters, photos, bags and tote bags, pencils, sports water and beverage bottles, reusable plastic water and drink
bottles, thermal insulated bottles and containers, sold empty, sunglasses, magnets, tattoos, toys, games, handheld rotating
fidget toys, and stuffed and plush toys
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes  **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** H20 Partners, LLC  **Address** H20 Partners, LLC  999 Corporate Drive, Suite 215  Ladera Ranch  CALIFORNIA  92964  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T-613830-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RABEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97336090 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "RABEA" inside of a triangle design containing two leaf designs. Translation The English translation of "RABEA" in the mark is "SPRING".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 142901089 Foreign Registration Date May 22, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County SAUDI ARABIA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 29, 2027 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jul. 16, 2017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ahmed Mohamed Saleh Baeshen & Co. Address Ahmed Mohamed Saleh Baeshen & Co. Prince Sultan Road, Al Rawdah Jeddah SAUDI ARABIA 23431 Legal Entity closed joint stock company State or Country Where
Organized SAUDI ARABIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMSB 2111139

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97336104 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "RABEA" in Arabic letters inside of a triangle design containing two leaf designs. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to Rabea and this means Spring in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 142901089 Foreign Registration Date May 22, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County SAUDI ARABIA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 29, 2027 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jul. 16, 2017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ahmed Mohamed Saleh Baeshen & Co. Address Ahmed Mohamed Saleh Baeshen & Co. Prince Sultan Road, Al Rawdah Jeddah SAUDI ARABIA 23431 Legal Entity closed joint stock company State or Country Where
Organized SAUDI ARABIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMSB 2203602

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REELREACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97336193  Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Machines used to dose fluids for manufacturing purposes, namely, fluid dispensing machines for industrial use and parts therefor; Industrial machines used to mix fluids for manufacturing purposes, and parts therefor; Industrial machines used to isolate fluids being extracting machines for chemical processing for manufacturing purposes, and parts therefor; Single-use non-sterile consumable plastic cylinders in the nature of reagent intake tubes, fluid inlets, materials inlet tubes, fluid outlet tubes, impellers, and condensers being machine parts and flexible tubes specially designed for use as machine parts for chemical reactors for use with machines for manufacturing purposes; Single-use sterile consumable plastic cylinders in the nature of reagent intake tubes, fluid inlets, materials inlet tubes, fluid outlet tubes, impellers, and condensers being machine parts and flexible tubes specially designed as a machine part for chemical reactors for use with machines for manufacturing purposes; Vibrating machines being industrial chemical reactors, industrial mixers for isolating liquids in the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, and mixing machines for manufacturing purposes, and parts therefor

International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

For  Machines used to dose fluids in the nature of automatic fluid-composition control machines and instruments, dispensers of preset portions of fluids for dosing purposes for laboratory and research purposes, and parts therefor; Machines used to mix fluids for laboratory and research purposes, and parts therefor; Machines used to isolate fluids in the nature of chemical reactors for laboratory and research purposes, and parts therefor; Single-use non-sterile consumable plastic cylinders in the nature of reagent intake tubes, fluid inlets, materials inlet tubes, fluid outlet tubes, impellers, and condensers and flexible tubes specially designed for use with chemical reactors for laboratory and research purposes; Single-use sterile consumable plastic cylinders in the nature of reagent intake tubes, fluid inlets, materials inlet tubes, fluid outlet tubes, impellers, and condensers and flexible tubes specially designed for use with chemical reactors for laboratory and research purposes; Vibrating machines being chemical reactors and laboratory apparatus for mixing and isolating ingredients for laboratory and research purposes, and parts therefor
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  ReelReactor, LLC  **Address**  ReelReactor, LLC  1736 Hill Top Ln  Encinitas  CALIFORNIA  92024

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  REE-2412-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) E-SMOCAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97336693 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  4107734 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 24, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County  FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 24, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal sealing caps, plastic caps, non-metallic and non-paper closures for containers and plastic closures for bottles and containers
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Protective caps for electronic cigarettes
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles

For Sealing caps of metal, metal closures for bottles and containers
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BERICAP Address  BERICAP Zone Industrielle 1 Boulevard Eiffel  Longvic FRANCE 21600 Legal Entity Société à actions simplifiées (a simplified joint-stock company) State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3761-0013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUAJUANPIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number  | 97336826 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 29, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording HUAJUANPIE has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Household utensils, namely, turners; Ice cube molds; Tea sets; Tea strainers; Bottle openers |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Feb. 24, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 24, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Dongyang Huajuanpai Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Dongyang Huajuanpai Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 34, Changchun Lane East Luzhai Community, Wuning St., Dongyang Jinhua City, Zhejiang CHINA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | TAYLOR, SLOAN H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAXWELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97336880 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0125968/1680819 International
Registration Number 1680819

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture, namely, chairs, couches, sofas, ottomans, and chaise lounges
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 2005 In Commerce Jul. 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RH US, LLC Address RH US, LLC 15 Koch Road Corte Madera CALIFORNIA 94925 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 154066-01518

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIFEEG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97337467 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KIFEEG has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Cages for household pets; Cookware, namely, non-electric cooking pots; Cosmetic brushes; Glue pots; Non-electric carpet sweepers; Non-electric cooking pots; Reusable plastic water bottles sold empty; Small animal feeders International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tebonwei Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tebonwei Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 301D1, Bldg 2, Bldg 2, No. 2, Shenhua Science and Tech Ind Park, Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAMES O’MALLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97337946 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Women's clothing, namely, pants, shorts, dresses, skirts, shirts, blouses, jackets, all containing self-defense features in the nature of zippers, reflective lettering and clothing materials, and specialized pockets and loops for holding or attachment of self-defense accessories in the nature of safety whistles, kubotans, pepper sprays, stun-guns, chains, and personal alarms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dames New York B Corp. Address Dames New York B Corp. 15 Pike Street - Apt 3D New York NEW YORK 10002 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAMES NEW YORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97337955 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NEW YORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Women's clothing, namely, pants, shorts, dresses, skirts, shirts, blouses, jackets, all containing self-defense features in the nature of zippers, reflective lettering and clothing materials, and specialized pockets and loops for holding or attachment of self-defense accessories in the nature of safety whistles, kubotans, pepper sprays, stun-guns, chains, and personal alarms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dames New York B Corp. Address Dames New York B Corp. 15 Pike Street - Apt 3D New York NEW YORK 10002 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEACHBOUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97338111 Application Filing Date: Mar. 30, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Storage of goods; Providing self-storage facilities for others; Transportation and storage of goods; Storage of automobiles, RVs, trucks and boats for others
International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 105 International Class Title: Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Rodney, Ryan Address: Rodney, Ryan 3493 E. Heights Blvd. Lake Havasu City ARIZONA 86404
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: TRRY-121tm

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KERTGATE, AMY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
FLYEXCLUSIVE JET CLUB

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97338728</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of 12 triangular shapes arranged in a circular pattern, stylized to represent the fan blades on the front view of a jet engine, next to the term "FLYEXCLUSIVE", over "JET CLUB" all in blue. |
| **Color Drawing** | Yes |
| **Color Claimed** | The color(s) BLUE is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Disclaimer** | "JET CLUB" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Transport by aircraft |
| **International Classes** | 39 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 105 |
| **International Class Title** | Transportation and Storage |
| **First Use** | Jun. 04, 2013 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 04, 2013 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Exclusive Jets, LLC |
| **Address** | Exclusive Jets, LLC 2860 Jetport Road Kinston NORTH CAROLINA 85204 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | LGM001 |
| **Examining Attorney** | WOOD, CAROLINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NIGHTFALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97339121   Application Filing Date   Mar. 30, 2022   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware, namely, cups and plates made of paper; Dinnerware, namely, drinking glasses made of plastic; Cups; Drinking glasses; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverage; Lunch boxes; Lunch pails; Mugs
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass
For Fanny packs; Athletic bags; Gym bags; Backpacks; Book bags
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods
For Face coverings being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection
International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title   Medical Apparatus
For Games and toys, namely, board games and trading card games; Game cards; Collectable toy figures; Action figures; Puzzles; Trading card games; Toys, namely, toy balls, toy key chains, toy figures, water toys, plush toys, inflatable toys, party favors in the nature of small toys, toy balloons, toy building structures and blocks; Stuffed toys; portable trading card games; Trading cards for games; Cases for trading cards for games; Playing cards; Protective carrying cases for games; Board game; Skateboards; Plushies, namely, plush dolls; boxes of booster trading cards for games; packs of booster cards for games
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods
For Printed matter and publications, namely, printed illustrated novels and printed comic books; Printed illustrated novels; Stickers; Sticker albums; Sticker books; Collectible printed trading cards; Trading cards sleeves; Graphic prints in frames; Binders for trading cards; Wrapping paper; Printed coloring books; Printed comic books; Memo pads; Printed notebooks; Printed notepads; Paper napkins; Paper party favors; Pens; 3D decals for use on any surface; Decals; Decals and stickers for use as home décor; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for helmets; Magnetic decals; Magnetic bumper stickers; Nail stencils; Removable tattoo transfers; Temporary tattoo transfers; Wall decals
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For   Providing online services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   METAZOO GAMES LLC Address   METAZOO GAMES LLC  3565 E. POST ROAD  LAS VEGAS NEVADA  89120 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   564495

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHUANZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97339639 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "WHUANZ" in stylized font. The lines to the left of and above the letters form a house-like figure. Translation The wording "WHUANZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rubber balls; Stress relief exercise balls; Stress relief exercise toys; Resistance bands for fitness purposes; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Work-out gloves; Yoga straps
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 16, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xunxun Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xunxun Technology Co., Ltd. 302, Building 38, Wind and Rili Garden, Xinniu Community, Minzhi Street, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ULTIMATE SOCIAL BOXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340087 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOCIAL BOXING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of music and entertainment; Entertainment services, namely, contest and incentive award programs designed to reward program participants who excel at creating streaming and Pay Per View content; Entertainment services, namely, conducting contests; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Organization, arranging and conducting of boxing matches; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards and contests to demonstrate excellence in the field of entertainment content
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For downloadable audio and video recordings featuring sports, news, culture, and current events authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable podcasts in the field of sports, news, culture, and current events; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for receiving, viewing, and accessing video and audio content; downloadable video recordings featuring sports, news, culture, and current events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; Interactive delivery of video over digital networks; Streaming of live audio and video music performances on the Internet; Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of podcasts; Video-on-demand transmission services via the Internet; Video transmission over digital networks
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOCAL PROFESSIONALS ONLY
A CALL AWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340245 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOCAL PROFESSIONALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of home renovation and improvement services; Advertising, marketing, and promoting the goods and services of others via print and electronic media; Direct mail advertising services; Magazine advertising; Online advertising and marketing services in the field of home renovation and improvement services via wireless networks for display on mobile devices
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GDHI Marketing LLC Address GDHI Marketing LLC P.O. Box 3481 Breckenridge COLORADO 80424 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAGMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340542 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Glass Containers, namely, bottles, jugs, jars, and vials, all sold empty to packagers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM607 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPEEDY iREPAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340852 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “IREPAIR”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Repair and maintenance of smartphones; Telephone installation and repair; Installation, maintenance and repair of telephones; Installation, maintenance and repair of cell phone related hardware; Repair or maintenance of telephone apparatus; Telephone repair
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 01, 2014 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPEEDY iREPAIR LLC Address SPEEDY iREPAIR LLC 1650 W. Market St, Suite 23 Akron OHIO 44313 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner GADSON, SHARI B.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AKER SOLUTIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97341062</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 31, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SOLUTIONS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2899461, 3689619

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Machines and machine tools used for underwater exploration, construction, and facilities maintenance and repair, and for construction, inspections, maintenance, salvage and exploration of underwater and marine structures, pumps, compressors and gas dispensers, namely, drilling rigs, cranes, , submersible pumps, industrial robots, mechanical and hydraulic lifts, dredging machines, drilling machines, concrete construction machines, power-driven wrenches, demolition wrecking machines, power-operated lifting and moving equipment, namely, pipe layers, fork lifts, telehandlers, and lifts, robots for building construction and maintenance, submersible pumps, power operated drills and saws, vehicle pneumatic and hydraulic compressors, compressors for recovering and recycling gases and renewable energy sources, electric compressors, compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines, electric pumps, underwater separators, electronically and power-operated tools, namely, separators, centrifugal compressor, floating production, storage and offloading (FPSO) units, machines for separating target materials from mixtures of materials, machines for oil-water separation, gas-liquid separation, gas-liquid-multiphase boosting and water injection in the oil or gas industry; gas filling installations, namely as gas diverters consisting of a pump, storage and refilling tank, pre-heater, vaporizer, recuperator, condenser and valves, subsea production system components in the oil and gas industry, namely, wellheads, subsea trees, subsea structures, tie-in systems, intervention and workover systems, umbilicals, and control systems; installations for utilization of the process for capturing emissions, namely drilling rigs, cranes, electric pumps, submersible pumps, industrial robots, mechanical and hydraulic lifts, dredging machines, drilling machines, concrete construction machines, power-driven wrenches, demolition wrecking machines, power-operated lifting and moving equipment, namely, pipe layers, fork lifts, telehandlers, and lifts, robots for building construction and maintenance, submersible pumps, power operated drills and saws, vehicle pneumatic and hydraulic compressors, compressors for recovering and recycling gases and renewable energy sources, electric compressors, compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines, underwater separators, electronically and power-operated tools, namely, separators, centrifugal compressor, floating production, storage
and offloading (FPSO) units, machines for separating target materials from mixtures of materials, machines for oil-water separation, gas-liquid separation, gas-liquid-multiphase boosting and water injection in the oil or gas industry, subsea production system components in the oil and gas industry, namely, wellheads, subsea trees, subsea structures, tie-in systems, intervention and workover systems, umbilicals, and control systems, gas filling installations, namely gas diverters consisting of a pump, storage and refilling tank, pre-heater, vaporizer, recuperator, condenser and valves.; steam engine boilers for power generation; heat exchangers parts of machines; power installations and backup power supply systems, namely electric generators, auxiliary power units for supplying electric power; remote-controlled submersible industrial robots for underwater examination; motors, namely electric motors for machines; machines coupling and transmission components except for land vehicles, suitable for oil and gas pipelines, hydraulic, fiberoptic and electric cables or combinations thereof, such as umbilicals; machine compressors; separators, namely, separators for petroleum products; pumps, namely air pressure amplifiers for machines; drilling rigs; drilling machines; derricks; drilling bits, namely power drill bits, core drilling bits, drill bits for rock drilling, centering drill bits being parts of machines; drilling equipment, namely, drilling rigs, drilling rig mechanization machines and devices and mechanical handling machines and devices, power drills, drills for the mining industry, rock drills, well drilling machines, drill presses, power-operated lifting machines for moving drilling rigs ; tools, namely electronically and power-operated tools, namely, extractors, separators, spanners and compressors; motorized tools and implements, namely, namely, extractors, separators, spanners and compressors, machine tools for extracting oil and water, subsea risers for transportation of products from the seafloor to production and drilling facilities at the sea surface, as well as from the facility to the seafloor; devices of transportation, distribution and control of fluids, namely, submersible pumps, hydraulic turbines, other than for land vehicles, subsea risers for transportation of products from the seafloor to production and drilling facilities at the sea surface, as well as from the facility to the seafloor; valve installations, namely, thermostatic valves as parts of power plants, valves being parts of machines; valve blocks being parts of machines; means for installation of well drilling equipment, namely, floating production, storage and offloading (FPSO) units, drilling rigs, cranes, hydraulic lifts, fork lifts; devices and systems for control, testing and monitoring of drilling equipment, downhole functions, pressure, fluids and gas, namely, pressure switches and sensors for monitoring, controlling, and switching drilling equipment, pressure transducers and transmitters that convert hydraulic or pneumatic pressure into analog electrical signals for monitoring and controlling hydraulic or pneumatic systems for use in the oil and gas industry; apparatus and installations for the separation and treatment of fluids, gases and dry matter/mass, namely, motorized extractors, motorized separators, machine tools for extracting oil and water; centrifuges; separators, namely, oil separators, oil-water separators; remote-controlled submersible industrial robots for underwater examination; electrolysis installations, namely, electrolysis machines for generating gases; oil and gas extraction apparatus and equipment, namely, drilling rigs, oilfield production machines for extracting oil from geological layers and processing hydrocarbons, drilling rig mechanical handling machines; pumps, compressors and gas dispensers, namely oil-well pumping machines, electric pumps, pneumatic pumps, vertical turbine pumps, electric compressors, pneumatic and hydraulic compressors, compressors for recovering and recycling gasses and oil, pumps and compressors as parts of machines, motors, and engines, gas dispensing machines for industrial use, gas dispensing pumps for oil rigs; ; structural parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; windmills; wind-powered installations for generating electricity, namely, wind farms; apparatus for generating electricity from renewable sources, namely, wind, solar, water, CO2; turbine towers and structural parts therefor, namely, masts, blades, machine foundations, threads, gears, blade hubs and turbine housings for onshore and offshore wind turbines and wind power installations; arrangements for adjusting blade angles, brakes and braking devices, namely, cranes, power operated listing machines; wind power stations, namely, offshore wind turbines and wind turbine foundations; wind
turbines; wind-powered machines, namely, wind-powered electricity generators; generators and backup power supply systems, namely electric generators

**International Classes**  7 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title**  Machinery

For Apparatus and instruments for distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating the distribution or use of electricity, namely, automation devices for the control of hydropower plants, generators, turbines, power switches and circuit breakers, electrical signaling, monitoring, and measuring devices for power plants; Electric power units being electrical power distribution units; Apparatus and instruments for use in the generation, transmission, distribution, supply and storage of carbon, namely, carbon capture plants; emission measuring and dispensing equipment, namely, devices for use in measuring carbon emissions; electric flow control installations, namely devices for controlling the flow of clean energy; downloadable software for use in the fields of energy, chemicals, oil and gas; electrical and electronic components; electrical switching stations; inverters; transformers (electricity); electrical connections; electric cables and electric wires; all above for use in the handling, processing, sorting and storage of goods and materials for subsea installations; emission measuring and dispensing equipment, namely, devices meant to measure carbon emissions; electronics and computer equipment for windmills, wind power stations, wind turbines; vibration and oscillation sensors for installation in mill housings; downloadable computer software for the operation, control and maintenance of wind turbines; flow instruments, namely, flow measuring control systems for use in connection with wind turbines and windmills; electric flow control installations, namely, boilers and devices for use in connection with wind turbines and windmills; downloadable computer software and computer hardware for the operation, control, maintenance and optimization of windmills; downloadable application software for the operation, control, maintenance, and optimization of windmills, wind power stations, wind turbines; flow control installations namely, meters; downloadable software for measuring and tracking sustainable energy for use in the fields of energy, chemicals, oil and gas; seismic imaging equipment, namely, detectors and recorders for seismic data; gravimetric monitoring apparatus and equipment, namely, detectors and recorders for gravimetric data; apparatus, instruments and equipment for logging, storing, analysing and processing data from subsea structures and equipment for communicating data to external devices; downloadable software for logging, storing, analysing and processing data from subsea structures and equipment for communicating data to external devices; apparatus and instruments, namely, detectors and recorders for inspection, testing and monitoring of drilling equipment and oil and gas refining equipment, borehole functions, pressures, liquids, gas; machinery and equipment, namely, detectors and recorders, and downloadable computer software for logging, storing analyzing and processing data for use with windmills; control and monitoring equipment for automatic switching on and off of generators, namely, trackers and loggers; microprocessors for controlling and voltage regulator of windmills; electrical and electronic components, namely, components for use with detectors and records and analyzing sustainable energy data; electrical switching stations; inverters; electricity transformers; electrical connections; electric cables and electric wires; computer networks and communication apparatus and equipment, namely, detectors and recorders and data processors; inspection equipment, test equipment and subsea installation inspection apparatus, namely, detectors and analyzers of subsea data; electrical, electronic and optical control apparatus and instruments for conveyor belt systems, namely, gauges and devices for controlling conveyor belts; automatic storage and retrieval apparatus, namely, for use in connection with renewable energy data; electronic picking systems consisting of computer hardware and downloadable computer software for use in processing data related to renewable and sustainable energy; electrical, electronic and optical apparatus and instruments, all for use in the
For handling, processing, sorting and storage of goods and materials

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

- Flexible composite pipes and pipes partly made of metal for transport and transmission of fluids, including petroleum and natural gas, also water, hydraulic fluid, electrical signals and/or electrical power

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods

- Scientific and technological services and research and development relating thereto, namely, scientific research, scientific research and development, technological consulting in the field of sustainable energy; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services in the field of sustainable energy; professional and technical consultations in the field of sustainable energy; conducting technical project studies in the field of sustainable energy; engineering; architectural services; interior design consultancy; technical consultancy in relation to scientific and industrial research in the field of sustainable energy; research, namely, scientific research in the fields of environmental science, carbon capture and storage, greenhouse gas emissions and related technologies; information and consultancy relating to scientific research in the fields of environmental sciences, hydrogen production, greenhouse gas emissions, carbon capture and storage and related technologies; consultancy services relating to environmental protection issues; analysis related to the energy and power needs of others; technical consultancy in the field of energy efficiency and alternative energy generation; conducting technical project studies related to the power and energy needs of others and the generation and supply of power and energy; consultancy relating to the technical and scientific analysis of windmills and wind power projects; development and testing of windmills, wind power stations, wind turbines, wind-powered machines, solar panels, solar power plants, geothermal power plants and batteries and battery storage; hydrogen infrastructure development, design services for electrolysis plants; design services for power plants and production facilities; industrial analysis and research in the field of renewable energy sources; technical consultancy in the field of design and planning of production facilities; geological exploration; geoseismic survey services; geological prospecting; registration of seismic data for others; gravimetric monitoring namely, remoting monitoring services of measuring instruments for carrying out gravimetric analytic measurements; geological research; electromagnetic seabed logging, namely, well logging and testing; chemical analyses and examinations in the nature of tests of sustainable energy use and capabilities; geophysical exploration for hydrocarbons; geophysical hydrocarbon exploration; utilization of oil and gas, namely, in connection with research and implementation of sustainable energy; oil field recovery being oil prospecting, oil exploration, oil extraction; oil and gas exploration and field development services, namely, research and exploration related to sustainable energy use; oil exploration consultancy services; oil field exploration, surveying, and inspection consultancy services; analysis services for the exploitation of oil fields; engineering services and research relating to deepwater technology; planning services related to the construction of oil platforms not being building construction; oil well testing; testing and inspection for early damage diagnosis in oilfields and oil rigs; design and development of pipelines, well drilling machines, pumps, submersible pumps, pressure gauges, pressure regulators, pressure valves, cementing tools, downhole equipment, machines and equipment for subsea installations; design of casing during well construction; design of casing tools for casing during well construction; mapping, quality control, inspection and monitoring for maintaining quality of subsea installations, infrastructure and subsea pipelines; technical consultancy in connection with subsea installations; platform services (PaaS) featuring software for use in the fields of sustainable energy; hosting website platforms on the Internet; design and development of computers and computer platforms...
programs; leasing of computer software for use in the fields of sustainable energy; installation, implementation, maintenance, updating and repair of computer software; software as a service (SaaS) for use in the fields of sustainable energy; software consultancy; computer system design and development services for third parties; website design, development and maintenance; providing information and technical consultancy services in the field of information technology, computer hardware and computer systems; technical consulting services in the field of data center architecture and cloud computing; cloud services, namely, providing ability to store data and information related to sustainable energy; cloud computing, namely, providing ability to store data and information related to sustainable energy; technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; testing, analysis and monitoring of systems, namely, systems meant to measure and log data on sustainable energy; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services; providing online non-downloadable software for data collection and analysis for use in the fields of energy, chemicals, oil and gas; electrical and electronic components; providing online non-downloadable computer software for the operation, control and maintenance of wind turbines; providing online non-downloadable computer software for the operation, control, maintenance and optimization of windmills; providing online non-downloadable application software for data collection and analysis for use in connection with windmills, wind power stations, wind turbines; providing online non-downloadable software for data collection and analysis for use in the fields of energy, chemicals, oil and gas; providing online non-downloadable software for logging, storing, analyzing and processing data from subsea structures and equipment for communicating data to external devices; computer software for data collection and analysis for use with windmills

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**For** metal products for use in drilling and completion of oil and gas wells and in the production of oil and gas from wells, namely, well heads, valves other than parts of machines, pipe risers, pipe fittings being riser couplings, pipeline couplings, pipe sections for repairing pipelines, couplings for connecting pipes or tubes, metal pipe connectors, high pressure seals, geothermal well heads, well tubulars, drilling and production sheet templates, wellhead couplings, manifold structures, metal lattices; reinforcement material of metal for pipes; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; metal pipes; parts for metal pipes, namely, fittings of metal for pipes, metal elbows for pipes, junctions of metal for pipes, metal drill collars, metal pipe couplings, joints, and connectors; pippings in the nature of metal pipes; metal seals for use in drilling, completion of oil and gas wells, underwater construction and facilities maintenance and repair, and for construction and maintenance, of underwater and marine structures, pumps, compressors and gas dispensers; underwater metal pipe couplings

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

**International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Intellectual Property Holdings AS

**Address** Intellectual Property Holdings AS Oksenøyveien 10 Lysaker NORWAY 1366

**Legal Entity** aksjeselskap (as)

**State or Country Where Organized** NORWAY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 3033.0002T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SELF-CARE FOR HEALTH-CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97341355 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Treatment apparel for medical professionals, namely, tops and pants; Medical treatment apparel; medical wearing apparel, namely, surgical scrub tops; medical wearing apparel, namely, Surgical scrub pants; medical wearing apparel, namely, surgical scrub hats; medical wearing apparel, namely, surgical shoe covers; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks made of cloth for protection against viral infection; Surgical scrub suits; Fashion masks being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Masks for use by medical personnel; Medical apparel in the nature of scrub jackets, scrub fleece, and lab coats for use in medical examination and treatment

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Apparel, namely, scrub tops not for surgical purposes, pants, hats, shoes, face masks being headwear, suits, jackets, pullovers, windbreakers, vests, socks, t-shirts, undershirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1754703 Ontario Inc. Address 1754703 Ontario Inc. 1408 Ferncrest Road Oakville, Ontario CANADA L6H7W2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6053.0005-00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOY FRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342140 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRESH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing a website featuring blogs, non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, and non-downloadable videos in the fields of fitness, health, food, diets, nutrition, mindfulness and wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

For fresh produce, namely, blueberries and citrus fruits
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joy Produce, LLC Address Joy Produce, LLC c/o WHWW 329 Park Avenue North, Second Floor Winter Park FLORIDA 32789 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16549-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEINPFAD, SARAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDEFINE WHAT SICK LOOKS LIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342503 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting community service and public awareness programs to share information regarding resources and services that benefit individuals with a chronic illness or medical condition; charitable services in the nature of promoting the interests of people with a chronic illness or medical condition by means of public awareness and patient advocacy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 17, 2017 In Commerce Aug. 17, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name We are ILL Address We are ILL PO Box 36846 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 000190.00102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, SLOAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRAIG FINANCIAL SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342582 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FINANCIAL SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing cloud-based bookkeeping and accounting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fetters, Margaret Address Fetters, Margaret 3405 santa clara way Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92010
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AG AGX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97342792
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters AG as the top and sides of a box with a bar and an arrow forming the other side of the box to the left of the letters AGX.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Freight logistics management; Freight management services, namely, shipment processing, preparing shipping documents and invoices, tracking documents, packages and freight over computer networks, intranets and the internet for business purposes
- **International Classes**
  - 35 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2017

- **For**: Freight transportation by truck; Intermodal freight transport, namely transportation by road; Transportation of freight for others by all available means; Freight forwarding services; Drayage services
- **International Classes**
  - 39 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes 100, 105
  - **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2017

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AAGEX Freight Group, LLC
- **Address**: AAGEX Freight Group, LLC 11764 Marco Beach Drive, Suite 10 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32224
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 122498-

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PERKINS, ELLEN J
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97342847  
Application Filing Date: Apr. 01, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Free space optical (FSO) systems in the nature of apparatus for transmission of data via Optical Inter-Satellite Links and Direct-to-Earth Links for high-performance throughput in RF-limited or -denied environments and intended for terrestrial, airborne, and space environments.

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use: Jun. 26, 2015  
In Commerce: Sep. 21, 2020

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: CACI International Inc  
Address: CACI International Inc  
12021 Sunset Hills Road  
Reston  
VIRGINIA  
20190  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 250563507988

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: LIU, PHILIP HUIAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CICADA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342851 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "CICADA" in black with a red circle and line design starting in the middle, inside the first "C" and bisecting the entire term. Outside the first "C" is a circular object in red, comprised of individual lines. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Free space optical (FSO) systems in the nature of apparatus for transmission of data via Optical Inter-Satellite Links and Direct-to-Earth Links for high-performance throughput in RF-limited or -denied environments and intended for terrestrial, airborne, and space environments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Oct. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CACI International Inc Address CACI International Inc 12021 Sunset Hills Road Reston VIRGINIA 20190 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 250563507989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LOVE, INSHALLAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97343462 Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "LOVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  (Based on Use in Commerce) Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles and non-downloadable literary works in the nature of memoirs and blogs, and non-downloadable video and audio content, all in the field of religious lifestyles, love, relationships, dating and sex relating to Muslim women, Muslims, and the Muslim world; entertainment services, namely, providing a podcast in the field of religious lifestyles, love, relationships, dating and sex relating to Muslim women, Muslims, and the Muslim world; (Based on Intent to Use) Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring content in the field of religious lifestyles, love, relationships, dating and sex relating to Muslim women, Muslims, and the Muslim world, provided through cable television, webcasts, and digital streaming platforms
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fathima Nura Maznavi Address  Fathima Nura Maznavi 18760 Jeffrey Ave. Cerritos CALIFORNIA 90703 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  SENSOR, JAMES EARL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OSCAR HALEY & THE GREAT BEYOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343463 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer programs for creating and trading digital collectibles using blockchain-based software technology and smart contracts; downloadable digital media, namely, digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing artwork in the field of entertainment and amusement, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and created with blockchain-based software technology and smart contracts; downloadable computer software for managing digital collectible services, a market for transactions, and a registry using blockchain-based software technology and smart contracts for digital collectibles; Downloadable computer software for use in the safeguarding of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable computer software for providing entertainment and amusement content featuring digital audio and video files, digital collectible and sports trading cards for use on computers, smart phones, tablets and digital personal assistants; Digital photo frames for displaying digital pictures, video, gifs, art, and other digital collectibles authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable entertainment software for collection, distribution, and use of digital collectibles that have a permanent, identifiable record on the blockchain; downloadable mobile application for providing access to online digital collectibles and application tokens for use in online virtual worlds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NON-FUNGIBLE FILMS, INC. Address NON-FUNGIBLE FILMS, INC. Suite 103 4309 Dixie Canyon Avenue Sherman Oaks CALIFORNIA 91423 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343925 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized oak tree design above the word "haku". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of HAKU in the mark is EARL.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soy sauce; Kombu soy sauce; Seasoned soy sauce (Chiyou)
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WA Imports, Inc. Address WA Imports, Inc. 9804 Main Street Hebron ILLINOIS 60034 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DR. BRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97344346  Application Filing Date  Apr. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording DR. BRACE in stylized font where the period after DR contains the design of the bones of a knee joint and the entire mark appears against a rectangular background.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bandages for anatomical joints; Bandages for joints, anatomical; Compression bandages; Elastic bandages; Knee bandages, orthopaedic; Knee bandages, orthopedic; Medical braces for knee; Medical braces, namely, spring-loaded chest to leg brace used to support the body during physical activity; Orthopaedic bandages; Orthopedic bandages; Orthopedic bandages for joints; Orthopedic support bandages; Support bandages; Supportive bandages; Orthopaedic knee bandages
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 04, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Daniel Nissan WEIZEL  Address  Daniel Nissan WEIZEL  6 Harav Onterman Street  Rishon Lezion  ISRAEL  7575205  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1243.8_22_2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BONTATOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97344519 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Bontatoo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carry bags sold filled with children's toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Dolls and playsets therefor; Educational toys in the nature of an illustrated wall map; Gaming mice; Inflatable ride-on toys; Music box toys; Parlour games; Pet toys; Plush dolls; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Stress relief exercise toys; Swimming rings; Toy glow sticks; Toy masks; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JJKJ CO., LTD Address JJKJ CO., LTD No. 1002 Aiguo Road, Room 1009 Luohu District Shenzhen City CHINA 518003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WHOPPAZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97344581</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
| Foreign Registration Number | 1388916 | Foreign Registration Date | Oct. 15, 2010 | Foreign Application/Registration County | AUSTRALIA | Foreign Expiration Date | Oct. 15, 2030 | Foreign Registration Renewal Date | Oct. 15, 2020 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action toys in the nature of action figure toys and collectible toy figures; Construction toys; Craft toys sold complete in the nature of toy model hobby craft kits for constructing toy models comprised of toy building structures, toy vehicles, action figures and toy food, sold as a unit; Craft toys sold in kit form in the nature of toy model hobby craft kits for constructing toy models comprised of toy building structures, toy vehicles, action figures and toy food, sold as a unit; Plush toys; Toys and playthings, namely, action figure toys and collectible toy figures; Toy figures; Toy models; Toy vehicles; Playing cards; Card games; Games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor, namely, hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; Games adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays, namely, hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screens or monitor; Tactile educational games and playthings, namely, children's educational games for developing fine motor skills; Trading cards, namely, trading card games; Dolls; Games, namely, board games and jigsaw puzzles; Toy model kits for constructing toy models comprised of toy building structures, toy vehicles, action figures, toy food, sold as a unit; Board games; Toy jewellery; Toy playsets, namely, action figures, dolls, modelled plastic toy figurines, fantasy character toys, collectible toy figures; Dolls' furniture, namely, furniture for dolls' houses; children's electronic multiple activity toys; Toy modelling dough

### International Classes
28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Moose Creative Pty Ltd ATF The Moose Creative Unit Trust
Address   Moose Creative Pty Ltd ATF The Moose Creative Unit Trust
          29 Grange Road
          CHELTENHAM VIC 3192
          AUSTRALIA
          3192
Legal Entity   TRUST

State or Country Where Organized   AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OBERT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97344833 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail store services featuring utility and protective clothing, accessories and personal safety equipment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For hard hats, protective eyewear, reflective safety vests and protective work gloves
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For utility work pants, utility overalls, short and long sleeve shirts, jackets, vests, hats, gloves, socks, leather boots, steel-toed boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Obert Workwear LLC Address Obert Workwear LLC 446 Monterey Boulevard, #J2 Hermosa Beach CALIFORNIA 90254 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
ROBOJOB USA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97345036
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "USA"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5393516, 4975285

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Engineering; design and development services, namely, design and development of industrial robots; design and development of computers for controlling robots and robotic machinery; technical research in the field of automated robotic machinery; advice and information with respect to automation, namely, providing technology information in the fields of robotics automation and industrial robotic machinery; technical advice relating to operation of computers for use in automation; providing technology information regarding automation of production processes; computer programming; computer hardware development; computer software development; industrial engineering consultancy in the field of industrial automation; computer systems analysis; design, development, writing, installation, programming, updating, testing, implementation, and maintenance of software for others, in particular, of operating software for industrial robots; design and development of robots and robotic systems; technical and scientific research on the scientific theoretic implications and practical applications of robots
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ROBOJOB, naamloze vennootschap
- **Address**: ROBOJOB, naamloze vennootschap Industriepark 12 zone b Heist-op-den-Berg BELGIUM 2220
- **Legal Entity**: naamloze vennootschap (nv)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: BELGIUM

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1055.424.22
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97345229 Application Filing Date: Apr. 04, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of "GUILD" in stylized lettering with a starburst over and partially in front of the "I" with the left and right sides of the starburst stretching to the edge of each side of the word.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Promotion in the nature of publicity agency services and business management of a professional video gaming sports team; publicity agency services, namely, promotion of electronic sports teams; publicity agency services, namely, promotion of electronic sports players; advertising, including promotion of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to esport events; sponsorship search in the fields of esports-talent coaching, mentorship and management; business management in the fields of esports-talent coaching, mentorship and management; business administration services in the fields of esports-talent coaching, mentorship and management; providing office functions in the fields of esports-talent coaching, mentorship and management; product merchandising for others in the fields of esports-talent coaching, mentorship and management; administration of membership schemes, namely, administration of a discount program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on goods and services through use of a discount membership card; charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities in the field of sport; all of the aforementioned in the sector of esports-talent coaching, mentorship and management, and none of the aforementioned being a computer software game or a videogame or merchandising related to such a game

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: GUILD ESPORTS PLC  
Address: GUILD ESPORTS PLC  Room 4, 1st Floor  50 Jermyn Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  SW1Y6LX  
Legal Entity: public limited company (plc)  
State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: HBK0084TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAEVN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97345564 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Career services, namely, career development services for students and young professionals in the nature of one-on-one career coaching and career advising services in the nature of providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities; Career development services, namely, providing professional skill-building curriculum in the nature of workshops, facilitated group training, one-on-one career counseling, classes, and facilitated panel discussion groups related to personal and career development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 27, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haevn LLC Address Haevn LLC 7679 34th Court Boulder COLORADO 80302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90001.00010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIVE STAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97345700 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Company office secretarial services; providing use of office machines and equipment; provision of company office secretarial services; provision of office support staff; provision of clerical and secretarial services; providing professional business and office support staff to assist in the conducting of office business, meetings and conferences; membership club services in the field of travel and transportation; providing professional office support staff to assist in the management of travel plans
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Facilitating expedited passenger screening, namely, providing airline passenger and baggage security screening on a priority basis; airline services, namely, providing security screening on a priority basis for customers being airline passengers
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Passenger baggage checking and handling, namely, airport baggage check-in services; providing air transportation reservation services; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passenger relaxation; airline passenger ticketing, check-in and boarding services for air travelers; escorting of travelers; air transport of passengers, cargo, and freight; providing travel agency services, namely, providing travel ticket reservation services for others, air transportation reservation services for others, cruise reservation services for others and vacation reservation services in the nature of coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and groups; providing information in the field of travel; providing information concerning collection and delivery of cargo and passengers' luggage in transit; transportation services, namely, checking of baggage; airport services featuring transit lounge facilities for passenger relaxation, including shower facilities; booking and providing ancillary travel services, namely, making reservations for transportation in the nature of seat selection, baggage check-in, transfer of checked baggage to aircraft, transfer of carry-on baggage to aircraft; airline services, namely, priority boarding for customers, seat upgrades, and access to airport lounge facilities; airport services, namely, air passenger wheel-chair services at airport
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>39 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 105</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Transportation and Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For**  Providing conference rooms; food and drink catering; café services; restaurant services; bar services; providing conference room facilities; providing lounge facilities for providing food and drink; Providing hotel reservation and coordination services for others; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and drink in airports and on aircraft; provision of general purpose facilities for business, meetings and conferences; providing membership club services, namely, providing club members food and drink in airports, and conference rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  American Airlines, Inc.  **Address**  American Airlines, Inc.  MD 8B503  1 Skyview Drive  Fort Worth TX 76155  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  177306.TBD

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMARTSUITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97346212  Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Interior environment control HVAC and lighting systems for medical environments including surgical suites and medical imaging equipment rooms, namely, a system comprised of HVAC units, lighting fixtures, computer hardware, wireless and wired controllers, and downloadable software for connecting to HVAC and lighting equipment for automating comprehensive monitoring, analysis, and adjustment of HVAC and lighting conditions of the environment, not for medical treatment purposes
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  May 01, 2021  In Commerce  May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SLD Technology, Inc.  Address  SLD Technology, Inc.  4243 SE International Way, Suite D  Portland  OREGON  97222  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SLD-TM-012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COCOBELIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97346490 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim     Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation     The wording CocoBelin has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent     The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Carpets; Rugs; Wallpaper; Area rugs; Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Bathroom rugs; Beach mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Pet feeding mats; Rubber mats; Vinyl wall coverings; Wall paper; Yoga mats International Classes   27 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title   Floor Coverings First Use  Dec. 26, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use     Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhong, Shunfu Address   Zhong, Shunfu No. 44, Group 2, Lvjiagou Village, Caer Town, Gaoping District Nanchong CHINA 637100 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLFORGE FUSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97346705 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Card games; Tabletop games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Downloadable mobile applications for playing video games; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable video game programs; Downloadable video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STONE BLADE ENTERTAINMENT CORP. Address STONE BLADE ENTERTAINMENT CORP. 1887 WHITNEY MESA DR #1107 HENDERSON NEVADA 89014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STYLEIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97346898 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for booking stylist services in a marketplace where consumers can interact with and
hire fashion stylists
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jessica McDaid Address Jessica McDaid 9450 SW Gemini Dr PMB 20933 Beaverton OREGON 970087105 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L551355645

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIVERBEND WEALTH MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97347213 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WEALTH MANAGEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services for individuals, namely, wealth management services, financial management of investment portfolios, financial planning for retirement, consultancy in the field of life insurance, life insurance brokerage, and issuing life insurance; and financial services for companies, namely, financial retirement plan consulting services in the field of creation of retirement plans and financial administration of retirement plans
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 30, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Riverbend Wealth Management, LLC Address Riverbend Wealth Management, LLC 4720 Jenn Drive Myrtle Beach SOUTH CAROLINA 29577 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RBW-2-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORUVAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97347424  Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  pharmaceutical products, namely, a sustained release ketoprofen used to prevent inflammation and used as an analgesic
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pharma Trademarks Inc.  Address  Pharma Trademarks Inc.  1712 Pioneer Ave, Suite 496  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EULIN, INGRID C
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97347778  Application Filing Date: Apr. 05, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "MEN'S"  Acquired
Distinctiveness: In part  Distinctiveness Limitation Statement: as to "COLLEGE WORLD SERIES"

Goods and Services Information
For: Organizing college teams in the nature of organizing college baseball sport competitions and athletic events and conducting collegiate athletic tournaments, namely, tournaments between college baseball teams
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  First Use: Jun. 09, 2000  In Commerce: Jun. 09, 2000

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Office of the Commissioner of Baseball  Address: Office of the Commissioner of Baseball  1271 Avenue of the Americas  New York  NEW YORK  10020  Legal Entity: UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATION  State or Country: NEW YORK
Where Organized: NEW YORK

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 21307.98/MLK

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: GALBO, AMANDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIL' HIPPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97347923 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Virtual reality arcade services accessible via a mobile application; Providing virtual reality computer game competitions; Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of films, motion pictures, radio, television and web programs; Entertainment services, namely, production and postproduction of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable movies, television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and multimedia works via a video on demand service; Educational services, namely, providing virtual and online seminars, workshops, classes, conferences, presentations, courses in the fields of cryptocurrency, metaverse, Web3, and nonfungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable game software for mobile games, video games, and computer games; Downloadable electronic, computer and video games accessible via the internet; downloadable virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality interactive games
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Design and development of virtual reality computer game software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Rundown Media, LLC  
Address   Rundown Media, LLC  
          421 Rodeo Dr., Suite T-13  
          Beverly Hills  
          CALIFORNIA  
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized  
          CALIFORNIA  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA CRAB SHACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97347950 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red cartoon character-type crab outlined in black holding two gray and white utensils outlined in black, a fork in the left claw and a spoon in the right claw. The red crab has blue irises, white pupils and a white background comprising its eyes, which are outlined in black. It is wearing a yellow crown outlined in black on top of its eyes. The crown contains three red gems and two white gems. The crab's smile is outlined in black and shows it having white teeth and a pink tongue inside its red mouth. The crab has orange highlighting on its claws and face. The crab is shown in two concentric circles each with a red border. The inner circle has a light blue background, and the outer circle is blue. "LA Crab Shack" is written in white letters in the blue background of the outer circle. "LA" is at the top of the circle and "Crab Shack" is at the bottom. The graphic appears on a black background. The rectangular shape of the background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, blue, light blue, yellow, gray, white, orange, pink and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LA CRAB SHACK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LA Crab Shack Intellectual Property LLC Address LA Crab Shack Intellectual Property LLC 411 W Wildhorse Drive Chandler ARIZONA 85286 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country ARIZONA

WHERE ORGANIZED ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIL’ HIPPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97348012 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, hats, headwear, shoes, sneakers, socks, t-shirts, athletic shirts, baseball caps and hats, graphic t-shirts, hoodies, knitwear in the nature of, beanies, cardigans, and sweaters; Clothing jackets; Jerseys being clothing; Pants; Shirts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts;Scarves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rundown Media, LLC Address Rundown Media, LLC 421 Rodeo Dr., Suite T-13 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIL’ HIPPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97348126  Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and record label services in the nature of recording, production, and postproduction services in the field of music; recording studio services; music publishing services; record production; record mastering; production of sound and image recordings on sound and image carriers; editing and recording of sounds and images
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable computer software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, text and multimedia content; Downloadable computer software for enabling transmission, storage, sharing, collection, and organizing audio and other data for use in social networking and for use in social networking database management; Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of digital music and digital audio information and data for peer-to-peer social networking databases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, text and multimedia content; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for enabling transmission, storage, sharing, collection, and organizing audio and other data for use in social networking and for use in social networking database management; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for creating searchable databases of digital music and digital audio information and data for peer-to-peer social networking databases
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Rundown Media, LLC
Address: Rundown Media, LLC 421 Rodeo Dr., Suite T-13 Beverly Hills, CALIFORNIA 90210
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97348137 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue geometric design consisting of two loops. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Video game interactive remote control units for playing video games for connection to computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality experiences; Electronic and interactive multimedia video game consoles; Video game interactive remote control units; Wearable peripherals for playing video games, namely video game interactive remote control units specially adapted for computers, video game consoles, and handheld video game consoles; Game controllers for computer games; Game controllers for use in playing video games; Hand-held units for playing electronic, computer, interactive, and video games; Gaming devices and mobile gaming devices, namely, gaming machines with or without video output for playing computer games and video games; Computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Bags specially adapted for handheld video games and video game consoles; Computer game and video game joysticks; Computer gaming consoles for recreational game playing; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-held video game units; Game controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games; Games adapted for use with television receivers; Hand held joy stick units for playing video games; Handheld game consoles; Hand-held electronic games adapted for use with television receivers only; Hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; Hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; Home video game machines; LCD game machines; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games and video game consoles; Stand alone video game machine; Stands for electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-held video game units; Tabletop units for playing electronic games other than in conjunction with a television or computer; Video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; Controllers for game consoles; Arcade video game machines; Video game consoles; Games and playthings, namely, video game machines;
Gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, namely, gymnastic apparatus; Christmas tree decorations; Body-building apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Body-training equipment being body-training apparatus; Equipment for sports and games, namely, manually operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Meta Platforms, Inc. **Address** Meta Platforms, Inc. 1601 Willow Road Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1306325

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97348142 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue geometric design consisting of two loops. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising via electronic media; Dissemination of advertising for others via a global computer network; Business advertising services, namely, advertising services for tracking advertising performance, for managing, distributing and serving advertising, for analyzing advertising data, for reporting advertising data, and for optimizing advertising performance; Advertising services, namely, advertising campaign management, targeting, implementation and optimization services for others; Preparation and realization of media and advertising plans and concepts; Design of advertising materials for others; Advertising services, namely, media planning and media buying for others, brand evaluation and brand positioning services for others, and advertising procurement services for others; Ad serving, namely, placing advertisements on websites for others; Advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others by means of providing photo and video equipment at special events; Organizing exhibitions and events in the field of software and hardware development for commercial or advertising purposes; Advertising services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the internet and other communication networks; Compiling of business data in online computer databases and online searchable databases in the field of classified advertisements; Promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing advertising on via the internet and other communications networks; Providing promotional events for others via live streaming video; Marketing and promotion services; Consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing; Business assistance and consulting services; Business consultation regarding marketing activities; Business consultation in the field of telecommunications; Business management consulting services to enable business entities, non-governmental organizations and non-profit organizations to develop, organize, and administer programs to offer greater access to global communications networks; Business networking services; Employment recruiting services and employment recruiting consultation services; Promoting sales for others by facilitating pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuing gift card certificates that may be redeemed for goods or services; Advertising services for promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian
activities; Providing contest and incentive award programs for marketing and advertising purposes to recognize, reward and encourage individuals and groups which engage in self-improvement, self-fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities and sharing of creative work product; Business consultancy services for professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software application development; Organizing, promoting, arranging and conducting special events, exhibitions, and tradeshows for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Organizing and conducting special events, business exhibitions, and business expositions for commercial purposes in the interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality and augmented reality hardware and software; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality content and digital media, namely, pre-recorded music, video, images, text, audiovisual works and virtual and augmented reality game software; Operating online marketplaces for sellers of goods and/or services; Facilitating the exchange of needed information for financial compensation via the Internet; Shopping facilitation services, namely, providing an online comparison-shopping search engine for obtaining purchasing information; Connecting buyers and sellers via an online network environment; Promotional services, namely, providing electronic catalog services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; Providing telephone directory information via global communications networks; Business assistance services, namely, customer relationship management; Providing commercial information, namely, user comments concerning business organizations, service providers, and other resources; Marketing research, namely, advertising campaign and consumer preferences research and analysis for others; Provision of market research and information services; Business information management, namely, reporting of business information and business analytics in the fields of advertising and marketing; Business management; Business administration, namely providing office functions; Compiling online business directories featuring the businesses, products and services of others; Promoting the public interest and awareness of issues involving access to the internet for the global population; Association services, namely, promoting the adoption, acceptance and development of open source computer technologies; Organizing business networking events in the field of open source software; Promoting voluntary common industry standards for software development and execution; Conducting business investigations in the field of social media; Consulting services in the field of evaluating social media content for advertising purposes; Business consulting services in the field of social media policies and regulations; Marketing, advertising and promotion services; Business services, namely, business management and consulting services for web-based advertising and marketing services, and advertising services; Market intelligence services; Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for selling and trading virtual goods with other users; Online trading services in which users post requests for products and negotiate transactions via the Internet; Arranging and conducting special events for business purposes; Blockchain as a service, namely, business advice and information in the field of blockchain technology; Provision of electronic appointment and message reminders and notifications; Advertising and information distribution services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the internet and communications networks; Advertising services, namely, targeting and optimization of online advertising for others; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Association services, namely, promoting that promote the interests of professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software application development; Brand consulting, namely, brand imagery consulting services; Business and advertising services, namely, media planning and media buying for others; Procurement services for others, namely purchasing a wide variety of consumer goods for other businesses; Business networking; Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities; Consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing, namely, customizing advertising and marketing efforts of others;
Dissemination of advertising for others via the internet and communication networks; Employment recruiting services; Marketing, advertising and promotion services, namely, providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to retail websites of others, and special offers for the goods and services of others; Online advertising and promoting the goods and services of others via the internet; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality, mixed reality and augmented reality headsets, games, content and digital media; Online retail store service featuring electronic wearable fitness devices, personal weighing scales, wearable activity trackers, fitness and sports apparel, and accessories for the aforesaid goods; Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing video advertising on the internet and communication networks; Promoting the goods and services of others via the internet and communication networks; Providing online business directories featuring the businesses, products and services of others; Providing online facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; Promotional services for others, namely, providing online facilities for live streaming video of promotional events; Retail and online retail store services featuring software, electronic devices and footwear incorporating sensors that allow consumers to engage in virtual athletic competitions and individual and group fitness classes; Retail and online retail store services featuring fitness coaching, virtual athletic competitions, and individual and group fitness classes; Retail store services featuring electronic wearable fitness devices, personal weighing scales, wearable activity trackers, fitness and sports apparel, and accessories for the aforesaid goods

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102

International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1306326

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97348149 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue geometric design consisting of two loops. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online social networking and dating services; Social networking, social introduction and dating services provided via computer databases and online searchable databases in the fields of social networking, social introduction and dating; Providing information in the fields of online social networking and social introduction services; Providing online social networking services, namely, the provision of information in the field of personal image development, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community services, and humanitarian activities; Providing personal concierge services for others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, booking reservations, facilitating personal purchases, arranging personal deliveries, making requested personal arrangements, providing recommendations on products and services, providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Legal services; Reviewing standards and practices relating to social media content to assure compliance with social media laws and regulations; Regulatory compliance consulting in the field of social media; Consulting services in the field of online social networking and social media services; Online social investment network in the nature of an online social networking service in the field of investments; Providing a website featuring information on the development of law in the field of privacy, security, blockchain and distributed ledger technologies, and data governance; Regulatory compliance consultancy in the field of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token and utility token applications; Online social networking service for investors allowing investors to discuss financial trades and exchange of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens with other users; Business identification verification services as part of personal background investigations for security purposes; Identification verification services as part of personal background investigations; Online social networking services; Personal concierge services for others comprising of making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Internet-based social introduction and networking and dating services; Internet-based social networking services related to sports, fitness, and coaching activities provided through a community website.
online and other computer and electronic communication networks; User verification services provided as part of personal background investigations services for security purposes

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Meta Platforms, Inc.  
**Address**: Meta Platforms, Inc.  1601 Willow Road  Menlo Park  CALIFORNIA  94025  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 1306331

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADONIS EVENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97348512 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EVENTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live presentations, conducting and hosting domestic Carnival celebrations, cultural events, street parties, and live musical presentations by DJs and live vocal performances; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 2013 In Commerce Sep. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DJUNCTION CORPORATION Address DJUNCTION CORPORATION 6851 SW 17th Street Pompano Beach FLORIDA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DJ-0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
The mark consists of a stylized "A" with the word "ADONIS" at the bottom. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of live presentations, conducting and hosting domestic Carnival celebrations, cultural events, street parties, and live musical presentations by DJs and live vocal performances; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events

First Use Feb. 2013 In Commerce Sep. 2013
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TYYNSST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97348640 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Tyynsst" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Elbow guards for athletic use
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HONGKONG CUSTON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO.,LIMITED Address  HONGKONG CUSTON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO.,LIMITED FLAT/RM 11 17/F WITTY COMMERCIAL BUILDING 1A-IL TUNG CHOI STREET Hongkong CHINA  999077 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country  CHINA
Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22HX0135UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97348726  
Application Filing Date: Apr. 06, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer: "MUSIC"

Goods and Services Information

For: Music production services; Audio recording and production; Production of sound recordings, namely, movie soundtracks  
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  
First Use: Jun. 15, 2019  
In Commerce: Mar. 23, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: The Path Music LLC  
Address: The Path Music LLC  
407 ELMWOOD ST.  
Islip Terrace  
NEW YORK  
11752  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: Path041

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97348805 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2022 Register   Principal
Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of two stylized flower petals, with the left petal in green and the right petal in red. Immediately below the petals is a curved line resembling a smiling mouth, with the left half of the line in green and right half of the line in red. A single Korean character appears in white within each petal. The white background appearing in the mark is not claimed as a feature of the mark and represents transparent area. Color
Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The colors green, red, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration
The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "CHEON MAT" and this means "THE FIRST TASTE" in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed   Yes Foreign Application Number   4020220058567 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2022
Foreign Registration Number   40-1898159 Foreign Registration Date   Aug. 10, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date   Aug. 10, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Spices; Barbecue sauce; Cinnamon powder; Ground ginger; Honey mustard sauce; Pepper powder; Red pepper powder (Gochutgaru); Salad sauces; Savory sauces used as condiments; Spice mixes; Spices in the form of powders; Tartar sauce; Teriyaki sauce
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Jaesung, Woo Address   Jaesung, Woo #101 99-15, Goseong-ro, Seo-gu Daegu REPUBLIC OF KOREA 41729 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   9236/005
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RENAISSANCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97348810
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air-conditioning installations; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning units; heat pumps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rheem Manufacturing Company
- **Address**: Rheem Manufacturing Company, 1100 Abernathy Road, N.E., Suite 1700, Atlanta, GEORGIA, 30328
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 92575-1197

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIOT DANCE FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97348948 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DANCE FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dance instruction; Providing training for certification in the field of dance fitness International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Riot Media Incorporated Address Riot Media Incorporated 3512 East 3800 South Salt Lake City UTAH 84109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22481.17

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEEP KIDS RUNNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97349446 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store service featuring durable medical devices
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cutting Edge Wound and Medical Supplies Address Cutting Edge Wound and Medical Supplies 1 Cannondale Drive Danbury CONNECTICUT 06810 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VEGAN SUGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97349600 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VEGAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Caps being headwear; Coats; Coats made of cotton; Gloves; Gloves as clothing; Gloves for apparel; Hats; Open-necked shirts; Rain hats; Rain jackets; Rain slickers; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Tuques; A-shirts; Athletic shirts; Baseball caps; Baseball caps and hats; Bucket hats; Button down shirts; Coats for infants, children and adults; Collared shirts; Dresses for children and adults; Embroidered clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, hats, pants, and outerwear in the nature of jackets, sweatshirts, windbreakers, ponchos, rain ponchos, hoodies, lined hoodies, blazers, cardigans, coats, overcoats, parkas, pea coats, quilted jackets, raincoats, robes, sports coats, sweaters, top coats, track suits, trench coats, vests; Graphic T-shirts; Headwear for infants, children and adults; Headwear, namely, hats and caps; Henley shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts for infants, children and adults; Hoodies; Hoods; Jackets; Jackets for infants, children and adults; Knit shirts; Knitted caps; Knitted gloves; Knitwear, namely, shirts, jackets, scarves; Long-sleeved shirts; Night shirts; Outdoor gloves; Outerwear, namely, jackets, sweatshirts, wind breakers, rain ponchos, coats; Overshirts; Pajamas for infants, children and adults; Pants for infants, children and adults; Polo shirts; Rain coats; Rugby shirts; Shirts for infants, children and adults; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Shorts for infants, children and adults; Skull caps; Sleep shirts; Small hats; Sport coats; Sport shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Stocking caps; Stocking hats; Sweaters for infants, children and adults; Sweatpants for infants, children and adults; Sweatshirts for infants, children and adults; T-shirts for infants, children and adults; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Tops as clothing for infants, children and adults; Turtle neck shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind coats; Winter coats; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Woolly hats; Woven shirts; Woven shirts for infants, children and adults; all of the foregoing goods made of 100% organic cotton

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Vegan Suga
Address: Vegan Suga 36 Vermont Ave., Unit 4 Warwick RHODE ISLAND 02888
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: RHODE ISLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: VEGA_001_WM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PRESENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97349656 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bathroom mirrors; lighted mirrors; bathroom vanities; medicine cabinets, all of the foregoing for residential and hospitality use

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Robern, Inc.  Address  Robern, Inc.  701 North Wilson Avenue  Bristol  PENNSYLVANIA  19007  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOOD, CAROLINE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97349767 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing, analyzing, compiling, reporting, searching, extracting, and managing data related to warehouse lending, commercial lending, mortgage services, mortgage lending, mortgage refinancing, mortgage banking, real estate closings, real estate lending, mortgages, real estate loans, and warehouse lines of credit
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  USA Financial, Inc. Address  USA Financial, Inc. 4925 Greenville Avenue, Suite 660 Dallas TEXAS 75206 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FAFSF.020T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ECHO 8 SAFETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97349901 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words and letter "Echo 8 Safety" on a black background in which the "8" is red and the words "Echo Safety" are white, wherein the "o" in "Echo" is located on top of the bottom part of the "8", wherein there is a square that is red and white in which the left point of the square is located next to the "E" in the word "Echo" and the right point of the square is located next to the "I" in the word "Safety", all superimposed upon a black background. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "SAFETY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing training in the use of heavy industrial equipment; Providing occupational, safety and health administration courses; Providing safety training for general industry, construction, mining and gas and oil industry; Providing PEC safety certified courses; Providing mine safety and health administration certified courses; Providing industrial standard courses for construction and general industry under OSHA; Providing health and safety institute courses; Providing training in rescue services

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Feb. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2012

For  Consulting in the field of workplace safety; Safety consultation in the field of construction site inspection and assessment; Consultancy services in the field of the safety needs of commercial and industrial companies; Information in the field of workplace safety; Consultancy on regulations on safety at work; Consulting services in the field of state and federal regulatory compliance requirements for personnel safety; Analysis and consultation pertaining to job site safety; Inspection of factories for safety purposes; Consultation services in the field of the safety needs of commercial and industrial companies

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Feb. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2012
For
Providing medical evaluations of general medical conditions for OSHA compliance; Providing medical fitting of respirators

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
First Use Feb. 01, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2012

International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Echo 8 Safety Consultants, LLC
Address Echo 8 Safety Consultants, LLC
Greensburg PENNSYLVANIA 15601
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 078359.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) METHYLIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97350073 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of narcolepsy and behavioral disorders such as attention deficit disorder, in particular, compositions containing methylphenidate hydrochloride
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpecGx LLC Address SpecGx LLC 385 Marshall Avenue Webster Groves MISSOURI 63119 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number MAL 4304 US
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GENOPLEX MICRODELIVERY ACTIVATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97350109 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MICRODELIVERY ACTIVATOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exfoliant creams; Skin rejuvenation creams; Cosmetic microdermabrasion cream
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Derma Research Group, Inc. Address Derma Research Group, Inc. Unit 108 33 Farley Drive Guelph CANADA N1L0B7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0653-03889

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHERELAVEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97350121</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 06, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Cherelavee Dyal, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Entertainment, namely, live music concerts
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For Blush; Eyeliner; Mascara; Perfume; Body butter; Body oil; Eye shadow; Facial cleansers; Lip gloss; Lip liner; Makeup setting sprays; Shower gel; Artificial eyelashes; Bath soaps; Beauty masks for face; Body lotion; Facial concealer; Make-up primer; Skin moisturizer
International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Sound recordings featuring music
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Bras; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Jeans; Panties; Scarves; Shapewear; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Sweat pants; Tee shirts; Athletic jackets
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   LaVee En Rose LLC  
Address   LaVee En Rose LLC  229-19 Merrick Boulevard, #439  Laurelton  NEW YORK  11413  
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REALTY EXECUTIVES COLLECTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97350478
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COLLECTION" for real estate brokerage and providing information in the field of real estate via the internet in International Class 036 and "REALTY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1037111, 6631935, 4811666 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Real estate brokerage; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Franchising services, namely, providing financial information and advice regarding the establishment and/or operation of real estate
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 2020
- **For** Franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization, and promotion in the field of real estate
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Realty Executives Intl. Svcs. LLC
- **Address**: Realty Executives Intl. Svcs. LLC 668 N. 44th Street, Suite #123 Phoenix ARIZONA 85008
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 092690-00164

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REALTY EXECUTIVES COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97350479  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a rectangular shape, interrupted in the lower middle part by the word "COLLECTION" and interrupted in the upper middle part by a shield design, with the words "REALTY EXECUTIVES" in the center of the rectangular shape. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "COLLECTION" for real estate brokerage and providing information in the field of real estate via the internet in International Class 036 and "REALTY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1037111, 3893269, 6631935 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate brokerage; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Franchising services, namely, providing financial information and advice regarding the establishment and/or operation of real estate
For Franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization, and promotion in the field of real estate

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Realty Executives Intl. Svs. LLC  Address  Realty Executives Intl. Svs. LLC  668 N. 44th Street, Suite #123  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85008  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  092690-00165
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QUBE SERIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97350495
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SERIES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air conditioners
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ice Qube, Inc.
- **Address**: Ice Qube, Inc. 141 Wilson Avenue Greensburg PENNSYLVANIA 15601
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: IQ_033T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KITA-TOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97350569 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements for cough and congestion
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alternavida, S.A. de C.V. Address Alternavida, S.A. de C.V. Av. Jesús del Monte 271 Piso 4, Col. Jes Huixquilucan MEXICO 52764 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-JL-T004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DON CATRIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97350813 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a skull decorated in the style of Dias de los Muertos over the words "DON CATRIN". Translation The English translation of Don Catrin in the mark is Sir Gentleman. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seasoned salt
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 07, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seco Jaikel, Carlos Mauricio Address Seco Jaikel, Carlos Mauricio Calle 34 entre avenidas 1era y 3era San Jose COSTA RICA 10102 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship COSTA RICA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DON CATRIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97350815 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Don Catrin in the mark is Sir Gentleman. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seasoned salt
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 07, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seco Jaikel, Carlos Mauricio Address Seco Jaikel, Carlos Mauricio Calle 34 entre avenidas 1era y 3era San Jose COSTA RICA 10102 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship COSTA RICA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  FYN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97351427</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0128207/1717922</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1717922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for processing of digital asset transactions and for providing intelligence, analysis and data processing about asset performance; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for processing of digital asset transactions, for providing asset performance intelligence by processing, calculating and analyzing taxable gains and losses of cryptocurrency and digital assets in order to enable users to calculate and prepare taxes, and for providing tax analysis and strategy related to cryptocurrency and digital assets; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to process digital asset transactions and provides intelligence, analysis and data processing about asset performance; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to process digital asset transactions and provides asset performance intelligence by processing, calculating and analyzing taxable gains and losses of cryptocurrency and digital assets in order to enable users to calculate and prepare taxes, and provides tax analysis and strategy related to cryptocurrency and digital assets; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing of digital asset transactions and for providing intelligence, analysis and data processing about asset performance; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing of digital asset transactions, providing asset performance intelligence by processing, calculating and analyzing taxable gains and losses of cryptocurrency and digital assets in order to enable users to calculate and prepare taxes, and for providing tax analysis and strategy related to cryptocurrency and digital assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title**

Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351529 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four concentric hexagonal outlines of different sizes, with five diagonal lines spanning between the outer-most hexagon and the next-largest hexagon, and the inner two hexagons joined with two vertical lines to form a stylized lower-case letter "b".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video editing; Video editing services for events; Video film production; Video imaging services; Video imaging services by drone; Video mastering services; Video production; Video production services; Video recording services; Video tape editing; Video tape film production; Audio and video recording services; Entertainment services, namely, production of special effects including model-making services, computer-generated imagery and computer-generated graphics for the production of motion pictures, videos, and movie trailers; Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; Film and video film production; Film and video production; Film and video production consulting services; Film and video tape film production; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Music video production; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondoable videos in the field of drones; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondoable videos in the field of travel; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondoable videos in the field of tourism; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondoable videos in the field of filmmaking; Operation of video and audio equipment for production of television programs; Operation of video and audio equipment for the production of radio and television programs; Photographic and video services, namely, photographic and video capture; Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film; Production of video and creation of visual effects for others for use in DVDs, television programs and on web sites; Production of musical videos; Production of visual effects for videos, DVDs, television and for internet web sites; Providing on-line videos featuring drones, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring travel, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring tourism, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring filmmaking,
not downloadable; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of drones; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of travel; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of tourism; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of filmmaking; Special effects animation services for film and video; Television, video and movie filming services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Video production services in the field of employment recruiting; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Distribution of advertising materials in the nature of online videos; Post-production editing services for video and audio commercials; Preparing advertisements for others, namely, preparing video advertising and promotional videos for commercial use via the internet and television, digital cable and video-on-demand or download; Producing promotional videotapes, video discs, and audio visual recordings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blue Mantle Media, LLC Address Blue Mantle Media, LLC 1200 Maryland Ave. Steubenville OHIO 43952 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUN AND SURF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351754 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SURF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed general feature magazines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heise, John Address Heise, John 85 Avenue de la Mer, #1002 Palm Coast FLORIDA 32137 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Heise, Mary Address Heise, Mary 85 Avenue de la Mer #1002 Palm Coast FLORIDA 32137 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)   COOK OVER FIRE FEAST
UNDER STARS EST. '19 OVERLAND CHEF CAST
IRON CAMP CUISINE

Mark Information
The mark consists of the stylized words "COOK OVER FIRE" and "FEAST UNDER STARS" forming an arc with a stylized star between them. Below the arc is a stylized campfire comprised of stylized logs beneath a stylized flame. The campfire is between the stylized abbreviations "EST." and "'19". Below all of this is the stylized word "OVERLAND" above the stylized word "CHEF". The word "CHEF" is between the stylized words "CAST IRON" and "CAMP CUISINE". Disclaimer: "EST. '19" and "OVERLAND CHEF" and "CAST IRON" and "CAMP CUISINE"

Goods and Services Information
For Online retail store services featuring clothing and general consumer goods and merchandise

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Houston, Jesse
Address: Houston, Jesse 1777 Brecon Dr. Jackson MISSISSIPPI 39211
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Nardecchia, Mark
Address: Nardecchia, Mark 1777 Brecon Dr. Jackson MISSISSIPPI 39211
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Pascale, Seth
Address: Pascale, Seth 1777 Brecon Dr. Jackson MISSISSIPPI 39211
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: H259 001TM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOTHER JONES DAILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351936 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DAILY" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line electronic newsletters delivered by e-mail in the field of politics
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 11, 2020 In Commerce May 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foundation for National Progress DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Mother Jones Address Foundation for National Progress Suite 600 222 Sutter Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 941084457 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUNGEON HOBBY SHOP
MUSEUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97352118 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “HOBBY SHOP MUSEUM”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cloth patches for clothing; Ornamental cloth patches; Embroidered patches for clothing
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 2020 In Commerce May 2020
For Dice; Dice games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing role playing games; Playing pieces in the nature of miniature action figures and toy model vehicles for use with table top hobby battle games in the nature of battle, war and skirmish games, and fantasy games; Role playing games; Table-top games; Tabletop games comprised of dice, game boards, figurines and manuals
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 2020 In Commerce May 2020
For Providing of table-top game facilities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2020 In Commerce May 2020
For Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of role playing and table-top games; On-line retail store services featuring games, books, dice, clothing, stickers, figurines and role playing game accessories; Providing consumer information in the field of role playing and table-top games via a website
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 03, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2021
For Shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use** May 2020  **In Commerce** May 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** DUNGEON HOBBY SHOP MUSEUM LLC  **Address** DUNGEON HOBBY SHOP MUSEUM LLC  723 WILLIAMS STREET  LAKE GENEVA  WISCONSIN  53147  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** WISCONSIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 04043-HOBBY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEHMET EFENDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97352268 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "EFENDI" in the mark is "master". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3867525

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee cups; Coffee mugs; Coffee servers; Coffee services of ceramic
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 01, 1871 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2018

For Coffee; Ground coffee; Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 1871 In Commerce Jan. 11, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KURUKAHVECI MEHMET EFENDI MAHDUMLARI; AHMET RIZA KURUKAHVECI; VE ORTAKLARI ADI KOMANDIT SIRKETI Address KURUKAHVECI MEHMET EFENDI MAHDUMLARI; AH MET RIZA KURUKAHVECI; VE ORTAKLARI ADI K Tahmis Sokak No. 66 Eminonu Istanbul TURKEY 34116 Legal Entity komandit sirket (kom. srk) State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOVR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97352736 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5847144, 5847143

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable mobile applications for collecting, managing, and analyzing data related to patient registries in the field of neuromuscular diseases

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For providing online non-downloadable mobile applications for collecting, managing, and analyzing data related to patient registries in the field of neuromuscular diseases

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc. Address Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc. 161 N. Clark St, Suite 3550 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 512624-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YIELDING A DIFFERENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353311  Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For investment management services in the field of income and alternatives investments; financial services, namely, impact investment services in the nature of providing capital to underfinanced markets that contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Variant Investments, LLC  Address Variant Investments, LLC  10300 SW Greenburg Road, Suite 308 Portland OREGON 97223  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 537775.10006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLASSICSUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353392 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Cloth bibs; Clothing belts; Clothing head wraps; Clothing headwraps; Clothing jackets; Clothing jerseys; Clothing layettes; Clothing wraps; Clothing, namely, crops; Clothing, namely, khakis; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Clothing, namely, thobes; Footwear for men; Footwear for men and women; Footwear for women; Footwear uppers; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Footwear, namely, pumps; Footwear, namely, rubbers; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for suits; A-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic footwear; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shoes; Balloon pants; Body shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Boxing shoes; Button down shirts; Camouflage shirts; Caps being headwear; Chef shirts; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Climbing footwear; Collared shirts; Corduroy shirts; Corsets being clothing; Drawers as clothing; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of toe caps; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Foulards being clothing; Gloves as clothing; Gloves for apparel; Golf shoes; Graphic T-shirts; Helmet liners being headwear; Hooded sweat shirts; Insoles for footwear; Leather headwear; Leather shirts; Leather shoes; Long-sleeved shirts; Mantles; Night shirts; Non-slip soles for footwear; Open-necked shirts; Over shirts; Pockets for clothing; Polo shirts; Ramie shirts; Riding shoes; Shifts as clothing; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Skullies being headwear; Sport shirts; Sports shoes; Sun visors being headwear; Suspenders for clothing; Swaddling clothes; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tap pants; Tee pants; Tee-shirts; Ties as clothing; Tips for footwear; Trunks being clothing; Turtle neck shirts; Underarm clothing shields; Ushankas being headwear; Visors being headwear; Volleyball shoes; Water repelling footwear; Waterproof footwear; Wristbands as clothing; Yoga shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Guirlene Altidor Vorgetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Guirlene Altidor Vorgetts 221 skyline Drive Ste 208-#403 East Stroudsburg PENNSYLVANIA 18301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>1-824433403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MCCLELLAN, MATTHEW D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MISFITS OF THE METAVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353496 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METAVERSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel, jewelry, sunglasses, pinback buttons, smoking pipes, and prints
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Digital media, namely, downloadable files featuring audio, video, textual, and graphical content in the field of music, art, sports, and pop culture authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable electronic data files featuring artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grateful Bat, Inc. Address Grateful Bat, Inc. 725 Flower Ave #4 Venice CALIFORNIA 90291 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554269325

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATLAS MOTOWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353701 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring footwear, apparel, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, works of art, toy cars, toy figures and slot car bodies for use in online virtual worlds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sector 4 Enterprises LLC Address Sector 4 Enterprises LLC 166 Mercer St, Suite 6B New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 150389-4008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COOCAA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353882 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term COOCAA in a stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording COOCAA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines and machine tools, namely, gear cutters, electric crushers for kitchen use; electric citrus juicers; electric stand mixers; electric pepper grinders; electric food blenders; salt and pepper mills, other than hand-operated, power-operated flour mills; multichoppers, namely, electric food processors, food chopping machines for commercial use; electric edge sharpeners for skis, knives; electric clothes washing machines, electric dish washing machines, electric floor washing machines; electric appliances for cleaning, namely, floor cleaning machines, multi-purpose steam cleaners; water pumps, namely, water pumps for land vehicles, water pumps for use in motors and engines; air pumps, namely, compressed air pumps; compressors, namely, gas compressors, electric compressors, air compressors, compressor cleaning machines; electric lawn trimmers, electric weed trimmers; electric gardening tools, namely, lawn and garden tilling machines, power-operated garden hose reels; filtering machines, namely, milk filtering machines; electric generators; laser processing apparatus, namely, laser engraving machines, laser welding machines; electric power operated tools, namely, drills, circular saws; electric and gas-operated soldering apparatus; electric wax polishing machines for industrial and household purposes; micro motors, namely, electric micro motors for machines; dust crusher disposers, namely, dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; built-in dishwashers; electric food processors; electric egg beaters; electric meat grinders; electric juice blenders for household purposes; electric soy milk making machines; electric clothes washing machines for household use; electric clothes washing machines for industrial purposes; industrial sweeping robots
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Shenzhen Coocaa Network Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Coocaa Network Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm 2306, E Wing, Skyworth Building  No. 18, Gaoxin S. 4th Rd, High-tech Zone  Shenzhen  CHINA  518063  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  27253-T15-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATLAS MOTOWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97354101 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of slot car racing; Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line virtual environment for trading virtual sports trading cards and tokens; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual footwear, apparel, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, works of art, toy cars, toy figures and slot car bodies for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sector 4 Enterprises LLC Address Sector 4 Enterprises LLC 166 Mercer St, Suite 6B New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 150389-4008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97354140  
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "TRAVEL CLUB"

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; Travel clubs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong>:</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong>:</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong>:</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong>:</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong>:</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong>:</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Travelwhirled LLC  
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Wanderbug Travel Club  
- **Address**: Travelwhirled LLC  
- **912 Capitol Rd Norristown PENNSYLVANIA 19403**  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
**MARK**

**Mark Literal(s)** ATLAS MOTOWORKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97354739</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words ATLAS MOTOWORKS in stylized white font, located under a white octagon containing four curved lines, all of which are contained within a larger black circle.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring footwear, apparel, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, works of art, toy cars, toy figures and slot car bodies for use in online virtual worlds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Sector 4 Enterprises LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Sector 4 Enterprises LLC 166 Mercer St, Suite 6B New York NEW YORK 10012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>150389-4009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MCMORROW, JANICE LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATLAS MOTOWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97354795  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words ATLAS MOTOWORKS in stylized white font, located under a white octagon containing four curved lines, all of which are contained within a larger black circle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of slot car racing; Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line virtual environment for trading virtual sports trading cards and tokens; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual footwear, apparel, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, works of art, toy cars, toy figures and slot car bodies for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sector 4 Enterprises LLC  Address  Sector 4 Enterprises LLC  166 Mercer St, Suite 6B  New York  NEW YORK  10012  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  150389-4009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOP OK MODA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97355002 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TOP OK" in stylized white text with a black outline with a design of two white stars with black outlines nested one inside the other between the words "TOP" and "OK" and the word "MODA" in black stylized text in the center of the stars. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MODA" Translation The English translation of "MODA" in the mark is "FASHION".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Fashion handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Cloth labels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Sunglasses; Cell phone cases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing belts made out of cloth; Clothing jackets for men, women, kids, babys, teenagers; Fashion hats; Body suits for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Coats for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Headwear for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Hooded sweatshirts for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Pajamas for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Pants for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Shirts for men, women, kids, babys, teenagers; Shoes for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Shorts for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Sweaters for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Sweatpants for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Sweatshirts for men, women, kids, babys teenagers; T-shirts for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Tops as clothing for men, women, kids, babys teenagers; Trousers for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers; Woven shirts for men, women, kids, baby, teenagers
International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Adrian Hernandez | Address | Adrian Hernandez | 1157 60th ave | Roberts | WISCONSIN | 54023 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KARMA K9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97355386 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms as clothing; Footwear; Headwear; Clothing jackets; Shoes; Tops as clothing; Undergarments
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Holmes, Terry Address Holmes, Terry 1614 Winter st Augusta GEORGIA 30904 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97355537 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "R" within a circular compass.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 31, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jack Victor Limited Address Jack Victor Limited 1250 St. Alexandre Street Montreal, Quebec CANADA H3B3H6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J034T05459US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZIPCAT ESSENTIAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97355901</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "ESSENTIAL" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Online retail store featuring feline wellness, toys, and catnip |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | GoodTrip Catnip |
| Address | GoodTrip Catnip 11901 Santa Monica Blvd. #421 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90025 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized |
| CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIVINGSHARES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356555 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2215612 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 2215612 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 11, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Equity financing services; equity release services, namely, assisting others with the completion of financial transactions for equities; financial services, namely, proprietary trading in equities in the United States and overseas market securities; financial risk management advisory services; financial information and advisory services; financial planning advisory services; computerised financial services, namely, clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network and providing financial information via a global computer network; financial research in the field of economics; financial advice; providing financial information via a website; providing insurance, financial and real estate information, all in-person and via online computer networks; financial advice relating to tax; advice relating to investments; providing venture capital investment funding; capital investment; capital investment advisory services; capital investment in real estate; commercial real estate investment services; commodities investment advisory services; commodities investment consultation services; investment consultancy; consultations relating to investment; financing of investments; financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; advisory services relating to financial investment; financial investment brokerage; financial investment in the field of equities; financial investment advisory services; financial investment fund services, namely, investment of funds for others; financial investment management services; financial research in the field of financial investments; financial management of capital investment funds; financial management of investments; financial appraisal of investment funds; investment brokerage; financial information concerning investments; investment management; management of a capital investment fund; investment of funds; investment performance monitoring, namely, monitoring financial markets for investment purposes; financial planning concerning investments; financial management in the field of investment portfolios; financial research concerning investments; public equity investment
management services; trust services, namely, investment and trust company services; monitoring of investment funds for investment purposes

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LOVE TO Be Mutual Limited **Address** LOVE TO Be Mutual Limited c/- Progressive Legal Pty Ltd PO Box 7544 Bondi, NSW AUSTRALIA 2026 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0364002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE QUANTUM BUSINESS ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97356675  Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "BUSINESS ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing education courses in the field of online business development offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Education services, namely, providing online and in-person summits, courses, masterminds in the nature of peer brainstorming groups, peer educational presentation, coaching, and workshops in the field of online business development, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; Individual and group coaching in the field of online business development; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of online business development

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 08, 2019  In Commerce  Nov. 08, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tynan, Sarah  Address  Tynan, Sarah  31 Trentham Rd  Tylden  AUSTRALIA  3444  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HALLELUYA PSYCHOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356746 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PSYCHOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of health and wellness; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of mental health; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of health and wellness; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of mental health; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of health and wellness; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of mental health; Computer education training; Computer education training services; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach accessible by means of a website and in person; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about health and wellness accessible by means of a website and in person; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about mental health accessible by means of a website and in person; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach via an online website; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of health and wellness via an online website; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of mental health via an online website; Personal coaching services in the field of health and wellness provided via a website and in person; Personal coaching services in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach provided via a website and in person; Personal coaching services in the field of mental health provided via a website and in person; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on health and wellness; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on mental health through application of Christian beliefs; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field
of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of health and wellness; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of mental health; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach via a website; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of health and wellness via a website; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of mental health via a website; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of mental health through application of Christian beliefs via a website; Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

**For**: Health care services, namely, psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Health care services, namely, health and wellness being mental healthcare; Health care services, namely, mental health services in the nature of psychology; Health counseling; Behavioral health services; Behavioral health services in the nature of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach services; Behavioral health services in the nature of health and wellness services, namely, mental healthcare; Behavioral health services in the nature of mental health services; Consulting in the field of health and wellness to bring about personal happiness; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Holistic health services; Internet-based health care information services; Mental health therapy services; Providing health care information by a website; Providing health care information by use of on-line courses; Providing health information; Providing health information via a website; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, mental health; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, mental health through application of Christian beliefs; Providing a website featuring information in the field of mental health; Providing information in the field of mental health and wellness via a website; Providing information in the fields of health and wellness; Providing mental health and wellness information; Providing news and information in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach health; Providing news and information in the field of health and wellness health; Providing news and information in the field of mental health; Providing news and information in the field of mental health through application of Christian beliefs health; Provision of health information

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Halleluya Living, LLC  
**Address**: Halleluya Living, LLC  
8697 La Mesa Blvd., Suite C, #177  
La Mesa  
CALIFORNIA  
91942  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Halleluya Living

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97356752  Application Filing Date: Apr. 11, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "LIVING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of health and wellness; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of mental health; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of health and wellness; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of mental health; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of health and wellness; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of mental health; Computer education training; Computer education training services; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach accessible by means of a website and in person; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about health and wellness accessible by means of a website and in person; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about mental health accessible by means of a website and in person; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach via an online website; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of health and wellness via an online website; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of mental health via an online website; Personal coaching services in the field of health and wellness provided via a website and in person; Personal coaching services in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach provided via a website and in person; Personal coaching services in the field of mental health provided via a website and in person; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on health and wellness; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on mental health; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field
of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Providing a website featuring non-
downloadable videos in the field of health and wellness; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of
mental health; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian
psychology, Christian life coach via a website; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of health and wellness via a
website; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of mental health via a website; Providing on-line courses of
instruction in the field of mental health through application of Christian beliefs via a website; Training courses in strategic
planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021  

**For**: Health care services, namely, psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Health care
services, namely, health and wellness being mental healthcare; Health care services, namely, mental health services in the
nature of psychology; Health counseling; Behavioral health services; Behavioral health services in the nature of psychology,
Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach services; Behavioral health services in the nature of health
and wellness services, namely, mental healthcare; Behavioral health services in the nature of mental health services;
Consulting in the field of health and wellness to bring about personal happiness; Counseling in the field of mental health and
wellness; Holistic health services; Internet-based health care information services; Mental health therapy services; Providing
health care information by a website; Providing health care information by use of on-line courses; Providing health
information; Providing health information via a website; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness,
namely, psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach; Providing a website featuring
information about health and wellness, namely, mental health; Providing a website featuring information about health and
wellness, namely, mental health through application of Christian beliefs; Providing a website featuring information in the field
of mental health; Providing information in the field of mental health and wellness via a website; Providing information in the
fields of health and wellness; Providing mental health and wellness information; Providing news and information in the field of
psychology, Christian philosophies, Christian psychology, Christian life coach health; Providing news and information in the
field of health and wellness health; Providing news and information in the field of mental health; Providing news and
information in the field of mental health through application of Christian beliefs health; Provision of health information

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Halleluya Living, LLC  
**Address**: Halleluya Living, LLC  
8697 La Mesa Blvd., Suite C, #177  
La Mesa, CALIFORNIA  
91942  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAUTY CANDY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97356763
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "BEAUTY CANDY" in stylized letters. The word beauty is over top of the word candy and in a bold darker font, and candy is in a lighter font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "CANDY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dietetic candies not for medical purposes, namely, candies containing sugar substitutes
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BEAUTY LAB COMERCIO DE ALIMENTOS E COSMETICOS LTDA
- **Address**: BEAUTY LAB COMERCIO DE ALIMENTOS E COSMETICOS LTDA SALA 1 AVENIDA EUROPA, NO. 829 SAO PAULO BRAZIL 2017
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: BRAZIL

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: PB22001USTM
- **Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
YES Yoga Has Curves

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YES YOGA HAS CURVES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97356876
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and teaching training consisting of classes, retreats, workshops and courses in the field of yoga philosophy, yoga theory and practice, yoga therapy, marketing of yoga instruction, physical fitness, meditation, mental training and discipline, and health, and publishing and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jiivana LIFE Yoga & Wellness, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Spiritual Essence Yoga LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **Address**: Jiivana LIFE Yoga & Wellness, LLC 5080 Brown Station Road Suite 250 Upper Marlboro MARYLAND 20772
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEADLINE SIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356885 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SIGNS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-luminous, non-mechanical signs not of metal; Road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Two Minds Group LLC Address Two Minds Group LLC 525-A Pitts School Rd. NW Concord NORTH CAROLINA 28027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TDB DALX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97357379 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TDB DALX" written in black stylized font. Between "TDB" and "DALX" appears a stylized square design consisting of three stylized horizontal oriented rectangle designs the top rectangle is yellow, the middle rectangle is orange, and the bottom rectangle is red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, orange, red, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic floor scrubbers; Brushes for vacuum cleaners; Cordless vacuum cleaners; Electric fan units for vacuum cleaners; Electric vacuum cleaners; Floor washing machines; Hand-held vacuum cleaners; Hoses for vacuum cleaners; Robotic vacuum cleaners; Swimming pool vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaner bags; Vacuum cleaner hoses; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sandelishi Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sandelishi Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd. Rm.201,Bldg.B,Dahaiyin Workshop,No.18 Tongfuyu Industrial Zone,Pingshan Dist. Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYOTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97357398 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial pampas grass
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williams, Rachel Address Williams, Rachel 2815 Alta View Dr Apt 208 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92139 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FABLES F & F FOLKLORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97358098 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "FABLES F & F FOLKLORE" in stylized letters whereby "FABLES" is stacked above a centralized stylized image of a fox and "F & F" in an arc that curves downward and "FOLKLORE" is stacked below the same centralized stylized image of a fox and "F & F" in an arc that curves upward. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather wallets International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Caffee, Daniel Craig DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Fables & Folklore Address Caffee, Daniel Craig 4667 West Dublin Olive Branch MISSISSIPPI 38654 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LENGÜI LARGOS LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97358203 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stacks stylized wording "LENGÜI LARGOS" in the center of a circle, with the left side of the circle cut off by a design of a mouth with the tongue sticking out, and on the right side of the circle being cut off by the stylized word "LIVE" Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LIVE" Translation  The English translation of "LENGÜI LARGOS" in the mark is "long tongue".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Production of radio or television programs
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NUNEZ OLIVA, ALEXIS Address  NUNEZ OLIVA, ALEXIS 10225 COLLINS AVE APT 1601 BAL HARBOUR FLORIDA 33154 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Lengui L Lg

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97358931 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Creams for dermatological use; Homeopathic anti-inflammatory ointment; Medical cleansers for skin and wounds; Medicated ointments for treating dermatological conditions; Medicated pre-moistened wipes; Odor neutralizing preparations for general use on various surfaces; Gels, creams and solutions for dermatological use
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals
For   Baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; Body sprays; Cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; Cloths or tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser; Non-medicated cleansers, namely, skin cleansers, facial cleansers, and body cleansers; Skin cleanser in liquid spray form for use as a baby wipe alternative; Wipes impregnated with a cleaning preparation; Wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; Skin cleansing cream; Skin cleansing lotion
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   THE GOODSPROUT COMPANY, LLC Address   THE GOODSPROUT COMPANY, LLC 2733 CULLEN ST. FT. WORTH TEXAS 76107 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized   TEXAS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   153687.003
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUE MANTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359158 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video editing; Video editing services for events; Video film production; Video imaging services; Video imaging services by drone; Video mastering services; Video production; Video production services; Video recording services; Video tape editing; Video tape film production; Audio and video recording services; Entertainment services, namely, production of special effects including model-making services, computer-generated imagery and computer-generated graphics for the production of motion pictures, videos, and movie trailers; Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; Film and video film production; Film and video production; Film and video production consulting services; Film and video tape film production; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Music video production; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of drones; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of travel; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of tourism; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of filmmaking; Operation of video and audio equipment for production of television programs; Operation of video and audio equipment for the production of radio and television programs; Photographic and video services, namely, photographic and video capture; Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film; Production of video and creation of visual effects for others for use in DVDs, television programs and on web sites; Production of musical videos; Production of visual effects for videos, DVDs, television and for internet web sites; Providing on-line videos featuring drones, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring travel, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring tourism, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring filmmaking, not downloadable; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of drones; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of travel; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of tourism; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of filmmaking; Special effects animation services for film and video; Television, video and
movie filming services

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2007 **In Commerce**: Aug. 12, 2007

**For**: Video production services in the field of employment recruiting; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Distribution of advertising materials in the nature of online videos; Post-production editing services for video and audio commercials; Preparing advertisements for others, namely, preparing video advertising and promotional videos for commercial use via the internet and television, digital cable and video-on-demand or download; Producing promotional videotapes, video discs, and audio visual recordings

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2007 **In Commerce**: Aug. 12, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Blue Mantle Media, LLC **Address**: Blue Mantle Media, LLC 1200 Maryland Ave. Steubenville OHIO 43952 **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLEAVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359209 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "CLEAVER"; the first 5 letters "C","L","E","A", and "V" vary in size and are in black; the next letter "E" consists of several horizontal lines in black; the final letter "R" consists of several horizontal lines in black and gold. To the right is a black bar whose left side is in the outline of the right side of the "R"; inside the black bar are 3 Chinese characters in white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, gold and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "KE-LI-JIE" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "ke-li-jie" and this means "can immediate degradation" in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 111022414 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Foreign Registration Number 02248734 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 16, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County TAIWAN Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 15, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical additives for use in the processing of synthetic resins; Chemicals for plastic industrial purposes; Industrial chemicals; Chemicals for use in industry and science; Aromatic compounds, namely, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; Unprocessed artificial resins, namely, polyamine resin, amino resins and epoxy resin; Unprocessed epoxy resins; Unprocessed artificial resins; Unprocessed synthetic resins; Thermoplastic resins, unprocessed
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Recycling of waste and trash; Sorting of waste and recyclable material
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment
For  Artificial resins, semi-processed; synthetic resins, semi-processed
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title  Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SWANCOR INNOVATION & INCUBATION CO., LTD. Address  SWANCOR INNOVATION & INCUBATION CO., LTD. 3rd Floor, No. 11 Industry South 6 Road Nantou City TAIWAN 54066
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5400114.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PINO, BRIAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LAIDBACK

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97359332</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Racks specially adapted for recreational watercraft in the nature of boats for holding and storing fishing gear, equipment, and supplies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Laidbackrack, LLC

**Address**  Laidbackrack, LLC 40046 Palmerville Rd.  New London  NORTH CAROLINA  28127

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  NORTH CAROLINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  L259 001TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PURATH, ANICKA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
CASHUNITY

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97359343</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "CASHUNITY" with the "S" formed by two hands shaking. "CASH UNITY" appears in all black except the letter "S" which appears in blue and white with the shaking hands in light tan.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The colors blue, white, light tan, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Evenson Alexis Novembre
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Double business
- **Address**: Evenson Alexis Novembre 97 fern street apt 9 evenson84.novembre@gmail.com Naugatuck CONNECTICUT 06770
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner Name**: JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
**MARK Literal(s)** JUBILEE BIOMEDICAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97359433</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stacked, stylized wording &quot;JUBILEE BIOMEDICAL&quot; under a design of a four pointed star above an abstract check mark design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BIOMEDICAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cosmetic electronic instruments being medical devices for nonsurgical cosmetic treatments; skin beauty instruments being facial toning machines for cosmetic use |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jubilee International Biomedical Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Jubilee International Biomedical Co., Ltd. 27F., No. 9, Songgao Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 110 TAIWAN R.O.C. |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | TAIWAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>4404-0129US1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TICONN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359578 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of one left-rounded angle in blue and one right-rounded angle outlined in blue with a blue circle in between, the aforesaid appearing to the left of the stylized wording "TICONN" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6423494, 6898731, 5954161

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Copper wire, not insulated; Drain pipes of metal; Locks of metal, other than electric; Metal folding doors; Tool boxes of metal, empty; Towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; Windows of metal; Wire of common metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use Nov. 03, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name StonyDealClub, Inc. Address StonyDealClub, Inc. 274 Hallock Rd. Stony Brook NEW YORK 11790
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109HF.017UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TICONN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97359590
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of one left-rounded angle in blue and one right-rounded angle outlined in blue with a blue circle in between, the aforesaid appearing to the left of the stylized wording "TICONN" in blue.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6423494, 6898731, 5954161

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bits for mining machines; Drill bits for rock drilling; Extensions for power drill bits; Meat and food grinder attachments for electric mixers for household use; Power drills; Tool bits for machines; Wood lathes
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Dec. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 07, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: StonyDealClub, Inc.
- **Address**: StonyDealClub, Inc. 274 Hallock Rd. Stony Brook  NEW YORK  11790
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 109HF.018UST

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MRIDIAN A3I

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97359672  Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0128071/1697890  International Registration Number  1697890  Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4778426

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer hardware for use with an adaptive radiotherapy medical apparatus and systems for receiving, processing, transmitting, and displaying data; computer hardware for processing and analyzing magnetic resonance images (MRI); computer hardware for use with a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnostic apparatus for receiving, processing, analyzing, transmitting, and displaying information for clinical, laboratory, or research use; computer hardware for use with a radiotherapy apparatus for collecting, processing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying data; computer hardware for use with radiotherapy apparatus to collect, process, transmit, analyze, and display patient data for purposes of planning and delivering treatment to that patient; computer hardware for the creation or transmission of audio, video and data related to a medical treatment for diagnostic, clinical, laboratory, or research use; computer hardware for communicating audio, video and data, namely, magnetic resonance images (MRI) and radiotherapy treatment information, between computers via a global computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks; recorded software for use with an adaptive radiotherapy medical apparatus and systems for receiving, processing, transmitting, and displaying data; recorded software for use with a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnostic apparatus for receiving, processing, analyzing, transmitting, and displaying data for clinical, laboratory, or research use; recorded software for use with a radiotherapy apparatus for collecting, processing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying data; recorded software for use with radiotherapy apparatus to collect, process, transmit, analyze, and display patient data for purposes of planning and delivering treatment to that patient; recorded software for the creation or transmission of audio, video and data related to a medical treatment for diagnostic, clinical, laboratory, or research use; recorded software for communicating audio, video and data, namely, magnetic resonance images (MRI) and radiotherapy treatment information, between computers via a global computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks;
computer networks; downloadable computer software for processing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data that may be
downloaded to a global computer network for analysis; downloadable computer software to enable healthcare professionals to
remotely access, analyze, transmit, display, and collaborate on data derived from an MRI diagnostic apparatus; downloadable
computer software for use in remote computer access and collaboration by healthcare professionals for processing and
analyzing magnetic resonance images (MRI); downloadable computer software for use in remote computer access for the
creation or transmission of audio, video and data related to a medical treatment for diagnostic or clinical use via private cloud
computing for medical professionals to work collaboratively; downloadable computer software for use in remote computer
access for communicating audio, video and data, namely, magnetic resonance images (MRI) and radiotherapy treatment
information, between computers via a secure global computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer
computer networks; downloadable computer software that enables healthcare professionals to simultaneously and
collaboratively access, analyze, transmit, and display patient data obtained from a radiotherapy apparatus remotely;
downloadable computer software for use by healthcare professionals to enable the simultaneous and collaborative remote
access to on-table adaptive radiotherapy medical apparatus and systems for purposes of directing and modifying radiotherapy
treatments, treatment plans, and treatment delivery

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use with an adaptive radiotherapy medical apparatus and systems for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for processing and analyzing magnetic resonance images (MRI); software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnostic apparatus for receiving, processing, analyzing, transmitting and displaying information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use with a radiotherapy apparatus for collecting, processing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying data; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use with radiotherapy apparatus to collect, process, transmit, analyze, and display patient data for purposes of planning and delivering treatment to that patient; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in the creation or transmission of audio, video and data related to a medical treatment for diagnostic or clinical use; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for communicating audio, video and data, namely, magnetic resonance images (MRI) and radiotherapy treatment information, between computers via a secure global computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use with processing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data that may be downloaded to a global computer network for analysis; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software to enable healthcare professionals to remotely access, analyze, transmit, display, and collaborate on data derived from an MRI diagnostic apparatus; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in remote computer access and collaboration by healthcare professionals for processing and analyzing magnetic resonance images (MRI); software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in remote computer access for the creation or transmission of audio, video and data related to a medical treatment for diagnostic or clinical use via private cloud computing for medical professionals to work collaboratively; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in remote computer access for communicating audio, video and data, namely, magnetic resonance images (MRI) and radiotherapy treatment information,
between computers via a secure global computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks; providing a secure, web-based service featuring technology that enables healthcare professionals to simultaneously and collaboratively access, analyze, transmit, and display patient data obtained from a radiotherapy apparatus remotely; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use by healthcare professionals to enable the simultaneous and collaborative remote access to on-table adaptive radiotherapy medical apparatus and systems for purposes of directing and modifying radiotherapy treatments, treatment plans, and treatment delivery

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ViewRay Technologies, Inc.
- **Address**: ViewRay Technologies, Inc. 2 Thermo Fisher Way Oakwood Village OHIO 44146
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 47176-568399

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIN LLORAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359688 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SIN LLORAR" in the mark is "without crying".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of sports and cinema
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 16, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2019
For Downloadable podcasts in the field of sports and cinema
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 16, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2019
For Hats; Hoodies; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mariano Trujillo Address Mariano Trujillo 1936 North 3rd Avenue Upland CALIFORNIA 91784
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T31-07865

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUNKYFLY BOUTIQUE LLC FF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97359742</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a woman with a hat and sunglasses on with earrings that says "FF" on them with a heart hanging. She is holding up between her fingers the name "FUNKYFLY" with "BOUTIQUE LLC" underlined underneath that. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "BOUTIQUE LLC" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | On-line retail store services featuring clothing and hand crafted sunglasses, hats, earrings, and scarves |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jan. 2021 | In Commerce | Sep. 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | FunkyFly Boutique LLC |
| Address | FunkyFly Boutique LLC |
| 2024 Brannon Way | Lithia Springs |
| GEORGIA | 30122 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K555450950 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CAMPFIRE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97359809
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electric vacuum cleaners
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: NINGBO UNITED TOOLS CO.,LIMITED
- **Address**: NINGBO UNITED TOOLS CO.,LIMITED A501 LISHI PLAZA NO.61 HUIFENG ROAD NINGBO CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED

---

2237
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAP-PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97359812 Application Filing Date: Apr. 12, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Electric vacuum cleaners
International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title: Machinery First Use: Jan. 12, 2022 In Commerce: Jan. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: NINGBO UNITED TOOLS CO.,LIMITED Address: NINGBO UNITED TOOLS CO.,LIMITED A501 LISHI PLAZA NO.61 HUIFENG ROAD NINGBO CHINA 315000 Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NATURAL BEE-LIEVE IT
HONEY PRODUCT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97360127 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "NATURAL BEE-LIEVE IT HONEY PRODUCT", with the wording "HONEY" filled in with a honey-comb pattern and having honey dripping off of it, and the design of a honey stick on the left side of the wording, with honey dripping off of it and forming a honey puddle under it. Disclaimer  "NATURAL" AND "HONEY PRODUCT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apricot flavored honey, mango flavored honey, peach flavored honey, pomegranate flavored honey, strawberry flavored honey, apple pie flavored honey, mango and peach flavored honey, ginger flavored honey, elderberry flavored honey, and honey
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use  Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bee-Lieve It Honey LLC Address  Bee-Lieve It Honey LLC  2400 2nd Ave, 16H  New York  NEW YORK 10035 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
## Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97360274
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SKINCARE"

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Non-woven disposable textile wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds; Non-woven fabric cosmetic wipes; Manual cosmetic cleaners, namely, non-woven fabric wipes and sponges
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Chan, Laurence C.
- **Address**: Chan, Laurence C. 9883 Pacific Heights Blvd., Suite D, San Diego, CALIFORNIA 92121
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BADGERY BELTS

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97360754 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 15, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BELTS" |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Hat bands; leather hat bands |
| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 29, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 29, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Minichiello, Adrianna |
| Address | Minichiello, Adrianna 10782 Carillon Court San Diego CALIFORNIA 92131 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 2032491 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | KHAN, ASMAT A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360818 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "APG". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For water bottles sold empty

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For All-purpose sporting bags, backpacks, travel bags in the nature of day packs, knapsacks, rucksacks, book bags, tote bags, handbags, duffel bags, messenger bags, hip and lumbar packs, backpack straps in the nature of hip belts, shoulder bags, waist packs, fanny packs, satchels, mountaineering bags in the nature of rucksacks for mountaineers; Boston bags, internal frame backpacks and external frame backpacks, backpacks with water bottle pockets, and fitted protective rain covers for the aforesaid goods; hydration packs, namely, backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems consisting of a backpack, a reservoir, and a mouthpiece connected to the reservoir by a tube, sold empty; backpack shoulder harness straps; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, namely, carrying straps and protective fitted liners; alpenstocks, umbrellas

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Clothing, namely, men's, women's, and children's T-shirts, shirts, tops, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, side zip pants, shorts, trousers, jeans, vests, parkas, anoraks, coats, jackets, wind-resistant jackets, jackets with hoods, pullovers, sweaters, coveralls, underwear, thermal underwear, boxer briefs, sleepwear, loungewear, hosiery, socks, tights, gloves, mittens; outerwear, namely, shell jackets, one-piece shell suits in the nature of ski suits, ski wear, ski suits, ski vests, ski jackets, ski bibs, bib overalls, bib pants in the nature of snow pants, and snowboard-wear, namely, trousers, jackets, gloves, boots; snow pants, snow suits, rain wear, rain jackets, rain pants, hunting gaiters, boot gaiters, neck gaiters, leg gaiters and ankle gaiters; skirts, skorts, dresses, swimsuits, swim trunks; footwear, namely, athletic shoes, sneakers, trail running shoes, climbing shoes, hiking shoes, slippers, climbing slippers, boots, trekking boots, hiking boots, sandals; headwear, namely, caps, hats, headbands, bandanas, scarves, earbands, earmuffs, balaclavas, visors, beanies; clothing belts
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Active Performance Gear, LLC
Address: Active Performance Gear, LLC 5500 Preston Road, Suite 250 Dallas TX 75205
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 646678-3008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97360819  Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "APG" to the left of a
shaded circle containing a triangle design.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  water bottles sold empty
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title
Housewares and Glass
For  All-purpose sporting bags, backpacks, travel bags in the nature of day packs, knapsacks, rucksacks, book bags, tote bags,
handbags, duffel bags, messenger bags, hip and lumbar packs, backpack straps in the nature of hip belts, shoulder bags, waist
packs, fanny packs, satchels, mountaineering bags in the nature of rucksacks for mountaineers; Boston bags, internal frame
backpacks and external frame backpacks, backpacks with water bottle pockets, and fitted protective rain covers for the
aforesaid goods; hydration packs, namely, backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems consisting of a backpack, a
reservoir, and a mouthpiece connected to the reservoir by a tube, sold empty; backpack shoulder harness straps; parts and
fittings for all the aforesaid goods, namely, carrying straps and protective fitted liners; alpenstocks, umbrellas
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Clothing, namely, men's, women's, and children's T-shirts, shirts, tops, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, side zip pants,
shorts, trousers, jeans, vests, parkas, anoraks, coats, jackets, wind-resistant jackets, jackets with hoods, pullovers, sweaters,
coveralls, underwear, thermal underwear, boxer briefs, sleepwear, loungewear, hosiery, socks, tights, gloves, mittens;
outerwear, namely, shell jackets, one-piece shell suits in the nature of ski suits, ski wear, ski suits, ski vests, ski jackets, ski
bibs, bib overalls, bib pants in the nature of snow pants, and snowboard-wear, namely, trousers, jackets, gloves, boots; snow
pants, snow suits, rain wear, rain jackets, rain pants, hunting gaiters, boot gaiters, neck gaiters, leg gaiters and ankle gaiters;
skirts, skorts, dresses, swimsuits, swim trunks; footwear, namely, athletic shoes, sneakers, trail running shoes, climbing shoes,
hiking shoes, slippers, climbing slippers, boots, trekking boots, hiking boots, sandals; headwear, namely, caps, hats,
headbands, bandanas, scarves, earbands, earmuffs, balaclavas, visors, beanies; clothing belts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Active Performance Gear, LLC Address   Active Performance Gear, LLC 5500 Preston Road, Suite 250 Dallas   TEXAS 75205 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   646678-3007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APG ACTIVE PERFORMANCE GEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360825 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "APG" to the left of a shaded circle containing a triangle design. The foregoing is featured above the stylized wording "ACTIVE PERFORMANCE GEAR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ACTIVE PERFORMANCE GEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For water bottles sold empty

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For All-purpose sporting bags, backpacks, travel bags in the nature of day packs, knapsacks, rucksacks, book bags, tote bags, handbags, duffel bags, messenger bags, hip and lumbar packs, backpack straps in the nature of hip belts, shoulder bags, waist packs, fanny packs, satchels, mountaineering bags in the nature of rucksacks for mountaineers; Boston bags, internal frame backpacks and external frame backpacks, backpacks with water bottle pockets, and fitted protective rain covers for the aforesaid goods; hydration packs, namely, backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems consisting of a backpack, a reservoir, and a mouthpiece connected to the reservoir by a tube, sold empty; backpack shoulder harness straps; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, namely, carrying straps and protective fitted liners; alpenstocks, umbrellas

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Clothing, namely, men's, women's, and children's T-shirts, shirts, tops, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, side zip pants, shorts, trousers, jeans, vests, parkas, anoraks, coats, jackets, wind-resistant jackets, jackets with hoods, pullovers, sweaters, coveralls, underwear, thermal underwear, boxer briefs, sleepwear, loungewear, hosiery, socks, tights, gloves, mittens; outerwear, namely, shell jackets, one-piece shell suits in the nature of ski suits, ski wear, ski suits, ski vests, ski jackets, ski bibs, bib overalls, bib pants in the nature of snow pants, and snowboard-wear, namely, trousers, jackets, gloves, boots; snow pants, snow suits, rain wear, rain jackets, rain pants, hunting gaiters, boot gaiters, neck gaiters, leg gaiters and ankle gaiters; skirts, skorts, dresses, swimsuits, swim trunks; footwear, namely, athletic shoes, sneakers, trail running shoes, climbing shoes, hiking shoes, slippers, climbing slippers, boots, trekking boots, hiking boots, sandals; headwear, namely, caps, hats,
headbands, bandanas, scarves, earbands, earmuffs, balaclavas, visors, beanies; clothing belts

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Active Performance Gear, LLC  **Address**: Active Performance Gear, LLC  5500 Preston Road, Suite 250  Dallas  TEXAS  75205  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 646678-3006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LABSHEETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97361255 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable relational database computer software for designing custom applications via a no-code spreadsheet interface for management and automation of life science laboratory resources; Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) services featuring relational database computer software for designing custom applications via a no-code spreadsheet interface for management and automation of life science laboratory resources International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scispot.io Inc. Address Scispot.io Inc. 22 Frederick St. Suite 700 Kitchner, Ontario CANADA N2H6M6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5582-030890

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOHNNY SMOKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97361691 Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Adam Bruce, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Audio tapes featuring music; Compact discs featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music anthologies; Downloadable ring tones, graphics and music via a global computer network and wireless devices; Phonograph records featuring music; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; Pre-recorded record albums featuring music
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 13, 2018 In Commerce  Aug. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bruce, Adam, G. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Johnny Smoke Address  Bruce, Adam, G. 4370 troost ave 202 studio city CALIFORNIA 91604 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  N/A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FAMOUSLY FRESH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Publication Date |
|---------------|-------------------------|----------|---------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| 97361805      | Apr. 13, 2022           |          |                     | Jul. 04, 2023               |

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;FRESH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant services</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Park Drive, LLC</td>
<td>Holiday Park Drive, LLC 445 South Main Street, Fourth Floor Davidson NORTH CAROLINA 28036</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S01108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUTLER, MIDGE FAE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHOPROI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97361968 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Website traffic optimization; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; on-line advertising and marketing services; promoting, advertising and marketing the on-line websites of others; dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; dissemination of advertising for others via public wireless networks for display on mobile devices; marketing, promotional and advertising services provided by mobile telephone connections; advertising, promotion, and marketing services in the nature of assisting on-line websites to generate revenue from users; advertising, promotion, and marketing services in the nature of lead or demand generation activities or services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name International Web Services, LLC Address International Web Services, LLC 2093 Philadelphia Pike #1072 Claymont DELAWARE 19703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LEGACY ARCADE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97362014
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of horizontally oriented rhombus insignia crest on a white background; said crest bordered with gold dots evenly interspersed on the outer circumference of its border; inside the double-lined gold border of the crest resides, inside a substantially black and red background, three gold dragon heads, one blue-eyed dragon head facing forward bookended by two red-eyed outward-facing dragon heads, the side dragon heads further comprising substantially disembodied talons which hold the word mark "LEGACY ARCADE", "LEGACY" in white, and "ARCADE" in gold; the inner right and left corners of the inner rhombus comprising red chiral substantially isometric outward-facing flame-cloudlike curlicue decorations indicating smoke and fire, outlined in gold; the bottom corner of the inner rhombus further comprising a single red and brown, forward-facing flame-cloudlike curlicue decoration, outlined in gold.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) gold, black, red, blue, brown and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ARCADE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Providing online non-downloadable game software for playing arcade games

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Legacy Tech, LLC
- **Address**: Legacy Tech, LLC Suite 102 31371 Rancho Viejo Road San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 2055.3.4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRADEWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97362207 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GRADEWAY", wherein there is a musical note design as part of letter "D," and two horizontal lines over-lining and underlining the letters. The top line is an extension of the letter "G" and the bottom line is an extension of the letter "Y". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drumsticks; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying drumsticks; Bamboo flutes; Capos for banjos, ukuleles; Carrying cases for musical instruments; Conductor's batons; Guitar accessories, namely, guitar slides; Guitar picks; Keys for musical instruments; Musical Christmas ornaments; Musical instrument bows for cellos, violas; Musical instrument harnesses; Musical instrument straps; Musical instrument strings; Pedals for musical instruments; Pegs for musical instruments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Rosin for stringed musical instruments; String instruments; Tuners for musical instruments

International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tang, Yao Address Tang, Yao Room 110, No. 6, Hongmian 3rd Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNITREE PUMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97362390 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PUMP" Translation The wording "UNITREE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic stamping machines; Bearings, as parts of machines; Belts for machines; Conveyors being machines; Electricity generators; Industrial robots; Machine parts, namely, bearing housings; Motors other than for land vehicles; Oil filters for motors and engines; Motors, other than for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HZ Unitree Technology Co., Ltd. Address HZ Unitree Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 605, Bldg. B, Jinxiu INT'L Sci. & Tech. Center, 26 Juye Rd., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310051 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)

UNITREE PUMP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97362397</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 13, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Publication Date

Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PUMP"
- **Translation**: The wording "UNITREE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**

- Balls for sports; Board games; Body-building apparatus; Chest protectors for sports; Controllers for game consoles; Exercise equipment, namely, chest expanders; Exercise equipment, namely, chest pulls; Smart robot toys; Stationary exercise bicycles; Toy robots

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: HZ Unitree Technology Co.,Ltd.
**Address**: HZ Unitree Technology Co.,Ltd. Rm. 605,Bldg. B,Jinxiu INT'L Sci. &Tech. Center, 26 Juye Rd., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310051
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNITREE SPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97362415 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPORT" Translation The wording "UNITREE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic stamping machines; Bearings, as parts of machines; Belts for machines; Conveyors being machines; Electricity generators; Industrial robots; Machine parts, namely, bearing housings; Motors other than for land vehicles; Oil filters for motors and engines; Motors, other than for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HZ Unitree Technology Co., Ltd. Address HZ Unitree Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 605, Bldg. B, Jinxiu INT'L Sci. &Tech. Center, 26 Juye Rd., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310051 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNITREE SPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97362423 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SPORT” Translation
The wording "UNITREE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balls for sports; Board games; Body-building apparatus; Chest protectors for sports; Controllers for game consoles; Exercise equipment, namely, chest expanders; Exercise equipment, namely, chest pulls; Smart robot toys; Stationary exercise bicycles; Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HZ Unitree Technology Co.,Ltd. Address HZ Unitree Technology Co.,Ltd. Rm. 605,Bldg. B,Jinxiu INT'L Sci. &Tech. Center, 26 Juye Rd., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310051 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WATERPROOF COLORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97362449  Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, a multimedia program series featuring comedy, action and adventure distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Oct. 11, 2021  In Commerce Oct. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hassan, Taiwo  Address Hassan, Taiwo 19 E 164TH ST South Holland ILLINOIS 60473  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Hassan, Kehinde  Address Hassan, Kehinde 19 E 164th St South Holland ILLINOIS 60473  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97362559</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized wording &quot;BATTLE BINGO&quot; with &quot;BINGO&quot; under &quot;BATTLE&quot;, and dollar sign incorporated into the &quot;B&quot; of &quot;BINGO&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BINGO&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Earphones for cellular telephones |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Feb. 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 05, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Acerena Inc |
| Address | Acerena Inc 475 S GRAND CENTRAL PKWY Las Vegas NEVADA 89106 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | ZX |
| Examining Attorney | YAO, GRETTA |
Mark Literal(s) FLASH TRAILER

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FLASH TRAILER" beneath a design comprising a circle encircling an eagle with wings spread. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefbags; Schoolbags; All-purpose sport bags for use by climbers and campers; Baby carriers worn on the body; Backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems, sold empty; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Crossbody bags; Diaper bags; Gym bags; Hiking bags; Pet clothing; Traveling bags

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Ying Address No. 3-8D, Building 2, Wangyi Haiyuan Nantou Street, Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
UNANCHORED

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97363773
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Coaching services in the field of business and lifestyle changes
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dr Martha Nessler, Inc
- **Address**: Dr Martha Nessler, Inc 167 Lamp and Lantern Village Ste 105
- **Chesterfield, MISSOURI 63017**
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97363931 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized blue wording "MG"; To the left of the stylized wording is a black parallelogram and a blue parallelogram forming a linear configuration of the outline of a building with two stacked white parallelograms within it and to the right depicting windows; "MG" is top two thirds height of the design configuration to the left. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3917187

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate leasing and management services for apartment buildings and multi-family residential properties; real estate investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gleberman Properties, Inc. Address Gleberman Properties, Inc. 10505 Sorrento Valley Road, Suite 300 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92121 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10479407US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BETTS, MARCYA N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LEGACY ARCADE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97364000</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ARCADE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For **Providing online non-downloadable game software for playing arcade games**

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Legacy Tech, LLC
- **Address**: Legacy Tech, LLC Suite 102 31371 Rancho Viejo Road San Juan Capistrano  CALIFORNIA  92675
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 2055.3.5

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**
- ROGUES OVER THE TOP
- PIEROGI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97364755
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PIEROGI"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pierogies
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Desko Culinary LLC
- **Address**: Desko Culinary LLC 2108 Warfield Way Austin TEXAS 78728
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L554791681

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97365030  Application Filing Date: Apr. 15, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized tomahawk.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Travel agency services, namely, issuing traveler's checks
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

For: Dried fruit; low-fat potato chips; nut-based snack bars; nut-based snack foods; potato chips; seed-based snack foods; vegetable chips; dried berries
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46  International Class Title: Meats and Processed Foods

For: Engravings; framed artwork, namely, framed art pictures, prints, paintings, and graphic art reproductions; graphic art prints
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For: Retail and online retail store services featuring food, namely, snack foods, potato, corn and tortilla chips, crackers, candy, chocolate, nut and fruit snack foods, beverages, namely, fruit juices, bottled water and carbonated soft drinks, engravings, graphic prints and artwork
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

For: Biscuits; candy; candy bars; chocolate; cookies and crackers; corn chips; corn puff snacks; taco chips; tortilla chips
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46  International Class Title: Staple Foods
For Providing assistance with air and ground transportation, namely, providing a website with information on air and ground transportation; on-line transportation reservation and travel ticket reservation services; provision of transport information and advice for travel and travel by air, rail, ship, bus, tram and truck for leisure, recreation, tourism, holiday and vacation travel; transportation of passengers and passengers' luggage; global transportation of freight for others by all available means; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**For** Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**For** Bottled water; carbonated soft drinks; fruit beverages and fruit juices

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Native Canadian Chips Company  **Address** Native Canadian Chips Company  53 Laura Avenue  359 Riverton Manitoba  CANADA  R0C2R0  **Legal Entity** COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** NCCC-PEND2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97365066</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**

"UNIVERSITY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**

conducting training and coaching courses in business sourcing, contracting, management, and financial efficiency and governance

**International Classes**

41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**

100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**

Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**

Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**

Swingtide, Inc.

**Address**

Swingtide, Inc. 9051 Watson Road, Box 112 St. Louis MISSOURI 63126

**Legal Entity**

CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**

DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**

EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SATOSHI HIDEOUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97365114 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For short term leasing and renting of apartments; management of apartments; short term leasing and renting of apartments in an apartment community; real estate services, namely, rental, leasing and management of residential properties; housing services, namely, rental and leasing of apartments; providing technology consulting in the field of real estate

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For downloadable software application for property owners and landlords to organize, manage and rent or lease properties

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For information technology consulting services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for property owners and landlords to organize, manage and rent or lease properties

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Skytian Group LLC Address Skytian Group LLC 30 N Gould St., Ste. N Sheridan WYOMING 82801
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAUENSTEIN, HOLLAND LE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 50 SYDNEYS TRANSPORT LLC.

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97365675</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording 50 SYDNEYS in a stylized red font. Beneath the wording 50 SYDNEYS appears the wording TRANSPORT LLC in a stylized blue font. Above the wording 50 SYDNEYS in a semi-circular pattern appear 7 blue stars beginning in the 0 in 50 and ending over the letter E in SYDNEYS.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclaimer** "TRANSPORT LLC"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Freight logistics management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 2021</td>
<td>Nov. 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIFTY SYDNEYS TRANSPORT LLC</td>
<td>FIFTY SYDNEYS TRANSPORT LLC 1110 BRICKELL AVE SUITE 400K MIAMI FLORIDA 33131</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, CAROLINE P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 50 SYDNEYS TRANSPORT LLC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97365723 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following: a stylized image of a semi-truck in blue and white and a blue and white dog appearing in the truck window, with a semicircular red line located above the semi-truck and wrapping around the sides of the semi-truck and eleven blue stars located above and positioned along the semi-circular line. The wording "50 SYDNEYS" in red capitalized letters, the wording "TRANSPORT" appears below the wording "50 SYDNEYS" in blue capitalized letters, and the wording " LLC." appears to the right of the wording "TRANSPORT" in smaller blue capitalized letters. The remaining white background indicates transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, blue, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRANSPORT LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freight logistics management International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FIFTY SYDNEYS TRANSPORT LLC Address FIFTY SYDNEYS TRANSPORT LLC 1110 BRICKELL AVE SUITE 400K MIAMI FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
MAKE TODAY GREAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97365791  Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drawing paper; Envelopes; Paper bags; Parchment paper; Place mats of paper; Table linen of paper; Tissue paper; Facial tissue; Memo pads; Paper napkins; Paper napkins for household use; Paper towels; Table napkins of paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Apr. 15, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022
For Bottled water; Bottled drinking water; Carbonated water; Distilled drinking water; Drinking water; Energy drinks; Mineral water; Soft drinks; Sparkling water; Sports drinks; Spring water; Vegetable drinks; Vegetable-fruit juices; Flavored bottled water; Flavored enhanced water; Fruit juice beverages; Purified drinking water; Sports and energy drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes 45, 46, 48  International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Apr. 15, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name D2K IP  Address D2K IP Suite 660-634  11700 Preston Road  Dallas  TEXAS  75230  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 170/51 TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KALLISTIAN

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97365960
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 15, 2022
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "KALLISTIAN".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording Kallistian has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Brushes for cleaning body cavities; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face, skin, hair follicles; Massage apparatus
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: PREMIUM PRODUCTS CO., LIMITED
- **Address**: PREMIUM PRODUCTS CO., LIMITED
- **Rooms**: 1318-19, Hollywood Plaza, 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok, Kowloon, HONG KONG 999077
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: WZ2022132
- **Examining Attorney**: MACIOL, GENE V J
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RISE ENTERTAINMENT

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97366435</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENTERTAINMENT"

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Entertainment services, namely, creation, development, production, and post-production of motion pictures, television programs, multimedia, motion picture films and videos

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: RISE ENTERTAINMENT, LLC
**Address**: RISE ENTERTAINMENT, LLC 14622 VENTURA BLVD. SUITE 102, PMB #2400 SHERMAN OAKS CALIFORNIA 91403
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: INGRAM, KYLE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LARLAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97366552 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LARLAR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wellness and health-related consulting services; Providing wellness services, namely, personalized routines and counseling; Providing information in the fields of health and wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yogalicious S Corp Address Yogalicious S Corp 9 Highmont Terrace Montclair NEW JERSEY 07042
Legal Entity S Corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JP: LARLAR

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEW WORLD TRAVEL N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97366786 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "New World" in red, the word "New" positioned above the word "World," the word "Travel" adjacent to the word "World" in gray, and a stylized letter "N" in light gray behind the words "New World Travel". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, gray and light gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRAVEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting guided tours in the nature of moped tours, guided walking tours of a city, motorcoach tours, hiking tours, eco tours, museum visits, diving tours, city tours
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Travel booking agencies; Travel arrangement; Travel ticket reservation services; Booking of tickets for travel; Vehicle rental; Arranging of vehicle hire, namely, arranging vehicle transport for travelers; Reservation services for vehicle rental; Travel consultancy and information services; Travel guide services; Transport of passengers and travel luggage; Reservation and booking services for transportation; Planning and arranging of sightseeing tours and day trips, namely, travel guide services; Arranging and booking of excursions and sightseeing tours, namely, travel agency booking services; Operating of tours, namely, providing transport for escorted motorcoach tours; Reservation and booking of group travel, namely, coordinating travel arrangements for groups
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
For Reservation of hotel rooms for travelers; Reservation of temporary accommodation for travelers; reservation of catering for travelers
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97366903</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "X3D" in caps with the "X" being red and extending over the number "3" and the letter "D"; the number "3" being green and the letter "D" being blue.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, green, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Downloadable electronic data files featuring a graphics open standard for publishing, viewing, printing and archiving interactive 3D models on the Web
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes, US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2009
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2009

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Web3D Consortium
- **Address**: Web3D Consortium 133 Lorimer Street Salinas CALIFORNIA 93901
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: X3D Logo
- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNOSANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRANDED360

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97366908 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Teramar Technology, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Branded360 Address Teramar Technology, Inc. 104-733 7040 Avenida Encinas Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92011 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEB3D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97366917 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic data files featuring a graphics open standard for publishing, viewing, printing and archiving interactive 3D models on the Web
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 06, 1996 In Commerce Dec. 06, 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Web3D Consortium Address Web3D Consortium 133 Lorimer Street Salinas CALIFORNIA 93901
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Web3D Word

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MAD HONEY MAD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97367446
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized words "THE MAD HONEY" underneath a honeycomb design suggestive of a chemical formula labeled on the left side with the letters "M", "A" and "D".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "HONEY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Honey-based products for medicinal purposes in the nature of cough drops, lozenges and syrups, dietary and nutritional supplements, supplements for therapeutic purposes, medicated skincare preparations, all from the Himalayan region of Nepal
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2021

**For**: Honey; honey-based products in the nature of flavored honey, all from the Himalayan region of Nepal
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mad Honey LLC
- **Address**: Mad Honey LLC 8 The Green, Ste B Dover DELAWARE 19901
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 08056-T0001A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUNDAY SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367514 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RUNDAY" positioned on the top with the lowercase letter "D" stylized as an arm making a basketball hook shot adorned with a wristband and three visible fingers and the word "SERVICE" is immediately below with the capital letter "S" positioned under the lowercase letters "U" and "N" with all of the letters being stylized in a script writing. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basketball camp services; Entertainment in the nature of basketball games; Organization, arranging and conducting of basketball games; Rental of basketball courts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 23, 2018 In Commerce May 14, 2019
For Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Body shirts; Bucket hats; Graphic T-shirts; Gym shorts; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Polo shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports caps and hats; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Track pants; Wind pants; Wind shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 23, 2018 In Commerce May 14, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jimoh, Olufemi Address Jimoh, Olufemi 3650 Buckingham Road Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90016 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUTRIDER USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367798 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-terrain vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 27, 2013 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FFR Electrics, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Outrider USA Address FFR Electrics, LLC 400 Hickory Drive Fletcher NORTH CAROLINA 28732 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S.U.F. STRAIGHT UP FISHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97368359 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters, "S.U.F." with the letter "S" formed by two fishing hooks, above the stylized words "STRAIGHT UP FISHING". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FISHING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring fishing apparel, shirts, caps, sweatshirts, shorts, pants, jackets, drinkware, fishing lures, fishing rods, and fishing tackle related to fishing and the fishing lifestyle
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Straight Up Fishing LLC Address Straight Up Fishing LLC 2306 Northside Dr. Bryan TEXAS 77803
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSGOOD, KRISTYNA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MOIR’E VERDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MADE IN ITALY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97368576</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words Made In Italy in a white script above three round circles with the colors, from left to right, green, white and red on a black background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, white, green and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use** Dec. 31, 2016
- **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LoConte, Anthony
- **Address**: LoConte, Anthony 590 Union Blvd Totowa NEW JERSEY 07512
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Maniscalco, Alessandro
- **Address**: Maniscalco, Alessandro 590 Union Blvd Totowa 07512
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERDFORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97368722 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for providing information to be used in conjunction with other sources of information for making trading decisions related to financial instruments
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HerdForce LLC Address HerdForce LLC 18201 Roehampton Drive, Apt. 911 Dallas TEXAS 75252
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4618.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERDFORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97368755 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HerdForce" with "Force" in bold letters, and an image to the left of the wording "HerdForce" comprising a triangular shaped grouping of dots ranging in gradually decreasing size starting from a relative large dot in the upper right hand corner of the grouping to a row of smallest dots along the lower left hypotenuse of the triangular shaped grouping of dots. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for providing information to be used in conjunction with other sources of information for making trading decisions related to financial instruments
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HerdForce LLC Address HerdForce LLC 18201 Roehampton Drive, Apt. 911 Dallas TEXAS 75252
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4618.003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HERDPOWER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97368781
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Financial information
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 07, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HerdForce LLC
- **Address**: HerdForce LLC 18201 Roehampton Drive, Apt. 911 Dallas TX 75252
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4618.004
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TANKICOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369007 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TANKICOM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Qiru Address Lin, Qiru No. 4, Tanqihe, Group 2, Guojiaao Village, Yantianhe Town, Macheng, Hubei CHINA 438317 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116248

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CQUUKOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369009 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CQUUKOI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet roll holders, Toilet tissue holders, Toothbrush holders, Toothpick holders, not of precious metal; Garlic presses; Ice cube molds; Drinking bottles for sports
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Heyun International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Heyun International Trade Co., Ltd. Room 301,No. 83,Badeng Village, Badeng Comm.,Nanyuan St., Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116280

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIRCH CLINE CYBERSECURITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97369462</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 19, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CYBERSECURITY”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in managing and monitoring computer and network security; Computer network security consultancy; Computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; Computer security threat analysis for protecting data; Computer services, namely, on-line scanning, detecting, quarantining and eliminating of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data and programs on computers and electronic devices; Computer systems analysis; Consulting services in the design and implementation of computer-based information systems for businesses; Electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; Technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network systems; Technological planning and consulting services in the field of computer, data, and network security; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of computer, data, and network systems to assure compliance with cybersecurity industry standards; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing and monitoring security information and event management (SIEM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Birch Cline Technologies, Inc.  
Address: Birch Cline Technologies, Inc.  3414 Greathouse Rd.  Waxahachie  
TEXAS 75167  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: (3868/10849)
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERMANN OPHTHALMIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97369473 Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "HERMANN OPHTHALMIC" below a geometric shape representing an eye. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "OPHTHALMIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  microscopes and parts thereof, namely, biological microscopes, optical microscopes, electron microscopes, zoom microscopes, metallurgical microscopes, and parts thereof; microscope and integrated recorded operating software sold as a unit; optical inspection apparatuses and parts thereof; recorded software for processing images, graphics, and texts; recorded software for capturing and processing images of microscopes; refractors, namely, refracting telescopes; spectrosopes; photographic cameras; refractometers; pressure measuring instruments, namely, pressure gauges; polarimeters; lasers not for medical purpose; and electron microscopes; ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes; keratometers; keratoscopes; intraocular pressure testers; automatic lensmeters, namely, optometric instruments, namely, instruments for measuring the diameter of ophthalmic lenses; automatic visual acuity testers; medical devices, namely, automatic ophthalmic refractometers; lens edgers, namely, optometric instruments, namely, instruments for locating grooves, engravings and other indicia on ophthalmic lenses

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HERMANN OPHTHALMIC INC Address   HERMANN OPHTHALMIC INC  7100 harwin Dr.ste B Houston  TEXAS  77036 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369502 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two swords, including hilts, crossed behind a shield. The stylized letters "B" and "C" are prominently displayed on the face of the shield. The shield consists of four differently-shaded quadrants; no shade in the top left quadrant, light shade in the top right quadrant, medium shade in the bottom left quadrant, and dark shade in the bottom right quadrant. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in managing and monitoring computer and network security; Computer network security consultancy; Computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; Computer security threat analysis for protecting data; Computer services, namely, on-line scanning, detecting, quarantining and eliminating of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data and programs on computers and electronic devices; Computer systems analysis; Consulting services in the design and implementation of computer-based information systems for businesses; Electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; Technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network systems; Technological planning and consulting services in the field of computer, data, and network security; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of computer, data, and network systems to assure compliance with cybersecurity industry standards; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing and monitoring security information and event management (SIEM)

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 05, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Birch Cline Technologies, Inc.
Address: Birch Cline Technologies, Inc. 3414 Greathouse Rd. Waxahachie, TEXAS 75167
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: (3868/10849)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEGMAKER PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369717 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of medical practice management for others in the field of Prosthetics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 02, 1992 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Karolewski, Thomas P. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Legmaker Pro Address Karolewski, Thomas P. 3318 N. Pacific Ave. Chicago ILLINOIS 60634 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LegMaker-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOD'S APOSTOLIC CHURCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369822 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "GOD'S APOSTOLIC CHURCH" in stylized font and stacked configuration, all to the left of a bird design element within a partial circular border. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "APOSTOLIC CHURCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Religious and spiritual services, namely, conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and religious counseling
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 31, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOD'S APOSTOLIC CHURCH FOR ALL NATIONS INC. Address GOD'S APOSTOLIC CHURCH FOR ALL NATIONS INC. Suite 7 7350 Futures Dr. Orlando FLORIDA 32811 Legal Entity Not For Profit
Corporation State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 206333609369

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIG BLOCK PERFORMANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369850 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "BIG BLOCK PERFORMANCE" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Power amplifiers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TRIUNFO SOLUÇÕES EM ENGENHARIA INDÚSTRIA E COMÉRCIO LTDA Address TRIUNFO SOLUÇÕES EM ENGENHARIA INDÚSTRIA E COMÉRCIO LTDA Avenida do Libano, 403, Quadra 39 Loteamento 18, Jardim Santo Antônio Goiânia - GO BRAZIL 74853-050 Legal Entity Limitada State or Country Where BRAZIL
organized BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 206333609370

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVE BEYOND BELIEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369886 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark 
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, motivational speaking, and individual instruction and mentoring in the field of enhancing the spiritual and emotional vitality of churches and worship services, religion, theology, affect theology, understanding the role of emotions in human religious and spiritual experiences, the interrelation between neuroscience and religion, social justice, fostering racial diversity and harmony, building and strengthening relationships through churches and religious organizations, making emotional connections through spiritual leadership and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of posts being blog posts, essays, and papers and articles in the field(s) of enhancing the spiritual and emotional vitality of churches and worship services, religion, theology, affect theology, understanding the role of emotions in human religious and spiritual experiences, the interrelation between neuroscience and religion, social justice, fostering racial diversity and harmony, building and strengthening relationships through churches and religious organizations, making emotional connections through spiritual leadership; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of enhancing the spiritual and emotional vitality of churches and worship services, religion, theology, affect theology, understanding the role of emotions in human religious and spiritual experiences, the interrelation between neuroscience and religion, social justice, fostering racial diversity and harmony, building and strengthening relationships through churches and religious organizations, making emotional connections through spiritual leadership

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Oct. 09, 2009 In Commerce Oct. 09, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): HICO CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97370233  Application Filing Date: Apr. 19, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Financial services, namely, venture capital investment, investment management, investment of funds for others, and management of private investment funds

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Hico Capital LLC  Address: Hico Capital LLC  Ste 201  459 Hamilton Ave  Palo Alto  CALIFORNIA  94301  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 9494391-0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEBSPACE SIMPLIFIED.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97370430 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WEBSPACE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Web site hosting services; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Providing a website for the electronic storage of consumer and commercial data; website building services; Computer services, namely, designing websites for others; Technological consultancy services in the field of search engine optimization
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 14, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WMCWS LLC Address WMCWS LLC 3343 Peachtree Rd NE Ste 145 - 1304 Atlanta GEORGIA 30326 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INYA 100 CAL SNACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97370531 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "100 CAL SNACKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements consisting primarily of protein, fiber; Dietary supplements in the form of bars or puffs; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Food supplements for weight loss, boosting energy; Meal replacement bars for weight loss purposes; Protein supplements; Protein supplements formed and packaged as bars; Nutritional and dietary supplements formed and packaged as bars; Nutritional supplement energy bars; Nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; Nutritional supplements for boosting energy; Protein dietary supplements; Protein dietary supplements formed and packaged as bars
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INYA, LLC Address INYA, LLC #3419 5551 West 6th Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 812171-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEEPIN' SNACKS 100

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97370594  Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "SNACKS 100"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements consisting primarily of protein, fiber; Dietary supplements in the form of bars or puffs; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Food supplements for weight loss, boosting energy; Meal replacement bars for weight loss purposes; Nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; Nutritional supplement energy bars; Nutritional supplements for boosting energy; Protein dietary supplements; Protein supplements; Protein supplements formed and packaged as bars; Nutritional and dietary supplements formed and packaged as bars; Protein dietary supplements formed and packaged as bars
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Apr. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INYA, LLC  Address  INYA, LLC  #3419  5551 West 6th  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90036  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  812171-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MISE MODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97370606  Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing on-line courses and training services in the field of business and management in the food industry and distribution of course and training materials in connection therewith; providing on-line courses and training services for food industry entrepreneurs, executives and business persons in the field of business and management in the food industry and distribution of course and training materials in connection therewith; providing on-line training services and courses in the field of leadership and distribution of course and training materials in connection therewith; providing on-line training services and courses in the field of skills management and distribution of course and training materials in connection therewith; in-person and virtual coaching in the field of business development and management in the food industry; arranging and conducting training courses and classes in the field of business and management in the food industry; arranging and conducting training courses and classes in the field of leadership; arranging and conducting training courses and classes in the field of skills management
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Business development and management consulting services in the food industry
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Consulting services in the nature of development services for others in the field of food products and menus for the food industry
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes 100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Essayer Productions LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>3023 N. Clark St, #747 Chicago ILLINOIS 60657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>452520.00006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CIURPITA, DREW PETER F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97370669 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body and beauty care cosmetics; Body creams; Body lotions; Body scrub; Body scrubs; Body wash; Deodorant soap; Deodorants for body care; Deodorants for personal use; Facial cleansers; Facial cream; Facial lotion; Facial moisturizers; Facial scrubs; Facial washes; Shaving creams; Shaving foam; Shaving gels; Shaving lotions; Shaving preparations; Skin cleansers; Skin cleansing cream; Skin cleansing lotion; Skin cream; Skin lotions; Skin moisturizer; Skin softeners; Bath soaps; Beauty soap; Beauty creams for body care; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Face and body beauty creams; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Liquid bath soaps; Lotions for face and body care; Moisturizing preparations for the skin; Moisturizing solutions for the skin; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin creams; Non-medicated hand soaps; Non-medicated liquid soaps; Perfumed soaps; Personal deodorants; Skin soap; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; Wrinkle-minimizing cosmetic preparations for topical facial use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INYA, LLC Address INYA, LLC #3419 5551 West 6th Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 812171-5
Examiner Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KINGTOOsize

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97371049 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mousepads; Earphones and headphones; PC tablet mounts; Power adapters; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; Wireless ear buds; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 03, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Size Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Size Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room H346, 5th Floor, Jinxing Building No. 1, Hanjing Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US037916T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUTH WITHOUT COMPLEXITY.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97371127 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Authentication, issuance and validation of digital certificates; Software authoring; Software design and development; Software development in the framework of software publishing; Computer security services, namely, restricting unauthorized access to websites; Computer security services, namely, restricting unauthorized access to mobile applications; Computer software design; Computer software development; Computer security services in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital certificates; Developing computer software; Hosting an online community website featuring shared communications between community members interested in personal and small business computer information security; Providing user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; User authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; User authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 01, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eeosk, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Userfront Address Eeosk, Inc. 123 E San Carlos St #17 San Jose CALIFORNIA 95112 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EEOSK-TM-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FEEL AMA2ING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97371754 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food for infants; liquid formula milk and powdered milk for infants; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Milk powder; milk; butter; cheese; cream; yoghurt; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk-based protein drinks, namely, protein milk; vitamin-enriched milk; whey; dry whey; protein milk
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The a2 Milk Company Limited Address The a2 Milk Company Limited Level 10, 51 Shortland Street Auckland NEW ZEALAND 1010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32711/60038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE EVOLVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97371885 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of energetic connectedness, consciousness awareness and quantum physics covering all aspects of human existence; Training services, namely, conducting training programs in the field of energetic connectedness, consciousness awareness and quantum physics covering all aspects of human existence
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kermode, Alison Composed of Alison Kermode, a citizen of United States Address Kermode, Alison 1198 Pacific Coast Hwy, Ste D150 Seal Beach CALIFORNIA 90740 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WALLABY CO.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97372478
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CO."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Candle-making kits
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Wallaby Kids LLC
- **Address**: Wallaby Kids LLC 6635 W Happy Valley Rd, Suite A104-493 Glendale ARIZONA 85310
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: MAGWAL-003

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EMPLOYING NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY TO SOLVE SOME OF THE WORLD'S MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97372781  Application Filing Date  Apr. 20, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Training of workers for nuclear power facilities

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Procurement, namely, purchasing components for nuclear reactor systems, nuclear reactor sub-systems, components for nuclear powered vessels and research reactor fuel elements for others; Nuclear materials management, namely, inventory management in the field of nuclear materials; Providing nuclear power plant services, namely, life cycle management services in the nature of asset management services, namely, reporting on service histories and end of product life information for nuclear power plants and nuclear power plant equipment; Consulting services for others for business purposes in the field of design, planning, and implementation of project management of nuclear power plants; Consulting in the field of nuclear materials management, namely, inventory management consulting in the field of nuclear materials; Management of security personnel for government facilities

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Providing nuclear power plant services, namely, construction site consultation, construction, maintenance, repair, replacement, renovation, and life cycle management services in the nature of installation, maintenance, and repair of nuclear power plants and nuclear power plant equipment; Outage management services for nuclear power plants, namely, repair and maintenance of nuclear power plant equipment during refueling outages; Cleaning of nuclear power plant equipment; Disposal of nuclear waste and radioactive material, namely, hazardous waste clean-up services; Consulting in the field of disposal of nuclear waste, namely, consulting in the field of hazardous waste clean-up services

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

2313
For Storage and transportation of radioactive waste, spent nuclear fuel, and uranium-bearing and radioactive materials

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

For Machining and custom fabrication of parts and components for nuclear power plants, nuclear equipment, and nuclear powered vessels; Custom fabrication of nuclear reactor fuel; Custom fabrication of containers and casks for spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste; Welding of nuclear energy and nuclear power plant equipment and components; Decontamination of nuclear waste and radioactive material; Decontamination of nuclear facilities and equipment; Decommissioning of nuclear facilities and equipment, namely, site remediation in the nature of treatment of soil, waste and water; Processing of uranium-bearing and radioactive materials; Recycling of nuclear materials; Purification of uranium-bearing materials; Nuclear waste treatment; Consulting in the fields of decontamination and treatment of nuclear waste, and decontamination of nuclear facilities and equipment; Technical consulting in the field of nuclear energy production; Custom manufacture of lancing systems for nuclear steam generators; Consulting in the field of production of nuclear energy; Environmental remediation research, namely, treatment of soil, waste, and water

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

For Consulting services for others in the field of design, planning, and project engineering of nuclear power plants, systems and components; Design and development of specialized equipment and components for nuclear powered vessels; Inspection, testing, and analysis of nuclear reactors and nuclear reactor components, nuclear power plant equipment and facilities, components for nuclear powered vessels, nuclear weapons, and radioactive materials; Quality assurance services in the field of nuclear power facilities and equipment; Custom design and engineering of lancing systems for nuclear steam generators; Laboratory analysis services in the fields of chemical analysis, materials analysis, and mechanical analysis by scanning electron microscope and mass spectrometry; Calibration of nuclear power equipment; Providing nuclear power plant services, namely, life cycle management services in the nature of inspection services for nuclear power plants and nuclear power plant equipment; Outage management services for nuclear power plants, namely, management of repairs and maintenance in the nature of inspection and evaluation of nuclear power plant equipment during refueling outages; Safety analysis and consulting in the field of nuclear power plants and facilities, namely, technical analysis and evaluation of the design and performance of nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

*Currently ITU* Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BWX Technologies, Inc. **Address** BWX Technologies, Inc. 800 Main Street Lynchburg VIRGINIA 24504 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 043320/09492

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RHIM, ANDREW
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** META BLUEPRINT

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97373276</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

For Advertising via electronic media; Advertising services, namely, advertising campaign management, targeting, implementation and optimization services; Preparation and realization of media and advertising plans and concepts; Organizing exhibitions and events in the field of software and hardware development for commercial or advertising purposes; Consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing; Brand strategy consulting services; Business networking services; Business information management, namely, reporting of business information and business analytics in the fields of advertising and marketing; Business consulting services in the field of evaluating social media content; Brand imagery consulting services; Business networking

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**Basis Information**

Currently ITU Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Meta Platforms, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Meta Platforms, Inc. 1601 Willow Road Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>1316399</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>JACKSON, STEVEN W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
META BOOST

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) META BOOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373283 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communications networks; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the businesses of others; Organizing and arranging events for promotional or advertising purposes; Organizing business networking events in the fields of entrepreneurship, business development, business promotion, business networking, and business growth; Business networking services; Online business networking services; Business networking of peer to peer groups of entrepreneurs and business owners; Providing a website featuring information regarding entrepreneurship, business development, business promotion, business networking, and business growth; Provision of information relating to entrepreneurship, business development, business promotion, business networking, and business growth

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meta Platforms, Inc. Address Meta Platforms, Inc. 1601 Willow Road Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1316407

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
Mark Literal(s)  STOUT CASE

Mark Consists of stylized wording "STOUT CASE" stacked one on top the other with a small horizontal line appearing before and after the CASE wording, all to the right of a partially open chest design having eyes, nose, and mouth designs appearing in the bottom center, and arms with hands designs appearing on each end. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STOUT CASE"

For Boxes of paper; Carrying cases made of paper; Collapsible boxes of paper; Containers for storage or transport made of paper; Paper boxes

First Use Jan. 22, 2022
In Commerce Jan. 22, 2022
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROSESHORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373347 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Roseshore has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Eyebrow pencils; Nail enamel; Tooth whitening pastes; False eyelashes; Toilet soap
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 19, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weng, Chunshan Address Weng, Chunshan Rm 803-8, Fangshan Bldg, No.28, Wulong Jiangnan Ave, Shangjie Town, Minhou County, Fuzhou, Fujian, CHINA 350100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038005T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373351 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable digital media, namely, digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, video clips, photographs, music, graphics, and visual effects in the field of sports and entertainment authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) via a blockchain network; Downloadable computer software for creating, displaying, registering, purchasing, selling, and transferring digital collectibles, namely, digital media, artwork, video clips, photography, music, graphics, and visual effects authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) via a blockchain network

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dapper Labs Inc. Address Dapper Labs Inc. 600-565 Great Northern Way Vancouver, BC CANADA
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAIRUILUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97373357 Application Filing Date  Apr. 20, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording BAIRUILUN has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Boots; Canvas shoes; Coveralls; Gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; Insoles; Loafers; Work shoes and boots; Slippers; Shoes  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenyang Hengshengwei Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenyang Hengshengwei Trading Co., Ltd.  Room A4-193, No. 1 Bonded Road  Comprehensive Bonded Zone  Shenyang, Liaoning  CHINA  110000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US037960T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPTIMIZE YOUR HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373439 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diagnostic kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing of bodily fluids for use in disease detection, namely, infectious diseases; Medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing body fluids for microorganisms; Medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing of body fluids
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Checkable Medical Incorporated Address Checkable Medical Incorporated 3973 4th Street East West Fargo NORTH DAKOTA 58078 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19051-016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ANATOLIAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97373586
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Socks; Socks and stockings; Ankle socks; Anklet socks; Anti-perspirant socks; Boat socks; Men's socks; Men's dress socks; Non-slip socks; Plastic socks used in the airport environment when going through security to keep feet clean, dry and sanitary; Slipper socks; Sweat-absorbent socks; Thermal socks; Toe socks; Trouser socks; Woollen socks; Yoga socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Dec. 06, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 06, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: THINQLIST ENTERPRISES INC.
- **Address**: THINQLIST ENTERPRISES INC. 5300 S 108th St Ste 15172 Hales Corners WISCONSIN 53130
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HAYDON META

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97373649
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Advertising and promotional services; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of cosmetics, automotive dealerships; Business administration services; Business management and organization consultancy; Business management services, namely, administration of business engaged in the fields of cosmetics; Distributorships in the field of clothing, automotive parts, cosmetics; Marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products; Marketing the goods and services of others; On-line advertising on a computer network; On-line advertising on computer networks; On-line promotion of computer networks and websites; Product demonstration; Product merchandising for others; Providing consumer product information relating to laptops, software, cosmetics; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Provision of business information via global computer network**

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For Earphones; Downloadable cloud-based software for storing and managing electronic data, editing digital photos; Downloadable middleware for software application integration; Downloadable mobile applications for managing bank accounts, editing photos, making restaurant reservations; Downloadable computer software for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet and for word processing; Rechargeable electric batteries; Smartphone mounts; USB cables for cellphones; Downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Downloadable computer programs for the enabling of access or entrance control; Downloadable computer programs for using the internet and the worldwide web; Downloadable computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Downloadable computer software for controlling self-service terminals; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software that assists computers in deploying
parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ESP HK LTD. **Address** ESP HK LTD. 2028 Santa Anita Ave., Unit C, San El Monte, CALIFORNIA 91733

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUNNY ISLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373738 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4617369

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For seasoned nuts; processed nuts; shelled nuts; roasted nuts; nut-based snack foods; trail mix consisting of processed nuts, seeds, dried fruit, and chocolate; coffee-coated nuts; processed fruit-and-nut based food bars, fruit-based snack bars
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For chocolate covered pretzels; chocolate covered nuts; chocolate covered potato chips; chocolate covered raisins; chocolate covered popcorn; chocolate covered fruit; yogurt covered pretzels; yogurt covered raisins; yogurt covered nuts; yogurt covered fruit; pretzels; pretzel chips; snack mix consisting primarily of crackers, pretzels, and/or popped popcorn; trail mix consisting primarily of granola, and including dried fruit, chocolate, processed nuts; chocolate spreads containing nuts; chocolates; chocolate confections; chocolate bars; chocolate cakes; chocolate cookies; chocolate chips; chocolate-based beverages; hot chocolate; granola snacks; granola-based snack bars; cereal based snack foods; cereal-based snack bars; popcorn; flavor-coated popped popcorn; candy; hard candy; jelly beans; gummy candies; sugarless candies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anavita Inc. Address Anavita Inc. 1120 Industrial Blvd, Unit 3 Southampton PENNSYLVANIA 18966
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 186693.00008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GEMZERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373744 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For candy; hard candy; jelly beans; gummy candies; chocolate covered pretzels; chocolate covered nuts; chocolate covered potato chips; chocolate covered raisins; chocolate covered popcorn; chocolate covered fruit; yogurt covered pretzels; yogurt covered raisins; yogurt covered nuts; yogurt covered fruit; pretzels; pretzel chips; snack mix consisting primarily of crackers, pretzels, and/or popped popcorn; trail mix consisting primarily of granola, and including dried fruit, chocolate, processed nuts; chocolate spreads containing nuts; chocolates; chocolate confections; chocolate bars; chocolate cakes; chocolate cookies; chocolate chips; chocolate-based beverages; hot chocolate; granola snacks; granola-based snack bars; cereal based snack foods; cereal-based snack bars; popcorn; flavor-coated popped popcorn

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VHS Group LLC Address VHS Group LLC 3997 Mann Road Huntingdon Valley PENNSYLVANIA 19006 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 186693.00009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLASSIC

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97374015
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Heel cushions in the nature of inserts and heel cups for footwear for therapeutic and orthopedic use
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2001

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Medi-Dyne Healthcare Products, Ltd.
- **Composed of**: Craig DiGiovanni, US
- **Address**: Medi-Dyne Healthcare Products, Ltd. 1812 Industrial Blvd. Colleyville TEXAS 76034
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: MDYNE-T41

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUENAS, TAYLOR S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number**: 97374030  
**Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stick figure in the form of a circle on top of a triangle with one line emerging from the left side of the triangle and two lines emerging from the right side. There is an upside down question mark with a line through the center at the bottom of the triangle. There is a one long line that goes through the entire triangle. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Paper and cardboard articles, namely, appliques in the form of decals, stickers, bookmarks, bumper stickers, printed calendars, printed postcards, printed posters, blank journal books, temporary tattoo transfers

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Showtime Networks Inc.  
**Address**: Showtime Networks Inc. 1633 Broadway  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
ARTIE THE ARTICULATOR

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97374179</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ARTICULATOR"

### Goods and Services Information
**For** Anatomical models for instructional and educational purposes with embedded recorded computer software sold as a component of the goods for producing audible speech sounds; Anatomical models for scientific and instructional purposes with embedded recorded software sold as a component of the goods for controlling the movement of the anatomical parts when producing speech sounds

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for modeling anatomical movements for use in scientific research and therapy

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### Basis Information
**Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
**Owner Name**: Annunciation Corporation
**Address**: Annunciation Corporation 47 Main Street Clinton NEW JERSEY 08809
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
**Docket Number**: 07429-T0002A

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COSUNIONY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374348 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Footwear, excluding orthopedic footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Zining Address Zhu, Zining Room 4A135, Building 1, South China City Pinghu Street, Longgang District Shenzhen City CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha190122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BROTHA IN LAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374413 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of law and distribution of training material in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to law authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Law Office of Josiah Young, PC Address The Law Office of Josiah Young, PC 1029 H St Ste 401 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOP FASHION

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97374419
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word TOP at the top in lowercase letters and the word FASHION in stylized capital letters, in the middle of the letter T on the left side there is a semi-curved line and on the right side of the letter P there is a curved line.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "FASHION"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Tweezers; Eyelash curlers; Hair cutting scissors; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Manicure sets, electric; Manicure tools; Pedicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Pedicure sets; Pedicure tools; Electric eyelash curlers; Electric manicure sets; Electric manicure tools; Electric pedicure sets; Electric pedicure tools; Hand tools, namely, pliers sets
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: BUSLA TRADING, S.A. DE C.V.
- **Address**: BUSLA TRADING, S.A. DE C.V.  Mar de los Néctares 62, Los Olivos Ciudad de México  MEXICO 04890
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MEXICO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: CHP-21-TDM

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOSOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374512 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name JOSOO identifies Sheng Zhang whose consent to registration is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators; Air humidifiers; Electric cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes; Electric coolers; Electric griddles; Electric grills; Electric rice cooker; Heating installations; Ice machines and apparatus; Refrigerating cabinets; Wine cellars, electric
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Josoo Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Josoo Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. No.9, Qiye North Road, Maxin Industry Zone, Huangpu Town, Zhongshan City Guangdong CHINA 528429 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT

---

TM 1599 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T TYTUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97374560 Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letter and wording "T and
TYTUS". The stylized letter "T" is formed by a pentagonal chevron to the left of a hexagonal trapezoid shape containing a
right angle, with these two elements forming a large abstract letter "T". To the right of the letter "T" and a little below the
hexagonal trapezoid shape is the term "TYTUS" in a small font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6080735

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metallic building materials, namely, chemically treated polypropylene sheets and trim containing a fire retardant
chemical; artificial stone veneers; building materials, namely, manufactured stone veneer and non-metal veneer for use on
island grills in the nature of an outdoor grilling station
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic
Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tytus Grills, LLC Address  Tytus Grills, LLC  7151 Metro Blvd. Edina  MINNESOTA  55439 Legal
Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ART BIZ LIFE LEGAL COUNSEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97374612
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a blue rectangle with four triangles inside of it. The triangles are orange, green, yellow, and pink. The white stylized wording "ART BIZ LIFE" appears below the triangles with a yellow bullet between each word. Below the rectangle is the blue stylized text "LEGAL COUNSEL".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, orange, green, yellow, pink, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LEGAL COUNSEL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Legal services; Mediation; Providing information about legal services for businesses, artists, nonprofits, business owners, musicians, events, and employers via a website; Providing information about legal services via a website
- **International Classes**: 45 - Personal and legal services
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Creative Legal, LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA art.biz.life.
- **Address**: Creative Legal, LLC 3055 30th Street Unit 2 Boulder COLORADO 80301
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** E-THERMAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97374762
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hunting equipment, namely, hunting mats sold pre-filled with scents for attracting or repelling animals when hunting or with scent camouflage for hunters being used with an electric or gas powered device that warms the mat to release the scent material into the air
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wyndscent, LLC
- **Address**: Wyndscent, LLC 8221 Graphic Drive Belmont MICHIGAN 49306
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: WYS005a1uUS
- **Examining Attorney**: OH, HYUN-JUNG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LING WONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374783 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Yun-Ling Wong, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies; venture capital advisory services; venture capital fund management; venture capital financing; private equity fund investment services; management of private equity funds; providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; financial management in the field of investment portfolios; investment advisory services; investment management in the fields of private equity; financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private equity and debt investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial For business strategic planning services; business consulting services; providing business management information in connection with consulting and advisory services in the field of strategic planning
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Highbury Lane, LLC Address Highbury Lane, LLC 1511 2nd Ave W Seattle WASHINGTON 98119 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUST A GIRL WHO LOVES ELEVATORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374794 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Independent sales representatives in the field of elevators; Promoting awareness of inclusion of women in the industrial market and elevator industry within a Puerto Rican company; Promoting public awareness of the interests of women in the industrial market and the elevator industry; Promoting public awareness of the need for the inclusion of women in the industrial market and the elevator industry; Promoting public awareness of women in the industrial market and the elevator industry; Promoting public interest and awareness of the integration of women in the design, sales, installation, service, maintenance and repairs of the industrial market and elevator industry; Promoting the interests of people concerned with inequality within the male dominated industries, the need for more representation of women in male dominated industries issues; Providing sales leads for the elevator industry; Retail services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of elevators; Retail services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring elevators; Sales promotion; Sales promotion for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ORACLE ELEVATOR COMPANY, CORP. Address ORACLE ELEVATOR COMPANY, CORP. PO Box 793 Saint Just Station Saint Just Trujillo Alto PUERTO RICO 009780793 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97375011
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “TERRACE”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Education services, namely, providing guided tours of a historical site in the field of history education; Museum services, namely, exhibiting to the public a historical site
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 17, 2003
- **In Commerce**: May 17, 2003

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Arlington Baptist University
- **Address**: Arlington Baptist University
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 14234.31001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
YKLSLH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97375131
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Drawer organizers; Non-metal hanging closet organizers for shoes; Plastic bins; Plastic tissue box covers
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Zongzhi Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Zongzhi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1802, Unit B, Building 8, Phase II Xujingjiayuan, Banxuegang Avenue, Bantian Longgang, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WALICEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97375135  Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the design letters "WALICEN" with a border, where the "E" is designed as a cart.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "WALICEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coasters of textile; Oilcloth for use as tablecloths; Picnic blankets; Place mats of textile; Table linen, not of paper; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Tablemats of textile
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Mar. 21, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Hualicheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Dongguan Hualicheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  No. 5, Eighth Lane, Yanhe Road, Jiaolian, Wanjiang Street, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA  523000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIKUSOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97375136 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BIKUSOG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basting spoons; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Ice cream scoops
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Xiangyuting E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Xiangyuting E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 321, Building 6, Zijingyuan, No. 59 Jinbang Road, Siming District Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s) IRIPRIME**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97375138
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Irim Maragh, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to graphic art authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For** Graphic design services; Web site design
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Iriprime LLC
- **Address**: Iriprime LLC PO Box 25774 Tamarac FLORIDA 333205774
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L554577315

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97375352  Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "T" that is formed by a pentagonal chevron to the left of a hexagonal trapezoid shape containing a right angle, with these two elements forming a large abstract letter "T".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metallic building materials, namely, chemically treated polypropylene sheets and trim containing a fire retardant chemical; artificial stone veneers; building materials, namely, manufactured stone veneer and non-metal veneer for use on island grills in the nature of an outdoor grilling station
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tytus Grills, LLC  Address  Tytus Grills, LLC  7151 Metro Blvd.  Edina  MINNESOTA  55439  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SQNDR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97375500 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for the transfer of money
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name John Alfred Ritter Address John Alfred Ritter 1332 Portland Avenue Albany CALIFORNIA 94706
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name David Lempert Address David Lempert 2110 Portland Avenue, Apt. 204 Nashville TENNESSEE 37212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YINGBAO CN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97375607 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YINGBAO CN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein; Automatic soap dispensers; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Feeding vessels for pets; Garbage cans; General purpose storage bins for household use; Knife rests; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Shower racks; Soap boxes; Soap dispensers; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yingbao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yingbao Trading Co., Ltd. Room 403, No. 15, North Second Lane, Rongxing Street, Xiegang Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038085T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PINCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376180 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003376223 Foreign Registration Date May 03, 2019
Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 18, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Rugs; (Based on Intent to Use) carpets; door and floor mats and matting; linoleum and carpet tiles for covering existing floors; non-textile wall hangings; wallpaper
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021
For (Based on Use in Commerce) (Based on 44(e)) Furniture; (Based on 44(e)) mirrors; picture frames; furniture and furniture parts made of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum or plastic; garden furniture; pillows and cushions
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 2006 In Commerce Apr. 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pinch Design Limited Address Pinch Design Limited 62 Wilson Street London UNITED KINGDOM EC2A2BU Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4897/257

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIXIE PUDDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376186 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; dolls accessories; doll clothing; doll furniture; toy furniture; toy doll styling heads; children's dress-up accessories, namely, toy tiaras, toy hair accessories, and toy jewelry; children's dress-up accessories for dolls, namely toy hair accessories and dolls' clothing in the nature of toy dresses and toy shoes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Costumes for use in role-playing games; children's dress-up accessories, namely, toy dresses and toy shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Purpose Holdings LLC Address Purpose Holdings LLC 229 San Vicente Blvd., Apt C Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90402 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 439782900110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** IT'S A GREAT DAY FOR GOLF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97376194  
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 22, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring golf merchandise  
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Caliber Golf, LLC  
- **Address**: Caliber Golf, LLC  
- **Address**: 7851 Cooper Road  
- **City**: Kenosha  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN  
- **Zip Code**: 53142

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22,131

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376349 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes, for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools;
Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes, for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes for the creation of missile engagement simulations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Computerized file management; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; Computerized database management; Database management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Electronic database in the field of missile modeling recorded on computer media; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, featuring information for simulation scenario creation, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools for use with computer software; Downloadable computer software for use in database management; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer simulation software for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Recorded computer simulation software for the creation of missile modeling, automated message generation, and simulation scenarios; Downloadable computer software development tools; Recorded computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of simulated missile engagement scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Downloadable computer software for missile modeling, automated message generation, and the creation of simulation scenarios; Downloadable computer software development tools for the creation of
missile engagement simulation scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in the electronic storage of data in the field of missile modeling; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for missile modeling, automated message generation, and simulation scenario creation; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software development of tools for the creation of missile engagement simulation scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**  
**Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**  
**Owner Name**: DELTA SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES, LLC  
**Address**: DELTA SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES, LLC  7150 Campus Drive, Suite 365  Colorado Springs  COLORADO  80920  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**Examiner Information**  
**Docket Number**: DSAS T001  
**Examining Attorney**: KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CZABI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376452 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting seminars, workshops, colloquia, lectures, non-downloadable webinars, multimedia presentations and training in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology; Educational services, namely, providing educational conferences, symposiums and round-table discussions in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology; Non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, letters, newsletters, articles, news stories, blogs and fact sheets in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Promoting technical and scientific investigation, research, and experimentation in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology; Promoting the exchange of information and resources within the scientific and medical research community and the technology industry to achieve advances in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology; Promoting public awareness of the biomedical imaging research field; Administration and management of research grants
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Probes for scientific purposes; Cameras; Microscopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Research, development and design of biomedical technologies and products; Development and design of computer software; Scientific research; Medical research; Biomedical research; Biotechnology research; Technology services, namely, technological research and development in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology; Providing information about scientific, medical, biomedical and biotechnology research; Providing information about imaging technology; Providing facilities for scientific, medical, biomedical and biotechnology research; Consulting in the field of biomedical imaging and imaging technology
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, LLC  Address  Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, LLC  2682 Middlefield Road, Suite I  Redwood City  CALIFORNIA  94063  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1325622

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
GOOD NEIGHBORS BREW CO

Mark Literal(s) GOOD NEIGHBORS BREW CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376626 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREW CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GNBC LLC Address GNBC LLC 1211 Glynwater Ln Waxhaw NORTH CAROLINA 28173 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH

2354
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHRONO SHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376787 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SHIELD”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bezel ring for personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch, namely, bezel protective cover ring specially adapted for personal digital assistants

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 09, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spigen Korea Co., Ltd. Address Spigen Korea Co., Ltd. Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 446 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SPIGEN-006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, DANIELLE LYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** McAdee

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97376885
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Plumbing fittings, namely, sink strainers
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shao, Feifei
- **Address**: Shao, Feifei Taibai Flower Garden, Taibaiyuan Road Zhushan District Jingdezhen City CHINA 333000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1818 SOCIETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376907 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOCIETY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of the retirees of one specific international financial institution International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 19, 1979 In Commerce Oct. 19, 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1818 Society Address 1818 Society Room Number: MC 1 - 852 1818 H Street, NW Washington D.C. 20433 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 137687.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WBG ALUMNI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97376931</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ALUMNI" Acquired
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Association services, namely, promoting the interests of the retirees of one specific international financial institution
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Apr. 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: 1818 Society
- **Address**: 1818 Society Room Number: MC 1 - 852 1818 H Street, NW Washington D.C. 20433
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 137687.002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVE HANDZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376989 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HANDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable latex finger cots for avoiding skin contact for using automated teller machines
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Protective gloves for industrial use; Protective work gloves; Disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, protective work gloves; protective grip handles for gas pumps and public transportation
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fast Forward Solutions LLC Address Fast Forward Solutions LLC 478a Decatur Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11233 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97377153 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom vanities
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kohler Co. Address Kohler Co. 444 Highland Drive Kohler WISCONSIN 53044 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97377195 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing education seminars in the fields of leadership development and management for risk management within the sports and entertainment related industries
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of individuals and companies who participate in claims handling, litigation, and the management thereof within the sports and entertainment related industries
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SERMA LLC Address SERMA LLC 1309 West Schubert Chicago ILLINOIS 60614 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BAR

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97377245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For (Based on Use in Commerce)**: Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Providing on-line music, not downloadable.
- **For (Based on Intent to Use)**: Providing on-line videos featuring music, not downloadable.

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 12, 2021
**In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: David Savoian
- **Address**: 1757 Alhudson Dr, Escondido, CALIFORNIA 92029
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Michael McCurry
- **Address**: 1757 Alhudson Dr, Escondido, CALIFORNIA 92029
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: L554381818

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97377406  Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THE BLACKSMITH BRAND LLC  Address  THE BLACKSMITH BRAND LLC  1930 East Third Street
Suite 1  Tempe  ARIZONA  85281  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FOX III, LYAL L
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRESL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "TRESL" over an arc.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6456894

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Financial services, namely, automobile financing, re-financing, and loan services; automobile lease and purchase loan services; providing financing information for automotive leases and purchases
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 12, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2020

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Innovative Funding Services
- **Address**: Innovative Funding Services  5565 E. 52nd Avenue  Commerce City  COLORADO  80022
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 13950.T004US

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, SANG MIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BRY FOODS NATURAL PRODUCTS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97377876
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 23, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "BRY FOODS" in black text above the wording "NATURAL PRODUCTS" in black text. The wording is below the stylized image of a flower with red, orange, yellow, light green and dark green leaves.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, orange, yellow, dark green, light green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "FOODS" AND "NATURAL PRODUCTS"

**Foreign Information**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 2021/167246
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Apr. 09, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: TURKEY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Apr. 09, 2032

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Bouillon; Butter; Eggs; Meat; Milk; Poultry; Tahini; Canned fruits; Canned fruits and vegetables; Canned vegetables; Dairy-based spreads; Dried legumes; Fish, not live; Fish, preserved; Instant soup; Olive pastes; Olives, preserved; Peanut butter; Potato chips; Powdered eggs; Prepared nuts; Processed fish; Processed meat; Processed meat, namely, poultry, fish; Processed seafood, namely, fish; Tomato paste; Preserved olives; Processed nuts; Shelled nuts; Soy milk; Vegetables, namely, dried, canned, frozen, cooked, smoked, pickled vegetables; Dried, canned, frozen, cooked, smoked, pickled fruits; none of the aforementioned being a sauce used for basting.

**International Classes**
- **For**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: BRY GIDA ORMAN URUNLERI ITH. IHR. SAN. TIC. LTD. STI.
- **Address**: BRY GIDA ORMAN URUNLERI ITH. IHR. SAN. TIC. LTD. STI. 8901/3 SOKAK NO:1C BALATCIK-CIGLI IZMIR TURKEY 35620
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TURKEY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  BRY-2486-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BRY FOODS NATURAL PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the wording "BRY FOODS" in black text above the wording "NATURAL PRODUCTS" in black text. The wording is below the stylized image of a flower with red, orange, yellow, light green and dark green leaves. **Color Drawing** | Yes |
| **Color Claimed** | The color(s) red, orange, yellow, dark green, light green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** | "FOODS" AND "NATURAL PRODUCTS" |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| **Foreign Registration Number** | 2021/167246 |
| **Foreign Registration Date** | Apr. 09, 2022 |
| **Foreign Application/Registration County** | TURKEY |
| **Foreign Expiration Date** | Apr. 09, 2032 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bagels; Biscuits; Bread; Candy; Chocolates; Cocoa; Coffee; Crackers; Custard; Honey; Noodles; Oatmeal; Pasta; Pastry; Pita; Popcorn; Ravioli; Sandwiches; Tea; Waffles; Bakery desserts; Bakery goods, namely, desserts, pastry; Bakery products, namely, sweet bakery goods; Breakfast cereals; Cereal-based snack foods; Chocolate-based beverages; Cocoa-based beverages; Coffee-based drinks; Coffee based beverages; Corn chips; Dessert puddings; Edible ices; Gum sweets; Ice-cream; Molasses for food; Propolis for food purposes; Rice pudding; Royal jelly for food purposes; Tomato sauce; Chewing gums; Iced tea; none of the aforementioned being a sauce used for basting

**International Classes** | 30 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Staple Foods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | BRY GIDA ORMAN URUNLERI ITH. IHR. SAN. TIC. LTD. STI. |
| **Address** | BRY GIDA ORMAN URUNLERI ITH. IHR. SAN. TIC. LTD. STI. 8901/3 SOKAK NO:1C BALATCIK-CIGLI IZMIR TURKEY 35620 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | TURKEY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUMANFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97378025 Application Filing Date  Apr. 23, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio and video recording services; film and video production; film and video production consulting services; post-production editing services in the field of videos and film
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Business consulting services in the field of development, marketing, and promotion of non-fungible tokens (NFTs); business strategic planning services; public relations consultancy; marketing services; advertising and promotional services; consumer marketing research and consulting related thereto; digital marketing services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to athletes, celebrities, and other public figures authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Graphic design services; custom design of graphic art, images, videos, and multimedia for use as part of non-fungible tokens (NFTs); computer software development in the field of non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AETHICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378068 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of forensic nursing; Consulting services in the field of healthcare; Consulting services in the field of mental fitness; Consulting services in the field of nursing; Plastic surgery; Plastic surgery services; Plastic surgery services that integrate traditional western medical practices with holistic therapies; Colonic treatments, namely, irrigation of the colon for cleansing purposes by injecting large amounts of fluid high into the colon; Consulting services in the field of medical imaging regarding the use and operation of medical imaging apparatus including X-ray, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, and positron emission tomography apparatus; Cosmetic and plastic surgery; Cosmetic and plastic surgery, namely, a minimally invasive face/neck lift done under local anesthesia; Making reservations and bookings for others for physical and beauty treatments at health spas; Medical ultrasound imaging services; Provide a website featuring information about plastic surgery practice; Providing medical aesthetic procedures, namely, treating the skin with dermal fillers and botulinum toxin

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jacquelyn Orena Address Jacquelyn Orena 19 N Village Ave Apt A Rockville Centre NEW YORK 11570 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THOROUGH JANITORIAL SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POWLIF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97378358  Application Filing Date  Apr. 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording POWLIF has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Exercise equipment in the nature of straps that are affixed to doors, cable machines, exercise equipment for performance of weight resistance exercises; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Knee pads for athletic use; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands and training bars

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhongshan Shiwei E-commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Zhongshan Shiwei E-commerce Co., Ltd.  17 Ka, Building 9, Jinyu Shijia Garden, No. 1 Xinggang Road, Yunhan Village, Shaxi Town, Zhongshan  CHINA  528471  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STOUT CASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97378392</td>
<td>Apr. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;STOUT CASE&quot; stacked one on top the other with a small horizontal line appearing before and after the CASE wording, all to the right of a partially open chest design having eyes, nose, and mouth designs appearing in the bottom center, and arms with hands designs appearing on each end.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;STOUT CASE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bins of plastic; Boxes of plastic; Packaging containers of plastic; Packaging materials, namely, plastic shipping and storage boxes; Plastic bins; Plastic boxes; Plastic boxes for packaging consumer and retail items; Plastic cases; Plastic crates; Plastic shipping and storage boxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Beijing Unistrengh International Trade Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Beijing Unistrengh International Trade Co., Ltd. Room 911, Building No.2, Yard No.19 Huangping Road, Changping District Beijing CHINA 102200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US038058T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MACIOL, GENE V J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOYINBAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378710 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring bag organizers, bag pillows, bag base shapers, bag raincoats, bag chain protectors, and bag accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 23, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 23, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paker LLC Address Paker LLC 4 14TH ST UNIT 604 HOBEKN NEW JERSEY 070300703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  K

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97378780 Application Filing Date  Apr. 24, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized design of a flower forming a stylized letter "K". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kasia Athletic Wear, LLC Address  Kasia Athletic Wear, LLC  11740 San Vicente Blvd  Suite 109-310 Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90049 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  015982-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAURENZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378836  Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Laurenza has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric hair straightening irons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use Apr. 10, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiaolian, Jin  Address Xiaolian, Jin #409-0, Shajing Section, Guangshen Road, Baoan District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAIM MEDITERRANEAN
KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97379122 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDITERRANEAN"
AND "KITCHEN" Translation The English translation of TAIM in the mark is tasty. Acquired Distinctiveness
In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "TAIM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4229236, 4224873, 4232998 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 30, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taim IP LLC Address Taim IP LLC 45 Spring Street New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97379158 Application Filing Date: Apr. 25, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a modern "t" shaped mark, featuring a short
line, a long line and another short line, forming the letter T, with a dot above and below the first line, a single dot below
the center line, and two dots below the third line. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing business management consulting services; business consulting, namely, advising businesses in strategic
management and development of digital transformation; providing business management consulting services in the fields of
information technology, financial engineering, cybersecurity, organizational effectiveness and technology implementation;
management consulting services to assist businesses in decision making; advising businesses through the use of tools and
techniques that enable strategic business decision making; providing information in the field of business management;
providing business data analysis; providing business advice in the field of data analytics and implementation of data-driven
business strategies; providing business analysis of data governance, data ecosystems, data change management; business
research and data analysis services in the field of data management; providing business intelligence services; business
consulting and advisory services in the field of infrastructure operations and maintenance
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and
Business First Use: Jan. 12, 2022 In Commerce: Jan. 12, 2022

For: Business information technology strategy services, namely, digital transformation enablement, information technology
management and information technology project management; Providing technological consulting services for digital
transformation, technological consultancy and technical project planning to business organizations, public agencies, and
private agencies; Installation, maintenance and updating of software applications; Design, updating, installation and
configuration of computer software; Programming of software for internet platforms, in particular for public infrastructure and
capital investments; Design and development of computer software for accessing and using the cloud; Providing subscription-
based temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for accessing the cloud; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring
software for use in the design, planning and management of public infrastructure and capital investments; Platform as a service
(PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in the design, planning and management of public infrastructure and capital investments; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS), namely, hosting services for use by others; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for use in asset management for public infrastructure and other capital assets and systems for the purpose of managing all stages of the infrastructure and capital-asset life cycle; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in decisions related to public infrastructure and other capital assets, for the purpose of managing all stages of the infrastructure and capital-asset life cycle; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for fusion of data including precipitation and other weather parameters, climate predictions, infrastructure and asset data, and models and analytics to support climate resilience planning; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing data integration and analytics in the fields of weather, precipitation, and climate; Engineering services for utilities, public infrastructure, and municipal infrastructure; Consulting and advisory services in the field of climate analysis.

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Jan. 12, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Jan. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: TRINNEX INC  
**Address**: TRINNEX INC 670 N. Commercial St., Suite 208  
**City**: Manchester  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW HAMPSHIRE 03101  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: KOVALSKY, LAURA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KROSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379171 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 16197/2021 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 774050 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 21, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 03, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; non-metallic and non-paper storage or transport containers; statues, figurines, works of art, for ornamental and decorative purposes, of wood, wax, rattan, plaster or plastics; benches; desks; boxes of wood or plastics; settees; lockers; seats; deckchairs; toy boxes; chests of drawers; cushions; sideboards; divans; woodwork products, namely, cabinets and boxes to store jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; shelves; hand fans; armchairs; folding screens; beds; metal furniture; storage furniture; modular storage furniture; decorative mobiles; outdoor furniture; office furniture; bathroom furniture; kitchen furniture; picture frame mouldings; folding floor screens; umbrella stands; magazine racks; towel racks; coat racks; displays stands; display racks; sofas; tables; table tops; stools; display cases; plastic packaging containers; non-metallic and non-paper transport containers
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the fields of jewelry, clocks, and timepieces; industrial analysis, of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; industrial research of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; industrial design services of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; quality control for others and authentication of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; computer and software design and development in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; graphic art design services in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; packaging design services; industrial and graphic art design in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; fashion design services; industrial design styling in the nature of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces styling; technology consultancy services in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces styling; technology consultancy services in the fields of
timepieces; engineering services, namely, technical project studies in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; product research and development in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces; product development in the fields of jewelry, watches, clocks, and timepieces

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Kross Studio SA

**Address**  Kross Studio SA  Route des Avouillons 8  Gland  SWITZERLAND  1196

**Legal Entity**  société anonyme (sa)

**State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  Kross Studio

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TAIM MEDITERRANEAN KITCHEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97379259  
Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark  
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer "MEDITERRANEAN" and "KITCHEN"  
Translation The English translation of TAIM in the mark is TASTY.  
Acquired Distinctiveness In part  
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "TAIM"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4229236, 4224873, 4232998 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For tahini, hummus, falafel, tzatziki

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 46  
International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Taim IP LLC  
Address Taim IP LLC 45 Spring Street New York NEW YORK 10012  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TAIM MEDITERRANEAN KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97379270  Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2022  Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "MEDITERRANEAN" AND "KITCHEN"
Translation  The English translation of TAIM in the mark is TASTY.
Acquired Distinctiveness
In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  AS TO TAIM

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4229236, 4224873, 4232998 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  harissa, mango chutney, hot sauce, harissa ketchup, aioli
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taim IP LLC  Address  Taim IP LLC  45 Spring Street  New York  NEW YORK  10012  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOMO21

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379324 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel, namely, shirts, pants, clothing jackets, footwear, hats and baseball caps, athletic uniform; T-shirts; Sweatshirts; Tank tops; Hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOMO21 LLC Address FOMO21 LLC 121 Northeast 3rd Street, Suite 1210 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33301 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number F2135-2000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ADCS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97379369  
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 25, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "ADCS" with a design consisting of three two-way arrows and one one-way arrow. Behind the arrow designs is a square like image. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "ADCS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Downloadable software for collecting, capturing, and analyzing deficiency, proposed repair, and final repair data and information for the inspection lifecycle of aircraft and aircraft systems, including aircraft engines, and industrial equipment within many different industries; downloadable software for creating inspection and evaluation checklists, creating discrepancy records, and producing maintenance reports for industrial equipment within many different industries; downloadable software for creating inspection and evaluation checklists, creating discrepancy records, and producing maintenance reports for aircraft and aircraft systems, including aircraft engines, and industrial equipment
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use**: Feb. 2013  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CACI International Inc  
- **Address**: CACI International Inc  
  12021 Sunset Hills Road  
  Reston  
  VIRGINIA  
  20190  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 250563505881

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
HIT THEM ALL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97379442</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Sports training apparatus, namely, pitching machines

**International Classes**  
28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**  
Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
FLE-Innovations L.L.C

**Address**  
FLE-Innovations L.L.C  
12 Notingham Cir.  
Peekskill  
NEW YORK  
10555

**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  
NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
NEAL, KELLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORSTELLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379650 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0123242/1706034 International Registration Number 1706034

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of a website and portal for online nondownloadable publications, newsletters, journals and reports; publication of newsletters and journals relating to the medical and healthcare industry; publication of journals and newsletters directed at healthcare professionals; provision of reprints from medical journals; publication of communication materials, namely product monographs, abstract books, scientific posters, speaker slides, newsletters and highlights bulletins, proceedings and supplements, single-sponsored journals, and training manuals; electronic publishing services, namely publication of text and graphic works; information relating to education, training or publishing provided on-line from computer databases of the Internet; arranging and conducting business conferences in the field of medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceuticals; education services, namely, providing classes, workshops, tutorials, seminars in relation to developments in the fields of medicine, biotechnology, life sciences and pharmaceuticals and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; providing of training in relation to developments in the fields of medicine, biotechnology, life sciences and pharmaceuticals; coaching in the field of medicine, biotechnology, life sciences and pharmaceuticals; conducting fitness classes; correspondence courses in the field of medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceuticals; dubbing; providing information about education; providing educational examination services; electronic desktop publishing; entertainment information; non-downloadable electronic publications in the fields of medicine, biotechnology, life sciences and pharmaceuticals; providing on-line electronic publishing in relation to books, magazines, journals, articles, bulletins, digital video, audio and multimedia; arranging of seminars relating to business; conducting of courses relating to business management; publication of journals and newsletters directed at healthcare professionals; provision of reprints from medical journals; publication of communication materials, namely, product monographs, abstract books, scientific and promotional posters, speaker slides, newsletters and highlights bulletins, proceedings and supplements, single-sponsored journals, and
training manuals; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on CD or on-line matters of medical and healthcare services; information about education, training and publishing provided on-line from computer databases or the Internet; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Business management; business administration; opinion polling; provision of business information; business appraisals, enquiries, investigations and research; advisory services relating to business management and organisation; commercial and industrial management assistance; collection, analysis and provision of business information; business consultancy; business consultancy relating to the preparation of business statistics, structure and forward planning; advertising services relating to the field of medicine; business services relating to the assessment of the financial state of a company and providing appropriate reports; advertising agencies, namely, promoting the services of companies in the medical and healthcare industry through the distribution of printed and audio promotional materials and by rendering sales promotion advice in the form of offering technical assistance in the establishment and/or marketing of pharmaceutical or medical products; developing promotional campaigns for business; business marketing consulting services; business information services; business information services provided on-line from computer database management or the Internet; business information relating to the medical and healthcare industry; business information management relating to the medical and healthcare industry; business consultation; business management consultation; business management information on a wide variety of topics to service providing professionals; business consultancy services; business networking; business planning; market and business research, namely market and business research in the medical, pharmaceutical, and health care fields; conducting surveys, namely surveys in the nature of business surveys, marketing surveys and public opinion surveys in the medical, pharmaceutical and health care fields; commercial information agencies providing business information, namely marketing or demographic data; business investigations; product endorsement assistance; providing business intelligence solutions to the medical and healthcare industry; market analysis; public opinion surveys conducted electronically via e-mail or the Internet; publication of promotional posters; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the above-mentioned services; providing an on-line database providing business intelligence in the field of pharmaceuticals

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of weekly newsletters, periodicals, and reports in the medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceutical field; CD-ROMs pre-recorded with articles and columns in the medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceutical field, DVDs pre-recorded with articles and columns in the medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceutical field; downloadable podcasts in the medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceutical field; downloadable webcasts in the medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceutical field; articles, columns and written/published articles in the medicine, biotechnology, life sciences, and pharmaceutical field contained and/or supplied in or by electronic media; recorded computer software for use in database management in the pharmaceutical field; downloadable software for use in database management in the pharmaceutical field

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Legal services; legal investigation services; professional consultancy relating to legal matters; consultancy services relating to the legal aspects of franchising; legal information research services; legal services in the form of contract analysis; legal contractual services relating to the analysis of financial accounts of businesses; political lobbying services in the field of medical research

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes [US Classes](#) 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

For Computer aided transmission of messages and images; Electronic bulletin board services; Transmission of electronic mail; Facsimile transmission; Providing information in the field of telecommunications; Providing access to databases; provision of telecommunications access to computer databases; Electronic message sending; news agency services for transmission of news; news agency services for transmission of news via the Internet; providing access to computer databases

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes [US Classes](#) 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

For Providing information relating to diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceuticals; providing an on-line computer database in the field of pharmaceutical advice

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes [US Classes](#) 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Providing temporary use of web-based software for managing, accessing, analyzing, and sharing information and data in the healthcare and life sciences industries, namely, information and data in the fields of real world evidence, outcomes research, epidemiological studies, payer research, and market access; providing temporary use of web-based software featuring predictive analytics in the healthcare and life sciences industries, namely, predictive analytics in the fields of real world evidence, health economics, outcomes research, epidemiological studies, payer research, and market access; providing temporary use of web-based software for managing, accessing, analyzing, and sharing information and data in the fields of performance metrics, data visualizations, and predictive analytics in the healthcare and life sciences industries; design of research methodologies; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer software; providing an on-line computer database of clinical trial assessments; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for managing, accessing, analyzing, and sharing information and data in the healthcare and life sciences industries, namely, information and data in the fields of real world evidence, health economics, outcomes research, epidemiological studies, payer research, and market access; technical writing; providing information and advice in relation to medical research via a computer database or via the Internet; providing medical research information on-line from a computer database or via the Internet; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals; providing online non-downloadable software for managing, accessing, analyzing, and sharing information and data in the healthcare and life sciences industries, namely, information and data in the fields of real world evidence, health economics, outcomes research, epidemiological studies, payer research, and market access; information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services; electronic data storage

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes [US Classes](#) 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MANURÍ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINIMOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97380101 Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The word "MINIMOLL" capitalized in block and italicized lettering. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Carrying cases and pouches for carrying foldable backpacks, bags, ponchos, first aid supplies, tourniquets protective sprays, food
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Carrying cases and pouches adapted for carrying packable items, namely, mobile phones, radios, personal digital assistants; personal safety and protective clothing, namely, load bearing equipment vests for public safety personnel and military use, load bearing equipment for carrying weight plates and ballistic plates
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  5.11, Inc. Address  5.11, Inc. 3201 NORTH AIRPORT WAY MANTECA CALIFORNIA 95336 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TACT1272408

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MYBTX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97380158</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3404969, 5280055, 2839754 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Downloadable mobile application for use in ordering transportation and delivery of goods; Downloadable computer software for use in ordering transportation and delivery of goods
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For**: Providing online non-downloadable software for use in ordering transportation and delivery of goods
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Sep. 28, 2003
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Bacarella Transportation Services, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BTX Global Logistics
- **Address**: Bacarella Transportation Services, Inc. 12 Commerce Drive Shelton CONNECTICUT 06484
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Exchanging Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VIBRANTIC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97380268
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Cataiden Products Inc.
- **Address**: Cataiden Products Inc. 9 Powers Valley Ct Ajax, Ontario CANADA L1S7T9
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HACIENDA TABOGA 1916 RON ARTESANAL DESTILERIA HACIENDA TABOGA 1916 MASTER BLENDER F

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97380348</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HACIENDA TABOGA" above the numbers "1916" and with the stylized wording "RON ARTESANAL" below. Under the wording is a stylized seal with a decorative border and the wording "DESTILERIA" at the top of the circle and the wording "HACIENDA TABOGA 1916" at the bottom of the circle, with the wording above and below separated by a circle on either side. In the center of the circle is the letter "F". Behind the seal and to the right is a signature of the blender with the words "MASTER BLENDER" below.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "RON ARTESANAL", "MASTER BLENDER", "DESTILERIA" AND "1916"
- **Translation**: The English translation of DESTILERIA, RON ARTESANAL in the mark is DISTILLERY, ARTISAN RUM; The wording TABOGA has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies JOSE SANCHEZ GAVITO DIAZ, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beers; alcoholic preparations for making beverages, all sugar cane-based, namely, rum
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: INGENIO TABOGA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA
- **Address**: INGENIO TABOGA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA Bebedero de Canas 14 Km Oeste del Cementerio de Canas Canas, Guanacaste COSTA RICA 31570
- **Legal Entity**: sociedad anónima (sa)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COSTA RICA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 220098

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAWKIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97380561 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for internet-based dating and matchmaking; downloadable software to enable users to upload, post, share, and comment on pictures, images, audio, video, and other digital content via global computer and communication networks and to message one another; downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of personal relationships and personal well-being; downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of dating; downloadable computer software used for relationship coaching; downloadable computer software used for life coaching; downloadable computer software for use in background checks on and screening of potential dating partners; downloadable computer software used to facilitate personal connections and meetings in person or virtually; downloadable computer software used to help ensure the safety of users and protect their confidentiality, namely, software to protect and enhance confidentiality of user information and data, to prevent third party copying of user photos, pictures, images, and documents, and to prevent the use of facial recognition software to identify people; downloadable computer software for providing online communications security and confidentiality; downloadable video and computer game programs; downloadable computer software used to facilitate the purchase and delivery of gifts between users
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online non-downloadable computer software for internet-based dating and matchmaking; providing online non-downloadable software to enable users to upload, post, share, and comment on pictures, images, audio, video, and other digital content via global computer and communication networks and to message one another; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of personal relationships and personal well-being; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of dating; providing online non-downloadable computer software used for relationship coaching; providing online non-downloadable computer software used for life coaching; providing online non-downloadable computer software for use in background checks on and screening of potential dating partners; providing online non-downloadable computer software for providing online communications security and confidentiality; providing online video and computer game programs; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to facilitate the purchase and delivery of gifts between users
computer software used to facilitate personal connections and meetings in person or virtually; providing online non-
downloadable computer software used to help ensure the safety of users and protect their confidentiality, namely, software to
protect and enhance confidentiality of user information and data, to prevent third party copying of user photos, pictures,
images, and documents, and to prevent the use of facial recognition software to identify people; providing online non-
downloadable computer software for providing online communications security and confidentiality; providing online non-
downloadable video and computer game programs; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to facilitate
the purchase and delivery of gifts between users

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Tawkify, Inc.  **Address** Tawkify, Inc.  330 Townsend Street, Suite 207  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94107  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 10257-00502-

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner** BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97380563 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two heart designs intertwined - one right side up and one upside down. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for internet-based dating and matchmaking; downloadable software to enable users to upload, post, share, and comment on pictures, images, audio, video, and other digital content via global computer and communication networks and to message one another; downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of personal relationships and personal well-being; downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of dating; downloadable computer software used for relationship coaching; downloadable computer software used for life coaching; downloadable computer software for use in background checks on and screening of potential dating partners; downloadable computer software used to facilitate personal connections and meetings in person or virtually; downloadable computer software used to help ensure the safety of users and protect their confidentiality, namely, software to protect and enhance confidentiality of user information and data, to prevent third party copying of user photos, pictures, images, and documents, and to prevent the use of facial recognition software to identify people; downloadable computer software for providing online communications security and confidentiality; downloadable video and computer game programs; downloadable computer software used to facilitate the purchase and delivery of gifts between users

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online non-downloadable computer software for internet-based dating and matchmaking; providing online non-downloadable software to enable users to upload, post, share, and comment on pictures, images, audio, video, and other digital content via global computer and communication networks and to message one another; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of personal relationships and personal well-being; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to provide information, advice, and counseling in the fields of dating; providing online non-downloadable computer software used for relationship coaching;
providing online non-downloadable computer software used for life coaching; providing online non-downloadable computer software for use in background checks on and screening of potential dating partners; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to facilitate personal connections and meetings in person or virtually; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to help ensure the safety of users and protect their confidentiality, namely, software to protect and enhance confidentiality of user information and data, to prevent third party copying of user photos, pictures, images, and documents, and to prevent the use of facial recognition software to identify people; providing online non-downloadable computer software for providing online communications security and confidentiality; providing online non-downloadable video and computer game programs; providing online non-downloadable computer software used to facilitate the purchase and delivery of gifts between users

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Tawkify, Inc.  **Address**  Tawkify, Inc.  330 Townsend Street, Suite 207  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94107  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  10257-00502-

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VOLCOM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97381171 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 26, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|---------|------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|---------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** protective industrial footwear

**International Classes**  
9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
ABG-Volcom, LLC

**Address**  
ABG-Volcom, LLC  
1411 BROADWAY, 21ST FLOOR  
NEW YORK NEW YORK  
10018

**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  
DELAWARE

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
MILLER, CHARLES FREDER
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE WOLF PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97381259 Application Filing Date: Apr. 26, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Maintenance and/or repair of mobile phones, computers, smart watches, and tablet computers
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes USClasses: 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Construction and Repair
For: Cell phone backplates; Cell phone faceplates; Computer hardware; Computer screens; Electronic components for computers; Electronic components in the nature of cell phone components and tablet components, namely, circuit boards, antennas, microphones, motherboards; Mobile phone screen protectors; Touch screens; Carrying cases for cell phones
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes USClasses: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Jesus Alejandro Chavez Martinez Address: Jesus Alejandro Chavez Martinez 9813 McKnight Lp Austin TEXAS 78717 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: MEXICO
Owner Name: Marco Antonio Aparicio Gatica Address: Marco Antonio Aparicio Gatica 9813 McKnight Lp Austin TEXAS 78717 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: L555082900

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HAUENSTEIN, HOLLAND LE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUKETRINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381333 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies LUKE PUTRINO, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 21, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Putrino, Luke Address Putrino, Luke 302/8 Waterview Drive Lane Cove, NSW AUSTRALIA 2066
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022050

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ONE TWO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381638 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2167840 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 31, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 31, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embellishments for hosiery, namely, rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Lingerie tapes; Bra inserts for enhancing the bust for cosmetic purposes; Silicon bra inserts for enhancing the bust for cosmetic purposes; Clothing accessories, namely, stocking suspenders, plastic clips that attach to the lower hem of shirts and blouses that allows the user to tighten the hem; Fasteners for clothing, namely, snap buttons; Fastening devices for clothing, namely, snap hooks; Fastenings for clothing, namely stud buttons; Frills for clothing; Reinforcing tapes for clothing; Stud buttons for clothing; Embroidered lace fabrics; Lace; Laces; Fasteners for brassieres, namely, snap hooks; Fastenings for braces, namely, snap buttons; Under wires for brassieres; Corset busks; Hooks for corsets; Whalebones for corsets
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods For Hosiery; Sports hosiery; Adhesive bras; Adhesive brassieres; Bras; Brassieres; Bodices being lingerie; Lingerie; Clothing for swimming; Ready made linings being parts of clothing; Thongs being clothing; Women's clothing, namely, loungewear, t-shirts, shorts, leggings, pajamas and nighties; Shapewear in the nature of slimming underwear; Slimming underwear; Sweat-absorbent underwear; Underwear; Body stockings; Panty stockings; Stocking suspenders; Stockings; Pantyhose; Nightclothes in the nature of sleeping garments; Nightgowns; Nighties; Nightshirts; Nightwear; Panties; Panties, other than sanitary panties; Knickers; Briefs; Swim briefs; Bikinis; Camiknickers; Camisoles; Corsetry being clothing other than for surgical purposes; Corsets being clothing other than for surgical purposes; Corsets as underclothing; Swimming costumes; Swimming suits; Swimsuits; Swimwear; all the above excluding men's sports apparel; Nipple covers for cosmetic purposes, namely, pasties

2404
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   THEONETWO PTY LTD Address   THEONETWO PTY LTD 16 Bell St. Vaucluse AUSTRALIA NSW2030 Legal Entity   proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   70889-218110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) O

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381719 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a bald eagle in flight overlying a capital "O"
with the wings extending beyond the outer edge of the letter and the head, tail feathers, and claws matching the center and
background of the letter. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for
training purposes, for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools;
Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training
purposes, for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Educational services,
namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes for the
creation of missile engagement simulations

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment

For Computerized file management; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; Computerized database
management; Database management

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business

For Electronic database in the field of missile modeling recorded on computer media; Downloadable electronic data files and
databases, featuring information for simulation scenario creation, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools
for use with computer software; Downloadable computer software for use in database management; Downloadable computer
software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer simulation software for the creation of simulation
scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Recorded computer simulation software for the creation of
missile modeling, automated message generation, and simulation scenarios; Downloadable computer software development
tools; Recorded computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of simulated missile engagement scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Downloadable computer software for missile modeling, automated message generation, and the creation of simulation scenarios; Downloadable computer software development tools for the creation of missile engagement simulation scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in the electronic storage of data in the field of missile modeling; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; providing online non-downloadable computer software for missile modeling, automated message generation, and simulation scenario creation; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software development of tools for the creation of missile engagement simulation scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** DELTA SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES, LLC  **Address** DELTA SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES, LLC 7150 Campus Drive, Suite 365 Colorado Springs COLORADO 80920  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DSAS T002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381749 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SOAR" in capital letters with a bald eagle in flight overlying the capital "O" having the wings extending beyond the outer edge of the letter with the head, tail feathers, and claws matching the center and background of the letter. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes, for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools; Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes, for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Educational services, namely, providing an online database featuring online non-downloadable simulation software for training purposes for the creation of missile engagement simulations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Computerized file management; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; Computerized database management; Database management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Electronic database in the field of missile modeling recorded on computer media; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, featuring information for simulation scenario creation, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools for use with computer software; Downloadable computer software for use in database management; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer simulation software for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Recorded computer simulation software for the creation of missile modeling, automated message generation, and simulation scenarios; Downloadable computer software development tools; Recorded computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools
for the creation of simulated missile engagement scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Downloadable computer software for missile modeling, automated message generation, and the creation of simulation scenarios; Downloadable computer software development tools for the creation of missile engagement simulation scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in the electronic storage of data in the field of missile modeling; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling tools; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of simulation scenarios, automated message generation, and missile modeling; Providing a database featuring information about software and technology for the creation of missile engagement simulations; providing online non-downloadable computer software for missile modeling, automated message generation, and simulation scenario creation; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software development of tools for the creation of missile engagement simulation scenarios, missile warning simulations, missile simulations, automated message generation, and missile modeling

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** DELTA SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES, LLC **Address** DELTA SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES, LLC 7150 Campus Drive, Suite 365 Colorado Springs COLORADO 80920 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DSAS T003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN

---

2409
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRAIGHTAWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381829 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring rulers; track system comprised of measuring rulers designed to be used with stick built wood fence installations to install pickets even with or parallel with the top rail of the fence, including indicators for proper spacing of pickets for different kinds of fences

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 28, 2005 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mr. Fence, Inc. Address Mr. Fence, Inc. 1804 N Burkhardt Rd. Evansville INDIANA 47715 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102856

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EZ HOLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97382068 Application Filing Date  Apr. 26, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “HOLE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handheld power-operated router, router templates for cutting inlays, and router bits for routing vinyl fence posts in the field or shop, with interchangeable inserts to accommodate different sizes of holes
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use  Feb. 28, 2005 In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mr. Fence, Inc. Address  Mr. Fence, Inc. 1804 N Burkhardt Rd. Evansville INDIANA 47715 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102856

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** USER FRIENDLY.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97382330
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Scott, Greg A
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Workbench Creative
- **Address**: Scott, Greg A 5212 N Williams Ave, Portland, OREGON 97217
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 01a

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POLARION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97382438  Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For X-Ray monitoring, measurement and inspection equipment for characterizing dimensional and/or material properties of samples, namely, for measuring and inspecting patterned structures and films in the field of semiconductor manufacturing, and systems comprised of hardware and recorded software for process control of semiconductors manufacturing

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nova Measuring Instruments Inc. Address Nova Measuring Instruments Inc. 3342 Gateway Blvd. Fremont CALIFORNIA 94538 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6555-0032-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97382652  Application Filing Date: Apr. 26, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "MONKIÄ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Foreign Information

Foreign Registration Number: 2041593  Foreign Registration Date: Sep. 24, 2019  Foreign Application/Registration County: MEXICO  Foreign Expiration Date: Jun. 07, 2029  Foreign Registration Renewal Date: Jun. 07, 2029

Goods and Services Information

For: Natural Sweeteners; natural sweeteners consisting of fruit concentrate; sugar; mixtures of sugar and natural sweeteners  International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46  International Class Title: Staple Foods

Basis Information

Currently 44E: Yes  Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: METCO, S.A. DE C.V.  Address: METCO, S.A. DE C.V.  Av Tecamachalco 161  Reforma Social, Miguel Hidalgo  Ciudad de Mexico  MEXICO  11650  Legal Entity: sociedad anonima (sa de cv)  State or Country Where Organized: MEXICO

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 101777-00004

Examiner Information

Examining Attorney: MOORE, CHRISTINA DONIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OHRAZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97383717 Application Filing Date  Apr. 27, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mezuzah cases
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OHRAZ INC. Address  OHRAZ INC.  4400 Glenwood Rd.  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11203 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  OHR.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KANGAROOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97383956 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The stylized wording KANGAROOU. The "U" forms the tail of a kangaroo, and the image of a kangaroo appears to the right of the letter "U". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reclining chairs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 03, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 9432-1650 Québec Inc. Address 9432-1650 Québec Inc. 1271 Rue Beaulieu Saint Laurent, Quebec CANADA H4L3G9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIBEIXUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97384025 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footballs; Puzzles; Basketball goal sets; Card games; Chess games; Children’s educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Dolls and playsets therefor; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; Exercise machines; Fins for body boards; Pet toys; Sporting goods, namely, carriers specially adapted for sport balls; Swimming rings; Tabletop games; Toy model guitars
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JIANG XIAOXI Address JIANG XIAOXI Room 4-68 Bldg. 148 No.345 Qinglinwan St Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MOUNT SAM

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97384089</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application filing date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/ letter(s)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the term "Mount" in block lettering situated above the term "Sam" in larger, script form, all above a curved line.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Iced tea; Tea-based iced beverages
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46 - International Class Title: Staple Foods
- **For**: Mineral and aerated waters; Carbonated mineral water; Flavored mineral water; Natural mineral water; Flavored carbonated natural mineral water
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48 - International Class Title: Light Beverages

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Global Beverages FZ-LLC
- **Address**: Global Beverages FZ-LLC A4-314 Building no. A4 Al Hamra Industrial Zone-FZ RAK UNITED ARAB EMIR.
- **Legal Entity**: Free zone limited liability company
- **State or Country**: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: Saba
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
TM 1670 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MONO WORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97384250 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5582785, 5296298, 5822630 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2022-12240 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 6592463 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 26, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 26, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Erasers; Ballpoint pens; Mechanical pencils; Pencil leads; Writing instruments
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tombow Pencil Co., Ltd. Address Tombow Pencil Co., Ltd. 6-10-12, Toshima, Kita-ku Tokyo JAPAN 114-8583 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HOET478

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROCKY HIBACHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97384452 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ROCKY HIBACHI" on top of a large roughly shaded circle behind three stylized images of ninjas holding different hibachi utensils. The first ninja on the left is holding a pair of cooking turners, the ninja in the middle is holding a knife and steak fork, and the ninja on the right is holding a cooking turner and a knife, respectively. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HIBACHI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; catering; and restaurants
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 18, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rocky Hibachi LLC Address Rocky Hibachi LLC 4603 S Wayne Rd. Wayne MICHIGAN 48184
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCLELLAN, MATTHEW D.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUREWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97384839 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programming; computer services, namely, providing a website featuring a collection of automated workflows to create test scripts which are deployed for the purpose of automated system-wide testing of electronic health record data and systems; computer software consulting
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SURETEST INC. Address SURETEST INC. 251 LITTLE FALLS DRIVE WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LASTING LEGACY COLLECTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97384967 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 27, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "COLLECTION" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | BIRDOES, DEBORAH J |
| Address | BIRDOES, DEBORAH J 13835 N TATUM BLVD, STE 9 PHOENIX ARIZONA 85032 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MORRISSEY, HUNTER M |

2422
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ANNIVERSARY HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385050 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BIRDOES, DEBORAH J Address BIRDOES, DEBORAH J 13835 N TATUM BLVD, STE 9
PHOENIX ARIZONA 85032 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97385050

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLIWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97385586 Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of minimalist house design with English characters "SOLIWOOD".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Armchairs; Chairs; Cots; Desks; Furniture; Deck chairs; Filing cabinets; Flower-pot pedestals; Flower-stands; Freestanding partitions; Furniture of metal; Screens; Tea tables; Non-metal trestles for supporting tables; Wood bedsteads
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use   Jul. 05, 2021 In Commerce   Jul. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Fujian ZhangPing City DeNuo Linye Co.,Ltd Address  Fujian ZhangPing City DeNuo Linye Co.,Ltd FuShan Industrial Park Zone, ZhangPing, Fujian CHINA 364400 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHARGE WEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385741 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized sign with a stylized landscape scene thereon, with the word "CHARGE" centered at the top thereof with a stylized lightning bolt centered below the word "CHARGE" with the word "WEST" centered below that.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of electric vehicles and to help build infrastructure for electric vehicles and electric vehicle service equipment
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Providing a website featuring consumer information in the field of electric vehicle charging; promoting the use of electric vehicles of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Utah Clean Cities, Inc. Address Utah Clean Cities, Inc. 451 South State Street, Suite 415 Salt Lake City UTAH 84111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-035.west

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UPLANDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385829 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel, namely, hunting clothes in the nature of shirts, pants, t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, shirts, clothing jackets, hoodies, sweatshirts, pullovers, vests, pants, shorts, sweatpants, underwear, gloves, headwear, hats, baseball caps, clothing belts, footwear, boots, socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 21, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drive Creative, LLC Address Drive Creative, LLC 10434 Dodge Rd Otisville MICHIGAN 48463
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97385897  Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized design of the letters "EKU" with a downward extended letter "K".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Collegiate clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, sweatpants, sport shirts, golf shirts, polo shirts, sweaters, night shirts, coats, hats, headbands, wristbands, pants, socks, jerseys, jackets, warm-up suits, scarves, and baby wraps, sold exclusively through university's website, campus bookstore, and licensed collegiate outlets
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 30, 1982  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 1982  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 04/30/1982  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 04/30/1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Eastern Kentucky University  Address  Eastern Kentucky University  Coates CPO 40A  521 Lancaster Ave.  Richmond  KENTUCKY  40475  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385952 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH AT HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Home health care services; home physical rehabilitation health care services International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Post Acute Medical, LLC Address Post Acute Medical, LLC Suite 102 1828 Good hope Road Enola PENNSYLVANIA 17025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 311783-914

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STATESIDE LUXURY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385995 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "LUXURY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed magazines featuring brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022
For Magazine publishing; Providing on-line non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, featuring brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines in the field of weddings and lifestyle; Education services, namely, providing online and in-person summits, courses, coaching, and workshops in the field of weddings, high-end marketing and branding; Providing education courses in the field of weddings, marketing and branding; Coaching in the field of high-end marketing and branding; Providing on-line non-downloadable videos, audio recordings, and slide presentations in the field of brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of high-end marketing and branding, brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle; Providing online newsletters in the field of high-end marketing and branding, brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields high-end marketing and branding, brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022
For Electronic downloadable publications, namely, magazines, featuring brides, grooms, weddings, travel, dining, luxury goods and lifestyle
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Smith, Giselle  
Address  Smith, Giselle 590 Hall Road Elizabethtown KENTUCKY 42701

Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KHAN, ASMAT A
## Mark Information

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Disclaimer
"FAMILY OFFICE"

## Goods and Services Information

### For Family office services, namely, financial advisory and consultancy services in the field of financial planning for families; financial management; estate planning; monitoring financial markets for investment purposes; investment advisory services; financial consulting services in the field of planned giving for non-profit and charitable organizations; philanthropy consultation related to taxation planning; tax and taxation planning, advice, information, and consultancy services; cash management; bill payment services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

### For Family office business services, namely, providing business management and business consulting services for family offices; Family office business administration services; Providing office space services in the nature of organizational services for business purposes, namely, organizing office spaces for family office owners, employees and staff

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

### For IT consulting and integration services relating to installation, maintenance and repair of computer software for family offices; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for coordination of family office services with financial advisors, accountants, and administration staff and financial accounting and reporting; providing a website featuring support services for family offices, namely, an interactive website featuring technology that enables users to access accounting reports, family office administration scheduling, and financial reports

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEDIBRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97386448 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "MEDIBRACE" in stylized font whereby the lowercase letter "I" is represented by a design of a person wearing a back brace around the waist. The wording and design elements appear against a shaded rectangle, which is not claimed as part of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003234504 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 18, 2017 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date May 31, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical braces for back; Medical braces for knee; Medical braces for ankle; Medical braces for elbow; Medical braces for shoulder; Medical braces for thigh; Medical braces for wrist; Medical braces for calf
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProfessorZ Ltd Address ProfessorZ Ltd 127 Woodlands Way Southwater, Horsham UNITED KINGDOM RH13 9DS Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KOS-0001-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97386724 Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a skull with an eyepatch above two surfboards in an X-formation.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   insulated containers for food or beverage
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass

For   towels
International Classes   24 - Primary Classes US Classes   42, 50 International Class Title   Fabrics

For   chairs
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For   online retail store services featuring chairs, containers for food or beverages, and clothing
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business

For   Beachwear; Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Pants; Searves; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Vests; Baseball caps and hats; Bathing suits; Beach cover-ups; Board shorts; Fleece jackets; Clothing Jackets; Knit tops; Rainproof jackets; Rash guards; Swim trunks; Jeans; Dress shirts; Men's suits; Polo shirts; tank tops; pajamas; loungewear; sweatpants; beanies; socks; belts for clothing; wetsuits; water shorts; swimming caps; Headwear, namely, caps; sports caps; Fleece jackets
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Decor Suzhou NYC Co. Ltd.  Address   Decor Suzhou NYC Co. Ltd.  One Indiana Square  Suite 3500  Indianapolis  INDIANA  46204  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where   NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   102277-00210

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97386725</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark

The mark consists of the stylized black wording "EZCICLO" and stylized green Chinese characters. The letter "C" in the wording "EZCICLO" is represented by a green recycling symbol, while the letter "O" contains a stylized drop design. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.

- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer**: "THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO KE-SO" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "yi-ke-so" and this means "easy can recycle" in English.

## FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111029143</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>02252323</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111029144</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>02253135</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111029145</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>02254441</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Goods for use in the recycling process, namely, chemical additives for use in the processing synthetic resins, chemicals for plastic industrial purposes, chemicals for use in industry and science, thermoplastic resins, unprocessed, and aromatic compounds, namely, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; goods that are recyclable, namely, industrial chemicals, unprocessed epoxy resins, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed synthetic resins, and unprocessed artificial resins, namely, polyamine resin, amino resins and epoxy resin.
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Recycling of waste and trash; Sorting of waste and recyclable material
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment
For  Goods that are recyclable, namely, artificial resins, semi-processed, and synthetic resins, semi-processed
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title  Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SWANCOR INNOVATION & INCUBATION CO., LTD.  Address  SWANCOR INNOVATION & INCUBATION CO., LTD.  3rd Floor, No. 11 Industry South 6 Road  Nantou City  TAIWAN  54066  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PINO, BRIAN J

Docket Number  5400114.0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROOTS LUXURY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97386735 Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form, vegetable glycerin, propylene glycol for electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette refillable liquid being chemical flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges, electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of propylene glycol, electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of vegetable glycerin, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Smokers' articles, namely, rolling trays, rolling papers, pre-rolled cone papers sold empty, rolling machines, ashtrays, bongs being tobacco water pipes, smoking pipes, lighters for smokers, hemp wicks for lighting, tobacco grinders, cigar splitters, and cigarette tubes; Tobacco and tobacco products, namely, flavorings for tobacco other than essential oils, smoking tobacco, smokeless tobacco, tobacco boxes: Tobacco; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarette cartridges sold empty; Electronic cigarettes atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of vegetable glycerin; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; Articles for use with tobacco, namely, oral vaporizers for smoking purposes, lighters for smokers, cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes, smokers' clips for securing hand rolled cigarettes, herbal molasses, matches; all the foregoing goods that are made of hemp contain ingredients solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LION ORDER GROUP, LLC Address  LION ORDER GROUP, LLC 3050 BISCAYNE BLVD. SUITE 700 MIAMI FLORIDA 33137 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** M.E.P

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97386770</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the stylized wording "M.E.P" beneath a design comprising of four separate geometric elements arranged in an overall cross shape, with the top of the cross shape being an irregular pentagon, the arms of the cross shape being right trapezoids, and the bottom of the cross shape being a rectangle; with a diagonal line appearing toward the top of each side of the irregular pentagon and ending toward the outer end of each of the trapezoids; and with the foregoing design features bordered by a rectangle rendered incomplete near the outer ends of each of the four geometric elements forming the cross shape.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Medicated eye washes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>The Trustees of Johnson Living Trust DTD October 26, 2001</th>
<th>Composed of</th>
<th>Leonidas A. Johnson, Trustee, a US citizen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The Trustees of Johnson Living Trust DTD October 26, 2001</td>
<td>P.O. Box 4434 Diamond Bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>917650434</td>
<td>Legal Entity TRUST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>102377.004US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FIRST, VIVIAN M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEZZURA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97386851 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of autoimmune diseases and disorders, blood and circulatory diseases and disorders, cardiovascular diseases and disorders, digestive diseases and disorders, endocrine diseases and disorders, immunological diseases and disorders, dermatological diseases and disorders, musculoskeletal diseases and disorders, central and peripheral nervous system diseases and disorders, metabolic diseases and disorders, renal diseases and disorders, respiratory diseases and disorders, urogenital diseases and disorders, and urinary diseases and disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of cancer, drug dependence, fertility disorders, hormone replacement, infectious diseases, inflammatory conditions, menopause, ophthalmic disorders and diseases, pain, and psychological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in smoking cessation; contraceptive preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS USA, Inc. Address TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS USA, Inc. Building A 400 Interpace Parkway Parsippany NEW JERSEY 07054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TEV1055TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUONG, ANGELA GAW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EL CHIRINGUITO BEACH
HOUSE IBIZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97387041 Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rough image of a circle above the words "EL CHIRINGUITO", and underneath, the words "BEACH HOUSE" followed by a smaller circle and the word "IBIZA" in stylized font. Disclaimer  "EL CHIRINGUITO BEACH HOUSE" AND "IBIZA" Translation  The English translation of "EL CHIRINGUITO" in the mark is "BEACH BAR".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  014939979 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 14, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Dec. 18, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal boarding services; Rental of furniture; Hospitality services in the nature of provision of food and drink; Temporary accommodation reservations; Providing temporary accommodation; Restaurants; Catering; Rental of cooking apparatus; Rental of water dispensers; Rental of drinking water dispensers; Rental of kitchen worktops; Rental of bar equipment; Rental of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; Rental of drink dispensing machines; Salad bars; Juice bar services; Pubs; Snack bar services; Catering in fast-food cafeterias; Catering for the provision of food and beverages; Cocktail lounge services; Delicatessen services; Food sculpting; Providing information and advice on hotel accommodations and restaurants to tourists and business travelers; Rental of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, wedding receptions; Pizza parlors; Food preparation services; Providing personalized meal planning services via a website; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; Take-out restaurant services; Tea rooms; Serving food and drink in Internet cafes; Doughnut shops in the nature of a restaurant; Bar and restaurant services; Restaurant services; Agency services for reservation of restaurants; Bar services; Hookah lounge services; Bar services featuring wine; Cocktail lounge buffets; Cafés; Self-service restaurants; Mobile catering; Food and drink catering; Canteen service; Contract food services; Take-away restaurant services; Consulting services in the field of culinary arts; Ice cream parlors; Hospitality services in the nature of provision of food and drink; Restaurant information services; Personal chef services; Providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; Agency services for the reservation of
temporary accommodation; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; Restaurant reservation services; Serving food and drinks; Hotel accommodation, bar and restaurant services; Mobile restaurant services; Sommelier services, namely, providing advice on wine and wine and food pairing; Coffee supply services for offices; Bistro services; Teahouse services; Public house services; Night club reservation services, namely, arranging for cocktails and table service reservations at night clubs and night club events; Catering services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Serving food and drink in internet cafes; Bistro services; Providing reviews of restaurants; Providing reviews of restaurants and bars

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: S' ARJUP Address: S' ARJUP Calle Catilla No. 30 Ibiza SPAIN E-07800 Legal Entity: sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country Where Organized: SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOAVID TRAVELER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number**: 97387393  **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 28, 2022  **Register**: Principal  **Mark Type**: Service Mark  **Trademark**:  **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim**: No  **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "SOAVID TRAVELER" with the "O" represented by a sphere containing an abstract landscape including sand, a tree, and a sun.  **Disclaimer**: "TRAVELER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring travel destinations, itineraries, hiking, food, and photos  **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  **First Use**: Apr. 14, 2022  **In Commerce**: Apr. 14, 2022

**For**: Hats; Tops as clothing  **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use**: Apr. 14, 2022  **In Commerce**: Apr. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Haniff, Bibi  **Address**: Haniff, Bibi  123 Austin Dr  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30328  **Legal Entity**:  
**INDIVIDUAL**  **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Owner Name**: Ali, Kabir  **Address**: Ali, Kabir  123 Austin Dr  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30328  **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOEYCJR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388056 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BOEYCJR".
Translation The wording BOEYCJR has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 25964475 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 07, 2018 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 06, 2028

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewellery; Watches; Bracelets; Cloisonné jewelry; Jade jewelry; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry chains; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Jiabao Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Jiabao Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 101, No.6, Zhongyue 3rd Street, Daluo Village, Shatou St., Panyu Dist., Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511499 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01793

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A PHJ PEACE HARMONY JOY ALLIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388114 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large letter "A" design with an interior triangle at the top of the "A" design with three levels of shading in the interior triangle. The letters "PHJ" are below the interior triangle. The wording "PEACE", "HARMONY", and "JOY" sit below "PHJ" and are separated by vertical lines. The wording "ALLIANCE" is centered at the bottom. Disclaimer "ALLIANCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, mentoring, seminars, and workshops in the fields of religion, spirituality, self-development and self-improvement, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the fields of religion, spirituality, self-development, and self-improvement

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peace Harmony Joy Inc. Address Peace Harmony Joy Inc. 3855 Holcomb Bridge Road, Suite 400 Norcross GEORGIA 30092 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 999981.6488

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWAI11

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388277 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PAWAII" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal; Animal enclosures in the nature of modular metal stables; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Wire gauze; Padlocks of metal, other than electronic; Safes; Identity plates of common metal; Chains of metal; Bells for animals; Pipes of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium; Rails of metal; Junctions of metal for pipes; Metal hinges; Containers of metal for storage or transport; Soldering wire of metal; Mooring bollards of metal; Metal identification bracelets; Wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; Tree protectors of metal; Traps for wild animals; Works of art of common metal; Ores of metal; Tombstones of non-precious metal; Metal ramps for use with vehicles; Metal pet doors; Metal pet panels in the nature of metal pet doors

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAWAI11 INC. Address PAWAI11 INC. 251 Little Falls Drive, City of Wilmington, County of New Castle DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NBGJTM222795

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWAII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388297 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PAWAII" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Label paper; Ink for pens; Sealing stamps; Adhesives for stationery and household use; French curves; Drawing boards; Engraving plates; Pastel crayons; Modelling clay; Paper; Towels of paper; Printed advertising boards of paper; Printed matter, namely, newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all in the fields of securities, options and other financial instruments; Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of mathematics; Lithographic works of art; Wrapping paper; Bookbinding materials for creating hardcover books, namely, book covers, crack-and-peel binding paper, reinforcement strips, peel-and-stick labels, stapler and staples; Paper-clips; Writing implements; Printed newspapers; Tailors' chalk; Doorpost Holy Roll products in the nature of mezuzah cases; Office stationery; Burp pads of paper; Printed posters; Printed booklets in the field of office etiquette; Checkbook holders; garbage bags of paper or of plastics
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAWAII INC. Address PAWAII INC. 251 Little Falls Drive, City of Wilmington, County of New Castle, DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NBGJTM222796

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWAI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97388303 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PAWAI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Marble; Gypsum for use as building materials; Cement; Concrete poles for use as building materials; Bitumen; Reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Window glass for building; Wooden flooring; Bricks; Refractory shapes, not of metal; Bituminous roof coatings; Figurines of stone, concrete or marble; Non-metallic tombs; non-metal molds used in foundries for forming wall panels, for building; Nonmetal pet doors; Pet door flaps specially adapted for non-metal pet doors

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name PAWAI INC. Address PAWAI INC. 251 Little Falls Drive, City of Wilmington, County of New Castle DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number NBGJTM222797

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97388453 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the head of an imaginary animal with a beak and ears.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Clothing, namely, doll clothing; figurines, namely, molded plastic toy figurines
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods
For   Downloadable electronic data files containing artwork in the field of fantasy animals authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files featuring fantasy animals authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For   Clothing, namely, shirts and hats
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Russell Jr., Christopher Brian Address   Russell Jr., Christopher Brian   1231 6th Street Manhattan Beach CALIFORNIA 90266 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   TTRA 12573

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   DUENAS, TAYLOR S
TM 1696 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNIQ. BETTER BY DESIGN.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388651 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobile phone cases; carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, computers, tablet computers, laptops, and mobile phones; cases adapted for computers; sleeves for laptops; protective covers for tablet computers; batteries; rechargeable batteries; battery chargers; battery packs; battery power packs in the nature of renewable battery system to provide backup power; portable power chargers; battery cables; electric cables and wires; cables for electrical signal transmission; cables for the electronic transmission of sounds and images; cables for the transmission of sounds and images; computer cables; power cables; electric connectors; travel adaptors for electric plugs; cases adapted for batteries; bags adapted for laptops; computer carrying cases; computer cases; covers for tablet computers; shaped protective covers for laptop computers; electronic personal organizers; digital organizers in the nature of portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, image, and audio files; smartwatch bands
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uniq Creation Pte. LTD Address Uniq Creation Pte. LTD 1 Genting Lane, #07-02B Singapore SINGAPORE 349544 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMLA012US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAUENSTEIN, HOLLAND LE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHY JUDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388978  Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ornamental cloth Iron-on patches; ornamental cloth sewn-on patches
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Compression pants, compression shirts
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Stickers and decals
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Clothing and apparel, namely, t-shirts, long-sleeve shirts, short-sleeve shirts, tank tops, jackets, underwear, hoodies, sweatshirts, sweaters, pants, joggers, sweatpants, leggings, tights, shorts, hats, headbands, beanies, socks, slippers, swimwear and wristbands; bras
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aranas, Daniel  Address Aranas, Daniel Suite 5 3600 16th Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94114
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ARANAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOVOORANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97389484 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of novoorange in the mark is new orange.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, dresses, knit dresses, skirts, knit skirts, tops, blouses, t-shirts, shirts, vests, crop tops, knit tops, jerseys, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded tops, cardigans, suits, blazers, jackets, denim jackets, coats, over coats, winter coats, trench coats, parkas, rain wear, bodysuits, jump suits, play suits, bottoms, trousers, pants, denim pants, jeans, shorts, denim shorts, leggings, knit bottoms, sweatpants, jogging pants, track suits, lounge pants, loungewear, nightwear, sleepwear, pyjamas, night shirts, night gowns, dressing gowns and bath robes, underwear, lingerie, bras, sports bras, underpants, knickers, camisoles, teddies being underclothing, bodies being underclothing, corsets, garters, suspender belts, hosiery, tights, stockings, socks, gloves, mittens, scarves, belts, swimwear, bathing suits, bikinis; footwear; boots; shoes; slippers; sandals; flip-flops being footwear; sports shoes; headwear; hats; caps as headwear; headbands
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 14, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name novoorange Address novoorange 28547 Burning Tree Ln Romulus MICHIGAN 48174 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
案由
公布反对

标记文字
AMC PERFECTLY POPCORN
THE PERFECT BITE EVERY TIME

标识信息
标准字符声明
否
描述
标记由三束玉米组成，上面是一个弯曲的横幅，上面是"AMC PERFECTLY"叠在"POPCORN"上，下面有三张爆米花的图片，下面用"THE PERFECT BITE EVERY TIME"弯曲，两边有两条弯曲的线。声明
"POPCORN"

货物及服务信息
用途
(基于使用)爆米花
(基于意向使用)未爆爆米花; 微波爆米花
国际类
30 - 主要类
美国类
46
国际类
主食
首次使用
2019年5月8日
在商业
2019年5月8日

基础信息
ITU
是
使用
是

所有人信息
所有人
美国多影院有限公司
地址
美国多影院有限公司
ONE AMC Way, 11500 Ash Street
Leawood
KANSAS
66211
法律实体
公司
State or Country Where Organized
密苏里

代理/通信信息
案号
521561.10304

审查代理人
帕克, 伊丽莎白·米歇尔
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMC PERFECTLY POPCORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97389756 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POPCORN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on use in Commerce) Popped popcorn; (Based on Intent to Use) Unpopped popcorn; Microwave popcorn International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 08, 2019 In Commerce May 08, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Multi-Cinema, Inc. Address American Multi-Cinema, Inc. ONE AMC Way, 11500 Ash Street Leawood KANSAS 66211 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 521561.10303

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CTM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97389911 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Certification
Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole
Certification Statement The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the services provided are rendered by individuals who meet the certifier's specific level of knowledge and experience as a behavioral threat assessment and management professional.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Threat assessment and management services
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Association of Threat Assessment Professionals Address Association of Threat Assessment Professionals
808 R Street, Suite 209 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95811 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 016528.0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ABCDZINC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97390013
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Mineral supplements; Multivitamin preparations; Vitamin supplements; all the foregoing goods containing an effective amount of vitamin A, vitamin B, vitamin C, vitamin D, and zinc
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PreMark Health Science, Inc.
- **Address**: PreMark Health Science, Inc. 3200 W. Story Road Irving TX 75038
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: APREM.0514

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AEXEUGNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97390313  Application Filing Date Apr. 30, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Flowerpots; Vases; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cutting boards; Dishers; Glass mugs; Incense burners; Non-electric crushers for kitchen use; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Stemware holders; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 10, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanxi Hengyouyuan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shanxi Hengyouyuan Trading Co., Ltd. No. 211, Zone A, Golden Coast, Yuncheng Economic and Technological Development Yuncheng City, Shanxi CHINA 044000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** B BINGONIER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97390568</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized word &quot;BINGONIER&quot; in blue below a circle with a stylized white letter &quot;B&quot; inside the circle with a white four point star to the upper left of the letter &quot;B&quot; where most of the circle is blue and the top part above the letter &quot;B&quot; is red. Color Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) Red and White and Blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ZhenMin Huang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ZhenMin Huang 342 INGLE HOLLOW RD SEVIERVILLE TENNESSEE 378762406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WELLS, KELLEY L |

2459
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MONKEY MONEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97390576
- **Application Filing Date**: May 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “MONEY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: financial services, namely, credit and debit card payment processing services; loyalty program payment processing services; ATM banking services; banking services; bill payment services; checking account services; credit, financing and loan services; financial services, namely, electronic remote check deposit services; electronic money transfer; online banking and financial planning services; savings account services; debit account services featuring a computer readable card; consumer credit consultation; consumer lending services; financial planning and advisory services; financial asset management; financial planning for retirement
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

- **For**: providing online non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of banking, finance, loans, and credit monitoring
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For**: monitoring consumer credit reports and providing an alert as to any changes therein for business purposes; business advice and business information relating to finance, loans, and credit monitoring; business consultancy services regarding business succession, transition, and termination strategies; business administration of user loyalty programs featuring discounts and rebates for the services of others; providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of loyalty points for the purchase of goods and services of others; promoting the sale of goods of others through electronic promotions and discounts; business administration of consumer loyalty programs
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
For downloadable software allowing users to search, identify, and redeem loyalty reward offers; magnetically encoded debit cards and credit cards; downloadable software for mobile phones, tablets, handheld computers and mobile devices, namely, software for accessing, viewing and managing checking accounts, credit card accounts and savings accounts, paying bills, conducting financial transactions and transferring money; downloadable software for family financial management, namely, to facilitate financial control, auditing, and to allow communication between users; downloadable software for processing electronic funds transfers and payments made via credit card, debit card, and electronic check; downloadable software to facilitate electronic, mobile and online payments

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software allowing users to search, identify, and redeem loyalty reward offers; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, viewing and managing checking accounts, credit card accounts and savings accounts, paying bills, conducting financial transactions and transferring money; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for family financial management, namely, to facilitate financial control, auditing, and to allow communication between users; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing electronic funds transfers and payments made via credit card, debit card, and electronic check; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to facilitate electronic, mobile and online payments

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Salgado, Simone  
**Address** Salgado, Simone 7601 Castor Avenue, Suite 302  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA 19152  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** MMI-00001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FISH FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97390640 Application Filing Date May 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, conducting guided fishing tours for children with special needs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 15, 2014 In Commerce May 15, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fish for Life, Inc Address Fish for Life, Inc 42 Calle Ameno San Clemente CALIFORNIA 92672
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FFL.001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97390684
- **Application Filing Date**: May 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0133479/1725052
- **International Registration Number**: 1725052

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Fragrances for personal use; Hair care preparations; Hair color; Hair lotion; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair sprays and hair gels; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Perfumehead, Inc.
- **Address**: Perfumehead, Inc. 1125 North Fairfax Avenue Unit 46819 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90046
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: PER04-014
- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97390690 Application Filing Date May 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0133481/1725050 International Registration Number 1725050

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetics; Fragrances for personal use; Hair care preparations; Hair color; Hair lotion; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair sprays and hair gels; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Perfumehead, Inc. Address Perfumehead, Inc. 1125 North Fairfax Avenue Unit 46819 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90046 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PERF04-15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COSMIC COWBOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97390700 Application Filing Date  May 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0133483/1725051 International
Registration Number  1725051

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Fragrances for personal use; Hair care preparations; Hair color; Hair lotion; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair sprays and hair gels; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Perfumehead, Inc. Address  Perfumehead, Inc.  1125 North Fairfax Avenue Unit 46819  West Hollywood CALIFORNIA  90046 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PERF04-03
Examining Attorney  RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EIGHTY EIGHT MIRACLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97390882 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Printed tarot cards International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Kanter, Elisabeth Address Kanter, Elisabeth 1970 NorthStar Way San Marcos CALIFORNIA 92078 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number ELIS-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97391181 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "ORG"
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tee Shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The human factor. org, LLC Address  The human factor. org, LLC  2424 Placida road c102  Englewood  FLORIDA  34224 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
Reason for publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYN'S MIX

Case identifiers
Serial Number 97391199 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MIX"

Goods and services information
For Flavorings for beverages, other than essential oils; flavor enhancers used in beverage products; Flavorings of fruit, fruit juices, cane sugar, spices, citrus fiber, espresso, vanilla bean, egg whites, other than essential oils, for beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name BioVitalic, LLC Address BioVitalic, LLC 313 West 88th Street, Suite 1A New York NEW YORK 10024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FAITH CHURCH OF GOD AND CHRIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97391303  Application Filing Date  May 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “CHURCH OF GOD AND CHRIST”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Christian spiritual counseling services; Counseling services in the field of Christian conduct in personal relationships; Providing a website featuring information for local church leaders in the field of Christian growth; Spiritual consultancy; Spiritual consultation; Spiritual counseling; Christian ministry services; Ecclesiastical services, namely, ordaining ministers to perform marriage ceremonies through a non-denominational, interfaith church; Ministerial services, namely, holding spiritual retreats to assist religious leaders, both clergy and lay, to develop and enhance their spiritual lives; Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in the field of Christianity; Providing spiritual rehabilitation services; Providing spiritual retreats in the field of Christianity; Providing spiritual retreats in the fields of togetherness and how to be better men; Providing both in-person and on-line holistic spiritual counseling services; Release of doves at funerals, wedding, and memorials for spiritual purposes; Religious and spiritual services, namely, conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and religious counseling; Religious and spiritual services, namely, organizing and conducting rite of passage ceremonies in African tradition; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing individual meetings to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Dec. 07, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Canady, Nancy</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Canady, Nancy 8606 Squirrel Level Road North Dinwiddie VIRGINIA 23803</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Canady, Willie</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Canady, Willie 8606 Squirrel Level Road North Dinwiddie VIRGINIA 23803</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIBBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97391395 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sporting articles and equipment, namely, swim boards for recreational use, inflatable swimming floats; swimming equipment, namely, swimming boards, arm floats for swimming; water wings; swimming floats for recreational use; structural parts and replacement parts for the aforementioned goods

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Providing of training in the field of swimming and swimming safety; Entertainment services, namely, hosting social entertainment events; services relating to sporting and cultural activities, namely, conducting of sports competitions, organization of cultural shows; organizing of sports, recreational, relaxing and educational events in the nature of swimming meets, swimming educational demonstrations, swimming competitions; educational services, namely, organization of educational meetings, seminars, online, non-downloadable webinars, lectures, workshops, courses, tutorial sessions and online, non-downloadable videos featuring trainings, all in the fields of swimming, children's swimming safety and use of lifejackets and swim floating aids; swimming instruction; publishing, and issuing of publications in the nature of books, magazines, periodicals, newspapers, leaflets, brochures, articles, reference works in the nature of reference books, printed teaching materials and printed educational materials and other printed matter in the nature of instructional materials, as well as publishing of electronic publications; and audiovisual production services in the nature of audio and video production; and entertainment in the nature of multimedia production services; and providing of online non-downloadable materials, in particular, publications in the nature of books, magazines, periodicals, newspapers, leaflets, brochures, articles, reference works in the nature of reference books, teaching materials and educational materials and other printed matter in the nature of instructional materials, as well as electronic publications in the nature of e-books and audiovisual materials in the nature of audio books, video recordings, and multimedia productions in the nature of audio recordings, video recording, all in the fields of swimming, swimming safety; providing advice, consultancy and information services concerning the aforementioned services; the aforementioned services also provided online via electronic networks, such as the Internet
For Life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, life-saving vests and life preservers; life jackets, including for children; Lifesaving safety harnesses, including for children and other than for vehicles or sports purposes; swimming pool alarms; swim goggles; nose clips for swimming; structural parts and replacement parts for the aforementioned goods; downloadable webinars and downloadable video recordings, all in the fields of swimming, children's swimming safety and use of lifejackets and swim floating aids; downloadable materials, in particular, publications in the nature of books, magazines, periodicals, newspapers, leaflets, brochures, articles, teaching materials and educational materials and other printed matter in the nature of instructional materials, as well as electronic publications in the nature of e-books and audiovisual materials in the nature of audio books, video recordings, and multimedia productions in the nature of audio recordings, video recording, all in the fields of swimming, swimming safety

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** APPTRONIK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97391649
- **Application Filing Date**: May 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5309335

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Design and development of software and hardware for operating and maneuvering robots and robotic systems; Engineering design services; Industrial design services; Product design and development in the field of robots and robotic systems; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of robots and robotic systems; Technical consulting in the field of monitoring technological functions of humanoid robots with artificial intelligence

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Nov. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Apptronik, Inc.
- **Address**: Apptronik, Inc. 11701 Stonehollow 4, STE 150 Austin TEXAS 78758
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Apptronik

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOAF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97391664 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and amusement services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, backpacks, art, toys, coffee mugs, blankets, helmets, and cushions for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; providing online virtual worlds and environments in which users can interact for leisure or entertainment purposes, namely, virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable multi-media files containing digital art, music, text, videos authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); on-line retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, digital art pieces, digital footwear, digital clothing, digital headwear, digital eyewear, digital bags, digital backpacks, digital toys, digital coffee mugs, digital blankets, digital helmets, and digital cushions for use in online virtual worlds; promotional advertising of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to art, images, sound, audio, video, audiovisual and game files at sporting events
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Crypto collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing text, digital images and video in the fields of sports and art authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Crypto collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files of footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, backpacks, art, toys, coffee mugs, blankets, helmets, and cushions authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Footwear; hats; headwear; apparel, namely, fleece jackets, zip-up jackets, jackets, hoodies, t-shirts, tank tops, shorts, jerseys, and pants

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Division Street Associates LLC **Address** Division Street Associates LLC 11150 SW Allen Blvd Beaverton OREGON 97005 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DSL22404US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examing Attorney** DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97391668 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an incomplete circle outline above and partially incorporating a stylized letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5309335

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humanoid robotic components, namely, humanoid robotics platforms in the nature of robots for personal, educational and hobby use and structural parts therefor; humanoid robotic components, namely, robotic arms as structural parts of laboratory robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 2019 In Commerce Nov. 2019
For Design and development of software and hardware for operating and maneuvering robots and robotic systems; Engineering design services; Industrial design services; Product design and development in the field of robots and robotic systems; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of robots and robotic systems; Technical consulting in the field of monitoring technological functions of humanoid robots with artificial intelligence
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 2019 In Commerce Nov. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Apptronik, Inc. Address Apptronik, Inc. 11701 Stonehollow 4, STE 150 Austin TEXAS 78758 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   Apptronik

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TICONN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97391927</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of one left-rounded angle and one right-rounded angle with a circle in between, the aforesaid appearing to the left of the stylized wording &quot;TICONN&quot;. The color black represents background only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6423494, 5954161 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Electric coffee brewers; Electric French presses; Electric towel warmers; Faucet sprayers; Lamp bulbs; LED light bulbs; Lighting fixtures with motion detection; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Showers |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Nov. 03, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 03, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | StonyDealClub, Inc. |
| Address | StonyDealClub, Inc. 274 Hallock Rd. Stony Brook NEW YORK 11790 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 109HF.020UST |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAVIERRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97391938 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word NAVIERRE set in a stylized font. To the left of the word NAVIERRE is a cross formed, in part, by an arrow contained within a circular design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable mobile application which provides patients and authorized users with the ability to upload, store, and review medical records and insurance information, facilitates communications between and among patients, authorized users, and health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to book appointments with health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to share patient health information with third-parties, and provides for the on-going monitoring of patient health International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2022

For  Computer application services, namely, providing an online non-downloadable web application which provides patients and authorized users with the ability to upload, store, and review medical records and insurance information, facilitates communications between and among patients, authorized users, and health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to book appointments with health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to assist in their health care needs, enables patients and authorized users to share patient health information with third-parties, and provides for the on-going monitoring of patient health; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software which provides patients and authorized users with the ability to upload, store, and review medical records and insurance information, facilitates communications between and among patients, authorized users, and health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to assist in their health care needs, enables patients and authorized users to share patient health information with third-parties, and provides for the on-going monitoring of patient health
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Navierre, LLC  Address  Navierre, LLC  305 West Grand Ave, Suite 900  Montvale  NEW JERSEY 07645  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  7815-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAVIERRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97391940 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application which provides patients and authorized users with the ability to upload, store, and review medical records and insurance information, facilitates communications between and among patients, authorized users, and health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to book appointments with health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to involve other users to assist in their health care needs, enables patients and authorized users to share patient health information with third-parties, and provides for the on-going monitoring of patient health

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

For Computer application services, namely, providing an online non-downloadable web application which provides patients and authorized users with the ability to upload, store, and review medical records and insurance information, facilitates communications between and among patients, authorized users, and health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to book appointments with health care providers, enables patients and authorized users to involve other users to assist in their health care needs, enables patients and authorized users to share patient health information with third-parties, and provides for the on-going monitoring of patient health

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Navierre, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Navierre, LLC 305 West Grand Ave, Suite 900 Montvale NEW JERSEY 07645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 7815-1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SHEN, DANIEL HOWE |
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**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PORR PRODUCT OF ROCK & ROLL

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97391984</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
<td>PrincipalTrademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Hats; Hoodies; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing; Clothing jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 05, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2023

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Bradley, Justin
- **Address**: Bradley, Justin 148 Ranch Hand Lane Aledo TEXAS 76008
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: Lvlss/Brad09

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MICHAEL KORS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97392246
- **Application Filing Date**: May 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies MICHAEL KORS, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5176446, 5365142, 5176551 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable virtual products, namely, clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, bags, purses, wallets, jewelry, watches, sunglasses, eyewear, perfumery, keyrings, towels, textiles, linen and cosmetics, for use in virtual reality environments, namely, virtual reality worlds, games, video games, virtual simulations and other virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; provision of virtual reality fashion shows for entertainment purposes; entertainment services in the nature of virtual environments in which users can create virtual simulations to try, select, design, customize and use virtual products including clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, bags, purses, wallets, jewelry, watches, sunglasses, eyewear, perfumery, keyrings, towels, textiles, linen and cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For**: provision of virtual reality fashion shows for commercial purposes; retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, bags, purses, wallets, jewelry, watches, sunglasses, eyewear, perfumery, keyrings, towels, textiles, linen and cosmetics for use in online virtual worlds; online retail store services rendered in a virtual environment featuring physical goods, namely, clothing, footwear, headwear, handbags, bags, purses, wallets, jewelry, watches, sunglasses, eyewear, perfumery, keyrings, towels, textiles, linen and cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Michael Kors, L.L.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>11 West 42nd Street, New York, NEW YORK 10036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYCORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97392262 Application Filing Date  May 03, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "CYCORE" in a particular font style.
Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bicycle cranks; Bicycle motors; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle wheel hubs; Electric bicycles; Freewheels for bicycles; Handle bars for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use   Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Bion Cycle Inc. Address   Bion Cycle Inc.  65-08 182nd street Fresh Meadows  NEW YORK  11365
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0106-T001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   DUENAS, TAYLOR S
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OL' TRAPPER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OL’ TRAPPER EST. 1997

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97392331</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "OL' TRAPPER" in a larger stylized font appearing in a curve within a banner above a bearded man wearing a backwards baseball cap lighting a cigarette in front of trees and mountains below which appears the stylized words "EST. 1997" in a smaller font inside a banner. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "EST. 1997" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Hats; Hoodies; Shirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | MDZ Holdings LLC |
| Address | MDZ Holdings LLC 15610 72nd Avenue West Edmonds WASHINGTON 98026 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PENDLETON, CAROLYN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PURPOSEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392439 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Executive coaching in the field of personal and professional advancement to aid in mission, vision, and leadership
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Melpomeni N. Murdakes Address Melpomeni N. Murdakes 12700 Parkwood Dr. Burnsville MINNESOTA 55337 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91562.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POLY3RDTUBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392513 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Structural parts for boats; flotation tubes being structural parts for pontoon boats; frames being structural parts for boats for mounting flotation tubes to pontoon boats; kits comprised of flotation tubes and frames, for adding flotation tubes to pontoon boats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

For Motor mounts for boats; motor mounts for pontoon boats
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
Machinery First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

For Custom manufacturing of boat parts; custom manufacturing of floating tubes for pontoon boats
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material
Treatment First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moore and Miller Associates, Inc. Address Moore and Miller Associates, Inc. P.O. Box 372 Russells Point OHIO 43348 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 67989-004 T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVE CONSCIOUSLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392653 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For life coaching services, namely, mindset coaching
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stone, Shelby Address Stone, Shelby 1945 S Ocean Dr #1805 Hallandale Beach FLORIDA 33139 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
## Trademark Information

**Mark Literal(s):** DQUAD

### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number:** 97392859
- **Application Filing Date:** May 03, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Parts for drones, namely, drone frames, arms, arm braces, mounting plates and brackets, top and bottom plates, squash plates, camera plates, roll cages, screws, and lock nuts; Replacement parts for drones, namely, drone frames, arms, arm braces, mounting plates and brackets, top and bottom plates, squash plates, camera plates, roll cages, screws, and lock nuts
- **International Classes:** 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title:** Vehicles
- **First Use:** Aug. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce:** Aug. 01, 2020

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** Jeffrey Govoni
- **Address:** Jeffrey Govoni 150 Chester Road Blandford MASSACHUSETTS 01008
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** UNITED STATES

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number:** 540690002001

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CASHOPTIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97392873  Application Filing Date  May 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "CASHOPTIX" in which the final letter "x" is two curved lines.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial services for enterprise payment optimization, namely, processing electronic payments between businesses, non-profit organizations, and individuals; financial services in the nature of cash flow analysis for businesses and individuals; financial services in the nature of corporate bank account management; financial services, namely, global payments reporting; financial services in the nature of corporate treasury management, accounts payable and receivable, HR and corporate payment functions, namely, payment verification services; financial services, namely, payment processing services in the field of credit card payments, financial transfer, financial transaction and payment, electronic payments execution, electronic payment processing, contactless electronic payment services, electronic payment services, automated payment services, remote electronic payment processing, execution of payment transactions, bill payment services by means of wireless telecommunication apparatus and devices, and electronic processing of payments by credit and debit cards; Electronic processing of payments, namely, electronic credit card transaction processing through a worldwide computer network; Providing electronic processing of payments for the purchase of goods and services through an electronic communications network; Providing electronic processing of payments through a website
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Downloadable software for processing electronic payments; downloadable software for enterprise payment optimization; downloadable software for payment analytics and cash flow analysis; downloadable software for corporate bank account management; downloadable software for payments monitoring; downloadable software for payments reporting; downloadable software for cash flow reporting; downloadable software for global payments management; downloadable software for liquidity management; downloadable software for vendor screening; downloadable software for payment fraud prevention/detection; downloadable software to support corporate treasury, accounts payable, HR and other corporate payment functions; downloadable software for electronic business commerce and electronic payments
For Providing a web hosting platform for processing payments; Cross-platform conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for financial services, namely, processing payments between businesses, non-profit organizations, and individuals, enterprise payment optimization, payment analytics and cash flow analysis, corporate bank account management, payments monitoring, payments reporting, cash flow reporting, global payments management, liquidity management, vendor screening, and payment fraud prevention/detection; Electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect payment fraud via the internet; Computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site featuring technology that allows users to connect to real-time cooperative payment processing platforms; Technical consulting in the field of computer security threat analysis for protecting payment data as it relates to data protection analysis; Electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet

Basis Information

Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Treasury Intelligence Solutions GmbH Address Treasury Intelligence Solutions GmbH Alltrottstr. 31 Walldorf FED REP GERMANY 69190 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97392905 Application Filing Date: May 03, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a llama centered within a circular carrier.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Home decor items, namely, wall mirrors; bowls, plates and chargers being dinnerware; glass bottles and jars sold empty; sculptures of china, crystal, earthenware, terra cotta, glass, or porcelain for decorating walls, floors and tabletops; planters and vases sold empty
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
For: Furniture, namely, cabinets, tables, sofas, and chairs; wall decor in the nature of three-dimensional shadowbox wall art
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For: Portable lighting, namely, table lamps and floor lamps; hardwired lighting fixtures, namely, hardwired ceiling hung lighting for interior and exterior; hardwired recessed ceiling lighting; hardwired wall lights for interior and exterior
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 25279.00036
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MISSKEVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392988 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording MISSKEVE below a stylized design of a women's head in profile with curved band for hair and 4 pairs of ovals as a head band. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care preparations, hair care preparations International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KEVEWORKS LLC Address KEVEWORKS LLC 4740 SW 153rd Terrace Miramar FLORIDA 33027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
SWEAT SHACK
SAUNA & COLD PLUNGE

The mark consists of the stylized words "SWEAT SHACK" separated by a large water droplet, with the middle bar of the letter "E" waving and extending to form the cross-bar of the letter "A" in the word SWEAT, with a small water droplet forming the cross-bar of the letter "A" in the word SHACK, with the words "SAUNA & COLD PLUNGE".

Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

“SWEAT” AND “SAUNA & COLD PLUNGE”
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE GRILL SQUAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393133 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “GRILL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Membership club services, namely, providing instruction to members in the fields of cooking, grilling, barbecuing, and food preparation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2018 In Commerce May 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HGIP PROVISIONS LLC Address HGIP PROVISIONS LLC 250 N Red Cliffs Dr Unit 4B #397 St. George UTAH 84790 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3876TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BABYLIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97393223 Application Filing Date  May 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Durable medical equipment, namely, breast pumps; supplies, namely, breast pump supplies, parts and accessories, namely, breast pump membranes, breast pump valves and tubing, feeding bottles for use with breast pumps, medical coolers for storage of breast milk
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Baby List, Inc. Address  Baby List, Inc.  1900 Powell St, Ste. 150 Emeryville  CALIFORNIA  94608
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BABYLIST10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BABYLIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97393230 Application Filing Date  May 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image of a heart followed by the literal element BABYLIST. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Durable medical equipment, namely, breast pumps; supplies, namely, breast pump supplies, parts and accessories, namely, breast pump membranes, breast pump valves and tubing, feeding bottles for use with breast pumps, medical coolers for storage of breast milk
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus For  Online journals in the nature of blogs, containing information for pregnant women, women trying to become pregnant, and parents of babies and toddlers; providing online electronic newsletters featuring information in the fields of pregnancy, infants, babies, and toddlers, baby and toddler products, and parenting and child care delivered via email
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment For  On-line retail store services featuring maternity goods and products for infants and children; promoting the goods and services of others by distributing coupons and providing discounts; on-line retail store services featuring assembled maternity and infant care product bundles; operating an online shopping site featuring customized gift boxes containing goods specifically selected for new parents; administering a pregnancy, infant, baby, and toddler products club by means of selecting said goods based on consumer expectations and arranging periodic shipment to club members
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business For  Downloadable software application for providing access to consumer product information relating to users' requested items for babies and toddlers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Baby List, Inc.  Address  Baby List, Inc.  1900 Powell St, Ste. 150  Emeryville  CALIFORNIA  94608
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BABYLIST&Des

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLOTTER PAPER GUYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393256 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLOTTER PAPER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Large format rolls of paper substrates onto which digital images are printed; large format printing paper; large format digital printing paper rolls; large format laser printing paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Red Table, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Plotter Paper Guys Address Red Table, LLC 829 S 75th Street Houston TEXAS 77023 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOFTFLOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97393303</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;SOFTFLOW&quot; in red. The white background represents transparent area and is not part of the mark.</td>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Orthodontic machines and instruments for dental purposes; orthodontic appliances; orthodontic brackets; orthodontic buccal tubes; orthodontic wires; Goods of metal for medical use, namely, orthodontic screws; Orthodontic machines and instruments, namely, orthodontic teeth fixing apparatus; Orthodontic appliance, namely, orthodontic spring; Orthodontic machines and instruments, namely, orthodontic pliers; Orthodontic machines and instruments, namely, orthodontic cutter; Dental bite trays, namely, orthodontic trays; orthodontic crowns; Orthodontic appliance, namely, orthodontic hook to the tongue; Teeth protectors for dental purposes, namely, teeth protecting mouth pieces; Teeth protectors for dental purposes, namely, orthodontic mouth pieces; Orthodontic machines and instruments, namely, orthodontic mouth pieces forming machines; prosthesis implants for use in dentistry; prosthesis implant materials in the nature of implant bridges for use in dental surgery |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 26, 39, 44 | International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Dentos Inc. | Address | Dentos Inc. 41, Seongseo-ro 68-gil, Dalseo-gu Daegu REPUBLIC OF KOREA 42697 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 2343.24 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | GAGNER, NICHOLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMILE NUVO NU SMILE · NU YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393743  Application Filing Date May 03, 2022  Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word SMILE in a stylized cursive font with the letter S appearing in a larger font size than the other letters in the word; the term NUVO in a stylized block letter font appearing below the word SMILE with the letter N in the word NUVO appearing below the letter M in the word SMILE; the terms NU SMILE and NU YOU separated by a dot and in a smaller stylized block letter font appearing below and centered under the term NUVO; and images of eleven fanciful depictions of increasing sizes of teeth starting as the dot in the letter "i" in the word SMILE and forming an arch above and to the right of the words in the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental services; dental services, namely, general and preventative dentistry for adults and children and restorative and cosmetic procedures; dental hygienist services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Mar. 31, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smile Nuvo, LLC  Address Smile Nuvo, LLC  2142 W. Red Fox Road  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85085
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FAMSERVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97393899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Real estate listing services for housing rentals and apartment rentals, specifically for individuals in need of assistance due to age or disability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial First Use</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For: providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for assisted living facilities, real estate agents, property owners and management companies to list rental properties, manage tenancy, schedule maintenance/repairs, and manage staff schedules; Providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for home health aides to review medications, diet restrictions, physical therapy exercises, schedule appointments/transportation and communicate with family, doctors, nurses and other staff; Providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for medical professionals, social workers, authorized family, and power of attorney agents to review or modify client medical records, make recommendations for care, schedule virtual visits, communicate with caretakers and family, manage government health insurance applications, manage pooled income trusts, and store digital copies of wills, trusts, and powers of attorney; Providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for financial advisors to manage and report portfolios, store digital copies, and communicate with attorneys and power of attorney agents or authorized family; Providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for accountants to manage income information, pay liabilities, prepare and file tax returns and store digital copies of documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services First Use</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Profuturis Holdings, LLC  Address   Profuturis Holdings, LLC  30 N Gould Street Suite R  Sheridan  WYOMING  82801  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAMPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393904 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an online business directory featuring electricians and home improvement contractors in the nature of AC technicians, accountants, certified public accountants, carpenters, carpet cleaning services, dentists, doctors, electricians, financial planners, food preparation services, general contractors, handymen, home care services, home security services, house cleaning services, insurance agents, interior/exterior designers, junk/waste removal, landscaping services, laundry services, lawyers, locksmith services, Medicaid/Medicare consultants, moving companies, painters, plumbers, pest control services, pet sitters/groomers, pool cleaning services, roofers, storage companies, and transportation services; connecting consumers with qualified service providers in the fields of home improvement, namely, handymen, home improvement contractors, plumbers, electricians, and heating and air conditioning specialists

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting the end user to electricians, home improvement contractors in the nature of AC technicians, accountants, certified public accountants, carpenters, carpet cleaning services, dentists, doctors, electricians, financial planners, food preparation services, general contractors, handymen, home care services, home security services, house cleaning services, insurance agents, interior/exterior designers, junk/waste removal, landscaping services, laundry services, lawyers, locksmith services, Medicaid/Medicare consultants, moving companies, painters, plumbers, pest control services, pet sitters/groomers, pool cleaning services, roofers, storage companies, and transportation services

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    Profuturis Holdings, LLC
Address      Profuturis Holdings, LLC
            30 N Gould Street Suite R
            Sheridan, WYOMING 82801
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG

2509
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B&F BLOOD & FIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394130 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of there is a black flame image with a silhouetted teal heart inside of it inside the heart silhouette is the black letters b and f with an ampersand between them the letters are in old english font there is a black banner crossing over the heart and flame inside the banner are the words blood and fire in teal. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) teal and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publishing audio books in the field of literature; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Book publishing; Book and review publishing; Desktop publishing for others; Digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; Magazine publishing; Music publishing services; Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maldonado, Thorton J DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Blood and Fire Publishing LLC Address
Maldonado, Thorton J 2002 66 Street Apt 2f Brooklyn NEW YORK 11204 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEY, BLUE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394472 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Community outreach services, namely, organizing social and educational events in the nature of classes, workshops, seminars, and conferences, in the field of community harmony and public safety to promote interaction between police officers and members of the community
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Administration of a program to promote interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of award points for participating in in-person social opportunities with police officers to be redeemed for donated goods and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable software for promoting interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for providing access to an online community for registered community members to participate in discussions and meetings between community members and police officers, for providing an online events calendar, for geolocating registered users, and for producing aggregate data regarding frequency, timing, location, and demographics of interactions; downloadable software for arranging and conducting a reward program to promote interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for allowing registered users to access, monitor, and manage their rewards program profile and points
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For providing online non-downloadable software for promoting interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for providing access to an online community for registered community members to participate in discussions and meetings between community members and police officers, for providing an online events calendar, for geolocating registered users, and for producing aggregate data regarding frequency, timing, location, and demographics of interactions; providing online non-downloadable software for arranging and conducting a reward program to promote interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for allowing registered users to access, monitor, and manage their rewards program profile and points.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hey, Blue! Inc. Address Hey, Blue! Inc. 1861 Highland Ave Melbourne FLORIDA 32935 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 346452-805

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEY, BLUE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97394473 Application Filing Date  May 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words HEY, BLUE! with a police officer's cap over the E in HEY, all within a speech bubble. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Community outreach services, namely, organizing social and educational events in the nature of classes, workshops, seminars, and conferences, in the field of community harmony and public safety to promote interaction between police officers and members of the community
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Administration of a program to promote interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of award points for participating in in-person social opportunities with police officers to be redeemed for donated goods and services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Downloadable software for promoting interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for providing access to an online community for registered community members to participate in discussions and meetings between community members and police officers, for providing an online events calendar, for geolocating registered users, and for producing aggregate data regarding frequency, timing, location, and demographics of interactions; downloadable software for arranging and conducting a reward program to promote interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for allowing registered users to access, monitor, and manage their rewards program profile and points
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing online non-downloadable software for promoting interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for providing access to an online community for registered community members to participate in discussions and meetings between community members and police officers, for providing an online events calendar, for geolocating registered users, and for producing aggregate data regarding frequency, timing, location, and demographics of interactions; providing online non-downloadable software for arranging and conducting a reward program to promote interaction and understanding between police officers and members of the community, namely, for allowing registered users to access, monitor, and manage their rewards program profile and points

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Hey, Blue! Inc. Address  Hey, Blue! Inc.  1861 Highland Ave  Melbourne  FLORIDA  32935 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PARK, JENNY K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LASOPERIN

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97394509</td>
<td>May 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0122601/1682769</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1682769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Nutritional food additives for medical purposes in the nature of natural food extracts derived from standardized extracts of roots of Scutellaria baicalensis and heartwoods of Acacia catechu; Additives in the nature of dietary supplements for humans or for animals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>First Use Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food; Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for supporting brain health by optimizing cellular energy production, antioxidant protection and positively impacting overall brain function and improving mental acuity and memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>First Use Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Bioflavonoid composition additives to neutralize different free radicals and provide neuroprotection from oxidative stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioflavonoid composition additive</td>
<td>First Use Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AQUA AMAZON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394976 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a turquoise circle with a small white flower on a green circular pad inside and the words "AQUA AMAZON" appearing below in large white letters; the white behind the circle is mere background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors turquoise, green, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AQUA AMAZON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottled water; Drinking waters; Mineral water
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BMAM COMÉRCIO DE ÁGUAS LTDA Address BMAM COMÉRCIO DE ÁGUAS LTDA Amazonas,69.735-000 Rod.BR 174,s/n° - Km.117 A,Zona Rural Presidente Figueiredo BRAZIL 69735-000 Legal Entity Sociedade Limitada State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STREAMWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395012 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "STREAMWORK" in
which the "O" is a design composed of four ovals along the perimeter of the circle and the ends of each oval taper to a
near point along the perimeter without touching one another, so the negative space within the perimeter of the circle forms
a four pointed star. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software and applications featuring software, downloadable from the internet, for sharing, collaborating
on, developing, reviewing, tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing,
tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable
applications for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing, tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and
projects; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sharing, collaborating on, developing, reviewing,
tracking, and approving documents, creative assets, and projects
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name StreamWork LLC Address StreamWork LLC 336 Bon Air Center, #128 Greenbrae CALIFORNIA 94904
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38049-004
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THEMSSIONTABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395261  Application Filing Date May 04, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line tutorial videos in the field of Christian ministry and cross-cultural outreach, not downloadable; Providing on-line videos featuring Christian ministry and cross-cultural outreach coaching, not downloadable; Providing education courses in the field of Christian ministry and cross-cultural outreach offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development for church ministry; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational education in the fields of church ministry and cross-cultural outreach

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Christian ministry services and cross-cultural charitable outreach services in the nature of providing counseling services in the field of religion

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 16:15 Outfitters  Address 16:15 Outfitters 2811 Stanford Dr. NE  Albuquerque  NEW MEXICO  87107

Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34319-1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VENDORATI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395309 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "VENDORATI". A square design with three diagonal bars that are enclosed within a broken square shape is to the left of the wording "VENDORATI". The right-most bar in the square design contains an arrow that is pointing upwards and to the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design and development of software and hardware for Accounting, Inventory management and Tax return preparation; Design and development of computer software for Accounting, tax calculation, Inventory management and Tax return preparation; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for Accounting, tax calculation, Inventory management, Financial management, Tax preparation, Data management, and Business operations management International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 08, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spacewire LLC Address Spacewire LLC 30 N Gould St Ste R. Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREENE, BYRON D
**Mark Literal(s)**  RED BARN GOAT MILK SOAP

---

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "RED BARN GOAT MILK SOAP" and design. The design consists of a red barn with the front and right side angle in view. The barn has a black and white roof, 5 black and white windows on the front facade and 4 black and white windows in a row on the right side facade. There are also 2 red barn doors with a white "X" on each door. There are 2 upper red shutters with a white "X" on each shutter on the front of the barn. Between the front doors and upper shutters is a white and black diamond-shaped window. In front of the barn are patches of grass in black. Above the roof of the barn are the words "RED BARN" in black. Below the design of the barn is the wording "GOAT MILK SOAP" in black.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Non-medicated soaps made from goat's milk
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Retha G. Chavez
- **Address**: Retha G. Chavez 13333 State Highway 12 Weston COLORADO 81091
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WYNO PACO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97395432</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 04, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Insulated carrier with handles for food or beverages; insulated carrier for food or beverages with an opening for a beverage-dispensing spout; insulated carrier for a wine box; portable wine cooler, not electric
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: PERKINS, MATTHEW J.
- **Address**: PERKINS, MATTHEW J. Coyote Design & Manufacturing, Inc. 419 N. Curtis Road BOISE IDAHO 83706
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 5993
- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIKE WILL BIKE USA

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97395481 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "USA” Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

Goods and Services Information
For Licensing of intellectual property
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Pforr, Michael B DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Mike Will Bike Address Pforr, Michael B PO Box 850873 Braintree MASSACHUSETTS 02188 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 97395481

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NIRVANAHEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395588 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmacy benefit management services; Managed care services, namely, administration of preferred provider plans in the field of healthcare; Managed care services, namely, organizing preferred provider programs in the field of healthcare
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 01, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RxAdvance Corporation Address RxAdvance Corporation 136 Turnpike Road Southborough
MASSACHUSETTS 01772 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RxAdv_TM23

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97395797</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;HEALTH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Dietary supplements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>MAB INDUSTRIES CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>MAB INDUSTRIES CORPORATION   3850 Riviera Dr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unit 3B San Diego CALIFORNIA 92109-630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 2021754 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>WERT, KARL ANTHONY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FFRRBOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97395980
- **Application Filing Date**: May 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, arm rests for vehicle seats; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automotive interior trim; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; Fitted covers for vehicles; Fitted vehicle covers for automobiles; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Steering wheel covers; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Trash containers adapted for use in vehicles; Vehicle seat cushions
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Feb. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lianzhou Li
- **Address**: No. 913, Humeiwei 9th Lane, Changmei Vill, Yuhu Town, Airport Economic Zone, Jieyang, Jieyang, CHINA 522000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GUROK, GALINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COSMIC CHARLIE'S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97396202
- **Application Filing Date**: May 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online retail store services and retail store services featuring clothing namely shirts, hats, cups, insulated sleeve holders for beverage cans, downloadable and printed posters
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: COSMIC CHARLIE'S, LLC
- **Address**: COSMIC CHARLIE'S, LLC 118 MARINA BLVD MANDEVILLE LOUISIANA 70471
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 100209.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIOUX FALLS RUBBER STAMP
EST. 1967

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396310 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The Mark consists of two concentric circles. The words "SIOUX FALLS" in between two stars are written at the top of the circles, with the words "EST. 1967", in between two stars written at the bottom of the circles. The words "RUBBER STAMP", appear across the center of the circles in between two lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color. Disclaimer "SIOUX FALLS RUBBER STAMP EST. 1967"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ink stamps
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALBA ENTERPRISES LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sioux Falls Rubber Stamp Address ALBA ENTERPRISES LLC 6824 Knoll St. North Golden Valley MINNESOTA 55427 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH DAKOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWEENEY, MOLLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHISPER WASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396330 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WASH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flat surface cleaning machines, namely, floor cleaners that utilize high-pressure water sprayers and brush agitators to clean concrete slabs and similar non-porous flooring surfaces
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Orange Blossom Hippo LLC Address Orange Blossom Hippo LLC 3000 Gandy Blvd. St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OKC04604TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEVIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396558 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 18690351 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 18690351 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 27, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 21, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical X-ray aprons; X-ray protective clothing, namely, medical X-ray vests, medical X-ray jackets, medical X-ray skirts, medical X-ray coats, medical X-ray aprons; X-ray protective devices for medical purposes, namely, shielding panels in relation to X-ray radiation
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAVIG GmbH Address MAVIG GmbH Stahlgruberring 5 Munich FED REP GERMANY 81829
Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM6503US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
Mark Literal(s) ANCESTORS IN TRAINING

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For Educational services, namely, providing workshops and panel discussions with cultural institutions and community members in the field of healing, spirituality and wellness from a Black, Indigenous and People of Color, or BIPOC-centered place; providing training in the field of healing, spirituality and wellness from a Black, Indigenous and People of Color, or BIPOC-centered place

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107

First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE WIZARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396630 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Christopher K. Irvine, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of wrestling contests; Entertainment services, namely, wrestling exhibits and performances by a professional wrestler and entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a professional wrestler and sports entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a professional wrestler and sports entertainment personality; Entertainment services, namely, televised appearances by a professional wrestling and sports entertainment personality; Providing wrestling news and information via a global computer network; Providing online interviews featuring a professional wrestling and sports entertainment personality in the field of professional wrestling and sports entertainment for entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2022 In Commerce May 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chris Irvine, Inc. Address Chris Irvine, Inc. 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 265093

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ISLES GAMING TEAM NY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97396647  Application Filing Date  May 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle featuring the words ISLES GAMING TEAM above an incomplete inner circle, which contains the letters NY, where the Y is formed in part by a hockey stick. The blade of the hockey stick features a Plus Sign and 4 small circles. Three wavy lines appear below the NY. The circles and all text are blue. The plus sign and negative space in the design are white. The top wavy line is outlined in blue and filled in with grey; the middle wavy line is orange; the bottom wavy line is blue.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed
The color(s) Blue, Orange, White and Grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  “GAMING TEAM AND NY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services in the nature of arranging, organizing and conducting electronic game competitions, electronic video game contests, electronic video game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions in the field of electronic gaming, sports competitions, and music tours in the nature of live musical performances, instruction in the nature of electronic gaming clinics and other entertainment events featuring electronic gaming athletes, electronic sports athletes, and virtual sports athletes, namely, providing online interviews in the field of electronic gaming and featuring interactive entertainment exhibitions in the field of electronic gaming; providing radio, television, cable television, satellite television, webcasts, social media-based programs in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, and Internet shows in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, all featuring electronic game competitions, electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions in the field of hockey, electronic gaming leagues, touring electronic gaming competitions, instructional electronic gaming clinics and other electronic social entertainment gaming events); providing online electronic games for recreational computer game playing purposes; operation and coordination of electronic game and hockey competitions tournaments, leagues and exhibition tours for recreational and competitive purposes; production and distribution of radio, television, cable television, satellite television, webcasts, podcasts, blogs-based programs in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, social media-based programs in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, and Internet shows in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, all featuring news highlights, video recordings and video stream recordings of...
electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions, electronic gaming leagues, electronic gaming tour competitions, instructional electronic gaming clinics and other electronic gaming social entertainment events; providing online news, information, and strategic commentary in the fields of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports competitions and computer gaming strategy; providing online news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the fields of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports competitions;
conducting and arranging leagues, instructional clinics and camps in the fields of hockey, electronic computer games, electronic sports and virtual sport competitions; entertainment services in the nature of personal appearances by a costumed mascot and dance team at games, exhibitions, clinics, camps, promotions, and other events, special events and parties; fan clubs services; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable electronic games, namely, computer games, electronic games, video games, interactive computer games, interactive electronic games, interactive video games all featuring action skill games, arcade games, adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and trivia games; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines, guides, newsletters, coloring books, and game schedules of others on-line through the Internet; providing an online searchable computer database featuring entertainment information in the field of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable electronic game services, video game services, and computer game services in the form of on-line non-downloadable game software on a computer network; all of the foregoing in the field of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 006954-0018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ISLES GAMING TEAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396649 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GAMING TEAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services in the nature of arranging, organizing and conducting electronic game competitions, electronic video game contests, electronic video game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions in the field of electronic gaming, sports competitions, and music tours in the nature of live musical performances, instruction in the nature of electronic gaming clinics and other entertainment events featuring electronic games athletes, electronic sports athletes, and virtual sports athletes, namely, providing online interviews in the field of electronic gaming and featuring interactive entertainment exhibitions in the field of electronic gaming; providing radio, television, cable television, satellite television, webcasts, social media-based programs in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, and Internet shows in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, all featuring electronic game competitions, electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions in the field of hockey, electronic gaming leagues, touring electronic gaming competitions, instructional electronic gaming clinics and other electronic social entertainment gaming events); providing online electronic games for recreational computer game playing purposes; operation and coordination of electronic game and hockey competitions tournaments, leagues and exhibition tours for recreational and competitive purposes; production and distribution of radio, television, cable television, satellite television, webcasts, podcasts, blogs-based programs in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, social media-based programs in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, and Internet shows in the nature of non-downloadable webisodes, all featuring news highlights, video recordings and video stream recordings of electronic game contests, electronic game tournaments, entertainment exhibitions, sports competitions, electronic gaming leagues, electronic gaming tour competitions, instructional electronic gaming clinics and other electronic gaming social entertainment events; providing online news, information, and strategic commentary in the fields of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports competitions, electronic sports and virtual sports competitions and computer gaming strategy; providing online news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the fields of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports competitions; conducting and arranging leagues, instructional clinics and camps in the fields of hockey, electronic computer games, electronic sports and virtual sport competitions; entertainment services in the nature of personal appearances by a costumed
mascot and dance team at games, exhibitions, clinics, camps, promotions, and other events, special events and parties; fan clubs services; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable electronic games, namely, computer games, electronic games, video games, interactive computer games, interactive electronic games, interactive video games all featuring action skill games, arcade games, adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and trivia games; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines, guides, newsletters, coloring books, and game schedules of others on-line through the Internet; providing an online searchable computer database featuring entertainment information in the field of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable electronic game services, video game services, and computer game services in the form of on-line non-downloadable game software on a computer network; all of the foregoing in the field of hockey, electronic games, electronic sports and virtual sports

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: New York Islanders Hockey Club L.P. **Composed of**: General Partner: CBW/SK Sports Ventures, II Inc. (Delaware limited liability company) **Address**: New York Islanders Hockey Club L.P. 15 Verbena Ave. Floral Park NEW YORK 11001 **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 006954-0019

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AGELESS AESTHETICS & WELLNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396738  Application Filing Date May 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "AESTHETICS & WELLNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic body care services; Cosmetic face care services; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, chemical peels, laser treatments, dermal fillers, injections, and microneedling; Laser skin rejuvenation services; Laser skin tightening services; Microneedling treatment services; Cosmetic laser treatment of skin; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit, namely, providing massage, facial and body treatment services, cosmetic body care services; Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; Providing laser skin enhancement procedures
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use Mar. 2018  In Commerce Mar. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ageless Aesthetics & Wellness, LLC  Address Ageless Aesthetics & Wellness, LLC  Suite 3  625 Schoolhouse Road  Lakeland  FLORIDA  33813  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02078

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRUN GOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397029 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "GOLF"
Translation The English translation of "Grun" in the mark is "Green".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic bottoms; Athletic footwear; Athletic footwear for Golf; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shoes; Athletic shorts; Athletic skirts; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tights; Athletic tops; Athletic tops and bottoms for Golf; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GRUN GOLF LLC Address GRUN GOLF LLC 196 MONTGOMERY ST. NE MARIETTA GEORGIA 30060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRO EAGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397107 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an eagle with wings outstretched and the
words "PRO EAGLE" below. Disclaimer "PRO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0129272/1721373 International
Registration Number 1721373

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trailer hitches; land vehicle storage mounts for storing hand jacks and hand jack extensions
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2020

For Pneumatic jacks; pneumatic jack replacement parts, namely, pumps; pneumatic jack kits comprising pneumatic jacks, gas
cylinders, and gas cylinder adaptors, sold as a unit
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Nov. 2013 In Commerce Nov. 2013

For Hand jacks and accessories therefor, namely, jack extensions, jack pads, and jack handles; hand jack replacement parts,
namely, jack wheels; hand tool kits for use with hand jacks comprising impact socket wrenches, breaker bars, socket wrench
extensions, and valve stem removers, sold as a unit
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools
First Use Apr. 2018 In Commerce Apr. 2018

For Metal adaptors for use with carbon dioxide filled cartridges or cylinders
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRUN GOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97397136 Application Filing Date  May 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "GRUN" in green above the wording "GOLF", also in green. The white background is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "GOLF" Translation  The English translation of "Grun" in the mark is "Green".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic bottoms; Athletic footwear; Athletic footwear for Golf; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shoes; Athletic shorts; Athletic skirts; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tights; Athletic tops; Athletic tops and bottoms for Golf; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GRUN GOLF LLC Address  GRUN GOLF LLC  196 MONTGOMERY ST. NE  MARIETTA GEORGIA  30060 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURCHAM, NATHAN D

2542
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MONITH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97397150 Application Filing Date  May 05, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date July 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized lion face design in gold and the
wording "MONITH" in black under the lion face. The white background is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing
Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdomen protectors for athletic use; Abdomen protectors for Taekwondo; Abdominal wheel rollers for fitness purposes;
Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance;
Action figure toys; Action figures; Action figures and accessories therefor; Action skill games; Action target games; Action-
type target games; Activity gyms for infants and toddlers; Adhesive abdominal exercise belts, electric, for muscle stimulation;
Aero-dynamic disk for use in playing catching games; Aerobic step machines; Aerobic steps; Air glider exercise machines; Air
mattress swimming floats for recreational use; Airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Alpine skis; American footballs;
Amusement apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Amusement apparatus adapted for use with
television receivers only; Amusement apparatus featuring fire wicks for use in fire performance art; Amusement apparatus
incorporating a television monitor; Amusement apparatus incorporating a television screen; Amusement apparatus
incorporating a video monitor; Amusement devices, namely, bounce houses in the nature of an air inflated cushion in an air
inflated structure; Amusement game machines; Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; Amusement machines,
namely, hand-held electronic game units adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Amusement park rides;
Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Animal attractant scents; Animal hunting decoys; Ankle and wrist weights for
exercise; Ankle weights; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Apparatus
for electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Appliances for gymnastics;
Aquatic canine treadmill; Arcade basketball shooting games; Arcade bowling game machines; Arcade crane game machines;
Arcade game machines; Arcade game machines activated by medals or tokens; Arcade game machines for team play; Arcade
games; Arcade racing game machines; Arcade redemption game machines that dispense tickets to successful players; Arcade
video game machines; Arcade virtual shooting game machines; Arcade-type electronic education video games; Arcade-type
electronic video games; Archery arm guards; Archery arrow fletching devices; Archery arrow points; Archery arrows; Archery bow bags; Archery bow cases; Archery bow string changers; Archery bow stringers; Archery bow strings; Archery bows; Archery equipment, namely, arrow nocks; Archery equipment, namely, broadheads; Archery equipment, namely, open bow sights; Archery finger tabs; Archery implements; Archery quivers; Archery sets; Archery stringer; Archery targets; Arm floats for swimming; Arm guards for athletic use; Arm guards for baseball; Arm protectors for athletic use; Arrow vanes; Arrowheads; Arrows; Articles of clothing for toys; Artificial baits for fishing; Artificial Christmas trees; Artificial chum for fishing; Artificial climbing walls; Artificial fishing lures; Artificial fishing worms; Artificial flies for use in angling; Artificial snow for Christmas trees; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Athletic equipment, namely, hand wraps; Athletic equipment, namely, striking bags; Athletic equipment, namely, striking shields; Athletic protective arm pads for skateboarding; Athletic protective elbow pads for skateboarding; Athletic protective elbow pads for skating; Athletic protective knee pads for skateboarding; Athletic protective wrist pads for skateboarding; Athletic sporting goods, namely, a life-size inflatable dummy with water-filled base, for use as target practice for kickboxing workouts; Athletic sporting goods, namely, adhesive tape for hockey stick and uniform support; Athletic sporting goods, namely, adhesive, under-eye glare reduction strips; Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports; Athletic sporting goods, namely, portable pitching mounds; Athletic sporting goods, namely, under-eye grease for reducing glare; Athletic supporters; Attachable, wearable, magnetic toy figurines; Automatic mahjong tables; Automobile engine models being toys; Baby gyms; Baby multiple activity toys; Baby rattles; Baby rattles incorporating teething rings; Baby swings; Backboards for basketball; Backgammon game sets; Backgammon games; Badminton floor plates; Badminton game playing equipment; Badminton racket strings; Badminton rackets; Badminton sets; Badminton shuttlecocks; Badminton uprights; Bags adapted for lacrosse sticks; Bags especially designed for skis; Bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; Bags especially designed for surfboards; Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Bags for ice hockey sticks; Bags for skateboard; Bags specially adapted for handheld video games; Bags specially adapted for padel rackets; Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Bags specially adapted for video game consoles; Bags specially designed to hold cricket equipment; Bait bags with small holes in them to release bait into water; Balance beams; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Balancing bird toys; Ball bearings for in-line skates; Ball bearings for roller skates; Ball bearings for skateboards; Ball cages; Ball pitching machines; Ball-jointed dolls; Ball-jointed porcelain dolls; Ball-jointed resin dolls; Ball-jointed vinyl dolls; Balloons; Balls for games; Balls for juggling; Balls for playing bocce; Balls for playing bowls; Balls for playing dodgeball; Balls for playing field hockey; Balls for playing handball; Balls for playing lacrosse; Balls for playing paddleball; Balls for playing petanque; Balls for playing racketball; Balls for playing sepak takraw; Balls for sports; Balls of all kinds; Bar-bells; Barbell bars; Barbell clamps; Barbell collars; Barbell neck protectors; Barbell pads; Barbells; Barrels for darts; Baseball and softball bat racks; Baseball and softball rubbing mud; Baseball and softball throwing aid in the nature of a glove; Baseball bases; Baseball bat bags; Baseball bat cases; Baseball bat racks; Baseball bats; Baseball bats and baseball batting tees; Baseball batting cage nets; Baseball batting gloves; Baseball batting tees; Baseball glove bags; Baseball gloves; Baseball mitts; Baseball pitching machines; Baseball pitching screens; Baseball training gloves; Baseballs; Basket balls; Basketball backboards; Basketball backboards made of glass; Basketball baskets; Basketball finger guards; Basketball goal sets; Basketball goals; Basketball hoops; Basketball nets; Basketball table top games; Basketball tube bags; Basketballs; Bath toys; Bathtub toys; Bats for games; Battery operated action toys; Battery-powered computer game with LCD screen; Batting gloves; Battledore bats; Battledore paddles (hagoitas); Beach balls; Bean bag dolls;
Bean bags; Beanbags in the form of playthings; Bells for Christmas trees; Bendable toys; Billiard ball racks; Billiard ball triangles; Billiard balls; Billiard bridges; Billiard bumpers; Billiard chalk; Billiard cue racks; Billiard cue tips; Billiard cues; Billiard cushions; Billiard equipment; Billiard game playing equipment; Billiard gloves; Billiard markers; Billiard nets; Billiard table cushions; Billiard tables; Billiard tally balls; Billiard tips; Billiard triangles; Bindings for alpine skis; Bindings for snowboards; Bindings for water skis; Bingo cards; Bingo game playing equipment; Bingo markers; Bird calls; Bite indicators; Bite sensors; Bladders of balls for games; Blocking dummies; Board games; Boards used in the practice of water sports; Bob-sleighs; Bobble head dolls; Bobblehead dolls; Bobsleds; Bocce balls; Bodhidharma dolls with pupils undrawn (menashi-daruma); Body boards; Body protectors for American football; Body surf hand planes; Body-building apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Bodyboards; Boomerangs; Bowling apparatus and machinery; Bowling bags; Bowling ball bags; Bowling ball covers; Bowling ball returns; Bowling balls; Bowling bumpers; Bowling deflectors; Bowling gloves; Bowling machines; Bowling pins; Bowling pinsetters; Bowling pinsetters and parts therefor; Bowling pit mats; Bows for archery; Bows for Japanese archery (yumi); Bowstrings; Boxes specially adapted for storing Christmas trees; Boxing bag swivel mechanisms; Boxing bags; Boxing gloves; Boxing rings; Boxing swivels; Bubble making wand and solution sets; Building games; Bushings specially adapted for skateboards; Butterfly nets; Cabinets for gaming machines; Camouflage netting used in hunting; Camouflage screens; Camouflage screens for hunting purposes; Camouflage tape used in hunting; Candle holders for Christmas trees; Canine exercise treadmills; Caps for toy pistols; Card games; Carnival masks; Carry bags sold filled with children's toys; Carrying bags specially adapted for toy vehicles; Cases for action figures; Cases for billiard cues; Cases for tennis balls; Cases for toy structures; Cases for toy vehicles; Cases in the form of quivers for sports implements; Cases specially adapted for sports equipment; Cat toys; Catchers' masks; Catchers' mitts; Chalk for billiard cues; Chalk for snooker cues; Chalk in liquid, solid or gel form for improving hand grip in sports; Chalk in liquid, solid or gel form for improving hand grip on video game equipment; Checkerboards; Checkers; Checkers games; Checkers pieces; Checkers sets; Cheerleading pompoms; Cheerleading pom-poms; Chess games; Chess pieces; Chess sets; Chessboards; Chest developers; Chest exercisers; Chest expanders; Chest pads for American football; Chest protectors; Chest protectors for athletic use; Chest protectors for sports; Children's activity tables containing manipulative toys which convert to easels; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's multiple activity tables; Children's multiple activity toys; Children's multiple activity toys sold as a unit with printed books; Children's toy bicycles other than for transport; Children's wire construction and art activity toys; Chinese checkers as games; Chinese chess; Chinese chess as games; Chinese shuttlecocks (Jianzi); Chip markers for bingo; Chips for gambling; Christmas crackers; Christmas dolls; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree ornaments; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas tree ornaments incorporating a fire alarm function; Christmas tree ornaments of bronze; Christmas tree ornaments with a music feature; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Christmas tree skirts; Christmas tree stand covers; Christmas tree stands; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Claw crane game machines; Clay pigeon traps; Clay pigeons; Climbers' harness; Climbers' harnesses; Climbing skins for use with touring skis; Clockwork toys; Clothes for European dolls; Clothes for Japanese traditional dolls; Clubs for rhythmic gymnastics; Coin-operated amusement machines; Coin-operated billiard tables; Coin-operated video games; Collectable toy figures; Computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Computer game joysticks; Computer gaming consoles for gambling; Computer gaming consoles for recreational game playing; Computerized video game tables for gaming purposes, namely, a computerized video craps game table; Computerized video table games for casinos; Cone markers for sports;
Confetti; Conical paper party hats; Construction toys; Construction toys incorporating magnets; Containers used in playing a GPS-based treasure hunt game; Controllers for game consoles; Cornhole bags; Cornhole game boards; Cornhole game sets; Costume masks; Counters and marbles for games; Counters for games; Coverings for skis, namely, seal skins; Covers for golf club heads; Covers for golf clubs; Covers for ski bindings; Cowbells being noisemakers; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Craps game playing equipment; Craps tables; Crib mobiles; Crib toys; Cribbage boards; Cricket balls; Cricket bats; Croquet sets; Crossbows; Cube-type puzzles; Cue sticks; Cups for dice; Curling brooms; Curling stones; Customized dolls having a face in the form of a particular adolescent who has unexpectedly or tragically died; Dart board cases; Dart board overlays; Dart boards; Dart carrying cases; Dart flights; Dart games; Dart points; Dart shafts; Dart stems; Darts; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Decorative wind socks; Decorative wind spinners; Decoys for hunting or fishing; Deer attractants; Deer hunting decoys; Deer lures; Desktop toy sports games; Dice; Dice cups; Dice games; Dice towers; Disc toss toys; Discs for playing disc golf; Discs for playing shuffleboard; Discusses; Discusses for sports; Disposable ticket sets for playing games of chance; Divot repair tool for golfers; Divot repair tools being golf accessories; Dog toys; Doll accessories; Doll cases; Doll clothing; Doll costumes; Doll furniture; Doll house furnishings; Doll houses; Dolls; Dolls and accessories therefor; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Dolls and doll’s clothing; Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls and printed children's books sold as a unit; Dolls for Christmas; Dolls for Hanukkah; Dolls for Kwanza; Dolls for playing; Dolls in sitting posture (osuwari dolls); Dolls' beds; Dolls' clothes; Dolls' feeding bottles; Dolls' houses; Dolls' rooms; Dominoes; Doorway pull-up bars; Draughtboards; Draughts sets; Drawing toys; Drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic styluses, and metal particles; Dreidels; Driving practice mats; Duck blinds; Dumb-bell shafts; Dumb-bells; Dumbbell sets; Dumbbells; Easter egg coloring kits; Elbow guards for athletic use; Elbow pads for American football; Elbow pads for athletic use; Electric action toys; Electric educational toy used to demonstrate alternative energy sources; Electric muscle stimulation bodysuits for strengthening muscles; Electric toy train transformers; Electrical stimulation belts for strengthening abdominal muscles; Electronic action toys; Electronic and electro-mechanical casino gaming tables with video output; Electronic animal calls for recreation and hunting activities; Electronic dart games; Electronic educational game machines for children; Electronic game equipment with a watch function; Electronic games for the teaching of children; Electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Electronic golf ball dispensers; Electronic hunting game call with interchangeable sound cartridges; Electronic hunting game calls; Electronic interactive board games for use with external monitor; Electronic learning toys; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Electronic targets; Electronic targets for games and sports; Electronic toy building blocks that light up as a night light; Electronic toy vehicles; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Elliptical exercise machines; Elliptical trainers; Epee; Equipment for playing a vertical hoop target game; Equipment sold as a unit for playing a memory game; Equipment sold as a unit for playing a paddleball-style
sport using a perforated plastic ball; Equipment sold as a unit for playing action type target games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing craps games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing drinking games; European style dolls; Exercise apparatus, namely, slosh bars; Exercise balls; Exercise bars; Exercise benches; Exercise doorway gym bars; Exercise equipment for lateral movement in a skating motion; Exercise equipment in the nature of agility ladders; Exercise equipment in the nature of speed ladders; Exercise equipment, namely, rowing machines; Exercise equipment, namely, abdominal boards; Exercise equipment, namely, chest expanders; Exercise equipment, namely, chest pulls; Exercise equipment, namely, inflatable balls; Exercise equipment, namely, manually operated jogging machines; Exercise equipment, namely, neck and shoulder supported weights for twisting and lifting exercises; Exercise equipment, namely, plyometric boxes; Exercise equipment, namely, rotary abdominal boards; Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using a cable; Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using resistance cables; Exercise equipment, namely, stair-stepping machines; Exercise equipment, namely, stationary cycles; Exercise equipment, namely, straps that are affixed to doors for performance of various exercises using body weight resistance; Exercise equipment, namely, virtual reality training cycles; Exercise gliding discs; Exercise hand grippers; Exercise machines; Exercise machines incorporating electronic and video game controllers; Exercise platforms; Exercise pucks in the nature of a foam or gel form enclosed in a cover and used by persons to perform exercises sold as a unit with printed instruction manuals; Exercise pulleys; Exercise sliders; Exercise steppers; Exercise trampolines; Exercise treadmills; Exercise weight cuffs; Exercise weights; Exercise wheels for cats; Exercise wrist weights; Exercising equipment, namely, manually operated jogging machines; Exercising equipment, namely, powered treadmills for running; Exercising equipment, namely, pulleys; Exercising equipment, namely, rowing machines; Exercising equipment, namely, weight lifting machines; Exercising equipment, namely, winging material for fishing jigs and streamers; Fishing flies; Fishing floats; Fishing fly boxes; Fishing gaffs; Fishing harnesses; Fishing hooks; Fishing leaders; Fishing lines; Fishing lure boxes; Fishing lure parts; Fishing lures; Fishing lures resembling leeches; Fishing lures, namely, plastic worms; Fishing lures, namely, spoons; Fishing plugs; Fishing plumes; Fishing pole holders worn on the body; Fishing poles; Fishing reels; Fishing rod blanks; Fishing rod cases; Fishing rod handles; Fishing rod holders; Fishing rod racks; Fishing rods; Fishing safety harness; Fishing sinkers; Fishing spinners; Fishing swivels; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle bags; Fishing tackle boxes; Fishing tackle containers; Fishing tackle, namely, bobbers; Fishing tackle, namely, lighted bobbers; Fishing tippets; Fishing weights; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights,
treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Fitted covers for non-motorized golf bag carts; Fitted covers for non-motorized golf bag carts used to protect against hail damage; Fitted covers specially adapted to protect video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Fitted fabric covers for pinball machines; Fitted head covers for golf clubs; Fitted protective covers for swing sets; Fletchings; Flies for use in fishing; Flippers for diving; Flippers for scuba diving; Flippers for swimming; Floatable swim chair for disabled or challenged people for recreational use; Floating recreational lounge chairs; Floats for bathing and swimming; Floats for fishing; Floor-standing units for playing electronic games other than in conjunction with a television or computer; Floorball balls; Floorball sticks; Flotation noodles for water recreation purposes; Flutter boards; Fly fishing stripper baskets; Flying discs; Flying saucers; Flying toys using electrostatic levitation; Foam exercise rollers; Focus mitts; Focus pads for martial arts; Foils; Foils for fencing; Foosball tables; Foot balls; Footbags; Football blocking sleds; Football body protectors; Football chest pads; Football elbow pads; Football girdles; Football gloves; Football knee pads; Football leg pads; Football or soccer goals; Football passing machines; Football shoulder pads; Footballs; Free-flowing play gel; Frontenis rackets; Furniture for doll's houses; Furniture for dolls' houses; Futsal balls; Gambling machines; Game apparatus, namely, bases, bats, and balls for playing baseball-like indoor and outdoor games; Game apparatus, namely, bases, bats, and balls for playing baseball-like indoor and outdoor games; Game calls; Game controllers for computer games; Game controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games; Game equipment set sold as a unit comprised primarily of a playing board and playing cards and also including rules of play, dry erase boards and erasers, markers, a timer and T-shirts; Game equipment sold as a unit for playing mind-body emotional and psychological games for adult couples and individuals; Game equipment, namely, chips; Game equipment, namely, three-dimensional modular pieces for assembly to resemble miniature terrain; Game randomizer for randomly determining game play in a parlor game, sold as a component part thereof; Game straps used in bird hunting; Game tables; Games adapted for use with television receivers; Gaming chips; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming equipment, namely, game wheels; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming clothes; Gaming equipment, namely, slot machines with or without video output; Gaming keypads; Gaming machines; Gaming machines featuring a device that accepts wagers; Gaming machines featuring embedded software for accepting wagers; Gaming machines featuring preinstalled software for accepting wagers; Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines for gambling including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Gaming machines that generate or display wager outcomes; Gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines, namely, electronic slot and bingo machines; Gaming mice; Gaming paper, namely, paper printed with regular grid and hexagon patterns for use in playing war games, role playing games and miniature games; Gaming tables; Gauntlets; Gift baskets comprised primarily of imitation toys sports products, namely, toy game balls and accessories therefor; Gift baskets comprised primarily of imitation sporting goods, namely, toy game balls and accessories therefor; Gift baskets containing plush toys; Girls' festival dolls and their fittings; Gloves for American football; Gloves for golf; Gloves for water-skiing; Go boards; Go games; Go stones; Goalkeepers' gloves; Goals for ice hockey; Golf accessories, namely, carriers and dispensers for golf balls; Golf accessories, namely, holders specially adapted for holding golf ball markers; Golf accessory pouches; Golf accessory, namely, support for holding a golf club; Golf bag carts; Golf bag covers; Golf bag pegs; Golf bag straps; Golf bag tags; Golf bag trolleys; Golf bags; Golf bags with or without wheels; Golf bags, with or without wheels; Golf ball dispensers; Golf ball markers; Golf ball retrievers; Golf ball sleeves; Golf balls; Golf club bags; Golf club covers; Golf club grips; Golf club head covers; Golf club heads; Golf club holders for use on a driving range or golf
course; Golf club inserts; Golf club shafts; Golf clubs; Golf course distance markers; Golf course fairway markers; Golf cups for playing golf; Golf divot repair tools; Golf flags; Golf flagsticks; Golf gloves; Golf irons; Golf practice nets; Golf putter covers; Golf putters; Golf tee bags; Golf tee markers; Golf tees; Golf towel clips for attachment to golf bags; Golf training aid, namely, a brace worn on the hand and wrist to control flipping of the hand in a golf swing; Golf training apparatus, namely, golf practice platforms; Golf training equipment, namely, a golf training cage; Golf training equipment, namely, a motorized golf chipping practice aid; Grip tape for airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Grip tape for paintball guns; Grip tapes for baseball bats; Grip tapes for golf clubs; Grip tapes for ice hockey sticks; Grip tapes for rackets; Guitar skins for electronic guitar game controllers; Gut for fishing; Gut for tennis rackets; Guts for rackets; Gym balls for yoga; Gym chalk for improving hand grip in sports activities; Gymnastic apparatus; Gymnastic benches; Gymnastic horizontal bars; Gymnastic parallel bars; Gymnastic training stools; Gymnastic uneven bars; Gymnastic vaulting horses; Gymnastics rings; Gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; Halloween masks; Hamster exercise balls; Hamster wheels; Hand balls; Hand clapper toys; Hand grip strengthener rings; Hand grips for golf clubs; Hand held joy stick units for playing video games; Hand held units for playing electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Hand held units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Hand pads for athletic use; Hand paddles; Hand wraps for sports use; Hand-held consoles for playing video games; Hand-held electronic games adapted for use with television receivers only; Hand-held fishing bait nets; Hand-held fishing nets; Hand-held fishing nets for sportsmen; Hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; Hand-held party poppers; Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; Hand-held, non-electronic skill games; Hand-powered non-mechanical flying toy; Handball gloves; Handballs; Handheld game consoles; Handle grips for sporting equipment; Hang gliders; Hangers for Christmas tree ornaments; Harness for sailboards; Harnesses specially adapted for carrying snowboards, skis and skateboards; Head covers for golf clubs; Head straps for weight lifting; Headwear for dolls; Helical spring toys; Helmets for dolls; Hobby grade engines for remote controlled air and surface vehicles; Hockey gloves; Hockey goals; Hockey pucks; Hockey skates; Hockey stick blades; Hockey stick shafts; Hockey sticks; Holders specially adapted for lottery tickets; Holds for artificial climbing walls; Home plates; Home video game machines; Hoops for exercise; Hoops for exercise incorporating measuring sensors; Hoops for rhythmic sportive gymnastics; Horizontal bars; Horizontal pinball machine (korinto-game machines); Horseshoe games; Horseshoes for recreational purposes; Hunters' scent camouflage; Hunters' scent lure; Hunting arrow points; Hunting blinds; Hunting bows; Hunting camouflage used as hunting blinds; Hunting decoy bags; Hunting equipment, namely, scent dispenser for attracting or repelling animals; Hunting game calls; Hunting stands; Hurdles; Ice fishing rod holders; Ice fishing rods; Ice fishing strike indicator; Ice hockey goalie pads; Ice hockey pucks; Ice hockey sticks; Ice skate blade guards; Ice skate blades; Ice skate guards; Ice skates; Impact markers in the nature of pressure sensitive reusable impact labels for attachment to the head of a golf club to indicate where the club hits the ball; In-line roller skates; In-line skates; Indoor bicycle trainers; Infant action crib toys; Infant development toys; Infant exercise seats, namely, jumpers and infant saucers; Infant swings; Infant toys; Infant's rattles; Inflatable balloon cheering sticks; Inflatable bath toys; Inflatable beach balls; Inflatable bop bags; Inflatable floating float tubes; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; Inflatable float tubes for fishing; Inflatable inner tubes for aquatic recreational use; Inflatable knockdown targets with weighted bases used for target practice and fitness training in youth sports programs; Inflatable mattress swimming floats for recreational use; Inflatable pool toys; Inflatable pools for recreational use; Inflatable ride-on toys; Inflatable swimming floats; Inflatable swimming pools; Inflatable thin rubber toys; Inflatable toys; Inflatable toys for swimming pools; Inflatable toys showing decorative pictures; Inflatable wading
pools; Instep guards for athletic use; Interchangeable magnetic toy vehicles; Interlocking construction toys; Iron shots specifically for use in the shot put competition; Jack-in-the-boxes; Japanese chess (shogi games); Japanese dice games (sugoroku); Japanese horizontal pinball machines; Japanese playing cards (hanafuda); Japanese playing cards (Utgaruta); Japanese traditional dolls; Japanese vertical pinball machine (pachinko machines); Javelins; Jig saw and manipulative puzzles; Jig saw puzzles; Jock straps; Joysticks for video game machines; Joysticks for video games; Juggling clubs; Juggling equipment; Juggling equipment, namely, diab los; Jump ropes; Jump ropes incorporating digital counters; Jungle gyms; Kaleidoscopes; Karate gloves; Karate kick pads; Karate shin pads; Karate target pads; Karuta playing cards (Japanese card game); Kendo bamboo swords; Kendo masks; Kendo plastrons; Kendo wooden swords; Keno cards; Kettle bells; Kettlebells; Kick board flotation devices for recreational use; Kick pads for martial arts; Kick board flotation devices for recreational use; Kicking tees; Kidney belts for sports; Kinetic motion desk toys; Kite boards; Kite handles; Kite lines; Kite parts; Kite reels; Kite string; Kite tails; Kiteboards; Kites; Kits for building outdoor play equipment; Kits for building surfboards; Knee guards for athletic use; Knee pads for American football; Knee pads for athletic use; Kneeboards; Knitted toys; Kokeshi dolls; Korean board games (Yut Nori sets); Korean chess boards (Jang-gi pan); Korean chess pieces (Jang-gi pieces); Korean dominos (Glopae); Korean playing cards (Hwato); Kote gauntlets; Lacrosse ball bags; Lacrosse balls; Lacrosse gloves; Lacrosse stick bags; Lacrosse stick handles; Lacrosse stick heads; Lacrosse stick strings; Lacrosse sticks; Landing nets; Landing nets for anglers; Launchers for clay pigeons; LCD game machines; Leader organizers, namely, bags specially adapted for fishing leaders; Leashes for surfboards; Leashes used in conjunction with surfing; Leg guards for athletic use; Leg weights; Leg weights for athletic use; Leg weights for exercising; Lever action toys; Lines for fishing; Liquid chalk for improving hand grip in sports; Liquid chalk for improving hand grip on video game equipment; Longboard skateboard trucks; Longboard skateboard wheels; Longboard skateboards; Longboard surfboards; Lottery cards; Lottery tickets; Lottery wheels; Low-friction game tables for playing hockey games; Luges; Luminous floats for fishing; Luminous toy putty; Lures for fishing; Lures for hunting; Lures for hunting or fishing; Machine for playing games of chance, namely, craps; Machines for playing games of chance; Magic tricks; Magnetic board games; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Magnetic levitating desk toys; Magnetic putty being toys; Mah jong games; Mah-jong; Manipulative games; Manipulative logic games; Manipulative logic puzzles; Manipulative puzzles; Manual leg exercisers; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Marbles; Marbles for games; Marionette puppets; Marionettes; Martial arts training equipment in the nature of breaking boards; Martial arts training equipment in the nature of kick shields; Martial arts training equipment, namely, nunchucks; Masquerade masks; Masts for sailboards; Matryoshka dolls; Mats for poker tables; Mechanical action toys; Mechanical toys; Medicine balls; Meditation benches; Meditation blankets; Meditation cushions; Memory games; Men's athletic supporters; Miniature toy helmets; Miniature toy sports games; Mobiles for children; Model cars; Model helicopters; Model planes; Model racing car bodies; Model toy steam engines; Model toy steam operated traction engines; Model toy vehicles; Modeled plastic toy figurines; Modular foam prefabricated miniature golf courses and putting surfaces; Modular play centers consisting of panels, decks, platforms, handrails, slides, and steps all sold separately or in selected combinations; Modular toy play houses; Molded toy figures; Monofins; Monoskis; Mosaic puzzles; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, climbing cams and anchors made of metal; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, spring-loaded camming devices (SLCDs); Mountaineering climbing belts; Mountaineering equipment, namely, binding straps; Mountaineering equipment, namely, hook and ring combinations; Mountaineering equipment, namely, hooks; Muscle training braces to be worn on the back for support when playing sports; Music box toys; Musical toys; Needles for pumps for inflating
balls for games; Needles for pumps for inflating sports equipment; Net balls; Net seat that attaches to flotation noodles for water recreation purposes; Netballs; Nets for badminton; Nets for ball games; Nets for ice hockey goals; Nets for sports; Newton's cradle desk toys; Ninepins; Non-electronic toy vehicles; Non-medicated topically applied ointment or gel for improving hand grip in sports activities; Non-motorized golf bag carts; Non-motorized golf trolleys; Non-motorized snow scooters for skiing; Non-riding transportation toys; Non-slip resin sprays for use by athletes; Non-telescopic archery bow sights; Novelty costume masks; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Novelty plush toys for parties; Novelty toy face masks; Novelty toy item in the nature of a dispenser of stream material; Novelty toy items in the nature of pop ups; Novelty toy items, namely, fake teeth; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Novelty toys in the nature of placebo sprays for playing jokes; Novelty vampire teeth; Novelty whoopee cushions; Nuts and bolts for skateboards; Obstacles for equestrian competitions; Open bow sights for archery; Ordinary playing cards; Ornament hooks for Christmas trees; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Pachinkos; Paddle ball games; Paddle balls; Paddle boards; Paddle surfboards; Paddleboard fins; Paddleboards; Paddles for playing hockey on game tables; Paddles for use in paddle ball games; Paddles for use with surfboards; Padel balls; Padel rackets; Pads for ice hockey goalkeepers; Paintball guns; Paintballs; Palm protectors for athletic use; Paper airplanes; Paper dolls; Paper face masks being playthings; Paper party favors; Paper party hats; Paper streamers; Parafoil kites; Parafoils; Paragliders; Parallel bars; Parlor games; Parlour games; Party balloons; Party blow-outs; Party blowouts; Party favor hats; Party favors in the nature of crackers and noisemakers; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; Pelota balls; Percussion caps being toys; Perpetual motion desk toys; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Petanque balls; Pilates toning balls; Pinball games; Pinball machines; Pinball-type games; Pine tar for athletic equipment; Pitchers' plates; Piñatas; Plastic character toys; Plastic dolls; Plastic party hats; Plastic toy hoops; Platform tennis balls; Platform tennis nets; Platform tennis paddles; Play balloons; Play balls; Play balls and play balloons; Play figures; Play houses; Play houses and toy accessories therefor; Play mats containing infant toys; Play mats for the purpose of putting together puzzles; Play mats for use with toy vehicles; Play money; Play motor cars; Play sets for action figures; Play swimming pools; Play tents; Play tunnels; Play wands; Play wands being children's dress-up accessories; Play yards in the nature of outdoor play structures; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Playground balls; Playground equipment, namely, climbing units; Playground sand boxes; Playground sandboxes; Playground slides; Playhouses; Playhouses for children; Playing card cases; Playing card game accessories, namely, playing card cases, playing card holders, mats for use in connection with playing card games, playing card shuffling devices and dice; Playing card shuffling device; Playing card shuffling machines; Playing cards; Playing cards and card games; Playing cards for business training; Playing cards for use in magic tricks; Playing pieces in the nature of miniature action figures and toy model vehicles for use with table top hobby battle games in the nature of battle, war and skirmish games, and fantasy games; Playset buildings; Playsets for dolls; Playthings, namely, puppet theatres; Plush dolls; Plush dolls created from children's drawings; Plush toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Pogo sticks; Poker card guards; Poker chips; Poles for pole vaulting; Poles for use in pole dancing; Pommeled horses; Pool bridges; Pool bumpers; Pool chalk holders; Pool cue bridges; Pool cue cases; Pool cue cement; Pool cue chalk; Pool cue clamps; Pool cue racks; Pool cue repair kits; Pool cue tips; Pool cues; Pool cushions; Pool noodle toys; Pool tables; Pool tally balls; Pop tube fidget toys; Pop up toys; Porcelain dolls; Portable barres for dancing; Portable gaga pits; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Portable handheld game consoles incorporating telecommunication functions; Portable musical toys incorporating telecommunication functions; Portable ski carriers; Portable support structures for dance and other exercises; Positionable printed toy figures for use in games; Positionable printed toy figures for use in puzzles; Positionable three dimensional toys for use in games; Positionable toy figures; Positionable two
dimensional toys for use in games; Positionable wooden and plastic figures for use in wooden and plastic puzzles; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Pre-lit artificial Christmas trees; Preinstalled software for accepting wagers sold as a component of gaming machines; Printed positionable toys for use in children's board games; Printing toys; Promotional game cards; Promotional game materials; Protective athletic cups; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Protective covers for rackets; Protective cups for sports; Protective films adapted for screens for portable games; Protective padding for skateboarding; Protective padding for snowboarding; Protective padding for umpires; Protective paddings for Taekwondo; Protective supports for shoulders and elbows; Puck rebounders for hockey training; Pucks; Pucks for playing hockey on game tables; Pults for recreational use; Pull toys; Pull up bars; Pull-up bars; Pumps especially adapted for use with balls for games; Pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; Pumps for fishing; Punching bags; Punching balls; Racing lanes for swimming pools; Racket balls; Racket cases; Racket grip tape; Racket grip tapes; Rackets; Rackets and strings for rackets; Racks and stands specifically designed to hold toy scooters; Racks and stands specifically designed to hold toy vehicles; Racquet ball gloves; Racquet ball nets; Racquet ball racket covers; Racquet ball racket strings; Racquet ball rackets; Racquet balls; Radio controlled model vehicles; Radio controlled scale model vehicles; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Radio transmitters for use with radio-controlled toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Rag dolls; Re-caps, namely, replacement protective caps for joint guards used in athletics; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; Reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit; Recreation apparatus in the nature of cambering boards in the nature of a deck with small wheels on swivels that one rocks to propel; Recreation apparatus in the nature of caster-propelled caster boards; Recreational water jet packs, for attachment to personal watercraft, that use water pressure to make the jet pack users airborne; Reels for fishing; Relay batons; Remote-controlled submarines being toys; Remote-controlled toy planes; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Removable table tops for craps tables; Resistance bands for fitness purposes; Restraint straps for body boards; Restraint straps for bodyboards; Rhythmic gymnastics ribbons; Ribbons for rhythmic gymnastics; Ribbons specially adapted for rhythmic sportive gymnastics; Ride-on game machines; Ride-on toys; Ride-on toys and accessories therefor; Rideable toy vehicles; Rideable toys and accessories therefor; Ring buoys for recreational use; Ring games; Rock climbing chalk; Rocking horses; Rodeo steer roping practice dummy; Rods for fishing; Role playing games; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Roller and ice skates; Roller coaster wheels; Roller skates; Roller skis; Roller-skates; Rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; Ropes for rhythmic gymnastics; Rosin bags sold filled with rosin used by athletes; Rosin for dancers; Rosin used by athletes; Rotating push-up handles; Roulette wheels; Rowing gloves; Rowing machines for fitness purposes; Rubber action balls; Rubber balls; Rubber baseballs; Rubber character toys; Rugby balls; Rugby gloves; Rugby rucking shields; Running gloves; Running machines; Russian nesting dolls (matryoshka dolls); Sabers for fencing; Sabres for fencing; Safety padding for use on walls of stadiums and field enclosures to prevent injury during sports events; Safety padding for volleyball and tennis uprights; Safety paddings for tennis uprights; Sail board foot restraints; Sail board foot straps; Sail board leashes; Sail board masts; Sail boards; Sailboards; Sails and sailboards for boardsailing; Sakura dolls; Sand toys; Sandbox toys; Scale model aircraft; Scale model airplanes; Scale model kits; Scale model vehicles; Scale-model vehicles; Scent eliminating powder for use associated with
hunting and outdoor recreation; Scent eliminating sprays for use during hunting and outdoor recreation; Scent eliminating
wipes for use associated with hunting and outdoor recreation; Scent lures for hunting or fishing; Scratch cards for playing
lottery games; Scuba equipment, namely, spearfishing harpoon guns; Scuba equipment, namely, spring activated spearguns;
Scuba fins; Scuba flippers; See-saws; Self-erasing toy drawing boards; Self-powered water sports boards; Shin guards for
athletic use; Shin guards for soccer; Shin pads for athletic use; Shin pads for use in sports; Shoes for dolls; Shogi boards;
Shooting rests for use with crossbows; Shot puts; Shoulder pad elastic for athletic use; Shoulder pad lacelocks for athletic use;
Shoulder pad laces for athletic use; Shoulder pads for athletic use; Shuffleboard cues; Shuffleboard game playing equipment;
Shuttlecocks; Shuttlecocks for badminton; Shuttlecocks for hagoita-play; Sit up benches; Skateboard decks; Skateboard grip
tapes; Skateboard paddle boards; Skateboard paddles; Skateboard rails; Skateboard riser pads; Skateboard trucks; Skateboard
wheels; Skateboarding gloves; Skateboards; Skating boots with skates attached; Skeleton sleds; Sketching toys; Ski bags; Ski
bindings; Ski bindings and parts therefor; Ski brakes; Ski cases; Ski covers; Ski edges; Ski poles; Ski poles for roller skis; Ski
ropes; Ski sticks; Ski sticks for roller skis; Skiboards; Skibob; Skim boards; Skimboards; Skipping rope; Skipping ropes;
Skipping ropes incorporating digital counters; Skis; Skittles; Sky diving gloves; Slant boards for stretching for fitness
purposes; Sledges for use in down-hill amusement rides; Sleds being sports articles; Sleds for use in downhill amusement
rides; Sling shots; Sling shots for hunting; Slingshots; Slingshots being sports articles; Slingshots for hunting; Slot car bodies;
Slot machines; Smart electronic toy vehicles; Smart plush toys; Smart robot toys; Snooker cues; Snooker equipment; Snooker
rests; Snooker tables; Snow boards; Snow globes; Snow saucers; Snow shoes; Snow skates; Snow skis; Snow sleds for
recreational use; Snowboard bindings; Snowboard decks; Snowboards; Snowshoes; Snowskates; Soccer ball goal nets; Soccer
ball knee pads; Soccer balls; Soccer disc cones; Soccer goals; Soft knitted toys; Soft sculpture dolls; Soft sculpture plush toys;
Soft tennis balls; Softball bat bags; Softball bat racks; Softball bats; Softball gloves; Softball mitts; Softballs; Sole coverings
for skis; Spearfishing guns for scuba diving; Spears for use in fishing; Spinning fidget toys; Spinning tops; Sport balls; Sport
fishing accessory, namely, a device which holds the lip of a fish caught by an angler for ease of landing, weighing and release;
Sportballs; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training
arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Sporting goods, namely, carriers specially adapted for sport balls; Sports
apparatus, namely, ball pitching screens; Sports ball rebounders; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing
gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Sports equipment for boxing and
martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, punching mitts, and shin guards; Sports equipment, namely,
inline roller skating wheels at the end of a crutch-like frame; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus;
Sports equipment, namely, rotating interfaces specially adapted for attaching snowboards to bindings; Sports equipment,
namely, telescoping caddy for bucket for carrying, storing and transporting baseballs and other sports equipment; Sports
equipment, namely, telescoping caddy for bucket for carrying, storing and transporting tennis balls and other sports equipment;
Sports equipment, namely, vibration dampeners for rackets; Sports field equipment, namely, corner flags; Sports field training
grids; Sports fitness restraint straps for running in tandem or pairs; Sports training apparatus featuring a baseball bat, ball, and
a tee for improving bats swings; Sports training apparatus, namely, ball return machines; Sports training apparatus, namely,
pitching machines; Sports training apparatus, namely, soft toss pitching machines; Sportsman's fishing bags; Spring bar tension
sets for use in exercising; Spring bars for exercise; Spring bars for exercising; Spring boards; Spring riders; Spring-activated
spearguns being sports articles; Springboards; Squash balls; Squash racket covers; Squash racket strings; Squash rackets; Squat
racks; Squeezable squeaking toys; Squeeze toys; Stacking toys; Stand alone video game machines; Stand alone video gaming
machines, namely, a video craps game machine; Stand alone video output game machines; Stand-up paddleboard carrying
straps sold as a unit with the paddleboard; Stand-up paddleboards; Stand-up surf paddles; Stands for rideable toys; Stands specially adapted for holding golf clubs; Starting blocks for athletics; Starting blocks for sports; Starting blocks for swimming; Starting blocks for track sports; Stationary exercise bicycles; Stationary exercise bicycles and rollers therefor; Stationary recumbent exercise bicycles; Stilts for recreational purposes; Stone-pieces pots for go game (goke pots); Storage apparatus comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving specially adapted for sports equipment; Storage racks for athletic equipment; Storage racks for athletic training equipment; Storage racks for ski and sports equipment; Storage racks for sporting goods in the nature of paint ball guns; Storage racks for water sports equipment; Streamers; Stress relief balls for hand exercise; Stress relief exercise balls; Stress relief exercise toys; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Stretching exercise machines; Strings for rackets; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed dolls; Stuffed puppets; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toy bears; Stuffed toys; Surf boards; Surf fins; Surf paddles; Surf skis; Surfboard carrier worn on the body; Surfboard fins; Surfboard holder worn on the body; Surfboard leashes; Surfboard repair patches; Surfboard storage rack; Surfboard traction pads; Surfboards; Surfskis; Swim boards for recreational use; Swim fins; Swim floats for recreational use; Swimming belts; Swimming boards; Swimming equipment, namely, racing lanes; Swimming equipment, namely, starting blocks; Swimming flippers; Swimming floats; Swimming gloves; Swimming jackets; Swimming kick boards; Swimming kickboards; Swimming pool air floats; Swimming rings; Swimming webs; Swing sets; Swings; Table tennis ball serving machines; Table tennis balls; Table tennis bats; Table tennis net posts; Table tennis nets; Table tennis paddle cases; Table tennis paddles; Table tennis post sets; Table tennis rackets; Table tennis rebound board; Table tennis tables; Table tops for craps tables; Table-tennis balls; Table-top games; Tables especially adapted for supporting model trains; Tables for indoor football; Tables for table football; Tables for table shuffleboard; Tables for table tennis; Tabletop basketball games; Tabletop games; Tabletop hobby battle games in the nature of battle, war and skirmish games, and fantasy games, and playing equipment sold as a unit therewith; Tabletop units for playing electronic games other than in conjunction with a television or computer; Tabletop units for playing electronic games other than in conjunction with a television or computer, namely, an electronic craps game; Taekwondo kick pads; Taekwondo mitts; Tag rugby belts; Talking dolls; Talking electronic press-down toy; Talking toys; Target equipment, namely, backers for targets; Target equipment, namely, stands for targets; Target games; Targets; Tchoukball equipment, namely, balls and rebound frames; Teddy bears; Teeball sets; Tennis ball retrievers; Tennis ball serving machines; Tennis ball throwing apparatus; Tennis balls; Tennis balls and shuttlecocks; Tennis net center straps; Tennis net centre straps; Tennis nets; Tennis nets and uprights; Tennis racket covers; Tennis racket presses; Tennis racket strings; Tennis rackets; Tennis racquets; Tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; Tennis uprights; Terminal tackle; Tessellation toys; Tether balls; Thai pads; Theatrical masks; Throat protectors for athletic use; Throw weights for recreational use; Tibetan dice game; Tinsel for decorating Christmas trees; Toboggans; Tossing disc toys; Toy action figures; Toy action figures and accessories therefor; Toy air pistols; Toy aircraft; Toy airplanes; Toy animals; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy armor; Toy artificial fingernails; Toy bakeware; Toy bakeware and cookware; Toy balloons; Toy banks; Toy beanbags; Toy blocks for learning braille; Toy boats; Toy bows and arrows; Toy boxes; Toy brooches; Toy building blocks; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy building structures; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy butterfly nets; Toy cameras; Toy cameras being children's dress-up accessories; Toy candy dispensers; Toy cap pistols; Toy cars; Toy chemistry sets; Toy Christmas trees; Toy clocks and watches; Toy construction blocks; Toy construction sets; Toy cookware; Toy doll styling heads; Toy dough; Toy drones; Toy face masks; Toy figures; Toy figures in the form of a potato; Toy film cartridges and viewers; Toy fireworks; Toy foam novelty items, namely, foam
fingers and hands; Toy food; Toy for pets; Toy furniture; Toy gliders; Toy glockenspiels; Toy glow stick bracelets; Toy glow stick bracelets for parties; Toy glow sticks; Toy glowsticks; Toy guns; Toy hand buzzers for playing jokes; Toy harmonicas; Toy helicopters; Toy holsters; Toy hoop sets; Toy houses; Toy imitation cosmetics; Toy insect cages; Toy insect nets; Toy jewelry; Toy jewelry being children's dress-up accessories; Toy LED light sticks; Toy looms; Toy mailboxes; Toy masks; Toy microscopes; Toy mobiles; Toy model cars; Toy model football fields; Toy model guitars; Toy model kit cars; Toy model train sets; Toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units; Toy modeling compounds; Toy modeling dough; Toy modelling dough; Toy models; Toy music boxes; Toy musical boxes; Toy noisemakers; Toy paddles having balls attached thereto by strings; Toy pianos; Toy pianos, sold as a unit with printed books in the field of music education; Toy pinwheels; Toy pirate hats; Toy pistols; Toy prism glasses; Toy prism spectacles; Toy projectile shooters and accessories therefor; Toy projectiles and accessories therefor; Toy putty; Toy record players; Toy robots; Toy rockets; Toy scooters; Toy scooters and accessories therefor; Toy sets of carpenters' tools; Toy sling planes; Toy sling shots; Toy slingshots; Toy snow globes; Toy snow scooters; Toy spring horses; Toy stamps; Toy strollers; Toy stuffed animals; Toy swords; Toy telescopes; Toy tiaras; Toy tiaras being children's dress-up accessories; Toy tools; Toy trains and parts and accessories therefor; Toy tricycles for children; Toy umbrella party hats; Toy vehicle track sets and roadways and accessories therefor; Toy vehicle tracks; Toy vehicles; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Toy vehicles with transforming parts; Toy vehicles, namely, caster boards; Toy watches; Toy water globes; Toy water guns; Toy weapons; Toy whistles; Toy wind socks; Toy wrestling rings; Toy xylophones; Toy zip guns; Toy, namely, battery-powered computer game with LCD screen which features animation and sound effects; Toys for domestic pets; Toys in the nature of whirligigs; Toys, namely, a disk to toss in playing a game wherein other disks are flipped and collected; Toys, namely, bean bag animals; Toys, namely, detonating caps; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails; Toys, namely, percussion caps; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor; Track and field hammers; Traction pads for surfboards; Trading card games; Trading cards for games; Traditionally dressed dolls; Traditionally dressed western dolls; Train set accessories, namely, artificial trees, turf, foliage, ballast, lichen and grass; Trampoline bounce board; Trampolines; Transforming robotic toy vehicles; Transforming robotic toys; Treestands for hunting; Treestands for hunting having a construction that mechanically joins the components of the stand together for a secured connection; Trivia cards for games; Trivia game played with cards and game components; Trolley bags for golf equipment; Trolley bags specially adapted for football equipment; Trolley bags specially adapted for rugby equipment; Trolley bags specially adapted for soccer equipment; Trolley bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Tungsten weights for fishing; Turkey hunting decoys; Twirling batons; Two and three dimensional positionable game figures that may be affixed to clothing; Umpires' masks; Vaulting boxes; Vaulting poles; Vending machine toys; Ventriloquist's dummies; Ventriloquists' dummies; Vertical wind tunnels for sporting and recreational purposes; Vibrating apparatus used in fitness and exercise programs to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance; Vibration dampeners for tennis rackets; Video game consoles; Video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Video game interactive control floor pads or mats; Video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; Video game interactive remote control units; Video game joysticks; Video game machines; Video game machines for use with external display screen or monitor; Video game machines for use with televisions; Video gaming consoles for gambling; Video gaming consoles for playing computer games; Video output game machines for use with external display screen or monitor; Video output game machines for use with televisions; Vinyl dolls; Visors for toy helmets; Volley balls; Volleyball floor plates; Volleyball game playing equipment; Volleyball net antennas; Volleyball nets; Volleyball standards; Volleyball tube bags; Volleyball uprights; Volleyballs; Waist protectors for athletic use; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Waist trimmer exercise belts
being sports articles; Wake boards; Wakeboards; Wakeskates; Wakesurf boards; Wakesurf ropes; Water globes; Water pistols; Water polo balls; Water ski rope bridges; Water skis; Water slides; Water squirting toys; Water toys; Water wing swim aids for recreational use; Water wings; Water-squirting toys; Waterfowl blind bags; Waterfowl hunting decoys; Waterski bindings; Waterski bridles; Waterski carrying cases; Waterski gloves; Waterski handles; Waterski rope bridles; Waterski rope handles; Waterski ropes; Waterski tow harnesses; Waterski tow ropes; Waterskis; Waterslides; Webbed gloves for swimming; Weight discs for barbells; Weight lifting belts; Weight lifting benches; Weight lifting gloves; Weighted hoops for exercise; Weighted inserts for footwear for athletic training purposes; Weighted vests for exercise; Weightlifting belts;Weights for attachment to golf clubs for use as a golf swing aid; Wheels for toy vehicles; Whoopee cushions; Wild game hunting decoys; Wildlife attractant in powder form; Wind-up toys; Wind-up walking toys; Windsurfing gloves; Wooden pieces for shogi game (koma); Work-out gloves; Wrestling rings being sports equipment; Wrist and ankle weights for exercise; Wrist guards for athletic use; Wrist straps for weight lifting; Wrist straps for weightlifting; Yo-yos; Yoga blankets; Yoga blocks; Yoga boards; Yoga bolsters; Yoga cushions; Yoga gloves; Yoga straps; Yoga swings; Yoga wheels; Zen garden desk toys; Zip line apparatus for recreational purposes

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: ply inc **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: ply inc **Address**: ply inc

556 Green Bay Rd
Glencoe
ILLINOIS
60022

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KEMAKIANISM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97397248
- **Application Filing Date**: May 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, headwear; headwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Greg English
- **Address**: Greg English 9820 South Pulaski Road, Unit 119 Oak Lawn ILLINOIS 60453
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 310302.0013

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AEIFIET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397564 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AEIFIET" in a stylized font beneath a design representing a person doing yoga, comprised of two wavy vertical lines with an upside down droplet between them above two curved horizontal lines. Translation The wording AeiFiet has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Gym balls for yoga; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Yoga blankets; Yoga blocks; Yoga boards; Yoga bolsters; Yoga cushions; Yoga gloves; Yoga straps; Yoga straps for use in Yoga practice; Yoga swings; Yoga wheels
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 18, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Zhuoxin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Zhuoxin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 933,Block 2,Phase II,Minjie Jingu Int'l No.30,Fenjiang North Rd.,Chancheng Dist. Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STUDENT TODAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397641 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STUDENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For College consulting services, namely, assisting students in finding colleges and universities and completing the application process; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line web-cast, pod-cast, and non-downloadable video in the field of academic, career, and personal development.; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of academic, career, and personal development.; Arranging and conducting educational courses for students in the field of academic, career, and personal development.; College counseling services, namely, assisting students who struggle academically due to learning disabilities in finding colleges and universities and completing the application process; Contests and incentive award programs to encourage students and organization members to set up and achieve goals in academics, attendance, citizenship and conduct; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the jr high school, high school, college level; Leadership development training in the field of academic, career, and personal development.; Providing a web site that features information about online higher education resources; Providing a web site that features information on attending college and university with an emphasis on newly enrolled students; Providing information about education; Providing information about education via a website; Providing information on attending college and university with an emphasis on newly enrolled students via a website; Providing information relating to education services; Providing on-line publications in the nature of applications concerning campus and student life

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Stovall, Joey DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Student Today Address   Stovall, Joey 1500 5TH ST APT A7 Coralville  IOWA  52241 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KHAN, AHSEN M
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97397855
Application Filing Date: May 06, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "DSP"

Goods and Services Information
For Distilled Spirits; Bourbon
International Classes: 33 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 47, 49
International Class Title: Wines and Spirits

For Entertainment services, namely, providing distillery tours and bourbon tastings; Rental space for events in the nature of indoor recreational facilities for group recreation events
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For Rental of space for events in the nature of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, wedding receptions and parties
International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Clarkson Farm Venue LLC
Address: Clarkson Farm Venue LLC 5601 BIG SPRING ROAD Vine Grove KENTUCKY 40175
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: KENTUCKY

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE WATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398072 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of wrestling contests; Entertainment services, namely, wrestling exhibits and performances by a professional wrestler and entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a professional wrestler and sports entertainment personality; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a professional wrestling and sports entertainment personality; Entertainment services, namely, televised appearances by a professional wrestling and sports entertainment personality; Providing wrestling news and information via a global computer network; Providing online interviews featuring professional wrestlers and sports entertainers in the field of professional wrestling and sports entertainment for entertainment purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chris Irvine, Inc. Address Chris Irvine, Inc. 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 265157

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEZZIE BUNCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97398165 Application Filing Date  May 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Children's toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls and accessories therefor, plush toys, puppets, card games, board games, interactive board games, yo-yos, puzzles, manipulative puzzles, electronic learning toys, toy musical instruments, action figures and accessories therefor, action figure play sets, character figures and toy animal figures, character figure and toy animal figure play sets, toy figurines, pull toys, wind-up toys, toy vehicles, ride-on toys, toy scooters, toy skates, toy skateboards, children's multiple activity toys, children's multiple activity toys featuring interactive activities and digital applications, construction toys, toy building blocks, toy building sets, squeeze toys, bath toys, beach water toys, beach sand toys, toy shovels, toy pails, sports balls, beach balls, playground balls, toy foam balls, balloons, children's educational toys for developing fine motor skills, cognitive and counting skills, parlour games, skill games, action target games, electronic handheld games for use with external display screen or monitor, and electronic action toys; party favors in the nature of small toys; Christmas tree ornaments; toy masks
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Clothing for babies, toddlers, and children, namely, jackets, coats, jumpers in the nature of coveralls, body suits, pajamas, loungewear, swimwear, undergarments, sleepwear, shorts, sweaters, trousers, woven shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweatpants, dresses, pants, and skirts; headwear for babies, toddlers, and children, namely, hats, caps, head bands, and earmuffs; footwear for babies, toddlers, and children, namely, shoes and socks; play clothing, namely, costumes for use in children's dress up play; cloth bibs; scarves; gloves
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Bezzie Bunch, LLC
Address: Bezzie Bunch, LLC
   P.O. Box 873
   McMurray, PENNSYLVANIA 15317

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
SATELLITE WORKS QUALITY

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97398269
- **Application Filing Date**: May 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "SATELLITE WORKS QUALITY" in stylized form where the wording "SATELLITE WORKS" appears to the left of a design of a man holding a ribbon and the wording "QUALITY" appears within the center of the ribbon.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SATELLITE" AND "QUALITY"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Internet access provider services; Internet based paging and alerting services, namely, providing a web site at which users can send messages to electronic paging devices; Internet broadcasting services; Internet cafe services, namely, providing telecommunications connections to the internet in a cafe environment; Internet protocol television (IPTV) transmission services; Internet radio broadcasting services; Internet radio services, namely, transmission of audio material via the internet; Internet service provider (ISP); Internet service provider services; Internet service provider services, namely, transmitting information via the Internet concerning global computer network data in the field of telecommunications; Internet services, namely, providing multiple-user access to information on the Internet concerning the development and generation of computer software for use in businesses as well as the functions and application of such business software; Internet telephony services; Audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; Audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet in the field of telecommunications; Broadcasting of programmes via the internet; Broadcasting of video and audio programming over the Internet; Broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content provided via a video-on-demand service via the Internet; Charitable services, namely, providing Internet access to those in need; Communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks and data networks; Communications services, namely, transmitting streamed sound and audiovisual recordings via the Internet; Message sending via a website; Network roaming services provided as part of wireless internet services; Peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; Providing Internet access; Providing internet chat rooms; Providing internet chatrooms; Providing a web site for synchronous and asynchronous communication and for connection of physicians with their...
patients regardless of medical organization or geographic location; Providing access to digital music websites on the Internet; Providing access to the Internet; Providing chat lines utilising the internet; Providing electronic transmission of contactless payment data via the internet; Providing electronic transmission of information to persons who are deaf or hearing impaired via the Internet, telephones and wireless devices; Providing multiple user dial-up and dedicated access to the Internet; Providing multiple user wireless access to the Internet; Providing multiple-user access to data on the Internet in the field of telecommunications; Providing multiple-user access to the Internet; Providing on-line communications links which transfer the web site user to other local and global webpages; Providing remote Internet access; Providing telecommunication connections to the internet or databases; Providing telecommunications connections to the internet or databases; Providing television broadcasting information via a website; Providing voice communication services via the Internet; Provision of access to the internet; Simulcasting broadcast television over global communication networks, the Internet and wireless networks; Streaming of audio material on the Internet; Streaming of video material on the Internet; Streaming of video material on the Internet; Telecommunication services, namely, providing internet access via broadband optical or wireless networks; Telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts via the internet; Telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts via the internet notifying vehicle owners of timing of vehicle maintenance; Telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts via the internet notifying individuals of a changed status or condition of a sensing device in a security system; Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; Telecommunication reseller services for businesses, namely, providing long distance telecommunication services, voice telecommunication services, local telephone service, and Internet access services; Transmission and distribution of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the internet; Transmission services via the Internet, featuring MP3 files and music videos; Video broadcasting and transmission services via the Internet, featuring films and movies; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network, namely, electronically transmitting video clips; Video broadcasting services via the Internet; Video streaming services via the Internet, featuring independent films and movies; Video-on-demand transmission services via the Internet; Voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 104

**First Use**  Nov. 01, 2015  **In Commerce**  Nov. 01, 2015

**Owner Name**  SATELLITE WORKS, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly SATELLITE WORKS, LLC  **Address**  SATELLITE WORKS, LLC  3309 W 70th Street  Shreveport  LOUISIANA  71108

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  LOUISIANA

**Docket Number**  APRIL62022
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCIENCEr

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398407  Application Filing Date May 06, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 4822334  Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 214822334  Foreign Registration Date Mar. 25, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE  Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 02, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services; business management; business administration; arranging subscription services for telecommunications services for third parties; business management and organization consultancy; computerized file management service; website traffic optimization; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on any communication media; Compilation of statistics including in the medical field; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; data collection and systematization into computer databases; systematization of information into computer databases; Compilation of statistics; Business data and marketing analysis of statistics including in the medical field; Statistical data transcription and recording services; data collection in the field of health and scientific research data; data processing in the field of health and scientific research data; database management; database management services, namely, health and scientific research data management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Apparatus for image reproduction; digital recording media, namely, blank digital storage media; data processing equipment; downloadable or recorded software programs for tracking and monitoring scientific studies in the medical field and medical and scientific research fields; downloadable or recorded software for computation and trend analysis in the field of statistics; downloadable or recorded software for computation and data entry in the field of medical statistics; downloadable or recorded software for compilation and data gathering in the field of medical statistics, biology, scientific research and biostatistics; downloadable or recorded applications for statistical analysis in the field of statistics; downloadable or recorded applications for compilation and analysis of trends in the field of medical statistics, biology, scientific research and
biostatistics; downloadable or recorded software and applications for data processing and archiving; downloadable or recorded computer programs for operating medical laboratory equipment; downloadable or recorded artificial intelligence software and applications using artificial intelligence for data gathering and analysis in the field of medical statistics, biology statistics and scientific research statistics; data and information processing equipment, namely, computers and data processing equipment; downloadable databases in the fields of health and scientific research data; data bank, namely, downloadable data files featuring health and scientific research data

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing information in the field of telecommunications; providing online forums for scientific research discussion; providing access to databases; electronic display services being telecommunication services, namely, electronic bulletin board services; Data transmission and exchange services on any communication media, namely, transfer of data by telecommunication and electronic data interchange services; electronic data transmission services featuring statistical data; providing access to computer databases

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title** Communication

**For** Scientific research; technical research in the fields of medical statistics, biology, scientific research and biostatistics; computer software design; computer software development; conducting technical project studies, namely, conducting scientific feasibility studies; installation of computer software; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; rental of computer software for statistical compilation and analysis; computer programming; computer system analysis; computer system design; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; digitization of documents; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for viewing and recording statistical data; cloud computing featuring software for database management; information technology consultancy relating to computer network design and software installation; server hosting; electronic data storage; Development of health-related software and applications for statistical purposes; Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software and applications for statistical computation and recordation in the field of health for statistical purposes; Data decoding; Data mining; Data securing, namely, design and development of electronic data security systems; hosting of data including health and scientific research data, namely, cloud hosting provider services; data mining including health and scientific research data; providing information on clinical studies; monitoring of clinical studies being quality control for others; conducting clinical studies and studies related to health and scientific research, namely, medical research and scientific research; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable software for computation and trend analysis in the field of statistics; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable software for computation and data entry in the field of medical statistics; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable software for compilation and data gathering in the field of medical statistics, biology, scientific research and biostatistics; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable applications for statistical analysis in the field of statistics; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable applications for compilation and analysis of trends in the field of medical statistics, biology, scientific research and biostatistics; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable software and applications for data processing and archiving; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable computer programs for operating medical laboratory equipment; providing temporary use of online, nondownloadable software and applications using artificial intelligence for data gathering and analysis in the field of medical statistics, biology statistics and scientific research statistics; hosting of digital content on the Internet, namely, hosting of databases in the fields of health and scientific research data; Providing services of
information and statistics, namely, providing medical research information and statistics; providing secured access to a personal online space, namely, providing a secured-access, members only website featuring technology that allows members to view and record statistical data

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  EASYMADESTAT, SAS  **Address**  EASYMADESTAT, SAS  17 Rue Louise Michel  92300 Levallois-Perret  FRANCE  **Legal Entity**  société par actions simplifiée (sas)  **State or Country Where Organized**  FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TM22-0035

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BELBONITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97398461 | Application Filing Date | May 06, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Hair extensions |
| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 | International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| For | Aromatic solvents for industrial and commercial use |
| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 | International Class Title | Chemicals |
| For | Pliers for hair extension application and removal |
| International Classes | 8 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 23, 28, 44 | International Class Title | Hand Tools |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carol Cook Inc. Address Carol Cook Inc. 140 NE 2nd Avenue Delray Beach FLORIDA 33483 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CAROT2201
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BREW HAVEN BREWING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97398465  Application Filing Date  May 06, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BREWING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bottle openers; insulated drinking vessels for beverages sold empty; plastic water bottles sold empty; sports bottles sold empty; squeeze bottles sold empty; drinking vessels; mugs; drinking glasses; cups; plastic cups; drinking bottles for sports; jugs; pitchers; vacuum bottles; insulating sleeve holder for drinking vessels
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brew Haven LLC  Address  Brew Haven LLC  31791 Los Rios Street  San Juan Capistrano  CALIFORNIA 92675  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HAVEN.2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREW HAVEN BREWING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398471 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREWING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing and clothing accessories, namely, tops, shirts, and headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brew Haven LLC Address Brew Haven LLC 31791 Los Rios Street San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HAVEN.2003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
Mark Literal(s) BREW HAVEN BREWING COMPANY

Serial Number 97398476 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREW" AND "BREWING COMPANY"

For Alcoholic beverages, namely, beers, ales and malt-based beers

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

Currently ITU Yes

Owner Name Brew Haven LLC Address Brew Haven LLC 31791 Los Rios Street San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

Examining Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
BREW HAVEN BREWING COMPANY

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer: "BREW" AND "BREWING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Restaurant services; Bar services; Restaurant and bar services; Brewpub services

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Brew Haven LLC

Address: Brew Haven LLC 31791 Los Rios Street San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: HAVEN.2004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREW HAVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398492 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Brewpub services; Beer garden services; Taproom services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 09, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brew Haven LLC Address Brew Haven LLC 31791 Los Rios Street San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HAVEN.2001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97398545 Application Filing Date  May 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized blue and white letter "B" icon within a white square carrier with a blue border. The left side and bottom of the "B" forming two sides of the square, which is surrounded by three curved bands, two in blue and one in green, that together resemble a liquid drop. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, green, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pressure reduction valves being parts of machines; natural gas processing machines, namely, pressure reduction machines used to decompress compressed natural gas from high pressure tube trailers to usable pressure temperatures and flow rate to the end user
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BROADWIND, INC. Address  BROADWIND, INC.  3240 S. CENTRAL AVENUE  CICERO ILLINOIS  60804 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  55469

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EYPRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97398807</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Pre-moistened medicated eyelid cleansing wipes; medicated eyelid scrub; medicated cleansers for the eyelids; medicated ophthalmic lubricants in the forms of gels, solutions, drops, creams, and ointments; eye drops

  **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **For**: Pre-moistened non-medicated eyelid cleansing wipes; non-medicated eyelid scrub; non-medicated cleansers for the eyelids

  **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
  **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Profounda Health & Beauty, Inc.
- **Address**: Profounda Health & Beauty, Inc. Suite 124 10501 S. Orange Avenue Orlando FLORIDA 32824
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TM22-088

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BECHHOFER, YOCHVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLEPHPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398808 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pre-moistened medicated eyelid cleansing wipes; medicated eyelid scrub; medicated cleansers for the eyelids; medicated ophthalmic lubricants in the forms of gels, solutions, drops, creams, and ointments; eye drops

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Pre-moistened non-medicated eyelid cleansing wipes; non-medicated eyelid scrub; non-medicated cleansers for the eyelids

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Profounda Health & Beauty, Inc. Address Profounda Health & Beauty, Inc. Suite 124 10501 S. Orange Avenue Orlando FLORIDA 32824 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM22-114

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CARIBBEAN SUNSHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97398839 Application Filing Date  May 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to CARIBBEAN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3976490, 3711724

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cheese; Jams; Marmalades; Soups; Banana chips; Canned beans; Canned fish; Canned fruits; Canned vegetables; Coconut cream; Condensed milk; Corned beef; Dried beans; Fish, not live; Jellies for food; Plantain chips; Tomato paste; Vegetable oils for food
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  Bread; Buns; Cakes; Candy; Flour; Honey; Marinades; Rice; Seasonings; Tea; Bread rolls; Chocolate powder; Seasoning pastes; Soy sauce; Syrup for flavoring food or beverages; Tomato sauce; Condiment, namely, pepper sauce
For  Fruit drinks; Fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic malt beverages
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  First World Imports International, Inc Address  First World Imports International, Inc Suite J-1 4100 N Powerline Road Pompano Beach FLORIDA 33073 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W.A. WILHELM
CONSTRUCTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398883 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized capital letter "W" in red with a white line tracing the letter, positioned above the stylized wording "F.A. WILHELM" in gray, positioned above the stylized wording "CONSTRUCTION" in black. The white background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, gray and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "CONSTRUCTION" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of commercial buildings; Construction project management services; Building construction; Building construction services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name F.A. Wilhelm Construction Co., Inc. Address F.A. Wilhelm Construction Co., Inc. Suite 2700 111 Monument Circle Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15022-0042

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADDINGTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398921 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable printing fonts; Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 25, 2016 In Commerce Nov. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FAGEN, Connary Address FAGEN, Connary 1128 S. 820 E. #5301 Heber City UTAH 84032 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1891-16

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97399285 Application Filing Date: May 06, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a product packaging consisting of a rear view mirror showing the eyes of a woman, positioned with a product hanging from the rear view mirror. The dotted lines representing the packaging and the product are not claimed as part of the mark and serve only to show an example representation or placement of the mark. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: land vehicle accessories, namely, novelty objects to be hung from the interior rear view mirror in the nature of chains, dice, heart pendant, and sphere pendants International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title: Vehicles First Use: Sep. 30, 2014 In Commerce: Sep. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Turbo Style Products, LLC Address: Turbo Style Products, LLC 2402 Lake View Court Park City UTAH 84060 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 3381-045.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEL YURI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399301 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-medicated skin care preparations; skin exfoliants; skin cleansers; sunscreen preparations; skin moisturizers International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For retail store services and online retail store in the field of skin care products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mel Yuri LLC Address Mel Yuri LLC 13027 Victory Blvd. #501 North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner RIRIE, VERNA BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ARKEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97399564 |
| Application Filing Date | May 06, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
**Translation** The wording ARKEN has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Sighting mirrors for guns; Sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; Sighting mirrors for rifles; Sights, other than telescopic sights, for artillery; Sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms
**International Classes** 13 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 9
**International Class Title** Firearms

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** SHENZHEN BENSON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCEAND TRADE LIMITED
**Address** SHENZHEN BENSON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCEAND TRADE LIMITED RM 201,2 L,BLDG A,CULTURAL CREATIVE PARK NO.1980,TEQU,MINZHI ST,LONGHUA NEW DIST SHENZHEN CHINA 518131
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 5-186956

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399605 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized English wording of "HB" with the letter "H" in blue and the letter "B" in dark blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for database management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ICkey (Shanghai) Internet and Technology Co.,Ltd. Address ICkey (Shanghai) Internet and Technology Co.,Ltd. 258 Xinzhuan Road, Building # 32, 11th Floor, Songjiang district Shanghai CHINA 201612 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C CITEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97399727 Application Filing Date  May 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "CITEST," preceded by a
graphic resembling the letter "C". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical or veterinary chemical reagents; Medical biomarker diagnostic reagents; Medical diagnostic preparations;
Chemical preparations for pregnancy diagnosis; Disinfectants; Medical nutritional products, namely, nutritional supplements
for medical purposes and vitamins for medical purposes; Detergents for medical purposes; Veterinary diagnostic preparations;
Herbicides; Medical cotton swabs

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals First Use  May 05, 2020 In Commerce  May 05, 2020

For Medical droppers, namely, droppers for administering medication sold empty; Medical diagnostic equipment, namely,
medical diagnostic apparatus for testing for viruses and blood testing apparatus; Medical apparatus and instruments for
diagnostic use, namely, apparatus for medical diagnostic testing in the fields of cancer or other tissue-based diagnostic testing,
cytology and cell-based testing; Dental equipment and instruments, namely, dental drills and dental gloves; Medical ultrasonic
instruments; Medical gloves; Non-chemical contraceptives, namely, contraceptive apparatus and diaphragms for contraception;
Surgical implants made of artificial materials; Orthopedic articles, namely, orthopedic supports, orthopedic braces, orthopedic
cushions, and orthopedic insoles; Suture materials

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title
Medical Apparatus First Use  May 05, 2020 In Commerce  May 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: CITEST DIAGNOSTICS INC.  
Address: CITEST DIAGNOSTICS INC. 170-422 Richards St. Vancouver, BC CANADA V6B2Z4

Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BACON YOU HUNGRY BAKE'N
BACON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97399860 Application Filing Date  May 07, 2022  Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a transparent background; a curved header
with the words "BACON" in pink stylized font with a black dot after the letter "N" and small black splatters underneath,
"YOU" in black stylized font with small black splatters underneath, and "HUNGRY" in teal stylized font with black
splatters underneath; centered beneath the header is a round sauce splatter in the shape of a stylized black cooking pan
with black splatters and a line that appears to be dripping down from the splatter in black; inside the sauce splatter in the
shape of a cooking pan is an outlined image of two transparent pieces of bacon with black splatters in the shape of an X;
directly under the sauce splatter in the shape of a cooking pan to the left of the black drip line is the "BAKE'N" in teal
stylized font with splatters of black with a black apostrophe between the letters "E" and "N"; directly under the sauce
splatter to the right of the black drip line is the name "BACON" in pink stylized font with splatters of black.  Color
Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, pink, and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer
"BACON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant
services  First Use  Mar. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ALEXCOLE LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA BAKE'N BACON  Address  ALEXCOLE LLC  6519 N.
12th Street  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA  19126  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
GRAVINA’S

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97400078
- **Application Filing Date**: May 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

#### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5128543

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Retail store services featuring replacement windows and doors, and home siding, including those made of wood, vinyl and metal
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 11, 1988
- **For**: Installation of windows, doors, and home siding, including those made of wood, vinyl and metal
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 11, 1988

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: GRAVINA SIDING & WINDOWS, CO.
- **Address**: GRAVINA SIDING & WINDOWS, CO. 950 West Evans Avenue Denver COLORADO 80223
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 101578637021
- **Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** Futterya

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97400222</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "FUTTERYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Towels; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed linen; Blanket throws; Covers for cushions; Dining linens; Furnishing and upholstery fabrics; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Table linen of textile; Table pads; Towel sets; Waterproof fabric for manufacturing clothing, furniture and automobile upholstery, and luggage
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Mar. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Huangshan Fuya Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Huangshan Fuya Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 913 Bldg 1 Changhong Yuquanwan Xiangxie Garden, No. 8 Bayi Avenue, Tunxi Distt. Huangshan City CHINA 245000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MICOMAKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400246 Application Filing Date May 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MICOMAKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Jewellery; Jewelry; Watchstraps; Body jewelry; Charms for collar jewelry and bracelet; Costume jewelry; Ear clips; Jewelry chains; Jewelry, namely, dog tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; Jewelry, namely, stone pendants; Necklaces; Precious metals, namely, gold, silver, platinum; Wedding rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu Minyun Address Xu Minyun Building 2, Rongjiang New Weather Taijiang District Fuzhou City CHINA 350001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOMILA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400260 Application Filing Date May 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NOMILA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cardigans; Coats; Frocks; Kaftans; Mantles; Smocks; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Underwear; Vests; Fleece vests; Hooded pullovers; Knit shirts; Ladies' suits; Skirt suits International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 25, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cai Danna Address Cai Danna 2nd Floor, No. 66, Guanshan Xinghua Road Chenghua Street, Chenghai District Shantou City CHINA 515800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHEARTOUMEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400270 Application Filing Date May 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SHEARTOUMEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biodegradable plates; Candle extinguishers; Cleaning rags; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cups, not of precious metal; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Incense burners; Juice strainers; Kitchen utensil crocks; Mop heads; Straws for drinking; Toilet paper holders; Wine openers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 30, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ou Gesi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ou Gesi Trading Co., Ltd. 2207 Blk B Bldg 3 Ph II Tianhui Times Gr No.21 Changning Rd Heshuikou Comm Matian Shenzhen City CHINA 518106 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NIIMYS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97400314</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Puzzles board games; Basketball hoops; Bean bags; Bingo cards; Boxing gloves; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Children's multiple activity toys; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas tree skirts; Christmas tree stands; Conical paper party hats; Cornhole game sets; Dog toys; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Punching bags; Punching balls for boxing; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga, fitness practice

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Ying Hong

**Address** Ying Hong Room 110, No.41 Dalang Longguan West Road, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** Sha2002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAHARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400506 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottled drinking water
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GrabNGo Brands, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GNG Address GrabNGo Brands, Inc. 4343 Dunriver Drive SW Lilburn GEORGIA 30047 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVOTE TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97400691 Application Filing Date   May 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized eagle with its head facing towards the side and its wings spread. The eagle's claws are resting on an arrow. Below the eagle is the stylized words "EVOTE TECHNOLOGY". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "EVOTE TECHNOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing user authentication services using biometric and geological hardware and software technology for electronic voting and e-commerce transactions
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   McKinzy Sr., Michael Address   McKinzy Sr., Michael 10568 Century Lane Overland Park KANSAS 66215 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVECO A· MORE: EXCELLENT· WAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400722 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of a shining light bulb with the stylized term "LOVECO" below the light bulb. Below the term "LOVECO" are the stylized words "A MORE EXCELLENT WAY" with a dot separating each of the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of health, interpersonal relationships, and finance
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable podcasts and videos in the field of health, relationships and finance
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing a resource website providing information in the field of interpersonal relationships; membership club services, namely, providing on-line information to members in the fields of personal growth and motivation, personal image development, and personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   LIVING OUR VALUE EFFECT LLC Address   LIVING OUR VALUE EFFECT LLC   2806 Satuma Sarasota   FLORIDA   34239
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   RINGLE, JAMES W
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
- B.L.A.C.K BORN LEADER AND CHOSEN KINGS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97400795  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 09, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring t-shirts, hats, hoodies, pants  
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
- **First Use**: Feb. 25, 2020  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 25, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Born Leaders And Chosen Kings  
- **Address**: Born Leaders And Chosen Kings  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: KENE 0001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ECOFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97400811  Application Filing Date  May 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ECOFLOW".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5351958

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for monitoring and controlling power sources and consumption, and software for controlling and managing smart home and gardening devices and appliances  International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 10, 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EcoFlow Inc.  Address  EcoFlow Inc.  Plant A202 Founder Technology Industrial  Park Shiyan Sub-district  Bao'an District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  A923-12

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BE READY FOR THE NEXT.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400815 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For IT consulting services, namely proactive managed IT solutions for businesses, cyber insurance compliance IT solutions for businesses, cybersecurity IT solutions for businesses and network architecture IT solutions for businesses, not including IT services directed to military defense, national security, government agencies or satellite and space mission operations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Machado Consulting, Inc. Address Machado Consulting, Inc. 32 Franklin St #500 Worcester massachusetts 01608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11205

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KEYSTONE GLOBAL PARTNERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97401008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Field                                | Value                                                                       |
|--------------------------------------|                                                                            |
| Standard Character Claim             | No                                                                          |
| Mark Drawing Type                    | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES                                   |
| WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)                   | Description of the Mark                                                    |
|                                      | The mark consists of the word "KEYSTONE" with the design of three vertical bars, the middle bar being a higher elevation than the two other bars, to the immediate right of the term "KEYSTONE", to the right of the three bars are the words "GLOBAL PARTNERS" with the word "GLOBAL" over the word "PARTNERS". | |
| Color Claimed                        | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.                              |
| Disclaimer                           | "GLOBAL PARTNERS"                                                          |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Business brokerage services and related consulting pertaining to business sales, mergers, acquisitions and business valuations; Estate planning; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial risk management consultation; Insurance and financial information and consultancy services; Real estate consultancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Matching borrowers with potential lenders in the field of mortgage lending; Philanthropy consultation relating to taxation planning; Tax consultation; Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Keystone Global Partners, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Keystone Global Partners, LLC 515 Madison Avenue, 37th Floor New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>NEW YORK 10022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>322.1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  THE HOMESTEAD
FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97401011  Application Filing Date  May 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three concentric ovals where the words THE
HOMESTEAD, with black dots at the beginning and the end, appears on an upper overlay and the word FOUNDATION,
with black dots at the beginning and the end, appears on a lower overlay; a star is located between the first and second
ovals and between each overlay on each side; a log cabin having a chimney with smoke, ground and sky appears within
the third oval.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the primary and secondary level in the field of 19th
century American history and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and
Entertainment
For  Association services, namely, promoting the interests of writers and historians
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and
Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Homestead Foundation, Inc.  Address  The Homestead Foundation, Inc.  271 CR 219  Encampment
WYOMING 82325  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  9193.24654

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WATSON, JULIE A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97401099  
Application Filing Date: May 09, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer: "PLATFORM"

Goods and Services Information

For Educational services, namely, providing live, on-line, live-online, and video on-demand training, classes seminars, workshops, and lectures, and courses of instruction, in the field of business strategy, leadership, productivity, management, sales, communication, professional, corporate, and personal development, organizational behavior, corporate and personal assessment and measurement and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; providing a website featuring on-line, and on-demand, non-downloadable instructional videos, in the field of business strategy, leadership, productivity, management, education, sales, communication, professional, corporate, and personal development, organizational behavior, corporate and personal assessment and measurement

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for providing access to a subscription-based learning management system to access, view, and interact with electronic digital media, namely, audio-visual and video content, in the field of business strategy, leadership, productivity, management, education, sales, communication, professional, corporate, and personal development, organizational behavior, corporate and personal assessment and measurement and measurement; web-site hosting of digital content, namely, audio-visual and video content, in the field of business strategy, leadership, productivity, management, education, sales, communication, professional, corporate, and personal development, organizational behavior, corporate and personal assessment and measurement

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Department</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHAMP & HONEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401107 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee cups; tea cups; mugs; lunchboxes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Printed children's books; Printed coloring books; Printed children’s activity books; stationery; educational supplies in the nature of pens, pencils, printed notebooks, notebook paper; Printed calendars; Paper notebooks; printed educational, instructional, and teaching materials in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Audiobooks in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; downloadable cook books; downloadable recipe books; Electronic publications, namely, magazines featuring information relating to parenting, families, and grandparenting recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, children's books, comic books, music notebooks, and song books in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; Downloadable multimedia files, audio recordings, video recordings, downloadable movies, and downloadable image files relating to animated characters, artwork, text, audio, and video in the field of entertainment, namely, parenting, families, and grandparenting; Downloadable audio books, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded DVDs, pre-recorded CDs, downloadable audiovisual recordings available via the Internet, and downloadable audiovisual recordings available on social media platforms all in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; Downloadable electronic books in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; downloadable webcasts featuring stories, readings, music games, interviews, and videos in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, pants, coats, sweaters, hats, caps being headwear, skirts, scarfs, footwear, socks, dresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Champ & Honey, LLC
Address Champ & Honey, LLC 3130 N Harwood St Dallas TEXAS 75201
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0768-7297

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ADVENTURES OF CHAMP & HONEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97401135 Application Filing Date  May 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee cups; tea cups; mugs; lunchboxes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For  Printed children's books; Printed coloring books; Printed children's activity books; stationery; educational supplies in the nature of pens, pencils, printed notebooks, notebook paper; Printed calendars; Paper notebooks; printed educational, instructional, and teaching materials in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For  Audiobooks in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; downloadable cook books; downloadable recipe books; Electronic publications, namely, magazines featuring information relating to parenting, families, and grandparenting recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, children's books, comic books, music notebooks, and song books in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; Downloadable multimedia files, audio recordings, video recordings, downloadable movies, and downloadable image files relating to animated characters, artwork, text, audio, and video in the field of entertainment, namely, parenting, families, and grandparenting; Downloadable audio books, downloadable podcasts, pre-recorded DVDs, pre-recorded CDs, downloadable audiovisual recordings available via the Internet, and downloadable audiovisual recordings available on social media platforms all in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; Downloadable electronic books in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting; downloadable webcasts featuring stories, readings, music games, interviews, and videos in the fields of parenting, families, and grandparenting
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, pants, coats, sweaters, hats, caps being headwear, skirts, scarfs, footwear, socks, dresses

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Champ & Honey, LLC
Address Champ & Honey, LLC 3130 N Harwood St Dallas TEXAS 75201
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0768-7298

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97401271  Application Filing Date: May 09, 2022
Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): GEOTOL

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Goods and Services Information
For printed educational books, manuals, and course materials in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T)

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use: May 08, 2022  In Commerce: May 08, 2022

For educational, training and consulting services in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T), namely, providing in-person and online self-paced training programs and courses of instruction in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T), providing consulting and mentoring sessions, namely, virtual and in-person classroom group presentation in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T), providing educational books, manuals, and course materials in hard copy and electronic format, namely, publication of educational books, manuals and printed course materials, and publishing e-books in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T), and providing online non-downloadable educational videos in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T)

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: May 08, 2022  In Commerce: May 08, 2022

For e-books, electronic manuals and course materials in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T) recorded on computer media; educational videos, namely video discs and downloadable videos in the field of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (G D and T)

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: May 08, 2022  In Commerce: May 08, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>   GeoTol Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>      GeoTol Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17035 W 53rd Ave       Golden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO 80403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  12380-001-TM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAPA KITCHEN AND WINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401331 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording NAPA KITCHEN AND WINE above which is an upside down U-shape design and below the wording is a U-shaped design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NAPA KITCHEN AND WINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Restaurant services; Providing of food and drink; Wine bars
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DJB Hospitality, LLC Address DJB Hospitality, LLC 10800 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 120 Richmond VIRGINIA 23235 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 097410.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKYDRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401346 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skylight repair kit comprising a PVC roofing membrane, termination bars, metal screws and instructions
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VADA, LLC Address VADA, LLC 3723 North Van Road Olney ILLINOIS 62450 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VAD 3217

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401440 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a front and side view image of a bucket truck with its ground stabilizers and its bucket boom extended. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Component parts of trucks incorporating a crane and bucket, namely, buckets, bucket covers, bucket liners, bucket doors, bucket steps, tool trays, scabbards and guards, all specially adapted for trucks incorporating a crane and bucket International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use May 31, 2019 In Commerce May 31, 2019
For Mobile elevating work platforms; Aerial man lift and truck crane component parts, namely, buckets, bucket covers, bucket liners, bucket doors, bucket steps, tool trays, scabbards and guards, all specially adapted for lift machines and truck cranes International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 31, 2019 In Commerce May 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Composites Syndicate LLC Address Composites Syndicate LLC 8301 Clinton Park Drive Fort Wayne INDIANA 46825 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56490.03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAAZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401453 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Airbags for vehicles; Automotive parts, namely, transmission seals; Brake drums; Hub cap covers; Hub caps; Land vehicle parts, namely, tire chains; Lug nuts for vehicle wheels; Mirrors for vehicles, namely, hood mounted sideview mirrors for trucks; Mud flaps for vehicles; Radiator grills for vehicles; Side view mirrors for vehicles; Truck air brake hoses; Vehicle bumpers; Wheels for automobiles

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Automobile oil pans

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Hinges, not of metal; Rivets, not of metal

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Headlights for vehicles; Taillights for vehicles; Vehicle reflectors

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Chemical additives for fuel; Chemical compositions for repairing tires; Transmission oil; Chemical compositions for repairing inner tubes of tires

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Electrical cables

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

For Fuels; Gear oil; Industrial grease; Industrial oil; Lubricating grease; Lubricating oil; Motor oil; Non-chemical additives for greases; Non-chemical additives for lubricants; Non-chemical additives for oils and fuels

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

For Cargo slings of metal; Metal hinges; Metal rivets

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Kal Partz Inc. **Address** Kal Partz Inc. 10156 Live Oak Ave Fontana CALIFORNIA 92335 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 08272/315565

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RISO, MARK E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FLEXICON CONNECTABOX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97401483
- **Application Filing Date**: May 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electrical parts, namely, electrical connection boxes
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Flexicon Limited
- **Address**: Flexicon Limited, Roman Way, Coleshill, Birmingham, UNITED KINGDOM, B461HG
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1532TFX3012A

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BASE CHICAGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401680 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHICAGO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for urban youth
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 2018 In Commerce Jan. 2018
For Coaching in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting sporting competitions and programs; Instruction in the nature of baseball and softball clinics; Providing sports facilities and equipment for baseball and softball lessons; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information featuring sporting events and community information; college preparation services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; Organizing and conducting job fairs; Organizing and conducting college fairs; Providing career resources, namely, providing on-line employment information in the field of professional development, career days, career training, internships and job resources and listings, resume building, mock interviews; providing and operating sports facilities; educational services, namely, providing academic tutoring, instruction, and conducting information sessions in the fields of character development, problem solving, conflict resolution, communication skills, personal growth, career development, college preparation, and life skills; Organizing recreational sporting events for youths who wish to participate in team league sports, namely, baseball and softball leagues and tournaments
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 2018 In Commerce Jan. 2018
For Providing career resources, namely, providing on-line employment information in the field of professional development, career days, career training, internships and job resources and listings, resume building, mock interviews
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2018 In Commerce Jan. 2018

For apparel, namely, t-shirts, polo shirts, hoodies, knit hats, caps, shorts, pullovers, pants, jackets


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The BASE, Inc Address The BASE, Inc 150 Shirley Street Roxbury MASSACHUSETTS 02119
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 057792407T01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401890 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a lightbulb with a stylized letter s within.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue & white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for database management; Downloadable computer software for document management; Downloadable computer software for editing cinematographic film; Downloadable computer software for processing digital images; Downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; Downloadable computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; Downloadable computer operating software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ScienceCast, Inc. Address ScienceCast, Inc. 16 Willow Avenue Towson MARYLAND 21286 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
SOPHOS CYBERSECURITY DELIVERED.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97401913</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of a stylized phrase &quot;SOPHOS CYBERSECURITY DELIVERED.&quot;</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;CYBERSECURITY&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>UK00003719585</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 09, 2021</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>UK00003719585</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Feb. 18, 2022</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>UNITED KINGDOM</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 09, 2031</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Renewal Date</th>
<th>Nov. 09, 2031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Drinking vessels; Household containers for foods; Lunch boxes; Water bottles sold empty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Action figure toys; Balls for sports; Golf divot repair tools; Golf tees; Playing cards; Puzzles; Spinning fidget toys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 23, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Toys and Sporting Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Markers; Paper and cardboard; Pens; Printed calendars; Printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of information technology; Printed matter, namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curricula, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of data security, computer security and network security; Staplers being office requisites; Stationery; Printed stickers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Computer education training; Educational services, namely, conducting educational technical demonstrations, presentations, workshops, and training seminars in the field of information technology, computers, data security, computer security, and network security and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; Providing information relating to education services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For Business administration services; Business services, namely, administration of a program for enabling participants to receive expedited services in the field of data security, computer security and network security; Customer service management for others; Database management; Promoting the use of the security assurance best practices of others in the field of cloud computing; Providing a website used to place on-line commercial orders in the field of computer hardware and computer software; Value-added reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring computer security and information technology products; Wholesale services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring computer hardware and computer software

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of the repair of computer hardware

**International Classes**  37 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Construction and Repair

For Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Computer hardware; Computer hardware, namely, wireless access point (WAP) devices; Downloadable computer anti-virus software; Downloadable computer software for encryption; Downloadable computer software to automate IT infrastructure and cybersecurity; Downloadable computer software for managing, configuring, installing, and uninstalling software applications and data; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of manuals, technical documentation, brochures, and newsletters in the field of data security and security of endpoints, computer systems, computer networks, servers, the Internet and mobile devices; Downloadable software for ensuring the security of electronic mail; Downloadable software for cybersecurity, namely, for scanning, detecting, blocking, quarantining and eliminating of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, spam, malware, vulnerabilities, intrusions, and unauthorized data and programs on computers and electronic devices; Downloadable software for managing, monitoring, protecting, authenticating, and securing data, endpoints, computer systems, computer networks, servers, the Internet, and mobile devices; Mouse pads; USB computer security key

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing information on the development of privacy, security and data governance law via a website

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services
For Communication by computer terminals; Information transmission via electronic communications networks; Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; Providing virtual private network (VPN) services, namely, private and secure electronic communications over a private or public computer network; Telecommunication access services

International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, jackets, jerseys, vests, shirts, pants, gloves, socks, arm warmers, leg warmers; Footwear; Visors being headwear

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Cloud computing featuring software for use in managing, monitoring, protecting, authenticating, and securing data, endpoints, computer systems, computer networks, servers, the Internet, and mobile devices; Computer security consultancy; Computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; Computer services, namely, hosting an interactive web site that allows businesses to design, build, manage, modify, test, run, and publish IT infrastructure and cybersecurity automation; Computer services, namely, on-line scanning, detecting, quarantining and eliminating of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data and programs on computers and electronic devices; Computer software development; Computer virus protection services; Consultation services relating to computer software; Installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in managing, monitoring, protecting, authenticating, and securing data, endpoints, computer systems, computer networks, servers, the Internet, and mobile devices; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for businesses to design, build, manage, modify, test run, and publish software system installation and configuration automation; Software authoring; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; Technology consultation in the field of cybersecurity

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sophos Limited Address Sophos Limited The Pentagon, Abingdon Science Park Abingdon UNITED KINGDOM OX143YP Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-123-US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CREME TRUCK EST. 2021

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402136 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EST. 2021"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bien Aime, Taisha Address Bien Aime, Taisha 45 Headley Terrace Irvington NEW JERSEY 07111
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUHN, RIO NICE
**Mark Literal(s)** AC LAW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97402216
- **Application Filing Date**: May 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LAW"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Legal services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 21, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ainsworth and Clancy PLLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Ainsworth and clancy pllc
- **Address**: Ainsworth and Clancy PLLC 801 Brickell Ave. 8th Fl Miami FLORIDA 33131
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OLDE THOMPSON SINCE 1944

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402257 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SINCE 1944"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prepared and/or processed nuts, namely, walnuts, cashews, almonds, pistachios, and/or hazelnuts; Nut-based snack foods, namely, nut clusters or nut bites
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For raw or fresh nuts, namely, walnuts, cashews, almonds, pistachios, and/or hazelnuts
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Olde Thompson, LLC Address Olde Thompson, LLC 3250 Camino Del Sol Oxnard CALIFORNIA 93030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 193-024TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97402328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters &quot;Z&quot; and &quot;B&quot; within a square box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0128119/1693602</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1693602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Physical security consultancy
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: May 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 02, 2022

**For** Design and development of physical security solutions, namely, architectural design, consultation and research, engineering services and drafting of plans and engineering drawing for others
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ZBETA CONSULTING, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ZBETA CONSULTING, INC. 700 Larkspur Landing Circle, Suite 150 Larkspur CALIFORNIA 94939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>221753-5001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 1825 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  F  FASTENERS INC TOOL OUTLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97402329  Application Filing Date  May 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized white "F" in a red block with rounded edges, followed by the red words "Fasteners Inc", which includes a stylized "I", above the black words "TOOL OUTLET".  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) red, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark  Disclaimer  "FASTENERS INC TOOL OUTLET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring Hardware
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  May 01, 2017  In Commerce  May 25, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fasteners Inc  Address  Fasteners Inc  3721 Electro Way  Redding  CALIFORNIA  96002  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEPPER PUNCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402627  Application Filing Date May 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring website plugins, photography, artwork, and custom software development; Operating an online marketplace featuring website plugins, photography, artwork, and custom software development
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Aug. 26, 2021  In Commerce Aug. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Torch Designs, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Pepper Punch  Address Torch Designs, LLC 1810 Lakeland Hills Blvd. Lakeland FLORIDA 33805  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TOR_PEP_TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exercising Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CASA MOSTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402739 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOSTO" Translation The English translation of CASA MOSTO in the mark is MUST HOUSE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, namely, distilled blue agave liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mosto Brands, LLC Address Mosto Brands, LLC 11405 Nightmuse Ct. Glen Allen VIRGINIA 23059
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 047150.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEY ZACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402967 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Pants; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hey Zack, LLC Address Hey Zack, LLC 3347 Schooner Lane Lake Wylie SOUTH CAROLINA 29710
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3162.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BATHROOM BREWERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403159 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a square with a thin blue border that contains another thicker white border within the original thin blue square border. A blue square is contained within the two borders. The words "BATHROOM BREWERY" in white capital letters are stacked one on top of the other and centered at the top of the blue square. Underneath the words "BATHROOM BREWERY" and centered within the blue square is a white outlined wine bottle and wine glass on the left-hand side, a white vertical line in the middle, and a white outlined beer mug with foam on the right-hand side. The words "BATHROOM BREWERY" in white-colored Braille is at the bottom of the blue square. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREWERY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6215416

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, T-SHIRTS, POLOS, SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS, LONG-SLEEVED SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, HOODIES, AND JACKETS
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coby J. Moscowitz Address Coby J. Moscowitz 1761 Taunton Road Birmingham MICHIGAN 48009
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
TM 1830 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALPHABOTTEERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403196 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverageware; lunch boxes; toothbrush holders; soap dishes; soap dispensers; waste baskets; household canister sets; containers for household or kitchen use; pet feeding and drinking bowls; pet brushes; pet treat jars; bakeware; dinnerware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Toy figures and accessories therefor; dolls and doll accessories; toy animals; action figures and accessories therefor; board games; card games; collectible toy figures; stuffed toys; plush toys; musical toys; decorations for Christmas trees; playing cards; jigsaw puzzles; children's educational toys for developing reading and literacy skills
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Printed educational publications, namely, journals, printed instructional materials, worksheets, books, magazines, workbooks and handouts in the field of reading instruction, reading assessment, and literacy; printed children's books; printed stories in illustrated form; printed story books; printed stories, graphic novels, magazines, journals, books, and newsletters in the field of children's education and entertainment; printed posters; printed collectible trading cards; stickers; printed calendars; blank writing journals; printed notebooks; printed notepads; bumper stickers; printed postcards; printed greeting cards; printed invitations; stationery; scrapbooks; printed sheet music; photograph albums; printed children's activity books; printed books in the field of crafts; printed coloring books; printed photographs; temporary tattoo transfers; writing instruments; gift wrap paper; decals; printed party decorations made of paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Fan club services; providing online non-downloadable educational information for children and parents in the field of education, reading instruction, and literacy via the Internet and electronic communications networks; non-downloadable electronic newsletters delivered by e-mail providing information in the fields of education and entertainment for children and parents; providing online computer games and puzzles; providing online non-downloadable audiovisual recordings featuring educational and/or entertainment programming for children; providing online non-downloadable audiovisual recordings in the field of children's education and entertainment, reading instruction, and literacy; educational services, namely, providing live and pre-recorded classes, seminars, programs, and workshops for parents and children in the field of education, reading instruction, and literacy; live theatrical productions for children; organizing and presenting live and pre-recorded educational and entertainment activities and events for children

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable audio and audiovisual recordings featuring educational and entertainment programming for children; downloadable audio and audiovisual recordings in the field of children's education and entertainment, reading instruction, and literacy; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, prose presentations, short stories, graphic novels, magazines, journals, and newsletters, all in the field of children's education and entertainment, reading instruction, and literacy; downloadable software and downloadable mobile applications featuring text and pre-recorded audio, visual, and audiovisual recordings in the field of educational and entertainment programming for children; downloadable mobile applications for playing digital games and puzzles; downloadable mobile applications in the field of children's education, reading instruction and literacy

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, dresses, track suits, warm up suits, jumpsuits, gloves, scarves, belts, socks, tights, bandanas, sweatbands, head wraps; beachwear; loungewear; sleepwear; swimwear; underwear; wristbands as clothing; one-piece garments for infants and toddlers; headwear; footwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Reading League, Inc. Address The Reading League, Inc. 103 Wyoming Street, Second Floor Syracuse NEW YORK 13204 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 236534-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W

2638
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERTICAL CREATIVE STUDIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403344 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREATIVE STUDIOS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video production; photography services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 22, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2022
For Website design; website development for others; digital design; graphic design; creative writing; content creation
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 22, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hall Equities Group Address Hall Equities Group 1855 Olympic Blvd. Suite 300 Walnut Creek CALIFORNIA 94596 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109177-0186

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAIZOS NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403442 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NUTRITION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cocoa powder dietary and nutritional supplements; protein supplements in the form of cocoa powder; powdered nutritional and dietary supplement beverage mixes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KAIZEN NUTRITION LLC Address KAIZEN NUTRITION LLC 975 Cobb Place Blvd., Suite 313 Kennesaw GEORGIA 30144 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42K03.3-030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHADYKNIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403460 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive interior trim; Rearview mirrors; Rearview mirrors for automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deng Xiudong Address Deng Xiudong Twelve Pieces of Chencun Nongyeguanqu Chencun Town, Dianbai County Maoming City CHINA 525400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAPITOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403540 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word CAPITOL with stylized letters "A" and "P" and a star within the letter "O"; white is used for the background but color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3610915, 3610905, 3890467 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpet tack strips primarily of wood
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Flooring and tiling refinishing and cleaning materials, namely, floor cleaning preparations and carpet cleaning preparations for removing adhesives
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Adhesives for use in the flooring industry, namely, adhesives for applying tiles and carpeting
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Carpet seam tape, adhesive binding tapes for securing floor coverings; adhesive sealants and caulkling compounds
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods
For Hand tools for tile installation, hand tools for carpet installation, flooring installation tools, and hand tools, namely, utility knives, carpet knives, drywall and brick saws, trowels, pliers, nippers, scrapers, carpet and cove base trimmers, files, spreaders, floats, multi-purpose shears, snips, seam rollers, trimming knives, saws, and blades therefor; floor and wall tile installation and repair kits consisting primarily of trowels, nippers, tile spacers, saw blades, tile pliers and tile cutters
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Q.E.P. Co. Inc.  Address  Q.E.P. Co. Inc.  1001 Broken Sound Parkway NW, Suite A  Boca Raton FLORIDA  33487  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00105-0210

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CREATORS CORNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403542 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely delivery agents in the nature of phospholipids, liposomes, microcapsules, and hydrogels; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely acrylic polymer powders; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely pigment dispersants; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely conditioners and moisturizing agent namely modified polymers, aqueous polymers, and surfactants; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely film formers in the nature of polyvinyl alcohol soluble films for use in the manufacture of delivery agents for cosmetics and beauty preparations; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely, surfactants for use in the manufacture of beauty cleansers; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely emulsifiers; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely chemical thickeners; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely rheology modifiers; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely, inorganic UV filters in the nature of titanium dioxide and stearic acid; Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Aqueous aromatic additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Botanical extracts for use in making cosmetics and beauty preparations; Collagen used as a raw ingredient in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Emollient used as an ingredient in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Fermented rice bran for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Functionalized silicones for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Glutamic acid as raw materials for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Glycerin for use in the manufacture of cosmetic and beauty preparations; Glycerol for use in the manufacture of cosmetic and beauty preparations; Lipids used in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Pigment dispersant for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Plant and herb extracts for use in the
manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Plant extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Proteins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Silicones for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wetting agents for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**For** Online wholesale store services featuring ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wholesale store services featuring ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wholesale ordering services in the field of ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wholesale distributorships featuring ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** PRESPERSE CORPORATION **Address** PRESPERSE CORPORATION 19 Schoolhouse Road Somerset NEW JERSEY 08873 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 9102/005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** FRENCH, CURTIS W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97403546</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a three dimensional cube design comprised of circles.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely delivery agents in the nature of phospholipids, liposomes, microcapsules, and hydrogels; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely acrylic polymer powders; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely pigment dispersants; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely conditioners and moisturizing agent namely modified polymers, aqueous polymers, and surfactants; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely film formers in the nature of polyvinyl alcohol soluble films for use in the manufacture of delivery agents for cosmetics and beauty preparations; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely, surfactants for use in the manufacture of beauty cleansers; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations, namely emulsifiers; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely chemical thickeners; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely rheology modifiers; Ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations namely, inorganic UV filters in the nature of titanium dioxide and stearic acid; Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Aqueous aromatic additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Botanical extracts for use in making cosmetics and beauty preparations; Collagen used as a raw ingredient in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Emollient used as an ingredient in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Fermented rice bran for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Functionalized silicones for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Glutamic acid as raw materials for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Glycerin for use in the manufacture of cosmetic and beauty preparations; Glycerol for use in the
manufacture of cosmetic and beauty preparations; Lipids used in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Pigment dispersant for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Plant and herb extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Plant extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Proteins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Silicones for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wetting agents for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

For  Online wholesale store services featuring ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wholesale store services featuring ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wholesale ordering services in the field of ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations; Wholesale distributorships featuring ingredients for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and beauty preparations

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PRESPERSE CORPORATION  **Address**  PRESPERSE CORPORATION  19 Schoolhouse Road  Somerset  NEW JERSEY  08873  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  9102/006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403599 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "T" and "C" formed by overlaying and underlapping each other. The top curve of the letter "C" is overlapping the letter "T" right beneath the vertical bar. The bottom part of the letter "C" is laying underneath of the letter "T", horizontal towards the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deanne Topping Address Deanne Topping P.O. Box 661 Seymour TENNESSEE 37865 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Dewayne Topping Address Dewayne Topping P.O. Box 661 Seymour TENNESSEE 37865 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 85221

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
Townview Beauty Salon & Barbershop
WHERE AMBIANCE MEETS BEAUTY
BIMINI, BAHAMAS
OCEAN VIEW
242-347-2VIW

Mark Consists of the wording "BEAUTY SALON & BARBERSHOP" next to a silhouette face of a man and woman integrated with ocean waves. The wording "OCEAN VIEW" appears over the silhouette and above the wording "WHERE AMBIANCE MEETS BEAUTY". To the right are the letters "O" and "V" stylized such that the letter "O" is partially interlocked with the letter "V". The wording "BIMINI, BAHAMAS" appears above the "O V" and the numbers "242-347-2VIW" appears below it. There are abstract shapes behind the "O V" portion of the mark. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

For: Barbershops; Beauty salon services

US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

Owner: Cherese Bowe, a citizen of United States

Address: Cherese Bowe

14565 Northlake Blvd
West Palm Beach, Florida 33412

State or Country Where Organized: Florida

Legal Entity: Sole Proprietorship

Examining Attorney: Janson, Andrew Kyle
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STEWART C3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403655 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3232432, 6702331, 1871543 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of an online real estate tool, namely, online non-downloadable software that enables users to calculate rates, provide real estate transaction cost estimates, and to access general real estate closing documents
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stewart Title Guaranty Company Address Stewart Title Guaranty Company Suite 100, MC #14-1 1360 Post Oak Boulevard Houston TEXAS 77056 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 019723.___
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STREAMCATCHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97403676</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video-on-demand transmission services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>38 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 104</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Streamcatcher.io</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Streamcatcher.io</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Worthington Access Dr. Maryland Hts MISSOURI 63043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Ekin WRESTLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403811  Application Filing Date May 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "WRESTLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services in the nature of conducting tutorial sessions, classes, seminars, conferences and workshops in the fields of health and sports nutrition
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Consulting services in the fields of health and sports nutrition; providing information in the fields of health and sports nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ekin Solutions, Inc. Address Ekin Solutions, Inc. Suite 3000 1300 NW 100th Street Clive IOWA 50265 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42385.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, SLOAN H
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97404044  Application Filing Date: May 10, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

Goods and Services Information

For Component parts of trucks incorporating a crane and bucket, namely, buckets, bucket covers, bucket liners, bucket doors, bucket steps, tool trays, scabbards and guards, all specially adapted for trucks incorporating a crane and bucket.


For Mobile elevating work platforms; Aerial man lift and truck crane component parts, namely, buckets, bucket covers, bucket liners, bucket doors, bucket steps, tool trays, scabbards and guards, all specially adapted for lift machines and truck cranes.


Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Composites Syndicate LLC  Address: Composites Syndicate LLC  8301 Clinton Park Drive  Fort Wayne  INDIANA  46825  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: INDIANA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 56490.06

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: DINALLO, KEVIN M

Mark Literal(s): PLASTIC COMPOSITES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOFLOW RADIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404234 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RADIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio broadcasting; Broadcast of radio programmes; Broadcasting programs via a global computer network; Communication via radio; Internet broadcasting services; Internet radio broadcasting services; Internet radio services, namely, transmission of audio material via the internet; Radio broadcasting; Radio broadcasting of information and other programs; Radio program broadcasting
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Nov. 19, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SOFLOW RADIO Address SOFLOW RADIO 526 Kingwood Dr #506 Kingwood TEXAS 77339
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAY SPAZIANO JAY SPAZIANO
REAL ESTATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404741 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of JAY SPAZIANO in stylized lettering with the wording JAY SPAZIANO REAL ESTATE in stylized capital letters underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "REAL ESTATE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jay Spaziano, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jay Spaziano Real Estate Address Jay Spaziano Real Estate 1091 Eagle Rd Newtown PENNSYLVANIA 18940 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97404741
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97404798</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized words "Semi-Precious" stacked above the word "STONE" and the stylized word "XPRESSIONS" stacked under the word "STONE".
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- Disclaimer: "SEMI-PRECIOUS STONE"

**Goods and Services Information**

- For: Costume jewelry
- International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50
- International Class Title: Jewelry

**Basis Information**

- Currently ITU: Yes

**Owner Information**

- Owner Name: PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
- Address: PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 717 NW 2nd Street Hallandale FLORIDA 33009
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

**Examining Attorney**

- Examining Attorney: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OHD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97404828 Application Filing Date   May 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   downloadable computer software for operating respirator fit testing machines that test the effectiveness of respiration equipment

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For   providing online non-downloadable computer software for operating respirator fit testing machines that test the effectiveness of respiration equipment

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   OHD, LLLP Address   OHD, LLLP 2687 John Hawkins Parkway Hoover ALABAMA 35244 Legal Entity   limited liability limited partnership State or Country Where Organized   ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   TM22-081

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97404831</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** downloadable computer software for operating respirator fit testing machines that test the effectiveness of respiration equipment

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** providing online non-downloadable computer software for operating respirator fit testing machines that test the effectiveness of respiration equipment

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | OHD, LLLP |
| Address | OHD, LLLP 2687 John Hawkins Parkway Hoover ALABAMA 35244 |
| Legal Entity | limited liability limited partnership |
| State or Country Where Organized | ALABAMA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | TM22-0082 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | OAKES, ANNA JENNIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUR RITUAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97405028 | Application Filing Date | May 11, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For
Incense burners; Incense burning sets composed primarily of incense burners and also including match holders
International Classes
21 - Primary Classes
US Classes
2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title
Housewares and Glass
First Use
May 10, 2022
In Commerce
May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name
Merchant Wares LLC
Address
Merchant Wares LLC 1920 Hillhurst Ave #216 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA
Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized
CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney
OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAAYLEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405254 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "TAAYLEE" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical sound recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 14, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 14, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lee, Tayanna J DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Taaylee Address Lee, Tayanna J 3540 Toringdon Way Suite 200 #1059 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28277 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONOS VOICE CONTROL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405356 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "VOICE CONTROL"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1464215 Foreign Registration Date May 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County BENELUX Foreign Expiration Date May 10, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music, and audio files; audio speakers; wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; loudspeakers; mid-range audio speakers; bass speakers; subwoofers; surround sound audio speakers; sound bars; audio amplifiers; tweeters; digital media receivers; audio receivers; computer hardware; computer hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; computer hardware, namely, wireless network extenders; wireless computer peripherals; wireless digital media systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media system hardware and components thereof, namely, audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media network controllers, repeaters, and components thereof; computer hardware for use in extending wireless digital media systems and networks; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for use in connecting and operating wireless digital media systems, wireless digital media components, sound equipment and digital media networks; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for wireless digital content delivery and transmission; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; wireless devices for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; digital media distribution systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media,
media; digital media systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware, microphones and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media hubs; digital media receivers; home theater systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; surround sound systems; personal stereos; stereo systems comprised of audio speakers for residential use; stereo systems comprised of audio speakers for commercial use; computer peripherals; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software that enables internet users to develop individual playlists that create personalized audio feeds, designate favorite audio content, make recommendations, and share audio content; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software that enables internet users to search for audio content and data across multiple platforms; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for creating and sharing playlists and song lists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for reviewing and recommending songs, albums, playlists and song lists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for tracking and sharing favorite songs, albums, and artists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for searching databases featuring audio and multimedia files; digital media streaming devices for streaming audio; speaker microphones; voice-activated, voice-controlled, and touch-activated audio speakers; downloadable and recorded software for controlling devices using vocal commands and vocal recognition; downloadable and recorded software for converting speech to text; downloadable and recorded voice-enabled software applications for controlling devices; downloadable and recorded wireless communication software for voice, audio and data transmission; downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, audio, and multimedia content, music and multimedia services, and music libraries; downloadable and recorded computer software for connecting, operating, integrating, controlling, and managing networked consumer electronic devices, speakers, digital media and audio systems and their components; downloadable and recorded computer software for streaming, broadcasting, and transmitting music, podcasts, and radio programs; power cables; connection cables; audio component cables; audio component cable connectors; computer network interface devices; computer network cables; batteries and battery chargers; mounts and mounting brackets specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, loudspeakers, bass speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices; digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals; cases for audio speakers; cases for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals; protective cases for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals; holders specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals; stands specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Sonos, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Sonos, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>614 Chapala Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>T-4715 US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td>STANWOOD, STEPHEN D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97405375
Application Filing Date: May 11, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): BROWN HAT BAKERY

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "BAKERY"

Goods and Services Information
For Bakery goods, namely, Breads, cakes, candies, cheesecakes, chocolate confections, cookies, and pies for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on and or off the premises
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 46
International Class Title: Staple Foods

For Bakery services, namely, the manufacture of bakery products to order and/or specification of others
International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106
International Class Title: Material Treatment

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Brown Hat Bakery LLC
Address: Brown Hat Bakery LLC
1431 Garland Avenue
Gadsden
ALABAMA 35901
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: ALABAMA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 97405375

Examining Attorney
Examiner: PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONOS VOICE CONTROL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405379 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized phrase "SONOS VOICE CONTROL". To the left of the words is a speech bubble design formed by three concentric circles, the outer one of which has an irregular circumference and forms a point at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VOICE CONTROL"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1464216 Foreign Registration Date May 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County BENELUX Foreign Expiration Date May 10, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music, and audio files; audio speakers; wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; loudspeakers; mid-range audio speakers; bass speakers; subwoofers; surround sound audio speakers; sound bars; audio amplifiers; tweeters; digital media receivers; audio receivers; computer hardware; computer hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; computer hardware, namely, wireless network extenders; wireless computer peripherals; wireless digital media systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media system hardware and components thereof, namely, audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media network controllers, repeaters, and components thereof; computer hardware for use in extending wireless digital media systems and networks; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for use in connecting and operating wireless digital media systems, wireless digital media components, sound equipment and digital media networks; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for wireless digital content delivery and transmission; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; wireless devices for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded
software for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; digital media
distribution systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and
downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital
media; digital media systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware, microphones and audio-visual
control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and
streaming digital media; digital media hubs; digital media receivers; home theater systems comprised of audio-visual
hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for
transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; surround sound systems; personal
stereos; stereo systems comprised of audio speakers for residential use; stereo systems comprised of audio speakers for
commercial use; computer peripherals; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software that enables internet users
to develop individual playlists that create personalized audio feeds, designate favorite audio content, make recommendations,
and share audio content; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software that enables internet users to search for
audio content and data across multiple platforms; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for creating and
sharing playlists and song lists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for reviewing and recommending
songs, albums, artists, playlists and song lists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for tracking and
sharing favorite songs, albums, and artists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for searching
databases featuring audio and multimedia files; digital media streaming devices for streaming audio; speaker microphones;
voice-activated, voice-controlled, and touch-activated audio speakers; downloadable and recorded software for controlling
devices using vocal commands and vocal recognition; downloadable and recorded software for converting speech to text;
downloadable and recorded voice-enabled software applications for controlling devices; downloadable and recorded wireless
communication software for voice, audio and data transmission; downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing,
browsing and searching online databases, audio, and multimedia content, music and multimedia services, and music libraries;
downloadable and recorded computer software for connecting, operating, integrating, controlling, and managing networked
consumer electronic devices, speakers, digital media and audio systems and their components; downloadable and recorded
computer software for streaming, broadcasting, and transmitting music, podcasts, and radio programs; power cables;
connection cables; audio component cables; audio component cable connectors; computer network interface devices; computer
network cables; batteries and battery chargers; mounts and mounting brackets specially adapted for audio speaker equipment,
audio speakers, loudspeakers, bass speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices; digital media streaming devices,
computer hardware and computer peripherals; cases for audio speakers; cases for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers,
sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals;
protective cases for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media
streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals; holders specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio
speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer
peripherals; stands specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices,
digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

2666
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Sonos, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Sonos, Inc. 614 Chapala Street Santa Barbara CALIFORNIA 93101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>T-4812 US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
<td>STANWOOD, STEPHEN D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97405396  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a speech bubble design formed by three concentric circles, the outer one of which has an irregular circumference and forms a point at the bottom.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1464217  Foreign Registration Date  May 13, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County  BENELUX  Foreign Expiration Date  May 10, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable and recorded computer software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music, and audio files; audio speakers; wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; loudspeakers; mid-range audio speakers; bass speakers; subwoofers; surround sound audio speakers; sound bars; audio amplifiers; tweeters; digital media receivers; audio receivers; computer hardware; computer hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; computer hardware, namely, wireless network extenders; wireless computer peripherals; wireless digital media systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media system hardware and components thereof, namely, audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media network controllers, repeaters, and components thereof; computer hardware for use in extending wireless digital media systems and networks; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for use in connecting and operating wireless digital media systems, wireless digital media components, sound equipment and digital media networks; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for wireless digital content delivery and transmission; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; wireless devices for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files.
software for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; digital media
distribution systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and
downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital
media; digital media systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware, microphones and audio-visual
control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and
streaming digital media; digital media hubs; digital media receivers; home theater systems comprised of audio-visual
hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and downloadable and recorded software for
transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; surround sound systems; personal
stereos; stereo systems comprised of audio speakers for residential use; stereo systems comprised of audio speakers for
commercial use; computer peripherals; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software that enables internet users
to develop individual playlists that create personalized audio feeds, designate favorite audio content, make recommendations,
and share audio content; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software that enables internet users to search for
audio content and data across multiple platforms; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for creating and
sharing playlists and song lists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for reviewing and recommending
songs, albums, artists, playlists and song lists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for tracking and
sharing favorite songs, albums, and artists; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for searching
databases featuring audio and multimedia files; digital media streaming devices for streaming audio; speaker microphones;
voice-activated, voice-controlled, and touch-activated audio speakers; downloadable and recorded software for controlling
devices using vocal commands and vocal recognition; downloadable and recorded software for converting speech to text;
downloadable and recorded voice-enabled software applications for controlling devices; downloadable and recorded wireless
communication software for voice, audio and data transmission; downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing,
browsing and searching online databases, audio, and multimedia content, music and multimedia services, and music libraries;
downloadable and recorded computer software for connecting, operating, integrating, controlling, and managing networked
consumer electronic devices, speakers, digital media and audio systems and their components; downloadable and recorded
computer software for streaming, broadcasting, and transmitting music, podcasts, and radio programs; power cables;
connection cables; audio component cables; audio component cable connectors; computer network interface devices; computer
network cables; batteries and battery chargers; mounts and mounting brackets specially adapted for audio speaker equipment,
audio speakers, loudspeakers, bass speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices; digital media streaming devices,
computer hardware and computer peripherals; cases for audio speakers; cases for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers,
sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals;
protective cases for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media
streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals; holders specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio
speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices, digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer
peripherals; stands specially adapted for audio speaker equipment, audio speakers, sound bars, digital audio streaming devices,
digital media streaming devices, computer hardware and computer peripherals

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UECP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405749 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Collective Membership Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "UECP" in white on a black background in the bottom third of a square, with the top third of the square containing a design of an eye in white, and gray, with a black and blue inside, and a black pupil with a small white circle inside, with a partial circle over the right side of the eye in black and the rest of the square in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, black, gray and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5748538

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Indicating membership in association of eye care providers
International Classes 200 US Classes 200 - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Collective Membership Marks First Use Dec. 05, 1998 In Commerce Dec. 05, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name United Eye Care Providers, LLC Address United Eye Care Providers, LLC Suite 100 655 Deerfield Rd. Deerfield ILLINOIS 60015 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUNKYFLY BOUTIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405851 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BOUTIQUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing and hand crafted sunglasses, hats, earrings, and scarves
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 2021 In Commerce Sep. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FunkyFly Boutique LLC Address FunkyFly Boutique LLC 2024 Brannon Way Lithia Springs GEORGIA 30122
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555450650

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** L’AMERICAIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97405903</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant and bar services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use** Feb. 17, 2023  
**In Commerce** Feb. 27, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Full House Resorts, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Full House Resorts, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980 Festival Plaza Drive</td>
<td>Las Vegas Nevada   89135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESTAURANT L'AMERICAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97406065 Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the word "Restaurant" in the color blue appearing above the word "L'Americain" with the word "L'Americain" appearing in the color red with white and blue outlining. The white area outside of the letters is a background or transparent area and is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) red, white, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RESTAURANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Restaurant and bar services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Full House Resorts, Inc. Address   Full House Resorts, Inc. 1980 Festival Plaza Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89135 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406227 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of the sun above a design of a butterfly. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable graphic art reproductions; Downloadable art image files; downloadable art image files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable digital art images; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) relating to fashion, nature, scenery, interior design, portrait, people, animal, plants, architecture, sculpture, pattern, jewelry, drawing, costume sketch, cartoons, illustration, paper cutting, abstract art; Digital media, namely, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) featuring digital art images and digital collectibles in the nature of artwork, audio, and video recordings relating to fashion, nature, scenery, interior design, portrait, people, animal, plants, architecture, sculpture, pattern, jewelry, drawing, costume sketch, cartoons, illustration, paper cutting, abstract art; Downloadable image files containing digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing digital collectibles authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in the nature of artwork, audio, and video recordings relating to fashion, nature, scenery, interior design, portrait, people, animal, plants, architecture, sculpture, pattern, jewelry, drawing, costume sketch, cartoons, illustration, paper cutting, abstract art International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yanbo Huang Address Yanbo Huang 4 Warren Drive Syosset NEW YORK 11791 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRINITY HOUSE CAFÉ + MARKET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97406260
- **Application Filing Date**: May 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: "CAFÉ + MARKET"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Organizing and conducting art exhibitions and artist lectures; Educational services, namely, organizing and conducting lectures, workshops and conferences in the fields of art, literature, book signings, religion, faith, and Christian culture, values, and family
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jan. 25, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 25, 2020

- **For**: Retail store services featuring coffee, honey, food, beverages, gifts, stationery, greeting cards, jewelry, artwork, candles, sundries, books
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jan. 07, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2020

- **For**: Restaurant and coffee shop services
  - **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
  - **First Use**: Jan. 07, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Trinity House Community
- **Address**: Trinity House Community, 101 E. Market Street, Leesburg, VIRGINIA
- **Legal Entity**: charitable, non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 9011.197
- **Examining Attorney**: AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRINITY HOUSE COMMUNITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406262 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "COMMUNITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, organizing and conducting workshops, programs, seminars, courses, classes, conferences, seminars and lectures, in the fields of religion, faith, and Christian culture, values and family, and distribution of materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; providing online non-downloadable publications, namely, books, workbooks, guidebooks, e-newsletters, and videos, in the fields of religion, faith, and Christian culture, values and family; Online journals, namely, blogs in the fields of religion, faith, and Christian culture, values and family
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 03, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2015

For Association services, namely, promoting awareness of the importance of religion, Christian faith, culture, values and family

For Providing information in the field of religion relating to faith, Christian culture, values and family; providing a website featuring information in the field of religion relating to faith, Christian culture, values and family
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 04, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Trinity House Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Trinity House Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101 E. Market Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leesburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>VIRGINIA 20176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>charitable, non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 9011.197 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | AWRICH, ELLEN |

2678
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JANEPAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406274 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the brown stylized wording "JANEPAI" below a brown running-man design above with brown paint splatter trailing behind the man, all within a brown rectangular border. Inside the brown border is colored white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording JANEPAI has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for painting; Custom paintings; Framed paintings; Graphic art prints; Oil paintings; Paintings and their reproductions; Paintings in mixed media; Print engravings; Printed photographs that have been computer manipulated and enhanced to look like paintings; Water colours; Watercolor paintings; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jianzhi Culture Art Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jianzhi Culture Art Co., Ltd. Rm.401,Bldg.5, No.1,Tongfuyu Ind. Zone, Gankeng Community,Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518112 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHELAN, JAIME M
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97406286</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Business consulting services; business consulting and information services; business management consulting and advisory services; business marketing and development consulting services; business consulting services in the field of enterprise architecture, enterprise modelling, enterprise engineering, and enterprise management; business consulting services in the field of best practices for quality assurance, industry practices, and leading practices, and for driving performance, minimizing costs, and maximizing value; business consulting services in the field of personalized and customized apparel, print art, graphics, and ceramics; business consulting services in the field of personalized and customized apparel, print art, graphics, and ceramics consisting of consulting services for enterprise architecture, enterprise modelling, enterprise engineering, and enterprise management, by applying repeatable and reusable best practices for quality assurance, industry practices, and leading practices, and for driving performance, minimizing costs, and maximizing value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Breakout Commerce, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Breakout Commerce, Inc.</th>
<th>228 Park Ave S, Suite 21651</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>NEW YORK</th>
<th>100031502</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>DELAWARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>160444-118</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HERR, JENNA FRANCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRIPLICATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406318  Application Filing Date May 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "TRIPLICATE" in white with a stylized teardrop design consisting of separate geographic segments to the left of the wording, the respective segments of the design in the colors blue, black, pink and yellow, all on a black background. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black, pink, yellow and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services; business consulting and information services; business management consulting and advisory services; business marketing and development consulting services; business consulting services in the field of personalized and customized apparel, print art, graphics, and ceramics; business consulting services in the field of enterprise architecture, enterprise modelling, enterprise engineering, and enterprise management; business consulting services in the field of best practices for quality assurance, industry practices, and leading practices, and for driving performance, minimizing costs, and maximizing value; business consulting services in the field of personalized and customized apparel, print art, graphics, and ceramics consisting of consulting services for enterprise architecture, enterprise modelling, enterprise engineering, and enterprise management, by applying repeatable and reusable best practices for quality assurance, industry practices, and leading practices, and for driving performance, minimizing costs, and maximizing value
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Breakout Commerce, Inc.  Address Breakout Commerce, Inc. 228 Park Ave S, Suite 21651  New York NEW YORK 100031502  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 160444-119
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MASTERS OF REALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406911 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Section 1(b)) Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by musical artists; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by musical artists; Entertainment services, namely, organizing, arranging and conducting social entertainment events; fan club services; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable audio recordings, videos, and multimedia entertainment content in the fields of music and musical entertainment; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded digital music via a global communications network; providing a website featuring entertainment information about musical artists, entertainers, and performing artists, including information about performances, records, appearances and biographical information online via a global computer network; entertainment information; online electronic newsletters delivered by e-mail in the fields of music and entertainment
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For (Based on Section 1(a)) Musical sound recordings; downloadable musical sound recordings; audio recordings featuring music and musical entertainment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For (Based on Section 1(b)) Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, jackets, coats, scarves, bandanas, loungewear, socks, sweatbands, wristbands; headwear; footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SB THE SUGAR BROWN LINE
ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL ALWAYS BOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407214 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a square containing the stylized words "THE SUGAR BROWN LINE" circling the stylized letters "BS", all above the wording "ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL ALWAYS BOLD". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUGAR" AND "LINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-aging creams; Body butter; Body lotion; Hair conditioners; Hair shampoo; Lip balm; Natural soap bars; Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, conditioners; Non-medicated skin serums; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Organic soap bars; Shaving creams; Skin creams International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For On-line retail store services featuring skincare preparations; Retail store services featuring skincare preparations International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nadine Pelote Address Nadine Pelote 2234 North Federal Hwy # 7064 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97407217  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The English translation of "L'IVOIRE" in the mark is "The Ivory".

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Wine  
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 47, 49  
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Tusk Estates, LLC  
- **Address**: Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP, One Indiana Square, Suite 3500, Indianapolis, INDIANA 46204  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: TEL21-00206

### Examining Attorney

- **Examiner**: UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUSK L'PLATINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407239 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "L'PLATINE" in the mark is "The Platinum".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tusk Estates, LLC Address Tusk Estates, LLC Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP One Indiana Square, Suite 3500 Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TEL21-00207

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUOKKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97407267 Application Filing Date  May 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0129549/1723312 International Registration Number  1723312

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for testing and monitoring the privacy, data security, data vulnerability and compliance of mobile applications and devices; downloadable software for analyzing privacy risks and security vulnerabilities for firmware analysis; computer hardware for testing and firmware analysis

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for conducting automated vulnerability and compliance testing for mobile devices and mobile applications; Providing a website featuring online non-downloadable cloud-based software that enables users to analyze privacy and security risks vulnerabilities in software security applications; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for testing and monitoring privacy and data security of mobile applications and mobile devices; consulting services in the field of design and development of mobile applications for mobile application developers; data security consultancy; design and development of electronic data security systems; computer security consulting services; internet security consultancy; providing online non-downloadable computer software platforms for monitoring data security and data privacy via a website; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable firmware for data analysis; providing a website featuring technology that enables users to analyze privacy risks and security vulnerabilities for firmware analysis

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LEGAL INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C HOSEN 1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407276 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "C HOSEN 1" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sports apparel, namely, sports shirts, sweat suits, sweat shirts, shower shoes, and hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Darnay Holmes Address Darnay Holmes 30262 Crown Valley Parkway #B -196 LAGUNA NIGUEL CALIFORNIA 92677 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97407276

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOONIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407687 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of technology by soliciting nominations for awards; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of technology by soliciting nominations for awards in the category of Decentralization; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of technology by soliciting nominations for awards in the category of Internet Heroes; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of technology by soliciting nominations for awards in the category of Gaming; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of technology by soliciting nominations for awards in the category of Internet; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of technology by soliciting nominations for awards in the category of Software Development; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards recognizing achievement in the field of technology Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards recognizing achievement in the field of technology for the category of Decentralization; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards recognizing achievement in the field of technology for the category of Internet Heroes; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards recognizing achievement in the field of technology for the category of Gaming; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards recognizing achievement in the field of technology for the category of Internet; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards recognizing achievement in the field of technology for the category of Software Development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 16, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2019

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for receiving nominations for awards; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in technology; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Decentralization; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for
tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Internet Heroes; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Gaming; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Internet; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Software Development; Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) services featuring software for receiving nominations for awards; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in technology; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Decentralization; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Internet Heroes; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Gaming; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tabulating votes regarding awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Internet; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing awards recognizing achievement in the technology category of Software Development

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jul. 16, 2019 **In Commerce** Jul. 16, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** ArtMap, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Hackernoon **Address** ArtMap, Inc. PO Box 2206 Edwards COLORADO 81632 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 5124-051138

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLOGGING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407697 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for automatically generating content; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for automatically generating blog posts; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for automatically posting auto-generated blog posts; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for capturing communications sent amongst users in a 3rd party software application; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for automatically generating content from captured communications sent amongst users in a 3rd party software application; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for automatically generating blog posts from captured communications sent amongst users in a 3rd party software application; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for automatically generating blog posts about an organization from captured communications sent amongst the organization's employees in a 3rd party software application; Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) services featuring software for automatically generating content; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automatically generating blog posts; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automatically posting auto-generated blog posts; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for capturing communications sent amongst users in a 3rd party software application; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automatically generating content from captured communications sent amongst users in a 3rd party software application; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automatically generating blog posts from captured communications sent amongst users in a 3rd party software application; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automatically generating blog posts about an organization from captured communications sent amongst the organization's employees in a 3rd party software application

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>ArtMap, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Hackernoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ArtMap, Inc. PO Box 2206 Edwards COLORADO 81632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>5124-050507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NFPF-TV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97407791 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable films; providing online entertainment information, namely, information about films

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Downloadable software for streaming films and audiovisual content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming films and audiovisual content to mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, and portable electronic devices; downloadable films and movies in the fields of comedy, drama, action, variety, adventure, sports, musicals, current events and entertainment news, documentary and animation provided via a video-on-demand service; downloadable mobile application for accessing and streaming films and audiovisual content

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Streaming of films and audiovisual content by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; broadcasting of motion picture films via the internet; video streaming of films via the internet; video-on-demand transmission services; video broadcasting services; audio and video broadcasting; video broadcasting and transmission services via the Internet

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

For  Providing a website featuring online non-downloadable software to enable users to view films; providing a website featuring online non-downloadable software allowing users to stream and to access films on demand; providing online non-downloadable software for streaming films and audiovisual content via the internet and global communications networks; providing online non-downloadable software for allowing for streaming films and audiovisual content to mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, and portable electronic devices
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   National Film Preservation Foundation Address   National Film Preservation Foundation  145 9th Street, Suite 260  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94103 Legal Entity   non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized   DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUMMIT TRAINING SOURCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408027 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words SUMMIT TRAINING SOURCE to the right of a box with stylized triangles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRAINING SOURCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed manuals, handbooks and workbooks in the fields of safety, health, security, environmental regulations, emissions, discharge, disposal, awareness and management, conservation, employee management and relations, and trade skills, especially for business, industrial and residential use

For Educational services, namely, providing online non-downloadable training courses in fields of safety, health, security, environmental regulations, emissions, discharge, disposal, awareness and management, conservation, employee management and relations, and trade skills, especially for business, industrial and residential use
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 07, 2014 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2014

For Prerecorded compact discs, DVDs and audiovisual tapes featuring information used for training in the fields of safety, health, security, environmental regulations, emissions, discharge, disposal, awareness and management, conservation, employee management and relations, and trade skills, especially for business, industrial and residential use, and downloadable guides, manuals, handbooks and workbooks sold in association therewith
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HSI USA HOLDING, INC.  
Address     HSI USA HOLDING, INC.  6136 FRISCO SQUARE BLVD. SUITE 285  
FRISCO  TEXAS  75034  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   131637563163

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PART TIME LOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408249 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail record store services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Opposite Holdings, Inc. Address Opposite Holdings, Inc. 631 9th Avenue San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OPPOS-001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EJR SMITH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97408250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Name Portrait Consent** | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ethan Smith Jr., whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Musical sound recordings |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Mar. 21, 2018 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 21, 2018 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Smith Jr., Ethan |
| **Address** | Smith Jr., Ethan 60 Concord Drive Tappan, NEW YORK 10983 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | SCHMITZ, AMY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAOLIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97408532</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;HAOLIAN&quot; in stylized format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;HAOLIAN&quot; in the mark is &quot;good practice&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Fitted fabric notebook covers; Gift boxes; Memo pads; Paper bags for packaging; Paper notebooks; Paper shopping bags; Printed daily planners; Spiral-bound notebooks; Adhesive note pads; Printed calendars |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Apr. 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 27, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Dongguan Haolian Paper Products Co., LTD |
| Address | Dongguan Haolian Paper Products Co., LTD Room 206, Building 1, No.48 Dongcheng Zhenxing Road,Dongcheng Street Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | DS0124 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OLSATOOLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97409099 Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5222536, 5828612

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hand tools, namely, magnetic hex bit in the nature hexagonal shaped drill bits for hand drills and drill bit sets for hand drills sold as a unit, socket sets; wrench and wrench set sold as a unit, pliers sets comprising a pliers and storage organizer sold as a unit, non-electric screwdrivers and screwdriver organizer sold as a unit; all of the foregoing sold with cases specially adapted to store the tools sold in that unit


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   1760631 Alberta Ltd. Address   1760631 Alberta Ltd. 3-1807 2nd Street Nisku, AB CANADA T9E0W8 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EULIN, INGRID C
**Mark Literal(s)** OLSATOOLS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97409102
- **Application Filing Date**: May 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "OLSATOOLS" with the "OLSA" portion in bold font and the first "O" containing a hex form resembling a screw. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5222536, 5828612

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hand tools, namely, magnetic hex bit in the nature hexagonal shaped drill bits for hand drills and drill bit sets for hand drills sold as a unit, socket sets; wrench and wrench set sold as a unit, pliers sets comprising a pliers and storage organizer sold as a unit, non-electric screwdrivers and screwdriver organizer sold as a unit; all of the foregoing sold with cases specially adapted to store the tools sold in that unit
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 07, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: 1760631 Alberta Ltd.
- **Address**: 1760631 Alberta Ltd. 3-1807 2nd Street Nisku, AB CANADA T9E0W8
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97409636 Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HOMES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power, solar collectors and photovoltaic modules; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar collectors; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar energy systems
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CENTRAL HOMES LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA CENTRAL HOMES ROOFING AND SOLAR
Address  CENTRAL HOMES LLC 1920 BOOTHE CR. Longwood FLORIDA 32750 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEY INNOVATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409640 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KEY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For key cutting machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For keyless entry systems and keyless ignition systems for automobile vehicles comprised of a microprocessor, electronic signal receiver, and keyfob with electronic signal transponder; electronic devices for programming transponder keys; garage door remotes, namely, remote controls for garage doors, parts and accessories for garage doors in the nature of electronic locks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For parts and accessories for garage doors in the nature of metal locks, metal fittings, and metal hinges
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Automotive Keys Group Address Automotive Keys Group 633 Hickory Hill Dr Vernon Hills ILLINOIS 60061 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8907-0009.01
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409705 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preservative treated wood products, namely, pilings, poles for utilities and power lines, posts, railroad crossties, railroad timbers, utility pole components in the nature of crossarms and structural and architectural bridge members, structural timber supports

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Koppers Performance Chemicals, Inc. Address Koppers Performance Chemicals, Inc. 1016 Everee Inn Road Griffin GEORGIA 30224 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7112/307

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
Central Homes Roofing & Solar

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97409729  Application Filing Date: May 13, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: “HOMES ROOFING & SOLAR”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 103, 106  International Class Title: Construction and Repair
First Use: Feb. 16, 2022  In Commerce: Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: CENTRAL HOMES LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA CENTRAL HOMES ROOFING AND SOLAR
Address: CENTRAL HOMES LLC  1920 BOOTHE CR.  longwood  FLORIDA  32750  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERAGRAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409778 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields for the purpose of cell replacement for the treatment of diabetes; none of the foregoing related to orthopedics, orthopedic applications, bones, medical bone repair, prosthetics, skin grafts, biological tissue, and medical devices, instruments, and materials used for the repair of bones
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seraxis Inc Address Seraxis Inc 20400 Century Blvd, Suite 150 Germantown MARYLAND 20874
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105305-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97409832
- **Application Filing Date**: May 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "MANEKI-NEKO" in the mark is "beckoning cat".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Digital currency exchange services for transferable electronic cash equivalent units having a specified cash value, namely, cryptocurrency exchange services; Issuing pre-paid vouchers exchangeable for goods or services; Electronic transfer of digital currency, namely, electronic transfer of virtual currencies
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **For** Providing online virtual reality game services featuring crypto tokens for use in virtual worlds
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For** User authorization services using blockchain technology for cryptocurrency transfer transactions
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Based Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: Based Holdings, LLC P.O. Box 31493 George Town CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1206
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CAYMAN ISLANDS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3531.00001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE NEKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97409849 Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of "NEKO" in the mark is "CAT".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cryptocurrency hardware wallet
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Based Holdings, LLC Address  Based Holdings, LLC P.O. Box 31493 George Town  CAYMAN ISLANDS Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3531.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEKOMASK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97409852
- **Application Filing Date**: May 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "NEKO" in the mark is "cat".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer software for use as an electronic or digital wallet; downloadable mobile application software for use as an electronic or digital wallet
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For**: Providing on-line non-downloadable mobile application software for use as an electronic or digital wallet
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Based Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: P.O. Box 31493 George Town CAYMAN ISLANDS
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CAYMAN ISLANDS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 3531.00003
- **Examining Attorney**: AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEKOGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409857 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "NEKO" in the mark is "cat".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing exchange of digital currency, namely, cryptocurrency exchange services; Providing electronic digital currency trading services, namely, cryptocurrency trading services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Downloadable computer software for managing and validating cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain-based smart contracts
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software to enable the secure exchange of funds and information in electronic payment transactions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Based Holdings, LLC Address Based Holdings, LLC P.O. Box 31493 George Town CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3531.00004
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARUDAINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97410506</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 13, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Clothing, namely, dresses, shirts, skirts, pants |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Mar. 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 11, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | The Artisan Variety LLC |
| Address | The Artisan Variety LLC 575 6th Ave Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HARVEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410816 Application Filing Date May 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the text "HARVEST" in black above a red dragon with black scales, with green leaves in between two red Chinese Characters to the left of the dragon. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Claimed The color(s) black, red, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transiterate to "HO WEI" and this means "HARMONIOUS TASTE" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sauces; Dipping sauces; Sauce mixes; Seasoning mixes for soups

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 01, 1995 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HARVEST 2000 INTERNATIONAL, INC. Address HARVEST 2000 INTERNATIONAL, INC. 7530 JURUPA AVE #103 RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA 92504 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLSON, MACKENZIE M
TM 1890 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRIENDS CRAP BAGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410937 Application Filing Date May 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food waste bags of biodegradable plastic for household use; Food waste bags of paper for household use; Pet waste bags of paper; Plastic bags for disposing of pet waste; Plastic bags for pet waste disposal; Plastic bags in the shape of tubes for the disposal of pet-waste; Plastic bags in the shape of tubes for the storage and disposal of waste, including sanitary waste such as diapers and nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charlotte Arce Address Charlotte Arce 4229 Atlantic Ave. Schiller Park ILLINOIS 60176 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 515359-82

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HUNTER’S CHOICE WILD GAME PURVEYORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97411001  Application Filing Date  May 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "WILD GAME PURVEYORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Meat-based snack foods; Jerky; Meat jerky, namely, venison, elk, and buffalo; Preserved meats and sausages; Sausages; Summer sausages, none of the foregoing related to marinades
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Deli Direct, Inc.  Address  Deli Direct, Inc.  1420 Ensell Road  Lake Zurich  ILLINOIS  60047  Legal Entity  CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2021594
Examine ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PORT OF KENTUCKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411037 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KENTUCKY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Feb. 01, 2014 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Old Pogue Distillery, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Old Pogue Address The Old Pogue Distillery, LLC 716 West Second Street Maysville KENTUCKY 41056 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIYECCA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411246 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "KIYECCA" in black stylized font with a red heart over the letter "I". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "KIYECCA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Pillows; Beach chairs; Camping furniture; Chair mats in the nature of a pillow or seat liner; Chair pads; Hat hooks, not of metal; High density mobile filing and storage shelving; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Inflatable furniture; Interior window shades; Mattress cushions; Seat cushions; Table tops; Upholstered furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Xizhou E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Xizhou E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No.10, Room 565, Building 1,No.192 Gaojiao Rd.,Xianlin St., Yuhang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REFACTOR CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411387 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Venture capital advisory, financing, funding and management services; providing venture capital, working capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; incubation services, namely, providing financing to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Refactor Capital Management, LLC Address Refactor Capital Management, LLC 330 Primrose Road, Suite 201 Burlingame CALIFORNIA 94010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 337305-20000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ATHOS PRIVATE WEALTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Case Identifiers</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 97411606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong> Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong> Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong> 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong> &quot;PRIVATE WEALTH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Goods and Services Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Investment consultation; Investment management; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, wealth management services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong> 100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong> Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong> Apr. 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong> Apr. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Basis Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> ATHOS PRIVATE WEALTH LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong> ATHOS PRIVATE WEALTH LLC 4725 S Holladay Boulevard, Suite 130 Holladay UTAH 84117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong> DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Attorney/Correspondence Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 3901TM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> PARDAIS, LEAH R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**MARK LITERALs** THE BASE SUCCESS LIVES HERE CHICAGO

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
For providing career resources, namely, providing on-line employment information in the field of professional development, career days, career training, internships and job resources and listings, resume building, mock interviews

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: Jan. 2018

**In Commerce**: Jan. 2018

For apparel, namely, t-shirts, polo shirts, hoodies, knit hats, caps, shorts, pullovers, pants, jackets

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**First Use**: Jan. 2018

**In Commerce**: Jan. 2018

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The BASE, Inc.  
**Address**: The BASE, Inc. 150 Shirley Street Roxbury MASSACHUSETTS 02119

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 057792408T01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONTINUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411617  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate advisory services; real estate asset management services; real estate services relating to the administration of real investment; real estate brokerage services; real estate property management services, namely, property management for condominium associations, homeowner associations, apartment buildings
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Construction services, namely, building construction services; construction supervision and development of real estate projects
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Continua Group Corp. Address Continua Group Corp. Calle 19 No 43 g 140 Ciudad del Rio Medellin COLOMBIA 050021 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 214463/3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNO UNITED NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411958 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "UNO" in large blue letters over the phrase "UNITED NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION," also in blue letters. To the left of the word "UNO" is a rectangle, with a border made of small black, yellow and green triangles. The top half of the rectangle has a purple background, and features a group of children in orange, blue, yellow and green clothes with beige skin and black hair. The bottom half of the rectangle has a blue background, with a yellow and black sun over three row houses shown in red with white windows and a black roof, in orange with gray windows and a red door, and in green with black windows and a black roof. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black, red, green, purple, yellow, orange, beige, white and gray are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, offering classes, seminars, and programs to instruct on community resources available for youths and adults
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name United Neighborhood Organization Address United Neighborhood Organization 1655 S. Blue Island Ave, 3rd Floor Chicago ILLINOIS 60608 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91511US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRIBECA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Coffee and coffee capsules, filled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Tribeca Coffee Company (International) (Proprietary) Limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 607.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> ORNDORFF, LINDA B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZEALANDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97412061
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wine; Alcoholic beverages, namely, wine blended with carbonated water; Wine-based drinks
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DRVIN, LLC
- **Address**: DRVIN, LLC
  651 N. BROAD STREET
  SUITE 201
  MIDDLETOWN
  DELAWARE
  19709
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AEIFIET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412245 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AEIFIET" in a gold stylized font beneath a gold design representing a person doing yoga, comprised of two gold wavy vertical lines with an upside down gold droplet between them above two gold curved horizontal lines. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording AeiFiet has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags specially adapted for yoga mats; Bathroom mats; Beach mats; Gymnastic mats; Judo mats; Meditation mats; Personal exercise mats; Personal sitting mats; Pet feeding mats; Prayer mats; Yoga mat carrying apparatus comprising a central winding core affixed to removable end caps; Yoga mats; Yoga towel clips for attachment to yoga mats; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Zhuoxin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Zhuoxin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 933, Block 2, Phase II, Minjie Jingu Int'l No.30, Fenjiang North Rd., Chancheng Dist. Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREEZE AND WHALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412332  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Derk, Olga  Address Derk, Olga  4553 Reseda Blvd.  Tarzana  CALIFORNIA  91356  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship RUSSIAN FEDERATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ODerk-01TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SCRYP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97412592  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financing services; Consumer lending services; Financing of purchases; Providing point-of-sale financing services to merchants and consumers in the field of consumer and durable goods; Financing services, namely, providing a consumer financing platform for retailers; Financing services, namely, processing financing applications, conducting risk analysis and providing approval or disapproval decisions at a point of sale; Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; Financing services in the nature of point-of-sale financing services provided via global communication networks, portable and wireless networks, and various platforms across multiple forms of media
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Scryp, LLC  Address  Scryp, LLC  2474 North University Avenue  Provo  UTAH  84604  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3898 TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SCRYP LEASING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97412597
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LEASING"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Advertising services; procurement of lease-purchasing and rent-to-own purchase contracts, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase and leasing of consumer and durable goods

### INTERNATIONAL CLASSES
- **Primary Classes**: 35
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Scryp, LLC
- **Address**: Scryp, LLC 2474 North University Avenue Provo UTAH 84604
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3899 TM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ENAMEL SAFE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97412680</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;ENAMEL SAFE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5470895, 5470901 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Toothpaste; Non-medicated mouthwashes; Teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations; Tooth whitening preparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Oral Health Innovations, LLC
Address | Oral Health Innovations, LLC 436 N. Roxbury Drive, Suite 202 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | TENG, SIMON
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
E.N.D. STEVIA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97412729
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “STEVIA”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Natural sweetener comprised substantially of stevia
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Ecologica Natu Diet, LLC
- **Address**: Ecologica Natu Diet, LLC 7925 SW 97th Street Miami FLORIDA 33156
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: E.N.D.Stevia
- **Examining Attorney**: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHENWRITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412922 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing and promotion services for independent authors; Online retail book store services featuring downloadable books
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 20, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ShenWrite LLC Address ShenWrite LLC 9511 Angola Court #318 Indianapolis INDIANA 46268
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEAFLOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412971 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROTEIN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; PROTEIN BASED NUTRITIONAL ADDITIVES FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD PRODUCTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND BEVERAGES; PROTEIN FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; PLANT PROTEIN USED AS AN ADDITIVE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DUPONT NUTRITION BIOSCIENCES APS Address DUPONT NUTRITION BIOSCIENCES APS Langebrogade 1 Copenhagen DENMARK DK-1411 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized DENMARK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAYLESS-DAVIS, MARIAH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BASEBALL DATA COMBINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413074 Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "BASEBALL DATA COMBINE" in a rectangle between designs comprising outlines of the upper portions of a pitcher and a hitter, all within an outline of home plate. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BASEBALL DATA COMBINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting of sports events; Providing sports information via a website
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Precision Performance Center LLC Address  Precision Performance Center LLC  4 Maple Road Winchester MASSACHUSETTS  01890 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  188RGN-T0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOININ HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413287  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downlighters; Downlights; Floodlights; Diving lights; Incandescent lamps; Lamp shades; Lamps for festive decoration; Lanterns for lighting; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; LED safety lamps; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; String lights for festive decoration
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Mar. 12, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANGZHOU JOININ LIGHT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address HANGZHOU JOININ LIGHT TECHNOLOGY CO., LT D. ROOM 3005, 3/F, BUILDING A, 482 QIANMO ROADXIXING SUBDISTRICT, BINJIANG DIST. HANGZHOU, ZHEJIANG CHINA 310051 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAMAYKIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413461 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TAMAYKIM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Cups; Dinnerware; Plates; Pots; Basins in the nature of bowls; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Baskets for household purposes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Egg cups; Flower pots; Household utensils, namely, graters; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Household utensils, namely, skimmers; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Jugs; Kitchen containers; Kitchen ladles; Kitchen sponges; Kitchen utensil crocks; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Mangers for animals; Pet bowls; Porcelain flower pots; Porcelain mugs; Sugar bowls; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cookie jars; Cream jugs; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Dishers; Earthenware jars; Funnels for kitchen use; Glass jars; Graters for kitchen use; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Insulating jars; Mortars for kitchen use; Non-electric kettles; Ornaments of porcelain; Pestles for kitchen use; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Serving scoops; Spatulas for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 25, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chaoren Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chaoren Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2A1803, Xiangtiwan Garden Jinhai Road, Xixiang Street, Baoan Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518102 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**Reason for Publication**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYCSZSC

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413628</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For**  
Golf course rakes; Hand-operated agricultural implements, namely, broadforks; Hand-operated ski files; Hand tool, namely, rigid and rod hand benders for use on pipes and conduits; Hand tools, namely, engravers; Hand tools, namely, expanders; Hand tools, namely, lawn aerators; Hand tools, namely, mauls; Hand tools, namely, sod lifters; Mountaineering ice hammers; Table cutlery; Tool holders

**International Classes**  
8 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
23, 28, 44

**International Class Title**  
Hand Tools

**First Use In Commerce**  
Apr. 30, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**  
Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**  
Wu, Xuehua

**Address**  
Wu, Xuehua  
Room 204, Unit 1, Building 3, District 2  
Taoyuanju, Qianjin 2nd Road, Baoan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong  
CHINA  
518000

**Legal Entity**  
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**  
CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**  
FH

**Examining Attorney**  
SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YAMÉ !

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413753</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date**  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;YAMÉ&quot; in the mark is &quot;enough&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>656343</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 20, 2014</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>SWITZERLAND</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 17, 2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Printing products, namely, paper, cardboard, stationery; printed publications in the nature of magazines, brochures and books in the field of musical, theatrical and dramatic shows; printed event programs for shows; printed photographs; printed posters; paper bags and paper bags for packaging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Entertainment services, namely, live musical, theatrical, and dramatic performances; entertainment services in the nature of the design, creation, production and presentation of live shows and of musical, theatrical, and dramatic performances; entertainment services in the nature of the design, creation, production and distribution of podcasts, radio programs, television programs and motion pictures for entertainment; organizing sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing exhibitions for cultural and sporting purposes, and organizing cultural shows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Magnetic recording media, namely, prerecorded sound recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and high definition digital discs for storage and reproduction of audiovisual content in the fields of music and live performances, all featuring musical, theatrical and dramatic shows; downloadable entertainment and educational software featuring computer games; downloadable computer game software; downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, magazines, newsletters in the field of musical, theatrical and dramatic shows; ringtones downloadable via the Internet and wireless devices; spectacles, sunglasses, cases for spectacles and sunglasses
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anne Reiser  Address  Anne Reiser  Rue des Vieux-Grenadiers 3  Genève  SWITZERLAND  1205  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  141709-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413772 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5895368

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toothpaste
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 2018 In Commerce Jun. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oral Health Innovations, LLC Address Oral Health Innovations, LLC 436 N. Roxbury Drive, Suite 202 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CROFTON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4657078, 4818393, 5228336 and others |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Kitchen towels; textile table linen; table napkins of textile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>24 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ALDI Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ALDI Inc. 1200 N. Kirk Road Batavia ILLINOIS 60510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 22263.080 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | OH, WON TEAK |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DIAPER GENIE EASY ROLL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97413985 |
| Application Filing Date | May 17, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DIAPER" AND "ROLL" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | A0123327/1671789 International Registration Number | 1671789 |
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2775710, 1827510, 3442830 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Diaper pail re-fill bags in the nature of plastic bags for disposal of diapers, sold separately and in cartridge form |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ANGELCARE USA, LLC |
| Address | ANGELCARE USA, LLC 2915 Ogletown Road Newark DELAWARE 19713 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4199.0039 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | BERNS, LEE ANNE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PERCHERON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414009 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tires for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TRANSAMERICA TIRE CO., LTD Address  TRANSAMERICA TIRE CO., LTD 3181 POPLAR AVE., SUITE#218 MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38111 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  30-121-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GOT GERMS?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414137  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "GERMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sanitary products, namely, sneeze guards
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Y.Owe, LLC  Address  Y.Owe, LLC  1303 Waymar Way SW  Marietta  GEORGIA  30008  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUSI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97414168
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "SOUSI" in the mark is "eyebrow".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Artificial Christmas garlands; Artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Artificial wreaths; Pre-lit artificial Christmas wreaths; Wreaths of artificial flowers
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tan, Shulan
- **Address**: Tan, Shulan 201 Unit 2, Building 57 District 6, Taxiazhou, Jiangdong St. Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BL2205TP-006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LARKEY, MICHAEL M
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97414257
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PRINCETON"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Recycling of lithium-ion batteries
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Princeton NuEnergy
- **Address**: Princeton NuEnergy 1200 Florence Columbus Rd. Bordentown NEW JERSEY 08505
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRECISION-T

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414277</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing medical information on conditions treated by cell therapy products to health care providers and their patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Providing information on clinical studies; providing information on clinical studies via a website; providing information on clinical studies for cell therapy products to health care providers and their patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Orca Biosystems, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Orca Biosystems, Inc. 3475 Edison Way, Suite B Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>516622.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FRENCH, CURTIS W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHIER LIVES THROUGH BETTER SLEEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414357 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For association services, namely, promoting the interests of health care practitioners in the field of sleep medicine
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 03, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Academy of Sleep Medicine Address American Academy of Sleep Medicine 2510 North Frontage Road Darien ILLINOIS 60561 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 74674-354639

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414476 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the overlapping stylized letters "GG" in green color. The white background is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic bottoms; Athletic footwear; Athletic footwear for Golf; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shoes; Athletic shorts; Athletic skirts; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tights; Athletic tops; Athletic tops and bottoms for Golf; Athletic uniforms; Golf caps; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shorts; Golf trousers
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GRUN GOLF LLC Address  GRUN GOLF LLC  196 MONTGOMERY ST. NE  MARIETTA GEORGIA  30060 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97414582
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5866361

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Nitrous oxide for industrial use
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Jan. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gourmet Innovations West, Inc.
- **Address**: Gourmet Innovations West, Inc. Suite 601
- **FLORIDA 1550 NW 18th St. Pompano Beach FLORIDA 33069**
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414595 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark TypeTrademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 04, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dr. Appleseed LLC Address Dr. Appleseed LLC 135 16th Street Pacific Grove CALIFORNIA 93950 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, JANET H
How

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK Literal(s) HOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414743 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Video game machines
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Dinner theaters; Educational services, namely, conducting informal on-line programs in the fields of augmented reality, news, and history, and printable materials distributed therewith; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of augmented reality, news, and history; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; Production of sound recordings; Providing online augmented reality games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable mobile applications for providing augmented reality environments, news information, and history information; Downloadable podcasts in the field of augmented reality and history; Downloadable ring tones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: SpaceCraft Inc.  
Address: SpaceCraft Inc. 8549 Wilshire Blvd, Ste 5052  Beverly Hills  CALIFORNIA 90211

Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  IBTM INCOME-BASED TIME MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414746  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "INCOME-BASED TIME MANAGEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management analysis; Business management consultancy and advisory services; Business management consultation in the field of entrepreneurship, private and publicly-held corporations; Business management consulting; Business management supervision; Business strategy development services; Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business consulting, management, planning and supervision; Management consulting and advisory services in the areas of corporate growth strategy, innovation and growth processes, organizational transformation, and talent management and development strategies; Business risk assessment services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Nov. 20, 2015  In Commerce  Mar. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BizGrowth Inc.  Address  BizGrowth Inc.  7210 Hunters Bluff Drive  Denver  NORTH CAROLINA 28037  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BIZ2001SM-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J

2756
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE LEMON WAGON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414834 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEMON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing protein; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing wheat grass, chlorophyl, chlorella, spirulina, moringa, dandelion greens, spinach, kale, collard greens, parsley, mint, peppermint, rosemary, oregano, basil, green tea, cilantro, broccoli, alfalfa grass, cabbage, asparagus, celery, barley grass; nutritional supplements in the form of powder; acai powder dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Retail outlets and online retail store services featuring smoothies, non-alcoholic beverages, drinking water, flavored water, fruit juices, vegetable juices, powdered nutritional supplement drink mix, powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing protein, powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing green food, nutritional supplements in the form of powder, and acai powder dietary supplements
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For T-shirts, caps being headwear, hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Bar services featuring smoothies, non-alcoholic beverages, drinking water, flavored water, fruit juices, vegetable juices; providing drink via a mobile truck
**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**For**  Smoothies; non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages, namely flavored carbonated beverages; drinking water; flavored water; fruit juices; vegetable juices

**International Classes**  32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  The Lemon Wagon LLC  **Address**  The Lemon Wagon LLC  35 Island Drive  Mabank  TEXAS  75156

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  18509.101

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNITED TRIBES OF AFRICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415410 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRIBES OF AFRICA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organization of social entertainment events; Organizing and hosting of events for cultural purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enebly, Jeffrey Address Enebly, Jeffrey 7442 Hillmont Drive Oakland CALIFORNIA 94605 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEARN-A-WORD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415575 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of a frog sitting between two clumps of grass below which appears a reflection of the frog. Located below the reflection of the frog is the wording "LEARN-A-WORD" appearing in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "LEARN A WORD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed children's books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephens, Gretchen Address Stephens, Gretchen 8007 Echo Drive Norwalk IOWA 50211 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DYYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415829 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "DYYE" with two writing brushes forming part of the letter "Y"s. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "DYE" Translation The wording "DYYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colorants; Distempers; Dyestuffs; Lacquers; Paints; Pigments; Primers; Varnishes; Whitewash; Aniline dyes; Anti-corrosive coatings; Anti-graffiti coatings; Anti-rust oils; Caramel for use as a food colorant; Carbonyl for use as a wood preservative; Ceramic paints; Coatings for wood as paints; Colorants for beverages; Colorants for the restoration of furniture in the form of markers; Dyes for making soap; Edible inks; Engraving ink; Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers; Fireproof paints; Fixatives in the nature of varnishes for protection of watercolour paintings; Food dyes; Glazes; Ink cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Ink for leather; Ink for photocopiers; Ink for printers; Lime wash; Metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; Metals in powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; Natural resins, raw; Oil paints; Printers' paste inks; Printing ink; Raw natural Canada balsam resins; Repositionable paint patches; Shoe dyes; Siccatives for colours; Staining agents, namely, synthetic dyes for use with paper for dyeing Easter eggs; Stains for leather; Thickeners for paints; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Undercoating for vehicle chassis; Watercolor paints; Wood floor finishes; Wood preservatives
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  HUANG, YUXIA  Address  HUANG, YUXIA  RM602, NO.10 BLDG, JINSHA HUAYUAN, SHAZUI ROAD, FUTIAN, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRYSTAL SHARK GAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415843 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shark design as a crystallized shape on the top, "CRYSTAL SHARK" wording in the middle, and "GAMES" word at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GAMES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Game controllers for computer games; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Electronic games for the teaching of children; Electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; Handheld game consoles; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Promotional game cards; Promotional game materials International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Game equipment rental; Games equipment rental; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Entertainment in the nature of a GPS-based treasure hunting game; Entertainment services, namely, conducting alternate reality games via the internet; Entertainment services, namely, providing games of chance via the Internet; Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online player versus player (PvP) video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer learning games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Production of video and computer game software; Providing a computer game for use network-wide by network users; Rental of game machines and apparatus; Rental of equipment for playing laser tag games; Rental of video games; Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network
For: On-line retail store services featuring downloadable games; On-line retail store services featuring game softwares; On-line retail store services featuring downloadable pre-recorded music and video; On-line retail store services featuring physical and virtual merchandise for use by members of an online community in connection with a designated website featuring fictional characters; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files; Online retail store services for downloadable digital music; Online retail store services for downloadable ring tones; Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, downloadable digital art images, music, video clips authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and game tokens for use in online virtual worlds; Subscription-based online retail store services in the field of downloadable video games and computer games

For: Gaming headsets for playing video games; Computer game discs; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable game software; Downloadable computer game instruction manuals; Downloadable computer game programmes; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable computer software, namely, game engine software for video game development and operation; Downloadable electronic game programs; Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable electronic game software for cellular telephones; Downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable player versus player (PvP) video game software; Downloadable real-time strategy (RTS) video game software; Downloadable video game programs; Downloadable video game software; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Headsets for playing video games; Recorded game software; Recorded computer virtual reality game software; Recorded player versus player (PvP) video game software; Recorded real-time strategy (RTS) video game software; Smartphone game software, downloadable; Video game discs; Virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games; Wireless communication device featuring voice, data and image transmission including voice, text and picture messaging, a video and still image camera, also functional to purchase music, games, video and software applications over the air for downloading to the device

For: Transmission of digital files; Audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; Mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of entertainment media content; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest
For Computer game development services; Computer programming of computer games; Computer programming of video games; Computer programming services for creating augmented reality videos and games; Consulting in the field of designing video games; Design and development of computer game software and virtual reality software; Designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; Designing and modifying computer programs and video games for others; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing online non-downloadable software for playing games; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for playing games; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable game software; Rental of computer game programs; Rental of computer game software; Video game development services; Video and computer game development services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  CRYSTAL SHARK GAMES CO

**Address**  CRYSTAL SHARK GAMES CO  312 W 2nd St Unit #A66

Casper  WYOMING  82601  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  WYOMING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SMITH, CAROLINE P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TERRAVIS MAGREZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97415879
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wireless Electric Vehicle Charger, namely, wireless charging stations for electric vehicles; vehicle charging stations for electric vehicles
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Worksport, Ltd.
- **Address**: Worksport, Ltd. 414-3120 Rutherford Road Vaughan, Ontario CANADA L4K0B1
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 261553511638
- **Examining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEYDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416299 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Mosaic art tiles made of marble; mosaics made of natural stone and stone tile; tiles of stone for wall, floor or ceiling; non-metal mosaic tiles for building; wall and floor art made of natural stone and stone tile; natural stone and stone tile
International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   New Ravenna, LLC Address   New Ravenna, LLC  3268 Broad Street Exmore   VIRGINIA  23350 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLOOMRADIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416312 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable software for leadership development by measuring and evaluating individual qualities to provide personalized suggestions for leadership development
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Consequential Flowers LLC Address Consequential Flowers LLC 522 Monticello Lane Plymouth Meeting PENNSYLVANIA 19462 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EVERHYDRATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97416318
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetics; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic kits comprised of cosmetics and cosmetic brushes; non-medicated toiletry preparations; non-medicated skincare and cosmetic body care preparations, namely, lotions, creams, gels, serums, balms, oils and powders; facial cleansers, toners and aromatherapy sprays comprised of essential oils; facial beauty masks and beauty masks; cosmetic facial packs; non-medicating exfoliating preparations for the face and body; rejuvenating and refreshing preparations, namely, beauty serums, non-medicating facial mists; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; essential oils; perfumery; scented linen waters; eau de cologne; scented body sprays; anti-perspirants; deodorants for personal use; non-medicating bath preparations and cosmetic preparations for shower; non-medicating soaps; hand cleansers, anti-aging cleanser, non-medicating cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes; lipsticks, lip glosses and lip balms; non-medicating lip care preparations; lip preparations, namely, lip gloss; eye care preparations, namely, eye shadow, eye cream, and eye gel; nail care preparations; hair care preparations; hair preparations for cleaning, coloring, curling and de tangling; shampoos and hair conditioners; hair lotions; mousses, gels, waxes and sprays; hair colorants, tints and dyes; shaving preparations; shaving creams, lotions and oils; after-shave creams and lotions; dentifrices; denture cleaning preparations; non-medicating mouthwashes; depilatory preparations; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail polish removers; false nails and eyelashes; sun-tanning preparations; self-tanning preparations; talcum powder; wipes impregnated with cosmetic preparations, creams and lotions

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  REN Limited  Address  REN Limited  Union House, 182-194 Union Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM SE10LH  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  GRN 7019605

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MACIOL, GENE V J
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416397  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the interwoven letters "P" and "F" with the "F" within the "P" in a thick lined font, with the wording "PF HOLDINGS" to the right of the interwoven "P" and "F".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, investment management provided to potential investors and investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022
For  Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, business administration provided to potential investors and investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ProFrac Holding Corp.  Address  ProFrac Holding Corp.  Suite 301  333 Shops Blvd.  Willow Park  TEXAS  76087  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PPROF.0501

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97416466</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;HOLDINGS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, investment management provided to potential investors and investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, business administration provided to potential investors and investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>ProFrac Holding Corp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ProFrac Holding Corp. Suite 301 333 Shops Blvd. Willow Park TEXAS 76087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | PPROF.0503 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examinee Attorney** | SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JR JOEARYS ROSA COLLECTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416477
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized letters "J" and "R" merged together and the words in a stylized font "JOEARYS ROSA COLLECTIONS" beneath.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "COLLECTIONS"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Joearys Rosa, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, dresses, bridal dresses, evening dresses, dress suits, men's dress suits, pants, sweatpants, Capri pants, shorts, skirts, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, denim clothing, namely, denim shirts and pants, underwear, lingerie, swim suits, footwear and shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rosa, Joearys
- **Address**: Rosa, Joearys 5036 Dr. Phillips Blvd. Unit 315 Orlando FLORIDA 32819
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 210706-1-TM
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PF PF HOLDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416488 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the interwoven letters "P" and "F" with the "F" within the "P" in a thick lined font, with the wording "PF HOLDINGS" to the right of the interwoven "P" and "F".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing financial information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022
For  Providing business information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022
For  Providing construction information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ProFrac Holding Corp. Address  ProFrac Holding Corp. Suite 301 333 Shops Blvd. Willow Park TEXAS 76087 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PPROF.0504

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PF PF HOLDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416520  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the interwoven letters "P" and "F" with the "F" within the "P" in a thick lined font, with the wording "PF HOLDINGS" to the right of the interwoven "P" and "F".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Oil and gas well treatment services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProFrac Holding Corp.
Address ProFrac Holding Corp. Suite 301 333 Shops Blvd. Willow Park
TEXAS 76087 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PPROF.0505

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PF PF HOLDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416544 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the interwoven letters "P" and "F" with the "F" within the "P" in a thick lined font, with the wording "PF HOLDINGS" beneath the interwoven "P" and "F".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022
For Providing business information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022
For Providing construction information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProFrac Holding Corp. Address ProFrac Holding Corp. Suite 301 333 Shops Blvd. Willow Park TEXAS 76087 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PPROF.0506
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STARGLOW MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416579 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figures; Costume masks; Plastic character toys; Play figures; Play sets for action figures; Plush dolls; Plush toys; Positionable toy figures; Positionable two dimensional toys for use in games; Pull toys; Stuffed dolls; Toy figures; Toy action figures; Toy action figures and accessories therefor; Toy animals; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy vehicles; Action figure toys; Bendable toys; Board games; Card games; Cases for toy structures; Cases for toy vehicles; Children's multiple activity toys; Collectable toy figures; Educational card games; Electric action toys; Electronic games for the teaching of children; Electronic learning toys; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; Hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; Hand-held electronic games adapted for use with television receivers only; Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; Hand-held, non-electronic skill games; Model toy vehicles; Modeled plastic toy figurines; Molded toy figures; Role playing games; Soft sculpture toys; Soft sculpture plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy stuffed animals; Trading card games

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events distributed to mobile handsets, which may include video, text, photos, illustrations or hypertext; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Entertainment in the nature of an ongoing special
variety, news, music or comedy show featuring children's educational and entertainment content broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events provided through broadcast, satellite, cable, streaming and Internet transmission; Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring photographic, video and prose presentations featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Entertainment services, namely, providing an online board game; Entertainment services, namely, providing an online computer game; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online multiplayer video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer learning games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing television programs and video shorts featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events delivered by broadcast, satellite, cable, streaming and Internet transmission; Entertainment, namely, a continuing action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events show broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Production and distribution of videos in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Production of television programs; Production of video and computer game software; Production of DVDs, videotapes and television
programs featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Providing an on-line computer game in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders; Providing information in the field of entertainment, featuring animation rendered by means of a global computer network; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events via a website; Providing on-line videos featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events, not downloadable; Providing on-line card games; Providing on-line computer games; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events.

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Digital materials, namely, downloadable audio recordings and downloadable video recordings featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Digital materials, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital discs featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Digital media, namely, downloadable audio recordings and downloadable video recordings featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Downloadable game software; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Downloadable multimedia file containing text relating to action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events;
Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Downloadable podcasts in the field of action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Downloadable video recordings featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Downloadable audio and video recordings featuring artwork, animation, children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable electronic game programs; Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable image files containing artwork, art, articles, commentary, pictures, and text in the fields of children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games, and Internet Web links relating to children's educational and entertainment content; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing text relating to children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to children's educational and entertainment content authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video game software; Downloadable video and computer game programs; Downloadable video recordings featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Pre-recorded digital video discs featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events; Preregistered digital video disks featuring action, adventure, animation, comedy, drama, fantasy, fiction, musicals, mystery, science fiction, children's educational and entertainment content and non-fiction documentaries, talk shows, news and current events

**International Classes**
9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes
 OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Starglow Media, Inc.  Address  Starglow Media, Inc.  1245 S Lucerne Blvd.  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA 90019

Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PF PF HOLDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416590 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the interwoven letters "P" and "F" with the "F" within the "P" in a thick lined font, with the wording "PF HOLDINGS" beneath the interwoven "P" and "F". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Oil and gas well treatment services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProFrac Holding Corp. Address ProFrac Holding Corp. Suite 301 333 Shops Blvd. Willow Park TEXAS 76087 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PPROF.0507

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PF HOLDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416649 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022
For Providing business information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022
For Providing construction information to investors and potential investors in oil and gas well treatment services providers
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProFrac Holding Corp. Address ProFrac Holding Corp. Suite 301 333 Shops Blvd. Willow Park TEXAS 76087 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PPROF.0508

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PF HOLDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LEMON WAGON BLACK LABEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97416861 **Application Filing Date** May 18, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing protein; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing wheat grass, chlorophyl, chlorella, spirulina, moringa, dandelion greens, spinach, kale, collard greens, parsley, mint, peppermint, rosemary, oregano, basil, green tea, cilantro, broccoli, alfalfa grass, cabbage, asparagus, celery, barley grass; nutritional supplements in the form of powder; acai powder dietary supplements

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**For** T-shirts, caps being headwear, hats

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Smoothies; non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages, namely flavored carbonated beverages; drinking water; flavored water; fruit juices; vegetable juices

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** The Lemon Wagon LLC **Address** The Lemon Wagon LLC 38 Island Drive Mabank TEXAS 75156

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 18509.112

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
LEMON NOIR

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “LEMON”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Smoothies; non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages, namely flavored carbonated beverages; drinking water; flavored water; fruit juices; vegetable juices

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Lemon Wagon LLC Address  The Lemon Wagon LLC 38 Island Drive Mabank TEXAS 75156
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  18509.113

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ETERNAL VOYAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416931
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Developing customized software in the field of funeral and post-funeral services for others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating online profiles and sharing documents and media content for use in funeral and post-funeral services; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for creating online profiles and sharing documents and media content for use by others for use in funeral and post-funeral services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Eternal Voyage, LLC
- **Address**: Eternal Voyage, LLC 5001 Bridget Drive Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27603
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HELPX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417072 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development; providing resources, namely, information and consulting in the field of software design and technology support in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORTRA, LLC Address FORTRA, LLC 11095 VIKING DRIVE SUITE 100 EDEN PRAIRIE MINNESOTA 55344 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BELL ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING FIRM LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417187 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BELL" and the stylized wording "ASSOCIATES" separated by a stylized drawing of the outline of a church bell which serves in the place of an ampersand, below the wording "ASSOCIATES" is the stylized wording "CONSULTING FIRM LLC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ASSOCIATES CONSULTING FIRM LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance brokerage; Insurance brokerage services; Financial planning for retirement; Financial retirement plan consulting services; Life insurance brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bell & Associates Consulting Firm, LLC Address Bell & Associates Consulting Firm, LLC 144 S. Thomas Street Suite 103-1 Tupelo MISSISSIPPI 38801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEARS, DAVID W.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GIGATON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97418129
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Drilling and pumping of oil; Drilling of gas wells; Installation, maintenance and repair of drilling and mining tools; Oil and gas drilling; Oil and gas well downhole coring services; Oil well casing, tubing, and drill pipe installation; Rental of drilling platforms; Rental of oil well drilling tools; Well drilling
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Solem, Sigurd
- **Address**: Solem, Sigurd Vilslevvej 68 Gredstedbro DENMARK 6771
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: NORWAY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COVISELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418168 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic reagents; Drug testing kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing body fluids; Specimen collection kits for use in virus testing consisting primarily of swabs for medical purposes; Pharmaceutical preparations for medical diagnostic purposes; Diagnostic kits consisting primarily of monoclonal antibodies, buffers, and reagents for use in disease testing; Nucleic acid sequences for medical and veterinary purposes; Medical diagnostic test strips for SARS-covid antigen; Diagnostic biomarkers for use in assessment of genomic analysis for medical use; Nutritional supplements in tablet form; Medicines for SARS-covid antigen in the form of tablets; Therapeutic drugs and agents for SARS-covid antigen; Pharmaceutical preparations for SARS-covid antigen

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical diagnostic apparatus for SARS-covid antigen; Testing apparatus for SARS-covid antigen for medical purposes; Apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; Capillary tubes for medical samples; medical apparatus for taking body fluid samples; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing for viruses; medical diagnostic apparatus for the detection of abnormal prion protein; In vitro diagnostic testing apparatus incorporating chemical reagents for medical use; Diagnostic testing apparatus for use in medical immunoassay procedures

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED Address MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED D PLOT NO 99-B, LOAVA IND CO-OP NANGARGAON, LONAVALA MAHARASHTRA INDIA PUNE-4104 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized INDIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  265478

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COVISWIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418175 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic test strips for SARS Covid Antigen; Medical diagnostic reagents; kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing body fluids; Specimen collection kits for use in virus testing consisting primarily of swabs for medical purposes; diagnostic reagents for medical use; Pharmaceutical preparations for diagnostic purposes; Diagnostic kits consisting primarily of monoclonal antibodies, buffers, and reagents for use in disease testing; Nucleic acid sequences for medical and veterinary purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical diagnostic apparatus for SARS Covid Antigen; Testing apparatus for medical purposes for SARS Covid Antigen; Apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; Capillary tubes for samples for medical use

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED Address MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED D PLOT NO 99-B, LOVAVALA IND CO-OP NANGARGAON, LONAVALA MAHARASHTRA INDIA PUNE-4104 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 265479

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PATHODETECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418182 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic reagents; Specimen collection kits for use in virus testing consisting primarily of swabs for medical purposes; Diagnostic kits consisting primarily of monoclonal antibodies, buffers, and reagents for use in disease testing; Nucleic acid sequences for medical and veterinary purposes; Medical diagnostic test strips for detection of viral, fungal, or bacterial infection; Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes for detecting genetic predispositions; Diagnostic biomarkers for use in assessment of genomic analysis for medical use; Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes for detecting mutation in prion genes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical diagnostic apparatus for RTPCR Testing; Testing apparatus for medical purposes for nucleic acid detection; Apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; Capillary tubes for samples for medical use; medical devices for taking body fluid samples; Analyzers for bacterial identification for medical purposes; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing for viruses; medical diagnostic apparatus for the detection of abnormal prion protein; In vitro diagnostic testing apparatus incorporating chemical reagents for medical use; Diagnostic testing apparatus for use in medical immunoassay procedures

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED Address MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITE D PLOT NO 99-B, LOVAVALA IND CO-OP NANGARGAON, LONAVALA MAHARASHTRA INDIA PUNE-4104 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized INDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUNNING DOGS BREWERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418598 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREWERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hard Cider
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Apr. 22, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2017
For Clothing, namely, hats, shirts, and sweatshirts
For Craft beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Apr. 22, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Running Dogs Brewery LLC Address Running Dogs Brewery LLC 100 Running Dogs Ln. SAINT HELENS OREGON 97051 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANSWERING AI BY 42MARU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418699 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AI"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 40-1819645 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 10, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 10, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable telecommunications software for artificial intelligence services featuring software for question answering, text analytics, searching data, conversational artificial intelligence based on artificial intelligence with natural language processing technology; Downloadable chatbot computer software featuring software for question answering, text analytics, searching data, conversational artificial intelligence based on artificial intelligence in the fields of artificial intelligence with natural language processing technology; Downloadable computer software for the analysis of data based on artificial intelligence; Downloadable computer software telecommunication platforms for based on artificial intelligence featuring software for question answering, text analytics, searching data, conversational artificial intelligence based on artificial intelligence in the fields of artificial intelligence with natural language processing technology; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones featuring software for question answering, text analytics, searching data, conversational artificial intelligence based on artificial intelligence in the fields of artificial intelligence with natural language processing technology
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Telecommunications software platforms being software-as-a-service (SAAS) based on artificial intelligence featuring software for question answering, text analytics, searching data, conversational artificial intelligence based on artificial intelligence in the fields of artificial intelligence with natural language processing technology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>42Maru Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>42Maru Inc. 310, Sinbanpo-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>6520-0026TM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97418721</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)** COLLIDER CRAFTWORKS

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to digital avatars and related digital game assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** COLLIDERCRAFT GAMES COMPANY INC.  
**Address** COLLIDERCRAFT GAMES COMPANY INC. 8 The Green, Suite # 11717 DOVER DELAWARE 19901

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney** WELLS, KELLEY L
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ALIAOER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dinnerware; Electric toothbrushes; Household containers for foods
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 28, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hainan Junjing Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hainan Junjing Trading Co., Ltd. Room 419, Bldg.11, Qiwasong, Country Garden, Linwang North Rd, Haitang District, Sanya, Hainan, CHINA 572000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOO YAI THAI THAI CUISINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418885 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES 
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MOO YAI THAI" above a bowl 
with a spoon's handle coming out on the left side with steam coming up from the bowl between the wording "MOO" and 
"YAI" with the words "THAI CUISINE" on the bowl. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. 
Disclaimer "THAI" AND "THAI CUISINE" Translation The English translation of Moo Yai in the mark is "pig" 
and "big" in Thai.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel, insulated bag, mugs, and gift cards
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and 
Business First Use Apr. 2019 In Commerce Apr. 2019
For Thai sweet chili sauce, Thai spicy green chili sauce, Thai blackened sweet soy sauce, Gluten free pad Thai Sauce, pork 
marinade, Chicken marinade
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services; Catering services; Personal chef services; Restaurants featuring home 
delivery; Mobile restaurant services; Advice concerning cooking recipes
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant 
services First Use Apr. 2019 In Commerce Apr. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moo Yai Thai LLC Address Moo Yai Thai LLC 2 Broad Street Matawan NEW JERSEY 07747 Legal 
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555640999
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOO YAI THAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418909 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “THAI” Translation
The English translation of Moo and Yai in the mark is Pig and Big in Thai.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel, insulated bags, mugs, and gift cards
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Apr. 2019 In Commerce Apr. 2019
For Thai sweet chili sauce, Thai spicy green chili sauce, Thai blackened sweet soy sauce, Gluten free pad Thai Sauce, pork marinade, Chicken marinade
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services; Catering services; Personal chef services; Restaurants featuring home delivery; Mobile restaurant services; Advice concerning cooking recipes
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Apr. 2019 In Commerce Apr. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moo Yai Thai LLC Address Moo Yai Thai LLC 2 Broad Street Matawan NEW JERSEY 07747 Legal
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555639435

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) G HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418927 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of dark navy letters of "G", "H", "O", "P", and "E" with a red triangle in between the "G" and "H". The mark is on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark navy, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement AS TO G Hope

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fashion face masks being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks; Sanitary masks for dental use; Sanitary masks for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GNS USA Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Global Network Solutions Address GNS USA Inc. 8643 Phoenix Dr Manassas VIRGINIA 20110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419553</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DISABILITY" |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, courses, seminars, and training sessions, as well as developing curriculum for others, all in the fields of disability awareness, inclusion, intersectionality, and accessibility |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Catarina Rivera |
| Address | Catarina Rivera PMB 37529 9450 SW Gemini Dr Beaverton OREGON 97008 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J |

**Mark Literal(s)**

DISABILITY STIGMA SMASHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PSYCHOLOGICAL SURGERY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419908</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PSYCHOLOGICAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Hypnotherapy services for medical or psychological purposes; Mental health therapy services

- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: CHICAGO'S HIGH ACHIEVERS, P.C.
- **Address**: CHICAGO'S HIGH ACHIEVERS, P.C. 12524 S STEWART AVE Chicago ILLINOIS 60628
- **Legal Entity**: professional corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLYLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420302 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Flyles has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Deodorants for refrigerators; Disposable sanitizing wipes; Ear candles for therapeutic purposes; Health food supplements; Hemorrhoid preparations; Hemorrhoidal ointments; Medical preparations for slimming purposes; Plant and herb extracts sold as components of medicated cosmetics; Surgical bandages; Sweat enhancing body creams used to lose water weight; Medicated foot bath preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 03, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yao Address Liu, Yao No. 8, Majiaping Group, Longfeng Village, Longfeng Town Enshi City, Hubei CHINA 445003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0548

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LICENSEGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420489 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, detection of potential copyright infringement in the nature of electronic detection of plagiarized content, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking use of copyrighted works over computer networks, intranets and the internet
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dreamstime, LLC Address Dreamstime, LLC 1616 Westgate Circle Brentwood TENNESSEE 37027
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CINEMANIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420506 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting live events in the nature of charitable galas; Charitable fundraising services, namely, arranging, conducting, and producing live, virtual, online and in-person fundraising events for social, entertainment and educational purposes, namely, parties, and galas
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Educational and entertainment services, namely organizing and conducting film festivals; Entertainment services, namely, organizing motion picture film festivals; providing information about motion picture film festivals; Entertainment and educational event services, namely, arranging, conducting, and producing live, virtual, online and in-person special events for social, entertainment and educational purposes, namely, parties, and galas
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heartland Film, Inc. Address Heartland Film, Inc. 333 N. Alabama, Suite 350 Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90005-2598-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OMOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97420644 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "OMOTO". The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word "OMOTO" in the mark is "SHORT PERSON".
- **Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Artificial fishing lures; Artificial fishing worms; Fish bite alarm and strike indicator; Fishing buoys; Fishing fly boxes; Fishing hooks; Fishing lines; Fishing lure boxes; Fishing lures; Fishing reels; Fishing rod blanks; Fishing rod handles; Fishing rod holders; Fishing rods; Fishing spinners; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle boxes; Fishing tackle containers; Flies for use in fishing; Ice fishing strike indicator
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: KUMASAMA PRODUCT CO., LTD.
- **Address**: KUMASAMA PRODUCT CO., LTD.  No. 260, Zhenfu Rd., Taiping Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 41156
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: CFT-022979
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TROOH AF

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97420816 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Bakery goods, namely, muffins, cookies, processed whole grain snack bars, seed-based snack bars, crackers, and breads, all with antioxidant rich ingredients; Chocolate confections, namely, chocolate bars, chocolate barks containing fruit, nuts, seeds, grains and coconut; Chocolate confections, namely, chocolate covered fruits, nuts and oats, all with antioxidant rich ingredients; Breakfast cereals; Packaged breakfast meals consisting primarily of cereal, namely, processed oats and grains, and also containing antioxidant rich ingredients, namely, plant-based milk substitutes, cacao powder, dried fruits, processed nuts, nut butters, and processed seeds; Ready-to-eat cereals

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Meadow Bridge LLC Address Meadow Bridge LLC #6A 522 West End Ave. New York NEW YORK 10024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 1704

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRONX SOCRATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421000 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a web site featuring information about higher education and academia as it relates to the study of philosophy and the life of a professor who teaches philosophy; Providing a web site featuring information about the impact of education and academia; Providing a web site featuring information about the impact of professor who teaches philosophy has on students, colleagues, university, community, culture, and society; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of documentaries, film, photography, academia, philosophy, community, society, culture; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of documentaries, film, photography, academia, philosophy, community, society, culture via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, video and prose presentations featuring documentaries, film, photography, academia, philosophy, community, society, culture via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing an online interactive database of photos and videos in the field of documentaries, film, photography, academia, philosophy, community, society, culture; Video production; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable photographs in the field of documentaries, film, photography, academia, philosophy, community, society, culture; Providing entertainment information in the fields of documentaries, film, photography, academia, philosophy, community, society, culture via a website
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Rocky Point Productions LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Rocky Point Productions LLC 116 Linden St Rockville Centre NEW YORK 11570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 10153-0001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SEARS, DAVID W. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FOREVER EXTERIORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421060  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “EXTERIORS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  General construction contracting; Installation of roof gutters; Installation of windows; Installing siding; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing repair; Roofing services
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Forever Exteriors LLC  Address  Forever Exteriors LLC  2520 Pearl Fowler Road  Cumming  GEORGIA  30041  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FORGOTTEN PEOPLE ORGANIZATION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421150</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PEOPLE ORGANIZATION" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Charitable fund raising services for community development and humanitarian programs; charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance to impoverished, disadvantaged and displaced people around the world to address hunger, malnutrition, poverty, homelessness, disease, natural disasters, war, violence and social injustice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2015</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Forgotten People Organization
Address | Forgotten People Organization 240 Cortland Avenue Lombard ILLINOIS 60148
Legal Entity | non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIBERTY FREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97421312  **Application Filing Date** May 20, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4249916, 4793635

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Hearing aids; assistive listening devices for the hearing impaired; hearing enhancement products, namely, electric hearing aids, electrical hearing aids, electronic hearing aids and electrically operated hearing aids; hearing muff in the nature of hearing aids for the amplification of sounds for the hearing impaired; analog hearing aids; digital hearing aids; programmable hearing aids; ear plugs for medical purposes; and ear plugs and earbuds in the nature of hearing aids with sound isolating inserts for medical purposes; biometric sensors for medical use  **International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 26, 39, 44  **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Team IP Holdings, LLC  **Address** Team IP Holdings, LLC 14301 FAA Blvd., Suite 105  Fort Worth  TEXAS 76155  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** TMIP182TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
MARK Literal(s) S W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421424 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue, green and black globe with an open white and black book positioned on top of the globe. On the left page of the open book is the black letter "S", and on the right page of the open book is the black letter "W". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing and promotion services for independent authors; Online retail book store services featuring downloadable books International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 20, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ShenWrite LLC Address ShenWrite LLC 9511 Angola Court #318 Indianapolis INDIANA 46268 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAMILY FIRST DIRECT PRIMARY CARE, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421464 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DIRECT PRIMARY CARE, LLC”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Family First Direct Primary Care Address Family First Direct Primary Care 2247 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard Suite 20 6; West Palm Beach FLORIDA 33403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRANEVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421697</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized blue wording "Craneve". Above "Craneve" is an abstract house design consisting of a horizontal blue line with 4 rectangles representing a window, with the top left rectangle being blue, top right rectangle being yellow, bottom left rectangle being red, and bottom right rectangle being green, all below a gable roof consisting of three lines, yellow on top, green in the middle, and red on bottom, that bends in the middle and end at a blue stylized paint brush on the right side. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) red, yellow, green, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation | The wording Craneve has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Coatstands; Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; Jewelry organizer displays; Nylon rollers for furniture parts, namely, sliding mirror door roller, drawer rollers and door rollers; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Picture and photograph frames; Placards of wood or plastics; Plastic boxes for packaging consumer and retail items; Plastic casters; Plastic containers, namely, tubs for consumer products packaging; Plastic storage drums; Product display equipment, namely, turntables and display units used to turn a product for use in the field of sales and promotion; Toy boxes and chests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 02, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>May 02, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Xiamen Yuziyang Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Xiamen Yuziyang Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>One of Unit 502,Bldg.A,Yuntai Intl., No.102,Xiangyunyi Rd.,PFTZ. Xiamen, Fujian</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
<th>361000</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>limited company (ltd.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHAT ARE WE DOING?
MOTHERHOOD CONCIERGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421884 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTHERHOOD CONCIERGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, workshops, lectures, training, programs, and coaching in the field of personal and professional development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022
For T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maternity Motivation Publishing, LLC Address Maternity Motivation Publishing, LLC P.O. Box 1324 Hiram GEORGIA 30141 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-TM-0228

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ONEUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422013 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For empty water bottles for bicycles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For luggage; backpacks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For bicycle wheel hubs; bicycle stands; bicycle tires; inner tubes for bicycle tires; bicycle wheel rims; bicycle bells; bicycle chains; drivetrains for bicycles; bicycle handle bar stems; bicycle handle bars; bicycle seat posts; bicycle saddles; puncture repair kits for bicycle tires comprised primarily of adhesive rubber patches; bicycle pedals; bicycle pumps; axles for vehicles; bicycle water bottle cages; bicycle cranks; chain guards for bicycles; bicycle sprockets; bicycle gears; derailleurs for bicycles; chainwheels for bicycles; handlebar ends for bicycles; bicycle handlebar grips; structural parts of bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For athletic protective knee pads for cycling; athletic protective elbow pads for cycling; wrist guards for athletic use
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For bicycle lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For sports glasses; sports goggles; helmets for bicycles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For clothing for cyclists, namely, shirts, hats, jackets, and jerseys; t-shirts; hats; gloves for cyclists; footwear

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

For Hand tools for construction, repair and maintenance, namely, taps, hex wrenches and torx wrenches for bicycles

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  D3 Innovation Inc.  **Address**  D3 Innovation Inc.  7-39359 Queens Way  Squamish, BC  CANADA  V8B0T5  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  100278.010

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEETLES GEL POLISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEETLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422932 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal skin, namely, moleskin; Animal skins; Briefcases and attache cases; Carrying cases for documents; Clothing for pets; Compression cubes adapted for luggage; Courier bags; Covers for animals; Faux fur; Motorized suitcases; Mountaineering sticks; Parasols; Rawhide chews for dogs; Straps for holdalls; Walking sticks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GELAB COSMETICS LLC Address GELAB COSMETICS LLC 1384 POMPTON AVE CEDAR GROVE NEW JERSEY NEW JERSEY 07009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NEW JERSEY

Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEETLES GEL POLISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422933 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GEL POLISH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting virtual trade show exhibitions online in the field of Nail polish, Nail polish remover, Nail cosmetics and Cosmetics; On-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing Nail polish, Nail polish remover, Nail cosmetics and Cosmetics; On-line retail store services featuring Beauty products and cosmetics; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring Nail polish, Nail polish remover, Nail cosmetics and Cosmetics; On-line wholesale store services featuring Nail polish, Nail polish remover, Nail cosmetics and Cosmetics; Online advertising and marketing services in the field of Nail polish, Nail polish remover, Nail cosmetics and Cosmetics; Wholesale store services featuring cosmetics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 07, 2020 In Commerce May 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GELAB COSMETICS LLC Address GELAB COSMETICS LLC 1384 POMPTON AVE CEDAR GROVE NEW JERSEY 07009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
Serial Number: 97422941  Application Filing Date: May 22, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): BEETLES

Reason for Publication:
Published for Opposition

Goods and Services:
For: Artificial turf; Bath mats; Cloth wall coverings; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Gymnasium exercise mats; Gymnastic mats; Meditation mats; Non-textile wall coverings; Pet feeding mats; Prayer mats; Straw mats; Textile wallpaper; Wall coverings of plastic; Wall coverings of textile; Wallcoverings; Wallpaper; Wallpapers; Yoga mats
International Classes: 27 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
International Class Title: Floor Coverings

Mark Information:
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Examiner:
Examining Attorney: ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE

Owner Information:
Owner Name: GELAB COSMETICS LLC  Address: GELAB COSMETICS LLC  1384 POMPTON AVE CEDAR GROVE  NEW JERSEY  NEW JERSEY  07009  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country: NEW JERSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SANKUAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423034 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catering services; Coffee bars; Coffee-house and snack-bar services; Food preparation; Food preparation services featuring carry-out food and beverages; Mobile café services for providing food and drink; Restaurant and café services; Restaurants featuring home delivery; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANKUAY LLC Address SANKUAY LLC 1500 NW N. River Drive, Apt. 403 Miami FLORIDA 33125 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ADVENTURIDGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97423381 |
| Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 2743211, 4429458, 4960492 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For portable cooler bags namely, insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use and portable cooler kitchen containers

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

For traveling bag; carry-all bags; backpack; children's backpack; trekking backpack

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

For storm lamp

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For Pocket knife; household and kitchen utensils, namely, knives, forks, spoons being tableware

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ALDI Inc. **Address** ALDI Inc. 1200 N. Kirk Road Batavia ILLINOIS 60510 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 22263.212

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423403</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "STUDIO" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Bedspreads; Comforters; Coverlets; Quilts; Towels; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Blankets for outdoor use; Duvet covers; Mattress covers; Pet blankets; Pillow covers; Shower curtain liners; Table linen of textile; Window curtains; Unfitted fabric slipcovers for furniture |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Dec. 15, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 15, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Shanghai Weijin Textile Technology Co., Ltd |
| Address | Shanghai Weijin Textile Technology Co., Ltd |
| Room 726, No. 915 Zhenbei Road, Putuo District | Shanghai |
| CHINA | 200062 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | TAYLOR, DAVID T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M.Y.S. FIRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97423740 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a globe comprised of five curved or wavy panels between the wordings "M.Y.S." and "Firm", all in Pantone 7463 C dark blue color. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) Pantone 7463 C dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "FIRM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5579758

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brand concept and brand development services for corporate clients; Brand evaluation services; Business management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects; Business project management services; Business development consulting services; Business management consulting; Business organisation consulting; Business organization consulting; Database management; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services; Professional business consulting
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022
For  Designing theme graphics and multimedia shows for conventions, product launches, trade shows, key note addresses and award ceremonies for others; Graphic design; Graphic design of advertising banners and signs; Graphic design of advertising brochures for others; Graphic design of advertising logos; Graphic design of advertising materials; Graphic design of logos; Graphic design of marketing materials; Graphic design of promotional materials; Graphic design services; Computer graphic design; Computer graphics design services; Computer project management services; Computer aided graphic design; Multidisciplinary graphic design services; Providing graphic and multimedia design services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Scientific and computer services  
First Use Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022  

BASIS INFORMATION  
Currently Use Yes  

OWNER INFORMATION  
Owner Name   MYS LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA M.Y.S. Firm  
Address   MYS LLC  9767 La Cienega Street Henderson NEVADA  89074  
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY  
Examining Attorney   CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  PAINTBRUSH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97423781
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three short curved lines above the word "PAINTBRUSH". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financing and venture capital investment services, namely, providing, facilitating, and arranging for financing, equity capital investment, seed grants, and debt investment for early stage businesses and entrepreneurs; strategic financial advisory services to emerging companies and entrepreneurs
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

- **For**: Business education services, namely, providing classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of business; providing workshops and courses of instruction in the field of business and business management for early stage businesses and entrepreneurs; education services, namely, mentoring in the field of business
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For**: Business management and consultation services; business incubator and accelerator services, namely, business management consulting and business strategic planning services; coordinating community support for under-represented early stage businesses and entrepreneurs, namely, promoting public and business community awareness of under-represented early stage businesses and entrepreneurs, providing business networking opportunities for early stage businesses and entrepreneurs; Innovation consulting services in the nature of business development services, namely, advising early stage businesses and entrepreneurs in the area of service development
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
For Innovation consulting services, namely, advising early stage businesses and entrepreneurs in the area of product development

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Paintbrush, Inc. **Address** Paintbrush, Inc. 2750 E. Cottonwood Pkwy., Ste 160 Cottonwood Heights UTAH 84121 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 61492-TM1002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAINTBRUSH LOAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423783 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “LOAN”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financing and venture capital investment services, namely, providing, facilitating, and arranging for financing, equity capital investment, seed grants, and debt investment for early stage businesses and entrepreneurs; strategic financial advisory services to emerging companies and entrepreneurs

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Business education services, namely, providing classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of business; providing workshops and courses of instruction in the field of business and business management for early stage businesses and entrepreneurs; education services, namely, mentoring in the field of business

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Business management and consultation services; business incubator and accelerator services, namely, business management consulting and business strategic planning services; coordinating community support for under-represented early stage businesses and entrepreneurs, namely, promoting public and business community awareness of under-represented early stage businesses and entrepreneurs, providing business networking opportunities for early stage businesses and entrepreneurs; Innovation consulting services in the nature of business development services, namely, advising early stage businesses and entrepreneurs in the area of service development

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For Innovation consulting services, namely, advising early stage businesses and entrepreneurs in the area of product development.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paintbrush, Inc. Address Paintbrush, Inc. 2750 E. Cottonwood Pkwy., Ste 160 Cottonwood Heights UTAH 84121 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 61492-TM1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUMMINGBIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423889  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business brokerage services and related consulting pertaining to procurement, buying, selling and tendering of advertising information and opportunities
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Providing an online marketplace whereby buyers of advertising services locate and receive quotations from multiple competitive sources and sellers of advertising services identify and bid on multiple new sales opportunities by means of a website and mobile application software; consultation services in the fields of media advertisement placement and advertising analysis
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Downloadable software and mobile applications for providing access to advertisement usage, data and consumer impression information, television ratings information, and billing and payment solutions for advertisements
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and web-based software application for providing advertisement usage, data and consumer impression information, television ratings information, and billing and payment solutions for advertisements
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc.  
Address: Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc. 10706 Beaver Dam Road Hunt Valley MARYLAND 21030  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KLUWE, CHERYL D
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423892</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Research and development and consultation related thereto in the field of packing, sorting, grading and sizing fruit and vegetables; Research and development of technology in the field of packing, sorting, grading and sizing fruit and vegetables; Technology advisory services related to packing, sorting, grading and sizing fruit and vegetables; Technology consultation and research in the field of packing, sorting, grading and sizing fruit and vegetables

**International Classes**
- 42 - Primary Classes
- 100, 101

**US Classes**
- 100, 101

**International Class Title**
- Scientific and computer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Dec. 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Dec. 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Sunkist Growers, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>27770 Entertainment Dr. Valencia CALIFORNIA 91355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>AREY, BRANDON LEON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUMMINGBIRDCTV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423940 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business brokerage services and related consulting pertaining to procurement, buying, selling and tendering of advertising information and opportunities

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Providing an online marketplace whereby buyers of advertising services locate and receive quotations from multiple competitive sources and sellers of advertising services identify and bid on multiple new sales opportunities by means of a website and mobile application software; consultation services in the fields of media advertisement placement and advertising analysis

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable software and mobile applications for providing access to advertisement usage, data and consumer impression information, television ratings information, and billing and payment solutions for advertisements

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and web-based software application for providing advertisement usage, data and consumer impression information, television ratings information, and billing and payment solutions for advertisements

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc.  
Address  Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc.  10706 Beaver Dam Road  Hunt Valley  MARYLAND  21030  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KLUWE, CHERYL D
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HOMEPAGE NEWS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424110</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>“NEWS”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Printed publications, namely, newsletters, pamphlets, and brochures in the field of the home and housewares industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable publications, namely, magazines, articles, newsletters, pamphlets, and brochures in the field of the home and housewares industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Mar. 17, 2021 **In Commerce** Jul. 13, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes | Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>National Housewares Manufacturers Association DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA International Housewares Association</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>National Housewares Manufacturers Association Suite 650 6400 Shafer Court Rosemont ILLINOIS</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>not-for-profit corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>070677.14009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<p>| Examining Attorney | MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL | 2842 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Publication</th>
<th>Published for Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td>MOM I AM A RICH MAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97424231
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, BEACHWEAR, TOPS BEING CLOTHING, TANK TOPS, SHORTS, LOUNGEWEAR, PANTS, JACKETS, JOGGING OUTFITS, HEADBANDS; CLOTHING BELTS; HEADWEAR; FOOTWEAR
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Genesh Productions, LLC
- **Address**: Genesh Productions, LLC 201 North Union Street, Suite 300 Alexandria, VIRGINIA 22314
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: G1201-5032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GADSON, SHARI B.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLACK HILLS DENTAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424240
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DENTAL"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dentist services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 1978
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 1978

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rhoades Dental P.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Black Hills Dental
- **Address**: Rhoades Dental P.C. 17 S Seneca Ave Newcastle WYOMING 82701
- **Legal Entity**: professional corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JESUS JUICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424265 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "JUICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Champagne; Wine; Wines; Wines and fortified wines; Wines and sparkling wines; Acanthopanax wine (Ogapiju); Alcoholic wines; Aperitif wines; Cooking wine; Dessert wines; Flower wine; Fortified wines; Fruit wine; Grape wine; Honey wine; Korean traditional rice wine (makgeoli); Mulled wine; Natural sparkling wines; Plum wine; Port wines; Red wine; Red wines; Rose wine; Rose wines; Sparkling wines; Sparkling fruit wine; Sparkling grape wine; Sparkling red wines; Sparkling white wines; Still wine; Still wines; Strawberry wine; Sweet wines; Table wines; Tonic sweet grape wine containing extracts from ginseng and conchona bark (ninjin-kinatetsu wine); Waxberry wine; White wine; White wines; Yellow rice wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name APE BEVERAGES, INC Address APE BEVERAGES, INC 6733 W Hepburn Way Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90038 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAAP FIRST MILE LAST MILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424564 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "TAAP" and under the letters "TA" in "TAAP" are the words "FIRST MILE" with a Z-shaped line zigzagged over below and to the right to the words "LAST MILE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management; Business management assistance; Business management analysis; Freight logistics management; Business management of logistics for others; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; Business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes for others; Transportation logistics services, namely, planning and scheduling shipments for users of transportation services

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name eMPower Technologies Address eMPower Technologies 2302 B Street NW, Suite #101 Auburn WASHINGTON 98001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00862-eMPo

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRONTLINE NURSE STAFFING, LLC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424706 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FRONTLINE" above the wording "NURSE STAFFING, LLC.". A design of a stethoscope appears to the upper left of the words, with the tubing of the stethoscope extending between the words, and the tubing forming an EKG line to the right of the wording, and the bell of the stethoscope also to the right of the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NURSE STAFFING, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment agency service; Professional staffing services in the field of healthcare; Professional staffing services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 18, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRONTLINE NURSE STAFFING LLC Address FRONTLINE NURSE STAFFING LLC Ste 1055 15500 Voss Rd Sugar Land TEXAS 77498 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Texas Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUR BOARD OUR BRAND OUR BOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425673 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational testing services designed to provide longitudinal assessment of physicians in the area of facial plastic and reconstructive surgery

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Professional credentialing verification services in the field of facial plastic and reconstructive surgery, namely, verifying the skills and knowledge of licensed physicians in facial plastic and reconstructive surgery; testing to determine the professional competency of facial plastic and reconstructive surgeons; testing and evaluating the competence of professionals in the field of facial plastic and reconstructive surgery for the purpose of maintaining certification

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Professional credentialing verification services in the field of facial plastic and reconstructive surgery, namely, evaluating and reporting the professional competency of facial plastic and reconstructive surgeons for the purpose of certification; testing and evaluating the competence of professionals in the field of facial plastic and reconstructive surgery; non downloadable computer program designed to provide longitudinal assessment of physicians in the area of facial plastic and reconstructive surgery

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: American Board of Facial, Plastic, and Reconstructive Surgery  
**Address**: American Board of Facial, Plastic, and Reconstructive Surgery 115 C South Saint Asaph Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 024826.008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: BAGLINI, KAREN
Mark Literal(s) LEAGUE CONNECT

Mark Type
Service Mark

Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

Mark consists of the stylized wording "LEAGUE CONNECT" with the word "CONNECT" appearing within an incomplete rectangle with the upper left corner formed by a cross element consisting of an upper case letter "L" in a block font with solid square to the left of and underneath the letter. The word "LEAGUE" appears to the right of the cross in the incomplete section of the rectangle along its upper left. The lower horizontal border of the rectangle is also incomplete. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Arranging and conducting of business conferences in the field of healthcare technology and solutions

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name League, Inc. Address League, Inc. 225 King Street West, Suite 800 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5V3M2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426592 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2117693

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services; providing charitable grants to non-profit organizations; counseling services in the fields of banking, finance, financial services and financial planning
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Sep. 1966 In Commerce Sep. 1966
For Educational services, namely, seminars and coaching services in the fields of banking, finance, financial services and financial planning
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tower Federal Credit Union Address Tower Federal Credit Union 7901 Sandy Spring Road Laurel MARYLAND 207073589 Legal Entity federally chartered credit union State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY PET HOOLIGAN RABBIT HOLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426602 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; entertainment services in the nature of providing an on-line multi-player electronic computer game; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game that may be accessed by means of communications networks; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line 3D virtual environments featuring a wide variety of user-defined subject matter in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, gaming competitions, or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line 3D virtual environments featuring a wide variety of user-defined subject matter that may be accessed by means of communications networks in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, gaming competitions, or entertainment purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Entertainment software, namely, downloadable software for providing multi-player access to an on-line game environment; downloadable computer application software in the nature of a mobile application for playing games and accessing entertainment content; downloadable computer game software; downloadable video game software; downloadable virtual reality game software; computer hardware and downloadable interactive video game software sold as a unit; downloadable software for providing multi-user access to an online 3D virtual environment; downloadable computer 3D virtual environment software, namely, software for creating, manipulating, and participating in 3D virtual environments

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TOWER FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97426633 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shield design formed by horizontal and vertical lines, followed by the wording "TOWER" above the words in capitalized letters "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2117693

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banking services; providing charitable grants to non-profit organizations; counseling services in the fields of banking, finance, financial services and financial planning
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Educational services, namely, seminars and coaching services in the fields of banking, finance, financial services and financial planning
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tower Federal Credit Union Address  Tower Federal Credit Union 7901 Sandy Spring Road  Laurel MARYLAND  207073589 Legal Entity  federally chartered credit union State or Country Where Organized  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CAPITAL WATERFALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97426656  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal consulting services in the field of capital table lifecycle management; Legal consulting services in the field of capital table lifecycle management, namely, organizing, classifying and transforming legal data and investment documents into structured data and formulas to provide analysis and calculations to generate reports, data visualizations, and audit histories related to deal structuring, mergers and acquisitions, scenario planning and modeling, option repricing, financial transaction planning and other activities that impact the capital table
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Nov. 17, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Capital Waterfall, LLC  Address  Capital Waterfall, LLC  1396 Raden Place  Freeland  WASHINGTON 98249  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YONGKANG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97427184</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Briefcases; Handbags; Knapsacks; Billfolds; Business card cases; Imitation leather; Key pouches; Leather credit card wallets; Luggage tags; Mesh shopping bags; Purses; Schoolbags; Travelling bags; Vanity cases, not fitted; Wallets
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yongkang Leather Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yongkang Leather Co., Ltd. Rm. 202, Bldg. 1, No. 31, Jincheng Rd. Pinghu St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TZL2022-4292

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JOHN, CRISTEL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAUTY EARPHONES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427187
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "BEAUTY EARPHONES" beside a symmetrical design, half of which consists of also a symmetrical figure composed of two parallelograms.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Headbands; Eyeshades as headwear; Head sweatbands; Sleep masks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**:
  - **In Commerce**: May 11, 2022
  - **First Use**: Feb. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Room 825, 8th Floor, Chuangfeng Center 25 Donghuan 1st Rd., Yousong Community Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Beishengyi Technology Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Shenzhen Beishengyi Technology Co., Ltd. 0310 Rm306, 3rd Flr, Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanhu St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GULF LIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427281</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Stickers and Decals, namely, window stickers, bumper stickers

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Feb. 04, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 29, 2022

For Clothing and apparel, namely, Shirts, both long and short sleeve styles, t-shirts, UV protection shirts; Sweatshirts and hoodies and pullover type garments, namely, hooded pullovers, turtleneck pullovers; Clothing jackets and Windbreaker Jackets; Hats, Caps being headwear, Visors being headwear, Head-wear; Swimwear; Leggings, Leisurewear, namely, shirts, shorts, pants, t-shirts, tops being clothing

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Feb. 04, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Aqua Life Apparel, LLC **Address** Aqua Life Apparel, LLC 3311 Gulf Breeze Pkwy, Ste 359 Gulf Breeze FLORIDA 32563 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 97427281

**Examining Attorney** CUELLO, GIDETTE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DRMOMPHD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97427351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Arranging, preparing, and conducting of educational courses in the field of business management and business operations training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Pioneer Learning Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composed of</strong></td>
<td>Jaclyn Reed, a citizen of United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Pioneer Learning Solutions 43 Butterfly Drive Hauppauge NEW YORK 11788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>2023-02435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 833-WEL-HUNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427359 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of interior and exterior décor, namely, residential and commercial decor hanging services; Hanging services, namely, installation of picture frames, artwork, mirrors, televisions, wall shelving, blinds, curtains, curtain hooks, curtain rods, lighting fixtures, ceiling fans, chandeliers, planters for flowers and plants; Handyman services, namely, maintenance, repair, remodeling and renovation of homes and commercial buildings
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 833-WEL-HUNG, LLC Address 833-WEL-HUNG, LLC 18612 NE 18th Avenue, 117 North Miami Beach FLORIDA 33324 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HSA DEPOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427638  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a house-shaped logo containing a medical cross. HSA DEPOT is spelled to the right-hand side of the house.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "HSA DEPOT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Sep. 30, 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lifestyle Medical Distributors LLC  Address  Lifestyle Medical Distributors LLC  485 E 2720 N  North Logan  UTAH  84341  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMPTYZYME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427761  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for health care; Food supplements; Prescription and non-prescription medicines, namely, pills, tablets, capsules, caplets, liquid drops, sachets and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders; Digestive enzymes sold as an integral component of nutritional supplements for use as a digestive aid; Dietary supplements; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Dietary supplements for pets; Milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; Ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; Food for babies; Ferments for medical or veterinary use; Food supplements for medical purposes; Enzymes for medical purposes; Enzyme preparations for medical purposes; Pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of digestion; Dietary supplements for humans; Nutraceuticals for therapeutic purposes for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes for the treatment of digestion; Enzyme dietary supplements

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD.  Address LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. 13F and 15F 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07997  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUSSY POWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427869 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Socks; Sweatpants; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WTG Enterprises, LLC Address WTG Enterprises, LLC 9615 Brighton Way, M180 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JUMP UP HIGH

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on grain for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on fruit for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on egg for the treatment of digestion; Mineral supplements; Food supplements; Vitamin preparations; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on fish and shellfish for the treatment of digestion; Nutritional supplements; Omega3 nutritional supplements; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on milk for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on milkfat for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on meat for the treatment of digestion; Pharmaceuticals, namely, anti-infectives; Medicines for human purposes for the treatment of allergies; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on vegetable for the treatment of allergies; Nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes for the treatment of allergies

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. **Address** LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. 13F and 15F, 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07997 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THERABRAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428003 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1708414 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 26, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 26, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on grain for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on fruit for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on egg for the treatment of digestion; Mineral supplements; Food supplements; Vitamin preparations; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on fish and shellfish for the treatment of digestion; Nutritional supplements; Omega3 nutritional supplements; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on milk for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on milkfat for the treatment of digestion; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on meat for the treatment of digestion; Pharmaceuticals, namely, anti-infectives; Medicines for human purposes for the treatment of allergies; Nutraceutical preparations mainly based on vegetable for the treatment of allergies
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. Address LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. 13F and 15F 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07997 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97428333 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a lightning bolt design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ground support equipment, namely, tugs in the nature of specialized trucks and land vehicles for the transportation of people and the transportation of airplane maintenance equipment, dollies, carts, wheeled towing apparatus for aircraft and bag loaders; Vehicle power train mechanisms comprised of drive shaft and differential shaft and differential for tow tractors
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Waev Inc. Address  Waev Inc.  2114 West Ball Road  Anaheim  CALIFORNIA  92804 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  W8381-5009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiing Attorney  MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOATHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428358 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JOATHER" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name "JOATHER" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air fragrancing preparations; Cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; Cosmetics in the form of lotions; Make-up; Pre-moistened cosmetic cleansing tissues; Body lotions; Body wash; Shampoos; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetics for pets; Sanitary preparations, namely, non-medicated toiletry preparations in the nature of gels; Perfumes; Hair conditioners; Cosmetic soaps; Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Mask pack for cosmetic purposes; Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; Tissues impregnated with cosmetics; Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. Address LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. 13F and 15F 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07997 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PANTOMONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428367 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PANTOMONA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seeds for growing fruits and vegetables; Flowers; Animal foodstuffs; Unprocessed fruits; Unprocessed nuts; Unprocessed grain; Unprocessed vegetables; Live fish and shellfish; Algae, unprocessed, for human or animal consumption; Fresh nuts; Fresh fruits and vegetables; Fresh fruits; Fresh peanuts; Fresh edible mushrooms; Fresh culinary herbs; Fresh vegetables; Unprocessed fresh seaweed for human or animal consumption; Organic fresh fruit; Dried plants for decoration
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. Address LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. 13F and 15F 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07997 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TREE HUGGER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428395</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Administrative processing of purchase orders; Wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents for mesh bags for washing laundry; Retail store services for mesh bags for washing laundry; Sales agency services for mesh bags for washing laundry; Arranging retail store services for mesh bags for washing laundry of others; Providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; Promoting the goods and services by providing a website featuring links to an on-line comprehensive shopping mall; Business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications, namely, administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail order companies; Wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents for plastic foils for kitchen use; Retail store services for plastic foils for kitchen use; Sales agency services for plastic foils for kitchen use; Arranging retail store services for plastic foils for kitchen use of others; Retail store services for cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Arranging retail store services for cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes of others; Wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents for cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Sales agency services for cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD.
- **Address**: LAB HUNDRED CO., LTD. 13F and 15F 159-1, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07997
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  NALLAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97428410  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable publications in the nature of case studies in the fields of engineering, software, cloud computing, cloud engineering, data engineering, product development, product engineering, and quality engineering; downloadable publications in the nature of white papers in the fields of engineering, software, cloud computing, cloud engineering, data engineering, product development, product engineering, and quality engineering
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Aug. 03, 2011  In Commerce  Aug. 03, 2011
For  Consultation in the fields of data engineering, cloud engineering, product engineering, and quality engineering; engineering services in the fields of data integration and management, data transformation, data analytics, and data governance; engineering services in the fields of cloud computing, cloud migration, cloud native solutions, and cloud operations; engineering services in the fields of product development, modernization, implementation, and support; providing quality assurance services in the field of product development, modernization, and implementation; product quality testing services; consultation in the fields of quality engineering, test automation, development and operations (DevOps) integration, application programming interface (API) and web services testing, crowdsourcing, web and mobile application testing, security performance and load testing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable virtual reality software for facilitating education, allowing users to communicate, collaborate, and share information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable augmented reality software for facilitating education, allowing users to communicate, collaborate, and share information; providing information in the fields of engineering, software, cloud computing, cloud engineering, data engineering, product development, product engineering, and quality engineering via a website; consultation in the field of digitization, namely, advising on shifting business from analog to digital, designing customer experiences, digital engineering, self-service and automation; innovation consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of product development, ideation and prioritization, product engineering accelerators, crowdsourcing, and outcome analysis; cloud computing consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of centralized workload management, cost management, provisioning and auto-scaling, and zero downtime
release engineering; quality engineering consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of test automation, development and operations (DevOps) integration, application programming interface (API) and web services testing, crowd testing, web and mobile application testing, security performance and load testing

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Aug. 03, 2011 **In Commerce** Aug. 03, 2011

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Nallas Corporation **Address** Nallas Corporation 9 E Laurel Rd, Suite B Stratford NEW JERSEY 08084

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 563482

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COFFEY, AARON
**Reason for Publication**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LITTLE BIG

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428498</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

For Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring music, musical film clips, photographs, and multimedia presentations; video production services for others, namely, video production for promotional and advertising uses; post-production editing of music videos

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

For Video production services for others, namely, production of television commercials; post-production editing services for video and audio commercials; post-production editing of promotional and advertising videos; advertising and marketing, public relations, brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, and socks; headwear, namely, caps and hats

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**Basis Information**

Currently ITU Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name Little Big, LLC  
Address Little Big, LLC  
13949 Ventura Blvd.  
Sherman Oaks  
CALIFORNIA  
91423

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

Docket Number YEPRE-237

Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HAETONGRYEONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428551</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Soup base, namely, soup concentrate; Soup stock, namely, animal, seafood, and vegetable stocks; soup broth; preparations for making soup, namely, soup base in the nature of soup concentrates, soup stock in the nature of animal, seafood, and vegetable stocks, and soup broth
International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes
US Classes | 46
International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods
First Use | Oct. 12, 2021
In Commerce | Oct. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Bigmama Seafood Co., Ltd.
Address | Bigmama Seafood Co., Ltd. 4-67, Pyeongni-gil, Dosanmyeon Tongyeong-si Gyeongsangnam-do, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country | REPUBLIC OF KOREA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney | FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
**MARK Literal(s)** ERGONOMIC INNOVATIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97428566
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ERGONOMIC"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5368319

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic seat cushions</td>
<td>10 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 2017</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile seat cushions; Fitted vehicle armrest covers; Vehicle seat cushions</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2018</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitted covers for high chairs; Foot rests; Seat cushions</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2018</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line retail store services featuring orthopedic seat cushions, vehicle seat cushions, automobile seat cushions, fitted vehicle armrest covers, foot rests, seat cushions</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2016</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Quality Home Lifestyle Ltd
- **Address**: Quality Home Lifestyle Ltd PO Box 433 Lisburn, Co. Antrim UNITED KINGDOM
- **Legal Entity**: private limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM
MARK Literal(s) XOKESY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428900 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "xokesy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodysuits; Bras; Lingerie; Trousers; Panties, shorts and briefs; Skirts and dresses; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lianyungang HONGYI Trading Co., Ltd. Address Lianyungang HONGYI Trading Co., Ltd. #516, S1, Chuanglian Plaza, Huijing Rd Jiangsu Pilot FTZ Lianyungang Area Lianyungang, Jiangsu CHINA 222006 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUTTER SWIMWEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429135 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SWIMWEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swimwear for gentlemen and ladies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 29, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Butter Swimwear, LLC Address Butter Swimwear, LLC 332 South Michigan Ave. Suite 121 #5124 Chicago ILLINOIS 60604 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BORUIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429380 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Boruix has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, saws; Bending machines; Components for machines and machine tools, grinding machines, material handling machines, food processing machines, chemistry processing machines and textile industry machines, namely, sand, chemical and reverse osmosis filters; Cutting machines; Electric arc welding apparatus; Industrial paper cutting machines; Injection moulding machines; Machine parts, namely, blades; Metal working machines, namely, saws and cutters; Shears, electric
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Borx Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Borx Technology Co., Ltd. 201 Bldg A Xinyuandagongyeyuan Xiaozaoxin Village,Gaofeng,Dalang,Longhua Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIUWUNHUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429414 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) "BIUWUNHUAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Capelets; Frocks; Hoodies; Nightgowns; Shirts; Suits; Sweaters; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Bathing suits; Board shorts; Combative sports uniforms; Head scarves; Long sleeve pullovers; Short-sleeved shirts; Skirts and dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Wenbiao Address Huang Wenbiao No. 435, Huangcuo, Dongwucha Shanting Township, Xiuyu District Putian City CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LABCRAFT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>UK00001304797</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Renewal Date</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

LED and HID light fixtures; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED lamps; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting installations; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED lights for automobiles; LED safety lamps; LED strobe lights to be placed on public safety vehicles

### International Classes
11 - Primary Classes
US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

### International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E

Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Labcraft Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Labcraft Limited Thunderley Barns Thaxted Road, Wimbish, Saffron Walden Essex UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRISTOBAL DE OÑATE EST.
2021 S R

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429928</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording CRISTOBAL DE OÑATE underneath a design of a shield with a banner. The terms EST. 2021 appear on the banner. The shield contains the design of a stylized agave on the top left, an abstract horse head design top right, and a cross with a sword bottom in the center with the letters S and R left and right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;EST. 2021&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Distilled blue agave liquor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SANTIAGO-SANDOVAL, JORGE ALBERTO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SANTIAGO-SANDOVAL, JORGE ALBERTO CENOBIO SAUZA 32 TEQUILA, JALISCO MEXICO 46400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>MALACARA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MCMORROW, JANICE LEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THUNDER KINGDOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> (Based on Intent to Use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THUNDER KINGDOM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429947</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>2268971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>2268971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration County</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>May 11, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines for gambling

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Address Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number T10220US

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Downloadable computer search engine software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Forizon Corp Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Forizon Corp Inc 4256 Clausell Ct suite A Decatur GEORGIA 30035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TM230087US00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | HILL, MARK THOMAS |
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430048</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)** QUEEN OF THE NILE HEARTS

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3360012

### Foreign Information

**Priority Claimed** Yes  
**Foreign Application Number** 2268972  
**Foreign Application Filing Date** May 11, 2022  
**Foreign Registration Number** 2268972  
**Foreign Registration Date** Dec. 19, 2022  
**Foreign Application/Registration County** AUSTRALIA  
**Foreign Expiration Date** May 11, 2032

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines for gambling

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

### Basis Information

**Currently 44E** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd.  
**Address** Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113  
**Legal Entity** proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)

### State or Country Where Organized

AUSTRALIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number** T10222US

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney** TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  APPLE MUSIC PATHWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430472  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "MUSIC"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0123582/1695276  International
Registration Number  1695276

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable services, namely, providing philanthropic services in the nature of providing financial grants and professional time and guidance, namely, financial consultation, to organizations to promote anti-racism, race and gender equality, diversity, inclusion and social justice; philanthropic services, namely, providing financial endowment of internships, fellowships, and contractor employment opportunities to individuals from underserved communities, focusing on music and the creative arts to promote and achieve anti-racism, race and gender equality, diversity, inclusion, and social justice; providing fellowship scholarships for artistic and creative purposes that promote and demonstrate commitment to anti-racism, race and gender equality, diversity, inclusion, and social justice; providing philanthropic services, namely, providing fellowship scholarships to individuals from underserved communities, focusing on music and the creative arts to promote and achieve anti-racism, race and gender equality, diversity, inclusion, and social justice
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Promoting public interest and awareness of issues and initiatives concerning anti-racism, diversity, inclusion, race and gender equality, and social justice by leading initiatives that inspire, educate, and activate people to take action and change culture; charitable services, namely, providing philanthropic services in the nature of professional time and guidance, namely, business consultation, to organizations to promote anti-racism, race and gender equality, diversity, inclusion and social justice
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For providing philosophical guidance for artistic and creative purposes that promote and demonstrate commitment to anti-racism, race and gender equality, diversity, inclusion, and social justice.

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Apple Inc. Address Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way Cupertino CALIFORNIA 95014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
STORMING JACKPOTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430495</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;JACKPOTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>2266625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>2266625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For
Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices; Recorded game software

International Classes
9 - Primary Classes
US Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently
44E
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>T10224US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STORMING JACKPOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430503 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "JACKPOTS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2266625 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Foreign Registration Number 2266625 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 07, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 29, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines for gambling
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Address Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T10225US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97430650
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring adapters, cables and chargers, audio and video products, cases, computers, tablets, musical instruments, scooters, drones, smart home and auto products, and gift cards; Operating an on-line shopping site in the field of adapters, cables and chargers, audio and video products, cases, computers, tablets, musical instruments, scooters, drones, smart home and auto products, and gift cards
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 18, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 06, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Maxstrata LLC
- **Address**: Maxstrata LLC 1800 S Ocean Drive, Unit 3402 Hallendale Beach FLORIDA 33009
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 411154.0002
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, TINA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430695</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized letter &quot;E&quot; and plus sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>2022-049629</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 28, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>6626245</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2022</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Automobile tires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD. 36-11, 5-chome Shimbashi, Minato-ku Tokyo JAPAN 105-8685</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>SEIWA5.065TU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CUELLO, GIDETTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EHEYCIGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430738 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized elephant's head formed from a series of lines with a circle for an eye. Under the design is the stylized wording "EHEYCIGA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "EHEYCIGA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators; Air fryers; Bathtub surrounds; Bed warmers; Cotton candy making machines; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric blankets not for medical purposes; Electric fans; Electric heating pads, other than for medical purposes; Electrical heating tapes; Electrically-heated carpets; Portable electric fans; Portable refrigerators; USB-powered desktop fans
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHANGHAI EMOH E COMMEERCE CO.,LTD Address SHANGHAI EMOH E COMMEERCE CO., LTD Room 118, Building 20, No.1-42, Lane 83, Hongxiangbei Road, Shanghai CHINA 200120 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRIFTER GAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430747 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GAMES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5546746, 5716186, 5773016 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video game software; downloadable virtual reality video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Design and development of software, namely, design and development of virtual reality software, video game software and virtual reality video game software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drifter Entertainment, Inc Address Drifter Entertainment, Inc. 4056 9th Ave NE Seattle WASHINGTON 98105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3609/002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BARRIS KUSTOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430981 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidered patches for clothing; embroidered emblems; ornamental novelty pins
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Jan. 05, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2007

For Toy model kit cars
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 05, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2007

For Printed books in the field of automobiles, history of automotive customizing; paper emblems; pins, namely, map pins, push pins, drawing pins

For Online retail store services featuring clothing, patches, pins, DVDs, photos, books, plaques and emblems, model kits, model cars, toys, posters, stickers, pins
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 05, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2007

For Clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 05, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUR BAKERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431492 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OUR BAKERY" in stylized font, with "OUR" in larger font and "BAKERY" above a horizontal line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BAKERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management assistance in the field of franchising; business management services relating to franchising; providing assistance in the management of franchised businesses; business advice relating to restaurant franchising; providing assistance with business management within the framework of a franchise contract; providing business assistance in the field of product commercialization within the framework of a franchise contract; assistance in franchised commercial business management; business management advisory services relating to franchising; retail store services featuring tea; retail store services featuring bread; retail store services featuring ice cream for consumption off the premises; retail store services featuring cookies for consumption off the premises; retail store services featuring fruit juices for consumption off the premises; retail store services featuring coffee-based beverages for consumption off the premises; retail store services featuring unroasted coffee; retail store services featuring cake; franchise services of bakery cafes, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of bakery cafes; franchise services of coffee houses, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of coffee houses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Croissants; pains au chocolat; pizzas; pies; pastries; dessert puddings; rusk; madeleine; shaved ice with fruits; baguettes; bagels; sorbets; creme brulee; tiramisu; fudge; cereal-based processed products, namely, cereal-based snack foods; molasses syrup; doughnuts; macarons; biscuits; bread; sandwiches; sauces; plain bread; ice cream; tea; tea-based beverages; chocolate; chocolate-based beverages; sponge cakes; coffee; coffee-based beverages; cakes
For Restaurant services featuring bakery products; bakery services, namely, cafe and restaurant services featuring baked goods; bakery cafes; bakery cafes chain services; coffee house services; coffee shop chain services; restaurant services provided by franchised restaurants; providing restaurant services; restaurant services; snack-bar services; take-away food services

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Play F&B Co., Ltd. Address  Play F&B Co., Ltd. 23-6, Ttukseom-ro 15-gil, Seongdong-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA  04786 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  074329.09000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHOTON WORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431704 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PHOTON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luminaires, lighting fixtures, light-emitting diode (LED) lighting apparatus for vehicles, laser light projectors, Luminaires featuring LED packages for luminaries in the nature of high power LED packages, chip-on-board LED packages, multiple chips-on-board LED packages, flip-chip LED packages, wafer-level LED packages, chip-scale LED packages and surface mount LED packages, LED filaments for electric lamps, LED lamps, LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, optical components for LED lamps and LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, electroluminescent sources in the nature of super luminescent laser diodes, lighting system network controls sold as an integral component of lighting fixtures and luminaires, and LED lighting system, LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies and wiring for integration with HVAC and emergency response systems

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Electronic control devices for the activation, distribution, dimming, color and spectral composition of light-emitting diode (LED) lighting fixtures, luminaires and lighting systems; Electronic control devices for the activation, distribution, dimming, color and spectral composition of light wired and wireless, Internet, distributed, meshed, point-to-point, self-healing networks for LED lighting fixtures, luminaires and lighting systems; Electronic control devices for the operation of stand-alone lighting systems and for integration with HVAC, emergency response systems, and other building control systems

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Custom manufacturing of Luminaires, lighting fixtures and apparatus, light-emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, laser light projectors, LED packages for luminaires, LED filaments for electric lamps, LED lamps, LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, optical components for LED lamps and LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, electroluminescent sources in the nature of super luminescent laser diodes, controls for LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, controls for light distribution, power and light color, lighting system network controls sold as an integral component of lighting fixtures and luminaires, and
LED lighting system, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring, for integration with HVAC and emergency response systems, products and services

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Material Treatment

**For** Research and development services in the fields of luminaires, lighting fixtures and apparatus, light-emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, laser light projectors, LED packages for luminaires, LED filaments for electric lamps, LED lamps, LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, optical components for LED lamps and LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, electroluminescent sources in the nature of super luminescent laser diodes, controls for LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, controls for light distribution, power and light color, lighting system network controls sold as an integral component of lighting fixtures and luminaires, and LED lighting system, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring, for integration with HVAC and emergency response systems, products and services; Technical consulting and advisory services relating to designing, building, equipping, and testing of luminaires, lighting fixtures and apparatus, light-emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, laser light projectors, LED packages for luminaires, LED filaments for electric lamps, LED lamps, LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, optical components for LED lamps and LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, electroluminescent sources in the nature of super luminescent laser diodes, controls for LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, controls for light distribution, power and light color, lighting system network controls sold as an integral component of lighting fixtures and luminaires, and LED lighting system, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring, for integration with HVAC and emergency response systems, products and services; Design and testing of new products for others, namely, luminaires, lighting fixtures and apparatus, light-emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, laser light projectors, LED packages for luminaires, LED filaments for electric lamps, LED lamps, LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, optical components for LED lamps and LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, electroluminescent sources in the nature of super luminescent laser diodes, controls for LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, controls for light distribution, power and light color, lighting system network controls sold as an integral component of lighting fixtures and luminaires, and LED lighting system, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring, for integration with HVAC and emergency response systems, products and services; Miniaturization and integration of luminaires, lighting fixtures and apparatus, light-emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, laser light projectors, LED packages for luminaires, LED filaments for electric lamps, LED lamps, LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, optical components for LED lamps and LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, electroluminescent sources in the nature of super luminescent laser diodes, controls for LED lighting fixtures and luminaires, controls for light distribution, power and light color, lighting system network controls sold as an integral component of lighting fixtures and luminaires, and LED lighting system, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring, for integration with HVAC and emergency response systems, products and services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Quarkstar LLC  **Address**  Quarkstar LLC  197 E California Street, Suite 304  Las Vegas  NEVADA  89104

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEVADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  63674T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SUE, ABIGAIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIFTVEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431803 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic bags for pet waste disposal; Plastic bags for wrapping; Plastic or paper bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Mar. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Haihe Jewelry Co., Ltd Address Zhengzhou Haihe Jewelry Co., Ltd No. 40-1-1 Qinhe Rd, Zhongyuan Dist, Zhengzhou City, Henan Prov. CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039234T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BYOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431847 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "BYOND" with a star design in the "B". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Jewelry in precious or any base metals; Jewelry with diamonds, precious stones, semi-precious stones, synthetic stones, pearls or ceramic included

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Retail store services featuring of jewelry, jewelry in precious or any base metals, and Jewelry with diamonds, precious stones, semi-precious stones, synthetic stones, pearls or ceramic included; Online trading services in which seller posts products to be auctioned and bidding is done via the Internet, in the field of jewelry, jewelry in precious or any base metals, and jewelry with diamonds, precious stones, synthetic stones, pearls or ceramic included; online retail store services featuring jewelry, jewelry in precious or any base metals, and jewelry with diamonds, precious stones, semi-precious stones, synthetic stones, pearls or ceramic included

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Asian Star Company Limited Address Asian Star Company Limited 114, Mittal Court - C, Nariman Point Mumbai, Maharashtra INDIA 400021 Legal Entity public limited company (plc) State or Country Where INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 000390-00004
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MALAS LENGUAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431958 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "LENGUAS" written in a stylized font, over the letter "G" being a sketch of a human body with a fox head, being placed over a flowery design, with a bird on each side. Above there is written in a stylized font the word "MALAS". On top of the mark there is a small agave design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE DESIGN OF THE AGAVE PLANT Translation The English translation of "MALAS LENGUAS" in the mark is "BAD TONGUES".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers; Distilled agave liquor; Distilled blue agave liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Delgadillo Guevara, Sergio Francisco Address Delgadillo Guevara, Sergio Francisco entre calles Gemelos y Camero Calle Cruz Del Sur #4153 La Calma ZAPOPAN, JALISCO MEXICO 45070 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97432149
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dental composite materials for dental restorations
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: BISCO Inc.
- **Address**: BISCO Inc. 1100 West Irving Park Road Schaumburg ILLINOIS 60193
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 000684.14008

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYBEXTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432192</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Fungicides |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Corteva Agriscience LLC |
| Address | Corteva Agriscience LLC 9330 Zionsville Road Indianapolis INDIANA 46268 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TMK007467-US |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | TANNER, MICHAEL R |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
NY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433054</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "NY" with golf clubs arranged in the letter "N" over golf tees arranged in the letter "Y".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hats; Shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Bucket hats; Collared shirts; Golf shirts; Polo shirts; Sports caps and hats; T-shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: THE LA GOLF
- **Address**: 1866 Sunshine Parkway  Palmdale  CALIFORNIA  93551
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433257 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The term MOZZA in the mark is the conjugated form of MOZZARE, which means YOU CUT OFF or SHE CUTS OFF in English

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3407311, 3898988, 3386960

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 14, 2006 In Commerce Nov. 14, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mozza, LLC Address Mozza, LLC 355 West 46th Street, 3rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10036
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00553224

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
Mark Literal(s) INSPECTOR TAIL

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mouse traps; litter trays for pets; litter boxes for pets; automatic litter boxes for pets; scoops for the disposal of pet waste; automatic pet feeders; animal-activated pet feeders; Slow-feeder pet bowl insert, namely, non-mechanized bowl divider for pet food bowls; cages for pets; mangers for animals; pet feeding bowls; pet feeding dishes; pet drinking bowls; grooming tools for pets, namely, pet paw cleaners, non-electric; toothbrushes for animals; grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; animal grooming gloves; de-shedding brushes and combs for pets; electric combs and pet brushes; animal bristles for brush-making; household containers for storing pet food; pet treat jars; non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets being water bottles sold empty; plastic containers in the nature of pet bowls for dispensing food and drink to pets; bottles, sold empty; cups; dish covers; reusable silicone food covers for household containers; place mats, not of paper or textile; gardening gloves; gloves for household purposes; baskets for wastepaper littering for household use; baskets for household purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Tool pouches, sold empty; tool bags sold empty; luggage; suitcases; travelling trunks; travel baggage; travelling bags; baggage tags; sling bags; backpacks; wheeled bags; handbags, purses and wallets; key cases; rucksacks; fabric pouches sold empty that may be used to hold dog treats and disposable bags to place pet waste in; two-wheeled shopping bags; umbrellas; umbrella sticks; umbrella covers; umbrella handles; umbrella rings; reins; whips; bits for animals; saddles; animal harnesses; harness straps; animal leads; pet leads; leather leashes; animal leashes; dog leashes; collars for pets; electronic pet collars; collars for pets bearing medical information; muzzles; animal carrier bags; bags for carrying pets; clothing for animals; clothing for pets; pet hair bows; dog bandanas; dog shoes; backpacks for pets; covers for animals

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Pet toys; pet puzzle toys

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

For Packaging containers of plastic; playhouses for pets; playpen for dogs; scratching posts for cats; funerary urns; identity plates, not of metal; non-metal barrels for the identification of pet animals; identification bracelets, not of metal; air pillows not for medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical purposes; camping mattresses; sleeping pads; sleeping bag pads; air cushions, not for medical purposes; nesting boxes for household pets; kennels for household pets; pet furniture; beds for animals, namely household pets; beds for household pets; pet cushions; pet crates; sleeping baskets in the nature of beds for household pets; baskets in the nature of animal carriers for the transportation of pets; pet grooming tables; fixed dispensers not of metal for dog waste bags; non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; non-metal portable stairs for pets or passengers, not for building purposes

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Current ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: INSPECTOR TAIL S.R.L. **Address**: INSPECTOR TAIL S.R.L. Street Ing. Zablovschi, No. 48, Rm. 1 Fl. 1, Apt. 4 Bucharest ROMANIA **Legal Entity**: societate cu raspondere limitata (srl) **State or Country Where Organized**: ROMANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: AIPA-6968A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELECTROWAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433677 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin preparations for medical use, namely, Preparations for cleansing the skin for medical use, Medicated skin soap, Medicated skin care preparations, and Medicated skin toners; Captured carbon dioxide (CO2) for medical purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Crayons; Wax crayons

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Cosmetics; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; hair shampoos and conditioners; hair styling preparations

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Industrial chemicals; Carbon monoxide; Captured carbon dioxide for industrial purposes; Formate; Formic Acid; Glyoxal for industrial chemical purposes; Glycolaldehyde for industrial chemical purposes; Ethanol not used as a fuel; Acetone; n-Propanol for industrial chemical purposes; Methane; Ethylene; Ethylene Glycol; Allyl Alcohol; Acetic acid; Synthesis gas for industrial use not used as a fuel; Acetaldehyde; Hydroxyacetone for industrial chemical purposes; Propionaldehyde for industrial chemical purposes; Polymers produced from the foregoing compounds, namely, Polymer coating agents for paper, Unprocessed polymer resins, Polymer base compositions used in the manufacture of commercial, industrial and domestic goods, Polymers used in the manufacture of confectionery; Carbon and carbon black for industrial purposes; Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds; Chemically modified plastic and clay composition for use in the manufacture of plastics; Unprocessed composite carbon epoxy resins
**International Classes** | 1 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 | **International Class Title** | Chemicals
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** | Blank record disks; Pre-recorded vinyl record albums featuring music; Pre-recorded vinyl record albums featuring spoken word

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** | Fuel; Diesel oil; Diesel fuel; Aviation fuel; Marine fuel; Industrial and vehicular lubricants; All purpose lubricants; Oils, waxes for use in the manufacture of other products; Wax dispersions for use in the manufacture of chemicals, cosmetics and personal care products, crayons, candles, and adhesives; Industrial wax; Wax emulsions and wax powders for industrial applications; Wax for making candles; Ethanol fuels; Synthesis gas being fuel

**International Classes** | 4 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 6, 15 | **International Class Title** | Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** | Twelve Benefit Corporation
**Address** | Twelve Benefit Corporation Suite B 614 Bancroft Way Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94710
**Legal Entity** | public benefit corporation
**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** | 42811.386656

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** | TANNER, MICHAEL R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEKOSTO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433749</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The English translation of "NEKOSTO" in the mark is "Inexpensive".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Inflatable toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Novelty toy face masks; Paintball guns; Pet toys; Toy air pistols; Toy face masks; Toy pistons; Toy water guns; Water-squirting toys  
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hui, Yuanyuan  
- **Address**: Hui, Yuanyuan 208A,F2,A1,W. Plaza,Shenzhen N. Station Zhiyuan Middle Rd., Longhua New Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BMJL MW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434207 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BMJL MW has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5383744

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blousons; Sweaters; Trousers; Athletic uniforms; Bathing suits for men; Coats for men; Coats for men and women; Custom made to measure suits for men and women; Footwear for men; Hooded sweatshirts; Leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; Long-sleeved shirts; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's dress socks; Men's socks; Men's suits; Men's underwear; Outer jackets; Suspender belts for men; Swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; Underwear, namely, boy shorts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Bumingjueli Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Bumingjueli Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 2F,Bldg 6,Yiqi,HuangtianYangbei GongyeQu Huangtian Community,Hangcheng St Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALL COCK BABY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434397 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BABY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxer briefs; Hats; Hoodies; Shirts; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Tank-tops; Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noce, Brian Address Noce, Brian 4129 Eileen St. Las Vegas NEVADA 89115 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ACB.0002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMOKEY BUSINESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434444 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BUSINESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ashtrays; Ashtrays for smokers made of precious metals; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Ashtrays for smokers, of precious metal; Ashtrays incorporating match lighters; Ashtrays of precious metal; Ashtrays, of precious metal, for smokers; Asian long tobacco pipe sheaths; Automatic cigarette cases; Carrying cases for electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with propylene glycol for electronic cigarettes; Cases for electronic cigarettes; Chewing tobacco; Cigar and cigarette boxes; Cigar and cigarette boxes not of precious metal; Cigar and cigarette boxes of precious metal; Cigar and cigarette boxes, not of precious metal; Cigar boxes; Cigar boxes, not of precious metal; Cigar cases; Cigar cases of precious metal; Cigar cases, not of precious metal; Cigar clippers; Cigar cutters; Cigar holders; Cigar holders of precious metal; Cigar holders, not of precious metal; Cigar humidors; Cigar nubbers; Cigar punchers; Cigar scissors; Cigar tubes; Cigar wraps; Cigarette boxes; Cigarette boxes of precious metal; Cigarette boxes, not of precious metal; Cigarette cases not of precious metal; Cigarette cases of precious metal; Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Cigarette cutters; Cigarette holders; Cigarette holders not of precious metal; Cigarette holders of precious metal; Cigarette lighter holders; Cigarette lighter holders of precious metal; Cigarette lighter holders, not of precious metal; Cigarette lighters; Cigarette lighters of precious metal; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal, other than for automobiles; Cigarette mouthpieces; Cigarette papers; Cigarette tobacco; Cigarette-rolling machines; Cigarette-rolling papers; Cigarettes and cigars; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Cigarillos; Cigars with cut ends; Devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation; Electric cigar lighters; Electric cigars; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarette cases; Electronic cigarette lanyards; Electronic cigarette lighters; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarette mouthpieces; Electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes as substitutes for traditional cigarettes; Electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine-containing aerosols; Electronic hookahs; Electronic shisha pipes; Electronic smoking pipes; Filter tips for cigarettes; Filtered cigars and cigarettes; Flavorings for tobacco, other than essential oils; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco;
tobacco substitutes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in oral vaporizers for smokers; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Gas lighters for smokers; Glass smoking pipes; Hand rolling tobacco; Herbs for smoking; Holders for cigar and cigarette of precious metal; Holders for cigarette lighters; Holders of cigars of precious metal; Holders, not of precious metal, for cigarette lighters; Holders, not of precious metal, for cigarettes; Holders, not of precious metal, for cigars; Holders, of precious metal, for cigarettes; Holders, of precious metal, for cigars; Hookah bowls; Hookah hoses; Hookah pipes; Hookahs; Humidors; Lighters for smokers; Match boxes not of precious metal; Match boxes of precious metal; Match boxes, not of precious metal; Match holders not of precious metal; Match holders, not of precious metal; Matchboxes; Matchboxes, not of precious metal; Matches; Mechanical electronic cigarettes; Mentholated cigarettes; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Oral vaporizers for smoking purposes; Oral vaporizers made of glass for smoking purposes; Pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; Pipe racks for tobacco pipes; Pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; Protective cases for electronic cigarettes; Pyrophoric lighters for smokers; Roll-your-own tobacco; Sheaths for long Asian tobacco pipes; Smokeless cigarette vaporizer pipes; Smokeless tobacco; Smoker's articles, namely, filter tubes; Smokers' articles, namely, rehydration tubes; Smokers' clips for securing hand rolled cigarettes; Smokers' oral vaporizer refill cartridges sold empty; Smokers' rolling trays; Smoking pipe cleaners; Smoking pipe racks; Smoking pipes; Smoking tobacco; Snuff dispensers; Snuffboxes not made of precious metals; Tampers for tobacco pipes; Tipping paper for cigarettes; Tobacco and tobacco substitutes; Tobacco ash receptacles; Tobacco grinders; Tobacco jars of precious metal; Tobacco pipe tampers; Tobacco pipes; Tobacco substitute; Tobacco substitutes; Tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Tobacco water pipes; Tobacco, cigars and cigarettes; Wicks adapted for cigar lighters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 8, 9, 17</td>
<td>Smokers' Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: SMOKEY BUSINESS LLC
Address: SMOKEY BUSINESS LLC 1055 W 7th St Suite 3200 Los Angeles, CA 545 5th Avenue Room 1100 New York NEW YORK 100173627
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: FRENCH, CURTIS W

2917
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZIYUCOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434855 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZIYUCOOL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Casting machines; Compressed air pumps; Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting machines; Polishing machines for use in grinding and polishing metal, wood, ceramics and plastics; Power-operated polishers; Soldering apparatus, electric; Table saws; Tool grinding machines; Vacuum pumps; Welding machines, electric
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ziyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ziyu Technology Co., Ltd. A311X9, Rongchao Trade Center, No. 4028 Jintian Rd, Fuzhong Community, Lianhua St, Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97434916 Application Filing Date: May 30, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a two dimensional image of solar panels in black on a tan and silver room, with green tree leaves against a blue sky above. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) Green, blue, black, tan, and silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Issuing credit cards
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: S.P. Cards, LLC Address: S.P. Cards, LLC 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OFIDUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434918 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workmen's protective face shields
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Siming Address Liu Siming Room 6014, Building 11, Jinqiao Garden No. 143, Longhuan 1st Road, Longhua St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T02300

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHYSIOFLUFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434936 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedspreads; Quilts; Bath linen, except clothing; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Cloth coasters; Eiderdowns being quilts; Quilt covers; Serviettes of textile; Sheet sets; Table linen, not of paper; Tablecloths of textiles; Tablecloths, not of paper; Textile place mats; Towel sheet; Towels of textile; Unfitted fabric furniture covers; Woollen blankets; Fleece blankets; Unfitted coverings of plastic for furniture
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Zhongguang Chousha Import & Export Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Zhongguang Chousha Import & Export Co., Ltd. 11/F, Yuanyang Building, No. 145, Qiuchang Rd. Wuhan CHINA 430000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  POMODA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97435070  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording POMODA has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5486630

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bracelets; Earrings; Watches; Children's jewelry; Diamond jewelry; Ear clips; Gemstone jewelry; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum and diamonds; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Apr. 21, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Bubuying Trade Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Bubuying Trade Co., Ltd.  5F, No. 11,Lane 1, Zhuwu Economic Society, Juntian Village, Shiling Town, Huadu Dist. Guangzhou  CHINA  510800  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 100 HEALTHY YEARS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97435157</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Meal kits consisting primarily of meat, fruits, and/or vegetables; diet kits consisting primarily of meat, fruits and/or vegetables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>29 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Retail store services featuring pharmaceuticals, prescription medications and treatments, thermometers, blood pressure measurement devices, pulse measurement devices, oxygen measurement devices, glucose measurement devices, syringes and IV solution sets, hearing aids and assistive listening devices, glasses and lenses, and over-the-counter medications, medicines, ointments, creams, powders, tablets, supplements, and treatments; food and beverage procurement, namely, purchasing food and beverages for others; healthcare referral services; healthcare referral services, namely, clinical trial matching and referral services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Downloadable mobile application for the transmission and display medical information and data, namely, information and data relating to specimen and sample collection and analysis, patient-reported health information, diagnostic testing and test results, health and lifestyle practices and choices in light of a sample or specimen analysis, diagnostic test, and/or self-reported health information, and/or interactions with and communications to and from one or more medical care providers; downloadable mobile application for video and text communications relating to medical information and data, namely, communications relating to specimen and sample collection and analysis, patient-reported health information, diagnostic testing and test results, health and lifestyle practices and choices in light of a sample or specimen analysis, diagnostic test, and/or self-reported health information, and/or interactions with and communications to and from one or more medical care providers; downloadable mobile application for video and text communications with medical care providers, namely, medical doctors, doctors of osteopathic medicine, physician's assistants, nurses, licensed medical assistants, and/or administrative staff supporting the aforementioned health care professionals; downloadable mobile application for use in conducting telehealth
services; downloadable mobile application for the fulfillment, delivery, and management of prescriptions, over-the-counter medications, medicines, ointments, creams, powders, tablets, supplements, and treatments; downloadable mobile application for use in medical diagnosis and diagnostic testing; downloadable mobile application for diet and dietary management

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Food and beverage packaging and delivery services; medical transport services; services for the delivery of over-the-counter medications, medicines, ointments, creams, powders, tablets, supplements, and treatments

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**For** Medical analysis and diagnostic services for the care and treatment of persons, as following a specimen and/or sample collection; blood collection, storage, and analysis services for medical purposes; phlebotomy services; medical treatment services for the treatment of skin issues and disorders, vitamin deficiencies, blood disorders, cognitive issues, pulmonary issues, cardiac issues, weight loss/management, arthritis, mobility impairment, and orthopedic issues; specimen and sample collection, storage, and analysis services for medical purposes; mobile medical services; collection, analysis, and banking services for sperm, t-cells, and stem cells for medical purposes; Interactive medical monitoring and alert service for reminding clients of medicinal dosage, allergic sensitivity, and prescription and supplement refills for medical treatment purposes; home healthcare services; dietitian services; nutritional consulting services, namely, dietary analysis and recommendation services; nutritional consulting services, namely, supplement and regimen recommendation services; Provision of health care and medical services by health care professionals via the Internet or telecommunication networks; weight reduction diet plan services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Scientific and medical research services being data collection and analysis in the fields of medicine, public health, epidemiology, preventative care, and osteopathic care; scientific research in the fields of medicine, public health, epidemiology, preventative care, and osteopathic care; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software that allows users to access, view, monitor, manage, transmit, share, and communicate regarding medical information and data, namely, medical information and data relating to specimen and sample collection and analysis, patient-reported health information, diagnostic testing and test results, health and lifestyle practices and choices in light of a sample or specimen analysis, diagnostic test, and/or self-reported health information, and/or interactions with and communications to and from one or more medical care providers; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for video and text communications with medical care providers, namely, medical doctors, doctors of osteopathic medicine, physician's assistants, nurses, licensed medical assistants, and/or administrative staff supporting the aforementioned medical professionals; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use in conducting telehealth services; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for prescription fulfillment, delivery, and management; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use in medical diagnosis and diagnostic testing; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for diet and dietary management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Food and beverage preparation services; providing personalized meal plan services via a website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Function Health Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Function Health Inc. 5302 Cascades Court College Station TEXAS 77845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE |

2925
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97435206  
Application Filing Date: May 31, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer: "LAB"

FOREIGN INFORMATION

Foreign Registration Number: 2103494  
Foreign Registration Date: Jul. 30, 2020  
Foreign Application/Registration County: MEXICO  
Foreign Expiration Date: Jan. 10, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; Consulting services in the field of providing online, non-downloadable software and applications; Electronic data storage; Providing a website that features technology that enables the secure exchange of information by users; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for data creation, editing, publishing and sharing; Providing user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; Provision of Internet search engines  
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Stereorey México, S.A.  
Address: Stereorey México, S.A. ANZURES MIGUEL HIDALGO AVENIDA MARIANO ESCOBEDO NUM. EXT. 532 Ciudad de Mexico MEXICO 11590  
Legal Entity: sociedad anonima (sa)  
State or Country Where Organized: MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 14574  
Examining Attorney: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MULANNIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435285 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MULANNIC has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hygrometers; Thermometers not for medical purposes; Earphones; Smoke detectors; Timers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanwei Yiteng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanwei Yiteng Technology Co., Ltd. No. 13, Lane 5, Toushe, Yandingtou Shanwei CHINA 516600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELYSAID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435680 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "ELYSAID". Inside the letter "D" is a medical plus symbol. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ELYSAID" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Resuscitators; CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) masks; Dummies for babies; Low frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus; Medical devices for Kegel exercises, namely, pelvic floor exercisers for use to treat symptoms of urinary incontinence and for therapeutic purposes; Medical devices for use in cannulation or to stem the flow of traumatic bleeding, namely, tourniquets; Medical electrodes; Medical guidewires and parts and fittings therefor; Medical hosieries, namely, support pantyhose; Reflex hammers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Aug. 28, 2017 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Deyan Address Huang, Deyan NO.99, Shuiweipo Village, Xi Village, Zhongdong Town, Huazhou City, Guangdong Province CHINA 525144 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OK GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435987 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ornamental lapel pins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010
For ornamental novelty buttons
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010
For all purpose sports bags; drawstring bags; tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010
For printed flip books; printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999
For entertainment services, namely, musical performances by a band, providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 25, 1999 In Commerce May 25, 1999
For musical sound recordings; musical video recordings; pre-recorded flash drives featuring musical recordings
For clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts; hats, caps being headwear

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 22, 39
**International Class Title**: Clothing
**First Use**: 2010
**In Commerce**: 2010

**Basis Information**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name**: Ok Go Partnership
**Composed of**: Damian J. Kulash Jr., United States Citizen, Timothy J. Nordwind, United States Citizen, Daniel M. Konopka, United States Citizen, and Andrew B. Ross, United States Citizen
**Address**: Ok Go Partnership 250 West 57th Street, 23rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10107
**Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
**Docket Number**: 22-00004

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**: RISO, MARK E
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97436469  Application Filing Date: May 31, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4921148

Goods and Services Information
For: Electrical audio and video cables; AC power cables; electrical cables which transmit digital data; electrical audio speaker wires; acoustic resonators to suppress electrical interference and noise; radio wave acoustic generators, namely, electroacoustic transducers; electrical fuses for audio amplifiers; electrical ground signal conditioners; audio electrical power supplies; digital music streaming devices; digital-to-analog converters; and electromagnetic isolation platforms to filter electrical audio equipment from radio frequency and electromagnetic interference
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Synergistic Research, Inc.  Address: Synergistic Research, Inc.  11208 Young River Avenue  Fountain Valley  CALIFORNIA  92708  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: SYN-311

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney: CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDFIN CONCIERGE SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436540 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CONCIERGE SERVICE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate brokerage services; real estate agency services; real estate listing; providing real estate listings and real estate information via the internet; providing residential real estate listings in different neighborhoods and communities and real estate information via the internet; real estate brokerage services featuring real estate brokerage advisory services for carrying out the purchase and sale of residential real property, providing real estate financial transaction information, and real estate services in the form of providing physical access to available residential real properties via a remote call-in locking device

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 29, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 29, 2017

For Real estate services, namely, providing home renovation information in the nature of home improvement plans, general building contractor services for overseeing repairs, renovations, and cosmetic updates prior to sale of a house; house cleaning in the nature of cleaning and decluttering in preparation for sale of a house; cleaning of residential homes; general building contractor services for overseeing handyman repairs, painting, cleaning of carpets and rugs, and window cleaning prior to sale of a house; painting; electrical contractor services; plumbing contractor services; repair and replacement of household lighting apparatus and plumbing services in the nature of repair and replacement of faucet fixtures; installation of household lighting and faucet fixtures; general contracting services in the field of flooring; refinishing of floors; carpet cleaning and replacement services; installation of wood flooring and floor tiles; tile restoration services; interior and exterior house painting services; general contractor services, namely, plumbing, carpentry, drywall, painting, and electrical contractor services; repair, replacement, renovation, and re-glazing in the nature of maintenance of kitchen countertops and backsplashes; repair and replacement of window glass; repair and replacement of household appliances; installation of kitchen appliances; handyman services, namely, residential home building repair and maintenance; power washing services

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 24, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2018
For Real estate services, namely, landscape design and landscape gardening; landscaping services, namely, lawn mowing, weeding being weed killing, edging being lawn mowing services, tree planting, power washing, horticultural services in the nature of pneumatic application of mulch for others, and horticultural services in the nature of sod installation for others

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 24, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2018

For Real estate services, namely, professional home staging of homes services for the purpose of increasing the appeal of the property to prospective buyers; interior design services

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 24, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Redfin Corporation Address Redfin Corporation 1099 Stewart Street, Suite 600 Seattle WASHINGTON 98101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 39817-9046

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BRASÃO BRAZILIAN X TEAKHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436750 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of five irregular circular shaped coals grouped together and outlined with a dark gray color; all five coals have a white colored interior with smaller specks of dark gray; the five coals begin to change color from dark gray on the bottom to dark red on the top; above the coal is red colored flames that expand upward gradually changing to orange and then yellow; there is one large flame and two smaller flames outlined inside of the first large flame; below the five dark gray coals is the word BRASÃO in a bold dark gray color; below the letters BRASÃO there is a bold dark gray solid line that begins underneath the letter B and stretches to the right until it stops underneath the letter O; underneath the solid line is the wording BRAZILIAN STEAKHOUSE in a dark gray color with a thinner letter size in comparison with BRASÃO; between the terms BRAZILIAN STEAKHOUSE there are two small dark gray steak knives that form an "X". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark gray, dark red, orange, yellow, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BRAZILIAN STEAKHOUSE"
Translation  The English translation of BRASAO in the mark is COAT OF ARMS.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant services featuring Brazilian Meats International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Oriental Food Concepts Rim, LLC Address  Oriental Food Concepts Rim, LLC  1723 N Loop 1604 E San Antonio  TEXAS  78232 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUB SECOND IMAGING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437658  Application Filing Date  Jun. 01, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "IMAGING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical imaging apparatus; probes for medical purposes; intravascular medical imaging apparatus; intravascular medical imaging probes; intravascular medical imaging accessories, namely, microcatheters, introduction catheters and medical guidewires
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gentuity, LLC  Address  Gentuity, LLC  142 North Road  Suite G  Sudbury  MASSACHUSETTS  01776  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GTY/TM-713

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TYMELY MATTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97437901 **Application Filing Date** Jun. 01, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Hair oils, cosmetic creams, beauty lotions, non-medicated skin toners, skin cleansers, body butters, beauty masks, body scrubs, non-medicated skin serums, non-medicated soaps for face and body, non-medicated skin lotions, body oils and body washes
**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Aye Thats Mera LLC **Address** Aye Thats Mera LLC 600 Pennsylvania Avenue SE #15257 Washington D.C. 20003 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97437903 Application Filing Date  Jun. 01, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an incomplete solid blue circle representing the letter "C". Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of non-fungible assets, crypto collectibles, and downloadable digital art images authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); operating an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of non-fungible assets and crypto collectibles; online auction services featuring non-fungible assets, crypto collectibles, and downloadable digital art images authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For   Online non-downloadable software that enables users to create, exchange, sell, purchase, and transmit non-fungible assets, digital assets, and crypto collectibles; providing online non-downloadable software for managing and validating data using blockchain-based smart contracts
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Coinbase, Inc. Address  Coinbase, Inc.  248 3rd Street, #434  Oakland  CALIFORNIA  94607 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  528.0348
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SNYDER, NELSON B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INFINITY PACK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437968</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "PACK"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Humidity control packets comprised of moisture-sensitive material in small, sealed packages for maintaining a pre-determined, relative humidity in enclosed environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2022 **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** GlassJars.com, LLC **Address** GlassJars.com, LLC 1859 Eucalyptus Hill Road Santa Barbara CALIFORNIA 93108 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 1950-002.701

**Examining Attorney** FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VEGAN VITALITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97438057</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "VEGAN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Vegan dietary and nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: May 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Global Merchandise Direct Ltd
- **Address**: Global Merchandise Direct Ltd, Ashcombe Court, Woolsack Way, Godalming, Surrey, UNITED KINGDOM, GU71LQ
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: GMD-001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TACDECORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438141 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Tacdecory" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kneeboards; Camouflage netting used in hunting; Exercise machines; Firearm targets; Toy guns; Toy projectiles and accessories therefor; Toy weapons
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 29, 2022 In Commerce May 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Pingfu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Pingfu Trading Co., Ltd. Rm. 105, Bldg. 1, No. 1108, Nansha Ave. Wanzhou Vil, Dongyong Tn., Nansha Dist. Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALAMO CITY ENGINEERING SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438250 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two gold concentric circles outlined in brown with the stylized blue wording "ALAMO CITY ENGINEERING SERVICES" and two blue stars appearing in the outer circle and four overlapping white, blue, and red playing cards in the middle of the inner circle, each of which contain the letter "A" in white and the outline of the state of Texas in white with the top card having two white "A"s and two outlines of Texas in white with a white star in the middle of the card. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold, brown, blue, white, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE DESIGN OF TEXAS AND "ALAMO CITY ENGINEERING SERVICES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0127577/ , A0128493/ International Registration Number

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing onsite and remote installation of computer software; remote and onsite managment of information technology systems of others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 28, 2001 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alamo City Engineering Services, Inc. Address Alamo City Engineering Services, Inc. 3463 Magic Drive, Suite 137 San Antonio TEXAS 78229 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97438250
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOVINGLIFE USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438325 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words MOVINGLIFE USA in stylized form, with MOVING and USA in the color black and LIFE in the color blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rollators; wheeled walkers to aid mobility
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Vehicles, namely, motor scooters, mobility scooters, electric bicycle and light electric vehicles in the nature of low-speed electric land vehicles; electric motors and engines for land vehicles, namely, motor scooters, mobility scooters, electric bicycle and light low-speed electric land vehicles; battery-operated, electric and green-fuel powered land vehicles, namely, motor scooters, mobility scooters, electric bicycle and light low-speed electric land vehicles; electric wheelchairs; electric motors for wheelchairs
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moving Life Ltd. Address Moving Life Ltd. Havat Allenby Kibbutz Nezer Sereni ISRAEL 7039500

LEGAL INFORMATION
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05304/315876

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIDDEN WONDERS TOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438494 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a drawing of a cave within a semicircle having points extending from the outer circumference, and a person holding a lantern inside the cave with the wording "HIDDEN WONDERS" underneath the drawing. The wording "TOUR" appears with two lines extending to points on both sides of the word. Disclaimer "TOUR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting and organizing guided and self-guided cavern tours and guided and self-guided educational cave exhibitions; Providing entertainment and educational services, namely, conducting and organizing guided and self-guided cavern tours, amusement park attractions, and exhibitions in the field of caves, as well as distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natural Bridge Caverns, Inc. Address Natural Bridge Caverns, Inc. 26495 Natural Bridge Caverns Road Natural Bridge Caverns TEXAS 78266 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-12329.15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOORE, CHRISTINA DONIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HIDDEN WONDERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97438515 Application Filing Date  Jun. 01, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Conducting and organizing guided and self-guided cavern tours and guided and self-guided educational cave exhibitions; Providing entertainment and educational services, namely, conducting and organizing guided and self-guided cavern tours, amusement park attractions, and exhibitions in the field of caves, as well as distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Natural Bridge Caverns, Inc.  Address  Natural Bridge Caverns, Inc.  26495 Natural Bridge Caverns Road Natural Bridge Caverns  TEXAS  78266  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T-12329.14

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOORE, CHRISTINA DONIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MINIMIS BY CABANEE ORGANICS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97438830</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer               | "ORGANICS" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated soaps; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; aftershave balms; essential oils for aromatherapy use; essential oil-based creams for aromatherapy use; bath oils; shower gels; body lotions; facial lotions; body creams; facial creams; body and facial gels; body oils; facial oils; massage oils; body scrubs; facial scrubs; body wash; cosmetic kits comprised of non-medicated lipsticks, lip gloss, highlighters, eye shadows, mascaras, foundations, blushes, face powders, eye-liners, lip liners; essential oils for personal use; flower essences for cosmetic purposes; exfoliants for the skin, namely, gels, creams, powders; eye gels; facial beauty masks; facial washes; hair conditioner; hair oils; non-medicated lip balms; moisturizing creams; moisturizing skin lotions; moisturizing preparations for the skin; eau de perfume; toilet water; skin cleansers; facial cleansers; skin toners; non-medicated skin care preparations; washing preparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Cabanee Enterprises Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cabanee Enterprises Ltd. 26 - 3306 Princeton Avenue Coquitlam, BC CANADA V3E0M9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 1602T2 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLIMMING BAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97439007 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SLIMMING BAND" beside a design resembling four-bladed boomerang composed of four patterns in the shape of L.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earbuds; Headphones; Noise cancelling headphones; Protective glasses; Audio headphones; Music headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. 0313 Rm306,3rd Flr, Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanhu St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Owner Name Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Room 825, 8th Floor, Chuangfeng Center 25 Donghuan 1st Rd., Yousong Community Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Owner Name Shenzhen Beishengyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Beishengyi Technology Co., Ltd. 0310 Rm306,3rd Flr,Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanhu St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WODSOFTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97439237  Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Couches; Furniture; Bunk beds; Dining chairs; Dining tables; Dressers; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Gate hardware, namely, non-metal gate latches; Jewelry organizer displays; Office desks; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, cat condos; Scratching posts for cats; Writing desks  International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Apr. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Xiaolong E-commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Xiaolong E-commerce Co., Ltd. X5186-001030 (WB), Guanweihui Building, Jiuyongduanjiagongqu,Wanqingsha Town, Nansha Dist, Guangzhou  CHINA 510000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRUDENTIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97439802 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0693628, 2110034, 3229716 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and education services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, virtual environments, and other virtual worlds created for entertainment and education purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Retail store services featuring virtual services, namely, insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, online virtual environments, virtual environments, extended reality and other virtual worlds
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Prudential Insurance Company of America Address The Prudential Insurance Company of America 751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number USA001676

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRUDENTIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97439843 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0693628, 2110034, 3229716 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial transaction services involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and blockchain technology, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options featuring cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology, clearing and reconciling financial transactions involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology via a global computer network, cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology, cryptocurrency exchange services, blockchain-based payment verification services; Providing financial information in the fields of decentralized finance (DeFi), digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Prudential Insurance Company of America Address The Prudential Insurance Company of America 751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEW JERSEY
Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number USA001677

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERETTE TAYLOR URBAN FARM AT MASS MRKT LCS RISE INSTITUTE LAKELAND CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97439881 Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "EVERETTE TAYLOR" over "URBAN" over "FARM" over the word "AT" in the center of a horizontal line, over "MASS MRKT" over a stylized "LCS" to the left of a vertical line and the wording "RISE INSTITUTE" over a horizontal line and the wording "LAKELAND CHRISTIAN SCHOOL". There is a rectangular border around the entire mark. Disclaimer  "URBAN FARM", "INSTITUTE" AND "CHRISTIAN SCHOOL" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  ASS TO "LAKELAND CHRISTIAN SCHOOL" Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing programs in the field of science, art, history, farming and nutrition International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Dec. 31, 2017 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lakeland Christian School, Inc. Address  Lakeland Christian School, Inc. 1111 Forest Park Street Lakeland FLORIDA 33803 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LANZI, JESSICA NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97439967 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2654445, 5129323, 6590943 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and education services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, virtual environments, and other virtual worlds created for entertainment and education purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Retail store services featuring virtual services, namely, insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, online virtual environments, virtual environments, extended reality and other virtual worlds
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Prudential Insurance Company of America Address The Prudential Insurance Company of America 751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number USA001678

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440021 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2654445, 5129323, 6590943 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial transaction services involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and blockchain technology, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options featuring cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology, clearing and reconciling financial transactions involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology via a global computer network, cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology, cryptocurrency exchange services, blockchain-based payment verification services; Providing financial information in the fields of decentralized finance (DeFi), digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Prudential Insurance Company of America Address The Prudential Insurance Company of America 751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEW JERSEY
Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number USA001679
Examining Attorney THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STOW STOWSHELVES.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440073 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording ""STOW STOWSHELVES.COM"" in black. To the right appears the design of a target with crosshairs in red, and the design of a handgun in black, white, and gray. The remaining white in the drawing represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black, white, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STOW" AND "STOW SHELVES.COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shelves for storage
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 07, 2022
For On-line retail store services featuring shelves for storage
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stow Shelves LLC Address Stow Shelves LLC 1758 Tuppence Trl Lawrenceburg INDIANA 47025
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PGIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97440079 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 02, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5214203, 4942629, 5267315 and others |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For Entertainment and education services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, virtual environments, and other virtual worlds created for entertainment and education purposes |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

| For Retail store services featuring virtual services, namely, insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, online virtual environments, virtual environments, extended reality and other virtual worlds |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | The Prudential Insurance Company of America |
| Address | The Prudential Insurance Company of America 751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where | NEW JERSEY |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | USA001680 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A |
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5214203, 4942629, 5267315 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Financial transaction services involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and blockchain technology, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options featuring cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology, clearing and reconciling financial transactions involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology via a global computer network, cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology, cryptocurrency exchange services, blockchain-based payment verification services; Providing financial information in the fields of decentralized finance (DeFi), digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Prudential Insurance Company of America
- **Address**: The Prudential Insurance Company of America
  751 Broad Street
  Newark
  NEW JERSEY
  07102
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: USA001681

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
THE ROCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97440190  Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1629441, 1443528, 6414341 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial transaction services involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and blockchain technology, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options featuring cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology, clearing and reconciling financial transactions involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology via a global computer network, cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology, cryptocurrency exchange services, blockchain-based payment verification services; Providing financial information in the fields of decentralized finance (DeFi), digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Prudential Insurance Company of America  Address  The Prudential Insurance Company of America  751 Broad Street  Newark  NEW JERSEY  07102  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  USA001683
Examining Attorney  THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIGHTGLASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440225 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business and business management consulting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sightglass Partners, LLC Address Sightglass Partners, LLC 543 Hawksnest Drive South Haven MICHIGAN 49090 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 46636-133671

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440506  Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rectangle design in which the upper left quadrant and bottom right quadrant both feature a green triangle, two beige triangles, and a yellow triangle; and the upper right quadrant and bottom left quadrant both feature light green and yellow shaded areas separated by a circle that is half green and half orange.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green, beige, yellow, light green, orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Mobile restaurant services; Restaurant and café services; Café and restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring sandwiches; Restaurant and bar services; Cafeteria and restaurant services; Bar and restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant services; Restaurant and catering services; Take-out restaurant services; Take-away restaurant services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Restaurant; Café-restaurants; Fast-food restaurants; Fast casual restaurants; Fast-food restaurants and snackbars; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Providing of food and drink; Serving food and drinks

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FRC BALANCE LLC  Address  FRC BALANCE LLC  4455 East Camelback Road, Suite A115  Phoenix ARIZONA  85018  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  60003-1030

2960
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440753  Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "ji shi dafu" and this means "good fortune" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alimentary pasta
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods  First Use Nov. 05, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changchun Zhujiang Food Co., Ltd.  Address Changchun Zhujiang Food Co., Ltd.  2 Km Extension of North National Hwy 102 Mishazi Industrial Park  Dehui, Jilin  CHINA 130302  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SHBC-T0091

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLO SSE ND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97441101 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BLO SSE ND" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software design and development; Website development for others; Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software and web sites of others in the fields of games and entertainment; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Internet-based application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining the code, applications, and software for web sites of others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 31, 2022 In Commerce May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pablo Diaz Trapote Address Pablo Diaz Trapote 1100 S Lamar Blvd apt 1421 Austin TEXAS 78704
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BLS-TM-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97441113</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a depiction of the Rock of Gibraltar enclosed in a circle with the bottom portion of the image inside the enclosure and underneath the Rock of Gibraltar darkly shaded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1616000, 6541316, 1576352 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Entertainment and education services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, virtual environments, and other virtual worlds created for entertainment and education purposes |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

| For | Retail store services featuring virtual services, namely, insurance and financial services for use in the metaverse, online virtual environments, virtual environments, extended reality and other virtual worlds |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | The Prudential Insurance Company of America |
| Address | The Prudential Insurance Company of America 751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where | NEW JERSEY |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | USA001684 |

2964
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97441136 Application Filing Date: Jun. 02, 2022 Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a depiction of the Rock of Gibraltar enclosed in a circle with the bottom portion of the image inside the enclosure and underneath the Rock of Gibraltar darkly shaded.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 1616000, 6541316, 1576352 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Financial transaction services involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and blockchain technology, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options featuring cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology, clearing and reconciling financial transactions involving cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology via a global computer network, cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology, cryptocurrency exchange services, blockchain-based payment verification services; Providing financial information in the fields of decentralized finance (DeFi), digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto tokens, non-fungible tokens, and utility tokens

International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: The Prudential Insurance Company of America Address: The Prudential Insurance Company of America
751 Broad Street Newark NEW JERSEY 07102 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: USA001685
Examining Attorney  THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIVE THE BARBELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97441679</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Exercise and gymnastic banners
  - **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **For** Stickers
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For** Lanyards for holding keys, badges, ID cards, and keychains
  - **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **For** Jogging pants; T-shirts
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: A7 Fitness, Inc.
- **Address**: A7 Fitness, Inc. 3030 Richmond Rd Woodstock GEORGIA 30189
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: A157-0065TMU

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LITTLE FIG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97441739 Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Mobile restaurant services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant services featuring sandwiches; Restaurant and bar services; Cafeteria and restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant services; Restaurant and catering services; Take-out restaurant services; Take-away restaurant services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Restaurant; Café-restaurants; Fast casual restaurants; Fast-food restaurants and snackbars; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Providing of food and drink; Serving food and drinks
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FRC BALANCE LLC Address  FRC BALANCE LLC  4455 East Camelback Road, Suite A115  Phoenix ARIZONA  85018 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  60003-1032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EX PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97441756  Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Battery-operated, electronically-heated apparel
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JustBrand Limited  Address  JustBrand Limited  3791 Main Street  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA 19127  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  JUS-620

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOSEMITE EYEWEAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97441826</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "Yosemite EYEWEAR" and design. The term "Yosemite" appears in a large font above the term "EYEWEAR" which appears in a small font below the letters "MITE" in the term "Yosemite". Centered within the letter "O" in the term "Yosemite" is a pair of eyeglasses.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "EYEWEAR"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring Eyewear, Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, Eyewear cleaning kits comprised of cleaning fluid and a cleaning cloth, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor, Cases for eyewear
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2016

- **For**: Eyewear; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Cases for eyewear
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Weston Eyecare, LLC
- **Address**: Weston Eyecare, LLC  42 Langley Rd. Newton  MASSACHUSETTS 02459
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOTANIX4C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97441868 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shampoo-conditioners; Beauty lotions; Cosmetic preparations for hair care; Hair care creams; Hair care lotions; Hair care preparations; Hair dressings for women; Hair lacquers; Hair mousse; Hair mousses; Hair nourishers; Hair relaxing preparations; Hair shampoo; Hair straightening preparations; Hair styling gel; Hair styling preparations; Hair styling spray; Hair tonic; Hair tonics; Hair waving lotion; Hair weave shampoo-conditioners; Hair weave shampoos; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated hair shampoos for curly hair; Styling gels for curly hair; Styling sprays for curly hair; Wig shampoo-conditioners; Wig shampoos; Beauty serums; Non-medicated serums for use on the scalp and hair; Non-medicated hair serums

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOI NATUREL BOTANICALS LLC Address MOI NATUREL BOTANICALS LLC 725 W Milton Drive ARLINGTON TEXAS 76001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GUIDED PHONICS + BEYOND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97441974
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GUIDED PHONICS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational learning cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, curriculum worksheets, teacher guide books, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of education
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TARA WEST
- **Address**: TARA WEST 120 S. Central Ave. Clayton MISSOURI 63105
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 5072

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examine Attorneys**: PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SIMPLY POWERFUL

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**  
For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in retail sales management, namely, point of sale (POS) and eCommerce transactions; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in mobile point of sale and inventory tracking, products, pricing, loyalty rewards, coupons and sales promotions, inventory management, order fulfillment, and purchase orders and transfers; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for website content management and to aid a retailer in developing and designing an eCommerce website; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for website content management; E-commerce design services and e-commerce shopping cart services in the nature of developing and hosting a server on a global computer network for the purpose of facilitating e-commerce via such a server

**First Use** Apr. 01, 2018  
**In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Celerant Technology Corp.  
**Address** Celerant Technology Corp. 4830 Arthur Kill Road Staten Island NEW YORK 10309  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** 037233

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLFSMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97442173 Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bags and holdalls for sports clothing; travelling bags; leather travelling bag sets; haversacks; umbrellas; trunks being luggage; harnesses; suitcases with wheels; school bags; rucksacks; garment bags for travel; all-purpose athletic bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
For stress relief exercise toys; fishing tackle; golf gloves; sport balls; golf bags, with or without wheels; exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; shuttlecocks for badminton; badminton rackets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For golf pants, shirts and skirts; golf trousers; sweat suits; athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; waterproof clothing, namely, shirts; golf shoes; sports shoes; sports caps and hats; socks; gloves
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiasheng Ye Address  Jiasheng Ye  No.26, Matangli, Shangcuo Village  Wuxian Town, Tong'an District Xiamen, Fujian, China  CHINA 361100 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  INTT171US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRETCHGOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442175  Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bags and holdalls for sports clothing; travelling bags; leather travelling bag sets; haversacks; umbrellas; trunks being luggage; harnesses; suitcases with wheels; school bags; rucksacks; garment bags for travel; all-purpose athletic bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For golf clubs; golf club heads; golf club grips; stress relief exercise toys; fishing tackle; golf gloves; sport balls; golf bags, with or without wheels; exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; shuttlecocks for badminton; badminton rackets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For golf pants, shirts and skirts; golf trousers; sweat suits; athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; waterproof clothing, namely, shirts; golf shoes; sports shoes; sports caps and hats; socks; gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiasheng Ye  Address Jiasheng Ye No.26, Matangli, Shangcuo Village  Wuxian Town, Tong'an District Xiamen, Fujian, China  CHINA 361100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number INTT172US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442180 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bags and holdalls for sports clothing; travelling bags; leather travelling bag sets; haversacks; umbrellas; trunks being luggage; harnesses; suitcases with wheels; school bags; rucksacks; garment bags for travel; all-purpose athletic bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For golf clubs; golf club heads; golf club grips; stress relief exercise toys; fishing tackle; golf gloves; sport balls; golf bags, with or without wheels; exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; shuttlecocks for badminton; badminton rackets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For golf pants, shirts and skirts; golf trousers; sweat suits; athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; waterproof clothing, namely, shirts; golf shoes; sports shoes; sports caps and hats; socks; gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiasheng Ye Address Jiasheng Ye No.26, Matangli, Shangcuo Village Wuxian Town, Tong'an District Xiamen, Fujian, China CHINA 361100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number INTT173US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOAT HAVASU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442349 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAVASU"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luthern, Joe Address Luthern, Joe 3260 Poppy Trail Place Lake Havasu City ARIZONA 86406 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97442821</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Clothing and apparel, namely, athletic apparel, specifically Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Sweaters; Collared shirts; Golf shirts; Gym pants; Jogging pants; Night shirts; Polo shirts; Rugby shirts; Sports jerseys; Sports shirts; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Tee shirts; Track pants, hats and socks, athletic uniforms; Fishing shirts; Hunting shirts; boxer briefs and undergarments
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Josh Johnson
- **Address**: Josh Johnson 4712 E 2nd St #924 Long Beach CALIFORNIA 90803
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: JJ-BlueEd

**Examinee Attorney**

- **Examinee Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPICY KOREAN PICKLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442832 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three stylized Korean characters. Directly under the stylized characters are the words "SPICY" "KOREAN" and "PICKLES" stacked in stylized font. The "O" in the word "KOREAN" is a stylized design of a woman with a hair bun and wearing sunglasses. The color white represents background and is not claimed as part of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SPICY KOREAN PICKLES" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "SK P" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pickles; Spicy pickles
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Not Yo Mamas Pantry, Inc. Address Not Yo Mamas Pantry, Inc. suite #709 4733 torrence blvd Torrance CALIFORNIA 90503 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOULAPAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442847 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YOULAPAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Footwear; Headbands; Headwear; Ponchos; Shoes; Veils; Waistbands; Artificial flower headdresses; Bridal garters; Leather belts for clothing; Pashmina shawls; Shawls and headscarves; Wedding gowns
International Classes Primary Classes 25 - US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan, Sujuan Address Pan, Sujuan No. 16, Group 1, Rangxi Village, Ranghe Township?Lushan County, Pingdingshan, Henan CHINA 467300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TWO BROTHERS HANGING
ONE HAT AT A TIME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97443086</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 04, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Hat racks
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 07, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Classic Decor Ltd. **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Classic Home Decor
- **Address**: Classic Decor Ltd. 21525 Hwy 61 mark@classichomedecor.com Bowling Green MISSOURI 63334
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCENTFUL VIBES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97443108 Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles
International Classes   4 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 6, 15 International Class Title   Lubricants and Fuels
First Use   Aug. 20, 2020 In Commerce   Oct. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Winston, Marchae Shaneil Address   Winston, Marchae Shaneil  5150 E Candlewood St, Suite 20A
Lakewood  CALIFORNIA   90712 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROXALACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97443348 Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable male urine collection device comprised of a plastic bag and a holder therefor; portable devices in the nature of bags for the collection and disposal of human waste; disposable urine collection device comprised of a plastic bag or pouch for the collection of urine; apparatus and instruments for incontinence and bodily fluid waste collection, namely, disposable urine collection device comprised of a plastic bag or pouch for the collection of urine; disposable urine bags, namely, portable male urine collection device comprised of plastic bag and disposable pouch made from synthetic materials; disposable urine bags, namely, portable female urine collection device comprised of plastic bag and disposable pouch made from synthetic materials; plastic bags for waste disposal, namely, disposable fecal collection device comprised of a plastic bag or pouch for the collection of human fecal matter; portable human fecal and urine collection device comprised of a plastic bag for the collection of urine or fecal matter from stoma openings, catheter openings and human body drainage openings, for use in the field of trucking; portable urine collection device comprised of a plastic bag or pouch for the collection of urine, for use in the field of trucking; urine bags in the nature of a disposable urine collection device comprised of a plastic bag or pouch for the collection of urine

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ROXALACE CONCEPT S.R.L. Address ROXALACE CONCEPT S.R.L. Parter, Modul 27 Sectorul 5, Strada Vointei, Nr.21 BUCURESTI ROMANIA 052833 Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (srl) State or Country Where Organized ROMANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVEM OM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97443351  
Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2022  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark  
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays  
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title Housewares and Glass  
First Use Nov. 15, 2021  
In Commerce Jan. 09, 2022

For Table knives, forks and spoons for babies  
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 23, 28, 44  
International Class Title Hand Tools  
First Use Nov. 15, 2021  
In Commerce Jan. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Varsha Venkataramani DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Raaje Composed of Varsha Venkataramani - USA
Rajiv Vijayakumar - USA  
Address Varsha Venkataramani 3344 S Beverly Dr Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90034
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Rajiv Vijayakumar DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Raaje  
Address Rajiv Vijayakumar 3344 S Beverly Dr Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90034  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KITSET ASSEMBLY SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97443385  Application Filing Date  Jun. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The capitalized word "KITSET" placed above the capitalized word "ASSEMBLY SERVICES" in front of a rectangular background. The letter "I" in "KITSET" is a figure person holding the long end of a hex key, where the short end of the hex key faces out. Color is not a feature of the mark.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "KITSET ASSEMBLY SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Marketing, advertising and promotional services in relation to the provision of product, kitset and flat-pack assembly services, namely, providing a website, brochures and flyers featuring promotional material about the services of others; business management and administration; Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of franchises; audit services, namely, financial auditing and review and analysis of a company's sales, as well as the preparation, organization and presentation of the documents and data requested by franchisor; consultancy, information and advisory services in connection with franchising, namely, Business management advisory services relating to franchising, advice in the running of establishments as franchises; consultancy, information and advisory services in connection with product, kitset and flat-pack assembly services, namely, business management advisory services relating to franchising, and advice in the running of establishments as franchise
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Installation of furniture; installation of kitchens and kitchen fittings, namely, installation of kitchen cabinets, kitchen storage solutions and kitchen furniture; installation of fitted furniture; Assembly services related to the installation of products for others, namely, desks, sectionals, closet organizers, bedroom sets, cabinetry, chairs, credenzas, bookcases, wardrobes, shelving, outdoor furniture, sporting equipment, sheds, barbecue grills, trampolines, indoor/outdoor storage solutions; assembly services related to the installation of furniture for others; custom assembly services related to materials, namely, custom cabinetry, credenzas, bookcases, wardrobes, shelving; assembly services related to the installation of office and industrial furniture, shelving and equipment for others
For  Product parcel delivery services; packaging removal namely paper, cardboard and other packaging waste removal; packaging removal for recycling, namely paper, cardboard and other packaging waste removal; advice, consultancy and information services in connection to product parcel delivery services and packaging removal namely paper, cardboard and other packaging waste removal; advice, consultancy and information services in connection to product parcel delivery services and packaging removal for recycling namely paper, cardboard and other packaging waste removal

Basis Information

Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  ToolGuy IP Limited  Address  ToolGuy IP Limited  Will Flew, Director  14 Piermark Drive  Rosedale
NEW ZEALAND  0632  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW ZEALAND

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  72102-1

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GSI WEATHER STRIPPING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97443437 Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "GSI" in large font above the wording "WEATHER STRIPPING", all in black except for a red dot that appears at the base of the letter "S" in "GSI". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "WEATHER STRIPPING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal window installation materials, namely, weather stripping in the nature of non-metal weather strips for windows; Non-metal window installation materials, namely, weather stripping in the nature of non-metal weather strips for doors; Non-metal weather strips for buildings' windows and doors International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Schneider Peter Address Schneider Peter 3573 San Carlos Avenue Las Vegas NEVADA 89115 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDUCE HEADPHONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97443590  Application Filing Date  Jun. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "REDUCE HEADPHONE" in stylized text to the right of a spiral design comprised of four curved tapered lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEADPHONE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earbuds; Headphones; Noise cancelling headphones; Protective ear covering shields; Audio headphones; Music headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. 0313 Rm306,3rd Flr, Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanhu St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Owner Name Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Room 825, 8th Floor, Chuangfeng Center 25 Donghuan 1st Rd., Yousong Community Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FAMOUS FRIENDS BAR & GRILL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97443826</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;BAR &amp; GRILL&quot;</td>
<td>FAMOUS FRIENDS BAR &amp; GRILL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** RUNNIN' BEHIND, INC.
**Address** RUNNIN' BEHIND, INC. P.O. BOX 22972 NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 372022972

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** TENNESSEE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 109405.02000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAMOUS FRIENDS TAVERN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97443830 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TAVERN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RUNNIN’ BEHIND, INC. Address RUNNIN’ BEHIND, INC. P.O. BOX 22972 NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 372022972 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109405.02000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEYBERT'S BILLIARD · SUPPLY
· EST'D 1997

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97444191 Application Filing Date  Jun. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three incomplete concentric circles bisected horizontally by the wording "SEYBERT'S" in large stylized font leaning upwards to the right, directly above, as if underlined by, a design of a pool cue. Under the pool cue are the words "EST'D 1997" in small all-capital letters in normal font. In between the outer second circle are the words "BILLIARD", curving downwards in the upper portion of the circle, and "SUPPLY" curving upwards in the bottom portion of the circle, both in large all-capital letters in normal font, with two small shaded circles on either side of the word "SUPPLY". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EST'D 1997" and "BILLIARD SUPPLY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0130045/1718597 International Registration Number  1718597 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3913595

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For BILLIARDS TABLE BRUSHES
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For BILLIARDS TABLE CLOTH; BILLIARD TOWELS
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics
For BILLIARDS TABLES; BILLIARD CUES; CUE STICKS FOR BILLIARD; BILLIARD CUE CASES; BILLIARD BALLS; BILLIARD CUE RESTS; BILLIARD BRIDGES; HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD CUES; BILLIARD CUE EXTENSIONS; BILLIARD CHALK; CARRIERS AND HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD BALLS; HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD CHALK; BILLIARD BALL RACKS; BILLIARD CUE RACKS; BILLIARD CUE TIPS; BILLIARD CUE JOINT PROTECTORS; BILLIARDS CUE BUTT CAPS; BILLIARDS TRAINING CUES; BILLIARDS TRAINING BALLS; BILLIARDS CUE WRAPS AND HAND
GRIPS; BILLIARDS TABLE CUSHIONS IN THE NATURE OF BUMPERS AND RAILS; PROTECTIVE COVERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARDS TABLES

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

For Lights for billiard tables

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

For Hand-operated tools for grooming billiard cue tips; Hand-operated tools for grooming billiard cue tips in the nature of scuffers

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 23, 28, 44

**International Class Title**: Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: Seybert's Billiards Corporation
**Address**: Seybert's Billiards Corporation 702 East Chicago Road Coldwater MICHIGAN 49036

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 7891-007T

**Examining Attorney**

**Examing Attorney**: RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TMC HEALTH

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97444230
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTH"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Hospital services; Medical and clinical medical services in the fields of audiology, cardiology, diabetes management, obstetrics, gynecology, occupational health, oncology, orthopedics, pediatrics, pulmonology, radiology, respiratory services, sleep disorders, surgery, urology services, women's health, and wound management; Health care services, namely, arthritis treatment, birthing and labor delivery services, cardiac care, diagnostic services, emergency care, general inpatient health care, home health care services, therapeutic infusion services, medical diagnostic testing services, nursing care services, neurology services, outpatient care, treatment of chronic pain services, pediatric health care, physical therapy services, physician services, rehabilitation patient care services, speech therapy services, surgical services; Community health care services; medical counseling in the fields of nutrition, weight loss, and stress management; Hospice services; Physical rehabilitation; providing mental rehabilitation facilities; Providing health and medical information to others via a searchable online database; Psychological counseling; Telemedicine services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: TMC HealthCare
- **Address**: TMC HealthCare 5301 East Grant Road Tucson ARIZONA 85712
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 144095-00021

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEYBERT’S BILLIARD SUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97444345 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SEYBERT’S" in large stylized
font leaning upwards to the right, directly above, as if underlined by, a design of a pool cue. Under the pool cue are the
words "BILLIARD SUPPLY" in small all-capital letters in normal font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BILLIARD SUPPLY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0130055/1725790 International
Registration Number 1725790 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3913595

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For BILLIARDS TABLE BRUSHES
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For BILLIARDS TABLE CLOTH; BILLIARD TOWELS
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For BILLIARD TABLES; BILLIARD CUES; CUE STICKS FOR BILLIARD; BILLIARD CUE CASES; BILLIARD
BALLS; BILLIARD CUE RESTS; BILLIARD BRIDGES; HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD CUES;
BILLIARD CUE EXTENSIONS; BILLIARD CHALK; CARRIERS AND HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR
BILLIARD BALLS; HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD CHALK; BILLIARD BALL RACKS;
BILLIARD CUE RACKS; BILLIARD CUE TIPS; BILLIARD CUE JOINT PROTECTORS; BILLIARDS CUE BUTT
CAPS; BILLIARDS TRAINING CUES; BILLIARDS TRAINING BALLS; BILLIARDS CUE WRAPS AND HAND
GRIPS; BILLIARDS TABLE CUSHIONS IN THE NATURE OF BUMPERS AND RAILS; PROTECTIVE COVERS
SPECIALY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARDS TABLES
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods
For Lights for billiard tables

**International Classes:** 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title:** Environmental Control Apparatus

For Hand-operated tools for grooming billiard cue tips; Hand-operated tools for grooming billiard cue tips in the nature of scuffers

**International Classes:** 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44

**International Class Title:** Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name:** Seybert's Billiards Corporation

**Address:** Seybert's Billiards Corporation 702 East Chicago Road Coldwater MICHIGAN 49036

**Legal Entity:** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number:** 7891-008T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
**Mark Literal(s)** EST'D S 1997

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97444496
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 06, 2022
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the design of a raven perching on a ball in which the capital letter "S" in stylized font is found, to the left of the ball are the words "EST'D" and to the right of the ball is the number "1997" in small normal font and all-capital letters. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "EST'D 1997"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0130060/1725787
- **International Registration Number**: 1725787

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** BILLIARDS TABLE BRUSHES
  - **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **For** BILLIARDS TABLE CLOTH; BILLIARD TOWELS
  - **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 42, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **For** BILLIARDS TABLES; BILLIARD CUES; CUE STICKS FOR BILLIARD; BILLIARD CUE CASES; BILLIARD BALLS; BILLIARD CUE RESTS; BILLIARD BRIDGES; HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD CUES; BILLIARD CUE EXTENSIONS; BILLIARD CHALK; CARRIERS AND HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD BALLS; HOLDERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARD CHALK; BILLIARD BALL RACKS; BILLIARD CUE RACKS; BILLIARD CUE TIPS; BILLIARD CUE JOINT PROTECTORS; BILLIARDS CUE BUTT CAPS; BILLIARDS TRAINING CUES; BILLIARDS TRAINING BALLS; BILLIARDS CUE WRAPS AND HAND GRIPS; BILLIARDS TABLE CUSHIONS IN THE NATURE OF BUMPERS AND RAILS; PROTECTIVE COVERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BILLIARDS TABLES
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Lights for billiard tables

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For  Hand-operated tools for grooming billiard cue tips; Hand-operated tools for grooming billiard cue tips in the nature of scuffers

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Seybert's Billiards Corporation  Address  Seybert's Billiards Corporation  702 East Chicago Road Coldwater  MICHIGAN  49036  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  7891-009T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUEER TO STAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97444853 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "QUEER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music playlists downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music soundtracks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Showtime Networks Inc. Address Showtime Networks Inc. 1633 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLEARING THE AIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445083 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing advocacy training in the fields of community health advocacy, workplace health and safety, and achieving a smoke-free and tobacco-free society; Providing educational events, namely, educational conferences and non-downloadable webinars in the fields of community health advocacy, workplace health and safety, smoke-free and tobacco-free issues, research, and advocacy in favor of achieving a smoke-free and tobacco-free society
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2003

For Promoting the interests of a smoke-free and tobacco-free society by means of public advocacy; Promoting public awareness of the benefits of a smoke-free and tobacco-free society, and means that individuals can employ to meet that goal, by means of public advocacy; Providing educational information in the field of promoting public awareness of achieving a smoke-free and tobacco-free society through public advocacy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 20, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2016

For Providing educational information in the fields of community and workplace health, and smoke-free and tobacco-free health topics
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2003

For Providing educational information in the field of medical research into smoke-related health issues
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Address** | American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation  
2530 San Pablo Avenue  
Berkeley  
CALIFORNIA  
94702 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97445138  Application Filing Date: Jun. 06, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a dog wearing glasses in a stylized window.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing marketing services to the travel industry via business listings for tours, activities and attractions; promoting the goods and services of others via the preparation and placement of business listings on the internet; providing a website featuring recommendations, ratings and reviews posted by consumers about travel service providers, tours, activities and attractions via a global computer network  International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

For: Downloadable software for providing consumer information, namely, compilations, rankings, ratings, reviews, referrals and recommendations relating to businesses, restaurants, service providers, tours, activities and attractions, events, public services and government agencies, parks and recreational areas, religious organizations and nonprofit organizations; downloadable software for displaying and sharing a user's location and finding, locating, and interacting with other users and places  International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For: Online social networking services in the fields of geography, travel and leisure  International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Personal and legal services
For Travel information services; providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services; providing reviews of travel service providers, reviews of transportation to travel destinations, and reviews of transportation to local attractions via computer networks and global computer network

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 105 **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

For Providing lodging information services for travelers; providing reviews of hotel accommodations via computer networks and global information networks; providing reviews of travel destinations in the nature of temporary lodging and local attractions, namely, restaurants and bars via computer networks and global computer network

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**  Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**  Jacob Cherry  **Address**  Jacob Cherry  6622 N. LeMai Ave.  Lincolnwood  ILLINOIS  60712  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**Owner Name**  Nick Romero  **Address**  Nick Romero  6622 N. LeMai Ave.  Lincolnwood  ILLINOIS  60712  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**  O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RADIABLOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445157 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed linen; Bed blankets; Baby blankets; Blankets for outdoor use; Bed sheets; Fitted bed sheets; Pillow covers; Pillow cases; Blanket throws; Mattress covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 25, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2022

For Computer bags; Bags adapted for laptops and other mobile computing devices, namely, tablets and phones; Backpacks especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 25, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Larsen, Reed Address Larsen, Reed Unit 37 10780 W State St. Star IDAHO 83669 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IK' 3 BREATHE PRACTICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445203 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “3 BREATHE PRACTICE” Translation The English translation of "IK’" in the mark is "WIND".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing in-person educational forums and workshops, classes, seminars, retreats, training camps, coaching and instruction online and via e-mail, all in the fields of personal development and spiritual development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 07, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Path of IX LLC Address The Path of IX LLC 92-1329 Prince Kuhio Blvd, #4, PMB 113 Captain Cook HAWAII 96704 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-TM-0301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE

Ik' 3 Breath Practice
TM 2128 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97445249 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PODCAST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of geopolitics, current events, and history lessons(Based on Intent to Use) Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of geopolitics, current events, and history lessons International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 2021 In Commerce Dec. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name This We'll Defend Podcast LLC Address This We'll Defend Podcast LLC 2550 NE 7th Terrace Pompano Beach FLORIDA 33064 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L553706573

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKTION PASSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445253 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Compression Sleeves
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Dec. 23, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JEGA Quality Imports LLC Address JEGA Quality Imports LLC Jorge E Garcia 30 Leicester Ct PRINCETON NEW JERSEY 08540 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
Serial Number: 97445340  
Application Filing Date: Jun. 06, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): SUDMDRIT

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bandeaux; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Insoles; Lingerie; Pants; Scarfs; Shoes; Socks; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Face coverings being niqabs; Hat frames; Waist belts

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing  
First Use In Commerce: Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Fu,Wenli  
Address: Fu,Wenli No. 22, row 5,zone 4, chenxiangzhuang Vil.,cuihuangkou Town,Wuqing District Tianjin CHINA 301700

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: ZS DOCKET BH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STANDDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97445588</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 06, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Display racks; Display stands; Key racks |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 | International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Apr. 26, 2022 | In Commerce | Apr. 26, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Zhong, Wenjing |
| Address | Zhong, Wenjing No. 23, Bukeng Group, Fuxi Village, Huangbai Township Ruijin, Jiangxi CHINA 342500 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | US039465T |
| Examining Attorney | OH, HYUN-JUNG |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CERESCOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445933 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, foam rollers and weight machines, all the foregoing goods being used for physiotherapy; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for craniocerebral injury for physiotherapy; protective clothing for medical use in the nature of surgical scrub caps, medical gowns, footwear being boots for medical purposes, protective face masks for medical use, face shields being personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical use, overboots being protective boot covers for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for use in the diagnosis and treating of vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical diagnostic testing equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs in the nature of radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus and radiological installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; medical computerized tomography (CT) scanner

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Providing user access to global computer networks; electronic message sending; message sending and receiving services; videoconferencing services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of digital files; streaming of data; transmission of information through video communication systems; electronic transmission of data through computer networks; transmission of sound, speech, images and data signals; network transmission of sounds, images, signals and data

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Medical information; medical service in the field of vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; medical screening services in the field of cardiovascular health; medical diagnosis and treatment services of vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving rehabilitation treatment for purposes of guiding treatment; telemedicine services; medical screening services in the field of vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; remote monitoring of medical data for medical diagnosis and
treatment; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; medical laboratory services; computer software design; medical research in the field of vertebral carotid artery and craniocerebral vascular diseases; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.  No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6  No. 14 Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist.  Beijing  CHINA  100098  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country**  CHINA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  10167898TF

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESFFR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97446009 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, foam rollers and weight machines, all the foregoing goods being used for physiotherapy; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for craniocerebral injury for physiotherapy; protective clothing for medical use in the nature of surgical scrub caps, medical gowns, footwear being boots for medical purposes, protective face masks for medical use, face shields being personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical use, overboots being protective boot covers for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical diagnostic testing equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs in the nature of radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus and radiological installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing vascular disease; medical computerized tomography (CT) scanner

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Computer peripheral devices; downloadable operating system software applications for mobile phones; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, spectacles, telescopes; software as a medical device (SAMD), downloadable, for diagnosing vascular disease; downloadable computer programs for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; recorded computer programs for image processing for medical purposes; downloadable computer software applications for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software applications for image processing for medical purposes; recorded or downloadable computer software platforms for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software for digital image processing; humanoid robot with artificial intelligence for scientific research

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Medical assistance; medical information; medical service in the field of vascular disease; medical screening services in the field of cardiovascular health; medical diagnosis and treatment services for vascular disease; medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving rehabilitation treatment for purposes of guiding treatment; telemedicine services; medical screening services in the field of vascular disease; remote monitoring of medical data for medical diagnosis and treatment; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; medical laboratory services; computer software design; medical research in the field of vascular disease; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing; providing online, non-downloadable software as a medical device (SAMD) for diagnosing vascular disease; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for digital image processing

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.  No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6  No. 14 Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist.  Beijing  CHINA  100098  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 10167899TF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: WERT, KARL ANTHONY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ELITE FENDERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97446026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FENDERS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Boat fenders
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Aug. 05, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ELITE FENDERS LLC
- **Address**: ELITE FENDERS LLC 1931 Cordova Road #3003 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33316
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: GBERRY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ESIMR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97446063</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, foam rollers and weight machines, all the foregoing goods being used for physiotherapy; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for craniocerebral injury for physiotherapy; protective clothing for medical use in the nature of surgical scrub caps, medical gowns, footwear being boots for medical purposes, protective face masks for medical use, face shields being personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical use, overboots being protective boot covers for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical diagnostic testing equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs in the nature of radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus and radiological installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing vascular disease; medical computerized tomography (CT) scanner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**  Computer peripheral devices; downloadable operating system software applications for mobile phones; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, spectacles, telescopes; software as a medical device (SAMD), downloadable, for diagnosing vascular disease; downloadable computer programs for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; recorded computer programs for image processing for medical purposes; downloadable computer software applications for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software applications for image processing for medical purposes; recorded or downloadable computer software platforms for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software for digital image processing; humanoid robot with artificial intelligence for scientific research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer software design; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing; providing online, non-downloadable software as a medical device (SAMD) for diagnosing vascular disease; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for digital image processing

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd. No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6 No. 14 Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist. Beijing CHINA 100098 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10167900TF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WERT, KARL ANTHONY
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XAFFR

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97446080</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, foam rollers and weight machines, all the foregoing goods being used for physiotherapy; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for craniocerebral injury for physiotherapy; protective clothing for medical use in the nature of surgical scrub caps, medical gowns, footwear being boots for medical purposes, protective face masks for medical use, face shields being personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical use, overboots being protective boot covers for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical diagnostic testing equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs in the nature of radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus and radiological installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing vascular disease; medical computerized tomography (CT) scanner

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Computer peripheral devices; downloadable operating system software applications for mobile phones; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, spectacles, telescopes; software as a medical device (SAMD), downloadable, for diagnosing vascular disease; downloadable computer programs for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; recorded computer programs for image processing for medical purposes; downloadable computer software applications for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software applications for image processing for medical purposes; recorded or downloadable computer software platforms for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software for digital image processing; humanoid robot with artificial intelligence for scientific research

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Medical assistance; medical information; medical service in the field of vascular disease; medical screening services in the field of cardiovascular health; medical diagnosis and treatment services for vascular disease; medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving rehabilitation treatment for purposes of guiding treatment; telemedicine services; medical screening services in the field of vascular disease; remote monitoring of medical data for medical diagnosis and treatment; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; medical laboratory services; computer software design; medical research in the field of vascular disease; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing; providing online, non-downloadable software as a medical device (SAMD) for diagnosing vascular disease; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for digital image processing

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd. **Address**: Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd. No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6 No. 14 Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist. Beijing CHINA 100098 **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country**: CHINA

**Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 10167902TF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XAIMR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97446088 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, foam rollers and weight machines, all the foregoing goods being used for physiotherapy; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for craniocerebral injury for physiotherapy; protective clothing for medical use in the nature of surgical scrub caps, medical gowns, footwear being boots for medical purposes, protective face masks for medical use, face shields being personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical use, overboots being protective boot covers for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical diagnostic testing equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs in the nature of radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus and radiological installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing vascular disease; medical computerized tomography (CT) scanner

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Computer peripheral devices; downloadable operating system software applications for mobile phones; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, spectacles, telescopes; software as a medical device (SAMD), downloadable, for diagnosing vascular disease; downloadable computer programs for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; recorded computer programs for image processing for medical purposes; downloadable computer software applications for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software applications for image processing for medical purposes; recorded or downloadable computer software platforms for use in the diagnosis of vascular disease; downloadable computer software for digital image processing; humanoid robot with artificial intelligence for scientific research

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Medical assistance; medical information; medical service in the field of vascular disease; medical screening services in the field of cardiovascular health; medical diagnosis and treatment services for vascular disease; medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving rehabilitation treatment for purposes of guiding treatment; telemedicine services; medical screening services in the field of vascular disease; remote monitoring of medical data for medical diagnosis and treatment; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; medical laboratory services; computer software design; medical research in the field of vascular disease; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing; providing online, non-downloadable software as a medical device (SAMD) for diagnosing vascular disease; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for digital image processing

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.  **Address** No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6  No. 14  Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist.  Beijing  CHINA  100098  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 10167903TF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHOENIX INVESTOR SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97446120 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INVESTOR SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial operational integration services, namely planning and implementing operational savings and investment changes and the integration of add-on investment acquisitions; Financial management and consultation services, namely, providing operational financial information and evaluations, quality of earnings financial reviews, financial due diligence services in the field of mergers and acquisitions, strategic financial planning services, and financial management consulting services to others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Business management and consultation services, namely, operational business evaluations, business planning and implementing operational changes and the integration of add-on business acquisitions, profit survey and analysis, namely quality of earnings reviews, business strategic planning services, business plan validation services, business operational strategies, identification of potential business acquisition candidates, and business management consulting services to others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phoenix Management Holdings, Inc. Address Phoenix Management Holdings, Inc. 110 Commons Court Chadds Ford PENNSYLVANIA 19317 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 002351.00045
Examining Attorney  LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAHYIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97446188 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized yellow house appearing above a brown dog and yellow and brown cat. A pink and brown bird appears above the dog, and the wording "MAHYIM" appears below the dog and cat in brown. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown, yellow, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog food; Pet food; Edible dog treats; Edible pet treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Likhitwisetkun, Sorawit Address Likhitwisetkun, Sorawit 2 soi 5 (Raphael 14) Taiban Road, Paknam Muang Samutprakarn THAILAND 10270 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship THAILAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97446410 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MOOODING" in stylized
uppercase letters with a centered solid dot within the first letter "O", a half-solid second letter "O", and a third letter "O"
with a circle in the center. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery; Imitation jewellery; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of silver, gold, and precious metals in the
nature of gold and silver chains and rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uribe, Juan Alfredo Address Uribe, Juan Alfredo Mall Indiana, Local 269 Carrera 6 Calle 24 Sur 185
Medellin COLOMBIA N/a Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship COLOMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PRV2327

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARREDA, AMBER KYLEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLAZO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97446496
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of GOLAZO in the mark is a spectacular or impressive goal in soccer.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Scarves; Hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Sports jerseys
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **For** Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Pueblo Vida Brewing Company, LLC
- **Address**: Pueblo Vida Brewing Company, LLC 115 E. Broadway Blvd. Tucson ARIZONA 85701
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MRS. MUSTARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97446707 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized design of the head of a lady wearing a chef's hat with the words "MRS. MUSTARD" in a stylized font to the right of the lady, with the word "MRS." being above the word "MUSTARD". All of the foregoing appear on a background shape that follows the contours of the wording and design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For prepared mustard
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Feb. 2019 In Commerce Feb. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woeber Mustard Manufacturing Company Address Woeber Mustard Manufacturing Company 1966 Commerce Circle Springfield OHIO 45501 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WOE 029 T2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
TM 2143
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FULLCONTACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97446896 Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for mapping, matching, appending, or enriching incomplete or fragmented personal identity data; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for mapping, matching, identifying, or resolving personal information using incomplete or fragmented personal identity data; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in ingesting, obfuscating, encrypting, storing, or retrieving personal identity data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for mapping, matching, appending, or enriching incomplete or fragmented personal identity data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for mapping, matching, identifying, or resolving personal information using incomplete or fragmented personal identity data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for fraud and identity theft detection and prevention services for others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for ingesting, obfuscating, encrypting, storing, or retrieving personal identity data International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FullContact, Inc. Address  FullContact, Inc. PMB 45057 1624 Market Street, Suite 226 Denver COLORADO 80202 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ORAGPEEL

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97447156 Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For  Stress relief exercise toys
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  May 18, 2022 In Commerce  May 18, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Liu, Anqiao Address  Liu, Anqiao  No.324,Villager Group of Zhanjia Village,Shangcun Township,Huize County Qujing, Yunnan CHINA 654217 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  DS0124

Examiner Information
Examiner  STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOUDHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97447594 Application Filing Date   Jun. 07, 2022  Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Earphones; Headphones; Audio speakers; Loud speakers; Wireless speakers
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hunan Guangcheng network Technology Co., LTD Address   Hunan Guangcheng network Technology Co., LTD Room 507 Bldg C1, Lugu Yuyuan, No.27 Wenxuan Road Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERXCTY

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97447597  Application Filing Date: Jun. 07, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Cloth bunting; Jute cloth; Tapestries of textile
International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 42, 50  International Class Title: Fabrics  First Use: May 10, 2022  In Commerce: May 10, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Anfu County Xinhui Technology Co., Ltd.  Address: Anfu County Xinhui Technology Co., Ltd.  Xinwuli, Zuojia Village, Pingdu Town, Anfu County, Ji'an, Jiangxi, CHINA  343299  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
TM 2147  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE    JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97447609  Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2022   Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two Chinese characters and a rice bowl inside two open circles. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The English translation of the Chinese characters in the mark is "Golden Palace". Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Jinsè Gongdiàn" and this means "Golden Palace" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chinese restaurant services; sushi restaurant services  International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Jul. 31, 2021   In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wu, Raymond Feiyu  Address  Wu, Raymond Feiyu  9974 Parkland Drive  Wexford  PENNSYLVANIA 15090  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BIBB, SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPINACHI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97447698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bean dip; Snack dips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Dipsters, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Dipsters, LLC 1314 E Atwater Av Bloomington INDIANA 47401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<p>| <strong>Examining Attorney</strong> | CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97447956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;GRAPHICS INSTITUTE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquired Distinctiveness</strong></td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Education services, namely, providing audio training, video training, interactive exercises, and educational exams in the fields of graphic design, visual design, user experience design, and web programming; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, courses, trainings, workshops, speaking engagements, and conferences in the field of graphic design, visual design, user experience design, and web programming and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the fields of graphic design, visual design, user experience design, and web programming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 27, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 27, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>American Graphics Institute LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>American Graphics Institute LLC Suite 1100 8 Cabot Road Woburn MA Massachusettes 01801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MA Massachusettes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SULLIVAN, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GIRTEES

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97448029</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Clothing apparel, T shirts, hats, socks and sweatshirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Girtees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Girtees 5406 Edgewood pl Apt 12 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>23-02-9325</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIRLS CAN!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97448102 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Girls Can!". The word girls is in a larger stylized font with the word can and an exclamation mark ! below in a smaller plain font slightly to the right. The words are outlined. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines for youth featuring youths travelling and highlighting the people they meet and places they visit; Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring online non-downloadable videos featuring youths travelling and interviewing women achievers they meet; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events in the nature of an annual banquet where women achievers are recognized
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 08, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Season Press LLC Address Season Press LLC 841 Gibson St., Suite #2 Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOONSEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97448208 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JOONSEAN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle lamps; Diving lights; Electric lighting fixtures; Flashlight holders; Flashlights; Lamps for festive decoration; Landscape lighting installations; Lanterns for lighting; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations; Reading lights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Solar powered lamps; Ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 15, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YuanYongji Address YuanYongji No.15 Group 9 Xiatianfan Xiangshi Village Xidian Town Ninghai County Ningbo City Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
Mark Literal(s) BIG KAYLA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Kayla Knychole Cantu, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Musical sound recordings; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Series of musical sound recordings
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce  Oct. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ravenell, Krystil K DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Quiet Storm Kri Address  Ravenell, Krystil K 15019 Longleaf Forest Dr. Houston  TEXAS  77090
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INDIE INSPIRATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97448730 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDIE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing educational and professional services, namely, conducting classes and workshops in the areas of writing, publishing, and storytelling; publishing of books, e-books, and audio books in the field of, business, self improvement, business practices
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019
For downloadable ebooks and audio books in the fields of writing, storytelling, professional author best practices, writing craft, drama, action, romance, fiction, non-fiction, and adventure; downloadable electronic books, namely, ebooks in the fields of writing, storytelling, professional author best practices, writing craft, drama, action, romance, and fiction. Downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines and journals on the topics of literature, movies, reading and literacy; downloadable electronic books, magazines and journals on the subject of literature, movies, reading and literacy; downloadable electronic newspapers in the field of drama, action, romance, fiction, non-fiction, adventure, literature, movies, reading and literacy; downloadable series of fiction books; downloadable interactive electronic publications, namely, magazines and journals on the subject of literature, movies, reading and literacy; downloadable interactive electronic fiction books on a variety of topics; fridge magnets; cell phone cases and carrying cases for cellphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

3038
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Johnson Elana  Address  Johnson Elana  653 Riverwalk Dr.  American Fork  UTAH  84003  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) READY CAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449062 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements for pets; Dietary and nutritional supplements in the form of a high calorie gel for pets
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 2018 In Commerce Mar. 2018
For Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Mar. 2018 In Commerce Mar. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Under The Weather LLC Address Under The Weather LLC 1 Tigan Street, Suite 101 Winooski VERMONT 05404 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VERMONT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16684011UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OASISFLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449155 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "oasisflex" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "oasisflex" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hoses and pipes for the transport of water in the oil and petroleum industries and excluding watering hoses, namely, non-metal, flexible water transfer hoses made of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), hoses of textile material, non-metallic hoses and flexible pipes, and non-metal hoses for use in the transport of water
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 5ELEM HI-TECH CORPORATION Address 5ELEM HI-TECH CORPORATION No. 16 Jiangqin Rd, Jiangyan Economic Development Zone, Taizhou, Jiangsu CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449386 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design mark wherein the D of the term DUPIN is an upside-down question mark, and the P is lacking a portion of its back. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, Coats; Coveralls; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Jeans; Overalls; Pants; Sandals; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Suits; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underwear; Vests; Boxer briefs; Boxer shorts; Button down shirts; Caftans; Capes; Cardigans; Cravats; Cummerbunds; Ear muffs; Jumpsuits; Kaftans; Kilts; Leggings; Long-sleeved shirts; Pocket squares; Polo shirts; Ponchos; Scarfs; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweat bands; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; Ties as clothing; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic sweaters; Balloon pants; Bolo ties; Bomber jackets; Bow ties; Camouflage jackets; Camouflage pants; Capri pants; Cargo pants; Clothing jackets; Corduroy pants; Crew neck sweaters; Crop pants; Dance pants; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Denim pants; Down jackets; Dress pants; Fishermen's jackets; Fleece jackets; Flood pants; Fur jackets; Fur coats and jackets; Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Headbands against sweating; Heavy jackets; Hiking jackets; Hooded sweat shirts; Hunting jackets; Hunting pants; Jeggings, namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Jogging pants; Jumpers in the nature of coveralls; Jumpers in the nature of sweaters; Knit jackets; Knitted underwear; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Light-reflecting jackets; Long jackets; Long underwear; Lounge pants; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's underwear; Mock turtle-neck sweaters; Motorcycle jackets; Nurse pants; Outer jackets; Padded jackets; Padding jackets; Rain jackets; Rainproof jackets; Reversible jackets; Riding jackets; Safari jackets; Sheepskin jackets; Shell jackets; Short overcoat for kimono (haori); Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski jackets; Ski pants; Sleep pants; Sleeved jackets; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sleeveless jackets; Smoking jackets; Snow pants; Snowboard jackets; Snowboard pants; Sports jackets; Sports pants; Stretch pants; Stuff jackets; Suede jackets; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Swim trunks; Swimming trunks; Thermal underwear; Track jackets; Track pants; Trekking jackets; Trousers for sweating; Turtleneck sweaters; V-neck sweaters; Waterproof jackets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Waterproof pants; Wind pants; Wind resistant jackets; Wind-jackets; Yoga pants
**International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** | 22, 39  
**International Class Title** | Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Bantam & Longtail, Inc.  
**Address** | Bantam & Longtail, Inc. 618 S. Van Ness Avenue, #4  
**State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA

**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION  
**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 22-45458

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUPINCLOTHING.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449399 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, Coats; Coveralls; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Jeans; Overalls; Pants; Sandals; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Suits; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underwear; Vests; Boxer briefs; Boxer shorts; Button down shirts; Caftans; Capes; Cardigans; Cravats; Cummerbunds; Ear muffs; Jumpsuits; Kaftans; Kilts; Leggings; Long-sleeved shirts; Pocket squares; Polo shirts; Ponchos; Scarfs; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweat bands; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; Ties as clothing; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic sweaters; Balloon pants; Bolo ties; Bomber jackets; Bow ties; Camouflage jackets; Camouflage pants; Capris; Cargo pants; Clothing jackets; Corduroy pants; Crew neck sweaters; Crop pants; Dance pants; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Denim pants; Down jackets; Dress pants; Fisherman's jackets; Fleece jackets; Flood pants; Fur jackets; Fur coats and jackets; Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Headbands against sweating; Heavy jackets; Hiking jackets; Hooded sweat shirts; Hunting jackets; Hunting pants; Jeggings, namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Jogging pants; Jumpers in the nature of coveralls; Jumpers in the nature of sweaters; Knit jackets; Knitted underwear; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Light-reflecting jackets; Long jackets; Long underwear; Lounge pants; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's underwear; Mock turtle-neck sweaters; Motorcycle jackets; Nurse pants; Outer jackets; Padded jackets; Padding jackets; Rain jackets; Rainproof jackets; Reversible jackets; Riding jackets; Safari jackets; Sheepskin jackets; Shell jackets; Short overcoat for kimono (haori); Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski jackets; Ski pants; Sleep pants; Sleeved jackets; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sleeveless jackets; Smoking jackets; Snow pants; Snowboard jackets; Snowboard pants; Sports jackets; Sports pants; Stretch pants; Stuff jackets; Suede jackets; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Swim trunks; Swimming trunks; Thermal underwear; Track jackets; Track pants; Trekking jackets; Trousers for sweating; Turtleneck sweaters; V-neck sweaters; Waterproof jackets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Waterproof pants; Wind pants; Wind resistant jackets; Wind-jackets; Yoga pants

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
**Mark Literal(s)**

The mark consists of a standing and roaring female lion.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, shirts, polo shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweatpants, dresses, skirts, blouses, jumpsuits, pantyhose, undershirts, underwear, underpants, vests, jackets, ties, belts, socks, hoods, hats, mittens, gloves, scarves, swimwear; sportswear, namely, swimsuits, swim trunks, bikini, wet suits, ski suits, athletic uniforms, blazers, warm-up suits, hooded sweatshirts, leggings; outerwear, namely, coats, sport coats, raincoats; footwear, namely, shoes, boots, sandals, slippers

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: SafariRoar, LLC  
**Address**: SafariRoar, LLC  
**trangthumai@gmail.com**  
**Garden Grove, CALIFORNIA 92842**  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97450486
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "RAGNAROS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Audio-frequency transformers; Batteries and battery chargers; Chargers for electric batteries; Current converters; Distribution transformers; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electric door bells; Electric transformers; Electrical adapters; Electrical cables and cordsets; Electrical relays and transformers; Electrical transformers; Plug adaptors; Power adapters; Transformers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 04, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 04, 2018

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Jiang, Hai
- **Address**: Jiang, Hai 208A,Floor 2,Property A1,West Plaza Zhiyuan Rd.,Longhua New Dist., Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518109
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LAKEBELLEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97450679
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 09, 2022
- **Publisher**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Artificial fishing lures; Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Catchers’ mitts; Christmas tree skirts; Decoys for hunting or fishing; Disc toss toys; Dog toys; Flying discs; Golf tees; Meditation blankets; Pet toys; Pet toys made of rope; Petanque balls; Protective athletic cups; Work-out gloves
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Wushi Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Wushi Technology Co., Ltd. 516, 5/F, Bldg. 3, Meilin Duoli Industrial Zone, Beihiuan Road, Meifeng Community, Meilin, Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 997016

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUXA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97450776 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing case management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and psychological services

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software that allows users to manage, track, plan, and deliver the optimal social care services and benefits to improve health care outcomes

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Auxa, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Auxa Health Address Auxa, Inc. 520 Broadway, 4th Floor
New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66757-569554

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHBOUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97450868 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SB Brands, LLC Address SB Brands, LLC 100 Powell Place #1162 Nashville TENNESSEE 37204
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERY SWING STARTS WITH A
PIVOT POINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97451148 Application Filing Date  Jun. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sports training apparatus, namely, handgrip for a baseball or softball bat, baseball and softball bats for training hand
positioning; sports equipment, namely, baseball and softball bats, handgrip for baseball and softball bats
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and
Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HAMMERGRIP, LLC Address  HAMMERGRIP, LLC  3114 SW 19TH ST TOPEKA KANSAS  66604
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3521130.0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97451264  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 09, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: Imigani

**Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For Collectible coins**
  - **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50  
  - **International Class Title**: Jewelry

- **For Trading card games; Trading cards for games; Action figure toys; Electronic action toys; Fantasy character toys; Plush toys**
  - **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
  - **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

- **For Illustration paper; Collectible printed trading cards; Plastic collectible trading card holders; Printed illustrations; Printed novels; Printed trading cards, other than for games; Printed graphic novels; Series of printed novels; Series of printed fiction works, namely, novels and books**
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

- **For Photography; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Photography services; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Entertainment media production services for the internet**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For Advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
For Downloadable novels; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer software featuring digital trading cards in the field of animated creatures and characters; Downloadable image files containing animated characters from games, mangas, and T.V. shows authenticated by nonfungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

For Clothing design services; Software design and development; Computer software development

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Razavipour, Amir R. Address Razavipour, Amir R. 1776 Bolton Abbey Dr Jacksonville FLORIDA 32223 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97451305 Application Filing Date  Jun. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a baseball player with a hat and bill, swinging a baseball bat with a horseshoe shape circling the baseball player.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sports training apparatus, namely, handgrip for a baseball or softball bat, baseball and softball bats for training hand positioning; sports equipment, namely, baseball and softball bats, handgrip for baseball and softball bats
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HAMMERGRIP, LLC Address  HAMMERGRIP, LLC  3114 SW 19TH ST TOPEKA KANSAS  66604
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3521130.0008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHADE USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97451437 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach umbrellas; Beach umbrellas; Frames for umbrellas; Outdoor umbrellas; Patio umbrellas; Table umbrellas International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mark Taylor DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Shade USA, LLC Composed of Mark Taylor, a citizen of United States Address Mark Taylor 6730 S. 161st Place Gilbert, AZ 85298 Gilbert ARIZONA 85298 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2023-02503

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIL BUDDY STORYLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97451525 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "STORY LAND" with stars on the "S" and "L", appearing to the right of the word "STORY" is a teddy bear facing backwards and wearing a shirt with "LIL BUDDY" and a star on it.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leggings; Coats; Hats; Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eaton, Ricky Address Eaton, Ricky 2604 Mark st. Chesapeake VIRGINIA 23324 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHAUD-KING, JILLIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FF FONGEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97452107 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "FONGEE" with the stylized letters "FF" above . Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Fongee has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Eyeglasses; Microphones; Smartwatches; Sunglasses; Telescopes; Webcams; Batteries, electric; Computer keyboards; Computer mounts; Computer mouse; Computer network adapters; Computer peripheral devices; Contact lenses; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Data cables; Data processing apparatus; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Electric sockets; Electrical adapters; Electronic card readers; Electronic collars to train animals; Electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; Electronic locks incorporating biometric iris, fingerprint and voice scanners; Face masks for diving; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; In-car telephone handset cradles; Life jackets; Memory card readers; Mouse pads; Projection screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Protective helmets; Remote controls for radios, televisions, stereo and air-conditioning apparatus; Selfie sticks; Solar batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Touch screen pens; Video monitors; Video projectors; Wearable activity trackers; Wireless speakers; Camera tripods
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**   CHEN RONGSHENG  
**Address**   CHEN RONGSHENG  NO.1504, XINLUNGE, XINANHU GARDEN, BAO'AN DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG  CHINA  518000  
**Legal Entity**   INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**   VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BOKIHUK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97452544 Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2022
Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air purifiers; Cooking ovens; Desk lamps; Hot air blowers; Lamps for festive decoration; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lights for use in growing plants; Portable stoves; Solar powered lamps; Taps for washstands; Wall lamps; Water filters; Water purification units
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Sunnika Lighting Factory Composed of  Chen Xiangquan, Chinese Citizen Address  Shenzhen Sunnika Lighting Factory  Rm.402,No.38,Xiti 3rd Lane,Huaqiao New Vil.,Fishery Community,Xixiang St.,Baoan Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GOLDSMITH'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97452551  Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Duffle bags; Tote bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Macy's IP Holdings, LLC  Address  Macy's IP Holdings, LLC  145 Progress Place  Springdale  OHIO  45246  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  33789/1644

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OPPOSYMS OPPONYMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97452665  Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational role-playing opposite word guessing card and board game featuring synonyms, antonyms, homonyms and contranymms; cards, namely, game cards, playing cards, and lottery cards; board games; double-sided puzzles  International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  t-shirts; hats  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  cires creativity & design  Address  cires creativity & design  80 Maple Trace  covington  GEORGIA  30016
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAKE & THE VENOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97452908 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jake Pilewski, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Production of music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2017 In Commerce 2017
For Compact discs featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 08, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jake Pilewski Address Jake Pilewski 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 266322

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CHILLLIGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> medical ice packs containing illuminating glow sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
YOUR NOSE IS OUR MUSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97453095
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetics; Body lotion; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Fragrances for personal use; Hair care preparations; Hair color; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair sprays and hair gels; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Perfumehead, Inc.
- **Address**: Perfumehead, Inc. 1125 North Fairfax Avenue Unit 46819 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 94115
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: PERF04-16

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM BEAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97453309 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TEAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Club services, namely, promoting the interests of healthy lifestyle, fitness, and good nutrition; Conducting and administering a program for participating health and fitness clubs featuring discounts on club membership for access to the clubs to program members
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 15, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LD Phyziques, LLC Address LD Phyziques, LLC 9126 Thomas York Blvd. San Antonio TEXAS 78251 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5149.002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOLLYSTAURANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97453380 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JOLLYSTAURANT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soup spoons; Stainless steel table knives, forks and spoons; Table cutlery; Table cutlery, namely, forks, spoons, knives; Table forks; Table knives, forks and spoons of plastic
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Hangsu Internet Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Hangsu Internet Technology Co., Ltd. 2-Rm 606, Bldg. 5, Jinxiu Times Center Yuhang St., Yuhang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOLLYSTAURANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97453381  Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JOLLYSTAURANT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking paper; Coasters of paper; Craft paper; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Padding materials of paper or cardboard; Paper shopping bags; Paper wipes for cleaning; Parchment paper; Place mats of paper; Plastic film for wrapping; Silver paper; Table linen of paper; Tablemats of paper; Towels of paper; Wrapping paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Hangsu Internet Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Hangsu Internet Technology Co., Ltd. 2-Rm 606, Bldg. 5, Jinxiu Times Center Yuhang St., Yuhang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOLLYSTAURANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97453382 Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "JOLLYSTAURANT". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cruets; Cups; Dishes; Basins in the nature of bowls; Beer mugs; Bottles, sold empty; Cooling racks for baked goods; Cupcake baking cups; Disposable aluminium foil containers for household purposes; Glass mugs; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Lunch boxes; Paper and plastic cups; Paper plates; Tea services in the nature of tableware
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hangzhou Hangsu Internet Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Hangzhou Hangsu Internet Technology Co., Ltd.  2-Rm 606, Bldg. 5, Jinxiu Times Center  Yuhang St., Yuhang Dist.  Hangzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  310000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOCALETTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97453835 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Mocaletto has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Quilts; Beach towels; Blanket throws International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 31, 2022 In Commerce May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ATExpress Trading Co., Ltd. Address ATExpress Trading Co., Ltd. 16th Floor, Block B, Huguang Road Industrial Base, Shushan District, Hefei City, Anhui Prov CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039773T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEMONROZÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97454353 Application Filing Date Jun. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online music not downloadable with lyrics
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rivas, Hector Address Rivas, Hector 2800 Quebec St. NW Apt 734 Washington D.C. 20008 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HOUSE OF AMEEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97454591</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Hijabs; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Body suits for babies, adults, children, women, men; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Coats for babies, adults, children, women, men; Dresses for babies, adults, children, women, men; Headwear for babies, adults, children, women, men; Hooded sweatshirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Pajamas for babies, adults, children, women, men; Pants for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shoes for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shorts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Sweatshirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Sweatpants for babies, adults, children, women, men; T-shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Trousers for babies, adults, children, women, men

**International Classes**
25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
22, 39

**International Class Title**
Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
AYANLAJA, TAI O

**Address**
AYANLAJA, TAI O 820 West Belle Plaine Ave, Apt 1302 Chicago ILLINOIS 60613

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIXLAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97454766 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "MIXLAC" with the letter "M" written large over the letters "IXLAC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording MIXLAC has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alpenstocks; Backpacks; Briefcases; Canes; Handbags; Leathercloth; Muzzles; Purses; Umbrellas; Valises; All-purpose carrying bags; Animal leashes; Backpacks for pets; Belt bags and hip bags; Business card cases; Card wallets; Clothing for pets; Coin purses; Collars of animals; Compression cubes adapted for luggage; Credit card cases and holders; Dog collars; Drawstring bags; Garment bags for travel; General purpose sport trolley bags; Gym bags; Handbag frames; Handbags, purses and wallets; Key cases; Leads for animals; Leather cases; Leather leashes; Luggage tags; Make-up bags sold empty; Motorized suitcases; Net bags for shopping; Pocket wallets; Pouch baby carriers; Reins for guiding children; Reusable shopping bags; School bags; Shoulder bags; Sports bags; Tool bags, empty; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks; Trekking sticks; Trunks being luggage; Umbrella handles; Unfitted vanity cases
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHEN RONGSHENG Address CHEN RONGSHENG NO.1504, XINLUNGE, XINANHU GARDEN, BAO’AN DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOWN THE ROAD COFFEE EST.
2020 HWY. 23

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97454921 Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "DOWN THE ROAD COFFEE" stacked in three separate lines, with the word "DOWN" above the wording "THE ROAD", which is above the word "COFFEE". To the right of the word "DOWN" and above the word "ROAD" is a coffee cup with steam coming from the top of the cup, where there is a fleur de lis design on the side of the coffee cup. Below the word "THE" is the wording "EST. 2020", which is above the wording "HWY. 23". The wording "EST. 2020" and "HWY. 23" is separated by a horizontal line. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EST. 2020"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, t-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jones Jr, Floyd Address  Jones Jr, Floyd  13767 Lions Ear Lane  Prairieville  LOUISIANA  70769 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2023-02486

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN DOG TITLE & TRUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455014 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TITLE & TRUST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate closing services International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jul. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DF Title, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Golden Dog Title & Trust Address DF Title, LLC 14701 Philips Highway, Suite 101 Jacksonville FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04529.0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN DOG TITLE & TRUST
YOUR RELIABLE COMPANION. HERE TO
SERVE YOU.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455020 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a dog sitting upright, to the left
of an incomplete profile of a house with a window, which appears partially above and to the left of the stacked wordings
"GOLDEN DOG" and "TITLE & TRUST" in stylized font. Below these appears the wording "YOUR RELIABLE
COMPANION. HERE TO SERVE YOU." in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark. Disclaimer "TITLE & TRUST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate closing services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal
services First Use Jul. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DF Title, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Golden Dog Title & Trust Address DF Title, LLC 14701
Philips Highway, Suite 101 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32256 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or
Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04529.0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNICOOLAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97455024 Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earrings; Gems; Platinum; Bangle bracelets; Clocks and watches; Gold alloy ingots; Hat jewellery; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery chains; Necklaces; Processed or semi-processed precious metals; Rings; Watch bands; Watch chains; Wrist watches
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  May 25, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GO HIGH INDUSTRY LIMITED Address  GO HIGH INDUSTRY LIMITED FLAT/RM A 12/F ZJ 300, 300LOCKHART ROAD WAN CHAI HONG KONG CHINA 999077 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22TZ0472UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIM APPROACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455031 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Certification
Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "APPROACH"
Certification Statement The certification mark as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the services provided are performed by persons who have completed training and have satisfied all requirements necessary to show that they possess satisfactory knowledge, skill, experience, training, and education prescribed by the certifier in the field of psychological therapy, and have agreed to adhere to the certifier's core values and written standards.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Psychological Care, Psychological Counseling, Psychological Therapy
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Jun. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NDCT Institute LLC Address NDCT Institute LLC 434 Graves Mill Rd, Bldg. 100, Ste 4 Lynchburg VIRGINIA 24502 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FIREPOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455221  Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software and network security hardware all for use in detection and prevention of network intrusions and malware and for controlling and managing network user access and for enforcement of network policies; downloadable computer software and network security hardware for monitoring, analyzing or reporting of network information, data and traffic; downloadable computer software and network security hardware for optimizing computer system resources and availability
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 2014  In Commerce May 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cisco Technology, Inc.  Address Cisco Technology, Inc. 170 West Tasman Drive  San Jose  CALIFORNIA 95134  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number 23764-00071
Examiner Tina Brown
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455416 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a blue hand and green hand enclasped and "SOME" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2655920

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Job training services in the fields of healthcare and building trades
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Charitable services, namely, providing clothing to needy persons; providing case management services, namely, coordinating legal, physical, social and psychological services for disabled persons, the elderly, addicts, veterans and the homeless
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Medical services; mental health services; substance abuse treatment services; rehabilitation of alcohol and drug addicted patients
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Charitable services, namely, providing food to needy persons; supplying meals to the homeless and underprivileged; Emergency housing services, namely, providing temporary housing accommodations
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
**Basis Information**

Currently ITU: Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name: SOME
Address: SOME 71 O Street, NW  Washington  D.C.  20001
Legal Entity: non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

Docket Number: 045194.00006

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455423 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a blue hand and green hand enclasped above "SOME" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2655920

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Job training services in the fields of healthcare and building trades
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Charitable services, namely, providing clothing to needy persons; providing case management services, namely, coordinating legal, physical, social and psychological services for disabled persons, the elderly, addicts, veterans and the homeless
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Medical services; mental health services; substance abuse treatment services; rehabilitation of alcohol and drug addicted patients
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Charitable services, namely, providing food to needy persons; supplying meals to the homeless and underprivileged; Emergency housing services, namely, providing temporary housing accommodations
**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  SOME  **Address**  SOME  71 O Street, NW  Washington  D.C.  20001  **Legal Entity**  non-profit corporation

**State or Country Where Organized**  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  045194.00006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SASAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455510 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word SASAME in black stylized lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing tackles; fishing lines; fish hooks; fishing floats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SASAME HOOKS, LTD. Address SASAME HOOKS, LTD. 573-1, Oku, Sannan-cho Tanba-shi, Hyogo-ken JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MM12433US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97456070</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 13, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "INTERACTIVE"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Building of permanent landscape and building structures in the form of water feature and themed environments
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: OUTSIDE THE LINES, INC.
- **Address**: OUTSIDE THE LINES, INC. 20331 Irvine Avenue, Suite E-7 Newport Beach, CALIFORNIA 92660
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: OTL-99997

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPAYEIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97456084 Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Reticules; Umbrellas; Wallets; Animal clothing for dogs, cats and pigs, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves; Back packs; Collars for pets; Grip bags; Handbags for ladies; Hiking sticks; Knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; Leather straps; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; School bags; Shoulder bags; Travel cases
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use   May 20, 2022 In Commerce   May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Fu, Wenlei Address   Fu, Wenlei No. 4, row 5, zone 4, chenxiangzhuang village, cuihuangkou Town, Wuqing District, Tianjin CHINA  301700 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   ZS DOCKET BH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
KEVGNRO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97456091</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Bodysuits; Headbands; Jeans; Nightwear; Scarves; Shorts; Skirts; Swimwear; Tankinis; Tights; Trousers; Underwear; Clothing belts; Knitwear, namely shirts, dresses, sweaters

| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | May 19, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | May 19, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | Fu, Wenlei |
| **Address** | Fu, Wenlei No. 4, row 5, zone 4, chenxiangzhuang village, cuihuangkou Town, Wuqing District, Tianjin CHINA 301700 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| **Docket Number** | ZS DOCKET BH |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| **Examining Attorney** | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456147 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HK" to the left of four Chinese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the non-Latin characters that transliterate to "HAN" and "YOU PIN" apart from the mark as shown. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to Hankuyoupin and this means "South Korean cool superior products" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crayons; Pastels; Pencils; Pens; Ball pens; Boxes for pens; Drawing pens; Fountain pens; Highlighter pens; Ink pens; Marking pens; Pen cases; Rollerball pens
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Hanku Cultural Products Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Hanku Cultural Products Co., Ltd. (axis 1/11-1/8) No. 9, 175 Yan'an Road, Shibei District Qingdao CHINA 266000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117683

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAPETREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456287 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Hapetrel has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Lunch-boxes; Mugs; Pastry molds; Works of art of crystal, glass; Lawn sprinklers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Liqun Address Li, Liqun No. 14, Loutou, Haixing Village Jiangkou Town, Hanjiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039852T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARK, JENNY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DJOOCYL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97456360</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation**  The wording DJOOCYL has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cat beds; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; Plastic cake decorations; Plastic cake toppers |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 | International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | May 27, 2022 | In Commerce | May 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Jingjiang Weimanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Jingjiang Weimanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  1401, Unit 1, Building 4, Phase 1, Country Garden, Tongjiang Road, Jingjiang City, Taizhou, Jiangsu, CHINA 214500  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>DS0124</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  THOMAS, JULIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HIZOVSEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97456369</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording "HIZOVSEM" in black stylized font below a spiral in the colors red, green, yellow, blue and orange. **Color Drawing** Yes **Color Claimed** The color(s) black, red, green, yellow, blue and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** The wording HIZOVSEM has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; Adhesive tapes for stationery and household use; Adhesive tapes for stationery or household use; Adhesive tapes for stationery purposes; Paper tape; Pressure sensitive adhesive images in the nature of double-sided tape that can adhere to a surface on one side and receive and retain decorative materials on an opposing side for decorative household purposes

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** May 25, 2022 **In Commerce** May 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangzhou Hongnian Packaging Products Co., Ltd. **Address** Guangzhou Hongnian Packaging Products Co., Ltd. No. 5,1/F,Bldg. 243,Changhong St. Changhong Vil.,Jiahe St.,Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510080 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SURA威尔

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456394 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SURA威尔" in stylized font. Above this word is a circle with two curved lines to the right of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording SURA威尔 has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Footwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Driving gloves; Eternity scarves; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Footwear for men and women; Leather slippers; Leisure shoes; Mufflers as neck scarves; Outdoor gloves; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Visors being headwear; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhou, Huiru Address Zhou, Huiru No.1,3rd Floor,No.2,Lane1,Xipian,Loucun, Gongming Street, Guangming New District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LYGFZF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456429 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drapery; Bamboo fabric; Door curtains; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Insecticide-treated mosquito nets; Knitted fabrics of silk yarn; Liners adapted to sleeping bags for camping; Pashmina fabrics; Silk fabric for printing patterns; Sleeping bags for camping
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fan, Zhifu Address Fan, Zhifu No. 49, Team 6, Linfu Village, Maixin Town, Kailu County Neimenggu, Tongliao CHINA 028400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LINCOLN COUNTY RESERVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97456635</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized barn with a truck in front and trees around, with "LINCOLN COUNTY RESERVE" in an arc above. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark | Disclaimer | "LINCOLN COUNTY RESERVE"
|--------------------------|----|-------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------|----------------------------------------------------------|-----------|

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Maple syrup</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2019</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lincoln County Reserve, LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Lincoln County Reserve, LLC 4600 Theater Rd. Sparta WISCONSIN 54656</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>WISCONSIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>MAGLIN-003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>THOMAS, JULIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
NEVER STOP NEVER QUIT
REPEAT!

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK Literal(s) NEVER STOP NEVER QUIT
REPEAT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456937 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of life coaching and personal development; online journals, namely, blogs featuring life coaching and personal development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 28, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simmons, Allen Levi Address Simmons, Allen Levi 301 Indian Branch Dr Morrisville NORTH CAROLINA 27560 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OHSO PRISSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97456988  Application Filing Date  Jun. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  false eyelashes, makeup brushes, lip gloss, lip stick, eyebrow pomade, eye liner adhesive for cosmetic purposes, eye liner, eye lash adhesive glue, eye liner pencils, eyeshadow palette
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Oct. 26, 2020  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OhSoPrissy Cosmetics  Address  OhSoPrissy Cosmetics  20366 Purlingbrook St  Livonia  MICHIGAN  48336  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
Case Identifiers

- Serial Number: 97457270
- Application Filing Date: Jun. 14, 2022
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "ATHLETE PHYSICAL THERAPY"

Goods and Services Information

- For: Physical therapy
- International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101
- International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

Basis Information

- Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

- Owner Name: AJL Physio, PLLC
- Address: AJL Physio, PLLC 4922 Ridgeway Dr. Pasadena TEXAS 77504
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

Examiner Information

- Examinining Attorney: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ALLIANCE FOR
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97457515 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE” Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, classes, seminars, educational presentations, workshops and summits in the fields of agriculture and food system; Arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, classes, seminars, educational presentations, workshops and summits in the fields of agriculture and food system, namely, regenerative and climate-smart food system; arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, classes, seminars, educational presentations, workshops and summits to educate, develop and advance a shared vision for a sustainable and resilient food system
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015
For Promoting the development, measurement, and adoption of sustainable agricultural practices and outcomes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Field to Market Address Field to Market 777 N. Capitol Street, NE Suite 802 Washington D.C. 20002
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56776-219910
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIELD TO MARKET: THE ALLIANCE FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97457526 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "THE ALLIANCE FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, classes, seminars, educational presentations, workshops and summits in the fields of agriculture and food system; Arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, classes, seminars, educational presentations, workshops and summits in the fields of agriculture and food system, namely, regenerative and climate-smart food system; arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, classes, seminars, educational presentations, workshops and summits to educate, develop and advance a shared vision for a sustainable and resilient food system
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015
For Promoting the development, measurement, and adoption of sustainable agricultural practices and outcomes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2016 In Commerce 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Field to Market Address Field to Market 777 N. Capitol Street, NE Suite 802 Washington D.C. 20002
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56776-219911

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CHUBB WORKPLACE BENEFITS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97457623</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WORKPLACE BENEFITS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6324348, 6747233, 5767592 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Insurance services, namely, underwriting of group and individual life, group and individual accident, hospital indemnity, specified disease, and disability insurance
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Aug. 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Chubb Limited
- **Address**: Chubb Limited BÄRENGASSE 32 Zurich SWITZERLAND CH-8001
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 491340492001
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EVOLUTION AUTO-PACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97457742
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AUTO-PACK"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4216720, 3536023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Material handling equipment and integrated mechanical systems for conveying and packing dairy, food, and beverage products, specifically for loading paper gabletop cartons or square plastic containers into top loading boxes or milk cases using a gripper head with a servo motor
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dairy Conveyor Corp.
- **Address**: Dairy Conveyor Corp. 8 Mt. Ebo Road South Brewster NEW YORK 10509
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VERSABOLT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97458219 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Bolts of metal; Metal bolts; Metal fasteners, namely, bolt kits and bundles comprised of bolts, screws, washers, nuts
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Wilke, Mary Address Wilke, Mary 700 Saint Joseph Ridge Ct Saint Louis MISSOURI 63129 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number VERSAB-003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEIGBFR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458346 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D decorative plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; Playpens; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Decorative bead curtains; Decorative non-metal bolt covers for bolts used to secure toilets to floors; Gift package decorations made of plastic; Ornaments made of textiles; Plush figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Three-dimensional shadowbox wall art composed primarily of seashells; Toy chests; Wooden signboards
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xuannuo Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xuannuo Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1209, Building B, Lotus Plaza No. 3186 Nanshan Avenue, Nantou Street Nanshan, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILAFILM DRY ACTIVE DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458358 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a leaf next to a design of a grid pattern in the center, surrounded by a border containing the word "SILAFILM" on one side, and the words "dry active delivery technology" on the other side. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DRY ACTIVE DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018622004 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018622004 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 26, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 15, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for face and body care; Non-medicinal beauty preparations, namely, cosmetic creams, cosmetic lotions, cosmetic gels, cosmetic milks, cosmetic oils, and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic suntanning and sunscreening preparations; Sunscreen and suntan creams, gels, oils and lotions for cosmetic purposes; Milks, creams, lotions, gels, powders and oils for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicinal preparations for the care and treatment of the body, skin, face and hair for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic concentrates for the skin; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Non-medicinal preparations for application to and conditioning and care of hair, scalp, skin and nails; Bases for flower perfumes, namely, extracts of flowers being perfumes; personal deodorants; Perfumery; Make-up preparations; Non-medicinal dermatological creams, namely, skin creams; beauty patches being beauty masks; beauty masks

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Chemical compositions and compounds for the manufacturing of cosmetics; adjuvants and active chemical ingredients for the manufacture of cosmetics; active ingredients of natural origin, namely, plant and herb extracts for the manufacture of cosmetics; active ingredients of plant origin, namely, plant and herb extracts for the manufacture of cosmetics; active ingredients from micro-organisms, namely, natural organisms for the manufacture of cosmetics; enzyme preparations and enzymes for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

For Scientific assessments, surveying, research and studies in the field of cosmetological and dermatological research; Laboratory research in the field of cosmetics and dermatology; Scientific research for the development of new cosmetics and dermatological products; Chemical research and analysis in the fields of cosmetics and dermatology

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE LIMOUSINE D'APPLICATION BIOLOGIQUE (SILAB) **Address** SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE LIMOUSINE D'APPLICATION BIOLOGIQUE (SILAB) Madrias 19130, OBJAT FRANCE - **Legal Entity** société anonyme (sa) **State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TM22-0042

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEGINNGS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97458370</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Newborn genomic sequencing services, namely, medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes to end the diagnostic odyssey; providing medical screening for detecting genetic diseases in newborns

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Jun. 14, 2022

**In Commerce** Jun. 14, 2022

**For** Development of new technology for others in the field of newborn genomic sequencing for the purpose of ending diagnostic odyssey; Providing a website featuring technology that enabling physicians to access resources for effective treatment options for newborns with genetic diseases

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jun. 14, 2022

**In Commerce** Jun. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Rady Children's Hospital Research Center DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rady Children's Institute for Genomic Medicine

**Address** Rady Children's Hospital Research Center 3020 Children's Way, MC5001 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92121

**Legal Entity** non-profit corporation

**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 11484657US01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
BEGINNGS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97458378</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized letters "BEGIN" and "NGS" with a stylized design in between depicting the figure of a child. | Color Drawing | Yes |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Newborn genomic sequencing services, namely, medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes to end the diagnostic odyssey; providing medical screening for detecting genetic diseases in newborns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Development of new technology for others in the field of newborn genomic sequencing for the purpose of ending diagnostic odyssey; Providing a website featuring technology that enabling physicians to access resources for effective treatment options for newborns with genetic diseases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jun. 14, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Rady Children's Hospital Research Center DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA Rady Children's Institute for Genomic Medicine Address | Rady Children's Hospital Research Center | 3020 Children's Way, MC5001 | San Diego | CALIFORNIA | Legal Entity | non-profit corporation | State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | 11484658US01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HHD HEUK HWA DANG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97458527</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of three dots; each dot appears over the letters "HHD"; the two outer dots are shaded, the middle dot is not shaded; below the letters is a thin horizontal line; below the line appears the stylized wording "HEUK HWA DANG". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restaurant and café services; coffee and juice bar service; teahouse services; coffee shop services; cafeteria services; self-service restaurant services; restaurant services; snack-bar services; café-restaurants; food and drink catering; ice cream shop services in the nature of a restaurant; catering of food and drinks; café services for tea; bubble tea shop; tea café services

| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | NAM, EUN HEE |
| Address | NAM, EUN HEE 104-804, 33, Muhak-ro, Seongdong-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04702 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 982.0005 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KSIEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458906 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "KSIEE" in stylized font, of
which the letters "SIEE" appear in orange color. The letter "K" of the mark appears in white color, with a white filled
circle above its top-right corner; both of these appear inside a circle filled in orange color. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) Orange and White is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building games; Checkers pieces; Chess games; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play;
Clockwork toys; Dolls for Christmas; Infant toys; Inflatable pool toys; Pet toys; Stuffed toys; Tabletop games; Toy cars; Toy
models; Toy tools; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zou Xiping Address Zou Xiping 26F, Block 5, Laimeng Garden, Mintang Road, Longhua District
Shenzhen City CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JETFLOW AVIATION TRAINING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97458923
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wordings "JETFLOW” and "AVIATION TRAINING” in stylized font. The right stroke of the letter "W" of the mark appears connected to the tail of an airplane design, depicting heat from the airplane.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "AVIATION TRAINING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Aviation training services, namely, training services in the field of aviation
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: JETWAY AVIATION TRAINING LLC
- **Address**: JETWAY AVIATION TRAINING LLC 2805 Carrier Ave. Sanford FLORIDA 32773
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 206333609408
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOREVER MERCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458931 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MERCI" Translation The English translation of "MERCI" in the mark is "THANK YOU".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For shopping bags of paper or plastic, containing the wording thank you; shopping bags of paper or plastic, prepared for vendors containing thank you materials for customers; packaging containers of paper or cardboard, containing the wording thank you and prepared for vendors and included in product packaging to customers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Forever Mersi Address Forever Mersi 176 Dunblane st Henderson NEVADA 89012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGFOR-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exaining Attorney SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MXEDDQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458947 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Conical paper party hats; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Paper party favors; Paper party hats; Party balloons; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; PVC toy figures; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy jewelry; Toy masks; Toy models
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Shifeng Address Huang, Shifeng Room 10-502, Lianhua North, No. 1116 Lianhua Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE SHIP OF STATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458953 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A series of fiction works, namely, printed novels and printed books featuring public policy, political intrigue, and romance
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Downloadable electronic books and novels in the field of public policy, political intrigue and romance
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Economedix, LLC Address Economedix, LLC 297 Valley Road #200 Wexford PENNSYLVANIA 15090 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s) ** SSAKASIJI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97458959</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Balloons; Conical paper party hats; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Paper party favors; Paper party hats; Party balloons; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; PVC toy figures; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy jewelry; Toy masks; Toy models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Huang, Shifeng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Huang, Shifeng Room 10-502, Lianhua North, No. 1116 Lianhua Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | HAN, DAWN L |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EVOLUTION DROP-PACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number**: 97459028  **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 15, 2022  **Register**: Principal  **Mark Type**: Trademark  **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer**: "DROP-PACK"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4216720, 3536023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Material handling equipment and integrated mechanical systems for conveying and packing dairy, food, and beverage products, specifically for loading round and square plastic containers in a staggered or square pattern into top loading boxes or milk cases utilizing a gripper lowering head with a servo motor  **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  **International Class Title**: Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Dairy Conveyor Corp.  **Address**: Dairy Conveyor Corp. 8 Mt. Ebo Road South Brewster NEW YORK 10509  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EVOLUTION SLANT CASER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97459152
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SLANT CASER"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4216720, 3536023

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Material handling equipment and integrated mechanical systems for conveying and packing dairy, food, and beverage products, specifically for loading plastic bottles into milk cases using a servo pusher
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dairy Conveyor Corp.
- **Address**: Dairy Conveyor Corp. 8 Mt. Ebo Road South Brewster NEW YORK 10509
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INVESTMENT STORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97459749 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "INVESTMENT STORE" with the term "INVESTMENT" in bold lettering and the term "STORE" in blue lettering above a simple drawing of the outline of a real estate "for sale" sign, consisting of a single black vertical line with a perpendicular single black horizontal line running crossed at the upper left beside and to the left of a blue single-line rectangle. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INVESTMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Management of tax files; Providing a database featuring real property tax information
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable tax management data collection software; Downloadable tax management software; Downloadable tax preparation software; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing information relating to legal affairs
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Transfer of data by telecommunication; Transfer of data by telecommunications
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>INVESTMENT.STORE INC., a Delaware corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>INVESTMENT.STORE INC., a Delaware corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 103 701 Papworth Avenue Metairie LOUISIANA 70005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney       | MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPOSURE WEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97460193 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Environmental control apparatus, namely, devices for heating or cooling in the nature of heating elements and cooling blowers incorporated into fabrics, clothing, gloves and footwear; personal heating or cooling systems comprising a heating or coolant source in the nature of heating elements and cooling blowers that may be incorporated into fabrics, garments, gloves or footwear
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, footwear, headwear, vests, jackets, pants and gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carver Scientific, Inc. Address Carver Scientific, Inc. 8000 Innovation Park Dr., Building 3000 Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70820 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97460263  
Application Filing Date: Jun. 15, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "HXMGinso" in stylized font below a stylized design of a house which is surrounded by curving branches on either side of the house design.  
Translation: The wording HXMGinso has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Bamboo blinds; Camping mattresses; Chairs adapted for use by those with mobility difficulty; Costume display stands; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Mattress cushions; Outdoor furniture; Plastic furniture for gardens; Plastic storage containers for commercial or industrial use; Portable beds for pets; Recliners; Residential and commercial furniture; Sleeping mats

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
First Use: May 27, 2022  
In Commerce: May 27, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Hou, Wenji  
Address: Hou, Wenji  
Unit 1,No.1,2/F Community,Zhongtun St. Dianpo Vil.,Haozhuang Town,Yingze Dist. Taiyuan, Shanxi  
CHINA 030000  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

Examiner Information

Examining Attorney: KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPOSURE WEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97460498 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of words EXPOSURE and WEAR with the X in EXPOSURE being stylized. Disclaimer "WEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Environmental control apparatus, namely, devices for heating or cooling in the nature of heating elements and cooling blowers incorporated into fabrics, clothing, gloves and footwear; personal heating or cooling systems in the nature of heating elements and cooling blowers that may be incorporated into fabrics, garments, gloves or footwear
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, footwear, headwear, vests, jackets, pants and gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carver Scientific, Inc. Address Carver Scientific, Inc. 8000 Innovation Park Drive, Bldg. 3000 Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70820 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FZWHC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97460545  Application Filing Date  Jun. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized lettering "FZWHC" to the right of a design of a house forming an "H" within a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chairs; Furniture; Shelves; Stools; Beds for household pets; Boxes of wood or plastic; Chests of drawers; Clothes hangers; Coathooks, not of metal; Industrial packaging containers of wood; Mirrors; Mouldings for picture frames; Paper photo frames; Pet cushions; Picture frames; Shelves for books; Shoe cabinets; Tables; Tea tables; Wood boxes; Works of art of resin, bamboo, rattan, straw
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FUZHOU WANHON HANDICRAFT CO.,LTD  Address  FUZHOU WANHON HANDICRAFT CO.,LTD 08-1, 3 F, CONNECTION OF 1#-2#, HUAXIA MANSION, NO.1 GUTIAN BRANCH RD., GULOU DIST., FUZHOU, FUJIAN  CHINA  350001  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WZ2022258

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOCUSTOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97460709  Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Signboards of metal  International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Mar. 13, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Panling New Materials Co., Ltd.  Address Xiamen Panling New Materials Co., Ltd. Room 1204, No.1359, Guankou Middle Road, Guankou Town, Jimei District, Xiamen CHINA 361023  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WUIOATUSXN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97460775 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera cases; Cases for mobile phones; Game headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Oupei Shuyun Trading Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Oupei Shuyun Trading Co., Ltd. A63,1/F, Bldg. 13,Xuhua International No.2,Jinsheng Road,Jinjiang Dist. Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENCHIGO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97461395</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ENCHIGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bath toys; Board games; Cases for toy cars, toy airplanes and toy boats; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive and counting skills; Cube-type puzzles; Electronic learning toys; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Remote control toys, namely, toy cars, toy race cars, toy airplanes and toy boats; Toy cameras; Toy cars; Toy imitation cosmetics; Toy jewelry; Water-squirting toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jingdezhen Hongyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Jingdezhen Hongyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. B-010, Ceramic Cross-border E-commerce Digital Industrial Park, Zhushan Dist Jingdezhen, Jiangxi CHINA 333000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-06-05130

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PREMIUM BABY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97461727 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words PREMIUM BABY with the design of two leaves to the left of the wording. Disclaimer "PREMIUM BABY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bathtubs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For baby strollers and car seats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For high chairs for babies, baby playpens, baby bouncers
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zong, LLC Address Zong, LLC 31 S.E. 5th Street, Suite 312 Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9441.42022
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SED OTURAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97461822
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Seda Oturan, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lingerie, undergarments, t-shirt, hats, footwear, swimwear, dresses, shirts, pants, outer jackets, leggings, shorts, blouses, skirts, sweaters, hoodies, bow ties, suits
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

For Fashion design consulting services provided by freelance designers
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Ayata Enterprises
- **Address**: Ayata Enterprises 333 River Street Suite 609 Hoboken NEW JERSEY 07030
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAMILO LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97461974 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of CAMILO in the mark is ROAD.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of personal growth, community growth, and outdoor activities and distribution of training material in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing, cups and mugs, water bottles sold empty, backpacks, hiking equipment, stickers, decals, toiletry kits, yoga eye bags, foam exercise rollers, yoga mats
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CaminoLife LLC Address CaminoLife LLC 412 S Taylor St Gunnison COLORADO 81230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554615698

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF WESTCHESTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97462185 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an ear-shaped design that is comprised of a thin dark blue crescent-shaped figure above one light-blue and one dark-blue tear shaped figure, with white between the blue crescent-shaped and light-blue tear shaped figures, with a white cutout in the light-blue tear shaped figure, with three sets of three dark blue and light blue dots appearing to emanate horizontally from the ear-shaped design as a sound wave, all followed by the words AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF WESTCHESTER in light blue capital letters. The remaining white in the mark merely represents transparent background area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue, dark blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF WESTCHESTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health care services, namely, audiology services; Health screening services in the field of audiology; Medical diagnosis of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Medical evaluation of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Medical screening services in the field of audiology; Medical services in the field of audiology; Medical services, namely, audiology; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of audiology; Medical treatment of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Providing health information in the field of audiology; Providing medical advice in the field of audiology; Providing medical information in the field of audiology; Providing medical information to patients in the form of reports in the field of audiology; Providing personalized healthcare and medical information in the nature of audiology
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 08, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF NEW YORK, PLLC Address AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF NEW YORK, PLLC 200 Garden City Plaza, Suite 315 Garden City NEW YORK 11530 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
EFI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97462249</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Collecting, quantifying, and digitalizing business data on the measurement of energy, greenhouse gas emissions, and other environmental attributes of various commodities for business purposes; Providing business information in the field of energy, greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental attributes to facilitate the matching of borrowers and lenders

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Collecting, quantifying, and digitalizing data on the measurement of energy, greenhouse gas emissions, and other environmental attributes of various commodities

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Xpansiv Data Systems, Inc.  
**Address** Xpansiv Data Systems, Inc.  
15th Floor  
50 California Street  
San Francisco  
CALIFORNIA  
94111  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 34927-265T

**Examining Attorney** MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CALIFORNIA HEARING CENTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number  97462275  Application Filing Date  Jun. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an ear-shaped design that is comprised of a thin dark orange crescent-shaped figure above one dark orange tear shaped figure, with white between the two figures, and another light orange tear-shaped figure, with white between the light orange and dark orange crescent-shaped figures, and a white cutout in the light orange tear shaped figure, with three sets of three dark orange and light orange dots appearing to emanate horizontally from the ear-shaped design as a sound wave, all followed by the words CALIFORNIA HEARING CENTER in dark orange capital letters. The remaining white in the mark merely represents transparent background area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) light orange, dark orange and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "CALIFORNIA HEARING CENTER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Consultancy relating to hearing tests; Health care services for treating hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Health care services, namely, audiology; Health screening services in the field of audiology; Medical consultancy relating to hearing loss; Medical diagnosis and treatment of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Medical diagnosis of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Medical evaluation of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Medical information services, namely, reporting of consumer authorized clinical testing results directly to the patient; Medical screening; Medical screening services in the field of audiology; Medical services; Medical services in the field of audiology; Medical services, namely, audiology; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of audiology; Medical treatment of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, hearing health; Providing a website featuring information in the field of the diagnosis and treatment of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo; Providing health care information by audiologists; Providing hearing screening services; Providing hearing testing services; Providing information in the field of the diagnosis and treatment of hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo via a website; Providing information in the field of audiology health via a website; Providing medical advice in the field of audiology; Providing medical information; Providing medical information in the field of audiology; Providing medical information to patients in the form of reports in the field of audiology; Providing on-line information, news and commentary in the field of health and wellness relating to audiology; Providing on-
line medical record analysis services designed to provide patients with custom tailored information about the range of possible diagnoses and therapies associated with a defined set of symptoms; Providing personalized healthcare and medical information in the nature of audiology; Provision of medical information; Provision of medical services by health care professionals via the internet or telecommunication networks; Speech and hearing therapy services

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  **First Use**: Nov. 08, 2021  **In Commerce**: Nov. 08, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF NEW YORK, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF NEW YORK, PLLC  200 Garden City Plaza Suite 315  Garden City  NEW YORK  11530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SWEENEY, MOLLY B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Mark Literal(s)** ULCER SOLUTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97462486
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "ULCER" and "SOLUTIONS" separated by a stylized profile of a foot. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ULCER SOLUTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: medical devices, namely, cushions and cushioned sleeves for the prevention and treatment of pressure ulcers and pressure injuries; pressure-offloading devices for medical purposes, namely, heel and ankle protectors to prevent pressure ulcers and pressure injuries
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 04, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 04, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ulcer Solutions, LLC
- **Address**: Ulcer Solutions, LLC 3101 NE 169th Way Ridgefield WASHINGTON 98642
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: UCS401
- **Examining Attorney**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUANGLI SPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97462609 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPORT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6040819

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglasses; Smartwatches; Spectacles; Battery chargers; Chargers for electric batteries; Divers' masks; Diving goggles; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data, use in receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software for retrieving and displaying health information, providing users with information and analysis regarding their physical activity, fitness and general health; Downloadable mobile applications for downloading and reading electronic publications on portable electronic devices; Downloadable mobile applications for retrieving and displaying health information; Downloadable mobile applications for the uploading, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or providing of electronic media or information over communications networks or the Internet, for the transmission of text messages, multimedia messages, electronic mails; Downloadable mobile operating system software; Downloadable pattern recognition software for identifying human faces; Face masks for diving; Goggles for sports; Optical lenses; Optical lenses featuring correcting lenses; Safety goggles; Smart glasses; Smart rings; Sports helmets; Swimming face masks; Swimming goggles; Technical measuring, testing and checking apparatus and instruments for measuring, testing and checking the temperature, pressure, quantity and concentration of gas and liquids; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computers in the nature of smartglasses; Wearable video display monitors; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

3134
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GUANGLI SMART

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97462627
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SMART"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6040819

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Eyeglasses; Smartwatches; Spectacles; Battery chargers; Chargers for electric batteries; Divers' masks; Diving goggles; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data, use in receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software for providing users with information and analysis regarding their physical activity, fitness and general health; Downloadable mobile applications for downloading and reading electronic publications on portable electronic devices; Downloadable mobile applications for retrieving and displaying health information; Downloadable mobile applications for uploading, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or providing of electronic media or information over communications networks or the Internet, for the transmission of text messages, multimedia messages, electronic mails; Downloadable mobile operating system software; Downloadable pattern recognition software for identifying human faces; Face masks for diving; Goggles for sports; Optical lenses; Optical lenses featuring correcting lenses; Safety goggles; Smart glasses; Smart rings; Sports helmets; Swimming face masks; Swimming goggles; Technical measuring, testing and checking apparatus and instruments for measuring, testing and checking the temperature, pressure, quantity and concentration of gas and liquids; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computers in the nature of smartglasses; Wearable video display monitors; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>HANGZHOU GUANGLI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>HANGZHOU GUANGLI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 6/F, Building 15, Huatai Pioneer Park, No. 698, Xixi Road, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 31000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>2-003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>AURAND, MEGAN LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KITCHDATA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97462708 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others in the field of restaurant services; Concept and brand development in the field of restaurant services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KATIE DEVI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97462782 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "KATIE DEVI"; to the right and above the wording appears a highly stylized design of a motorcycle. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorcycles; Adhesive foam pads specially adapted for motorcycle gas tanks for rider protection; Fitted motorcycle covers; Luggage racks for motorcycles; Motorcycle accessories, namely, gas tank and radiator shrouds; Motorcycle bags, namely, tank bags, saddle bags, sissy bar bags and tail bags; Motorcycle frames; Motorcycle handlebars; Motorcycle kickstands; Motorcycles for motocross; Mudguards for motorcycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake levers; Pedals for motorcycles; Rearview mirrors; Saddle covers for motorcycles; Shock absorbers for motorcycles; Vehicle side view mirror covers for motorcycles; Vehicle windscreens

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Wolide Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Wolide Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 206, No. 106, Fengze East Road, Guanglong Village, Nansha Street, Nansha Dist, Guangzhou CHINA 511466 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FREN TREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97462915 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a tree design with the term "FREN TREE" in stylized text directly below the tree design with the upper part of the "T" stretching into a horizontal line between the tree design and "FREN TREE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallets; Backpack straps; Handbags for ladies; Leather credit card wallets; Leather key cases; Leather shoulder belts; Ruck sacks; Wallets and wallet inserts; Wallets made of leather or other materials
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongshen Chen Address Yongshen Chen Am Faehrweg 46 Neuss North Rhine-Westphalia FED REP GERMANY 41468 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRENTREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97462919 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a tree design with the term "FRENTREE" in stylized text directly below the tree design with the upper part of the "T" stretching into a horizontal line between the tree design and "FRENTREE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Capelets; Frocks; Headbands; Scarfs; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Fashion hats; Leather belts for clothing; Socks and stockings; Tangas being underwear; Clothing belts made of leather
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongshen Chen Address Yongshen Chen Am Faehrweg 46 Neuss North Rhine-Westphalia FED REP GERMANY 41468 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YIQ RIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463085  Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The word(s) "YIQ RIC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Purses; Satchels; Schoolbags; All purpose sport bags; Back packs; Backpacks for pets; Courier bags; Grip bags; Hip bags; Key pouches; Key wallets; Knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; Lumbar packs; Pet clothing, namely, shirts, skirts, collarets; Pouches made out of cloth; Ruck sacks; Tote bags; Travelling bags; Waist pouches
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 28, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  YIQ RiC (Xiamen) Import & Export Co., Ltd.  Address  YIQ RiC (Xiamen) Import & Export Co., Ltd.
Room 3107, No. 123, Dongdu Road, Xiamen Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone Xiamen?Fujian  CHINA  361000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HA, PAULINE T.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HORTALIA ECOPARKLETS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97463282</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the green stylized wording HORTALIA over the black stylized letters ECOPARKLETS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;ECOPARKLETS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording HORTALIA has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>018623221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>018623221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>May 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For Building materials, namely, wooden boards; Building panels, not of metal; Fences, not of metal; Modular log homes; Modular non-metal homes; Platforms, prefabricated, not of metal; Pre-fabricated non-metal houses for on site assembly; Prefabricated non-metal bridges; Prefabricated non-metal walls; Prefabricated, non-metal storage sheds; Building timber; Construction elements not made of metal, namely, braces; Construction elements not made of metal, namely, shores; Construction elements not made of metal, namely, supports; Fair stands; Non-metal decks; Non-metal modular homes; Non-metal partitions for buildings; Non-metal structures for buildings, namely, modular non-metal structures with flexible covers for adding commercial space; Non-metal railings for wooden decks, balconies, partitions, terraces, bridges; Non-metal storage sheds; Planks of wood for building; Portable non-metal buildings; Portable non-metal free-standing barriers; Prefabricated non-metal buildings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>19 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Benches; Furniture; Furniture made from wood; Ladders of wood or plastics; Outdoor furniture; Plant racks; Flower-stands; Non-metal ladders; Non-metal pallets; Non-metal step ladders; Patio furniture; Plant stands; Stands for flower pots**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  NITHEUS SOLUTIONS, S.L.  
Address  NITHEUS SOLUTIONS, S.L.  Pol. Ind. Bufalvent  Calle Ramon Farguell, 45 Manresa  Barcelona  SPAIN  08243  
Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA  
State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BMMUNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463286 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digestible supplements, namely, dietary supplements for dogs and cats
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Pet products, namely, edible pet treats and pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FURTHER FOODS, INC. Address FURTHER FOODS, INC. 810-789 WEST PENDER ST.
VANCOUVER, BC CANADA V6C 1H2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FF-006-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DARK STAR

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97463561 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Beverages containing nootropics for use as a nutritional supplement
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Lucas, Brandon Address Lucas, Brandon 1924 N Cherry Lane Clovis CALIFORNIA 93619 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MARCONI AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463621 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black oval outlined in white, containing a design of a horse's head in white. To the right and left of the oval is a white ribbon outlined in black. Above the oval is a green banner outlined in black with the word "MARCONI" in white stylized font. Below the oval is a red banner outlined in black with the words "AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM" in white stylized font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, green, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring apparel, mugs, toys, art, and a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring apparel, mugs, toys, art, and a wide variety of consumer goods of others

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marconi Foundation for Kids Address Marconi Foundation for Kids 1302 Industrial Drive Tustin CALIFORNIA 92780 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48773.6002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOCAL LEGAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463748 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEGAL" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6224112

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jun. 15, 2017 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Parnall Law Firm, LLC Address Parnall Law Firm, LLC 2025 San Pedro Dr. NE Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34102-1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COUCH'S RV NATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97463765 Application Filing Date  Jun. 17, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Map of the United States (the contiguous 48 states) filled with a fluttering banner, in which a field of stars stretches diagonally across the upper half of the map and a series of contrasting stripes stretches diagonally across the bottom half of the map, over all of which, in a similar diagonal orientation, in a small undefined script font, is the word COUCH'S, under which, in a larger undefined print font are the words RV NATION. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement  The stippling is for shading purposes only. Disclaimer  "RV" Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jeff Couch, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5534862, 5534858

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financing loans for new and used recreational vehicles, motor homes, travel trailers, Fifth wheels, Park trailers, campers and toy haulers; Extended warranty services, namely, service contracts; Providing extended warranties on new and used recreational vehicles, motor homes, travel trailers, Fifth wheels, Park trailers, campers, and toy haulers International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Mar. 31, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2019

For  Dealerships in the field of new and used recreational vehicles, motor homes, travel trailers, Fifth wheels, Park trailers, campers, and toy haulers International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Mar. 31, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2019
For Providing an Internet website that features information about automotive maintenance and repair services; Trailer maintenance services; Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; Repair, maintenance and modification of new and used recreational vehicles, motor homes, travel trailers, Fifth wheels, Park trailers, campers, and toy haulers

**International Classes**  37 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Construction and Repair  **First Use**  Mar. 31, 2019  **In Commerce**  Mar. 31, 2019

For Providing a website featuring information in the field of recreational vehicles, campers, trailers, fifth-wheel trailers, toy haulers, and campers for transportation

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage  **First Use**  Mar. 31, 2019  **In Commerce**  Mar. 31, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Jeff Couch's Camper's LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Couch's RV Nation and Jeff Couch's RV Nation

**Address**  Jeff Couch's Camper's LLC  5555 Kennel Rd  Trenton  OHIO  45067  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HACIENDA HEINSEN HH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97463885 Application Filing Date  Jun. 17, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   HACIENDA Translation
The English translation of Hacienda in the mark is Ranch.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Horse showing
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2004 In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2006

For   Breeding services for Paso Fino horses; Horse breeding services; Horse farming services
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jan. 01, 2004 In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hacienda Heinsen, LLC Address   Hacienda Heinsen, LLC 2585 SE 159th Lane Rd Summerfield FLORIDA 34491 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   5611.00
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BRACEY, KAREN E
Mark Literal(s) VIMC VISION HEALTH
INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT CENTER

Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an eye shape with the letters VIMC in the center, to the left of the words Vision Health Intelligent Management Center above Chinese letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VISION HEALTH INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT CENTER" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "SHI JUE JIAN KANG ZHI NENG GUAN LI ZHONG XIN" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to SHI JUE JIAN KANG ZHI NENG GUAN LI ZHONG XIN and this means Vision Health Intelligent Management Center in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medical clinic services; hospital services; health care; medical assistance; nursing, medical; pharmaceutical advice; telemedicine services; therapy services in the field of eye diseases and conditions; health counseling; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories; medical screening

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 220797

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIFTING THE VEIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97464137 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable videos and podcasts related to health, wellness, nutrition, lifestyle, alternative health therapies, energetic healing, spiritual guidance and nature healing; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable content related to health, wellness, nutrition, lifestyle, alternative health therapies, energetic healing, spiritual guidance and nature healing; Providing online newsletters in the field of health, wellness, nutrition, lifestyle, alternative health therapies, energetic healing, spiritual guidance and nature healing via e-mail; Providing online courses of instruction in the field of health, wellness, nutrition, lifestyle, alternative health therapies, energetic healing, spiritual guidance and nature healing via a website; educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of health, wellness, nutrition, lifestyles, alternative health therapies, energetic healing, spiritual guidance and nature healing; providing online training seminars, workshops and retreats in the field of health, wellness, nutrition, lifestyle, alternative health therapies, energetic healing, spiritual guidance and nature healing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 11, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cellini, Noelle Address Cellini, Noelle 2 East Erie Street #3410 Chicago ILLINOIS 60611 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUST PAUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97464196 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Doula services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Reiki healing services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hayward, Laura Address Hayward, Laura 160 East 84th Street New York NEW YORK 10028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YNAMOUR DIVERSIFY BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97464661 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "YNAMOUR" in orange above the stylized wording "DIVERSIFY BEAUTY" in orange. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color orange is claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty care cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name cedano, yarismel amada Address cedano, yarismel amada 2315 nw 167th st miami gardens FLORIDA 33056 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Bierschbach, Mark Andrew Address Bierschbach, Mark Andrew 2315 nw 167th st miami gardens FLORIDA 33056 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** P6 XTREME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number** 97464696  
**Application Filing Date** Jun. 17, 2022  
**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Trademark  
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4632534, 4984715, 5313711 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dietary and nutritional supplements  
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Woodbolt Distribution, LLC  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA Nutrabolt  
**Address** Woodbolt Distribution, LLC  
**Suite 150** 4407 Monterey Oaks Blvd.  
**Austin** TEXAS  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 102866-TBD

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97464807 Application Filing Date  Jun. 17, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nails; Hand-held flagpoles of metal; Metal hooks; Poles of metal; Ring-shaped fittings of metal
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  May 25, 2022 In Commerce  May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FlyHawk Inc. Address  FlyHawk Inc. 3048 Deerfield Pl, #A Chino Hills CA 91709 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BIG EASY CRUISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97464838 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "THE BIG EASY CRUISE" in black lettering outlined in red above a yellow sun with two black fleur-de-lis on either side of a purple silhouette of a man playing a trumpet above a purple cruise ship on stylized blue waves, all of which are inside a red circle, on a tan background, which is surrounded by a stylized purple circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple, red, black, yellow, blue, and tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE BIG EASY CRUISE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruise ship services; arranging of cruises; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for cruises International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name StarVista Live, LLC Address StarVista Live, LLC 8280 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive Fairfax VIRGINIA 22031 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 140580562089

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MEDIOCRITY REDEFINED ZFG
ESTABLISHED 2021

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97465142 Application Filing Date  Jun. 18, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of Stylized "ZFG" in between two equal-length crosses composed of inward-facing arrows. This is underneath a bearded and mustached skull. This all sits in sets of concentric circles. Around the top curvature are the words "Mediocrity Redefined". The bottom curvature has the words "Established 2021". Just above "Established 2021" are four stylized designs. Disclaimer   "ESTABLISHED 2021"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, Beard wash, beard oil, beard balm, body lotion and bar soap
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lesaux, James Address  Lesaux, James 4482 Piedmont Trace Dr  GREENSBORO NORTH CAROLINA 27409 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney   SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of four abstract circles which intersect in a central point. The largest circle is peach in color and appears on the top right, the next largest circle is gold in color and appears on the top left, the third largest circle is brown in color and appears on the bottom left, and the smallest circle is red in color and appears on the bottom right.

Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) peach, gold, brown, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Mental health therapy services in the nature of marriage and family therapy; Art therapy
International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: BC MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY, INC.
Address: BC MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY, INC. 12605 VENTURA BLVD., #1063 STUDIO CITY CALIFORNIA 91604
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 03161 - Cobb

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ALIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97465177 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Songwriting; Music publishing services; Entertainment services in the nature of live music performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 27, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2018
For Prerecorded record albums featuring music; downloadable music files
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 21, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2021
For T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 27, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVANS, CHRISTOPHER Address EVANS, CHRISTOPHER 1036 VAN DYKE DRIVE LAGUNA BEACH CALIFORNIA 92651 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPLISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97465451 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Amended to Principal Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register May 24, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco grinders

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Explish LLC Address Explish LLC 2314 Nicole Dr Hampton GEORGIA 30228 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMI2-T.e2663

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAKILUCKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97465504 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LAKILUCKI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat toys; Dog toys; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 22, 2022 In Commerce May 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Laqi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Laqi Trading Co., Ltd. 310,No. 3-1,Second Row, Zhuanchang Rd. Hehua Community, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LENAHEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97465505 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LENAHEER has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bead curtains for decoration; Decorative window finials; Fabric cake decorations
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 27, 2022 In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Yina Address Yang, Yina 1 of No.9,Lane18,Meiyuanyuan,Kuixuan Resident'Cmmte.Kuitan Town, Huilai County Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515239 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHALLICARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97465821 Application Filing Date Jun. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Challicare has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby walkers; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Commercial packaging materials, namely, corrugated plastic trays; Furniture for children; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Holiday ornaments of plastic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Mats for infant playpens; Non-metal door fittings; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Pet furniture; Plastic containers and covers for the food industry; Protective barriers for installation on furniture; Shower seats

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 30, 2022 In Commerce May 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gaoyashun Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gaoyashun Technology Co., Ltd. No. 126-3, Xinwei Xin Vil. Xinshi Community, Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PANALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97466018  Application Filing Date  Jun. 20, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of PANALO in the mark is WIN.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Candlesticks; All purpose portable household containers; Bath brushes; Car washing mitts; Cheese graters; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Coffee services not of precious metal; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Ice cube moulds; Insulated carriers for food and beverages; Pastry molds; Serving trays; Sponge holders; Tankards not of precious metal; Toilet paper holders
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Apr. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Foshan Panalo Home Furnishing Co., Ltd.  Address  Foshan Panalo Home Furnishing Co., Ltd.  No. 101, District 1  Shanda New Village, Shunde District  Foshan, Guangdong  CHINA  528300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97466450 Application Filing Date: Jun. 20, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of three triangles, (1) a base triangle with a horizontal bottom, (2) a left triangle which is rotated 90 degrees clockwise relative to the first/base triangle and with one side adjacent to the base triangle and another side oriented vertically on the left and 90 degrees to the base of the first/bottom triangle, and (3) a top triangle which is rotated 90 degrees clockwise relative to the second/left triangle, with one side adjacent to the left triangle and a top side oriented horizontally 90 degrees to the left/vertical side of the second triangle, and parallel to the base of the first/bottom triangle. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0130765/1728705 International Registration Number: 1728705

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Business project management services for construction projects; Distributorship services in the field of general, heavy, and specialty construction equipment; Inventory management; Procurement, namely, purchasing construction and building materials for others

For: Livestock
International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 46 International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products
Building construction services; Building demolition; Building repair; Construction project management services; Installation of water pipes; Installation of underground utilities including cable, electric, water, and sewer; Installation of surface and sub-surface utility lines and equipment; Leasing of construction equipment; Pipe laying services; Rental of construction and building equipment; Rental of construction equipment; Restoration in the field of pipelines; Snow removal services; Horizontal directional drilling for installing underground utilities and pipelines; Building inspection in the course of building construction; Road paving; Paving contractor services; Construction services, namely, asphalt paving; Construction services, namely, concrete paving

International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106
International Class Title: Construction and Repair
First Use: Jun. 30, 2014
In Commerce: Jun. 30, 2014

Permitting, namely, obtaining environmental, design, zoning and other governmental permits for development projects

International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Personal and legal services
First Use: Mar. 01, 2016
In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2016

Leasing of livestock

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use: Jun. 30, 2014
In Commerce: Jun. 30, 2014

Welding; Pipe tapping services, namely, drilling or cutting holes in pressurized pipes without draining or spilling the contents of the pipes; Welding services; Treatment of Materials by mechanical or chemical processing, transformation, or production of objects or inorganic or organic substances; Custom fabrication of natural gas metering stations; Custom fabrication of natural gas regulator stations

International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106
International Class Title: Material Treatment
First Use: Mar. 31, 2016
In Commerce: Mar. 31, 2016

Engineering; Surveying; Inspection services, namely, detection of leaks in pipelines; Pipeline inspection services

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Mar. 31, 2016
In Commerce: Mar. 31, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: 302 Rockwell Intellectual Property, LLC
Address: 302 Rockwell Intellectual Property, LLC 1 Radar Way Tinton Falls NEW JERSEY 07724
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: RR0016.019

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97466554</td>
<td>Jun. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SOCIAL CLUB"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Verse Social Club LLC
- **Address**: The Verse Social Club LLC 191 Oakfield Ave. Dix Hills NEW YORK 11746
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: VERSESC.001T
- **Examining Attorney**: HOPKINS, SARAH COLLEEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STRATEGA GAMES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97466609</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;GAMES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Board games; Cornhole game boards; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Raymond Todd Paulson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Raymond Todd Paulson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6369 Caminto Marcial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examing Attorney</th>
<th>HINES, REGINA C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RCXSUV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97466762 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational games for developing cognitive skills; Electric action toys; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Exercise equipment, namely, rowing machines; Inflatable pool toys; Mechanical toys; Party games; Play mats containing infant toys; Remote controls for toy cars; Ride-on toys; Smart robot toys; Table-top games; Toy jewelry being children's dress-up accessories; Toy models; Yoga straps
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Xinman Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Xinman Technology Co., Ltd. No. 8, Guanshan Chongwen Road, Chenghua Street, Chenghai District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515800 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HOLKPOILOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97466814</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;HOLKPOILOT&quot; having the design in the second letter &quot;O&quot; of a whale tail. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;HOLKPOILOT&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Lamps; Battery-operated night lights; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Lamps for outdoor use; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Reading lamps; Wall lights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Mar. 10, 2020  
**In Commerce** Mar. 10, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>XiangTan HaiJing E-commerce Co. LTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>XiangTan HaiJing E-commerce Co. LTD Station 01, Rm. 201, 2/F, Xiangtan University Incubation Base, Yuhu Dist. Xiangtan, Hunan CHINA 411100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AURAND, MEGAN LEE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NATÁLJA BOHÉME
COSMETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97466923 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COSMETICS"
Translation The English translation of "BOHÉME" in the mark is "BOHEMIA" or "BOHEMIAN". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare; Cosmetics sold as an integral component of non-medicated skincare preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, oils, cleaners, serums, and peels; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; Wrinkle removing skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jellheden, Bo Stefan Address Jellheden, Bo Stefan Elias Lonnrotsvag 5 Bromma, Stockholm SWEDEN 16846 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SWEDEN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUZCADAVERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97466954 Application Filing Date  Jun. 20, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of "LUZCADAVERE" in the mark is "light every time".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Luminaries; Accent lights for indoor use; Bicycle lights; Candle lamps; Desk lamps; Floor lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; Lighting fixtures; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights for vehicles; Portable utility lights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Stage lighting apparatus; Wall lights

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fan, Nini Address  Fan, Nini No. 10, Gaoxin South Fourth Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518063 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OTDORSUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97466967 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OTDORSUP" in gold stylized font. Above the letters is a mountain inside an open circle in gold. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording OTDORSUP has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armchairs; Chairs; Beach chairs; Beds for household pets; Camping mattresses; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Furniture for camping; Metal chairs; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Pet cushions; Pet furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongkang Yuxuan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yongkang Yuxuan Trading Co., Ltd. 3/F, No. 2, Bldg. 4, Lane 3, Xiaohuayuan Vil., Dongcheng St., Yongkang City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIOVANNA HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97467039 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware, serveware, dishware, crockery, glassware, drinkware, and stemware, namely, plates, cups, drinking cups, glasses, drinking glasses, mugs, saucers, bowls, serving bowls, serving trays, serving platters, and household utensils in the nature of kitchen tongs, spatulas, serving spoons, and serving forks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BK Lounge LLC Address BK Lounge LLC 14105 Esperanza Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BKLOUNG-001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOME VENDOR PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97467450 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized red-and-orange gradient house with a stylized wrench cut out of it. To the right is the red-and-orange gradient wording HOME VENDOR, to the right of which is a red-and-orange gradient horizontal rectangle with the word PRO cut out of it. The color white represents background or transparency and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOME VENDOR" and "PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line buyers guide service providing information in the field of real estate, home insurance, rental insurance, loan, and mortgage providers; Providing a searchable online advertising guide featuring the goods and services of online vendors; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring referrals in the field of real estate, home insurance, rental insurance, loan, and mortgage providers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for real estate, home insurance, rental insurance, loan, and mortgage customers to search their preferred providers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Omega Real Estate, LLC Address Omega Real Estate, LLC Suite 14 1845 East West Pkwy Fleming Island FLORIDA 32003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GO FIND IT.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97467724 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxer shorts, bras; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; hats; headbands; hooded sweatshirts; leggings, shorts; t-shirts, tank tops, synthetic down jackets; pants; rain shells in the nature of rain slickers; clothing, namely, base layers; mid layers, namely, long sleeve fleece shirts, long sleeve shirts made of merino, long sleeve hoodies made of merino, and long sleeve fleece hoodies; and outer layers, namely, down jackets, fleece jackets, down vests, fleece vest and rain shells in the nature of rain slickers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Born Primitive, LLC Address Born Primitive, LLC 1632 Virginia Beach Boulevard Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23451 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C2-6389

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97467741</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an arc shape, which transitions into a straight shape, which transitions into a pointy shape, all of which are duplicated in another direction. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 018634272 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Jan. 07, 2022 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 018634272 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Apr. 27, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN UNION |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Apr. 27, 2032 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Pesticides; Biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; Chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; Diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; Diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; Diagnostic reagents for medical use; Reagent paper for medical purposes; Reagent paper for veterinary purposes; Reagents for medical use; Reagents for use in medical genetic testing; Reagents for use in veterinary genetic testing; Veterinary diagnostic reagents

| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Zhenrui Biotech Co.,Ltd |
| Address | Shenzhen Zhenrui Biotech Co.,Ltd 501, Building B, 1# Qingning Road, Longhua Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97467748 Application Filing Date  Jun. 21, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of an arc shape, which transitions into a straight shape, which transitions into a pointy shape, all of which are duplicated in another direction. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed   Yes Foreign Application Number   018634272 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 07, 2022 Foreign Registration Number   018634272 Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 27, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County   EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 27, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Analysers for bacterial identification for medical purposes; Apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; Apparatus used in implementing diagnosis tests designed to detect the abnormal prion protein; Body composition monitors; Genetic testing apparatus for medical purposes; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in surgery; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing blood sugar levels, cancer cells, DNA; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, masks for use by medical personnel; Protective masks for medical purposes; Radioisotope therapy apparatus and instruments; Radiological apparatus for diagnostic and medical purposes, namely, magnetic resonance imager; Respirators for artificial respiration
International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title   Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Zhenrui Biotech Co.,Ltd Address   Shenzhen Zhenrui Biotech Co.,Ltd 501, Building B, 1# Qingning Road Longhua Street, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BOXDEV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97467830</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0128251/1716448</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**International Registration Number**: 1716448

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Downloadable software development kits (SDK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Providing computer technology information in the fields of the internet, technology, cloud computing, online collaboration, file sharing and software development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2015</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Box, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Box, Inc. 900 Jefferson Ave. Redwood City CALIFORNIA 94063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FIRE FINN-ISHER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Spraying machines for spraying fire extinguishing compounds and fire prevention compositions, namely, nature ice gels, over large areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUDGETDOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97468315 Application Filing Date  Jun. 21, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Debt management consultation; Financial advice; Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial advice, namely, budget planning; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, creating personalized strategies for achieving financial independence; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, providing financial information, budget planning, debt reduction counseling and investment planning services based on analysis of a borrower's credit, debt and financial information to identify debt products for lowering borrowing costs and for creating personalized budget and investment strategies for achieving financial goals, namely, wealth creation and reduced borrowing costs; Financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; Financial consultancy; Financial consultation; Financial consulting; Financial counseling services, namely, helping others build a better working relationship with their money; Financial information; Financial planning; Financial planning, namely, creating personalized strategies for achieving financial independence; Financial services, namely, providing information in the fields of foreign currency, commodities, financial derivatives, interest rate products, and equities via the internet and intranet systems; Investment advice; Investment consultancy; Providing financial advice via a website; Providing financial information via a web site; Providing financial information in the field of cryptocurrency; Providing financial information via a website; Providing financial information and financial advice via a website; Providing information and research in the field of finance and financial investments; Providing information in the field of finance; Providing information in the field of finance via a website; Providing information in the field of financial stock and equity markets; Providing information in the field of personal finance; Providing information in the field of personal finance via a website; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuations, and the financial aspects of retirement; Providing information, commentary and advice in the field of finance, financial investments and financial valuations; Financial planning for retirement; Financial retirement plan consulting services; Providing financial information; providing advice, information, and knowledge in the field of finance to consumers, individuals and families, namely, financial advice and information for budget planning, mortgage planning, credit card payments, financial savings and investment account products, banking services, and debt management

3183
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs, courses, classes, seminars, workshops in the field of investing, budgeting, financial planning; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of investing, budgeting, financial planning; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of investing, budgeting, financial planning, personal finance, debt management, investments, retirement, and home ownership; Education services, namely, providing programs, conferences, events, courses, classes, seminars, workshops in the fields of investing, budgeting, financial planning; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring financial advice, information, and knowledge provided through webcasts; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring investing, budgeting, financial planning via a global computer network; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring investing, budgeting, financial planning; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of investing, budgeting, financial planning; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of blogs in the fields of investing, budgeting, financial planning
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHARKWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97468426 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable Software for Professional and Commercial Audio System Management for Improving and Optimizing Sound Quality of Audio Amplifiers and Loudspeaker Systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEA, LLC Address LEA, LLC Building 113, Suite 109 635 South Lafayette Boulevard South Bend INDIANA 46601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 75709-365195

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97468761 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design image of a white horse with a blue
and black mane and a blue jacket with a blue and white horse head logo close to the shoulder. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) white, blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Key chains
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Beverageware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass
For Travel bags, backpacks, and duffel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game featuring non-fungible tokens (NFTs), digital
collectibles, crypto-collectibles, virtual goods and application tokens; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-
downloadable virtual goods, namely, avatars, clothing, jewelry, property, currency, artifacts, tools, tickets for access to events
for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services in the nature of on-line gaming and
e-sports competitions and tournaments
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Non-fungible tokens, namely, downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video relating to virtual
goods, digital collectibles and crypto collectibles in the nature of avatars, clothing, jewelry, property, currency, artifacts, tools
used by characters in virtual environments, tickets for access to events in virtual environments authenticated by NFTs; digital
artwork, namely, downloadable multimedia files containing artwork relating to virtual goods, digital collectibles and crypto
collectibles in the nature of avatars, clothing, jewelry, property, currency, artifacts, tools used by characters in virtual environments, tickets for access to events in virtual environments; cryptographic secured digital assets, namely, cryptocurrency hardware wallets; downloadable digital media files featuring artwork

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Team Liquid Enterprises, L.L.C.  **Address**  Team Liquid Enterprises, L.L.C.  2890 Colorado Ave.  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA  90404  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  13109-24

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLY MICHKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97468813  Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the fields of math, science, history, reading, English language arts, literacy, and social studies; Life coaching services in the field of achieving personal goals using Christian principles
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simply Michka LLC  Address Simply Michka LLC  6305 Naples Blvd #1098 Naples FLORIDA 34109
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** START CENTER FOR CANCER CARE THE CURE STARTS HERE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97468851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized word &quot;START&quot; in blue letters; the letter A is formed by a helix design in lime green. The stylized lime green wording &quot;CENTER FOR CANCER CARE&quot; is below the word &quot;START&quot; and the stylized wording &quot;THE CURE STARTS HERE&quot; in blue letters is presented below &quot;START&quot; and beneath an &quot;X&quot; in lime green design depicting the bottom of the helix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>The color(s) blue and lime green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;CENTER FOR CANCER CARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>3556048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Medical services, namely, cancer diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and treatment; Providing healthcare information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; Medical and scientific research services in the field of cancer diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and treatment, and conducting clinical trials for others in the field of cancer diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and treatment; Pharmaceutical drug development services; Structural and functional analysis of genomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>South Texas Accelerated Research Therapeutics, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>South Texas Accelerated Research Therapeutics, LLC 4383 Medical Drive Houston TEXAS 78229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUBILEE BIOTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97468864 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BIOTECH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs in the form of wearable bands; Transdermal drug delivery patches sold without medication; Injection instruments with needles; Automatic medical apparatus for dosing humans by injection, namely, microneedle cartridges for dispensing unit doses of medicine; Wearable wrist monitors used to measure biometric data for medical use; Medical devices for monitoring vital signs, blood properties and respiratory events; Massage apparatus; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Massage apparatus for massaging shoulders and lymph nodes of necks and axillary regions; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Medical apparatus, namely, electric heating devices for curative treatment; Wearable massaging apparatus in the form of vests; Apparatus for acupuncture therapy

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Smartwatches; Smartwatches incorporating a microneedle drug cartridge to administer exact amounts of medication at set time; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wearable activity trackers; Smartwatch bands; Downloadable medical software for medication management; Recorded medical software for medication adherence management; Downloadable medical software for management of data in the field of patient medical records; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, and personal computers, namely, software for prescription medication management and management of a user's health; Downloadable computer application software for use in enabling healthcare professionals to monitor a patient's health data, medication adherence information, and prescription information

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

3191
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Jubilee Biotech Co., Ltd.  Address  Jubilee Biotech Co., Ltd.  B-905, 17, Gosan-ro 148beon-gil, Gunpo-si, Gyeonggi-do  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  15850  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  I2420.83123U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examinee Attorney  EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97468927 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of an image of a gear. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Internal combustion engines, other than for watercraft and land vehicles, and replacement parts therefor

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Champion Engine Technology, LLC Address   Champion Engine Technology, LLC   W245 N5551 Corporate Circle   Sussex   WISCONSIN   53089 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country   WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1635-051

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) START CENTER FOR CANCER
CARE THE CURE STARTS HERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97468939 Application Filing Date  Jun. 21, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "START"; with the letter A formed by a helix design. The stylized wording "CENTER FOR CANCER CARE" is below the word "START" and the stylized wording "THE CURE STARTS HERE" is presented below "START" and beneath an "X" design depicting the bottom of the helix design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CENTER FOR CANCER CARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3556048

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical services, namely, cancer diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and treatment; Providing healthcare information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Sep. 27, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 27, 2021
For  Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; Medical and scientific research services in the field of cancer diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and treatment, and conducting clinical trials for others in the field of cancer diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and treatment; Pharmaceutical drug development services; Structural and functional analysis of genomes International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Sep. 27, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: South Texas Accelerated Research Therapeutics, LLC  
**Address**: South Texas Accelerated Research Therapeutics, LLC 4383 Medical Drive  
**Houston**  
**TEXAS**  
**78229**  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 0074013.0054

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOODEN MEMORIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469083 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WOODEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed plans, namely, DIY woodworking plans for children's furniture, outdoor playthings, toys, and home and garden décor
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dale Munson Address Dale Munson 2631 Crooked Vine Ct 2631 Crooked Vine Ct Colorado Springs COLORADO 80921 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556697458

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97469277  Application Filing Date: Jun. 21, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a brown suitcase design containing feathers displayed in shades of blue, red, yellow and gray, all above the stylized wording "SOLO MAS" with "SOLO" displayed in shades of red, yellow, and blue, and "MAS" displayed in blue. The white appearing in the drawing represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) brown, blue, red, yellow and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation: The English translation of "SOLO MAS" in the mark is "ONLY MORE".

Goods and Services Information

For: Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications for persons traveling to participate in Carnival celebrations across the world to participate in interactive discussions and to share information about travel to Carnival destinations, including information about Carnival fetes, parties, masquerade bands, local cuisines, and destination tours.  International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Personal and legal services  First Use: Mar. 19, 2019  In Commerce: Mar. 19, 2019

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Solo Mas App LLC  Address: Solo Mas App LLC  5427 Arlington Street  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA 19131  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

Examinining Attorney

Examining Attorney: DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHEF CURRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469384 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts; Sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 12, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qian, Yongcai Address Qian, Yongcai No. 129, Huangdun, Shenjiao Community, Gongchen Street, Licheng District, Putian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HACHISHUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469389 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scarfs; Aprons; Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 12, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cai, Liqing Address Cai, Liqing No. 46, Sanzhangcuo, Lijiao Village, Donghai Town, Chengxiang District, Putian CHINA 351162 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L

3199
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DR.SULLY+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469424 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Dr.sully" and a plus sign positioned at the top right of the letter "y". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfumes; Shampoos; Toothpaste; Aromatic potpourris; Beauty masks; Cleaning preparations; Cosmetics for animals; Essential oils; Facial cleansers
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RONGDING (GUANGDONG) BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address RONGDING (GUANGDONG) BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. BLDG2,BLK A,WANYANG ZHONGCHUANG CITY GUANGDE PARK, YINGHONG TOWN YINGDE, GUANGDONG CHINA 513000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAKRMONO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97469520 Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "TAKRMONO" below a stylized flying pigeon combined with a treble clef. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The wording "TAKRMONO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mini-bikes; Strollers; Anti-skid chains for vehicles; Baby strollers; Band brakes for land vehicles; Brakes for vehicles; Electric drives for vehicles; Motorized bicycles; Motorized, electric-powered, self-propelled, self-balancing, wheeled personal mobility, transportation device; Platform trucks; Railway passenger cars; Sensors for land vehicles, namely, electric power steering torque sensors, sold as a component of the power steering system; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Sun visors for automobiles; Thrusters for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  May 20, 2022 In Commerce  May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yongkang Tiange Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Yongkang Tiange Technology Co., Ltd. 4th Floor,No.1 Factory,No.17,Jinshan East Rd.,Yongkang Economic Dev.Zone Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M MONKEY MONEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469682 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "MONKEY MONEY", with the wording "MONKEY" appearing in purple, except for yellow semi-circles forming a small portion of the letters "M," "N," and "Y," and the wording "MONEY" appearing in yellow, except for purple semi-circles forming a small a portion of the letters "M," "N," and "Y." This wording appears to the right of the letter "M" in yellow and having a small semi-circle portion in white, within a purple square with rounded edges. Color Claimed The color(s) purple, yellow, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MONEY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial services, namely, credit and debit card payment processing services; loyalty program payment processing services; ATM banking services; banking services; bill payment services; checking account services; credit, financing and loan services; financial services, namely, electronic remote check deposit services; electronic money transfer; online banking and financial planning services; savings account services; debit account services featuring a computer readable card; consumer credit consultation; consumer lending services; financial planning and advisory services; financial asset management; financial planning for retirement
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For providing online non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of banking, finance, loans, and credit monitoring
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For monitoring consumer credit reports and providing an alert as to any changes therein for business purposes; business advice and business information relating to finance, loans, and credit monitoring; business consultancy services regarding business succession, transition, and termination strategies; business administration of user loyalty programs featuring discounts and rebates for the services of others; providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of loyalty points for the purchase of goods and services of others; promoting the sale of goods of others through electronic promotions and
discounts; administration of consumer loyalty programs

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For downloadable software allowing users to search, identify, and redeem loyalty reward offers; magnetically encoded debit cards and credit cards; downloadable software for mobile phones, tablets, handheld computers and mobile devices, namely, software for accessing, viewing and managing checking accounts, credit card accounts and savings accounts, paying bills, conducting financial transactions and transferring money; downloadable software for family financial management, namely, to facilitate financial control, auditing, and to allow communication between users; downloadable software for processing electronic funds transfers and payments made via credit card, debit card, and electronic check; downloadable software to facilitate electronic, mobile and online payments

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software allowing users to search, identify, and redeem loyalty reward offers; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, viewing and managing checking accounts, credit card accounts and savings accounts, paying bills, conducting financial transactions and transferring money; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for family financial management, namely, to facilitate financial control, auditing, and to allow communication between users; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing electronic funds transfers and payments made via credit card, debit card, and electronic check; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to facilitate electronic, mobile and online payments

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Salgado, Simone  Address  Salgado, Simone  302  7601 Castor Avenue  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA  19152  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MMI-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MADE EXTREME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469787 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Button down shirts; Crew necks; Denim jackets; Denim pants; Dresses; Footwear; Headwear; Hoodies; Jerseys being clothing; Knitwear, namely, pullovers, sweaters; Outerwear, namely, puffer jackets, coats, windbreakers, bomber jackets, denim jackets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Suits; Sweaters; T-shirts; Vests

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DRIPPIELAND LLC Address DRIPPIELAND LLC 30 N Gould St Ste R Sheridan WYOMING 82801
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSPIRING AHA MOMENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97469800  Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed educational textbooks in the field of reading, handwriting, phonics, study skills, and spelling for ages kindergarten through eighth grade
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zaner-Bloser, Inc.  Address  Zaner-Bloser, Inc.  1400 Goodale Blvd  Columbus  OHIO  43212  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BETTS, MARCYA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QMODE+

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97469943</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 22, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For

- Recorded or downloadable computer software for maximizing efficiencies through temperature control for ablation during cardiac ablation procedures sold as a component of cardiac ablation apparatuses

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | BIOSENSE WEBSTER, INC. | Address | BIOSENSE WEBSTER, INC. Suite 200 31 Technology Drive Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | T43827US2 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LAPTER, ALAIN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QMODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97470146</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Recorded or downloadable computer software for maximizing efficiencies through temperature control for ablation during cardiac ablation procedures sold as a component of cardiac ablation apparatuses

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |

International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Biosense Webster, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Biosense Webster, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number T43828US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RELAX PAK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97470213
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "RELAX PAK" in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PACK"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Mixes in the nature of concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of tea based beverages
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Mitra-9 Brands LLC
- **Address**: Mitra-9 Brands LLC 8660 College Parkway, Ste 160 Ft. Myers FLORIDA 33919
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1005-008
- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TWIN TURBO ICE MAKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97470417 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "ICE MAKER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting installations; lights for vehicles; lights for interior-exterior spaces, namely, paver lights; central heating boilers,
boilers for heating installations, radiators for heating, heat exchangers, not parts of machines; gas cooking stoves and electric
cooking stoves; gas kitchen stoves and electric kitchen stoves, for cooking; electric cooking ovens, microwave ovens, gas
cooking ovens; electric tea and coffee makers and machines; solar thermal collectors for heating; steam, electrochemical gas
and fog generators, steam boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, and oxygen generators; installations for
air-conditioning and ventilating, namely, ventilating exhaust fans; cooling installations for water and freezers; electric and gas-
powered devices, installations and apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling, namely, gas cookers, electric egg cookers,
electric pressure cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers; electric hand drying
apparatus for washrooms; water softening apparatus; water purification apparatus; water purification installations; waste water
purification installations; industrial type installations for cooking, drying purposes, namely, industrial boilers, industrial
cooking ovens, industrial dish drying machines; pasteurizers for use in the food and beverage industry; air and water sterilizers

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arçelik Anonim Sirketi Address Arçelik Anonim Sirketi Sütlüce Karaağaç Caddesi No: 2/6 Beyoğlu,
Istanbul TURKEY 34445 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-4876 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  E EASYJUG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97470489 Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "EASYJUG" in aqua; the wording appears below an aqua water drop design with a white "E" inside the water drop; the water drop extends and swoops up to the right forming an aqua styled straw design with three white horizontal lines; all other white indicates background and/or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) aqua and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Reusable plastic water bottles sold empty
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 29, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Deirdra Martinez Address  Deirdra Martinez  10834 Rose Ave #6  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90034
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL   Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AURAND, MEGAN LEE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97470516</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “SOURCE” |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ON-LINE NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA, POLITICS, TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT; ON-LINE ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS DELIVERED BY EMAIL IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA, POLITICS, TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING RESOURCES, NAMELY, ONLINE NEWSLETTERS AND ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE ARTICLES IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA, POLITICS, TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Cartwright, Lachlan |
| Address | Cartwright, Lachlan 173 Sullivan Street 3D New York NEW YORK 10012 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | AUSTRALIA |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | KHAN, ASMAT A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAASS PASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97470535 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PASS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application for K-12 educational institutions for the purpose of tracking students' attendance and location.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morrison Consulting, Inc. Address Morrison Consulting, Inc. 190 Canal Road York PENNSYLVANIA 17406 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 310680-908

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PERCEPTION FOR EVERYTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97470797  Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for use in connection with vehicle and transportation sensing systems, namely, computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for operating Lidar apparatus, radar, proximity and camera sensor systems, motor vehicle collision avoidance systems and sensing systems that detect and classify objects on the road, comprised primarily of distance, optical sensors, radar apparatus, distance measuring, warning, and control apparatus, and speed measuring and control apparatus; Lidar apparatus; 3D depth sensors; Optical and proximity sensors; Sensor systems comprised of Lidar apparatus, vision sensors, and cameras; Computer hardware systems for laser scanning for customization by users; Computer hardware systems for 3D scanning for customization by users; Sensor systems comprised of computer hardware, recorded computer software for operating sensor system, Lidar apparatus, vision sensors, and cameras for use in the fields of transportation, industrial metrology, industrial automation, biometric identification, consumer electronics, consumer technology, medical and healthcare, virtual reality, aerospace, and personal, residential, and industrial security
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Consultancy, advice, and information services relating to the design, development, and programming of computer hardware and computer software for use in connection with vehicle and transportation sensing systems, lidar apparatus, 3D depth sensors, optical and proximity sensors, vision sensors, object identification systems, radar systems, sensor systems, motor vehicle collision avoidance systems, laser scanning, 3D scanning, and other sensing systems; consultancy, advice, and information services relating to the design, development, and programming of computer hardware and computer software for use in the fields of transportation, industrial metrology, industrial automation, biometric identification, consumer electronics, consumer technology, medical and healthcare, virtual reality, aerospace, and personal, residential, and industrial security; design and development of computer hardware and computer software; design and development of computer hardware, software, apparatus and instruments for vehicle and transportation sensing systems, lidar apparatus, 3D depth sensors, optical and proximity sensors, vision sensors, object identification systems, radar systems, sensor systems, motor vehicle collision
avoidance systems, laser scanning, 3D scanning, and other sensing systems; design and development of computer hardware,
software, apparatus and instruments for use in the fields of transportation, industrial metrology, industrial automation,
biometric identification, consumer electronics, consumer technology, medical and healthcare, virtual reality, aerospace, and
personal, residential, and industrial security

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Aeva, Inc. | **Address** | Aeva, Inc. 555 Ellis Street Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94043 | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RELAX PAK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97470811</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;PACK&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Mixes in the nature of concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of tea based beverages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Mitra-9 Brands LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Mitra-9 Brands LLC 8660 College Parkway, Ste 160 Ft. Myers FLORIDA 33919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>1005-007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>BELL, MARLENE D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LKYRUI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97471124</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 22, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording LkyRui has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Fish attractants; Fish hook removers; Fish hooks; Fishing buoys; Fishing clamps for use in holding fish to remove fish hooks; Fishing creels; Fishing floats; Fishing lines; Fishing lures; Fishing poles; Fishing reels; Fishing rod holders; Fishing rods; Fishing swivels; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle boxes; Fishing weights; Hand-held fishing nets; Spears for use in fishing; Artificial fishing bait

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Jun. 01, 2022
**In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Haian Xingrui Electronic Business Limited Company
**Address** Haian Xingrui Electronic Business Limited Company No.10,Ximeng Road,Haian Development Zone Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA 226000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COLLIER, DAVID E
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRIXX

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97471189</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Non-electronic delivery, packaging for transportation, storage, and transportation of documents, packages, freight and parcels via ground and air carriers |
| International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 105 |
| International Class Title | Transportation and Storage |
| First Use | Jul. 23, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 23, 2019 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | TRIXX LOGISTICS CORP |
| Address | TRIXX LOGISTICS CORP 5034 Hampton Street Vernon CALIFORNIA 90058 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 91-1 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAÍZ PICANTE TAQUERÍA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97471284 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MAÍZ PICANTE" centered below an illustration of two peppers and centered above the wording "TAQUERÍA", the wording "TAQUERÍA" which is in between two horizontal lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MAÍZ PICANTE TAQUERÍA" Translation The English translation of "MAÍZ PICANTE" in the mark is "SPICY CORN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maiz Picante Restaurant Group, LLC Address Maiz Picante Restaurant Group, LLC 302 E. Haley St. Santa Barbara CALIFORNIA 93101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 062710.0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
DC PERFORM

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97471302</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters &quot;D&quot; and &quot;C&quot; with the &quot;D&quot; slightly overlapping the &quot;C&quot; above the word &quot;PERFORM&quot; and two crescent shapes appearing to the left of the wording. The crescent shape closer to the wording appears with an arrow at the top and curves through the upper portion of the letter &quot;D&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Business consulting services relating to product distribution, operations management services, and production systems and distribution solutions; Business consulting services relating to product distribution, logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain, and production systems and distribution solutions.

International Classes
35 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102

International Class Title
Advertising and Business

For Distribution services, namely, delivery of goods; supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck.

International Classes
39 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 105

International Class Title
Transportation and Storage

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution Performance Solutions</td>
<td>Distribution Performance Solutions 4335 E. Wood St. Phoenix ARIZONA 85040</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Exercising Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100455011500</td>
<td>BURGESS, SAMANTHA M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DC PERFORM

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97471304 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "D" and "C" with the "D" in blue slightly overlapping the "C" in yellow above the word "PERFORM" in blue and two crescent shapes appearing to the left of the wording. The crescent shape closer to the wording is yellow and appears with a yellow arrow at the top and curves through the upper portion of the letter "D". The crescent shape on the outside is blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Business consulting services relating to product distribution, operations management services, and production systems and distribution solutions; Business consulting services relating to product distribution, logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain, and production systems and distribution solutions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Distribution services, namely, delivery of goods; supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Distribution Performance Solutions Address Distribution Performance Solutions 4335 E. Wood St. Phoenix ARIZONA 85040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 100455011500
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
GOLF V.2

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97471376</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>“GOLF”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  
Golf instruction; educational services, namely, providing classes in the fields of golf and golf instruction, and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>golfv2 LLC</td>
<td>golfv2 LLC 130 Clinton St  Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38700.00002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BTX GLOBAL LOGISTICS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97471526</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim** No
- **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of two large incomplete ovals, one directly within the second oval with no space between them, the outside oval being completely shaded in contrast to the inside oval. Centered within the ovals, the text "BTX" in capital letters and large, bold font is directly above an oblong horizontal oval in contrast with the background and the words "GLOBAL LOGISTICS" within the oval in smaller, contrasting letters.
- **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer** "GLOBAL LOGISTICS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3404965, 5280055, 4153307 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Express delivery of goods by land and air; Transport and delivery of goods; Transportation and delivery services by air, road, rail and sea

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 105
**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**First Use In Commerce** Sep. 21, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Bacarella Transportation Services, Inc. **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA BTX Global Logistics **Address** Bacarella Transportation Services, Inc. 12 Commerce Drive Shelton CONNECTICUT 06484

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CONNECTICUT

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDPEPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97471669 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Redpepper has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Fishing rods
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangdong Xizhongxi Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Guangdong Xizhongxi Technology Co.,Ltd.
Building 7,No.1,Jizhou Middle Road Daojiao Town DongguanCity,Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ashley

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AWHA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97471817
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 23, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: clothing, namely, rainwear, jackets, coats, pants; headwear; rain hats; skull caps; rain coats; fishing vests; gloves; outdoor and fitness headbands; rain and outdoor jackets; mittens; boot gaiters, leg gaiters, neck gaiters; fitness and yoga tights; rain and outdoor trousers; outdoor vests; waterproof clothing, namely, jackets, pants, ponchos, hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Christoph Bühler
- **Address**: Wolfacherweg 2, Rain, SWITZERLAND 6026
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: SWITZERLAND

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
TM 2318 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE SILENT COLLECTIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97471980 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and information services; Business consulting services; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of development of advertising concepts and marketing concepts via various mediums that include film, music, photography, spatial design, and product design; Business development consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE SILENT COLLECTIVE Address THE SILENT COLLECTIVE 651 N Broad St Suite 205 #3158 Middletown DELAWARE 19709 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Silent Colle
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SPIPG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97471990</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  
Mugs; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Containers for household use; Dishers; Drinking vessels; Signboards of porcelain or glass; Kitchen containers; Works of art made of porcelain

**International Classes**  
21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**  
Housewares and Glass

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**  
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  
Lin Mingxi

**Address**  
No. 12, Xiachekou, Chekou Village, Dayang Township, Hanjiang District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 361000

**Legal Entity**  
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**  
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**  
HAN, DAWN L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MIDAMERICA ROOFING, INC.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97471993</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ROOFING, INC."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing repair; Roofing services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Sep. 15, 1986
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 15, 1986

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MidAmerica Roofing, Inc.
- **Address**: MidAmerica Roofing, Inc. 1304 Enterprise Dr Romeoville ILLINOIS 60446
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 771004

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
AEG AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP A MCLARENS COMPANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 97472283 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 23, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  No
**Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of sphere in a green gradient with intersecting bands, solid black and black outlined bands with white interior forming the letters "AEG". To the right are the words "AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP" in black stacked upon each other. The word "GROUP" is followed by "A MCLARENS COMPANY" in black. All words are in bold font.
**Color Claimed**  The color(s) green, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
**Disclaimer**  "AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP" and "COMPANY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Consultancy on environmental regulatory matters
**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  100, 101
**International Class Title**  Personal and legal services
**First Use**  Mar. 01, 2019
**In Commerce**  Mar. 01, 2019

**For**  Indoor air quality testing and environmental assessment and planning consulting services
**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  100, 101
**International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services
**First Use**  Mar. 01, 2019
**In Commerce**  Mar. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  McLarens Global Limited
**Address**  McLarens Global Limited  Newall Road, Heathrow Airport 1 World Business Centre  London  UNITED KINGDOM  TW62AS
**Legal Entity**  Limited Company (Ltd.)
**State or Country**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  2044945-0159

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOOM ISLAND CHEESE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97472323 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHEESE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Keith Adams Address Keith Adams 1401 Marshall St. NE Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55413 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROCK THE R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97472756 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational materials, teaching guides, learning guides, and training materials in the field of education, special education, reading, phonics, learning disabilities, and speech language pathology
For Providing on-line non-downloadable materials, namely, non-downloadable videos and training materials in the field of education, special education, reading, phonics, learning disabilities, and speech language pathology; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of education, special education, reading, phonics, learning disabilities, and speech language pathology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 19, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2017
For Digital materials, namely, downloadable e-books in the field of education, special education, reading instruction, phonics, learning disabilities, and speech language pathology
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 19, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lindsey K Hockel Address Lindsey K Hockel P.O. Box 2019 Hurst TEXAS 76053 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUSTICELINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97472899  Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable services, namely, providing programs to support persons existing incarceration or under court supervision being emergency assistance programs providing food, clothing, housing and other basic needs items; providing court appointment reminder services; charitable services, namely, promoting the interests of vulnerable populations affected by the criminal legal system by means of public advocacy; referrals in the field of social services and resources to navigate the criminal legal system, namely, charitable services in the nature of matching persons exiting incarceration or under court supervision with social services and resources to navigate the criminal legal system; general business networking referral services, namely, providing connections and referrals to other organizations and agencies who provide help to persons exiting incarceration or under court supervision; general business networking referral services, namely, providing one-stop access to service providers in the areas of employment assistance, education, housing, family services, mental health, substance abuse counseling and public benefits being emergency assistance and direct, closed-loop referrals
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For legal support services, namely, providing court navigation assistance including understanding court processes, advising persons when to appear in court, understanding terms of pre-trial or court supervision, providing information on where to report and pay fines; legal support services being community services for persons exiting incarceration or under court supervision, namely, case management consisting of coordination of social and psychological services; legal support services being personalized justice navigation assistance
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
For providing programs to support persons exiting incarceration or under court supervision, namely, transportation to court of passengers

**International Classes** | 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 105 **International Class Title** | Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Tulsa Community Foundation **Address** | Tulsa Community Foundation 7030 S. Yale Avenue, Suite 600 Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74136 **Legal Entity** | non-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** | OKLAHOMA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 4451.212

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUCEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97472965 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized word "LUCEEN" where the letter "C" is in a crescent shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Perfume; Body oils; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Hair oils; Hair sprays; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 26, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUCEEN LLC Address LUCEEN LLC 7851 VENTURA CANYON, UNIT 105 PANORAMA CITY CALIFORNIA 91402 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00455-Luceen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOJO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97473104</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;JOJO&quot; with the &quot;J&quot; letters in a gold font, and the &quot;O&quot; letters depicted as globes with gold continents and black longitude and latitude lines. The color white as it appears in the mark is merely background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) Gold and black. is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; Investment advisory services; Real estate investment services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Sep. 27, 1991 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 27, 1991 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | JOJOS WORLD LLC |
| Address | JOJOS WORLD LLC 7495 West Atlantic Ave., Suite 200-381 Delray Beach FLORIDA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | INGRAM, KYLE G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ANGMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97473358  Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Korean distilled spirits, namely, soju
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ANGMA LLC  Address  ANGMA LLC  153 W. ROSECRANS AVE. UNIT D5  GARDENA CALIFORNIA  90248  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WELLS, KELLEY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GENERATION ENGINEERED SIDING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97473536  Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ENGINEERED SIDING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metal building materials, namely, non-metal roofing, non-metal roofing tiles, non-metal siding boards, and non-metal shingles; flooring, namely, flooring comprised of limestone and recycled plastic
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials
For  Non-metal building materials, namely, insulating siding boards
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title  Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DuraRoof, LLC  Address  DuraRoof, LLC  8631 Washington Blvd  Culver City  CALIFORNIA  90232
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0331259-0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEYCALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97473920 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate listing; Real estate brokerage; Rental of real estate; Real estate appraisal and valuation; Real estate management services; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Financial services, namely, electronic transfer of crypto assets; Financial exchange of crypto assets; Providing financial information in the field of cryptocurrency; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kilbury, Blake Address Kilbury, Blake Suite 1116 6 South, 2nd Street Yakima WASHINGTON 98901 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97473927  Application Filing Date: Jun. 24, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a diamond shape image above a zigzag line.
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate listing; Real estate brokerage; Rental of real estate; Real estate appraisal and valuation; Real estate management services; Financial services, namely, electronic transfer of crypto assets; Financial exchange of crypto assets; Providing financial information in the field of cryptocurrency; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology  International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes: US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Kilbury, Blake  Address: Kilbury, Blake Suite 1116 6 South, 2nd Street Yakima WASHINGTON 98901  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WELLNESSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97473936  Application Filing Date  Jun. 24, 2022  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beauty care services; Beauty consultation services in the selection and use of cosmetics, fragrances, beauty aids, personal care products, and bath, body and beauty products; Beauty salon services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Medspa services for health and beauty of the body; Medspa services for health and beauty of the body and spirit
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use   Jan. 01, 2020  In Commerce   Sep. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wafa, Sara M  Address  Wafa, Sara M  509 ne 12th avenue  2  Pompano Beach  FLORIDA  33060  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  935563772

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEGAMOISTENER TURKEY
NECK ROLL ON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97474052 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MEGAMOISTURIZER" above "TURKEY NECK ROLL ON" with the image of a young boy's head displayed to the left of the "M" in "MEGAMOISTURIZER". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TURKEY NECK ROLL ON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Age spot reducing creams; Anti-wrinkle creams; Face creams; Massage creams; Moisturizing creams; Non-medicated anti-aging serum; Non-medicated skin serums; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toner, cleansers, butter and soap; Skin moisturizer
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Piantoni, Eva DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Eva Scargone Piantoni Cosmetic Company Address Piantoni, Eva 2312 millstream road Victoria CANADA v9b3r3 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
Mark Literal(s) PRIDE EXECUTIVE CAR
SERVICE YOUR PRIVACY IS OUR PRIORITY!

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized head of a male lion. It faces to the
right with its jaws open. The words "PRIDE EXECUTIVE CAR SERVICE" is located to the right of the lion's head.
Below "PRIDE EXECUTIVE CAR SERVICE" are the words "YOUR PRIVACY IS OUR PRIORITY!". Color
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EXECUTIVE CAR SERVICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Limousine services; Making reservations and bookings for transportation by SUVs, Sedans, Executive Minivans,
Limousines and Shuttle Buses; Making reservations and bookings for transportation for passenger travel; Passenger transport
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
First Use Sep. 2017 In Commerce Sep. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Pride Executive Car Service LLC Address Pride Executive Car Service LLC 1111 E 54th St #142
Indianapolis INDIANA 46220 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MOORE, CHRISTINA DONIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLACK HOUSE GROWERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97474718 Application Filing Date  Jun. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GROWERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hygienic and beauty care for human beings and animals; aquaculture services, namely, the cultivation of plants in a water environment; hydroponic farming services; horticultural services; forestry services being forest habitat restoration; agricultural advice; agricultural services, namely, planting, growing, fertilizing, pruning and picking herbs, vegetables, and fruits for others; Consultancy and advisory services relating to nutrition and healthcare; Counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and lifestyle wellness; Gardening services; homeopathic medical treatment of eczema, anxiety, depression, fatigue; Aromatherapy services; Art and Music therapy for physical, psychological and cognitive purposes
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 24, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mejia, Denise Address Mejia, Denise 445 6th Street Niagara Falls NEW YORK 14301 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N/A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GAYLORD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97474797</td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Electric scent machine and diffusers, namely, vaporizers being electric aromatic oil diffusers, electric diffusers for air fragrancing preparations, electric fragrance diffusers incorporating nightlights, electric perfume burners, electric aromatherapy diffusers, electric aromatherapy oil diffusers, electric essential oil diffusers

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

For Bath linen; bed blankets; bed covers; bedspreads; coverlets; quilts; bed linen; face towels; household linen; mattress covers; picnic blankets; pillow shams; pillowcases; bed sheets; towels

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics

For Bedding except linen, namely, mattresses, pillows, sleeping pads, sleeping mats; decorative mirrors; mirrors

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Catalog ordering and on-line retail store services featuring linens, bedding products, towels, personal care products, apparel and accessories in the nature of jewelry, gloves, hats, caps, bags, eyewear, scarves, and facemasks, interior and exterior furnishings and furniture, candles, electric scent diffusers and household goods

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PITBULL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97474826
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 24, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Unarmed Civilian and Surveillance Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Colorblind Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Colorblind Enterprises, LLC 301 Anderson Street Manhattan Beach CALIFORNIA 90266
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 87500-00500

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOO, SAMUEL M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97474946</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

For Ball-point pens; Gift bags; Gift boxes; Merchandise bags; Office paper stationery; Office stationery; Paper serviettes; Party ornaments of paper; Pen holders; Photo albums; Printed desk top planners; Printed greeting cards; Printed notebooks; Printed postcards; Refills for ballpoint pens; Stands for pens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td>First Use: May 06, 2022, In Commerce: May 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>WENZHOU ICL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>WENZHOU ICL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. WEST OF ROOM 701-702, BLOCK 1 YUDA MANSION, CHEZHAND AVENUE, LUCHENG WENZHOU, ZHEJIANG CHINA 325000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 52000.432UST |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | SEARS, DAVID W. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOVER STREET MARKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97475016 Application Filing Date  Jun. 24, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DOVER STREET MARKET" surrounded by a shaded hut shaped design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DOVER STREET MARKET"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003803940 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 30, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 28, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, for use in virtual environments

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Operating a marketplace in relation to virtual goods, namely, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, for use online and in online virtual worlds; operating a marketplace featuring buyers and sellers of blockchain-based non-fungible assets in relation to virtual goods, namely, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, for use online and in online virtual worlds; retail store services in relation to virtual goods, namely, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, for use online and in online virtual worlds; online retail store services in relation to virtual merchandise, namely, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear
For Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, for use online and in online virtual worlds; downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio and video files authenticated by non-fungible tokens in relation to virtual goods, namely, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet water, eau de parfum, goods made of leather, namely, bags and cases, trunks and travelling bags, clothing, footwear, headgear, for use online and in online virtual worlds.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dover Street Market International (DSMI) Limited Address Dover Street Market International (DSMI) Limited 5-11 Regent Street Charles House London UNITED KINGDOM SW1Y4LR Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/ CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DSMI 2207923

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ADVISORENGINE CRM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> software as a service (SaaS) featuring computer software platforms for retrieving, tracking, analyzing, testing, measuring and managing data, customer data and customer interactions in the fields of business, marketing, advertising, brand development, sales, customer service, cloud computing, customer information, and customer relationship management; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for providing business data analytics, business analytics, business intelligence and for collecting and analyzing business data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REDFY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97475471
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 24, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a partial sphere comprised of partially and completely shaded circles, and on the right is the wording "REDFY".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "Redfy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**
- Belts for medical purposes; Cosmetic apparatus, namely, light based devices providing mainly pulsed light for performing non-ablative aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Exercise machines for therapeutic purposes; Gloves for massage; Hair prostheses; Lactation massage bars; Light-based medical devices, namely, a light emitting diode (LED) device for increasing the human body's own production of collagen; Light emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, incorporated into medical instruments; Love dolls; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for massaging necks, backs and feet; Massage chairs with built-in massage apparatus; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Medical devices for nonsurgical cosmetic treatments; Orthopedic belts; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Sex toys; Sex toys, namely, dildos, vibrators, anal beads and strap-on harnesses; Soporific pillows for insomnia; Vibromassage devices
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Xulian Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Xulian Technology Co., Ltd. West of 4/F, BLDG 40, Changxing Science Technology Industrial Park, Yutang St., Guangming, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinining Attorney**: MOORE, CHRISTINA DONIN
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BULASU

Serial Number 97475503  Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BULASU has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Archery equipment, namely, arm guards, arrow fletching devices, bow cases, non-telescopic bow sights, quivers; Baby multiple activity toys; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Barbell neck protectors; Bindings for snowboards; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive and counting skills; Exercise machines; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Pet toys; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sport fishing accessory, namely, a device which holds the lip of a fish caught by an angler for ease of landing, weighing and release; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Storage racks for athletic training equipment; Stress relief exercise toys; Waist trimmer exercise belts being sports articles

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 17, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Yang, Chunlin  Address Yang, Chunlin No.1330,Bldg.1,Gangtou Plaza,Nanjian Bin West Avenue,Xiadu Street,Cangshan Dist., Fuzhou  CHINA  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number KCLaw00108
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE SUN PROJECT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97475671
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PROJECT"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing case management services, namely, coordinating medical care and substance abuse services for mothers
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Suda, Russell
- **Address**: Suda, Russell 5605 Highway 49N Mount Pleasant NORTH CAROLINA 28124
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FLOWERS, JAY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ROSE NICAUD PERFUME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97475780</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PERFUME&quot; Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>perfume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ELLA AUGUSTINE LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ELLA AUGUSTINE LLC 1019 TREME STREET NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA 70116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>LOUISIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OAKES, ANNA JENNIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVE AND REACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476117 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing workshops, courses, classes, and seminars in the fields of leadership, mentoring, sexual assault, suicide prevention, ADHD, autism, bullying, domestic violence, problem solving, life skills, entrepreneurship, personal development, depression, and mental health
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rochelle Kelly Address Rochelle Kelly 801 Prairie Street Winnsboro LOUISIANA 71295 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VLACK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97476145
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hockey sticks, field hockey balls, field hockey stick bags, field hockey stick backpacks, hockey gloves, shin guards for hockey, grip tapes for ice hockey sticks, and over grip tapes for ice hockey sticks
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2018

- **For**: Hockey socks, hockey shoes, and headbands for indoor and outdoor hockey
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: VLACK HOCKEY S.R.L.
- **Address**: VLACK HOCKEY S.R.L. CAMINO CENTENARIO 4134, MANUEL B. GONNET BUENOS AIRES ARGENTINA 1897
- **Legal Entity**: sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (srl)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARGENTINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VLACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476147 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "VLACK" and a drawing of a rhino above it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hockey sticks, field hockey balls, field hockey stick bags, field hockey stick backpacks, hockey gloves, shin guards for hockey, grip tapes for ice hockey sticks, and over grip tapes for ice hockey sticks
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 01, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2018
For Hockey socks, hockey shoes, and headbands for indoor and outdoor hockey
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VLACK HOCKEY S.R.L. Address VLACK HOCKEY S.R.L. CAMINO CENTENARIO 4134, MANUEL B. GONNET BUENOS AIRES ARGENTINA 1897 Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (srl) State or Country Where Organized ARGENTINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MADISON AVENUE PIZZA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97476173</td>
<td>Jun. 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PIZZA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Pizza parlors
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Two Tiny Tots, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Madison Avenue Pizza
- **Address**: Two Tiny Tots, Inc. 2660 Bayshore Blvd Dunedin FLORIDA 34698
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LYETNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476368 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions, Pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xi'an Hexingshen Hardware Store Address Xi'an Hexingshen Hardware Store No. 1, No. 29, Xiyangshan Village, Weiyang District, Xi'an CHINA 710018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HADHFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97476381 Application Filing Date  Jun. 26, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "HADHFUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Containers for household use; Cleaning brushes for household use, namely, for cleaning shoes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Putian Licheng Chaorong Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Putian Licheng Chaorong Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1704, Stair 2, Building 10,Tiantong Taijiayuan, No. 766, Yanshou Beijie, Licheng Dist., Putian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOLLYWOOD UNLOCKED IMPACT AWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476421 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOLLYWOOD" AND "IMPACT AWARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of live performances by music artists and music groups; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of music, film, media, political, social, and creative industries International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hollywood Unlocked, Inc. Address Hollywood Unlocked, Inc. 8581 Santa Monica Boulevard, Unit 569 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KEY CALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97476523  Application Filing Date  Jun. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized words "KEY CALM" with a stylized image of a key between the two words.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate agency services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate listing; Real estate brokerage; Rental of real estate; Real estate appraisal and valuation; Real estate management services; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Financial services, namely, electronic transfer of crypto assets; Financial exchange of crypto assets; Providing financial information in the field of cryptocurrency; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Jan. 05, 2020  In Commerce  Jan. 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kilbury, Blake  Address  Kilbury, Blake  Suite 1116  6 South, 2nd Street  Yakima  WASHINGTON 98901  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) N CABLES NEXT GENERATION NETWORKING SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476524 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an orange horizontal line above the orange stylized wording "N CABLES", above the black stylized wording "Next Generation Networking Solutions", with five black vertical bars under the letters "N" and "C" getting taller from left to right in the form of a wireless signal symbol.

Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "N CABLES NEXT GENERATION NETWORKING SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cable connectors; Coaxial cables; Data cables; Electric cables; Ethernet cables; Modem cables; Mounts and mounting brackets adapted for televisions; Patch panels for housing electrical connectors, electrical switches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name N Cables Inc Address N Cables Inc 43172 Fleur Dr Leesburg VIRGINIA 20176 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476643 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an uppercase B in white bold stylized script, and two yellow bold stylized lines to indicate a 3 on the left side of the B, with a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the fields of cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and blockchain technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022
For Membership club services in the nature of providing members with business data analytics, business analysis and advice regarding investment opportunities and business resources in the fields of cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens and blockchain technology; business consultancy regarding cryptocurrency; business consultancy regarding non-fungible tokens; business consultancy regarding blockchain technology; membership club services in the nature of providing exclusive access, discounts to members, and member rewards in the field of wine
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that enable users to download crypto collectibles in the nature of downloadable digital art authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software programs for managing crypto asset transactions using blockchain technology; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software programs for cryptocurrency mining
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

First Use  Jan. 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bridge 3 Labs LLC Address  Bridge 3 Labs LLC  110 San Antonio Street  Austin  TEXAS  78701 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97476829  Application Filing Date  Jun. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of An outline of a shield containing a design comprised of a partial globe with longitudinal and latitudinal lines and a Christian cross.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed postcards; Blank writing journals; File folders; Paper folders; Stickers; Decals; Pens; Customized journals for writing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LeTourneau University  Address  LeTourneau University  2100 S. Mobberly Ave.  Longview  TEXAS 75602  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  4187-009
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97476834</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of An outline of a shield containing a design comprised of a partial globe with longitudinal and latitudinal lines and a Christian cross.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For ID card holder in the nature of wallets; Canvas bags for shopping; Canvas travel bags; Drawstring bags

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LeTourneau University</td>
<td>2100 S. Mobberly Ave.</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORENY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCMORROW, JANICE LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476837  Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of An outline of a shield containing a design comprised of a partial globe with longitudinal and latitudinal lines and a Christian cross. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; Travel mugs; Reusable water bottles sold empty; Travel tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LeTourneau University  Address LeTourneau University  2100 S. Mobberly Ave.  Longview  TEXAS 75602
Legal Entity non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4187-009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEAVY ON THE HEALTH LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97476935 Application Filing Date  Jun. 27, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  LLC

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  May 13, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Heavy on the Health LLC Address  Heavy on the Health LLC  6266 waite st  merriville  INDIANA  46410
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TMI2-T.e2665

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZAZZEE NATURALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97476959</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized "V" shape above the word "ZAZZEE" above the word "NATURALS" between two dashes. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "NATURALS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5504966, 5843416

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Dietary supplements for human consumption made in whole or substantial part of natural ingredients; Nutritional supplements made in whole or substantial part of natural ingredients

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

First Use: Oct. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Dexterity Health, LLC
Address: Dexterity Health, LLC  Box 67894 2028 E. Ben White Blvd., Suite 240 Austin  TEXAS 78741
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: W-30035-KH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TELEHYBRID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97477204 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Communications headsets for use with communication radios, intercom systems, or other communications network transceivers; Contingency response communication system designed to provide radio interoperability, streaming video, wireless internet, and VOIP phone; Headsets for telephones; Headsets for use with computers; Home and office automation systems comprised of computer hardware, wireless and wired controllers, and downloadable software for automating appliances, lighting, HVAC, security and electrical power; Telephone call router, for home and office touchtone phones, for international and long distance calls made from various telephony platforms including VoIP platform without the requirement for internet

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Amber Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Amber Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 302, No. 4, Lane 2 Liutang New Village Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-06-05201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) METAL COFFEE SHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97477642 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METAL" AND "SHOP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of roofing and construction; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of roofing and construction; Providing online newsletters in the field of roofing and construction via email; Providing on-line digital publications in the nature of articles, interviews in the field of roofing and construction via the Internet; Publication of on-line articles in the field of construction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 20, 2022

For Providing a website for connecting sellers with buyers in the field of roofing and construction; Providing business information via a website in the field of roofing and construction; Providing on-line trade directory services in the field of roofing and construction; Providing a website featuring on-line classified advertisements in the field of roofing and construction
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RoofersCoffeeShop Inc. Address RoofersCoffeeShop Inc. 411 East Cascade Avenue, Suite 203 Sisters OREGON 97759 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RCS-0309T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97477846 Application Filing Date  Jun. 27, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant and bar services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beginnings Without End, Inc. Address  Beginnings Without End, Inc.  3057 Broadway, #2  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92102 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  STETK-002T2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TFMODBFA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97478683 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolsters; Wardrobes; Book holders; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Hand-held flat fans; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Shelf dividers being furniture parts; Shower curtain rods; Storage racks; Tie racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xia, Bangjun Address Xia, Bangjun No.10,Tengdong Group,Yaogang Village Yangdian Township, Feidong County Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97478813  Application Filing Date  Jun. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two overlapping diamonds with lines running inward in a spiral parallel to the outer edges of the diamonds.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advice relating to investments; Advisory services relating to credit and debit control, investment, grants and financing of loans; Assessing insurance claims; Assessment and management of real estate; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; Financial analysis; Financial analysis and research services; Financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; Financial investment analysis and stock research; Financial investment brokerage services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial portfolio analysis services; Financial portfolio management; Financial research and information services; Financial restructuring services; Financial retirement plan consulting services; Financial risk assessment services; Financial data analysis; Fiscal valuations and assessments; Global investment research services; Investment advice; Investment advisory services; Investment management; Investment risk assessment services; Providing financial assessment services to families, individuals, state government entities, insurance companies, and credit unions in the field of endowments, pension funds, corporate reserves, welfare plans, and 401(k), 403(b) and 1081.01 retirement plans; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuations, and the financial aspects of retirement; Providing information and research in the field of finance and financial investments; Providing information, commentary and advice in the field of finance, financial investments and financial valuations; Strategic financial advisory services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Mar. 28, 2001  In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2001
For Business management; Business management advice; Business management analysis; Business supervision; Business management supervision; Business records management; Business risk management; Financial statement preparation and analysis for businesses; Outsource service provider in the field of business management; Providing and updating a financial index of securities values and classification, analysis, and reporting thereof

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business  **First Use** Mar. 28, 2001  **In Commerce** Mar. 28, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Consultiva Wealth Management, Corp.  **Address** Consultiva Wealth Management, Corp.  250 Avenue Luis Muñoz Rivera  Suite 415  San Juan  PUERTO RICO  00918  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** PUERTO RICO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97478850 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A circle figure thinning out towards the bottom where the circle doesn't fully close. Inside of the circle are two interweaving squiggly lines going from wide to thin towards the bottom circle opening. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Technology research in the field of medicine, healthcare delivery, and artificial intelligence; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of integrated system architecture that allows for the rapid development of highly interactive and customizable learning applications; Scientific and technological services, namely, design of and research regarding artificial intelligence and healthcare delivery models in the field of medicine and surgery
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duality, LLC Address Duality, LLC Unit 203 1300 4th St SE Washington D.C. 20003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VELVET CAKES BY GWEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97478885</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes |
| Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "VELVET CAKES" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Brownies; Cakes; Cupcakes; Pastries

| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Aug. 22, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 22, 2011 |

For Custom manufacturing of baked goods in the nature of cupcakes, wedding cakes, cakes for others

| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Material Treatment |
| First Use | Aug. 22, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 22, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Outerbridge, Monique |
| Address | Outerbridge, Monique 488 Jacobsen Drive Newark DELAWARE 19702 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
INTRO ONLY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97478914
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** On-line admission ticket agency services for entertainment, educational, sporting and cultural events

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2017

**For** Downloadable mobile applications for social networking, chatting, media upload, professional and casual networking, introducing people to individuals, community outreach, and the purchase of event and meeting tickets

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2017

**For** Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications

- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Dec. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: INTRO ONLY LLC
- **Address**: INTRO ONLY LLC 221 N Broad St, Suite 3 A Middletown DELAWARE 19709
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: L551136710

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BANSAL, MEGHA

---

3280
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 2ULES, LLC A PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97478946  Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a depiction of a half gear on top of an incomplete circle. Inside the circle is a screwdriver and a wrench crossed with each other on top of the wording 2ULES, LLC. Underneath is the stacked wording "A Product Development Company". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LLC AND A PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand tools for installing and removing light bulbs, namely, light bulb changers and extension poles  International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Oct. 01, 2021  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 2ules Address 2ules 101 Hidden Hills Dr. Spicewood TEXAS 78669 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHUUPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479148 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for messaging and securely communicating with peers, enabling transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, and other multi-media; Downloadable software for instant messaging, file sharing, transmitting communications, electronically exchanging data, audio, video images and graphics via computer, mobile, wireless, telecommunications networks and downloadable computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2020

For Telecommunication services, namely, data transmission and reception services via telecommunication networks; Electronic exchange services being telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, audio, video, text and graphics by means of global computer networks and telecommunications networks; Instant messaging services; Mobile phone communication services; Voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; Audio teleconferencing; Teleconferencing services; Video teleconferencing; Web messaging; Peer-to-peer photo sharing and video sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files, digital video files and digital audio-visual files among Internet users; Providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; Telecommunications services, namely, wireless electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images, audio, video and information being a type of data; Providing online chat rooms for social networking, instant messaging services, and electronic bulletin boards; Providing access to computer databases in the field of social networking; Providing online forums for communication on topics of general interest; Providing online communications links that transfer mobile device and Internet users to other local and global online web pages; Providing online facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics of general interest in which users also have the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data
For Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and web applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; Computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to engage in social networking; Computer services, namely, creating virtual online communities for users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; Computer services, namely, hosting online electronic web facilities for others for interactive discussions via communication networks; Computer services, namely, hosting online electronic web facilities for others for organizing and conducting discussions via communication networks; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, sharing and otherwise providing of electronic media and information via computer and communication networks; Providing an online network environment featuring technology that enables users to share data, namely, to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple online facilities; Providing information in the field of computer network design and development of electronic communications networks via searchable indexes and databases of information, including information via text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio visual information; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; Hosting online web facilities for others for sharing online content by giving users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name WHUUPS INC. Address WHUUPS INC. 16192 Coastal Hwy Lewes DELAWARE 19958 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 2023904

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENERQUIP THERMAL SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479232 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a left parentheses next to a swirl design which is immediately to the left of the term "ENERQUIP" with the words "THERMAL SOLUTIONS" below the word "ENERQUIP". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THERMAL SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heat exchangers being parts of machines and parts therefor; shell and tube heat exchangers being parts of machines and parts therefor; bayonet heaters being parts of machines and parts therefor; machine parts, namely, membrane bearing housings, condensers, reboilers, process heaters, pressure vessels, clean-in-place systems; tube bundles being parts of machines and parts therefor; water for injection (WFI) coolers and heaters being parts of machines and parts therefor

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Heat exchangers not being parts of machines and replacement parts therefor; shell and tube heat exchangers not being parts of machines and replacement parts therefor; heat exchangers, namely, shell and tube heat exchangers and replacement parts therefor; condensers, namely, vapor condensers and replacement parts therefor; reboilers and evaporators and replacement parts therefor; steam generators and replacement parts therefor; preheaters, namely, product preheaters used to capture and add heat, air preheaters to heat combustion air and replacement parts therefor; process coolers and replacement parts therefor; bayonet heaters and replacement parts therefor; tube bundles for heat exchangers and replacement parts therefor; water treatment equipment, namely, membrane housings and replacement parts therefor; water for injection (WFI) coolers and replacement parts therefor; pressure vessels and replacement parts therefor; membrane housings, namely, stainless steel housings for membrane cartridges and replacement parts therefor; thermal fluid heaters and replacement parts therefor; hot oil heaters and replacement parts therefor; asphalt heaters and replacement parts therefor; process heaters and replacement parts therefor; waste heat economizers and replacement parts therefor; expansion tanks, suction heaters, coils as parts of heating installations and replacement parts therefor; clean-in-place systems and replacement parts therefor
Environmental Control Apparatus

For Business project management services

Advertising and Business

For Technical support services, namely, technical advice concerning the installation, repair and maintenance of heat exchangers, industrial heating systems, tank heating solutions, and replacement parts

Custom fabrication of carbon steel, stainless steel, and other alloy to the order and specification of others; custom fabrication, manufacture of heat exchangers, industrial heating systems and tank heating solutions

Material Treatment

For Designing of heat exchangers, industrial heating systems and tank heating solutions

Scientific and computer services
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  F F X 100

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97479285  Application Filing Date  Jun. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two stylized concentric circles. The outer circle is dark yellow and the inner circle is yellow. Twelve yellow dots evenly spaced are superimposed on the outer circle. The interior of the circles is evenly divided into eight sections, in alternating shades of light yellow and a lighter yellow. Clockwise from the top, on a very light yellow background is a red present tied with a yellow bow and outlined in black and then white; then to the right on a light yellow background is a stylized yellow hand outlined in black and then white, arising from a lightning bolt and making a "rock" music symbol; to the right on a very light yellow background is a stylized black letter F outlined in white; then to the right on a light yellow background are two stacks of yellow coins outlined in black next to a blue addition symbol all outlined in white; next on a very light yellow background are three stylized people with brown hair wearing shirts, the figure on the left wears a green shirt, the next figure is wearing a red shirt and the third figure is wearing a blue shirt centered above a blue multiplication symbol and the black numeral 100; next on a light yellow background is a white stylized letter B representing the Bitcoin symbol centered in an orange circle outlined in black and then white; next on a very light yellow background is a question mark in black and above the question mark are four isosceles triangles the lowest triangle is red, the next is green, the next is blue and the last is purple all outlined in white; next on a light yellow background is a half green dollar bill outlined in black to the left of a black vertical line and three yellow Bitcoins outlined in black that are adjacent to a blue addition symbol. Within the center of the concentric circles is a stylized black letter F, centered on a very light yellow circle with a point at the top outlined in black that is centered on a yellow circle with a point at the top. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark yellow, yellow, light yellow, very light yellow, red, orange, purple, green, black, brown, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "THE DESIGN OF BITCOINS AND THE BITCOIN SYMBOL"
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6324006, 6092582

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Downloadable software that enables users to buy gift cards and to earn rewards from retailers in the form of cryptocurrency; downloadable software for use in processing mobile cryptocurrency loyalty awards and rewards via mobile devices in the nature of cryptocurrency cash back payments for debit or credit card use as part of a customer loyalty program

International Classes:  9 - Primary Classes US Classes:  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title:  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU:  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name:  Fold, Inc.  Address:  Fold, Inc. 55 E. 3rd Ave.  San Mateo  CALIFORNIA  94401  Legal Entity:  CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized:  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number:  058172-05696

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney:  BELL, MARLENE D
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) F F 1000 2% 2% 2X 100X B 10%
X2

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
Word(s)/ Letter(s) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of two stylized concentric circles. The outer
circle is blue and the inner circle is light blue. Twelve light-blue dots evenly spaced are superimposed on the outer circle.
The interior of the circles is evenly divided into eight sections, in alternating shades of light blue and lighter blue.
Clockwise from the top, on a light blue background is a red present tied with a yellow bow and outlined in black and then
white, and is centered above the black numeral 1000 that is outlined in white; then to the right on a very light blue
background is a stylized yellow hand outlined in black and then white, arising from a lightning bolt and making a "rock"
music symbol, centered above the number 2 and percent symbol all in black and outlined in white; to the right on a light
blue background is a stylized black letter F, centered above the number 2 and percent symbol all in black and outlined in
white; then to the right on a very light blue background are three stacks of yellow coins outlined in black next to a blue
addition symbol, centered above a black multiplication symbol and the black number 2 all outlined in white; to the right
on a light blue background are three stylized people with brown hair wearing shirts, the figure on the left wears a green
shirt, the next figure is wearing a red shirt and the third figure is wearing a blue shirt centered above a blue multiplication
symbol and the black number 100 and all outlined in white; next on a very light blue background is a white stylized letter
B representing the Bitcoin symbol centered in an orange circle outlined in black then white; next on a light blue
background is a question mark centered above the number 10 with a percentage symbol all in black and above the
question mark are four isosceles triangles the lowest triangle is red, the next is green, the next is blue and the last is purple
all outlined in white; next on a very light blue background is a half green dollar bill outlined in black to the left of a black
vertical line and three yellow Bitcoins outlined in black that are adjacent to a blue addition symbol and below the Bitcoins
is a multiplication symbol and a number 2 all in black and all outlined in white. Within the center of the concentric circles
is a stylized black letter F, centered in a very light blue circle with a point at the top outlined in black on a light blue circle
with a point at the top. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) blue, light blue, very light blue, red, yellow,
orange, purple, green, black, brown, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE DESIGN OF
BITCOINS AND THE BITCOIN SYMBOL"
Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6324006, 6092582

Goods and Services Information

For: Downloadable software that enables users to buy gift cards and to earn rewards from retailers in the form of cryptocurrency; downloadable software for use in processing mobile cryptocurrency loyalty awards and rewards via mobile devices in the nature of cryptocurrency cash back payments for debit or credit card use as part of a customer loyalty program

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information

Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Fold, Inc.  Address  Fold, Inc.  55 E. 3rd Ave.  San Mateo  CALIFORNIA  94401  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  058172-05696

Examinining Attorney

Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) METAVERSE ZODIAC 100 YEARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479354 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METAVERSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable graphic art reproductions; Downloadable art image files; downloadable art image files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable digital art images; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) relating to fashion, nature, scenery, interior design, portrait, people, animal, plants, architecture, sculpture, pattern, jewelry, drawing, costume sketch, cartoons, illustration, paper cutting, abstract art; Digital media, namely, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) featuring digital art images and digital collectibles in the nature of artwork, audio, and video recordings relating to fashion, nature, scenery, interior design, portrait, people, animal, plants, architecture, sculpture, pattern, jewelry, drawing, costume sketch, cartoons, illustration, paper cutting, abstract art; Downloadable image files containing digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable image files containing digital collectibles authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in the nature of artwork, audio, and video recordings relating to fashion, nature, scenery, interior design, portrait, people, animal, plants, architecture, sculpture, pattern, jewelry, drawing, costume sketch, cartoons, illustration, paper cutting, abstract art
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yanbo Huang Address Yanbo Huang 4 Warren Drive Syosset NEW YORK 11791 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NFT NEWS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97479373</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "NFT" in blue and purple above and to the left of the wording "NEWS" in white with one blue and one purple rectangle under the "NF" and two blue and two purple rectangles to the right of the "T" all on a black background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, purple, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "NFT NEWS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Organizing business expositions for digital, NFT, and physical brands for the news world
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Art and living Inc
- **Address**: Art and living Inc 4335 Marina Del Rey PH33 Marina Del rey CALIFORNIA 90292
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NFT SPORTS EXPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479377 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "NFT" in blue and purple above and to the left of the wording "SPORTS EXPO" in white with one blue and one purple rectangle under the "NF" and two blue and two purple rectangles to the right of the "T" all on a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, purple, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NFT SPORTS EXPO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing business expositions for digital, NFT, and physical brands for the sports world
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Art and living Inc Address Art and living Inc 4335 Marina Del Rey PH33 Marina Del rey CALIFORNIA 90292 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NFT MUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479456 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "NFT" in blue and purple above and to the left of the wording "MUSIC" in white with one blue and one purple rectangle under the "NF" and two blue and two purple rectangles to the right of the "T" all on a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, purple, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NFT MUSIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For organizing business expositions for digital, NFT, and physical brands for the music world
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Art and living Inc Address Art and living Inc 4335 Marina Del Rey PH33 Marina Del rey CALIFORNIA 90292 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TRÜKE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97479539</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;TRÜKE&quot;.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The wording &quot;TRÜKE&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Computer peripherals; Headphones; Video projectors; Electrical sockets; Power strips; Electric charging cables; Data cables; Electric plugs; Batteries and battery chargers; Wireless chargers; Cases for mobile phones; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass, polycarbonate, PVC, and polyethylene terephthalate adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Monopods for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, smartphones

**International Classes**
9 - Primary Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**US Classes**
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeta Communication Technology (HK) Limited</td>
<td>FLAT/RM32, 11/F, LEE KA INDUSTRIAL BLDG 8 NG FONG STREET SAN PO KONG, KL HONG KONG 999077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC1923</td>
<td>ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3294
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TEQUIL OH! TEQUILA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97479613
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of Tequil Oh! - in copper, image of blue agave plant - in silver, Tequila - in copper. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) copper and silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "TEQUILA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Distilled blue agave liquor produced in Mexico in accordance with specific standards
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Aquaforte of New York, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Harbor Lights Stillhouse
- **Address**: Aquaforte of New York, LLC 243 New York Avenue Huntington NEW YORK 11743
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2035-2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TOP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97479621
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "TOP" with the letters "T" and "P" in black and the letter "O" in red with a red arrow coming out of the top left of the "O" pointing upward. All instances of the color white represent background and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1247464
- **Foreign Registration Date**: May 11, 2017
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHILE
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 11, 2027

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, business merchandising display services in the nature of grouping and displaying merchandise for sale or supply of third parties; Online retail store services featuring clothing; organization of events for commercial purposes and advertising purposes; advisory services relating to organization, operation and management of companies and businesses; advertising for products and services; import-export agency services for all kinds of products
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Confecciones top limitada  
Address: Confecciones top limitada  
Avda. El Retiro, Parque Los Maitenes  
1237 Enea, Pudahuel  
Santiago de Chile  
CHILE  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHILE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 220200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97479895</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a circular face in purple with a black outline and black horizontal line representing a mouth. The face is wearing black sunglasses and a gold crown with a white diamond gem on the front of it. Next to the face is a red exclamation point outlined in black. The entire mark appears textured like stitching on a clothing patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) Gold, Purple, Black, White and Red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Clothing, namely, dress Shirts, T-Shirts, Hoodies, Blouses, Coats, Jackets, Blazers, Cardigans, Vests, Belts, Wristbands, Sweaters, Sweatshirts, Underwear, Lingerie, Socks, Hats, Scarves, Headbands, Bandanas, Ties, Pants, denim jeans, Sweatpants, Slacks, scrub tops and pants, not for surgical purposes, Pajamas, sports jerseys, swimming trunks, swimsuits, bathing suits, bras, leggings, tank tops, gloves; Flip-flops for use as footwear |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Mckoy, Cory |
| Address | Mckoy, Cory 755 Braves Ave, #1345 Lawrenceville GEORGIA 30043 Legal |
| Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Examinining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUBBA BROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97480023 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BROW”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Eyebrow cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Benefit Cosmetics LLC Address Benefit Cosmetics LLC 595 Market St., FL 30 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ANGELA VINEYARDS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97480044
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words ANGELA VINEYARDS in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "VINEYARDS"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Wines; Alcoholic beverages, except beer
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Mar. 2018
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2018

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Beck Family Estates, LLC
- **Address**: Beck Family Estates, LLC 3750 Paris Pike Lexington KENTUCKY 40511
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 37033-2
- **Examining Attorney**: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOGO-GUACO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97480217
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Prepared food kits composed of meat, poultry, fish, seafood, and/or vegetables and also including sauces or seasonings, ready for cooking and assembly as a meal; Snack food dips
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Charles Jeffrey Twohig
- **Address**: Charles Jeffrey Twohig 830 Briarwood Court Kohler WISCONSIN 53044
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN COASTAL COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97480228 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a seahorse above the word "AMERICAN" above the words "COASTAL COLLECTION"; the rectangular background is not part of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN" OR "COLLECTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laminate flooring International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARTISAN HARDWOOD, INC. Address ARTISAN HARDWOOD, INC. 12250 FOURTH STREET, SUITE B RANCHO CUCAMONGA CALIFORNIA 91730 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INDUS ARTS AND CRAFTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97480541 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "INDUS ARTS" spelt out in gray with "AND CRAFTS" spelt beneath it in gray. To the left of the wording is a spiral consisting of four crescent shapes arranged in a radially symmetrical pattern: A yellow one on top, a red one on the right, a green one on bottom and a blue one on the left. Within the blue crescent is two 5 pointed white stars. Additionally there is a white spiral that can be found between all of the colored crescents." Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, orange, green, red, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INDUS ARTS AND CRAFTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Indus Arts and Crafts Address Indus Arts and Crafts 6014 Marble Bend Ln Richmond TEXAS 77407 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYCO FIDGET STORE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97480546</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FIDGET STORE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: toys, games and playthings, namely, cube-type puzzles, plush toys, squishy toys being squeeze toys, toy animals; fidget toys; free-flowing play gel; stress relief exercise balls

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 16, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shalev Michael Omer
- **Address**: Shalev Michael Omer  Irus ha-Argaman St 34, Apt 6  Netanya  ISRAEL 4201619
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ISRAEL

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENIGMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97480814 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0131357/1711975 International Registration Number 1711975

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wheels for in-line skates
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEARTHANE PRODUCTS, LLC Address MEARTHANE PRODUCTS, LLC 16 WESTERN INDUSTRIAL DR. CRANSTON RHODE ISLAND 02921 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 052110094001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ARMOR MEDITATION

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97480880
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MEDITATION"

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, themed events for educational purposes, coaching, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of meditation, organic diet, organic gardening, ayurveda, being holistic medicine from India, natural health, vegetarian cooking, holistic lifestyle, green living, higher consciousness, world religions, expansion of happiness, wholesome entertainment, music, service to society, and care of the planet and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 13, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 13, 2011

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: David Lucas Burge
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: OJAYA Deep Meditation
- **Address**: 1917 Fruitwood Ave. Batavia IOWA 52533
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97480898</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "DODOWIN" in stylized characters where the "Os" are displayed as concentric circle designs.
- **Translation**: The wording DODOWIN has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5754412

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Azimuth instruments; Cell phone covers; Clinometer; Contour gauges; Distance measuring apparatus; Height measuring instruments; Measuring apparatus, namely, bevels; Measuring apparatus, namely, laser distance meters; Measuring apparatus, namely, sizers for Gear guard ring; Measuring wheels; Micrometer gauges; Profile gauges; Selfie sticks; Straight edge graduated rulers; Surveying instruments; Surveying machines and instruments; USB hubs
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yixiao E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yixiao E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Rm. 206, No. 10, Lane 14, North, Team 6  fanshen ziyou, Xin'an St., Bao'an  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Sha190401

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRYPTOQUANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97480981 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CRYPTOQUANT" with the letters "C" and "Q" being capitalized, and a semicircle resembling a stylized letter "C" and a shaded solid circle with a diagonal bar resembling a stylized letter "Q" appearing to the left of "CRYPTOQUANT". Disclaimer "CRYPTOQUANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a web hosting platform for electronic commerce
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 27, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Team Blackbird Co., Ltd. Address Team Blackbird Co., Ltd. 17th Floor, 83, Uisadang-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07325 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF230500074
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRYPTOQUANT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97480986 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CRYPTOQUANT" with the letters "C" and "Q" being capitalized, and a semicircle resembling a stylized letter "C" and a shaded solid circle with a diagonal bar resembling a stylized letter "Q" appearing to the left of "CRYPTOQUANT". Disclaimer "CRYPTOQUANT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable communication software to access data stored on an oximeter and transfer data to another device; Downloadable computer operating programs; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronically trading securities; Downloadable computer programs for project management; Downloadable computer software for accessing, reading, and tracking information in the field of financial transactions on a blockchain; Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Downloadable computer software for document management; Downloadable computer software for encryption; Downloadable computer software for producing financial models; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; Downloadable computer software to maintain and operate computer system; Downloadable web site development software; Recorded computer software for use in database management; Smartphone game software, downloadable

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Team Blackbird Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Team Blackbird Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17th Floor, 83, Uisadang-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07325 Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CORPORATION State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | DF230500075 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THEY WITHOUT LABELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97481340 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty products, namely, exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes, body spray and non-medicated body mists; cosmetics; cosmetic products, namely, non-medicated skin care preparations; skincare products, namely, non-medicated skin serums, non-medicated facial mists and non-medicated skin creams; beauty serums; body lotions; sunscreen creams; facial moisturizers; hair products, namely, hair care preparations; shampoos; hair conditioners; hair styling products, namely, hair gel; perfumes; fragrances; bath products, namely, shower gel and bath gel; make-up; beauty masks; cosmetic masks; facial cleansers; skin cleansers; bath soaps

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HORIZON BEAUTY GROUP, LLC Address HORIZON BEAUTY GROUP, LLC 1010 Northern Blvd., Suite 314 Great Neck NEW YORK 11021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOT VODKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97481506  Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "VODKA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vodka; Vodka cocktails; Alcoholic cocktails
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits  First Use Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vella Group, Inc.  Address Vella Group, Inc. 1005 S. Broadway  Santa Maria  CALIFORNIA  93454
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE RELATE LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97481707 Application Filing Date  Jun. 29, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business training in the field of human capital, communication, system and software implementations, business transformations, change initiatives, and information technology; Educational services, namely, conducting courses, workshops, non-downloadable webinars, trainings, and conferences in the field of human capital, communication, system and software implementations, business transformations, change initiatives, and information technology and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Lending library services; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of human capital, communication, system and software implementations, business transformations, change initiatives, and information technology; Mobile library services

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for creating, transmitting, downloading and uploading images, videos, text, font, data, templates, documents, and electronic files

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nexlevel Consulting Services, LLC Address  Nexlevel Consulting Services, LLC  611 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, Suite #197  Washington D.C.  20003 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  INBLOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97481710  Application Filing Date  Jun. 29, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "INBLOOM" in stylized font, The two letters "O" partially overlap each other.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aeroponic grow cabinet in the nature of a closed environment with lights, exhaust system, aeroponic misting chamber and automated control system; Hydroponic growing systems comprised of light emitting diode (LED) plant grow lights, grow cabinets in the nature of closed environments with integrated misting chambers, and automated controls therefor; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lights for use in growing plants  International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Vertland, Inc.  Address  Vertland, Inc.  50 BAY LAUREL  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92620  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EZ-ACCESS COMPANION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97481787 Application Filing Date  Jun. 29, 2022 Register    Principal Mark Type    Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type    4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5598770, 1962055

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Portable metal pet ramps
International Classes    6 - Primary Classes US Classes    2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title    Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Homecare Products, Inc. Address  Homecare Products, Inc.  1002 15th St SW, Suite 218  Auburn WASHINGTON 98001 Legal Entity    CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized    WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  104347730911

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NUNYA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97481850
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Translation**: The wording "NUNYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Tampons; Feminine hygiene pads; Menstruation pads; Menstruation tampons; Sanitary pads; Sanitary tampons
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gheno, Ellyette
- **Address**: Gheno, Ellyette 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: EGH05US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PURPOSE FITNESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97482193</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "FITNESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Life coaching in the field of self- and personal improvement, personal development, leadership development and executive leadership and development; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Business training in the field of life coaching, personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; Career coaching services; Leadership development training in the field of life coaching, personal development, and executive coaching; Life coaching services in the field of relationships, personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring life coaching, personal development, leadership development and executive coaching information, advice and techniques; Personal coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development and executive leadership and development; Personal coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development provided via in-person classes, live and on-line tutorial sessions, seminars, and on-line non-downloadable recorded videos; Professional development coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Providing group coaching in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jun. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   MxVCoaching Inc Address  MxVCoaching Inc  560 W Edmundson Ave  Morgan Hill  CALIFORNIA  95037

Legal Entity CORPORATE State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  TANNER, MICHAEL R
Clarity is kindness that brings hope

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLARITY IS KINDNESS THAT BRINGS HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97482206 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching in the field of self- and personal improvement, personal development, leadership development and executive leadership and development; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Business training in the field of life coaching, personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; Career coaching services; Leadership development training in the field of life coaching, personal development, and executive coaching; Life coaching services in the field of relationships, personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring life coaching, personal development, leadership development and executive coaching information, advice and techniques; Personal coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development and executive leadership and development; Personal coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development provided via in-person classes, live and on-line tutorial sessions, seminars, and on-line non-downloadable recorded videos; Professional development coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Providing group coaching in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of personal development, leadership development, and executive leadership and development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STYLED TRUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97482497 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STYLED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of wardrobe selection and personal styling; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of wardrobe styling and fashion via a global computer network; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of wardrobe styling and fashion; Providing a website for entertainment purposes featuring online, non-downloadable articles, photos, and videos in the field of fashion; Providing an on-line journal for entertainment purposes, namely, blogs in the field of fashion

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Mar. 10, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Styled True LLC Address Styled True LLC PO Box 5235 Takoma Park MARYLAND 20913 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ADRCSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97482799  Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "ADRCSS" in stylized format, appearing across the middle of the two concentric half circles.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Radio transmitters and component parts therefor, for use with radio controlled toy model aircrafts, toy model helicopters, toy model cars, toy model boats and toy robots; radio transmitter accessories, namely, wireless radio transmitter trainer systems consisting of a radio transmitter and receiver and a cable for electrical signal transmission, for use with radio controlled toy model aircrafts, toy model helicopters, toy model cars, toy model boats and toy robots; radio receivers, and component parts therefor, specially adapted for use with radio controlled toy model aircrafts, toy model helicopters, toy model cars, toy model boats and toy robots; hobby grade servo motors, motor controllers, gyros, flight stabilizers, batteries, and engines being parts of or specially adapted for use with toy model aircrafts, toy model helicopters, toy model cars, toy model boats and toy robots; cases especially made for transmitters for radio communication, such transmitters used with radio controlled toy model aircrafts, toy model helicopters, toy model cars, toy model boats and toy robots
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Futaba Corporation  Address  Futaba Corporation  629 Oshiba  Mobara-shi, Chiba-ken  JAPAN  297-8588
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0117045
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COREIMPACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97482890  Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a triangle with a break in the middle of each side to the left of the word COREIMPACT in stylized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0131079/1713539 International
Registration Number  1713539

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic sensors and devices to be worn by a user to monitor, capture, process, analyze, store, and transmit biometric data of the user, namely, stretch sensors not for medical use; Wearable activity trackers; Personal training system comprising primarily of downloadable application software and electronic sensors and devices that may be incorporated into a garment for tracking muscle activity, muscle fatigue, muscle acceleration, and heart rate, and providing real-time feedback, recommended physical exercises and sports drills, hydration alerts, and sports performance metrics, all for purposes of athletic training and sports performance; Personal electronic devices, namely, electronic data relays for sensors to be used with specially adapted garments; Downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in configuring and controlling wearable sensors and electronic devices; Downloadable computer software and mobile applications for the synchronization of data between a remote station or device and a fixed or remote station or device; Downloadable computer software and mobile applications in the fields of health, fitness, exercise, and wellness for sensing, monitoring, processing, recording, displaying, measuring, and transmitting muscle activity and for tracking and managing information regarding health, fitness, exercise, and wellness programs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Apparel incorporating digital sensors, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tights, leggings, body suits, shorts, bras, jackets, and hoodies; Smart clothing being clothing that incorporates digital components in the nature of body sensors, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tights, leggings, body suits, shorts, bras, jackets, and hoodies; Smart garments being clothing that incorporates digital components in the nature of body sensors, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tights, leggings, body suits, shorts, bras, jackets, and hoodies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Taylor, Samuel Irving</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Taylor, Samuel Irving</td>
<td>6844 Rockledge Circle</td>
<td>Elk Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>77379</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>LAPTER, ALAIN J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FastTrack

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FASTTRACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97483187 Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting insurance policyholder claim data, processing new policyholder claims, facilitating document administration, and processing life, short term disability, long term disability, credit disability, life and annuity, and chronic illness claims for insurance carriers; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, analyzing, storing, and generating online reports for insurance carriers relating to disability occupational management risk assessment; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assessing and verifying the employability of claimants against available occupational data in the claimant's industry of employment and field of expertise; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting, analyzing, and storing third party data relating to occupational titles, job descriptions, training, education, wages, and level of experience so that end users may match their abilities with available occupational job positions in the end user's local labor market, consistent with risk management insurance industry policyholder definitions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kamine Technology Group, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA FastTrack Address  Kamine Technology Group, LLC  1545 US Highway  Suite 206 Bedminster  NEW JERSEY  07921 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97483264 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the Japanese characters which may be transliterated as "Kyoto Asahi Ya". Disclaimer "THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO 'KYOTO' AND 'SHOP'" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Kyoto Asahi Ya" and this means "Kyoto morning sun/sunshine shop" in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 6396159 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 01, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 01, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online retail store services featuring prayer beads, bracelets, braids, and Japanese general wrapping cloth; wholesale distributorships featuring prayer beads, bracelets, braids, Japanese general wrapping cloth
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Asahi Consulting Co., Ltd. Address Asahi Consulting Co., Ltd. 105, Aneomiyachigahigawara, Omiya-dori-sanjo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto JAPAN 604-8326 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country JAPAN
Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM220148US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MULTIMATERIAL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97483349</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 30, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Desktop organizers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Vatanen, Jussi
- **Address**: Vatanen, Jussi Daaliakuja 1B4, Espoo FINLAND 02920
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEACE AND PROFITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97483592 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, downloadable apparel, clothing, books, candles for use in online virtual worlds; On-line retail store services featuring apparel, clothing, books, candles; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring apparel, clothing, books, candles; Retail store services featuring apparel, clothing, books, candles; Wholesale and retail store services featuring apparel, clothing, books, candles
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE FINANCE FEMME, LLC Address THE FINANCE FEMME, LLC Suite 235-353 3245 Main St Frisco TEXAS 75034 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AKUAVIVA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97484583
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 30, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "AKUAVIVA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Jewelry; Women's jewelry**
  - **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Jewelry
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2020
- **For On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring jewelry, women jewelry, bracelets, necklaces, rings, earrings**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Aquade LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Akuaviva
- **Address**: Aquade LLC 9107 Grant Line LN Riverview FLORIDA 33578
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97484609  Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a hexagon divided by six lines inside and united in the center.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry; Women's jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Aug. 09, 2020  In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aquade LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Akuaviva  Address  Aquade LLC  9107 Grant Line Lane  Riverview  FLORIDA  33578  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ONE ACCOUNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97484649 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “ACCOUNT”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services; Online banking services; ATM banking services; Internet banking services; Mobile banking services; Credit card payment processing services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 29, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Independent Bank Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Independent Bank Address Independent Bank Corporation 4200 East Beltline Avenue Grand Rapids MICHIGAN 49525 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IB-1acct-36

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK Literal(s)  ONE ACCOUNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97484670  Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "ONE" with the letter "E" stylized as depicted with three vertically stacked bars followed by the word "Account".
Disclaimer  "ACCOUNT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banking services; Online banking services; ATM banking services; Internet banking services; Mobile banking services; Credit card payment processing services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jan. 29, 2020  In Commerce  Jan. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Independent Bank Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Independent Bank  Address  Independent Bank Corporation  4200 East Beltline Avenue  Grand Rapids  MICHIGAN  49525  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IB1acct-DM36

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUMBER-ONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97484722 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a small solid circle inside a larger semicircle with the stylized wording "NUMBER-ONE" to the right of the circles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for sports; Coin purses; Duffel bags; Garment bags for travel; Gym bags; Shoe bags for travel; Sport bags; Travel bags; Waist packs; Weekend bags

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

First Use Jun. 25, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name He, Shaoliang Address He, Shaoliang No.22, Hejiafan, Group 11, Baijiao Village, Songbu Town, Macheng City CHINA 438300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FINANCIAL UNDERGROUND

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97484777
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FINANCIAL"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Providing information and research in the field of finance and financial investments
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2021

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Nicholas David Giambruno
- **Address**: Nicholas David Giambruno c/o Sherman & Howard L.L.C. 730 E. Durant Ave., Suite 200 Aspen COLORADO 81611
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 1695

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FINANCIAL UNDERGROUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97484785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;FINANCIAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and newsletters in the field(s) of financial investment research and analysis, diversification strategies, global economic trends, bitcoin, geopolitical trends, natural resources and emerging investment opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Nicholas David Giambruno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Nicholas David Giambruno c/o Sherman &amp; Howard L.L.C. 730 E. Durant Ave., Suite 200 Aspen COLORADO 81611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>1695</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RTP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97484810 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of smart home technology, namely, installing internet-enabled appliances and devices that are automatically controlled remotely using a networked device
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RoofTop Power Address RoofTop Power 275 W. Natick Road, Suite 800 Warwick RHODE ISLAND 02886 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ROOF_WM_002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner O’NEILL, MARY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KARMILABEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97484899 Application Filing Date  Jul. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording KARMILABEL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hoodies; Shirts; Singlets; Skorts; Slacks; Tabards; Bottoms as clothing; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Knit dresses; Knit skirts; Pleated skirts; Skirts and dresses; Tops as clothing; Woven dresses; Woven skirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiawen Huang Address  Jiawen Huang No. 113, Textile Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510300 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97484987 Application Filing Date  Jul. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized four leaf clover with thunder symbols on each leaf. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Structural parts for motorcycles; Motorcycle bags, namely, tank bags, saddle bags, sissy bar bags and tail bags; Parts of motorcycles, namely, shorty brake levers
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Mar. 14, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 14, 2019
For  Engine bearings; Automotive parts, namely, engine seals; Engine camshafts; Crank shafts for engine; Pumps and compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines; Combustion chambers being engine parts; Oil filters for motors and engines; Engine rods; Vehicle engine parts, namely, engine cam protectors, engine cases, rocker arms, push rods, oil coolers, oil tank plugs and caps; Engine mufflers; Filters for motors and engines; Belts for engines; Motorcycle engine parts, namely, air cleaners
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery
First Use  Mar. 14, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 14, 2019
For  Online retail store services featuring motorcycle parts, clothing, and fashion accessories; Retail store services featuring motorcycle parts, clothing, and fashion accessories
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 22, 2022
For  Clothing, namely, shorts, pants, and shirts, jerseys; Gloves; Clothing Jackets; socks; Boots
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing
First Use  Mar. 14, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 14, 2019
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIOLINS FOR DOUGLASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97485632 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an upright, stylized violin directly to the left of the stacked words "VIOLINS FOR DOUGLASS" where the word "VIOLINS" is above the words "FOR DOUGLASS". The "V" of the word "VIOLINS" is capitalized and overlays the scroll and neck of the violin; the entire word "VIOLINS" is in stylized font and the letters after "V" are lower case; the word "FOR" is lower case and in stylized font; the word "DOUGLASS" is in all capital letters in stylized font; and to the right of the word "VIOLINS" and above part of the word "DOUGLASS" is a graphic image of the head of Frederick Douglass. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frederick Douglass Memorial and Historical Association Address Frederick Douglass Memorial and Historical Association 8829 Glenarden Parkway Lanham MARYLAND 20706 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TECHDASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97485637 Application Filing Date  Jul. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Training in the use of computers, consumer electronics products, computer networking devices, home theater equipment, appliances, audio systems, HVAC equipment, fire detectors, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, gas detectors, electric appliances, light fixtures, electrical wiring, outlets, and panels, and plumbing systems
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Installation, maintenance, and repair of telecommunications networking hardware, apparatus, and instruments; Installation and repair of computers and computer networking hardware; Installation and repair of consumer electronics products for use in home theater and audio systems; Installation and repair of home automation devices and home security devices; Installation and repair of home appliances; Installation and repair of fire detectors, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors and gas detectors; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of maintenance and repair of computers, computer hardware, computer networking devices, home automation devices, home security devices, telecommunications networking hardware and appliances, home theater equipment and appliances, audio systems, fire detectors, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, gas detectors and consumer electronic devices and appliances; In-home installation, set-up and repair services for consumer electronics, computers, telecommunications networking hardware, and appliances; Consultancy relating to the installation, maintenance and repair of home automation, home appliances, home theater systems, HVAC equipment, fire detectors, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, gas detectors, electric appliances, light fixtures, and electrical wiring, outlets, and panels; HVAC contractor services; Installation, repair, and maintenance of HVAC systems; Plumbing contractor services; Plumbing services; Electrical contractor services; Electrical repairs, maintenance, and installation of electrical wiring, outlets, light fixtures, and electrical panels
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair
For Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, telecommunications networking hardware, apparatus, and instruments; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, computers and computer networking hardware; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, consumer electronics products for use in home theater and audio systems; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, home automation devices and home security devices; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, home appliances; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, fire detectors, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors and gas detectors; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, HVAC systems; Decommissioning services, namely, disassembly of products of others, namely, of electrical wiring, outlets, light fixtures, and electrical panels

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 103, 106

**International Class Title**  Material Treatment

For Consultation services relating to computer software; Computer virus protection services; Provision of information relating to computer technology via a website, namely, the implementation and use of computer hardware and software; Provision of technical information relating to computer technology via a website, namely, the implementation and use of computers, computer hardware and software; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer anti-virus software; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; Computer technical support services, namely, service desk or help desk services for IT infrastructure; Electronic data back-up services; Computer services, namely, on-line eliminating of spyware on computers and electronic devices; Computer security consultancy; Consulting services in the field of design and selection of computer hardware and software systems for others, namely, home automation, home appliances, home theater systems, and audio systems

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101

**International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Goodman Telecom Holdings, LLC  **Address**  Goodman Telecom Holdings, LLC  103 Industrial Loop Suite 1100 Fredericksburg  TEXAS  78624  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TITINA CUSTOM DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97485964 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a boho rainbow in baby pink, white, brown, peach, and black with light blue clouds at the sides of the rainbow. The brown band on the rainbow contains white hearts. A paw print design is located in the middle of the Rainbow. The stylized wording "Titina Custom Designs" appears in brown on the bottom of the mark across the clouds, with paw print designs substituting the dots in the two "i's" in "Titina". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue, brown, white, baby pink, peach, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CUSTOM DESIGNS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Embroidering of clothing
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Briceno, Maria C Address Briceno, Maria C 335 Fairway Dr Brookfield WISCONSIN 53005 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Salazar, Nayibe M Address Salazar, Nayibe M 335 Fairway Dr Brookfield WISCONSIN 53005 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VENEZUELA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97485969 Application Filing Date  Jul. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters HVO within a circle device. Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "HVO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Generators, namely, electric power generators; electricity generators; parts and fittings for all the foregoing goods; none
of the aforementioned for use in connection with motorcycles or motorcycle parts
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery
For  electrical switchgear, namely, voltage boosting devices for electric power lines; power transfer switches for
automatically switching between a primary power source and a back-up power source; apparatus and instruments for
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electric current rectifiers and
transformers; electric power boosters; electric battery charging apparatus; circuit breakers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kohler Co. Address  Kohler Co.  444 Highland Drive  Kohler  WISCONSIN  53044 Legal Entity
CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  KOH 21272 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MCONQUER-IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97486020 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For vaccines; vaccine adjuvants; medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations for medical use, namely, medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; mRNA-based therapeutics in the nature of therapeutic agents and therapeutic agents for use in vivo, ex vivo, or in situ for the prevention and treatment of viruses rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; lipid nanoparticles for use as drug delivery carriers sold as an integral component of pharmaceutical preparations, all for pharmaceutical, medical or medical diagnostic purposes; drug carriers for medical use, namely, drug delivery agents consisting of lipid nanoparticles that facilitate delivery of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutic agents and delivery agents comprised of lipid nanoparticle carriers and polymers for the delivery of mRNA to human cells

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For lipid nanoparticles for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, namely, for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, and metabolic disorders; biochemicals for medical research for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Pharmaceutical research and development; medical research services; biotechnology research; scientific research for medical purposes; design and development of medical technology; design, engineering, research, and development services in the field of nucleic acid sciences for medical and scientific applications; providing medical and scientific research in the fields of pharmaceuticals and vaccines

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ModernaTx, Inc.  **Address** ModernaTx, Inc. 200 Technology Square, 2nd Floor Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 425470180001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
Mark Literal(s)

MARK INFORMATION

Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

Description of the Mark: The mark consists of two incomplete overlapping half ovals appearing at a diagonal angle with the half oval on the left being blue and the other half oval on the right being predominantly green with the lower center area of both half ovals being omitted. The area where the two half ovals overlap is teal with a darker green shaded area extending from the bottom right corner of the teal section to the middle bottom area of the incomplete green oval. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) blue, teal, green, and dark green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the field of charitable and socially responsible enterprises

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

OWNER INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes


ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 606

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BROWNE, LUCY E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MINSPIRE-PU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97486071</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** vaccines; vaccine adjuvants; medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations for medical use, namely, medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; mRNA-based therapeutics in the nature of therapeutic agents and therapeutic agents for use in vivo, ex vivo, or in situ for the prevention and treatment of viruses rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; lipid nanoparticles for use as drug delivery carriers sold as an integral component of pharmaceutical preparations, all for pharmaceutical, medical or medical diagnostic purposes; drug carriers for medical use, namely, drug delivery agents consisting of lipid nanoparticles that facilitate delivery of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutic agents and delivery agents comprised of lipid nanoparticle carriers and polymers for the delivery of mRNA to human cells

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**For** lipid nanoparticles for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, namely, for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, and metabolic disorders; biochemicals for medical research for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 5, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals
For Pharmaceutical research and development; medical research services; biotechnology research; scientific research for medical purposes; design and development of medical technology; design, engineering, research, and development services in the field of nucleic acid sciences for medical and scientific applications; providing medical and scientific research in the fields of pharmaceuticals and vaccines

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** ModernaTx, Inc.  
**Address** ModernaTx, Inc.  200 Technology Square, 2nd Floor  Cambridge  MASSACHUSETTS  02139  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 425470184001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MPROTECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97486088  Application Filing Date  Jul. 01, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  vaccines; vaccine adjuvants; medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations for medical use, namely, medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; mRNA-based therapeutics in the nature of therapeutic agents and therapeutic agents for use in vivo, ex vivo, or in situ for the prevention and treatment of viruses rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; lipid nanoparticles for use as drug delivery carriers sold as an integral component of pharmaceutical preparations, all for pharmaceutical, medical or medical diagnostic purposes; drug carriers for medical use, namely, drug delivery agents consisting of lipid nanoparticles that facilitate delivery of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutic agents and delivery agents comprised of lipid nanoparticle carriers and polymers for the delivery of mRNA to human cells

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  lipid nanoparticles for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, namely, for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, and metabolic disorders; biochemicals for medical research for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders

International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
For Pharmaceutical research and development; medical research services; biotechnology research; scientific research for medical purposes; design and development of medical technology; design, engineering, research, and development services in the field of nucleic acid sciences for medical and scientific applications; providing medical and scientific research in the fields of pharmaceuticals and vaccines

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** ModernaTx, Inc. **Address** ModernaTx, Inc. 200 Technology Square, 2nd Floor Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 425470186001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MPROVISION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97486104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For vaccines; vaccine adjuvants; medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations for medical use, namely, medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; mRNA-based therapeutics in the nature of therapeutic agents and therapeutic agents for use in vivo, ex vivo, or in situ for the prevention and treatment of viruses rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; lipid nanoparticles for use as drug delivery carriers sold as an integral component of pharmaceutical preparations, all for pharmaceutical, medical or medical diagnostic purposes; drug carriers for medical use, namely, drug delivery agents consisting of lipid nanoparticles that facilitate delivery of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutic agents and delivery agents comprised of lipid nanoparticle carriers and polymers for the delivery of mRNA to human cells**

**International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**For lipid nanoparticles for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, namely, for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, and metabolic disorders; biochemicals for medical research for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders**

**International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
**International Class Title**: Chemicals
For Pharmaceutical research and development; medical research services; biotechnology research; scientific research for medical purposes; design and development of medical technology; design, engineering, research, and development services in the field of nucleic acid sciences for medical and scientific applications; providing medical and scientific research in the fields of pharmaceuticals and vaccines

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** ModernaTx, Inc. **Address** ModernaTx, Inc. 200 Technology Square, 2nd Floor Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 425470188001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINSPIRATION

Mark Literal(s) MINSPIRATION

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97486119 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark

Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For vaccines; vaccine adjuvants; medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations for medical use, namely, medical, biological, and pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; mRNA-based therapeutics in the nature of therapeutic agents and therapeutic agents for use in vivo, ex vivo, or in situ for the prevention and treatment of viruses rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders, and respiratory disorders; lipid nanoparticles for use as drug delivery carriers sold as an integral component of pharmaceutical preparations, all for pharmaceutical, medical or medical diagnostic purposes; drug carriers for medical use, namely, drug delivery agents consisting of lipid nanoparticles that facilitate delivery of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutic agents and delivery agents comprised of lipid nanoparticle carriers and polymers for the delivery of mRNA to human cells

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For lipid nanoparticles for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, namely, for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations containing messenger RNA (mRNA) for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, and metabolic disorders; biochemicals for medical research for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for preventing and treating viruses, respiratory disorders, rare diseases, cancers, neurological disorders, cardiovascular disorders, inflammatory disorders, immunoregulatory disorders, metabolic disorders

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Pharmaceutical research and development; medical research services; biotechnology research; scientific research for medical purposes; design and development of medical technology; design, engineering, research, and development services in the field of nucleic acid sciences for medical and scientific applications; providing medical and scientific research in the fields of pharmaceuticals and vaccines

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ModernaTx, Inc. Address  ModernaTx, Inc.  200 Technology Square, 2nd Floor  Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS  02139 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  425470189001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RR H+F

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97486215 Application Filing Date: Jul. 01, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a mirror image of the stylized letters "R." The stylized letters "H" and "F" appear in between the stylized letters "R" with the letter "H" on top of the letter "F." There is a "+" symbol in between the letters "H" and "F." Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For: Physical activity, strength, and balance training equipment, namely, weight lifting belts; Resistance bands for fitness purposes; Balance boards for improving strength; Physical fitness equipment, namely, stability pads; Stability equipment for physical fitness in the nature of exercise balls; Jump ropes; Yoga blocks; Yoga straps; Myofascial release tools in the nature of foam exercise rollers; Wrist and ankle weights for exercise; Weight lifting equipment, namely, bars, benches; Weighted vests for exercise; Weighted hoops for exercise

International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Robert Renaud Enterprises LLC Address: Robert Renaud Enterprises LLC #102 3110 Thomas Ave Dallas TX 75204 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: HERR, JENNA FRANCES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97486437</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 01, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Controllers for game consoles; Electronic interactive board games for use with external monitor; Fidget toys; Game controllers for computer games; Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Magnetic levitating desk toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes and boats; Smart robot toys; Table-top games; Tabletop games; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toys in the nature of whirligigs; Video game interactive remote control units

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name       | CUBYFUN Inc. | Address       | CUBYFUN Inc. Room 3051, Jiuyue Yaxuan Ruisi Space Qianjin 1st Road, Baoan District Shenzhen City CHINA 518101 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BROWNE, LUCY E |

3357
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUSSY POWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97486454 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vape batteries, namely, batteries for electronic smoking devices; batteries for electronic oral vaporizers used for smoking purposes

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Cigarette lighter, cigar lighter, lighters for smokers, cigarette lighter holder; matches; tobacco grinders; cigarette rolling papers; smokers rolling trays; tobacco water pipes; ashtrays; glass smoking pipes

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WTG Enterprises, LLC Address WTG Enterprises, LLC 311 N Robertson Blvd., # 370 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90211 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASSENTIALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97487328 Application Filing Date  Jul. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For     Laundry sheets impregnated with detergent; Dryer sheets impregnated with cleaning gel and bags for use in connection therewith
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  E SIMPLE LLC Address  E SIMPLE LLC  3001 S MICHIGAN AVE. #1702  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60616
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COMMUNITY BUSINESS COALITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the form of two people in blue and aqua blue intertwined together as one in a circular fashion with their arms and legs extended out forming part of a circle, including two aqua triangles at their bottom, with white negative space around them; with the words "community business coalition" in grey with charcoal grey shadowing at the bottom of their feet.  
Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) white, blue, grey, aqua blue, and charcoal grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer: COMMUNITY BUSINESS COALITION

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Customized imprinting of company names and logos on the goods of others, namely, on promotional merchandise, apparel and corporate gifts; Customized printing of company names and logos for promotional and advertising purposes on the goods of others
International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106  
International Class Title: Material Treatment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Darryl Crutchfield  
DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Community Business Coalition Logo
Address: Darryl Crutchfield 2851 west 120th Street Hawthorne CALIFORNIA 90250  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOGRINUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97488036 Application Filing Date  Jul. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording BOGRINUO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Biometric fingerprint door locks; Biomicroscopes; Electron microscopes; Electronic pens; Electronically-operated door latches; Flat panel display screens; Metallurgical microscopes; Microscopes; Microscopes, including stereomicroscopes
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu MINORN Technology Co.,Ltd. Address  Yiwu MINORN Technology Co.,Ltd. 1204,Block A, Nancheng Plaza Choujiang Street Yiwu City,Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  sha1903

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWNING, KATHRYN ELIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUSICFEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97488106 Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ausicfen has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal door trims; Portable beds for pets; Pot racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanyang Chuze Trading Co., Ltd. Address Nanyang Chuze Trading Co., Ltd. 2501,Unit1,Bldg.3, Sanjieshengshiyuan, Qiliyuan Comm. Ctte.Zhangheng St. Office Nanyang, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAIN-JUDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97488213 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrically-heated garden hoses; Faucet handles; Hand held shower heads; Showerheads and components thereof; Taps for washstands; Tub spouts; Water faucet spout

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leinade Fluid Intelligent Technology Jiangsu Co., Ltd. Address Leinade Fluid Intelligent Technology Jiangsu Co., Ltd. No. 33 Huanghe Road, Funing Economic Development Zone Yancheng, Jiangsu CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WILLIES FAMOUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97488473</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“FAMOUS”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Restaurant services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 20, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Pagan, Felix W.  
**Address** Pagan, Felix W.  P.O. Box 2464  Dalton  GEORGIA  30722  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

**Owner Name** Pagan, Martha E.  
**Address** Pagan, Martha E.  P.O. Box 2464  Dalton  GEORGIA  30722  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97488517</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "XUANCHAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Skis; Air mattress swimming floats for recreational use; Arm guards for athletic use; Baseball batting gloves; Elbow pads for American football; Elbow pads for athletic use; Golf club bags; Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; Inflatable pools for recreational use; Inflatable swimming floats; Knee pads for American football; Net balls; Pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, basketballs; PVC toy figures; Skateboard paddle boards; Stress relief exercise balls
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Changzhou Xuanchao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Changzhou Xuanchao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1201, Unit B, Building 61 Huarun International Garden, Tianning Changzhou CHINA 213000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Sha2005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IDEAL PREVENTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97488802 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PREVENTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Training services in the field of personal safety and security
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tramelli, Louis Address Tramelli, Louis 8563 Tipton Hwy Tipton MICHIGAN 49287 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SAINT JOHN’S RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97489027  Application Filing Date  Jul. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RESORT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hotel accommodation services; provision of conference, exhibition and meeting facilities
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PULTE FAMILY MANAGEMENT SJ LLC  Address  PULTE FAMILY MANAGEMENT SJ LLC  44045 Five Mile Rd.  Plymouth  MICHIGAN  48170  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country

LEGAL INFORMATION
Docket Number  K2337.447617

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MY COMMUNICAID

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97489134
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Printed, handmade augmentative and alternative communication cardboard book binders with removable printed picture flash cards and schedule routine cardstock paper boards with custom made printed cardstock paper flash cards to be used as visual aids in point and exchange forms of basic communication by non-verbal people with Autism, Alzheimer's disease, Aphasia and other speech and cognitive disorders, all in the field of speech, occupational and ABA therapy, in particular for habilitation, rehabilitation and quality of life improvement, none of the aforesaid being related to, or for the purposes of, business communication, translation, corporative training, consultancy, advertising, marketing or any other form of modification or manipulation of an already existing functional form of communication for neurotypical population and all of the aforementioned offered for sale via established online retail marketplaces and proprietary brand website

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 06, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 06, 2017

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Daniella Castillo
- **Address**: Daniella Castillo 141 Holly Mill Village Dr Canton GEORGIA 30114
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARLUMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97489157 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ARLUMA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing poles; Fishing safety harness; Fishing tackle containers; Toy for pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiaopei Ma Address Xiaopei Ma No.813, Building D Jianye Headquarters Port, #18, Dirun Rd Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450046 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BISON UNION CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97489287 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "BISON UNION CO." in all caps, blue, stylized font; underneath that a right facing bison that is red in the back, blue in the front and white in the middle where the white in the middle resembles a lightning bolt, just right of the tail is a brand consisting of white criss-crossing arrows with the spears facing upward and the horn is white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ear phones; Portable power chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bison Union IP Holdings LLC Address Bison Union IP Holdings LLC 171 North Main Street, Suite F Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney INGRAM, KYLE G
DETAU

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97489652  Application Filing Date: Jul. 05, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Diagnostic kits comprising medical bioreagents for use in disease testing; medical diagnostic test kits consisting primarily of monoclonal antibodies, buffers, and reagents for use in disease testing; medical diagnostic reagents; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; testing preparations for medical use, namely, reagents for medical use; diagnostic tests for medical use, namely, medical diagnostic reagents; medical diagnostic assays for testing of body fluids; in vitro medical diagnostic tests, namely, medical diagnostic reagents; in vitro medical diagnostic assays for testing of body fluids; in vitro medical diagnostic test kits consisting primarily of monoclonal antibodies, buffers, and reagents for use in disease testing; in vitro medical diagnostic reagents; medical diagnostics tests, namely, medical diagnostic reagents for the detection, diagnosis and screening of neurological diseases and disorders, neurodegenerative diseases and disorders; medical diagnostics tests, namely, medical diagnostic reagents for the detection, diagnosis and screening of Alzheimer's disease and dementia

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

For: Medical devices targeting the early detection, diagnosis, and monitoring of neurodegenerative disorders and cognitive impairment and monitoring the progression thereof; medical apparatus for the detection, diagnosis, and screening of Alzheimer's disease and dementia; in vitro medical diagnostic test kits comprised of medical diagnostic apparatus for the detection, diagnosis, and screening of Alzheimer's disease and dementia; medical diagnostic test kits comprised of medical diagnostic apparatus for the detection, diagnosis, and screening of Alzheimer's disease and dementia

International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 26, 39, 44  International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

For: Paper; stationery; printed notepads; blank paper notebooks; folders being stationery; file folders; brochures, namely, printed brochures in the field of cognitive function and impairment; printed posters; writing implements, namely, writing instruments; pens; pencils; book markers; marker pens; document page markers; colored markers; highlighter pens; decals; stickers; transfers, namely, decals; printed calendars; printed diaries
For Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, namely, scientific research and development; industrial analysis and research services in the field of Alzheimer's disease and dementia; medical and scientific research; pharmaceutical research and development; research and development in the field of diagnostic preparations; research and development in the pathology of Alzheimer's disease and dementia; provision of laboratory testing and analysis services, namely, medical laboratory services; design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer software for use with medical technology; design and development of medical technology; design and development of new technology for others; medical research; technological research in the field of medical instruments; scientific testing services, namely, scientific laboratory services; research, testing, development and industrial analysis services, all relating to the field of science, technology, diagnostics and the pathology of Alzheimer's disease and dementia; design and development of testing and analysis methods in the field of Alzheimer's disease and dementia; design and development of medical diagnostic kit; design and development of medical diagnostic apparatus; consultancy in the field of technological research; preparation of technological research reports, namely, engineering consultation; providing information, including online, about scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, namely, providing medical and scientific research information; technological consultancy, research, advisory and information services relating to the exploitation of technology, namely, technology consultation and research in the field of medical apparatus and instruments; preparation of technical reports, namely, engineering consultation; electronic storage of data; provision of information and data relating to medical and veterinary research and development, namely, medical and veterinary research consultation; design and development of systems for data input, output, processing, display and storage; provision of information, advisory and consultancy services in respect of all of the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JASTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97489849 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JASTT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Clothes drying racks; Holders for toilet paper; Plastic bath racks; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Soap boxes; Soap dishes; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Toilet brush holders; Toilet brushes; Toilet tissue holders; Toothbrushes; Toothbrush holders; Towel bars; Towel rails; Towel rails and rings; Towel rings; Towel rings, not of precious metal
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wenzhou Lainami Technology Co., Ltd Address Wenzhou Lainami Technology Co., Ltd Rm 219, BLDG B, Tech Firm Incubator, No.168, Gaoyi Rd., Puzhou St, Longwan Dist, Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company ( ltd. ) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
TM 2443 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Hylanmond

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97490007 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue smokers; Cooking grates adapted for barbecue grills; fire table; fireplace inserts, comprised of andirons, artificial logs and artificial embers powered by electricity; fireplaces, domestic; flexible pipes being parts of bath plumbing installations; gas grills; gas regulators; grill accessories, namely, warming trays; plumbing fittings, namely, bibbs, cocks, traps, valves; portable fire pit cooking grids; portable fire pits; string lights for festive decoration; tables designed to hold gas grills; wood burning cooking stoves

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Topasi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Topasi Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 822, Bldg 419, Sangda, No.2006, Huaqiang N Rd,Li Cun Comm,Huaqiang N St, Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TASHNARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97490024 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Tashnara" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips, Desk pads, File folders
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo Hui Address Luo Hui No. 40, Zhanshang group, Zhanshang village, Dongguan town, Linchuan District, Fuzhou City, Jiangxi CHINA 344000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
# Trademark Information

**Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**: ZYRIO

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97490056
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Bill payment services; bill payment services provided through a website; electronic bill payment, namely, electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data; electronic commerce payment services, namely, establishing funded accounts used to purchase goods and services on the Internet; electronic foreign exchange payment processing; Electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data via a global computer network; financial services in the nature of billing and payment processing services, namely, electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data; Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: May 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 27, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Zyrio Corporation
- **Address**: Zyrio Corporation 91 King Street East Oakville, ON CANADA M5C1G3
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### Examining Attorney
- **Exchanging Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VAADONAZIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BATHTISMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97490588 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online journals, namely, blogs in the field of ritual bath meditation practice
For essential oil infused bath salts for ritual bathing meditation, not for medical purposes; incense for ritual bath meditation practice; incense sticks for ritual bath meditation practice; sage being bath herbs for ritual bath meditation practice; sage bundles in the form of smudge sticks for use as incense for ritual bath meditation practice
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2022
For online retail store services featuring goods for ritual bath meditation practice, namely, essential oil infused bath salts for ritual bathing meditation, incense, candles, robes, meditation audio recordings, journals, pottery, sage, incense burners
For audio recordings featuring meditation for ritual bath meditation practice
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bathtisma Address Bathtisma 945 McKinley View Ave Henderson NEVADA 89012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97490610  
Application Filing Date: Jul. 06, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

PUREHEALTH RESEARCH
JOINT SUPPORT

Mark Drawing Type

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer

"RESEARCH JOINT SUPPORT"

Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 6533076

Goods and Services Information

For:

Dietary and nutritional supplements

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

First Use: Aug. 31, 2020  
In Commerce: Aug. 31, 2020

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  
Address: PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  
1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500  
Cheyenne  
WYOMING  
82001

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: WYOMING

Examination Attorney

Examining Attorney: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MEXUSMAR APPAREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97490671 **Application Filing Date** Jul. 06, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "APPAREL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** T-shirts, Hats, Patches. Military themed apparel, namely, headwear, tops as clothing
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Sanchez Contreras, Luis **Address** Sanchez Contreras, Luis 3353 E. Nevada Ave fresno CALIFORNIA 93702 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FANSACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97490691 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized four-sided pistil created by negative
space and surrounded by black triangular shapes. Around the pistil are four stylized petals, with the inside line of the petal
being yellow, surround by black, then by yellow again. Surrounding the petals is a black stylized outline of another flower
with four petals. The stylized black wording "FANSACE" is below the flower design, underneath which are three black
Chinese characters in a horizontal line. The white in the drawing reprents background and is not a feature of the mark.

Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "FANSACE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The non-Latin
characters in the mark transliterate to "FAN SI AI" and this means "PATTERN", "THINK", "LOVE" in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 18025481 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 07, 2017 Foreign Application/
Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 06, 2027 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Oct.
06, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds; Furniture; Mattresses; Pillows; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Metal furniture; Office furniture; Wood bedsteads
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JINLONGHENG FURNITURE CO.,LTD Address JINLONGHENG FURNITURE CO.,LTD
Jinlongheng Mansion, Jiujiang Textile City No.15, shatou shijiang, jiujiang town Nanhai, Foshan CHINA 528000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELECTROLOC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97491055 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crane attachments, namely, below the hook lifting attachments to facilitate the lifting of an object with apertures for overhead lifting applications using a smart control system, namely, lift beams, spreader beams, mechanical spreaders and mechanical load leveling spreaders
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tandemloc, Inc. Address Tandemloc, Inc. 824 Highway 101 Havelock NORTH CAROLINA 28532 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 055887-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOLD STRIPES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97491151 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; Wines and sparkling wines; Red wine; Rose wine; White wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name F.E Brands, LLC Address F.E Brands, LLC 382 NE 191st Street, Suite 59205 Miami FLORIDA 33179
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
D DETS DIET ENJOY TOGETHER SWEAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97491185</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark**
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the lettering &quot;DETS&quot; above the words &quot;DIET ENJOY TOGETHER SWEAT&quot;. To the left of the lettering &quot;DETS&quot; is a stylized letter &quot;D&quot; inside a shaded rounded-edge square.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclaimer**  
"DIET"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Physical exercise apparatus, other than for medical use, namely, indoor bicycle trainers and stationary exercise bicycles; abdomen protectors for athletic use; leg guards for athletic use; arm guards for athletic use; men's athletic supporters; leg weights; knee guards for athletic use

**International Classes**  
28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**  
Toys and Sporting Goods

**For**  
Instruction in the field of exercise therapy for health care; coaching in the field of sports; personal fitness training services; providing information about exercise and fitness from a website; provision of information relating to physical fitness training via an on-line website; providing sports information from a website; sports coaching via an on-line website; provision of information about exercise by bicycle

**International Classes**  
41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**  
Education and Entertainment

**For**  
Downloadable database management software applications for personal information management; recorded computer software for personal information management; downloadable computer software for personal information management; downloadable computer software platforms for personal information management; downloadable computer application software platforms for cellphones for personal information management; recorded computer application software platforms for cellphones for personal information management; downloadable computer application software for smart phones for personal information management; recorded computer application software for smart phones for personal information management; downloadable and recorded computer software for diagnosing diseases for medical purpose
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** UNIVR Co., Ltd.  
**Address** UNIVR Co., Ltd. 70, Yuseong-daero 1689 beon-gil Yuseong-gu, Daejeon REPUBLIC OF KOREA  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 31970.246/MM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OVERNIGHT MOUNTINGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97491444
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “MOUNTINGS”
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2129393

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry; jewelry made in whole or in part of precious or semi-precious stones; jewelry made in whole or in part of diamonds; Jewelry made in whole or in part of lab-grown diamonds; Jewelry made in whole or in part of synthetic diamonds; Jewelry made in whole or in part of natural diamonds; precious and semi-precious stones; diamonds; natural diamonds
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use** and **In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 1997

- **For**: Online retail and wholesale store services featuring jewelry, jewelry made in whole or in part of precious or semi-precious stones, jewelry made in whole or in part of diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of lab-grown diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of synthetic diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of natural diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones, natural diamonds, and diamonds; retail and wholesale store services featuring jewelry, jewelry made in whole or in part of precious or semi-precious stones, jewelry made in whole or in part of diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of lab-grown diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of synthetic diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of natural diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones, natural diamonds, and diamonds; wholesale distributorships featuring jewelry, jewelry made in whole or in part of precious or semi-precious stones, jewelry made in whole or in part of diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of lab-grown diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of synthetic diamonds, jewelry made in whole or in part of natural diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones, natural diamonds, and diamonds
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use** and **In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 1997

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Overnight Mountings Inc.  
Address   Overnight Mountings Inc.  1400 Plaza Ave  New Hyde Park  NEW YORK  11040  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   1288.012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORNINGFACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97491709 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 06, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Providing on-line music, not downloadable |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jun. 01, 2013 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2013 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Katherine Boughton-Hummel |
| Address | Katherine Boughton-Hummel c/o Richard Stim 10 A Dock Sausalito CALIFORNIA 94965 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | COFFEY, AARON |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
JTFANY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97491786
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "JTFANY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Chandeliers; Aquarium lights; Ceiling fans; Desk lamps; Electric fans; Electric flashlights; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Floor lamps; Lanterns for lighting; LED landscape lights; LED luminaires; LED underwater lights; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Solar powered lamps; Street lamps; String lights for festive decoration
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Xiaodan Xie
- **Address**: Xiaodan Xie, Rm 1412, Block 1, Bldg 16, No. 18 Changjiang Rd., East Dist., Zhongshan, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKIHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97492028 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the outline of a bubble tea cup with its straw appearing as letter " A " , on top of the word " AKIHI " capitalized. Translation  The English translation of "Akihi" in the mark is "forgetfulness immediately after being given directions".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bubble tea shops
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Sep. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Akihi Global Inc Address  Akihi Global Inc  1307 central ave. Highland Park NEW JERSEY 08904 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  Rummery, Mary M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MONSAKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97492086 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MONSAKA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Infant toys; Party balloons; Pet toys; Spinning tops; Stress relief exercise toys; Swimming aids, namely, pool rings, arm floats for recreational use; Toy bakeware and cookware; Toy cars; Toy jewelry International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Nuoou Trading Co., Ltd Address Shantou Nuoou Trading Co., Ltd Jinping District, Shantou City No. 8, Xiangkou Road, Nandun Village, (self-declared declara CHINA 515044 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIIP-T00107

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97492103
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; Streaming of data
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Aug. 08, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Reneau,Bryan,T DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TunaFlicks
- **Address**: Reneau,Bryan,T 3302 E 28th St Tucson ARIZONA 85713
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 97492103

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
I CHOOSE TO LIVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97492305</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing mental health and wellness information
International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Porter, Lori A | DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA My Ty Creations, LLC | Address | Porter, Lori A | 727 Francis St | Zanesville | OHIO | 43701 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRI BUILDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97492380 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 07, 2022 |
| Principal | Register |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the outline of a building structure in white against a red square background with white border to the right of which appear the words "BRI BUILDINGS" in white font all of which is set against a gray rectangular background. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) white, red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "BUILDINGS" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Construction and renovation of buildings |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Jan. 31, 2000 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 31, 2000 |
| For | Prefabricated metal buildings |
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| International Class Title | Metal Goods |
| First Use | Jan. 31, 2000 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 31, 2000 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Jon Burdette |
| Address | Jon Burdette P.O. Box 7479 5148 Washington Street West Charleston WEST VIRGINIA 25356 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | BRI |
| Examining Attorney | PERITZ, SARAH L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESCOPECLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97492438  Application Filing Date  Jul. 07, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, foam rollers and weight machines, all the foregoing goods being used for physiotherapy; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for cranioencephal injury for physiotherapy; protective clothing for medical use in the nature of surgical scrub caps, medical gowns, footwear being boots for medical purposes, protective face masks for medical use, face shields being personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical use, overboots being protective boot covers for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for treating cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, a medical device for monitoring cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical diagnostic testing equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs in the nature of radiological apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus and radiological installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; medical computerized tomography (CT) scanner

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

For  Providing user access to global computer networks; Electronic message sending; Message sending and receiving services; Videoconferencing services; Computer aided transmission of messages and images; Transmission of digital files; Streaming of data; Transmission of information through video communication systems; Electronic transmission of data through computer networks; transmission of sound, speech, images and data signals; network transmission of sounds, images, signals and data

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

For  Medical assistance; Medical information; Medical services in the field of the cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; medical screening services in the field of cardiovascular health; Medical diagnosis and treatment services of the cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving rehabilitation treatment for purposes of guiding treatment; Telemedicine services; Medical screening services in the
field of the cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; Remote monitoring of medical data for medical diagnosis and treatment; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; medical laboratory services; computer software design; medical research in the field of the diseases of heart, brain, vascular, liver and visceral organs; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing; providing online, non-downloadable software as a medical device (SAMD) for diagnosing vascular disease; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for digital image processing

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.  **Address** Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd. No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6 No. 14 Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist. Beijing CHINA 100098  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** USTF10167901

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WERT, KARL ANTHONY
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97492572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

| Disclaimer | "BLUE WAVE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | marketing and advertising; advertising and marketing consulting, advisory, and assistance services; advertising, marketing and promotion services; on-line advertising and marketing services; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information of third parties through audio, video, digital and on-line medium; developing advertising campaigns for others geared toward political issues; developing advertising campaigns for political figures; advertising, promotion and marketing for political figures; political consultancy |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |

| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |

| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Lehigh Mining and Navigation, Inc. |
| Address | Lehigh Mining and Navigation, Inc. Suite 210  600 Hamilton Street  Allentown  PENNSYLVANIA  18101 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | LMNGENB |
| Examining Attorney | BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI |
# Case Identifiers

**Serial Number**: 97492646  
**Application Filing Date**: Jul. 07, 2022  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

# Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**: The wording "RODEM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

# Goods and Services Information

**For**: Neckties; Shirts; Suspenders; Vests; Bow ties; Pocket squares  
**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

---

# Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes

---

# Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Rodem New York Trading co.  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

---

# Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 3413.12  
**Examining Attorney**: SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
TM 2465 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMART CLAIMS PUBLIC ADJUSTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97492716 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CLAIMS PUBLIC ADJUSTING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Claims adjustment in the field of insurance; Insurance administration services, namely, assisting others with adjusting insurance claims
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 28, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Predictive Solutions LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Smart Claims Public Adjusting Address Predictive Solutions LLC 440 Benmar, Suite 3052 Houston TEXAS 770603129 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PANTWOO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97492833</td>
<td>Jul. 07, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Adapter rings for attaching objectives on cameras; Camera tripods; Carrying cases for cell phones; Computers and computer peripherals; Flash bulbs; Mobile phone straps; Mounting devices for cameras and monitors; Notebook computer cooling pads; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Projectors particularly projectors for the entertainment industry; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Strobe light apparatus for use in professional quality photography; Tripods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Hua Guoxiang  
Address Hua Guoxiang Room 2922, Building 1, Wanda Fenghuali, Guanshan Road Shaoxing City CHINA 312000  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97493857 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized dragon surrounded by a rectangle having slightly curved corners.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring actual and virtual goods in the nature of downloadable image files of Asian artwork, Asian craft-work, Asian antiques, and jewelry authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); online trading services, namely, provision of an online marketplace, using blockchain technology, for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital art images authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) using blockchain-based software technology; online marketplace services, namely, providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Non-fungible assets in the form of downloadable virtual goods, namely, digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video in the field of Asian artwork, Asian craft-work, Asian antiques, and jewelry authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable computer software for managing and verifying non-fungible token (NFT) transactions on a blockchain; downloadable computer programs and downloadable computer software for use in electronically creating, trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting, crypto-collectibles, and non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable computer programs and downloadable computer software for use in recording, tracking and managing digital transactions, and authenticating users using blockchain technology for cryptocurrency transactions; downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to Asian artwork, Asian craft-work, Asian antiques, and jewelry authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) using blockchain technology; downloadable electronic data files featuring Asian artwork, Asian craft-work, Asian antiques, and jewelry authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Basis Information**
- Currently ITU: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Bourekas, Bernardine, A
- **Address**: Bourekas, Bernardine, A, 5065 N Monte Cristo Way, Las Vegas, NEVADA 89149
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 92192-365472

**Examiner Information**
- **Examining Attorney**: TANNER, MICHAEL R
Mark Literal(s)  FONYFA

Mark Literal(s)  FONYFA

Mark Literal(s)  FONYFA

Mark Literal(s)  FONYFA

Mark Literal(s)  FONYFA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIGHERO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97493983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Vitamins; Anti-inflammatory salves; Antibacterial cleaners; Antibacterial spray; Cotton for medical purposes; Dietary supplements for humans, teenagers, dogs, and for treating nausea, treating fatigue; Laundry sanitizer tablets; Medical adhesive tape; Medicinal alcohol; Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of iron, calcium, zinc; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Sanitary preparations for medical use; Sanitizing preparations for household, commercial, hospital use; Sanitizing wipes; Sterilising preparations

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes

| **US Classes** | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Pharmaceuticals |
| **First Use** | Jun. 04, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 04, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Li, Chunmi

**Address** No. 256, Guojiache Village Lingxi Town, Cangnan County Zhejiang Province CHINA 325899

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BREWBUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97494149
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "BREWBUS" in stylized font whereby the word "BREW" appears in brown and the word "BUS" appears in blue. A brown coffee cup design with brown steam emanating therefrom appears within and above the letter "U".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) brown and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BREWBUS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Rental of coffee and tea makers; rental of coffee bar equipment; rental of coffee carts being beverage service equipment; rental of mobile cafés being a full-service coffee bar mounted on an automotive platform; rental of coffee makers and espresso makers being beverage service equipment; rental of portable hospitality units for providing drinks; rental of portable cafés being a full-service coffee bar mounted on an automotive platform; rental of food service equipment
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hax Ltd. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Brew Bus
- **Address**: Hax Ltd. 3067 S Harlan St Denver COLORADO 80227
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: YONTIF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE EMPOWERED DIVORCE
SOURCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97494172 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIVORCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jun. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shelley A. Kester Address Shelley A. Kester 457 Munson Avenue Traverse City MICHIGAN 49686
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C003-0100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERNS, LEE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRI-WEST CONTRACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97494199 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CONTRACT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wooden flooring; non-metal tiles for walls, floors, or ceilings; floors, not of metal; laminate flooring; floor panels, not of metal; floor boards, not of metal
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tri-West, LTD. Composed of D.E.H., Inc. a California corporation; Jim-Flem Inc. a California corporation; Cunado Inc. a California corporation; Tri-Arm Inc. a California corporation; TW Holdings, LLC a California limited liability company Address Tri-West, LTD. 12005 Pike St Santa Fe Springs CALIFORNIA 90670 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2024188
Examine Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUCCESSIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97494231 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wooden flooring; non-metal tiles for walls, floors, or ceilings; floors, not of metal; laminate flooring; floor panels, not of metal; floor boards, not of metal

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tri-West, LTD. Composed of D.E.H., Inc. a California corporation; Jim-Flem Inc. a California corporation; Cunado Inc. a California corporation; Tri-Arm Inc. a California corporation; TW Holdings, LLC a California limited liability company

Address Tri-West, LTD. 12005 Pike St Santa Fe Springs CALIFORNIA 90670

Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2024190

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FINE MODESTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97494320 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two diagonally connected brown squares positioned on top of the wording "FINE MODESTY" in brown stylized letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christian women's clothing, namely, tee shirts, shirts, blouses, blazers, jackets, denim pants, dresses, pants, skirts, and jumpsuits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yesenia Then's Ministry, Inc. Address Yesenia Then's Ministry, Inc. 370 Buttonwoods Ave. Warwick RHODE ISLAND 02886 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YANG, KATRINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOLUSK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97494335 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5061963

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2419215 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 05, 2002 Foreign Application/Registration County SPAIN Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 05, 2032 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jan. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicated skin care preparations for the treatment of molluscum contagiosum; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care for the treatment of molluscum contagiosum

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Laboratorios Viñas, S.A. Address Laboratorios Viñas, S.A. Provenza, 386, 5 Planta Barcelona SPAIN 08025 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UngES-0734

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUNELARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97494414 Application Filing Date  Jul. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Music education; education services, namely, providing lessons in the field of music; education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of music and music theory; education services, namely, continuing music education; providing education in the field of music offered through online, non-downloadable videos, courses, and instructor assistance; educational services, namely, teacher training in the field of music and music education provided digitally

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tunelark, Inc. Address  Tunelark, Inc.  5214F Diamond Heights Blvd #3087 San Francisco
CALIFORNIA  94131 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  72351/582715

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FROMM, MARTHA L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) ENERWOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97494816
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "ENERWOW" in stylized font, all on a shaded rectangular background.
- **Translation**: The wording Enerwow has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Earbuds; Battery chargers; Battery jump starters; Battery packs; Cell phone battery chargers; Data cables; Desk or car mounted units incorporating a loudspeaker to allow a telephone handset to be used hands-free; Electric charging cables; Power strips; Smartphone mounts; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB cables for cellphones; USB charging ports; Wireless transmitters and receivers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Jiming
- **Address**: Chen, Jiming No. 12, Residential House Ji Town, Xinfeng County Shaoguan, Guangdong CHINA 511100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: DS0124

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ARMOURER'S CHOICE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97494867
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ARMOURER'S"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Body armor; Ballistic resistant and blast resistant body armor and clothing; Protective body armor, namely, ballistic, bullet, blast, slash, and stab resistant vests; Protective load bearing vests reinforced with ballistic armor for holding tactical equipment; Ballistic and blast-resistant helmets; Hand-held protective shields for use by the police; Hand-held protective shields for use by guards in correctional facilities; Hand-held protective shields for use by military personnel
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 14, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 14, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Armourer's Choice Inc.
- **Address**: Armourer's Choice Inc.  200B-441 Maclaren Street  Ottawa  CANADA  K2P2H3
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 10175-0003

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
Active K9 Training Solutions

Mark Literal(s): ACTIVE K9 TRAINING SOLUTIONS

Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a shaded incomplete circle with a dog's face in the middle having its tongue out with the words "ACTIVE K9" on top of the circle and the words "TRAINING SOLUTIONS" below the circle.

Disclaimer: "ACTIVE K9 TRAINING SOLUTIONS"

Goods and Services Information:

For: Pet training services

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

First Use: Jan. 2021

In Commerce: Jan. 2021

Owner Information:

Owner Name: Melissa Dallas

Address: Melissa Dallas 3120 W Carefree Hwy Suite 1-813 Phoenix ARIZONA 85086

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information:

Docket Number: K556974581

Examining Attorney: ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97494943
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "VISION" stacked above the word "INDUSTRY" which is stacked above the phrase "FOR A WORLD WHERE WE ALL LOOK GOOD AND SEE WELL".
- **Disclaimer**: "VISION INDUSTRY"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods in the field of optical articles, in particular optical apparatus and instruments, spectacles and sunglasses, frames and lenses, their parts and accessories, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Opti Fashion LLC
- **Address**: Opti Fashion LLC Business Bay, Executive Towers - Tower D Aspect Tower), Office 2902 Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR.
- **Legal Entity**: limited liability company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 209940.01010

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KATEMELON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97494961 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "KateMelon". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookmarkers; Clips for name badge holders; Money clips; Paper notebooks; Stands for pens and pencils; Writing or drawing books International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shi, Xiaoxia Address Shi, Xiaoxia Room 2301, 282, Lane 715 Min'an Road, Jiangdong District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYCLIQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495025 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5343481

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; video cameras; cameras for bicycles; camera mounts; video recorders and electronic cameras for recording cycling travel data and information; accelerometers; mounts for GPS navigation devices; mounts for combined camera and lighting apparatus; combined camera and camera flash, and continuous camera light for mounting to bicycles; combined camera and continuous camera light for mounting to bicycles; digital cameras for viewing and recording visual cycling location and cycling trip progress information; downloadable software applications for tracking and viewing cycling location and cycling performance information; downloadable software applications providing location tracking and personal training and performance data and information

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CYCLIQ PRODUCTS PTY LTD Address CYCLIQ PRODUCTS PTY LTD Unit 14 513 Hay Street Subiaco, WA AUSTRALIA 6008 Legal Entity Incorporated Private Company State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7020.149551

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANGID, HANA RONNY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE WORK IN YOUR WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495068 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary staffing needs of original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and original equipment supply (OES) businesses on an emergency basis; Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary staffing needs of businesses by providing skilled worker employment staffing for special projects and for a contract term in the fields of motor vehicle maintenance and repair; Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary staffing needs of businesses by providing skilled worker employment staffing for special projects and for a contract term in the field of manufacturing; Skilled worker employment staffing in the fields of motor vehicle repair and maintenance for original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and original equipment supply (OES) businesses; Placement of skilled worker staff, namely, placement of machinists, manufacturing equipment specialists, and automation and control equipment specialists; Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary staffing needs of businesses by placement of machinists and staff on a contract term basis in the fields of manufacturing and automation and control; Manufacturing support services, namely, employment staffing for manufacturing facilities in the fields of original equipment manufacture (OEM) and original equipment supply (OES); Manufacturing support services, namely, placement of skilled worker staff on a contract-term basis for manufacturing facilities
For Vehicle maintenance and repair for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), original equipment suppliers and vehicle processors; Custom installation of exterior, interior and mechanical parts of vehicles for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs); Repair of land vehicles exposed to flooding for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and insurance companies; Fleet management services in the nature of repair of fleet motor vehicles exposed to hail damage using paint-less dent removal (PDR) for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), fleet operators, and insurance companies; Custom installation of exterior, interior and mechanical parts of vehicles for vehicle processors; Fleet management services in the nature of repair of fleet vehicles; Cleaning of vehicles exposed to overspray from epoxies, urethanes, concrete, acrylics, tar and chemicals;
Cleaning of motor vehicles exposed to contaminants for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and insurance companies

**International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair  
**First Use**: Aug. 2008  **In Commerce**: Aug. 2008

For Motor vehicle inspections for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs); Motor vehicle damage inspection services for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs); Motor vehicle damage inspection services for vehicle processors

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Aug. 2008  **In Commerce**: Aug. 2008

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Nationwide Auto Services, Inc.  
**Address**: Nationwide Auto Services, Inc. 1215 Trend Dr. Carrollton TEXAS 75006  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: NWSV60-35533

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: GREENE, BYRON D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97495082 Application Filing Date: Jul. 08, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an illustration of George Washington Carver.
Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Peanut butter
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes US Classes: 46 International Class Title: Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Benton-Flores, ReDale Address: Benton-Flores, ReDale 286 Manor Drive Absecon NEW JERSEY 08201 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 41006-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner: SMITH, REBECCA A
RepSeq

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REPSEQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495122 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific research, development, engineering, testing, and analytical services for analyzing and quantifying the diversity of the immune system; scientific research for providing computational analysis of the immune repertoire
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 20, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name iRepertoire, Inc. Address iRepertoire, Inc. 800 Hudson Way, Suite 2304 Huntsville ALABAMA 35806 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59842.238804

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TDA PAPI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495388  Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live performances, namely, dance and musical performances, vocal performances by musical bands, music concerts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ishko Entertainment Address Ishko Entertainment 8484 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 515 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90211 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MERSIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97495506 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "MERSIN" in white stylized font, below the design element of two curved bands, the top being in white and the one below being in light green. All of which is inside of a white-outlined geometric design which has an overall diamond shape with rounded edges and is in shaded dark green. The bottom portion of the diamond shape is intersected by a branching curved white line with a curved light green band appearing at the bottom of the diamond shape. The color grey represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors light green, dark green, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MERSIN" Translation The word "MERSIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5214397

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Mar. 29, 2010 In Commerce May 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yahya Kemal Gungor Address Yahya Kemal Gungor Visnezade Mah. Acisu Sok. No.11/11 Besiktas Istanbul TURKEY 34357 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TURKEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYNERGY MORTGAGE GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97495509
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MORTGAGE GROUP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For Appraisal of real estate; Appraisals for insurance claims of real estate; Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; Assessment and management of real estate; Classified real estate listings of apartment rentals and housing rentals; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Evaluation of real property; Financial services, namely, mortgage planning; Financial services, namely, mortgage refinancing; Financing services; Land acquisition, namely, real estate brokerage; Lease of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real property; Mortgage lending; Mortgage banking; Mortgage brokerage; Mortgage refinancing; Providing a database of information about residential real estate listings in different neighborhoods and communities; Providing a database of residential real estate listings within neighborhoods and communities specifically identified by users; Providing an Internet website portal offering information in the fields of real estate concerning the purchase and sale of new and resale of homes and condos; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the Internet; Providing real estate listings via the Internet; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate agency services; Real estate appraisal; Real estate appraisal and valuation; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage services specializing in restaurants and other food service related businesses; Real estate consultancy; Real estate consultation; Real estate lending services; Real estate listing; Real estate listing services for housing rentals and apartment rentals; Real estate management consultation; Real estate management of vacation homes; Real estate management of residential properties; Real estate management of vacation home rentals; Real estate management services; Real estate multiple listing services; Real estate procurement for others; Real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing; Real estate service, namely, rental property management; Real estate services in the form of providing physical access to available properties via a remote call-in locking device; Real estate services to stop foreclosure, namely, mortgage debt management; Real estate services, namely, condominium management services; Real estate services, namely, leasing and management for others of residential condominiums located within hotel developments; Real estate services, namely, leasing of individual salon suites and studios for licensed salon professionals; Real estate services, namely, mass appraisals; Real estate services, namely, property management services for condominium associations,
homeowner associations and apartment buildings; Real estate services, namely, providing online questions to help users determine the best neighborhoods and communities suited to their individual needs and preferences; Real estate services, namely, rental of short-term furnished apartments; Real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial property, offices and office space; Real estate syndication; Real estate time-sharing; Real estate financing services; Residential real estate agency services; Vacation real estate time share exchange services; Valuations in real estate matters; Financial evaluation of real estate; Financial appraisal and valuation of real estate; Mortgage financing services; Real estate equity sharing, namely, managing and arranging for co-ownership of real estate; Rental of real estate in the nature of vacation homes, condominiums, cabins, and villas

**International Classes**  36 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**First Use**  Jun. 01, 2017  **In Commerce**  Jun. 01, 2017

For  Consulting services about education; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of real estate, financing, and preparing individuals for professional and occupational licensure and certification; Educational examination services; Educational services, namely, conducting online courses, educational testing services in the nature of providing practice test questions, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, webcasts featuring courses and classes, programs, classes, workshops, training, presentations, and self-study courses of instruction in the field of real estate, financing, and preparing individuals for professional and occupational licensure and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; Educational testing services; Information on education; Providing educational assessment services; Providing information relating to education services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes  **Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Synergy Mortgage Group, LLC  **Address**  Synergy Mortgage Group, LLC  2567 Capital Medical Blvd Tallahassee  FLORIDA  32308  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEASER, ANDREW C
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97495557 Application Filing Date  Jul. 08, 2022 Register. Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "FORTUNE ENERGY" placed in front of a curved line which overlaps a shaded half circle. Disclaimer   "ENERGY"
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Solar panels for production of electricity; racks for solar panels for production of energy; inverters; batteries International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Oct. 31, 2016 In Commerce   Dec. 01, 2016
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Meng, Qi Address   Meng, Qi  2290 Agate Court Simi Valley  CALIFORNIA   93065 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   QIME 0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAINT AFTER DARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495572 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PAINT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting visual and performing arts events by means of providing an online events calendar, original articles, interviews, and information about art, artists and arts events via an internet web site, all for promotional purposes; Special event planning for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 04, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Canvas Studio Address Canvas Studio 55 Fairmount Ave Hyde Park MASSACHUSETTS 02136
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOWLIZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495717 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Bowlizy has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic bins
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weihai Xianlong Trading Co., Ltd. Address Weihai Xianlong Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 201,Bldg 8, Shengshi Garden Comm, Tianfu Office,Wendeng Dist.,Weihai City, Shandong Province CHINA 264400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118352

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TEAM ZENKO GO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97495730</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The English translation of "ZENKO" in the mark is "benevolent fox".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Clothing, namely, shirts and tops, dresses, skirts, pants, trousers, jeans, shorts, rompers, overalls, sweatshirts and sweatpants, sweatsuits, gloves, suspenders, ties, coats and jackets, hosiery, pajamas, robes, sleep shirts, sleepwear, swimwear, underwear, Halloween costumes, infantwear and cloth baby bibs; hats; headwear, namely, caps; shoes, boots, and slippers

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: DreamWorks Animation L.L.C.  
- **Address**: DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. 1000 Flower Street Glendale, CALIFORNIA 91201  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 81500542

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: SUE, ABIGAIL
TM 2493 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM ZENKO GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495732 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "ZENKO" in the mark is "benevolent fox".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, games and playthings, namely, action figures and accessories therefor, bathtub toys, kites, toy building blocks, board games, action skill games, manipulative games, target games, bubble making wand and solution sets, children's multiple activity toys, costume masks, mechanical toys, toy vehicles and accessories therefor, dolls, doll accessories, doll clothing, bean bag dolls, toy figures and accessories therefor, play figures, inflatable toys, flying discs, jigsaw puzzles, marbles, plush toys, puppets, ride-on toys, skateboards, balloons, roller skates, toy banks, water squirting toys and stuffed toys; Christmas tree ornaments; water globes; pinball machines; playing cards; hand-held unit for playing electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; golf and sports balls, stress relief exercise balls
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. Address DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. 1000 Flower Street Glendale CALIFORNIA 91201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81500544
Examining Attorney SUE, ABIGAIL
**reason for publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TEAM ZENKO GO

**case identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97495734</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**publication date**
Jul. 04, 2023

**mark information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;ZENKO&quot; in the mark is &quot;benevolent fox&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**goods and services information**

For Entertainment services in the nature of a television series and videos featuring comedy, and drama content;
Entertainment services in the nature of the production and distribution of a television series and videos featuring comedy and drama content; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable images and videos in the field of entertainment via the internet, mobile and wireless networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Mar. 15, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**basis information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**owner information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>DreamWorks Animation L.L.C.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>DreamWorks Animation L.L.C.</th>
<th>1000 Flower Street</th>
<th>Glendale CALIFORNIA</th>
<th>91201</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**attorney/correspondence information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>81500546</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**examining attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SUE, ABIGAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97495767  Application Filing Date: Jul. 08, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized hand gesture, colloquially referred to as a shaka or hang loose sign, made by extending only the pinky and thumb.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable mobile applications for messaging and securely communicating with peers, enabling transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, and other multi-media; Downloadable software for instant messaging, file sharing, transmitting communications, electronically exchanging data, audio, video images and graphics via computer, mobile, wireless, telecommunications networks and downloadable computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Apr. 01, 2020  In Commerce: Nov. 02, 2020
For: Telecommunication services, namely, data transmission and reception services via telecommunication networks; Electronic exchange services being telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, audio, video, text and graphics by means of global computer networks and telecommunications networks; Instant messaging services; Mobile phone communication services; Voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; Audio teleconferencing; Teleconferencing services; Video teleconferencing; Web messaging; Peer-to-peer photo sharing and video sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files, digital video files and digital audio-visual files among Internet users; Providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; Telecommunications services, namely, wireless electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images, audio, video and information being a type of data; Providing online chat rooms for social networking, instant messaging services, and electronic bulletin boards; Providing access to computer databases in the field of social networking; Providing online forums for communication on topics of general interest; Providing online communications links that transfer mobile device and Internet users to other local and global online web pages; Providing online facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics of general interest in which users also have the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data
For Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and web applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; Computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to engage in social networking; Computer services, namely, creating virtual online communities for users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; Computer services, namely, hosting online electronic web facilities for others for interactive discussions via communication networks; Computer services, namely, hosting online electronic web facilities for others for organizing and conducting discussions via communication networks; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable and facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, sharing and otherwise providing of electronic media and information via computer and communication networks; Providing an online network environment featuring technology that enables users to share data, namely, to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple online facilities; Providing information in the field of computer network design and development of electronic communications networks via searchable indexes and databases of information, including information via text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio visual information; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; Hosting online web facilities for others for sharing online content by giving users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name WHUUPS INC. Address WHUUPS INC. 16192 Coastal Hwy Lewes DELAWARE 19958 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 2024280

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ELECTRICAL.PEREVIEW.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97495858  Application Filing Date  Jul. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an angled pair of glasses with lightning bolts at the top-center portion of the right and left lenses. To the right of the upper right lens of the glasses is the word ELECTRICAL in block lettering. To the right of the lower left lens of the glasses is PEREVIEW.COM in italicized font.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "ELECTRICAL PE REVIEW.COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed study guides
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use  Sep. 08, 2019  In Commerce  Sep. 08, 2019
For  Educational services, namely, providing examination preparation classes, programs, and workshops for candidates taking the principles and practices of engineering examination in the fields of electrical power
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Sep. 13, 2014  In Commerce  Feb. 09, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Electrical PE Review, Inc.  Address  Electrical PE Review, Inc.  #407  3690 W Gandy Boulevard  Tampa FLORIDA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TODACHEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number   97495938  Application Filing Date  Jul. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording TODACHEM has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food; Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; Chemicals for use in industry; Unexposed cinematographic films; Wallpaper pastes
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use  Jun. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Yinghua Hu  Address  Yinghua Hu  Rm 501, West Bldg, Xincheng Bldg  Shennan Middle Rd., Futian Dist.  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  FTM-T02296

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WOLF GAME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97495989
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “GAME”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment in the nature of golf tournaments
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Elliston, Sonja A
- **Address**: Elliston, Sonja A 6607 Briarhaven Drive Dallas TX 75240
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, ASMAT A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MADEMOISELLE BOUDOIR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97496082</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “BOUDOIR” |
| Translation | The English translation of mademoiselle in the mark is miss. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Photography |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Fabri A Melissa |
| Address | Fabri A Melissa 3126 stonehurst circle kissimmee FLORIDA 34741 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97496961 Application Filing Date   Jul. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   tie-down ratchet straps made of synthetic textile materials; non-metallic straps, namely, all-purpose tie-down straps made of synthetic textile materials, nylon tie-down straps; non-metallic straps made of synthetic textile materials for handling cargo and carrier equipment loads; non-metallic tie-downs, namely, all-purpose ratchet straps comprised of synthetic textile materials
International Classes   22 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title   Cordage and Fibers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   George Frederic Williams Address   George Frederic Williams 30 Saratoga Drive New Castle DELAWARE 19720 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497038 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sushi
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Town & Country Markets, Inc. Address Town & Country Markets, Inc. 130 5th Avenue S., Suite 126 Edmonds WASHINGTON 98020 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497044 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "MAKA" with the upper right portion of the K and accent set off to imply a smiling face. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sushi
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Town & Country Markets, Inc. Address Town & Country Markets, Inc. 130 5th Avenue S., Suite 126 Edmonds WASHINGTON 98020 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EAT MY CONCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497109 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurants
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carey, Nyesha Address Carey, Nyesha Apt. 102 2202 Flagler Promenade Way Maitland FLORIDA 32751 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CCH1001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97497178  Application Filing Date  Jul. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Downloadable computer software and mobile application for use by caregivers caring for patients and seniors to monitor and track lifestyle patterns and activities of daily living including falls, sleep, medication consumption, mobility, stability, bathroom visits, meals, hygiene, and social connectivity, and biometrics; Downloadable computer software and mobile application for remote heart-rate and other health vitals monitoring; Downloadable computer software and mobile application featuring software using artificial intelligence and bots for virtual assistant and questioning-answering services that enable caregivers to monitor and track the mental and physical health of patients and seniors remotely; Downloadable computer software and mobile application to monitor and control devices for environmental and security monitoring, namely, environmental hazard detectors, motion sensors, light sensors, smoke and fire alarm and carbon monoxide sensors, humidity sensors, temperature sensors, touch sensors, motion sensors, entry sensors, water sensors, security cameras, thermostats, and circuit breakers; Downloadable computer software and mobile application for use in enabling computers, smartphones and tablets to remotely detect motion, and to record, view and stream images and video; Downloadable computer software and mobile application used to permit interoperability between cameras in mobile devices; Downloadable computer software and mobile application for providing notifications to a user of motion and security detection through a mobile phone camera; Downloadable computer software and mobile application for monitoring and controlling smart devices in the home; electric and electronic sensors, radars, and devices for motion, sound, humidity, temperature, water, light, smoke, carbon monoxide, and security monitoring; environmental hazard detectors, namely, devices in the nature of electric and electronic sensors to detect and record water, humidity levels, heat, temperature, smoke, fire, carbon monoxide, movement, motion, and sound; Building security systems comprised of environmental hazard detectors, motion sensors, humidity sensors, temperature sensors, touch sensors, motion sensors, entry sensors, water sensors, smoke and fire alarm and carbon monoxide sensors, thermostats, and hardware and downloadable and recorded software for monitoring and controlling environmental and security devices; Thermostats; electrical plugs; digital photo frames for displaying digital pictures; Downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in monitoring, measuring, recording and controlling energy use and energy cost of residential...
appliances, consumer electronics devices and lighting systems for the purpose of improving energy efficiency; Downloadable computer software and mobile applications for monitoring, tracking, and automating home environments in connection with noise, light, and temperature levels, for environmental hazards, for motion detection, for monitoring entry and exit from houses and facilities, and for security purposes for use by caregivers caring for patients and seniors; home access control and alarm monitoring systems; Downloadable computer software and mobile application for monitoring and controlling home access and alarm monitoring systems; Downloadable computer software for use in factories to monitor factory equipment health, efficiency, downtime, and wear and tear

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use by caregivers caring for patients and seniors to monitor and track lifestyle patterns and activities of daily living including falls, sleep, medication consumption, mobility, stability, bathroom visits, meals, hygiene, and social connectivity, and biometrics; Hosting of software of others on a virtual private server; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for remote heart-rate and other health vitals monitoring; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software featuring software using artificial intelligence and bots for virtual assistant and questioning-answering services that enable caregivers to monitor and track the mental and physical health of patients and seniors remotely; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software to monitor and control devices for environmental and security monitoring, namely, environmental hazard detectors, motion sensors, light sensors, smoke and fire alarm and carbon monoxide sensors, humidity sensors, temperature sensors, touch sensors, motion sensors, entry sensors, water sensors, security cameras, and thermostats; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in monitoring, measuring, recording and controlling energy use and energy cost of residential appliances, consumer electronics devices and lighting systems for the purpose of improving energy efficiency; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for monitoring, tracking, and automating home environments in connection with noise, light, and temperature levels, for environmental hazards, for motion detection, for monitoring entry and exit from houses and facilities and for security purposes for use by caregivers caring for patients and seniors; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for monitoring and controlling home access and alarm monitoring systems; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for monitoring and controlling smart devices in the home; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in factories to monitor factory equipment health, efficiency, downtime, and wear and tear

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name People Power Company Address People Power Company 620 Lowell Avenue Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 29RL-167110
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BATTLE TESTED, BUSINESS
APPROVED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97497308  Application Filing Date  Jul. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting courses and seminars in the field of network security; computer education training in the field of network security

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For Technical support services in the field of computer network security, namely, troubleshooting computer hardware problems in the nature of the repair of computer system hardware and computer network hardware

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for configuring cloud computing environments; software as a service, namely, hosting software for use by others in the field of computer network security for monitoring computer network security; Computer network management services, namely, managing the computer networks of others to provide protection from computer network intrusions in connection with computer network security systems; technical support services in the field of computer network security, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing of computer hardware and software problems, repair of computer software, computer system software, and computer network software, monitoring the performance of computer networks and identifying technical solutions for computer network security problems; Computer security services, namely, providing computer network, Cloud, and endpoint security for others, namely, scanning and penetration testing of computers and computer networks to assess information security vulnerability, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources, maintenance and updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks, restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities, security assessments for businesses and individuals in relation to IT systems and computers, managing computer security systems for others, assessing information technology security and vulnerability of computers and computer networks; Computer virus protection services; Computer...
protection services, namely, scanning, detecting, quarantining and eliminating of viruses and malware on computers and providing spam filtering services to protect websites and online applications from receiving unsolicited messages; Providing information to others on computer network security; computer security services, namely, monitoring the security status of computer networks and generating security responses based on network intrusion alerts

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Secureworks Corp.  **Address**  Secureworks Corp. Suite 500 One Concourse Parkway Atlanta GEORGIA 30328  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  S89350 3127

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SECUREWORKS DEFENDING
EVERY CORNER OF CYBERSPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97497317 Application Filing Date  Jul. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting courses and seminars in the field of network security; computer education training in the field of network security
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Technical support services in the field of computer network security, namely, troubleshooting computer hardware problems in the nature of the repair of computer system hardware and computer network hardware
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for configuring cloud computing environments; software as a service, namely, hosting software for use by others in the field of computer network security for monitoring computer network security; Computer network management services, namely, managing the computer networks of others to provide protection from computer network intrusions in connection with computer network security systems; technical support services in the field of computer network security, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing of computer hardware and software problems, repair of computer software, computer system software, and computer network software, monitoring the performance of computer networks and identifying technical solutions for computer network security problems; Computer security services, namely, providing computer network, Cloud, and endpoint security for others, namely, scanning and penetration testing of computers and computer networks to assess information security vulnerability, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources, maintenance and updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks, restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities, security assessments for businesses and individuals in relation to IT systems and computers, managing computer security systems for others, assessing information technology security and vulnerability of computers and computer networks; Computer virus protection services; Computer
protection services, namely, scanning, detecting, quarantining and eliminating of viruses and malware on computers and providing spam filtering services to protect websites and online applications from receiving unsolicited messages; Providing information to others on computer network security; computer security services, namely, monitoring the security status of computer networks and generating security responses based on network intrusion alerts

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Secureworks Corp.  **Address**  Secureworks Corp.  Suite 500  One Concourse Parkway  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30328  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  S89350 3126

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97497435
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Personal electronic devices in the nature of wearable haptic feedback devices used for creating, sending, and receiving haptic feedback between users; Portable electronic devices for creating, sending, and receiving haptic feedback between users; Computer hardware and downloadable computer software in connection therewith featuring haptic technology for use in the simulation of tactile feedback, force-feedback and motion effects; Computer hardware and downloadable computer software in connection therewith featuring haptic technology for use in the communication of a user's emotional state; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices, namely, haptic interfaces, haptic interface devices, and haptic displays, for providing haptic feedback, namely, tactile feedback, force-feedback and motion effects; Personal electronic devices in the nature of wearable devices used to track and provide haptic feedback about the physical and emotional state of the user; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices, namely, haptic interfaces and devices for providing haptic feedback, force-feedback, tactile feedback, and motion effects for use with mobile communication devices; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices, namely, haptic interfaces and haptic interface devices, for providing haptic feedback, namely, tactile feedback and force-feedback, for personal communications.

### International Classes
- **9 - Primary Classes**: US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Tangible Smart Clothing, Inc.
- **Address**: Tangible Smart Clothing, Inc. 1013 Centre Road, Ste. 403-B, Wilmington, DELAWARE 19805
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COZYVERSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97497438
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For downloadable software for enabling haptic feedback in mobile devices; downloadable software for enabling wearable devices to provide haptic feedback; downloadable software to control the operation of haptic-enabled hardware devices; downloadable software for use in enabling wearable devices to provide haptic sensory output; downloadable software to generate haptic, force, and tactile feedback for use with haptic devices and systems; downloadable software for communication services in the nature of sending messages, alerts, and images with audio, haptic, and visual notifications between users; downloadable software for enhancing communications between users in the nature of sending messages, alerts, and images with audio, haptic, and visual notifications between users; downloadable software for mobile devices, computers, handheld computers, and tablets, namely, software for communication services in the nature of sending messages, alerts, and images with audio, haptic, and visual notifications between users; downloadable software, namely, a mobile application for enhancing communications between users in the nature of users sending messages to each other, for sending images to each other, and for sending audio, visual, and haptic notifications to each other; downloadable software for the provision of audio, visual, and haptic alerts and notifications between users in the nature of users sending messages to each other, for sending images to each other, for sending human motion information to each other; downloadable software for the provision of audio, visual, and haptic alerts and notifications between users in the nature of users sending messages to each other, for sending images to each other, for sending human emotional information to each other

**International Classes**
- **9 - Primary Classes**
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Tangible Smart Clothing, Inc.  
Address    Tangible Smart Clothing, Inc.  
                      1013 Centre Road, Ste. 403-B 
Wilmington    DELAWARE  
Legal Entity    CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized    DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examing Attorney   GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUSK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497459 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial administration of corporate and group benefit plans, namely, employee programs that provide financial reimbursement and rewards for participating in fitness/movement, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness activities
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Business administration of corporate and group benefit plans, namely, employee programs for participating in fitness/movement, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness activities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable mobile application software providing individuals with wellness benefits and wellness services in the areas of fitness/movement, reimbursement/rewards, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software-as-a-service, namely, non-downloadable software providing individuals with wellness benefits and wellness services in the areas of fitness/movement, reimbursement/rewards, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Global Affiliates, Inc.  
Address   Global Affiliates, Inc.  
230 Sugartown Road, Suite 220  
Wayne  
PENNSYLVANIA   19087  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   GLO036.00401 

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BAKER, JORDAN A

3454
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MELANIE THE BROKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497574 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BROKER” Name
Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies Melanie Stuckey, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appraisal of real estate; Appraisals for insurance claims of real estate; Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; Assessment and management of real estate; Classified real estate listings of apartment rentals and housing rentals; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Evaluation of real property; Financial services, namely, mortgage planning; Financial services, namely, mortgage refinancing; Financing services; Land acquisition, namely, real estate brokerage; Lease of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real property; Mortgage lending; Mortgage banking; Mortgage brokerage; Mortgage refinancing; Providing a database of information about residential real estate listings in different neighborhoods and communities; Providing a database of residential real estate listings within neighborhoods and communities specifically identified by users; Providing an Internet website portal offering information in the fields of real estate concerning the purchase and sale of new and resale of homes and condos; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the Internet; Providing real estate listings via the Internet; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate agency services; Real estate appraisal; Real estate appraisal and valuation; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage services specializing in restaurants and other food service related businesses; Real estate consultancy; Real estate consultation; Real estate lending services; Real estate listing; Real estate listing services for housing rentals and apartment rentals; Real estate management consultation; Real estate management of vacation homes; Real estate management of residential properties; Real estate management of vacation home rentals; Real estate management services; Real estate multiple listing services; Real estate procurement for others; Real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing; Real estate service, namely, rental property management; Real estate services in the form of providing physical access to available properties via a remote call-in locking device; Real estate services, namely, condominium management services; Real estate services, namely, leasing and management for others of residential condominiums located within hotel developments; Real estate services, namely, leasing of individual salon suites and studios
for licensed salon professionals; Real estate services, namely, mass appraisals; Real estate services, namely, property management services for condominium associations, homeowner associations and apartment buildings; Real estate services, namely, providing online questions to help users determine the best neighborhoods and communities suited to their individual needs and preferences; Real estate services, namely, rental of short-term furnished apartments; Real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial property, offices and office space; Real estate syndication; Real estate time-sharing; Real estate financing services; Residential real estate agency services; Vacation real estate time share exchange services; Valuations in real estate matters; Financial evaluation of real estate; Financial appraisal and valuation of real estate; Mortgage financing services; Real estate services to stop foreclosure, namely, mortgage debt management; Rental of real estate in the nature of vacation homes, condominiums, cabins, and villas

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**For** Consulting services about education; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of real estate, financing, and preparing individuals for professional and occupational licensure and certification; Educational examination services; Educational services, namely, conducting online courses, educational testing services in the nature of providing practice test questions, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, webcasts featuring courses and classes, programs, classes, workshops, training, presentations, and self-study courses of instruction in the field of real estate, financing, and preparing individuals for professional and occupational licensure and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; Educational testing services; Information on education; Providing educational assessment services; Providing information relating to education services

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Synergy Mortgage Group, LLC **Address** Synergy Mortgage Group, LLC 2567 Capital Medical Blvd Tallahassee FLORIDA 32308 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VISUM AIRFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497639 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AIRFLOW"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5330923

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agricultural meters for metering the flow rate of seeds and fertilizer, namely, seed meters, broadcast seeders, fertilizer distributors and spreaders; electronic agricultural monitors for monitoring the flow rate of seeds, fertilizers and grains; computer hardware and recorded computer software, namely, computer monitors, electric control modules and recorded computer software for controlling and monitoring of agricultural processes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J.Assy: CISA Industria Comercio e Repr. de Equipamentos Agricolas EIRELI - ME Address J.Assy: CISA Industria Comercio e Repr. de Equipamentos Agricolas EIRELI - ME Av Gen Valdomiro de Lima, 441- Jabaquara São Paulo BRAZIL SP04344-0 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3749TM4312US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Ex exciting Attorney OH, HYUN-JUNG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NELO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97497801 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting fixtures, light reflectors, and LED luminaires sold as a unit with mounting kits comprised primarily of brackets, cables and fasteners
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HLI Solutions, Inc. Address HLI Solutions, Inc. 701 Millennium Boulevard Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29607 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2078024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HOPEWOOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97498291</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Armchairs; Beds; Benches; Chairs; Furniture; Sideboards; Sofas; Stools; Bathroom vanities being furniture; Chaise longues; Dinner wagons; Dressing tables; Flower-stands; Furniture of metal; Office furniture; Storage racks; Tables; Tea tables; Television stands; Serving trolleys |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jun. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Liusong Sun |
| Address | Yuan 501, Daxia West BLDG, New City, Shennan Middle Rd., Futian Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | CIURPITA, DREW PETER F |

---

**Mark Image**

hopewood
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ALCHEMY NOT CHEMISTRY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97498479</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic body care preparations, namely, beauty serums, eye cream, facial moisturizers, skin and body topical cream for cosmetic use derived solely from hemp with a delta-9 THC concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lallah Rookhs LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Lallah Rookhs LLC 638 John Wesley Dobbs Ave NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LOCKALINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97498708  Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clips specially adapted for medical tubing for ventricular drainage, namely, clips used to prevent dislodgment of external ventricular drain

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Orlando Health, Inc.  Address  Orlando Health, Inc.  1414 Kuhl Avenue  Orlando  FLORIDA  32806
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  516650.00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
**TM 2516 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VERIFILL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, imaging software utilizing artificial intelligence, to image, identify and verify prescription pills, based upon manufacturer imprints and markings, and size, shape, and color of medications

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Interlink AI, Inc. **Address**  Interlink AI, Inc. Suite 101 4610 South 133rd Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68137 **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  18937-0000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OGGEE RECOVERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97499121 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RECOVERY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6293489, 6293490

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical dressings; Surgical dressings
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Massage apparatus for massaging breast, stomach and gluteus after surgery to prevent scar formation; Silicone gel sheeting for the treatment of scars; and Post-surgical bras for medical purposes; all of which exclude medical apparatus and instruments for use during surgery
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Karcher, Inc. Address Karcher, Inc. 10161 Blue Palm Street Plantation FLORIDA 33324 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NATURAL RADIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97499436 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of aesthetic and wellness arts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For On-line retail store services featuring skin care products, nutritional supplements; Retail store services featuring skin care products, nutritional supplements
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Aesthetician services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Consulting services in the field of hormone replacement therapy; Cosmetic body care services; Cosmetic face care services; Cosmetic laser treatment of skin; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic surgery services; Health care services, namely, wellness programs; Health care services, namely, light therapies, erectile dysfunction treatments; sexual therapy; sexual enhancement treatments, namely, hormone replacement therapy, peptide treatments, vaginal and vulvar rejuvenation treatments with platelet and stem cell injections and radiofrequency applications, and penis enlargement procedures; platelet therapies; Intravenous (IV) hydration therapy services; Intravenous (IV) vitamin therapy services; Massage therapy services; Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy, including, bioidentical hormone replacement, anti aging therapy, and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, including, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Nutrition counseling; Performing cosmetic surgical procedures for vaginal rejuvenation; Permanent makeup services; Providing information in the field of cosmetic surgery; Semi-permanent makeup services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Natural Radiance Med Spa LLC  **Address**  Natural Radiance Med Spa LLC  5230 E. Shea Blvd.  Scottsdale ARIZONA  85254  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  K556796310

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  COPELAND, ASHTON L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97499503</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;EGGLESS BAKERY&quot;</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biscuits; Cookies; Brownies; Cake pops; Cakes; Cupcakes; Fruit bread</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Satvik Foods LLC</td>
<td>7912 Persica Ct.</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA 94582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>ROCHA, CAMERON R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KINGS RIVER OUTFITTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97499560 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "OUTFITTERS"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational services in the nature of Canoeing, Swimming, Camping, Fishing, Kayaking, Snorkeling, Hiking, River Tripping
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 06, 1994 In Commerce Jun. 06, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ernest A. Kilman Revocable Trust under declaration dated July 7, 2022 Composed of Ernest A. Kilman - Arkansas
Address Ernest A. Kilman Revocable Trust under declaration dated July 7, 2022 8190 Hwy 221 South Eureka Springs ARKANSAS 72632
Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SMART ACIDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97499615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of product insights and current market related to chemical and specialty ingredient distribution; production of podcasts

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Univar Solutions Inc.
- **Address**: Suite 200 3075 Highland Parkway Downers Grove ILLINOIS 60515
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 43839-356478

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C

---

3468
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CSS CRISIS STABILIZATION AND SAFETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97499619 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter C with two stylized letter S inside of the C, with a line to the right of the letter C and the words CRISIS STABILIZATION AND SAFETY to the right of the line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CRISIS STABILIZATION AND SAFETY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services, namely, training first responders, in critical incident stress management; educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars and workshops in the field of first responder assistance programs; consulting services in the field of training programs in the area of critical incident stress management and prevention; training in the area of critical incident stress management and prevention

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foundation for Human Enrichment DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Somatic Experiencing Trauma Institute
Address Foundation for Human Enrichment 5303 Spine Rd., Suite 204 Boulder COLORADO 80301 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13500/059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SOCIAL EMOTIONAL ACUITY
BRIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97499627  Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "SOCIAL EMOTIONAL ACUITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of autism; Educational services, namely, providing courses in the fields of autism and neurodiversity; Education services, namely, providing on-line webinar in the field of neurodiversity; Education services, namely, providing classes, workshops, webinar in the fields of neurodiversity and autism; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the field of autism and neurodiversity
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Mar. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bridges Learning System LLC
Address  Bridges Learning System LLC  21240 S Wisteria Rd  West Linn
OREGON  97068  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NOLASCO-ARIA, KENNETH
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
QUICK2PERSON

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97499647</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6451139

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Stevedoring; Distribution of energy; Labeling services for the merchandise of others; Postal, freight and courier services; Product palletization services for transportation purposes; Rental of deep water diving suits; Rental of vehicles for transportation; Storage and delivery of goods; Transport, delivery, packaging, and storage of goods
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes 100, 105
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Shanghai Quicktron Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shanghai Quicktron Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1030, Zone B, Room 1205, No. 968 128 Memorial Road, Baoshan District Shanghai CHINA 200435
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TINSEL TAVERN

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97499657  
  **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 12, 2022  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
  **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
  **Disclaimer**: No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "TAVERN" apart from the mark as shown for Class 43.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Retail store services featuring holiday décor, gifts, souvenirs, and general consumer merchandise  
  **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
  **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For**: Bar and cocktail lounge services; pop-up bar services  
  **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 100, 101  
  **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Live! Holdings, LLC  
  **Address**: Live! Holdings, LLC 6th Floor 601 East Pratt Street Baltimore MARYLAND 21202  
  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 71874-365569

### Examining Attorney
- **Examiner**: FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PASSIONE PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97499865 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PIZZA" Translation
The English translation of PASSIONE in the mark is Passion.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pizza crust mixes; Pizza dough mix
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use 2012 In Commerce 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Passione Pizza, LLC Address Passione Pizza, LLC 2326 5th Street Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94710
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNUSUAL WHALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97500011 Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "UNUSUAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing information in the field of finance
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial First Use   May 15, 2020 In Commerce   May 15, 2020

For   Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in research, namely, software for providing financial information and for receiving real-time data from various sources, analyzing that data, and identifying trends through analysis of that data
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   May 15, 2020 In Commerce   May 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Unusual Whales, Inc. Address   Unusual Whales, Inc. Suite 401 200 Continental Drive Newark DELAWARE 19713 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   01537-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97500319  Application Filing Date: Jul. 12, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a series of three wavy bands to the right of a series of three curved bands.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Auctioneering; Bill-posting; Advertising and marketing; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Coupon procurement services for others; Demonstration of goods; Dissemination of advertisements; Distribution of samples for publicity purposes; Import and export agencies; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Sales promotion for others; Targeted marketing services; Telemarketing services; Writing of publicity texts  International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: Jun. 24, 2022  In Commerce: Jun. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97500333 Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three vertical bands with three curved bands on top. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Auctioneering; Bill-posting; Advertising and marketing; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Coupon procurement services for others; Demonstration of goods; Dissemination of advertisements; Distribution of samples for publicity purposes; Import and export agencies; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Sales promotion for others; Targeted marketing services; Telemarketing services; Writing of publicity texts
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jun. 25, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shanghai Ching's Tin Lung Headwear Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Address  Shanghai Ching's Tin Lung Headwear Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Room 418, 4 floor, 1st Block, No. 1185 Huyi Rd., Nanxiang Town, Jiading Dist. Shanghai CHINA  201802 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAOCRCTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97500382 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Kaocrcty has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishwashers; Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; Cordless vacuum cleaners; Dishwashers for household purposes; Electric lawn mowers; Electric motors for toys; Electrical juice extractors for fruit; Filters and purifiers for machines, namely, filters and purifiers for removing contaminants from gases used in the semiconductor industry; Milking machines; Motors for medical machines and apparatus; Packing machines; Road sweeping machines, self-propelled; Wringing machines for laundry; Air filters for motors and engines

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jun. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wanbaiyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wanbaiyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 101,No.13,East Fifth Lane,Xinhe Comm., Fuhai Street, Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518103
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EASTJINCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97500479 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent "JINCHEN" identifies Xiao Jinchen, a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Loudspeakers; Smartwatches; Cell phone cases; Cell phone straps; Chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatuses; Covers for tablet computers; Eyeglass cords; Monopods for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Selfie sticks; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; USB cables; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jinchen Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jinchen Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 101, No. 218, Baolong New Vil, Langkou Community, Dalang St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97500659  Application Filing Date: Jul. 13, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Non-metal construction materials, namely, construction safety equipment in the nature of covers for holes and openings in the ground to prevent falls; Non-metal manhole covers

International Classes: 19  Primary Classes: US Classes: 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title: Non-metallic Building Materials

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Bernie Puetz  Address: Bernie Puetz 3164 Letterkenny Road  Wilno, Ontario  CANADA  K0J2N0  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 72543-1

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: SMITH, CYNTIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consist of three interlocking triangles in red and orange. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0131181/1716908

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Digital media receiver, downloadable computer software for accessing stored digital content

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Distribution of electronic content, namely, distribution of data via a global computer network or the Internet

- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Siden, Inc.
Address: Siden, Inc. 154 West 14th Street, 2nd Fl. New York NEW YORK 10011

Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/RESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 17468-200015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROHEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97500800 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5744318

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective ear covering shields; Noise cancelling headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 06, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 06, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou ZH Tech Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou ZH Tech Co., Ltd. 4/F, No. 6 Shunle Rd, Changle Ind Zone Jingshan Town, Yuhang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SUNYOO-22002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97500847  Application Filing Date  Jul. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters DS  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electrical controlling devices
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 17, 2022  In Commerce  May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NANJING LISHUI ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE CO., LTD  Address  Yongyang Town, Lishui District, No.9 Shuibao Road, Nanjing CHINA  211299  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DF230500085

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DANIMER SCIENTIFIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97500932 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SCIENTIFIC"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0125350/1709866 International Registration Number 1709866

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Resins containing, at least in part, substances made by or derived from biological organisms and processes, namely, unprocessed natural resins
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints
For Chemicals containing, at least in part, substances made by or derived from biological organisms and processes, namely, chemicals for use in industry and science; resins containing, at least in part, substances made by or derived from biological organisms and processes, namely, unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins; polymers containing, at least in part, substances made by or derived from biological organisms and processes, namely, unprocessed polymers
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Material treatment services, namely, manufacturing services for others in the field of chemicals, resins, and polymers containing, at least in part, substances made or derived from biological organisms and processes
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Research and development services, namely, design and development of chemicals, resins, polymers, and/or materials for others which contain, at least in part, substances made by or derived from biological organisms and processes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>DANIMER IPCO, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>DANIMER IPCO, LLC 140 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAINBRIDGE GEORGIA 39817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>76001.M1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TRIGGER MASTER

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97500938
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “TRIGGER”

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer peripherals for gun-use training purposes in the nature of a wireless network-connected non-firing replica gun, and downloadable computer software for mobile phones for use with the replica gun for gun-use training, sold as a unit
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Triggermaster, LLC
- **Address**: Triggermaster, LLC  777 S. Flagler Drive, Unit 1700W  West Palm Beach FLORIDA  33401
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 11430-22
- **Examining Attorney**: DUENAS, TAYLOR S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TANGLED ROOTS HERBAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97501115</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HERBAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** (Based on Use in Commerce) Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes
  - **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 2021

- **For** (Based on Use in Commerce) Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the fields of herbalism, tarot, palm reading, reiki
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 2021

- **For** (Based on Use in Commerce) On-line retail store services featuring Bar Soap, Incense, Candles, Crystals for therapeutic purposes, Jewelry, printed tarot cards, Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes, Cauldrons, Dried herbs, cosmetic creams; Retail store services featuring Bar Soap, Incense, Candles, Crystals for therapeutic purposes, Jewelry, printed tarot cards, Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes, Cauldrons, Dried herbs, cosmetic creams
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 2021

- **For** (Based on Use in Commerce) Dried herbs
  - **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 2021

- **For** (Based on Use in Commerce) Psychic reading services; Tarot card reading services
  - **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
  - **First Use**: Jun. 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 2021
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Massage; Reiki healing services
International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For (Based on Use in Commerce) Candles
International Classes: 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title: Lubricants and Fuels

For (Based on Intent to Use) Sweatshirts; Tops as clothing
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Tangled Roots Herbal, LLC Address: Tangled Roots Herbal, LLC 95 W Pearl St Nashua NEW HAMPSHIRE 03060 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: K556057892

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUSTSYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97501362 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed children's educational materials in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Printed matter, namely, books, manuals, curricula, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of children's education, namely, English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Children's printed educational books featuring instruction in English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Children's printed interactive educational books; Children's printed storybooks; Printed newsletters about children's education

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Educational services in the nature of correspondence schools; Providing children's education being classes in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education, rendered through correspondence courses; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the elementary, junior high school or high school levels; Educational services, namely, providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of in English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education at the elementary, junior high school or high school levels via computer networks; Tutoring at cram schools; Educational examination services; Analyzing educational tests scores and data for others; Providing information about education; Providing information about online education; Consulting services about education;
Physical education; Arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars in the field of in English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Arranging and conducting educational conferences in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Providing on-line non-downloadable videos in the field of children's education in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education, not downloadable; Providing online computer games; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line seminars in the field of children's education; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line seminars in the field of children's education in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line seminars in the field of children's education in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line seminars in the field of children's education in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Education services, namely, arranging and conducting training classes and seminars in the field of computers and computer software; Arranging and conducting conferences in the field of computers and computer software; Providing on-line publications, namely, magazines and manuals featuring information about computers and computer software; Education testing in the field of computer system and computer program operation

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Personal digital assistants; Smartphones; Tablet computers; Tablet computer peripherals and parts thereof; Power adapters for tablet computers; Tablet computers for use with distance learning services via communication networks; Graphics tablets; Electronic pens; Computer styluses; Downloadable children's educational software; Recorded children's educational software; Electronic book readers; Downloadable children's educational course materials in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Downloadable electronic books in the field of children's education in the field of English and Japanese or other languages, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts and crafts, technology and home economics, physical education, physics, chemistry, biology, social science, social issues, literature, programming, and emotional education; Computers; Computer peripherals and parts thereof; Power adapters for computers; Silicon chips; Electronic integrated circuits, blank magnetic computer discs and blank optical discs on which computer programs are recorded; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazine and manual, featuring information about how to install and operate computer software

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: JustSystems Corporation
- **Address**: JustSystems Corporation 108-4 Hiraishi-Wakamatsu, Kawauchi-cho Tokushima-City JAPAN 771-0189
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: PRM0840TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIMENSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97501679 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunications services, namely, providing email and SMS notification alerts via the internet notifying users of the status of their waste collection, removal and transport services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
For Transportation of waste via pickup trucks, trucks and dumpsters; personalized waste collection, removal and transport services for others; personalized junk, trash and debris removal and transport services for others
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
For Recycling of waste and trash; Destruction of waste and trash
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to compare and purchase waste collection, removal and transport services; providing online non-downloadable software for both residential and commercial customers for purchasing waste management services in the nature of waste collection, removal and transport services; providing online non-downloadable software for matching customers and providers in the waste collection, removal and transport industry
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOKIZILOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97501833</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-friction bearings for machines; Bearing brackets for machines; Bearing housings for machines; Bearings, as parts of machines; Machine parts, namely, bearing inserts; Machine parts, namely, bearings and bushings; Machine parts, namely, flexible shaft couplings; Machine parts, namely, mandrels; Machine parts, namely, roller bearings; Roller bearings for machines

| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Aug. 17, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 17, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Shenzhen Genyongxiang Technology Co., Ltd. |
Address | Shenzhen Genyongxiang Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, Bldg. 12, 98 Industrial City Wanfeng Community, Shajing Street BaoAn, Shenzhen CHINA 518104 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner | GINSBERG, MICHAEL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORTHSIDE DECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97501834 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DECOR"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number TMA1132529 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 27, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 27, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Rugs; Rugs, namely, floor runners; Area rugs; Carpet underlays, namely, rug grippers; Carpets and rugs; Underlay for carpets; Underlays for rugs
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kalora Interiors International Inc. Address Kalora Interiors International Inc. 3 Water Street St. Jacobs, Ontario CANADA N0B2N0 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9-00007
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STAY GOLDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97501835 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of current events, news, and commentary related to cannabis, hemp, cannabinoids and terpenes; online journals, namely, blogs pertaining to the benefits of use of cannabis, hemp, cannabinoids and terpenes; providing a website featuring news and commentary in the field of current events relating to cannabis, hemp and cannabinoids
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SLO Branding LLC Address SLO Branding LLC 10250 Constellation Blvd, suite 100 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAVEN TOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97501984 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TOWER" AS TO CLASS 43

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Intent to Use) insulating sleeve holders for beverage containers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For (Based on Intent to Use) tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For (Based on Intent to Use) printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For (Based on Intent to Use) clothing, namely, t-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, tank-tops, and hoodies; hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
For (Based on Use in Commerce) restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MVHTX Owner LLC Address MVHTX Owner LLC 429 Chestnut Street Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 125307-4006
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DESIGN&I

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97502047 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following: the stylized text DESIGN&I in white where the E is rotated clockwise 90 degrees and includes a yellow flashlight facing downwards. The stylized text is in the center of a blue rectangle. Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name US Industrial Services LLC Address US Industrial Services LLC 1712 Pioneer Ave, Suite 260 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TC CASINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97502062 Application Filing Date: Jul. 13, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the letters "TC" in stylized font in which the letter "C" is slightly vertically offset from the letter "T". Located inside the letter "C" is the design of a compass rose comprised of a four-pointed star having four diamonds connected at the center of the star with a diamond located between each of the four points of the star. The word "CASINO" appearing in stylized font is located below the "TC" lettering.
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "CASINO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 2634529, 1922593

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For Retail store services featuring clothing and souvenirs
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Boyd Gaming Corporation Address: Boyd Gaming Corporation 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 113046.00857
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOVING COMMAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97502103 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MOVING COMMAS" in green stylized text curved above three greater than signs in black with one comma to the right of the greater than signs, also in black. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing a learning and innovation center featuring fully customized leadership, motivational, educational, and brainstorming training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 21, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Proxy Place LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Proxy Place Address The Proxy Place LLC 307 W. Tremont Ave Suite 200 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97502149 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games; temporary rental of sports simulators; conducting live and simulated golf tournaments, soccer games, baseball games, hockey games, and dart tournaments; golf driving range services; arranging and conducting live and simulated athletic competitions; providing a website featuring computer games, games of skill and video games; providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; arranging, organizing, and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes at sports venues; organizing, arranging, and conducting an array of social entertainment events in the field of video games, sports, simulated sports, and computer games; providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the fields of sports, video games, entertainment; virtual reality and augmented reality arcade services; providing virtual reality and augmented reality sports and game services provided onsite or on-line from a computer network

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 16, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2020

For Catering services; bar services; restaurant services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 16, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLA Holdings Group, Inc. Address PLA Holdings Group, Inc. 4749 Post Road Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13161.T003US
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RUMIUSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97502370
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "RUMIUSE".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording RUMIUSE has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bottle closures of metal; Decorative centerpieces of common metal; Furniture fittings of metal; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Metal boxes; Metal clips for general use; Metal holders for signs; Metal hooks; Metal knobs; Metal pet tags; Metal storage tanks; Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration; Sculptures of metal; Tubes of metal; Works of art of common metal
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yunlong Technology Co.,Ltd
- **Address**: Rm 401-A35, Bldg 49, Dayun Software Town, He'ao Community, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA, 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: KEAM, ALEX S
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of a series of three wavy bands to the right of a series of three curved bands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Berets; Coats; Footwear; Hats; Headbands; Hosiery; Mittens; Scarfs; Trousers; Turbans; Caps being headwear; Clothing layettes; Gloves as clothing; Ski gloves; Sports bra; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Jun. 09, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 09, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| **Owner Name** | Shanghai Ching's Tin Lung Headwear Manufacturing Co., Ltd. |
| **Address** | Room 418, 4 floor, 1st Block, No. 1185 Huyi Rd., Nanxiang Town, Jiading Dist. Shanghai CHINA 201802 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**Examiner Information**

| **Examiner** | MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NATURE'S PRELUDE WITH YOU, WITH NATURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97502610 Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "NATURE'S PRELUDE WITH YOU, WITH NATURE", where the wording "NATURE'S PRELUDE" sits on top of the wording "WITH YOU, WITH NATURE". Above all the wording is the stylized bust of a person with long hair, wearing a crown that consists of stylized flames and water drops. The person has their eyes closed and a smiling mouth. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-chemical additives for fuels, lubricants and greases
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15 International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nature's Prelude LLC Address  Nature's Prelude LLC  233 DURANGO PL WILMINGTON NORTH CAROLINA  28403 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OH, HYUN-JUNG
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)

VET FOUNDED. VET FORMULATED. VET RECOMMENDED.

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97502748</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For (Based on Use in Commerce)** brushes for pets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For (Based on Use in Commerce)** dietary supplements for pets; ear care products for pets, namely, anti-itch sprays, medicated ear flushes and ear drops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For (Based on Use in Commerce)** ear cleaning device, namely, apparatus for washing out body cavities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>26, 39, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical Apparatus</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For (Based on Use in Commerce)** non-medicated grooming preparations for pets, namely, shampoos, conditioners, and wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; ear care products for pets, namely, non-medicated skin care preparations in the nature of ear cleansers and wipes impregnated with cleansing preparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 25, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For (Based on Intent to Use)** pet grooming services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Trademark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)** ADVANCED EMAIL JUJITSU

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97502955
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ADVANCED EMAIL"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Business training in the field of email management for professional and personal email users
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jul. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: David Todd Kraut
- **Address**: 155 West 68th ST, #31A New York NEW YORK 10023
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examiner Information**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHINER, MARK W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TIKIUKI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97503034</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording Tikiuki has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Ashtrays; Cigar lighters; Cigarette filters; Cigarette lighter holders; Cigarette lighters; Cigarette paper; Computerized cigarette lighters; Electronic cigarette lanyards; Electronic cigarette lighters; Wicks for cigarette lighters

**International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17

**International Class Title** Smokers' Articles

**First Use** May 01, 2020

**In Commerce** May 01, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Lin, Xiaoping

**Address** Lin, Xiaoping No.96, liuwangshadong vil., Zhenlong Tn. Xinyi, Guangdong CHINA 525347

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** OH, WON TEAK
CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97503133</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized letter &quot;Z&quot; that is formed by two curved lines. Below is the stylized word &quot;zaqiming&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The wording zaqiming has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Birdcages; Bowls; Dinnerware; Dishes; Dishware; Drinkware; Animal activated livestock waterers; Cookery molds; Cookware, namely, roasting pans; Cups and mugs; Cutting boards; Flower vases; Ice buckets; Kitchen containers; Water troughs |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jun. 29, 2022 | In Commerce | Jun. 29, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Cui, Ning |
| Address | Cui, Ning No. 50, Wucheng South Road, Xiaodian District, Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CHANG, KATHERINE S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BOOKKEEPING VITALS
BUSINESS HEALTH AND SUCCESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97503310 Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of black rectangular border, white inside the
rectangle with blue letters for "BOOKKEEPING VITALS". Underneath rectangle, in black letters it says "Business Health
and Success". Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of
the mark. Disclaimer  "BOOKKEEPING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bookkeeping
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Haldeman, Andrea Address  Haldeman, Andrea  8156 Majestic Cypress Dr. Milton FLORIDA 32583
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLACK IVY GAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503344 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GAMES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Downloadable co-op video game software; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable multiplayer video game software; Downloadable video and computer game programs; Downloadable video game programs; Downloadable video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black Ivy Games LLC Address Black Ivy Games LLC 2500 West Caparina Dr. Saint Augustine FLORIDA 32092 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORSARI "THE WEARABLE BLANKET"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503347 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NORSARI "THE WEARABLE BLANKET"" and design. The design consists of two concentric circles. 8 lines extend from the inner circle and connect with the outer circle creating 8 equal sections. To the right of the design is the wording "NORSARI "THE WEARABLE BLANKET"". The term "NORSARI" appears in a large font above the wording ""THE WEARABLE BLANKET"" that appears in a smaller font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer ""WEARABLE BLANKET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6329612, 4688703

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing wraps
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NORSARI L.L.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA NORSARI Address NORSARI L.L.C. 2217 77th Ave South East Mercer Island WASHINGTON 98040 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DJ COVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503349 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DJ” Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies Alvaro A Covarrubias, a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disc jockey services; Music production services; Music publishing services; Production of sound and music video recordings; Sound engineering services for events; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Sound mixing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alvaro A Covarrubias DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TWEAK MUSIC TIPS Address Alvaro A Covarrubias 84 West 26th Street Suite 6 Bayonne NEW JERSEY 07002 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TWEAK MUSIC TIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503359 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MUSIC TIPS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Instruction in the field of music for artists; Music publishing services; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of music via an online website; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line reviews of music and artists; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of music; Entertainment, namely, a continuing interview and music show broadcast over internet; Production of podcasts; Providing an Internet website portal featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of music; Providing entertainment news and information specifically in the field of music via a website; Providing on-line videos featuring music and interviews of artists and disc jockeys, not downloadable; Providing online interviews featuring artists and disc jockeys in the field of music for entertainment purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 23, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 23, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alvaro A Covarrubias DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TWEAK MUSIC TIPS Address Alvaro A Covarrubias 84 West 26th Street Suite 6 Bayonne NEW JERSEY 07002 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DANCE MORE, LIVE MORE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97503362</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DANCE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dance Studios; Dance studio instruction services and distributing course materials therewith; and education and entertainment in the nature of conducting group dance classes, private dance lessons, dance fitness classes, arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes, and conducting, organizing dance competitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TYFTD, LLC |
| Address | TYFTD, LLC 9081 W. Sahara Ave., Ste 190 Las Vegas NEVADA 891174803 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TYFTD.108T |
| Examining Attorney | BELL, MARLENE D |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RISE EDUCATIONAL ADVOCACY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97503363</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "EDUCATIONAL ADVOCACY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Educational services, namely, providing on-line podcasts, online group coaching videos, in-person training and workshops in the field of special education and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing on-line consulting and teaching workshops in the field of special education and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing educational counseling services and individualized educational program services in the fields of special education; Education services, namely, providing development and dissemination of educational materials, coursework, templates and worksheets in the field of special education and individualized education programs; Education services, namely, providing educational manuals for others in the field of individualized education programs

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jul. 12, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Rise Educational Advocacy and Consulting **Address** Rise Educational Advocacy and Consulting 150 SE 2nd Ave, Ste 300 Miami FLORIDA 33131 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BELL, MARLENE D
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97503656 Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Portable rechargeable batteries and battery chargers for consumer electronics
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   LIMITLESS INNOVATIONS, INC. Address   LIMITLESS INNOVATIONS, INC. 4800 Metalmaster Way McHenry ILLINOIS 60050 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   85736-364084

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REVITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503657 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rechargeable electric warmers for warming hands
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIMITLESS INNOVATIONS, INC. Address LIMITLESS INNOVATIONS, INC. 4800 Metalmaster Way McHenry ILLINOIS 60050 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 85736-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUEPRINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503678 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For software as a service (SAAS) used in connection with ultrasound technology featuring computer software platforms for use in medical diagnosis and improving and managing clinical workflows; software as a service (SAAS) used in connection with ultrasound technology for improving and managing clinical workflows featuring software for creating, editing, managing, monitoring and sharing among authorized persons patient clinical care data, medical images, and medical records
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BFLY Operations, Inc. Address BFLY Operations, Inc. 530 Old Whitfield Street Guilford CONNECTICUT 06437 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B13482007000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUPPLY CHAIN SQUARES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number   97503745 Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "SUPPLY CHAIN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For   entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts and webcasts in the field of transportations and logistics; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts and webcasts in the field of transportation and logistics, featuring game shows

International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name   John Mahle Address   John Mahle  11312 Beacom Road  Sunbury  OHIO  43074 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number   SCSQ-TM-STAY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney   STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONNEXX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503747 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Orthopaedic implant kit comprised of screws, rods, hooks and connectors made of artificial materials as well as surgical instrumentation for implanting the aforesaid components within the spine
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nexxt Spine, LLC Address Nexxt Spine, LLC Suite B 14425 Bergen Blvd Noblesville INDIANA 46060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0715827

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KONACHERRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503961 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; Food supplements, namely, anti-oxidants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Antioxidants for use in manufacture; Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, beverages, food products and food supplements
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Captain Cook Farmers, LLC Address Captain Cook Farmers, LLC P.O. Box 51 Captain Cook HAWAII 96704 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1046/004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAFETYSHIRTZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503983 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "SAFETYSHIRTZ" in stylized lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Rain jackets; T-shirts; Camouflage jackets; Hats; Headwear; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Hoodies; Rainproof jackets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Waterproof jackets; Wind-jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 18, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 24, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OTR Networks LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SafetyShirtz Composed of Jeffrey G. Barkshire, Thomas J. Erdmann Jr. Address OTR Networks LLC 14410 80th St E Puyallup WASHINGTON 98372 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ME-772

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POPRAK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97504059</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Rooftop tents adapted for use on vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>RMILLION, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>RMILLION, INC. PO BOX 3003 Westlake Village CALIFORNIA 91359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | Poprak |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLAVNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97504192 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SLAVNA" in the mark is "FAMOUS" and "CELEBRITY".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby blankets; Banners and flags of textile; Bed linen; Blanket throws; Bunting fabric; Fabric flags; Nylon fabric; Pillow cases; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Textile tablecloths; Traced cloths for embroidery; Travelling rugs; Vinyl banners
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 18, 2021 In Commerce May 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FUZHOU XINGCHENG ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD. Address FUZHOU XINGCHENG ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD. Office 26,3F,Bldg G-5#, Aoti Sunshine Garden Phase II,3 Panyu Rd,Cangshan Dist Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118469

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
## Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 97504322 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jul. 14, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Related Properties Information

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  6905322

## Goods and Services Information

**For**  Accumulators, electric; Batteries for vehicles; Battery boxes; Battery charge devices; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Lithium ion batteries; Photovoltaic cells; Rechargeable electric batteries; Solar batteries; Solar panels for the production of electricity

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  Jun. 15, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jun. 15, 2022

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**  Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**  Zhao, Junlai  **Address**  Zhao, Junlai  2-23-1, No. 20-2, Qishan East Road, Huanggu District, Shenyang, Liaoning  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  CHINA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**  US040924T  **Examining Attorney**  SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PARADIGM DELTA SOLUTIONS
- MANAGEMENT - EXPERTISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97504341</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the blue stylized wording &quot;PARADIGM DELTA&quot; above the orange stylized wording &quot;SOLUTIONS - MANAGEMENT - EXPERTISE&quot;, all underneath a triangle shape formed by orange and blue lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SOLUTIONS&quot;, &quot;MANAGEMENT&quot;, AND &quot;EXPERTISE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, and packing for shipment of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others; Warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, and shipping of medical devices |
| International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 105 |
| International Class Title | Transportation and Storage |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Paradigm Delta LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBA Paradigm Delta LLC</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradigm Delta LLC 100 Crossroads Blvd Logan Township NEW JERSEY 08085</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SULLIVAN, JOHN C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLINGLE PREMIER LIGHTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97504687 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PREMIER LIGHTING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6908664, 6997927

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of lighting apparatus; Installation, maintenance and repair of electrical lighting apparatus; Lighting apparatus installation; Electrical repairs, maintenance, and installation of electrical wiring, outlets, light fixtures, and electrical panels; Technical consultation in the field of installation of lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HPB Lighting Holdings LLC Address HPB Lighting Holdings LLC 95 N. Broad Street Doylestown PENNSYLVANIA 18901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHVEDEL D
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
S SPECIAL SUPPLIES

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97505061  | Application Filing Date | Jul. 15, 2022  | Register | Principal  | Mark Type | Trademark  
|---------------|-----------|-------------------------|----------------|----------|------------|-----------|

## Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  No  **Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of the letter S comprised of a red half circle, a gray half circle, a blue quarter circle, and a yellow heart shape with the word SPECIAL above the word SUPPLIES, both in white lower case sans serif font, to the right of the S, all against a purple background.  **Color Drawing**  Yes  **Color Claimed**  The color(s) purple, red, blue, yellow, gray, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  **Disclaimer**  "SUPPLIES"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  5837349, 6028073

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pencils; Pens; Pencil grips; Reading guide strips; Writing grips  **International Classes**  16 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use**  Jul. 01, 2020  **In Commerce**  Jul. 01, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  Elkay LLC  **Address**  Elkay LLC  4707 16th Avenue  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11204  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**  BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REEKÖN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505168 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "REEKÖN" which features an incomplete "O" with an umlaut over it and a bar underneath the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6327405

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tool measuring instruments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reekon Tools, Inc. Address Reekon Tools, Inc. 50 Terminal Street, Bldg. 2, Suite 611 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02129 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number REEKÖN002-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SAVOR THE GOODNESS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97505171
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### Flavor-coated popped popcorn
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 17, 2020

#### T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 17, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Meadows, Donna S
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Krazea Korn
- **Address**: Meadows, Donna S
- **PO Box**: 3405
- **Hickory**: NORTH CAROLINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COKSDUPID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505197 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "COKSDUPID" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeliners; Artificial fingernails; Cosmetic balls; Cosmetic pencils; Eyeliner pencils; Eyes pencils; Face and body glitter; Gauze for cosmetic purposes; Make-up sets; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail enamels; Shower bombs
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Honghang Address Yang, Honghang No. 1, Caidui Group, Yanglong Village Wujiang Town, Zunyi County Zunyi, Guizhou CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GLACIAL DENTAL GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97505544  **Application Filing Date** Jul. 15, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Service Mark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer** “DENTAL GROUP”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** dentistry services; dental care services; dental consultations; dental hygienist services  **International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC  **Address** Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC 24960 Center Ridge Road Westlake  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** BDGF 500002U

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ALT. CANDLES

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97505553</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CANDLES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6351573, 6351572 |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Candles |
| International Classes | 4 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 6, 15 |
| International Class Title | Lubricants and Fuels |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | ALT FRAGRANCES LLC |
| Address | ALT FRAGRANCES LLC 6315 DORSAY COURT DELRAY BEACH FLORIDA 33484 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | GINSBERG, MICHAEL A |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Case Identifiers
| **Serial Number** | 97505574 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jul. 15, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
**Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
**Disclaimer** | “DENTAL” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** | dentistry services; dental care services; dental consultations; dental hygienist services |
**International Classes** | 44 - Primary Classes |
**US Classes** | 100, 101 |
**International Class Title** | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** | Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC |
**Address** | Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC 24960 Center Ridge Road Westlake OHIO 44145 |
**Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
**State or Country Where Organized** | OHIO |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** | BDGF 500003U |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** | GINSBERG, MICHAEL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALT. REED DIFFUSERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97505578</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "REED DIFFUSERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6351573, 6351572 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Air fragrance reed diffusers |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | ALT FRAGRANCES LLC |
| Address | ALT FRAGRANCES LLC 6315 DORSAY COURT DELRAY BEACH FLORIDA 33484 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GINSBERG, MICHAEL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRE'S LUNCHBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505900 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LUNCHBOX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lunchboxes; Dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls, and serving trays made from bamboo or wood in various shapes including, but not limited to the shape of continents, young boys faces, and young girls faces
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2020
For Consulting services, namely, providing expectant parents with consumer information on all types of baby products and services; Providing consumer information in the field of nutritional products for babies, toddlers, and children to parents, parents-to-be, and caregivers via a website; Providing consumer information in the field of nutritional products for babies, toddlers, and children to parents, parents-to-be, and caregivers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tre's Lunchbox, LLC Address Tre's Lunchbox, LLC 450 S. Denton Tap Road Coppell TEXAS 75019 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RXMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505904 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording RXMAX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air humidifying apparatus; Baking ovens; Barbecues and grills; Bread baking machines; Charcoal roasters for household purposes; Cooking ovens; Cooking ranges; Electric furnaces; Electric stoves; Plate warmers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 27, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hubei Beidebao Electrical Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hubei Beidebao Electrical Technology Co., Ltd. No. 378, Changban Rd., Yuyang Sub-district Office (Jinqiao Industrial Park), Dangyang, Hubei CHINA 444100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116367

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUXMILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505981 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LuxMill" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coatstands; Furniture; Dressing tables; Flower-pot pedestals; Flower-stands; Furniture of metal; Hand mirrors; Looking glasses; Magazine racks; Metal chairs; Mirrors; Picture frame brackets; Picture frames; Screens; Seats; Tables of metal; Tea trolleys; Umbrella stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu Fang Address NO.21 4TH LANE FULONG RD. GANZHE TOWN, MINHOU COUNTY FUZHOU, FUJIAN CHINA 361000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SPANISH SANDAL CO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97506311</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SANDAL CO"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Spanish Sandal Co, LLC
- **Address**: The Spanish Sandal Co, LLC 5416 Wellesley Drive Calabasas California 91302
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 10042-00002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HESIK, APRIL ANNE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97506339  Application Filing Date: Jul. 16, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized oval formed by a black curved line and a blue curved line which slightly overlap but do not intersect. Inside the oval is an outline of the stylized letters "TW" formed by a blue line and a black line. The top part of the letter "T" is partially formed by a blue dashed line and the bottom right part of the letter "W" is partially formed by a black dashed line.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The colors blue and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Installation and maintenance of tarp systems  International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 103, 106  International Class Title: Construction and Repair

For: Custom manufacturing of tarp systems for others  International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 103, 106  International Class Title: Material Treatment

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Superior Tarp Systems, LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Tarp Werkz  Address: Superior Tarp Systems, LLC  One Woodward Ave., Suite 2400  Detroit  MICHIGAN  48226  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: MICHIGAN

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 4618.006203

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: CHOE, JULIE H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SUPERCUBY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97506380
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Supercuby has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cups; Beer mugs; China ornaments; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Cups and mugs; Flower pots; Laundry baskets; Lunch bags not of paper; Vacuum flasks; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: AI AN YUAN
- **Address**: AI AN YUAN, WENGGUAN GROUP, JINYU VILLAGE, ZHEMI TOWN, PINGTANG COUNTY, GUIZHOU PROVINCE, CHINA 558300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS118513

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
**Reason for Publication**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SHENJIEDGG

---

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97506391</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording ShenjieDGG has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Bath brushes; Cake pans; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cleaning sponges; Cookie sheets; Cooking spoons; Cookware, namely, roasting pans; Melon ballers; Non-electric citrus squeezers; Pastry boards; Pastry molds; Raised garden planters; Recipe boxes; Sponge holders; Wooden cooking spoons
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Manhua Shen
- **Address**: No. 3, Group 1, Daqiao Village, Daqiao Town, Xiushui County, Jiujiang, Jiangxi, CHINA 332400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: TUS118501

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAD CUSTOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97506578 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CUSTOM”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For China ornaments; Mugs, not of precious metal; Paper flower pots; Rubber household gloves; Sandwich cutters; Shaving brush holders; Signal light glass; Silicone baking cups; Sponges for household purposes; Statues of glass; Table napkin holders; Tablemats of plastic; Toast racks; Wine coasters of precious metal; Wine glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Chengzi Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Chengzi Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. X1301-B011572, No.106 Fengze East Road, Nansha District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511458 Legal Entity unlimited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER

3546
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97506712  Application Filing Date: Jul. 17, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of An outline of a heart containing the filled shapes of the lakes in the Finger Lake region. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Key rings; Key rings of precious metals; Medals and medallions; Ornamental lapel pins; Pendants; Pins being jewelry; Shoe jewelry; Watch chains; Amulets; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Jewelry chains; Key chains for use as jewellery; Necklaces; Paste jewellery
International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title: Jewelry  First Use: Jan. 02, 2015  In Commerce: May 17, 2021

For Dishes; Plates; Stemware; Beer glasses; Beer mugs; Beverage glassware; Boot jacks; Bottle openers; Bottles, sold empty; Bowls; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee mugs; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cruet sets for oil and vinegar, sold empty; Decanters; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking glasses; Earthenware jars; Earthenware mugs; Earthenware saucepans; Plaques of wood, clay, plastic; Shot glasses; Whisky glasses; Wine glasses; Works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta, and glass; Figures of crystal; Plastic coasters
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass  First Use: Jan. 02, 2015  In Commerce: May 17, 2021

For Stickers; Wall decals
For Online retail store services rendered in a virtual environment featuring physical goods and virtual goods, namely, clothing, pins, key chains, jewelry, ornaments, vase beverage glassware and mugs; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, pins, key chains, jewelry, ornaments, vase beverage glassware and mugs

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: Jan. 02, 2015

**In Commerce**: May 17, 2021

For Decorative magnets

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: Jan. 02, 2015

**In Commerce**: May 17, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The Olde Country Store and More - 1849 LLC

**Address**: The Olde Country Store and More - 1849 L LC 2 University Ave North Cohocton NEW YORK 14808

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 11742-3

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97506757</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 17, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bracelets; Earrings; Bracelets of precious metal; Earring backs; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewellery plated with precious metals; Necklaces; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Bead bracelets; Charity bracelets; Charm bracelets; Charms for bracelets; Clip earrings; Cuff bracelets; Drop earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Hoop earrings; Jewellery chain of precious metal for bracelets; Jewelry clips for adapting pierced earrings to clip-on earrings; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Pierced earrings; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets; Watch bracelets; Wooden bead bracelets
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Gonzalez, Liza M
- **Address**: Gonzalez, Liza M 29110 Rio Verde Dr Gustine CALIFORNIA 95322
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PINCHESON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97506854 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Pincheson has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pocketbooks; All purpose sport bags; Card wallets; Gentlemen's handbags; Handbags for ladies; Key pouches; Key wallets; Leather cases for keys; Leather credit card cases; Leather straps for securing pallets, lawn furniture; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet restraining devices consisting of collars, harnesses, restraining straps, leashes with locking devices for use in pet grooming or veterinary care; Pouches of leather; Tool bags, empty; Waist pouches
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lei Huang Address Lei Huang 13th F, Customs Bldg., No.77 Qinglin Rd., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong Prov. CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOBANSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97506984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording HOBANSO with a line through the wording. The wording appears on a rectangle design with a small flag like design in the bottom right portion of the rectangle. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording hobanso has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookmarks; Engravings; Envelopes; Paintings; Paper-clips; Pens; Stationery; Stickers; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Binder clips; Boxes of paper; Coasters of paper or cardboard; Color prints in the nature of lithographs; Document files; Drawing instruments; Drawing pads; Drawing paper; Flags and pennants of paper; Garbage bags of paper or of plastics; Gift bags; Magnetic boards being office requisites; Notebook paper; Offset printing paper for pamphlets; Oil paintings; Painters' brushes; Painters' easels; Paper flags; Paper party decorations; Paper staplers; Papers for painting and calligraphy; Pen cases; Pencil holders; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Plastic film for wrapping; Plastic wrap; Printed booklets in the field of English, Math and Chinese teaching; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed notepads; Printed promotional scratch cards; Rubber bands; Table runners of paper; Towels of paper; Wall decals; Watercolour paintings; Writing instruments; Writing pads; Writing paper pads
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jun. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 20, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | ZIBO WU |
| Address | ZIBO WU 13H, NO.117, YITIAN, YITIAN ROAD, FUTIAN DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CAPSHAW, DANIEL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASKYURSELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507081 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ASKYURSELF" with an inverted letter "Y". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018671899 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 06, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 14, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry chains of precious metals; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; cuff links made of precious metals with semi-precious stones; works of art of precious metal; tie clips of precious metal; watches made of precious metals; charms for key chains coated with precious metals; articles of jewellery coated with precious metals, namely, Bracelets, Rings, Keyring, Wallet Chain, Necklace, Keyholder, earrings coated with precious metals; fancy keyrings of precious metals; jewellery made of precious metals; medallions made of precious metals; badges of precious metal for wear; jewelry cases of precious metals for horological articles; jewellery; jewelery rope chain made of precious metal; decorative key fobs of precious metals; badges of precious metal

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Mufflers as neck scarves; clothing, namely, sweatshirt, sweatpants, shirts, t-shirts, long-sleeved t-shirts, shorts, pants, knit tops, knit bottoms, jackets, socks; gloves; clothing belts; children's wear, namely, sweatshirt, sweatpants, shorts, pants, long-sleeved t-shirts, shirts, t-shirts, knit tops, knit bottoms, jackets, socks; hoods; cuffs; headwear; footwear; pocket squares; scarves; waist belts; trousers; shirts; running vests; baby tops; yoga tops; short trousers; dresses; skirts; sweaters; clothing jackets; blouses; tank tops; sports bras; tights; underwear; headscarves; silk scarves; neckerchiefs; neckties; hosiery; socks; parkas; bathing suits; coats; combinations being one-piece undergarments; long-sleeved shirts; short-sleeve shirts; turtleneck sweaters; underpants; suits; waistcoats; pinafores; raincoats; knit shirts; knit tops; cardigans; sports jerseys; pyjamas; ponchos; pants; brassieres; corsets being underclothing; slips being underclothing; nighties; dressing gowns; bath robes; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits and beach cover-ups; underwear; shoes; slippers; sneakers; boots; sandals; knot caps; bathing caps; headwear, namely, flat caps; knitted caps; bandanas
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ASKYURSELF GMBH  Address  ASKYURSELF GMBH  Kolpingstr.5  Ketsch  FED REP GERMANY 68775  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507285 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PHS" in stylized font inside a
banner in front of a pair of stylized wings with a seven point star in between. All the aforementioned is inside a circle
carrier. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording PHS has no meaning
in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for toy cars; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate
voices and sounds; Electronic toy building blocks that light up as a night light; Fencing equipment, namely, foils; Fitness
equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Fitted protective covers
specially adapted for sports equipment, namely, golf club; Jigsaw puzzles; Kendo masks; Knee pads for athletic use; Pet toys;
Pet toys made of rope; Sabres for fencing; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy LED light sticks; Toy swords
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Cascent International Trade Co.,Ltd. Address Ningbo Cascent International Trade Co.,L td.
Room 1701-5,No.88,Qianhe South Road Yinzhou District,Ningbo City Zhejiang CHINA 315016 Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KNEE PAIN RECIPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507340 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KNEE PAIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line personal training in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Education services, namely, providing on-line coaching and webinars in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Education services, namely, providing coaching and seminars in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Training services in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Educational services, namely, conducting physical and on-line coaching in the fields of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Physical education services; Providing fitness training services in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain; Virtual training services in the field of physical conditioning and rehabilitation of injuries to reduce joint pain

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wenona Renee Moten Address Wenona Renee Moten 11036 Outpost Drive Gaithersburg MARYLAND 20878 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MOTE001TM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YANKEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97507460  Application Filing Date  Jul. 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fresh apples; Raw apples; Unprocessed apples
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 46  International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products
First Use  1964  In Commerce  1964

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Riveridge Produce Marketing, Inc.  Address  Riveridge Produce Marketing, Inc.  9000 Fruit Ridge Ave., N.W.  Sparta  MICHIGAN  49345  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RiveridgeT10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLOOD DESIGN TEAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507565 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield containing a rolled piece of paper inside of a wave, all to the left of the words FLOOD on top of DESIGN TEAM. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FLOOD DESIGN TEAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of floodplain design, namely, consulting relating to the issues of building construction in a floodplain; consulting services in the field of floodproofing and flood protection for commercial and residential buildings
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 11, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smart Product Innovations, Inc. Address Smart Product Innovations, Inc. 19 Mantua Rd Mt. Royal NEW JERSEY 08061 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4419

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOKKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507777 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Bokka has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air pumps for bicycles; Automobile roof racks; Automobile windshield sunshades; Bicycle carriers for vehicles and parts thereof; Bicycle stands; Brake air compressors for land vehicles; Brake cylinder repair kits, sold as a unit for land vehicles; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in trucks or SUVs; Cartop canoe and kayak carrier kits; Land vehicle structural parts for motor scooters
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Jialiang Electronic Commerce Co. LTD. Address Dongguan Jialiang Electronic Commerce Co . LTD. Room 101, No. 38 Shanmei Road, Houjie Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523960 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TX2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENgage 100 REALTY GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507824 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REALTY GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2022
For Real estate marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Daniel Miqueiro PA DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Engage 100 Realty Group Address Daniel Miqueiro PA 3306 ARUBA WAY APT D4 COCONUT CREEK FLORIDA 33066 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOUG'S DOG SUPPLIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97507873 Application Filing Date: Jul. 18, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: “DOG SUPPLIES”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: pet toys
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
For: pet treats; consumable pet chews

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Genco Imports USA LLC Address: Genco Imports USA LLC 89 78TH St. Brooklyn NEW YORK 11209 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: GENCO-TM3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MASULLO, MARCO

3561
TM 2603 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EBM-PAPST FANDRIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507911 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical engines, other than for land vehicles; Electric motor-driven fans and blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gasses, all for engines or motors; fans for motors, engines, and machine engines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Ventilating fans for industrial purposes; electric fans for machines
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ebm-papst Mulfsingen GmbH & Co. KG Address ebm-papst Mulfsingen GmbH & Co. KG Bachmühle 2 Mulfsingen FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GMBH & CO. KG State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 4191-200266

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XIKLE ROOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507917 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Xikle Rood" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive conversion kits comprised of automotive film to make structural changes to an automobile; Car window shades; Mud flap holders; Multiple-pocketed carrier for personal items specially adapted for attachment to wheelchairs; Window rain guards for cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wuliu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wuliu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 4F-163,PhaseII,Huanan Intl Leather Goods Raw Materials Logistics Zone, Pinghu St. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518111 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97507989 Application Filing Date: Jul. 18, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized white "B" outlined in green which is superimposed over a green drop design, all of which is encased in a round cornered yellow square outlined in green.
Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) yellow, green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Foreign Information
Foreign Registration Number: 2756369 Foreign Registration Date: Oct. 02, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County: ARGENTINA Foreign Expiration Date: Oct. 02, 2025
Foreign Registration Number: 2756367 Foreign Registration Date: Oct. 02, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County: ARGENTINA Foreign Expiration Date: Oct. 02, 2025

Goods and Services Information
For: drilling of wells; installation, cleaning, maintenance and repair of drilling rigs and equipment; pipeline construction and maintenance; vehicle service stations, namely, refueling and maintenance
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Construction and Repair
For: prospecting for oil and gas; oil field and gas exploration; analysis for oil-field exploration; oil-field surveys; oil-well testing; gas fields testing; chemical and technical research in the fields of oil and gas; professional consultancy in the fields of oil and gas field exploration
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

Basis Information
Currently 44E: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name      BRIDAS ENERGY HOLDINGS LTD. Address      BRIDAS ENERGY HOLDINGS LTD.  Leandro N. Alem
1110 Buenos Aires  ARGENTINA Legal Entity       CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5137.004.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIN LIMITES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97508068 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SIN LIMITES" in the mark is "WITHOUT LIMITS".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Training services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting educational courses for students in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of classes in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of courses of instruction in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of training seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development;
of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Business training consultancy services; Business training in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Conducting fellowship training programs in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting of conferences in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting of seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting of business seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting of business conferences in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting of educational conferences in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Conducting workshops and seminars in business consultation, personal development and professional development; Consulting services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development training; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, providing on-line courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, non-downloadable webinars, training programs, podcasts, and seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, providing on-line courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, non-downloadable webinars, training programs, podcasts, non-downloadable ebooks, and seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Education services, namely, providing courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, non-downloadable webinars, training programs, podcasts, online nondownloadable ebooks, and seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing speaking tours in the nature of live presentations by educational and motivational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational services, namely, conducting courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, non-downloadable webinars, training programs, podcasts, and seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of business
consultation, personal development and professional development; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Life coaching services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Organizing and conducting of seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Personal coaching services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Personal coaching services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development provided via courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, non-downloadable webinars, training programs, podcasts, online non-downloadable ebooks, and seminars; Production of podcasts; Professional coaching services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing courses of instruction in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing training in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing education courses in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing group coaching in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development via a website; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing on-line training courses, workshops, classes, courses of instruction, non-downloadable webinars, training programs, podcasts, non-downloadable ebooks, and seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Providing online non-downloadable tutorial e-books in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Publishing e-books in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Virtual training services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development; Workshops and seminars in the field of business consultation, personal development and professional development.

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KOZI LLC  Address  KOZI LLC  8949 Irvine Central Dr.  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92618  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EDUCATOR FOREVER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97508415</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 18, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>“EDUCATOR”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Printed publications in the nature of curriculums, lesson plans, book lists, workbooks, journaling prompts, question prompts, group discussion guides, and journals in the fields of curriculum design, social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development; Journals, namely, personalized writing journals; Pens, Blank writing journals; Printed publications in the nature of books and booklets focused on curriculum design, social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing online training, teaching, learning instruction, symposia, conferences, and educational programs focused on curriculum design, social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development; Providing education and entertainment services, namely, content in the nature of non-downloadable online-journals being blogs and podcasts focused on curriculum design, social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development; Providing education and entertainment services, namely, content in the nature of online, non-downloadable videos, webinars, and courses focused on curriculum design, social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Business consulting and management services, namely, providing expertise and support in relation to the development, growth, and sustainability of ed-tech companies, product development, service development, team member support, team development, business management, partnership strategy, and developing customized education-based programs and courses for the consumers of ed-tech companies; Administration of subscription services, namely, subscription services providing users access to certification courses, accreditation programs, community meetings, courses, and conferences; Administration of certification programs for coaching program professionals and business leaders; Administration of business accelerator programs for coaching program professionals and business leaders; General business referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others in the fields education and curriculum design and development

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  **First Use**  Jun. 01, 2017  **In Commerce**  Jun. 01, 2017

Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of curriculums, lesson plans, book lists, workbooks, journaling and question prompts, class agendas, unit guides, group discussion guides, and journals in the fields of curriculum design, social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development; Downloadable webinars and courses in the field of educational and curriculum design with a focus on social impact in education, starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application allowing users to design educational curriculums, access web-based courses, coaching sessions, and webinars, interact, network and collaborate with other users in the fields of education and educational design, build educational lesson plans and agendas, purchase products and services in the fields of elementary and secondary education, and review articles and electronic guides focused on educational design and development; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application featuring videos, webinars, blog posts, podcast episodes, online events, and information focused on starting and sustaining an education-based business, product development, team development, business development, and personal development

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  Jun. 01, 2017  **In Commerce**  Jun. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Lily Jones Education LLC  **Address**  Lily Jones Education LLC  400 Capitol Mall, Suite 900  Sacramento  CALIFORNIA  95814  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIXELATED BOUTIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97508427 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BOUTIQUE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring jewelry, clothing, home décor, décor, accessories, stationery; Pop-up retail store services featuring jewelry, clothing, home décor, décor, accessories, stationery; Retail clothing boutiques; Retail store services featuring jewelry, clothing, home décor, décor, accessories, stationery
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 2020 In Commerce Feb. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pixelated The Label LLC Address Pixelated The Label LLC 315 Virginia Beach Blvd, Suite A Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23451 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557267614

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W(AN)T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97508438 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography; Photography services; Photography services in the field of creative arts and documentary; Production and distribution of television shows and movies; Production and distribution of videos in the field of unscripted documentaries in the areas of art and culture; Production of cable television programs; Production of films; Production of monoscopic and/or stereoscopic, electronic, digital video and/or film; Production of podcasts; Production of radio and television programmes; Production of television and radio programmes; Production of television programs; Production of visual effects for videos, DVDs, television and for internet web sites; Publishing books in the field of creative arts and photography; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Book publishing; Digital imaging services; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Entertainment media production services for the internet; Entertainment services in the nature of production of documentaries; Entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, and production of television programming; Entertainment services in the nature of production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion pictures; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of television shows; Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of unscripted documentaries in the areas of art and culture; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Film production; Film production, other than advertising films; Film and video production; Film and video film production; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Portrait photography; Providing information regarding the production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of unscripted documentaries in the areas of art and culture; Television show production; Video production; Video production services; Creative arts and documentary photography services
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** Dec. 11, 2012 **In Commerce** Sep. 19, 2015  

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** W(AN)T Studio, LLC  
**Address** W(AN)T Studio, LLC  1855 Industrial St., #309  
Los Angeles  
CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUPERCUBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97508639  Application Filing Date  Jul. 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Supercuby has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers and saws; Electric scissors; Embossing machines; Embroidery machines; Engraving machines; Hot adhesive guns; Machines, namely, heat transfer presses; Machines, namely, sublimation heat transfer presses; Printing machines for textiles; Printing presses for ceramic material  International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery  First Use  Jul. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AI AN YUAN  Address  AI AN YUAN WENGGUAN GROUP, JINYU VILLAGE ZHEMI TOWN, PINGTANG COUNTY GUIZHOU PROVINCE CHINA 558300  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118512

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
理由

ALIGRO

案件标识

商标号 97508923 申请递交日 Jul. 19, 2022

注册

主要类型

商标

公布日期 Jul. 04, 2023

商标标识

标准字符声明 是。此商标由标准字符组成，不申请特定的字形、大小或颜色。

商标绘制类型

标准字符商标

商品和服务信息

对于

口袋钱包；钱包和钱包插入物

国际类 18 - 主要类 US 类 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 国际类名称 皮革商品

对于

领带；大衣；T恤；裤子； ascots；商务服装，如礼服、夹克、裤子、背心、衬衫、裙子、礼服、男式夹克、裤子、皮鞋、猎装、短袖T恤、短裤、高尔夫裤子、针织品，如衬衫、裙子、毛衣；皮革鞋；短袖或长袖T恤；短袖衬衫；短裤；运动短袖T恤；外套；风衣；冬季大衣；服装带

国际类 25 - 主要类 US 类 22, 39 国际类名称 服装

基础信息

目前 ITU 是

拥有者信息

拥有者名称 ALIGRO 联合股份公司 DBA, AKA, 原名 AKA ALIGRO 地址 ALIGRO 联合股份公司 31 Nguyen Hoang, My Dinh 2, Nam Tu Liem Hanoi VIETNAM 100000 法人身份

律师/联络信息

案号 ALIGROJNT

审查律师 YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUY YOUR TIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97509247 Application Filing Date  Jul. 19, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Neckties
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use  Apr. 01, 2005 In Commerce   Apr. 01, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Premier Wholesalers, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA BUYYOURTIES.COM Address   Premier Wholesalers, Inc  32 Senisa Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92612 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
TM 2613 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKS INDUSTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509271 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3998798, 3998799

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable non-metal buildings, namely, fabric-covered buildings and shelters
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Leasing of shelters in the nature of buildings
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Trailer with integrated storage for transporting components of fabric-covered buildings and shelters
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Mobile electric power generators
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Containers, not of metal, for commercial use, namely, non-metal containers for the storage and shipping of material
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Environmental control units, namely, mobile heating, ventilation and air conditioning apparatus; Environmental control units, namely, mobile heating, ventilation and air conditioning apparatus for use in portable non-metal buildings and structures; Environmental control units and apparatus therefor, namely, air conditioning units, electric heaters, and ventilating fans for use in cooling, heating, and ventilating a mobile medical, hospital, or surgical treatment facility
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

For: Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others in the nature of arranging shipping and transporting of supplies, equipment, and other goods in response to disasters and emergencies

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

For: Technical consulting services in the field of building construction regarding the building of mobile medical, hospital, and surgical treatment facilities for use in emergency and disaster response

International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106
International Class Title: Construction and Repair

For: Electrical distribution systems and installations, namely, electrical cables, power distribution panels, electrical outlets, and electric control panels with circuit breakers and on/off switches

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For: Wall and roof insulation for use with portable fabric buildings and shelters

International Classes: 17 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
International Class Title: Rubber Goods

For: Technical consulting services regarding the architectural design of mobile medical, hospital, and surgical treatment facilities for use in emergency and disaster response

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

For: Metal shelter structures; portable metal buildings; portable metal buildings for housing toilets, showers, kitchens and laundry

International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
International Class Title: Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: AKS Industries, Inc.
Address: AKS Industries, Inc. 6991 E. Camelback Road, Suite D-216 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85251
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: ALASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 24330-28

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RINGLE, JAMES W

3578
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SQUATCH GOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509281 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GOLF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing information on public golf courses, golf tournaments, contests, giveaways and charity events, and ticket availability for golf tournaments and charity events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sean McDonald Address Sean McDonald 102 Lasalle Rd PO Box 271824 West Hartford CONNECTICUT 06127 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556627565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509337 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “RUN”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable social media and communications mobile application for fitness tracking to promote, encourage, and motivate physical activity by users
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RUN AND GETS, CORP. Address RUN AND GETS, CORP. 200 SUNNY ISLES BLVD SUNNY ISLES BEACH FLORIDA 33160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GET ON POINT WITH HUMBLE SHOOTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97509506
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring clothing
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **For**: Clothing, namely, T-shirts, long sleeve t-shirts, tops, sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets, pants, shorts, underwear, long underwear, thermal underwear, hats, gloves, cycling caps, cycling shorts, cycling gloves, cycling bib shorts, socks, headwear, skull caps, baseball caps, caps with visors, headbands, wristbands, leggings, fleece jackets, fleece pullovers, hooded sweatshirts, athletic jackets, sweat jackets, sweatpants, shoes, sandals, footwear, namely, flip-flops
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Humble Shooter, LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA H.S.; H/S
- **Address**: Humble Shooter, LLC 3000 S. Hulen St., Suite 755 Fort Worth TEXAS 76112
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOREVER FRO FRIENDLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509552 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “FRO”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair ties
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PUVI LLC Address PUVI LLC 175 Spencer St #2H Brooklyn NEW YORK 11205 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556839506

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MELLOW BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509683 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty balm creams; Beauty care cosmetics; Beauty creams; Beauty creams for body care; Beauty gels; Beauty lotions; Beauty masks; Beauty masks for hands; Beauty milks; Beauty serums; Beauty soap; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Face and body beauty creams; Facial beauty masks; Non-medicated beauty soap
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mellow-Bar Inc. Address Mellow-Bar Inc. 120 Sullivan St. New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 941301-3020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAMP CRAFTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509712 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Markers; Paper; Color pencils; Colored pens; Craft paper; Paper stationery; Writing brushes for calligraphy; Writing implements; Writing instruments; Writing pads; Writing paper pads; Writing utensils; Arts and craft clay kits; Arts and craft paint kits; Blank journals for writing; Children's arts and crafts paper kits; Colored craft and art sand; Construction paper; Printed coloring books; Printed children's coloring pages
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toy Investments, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Toysmith Address Toy Investments, Inc. 3101 West Valley Hwy E Sumner WASHINGTON 98390 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 219351401032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97509790
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of block letters consisting of "ACAA" with a sound line going through the letters, underneath the letters are the words "COAXIAL ACOUSTIC SYSTEM". **Color** is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "COAXIAL ACOUSTIC SYSTEM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Headphones; Earphones; Downloadable mobile application software to control headphones and earphones; Earbuds; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Anker Innovations Limited
- **Address**: Anker Innovations Limited  Room 1318-19, Hollywood Commercial Centre  610 Nathan Road, Mongkok  Kowloon  HONG KONG  999077
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1T22784625
- **Examining Attorney**: RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GWR SAN PATRICIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509967 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SAN PATRICIO" in the mark is "SAINT PATRICK".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OPM Enterprises INC Address OPM Enterprises INC 2500 Dallas Pkwy #180, Plano TEXAS 75093 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2023784

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
AUJEMFLU

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97510198</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

### International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property
A0131366/1711394

### International Registration Number
1711394

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### For
Vaccines

### International Classes
5 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

### International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently ITU
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

### Owner Name
Seqirus Inc.

### Address
Seqirus Inc. 475 Green Oaks Parkway Holly Springs NORTH CAROLINA 27540

### Legal Entity
CORPORATION

### State or Country Where Organized
DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

### Docket Number
SEQS 2208848

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
STRICKLAND, CODY S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PHLUDEPZY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97510210</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0131361/1711215 International Registration Number 1711215

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Vaccines
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Seqirus Inc.
- **Address**: Seqirus Inc. 475 Green Oaks Parkway Holly Springs NORTH CAROLINA 27540
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: SEQS 2208849

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STRICKLAND, CODY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE COLLECTIVE CORNER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97510629</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COLLECTIVE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable podcasts in the fields of leadership, executive career growth, mindfulness, team building, and corporate culture
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For** Downloadable podcasts in the fields of leadership, executive career growth, mindfulness, team building, and corporate culture
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Coaching With Elena, LLC |
| Address | Coaching With Elena, LLC 3264 Casitas Avenue Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90039 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TE/6882-6 |
| Examining Attorney | FARRELL, ANNE M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYNFFOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97510711 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HYNFFOW" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mops; Toothbrushes; Barbecue mitts; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cages for household pets; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Cosmetic brushes; Gloves for household purposes; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Heat-insulated containers for household use; Ice buckets; Ice cube moulds; Strainers for household purposes; Thermally insulated containers for food; Washing brushes; Applicator sticks for applying make-up; Cookery molds; Electric toothbrushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONGGE LLC Address HONGGE LLC 6253 Plum Ave Eastvale CALIFORNIA 92880 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLOOD ON THE CLOCKTOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97511068 Application Filing Date  Jul. 20, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0125514/1681981 International Registration Number  1681981 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6920457

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of hosting gaming events at conventions; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online browser-based video games; Organizing, arranging, and conducting virtual gaming events; Organizing, arranging, and conducting social deduction gaming events

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  2018 In Commerce  2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Pandemonium Institute Pty Address  The Pandemonium Institute Pty  104 Salisbury Road Camperdown NSW AUSTRALIA  2050 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENFINIT ECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511219 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “ECO”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insulating materials, namely, microencapsulated phase change materials sealed within a multiplicity of polymeric shells used for temperature regulation, namely, microcapsules and slurries of microcapsules containing a material which changes from a solid to liquid state at a predetermined temperature used for thermally insulating materials, cooling fluids, thermal cooling foams, structural insulation, and the like
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Encapsys, LLC Address Encapsys, LLC 2515 EISENHOWER DR APPLETON WISCONSIN 54915
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 003724/14160

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ECOCHILL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97511263
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Insulating materials, namely, microencapsulated phase change materials sealed within a multiplicity of polymeric shells used for temperature regulation, namely, microcapsules and slurries of microcapsules containing a material which changes from a solid to liquid state at a predetermined temperature used for thermally insulating materials, cooling fluids, thermal cooling foams, structural insulation, and the like

- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Encapsys, LLC
- **Address**: Encapsys, LLC 2515 EISENHOWER DR APPLETON WISCONSIN 54915
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 003724/14159

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EE EARTHTEK CLEAN WATER SOLUTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97511438</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**  
**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the term "EARTHTEK" in a stylized font, with the term in all lowercase letters except for the "T" in "TEK," which is in uppercase. Below the term "EARTHTEK" is the phrase "CLEAN WATER SOLUTIONS," in a stylized font with straight lines extending horizontally from either side of the phrase. To the left of the literal elements is a stylized circular design composed of two letter "E"s. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "CLEAN WATER SOLUTIONS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**  
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4395536, 4976751

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**  
**For** Sewage treatment plants; Wastewater treatment plants; Waste water purification units; Sewage purification apparatuses  
**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus  
**First Use** Sep. 03, 2021  
**In Commerce** Sep. 03, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Earthtek, LLC  
**Address** Earthtek, LLC 1037 S. Park Acres Dr. Batesville INDIANA 47006  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** INDIANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPRESS KITCHQUIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511441 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shelves; tables of metal
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Continental Prep and Storage Equipment Corp Address Continental Prep and Storage Equipment Corp 4785 S Citation Dr #202 Delray Beach FLORIDA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7173A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TYM2THRIVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97511487
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
- Printed books in the field of finance, professional development, and money management
- Arranging and conducting of sports events; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Education services, namely, providing workshops, courses, classes, retreats, and conferences in the field of finance, professional development, mindset, and money management; Organizing community sporting and cultural events; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of finance, professional development, and money management
- Organizing business networking events in the field of finance, professional development, mindset, and money management; On-line retail store services featuring books, shirts, mugs, and hats

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2021

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2021

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MarimorLife LLC
- **Address**: MarimorLife LLC 6401 Golden Triangle Drive, Suite 115 Greenbelt MARYLAND 20770
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97511542</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Fireplaces; Air fryers; Bread-making machines; Coffee machines, electric; Electric patio heaters; Electric radiators; Electric space heaters; Gas burners; Ice making machines; Microwave ovens; Water heaters; Water purifying apparatus |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Jun. 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 14, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | HK NEW VIGOUR CO.,LIMITED |
| Address | RM 1005,10/F HO KING COMM CTR 2-16 FAYUEN ST MONGKOK KOWLOON, HONGKONG CHINA |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |
| Legal Entity | private limited company |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 22-07-05630 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TCAM TODAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97511558</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "TODAY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary in the field of intellectual property</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Faegre Drinker Biddle &amp; Reath LLP</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Faegre Drinker Biddle &amp; Reath LLP</th>
<th>222 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1410</th>
<th>Wilmington</th>
<th>DELAWARE</th>
<th>19801</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>limited liability partnership</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>OH, WON TEAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3598
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REMISS APPAREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511607 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "APPAREL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, crewnecks, hoodies, hats, sweatshirts, socks, pants, sweatpants, and shorts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REMISS APPAREL, LLC Address REMISS APPAREL, LLC 5846 S Flamingo Road Cooper City FLORIDA 33330 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00688.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511828 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring information in the field of music and entertainment
For Downloadable musical sound recordings; Pre-recorded CDs featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 31, 1988 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1988
For Shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Camper Van Beethoven LLC Address Camper Van Beethoven LLC KWC CPA 5911 W. Broad Street Richmond VIRGINIA 23230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2032518-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABID, NABEELA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PIRATE'S BONE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97511902</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bar and restaurant services; Restaurant services; Fast-food restaurants; Restaurant and café services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Sep. 18, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 18, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Consuegra Sauza, Zaid Renato
- **Address**: Consuegra Sauza, Zaid Renato 3239 East 6th Street Kansas City MISSOURI 64124
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SANGID, HANA RONNY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAUNDRY LOS ANGELES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511911 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word LAUNDRY in bold capital letters, and centered below this term is the wording "LOS ANGELES" is smaller bold lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LOS ANGELES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Samalia Inc Address Samalia Inc 4123 Ann Arbor Rd 4123 Ann Arbor Rd Lakewood CALIFORNIA 90712 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RFLORES
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIKI KON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511956 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TIKI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of mid-century Polynesian Pop Culture; Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 27, 2007 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANDY BOTTOM PRODUCTIONS LLC Address SANDY BOTTOM PRODUCTIONS LLC 10333 NE RUSSELL CT PORTLAND OREGON 97220 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SAMMONS FINANCIAL GROUP
ASSET MANAGEMENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number   97512050 Application Filing Date  Jul. 20, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FINANCIAL GROUP ASSET MANAGEMENT" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to "SAMMONS FINANCIAL GROUP"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4579550

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Financial planning for individuals and businesses; Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuation, and the financial aspects of retirement; Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; Financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures and other securities, and the investment of funds of others
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Sammons Financial Group, Inc. Address  Sammons Financial Group, Inc.  8300 Mills Civic Parkway  West Des Moines  IOWA  50266 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  T59879US00
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MODA 2000

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97512105</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** MODA 2000

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "MODA" **Translation** The English translation of MODA in the mark is FASHION.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Jewellery; Jewelry; Jewelry for the head; Tiaras

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2018</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** On-line retail store services featuring apparel and headwear; Retail apparel stores; Retail jewelry stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2018</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Dresses; Headwear; Petticoats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2018</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** MODA 2000 LLC **Address** MODA 2000 LLC 845 N Euclid St Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92801 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 10569

**Examining Attorney** SHINER, MARK W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LIRETONWAVES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97512247</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 28, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earbuds; Earphones; Earphones and headphones; Audio speakers; Bass speakers; Portable vibration speakers; Soundbar speakers; Wireless speakers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lireton Innovations
- **Address**: Lireton Innovations 36 jos street area 3 gariki Fct Nigeria Gariki NIGERIA 900103
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NIGERIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PIRATE'S BONE BURGERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97512264 Application Filing Date  Jul. 20, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a skull in the center of a circle formed by designs words, PIRATE'S BONE BURGERS and a Dot; the skull has an eye patch on the right eye. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BURGERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bar and restaurant services; Restaurant services; Fast-food restaurants; Restaurant and café services International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce  Sep. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Consuegra Sauza, Zaid Renato Address  Consuegra Sauza, Zaid Renato  3239 East 6th Street  Kansas City MISSOURI  64124 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SANGID, HANA RONNY
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOFT SPA

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97512304</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Electronic bidets; Bidets; Attachable bidets being attachments affixed onto toilets to transform toilets into bidets; Portable bidets; Toilet seats and heated toilet seats; Electronic automatic toilet seats, automatic lighted toilet seats and automatic heated toilet seats

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Apr. 05, 2021 **In Commerce** Apr. 05, 2021

### Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** Fluidmaster, Inc. **Address** Fluidmaster, Inc. 30800 Rancho Viejo Rd. San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number** 159475010000

**Examining Attorney** KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRACE ESTABLISHED 1 AD LIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97512899
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hoodies; Jeans; Pants; Shirts; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing jackets; Graphic T-shirts; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Trustees of the Grace Life Global Trust
- **Composed of**: Cherylann Grace Leader, a U.S. citizen
- **Address**: The Trustees of the Grace Life Global Trust 1201 W Peachtree St NW Ste 2300 Atlanta GEORGIA 30309
- **Legal Entity**: TRUST
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Curtains; Towels; Pillow cases; Shower curtains; Bed blankets; Bed sheets
  
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
  
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
  
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**BASE INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Trustees of the Grace Life Global Trust
  
- **Composed of**: Cherylann Grace Leader, a U.S. citizen

- **Address**: The Trustees of the Grace Life Global Trust, 1201 W Peachtree St NW Ste 2300, Atlanta, GEORGIA 30309

- **Legal Entity**: TRUST
  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAHUYOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97512962 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Dahuyoo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hookahs; Asian long tobacco pipes (kiseru); Cigarette cases not of precious metal; Cigarette cutters; Cigarette tubes; Devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation; Electronic cigarette lighters; Glass smoking pipes; Hookah hoses; Pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; Pipe racks for tobacco pipes; Smoker's articles, namely, filter tubes; Smoking pipe racks; Snuff boxes; Tobacco grinders
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUBEI YUHE SHENGDA TRADING CO., LTD. Address HUBEI YUHE SHENGDA TRADING CO., LTD. 301-60108,3/F, COMPREHENSIVE BLDG.,LUGANG, BONDED LOGISTICS CENTER, XIANGYANG, HUBEI CHINA 441000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAFFRONCISCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97512968  Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a red Golden Gate bridge surrounded by a purple and red crocus flower, with white pistils and above the red wording "Saffroncisco". Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) red, purple, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Herbal tea; Natural spices
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Nov. 17, 2021  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Halstead, Huyen  T  Address  Halstead, Huyen, T  2032 Lawton, Apt 3  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94122  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MURALS IN MIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513183 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable services, namely, providing charitable fundraising services by means of creating opportunities to attend free, accessible public art to be used to provide mental health support
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022
For Organizing free, accessible public art events to be used to provide mental health support
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name St. Petersburg Arts Alliance, Inc. Address St. Petersburg Arts Alliance, Inc. 100 2nd Ave. N. St.
Petersburg FLORIDA 33704 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 134286

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LSiD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DOUSE SEAFOOD SAUCE

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97513490</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of a red lobster with the phrase &quot;DOUSE SEAFOOD SAUCE&quot; across the body of the lobster with a border of dark grey lines above and below the wording, with the &quot;DOUSE&quot; in red and the phrase &quot;SEAFOOD SAUCE&quot; in white. The black outline on &quot;SEAFOOD SAUCE&quot; indicates placement of the color white, and is not claimed as a feature of the mark, nor is the white background.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) red, dark grey, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer** "SEAFOOD SAUCE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>seafood sauce, namely, sauce that can be applied to seafood, poultry and other meats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Douse Seafood Sauce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Douse Seafood Sauce 4242 Broad Creek Lane Jacksonville FLORIDA 32218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>22-ARCHIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRENTISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513498 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Henry Prentiss Furr, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 25, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Denise Furr Address Denise Furr 170 4400 Old Canton Rd. Jackson MISSISSIPPI 39211 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11510

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DWMHXXL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513708 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DWMHXXL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach chairs; Bed rests; Fabric tissue box covers; Fitted furniture leg covers for floor protection purposes; Picture frames with plush decorative outer surface; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Portable bath seat; Residential and commercial furniture; Tissue box covers of textile; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Zelu Address Huang, Zelu No. 1 Huicheng, Chiding, Pingxibeimen, Mianbei Street, Chaoyang District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IDEABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513723 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational games for developing cognitive ability, fine motor skills, memory, playtime activities and crafts, life and self-care skills, knowledge of cultural traditions, relationship-building skills, creativity, imagination, and artistic ability; Party games; Table-top games comprised of tokens that are customizable by players of all ages for game, educational, gag joke, and other purposes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ideable LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Ideable Address Ideable LLC 8755 SW Citizens Drive, Suite 106 Wilsonville OREGON 97070 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SCHLINGMEISTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RESPIRALUX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97513881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Silicon manipulative teaching aids for patients with respiratory diseases, namely, anatomically representative airway models for instructional and educational purposes
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Sep. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lisa Anzalone
- **Address**: Lisa Anzalone 110 Courtyard Ln. Fayetteville GEORGIA 30215
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner Name**: EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IDEABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513922 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Packaged kits comprising printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials for educational activities in the field of child development; Packaged kits comprising printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials for educational activities in the field of education for all ages and stages of development
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ideable LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Ideable Address Ideable LLC 8755 SW Citizens Drive, Suite 106 Wilsonville OREGON Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMAN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Naleyber

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513926 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Naleyber" under a flower design with a heart above the flower design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6482075

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals; Stickers; Gift bags; Gift boxes; Paper bags; Paper banners; Paper boxes; Paper flags; Paper tags; Printed coloring books; Printed greeting cards; Adhesive note pads

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Juncai Address Li, Juncai No. 3, Dianbei Group, Chaling Village Dinglong Township, Xingguo County Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EFLEKTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513951 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air exchangers for cleaning and purifying air; HVAC units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Entecco Filter Technology, Inc Address Entecco Filter Technology, Inc 340 Habersham Road High Point NORTH CAROLINA 27260 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 960036-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney GREENE, BYRON D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOSTARTOOLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97514107 Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design of a diamond with a circle surrounding it. At the top center of the diamond is a design of a half circular saw blade. Below the diamond is the stylized underlined wording "MOSTARTOOLS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bits for power drills; Blades for power saws; Core drilling bits; Grinding tools for grinding machines; Milling machines and grinding machines for the treatment of ceramics and metal; Pads for floor polishing machines; Polishing discs for automated wet-polishing multi-head machines; Polishing system for use in single-head machines comprising grinding and polishing discs for stone profiling and edges; Power-operated grinding wheels; Power tools, namely, tile saws; Precision machine tools, namely, hard metal tools, high speed steel (HSS) tools, carbide tools, ceramic tools, poly crystalline diamond (PCD) tools, and diamond-coated and diamond-uncoated tools, and hard metal tools, all for use in the cutting and forming of materials by others; Sanding pads for power-operated sanders; Wheel adapters for power-operated grinders
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Quanzhou Morong Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Quanzhou Morong Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm.603,Bldg.B,ICBC Dormitory,No.74  Ganlin Rd.Shaolin Community,Fengze Dist. Quanzhou, Fujian  CHINA  362000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DIET MENTOR WEIGHT LOSS
DONE RIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97514153  Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized person inside a circle holding up a very large pair of pants, which are also inside the circle. The circle has a wide shaded border with the words "DIET MENTOR" inside the top border of the circle and the words "WEIGHT LOSS DONE RIGHT" inside the bottom border of the circle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "DIET MENTOR" AND "WEIGHT LOSS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietetic advisory services; Weight reduction diet planning and supervision; Providing a website featuring information and advice in the fields of diet, weight loss, diet planning and lifestyle wellness
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Jun. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ideal Weight Loss of Buffalo LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Diet Mentor  Address  Ideal Weight Loss of Buffalo LLC  3955 Main Street  Amherst  NEW YORK  14226  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SW SAINT WINO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97514196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Picture frames  |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes  |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  |
| **International Class Title** | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  |
| **First Use** | Jul. 01, 2022  |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 01, 2022  |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes  |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | SAINT WINO, LLC  |
| Address | SAINT WINO, LLC 19611 NE 18th Place NORTH MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33179  |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE  |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | USASAWI001-3  |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | WHELAN, JAIME M  |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 401(K) LITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97514208 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "401K"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administration of employee benefit plans concerning insurance and finance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Payroll preparation; payroll processing services; payroll administration and management services; administration of business payroll for others; human resources consultancy; human resources management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HowardSimon LLC Address HowardSimon LLC 304 Saunders Road Riverwood ILLINOIS 60015 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 438146-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
COBAS BOOST

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COBAS BOOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97514247 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6190210, 2913258

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For laboratory instruments, namely, analyzers for the analysis of biological samples for scientific or medical research purposes; laboratory apparatus for pre-analytical and post-analytical treatment of biological samples for scientific or medical research purposes; laboratory apparatus, namely, automated sample handling equipment comprised of recorded software for automating diagnostic laboratory processes; downloadable computer software for the provision of automated diagnostic laboratory processes between laboratory instrumentation; computer hardware and downloadable computer software for use with laboratory instruments, namely, for use in providing remote automated control, connection, data analysis, and data management between laboratory instrumentation

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roche Diagnostics Operations, Inc. Address Roche Diagnostics Operations, Inc. 9115 Hauge Road Indianapolis INDIANA 46250 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COBAS EVOLVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6190210, 2913258

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For laboratory instruments, namely, analyzers for the analysis of biological samples for scientific or medical research purposes; laboratory apparatus for pre-analytical and post-analytical treatment of biological samples for scientific or medical research purposes; laboratory apparatus, namely, automated sample handling equipment comprised of recorded software for automating diagnostic laboratory processes; downloadable computer software for the provision of automated diagnostic laboratory processes between laboratory instrumentation; computer hardware and downloadable computer software for use with laboratory instruments, namely, for use in providing remote automated control, connection, data analysis, and data management between laboratory instrumentation

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Roche Diagnostics Operations, Inc. **Address** Roche Diagnostics Operations, Inc. 9115 Hague Road Indianapolis INDIANA 46250 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PARAMOUNT FENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97514365</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;PARAMOUNT&quot; in black text with a brown depiction of mountains above and below, below which is a white stylized picket fence that is outlined in black above the word &quot;FENCE&quot; in black, flanked by two black dots to either side, and two brown vertical lines above and below.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>The color(s) black, white, and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Disclaimer | "FENCE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Installation of fencing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 15, 2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| In Commerce | May 15, 2006 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Paramount Fence, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Address | Paramount Fence, Inc. 557 S River Street, Suite A Batavia ILLINOIS 60510 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  P PARAMOUNT FENCE PICKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97514437  Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a black and white cartoon dog who has black eyebrows, black eyes, and a black nose and mouth. The dog is wearing a red cap that is outline in black with the white letter "P" and a red shirt also outlined in black. On the shirt is a white design consisting of the word "PARAMOUNT" with mountains above and below it and a stylized depiction of a picket fence below the mountains but above the word "FENCE" inside two horizontal lines and two dots. The dog has two brown fence posts that are outlined in black, with black nails in the posts in his left hand leaning across his shoulder, and a hammer with a brown handle and black top in the right hand above the black word "PICKET" with a black paw print.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white, red, and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "FENCE" AND "PICKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Installation of fencing
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  May 15, 2006  In Commerce  May 15, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Paramount Fence, Inc.  Address  Paramount Fence, Inc.  557 S River Street, Suite A  Batavia  ILLINOIS 60510  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOULSWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97514457  Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing live and on-line meditative movement classes, seminars, workshops, training, conducting programs, coaching all in the field of personal and spiritual development
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jul. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FreeBody Practice LLC  Address  FreeBody Practice LLC  1968 S. Coast Highway  Laguna Beach  CALIFORNIA  92651
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2022-TM-0518
Examining Attorney  PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KITCANIS BONO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97514529  Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multicookers; Air purifiers; Air purifiers for automobiles; Humidifiers for household purposes; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Portable electric warm air dryer; Portable showers; Portable stoves; Solar-powered all-weather lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 12, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOAEON INNOVATION INC.  Address GOAEON INNOVATION INC. 1501 Hartford St APT A Colorado Springs COLORADO 80906  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**
E2 ERA - LIFE 2.0 TAIWAN
CHINA WASHINGTON DC

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97514675</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of four Chinese Characters with the wording "E2 ERA - LIFE 2.0" underneath. Above the Chinese Characters and the wording appears an image of a woman's head facing to the right and getting a haircut with "TAIWAN | CHINA | WASHINGTON DC" forming a circle around the image.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "E2" AND "TAIWAN CHINA WASHINGTON DC"
- **Transliteration**: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Yi Tu Shi Dai" and this means "Yitu Era" in English.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Consulting services in the field of immigration; consulting and legal planning services regarding opportunities, processes, and procedures for obtaining visas, green cards, citizenship; providing customized information, counseling and advice in the field of immigration and naturalization

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: E2 Era LLC
- **Address**: E2 Era LLC 1775 Tysons Blvd., Suite 500, Tysons VIRGINIA 22102
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 210150100000

**Examiner Information**
- **Examiner**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97514714 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NAITRON" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Sinks; Hand basins being parts of sanitary installations; Kitchen sinks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hubei Nature New Material Sanitary Appliance Co.,Ltd Address Hubei Nature New Material Sanitary Appliance Co.,Ltd Huangmei County, Xiaochi Town, Lingang Industrial Park, Huanggang City, Hubei Province CHINA 435501 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN CRICKET ACADEMY (ACA)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97514826 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AMERICAN CRICKET ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of cricket sport; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of cricket; Entertainment services, namely, providing an ongoing radio program in the field of cricket leagues, competitions and tournaments; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of cricket leagues, competitions and tournaments; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of cricket leagues, competitions and tournaments; Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of cricket leagues, competitions and tournaments; Entertainment in the nature of cricket sport games; Instruction in the nature of cricket sport training lessons; Organizing and conducting sporting events for the purpose of helping high school seniors earn a college scholarship in their respective sport; Organizing community sporting and cultural events; Organizing, arranging and conducting cricket events, the proceeds of which are donated to charity; Organizing, arranging, and conducting cricket events; Sport camps; Sports instruction services; Sports ticket agency services; Sports training services in the field of cricket sport; Ticket agency services for sporting events; Ticket reservation and booking for sporting events; Ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; Amateur youth sports services, namely, organizing and providing youth sports activities; Arrangement of sports competitions; Conducting of sports competitions; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of cricket tournaments; Educational services, namely, professional coaching of teachers in the field of cricket sport provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring cricket leagues provided through cable television, webcasts and radio broadcasts; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of on-line competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment services in the nature of fantasy cricket leagues; Gaming services in the nature of conducting cricket tournaments; On-line
admission ticket agency services for entertainment, educational, sporting and cultural events; Operation of sports camps; Organisation of sports competitions; Organization of cricket competitions; Organization of sports competitions; Organization of entertainment events in the nature of cricket tournaments; Organization, arranging and conducting of sports competitions; Organizing sporting events, namely, cricket competitions and tournaments; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of cricket; Organizing and conducting college sport competitions; Organizing and conducting college sport competitions and athletic events; Organizing, conducting and operating cricket tournaments; Personal coaching services in the field of cricket sport; Personal coaching services in the field of cricket sport provided via online, in-person from international level current and former cricketers; Professional coaching services in the field of cricket sport; Providing entertainment news and information specifically in the field of cricket sport regarding leagues and tournaments via a website; Providing sports training information and advice via a website; Providing sports facilities for Cricket; Providing a web site that provides sports league player statistics; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of cricket sport; Providing fitness training services in the field of Cricket sport; Providing group coaching in the field of cricket sport; Providing information relating to community sporting and cultural activities, contests and games; Providing information relating to the organizing of educational, cultural, sporting, or entertainment exhibitions; Providing online interviews featuring cricketers in the field of cricket sport for entertainment purposes; Providing recreational cricket training, coaching and mentoring camps; Providing various facilities for an array of sporting events, sports and athletic competitions and awards programmes; Rental of electronic sports training simulators; Rental of cricket sport training simulators; Ticket reservation and booking services for recreational and leisure events, namely, cricket tournaments

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  US CRICKET BUBBLE LLC Address  US CRICKET BUBBLE LLC  3351 Laughlin Rd  Mount Dora FLORIDA  32757 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  STEINPFAD, SARAH E
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97514830</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Printed newspaper comic strips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | McCain, Remmington, L |
| Address | McCain, Remmington, L 240 Chubb Ave. Apt. 417 Lyndhurst NEW JERSEY 07071 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKYRICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97515026 Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "SKYRICH" within a rectangle. A portion of the rectangle is divided into three parts. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Accumulators, electric; Anode batteries; Batteries, electric; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery boxes; Battery jars; Chargers for electric accumulators; Galvanic batteries; Photovoltaic cells; Solar batteries
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Aug. 20, 2002 In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HANGZHOU SKYRICH POWER CO.,LTD Address  HANGZHOU SKYRICH POWER CO.,LTD No.118 Linban Road, Gongshu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, CHINA  310000 Legal Entity  limited company
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PORN STAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97515049 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lipstick; Body cream; Body lotions; Body sprays; Hair conditioners; Hair sprays and hair gels; Lip gloss; Lipstick cases; Lotions for beards; Make-up; Nail polish; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish remover; Nail polish top coat; Nail care kits comprising nail polish; Non-medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes; Shave creams; Shaving gels; Shaving lotions; After shave lotions; After-shave balms; Bar soap; Bath soaps; Body lotion; Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; Cosmetics and make-up; Deodorants for body care; Eyes make-up; Face and body glitter; Foundation make-up; Hair conditioner; Hair pomades; Hair shampoo; Hand lotions; Laundry soap; Liquid bath soaps; Make-up removing lotions; Perfumed soap; Shaving soap; Skin lotions; Skin soap; Sun tan lotion; Sun-tanning oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duvall Chad Address Duvall Chad Suite 205 Unit 104 2775 nw 49th Ave Ocala FLORIDA 34482
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MA CHÉRIE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97515341
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized wording "MA CHÉRIE".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of "MA CHÉRIE" in the mark is "my dear".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Coasters made of paper; Franking machines for office use; Paper napkins; Paper tissues for cosmetic use; Paper toilet bowl liners; Pen and pencil holders; Place mats of paper; Pouches for writing instruments; Rice paper; Stationery; Stickers; Table mats of paper; Tablemats of paper; Toilet paper; Toilet tissue
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Sichuan Wallbreaker Technology Co.,Ltd.
- **Address**: Sichuan Wallbreaker Technology Co.,Ltd.  No.89, East Section of Puming South Road  High-tech Zone, Mianyang City  Sichuan  CHINA  621000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIGLAFLU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97515576 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0131368/1710554 International Registration Number 1710554

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaccines
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seqirus Inc. Address Seqirus Inc. 475 Green Oaks Parkway Holly Springs NORTH CAROLINA 27540
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SEQS 2209013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)
GEORGIA BCM LOVE THY NEIGHBOR

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97515666
Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022
Register
Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of uppercase letters "GEORGIA BCM LOVE THY NEIGHBOR" in stylized font. The word "GEORGIA" is in smaller font and to the left of "BCM" and "LOVE THY NEIGHBOR" is in smaller font and to the right of "BCM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GEORGIA" and "LOVE THY NEIGHBOR"

Goods and Services Information
For Providing financial assistance for eviction prevention
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Apr. 04, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Buckhead Christian Ministry Inc.
Address Buckhead Christian Ministry Inc. The Murray Building 2847 Piedmont Road NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30305
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 91573-356852
Examiner Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUKFA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97515803 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "AUKFA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "AUKFA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Locking plastic cap that covers bung openings in plastic and metal containers for tamper evidence; Locks, other than electric, not of metal; Non-metal knobs; Non-metal locks; Padlocks, other than electronic, not of metal; Plastic knobs; Plastic pulls
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Andelian Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Andelian Technology Co., Ltd. 1622-1630, Bldg 74, Yixiu New Village Baishilong Community, Minzhi Street Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00974

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIND · BODY · INFUSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97515900 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of THE WORDS "MIND BODY INFUSION" outlined on top and bottom with one horizontal line. To the left of the words there is a drawing showing an intravenous therapy bag with an infusion line leading down to a mortar and pestle. Between the IV bag and the pestle are two floating star shapes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INFUSION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body waxing services for the human body; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, injectables, dermal fillers, laser treatments, laser hair removal, facials and skin care, micro needling, microdermabrasion, chemical peels, non-invasive procedures, IV infusion therapy, LED light therapy, and lymphatic drainage; Laser hair removal services; Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy, including, bioidentical hormone replacement, anti aging therapy, and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, including, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Permanent hair removal and reduction services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Cosmetic hair removal by means of wax and laser; Cosmetic services, namely, non-permanent hair removal; Facial treatment services, namely, cosmetic peels; Health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce May 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MIND BODY INFUSION Address MIND BODY INFUSION 28532 LA MADRID DR., STE C SANTA CLARITA CALIFORNIA 91350 Legal Entity a medical corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
Examining Attorney  MAYES, LAURIE ANN
Mark Literal(s) ARTS IGNITE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97516027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;ARTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Educational services, namely, providing workshops and residencies, namely, on-site classes and non-downloadable instructional videos, long-term art projects and events, namely, poetry and storytelling workshops, mural making and weekly art classes, arts camps, and community cultural events in the fields of theater, dance, painting, improvisation, songwriting, videography and photography; entertainment in the nature of theater productions, dance performances, and live musical performances; and offering art education programs for youth, namely, providing single day community activities, namely, face painting, water balloon tosses, dance parties, and classes for tie-dyeing and jewelry making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Arts Ignite, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Arts Ignite, Inc. 165 West 46th Street, Suite 1310 New York NEW YORK 10036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>DAWE III, WILLIAM H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOBLENZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97516031 Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1725129

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  (Based on Intent to Use) Electric household appliances, namely, electric can openers; kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; electric meat grinders; electric food slicers; (Based on Use in Commerce) Electric household appliances, namely, coffee grinders; electric food and beverage blenders for household purposes; electric handheld mixers for household purposes; electric immersion blenders for household purposes; kitchen machines, namely, electric food processors; electric food choppers; electric fruit presses; Multi-purpose high pressure washers; electric juicers
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Feb. 2020 In Commerce  Feb. 2020

For  (Based on Use in Commerce) Electric household appliances, namely, grills, cooktops, griddles, hot plates, sandwich makers; electric coffee makers; electric toasters; electric toaster ovens; electric convection oven; wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelf; (Based on Intent to Use) Electric household appliances, namely, electric kettles; electric cooking pots, electric frying pans; electric pressure cookers; electric waffle irons; electric and gas powered deep fryers; electric rice cookers
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Feb. 2020 In Commerce  Feb. 2020

For  Electric steam irons
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools First Use  Feb. 2020 In Commerce  Feb. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes  Currently Use   Yes
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Koblenz Electrica, S.A. de C.V.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Koblenz Electrica, S.A. de C.V. Parque Industrial Cuamatla Av. Ciencia No. 28 Cuautitlan Izcalli MEXICO 54730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 513975 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE |

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIND BODY INFUSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97516091 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a drawing showing an intravenous therapy bag with an infusion line leading down to a mortar and pestle displayed over the words "MIND BODY" displayed over the word "INFUSION". Between the IV bag and the pestle are two floating star shapes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INFUSION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body waxing services for the human body; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, injectables, dermal fillers, laser treatments, laser hair removal, facials and skin care, micro needling, microdermabrasion, chemical peels, non-invasive procedures, IV infusion therapy, LED light therapy, and lymphatic drainage; Laser hair removal services; Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy, including, bioidentical hormone replacement, anti aging therapy, and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, including, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellu lite treatments, body contouring treatments, injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Permanent hair removal and reduction services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Cosmetic hair removal by means of wax and laser; Cosmetic services, namely, non-permanent hair removal; Facial treatment services, namely, cosmetic peels; Health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce May 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    MIND BODY INFUSION
Address       MIND BODY INFUSION 28532 LA MADRID DR., STE C
              SANTA CLARITA   CALIFORNIA 91350

Legal Entity  a medical corporation
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FACCNOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97516263 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FACCNOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Articles of clothing for toys; Clockwork toys; Model planes; Plastic character toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Remote controls for toy cars, planes; Scale model kits; Scale model vehicles; Toy for pets; Toy model kit cars; Toy tools; Wheels for toy vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xiangze Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xiangze Technology Co., Ltd. 3A-023, Phase II, South China Int'l Leather Goods Raw Materials Logistics Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DROPMATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97516401  Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software platforms for use to quickly discover new music and entertainment related to audio;
Downloadable mobile applications for users to preview a portion of new music and be able to listen the full song from other
platforms, mobile applications and software; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for previewing new
music and entertainment related to audio and the ability to listen to the full version from other third-party software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Levon T. Petrosyan  Address Levon T. Petrosyan 924 North Hayworth Ave, Apt 1  West Hollywood  CALIFORNIA  90046  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship ARMENIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97516532
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**
GOD'S FARMACY

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing workshops, training, and seminars in the field of growing and cultivating organic foods and plants; educational services, namely, conducting training and lectures in the field of the benefits and applications of organic foods, plants and vegetables; conducting educational conferences, namely, in-person and virtual training, workshops and seminars for Churches, schools, and the workplace in the field of growing and cultivating organic foods and plants; providing educational training, lectures and workshops in the field of sustainable methods and practices of growing and cultivating organic foods and plants; educational services, namely, providing workshops, training, lectures and seminars in the field of the power of plants in achieving better health; educational services, namely, providing workshops, training and seminars in the field of the spiritual aspect of growing and cultivating organic foods and plants

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Terry Mason, MD
- **Address**: Terry Mason, MD 4850 S. Lake Park Unit 1601 ILLINOIS 60615
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: God's Farmcy

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97516557  Application Filing Date: Jul. 22, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "MICRO-DRAW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Kentec Medical, Inc.  Address: Kentec Medical, Inc.  17871 Fitch Avenue  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92614  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: KMI-310

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SNOAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97516632 Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "SNOAP" below a stylized representation of a botanical branch that has three leaves and four berries. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bath soaps; Bath bombs; Bar soap; Hand-made bar soap; Organic bar soap; Donkey Milk bar soap; Non-medicated soaps made from donkey's milk; Beauty soap; Body scrub; Body lotion; Facial creams; Facial scrubs; Hair conditioner; Hair styling preparations; Lip balm; Shampoos; Shower gel; Non-medicated bath salts
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  May 31, 2022 In Commerce  May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ente Corporation Address  Ente Corporation  101 Merritt 7, STE 300 Norwalk  CONNECTICUT 068511059 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  205812/US001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HA, PAULINE T.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97516750
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Furniture; decorative mirrors; mattresses; sleeping pads; sleeping mats; pillows; cushions; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster, or plastic; beds for household pets
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Marriott International, Inc.
- **Address**: Marriott International, Inc. 7750 Wisconsin Avenue Bethesda MARYLAND 20814
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1334924

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JW MARRIOTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97516755 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric scent machine and diffusers, namely, vaporizers being electric aromatic oil diffusers, electric diffusers for air fragrancing preparations, electric fragrance diffusers incorporating nightlights, electric perfume burners, electric aromatherapy diffusers, electric aromatherapy oil diffusers, electric essential oil diffusers; trays for domestic purposes, not of metal International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Towels; bath linen; household linen; bed linen; picnic blankets; pillowcases; bed sheets; bed covers; mattress covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Furniture; decorative mirrors; mattresses; sleeping pads; sleeping mats; pillows; cushions; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster, or plastic; beds for household pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Shampoos; hair conditioners; cosmetic creams; bath preparations not for medical purposes; bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form; body wash; lotions for face and body care; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; fragrances and perfumery; essential oils; oils for perfumes and scents; incense; fragrance sachets
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Catalog ordering and on-line retail store services featuring linens, bedding products, towels, personal care products, apparel and accessories in the nature of jewelry, gloves, hats, caps, bags, eyewear, scarves, and facemasks, interior and exterior furnishings and furniture, candles, electric scent diffusers and household goods
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Candles

International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Marriott International, Inc. Address  Marriott International, Inc.  7750 Wisconsin Avenue  Bethesda MARYLAND  20814  Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1334928

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MOTHERS CLAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97516829
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLAY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry charms; Jewelry making kits; Gemstone jewelry; Handmade snap jewelry; Rings; Women's jewelry
  - **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **For**: Arts and craft clay kits; Arts and craft paint kits
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mothers Clay
- **Address**: Mothers Clay Apt 306 250 W Central Ave Brea CALIFORNIA 92821
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WIFSHBK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97516868 Application Filing Date Jul. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "wifshbk" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Veils; Ball gowns; Bridesmaid dresses; Cocktail dresses; Dresses for babies, children, women; Evening dresses; Men's suits; Wedding dresses; Wedding garters; Wedding gowns
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Shizhong Address Li, Shizhong 20B-403, Nanyuan Villa, Qiyun West Road Yu'an District Lu'an, Anhui CHINA 237000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUCAS, PATRICK T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STONETREE INVESTMENT PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97517407 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INVESTMENT PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, investment advisory and investment management services for private investment funds, pooled investment vehicles and investment accounts; investment management; investment of funds for others and financial asset management; Private equity fund investment services, namely, private investment fund formation, financing services, private equity fund investment services and investment management services; growth capital funding services, namely, investment of funds for others

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 23, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name StoneTree Investment Partners LLC Address StoneTree Investment Partners LLC 5956 Sherry Lane, 20th Floor Dallas TEXAS 75225 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  No

**Mark Drawing Type**  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of an incomplete circle open to the right. In the center of the incomplete circle is a tree made up of five main branches and a single trunk, with a shadow behind the tree, incomplete circle, and at the bottom of the design. **Color Claimed**  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Financial services, namely, investment advisory and investment management services for private investment funds, pooled investment vehicles and investment accounts; investment management; investment of funds for others and financial asset management; Private equity fund investment services, namely, private investment fund formation, financing services, private equity fund investment services and investment management services; growth capital funding services, namely, investment of funds for others

**International Classes**  36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**  Insurance and Financial

**First Use**  Feb. 23, 2021

**In Commerce**  Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  StoneTree Investment Partners LLC

**Address**  StoneTree Investment Partners LLC  5956 Sherry Lane, 20th Floor  Dallas  TEXAS  75225

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANACOTTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97517581 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring phone cases, chargers, battery jump starters, power supplies, solar panels, computer network hubs, usb hubs, usb adapters, usb charging ports, electrical sockets, electric plugs, power strips, surge protectors, electric switches, power switches, charging cables, data cables, audio cables, tablet cases, screen protectors, stands for personal electronic devices, monopods, keyboard, mouse, headphones, earbuds, speakers, audio transmitter units, voice control devices, home security apparatus, wireless transmitters and receivers, audio and video adapters, projectors; On-line retail store services featuring car mounted units incorporating a loudspeaker to allow a telephone handset to be used hands-free, internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022
For Earbuds; Headphones; Audio cables; Audio speakers; Audio transmitter units; Battery chargers; Battery jump starters; Battery packs; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Computer network hubs; Data cables; Electric charging cables; Electric plugs; Electric switches; Electrical sockets; LCD projectors; Monopods for cameras; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Picture projectors; Power strips; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Power switches; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass, polycarbonate, PVC, and polyethylene terephthalate adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Screen protectors specially adapted for mobile phones; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Stands for personal digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants, tablets, and laptops; Surge protectors; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles; USB hubs; USB dongles being wireless network adaptors; Video projectors; Wireless speakers; Wireless transmitters and receivers; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, digital audio and video players, handheld computers, tablet computers, e-book readers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers, electronic notepads, and
cameras; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Desk or car mounted units incorporating a loudspeaker to allow a telephone handset to be used hands-free; Home automation hubs comprised of voice-activated speakers, computer hardware, and recorded software for controlling networked devices in the internet of things (IoT) and operating internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus and home security apparatus; Protective cases for tablet computers

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jun. 02, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Anacotte LLC **Address** Anacotte LLC 1050 Lakes Drive, Suite 220 West Covina CALIFORNIA 91101

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** CREEF, DAVIS W
TM 2695 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DREAM HOSPITALITY GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97517591 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOSPITALITY GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events
For Entertainment marketing services, namely, marketing, promotion and advertising for recording and performing artists

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dream Hospitality Group LLC Address Dream Hospitality Group LLC 1647 McDonald Avenue Brooklyn NEW YORK 11230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BITTERJOY

## Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97517656</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, hooded-jackets, t-shirts, shorts, dresses, hats, sweaters, denimwear, namely, pants and jeans
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2021

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Aimee
- **Composed of**: Aimee Zhang, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: Zhang, Aimee 2956 Crooked Creek Dr. Diamond Bar CALIFORNIA 91765
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country**: CALIFORNIA

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KONA QUEEN HAWAII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97517882 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "QUEEN" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Live beneficial insects
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use 1975 In Commerce 1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U.S. Honey Bee, LLC Address U.S. Honey Bee, LLC P.O. Box 768 Captain Cook HAWAII 96704
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ODUMU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97517890  Application Filing Date  Jul. 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of odumu in the mark is life.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cordless vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
First Use  Jul. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Xingyi Technology Co., Ltd  Address  Shenzhen Xingyi Technology Co., Ltd  602, Block 9, Zhangkeng San District  Minkang Road, Minzhi Street, Longhua  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  KZIP-T00007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ICP ANALYSIS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97517991</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;ICP ANALYSIS&quot; with a stylized depiction of a rain drop on top of a globe between the words &quot;ICP&quot; and &quot;ANALYSIS&quot;.</td>
<td>Color not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;ANALYSIS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Household tap-water filters; Reverse osmosis units; Water filtering apparatus; Water filtration apparatus for the deionization of water; Water treatment equipment, namely, water filtration units and reverse osmosis units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: Jul. 2021  In Commerce: Jul. 2021

For On-line retail store services featuring water treatment supplements, chemical, water filtration equipment and water analysis test kits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: Jul. 2021  In Commerce: Jul. 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION


### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 8916-3

Examining Attorney: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518088 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "Emma" in black on a white background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 017944920 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 17, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 16, 2028

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath towels; Bed pads; Duvet covers; Nightdress cases of textile; Textile covers for duvets; Bed covers; Comforters; Bed blankets made of cotton; Bed blankets made of man-made fibres; Silk bed blankets; Woolen blankets; Bed sheets; Bed linen; Infants' bed linen; Cushion covers; Quilts; Turkish towel; Bath sheets; Hand towels; Towelling coverlets; Hand towels of textile; Children's towels; Shams; Contoured mattress covers; bed ticks, namely, unstuffed bed covers and pillow covers not of paper; Mattress covers; Protective unfitted fabric covers for mattresses and furniture; Quilt covers; Quilt bedding mats in the nature of quilted bedding mattress covers; Towels of textile; Bed throws

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Beds; Wooden beds; Children's beds; Beds incorporating inner spring mattresses; Bedding, except linen namely, mattress toppers, best rests, bolsters, and cushions; Mattresses; Box springs; Bedsprings; pillows and cushions; Bed frames; Wood bedsteads; Bed rails; Stools; Stuffed pillows; Rods for beds; Cushions; Mattress cushions; Pillows; Bed headboards; Bed bases; Slatted bases for beds; Mattress bases; Mattress toppers; Adjustable beds

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Advertising services; Advertising, marketing and promotional services; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Consulting in sales techniques and sales programmes; Advisory and consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods for others; Procurement of goods on behalf of other businesses; Advisory services relating to commercial transactions; Advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of others; Advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of business; Consultancy relating to costing of sales orders; Mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; Retail store services featuring furniture; Retail store services featuring fashion accessories; Wholesale store services featuring furniture; Wholesale store services in relation to furnishings; Wholesale store services featuring sewing articles; Wholesale store services featuring saddlery; Wholesale store services featuring yarns; Online retail store services featuring clothing

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Emma Matratzen GmbH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Emma Matratzen GmbH Wilhelm Leuschner Strasse 78 Frankfurt am Main FED REP GERMANY 60329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CLAYTON, CHERYL A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOCUS-DIRECTED WRITING

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97518161  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 25, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "WRITING"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Personal coaching services in the field of self-help tools and techniques; Training services in the field of mental health recovery and wellness techniques
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **For**: Mental health therapy services; Psychological counseling
  - **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Augusten Burroughs  
- **Address**: 6 Bristol Town Rd  
- **City**: Southbury  
- **State**: CONNECTICUT  
- **Zip Code**: 06488  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: L554193817

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BILL COSBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518213 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal)
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
Mark Type Service Mark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed children's books, Series of printed children's books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter

For Entertainment services in the nature of children's animation and television programs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Pre-recorded DVDs featuring an animated cartoon series, Pre-recorded DVDs featuring comedic and musical performances; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring motivational speakers in the fields of self- and personal improvement; Non-fiction audio books on a variety of topics, Musical sound recordings, downloadable computer application software for wireless devices, namely, software for the distribution of video; downloadable video recordings featuring an animated cartoon series, comedic and musical performances, and motivational speakers in the fields of self- and personal improvement via the Internet and wireless devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, and caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FOX SAINT LOUIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97518233</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a griffin design inside a curved outline shape with a rectangular box beneath containing the word "FOX" above an oval containing the wording "SAINT LOUIS".

Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"SAINT LOUIS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Entertainment services, namely, the presentation of live music concerts, musicals, plays, and theater presentation of speakers and movies

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107

International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 01, 1992
In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Fox Associates, L.L.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Fox Theatre
Address  Fox Associates, L.L.C.  527 North Grand  St. Louis  MISSOURI  63103

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  052000727398

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FABULOUS FOX SAINT LOUIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518234  Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a griffin design inside a curved outline shape with a rectangular box beneath containing the wording "THE FABULOUS FOX" above an oval containing the wording "SAINT LOUIS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SAINT LOUIS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, the presentation of live music concerts, musicals, plays, and theater presentation of speakers and movies
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 1983  In Commerce Mar. 01, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fox Associates, L.L.C.  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Fox Theatre  Address Fox Associates, L.L.C.  527 North Grand  St. Louis  MISSOURI  63103  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 052000727490

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUTTONWILLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518309 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Necklaces; Pendants; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Satyapan, Daniel Address Satyapan, Daniel 17762 Altamirano Lane Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92647 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLSON, MACKENZIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M.A.P.P.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518447 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting in the consumer products industry; Business development consulting services; Business management consulting; Marketing consulting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 09, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TAP Project Inc. Address TAP Project Inc. 55 Hurley Avenue Wyckoff NEW JERSEY 07481 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518539 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letter "B". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for providing content on historic objects including buildings, landmarks and statues International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 15, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Umadda Properties LLC Address Umadda Properties LLC 29 Otis Street, F203 Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02141 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** V VALLEY FORGE CASINO RESORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97518599</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized words &quot;VALLEY FORGE&quot; above the smaller stylized words &quot;CASINO RESORT&quot;, with a stylized &quot;V&quot; behind the word &quot;VALLEY&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;VALLEY FORGE CASINO RESORT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>4254898</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Casinos; Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Resort hotel accommodation services; Restaurant services; Hotel accommodation services; Hotel accommodation, restaurant and bar services; Resort lodging services |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Boyd Gaming Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Address** Boyd Gaming Corporation 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA 89118

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>113046.00863</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>TANNER, MICHAEL R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHEER SAN FRANCISCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97518606 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red image of a bridge over the word "CHEER" in black capital letters, all over the words "SAN FRANCISCO" in black capital letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHEER SAN FRANCISCO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4129816, 4095771

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services; charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events; charitable fundraising services by means of cheerleading performances
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cheer for Life Foundation, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA "Cheer SF" and "Cheer San Francisco"
Address Cheer for Life Foundation, Inc. 584 Castro Street #307 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 076903-4005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinees Attorney CERDA, VICTOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PETROS NETWORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97518665
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NETWORK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Charitable fundraising services for community development, humanitarian programs and religious programs, all related to church planting; Charitable fundraising to support church planting, human rights, governance, education, health, hygiene, and relief from poverty, intolerance, and persecution

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
**First Use**: 2009
**In Commerce**: 2009

**For** Educational services, namely, conducting training, classes, workshops, seminars, conferences and programs in the fields of leadership development, community development, poverty elimination, economic empowerment, community investment, personal empowerment, food, agriculture, farming, healthcare improvement, clean water and sports outreach

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: 2009
**In Commerce**: 2009

**For** Providing religious and ministerial information concerning missionaries, missions, missionary projects, ministerial services, church planting, church development, church leadership, church ministry, theology, religion, faith, spirituality, prayer, cultural issues, and social issues; Charitable outreach services in the nature of ministerial services, namely, providing missionary services, religious and spiritual counseling services, church planting, and ministerial services in the field of religion

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
**First Use**: 2009
**In Commerce**: 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Petros Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Petros Network 6600 SW 92nd Ave., Suite 140 Portland OREGON 97223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>OREGON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>43111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518836 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a nested arrangement of circles with a horizontal cutout where the circles are blue to resemble a "C" and otherwise gray. The color white as it appears in the mark is background and is not a claimed feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for managing computer networks; Downloadable mobile applications for managing hardware and software; Downloadable mobile applications for coordinating information technology services; Downloadable mobile applications for accessing and using a ticketing system International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

For Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; Telecommunications consultation; Telecommunications gateway services; Digital network telecommunications services International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Jul. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2022

For Computer network security consultancy; Computer security services, namely, restricting unauthorized access to computer networks; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting servers for use by others; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting software for implementing enterprise cloud environments for use by others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing security to a computer network; Telecommunication network security consultancy; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2020</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Cywest Communications, Inc.  **Address**  Cywest Communications, Inc.  5358 West Evening Side Drive  Herriman  UTAH  84096  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  25240.12

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518838 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "RAE" intersected by an
arc. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5251505, 5232949

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction of facilities, structures, living quarters, and utility buildings, production modules and subsea modules in the
oil and gas industry; Construction project management services; Construction project management services in the field of
construction of offshore oil and gas facilities; Construction, maintenance, and construction project management services in
relation to oil rigs; Consulting services in the field of offshore oil and gas facility construction; Drilling of deep oil or gas
wells; Extraction of oil and gas; Laying and construction of pipelines; Oil and gas drilling; Oil and gas industrial machine
cleaning services; Oil pipeline construction; Pipeline construction and maintenance; Pipeline installation and repair; Technical
consulting related to the installation of oil and gas equipment, control systems, and machinery
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and
Repair First Use Apr. 25, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RAE GROUP HOLDINGS, INC. Address RAE GROUP HOLDINGS, INC. Suite 300 10401 N.
Meridian St. Indianapolis INDIANA 46290 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized
DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 313210-00801

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASON, JARED MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ORIGINAL CRAB SHACK
"WHERE THE ELITE EAT IN THEIR BARE FEET"

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97518839</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "THE ORIGINAL CRAB SHACK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jan. 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Chimney Creek Fishing Camp, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Chimney Creek Fishing Camp, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PO Box 1600 Tybee Island GEORGIA 31328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: K556988598

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Experiencing Attorney**: SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HDX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97518850  Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning brushes for plumbing pipes and tubes; Caddies for holding cleaning supplies, namely, sponges, cloths, brushes and spray bottles, for household and domestic use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 2013  In Commerce Apr. 2013

For Folding tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use Nov. 2020  In Commerce Nov. 2020

For Carpet shampoo
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Apr. 2013  In Commerce Apr. 2013

For Non-metal zip ties
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers
First Use Apr. 2021  In Commerce Apr. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Depot Product Authority, LLC  Address Home Depot Product Authority, LLC  2455 PACES FERRY ROAD Atlanta GEORGIA 30339  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue circle having dark blue, light blue, and orange spirals embedded therein, a central cutout that extends through sides of the circle and gray shapes on opposing sides of the cutout at the right of the circle. The color white as it appears in the mark is background and is not a claimed feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) gray, blue, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting servers for use by others; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting software for implementing enterprise cloud environments for use by others; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Jul. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Cywest Communications, Inc.  Address  Cywest Communications, Inc.  5358 West Evening Side Drive  Herriman  UTAH  84096  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  25240.14

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VEXITO

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  The mark consists of the wording "VEXITO" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "VEXITO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Aprons; Bikinis; Bras; Briefs; Capes; Cravates; Earmuffs; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Socks; Bath slippers; Footwear for men and women; Rain boots; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Pan, Deming
- **Address**: Pan, Deming Room 505,Ladder 3,No.1,Lane 421,Dongda Road,Zhenhai Street, Licheng District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOCTYISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97519080 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jul. 25, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YOCTYISE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bath toys; Battery operated action toys; Cube-type puzzles; Exercise machines; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Squeeze toys; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy models
- **International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**  Jul. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yibo Haoyu Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97519122</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PEACHES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Alcoholic beverages, except beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Grain Corp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Grain Corp. 14920 Harrison Street Brighton COLORADO 80602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH |

**Mark Literal(s)**

BUCKIN’ PEACHES
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97519186 Application Filing Date  Jul. 25, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "WUKETAR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D spectacles; Eyeglasses; Microphones; Smartwatches; Sunglasses; Webcams; Batteries, electric; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Car video recorders; Cases for contact lenses; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Computer network adapters; Computer peripheral devices; Contact lenses; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Data cables; Data processing apparatus; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Electric sockets; Electrical adapters; Electronic card readers; Electronic collars to train animals; Electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; Electronic locks incorporating biometric iris, fingerprint and voice scanners; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; In-car telephone handset cradles; Life jackets; Magnets; Memory card readers; Mouse pads; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Protective helmets; Remote controls for air-conditioning apparatus; Remote controls for televisions; Remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos and air-conditioning apparatus; Selfie sticks; Smartwatch straps; Solar batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Swimming goggles; Thermometers not for medical purposes; Touch screen pens; Video monitors; Video projectors; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ZIBO WU Address  ZIBO WU 13H, NO.117, YITIAN, YITIAN ROAD, FUTIAN DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THX NEWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RANCHER CARBIDE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97519310</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Downloadable computer application software with security features for use in containerized software application, implementation, management and deployment, namely, software for scaling, monitoring, managing, automating, and allocating of data processing and computing between resources on connected and air gapped deployments, physical hardware, and in private and public cloud environments

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Rancher Federal, Inc. **Address** Rancher Federal, Inc. 1900 Reston Metro Plz Ste 600 Reston VIRGINIA 20190 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97519317
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized shield with a cow on the top portion of the shield and vertical stripes on the bottom portion of the shield. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer application software with security features for use in containerized software application, implementation, management and deployment, namely, software for scaling, monitoring, managing, automating, and allocating of data processing and computing between resources on connected and air gapped deployments, physical hardware, and in private and public cloud environments
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rancher Federal, Inc.
- **Address**: Rancher Federal, Inc. 1900 Reston Metro Plz Ste 600 Reston VIRGINIA 20190
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAMUUVOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97519512 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing bottles for household purposes for dispensing lotions, not for medical purposes sold empty; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Bento boxes; Brushes for washing up; Caddies for holding cosmetics, cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning brushes for household use; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Countertop holders for paper towels; Hair brushes; Hand-operated brush used to clean, smooth, exfoliate skin; Mouse traps; Table napkin holders; Toilet paper holders; Wall soap dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Senna Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Senna Trading Co., Ltd. No.1203,12/F, Comprehensive Office Bldg., No.136, Yihe Rd,Zhongyuan District, Zhengzhou,Henan CHINA 450001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALTERNATE UNIVERSE MUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97519536 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MUSIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music production services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ramirez, Robert Address Ramirez, Robert 180 C Joaquin Ave San Leandro CALIFORNIA 94577
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
XTTAP

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97519723</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Chopsticks; Corkscrews; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Drinking troughs for animals; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Mess-tins; Mug trees; Napkin rings; Oven mitts; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Roasting dishes; Sippy cups; Trash containers for household use; Wine buckets

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** May 26, 2022 **In Commerce** May 26, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Wu, yuchen
- **Address**: Room 503, Block B, Xinhefeng Business Baomin 2nd Road, Xixiang Street, Baoan Shenzhen CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: Sha2005

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: BLAKESLEE, RICHARD A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ONE HANDY MOMMA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97519739</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;MOMMA&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of home decor, interior design, motherhood, and recipes; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring photographic presentations featuring home decor, interior design, motherhood, and recipes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 05, 2018</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 05, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>OHM LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>OHM LLC 1363 Spring Hill Rd Norristown PENNSYLVANIA 19403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>TURNER, JASON FITZGERA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLIENT DISPUTE MANAGER SOFTWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97519776 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a plus sign comprised of four sets of five
cascading lines forming a central square; next to the design appears the stylized terms CLIENT DISPUTE MANAGER
SOFTWARE, the term SOFTWARE appearing in a shaded rectangle with curved corners. Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CLIENT DISPUTE MANAGER SOFTWARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5352365, 6388339

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for managing credit repair and restoration services
and financial services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing credit repair and restoration
services and financial services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jun. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MC-Credit Solutions, LLC Address MC-Credit Solutions, LLC 2598 E. Sunrise Blvd., Suite 2104 Fort
Lauderdale FLORIDA 33304 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MCC-1897-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVINE, HOWARD B
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97519864</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized letter &quot;K&quot; in a square with curved edges.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** (Based on Intent to Use)

Electric household appliances, namely, electric can openers; kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; electric meat grinders; electric food slicers; (Based on Use in Commerce) Electric household appliances, namely, coffee grinders; electric food and beverage blenders for household purposes; electric handheld mixers for household purposes; electric immersion blenders for household purposes; kitchen machines, namely, electric food processors; electric food choppers; electric fruit presses; Multi-purpose high pressure washers; electric juicers; vacuum cleaners, rug shampooers in the nature of carpet cleaning machines, and floor polishers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** (Based on Use in Commerce)

Electric household appliances, namely, grills, cooktops, griddles, hot plates, sandwich makers; electric coffee makers; electric toasters; electric toaster ovens; electric convection oven; wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelves; (Based on Intent to Use) Electric household appliances, namely, electric kettles; electric cooking pots, electric frying pans; electric pressure cookers; electric waffle irons; electric and gas powered deep fryers; electric rice cookers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**

Electric voltage regulators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Electric steam irons

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
**International Class Title**: Hand Tools
**First Use**: Feb. 2020
**In Commerce**: Feb. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**: Yes  
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Koblenz Electrica, S.A. de C.V.  
**Address**: Koblenz Electrica, S.A. de C.V.  
**Parque Industrial Cuamatla  
**Av. Ciencia No. 28  
**Cuautitlan Izcalli  
**MEXICO  
**54730**
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: MEXICO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 513976

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CCIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97519959 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "CCIA" in black and a stylized green cotton design above. The color white represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) GREEN and BLACK is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording CCIA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdominal belts; Incontinence sheets; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in surgery; Orthopaedic bandages for joints; Protective coveralls for medical use; Protective face masks for medical use; Sterile sheets, surgical; Surgical drapes; Surgical masks; Thermo-electric compresses; Thread, surgical
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anyang Huimin Technology Consulting Service Co., Ltd Address Anyang Huimin Technology Consulting Service Co., Ltd No. 38, Huanghe Avenue Anyang High-tech Zone Henan CHINA 455000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CCIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97519967</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of stylized wording "CCIA" in black and a stylized green cotton design above. The color white represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) GREEN and BLACK is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording CCIA has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Adhesive bandages; Antiseptic cotton; Antiseptic wipes; Aseptic cotton; Cotton swabs for medical purposes; Cotton swabs for medical use; Diapers for incontinence; Health food supplements; Lint for medical purposes; Vulnerary sponges; Wound dressings, namely, pledges |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Jul. 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 05, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Anyang Huimin Technology Consulting Service Co., Ltd |
| Address | Anyang Huimin Technology Consulting Service Co., Ltd No. 38, Huanghe Avenue Anyang High-tech Zone Henan CHINA 455000 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JACKSON, STEVEN W |
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97520053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a double green border outside of which are various fruits that seem to be floating. The fruits around the border consist of two oranges, two watermelons, three bunches of bananas each containing two bananas, two cherries, three apples, grapes, a pineapple, an avocado, and a lime. The oranges are orange with a green stem. The watermelons are red with black specks and a green outside. The bananas are partially shaded yellow. The cherries are red with black stems. The apples are red with black stems. The grapes are pink and purples with a purple stem. The pineapple is yellow with a green stem. The avocado is green inside, yellow outside, and brown in the middle. The lime is green. Inside the border in bubble letters with a black outline at the center top is the stacked wording &quot;FUNKY FOODIES, INC.&quot; with the term &quot;FUNKY&quot; appearing at the top. Both letters &quot;I&quot; are lowercase. Under the wording and to the left is a drawing of a child labeled &quot;FRANKIE&quot; in black with a blue outline. The child has red and blue hair, red cheeks, one eye and eyebrow, a smile, and an orange shirt with a light blue collar. Next to the child is a bubble letter &quot;&amp;&quot; outlined in black. To the right of the &quot;&amp;&quot; is a drawing of a girl with red hair with three flowers in her hair that are red, yellow, and blue, black eyeglasses, a black peace necklace, red cheeks, and a blue shirt with a red collar. To the right of the girl is the word &quot;SAVING THE PLANET...&quot; written in black. Below that wording is the wording &quot;ONE VEGGIE BURGER AT A TIME&quot; written in black. The entire mark is superimposed over a yellow background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Drawing Yes Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>The color(s) green, red, orange, pink, blue, light blue, brown, yellow, black, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</td>
<td>Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of food education for children using characters, stories, and recipes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  Jul. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Whitmore, Benette  **Address**  Whitmore, Benette  209 North Park Street  Fayetteville  NEW YORK  13066  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORGAN STANLEY CLIENT EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97520074 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLIENT EXPERIENCE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3873602, 6060164, 6625400 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, namely, PROVIDING CLIENTS WITH A PERSONALIZED FINANCIAL PLAN, INVESTMENT STRATEGY, UPDATES ON INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE AND CONTACTS WITH FINANCIAL ADVISORS
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morgan Stanley Domestic Holdings, Inc. Address Morgan Stanley Domestic Holdings, Inc. 1585 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28596-155

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97520114</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a circle design with two large semi circle designs with the words "ALWAYS FRESH" in stacked format with a smaller semi circle smile design and the words "FAMILY FARMS" underneath the semi circle smile design. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer**: "FRESH" AND "FAMILY FARMS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3924356

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Fresh fruits and vegetables

**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 46

**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

**First Use** | In Commerce | Nov. 2020 | Nov. 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Always Fresh Farms, LLC

**Address**: Always Fresh Farms, LLC 3108 Central Drive, Suite 1 Plant City FLORIDA 33566

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 2870

**Examining Attorney**: STEIN, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNSA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97520146
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Non-metal mounting brackets for interior window coverings, namely, wands and mounting devices for blinds and shades
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
  - **First Use**: Oct. 04, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2020
- **For** Downloadable software to operate interior window coverings, namely, blinds and shades; Smart technology home automation systems primarily comprised of downloadable software for automating window coverings in the nature of blinds and shades, hardware in the nature of a wirelessly controlled wand for blinds and hardware components for turning wand, batteries, and also including adhesive strips for mounting wand-turning device
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 04, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Sunsa, Inc.
- **Address**: Sunsa, Inc. 11850 West Market Place, Suite K Fulton MARYLAND 20759
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97520219 Application Filing Date: Jul. 26, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a quadrilateral in which the top and bottom sides are parallel, and the bottom side is longer than the top side. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Investment advisory services; Investment management; Investment of funds; Financial services, namely, coordination, within a single account, of an investment portfolio's maintenance, trading and rebalancing; Financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services; Cash management; Banking services
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

For: Downloadable computer software for automated portfolio management, transfer and investment of funds, recommending funds, portfolio allocation and optimization, portfolio rebalancing, cash management, banking services, and for creating reports in connection therewith
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automated portfolio management, transfer and investment of funds, recommending funds, portfolio allocation and optimization, portfolio rebalancing, cash management, banking services, and for creating reports in connection therewith; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for automated portfolio management, transfer and investment of funds, recommending funds, portfolio optimization and allocation, portfolio rebalancing, cash management, banking services, and for creating reports in connection therewith; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for automated portfolio management, transfer and investment of funds, recommending funds, portfolio allocation and optimization, portfolio rebalancing, cash management, banking services, and for creating reports in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for automated portfolio management, transfer and investment of funds, recommending funds, portfolio allocation and optimization, portfolio rebalancing, cash management, banking services, and for creating reports in connection therewith
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
WAHED INC.

**Address**
WAHED INC.
Suite 07-123
12 East 49th Street, 11th Floor
New York, NEW YORK 10017

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**
33426.17

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EDGE PACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97520221</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;PACK&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Endodontic obturators sold filled with dental compounds used in endodontic procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge Endo, LLC</td>
<td>Edge Endo, LLC 5600 Wyoming Blvd NE, Suite 100</td>
<td>NEW MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENDO 2206706</td>
<td>NEIDISH, HARRISON E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Binboov

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BINBOOV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97520223 Application Filing Date  Jul. 26, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "BINBOOV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Curtain hooks; Hat hooks, not of metal; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Non-metal hanging closet organizers for shoes, sweaters, purses; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Plastic lids International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Kesi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Kesi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 19B1-A1299, No. 81-1, Nonglinxia Road, Yuexiu District, Guangzhou CHINA  510030 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  995403

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CORA BREAKFAST AND LUNCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97520230 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a sun with a smiley face appearing to the left of the word "CORA" which appears above the words "Breakfast and Lunch". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREAKFAST AND LUNCH" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Cora Musseley Tsouflidou, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coramark, Inc. Address Coramark, Inc. 16 Rue Sicard, Local 50 Ste-Therese, Quebec CANADA J7E3W7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Cora

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</th>
<th>Published for Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARK Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>SHILATELIAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE IDENTIFIERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97520262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Shilat Eliav, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Dresses; Footwear; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Caps being headwear; Coats; Jeans; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweaters; Tops as clothing; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Clothing jackets; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Sports shirts; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; T-shirts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Eliav, Shilat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Eliav, Shilat 166 GOFFE TER NEW HAVEN CONNECTICUT 06511 Legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL Citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td>KEAM, ALEX S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLIND BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97520281 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BEAUTY" Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Deanah Sargeant, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  (Based on use in commerce) Songwriting; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of musical artist, songwriting, fashion, beauty, product reviews, lifestyle, culture; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of music, fashion, beauty, product reviews, lifestyle, culture

For  (Based on intent to use) Cosmetics
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  (Based on Use in Commerce) Compact discs featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable MP3 files and MP3 recordings featuring music; Musical recordings; Musical video recordings; Pre-recorded vinyl records featuring music(Based on Intent to Use) Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 2017 In Commerce  Jan. 2019

For  (Based on intent to use) Bodysuits; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pajamas; Robes; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Sneakers; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Tunics; Underwear; Athletic bottoms; Canvas shoes; Headwear, namely, hats, caps, beanies, bonnets, headbands; Night gowns; Women's tops, namely, camis
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes  Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Deanah Sargeant Address   Deanah Sargeant  51 Riverside Rd  Dover  DELAWARE  19904 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   K557228342

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EDGEAPEX HP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97520283  Application Filing Date  Jul. 26, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Endodontic apparatus
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Edge Endo, LLC  Address  Edge Endo, LLC  5600 Wyoming Blvd NE, Suite 100  Albuquerque  NEW MEXICO  87109  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ENDO 2207107

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B BY BROOKS BROTHERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97520410 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3029206, 1835798, 0667458 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; belts as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing; Caps being headwear; Hats; Coats; Overcoats; jackets as clothing; Rainwear; Windbreakers; Dresses; Footwear; Hosiery; Jeans; Pants; Trousers; Shirts; Dress shirts; Skirts; Shorts; Socks; Swimwear; Sweatshirts; Sweatpants; Sweaters; Underwear; Vests; Sleepwear; Nightgowns; Night shirts; Housecoats; Pajamas; Jumpsuits; Jumpers in the nature of dresses and coveralls; Overalls; Suits; Sport coats; Blazers; Scarves; Gloves; Mittens; Earmuffs; Headbands; Head scarves; Neckties; Suspenders; Sleep masks; T-shirts; Polo shirts; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BB IPCO LLC Address BB IPCO LLC 1411 Broadway, 21st Floor New York NEW YORK 10018
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RACQUET REFRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97520462</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “RACQUET” |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of in-kind donations of tennis racquet from person's discarding tennis racquet to disadvantaged people and/or children |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Kailyn Sun |
| Address | Kailyn Sun PO Box 59933 Potomac MARYLAND 20859 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | K557620264 |
| Examining Attorney | TAYLOR, DAVID T |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MEAT & MORE MEAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERGIO ROCKSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97520744 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Calvin Newell, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by an actor; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Live performances by a musical group; Motion picture song production; Personal appearances by an actor as a spokesperson for entertainment and education purposes; Planning arrangement of showing movies, shows, plays or musical performances; Presentation of musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce May 01, 2009

For Hats; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Sweat shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce May 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Purple Flag Umbrella LLC Address Purple Flag Umbrella LLC 1140 Western Ave North Suite 11 St.Paul MINNESOTA 55117 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, SHA-KARA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADVENTURE HAMMOCK SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97520749 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAMMOCK SYSTEMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hammock stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McLean Metalworks, LLC Address McLean Metalworks, LLC Suite 120 61438 American Ln Bend OREGON 97702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE IVORY FERN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97520861
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Plastic cutlery, namely, knives, forks, and spoons; Flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons; Forks being table cutlery; Table cutlery, namely, forks and spoons
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Wild Fern LLC
- **Address**: The Wild Fern LLC P.O. Box 206 Little Silver NEW JERSEY 07739
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Fernicola

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TWIN TWELVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97520877
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0126095/1681352
- **International Registration Number**: 1681352

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Effects pedals for guitars
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Rhythm Band Instruments, LLC
- **Address**: Rhythm Band Instruments, LLC 923 Cook Ln. Saginaw, TX 76131
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 212982-9032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  B BURKHART MEDICAL AESTHETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97520880  Application Filing Date  Jul. 26, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a capital letter "B" placed within a partial circle, with the circle having a four-pointed star, followed by the word "BURKHART" in capital letters below the "B", and then the phrase "MEDICAL AESTHETICS" also in all capital letters but placed below "BURKHART".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "MEDICAL AESTHETICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical spa services, namely, non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; Dermatological treatment services; Medical consultations concerning skin care; Providing medical aesthetic procedures for the skin, namely, micro-needling, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, micro-derm abrasion, injectable filler treatments, facials, and laser treatments; Providing medical aesthetic procedures in the nature of body image treatment services, namely, liposuction, vein treatment, cellulite treatment, and body contouring treatments; Cosmetic skin treatment services in the nature of infrared energy treatment to the skin and intense light therapy for the skin; Cosmetic laser skin treatment services, namely, tattoo removal, reduction of stretch marks, scar reduction, melasma treatment, and wound healing; Medical aesthetic procedures, namely, providing platelet-rich plasma injections for hair restoration.
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Burkhart Medical Services, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Burkhart Medical Aesthetics  Address  Burkhart Medical Services, LLC  Business Department  8848 Cedar Springs Lane  Knoxville  TENNESSEE  37923  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1506.0003-TM
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE IVORY FERN

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97520903
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Bowls; Cups; Cake stands; Cupcake stands; Plates; Portable beverage container holder; Travel mugs; All purpose portable household containers; Bottles, sold empty; Containers for household use; Drinking cups for babies and children; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Household containers for foods; Insulated containers for food or beverages; Lockable non-metal household containers for food; Lunch boxes; Plastic storage containers for household use; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Training cups for babies and children
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: The Wild Fern LLC
- **Address**: The Wild Fern LLC  P.O. Box 206  Little Silver  NEW JERSEY  07739
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: Fernicola

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR

---

**Note**: The information provided is based on the content of the image and does not include any additional or contextual details beyond what is visible in the image.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERGIO ROCKSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97520960 Application Filing Date  Jul. 26, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a man with an afro, afro pick in his hair, and sunglasses. "SERGIO" above the man's head with an afro pick in the 'O' of "SERGIO" and "ROCKSTAR" script in the afro of the man. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Calvin Newell, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation and advice regarding musical selections and arrangements for sound recordings and live performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by an actor; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Live performances by a musical group; Motion picture song production; Personal appearances by an actor as a spokesperson for entertainment and education purposes; Presentation of musical performances

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2017

For Hats; Shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Purple Flag Umbrella LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>JACKSON, SHA-KARA E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOT21

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97521006 Application Filing Date  Jul. 26, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing scientific information in the field of climate change
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Epstein, Lewis, M DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Lot21 Address  Epstein, Lewis, M 3520 77th Street Jackson Heights  NEW YORK  11372 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KESIJIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521008 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Walkie-talkies; Blank USB flash drives; Car video recorders; In-car telephone handset cradles; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mouse pads; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartphone stabilizers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB charging ports; USB hubs; Waterproof cases for smart phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hongjie Plastic Mould Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hongjie Plastic Mould Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, Bldg B, No.39 Third Industrial Zone, Baan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOME TOWN FENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97521011 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   FENCE

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Installation of fencing; Installing fencing International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair First Use   May 24, 2018 In Commerce   May 24, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Home Town Fence, Inc. Address   Home Town Fence, Inc. 13611 E 104th Ave, Suite 200 Commerce City COLORADO 80022 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MORENO, PAUL A
VERSIO

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERSIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521041 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VERSIO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric and electronic musical instruments; Music synthesizer sold as a unit with a printed instructional manual; Music synthesizers; Musical instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Aug. 20, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noise Engineering Address Noise Engineering 4875 Huntington Dr. N, #32226 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90032 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02692-Kaiser

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CICH-LIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521145 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, Hats with custom Embroidered Fish patches
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name powell, kenton Address powell, kenton 1015 n 32 ave HOLLYWOOD FLORIDA 33021 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Powell, Laura Address Powell, Laura 1015 n 32 ave HOLLYWOOD FLORIDA 33021 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GERMANICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521174 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Rugs; Floor coverings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings
For Curtains; Duvets; Towels; Bed covers; Comforters; Duvet covers; Pillow cases; Sheet sets; Tablecloths of textiles; Bed blankets; Bed sheets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AKDEM LLC Address AKDEM LLC 12 Daniel Rd Suite 318-K6K Fairfield NEW JERSEY 07004
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BASUO-9Q

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97521176  **Application Filing Date** Jul. 26, 2022  **Register**  **Principal Mark Type** Trademark
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Archery equipment, namely, arm guards, arrow fletching devices, bow cases, non-telescopic bow sights and quivers; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Collectable toy figures; Educational toys for teaching math principles to children, namely, manipulative blocks for displaying patterns and groupings; Pet toys; Play tents; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy musical boxes; Toys with LED light features for use in performance arts, namely, dance, poi and rope dart performances; Zen garden desk toys

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods
**First Use** Jul. 15, 2022  **In Commerce** Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Shanghai Ba Suo Culture Communication Co.Ltd.  **Address** Shanghai Ba Suo Culture Communication Co.Ltd. Apt.2908 First Floor Building#2,No.57 Tangnan Str. Yuepu Zhen, Baoshan Dis. Shanghai CHINA 200941  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** ZBJ-188514

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAM BURSTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521220 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "JAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit, fresh
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pacific Trellis Fruit, LLC Address Pacific Trellis Fruit, LLC 5108 E. Clinton Way, Suite 108 Fresno CALIFORNIA 93727 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68759-00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>JELLY BURSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97521230</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "JELLY" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For** Fresh fruit
- **International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46
- **International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Pacific Trellis Fruit, LLC |
| **Address** | Pacific Trellis Fruit, LLC 5108 E. Clinton Way, Suite 108 Fresno CALIFORNIA 93727 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 68759-00003 |
| **Examining Attorney** | I, DAVID C |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALTHCONNEXX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97521335
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing patient use case data across the healthcare spectrum to enable better health outcomes for patients
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ADoH Scientific, LLC
- **Address**: ADoH Scientific, LLC 620 Wayland Road Plymouth Meeting PENNSYLVANIA 19462
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DULGER, SUSAN N
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97521425 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAKERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Catering services; Coffee shops; Restaurant services featuring breads, sandwiches, pastry, empanadas, salads, omelets, sodas, bakery items and Latin American specialties; Restaurant services; Restaurants; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 09, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Inversiones FYB, LLC Address Inversiones FYB, LLC 2611 N Hiatus Road Cooper City FLORIDA 33026 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number JMBINVTMBBW

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SENSOR, JAMES EARL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STEWART GOLF ELECTRIC
CADDIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521520 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GOLF ELECTRIC CADDIE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorized golf bag trolleys
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STEWART GOLF, LLC Address STEWART GOLF, LLC 4600 140th Avenue North, Suite 101 Clearwater FLORIDA 33762 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2024075

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YORSINC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97521577 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing; Advice relating to the organisation and management of business; Advisory services relating to business management and business operations; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, and business organization; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Business advice and analysis of markets; Business advisory services, namely, search for and selection of the best potential suppliers for others; Business information and inquiries; Business management consultancy and advisory services; Business management consultancy, also via the Internet; Career advancement consulting services in the field of nursing, engineering, information technology; Consulting in sales techniques and sales programmes; Consulting services in the field of internet marketing; Database management; Technical consulting in the field of marketing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 16, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Yuexing Jinju Technology Service Co., Ltd. Address Suzhou Yuexing Jinju Technology Service Co., Ltd. Room 702&705, No. 1, Sangtian Island Science &Technology Park,No. 1,Huayun Rd Suzhou CHINA 215000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exhibiting Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s):** SCOREWARRIOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97521734</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

**Foreign Registration Number:** 018612562
**Foreign Registration Date:** Mar. 30, 2022
**Foreign Application/Registration County:** EUROPEAN UNION
**Foreign Expiration Date:** Jan. 12, 2031

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Downloadable desktop publishing software; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for playing games; Downloadable computer software, namely, game engine software for video game development and operation

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Computer software development; Design and development of computer game software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** 100, 101 | **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name:** SCOREWARRIOR LIMITED
**Address:** SCOREWARRIOR LIMITED First Floor 16 Spyrou Kyprianou, Divine Clock Tower, Limassol CYPRUS
**Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Country Where Organized:** CYPRUS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number:** 464.0004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** ARTHUR, ALAINA M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SCREWMATIC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97521738
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: metal building materials, namely, fabricated metal corners for fabrication of metal ducts
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Ward, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA C. L. Ward & Family, Inc.
- **Address**: Ward, Inc. 1100 Ashwood Drive, Suite 1102 Canonsburg PENNSYLVANIA 15317
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 88856/448022
- **Examining Attorney**: ARTHUR, ALAINA M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CVOHAIR LA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97521789</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** False hair; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head; Toupees; Wigs

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**First Use** Jul. 25, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Guangzhou Rongxin Hair Products Co.,Ltd. **Address** Guangzhou Rongxin Hair Products Co., Ltd. Room 834, No. 222, Guangyuan West Road Yuexiu District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province CHINA 510010 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** PJ4896

**Examining Attorney** YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WINSOME LIVING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 97521847
- Application Filing Date: Jul. 27, 2022
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "LIVING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For Rental of apartments; apartment locating services for others; Management of apartments
  - International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
- For Retirement home services
  - International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 100, 101
- International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Bonner Carrington
- Address: Bonner Carrington 901 S MoPac Expy., Bldg 5, Ste. 100 Austin TEXAS 78746
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: 68287-570203

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINISTERIO INTERNACIONAL
MISIONERO DE SANTIDAD GUERREROS DE JESUCRISTO INC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97521991  Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle with "MINISTERIO INTERNACIONAL MISIONERO DE SANTIDAD GUERREROS DE JESUCRISTO INC" going around the inside. There is a smaller circle inside outlining a globe. In front of the globe is an open bible with a light coming from it. To the left of the bible is a sword and shield. The shield has a design where two semi-circles are mirroring each other.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  MINISTERIO INTERNACIONAL", "JESUCRISTO", AND "INC"  Translation  The English translation of "Ministerio Internacional Misionero de Santidad Guerreros de Jesucristo" in the mark is "international mission ministry of holiness warriors of Jesus Christ".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable outreach services, namely, providing counseling services in the field of religion; Conducting religious ceremonies; Conducting religious sermons; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Spiritual consultation
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Apr. 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ministerio Internacional Misionero de Santidad Guerreros de Jesucristo Inc.
Address  Ministerio Internacional Misionero de Santidad Guerreros de Jesucristo Inc. 417 W 2nd St Hazleton PENNSYLVANIA 18201
Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557361120

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE

3751
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCARLET

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97522018
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Printed fiction books, namely, mystery and suspense books
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Penzler Publishers LLC
- **Address**: Penzler Publishers LLC 58 Warren Street New York NEW YORK 10007
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 003389.0400

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FERRELL, LUCY K
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97522128  Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software development tools; downloadable computer software for data collection and processing; downloadable computer software for machine learning and data science, namely, for provisioning, updating, and providing a common development and runtime platform for artificial intelligence applications; downloadable computer software for building machine learning workflows and data pipelines; downloadable computer software for building, training, testing, monitoring, managing, and deploying machine learning models; downloadable computer software for automating machine learning workflows
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Amazon Technologies, Inc.  Address  Amazon Technologies, Inc.  410 Terry Ave N  Seattle  WASHINGTON  98109  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TMKM44884

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
UPSCALE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97522183
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Live plants; Living plants
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Walters Gardens, Inc.
- **Address**: Walters Gardens, Inc. 1992 - 96th Avenue Zeeland MICHIGAN 494640137
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: UPSCALE-2022

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DRESSED UP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97522187
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Live plants; Living plants
**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 46
**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
**First Use**: Dec. 01, 2020
**In Commerce**: May 21, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Walters Gardens, Inc.
**Address**: Walters Gardens, Inc. PO Box 137 1992 96th Avenue Zeeland MICHIGAN 494640137
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: DRESSED UP22

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

---

**Mark Literal(s)** MEANT TO BEE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97522190</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Live plants; Living plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products First Use</th>
<th>May 17, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Walters Gardens, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Walters Gardens, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PO Box 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1992 - 96th Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zeeland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | MEANT 2BEE22 |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARC CLEAN TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522227 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLEAN TECHNOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Small modular nuclear reactor used for providing carbon free energy for electricity production, water desalination, green hydrogen production, green ammonia production, district heating and for industrial heat
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARC Clean Energy, Inc. Address ARC Clean Energy, Inc. Suite 700 2 Wisconsin Circle Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0015372/25

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ARC SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97522236</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Small modular nuclear reactor used for providing carbon free energy for electricity production, water desalination, green hydrogen production, green ammonia production, district heating and for industrial heat
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ARC Clean Energy, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>ARC Clean Energy, Inc. Suite 700 2 Wisconsin Circle Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 0015372/25 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STENDKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522239 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 014016448 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 16, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 28, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for animals; preparations for destroying vermin; biocides, fungicides, algacides, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides and pesticides; nutritional additives for use in dietary supplements, namely, amino acids for nutritional purposes and dietary supplements for fish foodstuffs; preparations and medicines, namely, antibiotics for aquarium fish, in particular discus fish
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Live animals, in particular fish, discus fish; foodstuffs for animals; malt for brewing and distilling; fish meal for animal consumption; animal foodstuffs for aquarium fish, in particular discus fish
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

For Livestock farming services; plant nurseries; consultancy services relating to fish breeding; providing online information about agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, in particular breeding and caring for fish; fish farming services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AAOVEFOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522285 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AAOVEFOX" in stylized font. To the left of the wording is a fox. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording AAOVEFOX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric lighting fixtures; Electrically heated carpets; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; Laser light projectors; LED light bulbs; LED lighting installations; LED lights for automobiles; LED underwater lights; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting installations for vehicles; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights for vehicles; Solar powered lamps; Swimming pool water cleaning and filtering units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tangshan Xuannian Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Tangshan Xuannian Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 7, Building 2 Moli Gongguan Community, Zunhua Tangshan, Hebei CHINA 064200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
JAMIE LOVE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAMIE LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522359  Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, leggings, shoes, coats, hats and gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 24, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brand Appeal LLC  Address Brand Appeal LLC  #303  150 Waterview Road  Island Park  NEW YORK 11558  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97522396 Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" with a circle in the middle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0130955/1711543 International Registration Number  1711543

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  electrical brush holder assemblies, brush holder assemblies, brush holders, grounding ropes, and brushes being parts of industrial and commercial electric motors for machines and electric generators
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery

For  maintenance services, namely, repair and replacement of electrical device components; maintenance of industrial hardware and equipment using remote monitoring hardware and software; consulting services in the field of predictive maintenance for industrial hardware and equipment
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  monitoring devices for monitoring the performance of industrial machines; computer hardware and recorded software systems for monitoring the performance of industrial equipment; downloadable software for monitoring the performance of industrial equipment
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jun. 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 2022
For software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring the performance of industrial hardware and equipment

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes  **Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Cutsforth, Inc.  **Address**  Cutsforth, Inc.  37837 Rock Haven Road  Cohasset  MINNESOTA  55721  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**  MINNESOTA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LE, KHANH M
reason for publication
Published for Opposition

mark literal(s) range four gear

Case identifiers
Serial number 97522429 application filing date Jul. 27, 2022 register principal mark type Trademark
publication date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
standard character claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark drawing type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "GEAR"

Goods and services information
For Rifle covers; Rifle rails; Rifle ammunition; Rifle straps; Rifle sheaths; Belts adapted for ammunition; Bandoliers for holding cartridges or ammunition cases; Shell belts; Bags specially adapted to hold rifles; Shooting support bags, namely, shooting rest bags; Ammunition holders; Bullet binders, namely, binders specially adapted to hold bullets; Two-round bullet holder
International classes 13 - Primary classes US classes 2, 9 International class title Firearms First use Dec. 03, 2019 In commerce Dec. 03, 2019

Basis Information
Currently use Yes

Owner Information
Owner name RANGE FOUR GEAR LLC Address RANGE FOUR GEAR LLC STE B 5305 RIVER RD KEIZER OREGON 97303 Legal entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

Examinining Attorney
Examinining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C HOME TOWN FENCE INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522440 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a fence positioned next to mountains. A circle positioned inside of the letter "C" is positioned above the mountains. The literal element HOME is positioned below the mountains and the literal element TOWN is positioned below the fence and next to HOME. The literal element FENCE is positioned below the literal elements HOME TOWN with two horizontal lines positioned on either side. The literal element INC. is positioned inside the horizontal line to the right of FENCE. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FENCE" AND "INC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of fencing; Installing fencing International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 24, 2018 In Commerce May 24, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Town Fence, Inc. Address Home Town Fence, Inc. 13611 E 104th Ave, Suite 200 Commerce City COLORADO 80022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FLICK CHANGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97522459
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CHANGE”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Toilet paper holders
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FLICK CHANGE PTY LTD
- **Address**: FLICK CHANGE PTY LTD 12 Hoban Cl Keilor Downs, VIC AUSTRALIA 3038
- **Legal Entity**: Private Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PATIOS; OUTDOOR KITCHENS; POOLS LUXE OUTDOORS REDEFINING OUTDOOR LIVING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97522469</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mark consists of a horizontal concentric oval design overlaid by a rectangular banner with a bowed lower edge, with the ends of the banner extending beyond the edges of the oval; within the banner shape is the underlined wording "LUXE OUTDOORS" in stylized font; the shaded outer concentric ring of the oval background contains in its upper arc the wording "PATIO," "OUTDOOR KITCHENS," and "POOLS" in stylized font separated by dots; the lower arc of the ring contains the wording "REDEFINING OUTDOOR LIVING" in stylized font; within the center area of the oval background is an illustration of an outdoor living space with a portion of a swimming pool and fire pits visible beneath the banner and a portion of a brick fire surround and wood ceiling beams visible above the banner.

**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer** "PATIOS", "OUTDOOR KITCHENS", "POOLS", "OUTDOORS", and "OUTDOOR LIVING"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Constructing decks; Constructing porches; Construction of pools, patios, patio covers, garages, fire pits, outdoor living spaces, outdoor entertainment spaces, and kitchens; Installation of garage doors and motors, fire pits, barbeques, appliances, sinks, countertops, cabinets, and tile

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**First Use In Commerce** Nov. 29, 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Luxe Outdoors LLC

**Address** Luxe Outdoors LLC 19514 Lutheran Cemetery Rd. Cypress TX 77433

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 71004
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C HOME TOWN FENCE INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522502 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a fence positioned next to mountains. A circle positioned inside of the letter "C" is positioned above the mountains. The literal elements HOME TOWN FENCE are positioned to the right of the fence with HOME TOWN positioned above FENCE and FENCE positioned above a horizontal line. The literal element INC. is positioned inside the horizontal line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FENCE" AND "INC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of fencing; Installing fencing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 25, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Town Fence, Inc. Address Home Town Fence, Inc. 13611 E 104th Ave, Suite 200 Commerce City COLORADO 80022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** V'La Von

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97522551</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Cosmetic services, namely, non-permanent hair removal; Cosmetic eyebrow care services; Cosmetic face care services; Make-up application services; Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; Skin care salon services; Skin care salons; Waxing services for the removal of hair from the human body; Body waxing services; Body waxing services for hair removal in humans; Body waxing services for the human body; Consultation services in the field of make-up, namely, on-line makeup consultation services and in-person makeup consultation and application services; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic eyebrow care services in the nature of waxing and tinting; Cosmetic hair removal by means of waxing; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, providing dermal peels, facials, exfoliating facials, acne treatments, scar treatments, LED light therapy, waxing, eyebrow tinting, makeup application, medical spa services being minimally and non-invasive cosmetic therapies, and nano eye and lip infusions; Facial treatment services, namely, cosmetic peels; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit, namely, providing massage, facial and body treatment services, cosmetic body care services; Medical skin care services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use** Jul. 18, 2022  
**In Commerce** Jul. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** V'LA VON STUDIO SPA, LLC  
**Address** V'LA VON STUDIO SPA, LLC 9450 Marlboro Pike #19A Upper Marlboro MARYLAND 20772  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOWERS HIGHRISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522588 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hydraulic rosin press machines; Machines for separating essential oils from herbs using heat
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Towers Highrise Inc. Address Towers Highrise Inc. 14359 Loyola St. Moorpark CALIFORNIA 93021 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorneys LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOT RICE X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97522619  Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "NOT RICE" in stylized font with a stylized "X" as the dot over the letter "I" in "RICE". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Packaged meal kits consisting primarily of garbanzo beans as a source of proteins and carbohydrates; packaged foods, namely side-dishes and meal accompaniments consisting primarily of garbanzo beans as a source for proteins and carbohydrates
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Helmsman Group, LLC  Address  The Helmsman Group, LLC  Suite 275  1028 SE Water Ave.  Portland  OREGON  97214  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2332
Examining Attorney  KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE EV STUDIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97522673
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "The EV Studio" with "The" in black, "EV" in red, and "Studio" in black. Within the letter "E" in "EV" is the image of an electrical plug in white. A stylized band that has a "V" shape in the middle appears below the wording.
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "EV"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Automobile customization services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The EV Studio, Inc.
- **Address**: The EV Studio, Inc. 12911 N NEBRASKA AVE Tampa FLORIDA 33614
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAROUT R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522738 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harout R Group LLC Address Harout R Group LLC 115 River Road, Suite 110 Edgewater NEW JERSEY 07020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AGH002.00402

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MÜLLERHEIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522761 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MÜLLERHEIM" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Dinnerware, namely, Plates; Dinnerware, namely, Bowls; Dinnerware, namely, Cups; Dinnerware, namely, Saucers; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Tea services in the nature of tableware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harvey Ho Address Harvey Ho 2063 Rancho Valley Drive Suite 320 #203 Pomona CALIFORNIA 91766 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97522761

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KIDSCOOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97522778  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "KidsCool" in stylized format, with four vertical dots next to the K, two dots inside the D, three lines in the C, one dot in each O and three dots above each O, a dot below the L, and KIDSCOOL below followed by 6 dots. There are curved blocks surrounding the top half of the K, bottom half of the S and right part of the L. A half circle appears below the Os. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation**: The wording "KidsCool" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bath toys; Board games; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's multiple activity toys; Dog toys; Dolls and playsets therefor; Electronic learning toys; Exercise machines; Infant development toys; Infant toys; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Party games; Pet toys; Sandbox toys; Spinning fidget toys; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Talking toys; Toy aircraft; Toy building blocks; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy cookware; Toy furniture; Toy jewelry; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wan, Dajun  
- **Address**: Wan, Dajun Room 725-01, No. 421, Xingman Avenue Nancun Town, Panyu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BEACON MOBILITY

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a lighthouse with a beam of light extending outward from the right side of the lighthouse with the term &quot;BEACON&quot; to the right of the lighthouse and underneath the beam of light and with the term &quot;MOBILITY&quot; stacked underneath the term &quot;BEACON.&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;MOBILITY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For                      | Providing consultation in the field of passenger transportation; providing passenger transportation services |
| International Classes    | 39 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 100, 105 |
| International Class Title| Transportation and Storage |
| First Use                | Jan. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce              | Jan. 01, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name       | Van Pool Transportation LLC |
| Address          | Van Pool Transportation LLC 70 Post Office Park, Suite 7003 Wilbraham MASSACHUSETTS 01095 |
| Legal Entity     | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 128106-0134 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUCKXY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97522828 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookmarks; Engravings; Envelopes; Paintings; Paper-clips; Pens; Stationery; Stickers; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Binder clips; Boxes of paper; Coasters of paper or cardboard; Color prints in the nature of lithographs; Desk organizers for stationery use; Document files; Drawing instruments; Drawing pads; Drawing paper; Flags and pennants of paper; Garbage bags of paper or of plastics; Gift bags; Magnetic boards being office requisites; Notebook paper; Offset printing paper for pamphlets; Oil paintings; Painters' brushes; Painters' easels; Paper flags; Paper party decorations; Paper staplers; Papers for painting and calligraphy; Pen cases; Pencil holders; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Plastic wrap; Printed booklets in the field of parties; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed note cards; Printed notepads; Printed posters; Printed promotional scratch cards; Rubber bands; Table runners of paper; Towels of paper; Wall decals; Watercolour paintings; Writing instruments; Writing pads; Writing paper pads
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZIBO WU Address ZIBO WU 13H, NO.117, YITIAN, YITIAN ROAD, FUTIAN DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0115

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** V*A*S*E

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97523020
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, live music concerts; Music content, namely, online, non-downloadable music
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kickin Coyote Productions, LLC
- **Address**: Kickin Coyote Productions, LLC 5766 Evergreen Ave. Orchard Lake MICHIGAN 48324
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 44355

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exmaining Attorney**: SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GUMMY PARADISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97523170</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GUMMY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring clothing, nutritional supplements, herbal supplements, non-medicated body oils and creams
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Alessandrini Partners, LLC
- **Address**: Alessandrini Partners, LLC 103 Country Club Dr Lexington
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: K556195962

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE RESUME CHIC & CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523207 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RESUME" AND "CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Career advancement consulting services in the field of insurance, healthcare, aviation, finance, information technology, education, legal, customer service, sales and business development, program management, project management, and human resources focusing on interview preparation and writing; Career planning services; Resume writing; Resume preparation; Writing of resumes for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 06, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Resume Chic LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Resume Chic & Co Address The Resume Chic LLC 364 Buchanan Drive Davenport FLORIDA 33837 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
# Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
NESO-PRO

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97523256</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

For Aerated beverage making machines; Beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; Bottle washing machines; Can openers, electric; Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; Electric bag sealers; Electric egg beaters; Electric food mixers; Electric fruit presses; Electric kitchen mixers; Electric meat grinders; Electrical squeezer for fruits and vegetables; Kitchen mixers, electric; Machines, namely, crushers, impact mills, breakers, pulverizers, mixers and blenders and parts therefor, for industrial and commercial applications; Meat and food grinder attachments for electric mixers for household use; Power-operated flour mills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhongshan Yongling Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Zhongshan Yongling Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 805-1, Building 5, 29, South of Xinshirongh Street, Xiaolan Town, Zhongshan 528415</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RYM2022</td>
<td>TAYLOR, DAVID T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
GOOP TROopers

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97523367
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Action figures; Novelty toy items in the nature of action figures made of multiple chambers and fillings; Toy action figures
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lonme Ltd.
- **Address**: Lonme Ltd. Flat 13, 11/F One Midtown, 11 Hoi Shing Road, Tsuen Wan, N.T. HONG KONG
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: GoopTroopers

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DRAFTRS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97523380
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Insurance agencies
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Draftrs, Inc.
- **Address**: Draftrs, Inc. 3839 McKinney Ave, Suite 155-5062 Dallas TEXAS 75204
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TWINRUCHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523438 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Bumbags; Satchels; All-purpose athletic bags; Backpacks for pets; Children's shoulder bags; Coin purses; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Multi-purpose purses; Rucksacks for mountaineers; School satchels; Sports bags; Tote bags; Travelling bags; Vanity cases, not fitted
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yangzhou Ailansuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yangzhou Ailansuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 127, No. 103, Yangzijiang North Road, Hanjiang District Yangzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 225100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FBLHAIR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97523440</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 28, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| **For** | Braids; Toupees; Wigs; Crochet needles; Hair clips; Hair extensions; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Human braiding hair |
|**International Classes** | 26 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 | **International Class Title** | Fancy Goods |
|**First Use** | Jun. 25, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Jun. 25, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | Guangzhou Fatesi Trading Co., Ltd. |
|**Address** | Guangzhou Fatesi Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 1708, No. 383, Hanxi Avenue East (Extended Section), Nancun Town, Panyu Dist, Guangzhou CHINA 511400 |
|**Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
|**State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| **Examining Attorney** | IP, KENNINA NGA-YU |

---

3787
reason for publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROANKLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523451 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Socks; Ankle socks; Anklet socks; Athletic footwear; Insoles for footwear; Insoles for shoes; Polymer custom cushioned shoe inserts for primarily non-orthopedic purposes; Sports shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LI YUXIN Address LI YUXIN No. 472, Linqingdian Village Muye District, Xinxiang Henan Province CHINA 453000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOOWINNEET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97523453
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Boots; Footwear; Shoes; Beach shoes; Boots for sport; Climbing boots; Lace boots; Mountaineering shoes; Rain boots; Soccer shoes; Sports shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jijie Chen
- **Address**: Jijie Chen No. 22 Fengjiao, Meifa Village Fengcheng Town Anxi County, Fujian CHINA 362499
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  JH JEWELHASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97523579  Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two stylized letter "JH" inside two concentric circles with dotted lines across the top and bottom between the two circles all in graduated color from yellow to brown going from top to bottom, and the styled word "JEWELHASH" in brown under the two circles. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and are not claimed as part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) yellow and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewellery; Bracelets; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Necklaces; Ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; Identification bracelets
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title  Jewelry

For  Authenticating jewelry
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Giorgi, Gianluca  Address  Giorgi, Gianluca  Via Marco Polo, 36  Osimo  ITALY  60027
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
P-SHIELD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97523625
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Children's towels; Cotton towels
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: P-Shield LLC
- **Address**: P-Shield LLC, 1803 BUCKINGHAM CIRCLE, MIDDLETOWN, NEW JERSEY 07748
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOODWIN, KATRINA JOYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOT AFFILIATED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97523626
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Not Affiliated" represented in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air deodorizing preparations
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Moto Tomo, Sandra
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: TA Not Affiliated
- **Address**: Moto Tomo, Sandra 15-50 Rubin St, Richmond Hill, Ontario, CANADA L4B3L5
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GOODWIN, KATRINA JOYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HOTZ N' NOTZ PICKLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97523631
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PICKLES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pickles; Pickle juice; Pickled cucumbers; Pickled fruits; Pickled ginger; Pickled hot peppers; Pickled jalapeños; Pickled onions; Pickled peppers; Pickled radishes; Pickled vegetables; Pickled watermelon rind; Dill pickles; Spicy pickles
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lombardi, Christina Michele
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA Festa, Christina Michele Lombardi
- **Address**: Lombardi, Christina Michele 262 Cape Horn Road Stamford NEW YORK 12167
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GOODWIN, KATRINA JOYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) H&W HARRYANDWILLIAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523654 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrasive liner for cat litter boxes; Animal activated animal feeders; Animal activated livestock waterers; Brushes for pets; Cages for household pets; Cleaning pads; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household storage containers for pet food; Pet litter boxes; Racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing chouchoumao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Beijing chouchoumao Trading Co., Ltd. 1123, 1st Floor, Bldg. 20, Shuangqiao (Shuangqiao Dairy Factory) Chaoyang Dist Beijing CHINA 100024 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'NEILL, MARY K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
XPRO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97523682
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0131799/1714576
- **International Registration Number**: 1714576

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Chemical and biochemical reagents for medical, pharmaceutical or veterinary use, namely, for the detection, analysis and quantification of contaminants; diagnostic reagents for clinical or medical use
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **For** Biochemical reagents used for non-medical purposes, namely, biochemical reagents for detecting contaminants, microorganisms, antigens, adulterants, or chemicals in food, agricultural products, and agri-food preparations and in the environment in which these preparations are produced, namely, water, air and work surfaces
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Invisible Sentinel, Inc.
- **Address**: Invisible Sentinel, Inc. 3711 Market Street  Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ICONIC PERFORMANCE LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523757 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “PERFORMANCE LAB”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health clubs for physical exercise
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brett Bowers Address Brett Bowers 4801 Spring Valley Rd Ste 116 Framers Branch TEXAS 75244 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUICK PLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523846 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For license plate holders; license plate fasteners
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tyler S. Roush Address Tyler S. Roush 6173 Old Bridge Ave. NW Massillon OHIO 44646 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ROUSH-B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MLS MOBILE LABORATORY SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523921 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MLS MOBILE LABORATORY SOLUTIONS". The letter "M" in "MLS" is formed in the negative space around a large black triangle at the top pointing down and two small black triangles at the bottom pointing up. The stylized letter "L" is black and forms right-hand side of the letter "M". The letter "S" is formed by a green microscope with black curves forming the top left, the inner middle, and bottom center of the letter "S". The wording "MOBILE LABORATORY" appears in black below the wording "MLS". The wording "SOLUTIONS" appears in green below the wording "MOBILE LABORATORY". All instances of the color white represent background and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark. Color Claimed The color(s) black and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MOBILE LABORATORY SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Medical laboratory services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mobile Laboratory Solutions Address Mobile Laboratory Solutions 1570 Desert Gold Boerne TEXAS 78006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  9220-0200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  UNIQUELY CREATED, 
DIVINELY DESIGNED BETTER YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97524008  Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "UNIQUELY CREATED," in black, the words "DIVINELY DESIGNED" in dark pink, the word "BETTER" in dark purple, and the word "YOU" in dark pink. There is a dark purple butterfly followed by a dark purple line, a dark gray line, and a light gray line. The areas of white represent background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark pink, dark purple, light gray, dark gray, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching services in the field of wellness, fitness, and personal development; Workshops and seminars in the field of personal development; Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self-awareness; Personal coaching services in the field of leadership and personal development; Personal coaching services in the field of fitness; Physical fitness consultation
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bulluck, Kenyatta  Address  Bulluck, Kenyatta  830 Glenwood Avenue, SE, Suite 510-336  Atlanta GEORGIA  30316  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CB CAREERBIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97524041 Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "C" surrounding a stylized lower
case letter "B", which has an arrow extending upward from the vertical line of the "B", followed by the wording
"CAREERBIT" in stylized letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Career placement; Career placement consulting services; Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career
networking services; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills, and abilities of others for career placement
purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business
For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for career development and
placement; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for career information, career
development and planning; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for career development and placement
services
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Territorium, Inc. Address  Territorium, Inc.  8452 Fredericksburg Rd. #405  San Antonio  TEXAS  78229
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  X911.0007
Examining Attorney  WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MISSION BOX MBS SOLUTIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97524067
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “SOLUTIONS”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Employment recruiting services; Professional staffing services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Mission Box Solutions Inc.
- **Address**: Mission Box Solutions Inc. 2008 Bremo Rd Ste 110 Richmond VIRGINIA 232262443
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 2024698

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AME ANDEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97524075  Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of AME in the mark is soul.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drinking glasses; trays for domestic purposes, not of metal; leather coasters; leather place mats; place mats, not of paper or textile; cake stands; serving spoons; serving trays; napkin holders; flower vases; bowls; plates; coffee services in the nature of tableware; coffee cups; teacups; mugs; candlesticks; coasters, not paper or textile
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Table napkins of textile; textile tablecloths; textile place mats; coasters of textile; tablecloths, not of paper
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes
US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics

For  Paper napkins; coasters of paper or cardboard; place mats made of paper or cardboard; paper tablecloths
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Dividers for drawers
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Providing a website featuring information in the field of entertaining; providing a website featuring information in the field of arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social events
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For Candles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>4 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 6, 15</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Lubricants and Fuels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>8 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>23, 28, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hand Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Bark Outdoors, LLC Address Bark Outdoors, LLC 8785 Lookout Ln Park City UTAH 84098 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MISSION BOX MBS SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97524121 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording MISSION BOX MBS over SOLUTIONS. The wording MBS appears at the bottom right of the stylized "O" in BOX. The O in "BOX" appears as a square with the edges cut inward. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment recruiting services; Professional staffing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mission Box Solutions Inc. Address Mission Box Solutions Inc. 2008 Bremo Rd Ste 110 Richmond VIRGINIA 232262443 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2024698

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W

The mark consists of the letter W in a stylized font with a circular design encompassing it.

Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Consultancy services, namely, consultancy regarding public relations and strategic marketing communications

Advertising and Business

First Use Aug. 2013

In Commerce Aug. 2013

CommunicationWorks, LLC

Washington D.C. 20037

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONNECTEDNEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97524177 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving medical rehabilitation services for purposes of guiding treatment and assessing program effectiveness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Medical research in the field of oncology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XanthosHealth LLC Address XanthosHealth LLC 2141 Dudley Avenue Saint Paul MINNESOTA 55108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  REACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97524188  Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5778441

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  756212  Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 26, 2002  Foreign Application/Registration County  MEXICO  Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 20, 2032  Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Aug. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Isotonic beverages
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DISTRIBUIDORA GLOBA ALIMENTICIA, S.A. DE C.V.  Address  DISTRIBUTORA GLOBA ALIMENTICIA, S.A. DE C.V. Rosal No. 28, Colonia Mariano Otero  Zapopan, Jalisco  MEXICO  45067  Legal Entity  sociedad anonima (sa de cv)  State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RTM2226

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JSYJHFLFSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97524241  Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, arm rests for vehicle seats; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile holders for MP3 players that are affixed or specially adapted to the automobile; Motor scooters and structural parts therefor; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Safety seats for children, for vehicles; Shock absorbing springs for vehicles; Sideview mirrors for vehicles; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Upholstery for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes  US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use  May 20, 2022  In Commerce  May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou huobo e-commerce Co., Ltd Address  Ganzhou huobo e-commerce Co., Ltd,  Rm. 1603-107, Bldg. B15, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, Ganzhou, Jiangxi, CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPP
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VIGORO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97524242</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Saucers for flower pots; watering cans

|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|-------------------------------|--------------------------|----------------------|-----------|-----------|-------------|-----------|

For Kneeling pads for household and garden use; wheeled plant stands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 2021</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Sun shade sails in the nature of canopies of textile or synthetic materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>22 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Cordage and Fibers</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jun. 2020</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jun. 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Non-metal hose fittings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>17 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Rubber Goods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>May 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Home Depot Product Authority, LLC  **Address**  Home Depot Product Authority, LLC  2455 PACES FERRY ROAD  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30339  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  GEORGIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  PEREZ, STEVEN M
MARK Literal(s)  DICK & MILLIE'S CAMERA CORNER SINCE 1949

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording and year "DICK & MILLIE'S CAMERA CORNER SINCE 1949" and design. The design consists of two concentric circles, the perimeter of the outer circle has a serrated edge, and centered within the inner circle is the stylized image of a camera. Within the inner circle is the wording "CAMERA CORNER" curved downward above the camera and below the camera and curved upward is the wording and year "SINCE 1949". Above the design is the wording "DICK & MILLIE'S" that curves downward around the design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CAMERA" AND "SINCE 1949"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail distributorship services featuring audio-visual equipment used for presentations, namely, video cameras and recorders, video editing equipment, slide, overhead, and video projectors, digital imaging equipment, multimedia equipment, compact disc players for audio and photographic use, video cassette tapes and compact discs, cameras, camera lenses, tripods, light meters, camera bags, and other camera accessories, photographic lights, flash equipment, and photographic accessories, darkroom equipment, photographic enlargers and photographic accessories, photographic film, paper, and darkroom chemicals, laminating and mounting equipment, batteries for cameras and flash equipment, and books for instructional videotapes on photography and multimedia presentations
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**MARK LITERAL(s)**
FIGHT VOTER FRAUD.ORG
"ONE VOTE FOR ONE LEGAL VOTER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For education services, namely, providing training in the field of the voting process, constitutional rights of voters, voter disenfranchisement, and maintenance of voter rolls; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of brochures and pamphlets concerning the voting process, constitutional rights of voters, voter disenfranchisement, and maintenance of voter rolls

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Fight Voter Fraud, Inc.  
Address Fight Voter Fraud, Inc. 5830 E. 2nd Street, Suite 7000 #224  
Casper WYOMING 82609  
Legal Entity non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number FIGH400000100

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HATHOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97524410 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HATHOR" in stylized font with an equals sign making up the bottom left portion of the letter "H". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "HATHOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer programs for use in blockchain technology for service infrastructure, being software used to operate systems designed on blockchain infrastructure, namely, ecommerce systems, digital commerce marketplaces that are connected to blockchain networks, and systems for trading tokens that represent digital assets, namely, NFTs; Downloadable computer software for use in blockchain technology for service infrastructure, being software used to operate systems designed on blockchain infrastructure, namely, ecommerce systems, digital commerce marketplaces that are connected to blockchain networks, and systems for trading tokens that represent digital assets, namely, NFTs; Downloadable computer application software for phones, tablets and mobile devices, namely, software for use in blockchain technology for service infrastructure, being software used to operate systems designed on blockchain infrastructure, namely, ecommerce systems, digital commerce marketplaces that are connected to blockchain networks, and systems for trading tokens that represent digital assets, namely, NFTs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Authentication of data in the field of ecommerce and digital marketplaces using blockchain technology; Computer software design; Data encryption services; Electronic data storage; Information technology consulting services; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting software for development of projects and applications in blockchain service software and tokenization projects that use blockchain technology, projects for the transaction of digital assets in a distributed person to person or permissioned blockchain networks, mining of cryptoassets and digital currencies, blockchain interconnection for cryptoasset transactions between connected networks, and digital asset projects for the storage of cryptoassets and digital currencies, for use by others; Internet security consultancy; Rental of a database server to third parties; Rental of computer software and programs for use in blockchain technology for service infrastructure, being software used to
operate systems designed on blockchain infrastructure, namely, ecommerce systems, digital commerce marketplaces that are connected to blockchain networks, and systems for trading tokens that represent digital assets, namely, NFTs; User authentication services using blockchain technology for ecommerce; User authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; Computer systems analysis; Data conversion of electronic information; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in blockchain technology for service infrastructure, being software used to operate systems designed on blockchain infrastructure, namely, ecommerce systems, digital commerce marketplaces that are connected to blockchain networks, and systems for trading tokens that represent digital assets, namely, NFTs

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HATHOR LABS  
- **Address**: HATHOR LABS Whitehall Chambers 2d Fl Whitehall House 238 North Church Street George Town CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1-206  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CAYMAN ISLANDS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUEV9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97524546 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of THE STYLIZED "NUEV9" IN YELLOW ON A BLACK RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) YELLOW AND BLACK is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "NUEVE" in the mark is "NINE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CARLOS BESSE MOLEDO Address CARLOS BESSE MOLEDO 7441 WAYNE AVE, #8Q MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33141 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ARGENTINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number USACHAR001-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIME PROTEIN

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97524604
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PROTEIN"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Nutritional supplements in the form of grass-fed beef protein powder
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: May 18, 2017
- **In Commerce**: May 18, 2017

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: PureWOD LLC
- **Address**: PureWOD LLC Unit 101 1800 E 4th St Austin TExas 78702
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SLOATHERHOUSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97524666
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Board games; Action figure toys; Stuffed toys
  - **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **For**: Printed posters
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For**: Motion picture films about fantasy, comedy and horror featuring homicidal sloths; Downloadable video game software; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring animated motion of 2D and 3D characters authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable video recordings featuring animated motion of 2D and 3D characters authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For**: Hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fowler, Bradley
- **Address**: Fowler, Bradley 1801 228 South Le Doux Rd. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90211
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1801
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAMPO GRILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97524839 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GRILL" Translation The English translation of "CAMPO" in the mark is "FIELD".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frozen appetizers consisting primarily of chicken or seafood; Frozen chicken, namely, breaded chicken nuggets, chicken strips, chicken breasts; Frozen eggs; Frozen fish; Frozen pre-packaged entrees consisting primarily of seafood; Frozen vegetables; Meat, frozen
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GEL2213-F

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97525074</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 28, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>BaoGui</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;BAOGUI&quot; in the mark is &quot;valuable&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Chandeliers; Flashlights; Luminaries; Aquarium lights; Ceiling lights; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Lamps for festive decoration; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Luminous house numbers; String lights for festive decoration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 02, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Fujian Quanzhou Yuxin Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Fujian Quanzhou Yuxin Technology Co., Ltd. No. 180, Tianzhong, Guopu Village Hutou Town, Anxi County Quanzhou City, Fujian CHINA 362411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA |
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97525110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "2DIE4! The Word Dice Game" and two white dice with black lettering.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "THE WORD DICE GAME"

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Tabletop games comprised of dice

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Jansen, Kurtis, J
- **Address**: Jansen, Kurtis, J  po box 5197  eugene  OREGON  97405
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: CHISOLM, KEVON
## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two Chinese characters in black font. Above this is a red circle with four red bars inside the circle and meeting at the center of the circle and connecting to two red concentric circles. Around the inside of the outermost circle is a thin red line creating a decorative border inside the circle. The white in the mark is background only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Color Drawing**: Yes

**Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Transliteration**: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterates to "WAN" and "FENG" and this means "night" and "peak" in English.

## FOREIGN INFORMATION

**Foreign Registration Number**: 49442343

**Foreign Registration Date**: Apr. 07, 2021

**Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHINA

**Foreign Expiration Date**: Apr. 06, 2031

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Skateboards; Chinese chess; Exercise balls; Fishing harnesses; Game equipment, namely, three-dimensional modular pieces for assembly to resemble miniature terrain; In-line roller skates; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Smart plush toys; Toy construction sets; Toy models

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 44E**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Hangzhou Wanfeng Cultural Creative Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Hangzhou Wanfeng Cultural Creative Co., Ltd.

Room 1309, No. 13, Tingcheng Lane, Nanyuan Street, Linping District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, CHINA, 310000

**Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: YY-22057
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MiVIP

---

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97525166</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

---

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

### Related Properties Information

**International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property** A0125836/1681252 **International Registration Number** 1681252

---

### Goods and Services Information

For providing temporary use of online non downloadable software for identity verification; software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for identity verification

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

---

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU** Yes

---

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** Mitek Systems, Inc. **Address** Mitek Systems, Inc. 600 B Street, Suite 100 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

---

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number** 117313014001 **Examining Attorney** THOMA, GABRIELLE M
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of a light blue circular shape diagonally circumvented by a dark blue anchor shape. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors light blue and dark blue are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For Downloadable project management software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Owner Information

Owner Name Lindsayca Inc. Address Lindsayca Inc. 1602 Peach Leaf St. Houston TEXAS 77039 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number Lindsayca

Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEPIKO'S ADVENTURES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525175 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sticker books; Cloth children's books; Printed baby books; Printed children's books; Printed children's books and dolls sold as a unit; Printed children's activity books; Printed children's interactive educational books; Printed children's pop-up books; Printed coloring books; Printed story books; Printed talking children's books; Series of printed babies' books; Series of printed children's books; Series of printed story books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zadeh, Natasha N Address Zadeh, Natasha N 204 Wyndover Irvine CALIFORNIA 92620 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALLJITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525179 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording alljita has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Guitars; Ukeleles; Violins; Acoustic guitars; Electric bass guitars; Electric basses; Electric guitars; Fingerboards for stringed musical instruments; Guitar accessories, namely, guitar slides; Musical instrument tuning apparatus, namely, machine heads, tuninghammers, tuning keys; Musical instruments, namely, string basses; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Stringed musical instruments; Woodwind instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments First Use Jun. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Lemeiya Technology Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Lemeiya Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1508, Building 10, No. 25 Jiuqiao Road, Daxing District, Beijing CHINA 102600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIMESINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525196 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AIMESINO" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "AIMESINO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cold cast resin figurines; Crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, other than jewellery; Decorative polymer spheres for use in flower arrangements; Furniture for house, office and garden; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Party ornaments of plastic; Plastic furniture for gardens; Polyresin tablets which look like stone, and have quotations, sayings, and bible verses engraved on them, packaged with display stand; Soft sculpture wall decorations; Works of art made of plaster; Works of art made of wax; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of nutshell; Works of art of plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shengyi Craft Jewelry Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Shengyi Craft Jewelry Co., Ltd. No. 15, Education North Road, Yixin Community, Pingdi St.,Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
XPETI WORK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97525300
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “WORK”
- **Translation**: The wording XPETI WORK has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Work shoes and boots
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 28, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Sipaida Outdoor Products Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Sipaida Outdoor Products Co., Ltd.
  
  RM 303, BLK 2, NO 6, BOHUI ST, TIANHE DIST., GUANG ZHOU, CHINA 510000

  **Legal Entity**: limited company

  **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS220861

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XPETI DUTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorney/Correspondence Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PINTRENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525330 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PINTRENDS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clipboards; Calendar desk stands; Desk mats; Drawing boards; Folders for papers; Framed art prints; Paper serviettes; Printed patterns for dressmaking; Staplers being office requisites; Printed invitation cards; Printed notebooks; Printed posters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yu Changjiang Address Yu Changjiang No. 6, No. 18, Yufu Rd, Yongan Town Fengjie County Chongqing CHINA 404600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MANA PROVISIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97525374
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PROVISIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jerky; Meat-based snack foods; Meat sticks consisting primarily of processed venison, beef, and pork
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fleishour, Ignacio
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Mana Provisions
- **Address**: Fleishour, Ignacio 3074 Kahewai Place Honolulu HAWAII 96822
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ManaProvis

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOQNICZKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525405 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Soqniczke" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dovecotes; Bird baths being bowls for birds to bathe in; Bird feeding tables; China ornaments; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Dish drying mats; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Garden hose sprayers; Glass fabrics for industrial use; Hand-operated atomizer for household use; Hand-operated coffee grinders; Hand-operated food grinders; Pet grooming device comprising a built in brush head and an attachment that connects to a water source; Salt and pepper shakers; Salt shakers; Shaving brushes of badger hair; Shut-off valves for water sprinkler nozzles; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Watering pots; Whelping boxes for dogs

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weihua Wu Address Weihua Wu No. 46, Commercial East Street, Cizao Town, Jinjiang City, Fujian Province CHINA 362200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EATO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525409 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for reminding users to drink water; Downloadable computer software for use in tracking a user's weight; Downloadable computer software for use in tracking a user's fasting times; Downloadable computer software for use in tracking a user's water intake; Downloadable computer software for use in counting a user's steps; Downloadable computer software for providing information about fasting and healthy eating; Downloadable mobile applications for reminding users to drink water; Downloadable mobile applications use in tracking a user's weight; Downloadable mobile applications for use in tracking a user's fasting times; Downloadable mobile applications for use in tracking a user's water intake; Downloadable mobile applications for use in counting a user's steps; Downloadable mobile applications for providing information about fasting and healthy eating; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing information about fasting and healthy eating; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing access to information, advice, food and exercise databases and calculation tools in the field of diet, weight loss, diet planning, lifestyle and wellness; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for creating searchable databases of information and data in the field of diet, weight loss, diet planning, lifestyle and wellness; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for planning, managing and tracking fitness, health, diet and wellness activities, goals and programs, for customization and exercise of nutrition plans, and for planning meals

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MILADY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525443 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MILADY" in stylized font with the letters "M" and "I" overlapping where the "I" takes the place of the second vertical line in the "M". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3645984, 3645987

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, textbooks, course materials, study guides, and instructor materials featuring educational information in the field of beauty and wellness International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Educational services, namely, the provision of educational training and classes in the field of beauty and wellness International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Providing a web-based tool, namely, temporary use of online non-downloadable software for continuing education, professional and educational development, and licensure preparation in the field of beauty and wellness; online non-downloadable computer software for use in academic examination, academic review, and slide presentations for academic classroom instruction in the field of beauty and wellness International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Cengage Learning, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cengage Learning, Inc. 200 Pier Four Blvd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS 02210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>030073-0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>ROCHA, CAMERON R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CASSIE PLAYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97525459  Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Cassie Player, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Yoga mats
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings
For  Footwear; Hats; Pants; Athletic uniforms; Sports jackets; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Baseball caps and hats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Joshua Johnson  Address  Joshua Johnson  345 E. 139th Street  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90061  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  JJ5025.001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) X-CUIRASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525547 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "X-CUIRASS" and
above this wording appears a stylized shield composed of multiple polygons. In the center of the shield appears a
multiplication symbol. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "X-
CUIRASS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tarpaulins; Tarpaulins for ships; Tarpaulins made from plastics coated materials; Unfitted covers for boats and marine
vehicles; Unfitted swimming pool covers; Unfitted tarps for power machinery; Unfitted tarps for covering garage floor;
Unfitted tarps for covering hot tubs; Unfitted tarps for covering swimming pools; Unfitted vehicle covers; All-purpose
tarpaulins of plastic; Canvas tarpaulins
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage
and Fibers First Use Feb. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NGUYEN LE HA Address NGUYEN LE HA No 29, Tuc Duyen Street, Tu Duyen Ward, Thai Nguyen
City, Thai Nguyen Province, VIETNAM 250000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF230500071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUBETOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525578 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4167308

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distribution of television programming to cable television systems; Production of cable television programs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011
For Broadcast of cable television programmes
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name E. Ritter Communications Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Ritter Communications Address E. Ritter Communications Holdings, LLC 2400 Ritter Drive Jonesboro ARKANSAS 72401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVY GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525592 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EVY GLOBAL" with the letters "EV" in gold and "Y" and "GLOBAL" in dark blue. Within the letter "E" is a design of eighteen tiles in gradient shades of gold and blue. The color white appears on the background and in transparent areas of the mark elements. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold, blue, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GLOBAL"
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phan Khac Hung Address Phan Khac Hung 174/12 Nguyen Tu Gian, phuong 12, go vap Ho Chi Minh VIETNAM 700000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEW ENGLAND'S FINEST LOBSTER I'M THE "MAINE" ATTRACTION!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an image of a lobster wearing a chef hat and holding a beer mug with its left claw. The lobster is wearing a bib with the wording "I'M THE "MAINE" ATTRACTION!" in the center of the bib. The wording "NEW ENGLAND'S" is curved above the lobster and the wording "FINEST LOBSTER" is curved below the lobster. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "NEW ENGLAND'S FINEST LOBSTER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: New England's Finest Lobster
- **Address**: New England's Finest Lobster 135 East Main Street Jefferson Valley NEW YORK 10535
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97525710  Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2022
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shaded circle containing an upright-facing, stylized letter "B" connected to an upside-down facing, stylized letter "B". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Broth; Broth concentrates; Mixes for making broths; Preparations for making broths; Soup mixes; Soups; Preparations for making soups
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes
US Classes  46
International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Jul. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Barebones Ventures, LLC
Address  Barebones Ventures, LLC  5065 Green Spruce Dr  Sylvania  OHIO  43560
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ¡TEXAPEÑO!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525728 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Salsa
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Nov. 09, 2016
In Commerce Nov. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Texxstar Resources (USA), Inc. Address Texxstar Resources (USA), Inc. P.O. Box 50583 Austin TEXAS 78763 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3053-614USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAN’S PRIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525762 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Salsa; Sauces; Seasonings; Barbecue sauce; Hot sauce International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 21, 2008 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Texxstar Resources (USA), Inc. Address Texxstar Resources (USA), Inc. P.O. Box 50583 Austin TEXAS 78763 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3053-606USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MANTLED FOR MILLIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97525768</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Coaching in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of conferences and seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of business conferences in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of training seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of professional and personal development; Business training in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of conferences in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of workshops in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of business conferences in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of business seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of educational conferences in the field of professional and personal development; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of professional and personal development; Conducting workshops and seminars in professional and personal development; Education services, namely, providing career re-training conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the fields of personal development; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the field of personal development; Education services, namely, providing on-line conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the field of personal development; Education services, namely, providing conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars,
podcasts, and networking events in the field of personal development; Education services, namely, providing conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the fields of personal development; Educational services, namely, conducting conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the field of personal development; Educational services, namely, providing on-line conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the field of personal development; Educational services, namely, providing conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the fields of personal development; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of professional and personal development; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of professional and personal development; Organization of entertainment events in the nature of professional and personal development; Organizing and conducting of seminars in the field of professional and personal development; Organizing sporting events, namely, professional and personal development; Organizing, arranging, and conducting virtual professional and personal development events; Organizing, arranging, and conducting professional and personal development events; Personal coaching services in the field of professional and personal development; Personal coaching services in the field of professional and personal development provided via conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events; Production of podcasts; Professional coaching services in the field of professional and personal development; Providing group coaching in the field of professional and personal development; Providing on-line training conferences, coaching, seminars, workshops, webinars, podcasts, and networking events in the field of professional and personal development; Publishing books in the field of professional and personal development; Workshops and seminars in the field of professional and personal development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mantled For Millions, LLC Address Mantled For Millions, LLC Suite 2300 1201 W Peachtree St NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RIDE. RESTORE. REFRESH.

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 
Disclaimer  "RIDE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events; Charitable fundraising services by means of special event; Charitable services, namely, fundraising services by means of organizing special events for pediatric cancer programs and services

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial 
First Use  Apr. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Children's Cancer Center  Address  Children's Cancer Center  4901 West Cypress Street  Tampa  FLORIDA  33607  Legal Entity  charitable, non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
Paybotx

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97525894
Application Filing Date: Jul. 29, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Merchant banking services; Merchant services, namely, payment transaction processing services; Credit card payment processing services; Electronic credit card transaction processing; Credit card transaction processing services; Charge card and credit card payment processing services; Payment processing services, namely, credit card and debit card transaction processing services; financial consulting services
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
First Use: Jan. 2021
In Commerce: Jan. 2021

For: Retail store services featuring point of sale systems and credit card processing terminals; advertising and marketing services for others; advertising and marketing; Developing promotional campaigns for businesses featuring social media; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jan. 2021
In Commerce: Jan. 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Paybotx LLC
Address: Paybotx LLC 18017 Chatsworth St, Suite 1212 Granada Hills California 91344
Legal Entity: Limited Liability Company
State or Country Where Organized: California

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 37136-2

Exercising Attorney

Examining Attorney: Jackson, Steven W
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97526190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, classes, and seminars in the field of grief counseling and personal and spiritual development and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of grief counseling and personal and spiritual development via an online website.

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**: Sep. 14, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Dec. 21, 2021  

**For** Grief counseling; Ministerial services; Providing information in the field of personal development, namely, improving oneself through achievement of timely and challenging goals; Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in the field of grief counseling; Spiritual consultancy; Spiritual consultation.

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services  
**First Use**: Sep. 14, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Dec. 21, 2021  

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Kimberly Coots LLC  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Love Between Worlds  
**Address**: Kimberly Coots LLC 15164 N. 140th Drive, #1185 Surprise ARIZONA 85379  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BAMBUNETES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97526320
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: All purpose cotton swabs for personal use
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Green House Consumer Goods
- **Address**: Green House Consumer Goods 200 Biscayne Boulevard Way Miami FLORIDA 33131
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESILIENT SIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526372 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "RESILIENT" superimposed over the wording "SIX". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For food container, namely, cups for holding food and incorporating a lid for household use; children's snack containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seven21, LLC Address Seven21, LLC 3400 Eldorado Pkwy, Suite 2 McKinney TEXAS 75070 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7160B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUNTER GRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526441 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phelps, Mickey Address Phelps, Mickey 1826 Wild Turkey Circle Corona CALIFORNIA 92878
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CALIFORNIA
Owner Name Phelps, Justine Address Phelps, Justine 1826 Wild Turkey Circle Corona CALIFORNIA 92878 Legal
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CALIFORNIA
Owner Name Boren, Mason Address Boren, Mason 1826 Wild Turkey Circle Corona CALIFORNIA 92878 Legal
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RELAY POWERED BY CONNECTPAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526451 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording RELAY POWERED BY CONNECTPAY in a stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software and web applications for use by employers working with employees, vendors, and taxing agencies to provide employee- and personnel-related services, namely, payroll processing, preparation and administration, human resources administration, lending solutions, API-based employer-employee data exchange solutions, employee benefits management, insurance services, employee time tracking, retirement planning, and digital employer and employee maintenance engagement; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software, accessed via the internet, for payroll processing, preparation and administration, human resources administration, lending solutions, API-based employer-employee data exchange solutions, employee benefits management, insurance services, employee time tracking, retirement planning, and digital employer and employee maintenance engagement
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ConnectPay, LLC Address ConnectPay, LLC Suite 110 10 Lincoln Road Foxboro MASSACHUSETTS 02035 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CMADOLRS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526541 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “Cmadolrs” has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Socks; Underpants; Adhesive bras; Athletic shoes; Down jackets; Gloves as clothing; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Nursing shoes; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Work shoes and boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Zhichao Address Chen, Zhichao No.33, No. 5 Middle School Liantang Village, Ximei Street Nan’an City, Fujian CHINA 362300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYBERSECURITY DONE DIFFERENTLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526558 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CYBERSECURITY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development; providing resources, namely, information and consulting in the field of software design and technology support in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORTRA, LLC Address FORTRA, LLC 11095 VIKING DRIVE SUITE 100 EDEN PRAIRIE MINNESOTA 55344 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOTHING IS UNSOLVABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97526564  **Application Filing Date** Jul. 29, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Service Mark
Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development; providing resources, namely, information and consulting in the field of software design and technology support in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** FORTRA, LLC  **Address** FORTRA, LLC 11095 VIKING DRIVE SUITE 100 EDEN PRAIRIE MINNESOTA 55344  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DESKTOBIKINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526608 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal fitness training services; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness instruction; Physical fitness training services; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 21, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2021
For Downloadable computer application software for smart phones and mobile devices, namely, software for tracking and recording workouts, setting personal workout goals, syncing to third-party fitness apps, checking class schedules, receiving and redeeming fitness-related product offers and merchant discounts, enabling users to participate in fitness-related customer loyalty programs, accessing gym customer loyalty program information and rewards, competing in fitness challenges, achieving weight management and fitness goals; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for smart devices, namely, a fitness app for counting steps, walking distance and counting calories; Downloadable mobile applications for tracking and recording workouts, setting personal workout goals in the field of health and fitness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Desk to Bikini LLC Address Desk to Bikini LLC 4812 Watkins Rd SW Pataskala OHIO 43062 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BABYLIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526679 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line and brick-and-mortar retail store services for maternity goods, postpartum and nursing goods and products for infants and children; promoting the goods and services of others by distributing coupons and providing discounts; on-line and brick-and-mortar retail store services featuring assembled maternity, postpartum, nursing, and infant care product bundles; on-line retail store services for virtual maternity goods, postpartum goods, nursing goods and products for infants and children in the nature of clothing, toys, books, décor, furniture, equipment, and accessories for use in online virtual worlds; on-line retail store services featuring virtual assembled maternity, postpartum, nursing, and infant care product bundles in the nature of clothing, toys, books, décor, furniture, equipment, and accessories for use in online virtual worlds; Providing consumer product recommendations in the fields of maternity and baby products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baby List, Inc. Address Baby List, Inc. 1900 Powell St, Ste. 150 Emeryville CALIFORNIA 94608
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BL/BL 35

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AGC BIOLOGICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526680 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BIOLOGICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, ophthalmological preparations and pharmaceutical products for ophthalmological use; Germiticides and fungicides; Insecticides; Weedkillers; Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; Chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; Nucleic acid sequences for medical and veterinary purposes; Viral vectors for medical use, namely, viral vaccines
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Antibodies for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use in the nature of biochemicals, namely, monoclonal antibodies for in vitro scientific or research use; Stem cells, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Cell culture media for scientific and research use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Antibody physicochemical fractionation of culture fluid or for cells purification for others, namely, custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals; Antibody physicochemical fractionation of culture fluid or for cells purification for others in the nature of biomanufacturing for others, namely, manufacturing of pharmaceuticals using biological organisms in the manufacturing process; custom manufacture of biopharmaceuticals by pharmaceutical compouders by contract manufacturing organization
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

For Biotechnology research; chemical research; research and development services in the field of antibodies being antibody technology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BABYLIST HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526681 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line and brick-and-mortar retail store services for maternity goods, postpartum and nursing goods and products for infants and children; promoting the goods and services of others by distributing coupons and providing discounts; on-line and brick-and-mortar retail store services featuring assembled maternity, postpartum, nursing, and infant care product bundles; on-line retail store services for virtual maternity goods, postpartum goods, nursing goods and products for infants and children in the nature of clothing, toys, books, décor, furniture, equipment, and accessories for use in online virtual worlds; on-line retail store services featuring virtual assembled maternity, postpartum, nursing, and infant care product bundles in the nature of clothing, toys, books, décor, furniture, equipment, and accessories for use in online virtual worlds; Providing consumer product recommendations in the fields of maternity and baby products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baby List, Inc. Address Baby List, Inc. 1900 Powell St, Ste. 150 Emeryville CALIFORNIA 94608
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BL/BLHEALTH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLURSONA BELLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526808 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Hair clips
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Backpacks; Fanny packs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Body art stickers
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Footwear; Headwear; Stockings; Bottoms as clothing; Nipple covers, namely, pasties; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMGCR8TIVE LLC Address IMGCR8TIVE LLC 1942 Broadway #314c Boulder COLORADO 80302
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556603502

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AND CHEESE ATL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97526840 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CHEESE ATL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Restaurant services featuring gourmet grilled cheese International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Harris, Nicole Address  Harris, Nicole 3393 Peachtree Rd NE  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30326 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97526854  Application Filing Date: Jul. 29, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark

Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Mark Literal(s): GW GLOVEWRAP

Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized, cursive "gw" on top of the word "GLOVEWRAP." Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Disclaimer: "GLOVE" AND "WRAP"

Goods and Services Information

For: Fitted protective covers specially adapted for sports equipment, namely, baseball gloves and softball gloves; Physical fitness equipment, namely, baseball glove and softball glove containment and shaping device

International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50

International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use: Mar. 2022  In Commerce: Mar. 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Jon Batarse  Address: Jon Batarse  600 St Andrews Rd  Newport Beach  CALIFORNIA  92663

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: K556310356

Examiner Information

Examiner: FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GINGER-U

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97526879</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5413800, 5413799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Health food supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and lifestyle wellness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GINGER-U, LLC</td>
<td>GINGER-U, LLC</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>302 WASHINGTON ST #150-4330</td>
<td>SAN DIEGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92103</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3005-102tmus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| CHISOLM, KEVON |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LONG HORN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97526882
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wireless transceiver radio
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BBS International Trading Inc.
- **Address**: BBS International Trading Inc. No. 6-1 Shuijizi Beipu Township, Hsinch TAIWAN 31442
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TAIWAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97526906 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants; Raised garden planters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ellis, Manuel Address Ellis, Manuel 7840 Poe Street Detroit MICHIGAN 48206 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RX FOR COMFORT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97527010</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### For
Bra fitting for fashion purposes

### International Classes
45 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
100, 101

### International Class Title
Personal and legal services

### First Use
Oct. 12, 2006

### In Commerce
Oct. 12, 2006

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently Use
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

### Owner Name
Lace Silhouettes Lingerie, Inc.

### Address
Lace Silhouettes Lingerie, Inc. 2525 Holicong Road Doylestown PENNSYLVANIA 18902

### Legal Entity
CORPORATION

### State or Country Where Organized
PENNSYLVANIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

### Docket Number
KTL-008

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

### Examining Attorney
MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** METASCAPES THE METAVERSE MEGASTORE M

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97527074</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "METASCAPES" above the smaller stylized wording "THE METAVERSE MEGASTORE" all to the right of a stylized "M" design with two "V" shapes at the bottom of the outside legs of the letter "M" inside a square within a square. The word "META" in "METASCAPES" is black and the word "SCAPES" is turquoise. The wording "THE METAVERSE MEGASTORE" is black. The stylized "M" design and "V" shapes are black inside a titled square within a larger turquoise square. All instances of the color white represent background and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Color Claimed** The color(s) turquoise and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer** "THE METAVERSE MEGASTORE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging goods and services with other users

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Pellegrino, Brian

**Address** Pellegrino, Brian 4 Rita Place Farmingdale NEW YORK 11735

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELITE ADJUSTING GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527117 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ADJUSTING GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Claims adjustment in the field of insurance; Insurance administration services, namely, assisting others with adjusting insurance claims; Medical insurance case and utilization review and insurance claims adjustment services for healthcare purchasers and payors and providers and Medicare beneficiaries
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 02, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elite Adjusting Group LLC Address Elite Adjusting Group LLC 2908 OLYMPIA DR Grand Prairie TEXAS 75052 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
MARK Literal(s) DEPTH DIVINATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527120 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIVINATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of Psychic development; Life coaching services in the field of Psychic development; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of Psychic development; Personal coaching services in the field of Psychic development; Personal coaching services in the field of Psychic development provided via Online and in person meetings; Professional coaching services in the field of Psychic development; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Providing group coaching in the field of Psychic development; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of Psychic development

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maria Abramovich Address Maria Abramovich 404 Briarwood Ct New Paltz NEW YORK 12561 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527125</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: HCHILDHOOD
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Electronic toy vehicles; Puzzle games; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Springboards; Swing sets; Toy cars; Toy watches
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: ShangKang, Xiao
- **Address**: ShangKang, Xiao, Room 102, No. 122, Lingtou Village, Huangpo Town, Wuchuan City, Guangdong Province, CHINA 524500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: LUCAS, PATRICK T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONEST10

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527133 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nail polish
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 07, 2021 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nipit Address Nipit 414 SE Washington Blvd., #214 Bartlesville OKLAHOMA 74006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DREAM GUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527160 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DREAM GUARD has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewels; Clasps for jewellery; Jewelry charms; Jewelry, namely, collar tips of common metal; Jewelry, namely, collar tips of precious metal; Necklaces; Precious metals, namely, gold, silver, platinum; Rings being jewelry; Slapband bracelets; Statuettes of precious metal and their alloys; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangdong Pinmeng International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Guangdong Pinmeng International Trade Co. Ltd. 2/F, Bldg.C, 3rd Ind. Zone, No.3 Zhen'an East Rd., Xiaobian Community, Chang'an Town, Dongguan CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116979

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
**Trinckle**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRINCKLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97527165</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim   | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewels; Ankle bracelets; Bracelets made of cloth, rubber silicone, leather; Clasps for jewelry; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry boxes; Necklaces; Rings; Women's jewelry |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry | First Use | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Fengwei Tengman Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Fengwei Tengman Trading Co., Lt d. 508, Phase II,Huiheng Building, No. 138, Gaoxin South 7th Rd., Yuehai St.,Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117693 |
| Examining Attorney | KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF |
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRAVEVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527169 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose sport bags; Backpack straps; Clothing for dogs; Credit card holders; Grooming organizers for travel; Hiking sticks; Patio umbrellas; Raincoats for pet dogs; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xinzhou Shengjiarui Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xinzhou Shengjiarui Trading Co., Ltd. No. 253, Yingbin West Street, Yancheng Town, Wuzhai County, Xinzhou, Shanxi CHINA 034000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118532

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) USEEKRIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527172 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Goblets; Beer mugs; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cocktail glasses; Cocktail shakers; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Drinking glasses; Drinking vessels; Ice scoops; Margarita glasses; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Whisky glasses; Wine aerators; Wine decanters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Senno Import And Export Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Senno Import And Export Co., Ltd. Room 334, No. 306, Yingbin Road, Dashi Street, Panyu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118720

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SET LOGIC LIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97527208 Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SET" and "LIGHT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer application software for computers, mobile phones, and tablets, namely, software for electronic storage of data, namely, lists of necessities to be obtained for the purposes of audiovisual productions
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Set Logic Solutions, LLC.  Address  Set Logic Solutions, LLC.  4536 AVOCADO STREET LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90027 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SLSTM0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SET LOGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527209 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring downloadable computer application software for computers, mobile phones, and tablets, namely, software for electronic storage of data, namely, lists of necessities to be obtained for the purposes of audiovisual productions

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer application software for computers, mobile phones, and tablets, namely, software for electronic storage of data, namely, lists of necessities to be obtained for the purposes of audiovisual productions

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for electronic storage of data, namely, lists of necessities to be obtained for the purposes of audiovisual productions

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Set Logic Solutions, LLC. Address Set Logic Solutions, LLC. 4536 AVOCADO STREET LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SLSTM0001
Examining Attorney  GARCIA, CLAUDIA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POSSIBLY THE BEST TASTING ENERGY DRINK IN THE UNIVERSE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527280</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 30, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Energy drinks |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | AQUAhydrate, Inc. |
| Address | AQUAhydrate, Inc. Ste. 300 27201 Puerta Real Mission Viejo CALIFORNIA 92691 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HERR, JENNA FRANCES |
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97527286
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 30, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of black lion drawing, tarzoro lettering white.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cases for mobile phones; Screen protectors specially adapted for mobile phones; Mobile phone screen protectors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: YRK
- **Address**: YRK 21315 BENDING GREEN WAY KATY TEXAS 77450
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIAHEYUAN SILI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527290 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "JIAHEYUAN SILI" and a design with a snowflake design on the top of the letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "JIAHEYUAN SILI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jugs; Comb cases; Cups and mugs; Lint brushes; Make-up brush holders; Pot and pan scrapers; Soap boxes; Tongue cleaning brushes; Tooth brushes; Toothbrush cases

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Eco Living Silicone Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Eco Living Silicone Technology Co., Ltd. 1401, Unit 1, Yujing Times Bldg, Jingji, Huanggekeng Community, Longcheng St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
YTHOGTHA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97527293</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Boxes of wood or plastic; Containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; Decorative boxes made of plastic; Decorative boxes made of wood; Dividers for drawers; Packaging containers of plastic; Plastic storage tanks; Wood boxes; Wood storage tanks; Works of art made of plaster; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Zhongshan Qiwo Trading Co., Ltd. **Address**: Zhongshan Qiwo Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.1701,Bldg.30,Phase 4,Pinfeng Garden No. 12,Bo'ai 7th Road, East District Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528403 **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: EMILIO, LORI ANNE
Case Identifiers

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
|----------------|-------------------------|----------|---------------------|----------|
| 97527302       | Jul. 30, 2022           |          | Mark Type           | Trademark

Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) ANSGARM

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Crank-powered portable lamp; Diving lights; Electric lamps; Electric luminaires; Electric skillets; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Filaments for electric lamps; Fitted anti-glare devices for automobile headlamps; Fixtures for incandescent light bulbs; LED flashlights; LED safety lamps; Lighting apparatus for sports arenas; Lighting tubes; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: Jul. 08, 2022

In Commerce: Jul. 08, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Ziteng Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Shenzhen Ziteng Network Technology Co., Ltd. 321, Huayuan Business Center, No. 347, Xixiang Ave., Laodong Comm., Bao’an Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA

Legal Entity: Limited company (Ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: EMILIO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAZYKUNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527312 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Goblets; Abrasive liner for cat litter boxes; Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Dishers; Small jugs; Tea canisters; Tea infusers not of precious metal; Tea sets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Qunshang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Suzhou Qunshang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 3080,Building 1, Caizhi Business Plaza,Changqiao Street,Wuzhong District Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 215100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILIO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MXIIIXNAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527331 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle safety lights; Camera straps; Cases for mobile phones; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Electric warning lights; Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Eyewear cases; Fire alarms in the shape of Christmas tree ornaments; Needles for surveying compasses; Safety markers; Security token hardware; Selfie sticks; Smart rings; Smartwatch bands; USB hubs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xie, yuandi Address Xie, yuandi Room 2921,Block B,Bldg.1,Honglong Plaza Baomin 2nd Road,Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUNIESKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527337 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barrettes; Wigs; Clown wigs; False beards; False hair; Hair barrettes; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Human braiding hair; Ponytail holders; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Tape for fixing wigs; Wig caps
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Zhuliya Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Zhuliya Trading Co., Ltd. 1806, Building 20, Cuizhuang Garden Comm., Hongtu Street, Zhengdong New District Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450018 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527347</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

| For | Bracelets; Cufflinks; Earrings; Wristwatches; Body jewelry; Ear studs; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry caskets; Rings; Sautoir necklaces; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets; Wooden bead bracelets |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| First Use | Apr. 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 22, 2022 |

## Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information

| Owner Name | Guangzhou Shengfeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Shengfeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 4, N. 1st Horizontal, Nanshengzhuang Xiaoliang Vill., Taihe Town, Baiyun Dist. Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | SNW-BLYN90 |

## Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | EMILO, LORI ANNE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MANTEIV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized yellow wording &quot;MANTEIV&quot; on a navy blue circle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) navy blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Trays for domestic purposes; Serving tray liners; Serving trays made of rattan; Waste bins for household use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TRUNG HOA BAMBOO RATTAN AND ART EXPORT IMPORT CO., LTD |
| Address | TRUNG HOA BAMBOO RATTAN AND ART EXPORT IMPORT CO., LTD |
| Trung Cao Hamlet, Trung Hoa, Chuong My | Hanoi |
| VIETNAM | 10000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIETNAM |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | MANTEIVJNT |
| Examining Attorney | GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BROKEN FOR A PURPOSE MINISTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527423 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a tree with a dark olive green and white trunk and extending branches with detached olive green leaves. The stylized wording "BROKEN FOR A PURPOSE MINISTRIES" appears next to the tree in dark olive green. Aside from the way it appears in the design of the tree trunk, the color white represents background or transparent areas and is not a part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark olive green, light olive green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MINISTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, mentoring in the field of work skills, personal and professional development, and self-improvement for those previously incarcerated for reintegration; Educational services, namely, mentoring in the field of work skills, personal and professional development, and self-improvement for those previously incarcerated for reintegration into the workforce; Educational services, namely, life coaching in the field of self-improvement, and professional development for those previously incarcerated for reintegration purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Broken for A Purpose Ministries Address Broken for A Purpose Ministries 167 Lamp and Lantern Village Ste 105 Chesterfield MISSOURI 63017 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SGTAEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527449 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SGTAEME" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Firearm targets; Helical spring toys; Hunting bows; Infant toys; Model toy vehicles; Remote control toy glider, airplane and sailplane equipment, namely, launchers, engines and propellers; Shooting rests for use with crossbows; Toy air pistols; Toy building blocks; Toy drones; Toy guns; Toy microscopes; Toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units; Toy vehicles; Toy water guns
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Xuanliang Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Xuanliang Information Technology Co., Ltd. 506-2,No.6,BLDG1,Huaxia Chuangye Center, Donghu New Technology Development Zone, Wuhan CHINA 430000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T00157

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUYASHUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527451 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TUYASHUA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Stickers; Filing cards of paper; Framed paintings; Gift boxes made of cardboard; Paintings and calligraphic works; Party ornaments of paper; Printed business cards; Printed calendars; Printed diaries; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitations made of paper, glass and acrylic; Printed materials, namely, journals featuring party planning and education; Printed note cards; Printed novelty wine labels; Printed postcards; Textile wine gift bags; Adhesive notepads; Blank notepads; Illustrated notepads; Printed advertising posters; Printed educational publications, namely, books, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, playbooks, worksheets and cards in the field of right-brain fitness; Printed invitation cards; Printed note books; Printed notepads; Printed promotional scratch cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Tuya Painting and Calligraphy Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Tuya Painting and Calligraphy Co., Ltd. Rm 421, No. 37, Huanshi West Rd, Liwan, Guangzhou CHINA 510010 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T00158

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  XIHONGXIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97527478  Application Filing Date  Jul. 30, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording XIHONGXIAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic components in the nature of capacitors, connectors
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 25, 2022  In Commerce  May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Riyao Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Riyao Technology Co., Ltd.  A10189, Shop 05, No. 8, Yancheng Road  Tianhe District  Guangzhou  CHINA  510630  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JVF SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527506 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies James V. Feudo, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business monitoring and consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing, sales, operation, product design, particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Business reputation management and improvement services; Marketing services in the field of web site traffic optimization

For Computer services, namely, managing web sites for others; Computer services, namely, monitoring, testing, analyzing, and reporting on the Internet traffic control and content control of the web sites of others; Computer software development; Information technology consulting services relating to installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; Planning, design, development and maintenance of online websites for third parties; Website design and development for others; Website development for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 19, 2006 In Commerce Aug. 19, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JVF Solutions, LLC Address JVF Solutions, LLC 54 Jodie Road Framingham MASSACHUSETTS 01702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HOW TO BE A BETTER SOCIOPATH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97527509
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 30, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized stacked wording "HOW TO BE A BETTER SOCIOPATH", with the wording "HOW TO BE A" at the top, "BETTER" in the center, and "SOCIOPATH" at the bottom.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Series of printed non-fiction books in the field of psychology, pop culture, relationships, self-improvement
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of psychology, pop culture, relationships, self-improvement; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of psychology, pop culture, relationships, self-improvement
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rebecca Housel
- **Address**: Rebecca Housel 16 Lookout View Fairport NEW YORK 14450
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1614 001 901
- **Examining Attorney**: KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FILL + CINCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527619 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose carrying bags for use by maids, cleaners, cleaning service providers, and cleaning industry; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Tool bags, empty; Tote bags; Travel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Totally Refreshed Cleaning LLC Address Totally Refreshed Cleaning LLC 4370 Lawrenceville Hwy #2433 Lilburn GEORGIA 30048 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where GEORGIA
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ROR_TRosbyWM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) "DOUX YOUX, CAUSE THEY GONNA' TALK ABOUT YA ANYWAYZ"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527640 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail stores featuring modular homes and mobile homes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Victory Home Center, LLC Address Victory Home Center, LLC 2005 South Morrison Blvd. hammond LOUISIANA 70403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIBRA HEAD PRODUCTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527680 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRODUCTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing of non-downloadable filmed entertainment, motion pictures, television and short form entertainment programs via a video-on-demand service; Entertainment services, namely, production of documentary, science fiction, drama, animated, comedy, educational, musical and reality television series; Distribution and movie showing of live-action, comedy, drama, animated, educational, musical and reality motion picture theatrical films; Nondownloadable audio and audiovisual podcasts featuring a variety of subjects, namely, documentary, science fiction, drama, animation, comedy, education, music and reality

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable motion pictures, television series and short form entertainment programs in the nature of documentary, reality, comedy, musical, education, science fiction, human interest, drama, news, and variety content; Downloadable shows featuring television and short form programs and motion pictures in the nature of documentary, reality, comedy, musical, education, science fiction, human interest, drama, news, and variety content; Prerecorded video discs, optical discs and DVDs featuring motion pictures, television series or other short form entertainment programs in the nature of documentary, reality, comedy, musical, education, science fiction, human interest, drama, news, and variety content; Prerecorded video discs, optical discs and DVDs featuring music and motion picture and television sound tracks; Downloadable audio and audiovisual podcasts featuring a variety of subjects, namely, documentary, reality, comedy, music, education, science fiction, human interest, drama, news, and variety

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, caps being headwear, t-shirts, sweatshirts and hoodies, sweaters, jackets, swimwear; Footwear and headwear; Ski masks, Cloth face masks being headwear and sleep masks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently ITU** Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Duvall, Clea  
**Address** Duvall, Clea  
4208 Overland Avenue  
Culver City  
CALIFORNIA  
90230  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES  

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** 3113-11  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** WILLIS, ALLYSON B
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527709</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "SIN PECADO CONCEBIDO" in the mark is "CONCEIVED WITHOUT SIN".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Distilled spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hernandez Razo Luis
- **Address**: Hernandez Razo Luis 10 Twilight Glen Ct. The Woodlands TX 77381
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
DIVINO PECADO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97527713
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 30, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "DIVINO PECADO" in the mark is "DIVINE SIN".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Distilled spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hernandez Razo Luis
- **Address**: Hernandez Razo Luis 10 Twilight Glen Ct. The Woodlands TEXAS 77381
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
OYFFO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
No

### Mark Drawing Type
5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark

The mark consists of the wording "OYFFO" in stylized format.

### Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Electric hammers; Electric hand-held drills; Electric lawn mowers; Electric nail guns; Glue guns, electric; Hot melt glue guns; Power-driven saws; Power-operated angle grinders; Power-operated drilling rigs; Power-operated ratchet wrenches; Power-operated screwdrivers; Power-operated spray guns; Power-operated tools, namely, drill hammers; Power tools, namely, routers; Screwdrivers, electric

**International Classes**
- 7 - Primary Classes
- US Classes
- 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**International Class Title**
Machinery

**First Use**
May 30, 2022

**In Commerce**
May 30, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently Use
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Qidong Ruideling Trading Co., Ltd

**Address**
Qidong Ruideling Trading Co., Ltd No.1060, Group.14, Dongyu Town Village Donghai Town, Qidong CHINA 22633

**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country**
CHINA

**Where Organized**
CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

### Docket Number
Sha2005

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PORTAHEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527730 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable stoves; Stoves being heating apparatus; Cooking stoves; Solid fuel burning stoves; Wood burning cooking stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Premier Air Solutions, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PortaHeat Address Premier Air Solutions, LLC 5890 S 5900 W Hooper UTAH 84315 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country UTAH
Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REALM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527738</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 30, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Towel sets |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Jul. 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Realm Textile LLC |
| Address | Realm Textile LLC 540 Fielders Lane Toms River NEW JERSEY 08755 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | RLM2022 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SMITH, TARYN E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WRANZGAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527780 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "wranzgao" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tarpaulins; All-purpose tarpaulins of plastic; Cloth bags for storage; Dust sheets; Fibers made of polyester for textile use; High-density polyethylene plastic bags for the storage of household items; Laundry wash bags; Packing materials not of rubber, plastics or paper; Polyester fibers; Polyester fibers for textile use; Polypropylene bags used for the storage of personal belongings to prevent or minimize lice infestation; Storage bags made of nylon and canvas for vacuum cleaner accessories; Tarpaulins made from plastics coated materials; Unfitted swimming pool covers; Unfitted tarps for covering swimming pools
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Xiaohua Address Xu, Xiaohua No. 301 Yanhe Rd., Dongshan Town, Shangyou County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341208 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041562T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOOFIN GOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527837 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the head of boxer dog with face cocked to the left, all in light brown with black features and outline, wearing an orange bow tie with black outline, all on a light blue circle inside a larger concentric blue circle, with the stylized wording "Woofin Good" in orange with black outline at bottom. White represents background and is not a claimed feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The colors black, light brown, orange, light blue, and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing for pets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZEOLI, MARIA DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA WOOFIN GOOD Address ZEOLI, MARIA 4314 McKINLEY ST HOLLYWOOD FLORIDA 33021 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Junk, trash and debris removal; Trucking services, namely, hauling of debris

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 105

**International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

**BASE INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Packrat Junk Removal, LLC

**Address**: Packrat Junk Removal, LLC 1357 Broadway # 128 New York NEW YORK 10018

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLYCAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527854 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two words "SIMPLY" and "CAKE" together with no space in between, all in cursive and lowercase, with a cake cream squeezer graphic attached to the ending letter "E". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and frozen confections for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Oct. 15, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2020
For Cafe and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 15, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XIE, TIM Address XIE, TIM 148 HAMILTON STREET SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94134
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CANCONDOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTIFUL RIGHT NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527860 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical training and teaching
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marting, Bonnie K Address Marting, Bonnie K 6650 Lost Lake Ct. Jupiter FLORIDA 33458 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DERVALRESEARCH SECOND OPINION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97527867</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Derval, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Business marketing services, marketing plan development; market research services, namely, consumer marketing consultancy services particularly specializing in predicting market outcomes for product launch, new market penetration and change in business model

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Jun. 18, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Diana Derval **Address** Diana Derval  Kiriku 6 10130 Tallinn  ESTONIA 10130 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** FRANCE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BARKAPS - TAMPA BAY DOG CLUB -

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527868</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a tan paw print on top of which appears the stylized wording &quot;BARKAPS&quot; in black in between two yellow horizontal lines and the stylized wording &quot;TAMPA BAY DOG CLUB&quot; in black underneath and in between two yellow horizontal lines with a black hash mark on either side of the wording.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Drawing** Yes **Color Claimed** The color(s) black, tan, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, clothing jackets; headwear; hats |
|--------------------------------------------|
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Paul D. Anderson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Paul D. Anderson 2130 Cherry Street NE St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MARTIN, CHRISTINA L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZQXJBM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97527871</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
- Faucets; Floor lamps; Food steamers, electric; Lavatories; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; Light bulbs; Luminaries; Multicookers; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Oven ventilator hoods

**International Classes**
- 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
- 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**
- Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**
- Apr. 19, 2022

**In Commerce**
- Apr. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wang, Guizhen |
| Address | Wang, Guizhen No. 530, Congluoyu Village, Congluoyu Town, Lin County, Shanxi Province CHINA 033200 |

**Legal Entity**
- INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
- CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SINGLEOLOGIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527902 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts and short-sleeved shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Washington, Gail M DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Gail Washington Address Washington, Gail M 301 Pruitt Rd # Spring TEXAS 77380 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANTCOLONY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527905 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Business training consultancy services; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of computer science, internet, cloud computing, data, artificial intelligence and machine learning, analytics, business management, project management, product management, software development, agile project management and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing a learning and innovation center featuring fully customized leadership, motivational, educational, and brainstorming training; Interactive on-line training services in the field of computer science, internet, cloud computing, data, artificial intelligence and machine learning, analytics, business management, project management, product management, software development, agile project management and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 18, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AntColony Inc Address AntColony Inc 5 York Hill Blvd Thornhill, ONTARIO CANADA L4J6X5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SINGLE-OLOGY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97527921</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Washington, Gail M
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Gail Washington
- **Address**: Washington, Gail M 301 Pruitt Rd, Apt 912, Spring, TX 77380
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DESIGNING CHICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97527937 Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arts and craft paint kits; Printed coloring books; Printed greeting cards International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Feb. 14, 2015 In Commerce  Feb. 14, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sanchez, Susana Address  Sanchez, Susana 120 Carrol Place  Walnut Creek  CALIFORNIA  94595 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GASDRSAXN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97527943  Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coatstands; Cabinet drawers for furniture cabinets; Ceramic pulls for cabinets, drawers and furniture; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, showcases; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Indoor window shades; Indoor window shades of paper; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Luggage racks being furniture; Plastic door hangers for indicating the room occupant's activity; Towel racks
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 02, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhengzhou Zhengdong New District Shusheng Daily Department Store Management Firm  Address  Zhengzhou Zhengdong New District Shusheng Daily Department Store Management Firm  6th Floor, Unit 2, Building 7 Cuizhuang Comm., Zhengdong New District, Zhengzhou, Henan, CHINA  450000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney  LUCAS, PATRICK T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAKSPOZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527944 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Coats; Hats; Pants; Pyjamas; Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Sweaters; T-shirts; Underwear; Vests; Clothing jackets; Infant wear; Skirts and dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tianxu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tianxu Technology Co., Ltd. 302,No. 9,Lane 7,Xinrui 3rd Area,Hourui Community,Hangcheng St.,Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BROTHERS BREWING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97527957
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 31, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "BROTHERS BREWING" stacked on top of one another with an elongated tribal mark above the wording "BROTHERS" and the wording "BREWING" in a rectangle with a wheat design on either side. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "BREWING"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Brewing of beer
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material
- **Treatment First Use**: Jul. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 29, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Laisure Investments LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Brothers Brewing
- **Address**: Laisure Investments LLC 4183 Bluff City Hwy Bluff City TENNESSEE 37618
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUSHAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97527997 Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "NUSHAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Artificial fishing bait; Card games; Exercise machines; Fishing floats; Fishing gaffs; Fishing lines; Fishing reels; Fishing rods; Fishing tackle; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Gaming paper, namely, paper printed with regular grid and hexagon patterns for use in playing war games, role playing games and miniature games; Pet toys; Playing cards and card games; Plush toys; Stuffed toy animals
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Jun. 27, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yin, Benxin Address  Yin, Benxin Group 2,Jizhong Village,Nanxi Township, Hanbin District,Ankang City, Shanxi Province CHINA 725000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WBLCDH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97528013
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 31, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "WBLCDH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Glass cutters; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-operated locking clamp tools; Hand-operated nail pullers; Hand-operated pipe cutters; Hand tools, namely, fruit pickers; Hand tools, namely, grafting tools; Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Hand tools, namely, grooving tools; Hand tools, namely, riveters; Hand tools, namely, wire strippers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Knives for hobby use; Lawn and garden tools, namely, cultivators; Manually operated tree pruners
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Taiyuan Xiaodian District Chenying Firm
- **Composed of**: Huiying Tang, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Taiyuan Xiaodian District Chenying Firm Shop 16, Bldg 23, Jinxuuyuan Community Tiyu Road, Xiaodian District Taiyuan City CHINA 030006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEBTEOTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528031 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TEBTEOTEK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Face masks for diving; Leather protective covers specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Notebook computer carrying cases; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for electronic reading devices; Protective covers for smartphones; Scuba diving masks; Smartwatch straps; Specialty holsters adapted for carrying personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, pagers, personal digital assistants; Swimming face masks; Waterproof cases for smart phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jiekashi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jiekashi Trading Co., Ltd. 501, No. 12, Lifeng Rd., Qiaotou COMM, Fuhai St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118857

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUCAS, PATRICK T
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97528042 Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Automobile and car wax preparations; Automobile carpet and upholstery cleaning preparations; Automobile cleaners; Automobile polish; Automobile polishes; Automobile tire cleaning and polishing preparations; Automobile wax; Automobile, tire, glass and wheel cleaning preparations; Automotive cleaning preparations; Boot polish; Car polish; Detergents for automobiles; Fragrances for automobiles; Kits for removing scratches from automotive finishes and metal trims comprised of buffing compound for automobiles and also including wool buffing pads; Polymer sealant for cleaning, shining and protecting automobile exterior surfaces; Preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle surfaces; Sponges impregnated with marine and automotive waxes and washes; Treatment preparations for use on vehicle wheels and wheel covers; Waterless spray for the cleaning and waxing of vehicles
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   Jun. 25, 2022 In Commerce   Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Aobao E-Commerce Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Aobao E-Commerce Technology Co., Ltd. Room 301, Building A2, No. 199-1, Yinglong Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA 510630
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118868

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KKSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97528085  Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  All purpose portable household containers; Car washing mitts; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning combs; Cleaning sponges; Cloth for washing floors; Furniture dusters; Light duty utility gloves; Mane brushes; Mop heads; Mop wringers; Squeegees being cleaning instruments; Strainers for household purposes; Trash containers for household use
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Kesheng Electronic Commerce Co. LTD  Address  Shenzhen Kesheng Electronic Commerce Co. LTD  Room 502A, Building A, No. 1, Xisi Lane  Xiawei, Bantian Community, Bantian St.  Longgang, Shenzhen  CHINA 518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEYJOKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528090 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Leggings; Shirts; Sleepwear; Socks; Sweaters; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Bathing suits; Gym pants; Outer jackets; Short sets; Short trousers; Skirt suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Liueryi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Liueryi Technology Co., Ltd. 101, No.51, Xianxi St., Silian Community Henggang Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518115 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P.R IND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528100 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shuttlecocks; Arm guards for athletic use; Badminton rackets; Bags adapted for holding or carrying sport balls for football, basketball; Elbow guards for athletic use; Exercise machines for dogs, strengthening legs, toning arms; Frontenis rackets; Hand grip strengthener rings; Knee pads for athletic use; Nets for badminton; Palm protectors for athletic use; Racquet ball racket covers; Racquet ball rackets; Shin guards for athletic use; Strings for rackets; Table tennis rackets; Tennis nets; Waist protectors for athletic use; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Wrist guards for athletic use
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Purui Culture Communication Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Purui Culture Communication Co., Ltd. Room 803, No. 59, Panlong Road, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041219T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XMANTSEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bookshelves; Shelves; Bar carts; Bottle racks; Coat racks; Costume display stands; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Plant stands; Residential and commercial furniture; Shoe racks; Storage racks for firewood; Tea tables; Towel racks; Wall-mounted tool racks; Wine racks |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jun. 26, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 26, 2022 |

**BASIC INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Su, Weijun |
| Address | Su, Weijun Room 302, No. 8-8, Dongpu Road, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US041546T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHUNG, DIANA ALANA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOR-Tech

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97528108  Application Filing Date: Jul. 31, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "TOR-Tech" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Air humidifying apparatus; Dehumidifiers for household purposes; Electric fans; Electric household dryers for shoes; Electric pocket warmers for warming hands; Electrically heated towel racks; Fabric steamers; Heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; Laundry driers, electric; Portable electric fans; Portable electric heaters; USB-powered cup heaters; Wearable electric fans
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use: Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd.  Address: Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd.  RM C1215, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: US041566T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
Case identifiers

Serial Number: 97528109  Application Filing Date: Jul. 31, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark literal(s): TOR-TECH

Reason for publication:
Published for Opposition

Goods and services information:

For: Battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Covers for personal digital assistants; Data cables; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Rechargeable batteries; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone battery chargers; USB cables; Wireless chargers

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use: Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 01, 2022

Basis information:

Currently Use: Yes

Owner information:

Owner Name: Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd.  Address: Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/correspondence information:

Docket Number: US041565T

Examining attorney:

Examining Attorney: VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
**Re Reason for Publication**  
Published for Opposition

| **Mark Literal(s)** | WHISKEY BENT |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Case Identifiers</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Goods and Services Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Basis Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TUKLYE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528121</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
Bamboo blinds; Bathroom vanity mirrors; Decorative mirrors; Dining chairs; Dressing tables; Fire fenders; Fitted furniture covers; Infant beds; Living room furniture; Office chairs; Playpens for babies; Reclining armchairs; Shower curtain rods; Shower rods; Towel racks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Taiyuan Chenjian Technology Co., Ltd.
Address Taiyuan Chenjian Technology Co., Ltd. No.0202,2/F, Unit 1,Bldg.A3,Yunshui Century Pearl,Jinyang St.,Xiaodian Dist. Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030000

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BLAKESLEE, RICHARD A

---

**Figure**: This is a simple layout; no figure is needed for the text provided.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AHIAOIWRA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "AHIAOIWRA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Electric night lights; Fairy lights for festive decoration; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting installations; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Light post luminaires; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting installations; Portable utility lights; String lights for festive decoration

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Jul. 18, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Haoshen Technology (Zhongshan) Co., Ltd.
Address
6/F, Bldg.D1,Meiju Ind.Park,Shiqi Dist. Fuwan Ind.Zone,Qiwan Ind.Vil.,East Dist. Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528400

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAXIFLAY

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97528153 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HAXIFLAY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Lunchboxes; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Baskets for household purposes; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee stirrers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; Cookery molds; Dishers; Drip mats for tea; Household utensils, namely, graters; Roasting pans; Small animal feeders; Table mats of plastic; Vinyl place mats
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Xiamen Hongwutian Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Hongwutian Trading Co., Ltd. Room B320, No. 9 Qianpu Middle Road, Siming District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361008 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRUE BUG CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528175 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PANCITIZEN LLC Address PANCITIZEN LLC 15006 Otsego St. Sherman Oaks CALIFORNIA 91403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LACHEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528177 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LACHEAL" in stylized font, the "L" and the lines above the letters are combined to form the shape of a house. The two far points are above the small letters and the lines above form a cute human-shaped avatar. As a whole, the logo looks like a small cartoon house. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Lacheal has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Duct tape; Dunnage bags; Fittings, not of metal, for pipes; Flexible tubes of plastic; Garden hoses; Irrigation hoses; Junctions, not of metal, for pipes; Lawn hoses; Non-metal hose fittings; Rubber bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging; Shower hoses; Sound dampening blankets; Strapping tape; Thread seal tape; Watering hoses
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Lacheal Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Guangzhou Lacheal Technology Co.,Ltd. X1301-B013630, No. 106 Fengze East Road, Nansha District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511455 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528180 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AMFUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Shawls; Baby bodysuits; Belts for clothing; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Halloween costumes; Infant wear International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ouruiyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ouruiyu Technology Co., Ltd. 407, Bldg C, Admin Bldg, Lingnanwan Kechuang Park,No.23,Nanxin Rd, Nanwan St Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VOXOPEX258

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Adhesive paper labels; Printed business cards; Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed Christmas cards; Printed greeting cards; Printed occasion cards; Printed packaging labels; Stickers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528185</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Power drill bits; Power tools, namely, hammer drills; Power tools, namely, thread mills; Router bits
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jul. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Ouxunze Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Ouxunze Technology Co., Ltd. 405, Bldg C, Admin Bldg, Lingnanwan Kechuang Park, No.23, Nanxin Rd, Nanwan St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LUHYAUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "LUHYAUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Puzzles; Air mattress swimming floats for recreational use; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports; Baby multiple activity toys; Bags specially adapted for handheld video games; Bath toys; Cat toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Dog toys; Electronic learning toys; Handheld game consoles; Video game consoles; Yoga blocks
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Fudefu Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Fudefu Technology Co., Ltd. 502, No.4, Lane 6, Nan’an Vil., Hongxing Community, Songgang St., Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518127
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUAUAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528189 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AUAUAY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Baby rattles incorporating teething rings; Doll costumes; Infant toys; Knee pads for athletic use; Pet toys; Plush dolls; Squeeze toys; Toy glow sticks; Toy watches

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yingruilai Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yingruilai Technology Co., Ltd. 410, Bldg C, Admin Bldg, Lingnanwan Kechuang Park, No.23, Nanxin Rd, Nanwan St Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97528203</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording of "RADXA".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "RADXA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Computer keypads; Computer memory devices; Computers and computer hardware; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Data processing apparatus; Integrated circuit cards; Interactive touch screen terminals; Notebook computers; Portable computers; Tablet computers

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd.
- **Address**: Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. 603,Smart Valley, tiezai Road, Gongle community,Xixiang,Baoan, Shenzhen ,Guangdong CHINA 518000

- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examiner**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D

---

**Mark Literal(s)**: RADXA

**Trademark**

![Radxa](image-url)
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OMHIPUGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528204 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OMHIPUGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clips, not of metal, for sealing bags; Coat racks; Commercial packaging materials, namely, corrugated plastic trays; Decorative mobiles; Display boards; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Party ornaments of plastic; Pet cushions; Stands for flower pots; Towel racks; Wooden signboards; Works of art of nutshell
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Miaoguo Youpin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Miaoguo Youpin Trading Co., Ltd. 3 Rm.B,3/F,International Bldg.,No. 210, Wusi Rd.,Gudong Street,Gulou District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Nathan D. Burcham
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RADXA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528206 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "RADXA".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "RADXA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing; Advertising by mail order; Advertising through all public communication means; Compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; Demonstration of goods; Marketing, advertising, and promoting the retail goods and services of others through wireless electronic devices; On-line advertising on a computer network; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to music-related merchandise for retail purposes; Rental of advertising space on web sites; Window display arrangement services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. Address Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. 603,Smart Valley, tiezai Road, Gongle community,Xixiang,Baoan, Shenzhen ,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POSHBASH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97528207
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Braids; Wigs; Clown wigs; Hair extensions; Hair grips; Hair nets; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair ties; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Synthetic braiding hair; Wig caps
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yuzhou Xiuyi Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yuzhou Xiuyi Trading Co., Ltd. Group 7, Ganghu Village Guolian Town, Yuzhou City Xuchang, Henan CHINA  461670
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA
- **Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLINPEILO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97528232  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bookshelves; Cupboards; Furniture; Sofas; Furniture of metal; Lawn furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Shelves for storage  
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Biqing Network Technology Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Shenzhen Biqing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2405, Hongxuan Building, Shixia North 1st Street, Futian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000  
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BLAKESLEE, RICHARD A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SINSIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528245 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Bras; Gym suits; Knee-high stockings; Maillots; Pajamas; Pants; Shapewear; Shapewear, namely, Bras; Socks; Tights; Tops as clothing; Track suits; Trousers; Underpants; Underwear; Yoga pants; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Starone Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Starone Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2204-4, Yinfeng Building,No. 1505, Binsheng, Xixing St., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310051 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528299 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music composition and transcription for others
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meginley Norman Leo DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Toad Address Meginley Norman Leo PO Box 39864 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90039 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T TRADEINSIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528354 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two quads and a bold line forming a stylized
letter "T" in the center of a circle and intersecting the circle on the left and bottom, and on the right is the stylized wording
"TRADEINSIGHT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRADE INSIGHT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programs, recorded, for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data; Downloadable
computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network;
Downloadable computer programs for project management; Downloadable computer programs for searching the contents of
computers and computer networks by remote control; Downloadable computer software for database management;
Downloadable computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining
information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; Downloadable interactive
multimedia computer program for logistics monitoring; Recorded computer programs for use in database management, use as
a spread sheet, word processing; Recorded computer software for database management; Recorded computer software for use
as an application programming interface (API); Recorded computer software platforms for application development, web
hosting, database management

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jul. 14, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RockBang (Xiamen) Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address RockBang (Xiamen) Network Technology
Co., Ltd. Unit 705B, Baolong International Center 1599 Lvling Road, Siming District, Xiamen ICity CHINA 361008
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha190401
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CURVY QUILTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528357 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "QUILTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Quilts
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For On-line retail store services featuring quilts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Custom quilting
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Macerelli, Lee Ann Address Macerelli, Lee Ann 24513 Lavender Grove Drive Aldie VIRGINIA 20105
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CALIFORNIA COASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97528371  Application Filing Date  Aug. 01, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Trailers; utility hitch trailers designed for use in towing boats and other watercraft; trailers for transporting boats and other watercraft
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  2018  In Commerce  2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rocket Marine Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Rocket International  Address  Rocket Marine Inc. 2360 Crystal Rd  Fort Myers  FLORIDA  33907  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00126

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIRST LOAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528372 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trailers; utility hitch trailers designed for use in towing boats and other watercraft; trailers for transporting boats and other watercraft
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use 1998 In Commerce 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rocket Marine Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rocket International Address Rocket Marine Inc.
2360 Crystal Rd Fort Myers FLORIDA 33907 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00126

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**Mark Literal(s)** VCU TEKA

**CASE identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97528402</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "VCUTEKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Candlesticks; Bird feeding tables; Candlesticks of glass; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Non-electric wall sconces being candle holders; Plastic storage containers for household use; Statues of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, terra cotta, porcelain; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: QUANZHOU VIITION GIFTS CO., LTD.
- **Address**: QUANZHOU VIITION GIFTS CO., LTD. Heyang Ind'l Park, Heshi Town, Luojiang Quanzhou City, Fujian CHINA 362013
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAZINO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97528404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>6230215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Polo shirts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Island Footwear, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Island Footwear, Inc. #202 601 N Congress Ave Delray Beach FLORIDA 33445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PERRY, KIMBERLY B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
- **ALL OFF GOD**

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97528409
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Clothing jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

## Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Patterson, QuaShavya
- **Address**: Patterson, QuaShavya 301 Avenue B Port St Joe FLORIDA 32456
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 8A98C53441
- **Examining Attorney**: PERRY, KIMBERLY B
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
GOD REALLY NEEDS YOU TODAY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97528417
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Printed religious books
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: A Learning Domain Child Development Center LLC
- **Address**: A Learning Domain Child Development Center LLC, 2528 Haywood Estates Lane, Jacksonville, FLORIDA, 32233
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOVCOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528464 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SOVCOD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Monocles; Pince-nez; Anti-reflective lenses; Children's eye glasses; Corrective glasses; Eye glasses; Frames for spectacles and sunglasses; Optical glasses; Pince-nez chains; Pince-nez cords; Pince-nez mountings; Polarizing spectacles; Reading glasses; Spectacle frames; Spectacle frames made of metal and of synthetic material; Sun glasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Danyang Hengke Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Danyang Hengke Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 104, Unit 2, Bldg 6,Tianyue Mingcheng No. 88, Qiliang Rd., Development Zone Danyang CHINA 212310
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528477 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5037060
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; Red wine; Rose wine; Sparkling wine; White wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 30, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2014
For Entertainment services, namely, wine tastings
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 30, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2015
For On-line retail store services featuring wine
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Corner 103, LLC Address Corner 103, LLC P.O. Box 1694 Sonoma CALIFORNIA 95476 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2333
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) H HOUGHTON UNIVERSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97528495 Application Filing Date  Aug. 01, 2022    Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized capital letter "H" to the left of the words "HOUGHTON UNIVERSITY", with "HOUGHTON" over top of "UNIVERSITY". The styled "H" and words "HOUGHTON UNIVERSITY" are separated by a vertical line running slightly higher and slightly lower than the word elements. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer “HOUGHTON UNIVERSITY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educating at university or colleges; Education services in the nature of courses at the university level; Organizing and conducting college athletic events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Houghton University Address Houghton University One Willard Avenue Houghton NEW YORK 14744 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABC123

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97528533 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 01, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet training timers; Safety covers for electric outlets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Dec. 31, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | ONTIME GOODS INC |
| Address | ONTIME GOODS INC 6010 New Utrecht Ave. Brooklyn NEW YORK 11219 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | ONT.002UST |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PITCHERS ZONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528543 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PITCHERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball pitching screens; Electronic game playing apparatus for pitching practice, pitching games, and pitching competitions with automatic ball return and electronic display of quantitative values; Equipment sold as a unit for playing action type target games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing pitching practice with an automatic ball return, pitching practice with an automatic ball return and electronic display of electronically-detected pitch location, pitching practice with an automatic ball return and electronic display of electronically-detected pitch speed, pitching games and competitions with an automatic ball return and electronic display of electronically-detected ball and strike counts, and pitching games and competitions with an automatic ball return and electronic display of electronically-detected ball and strike counts and automatically-tallied point totals according to the rules of various games

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duda III, Ralph J. Address Duda III, Ralph J. 5162 S. Chelsea Springfield MISSOURI 65804 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1542-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPECTACOR EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528568</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For arranging for ticket reservations for musical concerts, educational events, festivals, conferences, social events, sports or athletic events, and other live entertainment and performance events; providing a website featuring information about entertainment ticket reservations; providing consultation and information about entertainment ticket reservations; ticket agency services for sporting events and other live entertainment events

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Comcast Spectacor Events, LLC Address Comcast Spectacor Events, LLC 3601 S Broad Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19148 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 111058-00230

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAYLA'S HEIRLOOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528576 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) On-line retail store services featuring crochet dolls, and handmade toys; (Based on Intent to Use) On-line retail store services featuring Blankets, Baby rattles, Baby goods, general merchandise, and handmade products for children
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 06, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jayla's Heirlooms, LLC Address Jayla's Heirlooms, LLC 4235 Saint Audrey Place Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 28269 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEROY AFTERDARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528601 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Leroy Reynolds Jr, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Music composition services; Music production services; Music transcription for others; Music video production; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing on-line music, not downloadable
Internationa...
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FINELY CRAFTED BEER WITH ARIZONA ROOTS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97528617</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CRAFTED BEER" AND "ARIZONA"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For **Beer**

- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Wren House Brewing Company LLC
- **Address**: Wren House Brewing Company LLC 2125 N 24th St Phoenix ARIZONA 85008
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SALES, HEATHER ALISON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WENTZVILLE REC CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528656 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stick image of a human on a shaded background with three curved lines to the left of the human design separated by a diagonal line from the stylized word "WENTZVILLE", all underlined by a horizontal line, and the stylized words "REC CENTER" appearing below the horizontal line and to the right of the diagonal line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "WENTZVILLE REC CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recreation facilities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name City of Wentzville, Missouri Address City of Wentzville, Missouri 1001 Schroeder Creek Boulevard Wentzville MISSOURI 63385 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JPB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528686 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of depiction of cow with the letters "JPB" in the body of the cow depiction. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Butcher shop
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Japan Premium Beef, Inc. Address Japan Premium Beef, Inc. 59 Great Jones Street New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RED BARN PUZZLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528691 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PUZZLES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzle games; Puzzles; Puzzles; Jigsaw puzzles; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Manipulative logic games; Manipulative logic puzzles; Mosaic puzzles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Buffalo Games Address Buffalo Games 220 James E. Casey Drive Buffalo NEW YORK 14206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97528691

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENVIROGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528711 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines for testing drinking water, wastewater, and solid and hazardous waste
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hoffman Analytic Services, Inc. d/b/a Alloway Environmental Address Hoffman Analytic Services, Inc. d/b/a Al loway Environmental 1101 N. Cole Street Lima OHIO 45805 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-60744

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELCH, KATHERINE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MENOHARMONY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528832</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dietary and nutritional supplements |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC |
| Address | PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC 1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SMITH, CAROLINE P |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VALUEWIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97528841
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Camera filters; Camera straps; Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases for mobile phones; CD cases; Computer bags; Computer carrying cases; Covers for computer keyboards; Covers for tablet computers; Data cables; Laptop carrying cases; Mouse mats; Mouse pads; Power adapters for computers; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Sleeves for laptops; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for laptops; Tripods; Waterproof cases for smart phones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhu Wenjing
- **Address**: Zhu Wenjing, Rm. 403, No. 2, the fifth Street, Baolicheng, Huadu Dist., Guangzhou, CHINA 510815
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T00176

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHY CARE?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528851 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing audio and video podcasts via the Internet, social media, and wireless, mobile and other wireless communications networks in the fields of child care, senior care, pet care, tutoring, special needs care, public policy relating to caregiving, news relating to caregiving, cultural issues relating to caregiving, and education relating to caregiving
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Care.com, Inc. Address Care.com, Inc. Barton Skyway One 1501 S Mopac Expwy, Suite 340 Austin TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15303016UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONNECT REALTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528859 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "CONNECT REALTY" in stylized text with a shaded circle inside the letter "O". Disclaimer "REALTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate multiple listing services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022
For Advertising of commercial or residential real estate; Matching consumers with professionals in the field of Real Estate; Real estate marketing services, namely, on-line services featuring tours of residential and commercial real estate
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Real Tek Holdings, Inc. Address Real Tek Holdings, Inc. 2170 Buckthorne Place Suite 100 The Woodlands TEXAS 77380 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number REAL-oo4TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARTFUL MOVEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97528875 Application Filing Date  Aug. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "MOVEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the fields of art and yoga
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Oct. 31, 2020 In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lisa Blackwell Danahy Address  Lisa Blackwell Danahy  15205 Bitterroot Way  Rockville  MARYLAND 20853 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  INA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEALPROP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528878 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical preparations for sealing plant wounds
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name US Thai Trading LLC Address US Thai Trading LLC 1020 W Bryn Mawr Ave Fl 4 Chicago ILLINOIS 60660 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS
Owner Name Chicago Rare Plant Imports LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Phylla Address Chicago Rare Plant Imports LLC 1020 W Bryn Mawr Ave Fl 4 Chicago ILLINOIS 60660 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS
Owner Name Dreyer, Elijah Kendric Address Dreyer, Elijah Kendric 1020 W Bryn Mawr Ave Fl 4 Chicago ILLINOIS 60660 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97528906  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 01, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

THE LOVE INITIATIVE

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a hexagon shape with six lines coming towards a heart in the center of the hexagon shape with the wording "THE LOVE INITIATIVE" in capitalized letters to the right of the hexagon.  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer: "INITIATIVE"

Goods and Services Information

For: Education services, namely, providing coaching in the field of education, professional development training in the field of education, and developing curriculum for educators

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: The Love Initiative  
Address: The Love Initiative  
1409 Botham Jean Blvd.  
Dallas  
TEXAS  
75215  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

Examiner Information

Examiner: SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KNAV PARTNERS BEYOND BOUNDARIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97528913 Application Filing Date  Aug. 01, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word "KNAV" with the words "PARTNERS BEYOND BOUNDARIES" underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   4781510

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Account auditing; Accounting consultation; Acquisition and merger consultation; Audit support services, namely, review and analysis of a company's sales, as well as the preparation, organization and presentation of the documents and data requested by a government body, and advice on government audit processes, policies and strategy; Business acquisition and merger consultation; Business assistance, advisory services and consultancy in the fields of budgeting, bookkeeping, preparation and filing of claims, preparation and filing of forms, bill paying, organizing and processing paperwork, development of plan to achieve goals and referral services to bereavement counselors; Business auditing; Business consultation; Business consultation services; Income tax consultation; Income tax preparation; Tax advisory services; Tax assessment; Tax consultation; Tax filing services; Advisory services for preparing and carrying out commercial transactions; Real estate transaction auditing services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KNAV P.A. Address  KNAV P.A. #850 One Lakeside Commons, 990 Hammond Dr. NE Atlanta GEORGIA  30328 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   KNAV.1000
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MONEY SMART CREATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97528916 **Application Filing Date** Aug. 01, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Service Mark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "CREATIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field(s) of personal finance

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** The Money Smart Creative LLC **Address** The Money Smart Creative LLC 522 W. Riverside Ave., Ste. N Spokane WASHINGTON 99201 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BAZAAR PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528933 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAZAAR" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5225056

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring apparel, jewelry, and home decor; Retail clothing boutiques; Retail gift shops; Retail jewelry stores; Retail shops featuring apparel, jewelry, and home decor; Retail store services featuring apparel, jewelry, and home decor; Retail variety stores; On-line retail gift shops
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 11, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 11, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE BAZAAR PROJECT LLC Address THE BAZAAR PROJECT LLC 2990 McFarlane Rd. Miami FLORIDA 33133 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
**ELEVATE BY MODERN HEALTH**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97528975
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTH"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of mental and behavioral health; arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the fields of mental and behavioral health; providing education in the fields of mental and behavioral health rendered through video conference; providing education courses in the fields of mental and behavioral health offered through online, non-downloadable videos

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: Jul. 14, 2022  **In Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Modern Life Inc.
- **Address**: Modern Life Inc. 650 California Street, Office -7-128, San Francisco, California 94108
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: MLIFE.019T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MISHIGAMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529004 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MISHIGAMI GOODS LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Mishigami Hats Address MISHIGAMI GOODS LLC 847 N Damen Ave, Apt 2R Chicago ILLINOIS 60622 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LANZI, JESSICA NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529064 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three diagonal lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in inventory management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Syrup Tech Inc. Address Syrup Tech Inc. 447 Broadway, Floor 2, #95 New York NEW YORK 10013
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 57192 T2
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
Packed with Life

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97529093
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Tea
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Eleven21 Ventures
- **Address**: Eleven21 Ventures 7172 Old Post Rd Boulder COLORADO 80301
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GRAJEDA, HECTOR M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VINYL JAM

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97529113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;JAM&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Entertainment event booking agencies; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Live performances by a musical group; Music production services; Musical event booking agencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Vinyl Jam Entertainment LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Vinyl Jam Entertainment LLC 14428 Tiara St Unit #1/2 Van Nuys CALIFORNIA 91401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>K557383537</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AVENUE LAW FIRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529120 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAW FIRM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing customized legal information, counseling, and advice, and litigation services in the field of personal injury and insurance claims.; Providing information in the field of business law, litigation and intellectual property; Providing legal services in the field of commercial real estate, residential real estate, business matters, tech startups, and information technology to US and foreign clients

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zinkovetsky, Petro Address Zinkovetsky, Petro 99 PARK AVENUE, 10TH FLOOR New York NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D

3990
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUEEN OF TRAVEL FUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529216 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “TRAVEL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for cruises; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation for individuals and groups; Travel and transport information service; Travel arrangement; Travel assistance services, namely, arranging for the emergency replacement of airline tickets; Travel booking agencies; Travel consultancy; Travel consultancy services; Travel guide and travel information services; Travel guide services; Travel information; Travel information services; Travel planning for individuals, families, and groups for special occasions such as destination weddings and honeymoons; Travel route planning; Travel ticket reservation service; Arranging for travel visas and travel documents for persons travelling abroad; Arranging for travel visas, passports and travel documents for persons traveling abroad; Arranging of transportation for travel tours; Arranging transport for travelers; Booking of travel tickets; Booking of seats for travel; Booking of seats for coach travel; Booking of tickets for travel; Booking of tickets for air travel; Booking of tickets for train travel; Booking of tickets for air fare, cruising and destination travel; Coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; On-line transportation reservation and travel ticket reservation services; Organisation of travel; Organization of travel and boat trips; Organizing transport for travelers; Providing travel information to travelers regarding fares, timetables and public transport; Providing driving directions for travel purposes; Providing information about travel, via the Internet; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of travel; Providing reviews of travel service providers; Provision of travel information

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 27, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Judy Myers Julian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>313a GLEN ECHO LANE Cary NORTH CAROLINA 27518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TDJ-TM01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KAUAI SUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97529231</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Ball pens; Gel pens
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Kauai Sun LLC
- **Address**: Kauai Sun LLC 2759 Rebeiro Ave Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95051
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SINCE 1944 RINGSIDE STEAKHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529254 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "RINGSIDE STEAKHOUSE" in stylized lettering underneath the words "SINCE 1944" in stylized lettering inside of an oval. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STEAKHOUSE" AND "SINCE 1944"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1885467

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Issuing of pre-paid gift cards; gift card transaction processing services; issuing of gift certificates
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011
For Prepared food kits composed of meat, poultry, fish, seafood, and/or vegetables and also including sauces or seasonings ready for cooking and assembly as a meal
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021
For Special event planning for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011
For Special event planning for business purposes; arranging and conducting special events for business purposes; online ordering services in the field of restaurant take-out and delivery
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011
**For Magnetically encoded gift cards**

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: Jan. 01, 2011  
**In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2011

**For Restaurant services; restaurant reservation services; restaurant services, namely, providing private dining services; private dining services, namely, rental of private dining rooms; providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; preparation of food and beverages; take-out restaurant services; restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services**

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use**: Jan. 01, 2011  
**In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The Ringside, Inc.  
**Address**: The Ringside, Inc. 2165 W. Burnside Portland OREGON 97210  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 207745010100

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENHANCE GOLD NATION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97529267</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the wording &quot;ENHANCE GOLD NATION&quot;, with the &quot;A&quot; of &quot;ENHANCE&quot; featured as a stylized golden gradient while the &quot;ENH&quot;, &quot;NCE&quot;, and &quot;GOLD NATION&quot; are in black. Design element also includes a stylized, gold gradient eclipse encircling all literal elements of the mark except the first two letters of &quot;ENHANCE&quot; and a horizontal gold gradient line above &quot;GOLD NATION&quot; and under the &quot;NCE&quot;. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. <strong>Color</strong> Drawing</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>The color(s) black and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Marketing consulting, namely, development of marketing campaigns for others; Marketing services in the nature of lead generation; Marketing services, namely, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Marketing the goods and services of others; Advertising and marketing; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Direct marketing services; Providing business planning and marketing solutions for real estate professionals |
|--------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------|-------------|----------------|
| First Use | Jul. 11, 2022 | In Commerce | Jul. 11, 2022 | Advertising and Business |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Norcal Gold, Inc.</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA RE/MAX Gold</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Norcal Gold, Inc.</th>
<th>Suite 180</th>
<th>10860 Gold Center Drive</th>
<th>Rancho Cordova</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
<th>95670</th>
<th><strong>Legal Entity</strong></th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th><strong>State or Country</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | COFFEY, AARON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKYLIFE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529300 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Painting; Constructing decks; Constructing porches; Constructing sunrooms; Construction and maintenance of buildings; Construction and renovation of buildings; Construction and repair of buildings; Construction and repair of houses; Construction of buildings; Construction of commercial buildings; Construction of decks; Construction of porches; Construction of residential buildings; Construction of sunrooms; Construction planning; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and construction of residential and commercial communities; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of residential and commercial communities; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of commercial buildings; Construction supervision; Construction, maintenance and renovation of buildings; Construction, maintenance and renovation of real property; Construction, repair and maintenance of buildings; Construction, repair and maintenance of buildings, and providing information relating thereto; Construction, repair and maintenance of buildings, and provision of information relating thereto; Floor polishing and providing information relating thereto; Floor polishing and provision of information relating thereto; Floor polishing and provision of information relating thereto; Floor sanding; Floor treatment services, namely, application of chemical preparations to floors to make them slip-resistant for safety purposes; Housing services, namely, development of real property, namely, repair, improvement, and new construction; Housing services, namely, repair, improvement, and construction of residential real property; Painting and applying coatings to building interiors and building exteriors; Painting contractor services; Painting of buildings; Painting of window frames; Painting of houses, buildings, residential and commercial properties; Painting restoration services; Painting services; Painting, exterior; Painting, interior; Painting, interior and exterior; Real estate development; Real estate development and construction of commercial, residential and hotel property; Remodeling of houses, buildings, residential and commercial properties; Renovation and restoration of buildings; Renovation of buildings; Roof maintenance; Roof maintenance services; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing maintenance services; Roofing repair; Roofing services; Advisory services relating to the construction of buildings; Building construction, remodeling and repair; Building renovation; Building restoration; Comprehensive preventative maintenance service for roofing systems; Construction and installation of masonry
walls and structures; Construction of shopping centers; Consultancy and information services in the field of construction; Consultancy and information services relating to construction; Consultancy relating to building construction supervision; Consultancy relating to residential and building construction; Consultancy relating to the construction of buildings; Consultancy services relating to building construction; Consultancy services relating to the construction of buildings; Consultation in building construction supervision; Consultation relating to painting of buildings; Consulting in the field of building construction; Consulting services for repair and restoration of masonry walls and structures; Consulting services for the construction and installation of masonry walls and structures; Custom construction of buildings; Custom construction of homes; Custom construction of houses; Custom building construction; Custom building renovation; Drywall and painting contractor services; General construction contracting; General contracting services in the field of flooring; Hardwood floor coating services; House painting; Installation of floor tiles; Installation of roof gutters; Installation of insulating materials in buildings, roofs and structures; Installation of wood flooring; Installation, maintenance and repair of protective coatings for floors; Installing floor tile; Installing wood flooring; Interior and exterior painting; Maintenance of masonry walls and structures; Maintenance of roofing; Plastering and painting of building interiors; Plasterwork restoration; Plasterwork restoration services; Providing construction information; Providing building construction information via a web site; Providing building construction information via a website; Providing information and commentary in the field of real estate development; Providing information relating to roofing installation and repair; Providing information relating to building renovation; Providing on-line information relating to building construction; Providing on-line information relating to the construction of buildings; Providing online information relating to building construction; Providing online information relating to the construction of buildings; Provision of construction advice; Provision of construction information; Provision of information in relation to building construction; Provision of information relating to roofing installation and repair; Provision of information relating to building construction; Provision of information relating to the construction, repair and maintenance of buildings; Renovating and constructing homes for low-income families; Repair of masonry walls and structures; Repair of roofing; Residential and building construction consulting; Residential and commercial building construction; Residential building construction; Restoration of masonry walls and structures; Sanding of floors

**International Classes**  37 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Construction and Repair  **First Use**  Feb. 28, 2018  **In Commerce**  Feb. 28, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Skylife Solutions Inc.  **Address**  Skylife Solutions Inc.  506 Auburn Avenue NE Apt. 2B  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30312  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SALTY VETERAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97529360
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hats; Headwear; Sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Tank tops; Cap visors; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Neveu, Michael T.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Dynamic Design
- **Address**: Neveu, Michael T. 1172 Vale View Rd. Knoxville TENNESSEE 37922
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 76606.M1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Rippah

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529398 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Compact discs featuring music; Compact discs featuring music and spoken word in the form of poetry; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files; Phonograph records featuring music; Pre-recorded record albums featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 16, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sharp, Brian Glenn Composed of Brian Glenn Sharp, a citizen of United States Address Sharp, Brian Glenn 811 Spring Street Sausalito CALIFORNIA 94965 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M·A·CNIFICENT ME!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529402 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "M A CNIFICENT ME!" with a shaded circle between the letters "M" and "A", and between the letters "A" and "C". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Make-Up Art Cosmetics Inc. Address Make-Up Art Cosmetics Inc. 767 Fifth Avenue New York NEW YORK 10153 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
TM 3000 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LMH ESSENTIALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529405 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ESSSENTIALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring mental health accessories and unisex clothing International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leeya Mental Healing, LLC Address Leeya Mental Healing, LLC 101 Eisenhower Pkwy, Suite 300 roseland NEW JERSEY 07068 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529446 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists the stylized word "MEIER" and a decorative
design consisting of laurel leaves and branches. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Jeans; Pants; Shirts; Skirts; Socks; T-shirts; Blouses; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts,
blouses; Clothing jackets for adults, children, women, men
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 01, 2013 In Commerce May 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meier Collection, Inc. Address Meier Collection, Inc. 1681 S Los Robles Ave. San Marino
CALIFORNIA 91108 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLATINUMX EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529466 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EXPERIENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For movie theatre services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Larry H. Miller Theatres, Inc. Address Larry H. Miller Theatres, Inc. 9400 South State Street Sandy UTAH 84070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00446-012.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TO THE SEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529472 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Headwear; Hoodies; Socks; Sweatshirts; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steve Bao Address Steve Bao 2355 Westwood Blvd., Unit 1599 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90064
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556762886

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOCKSPIRATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97529591 Application Filing Date: Aug. 01, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the stylized wording "SOCKSPIRATIONS". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Socks; Sock suspenders; Socks and stockings; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Ankle socks; Anklet socks; Anti-perspirant socks; Boat socks; Japanese style socks (tabi covers); Japanese style socks (tabi); Men's socks; Men's dress socks; Non-slip socks; Slipper socks; Sweat-absorbent socks; Thermal socks; Toe socks; Trouser socks; Water socks; Woollen socks; Yoga socks

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Lucky Feather LLC Address: Lucky Feather LLC 11684 Ventura Blvd. #460 STUDIO CITY CALIFORNIA 91604 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name: Davis, Trenton Michael
SMILE SERUM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number:** 97529655
- **Application Filing Date:** Aug. 01, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer:** “SERUM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For:** Mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; Non-mediated mouthwash and gargle; Non-mediated serums for use on Teeth
- **International Classes:** 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title:** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name:** GURU NANDA, LLC
- **Address:** GURU NANDA, LLC 6645 Caballero Blvd Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90620
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number:** GN/TM18R/822

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney:** SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  No  **Mark Drawing Type**  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of three chickens, each having a white body, a yellow comb, a yellow beak, the inside of the beak in black color, a pair of anthropomorphic eyes in black color, and a pair of yellow feet, all of the foregoing features outlined in black color.  
**Color Drawing**  Yes  **Color Claimed**  The color(s) black, yellow and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Restaurant services  
**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  
**International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use**  Mar. 27, 2022  **In Commerce**  Mar. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Sheen, Brandon  **Address**  Sheen, Brandon  5001 Nevis Dr.  Edinburg  TEXAS  78539  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  SHN-002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AELLASNERVALT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529709 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potholders; Cake molds; Cleaning rags; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cookery moulds; Fitted vanity cases; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Heat-insulated containers for household use; Insulating sleeve holder for beverage cups; Kitchen mitts; Oven mitts; Reusable silicone food covers for household containers; Serving trays, namely, cabarets; Tablemats, not of paper or textile
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Sinian Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Sinian Trading Co., Ltd. Room 2316, No. 5, Guangtang Xiheng Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City CHINA 510630 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118922

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOHKOH

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97529710  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "YOHKOH" has no meaning in a foreign language.  
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Earpicks; Teethers; Aerosol dispensers for medical use; Baby bottle nipples; Baby feeding pacifiers; Baby teething mittens; Breast milk storage bags; Child's plastic finger covers to discourage finger sucking; Cups adapted for feeding babies and children; Dental caps; Fever thermometers; Nursing bottles; Pacifier clips; Pacifier cloth for attachment to infant pacifiers; Teats being pacifiers for babies  
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44  
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus  
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Anhui Yuanyuantang Yingtong Yongpin youxiangongsi  
- **Address**: Anhui Yuanyuantang Yingtong Yongpin youx iangongsi No.3 Plant North weisan Rd, Yaohai Industrial Park Xinzhan Dist., Hefei CHINA 230012  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUOONYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529712 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Articles of clothing for toys; Bean bags; Children's multiple activity toys; Costume masks; Infant toys; Inflatable thin rubber toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Manipulative logic puzzles; Novelty toy face masks; Smart robot toys; Stuffed toys; Swimming jackets; Swimming rings; Toy masks; Toy models; Water wings
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Huangya Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Huangya Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1269, 1st Floor, Self-edited No.17, No. 9, Liyuan Rd, Huangcun, Tianhe Dist, Guangzhou City CHINA 510630 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118921

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GKPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529714 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Wallpaper; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Bath mats; Carpet underlays; Door mats; Floor coverings; Floor mats made of rubber, plastic, textiles; Wallpaper murals
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiangcheng Magao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiangcheng Magao Trading Co., Ltd. 402, Unit 2, Bldg 7, Yingbin Apartment, Huayuan, Xiangcheng City, Zhoukou City, Henan CHINA 466200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118919

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOHKOH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529721 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YOHKOH" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jugs; Bottle squeegees; Cleaning sponges; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates; Disposable dinnerware, namely, bowls; Disposable dinnerware, namely, serving trays; Drinking cups for babies and children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, cups for babies and children sold as a unit with valves and lids; Drinking cups for children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, drinking cups for children sold as a unit with non-insulated lids; Drinking cups for infants and parts and fittings therefor, namely, valves and lids sold as a unit; Electric face cleansing brushes; Fruit bowls; Insulated flasks; Insulated vacuum flasks; Non-woven disposable textile wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds; Re-usable or disposable plastic or silicone valves sold for use with training cups for babies and children; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Toothbrush head covers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Yuanyuantang Yingtong Yongpin youxiangongsi Address Anhui Yuanyuantang Yingtong Yongpin youx iangongsi No.3 Plant North weisan Rd, Yaohai Industrial Park Xinzhan Dist., Hefei CHINA 230012 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIRI KIRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529723 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "KIRI KIRI" in the mark is "being in groups of similar traits".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 26, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sheen, Brandon Address Sheen, Brandon 5001 Nevis Dr. Edinburg TEXAS 78539 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SHN-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YANGCHENXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529726 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YANGCHENXI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath mitts; Bath towels; Bed valances; Door curtains; Net curtains; Non-woven textile fabrics; Pillow covers; Rags for paper making; Sail cloth; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Upholstery fabrics; Wall hangings of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu xiongxin e-commerce Co., Ltd Address Yiwu xiongxin e-commerce Co., Ltd 1F, unit 2, building 21, Liuqing ninth district, Beiyuan street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUCKYMOOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529746 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HuckyMoor" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earthenware basins in the nature of bowls; Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Holders for cooking pot lids; Mason jars; Piggy banks; Spice racks; Table plates; Toilet roll holders; Towel rails; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Qiji Electronic Trading Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Qiji Electronic Trading Co., Ltd. Room 418, Tower 2, Taoyuan Trade City Shishan Town, Nanhai District Foshan City CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAIYIONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529757 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MAIYIONE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scissors; Can openers, non-electric; Depilatory appliances; Egg slicers, non-electric; Electric hair curling irons; Gardening tools, namely, trowels and hoes; Hair trimmers; Hand-operated kitchen appliance for dicing, slicing and chopping food; Kitchen knives; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including knives, can openers; Non-electric can openers; Razors, electric or non-electric; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Tin openers, non-electric; Vegetable slicers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Maiyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Maiyi Technology Co., Ltd. 525 Building 101, Shangbu Industrial Zone No.3019,Huaqiangbei Road,Huaqiangbei St. Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KINOCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529772 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KINOCI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Calcium supplements; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements also containing PROTEIN; Health food supplements; Herbal supplements for sleeping problems; Lecithin for use as a dietary supplement; Liquid nutritional supplement; Natural supplements for treating erectile dysfunction; Nutritional supplement energy bars; Nutritional supplement in the nature of a nutrient-dense, protein-based drink mix; Nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; Powdered nutritional supplement concentrate; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing PROTEIN; Probiotic supplements; Protein supplement shakes; Protein supplement shakes for weight gain purposes; Protein supplements; Protein dietary supplements; Vitamin supplement in tablet form for use in making an effervescent beverage when added to water; Vitamin supplements; Zinc supplement lozenges
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ballard, Christopher M DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA KINOCI Address Ballard, Christopher M 4726 Monarch Bend Ln Rosenberg TEXAS 77469 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NIELSON, TARA R M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAZYEYAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529778 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JAZYEYAH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Bar code printers; Card reading equipment; Computer terminals, keyboards and document printers; Digital cameras; Digital cameras for industrial use; Digital door locks; Digital photo frames; Kilometer recorders for vehicles; Liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors; Portable audio players; Simultaneous interpretation receivers; Tape measures; Wearable computer peripherals in the nature of wireless mice; Wide-angle lenses for cameras; MP4 players; Wireless ear buds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jazeyeah Intelligence Co.,LTD. Address Shenzhen Jazeyeah Intelligence Co.,LTD. A503, Zhongheng Sheng Technology Park, No.3 Xin Yu Rd.,Xinqiao St.,Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIGHTWHEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529796 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microphones; Radios; Semiconductors; Battery chargers; Computer display screens; Digital signal processors; Electric light dimmers; Electronic video surveillance products, namely, electronic components of security systems; Loud speakers; Portable media players; Recording devices for sound and image carriers; Remote control telemetering apparatus; Solar cells; Switches, electric; Time recording apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lebenslicht GmbH Address Lebenslicht GmbH Branches Neumunster c/o Commercial and Service Park North, Tungendorfer Str. 10 Neumunster FED REP GERMANY 24536 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACDOUGALL, KIERRA RYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAIVIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529816 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RAIVIDA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled agave liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brandon Staudinger Address Brandon Staudinger 1825 SW 21st Ter. Miami FLORIDA 33145 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97529822</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: RIGGATTI'S WOOD FIRED PIZZA
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WOOD FIRED PIZZA"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Restaurant; Pizza parlors; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring pizza; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Provision of food and drink in restaurants
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Sep. 28, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2012

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: RIGGATTI'S VENTURES, LLC
- **Address**: RIGGATTI'S VENTURES, LLC 28 North 300 West Washington UTAH 84780
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 5014.3.2

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examiner**: REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIGHTWHEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529828  Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Searchlights; Air humidifiers; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Ceiling lights; Electric bulbs; Electric flashlights; Glass lantern globes; Heating installations; Lanterns for lighting; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Light reflectors; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Luminous tubes for lighting; Portable electric heaters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 28, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lebenslicht GmbH Address Lebenslicht GmbH Branches Neumunster c/o Commercial and Service Park North, Tungendorfer Str. 10 Neumunster FED REP GERMANY 24536 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACDOUGALL, KIERRA RYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DDN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529854 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a combination of three letters, two Ds and one N. The shape has a D at the top, an N in the middle and another flipped D at the bottom Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Moisturizing solutions for the skin; Shampoo-conditioners; Skin moisturizer; Skin moisturizer masks; Skin moisturizers used as cosmetics; Body lotions; Hair shampoo; Hair care lotions; Hand lotions; Make-up removing lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, peels.; Styling lotions
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Do Not Disturb Beauty, INC Address Do Not Disturb Beauty, INC 653 Saginaw Street Unit 100 Flint MICHIGAN 48502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIVELAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529873 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RIVELAY" written in stylized wording in which "RIVE" is in blue color and "LAY" is in green color and above “Y” is three small circles of green color.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring personal care and beauty products, style and beauty products, electric combing brushes, drill machine to remove calluses from feet, drill machine to remove nail polish, pedicure machine, callus remover foot gloves, paraffin gloves; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring personal care and beauty products, style and beauty products, electric combing brushes, drill machine to remove calluses from feet, drill machine to remove nail polish, pedicure machine, callus remover foot gloves, paraffin gloves; Drill machine to remove calluses from feet, drill machine to remove nail polish, pedicure machine, callus remover foot gloves, paraffin gloves
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Icasmart Business LLC Address Icasmart Business LLC 40 Beckerle St, Danbury Ct Danbury CONNECTICUT 06811 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SNSLXH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529933 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread boxes; Decorative plates; Dish drying racks; Plastic storage containers for household use; Spice racks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022
For Bamboo furniture; Bathroom furniture; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Non-metal hanging closet organizers for shoes; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Plastic bins; Pot racks; Tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Linyu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Linyu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 206, Building 9, No. 313, Guangyun Road, Jiahe Street, Baiyun District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUFTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529943 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TUFTA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Blankets for outdoor use; Coasters of textile; Interior decoration fabrics; Pet blankets; Pillow covers; Table linen, not of paper; Tapestries of textile; Textile wall hangings
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FanFan Chen Address FanFan Chen Group 3, YuanJiang Village Nancheng Office Anlu City, Hubei CHINA 430000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONMAII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97529966 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HONMAII" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle speedometers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Computer screen filters; Distance measuring apparatus; Electronic padlocks; Fire alarm and emergency evacuation devices, namely, fire alarm control panels, smoke detectors, heat detectors, alarm pull stations, audible and visible notification appliances, strobes, sirens, bells, horns, and speakers; Helmets for bicycles; Magnifying peepholes for doors; Mounting brackets adapted for computers; Portable digital electronic scales; Protective work gloves; Smartphone mounts; Tactical laser sights; Wall-mounted rulers for measuring a person's height; Water meters
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Hongmai Trading Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Hongmai Trading Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, Attached No. 3 No. 8, Gonghe Road, Wuhou District Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610041 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BDYING

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97530019
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording BDYING has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Backup drives for computers; Blank USB flash drives; CD drives for computers; CD-ROM drives; Computer disc drives; Disk drives; DVD drives; DVD recording apparatus; Hard disk drives (HDD); Optical disc drives; Optical disk drives; Power adapters
- **International Classes**: Primary Classes 9
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: shen zhen shi bo de ying wang luo ke ji Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: shen zhen shi bo de ying wang luo ke ji Co., Ltd. futianqu xiangmihujiedao zhulinshequ zhuzilinsilu 8haoxiang shimeilin4dong03A Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TMHF-750
- **Examining Attorney**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RMH3 DENTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530021 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer “DENTAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental instruments, namely, dental burs, Permeable plastic films for medical use, Medical isolation gowns, Face masks for use by health care providers, Surgical shoe covers, Syringes for medical purposes and for injections, Saliva Ejectors; Dental impression trays

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 31, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2019

For Disposable medical sterilization pouches, not of paper

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Jul. 31, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2019

For Cloth bibs; Lab Coat

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 31, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MN Health, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RMH3 Dental Address MN Health, Inc. 1139 Towlston RD McLean VIRGINIA 22102

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2019587

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAKING BAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97530023 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   On-line retail store services featuring vape pens; On-line retail store services featuring lighters; On-line retail store services featuring pre-roll paper; On-line retail store services featuring tobacco; On-line retail store services featuring tobacco products; On-line retail store services featuring bags; On-line retail store services featuring apparel; On-line retail store services featuring tobacco jars; On-line retail store services featuring herbal tinctures for medical purposes; On-line retail store services featuring ointment; On-line retail store services featuring water bottles; On-line retail store services featuring mugs; Online retail store services featuring digital goods, namely, bags for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services featuring digital goods, namely, apparel for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, bags for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, apparel for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, jewelry for use in online virtual worlds; Subscription-based online retail store services in the field of tobacco
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Baking Bad Group Inc Address   Baking Bad Group Inc Suite 16289 1635 Market St Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19103 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BXBXOLT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97530026</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Bolsters; Clothes hangers having sliding arms for use with shirts, sweaters or turtlenecks by placement through the neck hole; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture parts; Hangers for clothes; Plastic trays for foodstuff packaging; Reusable baby changing mats; Tissue box covers of textile; Towel racks

**International Classes**
20 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title**
Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use**
Jun. 02, 2022
**In Commerce**
Jun. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
Wu, Deming

**Address**
130 Changjiang Road, Nangang District, Haerbin, Heilongjiang CHINA 150000

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**
IPP

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHORAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530027 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air pumps, hand-operated; Beard trimmers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers; Electric manicure sets; Electric pedicure sets; Foot care implements, namely, foot files; Gardening shears and scissors; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hand-operated lawn edgers; Hand-operated vegetable shredders; Nail skin treatment trimmers; Stainless steel table knives, forks and spoons; Vegetable slicers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruishuo Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruishuo Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. B-406, Tea Tree Industrial Zone Xiaweiyuan New Village, Xixiang Street Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HMJYOJZHOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530028 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Babushkas; Blouses; Capelets; Cravats; Cummerbunds; Frocks; Hats; Pareos; Robes; Snow suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jia, CuiLing Address Jia, CuiLing No. 4, Yard 8, Xiling Street, Shantou Street, Boshan District, Zibo, Shandong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WENTIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530044 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candlesticks; Mops; Plates; Toothpicks; Cleaning brushes for household use; Coffee cups; Disposable gloves for home use; Fruit bowls; Knife blocks; Manual toothbrushes; Mop heads; Plastic containers in the shape of fruits and vegetables for storing individual fruits and vegetables, and for extending the life of those fruits and vegetables; Trash containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kaifeng dizhu Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Kaifeng dizhu Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Shop No. 503,Unit 2, Jinda International Bldg. Materials City, Tongxu County Rd. N Kaifeng, Henan CHINA 475000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEWCAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530079 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Refrigerators; Barbecue grills; Beverage refrigerators for use in cars; Electric indoor grills; Electric outdoor grills; Electric refrigerators; Lamps for tents; Portable electric fans; Portable stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU DAOHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD Address GUANGZHOU DAOHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD NO. 209, BLDG. C, No. 6 YongtaiTaixing Rd., Yongping St., Baiyun Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510080
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEWCAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530088  Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Mattresses; Pillows; Air mattresses for use when camping; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Chair pads; Kennels for household pets; Neck pillows; Seat cushions
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU DAOHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
Address GUANGZHOU DAOHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD  NO. 209, BLDG. C, No. 6 YongtaiTaixing Rd., Yongping St., Baiyun Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510080
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRESH & NAKED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530142 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "FRESH & NAKED" with a leaf on the left side of the word "FRESH" and the words "& NAKED" below. Both words are in lowercase font and the words and leaf are surrounded by a box with three rounded corners and one pointed corner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FRESH"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 0000253734 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 02, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 27, 2030 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jan. 27, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 10161313 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 08, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 29, 2031 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jun. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prepared meals, namely, prepared salads
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Fruit, namely, fresh fruit; vegetables, namely, fresh vegetables; fresh fruits and vegetables, namely, iceberg lettuce, romaine lettuce, little gem lettuce, multi-leaf lettuce, lambs lettuce, rocket greens, spinach, spinach greens, bull's blood greens, cress greens, kale, baby kale, Brussels sprouts, broccoli, cauliflower, asparagus, peas, sweet corn, tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, celery, radish, eggplant, zucchini, chilies, carrots, parsnips, sweet potatoes, butternut squash, beetroot, mushrooms, beans, onion, green onions, garlic, leeks; natural plants, namely, fresh herbs; herbs, namely, fresh herbs
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  G's Fresh Limited
Address  G's Fresh Limited  Hainey Farm, Barway, Nr. Ely  Cambridgeshire  UNITED KINGDOM  CB75TZ
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ENGLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  111090-0012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA FRANCESITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530179 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of La Francesita in the mark is The Frenchwoman.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Costa, Yasmina Address Costa, Yasmina 9950 Woodlands Pkwy The Woodlands TEXAS 77382
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Costa, Ifel Address Costa, Ifel 9950 Woodlands Parkway The Woodlands TEXAS 77382 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLOUDCOMFORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530232 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; headphones; ear pads for headphones; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anker Innovations Limited Address Anker Innovations Limited Room 1318-19, Hollywood Commercial Cente 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok Kowloon HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T22784914

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOIREPACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530250 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Feb. 12, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noirepack Inc. Address Noirepack Inc. 33020 10th Ave. SW Federal Way WASHINGTON 98023
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORGANICART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530288 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OrganicArt" in a stylized font with the letter "O" with a branch design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for human consumption; dietary supplements for animals; nutrients dietary supplements; dietary supplemental drinks; all the aforesaid consisting of organic ingredients in whole or significant part
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUTRIGEEK LLC Address NUTRIGEEK LLC 900 N FEDERAL HWY STE 306 HALLANDALE BEACH FLORIDA 33009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BONANZA SATRANGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530300 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BONANZA" appearing in a stylized font to the left of a tree design all of the foregoing appearing to the left of the word "SATRANGI" appearing in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of the word SATRANGI in the mark is RAINBOW

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed Sheets, Fabrics For Textile Use, Table Napkins Of Textile, Table Runners Of Textile, Curtains Of Textile Or Plastic, Bed Blankets, Pillow Cases, Table Runners Of Plastic, Quilts, Handkerchief Of Textile, Towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Clothing, namely, Shalwar suits, Shalwar trousers, Shalwar kameez suits, suits, Men's suits, women's suits, blouses, shirts, Bottoms as clothing, scarves, shawls, footwear, headwear, sweaters, tights, pants and scarves; embroidered clothing, namely, Shalwar suits, Shalwar trousers, Shalwar kameez suits, suits, Men's suits, women's suits, blouses, shirts, Bottoms as clothing, scarves, shawls, footwear, headwear, sweaters, tights, pants and scarves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bonanza Garments Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. Address Bonanza Garments Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. 17/1, Sector-24, Korangi Industrial Area Karachi PAKISTAN Legal Entity private limited company State or Country PAKISTAN

Where Organized PAKISTAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MADE WITH HAND PICKED COFFEE CHERRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97530321 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the design of a coffee cherry in light brown surrounded by a red open circle around which the wording "MADE WITH HAND PICKED COFFEE CHERRIES" appears in light brown, all of which is feature on a dark blue background. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red, dark blue, and light brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MADE WITH HAND PICKED COFFEE CHERRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ready to drink coffee-based beverages
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce  May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Big Palette Enterprises, LLC Address  Big Palette Enterprises, LLC  34 Berkley Road  Devon PENNSYLVANIA  19333 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   620003.0010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMPTOGEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530328 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Biocharged Ventures, LLC Address Biocharged Ventures, LLC Suite 100 801 W. 5th Street Austin TEXAS 78703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8111-602USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BLUE LAGOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97530360  Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Water treatment chemicals for use in swimming pools and spas
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  On The Spot Products, LLC  Address  On The Spot Products, LLC  675 Bering Drive, Suite 200  Houston  TEXAS  77057  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  62195-570641

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  S SAN COAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97530361 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms SAN COAT in black letters imposed over a stylized letter "S" the top portion of which is made up of three blue stripes and the lower portion of which is made up of three green stripes. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black, blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "COAT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Application of protective coatings
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Jan. 12, 2017 In Commerce  Jan. 12, 2017 Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/00/1980 Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/00/1980

For  Abrasive blasting services
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Jan. 12, 2017 In Commerce  Jan. 12, 2017 Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/00/1980 Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/00/1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  San-Coat, Inc. Address  San-Coat, Inc. P.O. Box 23096 San Antonio  TEXAS  78223 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1554.04
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examine Attorney  REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHAKTKGLOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530398 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHAKTKGLOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hosiery; Pyjamas; Scarfs; Shoes; Coats; Dresses; Swimsuits; Tee shirts; Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xi'an Libao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xi'an Libao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 21602, Bldg 2, Wenjingtianxia, No. 8 Fenghe Rd, ETDZ, Xi'an, Shanxi CHINA 710000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Dincry

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JULIA'S BROWNIE IN A BLANKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530405 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail bakery shop; retail grocery store services; wholesale food distributorship services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Cookies, cakes, pastries, candies, and frozen confections for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Café services; catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hello Julia LLC Address Hello Julia LLC 556 3rd Avenue New York NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROFEEGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530424 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ROFEEGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Costume jewelry; Ear studs; Gold jewelry; Jade; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jewellery made of precious metals; Pendants; Precious metals and their alloys; Rings; Sautoir necklaces; Tiaras; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan,Ruohui Address Pan,Ruohui №.201,Unit1,No.25,Huadu Rd,Shangganshan Forest Farm,Shanggao County, Yichun Jiangxi CHINA 336400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Dincry
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S STEVENTONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530475 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "STEVENTONS" displayed over a stylized "S" in a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 03, 2013 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Epsilon Foods Corporation Address Epsilon Foods Corporation 1399 Eagle Ridge Rd Le Claire IOWA 52753 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97530481 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Aug. 02, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans |
| **International Classes** | 36 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Insurance and Financial |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Nikita D'Souza-Datta |
| **Address** | Nikita D'Souza-Datta 555 Quince Orchard Road, Suite 570 Gaithersburg MARYLAND 20878 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CLARKE, NANCY L |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WILLAMETTE VALLEY PIE CO.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97530485</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 02, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: bakery goods; bakery products; pies; cobblers; turnovers; hand pies
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Willamette Valley Pie Company
- **Address**: Willamette Valley Pie Company 1651 Eska Way Silverton OREGON 97381
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 119784-6

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUDGET FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530486 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable education services, namely, providing educational classes in the field of financial literacy
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Buckhead Christian Ministry Inc. Address Buckhead Christian Ministry Inc. The Murray Building 2847 Piedmont Road NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30305 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91573-366385

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE CHICKEN SHOP NEWPORT BEACH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97530496</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of the side profile of a chicken head facing to the left, with the words &quot;The Chicken Shop Newport Beach&quot; forming a circular shape around it; the words &quot;Shop&quot; and &quot;Newport&quot; are separated by a dot shape; the words &quot;Beach&quot; and &quot;The&quot; are separated by a dot shape.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;CHICKEN SHOP NEWPORT BEACH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Apr. 06, 2022 | In Commerce | Apr. 06, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Chicken Shop, Inc. |
| Address | The Chicken Shop, Inc. 10725 Quadrille Pl. Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92705 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KLUWE, CHERYL D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BCM GEORGIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530508 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GEORGIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial assistance for eviction prevention
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Buckhead Christian Ministry Inc. Address Buckhead Christian Ministry Inc. The Murray Building 2847 Piedmont Road NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30305 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91573-366384

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
Mark Literal(s) IMPOWERMORTGAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530509 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nikita D'Souza-Datta Address Nikita D'Souza-Datta 555 Quince Orchard Road, 570 Gaithersburg MARYLAND 20878 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOLTANA FILMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530515 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FILMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production and distribution of television shows and movies; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of comedy, drama, social issues, short films, documentaries, animation, music and pop culture
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tanner Media Ventures LLC Address Tanner Media Ventures LLC Suite 400 101 South First St. Burbank CALIFORNIA 91502 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97530534</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0126243/ |
|------------------------------------------------------------------| International Registration Number |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Sunglasses; Electronic cigarette batteries; Wireless speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Cookies SF LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cookies SF LLC 1000 BEECHER STREET SAN LEANDRO CALIFORNIA 94577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | HUGHES, ROSE M |

**Mark Literal(s)** COOKIES

**Mark** COOKIES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HHWHLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530542 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Dresses; Miniskirts; Shirts; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Underwear; Blouses; Long sleeve pullovers; Outer jackets; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 31, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Mengshangyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Mengshangyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 508, Bldg B, Shenli Ind Park, Huajing Ave, Qinghua Community, Longhua St, Longhua, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOWIPOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530545 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplement beverage for boosting energy; Nutritional supplemental drinks; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements containing sparkling water; Nutritional supplements containing herbal extracts; Nutritional supplements containing sparkling water and herbal extracts; Nutritional supplements containing carbonated water; Nutritional supplements containing carbonated water and herbal extracts; Nutritional supplements containing herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements containing carbonated water and herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements containing sparkling water and herbal supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grove Brands Inc Address Grove Brands Inc 2nd Floor 4170 A Manchester Rd. St. Louis MISSOURI 63110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 061502401T01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYVEDA LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530548 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing and conducting seminars and workshops in the field of Ayurveda, namely, health, nutrition, lifestyle wellness, and Ayurvedic products; entertainment services, namely organizing and conducting seminars and workshops in the field of Ayurveda, namely, health, nutrition, lifestyle wellness, and Ayurvedic products
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maharishi Ayur-Ved Products International Corporation Address Maharishi Ayur-Ved Products International Corporation 1680 Highway One North, Suite 2200 Fairfield IOWA 52556 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11011-1-183

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOUNTAINHEAD LOGISTICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number**: 97530550  **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022  **Register**: Principal  **Mark Type**: Service Mark  **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer**: “LOGISTICS”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: Transportation of frac sand; storage of frac sand at oil and gas wellsites; supply chain logistics, namely, storage, transportation, and delivery of proppant for others by a truck or by a truck and conveyor system; transport, delivery, and storage of frac sand for the oil and gas industry

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 105  **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Fountainhead Logistics, LLC  **Address**: Fountainhead Logistics, LLC  
Suite 500  
5918 Courtyard Drive  
Austin  
TEXAS  
78730  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: SAND016US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATLAS ENERGY SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530557 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sand for use as a proppant in oil well and gas well hydraulic fracturing operations
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Mining extraction of sand for use in the oil and gas industry
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Transportation of frac sand; storage of frac sand at oil and gas wellsites; supply chain logistics, namely, storage, transportation, and delivery of proppant for others by a truck or by a truck and conveyor system; transport, delivery, and storage of frac sand for the oil and gas industry
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Processing of sand for use in the oil and gas industry
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atlas Energy Solutions Inc. Address Atlas Energy Solutions Inc. Suite 500 5918 Courtyard Drive Austin TEXAS 78730 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SAND017US
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHYLLIS LUCAS GALLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530575 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “GALLERY” Name
Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars in the fields of art history and print making
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For On-line retail store services featuring art work; Providing consumer information in the field of art history and print making
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kathryn Diminnie Address Kathryn Diminnie 251 E 51st St 20 d New York NEW YORK 10022
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555737533

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEEP IT WET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530581 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Solutions, namely, pH neutral additive for thinning tattoo inks and pigments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eternal Ink, LLC Address Eternal Ink, LLC 721 N. Eckhoff Street Orange CALIFORNIA 92868
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Eternal-0015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LILIANA'S GARDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97530582 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "GARDEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 46  International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products  First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Resilient Brands, Inc.  Address  Resilient Brands, Inc.  300 Windsor Dr.  Iowa City  IOWA  52245  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
TM 3066 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYTRAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530589 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HYTRAK" in white with a black outline. A red shaded angle box with black outline is above the letters "YT". A blue shaded angle box with black outline is underneath the letters "YT". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors red, white, blue and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For High speed suspended transit system comprising elevated rail cars, support towers, bi-direction rails, route switching and autonomous computer control system
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mitchell, Mark Address Mitchell, Mark 215 Armstrong Street Lakeport CALIFORNIA 95453 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUREVEGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530612 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Matcha; Tea; Green tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Excel-Sai Ltd. Address Excel-Sai Ltd. 829-77 Finch Ave East Toronto CANADA M2N6H8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number vinny_pvega

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PALMERA BEAUTY AND HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530678 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BEAUTY AND HEALTH" Translation The English translation of "PALMERAL" in the mark is "PALM".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manicure sets; Pedicure sets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oderint Dum Metuant Corp DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Palmera Beauty and Health Address Oderint Dum Metuant Corp 1756 N Bayshore Dr Apt 34A Miami FLORIDA 33132 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WETALT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530714 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of self-help, physical and mental well-being, personal development, health, spirituality, relationships, personal development at work, intra-personal and inter-personal healing and social support; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of self-help, physical and mental well-being, personal development at work, health, spirituality, relationships, intra-personal and inter-personal healing and social support
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WETALT LLC Address WETALT LLC Apt 17A 4 Fordham Hill Oval Bronx NEW YORK 10468
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOURE AESTHETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530729 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AESTHETICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Loure Aesthetics, SC Address Loure Aesthetics, SC 1001 Arboretum Drive #201 Waunakee WISCONSIN 53597 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22041-220002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KELP JOURNAL & BOOKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530745 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of waves and a trident in a circle with the wording "KELP JOURNAL & BOOKS" in stylized font below the design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "JOURNAL & BOOKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name David M. Olsen Address David M. Olsen 1491 Cypress Drive #475 Pebble Beach CALIFORNIA 93953 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530754 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an orange circle bisected by a horizontal line, the letter M beneath said line. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roof maintenance; Roof maintenance services; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing maintenance services; Roofing repair; Roofing services; Comprehensive preventative maintenance service for roofing systems; Maintenance of roofing; Providing information relating to roofing installation and repair; Provision of information relating to roofing installation and repair; Repair of roofing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moser Roofing Solutions, LLC Address Moser Roofing Solutions, LLC 1842 Longview Dr Lancaster PENNSYLVANIA 17601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOMINGUE ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530755 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5252737

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For paint for architectural purposes
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Nov. 04, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 04, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name European Finishes, LLC Address European Finishes, LLC 3560 W. 12th Street Houston TEXAS 77008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32461.020007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GANYOBITEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97530778 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black and white silhouette of the continent of Africa as a fist clenching a black and white barbell appearing behind the word "GANYOBITEI" in red, yellow, and green text and in which the "O" in "GANYOBITEI" is a black and white star symbol. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red, yellow, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording GANYOBITEI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts; Athletic shirts; Athletic shorts; Hooded sweatshirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Tank tops; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 15, 2022 In Commerce   Feb. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GanyobiTei LLC Address GanyobiTei LLC #103 2 Office Park Court Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29223 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530784 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a paper airplane with a dashed line flight path behind airplane. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational publications, namely, printed curriculum, instructor's manuals, and professional development materials for educators, in the areas of social and emotional learning and development

For Downloadable electronic educational publications, namely, curriculum, instructor's manuals, and professional development materials for educators, in the areas of social and emotional learning and development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 09, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Center for Responsive Schools, Inc. Address Center for Responsive Schools, Inc. 85 Avenue A, Suite 204 Turner Falls MASSACHUSETTS 01376 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6233-0060

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DIZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97530840
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
  - The mark consists of the letters "DIZ," in blue with the "Z" also approximating a number "0" and with a light green and forest green leaf as a part of the construct of the letter "Z".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) Blue, forest green and light green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Business consulting in the field of environmental management, namely, advising businesses and individuals on issues of environmental impact, conservation, preservation and protection, and economic analysis for business purposes
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Do It Zero, Inc.
- **Address**: Do It Zero, Inc. 4404 Drexel Way Dunwoody GEORGIA 30346
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOLEQUIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97530859</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Pharmaceutical products being Hydroxychloroquine Sulfate tablets for oral use for the treatment of Malaria, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Systemic Lupus Erythematosus, and Chronic Discoid Lupus Erythematosus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** NBGS Pharma USA **Address** NBGS Pharma USA 6-B Culnen Drive Branchburg NEW JERSEY 08876 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** TOLEQUIL2023

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REPUBLIC KIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97530961 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "KIDS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5417677, 5822138, 5417675 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Musical sound recordings; Downloadable musical sound recordings  International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  UMG Recordings, Inc.  Address  UMG Recordings, Inc.  2220 Colorado Avenue  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA  90404  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US1A0097

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530969 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive online computer games; providing temporary use of non-downloadable multi-player interactive online computer games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable video game programs for mobile devices, personal computers, home video game consoles, and tablet computers; downloadable interactive computer game programs; downloadable computer game software and downloadable video game software; downloadable electronic games via the Internet and wireless devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Third Pie Studios, LLC Address Third Pie Studios, LLC 4901 Rollingwood Dr Durham NORTH CAROLINA 27713 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01218

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUR ROOF PROTECTS YOUR BUSINESS. WE PROTECT YOUR ROOF.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97530983 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roof maintenance; Roof maintenance services; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing maintenance services; Roofing repair; Roofing services; Comprehensive preventative maintenance service for roofing systems; Maintenance of roofing; Providing information relating to roofing installation and repair; Provision of information relating to roofing installation and repair; Repair of roofing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 30, 2021 In Commerce May 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moser Roofing Solutions, LLC Address Moser Roofing Solutions, LLC 1842 Longview Dr Lancaster PENNSYLVANIA 17601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUBETOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97530999 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "TUBETOWN" using all capital letters, in which the "O" is replaced by a solid circle with a video "play button" triangular reverse mark centered inside it.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4167308

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Distribution of television programming to cable television systems; Production of cable television programs
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and
Entertainment First Use  Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2022

For  Broadcast of cable television programmes
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104
International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  E. Ritter Communications Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Ritter Communications Address
E. Ritter Communications Holdings, LLC  2400 Ritter Drive Jonesboro ARKANSAS 72401 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIAMANTIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531001 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry; jewelry, namely, bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pendants, rings, anklets, brooches, and pins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aryurapong, Udomporn Address Aryurapong, Udomporn 88/865 Artisan Condo, Pracha-uthit Road Huaikwang Bangkok THAILAND 10310 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship THAILAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOE'S KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531004 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Egg slicers, non-electric

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dollar Classic 1 LLC Address Dollar Classic 1 LLC 356 Wayne Street Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHIPNATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97531032</th>
<th>Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Shipping and delivery services, namely, pickup, transportation, and delivery of packages and letters by various modes of transportation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 105</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Transportation and Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ShipNation, LLC
Address  ShipNation, LLC  249 Smith Street -Unit 320  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11231
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ShipNation

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** E. T.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97531036
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Live oysters
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Trans Ocean Seafods, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Skagit Shellfish
- **Address**: Trans Ocean Seafods, Inc. 15416 Produce Lane Mount Vernon WA 98273
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: WASHINGTON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 851.012TA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHOPCAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531037 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publicity and sales promotion relating to goods and services available on-line
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 17, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rejean Desrosiers Address Rejean Desrosiers 3923 Candlelight Dr Mississauga CANADA L5M8B3
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10046205

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FOXBOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531062  Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cups; Decanters; Dinnerware; Toothbrushes; Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Automatic soap dispensers; Bird feeders; Bottle stands; Cake pans; Camping grills; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cocktail shakers; Cookie molds; Dishwashing brushes; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Drinking bottles for sports; Empty spray bottles; Insect traps; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Lunch boxes; Mouse traps; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Soap holders and boxes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Jul. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhang meimei  Address  Room 908, Commercial Building  East of Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi Street  Longhua, Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531087 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an orange humanoid robot with gray accents, black facial features and lining, and white highlighting. There is a black circle with an orange horizontal line and orange "M" on the robot's chest. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, black, white, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roof maintenance; Roof maintenance services; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing maintenance services; Roofing repair; Roofing services; Comprehensive preventative maintenance service for roofing systems; Maintenance of roofing; Providing information relating to roofing installation and repair; Provision of information relating to roofing installation and repair; Repair of roofing International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moser Roofing Solutions, LLC Address Moser Roofing Solutions, LLC 1842 Longview Dr Lancaster PENNSYLVANIA 17601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPORTCRAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531118 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0708372

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mirrors; pillows; travel neck pillows; cushions; mattresses; picture frames; furniture; outdoor furniture; furniture for camping; air mattresses for use when camping
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABG-SPORTCRAFT, LLC Address ABG-SPORTCRAFT, LLC 1411 Broadway, 21st Floor New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKYBOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97531125 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cups; Decanters; Dinnerware; Toothbrushes; Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Automatic soap dispensers; Bird feeders; Bottle stands; Cake pans; Camping grills; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cocktail shakers; Cookie molds; Dishwashing brushes; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Drinking bottles for sports; Empty spray bottles; Insect traps; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Lunch boxes; Mouse traps; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Soap holders and boxes

International Classes   21 - Primary Classes  US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title   Housewares and Glass
First Use   Jul. 14, 2022 In Commerce   Jul. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhang meimei Address   Zhang meimei Room 908, Commercial Building East of Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA   518000
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EMILO, LORI ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ALPINE WOODS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97531137</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“WOODS”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Arts and craft paint kits |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jul. 30, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 30, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | BRD Trading Co LLC |
| Address | BRD Trading Co LLC 15403 Sterling Drive Rockville MARYLAND 20850 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | BDT.001UST1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRANDFATHER'S COLLEGE OF MAGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531162 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer COLLEGE OF MAGIC

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the field of magic tricks and juggling; Teaching in the field of magic tricks and juggling
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Danovations, LLC Address Danovations, LLC 211 Briarwood Court Doylestown PENNSYLVANIA 18901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 205816/US001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRENNER, BRANDI M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRU RENU SYSTEMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97531170
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "TRU" positioned on top of the stylized word "RENU", which is positioned above the stylized word "SYSTEMS". A design of a cube comprised of bricks is positioned to the left of the stylized stacked wording "TRU RENU SYSTEMS". The colors black, grey, and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SYSTEMS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Aggregate material composed of liquid polymer for masonry walls and structures; Building stone
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **For**: Restoration in the field of sandstone, limestone, and glass; Restoration of masonry walls and structures; Consulting services for repair and restoration of masonry walls and structures
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Wakelam, Jeff
- **Address**: Wakelam, Jeff 13211 S Grace Point Way Nampa IDAHO 83686
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VECTIQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531200 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital and analog two-way radios; analog two-way radios; push-to-talk over cellular radios; electronic fleet management devices in the nature of devices for wireless radio transmission

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Azle Communications Solutions, LP Composed of Brian Perry USA; Karey Bittner-Perry USA; Azle Communications Management, LLC (Texas) Address Azle Communications Solutions, LP 2020 South Las Vegas Trail Fort Worth TEXAS 76108 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97531210</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FARM"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Fresh fruit and vegetables
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: BNH Enterprises LLC
- **Address**: BNH Enterprises LLC 8 Phifer St. Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28801
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 116260.1.6

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOCKBOX FILMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531229 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FILMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reverend Entertainment, LLC Address Reverend Entertainment, LLC 3655 McGowan Blvdf Marion IOWA 52302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97531229

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MADE TO TRAVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531245 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0125839/1698929 International Registration Number  1698929

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment information; Providing information about entertainment activities in the nature of sporting events, guided walking, fishing, biking tours, music events; making reservations and bookings of seats for sporting events, guided walking, fishing, biking tours, music events; providing online newsletters in the fields of travel, travel planning, entertainment news, maps, city directories and city data via electronic communication networks for use by travelers; providing information in the field of entertainment; providing entertainment activities, namely, arranging for ticket reservations and bookings for entertainment events; providing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events and activities in the field of entertainment; publishing of reviews; conducting guided walking, fishing, biking tours

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Providing accommodation information in the nature of price comparison rating of accommodations; customer loyalty services and customer club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; promoting the use of charge and credit card accounts of others through the administration of incentive programs; conducting customer loyalty, reward, affinity and incentive programs for commercial promotion and for advertising purposes; business consulting services in the field of travel and travel planning; providing airfare and hotel rate comparison information; advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others via electronic communication networks

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
Downloadable software for accessing digital content in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; downloadable software allowing users to submit electronic data to and access data from a website for educational and entertainment purposes; downloadable software used for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events, locations, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking and checking travel reservations; downloadable software used for searching hotel rates and airfares

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs rendered at local hotels, resorts and entertainment venues

International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Personal and legal services

For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; providing information, news and reviews concerning travel by means of a telephone, facsimile, the mails, courier or over electronic communication networks; providing a website and website links to travel information in the nature of maps, map images and trip routing; organizing and arranging travel activities, namely, organizing transport for travelers in the nature of travel to events and travel to attractions; making reservations and bookings for transportation for tourists; providing travel information about tours and travel to events and attractions; organizing and providing transport for sight-seeing tours; providing travel information services; travel ticket reservation services; providing reviews of travel service providers; providing travel information via website; provision of information in the field of travel through the internet

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 105
International Class Title: Transportation and Storage

For Providing accommodation information, namely, ratings, reviews and recommendations of hotel and temporary housing accommodations; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary accommodations; hotel and lodging services, namely, providing information in connection with reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and providing reviews of hotels by means of a telephone, facsimile, the mails, courier or over electronic communication networks; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; providing on-line reviews of hotels

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Expedia, Inc. Address: Expedia, Inc. 1111 Expedia Group Way W Seattle WASHINGTON 98119
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 160.0379
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CRAB KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531259 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer operating programs; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer operating software; Recorded computer software for database management; Recorded computer virtual reality game software; Video game cartridges
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 05, 2017 In Commerce  Mar. 05, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED Address  INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED 6/F Manulife Place,348 Kwun Tong Road, Kowloon, HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sunny
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LARRY H. MILLER SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531275 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SUMMIT”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking bottles for sports
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Paper notebooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Arranging and conducting conferences in the field of business management
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LHM, Inc. Address LHM, Inc. 9350 South 150 East, Suite 1000 Sandy UTAH 84070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3696-055.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LARRY H. MILLER SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531297 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "LARRY H. MILLER" in cursive writing followed by a vertical line followed by the word "SUMMIT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUMMIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking bottles for sports
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Paper notebooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Arranging and conducting conferences in the field of business management
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LHM, Inc. Address LHM, Inc. 9350 South 150 East, Suite 1000 Sandy UTAH 84070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3696-056.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASIDE COMFORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531319 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Duvets, Bed sheets, Pillowcases, Duvet Covers, Pillow Shams
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aside Comfort, LLC Address Aside Comfort, LLC 10803 Dew Meadows Ct Cypress TEXAS 77433
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WHOLE BODY HYDRATION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97531331</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 02, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer              | "HYDRATION" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For DRINKING WATER; WATER BEVERAGES; WATER ENHANCED WITH MINERALS

### International Classes
32 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
45, 46, 48

### International Class Title
Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** SOUTH BEACH BEVERAGE COMPANY, INC. **Address** SOUTH BEACH BEVERAGE COMPANY, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** CLARK, ROBERT C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XBBGATD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97531383
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording XBBGATD has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Satchels; All purpose sport bags; Baby carrying bags; Backpacks incorporating clothing jackets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Briefcases and attache cases; Handbags for men; Mesh shopping bags; Travelling bags; Waist pouches
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: May 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wu, Ling
- **Address**: Wu, Ling Xiaohe Formation, Dazhai Village, Kaiben Town, Cengong County, Guizhou CHINA 556000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531384 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business organization; Business management and organization consultancy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 04, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Strategic Ops Consulting, Inc. Address Strategic Ops Consulting, Inc. 26734 Peach St., Unit 88 Perris CALIFORNIA 92570 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1107.005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PORTAL UNIVERSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97531405</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Entertainment services, namely, production of special effects including modelmaking services, computer-generated imagery and computer-generated graphics for the production of motion pictures, videos, and movie trailers; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Special effects animation services for film and videos, Production of films |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Prologue Immersive Inc. |
| Address | Prologue Immersive Inc. 534 Victoria Ave. Venice CALIFORNIA 90291 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 22-45053 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAMMER FIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531435  Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "HAMMER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-held tools, namely, hammers and screw drivers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Timothy Scott Stuart  Address Timothy Scott Stuart  4621 Almar Drive  Punta Gorda  FLORIDA  33950
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-17190

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)

X & O BLOOMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97531494</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;BLOOMS&quot;</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Retail store services featuring flowers, floral arrangements, plants, floral decor, backpacks, shirts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X &amp; O Blooms LLC</td>
<td>3 Crosby Avenue</td>
<td>NEW YORK 11207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREY, BRANDON LEON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAPPY WRITING BOARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531544 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WRITING BOARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational toys for developing grammar, reading and math skills
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harris, Stephanie Angela DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Something Useful, Inc./Happy Writing Boards
Address Harris, Stephanie Angela 5414 Macbeth Street Hyattsville MARYLAND 20784 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEINPFAD, SARAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BUS DRIVER

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97531550</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Musical instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>15 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 21, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Musical Instruments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU

Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Downs, Gary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Down, Gary 5 Claudette circle Orange beach ALABAMA 36561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>2A1C597345</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUSION ASSIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531563 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software which allows a user to assign RFID tagged items to individuals and store the information, and to track assigned items entering and leaving a controlled zone

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephen Gould Corporation Address Stephen Gould Corporation 35 S. Jefferson Road Whippany NEW JERSEY 07981 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 601241

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  YUKIKAWA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97531582  Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "YUKIKAWA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Components for laser toner cartridges, namely, replacement drums and rollers; Drum units for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, copying machines and multifunction electronic devices for use in copying, printing, scanning, video capture and/or transmitting documents and images; Image fuser units for computer printers comprising electro-mechanical rollers for the purpose of transferring toner onto paper; Image transfer kits for computer printers, namely, kits forming parts of printers comprising belts, toner and drums for the purpose of transferring images onto paper; Unfilled toner cartridges

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jan. 05, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kaiping Raysharon Mould Co., Ltd.  Address  Kaiping Raysharon Mould Co., Ltd.  No. 5-7, Lane 8, Renqin Central Village, Sanbu District Jiangmen Guangdong  CHINA  529300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US041617T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exposing Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIREWORKS DIAMONDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531591 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIAMONDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diamonds; Jewelry; Diamond jewelry; Cut diamonds
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 26, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Varsha Diamonds Inc Address Varsha Diamonds Inc 550 S Hill St. Suite 1625 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number D37003T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERR, JENNA FRANCES
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97531596
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Clothing for animals; Collars for pets; Collars of animals; Costumes for animals; Dog collars; Pet clothing; Pet hair ornaments; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 22, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Yu, Zhiliang
- **Address**: No. 36 Xianmin, Shanbei Village, Yantian Town, Anfu County, Ji'an, Jiangxi
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: US041662T

**Examination Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOHO RAINBOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97531611  Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "BOHO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Boxes of cardboard; Decorative paper garlands for parties; Metallic paper party decorations; Paper party bags; Paper party decorations; Printed invitations for parties
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use   Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Wu, Yuancheng Address  Wu, Yuancheng No. 41, Fengshan, Fengshan Village, Daxi Town, Pinghe County, Fujian Province CHINA 363700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118956

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NESCAMP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUSION FLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531630 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application for auditing RFID tagged items in an inventory and locating missing RFID tagged items

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephen Gould Corporation Address Stephen Gould Corporation 35 S. Jefferson Road Whippany NEW JERSEY 07981 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 601241

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOU ARE MORE THAN JUST A KEYWORD SEARCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531648 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment recruiting consultation; Employment recruiting services; Executive recruiting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Betz, Christopher, A. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA 360 Ponce De Leon Ave NE Address Betz, Christopher, A. cbetz@prohireresources.com 360 Ponce De Leon Ave NE, Suite 21 Atlanta GEORGIA 30308 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EXPERTMAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531653  Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  providing an online computer database in the field of business information and business contacts; business data research and analysis; business networking; providing business information via a website; providing business information, also via the Internet or other forms of data transfer; providing business information, via computer software applications and cloud computing services; providing online databases featuring business information and information relating to companies, company personnel, and customers; providing an online computer database in the field of business information and business contacts in the pharmaceutical industry; business data research and analysis in the pharmaceutical industry; business networking for those in the pharmaceutical industry; providing business information related to in pharmaceutical industry via a website; providing business information related to the pharmaceutical industry, also via the Internet or other forms of data transfer; providing business information related to the pharmaceutical industry, via computer software applications and cloud computing services; providing online databases featuring business information and information relating to companies, company personnel, and customers related to the pharmaceutical industry

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Veeva Systems Inc.  Address  Veeva Systems Inc.  4280 Hacienda Drive  Pleasanton  CALIFORNIA  94588  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  49114-366781

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRIZALONE, SARAH O
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VIDSOLAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Case Identifiers</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Coverlets; Curtains; Towels; Bath linen; Bath towels; Bed sheets; Blankets for outdoor use; Chemical fiber fabrics; Curtain fabric; Cushion covers; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Shower curtains; Woollen blankets

- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Han, Yan
- **Address**: No. 309, Zhuya Village, Dahe Township, Bazhou District, Bazhong, Sichuan CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: TUS118929
- **Examining Attorney**: KRASS, KRISTINA M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531659 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Amusement game machines; Construction toys; Dolls and playsets therefor; Electronic action toys; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Game tables; Infant toys; Model toy vehicles; Plush dolls; Table-top games; Toy aircraft; Toy tools; Toy water guns

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Jieshun Trading Co.,LTD. Address Xuchang Jieshun Trading Co.,LTD. West.14/F,Unit 2 East,7 Building Mingmen Shangju,LIancheng Avenue Xuchang City, Henan Province CHINA 461000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRASS, KRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NESCAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531682 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Mattresses; Pillows; Air mattresses for use when camping; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Chair pads; Kennels for household pets; Neck pillows; Seat cushions
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU DAOHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD Address GUANGZHOU DAOHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD NO. 209, BLDG. C, No. 6 YongtaiTaixing Rd., Yongping St., Baiyun Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510080
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOHO SUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531685 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOHO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes of cardboard; Decorative paper garlands for parties; Metallic paper party decorations; Paper party bags; Paper party decorations; Printed invitations for parties
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Yuancheng Address Wu, Yuancheng No. 41, Fengshan, Fengshan Village, Daxi Town, Pinghe County, Fujian Province CHINA 363700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118955

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DECKART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531689 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Carpets; Wallpaper; Artificial turf; Bath mats; Carpet underlay; Carpets for automobiles; Door mats; Floor coverings; Floor mats; Floor mats, fire resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Gymnasium exercise mats; Gymnastic mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Reed mats; Rubber mats; Straw mats; Textile wallpaper; Vinyl floor coverings; Wall hangings, not of textile; Yoga mats
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title  Floor Coverings First Use  Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NINGBO DIFENG SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT CO.,LTD Address  NINGBO DIFENG SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT CO, LTD Rm.804-23,No.1299 East Section of Yinxian Avenue,Yinzhou Dist.,Ningbo Zhejiang  CHINA  315199 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  02054
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYBERTANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97531699 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bicycles; Bicycle parts, namely, brakes, chains, handle bars; Bicycle pedals; Electric bicycles; Electric drives for vehicles; Electric vehicles, namely, bicycles; Electrically-powered motor scooters
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHENZHEN YIMEI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address  SHENZHEN YIMEI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. A507, Donglian Bldg, Chuangye 2nd Rd, Dalang Community, Xin'an St., Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118952

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZYXZHXHxll

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531705 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Jewels; Pendants; Clip earrings; Ear studs; Jewellery boxes; Neck chains; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qinhuangdao Lilan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Qinhuangdao Lilan Technology Co., Ltd. No. 11, Unit 1, Building 11, Fufeng Homeland, Haigang District, Qinhuangdao City CHINA 066003 Legal Entity limited company

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CCPOKEPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531706 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workbenches; Bumper guards for cots, other than bed linen; Camping mattresses; Decorative mobiles; Fans for personal use, non-electric; Indoor window blinds of woven wood; Nesting boxes for household pets; Packaging containers of plastic; Placards of wood or plastics; Playpens for babies
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuwei Communication Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yuwei Communication Technology Co., Ltd. B0615, Bldg.2#, Chuangwei Chuangxin Gu, No.8, Road 1, Tangtou Community, Shiyan St, Baoan, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118943

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRASS, KRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACCAMMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97531716</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Toupees; Wigs; False hair; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Synthetic braiding hair; Wig caps

International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Qingdao Akami Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Akami Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. Branch 105, Bldg. 13, No. 8 Yingbin St, Ligezhuang Town, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao City CHINA  266300 Legal Entity limited company (ld.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number TUS118933

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TTHOB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531725 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic stoves; Cooking ranges; Cooking stoves; Electric cooking stoves; Electric stoves; Electromagnetic induction cookers; Electromagnetic induction cookers for industrial purposes; Gas stoves; Induction ovens; Portable stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Xiangying Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Xiangying Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Floor 3 No.36 Donghaier Road Bogong Community, Dongfeng Town Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMHF-716

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
**Mark Literal(s)** LITERALLY MAGIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DE LA ROSA TULUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531796 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "DE LA ROSA", and below, the stylized wording "TULUM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TULUM" Translation The English translation of "DE LA ROSA" in the mark is "OF THE ROSE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2760899 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Foreign Registration Number 2760899 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 04, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sunglasses International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOCONIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531814 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Boconia has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers, namely, roses, tulips, Dahlia, Paeonia, peony, rose, chrysanthemum, lotus, hydrangea, Lilac, orchid, carnation, goldenseal, Star of the sky, lily, Gardenia, camellia, dandelion, lily of the valley, sunflower, Wenxin-orchid, plum blossom, peach blossom, lavender, Epiphyllum, bougainvillea, Plumeria, delphinium, Platycodon; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees, namely, orchids, ferns, Dahlia, Paeonia, peony, rose, chrysanthemum, lotus, hydrangea, lilac, carnations, goldenseal, all over the sky star, lilies, gardenia, camellia, dandelion, tulip, lily, sunflower, corn poppy, wen xin, plum, peach, lavender, yuhua, bougainvillea, frangipani, delphinium, platycodon grandiflorum, eucalyptus, willow, eucalyptus, loose end kwai,Money leaf, sandalwood leaf, fern, locust tree, turtleback leaf, oak, coral leaf, olive, Banyan, horseshoe leaf, berry, rabbit ear leaf; Silk flowers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningde Bosong Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningde Bosong Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Room 501, Stair 1, Building 6, Shiji Jinyuan, No. 29, Funing Avenue, Xiapu County, Ningde CHINA 355199 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KCLaw00210
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
MARK Literal(s) WASTED WIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531818 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administering a wine club by means of selecting wines based on consumer expectations and arranging periodic shipment to club members; On-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing wine; On-line retail store services featuring wine

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wasted Wives LLC Address Wasted Wives LLC 8127 Crest Rd Laurel MARYLAND 20723 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMZ JHON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531819 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AMZ JHON" in stylized font with a stylized house design with windows and an incomplete circle design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "AMZ JHON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Flowerpots; Saucepans; China ornaments; Clothes racks, for drying; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Combination hair brush and comb; Commemorative plates; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishers; Ironing boards; Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Tool bucket organizer, namely, an organizer specially adapted for affixation to a bucket for holding tools and other apparatus; Wall-mounted drying racks for laundry; Work gloves
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Enbao Address Lin, Enbao No. 108, Shixi Village Haikou Town, Fuqing City Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350206 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIPLLARBear

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531840 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera filters; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Fire alarm and emergency evacuation devices, namely, fire alarm control panels, smoke detectors, heat detectors, alarm pull stations, audible and visible notification appliances, strobes, sirens, bells, horns, and speakers; Protective covers for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haida Xinhui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Haida Xinhui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 626, No. 37, Xinhe Avenue, Yabian Community, Shajing St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518104 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name EMILIO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CRYSTAL NAILZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531843  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "NAILS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nail enamels; Nail gel; Nail polish; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish protector in the nature of a thin plastic covering applied to nails; Nail polish remover; Nail polish top coat; Nail primer; Adhesives for affixing false nails; Cosmetic preparations for removing gel nails, acrylic nails, and nail polish; Preparations for removing gel nails
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Nail care salons; Nail care services; Day spa services, namely, nail care, manicures, pedicures and nail enhancements
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mims, Crystal  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Crystal Nailz  Address  Mims, Crystal  1919 ARTHUR STREET  SAGINAW  MICHIGAN  48602  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUABUJIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531846 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording HUABUJIA has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D ornaments made from plastic; Furniture for displaying goods; Furniture moldings; Furniture parts; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Holiday ornaments of plastic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Ornaments made of textiles; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Pet furniture; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Three dimensional ornaments made from plastic; Three dimensional plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces; Towel stands; Works of art in mixed media composed primarily of polymers

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Boliang Address  Liu, Boliang  Group 1, Dongpo Village, Zhangcun Town, Pinglu County Yuncheng, Shanxi  CHINA  044000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
K.1978

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97531854</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "K.1978" having a design logo of three horizontal lines after the letter "K".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "1978" Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to SAN and this means "three" in English.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Denim jeans; Denims in the nature of pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 27, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Foshan Jiukexing Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: One of No.801, Office Bldg., Urban Classic Plaza, Hefeng Community, Jun'an Town, Foshan, Guangdong, CHINA 528329
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: IPP

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FACTOR BUILDING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531859 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Beanies; Gloves; Hats; Leggings; Loungewear; Neckties; Pyjamas; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Underpants; Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Swim trunks; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 27, 2022 In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin Weidong Address Lin Weidong No. 92, Jinyuan New Village, Jimei District, Xiamen City, Fujian Province CHINA 361000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LTEZIXAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531889 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Ltezixal" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smartglasses; Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone straps; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for electronic reading devices; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Safety goggles; Smart watches; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Sunglass chains and cords; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Ethon Textile Co., Ltd Address Guangzhou Ethon Textile Co., Ltd Room 1406,159 Peach blossom street South Guangzhou RD.,Haizhu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAN INTERRUPTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531895 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MAN INTERRUPTED" in stylized font wherein the wording "MAN" is in black and the wording "INTERRUPTED" is in red. Between the wording is a figure of a man in black with a red head and a blue male biological symbol is superimposed over and centered around the head of the man, all against a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, black, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gordon, David, Raymond Address Gordon, David, Raymond 221 Scenic Gulf Dr. Unit 1020 Miramar Beach FLORIDA 32550 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DLILIBOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97531898 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "DLILIBOON" has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wigs; Clown wigs; Crochet hooks; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair pins and grips; Hair ribbons; Hair rods; Hair scrunchies; Hair weaves; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hairpieces for Japanese hair styling (kamishin); Human braiding hair; Synthetic braiding hair; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head; Toupees; Wig caps
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods  First Use  Mar. 21, 2020  In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CAO, Yuerong  Address  CAO, Yuerong  Baozhong Group, Baozhuang Committee  Langling office, Queshan County  Zhumadian, Henan  CHINA  463200  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NSUS124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAWUZTOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531902 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MAWUZTOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Carnival masks; Cat toys; Dog toys; Drawing toys; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy balloons; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy glow sticks; Toy water guns
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma, Yucheng Address Ma, Yucheng No. 180, Beidaying Village Wangtuan Town, Huancui District Weihai, Shandong CHINA 264200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IDEALIFIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531907 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "IDEALIFIC" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services for digital transformation; Business consulting services relating to the integration of the areas of business process technology, organizational learning, change management, and operational sustainability; Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business advisory services, consultancy and information; Business monitoring and consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing, sales, operation, product design, particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Marketing advisory services; Marketing consulting; Marketing services; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Development of marketing concepts; On-line advertising and marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Diana Lynn Smith DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Idealific Address Diana Lynn Smith Unit 207 9820 N Central Ave phoenix ARIZONA 85020 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZMLANMAF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97531910</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Zmlanmaf" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bags adapted for laptops; Mouse mats; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Selfie sticks; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopierson; Waterproof cases for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Wang, Jian
- **Address**: No.119, Dongwang, Wanxiang Village, Qianxiang Town, Dongyang City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOETechFlo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531918  Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Circulating pumps; Fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; Hydraulic engines and motors; Hydraulic pumps; Hydraulic valves being parts of machines; Motors, other than for land vehicles; Pump control valves; Pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines; Pumps for machines; Valves being parts of machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Dongxin iTechnology Co.,Ltd  Address Zhejiang Dongxin iTechnology Co.,Ltd  No. 6 Jianxin Road, Jinan  Street, Zhuji City,  Zhejiang Province,  CHINA  311800  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PALXOTSI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97531920
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Mugs; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Barbecue mitts; Beakers, namely, wide-mouthed drinking cups for household use; Beer mugs; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee cups; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee mugs; Cups and mugs
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Song, Ping
- **Address**: Song, Ping No. 44, Tiancuo, Daixin Community Daitou Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351152
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF...
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MILIDUCALER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531922 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry charms in precious metals or coated therewith; Keyrings of common metal; Pet jewelry; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet; Sautoir necklaces; Statuettes of precious metal; Wooden jewellery boxes
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Hualing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Hualing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Shop 102,No.94,Shigang East Vil. Section Shilian Rd,Dalong St,Panyu Dist Guangzhou CHINA 511400
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF

4154
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYPERPLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531923 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for connecting applications installed on computer devices through the use of middleware integration tools; downloadable computer software for enabling a cryptocurrency wallet to interact and connect with native desktop applications; downloadable computer software for facilitating transactions with cryptocurrencies, non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and other virtual assets, all in connection with native desktop applications
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name G7 DAO Ltd. Address G7 DAO Ltd. Floor 4, Banco Popular Building Road Town, Tortola BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS VG1110 Legal Entity company limited by shares State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOJUNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531924 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefcases; Wallets; Baby backpacks; Baby carrying bags; Backpacks for pets; Handbags for ladies; School backpacks; Sports bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Dejunsai Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Dejunsai Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1502, Unit 1, Building 13 Shuiyunyuan, High-tech Zone Zhengzhou, HeNan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF

4156
**TM 3150 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** IFSHE JEWELRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97531930
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “JEWELRY”
- **Translation**: The wording "Ifshe" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewellery; Jewelry; Silver; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Charms for jewelry; Gemstone jewelry; Jewel pendants; Jewellery chains; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Key rings; Neck chains; Necklaces; Rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 10, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xiao, Tingting
- **Address**: No. 3000, Youyi West Road, Daoli District, Harbin, Heilongjiang, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SENBYOWEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97531931  Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following text "SENBYOWEI" in stylized font, with a sun pattern in the upper right corner above the letter "i" and a double underline design under the letters "BYO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SENBYOWEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Bendable toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Educational toys for teaching math principles to children, namely, manipulative blocks for displaying patterns and groupings; Infant toys; Playing cards and card games; Playset buildings; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Rideable toy vehicles; Stuffed and plush toys; Tabletop games; Toy aircraft; Toy balloons; Toy construction blocks; Toy guns
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Jul. 09, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xinghan Technology (Shantou) Co., Ltd.  Address Xinghan Technology (Shantou) Co., Ltd.  Rm.1506, Bldg.A, Building A and B Jinxin Building, Huameizhuang, Longhu District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
- BHABAGALUSHKI OZOZLINSH
- ZERO 250 LOUGFELTEY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97531935
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Water bottles sold empty; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Reusable metal water bottles sold empty
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nancy Yee
- **Address**: Nancy Yee 65 Glenwood Hercules CALIFORNIA 94547
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: MAGBHA-003

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAYDORYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97531954 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "FAYDORYS", featuring a fanciful hair design above the initial letter "F" and a fanciful girl's face design contained within the letter "D". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "FAYDORYS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mannequins; Busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Dressmaker's dummies; Figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Hand-painted plastic foam display heads used to display merchandise such as hats, wigs, glasses and similar items for the human head; Hat stands; Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Tailors' dummies; Wig display stands; Wig trees, namely, nonmetal stands for wig display and storage
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhengzhou Pawei Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Zhengzhou Pawei Trading Co., Ltd. No.4, E., 3F, Jiangshan Apartment No. 65, N. Jingsan Rd, Jinshui Dist. Zhengzhou, HeNan CHINA 450003 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: Q
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design that resembles the letter "q". It is written in three subsequent strokes.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0125950/1722186 International Registration Number 1722186

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Incontinence garments; Incontinence pads
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **First Use**: Aug. 25, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 25, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: UI Medical, LLC
- **Address**: 555 E. Ocean Blvd., Suite #400, Long Beach, CALIFORNIA 90802
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LOVE CORNER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97532006
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry chains; Necklaces; Beads for making jewelry; Rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Wuhan Linlin Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 02-2, 6/F, Hanbao Building, No.777 Jiefang Avenue, Qiaokou District, Wuhan, CHINA 430030
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KADESON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532025 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Kadeson" in stylized format with three dots on the left. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Kadeson has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Dolls and playsets therefor; Pet toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy aircraft; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy guns; Toy vehicle track sets and roadways and accessories therefor; Water toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Qidexin Trade Co.,Ltd Address Hainan Qidexin Trade Co.,Ltd 4115 Forth Floor, Haikoubinguanxiaowei chuangyejidi, 2 Haifu Road, Meilanqu Hainan Provinve CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LECORNER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** UX HEROES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97532082
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "UX"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of user research
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Userbrain GmbH
- **Address**: Userbrain GmbH, Frauengasse 7, Graz, Steiermark, AUSTRIA 8010
- **Legal Entity**: gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2024116

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97532087 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three Chinese characters. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "MAI ZI" Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to Mai Zi Ma and this means WHEAT MOTHER in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Eggs; Meat; Milk; Dried edible mushrooms; Fish, not live; Frozen shellfish; Fruit pectin for culinary purposes; Fruit, preserved; Meat, tinned; Oils for food; Pre-cooked soup; Prepared dishes consisting principally of meat; Processed meat; Processed seafood; Sausage casings, natural or artificial; Tofu skin; Vegetables, preserved; Vegetables, processed; Vegetables, tinned

International Classes   29 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Meats and Processed Foods
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hangzhou Fengyi Trading Co., LTD Address  Hangzhou Fengyi Trading Co., LTD Rm 601, Bldg 4, Gongwanchuang Creative Center, No. 88 Jiru Rd, Gongshu District Hangzhou City, Zhejiang CHINA  310000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MEDIOCRE MARKETING, EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS.

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97532091 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 03, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Vases |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | EBM Living LLC |
| Address | EBM Living LLC 236 E47th St New York NEW YORK 10017 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**
麦子妈

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97532093</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of three Chinese characters.</td>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO &quot;MAI ZI&quot;</td>
<td><strong>Transliteration</strong></td>
<td>The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to Mai Zi Ma and this means WHEAT MOTHER in English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Baozi; Candies; Coffee; Honey; Jiaozi; Pasta; Pies; Spices; Sugar; Tea; Breakfast cereals; Cereal-based snack food; Cooking salt; Food flavourings, other than essential oils, and seasonings; Frozen confectionery; Ice cream; Instant noodles; Instant rice; Rice noodles; Soy sauce; Starch for food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Hangzhou Fengyi Trading Co., LTD Address Hangzhou Fengyi Trading Co., LTD Rm 601, Bldg 4, Gongwanchuang Creative Center, No. 88 Jiru Rd, Gongshu District Hangzhou City, Zhejian CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEEDS.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532119 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and business information for enterprises; Business consulting and information services; Business consulting for enterprises; Business consulting services; Business consulting services in business leadership development and business management; Business consulting services in the agricultural field; Business consulting services in the agriculture field; Business consulting, inquiries or information; Business consulting, management, planning and supervision; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of business organization and management of regulated industries, namely, federal and state-licensed hemp and cannabis industry; Business development consulting services; Business management consulting; Business organisation consulting; Business organisation and management consulting services; Business organization consulting; Business organization and management consulting; Business services, namely, consumer research and consulting related thereto; Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations; Consulting services in the fields of business management, human resources, and business organizational design; Professional business consulting

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weeds LLC Address Weeds LLC 3402 Monte Vista Blvd NE Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87106 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COBACHI C.R.E.A.M.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97532185
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CREAM"
- **Translation**: The wording "COBACHI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ice cream; Ice cream desserts; Ice cream infused with alcohol; Ice cream mixes; Ice cream rolls; Puddings for use as desserts; Bread pudding; Dessert puddings
  - **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
  - **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2021
- **For**: Graphic T-shirts; Shirts; Sweat shirts; Sweat suits; Hooded sweat shirts; T-shirts
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2021
- **For**: Catering services; Ice cream catering services; Ice cream parlors; Pop-up restaurant services
  - **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
  - **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jackson, Jazmine
- **Address**: Jackson, Jazmine 1502 Navigator Circle Dacula GEORGIA 30019
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE CONCIERGE OF LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532186 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Party planning; Party planning consultation; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Wedding reception planning and coordination consultation services; Wedding reception planning and coordination services; Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Consultation in the field of special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Party and wedding reception planning and coordination services; Party and wedding reception planning consultation services; Party and wedding reception planning, coordination and consultation services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 20, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Concierge of Love, LLC Address The Concierge of Love, LLC 621 Ravenwood Drive Glen Burnie MARYLAND 21060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'NEILL, MARY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIVELINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97532223</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6392622

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Production of audio programs intended for distribution by radio, television, satellite, internet and podcasts  
**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**  May 18, 2020  **In Commerce**  May 18, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  JamChannel, LC  **Address**  JamChannel, LC  24 Fairview Drive  Southborough  MASSACHUSETTS  01772  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  MASSACHUSETTS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97532259 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of Caricature of a dinosaur wearing a baseball cap and carrying a tool box. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment; Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems; Installation and replacement service for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems; Installation of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair First Use   Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Waylon Enterprises, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Dinomite Heating and Cooling Address   Waylon Enterprises, LLC 931-B South Main Street #167 Kernersville NORTH CAROLINA 27284 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LORENZO, GEORGE M
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97532274
Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
Reason For Publication
Published for Opposition
Mark Literal(s) THE CRAFT TOGETHER PROJECT

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "PROJECT"

Goods and Services Information
For Providing video game server hosting to others, namely, to schools, libraries, and other small learning communities for the purpose of assisting youth in learning, socializing, and growing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Aug. 02, 2022
In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Venture Node LLC
Address Venture Node LLC 1680 Fruitland Avenue Mayfield Heights OHIO 44124
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized OHIO

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number VNL-3

Examing Attorney
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97532285 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 03, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording CITNODAI has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Espadrilles; Scarves; Sleepwear; Swimwear; Tuques; Undergarments; Underpants; Baby bottoms; Baselayer bottoms; Bathing costumes for women; Board shorts; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Denim skirts; Lounge pants; Maternity lingerie; Maternity sleepwear; Neck scarfs; Shoe straps; Sports pants; Sun sleeves
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 19, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd. No.105, South Dist., Xitou Village Chidian Town, Jinjiang, Quanzhou Fujian CHINA 362000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97532290  Application Filing Date: Aug. 03, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent: The name NATV shown in the mark identifies KARINA NATALIA OCHOA VICUNA, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: NaTV Music, LLC  Address: NaTV Music, LLC 5068 42nd Street  Queens  NEW YORK 11104  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: O'NEILL, MARY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JABINELE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532295 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JABINELE has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cars; Strollers; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Bicycle frames; Car window shades; Fitted bicycle covers; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Folding bicycles; Motor car convertible tops; Mountain bicycles; Mudguards; Racing bicycles; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles; Self balancing unicycles; Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); Vehicle seat cushions; Windscreen wipers for motor cars; Windscreens for motor cars

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd. Address Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd. No.105, South Dist., Xitou Village Chidian Town, Jinjiang, Quanzhou Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYOTA CYBERSTORAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532300 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CYBERSTORAGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for secure data storage; Downloadable computer software for data security management; Downloadable computer software for data privacy management; Downloadable computer software for file and document protection and security; Downloadable computer software for data loss prevention management; Downloadable computer software for restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Downloadable computer software for data backup; Downloadable computer software for file sharing and file access; Downloadable computer software for secure file storage; Downloadable computer software for file reconfiguration for storage; Downloadable computer software for encryption and decryption; Downloadable computer software for data manipulation for securitization; Downloadable computer software for data and file retrieval and restoration
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for secure data storage; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data security management; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data privacy management; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for file and document protection and security; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data loss prevention management; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data backup; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for file sharing and file access; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for secure file storage; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for file reconfiguration for storage; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for encryption and decryption; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data manipulation for securitization; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data and file retrieval and restoration; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for secure data storage; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data security management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data privacy management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for file and document protection and security; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data loss
prevention management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for backup; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for file sharing and file access; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for file storage; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for file reconfiguration for storage; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for secure file storage; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for encryption and decryption; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for encryption and decryption; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data manipulation for securitization; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data and file retrieval and restoration.

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Myota, Inc.
**Address**: Myota, Inc. 325 Sentry Parkway, Suite 200 Blue Bell PENNSYLVANIA 19422
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 8968/013

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THEMATIC TRADING FRACTIONALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97532326
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TRADING FRACTIONALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in investing in model portfolios of securities selected based on a common topic, investment approach, and social cause
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Gainy, Inc.
- **Address**: Gainy, Inc. 773 Vista Tulocay Ln, Unit 215 Napa CALIFORNIA 94559
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97532329</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording ZUSANUN has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Albums for stickers; Automatic pencils; Ball-point pen and pencil sets; Cosmetic removing paper; Double-sided adhesive tapes for household use; File pockets for stationery use; Garbage bags of paper for household use; Garbage bags of plastic for household use; Hygienic hand towels of paper; Kitchen paper; Paper sheets being stationery; Paper shredders for office use; Paper washcloths; Pencil grips; Printed birthday cards; Role playing game equipment in the nature of printed game book manuals; Self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Towels of paper for cleaning purposes; Watercolor boards; Writing grips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd. No.105, South Dist., Xitou Village Chidian Town, Jinjiang, Quanzhou Fujian CHINA 362000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>EULIN, INGRID C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SS SUBSECOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532350 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "SUBSECOND" with two S-es, one forward and one backward, in a hexagon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts for clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Subsecond, LLC Address Subsecond, LLC 105 SUNSET COVE Niceville FLORIDA 32578 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97532358</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

For: PLATFORM AS A SERVICE FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR FACILITATING PATIENT ENGAGEMENT FOR CLINICAL AND FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS IN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

## Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Professional Office Services, Inc.

**Address**: Professional Office Services, Inc. 2757 Burton Avenue P.O. Box 450 Waterloo IOWA 50704

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLIMNERD EYEWEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97532389  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the head of a boy with glasses smiling.
Underneath this image in a cursive font the word "SlimNerd" and then below the word "EYEWEAR" in a smaller, capital,
stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EYEWEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring frames for eyeglasses, backpacks, facemasks, apparel
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and
Business
For  Sunglasses; Eyeglass frames
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SlimNerd Eyewear, LLC.  Address  SlimNerd Eyewear, LLC.  4832 SW 155th Terrace  Miramar
FLORIDA  33027  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K556230408

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
Mark Literal(s)  MR

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MR

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97532413 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized letters mr with stars to the left of the m and one star forming part of the letter m, the stars and letters in red and outlined in white and black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For  Advertising, business management, and consultancy services in the field of team management and motorsport racing; Advisory services for business management in the field of motor vehicles and motorsport; Marketing and market research services in the field of motor vehicles and motorsport; Business information services and business investigations in the field of motor vehicles and motorsport; Personnel management consultancy and recruitment services in the field of motor vehicles and motorsport; Public relations, event promotions, and publicity services in the field of motor vehicles and motorsport; Writing of publicity texts for others in the field of motor vehicles and motorsport
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Andrew John Roderick McElrea Address  Andrew John Roderick McElrea Hallmark Business Park  13-28 Burnside Road  Yatala Queensland  AUSTRALIA  4207 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  AUSTRALIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  SPR00004UST1

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERE'S TO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532440 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Prepared alcoholic cocktails
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ben Goldstein Address Ben Goldstein 25 Ridge Road Weston CONNECTICUT 06883 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8999-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
**TM 3179 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL, 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 1969-1972-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For  | T-shirts |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Gamma Phi Psi Fraternity, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gamma Phi Psi Fraternity, Inc. 17713 Chestnut Avenue Club Hills ILLINOIS 60478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AREY, BRANDON LEON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LYTDMSKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97532476  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Billiard cue racks; Boxing bags; Boxing gloves; Elbow pads for athletic use; Exercise machines; Golf clubs; Indoor bicycle trainers; Pool cue clamps; Table tennis rackets; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga, fitness practice  International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Jul. 24, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yichang Yunlan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Yichang Yunlan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  909,Block A,Comprehensive Insurance Bldg  Yichang Comprehensive Bonded Zone  Hubei  CHINA  430000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4912

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONDU-LOR NATURALMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532481 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording CONDU-LOR in purple stylized font with yellow shading and immediately below, the wording NATURALMA in green sylized font with white borders and black shading. There is a circle around the first "N" in Naturalma that is in light green with white borders and black shading. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple, yellow, green, light green, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Vitamin A preparations; Vitamin and mineral supplements; Vitamin B preparations; Vitamin C preparations; Vitamin D preparations; Vitamin oils for human consumption; Vitamin preparations; Vitamin supplements; Vitamins and vitamin preparations; Baby vitamins; Calcium supplements; Dietary supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary supplemental drinks in the nature of vitamin and mineral beverages; Gummy vitamins; Herbal supplements; Liquid vitamin supplements; Mineral supplements; Mixed vitamin preparations; Multi-vitamin preparations; Natural dietary supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements; Prenatal vitamins; Probiotic supplements; Protein supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATURALMA CONDU-LOR LLC Address NATURALMA CONDU-LOR LLC 1052 NW 25 AVENUE Miami FLORIDA 33125 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEPLORABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532490 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For alcoholic beverages, except beer; liquor; distilled spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dan-Kay International, Ltd. Address Dan-Kay International, Ltd. 71 Shore Drive South Copiague NEW YORK 11726 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32740.00002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97532492 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Claudia Dockery, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

Goods and Services Information

For  Retail store services featuring jewelry and clothing; On-line retail store services featuring jewelry and clothing International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 15, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 15, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Surfing Cowgirl LLC Address  Surfing Cowgirl LLC  1220 Manhattan Avenue, Apt C  Manhattan Beach  CALIFORNIA  90266 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  22060

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EDEN BLISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532504 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swaddling blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cotton World Address Cotton World 7137 N Austin Ave Niles ILLINOIS 60714 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
H157

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97532510</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a globe vector followed by the curved alphanumeric text H157.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Entertainment media production services for the internet; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Taleb, Omar A. |
| Address    | Taleb, Omar A. 193 Scarlet Oak Circle Pomona CALIFORNIA 91767 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | STOIDES, KATHERINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  F.O.D.M. ENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97532518  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Production of music
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Evans, Lee  Address  Evans, Lee  415 sylvia dr t6  Forest park  GEORGIA  30297  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCe, SUSAN KASTRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZLLZUU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97532529
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**
  - Anti-roll cushions for babies; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Biodegradable plastic based containers for commercial packaging in the nature of bottles, squeeze tubes, jars, spray pumps, lip balm or lipstick tubes, compacts, eyeliner containers, lip gloss containers, mascara containers; Chair mats in the nature of a pillow or seat liner; Display stands; Free-standing drawer unit for organizing items used in braiding shops, barber shops, and styling shops; Furniture, namely, showcases; Futons; Jewelry organizer displays; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Picture and photograph frames; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Water beds not for medical purposes

  - International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
  - International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**FIRST USE IN COMMERCE**
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shanghai Miteer Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 315, No. 26, Lane 777, Guangfulin Road, Songjiang District, Shanghai CHINA 201600
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US041445T
- **Examining Attorney**: DULGER, SUSAN N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEFENSE INNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532534 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DEFENSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air pistol bullets; Air pistols; Air rifles; Ammunition; BB guns; Butt plates for pistols, rifles, and shotguns; Component parts for guns; Firearm attachments, namely, modular external rail systems for attaching accessories to firearms; Firearm attachments, namely, modular external rail systems for firearms; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching accessories to a firearm; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching grips to a firearm; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching gun sights to a firearm; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching laser pointing devices to a firearm; Firearm hand guards; Firearm tactical rails; Gun and rifle cases; Gun stocks; Guns; Hand grenades; Heavy guns; Magazines for weapons; Pellet guns; Pistol grips; Pistol holsters; Pistol pellets; Pistols; Recoilless guns; Revolvers; Rifle ammunition; Rifle fore arms; Rifle rails; Rifles; Shells; Shotgun shells; Small arms; Sporting cartridges; Sporting rifles; Tear gas weapons; Tear-gas weapons
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Real Action Paintball Inc. Address Real Action Paintball Inc. 2345 LA MIRADA DR VISTA CALIFORNIA 92081 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
TM 3189 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SHUT UP + BEACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97532558 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "BEACH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing real estate listings via the Internet; Real estate management of vacation homes; Real estate service, namely, rental property management

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2021

For  Hats; T-shirts; Tops as clothing

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shut up & Beach Property Management LLC Address  Shut up & Beach Property Management LLC  P.O Box 18016  Panama City Beach  FLORIDA  32417 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557101442

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CINEPOWER & LIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532583 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a solid circle with 2 outlines. In the middle is a side silhouette of a person behind a camera directing a movie. In the foreground is a solid rectangle with an outline. In the middle reads "CINEPOWER & LIGHT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of filmmaking, lighting in filmmaking; Motion picture camera rental services; Rental of film projection equipment; Rental of lighting apparatus for movie sets or film studios; Rental of photographic equipment
For Rental of trucks
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jan. 2007 In Commerce Jan. 2007
For Rental of electric power generators; Rental of machines and apparatus for film development, photograph printing, photograph enlargement or photograph finishing; Rental of space heating apparatus
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jan. 2007 In Commerce Jan. 2007
For Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; Rental of tents
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>CINE POWER &amp; LIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>CINE POWER &amp; LIGHT 11810 Vose Street North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>K556123480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 4KR4H

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97532584
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable audio and video recordings featuring sports highlights, movie clips, and memes authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable audio recordings featuring music, cartoon, comic series, comic book authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to music, cartoon, comic series, comic book, NFT wearables authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable music files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Clear Blue Skyez
- **Address**: Clear Blue Skyez
- **Po Box**: 2869
- **Jackson**: WYOMING
- **83001 Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L555015277
- **Examining Attorney**
  - **Examining Attorney**: O'NEILL, MARY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YAMEKAER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532603 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YAMEKAER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; Loungewear; Nightwear; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bottoms as clothing; Clothing jackets; Coats for men and women; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's underwear; Swim wear; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Yadi Clothing Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Yadi Clothing Co., Ltd. No. 4 BLDG, Yuan Guzao Porcelain Factory Guzao Village, Zhangcha, Chancheng DIST Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05700
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GODWRKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97532630 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Sweat shirts; T-shirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Anhan Gibbons Address   Anhan Gibbons  3182 Cheru Ct Decatur GEORGIA  30034 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES
Owner Name   Lorne Gibbons Address   Lorne Gibbons  744 Patriot's Point Locust Grove GEORGIA  30248 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIOR INNOVATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532643 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "FIOR INNOVATIONS" in stylized text. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INNOVATIONS" Translation The English translation of the word "FIOR" in the mark is "FLOWER".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating virtual walk-through maps of buildings and construction sites from uploaded images
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 04, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fior Innovations, LLC Address Fior Innovations, LLC 925 NW Wall Street, Ste. 202A Bend OREGON 97703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Fior.401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VAPOR STATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97532662</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VAPOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vapor State, LLC Address Vapor State, LLC 5900 Roche Drive, Suite 150 Columbus OHIO 43229 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IO CELL THERAPY 360°

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97532700 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "IO CELL THERAPY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Organizing business networking events in the field of life sciences
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Confernce Forum LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Curie Research Address  The Confernce Forum LLC Suite 1510 1430 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEACHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532707 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5693565

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment of funds for others; Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 10, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAF Fund Management, LLC Address SAF Fund Management, LLC 7985 145th Ave SE Newcastle WASHINGTON 98059 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 75244.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SISIGOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532709 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking Tools, namely, baking dishes; Fruit and Vegetable Tools, namely, fruit muddlers and vegetable mashers; Graters for kitchen use; Jar Openers; Kitchen Accessories, namely, cutting boards for the kitchen; Household containers for foods; Cups; Glass Jars
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DG Group Address DG Group 99 Wall Street #2347 New York NEW YORK 10005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREAST CANCER BABE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532710 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "BREAST CANCER" in black above the word "BABE" in pink to the left of the image of the woman outlined in black, wearing pink lipstick and a pink and white polka dot bandana. All other instances of white represent transparent background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors pink, black, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREAST CANCER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website via a global computer network featuring information in the fields of health, cancer treatment, cancer recovery and survival
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Breast Cancer Babe LLC Address Breast Cancer Babe LLC 20581 S 187TH WAY Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BCB

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERIES Y

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532712 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SERIES”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; non-medicated feminine hygiene wash; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; non-medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes; feminine deodorant spray; deodorants for body care; body deodorants; skin soap; non-medicated toiletry preparations; bubble bath; shampoos; body lotion; functional cosmetic skin care preparations; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; cosmetic masks; essential oils; cleaning and polishing preparations; cleaning, polishing and abrasive preparations; adhesives for artificial nails
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brand501 Corp Address Brand501 Corp 20, Achasan-ro, 9-gil Seongdong-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04797 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPKO-2142E

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) END OF THE ROAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532713 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive-backed vinyl letters and numbers; Decals; Bumper stickers; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative decals for use on automobile windows, parts, and components and bearing designs in both traditional and non-traditional Japanese and American styles, such as creatures of mythology and historically accurate weaponry; Decorative stickers for cars; Printed materials in the nature of decals for use on automobile windows, parts, and components and bearing designs in both traditional and non-traditional Japanese and American styles such as creatures of mythology and historically accurate weaponry; Vehicle bumper stickers International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name End of the Road Graphics Co. LLC Address End of the Road Graphics Co. LLC PO Box 448 Clifton Forge VIRGINIA 24422 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THIS IS NOT YOUR PRACTICE LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532715 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of emotional intelligence, life coaching, self awareness and emotional resilience; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of emotional intelligence, life coaching, self awareness and emotional resilience for private and group coaching and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of emotional intelligence, life coaching, self awareness and emotional resilience for private and group coaching

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Innergy, LLC Address Innergy, LLC 2322 Alton Station Road Lawrenceburg KENTUCKY 40342
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PITCH AS A SERVICE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97532716</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of entrepreneurship, innovation and investments; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line virtual environment for business plan competitions and fundraising; Providing a web site featuring technology that enables internet users to share documents, images and videos; Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to present products, services, and proposals to others for comment, and gather feedback from those others about those products, services, and proposals; Providing an on-line network environment that features technology that enables users to share data; Providing an online non-downloadable Internet-based system application featuring technology enabling users to share ideas and information about products, services, and proposals with others and gather feedback from those others about those products, services, and proposals; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in evaluating presentations and giving feedback on those presentations in the field of innovation and investment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Nousium LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Nousium LLC 100 Richards Ave, #211 Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CONNECTICUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examinining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97532717  Application Filing Date: Aug. 03, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "BRANDS"

Goods and Services Information

For: Dish drying racks  International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass  First Use: May 19, 2022  In Commerce: Aug. 03, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Tributary Brands LLC  Address: Tributary Brands LLC  10 Farrell Street Suite 4  S Burlington  VERMONT  05403  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: NORTH CAROLINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIGER BAGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532718 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic garbage bags

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tiger Bags LLC Address Tiger Bags LLC 51-18 Grand Ave #9 Maspeth NEW YORK 11378 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7214A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BENDING THE CLIMATE CURVE-TOGETHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532735 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal feed supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CH4 Global, Inc. Address CH4 Global, Inc. 1199 McDonald Ranch Drive Henderson NEVADA 89012
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 138242

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
TM 3207 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532738 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of various sized bubbles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal feed supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Animal feed
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CH4 Global, Inc. Address CH4 Global, Inc. 1199 McDonald Ranch Drive Henderson NEVADA 89012
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 138242
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M MTJ MEDICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532771 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a hexagon design with a stylized capital letter "M" therein proceeding the terms "MTJ MEDICAL". The term "MTJ MEDICAL" is in two rows, a first top row with the lettering "MTJ" in capital large block letter font, and a second bottom row with the word "MEDICAL" in a smaller block letter font sized to be the same length as the lettering "MTJ". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MEDICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; Pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

For On-line retail store services featuring mattresses and pillows
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MTJ American LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MTJ Medical Address MTJ American LLC 4276 Helena Street Granite Falls NORTH CAROLINA 28630 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 44441-TA4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FR-ASSIST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97532782</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0131848/1716353 |
| Registration Number | 1716353 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Charitable services, namely, patient assistance programs to provide medical laboratory and analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes free of charge to low-income patients; patient support services, namely, providing health and medical information, pharmaceutical advice, information concerning medical treatment and disease management, and patient assistance programs in the nature of providing information about the provision of medical laboratory and analysis services free of charge to low-income patients via a website or telecommunications networks; patient assistance program support services, namely, providing medical laboratory and analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes at reduced or no cost for eligible patients and providing information about medication and access to medical care; medical laboratory and analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes

| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ImmunoGen, Inc. |
| Address | ImmunoGen, Inc. 830 Winter Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 32827-50433 |
| Examining Attorney | MORENO, PAUL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532786 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized versions of the letters PV appearing in a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organisation of colloquiums, conferences, events and meetings for cultural and entertainment purposes; all the aforesaid services for professionals in the fields of fashion, fashion accessories and the textile industry
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022
For Organization of events and meetings for commercial and advertising purposes; administrative management and organization of trade shows, none of the aforesaid services being intended to be provided in the field of parts, fittings and spare parts for motor vehicles and/or in the field of the automotive industry and/or of garages and/or of wholesaling or retailing of vehicle parts; organization and conducting of trade shows and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes relating to the textile industry and fashion; economic information on fashion and the textile industry; commercial information on fashion, fashion accessories and the textile industry; all the aforesaid services for professionals in the fields of fashion, fashion accessories and the textile industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PREMIERE VISION Address PREMIERE VISION 59 Quai Rambaud Lyon FRANCE 69002 Legal Entity société anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  51031-168

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FR-ASSIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532787 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "FR-assist" in a stylized font, where the letter "a" is represented by the Greek lowercase alpha. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0131849/1716355 International Registration Number 1716355

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, patient assistance programs to provide medical laboratory and analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes free of charge to low-income patients; patient support services, namely, providing health and medical information, pharmaceutical advice, information concerning medical treatment and disease management, and patient assistance programs in the nature of providing information about the provision of medical laboratory and analysis services free of charge to low-income patients via a website or telecommunications networks; patient assistance program support services, namely, providing medical laboratory and analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes at reduced or no cost for eligible patients and providing information about medication and access to medical care; medical laboratory and analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ImmunoGen, Inc. Address ImmunoGen, Inc. 830 Winter Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32827-50434
Examining Attorney  MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MTJ MEDICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97532799  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "MEDICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; Pillows
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2022
For On-line retail store services featuring mattresses and pillows
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MTJ American LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA MTJ Medical  Address  MTJ American LLC  4276 Helena Street  Granite Falls  NORTH CAROLINA  28630  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  44441-TA5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Z-Q-L

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532804  Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic wrap; Plastic gift wrap; Plastic packaging wrap for commercial or industrial use
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hengzhi Lan  Address Hengzhi Lan 7031 153rd st Queens NEW YORK 11367  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EACHUANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532810  Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EACHUANG" with letter "C" forming as a arc. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "EACHUANG" in the mark is "EA CREATION".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Bidet taps; Hand held shower heads; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower sprayers; Shower head sprayers; Shower heads; Tap water faucets; Taps for washstands
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Weihua Network Science Co. Ltd. Address Suzhou Weihua Network Science Co. Ltd. Rm 1002, Bldg 10, Jundi Business Plaza 3 Weihua Rd., Weiting St., Industrial Park Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 215121 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EACHUANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532812 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EACHUANG" with letter "C" forming as a arc. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The English translation of "EACHUANG" in the mark is "EA CREATION".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rails and rings for towels, not of precious metal; Shower racks; Towel bars; Towel rails and rings, not of precious metal
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Weihua Network Science Co. Ltd. Address Suzhou Weihua Network Science Co. Ltd. Rm 1002, Bldg 10, Jundi Business Plaza 3 Weihua Rd., Weiting St., Industrial Park Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 215121
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE STAIN ON MY FENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532814 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Instruction in the field of art; providing educational live instruction events, namely, in person do-it-yourself painting classes with live instruction; Do-it-yourself painting studio that provides the use of supplies and equipment to individuals for making their own paintings
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Stain on My Fence Studios LLC Address The Stain on My Fence Studios LLC Suite G2576 6595 Roswell Road Atlanta GEORGIA 30328 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELSAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532815 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ELSAE" and a rectangular border with rounded corners around the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "ELSAE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Microphones; Computer monitors; Computer peripheral devices; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Interfaces for computers; Notebook computers; Transmitters of electronic signals; Video screens; Wearable video display monitors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elsa Optoelectronics Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Elsa Optoelectronics Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 12B01, Yifang Bldg, No.315 Shuangming Ave, Guangming Street, Guangming District, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TULEMAR BUNGALOWS & VILLAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532819 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the capitalized word "TULEMAR" in stylized lettering, above the words "BUNGALOWS & VILLAS" in stylized lettering, all below the design of a bungalow-like structure, with a large palm frond on the left side of the image. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BUNGALOWS & VILLAS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6192724

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing of food and drink; Serving food and drinks; Rental of rooms as temporary living accommodations; Providing temporary accommodation; Providing temporary housing accommodations; Providing temporary accommodation at homes, apartments, condominiums, and houses in development; Providing online reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations; Providing information in the field of temporary lodging and accommodations; Providing information in the field of temporary accommodations for travelers; Booking of temporary accommodation; Reservation of temporary accommodation; Rental of temporary accommodation; Providing a website featuring information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers; Providing personalized information about hotels and temporary accommodations for travel via the Internet; Booking of temporary accommodation via the Internet; Temporary accommodation reservations
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sunset Villas of Manuel Antonio Address Sunset Villas of Manuel Antonio Condominio Tulemar, Manuel Antonio Quepos COSTA RICA Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country Where Organized COSTA RICA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  15803193.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MTJ AMERICAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532820 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AMERICAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; Pillows
For On-line retail store services featuring mattresses and pillows; Retail store services featuring mattresses and pillows

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MTJ American LLC Address MTJ American LLC 4276 Helena Street Granite Falls NORTH CAROLINA 28630
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 44441-TA3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KOUNTRY KITCHEN &CUSTOMHOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97532821  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "KOUNTRY KITCHEN &CUSTOMHOME", with the "KOUNTRY" wording above "KITCHEN &CUSTOMHOME", followed by a bird's nest design prepared by leaves.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "COUNTRY KITCHEN & CUSTOM HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Desks; Furniture; Pillows; Sideboards; Industrial packaging containers of bamboo; Infant beds; Office furniture; Rattan; Wood barrels; Wooden craft sticks
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Meng, Yuehua  Address  Meng, Yuehua  Room 601, Building 1, Lanxi Garden  Suzhou Industrial Park  Suzhou, Jiangsu  CHINA  215000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SF2022
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
Mark Literal(s) MELANIN GLOW SKINCARE

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kee, Chaz, B DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Melanin Glow Skincare Address Kee, Chaz, B 6512 Reafield Drive Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28226 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty care cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MELANIN GLOW SKINCARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MILIGH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97532825</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "MILIGH". Directly above the wording "MILIGH" is a stylistic design of interconnecting lines formed to resemble a bow. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Artificial flowers |
| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 | International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| First Use | Feb. 17, 2022 | In Commerce | May 09, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Malamedia LLC |
| Address | Malamedia LLC 3052 S Cloverly Dr Furlong PENNSYLVANIA 18925 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | AIPA-7205A |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532827 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging of passenger transportation services for others
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mentzel's LLC Address Mentzel's LLC 3625 41st St NW Apt 326 Rochester MINNESOTA 55901
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MTJ AMERICAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532832 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a styled badge shape with the wording "MTJ AMERICAN" therein. The wording "MTJ AMERICAN" is in 2 rows, with the first top row having the letters "MTJ" in large block letter font, and a second bottom row having the wording "AMERICAN" in smaller block letter font sized to be the same length as the lettering "MTJ". The first letter "A" in "AMERICAN" includes a star design therein. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; Pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020
For On-line retail store services featuring mattresses and pillows; Retail store services featuring mattresses and pillows
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MTJ American LLC Address MTJ American LLC 4276 Helena Street Granite Falls NORTH CAROLINA 28630 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 44441-TA2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROLL WITH THE CULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532838 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dessert puddings; Ice cream; Ice cream desserts; Ice cream infused with alcohol; Ice cream mixes; Ice cream rolls; Puddings for use as desserts; Bread pudding
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 26, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2021

For Hoodies; Sweat suits; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 26, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2021

For Catering services; Ice cream parlors; Ice cream catering services; Pop-up restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 26, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jackson, Jazmine Address Jackson, Jazmine 1502 Navigator Circle Dacula GEORGIA 30019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIGHWIRE PUBLIC RELATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97532854 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 03, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type       | Service Mark
|-----------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|------------|-----------------|----------------
| Publication Date| Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "PUBLIC RELATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising and promotion services and related consulting; Advertising and publicity services; Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Marketing services; Media monitoring services, namely, monitoring print media, television, radio, and other media for customer-specified topics, gathering relevant content on those topics, and providing documentation and analysis of that media content to others for business purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jul. 11, 2013 In Commerce  Jul. 11, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HIGHWIRE PUBLIC RELATIONS Address  HIGHWIRE PUBLIC RELATIONS  727 Sansome Street Suite 100  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94111 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  9267KG-1TBF
Examining Attorney  ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEPER OF THE SEAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97532868
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
- **WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)**
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of literal element in stylized font and format, with "KEEPERS OF THE SEAL" stylized as facing forward. Literal element placed inside shield exterior. Inside the shield is a floral shaped design. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Board games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GambitGames LLC
- **Address**: GambitGames LLC 440 E 85th St #4F New York NEW YORK 10028
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K55335429

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZLDOF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97532869 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 03, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Industrial chemicals, namely, friction reducers for the oil and gas industry
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ZL EOR Chemicals Ltd.
- **Address**: ZL EOR Chemicals Ltd. 2298 W 18th Ave, Vancouver, BC, CANADA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97532874  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a pink three leaf clover with a green center, and a pink ribbon in the center of the clover with one side of the ribbon extending below the clover on the right side. The clover design is outlined in black and the ribbon design is partially outlined in black. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) pink, green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable services, namely, fundraising services by means of organizing special events for promoting interest in and awareness of the need for and availability of scientific research, treatment and education in the field of breast cancer; Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial support to breast cancer patients for financial expenses due to treatment of breast cancer
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  May 04, 2018  In Commerce  Aug. 03, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Colleen Sorbello Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.  Address  Colleen Sorbello Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.  754 Asbury Avenue  Ocean City  NEW JERSEY  08226  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40703

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOOK TOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532920 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TOWER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate management services; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of apartments; Rental of apartments; Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate in a mixed-use development
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Real estate development services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bedrock Management Services LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bedrock Detroit Address Bedrock Management Services LLC 630 Woodward Avenue Detroit MICHIGAN 48226 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 231559514993

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
YOUR TANNING BAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 97532932 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Aug. 03, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: TANNING BAR

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Tanning salon services; Tanning salons; Airbrush skin tanning services for humans for cosmetic purposes; Skin tanning service for humans for cosmetic purposes; Spray tanning salon services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Nov. 16, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 16, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Your Tanning Bar Inc.
- **Address**: Your Tanning Bar Inc. 600 Blairs Ferry Rd NE Cedar Rapids IOWA 45402
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 311027.001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMPTY YOUR BUCKET PLAN
SUSTAINABLE LIFE TRANSFORMATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532948 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "EMPTY YOUR BUCKET PLAN" in stylized letters, a line in the middle and "SUSTAINABLE LIFE TRANSFORMATIONS" in stylized letters below.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUSTAINABLE LIFE TRANSFORMATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal trainer services; Physical fitness consultation; Provision of educational courses relating to diet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 08, 2006 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TAPIAS GROUP HOLDING COMPANY, LLC Address TAPIAS GROUP HOLDING COMPANY, LLC 25002 SW ALBERTI WAY PORT SAINT LUCIE FLORIDA 34986 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97532968  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a butterfly design with wings each formed from multiple, adjacent human face profiles. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Kombucha tea; Tea-based beverages
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46
International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use
Feb. 27, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Komunity Kombucha LLC  Address  Komunity Kombucha LLC  2102 Shermer Rd.  Glenview  ILLINOIS 60026
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  KOM-0003-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE SECRET CODE OF WRITING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532972 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, training educators to teach through service learning and civic engagement and providing curricula in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alagna-Deza, Jessica Leah Address Alagna-Deza, Jessica Leah 1963 Azure Way Encinitas CALIFORNIA 92024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Secretcode

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) #EMDRSAVESLIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532984 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting courses in the field of EMDR therapy and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Providing on-line training courses in the field of EMDR therapy for clinical providers; Training services in the field of EMDR therapy for clinical providers
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Integrated Body Mind Therapy, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Maiberger Institute Address Integrated Body Mind Therapy, Inc. 4696 Broadway Street, Suite 3 Boulder COLORADO 80304 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0172-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
TM 3236 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEASE OF MIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532990 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Inex Luxury Products Inc. Address Inex Luxury Products Inc. 302-3120 Louise Street Saskatoon, Saskatchewan CANADA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 62479

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NANOXTREME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97532996 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks, tights, leggings, underwear; activewear apparel, namely, headwear, caps, headbands, gloves, neck gaiters, scarves, underwear, knitted pants, knitted shirts, knitted shorts; baselayer tops and bottoms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GCE International, Inc. Address GCE International, Inc. 1385 Broadway, 21st Floor New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA MEJOR FM AQUI NOMÁS!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533007 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "LA MEJOR" in yellow stylized characters outlined in black and angled upwards from left to right adjacent to the term "FM" in black stylized characters also angled upwards from left to right, all above the words "¡AQUI NOMÁS!" in black stylized characters angled upwards from left to right. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LA MEJOR" AND "FM" Translation The English translation of "LA MEJOR" and "AQUI NOMAS" in the mark is "THE BEST" and "HERE NOTHING MORE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4219632, 4851718, 4851717 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Broadcasting of radio and television programmes
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/27/2010 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 01/09/2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stereorey Mexico, S.A. Address Stereorey Mexico, S.A. Delegacion Miguel Hidalgo Mariano Escobedo #532, Colonia Anzures Mexico City MEXICO 11590 Legal Entity sociedad anónima (sa) State or Country Where MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T22784947
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) #EMDR SAVES LIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533009 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three lines of text arranged in a square and surrounded by a single line forming a box, with the text "#EMDR" on the top line, the text "SAVES" on the middle line, and the text "LIVES" on the bottom line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting courses in the field of EMDR therapy and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Providing on-line training courses in the field of EMDR therapy for clinical providers; Training services in the field of EMDR therapy for clinical providers
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Integrated Body Mind Therapy, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Maiberger Institute Address Integrated Body Mind Therapy, Inc. 4696 Broadway Street, Suite 3 Boulder COLORADO 80304 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0172-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AVZIRUET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533022 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accessories for lighting fixtures, namely, plastic pole with electrical source in protective cover; Camera lens mounts; Combination video camera and two-way radio worn on the body for use by law enforcement; Combination video camera and two-way radio worn on the body for use by military; Combination video camera and two-way radio worn on the body for use by security personnel; Lighting devices for taking pictures; Masts for wireless aerials; Mounting devices for cameras and monitors; Radio receivers; Radio receivers and radio signal tuners; Self-timers; Selfie sticks; Viewfinders; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless chargers; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tian, Changwei Address Tian, Changwei Room 402, Unit 2, Building 2, Zijing Mansion, Dongyi Road, Baiyun Street Dongyang, Zhejiang CHINA 322103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AUNT REEREEREE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97533037
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Food seasonings
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: CJB Essentials, Inc.
- **Address**: CJB Essentials, Inc. 24044 Cinco Village Center Blvd. Ste. 10 0; Katy TEXAS 77494
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Exhibiting Attorney**
- **Exhibiting Attorney**: BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATLAS ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533040 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sand for use as a proppant in oil well and gas well hydraulic fracturing operations
International Classes 1 5 6 10 26 46 International Class Title Chemicals
US Classes 1 5 6 10 26 46
For Mining extraction of sand for use in the oil and gas industry
International Classes 37 100 103 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
US Classes 37 100 103 106
For Transportation of frac sand; storage of frac sand at oil and gas wellsites; supply chain logistics, namely, storage, transportation, and delivery of proppant for others by a truck or by a truck and conveyor system; transport, delivery, and storage of frac sand for the oil and gas industry
International Classes 39 100 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
US Classes 39 100 105
For Processing of sand for use in the oil and gas industry
International Classes 40 100 103 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atlas Energy Solutions Inc. Address Atlas Energy Solutions Inc. 5918 Courtyard Drive, Suite 500 Austin TEXAS 78730 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SAND018US
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) NAMONFAST

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533059</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "NAMONFAST" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Blank USB flash drives; Computer memory hardware; Micro USB ports; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; USB card readers; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles; USB hubs; USB wireless routers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** | Jul. 01, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Jul. 01, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Cao, wang
- **Address**: 4, Zhushan Villager Group, Tingzi Village, Xingzipu Town, Shuangfeng County, Hunan CHINA 417700
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CORTINA CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533070 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARKDisclaimer "CLUB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring skin care products; providing customer loyalty, appreciation, incentive awards, rewards, and discount programs, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; providing incentive award programs for customers that provide discount coupons and gift cards for purchase of goods

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CORTINA HEALTH, INC. Address CORTINA HEALTH, INC. 1110 Market St Suite 210 CHATTANOOGA TENNESSEE 37402 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1260-03006-U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DELTA-V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533091 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for use in treating respiratory and cardiac conditions; Apparatus for physical training for medical use; Medical apparatus for the treatment of respiratory conditions; Portable medical devices used for breathing exercises, namely, portable devices used for endogenous breathing exercises and for respiratory muscle training
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 2020 In Commerce Jun. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grichuhin, Alexander Address Grichuhin, Alexander #210 11155 Red Run Blvd. Owings Mills MARYLAND 21117 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Shah, Naveed Address Shah, Naveed #210 11155 Red Run Blvd. Owings Mills MARYLAND 21117 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERLIN, JUSTIN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SAKER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533093</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Automobile holders for MP3 players that are affixed or specially adapted to the automobile; Automotive door handle scratch guards; Automotive interior trim; Automotive windshield shade screens; Caps for wheel rims; Car window shades; Computer laptop mount adapted for use in vehicles; Electric cigarette lighters for land vehicles; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Spoilers for vehicles; Tablet computer headrest mounts adapted for use in vehicles; Vehicle running boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd 307, Jiangong building, No. 112, Shashen Road, Shatoujiao street, Yantian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BERLIN, JUSTIN E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRIEF NATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533123 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “GRIEF”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing training, teaching, mentoring, and providing and conducting courses, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of grief, activism, advocacy and community service; Professional coaching services in the field of grief, activism, advocacy and community service; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of blogs and online journals in the field of grief, activism, advocacy and community service; Providing group coaching in the field of grief, activism, advocacy and community service
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Twin Flame Revolution Address Twin Flame Revolution 3389 Sheridan Street 483 Hollywood FLORIDA 33021
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WAVEHUNTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533133 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific, electric, electronic, signalling apparatus, and instruments, namely, antennas, aerials, and electronic cables; apparatus, instruments and cables for recording, transmission or reproduction of signals and data, namely, passive and active antennas and aerials; communications equipment, namely, antennas and aerials as communications apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name POYNTING ANTENNAS (PTY) LTD Address POYNTING ANTENNAS (PTY) LTD Unit 4, N1 Industrial Park Landmarks Avenue Samrand SOUTH AFRICA 0157 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized SOUTH AFRICA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KSCT129US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOLY UNION HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533138 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting religious prayer services; Providing on-line information in the field of spirituality, self-help, and personal empowerment subject matters; Religious and spiritual services, namely, conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and religious counseling; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious services, namely, prayer meetings; Ministerial services, namely, holding spiritual retreats to assist religious leaders, both clergy and lay, to develop and enhance their spiritual lives

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Twin Flame Revolution Address Twin Flame Revolution 3389 Sheridan Street 483 Hollywood FLORIDA 33021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PARDON THE DISRUPTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533139 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of financial advice and financial planning; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of real estate; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of economics; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and newsletters in the field of financial advice and financial planning
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trang Holdings Address Trang Holdings 9280 S. Kyrene Road, Suite 117 Tempe ARIZONA 85284 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE PICKLED PEPPER PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533151 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PICKLED PEPPER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed vegetables; Vegetables, processed
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intellivantage LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Pickled Pepper People Address Intellivantage LLC 108 Dillard Creek Court Greer SOUTH CAROLINA 29651 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PETCHATR

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97533153</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trademark** Public Date: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An Illustration Drawing Which Includes Word(S)/ Letter(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "PETCHATR". The letter "a" is simulating a dog footprint.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

#### For Compiling of information into computer databases; Providing on-line registration services for for animals; Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 02, 2022

#### For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for sending a receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 02, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Revill Property Services Inc.
- **Address**: Revill Property Services Inc. 62 South Bayou Rd Fenelon Falls, ON CANADA K0M1N0
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: A309-6

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TACOS LA FLAMA ESTILO GUERRERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97533166 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a taco in red, brown and orange over a cup in white and red within a red and orange flame within a circle also in red and orange over the formative text "TACOS LA FLAMA" in a red and orange color over the formative text "ESTILO GUERRERO" in black, with a black horizontal line extending from the formative word "GUERRERO" and all the foregoing on a grey and white background. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey, white, red, orange, brown and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "TACOS" and "ESTILO GUERRERO" Translation The English translation of the word "LA FLAMA" and "ESTILO" in the mark is "THE FLAME" and "STYLE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tacos
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Michael Zuluaga Address   Michael Zuluaga 4913 34th Avenue Kenosha WISCONSIN 53144 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   22,144

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIKAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533173 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed vegetables; Vegetables, processed
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intellivantage LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Pickled Pepper People Address Intellivantage LLC 108 Dillard Creek Court Greer SOUTH CAROLINA 29651 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
# BeReal

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97533177
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in creating, editing, downloading, uploading, accessing, viewing, publishing, displaying, streaming, linking, annotating, sharing impressions of, commenting on, and sharing photos and videos via online communication networks
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 20, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 20, 2019

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: BeReal
- **Address**: 30/32 Boulevard de Sébastopol, Paris, FRANCE 75004
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: tbd

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIJIZAMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97533193 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downlighters; Ceiling fans; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Electric fans for personal use; Electrical track lighting containing speakers integrated into the light fixture; Interior environment control system for commercial buildings, namely, heaters, ventilators and humidifiers all sold as a unit; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED luminaires; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lighting apparatus for theatres, clubs and discotheques; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting installations; Lights for use in growing plants; Reading lights; Sconce lighting fixtures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Changping Zhou Address  Changping Zhou  Group 3, Lingjiang Village, Tiantang Town, Ningyuan County, Yongzhou, Hunan CHINA 425600 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FTM-T00196

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAJOR LEAGUE MOVING

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97533196
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MOVING"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Moving company services
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2018

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Major League Moving, LLC
- **Address**: Major League Moving, LLC 160 Cypress Point Drive Palm Beach Gardens FLORIDA 33418
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: MAJ_MAJ_TM1
- **Exchanging Attorney**: RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STONE COLD FOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533214  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Belts being clothing made from imitation leather; Belts being clothing made of leather; Belts being clothing of textile; Bloomers; Blouses; Body linen, namely nightgowns; Camisoles; Corsets being clothing; Dresses; Ladies' underwear; Lingerie; Negligees; Night gowns; Nightdresses; Nightgowns; Pantaloons; Panties; Scarves; Shawls; Shawls and headscarves; Shawls and stoles; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts and slips being underwear; Clothing shoulder wraps; Shoulder wraps for clothing; Skirts; Skirts and dresses; Tops namely, shirts; Under garments; Underclothes; Undergarments; Underwear; Waist bands; Waist belts; Waist cinchers; Women's ceremonial dresses; Women's tops, namely, camis; Women's underwear; Woven dresses; Woven or knitted underwear; Woven skirts; Woven tops; clothing wraps; Bridal dresses and garters; Wedding Dresses; Pants; Robes; Jumpers in the nature of coveralls, dresses and sweaters
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Dec. 31, 2009  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Stone Cold Fox, Inc.  Address  Stone Cold Fox, Inc.  19010 South Alameda street  Compton  CALIFORNIA  90221  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STAR QUEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533228 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) (Based on Intent to Use) Musical instruments, namely, acoustic and electric guitars, steel guitars, banjos, mandolins, ukuleles, drum kits and drumsets consisting of drums, drumheads, cymbals, snare drums, snare wires for use with snare drums, congas, bongos, djembes, drums in the nature of quintos, tumbas, and timbalitos, plena drumsets, ethereal or steel tongue drums, cowbells, tubular bells, roll barrel drums, wood blocks, jingle sticks, maracas, shakers, hand drums, tambourines, cabasas, rhythm sticks, percussion instruments in the nature of wooden spoons and egg shakers, xylophones, castanets, triangles, saxophones, trumpets, flutes, violins, cellos, double basses, recorders, harmonicas, accordions, kazoo, pennywhistles; accessories for musical instruments, namely, guitar bags and cases, guitar stands, guitar straps, guitar picks, guitar capos, keyboard stands, music stands, percussion straps, bags specially adapted for carrying musical instruments, foot pedals for drums, drum stands, drumsticks, drum hardware, tuners for musical instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments

For (Based on Intent to Use) Drummer's stools; piano benches; piano thrones in the nature of stools or chairs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) (Based on Intent to Use) Microphones; amplifiers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SASSY SHORTCAKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533264</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Retail store services featuring clothing; Online retail stores services featuring clothing |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Sep. 30, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 30, 2010 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Sassy Shortcake on King, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Sassy Shortcake on King, LLC 405 N. Maple Street, Suite B-4 Summerville SOUTH CAROLINA 29483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 322.001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BIBB, SCOTT |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VFM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97533273
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Metal fasteners, namely, threaded bars and specialty nuts
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: New Bolt, LLC
- **Address**: 4315 W. Oquendo Rd. Las Vegas NEVADA 89118
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EL ALMACÉN ARGENTINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533306 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "EL ALMACÉN ARGENTINO" in the mark is THE ARGENTINE WAREHOUSE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail bakery shops; Retail delicatessen services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carma, LLC Address Carma, LLC 8944 N.W. 24th Terrace Doral FLORIDA 33172 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 420622.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  GAROZZO'S RISTORANTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97533341 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 03, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer**  "RISTORANTE"

**Acquired Distinctiveness**  In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  2766920

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Meat; Chicken

| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|====|--------------------------|---------------------------|
| First Use             | 2016                 | In Commerce| 2016|

**For**  Sauces

| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|====|--------------------------|--------------|
| First Use             | 2002                 | In Commerce| 2002|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Garozzo, Michael F.  **Address**  Garozzo, Michael F.  526 Harrison Street  Kansas City  MISSOURI  64106

**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  57687/4349

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GARDEN PARTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533354 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 224849441 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 224849441 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 04, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; travelling bags; rucksacks; shoulder bags; bags for sports; bum bags; handbags for evening; leather pouches; briefcases; wallets; purses; name and business card cases; credit card cases; key cases in leather; travelling sets in leather in the nature of luggage and travel baggage; toiletry bags sold empty; label holders for luggage
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hermès International Address Hermès International 24, rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré Paris FRANCE 75008 Legal Entity société en commandite par actions (sca) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 093010-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PACIFIC STAIR CORPORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533382 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a graphic representation of a stair in a block to the left of the words "PACIFIC STAIR CORPORATION", the word "CORPORATION" positioned centered below the words "PACIFIC STAIR", with "CORPORATION" in a smaller font than "PACIFIC STAIR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STAIR CORPORATION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3331817

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For METAL STAIRCASES AND METAL COMPONENTS THEREFOR, namely, STAIR RISERS, STAIR TREADS, STAIR FLIGHTS, MID LANDINGS, FLOOR LANDINGS, STAIR RAILS AND WALL RAILS International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Feb. 2007 In Commerce Feb. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PACIFIC STAIR CORPORATION Address PACIFIC STAIR CORPORATION 8690 STAIR WAY NE SALEM OREGON 97305 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number P-413

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PET ANGEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97533398 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image of a dog wagging its tail. The dog's nose is pointed up and to the right. The words PET ANGEL are written below the image of the dog. There is a halo around the G in ANGEL. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "PET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable mobile applications for pet safety featuring alerts, gamification geared towards, care, tracking, training
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for use with the pet safety downloadable application, for managing account, notices, and alerts, and the pet safety application centers around safety and some features are alerts, gamification, care, training, and tracking
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  James Harper Address  James Harper  12 Raffaele Drive  Waltham  MASSACHUSETTS  02452 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K556964277

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DANCE VISION STUDIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533443 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DANCE" AND "STUDIOS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5669257

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dance Studios; Dance studio instruction services and distributing course materials therewith; and education and entertainment in the nature of conducting group dance classes, private dance lessons, dance fitness classes, arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes, and conducting, organizing dance competitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 16, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TYFTD, LLC Address TYFTD, LLC 9081 W. Sahara Ave., Ste 190 Las Vegas NEVADA 891174803 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TYFTD.107T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRENDSSETTA FITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533449 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail apparel stores; Retail clothing stores; Retail department store services; Retail department stores; Retail general store services; Retail sporting goods stores; Retail store services featuring athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans; Retail store services featuring athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans provided via wireless communications; Retail stores featuring athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans; Retail variety stores; Retail athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans stores; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans stores; On-line retail department store services; On-line retail store services featuring athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans; Wholesale and retail store services featuring athletic bodysuits, water bottles, resistant bands, athletic leggings, athleisure tops and bottoms, gym bags, sweat bands, waist trainer shorts and leggings, seamless athletic shirts, jump ropes, athleisure jackets, and water mist fans;
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 20, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Trendsetta Fits, LLC Address  Trendsetta Fits, LLC  Ste 200  307 W Tremont Ave  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28203 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BEST BEES COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533480 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BEES COMPANY”
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6270918, 6230560, 4877046 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beekeeping services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 05, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Best Bees Company Inc. Address The Best Bees Company Inc. 839 Albany Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 021192511 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SAXTON, EVELYN H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HARD PASS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97533483 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 03, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Parlor games; Party games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Goliath IP Stichting
- **Address**: Goliath IP Stichting<br>Vijzelpad 80<br>Hattem NETHERLANDS 8051KR
- **Legal Entity**: FOUNDATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NETHERLANDS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: HardPass

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NEIDISH, HARRISON E
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97533496  
Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE LAVA PIT

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer "PIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For On-line retail store services featuring clothing, drinkware and glassware; on-line wholesale store services featuring clothing, drinkware and glassware

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name The Lava Pit, LLC  
Address The Lava Pit, LLC 78 Baker Pl Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28806

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOOTIN' TOUCAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533529</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Action skill games; Board games; Mechanical action toys; Parlor games; Tabletop games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Goliath IP Stichting</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Goliath IP Stichting</th>
<th>Vijzelpad 80</th>
<th>Hattem</th>
<th>NETHERLANDS</th>
<th>8051KR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>FOUNDATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NETHERLANDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Tootin'Touca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>NEIDISH, HARRISON E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEGASUS PREMIUM BRANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533629 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark  
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023  

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer  "PREMIUM BRANDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Silicone food storage bags for household use

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Jul. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pegasus Brands Inc.  Address  Pegasus Brands Inc.  313 Greenfield Dr.  Murphy  TEXAS  75094  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97533643
Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Mark Literal(s) UNIVERSAL STRUGGLES

Trademark

Trademark

Goods and Services Information

For Headwear; Pants; Athletic bottoms; Athletic footwear; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shoes; Athletic shorts; Athletic skirts; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tops; Athletic uniforms; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Gym suits; Hats; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sports bra; Sports caps and hats; Sports jackets; Sports jerseys; Sports pants; Sports shoes; Sports vests; Sweat bands; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shorts; Athletic shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Collared shirts; Golf shirts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Lounge pants; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Polo shirts; Sport shirts; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Track pants; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Norris Harvey
Address Norris Harvey 3005 Bladensburg Rd NE Washington D.C. 20018
Legal

Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KING SONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533664 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "KING SONG" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "KING SONG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 54614791 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 14, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 13, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic cigarette cases; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigars; Electronic smoking pipes; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Kangcheng Yipin Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Kangcheng Yipin Technology Co., Ltd. 2F, Bldg C, Tangwei High-Tech Park, Fuyong Str, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIRYI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533665 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishes; Toothpicks; Comb cases; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household use; Cosmetic spatulas; Cosmetic utensils in the nature of thread for eyebrow threading; Disposable aluminium foil containers for household purposes; Fitted vanity cases; Tea services in the nature of tableware; Towel rails and rings; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta featuring mural art; Containers for household use, namely, glass bulbs; Cosmetic brushes; Hair brushes; Microdermabrasion sponges for cosmetic use; Non-woven fabric cosmetic wipes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hanxuan Decoration Engineering Department Address Hanxuan Decoration Engineering Department No. 74, Yuanding Street Xiaojinkou Street, Huicheng District Huizhou City CHINA 516023 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DJYZKESZ

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533667</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Aquarelles; Collages; Paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for painting; Children's wall stickers; Graphic art reproductions; Paintings and their reproductions; Printed art reproductions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wuhan Bulala Network Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wuhan Bulala Network Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rm 2,7/F,Unit 1,Bldg 2,Phase V YangGuang 100,JiangXia Dist WuHan CHINA 430200</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> limited company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHANGSHANBROTHERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533677 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Webcams; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Digital door locks; Ear phones; Electronic lock assemblies; Electronic locks; Headsets for use with computers; Lithium ion batteries; Locks, electric; Rechargeable batteries; Smart watches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Xunbida Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Address Huizhou Xunbida Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Room 02, Floor 14, No. 05, Area A Huiyang Fengyi Valley 26th Street Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516211 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUN THEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533716 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal stylized elements "FUN THEME" with two dots above the ends of the "U" in "FUN". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, dresses, t-shirts, hats; socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Xue Address Li, Xue 42-27 213th St Bayside NEW YORK 11361 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7181A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JEST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533718</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters &quot;JEST&quot; connected as text with an arrowhead atop the &quot;J&quot; and an arrowhead atop the &quot;T&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion pictures |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Feb. 02, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 03, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Brian Bryant |
| Address | Brian Bryant 1221 Everton Drive Apt 1202 Akron OHIO 44307 |
| Legal Entity | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAILYATHLETE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533732 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Dresses; Footwear; Hats; Headwear; Hoodies; Jeans; Leggings; Shorts; Socks; Sweaters; Trousers; Caps being headwear; Crew necks; Graphic T-shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Tank tops; Sweat shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barnes, Drew Maxwell Address Barnes, Drew Maxwell 10650 Sandpiper Court Noblesville INDIANA 46060 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
Mark Literal(s) SSC

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized font with the text "SSC" in the center with a star under the middle of the text, this is surrounded by a shield shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online advertising and marketing services in the field of consumer and commercial products, namely, heating, plumbing and HVAC parts, equipment, and supplies; Online advertising via a computer communications network; Retail building supply store services featuring heating, plumbing, and HVAC parts, equipment, and supplies; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring heating, plumbing, and HVAC parts, equipment, and supplies; Advertising, including on-line advertising on a computer network; Computerized on-line ordering featuring general consumer merchandise; On-line retail store services featuring heating, plumbing, and HVAC parts, equipment, and supplies; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring consumer and commercial products, namely, heating, plumbing and HVAC parts, equipment, and supplies; Wholesale and retail store services featuring heating, plumbing, and HVAC parts, equipment, and supplies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 1933 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1933

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYCROWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533791 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Carts; Mopeds; All-terrain vehicles; Bicycle frames; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle mudguards; Bicycle tires; Bicycle trailers; Electric bicycles; Mobility scooters; Push scooters; Self-balancing boards; Self-balancing electric unicycles; Self-balancing scooters; Self-propelled electric vehicle
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name X FUTURE INC. Address X FUTURE INC. 450 N BRAND BLVD 6060 GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118986

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GNERIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533835</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Baskets of wicker, metal, wood, cloth for household purposes; Bread boxes; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Holders for flowers and plants; Holders for toilet paper; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Serving trays; Soap holders and boxes; Toilet paper holders; Towel rails and rings

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Jul. 08, 2022
**In Commerce** Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Dongguan Linshen Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd.
**Address** Dongguan Linshen Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. Room 106, No. 137, Hujing Avenue, Houjie Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000
**Legal Entity** limited company ( ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** TUS118969

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GDGVOATO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533836 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "GDGVOATO" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Watchbands; Beads for making jewelry; Cuff bracelets; Cuff links and tie clips; Key chains; Neck chains; Pet jewelry; Rings; Tie bars; Watch cases being parts of watches; Watches and straps for watches; Watches, clocks
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longyan Yusheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Longyan Yusheng Trading Co., Ltd. Room 204,Ladder 2, Building C4,Xingkai No.6 Gu Feng Rd.,Wuping County Longyan, Fujian CHINA 364300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KNMBMG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533839  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Skateboards; Collectable toy figures; Electric action toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Model toy vehicles; Plush toys; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy airplanes; Toy animals; Toy boats; Toy drones; Toy gliders; Toy helicopters; Toy model train sets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Jul. 02, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Han, Yujuan  Address  Han, Yujuan  5-3-3, No.25, Qigong Street, Tiexi District, Shenyang  CHINA  110024  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118970

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GIBBONS, BRIAN R
JUSWEDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533840 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bedroom furniture; Cabinets; Cushions; Fitted kitchen furniture; Flower-stands; Furniture for camping; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Plastic rainwater collection containers for domestic purposes; Recliners; Screens
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Gulou Chuanfan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Gulou Chuanfan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 27-1332, Bldg 1-3, Pingtung City, No. 25 Huaping Rd., Huada St., Gulou Dist. Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118975

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  YASEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533842  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sketchbooks; Art prints; Blackboards, drawing boards and easels; Calendar desk pads; Chalk and blackboards; Gift bags; Notebook paper; Origami folding paper; Paper notebooks; Paper tags; Personal organizers; Printed calendars; Printed diaries; Reusable stickers; Writing implements
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huo, Chengxiang  Address  Huo, Chengxiang  North Second St., Heiniubei Vil., Chaihe Town, Hailin, Heilongjiang  CHINA 157100  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118976

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYOUNDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533846 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Air purifiers; Air sterilisers; Electric candles; Electric lamps; Hair driers; Humidifiers; LED flashlights; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations for vehicles; Lights for use in growing plants; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Portable headlamps; Sterilizers for toothbrushes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name shenzhenshichenzhaomaoyiyouxiangongsi Address shenzhenshichenjunzhaomaoyiyouxiangongsi Qinghujiedao Cdongerdanyuan shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533848 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two parts, the upper part is the crown and the lower part is the diamond. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Decanters; Beer glasses; Candle jars; Drinking glasses; Glass jars; Glass mugs; Glass stoppers; Glass storage jars; Serving trays not of precious metal; Soap boxes; Wine aerators
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chongqing Jianli Glassware Co., Ltd. Address  Chongqing Jianli Glassware Co., Ltd. No. 3 Group, Yangliuba Village, Qingping Town, Hechuan District, Chongqing CHINA 401520 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GIBBONS, BRIAN R
# trademark

**Serial Number**: 97533862  
**Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2022  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: “JEWELRY”

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Bracelets; Earrings; Pendants; Necklaces; Rings  
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

## Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Phan, Vy K.  
- **Address**: Phan, Vy K. 1981 Shoreham Dr  
- **City**: Florissant  
- **State**: MISSOURI  
- **Zip Code**: 63033  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAVEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533885 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BAVEEL has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach balls; Drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic styluses, and metal particles; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Pet toys; Play swimming pools; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Scale model vehicles; Self-erasing toy drawing boards; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy houses; Toy pistols; Toy robots; Toy water guns

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Quke Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Quke Technology Co., Ltd. 1F, Bldg. 13, No. 1881, Zhengbo Rd., Lingang New Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ldt.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041532T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VTITAXY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 97533898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
|--------------------------|
| **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | All-purpose carrying bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Clutch bags; Crossbody bags; Evening handbags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Key wallets; Shoulder bags; Tool bags, empty; Tote bags |
| International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | **International Class Title** Leather Goods |
| **First Use** Jul. 27, 2022 | **In Commerce** Jul. 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** De'an County Renmiaoyi Trading Co., Ltd. | **Address** De'an County Renmiaoyi Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.014, 13/F, Kechuang Center Bldg., High-tech Industrial Park, De'an County, Jiujiang, Jiangxi CHINA 332000 |
| **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** US041688T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** RAPHAEL, COLLEEN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIXINSHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533905 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Mobile phone ring stands
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Jixin Jewelry Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Jixin Jewelry Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 14, 7th Lane, Jixin Street, Chang’an Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041067T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAPHAEL, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JINSILU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533906 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JINSILU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Atomizers for household use; Bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; Brushes used for cleaning medical instruments; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning brushes for sports equipment; Coffee stirrers; Colanders for household use; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Electrical toothbrushes; Feeding troughs for livestock; Graters for kitchen use; Kitchen containers; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses; Thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; Thermally insulated containers for food; Toothbrush cases; Toothbrushes for pets; Window cleaners in the nature of a combination squeegee and scrubber

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 16, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liao, Dongming Address Liao, Dongming No. 36, Huanxi Road, Meijiang Town, Ningdu County, Ganzhou City, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0624

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAPHAEL, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97533928 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with two chain links appearing to be cut out of the circle, with the top link cut off and open to the background forming a "U" shape. The second link attached to the first link appears to be swinging slightly outward with the bottom to the viewer's right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing services for others provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, retargeting, social media, search engine marketing, digital marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 19, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2019
For Providing software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for marketing automation, follow up automation, customer relationship management and digital marketing; consultation services in the fields of implementation and use of computer software systems for use by others for marketing automation, follow up automation, customer relationship management and digital marketing; Providing design, creation, hosting, maintenance of websites for others
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 19, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAVORLEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533942 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FAVORLEO" positioned on top of a shaded rectangular design with rounded edges. The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark. Translation The wording "FAVORLEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Atomizers for household use; Automatic pet feeding bowls; Cake stands; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Garlic presses; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Hand-operated pepper mills; Household utensils, namely, graters; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Plug-in diffusers for air fragrances; Roller tubes for peeling garlic; Ultrasonic essential oil diffusers; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Chunlian Address Chen, Chunlian No. 7-1, Xinzhuang Road, Shantouding Village, Pinghu Town, Gutian County Ningde, Fujian CHINA 352200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOODSFILTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533949 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beehives; Buddhist family altars (butsudan); Figurines of resin; Figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Flower-pot pedestals; Garden ornaments in the nature of wooden whirligigs; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Plastic door hangers for indicating the room occupant's activity; Polymer clay figurines; Wooden signboards; Works of art of bamboo; Works of art of cork; Works of art of straw
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gutefei Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gutefei Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.702,Unit 1,Bldg.2, Haitian Garden,Zone 45, Haifu Comm., Xian St., Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97533970  Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark 
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail pet stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 11, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 29, 2021
For Cat litter
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46  International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use May 11, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mipet LLC Address Mipet LLC 5151 California Ave, Suite 100 Irvine  CALIFORNIA 92617 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIRLANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97533986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TIRLANO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Articles of clothing for toys; Beanbags in the form of playthings; Bells for Christmas trees; Card games; Costume masks; Dolls and accessories therefor; Dolls for Christmas; Fishing tackle containers; Meditation cushions; Novelty toys in the nature of fake vampire fangs for playing jokes; Ordinary playing cards; Party games; Theatrical masks; Toy tools; Trivia game played with cards and game components; Yoga straps for use in fitness practice

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Jun. 01, 2022
In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Xinyi Trading Co., Ltd.
Address Yiwu Xinyi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 302, Unit 1, Building 54 xiazhu, North Futian Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322023
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OCAIRNRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533987  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "OCAIRNRY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arrowheads; Darts; Archery arrows; Archery bow stringers; Archery bows; Archery quivers; Exercise machines; Fishing tackle; Hunting bows; Sling shots for hunting; Toy telescopes
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Jul. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhengzhou Xiachuang Network Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Zhengzhou Xiachuang Network Technology Co., Ltd.  No. 2307, 23rd Floor, No. 60 Zijingshan Road, Guancheng Huizu District  Zhengzhou, Henan  CHINA  450004  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PALLIPARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97533988 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paper-clips; Adhesive tape flags for stationery or household purposes; Calendar desk stands; Chalk erasers; Desk mounted stationery cabinets; Drafting rulers; General purpose plastic bags; Label printing machines; Paint strainers; Palettes for painting; Paper binding machine for office use; Plastic films used as packaging for food; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices; Stationery boxes
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xue, Jiafeng Address  Xue, Jiafeng No. 9, Xindiantou, Xinxia Village, Luocheng Town, Hui'an County Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362100 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MDKJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97533991</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>MDKJ</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cots; Hutches; Playpens; Bar carts; Camping furniture; Combination kneeler and seat for gardening; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture for house, office and garden; Hand-operated non-metal garden hose reels; Lawn furniture; Metal furniture; Non-metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Non-metal hardware, namely, wall-mounted brackets for storing pressure washers, power tools; Patio furniture; Plant racks; Playpens for babies; Shelves for storage; Valves of plastic being other than machine parts; Furniture fittings, not of metal, namely, drawer slides

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hebei hangshu Technology Co., Ltd Address Hebei hangshu Technology Co., Ltd 1710,bldg.E, HuaqiangSquare,No.77MinzuRd. Xinhua District, Shijiazhuang City Hebei Province CHINA 050000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Roy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HALIBUTFLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97533997
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HALIBUTFLY".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "HALIBUTFLY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; General purpose storage bins for household use; Plastic place mats
- **International Classes**: 21
- **Primary Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Leiheng Trade Co.LTD
- **Address**: Dongguan Leiheng Trade Co.LTD  Room 101, No.7 Xuri Road, Houjie Town  Dongguan,Guangdong  CHINA  523000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NFGEKT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534002 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording NFGEKThas no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone straps; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Ear phones; Electrical outlets; Lighting controls; Power adapters; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Transmitter and receiver used to locate lost pets; USB cables; Voltage stabilizing power supply
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 25, 2016 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wanhe Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wanhe Electronics Co., Ltd. 1F, No. 35, Yuandong Avenue Xinhe Community, Fuyong St., Baoan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NSUS126

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VVOODEINCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534006 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VVoodeinck" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building panels, not of metal; Ceramic tiles; Floors, not of metal; Non-metal floors comprised primarily of plastic for office buildings; Non-metal tiles for walls, floors or ceilings; Parquet flooring made of wood; Wall tiles, not of metal; Wood tile floors; Wooden flooring
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhan Yang Address Zhan Yang No. 57,Caozhuang Group,Beicao Village Luling Town,Yongqiao County Suzhou, Anhui CHINA 234000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEXSPOENY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534014 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Dexspoeny" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Ceramic figurines; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cosmetic brushes; Countertop holders for paper towels; Dishers; Make-up brushes; Pastry molds; Rat traps; Trash containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Henduoren E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Henduoren E-commerce Co., Ltd. 1001, No.101-1,Yuhe North St.,Fenghuang Comm.,Pinghu Street,Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518111
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CSOMALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534022 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Csomall" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Csomall has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Jewellery; Jewelry; Jewels; Pendants; Watches; Charms for collar jewelry and bracelet; Costume jewelry; Gold thread jewelry; Jewelry armoires; Jewelry brooches; Metal wire for use in the making of jewelry, namely, jewelry cable; Silver thread jewelry; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RIEL TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED Address RIEL TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED RM 18 27/F HO KING COMM CTR 2-16 FA YUEN ST MONGKOK KL Hongkong CHINA 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GASREKV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534028 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GASREKV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 35mm cameras; Webcams; Accumulators; Battery charge devices; Road signs, luminous or mechanical; Semiconductors for use in baseband equipment; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Solar batteries; Switches, electric; Time switches, automatic; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging stands for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Caixia Address Li, Caixia No. 26, Fuchenggang, Fuling Village, Anliu Town, Wuhua County Meizhou, Guangdong CHINA 514400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KUURFUURDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534030 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "kuurfuurdo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds; Chairs; Furniture; Sofas; Bathroom furniture; Bed frames; Bedroom furniture; Chair cushions; Faucets, not of metal, for casks; Furniture of metal; Office chairs; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yizhong (Foshan) Import & Export Co., Ltd. Address Yizhong (Foshan) Import & Export Co., Ltd. 1713, Block 2, Aoying Business Center, No. 9, Xingda Rd., Southwest St., Sanshui Dist. Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528100
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
reason for publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RSIPELSK

Case Identifiers

Serial Number  97534038  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Rsipelsk" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For  Accessories for fireplaces, namely, ventilation hoods for fireplaces for use in ventilation and deflecting heat from the top of a fireplace; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Barbecue smoker accessories, namely, convection plates; Barbecues and grills; Baths, bathtubs, whirlpool baths and bath installations; Electric grills; Electric outdoor grills; Electrically-heated garden hoses; Fitted covers for barbecue grills; Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; Grill accessories, namely, charcoal grill conversion units for converting charcoal grills to electric smokers; Outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; Replacement components for automotive air conditioners, namely, driers and blower motors
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Jul. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 11, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Shenzhen Mingsida Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Mingsida Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.  2803,Unit 2,Bldg.3,Ronghu Times Garden, Ronghu Phase II,Pinghu St.Longgang Dist.  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  GULIANO, ROBERT N
Slavinson

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534039  Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "Slavinson" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cardigans, Coats, Dresses, Hoodies, Shorts, Sweaters, T-shirts, Button down shirts, Clothing jackets, Denim jeans; Leather jackets; Quilted vests; Reversible jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing
First Use Jul. 06, 2022
In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongcheng Quanshan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yongcheng Quanshan Trading Co., Ltd. Building 32, Yayuan, Shenuo City, Dongcheng District, Yongcheng Shangqiu, Henan CHINA 476600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNIVOLSY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97534040</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording “SUNIVOLSY” has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: All-purpose nylon straps; All-purpose nylon straps featuring hook and loop fasteners; Bags specially adapted for holding rope; Binding twine made of natural textile fibres; Cables, not of metal; Cargo slings of rope or fabric; Chemical fiber bags for industrial use; Elastic bands for binding; Garment bags for storage; Laundry bags; Nylon strapping or tie downs; Nylon straps for handling loads; Nylon tie down straps; Nylon towing straps; Synthetic rope and webbing
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: Jul. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Dechuangjia Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Dechuangjia Technology Co., Ltd.
  7H6,7/F,Bldg.4,Anhua Community,No.18, Tairan 8th Rd.,Shatou St.,Futian Dist.
  Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: GULIANO, ROBERT N
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOMFAUCET

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97534041</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;Tomfaucet&quot; in a stylized typeface, where the &quot;f&quot; is designed in the shape of a faucet and the &quot;a&quot; is designed in the shape of a water drop.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The wording Tomfaucet has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Faucets; Showers; Bath installations; Electrically heated towel rails; Hand-held showers; Hydromassage bath apparatus; Kitchen sinks; Mixer taps for water pipes; Plumbing fittings, namely, tub control valves; Shower head sprayers; Shower heads; Single-lever faucets for sinks; Tap water faucets; Thermostatic valves; Water-saving faucets |
|-----------------------------------------------|
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| Environmental Control Apparatus | First Use | Jun. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Xu, Meicai</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Xu, Meicai No. 8, Bamu Group, Haoshan Village, Haoshan Township, Pengze County, Jiujiang, Jiangxi</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>332715</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>GULIANO, ROBERT N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**In Commerce** Jun. 15, 2022
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRUSIEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534042 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Trusiel" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective padding for snowboarding; Snow boards; Swimming belts; Swimming flippers; Swimming floats; Swimming jackets; Swimming kickboards; Swimming pool air floats; Swimming rings
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fang, Liangbin Address Fang, Liangbin 701, 7th Floor, No.19 Hualin Road, Gulou District, Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WILLOWS VOICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97534050  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wind chimes
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Grow Big Marketing Llc  Address  Grow Big Marketing Llc  30 N Gould St Ste R  Sheridan  WYOMING 82801  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MAGWIL-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEGNJOHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534057 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Body jewelry; Cuff links; Cuff links and tie clips; Ear studs; Handmade snap jewelry; Jewelry brooches; Key chains; Memorial jewelry; Tie pins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use
Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng, Meilan Address Zheng, Meilan No. 7 Back Lane, Tongyou Pengdun Village, Jianyang City Nanping, Fujian CHINA 354200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYAIMING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534067 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring apparatus, namely, angle finders; Golf accessory in the nature of a measuring apparatus for measuring the body angles of a golfer, namely, goniometers, not for orthopaedic use
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 31, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INS Co., Ltd Address INS Co., Ltd 46-32, Hongcheon-gil, Ipjang-myeon Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si Cheonan-si REPUBLIC OF KOREA 31056 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Myaimi09KrUs

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUFF ROPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534082 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “ROPE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruff Rope LLC Address Ruff Rope LLC 2684 Ainaola Dr HILO HAWAII 96720 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) **B IBAZHA**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97534086
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "B" artistic design and stylized "IBAZHA" design.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dried flowers for decoration; Dried plants; Dried plants for decoration; Flowers, dried, for decoration; Flowers, natural; Fresh fruit and vegetables; Fresh garden herbs; Fresh nuts; Live ornamental foliage; Plant seeds
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 23, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Bazha Trading (Kunming) Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 2002, Office Building, No. 4 Phase 2, Luosiwan ITC, Guandu District, Kunming, Yunnan, CHINA 650000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: FH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRAWBERRY AVOCADOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534089 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smartwatch bands
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 03, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Strawberry Avocados llc Address Strawberry Avocados llc 10171 Blue Palm St Plantation FLORIDA 33324 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGSTR-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
TM 3322 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MPOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534092 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Knapsacks; Purses; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Business card holders in the nature of card cases; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Credit card cases and holders; Credit card holders; Duffle bags; Key wallets; Name card cases; Purses and wallets; Trunks being luggage; Waist pouches; Wallets incorporating RFID blocking technology; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Situ, Meiying Address Situ, Meiying No.6, Ten Lane, Guanwu Village, Pinggang Tn, Jiangcheng District, Yangjiang City Guangdong Province CHINA 529500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AEROWAVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97534100</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dehumidifiers; Lamps; Lampshades; Aeroponic grow cabinet in the nature of a closed environment with lights, exhaust system, aeroponic misting chamber and automated control system; Agricultural irrigation units; Electric air dryers; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Hydroponic growing systems comprised of light emitting diode (LED) plant grow lights, grow cabinets in the nature of closed environments with integrated misting chambers, and automated controls therefor; Hydroponics grow box in the nature of a closed environment equipped with lights, exhaust system, hydroponics growing container and odor control system; Irrigation sprinklers; Lamp bases; LED luminaires; Light bulbs; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures; Lights for use in growing plants; Sprinkler heads for irrigation sprinklers; Water treatment apparatus for infusing irrigation water with liquid fertilizer; Electric lamps; Sun lamps

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** VIVOSUN INC **Address** VIVOSUN INC 1267 WILLIS ST.STE 200 REDDING CALIFORNIA 96001

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FORREST, ELIZABETH P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YIBYES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534111 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Yibyes has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Battery chargers; Covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smart watches; Telephone headsets; Tripods; Videocameras; Wearable computers in the nature of smartglasses; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuan Xiuping Address Yuan Xiuping Rm 21B,Blk A,Building 1,Huasheng Xinsha Hui Mingting (Phase I),Xinsha Rd,Shajing Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TADEORRIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534113 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording tadeorrie has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Automatic faucets; Bidet taps; Faucet handles; Mixer taps for water pipes; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower mixers; Shower heads; Shower stands; Shower surrounds; Taps for washstands
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu WeiYing Address Wu WeiYing N4-106, Vanke Mountain View Yongshun Avenue, Huangpu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAFAEL NODAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97534149 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name RAFAEL NODAL identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cigars
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use  May 20, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rafael Nodal Address Rafael Nodal 8275 NW 158 Terrace Miami Lakes FLORIDA 33015 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TSIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97534163  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the term TSIM in stylized lettering. The letter "I" is in the form of a mobile satellite tower emitting radio waves.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  SIM cards; Subscribed identity module (SIM) cards for cellular telephones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 18, 2017  In Commerce  Jan. 18, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TSIM COMMUNICATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Address  TSIM COMMUNICATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED  102 Sarvesh, Bhawani Shankar Rd. Dadar W  Maharashtra, Mumbai  INDIA  400028
Legal Entity  private limited company

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEW SOLUTION FROM KOREA TRADING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534184 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “KOREA TRADING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hard start kit comprised of capacitors and also including AC motors or compressors; Electric relays; Capacitors; Electric relays and capacitors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duek Hun Yoon Address Duek Hun Yoon 402ho, 54, 493 Heungan-daero, Dongan-gu Anyang 13951 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 043854.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLI PÊP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534186 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022
For Clothing, namely, shirts, clothing jerseys, sweatshirts, shorts, pants, clothing jackets, hooded sweatshirts; socks; hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Martin, Christopher Address Martin, Christopher 359 Lanier Court Hiram GEORGIA 30141 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) H HILDRED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534229 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "HILDRED" shown in dark blue with an "H" shown to the left of "HILDRED" in dark blue and blue. The "H" is inside of a blue square. Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Equity capital investment; Investment management in the fields of healthcare, healthcare services, consumer products, information technology, medical devices, and pharmaceuticals; Management of private equity funds; Private equity consultant services; Private equity fund investment services; Providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hildred Capital Management, LLC Address Hildred Capital Management, LLC 745 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1701 New York NEW YORK 10151 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CVHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534233 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CVHOUSE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath linen; Bath towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Cashmere fabric; Chemical fiber fabrics; Chiffon fabric; Children's blankets; Cotton fabric; Coverlets; Covers for cushions; Diaper changing cloths for babies; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Fleece blankets; Jeans fabric; Lap rugs; Pet blankets; Pillow covers; Printed fabric signage panels; Tapestries of textile; Towel sets; Viscose fabric; Woolen cloth; Woven fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nantong Mengai Pet Products Co., Ltd. Address Nantong Mengai Pet Products Co., Ltd. Suxitong Sci & Tech Park Rm A8503 35,5,bldg 8,Jiangcheng R&d Park Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA 226017 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha2104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FROST TO FROST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534273 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information in the field of landscape design via a website; Providing information in the field of landscape architecture
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 05, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walters Gardens, Inc. Address Walters Gardens, Inc. PO Box 137 1992 - 96th Avenue Zeeland MICHIGAN 494640137 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FROST2FROST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RQQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534300 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry: jewelry, namely, jewelry lapel pins, watch chains, jewelry charms, cuff links, neck chains, necktie fasteners, tie pins, tie clips, ornamental lapel pins, ornamental hat pins, pendants, key chains, rings, bracelets, earrings, and watches; jewelry for the marketing and promotion of fraternity membership and sponsored events; costume jewelry; tie bars; straps for wristwatches; cuff links

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50

For Arranging and conducting educational conferences and workshops for fraternity in the field of leadership, personal growth and development, business and fraternity ethics, debt and money management, volunteerism and empowering the black male; conducting of entertainment events in the nature of a golf tournament, formal ball, and step show, all of the above for fraternal members; organizing and conducting educational events in the nature of conferences, programs, courses of instruction, classes, seminars, workshops, parties, parades in the field of leadership, personal growth and development, business and fraternity ethics, debt and money management, volunteerism, and empowerment for educational purposes for fraternity; organizing and conducting social entertainment events for fraternity; entertainment services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable virtual goods in the nature of computer-readable image files of clothing, footwear, headwear, eyewear, computer bags, laundry bags, handbags, backpacks, artwork, jewelry, blankets, cigars and cigar boxes and cases, cigar cutters, cigar scissors for use in online virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable image files and multimedia files containing artwork, text, graphics, audio, and video in the field of trading cards, artwork, memes, sneakers relating to a fraternity organization or fraternity sponsored events for use in online virtual environments created for entertainment purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
For downloadable virtual goods in the nature of computer-readable image files of clothing, footwear, headwear, eyewear, computer bags, handbags, backpacks, artwork, jewelry, blankets, cigars, and cigar boxes and cases, cigar cutters, cigar scissors for use in online virtual worlds; downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of clothing, footwear, headwear, eyewear, computer bags, handbags, backpacks, artwork, jewelry, blankets, cigars and cigar boxes and cases, cigar cutters, cigar scissors, sunglasses, avatars, toys for use in virtual or augmented reality environments; downloadable image files and multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video in the field of trading cards, works of art, memes relating to a fraternity organization or fraternity sponsored events authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable computer readable image files of trading cards, artwork, memes relating to a fraternity organization or fraternity sponsored events authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable computer-readable image files of trading cards, artwork, memes authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable digital files, namely, digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files of trading cards, works of art, memes authenticated by digital non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts, socks, dresses, blouses, uniforms, leggings, clothing jackets; shoes; accessories, namely, socks, bow ties, money belts, suspenders, cummerbunds, capes, wrist bands as clothing, and belts for clothing; clothing, namely, shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, T-shirts, sweaters, vests, neckties, tank tops, jackets, hats, caps being headwear, pants, capri pants, leggings, socks, jogging suits, shorts, sweat suits, sweatpants, underwear, swim wear, coats, bandanas, sweatbands, shoes, tennis shoes, aerobic shoes, walking shoes, gym shoes, and boots for the marketing and promotion of fraternity membership and sponsored events

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.  
**Address** Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.  

Suite 200  
3951 Snapfinger Parkway  
Decatur  
GEORGIA  
30035

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** OPPF-M0017

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPTIONELLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534402 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, emergency contraception for the prevention of pregnancy
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Naari Pte Limited Address Naari Pte Limited 36 Robinson Road, #13 - 01 City House SINGAPORE 0688877 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NAA05 00100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRETA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534436 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of an orange divided into three fields in the colors red, orange, and yellow with white in between each segment. The leaves are in green and white. The design is to the right of the word "GRETA" in black. The letter "E" appears as three horizontal bars while the letter "A" features a leaf design at the top. The background is white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors orange, red, green, yellow, black, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic equipment for point-of-sale (POS) systems, namely, point-of-sale terminals, cash registers, tablet computers, computer hardware, and downloadable computer operating software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for operating point-of-sale systems for grocery stores, specialty food stores, liquor stores, convenience stores and meat markets, for cloud-based reporting and file management of label printing and scale integration, to allow users to connect to third-party vendors through an online wholesale program to sell and buy goods in bulk through a network, to create retail analytics, manage inventory, and to review customer analysis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Journey Business Solutions, Inc. Address Journey Business Solutions, Inc. 600 E. Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 560 Irving TEXAS 75039 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Bishota Law
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number: 97534453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date: Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register: Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type: Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For: Providing scientific information in the field of climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes: 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title: Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU: Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name: Epstein, Lewis, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Lot21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address: Epstein, Lewis, M 3520 77th Street Jackson Heights NEW YORK 11372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship: UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney: GINSBERG, MICHAEL A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Design For Decarbonization
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CONCIERGE SOUTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97534479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;CONCIERGE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Home organization services, namely, sorting and organizing household belongings; home organization services related to a move, namely, sorting and organizing household belongings; providing personal assistant services for others in the nature of planning, organizing, coordinating, arranging and assisting individuals in daily tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Rhodes, Christie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Rhodes, Christie 3006 William Clark Trail Monroe NORTH CAROLINA 28110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>267837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ROTH, BENJAMIN H.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEW STRATEGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534499 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “STRATEGIES”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting conferences in the field of management, continuing executive education, and nonprofit management
Internationa...
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SWEET SECRETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534566 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal sexual lubricants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44
International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Bar soap; Body lotion; Non-medicated skin, hair, nail, lip care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For On-line retail store services featuring Lubrication, lingerie, Sexual Products and cosmetics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

For Lingerie
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Logistic Store LTDA LLC Address Global Logistic Store LTDA LLC 1001 S Main ST, STE 49 Kalispell MONTANA 59901
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557358360
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAWABONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534597 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SAWABONA" in the mark is "I SEE YOU".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting keynote presentations, workshops, offering of assessments and training for certifications in the fields of diversity, equity, and inclusion, leadership, teaming and change management International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Business consulting services in the fields of diversity, equity, and inclusion, leadership, teaming and change management International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tony Chatman Address Tony Chatman 5341 Sweet Briar Drive Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49009 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BETHANY CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534598 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a ribbon in the shape of a stylized heart with the words "bethany children's health center" in two rows below the stylized heart. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BETHANY CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospital services; Medical services, namely, treatment of medical diseases, disorders, conditions and injuries in a hospital, ambulatory, and clinical settings; Auditory rehabilitation services for building speech understanding ability; Cognitive therapy services; Health care; Health care consulting in the field of acute care rehabilitation, audiology, stroke rehabilitation, post-stroke rehabilitation, subacute rehabilitation, occupational therapy, pediatric rehabilitation, speech therapy, pet therapy, recreational therapy and physical therapy; Hospitals; Medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving medical rehabilitation services for purposes of guiding treatment and assessing program effectiveness; Medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services; Play therapy services; Providing physical rehabilitation facilities; Rehabilitation patient care services; Rehabilitation patient care services which includes inpatient and outpatient care; Services rendered by a dietician; Speech and language therapy services; Speech pathology therapy services; Pediatric hospital services; Pediatric medical services, namely, treatment of medical diseases, disorders, conditions and injuries in a hospital, ambulatory, and clinical settings; Pediatric auditory rehabilitation services for building speech understanding ability; Pediatric cognitive therapy services; Pediatric health care; Pediatric health care consulting in the field of acute care rehabilitation, audiology, stroke rehabilitation, post-stroke rehabilitation, subacute rehabilitation, occupational therapy, speech therapy, pet therapy, recreational therapy and physical therapy; Pediatric hospitals; Pediatric medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving medical rehabilitation services for purposes of guiding treatment and assessing program effectiveness; Pediatric medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services; Pediatric play therapy services; Providing pediatric physical rehabilitation facilities; Pediatric rehabilitation patient care services; Pediatric rehabilitation patient care services which includes inpatient and outpatient care; Pediatric services rendered by a dietician; Pediatric speech and language therapy services; Pediatric speech pathology therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Children's Center, Inc. Address The Children's Center, Inc. 6800 N.W. 39th Expressway Bethany OKLAHOMA 73008 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10397.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T.BARB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97534604  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Tiffany Barber, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, live appearances and movie appearances by a professional female entertainer and comedienne and the comedic, hosting and acting performances associated therewith, and providing a website with information on live comedic, hosting and acting performances by a female comedienne, photographs of and media coverage about a female comedienne


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tiffany Barber  Address  Tiffany Barber  26520 Grand River Ave., Suite 102  Redford  MICHIGAN  48240  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PLAYGROUND REBELS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97534620
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, post-production and distribution of films and television shows; entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and publishing services in the field of music
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tony Chatman
- **Address**: Tony Chatman 5341 Sweet Briar Drive Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49009
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CORDANI, CAITLIN A

---

4363
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XCEL

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97534624 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Variable speed drives for machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Extract Production Services, LLC Address Extract Production Services, LLC 12502 E. 55th Street Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74146 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Examiner Attorney
Examiner Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
TM 3345 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534648 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Promedev, LLC Address Promedev, LLC Suite 140 11335 NE 122nd Way Kirkland WASHINGTON 98034 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LMED-2-1026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIQUISET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534654 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Intermediate bulk containers primarily of cardboard and also including a bladder used to ship bulk non-hazardous liquids

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TRANSCOM INTERNATIONAL, INC. Address TRANSCOM INTERNATIONAL, INC. 2893 FM 1094 Rd Sealy TEXAS 77474 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DESKTIME TALENT INC

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97534660
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TALENT INC"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Human resources consultation; Human resources management; Professional staffing and recruiting services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 2019

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Desktime Talent Inc.
- **Address**: Desktime Talent Inc. 18 Belle Ave Ossining NEW YORK 10562
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: K557010219

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MILLENNIALS DRINK WINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97534661</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of wine; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, wine tastings, for others; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring wine and food pairings, information about wine; Providing education in the field of wine rendered through correspondence courses

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jan. 01, 2018 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2018

**For** Consultation services, namely, creative and strategic consultation regarding development and production of marketing campaigns for others

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Jan. 01, 2018 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Millennials Drink Wine LLC **Address** Millennials Drink Wine LLC 377 Rector Pl #5f New York NEW YORK 10280 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** K555837839

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** TORRES, MIGUEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERGY FACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534665  Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5424304, 4774069

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Promedev, LLC  Address Promedev, LLC Suite 140  11335 NE 122nd Way  Kirkland  WASHINGTON 98034  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LMED-2-1026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE FAMILY GREAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97534667
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Book covers; Book jackets; Book markers; Book marks; Blank journal books; Blank lesson plan books; Blank manuscript books; Covers for books; Covers of paper for books; Jackets of paper for books; Memory books; Printed address books and printed diaries; Printed appointment books; Printed baby books; Printed children's books; Printed children's activity books; Printed children's pop-up books; Printed coloring books; Printed coloring books for adults; Printed comic books; Printed composition books; Printed cook books; Printed copy books; Printed engagement books; Printed flip books; Printed hymn books; Printed note books; Printed picture books; Printed recipe books; Printed talking children's books; Printed travel books; Protective covers for books; Scrap books; Series of printed babies' books; Series of printed children's books; Series of printed story books; Sticker books; Wirebound books
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For**: Product development; Research and development of new products
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Family Great, LLC
- **Address**: The Family Great, LLC  1007 Gazania Hill  San Antonio  TEXAS  78260
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TORRES, MIGUEL A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
INNOFLOORING

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97534672</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Construction materials, namely, non-metal flooring materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>19 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | JY Innovations LLC |
| Address | JY Innovations LLC 251 S Lake Ave #800 Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91011 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K557196395 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | TORRES, MIGUEL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JOE T.'S

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97534676
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4775523

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1980

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Joe T. Garcia's Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: Joe T. Garcia's Enterprises, Inc. 2201 N. Commerce St. Fort Worth TEXAS 76164
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEN TIGERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534697 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Energy drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BALFAQEEH, AHMED M DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA ABTCo Address BALFAQEEH, AHMED M 4450 OCEAN DR Corpus christi TEXAS 78412 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP
SALE FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PATRA LEE'S HANDCRAFTED
1848 HERITAGE ICE CREAM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97534703</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a circle with the words "Patra Lee's" in a stylized font curved at the top. The words "Ice Cream" in a stylized font curved at the bottom of the circle. In the middle of the circle are the words "Handcrafted" below "Patra Lee's." Below that is the word "Heritage" with the numbers "1848" in the center between "Handcrafted" and "Heritage".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "HANDCRAFTED" AND "ICE CREAMS"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring ice cream; On-line wholesale store services featuring ice cream
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2022

- **For**: Ice cream
  - **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
  - **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GEISHA ENTERTAINMENT AND HOSPITALITY INC.
- **Address**: GEISHA ENTERTAINMENT AND HOSPITALITY INC. 14211 Vanessa Cir Houston TEXAS 77069
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: L553988817
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BEAU COLLECTIVE PARK CITY, UTAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534716 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "THE BEAU COLLECTIVE PARK CITY, UTAH" with a star for the letter "O" in "COLLECTIVE" and the stylized design of a pine tree. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COLLECTIVE" AND "PARK CITY, UTAH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting unique fitness workout classes to challenge individuals physically while offering community building and social enhancement; provide concierge approach to fitness and high intensity interval training (HIIT) in a team-based atmosphere, namely, arranging and conducting of fitness classes; personal fitness training services; physical fitness exercise studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities; conducting workouts, namely, conducting fitness classes; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of physical fitness; personal fitness training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 11, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Beau Collective, LLC Address The Beau Collective, LLC 6699 N. Landmark Drive, Suite L110 Park City UTAH 84098 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BEAU, 41
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J

4376
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIG SMILES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97534717  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording BIG SMILES above a smiley face holding a toothbrush.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mobile dental care services; mobile comprehensive dental care services provided to children in school facilities; charitable services, namely, organizing and administering a program to provide in-school dental care to students
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Jul. 2016  In Commerce  Jul. 2016  Used Anywhere in Another Form
The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/00/2009
Used in Commerce in Another Form
The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/00/2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Reachout Healthcare America Ltd.
Address  Reachout Healthcare America Ltd.  15458 N. 28th Ave, Ste. A  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85053
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  25980-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CASH IS DEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534721 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit card transaction processing services; Merchant services, namely, payment transaction processing services; Money transfer; Processing of credit card payments; Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options using a mobile device at a point of sale
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAYARC LLC Address PAYARC LLC 411 W Putnam Ave, Ste 340 Greenwich CONNECTICUT 06830 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11844/316032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KODIAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97534731 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 04, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Variable speed drives for machines
International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title: Machinery
First Use: Mar. 25, 2020
In Commerce: Mar. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Extract Production Services, LLC
Address: Extract Production Services, LLC 12502 E. 55th Street Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74146
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VINTAGE 1946

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534737 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts for clothing; Coats; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Hoodies; Pants; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Trousers; Athletic pants; Bathing suits for men; Button down shirts; Coats for men; Coats for men; Long-sleeved shirts; Pants for men; Shirts for men; Short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Shorts for men; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweatpants for men; T-shirts; T-shirts for men; Trousers for men; Waist belts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Berle Manufacturing Company DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Vintage 1946 Address Berle Manufacturing Company 1549 Folly Road Charleston SOUTH CAROLINA 29412 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number  97534744  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For  Hair scrunchie with flexible arms that can be woven into the hair to prevent tangles
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  Jun. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 07, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Walsh, Heather Harrison  Address  Walsh, Heather Harrison  1614 Kirby Dr.  Houston  TEXAS  77019
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  0993-09TM

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NIDG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534745 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NIDG", and the letter "D" shaded in grey. The color grey represents shading and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Electric cables and wires; Electrical adapters; Power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets; Smartphone battery chargers; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen NewTowen Technology Co., LTD. Address Shenzhen NewTowen Technology Co., LTD. 4th Floor, No. 2 Yueming Street Guantian Community, Shiyan Street Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMERICA A BEAUTIFUL MOSAIC!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534755 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AMERICA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pollard, Fred Wayne DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Fredy Wayne Address Pollard, Fred Wayne P.O. Box 2284 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55402 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) F&T LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534759 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “LLC”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freight transportation by truck; Moving company services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name F&T LLC Address F&T LLC 315 E. 5th Street, Ste. 202 Waterloo IOWA 50703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POOLVANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534763 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swimming-pool maintenance; Swimming pool cleaning services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poolvana LLC Address Poolvana LLC 1401 21st ST STE R Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95811 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CHRISTEYES EYES OF LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97534767 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a pair of eyes with eyebrows on each eye on top of a cross. The word "Christeyes" is underneath this logo in which the cross is also used as the letter "T" in a stylish, bold font. At the very bottom are the words "eyes of love". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fundraising services by means of organizing, arranging and conducting fundraising programs for the benefit of churches and non-profits via live music
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For  Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of music, religion, inspirational topics, motivational speeches
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For  Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Downloadable music files; Downloadable podcasts in the field of music, religion, inspirational topics, motivational speeches
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mark Favro Address  Mark Favro  2710 Carolina Blue Ave  Henderson  NEVADA  89052 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name: Lei Lee Welsh
Address: Lei Lee Welsh 2710 Carolina Blue Ave Henderson NEVADA 89052
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: K556823319

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
USA MULLET CHAMPIONSHIPS

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97534769
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an isosceles triangle type shape with inward curves at the two top points and outward curved lines to the bottom point, a border around the entire isosceles triangle type shape that consists of a black line, then white space, then another black line, with the top one-third of the isosceles triangle type shape colored red and the bottom two-third of the isosceles triangle type shape colored blue, with a white star superimposed over the isosceles triangle type shape in its upper left corner with the wording "USA" in red, with a black and white image of a man's head superimposed over the middle of the isosceles triangle type shape that has sunglasses, a beard, short hair on top and long hair in the back, with the wording "MULLET" in white with a black border superimposed over the middle bottom of the isosceles triangle type shape, with a red pennant shape with black and white border superimposed over the bottom of the isosceles triangle type shape with the wording "CHAMPIONSHIPS" in white inside of the pennant shape.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "USA MULLET CHAMPIONSHIPS"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Entertainment in the nature of pageant competitions; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of mullet hair styles
- **International Classes**: 41
- **Primary Classes**: US Classes 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2020

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Mullet Champ, LLC
- **Address**: Mullet Champ, LLC 108 S. Pine St., Suite 1 Fenton MICHIGAN 48430
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: DEAN, JULES J.
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97534798</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Mobile dental care services; mobile comprehensive dental care services provided to children in school facilities; charitable services, namely, organizing and administering a program to provide in-school dental care to students
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Feb. 1995
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 1995

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Reachout Healthcare America Ltd.
- **Address**: Reachout Healthcare America Ltd. 15458 N. 28th Ave, Ste. A
- **City**: Phoenix
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 25980-7

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97534799</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a top view of a whiskey barrel with an image of an outline of bird in the middle of the barrel. The bird is looking to the right of the barrel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hats; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Polo shirts; Tee shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Birdie &amp; Barrel, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Birdie &amp; Barrel, LLC 6135 Abington Way Houston TEXAS 77008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LORENZO, GEORGE M |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97534817</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Providing information relating to material treatment
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Adrienne Weimer Coaching LLC
- **Address**: Adrienne Weimer Coaching LLC 1335 Raleigh St Denver COLORADO 80204
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 2793899CB4

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ANDREW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SCENT THERAPY-HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97534819  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SCENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric aromatherapy oil diffusers; Electric essential oil diffusers; Plug-in diffusers for air fragrances; Plug-in diffusers for aromatic oils; Ultrasonic aromatherapy diffusers; Ultrasonic essential oil diffusers

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Body lotion; Body wash; Fragrances; Fragrances for household purposes; Fragrances for personal use; Hair conditioner; Hair shampoo; Lotions for face and body care; Room fragrances; Scented body lotions and creams; Scented body spray; Scented oils

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Scented candles; Scented wax for use in candle warmers

International Classes  4 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Scent Guru Group LLC  Address  The Scent Guru Group LLC  3205 Cumberland Blvd. SE, Unit 407 Atlanta  GEORGIA  30339  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SGG_22_TM1
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, ANDREW T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIPXURIOUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97534822</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cosmetics; Lipstick |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Riaz, Claudio |
| Address | Riaz, Claudio 777 n Michigan ave Chicago ILLINOIS 60611 |
| Legal Entity | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 77C2F46490 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<p>| Examining Attorney | CLARK, ANDREW T |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2005 West Cypress Creek Road, Suite 106</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FLORIDA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEALTHY WOMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534829 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WOMAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts for Adults; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sweaters for Adults; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; T-shirts for Adults; Tops as clothing for Adults; Tops as clothing; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts for Adults
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Adonica Lissette Brown Address Adonica Lissette Brown Unit 277 10228 E Northwest Hwy Dallas TEXAS 75238 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CLARK, ANDREW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DAPPER YAPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534848 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, wrestling exhibitions and performances by professional wrestlers and entertainers rendered live and through broadcast media including television and radio, and via the Internet or commercial online service; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by an actor, host, announcer, master of ceremonies and singer
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2021 In Commerce May 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Justin Roberts, LLC Address Justin Roberts, LLC Suite 101 160 Greentree Drive Dover DELAWARE 19904 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 154462.01030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSGOOD, KRISTYNA E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
GLOWING GREENS POWDER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97534852  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "GREENS POWDER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Powders used in the preparation of smoothies  
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Beauty Detox LLC  
- **Address**: Beauty Detox LLC 5830 E 2nd St. Casper WYOMING 82609  
- **Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 112187.tbd

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VULSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534876 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording VULSA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Dietary food supplements; Mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xcellent Exchange USA, LLC Address Xcellent Exchange USA, LLC 955 PATRICK INDUSTRIAL CT. Winder GEORGIA 30680 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vulsa

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KOMET DIAO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97534881
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of KOMET in the mark is COMET; The wording DIAO has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2679661, 4487081, 7008297

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: dental instruments, namely, burs, cutters, drills; diamond instruments for dentistry, namely, burs, cutters, drills; dental drills; dental drill bits used in dental motors to enable dentists to cut or drill teeth
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gebr. Brasseler GmbH & Co. KG
- **Address**: Trophagener Weg 25, Lemgo, FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: gmbh & co. kg
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 125641-00237
- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534937 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5019453

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and education services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of outdoor recreation via cable television and the internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BD Outdoors, LLC Address BD Outdoors, LLC 3954 Murphy Canyon Rd San Diego CALIFORNIA 92123 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHOLE SOME GOODS.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97534947  Application Filing Date: Aug. 04, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "WHOLE SOME GOODS." with a stylized heart design replacing the letter "O" in the word "SOME". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "GOODS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Business administration assistance; Business administration services; Business services, namely, combined strategic goods or services sourcing and cooperative purchasing for others; Business strategic planning services; Corporate image development consultation; Sales management services; Sales promotion; Sales promotion for others
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: WHGO-011
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97534948 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized polygon design comprised of the stylized wording "FW" and two quadrilateral designs. The letter "F" appears above the letter "W", with one quadrilateral design featured above the letter "W" and the other featured on the left side of the letter "W". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Headbands; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Athletic skirts; Crop tops; Hats; Headbands against sweating; Maternity leggings, namely, leggings featuring built-in maternity bands; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Skirts and dresses; Sports bra; Sports bras; Tank-tops; Tank tops; Ankle socks; Anti-perspirant socks; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Board shorts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Clothing, namely, leggings and shorts containing slimming substances; Crop pants; Cycling shorts; Dance pants; Fight shorts for mixed martial arts or grappling; Golf shorts; Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Henley shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Moisture-wicking headbands; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Non-slip socks; Panties, shorts and briefs; Rugby shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports caps and hats; Stretch pants; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; Tap pants; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Track pants; Walking shorts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind pants; Wind shirts; Women's hats and hoods; Woolly hats; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts; Yoga socks
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  FitWerk, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA FitWerk, Inc Address  FitWerk, Inc 120 Clay SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 78204 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PURATH, ANICKA S

4403
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLACK DIARY LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534958 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLACK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, conferences, competitions and field trips for black, african, afro-latino, and minority school-aged youth in the field of mathematics; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, conferences, and competitions in the field of mathematics and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of leadership, talent development, and marketing; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the fields of history, culture, spirituality, art, social justice, and civic engagement; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of empowerment and self worth; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of adolescent youth, teens, adult men and women in the field of eco-friendly lifestyles; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of adolescent youth, teens, adult men and women in the field of self-improvement; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of adolescent youth, teens, adult men and women in the field of talent development; Charitable services, namely, academic mentoring of school age children; Charitable services, namely, academic mentoring of adolescent youth, teens, adult men and women; Charitable services, namely, mentoring disadvantaged girls in the field of life skills, leadership, education and confidence; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of mathematics, advanced college placements, college preparation, and career exploration; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 05, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MR. LEMON LAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535001  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “LEMON LAW”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Century Law Group, LLP  Composed of  General Partner Edward Lear who is a Citizen of the United States
Address  Century Law Group, LLP  Suite 345  5200 W. Century Boulevard, East Tower  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA 90045  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CEN-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XYGStudy

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97535003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Motherboards; Circuit boards; Computer expansion boards; Electric cables and wires; Electric connectors; Ethernet controllers; Flat panel display screens; Game cameras; Infrared detectors; Integrated circuits; Integrated circuits and integrated circuit cores for use in wireless communications and wireless communication equipment and apparati and digital signal processors (DSP); Power adapters; Printed circuit boards; Teaching robots; Video screens

**International Classes**  
9 - Primary Classes
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use In Commerce**  
May 21, 2016

**In Commerce**  
Jul. 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Shenzhen BoBo Electronics Co., Ltd
**Address**  Shenzhen BoBo Electronics Co., Ltd Rm. 419, Bldg. H, LiFengGe LiHuHuaYuan, BuLong Rd., BuJi St. Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  DH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARTISTICALLY GRACED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535008 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management in the field of social media; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Artistically Graced Consulting, LLC Address Artistically Graced Consulting, LLC 1304 Sunset Blvd Suite # 1160 West Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29169 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAUCQI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535024 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KAUCQI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Hanging lamps; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for wall mounting; Pendant lighting fixtures International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jieqi E-business Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jieqi E-business Co., Ltd. F-F419,Huachuangda Center Business Bldg District 42, Anle Community, Xin'an St Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518101 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535026 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the number 3 appearing inside a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, skirts, sweatshirts, jackets, pants, jeans, headwear, socks, and shorts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tony Michael Nunez Address Tony Michael Nunez 4434 Syracuse Drive San Bernardino
CALIFORNIA 92407 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRAGONSHIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535077 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Formulatrix International Holding Ltd Address Formulatrix International Holding Ltd Gate Bldg, Dubai Intl. Financial Centre Unit 6, Level 13, Gate District Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR. Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 055694-00109

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERILYTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535078 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Portable medical diagnostic apparatus for detecting biomarkers in bodily fluids, namely, fluid of the eye; osmolarity biomarker testing apparatus for diagnosis of eye disease
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TEARLAB RESEARCH, INC.  Address  TEARLAB RESEARCH, INC.  940 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 100  Southlake  TEXAS  76092  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  37847-TM1014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OBLSLFA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97535082</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Bowls; Dishware; Lunchboxes; Baskets for household purposes; Candle jars; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Napkin rings, not of precious metal; Ornaments of crystal; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Serving scoops; Trays for domestic purposes |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 05, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Wuhan Liqimei Network Technology Co.,Ltd. |
| Address | Wuhan Liqimei Network Technology Co.,Ltd. Room 201, Building 2, Donglin Wailu Donghu New Technology Development Zone Wuhan CHINA 430000 |
| Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | Sha2110 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | YONTEF, DAVID ERIC |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97535086</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dog apparel
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Trent Landers
- **Address**: Trent Landers 1337 Wilshire Drive Birmingham ALABAMA 35213
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
**Mark Literal(s)** FUSION ARRAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535094
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ARRAY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Custom design of geophysical instrumentation and related computer software; collection and recording of passive seismic data for the petroleum, mining and geotechnical industries using sensors; collection and recording of microseismic activity and strain data associated with subsurface operations for the petroleum, mining and geotechnical industries using sensors; geophysical seismic analysis services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Engineering Seismology Group Canada Inc.
- **Address**: Engineering Seismology Group Canada Inc. 20 Hyperion Court Kingston, Ontario CANADA K7K7K2
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1284-0045US
- **Examining Attorney**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  I LIKE BIG BUTTS AND A CAN OF LIMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535095  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Card games; Trivia game played with cards and game components
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DadBod Games LLC  Address  DadBod Games LLC  82 Faulkner Road  Madison  ALABAMA  35756
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAVANT AUDIO LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535115 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AUDIO LABS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media applications
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Savant Audio Labs LLC. Address Savant Audio Labs LLC. 8 The Green, Ste A Dover DELAWARE 19901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
Mark Literal(s) YESTERDAY'S MEDICINE, TODAY'S SCIENCE

Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) YESTERDAY'S MEDICINE, TODAY'S SCIENCE

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (based on intent to use) Adhesive tapes for medical purposes; Dietary supplements; Medical adhesive tape
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For (based on intent to use) Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical therapy purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44
International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For (based on use in commerce) Education services, namely, providing live and on-line seminars and workshops in the field of of dietary supplements and wholistic medicine
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jun. 01, 2022
In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fringe, Inc.
Address Fringe, Inc. 2244 Nile St. Lakewood COLORADO 80228
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEEN OUTLOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535164 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of psychology
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ihli, Stephen P. Address Ihli, Stephen P. 423-D San Vicente Blvd Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90402
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BONG MUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535198 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consist of the image of a head wearing headphones with hair standing straight up all in gold. The words "BONG MUSIC" appear below, also in gold. The black background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MUSIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music publishing services; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BONG MUSIC LLC Address BONG MUSIC LLC Suite # 130 2102 Business Center Dr. Irvine CALIFORNIA 92612 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KJIAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535258  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a green, round, silhouetted profile of a woman's head, with a small angular nose on the right side of the head, a diagonal line across the left side of the head and a semi-circle extending from the left of the head to give the impression of the woman's hair, and a small arc near the middle of the head representing a closed eye. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for financial forecasting and planning, contract database organization, and contract management
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Contravariance LLC  Address  Contravariance LLC  90 State Street, Suite 700, Office 40  Albany  NEW YORK  12207  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OH OPENHOUSE HOME INSURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535259 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "O" and "H" stylized in the shape of a three-dimensional A-frame house. The "H" makes up the right side of the house and right side of the roof, with the top portion of the "H" slanted to the left to form the shape of the roof. The "H" is dark grey in color. To the left of the bottom portion of the "H" is an orange square with rounded off points forming the inside border of the "O", which is stylized to form the front wall of the house. The wall making up the "O" is transparent with the background and no color is claimed as the background. To the right of the "OH" house icon is the stylized wording "OPENHOUSE" as a single word, with only the "O" and "H" in capitalized form. The word "OPEN" is depicted in orange and the word "HOUSE" in dark gray. Below the words "OPENHOUSE" is the styled wording "HOME INSURANCE" in smaller block font and gray in color.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "HOME INSURANCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Claims adjustment in the field of insurance; Insurance claims administration; Insurance claims processing; Insurance services, namely, writing property and casualty insurance; Assessing insurance claims
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frontline Insurance Managers, Inc. Address Frontline Insurance Managers, Inc. 500 International Parkway Lake Mary FLORIDA 32746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
EOHILIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535267  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: pharmaceutical products, namely, budesonide oral suspension (or BOS) for eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE)  
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ViroPharma Biologics LLC  
- **Address**: ViroPharma Biologics LLC 300 Shire Way Lexington MASSACHUSETTS 02421  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTOINEE/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 256503000017

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OH OPENHOUSE HOME INSURANCE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number   97535274 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "O" and "H" stylized in the shape of a three-dimensional A-frame house. The "H" makes up the right side of the house and right side of the roof, with the top portion of the "H" slanted to the left to form the shape of the roof. The "H" is dark gray in color. To the left of the bottom portion of the "H" is an orange square with rounded off points forming the inside border of the "O", which is stylized to form the front wall of the house. The wall making up the "O" is transparent with the background and no color is claimed as the background. Below the "OH" house icon is the stylized wording "OPENHOUSE" as a single word, with only the "O" and "H" in capitalized form. The word "OPEN" is depicted in orange and the word "HOUSE" in dark grey. The "OH" house icon is centered directly above letters "N" and "H" in "OPENHOUSE". Below the words "OPENHOUSE" is the styled wording "HOME INSURANCE" in smaller block font and gray in color. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "HOME INSURANCE"

Goods and Services Information
For  Claims adjustment in the field of insurance; Insurance claims administration; Insurance claims processing; Assessing insurance claims; Insurance services, namely, writing property and casualty insurance International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jan. 28, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 28, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Frontline Insurance Managers, Inc. Address  Frontline Insurance Managers, Inc.  500 International Parkway Lake Mary FLORIDA 32746 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMS SAFETY OFFICER NAEMT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535281 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle thinly outlined in blue, inside of which is a concentric circle with a thick orange outline, inside of which is a concentric circle thinly outlined in blue. Inside of the concentric circle outlined in blue is a white concentric circle with a green triangle outlined in blue. Inside the green triangle is a blue star of life outlined in white with a White Rod of Asclepius. At the top of the concentric circle with the thick orange outline are the words "EMS SAFETY OFFICER" in white, and at the bottom is the acronym "NAEMT" in white. There is white between the blue concentric circle and the orange concentric circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, orange, white and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EMS SAFETY OFFICER" OR THE DESIGN OF "STAR OF LIFE" AND "ROD OF ASCLEPIUS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting continuing education courses in the field of emergency medical services and distribution of printed materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic formation on the same topic
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA NAEMT Address NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS PO BOX 1400 Clinton MISSISSIPPI 39060 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, DEEP K
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APOTEK

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97535290 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "APOTEK" in the mark is "PHARMACY."

Goods and Services Information
For Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission; Typeface fonts recorded on magnetic media; Downloadable printing fonts
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 27, 2006 In Commerce Aug. 19, 2020

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Lomakin, Diana Address Lomakin, Diana 54 Hibbert Street Arlington MASSACHUSETTS 02476
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number APOTEK SCM

Examining Attorney
Exchanging Attorney MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

GLISSADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97535305 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "GLISSADE" in the mark is SLIDE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission; Typeface fonts recorded on magnetic media; Downloadable printing fonts
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lomakin, Diana  Address  Lomakin, Diana  54 Hibbert Street  Arlington  MASSACHUSETTS  02476
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GLISSADE SCM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO
TM 3404 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REGULOSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535318 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0131638/1715111 International Registration Number 1715111 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6721782

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Regulatory compliance consulting in the field of domestic and international legislation, domestic and international standards development, domestic and international building codes development, regulatory market forecasting, advocacy, product compliance coordination services, and corporate acquisition due diligence, and preparing of regulatory compliance reports associated with all the aforementioned
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 28, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Regulosity LLC Address Regulosity LLC 247 W FRESHWATER WAY, SUITE 528 Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exancing Attorney BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WINREAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97535332 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "WINREAL" under a whale. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Sleeping bags for babies
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Jun. 30, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ningbo Wenrui E-commerce Co.,Ltd. Address  Ningbo Wenrui E-commerce Co.,Ltd.  3-2-101,No. 26,Lane 218 Wangshan Rd., No. 751 Changxing Rd,Jiangbei Dist, Ningbo,Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAMIFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535356 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FAMIFIT has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dumbbells; Trampolines; Aerobic step machines; Body-building apparatus; Dumbbell sets; Elliptical trainers; Exercise balls; Exercise bars; Exercise equipment, namely, abdominal boards; Exercise equipment, namely, stair-stepping machines; Exercise trampolines; Exercise treadmills; Exercising equipment, namely, rowing machines; Hang gliders; Rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; Running machines; Skipping ropes; Stationary exercise bicycles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FamiFit (Shanghai) Health Technology Co., Ltd. Address FamiFit (Shanghai) Health Technology Co., Ltd. Room 901, Building 16, Lane 1977 Jinshajiang Road, Putuo District Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CNA LAWYERS INSURANCE PORTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535372 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAWYERS INSURANCE PORTAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5026836, 0216959, 5026833 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an Internet website portal featuring the ability for administrators to provide quotations and issue liability insurance products, and to create and distribute policy documents, view claim information, and generate reports International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CNA Financial Corporation Address CNA Financial Corporation 151 N. Franklin St. Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 62054-7110
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T EL TRUCK DE LAS FLORES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535393 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a letter "T" in capital letters with three leaves on the top. Below is written the phrase "EL TRUCK DE LAS FLORES" in special form. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EL TRUCK DE LAS FLORES" Translation  The English translation of "EL TRUCK DE LAS FLORES" in the mark is "THE FLOWER TRUCK".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail florist shops
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Dec. 03, 2020 In Commerce  Dec. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DLAVII, LLC Address  DLAVII, LLC 1820 N Corporate Lakes Blvd  Weston FLORIDA 33326 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) PEARLS & POCKETBOOKS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97535457</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing documentary television series featuring stories of family history, personal history, and life stories provided through webcasts, world wide web, and streaming; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of television shows in the fields of family history, personal history, and life stories; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of family history, personal history, and life stories

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Feb. 08, 2021 **In Commerce** Feb. 08, 2021

**For** Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to access, search, update, and share information and data in the fields of family history, personal history, and life stories; electronic storage services for archiving electronic data in the fields of family history, personal history, and life stories

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes **Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Shine Girl Shine Productions, LLC **Address** Shine Girl Shine Productions, LLC Ste N 2501 Chatham Rd. Springfield ILLINOIS 62704 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAKING SAFE SIMPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535458 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical adhesive tape
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Apparatus for transmission of communication
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Medical information; Nursing, medical
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STAR LUMINAL, LLC Address STAR LUMINAL, LLC 24165 IH 10 WEST #217-647 SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 78257 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOMAINE DE LA JOLIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535468 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording DOMAINE DE LA JOLIVE forming an arc appearing in GOLD. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) GOLD is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of domaine de la in the mark is domain of the; The wording jolive has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; White wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 01, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ASGRAM Address ASGRAM 4301 SW 14th Street Miami FLORIDA 33134 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DOCENTRX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97535521</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6805142, 6805143

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Customized prescription formulas, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological conditions
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Docent, Inc.
- **Address**: Docent, Inc. 360 1st Ave #257 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94401
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: W-30156-RM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOCENTRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535526 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6805142, 6805143

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation in the field of dermatology delivered on-line; medical skincare services, namely, evaluation and customized prescription treatment of skin conditions
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Docent, Inc. Address Docent, Inc. 360 1st Ave #257 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W-30156-RM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** Highbunni

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97535580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For Jewelry</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For On-line retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry; Promoting the goods and services of others</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For Hats; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Linse Wilbur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Linse Wilbur 1465 Tamarind Ave #159 Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>K556313972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>LOVELACE, JAMES B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIONYSSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535582 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Shoe boxes for storage made of plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dionyssa Inc. Address Dionyssa Inc. 117 Lady Karen Crescent Maple, ON CANADA L6A4M3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BLUE CLOVER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number:** 97535583
- **Application Filing Date:** Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Dietary supplements; Mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements
- **International Classes:** 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title:** Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use:** Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Aug. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** High Energy Labs, Inc.
- **Address:** High Energy Labs, Inc. PO BOX 485 Heber UTAH 84032
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** UTAH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** LOVELACE, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AIKELIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MACROMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535601 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Steelwool; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning sponges; Dust-pans; Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Mop buckets; Mop heads; Mop wringer buckets; Mop wringers; Scouring pads; Soap boxes; Soap brackets; Soap containers; Soap dishes; Soap dispensers; Soap dispensing dish brushes; Soap holders; Soap holders and boxes; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Toilet brush holders; Toilet brushes; Toilet paper dispensers; Toilet paper holders; Trash cans; Automatic soap dispensers; Automatic opening and closing trash cans; Cleaning cloths of microfiber for kitchen; Cleaning cloths of microfiber for electronic devices; Dishes for soap; Dispensers for liquid soap; Floor polish applicators mountable on a mop handle; Holders for toilet paper; Household scouring pads; Metal scouring pads; Stainless steel soaps; Step trash cans; Wall soap dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CELIK, OGUZHAN Address CELIK, OGUZHAN 3697 Miramontes Circle Wellington FLORIDA 33414 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EAR AND LOATHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535632  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable podcasts in the field of music and music commentary via global communications networks and wireless devices; providing a website featuring non-downloadable sound recordings in the field of music and music commentary; production of sound recordings, namely, podcasts
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 26, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2022

For  Downloadable sound recordings, namely, podcasts in the field of music and music commentary
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 26, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PIPITONE, DAMON  Address  PIPITONE, DAMON  4450 Richard Circle  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90032  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ITAKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535651 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of ITAKU in the mark is charge; trust; consignment.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting technician services for events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hansen, Clay Address Hansen, Clay 6769 Airdale Cir Las Vegas NEVADA 89103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROTTEN TOMATOES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535674 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Games, namely, board games, action skill games, and card games; trivia games played with cards and game components; game equipment and accessories for playing a board game sold as a unit comprised primarily of a playing board, die, question and answer playing cards, and playing card cases in the nature of boxes and holders, and also including rules of play; playing cards
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fandango Media, LLC Address Fandango Media, LLC 100 Universal City Plaza Universal City CALIFORNIA 91608 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81501071
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97535720 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording XiDonDon has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls; Action figures International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Qianyan Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Qianyan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 506, 5th Floor, No. 177 Longcheng Avenue, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US041668T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SWIITHOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535723 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording swiithome has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes hooks of metal; Common metal bands for the identification of pet animals; Furniture fittings of metal; Metal chains; Metal clothesline wire; Metal picture hangers; Metal pipes and tubes; Metal tent pegs; Metallic doors, windows, shutters, slatted shutters; Modular metal animal houses for pigs, dogs, chickens; Pet collar accessories, namely, metal bells; Plant hangers of metal; Tent poles of metal; Works of art of common metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Linhai Meijuan Handicraft Store Composed of Huayong Mao, a citizen of China Address Linhai Meijuan Handicraft Store No. 118, Nanfeng Village Xiaozhi Town, Linhai Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 317000 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041717T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
Mark Literal(s) LDSTENT

Mark Claim Type Trademark

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Jinhua Esther trade Co., Ltd.
Address Jinhua Esther trade Co., Ltd. Room 201 Unit 1 Block 6, 439 Binhong Road Wucheng District, Jinhua Zhejiang CHINA 321000

Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Goods and Services Information
For Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Disposable containers for household use; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Disposable duster sleeves for cleaning; Disposable gloves for home use; Disposable latex and nitrile gloves for general use; Disposable latex gloves for general use; Disposable liner pads for animal litter boxes; Disposable paperboard bakeware; Disposable plastic gloves for general use; Disposable plastic gloves for use in the food service industry; Disposable serving spoons; Disposable table plates

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

First Use Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 16, 2022
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOLIMEFASUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535726 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Dolimefasuo has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Action figures
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianyan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianyan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 506, 5th Floor, No. 177 Longcheng Avenue, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041693T
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MXXKMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535735 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording mxxkms has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flowerpots; Ovenware; Pushbrooms; Cages for pets; Candy boxes; Flower pot holders; Flower vases; Plastic storage containers for household use; Raised garden planters; Serving trays; Stemware holders; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Wine bottle cradles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Datangwei Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Datangwei Trading Co., Ltd. Room 201, No. 2, Shangxi 2nd Lane Xinqiao Community, Xinqiao Street Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041742T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRANSPANEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535737 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TRANSPANEL has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Solar-powered battery chargers; Solar batteries; Solar panels for production of electricity
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN BRIGHTMOUNT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN BRIGHTMOUNT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 14F13A21, BLK A, XINTIANXIA BAIRUIDA BLDG., BANTIAN ST., LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041689T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVAKVISTA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535742
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable cloud-based software for experimental biological data ingestion, annotation, management, analysis, modeling, and visualization; Downloadable computer application software for handheld computers, laptops, desktops, and server systems, namely, software for experimental biological data ingestion, annotation, management, analysis, modeling, and visualization; Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

- **For**: Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer software for experimental biological data ingestion, annotation, management, analysis, modeling, and visualization; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for experimental biological data ingestion, annotation, management, analysis, modeling, and visualization
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Novasenta, Inc.
- **Address**: Novasenta, Inc. 350 Technology Drive, Suite 501 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15219
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVAKBASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97535743</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Downloadable cloud-based software for use as non-transitory computer-readable storage medium comprising of computer-executable instructions, graph-based biomedical data collection, management, annotation, analysis, and visualization; downloadable computer application software for handheld computers, laptops, desktops, and server systems, namely, software for use in collection, storage, management of electronic biomedical data; downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer software for collection, storage and management of electronic data in a graph format, to aid in annotation, analysis, modeling, discovery, prediction, and visualization of data; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in data collection, storage and management of electronic graph-formatted data to aid in annotation, analysis, modeling, drug discovery, prediction, and visualization of biomedical related data

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novasenta, Inc.</td>
<td>Novasenta, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 350 Technology Drive, Suite 501 | Pittsburgh |

| PENNSYLVANIA | 15219 |

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** A Tyre

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535760
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Humidifiers; Lamps; Searchlights; Automotive headlamps; Electric holiday lights; Electric night lights; Floor lamps; Fluorescent lamps; Fluorescent lighting tubes; Lamp reflectors; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Sun lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Liao Zhanwen
- **Address**: No. 5-1, Xiongtang Villager Group Gongzhe, Longwo Town, Zijin County, Heyuan, Guangdong, CHINA 517000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TZL2022-4321

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUNKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535773 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laundry hampers for domestic or household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Radea Creations Address Radea Creations 11580 Summer Oak Dr Germantown MARYLAND 20874
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97535783  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - An illustration drawing with word(s) / letter(s) / number(s) in
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "ALPULON" in stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "ALPULON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5265802

Goods and Services Information
For  Clothing stretchers; Cosmetic brushes; Dishwashing brushes; Drying racks for laundry; Fitted vanity cases; Mop wringer buckets; Pet brushes; Portable coolers, non-electric; Vessels for making ices and ice cream, non-electric; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Jul. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 11, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  ALPULON INC  Address  ALPULON INC  1099 18th Street  Suite 2900  Denver, COLORADO  80202
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  TUS119017

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YESS WATCHES THE POSITIVE ATTITUDE OF TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535813 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "YESS" in the center of a circle above the wording "WATCHES" below the wording "THE POSITIVE ATTITUDE OF TIME" curved around the inside of the circle. Two small open circles appear after the wording "POSITIVE" and "TIME". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "WATCHES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For analog quartz and LCD watches for men, women and children; wall clocks, leather and metal watch straps
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hoyos, Yonh Darío Address Hoyos, Yonh Darío Avenida Calle 24 # 95-12 Bogotá COLOMBIA Bod9
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship COLOMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 108978.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97535817</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 5148129 |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Insoles; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Aqua shoes; Beach footwear; Canvas shoes; Climbing footwear; Disposable slippers; Leather shoes; Rubber shoes; Snow boots; Sports shoes; Waterproof footwear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>ruan mingming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ruan mingming 405# 5 south district 30, west city road QuanZhou CHINA 355200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| **Docket Number** | TUS118995 |

**Examining Attorney**

| **Examining Attorney** | ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** UOPBYEA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97535818
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Heels; Fitted heel protectors for shoes; Footwear, namely, rubbers; Footwear, namely, work boots; Gloves with conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; Head wear; Insoles for shoes and boots; Outdoor gloves; Plastic baby bibs; Socks and stockings
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 28, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jingdezhen Qinghuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 018, Zone B, Ceramic Cross-border E-commerce Industrial Park, Zhushan Dist, Jingdezhen, Jiangxi, CHINA 333000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOCUSMILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97535819 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dentifrices; Breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; Breath freshening sprays; Dental bleaching gels; Hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; Mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; Teeth whitening preparations; Teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations; Tooth powder; Tooth whitening creams
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nanchang White Technology CO., LTD. Address  Nanchang White Technology CO., LTD. 101, building A3, No. 88, Dongyang Ave., Anyi County Industrial Park, Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330500 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118996

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOCUSMILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535820 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes; Artificial teeth; Baby feeding pacifiers; Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Incubators for medical purposes; Orthodontic appliances; Surgical apparatus and instruments for dental use; Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical use; X-ray apparatus for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanchang White Technology CO., LTD. Address Nanchang White Technology CO., LTD. 101, building A3, No. 88, Dongyang Ave., Anyi County Industrial Park, Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118997
Examiner Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIAO DIAMOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535822 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LIAO DIAMOND". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DIAMOND" Translation The wording "LIAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diamonds; Emerald; Jewelry; Wristwatches; Jewelry boxes; Necklaces; Processed or semi-processed precious metals; Rings; Silver thread jewelry; Works of art of precious metal
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CREATED DIAMONDS COMPANY LIMITED Address CREATED DIAMONDS COMPANY LIMITED FLAT/RM 615B 6/F TOWER A HUNG HOM COMMERCIAL CENTRE 39 MA TAU WAI ROAD HUNGHOM KL, HONG KONG Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
XAXUOI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97535823
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Curtains; Quilts; Towels; Banners and flags of textile; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bunting fabric; Cloth flags; Jute cloth; Nylon flags; Sleeping bags; Table cloth of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers’ blankets; Textiles with inspirational messages imprinted or woven into textiles
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ma, Fu
- **Address**: Ma, Fu No.7-13, Team 4, Longhe Village, Tangdian Street, Xinyi City, Jiangsu CHINA 221422
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOHOGEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535824 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BOHOGEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Pillowcases; Banners of textile or plastic; Bath linen, except clothing; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Flags of textile or plastic; Mattress covers; Net curtains; Non-woven textile fabrics; Pillow covers; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Table linen, not of paper; Table runners of textile; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Towels of textile; Wall hangings of textile; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Caiyun Yang Address Caiyun Yang No.12, Xinji Neighborhood Committee, Xinji Town, Wuhe County, Anhui Province CHINA 233300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119005
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YZOIKO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97535825</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio speakers; Batteries and battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Ear phones; Laptop computers; Personal stereos; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; Wireless chargers

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Shenzhen Beisilan Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address**  Shenzhen Beisilan Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 1405, Block B, Bld 3, Keyuan Phase I Jiazhaoye, Buji Street, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HARPER, HANNAH B
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

SKONYON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97535831</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;SKONYON&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;SKONYON&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5181026 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Jugs; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Ice buckets; Ice cube molds; Kitchen containers; Kitchen mitts; Oven mitts; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Strainers for household purposes; Wine openers

**International Classes**:  21 - Primary Classes **US Classes**:  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass **First Use**:  Jul. 08, 2022 **In Commerce**:  Jul. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SKONYON LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SKONYON LLC 16192 COASTAL HIGHWAY, LEWS DELAWARE 19958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number   | TUS119020 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SUGIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535834  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "SUGIFT" in stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "SUGIFT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5265800

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Haversacks; Parasols; Suitcases; Bags for sports; Beach umbrellas; Mountaineering sticks; Outdoor umbrellas; Travelling trunks; Umbrella covers
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jul. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SUGIFT INC  Address  SUGIFT INC  1285 Oakpoint Ave Fl 2  Bronx  NEW YORK  10474  Legal Entity  CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535837 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized light bulb with a lightning bolt in the center of the light bulb. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation, maintenance and repair of electrical systems, lighting, equipment, and appliances
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 06, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mr. Electric SPV LLC Address Mr. Electric SPV LLC 1010 N. University Parks Drive Waco TEXAS 76707 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1342920
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAREPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535838 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery-powered animal nail grinders; Dog clippers; Electric animal nail grinders; Hair clippers for animals; Hair trimmers; Hand-operated nail clippers for pets; Manual clippers; Nail clippers; Nail files; Nail scissors
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huayang Rongchuang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huayang Rongchuang Technology Co., Ltd. 313, Huayang Bldg, Bldg 41, Huaqiao New Village, Minqiang Community, Minzhi St, Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIYSNPTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535841 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lathes; Blow torches, namely, gas operated cutting torches; Electric arc cutting apparatus; Engraving machines; Hydraulic hammers; Paint sprayers; Pneumatic nail guns; Power-operated hand-held crimpers; Power-operated spray guns; Spray guns for paint
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Liyang E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Liyang E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm1301,13/F,Unit 2,Bldg 3, West of Baiyu Rd,Yusan South Rd, Guancheng Huizu, Zhengzhou City, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHOOBELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535843 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Whoobell" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Holders specially adapted for orthodontic retainers; Orthodontic retainers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 17, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Dongping Address Xu, Dongping No. 19, A Group of Xinjian Village Xiaohe Town, Xiaochang County Xiaogan City CHINA 432000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JACRAFTNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535848 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JaCraftNe has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collages; Arts and craft clay kits; Arts and craft paint kits; Desk sets; Gift bags; Paste for handicraft, for stationery or household purposes (banjaku-nori); Printed coloring books; Printed holiday cards; Stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jinzhou Network Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Jinzhou Network Technology Co., Ltd 4F-109, Phase II, Logistics Area No. 1, South China Avenue, Pinghu Street Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518111
Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JV0014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner FATHY, DOMINIC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) Jeyfull

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97535851</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**
The wording Jeyfull has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Comforters; Duvets; Quilts; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Duvet covers; Fitted bed sheets; Flat bed sheets; Pillow covers; Quilt covers

**International Classes**
24 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
42, 50

**International Class Title**
Fabrics

**First Use**
Jul. 15, 2022

**In Commerce**
Jul. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Xiangyang Pengcongersi Business Service Co., Ltd.

**Address**
Xiangyang Pengcongersi Business Service Co., Ltd.  No. 824, Group 2, Shuiwa Village  Yujiahu Community, Xiangcheng District  Xiangyang, Hubei  CHINA  441000

**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KANCOKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97535856  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "KANCOKIT", featuring the letter "O" as a fanciful tire design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "KANCOKIT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile seat cushions; Automobile wheel shields; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior trim; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Spare tyre covers; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Sun visors for automobiles; Vehicle seat protectors; Window rain guards for cars
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Aug. 02, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jin, Liyan  Address  Jin, Liyan  Room 319, Bldg. A, Nanfang International Plaza, Shixia North 3rd Street, Futian  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97535857  Application Filing Date: Aug. 04, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "CHUHAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Chairs; Furniture; Camping furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Hardware, namely, non-metal brackets for general use; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; School furniture; Tables; Window fasteners, not of metal; Window fittings, not of metal; Wood substrates, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in manufacturing of signs
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use: Jul. 17, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 17, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Zhongshan Pinkai Hardware Products Factory  Address: Zhongshan Pinkai Hardware Products Factory  10 Ka,1F,No.18,Lefeng 5 Rd.,Tiebian Vil. Maohui Industrial Zone, Henglan Town, Zhongshan  CHINA 528478  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: FATHY, DOMINIC
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97535863</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Xierdio" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Cups; Dishware; Lunchboxes; Bread boxes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Funnels for kitchen use; Kitchen mitts; Kitchen sponges; Trays for household purposes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use** | May 05, 2022 |
- **In Commerce** | May 05, 2022 |

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Longyan Yuanlong Engineering Management Service Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Longyan Yuanlong Engineering Management Service Co., Ltd. Room 1305, 2F, Bldg.4, No 19, Industrial West Road, Zhangbaitu Village, Xipi St. Xinluo, Longyan City CHINA 364000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUOJIXIANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535873 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DUOJIXIANG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cake molds; Chocolate molds; Containers for household use; Cookery molds; Ice cube moulds; Pastry molds; Sandwich molds; Silicone baking cups; Silicone muffin baking liners; Spatulas for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongjia Wanxiang Rubber & Plastic Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Yongjia Wanxiang Rubber & Plastic Electronics Co., Ltd. Floor 1-4, Dongmeng Industrial Zone WuNiu Street, Yongjia County Wenzhou City, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
**reason for publication**
Published for Opposition

**mark literal(s)** YLOXFW

**case identifiers**
| Serial Number | 97535881 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 04, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|---------|-------------------------|--------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | |

**mark information**

**standard character claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **mark drawing type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**goods and services information**

For Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Car navigation computers; Car stereos; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Entertainment system comprising a computer, multiple image display screen, multiple input devices and a printer; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile telephones, smart telephones, digital cameras, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants; GPS navigation device; Head-up displays (HUDs) for vehicles, namely, transparent electronic displays for providing users with navigational and operational information; Media players; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Navigational instruments for vehicles; Radios for vehicles; Rearview cameras for vehicles; Satellite navigational system, namely, a global positioning system (GPS); Stereo amplifiers; Touch panels; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, back-up sensors and cameras

**international classes** 9 - primary classes **US classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**international class title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**first use** Apr. 29, 2022

**in commerce** Apr. 29, 2022

**basis information**

Currently Use Yes

**owner information**

Owner Name Yuan, Qiuyue
Address Yuan, Qiuyue No. 37 Shangdashi Village, Wangjun Township, Zaoqiang County, Hengshui China 053000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

**attorney/correspondence information**

Docket Number Koh-ASN00352
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC

---
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### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97535884
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: MCCSHY
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Lamps; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Battery-operated night lights; Electric lamps; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamp reflectors; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED underwater lights; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights for vehicles; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Portable utility lights; Reading lights; Ultraviolet gel manicure lights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Weifang Happy Fox Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Weifang Happy Fox Trading Co., Ltd. 102, Unit 1, Building 4, Yanjiefang, Shilipu Community, East Wolong Street, Kuiwen District, Weifang, CHINA 261000
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: Koh-ASN00353
- **Examining Attorney**: FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XSHURAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535893 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Xshuran" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric hair curling irons; Electric hair straightening irons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041732T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number   97535894 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Eye-shadow; Adhesives for attaching artificial fingernails and/or eyelashes; Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; Beauty care cosmetics; Body art stickers; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic preparations; Decorative transfers and skin jewels for cosmetic purposes; Eyebrow colors; Eyeliner pencils; Face glitter; Facial beauty masks; Facial make-up, namely, primer, foundation; Hair glitter; Hair piece bonding glue; Lip liner; Make-up sets; Nail art stickers; Temporary tattoo transfers for use as cosmetics
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Lu, Yuanchun Address  Lu, Yuanchun No. 110, Xinjian South Rd, Quyang Town, Jingzhou Miao & Dong Autonomous County, Hunan CHINA 418400 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  US041765T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAFABA PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535910 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “PET” Translation The wording "FAFABA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Furniture; Beds for household pets; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Chests for toys; Fodder racks; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Kennels for household pets; Nameplates, not of metal; Pet cushions; Pillows for household pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO DINGWEI PET CO., LTD. Address NINGBO DINGWEI PET CO., LTD. 3RD FLOOR, BUILDING 3, NO. 89, JINYAO ROAD, PANHUO STREET, YINZHOU DISTRICT NINGBO CITY, ZHEJIANG CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FAFABA PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535914 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PET" Translation The wording "FAFABA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brooms; Dishes; Dustbins; Brushes for pets; Cages for household pets; Cages for pets; Combs for animals; Electric pet brushes; Feeding vessels for pets; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Indoor terrariums; Insect traps; Litter boxes for pets; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet feeding bowls, automatic; Toothbrushes for pets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NINGBO DINGWEI PET CO., LTD. Address  NINGBO DINGWEI PET CO., LTD. 3RD FLOOR, BUILDING 3, NO. 89, JINYAO ROAD, PANHUO STREET, YINZHOU DISTRICT NINGBO CITY, ZHEJIANG CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FAFABA PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97535916 Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "PET" Translation  The wording "FAFABA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Archery sets; Balls for games; Body-building apparatus; Cat toys; Dog toys; Fishing tackle; Flying discs; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Pet toys containing catnip; Toy for pets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NINGBO DINGWEI PET CO., LTD. Address  NINGBO DINGWEI PET CO., LTD. 3RD FLOOR, BUILDING 3, NO. 89, JINYAO ROAD, PANHUO STREET, YINZHOU DISTRICT NINGBO CITY, ZHEJIANG CHINA  315000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STAND OUT FROM THE REST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535946 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring pet products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Icon Pets LLC Address Icon Pets LLC 10685-B Hazehurst Dr. #30473 Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ICHINOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535955 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ICHINOSE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acoustic and thermal insulation for use in the automotive, HVAC, appliance and commercial interior industries; Door stops of rubber; Flexible PVC pipes; Insulating tapes; Non-metal weather strips for buildings; Non-metal, plastic and rubber hoses for industrial applications; Non-metallic hoses and flexible pipes; Plastic plumbing hoses; Sealing and insulating materials; Soundproofing materials for buildings; Weatherstripping for use in homes
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma, Chengyong Address Ma, Chengyong No. 144, Xitai Neighborhood Committee Kuiju Street Changyi, Shandong CHINA 261300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUHAIEBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535957 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RUHAIEBA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Floodlights; Ceiling fans; Desk lamps; Diving lights; Flood lights; Lamp bulbs; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Spot lights; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Xinyuan Lighting Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Xinyuan Lighting Co., Ltd. Room 402, 4th Floor, No. 37, Dongzhao Road, Dongsheng Town, Zhongshan CHINA 528400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041764T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEARLOMUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535962 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "DEARLOMUM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "DEARLOMUM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Bathroom pails; Clothes racks, for drying; Drinking cups for babies and children; Drinking cups for babies and children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, cups for babies and children sold as a unit with valves and lids; Household containers for foods; Infant bathtubs; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes; Oral care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Potties for children; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Tooth brushes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Guilin Address Zhao, Guilin No. 5, Suijiali, Tanfang Village, Shenquan Township, Lianhua County, Pingxiang, Jiangxi CHINA 337000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041782T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PUP DREAMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Serial Number | 97535964 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “PUP”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cotton and polyester fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of pet clothing
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Icon Pets LLC
- **Address**: Icon Pets LLC, 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr. #30473, Houston, TEXAS 77043
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEARLOMUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535965 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "DEARLOMUM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "DEARLOMUM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Activity gyms for infants and toddlers; Baby gyms; Baby rattles; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Exercise machines; Infant toys; Musical toys; Plastic character toys; Play mats containing infant toys; Play mats for the purpose of putting together puzzles; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Stacking toys; Tabletop games; Toy building blocks; Toy models; Toy pianos
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Guilin Address Zhao, Guilin No. 5, Suijiali, Tanfang Village, Shenquan Township, Lianhua County, Pingxiang, Jiangxi CHINA 337000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041781T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DEARLOMUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535968  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording of "DEARLOMUM".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "DEARLOMUM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bassinets; Cribs; Furniture; Playpens; Artificial horns; Bed rails; Deck chairs; Dining chairs; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Mats for infant playpens; Non-metal locks; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Plastic boxes; Play yards; Playpens for babies; Wooden bars and grids in the nature of safety gates for temporary mounting on door frames to prevent access

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use  Jun. 06, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhao, Guilin  Address  Zhao, Guilin  No. 5, Suijiali, Tanfang Village, Shenquan Township, Lianhua County, Pingxiang, Jiangxi  CHINA  337000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US041783T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HKML

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535969
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Curtain hooks; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of non-textile curtain holders; Curtain rods, rollers and hooks; Dream catchers; Key holders being storage cabinets; Neck pillows; Neck-supporting pillows; Patio furniture; Storage racks; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Wind chimes; Baby changing tables; Bamboo poles; Beach chairs; Bed bases; Bed pillows; Bed rails; Bolsters; Bookcases; Bottle racks; Chairs; Corkboards; Crate covers for pets; Curtain rings; Cushions; Desks; Display racks; Display stands; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Drawer organizers; Fire fenders; Floor pillows; Furniture of metal; Futons; Hangers for clothes; Hat racks; Hat stands; Massage tables; Mattress toppers; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Pet furniture; Picture frames; Plastic caps; Pot racks; Seat cushions; Seats; Shadow boxes; Shelves; Shelves for books; Shoe racks; Shower curtain hooks; Showshelves; Sofa beds; Table tops; Towel racks; Waterbeds; Wood crates; Wooden signboards
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Naveed Ahmed Khan
- **Address**: Naveed Ahmed Khan 170 Streeton drive Chapman act 2611 Canberra AUSTRALIA 00000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97535973  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark

Mark Literal(s): OUHOE

Mark Description:
The mark consists of the stylized wording "OUHOE" underneath a partially shaded circle featuring a design that resembles an eye.  

Color Claimed:
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Name Portrait Consent:
The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information

For: Beauty balm creams; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Cosmetic suntan preparations; Depilatory preparations; Eyelash tint; Facial beauty masks; Hair dyes; Lip rouge; Make-up preparations; Non-medicated lip balms

International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
US Classes:  
International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

First Use: Aug. 01, 2022  
In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: ShenZhen Ouhao Technology Co., Limited  
Address: ShenZhen Ouhao Technology Co., Limited  
Building 12A Min Le Tong Jian Floor 2  
Min Zhi Street Long Hua New District  
Shenzhen, Guangdong  
CHINA  
515800

Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: US041714T

Exchanging Attorney

Examining Attorney: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUASOIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535974 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AUASOIU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; All-in-one PCs; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery boxes; Chargers for batteries; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Computer hardware; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Computer mice; Computer peripheral equipment; Desktop computers; High definition televisions (HDTVs); Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; Liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors; Portable computers; Set-top boxes; Solar cells; Video projectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongqing Electronics (Shenzhen) Group Co., Ltd. Address Zhongqing Electronics (Shenzhen) Group Co., Ltd. Rm402C, Bldg A, Yuanfen Industrial Zone, Taoyuan Community, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041737T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POPGEGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97535976</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "Popgege" has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Cushions; Furniture; Pillowforms; Pillows; Bed pillows; Hangers for clothes; Head supporting pillows; Mattresses and pillows; Neck pillows; Storage racks

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Jul. 03, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 31, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Dameili Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Dameili Trading Co., Ltd. 101, Building B1, Fuyuan Garden, No. 9 Binlangdao, Fubao Community, Fubao St. Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** US041743T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535977 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLEND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cotton and polyester fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of pet clothing
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Icon Pets LLC Address Icon Pets LLC 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr. #30473 Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAKEHOE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97535980 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "jakehoe" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pitchforks; Secateurs; Tweezers; Electric irons for styling hair; Eyelash curlers; Foot care implements, namely, foot scrapers; Gardening shears and scissors; Gardening trowels; Hand tools, namely, planes; Weeding forks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ShenZhen Ouhao Technology Co., Limited Address  ShenZhen Ouhao Technology Co., Limited Building 12A Min Le Tong Jian Floor 2 Min Zhi Street Long Hua New District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US041739T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LADULPEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535982 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodices; Bras; Camisoles; Footwear; Frock; Shapewear; Suspenders; Swimsuits; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Body shirts; Dance costumes; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Gym suits; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Jinrongle Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Jinrongle Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Facade No. 30-9 in Factory 9603, No. 2 Wuchang Ave., Zhifang St., Jiangxia Dist. Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430200
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  COMFORT CONTROL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97535983</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                      | Animal harnesses for dogs |
| International Classes    | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title| Leather Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name      | Icon Pets LLC |
| Address         | Icon Pets LLC 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr. #30473 Houston TEXAS 77043 |
| Legal Entity    | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97535984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Cups; Dinnerware; Brushes for washing up; Camping grills; China ornaments; Containers for household use; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Hair combs; Home dental care products for dogs and cats, namely, toothbrush; Kitchen containers; Make-up brushes; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Tooth brushes; Vacuum flasks; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes.

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass  
**First Use**: Jul. 19, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Jul. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zhan, Lifan  
- **Address**: Zhan, Lifan No. 4, 8th Lane Jinhe Gukeng Village, Zhangmutou Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO

---

**Mark Literal(s)**: LFZHAN

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAFALIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535987  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Cafalibe has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Art pictures on canvas; Bibs of paper; Cake toppers of paper; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desk mats; Gel pens; Gift-wrapping paper; Glue for stationery use; Mounted printed posters; Pen stands; Photograph mounts; Postcard paper; Printed birthday cards; Printed Christmas cards; Printed posters; Printed wall calendars; Reusable stickers; Stickers; Table linen of paper; Whiteboard markers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Lele Chaoneng Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Lele Chaoneng Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 1704,Xinyuge,Bldg 5,Qinghumingquan, No.2229 Meilong Avenue,Longhua District, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA  518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LINC MAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97535991 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LINC MAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Furniture; Pillows; Bedside tables; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Inflatable furniture; Jerrycans, not of metal; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Picture and photograph frames; Plastic bins; Works of art of nutshell
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  GZTQWYK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535994
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chairs; Bead curtains for decoration; Camping furniture; Fabric cake toppers; Fabric tissue box covers; Fabric window blinds; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; School furniture; Tissue box covers of textile
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Tianqi Textile Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Tianqi Textile Co., Ltd. Room 605, No.9, Xinbeigongye Road, Beilian Village, Panyu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: IPP
- **Examining Attorney**: REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO

---

**TM 3479 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

---

**4503**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUXUEYAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536001 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HuXueyan has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallpapers; Non-textile wallpaper; Plastic wallpaper; Textile wallcoverings; Vinyl wallpaper; Wall paper; Wallpaper in the nature of roomsize decorative adhesive wall coverings; Wallpaper with 3D visual effects
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Jingshun Decoration Material Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Jingshun Decoration Material Co., Ltd. Room 2047, Building 1, No. 2013, Xinfeng Road, Fengcheng Town, Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HXDGBHL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97536003 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Boxes of paper or cardboard; Boxes, cartons, storage containers, and packaging containers made of paper or cardboard; Corrugated cardboard boxes; Gift boxes made of paper; Paper display boxes; Paper gift bags; Paper take-away cartons for food; Pizza boxes of cardboard; Pochade boxes; Printed advertising posters

| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jun. 07, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 07, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | ShenZhen HeXinDa packaging products Co.,LTD. |
| Address | ShenZhen HeXinDa packaging products Co., LTD. R 301B1, Zhengchengfeng Technology Park, Shajing Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (Ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | IPP |
| Examining Attorney | REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEAVEBV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536007 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; Pocketbooks; Purses; Briefcases and attache cases; Card wallets; Key cases; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather handbags; Leather leashes

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Zidanya Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Zidanya Trading Co., Ltd. Room 404, No. 295, Baiyun Ave. South, Jingtai St., Baiyun Dist., Guangzhou,Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOONUUDOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536008 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WOONUUDOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips; Document laminators for office use; Drawing T-squares; Holders for non-magnetically encoded gift cards; Loose-leaf binders; Manually-operated credit card imprinters; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper binding machine for office use; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou TianLaiji Trade Co., Ltd. Address Ganzhou TianLaiji Trade Co., Ltd. Rm. 1603-306, Bldg. B15, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEEDFAYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536010 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SEEDFAYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs; Hair accessories, namely, claw clips; Hair accessories, namely, jaw clips; Hair barrettes; Hair clips; Hair elastics; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair scrunchies International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Mar. 19, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinxinxiangrong Electric Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xinxinxiangrong Electric Co., L td. 102, Bldg 4, No. 6076, Longxiang Avenue, Dongdu Garden Area 1, LongLonggang Dist, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97536015 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a drop shape with CHA therein. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Humidifiers; Humidifiers for household purposes
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Concentric Health Alliance Address  Concentric Health Alliance  1100 Peachtree St NE Suite 250 Atlanta GEORGIA  30309 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MAGCHA-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GARDIMU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536027 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording GARDIMU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile dashboards; Headlight wipers; Horns for motor cars; Mudguards for automobiles; Tablet computer headrest mounts adapted for use in vehicles; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield visors; Vehicle seat cushions; Windscreen wipers for motor cars; Windshield wiper blades for vehicles; Windshield wiper pumps
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIN, Qiling Address LIN, Qiling Room 803, Block 79, Zhongxin Shuiian-City No. 3 Dongsheng 1st Rd., Huicheng Dist. Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SNW-GLQL96

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SXNZEQUZNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536029 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banqueting chairs; Barbers' chairs; Bathroom and shaving mirrors; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Glass for use in framing art; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Kitchen cabinets; Locker mirrors; Mirror frames; Ornaments made of seashells, not being Christmas tree ornaments; Placards of wood or plastic; Storage racks; Straw plaits; Works of art made of wood
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shanghai Benxiu Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Address  Shanghai Benxiu Electronic Technology Co., Ltd A-1930, No. 200, Shiyi Rd, Baoshan Dist. Shanghai CHINA  201900 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SNW-MMLJ097

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ODILVVES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97536030</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>ODILVVES</td>
<td><strong>Mark Information</strong></td>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording Odilvves has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bento boxes; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning cloths of microfiber for eyeglasses; Cleaning cloths of cotton for electronic devices; Cleaning rags; Drinking flasks; Insulated vacuum flasks; Insulating flasks; Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Toilet brushes; Toilet plungers; Vacuum flasks; Vinyl place mats</strong></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Taiyuan Yijiaren Housekeeping Service Co., Ltd. |
| **Address** | Taiyuan Yijiaren Housekeeping Service Co., Ltd. 4/F, Lantian Yujie Education City, No. 68, Renmin South Rd., Xiaodian District, Taiyuan, Shanxi, CHINA 030000 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TMGOOYIER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536031</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Chessboards; Construction toys; Doll furniture; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Pet toys; Toy boxes; Toy building blocks; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy furniture; Toy houses; Toy music boxes; Toy trains and parts and accessories therefor; Toy xylophones; Toys, namely, percussion caps

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Mar. 19, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Fujian Mingta Toys Co., Ltd. **Address** Fujian Mingta Toys Co., Ltd. No. 6, Phase II, Pucheng Industrial Park Pucheng, Fujian CHINA 353400 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** SNW-BLWQ98

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUCAWELOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536033 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Oucawelor has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose sport bags; Collars for cats; Dog collars; Fitted belts for luggage; General purpose bags for carrying yoga equipment; Luggage tags; Lumbar packs; Neckwear for dogs; Pet clothing; Reusable shopping bags; Walking canes; Wrist or ankle mounted wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xiaomeizi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xiaomeizi Trading Co., Ltd. 1507,Cuizhu Bldg.,No.2028,Cuizhu Rd., Cuida Community, Cuizhu St.,Luohu Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518020 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536035  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtain rings; Curtain rods; Furniture of metal; Metal curtain rods; Metal shelving; Shower curtain rings; Shower curtain rods; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use Jul. 24, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Haimao Packaging Products Co. Ltd.  Address Yiwu Haimao Packaging Products Co., Ltd. No. 66, Yanhu Road, Shangxi Town, Yiwu, Zhejiang  CHINA 322006
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country CHINA
Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
TM 3492  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIMYRIMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536041  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "TIMYRIMY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D decorative ornaments made from plastic; Figurines of resin; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Indoor window shades; Non-metal tent pegs; Porch swings; Window fittings, not of metal; Window openers and closers being non-metal window cranks; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 18, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TAIZHOU CRANBERRY INDUSTRY & TRADING CO., LTD  Address  TAIZHOU CRANBERRY INDUSTRY & TRADING CO., LTD  NO.4-5 BUILDING 84 SATAIMEN COMMUNITY  BAIYUN STREET DEVELOPMENT AREA  TAIZHOU, ZHEJIANG  CHINA  318000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TURMTF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536042 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TURMTF has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combs; Cups; Dinnerware; Dishware; Menorahs; Mugs; Plates; Vases; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Drinking straws; Make-up brushes; Powder puffs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YIWU HONGJIE DAILY NECESSITIES CO., LTD. Address YIWU HONGJIE DAILY NECESSITIES CO., LTD. SHANGSHE 2 DISTRICT, NIANSANLI STREET, 401, UNIT 5, BUILDING 28, YIWU, ZHEJIANG CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  VESONNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97536048  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "VESONNY" in stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "VESONNY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Armbands; Beads for handicraft work; Beads, other than for making jewellery; Clothing hooks; Corset busks; Elastic ribbons; Elastic shoe laces and fasteners sold as unit; Hair accessories, namely, plastic styling inserts that create height and volume on the crown of the head; Hair pieces and wigs; Hat trimmings; Hooks for tabi (Kohaze); Laces for footwear; Leather shoe laces; Sewing kits; Shoe laces
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  Jul. 24, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Vesonny Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Vesonny Technology Co., Ltd. 16N, Blk. A, No.8 Bldg., Xinghu Garden  Jinbi Road,Qingshuihu Street, Luohu Dist  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518023
Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, SANG MIN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
CHLOROPHYLLA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97536058
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Printed graphic novels
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SUGARWHISTLE LLC
- **Address**: SUGARWHISTLE LLC P.O. Box 1922 Canal Street Station NEW YORK 10013
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 2017613

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WENWUBIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536062 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WENWUBIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Earrings; Jewellery; Boxes of precious metal; Charms for key rings or key chains; Decorative key fobs of leather; Key holders being key chains; Metal key chains; Metal key rings; Non-metal key rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name You, Dequan Address You, Dequan No. 51 East Road, Houkeng Village Neikeng Town, Jinjiang City Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PUKOPU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97536068
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "PUKOPU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cushions; Furniture; Pillows; Air cushions, not for medical purposes; Bean bag pillows; Chair pads; Fabric window blinds; Pet caskets; Pet cushions; Sleeping bag pads
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Kebu Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Kebu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 401-2, Building 9, Xiangruncheng, Gongshu District, Hangzhou, CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: IPLaw03359

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
**Mark Literal(s)** NUOMI

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97536069
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "NUOMI" wherein there is a paw print pattern inside the letter "O".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "NUOMI" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Beds for household pets; Cat beds; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal dog tags; Pet crates; Pet furniture; Portable beds for pets
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Jul. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Jiayihongzhi Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Shenzhen Jiayihongzhi Technology Co., Ltd, 609D, 6F, Block B, Tengfei Ind. Bldg., Taohua Road #6, Fubao Street, Futian, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: US041656T
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ANMAKOU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536070
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ANMAKOU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Swings; Cat toys; Dog toys; Gaming chips; Lottery tickets; Mats for poker tables; Plush toys; Toy balloons; Toy furniture
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Putian Jiyang Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 2601, Stair 1, 2#, Zuoan Lanwan, No.130 North Xihong St., Gongchen St., Licheng Dist., Putian CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: IPLaw03360

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YONDXARO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536076 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pliers; Can openers, non-electric; Fire irons; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hair clippers for animals; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Manicure sets; Pruning scissors; Table cutlery
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jia xing yang duo du o ke ji you xian gong si Address Jia xing yang duo du o ke ji you xian gong si yong fu cun chen hua yuan 39 hao hai ning shi xu cun zhen Zhe jiang jia xing shi CHINA 314400 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE IDEA SPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536077  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational publications, namely, books, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, playbooks, worksheets and cards in the field of right-brain fitness; Printed filing cards; Printed motivational cards; Printed picture cards; Printed score cards; Printed trading cards, other than for games
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Decrop, Clement Louis Address Decrop, Clement Louis 2909 Exeter Drive Emmaus PENNSYLVANIA 18049 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TYAOYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536080  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TYAOYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls; Christmas tree decorations; Headwear for dolls; Play motor cars; Stuffed puppets; Toy balloons; Toy Christmas trees; Toy construction blocks; Toy furniture; Toy houses; Toy stamps
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 27, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuancheng Juxianghui Trade Co., Ltd.  Address Xuancheng Juxianghui Trade Co., Ltd.  No. 121 and No. 122, Building 2, Agricultural Products Wholesale Market, Meizhu Town, Xuancheng CHINA  242115  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03362

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THIS IS MY EXODUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536082 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of abuse, sexual trauma, healing, faith, personal inspiration, and motivation; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of abuse, sexual trauma, healing, and faith; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational services, namely, conducting live and online seminars, workshops, conferences in the field of abuse, sexual trauma, healing, faith, personal inspiration, and motivation and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; Educational services, namely, conducting live and online seminars, workshops, conferences in the field of abuse, sexual trauma, healing, faith, personal inspiration, and motivation; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of abuse, sexual trauma, healing, faith, personal inspiration, and motivation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillips, Monica Address Phillips, Monica 2982 1/2 Roosevelt Dr. Youngstown OHIO 44504 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CATINARLA

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536084</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CATINARLA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- For: Beds for household pets; Cat beds; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Cushions for lining pet crates; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Kennels for household pets; Pet caskets; Pet crates; Pet furniture; Plastic vinyl sheets for attachment to furniture to prevent damage caused by cat scratching; Portable beds for pets; Scratching posts; Scratching posts for cats
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Qian, Zhaoping
- **Address**: No. 120, Center Rd, Youjiayuan Village, Qianku Town, Cangnan County, Zhejiang Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: Vendy
- **Examiner Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
Case Identifiers

- Serial Number: 97536097
- Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Translation: The wording "LANSIYANFEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

- For: Draughtboards; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic styluses, and metal particles; Educational toys for teaching math principles to children, namely, manipulative blocks for displaying patterns and groupings; Electronic educational game machines for children; Infant toys; Model toy vehicles; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Self-erasing toy drawing boards; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy cars; Toy jewelry; Toy model cars; Toy models; Toy pianos, sold as a unit with printed books in the field of music education; Toy, namely, battery-powered computer game with LCD screen which features animation and sound effects
- International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
- International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
- First Use: Jul. 04, 2022
- In Commerce: Jul. 04, 2022

Basis Information

- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

- Owner Name: Fuzhou High-tech Zone Lansi Trading Co., Ltd.
- Address: Fuzhou High-tech Zone Lansi Trading Co., Ltd. Shop107, 1st F, Bldg8#, QunshengjiangShan cheng (PH4), No.21, Wulong Jiang Ave, Nanyu Town, Minhou, Fuzhou, CHINA 350100
- Legal Entity: Limited company (Ltd.)
- State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

- Docket Number: Vendy
- Examining Attorney: DUBIN, DAVID I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SMARAAD RENEWABLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536099
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RENEWABLE"
- **Translation**: The wording SMARAAD has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Alternators; AC generators; Current generators; Electric generators; Engines and motors for the generation of electricity; Generators for wind turbines; Generators of electricity; Mobile electric power generators; Permanent magnet motors; Portable electric power generators; Propellers for wind-powered electricity generators; Solar-powered electricity generators; Wind-powered electricity generators; Wind turbines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jun. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wuxi Smaraad New Energy Technology CO., LTD
- **Address**: Wuxi Smaraad New Energy Technology CO., LTD Room 21-207, NO.518, East Gaolang Road Economic Development Zone Wuxi Jiangsu CHINA 214000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Vendy
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GEVRNY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "GEVRNY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

For 3D printers; 3D printing pens; Lathes; AC variable frequency drives that are used to control small and medium-sized motors in applications such as manufacturing processes, HVAC and pumps; Alternating current servo motors; Belts for machines; Bushings for use as parts of machines; Couplings for machines; Engraving machines; Gears for machines; High frequency motor spindles with high frequency electric converters and power supply units; Laser engraving machines; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles

- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jul. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 16, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Yuanzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Dongguan Yuanzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 202, No.23, Nansi Lane Hongda Road, Liancheng, Qiaotou Town Dongguan CHINA 523000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: FH
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOOCHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536117 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "ZOOCHE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nightgowns; Overcoats; Scarfs; Shirts; Trousers; Underwear; Down suits; Fur coats and jackets; Knit shirts; Tops as clothing; Women's shoes
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jun. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5-188496

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
**Mark Literal(s)** MAAMGIC

**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For** Duct tape; Pipe gaskets; Shower hoses; Strapping tape; Waterproof sealants
- **International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title** Rubber Goods
- **First Use** Jul. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2022

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name** Liangpeng, Teng
- **Address** Liangpeng, Teng Room 201, Unit 3, Building 24, Shangjiaoyuan, Jiang'gan District, Hangzhou CHINA
- **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship** CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney** JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAAMGIC

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536132</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the wording &quot;maamgic&quot; in stylized format.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Pillows; Chests for toys; Coat racks; Display stands; Mirrors; Picture frames; Towel racks; Throw pillows

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2022  
**In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Liangpeng,Teng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA |

---

4534
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DTTEOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536138 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DTTEOME" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biodegradable plastic based containers for commercial packaging in the nature of bottles, squeeze tubes, jars, spray pumps, lip balm or lipstick tubes, compacts, eyeliner containers, lip gloss containers, mascara containers; Bumper guards for furniture; Camping mattresses; Clothesline fastener having a plastic frame and plastic gripping paws; Cushions; Felt pads for furniture legs; Key holders being storage cabinets; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Placards of wood or plastic; Plastic boxes for packaging consumer and retail items; Plastic fasteners for holding bed sheets and linens in place; Plastic shield for use when shampooing to protect face, eyes and ears from water and shampoo; Suction cup hangers and hooks made of silicone polymer; Vinyl appliques for attachment to windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanchang Xiangsi E-Commerce Co., Ltd Address Nanchang Xiangsi E-Commerce Co., Ltd Rm. 2102, Xinlifang Bldg.,No.1216 Ziyang Ave.,Nanchang High-tech IDZ, Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330224 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536140 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canteens; Bath brushes; Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Bottle stands; Bottles, sold empty; Dishers; Disposable latex gloves for general use; Ice cream scoops; Shower caddies; Cups and mugs; Earthenware mugs; Glass mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng,Teng Address Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 999001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536143</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;maamgic&quot; in stylized format.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Cordage; Hammocks; Tents; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Climbing ropes; Fishing nets; Laundry bags; Rope ladders; Tents for mountaineering or camping; Grow tents |
| International Classes | 22 - Primary Classes US Classes | 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 | International Class Title | Cordage and Fibers |
| First Use | Jul. 28, 2022 | In Commerce | Jul. 28, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Liangpeng,Teng |
| Address | Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 999001 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BIUBEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536146 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Biubee has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Stickers; File folders; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Photograph albums; Stamp pad inks; Stamp pads; Stick-on whiteboards and dry-erase boards; Unsensitized photo paper; Printed children's books
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jul. 19, 2018 In Commerce  Jul. 19, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beijing Fuyajing Chuangye Shangmao Co., Ltd Address  Beijing Fuyajing Chuangye Shangmao Co., Ltd No.3-1 Area Xinglong Nanjiao Daxing  Beijing  CHINA  026000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAWE III, WILLIAM H
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97536182 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - An Illustration Drawing with Word(s) / Letter(s) / Number(s) in Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Animation design for others; Computer software consultancy; Computer software design for others; Dress designing; Graphic arts design; Industrial design; Research and development of new products for others; Research in the field of artificial intelligence technology; Server hosting; Video and computer game development services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name SHANGHAI XUANTING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHANGHAI XUANTING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ROOM 101, ROOM 201, BUILDING 6, NO. 690 BIBO RD, SHANGHAI PILOT FREE TRADE ZONE CHINA 201203 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number VM118119

Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOUL LAND: CLASH OF SPIRIMASTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536183 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Film production, other than advertising films; Game equipment rental; Organization of electronic game competitions; Organization of electronic sports competitions; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Publication of texts, other than publicity texts; Publishing of electronic publications; Virtual reality arcade services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHANGHAI XUANTING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHANGHAI XUANTING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ROOM 101, ROOM 201, BUILDING 6, NO. 690 BIBO RD, SHANGHAI PILOT FREE TRADE ZONE CHINA 201203 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM118118

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOUL LAND: CLASH OF SPIRIMASTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536186 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for playing computer games and video games, watching movies and animated cartoons, reading comics and graphic novels; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer operating programs; Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, manuals, brochures, newsletters, newspapers, journals in the field of computer games and video games, movies and animated cartoons, comics and graphic novels; Downloadable images in the field of computer games and video games, movies and animated cartoons, comics and graphic novels; Portable power chargers; Recorded computer game software; Selfie sticks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHANGHAI XUANTING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHANGHAI XUANTING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ROOM 101, ROOM 201, BUILDING 6, NO. 690 BIBO RD, SHANGHAI PILOT FREE TRADE ZONE CHINA 201203

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM118117

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
- R ROWELL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letter &quot;R&quot; inside a circle inside a square to the left of the stylized wording &quot;ROWELL&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Carboys; Demijohns; Bottles, sold empty; Empty spray bottles; Glass jars; Holiday ornaments of porcelain, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; Jars for jams and jellies of earthenware, glass, porcelain, plastic; Plastic bottle with blown cavity insert sold empty; Water bottles sold empty |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Shanghai Ulong Industry Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shanghai Ulong Industry Co., Ltd. Room A-203C, No. 49, Yunguang Road Hongkou District Shanghai CHINA 200437 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country | CHINA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | VM118807 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRIP DYNAMICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536217  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer “DRIP”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring vitamins and supplements
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Mobile healthcare services in the field of administration of vein therapy for improvement of overall health and wellness purposes; health care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Jun. 13, 2018  In Commerce  Jun. 13, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes  Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drip Dynamics Inc Address Drip Dynamics Inc 17627 Shadow Valley Dr  Spring  TEXAS  77379
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
TRACTION ACTION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97536273
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TRACTION"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Chemical preparations for melting snow and ice
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Rapid Plant Nutrients, LLC
- **Address**: Rapid Plant Nutrients, LLC 2001 Jackson Rd. Pasadena TX 77506
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAJESTIC LANDSCAPES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536275 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LANDSCAPES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fertilizers; Fertilizing preparations; Chemical fertilizers; Natural fertilizers
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rapid Plant Nutrients, LLC Address Rapid Plant Nutrients, LLC 2001 Jackson Rd. Pasadena TEXAS 77506 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERE'S WALDO RECRUITING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536282 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer RECRUITING

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For personnel placement and recruitment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 21, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Here's Waldo Recruiting LLC Address Here's Waldo Recruiting LLC 12133 NE 166th Place Bothell WASHINGTON 98011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92123-366840

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97536283  Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Bed covers; Bed linen; Curtain holders of textile material; Curtains of textile; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Household linen; Picnic blankets; Place mats of textile material; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Sleeping bags; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Wall hangings of textile  International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 42, 50  International Class Title: Fabrics  First Use: Aug. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: SHAOXING ZHAOFENG VELVET CO., LTD  Address: SHAOXING ZHAOFENG VELVET CO., LTD Nian Wushan, Fusheng Town, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: ZC220800044

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORTHERN INITIATIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536285 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, money lending
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 31, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2005
For Consulting services in the field of business training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Northern Great Lakes Initiatives Corporation Address Northern Great Lakes Initiatives Corporation 101 W. Washington St., Suite 9 Marquette MICHIGAN 49855 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country
Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner HA, PAULINE T.
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536308</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Table cutlery
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Khlaalex LLC
- **Address**: Khlaalex LLC 4647 Spice Street Lancaster CALIFORNIA 93536
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 10514-0001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAIFU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536309 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GAIFU" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body-training apparatus; Exercise balls; Exercise machines; Inflatable knockdown targets with weighted bases used for target practice and fitness training in youth sports programs; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Physical fitness equipment, namely, training bars; Resistance bands for fitness purposes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiaoliaoyuantiao (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Jiaoliaoyuantiao (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. Room 201, No. 9, Fengxiang East Street, Yang Song Town, Huairou District, Beijing CHINA 101499 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Aoviho

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536314 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6200466

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecues; Flashlights; Lamps; Air humidifying apparatus; Air sterilizers; Bath tubs; Bicycle lights; Electric air deodorizing apparatus; Electric fans for personal use; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Heating panels used for indoor heating purposes; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Roasting spits for cooking ovens; Steam facial apparatus; Water fountains
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 603, Bldg G, Sanlian Zhubaocheng Sanlian, Jihua Jiedao, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05711

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INITIATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536317 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of business training International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Northern Great Lakes Initiatives Corporation Address Northern Great Lakes Initiatives Corporation 101 W. Washington St., Suite 9 Marquette MICHIGAN 49855 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country

Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52864-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DRYELVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536334 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dishware; Drinkware; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing wrapping materials for sanitary waste such as diapers, nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products; Brushes for pets; Cake moulds; Capsules of crystal, china, terra cotta, earthenware, glass, porcelain for containing cremation remains or memorabilia; Containers for household use; Cookery molds; Cooking pots, non-electric; Dining plates of silica gel; Dog food scoops; Dryer balls sold empty used to disperse disinfectants to articles in a dryer; Dust bins; Mugs, not of precious metal; Pet dishes; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Towel rails and rings; Training cups for infants; Trouser stretchers; Non-electric cooking pot sets
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Baixianjia Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Baixianjia Trading Co., Ltd. Rm B110, No. 673, Yuanshan South Rd., Huli Dist., Xiamen CHINA 361006 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country  CHINA
Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FTM-T0220

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TODOABT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536335 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecues; Flashlights; Lamps; Air humidifying apparatus; Air sterilizers; Bath tubs; Bicycle lights; Electric air deodorizing apparatus; Electric fans for personal use; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Heating panels used for indoor heating purposes; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Roasting spits for cooking ovens; Steam facial apparatus; Water fountains
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 603, Bldg G, Sanlian Zhubaocheng Sanlian, Jihua Jiedao, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05712
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOSINIIAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536337 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOSINIIAH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee scoops; Cookie molds; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Deshedding combs for pets; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Powder puffs; Salad bowls; Serveware for serving food and drinks; Wine openers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huaxinda Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huaxinda Industrial Co., Ltd. Rm 403, No. 3, 5, Xinli St. Fenghuang Comm. Pinghu St. Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536343</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;PEKWING&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td>PEKWING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Automatic pet feeders; Containers for household use; Dishers; Feeding vessels for pets; Hand-operated food grinders; Kitchen containers; Pet brushes; Pet litter boxes; Vacuum pumps for wine bottles; Wine openers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Xuan Chen Electronic Commerce Co. LTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Xuan Chen Electronic Commerce Co. LTD 1301,26 Aotou Old Village, Shequ, Minzhi Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Sha2111</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BKMNEU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536345</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives; Earphones; External computer hard drives; Megaphones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable electric batteries; Smart watches; Smartphones; Wireless chargers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Lanxin Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Lanxin Trading Co., Ltd. Rd.1306,Bldg.1, Tangdong Photoelectric Bldg.,Hangcheng Avenue, Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Sha2111 |
| Examining Attorney | GILLANI, MAHREEN A |

4557
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SHAINFUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536346
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Furniture; Playpens; Bathroom furniture; Bed rails; Beds for household pets; Book stands; Bottle racks; Camping tables; Cat beds; Coat racks; Curtain rods; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Flower-stands; Foot stools; Hat racks; Kennels with carriers; Metal shelving; Pet caskets; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Picture frames; Plant racks; Play yards for pets; Shelving; Shoe racks; Shower rods; Storage racks; Tea tables; Wine racks
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Qinfeng Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Qinfeng Trading Co., Ltd. 304-81, F3, Guangfu United Int'l Center, Ningwei Street, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: KCLaw00220

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
Grison

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536347 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GRISOON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Umbrellas; All-purpose carrying bags for use by campers; Business card cases; Carry-all bags; Collars for animals; Garment bags for travel; Leather straps; Luggage tags; Mountaineering sticks; Pocket wallets; Pouch baby carriers; Reusable shopping bags; Travelling trunks; Walking sticks International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 603, Bldg G, Sanlian Zhubaocheng Sanlian, Jihua Jiedao, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05713

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TONMNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536355 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric bag sealers; Electric food blenders for household purposes; Electric fruit presses for industrial purposes; Electric fruit squeezers for household purposes; Electric hedge shears; Electric ice crushers; Electric meat grinders; Electric vegetable peelers; Electric window cleaning machines; Machines for washing pets; Power-operated coffee grinders; Power-operated meat grinders; Splash baffles for use in garbage disposals; Stubble cutting machines; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Vacuum packaging machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changsha Haiyou shangmao youxian gongsi Address Changsha Haiyou shangmao youxian gongsi gaoxinkaifaqianshanglu39haozhongdai ruanjianyuanyiqi9dong701haoA042shi Changshashi CHINA 410221 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha190401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XIAKNU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536365</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording XIANKU has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>55695634</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>3D scanners; Derived-unit measuring machines and apparatus; Infrared cameras; Laser level measuring apparatus; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical ports for underwater photography, dome ports for underwater photography, wet diopters, adapter lenses for underwater photography; Optical inspection apparatus for industrial use; Optical lenses; Surveying machines and instruments; Tool measuring instruments; Video disks with recorded animated cartoons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Signdata Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Signdata Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 201, Bldg. A, No. 1, Qianwan 1st Rd. Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>175SA.138UST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4561
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MATIN MARTIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536366 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MATIN MARTIN", above which there is a design of a minimalist crown design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Perfumery; Perfumes; Air fragrance reed diffusers; Essential oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GULF ORCHID PERFUME MANUFACTURING L.L.C. Address GULF ORCHID PERFUME MANUFACTURING L.L.C. Block number 2 New Industrial Area, Basin 4, Land no. 1 Umm Al Quwain UNITED ARAB EMIR 00000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15207

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97536368
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Computer memory devices; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Converters for electric plugs; Electric cables; Electric voltage transformers; Electric wires; Horns for loudspeakers; Magnetic wires; Metal cabinets specially adapted to protect telecommunications equipment in the nature of fiber optic cables; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Sound transmitting apparatus; Step-up transformers; Voltage stabilizers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: chengduyitongshidaikejiyouxianzongsi
- **Address**: chengduyitongshidaikejiyouxianzongsi
- **City**: chenghuaquiansheilusanduan
- **Line 2**: 2hao1dong2danyuan28ceng8hao
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: 610015

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: Sha190401

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536370 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "XIA" with four vertical bars on its left. The letter "A" is without a line and the leftmost bar is protruding towards left. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services; Demonstration of goods; Import-export agency services; Marketing services; Online advertising on a computer network; Preparation and presentation of business prospectuses; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Sales promotion for others; Sponsorship search; Targeted marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Signdata Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Signdata Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 201, Bldg. A, No. 1, Qianwan 1st Rd. Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 175SA.139UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEE SWEET SISTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536373 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of acting, character building, reenactment, and educational services; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of acting, character building, reenactment, and educational services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 20, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simon L Johnson Address Simon L Johnson 3495 Flagstone street waldorf MARYLAND 20601
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XIANKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536377 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording XIANKU has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 55709430 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 07, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 06, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cartography services; Design and development of computer software for database management; Dress designing; Industrial design services; Information technology consulting services; Product development and engineering services for others; Product safety testing; Rental of measuring apparatus; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management; Tool design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Signdata Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Signdata Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 201, Bldg. A, No. 1, Qianwan 1st Rd. Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 175SA.140UST
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** I-9 REMOTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536388</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4783652 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in Employment verification, including creating, assembling and executing employment verification forms such as in locations where the employer is not present, for enabling employers to verify the employment eligibility status of newly hired employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2014</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Equifax Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Equifax Inc. 1550 PEACHTREE STREET, NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

4567
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s)**: TIRE JUNKIE
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
  - The mark consists of the word "Tire" with a capital letter "T" followed by the word "Junkie" with a capital letter "J"; the words "Tire" and "Junkie" are separated by a side view image of a treaded tire with the upper torso of a woman leaning out the center of the tire; the woman is smiling and has glasses and shoulder-length hair. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "TIRE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For Education services, namely, providing podcasts for women in the fields of automobile tires, wheels, and tire repair**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For Business consulting services in the field of automobile tires, wheels and tire repair and training for women**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Tire Junkie, LLC
- **Address**: Tire Junkie, LLC 2908 Mercer West Middlesex Road West Middlesex PENNSYLVANIA 16159
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 264-20-01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** A MAISON ASRAR

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536412</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the highly stylized letter &quot;A&quot; having the horizontal line replaced by a rhombus form with curved lines. The letter &quot;A&quot; is flanked by one rhombus form with curved lines on each side. Above is the word &quot;MAISON&quot; and under is the word &quot;ASRAR&quot;, both being written in a stylized font forming a semi-circle. <strong>Color Claimed</strong> Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. <strong>Translation</strong> The English translation of &quot;MAISON&quot; in the mark is &quot;HOUSE&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

| For | Perfumery; Perfumes; Air fragrance reed diffusers; Essential oils |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |

### Basis Information

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### Owner Information

| Owner Name | GULF ORCHID PERFUME MANUFACTURING L.L.C. |
| Address | GULF ORCHID PERFUME MANUFACTURING L.L.C. Block number 2 New Industrial Area, Basin 4, Land no. 1 Umm Al Quwain UNITED ARAB EMIR 00000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES |

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 15208 |
| Examining Attorney | SOUDERS, MICHAEL J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WASTENOT RECYCLE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536431</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "WASTENOT" in a banner design above the stylized wording "RECYCLE", all appearing inside a thin outline.
- **Disclaimer**: "RECYCLE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Recycling
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: WasteNot, Inc.
- **Address**: WasteNot, Inc. PO Box. 25903 Chicago ILLINOIS 60625
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: wastenot-005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WZQRPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536457 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motherboards; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Battery packs for video cameras, laptops; Blank discs for computers; Computer keyboard keycaps; Computer keypads; Computer mouse, namely, touchpads; Computer network adapters; Computer screens; DC/AC power converters; Laptops; Notebook and laptop computers; Plastic molded support base specially adapted to prop up laptop computers; Power adapters for computers; Touch screens
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hong Kong T-qi Technology Co.,Limited Address Hong Kong T-qi Technology Co.,Limited RM22 2/F FU TAO BUILDING NO.98 ARGYLE STREET MONGKOK KOWLOON HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUpatayM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536458 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "FUpatayM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile bumper guards; Automobile engines; Automobile gear shifters; Automobile roof racks; Automobile suspension devices, namely, coilovers; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive engine mounts; Automotive parts, namely, transmission seals; Axle boot kits for use with land vehicles; Brake shoes for vehicles; Brakes for motor cars; Crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for engines; Luggage racks for motor cars; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Suspension springs for motor cars; Vehicle wheel hub assemblies; Vehicles for the physically handicapped and those of reduced mobility; Vehicles parts, namely, fuel filler pipes being the pipe in which one places a gasoline pump when fueling the vehicle; Vehicle suspension springs
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhu, Yunlong Address  Zhu, Yunlong  RM 401, Unit 3, Bldg 1, Danfeng  Tailhua Road, Gaoping  Jincheng, Shanxi  CHINA  046700 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-08-05716

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ELLE JAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97536469 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "ELLE JAMES" with each word appearing on a separate line. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Name | |
| Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Fashion consulting services |
| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| First Use | Mar. 11, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 11, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Elle James Bridal LLC |
| Address | Elle James Bridal LLC |
| City | 116 West Jackson Street |
| State or Country Where Organized | MISSISSIPPI |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SUE, ABIGAIL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BORUICHUXIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536471 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Graters for kitchen use; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Kitchen containers; Non-electric egg beaters; Non-electric whisks for household purposes; Pancake molds; Pastry scrapers; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Soap holders; Vinyl place mats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Borui Hengdao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Borui Hengdao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 02B-183, 2/F, Block C No.28, Xinxi Road, Haidian District Beijing CHINA 100000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TORRES, MIGUEL A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THERA-PN

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97536472
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pain remediation devices, namely, passive pain remediation devices applied to the skin
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 18, 2022

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Muonx LLC
- **Address**: Muonx LLC 101 West Street Minersville PENNSYLVANIA 17954
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 22670-MUO

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TORRES, MIGUEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) X CZ AP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536477 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches; Necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Oct. 28, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Song, Qingqing Address Song, Qingqing No. 24, Nansheng Street Dongguan Village Zhaozhou Town, Zhao County, Shijiazhuang, Hebei CHINA 051530 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RLDX251

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TORRES, MIGUEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HERAYA HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97536480 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance claims administration and processing; providing healthcare benefits consulting services for beneficiaries regarding health care options, products, programs and providers in the field of complementary and integrative medicine; providing consulting in the field of healthcare insurance benefits
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Business consulting services for employers, health plan providers and brokers regarding health care options, products, programs and providers in the field of complementary and integrative medicine; providing beneficiaries with consumer information regarding health care options, products, programs and providers in the field of complementary and integrative medicine; healthcare utilization and review services; administration of employee benefit plans in the field of complementary and integrative medicine
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  42685-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLOWERS, JAY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JUST SO MAGICAL
VACATIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536484</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer | "VACATIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For | Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation for vacation travel; Travel consultancy services; Booking of tickets for vacation travel; Coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; Providing links to web sites of others featuring travel  
International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes  
US Classes | 100, 105  
International Class Title | Transportation and Storage  
First Use | Jan. 25, 2022  
In Commerce | Jan. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name | Heidi Hicks  
Address | Heidi Hicks Suite 1600 700 Walnut Street Des Moines IOWA 50309  
Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship | UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney | FLOWERS, JAY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TILE HERO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536503
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TILE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Adhesives for floor, ceiling and wall tiles
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hilton, Tracy
- **Address**: Hilton, Tracy 1225 NE Savannah Rd #101 Jensen Beach FLORIDA 34957
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 97536503

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PTGalIn

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536508 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Hoodies; Sweaters; Ball gowns; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Coats made of cotton; Down jackets; Evening dresses; Masquerade costumes; Wedding garters; Wedding gowns; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Putian Chengxiang District Jialing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Putian Chengxiang District Jialing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 3004, Bldg 1 of Binxi Jiayuan No. 66 Xiazheng Street, Longqiao Street Putian CHINA 351106 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIGH CLASS GRASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536510 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gift boxes; Stickers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name High Class Grass LLC Address High Class Grass LLC 1185 US HIGHWAY 14 UNT B Oregon WISCONSIN 53575 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOU KNOW WHO IT IS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536518 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Sneakers; Socks; Underclothes; Sweat shirts; Wrist bands as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Swinger, Michael Address Swinger, Michael 144 61 village rd 28c Jamacia NEW YORK 11435 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0412B5AAFD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
SP-ACE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536521</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For** Footwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivo, John</td>
<td>Olivo, John 12438 horse crescent San Antiono TEXAS 78254</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4791B70D14</td>
<td>JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RTUTUR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536524
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "RTUTUR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bangles; Bracelets; Jewellery; Pendants; Charms for bracelets; Ear clips; Neck chains; Necklaces; Rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Quzhou Zhaoyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Rm 215, Bldg.1, No.2, Yingchuan West Rd. Baiyun St, Kecheng District, Quzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA
- **Postal Code**: 324000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONEY GREEN MILESTONES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536528 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MILESTONES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Health care consulting in the field of Occupational Therapy; Home health care services, namely, Occupational Therapy; Occupational therapy; Occupational therapy services (Based on Intent to Use) Bodywork therapy; Bodywork therapy services, namely, structural integration therapy and movement therapy; Cognitive therapy services; Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT); Feeding therapy services; Health care consulting in the field of Speech Therapy, Physical Therapy, Mental and Behavioral Health; Home health care services, namely, Speech Therapy, Physical Therapy, Mental and Behavioral Health; Medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services; Meditation therapy services; Mental health therapy services; Physical therapy; Physical therapy evaluation, identification, and management of movement dysfunction to restore, maintain, and promote optimal physical function preventing the onset, symptoms and progression of impairments, functional limitations, and disabilities resulting from disease, disorders, conditions, or injuries; Physical therapy in the nature of movement therapy; Play therapy services; Speech therapy; Speech therapy services; Speech and hearing therapy; Speech and language therapy services; Speech pathology therapy services; Voice and sound therapy services

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 26, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McBride, Brittney T Address McBride, Brittney T 9932 Sweet Basil Drive Wake Forest NORTH CAROLINA 27587 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AYLAS FURNITURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536533</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;FURNITURE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUPERIOR IMPORTERS LLC</td>
<td>SUPERIOR IMPORTERS LLC 339 Meade Street Trenton NEW JERSEY</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRO.001UST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, KATHERINE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TORYHAUS BREWERY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536544</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BREWERY" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Serving beverages in brewpubs; Taproom services featuring craft beer

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**For** Beer

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 45, 46, 48

**International Class Title** Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Toryhaus Brewery LLC

**Address** Toryhaus Brewery LLC  3128 West 11th Street  Cleveland  OHIO  44109

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YTOJY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536546</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                          | Natural rubber; Padding materials of rubber or plastics; Rubber bottle stoppers; Stuffing of rubber or plastics |
| International Classes       | 17 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                  | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 |
| International Class Title   | Rubber |
| Goods First Use             | Jul. 23, 2022 |
| In Commerce                 | Jul. 23, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name          | Shenzhen Hengqing Green Food Distribution Co., LTD. |
| Address            | Shenzhen Hengqing Green Food Distribution Co., LTD. T261, T263, Haijixing Logistics Park No.1, Dan nong Rd, Bainikeng, Pinghu St. Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA |
| Legal Entity       | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PERITZ, SARAH L |

4588
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SIAPUPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536553
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Siapupy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Automotive measuring instruments, namely, water temperature gauges, air fuel/ratio gauges, boost gauges, vacuum gauges and exhaust gas temperature gauges; Combustible gas concentration detectors; Gas detectors for detecting the presence of gas; Infrared detection apparatus; Motorcycle charger fault detector; Pressure measuring apparatus; Straight edge instruments for measuring flatness; Tool measuring instruments; Tyre-pressure measurers; Water testing instrumentation for monitoring and detecting contamination
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhenping County Xinteng Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Zhenping County Xinteng Trading Co., Ltd., Room 302, Floor 3, Nieyang Yuyuan Community, Zhenping County, Nanyang City Henan Province CHINA 474250
- **Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORE HEART, MORE POSSIBILITIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536562 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Residential real estate agency services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HestiaLiving Corporation Address HestiaLiving Corporation 3R 16 Benefit Street Worcester MASSACHUSETTS 01610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 316909.4002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
Mark Literal(s) SOCIAL ANIMAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536573 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Baseball caps; Coats; Footwear; Gloves; Hoodies; Leggings; Overcoats; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Socks; Suspenders; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Trousers; Underwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic uniforms; Bathing suits; Belts for clothing; Ear muffs; Headbands; Short-sleeve shirts; Athletic jackets; Bomber jackets; Clothing belts; Denim jackets; Heavy jackets; Knit jackets; Long jackets; Rain jackets; Sweat jackets; Track jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 16, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Abergel, Ruben R. Address Abergel, Ruben R. 385 Union Avenue, APT 5A Brooklyn NEW YORK 11211 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SocialAnimal
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EXTRUSTRONG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97536582
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0126277/1682903
- **International Registration Number**: 1682903

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Aluminum and its alloys; ingots, castings, billets, tubing, and rolled or extruded semi-finished articles of aluminum or its alloys
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Alcoa USA Corp.
- **Address**: Alcoa USA Corp. 201 Isabella Street Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15212
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 169593119424
- **Examining Attorney**: DULGER, SUSAN N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SELF MADE BILLIONAIRES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97536585 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 |
| Register      | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Talent management services for sports athletes; Talent management services for musical artists |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Self Made Billionaires |
| Address | Self Made Billionaires 157 Garibaldi Ave Lodi NEW JERSEY 07644 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536586</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

- Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**

- VINABTY

**Reason for Publication**

- Published for Opposition

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5423296

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Radio receivers for remote controls; Radio transmitters for remote controls; Remote controls for air-conditioning apparatus; Remote controls for televisions; Remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: ShenZhen XinHao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd
- **Address**: ShenZhen XinHao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd, 20G 1# Building HongshulinHaijinghuayuan Xiangmihujiedao Futianqu Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518131
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</th>
<th>Published for Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>JULIANNE BARTOLOTTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97536591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. <strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong> 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK <strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong> The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies JULIANNE MARIA BARTOLOTTA, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Dresses, Trousers, Shorts, Skirts, Sweaters, Blouses, Jumpsuits, Clothing Jackets, Top Coats, Knit Pants, Knit Tops, Knit Sweatshirts, Swimsuits, Boots, Sandals, Loafers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>JULIANNE BARTOLOTTA LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>JULIANNE BARTOLOTTA LLC 34 GREENVALE DRIVE EAST NORTHPORT NEW YORK 11731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>RILEY, KATHERINE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536617 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a swirled design in ombre shades of blue, white, and purple with a triangular center in ombre shades of white and blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors blue, white, and purple are claimed as a feature of the mark

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of mental health and wellness; Mental health services; Providing mental health and wellness information
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brave Spaces Counseling and Wellness, LLC Address Brave Spaces Counseling and Wellness, LLC C 605 4th Street South La Crosse WISCONSIN 54601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 25472.1.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOO, SAMUEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUSQI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536627 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburetors; Agricultural machinery and attachments therefor, namely, rotary mowers, box scrapers, and three-point attachments; Chain saws; Electrical drills; High pressure washers; Lawn mowers; Paper shredding machines; Power-operated shears; Replacement parts for chain saws, namely, bars and chains; Starters for engines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 02, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang lusiqi import and Export Co., Ltd Address Zhejiang lusiqi import and Export Co., Ltd No. 629 Maolin, Hongguang Village, Lunan Street, Luqiao District, Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 318000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J354220781

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;BACON&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Brunch restaurants; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Bacon and Bubbles LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Bacon and Bubbles LLC 155 Office Plaza Drive, 1st Floor Tallahassee FLORIDA 32301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | LE, KHANH M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BOX OF LIFE PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536677 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Memory boxes, namely, cardboard boxes containing cardboard cards for displaying and storing personal lifestyle keepsakes and mementos; Printed publications, namely, newsletters, instructions, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, and articles in the field of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Decorative boxes made of plastic; Decorative boxes made of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Coaching in the field of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes; Conducting workshops and seminars in the field of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Providing business advice and information in the field of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keepsake boxes; Business consulting services in the field of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, instructions, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, and articles in the field of the curation and preparation of custom memory and keep sake boxes; Downloadable mobile applications for use in the curation, preparation, of custom memory and keep sake boxes; Downloadable mobile applications for use in the curation, preparation and digital storage of digital custom memory and keep sake boxes

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes; Electronic data storage; Hosting an on-line community web site featuring information on the curation and preparation of custom personalized memory and keep sake boxes

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Orit Ramler Szulik  **Address**: Orit Ramler Szulik 123 Turner Ridge Circle  Durham  NORTH CAROLINA 27713  **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 201-00862

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOLEY CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536679 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLUB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of golf tournaments; Golf club services; Golf courses; Golf driving range services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Holey Club, LLC Address Holey Club, LLC 161 Water St, Suite A Norwich CONNECTICUT 06360 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557105929

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIDDY BLISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536692 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KIDDY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Baby blankets; Baby buntings; Bath towels; Bed sheets; Bed throws; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Cushion covers; Hooded towels; Nursing covers; Sleeping bags for babies; Table runners not of paper; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; Textile place mats; Wash cloths International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Nov. 27, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 27, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Le Sozo Pte Ltd Address Le Sozo Pte Ltd PMB 15468 1321 Upland Dr Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity limited corporation State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POLYGELIX NATURALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536697 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "POLYGELIX NATURALS" in stylized black and white lettering with a design of two green leaves above the wording in the mark. The color white also appears in the leaf vein. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NATURALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wound dressings
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical apparatus, namely, an ear wash device in the nature of a container to be filled with appropriate fluid by the user for flushing ear wax from the ear
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Skin conditioners
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DRMARKINNOVATIONS.VET LLC Address DRMARKINNOVATIONS.VET LLC 3839 FM 1685 VICTORIA TEXAS 77901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONEY GREEN MILESTONES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536701 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the yellow stylized word HONEY with the letter E stylized to resemble the shape of a beehive. To the right, is the stylized word GREEN in a gradient green color. Below, is the stylized yellow word MILESTONES. Above all the wording are four flying bumblebees with black and yellow bodies, light blue wings, and black and white eyes. Below the bumblebees are 7 stages of growth of flowers with green stems, pink petals, yellow centers, and brown dirt underneath. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors black, brown, green, light blue, pink, yellow, and white are claimed as features of the mark. Disclaimer "MILESTONES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Health care consulting in the field of Occupational Therapy; Home health care services, namely, Occupational Therapy; Occupational therapy services (Based on Intent to Use) Bodywork therapy; Bodywork therapy services, namely, structural integration therapy and movement therapy; Cognitive therapy services; Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT); Feeding therapy services; Health care consulting in the field of Speech Therapy, Physical Therapy, Mental and Behavioral Health; Home health care services, namely, Speech Therapy, Physical Therapy, Mental and Behavioral Health; Medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services; Meditation therapy services; Meditation therapy services offered in or from a remote, mobile or temporary on-site location; Mental health therapy services; Physical therapy; Physical therapy evaluation, identification, and management of movement dysfunction to restore, maintain, and promote optimal physical function preventing the onset, symptoms and progression of impairments, functional limitations, and disabilities resulting from disease, disorders, conditions, or injuries; Physical therapy in the nature of movement therapy; Play therapy services; Speech therapy; Speech therapy services; Speech and hearing therapy; Speech and hearing therapy services; Speech and language therapy services; Speech pathology therapy services; Voice and sound therapy services
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Sep. 07, 2017 In Commerce   Dec. 18, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU   Yes Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   McBride, Brittney T Address   McBride, Brittney T 9932 Sweet Basil Drive Wake Forest NORTH CAROLINA 27587 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAE EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536702 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "EDGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable software for data logging of remote operated machinery; downloadable software for remote operated machinery performance and operations oversight, performance monitoring, and safety monitoring; downloadable software for control monitoring, simulation, communications, data logging and collection of equipment; downloadable software to integrate remote operated machinery operations, control processes, provide data for visualization, track problems and generate production reports; downloadable computer software for use monitoring maintenance, operations, location, and logistics for remote operated machinery

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

For cloud computing featuring software for use in the management of data management solutions and information management systems, and extracting information from equipment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the management of data management solutions, information management systems, and extracting information from equipment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring maintenance, operations, production, performance, location, and logistics for remote operated machinery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting and analyzing data for the operation, production, and performance of equipment; technology consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of data management solutions for others

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>RAE GROUP HOLDINGS, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>RAE GROUP HOLDINGS, INC. 10401 N. Meridian St., Suite 300 Indianapolis INDIANA 46290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>313210-00901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MASON, JARED MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLAUDIA DOCKERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536708 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Claudia Dockery, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Jewelry; Necklaces International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Surfing Cowgirl LLC Address Surfing Cowgirl LLC 1220 Manhattan Avenue, Apt C Manhattan Beach CALIFORNIA 90266 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22060

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ADORABLE PET SITTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536711  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “PET SITTING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dog training
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 10, 2012  In Commerce  Nov. 10, 2012

For  Pet sitting
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Nov. 10, 2012  In Commerce  Nov. 10, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Janet Park  Address  Janet Park  PO Box 3347  Laguna Hills  CALIFORNIA 92654  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L555166368

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAE EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536712 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the larger-sized stylized wording "RAE" intersected by an arc below which is the smaller-sized stylized wording "EDGE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EDGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable software for data logging of remote operated machinery; downloadable software for remote operated machinery performance and operations oversight, performance monitoring, and safety monitoring; downloadable software for control monitoring, simulation, communications, data logging and collection of equipment; downloadable software to integrate remote operated machinery operations, control processes, provide data for visualization, track problems and generate production reports; downloadable computer software for use monitoring maintenance, operations, location, and logistics for remote operated machinery
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

For cloud computing featuring software for use in the management of data management solutions and information management systems, and extracting information from equipment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the management of data management solutions, information management systems, and extracting information from equipment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring maintenance, operations, production, performance, location, and logistics for remote operated machinery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collecting and analyzing data for the operation, production, and performance of equipment; technology consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of data management solutions for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMERICANCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536730 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial administration services for employer sponsored retirement plans; fiduciary services, namely, providing financial consulting for investment advisory and discretionary trustee solutions for retirement plan sponsors
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Business administration and financial record keeping services for employer sponsored retirement savings plans
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. Address EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. 1251 Waterfront Place, Suite 510 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6315-2205381

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536733 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "HONEY WHALE" appearing directly below a stylized whale. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6614687

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bicycles; Bicycle carriers for vehicles and parts thereof; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle racks for vehicles; Bicycle wheels; Folding bikes; Inner tubes; Motorized bicycles; Motorized mobility scooters; Self-balancing two-wheeled electric scooters; Shock absorbers for bicycles; Tandem bicycles; Tires; Wheels for scooters; Push scooters
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guo Baobiao Address  Guo Baobiao No. 2-2 Mucuoyang, Lianhua Village, Yuxi Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province  CHINA  350307 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMERICANCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536755 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of slanted lines and angled lines forming a scythe. The wording "AMERICANCTS" appears to the right of the scythe design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial administration services for employer sponsored retirement plans; fiduciary services, namely, providing financial consulting for investment advisory and discretionary trustee solutions for retirement plan sponsors
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Business administration and financial record keeping services for employer sponsored retirement savings plans
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. Address EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. 1251 Waterfront Place, Suite 510 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6315-2205383

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NORTHWIND IMPERIAL STOUT

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97536819
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "IMPERIAL STOUT"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Dec. 24, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 24, 2003

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Two Brothers Brewing Company
- **Address**: Two Brothers Brewing Company 30w315 Calumet Ave W Warrenville ILLINOIS 60555
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**Examiner Information**
- **Examiner**: BERLIN, JUSTIN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536822 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a yellow letter "M" in stylized college block with a green outline. A claw is left of the letter "M" making four grey scratch marks on the letter "M". The claw is green with white nails and black outlines. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, green, gray and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Screen printing
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Apr. 01, 2009 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Price, John Address Price, John 1822 Ave D Moody TEXAS 76557 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERLIN, JUSTIN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOIFCAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536873 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "WOIFCAR", where the letters "WO" are in red and the letters "IFCAR" in black. There are two black stylized Chinese characters appearing to the right of "WOIFCAR". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-latin characters in the mark transliterates to "WO NENG" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alarm monitoring systems; Automotive, industrial, construction, locomotive, aviation, navigation and marine safety-warning lights, namely, strobes, rotating lights and bar lights; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, MP3 players; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, personal digital assistants; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Computer peripheral equipment; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in electronic storage of data; Electric storage batteries; Electrical cables and cordsets; Electronic computers; Eye glasses; Headgear being protective helmets; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, protective work gloves; Portable LED safety lighting devices for personal use for safety purposes; Solar panels for production of electricity; Surveying instruments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97536927</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of Dallas city skyline, in what looks like a dome, with roots coming from underneath the city. **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hair salon services |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Jul. 23, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 26, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Deep Roots Dallas |
| Address | Deep Roots Dallas 428 W Davis St, Suite 2 Dallas TEXAS 75208 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JACKSON, STEVEN W |
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
The REAL SIDE OF NASHVILLE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number:** 97536932
- **Application Filing Date:** Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Service Mark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Television, video and movie filming services
- **International Classes:** 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title:** Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Anthony T Lofties
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly:** DBA The Real Side Of Nashville
- **Address:**
  120 S Fifth Street, Apt 406
  Nashville
  TENNESSEE
  37206
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LABED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536943 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of test tube with text "LABED" positioned therein. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6003220

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements for animals; Health food supplements; Nutritional supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mathew L. Grell Address Mathew L. Grell 4307 Jones Bridge Circle Norcross GEORGIA 30092 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LABED 2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AFHZAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97536948 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  axes; swords; kitchen knives; chef knives; hunting knives; fixed blade knives
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools First Use  Feb. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rehman, Fasih Ur Address  Rehman, Fasih Ur  HOUSE NO 42  STREET NO 4  BAHAR COLONY 2  KOT LAKHPAT  LAHORE, Punjab  PAKISTAN  54700 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  PAKISTAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ICOLLECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REEF BUSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536966 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REEF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antifungal medication for fish
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intelligent Aquatics, LLC Address Intelligent Aquatics, LLC 6760 Heritage Grande #304 Boynton Beach FLORIDA 33437 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOBOHEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536967 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aluminium wire; Bed casters of metal; Brass alloys; Cotters made of metal; Ducts of metal for air-conditioning installations; Metal garage doors; Metal hexagon head bolts; Metal pipe couplings and joints; Metal structures for mounting solar panels; Metal tent pegs; Metal tent poles; Nuts of metal; Solar panel mounts made of metal; Stainless steel strainers used in the commercial preparation of foods, beverages, dairy products, pharmaceuticals and drugs; Water-pipe valves of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Yihuo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Henan Yihuo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. West House,4/F,Unit1,Bldg.205,Milan City Dihu Garden,Tongbai S.Rd.Zhongyuan Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BTEROKGM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536971 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headsets; Battery charge devices; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cell phone battery chargers; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer mouse; Lithium ion batteries; Power adapters; Power adapters for computers; Rechargeable electric batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Maocai Address Zhu, Maocai No. 12, Group 4, Xibutou Village, Tafeng Town, Lanshan County Yongzhou, Hunan CHINA 425800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97536972  Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

MSMY

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Office staplers; Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; Adhesive note paper; Adhesive notepads; Albums for stickers; Book marks; Decals; Document markers; Office stationery; Pen and pencil cases and boxes; Stickers; Tags for index cards


Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Xiamen Nianye Network Technology Co., Ltd.  Address: Xiamen Nianye Network Technology Co., Ltd.  403-1103, Haifuli, Haicang Street, Haicang Dist., Xiamen  CHINA  361000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**  "SWIMWEAR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** (Based on Use in Commerce) Swimsuits (Based on Intent to Use) Hats; Shirts; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Beach hats; Bucket hats

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39

**International Class Title**  Clothing **First Use**  Jul. 22, 2022 **In Commerce**  Jul. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes **Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Cloud 9 Swimwear **Composed of**  Kate Melson, a citizen of United States **Address**  Cloud 9 Swimwear 509 John Street  Ashland  VIRGINIA  23005 **Legal Entity**  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP **State or Country Where Organized**  VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 97537004 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Aug. 05, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Translation** | The wording FESTIVALCOS has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**Goods and Services Information**

| **For** | Greatcoats; Hats; Redingotes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Fishing shirts; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Golf shorts; Head sweatbands; Hunting shirts; Reversible jackets |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Jul. 23, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 23, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| **Owner Name** | Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. |
| **Address** | Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Room 201,Bldg. A,No. 1,Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**Examining Attorney**

| **Examining Attorney** | MACIOL, GENE V J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SEASONED SAUTES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97537012
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5143692

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fresh vegetables; Raw vegetables
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 14, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 14, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Walter P. Rawl & Sons, LLC
- **Address**: Walter P. Rawl & Sons, LLC 824 Fariview Road Pelion SOUTH CAROLINA 29123
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 032677-00033

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE'RE ALL ABOUT YOUR BRAND!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537018 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Customized printing of company names and logos for promotional and advertising purposes on the goods of others
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Price, Deborah Address Price, Deborah 11351 Gladwin Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2024736

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HETSWDAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537028 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries and battery chargers; Battery chargers for electronic cigarettes; Bone conduction earphones; Clear protective covers specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones; Earphones for cellular telephones; Hygienic pads adapted for virtual reality head-mounted displays; LCD projectors; Mini beam projectors; Noise cancelling headphones; Overhead projectors; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Touch screen pens; Virtual reality goggles; Virtual reality headsets; Virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Luping Address Li, Luping No. 267, Dongyu, Dongyu Village, Lancheng Township, Pingtan County Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEAD TO HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537029 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Religious instruction services; Providing on-line religious instruction promoting Christian and family values
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 2015 In Commerce Sep. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dr. David Eckman Address Dr. David Eckman 3674 Touriga Drive Pleasanton CALIFORNIA 94566
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAXTON, EVELYN H
TM 3605 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KINFAVOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537049  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording KINFAVOU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automatic pet feeders; Bird feeders; Camping grills; Dishers; Gumpaste cutters; Ice cream scoops; Ice cube moulds; Kitchen utensil crocks; Laundry baskets; Meat grinders, non-electric; Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Plastic coasters; Shower caddies
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shanghai Taosihui Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shanghai Taosihui Trading Co., Ltd.  J, Building 4, Area B, No. 925, Yecheng Road, Jiading Industrial Zone  Shanghai  CHINA  201821  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LORENZO, GEORGE M
BET TZEDEK

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97537053
Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The English translation of BET and TZEDEk in the mark is HOUSE and JUSTICE, respectively.

Goods and Services Information
For: Legal services, namely, providing pro bono and other free legal advice, counsel, assistance, and representation
International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Personal and legal services
First Use: Dec. 31, 1974
In Commerce: Dec. 31, 1974

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Bet Tzedek
Address: Bet Tzedek 3250 Wilshire Blvd., 13th Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90010
Legal Entity: non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 099642-3355

Examinining Attorney
Examine Attorney: FRIZALONE, SARAH O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIG DILLY'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537064 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canned beans; Dill pickles
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dirty Dills LLC Address Dirty Dills LLC 901 E. Walnut Dr. Newton NEW JERSEY 07860 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557015634
Examining ATTORNEY
Examiner MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GREAT QUALITY PRACTICAL LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537074 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1304975  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 06, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County  MEXICO  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 06, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail grocery store services; Retail pharmacy services; Wholesale and retail store services featuring meat, dairy, sausages, candies, cleaning articles, wines and spirits
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GONZALEZ TORRES, Alejandro Address  GONZALEZ TORRES, Alejandro Obreros de Canenea 1324, Constitucion Zapopan, Jalisco MEXICO 45188 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00250-0094
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SEEING.U

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537078</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of wording of &quot;SEEING.U&quot; in stylized font with first letter &quot;E&quot; missing the vertical line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;SEEING.U&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Brushes for vacuum cleaners; Cleaning appliances utilizing steam; Cordless vacuum cleaners; Dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; Electric steam mops; Electric sweepers; Electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; Electric window cleaning machines; Floor cleaning machines; Floor washing machines; Machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; Steam mops; Suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; Vacuum cleaner bags; Vacuum cleaner hoses; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Vacuum cleaners powered by rechargeable batteries; Waste disposal units |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Apr. 06, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 06, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shanxi Ameisen Robot Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shanxi Ameisen Robot Technology Co., Ltd . 17/F, Huanneng Tech Block, No.17 Gaoxin St., Zonggai Shifan Dist., Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | ZC220700199 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MACIOL, GENE V J |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537079</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Auction services; On-line auction services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 10, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 10, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Surplus Asset Management, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Surplus Asset Management, Inc. 4111 West Clarendon Avenue Phoenix ARIZONA 85019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MACIOL, GENE V J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FOCIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537104  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording of "FOCIVE" in stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Jewellery boxes; Key chains; Key rings; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Pearls; Rings
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Liukai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Yiwu Liukai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Room 501, Unit 1, Building 69  Chunhan 3rd District, Beiyuan Street  Yiwu City, Zhejiang  CHINA  322000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4917
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY "BOOK"QUET OF FLOWERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537109</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed gift books featuring pictures of flowers, poetry, and messages of love
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Donnie's Island Pictures LLC | Address | Donnie's Island Pictures LLC 88-39 163rd Street, #6F Jamaica NEW YORK 11432 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K556160232 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KRUSMAN, IAN GEORGE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HASSLEFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537111 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Purses; Wallets; Card wallets; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Shoulder bags; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KIM, Jeong Han Address KIM, Jeong Han 15, Samseong-ro 75-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06195 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Hassle18KrUs

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAYLORCOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537114</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording MAYLORCOS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Greatcoats; Hats; Redingotes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Fishing shirts; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Golf shorts; Head sweatbands; Hunting shirts; Reversible jackets
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Jul. 25, 2022
In Commerce: Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd.
Address: Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Room 201,Bldg. A,No. 1, Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MUSHROONCOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537117 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MUSHROONCOS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Greatcoats; Hats; Redingotes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Fishing shirts; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Golf shorts; Head sweatbands; Hunting shirts; Reversible jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Room 201,Bldg. A,No. 1,Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEP A GOOD THING GROWING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97537127
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0126147/1681119

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data; online payment collection services, namely, payment and funds verification services; financial management services for others**
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

- **For Billing, namely, online billing services**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for subscription service management, customer service, and billing and payment tracking, analysis, and management; computer services, namely, computer systems integration**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Recurly, Inc.
- **Address**: Recurly, Inc. 400 Alabama Street, Suite #202 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94110
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1339994
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NVUDFGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537140 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording NVUDFGY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Appliances for removing make-up, electric; Baking dishes; Carving boards; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Disposable gloves for home use; Fabric boxes for storing greeting cards; Insect collecting cages; Laundry baskets; Non-metal piggy banks; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Trays for household purposes; Valet trays for household purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yu, Taiquan Address Yu, Taiquan No. 47, Group 13, Yongan Village Yongan Township, Development Zone Jiujiang, Jiangxi CHINA 332000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PERKPUTOE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording PERKPUTOE has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Electric action toys; Model toy vehicles; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Remote-controlled submarines being toys; Remote-controlled toy planes; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Toy aircraft; Toy airplanes; Toy cars; Toy vehicles; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Wheels for toy vehicles
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Paisinuo Electronics Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Paisinuo Electronics Co., Ltd.  Rm.205,Bldg.1, Zede Chenganling Ind.Park  Busha Rd.,Nanwan St.,Longgang District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEGALLUXE LAW GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537186 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAW GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Attorney services; Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in trademark and copyright matters; Intellectual property consultation; Legal advisory services; Legal advisory services in the field of intellectual property, business law, and providing contract templates, contract drafting, contract review, and negotiation; Legal advisory services in the field of family law; Legal advisory services in the field of estate planning; Legal advisory services in the field of real estate law; Legal advisory services in the field of business franchising and joint ventures; Legal advisory services in the field of startups and venture capitalist projects; Legal advisory services in the field of nonprofit formation; Legal services; Licensing of intellectual property; Providing information in the field of business law; Providing information in the field of intellectual property; Providing information in the field of intellectual property legal services; Providing legal information in the field of cryptocurrency; Trademark watch services for legal advisory purposes
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 04, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LegalLuxe Law PLLC Address LegalLuxe Law PLLC 1661 International Place Drive Suite 400 Memphis TENNESSEE 38120 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRANDGEIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537188</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Brand evaluation services, namely, measuring, analyzing, and scoring brand performance based on relevance to pop culture, purpose, inclusiveness, look and feel and or degree of disruption |
International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
First Use | Sep. 19, 2022 |
In Commerce | Oct. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Allison+Partners, LLC |
Address | Allison+Partners, LLC 40 Gold Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94133 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | ALLIPR 02-US |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | HAYES, GINA CLARK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DE LA REINA COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537202 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black crown with small green, large magenta and small purple jewels on the top of the crown. Under the crown are the words De La Reina in black with the word Company in magenta underneath. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, black, magenta, green, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COMPANY" Translation The English translation of De La Reina in the mark is From the queen.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 15, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Talavera Speech & Language DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA De La Reina Company Address Talavera Speech & Language 2048 E Cairo Dr Tempe ARIZONA 85282 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOO MANY NO'S NOT ENOUGH O'S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537203</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Headwear; Hoodies; Shirts; Shoes; Sweatshirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | John Geiger Collection LLC |
| Address | John Geiger Collection LLC 53 Calle Palmeras Suite 601 San Juan PUERTO RICO 00901 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PUERTO RICO |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HAYES, GINA CLARK |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537212</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Vidahogar has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

For:
- Vases; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Concession dispensing equipment, namely, condiment pump dispensers;
- Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishers; Feeding vessels for pets; Fish tanks; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can;
- Pet dishes; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Plastic place mats; Portable cool boxes, non-electric; Soap holders and boxes;
- Synthetic fibers for the manufacture of brushes, namely, toothbrushes, hair brushes and cleaning brushes

- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 24, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Zhongyou Aerospace Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Zhongyou Aerospace Technology Co., Ltd. Room 603, Unit 2, Building 4, Jiangnan Mingcheng, Ningwei St., Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311200
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  F

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97537213  Application Filing Date   Aug. 05, 2022  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the letter F consisting of two chevrons on a circular background. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing financial information and financial advice via a website
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Insurance and Financial
For   Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Rumo LLC  Address   Rumo LLC  131 Rose Garden Dr  McKinney  TEXAS  75072  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   200109.0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BREEZY DOES IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Indian Peak Brewing Company DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Left Hand Brewing Company, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Indian Peak Brewing Company 1265 Boston Avenue Longmont COLORADO 80501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 134858.00069 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HAYES, GINA CLARK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WODOFULHY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537221</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording WODOFULHY has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Jewellery; Sapphire; Watchbands; Wristwatches; Alarm clocks; Bracelets; Ear studs; Jewellery boxes; Jewelry watches; Watch cases being parts of watches; Watch glasses; Watch movements; Watch parts; Watch straps; Watchstraps made of leather

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50  
**International Class Title** Jewelry  
**First Use** Jul. 22, 2022  
**In Commerce** Jul. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Haiyousheng Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Shenzhen Haiyousheng Technology Co., Ltd.  
202, No. 5, Hehe 2nd Lane, Gaotou Community, Bantian St., Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HAYES, GINA CLARK
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
"EXCELLENCE IS THE END RESULT."

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97537222 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Printed gift books featuring pictures of flowers, poetry, and messages of love |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Donnie's Island Pictures LLC |
| Address | Donnie's Island Pictures LLC 88-39 163rd Street, #6F Jamaica NEW YORK 11432 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K556160011 |
| Examining Attorney | KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
ANNUS MIRABILIS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537232</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Charitable services, namely, providing financial sponsorship of award shows for students, post-doctoral researchers and other professionals for theoretical scientific and philosophical projects and research

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | John Dubuque |
| Address | John Dubuque Suite 1100 7701 Forsyth Blvd. Saint Louis MISSOURI 63105 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | DANG, BAO-NGOC K |
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANNUS MIRABILIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537236 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, organizing and conducting conferences, symposiums, seminars, lectures, forums, classes, workshops, and fellowship training programs in the fields of theoretical science, philosophy, and scientific research; arranging of contests; academic enrichment programs in the field of theoretical scientific and philosophical research
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name John Dubuque Address John Dubuque Suite 1100 7701 Forsyth Blvd. Saint Louis MISSOURI 63105
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, BAO-NGOC K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A L

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537243  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized letters "A" and "L" within a paintbrush-drawn circle, the letters and circle are plum purple on a black background. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) plum purple and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Leather coasters; Valet trays for household purposes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Mar. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

For  Whips; Leather handbags; Leather purses
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods  First Use  Mar. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

For  Mouse pads
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

For  Collars; Cuffs; Cosplay costumes; Leather harnesses worn by people as clothing; Clothing items, namely, gags worn over the mouth; Face masks being headwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DALE ESSENCE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97537260
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Household storage containers, namely, sandwich bag organizers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Estevez, Laura B
- **Composed of**: Laura B Estevez sole proprietor, U.S. Citizen
- **Address**: Estevez, Laura B
- **P.O. Box**: 1343
- **Easton**: PENNSYLVANIA 18044
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOME TRIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537279 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for connecting families and education platforms for online education
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for connecting families and education platforms for online education
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Tribe LLC Address Home Tribe LLC 9099 Soquel Dr #4 Aptos CALIFORNIA 95003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557297781

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLACKBELT BASEBALL A TRADITION OF BASEBALL EXCELLENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97537299 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
|---------------|---------|------------------------|---------------|----------|---------------------|-------------|

**Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of an outlined circle with the boarder containing the stylized words BLACKBELT BASEBALL around the top, and the words A TRADITION OF BASEBALL EXCELLENCE around the bottom. The two sets of words are separated by stars. In the center of the circle is a baseball wrapped in martial arts belt. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "BASEBALL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Sports training services; Education services, namely, providing classes, workshops, day camps and training in the field of sports, interpersonal communication, leadership and anti-bullying, and using sports to help build young people into productive, kind and compassionate members of society

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Dec. 2019

**In Commerce** Dec. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** JVL Enterprises LLC

**Address** JVL Enterprises LLC 277 Phelps Ave Bergenfield NEW JERSEY 07621

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I WILL SOAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537312 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing seminars, conferences, and workshops and production of documentary films, all in the field of etiquette and motivating students and student athletes to succeed in school, sports and life

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Clothing, namely, shirts, tops and headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JUSTUSPRODUCTIONS.TV LLC Address JUSTUSPRODUCTIONS.TV LLC 455 N.E. 5th Avenue, Suite D265 Delray Beach FLORIDA 33483 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JSP.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KESTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537324 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Knee bandages, orthopaedic; Orthopedic shoes; Orthopedic bandages; Orthopedic belts; Orthopedic braces; Orthopedic supports; Slings for medical use; Slings specially adapted for transporting persons with disabilities; Compression garments, namely, compression socks, stockings, leggings, jerseys, vests, trousers; Medical braces for knee, ankle, elbow, wrist; Supports for ankle, wrist, elbow, knee for therapeutic purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Balls for sports; Boards used in the practice of water sports; Body-building apparatus; Boomerangs; Dumbbells; Elbow pads for athletic use; Knee pads for athletic use; Knee guards for athletic use; Nets for sports; Punching bags; Rackets; Shin guards for athletic use; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Swimming belts; Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports; Exercise trampolines; Exercise equipment, namely, abdominal boards; Table tennis rackets; Trolley bags specially adapted for sports equipment
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring orthopedic items and sports' goods and equipment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: HIDROLIGHT DO BRASIL S.A
Address: HIDROLIGHT DO BRASIL S.A RODOVIA DOS AÇORES, 1150 GAROPABA - SC BRAZIL 88495
Legal Entity: sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada (ltda)
State or Country Where Organized: BRAZIL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOCRIB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97537333 | **Application Filing Date** | Aug. 05, 2022 | **Register** | Principal **Mark Type** | Trademark  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Vending machines for dispensing tools  
**International Classes**  7 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  
**International Class Title** Machinery

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Gopher Industrial, Inc.  
**Address**  Gopher Industrial, Inc.  19312 Hwy 62 South  Orange  TEXAS  77630  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  154157.00008

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KITTYLAMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537346 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brownie mixes; Mixes for bakery goods; Mixes for making baking batters
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jordan, Kathryn Address Jordan, Kathryn 91 Pepperrell Rd P.O. Box #65 Kittery Point MAINE 03905
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DONNIE'S ISLAND PICTURES OF JAMAICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97537395 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "ISLAND PICTURES OF JAMAICA"
Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Donnie Rochester, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed travel books
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Donnie's Island Pictures LLC Address  Donnie's Island Pictures LLC  88-39 163rd Street, #6F  Jamaica NEW YORK  11432 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555961993

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KRUSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHY DO YOU THINK THE WAY YOU DO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537398 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring health and wellness consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services in the field of health and wellness consumer goods, namely, vitamins, supplements, cosmetics, therapeutic patches
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pirooz Address Pirooz 351 Milwaukee Street Denver COLORADO 80206 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WHY DO YOU THINK THE WAY YOU DO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537413 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars and workshops in the field of health and wellness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pirooz Address  Pirooz 351 Milwaukee Street Denver COLORADO 80206 Legal Entity
CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FZYMBE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97537417
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Toothpicks; Barbecue tongs; Bath brushes; Cleaning sponges; Cooking skewers; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Disposable chopsticks; Plastic cups; Toothbrush holders; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jun. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hengyang Junhui Trading Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Hengyang Junhui Trading Co., Ltd
  No. 110, bldg 261, bldg A, Xingguiyuan
  Zhurong South Rd, Nanyue Town, Nanyue Dist
  Hengyang
  CHINA
  421200
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOBPKIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537418 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GOBPKIL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Curtain fabric; Curtain liners; Curtain loops of textile material; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of textile curtain holders; Curtains and towels; Curtains made of textile fabrics; Curtains of plastic; Curtains of textile; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Shower curtains; Vinyl curtains; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miao, Yanmei Address Miao, Yanmei No. 5, Congtiaoleng Village Tuban Town, Lin County Lvlia, Shanxi CHINA 033299 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WERT, KARL ANTHONY
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHY DO YOU THINK THE WAY YOU DO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537422  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, jackets and athletic wear; Lounge pants; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pirooz  Address  Pirooz  351 Milwaukee Street  Denver  COLORADO  80206  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EGGBOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97537423  Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cups; Decanters; Dinnerware; Toothbrushes; Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Automatic soap dispensers; Bird feeders; Bottle stands; Cake pans; Camping grills; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cocktail shakers; Cookie molds; Dishwashing brushes; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Drinking bottles for sports; Empty spray bottles; Insect traps; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Lunch boxes; Mouse traps; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Soap holders and boxes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Lu Tianhai  Address: No.13,zhushanpo cun, Yuntan, Gaozhou City Guangdong CHINA 525246  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BISHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537457 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hess Lighting II, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA HessAmerica Address Hess Lighting II, Inc. 427 Hyatt Street Gaffney SOUTH CAROLINA 29341 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 140966565715

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOSTHEART

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537461</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Candy boxes; Drinking troughs for animals; Fly swatters; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Infant bathtubs; Kitchen mitts; Mug trees; Non-electric cooking pot sets; Nozzles for sprinkler hose; Trays for domestic purposes; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use

**International Classes**  21 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Jul. 15, 2022  **In Commerce** Jul. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Jiangxi Nick Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Jiangxi Nick Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Bldg 72, Vanke Four Seasons Huacheng, No.999 Gaoxin Seventh Road, Nanchang, Jiangxi, CHINA **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Sha2002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OIPKKUI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537494 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OIPKKUI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery; Tiaras; Bangle bracelets; Choker necklaces; Decorative key fobs; Drop earrings; Jewelry charms; Jewelry dishes; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Linhui Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Linhui Technology Co., Ltd. No.399,Lihua Road Dongxihu District Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430040 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney INGRAM, KYLE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIANDICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537508 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JIANDICK" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sandals; Shoes; Tee-shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Down suits; Evening dresses; Footwear for men and women; Outerwear, namely, coats; Outerwear, namely, hats; Outerwear, namely, gloves; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Stiletto heels
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alan zong Address Alan zong No. 3, Wanfuju Group 8, Dongchen Town Rugao City, Jiangsu CHINA 226571 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOUSE OF WORD COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537511 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOUSE OF WORD COFFEE INC. Address HOUSE OF WORD COFFEE INC. 2915 Ogletown Road, Ste 4165 Newark DELAWARE 19713 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOOK & NEEDLE FISHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537513 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “FISHING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Fishing shirts; Rain coats; Rainproof jackets; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hook & Needle Fishing LLC Address Hook & Needle Fishing LLC 926 Summer Leaf Dr St. Peters MISSOURI 63376 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557527416

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AELMIYW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537519  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Aelmiyw" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lifejackets; Baby scales; Game headphones; Protective covers for cell phones; Protective industrial footwear; Protective industrial shoes; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Reflective safety vests; Sports glasses; Sunglasses and spectacles  International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lou, Yijian  Address  Lou, Yijian  Donggaotang, Zhanghu Village, Suxi Town  Yiwu City, Zhejiang  CHINA  322009  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELLMAN, ELI J
Mark Literal(s) WEICOCA

Weicoca

Serial Number   97537521 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Weicoca has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; All purpose portable household containers; China ornaments; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Household gloves for general use; Laundry baskets; Lip brushes; Money boxes; Non-electrical coffee grinders; Reusable plastic water bottles sold empty; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Shoe stretchers; Shower racks; Vacuum flasks
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

Currently Use   Yes


EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Arial Hellman, Eli J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MUMMI DUST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537526</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Apr. 2021 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Eric Isaacs |
| Address | Eric Isaacs 4001 NE 7th Ct Renton WASHINGTON 98056 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | L555264787 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HELLMAN, ELI J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YUANYU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537529 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YUANYU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera cases; Camera straps; Cases for spectacles and sunglasses; Cell phone cases; Decorative refrigerator magnets; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone extension cords; Electrical plugs and sockets; Mouse mats; Pet collar accessories, namely, safety lights; Protective ear covering shields; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch bands; Tripods; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Nanhai District Zhenglingshan Daily Necessities Department Store Composed of Zheng, Lingshan, a citizen of China Address Foshan Nanhai District Zhenglingshan Daily Necessities Department Store 2 of No. 44,Getian Street,Denggangbeiyu, Lishui Town, Nanhai District Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528244 Legal Entity

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J

4686
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEOXUER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97537533 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Zeoxuer has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Automatic pet feeders; Cardboard cups; Coffee stirrers; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Decorative glass orbs; Dishers; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Jar openers; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Mixing cups; Non-electric coffee makers; Pet feeding dishes; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants; Wine aerators

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Shanhai Yunding Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Shanhai Yunding Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 113, One of No. 70, Jinhe Road Zhangmutou, Zhangmutou Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523626 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AGEROSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97537542
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dresses; Pajamas; Pants; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Sweaters; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tights; Underwear; Vests; Athletic sweaters; Baby bibs not of paper; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Down jackets; Leather belts for clothing; Sports bra; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yibiao Huan
- **Address**: Yibiao Huan 401,A,Building 2, Charmin Time huayuan,Xixiang, Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Sha2002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examing Attorney**: DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VISUALIZING THE BUILT WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537552 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building inspection in the course of building construction; Consultancy and information services in the field of construction; Consultancy and information services relating to construction; Inspection services in the course of construction of buildings, roads, and bridges using ground penetrating radar scanning
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ground Penetrating Radar Systems, LLC Address Ground Penetrating Radar Systems, LLC 7540 New West Rd. Toledo OHIO 43617 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 268071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLFY GOLFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537596 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Backpacks; Golf umbrellas
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Golf towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Gloves for golf; Golf bag covers; Golf bags; Golf balls; Golf clubs; Golf course distance markers; Golf course fairway markers; Golf gloves; Golf tees; Golf club bags
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Printed golf scorecards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Fitting of golf clubs to individual users; Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Entertainment in the nature of golf tournaments; Instruction in the nature of golf, both online and private lessons; Organization, arranging and conducting of professional golf tournaments or competitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
**For**  Hats; Hoodies; Golf shirts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Tee shirts

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s):** 1906 EDUTAINMENT STUDIOS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number:** 97537601  
**Application Filing Date:** Aug. 05, 2022  
**Register:** Principal  
**Mark Type:** Service Mark  
**Trademark**:  
**Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer:** "EDUTAINMENT STUDIOS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Publication of on-line and printed educational materials, namely, educational comic books, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, teacher guides, learning guides, manuals, posters and booklets in the field of science  
**International Classes:** 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes:** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title:** Education and Entertainment  
**First Use:** May 18, 2018  
**In Commerce:** Nov. 26, 2020

**For** Downloadable educational publications, namely, printable comic books, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, teacher guides, learning guides, manuals, posters and booklets in the field of science  
**International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use:** May 18, 2018  
**In Commerce:** Nov. 26, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name:** 1906 EduTainment Studios L.L.C.  
**Address:** 1906 EduTainment Studios L.L.C.  
**State or Country Where Organized:** CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number:** 2896-001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97537602  Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a capitalized "W" whose upper left and right edges interrupt a circle that circumscribes it. The W is made of three lines, as if a backward check mark and a forward slash were placed next to each other left to right, respectively. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Printed religious circular letters
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For: Religious instruction services; Providing religious instruction
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
For: Religious and spiritual services, namely, conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and religious counseling; Religious services, namely, prayer meetings; Conducting religious ceremonies; Conducting religious sermons; Ecclesiastical services, namely, ordaining ministers to perform religious ceremonies; Organization of religious meetings; Providing a website featuring information about religious belief systems; Providing specialized facilities for religious ceremonies
International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>The Well Church</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>The Well Church 802 E 9400 S Sandy UTAH 84070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UTAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | TAYLOR, SLOAN H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMAZING KICKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537607 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black shadow with white outlines of a boy wearing a red shirt, black shorts and shoes with white outlines and highlights kicking an incoming black and white soccer ball that is on fire in orange, yellow and red into the air which is shown over a white circle and black outline with the stylized wording "Amazing Kickers" in orange and red with black and white outlines at the bottom arc of the circle.
Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, orange, yellow and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "KICKERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soccer instruction International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Apr. 02, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Amazing Kickers LLC Address Amazing Kickers LLC 26 mansion ave yonkers NEW YORK 10704
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CASA. CASATSHIRTS.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537612  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "casa." in black on the top of the web address "casatshirts.com" in black to the left of a shirt on a hanger with the roof and door of a house-shaped design inside of the shirt design all in black with a red colored heart placed on the chest of the shirt. The color white represents background and is not part of the mark as shown.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The English translation of the word "CASA" in the mark is "house".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Casa LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Self  Address  Casa LLC  7539 Long St.  LENEXA  KANSAS 66216  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GZOUERMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537640 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up; Cosmetic mud masks; Deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; Eyebrow cosmetics; Facial beauty masks; False eyelashes; Stain removers
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Mawei District Xieling Trading Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Mawei District Xieling Trading Co., Ltd. 013,F/1,Commercial St,Tingjiangxin Dist, No.11,Tingjiang Branch Rd, Tingjiang Town, Mawei, Fuzhou CHINA 350000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GORGGORHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537642 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GorgGorho" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gemstones; Agate as jewellery; Artificial gemstones; Beads for making jewellery; Beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; Cabochons for making jewellery; Charms for jewelry; Clasps for jewellery; Costume jewelry; Jewel pendants; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry making kits; Precious and semi-precious gems; Synthetic precious stones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Baixiyan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Baixiyan Trading Co., Ltd. X1301-G024183, (Bldg No. 1), No. 106, Fengze East Road, Nansha District, Guangzhou CHINA 511455 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIORICHVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537660  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags adapted for laptops; Cell phone cases; Computer keyboard keycaps; Covers for tablet computers; Disposable computer keyboard covers; Dust covers for computers; Mouse mats; Mouse pads; Mousepads; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Wireless charging mouse pads; Wrist rests for computer keyboards; Wrist supports for computer mouse users
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ou, siyu  Address Ou, siyu Room 702, Building 9, Qiaoxingli Parkview City Xiamen CHINA 361000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUSTMISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537661 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Pajamas; Pants; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Sweaters; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tights; Underwear; Vests; Athletic sweaters; Baby bibs not of paper; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Down jackets; Leather belts for clothing; Sports bra; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Yebiao Address Huang Yebiao 401,A zuo,Building 2，Charmin SHIDAI huayuan,Xixiang DADAO, Bao an,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
TM 3667  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XDONEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537722  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flowerpots; Vases; Bird feeders; Busts of terra cotta; Cooking spoons; Figures of earthenware; Gardening gloves; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet feeding dishes; Pot holders; Salad bowls; Serving trays; Small animal feeders; Soap holders; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jun. 04, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Fengshun Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Fengshun Network Technology Co., Ltd. No.F385, 4th Floor, GF District No. 1201, Huafeng Road, Shushan District Hefei CHINA 230031 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EINORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537727 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Batteries, electric; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Computerized vehicle engine analyzers; Connectors for electronic circuits; Electric car charging piles; Electric navigational instruments; Hand-held electronic dictionaries; Head-up displays (HUDs) for vehicles, namely, transparent electronic displays for providing users with navigational and operational information; Heads-up displays (HUDs) in the nature of transparent electronic displays for use in general aviation aircraft; Radio-frequency identification (RFID) readers; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless charging pads for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tongxinhe Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tongxinhe Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1025, Building 1 Zhongtai Science and Technology Park Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RATCLIFFE, ROBERT L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BESITOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97537743
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "BESITOS" in the mark is Little Kisses.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Soft drinks; Soft drinks, namely, sodas
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Besitos Beverage Corporation
- **Address**: Besitos Beverage Corporation 521 N Roxbury Dr. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THROBOVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537744 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Noteboards; Cardboard cartons; Honeycomb paper; Paper bags; Paper boxes; Paper for wrapping and packaging; Plastic film for wrapping; Rubbish bags

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang Yaru Address  Wang Yaru No. 30 Dongnanmen Street Qinghua Town, Bo'ai County Jiaozuo CHINA 454000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  sha2022az

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOV3GAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537746 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GOV3GAN", with a
heart inside of the letter "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 11, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GoV3gan LLC Address GoV3gan LLC Suite 203 12150 SW 132ND CT Miami FLORIDA 33186
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GRETA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537749  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic equipment for point-of-sale (POS) systems, namely, point-of-sale terminals, cash registers, tablet computers, computer hardware, and downloadable computer operating software
 Internationa Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for operating point-of-sale systems for grocery stores, specialty food stores, liquor stores, convenience stores and meat markets, for cloud-based reporting and file management of label printing and scale integration, to allow users to connect to third-party vendors through an online wholesale program to sell and buy goods in bulk through a network, to create retail analytics, manage inventory, and to review customer analysis
 Internationa Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Journey Business Solutions, Inc.  Address  Journey Business Solutions, Inc.  600 E. Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 560  Irving  TEXAS  75039  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) | Y YALTZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number | 97537776  Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2022  Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No  Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an uppercase letter "Y" shown in a circle with the word "Yaltz" printed below the circle in a script font.  Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Cryptocurrency services as used to pay for promotions for third parties, namely, sales promotion services for third parties offering cryptocurrency as payment; Promotional Services in the nature of promoting cryptocurrency trading, exchange, purchase, and payment for others; customer loyalty services using cryptocurrency for commercial, promotional, and/or advertising purposes; promotional services using cryptocurrency in the nature of promoting the goods and services of others by means of issuing loyalty cryptocurrency rewards
International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes | 100, 101, 102  International Class Title | Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Belcom Corp.  Address | Belcom Corp.  10201 W 71ST PLACE  COUNTRYSIDE  ILLINOIS  60525
Legal Entity | CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 0396-03926

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | MACDOUGALL, KIERRA RYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97537783 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized lowercase letter "M" in a rectangle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up companies; investment consulting; consulting services, namely providing financial consulting to help businesses obtain financing; financial analysis and consultation; financial research International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Dec. 31, 2017 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2017
For  Business management and consultation; market analysis; business marketing consulting services; business planning; providing business advice and consultation in the field of product marketing and development International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Dec. 31, 2017 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Maveron, LLC Address    Maveron, LLC  411 First Avenue South, Suite 600 Seattle  WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity    LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  356090900106

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GO NEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537802 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "GO NEAT" in stylized font. The wording "GO" is above the wording "NEAT", and there is a horizontal line element between them. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0126503/1686231 International Registration Number 1686231

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Coats; Hats; Pyjamas; Shirts; Suits; Trousers; Underpants; Underwear; Babies' trousers; Bibs, not of paper; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts, jumpsuits; Dresses; Gloves as clothing; T-shirts; Waterproof jackets and pants

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Interfocus Inc. Address Interfocus Inc. 650 CASTRO ST. NUM. EXT. 120-458 MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA 94041 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SAVANT AUDIO LABS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97537813
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "Savant Audio Labs" stylized with all capital letters in a thin stroke and wide tracking-spacing between all letters. The typeface is styled in such a manner that all letter "A"s appear without crossbars. Apexes, vertexes, and junctures of the typeface are rounded.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark
- **Disclaimer**: "AUDIO LABS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer software for manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media applications
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Savant Audio Labs LLC
- **Address**: Savant Audio Labs LLC, 8 The Green, Ste A, Dover, DELAWARE 19901
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAMDONG BEDDING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537877 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEDDING" Translation The English translation of "GAMDONG" in the mark is to be touched.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Quilts; Bed blankets; Comforters; Covers for mattresses; Duvet covers; Mattress covers; Pillow covers; Sheet sets; Bed sheets; Fitted bed sheets; Flat bed sheets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOMMYBEAR Address TOMMYBEAR 10, Convensia-daero 252beon-gil Incheon REPUBLIC OF KOREA 22009 Legal Entity a South Korea sole proprietorship, composed of Seong Won Jeong, a citizen of South Korea
State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUCAS, PATRICK T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAIINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97537878 Application Filing Date: Aug. 05, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bagging machines; Dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; Electric vacuum cleaners; Hand-held vacuum cleaners; Paper bags for vacuum cleaners; Robotic vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; Vacuum cleaner bags; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Wet-dry vacuums
International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title: Machinery First Use: Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce: Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Dongguan Huaying Zhizao Co., Ltd. Address: Dongguan Huaying Zhizao Co., Ltd. Room 101, Building 1, No. 7 Mowu Development Road, Qishi Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: BL2208TP-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LUCAS, PATRICK T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GCOYOZD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537879 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GCOYOZD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drawings; Paintings; Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art prints on canvas; Paper embossers being office requisites; Printed atlases; Printed photographs; Printed picture books; Printed posters; Watercolor paintings

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xianyou County Bangtou Chen Chaoyue liquor Store Composed of Chen, Chaoyue, a citizen of China
Address Xianyou County Bangtou Chen Chaoyue liquor Store No. 38, Dinghu, Ziyang Community, Bangtou Town, Xianyou County, Fujian CHINA 351264 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where CHINA

ORGANIZED CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041684T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUCAS, PATRICK T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97537882</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of image of a mermaid in a circular form.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>International Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0126127/1683023</td>
<td>1683023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distilled spirits</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinium Spirits Inc.</td>
<td>Infinium Spirits Inc. 15 Enterprise Ste 100 Aliso Viejo CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2573 3008</td>
<td>KOVALSKY, LAURA G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 52TOYS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97537926</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "52TOYS" and there is an eye in the letter "O".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Dolls; Skateboards; Action figure toys; Balls for games; Body-building apparatus; Children's multiple activity toys; Counters for games; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; Fantasy character toys; Playing cards; Plush toys; Scale model kits; Smart robot toys; Toy building blocks; Toy figures; Toy model kit cars; Toy models; Toy vehicles; Video game machines; Wrist guards for athletic use

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**: Jan. 14, 2017
**In Commerce**: Jan. 29, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: 52TOYS Development Co., Ltd
**Address**: 52TOYS Development Co., Ltd, ROOM D01, 4F YISHA CULTURE CENTER, CHAOYANG DISTRICT, BEIJING, CHINA 100000
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: WZ2022363

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEASTBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537930  Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "BEASTBOX" with two feet and an eye.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls; Skateboards; Action figure toys; Balls for games; Body-building apparatus; Children's multiple activity toys; Counters for games; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; Fantasy character toys; Playing cards; Plush toys; Scale model kits; Smart robot toys; Toy building blocks; Toy figures; Toy model kit cars; Toy models; Toy vehicles; Video game machines; Wrist guards for athletic use
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes
US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Jan. 05, 2017  In Commerce  Jan. 13, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  52TOYS Development Co., Ltd  Address  52TOYS Development Co., Ltd ROOM D01, 4F YISHA CULTURE CENTER CHAOYANG DISTRICT BEIJING CHINA 100000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WZ2022364

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Ex examineing Attorney  KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
STAGMOO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97537940</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Stick-on whiteboards and dry-erase boards
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Tianjin Yidian Vision Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: fengcaili 9-508-510, Hongqiao District, Tianjin CHINA 300131
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIGORQ10

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97537974 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  plant extracts and chemical compounds, namely, coenzyme Q10, for use in the manufacture of dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, nutraceuticals and pharmaceuticals, for use in research and product development by biotechnology companies, universities and research institutions, and for use as an ingredient in the manufacture of foods, beverages, cosmetics and health care products
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Forward Farma, Inc. Address  Forward Farma, Inc.  5585 Brooks Street  Montclair  CALIFORNIA  91763
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HKJOOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97537987</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Principal Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; Gasket sealer for use in plumbing; Joint packings for pipes; Junctions, not of metal, for pipes; Pipe gaskets; Rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; Rubber bottle stoppers; Watering hose; Watertight rings for plumbing pipes; Weatherstripping sealants in the nature of caulk |
| International Classes | 17 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 |
| International Class Title | Rubber |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Danzhou Jiaofeng Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Danzhou Jiaofeng Trading Co., Ltd. Room 302, No. 24, Diaonan Village, Dacheng Town, Danzhou, Hainan CHINA 571700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TUS119057</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>COLYAR, TRISTAN J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CURLYME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97537993</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cotton thread and yarn; Darning thread and yarn; Elastic yarns for textile use; Embroidery thread and yarn; Hand knitting wools; Handspun yarn; Hemp thread and yarn; Rayon thread and yarn; Rayon yarn; Sewing thread and yarn; Silk thread and yarn; Spun cotton; Spun wool; Wool thread; Woollen thread and yarn
- **International Classes**: 23 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 43
- **International Class Title**: Yarns and Threads
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xuchang Weiken hair products Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Xuchang Weiken hair products Co., Ltd No. 2, Row 2, Lingjing Town, Industrial Park, Jian'an District, Xuchang, Henan CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS119062

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAPOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537996 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RAPOLL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dock bumpers of rubber; Door stops of rubber; Electrical insulating materials; Electrical insulating rubber products; Ethylene propylene rubber; Gasket sealer for use in plumbing; Insulating felt for use in doors; Insulating materials; Natural rubber; Nitrile rubber; Rubber bars and rods; Rubber chips or granules for use as a playground ground cover; Silicone rubber; Styrene-butadiene rubber; Window stops of rubber
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shijiazhuang Ruaboer Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shijiazhuang Ruaboer Trading Co., Ltd. The 5th gate, West Beixi Community, Development Zone, Gaocheng Dist., Shijiazhuang, Hebei CHINA 052160 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FISH CAR WASH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "CAR WASH" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Car washing; Automobile cleaning and car washing |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Amanmiki Enterprises Inc |
| Address | Amanmiki Enterprises Inc 7421 Burnet Road #273 Austin TEXAS 78757 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538029 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   plant extracts and chemical compounds, namely, monk fruit extract, for use in the manufacture of dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, nutraceuticals and pharmaceuticals, for use in research and product development by biotechnology companies, universities and research institutions, and for use as an ingredient in the manufacture of foods, beverages and health care products
International Classes   1 - Primary Classes  US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Forward Farma, Inc.  Address  Forward Farma, Inc.  5585 Brooks Street  Montclair  CALIFORNIA  91763
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONEYWHALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538031  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HONEYWHALE" appearing directly below a stylized whale. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6614687

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Body-building apparatus; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Dolls and playsets therefor; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, climbing cams and anchors made of metal; Play yards in the nature of outdoor play structures; Protective padding for playing Yoga; Shin pads for use in sports; Toy jewelry; Yoga blocks made of foam, cork, bamboo for use in meditation, yoga, fitness practice; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga, fitness practice

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo Baobiao  Address Guo Baobiao No. 2-2 Mucuoyang, Lianhua Village, Yuxi Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province CHINA 350307 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ALLYUBER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538034
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Allyuber has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Tinfoil; Titanium; Aluminium foil; Aluminium wire; Aluminum alloys; Castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of aluminium or its alloys; Metal boxes; Metal storage tanks; Pouch for holding water or nutritional liquids made of flexible foil; Tin cans, sold empty
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhou, Zhanyi
- **Address**: Building 33, West District, Jiangnan New City, Yuyao, Zhejiang, CHINA 315400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS119058
- **Examining Attorney**: HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VUIIKHIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538078 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Smartglasses; Sunglasses; Cases for spectacles and sunglasses; Children's eye glasses; Cyclists' glasses; Eye glasses; Eyeglass lenses; Eyewear accessories, namely, straps, neck cords and head straps which restrain eyewear from movement on a wearer; Food timers; Novelty eyeglasses; Reading eyeglasses; Refrigerator magnets; Sports glasses; Sunglasses and spectacles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Hanchang Address Lv, Hanchang No.15, Niuheling Natural Village, Qiaotou Village, Lingxia Town, Jindong District Jinhua City, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Chen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner HAN, JOANNA Y
AI-GPC

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AI-GPC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538079 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For plant extracts and chemical compounds, namely, alpha glycerylphosphorylcholine (GPC), for use in the manufacture of dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, nutraceuticals and pharmaceuticals, for use in research and product development by biotechnology companies, universities and research institutions, and for use as an ingredient in the manufacture of foods, beverages and health care products
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Forward Farma, Inc. Address Forward Farma, Inc. 5585 Brooks Street Montclair CALIFORNIA 91763
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JEKLAMU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538081 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives; Earphones; External computer hard drives; Megaphones; Portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, image, and audio files; Rechargeable batteries; Smart watches; Smartphones; Wireless chargers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zheng,Cixian Address  Zheng,Cixian No. 176,Jinxing Village,Jinxing Village Committee, Daxi Town, Jiexi County, Guangdong CHINA 522031 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHOPPIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538084 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1728811 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 20, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 20, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Oct. 20, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive paper films for stationery purposes; adhesive paper sheets for stationery purposes; gums in the nature of adhesives for stationery or household purposes; art paper; craft paper; drawing paper; paper crafts materials, namely, children's art and crafts paper kits and craft paper embossers; cardboard; erasers; printing blocks; children's paint-boxes, namely, painting sets for children; children's painting sets; artists' materials, namely, art pads, art paper, artists' brushes, artists' pastels, artists' water colours, artists' pens; modelling materials, namely, modelling clay; writing materials, namely, writing instruments and writing paper; pastes for stationery or household purposes; printed stickers; stickers being stationery

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moose Creative Pty Ltd Address Moose Creative Pty Ltd 29 Grange Road CHELTENHAM VIC 3192 AUSTRALIA 3192 Legal Entity PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538097  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Computer networking hardware; Input devices for computers; Mechanical keyboards; Protective cases for tablet computers; Wireless computer mice; Wireless computer peripherals
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 21, 2022  In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiujiang Grimes Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Jiujiang Grimes Trading Co., Ltd. No. 41, Shangchuang Park, Weijia Town, Lianxi District, Jiujiang, Jiangxi  CHINA  332005  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FEOIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538105 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized font "FEOIE" with a bold polyline.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "FEOIE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Automobile tires; Automotive interior trim; Brake facings; Cars; Connecting rods for land vehicles other than parts of motors and engines; Electric cigarette lighters for land vehicles; Land vehicles and structural parts therefor; Mechanically assisted self-contained insert dump units installed in pick up trucks; Motor scooters and structural parts therefor; Motorized and computerized golf carts; Motors and engines for land vehicles; Motors for land vehicles; Self-generating electric locomotives; Shock absorbers for automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wenzhou kulinan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wenzhou kulinan Technology Co., Ltd. No.54 Dongfeng Road, Hantian Village, Tangxia Town, Ruian City, Wenzhou City Zhejiang CHINA 325204 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha190401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HRENSAW

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording Hrensaw has no meaning in a foreign language. |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Flower-stands; Folding chairs; Furniture for camping; Pet furniture; Plastic bins; Plastic ducts and couplings for organizing and holding fiber optic and similar cable and wiring; Residential and commercial furniture; Storage racks for firewood; Tool boxes, not of metal, empty |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jul. 19, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 19, 2022 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Fujian Derong Enterprise Service Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Fujian Derong Enterprise Service Co., Ltd. No. 2 Qiuyang East Road, Shangjie Town, Minhou County, Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Sha190401</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BUTTON, JENNIFER JO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T-STUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538109 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For studs in the nature of framework, not of metal, for building; building timber; lumber for construction; treated studs in the nature of framework, not of metal, for building; semi-worked wood for construction; insulated lumber for energy saving building construction; beams not of metal for construction; framework, not of metal, for building; wall studs in the nature of framework, not of metal, for building; prefabricated non-metal walls
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ROOSEVELT ENERGY, INC. Address ROOSEVELT ENERGY, INC. 14048 TERRACE ROAD NE HAM LAKE MINNESOTA 55304 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAPAYA SKYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538111 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Pearls; Precious and semi-precious stones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 18, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021
For Loungewear; Sleepwear; Leisure suits; Lounge pants; Robes; Undergarments; Woven or knitted underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 08, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baghoomian, Lernik Address Baghoomian, Lernik 2110 Artesia Blvd #124 Redondo Beach CALIFORNIA 90278 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOURSBELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538138 Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "Yoursbell". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Pendants; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Key chains; Key chains for use as jewelry; Key chains of precious metal; Key rings; Leather key chains; Metal key chains; Metal key rings; Neck chains; Necklaces; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Pet jewelry; Pet jewelry for dogs
International Classes   14 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title   Jewelry First Use   Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce   Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 102, Bldg. D, No. 66, Zhugushi Rd., Wulian Community, Longgang Street, Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518116 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PARDAIS, LEAH R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97538139</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized design logo of a Maltese Cross Spider.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Pendants; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Key chains; Key chains for use as jewelry; Key chains of precious metal; Key rings; Leather key chains; Metal key chains; Metal key rings; Neck chains; Necklaces; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Pet jewelry; Pet jewelry for dogs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2022</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Rm. 102, Bldg. D, No. 66, Zhugushi Rd., Wulian Community, Longgang Street, Longgang, Shenzhen</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>FH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PARDAIS, LEAH R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4736
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A ANLEOLIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538146  Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5994245

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bird feeding tables; Cages for pets; Compost containers for household use; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Fly swatters; Garbage cans; Garden hose sprayers; Holders for flowers and plants; Insect traps; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Mouse traps; Plant baskets; Planters for flowers and plants; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Raised garden beds, namely, raised containers for planting contained gardens; Small animal feeders; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Toiletry sponges; Ultrasonic mosquito repellers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuyuanxiang Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Address Shenzhen Yuyuanxiang Technology Development Co., Ltd. 101, A1 Zone, 9F, BLK A, Qifeng Digital Tech Park, No. 26, Baili Rd, Nanwan St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, CHINA
Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELINOOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538165 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ELINOOVER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement game machines; Flying saucers; Ice skates; Model helicopters; Model toy steam engines; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Remote-controlled submarines being toys; Remote-controlled toy planes; Remote control toy glider, airplane and sailplane equipment, namely, launchers, engines, and propellers; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, and boats; Remote controls for toy cars and toy planes; Scale model aircraft; Toy drones; Toy pistols; Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Licheng Toys Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Licheng Toys Co., Ltd. The first half of the 7th F, Taiye Bldg. No. 4 Jiangbei Rd., Guangyi St., Chenghai Dist.,Shantou CHINA 515000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROOWARKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538172 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jugs; Bird baths being bowls for birds to bathe in; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cocktail shakers; Dripping pans; Flower pots; Indoor terrariums for plants; Mouse traps; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Tea strainers; Trays for domestic purposes; Vacuum bottles; Wine aerators; Dishers; Grass sprinklers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng Huiling Address Zheng Huiling No. 5, Yuanxin Street, Huicheng District Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LEON-KXO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538174
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and web browser, namely, software for viewing and interacting with a feed of video content, images and online communities
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ShowApp Inc.
- **Address**: ShowApp Inc. 1770 West Flagler Street Ste 5 Miami FLORIDA 33135
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EASCANDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538175 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric coffee grinders; Electric food blenders; Electric food choppers; Electric food grinders; Electric food processors; Electric meat grinders; Electric milk frothers; Electrical squeezers for fruits and vegetables; Electrically-powered kitchen appliance for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food; Juice machines; Kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; Meat and food grinder attachments for electric mixers for household use; Mixing machines; Pasta making machines, electric
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yihui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yihui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 101, No. 1 Jiangzhong 2nd Street, Huangjiang Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
WEXHUG

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538193</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording WEXHUG has no meaning in a foreign language. |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5632999 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Automobile seat cushions; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior trim; Fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; Fitted motorcycle covers; Head restraints for vehicles; Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Tire inflators; Water bottle holders for bicycles |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Apr. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 25, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Shenzhen Uin Tech Ltd |
| Address | Shenzhen Uin Tech Ltd 401 No.7 Workshop Lijincheng Industrial Park, Yousong Community, Longhua Str., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SWEAT TENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538196 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized tent comprised of a square with rounded corners and a smoking chimney on its top; inside the square is an inner square containing an "X"-like cross design. The design is followed by the stylized wording "SWEAT TENT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SWEAT TENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sauna bath installations; Sauna heaters; Sauna stoves; Saunas
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SweatTents LLC Address SweatTents LLC 1520 Palos Verdes Dr W Palos Verdes Estates CALIFORNIA 90274 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGSWE-003
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

![Mark Image]

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97538205</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized image of animal horns represented by geometric shapes. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Backpacks; All purpose sport bags; Sports bags

**International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**First Use**: Jun. 30, 2015  **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**For** Bicycle racks for vehicles; Rack trunk bags for bicycles

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use**: Jun. 30, 2015  **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**For** Snowshoes

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**: Jun. 30, 2015  **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**For** Eyewear; Headphones; Sunglasses; Helmets for bicycles; Ski goggles; Audio headphones; Bicycle helmets; Crash helmets; Protective helmets; Snowboard helmets; Sports eyewear; Sports helmets

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: Jun. 30, 2015  **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**For** Hats; Hoodies; Sweatshirts; Bicycle gloves; Outerwear, namely, pants and jackets; T-shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Cyclists' jerseys; Outer jackets; Ski jackets; Ski pants; Sports jerseys

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**First Use**: Jun. 30, 2015  **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Datafly Commerce LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Wildhorn Outfitters  Address   Datafly Commerce LLC   12637 South 265 West Ste. 100D   Draper   UTAH   84020  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State   or Country Where Organized   UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   RISO, MARK E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KARIZONA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538236</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | serfaty greg alexander |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | FORMERLY alexander greg |
| Address | serfaty greg alexander 24584 Lake Wohlford Rd Escondido CALIFORNIA 92027 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BORED PRINTING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538240 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRINTING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery services; Direct-to-garment printing services; Screen printing; Silk screen printing; Silkscreen printing
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Bored Printing Company Address The Bored Printing Company #12 2470 Chandler Ave. # 12 Las Vegas NEVADA 89120 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAIARIDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538262 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Gaiarido has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathing suits; Beach coverups; Beachwear; Bikinis; Blouses; Body suits; Bras; Clothing jackets; Coats; Down jackets; Dresses; Fleece pullovers; Gloves; Halloween costumes; Hats; Head wear; Head scarves; Hooded pullovers; Jeans; Knit shirts; Knitted gloves; Knitwear, namely, sweaters; Lingerie; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's socks; Men's suits; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's underwear; Miniskirts; Over coats; Over shirts; Pajamas; Pants; Pashmina shawls; Ponchos; Pullovers; Sarongs; Scarves; Shawls; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts and dresses; Skiwear; Sleepwear; Slippers; Socks; Stockings; Suits; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tank tops; Tankinis; Thermal underwear; Underwear; Vests; Waist belts; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Fangfang Address Huang, Fangfang No. 266, Group 5, Guandian Vil., Malou Township, Lushan, Henan CHINA 467321 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE

4748
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PFONVEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538270 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamps for festive decoration; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; String lights for festive decoration; Strip lighting for indoor use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Dongri Century Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Dongri Century Technology Co., Ltd. 102,bldg.12,Ancestral Hall Square,Fu'an st.,Fuxing Road, Futian st.,Futian Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAS FYAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538275 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care creams; Hair care lotions; Hair care preparations; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stewart, Yasmin C. Address Stewart, Yasmin C. 547 Beach 66 ST Arverne NEW YORK 11692 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Yasmin-22-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JANREEFAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538284
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cremation urns; Dinner wagons; Figurines of resin; Flower-stands; Frames for oil paintings; Frames for paintings; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; High chairs; Leather picture frames; Metal shelving; Outdoor furniture; Paper photo frames; Pet caskets; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames; Tea trolleys; Works of art made of wood
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Jun. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Quanzhou Jialefen Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Rm 503, Fl 5, Huasheng Center, No. 72 Guanyin Rd, Fengze Dist., Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T0227

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: REID, MONICA R
SYECLDA

Mark Literal(s) SYECLDA

Case Identifiers
- Serial Number: 97538285
- Application Filing Date: Aug. 06, 2022
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Translation: "SYECLDA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
- For: 3D spectacles; Battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Computer docking stations; Computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives; Earphones and headphones; Light emitting diodes (LEDs); Protective covers for tablet computers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Telecommunications equipment, namely, fiber-optic transceivers, fiber optic repeaters, converters and optimizers, wave division multiplexers, free-space optics transmission systems, switches including Ethernet switches and routers, fiber-to-the-home and ethernet-over-VDSL access aggregators, terminators and repeaters, and remote presence management products, namely, switches, and console, alarm, sensor and power management devices
- International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- First Use: Jun. 26, 2022
- In Commerce: Jun. 26, 2022

Basis Information
- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
- Owner Name: Shenzhen Shiyun Business Trading Co., Ltd.
- Address: Shenzhen Shiyun Business Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm 811, 8th Fl, Block A, Huihai Plaza, Sanlian Chuangye Rd, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518109
- Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
- State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
- Docket Number: Sha2111

Examinining Attorney
- Examining Attorney: REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MISAKTEAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538286 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Bubble making wand and solution sets; Children's educational toys for developing cognitive skills; Infant toys; Kits for building outdoor play equipment; Musical toys; Puzzle games; Sand toys; Toy building blocks; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu,Danmin Address Wu,Danmin Public collective household, No. 22, Zhuliao Avenue West, Baiyun District, Guangzhou CHINA 510545 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R

4753
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KENSOSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538287 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KENSOSO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combs; Cups; Dustbins; Pitchers; Toothbrushes; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Clothes racks, for drying; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Cosmetic utensils in the nature of thread for eyebrow threading; Cruet stands; Drinking vessels; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Make-up brushes; Powder puffs; Toilet roll holders; Toothbrush holders; Eyebrow brushes; Tea services in the nature of tableware

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hualong Xie Address Hualong Xie No. 910, Wutu Village, Xilian Town, Xuwen County, Zhanjiang, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0228

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
Trademark: LanxiMEY

**Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**: LANXIMEY

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97538289
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "LANXIMEY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Brushes for pets; Camping grills; Cleaning brushes for musical instruments; Coffee pod holders; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Combination hair brush and comb; Cookery molds; Cookery moulds; Cuet stands not of precious metal; Deshedding combs for pets; Dish drying racks; Dishes not of precious metal; Hair tinting brushes; Holder for cutting board; Plant baskets; Plastic juice box holders; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Small animal feeders; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**First Use** and **In Commerce**: Jul. 02, 2020

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Shuyang Wang
- **Address**: No. 401, Unit 5, Bldg 1, Kangju, Heping St., Xuanhua Dist., Zhangjiakou, Hebei, CHINA 075100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T0229

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: Reid, Monica R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FSJITF

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538291</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 06, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Athletic protective pads for running; Elbow guards for athletic use; Fishing lures; Fishing tackle; Fishing equipment, namely, fishing lure retriever; Golf clubs; Jump ropes; Leg guards for athletic use; Pet toys; Play tents; Stuffed puppets
**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods
**First Use**  Jul. 16, 2022
**In Commerce**  Jul. 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  Shenzhen Fly World International Supply Chain Co., Ltd.
**Address**  Shenzhen Fly World International Supply Co., Ltd.  221,Bldg F,TianyouMaker Industrial Park  No.2 Lixin Rd,Qiaotou shequ,Fuhai St,  Baoan,Shenzhen  CHINA  518000
**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**  Sha2002

**Examining Attorney**  REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WISADD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538293 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cremation urns; Dinner wagons; Figurines of resin; Flower-stands; Frames for oil paintings; Frames for paintings; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; High chairs; Leather picture frames; Metal shelving; Outdoor furniture; Paper photo frames; Pet caskets; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames; Tea trolleys; Works of art made of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Qianyou Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Qianyou Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 208, 2 Fl, Cool Six Hotel, No. 513, Chenghuabei Rd, Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362011 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0232

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OWLKISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538297 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; False beards; False hair; Hair clips; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hook and loop fasteners; Ornamental novelty buttons; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Shoe laces
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiaoku Lu Address Xiaoku Lu 612,Dongmei Building,Xiangnan 3rd Dist., Minqiang Community, Minzhi St., Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
OWLSKY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97538298</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Balloons; Swings; Artificial Christmas trees; Body-training apparatus; Boxing gloves; Carnival masks; Christmas tree decorations; Elbow pads for athletic use; Fishing lures; Fishing tackle; Golf bags; Golf clubs; Knee guards for athletic use; Pet toys; Skipping ropes; Stuffed toys; Toy models; Yoga bolsters; Yoga straps

**International Classes**
28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**
Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use In Commerce**
Jul. 11, 2022
Jul. 11, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
Xiaoku Lu

**Address**
Xiaoku Lu 612, Dongmei Building, Xiangnan 3rd Dist., Minqiang Community, Minzhi St., Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518109

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**
Sha2002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**
REID, MONICA R
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97538299
Application Filing Date: Aug. 06, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): YZDSUXYT

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Baskets of wicker, metal, wood, cloth for household purposes; Brushes for cleaning musical instruments; Cocktail picks; Cookie molds; Countertop holders for paper towels; Cup lids; Cups; Hair combs; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Household strainers for juice, tea, wine; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Plastic bag holders for household use; Scoops for household purposes; Shoe stretchers; Squeegees for household purposes
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Jul. 19, 2022
In Commerce: Jul. 19, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Xinqiao Zhang
Address: Xinqiao Zhang podi gang, Linxu Village, Huaxi Township, Xiaochang County, Xiaogan, Hubei
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: Sha190401

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney: REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XXLYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538306  Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Wallpapers; Artificial lawn; Barbecue grill floor mats; Chair mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Gymnasium exercise mats; Meditation mats; Personal exercise mats; Shower mats; Synthetic grass being artificial turf; Vehicle carpets; Wrestling mats; Yoga mats  
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title Floor Coverings  First Use Jul. 17, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hao, Zhifeng  Address Hao, Zhifeng No.93, Wan’anli Village, Linquan Town, Linxian County, Shanxi CHINA 033299  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'NEILL, MARY K
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAINISTIC

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97538312 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording PAINISTIC has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Cosmetics; Lipstick; Mascaras; Aromatic essential oils; Artificial eyelashes; Baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; Cosmetic cotton wool; Essential oils; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; False nails; Lip balm; Massage oils; Perfuming sachets; Scuffing pads
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2020

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Zexuan Zhou Address Zexuan Zhou No. 270, Zhuangding village Meilin street, Quanzhou City Quanzhou CHINA 362000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OETUIOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538314 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OETUIOW has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Gems; Jewellery; Wristwatches; Choker necklaces; Cuff bracelets; Decorative key fobs; Desk clocks; Floor clocks; Neck chains; Pearls; Rings; Synthetic precious stones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zexuan Zhou Address Zexuan Zhou No. 270, Zhuangding village Meilin street, Quanzhou City Quanzhou CHINA 362000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POP THAT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97538316 Application Filing Date  Aug. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Action skill games; Board games; Mechanical action toys; Parlor games; Party games; Tabletop games
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Goliath IP Stichting Address  Goliath IP Stichting Vijzelpad 80 Hattem NETHERLANDS 8051KR
Legal Entity  FOUNDATION State or Country Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PopThat

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MILA & MAIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538341 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Pet clothing; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name It's About You LLC Address It's About You LLC 7337 SW 162ND PATH MIAMI FLORIDA 33193
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PENIOBNM

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97538367  Application Filing Date  Aug. 06, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Peniobnm has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For  Baby swings; Bags specially adapted for handheld video games; Bags specially adapted for video game consoles; Christmas tree decorations; Hand held joy stick units for playing video games; Joysticks for video games; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; Removable table tops for craps tables; Video game machines for use with external display screen or monitor; Video game machines for use with televisions

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Shenzhen Chuanglan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Chuanglan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Room 106, No. 2058, Cuizhu Road, Cuida Community, Cuizhu Street, Luohu District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518001  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Examinining Attorney
Examinee  LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAANTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538381 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "SAANTI" in the mark is "peace."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal coaching services in the field of Health and Wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIC INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saanti Wellness, LLC Address Saanti Wellness, LLC P.O. Box 3021 Dublin OHIO 43016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BATLABB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538396 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Touchscreens; Battery chargers for home video game machines; Cell phone backplates; Cell phone cases; Chargers for batteries; Lithium ion batteries; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile telephone batteries; Protective cases for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ezhou Wentong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ezhou Wentong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 103, Unit 2, Building 6, Hubin Garden, Gulou Street, Echeng District Ezhou, Hubei CHINA 436099 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CATPAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538414 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal

Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog toys; Flying saucers; Pet toys made of rope; Smart robot toys; Toy for pets; Toy robots; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Catpat E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Catpat E-commerce Co., Ltd. 9F Bldg.B Dianzi Keji Mansion, No.2070 Shennan Middle Road, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00361

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MANSVCIH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538415 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MANSVCIH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; Pillowforms; Pillows; Bed pillows; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Dog beds; Latex pillows; Maternity pillows; Mattress cushions; Mattresses and pillows; Pillows for household pets; Portable beds for pets; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations; Spirit-filled energy pillows; U-shaped pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nantong Shangrui Textile Co., Ltd. Address Nantong Shangrui Textile Co., Ltd. No.10 Yuejiang Road, Chongchuan District Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA 226001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MFEVRATY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538417 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MFEVRATY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed rests; Cabinet doors for furniture cabinets; Camping furniture; Coat stands; Compactable rolling shelving for filing and storage; Drop-leaf tables; Furniture, namely, showcases; High density mobile filing and storage shelving; Moving-aisle filing and storage shelving; Playpens for babies; Residential and commercial furniture; Shelves for storage; Table tops; Television stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Minjiang Address Zhong, Minjiang Unit 303,Ladder 2,Block2,Qinting Xinhe Community,North 3rd Ring Rd.Jinan Dist. Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350013 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOETCEYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538418 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MOETCEYS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jeans; Bicycle gloves; Boots for motorcycling; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Coats of denim; Gloves for apparel; Jeggings, namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Motorcycle gloves; Motorcycle jackets; Motorcyclist boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Jinxin Textile Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Jinxin Textile Co., Ltd. No.12, 1st Street, International Trade Center, Xintang Town, Zengcheng District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511340 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOSSWGEYI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97538419 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 06, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "MOSSWGEYI" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For |
| Animal-activated pet feeders; Baskets for household purposes, not of metal; Bird feeders; Collapsible buckets; collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Garden gnome figurines comprised of terra cotta; Metal baskets for household purposes; outdoor swings for birds; perches for bird cages; pet feeding and drinking bowls; Plant baskets; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Plastic storage containers for household use; Small animal feeders; Works of art of ceramic |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jul. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 25, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Shenzhen Subaoxingte Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Subaoxingte Technology Co., Ltd. 4/F, No. 2, Factory Zhongjian Ind.Zone, Huaxing Rd., Dalang St., Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | AURAND, MEGAN LEE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRETTY_JESSIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538423 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable vinyl banners suspended on metal poles inserted into square metal ground sleeves; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Banners of textile or plastic; Bunting of textile or plastic; Fabric covers for use on various straps; Flags of textile or plastic; Furnishing and upholstery fabrics; Hemp-cotton mixed fabrics; Interior decoration fabrics; Moisture absorbent microfiber textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, bags, towels and athletic uniforms; Natural and synthetic fabrics and textiles, namely, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon fabrics; Silk-cotton mixed fabrics; Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of garments, bags, jackets, gloves, and apparel; Unfitted fabric covers for furniture; cotton fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of furniture upholstery

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Jueteng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Jueteng Trading Co., Ltd. Room 2617,Building 3, No. 19,Siping South Road,Tinglin Town,Jinshan District Shanghai, Shanghai CHINA 201500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QIZXTAQI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97538426 Application Filing Date  Aug. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Candy boxes; Confectioners' decorating bags; Cupcake molds; Cupcake stands; Dish rags; Disposable table plates; Flatware being plates and saucers; Paper and plastic cups; Paper plates; Paper plates and paper cups; Scoops for household purposes; Stationary scraping brushes for boots and shoes; Table mats of plastic; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cao, Weimen Address  Cao, Weimen No.4 Caowu, Litian Village, Cewu Town, Changting County Longyan, Fujian CHINA 366309 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REMISSIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538427 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Remissin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hair extensions and hair pieces; False hair; Hair accessories, namely, plastic styling inserts that create height and volume on the crown of the head; Hair clips; Hair extensions; Hair netting; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Ribbons for the hair; Synthetic braiding hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Baoling Address Li, Baoling No. 28, Group 2, Beishen Village Chuhe Township, Yuzhou City Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SALAGRAPHICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97538430
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Arbours of metal used as structures; Badges of metal for vehicles; Decorative crosses of common metal, other than jewelry; Decorative metal mailbox covers; Metal dog tags; Metal name plates; Metal pet tags; Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs; Prize cups of common metal; Registration plates of metal; Sculptures made of non-precious metal; Works of art of common metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use**: Jul. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Peng, Manxiang
- **Address**: Peng, Manxiang No. 10,Songgui Villager Group,Shilai Village,Zimenqiao Town,Shuangfeng County Loudi, Hunan CHINA 417000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEAULEMNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538434 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BEAULEMNA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Beds for household pets; Office furniture; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Signboards of wood or plastics; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statuettes of resin; Wind chimes; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dezhou Lixin Xuanlin E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Dezhou Lixin Xuanlin E-commerce Co., Ltd . No.501 5F Unit 1 Bldg.12 Zone A Jiacheng Mingju,No.97 Dongdi North Road,Decheng Dist.,Dezhou CHINA 253000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00362

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VMEVKELNO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WONDGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97538452 Application Filing Date  Aug. 06, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bits for hand drills; Carving knives; Hand tools, namely, drills; Hand tools, namely, flaring tools; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, knife sharpeners; Hand tools, namely, manually-operated guides for knives and/or saws; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Knife sharpeners; Multi-purpose shears; Weeding hoes
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools First Use  Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Weike Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Dongguan Weike Technology Co., Ltd. Room 212, Building 1,No.68,Xingfa South Road, Chang'an,Chang'an Town  Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA  523068 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHESJUDY

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Drawing toys; Electric action toys; Inflatable ride-on toys; Inflatable toys; Magic tricks; Mechanical toys; Musical toys; Plastic character toys; Rubber character toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy animals; Toy for pets; Toy models; Toy tools; Water toys


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Wu,xiancheng Address Wu,xiancheng No. 35, Chenghuang North Road, Wanquan Town,Pingyang County, Zhejiang Province CHINA 325000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUPERRUIDALONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
serial Number 97538458 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anion generating humidifiers; Floor lamps; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lamps; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED safety lamps; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; String lights for festive decoration

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changsha Ruidalong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Changsha Ruidalong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 2516, 25th F, Bldgs 1-4, 6, and 8, Jinqiao International Market Cluster, Prixi Rd., Changsha CHINA 410299 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLALLDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538478 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coatstands; Dog beds; Flower-pot pedestals; Plant racks; Plant stands; Shelves for books; Shoe boxes for storage made of plastic; Shoe cabinets; Shoe racks

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Yuanyun Address Chen, Yuanyun No. 1, Lane 8, Tangnan Fang Qiaotou Tangmian, Houjie Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ASOPGTK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97538496</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the English letters &quot;ASOPGTK&quot; and the surrounding line design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Cameras; Chipcards; Earphones; Headphones; Smartphones; Battery chargers; Computer peripherals; Electric batteries; Power cables; Safety helmets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Shenzhen Same Song Electronic Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Same Song Electronic Co., Ltd. 13th Fl,Bldg B,Nantong Bang High-tech Industrial Park, Longhua New District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>Limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>HILL, MARK THOMAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DOCKMOOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97538533  
**Application Filing Date** Aug. 06, 2022  
**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Trademark  
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording "DOCKMOOR" in stylized format.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6072962

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Bicycle storage racks of metal; Boundary markers, namely, metal stakes, mooring bollards and anchorage plates for use in topography; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Marine anchors; Metal barrels; Metal karabiners; Metal tent pegs

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  
**International Class Title** Metal Goods  
**First Use** Mar. 10, 2022  
**In Commerce** Mar. 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Beichuan QiangJia Technology Co.,Ltd  
**Address** Beichuan QiangJia Technology Co.,Ltd Room 2-2, 2th Floor, E-commerce Ind.park No.5-6, Yongchang town, Beichuan Mianyang CHINA 621000  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** TUS116946

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOCKMOOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538534 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DOCKMOOR" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6072962

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camping furniture; Coat racks; Display stands; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Nonmetal tent poles; Shelving; Surfboard display racks; Towel racks; Wall-mounted tool racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beichuan QiangJia Technology Co.,Ltd Address Beichuan QiangJia Technology Co.,Ltd Room 2-2, 2th Floor, E-commerce Ind.park No.5-6, Yongchang town, Beichuan Mianyang CHINA 621000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116947

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AVSA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538536
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "AVSA" in stylized form where "VS" is in in smaller font sandwiched between "A" and "A".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "AVSA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Lamps; Ceiling lights; Head torches; LED lighting installations; LED safety lamps; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Standard lamps; Street lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HUILAN PAN
- **Address**: HUILAN PAN NO. 20, SHANGWANG GROUP, GAOQIAO VILLAGE AICHENG TOWN, YONGXIU COUNTY JIUJIANG, JIANGXI PROV CHINA 332000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOOLODRAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538537 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "MOOLODRAVE" has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Pots; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Cupcake molds; Dishers; Dispensers for facial tissues; Electric face cleansing brushes; Garden hose sprayers; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Holders for flowers and plants; Ice cube molds; Pet dishes; Rags for cleaning; Rails for towels, not of precious metal; Reusable glass, stainless steel water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changwei Yang Address Changwei Yang No.10, Longjia Group, Gaosha Village, Gaosha Town, Dongkou County, Hunan Province CHINA 422300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117352

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEDDSZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538540 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WEDDSZ" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal carriers worn on the body; Animal clothing for pigs, dogs, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves; Bow tie collars for pets; Coats for cats; Collars of animals; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals; Costumes for animals; Diaper bags incorporating diaper changing pads; Dog clothing; Dog coats
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haiyang Senyu Garment Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Address Haiyang Senyu Garment Manufacturing Co., Ltd. No.283 Haiyang Rd., Bicheng Ind. Park, Haiyang, Yantai, Shandong CHINA 264000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118390

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHAMELEON OSTOMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538546 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “OSTOMY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ostomy pouches; Abdominal hernia belts; Medical bags designed to hold ostomy supplies
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022
For Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liljenquist, Michael D DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Chameleon Ostomy Composed of Michael Liljenquist, a citizen of United States Address Liljenquist, Michael D 18001 8th Place West Lynnwood WASHINGTON 98037 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97538546

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVACHE, LINDA M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97538570  Application Filing Date: Aug. 07, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the word 'Journos' as shown above.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Calendar-finished paper; Notebook covers; Notebook dividers; Notebook paper; Blank journal books; Blank journals for writing; Blank notepads; Blank writing journals; Customizable journal books for writing; Holders for printed notepads; Illustrated notepads; Leather-bound blank journals; Paper notebooks; Personalized writing journals; Printed calendars; Printed daily planners; Printed notebooks; Printed notepads; Printed note cards that unfold to act as worksheets for daily/monthly planners, organizers, calendars, to do lists that re-fold to make a credit card sized item that fits neatly in your wallet or pocket; Printed wall calendars; Writing journal sheets

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Growthy Tech Limited  Address: Growthy Tech Limited 1A, chak tong building, 4 Kwong Ming St  Wan Chai  HONG KONG  99777  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: HONG KONG

Examiner Information

Examiner Attorney: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE LIBERTY OFFENSIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538575 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of television news shows; Entertainment services, namely, continuing video programs featuring financial markets, politics, current events and commentary thereon distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of financial markets, politics, current events and commentary thereon; Entertainment, namely, a continuing financial markets, politics, current events show broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Willis, Clifton W Address Willis, Clifton W 14410 Pelican Marsh Dr Cypress TExAS 77429 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number THELIB-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COSMO POPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538609 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POPS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Hard candy; Lollipops; Mint-based sweets
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quality Productions LLC Address Quality Productions LLC 1411 E Elizabeth Ave. Linden NEW JERSEY 07036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONAL J. SHAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538611 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Sonal J. Shah, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Party and wedding reception planning and coordination services; Party and wedding reception planning consultation services; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Consultation in the field of special event planning for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 01, 2003 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sonal J. Shah Event Consultants, LLC Address Sonal J. Shah Event Consultants, LLC 31 East 32nd Street, Suite 601 New York NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinating Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIBRA TITLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538612</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“TITLE”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Real estate title insurance underwriting services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| Insurance and Financial |  
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zinkovetsky, Petro |
| Address | Zinkovetsky, Petro 99 PARK AVENUE, 10TH FLOOR New York NEW YORK 10016 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KLUWE, CHERYL D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCHOOL OF HARD FACTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538653 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The words SCHOOL OF HARD FACTS in a stylized font, with the letters "OO" being stylized as a design of an owl in which the letters "OO" form the eyes of the owl. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for educators and providing classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of media literacy, and and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fairyington, Stephanie Composed of Stephanie Fairyington, a citizen of United States Address Fairyington, Stephanie 4015 7th Avenue Apt. 4 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11232 Legal Entity SOLE

PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SFSWMHFW0829

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538656</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a gramophone with a flower for the sound horn. <strong>Color Claimed</strong> Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a gramophone with a flower for the sound horn. <strong>Color Claimed</strong> Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Graphic illustration services |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Jul. 24, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 24, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Mikayla Albrecht |
| Address | 3229 E Fallcreek Ln Appleton WISCONSIN 54913 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | MA-8001 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | BUSH, KAREN K |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PER THE CONTRACT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538660
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of branding, entrepreneurship and business
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jun. 29, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2021
- **For**: Downloadable podcasts in the field of branding, entrepreneurship and business
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Jun. 29, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2021
- **For**: Hats; Hoodies; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Apto Media LLC
- **Address**: Apto Media LLC 31 Center Street Brewster NEW YORK 10509
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAPPYLIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97538665 Application Filing Date: Aug. 07, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title: Jewelry

For Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Oven mitts
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

For Canvas shopping bags; Reusable shopping bags; Textile shopping bags
International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title: Leather Goods

For Kitchen towels; Kitchen towels of cloth; Kitchen towels of textile
International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes US Classes: 42, 50 International Class Title: Fabrics

For Stationery writing paper and envelopes; Blank journal books; Desktop organizers; Dry erase writing boards; Dry erase writing boards and writing surfaces; Filing folders, paper labels and printed instructional materials for organizing personal files; Paper notebooks; Personal organisers; Personalized writing journals; Posters made of paper; Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed greeting cards; Printed greeting cards having a Christian message; Printed daily planners; Printed day planners; Printed desk top planners; Printed desktop planners; Printed greeting cards with electronic information stored therein; Printed note cards that unfold to act as worksheets for daily/monthly planners, organizers, calendars, to do lists that re-fold to make a credit card sized item that fits neatly in your wallet or pocket; Stick-on whiteboards and dry-erase boards
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Drawer organizers; Non-metal fabric hanging organizer

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Downloadable electronic greeting cards for sending by regular mail; Downloadable printable planners and organizers; Fridge magnets; Refrigerator magnets

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Tops as clothing; Baseball caps and hats; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports jackets; Sweatshirts; T-shirts

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Allen, Mariah Renae  
**Address**: Allen, Mariah Renae  
617 E Morton St  
Denison  
TEXAS  
75021  

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, ABBIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUNG CHAMPIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538692  Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a yellow and lime green oval carrier featuring the design of a boy featured in dark brown, tan, white, maroon, pink, and blue, a girl featured in dark brown, tan, white, maroon, pink, pale pink, and light purple, the stylized wording "YOUNG" in magenta and shaded in gray and the stylized wording "CHAMPIONS" featured in blue, magenta, orange, green, purple, and light blue, and shaded in gray. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The colors yellow, lime green, dark brown, tan, white maroon pink, blue, pale pink, light purple, magenta, gray, orange, green, purple, and light blue are claimed as features of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational and learning publications, namely, booklets and flash cards on a variety of educational disciplines in pre-school through eighth grade
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 01, 2016  In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016
For Conducting after school art, craft, science, robotics, math, language, english, drama, cooking, technology tutoring programs; Correspondence schools; Dance schools; Educating at senior high schools; Education services, namely, providing pre-school through kindergarten classroom instruction using Montessori principles; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle and high school reform; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction at international schools; Educational programs, namely, pre-schools; Educational services in the nature of beauty schools; Educational services in the nature of charter schools; Educational services in the nature of correspondence schools; Educational services in the nature of elementary schools; Educational services in the nature of Preschool and K - 12 schools; Educational services, namely, obtaining school transcripts on behalf of customers and providing the customer's transcript to schools; Educational services, namely, online training in connection with all aspects of the federal government's Universal Service Fund Program for Schools and Libraries; Entertainment and education services, namely, providing recognition and incentives by way of celebrations and awards to girls from underserved communities who have completed their high school careers successfully and who are going on to college; Hosting a back to school event in a shopping center featuring prizes, games, music, and a fashion show; Language schools
featuring Hindi, English, Spanish; Operating of martial arts schools; Providing after school educational programs for children in grades K - 12; Providing after school educational programs for children in grades K - 12 and play facilities for children; Providing after school educational programs in the field of art, craft, science, robotics, math, language, english, drama, cooking, technology and play facilities for children; Providing classroom instruction at the Preschool and K - 12 level using standard principles; Providing courses of instruction at the Preschool and K - 12 level; Providing courses of instruction at the Preschool and K - 12 level for kids; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to promote reading by middle school students; Teaching at elementary schools; Teaching at junior high schools

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

For Day-care centres; Preschooler and infant care at daycare centers; Providing daycare centers; Providing child care for Preschool and K - 12

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prosplash Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Young Champions Address Prosplash Inc. 6781 Brush Rabbit Ave Newark CALIFORNIA 94560 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WELBAIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538705 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial fishing bait; Balls for games; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Chess games; Decoys for hunting or fishing; Exercise machines; Fish hooks; Fishing lines; Fishing tackle; Inflatable swimming pools; Lures for hunting or fishing; Reels for fishing; Rods for fishing; Toy for pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538709</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Christian ministry services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: e2Ten
- **Address**: e2Ten 20620 SE 322ND ST AUBURN WASHINGTON 98092
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**Examiner Information**

- **Examining Attorney**: MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
LEIGH RENAY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538713</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry and imitation jewelry

| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry | First Use | Jun. 13, 2020 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|-----------|---------------|--------------------------|---------|-----------|
| In Commerce | Jun. 13, 2020 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Leigh Renay, LLC | Address | Leigh Renay, LLC 297 Osprey Hammock Trail Sanford FLORIDA 32771 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 97538713 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOCATION, JOB, MONEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538714 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "LOCATION" and "JOB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Business research and data analysis services in the field of business locations; Business research services, namely, providing analysis of retail data on specific business locations
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Green, Terry B Address Green, Terry B 3555 Stanford Road Suite 208 Fort Collins COLORADO 80525 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WEAR IT WITH INTENTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538717
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry and imitation jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Jun. 13, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Leigh Renay, LLC
- **Address**: Leigh Renay, LLC 297 Osprey Hammock Trail Sanford FLORIDA 32771
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FURRYFOLKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538724 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat collars; Dog apparel; Dog clothing; Dog coats; Dog collars; Dog collars and leads; Dog leads; Dog leashes; Dog leashes incorporating LEDs; Dog parkas; Dog shoes; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Pet clothing; Pet clothing for dogs and cats; Pet clothing incorporating LEDs; Pet clothing, namely, t-shirts, coats, sweaters, sweatshirts, hoodies, skirts, pants, shirts; Pet hair ornaments; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; Backpacks for pets; Bags for carrying pets; Bow tie collars for pets; Capes for pets; Clothing for dogs; Clothing for pets; Coats for cats; Coats for dogs; Collars for cats; Collars for pets; Garments for pets; Hats for pets; Neckwear for dogs; Raincoats for pets

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

For Cat toys; Dog toys; Toy for pets

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name thefurryfolks INC Address thefurryfolks INC 10701 Greenwood Ave N, Unit A Seattle WASHINGTON 98133 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSIDE ABILITY BOOKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538734 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trade Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOOKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed children’s books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 12, 2020 In Commerce May 12, 2022
For Retail store services featuring books; On-line retail store services featuring books
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 12, 2020 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Krystle A. Boateng Address Krystle A. Boateng PO Box 542 Bergenfield NEW JERSEY 07621 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFFEY, AARON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CORTNK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "CORTNK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Jugs; Bottle openers; Cheese board and knife set; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dish drying racks; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Lunch boxes; Napkin rings; Pastry molds; Shower racks; Spice racks; Towel bars; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Wine glasses; Portable pots and pans for camping

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Aug. 02, 2022

**In Commerce** Aug. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Huang, Mingling

**Address** Huang, Mingling No.28,Jietou Houyuan,Xixia Village, Honglai Town,NanAn, Fujian CHINA 362300

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYNQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538740 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise benches; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bars; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Sports training apparatus featuring a baseball bat, ball, and a tee for improving bats swings; Weightlifting belts; Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Body-training apparatus for training athletes who play baseball, softball or cricket; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillip Scott Address Phillip Scott 2310 Juniper Dr. Peru ILLINOIS 61354 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 5ARTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538741 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording 5ARTH has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat litter; Food for hamsters; Kitty litter; Live trees; Living trees; Non-debarked timber; Pet food; Raw bark; Raw timber; Undressed timber; Unprocessed logs; Unprocessed timber; Unsawn timber; Wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp; Wood shavings for animal bedding
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Chunyuan Address Xu, Chunyuan Rm.103,2F,Bldg.3,No.778,Sanjiang St., Handong St.,Hanjiang Dist.,Putian City, Fujian Province CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97538747  Application Filing Date  Aug. 07, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - An Illustration Drawing Without Any Words(s)/ Letter(s)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a volleyball player wearing a tiki-style mask jumping in the air to hit a volleyball. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of athletics; Entertainment in the nature of volleyball tournaments; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of volleyball; Organizing, conducting and operating volleyball tournaments
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jun. 01, 1999  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bad Boys Open Volleyball LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Bad Boys Open Volleyball
Address  Bad Boys Open Volleyball LLC  19215 SE 34th Street, Unit 376  Camas  WASHINGTON  986078829
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RELIRELIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538751 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks; Waistbands; Adhesive bras; Beach footwear; Clothing, namely, maternity bands; Dress straps; Fishermen's jackets; Hunting jackets; Strapless bras; Sun sleeves

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gangtie Huang Address Gangtie Huang No. 50, Group 2, Shiqian, Dengjia Vil., Dengjia Township, Dongxiang County, Fuzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 344000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116934

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEOZODY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538756 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cemented carbide cutting tools; Cemented carbide tips; Milling cutters for milling machines; Power drill bits; Power tools, namely, end mills; Power tools, namely, hammer drills; Tool bits for metalworking machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yushan County Youmiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yushan County Youmiao Trading Co., Ltd. No.305, F3, Unit 3, N2#, Sanqing East Rd., Bingxi St., Yushan County, Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118146

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MPMLMF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538758 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Hutches; Cat scratching posts; Crate covers for pets; Decorative mobiles; Display cases for cosmetics; Living room furniture; Nesting boxes for animals; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Pet caskets; Pet collar accessories, namely, fitted silencers for non-metal pet tags; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, cat condos; Works of art in mixed media composed primarily of polymers; Works of art made of amberoid
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Tiantong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Tiantong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.2, 1/F, No. 7, Niuxiangkou 1st Street Dahan Village, Torch Development Zone Zhongshan City CHINA 528437 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XSYMZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538760 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spectroscopes; Anti-reflective lenses; Lens filters; Lenses for photographic apparatus; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical ports for underwater photography, dome ports for underwater photography, wet diopters, adapter lenses for underwater photography; Optical filters; Optical glasses; Optical lenses; Optical lenses featuring anti-fog coatings, UV-blocking treatment and anti-scratch coatings; Optical lenses made of glass, plastic and polycarbonate; Optical reflectors; Photographic filters; Prisms for optics purposes; Reflectors for telescopes; Telescopic gun sights; Telescopic sights for firearms
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHONGSHAN CITY XINGSHENG OPTICAL CO.,LTD Address ZHONGSHAN CITY XINGSHENG OPTICAL CO.,LTD Bldg.12, Haotouyuanshan Village, Zhongshan Port, Huoju Development Zone, Zhongshan Guangdong CHINA 528436 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
MIKERY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97538761
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Buttonhooks; Cleaning brushes for feeding bottles; Dish drying mats; Exfoliating brushes; Household scouring pads; Leather coasters; Pads for cleaning; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Tub brushes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Huiguangtong Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Huiguangtong Technology Co., Ltd.
  603, Bldg.10, Row 1, Heshuikou New Vi., Heshuikou Community, Matian St., Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS118723

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
HAOMAI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97538762
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bookmarkers; Banknote clips; Binder clips; Clips for letters; Clips for name badge holders; Money clips, not of metal; Paper clips; Pen clips; Protective covers for books; Rubber erasers; Stationery-type portfolios; Stationery cases; Thumb tacks
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Zhejiang Shuangyu Stationery Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Zhejiang Shuangyu Stationery Co., Ltd. (1/F, Bldg. 1, Yiwu Jinjiang Jewelry Factory) No. 211, Jingfa Ave., Choujiang St., Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS118753

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AU HOLDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538767 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOLDINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Holding company services performed for third parties, namely, provision of investment capital, financial report and financial advising to subsidiaries and affiliated companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Business consulting services; business strategic planning services; business advisory services; consultation in the field of business acquisitions; business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others; business support services, namely, business consulting to start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AU Group Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AU Holdings Address AU Group Holdings, LLC 159 Working Ranch Irvine CALIFORNIA 92602 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
UAVA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97538770
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Batteries for electronic cigarettes
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Reiner, Emmett C
- **Address**: Reiner, Emmett C 581 N. Marquette St Pacific Palisades CALIFORNIA 90272
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRADLEY, EVELYN W
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538771 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread bins; Cleaning brushes for household use; Compost containers for household use; Concession dispensing equipment, namely, portable chilled beverage dispensers; Cruets; Floor brushes; Fondue pots without heat source; Margarita glasses; Non-electric rotary cheese graters; Poultry mangers; Raised garden planters; Scraping brushes; Scrubbing brushes; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Tea infusers not of precious metal
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He, Yao Address He, Yao No. 427, Yongzhongpian Youyi Group Yonghe Village, Yongan Tn., Liuyang City Hunan CHINA 410300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SANFOSOFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97538775 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 07, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark  
|---------------|----------|--------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |               |               |          |           |           |           |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cruets; Cups; Flasks; Flowerpots; Bento boxes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookie cutters; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Hand-operated grinders; Ice cube molds; Non-electric kettles; Soap dispensers; Trash cans; Water bottles sold empty  

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass  

**First Use in Commerce** Jul. 02, 2022  

**In Commerce** Jul. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangzhou Santiaojiu Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Guangzhou Santiaojiu Trading Co., Ltd.  
Room 504, Bldg. 6, No. 101, Yingbin Road  
Shangjiao Vil., Luopu St., Panyu  
Guangzhou CHINA 511400  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BERIFLAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538778 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Beriflai has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Sweatsuits; Dress pants; Dresses, namely, prom dress, cocktail dress; Golf caps; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shorts; Hiking jackets; Hiking trousers; Skirts and dresses; Sun protective clothing, namely, shirts; Sweatshirts for adults; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's tops, namely, camis
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Chenxinxing Trading Co., LTD Address Xiamen Chenxinxing Trading Co., LTD Room C103, No.125, Yuehua Road Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361006 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TYYLMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538783
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Filing cabinets; Folding beds; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Legs for furniture; Lounge furniture; Tea tables; Wooden display stands

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
**First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2022
**In Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Taiyuan Yiliang Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Taiyuan Yiliang Trading Co., Ltd. 2-2-701, Jiayuan Community, West 1st Ln, Fendong North Road, Xiaodian Dist, Taiyuan City, Shanxi CHINA 030032
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA

---

4825
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DON'T DRINK ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538784 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled blue agave liquor; Distilled spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TROMBA USA Ltd. Address TROMBA USA Ltd. 50 Carroll Street Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4M3G3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10193-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MADE +

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538785 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring footwear; Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, footwear for use in online virtual worlds
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable image files containing footwear authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artwork relating to footwear authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring featuring footwear for use in online virtual worlds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Custom manufacturing of footwear for others
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Footwear; Sneakers; Athletic footwear; Leisure shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Made Plus Inc. Address Made Plus Inc. 589 Pinedale Dr Annapolis MARYLAND 21401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10265-0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZJFGCD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538791 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basting spoons; Bird cages; Bottle sleeves composed of liquid-absorbing micro fiber fabric; Bulb basters; Candy jars sold empty; Canister sets; Desktop statuary made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta; Dishers; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Household storage containers for pet food; Pastry molds; Reusable glass, stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Towel rails and rings; Wooden cooking spoons

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gaochuangde Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gaochuangde Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 402, No. 35, Sanhe Village, Tongsheng Community, Dalang Street, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97538797
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "MH" in stylized font with the design of a triangle.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 4609683
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jan. 21, 2009
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHINA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jan. 20, 2029

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**:
  - Taffeta; Elastic woven fabrics; Fabrics for textile use; Knitted fabric; Linen cloth; Non-woven textile fabrics; Rayon fabric; Textile used as lining for clothing; Traced cloths for embroidery
- **International Classes**
  - 24 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 42, 50

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: NINGBO MH INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
- **Address**: NINGBO MH INDUSTRY CO., LTD. Room 611, Building 5 No.22, Henghe Road, Beilun Ningbo, Zhejiang Prov CHINA 315899
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, ABBIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  GLAM UNIVERSITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97538809</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "UNIVERSITY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Business training in the field of small business development
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Peterson, Sabrina
- **Address**: Peterson, Sabrina 1360 South Figueroa St Suite D404 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90015
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHMITZ, AMY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BAD GAL BREW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538810</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BREW" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Beer glasses; Cocktail glasses; Decorative glass, not for building; Drinking glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Glass bowls; Glass dishes; Glass jars; Glass mugs; Margarita glasses; Martini glasses; Parfait glasses; Pitchers; Shot glasses; Water bottles sold empty; Wine glasses; Drinking straws |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jul. 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | bad gal brew |
| Address | bad gal brew 916 Dartmoor ave Williamstown NEW JERSEY 08094 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J |

---

4832
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WELAKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538815 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WELAKI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downlighters; Searchlights; Desk lamps; Electric flashlights; Hanging lamps; Headlights for automobile; Incandescent lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; LED flashlights; LED light bulbs; Reading lamps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Kongfei Address Xu, Kongfei Group 10, Banqiao Village, Sandu Town Leiyang, Hunan CHINA 421800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538821 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording of letters "AB" in black and and stylized wording of letter "X" in red, where there is a curved broad line through the letter "A" in red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking ovens; Bed warmers; Beverage cooling and ice dispensing machines; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric roasters; Ice machines; Ice machines and apparatus; Portable stoves; Refrigeration equipment, namely, food and beverage chilling units; USB-powered hand warmers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIN RUN SCM (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD. Address LIN RUN SCM (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD. ROOM A2107-B, 21ST FLOOR, BUILDING 1, NO., 2816, YIXIAN ROAD, BAOSHAN SHANGHAI CHINA 200441 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAKROMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538831 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PAKROMAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverage cooling and ice dispensing machines; Components for air conditioning and cooling systems, namely, evaporative air coolers; Cooling installations for water; Electric space cooling apparatus; Ice-cooling refrigerators; Ice cube making machines; Ice machines and apparatus; Refrigerating or freezing showcases; Refrigeration equipment, namely, rapid food chilling units; Solar-powered cooling units

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yu Address Liu, Yu No.474,Family,Longdong Workers Vil, Datun Coal and Electricity, Pei County, Jiangsu CHINA 221600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKUZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538833 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laser level measuring apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Minh Duc Pham Address Minh Duc Pham Chuong Duong Village, Dong Hung District Thai Binh Province VIETNAM 06818 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOO, SAMUEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EDTWSTLM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538834 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Paper; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Desk mats; Loose-leaf binders; Office stationery; Paper gift cards; Paper Halloween decorations; Paste for handicraft, for stationery or household purposes (banjaku-nori); Pen rests; Pencils for painting and drawing; Rollerball pens; Sketch books; Stationery-type portfolios; Temporary tattoo transfers; Wall decals
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use   May 17, 2022 In Commerce   May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hefei Yimeng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address   Hefei Yimeng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 024, 8th F, Blk G, Bldg 3, PH III, No. 1201, Huafeng Rd, Hefei Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone, Anhui CHINA  230000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANBUUK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538836 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ANBUUK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose sport bags; Back packs; Baggage tags; Belt bags and hip bags; Business card holders in the nature of card cases; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Leather credit card wallets; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Wallets in the form of bracelets; Wallets including card holders
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moyou e-commerce (Ningxia) Co., Ltd. Address Moyou e-commerce (Ningxia) Co., Ltd. Rm. 601,Unit 1, Bldg. 14,Block B,Muen New Residence,Shanshui Avenue,Dawukou Dist. Shizuishan,Ningxia CHINA 753000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OKDSSSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97538837 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Impression stamps; Ink stamps; Marking stamps; Mounts for stamps; Numbering stamps; Postage stamps; Printed commemorative stamp sheets; Rubber document stamps; Sealing stamps; Sleeves for holding and protecting stamps; Stamp albums; Stamp inks
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  May 28, 2022 In Commerce  May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Century Fenglin Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Century Fenglin Trading Co., Ltd. Zhenye City Complex Building 1-12A No. 2 Shenfeng Road, Henggang Street Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALBEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538841 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "ALBEN" in all white with a green background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lopez Claudia DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Alben Clothing Composed of Claudia Lopez, a citizen of United States Address Lopez Claudia 1050 e Panama Ln Unit 39 Bakersfield CALIFORNIA 93307 Legal Entity

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LFZOPPV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538846 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for computers; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to electronic devices, namely, laptops, cell phones, personal digital assistants; Head-clip cell phone holders; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartphone stabilizers; Specialty holsters adapted for carrying personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, pagers, personal digital assistants; Vinyl covers specially adapted for cell phones, MP3 players, laptops, computers, portable satellite radios, personal digital assistants, remote controls, and television satellite recorders
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui ZhenhaiBaihe Technology Co. LTD Address Anhui ZhenhaiBaihe Technology Co. LTD Room A901, Phase I, Qingwang S & T Park Lanzhou Road, Baohe Economic Development Hefei CHINA 230051 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TELEVIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538848 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TELEVIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerial conveyors; Air vehicles for transport; All terrain vehicles (ATVs); Brake pads for vehicles; Buffers for railway rolling stock; Motorized, electric-powered, self-propelled, self-balancing, wheeled personal mobility, transportation device; Remotely controlled land vehicle; Self-balancing boards; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Vehicle wheels
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Televia Track LLC Address Televia Track LLC 620 Bentley Ct. Johns Creek GEORGIA 30097 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YINOLIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538849 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "YINOLIFE" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "YINOLIFE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6568468

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpet cleaning machines, namely, carpet extractors; Electric chain saws; Electric generators; Electric hand-held drills; Electric hand-held hammers; Machines, namely, heat transfer presses; Power-operated grass/weed trimmers; Swimming pool sweepers; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Wet-dry vacuums
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 08, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yino E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yino E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 21-22K, NanyuanfengyeBldg.1088NanshanAve. Dengliang Community, Nanshan Street Nanshan Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TELEVIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "TELEVIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Car rental; Car transport; Emergency auto or truck towing; Freighting services; Parcel delivery; Providing information concerning collection and delivery of assets in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo and delivery containers; Providing self-storage facilities for others; Transport by air; Transport by pipeline; Transportation and storage of goods

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Televia Track LLC **Address** Televia Track LLC 620 Bentley Ct. Johns Creek GEORGIA 30097 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STURMAN, MELISSA M
# Trademark Information

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97538852
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: HOPWEEK
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Towels; Blanket throws; Blankets for outdoor use; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Bath towels; Children's blankets; Children's towels; Compressed towels; Cotton towels; Hand towels; Kitchen towels; Pet blankets; Receiving blankets; Table napkins of textile
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: May 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2022

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Chen Caili
- **Address**: No. 5, Cangbei Village, Daqiao Town, Huazhou, CHINA 525132
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YECITONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538854 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YECITONA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clipboards; Clips for name badge holders; Desk pads; Folders for papers; Retractable reels for name badge holders; Scratch pads; Writing pads
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yisai Ting Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Yisai Ting Trading Co., Ltd. (Bldg.No. 1), X1301-1014311, No. 106 Fengze East Rd., Nansha District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOXFACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538855</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flowers; False beards; False hair; Hair clips; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hook and loop fasteners; Ornamental novelty buttons; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Shoe laces
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  Jan. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Chen Junlin  Address  Chen Junlin  No. 68, Suicheng Town, Suixi County  Zhanjiang  CHINA  524000
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P|PAZOMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538856 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Direction signals for vehicles; Fitted motorcycle covers; License plate frames; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar control levers; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar grips; Rear view mirrors; Sissy bars for motorcycles; Structural parts for motorcycles; Two-wheeled motor vehicles; Vehicle bumpers; Vehicle seats; Vehicle windscreens

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou ZJMOTO Industrial Co., Ltd Address Guangzhou ZJMOTO Industrial Co., Ltd Room 306, No. 2, Xinwei Second Road Luoyong, Songzhou street, Baiyun Distric Guangzhou CHINA 510080 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538857 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "PATFKEMT" has no meaning in a foreign language.
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Furniture; Tackboards; Coat racks; End tables; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Keyboards for hanging keys; Storage racks; Towel racks; Wall-mounted tool racks; Wine racks International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jul. 21, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 21, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Foshan Tiancan Electronics Co., Ltd. Address  Foshan Tiancan Electronics Co., Ltd.  Rm.701, Bldg. 12, Phase II, Tianfulai No. 37, Changbao West Road, Ronggui Shunde, Foshan CHINA  528000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIHOMRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538859 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Hihomry has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Birdhouses; Bamboo furniture; Camping furniture; Cheval glasses; Drawer pulls of glass, porcelain or earthenware; Drawer pulls of plastic or wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials; Furniture for house, office and garden; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Screens for fireplaces; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duijiaodian Media (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Duijiaodian Media (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. B1503-1, FactoryBldg.No.1Tianan Digital No. 524, Qinglin Road, Longcheng Street LonggangDist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MUSCLEFLEX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538860</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Elastic woven fabrics; Glass fiber fabrics; Mesh-woven fabrics; Non-woven textile fabrics |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Liao, Chia-Wei |
| Address | Liao, Chia-Wei 3F, No.5, Ln. 111, Sec. 2, Jinshan S. Rd, Taipei City, TAIWAN 106 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | TAIWAN |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M |

---

MuscleFlex
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KIDMYTH

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97538861</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Kidmyth has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Tents; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Bed tents; Canopies of textile or synthetic materials; Dust sheets; General utility bags for commercial use; Plastic bags with one-way valves, in which air is evacuated for storing clothing and/or bedding; Ropes and synthetic ropes; Tents made of textile materials; Unfitted tarps for covering swimming pools, lining tanks

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

**First Use** Jun. 04, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 04, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Duijiaodian Media (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. **Address** Duijiaodian Media (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. B1503-1, FactoryBldg.No.1Tianan Digital No. 524, Qinglin Road, Longcheng Street LonggangDist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORKEEDU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538862 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Orkeedu has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Compressed towels; Dish towels for drying; Insect protection nets for household purposes; Natural and synthetic fabrics and textiles, namely, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon fabrics; Quilts made of t-shirts, baby clothes, towels; Table runners, not of paper; Textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; Woven fabrics of nylon, cotton, basalt for textile use
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duijiaodian Media (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Duijiaodian Media (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. B1503-1, FactoryBldg.No.1Tianan Digital No. 524, Qinglin Road, Longcheng Street LonggangDist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538863 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Perfumes; Cold waving solutions; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; Fragrances for automobiles; Pet shampoos
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng,Teng Address Liangpeng, Teng Room 201, Unit 3, Building 24, Shangjiaoyuan, Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 999001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538864 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lace; Snoods; Toupees; Coiffure bonnets; Hair clips; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair ribbons; Korean ornamental hairpins (Binyer); Laces and embroidery; Shoe laces
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng,Teng Address Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 999001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NO MORE TAG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538866
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**
  - Furniture; Bedroom furniture; Cabinets for display purposes; Chair beds; Chair cushions; Clothes hangers; Decorative boxes made of wood; Display cases; Filing cabinets; Furniture shelves; Shelves for storage; Wooden craft sticks; Works of art made of wood
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: QINGDAO ZOOMMY PETS CO., LTD
- **Address**: QINGDAO ZOOMMY PETS CO., LTD Rm.2401, 24F, Unit B, Bldg.3, Haixin Chuangzhigu, No. 20, Zhuzhou Rd.,Laoshan Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538870  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    On-line wholesale store services featuring bubble tea supplies, jams, syrups, flavor powders for pudding and bubble tea toppings, loose leaf teas, arcade machines, plush toys, toys, and figurines
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Tap Trading LLC  Address  Tap Trading LLC  133-27 39th Ave, Apt 9B  Flushing  NEW YORK   11354
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   W-30124-RM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WQSHHOWQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97538888
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Baskets of wicker for household purposes; Bottles, sold empty; Cleaning and polishing cloths; Cleaning brushes for household use; Dishwashing brushes; Sponges for household purposes; Toiletry sponges; Vacuum bottle stoppers; Wine openers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jun. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Enshizhou Miaochunxiang Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Enshizhou Miaochunxiang Trading Co., Ltd. No. 8, Baiguoyuan Group, Luzhuba Village Baiyang Township Enshi, Hubei CHINA 445012
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLOCNOKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538918 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FLOCNOKY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desk lamps; Electric night lights; Flashlights; Heating pads, electric, not for medical purposes; Humidifiers; Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Lighting fixtures; Portable electric fans; Portable headlamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li,Xiaohan Address Li,Xiaohan 4B,Building 23,Dongle Garden,No.1023, Buxin Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha190401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE PLAYGROUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538921 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Golf caddie services; Golf club services; Golf courses; Golf driving range services; Golf instruction; Providing golf facilities; Rental of golf equipment

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Playground Golf Company, Inc. Address The Playground Golf Company, Inc. 159 Woodland Road Madison NEW JERSEY 07940 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42376.5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOUR BEST SMILE FORWARD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97538941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Dental wax, and dental tablets for disclosing plaque and tartar on the teeth

| **International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Pharmaceuticals |
| **First Use** | Dec. 2019 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 2019 |

**For** Holders specially adapted for orthodontic and dental appliances; and dental devices in the nature of a plastic chews for adjusting teeth aligners

| **International Classes** | 10 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 26, 39, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Medical Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Dec. 2019 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 2019 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Fresh Knight LLC |
| **Address** | Fresh Knight LLC 8th Floor 85 Fifth Avenue New York NEW YORK 10003 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 163254-00101 |
| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY** |
| **Examining Attorney** | MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI |
TM 3824 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMOKE SIGNALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97538960 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of cigars; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of cigars; Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of cigars; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of cigars; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of cigars via a global computer network; Entertainment, namely, a continuing informational and commentary show broadcast over the Internet; Entertainment, namely, production of television programs; Production of podcasts; Production of television programs; Production of DVDs, videotapes and television programs featuring information and commentary on the cigar business and cigars; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of cigars

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Desind, Brian Address  Desind, Brian 37 E Yale St Orlando FLORIDA 32804 Legal Entity

INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COUGHLAN, REBECCA D.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FICS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97538962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: surgical instruments and apparatus, namely, instruments for minimally invasive cardiac surgery
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LSI Solutions, Inc.
- **Address**: LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: LSI-0114.02

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POSIIBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97538964 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a circle with a thin outline just inside of the
circle. Inside the circle is the depiction of a shopping cart with a check mark coming out of the basket. There are squares
in varying sizes displayed on the back side of the cart. Below the design is the word "POSIIBLE" in capital, stylized
lettering. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Toy guns; Toy projectile shooters and accessories therefor
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and
Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   MINDSHARE CONSULTING LLC Address   MINDSHARE CONSULTING LLC 225 S Wayne Avenue
Wayne PENNSYLVANIA  19087 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized   FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   COUGHLAN, REBECCA D.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MI-FICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538965 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical instruments and apparatus, namely, instruments for minimally invasive cardiac surgery
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSI Solutions, Inc. Address LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
Case identifiers

Serial Number: 97538967  Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: surgical devices for tensioning suture  International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 26, 39, 44  International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: LSI Solutions, Inc.  Address: LSI Solutions, Inc.  Attn: Valerie Richardson  7796 Victor-Mendon Road  Victor  NEW YORK  14564  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: LSI-0057.03

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DT DELLA TERRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97538968 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DELLA TERRA" in stylized text with a stylized shovel design formed by the letters "DT" appearing between the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "DELLA TERRA" in the mark is "of the earth".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, kimonos, pants, shorts, jumpsuits, shirts, vests, blouses, jackets, dresses, sweatpants, sweaters, and hoodies

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Della Terra LLC Address Della Terra LLC 6530 NW 74TH DR PARKLAND FLORIDA 33067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
# TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRAFIKIN

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97538979</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Trafikin has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bath brushes; Cheese boards; Cookery molds; Cutting boards; Dumpling moulds for household use; Electric toothbrushes; Foot exfoliating pads; Hair brushes; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Pastry cutters; Pastry molds; Rolling pins; Toilet brushes; Tooth brushes; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use; Water flossers

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass  
**First Use in Commerce** Jul. 30, 2022  
**In Commerce** Jul. 30, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** TECH NINJA INC  
**Address** TECH NINJA INC 2467 W AVENUE 32 SMB  
**City** Los Angelos  
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOMEFERRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539009 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HOMEFERRAL" with a stylized letter "H" with the image of an arrow in the middle which is slightly curved with a design of a house inside the letter "O".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Customer services, namely, responding to customers inquiries for others in the field of real estate via telephone or other electronic means; Matching consumers with real estate professionals in the field of real estate services via computer network
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Berger Rental Communities, LLC Address Berger Rental Communities, LLC Suite 2500 950 W Valley Rd 19087 PENNSYLVANIA 19087 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Homeferral

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PATRON LOGISTICS
NAVIGATE TO SUCCESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539013 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle bordered by a rope design containing the words "PATRON LOGISTICS NAVIGATE TO SUCCESS" surrounding a stylized anchor design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LOGISTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE VP MIAMI LLC Address THE VP MIAMI LLC 150 SE 2ND AVE, SUITE 404 MIAMI FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Howell, Matthew P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAYHAO1DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539017 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillows; Air cushions, not for medical purposes; Bathtub grab bars, not of metal; Beds for household pets; Bottle racks; Display racks; Inflatable furniture; Non-metal hooks; Towel stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuzhou Zhudan Trade Co., Ltd. Address Yuzhou Zhudan Trade Co., Ltd. No. 8, S.W. corner of the intersection of Binhe Avenue and Xuanyuan Avenue Yingchuan St, Yuzhou CHINA 461600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JV0017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97539022
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: cellulose
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2021

**Current Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: RH Downing Inc.
- **Address**: RH Downing Inc. 738 West Market Street Akron OHIO 44303
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: DOW.T.US0004

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) &GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539028 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the text "&GO" in stylized font with the outline of an arrow forming the interior of the letter "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software, recorded on computer media and downloadable computer software used for product purchasing and communication between a purchaser and a retailer to facilitate product purchasing and product fulfillment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for integrating product selection and purchasing by a purchaser and product fulfillment from a retailer
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RCS Systems, Inc. Address RCS Systems, Inc. 7075 West Parkland Court Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53223 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6886-00002
Examiner ATTORNEY
Examiner ATTORNEY LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KALYLO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539042</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Providing user authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology for e-commerce transactions

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101

**US Classes**

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASES INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Sheira, Adel, A DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Kalylo

**Address** Sheira, Adel, A 3812 Florence Drive, Apt 5 ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA 22305

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STOKES, MAILIA ALBERTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRIDGES TO THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539050 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of behavioral health with a focus on bridging the gaps in services that exist between physical, mental, and behavioral health; Educational services, namely, providing workshops, seminars, courses, trainings and nondownloadable webinars in the fields of behavioral health with a focus on bridging the gaps in services that exist between physical, mental, and behavioral health; Training services in the field of workforce development with a focus on behavioral health integration for schools and community-based social service organizations; Arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of behavioral health education with a focus on bridging the gaps in services that exist between physical, mental, and behavioral health
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020
For Health care services, namely, providing wellness programs, resiliency-focused therapeutic interventions, and behavioral health services for individuals, families and organizations with a focus on reducing or replacing maladaptive behaviors
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Center for Interrelational Science and Pediatrics, LLC Address Center for Interrelational Science and Pediatrics, LLC Post Office Box 80142 Atlanta GEORGIA 30341 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DAT'S THE 1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97539064 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Marinades; Sauces; Seasonings; Spices
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use  Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tony Hill Address  Tony Hill  11100 65th Terrace Seminole  FLORIDA  33772 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557383375

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97539066 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "DRETADER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For  Dolls; Swings; Bubble making wand and solution sets; Flying discs; Jigsaw puzzles; Jump ropes; Playground slides; Smart robot toys; Spinning tops; Swing sets; Toy aircraft; Toy building blocks; Toy cameras; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toy robots; Toy scooters; Toy vehicles

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Tubiwan Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm 603, Bldg G, Sanlian Zhubaoceng  Sanlian, Jihua Jiedao, Longgang District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  22-08-05723

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MATERIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539067 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MATERIA" in the mark is "matter."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing business brokerage services in the fields of interior design, industrial design, architecture, packaging and fashion
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Retail store services featuring samples of materials for use in the fields of interior design, industrial design, architecture, packaging and fashion; Providing consumer product information via the Internet; Providing demand creation and lead generation activities and services; Order fulfillment services; Business intermediary services in the fields of interior design, industrial design, architecture, packaging and fashion, namely, matching manufacturers with consumers in the aforementioned fields
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For downloadable computer and mobile application software for computers and mobile devices, namely, downloadable software for evaluation, selection and ordering of materials for use in the fields of interior design, industrial design and architecture, packaging and fashion
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary, non-downloadable use of computer application software for computers and mobile devices, namely, providing temporary, non-downloadable software for evaluation, selection and ordering of materials for use in the fields of interior design, industrial design and architecture, packaging and fashion; Computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site featuring technology that enables users to evaluate, select and order materials from others for use in the fields of interior design, industrial design, architecture, packaging and fashion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MATERIAL TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION  
DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA MATERIAL BANK

**Address** MATERIAL TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION  3651 NW 8th Ave  Boca Raton  FLORIDA  33431

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 32987-000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FROM THE AINA BABY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539072 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FROM THE AINA" inside a single line rectangular carrier with the word "BABY" making up the lower right portion of the bottom line. The "I" in "AINA" is in the stylized shape of a flower with a bee above. There are stylized designs of flowers on the top left and bottom right corners of the rectangular carrier. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "BABY" Translation The English translation of "AINA" in the mark is "LAND".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crib sheets; Swaddling blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Piche, Mat Address Piche, Mat 952 Chapel Hill Court Kitchener, Ontario CANADA N2R0P4 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOX III, LYAL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MUSEUMX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539076 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Museum curator services; Museum services; Museums; Presenting museum exhibitions; Providing museum facilities; Providing virtual museum services via the Internet; Running of museums

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital art images authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital art, downloadable archives of digital art, downloadable audio recordings about art, downloadable visual recordings being downloadable photographs, and digital media being downloadable audio files featuring information about art, all of the foregoing authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fremont, Jennifer J DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA museumx Address Fremont, Jennifer J 220 S. E St., Apt. 3 Oxnard CALIFORNIA 93030 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) S10

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97539079
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Golf clubs
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Karsten Manufacturing Corporation
- **Address**: Karsten Manufacturing Corporation 2201 West Desert Cove Phoenix ARIZONA 85029
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TM-22-057-US
- **Examining Attorney**: MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERLAWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539084 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fertilizers
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EFE, Inc. Address  EFE, Inc. 138 Professional Way Wellington FLORIDA 33414 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13421-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BRANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539086 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing assisted living facilities

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Colonial Development LLC Address Colonial Development LLC 17200 74th Avenue North Maple Grove MINNESOTA 55311 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 61633.010001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRELL, LUCY K
# TrademarkPublication

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539093</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

- Jul. 04, 2023

**Reason for Publication**

- Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

- WE HEAR YOU, DOG

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**

- Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**

- 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

### For Vitamin and mineral supplements made from human-grade material designed for optimal pet health and wellness

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### For Pet food made from human-grade food designed for optimal pet health and wellness

- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

### For Subscription-based food delivery

- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

### For Subscriber-based meal planning services in digital form, accessible through the Internet; consulting in the field of menu planning for others

- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

## Basis Information

**Currently ITU**

- Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**

- PetPlate, Inc.

**Address**

- PetPlate, Inc. 1412 Broadway, Floor 21 New York NEW YORK 10018

**Legal Entity**

- CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**

- DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**

- 2213422.122

**Examining Attorney**

- LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILHOUETTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539096 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal fitness training services; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Physical fitness training services; Providing fitness and exercise studio services, namely, pilates instruction and training; Providing fitness instruction services in the field of pilates, barre, and dance cardio; Providing fitness training services in the field of pilates, barre, and dance cardio; Providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to fitness; Providing personal fitness training for women; Virtual physical fitness training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020
For Downloadable mobile applications for physical and personal fitness training services and classes; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for physical and personal fitness training services and classes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Silhouette by Alexis LLC Address Silhouette by Alexis LLC 30 Washington St. Apt 6F Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner HACK, ANDREA R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENDURING LEGACY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539098</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Piggy banks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Triple J Gifts LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Triple J Gifts LLC N4242 County Road D Oakfield WISCONSIN 53065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>820-11020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>STURMAN, MELISSA M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PFOOSND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539101 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PFOOSND" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candlesticks; Barbecue mitts; Bento boxes; Clothes drying racks; Cocktail glasses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yanyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yanyi Technology Co., Ltd. 503, No. 99, Fuxuan New Village, Langkou Dalang Subdistrict, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity unlimited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05724

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAKE + JACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539102 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational games for developing literacy, math, and financial literacy skills; Children's educational toys for developing literacy, math, and financial literacy skills

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Triple J Gifts LLC Address Triple J Gifts LLC N4242 County Road D Oakfield WISCONSIN 53065
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 820-11021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILHOUETTE BY ALEXIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539104 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Cortney Alexis Sweeney, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting pilates classes; Providing information about exercise and fitness via a website; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Providing fitness and exercise studio services, namely, pilates instruction and training; Providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to fitness; Providing personal fitness training for women; Virtual physical fitness training services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

For Downloadable mobile applications for physical and personal fitness training services and classes; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for physical and personal fitness training services and classes

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Silhouette by Alexis LLC Address Silhouette by Alexis LLC 30 Washington St. Apt 6F Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YAMAKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539114 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YAMAKO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Colanders; Cups; Decanters; Dishes; Pans; Saucers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Spatulas for kitchen use; Tea pots
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 01, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2018

For Automobile floor mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpets and rugs
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jun. 01, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2018

For Bed sheets; Textile tablecloths
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 01, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2018

For Electric rice cooker
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UCBP INC Address UCBP INC 8407 Central Ave #1848 Newark CALIFORNIA 94560 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557300320
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
H HERITAGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539117</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a capital "H" in background color with vertical bars on either side and a slanted upper end to the left of the word "heritage".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Banking; Credit union services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Heritage Federal Credit Union
- **Address**: Heritage Federal Credit Union: P.O. Box 189, Newburgh, INDIANA 47629
- **Legal Entity**: federally chartered credit union
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: HFC:001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHENDELINSEOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539119 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHENDELINSEOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive windshield shade screens; Car window shades; License plate frames; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Upholstery for vehicles International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeng, Yuanwen Address Zeng, Yuanwen No. 114, Pinghai Village Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05725

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THINKING CAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539123 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electronic light therapy apparatuses for providing phototherapy for medical purposes; phototherapy apparatus for medical purposes; phototherapy apparatus for medical purposes, namely, for treating anxiety, depression, traumatic brain injury, and dementia; electronic light therapy apparatus for providing phototherapy treatment of anxiety, depression, traumatic brain injury, and dementia

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Transdermal Cap, Inc. Address Transdermal Cap, Inc. 938 Chestnut Run Gates Mills OHIO 44040
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 24517-IPT003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  H

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539124 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a capital "H" in background shading with vertical bars on either side and a slanted upper end. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banking; Credit union services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Heritage Federal Credit Union Address  Heritage Federal Credit Union P.O. Box 189 Newburgh INDIANA  47629 Legal Entity  federally chartered credit union State or Country Where Organized  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HFC:002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOLYFY LIFE

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539128</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;LIFE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Related Properties Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>6370524</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Lamps; Air sterilisers; Electric air dryers; Electric bulbs; Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Freezers; Incandescent lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Lightbulbs; Electric lamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guo, Jing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Guo, Jing BUILDING 2, XIANJIA GARDEN, YUELU DISTRICT CHANGSHA CHINA 410000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>995447</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MAKHDOOM, SAIMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4897
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AWAKEN THE FOREST WITHIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539130</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "FOREST"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Education services, namely, providing workshops in the field of forest therapy and mindfulness; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of forest therapy and mindfulness and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Personal coaching services in the field of forest therapy and mindfulness

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Aug. 2019 **In Commerce** Aug. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Regan Stacey **Address** Regan Stacey PO BOX 592 Old Lyme CONNECTICUT 06371 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** K557349880

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SOVEREIGN BANK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97539132
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: BANK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Banking services; Checking account services; Commercial lending services; Consumer lending services; Financing loans for small business; Mortgage lending; Savings account services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FIRST NATIONAL BANK & TRUST, CO.
- **Address**: FIRST NATIONAL BANK & TRUST, CO.
- **MacArthur**: Shawnee
- **OKLAHOMA**: 74804
- **Legal Entity**: national banking association
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 2392.005

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
BANKING DESIGNED FOR YOU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97539133 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 08, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Banking; Credit union services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Heritage Federal Credit Union |
| Address | P.O. Box 189 Newburgh INDIANA 47629 |
| Legal Entity | federally chartered credit union |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | HFC:003 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |
TM 3861 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TACKY COUNTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539147 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COUNTRY" AS TO CLASS 41

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Key chains; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Bottle openers; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Towels; Blanket throws
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Fan clubs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022
For Hats; Pants; Socks; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Tank tops; Hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carpenter, Mackenzie Address Carpenter, Mackenzie 2300 Charlotte Avenue, Suite 103 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C

4901
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUILD YOUR BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539149 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOAL ACHIEVER, INC. Address GOAL ACHIEVER, INC. 3175 Sedona Court Ontario CALIFORNIA 91764 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557386889

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALLARELIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539150 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; False hair; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair netting; Hair pieces; Hair weaves
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Zhide Address Zhang, Zhide No. 3, Row 1, No. 20, Yan'an Road, Qilidian Office, Weidu District, Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995442

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MSLOOSILY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97539156
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Toupees; Wigs; False hair; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair netting; Hair pieces; Hair weaves
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Zhide
- **Address**: Zhang, Zhide
  - No. 3, Row 1, No. 20, Yan’an Road, Qilidian Office, Weidu District, Xuchang, Henan, CHINA
  - 461000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 995440

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examing Attorney**: BANSAL, MEGHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CASEART

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539159</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>First Use: Jun. 25, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce: Jun. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co.,Ltd.  **Address** Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co.,Ltd.  
RM1807, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 995445

**Examining Attorney** BANSAL, MEGHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HEY, HEI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Alcoholic beverages, except beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49 International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>H.H. Newco LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>H.H. Newco LLC One Busch Place St. Louis MISSOURI 63118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>31958.2859</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BANSAL, MEGHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BANSAL, MEGHA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOOSINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539164 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; False hair; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair netting; Hair pieces; Hair weaves
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Zhide Address Zhang, Zhide No. 3, Row 1, No. 20, Yan'an Road, Qilidian Office, Weidu District, Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995441

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAJESTY MADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539168 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic cups sold empty for holding tattoo ink
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bhatta, Ashish Address Bhatta, Ashish 14027 Memorial Dr #106 Houston TEXAS 77079 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GARDENS BY THE YARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539169 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultancy in the field of landscape architecture; Garden care services; Landscape architecture services; Landscape gardening; Landscape gardening design for others

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 2004 In Commerce Mar. 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gardens by the Yard LLC Address Gardens by the Yard LLC PO Box 5306 Wayland MASSACHUSETTS 01778 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557244322

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** IONNINA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97539170  **Application Filing Date** Aug. 08, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Rubber household gloves; Work gloves; Polishing gloves; Dusting gloves; Disposable plastic gloves for use in the food service industry; Light duty utility gloves; Disposable gloves for home use; Disposable plastic gloves for general use; Disposable latex gloves for general use; Disposable latex and nitrile gloves for general use

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**For** Protective masks for medical purposes; Nitrile gloves for medical use; Medical gloves; Latex medical gloves; Protective gloves for medical use; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for virus isolation purposes; Face masks for use by health care providers; Disposable sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks made of cloth for protection against viral infection; Clothing especially for operating rooms

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 26, 39, 44  **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**For** Disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; Disposable plastic gloves for laboratory use; Gloves for laboratory purposes; Protective work gloves; Protective gloves for industrial use; Protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; Respiratory masks for the prevention of accident or injury; Protective industrial face masks; Clothing for protection against accidents; Clothing for protection against chemicals and radiation

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Insulating gloves; Asbestos cloth

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  **International Class Title** Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4911
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FIT BALLET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539175</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "FIT" in pink stylized lower case letters followed by the word "BALLET" in black lower case letters below a vertical solid black arc or crescent with a vertical solid pink arc of crescent across it, and a solid pink dot to the top left of the solid black crescent. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) pink and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "FIT" and "BALLET" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For training services in the field of ballet; Providing sports facilities for ballet; dance school services; classical dance and ballet dance school services; Providing exercise classes in the field of dance class; Organization of dancing events; entertainment services in the field of dance performances; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction relating to music and dance; operation of sports clubs in the nature of providing facilities for physical fitness training and fitness; Conducting fitness classes; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of film, video, and audio recording, production, and distribution services; radio and television entertainment programming services; Production of radio and television programs; gymnastics instruction; Training services in the field of health and fitness; Publishing of electronic publications; organization of community sporting and cultural activities; Production of sound and music video recordings; sports club services in the nature of providing sports facilities; Health clubs for physical exercise; physical education services; Educational services, namely, providing internships and apprenticeships in the field of ballet and physical fitness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ballet Fit S.L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ballet Fit S.L Calle Pedro Minio, 14, 4º Las Palmas de Gran Canaria Las Palmas SPAIN 35018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROUHUHURA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539178 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Rouhuhura" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Saucers; Scouring pads; Scouring sponges; Scrapers for household purposes; Scraping brushes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Huanyutuo Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Huanyutuo Technology Co., Ltd. Room 302B, No. 1, Fuyu New Village Henglang, Dalang Subdist, Longhua Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-08-05726

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUTULAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539186 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Do-it-yourself painting studio that provides the use of supplies and equipment to individuals for making their own paintings; Conducting workshops and seminars in arts and crafts; Custom art drawing for others; Custom art sketching for others; Custom painting of artwork for others; Do-it-yourself arts and crafts studio that provides the use of supplies and equipment to individuals for making their own arts and crafts; Education in the fields of arts and crafts rendered through correspondence courses; Educational services, namely, conducting classes in the field of arts and crafts, provided by art galleries; Instruction in the field of art; Organizing cultural and arts events; Providing information in the field of art; Workshops and seminars in the field of arts and crafts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshu Zhao Address Zhongshu Zhao 82 Woodruff Ave. Medford MASSACHUSETTS 02155
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 183LZ.003UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MKDADN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539189 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MKDADN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Filter presses for chemical processing
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shandong Fengchuan Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shandong Fengchuan Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. East of Gubeichun Street, Wucheng County Dezhou, Shandong CHINA 253000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05727

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUTULAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539190</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Art etchings; Art mounts; Art pads; Art paper; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Craft glue for stationery or household purposes; Paint brush holders; Paint brushes; Painters' brushes; Painters' easels; Painting sets for children; Painting tablets; Arts and craft paint kits; Children's arts and crafts paper kits; Colored art and craft sand; Cutting mats for arts and crafts use; Original art pictures on canvas; Pencils for painting and drawing; Works of art made of paper

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Zhongshu Zhao

Address Zhongshu Zhao 82 Woodruff Ave. Medford MASSACHUSETTS 02155

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 183LZ.004UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COCOON + HIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539206 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "COCOON" then a yellow plus symbol with a black silhouette of a bee in the middle of the yellow plus symbol and then the word "HIVE" all appearing on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, jackets, shirts, and leggings
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Daane, Olivia Address Daane, Olivia 0115 Boomerang Rd., #5201E Aspen COLORADO 81611 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BALLET FIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539207 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BALLET" in black stylized lower case letters followed by the word "FIT" in pink lower case letters below a vertical solid black arc or crescent with a vertical solid pink arc of crescent across it, and a solid pink dot to the top left of the solid black crescent. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BALLET" and "FIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For training services in the field of ballet; Providing sports facilities for ballet; dance school services; classical dance and ballet dance school services; Providing exercise classes in the field of dance class; Organization of dancing events; entertainment services in the field of dance performances; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction relating to music and dance; operation of sports clubs in the nature of providing facilities for physical fitness training and fitness; Conducting fitness classes; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of film, video, and audio recording, production, and distribution services; radio and television entertainment programming services; Production of radio and television programs; gymnastics instruction; Training services in the field of health and fitness; Publishing of electronic publications; organization of community sporting and cultural activities; Production of sound and music video recordings; sports club services in the nature of providing sports facilities; Health clubs for physical exercise; physical education services; Educational services, namely, providing internships and apprenticeships in the field of ballet and physical fitness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ballet Fit S.L Address Ballet Fit S.L Calle Pedro Minio, 14, 4º Las Palmas de Gran Canaria Las Palmas SPAIN 35018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SPAIN
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIGNATURE-ON-TARGET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539214 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ammunition
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ammo Technologies Inc. Address Ammo Technologies Inc. 7681 East Gray Road Scottsdale ARIZONA 85260 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10900.1700
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DULCE ARIANNA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97539219
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DULCE"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "DULCE" in the mark is "SWEET".

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Roasted nuts; Roasted nuts, namely, peanuts, cashews, and pistachios; Roasted peanuts; Sunflower seeds, prepared; Processed sunflower seeds
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ARGENSALV, LLC
- **Address**: ARGENSALV, LLC 8900 Collins Avenue Apt 204 Surfside FLORIDA 33154
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APEXA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539221  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, screening, contracting and compliance of life insurance advisors, corporations and shareholders; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for providing administration in the field of insurance; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable web-based decentralized applications (DApps) for providing administration in the field of insurance; Design and development and testing of software in the nature of computer methods, algorithms for use in the field of insurance; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in the field of insurance, namely, for insurance advisor onboarding, contracting and compliance; computer programming and software design of Internet platforms in the field of insurance

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  May 17, 2022  In Commerce  May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MIB Group Holdings, Inc.  Address  MIB Group Holdings, Inc.  Suite 400  50 Braintree Hill Park Braintree  MASSACHUSETTS  021848734  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97539248  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized design of a badge in the shape of a shield with a stylized design of a liquid droplet in the center. There is a break in each side of the shield with the break in the left side appearing lower than the break in the right side.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Rubber household gloves; Work gloves; Polishing gloves; Dusting gloves; Disposable plastic gloves for use in the food service industry; Light duty utility gloves; Disposable gloves for home use; Disposable plastic gloves for general use; Disposable latex gloves for general use; Disposable latex and nitrile gloves for general use

International Classes: 21  
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

For: Protective masks for medical purposes; Nitrile gloves for medical use; Medical gloves; Latex medical gloves; Protective gloves for medical use; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for virus isolation purposes; Face masks for use by health care providers; Disposable sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks made of cloth for protection against viral infection; Clothing especially for operating rooms

International Classes: 10  
US Classes: 26, 39, 44  
International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

For: Disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; Disposable plastic gloves for laboratory use; Gloves for laboratory purposes; Protective work gloves; Protective gloves for industrial use; Protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; Respiratory masks for the prevention of accident or injury; Protective industrial face masks; Clothing for protection against accidents; Clothing for protection against chemicals and radiation

International Classes: 9  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

4924
For Insulating gloves; Asbestos cloth

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangdong vyimed Co., Ltd. **Address** Guangdong vyimed Co., Ltd. Building A605, Delong Industrial Avenue Qingyuan, Guangdong CHINA 511500 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 7439-80035TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BROWNE, LUCY E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BMMPR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539255 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular logo comprised of the letter "W" with three lines emanating outwardly from the middle, and three lines emanating outwardly from both sides, above a stylized plant with three leaves. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for pets; Vitamins for pets
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Edible pet treats; Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wild Earth, Inc. Address Wild Earth, Inc. 2865 Seventh Street, Ste B Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94710
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM1736

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TORRES, MIGUEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAVIN' TOO MUCH FUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539279 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, hooded and unhooded jerseys, coverups, parkas, capes, jackets, sweatshirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants, padded shirts, padded shorts, padded forearm compression sleeves sold as an integral component of athletic clothing, namely, jerseys, uniforms, shirts; padded elbow compression sleeves sold as an integral component of athletic clothing, namely, jerseys, uniforms, shirts; aerobic wear, namely, tops and bottoms, singlets, clothing belts, headbands, wristbands; embroidered clothing, namely, tops, t-shirts, shirts, jackets, sweaters, sweatshirts, hoodies, camisoles, tank tops, dresses, coats, bottoms, trousers, leggings, pants, sweatpants, shorts, jerseys; headwear, namely, caps, hoods, hats for babies, adults, children, women, men; outerwear, namely, jackets, hoodies, coats, sweaters, scarves; pajamas for babies, adults, children, women, men; short sets; shorts for babies, adults, children, women, men, sweaters for babies, adults, children, women, men; trousers for babies, adults, women, men; women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; wristbands as clothing; footwear, namely, sneakers and basketball shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPIES ENTERTAINMENT LLC Address SPIES ENTERTAINMENT LLC 89 Stevens Ave Yonkers NEW YORK 10704 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SPE8082022
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PREMIERSOFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97539300
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Computer programming and maintenance of computer programs; Computer software development; Computer software installation and maintenance; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Developing and updating computer software; Repair of computer software; Technical advisory services relating to computer programs; Updating of computer programs for third parties
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PREMIERSOFT SOLUÇÕES EM TECNOLOGIA LTDA
- **Address**: PREMIERSOFT SOLUÇÕES EM TECNOLOGIA LTDA Centro Rua Namy Deeke, No. 99 Blumenau - SC BRAZIL 89010
- **Legal Entity**: sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada (ltda)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: BRAZIL

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRIGHT PATH SPORTS PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539301 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPORTS PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing capital investment and investment fund management in professional sports, entertainment, and other platforms
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillip A. Ciano Address Phillip A. Ciano Suite 250 ETON Tower, 28601 Chagrin Blvd. Beachwood OHIO 44122 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEYOND FLORIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97539304 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FLORIDA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Purses; Tote bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  May 29, 2021  In Commerce  May 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  VP KELLY LLC  Address  VP KELLY LLC  12870 Trade Way Four Suite 107  Bonita Springs FLORIDA  34135
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557508626

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PREMIERSOFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539318 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "PREMIERSOFT" in stylized font. The word "PREMIER" appears in one font style and the word "SOFT" appears in different font style. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programming and maintenance of computer programs; Computer software development; Computer software installation and maintenance; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Developing and updating computer software; Repair of computer software; Technical advisory services relating to computer programs; Updating of computer programs for third parties International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 30, 2022 In Commerce May 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PREMIERSOFT SOLUÇÕES EM TECNOLOGIA LTDA Address PREMIERSOFT SOLUÇÕES EM TECNOLOGIA LTDA Centro Rua Namy Deeke, No. 99 Blumenau - SC BRAZIL 89010 Legal Entity sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada (ltda) State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97539343
Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Dietary supplements; Herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements for weight loss; Nutritional supplements in the form of tea bags principally containing tea but also containing herbs and extracts; Sweat enhancing body creams used to lose water weight
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Jul. 17, 2020
In Commerce: Jul. 17, 2020

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Cut The Weight, LLC
Address: Cut The Weight, LLC 5284 Walkers Ridge Dr Jacksonville FLORIDA 32210
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BANSAL, MEGHA
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of a stylized donkey with a bridle and a rod over its back with a bottle hanging from the rod in front of the eyes of the donkey.

Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Hats; T-shirts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION  Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Baja Brewing Company S.A. de C.V.  Address  Baja Brewing Company S.A. de C.V.  Col. Centro  Morelos e/Comonfort y Obregon 1277  San Jose del Cabo, BCS  MEXICO  23400  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LORENZO, GEORGE M
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERMANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539355 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic food storage containers for household use; Glass jars
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Dispensers, not of metal, in the nature of storage containers for storing and dispensing plastic films for wrapping food; Flexible plastic shields to be attached to sink basin and border surfaces for containing splatter while running sink water
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Antiferro LLC Address Antiferro LLC 710 Avenue S C11 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOREM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539358 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective covers and cases for cell phones and smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name White Nile Group Inc. Address White Nile Group Inc. 45 Middle Neck Road Great Neck NEW YORK 11021 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOUR CROWNS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97539373
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Carry-all bags; Carry-on bags; Duffel bags; Gym bags; Shoulder bags; Sport bags; Tote bags; Travel bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: KMC Enterprises LLC
- **Address**: KMC Enterprises LLC 3625 W. Teco Ave., Ste 5 Las Vegas NEVADA 89118
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOUR CROWNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539377 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Pants; Pullovers; Shirts; Shorts; Clothing, namely, belts and jackets; Hoodies; Wristbands as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KMC Enterprises LLC Address KMC Enterprises LLC 3625 W. Teco Ave., Ste 5 Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIPEZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539381 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Beverage glassware; Cooking pots, non-electric; Dinnerware; Flatware being plates and saucers; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Incense burners; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Mixing bowls; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans; Pans; Shower caddies; Vases
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass For Baby changing tables; Bathroom mirrors; Chairs; Chests of drawers; Cots; Cots for babies; Cradles; Cribs; Dining tables; Display tables; Dressers; Folding tables; Furniture chests; Furniture, namely, dressers; Occasional tables; Office desks; Seats; Shelves; Soft sculpture wall decorations; Toy chests; Toy organizers comprised of shelves and removable storage bins sold as a unit; Wind chimes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHREE HARI PATH LLC Address SHREE HARI PATH LLC APT. D 2275 CHAPEL LAKES LN WETUMPKA ALABAMA 36092 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HUMAN3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539391  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, blogs, video, podcasts in the field(s) of health, wellness, success, technology
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Human3 LLC  Address  Human3 LLC  30 N Gould St Ste N  Sheridan  WYOMING  82801  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539422 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized donkey with a bridle and a rod over its back with a bottle hanging from the rod in front of the eyes of the donkey. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jan. 01, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baja Brewing Company S.A. de C.V. Address Baja Brewing Company S.A. de C.V. Col. Centro Morelos e/Comonfort y Obregon 1277 San Jose del Cabo, BCS MEXICO 23400 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
SHEDDING THE SHOULD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539449 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of law and parenting; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of law and parenting and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of law and parenting
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hannah Bell Address Hannah Bell 4413 Spicewood Springs Rd. #121 Austin TEXAS 78759 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BAUSCH + LOMB
PRESERVISION EYE VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT DOCTOR RECOMMENDED #1 BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539465 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of trade dress applied to one side of three-dimensional product packaging. The product packaging consists of a horizontal line at the top, below which are four differently shaded curved bands. The top band is formed by straight lines on the top and sides and a curved line on the bottom and contains the stylized wording "BAUSCH + LOMB", followed by the stylized wording "PreserVision" with curved lines above and below the letters "ision", followed by the stylized wording "EYE VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT". The next two bands are formed by straight lines on the sides and curved lines on the tops and bottoms. The bottom band is formed by straight lines on the bottom and sides and a curved line on the top. The center portion of the mark contains two concentric circles, with the outer circle containing the stylized wording "DOCTOR RECOMMENDED" and the inner circle containing the stylized wording "#1 BRAND". The dotted outline of the packaging is intended to show the position of the mark and is not part of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EYE VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT", "DOCTOR RECOMMENDED", AND "#1 BRAND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vitamin and mineral supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Nov. 30, 2017 In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bausch & Lomb Incorporated Address  Bausch & Lomb Incorporated  1400 N. Goodman Street  Rochester NEW YORK 14609 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
Mark Literal(s) PROPHET CLUE PC

Mark consists of the wording PROPHET CLUE below a circle containing the stylized letters "PC", horizontally situated, with dots above the letters. Color Claimed. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

For Agates; Bracelets; Clocks; Diamonds; Earrings; Jade; Jewellery; Lockets; Medals; Rosaries; Stopwatches; Wristwatches; Alarm clocks; Amulets; Cases being parts of watches and clocks; Chronographs as watches; Clasps for jewellery; Clock housings; Cloisonné jewellery; Commemorative coins; Cuff links; Dials for clock-and-watch-making; Fitted jewelry pouches; Hat jewellery; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery chains; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewellery of yellow amber; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry dishes; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum and diamonds; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Key rings comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Movements for clocks and watches; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Pearls; Precious stones; Rings; Semi-precious stones; Straps for wristwatches; Synthetic diamonds; Tie clips; Watch bands; Watch bands and straps; Watch chains; Watch parts; Women's jewelry; Works of art of precious metal

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Zeal Lin Address Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number FTM-T0239
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OCEAN RICH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97539472
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “OCEAN”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Seafood, not live
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ocean Rich Foods, LLC
- **Address**: Ocean Rich Foods, LLC Suite 115 3 Expressway Plaza Roslyn Heights NEW YORK 11577
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2087/1005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BRIDGE TO HR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539476 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Human resources consultancy; human resources management; human resources management services, namely, talent management, risk compliance, administration services, and benefits and employment counseling
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JRK Consulting, LLC  Address  JRK Consulting, LLC  212 W. Shaffer Road  Aliquippa  PENNSYLVANIA  15001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2205439

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AREY, BRANDON LEON
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539478 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Anoraks; Bras; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, base layers; Footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Gloves for personal hand conditioning use; Leisure shoes; Neckwear; Pants; Skirt suits; Sleep masks; Sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 12, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Youxi County Lvxin Bee-keeping Ltd Address Youxi County Lvxin Bee-keeping Ltd 605-607, Building 15, Minzhong Xiandai Xiongdi Wuliu Chen, Xichen Town Sanming CHINA 365114 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWPRENEUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539488  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Photography; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information about pets, pet products, pet care, and pet services; Organizing, arranging, and conducting pet events being social entertainment events featuring pets; Photography services; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and online journals featuring information in the field of pets, pet products, pet care, and pet services; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and online journal featuring information in the field(s) of pets, pet products, pet care, and pet services; Publication of newspapers, magazines, printed matter, articles and online journals; Publishing of electronic publications; Video imaging services; Video production; Video production services; Digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; Digital imaging services; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of pets, usage of pet products, pet care, and pet grooming and boarding services; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Providing on-line publications in the nature of articles and online journals featuring information in the field of pets; Providing online non-downloadable journals featuring information in the field of pets, pet products, pet care, and pet services
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Advertising services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; Development, creation, production, and post-production of advertising content; Marketing services in the nature of promotion of third-party goods and services by social media influencers; On-line customer-based social media brand
marketing services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PERSONIF.AI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539507 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 27, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Endeavor Business Media, LLC Address Endeavor Business Media, LLC 30 Burton Hills Blvd, Suite 185 Nashville TENNESSEE 37215 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number I-17524

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HUTOU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539545</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of stylized wording "hutou". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Translation | The wording hutou has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dog whistles; Signalling whistles; Sports whistles |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ningbo Dongqian Lake Tourist Resort Hongye Hardware Factory |
| Address | Ningbo Dongqian Lake Tourist Resort Hongye Hardware Factory Industrial Zone (Hong Lin), Dongqian Lake Tourist Resort, Ningbo, CHINA 315113 |

| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | WZ2022369 |

| Examining Attorney | MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
STROMBOLI BOSS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539575</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;STROMBOLI&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and catering services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Michael Letizia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Michael Letizia 2609 S Hicks St. Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | K557248875 |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA |
# Trademark Information

## Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97539581
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

## Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Da Crib Chef Catering L.L.C.
- **Address**: Da Crib Chef Catering L.L.C. 4371 Wilder Ave 2nd Floor Bronx NEW YORK 10466
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: K555466960

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAÎTRE D'

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539593 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Maître D' in the mark is master of.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ava Food Labs, Inc.
Address Ava Food Labs, Inc. 2565 3rd St. #318 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4849-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DO YOUR BUSINESS ANYWHERE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539600  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0131973/1720882  International Registration Number  1720882

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Disposable sanitation products, namely, portable urinals
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AMERICAN INNOTEK, INC.  Address  AMERICAN INNOTEK, INC.  2655 Vista Pacific Drive
Oceanside  CALIFORNIA  92056  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BAMIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EUBANK, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QUANTUM BANDWIDTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539601</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BANDWIDTH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: electronic equipment, namely, amplifiers, signal generators, signalsplitters and signaloptical nodes for optical and coaxial cable communication, used in connection with cable television converters, cable television transmitters, and cable television receivers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Applied Optoelectronics, Inc.
- **Address**: Applied Optoelectronics, Inc. 13139 Jess Pirtle Boulevard Sugar Land 77478
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: AOITM108US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KATANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539602 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "KATANA" in stylized font with a sword running through the middle of the word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air brushes for applying color and their parts and fittings; spray guns for paint and their parts and fittings; painting machines and apparatus
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ANEST IWATA Corporation Address ANEST IWATA Corporation 3176, Shinyoshida-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-shi; Kanagawa JAPAN 223-8501 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ANIW 2208221

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WONDERWEDGIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539613 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word WONDER centered above the word
WEDGIE in stylized font. To the left of the word WONDER is a design depicting a mop, with two eyebrows, two eyes
and a mouth on the head, and arms on each side of the handle. The arm on the left side of the handle is bent upward,
touching the mop head with a three-fingered hand. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Mops
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 23, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 23, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Powerizer LLC Address Powerizer LLC 424 Jackson Street Oceanside NEW YORK 11572 Legal
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number POW-00003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WONDERWEDGIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539617</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Mops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Powerizer LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Powerizer LLC 424 Jackson Street Oceanside NEW YORK 11572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | POW-00002US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) NEXT ITERATION MANAGEMENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97539624 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 08, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, financial, tax, retirement, investment and legacy planning; Financial information and advisory services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, commodity trading and managed futures advisory and management services; Strategic financial advisory services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Oct. 03, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 03, 2018 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Mechem, Gabriela Cheng |
| Address | Mechem, Gabriela Cheng 1 Park Plaza, Ste 600 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VCL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539625 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video production services; film and video production; media production services, namely, video and film production; video editing; video mastering services; film and video production consulting services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The VIA Group LLC Address The VIA Group LLC 619 Congress Street Portland MAINE 04101
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31237-6629.8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MANAGING WHAT'S NEXT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539633 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, financial, tax, retirement, investment and legacy planning; Financial information and advisory services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, commodity trading and managed futures advisory and management services; Strategic financial advisory services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Oct. 03, 2018 In Commerce  Oct. 03, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mechem, Gabriela Cheng Address  Mechem, Gabriela Cheng  1 Park Plaza, Ste 600 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97539639  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word BIOWELL where the B is blue and the bottom part of the I is blue and the circle above is light blue and connected to the right is a dot structure with blue, light blue, and green dots in a circle configuration connected by lines and WELL is in green. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue, light blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others; Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations; Charitable services, namely, promoting bio-tech startups and early stage companies for others; Incubation services, namely, providing work space containing business equipment to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name The Bio Well  Address The Bio Well 1025 S Shepherd Drive, Unit 111 Houston  TEXAS 77019  Legal Entity non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number BioWell Logo

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BARKEEP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539645</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Vodka; Distilled spirits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>HCBJ Spirits, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>HCBJ Spirits, LLC Suite 2700 111 Monument Circle Indianapolis INDIANA 46204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>32901-0004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FANTASTIC CREATURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539655  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ava Food Labs, Inc.  Address Ava Food Labs, Inc.  2565 3rd St. #318  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA 94107  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4849-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
UNBLOAT

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNBLOAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539658 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary Supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Dec. 14, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Un Co LLC Address Un Co LLC 17 Bridle Lane St. Louis MISSOURI 63131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7216A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HTZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539667</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Jewelry, namely, bracelets, rings, necklaces, earrings, anklets |
| International Classes    | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title| Jewelry |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name     | KyungHee, Ju |
| Address        | KyungHee, Ju E-28, Daedo Jewelry Namdaemunsijang 4-gil Jung-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04529 |
| Legal Entity   | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship    | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | AIPKO-2477A |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FRESH KNIGHT FRESH IMPRESSIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97539682 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  oral care and bad breath probiotic preparations
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fresh Knight LLC Address  Fresh Knight LLC  8th Floor  85 Fifth Avenue  New York  NEW YORK 10003 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  163254-00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FRESH KNIGHT FRESH CASE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97539685  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "CASE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: UV retainer cases for orthodontic and dental appliances  
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44  
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Fresh Knight LLC  
- **Address**: Fresh Knight LLC 8th Floor 85 Fifth Avenue New York NEW YORK 10003  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 163254-00101

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IT WILL CURL YOUR TAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539688 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring coffee, food, drinks; Retail store services featuring coffee, food, drinks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Coffee; Coffee-based snack foods; Coffee beans; Coffee drinks; Coffee extracts; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; Ground coffee
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Café services; Coffee shops
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Akita Brothers Coffee Company, Inc. Address Akita Brothers Coffee Company, Inc. 8325 Schantz Rd Breinigsville PENNSYLVANIA 18031 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557265295

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WE CARE ABOUT MORE THAN YOUR CAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539690  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile repair and maintenance; Automotive oil change services
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SB Oil Change Franchising, LLC  Address  SB Oil Change Franchising, LLC  3801 N Liberty St. Suite 106 Winston Salem  NORTH CAROLINA  27105  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 26NORTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539696 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial asset management and financial advisory services; operation and management of private investment funds and investment portfolios; investment advice; investment management; investment of funds for others; investment management in the fields of initial public offerings, private equity, securities, credit, real estate; investment fund management services; financial asset management services; private equity fund investment services; real estate funds investment services; management of capital investment funds; capital investment services; management of funds in a broad array of asset classes, namely, private equity, credit, debt, and real estate; financial investments in the fields of real estate and securities; financial services, namely, alternative asset investments and alternative asset management; investment advisory and consulting services; investment research services; financial services, namely, providing financial and investment information; financing services; commercial lending services; direct lending to others; investment services, namely, secured debt investing, unsecured debt investing, mezzanine debt investing, investing in the securities of public companies, private equity investing; investment in structured products, namely, collateralized loan obligations and credit-linked notes; real estate investment trust services; real estate investment trust management services; charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others; management of funds in infrastructure; investment management in the fields of special purpose acquisition vehicles; investment management in the field of ESG (environmental, social and governance)

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 13, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 26NORTH PARTNERS LP Composed of 26North Partners GP LLC (Delaware limited liability company) Address 26NORTH PARTNERS LP 600 MADISON AVENUE, 26TH FLOOR New York NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   26N-53170

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHARM'D BY LULU FROST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539701 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the the word "CHARM'D" above the word "BY" above the words "LULU FROST", each word in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4399496, 4399495

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Gemstones; Jewelry; Pendants; Watches; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Cuff links; Diamonds; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Necklaces; Precious metals; Rings; Wedding bands; Wedding rings; Jewel pendants; Precious stones; Precious and semi-precious crystal stones and beads for use in jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 143 Projects LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lulu Frost Address 143 Projects LLC 14 Castle Harbor Road Halesite NEW YORK 11743 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Charm'DBLF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EPiSLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539714 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of six Y-shaped branches interlocking to form a circle with the longer part of the branch facing outward and the shorter branch facing inwards with the word EPiSLS below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for use in diagnosing allergies
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 24, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name epISLS Address epISLS 1116 Nielsen Ct. #3 Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number epISLS Logo

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRESH KIDZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539723 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KIDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shampoos; Body wash; Hair conditioners; Moisturizing body lotions; Non-medicated hand soaps; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Personal deodorants; Skin cleansers; Wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fresh Brandz, LLC Address Fresh Brandz, LLC 8903 Glades Rd, Suite A14-100 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33434 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FREB401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARTIMAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539737  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line auction services featuring ART
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARTIMAY LLC Address ARTIMAY LLC 110 Jacaranda Country Club Dr Unit 210 Plantation FLORIDA 33324 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLMOUNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOTSPOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97539761  Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: NO NAME LINGERIE INC  Address: NO NAME LINGERIE INC  512 Northampton Street  Edwardsville  PENNSYLVANIA  18704  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M P

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539789 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters M and P capitalized with a vertical line between the letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  management of real estate assets
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Aug. 01, 2020 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mountain Pacific Opportunity Partners LLC Address  Mountain Pacific Opportunity Partners LLC 11726 San Vicente Blvd, Suite 414 Los Angeles, CALIFORNIA 90049 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MOU2802-006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BAD DRIVERS SUED VII

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539801</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bumper stickers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Anderson, Jason D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Anderson, Jason D 8521 Arrowroot Circle Antelope CALIFORNIA 95843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>JACKSON, STEVEN W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACLFEV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539802 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ACLFEV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Battery charging devices for motor vehicles; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric accumulators; Chargers for electric batteries; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Charging stations for electric vehicles; Electric car charging piles; Electrical apparatus, namely, charging stations for charging electric vehicles; Rechargeable electric batteries; Rechargers for electric accumulators; USB chargers adapted for car cigarette lighter sockets; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Anchong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Nanjing Anchong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. 9th Floor, Building 1, No. 30 Fengzhan Road, Yuhuatai District Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 210000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STELLANOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539805</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: B&Js Products
- **Composed of**: Berlin Lam, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: B&Js Products 5502 Gessner Court Arlington TEXAS 76018
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CRYPTONOMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97539814  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the lowercase wording cryptonomus, with the letters "cryp" in purple and the letters "tonomus" in blue. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) Purple and Blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for managing and validating cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain-based smart contracts
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sans Romello Devon  Address  Sans Romello Devon  601 16th ave se 5-209  Largo  FLORIDA  33771
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JAGO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539815</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word JAGO in stylized letters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>61311965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Massage apparatus; electric massage apparatus for household use; apparatus for acne treatment; electric blankets for medical purposes; cervical pillows for medical use; abdominal corsets; orthopedic braces; orthopedic cushions; orthopedic bandages; orthopedic belts; ear plugs for soundproofing, other than for medical use; cosmetic apparatus using ultrasonic waves for performing aesthetic facial treatment procedures; massage apparatus for eyes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>10 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Pillows; cushions; mattresses; bolsters; bedding except linen, namely, bed mattresses, pillows and bolsters; latex pillows; travel pillows; neck support cushions; chair cushions; throw pillows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jiaao Bedding Supplies (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jiaao Bedding Supplies (Shanghai) Co., L td.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Room 401, 4th Floor, No. 69, Lane 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizhuan South Road, Xinqiao Town</td>
<td>Shanghai CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>201612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FAIRBANKS, RONALD L |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AIMHUO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97539821
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: American football bibs; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps; Baseball uniforms; Rugby tops; Skating outfits; Sleeveless jerseys; Sports jerseys; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Tennis wear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Marvel Sports Goods Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Marvel Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Leather Phase II No. 1 Plaza 6F035-037 No. 1 Huanan Avenue, Pinghu St, Longgang Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinining Attorney**: PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOZYKOZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539847  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air cushions, not for medical purposes; Air mattresses for use when camping; Back support cushions not for medical purposes; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Camping mattresses; Chair mats in the nature of a pillow or seat liner; Inflatable cushions, not for medical use; Inflatable pillows; Mattress cushions; Novelty pillows; Pillow-like device comprising plastic core, fabric, and cushion material to be worn on arm or leg while sleeping or at rest; Seat cushions; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations; Sleeping mats; Spirit-filled energy pillows
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Mar. 28, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Chengcheng Technology Co., Ltd  Address  Dongguan Chengcheng Technology Co., Ltd  Room 601, No. 13, Kangle North Road  Houjie Town  Dongguan, Guangdong  CHINA  523993  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRONALYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539859 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable electric heaters for wrapping around and warming tree trunks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GROUNDWORKS OF PALM BEACH COUNTY, INC. Address GROUNDWORKS OF PALM BEACH COUNTY, INC. 8140 93rd Lane South Boynton Beach FLORIDA 33472 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 223479

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FSP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539860 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Writing instruments, namely, pens and pencils; ink refills for pens; pen clips; erasers; pen holder, pen nibs; automatic pencils; automatic pencil lead; replacement parts for pens, namely, O-rings for pens; notebook covers; blank paper notebooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fisher Pen Company Address Fisher Pen Company 711 Yucca Street Boulder City NEVADA 89005
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 087819000000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FSP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539862 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store and online retail store services featuring writing instruments, refills for pens, penholders, pen clips, jump rings, neck chains, O rings, stylus tips, erasers, lead for automatic pencils, hats, patches, stickers, notebook covers, and blank paper notebooks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fisher Pen Company Address Fisher Pen Company 711 Yucca Street Boulder City NEVADA 89005
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 087819000000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POIUNA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539866</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Translation** | The wording "POIUNA" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Decalcomanias; Art etchings; Canvas for printing; Nail stencils; Paper Halloween decorations; Postcard paper; Posters made of paper; Printed flip charts; Printed holiday cards; Printed post cards; Printed postcards; Printed posters; Unmounted printed posters; Wall decals

| **International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| **First Use** | Jul. 29, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 29, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Shenzhen cabody Trading Co., Ltd |
| **Address** | Shenzhen cabody Trading Co., Ltd 333, No. 3, 5 and 7 Xiehe street Phoenix Community, Pinghu St, Longgang Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICHAEL |

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRIBECCA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539867 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Attachable, wearable, magnetic toy figurines; Face masks being playthings; Fantasy character toys; Mechanical toys; Plastic character toys; Plush toys; Smart plush toys; Smart robot toys; Soft sculpture toys; Stuffed toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Talking toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 06, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Agility Innovations, LLC Address Agility Innovations, LLC 704 N King St Suite 500 PO Box 1031 Wilmington DELAWARE 19899 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRRISAUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539874 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Air-conditioning installations; Cooling fan systems for wall ovens; Electric fans; Electric heating fans; Electrically-heated carpets; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; LED underwater lights; Portable utility lights; Power-operated vaporizers for household purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heze Xinyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Heze Xinyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 11021, Building 3, South District Yilian World Trade Center, Mudan Road Heze, Shandong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Aolapo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539883  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For American football bibs; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps; Baseball uniforms; Rugby tops; Skating outfits; Sleeveless jerseys; Sports jerseys; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Tennis wear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Marvel Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Marvel Sports Goods Co., Ltd.  Leather Phase II No. 1 Plaza 6F035-037 No. 1 Huanan Avenue, Pinghu St, Longgang Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LEARNBREAK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97539893
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer education training services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Denise Akason
- **Address**: Denise Akason 1207 Elmwood Ave. Wilmette  ILLINOIS  60091
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GILBERT, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HDYEGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539894 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Book stands; Bottle racks; Camping furniture; Cheval glasses; Commercial packaging materials, namely, thermoformed plastic trays; Computer keyboard trays; Display stands; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Interior window coverings, namely, vertical and horizontal louvers; Pet furniture; Picture frames; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Plastic molded support base for the transportation or setting outdoors of metal propane gas cylinder tanks; Plastic pulls; Shelves for storage
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name tianchangshiyaludianzishangwuyouxiangongsi Address tianchangshiyaludianzishangwuyouxiangongsi Tianchangxintiandi3-5dong211# Anleludongcejianshedonglubeice Tianchang, Anhui CHINA 239300 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACUREST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539896 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "ACUREST". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric wheel chairs, electric mobility scooters International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ESN Hospitality LLC Address ESN Hospitality LLC 141 Express Blvd. Center TEXAS 75935 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ESN-201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, HANNAH B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 21 & DONE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97539900</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** mortgage lending services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Financial First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2019</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc.  
**Address** Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc. 19500 Jamboree Road Irvine CALIFORNIA 92612  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** MARYLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 060023-09035

**Examining Attorney** YARD, JOHN S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WXFHTDA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97539902
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "wxfhtda" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Eyeshadow; Body art stickers; Body glitter; Body glitters; Eye liner; Eye pencils; False nails; Fingernail embellishments; Nail art pens; Nail glitter; Nail grooming products, namely, tips, glue, lacquer and glitter; Nail polish; Nail polish pens; Temporary tattoo transfers for use as cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Apr. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fusheng Ma
- **Address**: Fusheng Ma  Dongzhuang Zhouqiao No. 3  Zhangying Township, Linquan County Anhui  CHINA 236402
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE GOPFATHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97539904 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Shirts and short-sleeved shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Michael S Gutierrez Address  Michael S Gutierrez  6208 Beach Drive  Panama City Beach  FLORIDA 32408 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  9350/6514

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 21 & DONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539905 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the number 21 inside of an image of a daily flip calendar situated to the left of an ampersand above the word "Done". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For mortgage lending services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 18, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc. Address Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc. 19500 Jamboree Road Irvine CALIFORNIA 92612 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 060023-09035

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUADRIPATH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539906 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing on-line courses in the field of Project Management and Business Analysis for IT Projects; Providing online non-downloadable e-books in the field of Project Management and Business Analysis for IT Projects
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable e-books in the field of Project Management and Business Analysis for IT Projects
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Computer services, namely, on-site management of information technology (IT) systems of others; Computer services, namely, remote management of the information technology (IT) systems of others; Consulting in the field of IT project management; IT consulting services; Providing quality assurance services in the field of simplifying complex concepts, data and processes to drive collaborative innovation using a 4-step method; Quality management services, namely, quality evaluation and analysis, quality assurance, and quality control, in the field of simplifying complex concepts, data and processes to drive collaborative innovation using a 4-step method; Information technology consulting services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Connovis Consulting, LLC
Address  Connovis Consulting, LLC
      502 Beacon Hill Terrace
      Gaithersburg
      MARYLAND  20878
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LORENZO, GEORGE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
21 & DONE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539907</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a white number 21 inside of an image of a blue daily flip calendar with white binding rings situated to the left of a blue ampersand above the word &quot;Done&quot; in blue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For mortgage lending services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc. 19500 Jamboree Road Irvine CALIFORNIA 92612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 060023-09035 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examinee Attorney | YARD, JOHN S |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TOX ON / TOX OFF

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97539913</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Downloadable software for tracking photographic changes following treatment for facial wrinkling for use in mobile and handheld devices

**International Classes**
9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**
Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for tracking photographic changes following treatment for facial wrinkling

**International Classes**
42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
**International Class Title**
Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
LoveMyDelta, Inc.
**Address**
LoveMyDelta, Inc. 33 N 3rd St., Apt 4 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106
**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**
580910-2100

**Examining Attorney**
FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUTFITTER'S EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539919 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OUTFITTER'S"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Cutting boards; Skillets; (Based on Intent to Use) Whelping boxes for dogs; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022
For Smoke generating apparatus for infusing food and beverages with smoke
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Source Products L.L.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Outfitter's Edge Address Source Products L.L.C. 16801 Industrial Circle S.E. Prior Lake MINNESOTA 55372 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5222.007TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
TM 3960 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  POWERFUL PERFORMANCE  PRACTICAL PRICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97539925  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gas ranges
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  May 25, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THOR Group  Address  THOR Group  4651 E Airport Dr  Ontario  CALIFORNIA  91761  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557388634

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PGUXZUZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539929 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording PGUXZUZ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banners of paper; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Metallic paper party decorations; Paper banners; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper envelopes for packaging; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party bags; Paper party decorations; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Party ornaments of paper; Printed Advent calendars; Printed children's books and Christmas tree ornaments sold as a unit; Printed Christmas cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo paideng Crafts Co., Ltd Address Ningbo paideng Crafts Co., Ltd Room 305, floor 3, building 2 commercial plaza, first block Danxi street, Ningbo CHINA 315700 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97539930</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording &quot;Revateinn&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Dinnerware; Plates; Bird feeders; Bottle openers; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cookery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; General purpose storage bins for household use; Gloves for household purposes; Kitchen ladles; Pet feeding dishes; Pot and pan scrapers; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Salad bowls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Anbixun (Jiangmen) Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Anbixun (Jiangmen) Trading Co., Ltd. No. 6, Lane 29, Gelingfang, Huangwan, Hetang Town, Pengjiang District, Jiangmen CHINA 529000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALISUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539931 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty care cosmetics; Beauty gels; Beauty serums; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic powder; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Nail polish; Nail polish remover; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for removing gel nails, acrylic nails, and nail polish
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Retail store services featuring cosmetics and beauty supplies; On-line retail store services featuring cosmetic brushes; On-line retail store services featuring nail polishes; On-line retail store services featuring cosmetic nail care accessories; On-line retail store services featuring acrylic nails; On-line retail store services featuring electric fans; On-line retail store services featuring handheld fans; On-line retail store services featuring kitchen appliances; On-line retail store services featuring kitchen utensils; On-line retail store services featuring coffee makers; On-line retail store services featuring coffee products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Manicure sets, electric; Manicure tools; Electric manicure sets; Electric manicure tools
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Du, Hieu Address Du, Hieu #270 9410 E Ray Rd Mesa ARIZONA 85212 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SCRATCHER KEEPER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97539977
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SCRATCHER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Universal cat scratching pad holder
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Foster Love, Inc.
- **Address**: Foster Love, Inc. 5047 Defiance Way San Diego 92115
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 4603.02-005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SHEENA K

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97539985  Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Textile lined wallpaper; Plastic wall coverings; Textile wallpaper; Vinyl wall coverings; Wall coverings of paper; Wall paper; Wallpaper with 3D visual effects; Wallpaper with a textile covering; Wallpapers

International Classes: 27 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50

International Class Title: Floor Coverings

First Use: Jul. 10, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 10, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Song Kai  Address: No. 26, Zhongxing Road, caochengjiedaobanshichu, Cao County, Heze City, CHINA 274400  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRIKEOUT 1 ON 1 BASEBALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97539986 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized baseball to the right of three diagonal lines over the words "STRIKEOUT 1 ON 1 BASEBALL" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STRIKEOUT 1 ON 1 BASEBALL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of baseball games and tournaments; entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting baseball games and tournaments rendered live and broadcast via television, satellite, wireless, fiber optics, cable and the internet; entertainment services in the nature of an on-going reality based television program featuring baseball tournaments and human interest stories; providing information in the field of baseball games and tournaments

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hollingsworth, Clarence M Address Hollingsworth, Clarence M 11735 Fairway Drive Yucaipa CALIFORNIA 92399 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) J&C CECILIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540041 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "J&C Cecilia", wherein J&C is above Cecilia. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Bracelets; Ear clips; Ear studs; Handmade snap jewelry; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jewellery boxes; Necklaces; Plastic bracelets in the nature of jewelry; Rings; Silver and its alloys; Silver thread jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhangjiagang Sinolead Commercial Co., Ltd Address Zhangjiagang Sinolead Commercial Co., Ltd No. 105, Building 61, Ximenbei Village, Yangshe Town, Zhangjiagang City, Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119106

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ODYC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97540042</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Puzzles; Jigsaw puzzles; Toy building blocks; Toy construction blocks; Toy models  
**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shanghai Liuzhou Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: Shanghai Liuzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Floor 1-2, No. 7, Lane 1088, Mingcheng Road, Fengxian District, Shanghai, CHINA, 201400  
**Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: TUS119105

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROCK GOLDFISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540047 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Board games; Construction toys incorporating magnets; Jigsaw puzzles; Joysticks for video games; Magnetic board games; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Magnetic levitating desk toys; Playground slides; Spinning tops; Toy building blocks; Toy clocks and watches; Toy construction sets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 16, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng, Yourong Address Zheng, Yourong No. 16, Yaozhongwan Group 12, Qubeihu Village, Xinchong Town, Xinzhou Dist., Wuhan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIFE FOR PAWZ

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97540052 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Clothing for dogs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2020

For Dog toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2020

For Dog food; Edible dog treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2020

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Rodriguez, Edgar J Address Rodriguez, Edgar J 210 S. Meadows Ct. Sugar Land TEXAS 77479 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P PRESTIGEVIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540053 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "P" in capital letters above, the word "PRESTIGE" below, and the word "VIBE" in smaller type below "PRESTIGE. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Bras; Footwear; Lingerie; Nightdresses; Nightwear; Sleepwear; Sneakers; Undergarments; Underwear; Down jackets; Ladies' suits; Running shoes; Snow suits; Swimming costumes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xianzhu International Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xianzhu International Trading Co., Ltd. No. 5,Jiangtian Garden Haizhou District, Lianyungang City Jiangsu Province CHINA 222000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNROEVS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540072 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UNROEVS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clinometers; Microscopes; Spyglasses; Body-tubes for telescopes; Card reading equipment; Cases for mobile phones; Distance measuring apparatus; Eye glasses; Level measuring machines; Magnifying glasses; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical ports for underwater photography, dome ports for underwater photography, wet diopters, adapter lenses for underwater photography; Photographic cameras; Scientific and technical apparatus, namely, optical mirrors; Thermometers, not for medical purposes; Tripods
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Dafa Lighting Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Dafa Lighting Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 1990, Jinbi Road Fengxian, Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HMUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540085 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Hmusic". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earbuds; Earphones; Headphones; Loudspeakers; Microphones; Radios; Subwoofers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; CD players; Computer docking stations; Data cables; Headsets for virtual reality games; Noise cancelling headphones; Portable media players; Power supplies; USB hubs; MP3 players International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Kunkun Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Kunkun Technology Co., Ltd. B202, Blog B(G1), Wenle Industrial Zone, Longzhu, Xixiang, Bao'an District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119098

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHARMGIFTBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540087 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank or partially printed postcards; Gift bags; Gift boxes; Gift wrapping paper; Metallic gift wrapping paper; Paper bags for packaging; Paper bows for gift wrap; Paper gift wrapping ribbons; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Stationery writing paper and envelopes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gaofeng Xiang Address Gaofeng Xiang Room 408, 4th Floor, Languang Building, No. 55 Zhenhua Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number TUS119094
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUYNEAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540088  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ashtrays for automobiles; Automobile windshield sunshades; Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Car seat harnesses; Cigar lighters for automobiles; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Non-skid devices for vehicle tyres, namely, non-skid chains; Side view mirrors for vehicles; Spare wheel covers; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Upholstery for vehicles; Valves for vehicle tyres; Vehicle running boards; Windscreen wipers
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Aug. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Yanjie Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Yanjie Trading Co., Ltd.  Room C026, Room 137-141, No. 401, Tianyuan Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou  CHINA  510000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119092
Examining Attorney  ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540092 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording FLPRO. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording FLPRO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Fitted motorcycle covers; Land vehicle structural parts for motor scooters, trucks, ATVs, motorcycles; Luggage racks for motorcycles; Motorcycle accessories, namely, front and side plates; Motorcycle foot pegs; Motorcycle frames; Motorcycle tires; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake levers; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake pedals; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar grips; Parts of motorcycles, namely, headlight mounts; Saddles for motorcycles; Wheel rims for motor cars; Windscreens for motor cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLPRO INC Address FLPRO INC 3495 Thomasville Rd Ste 3Tallahassee FLORIDA 32309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119083

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

Sirecal

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540099</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation**  The wording Sirecal has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Baby multiple activity toys; Bath toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Doll costumes; Dolls and accessories therefor; Electronic learning toys; Infant action crib toys; Infant development toys; Musical toys; Spinning fidget toys; Squeezable squeaking toys; Stuffed toy animals; Toy building blocks; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor; Wind-up toys

**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods  **First Use**  Jul. 04, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jul. 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Shenzhen Siruijia Technology Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Shenzhen Siruijia Technology Co., Ltd.  306B1, Qingfeng Rongsheng Chuangtou Bldg  88-8 Bagua 3rd Rd., Yuanling St., Futian  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  TUS119096

**Examining Attorney**  FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PENPOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540100 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Writing instruments
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASE INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barry, Shakila Address Barry, Shakila 2023 S. 9th Ave Maywood ILLINOIS 60153 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIOTOUCHLESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540101 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet paper dispensers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 21, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BIOtouchless, Inc. Address BIOtouchless, Inc. 8 Whatney Suite 100 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOPBADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540103  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording TOPBADE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cups; Jugs; Mugs; Pitchers; Bottle gourds; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cups, not of precious metal; Double wall cups; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking flasks; Drinking glasses; Fruit bowls; Glass mugs; Insulated flasks; Paper and plastic cups; Plastic cups; Vacuum mugs; Water bottles sold empty

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taizhou Nuojiu Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Taizhou Nuojiu Trading Co., Ltd.  No. 108, Xincheng Road, Xinjian Street, Huangyan District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province  CHINA  318027  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119097

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Translation
The wording BUTICOLOR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For
Filled edible ink cartridges for printers; Filled ink cartridges for printers; Filled ink cartridges for printers and photocopiers; Filled ink jet cartridges; Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers; Ink-jet printer ink; Ink cartridges, filled, for printers; Toner cartridges, filled, for laser printers; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Toner for copiers

International Classes
2 - Primary Classes
US Classes
6, 11, 16
International Class Title
Paints
First Use
Jul. 01, 2022
In Commerce
Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name
Zhongshan Caizhiyin Printing Technology Co., Ltd.
Address
Zhongshan Caizhiyin Printing Technology Co., Ltd. Area C, 4F, Bldg B, No. 11 Chenglong Rd, Qianlong Village, Sanxiang Town, Zhongshan City CHINA 528400

Legal Entity
limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized
CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number
TUS119113

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney
SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRELAPADEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540127 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruet stands; Garden hose sprayers; General purpose storage bins for household use; Hand-operated devices for scratching pets; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Leather coasters; Pet brushes; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Soap brackets; Sprayer nozzles for garden hoses; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Trash containers of plastic for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KDWMLGAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540134  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "KDWMLGAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal activated livestock waterers; Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Carpet beaters, not being machines; Countertop holders for paper towels; Decorative pail personalized with an individual's name on the lid and decals, stickers, and other items on the pail unique to that individual; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household utensils, namely, graters; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Non-electric mincers; Paper baking cups; Personal dispensers for powdered nutritional supplements for domestic use; Polishing gloves; Salad bowls; Wine drip collars specially adapted for use around the top of wine bottles to stop drips
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Kaidi Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Hainan Kaidi Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm.1502, Building B, Huarun Building, No. 5 Jinmao East Road, Longhua Dist., Haikou, Hainan  CHINA  570100  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAFOLOGIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540137 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DAFOLOGIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carts; Go-carts; Handcars; Wagons; Wheelchairs; Carts for garden hoses; Fitted covers for shopping carts; Go carts; Grocery carts; Handling carts; Non-motorized, collapsible luggage carts; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers; Shopping carts; Trolleys; Vehicle wheels
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hao, Yuqin Address Hao, Yuqin No.98,Group 1,Chaijia Vil.,Tulongshan Town,Huanan County, Heilongjiang CHINA 154400
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VVORHSBELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540138 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "VVORHSBELL". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile gear shifters; Automobile suspension system components, namely, spring perches; Automotive engine mounts; Automotive interior trim; Automotive structural parts, namely, self-sealing tanks for fuel storage, coolant storage, oil storage, and/or water storage; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Brakes for motor cars; Fuel lines for vehicles; Land vehicle suspension parts, namely, torsion/sway bars; Lug nuts for vehicle wheels; Luggage racks for motor cars; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Vehicle wheel hub assemblies
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruian Yijiali Locomotive Parts Co., Ltd. Address Ruian Yijiali Locomotive Parts Co., Ltd. 26 Xinghua East Road, Baotian Nanhe Vil Tangxia Town, Ruian City, Wenzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) K-BREAKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540148  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collars for animals; collars for animals incorporating a holder for an electronic tracking device
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 15, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name K-Breakers, LLC  Address K-Breakers, LLC 1737 W 35th Pl  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90018  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7207A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
**IMPHEX**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97540150
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Processed grains, namely, millet
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: IMPHEX LLC
- **Address**: IMPHEX LLC, 5740 W Centinela Avenue Suite 214, Los Angeles, CALIFORNIA 90045
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: AIPA-7228A
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Exboining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAPERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540154 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Daypacks; All purpose sport bags; All purpose sports bags; Athletic bags; Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Crossbody bags; Dolly bags; Fanny packs; Rucksacks for mountaineers; Sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; School backpacks; Schoolchildren's backpacks; Tote bags; Traveling bags; Weekend bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo Rongying Address Luo Rongying No.10, Shangfengsong New Village Xinbao Town Xinyi City, Guangdong CHINA 525339 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOCONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540159 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pianos; Guitar capos; Guitar picks; Keys for musical instruments; Musical Christmas ornaments; Musical instrument straps; Musical instrument strings; Pegs for musical instruments; Picks for stringed instruments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Rosin for stringed musical instruments; String instruments, namely, Guitar; Tuners for musical instruments; Tuning apparatus for musical instruments; Wolf tone eliminators for stringed instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shangrao Yincong Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shangrao Yincong Trading Co., Ltd. 1-2,Bldg2.,No.507, Sanqing Shanzhong St. Xinzhou Dist.,Shangrao Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YEENOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540165 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive interior trim; Bicycle brakes; Bicycle chains; Bicycle cranks; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle parts, namely, derailleurs; Bicycle parts, namely, sprockets; Bicycle parts, namely, Bottom Bracket; Cranks for cycles; Freewheels for bicycles; Front and rear bicycle rack packs; Head rests for seats for motor cars; Hydraulic disc brakes; Saddles for bicycles; Safety pads for bicycles; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Vehicles, namely, electronically motorized skateboards International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Adison Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Adison Technology Co., Ltd. No.702,Fuhai Science and Technology Industrial Park,Fuyong community,Fuyong Baoan dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUMFIXPU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540166 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carts; Go-carts; Handcars; Wagons; Wheelchairs; Carts for garden hoses; Fitted covers for shopping carts; Go carts; Grocery carts; Handling carts; Non-motorized, collapsible luggage carts; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers; Shopping carts; Trolleys; Vehicle wheels

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Chunmei Address Li, Chunmei Rm 401, Unit 1, Bldg P4, Xinghe Haoyue St, Yanjiao Development Zone, Sanhe, Hebei CHINA 065201 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INNOCENT RAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540168 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James Patrick Burke Address James Patrick Burke 4035 Priory Circle Tampa FLORIDA 33618 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MARRUNNA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97540181</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Marrunna has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chandeliers; Lamps; Ceiling lights; Incandescent lamps; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED safety lamps; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Pendant lighting fixtures; Sockets for electric lights; Street lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: RED100 LIGHTING CO., LTD.
- **Address**: NO. 33, EAST QINGDAO ROAD, TAICANG CITY, JIANGSU PROVINCE, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: VM119188
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGH, DEEP K
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XUTOYIN

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540186</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Flashlights; Air filters for domestic use; Air humidifying apparatus; Air purifiers; Anion generating humidifiers; Candle lamps; Electric air driers; Electric fans; Humidifiers for household use; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; String lights for festive decoration |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Xuying Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Xuying Trading Co., Ltd. B903, Unit B, Bldg 2, Phoenix Mansion, No.27, Bisha North Rd, Tangkeng Community, Pingshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518118 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | SZ-US-0911 |
| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MKBKCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540203  Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording MKBKCO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air mattresses for use when camping; Beauty salon furniture; Camping furniture; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Furniture moldings; Gift package decorations made of plastic; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Interior window shades; Ornaments made of textiles; Party ornaments of plastic; Pet cushions; Picture frames; Plush figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Towel stands
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 03, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Lanweier Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Lanweier Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 901, No. 6, Gongcun 2nd District  Helian Community, Longhua Street  Longhua Dist, Shenzhen  CHINA  518100  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRENNER, BRANDI M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ADPKTO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97540214
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "Adpkto" in stylized form with a graphic of a bee's head appearing above it.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pliers; Hand-operated pry bars; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Hand tools, namely, wrecking bars, stripping bars, small bars and nail pullers, San Angelo bars, tamper bars, wedge point bars, pitch point bars; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers, files; Pocket knives; Screwdrivers, non-electric; Steak knives; Tool pouches for attachment to tool belts; Utility knives; Wrenches
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangdong wogesun metal technology limited
- **Address**: Guangdong wogesun metal technology limited ed Floor 1, Unit 6, Building A, Guangfeng Science & Technology Park, Nanlang Town ZhongShan, Guangdong CHINA 528400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHUANSHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540217 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHUANSHENG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefcases; Handbags; Canvas shopping bags; Carry-all bags; Dog collars and leads; Luggage tags; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet clothing; Purses; Straps for handbags; Straps for luggage; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan, Hongchao Address Pan, Hongchao Room 201, Building 208, Hesong Community Hejing Street, Daoli District Harbin CHINA 150000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041793T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAERUIF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540221  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "GAERUIF".  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation The wording "GAERUIF" has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paddleboards; Skimboards; Swings; Board games; Fishing poles; Fishing reels; Fishing rod holders; Fishing rod racks; Fishing rods; Surf boards; Swimming boards  International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use Jul. 25, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Zhongshu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Shanghai Zhongshu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 2F, Building 11, No. 988, Zhongchun Road, Minhang District, Shanghai CHINA 201109  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041883T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOODITOUR

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97540222 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GOODITOUR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Brackets adapted for setting up flat screen TV sets; Camera mounts and supports; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Computer stands specially designed for holding a computer, printer and computer peripherals; Mounts and mounting brackets adapted for audio speakers with swiveling bases therefor; Mounts and mounting brackets adapted for televisions; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Stands adapted for stereos and audio speakers; Stands adapted for laptop, tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Yushu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yushu Technology Co., Ltd. 1313, Block A, Bldg.3, Hecheng Century Famous Garden, Bantian St.,Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number US041787T

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRACY REESE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540232</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name shown in the mark identifies , a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts, blouses, halter tops, sweaters, dresses, skirts, pants, overalls, shorts, jackets, coats, scarves; footwear, namely, dress, casual and athletic footwear

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Jan. 01, 1998 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 1998

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TLR Ventures LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TLR Ventures LLC 20 East 35th Street New York NEW YORK 10016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YAO, GRETTA |

---
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ELEVATED X GOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540233</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: T-shirts; Athletic tops; Camouflage pants; Graphic T-shirts; Halter tops; Hooded sweatshirts; Jogging pants; Leather pants; Lounge pants; Polo knit tops; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports pants; Stretch pants; Tank tops; Wind pants; Yoga pants; Yoga tops
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ELEVATE ELEVAT 2018 LLC
- **Address**: ELEVATE ELEVAT 2018 LLC 14384 Rutherford St Detroit MICHIGAN 48227
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LATINDAY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540235 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Wigs; Brooches for clothing; Embroidered emblems; Embroidery for garments; Hair accessories, namely, plastic styling inserts that create height and volume on the crown of the head; Ornamental cloth patches; Ornamental novelty pins; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**First Use** Jun. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name   | Cui, Yan Address | Cui, Yan No.27, South St., Administrative Village Daxuzhuang, Gaweizhuang Town Shan County, Shandong CHINA 274300 Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Exchanging Attorney Sweeney, Molly B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JIDODAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540238</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;JIDODAR&quot; with a rectangle around the letter &quot;J&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;JIDODAR&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Earphones; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Cell phone straps; Covers for smartphones; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Mobile phone ring holders; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Stands adapted for laptops; USB cables; Virtual reality goggles; Virtual reality headsets; Wireless chargers; Loud speakers; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | dongguanshihaochendianziyouxiangongsi |
| Address | dongguanshihaochendianziyouxiangongsi Room 201, No.3, Chunkoujie Xiangxi Cun Liaobu Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SWEENEY, MOLLY B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOURWHEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540240 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of stylized wording "TOURWHEEL".
Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bicycles; Go-carts; Motorcycles; Strollers; Trucks; Camera drones; Children's safety seats for vehicles; Electric bicycles;
Electric cars; Electric motorcycles; Mobility scooters; Motorized luggage carts; Prams; Push scooters; Tricycles not being
toys; Vehicle wheels; Vehicles, namely, electronically motorized skateboards; Water scooters; Wheels for automobiles
International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title   Vehicles
First Use   Apr. 06, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Ruili Vehicle Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Ruili Vehicle Co., Ltd. Rm.101, No.2, West of phase II, Dingfeng science and Technology Park, Bao'An Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518105 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   US041846T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SWEENEY, MOLLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NHCWYGT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540244</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Atomizers for household use; Beverage stirrers; Cocktail stirrers; Cookery molds in the shape of circles, stars; Dental care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Desktop statuary made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta; Dryer balls that are placed in the clothes drying machine with the clothing to assist in the drying process; Garden hose sprayers; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Light duty utility gloves; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Serving trays made of rattan; Shower racks; Terrariums for plants; Travel mugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Jun. 02, 2022
**In Commerce** Jun. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jiujiang Nanhang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jiujiang Nanhang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 804,Bldg. E10,Area D, Feicui, Jiujiang Bali, Balihu Ave., Balihu New Dist., Jiujiang, Jiangxi CHINA 332000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US041761T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>YAO, GRETTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIYIIRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540245 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DIYIIRON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed casters of metal; Corrosion-resistant metal overlays and alloys for fittings, steel plates, flanges, piping components; Fittings of metal for beds; Fittings of metal for furniture; Furniture fittings of metal; Metal hooks; Metal pipes and metal fittings therefor; Metal shelf brackets; Metal trestles for use as table supports; Screws of metal
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use  May 25, 2022 In Commerce  May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Fangyufang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Fangyufang Technology Co., Ltd. Cards 801-1, Sunshine Meijia Hezhan Bldg. No. 136, Min'an South Rd., Xiaolan Town Zhongshan CHINA 528400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041856T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XPANASTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540249 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical use; Food for babies; Gummy vitamins; Medicated candy; Nutritional supplements; Sugar for medical purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jucheng technology co., ltd. Address Shenzhen Jucheng technology co., ltd. D1116 Shangpinyaju, Zhangge Community Fucheng St., Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540250 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Lees", and the periphery is
a rhombus, and the inside is a three-dimensional curve surrounding the letter "lees". Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the
mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric toothbrush replacement handles and recharging docks sold as a unit; Electric toothbrush replacement heads;
Electric toothbrushes; Heads for electric toothbrushes
International Classes 21 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Deshun Address Li, Deshun No. 1271, Lihaiwu Village, Fenghuang Street, Dongchangfu District,
Liaocheng, Shandong CHINA 252024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041805T
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BHAVANI ROELLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540251 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Bhavani Roelle Ashley, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Handbags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Buchanan, Edneisha Address  Buchanan, Edneisha  720 Lakeside Dr B-6  Union  SOUTH CAROLINA 29379 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAYATOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540254 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED and HID light fixtures; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Zhongya Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Zhongya Technology Co., Ltd. Room 202, Building 7, No. 158, Changxing Road, Jiangbei District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 315033 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041813T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
**MARK LITERAL(s)** XINGXIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97540255
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bolsters; Bead curtains for decoration; Display stands; Freestanding partitions; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Jewelry organizer displays; Mirrors; Placards of wood or plastics; Wind chimes; Blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo (sudare); Figures made of rattan; Figurines of resin; Freestanding dividers made of acrylic resin for shelves not being furniture parts; Statuettes of resin
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wuhan Xingxia E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Wuhan Xingxia E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Rm.59, 4/F, Office Bldg., Puneng Ind. park  No.2, Fenghuangyuan 1st Rd., Donghu  Wuhan  CHINA  430000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAERALEI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97540256
Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording "FAERALEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For: Comforters; Duvets; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Bed sheets; Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bed, bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Blanket throws; Duvet covers; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Fabrics with patterns, designs, inspirational words printed thereon for the manufacture of apparel, upholstery, signage, flags, banners, wallpaper; Fitted bed sheets; Quilt covers; Tablecloths of textiles; Tapestries of textile; Textile place mats
International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 42, 50
International Class Title: Fabrics
First Use: Aug. 05, 2022
In Commerce: Aug. 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Yudu Yalei e-commerce Co., Ltd.
Address: Yudu Yalei e-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 303, Unit 1, No. 1, Xingle Road, Yudu County Industrial Park, Ganzhou City, Jiangxi, CHINA, 341000
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: US041836T
Examining Attorney: YAO, GRETTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: YAO, GRETTA

5060
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WLYEJEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540257 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WLYEJEA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Caps for toy pistols; Dolls' rooms; Gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; Parlour games; Playhouses for children; Radio transmitters for use with radio-controlled toys; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scale-model vehicles; Scale model kits; Toy building blocks; Toy drones; Toy figures; Toy models; Toy robots; Toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name dongguanshiliangweikejiyouxiangongsi Address dongguanshiliangweikejiyouxiangongsi Room 504, No. 787, Dalingshan Section Guanchang Road, Dalingshan Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CCYZZXSJ

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97540264
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Gilets; Greatcoats; Jerkins; Panties; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, shirts; Down jackets; Infant wear; Infants' trousers; One-piece garments for children; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Over coats; Padded jackets; Reversible jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 13, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Jiujiang Kezhong Garment Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Jiujiang Kezhong Garment Co., Ltd.  Rm 301, Building 16 North, Chemical Fiber Factory, Lianxi District, Jiujiang Jiangxi Province CHINA  332000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: US080801

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BBWLKQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540267</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Gilets; Greatcoats; Jerkins; Panties; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, shirts; Down jackets; Infant wear; Infants' trousers; One-piece garments for children; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Over coats; Padded jackets; Reversible jackets |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jiujiang Dongzhen Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Jiujiang Dongzhen Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 4-208, Bldg 32, North Dist, Chemical Fiber Factory, Lianxi Dist, Jiujiang City, Jiangxi Province, CHINA 332000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US080802 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YAO, GRETTA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ONIRIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540269 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "ONIRIKE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blouses; Dresses; Jumpsuits; Loungewear; Shirts; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Swimwear; Trousers; Vests; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Jogging pants; Jogging suits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hangzhou Lvjue Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Hangzhou Lvjue Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 2404-2, Building 3, Jiangnantianjie Commercial Center, Changhe St., Binjiang Hangzhou City CHINA 310000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US080803
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEETCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540271 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair bands; Hair barrettes; Hair clamps; Hair elastics; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Shoe trimmings
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Chenxiaochen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Chenxiaochen Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 603, Bldg 8, Baohe Garden Community Baohe Economic Development Zone Hefei CHINA 230051 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540301  Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic devices for measuring vital signs, medical and health conditions, heart rate, calories burned, blood pressure, breathing, motion, and blood oxygen levels with integrated recorded software for monitoring and measuring human medical conditions, sold as a unit; General wellness instruments and apparatus, namely, medical wellness devices in the nature of monitors for storing, relaying, tracking, measuring, aggregating, analyzing, and displaying biometric data, body movement, sleep, vital signs, heart rate, medical and health conditions, calories burned, blood pressure, breathing, motion, and blood oxygen levels for medical use; General wellness instruments and apparatus, namely, medical wellness devices in the nature of monitors for estimating oxygen consumption for medical use; Medical devices, namely, monitors, sensors and cables for monitoring and measuring blood properties, tissue properties, organ properties, respiratory properties, pulse rate and brain function with integrated recorded software for monitoring and measuring human medical conditions, sold as a unit; Medical devices, namely, monitors, sensors and cables for monitoring persons under the influence of anesthesia, opioids, and sedatives with integrated recorded software for monitoring and measuring human medical conditions, sold as a unit; Medical devices, namely, cannulas, tubes, connectors, and adapters, all for monitoring gas analysis; Medical devices, namely, respiratory gas analyzers and monitors, both for monitoring respiratory gas analysis; Medical monitors, namely, sedation monitors; Medical monitors, namely, brain function monitoring; In vivo sensors, namely, human monitoring sensors for monitoring and measuring blood properties, tissue properties, organ properties, respiratory properties, pulse rate and brain function; Medical devices, namely, thermometers for medical use; Monitoring systems comprised of recorded software and computer hardware for viewing, monitoring, and controlling medical equipment from a smartphone, tablet, and computer display screen; Veterinary medical apparatus, namely, monitors, sensors, and cables for measuring and monitoring animal blood properties and respiratory events and with integrated recorded software for monitoring and measuring animal medical conditions, sold as a unit
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Masimo Corporation Address  Masimo Corporation  52 Discovery Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92618 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MASIT.1087T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAL, KAMAL SINGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FSSUNIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540302 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Display stands; Furniture, namely, showcases; Shelves for books; Towel racks; Wall-mounted tool racks; Wooden signboards

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tu, Lyute Address Tu, Lyute No. 198, Xibin Road, Wulijie Town, Yongchun County, Fujian CHINA 362600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041825T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
Sinojof

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97540303  Application Filing Date: Aug. 08, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): SINOJOF

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Desk lamps; Electric hot-water bottles; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Lamps for outdoor use; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Shower and bath cubicles; Water conservation plumbing fixtures, namely, faucets, aerators, showerheads, water saving toilets
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use: Jul. 14, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 14, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Shenzhen Hongyixin Trading Co., Ltd.  Address: Shenzhen Hongyixin Trading Co., Ltd.  4HC15, 4th Floor, Bldg 210, Tairan Science and Tech Park, Tairan 4th Rd, Shatou St, Futian Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA
Legal Entity: Limited company (Ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: US041778T
Examining Attorney: JOHN, CRISTEL M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
SYCHENGYI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540304</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Scarfs; Silk scarves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Mar. 01, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yiwu Chengyi Garment Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Address               | Yiwu Chengyi Garment Co., Ltd. Room 403, Unit 2, Building 39, Jiangbin Community, Fotang Town, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province |
|                       | CHINA 322002               |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>limited company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US041818T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>JOHN, CRISTEL M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AU hbogt

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540305 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skiwear; Fashion hats; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Head wear; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Pajama bottoms; Riding coats; Socks and stockings; Swim wear; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yu, Jiaping Address Yu, Jiaping Liwan Formation, Lichong Village, Xianghongdian Town, Jinzhai County, Anhui CHINA 237300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAPPY DOLPHIN ENJOY
UNLIMITED FREEDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540307 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Coats; Dresses; Hosiery; Neckties; Shirts; Trousers; Clothing belts; Clothing layettes; Infant wear; Shoes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Suzhou Xinruyue Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Suzhou Xinruyue Trading Co., Ltd. 2101, Bldg 5, Soxiu Vigor City Shimao Century Center, Changshu City Suzhou CHINA 215500 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00974
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VYTL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540328 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two overlapping squares with an angled line over the squares and two angled lines touching and running alongside the overlapping squares. The angled line on the right side has a horizontal line attached to the bottom-end, of the line; all the foregoing come together to resemble the letter Q. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable augmented reality software for viewing sports events; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of viewing live events; downloadable software for providing entertainment, namely, for viewing videos of sports events; downloadable software for augmenting live events by providing augmented reality overlaying live sports events viewed using mobile devices at the venue of the live events; downloadable software for providing augmented reality rendered onto surfaces that are viewable using mobile devices; downloadable software for augmenting live events by displaying graphical items that are synchronized to smart television presentations of live events and that are viewable using a mobile device; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of generating augmented environments; downloadable augmented reality software for viewing live events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quintar, Inc. Address Quintar, Inc. 2811 Mission College Blvd., Floor 7 Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number QNTR02004US0
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
TM 4026 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUR WORLD. EXPANDED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540330 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable augmented reality software for viewing sports events; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of viewing live events; downloadable software for providing entertainment, namely, for viewing videos of sports events; downloadable software for augmenting live events by providing augmented reality overlaying live sports events viewed using mobile devices at the venue of the live events; downloadable software for providing augmented reality rendered onto surfaces that are viewable using mobile devices; downloadable software for augmenting live events by displaying graphical items that are synchronized to smart television presentations of live events and that are viewable using a mobile device; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of generating augmented environments; downloadable augmented reality software for viewing live events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quintar, Inc. Address Quintar, Inc. 2811 Mission College Blvd., Floor 7 Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number QNTR02006US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGNER, NICHOLAS M

5076
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE STYLE SUITE BY MODEL
ATELIER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540336</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer               | "STYLE SUITE" |
| Translation              | The English translation of "ATELIER" in the mark is "Workshop". |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal stylist services, namely, evaluating the physical attributes, lifestyle, and fashion styles of others and recommending clothing and accessories to achieve the personal image desired by the client

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>45 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Robin L. Harris</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Robin L. Harris 4800 S Lake Park Ave 812 Chicago ILLINOIS 60615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VahRuta

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540338</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translation**
The wording "VAHRUTA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Jeans; Pajamas; Pants; Pullovers; Shorts; Sweaters; Tracksuits; Trousers; Clothing, namely, wrap-around; Swim trunks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wu, Shunqing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wu, Shunqing No. 1 North Street, Xiadu Community, Liucheng Street, Nan'an, Fujian CHINA 362300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | US041812T |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540347 Application Filing Date  Aug. 08, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of football player in full pads with one foot in the air performing a warm up exercise. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Moisture absorbent microfiber textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, bags, towels and athletic uniforms International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jerome Anderson Jr. Address  Jerome Anderson Jr.  9236 Tara Dr.  Covington  GEORGIA  30014 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWNING, KATHRYN ELIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEAVENLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540354 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Neck pillows; Neck-supporting pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Portable electric smokers for infusing food and beverages with smoke
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 247Market LLC Address 247Market LLC 415 99th Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11209
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOPCUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540360 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring t-shirt, tee, tank top, hoodie, long sleeve tee, unisex tank, crewneck sweatshirt, kid sweatshirt, kid hoodie, hawaii shirt, baseball jersey, maxi dress, polo shirt, turtleneck shirt, bomber jacket; On-line retail store services featuring pyjama, jumpsuit, bikini set, swimsuit, boxer, sport bra, biker short, long pants, shorts, legging, socks, bath wrap towel; On-line retail store services featuring pillow case, blanket, bedding set, canvas, poster, ornament, mat, moon lamp, 3d lamp, candle holder, wood sign, metal sign, wood clock, laundry basket, storage cube, rug, sticker, banner, house flag, curtain, carpet, puzzle; On-line retail store services featuring sleep mask, mouse pad, wooden keyring, pet id tag, cap, backpack, bag, face mask; On-line retail store services featuring shoes, slippers, boots; On-line retail store services featuring tumbler, mug, tracker bottle; On-line retail store services featuring phone cases; On-line retail store services featuring necklace, bracelet
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DUONG, PHUC VINH Address DUONG, PHUC VINH Huong Toan, Huong Tra Thua Thien Hue VIETNAM 530000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OWLOOE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540363</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | (Based on Use in Commerce) clothing and apparel, namely, dresses; (Based on Intent-to-Use) clothing and apparel, namely, jumper dresses, skirts, pyjamas, pajamas, babies' pants, shirts, tee-shirts, short-sleeve shirts, pullovers, pants, sweaters, underpants, underwear, socks, jumpers in the nature of sweaters |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 21, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Owlooe LLC |
| Address | 6748 Mission St #233 Daly City CALIFORNIA 94014 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STRUCK, ROBERT J |

---

5082
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s) YUSOHOOSE**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540371</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "YUSOHOOSE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Spotlights; Accent lights for indoor use; Battery-operated night lights; Book lights; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighted outdoor holiday sculptures and wire frame statues; Lighting fixtures with motion detection; Lights for use in illuminating signs and displays; Reading lights; Solar powered lamps; String lights for festive decoration; Wall lights

- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**First Use** Jun. 30, 2022  
**In Commerce** Jun. 30, 2022

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Yushuo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Dongguan Yushuo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 4, Beidongmen Road, Yanshan, Changping Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000

- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROFOCON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540372 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "PROFOCON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tires; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Arm rests for vehicles; Automobile door handles; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automotive interior paneling; Automotive interior trim; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Land vehicle structural parts for motor scooters, trucks, ATVs, motorcycles; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Motors and engines for land vehicles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Structural repair parts for trucks, trailers, and other motor vehicles
International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title   Vehicles First Use  Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhu, Jianhua Address   Zhu, Jianhua  131-2-1-501 Yongan Avenue  Xian'an District, Xianning City Hubei Province   CHINA  437000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Roy
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ELEVEN20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MULTIFUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540377</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For

- Body-building apparatus
- Fishing tackle
- Flying discs
- Hoops for exercise
- Jump ropes
- Manually-operated exercise equipment
- Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery
- Palm protectors for athletic use
- Parlour games
- Play swimming pools
- Play tents
- Pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games
- Sport balls
- Swimming jackets
- Swimming pool air floats
- Swimming rings
- Video game consoles
- Waist protectors for athletic use
- Waist trimmer exercise belts
- Yoga swings

International Classes

28 - Primary Classes

US Classes

22, 23, 38, 50

International Class Title

Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use | May 20, 2019
In Commerce | May 20, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | STORM AGE TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD
Address | STORM AGE TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD 2208, Bldg. A, North Block Phase 1, Longguangjiuzuan, Minzhi St., Longhua, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | US041766T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, CLINTON J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VKMUOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540382 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds for household pets; Cat scratching pads; Dog beds; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, cat condos; Pillows for household pets; Portable beds for pets; Scratching posts for cats
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONG KONG WEALTHY STAR TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED Address HONG KONG WEALTHY STAR TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED Room 15, 11/F, China United Plaza 1008 Tai Nan West Street, Lai Chi Kok Kowloon, Hong Kong CHINA 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041854T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOM KUNDIG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540384 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Thomas Kundig, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Andirons; Door fittings of metal; Latches of metal; Ring-shaped fittings of metal; Common metal drawer pulls; Door handles of metal; Metal casters; Metal escutcheons for cabinetry; Metal handles for cabinets; Metal handles for drawers; Metal hinges; Metal knobs; Metal knockers; Metal pulls for cabinetry; Towel hooks of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OLSON KUNDIG, INC. Address OLSON KUNDIG, INC. Suite #600 159 S. Jackson St. Seattle WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 222352-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIZALONE, SARAH O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUNLAVIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540387 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Chess games; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Novelty toy face masks; Novelty toy items, namely, fake teeth; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Novelty toys in the nature of placebo sprays for playing jokes; Novelty vampire teeth; Pet toys; Play figures; Rubber character toys; Toy masks; Toy whistles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 05, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Lingqun Address Liu, Lingqun Unit 805, Block 29, Xiangjiangfengjing No. 78, Jinju Road, Cangshan District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041841T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STILL OR SPARKLING?

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97540389 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
|---------------|---------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Apparatus for aerating beverages |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Vandeau LLC |
| Address | Vandeau LLC 18 Bridge Street STE 4G Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FRIZALONE, SARAH O |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540391</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “COLLECTION”

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Andirons; Door fittings of metal; Latches of metal; Ring-shaped fittings of metal; Common metal drawer pulls; Door handles of metal; Metal casters; Metal escutcheons for cabinetry; Metal handles for cabinets; Metal handles for drawers; Metal hinges; Metal knobs; Metal knockers; Metal pulls for cabinetry; Towel hooks of metal
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: OLSON KUNDIG, INC.
- **Address**: OLSON KUNDIG, INC. Suite #600 159 S. Jackson St. Seattle WASHINGTON 98104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 222352-1
- **Examining Attorney**: FRIZALONE, SARAH O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOUNCE-UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540393 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a purple check mark design with a green ball outlined in purple at the highest point. Inside the ball are the words BOUNCE-UP in all-capital purple lettering. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) purple and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Printed educational publications, namely, books and workbooks in the fields of change, resilience, sales, communication and human performance
For   Educational services, namely, conducting keynote presentations and workshops in the fields of change, resilience, sales, communication and human performance; providing online non-downloadable videos in the fields of change, resilience, sales, communication and human performance
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use  Jul. 08, 2017 In Commerce  Sep. 04, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   MJ Callaway Address   MJ Callaway 1356 Pennsbury Blvd Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15205 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FRIZALONE, SARAH O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUVOSUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540395 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording of "NUVOSUN". On top of "NUVOSUN" there is a shape of a semicircle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electrical energy, namely, photovoltaic cladding panels; Apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electrical energy, namely, photovoltaic thermal module; Electric batteries; Photovoltaic cells; Photovoltaic installation apparatus, namely, solar modules for production of electricity, solar thermal and electric receivers, tracking mechanisms and concentrating optics, and control algorithms; Photovoltaic inverters; Photovoltaic modules; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Photovoltaic solar panels for the production of electricity; Photovoltaic systems that convert sunlight into electric and thermal energy; Plates for batteries; Racks for batteries; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Solar batteries; Solar wafers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIZALONE, SARAH O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOM KUNDIG COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540396 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLECTION" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Thomas Kundig, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Andirons; Door fittings of metal; Latches of metal; Ring-shaped fittings of metal; Common metal drawer pulls; Door handles of metal; Metal casters; Metal escutcheons for cabinetry; Metal handles for cabinets; Metal handles for drawers; Metal hinges; Metal knobs; Metal knockers; Metal pulls for cabinetry; Towel hooks of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Dec. 01, 2012 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OLSON KUNDIG, INC. Address OLSON KUNDIG, INC. Suite #600 159 S. Jackson St. Seattle WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 222352-1
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIZALONE, SARAH O
**TM 4045 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
STILL OR SPARKLING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540397</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Apparatus for aerating beverages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Vandeau LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Vandeau LLC 18 Bridge Street STE 4G Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEYS**

| Examinining Attorney | FRIZALONE, SARAH O |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEOCOR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a rectangle containing the stylized wording NEOCOR where the letter E is formed by three horizontal lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>GH Designs, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>219 Pochet Ln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaumburg</td>
<td>ILLINOIS 60193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FRIZALONE, SARAH O |

---

5097
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540425 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fireplace tongs; Hand tools, namely, pruning saws; Hand tools, namely, tile cutters; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Knife sharpeners; Knife sheaths of leather; Metal cutting saws; Nail clippers for pets, parrots, dogs; Pin punches; Pruning scissors
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Rencai Address Liu, Rencai No. 1, No.38, Dajianshan, Dajianshan Village, Xiafeng Town, Guangfeng County Shangrao City, Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIDARMOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540435 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brushes for pets; Electric pet brushes; Pet bowls; Toothbrush cases; Toothbrush holders; Toothbrushes for pets; Toothbrushes; Toothpaste dispensers; Dental care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Finger toothbrushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Adanuoer Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Adanuoer Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1111, No.21, Jinrong Road Chang'an Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province CHINA 523068 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LJUSMICKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540440  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022
Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data cables; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips; Pet collar accessories, namely, safety blinkers; Pouches made in whole or substantial part of leather, silicone specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants, excluding gaming apparatus; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartwatch bands; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Waterproof cases for smart phones

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Belqi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Belqi Technology Co., Ltd. 02B052A, Huaqiang Metro Shopping Center No.3001, Shennan Middle Road, Futian St. Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FREEMAN, BREANNA SHALE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WONRLUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540441 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WONRLUA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flowers, namely, roses, tulips; Bridal headpieces in the nature of ornamental hair combs; Hair accessories, namely, claw clips; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair accessories, namely, snap clips; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair nets; Hair ornaments in the form of combs; Hair pins and grips
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xue, Dongqi Address Xue, Dongqi No. 161, Xuezhuang Village Lidian Town, Sheqi County HeNan Province CHINA 473300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FREEMAN, BREANNA SHALE

5101
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JADECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540442 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-motorized, collapsible luggage carts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ajadi Oluwadamilare A Address Ajadi Oluwadamilare A 140 Delawanna Ave Clifton NEW JERSEY 07014 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ISRAEL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINGJING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540447 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Model planes; Percussion caps being toys; Spinning fidget toys; Spinning tops; Squeezable squeaking toys; Squeeze toys; Toy masks; Toy models; Toy pistols; Toy vehicles; Talking electronic press-down toy

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiaming Li Address Jiaming Li No. 19, Shangli village, Liangdong Town Lianjiang, Guangdong CHINA 524431 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRIPLEALINERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540448 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Custom leather interiors for vehicles; Fitted liners for the cargo area of vehicles; Fitted truck bed liners; Fitted vehicle armrest covers; Leather upholstery for vehicles; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Mudguards for automobiles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Vehicle seat protectors
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Dingdian Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Dingdian Technology Co., Ltd. Room 211-154, Second Floor, South Block Building B1, 32, 34, Gaoke Road Tianhe, Guangzhou CHINA 510665 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XIGUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540450 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lipsticks; Mascaras; Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; Cosmetic facial masks; Cosmetic pencils; Cotton puffs for cosmetic purposes; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; Lip polisher; Tanning creams
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jun. 19, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiaming Li Address  Jiaming Li  No. 19, Shangli village, Liangdong Town  Lianjiang, Guangdong  CHINA  524431 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CHUANGJIA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number  97540451  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Adhesive bands for medical purposes; Air deodorising preparations; Air purifying preparations; Bandages for dressings; Cotton swabs for medical use; Deodorants for clothing and textiles; Eyepatches for medical purposes; Surgical dressings  International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Jun. 19, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Jiaming Li  Address  Jiaming Li  No. 19, Shangli village, Liangdong Town  Lianjiang, Guangdong  CHINA  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UTAOTAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540453 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UTAOTAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Chargers for smartphones; Data cables; Earphones and headphones; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless cellular phone headsets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHENG, SHOUSHUI Address ZHENG, SHOUSHUI 7321 UTOPIA PKWY. FLUSHING NEW YORK 11366 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESAKOYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540454 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ESAKOYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Binding needles; Hair barrettes; Hair colouring caps; Hair curl clips; Hair curling papers; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair pins and grips; Needle cushions; Sewing kits; Silver embroidery
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhenping County Haoze Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhenping County Haoze Trading Co., Ltd. West Door, 4th Floor, Yuyuan Community Nieyang Health Road, Zhenping County Nanyang City, HeNan CHINA 474250 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
TM 4058 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COVKEV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540455 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "COVKEV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Applicators sold empty for applying cosmetic lotions for skin, hair, face, body; Caddies for holding cosmetics, cleaning brushes for household use; Cosmetic brushes; Cosmetic spatulas; Electric devices for cleaning cosmetic brushes; Electrical applicators for applying cosmetics to the skin; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Fitted vanity cases; Make-up brush holders; Make-up removing appliances
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Baojiarui Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Baojiarui Technology Co., Ltd. 10C,Yiqing Pavilion, Lanyi Garden, No.51 Shekou Old St,Haibin Community,Shekou St Nanshan, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VERKOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540456 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VERKOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Backup lights for land vehicles; Bicycle lights; Headlights for vehicles; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lights for vehicles; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Running lights for land vehicles; Tailights for vehicles; Vehicle brake lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 27, 2022 In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Baoyu Address Huang, Baoyu Room 502, Building 14, No. 60, Lane 1 Baomin 1st Road, BaoAn District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KILENER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540461 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KILENER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Charms for jewelry; Children's jewelry; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Key chains; Key rings; Necklaces; Women's jewelry International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Heshui Address Chen, Heshui No. 19, Zhongxincun Group, Zhanggongdu Village, Qiujuin Town, Yongxiu County Jiujiang City, Jiangxi CHINA 332000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOVAVADO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540462 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOVAVADO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Cleaning cloth; Cookie cutters; Cup cake molds; Cutting boards; Flower pots; Hair brushes; Mason jars; Nail brushes; Napkin rings
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Junyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Junyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 4F, No. 118, Beicun Road Choujiang Street, Pilot Free Trade Zone Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322015 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AHUIJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540468</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording "AHUIJ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Fireplaces; Incinerators; Air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air filtering installations; Filters for air conditioning; Furnace ash boxes; Outdoor cookers for curing food; Portable fire pits; Street lamps
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use: Jul. 31, 2022
In Commerce: Jul. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Su, Jing
Address: No. 010, Shitang Team, Liwang Village Shuiming Town, Bobai County Guangxi CHINA 537600
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIDREY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540472 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Dresses; Ponchos; Shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Official Fiesta Imports, LLC Address Official Fiesta Imports, LLC 815 W. San Marcos Blvd San Marcos CALIFORNIA 92078 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PREDEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540479 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Predep" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; Arm rests for vehicles; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior paneling; Gear shifts; Headlight wipers; Motor vehicle back-up beepers; Motor vehicle power locks; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruian Qiekenao Imp & Exp Co., Ltd. Address Ruian Qiekenao Imp & Exp Co., Ltd. No.123, Zhenxing Road, Hantian Village Tangxia Town, Ruian City, Wenzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 325200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  KINGSMEN PREMIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540484  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "PREMIUM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Flags of textile; Flags of textile or plastic; Cloth flags; Fabric flags; Nylon flags
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Aug. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DBR Holdings, LLC  Address  DBR Holdings, LLC  1300 S Willow St. Apt 11-304  Denver  COLORADO  80247  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MAGKIN-007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIUHFN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540491</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
  **Translation**: The wording BIUHFN has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Pants; Sandals; Scarfs; Socks; Sweaters; Athletic footwear; Dance shoes; Footwear for men; Footwear for women; Infants' shoes and boots; Over coats; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yuanqiang Xie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 23, Dunhou, Jinshan Village, Luoyang Town, Hui County Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DWYER, JOHN D |

5117
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97540495
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Hoodies; Loungewear; Button down shirts; Crew neck sweaters; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Denim pants; Denims in the nature of pants; Dress suits; Dresses; Dresses, namely, prom dress, cocktail dress; Halloween costumes; Knit dresses; Knit jackets; Knit shirts; Knit skirts; Knit tops; Long-sleeved shirts; Long jackets; Long sleeve pullovers; Long sleeved vests; Lounge pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Anqi Clothing Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 402, No. 16 Dapu North Second Street, Tangyong, Baiyun Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: hytm2022
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, JANET H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BULLBROS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540496  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording bullbros has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D printing pens; Bicycle assembling machines; Compressed air machines; Electric juice extractors; Filling machines; Glue guns, electric; Kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; Packing machines; Pepper mills, other than hand-operated; Sealing machines for industrial purposes; Wrapping machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery  First Use  Aug. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jinhua Niuren Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Jinhua Niuren Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 501,5th Floor, No. 268, Liuyun Road  Xinshi Street, Wucheng District  Jinhua,Zhejiang  CHINA  321019  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D
GAYUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540497  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Benches; Lecterns; Beauty salon furniture; Bed bases; Chaise lounges; Dish cabinets; Filing cabinets; Inflatable furniture; Residential shelving units and component parts thereof, namely, shelves and brackets sold as a unit; Television stands
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 27, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu Lina  Address  Liu Lina  Rm 301,Unit 3,Bldg 3,Lane 41,Gongyuan Rd  Liantang Town, Nanchang County,Nanchang  Jiangxi  CHINA  330000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CALCULNIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540498</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording calculnia has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cups, not of precious metal; Dishers; Dispensers for liquid soap; Flower pot holders; Holders for toilet paper; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Ladles for kitchen use; Mugs, not of precious metal; Napkin dispensers for household use; Toothbrush holders
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Entropy Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Guangzhou Entropy Technology Co., Ltd A265, 28 / F, No. 371-1 Wushan Road Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, JANET H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOYMEILLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540501 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Doymeille has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric adapter cables; Electric signs; Electronic advertisement boards featuring a neon lamp; Electronic digital signboards; Electronic displays, namely, digital signage; Electronic LED signs; Fluorescent screens; LED and HID light controls; Luminous signs; Neon signs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wei Yao Address Wei Yao No. 702, A Ladder, Block 6 Jinghu Spring, Dongcheng District Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MPRYA

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540502</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### Goods and Services Information
For
- Pillows
- Anti-roll cushions for babies
- Baby bolsters
- Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters
- Camping mattresses
- Futon mattresses
- Head support cushions for babies
- Inflatable cushions, not for medical use
- Mats for infant playpens
- Sleeping bag pads

| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jul. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 25, 2022 |

### Basis Information
| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information
| Owner Name | Gong Lingmei |
| Address | No.33, Liujia Natural Village, Runing, Shanwei Village, Jiangxiang Town, Nanchang, Jiangxi, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
| Docket Number | hytm2022 |

### Examining Attorney
Examiner
| Name | WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CDC-GLENF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540506 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators; Automatic pill counters; Battery cases; Bicycle speedometers; Calculators; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Radio sets; Refrigerator magnets; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Sports training eyeglasses; Videophones; Viscosimeters; Welding transformers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 15, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chuangdacheng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chuangdacheng Technology Co., Ltd. 402, No.3, Second Lane, East Dist, Gankeng Liangmao 3rd Dist, Gankeng Comm, Jihua St., Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INSTOBIG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97540507  **Application Filing Date** Aug. 09, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation** The wording Instobig has no meaning in a foreign language.  **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Bikinis; Cardigans; Collars; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Swimwear; T-shirts; Underwear; Clothing, namely, arm warmers; Hoodies; Shawls and headscarves; Skirts and dresses; Socks and stockings; Tank tops  **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use** Jul. 03, 2022  **In Commerce** Jul. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Yu, Jinren  **Address** Yu, Jinren  No. 6, Shanhoe, Jinshan Village, Huangshi Town, Licheng District, Putian City, Fujian, CHINA, 351100  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 3-220809-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** DWYER, JOHN D

## Instobig

- **Trademark Identification**: INSTOBIG
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Mark Description**: The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
  - **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Goods and Services**:
  - Bikinis, Cardigans, Collars, Gloves, Hats, Headwear, Swimwear, T-shirts, Underwear, Clothing, namely, arm warmers, Hoodies, Shawls and headscarves, Skirts and dresses, Socks and stockings, Tank tops
- **First Use**: Jul. 03, 2022
- **Owner Information**: Yu, Jinren, No. 6, Shanhoe, Jinshan Village, Huangshi Town, Licheng District, Putian City, Fujian, CHINA, 351100
- **Examiner**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540508 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Oars; Sculls; Drink holders for vehicles; Inflatable boats; Kayak paddles; Sailing vessels; Ship propellers; Steering wheel covers; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Vessels; Folding bicycles; Racing bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng,Teng Address Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEINOPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540510 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beehives; Bird houses; Comb foundations for beehives; Dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, not of metal; Dog kennels; Kennels for household pets; Pet cushions; Scratching posts for cats; Sections of wood for beehives
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tao Quanwei Address Tao Quanwei Group Taolou, Xiushan Village Committee, Sanlihe Office, Queshan County, Henan Province CHINA 463200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QLIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540516 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls' feeding bottles; Korean dominos (Glopae); Novelty toys for playing jokes; Play houses; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy balloons; Toy building blocks; Toy cap pistols; Toy for pets; Toy pistols
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG, CHUANGJIAN Address HUANG, CHUANGJIAN ROOM 502, NO. 16, HUASHENG STREET, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D

5128
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540520 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drumsticks; Guitars; Harmonicas; Conductor's batons; Electronic musical instruments; Musical instruments; Sheet music stands; Acoustic guitars
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng,Teng Address Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VITBIRIH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540521 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Vitbirih has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Showers; Automatic faucets; Faucet sprayers; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Plumbing fittings, namely, couplers; Plumbing fittings, namely, sink strainers; Plumbing fixtures, namely, sink sprayers; Refrigerator shelving, drawers, bins and trays; Shower faucet extensions; Shower trays; Single lever fixtures for lavatories and sinks; Toilet accessories, namely, plastic handles that are affixed to toilet seats; Toilet seats; Water purification units

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kaiping Xunfei Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Kaiping Xunfei Network Technology Co., Ltd. Shop 06, first floor, Building 6 No. 1, Kaiping Avenue, Changsha Street Kaiping CHINA 529300 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J355220888

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
TM 4080
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CUBERTIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540529 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording cubertime has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Puzzles; Jigsaw puzzles; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Manipulative games; Manipulative puzzles; Puzzle games; Cube-type puzzles; Manipulative logic puzzles
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Jul. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor,Building B,No.6,Hengkeng Hexi  New Village,Guanhu Street,Longhua Distri  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAACHEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540530 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Radios; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Chargers for batteries; Electric storage batteries; Portable power chargers; Portable radios; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Solar-powered battery chargers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Play a Dream Marketing & Media Inc. Address Play a Dream Marketing & Media Inc. 2373-495 W. Georgia St. Vancouver, BC CANADA V6B13 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VEEKAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540532 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VEEKAFT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; 3D printing pens; Lathes; AC variable frequency drives that are used to control small and medium-sized motors in applications such as manufacturing processes, HVAC and pumps; Alternating current servo motors; Belts for machines; Bushings for use as parts of machines; Couplings for machines; Engraving machines; Gears for machines; High frequency motor spindles with high frequency electric converters and power supply units; Laser engraving machines; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yuanzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yuanzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 202, No.23, Nansi Lane Hongda Road, Liancheng, Qiaotou Town Dongguan CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VEEKAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540534 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "VEEKAFT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gimlets; Vises; Air pumps, hand-operated; Chucks for hand-operated tools; Clamps for carpenters or coopers; Hand tools, namely, engravers; Hand tools, namely, milling cutters; Hand tools, namely, planers; Hand tools, namely, rasps; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Laser hair removal apparatus, other than for medical purposes; Lawn and garden tools, namely, cultivators; Manually operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, shovels, wrenches, and hammers; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers and files
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools  First Use  Jul. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Yuanzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Dongguan Yuanzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 202, No.23, Nansi Lane  Hongda Road, Liancheng, Qiaotou Town  Dongguan  CHINA  523000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH
Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOSHUYUKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540537 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YOSHUYUKI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shortalls; Underwear; Athletic pants; Athletic skirts; Clothing, namely, crops; Leisure suits; Lounge pants; Panties, shorts and briefs; Sports bra; Sports bras; Strapless bras; Tank tops; Tops as clothing; Tube tops; Waist bands
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ke qiaozhen Address Ke qiaozhen No. 70, Wangding North Suian Town, Zhangpu County Fujian CHINA 363200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  Sztnl

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97540540 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording Sztnl has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Chasubles; Dresses; Redingotes; Sarongs; Shirts; Suits; Ball gowns; Bridesmaid dresses; Custom made to measure suits for men and women; Evening dresses; Men's suits; Men's suits, women's suits; Shirts for suits; Wedding dresses; Women's ceremonial dresses |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 10, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Chenyu Si |
| Address | Chenyu Si  Gaodao Farm, Yandun Village  Jiangjiadian Town, Yu'an District  Lu'an City, Anhui CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DWYER, JOHN D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SRIZFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540547 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Downloadable virtual reality software for playing computer games, pilot training and medical teaching; Educational kit comprising DVDs featuring secondary level curriculum on all scientific disciplines, along with printed teacher guides, sold as a unit; Flight simulators; Flight simulators for aircraft; Recorded virtual reality software for playing computer games, pilot training and medical teaching
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Sriz Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Sriz Technology Co., Ltd. No.36, Building G, No.241-1 Jiefang Avenue, Qiaokou Dist Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SRIZFLY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540549</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Developing training systems and learning methodologies for others; Educational examination for users to qualify to pilot drones; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the university level; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the field of computers; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of online competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Research in the field of education via the internet; Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network; Virtual training services in the field of computers; Vocational education in the fields of mechanics and computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Wuhan Sriz Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Wuhan Sriz Technology Co., Ltd. No.36, Building G, No.241-1 Jiefang Avenue, Qiaokou Dist Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) READERS UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF READERS EST. 2018

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540553 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a symbol of a sun rising up from an open book
in the center of a circle which contains six stars, the established year "2018", and the words "University of Readers". This
circle sets in between the two words "READERS UNIVERSITY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of
the mark. Disclaimer "EST. 2018"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Antoine, Regina Address Antoine, Regina P.O. Box 366, 695 Washington Street Buffalo NEW YORK
14203 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KOLVEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97540556
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Boots; Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Hosiery; Jeans; Leggings; Loungewear; Mittens; Pants; Rainwear; Robes; Scarves; Shawls; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Underwear; Vests; Clothing belts; Bottoms as clothing; Caps being headwear; Infant wear; Clothing jackets; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Knit shirts; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mountain & Isles LLC
- **Address**: Mountain & Isles LLC 463 7th Ave. New York NEW YORK 10018
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: WAMA-21B-122
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHORE TO SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540557 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Hosiery; Jeans; Leggings; Loungewear; Mittens; Pants; Rainwear; Robes; Scarves; Shawls; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Underwear; Vests; Clothing belts; Bottoms as clothing; Caps being headwear; Infant wear; Clothing jackets; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Knit shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mountain & Isles LLC Address Mountain & Isles LLC 463 7th Ave. New York NEW YORK 10018
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WAMA-21C-122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540570  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle border with a reversed capital letter "E", a capital "R" formed from the bottom of the "E", a leaf connected to the right of the "E", and a leaf connected to the right of the "R" in the circle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Hoodies; Jackets being clothing; Shirts for suits; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tops as clothing; Polo shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  James, Angela D.  Address  James, Angela D.  1332 Winola Lane  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35235
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRYOGENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540572 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plant and herb extracts for medicinal purposes; Plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Electrical energy from renewable sources
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15
International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

For Biomedical research services; Scientific research in the field of renewable energy; Technological research in the field of renewable energy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cryogenergy Ltd Address Cryogenergy Ltd 4thFloor, Silverstream House, 45 Fitzroy St. London, Fitzrovia UNITED KINGDOM W1T6EB
Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINERO GUARDA, GERARDO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TENGXUAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97540573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "TENGXUAN" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Braids; Toupees; Wigs; False hair; Hair extensions; Human braiding hair; Human hair
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xuchang Tengxuan Trading Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Xuchang Tengxuan Trading Co., Ltd No. 22, Row 6, Huangli Community, Lingjing Town, Jian’an District, Xuchang CHINA 461000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Gvzufit

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540574 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, arm rests for vehicle seats; Automobile tires; Automotive door handle scratch guards; Automotive interior trim; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted covers for children's car seats; Novelty license plate frames; Pumps for inflating vehicle tyres; Safety belts for vehicle seats; Seats for automobiles; Spare tire covers; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Vehicle license plate covers; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield visors; Wheelchair tire covers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hong, Haitang Address Hong, Haitang No. 43, Dongjie Lintouli Village Xindian Town, Xiang'an District, Xiamen City, Fujian Province CHINA 361100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 164-283-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARCBROTHERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540581 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording ArcBrothers in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes; Socks; Anklet socks; Footwear not for sports; Leather belts for clothing; Leather shoes; Running shoes; Soccer shoes; Sports shoes; Sweat-absorbent socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Zhichuang Shoes Co., Ltd Address Dongguan Zhichuang Shoes Co., Ltd Room 206, Building 3, No.15, Qinghua Road, Nancheng Street, Dongguan CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAITWRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540586</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | On-line retail store services featuring fishing accessories; Retail store services featuring fishing accessories |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jan. 31, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 31, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Boat Worx, LLC |
| Address | Boat Worx, LLC 310 S. Ingram Mill Road Springfield MISSOURI 65802 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 22-0743.01 |
| Examining Attorney | ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MUNTONS TRADITIONAL
PLANT SUPPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540588 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "MUNTONS" above the word "TRADITIONAL" above the words "PLANT SUPPORTS" all represented in a stylized font and a design consisting of the graphic representation of a tree with a garden fence situated before the name. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRADITIONAL PLANT SUPPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gardener and gardening services; Horticulture services; Landscape gardening; Providing information about gardening; Providing information in the field of landscape design via a website International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use 2010 In Commerce Apr. 2014 For Construction elements made of metal, namely, fabricated metal components for building foundations; Metal garden stakes; Metal gates and fencing; Metal plant cages; Stakes of metal for plants or trees; Statues of common metal International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use 2010 In Commerce Apr. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Muntons Traditional Plant Supports Ltd Address Muntons Traditional Plant Supports Ltd The Dutch Barn at Mill Farm, Ewen Cirencester UNITED KINGDOM GL76BT Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BELLAMODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540596 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Gazebos not primarily of metal; Pergolas not primarily of metal
International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials
For   Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants; Raised garden planters
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass

For   Rugs
International Classes   27 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title   Floor Coverings
For   Beds; Chairs; Sofas; Dining chairs; End tables; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Screens; Side tables
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For   Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Electric lanterns
International Classes   11 - Primary Classes US Classes   13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title   Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhejiang Mindo Furniture Group Co., Ltd. Address   Zhejiang Mindo Furniture Group Co., Ltd. Room 201, Building 66 Zhifu Centre, Gaozhao Street, Xiuzhou Jiaxing City, Zhejiang CHINA   314000 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JOSUE ECHAVARRIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Hair growth stimulants; Medicated hair care preparations; Medicated hair lotions; Medicated hair serums; Medicated lotions for hair and beard; Medicated serums for treatment of hair and beard; Medicinal hair growth preparations; Medicinal preparations for stimulating hair growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAIN ESSENTIALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540599 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RAIN" where the stem of lower case letter "i" is a raindrop. The word "ESSENTIALS" is positioned centered, under the word "RAIN". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RAIN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0132139/1717044 International Registration Number 1717044 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1177222

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Umbrellas International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Hats; Ponchos; Raincoats; Rainwear; Bonnets; Rain jackets International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shedrain Corporation Address Shedrain Corporation 8303 NE Killingsworth Portland OREGON 97220
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06912/315974

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  IPOWERUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540601  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Carrying cases for cell phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phones; Solar-powered battery chargers; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  iPowerUp Holding  Address  iPowerUp Holding  423 S. Padre Juan Ave  Ojai  CALIFORNIA  93023
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, CLINTON J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOODNIGHTIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | clothing for adults, namely, sleepwear for adults including long pajamas, short pajamas, long nightgowns, short nightgowns, night shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Mar. 11, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 11, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Goodnighties, Inc. |
| Address | Goodnighties, Inc. 1400 Sans Souci Parkway Hanover Township PENNSYLVANIA 18706 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | GN 001TM |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | LATTUCA, FRANK J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUTHORNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540610 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For On-line retail store services featuring jewelry, downloadable digital artwork, and downloadable digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Au Gallery, LLC Address Au Gallery, LLC 45 East 22nd Street 57A New York NEW YORK 10010
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10783-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540611 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for sharing video, text, and media over social networks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Personas Inc Address Personas Inc 2711 Centerville Rd Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10042006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540616  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized design of a winged insect.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry

For On-line retail store services featuring jewelry, downloadable digital artwork, and downloadable digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Au Gallery, LLC  Address Au Gallery, LLC  45 East 22nd Street 57A  New York  NEW YORK  10010
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10783-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540619 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter A, inside of which is a four-cornered star design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For On-line retail store services featuring jewelry, downloadable digital artwork, and downloadable digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to digital artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Au Gallery, LLC Address Au Gallery, LLC 45 East 22nd Street 57A New York NEW YORK 10010
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10783-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INTELLIFLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540627 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; seat cushions; pillows; cushions; bed frames; bed bases; mattress toppers; seating cushions; sofas; sleeper sofas; headboards; bed foundations; adjustable bed foundations
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tempur World, LLC Address Tempur World, LLC 1000 Tempur Way Lexington KENTUCKY 40511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TEMPUR Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OFFICIAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540633</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Official Partners New York, LLC Address</th>
<th>Official Partners New York, LLC 110 E. 25th Street New York NEW YORK 10010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08280/315942</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HELLMAN, ELI J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TUCCIA DI CAPRI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97540634  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "CAPRI"  Translation The English translation of "TUCCIA DI CAPRI" in the mark is "Tuccia of Capri".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0126035/1683082, A0127044/ International Registration Number 1683082,

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title Leather Goods

For Perfume
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15
International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

For Footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Auric Enterpises, LLC  Address Auric Enterprises, LLC  2230 douglass blvd  louisville  KENTUCKY 40205  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 10724-0001
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELEVATING WOMEN IN FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540671  
Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  
Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line clothing retail store services featuring clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, Shirts, Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts, Long-sleeved shirts, socks, tank tops, pants, sweatpants, leggings, tights, yoga pants, skirts, skorts, sports bras, shorts, cycling shorts, sweat shorts, dresses, hoodies; sweaters; Clothing jackets; Windbreakers; Sports jackets; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; bodysuits; tracksuits; jumpsuits; headwear; swimwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yashwini Rana  
Address Yashwini Rana 9630 Karlov Ave Skokie ILLINOIS 60076  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOOD LOVES TECH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540679</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Organizing, arranging and conducting exhibitions and events in the field of food and technology for cultural or educational purposes; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Organizing and hosting of events for cultural purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Organizing, arranging and conducting exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes featuring food and technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Muddy Kitchen LLC
**Address** The Muddy Kitchen LLC 21 N 7th Street  Hudson  NEW YORK 12534
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 158873-00101

**Examining Attorney** SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FILLOVE LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97540685  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "LIFE" Translation  The wording "FILLOVE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Abdominal belts; Compression garments; Corsets for medical purposes; Medical ice packs; Orthopaedic bandages; Orthopaedic bandages for joints; Orthopaedic belts; Orthopaedic knee bandages; Orthopedic soles; Supportive bandages; Supports for flat feet
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MOLY TRADING INC  Address  MOLY TRADING INC  1535 SE 29TH AVE  PORTLAND  OREGON 97214  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  995449  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BESENIFY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540692</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;BESENIFY&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Haemoglobin; Acai powder dietary supplements; Diet capsules; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary supplements; Dietary food supplements; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Health food supplements; Lecithin for medical purposes; Medicated candy; Medicinal drinks; Nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop smoking; Vitamin preparations; Vitamin tablets; Yeast for pharmaceutical purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ingrid Shaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>71 Witney Way, KNAYTON, UNITED KINGDOM, YO73DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>995450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>WOOD, DANIEL PAUL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540699 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of life skills, athletic achievement, and personal finances and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, and courses in the field of meetings, public speaking, business management, and business operations; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of athletics; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of business development; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently IU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IOLOGY, LLC Address IOLOGY, LLC 13995 SW 43RD STREET DAVIE FLORIDA 33330 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AYCRIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540700 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AYCRIT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Guitar amplifiers; Guitar cables; Inverters for power supply; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for stereos and audio speakers; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Voltage stabilizing power supply; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless ear buds; Wireless transmitters and receivers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuanqian Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yuanqian Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 111, Bldg 9, Langlu Jiayuan, No. 3355 Liuxian Avenue, Taoyuan, Nanshan Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05734

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAPDANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540701 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lingerie
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xgen LLC Address Xgen LLC 201 Precision Rd Horsham FLORIDA 19044 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5942U.000045

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540707</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording FITLOSA has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 204672118
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 04, 2020
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: FRANCE
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Aug. 04, 2030

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Frances, Frederic
- **Address**: Frances, Frederic 946 Route d'Antibes 11 Hameau des Fauvettes, Valbonne Alpes-Maritimes FRANCE
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: FRANCE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 1022.396.FF

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FREE B's

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97540716
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: packing materials of paper or cardboard
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For**: machines for manufacturing and dispensing packing material
  - **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
  - **International Class Title**: Machinery

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FREEPACK, LLC
- **Address**: FREEPACK, LLC 10381 W Pond Drive Columbus INDIANA 47201
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BDF002
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CORE VALUE CARE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97540722
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: CARE

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Plastic surgery
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Natural State Aesthetics, P.L.L.C.
- **Address**: Natural State Aesthetics, P.L.L.C. 158 E Sunbridge
- **Fayetteville**, ARKANSAS 72703
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMAROCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540723 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Smarock has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpet cleaning machines; Cordless vacuum cleaners; Dust separators; Floor washing machines; Hand-held vacuum cleaners; Machines for washing pets; Rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Wet-dry vacuums
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Ruix Technology Co., Ltd. Address Suzhou Ruix Technology Co., Ltd. Room 102, Building 10, No.158 Jinfeng Road, Suzhou High-tech Zone Jiangsu Province CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JV0018
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540732 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a group of shaded polygons forming a bear design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outdoor power-operated lawn and garden equipment in the nature of mowers and parts therefor; lawn mowers; electric lawn mowers; battery-powered lawn mowers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oso Electric Equipment, LLC Address Oso Electric Equipment, LLC 8480 Esters Blvd., Suite 100 Irving, TEXAS 75063 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4878-00700

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYZTIK GARDENZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540738 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body butter; Body creams; Non-medicated serums for use on body
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 27, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kamari Lovejoy Address Kamari Lovejoy 109 1588 Fitzgerald Drive Pinole CALIFORNIA 94564
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) URELK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540739 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a stylized elk appearing in profile with the stylized wording "URELK" appearing below the elk design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; 3D printing pens; Conveyor belts; Cooling radiators for motors and engines; Couplings for machines; Drives for motors; Electric motors, and their parts, not for land vehicles; Electric ducted fan (EDF) motors, not for land vehicles; Gears for machines; Laser engraving machines; Laser engraving machines for woodworking; Machine parts, namely, bearing inserts; Three dimensional (3D) printers; Machine parts, namely, nozzles which are parts of power-operated sprayers; Power drill bits

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Ur Elk Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Ur Elk Technology Co., Ltd. Rm02,805, Bldg4,Fenggang Tian'an Digital City,No.260,Fenggang Section,Dongshen Rd Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523690
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
Mark Literal(s) NSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540740 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "NSA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic surgery International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natural State Aesthetics, P.L.L.C. Address Natural State Aesthetics, P.L.L.C. 158 E Sunbridge Fayetteville ARKANSAS 72703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OURSIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540760 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fragrances; Air fragrance reed diffusers; Reed diffusers comprised of scented oils and also including reeds and a diffuser container
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Purple Finch Inc. Address Purple Finch Inc. 223 W 21 St Apt 2G New York NEW YORK 10011
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 018560-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TIME TAMER 101

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540764 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Time Tamer 101 Pty Ltd Address Time Tamer 101 Pty Ltd 12/14 Frenchs Forest Road East Frenchs Forest, NSW AUSTRALIA 2086 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TT.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FSANXF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97540774  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording FSANXF has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Earphones; Audio headphones; Auxiliary battery packs; Batteries for vehicles; Battery cases; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for use with vehicle batteries and mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Electric batteries; Electric storage batteries; Fuel cells; Mobile telephone batteries; Nickel-cadmium storage batteries; Power adapters; Power adapters for computers; Rechargeable batteries; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Wireless chargers; Wireless ear buds
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Huang, Caiyan  
- **Address**: Huang, Caiyan, Shuguang Group, Liucun Village, Huilong County, Gaoyao City, Guangdong CHINA 526100  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T0245

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97540775
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Collagen for medical purposes; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for humans; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Multi-vitamin preparations; Natural dietary supplements; Protein dietary supplements; Vitamin A preparations; Vitamin B preparations; Vitamin C preparations; Vitamin D preparations; Vitamin supplements; Vitamins
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Dennison, Steven
- **Address**: Dennison, Steven 4 Naivasha Road, Sunninghill Johannesburg, Gauteng SOUTH AFRICA 2157
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: SOUTH AFRICA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FUNSUNGYAYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540782  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Streamers; Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Articles of clothing for toys; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Hangers for Christmas tree ornaments; Jigsaw puzzles; Paper party hats; Party games; Plastic party hats; Play balls and play balloons; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Skipping rope; Stacking toys; Toy balloons; Toy boxes; Toy face masks; Toy water globes
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Jul. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Fanxingranran Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Fanxingranran Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm. 102, No. 2, Ave. 2, Qilinxin Vlg.  Songgang Community, Songgang Str.  Bao'an dist., Shenzhen  CHINA  518100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FTM-T0247

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
LIODUX

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIODUX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97540788
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Waterslides; Baby swings; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Crib toys; Dog toys; Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls' houses; Inflatable pool toys; Inflatable swimming pools; Pet toys; Play mats containing infant toys; PVC toy figures; Sand toys; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy for pets; Toys, namely, bean bag animals
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhongshang (Zhongshan) Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Zhongshang (Zhongshan) Trading Co., Ltd. 2nd Rm.,1 F, No. 36, Shunyong Lane, Xianan Village, Gangkou Town, Zhongshan CHINA 528400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T0248
- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAINRING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540790  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodysuits; Footwear; Headwear; Hosiery; Leggings; Overalls; Sleepwear; Swimsuits; Underclothes; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants and skirts; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Garter belts; Maternity clothing, namely, shirts, pants and shorts; Outerwear, namely, coats, hats and gloves; Socks and stockings; Sun protective clothing, namely, shirts and pants; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 11, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangxi Zhidao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Jiangxi Zhidao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 156, Gongjia Ziran Village, Banlian Village, Bayi Town, Nanchang County, Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0249

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540795 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue circle containing a blue capital stylized
letter "A". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, banking services including providing checking, savings, money market accounts, debit card,
and check card services; Financial services, namely, money lending; Funds investment and funds investment consultation
services; investment banking services; investment brokerage services; investment management services; lending services,
namely, commercial and consumer lending services; Lending services, namely, mortgage lending; Trust services, namely,
estate trust management; Trust services, namely, investment and trust company services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial First Use 1971 In Commerce 1971

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Amarillo National Bank Address Amarillo National Bank PO Box 1 Amarillo TEXAS 79105 Legal
Entity chartered bank State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 114808.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOYAGE EN VOGUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540798 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of en vogue in the mark is fashionable.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel and transport information service; Travel booking agencies; Travel guide services; Travel ticket reservation service International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 20, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Originally Remixed LLC Address Originally Remixed LLC 418 Broadway Ste N Albany NEW YORK 12207 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RED PIXIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540799 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording RED PIXIE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair colouring caps; Hair extensions; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Toupees
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Xierui Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Xierui Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1803, Unit 1, Building 8, Ruifuyuan, Municipal Dist., Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0250
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIRCANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540802 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks; T-shirts; Hats; Hoodies; Polo shirts; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat suits; Sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACROS HOLDINGS LLC Address ACROS HOLDINGS LLC Ste 200 50 Clinton Street Hempstead NEW YORK 11550 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Sereficy

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540803 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Vitrines; Cold cast resin figurines; Decorative nonmetal mailbox covers; Desktop statuary made of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Key caps, namely, plastic or rubber caps used to cover the tops of keys; Mattresses and pillows; Non-metal cloches for protecting plants; Non-metal name plates; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Party ornaments of plastic; Plastic labels; Plush figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Polyresin tablets which look like stone, and have quotations, sayings, and bible verses engraved on them, packaged with display stand; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Shower curtain hooks; Statuettes of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Wooden signboards; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xingchuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xingchuan Technology Co., Ltd. D202-A08, BLDG D, Guanghong Meiju, No.163, Pingxin North Rd., Pinghu St., Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518111
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0251
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Sparer, Katerina Doro
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WECREJONI

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Colored sheet glass, not for building; Common sheet glass, not for building; Decorative glass, not for building; Decorative spheres of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, terra cotta and porcelain; Garden hose sprayers; Glass mosaics not for buildings; Luminous glass, not for building; Make-up brushes; Modified sheet glass, not for building; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Mosaics of glass and ceramic tiles, not for construction; Mosaics of glass, not for buildings; Partly worked glass, namely, ingots, tubes, rods, discs, plates and rings all for general industrial and further manufacturing use; Semi-worked glass, except building glass; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Decorative Stained glass; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Unworked or semi-worked glass, not for building; Works of art made of glass; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain and terra cotta
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**BASE INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhu, Haihua
- **Address**: Rm. 417, Litingyuan, No. 27, Rd. Daling, Huicheng Dist., Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T0252
- **Examining Attorney**: SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARCUS POWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540813 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POWER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for performing predictive analytics for power management in the fields of power generation, oil and gas, mining, steel, forestry, cryptocurrency, food and beverage and municipal industries
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arcus Power Corp Address Arcus Power Corp Suite 865 401-9th Avenue SW Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2P3C5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3705-0049

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OKLEEN

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97540818 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Okleen" written in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Okleen" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information
For Brooms; Decanters; Mops; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; Car washing mitts; Cloth for washing floors; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Furniture dusters; Gardening gloves; Kitchen sponges; Polishing gloves; Rags for cleaning; Sponges for household purposes; Steel wool for cleaning

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Nazarenko, Andrii Address Nazarenko, Andrii Dnipropetrovsk area Haidamatska 19 Kamianske UKRAINE Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UKRAINE
Owner Name Vyskub, Stanislav Address Vyskub, Stanislav Dnipropetrovsk area Grushevskogo 44 Dnipro UKRAINE Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UKRAINE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 15219
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LAPOG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EAT MORE LOCAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540843 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kelly, Kristine J Address Kelly, Kristine J 4 Woody Lane Northport NEW YORK 11768 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ARCUS POWER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97540849
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "ARCUS" in stylized font with a stylized caret symbol appearing above the latter "C" and the word "POWER" in smaller stylized font below the word "ARCUS".
- **Disclaimer**: "POWER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for performing predictive analytics for power management in the fields of power generation, oil and gas, mining, steel, forestry, cryptocurrency, food and beverage and municipal industries
- **International Classes**: 42
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Arcus Power Corp
- **Address**: Arcus Power Corp Suite 865 401-9th Avenue SW Calgary, Alberta T2P3C5
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3705-0050
- **Examining Attorney**: WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NRGSTREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540866 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for displaying historic and real-time data and analytics from power market data repositories of public and third party information; providing temporary use on non-downloadable computer software for displaying historic and real-time data and analytics from power market data repositories of public and third party information
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arcus Power Corp Address Arcus Power Corp Suite 865 401-9th Avenue SW Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2P3C5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3705-0051

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540873</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

For Promotion and marketing services and related consulting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

### Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GVS Ventures LLC</td>
<td>GVS Ventures LLC # 104 1525 S. Higley Rd. Gilbert ARIZONA 85296</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number 200-1946

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LATTUCA, FRANK J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRANDMA WITH SWAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540879 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing and apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, skorts, dresses, tops, bottoms, jackets, coats, ponchos, sweaters, sweatshirts, sweat pants, sweat jackets, sweat suits, jerseys, pullovers, loungewear, socks, hosiery, undergarments, pajamas, robes, nightwear, sleepwear, gloves, baby tops, baby bottoms, baby bibs not of paper, toddler tops, toddler bottoms, bathrobes, belts, neckwear, headwear, footwear, t-shirts, tees, tank tops

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GRANDLADE LLC Address GRANDLADE LLC 4050 Hwy GA-42 Box 89 Locust Grove GEORGIA 30248 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REGENERIXMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540887 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medicated personal care, cosmetics and skin care preparations, namely, lotions, gels, creams, serums, exfoliants, scrubs, peels, moisturizers and cleansers for use on the skin
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GP Global, Inc. Address  GP Global, Inc.  232 S. Highland Memphis TENNESSEE 38111 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GPGL 00027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE WRKT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540888 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pilates instruction; Physical fitness instruction; Providing fitness and exercise studio services, namely, pilates instruction and training

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 29, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Workout LLC Address The Workout LLC 2740 Monroe St. Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29205 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOAN MORE CRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540891 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CRM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promotion and marketing services and related consulting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GVS Ventures LLC Address GVS Ventures LLC #104 1525 S. Higley Rd. Gilbert ARIZONA 85296
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 202-1946

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DONGDIFAFAFA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540896</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Toy vehicles; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Pet toys made of rope; Plastic party hats; Rods for fishing; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, punching mitts, and shin guards; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Stuffed puppets; Swimming aids, namely, pool rings; Toy Christmas trees; Toy for pets; Yoga straps for use in yoga practice

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Aug. 05, 2021

**In Commerce** Aug. 05, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shanghai Dongxing Tengda Technology Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Shanghai Dongxing Tengda Technology Trading Co., Ltd. 629 Changzhong Road, Fengxian District Shanghai CHINA 201400

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OCEANTIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540900 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OCEANTIER" in stylized green letters with the letter "o" underlined by a green line. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed laver; Processed, edible seaweed
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Unprocessed laver; Seaweed, unprocessed, for human consumption
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sea.D Composed of Hyera Park, a citizen of Korea, South Address Sea.D 15,Ballyongsandan 1-ro, Jangan-eup,Gijang Busan REPUBLIC OF KOREA 46034 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
TM 4151 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  NRG STREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540901 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "NRG" in stylized font followed by
three caret symbols pointing right and the word "STREAM" below and in stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "STREAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for displaying historic and real-
time data and analytics from power market data repositories of public and third party information; providing temporary use on
non-downloadable computer software for displaying historic and real-time data and analytics from power market data
repositories of public and third party information
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services  First Use  Jul. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arcus Power Corp  Address  Arcus Power Corp  Suite 865  401-9th Avenue SW  Calgary, Alberta  CANADA
  T2P3C5  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3705-0052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WATSON, JULIE A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CRIBCHIPS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97540906
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Card games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing card games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TOP HAT MARKETING, INC.
- **Address**: 239 Libal Street, De Pere, WISCONSIN, 54115
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: THM.22-01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97540908
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CAR RENTAL"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Car rental
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: GEM Car Rental
- **Address**: GEM Car Rental 1600 E 3rd Ave #2215 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94401
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: K557445856

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAVE THE PLACE OF WORSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540912 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Back packs; Duffel bags; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noisiv LLC Address Noisiv LLC 1808 Jagged Rock Dr Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23456 Legal
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554996030
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ENVIRO-MATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540934</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Book covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 1991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Holliston Holdings, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Holliston Holdings, LLC 312 S Gay Str STE 200 Knoxville TENNESSEE 37902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Holliston</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SMITH, REBECCA A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALUVISA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540946 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of triangle design with lines followed by word Aluvisa. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of architectural design; Engineering design services; Advisory services for others in the field of building architecture; Architectural and engineering services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
For Building curtain walls made primarily of metal; Building panels of metal incorporating acoustic insulation; Building wall framing made primarily of metal; Construction elements made of metal, namely, fabricated metal components for building foundations; Metal facade panels for construction purposes; Pipe tubes of metal; Cladding of metal for construction and building; Transportable metal constructions; Wall linings of metal for building
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grupo Aluminio Vidrio y Construccion, SA de CV Address Grupo Aluminio Vidrio y Construccion, SA de CV Union 164, La Cruz Mexico City MEXICO 08310 Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa de cv)) State or Country MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number X1179.002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRIBCHIPS HIP WAY TO PLAY
CRIBBAGE UP TO 10 PEOPLE AT A TIME 5 5 5 5
J 1 5 10 25

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540947  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022
Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a banner containing the word "CribChips",
over which is displayed a hand of playing cards, under which is displayed a set of poker chips, all of which are over the
phrase "Hip way to play cribbage up to 10 people at a time".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Card games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing card games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and
Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOP HAT MARKETING, INC.  Address  TOP HAT MARKETING, INC.  239 Libal Street  De Pere
WISCONSIN  54115  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  THM.22-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIKOSTIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540949 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smoking pipe cleaners; Tobacco pipe cleaners
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHADY GROUP INC. Address SHADY GROUP INC. 4155 SW 130 AVENUE SUITE 114 MIAMI FLORIDA 33175 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MANIFESTOPIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540968 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertisement via mobile phone networks; Advertising and commercial information services, via the internet; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising and promoting the goods and services of a visual artist; Advertising consultation; Advertising of the published texts of others; Advertising on the Internet for others; Advertising research; Advertising services, namely, cost-per-action on-line advertising; Advertising services, namely, promoting properties for sale by owner via the Internet; Advertising services, namely, providing advertising space in a periodical; Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; Advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet; Advertising, including on-line advertising on a computer network; Consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies; Creating advertising material; Displaying advertisements for others; Dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; Distribution of products for advertising purposes; Issuing and updating of advertising texts; Magazine advertising; Newspaper advertising; On-line advertising on a computer network; On-line advertising on computer communication networks; Online advertising via a computer communications network; Pay per click (PPC) advertising management services; Pay per click advertising; Preparing advertisements for others; Promoting, advertising and marketing the on-line databases and electronic publications of others; Promoting, marketing and advertising the brands and goods of others related to all industries, through all public and private communication means, namely, promoting the brands and goods of others made in the United States; Promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; Providing a searchable on-line advertising website and guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors via the Internet; Providing an online directory information service featuring information regarding vehicles in the nature of classified advertisements
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Leonard R. Jubert **Address** Leonard R. Jubert 1347 Water Street Blue Island ILLINOIS 60406 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHA
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  No  **Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the letters "NJC" to the left of a partial design of three concentric circles, the outer two of which are broken by a narrow vertical line at the top and connected by a wide horizontal line on the left. **Color Claimed**  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  5151582, 5166783, 5147041 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Chemical preparations for use in manufacturing in the polyolefin industry; Chemical preparations for use in general industrial manufacturing; Chemical preparations for industrial manufacturing use in the plastics industry; Unprocessed plastics in the form of powders, liquids and pastes; Plastic moulding compounds for use in plastic extrusion operations; Plastic moulding compounds for use in the manufacture of moulded plastic articles; Plastic moulding compounds for use in the manufacture of plastic sheets and forms

**International Classes**  1 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title**  Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  NJC America, Inc.  **Address**  NJC America, Inc.  64 Watkin Avenue  Chadds Ford  PENNSYLVANIA 19317  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  5826-139 US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALUVISA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540979 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of architectural design; Engineering design services; Advisory services for others in the field of building architecture; Architectural and engineering services

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

For Building curtain walls made primarily of metal; Building panels of metal incorporating acoustic insulation; Building wall framing made primarily of metal; Construction elements made of metal, namely, fabricated metal components for building foundations; Metal facade panels for construction purposes; Pipe tubes of metal; Cladding of metal for construction and building; Transportable metal constructions; Wall linings of metal for building

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grupo Aluminio Vidrio y Construccion, SA de CV Address Grupo Aluminio Vidrio y Construccion, SA de CV Union 164, La Cruz Mexico City MEXICO 08310 Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa de cv)) State or Country MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number X1179.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AREKCOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540990 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AREKCOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cloaks; Earmuffs; Headwear; Housecoats; Jumpsuits; Pyjamas; Shortalls; Slippers; Socks; T-shirts; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Halloween costumes; One-piece garments for children

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Hanjia Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Hanjia Trading Co., Ltd. Rm. 403, Unit 1, Bldg. 58, Liuqing 6th Zone Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GATEWAY TO GLOBAL EDUCATION, INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97540993 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “INC.”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services in the nature of providing financial support to disadvantaged individuals for the purpose of taking ESL classes
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of English language learning and literacy; Workshops and seminars in the field of English language learning and literacy
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gateway to Global Education, Inc. Address Gateway to Global Education, Inc. 3765 Fort Knox Dr. Wentzville MISSOURI 63385 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557451722

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LIVE FOR THE POSSIBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97540995 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Estate planning; Investment advisory services; Investment consultation; Investment management; Financial planning for retirement; Financial services, namely, coordination, within a single account, of an investment portfolio's maintenance, trading, rebalancing, and tax management needs
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Alia Wealth Partners, LLC Address  Alia Wealth Partners, LLC SUITE 107 7474 MCVAY STATION CT Germantown TENNESSEE 381382592 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14701.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AUTOGO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97540996
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Lanterns for lighting; LED and HID light fixtures; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED light bulbs; LED lights for automobiles; Light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; Motorcycle headlamps; Motorcycle lights; Reading lights; Running lights for vehicles; Trailer lights; Vehicle brake lights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Canshen Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Canshen Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 903, Building 117, Baishilong 1st Zone, Baishilong Comm., Minzhi St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOUR PULSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXQUISJOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541008 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Confetti; Streamers; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Decorative wind spinners; Fishing hooks; Golf tee bags; Hand-held party poppers; Paper party favors; Party favor hats; Party favors in the nature of crackers and noisemakers; Pet toys; Stress relief exercise balls; Toy jewelry; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Qianqi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Qianqi Trading Co., Ltd. Card 58,Floor 4, Building 2,2 of No. 112 Lianyuan West Road, Shiqi District Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528400 Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOXVOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541010 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Entertainment services in the nature of production of television shows, multimedia entertainment content
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to transformers toy authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vlink Inc Address Vlink Inc 2 Chome-41-17 Yayoicho Nakano City JAPAN 164-0013
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555655895

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPREASY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541011 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buckles of common metal; Fittings of metal for beds; Fittings of metal for furniture; Framework of metal for building; Laths of metal; Metal decking; Metal hardware, namely, general use wall and ceiling mounts for audio, video or computer equipment; Metal hardware, namely, nuts; Metal hardware, namely, springs; Metal hardware, namely, washers; Metal mounting brackets for general use; Metal shelter structures; Structural joint connectors of metal; Transportable metal constructions; Trellis of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HDF International Technology Co., Ltd. Address HDF International Technology Co., Ltd. Rm659, Sports Center Commercial Bld 2&3 Tanggang Ave., Shajing St., Baoan Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FATAMORGANA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Air filters for heating and cooling registers; Coffee machines, electric; Coffee percolators, electric; Coffee roasters; Electric coffee brewers; Electric coffee machines; Electric coffee makers; Electric coffee makers; Electric coffee percolators; Electric coffee roasters; Electric coolers; Gas cookers; Heating installations; Portable evaporative air coolers; Radiators |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Xiamen Providence Hong Trade Co., LTD |
| Address | Xiamen Providence Hong Trade Co., LTD Room 807, No. 62 Jinhu Erli, Huli District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AURAND, KYLE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BROS SQUADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541020 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For on-line retail store services featuring dominoes, games, toys, camping equipment, insulated containers for food or beverages, home and garden accessories, pet accessories and tools

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zambrano, Ronald Gabriel Muñoz Address Zambrano, Ronald Gabriel Muñoz Urbanización SAN ISIDRO 4ta avenida Edificio Diamond Palace piso PH -B Maracay Estado Aragua VENEZUELA 00000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VENEZUELA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIERLIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541021 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GIERLIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Pendants; Beads for making jewellery; Charms for collar jewelry and bracelet; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Inexpensive non-jewelry watches; Jewellery cases; Necklaces; Rings; Watches for sporting use; Wedding rings; Women's jewelry; Women's watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Mi Address Zhang, Mi No. 506,5th Floor,Unit 1,Building 1 No. 55,Jilong 1st Street,High-tech Zone Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REGENAZOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541023 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Regenerative medicine services; Stem cell therapy services; Medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of stem cells
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michael Gurin Address Michael Gurin 4132 Cove Lane, Unit A Glenview ILLINOIS 60025 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOFTIPOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541026 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5351992

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree ornaments of ceramic
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 27, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Loftipop, Inc. Address Loftipop, Inc. 7735 37th St E Sarasota FLORIDA 34243 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GO FUND YOURSELF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541027</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | Providing personal loans and lines of credit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Seattle Bank |
| Address | Seattle Bank 401 Union Street, Floor 2900 Seattle WASHINGTON 98101 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WASHINGTON |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SSW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541031 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two stylized "S" letters in a side by side and opposite configuration, with several stems extending upwardly between them, forming a stylized "W" that overall forms the design of a string instrument. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical Instruments, namely, Irish Whistles, Chalumeaux, and Ocarina flutes; Recorders as musical instruments; Bags specially adapted for holding musical instruments; Cases for musical instruments; Ukuleles
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WOODY USA INC. Address WOODY USA INC. 12345 Mountain Avenue, #286 Chino CALIFORNIA 91710 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WUI-TM-i02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
DIVORCE FACTORY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541035</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DIVORCE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Legal document preparation services; Legal services, namely, providing customized documentation, information, counseling, advice and consultation services in all areas of divorce law
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Divorce Factory, P.A.
- **Address**: Ste. 1950 1200 Brickell Ave. Miami FLORIDA 33131
- **Legal Entity**: professional association
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: M#00173

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDART TECHNOLOGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541045 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "TECHNOLOGIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Engraving machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery
For  Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of an engraving business
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  REDART TECHNOLOGIES LLC Address  REDART TECHNOLOGIES LLC  1846 Maple Hills Drive Bountiful  UTAH  84010 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6978.HASH.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DUDULANNI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541046 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeliners; Artificial fingernails; Body art stickers; Decalcomanias for fingernails; Eye make-up; False nails; False nails made of polymer resin; Fingernail embellishments; Fingernail tips; Make-up sets; Nail art stickers; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail grooming products, namely, tips, glue, lacquer and glitter; Nail tips
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shuangxing Jiexin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Shuangxing Jiexin Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.104, No.33, Dist.1,Yucui New Village Yucui Community Longhua St. Longhua Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 164-290-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OPENTHROUGH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541047</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Downloadable mobile applications for social networking, a community centered around art

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| For Online social networking services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>45 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Personal and legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU | Yes | Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Choice Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Choice Inc.</th>
<th>547 45th Ave.</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
<th>94121</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>DELAWARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | K557597504

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541053
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a horizontal color band, comprised of four rectangular segments colored in yellow, red, blue, and green, respectively. Each rectangular color section is comprised of smaller rectangles in varying shades of the color of the section.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow, red, blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

#### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6145960, 6146256

#### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1443021274
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jan. 26, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: SAUDI ARABIA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Oct. 09, 2031

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Paints, varnishes, lacquers; rust preservatives in the nature of a coating and wood preservatives against deterioration; colorants; mordant dyes; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art by painters, decorators, printers and artists

#### INTERNATIONAL CLASSES
- **2 - Primary Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Al-Jazeera Factory for Paints Company
- **Address**: Al-Amara Road, Industrial City, Street No. 2, Khamis Mushayt, SAUDI ARABIA, 61961
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SAUDI ARABIA

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 80213/31
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGH, DEEP K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BCRAFENE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541067</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Decals; Stickers; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for cars; Decorative stickers for helmets; Holographic stickers; Personalized stickers; Postcard paper; Removable stickers; Reusable stickers; Sticker albums; Sticker books; Stickers and decalcomanias; Vehicle bumper stickers
**International Classes**  16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
**US Classes**  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
**International Class Title**  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  **First Use**  Aug. 03, 2022  **In Commerce**  Aug. 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  Chengdu Sanhaifeng Technology Co.,Ltd.
**Address**  Chengdu Sanhaifeng Technology Co.,Ltd.  No. 3 Huatai Road, Chenghua District  Chengdu City,  Sichuan Province  CHINA  610051
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**  164-291-TUS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**  BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LDEVOTIONR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541087 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LdevotionR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brushes for pets; Chocolate molds; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning sponges; Clothes drying hangers; Empty spray bottles; Finger toothbrushes; Hair combs; Polishing cloths; Scouring sponges; Toiletry sponges; Vacuum bottle stoppers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Linmuru Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Linmuru Trading Co., Ltd. A1086, Room 807, 8th Floor No. 4, Lingshan East Road, Tianhe Distri Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OAPXIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541091  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OAPXIE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Neckties; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shawls; Shirts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Vests; Clothing layettes; Halter tops; Hoodies; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Knit tops; Sports jerseys; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 21, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan, Binbin  Address Pan, Binbin No.435, Dongpan, Dongpan Vil, Yuetang Tn Xiuyu Dist, Putian CHINA 351152  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE OPTIMIZE WORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541093 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting service that provides transformational strategies to companies wishing to move towards sustainability and socially responsible business practices, provided mainly to the consumer products industry; Business consulting services in the field of business knowledge transfer through audio tools, namely, recording interviews with subject matter experts for an organization's capture and future use; Business management; Business management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects; Business management consultancy in the field of executive and leadership development; Business management consulting and advisory services for the service-based and manufacturing industry; Business management consulting in the field of team development; Business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, sales, operation, product design particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Business management advice; Business management analysis; Business management and advice; Business management and consultation; Business management and organization consultancy; Business management assistance; Business management consultancy; Business management consultancy and advisory services; Business management consultancy services; Business management consultancy, also via the Internet; Business management consultation; Business management consulting; Business management consulting and advisory services; Business management planning; Business administration and management; Business assistance, management and information services; Business consulting services in business leadership development and business management; Business consulting services in the field of organizational change management; Business consulting, management, planning and supervision; Business file management; Business information management; Business knowledge management services; Business organisation and management consulting services; Business organization and management consultancy including personnel management; Business organization and management consulting; Business risk management consultation; Consulting services in the area of sustainable business solutions; Consulting services in the field of human resources development, namely, for the promotion of employee retention, career growth, and increased productivity for employees and employers; Management consulting and advisory services in the areas of
corporate growth strategy, innovation and growth processes, organizational transformation, and talent management and
development strategies; Providing organizational effectiveness consulting in the field of team building; Advertising and
business management consultancy; Advisory services relating to business management and business operations; Assistance in
business management and product commercialization; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business
management; Business consulting, management, and planning services in the field of workplace flexibility, future work,
remote and hybrid work, work life balance, people and employee operations, organizational learning, change in management,
operational sustainability, business process improvement, lean, six sigma, and design thinking methodology; Commercial
business management; Information and data compiling and analyzing relating to business management; Providing business
management information in connection with consulting and advisory services in the field of strategic planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  We Optimize Work LLC  **Address**  We Optimize Work LLC  3125 Richmond Hill Drive  Nashville TENNESSEE  37207  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TENNESSEE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIFE ORIENTATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541095 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business administration consultancy; business consultancy; human resources consultancy; personnel consultancy; advertising consultation; business efficiency expert services; career planning consultancy services; personality testing for the selection of personnel; personnel selection using psychological testing; conducting business and market research surveys; analysis of market research data and statistics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Business Consultants, Inc. Address Business Consultants, Inc. 1 Kandaoioicho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo JAPAN 101-0029 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
Case Identifiers

- Serial Number: 97541098
- Application Filing Date: Aug. 09, 2022
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

- For: Bedsheets; Coverlets; Draperies; Pillowcases; Bath towels; Cashmere blankets; Duvet covers; Fitted bed sheets; Fitted toilet seat covers of textile; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains; Tablecloths of textiles; Tapestries of textile; Woollen blankets
- International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 42, 50
- International Class Title: Fabrics
- First Use: Jul. 20, 2022
- In Commerce: Jul. 20, 2022

Basis Information

- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

- Owner Name: Tian, Jingwen
- Address: No.10, New campus of No.1 Senior High School, East of Yingbin Avenue, Xiangcheng, Zhoukou, Henan, CHINA 466700
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: CHINA

Examinining Attorney

- Examining Attorney: FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRATFUL NOT GREEDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541103 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Calvert Enterprises, Inc. Address Calvert Enterprises, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MEIDHREA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541104 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Combs; Applicator wands for applying make-up to eyes; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Bath sponges; Brushes for footwear; Brushes for pets; Cages for pets; China ornaments; Cosmetic utensils in the nature of thread for eyebrow threading; Dental floss picks; Dental flossers; Make-up brushes; Personal dispensers for capsules for domestic use; Powder puffs; Sponges used for applying make-up
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use  Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huizhou Meiruier Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Huizhou Meiruier Technology Co., Ltd. Room 02,2/F, Unit 3,No. 8,Yiheng Lane, Renmin North 3rd Rd.,Huicheng District Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA  516000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABCDRAWINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541105  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Instruction in the nature of drawing and art lessons; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of drawing and art instruction and lessons
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Oct. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Juan Huerta  Address  Juan Huerta  PO Box 741276  Richmond  Texas  77407  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555442228

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOORAY MIDa

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541106 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bento boxes; Biodegradable bowls; Biodegradable cups; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Biodegradable plates; Biodegradable rice straws for drinking; Biodegradable trays; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Compostable bowls; Compostable cups; Compostable plates; Compostable trays; Cup lids comprised of biodegradable materials and silicone; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Disposable paperboard bakeware; Disposable serving spoons; Lunch boxes; Paper plates; Paper plates and paper cups; Trays of paper, for household purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Meiyida Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Meiyida Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. Room 3801, Bldg. 1, Yiyun Zhidi Center, No. 26, Guilan North Road, Nanhai Dist., Foshan City CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NANZAOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541110 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic pet waterers; Cages for carrying pets; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Collapsible portable beverage container holder; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Cookery molds; Cruet stands not of precious metal; Flat-iron stands; Mixing cups; Perches for bird cages; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Plastic storage containers for household use; Shower racks; Soap brackets; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name shenzhenshishanyouchuanmaoyiyouxianzerengongsi Address shenzhenshishanyouchuanmaoyiyouxianzerengongsi 513AO,Bldg. 2,No. 111,Lianbu Rd.,Helian Community,Longhua St., Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PCCNEKOI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541111
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footwear; Gloves; Greatcoats; Hats; Skirts; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underwear; Uniforms; Vests; Waistbands; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Down jackets; Masquerade costumes; Shell jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 21, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tao, Cong
- **Address**: Tao, Cong No. 56, Juzhong Street, Niansidu Hengshan Town, Guangfeng County Shangrao City, Jiangxi CHINA 334606
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541112 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rag doll wearing headwear, a dress, gloves, socks, and boots. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, dresses for children; Shoes for children

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bridget and Co LLC Address  Bridget and Co LLC  252 Wooded Way  State College  PENNSYLVANIA 16803 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NELMAN, JESSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRATEFUL NOT GREEDY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541114
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Mugs; Coffee cups; Insulated flasks; Vacuum bottles; Water bottles sold empty
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Calvert Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: Calvert Enterprises, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIDNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541116 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "FIDNS" in uppercase, italicized, stylized font, with a graphically depicted dart placed horizontally in the mid-line of the letters "FIDNS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Darts; Targets; Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports; Dart board cases; Dart boards; Dart carrying cases; Elbow guards for athletic use; Electronic dart games; Hand pads for athletic use; Hand wraps for sports use; Shin guards for athletic use; Waist protectors for athletic use
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiako Precision Co., Ltd. Address Jiako Precision Co., Ltd. 1F., No. 22-1, Ln. 102, Sec. 3 Jinma Rd., Wuquan Vil., Changhua City Changhua County TAIWAN 50053 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22033USM-PC1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541119
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Book publishing
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kinloch, Helen R.
- **Address**: Kinloch, Helen R. 508 Squire Pope Road Summerville SOUTH CAROLINA 29486
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97541120</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Footwear; Headwear; Athletic bottoms; Athletic tops; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Calvert Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: Calvert Enterprises, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97541122</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: CHOW WON KOREAN STEAKHOUSE
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KOREAN STEAKHOUSE"

### Related Properties Information

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5986057, 6112585

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Yun Da Chen
- **Address**: Yun Da Chen 950 North Point Drive Alpharetta GEORGIA 30022
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POHATEI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97541124 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Pohatei has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Footwear; Gloves; Greatcoats; Hats; Skirts; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underwear; Uniforms; Vests; Waistbands; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Down jackets; Masquerade costumes; Shell jackets International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Lin, Simin Address Lin, Simin No. 36, West Lake, Shangtang Village Dongqiao Town, Xiuyu District Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351164 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NJLHRSHG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541125 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrading tools; Carving knives; Electric animal nail grinders; Fruit carving knives; Gardening tools, namely, a manually operated tool for injecting solid fertilizer spikes into the soil; Gardening trowels; Hand-operated scrapers for removing ice from vehicle windows; Manicure sets, electric; Manicure tools; Pedicure tools; Razor blades
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Dawei Address Guo, Dawei No. 20-6, Yangzi Fourth Village Yanjiang Industrial Development Zone Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 211500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DIVORCE FACTORY DIVORCE, MADE EASY!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541128
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a rectangle wherein the phrase DIVORCE FACTORY appears in the center thereof and the letter V within the word DIVORCE is replaced by the shape of a heart that is fractured in the middle by a jagged space (indicating a broken heart), and wherein the phrase DIVORCE, MADE EASY! interrupts the central portion of the bottom line of the rectangle.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "DIVORCE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Legal document preparation services; Legal services, namely, providing customized documentation, information, counseling, advice and consultation services in all areas of divorce law
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Divorce Factory, P.A.
- **Address**: Divorce Factory, P.A. Ste. 1950 1200 Brickell Ave. Miami FLORIDA 33131
- **Legal Entity**: professional association
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M#00173

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASUROCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541129 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ASUROCK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Griselle J. Garcia Address Griselle J. Garcia 1063 W 42 Place Hialeah FLORIDA 33012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ASUROCK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’NEILL, MARY K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EST. 1904 BLIFFERT LUMBER & HARDWARE WISCONSIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97541133</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized word &quot;BLIFFERT&quot; positioned above the stylized stacked wording &quot;LUMBER&quot; and &quot;&amp; HARDWARE&quot;, which is positioned above the stylized word &quot;WISCONSIN&quot;. The stylized letters and numbers &quot;EST. 1904&quot; are positioned above the stylized word &quot;BLIFFERT&quot;. The stylized wording, as illustrated in the mark, is positioned on top of a transparent circular design that features two concentric stacked half circle designs positioned at the top and bottom of the circle design. The stylized letters and numbers &quot;EST. 1904&quot; are positioned in-between the top two concentric half circle designs and the stylized word &quot;WISCONSIN&quot; is positioned in-between the bottom two concentric half circle designs. A shaded circle design is featured on either side of the stylized letters and numbers &quot;EST. 1904&quot;. The stylized wording, numbers, and designs, as illustrated in the mark, are positioned on top of a shaded rectangular background, which is not a claimed feature of the mark. The colors black, grey, and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;EST. 1904&quot;, &quot;LUMBER &amp; HARDWARE&quot;, AND &quot;WISCONSIN&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual(s) whose consent(s) to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Wholesale and retail store services featuring lumber, plywood and building materials, hardware products, electrical products, home and building construction products, maintenance and improvement products, lighting, millwork products, roofing products, ceiling tiles, concrete products, decking products, siding products, cabinets, countertops, hand tools, windows and doors, paints and stains, wall coverings, plumbing products, housewares, flooring and floor coverings, and lawn care and gardening products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Use Dec. 31, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Commerce Dec. 31, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Bliffert Lumber & Fuel Co.  
Address   Bliffert Lumber & Fuel Co.  1014 East Chambers Street  Milwaukee  WISCONSIN  53212  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized   WISCONSIN  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRATEFUL NOT GREEDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541137 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, production of podcasts and providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of exercise, fitness, and meditation; Providing a website featuring information about exercise, fitness, and meditation training; Providing courses, instruction, and consultation, namely, providing fitness instruction services in the fields of exercise, fitness, and meditation; Educational services being developing and conducting workouts, workshops, presentations, personal training and retreats, namely, providing fitness instruction services in the field of wellness, exercise, fitness, and meditation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Calvert Enterprises, Inc. Address Calvert Enterprises, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHUIHUADA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541138  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording “SHUIHUADA” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Chargers for smartphones; Connections for electric lines; Electric wire and cable; Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Ethernet adapters; Plug adaptors; Plug connectors; Power adapters; Power adapters for computers; Power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets; Power connectors; USB cables for cellphones; Video cables
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 01, 2020  In Commerce  May 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Shuihuada Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Huizhou Shuihuada Technology Co., Ltd. No.19 Xiaditian, Rengtuzhong New Village Ruhu Town, Huicheng District Huizhou CHINA 516000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SEE AH SAW HA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97541142</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of stylized funny handwriting word "See Ah Saw Ha". **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** | The wording See Ah Saw Ha has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Chessboards; Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; Educational toys in the nature of precut felt shapes, felt boards, and felt images for visual learning and imaginative play; Equipment sold as a unit for playing action type target games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; Stress relief exercise toys; Tchoukball equipment, namely, balls and rebound frames; Toy jewelry; Toy models; Toy tiaras being children's dress-up accessories; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor

| **International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Jul. 20, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 20, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | Xiamen Beituo Education Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** | Xiamen Beituo Education Technology Co., Ltd. Room 318 No.53 Haixing Road, Haicang District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361026 **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** | PEREZ, STEVEN M

---

5262
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUXEBLOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541150 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUXEBLOSS LLC Address LUXEBLOSS LLC 29 Hedgerow Lane Manalapan NEW JERSEY 07726
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOGOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541154 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording sogok has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries for lighting; Batteries for pocketlamps; Batteries, electric; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Bicycle helmets; Electric accumulators; Helmets for motorcyclists; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Photovoltaic cells; Protective face-shields for protective helmets; Rechargeable batteries; Riding helmets; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sanjiafu Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sanjiafu Industrial Co., Ltd. 102,East Side,No. 52-1,Dayang Ind. Zone, Lougang Comm.,Songgang St.,Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNING, KATHRYN ELIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WIFINIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541156 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishwashers; Agricultural machines, namely, cultipackers; Chemical fiber spinning machines; Electric hand-held drills; Incubators for eggs; Laundry washing machines; Meat choppers, electric; Mixing machines; Packing machines; Papermaking machines; Printing machines for commercial or industrial use; Sanding machines for woodworking; Sewing machines; Vacuum cleaners; Vending machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022
For Freezers; Lamps; Refrigerators; Air conditioners; Air fryers; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Bread baking machines; Electric coffee machines; Electric fans for personal use; Electric kettles; Electric torches for lighting; Hair dryers; Hybrid water heater; Microwave ovens; Water purifying apparatus
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haiyicheng Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Haiyicheng Information Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 331, Bld B, Longhu Junhui Longhua St Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNING, KATHRYN ELIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STONEVISTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541159 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concrete blocks; concrete paving stones; concrete retaining wall blocks International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Dec. 01, 2008 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cornerstone Wall Solutions Inc. Address Cornerstone Wall Solutions Inc. #24, 6420 - 79 Avenue SE Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2C5M4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 119537018001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BIBLE CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97541175 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Jewelry |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Kerhyl Gantt |
| Address | Kerhyl Gantt |
| | 9711 NW Miller Hill Dr |
| | Portland |
| | OREGON |
| | 97229 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | L555007734 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | TATE-NAGHI, JACQUELINE |
Texas Heat Hockey

**Mark Literal(s)** TEXAS HEAT HOCKEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541177</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“TEXAS” and “HOCKEY”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Arranging and conducting youth sports programs in the field of ice hockey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>17Management, Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>17Management, Inc PO BOX 814421 Dallas TEXAS 75381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | K556701594 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TATE-NAGHI, JACQUELINE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541182</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a teal speech bubble containing a white outline of a skyline that also resembles sound waves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) teal and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Speech therapy |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Frohlich, Adrienne |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA NYCSLP |
| Address | Frohlich, Adrienne 22 Chestnut Hill Road Stone Ridge NEW YORK 12484 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROCK MAFIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541184  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3835481, 3900993, 3992266 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetics; colognes, fragrances, perfumes; skin care products, namely, body balm, skin cleansers, skin moisturizers, body lotion and non-medicated skin preparations; nail polish, nail polish remover, lipsticks, non-medicated lip balms, body creams and body oils, cosmetic cleansing creams, body scrubs, beauty masks, skin toners, skin conditioners and skin moisturizers; bath oils and shower gels; hair care products, namely, shampoos, conditioners; grooming preparations, namely, hair gel and hair lotion
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rock Mafia, LLC  Address  Rock Mafia, LLC  831 Colorado Avenue #900  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA 90404  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  18084-261

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NO MANCHES! - SABORES
CHINGONES - NM!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541188  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NM!" appearing within
a circular carrier, with the wording "NO MANCHES!" appearing above it, and the wording "SABORES CHINGONES"
appearing below it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SABORES"
Translation The English translation of "NO MANCHES" and "SABORES CHINGONES" in the mark is "DON'T
SCREW AROUND" and "BADASS FLAVORS".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6034007

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sauces
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BIEN TRUCHA IP, INC. Address BIEN TRUCHA IP, INC. 410 W. STATE ST. GENEVA ILLINOIS
60134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52153/454277

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PLAIN SPOKEN CARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541190  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed Christmas cards; Printed greeting cards; Printed greeting cards having a Christian message; Printed holiday cards; Printed occasion cards
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Nov. 15, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Plain Spoken Cards  Composed of  Valerie Schumacher, a citizen of United States  Address  Plain Spoken Cards  1501 S Mullan Rd. Box 1988  Airway Heights  WASHINGTON  99001  Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-006402

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INDIGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541194 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational vehicles, namely, motorhomes
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THOR Tech, Inc. Address THOR Tech, Inc. 601 East Beardsley Avenue Elkhart INDIANA 46514
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANLIOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541197 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ANLIOTO" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Confetti; Baseball gloves; Batting gloves; Carnival masks; Flying discs; Jigsaw puzzles; Knee guards for athletic use; Novelty plush toys for parties; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Paper party hats; Play balloons; Stuffed toys; Toy for pets; Toy mobiles; Infant's rattles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Anli e-commerce Co., Ltd Address Hefei Anli e-commerce Co., Ltd Room 601, building 20, Salzburg Chang'an, Feixi County, Hefei City Anhui Province CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUMINATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541200 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational vehicles, namely, motorhomes
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THOR Tech, Inc. Address THOR Tech, Inc. 601 East Beardsley Avenue Elkhart INDIANA 46514 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SIMPLE COUNSELOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541202
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COUNSELOR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Mental health services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Oceanic Counseling Group LLC
- **Address**: Oceanic Counseling Group LLC PO Box 16091 Myrtle Beach SOUTH CAROLINA 29587
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K557703183

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FOX III, LYAL L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLYARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97541212</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Bill-hooks; Mattocks; Pickaxes; Pickhammers; Rakes; Scythes; Shovels; Sickle; Spades; Gardening trowels; Hand tools, namely, fruit pickers; Hand tools, namely, picks; Lifting jacks, hand-operated; Weeding forks being hand tools; Weeding hoes

**International Classes**  
8 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
23, 28, 44  
**International Class Title**  
Hand Tools  
**First Use**  
Jun. 01, 2022  
**In Commerce**  
Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>DU YIXING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>1616 Fuqian West Street, Laizhou Shandong CHINA 261400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
CHANG, KATHERINE S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFE CHANGING DENTISTRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541215</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DENTISTRY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dental implant surgery services |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | National Dental Advisors, LLC |
| Address | National Dental Advisors, LLC 1700 E Las Olas Blvd, Suite 304 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33301 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4899.0 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | CHANG, KATHERINE S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VEGHERB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541218 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Raised garden beds, namely, raised containers for planting contained gardens
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vegherb, LLC Address Vegherb, LLC 375 E Third Street Wendell NORTH CAROLINA 27591 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00049/315805

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
J-Force

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) J-FORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541226 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sunglasses; cases for sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021
For hats; sweatshirts; shirts; jackets; pants; shorts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JFULL COMMERCE LLC Address JFULL COMMERCE LLC 142 NW 37th St. Miami FLORIDA 33127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIDEGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541227 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of a wide variety of goods
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VIDEKA LLC Address VIDEKA LLC 4717 Campus Drive - Suite 1500 Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VIDEKA FTM 4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SERIOUS SCIENCE FOR SENSITIVE MOUTHS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541229 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medicated mouth wash; Medicated dental rinse; Medicated toothpaste
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Non-medicated mouth wash; Non-medicated dental rinse; Non-medicated dental spray for use as a breath freshener; Toothpaste

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ROWPAR PHARMAECUTICALS, INC. Address  ROWPAR PHARMAECUTICALS, INC. #400 16100 N. Greenway-Hayden Loop  Scottsdale  ARIZONA  85260 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  36385.88

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRONZE BUFFALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541230 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6359049

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, pants, clothing jackets, vests, hats, scarves, t-shirts, sweatshirts and sweaters; Horse-riding boots; Leather boots; Leather belts as clothing; Leather clothing, namely, leather tops and bottoms as clothing; Ski wear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bronze Buffalo Club Companies DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bronze Buffalo Club Address Bronze Buffalo Club Companies 11929 N Saltaire Dr. Highland UTAH 84003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22981.9
Examiner FOX III, LYAL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SSOALERT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541232  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Level indicators; Liquid level sensors
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for reporting sewage levels
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Infratech Inc.  Address  Infratech Inc.  5900 Balcones Dr #100  Austin  TEXAS  78731  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557378057

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LINE KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541236 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing hooks; Fishing lines; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle boxes; Fishing tackle containers
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cerulean Design, Inc. Address Cerulean Design, Inc. 7031 Penbrook Drive Franklin TENNESSEE 37069 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20824-025703

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREENE, BYRON D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHOALMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541244 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services; Marketing services; On-line retail store services featuring apparel, aquatic boating goods, beach goods, home goods; Promoting the goods and services of others; Retail store services featuring apparel, aquatic boating goods, beach goods, home goods International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Footwear; Headwear; Swimsuits; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shoalmate, LLC Address Shoalmate, LLC 4602 Pier Dr Greenacres FLORIDA 33463 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557515178

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HANDS-ON HISTORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541246 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HANDS-ON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arts and craft paint kits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Experior Enterprises LLC Address Experior Enterprises LLC 154 Andrew Drive Suite 200 Stockbridge GEORGIA 30281 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MANGO TANGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541249 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MANGO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parfaits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Hartman Group, LLC Address The Hartman Group, LLC 333 North Wilshire Avenue Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HAR20-200
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) **SZFEIC**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541254</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording of "SZFEIC" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bicycle lamps; Electric torches for lighting; Infrared illuminators; Lamp bases; Lamps for outdoor use; LED flashlights; Lighting fixtures; Lights for firearms; Outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; Pen lights; Tactical flashlights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Feichichuangke Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Feichichuangke Co., Ltd.  Rm 115, Yulong Huating, Longtang Community  Minzhi Street, Longhua District  Shenzhen CHINA  518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: PJ4907
- **Examining Attorney**: BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLAYGIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541260 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2839373, 3357030, 2891479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal sexual lubricants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Janosov, Lanning Address Janosov, Lanning 1724 N. Highland Ave., #522 Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CZECH REPUBLIC

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RC2699-050

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WINE OF WINTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541261</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Wine

**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 47, 49

**International Class Title** Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>William R. Heritage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>William R. Heritage 140 Richwood Road Mullica Hill NEW JERSEY 08062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 143125-00101 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner 

Ferrell, Lucy K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PWRSTREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541262 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software with a real-time forecast interface that informs operators and equipment of all projected energy market costs in the coming hours and weeks
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arcus Power Corp Address Arcus Power Corp Suite 865 401-9th Avenue SW Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2P3C5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3705-0053

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ROWADALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541279  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Comforters; Door curtains; Duvets; Fabric table runners; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Lap rugs; Pet blankets; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Washcloths
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Jul. 26, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhuang Lei  Address  Zhuang Lei  Group 4, Jiebei Village  Dajing Town, Miluo City  Hunan Province CHINA  414400  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4925

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PJIOAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541280 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for smartphones; Computer stands specially designed for holding a computer, printer and computer peripherals; Headphones; Mobile phone screen protectors; Notebook computer cooling pads; Smart glasses; Smart watches; USB hubs; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma Jinghua Address Ma Jinghua No. 17-29, Xinrong Village Zhangzhuangpu Town, Gong'an County Hubei Province CHINA 434300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4926

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XYPNAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541284
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for painting; Custom paintings; Framed paintings; Original art pictures on canvas; Painting sets for children; Paintings; Paintings and their reproductions
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GUANGZHOU SOWANGNY ELECTRONIC CO., LTD
- **Address**: GUANGZHOU SOWANGNY ELECTRONIC CO., LTD Room 3401, Jinying Building 316 Huanshi Middle Road, Yuexiu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: PJ4927

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MERIDIAN GENESIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Research and development of technology in the field of artificial intelligence and robotics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Meridian Genesis LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Meridian Genesis LLC  410 Quitman St  Denver  COLORADO  80204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | K557583666 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, THEODORE M |

5297
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LION'S MANE ATTRACTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541307 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LION'S MANE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-aging creams; Body lotion; Body wash; Deodorant for personal use; Hair care preparations; Hair conditioner; Hair shampoo; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated soaps for face, hands, and body; Perfumes, eaux de cologne and aftershaves; Shaving creams; Shaving gels
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lion's Mane Attraction LLC Address Lion's Mane Attraction LLC 1726 East Seldon Lane Phoenix ARIZONA 85020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LMA-001_TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PWR STREAM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97541308  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 09, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of "PWR" with off-centered up and down caret symbols to the right and "STREAM" below.  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer: "PWR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for real-time forecast interface that informs operators and equipment of all projected energy market costs in the coming hours and weeks  
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  
First Use: Jul. 08, 2022  
In Commerce: Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Arcus Power Corp  
Address: Arcus Power Corp  
Suite 865  
401-9th Avenue SW  
Calgary, Alberta  
CANADA  
T2P3C5  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 3705-0054

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LET’S MAKE LIFE BETTER. TOGETHER.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541310 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance consulting in the field of life insurance; insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing and administration of life insurance

For Development and implementation of software and online computer software systems for purchasing insurance, insurance underwriting, insurance policy issuing, providing insurance administration, insurance quoting, rating, and billing, and insurance claims processing and management, all in the field of life insurance; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for purchasing insurance, insurance underwriting, insurance policy issuing, providing insurance administration, insurance quoting, rating, and billing, and insurance claims processing and management, all in the field of life insurance; computer services, namely, providing a website featuring technology that enables users to gather information about life insurance, obtain personalized life insurance needs analysis, obtain price quotes, and apply online for such insurance; providing a website for others featuring technology that automates the insurance underwriting process enabling users to apply for and receive insurance policies; providing a hosted, maintained website featuring technology that enables the website user to choose from an all-inclusive set of options for insurance policy issuance and delivery and receive on-going policyholder services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97541314   Application Filing Date   Aug. 09, 2022   Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For   Physical fitness training services
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107   International Class Title   Education and Entertainment

For   Hats; T-shirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39   International Class Title   Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU   Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name   Renegade Power and Fitness, LLC Address   Renegade Power and Fitness, LLC   8470 169th Ct W Lakeville   MINNESOTA   55044   Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number   K557491532

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney   FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYNERGYPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541321 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business training in the field of leadership development and executive coaching; Personal coaching services in the field of relationship coaching; Professional coaching services in the field of executive and relationship coaching; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SynergyPoint LLC Address SynergyPoint LLC PO Box 616 Needham MASSACHUSETTS 024940616 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LINKRTC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541323 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bidding quotation; Business auditing; Business research; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Dissemination services of advertisement matter; Employment agency services; Marketing in the framework of software publishing; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Sales promotion for others; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Computer operating programs, recorded; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer programs featuring positionable game piece figures for use in the field of computer games; Downloadable computer programs for network management; Downloadable DVR sideloading software application for downloading DVR-recorded content for viewing on smartphones; Electrical and electronic burglar alarms; Integrated circuits; Portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Recorded computer game programs; Security surveillance robots

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Surveying; Biological research; Biotechnology research; Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Developing computer software; Installation of computer software; Packaging design; Product quality testing; Research and development of new products for others

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Photon Sail Technologies Pte. Ltd.
Address: Photon Sail Technologies Pte. Ltd. 182 Cecil Street, #23-02, Frasers Tower, Singapore, SINGAPORE 069547
Legal Entity: private limited company
State or Country Where Organized: SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 456-T0016US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
S SYNERGYPOINT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97541334 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the design of an "S" comprised of geometric figures and a dot appearing in the center of the figures. The stylized words "SYNERGYPOINT" appear to the right of the design. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Business training in the field of leadership development and executive coaching; Personal coaching services in the field of relationship coaching; Professional coaching services in the field of executive and relationship coaching; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development |

| International Classes | 41 | Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

| First Use | Apr. 29, 2022 | In Commerce | Apr. 29, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | SynergyPoint LLC |

| Address | SynergyPoint LLC PO Box 616 Needham MASSACHUSETTS 024940616 |

| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R |

---

**5306**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEARAMIISU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541337 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Iced coffee; Ice cream desserts; Confectionery in the form of dessert mousses; Bakery desserts; Tea-based iced beverages; Tea-based beverages with milk; Tea; Coffee; Coffee-based beverages; Tea-based beverages; Dessert puddings; Dessert mousse; Coffee-based drinks; Tea-based beverages with fruit flavoring; Tea-based beverages containing boba
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019
For Restaurant and café services; Boba shops; Tea shops
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JHK CONCEPT INC. Address JHK CONCEPT INC. 22194 BRADDOCK PL. BOCA RATON FLORIDA 33428 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
# Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97541345</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

### For Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training; Personal fitness training services; Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Personal trainer services; Pilates instruction

### International Classes
41 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
100, 101, 107

### International Class Title
Education and Entertainment

### First Use
Jun. 13, 2021

### In Commerce
Jun. 13, 2021

### For Cryotherapy services; Massage therapy services; Nutrition counseling; Physical therapy; Physical therapy in the nature of movement therapy; Sauna services; Advisory services relating to nutrition; Food nutrition consultation; Infrared sauna services

### International Classes
44 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
100, 101

### International Class Title
Medical, beauty and agricultural services

### First Use
Jun. 13, 2021

### In Commerce
Jun. 13, 2021

## Basis Information

### Currently Use
Yes

## Owner Information

### Owner Name
Performance Healthcare Management LLC

### Address
Performance Healthcare Management LLC 35 River Road Cos Cob CONNECTICUT 06807

### Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### State or Country Where Organized
CONNECTICUT

## Examining Attorney

### Examining Attorney
HOPKINS, SARAH COLLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLURPPL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541361 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Sleepwear; Beanies; Hats; Clothing jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; T-shirts; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rave Wizards LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PLURPPL Address Rave Wizards LLC 8202 Cache Drive Austin TEXAS 78749 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ALBA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541368</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Real estate development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>BGICo LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>BGICo LLC 175 SW 7th St STE 2205 Miami FLORIDA 33130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>K556869580</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
MARK Literal(s) SPINERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541376 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "SPINERA" to the right of a design element comprised of a wave within an oval. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paddleboards; towables, namely, inflatable innertubes and inflatable chairs, that can be towed with one or more riders behind a boat or personal watercraft vehicle; Inflatable inner tubes for aquatic recreational use
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Point of Sports GmbH Address Point of Sports GmbH Kapellenweg 31 Raubling FED REP GERMANY 83064 Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPINERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541377 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "SPINERA" to the right of a design element comprised of a wave within an oval. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal floating docks International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Boats; Inflatable boats; Kayaks International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Point of Sports GmbH Address Point of Sports GmbH Kapellenweg 31 Raubling FED REP GERMANY 83064 Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ALBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541378  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate development
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Jul. 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BGICo LLC  Address  BGICo LLC  175 SW 7th St STE 2205  Miami  FLORIDA  33130  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K556869063

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
# Trade Mark Information

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97541391
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: NORTHWINDS SERVICES
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three wavy lines above the all-capitalized word "NORTHWINDS" and the all-capitalized word "SERVICES" underneath the word "NORTHWINDS". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "SERVICES"

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Holding company services in the HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) industry, namely, providing business management, business administration, developing business promotional campaigns, and business consulting services for third parties
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For**: HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) contractor services; installation and maintenance of HVAC systems in residential and commercial buildings; residential and commercial plumbing contractor services; residential and commercial electrical contractor services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

## Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Isaac Holding, Inc.
- **Address**: Isaac Holding, Inc. 50 Holleder Pkwy Rochester NEW YORK 14615
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: IS022.127550
- **Examining Attorney**: BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLURPPL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541393  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line computer database in the field of business information and business contacts; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of entertainment-related services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Online social networking services in the field of entertainment provided via a website
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of entertainment-related services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rave Wizards LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PLURPPL
Address Rave Wizards LLC  8202 Cache Drive  Austin  TEXAS  78749  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DECONSTRUCTING DEVELOPMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541404
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DEVELOPMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Conducting of seminars in the field of philanthropy; Education services, namely, providing on-line seminars and classes in the field of philanthropy; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about philanthropy accessible by means of audio, video, web-based applications, mobile phone applications, and computer networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of philanthropy; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of philanthropy; Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of philanthropy
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 24, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: YFJ Consulting, LLC
- **Address**: YFJ Consulting, LLC PO Box 415 Tarrytown NEW YORK 10591
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 2022-01914
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
Y

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97541409</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized capital &quot;Y&quot; with a dot above it and a circle around both the stylized capital &quot;Y&quot; and the dot.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of silver and/or gold; Bracelets; Gold jewelry; Women's jewelry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## In Commerce
Jul. 27, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yoi by Yock LLC</td>
<td>Yoi by Yock LLC 900 Biscayne Blvd, 5409 Miami FLORIDA 33132</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRBNSTREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541413 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software with a cost decision support tool for environmental and sustainability mandates, utilizing dynamic tracking and forecasting of grid and onsite emissions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arcus Power Corp Address Arcus Power Corp Suite 865 401-9th Avenue SW Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2P3C5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3705-0055

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) H2O FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541416 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an outline of a water droplet with an open book depicted inside the droplet and the text H2O FOR LIFE to the right of the droplet. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "H2O"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3983246, 3983252

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES AND NOT FOR PROFIT OR FINANCIAL SERVICES, namely, ELEEMOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COLLECTION, MANAGEMENT, AND DISBURSEMENTS OF MONEY IN CONNECTION WITH PROJECTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES DESIGNED TO MAKE WATER AVAILABLE AND SUSTAINABLE FOR SCHOOLS IN NEED OF IMPROVED WATER, SANITATION, AND HYGIENE EDUCATION
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022
For EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, namely, DEVELOPING CURRICULUM FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF IMPROVED WATER, SANITATION, AND HYGIENE
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H2O for Life Address H2O for Life Suite 207 4756 Banning Avenue White Bear Lake MINNESOTA 55110 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H2OFL004USTM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FAIRGROUND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541419
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business training in the field of workplace diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); Business training in the field of leadership; Coaching in the field of mental health, leadership, workplace diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of mental health, leadership, workplace diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of mental health, diversity, equity, and inclusion; Personal coaching services in the field of mental health, leadership, workplace diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Melissa Andrada LLC
- **Address**: Melissa Andrada LLC 864 York St., Apt. 1 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94610
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 02682-Andrad
- **Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEDISI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541421 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Medisi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Enzyme dietary supplements; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Dietary supplements; Herbal supplements; Herbal tinctures for medical purposes; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDISI LLC Address MEDISI LLC 1427 SE Columbia Way Vancouver WASHINGTON 98661 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LASERWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541435 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of laser light shows; Entertainment, namely, lighting and laser light show production services; Organizing, arranging, and conducting laser light shows and events; Organizing, arranging, and conducting live music shows and events; Entertainment in the nature of laser shows
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2016 In Commerce 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LASER LIGHT COMPANY, LLC Address LASER LIGHT COMPANY, LLC PO BOX 7938 Seminole FLORIDA 33775 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
**Mark Literal(s)** CRBN < STREAM

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97541437
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "CRBN" then a less-than sign then "STREAM" all in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software with a cost decision support tool for environmental and sustainability mandates, utilizing dynamic tracking and forecasting of grid and onsite emissions
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Arcus Power Corp
- **Address**: Arcus Power Corp Suite 865 401-9th Avenue SW Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2P3C5
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 3705-0056

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPLIT LIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541443 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 31, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Split Lip Chicken LLC Address Split Lip Chicken LLC 4281 Green Ct. Denver COLORADO 80211 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97541446  Application Filing Date: Aug. 09, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a tooth wearing star sun glasses holding and playing a flying v electric guitar, with a thick outlined star behind the tooth.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dentist services; Dentistry services; Dentistry services in the field of cleaning services, teeth whitening services, space maintenances services, restorative dentistry, infant oral health, mouth guard services and pediatric dentistry; Oral medical care services; Orthodontic services; Teeth cleaning services; Teeth whitening services; Cosmetic dentistry; Cosmetic dentistry services; Deep teeth cleaning services; Neuromuscular dentistry; Pediatric dentistry; Providing a website featuring information for dentists on the subject of treatments and procedures related to dentistry; Providing information in the field of orthodontics; Sedation dentistry; Sports dentistry
International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use: Jul. 01, 2021  In Commerce: Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Dr. Stella Dental & Consulting LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Rockstar Pediatric Dentistry  Address: Dr. Stella Dental & Consulting LLC  Suite D  7838 Eastern Avenue  Washington  D.C.  20012  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97541450  Application Filing Date: Aug. 09, 2022  Register:  Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized image of a goose's head. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: GOOSE IT LACROSSE, LLC  Address: GOOSE IT LACROSSE, LLC  4672 Ranch Blvd.  Mountain Green  UTAH  84050  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: UTAH

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 23132.3

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: LORENZO, GEORGE M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97541451  Application Filing Date: Aug. 09, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): DREAMNURTURER

Reason for Publication: Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For: Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing services

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Dream That Big Publishing LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA DreamNurturer  Address: Dream That Big Publishing LLC  6520 Bridgecrest Drive  Lithia  FLORIDA  33547  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
DON TORII

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541459</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2077436 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Distilled agave liquor |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Torii Mor Winery, L.L.C. |
| Address | Torii Mor Winery, L.L.C. 18325 N.E. Fairview Drive Dundee OREGON 97115 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 660510839601 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DOMBROW, COLLEEN M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SWELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541462
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: car washing and automobile cleaning services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SWELL WASH LLC
- **Address**: SWELL WASH LLC 340 4TH STREET EWING NEW JERSEY 08638
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: HPC-T0004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FINDS YOUR CALM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541463</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Liquor

| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |

**For** T-shirts

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Torii Mor Winery, L.L.C. |
| Address | Torii Mor Winery, L.L.C. 18325 N.E. Fairview Drive Dundee OREGON 97115 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 660510876801 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | DOMBROW, COLLEEN M |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541478</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
- Drill bits for hand drills
- Electric eyelash curlers
- Electric hair trimmers
- Eyebrow trimmers
- Foot care implements, namely, foot files
- Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, ball joint separators
- Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, disc brake piston cubes
- Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, drum brake adjusting tools
- Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, magnetic pick-up tools
- Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, valve holders
- Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, valve spring depressors
- Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers
- Manual drills
- Nail scissors
- Screwdrivers, non-electric

| International Classes | 8 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 23, 28, 44 |
|-----------------------|---------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Hand Tools |
| First Use | Jul. 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Manyixin Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Manyixin Technology Co., Ltd. 1706, Zhongan Bldg., Guangchang Rd., Wenjing Community, Buji St., Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518129 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**LEGAL ENTITY**

| limited company (ltd.) |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DEAN, JULES J. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PANTHION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541494 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording panthion has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Incontinence garments; Menstruation knickers; Sanitary panties
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KAYAOGLU SASU Address KAYAOGLU SASU 82 Rue de la Pierre PIERRE BENITE FRANCE 69310 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LANSA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541497
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Lansa has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Braid; Wig; False hair; Feathers for ornamentation; Hair pieces and wigs; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Rubber bands for hair; Synthetic braiding hair; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Xuchang lansa Trading Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Xuchang lansa Trading Co., Ltd No. 234, wulangmiao, Qilidian street, Weidu District, Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS220895
- **Examining Attorney**: BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KLLLK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541504 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Downloadable software for creating and managing social media profiles and user accounts; Downloadable software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community; Downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with online communities; Downloadable software for location-based searching and alerts; Downloadable software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Downloadable software for organizing events, searching for events, calendaring and managing events; Downloadable software for planning activities with other users and making recommendations; Downloadable software for searching, determining and sharing locations; Downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; Downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via the internet and communication networks; Downloadable software for social networking; Downloadable software for uploading, downloading, streaming, archiving, transmitting, and sharing images, audio-visual and video content and associated text and data; Downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a feed of images, audio-visual and video content, and associated text and data; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social networking

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Social networking services in the field of general interest provided via a website; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services; Online social networking services; Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; Providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring information regarding personal relationships; Providing an interactive web site for persons to locate other individuals with similar interests to participate with them in, or
accompany them to, events and activities; Providing counseling and information in the field of improvement of social skills; Providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of social networking; Verification of personal identity as part of personal background investigations

International Classes

45 - Primary Classes

US Classes

100, 101

International Class Title

Personal and legal services

For

Chatroom services for social networking; Computer services, namely, providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics of general interest; Electronic messaging; Encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered data; Instant messaging services; Peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; Providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; Providing multiple user access to proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks; Providing an on-line forum for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, or information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; Providing an on-line forum for communication on topics of general interest; Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; Video conferencing services; Electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; Providing access to databases; Providing telecommunication connectivity services for transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia works; Providing on-line communications links which transfer the web site user to other local and global web pages; Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest

International Classes

38 - Primary Classes

US Classes

100, 101, 104

International Class Title

Communication

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU

Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name

The Transcendent Friends Company

Address

The Transcendent Friends Company  25 Hillside Road Lincoln  MASSACHUSETTS  01773

Legal Entity

CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized

DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number

035793-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney

SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ACCIDENT QUEEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;ACCIDENT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Burga, Amber |
| Address  | Burga, Amber 7994 Thoroughbred St Alta Loma CALIFORNIA 91701 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 62802 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYMMAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541507 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hosiery; Loungewear; Nightgowns; Nightshirts; Nightwear; Pajamas; Pants; Robes; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Slippers; Sweaters; Swimwear; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CARESS NY LLC Address CARESS NY LLC 48 SATMAR DR., #302 MONROE NEW YORK 10950 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) >||<

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541509 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0127133/1696856 International Registration Number 1696856

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Downloadable software for creating and managing social media profiles and user accounts; Downloadable software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community; Downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with online communities; Downloadable software for location-based searching and alerts; Downloadable software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Downloadable software for organizing events, searching for events, calendaring and managing events; Downloadable software for planning activities with other users and making recommendations; Downloadable software for searching, determining and sharing locations; Downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; Downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via the internet and communication networks; Downloadable software for social networking; Downloadable software for uploading, downloading, streaming, archiving, transmitting, and sharing images, audio-visual and video content and associated text and data; Downloadable software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a feed of images, audio-visual and video content, and associated text and data; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social networking

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
Providing a website featuring information regarding personal relationships; Providing an interactive web site for persons to locate other individuals with similar interests to participate with them in, or accompany them to, events and activities; Social networking services in the field of general interest provided via a website; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services; On-line social networking services; Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; Personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes; Providing counseling and information in the field of improvement of social skills; Providing online computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of social networking; Verification of personal identity as part of personal background investigations

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Computer services, namely, providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics of general interest; Electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; Electronic messaging; Encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered data; Instant messaging services; Peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; Video conferencing services; Chatroom services for social networking; Providing access to databases; Providing multiple user access to proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks; Providing an on-line forum for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, or information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; Providing an on-line forum for communication on topics of general interest; Providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; Providing on-line communications links which transfer the web site user to other local and global web pages; Providing telecommunication connectivity services for transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia works

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JStop

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541511 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for use in treating epistaxis
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JStop LLC Address JStop LLC 2345 Lamington Road, Ste 108 Bedminster NEW JERSEY 07921
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JSTOP TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN

5341
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KIIIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541514  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "klllk" in block lettering, wherein the first "k" is stylized as a "greater than" symbol, wherein the three "l"s are stylized as vertical lines, wherein the second "k" is stylized as a "less than" symbol, and wherein the border of each character touches the border of each adjacent character. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Downloadable software for creating and managing social media profiles and user accounts; Downloadable software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community; Downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with online communities; Downloadable software for location-based searching and alerts; Downloadable software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Downloadable software for organizing events, searching for events, calendaring and managing events; Downloadable software for planning activities with other users and making recommendations; Downloadable software for searching, determining and sharing locations; Downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; Downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via the internet and communication networks; Downloadable software for social networking; Downloadable software for uploading, downloading, streaming, archiving, transmitting, and sharing images, audio-visual and video content and associated text and data; Downloadable software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a feed of images, audio-visual and video content, and associated text and data; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social networking
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; Social networking services in the field of general interest provided via a website; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services; Online social networking services; Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; Providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring information regarding personal relationships; Providing an interactive website for persons to locate other individuals with similar interests to participate with them in, or accompany them to, events and activities; Providing counseling and information in the field of improvement of social skills; Providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of social networking; Verification of personal identity as part of personal background investigations

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**For** Computer services, namely, providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics of general interest; Electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; Electronic messaging; Encrypted electronic transmission and delivery of recovered data; Instant messaging services; Peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; Video conferencing services; Chatroom services for social networking; Providing access to databases; Providing multiple user access to proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks; Providing an on-line forum for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, or information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; Providing an on-line forum for communication on topics of general interest; Providing facilities and equipment for video conferencing; Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; Providing on-line communications links which transfer the web site user to other local and global web pages; Providing telecommunication connectivity services for transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia works; Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Transcendent Friends Company **Address** The Transcendent Friends Company 25 Hillside Road Lincoln MASSACHUSETTS 01773 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 035793-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
Sightor

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SIGHTOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541531
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Daypacks; Carry-all bags; Handbags for ladies; Tote bags; Travelling bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Fengde Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Fengde Technology Co., Ltd. 104E31, Liangji Building, No.100 Donghuan 1st Road, Fukang Community Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS220850

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORELEVED-DX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541535 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principa Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; Diagnostic reagents for medical use; Drug testing kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing body fluids; Medical diagnostic reagents; Medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing body fluids for microorganisms; Medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing of body fluids
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Molorigin Laboratories Inc. Address Molorigin Laboratories Inc. 10139, Bootham Close, Fishers INDIANA 46038 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCUBASEXY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541539  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swim wear for gentlemen and ladies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cox, David Cameron  Address Cox, David Cameron  12734 Avalon Lake Drive  Orlando  FLORIDA 32828  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
MARK Literal(s) SYNERGY VCO

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fiduciary compliance consulting, namely, consulting in the field of federal securities regulations governing investment advisory activities
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

OWNED INFORMATION
Owner Name Synergy RIA Compliance Solutions, Inc. Address Synergy RIA Compliance Solutions, Inc. 13000 S. Tryon St., Ste. F, 324 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28278 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557613478
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRELL, LUCY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  DNEWYNPABV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541541</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th><strong>MARK DRAWING TYPE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Cloth wall coverings; Floor mats for automobiles; Non-slip mats for baths; Underlay for carpets; Vehicle carpets; Wall coverings of paper; Wall coverings of plastic; Yoga mats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>27 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xia o You Xian Gong Si</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Floor,No.1,Yuansheng Rd, Economic Development Zone,Laishan Dist</td>
<td>Yantai,Shandong</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH | 5348 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIGHTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541552 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic brushes; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Hair combs; Make-up brushes; Nail brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Fengde Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Fengde Technology Co., Ltd. 104E31, Liangji Building, No.100 Donghuan 1st Road, Fukang Community Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS220851

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Footwear; Headwear; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers; Outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, gloves; Tops as clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Society 61 LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Society 61 LLC 8567 Peaceful Dreams St. Las Vegas NEVADA 89139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | K557633358 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GEOCHARGED

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541584
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Organic fertilizers
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: May 29, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 29, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: 2B Poultry, LLC
- **Address**: 3980 Branched Oak Rd, Staplehurst, NEBRASKA 68439
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: K557492075

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEXTERONIMOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541585 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Backpacks for pets; Bags for carrying animals; Collars for animals; Collars for pets; Collars of animals; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods
First Use   Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce   Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Muzi Garden Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Muzi Garden Co., Ltd. Room 103, Bldg. 10, Shuiwan District B, No.99, Taizi Rd., Zhaoshang St., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity   limited company
State or Country Where Organized   CHINA
( ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JCPAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541589</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5345212 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Backpacks; Artificial leather backpacks; Artificial leather bags; Backpacks; Baggage tags; Leather and imitation leather bags; Luggage tags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title Leather Goods
For Elliptical exercise machines; Elliptical trainers; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Indoor bicycle trainers; Manual leg exercisers; Stationary exercise bicycles; Stationary recumbent exercise bicycles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name SHANGHAI JCPAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SHANGHAI JCPAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD Address SHANGHAI JCPAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD Room 348 Building 8 No.600, Lincang Street Shanghai CHINA 201599
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 32789.04/JKS
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TRIPLE Z

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541593
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Health food supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements; Vitamins; Vitamins and vitamin preparations; Calcium supplements; Dietary supplements; Food supplements; Herbal supplements; Herbal drinks used to aid in sleep and relaxation; Herbal supplements for sleeping problems; Mineral supplements; Mineral dietary supplements; Natural sleep aid preparations; Nutritional supplements; Prebiotic supplements; Probiotic supplements; Protein supplements; Vitamin supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LOS LEWINS, LLC
- **Address**: LOS LEWINS, LLC 3283 NE 171st St North Miami Beach FLORIDA 33160
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIBIDOZOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541594 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Condoms; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls and artificial vaginas; Adult sexual stimulation kit comprised primarily of sex toys and a printed workbook; Kegel balls; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage sticks; Sex dolls; Sex toys; Sex toys, namely, dildos, vibrators, anal beads and strap-on harnesses
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Confidant Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Confidant Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 5A-11, 5F, Bldg.9, Phase II, Nanshan Yungu Pioneer Park, No.2, Pingshan 1st Rd Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAINBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541595</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the stylized wording "Rainbox". To the left of this wording is a square with two rows of weeds.

Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Humidifiers; Air-conditioning apparatus; Air-conditioning installations; Air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; Air filtering installations; Air purification units; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Air sterilizers; Filters for air conditioning; Gas scrubbing apparatus |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Beijing Qinhai Indoor Environment Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Beijing Qinhai Indoor Environment Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 601-603,605-607, 617-622, 105, Bldg 1 No.2, Liangshuihe 1st St, Beijing Econ & Tech Zone, Beijing CHINA 100176 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | SF2022 |
| Examining Attorney | LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRUVORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541598 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TRUVORN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Cots; Outdoor furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Denovo Brands, LLC Address Denovo Brands, LLC Suite 8 2406 SE Cottonwood Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JXQTLINGMU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541605 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desks; Furniture; Sideboards; Stools; Cabinets for display purposes; Chests of drawers; Dining tables; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal cabinets; Office tables; Pet grooming tables; Tea tables; Wine racks; Wooden display stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Lingmu Furniture Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Lingmu Furniture Co., Ltd. No. 107, Xinwei Road, Liangcang, Qiaotou Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TRUVORN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541613
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording TRUVORN has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Camping quilts, camping blankets, sleeping bags, mosquito nets
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Denovo Brands, LLC
- **Address**: Denovo Brands, LLC Suite 8 2406 SE Cottonwood Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JstFrU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541614 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Checkers; Chess pieces; Craps tables; Dice games; Musical toys; Playing card shuffling device; Role playing games; Rubber character toys; Spinning tops; Toy figures; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heilongjiang Baishi Shuntong Technology Co., LTD Address Heilongjiang Baishi Shuntong Technology Co., LTD No. 1, Floor 7, Unit 4, Building 8 Xinle Community, Daowai District Haerbin, Heilongjiang CHINA 150026
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
TM 4300 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I WILL UNTIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541635 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of lectures in the field of business and personal development; Conducting workshops and seminars in business and personal development; Providing education courses in the field of business offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of business via a website; Providing on-line training courses in the field of business
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Audio and video recordings featuring personal improvement, business improvement, team improvement; Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in business; E-books featuring personal improvement, business improvement, team improvement recorded on computer media; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting personal improvement, business improvement, team improvement
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Athletic tops; Baseball caps and hats; Hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DK Endeavors, LLC Address DK Endeavors, LLC 1125 Old Graves Mill Road, Unit 821 Lynchburg VIRGINIA 24502 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OMRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541645 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "Omre" in the mark is "lifespan" or "their life".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OMRE CO LTD. Address OMRE CO LTD. 40A Corinne Rd London UNITED KINGDOM N195EY
Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7225A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFE AT THE TABLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541659
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4988022, 5097384

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Food seasonings
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Sandra Lewis
- **Address**: Sandra Lewis 1202 W. Avenue D Garland TEXAS 75040
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMMO INCORPORATED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541662 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "AMMO INCORPORATED", with "AMMO" on top of "INCORPORATED" and a line running through the term "AMMO" horizontally and extending rightward, truncating the word. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "AMMO INCORPORATED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ammunition; Munition components parts
International Classes   13 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 9 International Class Title   Firearms First Use   Dec. 15, 2016 In Commerce   Dec. 15, 2016

For Retail store services featuring ammunition, munition components and shooting sporting goods; Wholesale retail store services featuring ammunition, munition components and shooting sporting goods; On-line retail store services featuring ammunition, munition components and shooting sporting goods; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of ammunition, munition components and shooting sporting goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ammo Technologies Inc. Address   Ammo Technologies Inc. 7681 East Gray Road Scottsdale ARIZONA 85260 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   10900.1300

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) K

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541663 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "K" which is comprised of a bent line, a curved line, and a quadrilateral. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation; Devices for heating tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation; Electronic cigarette cases; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes for use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KOOU META DISTRIBUTION LTD. Address KOOU META DISTRIBUTION LTD. 1501 west broadway, Suit 415, Vancouver BC CANADA V6J4Z6 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ESSENCE HOTEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541665  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register   Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "Hotel"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hotel accommodation services; Hotel room booking services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kensington Hotels Worldwide, LLC  Address  Kensington Hotels Worldwide, LLC  1300 Tonnelle Avenue North Bergen  NEW JERSEY  07047  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WANYIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541666 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WANYIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Articles of clothing for toys; Plush dolls; Plush toys; PVC toy figures; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed puppets; Toy aircraft
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liuan wanyin fushi youxian gongsi Address Liuan wanyin fushi youxian gongsi Shop 13, Building 6 South Street, Dingji Town, Yu'an Dist. Lu'an City, Anhui CHINA 237146 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PVTAIR

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97541679</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Related Properties Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0130355/1713862</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1713862</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**
Business management services in the field of airplanes and air travel; Business administration services in the field of airplanes and air travel; Recruitment of flight personnel, technical ground staff and non-technical ground staff in the fields of airplanes and air travel

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

**For**
Air transportation services, namely, transportation of passengers; Aircraft charter services, namely, the air transportation of passengers and freight; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation for individuals and groups; Travel information; Travel information services; Organizing transport for travelers; Providing a website featuring information on travel; Providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services; Providing an on-line searchable computer database featuring information on travel

**International Classes** | 39 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 105 | International Class Title | Transportation and Storage |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Ownership Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>EmpireAir, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>EmpireAir, LLC 4308 N Barker Rd. Spokane Valley WASHINGTON 99027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>E141-0002TMU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AESTHETIC CONNECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541685
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "Aesthetic"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business management consultation
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For**: Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies
  - **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Aesthetic Connect, LLC
- **Address**: Aesthetic Connect, LLC 1925 NW 26th Place Portland OREGON 97229
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ESSENCE SUITES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541686
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “Suites”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hotel accommodation services; Hotel room booking services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kensington Hotels Worldwide, LLC
- **Address**: Kensington Hotels Worldwide, LLC 1300 Tonnelle Avenue North Bergen NEW JERSEY 07047
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WETAKER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541690
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "WeTaker" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Emerald; Clip earrings; Cloisonné jewelry; Costume jewelry; Pearls; Rings made in whole or significant part of gold; Rings made in whole or significant part of silver; Rings made in whole or significant part of platinum; Rings made in whole or significant part of diamonds; Silver alloy ingots; Slapband bracelets; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry; Women's jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ning, Weiwei
- **Address**: Ning, Weiwei, 702, No.94, Nanguang Village, Nanguang Community, Nanshan St., Nanshan, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEGA MAYHEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541701 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  amusement park and theme park services; entertainment in the nature of an amusement park ride
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Premier Parks, LLC Address  Premier Parks, LLC Suite 110 209 Lilac Drive Edmond OKLAHOMA 73034 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  024830.13570

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAXTON, EVELYN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WINYUEKUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541705  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photo-engravings; Cushioning or padding made of paper for packing purposes; Iron-on transfers of paper; Paper Halloween decorations; Printed birthday cards; Printed Christmas cards; Printed paper signs featuring table numbers for use in special events; Printed paper signs featuring table numbers for use in weddings; Printed paper signs featuring names for use in special events; Printed paper signs featuring names for use in weddings; Printed stereograms; Works of art made of paper, namely, origami folding paper; Works of art made of paper, namely, custom manufactured paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Yuekun Address Huang, Yuekun 3rd Floor, Unit 2, Building 3, No. 31 Qiaodong Road, Shangdundu Town, Linchuan Fuzhou City, Jiangxi CHINA 344111 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RATESURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541727 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance agency and brokerage International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RIGHTSURE, INC Address RIGHTSURE, INC 5151 E Broadway Blvd, Suite 100 Tucson ARIZONA 85711 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHURCHWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541734 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 315825 Foreign Registration Date May 31, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County NORWAY Foreign Expiration Date May 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial information by electronic means; Credit and cash card payment processing services; merchant services, namely, processing of payment transactions; Providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer and electronic payments; loyalty coupon payment processing services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing; processing electronic payments made with prepaid cards; bill payment services provided through a web site
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Training in the field of data processing; computer education training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Advisory services relating to marketing; conducting of market surveys; conducting business and market research surveys; business management; assistance and advice regarding business organization and management; business management and administration; Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging goods and services with other users
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Recorded computer programs and software for use in database management; computer hardware and recorded computer software sold as a unit for use in database management; downloadable web site development software; downloadable computer software for data processing; downloadable computer software for portable document format creation and conversion; Downloadable computer software products for use in customer relationship management (CRM); Downloadable electronic game programs; electronic LCD display units with multi-networking (TCP/IP) capabilities; apparatus for processing electronic
payments, namely, electronic payment terminal

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Collection and transmission of electronic messages; Communication services, namely, providing electronic transmission of information stored in a database via interactively communicating computer systems

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Rental and updating of computer software for data processing; design, updating, and rental of computer software for data processing; design and rental of computer software for data processing; customized design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer hardware, software and databases; Computer technology consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware, software and computer peripherals; rental of computer software for financial management

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** KOMMUNION AS  
**Address** KOMMUNION AS  Raadhusgata 19A  ASKIM  NORWAY  1830

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** NORWAY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CARDIOPOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541735 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments for treating cardiovascular disease
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cardiovascular Institute of the South Address Cardiovascular Institute of the South 225 Dunn Street Houma LOUISIANA 70360 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1TG TACTICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541748 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "TACTICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telescopes; Bullet resistant vests; Earphones and headphones; Eyeglass cases; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, safety goggles; Protective helmets; Sighting telescopes for firearms; Visors for helmets; Airsoft helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 03, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd. Room 105A, Building 3, 1970 Science Park Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ONULON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541751  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry incorporating a computer storage device containing medical information for medical alert purposes
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry
For  Medical assistance services provided via telecommunications and global computer networks for individuals with health problems through the use of wearable medical devices with automated alert and monitoring capacity
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Onulon, LLC  Address  Onulon, LLC  1703 Broeking Rd.  Marion  ILLINOIS  62959  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  087304xxxxxx

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OLSON, MACKENZIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK LITERAL(S) HOLLYWOOD PHOTO BOOTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541754 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “PHOTO BOOTH”
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography; Consulting services in the field of photography; Digital imaging services; Rental of portable photography and/or videography booths for taking of pictures and videos

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prinstapix Address Prinstapix 19185 Castlebay Ln Northridge CALIFORNIA 91326 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557425816

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNCLE B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541757 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic tops and bottoms for Men; Bottoms as clothing for Men; Men's underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cofield, Brandon Wayne DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Cofield, Brandon Wayne Composed of Brandon Wayne Cofield, a citizen of United States Address Cofield, Brandon Wayne 5219 Maple Ave. #1403 Dallas TEXAS 75235 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MPAKSBCKKH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) J-SCENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541758 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5836112

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services and wholesale store services for cosmetics, toiletries, perfumes, perfumery, and fragrances; on-line retail store services for cosmetics, toiletries, perfumes, perfumery, and fragrances
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 2019 In Commerce Mar. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUZ Co. Ltd. Address LUZ Co. Ltd. TOC Bldg 12F Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku 7-22-17 Tokyo JAPAN 141-0031 Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1761294.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney KRASS, KRISTINA M
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
FLEXBALM

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541760
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0132214/1716955
- **International Registration Number**: 1716955

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Lip balm; Lip cream
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FlexPower Health, Inc.
- **Address**: FlexPower Health, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AF AF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541763  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an outline of a rounded corner square shape with two lines of wording inside that read 'AF AF' in a stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching services in the field of sobriety and wellness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  William Masters  Address  William Masters  P.O Box 752  Joshua Tree  CALIFORNIA  92252  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557616564

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KRASS, KRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCIOGRAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541764 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a succulent with nine leaves on the left side, the top left six leaves are blue in color and the bottom three left leaves are teal. The center leaf is teal and all nine leaves on the right side are teal. There is a circle, teal in color at the top center of the image. "SCIO" is capitalized, bold and blue in color, "GRAFT" is capitalized and teal in color. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Human allograft bone and tissue; Human allograft tissue
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Intra-Lock Dental Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Dental Implant Technologies Address  Intra-Lock Dental Inc.  9414 San Salvador Dr. Ste 112 Scottsdale  ARIZONA  85258 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SCIOGRAFT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1TG TACTICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541766 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “TACTICAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Credit card cases; Handbags; Key cases; Pocket wallets; Pouches and bags sold empty for attachment to backpacks; Shoulder straps; Tool bags, empty; Travelling bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 03, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd. Room 105A, Building 3, 1970 Science Park Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOKPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541767 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "LOKPRO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food for babies; Infant formula; Lacteal flour for babies; Liquid formula milk for infants; Powdered milk for babies
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JUNLEBAO DAIRY GROUP CO., LTD Address JUNLEBAO DAIRY GROUP CO., LTD NO. 68 SHITONG ROAD SHIJIAZHUANG CHINA 050000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FINCH & FABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541771 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blanket throws; Baby blankets; Bed blankets; Children's blankets; Swaddling blankets; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Clothing jackets for babies, children, men, women; Jumpsuits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Body suits for babies, children, men, women; Bottoms as clothing for babies, children, men, women; Coats for babies, children, men, women; Dresses for babies, children, men, women; Headwear for babies, children, men, women; Hooded sweatshirts for babies, children, men, women; Pajamas for babies, children, men, women; Pants for babies, children, men, women; Shirts for babies, children, men, women; Shoes for babies, children, men, women; Shorts for babies, children, men, women; Sweaters for babies, children, men, women; Sweatshirts for babies, children, men, women; Sweatpants for babies, children, men, women; T-shirts for babies, children, men, women; Tops as clothing for babies, children, men, women; Trousers for babies, children, men, women; Woven shirts for babies, children, men, women
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KIDWILD COLLECTIVE LLC Address KIDWILD COLLECTIVE LLC 1010 Union Avenue Boulder COLORADO 80304 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIER 6 SUCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541774 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kevin Mullick Address Kevin Mullick 89 E Jericho Turnpike Mineola NEW YORK 11501 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557520270

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KNEADED REMEDY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97541775</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Massage  
**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use** Jun. 05, 2020  
**In Commerce** Jun. 05, 2020

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Kneaded Remedy LLC  
**Address** Kneaded Remedy LLC 522 W RIVERSIDE AVE STE N  Spokane WASHINGTON 99201  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** WASHINGTON

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLEXSUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541779  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0132215/1716958 International Registration Number 1716958

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin moisturizer; Sun creams; Sun tan lotion; After sun creams; After-sun lotions; Tanning and after-sun milks, gels, and oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FlexPower Health, Inc. Address FlexPower Health, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinning Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GLOWROW

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541780
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Conducting guided tours by unmotorized watercraft less than 16 feet in length
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 2021

---

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Glow Row LLC
- **Address**: Glow Row LLC 2808 Caroline St., Ste. 201-A Houston TEXAS 77004
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BANGITOUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541781 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Athletic bottoms; Athletic tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BANGITOUT LLC Address BANGITOUT LLC 670 West End Ave #10d New York NEW YORK 10025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557490222

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) R.O.P.E. RELY ON PRAYER EVERYDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541784 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 10, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2019
For Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Dec. 10, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2019
For Backpacks; Clutch bags; Duffle bags; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Dec. 10, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2019
For Hats; Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 10, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Donna Nunlee Address Donna Nunlee 6471 Vista Ranch Rd. Smithville TEXAS 78957 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PRIORIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97541789</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; Consultancy services regarding business strategies; Consulting services in business organization and management; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, and business organization; Business consultation services; Business consulting and business information for enterprises; Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business advisory services, consultancy and information; Commercial consultancy; Professional business consulting

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102

International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Priority Path LLC
Address  Priority Path LLC  1207 W. 790 N.  St. George  UTAH  84770

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5245.3.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOW SALUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541796 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SALUD" Translation The English translation of "SALUD" in the mark is "HEALTH".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Reach Health Americas, LLC Address Global Reach Health Americas, LLC 9250 NW 25th St Doral FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LEG2202

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPARKLÁDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541800 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic flavored carbonated beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 30, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kurly Kürtosh LLC Address Kurly Kürtosh LLC 74 E Passaic Ave Nutley NEW JERSEY 07110
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SONNEBORN, TRICIA L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FALLING WHALE GAMES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541802
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GAMES"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Tabletop games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Falling Whale Games LLC
- **Address**: Falling Whale Games LLC 8602 Tamarack Way Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90620
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SONNEBORN, TRICIA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOTMAXX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541803 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "LOTMAXX".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6154874

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acrylic resins, semi-processed; Artificial resins, semi-processed; Plastic filaments for 3D printing; Semi-processed resins; Semi-worked ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) filaments for use in 3D printing; Semi-worked PLA (polylactic acid) filaments for use in 3D printing; Synthetic resins, semi-processed
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jan. 09, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Senma Utrend Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Senma Utrend Technology Co., Ltd. Fl.2, Bldg. 9, Rundongsheng Ind. Zone Sec.Xixiang,107National Rd.,LongtengCom. Xixiang Str.,Shenzhen CHINA Bao'anDis Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SONNEBORN, TRICIA L
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GAZANIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541817 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Shoes; Sneakers; Clothing, namely, Coats; Dresses; suits; sweaters; blazers; trousers; pants; waistcoats; shirts; t-shirts; ties as clothing; bow ties; socks; underwear; Headwear, namely, hats and caps
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Sahar Corporation Limited Address   Sahar Corporation Limited ROOM 2A, 14/F, CHUN WO COMM. CENTRE, 23- Hong Kong  HONG KONG Legal Entity   Limited company State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
**.reason for publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark literal(s)** LOVE TAPS BY PUPCAKE SUGAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541819
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6732173

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Printed greeting cards featuring comic illustrations and quick response codes
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper
- **For**: Downloadable series of fictional stories featuring comic illustrations and recipes; Downloadable e-books featuring fictional stories with comic illustrations and recipes
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Pupcake Sugar, LLC
- **Address**: Pupcake Sugar, LLC 19 Hillary Circle New Castle DELAWARE 19720
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SONNEBORN, TRICIA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANUOLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97541829 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Earbuds; Brackets adapted for setting up flat screen TV sets; Chargers for batteries; Football helmets; Hockey helmets; Projector lamps; Protective helmets for animals; Smartwatch bands; Wireless headphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Marvel Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Marvel Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Leather Phase II No. 1 Plaza 6F035-037 No. 1 Huanan Avenue, Pinghu St, Longgang Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EDENS DECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541831  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "DECOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Soap dispensers; Vases; Electric aromatherapy diffusers
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EDENS DECOR LLC  Address  EDENS DECOR LLC  8700 Mylander Lane Apt 4110  Towson  MARYLAND  21286  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LAURA VESA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97541832 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|---------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |                         |               |          |            |           |           |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Laura Vesa, whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Printed calendars

|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|----------------------------|--------------------------|--------------------------------|-----------|-----------|-------------|-----------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Vesa, Laura Address Vesa, Laura 3319 Stacey Lyn Dr. Las Vegas NEVADA 89117 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number LAURAV.0002T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MUFORU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541844 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MuForu" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; All-purpose carrying bags; Clutch bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Fashion handbags; Make-up bags sold empty; Make-up cases sold empty; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Bianchen Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Bianchen Network Technology Co., Ltd. No.1601, 16nd Floor, No.59 Zijingshan Road,Guancheng Huizu District Zhengzhou,Henan CHINA 450000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE CROSS IS KEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541845  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Pendants; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guerrero, Cedric Ramon Address Guerrero, Cedric Ramon 2600 South Shore Blvd. Ste. 300 League City TEXAS 77573 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FREEDOM FUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541850  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6248377

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Personal coaching services in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Providing group coaching in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, and conferences in the field of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, and conferences in the fields of business, marketing, and entrepreneurship and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EP MANAGEMENT INC  Address  EP MANAGEMENT INC  3610 N JOSEY LANE SUITE 130 CARROLLTON  TEXAS  75007  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number  EPM-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541857 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a horizontal line with an acute accent underneath the line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0132262/1718241 International Registration Number 1718241

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serums
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 20, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Protéger LLC Address Protéger LLC 1527 E. Montgomery Ave. Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19125 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 307889-00002
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUKASSO WITH THE POWER
OF BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541877 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed photographs
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tigran Ghukasyan DBA, AKA, Formerly Gukasso Address Tigran Ghukasyan 805 Sunningdale Dr OCEANSIDE CALIFORNIA 92057 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) .THINKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541879 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, hoodies, sweatshirts, sweat pants, jackets, hats, pants, shorts, shoes, socks, jerseys, jeans, swim trunks, underwear, track suits, tank tops, coats, swim wear and ski wear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stewart, Denzell Address Stewart, Denzell Suite 1390 122 South Michigan Ave Chicago ILLINOIS 60603 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97541884 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|---------|--------------------------|---------------|-----------|-------------------|----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | | | |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the letter "W" with the letter "L" imposed inside the "W". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
|--------------------------|----|--------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------------------------------------------------

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Shorts; T-shirts; Board shorts; Flip-flops for use as footwear; Hats

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  May 20, 2022

In Commerce  May 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Wakenlake, LLC
Address  Wakenlake, LLC  8134 Cedar Drive  Rogers  ARKANSAS  72756
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ARKANSAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  WALA003TM

Examining Attorney  WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUIK WIKK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541888 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5180597

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Belt bags and hip bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quik Wikk, LLC Address Quik Wikk, LLC 4917 Boston Ave. La Crescenta CALIFORNIA 91214
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELECTRO MAX SUERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541913 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ELECTRO MAX SUERO" in stylized lettering with the term "ELECTRO" underlined. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "SUERO" Translation The English translation of "SUERO" in the mark is "serum".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5928248

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottled drinking water; Carbonated non-alcoholic drinks; Fruit-flavored soft drinks; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic drinks, namely, energy shots; Non-carbonated, non-alcoholic frozen flavored beverages; Sports drinks containing electrolytes
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Jul. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LONGORIA VILLAREAL, MIGUEL Address LONGORIA VILLAREAL, MIGUEL 35 N Lakemist Harbour The Woodlands TEXAS 77381 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

Owner Name CANTU GARCIA, ALEJANDRO Address CANTU GARCIA, ALEJANDRO 35 N Lakemist Harbour The Woodlands TEXAS 77381 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2565-31

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIREASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541914 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for the connection of short-term rental seekers and hosts offering last-minute and overflow lodging and transportation opportunities
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AirEase,LLC Address AirEase,LLC 70 W Eggleston St. Broomfield CONNECTICUT 06002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541916</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Osilama, Catherine O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Osilama, Catherine O 8012 Beckner Court Alexandria VIRGINIA 22309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STERLIN, DEBORAH L |

**MARK**

Stolen Innocence
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEROSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541923  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a pattern of a rectangle and two squares and the stylized wording "HEROSS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital voice recorders; Portable media players; Sound alarms; Time clocks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 23, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cover Industrial Co.,Ltd  Address Cover Industrial Co.,Ltd 2F, Bldg. 29, Chentian Industrial Zone, Xixiang Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041892T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZHZHXR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541926 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Rugs; Wallcoverings; Artificial lawn; Artificial turf; Bath mats; Carpet underlay; Floor mats in the nature of non-slip pads for use under apparatus to prevent slippage; Foam mats for use on play area surfaces; Linoleum for use on floors; Meditation mats; Plastic bath mats; Straw mats; Synthetic lawns; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Du shize Address Du shize No. 8, unit 1, building 5, No. 20 Yichun South Street, Wanbailin District Taiyuan, Shanxi Prov. CHINA 030000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZHONG TENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541930 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZHONG TENG has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Coats; Dresses; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Slippers; Sweaters; Beach shoes; Canvas shoes; Denim jeans; Hoodies; Infants’ shoes and boots; Sports shoes; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Zhongteng Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Zhongteng Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 610-611, Bldg 1, Zhongjun Plaza, No. 16 Jinhui St., Donghai St., Fengze Dist. Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041907T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ITIDU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541931 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Camcorder handles; Camera tripods; Carbon dioxide detectors; Cases for smartphones; Computer stylus; DVD drives; Electrical cables; Electronic pens; Lights for use on video cameras; Ski glasses; Smart watches; Touch screen pens; Voltage regulators; Warning flags; Wire connectors; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; X-ray security scanners
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. 4th Floor, No.624 Bulong Road, Dafapu Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
TM 4358 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OADPAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541933 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Camcorder handles; Camera tripods; Carbon dioxide detectors; Cases for smartphones; Computer stylus; DVD drives; Electronic pens; Lights for use on video cameras; Ski glasses; Smart watches; Touch screen pens; USB card readers; Voltage regulators; Warning flags; Wire connectors; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; X-ray security scanners
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. 4th Floor, No.624 Bulong Road, Dafapu Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF

5422
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XJXJWX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541934 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording XJXJWX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothesline; Groundsheets; Hammocks; Sails; Tarpaulins; Twines; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Banister ropes; Camouflage nets; Canvas canopies; Garden nets; Hemp nettings; Purse seines; Synthetic rope and webbing; Tent flies International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Shuangmei Address Zhang Shuangmei No. 316, BeiYao village, Wutong Town Xiaoyi, Shanxi Prov. CHINA 032300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
**Mark Literal(s)** LYQLYQDY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97541939
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording LYQLYQDY has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothesline; Groundsheets; Hammocks; Sails; Tarpaulins; Twines; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Banister ropes; Camouflage nets; Canvas canopies; Garden nets; Hemp nettings; Purse seines; Synthetic rope and webbing; Tent flies
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: Jul. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guan Yi
- **Address**: Guan Yi No. 2-080, Yechang village liangjialong Township, Lingshi County Shanxi Province CHINA 031300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZRSCHYG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541944 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized pattern wording "ZRSCHYG" to the right of a design made up of compass pattern with a globe in the middle of two arrows. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording ZRSCHYG has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Groundsheets; Hammocks; Paracord; Ropes; Sails; Tarpaulins; Tents; Awnings of textile; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Ropes for marine use
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ChengDu Chef E-Commerce Co.,Ltd Address ChengDu Chef E-Commerce Co.,Ltd 1-12-27 No.77 SHUNJIANG ROAD, WUHOU AVENUE, WUHOU DISTRICT, CHENGDU CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118563

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUGDABEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541947 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Bugdaben has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downlighters; Candle lamps; Desk lamps; Electric fans for personal use; Electric fans; Electric tea kettles; Floor lamps; LED lamps; String lights for festive decoration; Wall lights; Wearable electric fans
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Midi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Midi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 521, No. 459, Zhen'an Middle Road, Chang'an, Chang'an Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119159

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WSJDMM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97541950
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Chandeliers; Downlights; Flashlights; Spotlights; Ceiling light fittings; Desk lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; Lighting fixtures; Overhead lamps; Street lamps; Sun lamps; Tanning lamps; Wall lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Han, Yujuan
- **Address**: Han, Yujuan 5-3-3, No.25, Qigong Street, Tiexi District, Shenyang, CHINA 110024
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS119153

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XiangNan

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541952 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of XiangNan in the mark is southward. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roses; Cut flowers; Dried buttonieres; Dried corsages; Dried flower wreaths; Dried flowers for decoration; Dried lavender; Dried plants; Dried plants for decoration; Flowers, dried, for decoration; Flowers, natural; Live flowers; Natural flowers; Natural plants and flowers; Palm fronds; Wreaths of natural flowers
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yunnan Xiangnan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Yunnan Xiangnan Technology Co., Ltd. 1526,F.15, Bldg.B, Huijin commercial Pl. No.1666, Halyuan middle Rd., Gaoxin Dist Kunming CHINA 650000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF

5428
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U&C TTC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541955 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Cufflinks; Bangle bracelets; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jewellery and precious stones; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum, diamonds; Jewelry making kits; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Jewelry, namely, stone pendants; Pet jewelry for cats, dogs; Precious and semi-precious stones; Rings; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets; Synthetic precious stones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trio-T Inc Address Trio-T Inc 3 NEWGATE RD. BUFFALO NEW YORK 142261512 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KIKAGOODS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541958</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Dolls; Action figure toys; Ball-jointed dolls; Collectable toy figures; Electric action toys; Electronic action toys; Mechanical toys; Molded toy figures; Plastic character toys; Plastic dolls; Plush dolls; Plush toys; PVC toy figures; Rag dolls; Stuffed dolls

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Jul. 26, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 26, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Hangzhou Jinghui data information technology co., ltd **Address** Hangzhou Jinghui data information technology co., ltd Room A503 and A505, No. 328 Wen'er Road, Cuiyuan Street, Xihu District, Hangzhou City CHINA 310012

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS119151

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREBEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541960 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "GreBear". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer keyboards; Computer memory hardware; Computer monitors; Computer mouse; Computer peripheral devices; Computer screens; Photovoltaic cells also including a solar thermal collector sold as a unit; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Solar batteries; Solar panels for the production of electricity
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui grizzly Vision Technology Co., Ltd. Address Anhui grizzly Vision Technology Co., Ltd. High-tech Industrial Park, High-tech Zone, Huainan City CHINA 232001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119148
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Aiyhsj

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541967 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; Cake decorating tips and tubes; Cake molds; Cake stands; Chocolate molds; Dishers; Fruit bowls; Kitchen containers; Lunch boxes; Pastry bags; Pastry molds
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yiheng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yiheng Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 309, Jitong Bldg, 3/F, No. 555, Jihua Rd, Bantian Community, Bantian St, Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119134

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’NEILL, MARY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MIYALIONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97541968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Carpets; Wallpaper; Door mats; Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Gymnasium exercise mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Tatami mats; Textile wallpaper; Wall hangings, not made of textile; Yoga mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Guangzhou Miyali Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>TUS119131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HAHN, AMY L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CORNEBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97541975  Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording CORNEBY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Skateboards; Bath toys; Dolls and playsets therefor; Infant toys; Inflatable pool toys; Inflatable wading pools; Jigsaw puzzles; Playsets for dolls; Stuffed toy animals; Toy water guns
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  May 15, 2022  In Commerce  May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiawei Mao  Address  Jiawei Mao  No.119, South 2nd St., Group 6, Maozhuang Vil., Huiji Dist., Zhengzhou CHINA  450000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS118721

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAN DEN ABBELEN, DEREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DYKESON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541976 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DYKESON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive interior trim; Boat accessories, namely, canvas covers, enclosures and windows sold as a unit and affixed to the boat for recreational boating and marine use; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Fitted car seat covers; Racing and performance after-market automobile interior parts, namely, safety nets specially adapted for and affixed to off-road recreational and racing vehicles; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Seats for automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHEN, ZHAOCHUN Address CHEN, ZHAOCHUN 75 Laoxiang Pian Jiaochi Village, Xiajiashan Town Puning CHINA 515323 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Door stops, not of metal or rubber; Edgings of plastic for furniture; Felt pads for furniture legs; Fitted furniture leg covers for floor protection purposes; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Non-metal furniture supports in the nature of coasters, pedestals for protecting carpets from furniture damage; Shelves for storage

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

First Use: Apr. 25, 2022

In Commerce: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Shenzhen Eguixiang Century Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Shenzhen Eguixiang Century Technology Co., Ltd. B1A132, Bldg.2, Phase II, Huanan Intl., No.1 Huanan Ave., Pinghu St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000

Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: TUS118118

Examining Attorney: WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541988</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a symmetrical, vertical, winged serpent having a head, a body, and two wings, wherein the wings each are formed from three feather-like sections of graduated size extending outward nearly horizontally from the body, with the longest section being furthest from the head and the shortest section being nearest the head, and wherein the body is relatively oval shaped on both sides where the wing sections extend therefrom, and wherein the head is serpent-shaped and comprises two oval-shaped eyes each extending upward and outward toward the wing sections, and also comprising a forked tongue protruding downward from the mouth area. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Ammunition |
| International Classes | 13 - Primary Classes US Classes | 2, 9 |
| International Class Title | Firearms |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | American Ceramic Technology |
| Address | American Ceramic Technology |
| Poway | CALIFORNIA |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 0080-T008001 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEPOTNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541992 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colored pens; Expanding files of paper; File folders; Framed photographs; Photograph album pages; Rubbish bags; Stationery cases


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangmei Chen Address Liangmei Chen No.42, Group 4, Jinzhuzhai Village, Huangshi Township, Xuanhan County, Sichuan Province CHINA 636150 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116931

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIDYAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541993 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TIDYAVE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic opening and closing trash cans; Baskets for waste paper littering for household purposes; Bento boxes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dust bins; Nozzles for watering hose; Pedal bins; Spray nozzles for garden hoses; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Trash containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Haiyun Address Liu, Haiyun No. 24, Liujia Ziran Vil., Tongmu Vil. Shuangcun Town, Jishui County Ji’an City, Jiangxi CHINA 343000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KONIGEVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541994 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bird baths being bowls for birds to bathe in; Cookery moulds; Diffuser vessels for insect repellents; Electric diffusers for insect repellents; Electric fragrance diffusers incorporating night lights; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Plug-in diffusers for insect repellents; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Ultrasonic mosquito repellers; Ultrasonic pest repellers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 04, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gangtie Huang Address Gangtie Huang No. 50, Group 2, Shiqian, Dengjia Vil., Dengjia Township, Dongxiang County, Fuzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 344000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116933

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLESTRHEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541995 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Combs; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Kitchen sponges; Knife rests; Rubber household gloves; Soap holders; Tablemats, not of paper or textile; Towel rails and rings; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KIM, CHANG SU Address KIM, CHANG SU 803, 244, Beotkkot-ro, Geumcheon-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 08513 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Clestr21KrUs

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97541996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Socks; Adhesive bras; Clothing, namely, hand-warmer; Clothing, namely, maternity bands; Dress straps; Fishermen's jackets; Hunting jackets; Outdoor gloves; Padded elbow compression sleeves sold as an integral component of athletic clothing, namely, jersey, uniform; Strapless bras |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Mar. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 10, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Gangtie Huang |
| Address | Gangtie Huang No. 50, Group 2, Shiqian, Dengjia Vil., Dengjia Township, Dongxiang County, Fuzhou, Jiangxi CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | TUS116935 |
| Examining Attorney | KEATING, MICHAEL P |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JESIKRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541997 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks; Adhesive bras; Bra extenders; Cleats for attachment to sports shoes; Clothing, namely, arm warmers; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Dress straps; Fishermen's jackets; Hunting jackets; Strapless bras
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gangtie Huang Address Gangtie Huang No. 50, Group 2, Shiqian, Dengjia Vil., Dengjia Township, Dongxiang County, Fuzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 344000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116937
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542001</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: GXRFNAMK
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For** Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Clothes drying racks; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee stirrers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Non-electric coffee drippers for brewing coffee; Non-electric coffee percolators; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 23, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Zha, Min
- **Address**: No.3, Nanmen Street, Xinjian Village, Suncun Town, Jingde County, Anhui Province, CHINA 242603
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEDOMOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542014 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HEDOMOP has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Door stops, not of metal or rubber; Edgings of plastic for furniture; Felt pads for furniture legs; Fitted furniture leg covers for floor protection purposes; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Non-metal furniture supports in the nature of coasters, pedestals for protecting carpets from furniture damage; Shelves for storage
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinlangtao Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xinlangtao Technology Co., Ltd.
Dormitory 101, Bldg.D, Feida Hat Co., Ltd., Jihua St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118117

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUEDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542015 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording of "Bluedio". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5194372

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Audio speakers; Game headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Noise cancelling headphones; Soundbar speakers; USB cables; Virtual reality headsets; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 01, 2007 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU LIWEI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD Address GUANGZHOU LIWEI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD SHENSHAN GUOTANG INDUSTRIAL ZONE, BAIYUN GUANGZHOU, CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542018 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Circle design with stylized letters A and V.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting and legal services in the field of privacy and security laws, regulations, and requirements; Providing a website featuring information on the development of privacy, security and data governance law; Providing information on the development of privacy, security and data governance law via a website
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 22, 2020 In Commerce May 22, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AV Privacy LLC Address AV Privacy LLC PO Box 460285 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 941460285
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOKOKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542022 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KOKOKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery thread and yarn; Fiberglass thread for textile use; Glass thread for textile use; Hand knitting wools; Hand knitting yarns; Raw silk yarn; Spun thread and yarn; Waxed yarn; Woollen thread and yarn
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang Shengfu Address Yang Shengfu Eleven groups in Xinluhe Village, Xinluhe Town, Zhongfang County, Hunan Province CHINA 418005 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERBILHOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542032 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fireplaces; Accessories for fireplaces, namely, ventilation hoods for fireplaces for use in ventilation and deflecting heat from the top of a fireplace; Fire table; Fireplace hearths; Fireplaces, domestic; Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; Gas fires; Ignition systems comprised of a gas supply tube with a nozzle and an electrical igniter to create a flame at the nozzle for industrial applications, namely, for igniting waste gases being discharged from industrial stacks and for igniting gas-fired boilers; Portable fire pit cooking grates; Portable fire pit cooking grids; Portable fire pits
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Douman Cultural & Creative Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Douman Cultural & Creative Co., Ltd. No.501, Yunzhuang Village, Luoyang Town Taiwanese Investment Zone Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362123 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

FANCIBU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542034</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Women's clothing, namely, gym pants, gym shorts, gym tops, yoga pants, yoga shorts, yoga tops, leggings, shorts, jogging outfits, sweaters, coats, vests, undergarments, pajamas, and jeans

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** eCommGlobe, LLC

**Address** 17552 Bernhard Ave Mount Joy PENNSYLVANIA

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** AIPA-7247A

**Examiner**

**Examining Attorney** EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** L.Z.E

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97542040
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Curtains; Bed sheets; Covers for cushions; Shower curtains; Table runners, not of paper; Textile handkerchiefs; Textile tablecloths; Towels of textile
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Qingdao LZE Int. Trading Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Qingdao LZE Int. Trading Co., Ltd Suite 2106, Building C No. 8 Hong Kong Road, Qingdao, Shandong, CHINA
- **266000 Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: VM119195

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) N GU$$ WE TRUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542043 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hoodies; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Tops as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smith, Ka'san Scott Address Smith, Ka'san Scott 5205 Avenue L Brooklyn NEW YORK 11234 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KQETTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542070 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording kqetty has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Underwear; Adhesive brassieres; Athletic tops; Bandeau tops; Bonnets; Dresses; Graphic T-shirts; Shirts; Shorts; Sweaters; Swimwear; Tee-shirts; Tops as clothing; Undershirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Andinggan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Andinggan Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 1002, No. 147, Dist 9, Langkou Community, Dalang St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DINCRY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Reason for Publication</strong></th>
<th>Published for Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>JOLLYFUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case Identifiers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97542083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goods and Services Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Bath toys; Bubble making wand and solution sets; Christmas tree decorations; Electric action toys; Novelty toys in the nature of placebo sprays for playing jokes; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Novelty plush toys for parties; Parlor games; Sand toys; Squeeze toys; Stuffed toys; Toy animals; Toy cars; Toy Christmas trees; Toy models; Toy water guns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basis Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Shenghui Electronics Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Shenghui Electronics Co., Ltd. Rm 502,Bldg B5,Huiwei Science and Tech No.4,Changdi Rd,Yanchuan Comm,Yanluo St Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 legal entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BIBB, SCOTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BIBB, SCOTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MHFK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542094 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Doll house furnishings; Dolls and playsets therefor; Floats for recreational use, namely, arm floats, foam floats, swim floats; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; Toy aircraft; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy tiaras; Toys for domestic pets; Wakeboards
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DUAN JINWEI Address DUAN JINWEI Changyouyicun3dong601 Huoxingjiedao Changsha city CHINA 410024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542097 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglasses; Sunglasses; Contact lenses; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglass cords; Eyeglass frames; Goggles for sports; Protective helmets; Spectacle frames; Spectacle lenses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 501, No. 254, Aimin Road, Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361011 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GYOSUGANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542110 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GYOSUGANG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lunch-boxes; Automatic pet feeders; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Candy boxes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Money boxes; Nozzles for watering hose; Pill boxes for personal use; Soap dispensers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Aibeishi Nutrition Technology Co., Ltd.
Address Shenzhen Aibeishi Nutrition Technology Co., Ltd. A1007,Business Center,Gangzhilong S&T P Longhua Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J360220905

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EIRNVOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542112 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "EIRNVOP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Flashlights; Penlights; Searchlights; Bicycle lamps; Electric flashlights; Electric lanterns; Electric torches for lighting; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; Overhead lamps; Portable utility lights; Solar powered lamps
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Jiasen Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Jiasen Trading Co., Ltd. 15C, Guohuayuan, Guodu Garden, No. 2056, South Baoan Road, Guiyuan Street, Luohu District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Koh-ASN00367

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMATUTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542113  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Tee-shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Cap visors; Golf caps; Shower caps; Swim caps; Bucket hats; Cowboy hats; Fur hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Jun. 08, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shen, Shuangqi  Address Shen, Shuangqi  No. 102, Jingtan Village Committee  Mianhu Town, Jiexi County Guangdong Province CHINA 515438  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KATONGCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542114 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Katongco" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for smartphones; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Multimedia projectors; Portable power chargers; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Tablet computers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang,Yue Address Huang,Yue Rm. 28C,Bldg 6,Shengshi Pengcheng Garden Bagua 1st Rd., Futian Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROSBERUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542116 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Tee-shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Bucket hats; Cowboy hats; Golf trousers; Hat liners; Shower caps; Swim caps; Top hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shen, Shuangqi Address Shen, Shuangqi No. 102, Jingtan Village Committee Mianhu Town, Jiexi County Guangdong Province CHINA 515438 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XINHUAYJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542118 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording XINHUAYJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stools; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Foot stools; Mats, removable, for sinks; Non-metal step stools; Removable kitchen sink covers for use as cutting boards; Sink liners; Sink mats
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Xinxin Address Li, Xinxin No. 18, Xiasiwen Group 4, Dapo Village, Dapo Town, Cangwu County, Wuzhou CHINA 543100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00368

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KUFORES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542121 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KUFORES has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Loungewear; Pyjamas; Rainwear; Shirts; Shoes; Slippers; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Hoodies; Jackets; Outer jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Sports shoes; Wind coats; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinjiang Chengyue Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Jinjiang Chengyue Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 705, 3#, Henglong Int'l Garden, No.88 Feifeng Road, Dongli Community, Anhai Town, Jinjiang CHINA 362261 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00369
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TELL HELLL I DON'T OWE YOU!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542125 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring physical and virtual merchandise for use by members of an online community in connection with a designated website featuring fictional characters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Next Steps Innovations, Incorporated DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Next Steps Innovations, Incorporated
Address Next Steps Innovations, Incorporated 1402 Spanish Cove Drive Crosby TEXAS 77532 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRIATOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542129 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TRIATOM has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Megaphones; Timers; Cards with integrated circuits; Computer docking stations; Computer keyboards; Earphones; Keyboards for mobile phones; LCD picture frames with plush decorative outer surface; Meat thermometers; Metal detectors; Noise cancelling headphones; Projector lamps; USB hubs; Vehicle radios
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Leize E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Leize E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 2601, Block 3, Dist. 8, Yicheng Center Garden, No. 999, Meilong Avenue, Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041908T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOWISHME

Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97542130 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "HOWISHME" and the letter "O" has a solid dot in the middle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording HOWISHME has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For  Automatic packing machines for food; Bread cutting machines; Can openers, electric; Crushers for kitchen use, electric; Electric can openers; Electric flour sifters for household use; Electric infant formula mixers for household use; Electric juice extractors; Electric milk frothers; Electric mixers for household purposes; Electric pepper grinders; Electric vacuum food sealers for household purposes; Electric vegetable peelers; Electrically-powered kitchen appliance for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food; Electronic feeders for animals; Fruit washing machines; Hair shearing machines for animals; Meat processing machines; Power-operated sharpeners; Rotary brushes for machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Deng, Renguo Address  Deng, Renguo No. 618, Shihe Road, Huangtu Town, Longquanyi District, Chengdu CHINA 610108 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  US041888T

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BANG THE SKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542132 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fragrances International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Clothing, namely, base layers International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NeenanLLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bang The Sky Address NeenanLLC 10 New Bellamy Lane Dover NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** UMBRELLA SPORTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number  97542133  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SPORTS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Hand grips for golf clubs; Hand grips for rackets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Providing sports training information and advice via a website
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in sports training
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Umbrella Sports Inc.  Address  Umbrella Sports Inc.  4939 Harvest Hill Rd  Dallas  TEXAS  75244  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLB

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Baking mats; Bread baskets for domestic use; Bread baskets for household purposes; Cooling racks for baked goods; Hand-operated flour sifters for household use; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Oven mitts; Pastry bags; Pastry brushes; Pastry cutters; Pot and pan scrapers; Scrapers for household purposes; Washing brushes; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Mar. 16, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Guangxi Bobai County Xinhe Jiashi Yongpin Co., Ltd. **Address** Guangxi Bobai County Xinhe Jiashi Yongpin Co., Ltd. Shuangpu, Jiulong Village, Bobai Town, Bobai County, Yulin City CHINA 537699 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** US041872T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TASANLOGEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97542136 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Earphones; Megaphones; Microphones; Smartwatches; Battery charge devices; Blank USB flash drives; Card reading equipment; Cases for smartphones; Computer cursor control devices, namely, computer mouse; Computer keyboards; Computer monitors; Computer stylus; Covers for smartphones; Electronic book readers; Electronic pens; Headsets for mobile telephones; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Pocket calculators; Portable media players; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smart watches; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch bands; Stands for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, Photographic cameras; Tape recorders; Wireless chargers; Wireless headphones

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   May 04, 2022 In Commerce   May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Qiao Hong Co ., Ltd. Address   Qiao Hong Co ., Ltd. No. 99, Gangwu Avenue, international port district, Xi'an CHINA 710026 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Koh-ASN00371

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JZDAOJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542139 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JZDAOJI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Silver; Watches; Cuff links; Jewellery charms; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gan, Weiguo Address Gan, Weiguo No. 23, Zhongbei Lane 1, Shentianhu Village, Hudong Town, Lufeng CHINA 516500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00372

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GEGEZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542142 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GEGEZY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; Can openers, electric; Crushers for kitchen use, electric; Electric egg beaters; Electric fruit presses; Electric meat grinders; Electric sausage stuffers; Electric wax-polishing machines for household purposes; Electric whisks for household purposes; Fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; Meat processing machines; Mechanical mixing machines; Power-driven wrenches; Power-operated meat grinders; Power drill bits; Sausage making machines; Screwdrivers, electric; Vacuum cleaner bags; Vegetable grating machines; Whisks, electric, for household purposes

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fang, Shengwei Address Fang, Shengwei Room 201, No. 5, Lane 421, Dongda Road, Zhenhai Street, Licheng District, Putian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00374

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AOWALEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542143 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Aowalen has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drapery; Felts; Pillowcases; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Cloth banners; Cloth for tatami mat edging ribbons; Diaper changing cloths for babies; Mattress covers; Pillow shams; Quilt covers; Quilts of towel; Silk blankets; Sleeping bag liners; Textile tablecloths; Unfitted fabric furniture covers; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fang, Shengwei Address Fang, Shengwei Room 201, No. 5, Lane 421, Dongda Road, Zhenhai Street, Licheng District, Putian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00375

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UMBRELLA CADDIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542146 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in sports training; Downloadable mobile applications for sports training; Downloadable mobile applications for educating and training users in swing techniques
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Umbrella Sports Inc. Address Umbrella Sports Inc. 4939 Harvest Hill Rd Dallas TEXAS 75244 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
SIXIM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97542149</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

- **Translation**: The wording "SIXIM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Bras; Leggings; Shapewear; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners, yoga; Bodysuits; Clothing, namely, base layers; Pants for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shorts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Tank tops; Underwear

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes

- **US Classes**: 22, 39

- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ZHEJIANG AMRIY XIANTI GARMENTS CO. LTD
- **Address**: ZHEJIANG AMRIY XIANTI GARMENTS CO. LTD
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HENOBLE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97542151 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation** The wording "Henoble" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Knickers; Lingerie; Undergarments; Underpants; Underwear; Adhesive brassieres; Ladies' underwear; Latex lingerie; Long underwear; Panties, shorts and briefs

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use** Jul. 13, 2022  **In Commerce** Jul. 13, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Long Guorui  **Address** Long Guorui Rm 1204,Yulongxuan,Bldg 6,Crown City Family,Qianjin 1st Rd, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  **518000 Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Aksorose

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542153 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AKSOROSE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallpapers; Automobile carpets; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Floor mats for use as social distancing markers; Floor mats of textiles; Floor rugs; Japanese rice straw mats; Mats of woven rope for ski slopes; Pet litter pan floor mats; Textile wallpaper
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings
First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou Kangzilai E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Ganzhou Kangzilai E-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 1603-460, Bldg. B15, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APAREAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542154 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative stickers for cars; Decorative stickers for helmets
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qixiu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qixiu Technology Co., Ltd. B301, No. 516, Bulong Road, Ma'antang Community, Bantian Street, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BSYHYLGSL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97542156
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, arm rests for vehicle seats; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile holders for MP3 players that are affixed or specially adapted to the automobile; Motor scooters and structural parts therefor; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Safety seats for children, for vehicles; Shock absorbing springs for vehicles; Sideview mirrors for vehicles; Upholstery for vehicles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jun. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fang, ZhiYing
- **Address**: Fang, ZhiYing, No. 176, Fangjia Village, Huayuan Town, Leling City, Dezhou, Shandong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: IPP
- **Examining Attorney**: KON, ELISSA GARBER
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542157</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording 'chapioftal' has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile suspension system components, namely, spring perches; Fitted car seat covers; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Mudguards; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles; Ski carriers for vehicles; Vehicle seat cushions
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jun. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Kou, XiaoJiao
- **Address**: Kou, XiaoJiao-No. 51, Group 4, Mingxing Village, Dongqing Town, Cangxi County, Guangyuan, Sichuan, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: IPP
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZAUZAU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542163 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording zauzau has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downlighters; Floodlights; Lightbulbs; Air-conditioning installations; Desk lamps; Electric hair dryers; Electrically heated carpets; Interior environment control system for commercial buildings, namely, heaters, ventilators and humidifiers all sold as a unit; LED flashlights; Light bulbs, electric; Reading lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name S.Z XENON INDUSTRIAL LTD. Address S.Z XENON INDUSTRIAL LTD. 2/F Block B8 HengFeng Industrial Park 739 Zhoushi Road, Xixiang, Baoan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TBNJOKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542167 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lockets; Bead bracelets; Commemorative medals; Costume jewelry; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jewelry cases; Ornaments of jet; Precious and semi-precious minerals; Real and imitation jewellery; Synthetic diamonds
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ganzhou meihuke e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Ganzhou meihuke e-commerce Co., Ltd.  Rm. 1603-310, Bldg. B15, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABOVCHEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542187 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ABOVCHEM" with a check mark in place of the letter "V".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4963797

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biochemical catalysts; Biological preparation for use in cell cultures other than for medical or veterinary use; Chemical preparations for scientific purposes; Chemical reagents for non-medical purposes; Chemical solutions and preparations consisting of pre-mixed reactants and reagents for scientific and research use in connection with amplification, analysis or labeling of nucleic acid; Diagnostic reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary use; Enzymes for industrial purposes; Metallates (metal salts of acids); Plasticizers for plastics; Salts from rare earth metals
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Jul. 16, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2015
For Technical research in the field of pharmaceutical studies; Scientific research; Research and development of new products for others; Chemical analysis; Chemical research services; Chemical research; Biological research; Design services for packaging; Maintenance of computer software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jul. 16, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABOVCHEM LLC Address ABOVCHEM LLC 11315 Rancho Bernardo Rd. Suite 131 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  STDLQ-22008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542190 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Card reading equipment; Cases for mobile phones; Computer keypads; Computer mouse; Memory cards; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile telephone batteries; Smartphone mounts; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Keyingmi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Keyingmi Technology Co., Ltd. 902 A Buxin Frontier Defense C. No. 1086 Jindaotian RD. Dongxiao C.Dongxiao Str. Luohu Shenzhen CHINA 518019 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JEELYMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542196 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; Luggage organizers in the nature of packing cubes; Suitcase packing organizers in the nature of packing cubes

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tu, Yiyuan Address Tu, Yiyuan 1209, Jianshewumalu, No. 4, De An Building, Yuexiu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510060 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TTBDPJC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542200 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TTBDPJC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body-piercing rings; Choker necklaces; Clip earrings; Cuff bracelets; Drop earrings; Ear clips; Ear studs; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Pierced earrings; Rings being jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use
In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Nanbei Jiguang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Nanbei Jiguang Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 201, No. 9, Changhe 3rd Lane, Chang'an Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA-PA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542201 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eye glasses; Sun glasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE DESIGN EXPERIENCE COMPANY LLC Address THE DESIGN EXPERIENCE COMPANY LLC 1050 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, APT 605 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90017 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15237

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZVGMOOE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542205 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter cables for headphones; Audio cables; Data cables; In-car telephone handset cradles; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Microphones; Speaker microphones; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Kumai Chuangxiang International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Kumai Chuangxiang International Co., Ltd. Unit 564, Room 2502, Building 1, No. 836 Dongfeng East Road, Yuexiu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ANDTHEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542206</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bed frames; Decorative wooden wall letters for spelling names and words; Mats, removable, for sinks; Ornaments of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Picture frames; Plastic tissue box covers; Statues of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Vinyl appliques for attachment to windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces; Wooden signboards

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Jul. 08, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangzhou rush e-commerce Co., Ltd **Address** Guangzhou rush e-commerce Co., Ltd Self compiled unit 601,Rm.2502,bldg.1 No. 836,Dongfeng East Rd.,Yuexiu Dist. Guangzhou CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FF-SNDD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542208 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Lamps; Luminaries; Desk lamps; Electric lamps; Electric luminaires; Hanging lamps; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting fixtures with motion detection; Lighting tubes; Overhead lamps; Reading lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Jan. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xue Xiong Address Xue Xiong No. 39-102, Xuejiapan Village, Tuban Town Linxian County, Shanxi CHINA 033000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POBODALA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542213 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Hand-operated grinders; Household containers for foods; Insulated vacuum flasks; Oven to table racks; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chunxutang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chunxutang Technology Co., Ltd. F311-1,BD.F,Guanghong Meiju, No.163 Pingxin North Rd.,Hehua Comm.,Pinghu St. Longgang Dist.Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MPOAKID

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97542219 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Checkerboards; Kaleidoscopes; Puzzles; Sportballs; Dolls for playing; Exercise balls; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Mosaic puzzles; Party games; Play balloons; Play balls and play balloons; Play swimming pools; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed puppets; Toy balloons

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Jul. 05, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** He, Zhankai **Address** He, Zhankai Room 102, Building 1, Lane 51 Chengzhong North Road, Choucheng Street Yiwu City CHINA 322000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 3-220810-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUCREVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542223 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports; Athletic wraps for supporting hands, wrists during exercise; Athletic sporting goods, namely, adhesive tape for hockey stick and uniform support; Body-training apparatus; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; Fishing lure parts; Fishing tackle; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Protective padding for playing football; Shoulder pads for athletic use; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Yoga blocks made of foam, cork, bamboo for use in meditation, yoga, fitness practice

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shunzeying Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Shunzeying Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 402, No. 8, Yuxian East Eighth Lane Longdong Community, Baolong St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  APSARAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542240  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beds for household pets; Cat scratching pads; Inflatable pet beds; Kennels for household pets; Nesting boxes for household pets; Non-metal pet kennel with pet-actuated entry; Non-metal pet tags; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Pet caskets; Pet collar accessories, namely, fitted silencers for non-metal pet tags; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet ramps; Playhouses for pets
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  May 23, 2022  In Commerce  May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tianjin Chongwang Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Tianjin Chongwang Trading Co., Ltd.  0284-2 7F, No. 129 Dongma Road, Nankai District,  Tianjin  CHINA  300110  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BD-220810-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97542241 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Sdorh has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Action figure toys; Artificial Christmas trees; Bath toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree stands; Dolls and playsets therefor; Infant toys; Plush toys; Puzzle games; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed toys; Toy water guns; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce  May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DENG, Qiongyao Address  DENG, Qiongyao #1 Fengliang Community Dormitory Fengliang Town Fengshun, Guangdong CHINA  514300 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sing-Z02021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97542249  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Showshelves; Bins of wood or plastic; Clothes hangers; Coat racks; Decorative boxes made of wood; Display racks; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Jewelry organizer displays; Mirrored cabinets; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Office furniture; Plastic boxes; Shelves for storage; Storage racks; Tool chests not of metal; Wine racks; Wood boxes; Wood products, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in further manufacturing; Wooden display stands

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
First Use: Jul. 05, 2022  
In Commerce: Jul. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Zhanjiang BigMae Network Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address: Zhanjiang BigMae Network Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 8, Building 61, Shetan Road, Xiashan District, Zhanjiang City, Guangdo CHINA 524000  
Legal Entity: limited company (Ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: Vendy

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELOPELY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542251  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banners of paper; Decorations of paper for foodstuffs; Desk mats; Flags and pennants of paper; Paper cake decorations; Paper cake toppers; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Party ornaments of paper; Works of art made of paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liao Peipei  Address  Liao Peipei  Room 502, No.143 Meiping Village  Pingsha Town, Jinwan District  Zhuhai, Guangdong  CHINA  519055  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exposing Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97542253
Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): SAXCLE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97542253
Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: A-shirts; Bloomers; Blouses; Blousons; Bodysuits; Boleros; Cardigans; Dresses; Negligees; Ball gowns; Bandeau tops; Birding vests; Button down shirts; Clothing extenders for vests, waistbands; Coats made of cotton; Collared shirts; Corduroy pants; Corduroy shirts; Corduroy trousers; Dress pants; Dress straps; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Feb. 15, 2020
In Commerce: Feb. 15, 2020

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Dongguan Hongen Garment Co., Ltd.
Address: Dongguan Hongen Garment Co., Ltd., Room 301, No. 2, 3rd Road, Botou Industrial North Dist., Humen Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA
Legal Entity: Limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: hytm2022

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542258 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CYRA has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electric current; Apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; Blank digital storage media; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware for cryptocurrency mining; Cryptocurrency hardware wallets; Downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Technical measuring, testing and checking apparatus and instruments for measuring, testing and checking the temperature, pressure, quantity and concentration of gas and liquids
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meaning Vision Pte.Limited Address Meaning Vision Pte.Limited 11 COLLYER QUAY #17-00, THE ARCADE SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 049317 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number yoomarks
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CYRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542261 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CYRA has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking; Capital investment; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Cryptocurrency trading services; Electronic funds transfer; Exchanging money; Financial analysis; Financial clearing houses; Financial consulting; Financial information; Financing services; Issuance of tokens of value; Online banking; Processing of credit card payments; Processing of debit card payments; Providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; Securities brokerage; Securities deposit services; Stock brokerage services; Stock exchange quotations
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meaning Vision Pte.Limited Address Meaning Vision Pte.Limited 11 COLLYER QUAY #17-00, THE ARCADE SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 049317 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where SINGAPORE
Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number yoomarks

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CYRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542264  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording CYRA has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cloud computing featuring software for use in database management; Computer software consultancy; Computer system analysis; Computer system design; Computer technology consultancy; Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Creating and designing website based indexes of information for others using information technology; Data security consultancy; Design and development of computer software for database management, cloud storage of data; Designing web pages for others; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Graphic arts design; Industrial design; Information technology consulting services; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; Providing search engines for the internet; Rental of web servers; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management; Website design consultancy

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Meaning Vision Pte.Limited  Address  Meaning Vision Pte.Limited  11 COLLYER QUAY #17-00, THE ARCADE SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 049317  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where  SINGAPORE
Organized  SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  yoomarks
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LUTUN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97542273
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Air filters for automobile engines; Air screwdrivers; Chain saws; Clothes washing machines; Ignition wires for vehicle engines; Land vehicle parts, namely, spark plug wires; Lawn and garden string trimmer spools; Lawn mowers; Regulators being parts of machines; Starters for motors and engines; Vehicle parts, namely, carburetors

- **International Classes**
  - 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Tongshan County Liangyuan Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Tongshan County Liangyuan Trading Co., Ltd.
  Room 105-102, Phase 1, New Town Community
  Yingbin, Yingbin Avenue, Tongyang Town, Tongshan County
  CHINA
  437611
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: hytm2022

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TENYIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542276 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “TENYIDE” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Headsets; Cables, electric; Cell phone cases; Computer hardware; Computer keyboards; Covers for tablet computers; Dashboard cameras; Laser projection virtual keyboards; Memory cards for video game machines; Tablet computers; Ticket printers; Zoom microscopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tianyide Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tianyide Technology Co., Ltd. 2C-013B,No. 46-1,Huafa N Rd,Sangda Bldg. No. 46,Huafa N Rd.,Licun Comm, Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZERXONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542278 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word "ZERXONA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas trees; Baby rattles; Bath toys; Card games; Golf gloves; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Masquerade masks; Pet toys; Plush toys; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Toy building blocks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changsha Zeerxi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Changsha Zeerxi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 1428-43, Shangcheng Jindu Bldg., No. 89 Huangxing N. Rd., Tongtai St., Kaifu Dist. Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410005 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DOUCLV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542283</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Footwear; Scarfs; Socks; Bathing suits; Caps being headwear; Hats; Leather belts; Underwear; Wedding gowns; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Wang, Haijun  
**Address**  Wang, Haijun  No. 486, Meide Third Village, Meide Village Committee, Jingxiyuan Town, Jiexi County, Guangdong CHINA 515400  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  hytm2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EXPUTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACCESSORIZE BEYOND THE FLESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542307 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Koyama, Takahisa DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Ginton Address  Koyama, Takahisa  2400 e larkwood st west covina  CALIFORNIA  91791 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRINGING THE WONDERS OF
NATURE RIGHT TO YOUR WINDOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542316 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bird seed
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Nov. 30, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JOHN A. VAN DEN BOSCH COMPANY Address JOHN A. VAN DEN BOSCH COMPANY 4511 Holland Ave. Holland MICHIGAN 49424 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Van02 T-117A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLARYALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542342 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flowerpots; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Caddy bags, namely, organizers specially adapted to be wrapped around trash receptacles for holding cleaning supplies; Camping grills; Coffee pod holders; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dispensers for liquid soap; Lunch boxes; Portable beverage dispensers; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Soap dispensers; Toilet tissue holders; Toothpick holders, not of precious metal; Towel rails and rings; Trays for domestic purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Weierjie Trade Co., Ltd Address Henan Weierjie Trade Co., Ltd Room 1602 Unit 1 Building 17 Kaiyuanming 398 Kaiyuan Avenue Luolong District Luoyang, Henan CHINA 471023 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FREECARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542345 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FreeCare has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and promotional services; Advertising and publicity services; Advertising planning; Advertising services; Business services, namely, combined strategic goods or services sourcing and cooperative purchasing for others; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; Import-export agency services; Marketing services in the nature of promotion of third-party goods and services by brand ambassadors; On-line advertising services for others; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Providing a website featuring on-line classified advertisements; Providing business information via a web site; Providing television advertising for others; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Publicity and sales promotion relating to goods and services available on-line; Rental of billboards; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Sales promotion for others; Targeted marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Muneng Address Chen, Muneng Room 401, No. 39, Xinyuanli Jimei District, Xiamen City Fujian Province CHINA 361000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LETSGOJOE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97542346</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of physical fitness, exercise, nutrition, business, motivation and encouragement, and general lifestyle content

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** LetsGoJoe LLC

**Address** LetsGoJoe LLC 5105 Diana Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 689023.0023

**Examining Attorney** JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDIVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542347 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized characters "REDIVA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Coasters, not of paper or textile International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan City Wensi Houseware Products Ltd Address Dongguan City Wensi Houseware Products Ltd 2/F, B5 Building, Zhi Gu Science and Technology Park, Gekeng Industrial Park Hengli Town, Dongguan CHINA 510730 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DATAMAESTRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542348 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable software for industrial process plant management, with the software performing data integration, automation, analysis and predictive analytics functions for purposes of increasing uptime, performance and productivity while lowering maintenance costs and the risk of revenue loss
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEPITe s.a. Address PEPITe s.a. Rue Forgeur 4 Liege BELGIUM 4000 Legal Entity CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 213920-5002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
OUR PRODUCT IS PEACE OF MIND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542350</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
 Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Building construction; Pipeline construction; Oil pipeline construction; Residential building construction

**International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title**: Construction and Repair  
**First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Walker, Chris P.  
**Address**: Walker, Chris P. 2296 Flint Dr. Washington PENNSYLVANIA 15301  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SX AWMYDX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542364 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative paper centrepieces; Flags and pennants of paper; Gift bags; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Paper backdrops for use in photography; Paper banners; Paper cake decorations; Paper cake toppers; Paper party decorations; Paper table cloths; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Party ornaments of paper; Stickers; Printed greeting cards


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Shanxing Network Sales Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Shanxing Network Sales Co., Ltd. 22-1-2203, 22nd F, Unit 1, Building 22 Rebecca Xingtianxia, Nanhai Street Xuchang City, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WZYZBT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542374 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric blankets not for medical purposes; Electric clothes rack for drying clothing; Electric heating pads, other than for medical purposes; Electric hot-water bottles; Electrically-heated carpets; Electrically-heated mugs; Electrically heated towel racks; Heating cushions, chemically activated, not for medical purposes; Heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; Heating pads, chemically activated, not for medical purposes; Microwavable heating pads not for medical purposes; Microwave heaters for sealing containers and joining ceramic parts; Portable electric heaters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaoxing Xudeshun Garment Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shaoxing Xudeshun Garment Technology Co., Ltd. No.1, Yejiadai Village, Baiguan Street Shangyu District, Shaoxing City Zhejiang Province CHINA 312300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SINGLEOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542377 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business management and customer relationship management (CRM) in the field of landscape and horticulture services, namely, landscape design, build and maintenance, arbor and tree care services, landscape lighting design and maintenance services, landscape irrigation design and maintenance services, gardening services, and snow removal services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 30, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SingleOps, LLC Address SingleOps, LLC Suite 3225 1075 Peachtree Street NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3692.T001US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
## Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542378</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Vodka; Whiskey; Spirits; Spirits and liqueurs; Spirits for human consumption; Vodka cocktails; Whiskey cocktails; Whiskey-based liqueurs; Alcoholic beverages except beers; Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Alcoholic beverages, namely, flavor-infused whiskey; Alcoholic cocktail mixes; Alcoholic extracts; Alcoholic malt coolers; Alcoholic punches; Blended spirits; Blended whiskey; Bourbon; Bourbon whiskey; Corn whiskey; Distilled spirits; Distilled agave liquor; Distilled alcoholic beverages; Distilled alcoholic drinks; Dry cider; Flavor-infused whiskey; Fortified wines; Hard cider; Hard lemonade; Liquors, spirits and liqueurs; Malt whiskey; Potable spirits; Prepared cocktails consisting primarily of distilled spirits and also including beer; Pure malt whiskey; Rye whiskey; Rye whisky; Single malt whiskey; Whiskey spirits; Whisky; Wine; Wines and liqueurs

**International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes 47, 49

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**For** on-line retail store services featuring distilled spirits, alcoholic beverages, food, beverages, desserts, appetizers, clothing, mugs, glasses, bottles, insulated containers for beverage cans, and stickers; online retail distilled spirits, alcoholic beverages, food, beverages, desserts, appetizers, clothing, mugs, glasses, bottles, insulated containers for beverage cans, and stickers store services featuring in-store order pickup; retail store services featuring distilled spirits, alcoholic beverages, food, beverages, desserts, appetizers, clothing, mugs, glasses, bottles, insulated containers for beverage cans, and stickers; on-line wholesale and retail store services featuring distilled spirits, alcoholic beverages, food, beverages, desserts, appetizers, clothing, mugs, glasses, bottles, insulated containers for beverage cans, and stickers; mobile retail store services featuring distilled spirits, alcoholic beverages, food, beverages, desserts, appetizers, clothing, mugs, glasses, bottles, insulated containers for beverage cans, and stickers; wholesale and retail store services featuring distilled spirits, alcoholic beverages, food, beverages, desserts, appetizers, clothing, mugs, glasses, bottles, insulated containers for beverage cans, and stickers

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
For: Alcohol distillery services; Distilling of spirits for others; Spirits distillery services; Whisky distillery services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Material Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Spirits distillery services; Whisky distillery services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: MOUNTAIN CUT  
**Address**: MOUNTAIN CUT Suite 100 2270 Two Rivers Blvd. Sevierville TENNESSEE 37876  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 80840-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542381 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business management and customer relationship management (CRM) in the field of landscape and horticulture services, namely, landscape design, build and maintenance, arbor and tree care services, landscape lighting design and maintenance services, landscape irrigation design and maintenance services, gardening services, and snow removal services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 28, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SingleOps, LLC Address SingleOps, LLC Suite 3225 1075 Peachtree Street NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3692.T002US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRIGHTWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542392  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6733169

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of and use of the BrightWay credit card
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OneMain Financial Holdings, LLC  Address OneMain Financial Holdings, LLC  100 International Drive Baltimore MARYLAND 21202  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 117866.47

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STEADII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542398 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for use in forming virtual communities, engaging in social networking, and providing support to persons caring for others with health challenges
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing personal support services for patients and families of patients, namely, emotional counseling and emotional support
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in forming virtual communities, engaging in social networking, and providing support to persons caring for others with health challenges
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMMUNITY LAUNCHPAD, LLC Address COMMUNITY LAUNCHPAD, LLC 6980 HILLSDALE CT INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46250 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97542399  Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Fresh fruits; Fresh vegetables  International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 46  International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products  First Use: Aug. 01, 2016  In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Sweet Seasons, LLC  Address: Sweet Seasons, LLC  10601 S JACKSON RD  PHARR  TEXAS  78557  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 2023726

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: COPELAND, ASHTON L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XPANTZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542402</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing, namely, pants, crop pants, yoga pants, shorts, tights, leggings, and hooded sweatshirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Stantex Group LTD |
| Address | Stantex Group LTD, Unit 2 LG 1 Mirror Tower, 61 Mody Road, Tsim Sha, Hong Kong, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 15642.002 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  S SINGLEOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542403 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business management and customer relationship management (CRM) in the field of landscape and horticulture services, namely, landscape design, build and maintenance, arbor and tree care services, landscape lighting design and maintenance services, landscape irrigation design and maintenance services, gardening services, and snow removal services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Feb. 28, 2015  In Commerce  Dec. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SingleOps, LLC  Address  SingleOps, LLC  Suite 3225  1075 Peachtree Street NE  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30309  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3692.T003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AREY, BRANDON LEON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) XPANTZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number:** 97542404
- **Application Filing Date:** Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Clothing, namely, pants, crop pants, yoga pants, shorts, tights, leggings, and hooded sweatshirts
- **International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 22, 39
- **International Class Title:** Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Stantex Group LTD
- **Address:** Stantex Group LTD Unit 2 LG 1 Mirror Tower, 61 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Hong Kong CHINA
- **Legal Entity:** limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number:** 15642.002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEA THY WEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542409 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Book publishing services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Advertising and marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLOBAL EQUITY, INC Address GLOBAL EQUITY, INC Suite 209 1135 Terminal Way Reno NEVADA 89502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROCHAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542411 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bands of metal for tying-up purposes; Bed casters of metal; Door fittings of metal; Ferrules of metal for walking sticks; Fittings of metal for beds; Fittings of metal for furniture; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Guard rails of metal; Knobs of metal; Locks of metal for vehicles; Metal bottle stoppers; Metal clips for general use; Metal decking; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal fastening anchors; Metal tent pegs; Metal wheel clamps; Metal window pulleys; Stainless steel strainers used in the commercial preparation of foods, beverages, dairy products, pharmaceuticals and drugs; Metal bicycle locks

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Rongzun E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Rongzun E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1103, Building 6, Yintian Jincheng, Cangqian Sub District, Yuhang District, Hangzhou CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542415 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chandeliers; Lamps; Acetylene burners; Discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Faucets for pipes and pipelines being parts of sanitary installations; Filaments for electric lamps; Hand wash basins being parts of sanitary installations; Heating installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Light bulbs; Light bulbs, electric; Light diffusers; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Luminous tubes for lighting
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Hongjia Trade Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Hongjia Trade Co., Ltd.  T3145, 3/F, Bldg 418, Sangda, No. 2006 Huaqiangbei Rd, Licun Shequ, Futian Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-08-05735
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIFE IN THE NORTHERN NECK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542420 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery services; Custom imprinting of clothing, hats, bags, accessories, and household items
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jun. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 23, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Life in the Northern Neck, Inc. Address Life in the Northern Neck, Inc. P.O. Box 5 Kinsale VIRGINIA 22488 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GASOLINE TEQUILA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542421 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4987777, 5186210

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring hats, clothing, jewelry

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 31, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2018

For Hats; T-shirts; Tops as clothing

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 15, 2016 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lusardi, Massimo Address Lusardi, Massimo 40 West 28th Street, 2nd Floor New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 166-011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFE IN THE NORTHERN NECK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97542423
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Retail store services featuring clothing, hats, bags, accessories, and household items; On-line retail store services featuring clothing, hats, bags, accessories, and household items
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 23, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Life in the Northern Neck, Inc.
- **Address**: Life in the Northern Neck, Inc. P.O. Box 5  Kinsale  VIRGINIA 22488
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LUXE LINX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97542426  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "LINKS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Plunder Design LLC  
- **Address**: Plunder Design LLC 1532 American Way Payson UTAH 84651  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 24063.48
- **Examining Attorney**: CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VARTITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542449 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Canvas and muslin backdrops for use in photographic and video production; Textile backdrops for use in photography

International Class(es) 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Freestanding partitions; Movable wall partitions

International Class(es) 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Reflectors for photographing

International Class(es) 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vartition Supply Corp. Address Vartition Supply Corp. 46 Main St. Ste 217 Monsey NEW YORK 10952 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 80547-0011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAPPY PATIENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542452</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer              | "PATIENT" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for tracking patients and providers, gathering real time location data, and predicting wait times to enhance office efficiencies and increase visibility for patients; transmitters of electronic signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name          | Happy Patient New York, LLC |
| Address             | Happy Patient New York, LLC 125 Mineola Ave. Roslyn Heights NEW YORK 11577 |
| Legal Entity        | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number       | 32273-0200 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney  | KON, ELISSA GARBER |
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542453</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s):** WRVCSS

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For:** Art paper; Boxes, cartons, storage containers, and packaging containers made of paper or cardboard; Children's arts and crafts paper kits; Color pencils; Craft paper; Cutting mats for arts and crafts use; Decorators' paintbrushes; Embroidery design patterns printed on paper; Envelope paper; Modeling clay; Painting palettes; Painting sets for children; Paper die cut shapes; Paper embossers being office requisites; Paper knives being parts of paper cutters for office use; Printed postcards; Printed sewing patterns

**International Classes:** 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes:** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title:** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use In Commerce:** Jul. 04, 2022

**In Commerce:** Jul. 04, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name:** Ningbo Yixing Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd.

**Address:** Ningbo Yixing Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. No. 123, Huaxing Village, Andong Town Hangzhou Bay New District Ningbo CHINA 315300

**Legal Entity:** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney:** KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
VAYSHÚL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97542463</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Sheet masks for the pubic area for cosmetic use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Digital Kickback LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Digital Kickback LLC Suite 100 1846 E. Innovation Park Dr. Oro Valley ARIZONA 85755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97542470  Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized design with rounded edges resembling the letters "HP" where the right side of the H and the left side of the P share the same side. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable software for tracking patients and providers, gathering real time location data, and predicting wait times to enhance office efficiencies and increase visibility for patients; transmitters of electronic signals
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 32273-0200
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KON, ELISSA GARBER
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542487</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Compact discs featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Phonograph records featuring music; Pre-recorded record albums featuring music; Pre-recorded CDs featuring music; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; Pre-recorded vinyl records featuring music; Prerecorded audio tapes featuring music.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wicked Opossum, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wicked Opossum, LLC PO Box 1512 Mishawaka INDIANA 46546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>22-223</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
SWEET GRANDMA LICE REMOVAL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542494</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "LICE REMOVAL" |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Lice removal from humans |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | May 14, 2022 | In Commerce | Jun. 09, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Sweet Grandma Lice Removal LLC |
| Address | Sweet Grandma Lice Removal LLC | 450 61st Street, Unit 5C | Brooklyn | NEW YORK | 11220 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | SGLR SCM |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TSG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOT A CASSEROLE WIDOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542515 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed books in the field of personal growth, personal relationships, divorce, therapy, healing trauma
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Coaching in the field of personal growth, personal relationships, divorce, therapy, healing trauma; Life coaching services in the field of personal growth, personal relationships, divorce, therapy, healing trauma; Education services, namely, providing workshops, trainings, courses in the field of personal growth, personal relationships, divorce, therapy, healing trauma
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Feb. 05, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CoachingHope4U LLC Address CoachingHope4U LLC 25 Drew Ct Springboro OHIO 45066 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
OLD LOUISVILLE WHISKEY CO.

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97542522
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LOUISVILLE WHISKEY CO."

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: wine and Spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Amine Karaoud
- **Address**: Amine Karaoud www.oldlouisvillewhiskey.com 2302 Newmarket Drive Louisville KENTUCKY 40222
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  IT TAKES A VILLAGE RESCUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542524 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "RESCUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adoption services for domestic animals; Animal rescue services, namely, arranging for the adoption of rescued animals
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Nov. 15, 2010 In Commerce  Nov. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  It Takes A Village Canine Rescue, Inc. Address  It Takes A Village Canine Rescue, Inc.  1417 N. Stockwell Road  Evansville  INDIANA  47715 Legal Entity  NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorneys  MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUSK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542526 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HUSK" with a graphic depiction of
a half-sun peeking out above the letter "u". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial administration of corporate and group benefit plans, namely, employee programs that provide financial
reimbursement and rewards for participating in fitness/movement, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness activities
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial

For Business administration of corporate and group benefit plans, namely, employee programs for participating in
fitness/movement, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness activities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business

For Downloadable mobile application software providing individuals with wellness benefits and wellness services in the
areas of fitness/movement, reimbursement/rewards, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

For Software-as-a-service, namely, non-downloadable software providing individuals with wellness benefits and wellness
services in the areas of fitness/movement, reimbursement/rewards, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Global Affiliates, Inc.  Address   Global Affiliates, Inc.  230 Sugartown Road, Suite 220  Wayne PENNSYLVANIA  19087  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   GLO036.00401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BAKER, JORDAN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHOUDUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542528</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring hardware, home improvement items, automotive items, housewares, electronic equipment and tools; On-line retail store services featuring hardware, home improvement items, automotive items, housewares, electronic equipment and tools
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Bingxin
- **Address**: Tangxia Town, Ruian City, Wenzhou  No. 138 Yingxin Street Xinfang Village  CHINA  325204
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  C FAVORAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542531  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word FAVORAL in color dark
green, with one dark green and one light green branch forming a "C" shape around the letters "FA".  Color Drawing
Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark green and light green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wigs; Hair nets; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial plants, other than
Christmas trees, namely, orchids, ferns, succulents; Silk flowers
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Qingdao Ouhua Chuangke Trade Co., Ltd.  Address  Qingdao Ouhua Chuangke Trade Co., Ltd.  Room103,
Unit 2, Bldg 3, No. 116  Jiangshan South Road, Huangdao Dist.  Qingdao, Shandong  CHINA  266555  Legal Entity
limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MOHUA1102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MORRIS, ALINA S.
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542534</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters SG to the left of the stylized words SWEET GRANDMA LICE REMOVAL. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;LICE REMOVAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Lice removal from humans |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | May 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 09, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Sweet Grandma Lice Removal LLC |
| Address | Sweet Grandma Lice Removal LLC 450 61st Street, Unit 5C Brooklyn NEW YORK 11220 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | SGLR DM |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
WBLLG

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97542536 |
|-----------------------------------------|
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Bins of metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Manually operated metal valves; Metal boxes; Metal pipe supports; Pipe muffs of metal; Step ladders made of metal; Tool boxes of metal; Tool boxes of metal, empty; Trellis of metal |
|---------------------------------|
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| International Class Title | Metal |
| Goods | First Use | Aug. 06, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 06, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Yongkang Wangbang Culture Media Co., LTD |
| Address | Yongkang Wangbang Culture Media Co., LTD 3rdFloor,No.77,Fenghuang Rd.,NaturalVlg. Shiyaxia St.,Shiyaxia Street,Gushan Town Yongkang,Zhejiang CHINA 321300 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | CJTM506.0910 |
| Examining Attorney | HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97542545  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023  

Mark Literal(s): OLDMOTODUDE

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a cartoon art drawing of a mustachioed motorcycle rider wearing a striped open face helmet and goggles, with a short beard and a handlebar mustache that doubles as motorcycle handlebars, which he is holding with gloved hands, with word "OLDMOTODUDE" in stylized text on a contrasting background below the cartoon art drawing. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, video and prose presentations featuring information about buying and selling motorcycles, motorcycle enthusiast events, motorcycle shows, motorcycle rides, motorcycle auctions, motorcycle museums, motorcycle rides, and new and vintage motorcycles; Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of buying and selling motorcycles, motorcycle enthusiast events, motorcycle shows, motorcycle rides, motorcycle auctions, motorcycle museums, motorcycle rides, and new and vintage motorcycles; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line reviews of new, classic, and vintage motorcycles and motorcycle-related books; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information about buying and selling motorcycles, motorcycle enthusiast events, motorcycle shows, motorcycle rides, motorcycle auctions, motorcycle museums, motorcycle rides, and new and vintage motorcycles; Providing entertainment information in the fields of buying and selling motorcycles, motorcycle enthusiast events, motorcycle shows, motorcycle rides, motorcycle auctions, motorcycle museums, motorcycle rides, and new and vintage motorcycles via a website

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  
First Use: Aug. 05, 2015  
In Commerce: Aug. 05, 2015  

For: Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring classified listings of new and used motorcycles, motorcycle parts, and motorcycle accessories; Providing a searchable online advertising website and informational guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors via the internet in the field of new and used motorcycles, motorcycle parts, and motorcycle accessories; Providing a website featuring on-line classified advertisements in the field of new and used motorcycles, motorcycle parts, and motorcycle accessories.
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Aug. 05, 2015  In Commerce  May 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  McKinney, Kris E.  Address  McKinney, Kris E.  1806 Hunt Avenue  Richland  WASHINGTON  99354
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RENNIE, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RALEIGH'ISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542546 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processing of medicinal plants
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Falkner, William T DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Raleigh'ish Address Falkner, William T 800 Richmond St Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27609 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Raleigh'ish

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SOMEWHERE OUT THERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542550  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Barbeque sauce; Chili sauce; Hot sauce; Jerk sauce; Hot chili pepper sauce
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fabara, Luis  Address  Fabara, Luis  633 NW 29th Street  Fort Lauderdale  FLORIDA  33311  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LF.2022
Examining Attorney  HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHALLAHDAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542553</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread; Bakery goods; Bread and pastry; Challah bread
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes 46 International Class Title | Staple Foods First Use |
| Apr. 2022 | In Commerce Apr. 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name challahdad, LLC | Address challahdad, LLC 3616 Chesapeake Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90016 |
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** #IWeUs

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97542558 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Brown, Alisha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Brown, Alisha 171 Reynolds St. 2nd floor Orange NEW JERSEY 07050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INVERBOT

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542571</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Jul. 04, 2023

---

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Lawnmowers; Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Centrifugal pumps; Electric pumps; Filters for motors and engines; Motors, other than for land vehicles; Pumps for counter-current swimming; Pumps for machines; Swimming pool sweepers; Vacuum cleaners; Washing machine for industrial parts

**International Classes**  
7 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  
**International Class Title**  
Machinery

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
FAIRLAND HOLDINGS CO., LTD

**Address**  
FAIRLAND HOLDINGS CO., LTD

**SUIT**  
2205, 2206, 2212, 2215, 2216, 2315-2317

**NO.**  
69 XIANLIE ROAD CENTRAL

**GUANGZHOU**  
CHINA

**Legal Entity**  
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  
CHINA

---

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  
ACIP1261-GZ

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  
LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEALMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542573 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, webinars, sessions, workshops, labs, courses of instruction and programs in the field of corporate growth
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE ASSOCIATION FOR CORPORATE GROWTH, INC. Address THE ASSOCIATION FOR CORPORATE GROWTH, INC. 227 W. Monroe Street, Suite 2100 Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity

State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** I AM NATURALLYSILK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542587</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** K’ara Garrett **Address** K’ara Garrett #1024 1451 Woodruff Road, STE 1 Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29607 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** K55695186

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KUZITEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542588 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drapery; Flannel; Pillowcases; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Bunting of textile or plastic; Covers for mattresses; Door curtains; Eiderdown covers; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Sleeping bags; Swags being window treatments; Turban towels for drying hair
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hong, Haitang Address  Hong, Haitang No. 43, Dongjie Lintouli Village, Xindia Town, Xiang'an District, Xiamen City Fujian Province CHINA 361100 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  164-285-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACG DEALMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542593 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, webinars, sessions, workshops, labs, courses of instruction and programs in the field of corporate growth
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE ASSOCIATION FOR CORPORATE GROWTH, INC. Address THE ASSOCIATION FOR CORPORATE GROWTH, IN C. 227 W. Monroe Street, Suite 2100 Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity
State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a graphic depiction of a sun rising over a valley. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial administration of corporate and group benefit plans, namely, employee programs that provide financial reimbursement and rewards for participating in fitness/movement, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness activities
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Business administration of corporate and group benefit plans, namely, employee programs for participating in fitness/movement, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness activities
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable mobile application software providing individuals with wellness benefits and wellness services in the areas of fitness/movement, reimbursement/rewards, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Software-as-a-service, namely, non-downloadable software providing individuals with wellness benefits and wellness services in the areas of fitness/movement, reimbursement/rewards, nutrition, mental health, and mindfulness
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PASLSZOA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97542609
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "PASLSZOA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: All-purpose leather straps; Dog collars; Dog leashes; Key pouches; Leather credit card wallets; Leather leashes; Leather shoulder belts; Wallets including card holders; Wallets, not of precious metal
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Li Shaoqiang
- **Address**: No. 59, Houli Group, Xingfu Village, Xisadian Town, Dingyuan County, Anhui Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: JV0024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHROOLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542620 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Indoor growbox growing system for mushrooms, in the nature of closed environments for controlling air, humidity, lighting
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shrooly Address Shrooly 1151 Walker Rd Dover DELAWARE 19904 Legal Entity CORPORATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SALENTO AESTHETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542627 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of butterfly wings image combined with the word mark "SALENTO AESTHETICS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AESTHETICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Medina, Maria Paula Address Medina, Maria Paula 945 Deer Run Rd. Dayton OHIO 45459 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 23223.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LINEAGE OPTIMIZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542629 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4002878

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale store services featuring office equipment and business equipment, namely, mailing room equipment including postage meters, mailing machines, scales, folding machines, inserting machines, addressing systems, labelers and tabbers, letter openers, and letter extractors, forms handling equipment including bursters, decollators, collators, checksigners, and shredders, mailroom tables and sorters, and computer-based shipping systems; Wholesale store services featuring business management software, namely, document management software, device management software, and bulk mailing software
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Installing, servicing, and maintaining office equipment and business equipment
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williams Holdings LLC Address Williams Holdings LLC 150 Lawrence Bell Drive Williamsville NEW YORK 14221 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILIVIAYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542632 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Draperies; Pillowcases; Quilts; Throws; Bamboo fabric; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Blankets for household pets; Cloth pennants; Mosquito nets; Shower curtains; Tablemats of textile; Textiles for digital printing; Wall hangings of textile featuring mural art
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huaian Bacai Technology Co., Ltd. Address No. 6, Group 3, Shangying Village, Xuji Township, Lianshui County, Huaian City, Jiangsu Province 223400 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 8-9-1-TUS
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LINEAGE ACCELERATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542634</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4002878 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Wholesale store services featuring office equipment and business equipment, namely, copiers, fax machines, printers, scanners, multi-function printers; Wholesale store services featuring business management software, namely, print management software, document management software, and device management software

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Installing, servicing, and maintaining office equipment and business equipment

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Williams Holdings LLC |
| Address | Williams Holdings LLC 150 Lawrence Bell Drive Williamsville NEW YORK 14221 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SABAGH, LAILA TAREK |

5571
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GOCHIFIX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542648</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Electric sanders; Power-driven wrenches; Power-operated staple guns; Power drill bit extensions; Power drill bits; Power drills; Sanding pads for power-operated sanders; Screwdrivers, electric; Spraying machines

### International Classes

- 7 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

### International Class Title
Machinery

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** HONG KONG TING HUI LIMITED  
**Address** HONG KONG TING HUI LIMITED  
Rm. 2001 20/F Hint Yip Commercial Centre  
272-284 Des Voeux Road Central,  
Hong Kong  
HONG KONG  
999077  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** HONG KONG

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 113HC.24.2

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE ONE GLORIOUS WHOLE DONUT COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542649 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “COMPANY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Screenplay writing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Neal Mechling Address Neal Mechling PO Box 343 Denton TEXAS 76202 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Matthew Gray Address Matthew Gray PO Box 343 Denton TEXAS 76202 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557615039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARKANSAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542652 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sake
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REER Holding Company LLC Address REER Holding Company LLC 425 W. Capitol Avenue, Suite 300 Little Rock ARKANSAS 72201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 202208REER

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97542653 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pet collars
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DEREK'S GOODS LLC Address  DEREK'S GOODS LLC 5826 Fontana Dr Fairway KANSAS  66205
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  KANSAS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DEK.001UST
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIP & TOUCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542658 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing seminars and workshops in the fields of intimacy and somatics
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crystal Peterson DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Atlanta Institute of Tantra Address Crystal Peterson PO Box 94932 Atlanta GEORGIA 30377 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542663</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Pet toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yu, Zhongbiao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Yu, Zhongbiao No. 72, Lidongdou Village, Xin'an Town, Huazhou City, Guangdong Province CHINA 525100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL |

Mark Literal(s) TOHMR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOCHIFIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542668 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-tools, namely, wire crimpers; Hand tools, namely, drills; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, socket sets; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Screwdrivers, non-electric
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONG KONG TING HUI LIMITED Address HONG KONG TING HUI LIMITED RM. 2001 20/F Hinp Yip Commercial Centre 272-284 Des Voeux Road Central Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 113HC.24.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSOGREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542670 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laundry detergents; Laundry sheets impregnated with detergent
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hudson Retail International Inc Address Hudson Retail International Inc 945 W Side Ave Apt 2 Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07306 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97542672  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JNNYYDS has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Bolsters; Bamboo curtains; Bead curtains for decoration; Bed rails; Camping furniture; Coat stands; Foot stools; Non-metal utility ladders and step ladders, namely, ladders having lights attached thereto; Playpens for babies; Portable bath seat; Shelves for storage; Table tops; Towel stands; Venetian blinds; Wood kegs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Du Haixia  Address Du Haixia Xianiu village, Chaijia Township Hejin, Shanxi Province CHINA 043300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NECKDAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542676 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Horological and chronometric instruments; Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Advertising services; Business administration; Business management
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Neckdays LLC Address  Neckdays LLC  1634 E 3rd St  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11230 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  200470.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542678</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

- Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4002878

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mail sorting, handling, and receiving; business services, namely, preparation of printed materials for mailing for others; distribution of advertising materials in the nature of printed material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
<td>Postal services, namely, presorting, stuffing, sealing, postage metering, bundling, and delivering mail to post office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
<td>Printing services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

- Currently ITU: Yes

**Owner Information**

- Owner Name: Williams Holdings LLC
- Address: Williams Holdings LLC 150 Lawrence Bell Drive Williamsville NEW YORK 14221
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

**Examining Attorney**

- Examining Attorney: SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
AMDWZY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97542685 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | | | | | | |

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**  The wording "AMDWZY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Bolsters; Bamboo curtains; Bead curtains for decoration; Bed rails; Camping furniture; Coat stands; Foot stools; Non-metal utility ladders and step ladders, namely, ladders having lights attached thereto; Playpens for babies; Portable bath seat; Shelves for storage; Table tops; Towel stands; Venetian blinds; Wood kegs

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use**  Jul. 09, 2022

**In Commerce**  Jul. 09, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Zhang Aixian

**Address**  Zhang Aixian  Xianiu village, Chaijia Township  Hejin, Shanxi Province  CHINA  043300

**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**  CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542689</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "EVERCHILD"
- **Name**: Portrait Consent
  - The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring children's toys
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

## Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Shelby, Kaela A
- **Address**: Shelby, Kaela A 875 DeKalb Ave, 2F Brooklyn NEW YORK 11221
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE SKIN WHIZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542691</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer SKIN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acne treatment preparations; Acne treatment preparations in the form of pads, patches, facial masks, and sheet masks; Medicated hair care preparations; Medicated skin care preparations; Retinol for medical purposes for the treatment of acne, anti-aging, and keratosis pilaris; Vitamin A preparations
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

For Age retardant gel; Age retardant lotion; Age spot reducing creams; Eye cream; Retinol cream for cosmetic purposes; Sunscreen preparations; Facial sheet masks for cosmetic use; Hair conditioner; Hair shampoo; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, cleansers, creams, serums, moisturizers, mists, pads; Self-tanning creams; Self-tanning preparations
International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

For Aesthetician services; Conducting telephone and in-person personal lifestyle wellness assessments; Cosmetic face care services; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials, chemical peels, microdermabrasion, gua sha, facial massage; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit, namely, providing massage, facial and body treatment services, cosmetic body care services; Online cosmetic skincare consultation services; Providing beauty care information; Skin care salon services
International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INVERX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542694 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "INVERX" with "INVER" shown with a shaded rectangle. The "X" in the mark is shown with uneven sides. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lawnmowers; Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Centrifugal pumps; Electric pumps; Filters for motors and engines; Motors, other than for land vehicles; Pumps for counter-current swimming; Pumps for machines; Swimming pool sweepers; Vacuum cleaners; Washing machine for industrial parts
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery

For Dehumidifiers; Lamps; Disinfectant apparatus; Heat pumps; Heating installations; Hydromassage bath apparatus; LED underwater lights; Sauna bath installations; Swimming pool chlorinating apparatus; Water filtering apparatus
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Electronic circuit board; Electronic integrated circuits; Frequency converters; Integrated circuit modules; Photovoltaic inverters; Photovoltaic systems that convert sunlight into electric and thermal energy; Programmable logic controllers; Solar batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   FAIRLAND HOLDINGS CO., LTD
Address   FAIRLAND HOLDINGS CO., LTD SUIT
2205,2206,2212,2215,2216,2315-2317 NO. 69 XIANLIE ROAD CENTRAL GUANGZHOU CHINA N/A
Legal Entity
limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   ACIP1260-GZ

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AIR DDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542700</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "DDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Education services, namely, providing in-person and online classes, courses, seminars, workshops, conferences, symposia, practicums, and training in the field of dentistry, medicine, and healthcare
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Feb. 01, 2022
- In Commerce: Feb. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: The trustees of the Coffey Mingrone Irrevocable Income Trust
- Address: The trustees of the Coffey Mingrone Irrevocable Income Trust 3 Wilcox Street Bristol RHODE ISLAND 02809
- Legal Entity: TRUST
- State or Country Where Organized: RHODE ISLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAPLUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97542713 Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording of "TAPLUX".
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Refrigerators; Beverage-cooling apparatus; Convection ovens; Disinfectant dispensers for toilets; Electric cooking ovens; Electric indoor grills; Electrical ice cream makers; Ice cream making machines; Ice making machines; Oil-free electric fryers
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use: Jul. 13, 2022 In Commerce: Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen Zhuoyue Feiyang Technology Co.,Ltd. Address: Shenzhen Zhuoyue Feiyang Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 607, Langhaoju, No.3049, Yiyuan Road Shangchuan Community 31, Bao'an District Shenzhen CHINA 518100
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: JOHNSON, CLINTON J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) "YOUR ALTERNATIVE FOR ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542714 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, wealth management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Creative Capital Wealth Management Group, Inc. Address Creative Capital Wealth Management Group, Inc. 1208 Kimberton Road Chester Springs PENNSYLVANIA 19425 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, CLINTON J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** Durozzle

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542720</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;Durozzle&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>3D printers; 3D printing pens; Extrusion machines for plastic; Extrusion moulding machines; Machine parts, namely, molds for use in the manufacture of printers; Three dimensional (3D) printers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>JU, MINGHUA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>JU, MINGHUA 4 China Int. Talent Development Center No.4 Xueyuan South Road, Haidian District Shixiaqu, Beijing CHINA 100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HENRY, NAKIA D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAGRID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542724 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Role playing games; Table-top games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Top Secret Games, LLC Address Top Secret Games, LLC 742 W. 120 N. Idaho Falls IDAHO 83221
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IDAHO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-050.TM3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542735</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0132030/1717139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1717139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cards with integrated circuits; Circuit boards provided with integrated circuits; Computer chips; Integrated circuit cards and components; Integrated circuits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Untether AI Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Untether AI Corporation 134 Peter Street, Ste. 300 Toronto CANADA M5V2H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>2037.304.US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>RILEY, KATHERINE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HALOMOON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97542736
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Halomoon has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bowls; Vases; Baking dishes; Bottle stands; Candle holders; Canister sets; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cookie jars; Cookware, namely, steamers; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Flower vases and bowls; Glass jars; Kitchen containers; Pepper pots, sugar bowls and salt shakers; Serving trays; Soap holders and boxes; Sugar bowls; Upright signboards of glass or ceramic
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jun. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xiaoxiao Mao
- **Address**: Xiaoxiao Mao No. 5, Lane 129, Huajiang Road Jiangqiao Town, Jiading District Shanghai CHINA 201800
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
METROPOLITAN LAW IF BUSTED CALL SOMEONE TRUSTED

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97542739 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | “LAW” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For:
Legal services; Legal advisory services; Legal consultation services; Legal information services; Legal support services; On-site legal services

| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Personal and legal services |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Noorishad, Kiana | Address | Noorishad, Kiana 7212 Byrneley Lane Annandale VIRGINIA 22003 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | kiana 1 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LORENZO, KATHLEEN H | 5596 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORE THAN REAL ESTATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542740 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Crew necks; Denim jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Sweat pants; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Starring, Tara Address Starring, Tara 2020 Powers Ferry Rd SE Unit 1116 Atlanta GEORGIA 30339
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXO-THERMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542753 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For portable and thermally insulated seat warmer
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stough, Laurel M. Address Stough, Laurel M. 505 Currahee Point Toccoa GEORGIA 30577 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STOLT2201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWEENEY, MOLLY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WONDER WORLDS MERKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542754</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Playing cards and card games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wonder Worlds, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wonder Worlds, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>14159.01.T01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SWEENEY, MOLLY B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAS VILLAS DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97542760 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "LAS VILLAS DESIGNS" shown in red in a styled text. There are three lines underneath "LAS VILLAS DESIGNS" with star bursts at the end of the lines. The top line is shown in black, the middle line is shown in red, and the bottom line is shown in black. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DESIGNS" Translation The English translation of "LAS VILLAS" in the mark is "THE VILLAS".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flasks; Beer glasses; Beer mugs; Bottle openers; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee mugs; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Cutting boards; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Glass beverageware; Glass mugs; Insulated mugs; Leather coasters; Pizza paddles; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Water bottles sold empty; Wine glasses; Charcuterie boards for serving and cutting charcuterie; Holder for cutting board
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use  Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2022
For Pens; Ball-point pen and pencil sets; Book covers; Covers for books; Checkbook and passbook wallets; Document folders in the form of wallets; Leather book covers; Leather appointment book covers; Passport holders in the form of wallets; Protective book covers
For Barrels, not of metal; Picture frames; Non-metal dog tags; Wood barrels
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Las Villas Designs LLC  Address  Las Villas Designs LLC  6445 Westbay Terrace  Cumming  GEORGIA  30040
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   LVDL-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUPPYFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542766 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Harnesses for animals; Animal leashes; Collars for pets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Sheila Address Wu, Sheila 3346 Park Ridge Drive Richmond CALIFORNIA 94806 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97542769</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Stands for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, mp3 players, and tablets; Stands for personal digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, mp3 players, and tablets
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: RH Downing Inc.
- **Address**: RH Downing Inc. 738 West Market Street Akron OHIO 44303
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: DOW.T.3

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PURPOSE PAWTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97542773 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paper for wrapping and packaging; Paper for wrapping books; Paper gift wrapping bows; Paper gift wrapping ribbons; Wrapping paper; Adhesive cement for hobbyists; Anatomical models for scientific, instructional, and educational purposes; Christmas wrapping paper; Decorative wrapping paper; Gift wrapping paper; Gift wrapping bows of paper; Gift-wrapping paper; Inking sheets for document reproducing machines; Letter openers of precious metal; Manually-operated credit card imprinters; Metallic gift wrapping paper; Modelling paste; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of paper; Paint strainers; Paper bags for packaging; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Printed sleeve inserts for CD jewel cases; Ribbons and bows of paper for gift wrapping; Ribbons of paper for gift wrapping; Vehicle tire lettering stickers
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pierre, Sena Address  Pierre, Sena 15858 Alger Dr. Missouri City TEXAS 77489 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RYAN, KELLY MARIE
# Trademark Official Gazette

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542774</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>cupcake stands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

| Currently ITU | Yes |

## Owner Information

| Owner Name | Alpha NorTrade LLC |
| Address | Alpha NorTrade LLC 30 N Gould St Ste R Sheridan WYOMING 82801 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

## Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | STURMAN, JOSHUA M |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97542776 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized E. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Land leasing; leasing of apartments; renting of apartments; leasing of real estate; leasing and renting of buildings; apartment and office rentals; management of apartments
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 23, 2022
For  Real estate sales management
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of residential and/or commercial communities; real estate development; construction management
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  George F Eyde Family, LLC Address  George F Eyde Family, LLC  300 S. Washington Square, Suite 400 Lansing  MICHIGAN  48933 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  267860511176
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) SKYNWIND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOMERANG BY OILFIELD-MONITOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97542809
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “OILFIELD MONITOR”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Software as a service featuring software used for monitoring oil and gas wells in live time for use by oil and gas companies
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Oilfield-Monitor, LLC
- **Address**: Oilfield-Monitor, LLC 142 Plantation Road Houston TX 77024
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AGING ON PACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542813 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; educational services, namely, conducting online classes in the fields of art, history, English, politics, mathematics, philosophy, and literature; computer education training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Promoting the interests of the elderly by soliciting volunteers to help assist the elderly with daily tasks; referrals for Alzheimer's, dementia, home health care, and hospice services; arranging of managed care contractual services in the field of home health care; and promoting the interests of the elderly by means of public advocacy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Providing patient advocate services to patients in independent living facilities; Providing non-medical in-home personal care services for assisting with daily living activities of the elderly, namely, personal grooming, incontinence care, and companionship; comprehensive case management services, namely, coordination of legal, social, and psychological services for elderly persons in the nature of entitlement counseling, application assistance and advocacy; in-home personal care services for assisting with the daily living activities for the elderly, namely, arranging and coordinating housekeeping and meal delivery
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Nursing services; home nursing aid services, namely, personal grooming, incontinence care and medication management; Geriatric health care management services; providing health and wellness information; providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; medical assistance services provided via telecommunication and global computer networks for individuals with health problems; medical assistance services provided via telecommunication, global computer networks, and through the use of non-wearable medical
devices with alert and monitoring capabilities for individuals with health problems

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For**: Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software over computer networks, intranets, and the Internet for social-engagement and educational purposes to address issues of isolation

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**For**: Providing independent living residences and living facilities

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Selfhelp Community Services, Inc.  **Address**: Selfhelp Community Services, Inc., 520 Eighth Avenue, New York, NEW YORK 10018  **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 0091716.0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARTRAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542814 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online advertising and marketing services in the field of art
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 19, 2011 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bradley White DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA www.artrag.com, www.austinart.com Address Bradley White 1810 Miriam Avenue Austin TEXAS 78702 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SALTWATER SAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542817 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SALTWATER" in a cursive stylized font; below appears the word "SAIL" in a larger cursive stylized font wherein the words SALTWATER AND SALT both share the same "S"; To the left and behind of the words "SALTWATER SAIL" appears an artistic image of a billfish. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing boutiques
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE SALTWATER SAIL, LLC Address THE SALTWATER SAIL, LLC 115 S ROLLING HILL RD TAVERNIER FLORIDA 33070 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COME AROUND FRIENDS, ENJOY.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542820</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Coffee; Coffee beans; Ground coffee; Ground coffee beans; Roasted coffee beans |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 10, 2022 |

| For | Cigars; Tobacco; Cigars with cut ends |
| International Classes | 34 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 8, 9, 17 |
| International Class Title | Smokers' Articles |
| First Use | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 10, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Fabien Ziegler |
| Address | Fabien Ziegler 1226 SW 18th street Miami FLORIDA 33145 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORTHWILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542835 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, clothing, coats made of cotton, leotards and tights, women's clothing, paper hats for use as clothing items, perspiration absorbent underwear clothing, swaddling clothes, blindfolds worn over the eyes, infant and toddler one piece clothing, jeans, leather pants, leather headwear, leather shirts, leather skirts, leather hats, leather vests, leather coats, leather jackets, arm warmers, knee warmers, hand-warmers, gloves, clothing for athletic use, padded shirts, padded pants, padded shorts, travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf, triathlon clothing, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits, sport shirts, sport coats, sports bra, sports shirts with short sleeves, sports overuniforms, sports jackets, sports jerseys and breeches for sports, sports jerseys, combative sports uniforms, sport stockings, sports caps and hats, sports vests, boots for sport, sports pants, sports shoes, sports singlets, bathing suits, bathroom suits, bathing suits for men, bathing costumes, dressing gowns and bath robes, bath sandals, bath robes, bathroom trunks, beach shoes, beach footwear, sandals and beach shoes, beach hats, swim wear, swim wear for gentlemen and ladies, tangas being swimwear, swimwear in the nature of mermaid tails, underclothes, underclothing, slips being underclothing, gloves, waist belt, suspender belts for women, suspender belts for men, belts for clothing, suspender belts, garters, garter belts, socks, cowls and smoke ring scarves, neckties, bow ties, mufflers as neck scarves, shawls, shawls and headscarves, pareos, collars, detachable collars, bandanas, wrist bands as clothing, headbands, footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals, booties, leather boots, hats, skull caps, caps with visors, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, sweater, jacket, vest, shirt, trousers, tights, coat, t-shirt, dress, cardigan, shorts; coats made of cotton; leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; paper hats for use as clothing items; perspiration absorbent underwear clothing; swaddling clothes; clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; infant and toddler one piece clothing; jeans; leather pants, leather headwear, leather shirts, leather skirts, leather hats, leather vests, leather coats, leather jackets; clothing, namely, arm warmers, knee warmers, hand-warmers; gloves as clothing; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts, padded pants, padded shorts; travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; sport shirts; sport coats; sports bra; sports shirts with short sleeves; sports overuniforms; sports jackets; sports jerseys and breeches for sports; sports jerseys; combative sports uniforms; sport stockings; sports caps and hats; sports vests; boots for sport; sports pants; sports shoes; sports singlets; bathing suits, bath slippers, bathing caps, bathing suits for men, bathing costumes, dressing gowns and bath robes, bath sandals, bath robes, bathing trunks; beach shoes; beach footwear; sandals and beach shoes; beach hats; swim wear; swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; tangas being swimwear; swimwear in the nature of mermaid tails; underclothes, underclothing, slips being underclothing; gloves, waist belt, suspender belts for women, suspender belts for men, belts for clothing, suspender belts, garters, garter belts; socks; clothing, namely, cowls and smoke ring scarves; neckties; bow ties; mufflers as neck scarves; shawls; shawls and headscarves; pareos; collars; removable collars; detachable collars; bandanas; wrist bands as clothing; headbands; footwear; shoes; slippers; sandals; booties; leather boots; hats; skull caps; caps with visors

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARARAT AYAKKABI DERI TEKSTIL SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI. Address ARARAT AYAKKABI DERI TEKSTIL SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI. Selahaddin Eyyubi Mah. Ugur Mumcu Cad. No:31/1 Iç Kapi No:1 Esenyurt Istanbul TURKEY 34510 Legal Entity Türk limited sirket (tls) State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HARTORFIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542843 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Hartorfic has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee cups; Cotton gloves for household purposes; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Electric hot brushes; Hot air hair brushes; Insulated vacuum flasks; Pet feeding dishes; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Toothpick holders, not of precious metal; Towel rails
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanning Laisili Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Nanning Laisili Network Technology Co., Ltd. 101, Unit 1, bldg 1, Sunshine Garden No. 35, Beihu South Road, Xixiangtang Nanning CHINA 530000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS220904

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GROUND WARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542848 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVOLVE GAMING STUDIOS CORP. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GROUND WARS Address
EVOLVE GAMING STUDIOS CORP. 310 ALDER RD PO BOX 841 Dover DELAWARE 19904 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
ABURRORI

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABURRORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542858 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ABURRORI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collages; Decals; Decorative paper centrepieces; Gift bags; Magnetic paper; Paper gift cards; Posters made of paper; Printed paper signs featuring table numbers for use in special events; Printed paper signs featuring table numbers for use in weddings; Printed paper signs featuring names for use in special events; Printed paper signs featuring names for use in weddings; Printed post cards; Printed calendars

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yinghan Address Liu, Yinghan No.453 Chenlai Village, Yangjia Town Leizhou, Guangdong CHINA 524200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROADTRIPPIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542862 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring travel and photography
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 2022 In Commerce Jul. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Laura Moore Address Laura Moore PO Box 315 Bowman NORTH DAKOTA 58623 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557312473

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
TM 4545  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MULTI MARES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542866  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording MULTI in blue stylized letters followed by the figurative drawing of a blue and white planet Earth crossed by two blue lines, the wording MARES follows in blue stylized letters. The color white in the background is claimed as a feature of the mark.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The English translation of MARES in the mark is "seas".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1160800  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 27, 2015  Foreign Application/Registration County  CHILE  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 27, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Caviar; Charcuterie; Anchovy, not live; Crustaceans, not live; Fish fillets; Fish, not live; Fishmeal for human consumption; Fruit pulp; Hamburger; Herrings, not live; Legumes, preserved; Meat, fish, poultry and game, not live; Preserved vegetables; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Processed meat; Seafood, not live; Seaweed extracts for food; Tinned fish; Tuna, not live; Canned fish; Pickled fish; Pre-packaged dinners consisting of fish; Preserved fish; Salted fish
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EXPORTADORA MULTIMARES LTDA  Address  EXPORTADORA MULTIMARES LTDA Oficina 212 Camino San Francisco de Asis No. 150  Vitacura, Santiago  CHILE  00000  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAI-EL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542871 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sewing machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kai-El LLC Address Kai-El LLC Suite 300 5865 Ridgeway Center Parkway Memphis TENNESSEE 38120 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIOLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542882 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental apparatus, namely, vacuum aspiration tips
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hager Worldwide, Inc. Address Hager Worldwide, Inc. 441 19th Street SE Hickory NORTH CAROLINA 28602 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7107.017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** A WARM WELCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPACETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542891 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Desks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Headphones; Audio speakers; Backpacks especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers; Central processing unit (CPU) coolers; Computer cases; Computer hardware; Computer keyboards; Computer memories; Computer monitors; Computer mouse; Computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives; Desktop computers; Downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; External computer hard drives; Hard disk drives; Headsets for use with computers; Internal cooling fans for computers; Laptop computers; Memory cards; Mouse pads; Solid state drives
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PC Gaming LLC Address PC Gaming LLC 135 Christie St Edison NEW JERSEY 08820 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555816727
Examining Attorney FERRELL, LUCY K

5624
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97542897</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Licensing of advertising slogans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently ITU</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Jessica Nicole Clifford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Jessica Nicole Clifford 230 S Skyline Ct Cresson TEXAS 76035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BANKAI MOBILE DETAILING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97542902</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**  
"MOBILE DETAILING"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Mobile automobile detailing services  
**International Classes**  
37 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title**  
Construction and Repair  
**First Use**  
Apr. 25, 2022  
**In Commerce**  
Apr. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
Bankai Mobile Detailing LLC  
**Address**  
Bankai Mobile Detailing LLC  
525 Route 73 North, STE 104  
Marlton  
NEW JERSEY  
08053  
**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
NEW JERSEY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  
HOWELL, MATTHEW P
Rejection For Publication
Published For Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHERE THE MIXOLOGIST
PRESCRIBES THE SHOTS

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97542936 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Bartending services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 01, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2018

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Drink Doctor Address Drink Doctor 717 Ventura Court Florence SOUTH CAROLINA 29506 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WUBEILINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542941 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Wubeilink has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Radios; Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Battery chargers; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer peripheral devices; Digital cameras; Electric conductors; Integrated circuits; Luminous beacons; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Time recording apparatus; USB hubs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wubaimi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wubaimi Technology Co., Ltd. 9A5, International Science and Tech Bldg. No. 3007 Shennan Middle Rd. Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22TZ0706UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542953 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "EMI" and the letter "I" is designed as a palm tree. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Claw clips for hair; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair scrunchies; Hair accessories, namely, claw clips
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Blouses; Bodysuits; Dresses; Hoodies; Jeans; Jumpsuits; Kimonos; Leggings; Lingerie; Loungewear; Pants; Robes; Rompers; Sandals; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Sweatbands; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Underwear; Beach cover-ups; Corsets being clothing; Crop tops; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Denim pants; Denim shorts; Denim skirts; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, and sweaters; Shoes; Sports bras; Sports shirts; Tops as clothing; Coats of denim
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Molina, Emily Natasha Address Molina, Emily Natasha 3554 west 94 street Hialeah FLORIDA 33018
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CUFEZN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542955 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "CUFEZN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Dresses; Gaberdines; Pants; Pullovers; Shawls; Shirts; Skirts; Sleepwear; Sweaters; Vests; Windcheaters; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Down jackets International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fang, Xue Address  Fang, Xue No. 31, Zhouzhuang, Yangwei Village Shuangjian Town, Mengcheng County Haozhou, Anhui CHINA  233500 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LFX2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97542956 Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the letter "P" with three triangular arrows inside the top of the letter. Two circles on the end of the letter "P" at the top and bottom. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Logistics management in the field of offering transportation, logistics and supply chain solutions; Transportation logistics services, namely, planning and scheduling shipments for users of transportation services International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business First Use: Apr. 2022 In Commerce: Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: C.L. Services, Inc. Address: C.L. Services, Inc. 4245 International Pkwy #125 Atlanta GEORGIA 30354 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: K557373187

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
COOLMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542958 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laminated plastic films for use on windows; Reflective plastic films for use on windows; Tinted anti-glare plastic film for use on windows; Tinted plastic film for use on windows
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Apr. 03, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coolmax Window Films, Inc. Address Coolmax Window Films, Inc. 8716 SW 6th Street Miami FLORIDA
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COOLMAX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RAL NEUROINNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542959 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Business development services; Business management consulting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Red Abbey Labs LLC Address Red Abbey Labs LLC 10751 Falls Rd #300 Lutherville MARYLAND 21093 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556366948

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SOCIETY MCM 63 LXIII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97542965  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a crown with 3 dots above it. Below the crown is the word "SOCIETY" with a star on each end. Below are the words "MCM 63 LXIII" with "63" appearing in large font. Below that are two golf clubs crossing in the middle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "MCM" AND "LXIII"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear; Headwear; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers; Outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, gloves; Tops as clothing
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Society 61 LLC  Address  Society 61 LLC  8567 Peaceful Dreams St.  Las Vegas  NEVADA  89139
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557635739

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZIDOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97542976</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
On-line retail store services featuring hat boxes

**International Classes**
35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**
Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Lexie & Michael

**Address**
Lexie & Michael 462 N. Laurel Dr Margate FLORIDA 33063

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**
FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97542980
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by professionals for managing compliance requirements in the fields of banking, finance, securities, audit, risk management, general operations, and accounting
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2022

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: SK Compliance, Inc.
- **Address**: SK Compliance, Inc. 53 Burtis Lane Syosset NEW YORK 11791
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERYTHING GOES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97542993 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue dry rub; Barbecue sauce; Spice blends; Spice mixes; Spice rubs; Barbeque sauce; Edible spices; Food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steamin' Steve's, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Steamin' Steve's Address Steamin' Steve's, LLC 127 Steele St 127 Alcoa TENNESSEE 37701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZUAUOOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543006 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Hosiery; Scarfs; Shirts; Skirts; Slippers; Sweaters; Tee-shirts; Underwear; Boots; Caps being headwear; Lace boots; Skull caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Putian Gejingsai Trading Co., LTD Address Putian Gejingsai Trading Co., LTD 301, No.1, Xiangtou, Songdong Village Wutang Town, Hanjiang District Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HAYVIN MAE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97543008
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the partial outline of a cutting board with the handle towards the left of the image. The bottom outline of the cutting board loops upwards towards the right of the image and turns into a branch with leaves. Inside the outline of the cutting board are the words HAYVIN MAE in stylized lettering, centered and stacked.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dish towels; Dish towels for drying; Hand towels; Kitchen towels; Kitchen towels of textile; Tea towels; Turkish towel
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: HAYVIN MAE, LLC
- **Address**: HAYVIN MAE, LLC, Unit 610, 87 E Jordan Ridge Blvd, Saratoga Springs, UTAH 84045
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWNE, LUCY E
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing jackets; Clothing jackets for women; Clothing jerseys; Clothing, namely, hoodies, sweaters, dresses, loungewear; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for women; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for women; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Sep. 01, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wild Feathers LLC |
| Address | Wild Feathers LLC 13810 NE 119th St Brush Prairie WASHINGTON 98606 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WASHINGTON |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GUROK, GALINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAVALOCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543017 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal harnesses; Backpacks for pets; Dog clothing; Dog coats; Dog collars; Dog leashes
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022
For Clothing, namely, hat, t-shirts, bottoms as clothing, tops as clothing, shirts, pants, sweatshirts, sweatpants, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, pajamas
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vitolo, Christine Address Vitolo, Christine 14 Evergreen Parkway North Providence RHODE ISLAND 02904 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543018 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a bird flying in the right direction with a triangular lower body, curved beak and half circle wings. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Repair or maintenance of computer hardware for autonomous flight systems for aircrafts International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Merlin Labs, Inc. Address Merlin Labs, Inc. 129 South St Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 063244-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)   PLATE PERFECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543020 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Catering services
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services First Use   Dec. 31, 2007 In Commerce   Dec. 31, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SCIBELLI, Joseph Address   SCIBELLI, Joseph 1205 Thomas Avenue Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28205 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   558/17

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CO-LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543023 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing courses, classes, forums, programs, podcasts, blogs, workshops and tutorials via an online learning platform in the fields of cookery, food preparation, baking and pastry arts, culinary arts, chef skills, catering, and culinary entrepreneurship
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Co-Lab Online LLC Address Co-Lab Online LLC 8212 Valencia Dr. Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92647 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COL08-200
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97543037  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): LAMCEPLU

Reason for Publication:
Published for Opposition

Good and Services Information:
For: Beverageware; Beer mugs; Coffee mugs; Cups and mugs; Drinking cups and saucers; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Drinking straws; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Vacuum bottles

International Classes: 21  
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

First Use in Commerce: Jul. 18, 2022  
In Commerce: Jul. 18, 2022

Basis Information:
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information:
Owner Name: Yiwu Xiaoding Trade Co., Ltd.  
Address: Yiwu Xiaoding Trade Co., Ltd. 302, Unit 2, Building 86, Fandong Village, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000  
Legal Entity: Limited company (Ltd.)

Examining Attorney:
Examining Attorney: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOUSE OF GOD'S REWARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543042 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ministerial services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Aug. 10, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOUSE OF GOD'S REWARD Address HOUSE OF GOD'S REWARD 190 S. Donna Court Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92807 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESCAPE SPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543047 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit, namely, providing massage, facial and body treatment services, cosmetic body care services; Health spa services for health and wellness of the mind, body and spirit; Health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Johnson, LeBrina Address Johnson, LeBrina 20431 Old Windmill Trail Hockley TEXAS 77447 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Escape Spa

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DYNASTY DYNAMIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543061 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines for gambling including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVERI GAMES INC. Address EVERI GAMES INC. 206 Wild Basin Road South, Bldg. B. Austin TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FROM THE HOOD TO THE HOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543067 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, and workshops for inner city children and teens in the field of coding and computer programming
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Connected Compass, LLC Address Connected Compass, LLC 3940 Quailshire Ln Chesapeake VIRGINIA 23321 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREYSANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543069  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallets; Wallets and wallet inserts; Wallets for credit cards; Wallets including card holders; Wallets incorporating RFID blocking technology; Wallets of precious metal; Wallets with card compartments; Ankle mounted wallets; Ankle-mounted wallets; Card wallets; Credit card wallets; Credit card wallets of leather; Credit card cases being wallets; Handbags, purses and wallets; Key wallets; Leather wallets; Leather bags and wallets; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather credit card wallets; Pocket wallets; Purses and wallets; Wrist or ankle mounted wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carney, Timothy  Address Carney, Timothy  527 Fairways Circle  St. Louis  MISSOURI  63141  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OCULAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543071 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Office furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steelcase Inc. Address Steelcase Inc. PO Box 1967 Grand Rapids MICHIGAN 49501
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 141542-0-USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543073</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a dog head design wearing sunglasses. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Animal harnesses; Backpacks for pets; Dog clothing; Dog coats; Dog collars; Dog leashes

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Clothing, namely, hat, t-shirts, bottoms as clothing, tops as clothing, shirts, pants, sweatshirts, sweatpants, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, pajamas

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Vitolo, Christine
Address Vitolo, Christine 14 Evergreen Parkway North Providence RHODE ISLAND 02904
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Related Properties Information

- International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0128327/1694576
- International Registration Number: 1694576

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Board games, card games, memory games, party games
- International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
- International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

## Basis Information

- Currently ITU: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Skyler Imagination LLC
- **Address**: Skyler Imagination LLC 103 E. Beverley St., Ste. D Staunton VIRGINIA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TENNESSEE HEAT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543079</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “TENNESSEE” |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Barbecue dry rub; Barbecue sauce; Barbeque sauce; Spice blends; Spice mixes; Spice rubs; Spices; Dry spice rub for meats and fish; Sauces for barbecued meat |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Steamin’ Steve’s, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly Steamin’ Steve’s |
| Address | Alcoa  TENNESSEE  37701 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | TENNESSEE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIMBER HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543080 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6176758

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spirits; Distilled spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Timber House, Inc. Address Timber House, Inc. 3329 Hegan Lane Chico CALIFORNIA 95928 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALNABRU-PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543082 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ALNABRU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs, brushes, pet hair rakes, dematting combs, and deshedding brushes; Hand-operated devices for scratching pets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALNABRU LLC Address ALNABRU LLC 12 DANIEL RD STE 318B FAIRFIELD NEW JERSEY 07004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 62717

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
TM 4582 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543084 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6445430

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring costumes for children, sleepwear for children and toddlers, clothing for children and toddlers, lounge pants, boxers, and pants for men, sleepwear and socks for women, clothing for babies, backpacks, lunchboxes, bucket bags, holiday decor, holiday ornaments, and swimwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yankee Toybox Acquisition Company, LLC Address Yankee Toybox Acquisition Company, LLC 3033 Whipple Ave. NW Canton OHIO 44718 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UEYAN101USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CUPPA YO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543089 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of restaurants and frozen yogurt restaurants
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022
For Frozen confections; Frozen yogurt; Frozen yogurt confections
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Sep. 01, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2010
For Catering; Restaurants; Fast-food restaurants; Frozen yogurt shop services in the nature of a restaurant; Self service restaurants; Take-away restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 02, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cuppa Yo Frozen Yogurt, LLC Address Cuppa Yo Frozen Yogurt, LLC 937 N.W. Newport #110 Bend OREGON 97701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CPY 403

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SHOWROOM FLOOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543097
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Toy vehicles; Model toy vehicles
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2004
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2004

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jada Group, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Jada Toys
- **Address**: Jada Group, Inc. 938 Hatcher Avenue City of Industry CALIFORNIA 91748
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ROCHA, CAMERON R
**Mark Literal(s)** DIDSPADE

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97543102
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wholesale and retail store services featuring effect pigments, glitters and paints
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 29, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 26, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Didspade Custom Paint Additives LLC
- **Address**: Didspade Custom Paint Additives LLC 2775 N Arizona Ave Suite 7 Chandler ARIZONA 85225
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXACTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543105 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized version of the word 'exactech'. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exactech, Inc. Address Exactech, Inc. 2320 NW 66th Court Gainesville FLORIDA 32653 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 58081-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AUCTIONS BY CELLULAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543111  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "AUCTIONS"  Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4389790

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Auction management services provided to others over an on-line web site accessed through a global computer network; Auction services; Auctioning via telecommunication networks; On-line auction services; On-line auction services for nonprofits, charities, schools, and foundations
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  May 01, 2011  In Commerce  May 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GIVESMART US, INC.  Address  GIVESMART US, INC.  9620 EXECUTIVE CENTER DRIVE NORTH, SUITE, 200  ST. PETERSBURG  FLORIDA  33702  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country
Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  73365.M2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)   EGPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97543116 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the letters 'egps' in which the 'e' is stylized. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exactech, Inc. Address Exactech, Inc. 2320 NW 66th Court Gainesville FLORIDA 32653 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 58081-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REVIVELY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543119 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of health and wellness to bring about personal happiness; Consulting services in the field of mental health and wellness; Providing a web site featuring information in the field of mental health and wellness; Providing a website featuring information regarding healthy living and lifestyle wellness; Providing information about health, wellness and nutrition via a website; Providing information in the field of mental health and wellness via a website; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of nutrition, health and wellness; Providing mental health and wellness information
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roth, Kristan Renee Address Roth, Kristan Renee 189 Connecticut Ave Greenwich CONNECTICUT 06830 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI

Docket Number 1
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BE PART OF THEIR STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543120 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type       Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For children's adoption agency services; foster care agency services; providing on-line information about children available for adoption and foster care

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ohio Department of Job and Family Services Address Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 30 East Broad Street, 32nd Floor Columbus OHIO 43215 Legal Entity 501(c)(4) in Ohio State or Country Where OHIO

Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13293.0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHENEVER YOU'RE READY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543152  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For children's adoption agency services; foster care agency services; providing on-line information about children available for adoption and foster care
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ohio Department of Job and Family Services  Address Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 30 East Broad Street, 32nd Floor  Columbus  OHIO 43215  Legal Entity 501(c)(4) in Ohio State or Country Where OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13293.0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543157  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of 4 separate shapes combined together to create a square with the upper right shape elongating the upper right corner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4410729, 5395801

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For banking services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CORNERSTONE CAPITAL BANK, SSB  Address CORNERSTONE CAPITAL BANK, SSB 1177 WEST LOOP SOUTH SUITE 700 HOUSTON TEXAS 77027  Legal Entity STATE SAVINGS BANK  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 87428.00100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BANNERWORTHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543167 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BANNERWORTHY" with a banner flag forming the letter "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banners and flags of textile; Banners of textile; Banners of textile or plastic; Adjustable vinyl banners suspended on metal poles inserted into square metal ground sleeves; Cloth banners; Fabrics with photos, patterns, designs and inspirational words printed thereon for the manufacture of signage, flags, and banners; Plastic banners; Vinyl banners
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Planet Jill Designs, LLC Address Planet Jill Designs, LLC 11684 Ventura Blvd. #460 STUDIO CITY CALIFORNIA 91604 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MR. GREEN GUTTER CLEANING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543170  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "MR." in white and outlined in black, above the word "GREEN" in green and outlined in black, all appearing over the wording "GUTTER CLEANING" in black. All other instances of the color white represent background and/or transparent areas and is not a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing   Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "GUTTER CLEANING"  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Repair of gutters; Clearing and cleaning gutters
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Nov. 2008  In Commerce  Nov. 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MR. GREEN GUTTER CLEANING LLC  Address  MR. GREEN GUTTER CLEANING LLC  5367 LINCOLN HIGHWAY  YORK  PENNSYLVANIA  17406  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543177 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   children's adoption agency services; foster care agency services; providing on-line information about children available for adoption and foster care
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ohio Department of Job and Family Services Address   Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 30 East Broad Street, 32nd Floor Columbus   OHIO 43215 Legal Entity   501(c)(4) in Ohio State or Country Where   OHIO
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   13293.0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney   BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SQ3D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543182 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal doors; Non-metal doors made by 3D printing; Non-metal shingles; Non-metal shingles made by 3D printing; Non-metal decorative moldings and decorative trim for use in building construction; Non-metal decorative moldings and decorative trim for use in building construction made by 3D printing
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Cabinets; Cabinets made by 3D printing; Kitchen cabinets; Kitchen cabinets made by 3D printing
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Online retail store services featuring three dimensional (3D) printers, three dimensional (3D) printer parts, and filaments for use with three dimensional (3D) printers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Custom 3D printing for others; Custom manufacture of doors, cabinets, trim and molding, and shingles; Custom 3D printing of doors, cabinets, trim and molding, and shingles; Rental of 3D printers
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SQ4D Patent LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SQ4D Patent LLC 315 West Main Street Patchogue NEW YORK 11772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>036715</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DYFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543191  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby blankets; Children's blankets; Sleeping bags; Sleeping bags for babies
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DYFE LLC  Address  DYFE LLC  Apt 2  3555 Platt Ave.  Lynwood  CALIFORNIA  90262  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESANHAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543211 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodyboards; Skateboards; Artificial fishing bait; Bite indicators; Bite sensors; Fishing buoys; Fishing lines; Fishing rod holders; Fishing tackle; Landing nets for anglers; Reels for fishing; Surf boards; Surf skis; Swimming pool air floats; Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yishuihe Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yishuihe Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.812, Bld.4, Gemdale Kaixuan Plaza, No.31 Longcheng Ave., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00974

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WE LIVE FOR LAGER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97543217
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jack's Abby Brewing, LLC
- **Address**: Jack's Abby Brewing, LLC 100 Clinton Street Framingham MASSACHUSETTS 01702
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 108956735133

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FANTAMOV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543218  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FANTAMOV has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby carriages; Bicycle handlebar grips; Car seats for pets; Carts, namely, wheeled, collapsible, canvas carts for transporting and hauling objects; Children's car seats; Dollies; Fitted car seat covers; Folding bicycles; Folding electric bicycles; Hand trucks; Handlebar grips for motorcycles; Pet strollers; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers; Shopping trolleys; Tire inflators  International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuyi Bohe Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. Address Wuyi Bohe Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. No. 31 Wujiang Avenue, Shentang Industrial Zone, Baiyang St., Wuyi County Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97543219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literals**: DIO
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of DIO in the mark is GOD.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Prepared alcoholic cocktails; canned alcoholic cocktails
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: May 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: WIJK Spirits, LLC
- **Address**: WIJK Spirits, LLC 12th Floor 122 West 27th St. New York NEW YORK
- **10001 Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 064011/09006

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIYZOKNI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543222  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording GIYZOKNI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beverageware; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Cookery molds; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dishers; Electric wine openers; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Holders for toilet paper; Household utensils, namely, graters; Non-electric crushers for kitchen use; Pastry molds; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Shower racks

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Jul. 27, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ningxia Xingchuang Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Ningxia Xingchuang Technology Co., Ltd.  C1408,14/F,Block C,Digital Economy Ind. Park,Guihua 9th Road,Xingqing District Yinchuan, Ningxia CHINA  750000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUZZER TRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543223 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2294792, 4859200, 2622735 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit preserves
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Fudge sauce; Caramel sauce; Barbecue sauce; Marinades
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sazerac Brands, LLC Address Sazerac Brands, LLC 10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400 Louisville KENTUCKY 40223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 46657-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Intercoms; Periscopes; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Car videorecorders; Digital door locks; Diving suits; Electric door bells; Electrical and electronic burglar alarms; Electrical annunciators; Electrified fences; Electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; Endoscopic equipment for industrial purposes; Endoscopy cameras for industrial purposes; Lenses for photographic apparatus; Locks, electric; Radio pagers; Rearview cameras for vehicles; Security surveillance robots; Smoke detectors; Switches, electric; Time switches, automatic; Two-way radios; Underwater breathing apparatus; Underwater cameras; Video cameras |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Yishuihe Technology Co.,Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Yishuihe Technology Co.,Ltd. Rm.812,Bld.4, Gemdale Kaixuan Plaza,No.31 Longcheng Ave.,Longgang Dist.,Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 00974 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUFFALO TRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543238 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words BUFFALO TRACE in stylized font
with an image of a buffalo between BUFFALO and TRACE. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2294792, 4859200, 2622735 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit preserves
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Fudge sauce; Caramel sauce; Barbecue sauce; Marinades
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sazerac Brands, LLC Address Sazerac Brands, LLC 10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400 Louisville
KENTUCKY 40223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 46657-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RENEWKNIT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543242</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | automotive textile fabrics; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of vehicle interior components |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Lear Corporation |
| Address | Lear Corporation 21557 Telegraph Road Southfield MICHIGAN 48033 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | LEAR14146TUS |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GDF24

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543247</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dietary supplements; Herbal supplements; Mineral supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: GIDD Commercial USA, Inc.
- **Address**: GIDD Commercial USA, Inc. 540 S. Bibb Ave., #315, Eagle Pass, TEXAS 58852
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1366-002UST1

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA GRINGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543255 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For blue agave liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James de Givenchy, Inc. Address James de Givenchy, Inc. 501 Madison Avenue, 25th Floor New York NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JDG003USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIDUCDIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543258 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HIDUCDIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armchairs; Bamboo curtains; Beach chairs; Book stands; Bottle racks; Camping furniture; Coat stands; Display stands; End tables; Foot stools; Interior window coverings, namely, vertical and horizontal louvers; Plant racks; Porch swings; Tea trolleys; Towel stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miao, Xiaowei Address Miao, Xiaowei (4), No.110, Yindoumao Group, Yindoumao Village, Quyu Town, Lin County, Lviang, Shanxi CHINA 033200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BOZIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543259  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cologne; Cosmetics; Dentifrices; Lipsticks; Make-up; Perfumes; Air fragrance reed diffusers; Beauty masks; Beauty creams for body care; Bleaching preparations for household use; Chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; Cleaning preparations; Cleaning preparations for shoes and leather; Cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; Collagen preparations for cosmetics purposes; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for baths; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Dental bleaching gels; Descaling preparations for household purposes; Detergents for household use; Essential oils; Ethereal oils; Extracts of flowers being perfumes; Eyebrow cosmetics; Eyebrow pencils; Fabric softeners for laundry use; False eyelashes; False nails; Hair care preparations; Hair conditioners; Hair lotions; Hair spray; Hair colouring and dyes; Household cleaning preparations; Laundry sheets impregnated with detergent; Lip glosses; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Make-up pencils; Make-up powder; Make-up preparations; Make-up remover; Massage gels, other than for medical purposes; Nail art stickers; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, salves, and lip balms; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Shampoos for animals; Shampoos for pets; Shoe cream; Shoe wax; Skin whitening creams; Skin whitening preparations; Stain removers; Sunscreen creams; Sunscreen preparations; Vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; Windscreen cleaning liquids; Bar soap; Beauty soap; Color run prevention laundry sheets; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare; Cosmetics sold as an integral component of non-medicated skincare preparations; Eau-de-cologne; Hair shampoo; Laundry detergents; Make-up kits comprised of lipstick, lip gloss, skin care creams, or makeup; Non-medicated bath preparations; Non-medicated douching preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated bar soap; Toilet soap
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

5686
For Bodices; Camisoles; Corselets; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Knickers; Leggings; Leotards; Nightwear; Panties; Pants; Pyjamas; Sashes; Shirts; Skirts; Skorts; Socks; Suspenders; Tights; Trousers; Underclothing; Underwear; Vests; Waistcoats; Adhesive brassieres; Braces for clothing; Corsets being clothing; Dressing gowns; Leg warmers; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweaters; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, leggings, stretch pants, camisoles containing slimming substances; Hooded sweat shirts; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, and sweaters; Sports jerseys

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Chiu, Yung-Chi  
**Address** Chiu, Yung-Chi 7975 Badura Avenue, Suite 1020 Las Vegas NEVADA 89113  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** TAIWAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BUSH, KAREN K

---

5687
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JILPHA

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97543265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. <strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Earrings; Gemstones; Pendants; Beads for making jewellery; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry chains; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Necklaces; Precious metals and their alloys; Rings; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery <strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 2, 27, 28, 50 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Jewelry <strong>First Use</strong> Jul. 30, 2022 <strong>In Commerce</strong> Jul. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> FOSHAN LITEK TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED <strong>Address</strong> FOSHAN LITEK TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT COMP ANY LIMITED 629-1,Block 4,Green Creative Park,Xianan Rd.,Guicheng Subdistrict,Nanhai Dist. Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528251 <strong>Legal Entity</strong> limited company (ltd.) <strong>State or Country</strong> China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIEKON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543266  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SIEKON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries and battery chargers; Battery packs for video cameras, laptops; Electric accumulators; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems comprised of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures for solar, thin-film solar (TFS), vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) installations; Photovoltaic cells and modules; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Solar panels for production of electricity; Thin-film solar (TFS), vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) and Hybrid TFS VAWT off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems composed of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHEJIANG SIEKON ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. Address ZHEJIANG SIEKON ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. ZONE A, NORTH SIDE, BUILDING2, NO.112, EAST GAOXIN 1ST ROAD, FENGMING SUB-DISTRUCT, TONG, XIANG CITY, JIAxing CITY, ZHEJiANG PROVINCE, CHiNA
Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM202208G03
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JOJOWELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97543271
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air fragrancing preparations; Bath and shower gels and salts not for medical purposes; Bath bombs; Bath foams; Non-medicated bath salts
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Jul. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Sanzhiniu Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Dongguan Sanzhiniu Technology Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 8, Niwei Lane, Tangxia Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STEINPFAD, SARAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DEFCON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97543275
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Shin guards for athletic use; Athletic protective pads for sports
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 09, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 09, 2015

- **For**: Protective face-shields for protective helmets; Sports helmets
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 09, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 09, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Boombah Inc.
- **Address**: Boombah Inc. Legal Dept 202 W Boombah BL YORKVILLE ILLINOIS 60560
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUTRIFORPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543276 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NUTRIFORPET" with the wording "FOR" inside a paw print that has one toe being a heart, the wording "PET" having a dog and cat silhouette inside the letter "P". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dietary and nutritional supplements for animals; Vitamin supplements for animals
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NuBest, Inc. Address NuBest, Inc. 1910 THOMES AVENUE CHEYENNE WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2025103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JADNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543278 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin care preparations, namely, body balm; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Non-medicated cosmetic skin care preparations consisting of organic coconut virgin oil and coconut virgin oil; Wrinkle removing skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephanie Contreras Address Stephanie Contreras 216 coralwood dr San Diego CALIFORNIA 92114
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DILAMANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543299 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dilamani Gem Trading, LLC Address Dilamani Gem Trading, LLC Suite 393 98 Cutter Mill Road Great Neck NEW YORK 11021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1442-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COLORONLY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543313</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Hair color; Hair colorants; Hair colourants; Hair colouring; Hair colouring preparations; Hair dye; Hair dyes; Hair coloring preparations; Hair colouring and dyes; Hair oils; Non-medicated hair serums

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2020

**In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2020

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Dyebar Express Ltd.
**DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA ColorOnly Express Salons

**Address**
Dyebar Express Ltd.
4020 Galt Ocean Drive
Fort Lauderdale
FLORIDA 33308

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country** DELAWARE

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KUAKECASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543314 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera mounts and supports; Cases adapted for cameras; Cell phone cases; Data cables; In-car telephone handset cradles; Personal headphones for use with sound transmitting systems; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for smartphone lenses; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Selfie sticks; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for laptops; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yiwangli Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yiwangli Technology Co., Ltd. 9J,Shuangzi Block,Bldg. 2,Pingguoyuan, Xinniu Comm.,Minzhi St.,Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518131
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOBTFICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543319 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LOBTFICE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Bags specially adapted for underwater camera housings; Camera cases; Camera flashes; Camera hoods; Camera mounts and supports; Camera tripods; Cases adapted for cameras; Flash lamps; Multiple purpose cameras; Self-timers; Tripods for cameras; Viewfinders
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Qingshiyuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Qingshiyuan Technology Co., Ltd. No. 177 attached No. 128, Wanshou West Road, Jitou Town, Wuhou District Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610045 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAPER DREAMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543321 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ava Food Labs, Inc. Address Ava Food Labs, Inc. 2565 3rd St. #318 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4849-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MACUQACU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543326 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MACUQACU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Articles of clothing for toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Climbers' harnesses; Exercise machines; Fishing pole holders worn on the body; Mechanical toys; Novelty costume masks; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Positionable three dimensional toys for use in games; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy for pets; Toy tiaras; Toy water globes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xiaobao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xiaobao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 401,Unit 1, Bldg.13,Fuhua New Vil.,No.253 Fuhua Road,Fushan Comm.,Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518002
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) **MUJEEGI**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543335
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Mujeegi has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Cup holders for use in vehicles; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Vehicle armrest cushions; Vehicle seat cushions
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 27, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yixiang Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yixiang Network Technology Co., Ltd., 101, No. 43 Datong Street, Bantian Community, Bantian St., Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CARTONERÍA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543342</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The English translation of Cartonería in the mark is papier-mâché sculptures. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Ava Food Labs, Inc. |
| Address | Ava Food Labs, Inc. 2565 3rd St. #318 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 4849-1 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OGODMOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543343 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OGODMOO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headsets; Radios; Blank magnetic data carriers; Calculators and calculating machines; Digital signal processors; GPS navigation device; Laboratory furniture; Mobile hotspot devices; Optical lamps; Portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets; Smartphone mounts; Sound and video recording and playback machines; Tool measuring instruments; Vehicle location detection system comprised primarily of display monitors, computers, image sensors, and video cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Guliya E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Guliya E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 96, Dingliaoshe, Shuangling Vil., Guankou Town, Jimei District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361023 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOT FOR SUNDAYS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543348</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Lingerie; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits; Men's suits, women's suits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Coats for men and women; Leather pants; Scarfs; Suspender belts for men |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Edemidiong, Abigail Sunday |
| Address | Edemidiong, Abigail Sunday 3000 BISSONNET ST Apt. 2211 Houston TEXAS 77005 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** UOXWOWXOU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97543352</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording UOXWOWXOU has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Earrings; Jewellery; Jewels; Choker necklaces; Clip earrings; Gold-plated rings; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jade; Jewellery charms; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry armoires; Jewelry dishes; Rings; Women's jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** Jul. 01, 2022  **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Guo, Haoyuan  **Address** Guo, Haoyuan  No. 12, North 14th Street, Ximei New Village, Guiyu Town, Chaoyang District Shantou, Guangdong  CHINA  515000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WAOESAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543355 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The wording WAOESAK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Beer mugs; Bottle openers; Candlesticks of glass; Candlesticks with wind protection; Coffee cups; Coffee mugs; Double wall cups; Golf brush; Porcelain flower pots; Souvenir plates; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Works of art made of porcelain

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Haocheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Haocheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 2401, Block. A, Bldg. 2, Bldg. 2, Phase 3, Jiazhaoye Central Plaza, Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518129 Legal Entity   limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
COLORS OF LIBERTY

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  printed matter, namely, graphic art reproductions and calendars
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Peterson, Judith Ann Address  Peterson, Judith Ann  742 Parkway Drive  North Salt Lake  UTAH  84054
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Sweeney, Allyson Address  Sweeney, Allyson  10596 S. Beach Comber Way  South Jordan  UTAH  84009 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14826.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEREZ, STEVEN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 15 Meters

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543380</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Ava Food Labs, Inc. |
| Address | Ava Food Labs, Inc. 2565 3rd St. #318 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 4849-1 |
| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |

---

**15 Meters**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WIZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543384  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcoholic cocktail mixes; Alcoholic cocktails; Alcoholic coffee-based beverages; Alcoholic energy drinks; Alcohol.

fruit cocktail drinks; Alcoholic tea-based beverages; Hard lemonade; Prepared alcoholic cocktail; Rum cocktails; Rum-based
beverages; Vodka cocktails

International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

For  Coffee; Tea; Beverages made of coffee; Beverages made of tea; Beverages with tea base; Black tea; Coffee and coffee
substitutes; Coffee and tea; Coffee based beverages; Coffee beverages with milk; Coffee substitutes; Coffee-based beverages;
Flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; Fruit teas; Herbal teas; Iced tea; Instant tea; Jasmine tea; Oolong tea; Tea extracts;
Tea substitutes; Chai tea; Earl Grey tea; Ginger tea; Ginseng tea; Green tea; Iced coffee; Prepared coffee and coffee-based
beverages

International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

For  Coconut water as beverage; Coconut-based beverages not being milk substitutes; Coffee-flavored soft drinks;
Concentrates, syrups or powders for making soft drinks or tea-flavored beverages; Flavored waters; Fruit-based beverages;
Fruit-based soft drinks flavored with tea; Fruit-flavored beverages; Fruit-flavored carbonated drinks; Fruit beverages; Fruit
flavored drinks; Iced fruit beverages; Iced fruit drinks; Mineral and carbonated waters; Non-alcoholic beverages containing
fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; Non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; Non-alcoholic
beverages with tea flavor; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic carbonated drinks; Non-alcoholic cocktails;
Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit juice drinks; Non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice beverages; Protein-
enriched sports beverages; Soft drinks; Soft drinks flavored with tea; Sparkling water; Sports drinks; Sports drinks containing
electrolytes

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Wize Monkey Inc.  
**Address**  Wize Monkey Inc.  309 - 1930 Pandora Street  Vancouver, BC  CANADA  V5L0C7  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  3251-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GATOR METAL ROOFING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543393 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of an alligator, with leaves protruding from its teeth, in front of the sun flank on both sides by metal gutters with water drops dripping from them; all above the words GATOR and METAL ROOFING. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "METAL ROOFING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing installation International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USA Gutter Systems, Inc. Address USA Gutter Systems, Inc. 2853 Jones Franklin Road Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27606 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 07111-USA Gu

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOE FISH ART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543423 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art pictures on canvas
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use 2005 In Commerce 2005
For Online retail store services featuring non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration, art pictures on canvas, wall decal murals; paper signs for decoration, printed posters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use 2005 In Commerce 2005
For Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use 2005 In Commerce 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toe Fish Art, LLC Address Toe Fish Art, LLC 211 11th Street Saint Augustine FLORIDA 32080
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 088027-01001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOE FISH ART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543433 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ornamental cloth patches
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Drinking vessels; plates; dishes; bowls; noodle boards being stove burner covers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Wall hangings, not of textile; door mats; floor mats; rugs
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings
For Wall hangings of textile; pillow covers; towels; throw blankets; bed blankets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Plush toys; dog toys

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Wall decal murals; paper signs for decoration; stationery; printed posters; printed greeting cards; stickers

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Pillows

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, hoodies, and hats; clothing for babies, toddlers, and children, namely, t-shirts, hoodies, hats, pajamas; aprons

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Toe Fish Art, LLC Address  Toe Fish Art, LLC  211 11th Street  Saint Augustine  FLORIDA  32080
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  088027-01003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GHEELICIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543434 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potato chips; Potato crisps
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MTC Management Address MTC Management 7728 Edinburough Ln 10 Glacier Circle South Barrington ILLINOIS 60010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XPRESS EXTERIOR DESIGN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543437</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "EXTERIOR DESIGN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Installation of doors and windows; Installation of siding; Roofing services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Nov. 21, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 21, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xpress Exterior Design LLC
- **Address**: Xpress Exterior Design LLC 901 4th St N STE 300 St Petersburg FLORIDA 33702
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRANSCEND YOUR IMAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543440 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching services in the field of self confidence, career, general life, personal image, leadership development, and communication
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 2022 In Commerce Jul. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aspire Higher Enterprises, LLC Address Aspire Higher Enterprises, LLC 9907 8th St W #1153 Gotha FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557676365

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FORTUNETELLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543450 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts, Shorts, Trousers, TShirt, Hoodies, Sweatshirt; Headwear, namely, hats, caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOWENS MARQUISE L Address BOWENS MARQUISE L 7252 MICHELLE RD ROCKY MOUNT NORTH CAROLINA 27803 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S UNIVERSE SPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543463 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a graphic design of a sideways "S" with an accent on top in a square with curved edges and on the right is the stylized wording of "UNIVERSE SPACE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balms for medical purposes; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary supplements for animals; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Food for babies; Freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes; Glucose for medical purposes; Medicated animal feed; Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongke Taisheng (Beijing) Biotechnology Co., Ltd. Address Zhongke Taisheng (Beijing) Biotechnology Co., Ltd. 1502, 12th floor, building 7, Huaqing Jiayuan, Haidian District, Beijing CHINA 100086 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PURPOSE PERIODIZATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543465 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self-awareness, confidence, life coaching, personal image; Life coaching services in the field of self-awareness, confidence, life coaching, personal image; Providing courses of instruction in the field of self-awareness, confidence, life coaching, personal image
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use  Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Aspire Higher Enterprises, LLC Address   Aspire Higher Enterprises, LLC  9907 8th St W #1153 Gotha FLORIDA  34734 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   K557676944

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CARROLL, DORITT
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REAL COMFORT BRINGS OUT
THE REAL YOU

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97543469 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Medicated lip balm; medicated moisturizers
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals
For Lip balm; lip gloss; lip oil; lip tint; cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; non-medicated lip protectors
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Carma Laboratories, Inc. Address Carma Laboratories, Inc. 5801 West Airways Avenue Franklin WISCONSIN 53132 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 019427-9188

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REVIVE YOUR LIPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number   97543474  Application Filing Date   Aug. 10, 2022  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For   Medicated lip balm; medicated moisturizers
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes  US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals
For   Lip balm; lip gloss; lip oil; lip tint; cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; non-medicated lip protectors
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes  US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title
Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name   Carma Laboratories, Inc.  Address   Carma Laboratories, Inc.   5801 West Airways Avenue   Franklin
WISCONSIN   53132  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   WISCONSIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number   019427-9196

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney   KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REVIVE THE REAL YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543480 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicated lip balm; medicated moisturizers
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Lip balm; lip gloss; lip oil; lip tint; cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; non-medicated lip protectors
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carma Laboratories, Inc. Address Carma Laboratories, Inc. 5801 West Airways Avenue Franklin WISCONSIN 53132 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 019427-9197

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  HKAIMING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
*Serial Number*  97543486  *Application Filing Date*  Aug. 10, 2022  *Register*  Principal  *Mark Type*  Trademark  *Publication Date*  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
*Standard Character Claim*  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  *Mark Drawing Type*  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
*For*  Cushions; Blank plastic adhesive labels; Computer keyboard trays; Curtain hooks; Decorative wooden wall letters for spelling names and words; Inflatable neck support cushions; Mattress toppers; Picture frames; Plastic baseball card collectors cases; Plastic shield for use when shampooing to protect face, eyes and ears from water and shampoo  
*International Classes*  20 - Primary Classes  *US Classes*  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  *International Class Title*  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  *First Use*  Jun. 08, 2022  *In Commerce*  Jun. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
*Currently Use*  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
*Owner Name*  Wang, Min  *Address*  Wang, Min  No. 1 Wangyuan Group, Dalong Village  Gongfang Town, Le’an County  Fuzhou, Jiangxi  CHINA  344000  *Legal Entity*  INDIVIDUAL  *Citizenship*  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
*Examining Attorney*  BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONET.IO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543504 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing access to local area computer networks; Provision of access to a global computer network; Provision of access to electronic sites

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Mar. 24, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

For Computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; Cybersecurity services in the nature of restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Development of software for secure network operations; Providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows for secure access to applications and prevents attacks; Providing a website that features technology that enables the secure exchange of information by users; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable web-based decentralized applications (DApps) for cybersecurity

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Mar. 24, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sonet.io, Inc. Address Sonet.io, Inc. 3031 Tisch Way, 110 Plaza West San Jose CALIFORNIA 95128
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number D46003T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY

5724
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97543506
Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Mark Literal(s): ERERMITIC EASE
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Hoodies; Shoes; Shorts; Pullovers; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bandanas; Bathing suits; Bodysuits; Boxer briefs; Bralettes; Bras; Camouflage pants; Camouflage jackets; Cargo pants; Clothing jackets; Coats for men; Coats for women; Coats made of cotton; Coats of denim; Corduroy pants; Crew neck sweaters; Crew necks; Crop tops; Denim pants; Denim jeans; Denim skirts; Evening dresses; Flannel shirts; Fleece pullovers; Fleece shorts; Fleece tops; Fur coats; Fur jackets; G-strings; Graphic T-shirts; Halter tops; Heavy coats; Hooded pullovers; Jeans; Leather pants; Leather jackets; Leather shoes; Leather vests; Light-reflecting coats; Light-reflecting jackets; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra; Long sleeve pullovers; Lounge pants; Men's socks; Open-necked shirts; Pajama bottoms; Rain coats; Rain jackets; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sleep pants; Sneakers; Sock suspenders; Socks; Sports jackets; Strapless brassieres; Suede jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat jackets; Sweat shirts; Sweat suits; Sweaters; Tee shirts; Thong underwear; Tights; Track pants; Track suits; Tracksuits; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Trousers; Tube tops; Turtleneck pullovers; Turtlenecks; Undershirts; Waterproof pants; Waterproof jackets; Wind pants; Wind resistant jackets; Wind shirts; Wind suits; Women's tops, namely, camis

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Yanez, Julieta De Jesus
DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Eremitic Ease
Address: Yanez, Julieta De Jesus
1701 N Emporia Ave
Wichita KANSAS 67214

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Examiner Information

Examiner: GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543507 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "yishengtai" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balms for medical purposes; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary supplements for animals; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Food for babies; Freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes; Glucose for medical purposes; Medicated animal feed; Nutritional supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use May 21, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongke Taisheng (Beijing) Biotechnology Co., Ltd. Address Zhongke Taisheng (Beijing) Biotechnology Co., Ltd. 1502, 12th floor, building 7, Huaqing Jiayuan, Haidian District, Beijing CHINA 100086 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EYIRYUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543509 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising balloons; Camping furniture; Drawer pulls of glass, porcelain or earthenware; Fitted furniture covers of plastic; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for children; Furniture of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Hand fans; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Legs for furniture; Office furniture; Shelves for storage; Towel racks; Wood pulls
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Telisi Trading Co., Ltd Address  Shenzhen Telisi Trading Co., Ltd Room 212, Block A, Bldg 9, Yangma Market Yangmei Community, Bantian St, Longgang Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518100 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ONENAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543522 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ONENAX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverageware; Cups; Dinnerware; Saucepans; All purpose portable household containers; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Roasting dishes; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Puling Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Puling Trading Co., Ltd. 729, Block B, Bldg. 6, Longguang Jiu Longtai Dongkeng Community, Fenghuang St., Guangming, Shenzhen, CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZBJ-188534

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKINTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543534 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Clothing, namely, hats and hoodies

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jennifer Osmond Address Jennifer Osmond 8866 Utica Ave #116 Rancho Cucamonga CALIFORNIA 91730 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Osmond.401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NENUGAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543549 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dehumidifiers for household use; Electrically heated liners for children's car seats; Electrically heated towel racks; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Lights for use in growing plants; Solar powered lamps; Tap-water purifying apparatus; Ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Wall lamps; Water filtering apparatus; Water purification machines; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Yongerte Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Yongerte Trading Co., Ltd. Room 511, 5th Floor, Building 4 Jinlin Modern City, No. 86, Jingsan Rd. N Jinshui Zhengzhou City CHINA 450003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOWOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543551 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SOWOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cake cutters; Can openers, non-electric; Chef knives; Disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons; Folding knives; Household knives; Household shears; Knife sharpeners; Paring knives; Plastic cutlery, namely, knives, forks, and spoons; Sharpening wheels for knives and blades; Stainless steel table knives, forks and spoons; Table knives, forks and spoons for babies; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Junying Chen Address Junying Chen No. 7, Xincuowei, Qipan Village Yunlu Town, Jiedong County Guangdong CHINA 515549 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TREWUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543552 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for deductions management and analytics in the field of consumer products, distributor and retail sales establishments
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 09, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TrewUp LLC Address TrewUp LLC 480 Gold Hill Drive Erie COLORADO 80516 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TONKVEGAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543557  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Hats; Headwear; Shirts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Hooded sweatshirts; Tank tops; Tops as clothing; Clothing jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name King, Randall  Address King, Randall  20 Music Square W Ste 200  Nashville  TENNESSEE  37203
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XCTDEHYI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543569 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheek rouges; Decalcomanias for fingernails; Eyebrow pencils; False nails; Fingernail embellishments; Fingernail jewelry; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail cosmetics; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail grooming products, namely, tips, glue, lacquer and glitter; Nail polish remover; Nail polish remover pens; Nail tips International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 06, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuzhen Feng Address Yuzhen Feng Room 402, Building 23, No. 3 Renmin East Second Road, Xiashan Dist Zhanjiang, Guangdong CHINA 524002 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LUZHABLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97543573 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Chandeliers; Lightbulbs; Burners for lamps; Lamp bases; Lamp shades; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Reading lights; Strip lighting for indoor use; Wall lamps

| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 05, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Huang Haoying |
| Address | Huang Haoying No. 148, Chizhu Laowu Group, Dingfang Village, Old Town, Dingnan County, Ganzhou, CHINA 518001 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | ROCHA, CAMERON R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GARDEN OF RHYTHM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543576 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio recording and production; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Organizing music and art festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; Production of visual effects for videos, DVDs, television and for internet web sites; Recording studios; Video production services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Garden of Rhythm LLC Address Garden of Rhythm LLC 343 W Wolf Point Plaza #3310 Chicago ILLINOIS 60654 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557207645

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>PEZUNA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543580</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;PEZUNA&quot; and a design of a skeleton inside a circle to the top of the wording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;PEZUNA&quot; in the mark is &quot;hoof&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Jump ropes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hats; Pants; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Bottoms as clothing; Hoodies; Clothing jackets; Sweatshirts; Tops as clothing; T-shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information

| Owner Name | PEZUNA, INC. |
| Address    | PEZUNA, INC. 3101 OCEAN PARK BLVD STE 100 SANTA MONICA CALIFORNIA 90405 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

## Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY |

| Examining Attorney | GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OWNWFEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543590</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Coats; Overcoats; Shirts; Sweaters; Clothing jackets; Coats for men and women; Down jackets; Knit shirts; Long sleeve pullovers; Men’s and women’s jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Open-necked shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for suits; Tank tops; Tee shirts |

International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Jun. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Zhu, Duanhua | Address | Zhu, Duanhua | Group 10, Xiaozhu village, Datong Town | Qichun County, Hubei | CHINA | 435300 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PATEL, SHEENA K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CPC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543596 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For new product commercialization services

For pharmaceutical packaging, namely, packaging articles to the order and specification of others

For contract manufacturing in the field of pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, vitamins, sleep aids; custom manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, vitamins, sleep aids

For pharmaceutical and dietary supplement research and development; safety and quality testing of pharmaceuticals and dietary supplements

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Contract Pharmacal Corp. Address Contract Pharmacal Corp. 165 Oser Avenue Hauppauge NEW YORK 11788 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 117324-0004
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CPC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543597 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "CPC" within a circle. The remaining white portion is background and not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  new product commercialization services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Mar. 31, 2010 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2010

For  pharmaceutical packaging, namely, packaging articles to the order and specification of others
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage First Use  Mar. 31, 2010 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2010

For  contract manufacturing in the field of pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, vitamins, sleep aids; custom manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, vitamins, sleep aids
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Mar. 31, 2010 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2010

For  pharmaceutical and dietary supplement research and development; safety and quality testing of pharmaceuticals and dietary supplements
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Mar. 31, 2010 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Contract Pharmacal Corp.
**Address**: Contract Pharmacal Corp.
**165 Oser Avenue**
**Hauppauge**
**NEW YORK 11788**

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 117324-0004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XZHFB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543598 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XZHFB" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Draperies; Bamboo fabric; Canvas fabric; Door curtains; Fabric for footwear; Fabric imitating animal skins; Fabrics with patterns printed thereon; Fabrics with designs printed thereon; Fabrics with inspirational words printed thereon; Fabrics with patterns printed thereon for the manufacture of apparel; Fabrics with designs printed thereon for the manufacture of upholstery; Fabrics with inspirational words printed thereon for the manufacture of signage; Fabrics with patterns printed thereon for the manufacture of flags; Fabrics with inspirational words printed thereon for the manufacture of banners; Fabrics with designs printed thereon for the manufacture of wallpaper; Interior decoration fabrics; Sail cloth; Silk fabric for printing patterns; Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters; Traced cloth for embroidery; Upholstery fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xianyou County Bangtou He Zhiwei comprehensive retail convenience store Address Xianyou County Bangtou He Zhiwei comprehens iese retail convenience store No. 16, He Cuo, Ziyang Community Bangtou Town, Xianyou County Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKYNOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543600 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Skynove" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookcases; Etagere; Furniture; Sofas; Bamboo furniture; Chests of drawers; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Plant racks; Works of art of bamboo International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Nanzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Nanzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Room 247, Building 49, No. 3, Queshan Yunfeng Road, Taoyuan Community, Dalang Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QHYDROGEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543619</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0132356/1718447</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Number</td>
<td>1718447</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Hydrogen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Q Hydrogen Commercialization LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Q Hydrogen Commercialization LLC 6300 Sage Wood Drive, Ste. H241 Park City UTAH 84098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>423QHC.0004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FANJINKEJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543625 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Fanjinkeji" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 51768273 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 21, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 20, 2031 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Aug. 20, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital input and output scanners; Document printers for computers; Drying ovens for laboratory use; Laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, pre-packed columns for use in chemical synthesis; Petri dishes; Photocopy machines; Printed circuit boards; Ticket printers; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; Unfilled toner cartridges for printers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Fanjin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Fanjin Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.101,No.1,3 Lane, Ligangtou Development Zone,Danzao Town,Nanhai Dist., Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIEMDDERK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543628 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BIEMDDERK has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cake molds; Cookery moulds; Disposable gloves for home use; Disposable latex gloves for general use; Pet feeding bowls, automatic; Recipe boxes; Soap dispensers; Toilet brushes; Trash containers for household use; Trays for domestic purposes of paper
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeng, Shibi Address Zeng, Shibi No. 7, Group 3, Hexin village, Yuxiu Miaozu Township, Xingwen County, Yibin, Sichuan CHINA 644000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ALGSQEOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543633</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ALGSQEOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Blousons; Jeans; Jodhpurs; Kerchiefs; Panties; Underclothes; Cloche hats; Leather belts for clothing; Yoga pants

|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|--------|--------------------------|---------|-----------|---------------|-------------|---------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Jinying Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Jinying Trading Co., Ltd. X1301-I7767, (Self-designed Building 1), No. 106, Fengze East Road, Nansha District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOT YOUR AVERAGE TAX PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543635 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TAX PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tax advisory services; Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services; Tax consultation; Tax consulting services; Tax filing services; Tax preparation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hayes, Jennifer A Address Hayes, Jennifer A PO Box 23124 New Orleans LOUISIANA 70183 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JTASDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543640 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JTASDI" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aluminium powder for painting; Bronze powder for painting; Coating compositions in the nature of paint containing thermosetting resins and thermoplastic resins used to coat metal products, for industrial applications; Colorants for use in the manufacture of soap; Dyes for use on plastics; Fluorescent brightening agent dyes; Metal foils and metal powders for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; Oil colors; Powdered paint additives in the nature of tints; Printing inks, coatings, pigments and dispersions for use in the graphic arts industry; Synthetic resin paints; Titanium dioxide being pigment; Unprocessed polyvinyl alcohol resins; Watercolor paints for use in art
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen aixinmei Investment Management Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen aixinmei Investment Management Co., Ltd. Rm. 302, Lihuang Bldg., No. 1 Nantian Rd., Xili St., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MINGSHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543642 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MINGSHENG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hatbands; Lace; Decorative backpack charms; Edgings for clothing; Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Lace trimming; Lacing needles; Trimmings for clothing
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Mingsheng Ribbon Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Mingsheng Ribbon Co., Ltd. One of the self-editing 1st floor No. 2-1 Ruiyi St,Shiling Town, Huadu Dist, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PANDALULU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543643 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative bead curtains; Decorative boxes made of wood; Fabric figurines; Figures made of rattan; Fitted fabric furniture covers; Hampers in the nature of baskets for transporting goods for commercial purposes; Ornaments made of seashells, not being Christmas tree ornaments; Pillows for household pets; Plastic pulls; Shelves for storage International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peng, Ying Address Peng, Ying No. 15 Wenming South Road, Chengguan Town, Yizhang County, Zhuzhou, Hunan CHINA 412000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
DR. STETTY SCOPE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97543646 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Series of printed children's books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | MAPP Educates, LLC |
| Address | MAPP Educates, LLC 145 Berkley Place Fayetville GEORGIA 30214 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EiHERN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543647 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downlights; Battery-operated night lights; Ceiling lights; Fairy lights for festive decoration; LED lamps; LED light bulbs; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting installations; LED lights for automobiles; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; Light bulbs; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations; Lighting tubes; Pendant lighting fixtures; Sockets for electric lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Xinborui Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Xinborui Technology Co., Ltd. 7th Floor, No. 2, Dagang Road, Jiazitang Community, Guangming District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIMUEETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543648 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Timueetech" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Timueetech has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shiyou Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Shiyou Technology Co., Ltd. 804,8th Floor, Haitian Complex Building, Futian Street, Futian District, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKINERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543651  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4368913

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DML Marketing Group, Ltd. Address DML Marketing Group, Ltd. 7711 Hayvenhurst Ave. Van Nuys CALIFORNIA 91406
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 705

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QHYDROGEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543656 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0132358/1718342 International Registration Number 1718342

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Generation of electricity; Generation of energy; Generation of power; Generation of power through operation of power generation equipment and facilities; Energy generation services

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Q Hydrogen Commercialization LLC Address Q Hydrogen Commercialization LLC 6300 Sage Wood Drive, Ste. H241 Park City UTAH 84098 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 423QHC.0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WULIZHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543657  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Wulizhen has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Matcha; Black tea; Edible paper; Fermented tea; Herb teas; Jasmine tea; Oolong tea; Processed tea leaves; Tieguanyin tea; Yellow tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods  First Use Jun. 08, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meishan Jiuxiangchawang Tea Industry Co.,Ltd.  Address Meishan Jiuxiangchawang Tea Industry Co., Ltd. Township government office building, Xianpo vil., Simeng Town, Dongpo Dist., Meishan, Sichuan CHINA 620000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KRAVOFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543664 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bralettes; Bras; Sweatpants; Sweatsocks; Sweatsuits; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Gym pants; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Sport coats; Sport shirts; Sport stockings; Sports bra; Sports bras; Sports overuniforms; Sports singlets; Strapless brassieres; Sweat jackets; Track pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Kalowave Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Kalowave Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 1605, Block A, Daxin Times Bldg., Nanshan St., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRAGON COIN NEW YEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543666 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer game software for gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Downloadable games that accept virtual or monetary wagers sold as a feature of downloadable game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVERI GAMES INC. Address EVERI GAMES INC. 206 Wild Basin Road South, Bldg. B. Austin TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKRKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543668  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SKRKIT™ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carafes; Dishes; Beverage glassware; Cleaning brushes for teapot spouts; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffeepots, non-electric; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Household utensils, namely, skimmers; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Insulated vacuum flasks; Non-electric coffee servers not of precious metal; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Portable pots and pans for camping; Scouring sponges; Servingware for serving food and drinks; Straws for drinking; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhengxin Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhengxin Industrial Co., Ltd. 103, Bldg. A2, Longxin Industrial Zone, Baolong St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FINE COOKED & SMOKED MEATS PIEDMONT KITCHEN * SINCE 1994 *

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543685 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a thick green ring with thin brown boarders and rectangular green color plaque with thin brown border. White letter wording in capital letters FINE COOKED AND SMOKED MEATS on the top half the ring, SINCE 1994 on the bottom half of the ring and PIEDMONT KITCHEN on the plaque in the middle of the ring. There is a brown color silhouette of a smoke house on orange background in the upper part of the logo between the ring and rectangular plaque. There is a picture of the mountain valley in brown and yellow color in the bottom part of the logo between the ring and rectangular plaque. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Green, white, brown, orange and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PIEDMONT KITCHEN", "FINE COOKED & SMOKED MEATS", AND "SINCE 1994"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed meats and poultry International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Aug. 10, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Integra Foods, LLC Address Integra Foods, LLC 476 Industrial Dr. Bladenboro NORTH CAROLINA 28320 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GODNEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543687</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Godnee" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ropes; Tarpaulins; Tents; All-purpose nylon straps; Animal hair; Bamboo fiber; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Clothes pin storage bags; Hemp fibres; Laundry bags; Laundry wash bags; Mesh bags for storage; Plastic storage bags for ice; Plastic twist ties; Waterproof bags, namely, wet bags for temporary storage of wet and/or soiled cloth diapers
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cui, Yan
- **Address**: Cui, Yan No. 87, Ping'an North Road, Shangli Town, Shangli County, Pingxiang City, Jiangxi CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TGTM0627

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinee**: SWEENEY, MOLLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) METRO FIBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543688 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FIBER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing Internet access International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Christian, David W Address Christian, David W 103 W 10th Street Metropolis ILLINOIS 62960 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLOVER DOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543689 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the image of a paw with a heart stylized to look like one full drawn stroke and a clover with the words "Clover Dog" below the heart. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DOG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal training of dogs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 30, 2022 In Commerce May 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CloverDog LLC Address CloverDog LLC 459 Main St #3 Metuchen NEW JERSEY 08840 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556426781

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIGN-W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543693 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "SIGN-W" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic LED signs; Neon signs; Signs, luminous; Electronic advertisement boards featuring a neon lamp
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shandong Yiluke Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Address  Shandong Yiluke Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 511, OFFICE Sci. & Tech Innovation Center, No. 2653, Chonghua Rd, High-tech Zone, Jinan, Shandong, CHINA  250000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INVITE YOUR LIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543694 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring window treatments; Retail store services featuring window coverings; Retail store services featuring window decorating; On-line retail store services featuring window treatments; On-line retail store services featuring window coverings; On-line retail store services featuring window decorating
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 10, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name A SHADE ABOVE WINDOW FASHIONS INC. Address A SHADE ABOVE WINDOW FASHIONS INC. 4809 Starcrest Drive Monroe NORTH CAROLINA 28110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543701 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0131774/1717481 International
Registration Number 1717481

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for building, deploying, operating and managing containerized software applications; downloadable computer software for simplifying the running of containerized software applications across development, test, and production environments; downloadable computer software for use in automating the development, distribution and management of containerized computer program applications and for executing computer program applications using containerization; downloadable computer software for use in developing, deploying, distributing and managing other computer software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

For Software as a service (SaaS) services and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) services featuring software for building, deploying, operating and managing containerized software applications, for simplifying the running of containerized software applications across development, test, and production environments, for use in automating the development, distribution and management of containerized computer program applications, for executing computer program applications using containerization, and for use in developing, deploying, distributing and managing other computer software

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Information</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Acorn Labs, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Acorn Labs, Inc. 19925 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 100 Cupertino CALIFORNIA 95014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examiner Information</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>066972-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYTUSHTOWEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543702 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels made of textile materials
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GreenTree LTD Company Address GreenTree LTD Company 781 Registry Run NW Kennesaw GEORGIA 30152 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
**TM 4689 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PAGE BY PAGE LITERACY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97543705
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LITERACY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Consulting services about education; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of reading and writing
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Page by Page Literacy LLC
- **Address**: Page by Page Literacy LLC 225 Coldwater X-ing Lexington SOUTH CAROLINA 29072
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K557620537

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIGN-W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543706 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SIGN-W" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Easels; Artists' easels; Blackboards, drawing boards and easels; Easels for artists; Easels for painters; Easels for use by artists; Painters' easels; Reading easels
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shandong Yiluke Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shandong Yiluke Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 511, OFFICE Sci. & Tech Innovation Center, No. 2653, Chonghua Rd, High-tech Zn Jinan, Shandong CHINA 250000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543709 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a line drawing of a stylized squirrel. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property   A0131775/1715795 International Registration Number   1715795

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Downloadable computer software for building, deploying, operating and managing containerized software applications; downloadable computer software for simplifying the running of containerized software applications across development, test, and production environments; downloadable computer software for use in automating the development, distribution and management of containerized computer program applications and for executing computer program applications using containerization; downloadable computer software for use in developing, deploying, distributing and managing other computer software

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce   Aug. 03, 2022

For   Software as a service (SaaS) services and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) services featuring software for building, deploying, operating and managing containerized software applications, for simplifying the running of containerized software applications across development, test, and production environments, for use in automating the development, distribution and management of containerized computer program applications, for executing computer program applications using containerization, and for use in developing, deploying, distributing and managing other computer software

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

5773
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU      : Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use      : Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name         : Acorn Labs, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address            : Acorn Labs, Inc. 19925 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 100 Cupertino CALIFORNIA 950142358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity       : CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized : DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number                      : 066972-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney : JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SIGN-W

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543711
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SIGN-W" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Book rests; Display boards; Display racks; Display racks for posters; Display stands; Magazine racks; Metal display stands; Nonmetal holders for signs; Picture frames; Presentation boards
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shandong Yiluke Economic and Trade Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shandong Yiluke Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 511, OFFICE Sci. & Tech Innovation Center, No.2653, Chonghua Rd, High-tech Zn Jinan, Shandong CHINA 250000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAOOMALONGLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543716  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Baoomalongly has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D ornaments made from plastic; Display racks; Display stands; Fabric cake toppers; Fabric figurines; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Jewellery organizer displays; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Party ornaments of plastic; Plastic boxes; Plastic trays for use when manually counting pills; Playhouses for pets; Three-dimensional shadowbox wall art composed primarily of seashells; Towel racks; Works of art of cork
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 16, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang Zirong  Address  No. 2, Lingfu Group, Wenshui Vill, Buqian Town, Yongxing County, Ji’an, Jiangxi  CHINA  343000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DINCRY
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZHTMFYZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543717 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZHTMFYZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banners of textile or plastic; Bath linen, except clothing; Bivouac sacks being covers for sleeping bags; Cloths for removing make-up; Handkerchiefs of textile; Household linen; Linen cloth; Non-woven textile fabrics; Picnic blankets; Pillow shams; Printers' blankets of textile; Rayon fabric; Sleeping bags; Table napkins of textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Tablemats of textile; Travelling rugs; Unfitted fabric furniture covers; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Upholstery fabrics; Zephyr fabric; Unfitted coverings of plastic for furniture
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Zhihuatengming Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Zhihuatengming Trading Co., Ltd. No. 43, District 4, Shaohui Vil, Longhu Town, Jinjiang City Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SNHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543718 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0132135/1717046 International Registration Number 1717046 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4568328, 5170802

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, vests, pants, hats, athletic jerseys, scarfs, clothing jackets, ties as clothing, pajama bottoms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Southern New Hampshire University Address Southern New Hampshire University 2500 North River Road Manchester NEW HAMPSHIRE 03106 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where
Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02202-01701
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LCS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543719</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th></th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Cake decorating tips and tubes; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Piping bags; Spoon rests; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jul. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Jul. 04, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Luly Perez Cakes LLC |
| Address | Luly Perez Cakes LLC 345 S Kennedy Dr McAdoo PENNSYLVANIA 18237 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K556913584 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | HAYS, CANDACE W |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543755</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>T-shirts; Baseball caps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Talentcrowd, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Talentcrowd, LLC 680 S Cache St., Suite 100-8640 Jackson WYOMING 83001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WYOMING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |

**Mark Literal(s)**

TALENTCROWD
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97543759  Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "HUAISD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For Cordage; Hammocks; Tarpaulins; Tents; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Cloth bags for storage; Fishing nets; Horticultural bags and sacks, namely, bags and sacks made of woven synthetic or natural fibers or plastics materials, all for use in growing any type of plant, shrub or tree; Irrigation bags for watering trees; Unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles
International Classes: 22 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  International Class Title: Cordage and Fibers  First Use: Jul. 20, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 20, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Qu Zhou Li Ke Electronic Commerce Co., LTD.  Address: Qu Zhou Li Ke Electronic Commerce Co., LTD.  Room 824, Building 26, Guoxucheng Huayuan Street, Kecheng District Quzhou City, ZheJiang  CHINA  324000
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WELLKAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543760 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WELLKAGE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bead bracelets; Cultured pearls; Ear studs; Jewel chains; Jewel pendants; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry cases; Necklaces; Precious metals, namely, gold, silver, platinum; Semi-precious gemstones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Nov. 20, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He, Wei Address He, Wei Room 502, Unit 1, Building 1 No. 139, Puzhu North Road Pukou, Nanjing CHINA 210000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JOJACUV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543765</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Christmas tree watering device in the nature of a funnel; Garden syringes; Gardening gloves; Horticultural, plastic buckets hanging from free standing platform incorporating a micro-drip irrigation system for use in growing any type of vegetable, plant or shrub; Plant syringes; Pressurized and gravity operated watering and nutrient feeding containers; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants; Sprayer nozzles for garden hoses; Sprayer wands for garden hoses; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Syringes for watering flowers and plants; Watering cans

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** May 08, 2022

**In Commerce** May 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Xiamen Yishang Cross-sea Trading Co., Ltd.

Address Xiamen Yishang Cross-sea Trading Co., Ltd.

Room 402, No. 94, Changhao Yili, Huli District, Xiamen, CHINA 361000

Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number Koh-ASN00379

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97543767
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Tax advisory services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Numeral One Inc.
- **Address**: Numeral One Inc. 1124 Manzanita St Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90029
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XMhongsong

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543769 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bassinets; Bolsters; Cabinetwork; Cushions; Furniture; Mattresses; Pillows; Baby walkers; Bamboo curtains; Bamboo furniture; Bathroom furniture; Beach chairs; Bed frames; Beds for household pets; Bottle racks; Camping furniture; Clothes hangers; Custom furniture; Deck chairs; Extendible sofas; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Inflatable furniture; Kennels for household pets; Mirrors; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet cushions; Straw mattress
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Hongsong Yulin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Hongsong Yulin Trading Co., Ltd. Room 102-3, No. 69 Gangtou Sanli, Houxi Town, Jimei District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00380

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97543770  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Hats; Tee-shirts; Cap visors; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Fashion hats; Golf caps; Hoodies; Bucket hats; Cowboy hats; Fur hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 22, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Shen, Shuangqi  Address Shen, Shuangqi No. 102, Jingtan Village Committee Mianhu Town, Jiexi County Guangdong Province CHINA  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TALENCTCROWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543771 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personnel recruitment; Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies; Personnel placement and recruitment; Consultancy of personnel recruitment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Talentcrowd, LLC Address Talentcrowd, LLC 680 S Cache St., Suite 100-8640 Jackson WYOMING 83001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XMHCYD

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543773</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Bassinets; Bolsters; Cabinetetwork; Cushions; Furniture; Mattresses; Pillows; Baby walkers; Bamboo curtains; Bamboo furniture; Bathroom furniture; Beach chairs; Bed frames; Beds for household pets; Bottle racks; Camping furniture; Clothes hangers; Custom furniture; Deck chairs; Extendible sofas; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Inflatable furniture; Kennels for household pets; Mirrors; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet cushions; Straw mattress

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use**  May 06, 2022 **In Commerce**  May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Xiamen Hengchuang Yuanda Trading Co., Ltd. **Address**  Xiamen Hengchuang Yuanda Trading Co., Ltd. Room 401-2, No. 660, Xinglong Road, Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  Koh-ASN00381

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NOELWINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543776 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Lipstick; Artificial fingernails not of precious metal; Face and body glitter; Fingernail jewelry; Makeup setting sprays; Nail care kits comprising nail polish; Natural mineral make-up; Teeth whitening kit; Tooth cleaning gels

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jieyang Songguo Department Store Co., Ltd. Address Jieyang Songguo Department Store Co., Ltd. 1002, 1F, No.143, West District, Laozhai Village, Dongyuan Town, Jiexi County Guangdong Province CHINA 515400
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LADNER, CHRISTOPHER G
TM 4707 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOTIEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543778 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LOTIEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cermets; Aviaries of metal; Decorative crosses of common metal, other than jewelry; Figurines of common metal; Flagpoles being structures of metal; Holiday ornaments of common metal, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Metal bathroom hardware, namely, pulls; Metal garden stakes; Metal house numbers; Metal lawn edging; Metal plant markers; Metal plugs; Metal weather vanes; Nameplates of common metal; Pet collar accessories, namely, metal bells; Placards of metal; Statues of common metal; Wind vanes of metal; Works of art of common metal; Works of art of non-precious metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Jiangjiang Laotie Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Jiangjiang Laotie Trading Co., Ltd. No. 20, Fuxing Road, Jinlin Community, Hubin Street, Shishi City, Quanzhou CHINA 362700 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00382

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LADNER, CHRISOPHER G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BIUNUD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543781
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BIUNUD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Braids; Wigs; Zippers; Artificial flowers; Artificial garlands; False beards; Hair bands; Hair elastics; Hair extensions; Hair grips; Hair nets; Hair pieces; Hair pins; Tape for fixing wigs; Wig caps
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Zhao, Haitao
- **Address**: Zhao, Haitao Group 1, Nanjie Village, Nanzhai, Guzhen Changge CHINA 461500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Koh-ASN00383

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LADNER, CHRISTOPHER G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TALENTCROWD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543783
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for talent supply chain platform for personnel placement, recruitment, and consultancy
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Talentcrowd, LLC
- **Address**: Talentcrowd, LLC 680 S Cache St., Suite 100-8640 Jackson WYOMING 83001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ISSENGARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543787 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Antimicrobial hand-sanitizing preparations; Kits comprised primarily of sanitizer gel and disinfecting wipes and also including sanitary masks, plastic gloves and hand cream used for germ prevention
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Mar. 07, 2021 In Commerce  Jun. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Clear Lake Research LLC Address  Clear Lake Research LLC  725 Mayview Avenue  Palo Alto CALIFORNIA  94303 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LADNER, CHRISOPHER G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YHBRAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543790 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YHBRAK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Dishware; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; Cutting boards; Household storage containers for pet food; Pet dishes; Plastic household storage containers for cereals, crayons, vehicle keys; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Soap dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Linhai Yinghao Daily Products Co., Ltd. Address Linhai Yinghao Daily Products Co., Ltd. No.1, Yanziyang Village, Jiangnan Street Linhai City, Taizhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 317000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LADNER, CHRISOPHER G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TALENTCROWD

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543795</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "TALENTCROWD" in purple to the right of a red stylized design consisting of a vertical line with two curved lines emanating from the top and bottom.  
**Color Drawing**: Yes  
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) purple and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: T-shirts; Baseball caps  
**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Talentcrowd, LLC  
**Address**: Talentcrowd, LLC  680 S Cache St., Suite 100-8640  Jackson  WYOMING  83001  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) APPMEDLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97543801 Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for video recording
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exerting Attorney: REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHONCHO BURRITO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543803 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BURRITO" Translation The English translation of "Choncho" in the mark is "chubby".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Burritos
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MG Brands LLC Address MG Brands LLC 326 Surf Street Westport WASHINGTON 98595 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Memo

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KRAFETTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543804 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "krafetto" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stencils; Arts and craft paint kits; Cardboard boxes; Desk organizers for stationery use; Desktop organizers; Letter racks; Magnetic decals; Paint boxes for use in schools; Paint brush holders; Self-adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuang Zeren Address Zhuang Zeren Room 2003, No. 61, Clifford Mingjia Fifth Street, Panyu District, Guangzhou CHINA 511400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119187

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinating Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIYOUNGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543806 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Liyoungy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game joysticks; Controllers for game consoles; Game controllers for computer games; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Plush toys; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Resistance bands for fitness purposes; Squeezable squeaking toys; Toy construction blocks
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Leishidi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Leishidi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 901, No. 138, District 9, Langkou Community, Dalang St., Longhua District Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUTPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543814</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat beds; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Crate covers for pets; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Pet collar accessories, namely, fitted silencers for non-metal pet tags; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, cat condos; Pet ramps
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Moyi Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Moyi Network Technology Co., Ltd. No. 42, Xinhe North Rd., Changming Vil., Guanhaiwei Town, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315300

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119174

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TALENTCROWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97543815 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "TALENTCROWD" in purple to the right of a red stylized design consisting of a vertical line with two curved lines emanating from the top and bottom. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) purple, red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Personnel recruitment; Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies; Personnel placement and recruitment; Consultancy of personnel recruitment |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Talentcrowd, LLC |
| Address | Talentcrowd, LLC 680 S Cache St., Suite 100-8640 Jackson WYOMING 83001 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FUYICAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543817  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Luggage; Back packs; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Crossbody bags; Diaper bags; Hiking rucksacks; School backpacks; School bags; School book bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jul. 28, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sanming FuyuKaitai Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Sanming FuyuKaitai Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm. 1301, Bldg. 3, Yupin Yuan, No.1088 Yanwu Rd, Shancheng Town, Taining County  Sanming City, FuJian  CHINA  354499  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KAIRUEICS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543818
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Earphones; Bicycle speedometers; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone straps; Computer keyboards; Computer peripheral devices; Data cables; Electronic cables; Electronic pens; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile telephones, smart telephones, digital cameras, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles; USB hubs; Wireless headsets for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Yuefan Information Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Yuefan Information Technology Co., Ltd. (Location:8311) Weimar Building, No. 8 Sanhua Road, Xinhua St., Huadu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510800
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS119170

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KYNGAVYN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543819</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cups; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Dishers; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Glass mugs; Ornaments of porcelain; Plaques of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta for use as awards; Travel mugs; Wine glasses |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jinjiete (Xiamen) Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Jinjiete (Xiamen) Technology Co., Ltd. Room 207-2, No. 19, Kangcheng Yili, Jimei District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS118722 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KNIGHT, TROY FRANK |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WOVICUNG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543823
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bottle openers; Cookery molds; Cookie cutters; Cups and mugs; Fitted vanity cases; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Ornaments of crystal; Works of art made of glass
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Biying Wu
- **Address**: Cailin 9, Baoyang Vil, Baisha Town, Hanjiang Dist., Putian City, Fujian Province, CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS118023

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543827</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

- Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Cabales" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Pants; Shirts; Bathing suits; Bras; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra; Pajamas; Suspender; T-shirts; Underwear; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 06, 2017

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Luo, Caixian
- **Address**: Luo, Caixian Floor 2, Building 15, Baiheyuan Estate Guangfeng County Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334600
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UIOULANAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543829  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microphones; Webcams; Audio recorders; Audio speakers; Car video recorders; Microphones for communication devices; Motorcycle helmets; Video cameras; Weighing equipment, namely, scales and balances; Wireless ear buds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jun. 25, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Shuangshuang International Trade Co., Ltd.  Address Guangzhou Shuangshuang International Trade Co., Ltd. Room 3843, 1002, No. 80, Modao South St. Yongping Street, Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TALENTCROWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543830 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TALENTCROWD" in purple to the right of a red stylized design consisting of a vertical line with two curved lines emanating from the top and bottom. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for talent supply chain platform for personnel placement, recruitment, and consultancy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Talentcrowd, LLC Address Talentcrowd, LLC 680 S Cache St., Suite 100-8640 Jackson WYOMING 83001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT

5808
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97543831  Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording yuyuhoo has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Non-metal clamps  International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use: Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Jun. 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Silinya Technology Co., Ltd.  Address: Shenzhen Silinya Technology Co., Ltd. 412W, Fl.A4, Jinbolong Industrial Plant, No.1,Huayun,Longhua St.,Longhua Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA 518000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTAL&BILLIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543832 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "CHRISTAL&BILLIANCE" with a design made up of Four big four-sided diamonds and four small four-sided diamonds above. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For China ornaments; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Ornaments of crystal; Ornaments of glass; Ornaments of porcelain; Ornaments of terra cotta; Statues of glass; Works of art made of glass; Works of art made of porcelain
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Hongxi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Hongxi Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.201, No.17, Lane 3, Miaoozi Zhuang, Xinhua St., Huadu Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118560

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUNBEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543834 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Braids; Toupees; Wigs; Bobby pins; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair pieces; Human hair; Ribbons for the hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Zhengxiu Hair Products Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Zhengxiu Hair Products Co., Ltd. No. 2022, Weifeng Rd and Wenhan Rd, Jian'an District, Xuchang City, Henan Province CHINA 461143 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119135

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1STEP2DREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543835 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5926242

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals; Stickers; Adhesive note paper; Bags of paper or plastics for packaging; Gift wrapping paper; Gummed tape for stationery or household use; Paper labels; Printed correspondence cards; Printed motivational cards; Printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Ren Address Chen, Ren Rm.406, Unit 3, Bldg.A3, NO.117 Shimao Yulongwan Mantanghong, Shiji Ave., Jinjiang, Fujian CHINA 362200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119156

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMITGLAM X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543837 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Balls for games; Baseball gloves; Batting gloves; Boxing gloves; Christmas tree stands; Elbow guards for athletic use; Exercise machines; Knee guards for athletic use; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Waist trimmer exercise belts
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHENZHEN JINGWEI FEIYANG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address  SHENZHEN JINGWEI FEIYANG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 1201, BLDG A4, ZHUJING PLAZA, 9009 LONGXIANG RD, LONGCHENG ST, LONGGANG DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119164
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OCULVIEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543839  Application Filing Date   Aug. 10, 2022  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Earphones; Smartwatches; Webcams; Baby monitors; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Electric door bells; Electrical plugs and sockets; Inverters for power supply; Light switches; Movable sockets; Portable media players; Rechargeable batteries; Video baby monitors; Video monitors; Wireless battery chargers; Wireless chargers
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes  US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use   Jul. 12, 2022  In Commerce   Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Xie, Lisha  Address   Xie, Lisha  No. 10, Gaoxin South Fourth Road,  Nanshan District, Shenzhen City,  Guangdong Province  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   TUS119172

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TINYHEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543840 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TINYHEART has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Clutch bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Crossbody bags; Duffle bags; Fanny packs; Gym bags; Shoulder bags; Sports bags; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dong Chen Address Dong Chen Group 8, Shifeng Village Yangjia Town, Dazhu County Sichuan CHINA 523123 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
Yinsedkm

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543841 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Yinsedkm has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flowerpots; Brushes for cleaning bicycle components; Camping grills; Clothes drying hangers specially designed for specialty clothing; Coffee mugs; Coffee servers; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Electric fragrance diffusers incorporating night lights; Household utensils, namely, graters; Insulating jars; Manual cosmetic cleaners, namely, non-woven fabric wipes and sponges; Non-mechanized boot scrubber in the nature of brushes mounted on a frame; Rags for cleaning; Vinegar cruets; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo, Chongchu Address Luo, Chongchu No. 7, Group 4, Shitan Village, Shizhuqiao Township, Shaodong County Shaoyang, Hunan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119175

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WFDWLZSH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543846</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Furniture; Beach chairs; Bed rests; Cat beds; Dog beds; Nonmetal door and window hardware, namely, keys, guards and clasps; Pet caskets; Pet crates; Pillows for household pets; Plastic hang tags

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 04, 2022

**In Commerce**: Jun. 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Qionghai fengyunda Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Qionghai fengyunda Trading Co., Ltd. No. 303, Area A, 3rd Floor, No. 6 Yinhai Road, Jiaji Town Qionghai, Hainan CHINA 361006

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examiner**: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZONXBZOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543847 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adult sexual stimulation kit comprised primarily of sex toys and a printed workbook; Apparatus for acupressure therapy; Foam positioning pads for medical and physical therapy use; Hand and finger exercisers for therapeutic purposes; Magnetic bracelets for medical purposes; Manually-operated resistance bands for physical therapy purposes; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Medical devices for Kegel exercises, namely, pelvic floor exercisers for use to treat symptoms of urinary incontinence and for therapeutic purposes; Role playing dolls for use in psychological testing and therapy; Sex toys; Vaginal dilators
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Jul. 29, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Youyu Interactive Media Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Youyu Interactive Media Co., Ltd. Room602, Unit 1, Cultural Street Building Longyu Community, Longhua Street, Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119178

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZGZEYU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Cord; Hammocks; Tow; All-purpose nylon straps; Bed tents; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Hemp nettings; Nylon tie down straps; Portable toy storage bag; Tents for mountaineering or camping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZORIYOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543856</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "ZORIYOR". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
| Foreign Registration Number | 61857006 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Jun. 21, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | CHINA |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jun. 20, 2032 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Earphones; Pedometers; Scales; Data cables; Laser pointers; Portable power chargers; Selfie sticks; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for tablet computers

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Shenzhen Tangmai Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Tangmai Technology Co., Ltd. Room 502, No.2 Makan South Road, Xili Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (Ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | TUS119189 |
| Examining Attorney | KNIGHT, TROY FRANK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOMIBOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543866 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DOMIBOY" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rucksacks; Duffel bags; School backpacks; Weekend bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jushunchuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jushunchuan Technology Co., Ltd. Room 927, Tianli S&T Building, Songgang Street, Bao'an District Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
Trademark: BERAROY

Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number:** 97543867
- **Application Filing Date:** Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
- Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)
- BERAROY

Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation:** The wording "BERAROY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
- **For:** Chains of metal; Decorative centerpieces of common metal; Door fittings of metal; Door handles of metal; Door knobs of common metal; Figurines of common metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Furniture casters of metal; Furniture fittings of metal; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Gate hardware, namely, metal gate latches; Knobs of metal; Locks of metal, other than electric; Metal bolts; Metal cabinet door catches; Metal garment hooks; Metal hinges; Metal screws; Stainless steel pipes; Towel hooks of metal
- **International Classes:** 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title:** Metal
- **Goods First Use:** Apr. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Apr. 21, 2022

Basis Information
- **Currently Use:** Yes

Owner Information
- **Owner Name:** Dai, Zheng
- **Address:** Dai, Zheng Dayingdong Villager Group, Shizilu Street, Yankou Town, Shouxian, Huainan CHINA 232200
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number:** Koh-ASN00385

Examing Attorney
- **Examining Attorney:** COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOULESHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543869 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath products, namely, body sponges; Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Cake moulds; Cleaning brushes for household use; Disposable plastic gloves for general use; Exfoliating mitts; Household utensils, namely, graters; Kitchen sponges; Molds for frozen confections; Sponges used for applying make-up
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ning, YueJuan Address Ning, YueJuan No. 18, Jingtang, Mingshui Village Shanxin Town, Xingye County Yulin, Guangxi CHINA 537000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DLJMXCSM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543871 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal-activated pet feeders; Coffee cups; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dinnerware; Drinking bottles for sports; Flower vases and bowls; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Kitchen containers; Saucers not of precious metals; Shot glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dalian Jingmuxingchen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dalian Jingmuxingchen Trading Co., Ltd. No.3, Floor 11, Unit 4, No.22 Quanshui K4 Area, Ganjingzi Dist. Dalian CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WI-US22-3216

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KKMOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543900 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Huiqin Address Liu, Huiqin No. 89, 3 Team Hualin Village, Nandashan Town Yuanjiang County, Hunan CHINA 413110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2024380

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YUCBNAIG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543919</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording “Yucbnaig” has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Blousons; Gloves; Skirts; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Windcheaters; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Hooded sweatshirts; Shower caps; Yoga shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Jul. 13, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Xiao, Yuanyuan **Address** Xiao, Yuanyuan No. 1, Group 8, Nanzha Village, Weishui Town, Songzi City, Hubei Province CHINA 434200 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HNYANOND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97543927
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bracelets and jewelry featuring electronic chips for attracting energy to the body wherein the electronic chips increase in power in the presence of electromagnetic fields, for the purpose of re-balancing the human energy field; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewelry clips for adapting pierced earrings to clip-on earrings; Memorial jewelry; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Sautoir necklaces; Slap bracelets; Slapband bracelets; Women's jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chengdu Yongjinying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Chengdu Yongjinying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 320, No. 82, Taohua St, Chenghua Dist, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examing Attorney**: FRYE, KIMBERLY
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HNYANOND

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97543931 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For 3D decorative ornaments made from plastic; Fabric figurines; Ornaments of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Works of art made of amber; Works of art made of plaster; Works of art made of wax; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of cork; Works of art of plastic

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Chengdu Yongjinying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Yongjinying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 320, No. 82, Taohua St, Chenghua Dist, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examing Attorney
Examing Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UOPIKIYH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543934 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets and jewelry featuring electronic chips for attracting energy to the body wherein the electronic chips increase in power in the presence of electromagnetic fields, for the purpose of re-balancing the human energy field; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewelry clips for adapting pierced earrings to clip-on earrings; Memorial jewelry; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Sautoir necklaces; Slap bracelets; Slapband bracelets; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Zexiaba Technology Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Zexiaba Technology Co., Ltd. No.0820,Zone A,Modern Logistics Bldg. No.1509 Xiangdao Avenue,Qingbaijiang Dist,Chengdu,Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543935</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Issuing credit cards
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

## Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Kuykendall, David L II
- **Address**: Kuykendall, David L II 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: CANTONE, KERI H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
UOPIKIYH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97543938 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
|----------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|----------------------|-----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: 3D decorative ornaments made from plastic; Fabric figurines; Ornaments of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Works of art made of amber; Works of art made of plaster; Works of art made of wax; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of cork; Works of art of plastic
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Chengdu Zexiaba Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Chengdu Zexiaba Technology Co., Ltd. No.0820, Zone A, Modern Logistics Bldg. No.1509 Xiangdao Avenue, Qingbaijiang Dist, Chengdu, Sichuan, CHINA 610000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FRYE, KIMBERLY
TM 4749 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRELAPADEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543941 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookshelves; Chairs; Desks; Camping furniture; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Jewellery organizer displays; Loading pallets, not of metal; Magazine racks; Non-metal storage boxes of bamboo product for general use; Paper photo frames; Pet collar accessories, namely, fitted silencers for non-metal pet tags; Pet crates; Pet furniture; Storage racks; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QKHBVZS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543942 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basketballs; Footballs; Luges; Sportballs; Volleyballs; American footballs; Balls for sports; Infant toys; Pumps especially adapted for use with balls for games; Rugby balls; Soccer balls; Tennis balls; Toy balloons; Toy water globes; Water globes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hunan Hangshuo Sports Products Co., Ltd. Address Hunan Hangshuo Sports Products Co., Ltd. Honghuayuan Industrial Park, Xupu County ICZone, Huaihua, Hunan CHINA 418003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543944</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YooJooHee" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasonic waves for performing aesthetic facial treatment procedures; Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasound for performing aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Cosmetic apparatus, namely, light based devices providing mainly pulsed light for performing non-ablative aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Electrically-powered apparatus for treating skin by applying low level light and sonic vibrations to the skin; Infrared radiator units for therapeutic purposes; Light-based medical devices, namely, a light emitting diode (LED) device for increasing the human body's own production of collagen; Light emitting devices, namely, lamps and LED devices for treatment of a variety of skin conditions; Light emitting diode (LED) apparatus for lighting, incorporated into medical instruments; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, a LED (light-emitting diode) light source for medical and aesthetic skin treatments; Sex toys; Ultraviolet radiator units for therapeutic purposes; Vibromassage devices

### INTERNATIONAL CLASSES

- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen ShengsiRui Trade Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Shenzhen ShengsiRui Trade Co., Ltd 6C,Bldg.10, Phase II, Zhenyeluan Valley, Baohe Rd., Baolong St.,Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: FRYE, KIMBERLY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CORE CITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Real estate development

**International Classes**  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**  Construction and Repair

**First Use**  Nov. 20, 2021 **In Commerce**  Nov. 20, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Core City Developers LLC  **Address**  Core City Developers LLC  Suite A  475 Dacula Rd  Dacula GEORGIA  30019 **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PEREZ, STEVEN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PGYEB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543947</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "PGYEB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pencil holders
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen poyipi Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen poyipi Technology Co., Ltd. 4E-110, Phase 2, Huanan Int'l Apparel Raw, Materials Logistics Zone, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GONRAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97543950 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Gonrair" with a flame forming the dot of the letter "I". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Gonrair" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Air purifiers; Sterilizers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Wang, Changjun Address Wang, Changjun Room 3305, Building 11, Phase II TiananYungu IndustrialPark, Longgang Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUPERSHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97543952 Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Car washing
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair First Use   Nov. 24, 2015 In Commerce   Nov. 24, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SAINT JALA SALES LLC Address   SAINT JALA SALES LLC Suite A 475 Dacula Rd Dacula GEORGIA 30019 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**Mark Literal(s)** GONELINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543954</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Pillowcases; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath mitts; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Face towels of textiles; Handkerchiefs of textiles; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Woollen blankets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yiwu Guanlingte Clothing Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Room 304, Unit 3, Building 22, Zone B, Zongzhai, Choucheng Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) VIKUMOND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543955
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Vikumond" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Pillowcases; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath mitts; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Face towels of textiles; Handkerchiefs of textiles; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Woollen blankets

- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 28, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Weikomudai E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 308, Building B, No. 29, Wuhua Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WHO RUN IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97543956 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Aprons; Bandanas; Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Headwear; Hoodies; Lingerie; Mittens; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Stockings; Suspender; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Underwear; Belts for clothing; Bottoms as clothing; Halloween costumes; Jerseys being clothing; Knit face masks being headwear; Pocket squares; Rain wear; Ski wear; Sleeping garments; Sweat pants; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Wristbands as clothing; Clothing jackets |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Beauregard, Paul |
| Address | c/o Kia Kamran P.C. 1900 Avenue of the Stars, 25th Floor |
| Los Angeles | CALIFORNIA 900674301 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

| Owner Name | Houston, Jordan |
| Address | c/o Kia Kamran P.C. 1900 Avenue of the Stars, 25th Floor |
| Los Angeles | CALIFORNIA 900674301 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WIDDONEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543958 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Widdonen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath mitts; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Face towels of textiles; Handkerchiefs of textiles; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Weizhou Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Weizhou Trading Co., Ltd. Room 606, 6th Floor, Building C, No.29, Wuhua Road,Futian Street,Yiwu City, JinhuaCity,Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
Yongoes

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YONGOES

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97543959 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Yongoes" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Pillowcases; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath mitts; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Face towels of textiles; Handkerchiefs of textiles; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Yiwu Yonggou Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yonggou Trading Co., Ltd. Room 503, Building 2, Hongjie District 1 Choucheng Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FJYGWX13

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543964 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewelry; Bangle bracelets; Body jewelry; Charms for key rings or key chains; Children's jewelry; Cuff links; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry plated with gold, silver; Necklaces; Pet jewelry; Rings; Slapband bracelets; Tie clips
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fan, Jingyun Address Fan, Jingyun Room 306, Unit 38, Building 14 Dongqianhu Tn, Yinzhou District, Ningbo Zhejiang Province CHINA 315100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NAVYMAP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97543978
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electric chain saws; Electric hedge trimmers; Electric lawn trimmers; Electric steam mops; High pressure washers; Power-driven wrenches; Snow blowers; Swimming pool sweepers; Swimming pool vacuum cleaners; Weeding machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jul. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Oupinxin Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Oupinxin Technology Co., Ltd. B2011, Block B, Zhantao Technology Building, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: US041918T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) P.R IND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543980 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Neckwear; Sneakers; Socks; Trousers; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Down jackets; Gym boots; Outer jackets; Perspiration absorbent strap to be used in the bill of a hat; Sport stockings; Sports pants; Sports shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Purui Culture Communication Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Purui Culture Communication Co., Ltd. Room 803, No. 59, Panlong Road, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041218T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XINNILOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543983 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Xinnilove" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdominal corsets; Back supports for medical purposes; Chiropractic instruments; Corsets for medical purposes; Corsets for therapeutic use; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Foot massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for massaging necks, backs and feet; Moxibustion apparatus; Protective gloves for medical use; Vibrating massage mitts for pets
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yingchao Address Wang, Yingchao No. 254, Meilin Songyuan Nan'an, Fujian CHINA 362300
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041921T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AILAMPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "Ailampe" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cell phone cases; Covers for smartphones |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Yimeijia Household Products Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Yimeijia Household Products Co., Ltd. 301, Building69 (Ying’an Building), Aotou New Village, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | Limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US041924T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YBMIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543986 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "YBMIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downlights; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Electric bulbs; Hanging lamps; Incandescent lamps; Lamp finials; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; LED underwater lights; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Solar powered lamps; Street lamps; String lights for festive decoration; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Vehicle headlights; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes
US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Junxia
Address Liang, Junxia No. 73, Team 10, Shixia Village, Shixia Village Committee, Baizhu Town, Gaoyao, Guangdong CHINA 526100
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041914T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZONLELE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543988 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spectacles; Battery packs for video cameras and laptops; Electric sockets; Virtual reality glasses; Virtual reality headsets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Oupinxin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Oupinxin Technology Co., Ltd. B2011, Block B, Zhantao Technology Building, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA. 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041917T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAOBEIBEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543990 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HAOBEIBEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bassinets; Cots; Cribs; Baby bouncers; Baby walkers; Mattresses and pillows; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Portable baby bath seats for use in bath tubs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Oupinxin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Oupinxin Technology Co., Ltd. B2011, Block B, Zhantao Technology Building, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041916T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DOPHINENA

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97543992 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 11, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|---------|-------------------------|---------------|-----------|---------------------|-----------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Artificial trees, other than Christmas trees; Permanent botanicals in the nature of artificial flowers and plants, other than Christmas trees; Silk flowers

**International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**First Use**: Jul. 04, 2022 **In Commerce**: Jul. 04, 2022

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Liang, Xiaoling **Address**: Liang, Xiaoling No. 108, Guangming First District Gaozhou City, Maoming City Guangdong Province CHINA 525200 **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 3-220811-1

**Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MOVEMIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97543994  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Microphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shure Acquisition Holdings, Inc.  Address  Shure Acquisition Holdings, Inc.  5800 West Touhy Avenue Niles  ILLINOIS  60714  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  010886.02548

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RICHUYUHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97543995 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RichuYuHu" has no meaning in a foreign language

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armchairs; Adjustable beds; Bathroom furniture; Bathtub grab bars not made of metal; Bathtub grab bars, not of metal; Bathtub rails not made of metal; Bed rails; Chairs adapted for use by those with mobility difficulty; Foot rests; Hospital beds; Non-metal identification bracelets for use in the healthcare industry; Patient care shower chairs; Portable bath seat; Reclining chairs; Shower chairs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yu, Zhida Address Yu, Zhida 5549 Churchill Meadows BLVD Mississauga, On CANADA L5M6M8
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220811-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YESUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Lenses for smartphone cameras; Printed circuit boards; Telephone connectors; USB cables for cellphones; USB charging ports
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 12, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 12, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Jiameiyuan Electronics Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 501, No.10, Horizontal North Street, Lianhua Road, Buji St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: US041876T
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
MyAlgo

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MYALGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544008  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for authenticating and controlling access to and communications with computers and computer networks; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital currency, non-fungible tokens, crypto collectibles, and for managing digital currency transactions; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for providing an interface between an internet browser and distributed computing platforms; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for accessing distributed computing platforms; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that provides a user interface for managing digital identities and for signing blockchain transactions; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for securing digital identities; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for encryption of private keys; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for execution and management of secure data transactions; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as a digital wallet; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for generating cryptographic keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Sep. 06, 2019  In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rand Labs Inc.  Address  Rand Labs Inc.  Ste 314  600 S Cherry St Ste 314  Denver  COLORADO  80246
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PANAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZUCABAPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544016 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Zucabape has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes specially adapted for storing Christmas trees; Dog toys; Field hockey gloves; Fishing tackle bags; Fishing tackle boxes; Golf bag straps; Hamster exercise balls; Inflatable pool toys; Ski bags; Ski covers; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy for pets; Toy jewelry; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga bolsters
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Fukangrui Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Fukangrui Technology Co., Ltd. B609, No. 7, Basin Street, Henggang Community, Henggang St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WESTCREEK GUITARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544025 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "WestCreek" and the
wording "Guitars" are arranged under the letters "eek", and under "WestCr" are eight irregular arcs connected to each
other. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GUITARS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Guitars; Pianos; Saxophones; Violas; Violins; Bridges for musical instruments; Double basses; Electronic musical
instruments; Musical instruments; Pedals for musical instruments; Pegs for musical instruments; Percussion instruments;
Reeds for musical instruments; Stringed musical instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weifang Hengyi musical instrument Co., Ltd Address Weifang Hengyi musical instrument Co., Ltd
3-1105, Block A, Luwei Youth Apartment, No. 4358, Beigong East Street, Yuanfei, Weifang, Shandong CHINA 261000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041887T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544026</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bags specially adapted for video game consoles; Controllers for game consoles; Game controllers for computer games; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Protective covers specially adapted for electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles, hand-held video game units; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable gaming devices; Video game interactive control floor pads or mats; Video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; Video game joysticks; Video game machines
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Yimeiyezi Culture and Creative Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Yimeiyezi Culture and Creative Co., Ltd. Rm.109A (3-4#9 Shop A),No.51,Jinlong S. Rd.,Jinlong Community,Baiyun Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510445
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MONCIYSN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544045 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Shelves; Furniture for house, office and garden; Magazine racks; Pet cushions; Seat cushions; Storage racks; Vinyl appliques for attachment to windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Song, Qilin Address Song, Qilin 1507, Block B, Central City International Apartment, No. 12167, Prosperity Avenue Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230610 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THIGH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544049</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Humidifiers; Anti-splash tap nozzles; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Hand-held showers; Hand held shower heads; Shower bases; Showerheads and components thereof; Sous-vide machines; Strainers for plumbing drains; Taps for washstands
- **International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes  
  - US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use** Jul. 23, 2022  
- **In Commerce** Jul. 23, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Anheya Supply Chain Co., Ltd.  
  - **Address**: Xiamen Anheya Supply Chain Co., Ltd. Room 705-5, No. 510 Xin'ao Road Jinhai Street, Xiang'an District Xiamen CHINA 361100  
  - **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: FH
- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WJUHCK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544051</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bolsters; Book rests; Decorative window finials; Display stands; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Jewellery organizer displays; Party ornaments of plastic; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Signboards of wood or plastics; Towel racks; Wind chimes; Wooden sculptures; Works of art of reed

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Jun. 19, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 19, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Yuan, Xu **Address** Yuan, Xu No. 5, No. 1, Jinye Road, Yanta District Xi’an CHINA 713300 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** FH

**Examining Attorney** LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YUMAZING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544067 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "YUMAZING" where a start makes up the center of the letter "A" and the letter "I" is dotted with a heart and the whole word is outlined with a border that appears to be dripping at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "yumazing" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soups; Meat substitutes; Non-dairy milk substitutes; Vegetarian chili; Vegetarian sausages
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Catering services; Fast-food restaurant services; Food preparation services; Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Munchies Vegan Egypt LLC Address Munchies Vegan Egypt LLC 9 Batrawi Street-Genenna Mall-Nasr City Cairo EGYPT 11823 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized EGYPT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine EUBANK, REBECCA A

5863
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BRICKVISIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544069 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases for toy structures; Cases for toy vehicles; Cases for toy cars, airplanes, boats; Electronic toy building blocks that light up as a night light; Fitted covers specially adapted for toy cars, airplanes, boats; Racks and stands specifically designed to hold toy vehicles; Toy building blocks; Toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units; Toy models

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huang Jiajie Address  Huang Jiajie Room 1102, Building 3, Golden Age Garden No.27, Kaiye Street, Torch Development Zone Zhongshan CHINA 528400 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PEWFESSONAL

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544076</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Air deodorizer; Bathroom deodorants; Household deodorizer; Toilet deodorants
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Jul. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 12, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Anklis, Hani
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA tuff chuck llc
- **Address**: Anklis, Hani 14100 MONTFORT DR SUITE 3260 Dallas TEXAS 75254
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examiner Information**
- **Examining Attorney**: BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PEUPHORIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUNCREATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544100 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Body-training apparatus; Children's activity tables containing manipulative toys which convert to easels; Drawing toys; Drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic styluses, and metal particles; Electronic learning toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Self-erasing toy drawing boards; Tabletop games; Water toys

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Runfang Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Runfang Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Room 201, No. 204, Pi Lao Lao Village Dafu Community, Guanlan St, Longhua Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HAPPISODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544116</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording HAPPISODE has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishes; Double wall cups with lids and straws; Soap holders; Non-electric coolers for wine; Tablemats, not of paper or textile; Squeegees being cleaning instruments; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Colanders; Splash guard for use in sink |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Innoo Inc. |
| Address | Innoo Inc. C8611/8F 191 Dongbaekjungang-ro, Giheung-gu Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 17006 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | Happis21KrUs |
| Examining Attorney | FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "STWEES" represented in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "STWEES" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wallets
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Creatif Global LLC
- **Address**: Creatif Global LLC 2557 GREEN OAK DR CARROLLTON TEXAS 75010
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544166</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "RE IN REMAIN INFINITE", the "RE" and "IN" separated by 2 forward slashes.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 19, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 19, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Remain Infinite
- **Address**: 90 Bayard Street, 2nd Floor, New Brunswick, NEW JERSEY 08902
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUXBRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544173 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comforters; Coverlets; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Bed skirts; Blankets for outdoor use; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Curtains and towels; Fabric bed valances; Fabrics with patterns, designs, inspirational words printed thereon; Flags of textile or plastic; Furnishing and upholstery fabrics; Gift wrap of textile; Kitchen towels; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table pads; Table runners of plastic; Table runners of textile; Textile wall hangings; Wall hangings of textile featuring mural art
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Gang Address Li, Gang Unit 19-20 Yantian Haile Garden Yantian Community, Xixiang Street, Baoan Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUREASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544174 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for nonsurgical cosmetic treatments; Medical devices for placing and securing catheters International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aldinger, Craig D Address Aldinger, Craig D 341 Bailey Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15211 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DREAMGUEST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544180</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Administration of a customer loyalty program which provides incentives and discounts for good travel behavior; Providing ratings of travelers for use by camping, RV parks, lodging, vacation rentals, hotels, and hospitality service providers via a website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Downloadable computer software for rating and reviewing travelers, administering an incentive reward program for travelers to promote good travel behavior, administering an incentive reward program for camping, RV parks, lodging, vacation rentals, hotels, and hospitality service providers to offer discounts to good travelers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to rate and review travelers, provide incentives and discounts to reward travelers for good travel behavior; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for rating and reviewing travelers, administering an incentive reward program for travelers to promote good travel behavior, administering an incentive reward program for camping, RV parks, lodging, vacation rentals, hotels, and hospitality service providers to offer discounts to good travelers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Bridge Street Group, LLC
- **Address**: PO Box 98, Basye, VIRGINIA 22810
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: DreamGuest
- **Examining Attorney**: FATHY, DOMINIC

---

5874
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544183 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Joseph Hislop, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) On-line retail store services featuring apparel, headwear (Based on Intent to Use) On-line retail store services featuring golf equipment and golf gear International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2021 In Commerce Jan. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joey Sunset, LLC Address Joey Sunset, LLC 420 Illinois St, Apt. L El Segundo CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556426024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PAVED PARADISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544205  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail music and record stores  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jul. 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Secretly Group, Inc.  Address  Secretly Group, Inc.  1499 W Bloomfield Road  Bloomington  INDIANA  47403  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0758696

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544271 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a smiling sun design comprised of a semicircle with the letters "SLM", in stylized font, fourteen sperm cells extending radially across the top, and a curved line under the bottom Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical and surgical catheters; Medical instruments for use in examining women' s reproductive organs; Medical instruments for use in women's assisted reproductive procedures; Medical needles and introducers; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in Obstetric and Gynecology procedures; Probes for medical purposes International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Nov. 03, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sunlight Medical, Inc. Address Sunlight Medical, Inc. #603 5570 Florida Mining Blvd Jacksonville FLORIDA 32257 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UP 300 - TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKS4WD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544272 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-skid chains for vehicle tires; Anti-skid chains for vehicles; Automobile door handles; Automotive engine mounts; Axle bearings for land vehicles; Aircraft carriers; Brake cylinder repair kits, sold as a unit for land vehicles; Clutch mechanisms for land vehicles; Deck bags adapted for use on kayaks; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Hot air balloons; Inner tubes; Inner tubes; Inner tubes for bicycles; Light lorries; Luggage racks fitted to the bonnet; Luggage racks for motor cars; Mine-car pullers; Motor car convertible tops; Motor car doors; Motor car seats; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; Pick-up trucks; Pickup trucks; Portholes; Racing bicycles; Racing cars; Racing motor cars; Sail boats; Self-generating electric locomotives; Shock absorbing springs for motor cars; Ski carriers for automobiles; Ski carriers for motor cars; Ski carriers for vehicles; Stands for scooters; Utility terrain vehicles (UTVs); Warning bells for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AKSV GROUP LLC Address AKSV GROUP LLC 1886 NW 82ND AVE DORAL FLORIDA 33126
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KUSHKARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544273 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed greeting cards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miele, Lauren Address Miele, Lauren 6224 Quitman Street Arvada COLORADO 80003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UWEJOSUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544280 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Uwejosun" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Bustiers; Dresses; Footwear; Loungewear; Pantsuits; Underwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bathing costumes for women; Bed jackets; Bib overalls for hunting; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Custom made to measure suits for men and women; Eyeshades as headwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Gift packages sold as a unit consisting primarily of a sweatshirt and also including a photo frame, a coffee mug, and a tote bag; Headwear for babies, adults and children; Masquerade costumes; Nipple covers, namely, pasties; Novelty headwear with attached wigs; Nurse's apparel, namely, scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; Socks and stockings; Swimming costumes; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Haolansen Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Haolansen Network Technology Co., Ltd. X1301, No. 106 Fengze East Road, Nansha District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511458
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05742

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANGRANGROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97544284 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 11, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of The stylized characters "ANGRANGROUP" wherein the second "NG" are connected and a root extends from the last "R" to the letter "P" which also has a leaf in the "P". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein; Bakeware; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Flower and plant cultivation trays; Incense burners; Kitchen utensil crocks; Make-up removing appliances

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | International Class Title | Housewares and Glass
| First Use | Aug. 05, 2022 | In Commerce | Aug. 05, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Hubei AngRan Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Hubei AngRan Trading Co., Ltd. No. 9, 12th Floor, Building 2, Jusheng Jingshang, Daji Street, Caidian District, Wuhan CHINA |
| Legal Entity | 430100 limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | CJTM506.0912 |
| Examining Attorney | SEARS, DAVID W. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DECAGONATHON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544287 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of a set of 10 existing and/or created gambling games to provide entertainment and competition for participants

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Howard, John Michael Address Howard, John Michael 1915 Ridgeway Street Arlington TEXAS 76010
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEATBAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544293 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Neatbai" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts for engines; Belts for machines; Lawn mower blades; Lawn mowers; Power transmission belts for machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changsha Mubai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Changsha Mubai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 509-512, Bldg 2, Jinheng Yayuan No.175, Shanmuchong Rd, Tianxin Dist Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-08-05743

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOPSTACHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544311 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pocketbooks; Coin purses; Key pouches; Kit bags; Leather bags and wallets; Leather pouches; Pouches made out of cloth; Small bags for men; Travelling bags; Waist packs; Waist pouches

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 16, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu Dongpo Address Zhu Dongpo 38, Dongyi Road, Wuchang District, Wuhan Hubei CHINA 510000

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US081001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEO MEDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544314 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "NEO" in capital letters on a curved dark rectangle and the word "MEDI" in capital letters on a dark cross over a curved rectangle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive bandages; Bandages for dressings; Self adhesive dressings; Transparent film dressings; Wound dressings
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NEOMEDIPHARM Inc. Address NEOMEDIPHARM Inc. Goyang-si 620, 6F, 142, Ilsan-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 10442 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18976-200004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUNOMANCER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97544320 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Eric Pratt Address   Eric Pratt 270 Joannie Way Vista CALIFORNIA 92083 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EUBANK, REBECCA A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544323 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical devices and instruments, namely, cryosurgical apparatus for use in performing ablative surgery; Medical devices and instruments for use in cryoablation procedures, namely, cryosurgical apparatus for use in performing ablative surgery; Medical devices, namely, surgical devices that facilitate the ablation of biologic tissues; Medical devices for performing cryotherapy and esthetic treatment, namely, cryosurgical probes, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, namely, sprayers for use in cryotherapy, medical balloons, and aerosol dispensers for medical use that deliver cryogen; Medical systems for cryotherapy and esthetic treatment comprised of medical instruments, namely, consoles being cryotherapy machines for medical purposes, cryosurgical probes, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, namely, sprayers for use in cryotherapy, medical balloons, and aerosol dispensers for medical use that deliver cryogen; Medical devices for performing cryoablation procedures, namely, cryosurgical probes, cryoablation needles, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, namely, sprayers for use in cryotherapy, medical balloons, and aerosol dispensers for medical use, used for cryoablation of cancerous and benign biologic tissues; Medical devices, namely, cryoablation devices for use in freezing tissue; Medical devices, namely, cryoablation devices used by physicians and medical professionals to freeze tissue
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IceCure Medical Ltd. Address IceCure Medical Ltd. Southern Industrial Park 7 Ha’Eshel Street Caesarea ISRAEL 3079504 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1800.0057
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BILYMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544324 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Bilynmate "in stylized font, below an overlapping mountain design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Automatic pet feeders; Cleaning cloths of microfiber for electronic devices; Cleaning cloths of microfiber for eyeglasses; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Dishers; Drinking flasks; Electric fragrance diffusers incorporating night lights; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Toothpaste dispensers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yanquan Tu Address Yanquan Tu Rm 302, North Ladder, Block A, West Xincheng Road, Huanggang Town, Raoping Guangdong Province CHINA 515799 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WTOO BLANC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544325 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3584120, 5591409

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wholesale, retail, and online retail store services featuring bridal wear and bridal accessories, and special occasion dresses
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Women's and girls' clothing, namely, wedding dresses, evening dresses, special occasion dresses, veils, overskirts, toppers, namely, coats, capes, skirts, bolero jackets, and belts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Watters Designs, Inc. Address  Watters Designs, Inc. 4801 Spring Valley Road, Suite 105 Dallas  TEXAS 75244 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  W&W51128
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
TM 4806 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MSENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544330 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical devices and instruments, namely, cryosurgical apparatus for use in performing ablative surgery; Medical devices and instruments for use in cryoablation procedures, namely, cryosurgical apparatus for use in performing ablative surgery; Medical devices, namely, surgical devices that facilitate the ablation of biologic tissues; Medical devices for performing cryotherapy and esthetic treatment, namely, cryosurgical probes, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, namely, sprayers for use in cryotherapy, medical balloons, and aerosol dispensers for medical use that deliver cryogen; Medical systems for cryotherapy and esthetic treatment comprised of medical instruments, namely, consoles being cryotherapy machines for medical purposes, cryosurgical probes, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, namely, sprayers for use in cryotherapy, medical balloons, and aerosol dispensers for medical use that deliver cryogen; Medical devices for performing cryoablation procedures, namely, cryosurgical probes, cryoablation needles, catheters, applicators in the nature of cryoprobes for medical use, sprayers for medical purposes, namely, sprayers for use in cryotherapy, medical balloons, and aerosol dispensers for medical use, used for cryoablation of cancerous and benign biologic tissues; Medical devices, namely, cryoablation devices for use in freezing tissue; Medical devices, namely, cryoablation devices used by physicians and medical professionals to freeze tissue
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IceCure Medical Ltd. Address IceCure Medical Ltd. Southern Industrial Park 7 HaEshel Street Caesarea ISRAEL 3079504 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1800.0058
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AA ARIAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544334 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two highly stylized interlocking letter "A" with the word ARIAS appearing below in a stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  engineering services; construction materials testing
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Aug. 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arias & Associates, Inc. Address  Arias & Associates, Inc.  142 Chula Vista  San Antonio  TEXAS  78232
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  722693.0008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RTROFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544343 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable photographs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Providing business information in the field of social media
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for users to network socially and promote positive mental health behavior
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Online social networking services; Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Chatroom services for social networking; Providing on-line communications links which transfer the web site user to other local and global web pages
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to engage in social networking and promote positive mental health attitudes; Computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and manage social networks, accounts, and connections to existing and emerging application programming interfaces (APIs); Developing customized web pages featuring user-defined information; Providing a web site featuring technology that enables internet users to share documents, images and videos; Providing a web site featuring
temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web site users to upload on-line videos for sharing with others for entertainment purposes; Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web site users to upload, post and display online videos for sharing with others for entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to upload and share user-generated videos on a wide variety of topics and subjects; Providing information relating to on-line non-downloadable software to facilitate electronic communication between individuals provided via the Internet; Providing a web site that gives computer users the ability to upload and share user-generated videos, essays and articles on a wide variety of topics and subjects; Providing a web site that gives computer users the ability to upload, exchange and share photos, videos and video logs; Providing a website that gives users the ability to create customized web pages featuring user-defined information; Providing a website that gives users the ability to review various print, photographic, graphic image, and audio and video content and utilize a custom template to provide input, likes, dislikes, edits, changes, modifications, opinions, suggestions, and comments and engage in social, business and community networking

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: RTROFUN LLC  **Address**: RTROFUN LLC  698A DEKALB AVENUE  BROOKLYN  NEW YORK  11216  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BETTY BEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544347 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "BETTY BEAR" with the first "B" shaped like a tree and one end of the "Y" shaped like a branch with leaves. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Countertop holders for paper towels
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BettyBear Composed of Ki Baek Lee, a citizen of Korea, South Address BettyBear 333, Godeok-ro, 128-401 Gangdong-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 05224 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7219A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION  
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ATELIER DE CORDONNIER 1918

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97544348  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES  WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording of "ATELIER DE CORDONNIER 1918" with a screw shape on the left side and another screw shape on the right side, all within an oval.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "ATELIER DE CORDONNIER 1918"  Translation  The English translation of the word CORDONNIER in the mark is SHOEMAKER

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Shoe trees; shoe brushes; shoe horns
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kim, HyungSinn  Address  Kim, HyungSinn  111-906, 174, Seongbok 2-ro, Suji-gu  Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  16809  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
Owner Name  Lee, KeaKoo  Address  Lee, KeaKoo  111-906, 174, Seongbok 2-ro, Suji-gu  Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  16809  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AIPA-7226A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEOLUFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544349 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ZEOLUFF" represented in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inverters; Switchgears; Accumulators and batteries; Downloadable mobile operating system software; Electric cables; Electric transformers; Electrical wires; Electronic device for monitoring and optimizing photovoltaic arrays; Holders for electric coils; Medium voltage power distribution and protection component system composed of breakers and switchgears; Photovoltaic installation apparatus, namely, solar modules for production of electricity, solar thermal and electric receivers, tracking mechanisms and concentrating optics, and control algorithms; Photovoltaic inverters; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Photovoltaic systems that convert sunlight into electric and thermal energy; Power distributing boxes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name China Construction Decheng (Henan) Industrial Development Co., Ltd. Address China Construction Decheng (Henan) Industrial Development Co., Ltd. Block A, 14th FL., Tianfu Bldg., News Bldg. No. 85, Huayuan Road St., Jinsui Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEAUDIANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97544353 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paper tissues for cosmetic use
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yeonji Cosmetic Corporation Address  Yeonji Cosmetic Corporation 408, 32, Hwangseul-ro 258beon-gil Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 13595 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AIPA-7222A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AA ARIAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544355 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of two highly stylized interlocking letter "A" with the word ARIAS appearing to the right in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For engineering services; construction materials testing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 2021 In Commerce Aug. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arias & Associates, Inc. Address Arias & Associates, Inc. 142 Chula Vista San Antonio TEXAS 78232
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 722693.0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE DIGNITY FACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544373 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design, research, and testing services for new product development
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Metaphase Design Group, Inc. Address Metaphase Design Group, Inc. 2741 Locust Street St. Louis MISSOURI 63103 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15231-200009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WES AND WILLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97544374
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark**: Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1743295

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online retail store services in the field of clothing
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 2014
- **In Commerce**: May 2014
- **For**: Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, sweatpants, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, vests, coats, rainwear, sleepwear, loungewear, swimwear, and sweaters
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 1990
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1990

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: WES AND WILLY, LLC
- **Address**: WES AND WILLY, LLC 4524 F St Omaha NEBRASKA 68117
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNPLAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544375 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Make-up; Cosmetic preparations; Hair care preparations; Skin cleansers; Nail care preparations; Non-medicated bath preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated lip care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kim, Sung Eun Address Kim, Sung Eun 5083 Highland View Ave. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90041
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S457 002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** F FIALASUP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544378</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of The logo is a square with a designed letter "F", and the mark name "FialaSup" is under the logo.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording FialaSup has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Bodyboards; Kneeboards; Paddleboards; Surfskis; Bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; Leashes for surfboards; Paddle surfboards; Paddleboard fins; Paddles for use with surfboards; Sails and sailboards for boardsailing; Snowboards; Snow sleds for recreational use; Stand-up paddleboard carrying straps sold as a unit with the paddleboard; Stand-up paddleboards; Stand-up surf paddles; Surf boards; Surf paddles; Surf skis; Water skis; Yoga boards

**International Classes**: 28
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
**First Use**: Jul. 11, 2022
**In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Weihai Lvjiang Garden Greening Engineering Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Weihai Lvjiang Garden Greening Engineering Co., Ltd. Room 201, No. 256, Yangting Middle Rd., Yangting, Huancui Dist., Weihai, CHINA 264200

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: FTM-T0263

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: ORDONE, ROBERT J
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SIMPLER SYRUP

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544380</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SYRUP"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Natural sweeteners; Syrup for flavoring food or beverages
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Simpler Syrups LLC
- **Address**: Simpler Syrups LLC 1751 Piedmont Ave. NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30324
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: S460 001TM

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: COLYAR, TRISTAN J
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544391</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Humidifiers; Luminaries; Multicookers; Aircraft galleys sold equipped with food preparation apparatus, namely, heating and cooling appliances; Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; Bath installations; Commercial and industrial cookware, namely, gas and electric boilers, gas and electric broilers, gas and electric roasters, gas and electric braising pans; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Household air cleaners; Incandescent lamps and their fittings; LED luminaires; Lighting installations; Lighting installations for vehicles; Plumbing fitting, namely, vacuum release safety valve for flow shutoff in pools and spas; Reading lights; Showerheads and components thereof; Solar powered lamps; Tools, components and supplies for use in making signs, namely, fluorescent, HID, LED and incandescent bulbs, lamps and fixtures; Water filters; Water purification units
- **International Classes**: 11
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Bo Gao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>2-5-2, No. 15, Taizidi, Shisanli Village, Ershilibao, Jinzhou Dist., Dalian, Liaoning CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>FTM-T0265</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>COLYAR, TRISTAN J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** URBANIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97544399
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Residential building construction; commercial building construction; commercial building maintenance, and repair services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

- **For**: Design services, namely, engineering design services for housing projects
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Continua Group Corp.
- **Address**: Calle 19 No 43 g 140 Ciudad del Rio Medellin COLOMBIA 050021
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 214463/3

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GYMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544408 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for or providing sharing information and data between users about fitness activities, fitness training programs, weightloss programs, gyms, gym equipment, diet, health and fitness, exercise; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing social networks related to gyms, fitness training, and fitness activities
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GYMY GO LLC Address GYMY GO LLC 2629 S. Main St Hanover township PENNSYLVANIA 18706 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number R-22278
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRILLFANCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97544411  **Application Filing Date** Aug. 11, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "grillfancy".  **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Cleavers; Scissors; Box cutters; Ceramic knives; Kitchen knives; Scaling knives; Table cutlery; Table forks; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Vegetable shredders, hand-operated; Vegetable slicers, hand-operated  **International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 23, 28, 44  **International Class Title** Hand Tools  **First Use** Jul. 10, 2022  **In Commerce** Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Yangjiang Huarong Plastic Hardware Products Co., Ltd.  **Address** Yangjiang Huarong Plastic Hardware Products Co., Ltd. No.12, 2nd Light Industrial Development Zone, Dongcheng Town, Yangdong District, Yangjiang CHINA 529931  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 995462

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRAVEMILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544416 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line business directories featuring mental health and wellness providers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FamilyCare Services Inc Address FamilyCare Services Inc 751 East Blithedale Ave. Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SH-1306

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHEXLOVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544421 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Chexlovy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Gloves; Hats; Pantyhose; Socks; Swimsuits; Swimwear; Tights; Baby doll pyjamas; Caps being headwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Down jackets; Infant wear; Socks and stockings
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Xiaofen Address Chen, Xiaofen No.31, Caijia, Caijia Village, Qinghu Street, Jiangshan City Quzhou, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
**Mark Literal(s)** BRAVEMILE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544425</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing on-line information in the field of mental health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>FamilyCare Services Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FamilyCare Services Inc 751 East Blithedale Ave. Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>SH-1306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FLOWERS, JAY K |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CUookvepe

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544426</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Cuookvepe has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Hats; Headbands; Headwear; Jumpsuits; Shawls; Swimwear; Artificial flower headdresses; Dance shoes; Fascinator hats; Fingerless gloves; Masquerade costumes; Running costumes; Wedding dresses

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39

- **International Class Title**: Clothing

- **First Use**: Jul. 30, 2022

- **In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Huiliangmai Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xiamen Huiliangmai Technology Co., Ltd. Room 610, No. 2272, Group 2, Zhaishang, Xiamen Area, China (Fujian) Pilot FTZ.
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRILLFANCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544429 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "grillfancy". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corkscrews; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cleaning brushes for household use; Jar openers; Pastry cutters; Salad tongs; Sandwich cutters; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Wine openers; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yangjiang Huarong Plastic Hardware Products Co., Ltd. Address Yangjiang Huarong Plastic Hardware Products Co., Ltd. No.12, 2nd Light Industrial Development Zone, Dongcheng Town, Yangdong District, Yangjiang CHINA 529931 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995463
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRAVEMILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544434  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online social networking services for military and their families; Organizing and conducting support groups in the field of mental health

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FamilyCare Services Inc Address FamilyCare Services Inc 751 East Blithedale Ave. Mill Valley, CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SH-1306

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JMBAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544437 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blades and brushes for electric hair clippers and trimmers; Electric and battery-powered hair clippers; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hair clippers for animals; Lawn and garden tools, namely, cultivators; Table cutlery; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons made of precious metal; Weeding hoes
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Jumi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Jumi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 17,25F,Commercial Complex,Chating Block8 Junlinshengshi,Baiyi Mid Rd.,Taijiang, Fuzhou,Fujian CHINA 350004 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995461

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HBIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544444 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wedding reception planning and coordination consultation services; Wedding reception planning and coordination services; Party and wedding reception planning and coordination services; Party and wedding reception planning consultation services; Party and wedding reception planning, coordination and consultation services; Providing information regarding wedding reception planning for wedding parties
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DJB Group Chicago, Inc. Address DJB Group Chicago, Inc. 799 Parkside Avenue Elmhurst ILLINOIS 60126 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUE, ABIGAIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EZIVSHOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544447 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ezivshom has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental floss dispensers; Electric devices for cleaning cosmetic brushes; Electric hair combs; Electric pet brushes; Fly swatters; Hand-operated grinders; Lint brushes; Non-electric lemon squeezers; Nutcrackers not of precious metal; Perches for bird cages; Toilet paper dispensers; Toothbrushes for pets; Tub brushes; Ultrasonic pest repellers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiujiang Huangrun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Jiujiang Huangrun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 9-F394, Cross-border E-commerce Ind. Park, No. 9 Shunyi Road, Jiujiang ETZ. Jiujiang, Jiangxi CHINA 332000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544448 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of two interlocking letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For engineering services; construction materials testing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 2014 In Commerce Apr. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arias & Associates, Inc. Address Arias & Associates, Inc. 142 Chula Vista San Antonio TEXAS 78232
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 722693.0009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FOUIYIUTU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544449  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording fouiyiutu has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Furniture; Beds for household pets; Cat beds; Cat scratching pads; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Furniture for house, office and garden; Kennels for household pets; Kennels with carriers; Non-metal pet kennel with pet-actuated entry; Outdoor furniture; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Portable beds for pets
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jul. 27, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Putian Chengxiang District Kefan Kanbo Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Putian Chengxiang District Kefan Kanbo Trading Co., Ltd.  No. 117, Lane 101, Guanglin Street  Longqiao Street, Chengxiang District  Putian, Fujian  CHINA  351100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544455 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a fanciful letter "S" with three dimensional block lettering and geometrical shapes within the block lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3644088, 5187694

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brand development services, namely, consulting, creation, management, and marketing of brand identity for corporate business and individuals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 15, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Soulsight, Inc. Address Soulsight, Inc. Suite 400 205 W. Wacker Drive Chicago ILLINOIS 60606
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM4919

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LINZIXPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544456 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Linzixpo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cups and mugs; Dusting or cleaning cloths; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household utensils, namely, graters; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Portable pots and pans for camping; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lai, Zebo Address Lai, Zebo No. 578, Gongqiaotou, Jingshui Village Qilinxu, Qilin Town, Puning City Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUKYHONIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544458 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LukyHonie has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle cleaning brushes; Brushes for pets; Collapsible buckets; Dining plates of silica gel; Drinking cups for babies and children; Flower baskets; Foldable bath tubs for babies; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Inflatable bath tubs for babies; Laundry baskets; Picnic baskets sold empty; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Portable pots and pans for camping; Toothbrushes for pets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zibo Bujuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Zibo Bujuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. West House, 16th Floor, Unit 2, Bldg. 1 No. 41, Renmin West Rd. Zhangdian Dist. Zibo, Shandong CHINA 255026 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NDTEZUGT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97544460
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording NDTEZUGT has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Hatbands; Appliques; Brooches for clothing; Elastic shoe laces and fasteners sold as unit; Fasteners for shoes and boots; Leather shoe laces; Magnetized buttons covered in fabric; Metal fasteners for shoes and boots; Separable fasteners, namely, hook and loop type fasteners and components thereof; Shoe buckles; Shoe fasteners; Shoe laces; Shoe trimmings; Snap fasteners; Snap fasteners
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use** in Commerce: Jul. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jiangxi Nanfang Shidai Technology Development Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Jiangxi Nanfang Shidai Technology Development Co., Ltd. Office 2309,18#Commercial,Greenland Bund City,Honggubei Ave.,Honggutan New Dist. Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BAGLINI, KAREN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRASHVILLE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544461</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Presentation of live comedy shows

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2022

**In Commerce** May 07, 2022

**For** Clothing, namely, tops, shirts, hoodies, jackets, hats, tank tops, shorts, pants, socks, and underwear

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2022

**In Commerce** May 07, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jaime Luna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jaime Luna 741 Madison Blvd. Nashville TENNESSEE 37115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL Citizenship HONDURAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BAGLINI, KAREN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

5925
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHONXIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544462 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording phonxia has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedsheets; Coverlets; Draperies; Pillowcases; Bath towels; Cashmere blankets; Duvet covers; Fitted bed sheets; Fitted toilet seat covers of textile; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains; Tablecloths of textiles; Tapestries of textile; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Junhua Address Zhu, Junhua No. 045 Houxiaolou Zhuji Township, Huaiyang County Zhoukou, Henan CHINA 466700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SNHOHIAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544466 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SNHOHIAK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Basting spoons; Basting spoons, for kitchen use; Bento boxes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fang, Ming Address Fang, Ming No. 54, Damaochuan, Xinmao Village, Weiping Town, Chun 'an County Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97544475  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): PENDANT OF LUCK

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): PENDANT OF LUCK

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 6277779

Goods and Services Information

For: Artificial flowers; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Brooches for clothing; Buttons; Crochet hooks; Embroidered patches for clothing; Fabric appliques; Hair clips; Hair ribbons; Hair ties; Ribbons for the hair; Ribbons, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Sewing kits; Shoe laces

International Classes: 26 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  
International Class Title: Fancy Goods

First Use: Mar. 21, 2022  
In Commerce: Mar. 21, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Yiwu Juwei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
Address: Yiwu Juwei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
Room 202, 2nd Floor, Unit 1, Building 18  
District 3, Xinwu Village, Choujiang St.  
Yiwu, Zhejiang  
CHINA  
322000  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: PJ4932

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SSOALERT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544476 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular starburst pattern that consists of incomplete triangles with shortened dash lines between each of them. To the right of the starburst is the word "SSOALERT" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Level indicators; Liquid level sensors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for reporting sewage levels
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Infratech Inc. Address Infratech Inc. 5900 Balcones Dr, Suite 100 Austin TEXAS 78731 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557377833

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOURISTER DENTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544481 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DENTAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental services, namely, preventative care, restorative care, cosmetic dentistry, pediatric dentistry, family dentistry, general dentistry, oral surgery, and implant dentistry
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 14, 2018 In Commerce May 14, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tourister Dental Associates, P.C. Address Tourister Dental Associates, P.C. 91 Main Street, Suite 121 Warren RHODE ISLAND 02885 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIRDMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97544485 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized word "BIRDMAN" with wings
appearing behind it on either side. Around the words appears a splatter design with a small handprint shape behind the
letter "M". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Marketing services; Promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Birdman Media LLC Address   Birdman Media LLC  4800 S White Mountain Rd., A  Show Low
ARIZONA  85901 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   L554861726

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SNYDER, NELSON B
Case Identifiers
Serial Number   97544491 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the term, "FAMUS", with a diamond centrally located within the top portion of the "M". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For  Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, tank-tops, sports jerseys, polo shirts, sweatpants, pants, shorts, underwear, sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets, footwear, shoes, sandals, socks, headwear, bandanas, headbands, hats, wristbands
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing
For  energy drinks
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

Basis Information
Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  FAMUS, LLC Address  FAMUS, LLC  720 E Market St  Louisville  KENTUCKY  40202 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  KENTUCKY

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  T-962

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JAY ALLEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544497</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jay Allen, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jun. 01, 2013 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2013

**For** Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jun. 01, 2013 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2013

**For** Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, and hats

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Jun. 01, 2013 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** 42 Co, LLC **Address** 42 Co, LLC 1711 19th Ave. South Nashville TENNESSEE 37212 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** TENNESSEE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BREAK N' BAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544501  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bakery goods
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sweet Street Desserts, Inc.  Address  Sweet Street Desserts, Inc.  722 Hiesters Lane  Reading  PENNSYLVANIA  19605  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  101953.00379
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>BREAK N' BAKE COOKIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97544507
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COOKIES"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bakery goods
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Sweet Street Desserts, Inc.
- **Address**: Sweet Street Desserts, Inc. 722 Hiesters Lane Reading PENNSYLVANIA 19605
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 101953.00380

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 99 99 99 99 143 143 143 143

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544509</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a brown hinny horse wearing 4 red high-top shoes. The hinny has black eyes and black defining lines throughout. The hinny's body is turned towards the background, with its head turned back. The high-top shoes include a white circle containing the number 99, in black, and white laces that form the number 143.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) brown, red, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Hard seltzer
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Mar. 24, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: HINNY HARD SELTZER, LLC
- **Address**: HINNY HARD SELTZER, LLC 10 Carlton Terrace Loudinville NEW YORK 12211
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 11633-14
- **Examinining Attorney**: MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BREAK N’ BAKE MANIFESTO

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Bakery goods

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COOKIES"

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Sweet Street Desserts, Inc. Address Sweet Street Desserts, Inc. 722 Hiesters Lane Reading PENNSYLVANIA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 101953.00381

**Examining Attorney** HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIRDMAN MEDIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97544516
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MEDIA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Marketing services; Promoting the goods and services of others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Birdman Media LLC
- **Address**: Birdman Media LLC 4800 S White Mountain Rd., A Show Low ARIZONA 85901
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L554861624
- **Examining Attorney**: SNYDER, NELSON B
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97544517
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COOKIES"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Bakery goods
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Sweet Street Desserts, Inc.
- **Address**: Sweet Street Desserts, Inc. 722 Hiesters Lane  Reading PENNSYLVANIA 19605
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 101953.00382
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</th>
<th>Published for Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>BREAK-OFF COOKIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Bakery goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong> 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong> Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Sweet Street Desserts, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong> Sweet Street Desserts, Inc. 722 Hiesters Lane Reading PENNSYLVANIA 19605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 101953.00383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUTRIZE

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bean-based snack foods; Seed-based snack bars; Soy-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Fruit drinks; Fruit flavoured drinks; Sports drinks, namely, energy drinks; Sports drinks, namely, performance drinks; Sports drinks, namely, recovery drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544525</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "DENTAL"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Dental specialty care services, namely, endodontics and periodontics

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Tourister Dental Associates, P.C.

**Address**: Tourister Dental Associates, P.C. 91 Main Street, Suite 121 Warren RHODE ISLAND 02885

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: RHODE ISLAND

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DYNASTY SOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544528 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines for gambling including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVERI GAMES INC. Address EVERI GAMES INC. 206 Wild Basin Road South, Bldg. B. Austin TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIGAN, MATTHEW M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97544535</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| **For** | Cell phone auxiliary cables; Cell phone backplates; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone cases for bicycles; Cell phone covers; Cell phone faceplates; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Cell phone mounts for vehicles; Carrying cases for cell phones; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers for cell phones; USB cables for cellphones |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**Basis Information**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| **Owner Name** | Tran, Ban Van |
| **Address** | Tran, Ban Van 1858 Thompson Bridge Rd #811 Gainesville GEORGIA 30501 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**Examining Attorney**

| **Examining Attorney** | YAO, GRETTA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HELP ME SAVE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544537 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headwear; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VCB Brand, LLC Address VCB Brand, LLC 141 Robert E Lee Blvd, #1027 New Orleans LOUISIANA 70124 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556530435

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FARMFLUENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544543 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of farming, cooking, fruit and vegetables
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021
For On-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing local organic fruits and vegetables
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anjelo Alonte Address Anjelo Alonte PO BOX 355 Montrose CALIFORNIA 91201 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557660713

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544547 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term, "FAMUS", which is vertically oriented with a diamond centrally located within the top portion of the "M". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, tank-tops, sports jerseys, polo shirts, sweatpants, pants, shorts, underwear, sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets, footwear, shoes, sandals, socks, headwear, bandanas, headbands, hats, wristbands
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
For energy drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FAMUS, LLC Address FAMUS, LLC 720 E Market St Louisville KENTUCKY 40202 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-967

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEVN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544561</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Fishing reels |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | St. Croix of Park Falls, Ltd. | Address | St. Croix of Park Falls, Ltd. 856 Fourth Avenue North Park Falls WISCONSIN 54552 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | WISCONSIN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 3001332 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LXINGL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number   97544578 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022   Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For   Electric glue guns; Hot melt glue guns
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes   13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35   International Class Title   Machinery

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name   Hefeichailuowangluokejiyouxiangongsi Composed of   Xingxing, a citizen of China Address   Hefeichailuowangluokejiyouxiangongsi 5dong601shi, jiangchenyuan, linquanluyu- dangtulujiakou, hefeishi yaohaiqu anhuisheng   CHINA 230000 Legal Entity   SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney   KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOT JUGULAR?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544584 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fixed blade knives; Sport knives; self-defense knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matthew Pilkenton Address Matthew Pilkenton 31 Paul Rd. Lot 26 Rochester NEW YORK 14624
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10865-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CAGSA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544595</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "CAGSA" above a series of rectangles with the rectangles increasing in darkness from left to right.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>1414011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Online retail grocery store services; Retail grocery store services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name      | GONZALEZ TORRES, Alejandro |
| Address         | GONZALEZ TORRES, Alejandro Obreros de Cananea 1324, Constitucion Zapopan, Jalisco MEXICO 45188 |
| Legal Entity    | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship     | MEXICO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 00250-0096 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AXIOM PAY AS YOU GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97544601  **Application Filing Date** Aug. 11, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Service Mark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer** “PAY AS YOU GO”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Banking services; checking and savings account services; debit card and credit card transaction processing services; loan financing and financial loan consultation; commercial lending; providing interactive banking consultation and information via the internet; electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data; cash management; financial information in the nature of rates of exchange; automated teller machine services; electronic transfer of funds; credit card payment services; all of the foregoing services specifically excluding mortgage origination services, mortgage brokerage service, home equity loans, and home equity lines of credit

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Axiom Bancshares, Inc.  **DBA, AKA, Formerly** AKA Axiom Bank N.A.  **Address** Axiom Bancshares, Inc. 258 Southhall Lane  Maitland  FLORIDA  32751  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 55016.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Exoring Attorney** BURKE, JUSTINE N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOR EVERY STATE OF BUSINESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544607</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing business advice and information in the field of establishing, forming, and filing business entities

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name LLCity LLC  
Address LLCity LLC 6 Medical Park Drive Pomona NEW YORK 10970  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number TCMN-103tm

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KYLIE FREY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544613 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Kylie Frey, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012
For Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, and hats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deep Frey'd Touring LLC Address Deep Frey'd Touring LLC 1711 19th Ave. South Nashville TENNESSEE 37212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LLCITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544619 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing business advice and information in the field of establishing, forming, and filing of business entities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LLCITY LLC Address LLCITY LLC 6 Medical Park Drive Pomona NEW YORK 10970 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TCMN-102tm

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ODD BBQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97544622</td>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BBQ&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Food &amp; Stuff LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>4520 Daly Dr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGINIA 20151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BIFTU, BENIAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AXIOM PAY LATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544625 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "PAY LATER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services; checking and savings account services; debit card and credit card transaction processing services; loan financing and financial loan consultation; commercial lending; providing interactive banking consultation and information via the internet; electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data; cash management; financial information in the nature of rates of exchange; automated teller machine services; electronic transfer of funds; credit card payment services; all of the foregoing services specifically excluding mortgage origination services, mortgage brokerage service, home equity loans, and home equity lines of credit

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Axiom Bancshares, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Axiom Bank N.A. Address Axiom Bancshares, Inc. 258 Southhall Lane Maitland FLORIDA 32751 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 55016.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CB BC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544635</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized caricature design of &quot;CB&quot; and &quot;BC&quot;, the initial &quot;C&quot; has a set of eyes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Cheese; Cheese containing spices; Cheese spreads; Soft-ripened cheese |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | Oct. 07, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 15, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Yummy Industries, LLC. |
| Address | Yummy Industries, LLC. 3112 Santa Fe Street Riverbank CALIFORNIA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BAUSCH + LOMB
PRESERVISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97544646 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vitamin and mineral supplements
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals First Use   Jan. 31, 2013 In Commerce   Jan. 31, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Bausch & Lomb Incorporated Address   Bausch & Lomb Incorporated 1400 N. Goodman Street Rochester NEW YORK 14609 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BAUSCH + LOMB
PRESERVISION EYE VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT DOCTOR RECOMMENDED #1 BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544649  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of trade dress applied to one side of three-dimensional product packaging. The product packaging consists of a dark green horizontal line at the top, below which are four curved bands in white, light green, dark green, and blue, respectively. The white band is formed by straight lines on the top and sides and a curved line on the bottom and contains the stylized wording "BAUSCH + LOMB" in blue-green, followed by the stylized wording "PreserVision" in black with curved lines in blue above and below the letters "ision", followed by the wording "EYE VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT" in black. The light green and dark green bands are formed by straight lines on the sides and curved lines on the tops and bottoms. The blue band is formed by straight lines on the bottom and sides and a curved line on the top. The left portion of the mark contains two concentric circles, with the outer circle being light yellow with a black outer border and containing the stylized black wording "DOCTOR RECOMMENDED" and the inner circle being dark yellow and containing the stylized black wording "/BRAND". The dotted outline of the packaging is intended to show the position of the mark and is not part of the mark.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) white, black, blue-green, blue, light green, dark green, light yellow and dark yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EYE VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT", "DOCTOR RECOMMENDED", AND "/BRAND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vitamin and mineral supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Nov. 30, 2017  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Bausch & Lomb Incorporated
Address: Bausch & Lomb Incorporated
1400 N. Goodman Street
Rochester
NEW YORK
14609

Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FARTING SHEEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544654 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of trade dress applied to one side of three-dimensional product packaging. The product packaging consists of a dark green horizontal line at the top, below which are four curved bands in white, light green, dark green, and blue, respectively. The white band is formed by straight lines on the top and sides and a curved line on the bottom. The light green and dark green bands are formed by straight lines on the sides and curved lines on the tops and bottoms. The blue band is formed by straight lines on the bottom and sides and a curved line on the top. The left portion of the mark contains two concentric circles, with the outer circle being light yellow with a black outer border and the inner circle being dark yellow. The dotted outline of the packaging is intended to show the position of the mark and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, black, blue, light green, dark green, light yellow and dark yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin and mineral supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 30, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bausch & Lomb Incorporated Address Bausch & Lomb Incorporated 1400 N. Goodman Street Rochester NEW YORK 14609 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97544656 Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS()/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized design resembling a brushstroke, consisting of two concave down curves of differing heights, connected to each other in the same horizontal plane. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4449037

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Pelts; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Briefcases and attache cases; Business card cases; Canes and walking sticks; Cases for keys; Collars for animals; Compression cubes adapted for luggage; Credit card cases; Document cases; Handbags, purses and wallets; Harnesses and saddlery; Hiking sticks; Leather straps; Leather trimmings for furniture; Pet clothing; Pouch baby carriers; Reins for guiding children; Slings for carrying infants; Trunks being luggage; Umbrella covers; Umbrellas; Wheeled shopping bags; Whips; Baggage tags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets
International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title: Leather Goods First Use: May 11, 1999 In Commerce: May 11, 1999

For: Batteries and battery chargers; Blank USB flash drives; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Calculators; Cameras; Cases for contact lenses; Computer peripherals; Contact lenses; Digital photo frames; Eyewear, namely, eyeglasses and sunglasses, including lenses, frames, and accessories therefore; Headphones; Loudspeakers; Microphones; Portable power chargers; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective helmets; Scales; Selfie sticks; Telescopes
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use: May 11, 1999 In Commerce: May 11, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Gear Up International Limited  **Address**  Gear Up International Limited Wickham's Cay II Vistra Corporate Services Centre Tortola BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS VG1110  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  Stroke Lg

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HANDS IN SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97544663 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark 
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable fundraising and online charitable fundraising
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Charitable services, namely, organizing and recruiting volunteers to provide health and education services in Guatemala
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  International Hands in Service Address  International Hands in Service  825 East Avenue NE  Atlanta GEORGIA  30312 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  091984.0099

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CLARENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544670</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Make-up brush holders; Make-up brushes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>AMERICAN PLACE STORE LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>AMERICAN PLACE STORE LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408 Nw 68th Ave Apt</td>
<td>33317 Plantation FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMBRACE THE FIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544689 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elizabeth Zamora Address Elizabeth Zamora 6323 Smoky Quartz Dr Bakersfield CALIFORNIA 93313 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557531846

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYZMIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544694 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headgear being protective helmets; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Safety helmets; Sports helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AES R&D, LLC Address AES R&D, LLC Suite T-125 303 International Drive Hunt Valley MARYLAND 21031 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TODEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544701 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TODEM" with the letter "O" having a macron symbol above it, the letters "E" and "M" appearing in lowercase and the letter "E" appearing upside down and backwards. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing consulting; Marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 2018 In Commerce Aug. 2018
For Graphic design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Todem, LLC Address Todem, LLC 141 Traction Street Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29611 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TODEM.T.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
BLACK CASTLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544705</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Hoodies; Sweaters; Sweatpants; T-shirts; Crop tops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Commerce**  
Feb. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Castillo, Iaridza</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Castillo, Iaridza 1170 Ilexie Ave San Diego CALIFORNIA 92154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GEMBARAIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544714</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Non-metal railing and fencing; vinyl boundary railing and fencing for warehouses and manufacturing facilities |
| International Classes | 19 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 12, 33, 50 |
| International Class Title | Non-metallic Building Materials |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | L. B. Plastics Incorporated |
| Address | L. B. Plastics Incorporated 482 E. Plaza Drive Mooresville NORTH CAROLINA 28115 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 954/20 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RAVE SPOTTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544727  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cleaning preparations; Household cleaning preparations; Stain removers
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  Apr. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Truck Mount Forums  Address  Truck Mount Forums  1728 S Park Ct  Chesapeake  VIRGINIA  23320
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  W-29670-KH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544736 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of side profile of a dog facing to the right.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet waste collection tool, namely, power-operated, hand-held vacuum device lined with compostable collection bags used to collect and dispose of pet waste
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Curbicus, Inc. Address Curbicus, Inc. 8259 Finch Ave. Clear Lake IOWA 50428 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31178-2-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WICKED SPIRITS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97544738  
Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For deodorant soap; non-medicated bar soap; bath soaps; lotions for cosmetic purposes; body lotions; facial lotions; sun-block lotions; non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; hand lotions; massage lotions; cosmetic preparations

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Candles; scented candles; votive candles

International Classes 4 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 6, 15
International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name M&W DESIGN CO LLC
Address M&W DESIGN CO LLC 451 OAKDALE AVENUE HATBORO PENNSYLVANIA 19040
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 186042.00006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WICKED SPIRITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544740  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term WICKED stacked over the term SPIRITS wherein the letter "I" in WICKED and the first "I" in SPIRITS are combined to make one elongated line having the image of a flame appearing at the top. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For deodorant soap; non-medicated bar soap; bath soaps; lotions for cosmetic purposes; body lotions; facial lotions; sun-block lotions; non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; hand lotions; massage lotions; cosmetic preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Candles; scented candles; votive candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15  International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M&W DESIGN CO LLC  Address M&W DESIGN CO LLC  451 OAKDALE AVENUE  HATBORO PENNSYLVANIA 19040  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 186042.00007
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 401(K) HELP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544743</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;401(K)&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, financial, tax, retirement, investment and legacy planning; Financial information and advisory services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, commodity trading and managed futures advisory and management services; Strategic financial advisory services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Mechem, Gabriela Cheng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Mechem, Gabriela Cheng 1 Park Plaza, Ste 600 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE |

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MMMMMM MEAN MOMMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97544767 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a silhouette of a female wearing sunglasses
and a hair tie with "MMMMMM" on it. Below the head is the word "MEAN" and off to the right is "mommy". Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mean Mommy LLC Address  Mean Mommy LLC  214 Crown Rd  Boonton  NEW JERSEY  07005
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K357621279

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRAGON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544771 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management services, namely, managing logistics and supply chain services for others; online retail store and wholesale store services featuring electronic equipment, information technology products and computer hardware and software; business information management services, namely, monitoring and tracking package and product shipments, and tracking sales volume for business purposes

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer software for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and providing customer newsletters and market research

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and obtaining customer newsletters and market research; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and obtaining customer newsletters and market research; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and providing customer newsletters and market research

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CDW LLC Address  CDW LLC  200 North Milwaukee Avenue  Vernon Hills  ILLINOIS  60061 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  31150/61068

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CDW DRAGON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544778 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management services, namely, managing logistics and supply chain services for others; online retail store and wholesale store services featuring electronic equipment, information technology products and computer hardware and software; business information management services, namely, monitoring and tracking package and product shipments, and tracking sales volume for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer software for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and providing customer newsletters and market research
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and obtaining customer newsletters and market research; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and providing customer newsletters and market research; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for maintaining user accounts, managing purchase orders, payments, and contracts, making purchases, obtaining IT support, providing hardware and software asset management, and providing customer newsletters and market research
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
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### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CDW LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CDW LLC 200 North Milwaukee Avenue Vernon Hills ILLINOIS 60061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 31150/61069 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LAPPER, ALAIN J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STANLEY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544785</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;STANLEY&quot; in block letters with diagonal stripe in the letter &quot;N&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1378189, 2650061, 2650062 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Work wear, namely, clothing for men and women, namely, shirts, overalls and coveralls, sweaters, thermal underwear, short and long sleeve T-shirts and Henley shirts, sweatshirts and shirts of fleece, cargo pants, lined and unlined denim pants, swell and canvas pants; work outerwear made of canvas, duck cloth, fleece, denim, flannel, twill, leather and wool, namely, lined shirt jackets designed for wear by the consumer in performing services of a physical or manual nature for industry, manufacturing, construction, janitorial, maintenance, landscaping, health-care, hospitality and food and beverage services.

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Aug. 31, 2014 **In Commerce** Aug. 31, 2014

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Stanley Logistics, LLC

**Address** Stanley Logistics, LLC 1000 Stanley Drive New Britain CONNECTICUT 06053

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Stanley/LIC

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAPTER, ALAIN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AWOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544786</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Matches; Cigarette lighters |
| International Classes | 34 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 8, 9, 17 |

**International Class Title** Smokers' Articles

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Conic, LLC |
| Address | Conic, LLC c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 |

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LAPTER, ALAIN J |


## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
FACTOR APPLIANCE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544796</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**
APPLIANCE

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Repair of consumer electric appliances; Repair of consumer electrical appliances; Repair of household appliances and of residential heating, plumbing, air conditioning, and electrical systems; Repair of household and kitchen appliances;
- Consultation in the field of repairing and maintaining home appliances; Electric appliance installation and repair; Installation and repair of electrical appliances; Maintenance, servicing and repair of household and kitchen appliances; Providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of consumer electrical appliances; Provision of information relating to the repair or maintenance of consumer electrical appliances

**International Classes**
37 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
100, 103, 106

**International Class Title**
Construction and Repair

**First Use**
Jun. 11, 2011

**In Commerce**
Sep. 19, 2011

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Loughlin, Adrian

**DBA, AKA, Formerly**
DBA Factor Appliance

**Address**
Loughlin, Adrian 18620 Azalea Drive Derwood MARYLAND 20855

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
LAPTER, ALAIN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** Virlwere

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97544800
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Virlwere" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dinnerware; Mugs; Vases; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Holders for flowers and plants; Household containers for foods; Household containers of precious metal; Insulated flasks; Lunch boxes; Swimming pool products, namely, glass granules used in pool filters
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhongshan Zhenghong Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 1205, Building 26, Yuhong Healthy Flower City, No. 30, Kangle Avenue Torch DZ, Zhongshan, CHINA 528400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AISMAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544802 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AISMAT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath mats; Door mats; Floor coverings; Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Rubber mats; Vinyl floor coverings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinbaitai Technology Co., LTD Address Shenzhen Xinbaitai Technology Co., LTD 201-01, No. 18, LongLingNan Road PingXi Community, PingDi Street LongGang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544815  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a continuous line swirled around and over itself forming the illusion of an "S".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Waterslides
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Construction of aquatics facilities, namely, aquatic playgrounds, shallow water playgrounds, and theme pools; Installation of aquatic facilities, namely, aquatic playgrounds, aquatic playground equipment, shallow water playgrounds, waterslides, and theme pools featuring fountains, sprinklers, water guns, and shallow water playgrounds
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Aug. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 10, 2022
For  Custom fabrication of and construction of aquatic playground equipment and waterslides
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment
First Use  Aug. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 10, 2022
For  Custom design of aquatic theme parks and aquatic playground equipment, namely, shallow water playgrounds, waterslides, and theme pool attractions based on personal selections made by the customer
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Aug. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes  Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splashtacular, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splashtacular, LLC 401 N East Street Paola KANSAS 66071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57725/6514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPTER, ALAIN J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CULTIVATE YOUR BRAND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544827</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing consulting; Marketing services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 2018</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Todem, LLC **Address**  Todem, LLC 141 Traction Street Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29611 **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**  SOUTH CAROLINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  TODEM.T.2

**Examining Attorneys**

**Examining Attorney**  BUSH, KAREN K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AVIVA SOFIA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544829</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Aviva Sofia Johnson, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable pre-recorded, live and livestreamed performances featuring video game playing; entertainment services, namely, live and livestreamed performances featuring video game playing with commentary and narration
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For**: Endorsement services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Aviva Sofia Talent, LLC
- **Address**: Aviva Sofia Talent, LLC 201 South Division Street, Suite 400 Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48104
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 18138-2

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544835 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stem with two leaves sprouting from each side of the stem for a total of four leaves to the left of the word "LUNA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 11, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LunaA, Inc Address LunaA, Inc 6616 Brann Street Oakland CALIFORNIA 94605 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4213-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AXS COMPANION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544852 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Educational services, namely, providing on-line exhibitions and displays in the field of application to educational institutions; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, programs, workshops and meetings in the fields of application to educational institutions; Providing on-line non-downloadable articles in the field of attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions and distribution of educational material in connection therewith; Providing on-line videos featuring attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions and distribution of educational material in connection therewith, not downloadable; College consulting services, namely, assisting students in finding colleges and universities and completing the application process; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions and distribution of educational material in connection therewith; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable audio recordings in the field of attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of securing educational and career objectives in the field(s) of application to educational institutions; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions and distribution of educational material in connection therewith; Providing online non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring attainment of educational and career objectives and application to educational institutions and distribution of educational material in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544853</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Novelty toy items in the nature of animal toy figurines; Toy animals
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Valchemist, LLC
- **Address**: Valchemist, LLC 210 Security Court Wylie  TEXAS  75098
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544857</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Metal debris guards for gutters  
**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  
**International Class Title**: Metal Goods

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: The Brothers IP Corp.  
**Address**: The Brothers IP Corp. 55 Page Park Drive Poughkeepsie NEW YORK 12603  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: BroGutters  
**Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IYARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
[63x621]Serial Number 97544859 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Transportable buildings, not of metal; Non-metal swimming pools; cabanas, not of metal; Diving platforms not of metal; Non-metal bird baths being structures; Arbours not of metal; Aviaries not of metal; diving boards, not of metal
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Play swimming pools; play articles, namely, inflatable swimming pools; swimming kick boards; water wings; swimming belts; swimming jackets; swimming rings; Inflatable swimming floats; Swimming boards
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Lawnmowers; centrifugal pumps; pumps for counter-current swimming; Pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines; Washing machines for household purposes; Electric washing machines for industrial purposes; Swimming pool vacuum cleaners; Cordless vacuum cleaners; Filters for motors and engines; Industrial mixer for mixing liquids in the pharmaceutical and chemical industries; motors, other than for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Dehumidifiers; swimming pool chlorinating units; disinfectant apparatus; heat pumps; sauna bath installations; hydromassage bath apparatus; water filtering apparatus; lamps; LED underwater light; heating installations
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; Organisation and conducting of product presentations; Advertising services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; On-line promotion of computer network and websites; On-line advertising on computer communication networks; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Sales promotion for others; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Promoting the goods and services of others; Import-export agency services

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For programmable logic controllers; Frequency converters; photovoltaic inverters; solar batteries; Photovoltaic systems that convert sunlight into electric and thermal energy; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data; Electric control devices for heating and energy management; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data; Electronic circuit boards; Integrated circuit modules; Electronic integrated circuits

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Metal swimming pools; Transportable buildings of metal; brackets of metal for building; step stools of metal; tent pegs of metal; diving platforms of metal; greenhouse frames of metal; diving boards of metal; Metal roll shutters; Shutters of metal; Stair treads of metal

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FAIRLAND HOLDINGS CO., LTD  Address  FAIRLAND HOLDINGS CO., LTD  Ste. 2205,2206,2212,2215,2216,2315-2317  NO. 69 XIANLIE ROAD CENTRAL GUANGZHOU CHINA  N/A  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ACIP1264-GZ

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN

5998
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KOBY HOME

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97544865
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HOME"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring furniture; Retail stores featuring furniture
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 07, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Joyful Cows LLC
- **Address**: Joyful Cows LLC Unit A 4149 Perlita Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90039
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEALED VASECTOMY PROCEDURE (SVP)

Sealed Vasectomy Procedure (SVP)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97544868 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SEALED VASECTOMY PROCEDURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Surgical devices and instruments; Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, namely, surgical devices and kits comprised of surgical apparatus and instruments for use in vasectomy procedures; Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, namely, minimally invasive and no-scalpel vasectomy kits comprised of surgical instruments and surgical apparatus

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Education and training in the field of medical services, namely, conducting training courses in the field of performing vasectomies; Education and training in the field of medical services, namely, conducting training courses for clinicians in the field of performing male sterilization procedures and the provision of related pre-operative and post-operative counseling and consultation services; Education services in the field of medical services, namely, arranging and conducting seminars for patients and physicians about male sterilization procedures and minimally invasive and no-scalpel vasectomies

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Minimally invasive surgical services; Medical services in the field of reproductive health, namely, male sterilization procedures; Medical services, namely, minimally invasive and no-scalpel vasectomies; Providing information in the field of male sterilization procedures and minimally invasive and no-scalpel vasectomies

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Signati Medical Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SIGNATI MEDICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Signati Medical Inc. 128 Dorrance Street, 6th Floor PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND 02903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>RHODE ISLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>SIG-006TM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEDITERRANIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97544885 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Window treatments, namely, fabric curtains and draperies, and also including rods and grommets for opening, closing, hanging and supporting curtains and draperies, all sold together as a unit
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Thorpe, Ricky Address  Thorpe, Ricky #412 5041 S. State Road 7 Davie FLORIDA 33314 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10218-0007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SENSOR, JAMES EARL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EXCELLENCE IS A CHOICE.
CHOOSE ARTISAN ROOFING.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97544892</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>“ROOFING”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Roofing services; repair of roofing; roofing installation; roofing maintenance; roof de-icing services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Artisan Roofing &amp; Ice Dam Removal Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Artisan Roofing &amp; Ice Dam Removal Inc 6 Sunset Plaza Suite E Kalispell MONTANA 59901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MONTANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BUSH, KAREN K |

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "ROOFING"
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544893 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an uppercase letter "T" with a macron symbol above it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing consulting; Marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Todem, LLC Address Todem, LLC 141 Traction Street Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29611 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TODEM.T.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FORGING CHAMPIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544894 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbells; Dumbbells; Exercise benches; Exercise machines; Squat racks; Weight discs for barbells International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bolt Fitness Supply LLC Address Bolt Fitness Supply LLC 6415 Allegheny Street Houston TEXAS 77021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544907 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "V" in green with a gold border. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Athletic bottoms; Athletic tops; Athletic uniforms; Caps being headwear; Fleece tops; Hooded sweatshirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweat pants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Tank tops; Athletic jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Clothing jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name University of Vermont and State Agricultural College Address University of Vermont and State Agricultural College 85 South Prospect Street Burlington VERMONT 05405 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized VERMONT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Color "V"-25

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DR. DIAPERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97544911  **Application Filing Date** Aug. 11, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Disposable baby diapers  **International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Brushtime Enterprises, LLC  **Address** Brushtime Enterprises, LLC 9199 Reisterstown Road Owing Mills MARYLAND 21117  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 103809-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FROSTY DESERT LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544948 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HVAC contractor services; Installation of HVAC systems; Maintenance of HVAC systems International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frosty Desert LLC Address Frosty Desert LLC 4830 E Chicago Ave Las Vegas NEVADA 89104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557119732

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AEROX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544953 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AEROX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

For Footwear; Hats; Slippers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Iacopino, Antonino Address Iacopino, Antonino ul. Dobczycka 74 Czechowka POLAND 32-406
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEINPFAD, SARAH E
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AUGUST AUX

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97544961</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Footwear; Headwear; Pants; Shorts; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Clothing jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jan. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 09, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: August VIII, LLC
- **Address**: 414 State St. Madison WISCONSIN 53703
- **Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TUFGEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97544967
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Unprocessed thermoplastic elastomers for use in the manufacture of household and industrial products, and medical and pharmaceutical devices
  - **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **For** Silicone rubbers and thermoplastic elastomer resins in pellet form for further manufacturing of extruded, injection molded, and pressure molded parts
  - **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Momentive Performance Materials Inc.
- **Address**: Momentive Performance Materials Inc. 260 Hudson River Road Waterford NEW YORK 12188
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544969 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "STRATE" with a line that forms two columns behind the word and has an arrow at the bottom pointing to the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements for endurance sports
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MarcoP LLC Address MarcoP LLC 10630 Westfield Blvd Carmel INDIANA 46280 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAYLARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97544972 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "KAYLARK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6465022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Lingerie
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Abergele LLC Address Abergele LLC 2215 Nott St. Niskayuna New York NEW YORK 12309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XISSG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545021 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The wording XISSG has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric action toys; Plastic character toys; Plush toys; PVC toy figures; Rubber character toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toys; Toy animals; Toy figures; Toy models
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes
US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Aug. 01, 2022
In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guo, Jian
Address  Guo, Jian Xifeng Hotel the gate of Qinyou Mingdu Phase I Yangzhou CHINA
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE ARE WHO YOU ARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545022 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facilitating and arranging for the financing of automobiles; Financing relating to automobiles; Providing lease financing for automobiles; Insurance services, namely, underwriting extended warranty contracts in the field of automobiles; providing financing information in the field of automobiles; providing information in the field of automobile financing
For Automobile dealership services; Retail store services featuring automotive parts, supplies, and automotive repair goods; Publicity and sales promotion relating to goods and services available on-line; Retail store services featuring parts and accessories for automobiles; administration of a customer loyalty program which provides points and discounts for use in connection with automobile parts, accessories and maintenance services
For Repair and maintenance services for automobiles; auto body repair services; Tire repair, rotation and balancing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021
For Providing information about automobiles for lease by means of the Internet; leasing of automobiles
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Oct. 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Maplewood Motors, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Maplewood Toyota
Address   Maplewood Motors, LLC  2873 Maplewood Dr.  Maplewood  MINNESOTA  55109
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   6070.001US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LOXERME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545040  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "LOXERME" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lunchboxes; Automatic opening and closing trash cans; Garbage cans; Lunch boxes; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Refuse bins; Refuse bins with built-in electronic display screens for household use; Trash cans; Trash containers for household use; Waste bins for household use
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Qianruiyuan Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.  Address  Xiamen Qianruiyuan Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.  1/F, Building D, No.36, Tangan North Road Dongfu, Haicang District Xiamen, Fujian  CHINA  361027  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPANSE OUTDOOR CABINETRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545048 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OUTDOOR CABINETRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kitchen-type cabinets for outdoor use
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Building materials, namely, metal countertops for further installation
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quality Custom Cabinetry, Inc. Address Quality Custom Cabinetry, Inc. 125 Peters Road New Holland PENNSYLVANIA 17557 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20467-0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CLAYTON, CHERYL A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CHAIGO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545051</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Chai tea; Mixes for making Chai latte tea |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Jan. 24, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 24, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Wilkins, Jacen |
| Address | Wilkins, Jacen 3739 E 26th Ave. Pkwy. Denver COLORADO 80205 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 853 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CLAYTON, CHERYL A |
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97545053 Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Promoting the interests of municipal and county management and local government in Illinois by means of an association

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: May 23, 1983 In Commerce: May 23, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Illinois City/County Management Association Address: Illinois City/County Management Association
148 N. 3rd Street DeKalb ILLINOIS 60115 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
Wunlerlant

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WUNLERLANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545054  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Wunlerlant has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chairs; Settees; Bed rests; Bicycle racing number plates not made of metal; Furniture parts; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Aug. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Suzhou Juyi Information Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Suzhou Juyi Information Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 437-53, 4/F, Building 4, No. 66, Wangmi Street, High-tech Zone, Suzhou, Jiangsu  CHINA  215000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEUROSPARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545055 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements for aiding brain function; Dietary and nutritional supplements for supporting cognitive functionality and cognitive health; Dietary and nutritional supplements for enhancing cognitive function and memory; Dietary and nutritional supplements for boosting cognitive and mental acuity; Dietary and nutritional supplements for supporting brain health, enhancing memory and concentration, improving cognitive health and preventing cognitive decline; Dietary and nutritional supplements as a nootropic for brain boosting purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dr. Mark M. Ghalili D.O. Inc Address Dr. Mark M. Ghalili D.O. Inc 9201 West Sunset Boulevard, Suite 414 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number G4423TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GELLE-N-DETOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545058
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Non-medicated jelly-textured soaks and dilution sets consisting of hand and foot scrubs for manicures and pedicures; masks for skin care; and non-medicated muscle gels and lotions for cosmetic purposes
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chemco Corp.
- **Address**: Chemco Corp. 4920 NW 165th St Miami Lakes FLORIDA 33014
- **Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Chemco042

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, JEFFERY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545065  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three overlapping circles. Within the bottom circle is a stylized smiling face consisting of two circles for eyes above a curved smile line with protruding tongue. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Frozen yogurt  
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
- **First Use**: Aug. 02, 2011  
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 22, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mixmi Brands, Inc.  
- **Address**: Mixmi Brands, Inc. 552 Silicon Drive, Ste 101 Southlake TEXAS 76092  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M228.6002US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545068 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Camping furniture; Entertainment centers; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Futons; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Residential and commercial furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 06, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zefei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zefei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.1112, Unit A, Bldg. 7, 1980 Tech. And Culture Ind. Park, Longua st., Longhua, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YLYYHH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545071 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YLYYHH has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; All purpose sports bags; Briefcase-type leather business folders; Briefcases for documents; Crossbody bags; Evening handbags; Fashion handbags; Gentlemen's handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hip bags; Hobo bags; Leather credit card wallets; Leather handbags; Shoulder bags; Sport bags; Tote bags; Travelling bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shangrao Xilin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shangrao Xilin Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1-13, Building 1, No.10 Binjiang West Road, Xinzhou Dist., Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97545089  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): DOME FOAM

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Examining Attorney: CASTRO, GIANCARLO

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Beer

International Classes: 32 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 45, 46, 48  
International Class Title: Light Beverages

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Heady Brewing Company LLC  
Address: Heady Brewing Company LLC  
2202 Dallas St  
Houston  
TEXAS  
77003  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JEWLALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545097  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JEWLALO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lipsticks; Make-up; Body deodorants; Cosmetic preparations; Deodorant for personal use; Liquid perfumes; Nail polish; Perfume oils; Room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Room fragrances; Skin care preparations, namely, fruit acid peels for skin
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. 215, Huarong Bldg, No.178, Mintian Road Fuan Community, Futian Street, Futian Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LANIALVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545128 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LANIALVA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lipsticks; Make-up; Body deodorants; Cosmetic preparations; Deodorant for personal use; Liquid perfumes; Perfume oils; Room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Room fragrances; Skin care preparations, namely, fruit acid peels for skin
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 14, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. 215, Huarong Bldg, No.178, Mintian Road Fuan Community, Futian Street, Futian Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BD&M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545137 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Electric charging cables; Mobile phone chargers; Noise cancelling headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Best Deals & More, LLC Address Best Deals & More, LLC 17621 Nassau Dr Brookfield WISCONSIN 53045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LVOTIONPL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545139 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lipsticks; Make-up; Body deodorants; Cosmetic preparations; Deodorant for personal use; Liquid perfumes; Perfume oils; Room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Room fragrances; Skin care preparations, namely, fruit acid peels for skin
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. 215, Huarong Bldg, No.178, Mintian Road Fuan Community, Futian Street, Futian Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RONGJINGKEJIWY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545140 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording rongjingkejiw has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swimwear; Trousers; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Scarfs; Shell jackets; Shortalls; Tabards; Yoga shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 11, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuchuan Rongjing Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wuchuan Rongjing Technology Co., Ltd. No. 133 Chaodao Rd, Haibin St, Wuchuan, Guangdong CHINA 524500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DINCRY
Examiner FARELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) D DEOLAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545148 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "D DEOLAX" in stylized font with the literal element "DEOLAX" situated below a stylized letter “D” tilted to the right and intercepted by a wavy line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6498359

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic uniforms; Clothing jackets for babies, adults, children; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Outerwear, namely, coats, hats, gloves, shoes, scarves; Polo shirts; Shoes; Socks and stockings; Swim suits; Underwear; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN QIANDAO CLOTHING CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN QIANDAO CLOTHING CO., LTD. B913,RONGCHAO ECONOMIC AND TRADE CENTER, NO.4028, JINTIAN ROAD, LIANHUA STREET, FUTIANG DIST,SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545167 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "S". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fidget toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Altruspecs Limited Address Altruspecs Limited Unit 404 Century Center 44-46 Hung To Road Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GREEVIRO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545169</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cups; Plates; Compostable cups; Plastic cups; Plastic plates; Compostable plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Energy KNC Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Energy KNC Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250 Skillman Street Suite 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK 10205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | GREEVI_01_US |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN |

---

6035
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Y

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97545172 Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a white colored rope element forming a letter "Y" inscribed in a circle also made of a rope design element, all on a black background. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Hay; Live cattle
International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 46 International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: YNOT Ranch L.L.C. Address: YNOT Ranch L.L.C. 334 Quitman Perry Road Carriere MISSISSIPPI 39426 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLOWERSAKE HAPPINESS DELIVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545173 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of paper
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cuong Hoang Manh Address Cuong Hoang Manh 20/69 Dang Huy Tru, Phuoc Vinh Hue Thua Thien Hue VIETNAM 530000/49 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AVENCOUNTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545176
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Medical training and teaching services using simulation provided on-line from a computer network
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Avkin, Inc.
- **Address**: 103 S. James Street, Newport, DELAWARE 19804
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SVEALMON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545179  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "SVEALMON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lipsticks; Make-up; Body deodorants; Cosmetic preparations; Deodorant for personal use; Liquid perfumes; Perfume oils; Room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Room fragrances; Skin care preparations, namely, fruit acid peels for skin
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Feb. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. 215, Huarong Bldg, No.178, Mintian Road, Fuan Community, Futian Street, Futian Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FLOWERSAKE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545180  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of paper
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods  
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Cuong Hoang Manh  
- **Address**: Cuong Hoang Manh  
- **20/69 Dang Huy Tru, Phuoc Vinh Hue  
- **Thua Thien Hue  
- **VIETNAM  
- **530000/49**  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: VIETNAM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

**Serial Number**: 97545182  
**Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Service Mark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Legal services  
**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services  
**First Use**: May 2020  
**In Commerce**: Aug. 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: J. Tyler Ward II  
**Address**: J. Tyler Ward II  
c/o Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs, LLP, J.Watts  
400 W. Market Street, Ste. 2000  
Louisville KENTUCKY  
40202  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOURCINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97545187 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Spirits, bourbon, nut based liqueurs
International Classes   33 - Primary Classes US Classes   47, 49 International Class Title   Wines and Spirits First Use   Dec. 2021 In Commerce   Dec. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Watershed Distillery LLC Address   Watershed Distillery LLC   1145 Chesapeake Avenue, Suite D Columbus OHIO 43212 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   038577.14005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TBTFW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545191 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D decorative plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; Bedroom furniture; Custom furniture; Fabric cake toppers; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, showcases; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Plastic statuettes; Soft sculpture wall decorations; Statues of plaster; Wooden sculptures; Works of art made of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li jinfeng Address Li jinfeng 802 fang maonan qu Xingfu lu 69 hao da yuan 7 hao maoming CHINA 525000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KELUOLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545192 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KELUOLY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Ceiling fans; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; Lighting fixtures; Lights for use in growing plants; Desk lamps; Floor lamps; Solar powered lamps; Wall lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xingyun Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xingyun Trading Co., Ltd. Room 505, No.55, Pu Pai Road Xinlian Community, Longcheng Street Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAIXBOMR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545194 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio cables; Cable television converters; Cables and fibres for the transmission of sounds and images; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Computer peripherals; Computer peripherals and parts thereof; Electronic memory card readers; Ethernet cables; Extension cables; Power adapters; Stereo cables; USB cables; USB hubs; Video cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hongmaisheng Electronic Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hongmaisheng Electronic Trading Co., Ltd. Room 511, Building B, Building Central Building, Xinqiao Street Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOSYINM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545199 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Vosyinm" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shovels; Blades for hand saws; Gardening shears and scissors; Guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; Hand-operated guns for the extrusion of mastics; Hand-operated spray guns; Hand tools, namely, augers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Weeding forks
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou LvShang Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou LvShang Information Technology Co., Ltd. Building 1, No. 106, Fengze East Road Nansha District Guangzhou CHINA 511455
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97545201  Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Hats; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Serina Shelton  Address: Serina Shelton 17656 Chester St Detroit MICHIGAN 48224  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: K557063808

Examinig Attorney

Examining Attorney: WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BECHGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545206 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "BECHGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wigs; False hair; Hair accessories, namely, plastic styling inserts that create height and volume on the crown of the head; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair scrunchies; Hair weaves; Human hair; Synthetic braiding hair
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  Aug. 06, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jie, Jihong Address  Jie, Jihong 59, Shenzhuang, Mabei Village Liangzhu Town, RuNan County HeNan Province  CHINA  463300 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASREGEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545207 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Asregeo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Deshedding brushes for pets; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Horse brushes; Household storage containers for pet food; Litter trays for pets; Pet dishes; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet treat jars; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste; Toothbrushes for pets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Baisong Address Wang, Baisong Room 1403, Duty Free Business Building No. 6, Fuhua 1st Road, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518048 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRUVORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545208 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TRUVORN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Clothing jackets; Hiking jackets; Rain jackets; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Denovo Brands, LLC Address Denovo Brands, LLC Suite 8 2406 SE Cottonwood Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEWBINN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545218</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "NewBinn" in stylized form with the letter "i" in the wording in the shape of Light bulb.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording NewBinn has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Aluminum foil paper; Fixed towel dispensers of metal; Floor hinges of metal; Handrails of metal; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Locks of metal, other than electric; Metal clamp-type fasteners for holding in place curtains, tarps, canvas, cloth and film covering material; Metal clothesline wire; Metal rolling window shutters; Metal shower grab bars; Metal upholstery tacks; Metal, wash down spray nozzles for commercial and industrial use

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Xinbi High-tech Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Xinbi High-tech Co., Ltd. <em>wj</em>101 No.20, 5th Lane, Xinlei Village, Xixiang Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>IPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI |

6051
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545220  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a fork with a plant growing out the top of it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat substitutes; Prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46  International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barroso, Carlos J  Address Barroso, Carlos J  6506 Norway Rd  Dallas  TEXAS  75230  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZENSOUNDING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545237 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bassinets; Birdhouses; Sideboards; Bath seats for babies; Bottle racks; Coat hangers; Crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, other than jewellery; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; Flower-stands; Kennels for household pets; Nameplates, not of metal; Office furniture; Plastic card keys, not encoded and not magnetic; Sleeping mats; Washstands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma, Xiaozhen Address Ma, Xiaozhen Room 303, Unit 2, Building 11, No. 5 Keji 5th Road, Songshan Lake Park, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YNOT RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545239 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RANCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hay; Live cattle
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YNOT Ranch L.L.C. Address YNOT Ranch L.L.C. 334 Quitman Perry Road Carriere MISSISSIPPI 39426 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STOCKTAILS INVEST RESPONSIBLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545242 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5531639

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gilbert, Donald E Address Gilbert, Donald E 20 McKenna Terrace Suite 304 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02132 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIHHOO HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545248 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds; Chairs; Couches; Desks; Furniture; Sideboards; Bedroom furniture; Bedside tables; Book stands; Dining room tables; Display cases; Dressing tables; Side tables; Tea tables; Television stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Vision Home Furnishings Co., Ltd. Address Anhui Vision Home Furnishings Co., Ltd. Weishang Jia Ju, Jian Guo Road Sunbu Town, Xuanzhou District Xuancheng City Anhui CHINA 242000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) NEROYATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARUIERTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545252 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ARUIERTO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile door handles; Automobile gear sticks; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automotive hood ornaments; Automotive interior trim; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof; Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Upholstery for vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Linbo Address Zhong, Linbo No. 532, Pinghu Street Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518111 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAYLIGHT CHURCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97545253 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 11, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the literal element "Daylight Church" next to a circle surrounded by a thin line with four pillars in an arch contained within said circle. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "CHURCH" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| FOR Christian ministry services; Conducting religious ceremonies |
| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| First Use | May 15, 2018 |
| In Commerce | May 15, 2018 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Daylight Church, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Daylight Church |
| Address | Daylight Church, Inc 4226 Dolphin Rd Louisville KENTUCKY 40220 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KENTUCKY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |

6059
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AIMUZILI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545254 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shoes; Skirts; Sleepsuits; Socks; Swimwear; Underwear; Athletic uniforms; Board shorts; Swim trunks; Tee-shirts; Yoga pants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Yiping Address Li, Yiping 655 Xingxia Road, Xialing Street Chengxiang District, Putian City Fujian Province CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEVDICNC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545261 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BEVDICNC has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air powered tools, namely, drills; Bearing brackets for machines; Bearings for transmission shafts, being parts of machines; Belt pulleys being parts of machines; Machine parts, namely, flexible shaft couplings; Machine parts, namely, bearing housings; Machine tool holders; Machine tools, namely, clamps for use in the precision clamping of work pieces; Pneumatic linear actuators, other than for land vehicles; Power transmission belts for machines, motors and engines used in industrial applications; Pressure switches as parts of machines; Shaft couplings for machines; Sliding bearings for machines; Three dimensional (3D) printers; Valves being parts of machines operated pneumatically and by air
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wenzhou Tongshun Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wenzhou Tongshun Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1903,Bldg. C,Lvzhuang Building No. 588,Chezhan Road,Liushi Town,Yueqing Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325604 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
TOOLEGY

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOOLEGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545269 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gardening tools, namely, folding pruning saws and saws
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Aug. 11, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jeff Chun Fu Yeh Address Jeff Chun Fu Yeh 14455 Ramona Ave., Ste D Chino CALIFORNIA 91710 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PILOKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545270 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording piloking has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank flash memory cards; Blank USB flash drives; Computer docking stations; Current converters; Flash card readers; Hard disk drives (HDD); Memory cards; Memory expansion cards; USB card readers; USB charging ports
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yueyang Ruhua Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yueyang Ruhua Trading Co., Ltd. 202,Bldg 6,Qingfeng GDN, Rongjiawan Town Yueyang County,Yueyang City Hunan Province CHINA 414000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOT RUBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545272</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the upper part of the logo with a mountain-like figure consisting of two triangles; the lower part consists of an artistic font design with the wording &quot;Hot Ruby&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining and Stippling Statement</td>
<td>The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;HOT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Baby swings; Baseball and softball bat racks; Cases for toy vehicles; Christmas tree ornaments of bronze; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Climbing skins for use with touring skis; Craps game playing equipment; Exercise equipment, namely, virtual reality training cycles; Exercise machines; Exercise treadmills; Flutter boards; Mountaineering climbing belts; Sports equipment, namely, inline roller skating wheels at the end of a crutch-like frame; Storage racks for sporting goods in the nature of paint ball guns; Vibrating apparatus used in fitness and exercise programs to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Jun. 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 05, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Nanjing Yansheng International Trade Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Nanjing Yansheng International Trade Co. , Ltd. No. 44-1, Jixiang Village Yanziji Street, Qixia District Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA  210000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | THOMPSON, HEATHER | 6064 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALAMO CITY ENGINEERING SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545291 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENGINEERING SERVICES" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing onsite and remote installation of computer software relating to Information Technology (IT), Operational Technology (OT), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Cyber-Solutions; remote and onsite management of information technology systems of others relating to Information Technology (IT), Operational Technology (OT), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Cyber-Solutions

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 28, 2001 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alamo City Engineering Services, Inc. Address Alamo City Engineering Services, Inc. 3463 Magic Drive, Suite 137 San Antonio TExAS 78229 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97545291
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HELBOAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545301</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Helboar has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Basketballs; Balls for sports; Cat toys; Chips for gambling; Dog toys; Exercise balls; Pet toys; Shin pads for use in sports; Squeezable squeaking toys; Stress relief balls for hand exercise; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets; Yoga blocks; Yoga bolsters; Yoga straps |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Dec. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | HELBOAR LLC |
| Address | HELBOAR LLC 5830 E 2ND ST STE 7000 #4457 CASPER, WY 82609 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOST ROBOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545303 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Media production services, namely, video and film production; Photography services; Videography services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 08, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2020
For Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 08, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Higgins, Brendan S. Address Higgins, Brendan S. 1125 East La Mirada Drive Phoenix ARIZONA 85042 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6575-T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LOMCHEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545310
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording LOMCHEN has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Capes; Frocks; Hats; Mantles; Pajamas; Pants; Pullovers; Shoes; Socks; Swimsuits; Underwear; Shawls and headscarves; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Swim trunks; Tee shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Yiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yiwu Yiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 401,Unit 1,Building 6,Jincheng Golf Phase I,Houzhai Street,Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322008
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545315 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of of the letter "G" inside of a circle with a single palm tree inside the letter "G" all encompassed in a larger circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gin
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Retail store services featuring napkins, barware, coasters, tableware, posters, insulated bottle holders, insulated cups, insulated beverage holder, business card holders, recipe cards, all-purpose carrying bags, gift boxes, glassware, straws, cocktail shakers, bar mats, church keys, bottle chillers, ice buckets, decals, stickers, buttons, pins, chairs, coolers, plastic cups, cell phone covers, key chains, clothing, namely, t-shirts, pants, shorts, track jackets, sweatshirts, jogging pants and sweaters, jeans, loungewear, socks, scarves, footwear, headwear, hats, purses, backpacks, aprons, bandanas, facemasks and hoodies, inflatable swimming pools, inflatable toys, beach ball, volley ball, flying discs, beach towels, jewelry, fashion accessories and sunglasses; Mobile retail store services featuring napkins, barware, coasters, tableware, posters, insulated bottle holders, insulated cups, insulated beverage holder, business card holders, recipe cards, all-purpose carrying bags, gift boxes, glassware, straws, cocktail shakers, bar mats, church keys, bottle chillers, ice buckets, decals, stickers, buttons, pins, chairs, coolers, plastic cups, cell phone covers, key chains, clothing, namely, t-shirts, pants, shorts, track jackets, sweatshirts, wind resistant jackets, rain ponchos, sweatshirts, jogging pants and sweaters, jeans, loungewear, socks, scarves, footwear, headwear, hats, purses, backpacks, aprons, bandanas, facemasks and hoodies, inflatable swimming pools, inflatable toys, beach ball, volley ball, flying discs, beach towels, jewelry, fashion accessories and sunglasses; On-line retail store services featuring napkins, barware, coasters, tableware, posters, insulated bottle holders, insulated cups, insulated beverage holder, business card holders, recipe cards, all-purpose carrying bags, gift boxes, glassware, straws, cocktail shakers, bar mats, church keys, bottle chillers, ice buckets, decals, stickers, buttons, pins, chairs, coolers, plastic cups, cell phone covers, key chains, clothing, namely, t-shirts, pants, shorts, track jackets, sweatshirts, wind resistant jackets, rain ponchos, sweatshirts, jogging pants and sweaters, jeans, loungewear, socks, scarves, footwear, headwear, hats, purses, backpacks, aprons, bandanas, facemasks and hoodies, inflatable swimming pools, inflatable toys, beach ball, volley ball, flying discs, beach towels, jewelry, fashion accessories and sunglasses;
jackets, rain ponchos, sweatshirts, jogging pants and sweaters, jeans, loungewear, socks, scarves, footwear, headwear, hats, purses, backpacks, aprons, bandanas, facemasks and hoodies, inflatable swimming pools, inflatable toys, beach ball, volleyball, flying discs, beach towels, jewelry, fashion accessories and sunglasses

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Trusted Spirits, LLC
- **Address**: Trusted Spirits, LLC 2835 Seabiscuit Drive Olney MARYLAND 20832
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALONEPAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545324  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cravats; Frocks; Jeans; Shirts; Suits; Sundresses; Vests; Board shorts; Jogging outfits; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Panties, shorts and briefs; Sleeveless jerseys; Sports shirts; Wind resistant jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Jinfeng  Address Chen, Jinfeng  Group 4, Zhuchong village, Tanlin Town  Qichun County, Hubei  CHINA  435300  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QINGFENGXUXU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545325 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QingFengXuXu" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedsheets; Coverlets; Bath linen; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Lap blankets; Natural and synthetic fabrics and textiles, namely, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon fabrics; Pet blankets; Pillow cases; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Sleeping bags for camping; Table linen of textile; Textiles for digital printing; Woolen fabric
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Qingfang Address Lin, Qingfang No. 51 Tiantou Store Qinlin Village, Gaiwei Town Xianyou, Fujian CHINA 351200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ACLIVBTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545333 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bookbinding machines for office use; Cake decorating stencils; CD shredders for home or office use; Electric staplers for offices; Notebook covers; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper notebooks; Paper party decorations; Spiral-bound notebooks; Wire-bound notebooks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hu, Zhengjiang Address  Hu, Zhengjiang No.23,Xiaopotou Villager Group,Xiaopotou Vil.,Shiniujiang Town,Taojiang County  Yiyang, Hunan CHINA  413400 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  I HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE
BUT A WIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545334 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beanies; Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pajamas; Pants; Ponchos; Pullovers; Robes; Shorts; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Tights; Caps being headwear; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Skull caps; Sports bras; Sports jerseys; Swim trunks; Visors being headwear; Clothing jackets
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Figueroa, Rosalie Address  Figueroa, Rosalie  18210 W. Monterosa St  Goodyear  ARIZONA  85395
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FIGU_22022TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEEPSKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545338 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathrobes; Blousons; Miniskirts; Pants; Parkas; Shawls; Suits; Tights; Caps being headwear; Long jackets; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Short-sleeve shirts; Snow suits; Sports jerseys; Suit coats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Jinfeng Address Chen, Jinfeng Group 4, Zhuchong village, Tanlin Town Qichun County, Hubei CHINA 435300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KIMMIE BEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97545339 **Application Filing Date** Aug. 11, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Name Portrait Consent** The name "KIMMIE BEAR" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Baby bottles; Bottle holders for holding babies' bottles, namely, holders for holding babies' bottles in the nature of rigid braces for clamping to babies' seats during feeding; Disposable baby bottle liners; Nipples for baby bottles
**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus
**For** Strollers; Children's car seats; Children's safety seats for vehicles; Children's safety seats for cars; Baby strollers; Safety seats for children for motor cars
**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles
**For** Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills; Children's multiple activity toys; Plush toys
**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods
**For** Printed children's books; Printed children's activity books; Printed children's interactive educational books; Printed flash cards; Printed educational and learning publications, namely, booklets and flash cards on a variety of educational disciplines in pre-school through eighth grade; Series of printed children's books
**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter
**For** Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for children's education; Downloadable children's interactive educational books; Downloadable series of children's books
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   KJV LLC
Address   KJV LLC  31025 Falling Star Place  Murrieta  CALIFORNIA  92563
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) AODORAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545340
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording AODORAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **Goods**: Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Clothes drying hangers; Make-up brush holders; Napkin dispensers for household use; Pot lid holders; Shower racks; Soap holders and boxes; Spice racks; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Toilet paper holders; Toothbrush holders; Towel bars; Towel rails and rings
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Luo, Yi
- **Address**: Luo, Yi 401, Unit 3, Bldg.15, Guihuali, Yulan New Village, Luoxing St., Jiashan County, Jiaxing, Zhejiang CHINA 314100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AOTXOXTOA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545342 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Cuff-links; Cufflinks; Earrings; Jewellery; Jewelry; Pendants; Bangle bracelets; Charms for jewellery; Cuff bracelets; Identification bracelets; Jewelry cases not of precious metal; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Key chains; Key chains for use as jewelry; Necklaces; Wedding rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Tingxiu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Tingxiu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 60806, 2nd Floor, Area D, No. 26 Huangcun North Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUEREUU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545345 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blousons; Kaftans; T-shirts; Belts for clothing; Body shirts; Dresses made from skins; Fleece vests; Golf shirts; Heavy coats; Long jackets; Maternity sleepwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Ski suits; Sports pants; Track jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Jinfeng Address Chen, Jinfeng Group 4, Zhuchong village, Tanlin Town Qichun County, Hubei CHINA 435300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GNLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97545348 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized globe with meridians and parallels and with the stylized letters "GNLD" appearing in the middle of the globe. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vitamins; Dietary supplement drink mixes; Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplements; Herbal supplements; Mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Dairy-based beverages; Dairy-based powders for making dairy-based food beverages and shakes; Edible oils and fats; Fruit-based snack food; Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Processed fruit- and nut-based food bars; Processed vegetables and fruits; Seed-based snack foods; Vegetable-based snack foods
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  Water filtering apparatus; Water filters; Water filtration and purification units and replacement cartridges and filters therefor
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
For  Cosmetics; Foundation; Shampoos; All-purpose cleaners; Aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; Automobile cleaners; Beauty masks; Carpet cleaners; Collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic soaps; Detergent soap; Detergents for automobiles; Detergents for household use; Dish detergents; Eye gels; Facial cleansers; Facial scrubs; General purpose cleaning, polishing, and abrasive liquids and powders; Hair conditioners; Hair lotions; Hair moisturizers; Hair rinses; Laundry detergents; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated soaps; Skin cleansers; Skin moisturizer; Skin soap; Upholstery cleaners; Cleaning agents and preparations
**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For: Fertilizers; Chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; Soil additives; Soil conditioning preparations; Soil improving agents; Wetting agents

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  
**International Class Title**  Chemicals

For: Tea; Cereal-based snack foods; Fruit teas; Processed herbs; Tea-based beverages

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 46  
**International Class Title**  Staple Foods

For: Fruit beverages; Fruit-based beverages; Non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; Non-alcoholic water-based beverages; Fruit juices; Herbal juices

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 45, 46, 48  
**International Class Title**  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  NeoLife International, LLC  
**Address**  NeoLife International, LLC 42840 Christy St., Suite 210  Fremont CALIFORNIA 94538  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  K375G-US336D

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner**  PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CHJGLNL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97545388 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "CHJGLNL" in stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "CHJGLNL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bullet-proof backpacks to protect the contents of the backpack; Collars for animals; Credit card cases and holders; Credit card holders; Key wallets; Leather bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging; Leather leashes; Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; Travelling bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Wallets made of leather or other materials
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Nuoan Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Nuoan Technology Co., Ltd. 368-4, Pingshan Village, Xili Town, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97545392 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "CHTTOHIP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For  Aprons; Beanies; Bikinis; Neckties; Socks; T-shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Cowboy hats; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Tank tops International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Chen, Xiaodong Address  Chen, Xiaodong No. 87, Dushang Shangdian Village, Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District  Putian, Fujian CHINA 351168 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CVIWSLUAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545393 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CVIWSLUAD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mousepads; Cell phone cases; Chargers for batteries; Desktop computers; Digital signage; Ear phones; Mouse mats; Mouse pads; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Protective cases for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Meizhen Address Chen, Meizhen No. 200, Shijing, Shijing Village, Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351168 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARECAIOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545395 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ARECAIOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature and includes alarm and reporting functions; Home automation hubs comprised of voice-activated speakers, computer hardware, and recorded software for controlling networked devices in the internet of things (IoT), operating internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus and home security alarms; Industrial wireless point-to-multipoint radio; Microcontrollers for internet of things (IoT) enabled devices; Signal conditioning and communication devices for industrial process control; Telecommunications hardware and recorded software for monitoring and alerting remote sensor status via the Internet sold as a unit; Temperature sensors; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Wireless remote temperature and humidity monitors for building maintenance
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CWT CO., LIMITED Address CWT CO., LIMITED 7F,BlockA,Bld F1,TCL International ECity No.1001 Zhongshanyuan Road Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518055 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUSH 80

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545398  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "80"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Artificial turf
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arizona Care Solutions, LLC  Address  Arizona Care Solutions, LLC  1636 E. Enrose St.  Mesa  ARIZONA  85203  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TTYCIP002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DM DEC-MEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97545404 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cube design containing the letters "D" and "M" above the wording "DEC-MEC". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation   The wording "DEC-MEC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Binoculars; Intercoms; Backpacks especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers; Bags adapted for laptops; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Briefcases specially adapted for holding laptop computers; Camera cases; Cases adapted for computers; Computer bags; Scuba diving masks; Ski glasses; Spotting scopes; Tripods for cameras; Wheeled messenger bags especially adapted for holding laptops
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce   Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HENAN OUYUAN NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address   HENAN OUYUAN NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD  . 503, 5F, BLDG 5, NO.218, HUAYUAN NORTH RD., HUIJI DIST. ZHENGZHOU, HENAN CHINA  450000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545410  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording EIGOTDYH has no meaning in a foreign language.
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal activated animal feeders; Animal activated livestock feeders; Bulb basters; Candy jars sold empty; Clothes drying racks; Clothes pins; Confectioners' decorating bags; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Paper plates and paper cups; Pet waste management kits comprising scoops for pet waste disposal, plastic bags and liners, and portable dispensers for plastic bags and liners sold as a unit; Plastic juice box holders; Serving trays, namely, cabarets; Shower racks; Toiletry sponges; Trash containers for household use
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Jul. 23, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 23, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hefei Yunteng Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Hefei Yunteng Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 602,Bldg. 1,Wufeng Building,No. 4, Sanhe Road,Shangpai Town,Feixi County  Hefei, Anhui  CHINA  230001  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FULSAXAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545425 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Fulsaxad has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches; Buckles for watchstraps; Cases adapted for holding watches; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet; Straps for wristwatches; Watch bands; Watch bands and straps; Watch bracelets; Watch pouches; Watch straps made of metal or leather or plastic
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xuanhang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xuanhang Technology Co., Ltd. D165,2/F, Yingbo Bldg., Donghuan 2nd Rd. Fukang Community,Longhua St,Longhua Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SING 'N' SEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545429 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action skill games; Electronic action toys; Electronic game playing apparatus for playing hide and seek games with a unit that plays music; Musical toys; Parlor games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Goliath IP Stichting Address Goliath IP Stichting Vijzelpad 80 Hattem NETHERLANDS 8051KR
Legal Entity FOUNDATION State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SingNSeek

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JAUSOKVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545438 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Jausokvy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; China ornaments; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Eyebrow brushes; Fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; Fitted vanity cases; Fruit bowls; General purpose storage bins for household use; Household containers for foods; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Make-up removing appliances; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Shower caddies; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liuyang Younaimei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Liuyang Younaimei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.3, Lusi Group, Qingxinpian Xinhong Village, Gejia Town, Liuyang City, Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MORRISSH

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545447</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "MORRISSH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bean dip; Dehydrated fruit snacks; Dried dates; Dried fruits; Dried mangoes; Dried shiitake mushrooms; Fruit-based snack food; Hot chili pepper puree; Nut-based snack foods; Processed mushrooms; Seasoned nuts; Seaweed-based snacks; Shelled nuts; Snack mix consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; Snack mix consisting of wasabi peas, processed nuts, dehydrated fruit and/or raisins

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use** Jul. 25, 2022

**In Commerce** Jul. 25, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WUHAN HOLLY FOODS CO., LTD

**Address** WUHAN HOLLY FOODS CO., LTD No. 1, Taichung Ave., Gaoqiao Industrial Park, Wujishan Taiwanese Investment Zone Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design comprised of a horizontal line connected to a descending diagonal line, connected to a shorter horizontal line, which is connected to a shorter ascending diagonal line, connected to a horizontal line that forms an incomplete rectangular shape above it.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Raincoats; Swimsuits; Turbans; Clothing jackets; Cyclists' jerseys; Sports jerseys; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing
First Use Aug. 09, 2022
In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd.
Address Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 501, No. 254, Aimin Road, Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361011
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) N\C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545454 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "N\C" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording N\C has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunming Youpin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Kunming Youpin Trading Co., Ltd. 23-C, West Tower, Huaxia Building Weiyan Street, Wuhua District Kunming, Yunnan CHINA 650000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLAZIVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97545456 **Application Filing Date** Aug. 11, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Service Mark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Providing temporary use of non-downloadable web-based decentralized applications (DApps) for enabling users to access cryptocurrency and digital currency wallets; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable web-based decentralized applications (DApps) for use in electronically buying, selling, trading, earning, storing and accessing digital assets and rewards and digital currencies earned through gameplay; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable web-based decentralized applications (DApps) for playing blockchain-based play-to-earn games

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Metablaze LLC **Address** Metablaze LLC 8 The Green Dover DELAWARE 19901 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** METABLZ.005T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545461 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Bicycle handlebars; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle pumps; Bicycle seats; Bicycle wheels; Brake linings for vehicles; Direction signals for vehicles; Frames for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 501, No. 254, Aimin Road, Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361011 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NANTLIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545462</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Braids; Wigs; False hair; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Toupees; Wig caps

International Classes 26 - Primary Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50

First Use Jul. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Yazhen Address Zhu, Yazhen No. 118, Group 4, Chenlou Village, Chuhe Township, Yuzhou City Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461670 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PUTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545464 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Raincoats; Swimsuits; Turbans; Clothing jackets; Cyclists' jerseys; Sports jerseys; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Si Tuo Sen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 501, No. 254, Aimin Road, Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361011 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PUYREEINN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545470  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automotive, industrial, construction, locomotive, aviation, navigation and marine safety-warning lights, namely, strobos, rotating lights and bar lights; Bicycle safety lights; Camera mounts and supports; Electric warning lights; Flash bulbs; Flashing and steady safety lights; Flashing safety lights; Helmet safety lights; Pet collar accessories, namely, safety lights; Power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets; Protective eyewear; Radio receivers and transmitters for monitoring and controlling light emitting diodes in a network of street lights and for processing emergency signals transmitted to individual street lights; Security lights for outdoor use
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jul. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Baiyueying Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Baiyueying Technology Co., Ltd.  606, Bldg.D,Gangshen Innovation Park  Huaning Rd.,Dalang St.,Longhua Dist.  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518109  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WAKCTFERG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545478 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording WAKCTFERG has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for holding watches; Jewel cases of precious metal; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry cases; Jewelry rolls; Pet jewelry; Presentation boxes for gemstones; Presentation boxes for jewellery; Presentation boxes for watches; Wall clocks
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASA INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Liangliang Address Zhang, Liangliang No.2,attached,No.36,Zhangxiong Ziran Vil.,Jingchuan Vil.,Qingshanhu District Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE PORCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545479</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "THE PORCH" in a stylized cursive font featuring an acid wash |
| Color Drawing | Yes |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Restaurant, bar and catering services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Jun. 07, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 07, 2014 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | 643 N. Orange Ave. LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA d/b/a The Porch |
| Address | 643 N. Orange Avenue Winter Park FLORIDA 32789 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 16568-003 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WEEROCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545480 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording WEEROCK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Baskets adapted for bicycles; Bicycle brakes; Bicycle cranks; Bicycle gears; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle motors; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle pumps; Bicycle racks for vehicles; Bicycle saddles; Bicycle tires; Bicycle trailers; Bicycle wheels; Folding electric bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TIANJIN MEGHNA BICYCLE CO., LTD Address TIANJIN MEGHNA BICYCLE CO., LTD South of Jinyong Highway, Shuangkou Town, Beichen District, Tianjin CHINA 300400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BVSBFan

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545482 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BVSBFan has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Strongboxes; Bronze holiday ornaments, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Commemorative statuary cups made of non-precious metal; Figurines of common metal; Handrails of metal; Metal bicycle locks; Metal bottle stoppers; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal screws; Metal security lock cylinders; Stainless steel strainers used in the commercial preparation of foods, beverages, dairy products, pharmaceuticals and drugs; Statues of non-precious metal of Buddha; Statuettes of common metal; Towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; Trophies made of imitation gold; Trophies of common metal for use as awards
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang Xiaomei Address Liang Xiaomei Room 503, Bldg 14, No. 6 Minke East Road Shiqi District, Zhongshan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 528400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CUTEPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545485 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of designed words "CutePet". The capital letter "C" is designed as a cat which curled up. There is a cat paw in the middle of the capital letter "P". On the periphery of the words "CutePet" is a shield with a black background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canned foodstuffs for cats; Canned foodstuffs for dogs; Cat food; Dog biscuits; Dog food; Edible chews for animals; Food for animals; Mixed animal feed; Pet food; Sand for use as litter for pets
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JiChong (Shandong) Pet Products Co., Ltd. Address JiChong (Shandong) Pet Products Co., Ltd . Rm 1207, Block C, Shimao Intl Plz No. 26, Quancheng Rd, Lixia Dist Jinan, Shandong CHINA 250000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XIAYUPAGU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545486 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording XIAYUPAGU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bumbags; Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Barrel bags; Belt bags; Boston bags; Cantle bags; Canvas shopping bags; Coin purses; Duffel bags; Fashion handbags; Fitted protective covers for handbags, briefcases, valises, suitcases and briefcase-like portfolios; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiyang Qunying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiyang Qunying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.201, Bldg.B3, Quanfeng Community, Luoxi Community, Heshan St., Heshan Dist. Yiyang, Hunan CHINA 413002 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOFIRIDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545504 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MOFIRIDO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Headphones; Loudspeakers; Ear buds; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Game headphones; Headsets for telephones; Headsets for use with computers; Music headphones; Personal headsets for sound transmitting apparatuses; Protective cases for audio equipment in the nature of speakers, headphones, audio mixers; Sound bars; Soundbar speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Haoyanghai Kitchen Appliances Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Haoyanghai Kitchen Appliances Co., Ltd. Rm 101,No.7,North 4th Ln,Heli Middle Rd, Longtian Town,Chaonan Dist, Shantou City Guangdong Province CHINA 515000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97545508
Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording CRMENO has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Pliers; Spanners; Emergency hammers; Fire irons; Gardening scissors; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-operated nail extractors; Hand tools, namely, grooving tools; Hand tools, namely, hand jacks; Hand tools, namely, priming irons; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Hand tools, namely, riveters; Nail punches; Scrapers for skis; Stirring sticks for mixing paint
International Classes: 8 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 23, 28, 44
International Class Title: Hand Tools
First Use: Jul. 26, 2022
In Commerce: Jul. 26, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shanghai Chenge Trading Co., Ltd.
Address: Shanghai Chenge Trading Co., Ltd. 5th Floor, No. 137-138, Lane 456, Dieqiao Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, CHINA
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examinining Attorney

Examining Attorney: SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
LHNFJ

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LHNFJ

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97545510
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording LHNFJ has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Air conditioning units for animal houses, boats, campers; Electric light bulbs; Hanging lamps; Lamp shades; Lamps for outdoor use; Lamps for tents; LED lamps; LED light bulbs; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; Portable utility lights; Reading lights; Sconce lighting fixtures; Suspension pendulums for suspension lamps; Tools, components and supplies for use in making signs, namely, fluorescent, HID, LED and incandescent bulbs, lamps and fixtures; USB-powered humidifiers for household use; Wall lights

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 05, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: DONGGUAN DUO CAI TRADING CO., LTD.
- **Address**: DONGGUAN DUO CAI TRADING CO., LTD.
  ROOM 704, NO. 92, HONGFU ROAD, NANCHENG STREET DONGGUAN CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE CHINA 523000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: US041880T

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97545511</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "SOBANMUSAL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Asbestos slate; Electrical insulating materials; Fiberglass fabrics for insulation; Fiberglass for insulation; Foils of metal for insulating; Glass wool for insulation; Insulating fabrics; Insulating oils; Insulating paints; Insulating plaster; Insulating refractory materials; Insulating tapes; Insulating varnish; Slag wool for use as a building insulator; Soundproofing materials

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50

**International Class Title** Rubber

**Goods First Use** Jul. 28, 2022

**In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Guolian Zhang

**Address** Guolian Zhang Room 102, Building 4, Fanglin Caiyun Garden, Huqiu District, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province CHINA 215000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** US041906T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEVAHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545512 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NEVAHU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Cleaning pans for grill cooking grids and cooking grates, namely, grill soakers; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Electric hot combs; Insulated flasks; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Spatulas for kitchen use

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Maitewei Investment Development Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Maitewei Investment Development Co., Ltd. 401-9, Hongda Bldg, No. 143, Zhongxing Rd, Bantian St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041912T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SORABRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545514 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SoraBra has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pyjamas; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Ladies' underwear; Non-slip soles for footwear, namely, for slippers, moccasins; Outerwear, namely, coats, hats, gloves; Shawls made in whole or in substantial part of silk, cashmere, cotton; Silk scarves; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cai, Xiaolin Address Cai, Xiaolin No. 178, Goudong, Dongsha Village Donghai Town, Chengxiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041930T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545516</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording Hopomart has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Insoles; Pullovers; Shoes; Athletic footwear for runners, soccer; Canvas shoes; Down coats; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Sports caps and hats; Water repelling leather shoes and boots |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 02, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Cai, Xiaolin |
| Address | Cai, Xiaolin No. 178, Goudong, Dongsha Village Donghai Town, Chengxiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | US041933T |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOMDEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545517 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tires
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen WaysPride China Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen WaysPride China Co., Ltd. #925, No. 4, #85 Hongfa Lingyu Garden, #1004 Chuangye Road, Xin’an St., Bao’an, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity Limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041957T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNSORT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number: 97545518</th>
<th>Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register: Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type: Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Lamps; Bath installations; Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric blankets not for medical purposes; Electric fans for personal use; Electrically heated carpets; Gas regulators; Hot water heaters; Non-electric hot water bottles

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**: May 21, 2022
**In Commerce**: Jul. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Hangzhou Shengcui Yijia Technology Co., Ltd. **Address**: Hangzhou Shengcui Yijia Technology Co., Ltd. Room B1202, 12th Floor, Building B, No. 369 IoT St,Xixing St,Binjiang Dist, Hangzhou ,Zhejiang CHINA 310051

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: US041980T

**Examining Attorney**

**Excerpts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SKEYPAIK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545519
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SKEYPAIK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Cases for smartphones; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Earphones; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Portable power chargers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smart watches; Stands adapted for laptops; USB cables; MP4 players
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 08, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 08, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Beiai Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Beiai Technology Co., Ltd. 10a-m5, Shenmao Commercial Center No. 59 Xinwen Road, Futian District Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMORG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545526  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for in-game entities, assistants, mediators, environments, simulations, machine learning, and analyses; Downloadable game software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing on-line non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for in-game entities, assistants, mediators, environments, simulations, and analyses; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, and testing in the field of theoretical biology

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ENCULTURED AI, PBC  Address  ENCULTURED AI, PBC  PO Box 9128  Berkeley  CALIFORNIA 94709  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  EAI-T01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUNCAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545527 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alarm clocks; Atomic clocks; Clocks and watches; Holiday ornaments of precious metal, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Inexpensive non-jewelry watches; Jewelry watches; Watches and jewellery; Watches, clocks; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry; Women's watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Daruncheng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Daruncheng Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1-1038, Building 1 Longquan Jiuyunzhu, Pingshan District shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518118 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041973T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JIAHELIXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545528 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial boutonnieres; Artificial Christmas garlands; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial pumpkins; Artificial wreaths; Outdoor artificial foliage; Pre-lit artificial Christmas garlands; Pre-lit artificial Christmas wreaths; Silk flowers; Wreaths of artificial flowers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Jiahe Lixing International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Jiahe Lixing International Trade Co., Ltd. Unit 702, Building 6 No. 225, Jiushui Road, Licang District Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266041 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041950T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AWAPUNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545536 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AWAPUNG has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headsets; Webcams; Adapter cables for headphones; Bone conduction earphones; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Electric charging cables; Headphones in the form of sleep masks; Headsets for telephones; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Noise cancelling headphones; Soundbar speakers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yuansheng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yuansheng Technology Co., Ltd. Room 401, Building 2, No. 1 Tianliaoli Middle Road, Shipai Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041979T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Headsets; Webcams; Adapter cables for headphones; Bone conduction earphones; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Electric charging cables; Headphones in the form of sleep masks; Headsets for telephones; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Noise cancelling headphones; Soundbar speakers; Wireless chargers International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Pengsheng Electronic Technology CO., Ltd. Address  Dongguan Pengsheng Electronic Technology CO., Ltd. Room 103, No. 12, Haizai Road Shipai Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US041956T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97545539
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "CCTC", and there is a gap in the letter T. Color not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Door panels, not of metal; Fences, not of metal; Handrails, not of metal, for swimming pools; Non-metal balustrades; Non-metal fence stays; Non-metal guard rails; Non-metal jalousies; Non-metal sliding doors; Palings, not of metal; Plastic water conduits for roofs and balconies; PVC railings; Stair treads not of metal; Wood door frames; Wooden building materials, namely, boards, decking, railings; Wooden railings
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Jun. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Zhao, Erhu
- **Address**: Zhao, Erhu Room 1401, Unit 2, Building 7, Jinyu Lanwan,Chengbei St, Lishi Dist, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 033000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: US041985T

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAKE BRUSHING TIME AN ADVENTURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545548</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Toothbrushes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Toothbrush Toys LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Toothbrush Toys LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c/o</td>
<td>SoCal IP Law Group LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blvd</td>
<td>310 N Westlake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ste</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westlake Village</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>T302.T22A94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>OAKES, ANNA JENNIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PATHWAY TO FLUENCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545549 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational learning cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, curriculums, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of education
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Moffatt Girls, Inc. Address The Moffatt Girls, Inc. 3011 Oak Knoll Drive Rossmoor CALIFORNIA 90720 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8453.02-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545551
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized design logo of a cross and a pair of wings in the back. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pendants; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Key chains; Key chains for use as jewelry; Key chains of precious metal; Key rings; Leather key chains; Metal key chains; Metal key rings; Neck chains; Necklaces; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Pet jewelry; Pet jewelry for dogs
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Jun. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 102, Bldg. D, No. 66, Zhugushi Rd., Wulian Community, Longgang Street, Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: FH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LINGOKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545552 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "LINGOKIT" in orange; a house composed of a triangle in red, a triangle with a flag in blue, an "L" shape in orange, a rectangle in green and a solid dot in dark orange. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, blue, orange, dark orange and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable children's educational computer applications; Downloadable children's educational mobile applications; Downloadable children's educational software; Downloadable children's educational tablet applications; Downloadable children's interactive educational books; Downloadable computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images, and moving pictures; Electronic circuit cards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LINGOKIT KOREA Composed of Seong Roh Lee, a citizen of South Korea Address LINGOKIT KOREA Uspace2 A-206, 670, Daewangpangyo-ro Seongnam REPUBLIC OF KOREA 13494 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** I-CLEAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97545556</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Mattress pads, mattress covers, mattress protectors in the nature of mattress covers, comforters, duvets, duvet covers, sheets sets, pillow cases, bed blankets, quilts and mattress foundation covers

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics

**For** Mattresses, mattress toppers, mattress cushions, mattress foundations, pillows, beds for household pets

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Culp, Inc. **Address** Culp, Inc. 1823 Eastchester Drive High Point NORTH CAROLINA 27265 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 949010330114

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JEEKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545561  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fittings of metal for compressed air hoses; Hand operated metal garden hose reels; Hose hangers of metal; Manually operated metal valves; Metal hardware, namely, washers; Metal hose fittings; Metal pipe connectors; Metal pipe couplings and joints; Spring-retracted metal hose reels; Valves of metal other than parts of machines including those from alloy steel and titanium; Water-pipe valves of metal
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods  First Use  Sep. 15, 2021  In Commerce  Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dai, Jie  Address  Dai, Jie  503, Building 9, Yuhaiyuan Yili  Yuquan Road, Haidian District  Beijing  CHINA  100000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENCULTURED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545562 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; Providing on-line computer games; Providing training in the field of computer science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, control theory, human-computer interaction, human-robot interaction, statistics, applied mathematics, applied complexity theory, operations research
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for in-game entities, assistants, mediators, environments, simulations, machine learning, and analyses; Downloadable game software; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; Laboratory robots; Security surveillance robots; Teaching robots
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Industrial design services; Industrial research in the field of robotics, simulated robotics, smart homes, autonomous vehicles, supply chain management, complex system maintenance, and social media; Providing on-line non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for in-game entities, assistants, mediators, environments, simulations, machine learning, and analyses; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of computer science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, control theory, human-computer interaction, human-robot interaction, statistics, applied mathematics, applied complexity theory, operations research; Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, and testing in the field of theoretical biology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  ENCULTURED AI, PBC
Address  ENCULTURED AI, PBC  PO Box 9128  Berkeley  CALIFORNIA 94709
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  EAI-T02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97545568  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): ROUNDWORKS

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Alcoholic beverages except beers; wines  
International Classes: 33 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 47, 49  
International Class Title: Wines and Spirits

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner: Rubin Wines LLC  
Address: Rubin Wines LLC  5220 Ross Road  Sebastopol  CALIFORNIA  95472  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: RUBIN (3)
Examining Attorney: DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97545569  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): BOOST YOUR ASSETS

Reason for Publication: Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0132250/  
International Registration Number:  
Goods and Services Information

For: Bras; Panties; Shapewear; Undergarments; Bra strap cushions; Bra strap pads; Nipple covers, namely, pasties; Straps for bras; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra; Removable breast enhancer pads used in bras or swimsuits; Undergarment accessories, namely, removable silicone buttock enhancer pads

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Eighty One Int'l, Inc.  
Address: Eighty One Int'l, Inc. 9401 Whitmore Street  El Monte  CALIFORNIA 91731  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: EIG18-007T  
Examining Attorney: CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EYONHOME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545575</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "Eyonhome" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Briefcases; Handbags; Parasols; Pocketbooks; Suitcases; Umbrellas; Wallets; Beach bags; Frames for umbrellas or parasols; Leather straps; Reusable shopping bags; Suitcase handles; Suitcase packing organizers in the nature of packing cubes; Suitcases with wheels; Travelling bags; Travelling cases of leather; Travelling trunks; Trunks being luggage; Trunks being luggage and suitcases; Umbrella covers; Umbrella handles; Umbrella or parasol ribs; Umbrella rings; Umbrella sticks; Luggage organizers in the nature of packing cubes

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** Aug. 08, 2022 **In Commerce** Aug. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** SHENZHEN YUANFA UMBRELLA CO.,LTD **Address** SHENZHEN YUANFA UMBRELLA CO.,LTD RM.201-301,HENGYUN ROAD NO.1,XINSHE COMMUNITY,LONGGANG STREET,LONGGANG SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 5180000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAWTZP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545576 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KAWTZP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Lamp shades; LED safety lamps; Light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Motorcycle lights; Running lights for vehicles; Tail lights for vehicles; Vehicle headlights; Vehicle reflectors
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shan dong cheng wen jing mao you xian gong si Address Shan dong cheng wen jing mao you xian gong si kui wen qu sheng li jie 5021 hao 1 hao lou 12-1017 Shan dong, wei fang CHINA 261000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEAT A DOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545577 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antibiotics; Amino acids for medical or veterinary purposes; Amino acids for medical purposes; Amino acids for veterinary purposes; Analgesic preparations; Analgesics; Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; Deodorizers for litter trays; Deodorizing cleaning preparations; Deodorizing preparations for pet litter boxes; Diapers for dogs; Diapers for pets; Dietary food supplements; Disinfectants; Enzymes for medical purposes; Enzymes for veterinary purposes; Feed supplements for animals; Feeding stimulants for animals; Ferments for medical or veterinary use; Fungicides; Fungicides and herbicides; Fungicides for medical purposes; Fungicides for medical use; Greases and petroleum jelly for medical or veterinary purposes; Greases for medical or veterinary purposes; Greases for veterinary purposes; Insecticides; Insecticides for domestic use; Living cells for medical use; Living cells for veterinary use; Media for bacteriological cultures; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Petroleum jelly for medical or veterinary purposes; Pharmaceutical products for skin care for animals; Powders for killing fleas on animals; Preparations for destroying noxious animals; Preparations for repelling animals, birds and insects; Preparations of microorganisms for medical purposes; Preparations to prevent chewing or biting by animals; Probiotic supplements; Radioactive pharmaceutical preparations for use in vivo diagnostic or therapeutic use; Radioactive substances for medical purposes; Reagents and media for medical and veterinary diagnostic purposes; Reagents for use in veterinary genetic testing; Stem cells for veterinary purposes; Vaccines; Vaccines for cattle; Vaccines for horses; Vitamins for animals; Vitamins for pets; Wound dressings; Yeast for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; Adhesive for bandages for skin wounds; All purpose disinfectants for veterinary use; Amino acid preparations for veterinary purposes; Animal feed additive for use as a nutritional supplement for medical purposes; Animal feed additives for use as nutritional supplements; Animal feed supplements; Animal repellents; Animal repellents, namely, sprays used to train dogs to keep off furniture; Animal semen; Animal semen for artificial insemination; Anti-adhesion gels for use with wound drainage devices; Anti-flea collars for pets; Anti-infective products for veterinary use; Anti-inflammatory ointments; Anti-itch ointment; Anti-bacterial preparations; Antiparasitic collars for animals; Antiparasitic preparations; Bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; Bacterial preparations for veterinary purposes; Bacterial and bacteriological preparations for medical or veterinary use;
veterinary purposes; Bacteriological preparations for veterinary purposes; Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; Biocides, germicides, bactericides, viricides, fungicides, insecticides, pesticides and herbicides; Biological indicators for monitoring sterilization processes for medical or veterinary purposes; Biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; Chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; Cryopreservation kits for use in in vitro fertilization consisting primarily of sperm freezing medium, in vitro fertilization medium, sperm freezing canister, cans for holding straws filled with semen, and mixing tubes; Diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes; Diagnostic preparations for medical and veterinary use; Diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; Diagnostic reagents and contrast media for medical use; Diagnostic reagents for medical use; Dietary supplements for pets; Dietary supplements for pets in the nature of a powdered drink mix; Disposable absorbent mats for lining pet crates; Disposable absorbent pads for lining pet crates; Disposable house training pads for pets; Disposable liners for diapers; Disposable pet diapers; Dog lotions for veterinary purposes; Dog repellents; Dog washes being insecticides; Enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes; Flea powders; Food supplements; Food for enteral feeding; Germicides and fungicides; Hemostatic gel matrix preparations for treating wounds; Homeopathic anti-inflammatory ointment; Insect repellent agents; Insecticidal animal shampoos; Insecticide in strip form using solvent and vapor technology for home and commercial use; Medical cleansers for skin and wounds; Medicated bath preparations for animals; Medicated oils containing sandalwood for veterinary purposes; Medicated shampoos for pets; Medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals; Mineral dietary supplements; Non-medicated additives for animal feed for use as nutritional supplements; Nucleic acid sequences and chemical reagents for medical and veterinary purposes; Pharmaceutical preparations for animal skincare; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of worms in pets; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, a blood clotting aid and delivery system for use in human and veterinary medicine; Pharmaceutical preparations for wounds; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral infections; Plant extracts for medical, veterinary and pharmaceutical purposes; Powdered nutritional supplement concentrate; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; Preparations for destroying parasites; Probiotic animal feed; Protein supplements for animals; Reagent paper for medical or veterinary purposes; Reagent paper for medical purposes; Reagent paper for veterinary purposes; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Sanitary preparations for medical use; Sanitary sterilising preparations; Sore skin ointment for pets; Talcum powder for medical purposes; Veterinary preparations for treatment of intestinal bacteria; Veterinary preparations, namely, antioxidants; Veterinary vaccine for horses; Veterinary vaccines; Veterinary vaccines for hoof disease; Veterinary diagnostic reagents; Veterinary preparations, namely, pain relief medication; Vitamins and dietary food supplements for animals; Yeast extracts for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; Yeast or yeast extracts for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Delfina Coscia **Address** Delfina Coscia FRIAS 2316- BECCAR Buenos Aires ARGENTINA 00000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** ARGENTINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES

6137
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QZYJKJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545579  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QZYJKJ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Desks; Shelves; Coat stands; Dining chairs; Dining tables; Display stands; Folding tables; Height adjustable tables; Office chairs; Seats; Shelves for books; Standing desks; Table tops; Tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 11, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Yajun Technology Co., Ltd Address Quanzhou Yajun Technology Co., Ltd No. 29, Qiaotou, Yuankou village, Jingu Town, Anxi County Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BELLANO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545584
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant reservation services; Restaurant services; Restaurants; Cafe and restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant services; Mobile restaurant services; Reservation of restaurants; Self-service restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gelato Bellano LLC
- **Address**: Gelato Bellano LLC 8323 FM 723, Store #107 Richmond TEXAS 77406
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNINEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545586 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Coatstands; Cupboards; Desks; Furniture; Sideboards; Wardrobes; Bathroom furniture; Bottle racks; Buffets being furniture; Chaise longues; Coat hangers; Costume stands; Display stands; Dressing tables; Furniture, namely, showcases; Medicine cabinets; Office furniture; Saw benches being furniture; Screens; Seats; Shower seats; Standing desks; Tables; Television stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Chuyu Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Nanjing Chuyu Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 909, 9th Floor, Jiarui Center, No. 15 Tianyuan East Rd, Jiangning Dist Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 210000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LCKJZYL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97545587 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 11, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|---------
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Cushions; Back support cushions not for medical purposes; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Chair cushions; Mattress cushions; Neck support cushions; Pet cushions; Pillow-like device comprising plastic core, fabric, and cushion material to be worn on arm or leg while sleeping or at rest; Seat cushions; Stadium cushions
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Sun, Yanyan
- **Address**: Sun, Yanyan 026104, Wangbao village, DaSheTou Township, Lan county, Luliang, Shanxi CHINA 035200
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: J363220914

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner**: LOVELACE, JAMES B

---

6141
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** Q QWREOIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545589</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of "QWREOIA" in stylized lettering, there is one shield above wording "QWREOIA", which had a design in the shape of the letter "Q", a pair of wings on either side of the shield, and a crown on top of it. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** All purpose sport bags; Backpacks; Beach bags; Compression cubes adapted for luggage; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Diaper bags; Drawstring pouches; Folding briefcases; Garment bags for travel; Hiking bags; Hip bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Multi-purpose purses; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Reusable shopping bags; School satchels; Travelling bags; Wheeled bags; Wrist or ankle mounted wallets

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** May 10, 2017 **In Commerce** May 10, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jie, Zheng</td>
<td>Jie, Zheng 208, Bldg.1, Yangguang New Village, No.26, Gaoqiaozhi RD, Taijiang Dist, Fuzhou, Fujian, CHINA</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FORTRAVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545595 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ForTravo" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ForTravo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter plugs; Electric sockets; Electrical adapters; Electrical outlets; Electrical plugs; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electrical sockets; Extension cords; Movable sockets; Plug adaptors; Plug connectors; Power strips
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORTECH INDUSTRIAL(SHENZHEN) CO., LTD. Address FORTECH INDUSTRIAL(SHENZHEN) CO., LTD. D713, Building D, Juji Ind. Park, Yabian Xueziwei, Yabian Community, Shajing St. Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MILLIONAIRE!

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545599</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Issuing credit cards

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Kuykendall, David L II **Address**: Kuykendall, David L II 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CREATZONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545604 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CREATZONE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewellery; Beads for making jewellery; Clasps for jewelry; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry chains; Key rings; Metal wire for use in the making of jewelry, namely, jewelry cable

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Hengzhou Trading Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Hengzhou Trading Co., Ltd. 404-158, 4/F, Jufu Plaza, 2 Huanzhen Rd. Chihua Community, Chencun Town, Shunde Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIAMOND YOUTH BASEBALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545605 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "YOUTH BASEBALL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting youth sports programs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dixie Youth Baseball Inc. Address Dixie Youth Baseball Inc. P.O. Box 877 Marshall TEXAS 75671
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
JIANNOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545616
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "JIANNOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Automobile seat cushions; Automobile windshield sunshades; Fitted automotive seat covers; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Land vehicle parts, namely, mud guards; Steering wheel covers; Vehicle hoods
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Sichuan zhongtian yunshang xinxijishu youxiangongsi
- **Address**: Sichuan zhongtian yunshang xinxijishu yo uxiangongsi 79hao, 1lou, 3danyuan, 1zhuang, 6hao Xibeijiao dongjie Jinniuqu, chengdushi CHINA 610036
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS119223
- **Examining Attorney**: STERLIN, DEBORAH L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEIBEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97545617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording BEIBEA has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Jewels; Timepieces; Beads for making jewellery; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry boxes not of metal; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Jewelry organizer cases; Jewelry to be affixed to bikinis; Key chains; Semi-precious gemstones; Synthetic precious stones

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** Jul. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Tianjin Feiyu Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Tianjin Feiyu Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 101, Unit 6, Building 26, Wisdom Plaza, Gaocun Town, Wuqing, Tianjin CHINA 301700 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country** CHINA

**Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TUS119222

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DSYSMIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545618
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "DSYSMIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: Drinkware; Lunchboxes; Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Atomizers for household use; Cosmetic brushes; Drinking cups for babies and children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, cups for babies and children sold as a unit with valves and lids; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Feeding vessels for pets; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Home dental care product for babies and children's gums and teeth, namely, finger brushes; Pet feeding dishes; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Tea services in the nature of tableware

**International Classes**: 21
- **Primary Classes**
  - 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**First Use**: Jun. 06, 2022
**In Commerce**: Jun. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Zhaoqing Doushi Yuansu Zhuangshi Sheji Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Zhaoqing Doushi Yuansu Zhuangshi Sheji Co., Ltd.
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: TUS119221
**Examining Attorney**: STERLIN, DEBORAH L

---

**DSYSMIN**
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545622</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "LSORPWK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bumbags; Handbags; Wallets; All-purpose carrying bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Belt bags; Key bags; Kit bags; Souvenir bags; Sports packs; Waist bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Liukai New Energy Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanjing Liukai New Energy Co., Ltd.  Rm.316-15, Bldg.A10, No.9 Kechuang Ave.  Zhineng Zhizao Ind. Park (Zhihe Park)  Jiangbei, Nanjing  CHINA  210000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SANRETAHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545629 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “SANRETAHO” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shelves; Display racks; Furniture shelves; Jewelry organizer displays; Metal shelving; Plant stands; Plate racks; Storage racks; Towel racks; Wine racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sanrentuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sanrentuan Technology Co., Ltd. 102, No. 22, 5th Lane, Daonan, Huayuan New Vil., Xuexiang, Bantian St., Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119207

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPUIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545631 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OPUIU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Hand-held electric hair dryers; LED lamps; Nail lamps International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Kasi Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Kasi Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Santan Village, Gaoqiao Street, Huangyan District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 318000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MUSIQIYU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545632 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MUSIQIYU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abayas; Shorts; Sleepwear; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tracksuits; Tunics; Turbans; Wetsuits; Artificial flower headdresses; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xi'an Qiyun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xi'an Qiyun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. . Rm 21306, 13F, Unit 2, Bldg 3, Deyi Intl Center, No. 6, Changqing 2nd Rd, Xi'an ETDZ, Xi'an CHINA 710018 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119205

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
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## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LRUICCKHY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545633</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**: The wording LRUICCKHY has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: All purpose sport bags; Back packs; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Beach bags; Collars for pets; Crossbody bags; Dog collars and leads; Handbags for ladies; Leather pouches; Pet clothing; Pet restraining devices consisting of collars for use in veterinary care; Travelling bags

**International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**First Use**: Jul. 06, 2022 **In Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Yiwu Naixing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address**: Yiwu Naixing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd., Room 701, Unit 1, Building 8, Lvcheng Lanyuan, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang, CHINA **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: J365220899

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: STERLIN, DEBORAH L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REFELTIDOLOM

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97545634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;REFELTIDOLOM&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Bottle openers; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Flower and plant cultivation trays; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Planters for flowers and plants; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Raised garden planters; Tablemats, not of paper or textile; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 04, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Pujiang Cha Suya Trading Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 12, Xiaodongya, Sanya Village, Qianwu Township, Pujiang County, Zhejiang Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA 321000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>TUS119200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>STERLIN, DEBORAH L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545646</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Wheelchairs

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use**: Feb. 17, 2020

**In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Participant Assistive Products

**Address**: Participant Assistive Products PO Box 156652 2999 California Street Apt 46 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94115

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON

**Examining Attorney**: KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KAIKRO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545647</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES *WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)*</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;KAIKRO&quot; with an arc of golf swing above the letter &quot;A&quot;. *Color Claimed*</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. *Name Portrait*</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Skateboards; Skis; Bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; Golf bag carts; Golf bags with or without wheels; Golf clubs; Golf gloves; Inflatable swimming pools; Play balls; Rackets and strings for rackets

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Apr. 25, 2022
**In Commerce** Apr. 25, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ningbo Anmiya Sanitary Ware Co., Ltd.
**Address** Ningbo Anmiya Sanitary Ware Co., Ltd. Yangjia Village, Jishigang Town, Haishu District, Ningbo, Zhejiang, CHINA 315000
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEDX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545648 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, neck and shoulder supported weights for twisting and lifting exercises; Exercise machines; Exercise machines for strengthening arms; Exercise machines for strengthening back; Exercise machines for strengthening legs; Exercise machines for neck strengthening; Exercising equipment, namely, weight lifting machines; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Stretching exercise machines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDX, INC. Address MEDX, INC. 839 NW 25TH AVENUE Ocala Florida 34475 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10222-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOGOPOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545649 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "GOGOPOW" in stylized font, with the design element of a plus sign forming a portion of the letter "P". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6287167

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators, electric; Anode batteries; Anticathodes; Batteries, electric; Battery boxes; Battery chargers; Galvanic cells; Grids for batteries; Plates for batteries; Solar batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use May 15, 2018
In Commerce Aug. 15, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BMTPow (Shenzhen) Ltd Address BMTPow (Shenzhen) Ltd Rm. 201, Bldg. D1&D2, Hengli Ind. Park, No. 168 Xiakeng Road, Baolong Street, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TENBL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545655 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TENBL" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trolleys; Camping trailers; Car-top luggage carriers; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Fitted covers for vehicles; Fitted motorcycle covers; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Luggage racks for motor cars; Luggage racks for motorcycles; Luggage specially adapted for use on motorcycles; Motorcycle bags, namely, tank bags, saddle bags, sissy bar bags and tail bags; Semi-fitted covers for vehicles; Soft tops for vehicles; Utility hitch trailer designed for use as a portable picnic platform equipped with cooler and grill
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Aug. 11, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pinghu City Anbo Outdoor Sport Goods Co., Ltd. Address Pinghu City Anbo Outdoor Sport Goods Co., Ltd. (3F, Bldg. 1) No. 358, Rd. Xingye, Economic Development Zone Pinghu CHINA 314299 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROYAL TREATMENT TRAVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545656 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRAVEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; Organisation of travel; Provision of travel information; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for cruises; Travel booking agencies; Travel information services; Travel ticket reservation service
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Feb. 08, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2017

For Providing information and advice on hotel accommodations and restaurants to tourists and business travelers; Providing personalized information about hotel accommodations and temporary accommodations for travel via the Internet; Providing travel lodging information services and travel lodging booking agency services for travelers; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 08, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ROYAL TREATMENT TRAVEL LLC Address ROYAL TREATMENT TRAVEL LLC 26 Katie Ln Painted Post NEW YORK 14870 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where...
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10266-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEXY!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545658 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Issuing credit cards
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kuykendall, David L II Address Kuykendall, David L II 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97545662  Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Dresses; Shorts; Socks; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Hooded sweatshirts; Outer jackets; Sleep shirts; Tee shirts  International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing  First Use: Aug. 09, 2022  In Commerce: Aug. 10, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Zhong, Jinfeng  Address: Zhong, Jinfeng  No. 614, Dingjiatian Village, Dongsheng Village Committee, Huangqiang Town, Haifeng, Guangdong, CHINA  Postal Code: 516400  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG BUTTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97545666  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Issuing credit cards
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Kuykendall, David L II Address Kuykendall, David L II 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEVENCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545669 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MEVENCO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Car video recorders; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Global positioning system (GPS); Portable media players; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Satellite-aided navigation systems; Set-top boxes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 21, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maifull International E-commerce (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Maifull International E-commerce (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 501, Huangjinshan 111-1, Bantian Community, Bantian St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RLDX454
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TENBL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545670</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;TENBL&quot; in stylized font.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Hammocks; Ropes; Tents; Awnings of textile; Bed tents; Inflatable tents for mountaineering or camping; Nets for camouflage; Nylon tie down straps; Rain flies for tents; Rope for use in pet toys; Ropes and synthetic ropes; Tent flies; Tents for mountaineering or camping; Tents made of textile materials; Tents, not for camping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>22 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cordage and Fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Pinghu City Anbo Outdoor Sport Goods Co., Ltd. |
Address | Pinghu City Anbo Outdoor Sport Goods Co. Ltd. (3F, Bldg. 1) No. 358, Rd. Xingye, Economic Development Zone Pinghu CHINA 314299 |
Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPANSEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545673
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Gloves; Hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Shengbang Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Shengbang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 109, No. 11, Jiangxia North Middle Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US041937T
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RONTAYA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545675</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "RONTAYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hairpieces; Wigs
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xuchang Pinyue Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xuchang Pinyue Trading Co., Ltd. Room 2102, Unit 1, Building 30, Beihai Tengfei Garden, Jian'an District, Henan Province
- **CHINA**
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US041938T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1 CORE + 1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545683 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a broken octagon shape with the number "1" in the middle. The number "1" is partially attached to and extends centrally from the top to bottom of the octagon. The capitalized words "CORE +1" are located centered and underneath the octagon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kirk P. Thomas Address Kirk P. Thomas 4320 Willow Bend Drive Beaumont TEXAS 77707 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Cheryl B. Thomas Address Cheryl B. Thomas 4320 Willow Bend Drive Beaumont TEXAS 77707 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOICECENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97545685  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable software for telecommunications services, namely, software for the operation and management of telephone communication, facsimile, voicemail, call processing, call waiting and internet telephony (VoIP) services

For  Telecommunications service, namely, local and long distance telephone service, online facsimile transmission services, unified messaging service, voice mail services, providing telephone services in the nature of call processing, call waiting, and voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services; mobile, web-based, and fixed-line telephone communication services, facsimile transmission and retrieval services; mobile, web-based, VoIP and fixed-line telephone communication service with various telephone features, namely, dedicated toll-free, vanity or local numbers, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, find-me, follow-me, and message waiting; SIP trunking service in the nature of voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) service, hosted web-based wireless broadband communication services, hosted web-based PBX service, hosted cloud-based PBX service, enterprise voicemail and voice messaging service, business continuity telecommunications service in the nature of digital network telecommunications services; providing voice communication services via the Internet; device mobility features and services, namely, hosted PBX services in the nature of facilitating PBX calls to and from a device running software phone applications; Telecommunications audio services, namely, providing advanced calling and messaging services in the nature of voicemail-to-email services, voice and video conferencing service; web meeting service in the nature of video conferencing provided via the Internet; electronic messaging services, namely, providing transmission of messages across multiple devices and media types using call control and speech recognition technology

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication
For Providing an on-line non-downloadable computer software network platform that features technology that enables users to share data

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Interface Technologies, Inc. **Address** Interface Technologies, Inc. 3333 South Congress Ave. #200 Delray Beach FLORIDA 33445 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** B HOUBLIY

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545694</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "B HOUBLIY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Armchairs; Bamboo furniture; Beach chairs; Bedside tables; Bird houses; Bookshelves; Chairs; Chaise lounges; Flower-stands; Lawn furniture
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Shanxi Fangchuang Jiaye Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shanxi Fangchuang Jiaye Trading Co., Ltd. 3102, Unit 2, Bldg 3, Hengda Binhe Left Bank, Wexing Road, Wanbailin Dist., Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030027
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLLSMBH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545729 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Board games; Cases for toy cars, airplanes, boats; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Cube-type puzzles; Electronic learning toys; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy cameras; Toy cars; Toy imitation cosmetics; Toy jewelry; Water-squirting toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wangyun Weisheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wangyun Weisheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 102,No. 43-3,Lexin Rd.,Xinmu Comm., Pinghu Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119224
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUCENALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545730  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank flash memory cards; Blank USB flash drives; Computer hard drive enclosures; Digital photo frames; High definition multimedia interface cables; High definition multimedia interface splitters; Light pens; Memory card readers; Neon signs; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Secure digital (SD) card readers; Secure Digital (SD) Memory Cards; Solid state drives; USB card readers; USB hubs; USB web keys for automatically launching pre-programmed website URLs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Jinghua  Address Zhao, Jinghua 3-8-1, No. 14, Suihua West Street, Heping District, Shenyang CHINA 110054  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119220

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CALFDECORATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545744 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CALFDECORATE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising balloons; Bead curtains for decoration; Bumper guards for furniture; Clips, not of metal, for cables and pipes; Clothes hangers; Coat racks; Felt pads for furniture legs; Hangers for clothes; Hat hooks, not of metal; Non-metal clothes hooks; Plastic boxes; Plastic trays for foodstuff packaging; Towel stands; Wind chimes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 29, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeqiu Jiang Address Zeqiu Jiang No. 24, Tangpai Team, Qinghu Village, Qinghu Town, Luchuan County, Guangxi CHINA 537700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119208

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YIOXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545745 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YIOXI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air mattresses, for medical purposes; Commode chairs; Slings for medical use; Textile covers for straps on facially oriented medical device; Transfer boards for mobility-impaired persons; Walkers for use by mobility-impaired individuals
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Youxi Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Youxi Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 1215, Bldg. 1, Fangyuanjin St. COMM Center, Dongxin St., Gongshu Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311100
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119203

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABESTFISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545751 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "ABESTFISH" with a design made up of a fish and spray above.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air humidifiers; Aquarium lights; Coolant recovery systems, comprising reservoirs, pumps, filters, cleaners; Diving lights; Lamp bulbs; Lawn sprinkler systems comprising pumps, valves and filters; LED mood lights; Marine sewage holding tank vent filters; Microbubble generators for waste water treatment
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Baizhonghui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Baizhonghui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. A2607,Rongde Intl.Yuchen Apartment, Overseas Chinese New Vlg.,Henggang St., Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119195

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELEVEN 20

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545759 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue cloud design to the left of a blue moon design to the left of another blue cloud design, all appearing above a blue agave plant design, all appearing above the stylized wording and number "ELEVEN 20" in red font, all the aforementioned appearing on a tan rectangular background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) tan, blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled blue agave liquor spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ELEVEN20 SPIRITS LLC Address ELEVEN20 SPIRITS LLC 4th Fl, #1010 122 East 42nd Street New York NEW YORK 10168 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, CLINTON J


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUNAEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545762</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Backpacks; handbags |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Jul. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Bello Arcos, Enrique |
| Address | Bello Arcos, Enrique 22026 W. Miller Ct. Plainfield ILLINOIS 60544 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | MEXICO |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SECUREMYCARGO.COM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97545779</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Straps comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, for securing vehicles, cargo; Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps; Nylon tie down straps

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50

**International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

**First Use** Dec. 31, 2007  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2007

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKELLEN ENTERPRISES LLC</td>
<td>SKELLEN ENTERPRISES LLC 721 Cressman Road</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harleysville</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA 19438</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examinating Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00936.0020</td>
<td>MARCY, AMY ALFIERI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SECUREMYCARGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545791 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring cargo straps; Retail store services featuring cargo straps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKELLEN ENTERPRISES LLC Address SKELLEN ENTERPRISES LLC 721 Cressman Road Harleysville PENNSYLVANIA 19438 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00936.0021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ATCESA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545794
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording ATCESA has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Action figure toys; Artificial Christmas trees; Bath toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree stands; Dolls and playsets therefor; Infant toys; Plush toys; Puzzle games; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed toys; Toy water guns; Toys for domestic pets
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DENG, Qiongyao
- **Address**: DENG, Qiongyao #1 Fengliang Community Dormitory Fengliang Town Fengshun, Guangdong CHINA 514300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Sing-Z02025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NUGZIX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545795
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chessboards; Construction toys; Doll furniture; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Pet toys; Toy boxes; Toy building blocks; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy furniture; Toy houses; Toy music boxes; Toy trains and parts and accessories therefor; Toy xylophones; Toys, namely, percussion caps
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fujian Pucheng Yisuke Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Fujian Pucheng Yisuke Trading Co., Ltd. No. 22, Yuanqu Avenue Pucheng, Fujian CHINA 353400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SNW-BCFX102

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UMYQAQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545812 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls and playsets therefor; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Smart electronic toy vehicles; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy animals; Toy building blocks; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy cars; Toy models; Toy vehicles; Toy vehicles with transforming parts; Transforming robotic toy vehicles; Water squirting toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xixing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xixing Network Technology Co., Ltd. 3/F-315, Bldg. B, Chengshi Shanhai Yun hui, No.1067 Xuegang Rd., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHINMAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545820 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rucksacks; All-purpose athletic bags; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags; Briefcases and attache cases; Canvas shopping bags; Card wallets; Carry-all bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Pouches made out of cloth; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Shinmar Agricultural Science and Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Shinmar Agricultural Science and Technology Co., Ltd. Rm A606, 28th floor, 371-1 Wushan Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou, CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CURIPEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545833 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6026561

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Desks; Footstools; Furniture; Nightstands; Ottomans; Sofas; Beds for household pets; Furniture for children; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees and cat condos
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Senbo Apparel Co.,Ltd Address Hangzhou Senbo Apparel Co.,Ltd 1103-2 Yong 'an Building Nanyuan Street,Linping District Hangzhou CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MILOCHAAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545834 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MILOCHAAC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Duct tapes; Electrical insulating tape; Fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; Flexible hoses, not of metal; Flexible plumbing pipes of plastic; Garden hoses; Gasket sealer for use in plumbing; Hoses of textile material; Irrigation hoses; Lawn hoses; Non-metal hose fittings; Non-metal hoses for agricultural use; Non-metal sealing rings for use as connection seals; Pipe joint tape; Watering hoses
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongkang Naxinda Textile Factory Address Yongkang Naxinda Textile Factory Rm 4 from the south, 1st floor, 3rd Bld No.18, Yundong Rd, Jiongnan St, Yongkang Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIANJIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97545836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LieberVing

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545837</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Fitted covers for vehicles; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Trailer hitches for vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Lu'an Hanjiang Network Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address    | Lu'an Hanjiang Network Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Rm.201,BD.7,Jindunkang Residence,Zhouyu Avenue,Shucheng County Development Zone | Lu'an City, Anhui, CHINA |
| 237000     | Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAOOTEYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545839 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Laooteyy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators and batteries; Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Battery chargers for tablet computers; Cell phone backplates; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone cases; Clear protective covers specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Computer peripheral devices; Display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to electronic devices, namely, laptops, cell phones, personal digital assistants; Ear phones; Electronic devices for locating and tracking lost articles, people, pets using radio frequency, global positioning systems, cellular communication networks; Keypads for use with computers, tablet computers, cell phones; Multi-function electronic device for use in children's rooms comprising a sound producing function, temperature gauge and also including a clock and nightlight; Multimedia projectors; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Stands for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hehe Hengyi Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hehe Hengyi Industrial Co., Ltd. F3, Bld C, No. 4, Shitoushan IND Zone Zhoushi Road, Shiyan St, Baoan Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545841 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air compressors; Automotive intake manifolds; Extensions for power tools; Floor buffing machines; Hydraulic jacks; Hydraulically actuated tools, namely, pliers; Impact wrenches; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Perforating machines for metalworking; Polishing machines for use in grinding and polishing metal, wood, ceramics and plastics
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 16, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Pengchen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Pengchen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 2-12, Hetou Chen Village Hongjia Street, Jiaojiang District Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZHENSHANME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545850 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) ZhenShanMe has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Christmas dolls; Controllers for game consoles; Dolls for playing; Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Plastic dolls; Play sets for action figures; Stuffed dolls; Stuffed puppets; Toy building blocks; Toy for pets; Toy modeling compounds; Toy music boxes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Zeng Address Chen, Zeng No. 51, Chengdong Road Shuijingtou Village,Niumasi Town Shaodong,Hunan CHINA 422800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEYMISTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545873 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Pocketbooks; Back packs; Backpacks for pets; Bags for sports; Collars of animals; Handbags for ladies; Hiking poles; Kit bags; Leather bags; Leather for shoes; Leather leashes; Lumbar packs; Messenger bags; Pet clothing; Sunshade parasols; Travel baggage; Travel cases; Travelling bags; Unfitted vanity cases
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baoding Zhijiang Luggage Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Address Baoding Zhijiang Luggage Manufacturing Co., Ltd. No. 33, Weizhuang Community, Fukang Road, Baigou Town, Baigou New Town, Baoding, Hebei, CHINA 071000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220812-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WSZJINB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545877  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  All-purpose nylon straps; All-purpose nylon straps featuring hook and loop fasteners; Baling twine; Belts, not of metal, for handling loads; Binding twine made of natural textile fibres; Elastic bands for securing rolled garments for travel; Nylon fibers for textile use; Nylon strapping or tie downs; Nylon support straps for holding planted trees in an upward position; Nylon tie down straps; Packing string; Polypropylene straps for securing bales; Polypropylene straps for securing bundles; Rubber cable ties and straps for fastening and securing objects such as bundles of wire together; Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Aug. 10, 2022  In Commerce Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jinbo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jinbo Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm 203., No.84, District 1, Longsheng New Vil, Longsheng Community, Dalang, Longhua Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220812-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHEIGHTEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545887 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Sheighteen has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; G-strings; Hoodies; Nightgowns; Pyjamas; Shorts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Underwear; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners, yoga; Button down shirts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Graphic T-shirts; Gym suits; Panties, shorts and briefs; Sports pants; Tank tops; Tops as clothing; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yichang Sanyi Commercial Clothing Co., LTD Address Yichang, Hubei, CHINA 443000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** P&Bhusri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97545891
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BEUON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Seedlings; Bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; Flower bulbs and corms; Garden herbs, fresh; Herb seeds for planting; Live flowering plants; Live rootstocks; Organic gardening kit for indoor and outdoor planting composed primarily of organic agricultural seeds, seeds for fruit and vegetables, seeds for flowers and also including Bird seed; Plantable seed paper comprised primarily of seeds for agricultural purposes; Seeds for fruit and vegetables; Seeds for horticultural purposes; Seeds for sowing
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 02, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Rebecca Nicole Tippner
- **Address**: Rebecca Nicole Tippner 1825 w lakeview dr.Apt L96  Johnson TENNESSEE 37601
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: FH
- **Examining Attorney**: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SNEAKERMIXERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545892 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Jeans; Leggings; Pants; Shorts; Sweaters; Caps being headwear; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Skirts; Tank tops; Trousers; A-shirts; Clothing jackets; Hooded sweat shirts; Over shirts; Sports shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DINH QUAN BAO, VU Address DINH QUAN BAO, VU 135 LUONG NGOC QUYEN, GO VAP, TP HO CHI MINH VIETNAM 71411 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NM SQUARED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97545932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, hats, and sweatbands

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  22, 39
**International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Micheal L. Binns
**Address**  Micheal L. Binns  3672 Spring Street  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30341

**Entity**  INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  33188-00001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GILBERT, REBECCA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOTHING HIDES FROM US

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97545982
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Portable detection and identification instruments using light sources and light detectors for detecting and identifying chemical and biological substances not for medical purposes; Scientific apparatus, namely, spectrometers and parts and fittings therefor
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For**: Chemical analysis services; Consulting services pertaining to the technology of geological sequestration of carbon dioxide; Mapping services featuring 3D mapping of chemical signatures in soil; Scientific and technological services, namely, testing and analysis in the field of chemicals in soil; Soil sampling for analysis purposes; Performance of chemical analyses
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: S4 Mobile Laboratories, LLC
- **Address**: Suite 813C 526 South Main Street Akron OHIO 44311
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 43374.50008

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CEXAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545990 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CEXAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizers for use by children during travel specially adapted for fitting in vehicles and also featuring pockets, nets, and a tray
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Aug. 06, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OLIVEGLOBAL LLC Address OLIVEGLOBAL LLC 8 The Green Suite # 4496 Dover DELAWARE 19901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 80538.00011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BNONAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number   | 97545996 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 12, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type          | Trademark
|-----------------|---------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|--------------------|----------

Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "BNONAME" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Dishware; Plates; Baking mats; Barbecue tongs; Bottle openers; Cake molds; Cookery molds; Cookware, namely, roasting pans; Cup lids; Cups and mugs; Cutting boards; Dish drying mats; Kitchen containers; Napkin rings not of precious metals; Pastry bags; Plastic coasters; Serving forks; Table mats of plastic; Towel rails and rings

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Jun. 26, 2022

**In Commerce** Jun. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hefei Xinai E-Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hefei Xinai E-Commerce Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>FTM-T0269</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KENTUCKY 5 XTRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546005 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word KENTUCKY in stylized outlined letters, with a stylized 5 appearing in the background with horizontal lines extending from the left side of the 5, and the word XTRA in stylized outlined letters at the bottom right, with horizontal lines extending from the left side of the X. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KENTUCKY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5904559, 3542370, 5904558 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lottery services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kentucky Lottery Corporation Address Kentucky Lottery Corporation 1011 West Main Street Louisville KENTUCKY 40202 Legal Entity municipal corporation State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 030052133026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  COBACHI C.R.E.A.M. ROLL
WITH THE CULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546010  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "COBACHI C.R.E.A.M." in a conspicuous font with the "COBACHI" portion of the literal element in bold font. Underneath "COBACHI C.R.E.A.M." sits the literal element "ROLL WITH THE CULTURE" in a smaller font. There are also two intersecting graphic designs of ice cream scrapers behind the literal elements of the mark.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "CREAM"  Translation  The wording "COBACHI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bread pudding; Dessert puddings; Ice cream; Ice cream mixes; Ice cream desserts; Ice cream infused with alcohol; Ice cream rolls; Puddings for use as desserts
  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Apr. 26, 2021  In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2021
For  Hoodies; Shirts; Sweat suits; T-shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Sweat shirts
  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 26, 2021  In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2021
For  Catering services; Ice cream catering services; Ice cream parlors; Pop-up restaurant services; Mobile catering
  International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Apr. 26, 2021  In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jackson, Jazmine  Address  Jackson, Jazmine  1502 Navigator Circle  Dacula  GEORGIA  30019  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OBLUCHYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546013 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Envelopes; Stickers; Blank paper notebooks; Book markers; Copier paper; Gift wrap paper; Notebook paper; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Paste for handicraft, for stationery or household purposes (banjaku-nori); Pennants of paper; Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed holiday cards; Rubber erasers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Youjingxuan (Xiamen) E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Youjingxuan (Xiamen) E-Commerce Co., Ltd . Room B103, No. 671, Yuanshan South Road Huli District Xiamen CHINA 361006 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EVERGREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546074 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic religious downloadable publications, namely, religious instructional and educational materials for children and youth, and related teaching manuals, dramatic and non-dramatic musical sound recordings, and video recordings, all in the fields of spiritual formation for children and youth, family ministry leadership, and parenting
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The reThink Group, Inc. Address The reThink Group, Inc. 5870 Charlotte Lane, Ste 300 Cumming GEORGIA 30040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 751

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97546079</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date

- **Jul. 04, 2023**

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of a logo having the words "GREAT STREET" inside of a rectangular banner which is centered across a circular background having "Est 2020" and "THE" in the top portion of the circular background and the word "COMPANY" in the lower portion of the circular background, all in stylized fonts.
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer:** "EST 2020" and "COMPANY"

### Related Properties Information

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:** 6790620

### Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Real estate development services in the field of residential communities
- **International Classes:** 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title:** Construction and Repair

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU:** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** NLP HOMES, INC.
- **Address:** P.O. Box 230
- **City:** Queen Creek
- **State or Country Where Organized:** ARIZONA
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number:** L0133.449476

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BULLDOC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546082 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services; Fast casual restaurants; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring Korean fusion
cuisine; Restaurant services featuring chicken, fish, beef, tacos, sliders, noodles, fried rice, pork buns, salads, soups, fries,
sides, beverages; Take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant
services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Jun. 08, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bulldoc IP, LLC Address Bulldoc IP, LLC 3039 E. Campus Pointe Drive Fresno CALIFORNIA 93710
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLOGRIET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546091  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Flogriet has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bed sheets; Canvas and muslin backdrops for use in photographic and video production; Cloth banners; Interior decoration fabrics; Quilt covers; Shower curtains; Table mats of textile; Textile wall hangings; Textiles for digital printing; Vinyl banners
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nantong Hongye Printing Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Nantong Hongye Printing Technology Co., Ltd. 2nd Fl.Bldg1,Xingyue Zhichuang Park, No.6 Xinsheng Rd.Zhongxiu St.Chongchuan Nantong, Jiangsu  CHINA  226000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MDSNECCON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97546096 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 12, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "MDSNECCON" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Boxing shoes; Climbing boots; Footwear for men and women; Footwear for track and field athletics; Golf shoes; Mountaineering boots; Cycling shoes; Football shoes |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 26, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 26, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Quanzhou Dichen Shoes Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Quanzhou Dichen Shoes Co., Ltd. No. 153, Dingjie North Road Xindian Village, Chidian Town, Jinjiang Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362200 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 22-08-05747 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) CYGJDWAQ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546108</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Beehives; Book rests; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Fishing stools; Folding tables; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Indoor blinds; Infant beds; Ladders of wood or plastics; Lap desks; Magnetized photo frames; Metal cabinets; Metal shelving; Metal tool cabinets; Non-metal step ladders; Pet cushions; Typing desks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Liu, Yabing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Liu, Yabing No. 201, Qianwangpo Village, Lishi Dist Lyliang City Shanxi Province CHINA 033000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>8-11-1-TUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EVERGLITTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97546139
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Washington Shoe Company
- **Address**: Washington Shoe Company 5530 S. 226th Street Kent WASHINGTON 98032
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 10755T00370U

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE G S CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546140 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded circle divided into triangular sections
by two diagonal lines. The word "THE" appears in the top section. The word "CO" appears in the bottom section. The
letter "G" appears in the left section. The letter "S" appears in the right section. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as
a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate development services in the field of residential communities
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and
Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NLP HOMES, INC. Address NLP HOMES, INC. P.O. Box 230 Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L0133.449475

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546152 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic test media in the form of cartridges for measuring changes in blood coagulation after addition of hemotherapeutic agents

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Blood testing apparatus

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coagulation Sciences LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coagulation Sciences LLC Address Coagulation Sciences LLC 4700 Independence Ave. Riverdale NEW YORK 10471 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRELL, LUCY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREAT STREET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546156 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded circle containing four trees, two on each side of a street, below which the words "GREAT STREET" are centered. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate development services in the field of residential communities
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NLP HOMES, INC. Address NLP HOMES, INC. P.O. Box 230 Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L0133.449474

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LXBKJTR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546163 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric light bulbs; Lamp shades; Lamps for outdoor use; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED light bulbs; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Strip lighting for indoor use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Yarou Address Huang, Yarou No. 7, Shanxiaxia Street, Zifu Village Heyuan Township, Lichuan County Fuzhou City, Jiangxi CHINA 344600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREAT BARN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546172  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded circle with an outer border. Inside
the circle is a full moon above a barn, silo, and farm field. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate development services in the field of residential communities
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and
Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NLP HOMES, INC.  Address NLP HOMES, INC. P.O. Box 230 Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L0133.449471

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TEDDY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546181
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0126368/1696783
- **International Registration Number**: 1696783

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Comforters; Throws; Towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Duvet covers; Shower curtains; Textile tablecloths; Table napkins of textile
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Teddy Holdings LLC
- **Address**: Teddy Holdings LLC 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 12128.008 en

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREAT MILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97546193 Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a shaded circle with an outer border. Inside the circle is a sunrise and a winding road. Below the circle is the wording "GREAT MILE". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Real estate development services in the field of residential communities
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: NLP HOMES, INC. Address: NLP HOMES, INC. P.O. Box 230 Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: L0133.449473

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SYZMIK S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546201 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two offset horizontal plates that suggest an "S", with the word SYZMIK underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headgear being protective helmets; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Safety helmets; Sports helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AES R&D, LLC Address AES R&D, LLC Suite T-125 303 International Drive Hunt Valley MARYLAND 21031 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GREAT LAWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546204 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded circle with an outer border. Inside the circle appears a full moon over a farm with a silo, barn, tree, and field. Below the circle appears the wording "GREAT LAWN". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate development services in the field of residential communities
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NLP HOMES, INC. Address NLP HOMES, INC. P.O. Box 230 Queen Creek ARIZONA 85142 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L0133.449472

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PUZZLEPAIRS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546206
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: insoles sold as a component of footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Washington Shoe Company
- **Address**: Washington Shoe Company 5530 S. 226th Street Kent WASHINGTON 98032
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 10755T00390U

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546221
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two offset horizontal plates that suggest an "S".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Headgear being protective helmets; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Safety helmets; Sports helmets
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AES R&D, LLC
- **Address**: AES R&D, LLC Suite T-125 303 International Drive Hunt Valley MARYLAND 21031
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEWIVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546238  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Floor boards of wood; Floor boards, not of metal; Floor panels not of metal; Floor patching materials, namely, concrete sealers; Floor tiles of wood; Floor tiles, not of metal; Flooring underlayment made of cork; Flooring underlayments; Floors, not of metal; Athletic flooring; Bamboo flooring; Building materials, namely, manufactured brick veneer for use on interior and exterior walls, floors and surfaces, patios, poolsides and driveways; Ceramic floor tiles; Ceramic tiles for flooring and facing; Ceramic tiles for flooring and lining; Ceramic tiles for tile floors and coverings; Chemically treated wood, namely, wood beams, wood boards, wood joists, wood rafters, wood siding, wood tile floors and flooring, wood trim, wooden beams, wooden flooring, wooden railings, and wooden wainscoting, all of the above containing a fire retardant chemical; Clay flooring; Concrete floors; Construction materials, namely, non-metal flooring materials; Construction materials, namely, non-metal materials for constructing floors; Decorative hearth extensions in the nature of fireproof tiles made of non-metal, non-combustible materials used to decorate and protect the floor surface immediately in front of fireplaces; Engineered hardwood flooring; Fabric for underlayment of flooring; Floating floor boards, not of metal; Granular absorbent clay-based composition for absorbing spills from floors; Hard wood flooring; Hardwood flooring; Hardwood decking and flooring; Laminate flooring; Non-metal floor panels; Non-metal floor tiles; Non-metal floors; Non-metal expansion joints for floors and walls; Non-metal tiles for walls, floors or ceilings; Nonmetal door parts for buildings, namely, adjusters for adjusting the height of a door, floor boards, columns, beams, paneling boards, sills, sleepers, backings for ceilings or walls, stiles, rails and ceiling boards; Parquet floor boards; Parquet flooring; Parquet flooring and parquet slabs; Parquet flooring made of cork; Parquet flooring made of wood; Parquet flooring of cork; Parquet flooring of cork and of cork-based conglomerates; Parquet flooring of wood; Parquet wood flooring; Portable dance floors; Rock materials used in building flooring, roofing, countertops, walls, cladding and fireplaces; Rubber floor tiles; Rubber flooring; Rubber and synthetic non-metal tiles for use on indoor and outdoor floors; Synthetic flooring materials or wall-claddings; Terra-cotta floor tiles; Tile flooring, not of metal; Tile floorings, not of metal; Tiles of ceramic for floors; Tiles of ceramic for wall, floor or ceiling; Underlay for laminate flooring; Veneer for floors; Vinyl flooring; Waterproof membrane for use as a floor underlayment; Waterproofing membranes for roofing, floors and walls;
Wood sports floors; Wood tile floors; Wooden floor boards; Wooden flooring

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 12, 33, 50  
**International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** NewIvy Investment & Management LLC  
**Address** NewIvy Investment & Management LLC  2411 N. Oak Steet Suit 305L  Myrtle Beach  SOUTH CAROLINA  29577  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** SOUTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546248 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0126368/1696783 International Registration Number 1696783

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting, coordination spelling, and math skills skills; Home video game machines International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Teddy Holdings LLC Address Teddy Holdings LLC 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12128.008 en

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VOLMOP

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97546272</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Penholders; Desk file trays; Desk organizers for stationery use; Desktop stationery boxes; Desktop document file stands; Desktop document racks; Desktop document stands; Desktop organizers; Folders for papers; Office stationery; Paper folders; Paper racks; Pen and pencil cases and boxes

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use in Commerce** Apr. 07, 2022  
**In Commerce** Apr. 07, 2022

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Jinan Haoyang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Jinan Haoyang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 17, East Ind. & Commercial River Rd Tianqiao District, Jinan City Shandong Province CHINA  250031  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

---

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 8-11-6-TUS

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
TM 5125
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546274  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0126368/1696783  International Registration Number  1696783

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital art images, music, and videos authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Teddy Holdings LLC  Address  Teddy Holdings LLC  251 Little Falls Drive  Wilmington  DELAWARE 19808  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  12128.008 en

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAJHHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546305  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FAJHHA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baker's bread baskets; Bed pillows; Camping tables; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Personal compact mirrors; Picture frames; Porch swings; Towel racks; Venetian blinds
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Ruirou e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Ruirou e-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 605, Study Abroad Building No.74, Zhongshan 2nd Road, Yuexiu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSEtte MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAVAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546308 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0132017/ International Registration Number

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Issuing credit cards and payment cards; Credit card and payment card transaction processing services; Financial administration of credit card and payment card accounts; Credit card and credit card payment processing services; Payment card and payment card payment processing services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Providing travel management services; Providing business and commercial information in the field of business travel management and the business travel industry; Arranging and conducting employee incentive award programs to promote compliance with company travel policies and cost-effective travel decisions; Price comparison services; Tracking and monitoring business travel expenses for others for cost accounting purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable mobile applications for booking travel and managing travel; Downloadable mobile applications for corporate travel management and travel expense management; Magnetically encoded credit cards and payment cards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For

Providing a website for the arrangement and booking of travel reservations for transportation; Providing a website featuring travel information; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of travel; Providing links to websites of others featuring travel; Provision of travel information; Travel information services; Travel consultancy; Making reservations and bookings for transportation; Providing a website for arrangement and booking of travel lodging; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 105

**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

For

Providing a website featuring technology that enables internet users to book travel; Providing on-line, non-downloadable software for booking and managing travel; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing corporate travel and travel expenses

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

For

Providing personalized information about hotels and temporary accommodations for travel via the Internet;

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** NAVAN, INC.  
**Address** NAVAN, INC.  1501 PAGE MILL ROAD  BUILDING 1  PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA  94304

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAXAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546336 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6809178

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital satellite imagery authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable image files containing satellite imagery; downloadable image files containing satellite imagery authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc. Address Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc. 1300 W. 120th Avenue Westminster COLORADO 80234 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1385359

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546343 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "BNA" with the "B" appearing in a stylized manner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6080306

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry; key chains International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For plastic coasters; leather coasters; shot glasses; beverage glassware; travel mugs; bottle openers; salt and pepper shakers International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For bags, namely, carryall bags; tote bags; luggage; cosmetic bags sold empty; wallets; duffle bags; backpacks; drawstring bags International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For mobile phone cases; mouse pads; mobile phone grips; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application via which the user can access information about airport-related goods and services, namely, flight times, parking, retail store services, restaurant services, and live music entertainment and art exhibitions International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TM 5130 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRAND GEARS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Socks |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | ELITE GEAR LLC |
| **Address** | ELITE GEAR LLC 343 LAKE CREST CT. WESTON FLORIDA 33326 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XINSRENUS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546351
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Xinsrenus has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Earphones; Headphones; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Headsets for mobile telephones; Music headphones; Telephone headsets; Wireless cellular phone headsets
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Lingxiang Commercial Firm Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Lingxiang Commercial Firm Co., Ltd. Room 11109 No. 3, Huaxu Street, Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U BY KOTEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546358 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "U" in white; written sideways along the outside of the letter "U" is the stylized wording "BY KOTEX" in white; the letter "U" and the wording is inside of a black circle design. Color Claimed The colors black and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tampons; Menstrual underwear; Panty liners; Sanitary pads; Sanitary panties
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. Address Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. 2300 Winchester Road Neenah WISCONSIN 54956 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM 65112035

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAGEWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546359 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sageworks LLC Address Sageworks LLC 1010 Winchester St Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22401
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557657489

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OWczarski, Karen Estil
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ESKARAIL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number       | 97546361 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 12, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
|---------------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Tool measuring instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Enhanced Inspection Solutions, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Enhanced Inspection Solutions, Inc. 4000 Yates Mill Pond Rd., Ste. 202 Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO |

---

TM 5134 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REBEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546363 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial fishing lures and fishing tackle boxes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 01, 1968 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1968

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plastic Research and Development Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PRADCO Address Plastic Research and Development Corporation Legal Services 5724 Highway 280 East Birmingham ALABAMA 35242

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number P 1054

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WRONG GUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546387 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, long sleeved shirts, tank tops, pullovers, hoodies, sweatshirts, and hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wrong Guy LLC Address Wrong Guy LLC 8311 East Via de Ventura Scottsdale ARIZONA 85258
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 88281.00100
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILENT OPUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546403 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring jewelry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 31, 2022 In Commerce May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Riise IP, LLC Address Riise IP, LLC Suite 1300 450 Seventh Avenue New York NEW YORK 10123
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
XODEZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97546407
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of Lyme disease
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Xodez, Inc.
- **Address**: Xodez, Inc. 605 E. Moreland Avenue Wyndmoor PENNSYLVANIA 19038
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JODY LYNNE JACKMAN FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546411 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FOUNDATION" Name
Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others; Charitable fundraising to support public awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer; Charitable fundraising services for promoting research, education and other activities relating to the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer; Organizing and developing charitable projects that aim to promote awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jody Lynne Jackman Foundation Address Jody Lynne Jackman Foundation 707 Mount Rose St. Reno NEVADA 89509 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JLJFND.0002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97546412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;ALTERNATIVE FUELS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Waste oil collection for recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Smart Alternative Fuels, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Smart Alternative Fuels, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1095 Hilltop Dr., STE 172</td>
<td>Redding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA 96003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>STANWOOD, STEPHEN D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMART ALTERNATIVE FUELS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMART ALTERNATIVE FUELS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEASTIFIED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546414 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Nutritional supplement energy bars
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For On-line retail store services featuring vitamins, clothing, drinks, dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beastified LLC Address Beastified LLC 14363 Metcalf Ave Overland Park KANSAS 66223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557538085

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exoring Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAL TOGETHER EDUCATING, ADVOCATING, LEADING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546415 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others; Charitable fundraising to support public awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer; Charitable fundraising services for promoting research, education and other activities relating to the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer; Organizing and developing charitable projects that aim to promote awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jody Lynne Jackman Foundation Address Jody Lynne Jackman Foundation 707 Mount Rose St. Reno NEVADA 89509 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JLJFND.0003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97546417  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of a butterfly.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others; Charitable fundraising to support public awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer; Charitable fundraising services for promoting research, education and other activities relating to the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer; Organizing and developing charitable projects that aim to promote awareness of the BRCA genes, genetic testing for the BRCA genes, and early treatment of breast and ovarian cancer
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Jody Lynne Jackman Foundation Address Jody Lynne Jackman Foundation 707 Mount Rose St. Reno NEVADA 89509 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number JLJFND.0004T
Examinee Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOODYFETCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546422 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "GOODYFETCH".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "GOODYFETCH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dentifrices; Incense; Make-up; Air fragrancing preparations; Cleaning preparations; Cosmetics for animals; Essential oils; Flexible abrasives; Polishing preparations; Non-medicated bath preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 10, 2021 In Commerce May 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited Address Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited Block C,13/F, No. 26 Zhongshan North Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, CHINA 210003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WZ2022384

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546424  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ab". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bill-posting; Advertising and publicity services; Advertising by mail order; Advertising services; Advertising agency services;
Business merchandising display services; Consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies; Demonstration of goods and
services by electronic means, also for the benefit of the so-called teleshopping and homeshopping services; Development of
advertising concepts; Direct mail advertising services; Distribution of samples for publicity purposes; Layout services for
advertising purposes; Marketing services; Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; Online advertising on a computer network;
Organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; Outdoor advertising; Pay per click advertising; Production of advertising
films; Production of teleshopping programmes; Promoting sports competitions, a series of films, charitable donations for others;
Providing advertising services; Providing business information via a website; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and
sellers of goods and services; Provision of space on websites for advertising goods and services; Publication of publicity texts;
Publication of publicity materials; Publicity material rental; Publicity and sales promotion services; Radio advertising; Rental of
advertising space; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Rental of billboards; Scriptwriting for advertising purposes;
Shop window dressing; Television advertising; Writing of publicity texts
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 05, 2022  In Commerce  May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ALPHABYTE INFLUENCER MARKETING LIMITED  Address  ALPHABYTE INFLUENCER MARKETING LIMITED  1233 ANNADEL AVE, LA PUENTE CALIFORNIA 91748  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GET SPARKED

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97546427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title** Jewelry

**First Use** Apr. 24, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 26, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name** Jillian Beaver
- **Address** Jillian Beaver Suite 100 1800 21st Street Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95811
- **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney** COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHEEKS TOWEL CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546431 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TOWEL CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cheeks Towel Company LLC Address Cheeks Towel Company LLC 385 Goodwyn St Memphis TENNESSEE 38111 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557656044

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOODYFETCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546432 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "GOODYFETCH".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "GOODYFETCH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combs; Cups; Plates; Pots; Toothbrushes; Applicators sold empty for applying cosmetic lotions for skin, hair, face, body; Cleaning brushes for household use; Coffee services of ceramic; Containers for household use; Cosmetic brushes; Drinking vessels; Hand wash basins in the nature of bowls; Holders for toilet paper; Make-up removing appliances; Squeegees being cleaning instruments; Thermally insulated containers for food; Toilet brushes; Non-woven fabric cosmetic wipes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 10, 2021 In Commerce May 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited Address Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited Block C,13/F, No. 26 Zhongshan North Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, CHINA 210003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WZ2022385

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FROSTY DESERT LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546435 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of in the background is a circle inside a circle. In the inside circle it shows desert dunes with water and a large setting sun. In the center foreground of the circles is a humanistic cactus person wearing a shirt, overalls, hat, and belt with a pouch. The cactus character has one arm up, bent, and hand on hips while the other is up, outreaching, and holding a manifold gauge. The bottom of the circles and cactus character are partially covered by large stylized letters that read "FROSTY" and below that a 3d styled banner with "DESERT LLC" inside of it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HVAC contractor services; Installation of HVAC systems; Maintenance of HVAC systems International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frosty Desert LLC Address Frosty Desert LLC 4830 E Chicago Ave Las Vegas NEVADA 89104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557119885

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOODYFETCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546436
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized wording "GOODYFETCH".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "GOODYFETCH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bras; Hats; Scarfs; Shoes; Socks; Belts for clothing; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for children; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Gloves as clothing; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for children
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 10, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited
- **Address**: Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited
  Block C,13/F, No. 26 Zhongshan North Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, CHINA
  210003
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: WZ2022386

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
ELECTRIFY THE FUEL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546438</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**  A0132414/

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Fuel; diesel oil; diesel fuel; aviation fuel; marine fuel; fuel for aviation vehicles, namely, jet fuel produced using at least one electrochemically-derived reactant, jet fuel produced from CO derived from electrochemical reduction of CO2, jet fuel produced from H2 derived from electrolysis of water, and jet fuel produced from CO derived from electrochemical reduction of CO2 and H2 derived from electrolysis of water; industrial and vehicular lubricants; all purpose lubricants

**International Classes**  4 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  1, 6, 15

**International Class Title**  Lubricants and Fuels

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Twelve Benefit Corporation

**Address**  Twelve Benefit Corporation  Suite B  614 Bancroft Way  Berkley  CALIFORNIA  94710

**Legal Entity**  public benefit corporation

**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  42811.386357

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  TANNER, MICHAEL R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GOODYFETCH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97546450
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized wording "GOODYFETCH".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "GOODYFETCH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Accounting services; Advertising services; Business administrative services for the relocation of businesses; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Import and export agencies; Personnel management consulting; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Retail store services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; Sales promotion for others; Sponsorship search
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 10, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited
- **Address**: Nanjing Fabloox Bio-Technology Limited, Block C,13/F, No. 26 Zhongshan North Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, CHINA 210003
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: WZ2022387

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97546451  Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Sport shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Golf caps; Knitted caps

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39

International Class Title: Clothing

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: PEOPLES, CLEON  Address: PEOPLES, CLEON  4204 MILLEDGE BLVD  SUITLAND  MARYLAND  20746  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUPHIGHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546457 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SUPHIGHER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sketchbooks; Art prints; Blackboards, drawing boards and easels; Calendar desk pads; Chalk and blackboards; Gift bags; Notebook paper; Origami folding paper; Paper notebooks; Paper tags; Personal organizers; Printed calendars; Printed diaries; Reusable stickers; Writing implements

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Chaoqihang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Huizhou Chaoqihang Trading Co., Ltd. No. 06, 1st floor, bldg. 2, Kaixinyuan, No.185, Jiazi Rd, Chenjiang st, Zhongkai high tech Zone, Huizhou CHINA 516000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) G T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546460 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an outline of a cat's head with the letters "G T" inside. The "G" is above the "T" with the top line from the "T" forming the middle line of the "G". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recording studio services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joeright, Daniel Address Joeright, Daniel 1733 Surrey Ave Yucca Valley CALIFORNIA 92284 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97546462  Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording "PPIOOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Cases for spectacles, for pince-nez and for contact lenses; Chains for spectacles and for sunglasses; Contact lenses; Eyeglass chains and cords; Eyeglass retaining cords; Eyewear accessories, namely, straps, neck cords and head straps which restrain eyewear from movement on a wearer; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses; Eyewear, namely, eyeglasses; Frames for eyeglasses and pince-nez; Magnetic clip-on sunglass lenses; Protective eyewear and component parts thereof; Spectacle frames made of metal or a combination of metal and plastics; Spectacles, frames and cases; Sports glasses; Swimming goggles
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Jun. 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Lingbaerjiu Trading Co. LTD  Address: Shenzhen Lingbaerjiu Trading Co. LTD  No.77-502, Baishizhou Dongsui Fang  Baishizhou, Shahe Street, Nanshan Dist.  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518053  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MSCAFold

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546466</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Scientific research and development
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Oct. 20, 2020
In Commerce: Oct. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Elpis Biopharmaceuticals
Address: Elpis Biopharmaceuticals 136 Acton Street Watertown MA Massachussetts 08854
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 22-222-EP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CARBOGLYD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546467</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | All purpose lubricants |
| International Classes | 4 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 6, 15 |
| International Class Title | Lubricants and Fuels |
| First Use | Dec. 21, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 21, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Meraki (Private) Limited |
| Address | Meraki (Private) Limited 131/6 Kirulapone Avenue Colombo 05 SRI LANKA 00500 |
| Legal Entity | private limited company |
| State or Country Where Organized | SRI LANKA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546469  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image made of two halves with the left side being a half of a simple circular smiling face and the right side being a simplified right butt cheek.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Towels
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Apr. 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cheeks Towel Company LLC  Address  Cheeks Towel Company LLC  385 Goodwyn St  Memphis  TENNESSEE  38111  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557656501

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97546478 Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a circular logo with a depiction of the state of Texas that is comprised of parallel diagonal lines. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4790719

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction planning and construction of high-speed rail transportation, namely, construction of high-speed rail tracks
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Construction and Repair

For Operation of high-speed rail transportation, namely, passenger train transport
International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 105 International Class Title: Transportation and Storage

For Construction of high-speed rail transportation, namely, custom manufacturing of high-speed rail cars
International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Texas Central Partners, LLC Address: Texas Central Partners, LLC 1409 South Lamar Street, Suite 1022 Dallas, TEXAS 75215 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: ZARICK, DIANA G
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546487  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vodka; Liquor; Spirits and liqueurs; Blended spirits; Brandy spirits; Distilled spirits; Potable spirits; Whiskey spirits; Wines
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brandon House Group, N.A. Corporation  Address  Brandon House Group, N.A. Corporation  701 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1550  Miami  FLORIDA  33131  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAROX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546493</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "CAROX" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

FOREIGN INFORMATION
| Foreign Registration Number | 018688081 | Foreign Registration Date | Jul. 30, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN UNION |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Apr. 14, 2032 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Dolls; Balls for games; Battery operated action toys; Board games; Body-training apparatus; Construction toys; Fidget toys; Inflatable swimming pools; Inflatable toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Novelty plush toys for parties; Portable musical toys incorporating telecommunication functions; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Stuffed toys; Toy building blocks; Toy for pets; Toy drones; Toy robots; Toy vehicles; Infant toys |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 44E | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Cheng, Kui |
| Address | Cheng, Kui Rm 12A, Bldg 2, Wanze Yunding Shangpin Garden, Beihuan Avenue, Futian Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | WZ2022393 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHOOSE THE RIGHT SIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546496 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cheeks Towel Company LLC Address Cheeks Towel Company LLC 385 Goodwyn St Memphis TENNESSEE 38111 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557656584

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>ROWRUN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546499</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation              | The wording "Rowrun" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                        | Briefcases; Handbags; Pocketbooks; All purpose sports bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Canvas shopping bags; Harnesses for guiding children; Leather bags and wallets; Leather cases for keys; Pouches of leather; Reusable shopping bags; Shoulder bags; Specialty holsters adapted for carrying walking sticks, hiking sticks, walking staffs and wading staffs; Waist bags; Wristlet bags |
| International Classes      | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                 | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title  | Leather Goods |
| First Use                  | May 15, 2018 |
| In Commerce                | May 15, 2018 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name         | Shenzhen Nuolun Electronic Technology Co., LTD |
| Address           | Shenzhen Nuolun Electronic Technology Co., LTD 501, Building 6, Longhui Community Longhua First Rd, Longhua St., Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 510850 |
| Legal Entity      | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546526  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "N" consisting of two vertical lines ascending from left to right in the color blue, connected by two vertical lines descending from left to right in the color white. The black color represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed
The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Jan. 17, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nematzadeh PLLC  Address  Nematzadeh PLLC  101 Avenue of the Americas, Ste 909  New York  NEW YORK  10013  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546535 Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "e" against a rounded backdrop
having a line formed therethrough. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4669540, 4771121

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of bottles, jars, closures, tinctures, vials, foil bags,
syringes and other packaging; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring bottles, jars, closures, tinctures, vials, foil
bags, syringes and other packaging
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lerman Container Corporation Address  Lerman Container Corporation  4286 W Main Street  Jupiter
FLORIDA  33458 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  8748/065
Examiner  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BURPBLOCKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546538 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wearable burp cloth garment in the nature of a vest for protection of an infant caregiver
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BK2, LLC Address BK2, LLC 1895 Wedgewood Court Lake Forest ILLINOIS 60045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22251

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) USJIXIANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546544 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toothpicks; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Coin banks; Containers for household or kitchen use; Fitted vanity cases; Gardening gloves; Indoor terrariums; Make-up brushes; Oven mitts; Pet feeding bowls, automatic; Polishing leather; Portable cool boxes, non-electric; Ski wax brushes; Toothbrushes, electric; Vacuum bottles

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jixiang Australia Pty Ltd Address Jixiang Australia Pty Ltd 10 Fongeo Drive Point Cook Melbourne VIC AUSTRALIA 3030 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546546  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the highly stylized letters "AG" forming a triangle design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of mental improvement, emotional improvement or athletic performance improvement; Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, workshops, or one-on-one training in the field of mental improvement, emotional improvement or athletic performance improvement; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars and workshops in the field of mental improvement, emotional improvement or athletic performance improvement
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 20, 2021  In Commerce Jul. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steven Griffith DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Steven Griffith and Associates Address Steven Griffith 4423 San Joaquin Plaza Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92660 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SGAG01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PI PETERSON INSURANCE
AUTO · BUSINESS · LIFE · HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546554  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a square shape with a rounded top left corner,
squared top right corner, rounded bottom right corner, and square bottom left corner with the inside of the square shape containing the stylized letters "PI". The stylized letters "PI" are slanting to the left within the square shape. To the right of the square shape are the words "PETERSON INSURANCE" with the word "PETERSON" located above the word "INSURANCE". Beneath the square shape and the words "PETERSON INSURANCE" is a straight horizontal line that is the width of the square shape and the words "PETERSON INSURANCE". Below the horizontal line are the words, from left to right, "AUTO", "BUSINESS", "LIFE" and "HOME". There is a small diamond bullet point located between the words "AUTO" and "BUSINESS", "BUSINESS" and "LIFE", and "LIFE" and "HOME" for a total of three diamond bullet points. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "INSURANCE", "BUSINESS", "AUTO", "LIFE", and "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance agency and brokerage
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Aug. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Peterson Insurance Services, LLC  Address  Peterson Insurance Services, LLC  140 West Eagle Road
Havertown  PENNSYLVANIA  19083  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  HUNTING, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546559 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drug delivery agents in the form of tablets and capsules that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AltrixBio, Inc. Address AltrixBio, Inc. 325 Vassar Street, 2A Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number U3391-00006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SURGERY IN A PILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546570 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drug delivery agents in the form of tablets and capsules that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations for use in treating diabetes, obesity, gastrointestinal disorders, irritable bowel syndrome and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AltrixBio, Inc. Address AltrixBio, Inc. 325 Vassar Street, 2A Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number U3391-00007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MO L ENKA

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97546571
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized wording "molenka".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording molenka has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Foreign Information**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 29253889
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jan. 14, 2019
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHINA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jan. 13, 2029

**Goods and Services Information**
For Braids; Buttons; Needles; Artificial flowers; False hair; Shoulder pads for clothing; Trimmings for clothing; Zip fasteners

**International Classes**
- 26 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Xuchang Aiyou Trading Co, Ltd
- **Address**: Xuchang Aiyou Trading Co, Ltd, 1702, Unit 1, Bldg No.6, fuxiyayuan, East section of Bayi Road, Municipal District, Xuchang, Henan, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: HKSQ0802001

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TFFJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546576 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Rings; Rings being jewelry; Rings made in whole or significant part of base metals with diamond, precious, and/or semiprecious stones; Engagement rings; Wedding rings

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RENAISSANCE JEWELRY NEW YORK, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA VERIGOLD JEWELRY Address RENAISSANCE JEWELRY NEW YORK, INC. 3 East 54th Street, Suite # 603 New York NEW YORK 10022

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROSPONSIVE LOGISTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546600 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOGISTICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3839854

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Logistics management in the field of offering transportation, logistics and supply chain solutions; Transportation logistics services, namely, planning and scheduling shipments for users of transportation services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C.L. Services, Inc. Address C.L. Services, Inc. 4245 International Pkwy #125 Atlanta GEORGIA 30354 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557704369

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRUE FANS FINE JEWELRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97546604 **Application Filing Date** Aug. 12, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "FINE JEWELRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of base metals with diamond, precious, and/or semiprecious stones; Diamond jewelry; Gemstone jewelry
**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** RENAISSANCE JEWELRY NEW YORK, INC. **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA VERIGOLD JEWELRY
**Address** RENAISSANCE JEWELRY NEW YORK, INC. 3 East 54th Street, Suite # 603 New York NEW YORK 10022
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97546616  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): CHINSTUDIO

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording CHINSTUDIO has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Cardigans; Coats; Dresses; Hats; Pajamas; Pullovers; Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Suits; Sweaters; T-shirts; Trousers; Underwear; Vests; Waistcoats; Coats made of cotton; Down jackets; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Night shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Tank tops  
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing  
First Use: Sep. 17, 2013  
In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2019

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Hangzhou Chenfan Network Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address: Hangzhou Chenfan Network Technology Co., Ltd. 501, Bldg. 2 606 Qiuyi Rd., Changhe St., Binjiang Dist Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310025  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 01517

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 3 WOKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546635 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WOKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE QUEEN CASINO & ENTERTAINMENT INC. Address THE QUEEN CASINO & ENTERTAINMENT INC. 200 FRONT STREET E SAINT LOUIS ILLINOIS 62201 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 008495.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AF.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546639 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters AF. within a circle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment media production services for the internet; Production of podcasts
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 2022
For  Marketing consulting; Marketing services; Media relations services; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Business marketing services; Marketing services in the nature of promotion of third-party goods and services by social media influencers; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Apr. 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Asian Founded LLC Address  Asian Founded LLC 4230 S. Centinela Avenue, #302 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90066 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 13

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546643</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of A Stylized 1 with solid arm on the left. Defined points on each side in the middle of the 1. Defined slight out curl points on the bottom of the 1. A stylized 3 with large curl points on the top and bottom. Solid curl points in the middle of 3 each pointing opposite of each other. Pointed stub facing outward on left side of large bottom curl of the 3. Pointed stub curling down on bottom right side of body of 3. Stylized 1 and 3 to form the number 13. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 19, 2019</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 08, 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** 13Industries LLC **DBA, AKA, Formerly** AKA Thirteen Ind

**Address** 13Industries LLC 10520 E Flossmoor Ave Mesa ARIZONA 85208 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** ARIZONA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examiner Name** ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XINDONGWANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546646 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XINDONGWANG" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Semiconductors; Central processing units (CPU); Computer chips; Electrical circuit boards; Electronic integrated circuits; Integrated circuit module; Integrated circuits; Semiconductor devices; Touchscreen monitors; Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Heart Network Technology Co, Ltd. Address Shenzhen Heart Network Technology Co, Ltd. 2904, Build. 6, Phase II (Plot 02-07) Tianan Yungu, Bantian St. Longgang Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TX2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EAT YOUR HEART OUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97546657</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Charitable fund raising; Charitable fund raising campaigns; Charitable fundraising services by means of collecting and redeeming donations from others, the proceeds of which benefitting charitable organizations; Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen, Inc. **Address** Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen, Inc. 5707 Blue Lagoon Drive Miami FLORIDA 33126 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 040362.01005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XINDONGWANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546673 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XINDONGWANG" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; Automatic vending machines; Clothes washing machines; Drives for motors; Electrical drills; Engraving machines; IC handlers, namely, machines for processing integrated circuits; Industrial robots; Packaging machines for food; Typographic presses
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Heart Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Heart Network Technology Co., Ltd. 2904, Build. 6, Phase II (Plot 02-07) Tianan Yungu, Bantian St. Longgang Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518129
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TX2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546684 Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cattle breeding services; Cattle farming services International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jul. 01, 2020 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  XIT Ranch LLC Address  XIT Ranch LLC  9939 HWY 12  La Veta  COLORADO  81055 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  85170.00120

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97546688
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Containers for household or kitchen use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: K&J Exchange
- **Address**: K&J Exchange, PO Box 965, Taylors, SOUTH CAROLINA 29687
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NEAL, KELLY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE GILDED ANVIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546699
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry; Jewelry findings, namely, handcrafted small batch production jewelry; custom wedding and engagement rings and one-off designs, namely, custom jewelry and rings; Rings; Rings being jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Beckert, Spencer
- **Address**: Beckert, Spencer 9935 Se Knight st. Portland OREGON 97266
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, MELISSA M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THIRTEEN INDUSTRIES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97546708
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 07, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: 13Industries LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA 13INDUSTRIES
- **Address**: 13Industries LLC 10520 E Flossmoor Ave Mesa ARIZONA 85208
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WATCHES OF ESPIONAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546713  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Watches; watch bands; watch straps; watch parts and fittings; watch buckles; works of art of precious metal; clocks; timepieces; jewelry; commemorative challenge coins; collectible challenge coins; medallions; lapel pins
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Woetradingpost, LLC  Address  Woetradingpost, LLC  2nd Floor, Suite 59  135 West 50th Street  New York  NEW YORK  10020  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  130113.0100
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUGNAV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546724 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online augmented reality games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of providing augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems that use artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models to allow command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems; Downloadable augmented reality software for providing augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems that use artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models to allow command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems; Downloadable software for augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models; Downloadable virtual reality software for augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models; Downloadable virtual reality training simulation software in the field of augmented and virtual reality based autonomous systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models that allow command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Computer programming services for creating augmented reality videos and games; Computer software development, computer programming and maintenance of computer software for augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models; Design and development of computer software for augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using
artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models; Maintenance and updating of computer software; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models; Software development consulting in the field of augmented and virtual reality based autonomous systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models that allow command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems; Software development in the field of augmented reality and virtual reality based autonomous systems allowing command, control, and mission planning of manned and unmanned systems using artificial intelligence to generate three-dimensional models

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AeroCine Ventures Inc. Address AeroCine Ventures Inc. 34-20 74th Street, APT 6B Jackson Heights NEW YORK 11372 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRENNER, BRANDI M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** W.O.E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 97546729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong> Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong> 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Watches; watch bands; watch straps; watch parts and fittings; watch buckles; works of art of precious metal; clocks; timepieces; jewelry; commemorative challenge coins; collectible challenge coins; medallions; lapel pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong> 2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong> Jewelry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Woetradingpost, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong> Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 130113.0100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GET YOUR S.T.E.A.M. ON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546736 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, training educators in the field of STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) and providing curricula in connection therewith; Consulting services about education; Entertainment and education services, namely, providing recognition and incentives by way of celebrations and awards to girls from underserved communities who have completed their high school careers successfully and who are going on to college; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Esports College & Career Pathways Composed of Katherine Amoukhteh, a citizen of United States
Address Esports College & Career Pathways 30392 Le Port Laguna Niguel CALIFORNIA 92677 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BTWN HUMANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546747 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring a variety of art and fashion goods; On-line retail store services featuring a variety of art and fashion goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BTWN HUMANS INC. Address BTWN HUMANS INC. 2 BLUE SLIP APT. 30N BROOKLYN NEW YORK 11222 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WATCHES OF ESPIONAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546761</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Travel cases; trunks being luggage and suitcases; duffle bags; garment bags for travel; military duffle bags; tote bags; shoulder bags and backpacks; leather bags, suitcases and wallets; book bags, sport bags, and handbags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Woetradingpost, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>130113.0100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ADAMANT BEHAVIOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97546766</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Bandanas; Hats; Pants; Shoes; Shorts; Socks; Sweatshirts; T-shirts |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Jun. 15, 2010 |
| **In Commerce** | Aug. 11, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Adamant Behavior Custom Apparel LLC |
| **Address** | Adamant Behavior Custom Apparel LLC 751 North st Yreka CALIFORNIA 96097 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examiner** | ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH |

---

6302
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SRNR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546769 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing repair; Roofing services; Building construction; Building construction services; Building construction, remodeling and repair
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eubank, Christopher Address Eubank, Christopher 1440 Poplar Avenue Memphis TENNESSEE 38104
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97546770
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Travel cases; trunks being luggage and suitcases; duffle bags; garment bags for travel; military duffle bags; tote bags; shoulder bags and backpacks; leather bags, suitcases and wallets; book bags, sport bags, and handbags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Woetradingpost, LLC
- **Address**: Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 130113.0100

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VÉNERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546772 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VÉNERA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6699391

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillow cases
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Turan, Ahmet Address Turan, Ahmet APT NO 26/6 ULUS MAHALLESI KELAYNAK SOKAK BESIKTAS, Istanbul TURKEY 34340 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TURKEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## MARK Literal(s)
RUFFLED APRON FOODS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97546778</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;FOODS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6194822 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bakery products; Pie crusts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ruffled Apron Foods LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ruffled Apron Foods LLC 1249 Belleflower Rd Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K556003528 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HESIK, APRIL ANNE |

---

6306
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97546782  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For:  
Drinkware; bottle openers; insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; drinking glasses and pitchers and containers for household use made from glass; barware, namely, cocktail shakers, cocktail stirrers, pitchers, decanters, cocktail mixing glasses, champagne buckets and ice buckets, beer drinking glasses, pilsner drinking glasses, drinking straws; beverage serveware, namely, pitchers and carafes; coasters not of paper or textile; travel mugs; coffee mugs; insulating flasks; reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty

International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Woetradingpost, LLC  
Address: Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York 10020  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 130113.0100

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DIRT DIAMONDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97546785</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Entertainment services, namely, production of television programming in the nature of a reality dramatic television series; providing non-downloadable television programs and entertainment programming related to a reality dramatic television series online via a global computer network; providing a website featuring information related to a reality dramatic television series

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Dirt Diamonds, LLC **Address** Dirt Diamonds, LLC 237 Brighton Road Columbus OHIO 43202 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EDGE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97546787
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3540332

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Sporting goods, namely, bags specially adapted for carrying baseball and softball gear, equipment and clothing
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 06, 2011
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2011

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Diamond Baseball Company, Inc.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Diamond Sports
- **Address**: Diamond Baseball Company, Inc. 121 Waterworks Way, Suite 150 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: DBASE.2007

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SR&R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546791 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building construction; Building construction, remodeling and repair; Roofing contracting; Roofing maintenance; Roofing repair; Roofing services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eubank, Christopher Address Eubank, Christopher 1440 Poplar Avenue Memphis TENNESSEE 38104 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** W.O.E.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546796
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Drinkware; bottle openers; insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; drinking glasses and pitchers and containers for household use made from glass; barware, namely, cocktail shakers, cocktail stirers, pitchers, decanters, cocktail mixing glasses, champagne buckets and ice buckets, beer drinking glasses, pilsner drinking glasses, drinking straws; beverage serveware, namely, pitchers and carafes; coasters not of paper or textile; travel mugs; coffee mugs; insulating flasks; reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty
- **International Classes**: 21
- **Primary Classes US Classes**: 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Woetradingpost, LLC
- **Address**: 2nd Floor, Suite 59, 135 West 50th Street, New York, NEW YORK 10020
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 130113.0100

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUTURE OPERATIONS BASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546799 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design featuring a silhouette of an eagle with an outstretched wing and a design of three concentric circles featured in the middle of the eagle design featuring the stylized wording "FUTURE", "OPERATIONS", and "BASE" curved around the second shaded concentric circle design. A single star design is positioned in-between the stylized wording "FUTURE" and "OPERATIONS", as well as in-between the stylized wording "OPERATIONS" and "BASE". A badge design is featured in the center of the design featuring three concentric circles with a single star design featured on the badge and a design of a roof and chimney positioned above the star. The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark. Disclaimer "OPERATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services by means of selling clothing, cups and mugs, candles, and home accessories to raise funds for veteran and emergency responder workshops and projects; Charitable fundraising services for veterans and emergency responders, namely, charitable fundraising services by means of selling goods to raise funds

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jul. 2017 In Commerce Jul. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Future Operations Base Inc. Address Future Operations Base Inc. 7814 Mayglen Ln Spring TEXAS 77379 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556700892

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  THE BIRD FEEDER YOU NEVER KNEW YOU NEEDED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97546801  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mechanized feeders for wildlife
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Plastic Research and Development Corporation  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA PRADCO  Address  Plastic Research and Development Corporation  5724 Highway 280 East  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35242  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  P 1055

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WATCHES OF ESPIONAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546810
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Apparel, namely, t-shirts, golf shirts, hats, jackets, vests, polo shirts, shirts, shorts, pants, and ties
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Woetradingpost, LLC
- **Address**: Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 130113.0100

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRELIFE BY STQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546812 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Boots; Footwear; Gloves; Insoles; Neckties; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Socks; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Canvas shoes; Running shoes; Snow boots; Waist bands
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone Sanjingchuan Trading Co., Ltd. limited company Address Quanzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone Sanjingchuan Trading Co., Ltd. limited company, No. 1003, Group 3, Jinfeng Vil, Dongyuan Tn., Taiwanese Investment Zone, Quanzhou CHINA 362100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03369

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W.O.E.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546815 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel, namely, t-shirts, golf shirts, hats, jackets, vests, polo shirts, shirts, shorts, pants, and ties
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woetradingpost, LLC Address Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 130113.0100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PEN LIV

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97546819
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "PEN LIV" in stylized font with a dot separating the words.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wedding gowns
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BRIDAL COLLECTIVE, INC.
- **Address**: BRIDAL COLLECTIVE, INC. 1382 VALENCIA AVENUE, SUITE E TUSTIN CALIFORNIA 92780
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: ENZ1-TM13

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WATCHES OF ESPIONAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546824</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For on-line wholesale and retail store services featuring watches, leather products, books, artwork, apparel, jewelry, drinkware and home accessories; Wholesale and retail store services featuring watches, leather products, books, artwork, apparel, jewelry, drinkware and home accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Woetradingpost, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>130113.0100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CHISOLM, KEVON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BROKEN DARLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546829 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital music downloadable from the Internet
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mark Bodino Address Mark Bodino 609 Porter Way W Bridgewater Township NEW JERSEY 08807
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K557248185

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97546833</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publication Date

Jul. 04, 2023

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)

W.O.E.

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring watches, leather products, books, artwork, apparel, jewelry, drinkware and home accessories; Wholesale and retail store services featuring watches, leather products, books, artwork, apparel, jewelry, drinkware and home accessories

**International Classes**
35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Woetradingpost, LLC

**Address**
Woetradingpost, LLC 2nd Floor, Suite 59 135 West 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10020

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
130113.0100

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GEODESIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546841 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and orthopedic implants made of artificial materials for use in orthopedic surgery for human bone fixation and healing

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gramercy Extremity Orthopedics LLC Address Gramercy Extremity Orthopedics LLC 1239 N. Glenville Dr. Richardson TEXAS 75081 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8461.012001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRAYERS AND POSES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546858 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing exercise classes featuring meditation and religious music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Little Light House, Inc. Address The Little Light House, Inc. 5120 E 36th Street Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74135 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WALNUT DRIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546863
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wine; Alcoholic beverages except beers
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Abreu Vineyards, Inc.
- **Address**: Abreu Vineyards, Inc. 945 MAIN ST ST HELENA CALIFORNIA 94574
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 045072.00024
- **Examining Attorney**: MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUNGAZE COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546865 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring coffee and espresso accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sungaze Coffee LLC Address Sungaze Coffee LLC PO Box 127 - 604 S Griswold St Woosung ILLINOIS 61091 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WINNIE TEA BAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97546869</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer** “TEA BAR”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Beverages made of tea; beverages with a tea base; tea-based beverages containing boba; bubble tea

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 46
**International Class Title** Staple Foods

**For** Café services; providing tea-based beverages

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Winnie Tea Bar, LLC
**Address** Winnie Tea Bar, LLC 2106 Buckman Avenue Wyomissing PENNSYLVANIA 19610
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 00310778.01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIDGEDALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546892 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking and financing services; Checking account services; Credit union services; Credit union services provided by mobile telephone connections; Credit unions; Electronic banking via a global computer network; Financial planning; Financial planning consultation; Financial planning, namely, the creation of personalized strategies to achieve financial independence; Home equity loans; Issuing credit cards; Mortgage services, namely, buyer pre-qualification of mortgages for mortgage brokers and banks; Mortgage financing services; Mortgage lending; Providing personal loans and lines of credit; Real estate financing services; Real estate lending services; ATM banking services; Issuing of pre-paid gift cards; On-line banking services; Paperless electronic checking account services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Education services, namely, providing live and on-line webinars in the field of financial education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novartis Federal Credit Union Address Novartis Federal Credit Union 124 South Ridgedale Ave. East Hanover NEW JERSEY 07936 Legal Entity federally chartered credit union State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NN0053.004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOONBIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546893 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit card payment processing services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Accounting services; Payroll processing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cash Buoy LLC Address Cash Buoy LLC 40 Skokie Blvd., Ste. 230 Northbrook ILLINOIS 600621601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 849848.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE OTHER'S DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546900 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery; Bracelets; Gold jewelry; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery charms; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manikowski, Lana D. Address Manikowski, Lana D. 340 East Randolph Street, Unit 1503 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I HOPE YOU HAVE BEEN BARNDO INSPIRED!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546941 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Architectural design; Consulting services in the field of architectural design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 30, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Our Barndominium Life LLC Address Our Barndominium Life LLC 21934 Big Buck Drive Cleveland TEXAS 77328 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE OTHER'S DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546947 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hoodies; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts for adults; Hooded sweatshirts for women; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sweatshirts for adults; Sweatshirts for women; T-shirts for adults; T-shirts for women; Tank-tops; Tank tops; Graphic T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manikowski, Lana D. Address Manikowski, Lana D. 340 East Randolph Street Unit 1503 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97546955
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COFFEE"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6662274, 6662275

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Restaurant services
  - **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Cultivate Franchise Corp
- **Address**: Cultivate Franchise Corp, 353 Riverstone Pkwy, 120-172, Canton, GEORGIA, 30114
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 39558.2

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, CLINTON J

---

**Mark Literal(s)**: CULTIVATE COFFEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I MAKE A METAL BUILDING
LOOK GOOD!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546960 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Architectural design; Consulting services in the field of architectural design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 30, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Our Barndominium Life LLC Address Our Barndominium Life LLC 21934 Big Buck Drive Cleveland TEXAS 77328 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIPENN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546983  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lumber; Plywood made in whole or substantial part of bamboo; Preserved wood
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morris Jundor Barker  Address Morris Jundor Barker  1919 Desmare Street  Franklinton  LOUISIANA 70438  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-223-MB

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QPARIK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97546984  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0129220/1699532  
- **International Registration Number**: 1699532

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of auto-immune disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment graft versus host disorders
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 5, 18, 46, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **For**: Printed publications, namely, brochures, newsletters, and pamphlets relating to medical healthcare issues, procedures, disease symptoms and treatments, patient support and community building
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

- **For**: Providing healthcare information to physicians, patients and caregivers relating to diagnosis and treatment of medical diseases and disorders
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**6334**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VooVip

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547000 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wristwatches; Jewellery chains; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry, namely, magnetic necklaces; Pierced earrings; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Zeyan Address Li, Zeyan No. 14, group 9, Tuanfeng village Zhuxi Town, Kai County Chongqing CHINA 423400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ROSEGASM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547017 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brandcore LLC Address Brandcore LLC Suite 601 37 West 39th Street New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIGH ROLLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547019 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "HIGH ROLLER" in black, outlined in white on a red background that is surrounded by a white border, then an outer black border. To the right of "HIGH" and above "ROLLER" there are two white dice with black dots. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Feb. 04, 2005 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Empire Sales & Marketing, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Paragon Powersports Address Empire Sales & Marketing, Inc. 42255 Baldray Cir Ste D Temecula CALIFORNIA 92590 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number High Roller

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
- KENTUCKY CREDENTIAL
- BOURBON

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97547021
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KENTUCKY" AND "BOURBON"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bourbon whiskey
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: IJW Whiskey Company, LLC
- **Address**: IJW Whiskey Company, LLC 8th Floor 421 S. Beverly Drive Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KENTUCKY

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3323-1

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MANOR, THOMAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FRESOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97547028
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "FRESOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cigarettes; Matches; Tobacco; Chewing tobacco; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarette paper; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarettes; Filter tips; Filter tips for cigarettes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Holders for cigars and cigarettes; Lighters for smokers; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Pocket machines for rolling cigarettes
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ALD GROUP LIMITED
- **Address**: ALD GROUP LIMITED BUILDING B, NO.2 INDUSTRIAL 3RD ROAD TANGTOU COM., SHIYAN STR., BAO'AN D. SHENZHEN CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOISSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547034 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lingerie
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Antonio, Briseida Address Antonio, Briseida 4728 1/2 S Normandie Ave, Apt 4 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90037 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, U.S.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JUSTKUSTOMIZEIT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97547096  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Jewelry; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Gemstone jewelry; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry  
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hampton, Lawanda Joy  
- **Address**: Hampton, Lawanda Joy 2651 Manchester Dr. APT. 4 Baker LOUISIANA 70714  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BODEGA RIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547098 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BODEGA" Translation The English translation of BODEGA in the mark is wine cellar.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6702065

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines; Alcoholic beverages, except beer
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Catherine-Elizabeth, Inc. Address Catherine-Elizabeth, Inc. P.O. Box 317 Bodega CALIFORNIA 949220317 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6529.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GMTEXTILES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547103 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattress toppers
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IFI HOLDINGS LTD Address IFI HOLDINGS LTD 29 Saint Joseph Drive Rochdale UNITED KINGDOM OL164XS Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4209-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97547125
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Protective floor coverings
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Helton, Lanny A.
- **Address**: Helton, Lanny A.  775 North Bierdeman Road Lot 101  Pearl  MISSISSIPPI  39208
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLEEP STAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547128 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Green World, LLC Address Global Green World, LLC 9975 S. Santa Monica Boulevard Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GGW-2201T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AMZCHEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547130 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "amzchef" preceded by an image of chef cap to the left. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5673548, 5637781

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air fryers; Beverage refrigerators for use in cars; Coffee capsules, empty, for electric coffee machines; Coffee roasters; Cooking ovens; Cooking pots, electric; Deep fryer, electric; Domestic cooking ovens; Electric coffee makers; Electric egg cookers; Electric griddles; Electric grills; Electric heaters for babies' bottles; Electric roasters; Electric toasters; Electrical rice cookers; Electromagnetic induction cookers; Range hoods; Soya milk making machines, electric; Wine cellars, electric
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMZCHEF CO, LTD Address AMZCHEF CO, LTD 41-12A MAIN ST. 2F D09 FLUSHING NEW YORK 11355 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MD2208TP-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GET UP AND GO
GINGERBREAD JOE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547132  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "GINGERBREAD"
Translation  The wording Get Up And Go Gingerbread Joe has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait
Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Series of printed children's books; Printed children's activity books; Printed children's books
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper
Goods and Printed Matter
For  Gingerbread house making kits including icing, sprinkles, candy dots, cinnamon candy, baking pan, gingerbread cookie mix, book
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HOLIDAY MEMORY MAKERS. LLC  Address  HOLIDAY MEMORY MAKERS. LLC  4823 Brickleton Woods Drive  Portage  MICHIGAN  49024  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L553385325

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OCCRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547133</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;OCCRE&quot; in stylized uppercase letters, the first &quot;C&quot; letter is in yellow and the rest of the letters are in blue. Under the letters &quot;OCC&quot; appears a curved line in blue.</td>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;OCCRE&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Toy models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Largo Macias, Tomas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Largo Macias, Tomas Montornes del Valles Antonio Gaudi 1 Barcelona SPAIN 08170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ISE2281</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BOBI: BETTER OUTCOMES, BETTER INCOME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Consulting services in the field of medical practice management for others in the field of medicine and healthcare

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Fong Family Medical Limited Partnership
**Composed of** Dennis Fong, Canada May Fong, United States Conan Fong, United States Kyna Fong, Canada Atha Fong, United States Seanan Fong, United States
**Address** Fong Family Medical Limited Partnership 108 La Casa Via, Suite 104 Walnut Creek CALIFORNIA 94598
**Legal Entity** LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 00086

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>COSECHA NUEVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97547136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The English translation of COSECHA NUEVA in the mark is HARVEST, NEW or NEW HARVEST.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 4258648, 6211375, 3208240 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Dried beans; Processed beans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>THE NEW HORIZONTE CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA LA CENTRO AMERICANA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>THE NEW HORIZONTE CORPORATION 41 Mercedes Way, Unit 14 Edgewood NEW YORK 11717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN |

---

6351
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BODEGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547144 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized words "BODEGA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5879126

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freezers; Refrigerators; Air-conditioning apparatus; Beverage cooling apparatus; Cooling installations for tobacco; Cooling installations for water; Electric air deodorizers; Electric coolers; Electric fans; Electric ice cream makers; Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Fridges for cosmetics; Gas refrigerators; Ice making machines; Milk cooling installations; Portable refrigerators; Rice refrigerators; Snow-making machines; Snow cannons; Beverage refrigerators for use in cars
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOSHAN SHUNDE QINGZHOU ELECTRIC APPLIANCES CO., LTD Address FOSHAN SHUNDE QINGZHOU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE ES CO., LTD RONGGUI HONGXING NEIGHBORHOOD COMMITTEE 1003-BLDG 1,NEW WING GINZA,NO.61,GUIZHOU SHUNDE DISTRICT,FOSHAN CHINA 528000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MD2208TP-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547158 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized root figures with branches with arms that are touching with bodies that intertwine and flow into stylized tree roots with a half arch shape as the ground for the roots. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Consulting services in the field of mental health and wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 23, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 23, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brittanni Young LMFT CST LLC Address Brittanni Young LMFT CST LLC Building 9, Suite 300 1640 Powers Ferry Road Marietta GEORGIA 30067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Watson, Julie A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OMECHOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547172</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Vitamins; Dietary supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 2011</td>
<td>In Commerce: Jan. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</th>
<th>4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300</th>
<th>Las Vegas</th>
<th>NEVADA</th>
<th>89109</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>NEVADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>VHP-306A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DF DIGITALFOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547173 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letting "DF" inside a rectangular carrier above the stylized wording "DIGITALFOTO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "DIGITAL PHOTO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for photographic equipment; Collapsible light directors and diffusers for use with photographic lighting equipment for professional and high-end photography; Connecting devices for photographic equipment, namely, cable connectors; Diffusers for use in photography; Electrical lights for use in professional quality photography; Filters for use in photography, namely, photographic filters; Flashlights for use in photography; Lenses for photographic apparatus; Mounting devices for photographic equipment; Photographic finders, namely, straight viewfinders and angled viewfinders; Photographic flash units; Photographic flashbulbs; Photographic viewfinders; Photography projectors; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Ring lights for use in photography; Stands for photographic apparatus; Strobe light apparatus for use in professional quality photography; Underwater enclosures for photographic flash units; Underwater photographic flash units
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUO YAN HU Address GUO YAN HU Luwan 19, Henan Village, Chengqiao Jiedao, Luhe District Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 211504 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOX III, LYAL L
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97547174  Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of fashion and lifestyle; Providing an Internet website portal featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of fashion and lifestyle; Providing entertainment information in the fields of fashion and lifestyle via a website; Providing on-line publications in the nature of newsletters, social media posts and articles in the field of fashion and lifestyle

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For: Aprons; Blazers; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Leggings; Legwarmers; Leotards; Lingerie; Pajamas; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Skiwear; Sleepwear; Socks; Suits; Suspenders; Swimwear; Underwear; Vests; Beanies; Body suits; Bottoms as clothing; Boxer briefs; Boxer shorts; Footwear; Graphic T-shirts; Head wear; Knit face masks being headwear; Knit tops; Mittens; Neck bands; Pocket squares; Shawls and stoles; Stockings; Surf wear; Sweat shirts; Tank tops; Tennis wear; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Waist bands; Waist belts; Wrist bands as clothing; Clothing jackets; Hooded sweat shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: STEALTH MANAGEMENT INC.  Address: STEALTH MANAGEMENT INC. c/o Kia Kamran P.C. 1900 AVENUE OF THE STARS, 25TH FLOOR  LOS ANGELES  CALIFORNIA  90067  Legal Entity: CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examing Attorney: MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KATAOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547179 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KATAOU" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air sterilisers; Drinking fountains; Electrically-heated lunch boxes; Electrically-heated mugs; Electronic facial steamers; Hair driers; Humidifiers for household use; Luminaries; Multicookers; Waste water purification apparatus, installations and tanks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Min'an Community, Lucheng Town, Funan County Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236399 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
EIKEJI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547184</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "EIKEJI" has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Mops; Bamboo baskets for household purposes; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cosmetic brushes; Deshedding combs for pets; Droppers for cosmetic purposes; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Lint brushes; Milk churns; Non-electric coffee pots |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Aosende Network Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Aosende Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 611, Building 1, Dongsheng Community Longhua Street, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE |

---

6358
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STEEL FRAME

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97547187
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Clothing jackets; Fleece shorts; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Jogging pants; Sports shirts; Sweat jackets; Tee shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Johnson, Josiah
- **Address**: 6318 berry path trail Matteson ILLINOIS 60443
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examiner Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YEEDAKY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97547191</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YEEDAKY" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Automobile dashboards; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive parts, namely, transmission seals; Automotive structural parts, namely, fuel storage cells and component parts therefor; Automotive structural parts, namely, self-sealing tanks for fuel storage, coolant storage, oil storage, and/or water storage; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Structural parts for automobiles; Windscreens wipers for motor cars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Hanley Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Hanley Technology Co., Ltd. 301,Bldg A,East Side,No.46,Pupai Rd Xinlian Shequ,Longcheng St,Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: TUS119258

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
**TM 5252 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SUTLUMISI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97547194
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SUTLUMISI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dinnerware; Baking dishes; Coffee mugs; Disposable paper pots for cooking; Floor brushes; Flower pot holders; Laundry baskets; Plastic place mats; Table napkin holders; Trash containers for household use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Wantemengdi Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Wantemengdi Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 904, Bldg 16, Dongbian New Village, Minqiang Shequ, Minzhi St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547199</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "Hitgrand". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording Hitgrand has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Cabinet doors for furniture cabinets; Cabinet drawers for furniture cabinets; Camping furniture; Flower-stands; Furniture partitions; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Lawn furniture; Legs for furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jun. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 10, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Shanghai Renhong industry and Trade Co., Ltd |
| Address | Shanghai Renhong industry and Trade Co., Ltd No. 609, Tahui Road, Shihudang Town, Songjiang District, Shanghai CHINA 201600 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (Ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | TUS119251 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | GADSON, SHARI B. |
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547205</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;KLEAR&quot; in stylized fonts. There is a large arc from the lower left of the letter &quot;K&quot; to the upper left of the letter &quot;R&quot;, and a small arc from the right of the letter &quot;R&quot; to the lower left of the letter &quot;R&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>For Balloons; Puppets; Puzzles; Handheld game consoles; Jigsaw puzzles; Toy building blocks; Toy clocks and watches; Toy vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

Owner Information

| Owner Name | Ma, Hongyun | Address | Ma, Hongyun No. 101 Damawu, Pinghu Village, Shizheng Town, Pingyuan County, Guangdong CHINA | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | TUS119264 |

Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASDYEOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547207 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ASDYEOM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Minicomputers; Automatic indicators of low pressure in tyres; Bathroom scales; Eye glasses; Game headphones; LCD panels; Lenses for cameras; Loud speakers; Magnifying lenses; Motorcycle goggles; Musical instrument amplifiers; Pet collar accessories, namely, safety lights
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Fangliang Address Wang, Fangliang No. 101, Yingbin Road, Chengguan Town, Tongxu County, Henan CHINA 475400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119262

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLF ZEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97547208
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GOLF"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Scarves; Socks; Sweaters; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bottoms as clothing; Dresses, namely, golf dresses; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers; Tops as clothing; Clothing jackets for golfing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Barnes, Sophia W.
- **Address**: Barnes, Sophia W. 54 Milan Estates Houston TEXAS 77056
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: GolfZenSoBar

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUUMART HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547217 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Accent furniture; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Recliners
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KuuMart Global Limited Address KuuMart Global Limited Room 2609,CHINA RESOURCES BUILDING 26 HARBOUR ROAD WANCHAI HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZQR1288-JDSW

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IUUOQIWO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547220 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording IUUOQIWO has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts for engines; Belts for farm vehicle machines; Belts for machines; Drive belts for machines; Machine coupling and belting except for land vehicles; Power transmission belts for machines; Timing belts for engines for land vehicles; Timing belts for machines; Timing belts for motors and engines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 11, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huanyu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huanyu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 401, No. 38, Koli Second Village Runcheng, Guanhu Street, Longhua Distric Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  Fuumart Living

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547221  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "LIVING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Furniture; Accent furniture; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Recliners
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use  Aug. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KuuMart Global Limited  Address  KuuMart Global Limited  Room 2609, CHINA RESOURCES BUILDING 26 HARBOUR ROAD WANCHAI HONG KONG 999077  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ZQR1262-JDSW

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
TM 5260 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FERTISEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547222 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jan. 18, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VHP-309A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M

6369
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOGEELCONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547226 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording yogecallcone has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags specially adapted for yoga mats; Beach mats; Cork mats; Floor mats; Gymnastic mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Rubber mats; Tatami mats; Textile floor mats for use in the home; Yoga mats; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Shanlian Sporting Goods Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Shanlian Sporting Goods Co., Ltd. 3rd,No. 260 Shixin Avenue,Guanhu Village Xintang Town, Zengcheng District Guangzhou,Guangdong CHINA 510000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BADEYTW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547227 Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Badeytw has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jumpsuits; Shorts; Swimwear; Trackuits; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Panties, shorts and briefs; Sports bras; Yoga pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu,Zaifang Address  Liu,Zaifang Room 1404, No. 4, Jinxing Street, Huangpu District, Guangzhou CHINA  510000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119256

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ZEN GOLF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97547228
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GOLF"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Scarves; Socks; Sweaters; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bottoms as clothing; Dresses, namely, golf dresses; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers; Tops as clothing; Clothing jackets for golfing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Barnes, Sophia W.
- **Address**: Barnes, Sophia W. 54 Milan Estates Houston Texas 77056
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ZenGolfSoBar

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C-TAMIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547230 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 18, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VHP-311A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCESCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547231 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SCESCE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Secateurs; Gardening shears and scissors; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades and hoes; Hand-operated lawn rakes; Hand-operated saws for cutting branches; Manually operated tree pruners; Pruning shears; Sand trap rakes; Weeding forks; Weeding hoes
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Yunxin Gongyinglian Guanli Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Yunxin Gongyinglian Guanli Co., Ltd. Room 201, No. 62, Gufu Industrial Zone, Chidian Town, Jinjiang City, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province CHINA 362212 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119252
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HERYEBING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97547232
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Socks; Ankle socks; Men's socks; Non-slip socks; Slipper socks; Woollen socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Foshan Duoxile Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Unit 1, 2F, No.15, Peilong 2nd Ln, Yuechi Vil., Lishui Town, Nanhai Dist, Foshan City
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS119249

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHN, CRISTEL M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97547233
Application Filing Date: Aug. 12, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording BATATPE has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information

For: Mousepads; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Mouse mats; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Jul. 11, 2022
In Commerce: Jul. 11, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Tingting Liu
Address: Tingting Liu No.4 Xinyang,Xibei Vlg.,Changtai Town, Chengxiang District,Putian City, Fujian Province CHINA 351106
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: TUS119235
Examiner: Cogan, Brittney Lorrain
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LEMNISCATE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547237</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Automobile bumpers; Automotive interior trim; Car-top luggage carriers; Land vehicle parts, namely, mud guards; Luggage nets for vehicles; Luggage racks for bicycles; Motorcycle chains; Parts of motorcycles, namely, headlight mounts; Pickup trucks; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Truck accessories, namely, retractable tailgate benches; Vehicle seat cushions; Vehicle wheel hubs; Windshield wiper blades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Lannier Trading Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Lannier Trading Co., Ltd. 3rd and 4th Floor, Building 2, No.598, Guanhua Road, Minhang District, Shanghai CHINA 200000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUS119230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOHN, CRISTEL M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POLYBIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547248 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jan. 18, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESLOVERES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547251 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ESLOVERES has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags adapted for laptops; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone covers; Cell phone straps; Computer keyboards; Computer mice; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Data cables; Electric charging cables; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; USB cables for cellphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yisheng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Yisheng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 606, No. 3, Shafeng Xijiu St., Jinsha St., Baiyun Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510545 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERNS, LEE ANNE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
SYNOSHIELD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547252</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Vitamins; Dietary supplements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | VHP-318A |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SYNQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HARNESS YOUR POTENTIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547257  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Exercise benches; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bars; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Sports training apparatus featuring a baseball bat, ball, and a tee for improving bats swings; Weightlifting belts; Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Body-training apparatus for training athletes who play baseball, softball or cricket; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Phillip Scott  Address  Phillip Scott  2310 Juniper Dr.  Peru  ILLINOIS  61354  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPPOSITE DIRECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547259 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise benches; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bars; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Sports training apparatus featuring a baseball bat, ball, and a tee for improving bats swings; Weightlifting belts; Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Body-training apparatus for training athletes who play baseball, softball or cricket; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillip Scott Address Phillip Scott 2310 Juniper Dr. Peru ILLINOIS 61354 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97547265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** LIVE YOUR MONEY

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MONEY"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Computer software platforms, downloadable, for financial guidance based services, planning and advice purposes for use by individuals, banks and other financial institutions to manage and deliver personal finances; Downloadable computer application software for for mobile phones, portable media players and handheld computers, namely, software for financial guidance based services, planning and advice purposes for use by individuals, banks and other financial institutions to manage and deliver personal finances; Downloadable software for financial guidance based services, planning and advice purposes for use by individuals, banks and other financial institutions to manage and deliver personal finances; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for financial guidance based services, planning and advice purposes for use by individuals, banks and other financial institutions to manage and deliver personal finances

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Wing Financial, Inc.
- **Address**: Wing Financial, Inc. 704 Begonia Avenue  Corona Del Mar  CALIFORNIA  92625
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT

---

6384
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIPIPHAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547266 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 18, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VHP-321A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547268 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a backwards letter D inside the letter O. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise benches; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bars; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Sports training apparatus featuring a baseball bat, ball, and a tee for improving bats swings; Weightlifting belts; Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Body-training apparatus for training athletes who play baseball, softball or cricket; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillip Scott Address Phillip Scott 2310 Juniper Dr. Peru ILLINOIS 61354 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PINEWAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547270 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Pillowcases; Banners of textile or plastic; Bath linen, except clothing; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Flags of textile or plastic; Mattress covers; Net curtains; Non-woven textile fabrics; Pillow covers; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Table linen, not of paper; Table runners of textile; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Towels of textile; Wall hangings of textile; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jianming Zhu Address Jianming Zhu No.56-1, Zhuyuan Natural Village, Group 9, Fangqiao Village, Qiaosi St, Yuhang Dist, Hangzhou CHINA 310000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119234

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRAINOPPOSITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547275 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise benches; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bars; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Sports training apparatus featuring a baseball bat, ball, and a tee for improving bats swings; Weightlifting belts; Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Body-training apparatus for training athletes who play baseball, softball or cricket; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillip Scott Address Phillip Scott 2310 Juniper Dr. Peru ILLINOIS 61354 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547278</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Vitamins; Dietary supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2011

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
- **Address**: Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300, Las Vegas, NEVADA 89109
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: VHP-322A

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OELGREA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547279 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acupuncture equipment; Back supports for medical purposes; Knee supports for medical use; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for massaging necks and backs; Massage apparatus for neck and shoulders; Massage sticks; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Stretcher, wheeled; Vibrating apparatus used to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance for health and medical purposes; Vibromassage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhaorunda Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhaorunda Technology Co., Ltd. B1305, Zhuoyuehui, No.126, Zhongkang Rd. Meidu Community,Meilin St.,Futian Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LEON-KXO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARPER, HANNAH B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MENOCEUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547281</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Flannel; Bed linen; Corduroy fabrics; Cushion covers; Lap rugs; Linen cloth; Pet blankets; Quilt covers; Table linen of textile; Textile place mats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>24 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Minos (Xi an) E-Commerce Co., Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Minos (Xi an) E-Commerce Co., Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation Design Center</td>
<td>No.69, West Section of South 2th Ring Rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi'an, Shanxi</td>
<td>CHINA 710000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HARPER, HANNAH B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOPAKWAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547282 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Electric lighting fixtures; Infrared illuminators; Lamp bulbs; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Solar-powered all-weather lights; Solar energy receivers; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Solar powered lamps; Vehicle turn-signal light bulbs; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Taohua Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Taohua Trading Co., Ltd. A2-7G,Huahaoyuan, No.9299, Binhe Ave., Jinbi Community, Shatou Street, Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119241

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARPER, HANNAH B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MATERNACE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547288</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Vitamins; Dietary supplements |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Jan. 18, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 18, 2011 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. |
| Address | Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | VHP-323A |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JUNVICTEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97547298 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 12, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Pillowcases; Banners of textile or plastic; Bath linen, except clothing; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Flags of textile or plastic; Mattress covers; Net curtains; Non-woven textile fabrics; Pillow covers; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Table linen, not of paper; Table runners of textile; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Towels of textile; Wall hangings of textile; Window curtains

| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Jul. 04, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 04, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Jun Wang |
| Address | Jun Wang No. 32, Group 1, Xima Village, Longshi Town, Longchang County, Sichuan Province CHINA 310000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TUS119260 |
| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JTHYF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547299 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Action figure toys; Attachable, wearable, magnetic toy figurines; Customized dolls having a face in the form of a particular adolescent who has unexpectedly or tragically died; Doll costumes; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Dolls and playsets therefor; Electric action toys; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise balls; Stress relief exercise toys
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kong, Yongzhen Address Kong, Yongzhen No.9, XiBianJinZiRanCiHou lane Xiaoshun Town, Jindong District Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321035 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042047T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RMWD Studio

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547302</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;STUDIO&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Beaver skin blanket throws; Bed blankets; Lap blankets; Textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50

**International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** Aug. 06, 2022 **In Commerce** Aug. 06, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Huizhou Jiabei Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Huizhou Jiabei Technology Co., Ltd. No. 30-3 Huangjiatang, Qiaodong, Huicheng District, Huizhou City, Guangdong CHINA 516000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** US041995T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** JOHN, CRISTEL M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
AKOVICHFARH

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547304</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; G-strings; Hats; Headwear; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Skirts; Underwear; Button down shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Tee shirts; Thong underwear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Suzhou Zhongyingtai Fire Equipment Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Suzhou Zhongyingtai Fire Equipment Co., Ltd. No. 118, Tongcheng Road, Weitang Town, Xiangcheng District, Suzhou Jiangsu CHINA 215000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US042004T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>JOHN, CRISTEL M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Mark Literal(s)

"WASAGUN"

### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97547305
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "WASAGUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Related Properties Information

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5862561

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Bookcases; Desks; Furniture; Mattresses; Sideboards; Sofas; Bedside tables; Cabinets; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Chests of drawers; Folding chairs; Folding tables; Living room furniture; Metal furniture; Office chairs; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet crates; Serving trolleys; Side tables; Sofa beds; Storage racks; Tea tables; Television stands
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: AMZCHEF CO., LTD
- **Address**: AMZCHEF CO., LTD 41-12A MAIN ST. 2F D09 FLUSHING NEW YORK 11355
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: MD2208TP-004

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JEINAPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547306 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JEINAPA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bag closures of metal; Bolt snaps of metal; Common metals and their alloys; Decorative centerpieces of common metal; Furniture fittings of metal; Mechanical fastening elements of metal; Metal door hardware, namely, non-powered door actuators; Metal hardware, namely, nuts; Metal knobs; Metal upholstery tacks; Non-ferrous metals and their alloys
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Fusheng Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Dongguan Fusheng Technology Co.,Ltd. Room 207, 208 & 209, 2nd Floor, Block B, Nanyuede Building, Dongcheng Street, Dongguan City CHINA 523129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119265

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GENTERON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547308 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 18, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 4730 Fort Apache Road, Suite 300 Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VHP-326A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABOEIISET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547309 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “ABOEIISET” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blousons; Boots; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hoods; Rainwear; Socks; Trousers; Ear muffs; Leather belts for clothing; Money belts; Sleep masks incorporating headphones; Waterproof jackets and pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luohe Zuosheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Luohe Zuosheng Trading Co., Ltd. Room 608, Shengtang Guobin Hotel, Yancheng District, Luohe City, Henan Province CHINA 462300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AVILANN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547310 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Avilann has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disinfectant apparatus; Electric beverage heaters; Electric beverage warmers; Electric griddles; Electric hotplates; Heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; Plate warmers; Portable electric heaters; Radiators, electric; Space heating apparatus
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fushunshi xingfufangzhi shangmao youxianzeren gongsi Address Fushunshi xingfufangzhi shangmao youxian zeren gongsi 403hao,3danyuan,3haolou,yuangongyijie, dongzhouqu, Fushunshi, lianingsheng CHINA 113000
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119270

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547313 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording thgis has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical lens sights; Optical or telescopic lens sights; Sighting telescopes for firearms; Tactical laser sights; Telescopic gun sights; Telescopic sights for firearms
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 04, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nantong Boyisi Textile Co., Ltd. Address Nantong Boyisi Textile Co., Ltd. Group 9, Zhinan Village, Chuanjiang Town, Tongzhou District, Nantong City CHINA 226300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119271

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BVEKADO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547316 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scissors; Embroidery scissors; Gardening shears and scissors; Hair cutting scissors; Household knives; Household shears; Paper shears; Pedicure sets; Pinking shears; Saws; Scissors for kitchen use; Sewing scissors; Table cutlery, namely, forks, spoons, knives; Thread snips
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN LEENSTAR E-COMMERCE CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN LEENSTAR E-COMMERCE CO., LTD. #507,Ledujuan Office Bldg, Bldg 4,Lane 1 shangxue Sci&Tech Park,Jihua, Bantian St Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042017T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPERMADOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547317</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Vitamins; Dietary supplements |
| **International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Pharmaceuticals |
| **First Use** | Jan. 18, 2011 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 18, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. |
| **Address** | Vital Health Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 2030 Main Street, Suite 1300 Irvine, CALIFORNIA 92614 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEVADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | VHP-327A |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LWLJXU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547319</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Roller-skates; Action figures and accessories therefor; Chess games; Pet toys; Plush toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Ski bags; Toy masks; Toy robots


BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Lei, Lixia | Address | Lei, Lixia Room 1602, Building 1, Xuelin Garden Kouzi Road, Yaohai District Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | US042018T |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOYLBI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547320 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Database development services; Design of information graphics and data visualization materials; Providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to enter, access, and synthesize information and generate reports for use in consulting with executives and businesses; Providing an Internet website portal offering information in the field of computer-aided design; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable open-source software for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Jianouyi E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Jianouyi E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 604, No. 345, Jiahe Road, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA
Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00386

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LYHACOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547321 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LYHACOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marionettes; Puzzles; Action figure toys; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Electronic learning toys; Exercise machines; Inflatable toys; Puzzle games; Toy guns; Transforming robotic toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lei, Lixia Address Lei, Lixia Room 1602, Building 1, Xuelin Garden Kouzi Road, Yaohai District Hefei, Anhui CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042019T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
Mark Literal(s) GZYSINFLA

Serial Number 97547323  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark

Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023  Mark Literal(s) GZYSINFLA

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For Surfboards; Trampolines; Arm floats for swimming; Boards used in the practice of water sports; Floats for recreational use, namely, arm floats, foam floats, swim floats; Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; Inflatable swimming floats; Miniature toy sports games; Needles for pumps for inflating balls for games; Paddle boards; Swimming aids, namely, pool rings, arm floats for recreational use; Swimming floats; Water skis

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use Aug. 04, 2022  In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Guangzhou Yitongle Amusement Equipment Co., Ltd.  Address Guangzhou Yitongle Amusement Equipment Co., Ltd. No. 1, East 1st Road, Fenghe Street, Fenghe Village, Renhe Town, Baiyun District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Docket Number US042022T

Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YUZHINUO

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97547325  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The English translation of "YU" in the mark is "UNIVERSE"; "ZHI" is "OF"; and "NUO" is "PROMISE".

Goods and Services Information
For Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Novelty plush toys for parties; Pet toys; Plush toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Smart plush toys; Soft sculpture plush toys; Stuffed puppets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Jul. 20, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Yangzhou Yuzhinuo International Trade Co., Ltd.  Address Yangzhou Yuzhinuo International Trade Co., Ltd. No. 291, Building 30, No. 1, Shugang West Road, Hanjiang District, Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province CHINA 225100  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number US042023T

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97547330
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording IBSLBMO has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Backpacks; Satchels; All-purpose athletic bags; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Boston bags; Briefcases and attache cases; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Handbags for ladies; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Purses and wallets; Travelling bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Sun, Qiuping
- **Address**: Sun, Qiuping Building 3, Xinjie Village, Zhuze Township, Ningdu County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: US041987T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KAKAPIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547333 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording kakapiu has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; T-shirts; Trousers; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Swimming trunks; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Chenxin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Chenxin Trading Co., Ltd. No. 548, Quanshan Road, Qingyuan Street, Fengze District, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042025T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENOFLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547335 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ENOFLO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators and batteries; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery charge devices; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Electrical outlets; Inverters for power supply; Power adapters; Power connectors; Power strips; Power supplies; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Power wires; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Uninterruptible electrical power supplies; Voltage stabilizing power supply
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Pengfeng Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Pengfeng Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. 5th Floor, Bldg 4, No. 1 Dezheng Road, Shilong Community, Shiyan Street, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 201400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LITMIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547336 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LITMIND has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5689177

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candlesticks of glass; Colored sheet glass, not for building; Drinking cups; Glass boxes; Glass for decorative purposes, namely, sea glass; Glass mosaics not for buildings; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Mosaics of glass and ceramic tiles, not for construction; Stained glass figurines; Works of art made of glass
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Zhijian Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Zhijian Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 206-05, 2nd Floor, 2311 Changjiang Rd., Baoshan Dist., Shanghai CHINA 200441 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042013T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VELPAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547338 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "VELPAL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Jeans; Shoes; Socks; Underpants; Underwear; Long-sleeved shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Shengfu Address Wu, Shengfu 6B13B, Zhuoneng Yayuan, Youlian Road, Longhua District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041941T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DCAMPON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547340 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watchstraps; Bangle bracelets; Buckles for watchstraps; Parts for watches; Sports watches; Straps for wristwatches; Watch bands; Watch bracelets; Watch clasps; Watch hands

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Shan Address Chen, Shan No. 3, Group 3, Feihushan Village, Qingquan Town, Xishui County, Hubei Province CHINA 438200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042032T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DABILONGC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547345 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet toys; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Dabilong E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Dabilong E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1501, No. 180 East Hubin Road, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00390

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CPERSDEJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547359 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pots; Cups and mugs; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Dish cloths; Dishers; Place mats of plastic; Stainless steel soaps; Tea pots; Vinyl place mats; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye, Xiong Address Ye, Xiong No. 32, Zhuhou, Tangbian Village, Huaqiao Township, Songxi County, Fujian CHINA 421800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUIERXX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547360 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "RUIERXX".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Scarfs; Socks; Swimwear; Trousers; Underpants; Underwear; Clothing, namely, shirts; Coats; Foundation garments; Infant wear; Skirts and dresses; Vested suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Duo LUO MING DE Import and Export Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Duo LUO MING DE Import and Export Co., Ltd. D2428-North Garment City, No.88,Nanyang Rd,Shishi City, Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362799 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS Spring

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547361</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Downlights; Lamps; Lightbulbs; Headlights for automobiles; Headlights for vehicles; Incandescent light bulbs; LED light bulbs; Motorcycle lights; Tail lights for land vehicles; Tail lights for vehicles

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
**International Class Title**  Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**  Jun. 05, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jun. 05, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Lu, Zhirui  
**Address**  Room 14E, Bldg 1, Jintianwan Garden  Tianwan Rd., Yutang St., Guangming Dist.  Shenzhen  CHINA  518100  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIUREZIORNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547363 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewelry; Platinum; Diamond jewelry; Ear studs; Engagement rings; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Jewellery chain of precious metal for bracelets; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of Moissanite; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings made in whole or significant part of Moissanite; Synthetic diamonds; Wedding bands
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Chengxu Education Information Consulting Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Chengxu Education Information Consulting Co., Ltd. (T-axis-F-axis-8-axis),6/F, Huamin Bldg., Gulou Dist., Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOUTDOOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547364 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flower-stands; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture made from steel tubing; Hand-held folding fans;
Inflatable mattresses for use when camping; Party ornaments of plastic; Pet furniture; Pillows; Tent pegs, not of metal; Wind
chimes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinglan e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xinglan e-commerce Co., Ltd. A1312,
Huachuangyunxuan No.1998 Jiaxian Rd,Gangtou,Bantian,Longgang Dist Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMHF-743

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KDJFSEFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547366 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D scanners; 3D spectacles; Binoculars; Flowmeters; Apparatus for transmission of communication; Audio amplifiers; Automatic indicators of low pressure in tires; Breathing apparatus for divers, namely, buoyancy bladders; Facsimile apparatus; Nose guards which can be worn by attachment to eyewear such as sunglasses and ski goggles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Lianxin Creation Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Lianxin Creation Technology Co., Ltd. Rd. 704, Bldg. D, Banwei Garden, No. 17, Yongxiang E., Bantian, Longgang, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518129
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NMCHXBM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547367  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture of metal; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture risers; Hardware, namely, non-metal brackets for general use; Lawn furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cai, Yonghao Address Cai, Yonghao No. 106 Qu Street, Leizhou City, Guangdong Province CHINA 524200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547368  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basting spoons; Bulb basters; Clothes pins; Dog food scoops; Fragrance oil burners; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Hot air hair brushes; Pet feeding dishes; Serving platters of precious metal; Stainless steel soaps; Tart scoops; Toothbrush head covers; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jun. 03, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Tasha Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Qingdao Tasha Trading Co., Ltd.  A-488, No. 19 Taihu Road, Shinan District, Qingdao City, Shandong  CHINA  266000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YXDSUBI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547369 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buttonhooks; Baking mats; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning sponges; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Clothes pins; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household use; Kitchen utensil crocks; Lunch boxes; Mop heads; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Place mats of plastic; Rubber household gloves; Scraping brushes; Soap dishes; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Toothbrush holders; Window dusters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Subi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Subi Technology Co., Ltd. Room202, Gengyun Bldg., No. 92,Hekan Rd Wuhe Community, Bantian St,Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0628

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CWLCHENJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547373 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture of metal; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture risers; Hardware, namely, non-metal brackets for general use; Lawn furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Wulei Address Chen, Wulei Room 102, No. 8, Puqian Village, Qindou town, Leizhou, Guangdong Province CHINA 524200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WINRAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547375 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Decorative centerpieces of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Decorative window finials; Holiday ornaments of plastic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Non-adhesive plastic party tape for decorating; Party ornaments of plastic; Pillowforms
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Guanghua Address Liang, Guanghua No. 42, Team 13, Fengwen Village, Putang Town, Xingye County, Guangxi CHINA 537820 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AWESOME!

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97547376
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Issuing credit cards
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kuykendall, David L II
- **Address**: Kuykendall, David L II 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DREAVIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547377 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DREAVIO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Carpet underlay; Floor mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yilun Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yilun Industrial Co., Ltd. 22 Jintang Street, Shatou Community, Chang'an Town, Dongguan,Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JXCBXJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547397 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JXCBXJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread baskets for domestic use; Cooking pots, non-electric; Cooking strainers; Drinking glasses; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Scoops for household purposes; Serving scoops; Soap boxes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He Xianhua Address He Xianhua No. 09 Fengshuxia Group,Futian Village Longmu Township,Nankang Dist Ganzhou CHINA 341000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LYJIZT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number     | 97547403 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 13, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>The wording Lyjizt has no meaning in a foreign language.</th>
<th>Name Portrait Consent</th>
<th>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Earrings; Bracelets; Necklaces; Rings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guilin Zhongzhen Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Guilin Zhongzhen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 01, 2F, Unit 1, Bldg 8, Diamond Community, No.19 Jinshui Rd, Lingui Dist, Guilin, Guangxi CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTOmNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>IPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANBIYWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547414 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AnBiyWin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby multiple activity toys; Electronic toy vehicles; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Inflatable pool toys; Inflatable toys; Musical toys; Play swimming pools; Stands for rideable toys; Stuffed toys; Target games; Toy aircraft; Toy balloons; Toy guns; Toy jewelry; Toy tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yong Address Wang, Yong No.1,Floor A23,2/F,Jinfengcheng Bldg., No.5015 Shennan East Rd., Luohu Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ETCBNIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547418  Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording ETCBNIU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Teethers; Nasal filters for medical purposes; Nasal irrigators, non-electric; Occlusive suits for medical purposes; Pill splitters; Pill splitters for dispensing unit doses of medicine; Spacers for inhalers
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Jun. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Ruihao  Address  Chen, Ruihao  No. 54 Gongtou Garden, Dalong  Village, Nanxi Town, Puning City Jieyang, Guangdong  CHINA  515348  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PYURVANA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97547449
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Essential oils
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Pyurvana, LLC
- **Address**: Pyurvana, LLC 2424 E Broadway Blvd #100 Tucson ARIZONA 85719
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: PYURVANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANCENT WIZARDRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547454 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer technology consultancy in the field of computer software support for mainframes and other servers International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ancient Wizardry LLC Address Ancient Wizardry LLC 14440 Black Horse Ct Centreville VIRGINIA 20120 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADMIRAL CAR CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547474 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAR CARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive paints; Kits primarily comprised of automotive touch up paints, paint blending solutions, paint applicators, and buffing pads
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Admiral International Trading LLC Address Admiral International Trading LLC 1 Bridge Plaza North, Ste 675 Fort Lee NEW JERSEY 07024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
**Serial Number**: 97547479  
**Application Filing Date**: Aug. 13, 2022  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  

**Mark Literal(s)**: EKQSGLC

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Coverings for massage tables; Fabric window blinds; Fitted fabric furniture covers; Furniture partitions of wood; Hanging locker shelving made of fabric; Interior textile window blinds; Ornaments made of textiles; Plastic face shields for use when applying hair treatments; Plastic shield for use when shampooing to protect face, eyes and ears from water and shampoo; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit

- **International Classes**: 20  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  

**First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 23, 2022  

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Taiyuan Ouyi Information Technology Co., Ltd.  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** EZEFOHK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547484</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 13, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording ezeefonk has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Furniture; Boxes of wood or plastic; Edgings of plastic for furniture; Filing cabinets; Folding tables; Foot stools; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture of metal; Metal furniture; Office desks; Office furniture; School furniture; Shelf dividers being furniture parts; Venetian blinds; Window fittings, not of metal **International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture **First Use** Jul. 24, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 24, 2022

**BASES INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Kuncheng(Ningbo) Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Kuncheng(Ningbo) Technology Co., Ltd. No. 256, Fengze Road Zhonggongmiao Street, Yinzhou District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315100 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HEIFIQOING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547487 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HEIFIQOING has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior trim; Brake linings for motor cars; Cigarette lighters for automobiles; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Direction signals for vehicles; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Head rests for seats for motor cars; Inner tubes for automobile tires; Mudguards for automobiles; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Ski carriers for motor cars; Valve stems for vehicle tires; Vehicle hoods; Window rain guards for cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changsha Juke Technology Co., Ltd. Address Changsha Juke Technology Co., Ltd. No.1207-A183, Bldg. 2 and 3, Huachen Commercial Plaza, Gaoqiao St., Yuhua Dist. Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410007 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALTREE, NICHOLAS
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97547512  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 13, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Posters made of paper; Printed posters; Printed advertising posters; Unmounted printed posters  
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 13, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Wallbuddy Ltd  
- **Address**: Wallbuddy Ltd Office 6, 52, The Brewery Business Park Ardee Road Dundalk, Louth IRELAND A91XK4X  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IRELAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: MAGWAL-004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HR HAPPENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547514 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and information services; Human resource analysis and consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 13, 2021 In Commerce May 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heyman, Mark DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA HR Happens Address Heyman, Mark #92 50 Lakeside Ave Burlington VERMONT 05401 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHAT I NEED, WHEN I NEED IT.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547515 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software authoring; Software design and development; Software development in the framework of software publishing; Software engineering services; Computer software design; Computer software design and updating; Computer software design for others; Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; Computer software development; Customizing computer software; Design and development of computer software; Developing and updating computer software; Developing computer software; Developing customized software for others; Smartphone software design; Writing and updating computer software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuqua, John Mark Address Fuqua, John Mark 2301 Mount Carmel Road Parkton MARYLAND 21120 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REDEVELOPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547522  Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of teaching women how to invest in the real estate market to acquire real estate property; Education services, namely, providing on-line courses in the field of real estate; Educational services, namely, providing self-paced study programs in the fields of preparing for real estate licensure and how to test for the real estate license state exams to become a real estate agent or broker; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of holistic approaches that involve raw conversations, advice and tips on how to start and or rebuild your life and business in all aspects, including mentally, physically, spiritually, emotionally, and financially; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of holistic approaches that involve raw conversations, advice and tips on how to start and or rebuild your life and business in all aspects, including mentally, physically, spiritually, emotionally, and financially; Organizing events in the field of real estate for cultural or educational purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Dec. 13, 2020  In Commerce Aug. 23, 2021

For On-line retail store services featuring apparel, namely, hats, t-shirts, sweaters, pants, shorts, dresses, socks, jumpers, jackets, blazers, coats; stationery, mugs, tumblers, brief cases, bags, planners, journals, notepads, book covers, and book markers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Dec. 13, 2020  In Commerce Aug. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Saint-Levon, Antonia  Address  Saint-Levon, Antonia  1010 Cherry Point Way  Jacksonville  FLORIDA  32218

Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KALOKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547523 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Kaloking has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cell phone cases for bicycles; Components for laser toner cartridges, namely, replacement drums and rollers; Computer bags; Drum units for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, copying machines and multifunction electronic devices for use in copying, printing, scanning, video capture and/or transmitting documents and images; Electronic drum triggers; Image transfer kits for computer printers, namely, kits forming parts of printers comprising belts, toner and drums for the purpose of transferring images onto paper; Smartphone mounts; Speaker microphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Ningxunrui Computer Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Ningxunrui Computer Technology Co., Ltd. Room 815-3rd Floor, Building 15, No. 44, Qijiawan, Songjiang District Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON

6446
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOGODITAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547534  Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "ZOGODITAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Carpeting; Carpets; Rugs; Area rugs; Bath mats; Bathroom mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpets and rugs; Door mats; Floor mats; Non-slip bathtub mats; Non-slip shower mats; Textile bath mats
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings  First Use  Jul. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RUIAN CHEMIN IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD  Address  RUIAN CHEMIN IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD  XINCHENG INDUSTRIAL PARK, XINCHENG STREET, RUIAN, WENZHOU, ZHEJIANG  CHINA  325207
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUILLOTINE LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547542 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ornamental novelty pins
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jun. 14, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TINKAVU LLC Address TINKAVU LLC 1400 Veterans Memorial Drive Ste 134368 Mableton GEORGIA 30126 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7194A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SMOKEOLOGIST

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547544</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 13, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN <strong>Description of the Mark</strong></th>
<th>The mark consists of of the stylized word SMOKEOLOGIST.</th>
<th><strong>Color Claimed</strong></th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Cocktail smoker, namely, smoke generating apparatus for infusing cocktails with smoke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>ECOMMERCE ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ECOMMERCE ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 71-75 Shelton Street, Covent Garden London UNITED KINGDOM WC2H9JQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | AIPA-7236A |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BLOHM, LINDA E |
MARK Literal(s) BRELAORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547548 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BRELAORY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains of textile; Dining linens; Shower curtains; Sleeping bags for camping; Table cloth of textile; Table linen of textile; Table linen, not of paper; Table pads; Textile serviettes; Textile tablecloths; Wall hangings of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Zhixin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Zhixin Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2249, Building 7, No. 1197, Bin'an Road, Xixing Street, Binjiang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
Dilyvoli

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DILYVOLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547552 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DILYVOLI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses; Chair pads; Decorative window finials; Dining chairs; Dining room tables; Dining tables; Display cases; Interior textile window blinds; Non-metal domestic shrines; Paper picture frames; Plastic cases; Plastic tissue box covers; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changzhou Nanxuan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Changzhou Nanxuan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 229, Building 24, Wuyue Plaza, Hutang Town, Wujin District Changzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 213000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DMOUOMEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547554 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potholders; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; Cake molds; Chocolate molds; Confectioners' molds; Cookery molds; Dining plates of silica gel; Fried egg molds; Ice cube moulds; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Pastry brushes; Pastry scrapers; Pudding molds; Silicone baking cups; Silicone cupcake baking liners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Hexin Household Products Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Hexin Household Products Co., L td. Room 105, Building 4, One of No. 279 Hengli East Ring Road, Hengli Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523478
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OBG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547555 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SONANTO, LLC Address SONANTO, LLC 6200 Franklin Avenue Suite 208 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7263A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AMBORELLA

**MARK INFORMATION**
*Standard Character Claim* Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Earrings; Jewelry; Tiaras; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry

For Bridal headpieces in the nature of ornamental hair combs

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods

For Headbands; Veils; Bridal headpieces as headwear in the nature of veils and headbands

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** TWM E-Com LLC **Address** TWM E-Com LLC 123 Brown Avenue Marietta GEORGIA 30064 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KECPVLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97547565 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 13, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Beer glasses; China ornaments; Clothes brushes; Cookie cutters; Cooking skewers of metal; Cosmetic brushes; Electric devices for cleaning cosmetic brushes; Fried egg molds; Make-up removing appliances; Mats, not of paper or textile, for beer glasses; Napkin holders and napkin rings not of precious metal; Napkin rings not of precious metals; Napkin rings, not of precious metal; Toilet tissue holders; Wine bottle cradles |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jul. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 20, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Deng, Buxian |
| Address | Deng, Buxian No. 13, Laojie Ziran Vil., Biaoli Admin. Vil., Biaoli Town, Guoyang County, Bozhou, Anhui, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MCGILL, CIERRA L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PFUNLIEEOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547584 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Cookery moulds; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Dishers; Fruit muddlers; Graters for kitchen use; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Kitchen utensil crocks; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Non-electric fruit squeezers; Pestles for kitchen use; Pet brushes; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Scrub brushes; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hongmu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hongmu Technology Co., Ltd. B405, Wanyongda Bldg., Wanzhongcheng, Minzhi Ave.,Minzhi St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97547599</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording &quot;Funnylife&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Bracelets; Jewellery; Charms for key rings; Commemorative coins; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery chains; Key rings comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Necklaces; Rings; Watch bands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Honghui Wang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Honghui Wang No. 110, Xiatian, Liming Village, Haicheng Town, Longhai City, Fujian CHINA 363100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>CHISOLM, KEVON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**Mark Literal(s)** FUNNYLIFE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLACELIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547607 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For General construction contracting; Construction and repair of buildings; Home renovation and remodeling services; Handyman service, namely, building repair and maintenance; Building maintenance and repair services provided by a handyman
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing consumers with information about construction and handyman professionals, providing construction and handyman professionals with information about consumers; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for payment services, messaging, scheduling, and conducting transactions between consumers and construction and handyman professionals
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PlaceLift, LLC Address PlaceLift, LLC cknkel@placeliftapp.com Loveland OHIO 45140 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** IT'S THAT BAD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97547623
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Polo shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweat suits; T-shirts; Tops as clothing; Athletic jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bomber jackets; Button down shirts; Camouflage jackets; Clothing jackets; Cowboy hats; Heavy jackets; Leather jackets; Motorcycle jackets; Reversible jackets; Turtleneck sweaters; Wind-jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Auston Holleman Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Auston Holleman Enterprises, LLC 189 Elm Street, Unit 104 Lewisville TEXAS 75057
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BJPEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97547655 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 13, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Electric space heaters |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 21, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 21, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Yu, Zhongbiao |
| Address | Yu, Zhongbiao No. 72, Lidongdou Village Xin'an Town, Huazhou City Guangdong Province CHINA 525100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | OWczarski, Karen Estil |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEUROPIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547670 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Foot care implements, namely, foot scrapers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name April Fraser Kane Address April Fraser Kane 3833 17th Ave S#1 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55407
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547675  Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "yishengtai" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cola; Energy drinks; Mineral water; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Protein-enriched sports beverages; Soft drinks; Water beverages
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Jul. 16, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhongke Taisheng (Beijing) Biotechnology Co., Ltd.  Address  Zhongke Taisheng (Beijing) Biotechnology Co., Ltd. 1502, 12th floor, building 7, Huaqing Jiayuan, Haidian District, Beijing  China  100086  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  China

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GHAZAWET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547692 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GHAZAWET" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Dishware; Ramekins; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cake moulds; Cocktail shakers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cookie molds; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Dishers; Ice cream scoops; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Non-electric food mixers for household purposes; Scrapers for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Jiaza Weite Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Jiaza Weite Trading Co., Ltd. 205, Building I, Haixi E-commerce Park, No. 555, Xiling Road, Lingshu Town, Shishi City, Fujian, CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AWAKE BY STQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547694 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Boots; Footwear; Gloves; Insoles; Neckties; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Socks; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Canvas shoes; Running shoes; Snow boots; Waist bands
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone Sanjingchuan Trading Co., Ltd. limited company Address Quanzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone Sanjingchuan Trading Co., Ltd. limited company No. 1003, Group 3, Jinfeng Vil, Dongyuan Tn., Taiwanese Investment Zone, Quanzhou CHINA 362100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03370

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELEE BY STQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547696 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Boots; Footwear; Gloves; Insoles; Neckties; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Socks; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Canvas shoes; Running shoes; Snow boots; Waist bands
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone Sanjingchuan Trading Co., Ltd. limited company Address Quanzhou Taiwanese Investment Zone Sanjingchuan Trading Co., Ltd. limited company No. 1003, Group 3, Jinfeng Vil, Dongyuan Tn., Taiwanese Investment Zone, Quanzhou CHINA 362100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03371

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UiiWout

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547699 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UiiWout" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Timers; Cases for mobile phones; Electric adapter cables; Electric navigational instruments; Electronic warning bells; Multi-function electronic device for use in children's rooms comprising a sound producing function, temperature gauge and also including a clock and nightlight; Navigational apparatus for automobiles; Track balls; USB card readers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tao Shuai Address Tao Shuai Rm 316B,3rd F,Bldg 1,Meicheng Industrial Park,No.4,Xinhe St,Bantian Street, Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547739  Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "lefeke".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "lefeke" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Crutches; Canes for medical purposes; Commode chairs; Nitrile gloves for medical use; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for medical purposes; Protective gowns for medical use; Slings for medical use; Splints for arms, legs, fingers; Traction apparatus for medical use; Walkers to aid in mobility
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASES INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tuper Medical Co., Ltd.  Address  Tuper Medical Co., Ltd.  Room 201, Building 1, Accelerator, Qilu High-tech Development Zone, Qihe County, Dezhou City, Shandong  CHINA  251199  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BJQCTOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547754 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balata; Bags of rubber for packaging; Bark coverings for sound insulation; Door stops of rubber; Elastomeric expansion and contraction joint seals for use in building, bridges, roadways, parking structures and open-air structures; Gasket sealer for use in plumbing; Insulating refractory materials; Insulating tapes; Non-metal sealing rings for use as connection seals; Ornaments made of rubber; Padding materials of rubber or plastic; Pipe gaskets; Rubber, raw or semi-worked; Stuffing of rubber; Synthetic rubber
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiyuan Earl Trading Co., Ltd Address Jiyuan Earl Trading Co., Ltd No. 202, Building 10, District C Jishuizhuan, Qinyuan Sub-district Office Jiyuan City, Henan CHINA 459000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUANGJIE.L

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547769 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording GUANGJIE.L has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tables; Tea tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 06, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weihai Guangjie International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Weihai Guangjie International Trade Co., Ltd. No. 298-2-203, Shichang Avenue, Torch High-tech Ind. Development Zone, Weihai, Shandong CHINA 264200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041988T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AOSJ

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547772</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Stuffed and plush toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Liang, Cong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Liang, Cong No. 597, Huangdian Village, Taozhuang Town, Xuecheng District, Zaozhuang City, Shandong Province CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US041961T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEADSJOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547776 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BEADSJOY has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintbrushes; Stickers; Canvas for printing; Custom paintings; Drafting instruments; Framed paintings; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Painting tablets; Pens for drawing; Printed coloring books; Printed picture books; Printed picture cards; Silk screen prints
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tianjin Feiyu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Tianjin Feiyu Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.101, Unit 6, Bldg.26, Wisdom Plaza, Gaocun Town, Wuqing Dist., Tianjin CHINA 301700 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041997T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZVZM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547777 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Name badge holders; Passport holders; Pen stands; Photo stands; Self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Stationery boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041994T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PPSS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97547792 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Aug. 14, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
Delicatessen services; Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant services featuring sandwiches; Restaurants featuring home delivery

| **International Classes** | 43 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Hotel and restaurant services |
| **First Use** | Jul. 01, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Messina, Joseph |
| **Address** | Messina, Joseph 55 South union Street Cambridge NEW YORK 12816 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | JM-PPSS-US1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GCCMOCR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547838 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Blousons; Dresses; Greatcoats; Shoes; Body shapers; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Dresses, namely, prom dress, cocktail dress; Leather pants; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Outer jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhenyuan County Zhizi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhenyuan County Zhizi Trading Co., Ltd. No. 5, 1st Fl, Agricultural and Sideline Company Chengguan Town, Zhenyuan County Qingyang Gansu CHINA 745000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATAMAZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547841 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Drinkware; Toothbrushes; Containers for household use; Hair brushes; Household containers for foods; Ironing boards; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Meal trays; Serving trays
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Antibacterial spray; Corn and callus creams; Corn pads; Corn plasters; Deodorizing cleaning preparations; Deodorizing room sprays; Dietary supplements; Hair growth stimulants; Medicated cosmetics; Medicated hair care preparations; Medicated moisturizers; Sanitizing wipes; Air deodorizer; All-purpose sanitizing preparations; Disinfecting perfumed soaps; Fabric deodorizers; Food supplements; Hand-sanitizing preparations; Herbal supplements; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Household deodorizer; Medicated antiperspirant soap; Medicated deodorant soap; Medicated foot creams; Medicated lip balm; Medicated mouth washes; Medicated ointments for treating dermatological conditions; Medicated skin care preparations; Medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Medicated sunscreen; Medicinal creams for skin care; Medicinal hair growth preparations; Medicinal tea; Medicinal preparations for stimulating hair growth; Mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements; Room deodorants; Room deodorizing compositions; Shoe deodorizers; Slimming tea for medical purposes; Spray sanitizer for personal use; Vitamin supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Clothes washing machines; Electric blenders for household purposes; Electric citrus juicers; Electric coffee grinders; Electric egg beaters; Electric food blenders; Electric food choppers; Electric food processors; Electric food slicers; Electric fruit peelers; Electric fruit presses; Electric knife sharpeners; Electric meat grinders; Electric pasta makers for domestic use; Kitchen grinders, electric; Kitchen machines, electric, for making whipped cream; Kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; Can openers, electric; Cheese slicers, electric; Crushers for kitchen use, electric; Electric kitchen mixers; Electrically-powered kitchen appliance for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food; Juice extractors, electric; Puffing machines for
puffing rice, cereals, and grains

**International Classes**  7 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title**  Machinery

For  Beds; Furniture; Beds for household pets; Infant beds

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  AMAZE INC  **Address**  AMAZE INC  Oistins  12 & 13 Harvest Plaza  Bridgetown, Christ Chu BARBADOS  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  BARBADOS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JMYYLARU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547843 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Area rugs; Bath mats; Beach mats; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Door mats; Door mats of textile; Floor mats; Floor mats for vehicles; Non-textile wall hangings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiangyang Xianghuang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiangyang Xianghuang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 306, Unit 1, Office Building, Gushan Bldg, High-tech Development Zone, Xiangyang City, Hubei CHINA 441000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIS & HERS LOGISTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547856 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOGISTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trucking services, namely, hauling of goods within the United States
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jan. 02, 2021 In Commerce May 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name His & Hers Logistics LLC Address His & Hers Logistics LLC 9829 KINGSROCK LN MECHANICSVILLE VIRGINIA 23116 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ELAXVIO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97547912
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Non-metal garden stakes; Non-metal tent stakes
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ZZTC LTD
- **Address**: ZZTC LTD SUITE 4 SECOND FLOOR VISCOUNT HOUSE RIVER LANE, SALTNEY CHESTER UNITED KINGDOM CH48RH
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  JOE FROM TEXAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97547919  Application Filing Date  Aug. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing information about political issues via a website
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Joseph Penland Sr.  Address  Joseph Penland Sr.  6550 Tram Road  Beaumont  TEXAS  77713  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Penl-001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVEENO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547933</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Distilled alcoholic beverages; Distilled alcoholic drinks; Distilled liquor; Distilled spirits |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | County Seat Spirits LLC |
| Address | County Seat Spirits LLC 905 Harrison Street Allentown PENNSYLVANIA 18101 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WOODIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547938 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design comprising the word "WOODIE" in brown, wherein the second "O" is stylized as an herb grinder, under a circle in black containing a woodpecker with a black body, red feathers on its head, resting on the side of a brown tree trunk with three green leaves and hole which takes on the color of the white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black, brown, green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco grinders
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woodie Wood Grinder LLC Address Woodie Wood Grinder LLC 401 Golden Isles Dr. #212 Hallandale Beach FLORIDA 33009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VIREESR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97547948</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation** The wording "VIREESR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Mugs; Aquarium ornaments; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Candle holders not of precious metal; Coffee servers; Colanders for household use; Decorative crystal prisms; Decorative glass, not for building; Flower pot holders; Flower vases; Flower vases and bowls; Graters for kitchen use; Porcelain mugs; Tea sets; Whisky glasses; Works of art made of glass; Works of art made of porcelain; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass **First Use** Mar. 26, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 02, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SU, Zeping **Address** SU, Zeping No. 35 Xinxing Lane Waitang Village, Gantang Town Fu'an, Fujian CHINA 355009 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Sing-A2028

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QODOFLR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97547951 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 14, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chessboards; Construction toys; Doll furniture; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Pet toys; Toy boxes; Toy building blocks; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy furniture; Toy houses; Toy music boxes; Toy trains and parts and accessories therefor; Toy xylophones; Toys, namely, percussion caps
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use: Jun. 13, 2022
In Commerce: Jul. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Fujian Pucheng County Jiequ Sales Co., Ltd.
Address: Fujian Pucheng County Jiequ Sales Co., Ltd. No. 22, Yuanqu Avenue, Pucheng, Fujian, CHINA
Legal Entity: Limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: SNW-BBJL103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIZUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97547954 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Hizus has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquariums; Dishware; Drinkware; Vases; Bread baskets for household purposes; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cruet stands not of precious metal; Cups, not of precious metal; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Kitchen mitts; Spice racks; Tea sets; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta; Flower vases
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DENG, Qiongyao Address DENG, Qiongyao #1 Fengliang Community Dormitory Fengliang Town Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 514300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number Sing-Z02031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** M.A.D MORE ADVENTURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word MAD in large bold font with a period in between the letters M and A, overttop a sunflower with cross buttons for eyes, and the words MORE ADVENTURES capitalized in a smaller font underneath the sunflower.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Clothing, namely, Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Sweatshirts, shorts, hats, baseball caps, shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Floyd Russell Singleton III
- **Address**: Floyd Russell Singleton III 6765 Breezy Palm Dr Riverview FLORIDA 33578
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RITTNER, HANNO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CYFOUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97547998</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording CYFOUT has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-fatigue floor mats; Area rugs; Bathroom mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpet padding; Carpet underlays, namely, rug grippers; Chair mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Foam mats for use on play area surfaces; Fur rugs; Yoga mats

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Floor Coverings **First Use** Aug. 08, 2022 **In Commerce** Aug. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Tianjin Ruige Textile Co., Ltd. **Address** Tianjin Ruige Textile Co., Ltd. Zhoujiawu Village, Cuihuangkou Town, Wuqing District, Tianjin CHINA 301700 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MORENO, PAUL A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97548004  
Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark  
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023  

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Cosmetic brushes; Dental flossers; Electric hair combs; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Lunch boxes; Plastic storage containers for household use; Reamers for fruit juice; Shower racks; Sponges used for applying make-up  
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title Housewares and Glass  
First Use Aug. 04, 2022  
In Commerce Aug. 04, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Shenzhenshi Xipan Commercial and Trading Co.,Ltd  
Address Shenzhenshi Xipan Commercial and Trading Co.,Ltd  
Rm 1211,Bldg3,Huananxiyuan,Pingxin N Rd  
Hehua Shequ, Pinghu St, Longgang Dist,  
Shenzhen CHINA 518100  
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number TUS119290

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FULLWATT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548005 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Fullwatt has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armchairs; Chairs; Camping furniture; Flower-stands; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture for motor homes; Hand-operated non-metal garden hose reels; Lawn furniture; Outdoor furniture; Tool boxes not of metal International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 06, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Yourlite Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd Address Ningbo Yourlite Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd Room 404, Building 5, No. 22, Henghe Road, Beilun, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119289

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97548006  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 14, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023  

Mark Literal(s): AMazFCCY

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording AmazFCCY has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: 3D camera systems, namely, adapters for allowing 3D shooting; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment;  
Briefcases specially adapted for holding laptop computers; Carrying cases for mobile computers; Carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, document printers, computers and cell phones; Cases adapted for computers; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Power cables; USB cables  

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use: Aug. 04, 2022  
In Commerce: Aug. 04, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Baiyilai E-commerce CO.,LTD  
Address: Shenzhen Baiyilai E-commerce CO.,LTD  
Apt 502, No. 29 Yixue Street, Nantou Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City, CHINA  
518000  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: TUS119287

Examination Attorney

Examining Attorney: MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SLOTHBABY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548008 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SLOTHBABY has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Jewelry; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Bead bracelets; Beads for making jewellery; Charms for jewellery; Choker necklaces; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Randian E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Randian E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 201, Unit 2, Bldg. 2, Hou Vil., Jiangdong St., Yiwu City, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119285
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97548009  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 14, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording JKJF has no meaning in a foreign language.  
Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information

For: Pens; Stationery; Ball pens; Drawing compasses; Drawing rulers; Drawing trays; Gel pens; Letter openers; Money clips; Office binders; Paint trays; Paper cake decorations; Paper cake toppers; Paper clips; Pen clips; Protractors as drawing instruments  
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
First Use: Oct. 04, 2019  
In Commerce: Oct. 04, 2019

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Jingkuai Jingfei Trading Co., Ltd.  
Address: Shenzhen Jingkuai Jingfei Trading Co., Ltd.  
Rm.2206, Blk.A, Sunshine Shinkansen Home, No. 1021, Dongmen South Rd., Nanhu St., Luohu, Shenzhen, CHINA  
518000  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: TUS119284

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AXFLONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548010 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AXFLONG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile seat cushions; Automobile wheel shields; Automotive interior trim; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted dashboard covers for vehicles; Insignia for vehicles; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Upholstery for vehicles; Vehicle hoods; Vehicle parts, namely, sun visors
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weng, zhenxia Address Weng, zhenxia Xinmu Road, Pinghu Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119283

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LNEWIG

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97548011 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 14, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The wording Lnewig has no meaning in a foreign language. | Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Braids; Toupees; Wigs; False hair; Hair bands; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Human hair | International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 | International Class Title | Fancy Goods |

| First Use | Jul. 10, 2022 | In Commerce | Jul. 10, 2022 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Guo, Yaxing | Address | Guo, Yaxing No.197, Liusi Vil., Xiwangyin Xingzheng Vil., Zhengying Tn., Juancheng County, Shandong CHINA | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS119282 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MORENO, PAUL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THORDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548015 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Microphones; Radios; Covers for electric outlets; Electronic locks; Game headphones; Hand-held electronic scales; LCD projectors; Light switches; Media players; Smart watches; Speaker microphones; Wireless chargers; Wireless transmitters and receivers; Keypads for electric garage door openers and closers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Innopo Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Innopo Technology Co., Ltd. Room 102, No. 4, Lane 4, South 1st Dist Longxi VLG, Longgang St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOHSIONDAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548020 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Adapter plugs; Baby monitors; Body cameras; Body cameras for use by law enforcement, teachers; Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance; Computer cameras; Dashboard cameras; Digital cameras; Digital video cameras; Digital video recorders; Electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Electronic video surveillance products, namely, electronic components of security systems; Infrared cameras; Integrated circuit modules; IP (Internet protocol) cameras; Motion-activated cameras; Multiple purpose cameras; Personal video recorders (PVRs); Plug adaptors; Power connectors; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Rearview cameras for vehicles; Time clocks; Trail cameras; Underwater cameras; Video cameras; Video recorders; Videocameras; Wearable cameras

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinkeda Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xinkeda Digital Technology Co., Ltd. 601, Bldg. 63, Longwangmiao Industrial Zone, Fuyong Subdistrict, Bao'an District, Shenzhen CHINA 518103
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119244

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner KON, ELISSA GARBER
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
INAPEAK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97548036</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording inaepeak has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Radios; Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Bicycle safety lights; Electric sockets; Electronic locks; Extension cords; Hand-held electronic scales; Motion detectors; Power switches; Projector lamps; Reflective safety vests; Ski goggles; Smart watches; Smoke alarms; Switches, electric
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Eloop Technology Co., LTD
- **Address**: Shenzhen Eloop Technology Co., LTD 315-C, No. 19, Yinzhu Road Longgang Street, Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GSZEPSEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548051 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction elements made of metal, namely, fabricated metal components for building foundations; Elbows of metal for pipes including those from alloy steel and titanium; Metal concrete construction hardware, namely, load transfer dowels; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal manifolds for use with hydraulic and pneumatic systems; Metal pipe fittings; Metal self-aligning demountable snap fasteners consisting of press fasteners and press studs for use in attaching panels, hatches, floors and furniture in boats, motor vehicles, trains, aircraft and buildings; Metal taps for beer kegs; Pipes and tubes of metal; Stainless steel pipes

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Le Address Zhang, Le No.146, Li Baixiang Group, Baifu Village Yuan'an Township, Jingning County Gansu Province CHINA 743400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CJSGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97548066  Application Filing Date  Aug. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air purifiers; Arm rests for use with toilet seats; Bed warmers; Ceiling fans; Cosmetic refrigerators; Desk lamps; Electrically heated clothing; Faucets; Floor lamps; Lamp bulbs
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  May 11, 2022  In Commerce  May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gao, Lingli  Address  Gao, Lingli  No. 24-090, Chaijiagou Village, Tuban Town, Linxian County, Shanxi Province  CHINA  033200  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ABA, ALWAYS BE APPLYING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548072 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Human resources consultancy International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONEST HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTING LLC Address HONEST HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTING LLC 34 CHARLES CT NEWARK DELAWARE 19702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DGRH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97548075  Application Filing Date  Aug. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetics
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gebremedhin, Hermon  Address  Gebremedhin, Hermon 9 Nazing st  boston  MASSACHUSETTS  02121
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYMAOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548092 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HYMAOME has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Bottles, sold empty; Drinking glasses; Kitchen containers; Lunch boxes; Soap dishes; Squeeze bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 10, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Wangmao Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Wangmao Information Technology Co., Ltd. Building 1, No. 1036 Xizha Road, Fengxian District Shanghai CHINA 201401 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERNS, LEE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOINIWELL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SCHAVO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97548097</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording schavo has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cufflinks; Earrings; Clasps for jewelry; Hat jewelry; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Key rings; Leather jewelry boxes for jewelry and jewelry accessories; Rings; Sautoir necklaces; Sculptures made of precious metal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>14 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Heyoo Electronic Commerce Co. LTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Heyoo Electronic Commerce Co. LTD A1008,Liyuan business BD.,No. 4351 Dongbin Road,Lilin comm.,Nanshan st. Nanshan Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VAGHANI, MAYUR C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCIALVI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548101 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Scialvi has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Lamps; Luminaries; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electric torches for lighting; Floor lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; Lighted party-themed decorations, electric light decorative strings; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Portable utility lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Heyoo Electronic Commerce Co. LTD Address Shenzhen Heyoo Electronic Commerce Co. LTD A1008,Liyuan business BD.,No. 4351 Dongbin Road,Lilin comm., Nanshan st. Nanshan Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KZJMEDICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548124 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Dispensers for liquid soap; Electric toothbrushes; Garbage cans; Gloves for household purposes; Inflatable bath tubs for babies; Perfume sprayers sold empty; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Soap dispensers; Swabs for cleaning medical instruments; Toilet brushes; Toilet paper holders; Towel rails and rings

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen KZJ medical equipment Biotechnology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen KZJ medical equipment Biotechnology Co., Ltd. Rm.301, Bldg.D, No.4060, Ping Section Longgang Ave., Pingdi St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Lefree store

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548125 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “STORE” Translation
The wording Lefree store has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbell pads; Cases for toy vehicles; Checkers games; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Doll cases; Doll costumes; Dolls and playsets therefor; Halloween masks; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Squeeze toys; Stuffed toys; Toy aircraft; Toy jewelry; Toy pirate hats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Anwei Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Anwei Technology Co., Ltd. 6/F, Factory Bldg. 2, Huafeng Gongle 2nd Ind. Zone, Tiezai Rd., Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97548241  Application Filing Date  Aug. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter V in green with a gold border.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Organizing and conducting college sport competitions and athletic events
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Dec. 31, 2005  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  University of Vermont and State Agricultural College  Address  University of Vermont and State Agricultural College  85 South Prospect Street  Burlington  VERMONT  05405  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  VERMONT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  V (colors)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FROSTY DESERT LLC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97548359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized font that reads &quot;FROSTY&quot; with a snow and icicle effect at the top of the &quot;F&quot;, &quot;O&quot;, and &quot;T&quot;. The bottom of the word curves upwards in the middle. Below this is a banner with the words &quot;DESERT LLC&quot; in a stylized font inside of the banner. <strong>Color Claimed</strong> Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. <strong>Disclaimer</strong> &quot;LLC&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>HVAC contractor services; Installation of HVAC systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Frosty Desert LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Frosty Desert LLC 4830 E Chicago Ave Las Vegas NEVADA 89104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | K557250447 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** W

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97548429
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of one stand-alone red slash adjacent to three intersecting silver slashes to form the letter W.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pet leashes; dog leashes
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wand Industries
- **Address**: Wand Industries 4042 Highgate Ln Lancaster SOUTH CAROLINA 29720
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: dekars0822

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAYES, GINA CLARK
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97548554</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dolls; Doll accessories; Doll clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MATTEL, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MATTEL, INC. TWR 15-1 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LORENZO, KATHLEEN H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 5401 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548567 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial refrigerators and freezers and replacement parts and fittings therefor; Refrigerators; Freezers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name True Manufacturing Co., Inc. Address True Manufacturing Co., Inc. 2001 East Terra Lane O'Fallon MISSOURI 63366 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TRUE TRMUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LADNER, CHRISTOPHER G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TKC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97548651 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a three point sketched crown with the capitalized letters "TKC" underneath. Below the letters is a line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 31, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2022

For Hoodies; Shorts; T-shirts; Sweat suits; Athletic shorts; Bottoms as clothing; Clothing jackets; Graphic T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 31, 2019 In Commerce May 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Kings Child Threading Company LLC Address The Kings Child Threading Company LLC 8109 Gardengate Court Fort Worth TEXAS 761376071 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country TEXAS
Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOP BUTTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Case Identifiers</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUTTER"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Non-medicated balms for use on nose and skin for pets
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Anything Is Pawsible, Inc.
- **Address**: 1345 Columbia Avenue, Franklin, TENNESSEE 37064
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

**Examine Attorneys**
- **Examining Attorney**: RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRACK OPEN THE GOOD LIFE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97548837</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Liquors, spirits and liqueurs; Hard seltzer; Alcoholic cocktails; Vodka cocktails; Gin cocktails; Mezcal cocktails; Distilled agave liquor cocktails; Gin; Vodka; Rum; Distilled agave liquor; Mezcal

**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 **International Class Title** Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Conch & Coconut LLC Address Conch & Coconut LLC 7780 SW 120 Place Miami FLORIDA 33183

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 0136218

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POWER POLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97548868
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POLE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Exercise equipment, namely, portable vertical dance poles
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Sep. 02, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 02, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xgen LLC
- **Address**: Xgen LLC  201 Precision Rd  Horsham  PENNSYLVANIA  19044
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 5942U.000050

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PEEKABOOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97548941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Nipple covers, namely, pasties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Xgen LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Xgen LLC 201 Precision Rd Horsham FLORIDA 19044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>5942U.000049</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN |

---
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**
GOT JUGULAR?

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97549004</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
On-line retail store services featuring self-defense items

**International Classes**
35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**
Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Matthew Pilkenton

**Address**
Matthew Pilkenton
31 Paul Road Lot 26
Rochester
NEW YORK 14624

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
10865-3

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PLEASURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549029 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Synthetic nylon wigs
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Feb. 01, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xgen LLC Address Xgen LLC 201 Precision Rd Horsham PENNSYLVANIA 19044 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5942U.000048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97549110</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Sex toys; adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, bondage tape, nipple clips, ball gags
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 13, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 13, 2018

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Xgen LLC
- **Address**: Xgen LLC 201 Precision Rd Horsham PENNSYLVANIA 19044
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 5942U.000047

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549154 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the silhouette of a man's head with a moustache, wearing a hat and sunglasses. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5826695

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Snack mix consisting primarily of dehydrated fruit; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed fruits, processed nuts and/or raisins; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, seeds, dried fruit and also including chocolate; Bean-based snack foods; Cheese-based snack foods; Dehydrated fruit snacks; Fruit and soy based snack food; Fruit- and nut-based snack bars; Fruit- and nut-based snack bars featuring a chocolate coating; Fruit-based snack food; Fruit-based organic food snacks; Nut and seed-based snack bars; Nut- and dried fruit- based snack bars; Nut-based snack bars; Nut-based snack foods; Nut-based snack foods, namely, nut clusters; Organic dehydrated fruit snacks; Organic nut and seed-based snack bars; Sweet corn-based snack foods; Tofu-based snacks; Vegetable-based snack foods; Snack food package combinations consisting primarily of nuts, chocolate and/or processed, dried or dehydrated fruit; Pulse-based snack foods; Vegetable chips; fruit chips; kale chips; Protein-based snack bars; Protein-based snack foods; breakfast cereal

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

For Yogurt-covered snack foods and bars, namely, quinoa, crisped rice, ancient grains, dried vegetables and fruits, dried edible seeds; Cheese flavored snacks, namely, cheese curls; Cheese flavored snacks, namely, puffed cheese balls; Cheese flavored puffed corn snacks; Cheese-flavored corn snacks; Coffee-based snack foods; Corn-based snack foods; Extruded corn snacks; Cereal based snack food; Grain-based snack foods; Processed cereal-based food to be used as a breakfast food, snack food or ingredient for making other foods; Extruded wheat snacks; Granola snacks; Granola-based snack bars; Multigrain-based snack foods; Puffed corn snacks; Rice-based snack food; Rice-based snack foods; Non-dairy frozen confections; dairy frozen confections, namely, ice cream and frozen yogurt; ice cream; ice cream substitutes; sorbet; toppings for ice cream and ice cream substitutes, namely, chocolate sauces, fruit sauces, chocolate, yogurt and/or candy-coated quinoa, crisped rice,
ancient grains, dried fruits and vegetables; Dessert pudding; dessert mixes, namely, pudding, pie, crust, cake, cookie, muffin, biscuit, crepe, icing, pastry, crepe, frosting, pancake, bread, bar and brownie mixes; Chocolate or caramel based dips; chocolate or caramel based sauces; rice chips; Corn chips; Frozen pies, cakes and cookies; Cookies; Marshmallow-based snack foods; Quinoa-based salad topping

| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods |

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Undercover Chocolate Co, LLC
Address | Undercover Chocolate Co, LLC 50 Williams Parkway, Suite B-2 East Hanover, NEW JERSEY 07936
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | 17701.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GEOELEPH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97549158  Application Filing Date  Aug. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Geoeleph has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Loafers; Moccasins; Mules; Sandals; Slippers; Boat shoes; Canvas shoes; Dress shoes; Drivers as shoes; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Leather shoes; Leather slippers; Leisure shoes; Nursing shoes; Rubber shoes; Sandals and beach shoes; Slip-on shoes; Snow boots; Women's shoes; Work shoes and boots  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Quanzhou Kebidi Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Quanzhou Kebidi Trading Co., Ltd.  2-102, Huasheng Business Center, No. 72 Guanyin Rd, Fengze, Quanzhou, Fujian  CHINA  362011  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FTM-T0281

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YS YUSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549265 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording YUSON, to the left is a highly stylized figure created by superimposing the letters Y and S. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for recording distance; Distance measuring apparatus; Educational apparatus, namely, manipulative blocks used as teaching aids for the visualization of math concepts; Height measuring instruments; Instruments for measuring length; Lasers for measuring; Measuring apparatus, namely, laser distance meters; Precision instruments for manipulation and positioning of microscopic objects; Pressure gauges; Range finders; Surveying apparatus; Surveying machines and instruments; Technical measuring, testing and checking apparatus and instruments for measuring, testing and checking the temperature, pressure, quantity and concentration of gas and liquids; Tool measuring instruments; Ultrasonic thickness gauges
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Yu Song Trading Co. , Ltd. Address Ningbo Yu Song Trading Co. , Ltd. No. 36 Jingqi Road, Fuhai Town Cixi City, Ningbo City Zhejiang Province CHINA 315332 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97549282</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES  
**WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)** Description of the Mark The mark consists of a multi-sided scalloped shape; within the shape there is a pattern of swirls that create a freeform candle; within the freeform candle is are the letters, "SB," above the freeform candle is a small flame.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Online retail store services featuring hand-poured candles in decorative containers, votive candles, wooden wick candles, fragrance room diffusers, and candle accessories, namely, matches cloche, matches, and wick clippers  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 28, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2018

**For** Candles, namely, hand-poured candles in decorative containers; votive candles, wooden wick candles  
**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15  
**International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels  
**First Use** Jul. 28, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Southern Bungalow Co., LLC  
**Address** Southern Bungalow Co., LLC 4040 Schooner Ridge Alpharetta GEORGIA 30005  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 02040620221b

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** VAGHANI, MAYUR C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUTHERN BUNGALOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97549288  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Online retail store services featuring hand-poured candles in decorative containers, votive candles, wooden wick candles, fragrance room diffusers, and candle accessories, namely, matches cloche, matches, and wick clippers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jul. 28, 2018  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2018
For Candles, namely, hand-poured candles in decorative containers; votive candles, wooden wick candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15  International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Jul. 28, 2018  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Southern Bungalow Co., LLC  Address Southern Bungalow Co., LLC  4040 Schooner Ridge  Alpharetta GEORGIA  30005  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 02040620221a

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNDERCOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549290 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5826696

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Snack mix consisting primarily of dehydrated fruit; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed fruits, processed nuts and/or raisins; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, seeds, dried fruit and also including chocolate; Bean-based snack foods; Cheese-based snack foods; Dehydrated fruit snacks; Fruit and soy based snack food; Fruit- and nut-based snack bars; Fruit- and nut-based snack bars featuring a chocolate coating; Fruit-based snack food; Fruit-based organic food snacks; Nut and seed-based snack bars; Nut- and dried fruit- based snack bars; Nut-based snack bars; Nut-based snack foods; Nut-based snack foods, namely, nut clusters; Organic dehydrated fruit snacks; Organic nut and seed-based snack bars; Sweet corn-based snack foods; Tofu-based snacks; Vegetable-based snack foods; Snack food package combinations consisting primarily of nuts, chocolate and/or processed, dried or dehydrated fruit; pulse-based snack foods; vegetable chips; fruit chips; kale chips; protein-based snack bars; protein-based snack foods; breakfast cereal

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Yogurt-covered snack foods and bars, namely, quinoa, crisped rice, ancient grains, dried vegetables and fruits, dried edible seeds; Cheese flavored snacks, namely, cheese curls; Cheese flavored snacks, namely, puffed cheese balls; Cheese flavored puffed corn snacks; Cheese-flavored corn snacks; Coffee-based snack foods; Corn-based snack foods; Extruded corn snacks; Cereal based snack food; Grain-based snack foods; Processed cereal-based food to be used as a breakfast food, snack food or ingredient for making other foods; Extruded wheat snacks; Granola snacks; Granola-based snack bars; Multigrain-based snack foods; Puffed corn snacks; Rice-based snack food; Rice-based snack foods; Non-dairy frozen confections; dairy frozen confections, namely, ice cream and frozen yogurt; ice cream; ice cream substitutes; sorbet; toppings for ice cream and ice cream substitutes, namely, chocolate sauces, fruit sauces, chocolate, yogurt and/or candy-coated quinoa, crisped rice, ancient grains, dried fruits and vegetables; Dessert pudding; dessert mixes, namely, pudding, pie, crust, cake, cookie, muffin, biscuit, crepe, icing, pastry, crepe, frosting, pancake, bread, bar and brownie mixes; Chocolate or caramel based dips;
chocolate or caramel based sauces; rice chips; Corn chips; Frozen pies, cakes and cookies; Cookies; marshmallow-based snack foods; quinoa-based salad topping; quinoa-based ice cream topping

**International Classes**  30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  46  **International Class Title**  Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Undercover Chocolate Co, LLC  **Address**  Undercover Chocolate Co, LLC  50 Williams Parkway, Suite B-2 East Hanover  NEW JERSEY  07936  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  17701.2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUTHERN THRONE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97549306</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** On-line retail store services featuring clothing, hats, handbags, jewelry, and gift items; On-line wholesale store services featuring clothing, hats, handbags, jewelry, and gift items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Graphic design services for clothing, hats, decals, and gift items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Southern Throne, LLC  **Address** Southern Throne, LLC  17549 Watercress Drive  Athens  ALABAMA  35611

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** ALABAMA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KIRLINER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97549308</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Kirliner has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Boots; Coats; Footwear; Headwear; Heels; Pajamas; Pants; Scarves; Swimwear; Underwear; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Skirts and dresses; Tops as clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Si chuan bian dan hui guo ji mao yi you xian ze ren gong si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Si chuan bian dan hui guo ji mao yi you xian ze ren gong si No. 5, Floor 1-3, Building 51, No. 716 Section I, Qingquan Avenue, Qingbaijiang Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN |

6530
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SPIN 'TIL YOU WIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97549326  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines for gambling including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: EVERI GAMES INC.  
- **Address**: EVERI GAMES INC. 206 Wild Basin Road South, Bldg. B. Austin TEXAS 78746  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSTA-SOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549342 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trade Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application for pairing wine and food
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing sommelier services, namely, providing advice on wine and food pairing via a website and mobile application
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kathleen P. Morgan Address Kathleen P. Morgan 25 Salt Island Road Gloucester MASSACHUSETTS 01930 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4902/2001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a stylized bison head. Color Claimed |

Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Insulating sleeves for beverage cans |
| **International Classes** | 21 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Housewares and Glass |
| **First Use** | May 15, 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 30, 2020 |

| **For** | Stickers; Bumper stickers |
| **International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| **First Use** | May 15, 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 30, 2020 |

| **For** | Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Baseball caps and hats; Beanies; Pom-pom beanies |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | May 15, 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 30, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | RJ Wyld LLC |
| **DBA, AKA, Formerly** | DBA Wyld 'n Pretty |
| **Address** | RJ Wyld LLC PO Box 6394 Sheridan WYOMING 82801 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | WYOMING |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | AURAND, KYLE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** A SOMMELIER IN YOUR POCKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549356  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable mobile application for pairing wine and food
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Providing sommelier services, namely, providing advice on wine and food pairing via a website and a mobile application
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kathleen P. Morgan  Address  Kathleen P. Morgan  25 Salt Island Road  Gloucester  MASSACHUSETTS 01930  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  4902/2003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COSLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549360 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording COSLD has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Camping furniture; Coat stands; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Storage racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Kushite Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Kushite Technology Co., Ltd 602, Building 50, Shuiwei District 2, Minzhi Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  LBDCIOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97549394  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chipcards; Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Data processors; Digital signal processors; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in electronic storage of data; Internet servers; LAN computer cards for connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; Magnetic identifying cards; Network servers; SIM cards
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jul. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DIGITAL PACIFIC LIMITED  Address  DIGITAL PACIFIC LIMITED  Rm 2106, 21/F Sino Favour Centre  1 On Yip Street, Chai Wan  Hong Kong  HONG KONG  999077  Legal Entity  limited company ( ltd. )  State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DNZXAIXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549413 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fittings, not of metal, for compressed air hoses; Hoses of rubber for agricultural purposes; Multi-purpose thermoplastic heat shrinkable tubing; Non-metal fittings for flexible compressed air pipes; Non-metal hose fittings; Non-metal, plastic and rubber hoses for industrial applications; Non-metallic hoses and flexible pipes; Rubber tubes and pipes; Urethane rubber; Watering hose
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jun. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUEQING AIXI AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD Address YUEQING AIXI AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD D MAYUAN VILLAGE, LIUSHI TOWN YUEQING CITY WENZHOU, ZHEJIANG CHINA 325604 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GROWELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97549422
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "Growell" in stylized font. The letters "Gr" and "well" are in green, and the letter "o" is represented by an orange circle with a flower shape appearing as a transparent area in its center. The letters "Gr" are contained inside a partial outline of a house shape in green color. The letter "r" is represented as a sprout and both letters "l" are represented as trunks. The color white represents background or transparent space only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "GROWELL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Arbours of metal; Cabanas of metal; Door frames of metal; Framework of metal for building; Insect screens of metal; Metal greenhouse frames; Metal trellises; Shutters of metal; Transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; Window frames of metal
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Changzhou Blooming Garden Products Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Changzhou Blooming Garden Products Co., Ltd. No. 101, Xinyuan 3rd Road, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu CHINA 213031
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
TM 5426 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97549427 Application Filing Date  Aug. 15, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Photovoltaic devices for generating energy and fuel, namely, photoelectrochemical devices for generating fuel from aqueous solutions by using solar energy to split water into oxygen and hydrogen
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hypersolar, Inc. Address  Hypersolar, Inc. Suite 320 510 Castillo Street  Santa Barbara  CALIFORNIA 93101 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  18796.13.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97549444
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the full body of a wolf with pointy ears looking over it's shoulder. The wolf is displaying scratches and open wounds.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Business consulting services; Business planning; Business management consulting; Business management consulting and advisory services; Marketing consulting
- **International Classes**: Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 17, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 17, 2021

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Harris, Dominique
- **Address**: Harris, Dominique 2117 Kaneck Way Hephzibah GEORGIA 30815
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NAIMIUTCOLLECTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97549445
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "NaimiUTCollection" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Playpens; Bird houses; Cat scratching posts; Decorative window finials; Dog beds; Flower-stands; Garden ornaments in the nature of wooden whirligigs; Household Shinto altars; Jewelry organizer displays; Mattress cushions; Pet cushions; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees; Pet furniture in the nature of cat condos; Pet ramps; Picture frames; Playhouses for pets
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shijiazhuang Zhongyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shijiazhuang Zhongyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 5-1515, Baoneng Center Zhengding Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone Hebei CHINA 050800
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KC&N

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97549449
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Anti-fatigue floor mats made primarily of textiles
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use**: Jun. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: KC&N Ltd
- **Address**: KC&N Ltd 3151 Wendover Ct. COLUMBUS OHIO 43232
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MODEL SAVVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549492  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Model Savvy LLC Address Model Savvy LLC 9726 Woodland Spruce Sr. Cordova TENNESSEE 38018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUXPRODX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549519 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive tape dispensers; Holders for adhesive tapes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Advertising and marketing; Business consulting services; Wholesale and retail store services featuring grocery, beauty, office, pets, baby products; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring grocery, beauty, office, pets, baby products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gertz Holdings Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA LuxProdX Address Gertz Holdings Inc. 22 Sinclair Ave Staten Island NEW YORK 10312 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
Mark Literal(s)  NATURE'S CHARGING STATION

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97549536  Application Filing Date  Aug. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

Basis Information
Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Ph Science Holdings. Inc.  Address  Ph Science Holdings. Inc.  15022 35th Ave W, Ste. F  Lynnwood  WASHINGTON  98087  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  PHSC 605

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  POWERS, ALEXANDER L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ACSUXT

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97549568</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Jul. 04, 2023

---

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Adapter plugs; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Battery chargers for tablet computers; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer network adapters; Computer peripheral apparatus; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Power adapters for computers; Power strips; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers; Electrical power extension cords

**International Classes**  
9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**  
Aug. 09, 2022

**In Commerce**  
Aug. 09, 2022

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
Shenzhen Xingfeng Technology Co., Ltd.

**Address**  
Shenzhen Xingfeng Technology Co., Ltd. 1/F, No. 21, Lane 3, Shangxing Youchang Rd, Shangxing Community, Xinqiao St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**  
limited company (Ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  
CHINA

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  
BURKE, JUSTINE N
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
YbSum

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97549632
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording YbSum has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Discs for playing disc golf; Jigsaw puzzles; Pet toys; Pet toys made of rope; Plastic party hats; Play sets for action figures; Soft sculpture toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy building blocks; Toy tiaras
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Li Hongling
- **Address**: No.4, unit 3, building 1, No.2, Section 2, hanyuanxian fulinzhen jianghanroad Sichuansheng CHINA 625300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PARINOMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549640 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PARINOMY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Roadlights; Spigots; Bidet taps; Faucet sprayers; Gas regulators; Hand held shower heads; Lamps for festive decoration; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Plumbing fittings, namely, drains; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower sprayers; Showerheads and components thereof; Spigots for pipes and pipelines being parts of sanitary installations; Taps for washstands; Wash-hands basins being parts of sanitary installations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lifang Peng Address Lifang Peng Pengjialong, Sanai Village, Leshan Management District, Ruichang City Jiangxi Province CHINA 332227 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FUSIHAIHUA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97549680
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Artificial Christmas garlands; Artificial corsages; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Artificial garlands and wreaths
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wu, Xuemei
- **Address**: Wu, Xuemei No. 59, Row 1, District 2, Shimianzhuang Village, Caozili Town, Wuqing District, Tianjin CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS119315
- **Examining Attorney**: BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JHBHQKX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549695 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Flashlights; Furnaces; Ceiling light fittings; Electric hair dryers; Electric lanterns; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Heating installations; Lamp shades; Landscape lighting installations; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lighting fixtures; Pendant lighting fixtures; Showerheads and components thereof; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qi, Kexin Address Qi, Kexin Group 13, Limin Committee, Gongnong Street, Jiutai City, Jilin CHINA 130500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119300

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOIOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549709 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Inverters; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Chargers for electric batteries; Joystick chargers; Rechargeable batteries; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Solar batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Xiaoxiao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Xiaoxiao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 602, Building 1, No. 78, Jiangbei Road Qingxi Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province CHINA
523652 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ILUSEXRES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549718 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Condoms; Baby feeding dummies; Breast pumps; Feeding bottle teats; Feeding bottle valves; Feeding bottles; Love dolls; Pacifier clips; Sex toys; Sex toys, namely, vibrators; Teats being pacifiers for babies; Teething rings
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengdong Wang Address Zhengdong Wang 2-22 Bijiata Village, Dongsheng Town, Shishou City, Hubei Province CHINA 434406 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0917

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUEABC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549729 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio electronic components, namely, surround sound systems; Circuit boards; Custom printed circuit boards; Electronic components in the nature of infrared detectors for use in further manufacture; Electronic components in the nature of capacitors, connectors, filters, oscillators, relays, switches, transformers, resistors, semiconductors, integrated circuits, rectifiers, transistors; Electronic components, namely, piezoelectric switches; LED circuit boards; Printed circuit boards (PCBs); Teaching robots; Voltage regulators
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guilin Mufan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guilin Mufan Electronic Commerce Co., Lt d. Room 1-14-4, Building 5, Guantai Crystal Licheng, No.32, Huancheng North 2nd Road Qixing, Guilin City CHINA 541004 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HUAYEE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97549732
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized wording "HUAYEE" and the middle of the letter "A" is a triangular pattern.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Bulldozers; Cranes; Pile-drivers; Agricultural machinery, namely, tillers; Concrete mixers; Concrete vibrators; Conveyers being machines; Drilling rigs; Earth moving machines, namely, excavators; Earth moving machines, namely, loaders; Earth moving machines, namely, scrapers; Elevator motors; Excavating machines; Loading and unloading machines; Rammers being machines; Road rollers; Trench cutters
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Shandong HuaYee Heavy Industry Group Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shandong HuaYee Heavy Industry Group Co., Ltd. No. 01, West Number, Safety Equipment Industrial Park, Jining High-tech Zone, Shandong CHINA 272000

**Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: US042063T

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ILYISFMTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97549733
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Chairs; Furniture; Bumper guards for furniture; Furniture for house, office and garden
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Quanzhou Yishuixuan Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Quanzhou Yishuixuan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1306, Ladder 2, Building 2, Huiying Jiangshan, No. 5 Jiangbin South Road, Quanzhou Fujian CHINA 362000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: US042065T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NIUIKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549734 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile oil pans; Ignition coils for automotive engines; Ignition wires for vehicle engines; Ignitions parts for internal combustion engines, namely, points; Internal combustion engine parts, namely, pistons; Nitrogen oxide traps for exhaust systems being parts of internal combustion engines; Particulate air filters for exhaust systems for internal combustion engines; Sparking plugs for automotive engines; Vehicle engine parts, namely, rocker arms; Vehicle parts, namely, carburetors
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Niuka Auto Supplies Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Niuka Auto Supplies Co., Ltd. No. 1, Xinwu Village, Wuzhou Avenue Choujiang Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUAYEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549735 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bulldozers; Cranes; Pile-drivers; Agricultural machinery, namely, tillers; Concrete mixers; Concrete vibrators; Conveyors being machines; Drilling rigs; Earth moving machines, namely, excavators; Earth moving machines, namely, loaders; Earth moving machines, namely, scrapers; Elevator motors; Excavating machines; Loading and unloading machines; Rammers being machines; Road rollers; Trench cutters
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shandong HuaYee Heavy Industry Group Co., Ltd. Address Shandong HuaYee Heavy Industry Group Co., Ltd. No. 01, West Number, Safety Equipment Industrial Park, Jining High-tech Zone, Shandong CHINA 272000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042064T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GKOIUH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549737 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for cellulite treatment, reduction and elimination; Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasound for performing aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Cosmetic apparatus, namely, light based devices providing mainly pulsed light for performing non-ablative aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Electronic aesthetic skin treatment devices using light emitting diodes, namely, infrared, red, orange, yellow, green, and blue wavelengths for generating light rays; Electronic light therapy apparatus for the skin; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face, skin, hair follicles; Light emitting devices, namely, lamps and LED devices for treatment of a variety of skin conditions; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes; Sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Xiruotai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Xiruotai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.101, No.827, 1st Fl, Unit 1, Bldg 11, No. 88, Niusha Hou Street, Jinjiang Dist Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PHIELEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549740  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese boards; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Countertop holders for paper towels; Glass jars; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Lazy susans; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Spice racks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Aug. 01, 2022  In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Fei Lun Electronic Commerce Co., LTD  Address Shenzhen Fei Lun Electronic Commerce Co., LTD 02A13, 16F, Bldg. AB, Nanfang Securities Building, Jiabei Community, Nanhu St., Luohu, Shenzhen, CHINA 518005  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
SICHEII

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97549742
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electric manicure sets; Electric nail buffers; Electric nail clippers; Electric nail files; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Electric pedicure sets; Electric razors; Electric razors and electric hair clippers; Electric shavers; Foot care implements, namely, foot scrapers; Manicure implements, namely, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Manicure sets, electric; Pedicure sets
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: Aug. 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 06, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Suqi Logistics Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Suqi Logistics Co., Ltd. Rm.201, No. 1, Shangduan Lane 1, Yangmei Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Docket Number**: US042020T
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KZJMEDICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549753 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sterilizers; Air sterilizers; Disinfectant apparatus for medical purposes; Disinfectant dispensers for toilets; Drinking fountains; Electric air dryers; Electric clothes dryers; Electric fans for personal use; Electric hair dryers; Electric warmers for baby wet wipes; Fabric steamers; Filters for drinking water; Hand dryers; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; Steam facial apparatus; Water sterilizers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 05, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen KZJ medical equipment Biotechnology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen KZJ medical equipment Biotechnology Co., Ltd Rm.301, Bldg.D,No.4060, Ping Section, Longgang Ave., Pingdi St, Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FINGWERK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549756 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Fingwerk" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acoustical insulation barrier panels; Door stops of rubber; Extruded PVC product used to produce frames, sashes and accessories for use in the manufacture of windows and doors; Foam sheeting for use as a building insulation; Heat and acoustical composite insulating shield for automobiles and machinery; Opaque plastic film for blocking sunlight; Plastic in the form of bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes for use in manufacturing; Plastic, foam and corrugated PVC fluted substrates; Polyurethane film for use as building insulation; Polyurethane film for use in sealing and insulating buildings; Polyurethane foam sheeting for use as building insulation; Protective pad made of PVC (polyvinyl chloride) used during the shipment and storage of fragile materials; Stuffing composed of polyethylene, rubber, or plastic for mattresses, furniture, changing pads; Thermoplastic and foamed plastic sections for use in the manufacture of windows, doors, facade glazings, and partition walls for use as building materials for heat-insulating applications; Urethane rubber; Weatherstripping for use in automobiles, homes; Weatherstripping sealants in the nature of caulk; Window masking films; Window stops of rubber
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Anjun Address Wang Anjun No.110, 5th Lane, Xincuowei, Jinggang Xinwang Village, Airport Economic Zone Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY DEGREE Keeps ME WARM AT NIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549773 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Socks; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumper coveralls; Dress shirts; Dress suits; Dresses; Hooded sweatshirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Infant wearable blankets; Wearable blankets in the nature of blankets with sleeves

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Her Degree LLC Address Her Degree LLC 490 M ST SW, W110 Washington D.C. 20024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MOZART

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97549784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Banking; Issuing credit cards; Online banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Kuykendall, David L II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Kuykendall, David L II 815 Pepper Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COMBUSTOR V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550017 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toy action figures and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MATTEL, INC. Address MATTEL, INC. TWR 15-1 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SPARK ARRESTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97550024
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Toy vehicles and accessories therefor
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MATTEL, INC.
- **Address**: MATTEL, INC. TWR 15-1 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550158 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a human tooth with eyes and a mouth that is riding on a skateboard made from a tube of toothpaste and carrying a backpack with a toothbrush in it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental practice management for others; dental practice management for others, namely, the management of a program that provides dental services to schoolchildren International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 30, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reachout Healthcare America Ltd. Address Reachout Healthcare America Ltd. 15458 N. 28th Ave, Ste. A Phoenix ARIZONA 85053 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 25980-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97550180  Application Filing Date: Aug. 16, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized bison head. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Coffee mugs; Insulated mugs; Cups and mugs; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers

International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: RJ Wyld LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Wyld 'n Pretty  Address: RJ Wyld LLC  PO Box 6394
Sheridan, WYOMING  82801
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THUNDER SPARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550282 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Intent to Use) Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices; Recorded game software (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices;
Recorded game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies, Inc. Address Aristocrat Technologies, Inc. 10220 Aristocrat Way Las Vegas NEVADA 89135 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TNDRSPK9BCG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97550328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a solid, black half circle set in the middle atop 2 overlapping black line arches centered above the words SUNNY FRESH.

**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer**: “FRESH”

### Goods and Services Information

**International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 46

**International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**For eggs; egg products, namely, pasteurized liquid eggs, scrambled eggs, fried eggs, egg patties, omelets, diced eggs, hard cooked and peeled eggs**

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 46

**International Class Title**: Staple Foods

**For french toast; wrap sandwiches**

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Cargill, Incorporated

**Address**: Cargill, Incorporated 15407 McGinty Road West Wayzata MINNESOTA 55391

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: SANGID, HANA RONNY
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of "Tender As Water" in stylized format and two dots on the top of letter "W".

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Good and Services Information**
- **For**: Bedspreads; Curtains; Pillowcases; Quilts; Towels; Baby bunting; Banners and flags of textile; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath mitts; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Blankets for household pets; Brocade flags; Bunting of textile or plastic; Cloth coasters; Cloth flags; Cloths for removing make-up; Coasters of textile; Cotton fabric; Covers for cushions; Crib bumpers; Curtain holders of textile material; Diaper changing cloths for babies; Door curtains; Fabric flags; Face towels of textile; Handkerchiefs of textile; Household linen; Labels of textile; Mattress covers; Mosquito nets; Nylon flags; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Silk cloth; Sleeping bags; Table napkins of textile; Table runners not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Textile wall hangings; Towels of textile; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Upholstery fabrics; Woollen blankets

**International Class**
- **24 - Primary Classes**: 24
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 12, 2022

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Zeal Lin
- **Address**: Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Docket Number**: FTM-T0294

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97550362</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of letters "voidboiv" in stylized format and a dot separately on the top of front "v" and back "v". |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Translation** | The wording voidboiv has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Carpets; Linoleum; Rugs; Wallcoverings; Wallpaper; Abdominal mats; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic and textiles; Artificial turf; Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Beach mats; Carpet underlay; Carpets for automobiles; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors; Decorative slip-resistant floor coverings in sheet form; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Disposable absorbent floor pads; Door mats; Floor coverings; Floor coverings of rubber and synthetic rubber; Floor mats; Floor mats for vehicles; Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Foam mats for use on play area surfaces; Gymnasium exercise mats; Gymnastic mats; Hard surface coverings for floors; Judo mats; Linoleum for use on floors; Mats of woven rope for ski slopes; Meditation mats; Non-slip bathtub mats; Non-slip shower mats; Non-textile wall coverings; Paper floor mats; Personal exercise mats; Personal sitting mats; Pet feeding mats; Prayer mats; Protective floor coverings; Reed mats; Rubber mats; Straw mats; Tatami mats; Textile wallcoverings; Textile wallpaper; Vinyl floor coverings; Wall hangings, not of textile; Yoga mats |
| **International Classes** | 27 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Floor Coverings |
| **First Use** | Jul. 12, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Zeal Lin |
| **Address** | Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | FTM-T0295 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RISE ABOVE THE PAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550474 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Podiatry services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 01, 2017 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Summit Foot and Ankle, LLC Address Summit Foot and Ankle, LLC 9980 S 300 W, Ste 310 Sandy UTAH 84070 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEREFCT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550586 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Headwear; Hoodies; Jeans; Sandals; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Boxer briefs; Outer jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Monsée Wood Address Monsée Wood 3900 San Fernando Rd #1001 Glendale CALIFORNIA 91204
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TV TRUVORN

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TRUVORN" in which the letter "U" has a macron over it. A shield design appears above the wording consisting of the stylized letters "T" and "V" nestled within each other. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording TRUVORN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Clothing jackets; Hiking jackets; Rain jackets; T-shirts

BASIC INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Denovo Brands, LLC Address Denovo Brands, LLC Suite 8 2406 SE Cottonwood Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TV TRUVORN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97550678</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;TRUVORN&quot; in which the letter &quot;U&quot; has a macron over it. A shield design appears above the wording consisting of the stylized letters &quot;T&quot; and &quot;V&quot; nestled within each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording TRUVORN has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Camping quilts, camping blankets, sleeping bags, mosquito nets |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Denovo Brands, LLC |
| Address | Denovo Brands, LLC 2406 SE Cottonwood Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARKANSAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAHLA SIRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550686 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "NAHLA SIRI" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tanzanite being gemstones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hematian, Fatollah Address Hematian, Fatollah 10th floor 7 W 45th Street New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1101-092

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TV TRUVORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550689 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TRUVORN" in which the letter "U" has a macron over it. A shield design appears above the wording consisting of the stylized letters "T" and "V" nestled within each other. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording TRUVORN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Cots; Outdoor furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Denovo Brands, LLC Address Denovo Brands, LLC Suite 8 2406 SE Cottonwood Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ON WITH KARA SWISHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
|---------------|-------------------------|----------|---------------------|----------------
| 97550819      | Aug. 16, 2022           |          |                      |                |

Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent**  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Kara Swisher, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts featuring personal interviews; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of society, culture, entertainment, and current events; providing online non-downloadable audio content in the fields of society, culture, entertainment, and current events; providing news, information, commentary, and editorial content in the fields of society, culture, entertainment, and current events; providing a continuing program about society, culture, entertainment, and current events via computer networks

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Downloadable podcasts featuring personal interviews; downloadable podcasts in the fields of society, culture, entertainment, and current events

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Vox Media, LLC

**Address**  Vox Media, LLC  1201 Connecticut Ave., NW, 12th Floor  Washington  D.C.  20036

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  031257

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL

6580
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOOT PAIN IS NOT NORMAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97550826</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 16, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Podiatry services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2017</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Summit Foot and Ankle, LLC | Address | Summit Foot and Ankle, LLC | 9980 S 300 W, Ste 310 | Sandy | UTAH | 84070 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | UTAH |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MURRAY, DAVID T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LOVE YOUR LIFESTYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550939 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interior design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Aug. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RIEKE OFFICE INTERIORS, INC. Address RIEKE OFFICE INTERIORS, INC. 2000 FOX LANE ELGIN ILLINOIS 60123 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 37395-05

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIANNEER

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97551093 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Pliers; Snips; Gardening shears; Hand-tools, namely, wire crimpers; Hand tools, namely, crimp wrench sets; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, putty knives; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, socket sets; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Hand tools, namely, wire strippers; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers and files; Multi-purpose shears; Wire cutters
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Weipeng Zheng DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Shantou City Chenghai Junxu Craft Factory Address Weipeng Zheng Beside Touchong Road, Dongli Town Chenghai District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97551188 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "HERMOSA" in the mark is "BEAUTIFUL".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air pumps for automobiles; Ashtrays for automobiles; Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Automobile bodies; Automobile chassis; Automobile engines; Axles for vehicles; Brakes for land vehicles; Land vehicle parts, namely, fender flares; Land vehicle parts, namely, running boards; Land vehicles and structural parts therefor; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Rearview mirrors; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, ball joints
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Aug. 07, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qin, Weiwei Address Qin, Weiwei 5-301,Building 2,Dongfang Meidiyuan No. 46,Guankou Road, Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney OLANDRIA, WARREN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BATTLETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97551597 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of motion pictures and television programs; production of audiovisual programs and interactive audiovisual programs in the fields of cartoons and fiction; providing audiovisual programs, motion pictures, television shows, and interactive audiovisual programs in the fields of cartoons and fiction via wireless devices and the Internet, television, cable, and satellite; animation production services; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text, books, magazines, images, photographs, graphics, and audio works of others featuring fiction and/or cartoons, on the Internet and on CD, DVD, and in other electronic media where data is stored in digital form; written text editing; entertainment in the nature of role playing game tournaments and fictional combat game tournaments, excluding online role playing game tournaments and online fictional combat game tournaments; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical films featuring fictional heroic and villainous characters; providing information, reviews and personalized recommendations in the field of entertainment; providing information, reviews and personalized recommendations in the field of entertainment by means of communications networks

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Topps Company, Inc. Address The Topps Company, Inc. 95 Morton Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1378124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
F FUNDSTRAT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number**: 97551828  
**Application Filing Date**: Aug. 17, 2022  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Service Mark  
**Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized upper case "F". Underneath is the word "FUNDSTRAT" in lower case.  
**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6046122

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Preparing financial reports for others; providing an internet website featuring business financial reports; information in the field of economic forecasting; Financial data compilation, namely, analyzing and compiling data for measuring the performance of financial markets

**International Classes**  
35 - Primary Classes  
100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: TLJB LLC  
**Address**: TLJB LLC  150 East 52nd Street, suite 3001  New York  NEW YORK  10022  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: CORDANI, CAITLIN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** F FUNDSTRAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97551834
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6046122

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Preparing financial forecasts; financial research; providing an internet website featuring financial analysis and financial research; information in the field of financial forecasting and financial news
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TLJB LLC
- **Address**: TLJB LLC 150 East 52nd Street, suite 3001 New York NEW YORK 10022
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOTION BOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97551886 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio speakers; Wireless speakers; Speaker microphones; Downloadable mobile application software to control speakers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 2020 In Commerce Dec. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anker Innovations Limited Address Anker Innovations Limited Room 1318-19, Hollywood Commercial Cente 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok Kowloon HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T22785274

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOTION+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97551904 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio speakers; Wireless speakers; Speaker microphones; Downloadable mobile application software to control speakers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 2019 In Commerce Apr. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anker Innovations Limited Address Anker Innovations Limited Room 1318-19, Hollywood Commercial Cente 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok Kowloon HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T22785275

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97552020</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letter "B" in blue stylized font alongside a blue bouquet of roses all displayed against the color white, which represents background only and is not claimed as part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; Lab coats; Lab jackets; Pants; Shoes; Tops as clothing; Uniforms; Nursing apparel, namely, scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes, lab coats, jackets, shirts, pants, leggings, and t-shirts, all of which are not used for surgical purposes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Bleu Rose LLC
- **Address**: Bleu Rose LLC  4423 Eagle Creek Parkway, 206  Indianapolis  INDIANA  46254
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RAVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97552138
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Audio speakers; Wireless speakers; Speaker microphones; Downloadable mobile application software to control speakers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 2019
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Anker Innovations Limited
- **Address**: Anker Innovations Limited, Room 1318-19, Hollywood Commercial Center, 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok, Kowloon, Hong Kong
- **Legal Entity**: limited company ( ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Hong Kong

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1T22785277

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: Reid, Monica R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HORIZONCOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97552352  Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Horizoncos has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bonnets; Cloaks; Footwear; Leotards; Overcoats; Pants; Shirts; Slacks; Trousers; Tunics; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, thobes; One-piece play suits; Sliding shorts; Stuff jackets; Tank tops
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd.  Room 201,Bldg. A,No. 1,Qianwan 1st Road  Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MACIOL, GENE V J

6592
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COSERCON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97552382 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording COSERCON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Robes; Shirts; Skirts; Sweatshirts; Trousers; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Cosplay costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Hooded pullovers; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Room 201,Bldg. A, No. 1,Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J

6593
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TROOPERCOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97552501 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Troopercoss has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Cloaks; Footwear; Leotards; Overcoats; Pants; Shirts; Slacks; Trousers; Tunics; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, thobes; One-piece play suits; Sliding shorts; Stuff jackets; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Room 201, Bldg. A, No. 1, Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZONECOSER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97552519 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZONECOSER has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Cloaks; Shirts; Trousers; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Cosplay costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Hooded sweat shirts; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianhai Kunhui Culture Co., Ltd. Room 201,Bldg. A,No. 1,Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRIMAL INSTINCT PRE-WORKOUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97552593 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRE-WORKOUT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 01, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Polokus LLC Address Polokus LLC 8169 State Route 819 Greensburg PENNSYLVANIA 15601
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 078377.4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  VIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97553136  Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of VIDA in the mark is life.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Production of audio recording; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of veterans in the digital assets space; Production of podcasts
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bob Woodruff Family Foundation  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Bob Woodruff Foundation  Address  Bob Woodruff Family Foundation  1350 Broadway Suite 905  New York  NEW YORK  10018  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97553511  Application Filing Date: Aug. 18, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): LB BOX

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): LB BOX

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No  Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Disclaimer: "BOX"

Goods and Services Information
For: Containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; Containers of metal for storage and transport of goods; Ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; Metal cylinders for compressed gas or liquids, sold empty; Metal, wash down spray nozzles for commercial and industrial use; Penstock pipes of metal; Shipping containers of metal; Solder wire; Steel strip; Valves of metal, other than parts of machines

International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title: Metal Goods  First Use: Jul. 30, 2022  In Commerce: Jul. 30, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: YYZLB TECHNOLOGY LIMITED  Address: YYZLB TECHNOLOGY LIMITED  FLAT/RM 705,7/F, FA YUEN COMM BLDG NO.75, FA YUEN STREET, MONG KOK, KLN, HONG KONG  CHINA  999077  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examine Attorneys
Examining Attorney: TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SAGE WHERE S.T.E.M. MEETS STYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97553795  Application Filing Date  Aug. 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lab coats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sage Lab Coats, LLC  Address  Sage Lab Coats, LLC  6621 Main St #2304  Miami Lakes  FLORIDA 33014  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K557737929
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WE COME WITH THE PALLETs,
WE LEAVE WITH THE PROBLEMS.

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97553865 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Non-metal pallets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Spot-On Services Dallas LLC Address Spot-On Services Dallas LLC 410 Hillburn Drive Dallas TEXAS 75217 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney LEHLER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSTENT LIFT SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97553965 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIFT SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical implants and mesh made of synthetic materials for use in soft tissue repair or the reconstruction of soft tissue deficiencies

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Surgical Innovation Associates, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA SIA CORPORATION Address Surgical Innovation Associates, Inc Suite 111 445 West Erie St Chicago ILLINOIS 60654 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 764596

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97554124</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2160405, 2143420, 2161827 and others

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Golf clubs
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: TOPGOLF CALLAWAY BRANDS CORP.
- **Address**: TOPGOLF CALLAWAY BRANDS CORP. 2180 RUTHERFORD ROAD CARLSBAD CALIFORNIA 92008
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ASIDE COMFORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97554896</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 18, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Comforters; Bed blankets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Aside Comfort, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Aside Comfort, LLC 10803 Dew Meadows Ct Cypress TX 77433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>220857-00020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97555357 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shears; Fish scoops; Ice axes; Scissors for kitchen use; Sharpening stones; Table forks; Vegetable knives; Bulk rice scoops
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng, Teng Address Liangpeng, Teng Room 201, Unit 3, Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan, Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAAMGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97555363 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "maamgic" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording maamgic has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5334916, 5334913, 5335562 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sphygmomanometers; Breast warmer pads for medical purposes; Clinical thermometers; Ear plugs for noise reduction; Ear plugs for swimming purposes; Massage apparatus; Mirrors for dentists; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Sanitary masks for virus isolation purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangpeng,Teng Address Liangpeng,Teng Room 201,Unit 3,Building 24 Shangjiaoyuan,Jiang'gan District Hangzhou CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**MARK Literal(s)** ATKINS ANYTIME

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97555832
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Protein-fortified dietary supplement formed and packaged meal replacement bars; protein-fortified dietary supplement formed and packaged as snack bars; protein-based dietary supplement formed and packaged as food bars
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **For**: Protein-based chips and snacks, namely, whey and nut-based snack foods; protein-based, nutrient-dense snack bars, namely, high-protein nut-based snack bars and high-protein whey-based snack bars; protein-fortified snack bars, namely, whey and nut-based snack bars
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **For**: Grain based, oat based, chocolate based, cereal based and granola based ready to eat food bars; chocolate; chocolate bars; candy; candy bars; nutritional candy bars; peanut butter cups; chocolate covered nuts; caramel nut clusters; cookies; wheat based crackers; protein-fortified meal replacement bars in the nature of high-protein cereal bars
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Simply Good Foods USA, Inc.
- **Address**: Simply Good Foods USA, Inc. 1225 17th Street, Suite 1000 Denver COLORADO 80202
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 18998.68US01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FUFU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97556004 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal clips specifically designed to restrain the external male genitalia for the purpose of concealing an erection and for feminizing the appearance of male genitalia
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 2021 In Commerce Sep. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walker, David Address Walker, David 321 E. Edgewood St. Springfield MISSOURI 65807
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W258 001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
GOAL BOOSTER CATCH A BREAK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97556069</td>
<td>Aug. 19, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>GOAL BOOSTER CATCH A BREAK</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOAL ACHIEVER, INC.</td>
<td>3175-E Sedona Ct Ontario CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>91764 Legal Entity CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K557703676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MOTOR BUDDIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97556250 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaskets for internal combustion engines; Metal engine gaskets for vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nancy Yee Address Nancy Yee 65 Glenwood Hercules CALIFORNIA 94547 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGMOT-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SDSCOOTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97556289 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts for land vehicle transmissions; Land vehicle parts, namely, drive belts; Transmission belts for land vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 18, 2015 In Commerce May 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nancy Yee Address Nancy Yee 65 Glenwood Hercules CALIFORNIA 94547 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGSDS-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A&B MOTOR PARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97556318 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTOR PARTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nancy Yee Address Nancy Yee 65 Glenwood Hercules CALIFORNIA 94547 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGABM-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OTONEBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97556320 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chipcards; Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Data processors; Digital signal processors; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in electronic storage of data; Internet servers; LAN computer cards for connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; Magnetic identifying cards; Network servers; SIM cards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DIGITAL PACIFIC LIMITED Address DIGITAL PACIFIC LIMITED Rm 2106, 21/F Sino Favour Centre 1 On Yip Street, Chai Wan Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ERGONAUTES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97556557 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Ergonauts with rocket design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable live and pre-recorded videos for determining ergonomic risk assessment, customized ergonomic solutions for the workplace, and for training in the field of ergonomic risk assessment, ergonomic improvement implementation, and "Lean" principles
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2021
For Downloadable application and software in the field of ergonomic risk assessment, customized ergonomic solutions for the workplace, and training in the field of ergonomic risk assessment, ergonomic improvement implementation, and "Lean" principles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ergonauts Performance Technology, LLC Address Ergonauts Performance Technology, LLC 212 Davis Hollow Rd Berea KENTUCKY 40403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where KENTUCKY
Organized KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUOPTIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97557011 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reading glasses; sun glasses; optical glasses; spectacles; corrective glasses; eyeglass frames; eye glasses; eye glass cases; boxes and cases for eye glasses and sunglasses; cases for children's eye glasses; sunglasses cases; spectacle cases; magnifying glasses; 3d spectacles; dustproof glasses; sports glasses; smart glasses; optical lenses and optical blanks made of photosensitive glass; prescription eye glasses and sun glasses; field-glasses; cyclists' glasses; ski glasses; eye glass cords; shooting spectacles; optical glass filters for use in optical lenses and blanks; children's eye glasses

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NRDIK LTD Address NRDIK LTD 5a, bryn eglwys Llanrwst UNITED KINGDOM LL260ES Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DAILY BUDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97557407 Application Filing Date Aug. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "DAILY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile life skills application for phones and tablet computers using avatars as a daily assistant for appointment reminders and life coaching advice
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QL TechWorks Address QL TechWorks 1535 Johnson Street Hollywood FLORIDA 33020
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97557943 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 22, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “WRAP”

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For cartons primarily made of paperboard, corrugated cardboard, paper, or other fiber-based material

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | WestRock Shared Services, LLC | Address | WestRock Shared Services, LLC | 1000 Abernathy Road NE | Atlanta | GEORGIA | 30328 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 1479775.0233 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LEE, SANG MIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADICOLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558071 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4484760

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; lipsticks; nail polish; eye shadows; perfumes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name adidas AG Address adidas AG Adi-Dassler-Strasse 1 Herzogenaurach FED REP GERMANY 91074
Legal Entity aktiengesellschaft State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J287-1845

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAWUBONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558352 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SAWUBONA" in the mark is "I SEE YOU".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting keynote presentations, workshops, offering of assessments and training for certifications in the fields of diversity, equity, and inclusion, leadership, teaming and change management
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Business consulting services in the fields of diversity, equity, and inclusion, leadership, teaming and change management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tony Chatman Address Tony Chatman 5341 Sweet Briar Drive Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49009 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MARVICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558482 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food and fodder for animals; beverages for pets; edible chews for animals; litter for animals
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L.A NEXTGEN LLC Address L.A NEXTGEN LLC 12966 South Euclid Street Suite 520 Garden Grove CALIFORNIA 92840 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CUTWAVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97558694
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0126972/1689349
- **International Registration Number**: 1689349

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Golf club head covers; Golf clubs
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TOPGOLF CALLAWAY BRANDS CORP.
- **Address**: TOPGOLF CALLAWAY BRANDS CORP. 2180 RUTHERFORD ROAD CARLSBAD CALIFORNIA 92008
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PLETTRICO

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97558738</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 2623887
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 08, 2012
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 08, 2032
- **Foreign Registration Renewal Date**: Mar. 08, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, pain, inflammation, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, oncological, hepatological, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Glaxo Group Limited
- **Address**: Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road Brentford, Middlesex ENGLAND TW89GS
- **Legal Entity**: private company limited by shares (prc)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 84207898
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IDEPZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558744 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 3135984 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 13, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 13, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, pain, inflammation, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, oncological, hepato logical, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glaxo Group Limited Address Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road Brentford, Middlesex ENGLAND TW89GS Legal Entity private company limited by shares (pre) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84207925

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KIGADEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, pain, inflammation, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, oncological, hepatic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FANQUEDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558749 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 3135977 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 13, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 13, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, pain, inflammation, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, oncological, hepatoalcoholic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glaxo Group Limited Address Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road Brentford, Middlesex ENGLAND TW89GS Legal Entity private company limited by shares (pre) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84207916

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSGOOD, KRISTINA E
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97558881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;AMMO INCORPORATED&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Ammunition; Munitions; Ammunition for firearms; Gun cartridges; Small arms ammunition |
| International Classes | 13 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 9 |
| International Class Title | Firearms |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ammo Technologies Inc. |
| Address | Ammo Technologies Inc. 7681 East Gray Road Scottsdale ARIZONA 85260 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARIZONA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 10900.3800 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WILLIS, ALLYSON B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERBILHOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558981 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial bonsai trees; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers, namely, roses, tulips; Artificial garlands; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees, namely, orchids, ferns; Artificial trees, other than Christmas trees; Outdoor artificial foliage; Wreaths of artificial flowers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Douman Cultural & Creative Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Douman Cultural & Creative Co., Ltd. No.501, Yunzhuang Village, Luoyang Town Taiwanese Investment Zone Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362123 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  WATERMELON SUGARUSH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97559135</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “WATERMELON”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Tobacco; Tobacco pouches; Hookah tobacco
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Fumari, Inc.
- **Address**: Fumari, Inc.  675 Gateway Center Dr, Ste A  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92102
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EARL GREY BRULEE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97559159</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "EARL GREY" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Tobacco; Tobacco pouches; Hookah tobacco |
| International Classes | 34 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 8, 9, 17 |
| International Class Title | Smokers' Articles |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Fumari, Inc. |
| Address | 675 Gateway Center Dr, Ste A, San Diego, CALIFORNIA, 92102 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97559906  Application Filing Date: Aug. 23, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an array of six stylized bottles of different shapes and sizes arranged in a row. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of bottles, jars, closures, tinctures, vials, foil bags, syringes and other packaging; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring bottles, jars, closures, tinctures, vials, foil bags, syringes and other packaging
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Lerman Container Corporation  Address: Lerman Container Corporation  4286 W Main Street  Jupiter, FLORIDA  33458  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 8748/063

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HERE, HEALTHIER HAPPENS
TOGETHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97560244 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of women's rights, health, and issues; Promoting public awareness of women's health, women's well-being, women's health care, health care systems, health equity, women's leadership development, and policy by means of public advocacy; Retail pharmacy services; Mail order of pharmaceuticals; Pharmaceutical cost management for the health care benefit plans of others; Retail store and online retail pharmacy services in the field of prescription drugs, healthcare products, general consumer merchandise and beauty products; Mail order of pharmaceuticals and specialty pharmaceuticals and specialty pharmaceuticals distributorship services; Providing healthcare operations management services for healthcare providers, namely, facilitating the administrative coordination of patient care among health providers, dialysis providers, health plan sponsors, health facilities, pharmacies for medication management, and physicians for disease management and psychosocial support
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Medical services, namely, providing birth control counseling; Medical services, namely, pregnancy testing, family planning and birth control services; Medical services; Health care services; Medical clinic services; Medical clinic featuring non-emergency medical diagnostic services in convenient locations; Telehealth services; Telemedicine services; Providing wellness and disease management programs; Disease care management services; Behavioral health counseling services, including, programs in the field of behavioral change to promote wellness; Mental health care counseling services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: CVS Pharmacy, Inc.  
Address: CVS Pharmacy, Inc.  
Mailcode: 1160  
One CVS Drive  
Woonsocket  
RHODE ISLAND  
02895  

Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WALMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97560375 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1783039, 3612345, 3612344 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; providing incentive award programs for customers and employees through the distribution of prepaid stored value cards for the purpose of promoting and rewarding loyalty; providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of loyalty points for purchase of a company's goods and services; Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of the goods and services of others; Providing incentive award programs for customers through issuance and processing of loyalty points for on-line purchase of a company's goods and services; Business administration of consumer loyalty programs; Administration of a customer loyalty program which provides cash-back digital rewards on the purchase of a company's goods and services for the purpose of promoting and rewarding loyalty

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walmart Apollo, LLC Address Walmart Apollo, LLC 702 SW 8th Street Bentonville ARKANSAS 72716 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81460520

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLD SCREEN RESPINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97560441 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RESPINS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IGT Address IGT 9295 Prototype Drive Reno NEVADA 89521 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THUNDER SPARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97560757 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Intent to Use) Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines featuring embedded software for accepting wagers; Gaming machines featuring preinstalled software for accepting wagers; Gaming machines for gambling; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; Reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit; Slot machines (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming machines featuring embedded software for accepting wagers; Gaming machines featuring preinstalled software for accepting wagers; Gaming machines for gambling; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; Reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit; Slot machines

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies, Inc. Address Aristocrat Technologies, Inc. 10220 Aristocrat Way Las Vegas NEVADA 89135 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TNDRSTK28BCG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AVR NAVIGATOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97560896</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | surgical instruments |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | LSI Solutions, Inc. |
| Address | LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | LSI-0168 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANNULATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97560916  Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical instruments
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSI Solutions, Inc.  Address LSI Solutions, Inc.  Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LSI-0169.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97561403 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 23, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the design of a crown with four points that is formed by four intersecting triangles. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Carry-all bags; Carry-on bags; Duffel bags; Gym bags; Shoulder bags; Sport bags; Tote bags; Travel bags |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | KMC Enterprises LLC |
| Address | KMC Enterprises LLC 3625 W. Teco Ave., Ste 5 Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEAN, AMY C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97561406 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a crown with four points that is formed by four intersecting triangles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Pullovers; Shirts; Shorts; Clothing belts; Clothing jackets; Wristbands as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KMC Enterprises LLC Address KMC Enterprises LLC 3625 W. Teco Ave., Ste 5 Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHEERDOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97561532 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Telemeters; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer mouse; Computer mouse, namely, touchpads; Downloadable computer programs for searching the contents of computers and computer networks by remote control; Electronic pens; Head-mounted video displays; Interactive touch screen terminals; Laser pointers; Sound recording apparatus; Wearable computer peripherals in the nature of wireless mice; Wireless presenter in the nature of a wireless remote pointer

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jun. 02, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Singularity Jump Technology Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Singularity Jump Technology Co., Ltd. B-072, 4th F, Blk A, Dongsheng Bldg. No.8 Zhongguancun East Rd, Haidian Dist, Beijing CHINA 100000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHINEFROG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97561773 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ShineFrog has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Color blindness correction glasses; Eye glass cases; Eye glass chains; Eye glasses; Frames for glasses and pince-nez; Frames for spectacles and sunglasses; Optical glasses; Reading glasses; Smart glasses; Spectacles, frames and cases; Sports glasses; Sun glasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinhua Niuren Trading Co., Ltd. Address Jinhua Niuren Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.501,5th Floor, No. 268, Liuyun Rd. Xinshi Street, Wucheng District Jinhua,Zhejiang CHINA 321019 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VSNOON

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97561958</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5031867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Briefbags; Reticules; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Carrying cases; Garment bags for travel; Leather or leather-board boxes; Travel bags; Travel cases; Wash bags sold empty for carrying toiletries; Wristlet bags

**International Classes**  
18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title**  
Leather Goods

**First Use**  
Jun. 30, 2019

**In Commerce**  
Jun. 30, 2019

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li, Kai</td>
<td>Li, Kai Rm 411, Human Resources Service Building No. 209, Qinglin Road, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SORIANO, JASMINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97562197</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use

| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Albie's LLC |
| Address | Albie's LLC 1664 Spring Meadow Lane Farmington UTAH 84025 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DELAWARE |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97562286</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK00003732289</td>
<td>Mar. 18, 2022</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Dec. 13, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Body wash; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Hair shampoo; Non-medicated soaps; Shaving balm; Shaving lotions; Shaving preparations; Toiletry bags sold filled with non-medicated toiletry preparations, namely, cosmetics, bath and shower preparations, skin moisturizers, soaps, balms, and topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; After-shave balms; Beauty balm creams; Beauty lotions; Beauty care cosmetics; Body lotions; Body sprays; Breath freshening sprays; Facial moisturizers; Foot deodorant spray; Hair spray; Moisturizing body lotions; Non-medicated balm for hair; Non-medicated balms for use on body, face, lips, hair, skin and for cleansing purposes; Non-medicated bath preparations; Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, balms; Scented body spray; Skin lotion; Skin moisturizer; Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 44E | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Wrimes Cosmetics Ltd. |
| Address | Wrimes Cosmetics Ltd. U 1, Access Business Pk, Gunnels Wood Rd Stevenage Hertfordshire UNITED KINGDOM |
| State or Country Where | SG12GR Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 275.002 |

---

**Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**: BALL BAG

**Mark**: BALL BAG

---

6643
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RETIRE ISLAND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97562408</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "RETIRE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLANNING AND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Morgan Stanley Domestic Holdings, Inc. |
| Address | Morgan Stanley Domestic Holdings, Inc. 1585 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10036 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 28596 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YANKEE TOYBOX.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97562747 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized and stacked wording "YANKEE TOYBOX .COM", wherein the letters appear shaded in differing colors with the first letter "Y" in green, then "A" in blue, then "N" in yellow, then "K" in orange, then "E" in purple, then "E" in green, altogether stacked over the next set of letters with "T" in orange, then "O" in yellow, then "Y" in blue", then "B" in purple, then "O" in orange, then "X" in blue, altogether stacked over the next set of letters with the period and letters ".COM" in light blue. The letters "YANKEE TOYBOX" appear outlined first in black, then outlined again in orange, then outlined again in yellow, then outlined a final time in green. The period and letters ".COM" appear outlined first in black, then outlined again in yellow, then outlined a final time in green. The green extends beyond the letters to include a backdrop of green circular bubbles mixed in with light blue and white bubbles. All other instances of white in the mark represent background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and are not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, green, blue, light blue, yellow, orange, purple, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer ".COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring costumes for children, sleepwear for children and toddlers, clothing for children and toddlers, lounge pants, boxers, and pants for men, sleepwear and socks for women, clothing for babies, backpacks, lunchboxes, bucket bags, holiday decor, holiday ornaments, swimwear, and footwear

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Yankee Toybox Acquisition Company, LLC   Address  Yankee Toybox Acquisition Company, LLC  3033 Whipple Ave. NW  Canton  OHIO  44718

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY   State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  UEYAN102USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97562970  Application Filing Date: Aug. 24, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): OPDIVO LINK

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s): OPDIVO LINK

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4914296, 5880525, 4548457 and others

Goods and Services Information

For Pharmaceutical and biological preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders.  International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

For Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software enabling patients to manage and access data relating to the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer application software for use on mobile phones and mobile electronic devices for use in connection with providing medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters and articles featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable videos featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer software for application and database integration.  International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the website that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions.  International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for home healthcare and wellness monitoring

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  **Address**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor New York  NEW YORK  10016  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 00161425-US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JAYLA'S HEIRLOOMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97562997</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Dolls; Dolls for playing; Fabric dolls  
**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use** Nov. 06, 2020  
**In Commerce** Nov. 06, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Jayla's Heirlooms, LLC  
**Address** Jayla's Heirlooms, LLC 4235 Saint Audrey Place  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28269  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LINEBERGER ORTHODONTICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97563077
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 24, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ORTHODONTICS"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dentistry services; Orthodontic services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SMILE DOCTORS LLC
- **Address**: SMILE DOCTORS LLC 295 Southeast Inner Loop GEORGETOWN TEXAS 78626
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2071073
- **Examining Attorney**: I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JACK&GIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97563232</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cheese
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Middlefield Original Cheese Cooperative
- **Address**: Middlefield Original Cheese Cooperative 16942 Kinsman Road Middlefield OHIO 44062
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: MID-05007

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97563437 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of an R with a crown on top such that the top of the R is cut off. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Royalty Family, Inc. Address The Royalty Family, Inc. Suite 540 16130 Ventura Blvd. Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2000-001.08

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAL, KAMAL SINGH
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97563518</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Clothing, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Aug. 01, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Aug. 01, 2021 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | The Royalty Family, Inc. |
| **Address** | Suite 540 16130 Ventura Blvd. Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 2000-001.09 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | BAL, KAMAL SINGH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RETROMOTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97564095 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003760563 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Foreign Registration Number UK00003760563 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 17, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 01, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicle conversion services, namely, the conversion of land vehicles using internal combustion engine vehicles to hybrid or electric power; Vehicle conversion services, namely, the conversion of trucks and lorries using internal combustion engine vehicles to hybrid or electric power; Vehicle conversion services, namely, the conversion of marine vessels using internal combustion engine vehicles to hybrid or electric power; Vehicle conversion services, namely, land vehicle conversion services from fossil fuels to renewable or alternative fuel sources; Vehicle conversion services, namely, truck conversion services from fossil fuels to renewable or alternative fuel sources; Vehicle conversion services, namely, marine vessel conversion services from fossil fuels to renewable or alternative fuel sources; Vehicle conversion consultancy and advisory services and information involving the vehicle conversion consultancy and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saietta Group PLC Address Saietta Group PLC Building 210 Heyford Park Camp Road, Upper Heyford Oxfordshire UNITED KINGDOM OX255HE Legal Entity public limited company (plc) State or Country Where
Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6770-571000
Examining Attorney
STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IRONLAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97564451  Application Filing Date  Aug. 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the depiction of several pine trees, in various sizes, resembling a forest. Going through the forest is a winding road. Below the design is a horizontal line and below the horizontal line is the term "IRONLAKE" in stylized lettering.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Kitchen sink sprayers; Plumbing fixtures, namely, sink sprayers
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SAURIOL SUPPLY AND TRADE LLC
Address  SAURIOL SUPPLY AND TRADE LLC  44501 N Groesbeck Hwy  Clinton Township  MICHIGAN  48306
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, ANDREW T
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
WORKSHOP WONDERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97564488
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Recorded game software
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: High 5 Games, LLC
- **Address**: High 5 Games, LLC 1200 MacArthur Boulevard Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SANGID, HANA RONNY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLDSTRUCK BLASTS!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97564507 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recorded game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name High 5 Games, LLC Address High 5 Games, LLC 1200 MacArthur Boulevard Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney SANGID, HANA RONNY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRYSTAL GARDEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97564587</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Recorded game software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>High 5 Games, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>High 5 Games, LLC 1200 MacArthur Boulevard Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SANGID, HANA RONNY |

---

6660
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  WINGMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97564652 Application Filing Date  Aug. 25, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  UK00003767435 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 22, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 18, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Body scrubs; Body sprays; Body wash; Cosmetic cleansing creams; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic oils for the epidermis; Cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Depilatory wax; Exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; Fragrances; Fragrances for personal use; Shampoos; Shaving balm; Shaving lotions; Shaving preparations; After-shave; After-shave balms; After-shave creams; After-shave gel; After-shave lotions; Bath creams; Bath oil; Beauty balm creams; Beauty creams; Beauty lotions; Beauty serums; Beauty care cosmetics; Body creams; Body lotions; Body oil; Eye cream; Facial moisturizers; Moisturizing body lotions; Non-medicated balms for use on hair, beard, skin, lips, body, and for cleansing; Non-medicated bath preparations; Non-medicated exfoliating preparations for skin; Non-medicated soaps; Non-medicated anti-aging serum; Non-medicated hair serums; Non-medicated skin serums; Shower creams; Skin lotions; Skin moisturizer; Skin cleansing cream
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wrimes Cosmetics Ltd. Address  Wrimes Cosmetics Ltd. U 1, Access Business Pk, Gunnels Wood Rd Stevenage Hertfordshire UNITED KINGDOM SG12GR Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  275.002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OPDIVO DIGITAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97564776  
Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer "DIGITAL"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4914296, 5880525, 4548457 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Pharmaceutical and biological preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software enabling patients to manage and access data relating to the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer application software for use on mobile phones and mobile electronic devices for use in connection with providing medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters and articles featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable videos featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer software for application and database integration
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the website that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for home healthcare and wellness monitoring

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  **Address**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10016  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 00161421-US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPDIVO DIGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97564781 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIGI"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4914296, 5880525, 4548457 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical and biological preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software enabling patients to manage and access data relating to the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer application software for use on mobile phones and mobile electronic devices for use in connection with providing medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters and articles featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable videos featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer software for application and database integration
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the website that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

6665
For providing on-line non-downloadable software for home healthcare and wellness monitoring

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  
**Address** Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor, New York, NEW YORK 10016  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 00161420-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH

---

6666
TM 5545 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPDIVO SYNC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97564783 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SYNC"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4914296, 5880525, 4548457 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical and biological preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software enabling patients to manage and access data relating to the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer application software for use on mobile phones and mobile electronic devices for use in connection with providing medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters and articles featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable videos featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer software for application and database integration
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the website that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for home healthcare and wellness monitoring

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  
**Address**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor  
New York  NEW YORK  10016  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 00161419-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  OPDIVO CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97564790  Application Filing Date  Aug. 25, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CONNECT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4914296, 5880525, 4548457 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical and biological preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Downloadable computer software enabling patients to manage and access data relating to the treatment of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer application software for use on mobile phones and mobile electronic devices for use in connection with providing medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters and articles featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable videos featuring medical information in the field of cancer and immunological disorders; downloadable computer software for application and database integration
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the website that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For  Providing on-line non-downloadable software for home healthcare and wellness monitoring

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  **Address**  Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10016  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  00161415-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BENTOLL

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97565392</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Earphones; Spyglasses; Camcorder handles; Camera tripods; Carbon dioxide detectors; Cases for smartphones; Computer stylus; DVD drives; Electronic pens; Lights for use on video cameras; Ski glasses; Smart watches; Touch screen pens; Voltage regulators; Warning flags; Wire connectors; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; X-ray security scanners |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | May 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 05, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. . 4th Floor, No.624 Bulong Road, Dafapu Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JACKIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97565397 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for analyzing data, namely, assessing before-and-after states in aesthetic medicine and beauty for use in mobile and handheld devices

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LoveMyDelta, Inc. Address LoveMyDelta, Inc. 33 N 3rd St., Apt 4 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97565399
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Earphones; Camcorder handles; Camera tripods; Carbon dioxide detectors; Cases for smartphones; Computer stylus; DVD drives; Electronic pens; Lights for use on video cameras; Ski glasses; Smart watches; Speaker microphones; Touch screen pens; Voltage regulators; Warning flags; Wire connectors; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; X-ray security scanners
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Jiuyangzhou Technology Co., Ltd. 4th Floor, No.624 Bulong Road, Dafapu Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JACKIE LMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97565400  Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "LMD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for analyzing data, namely, assessing before-and-after states in aesthetic medicine and beauty for use in mobile and handheld devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LoveMyDelta, Inc.  Address LoveMyDelta, Inc. 33 N 3rd St., Apt 4  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA 19106  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
JOY TOYS FOR US

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97565606</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Sex toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>10 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Inex Luxury Products Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Inex Luxury Products Inc. 302-3120 Louise Street  Saskatoon, Saskatchewan  CANADA</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CANADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number   | 63006 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MODERN FLOWER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97565701
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Batteries for oral vaporizers for smoking purposes
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Harvest IP Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: Harvest IP Holdings, LLC  1155 W. Rio Salado Parkway, Suite 201
- **Tempe ARIZONA 85281**
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 4000-002201

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MODERN FLOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97565708 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighters for smokers
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harvest IP Holdings, LLC Address Harvest IP Holdings, LLC 1155 W. Rio Salado Parkway, Suite 201 Tempe ARIZONA 85281 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4000-002202

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97566101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

Related Properties Information

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0126864/1686641 |
| Internationa Registration Number | 1686641 |
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4899330, 6472030 |

Goods and Services Information

| For | Medical device that delivers tumor treating fields, namely, electrical fields, to treat solid tumor cancers |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

Basis Information

| Currently ITU | Yes |

Owner Information

| Owner Name | Novocure GmbH |
| Address | Novocure GmbH D4 Park 6 Root D4 SWITZERLAND 6039 |
| Legal Entity | gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) |
| State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |

Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 00384294 |
| Examining Attorney | VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
OPTUNE GIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97566122</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**  
A0126861/1687717 International Registration Number  
1687717  
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  
4899330, 6472030

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Medical device that delivers tumor treating fields, namely, electrical fields, to treat solid tumor cancers

**International Classes**  
10 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
26, 39, 44  
**International Class Title**  
Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
Novocure GmbH

**Address**  
Novocure GmbH  
D4 Park 6  
Root D4  
SWITZERLAND  
6039

**Legal Entity**  
gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)

**State or Country Where Organized**  
SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  
00384294

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EYEPIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97566834 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5681986

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for accounting, appointment management, billing, claims tracking, digital imaging management, HIPAA compliance, insurance management, inventory management, patient management, practice management, purchase order management, recall management, records management, and scheduling in the fields of optometry, ophthalmology, optical retail stores and optician healthcare providers; Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software and web sites of others in the fields of optometry and ophthalmology for optometry practitioners, ophthalmologists, optician retail stores and healthcare providers; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in business management for an optician practice; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use in business management for an optician practice for optometry practitioners, ophthalmologists, optician retail stores and optician healthcare providers; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for use in business management for an optician practice; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in business management for an optician practice
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eyepic Inc. Address Eyepic Inc. 326 9th Street (2nd Floor) Brooklyn NEW YORK 11215 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM225954
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97566925</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "Dark" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Chocolate; Chocolate bars; Chocolate confections |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Elite Gold Ltd. |
| Address | Elite Gold Ltd. Portcullis TrustNet Chambers PO Box 3444 Road Town, Tortola BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1022.426.EG |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97567006  Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "AB" in stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Freight logistics management; Providing electronic tracking of freight information to others for business administration purposes; Arranging for pickup, delivery, storage and transportation of documents, packages, freight and parcels via ground and air carriers; Freight management services, namely, shipment processing, preparing shipping documents and invoices, tracking documents, packages and freight over computer networks, intranets and the internet for business purposes; Freight logistics management; Providing tracking services and information concerning tracking of assets in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo and delivery containers for business inventory purposes; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; Transportation logistics services, namely, planning and scheduling shipments for users of transportation services; Freight logistics management; Supply chain management services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 21, 2017  In Commerce  Apr. 21, 2017
For  freight and courier services; Transport and delivery of goods; Freight loading services; freight transportation by truck; Freight and transport brokerage; Freight transportation consultation in the field of freight transportation by truck, rail, air and ocean; Freightting services; Freight loading services; Import and export cargo handling services; Locating and tracking of cargo for transportation purposes; Providing information concerning collection and delivery of assets in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo and delivery containers; Transport of goods; booking of transportation via a website; transport reservation; crating of goods; packing, crating and warehousing services; warehouse storage; delivery of goods; storage of goods; Transport and delivery of goods
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

First Use Apr. 21, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AB.Delivery LLC Address AB.Delivery LLC 851 Fields Drive Apt 532 Bowling Green KENTUCKY 42104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97567627 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighters for smokers
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harvest IP Holdings, LLC Address Harvest IP Holdings, LLC 1155 W. Rio Salado Parkway, Suite 201 Tempe ARIZONA 85281 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4000-02302

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALTHCONNEXX

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97568231
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a large triangle with a small triangle inside to the left of the term "HEALTHCONNEXX" in capital letters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing patient use case data across the healthcare spectrum to enable better health outcomes for patients
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: ADoH Scientific, LLC
- **Address**: ADoH Scientific, LLC 620 Wayland Road Plymouth Meeting PENNSYLVANIA 19406
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: DULGER, SUSAN N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MPC90 MAXXIMUM PATIENT CONTEXT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97568252 Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large triangle with a smaller triangle contained within the larger triangle. Below the triangles, "MPC90" is written. Below "MPC90", "MAXXIMUM PATIENT CONTEXT" is written, with the first letter of each word in bold. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PATIENT CONTEXT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing patient use case data across the healthcare spectrum to enable better health outcomes for patients
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADoH Scientific, LLC Address ADoH Scientific, LLC 620 Wayland Road Plymouth Meeting PENNSYLVANIA 19462 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DULGER, SUSAN N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASHONIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97569075</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Stanton Technologies, LLC |
| Address | Stanton Technologies, LLC 360 Central Avenue, Suite 300 St. Petersburg FLORIDA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 3989.19 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MACIOL, GENE V J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MASON HATES
KINDERGARTEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97569193  Application Filing Date  Aug. 29, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "KINDERGARTEN"
Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable educational materials, notably, printable worksheets, workbooks, e-books, task cards and flash cards in the field of teaching resources focused on pre-kindergarten through first grade general education curriculum aligned with common core standards for teachers of mainstream and special education students; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of worksheets, workbooks, e-books, task cards and flash cards in the field of teaching resources focused on pre-kindergarten through first grade general education curriculum aligned with common core standards for teachers of mainstream and special education students; Downloadable printable educational materials in the field of teaching resources focused on pre-kindergarten through first grade general education curriculum aligned with common core standards for teachers of mainstream and special education students
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hughes, Caitlin Ruth  Address  Hughes, Caitlin Ruth  27 Old Lodge Estate  Llanelli, Carmarthensh WALES  SA151TF  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  WALES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COUGHLAN, REBECCA D.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CREATED, NOT MADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97569276 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vodka; prepared alcoholic cocktails; liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic bitters
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Advertising services; demonstration of goods; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples for publicity purposes; layout services for advertising purposes; outdoor advertising; alcoholic beverage procurement services for others; promotion of goods for other through influencers; sales promotion for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scillard Investments Limited Address Scillard Investments Limited Chrysalia Court, 5th floor Arch. Makariou III, 206 Limassol CYPRUS 3030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country CYPRUS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0233.0041TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Ex minus Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97569404 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized bird with an arch above its head. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing consulting; Marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Todem, LLC Address Todem, LLC 141 Traction Street Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29611 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TODEM.T.4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
KIT KAT SUGAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97569412
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Horse breeding and stud services; Horse breeding services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: XIT Ranch LLC
- **Address**: XIT Ranch LLC 9939 HWY 12 La Veta COLORADO 81055
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 85170.00130

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOMET KRATOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97569613 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KRATOM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Herbal supplements; Natural dietary supplements; Natural herbal supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miracle Leaf Health Centers Corp Address Miracle Leaf Health Centers Corp 11762 Marco Beach Dr, STE 6 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32224 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
COPELAND VALVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97569677
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 29, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark**: 
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "VALVE"
- **Acquired**: 

### Distinctiveness
In whole

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintenance and/or repair of valves; Repair, maintenance and modification of valves
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Jun. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2020

For Control valves for regulating the flow of gases and liquids; Automatic valves; Automatic valves for use in chemical plants, refineries, power plants
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: 1997
- **In Commerce**: 1997

For Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; Manually operated metal valves; Metal valves not being parts of machines in the nature of gate valves; Metal valves not being parts of machines in the nature of globe valves; Metal valves not being parts of machines in the nature of ball valves
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: 1997
- **In Commerce**: 1997

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: VALSOURCE, LLC
- **Address**: VALSOURCE, LLC 101 METALS DR. YOUNGSVILLE LOUISIANA 70592
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: SDS404
- **Examing Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOMET KAVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97569678 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KAVA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miracle Leaf Health Centers Corp Address Miracle Leaf Health Centers Corp 11762 Marco Beach Dr, STE 6 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32224 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97569777  Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized book bag with a small pouch on the left side, a larger pouch on the front, a zipper on the top, and two visible shoulder straps on the back. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Serina Shelton  Address Serina Shelton 17656 Chester St  Detroit  MICHIGAN  48224  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K558043656

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BONATCHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97569809 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Mugs; Coffee mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deborah Sims Address Deborah Sims 8708 W. Magnolia Street Tolleson ARIZONA 85353 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner AIKENS, RONALD E
TM 5572

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BONATCHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97569834  Application Filing Date  Aug. 29, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark

Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Printing services; Custom imprinting of mugs and shirts; Direct-to-garment printing services; Dye-sublimation printing services

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Deborah Sims  Address  Deborah Sims  8708 W. Magnolia Street  Tolleson  ARIZONA  85353  Legal

Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  AIKENS, RONALD E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GINLEBO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97570032 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 29, 2022 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording "GINLEBO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Blank or partially printed postcards; Gift bags; Gift boxes; Gift wrapping paper; Metallic gift wrapping paper; Paper bags for packaging; Paper bows for gift wrap; Paper gift wrapping ribbons; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Stationery writing paper and envelopes
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use: Jun. 20, 2022
In Commerce: Jun. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Gaofeng Xiang
Address: Gaofeng Xiang, Room 408, 4th Floor, Languang Building, No. 55 Zhenhua Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: TUS119705

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INBOX INVITATION SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97570317 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer SYSTEM

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for creating, managing, tracking, and measuring online marketing and advertising campaigns, namely, software designed to assist web site owners in generating lists of permission-based electronic mail addresses and other customer information, and in creating, scheduling, and distributing customized electronic mail communications, newsletters, announcements, and promotions, and analyzing and reporting of campaign results, and customer and sales data; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for email marketing; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for email marketing, email advertising, and email subscription services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NutriRise Inc. Address NutriRise Inc. 78 Blue Whale Blvd Brampton, Ontario CANADA L6R2R4
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 806-1553-23

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TERRA NOVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97570318 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of TERRA NOVA in the mark is new land.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and construction of a planned residential community; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and construction of residential and commercial communities; Real estate development services in the field of residential communities, mixed-use properties, commercial properties; Real estate development services in the field of a planned residential community; Real estate development services in the field of community facilities for a planned residential community; Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of commercial buildings
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NutriRise Inc. Address NutriRise Inc. 78 Blue Whale Blvd Brampton, Ontario CANADA L6R2R4
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 806-1553-23

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALTINSURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97570440 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing investors, lenders, trustees, and other financial participants with financial information regarding investment fund representation, warranty policies, indemnification policies, and surety policies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Beneficient Company Group (USA), L.L.C. Address The Beneficient Company Group (USA), L.L.C. 325 North Saint Paul Street, Suite 4850 Dallas TEXAS 75201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59468.84

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ALLARIS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97570492
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 30, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetic creams; Moisturizing creams; Skin creams
- **International Classes**: 3
- **Primary Classes**: US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Stanton Technologies, LLC
- **Address**: Stanton Technologies, LLC 360 Central Ave. Suite 300  St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33701
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3989.18

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinaing Attorney**: MACIOL, GENE V J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97570500</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized turtle shell, with teal and green scales around the outer edge with the color red edging the scales wherein the center of the turtle shell being teal with a shield at the top half of the shell with the top half of the shield being white with black horizontal lines with the bottom of the shield being red with three orange stars and seven horizontal black arrows coming from the bottom and the bottom of the shell bearing two black and white feathers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Color Drawing
Yes

## Color Claimed
The color green, teal, red, black, orange, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing capital investment and investment fund management in professional sports, entertainment, and other platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillip A. Ciano</td>
<td>Phillip A. Ciano Suite 250 ETON Tower, 28601 Chagrin Blvd. Beachwood OHIO 44122</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17571.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney
HACK, ANDREA R
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97570955
Application Filing Date: Aug. 30, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): WEALTH INSIDE AND OUT

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "WEALTH"

Goods and Services Information
For Audio and video recordings featuring advice and information in the field of money, wealth, finances, relationships, small business performance, self-growth, health, personal performance, entrepreneurship and personal and business success and results; Digital media, namely, podcasts, audio files, video recordings, multimedia files featuring advice and information in the field of money, wealth, finances, relationships, small business performance, self-growth, health, personal performance, entrepreneurship and personal and business success and results; Downloadable audio recordings featuring advice and information in the field of money, wealth, finances, relationships, small business performance, self-growth, health, personal performance, entrepreneurship and personal and business success and results; Downloadable educational media, namely, podcasts, audio files, video recordings, multimedia files featuring advice and information in the field of money, wealth, finances, relationships, small business performance, self-growth, health, personal performance, entrepreneurship and personal and business success and results; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to money, wealth, finances, relationships, small business performance, self-growth, health, personal performance, entrepreneurship and personal and business success and results
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: 2011
In Commerce: 2011

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: MillionaireSeries.com, LLC
Address: MillionaireSeries.com, LLC
PO Box 13728
Tempe, ARIZONA 85284
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: MIL-561-3
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NENKOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97572172 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Nenkoo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roadlights; Electric bladeless fans; Electric fans; Electric fans; Lamps for festive decoration; Lanterns for lighting; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Lights for use in growing plants; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Solar-powered all-weather lights; Street lamps; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jun. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Nengke Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Nengke Technology Co., Ltd. 5A1-1,Jinrun Bldg,No.6019 Shennan Avenue Tianan Community, Shatou Street, Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TABLE 87 COAL OVEN PIZZA
HOME OF THE COAL OVEN SLICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97572215  Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "Table" above the number "87", which is above the phrase "Coal Oven Pizza", which is above the phrase "Home Of The Coal Oven Slice" will all lines surrounded by a border.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "COAL OVEN PIZZA" AND "COAL OVEN SLICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Catering; Restaurant; Catering services; Restaurant and cafe services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant reservation services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services provided in food halls; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurants; Café-restaurants; Food and drink catering; Restaurant and catering services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Oct. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Table 87 Frozen, LLC  Address  Table 87 Frozen, LLC  145 42nd Street  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11232
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BERNS, LEE ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NAUMCARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97572528</td>
<td>Aug. 31, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Adhesive bandages; Bandages for dressings; Self adhesive dressings; Transparent film dressings; Wound dressings
- International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NEOMEDIPHARM Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Goyang-si 620, 6F, 142, Ilsan-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Gyeonggi-do, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 10442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 18976-200005 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANEWLEAF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97572798 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in social networking, gamification, and sharing information and tips on sustainable living habits
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sustainable Tulsa, Inc. Address Sustainable Tulsa, Inc. 1702 S Detroit Ave Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74120
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8424.03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PERA PRINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97572994 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “PRINT”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Posters made of paper; Printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 20, 2020 In Commerce May 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OZGUNAYDIN, BURHAN Address OZGUNAYDIN, BURHAN 45 E MAIN ST. SUITE 106 FREEHOLD NEW JERSEY 07728 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COLORWAYS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97573669</td>
<td>Aug. 31, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair color; Hair coloring preparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 5, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** John Paul Mitchell Systems  
**Address** John Paul Mitchell Systems 20705 Centre Pointe Parkway  
Santa Clarita  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH CL BALANCE FORMULA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97573967 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 31, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer**  "RESEARCH" and "FORMULA"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  6533076

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Dietary and nutritional supplements  **International Classes**  5 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  **International Class Title**  Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  **Address**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  WYOMING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH
MARINE COLLAGEN BOOSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97573981  Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RESEARCH" and "MARINE COLLAGEN BOOSTER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6533076

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  Address PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC 1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where WYOMING
Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHEEL STREAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97574530 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer game software for gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Downloadable games that accept virtual or monetary wagers sold as a feature of downloadable game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVERI GAMES INC. Address EVERI GAMES INC. 206 Wild Basin Road South, Bldg. B. Austin TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIGAN, MATTHEW M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97574544  Application Filing Date: Sep. 01, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer game software for gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Downloadable games that accept virtual or monetary wagers sold as a feature of downloadable game software  

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: EVERI GAMES INC.  Address: EVERI GAMES INC.  206 Wild Basin Road South, Bldg. B.  Austin, TX 78746  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: DIGAN, MATTHEW M
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEURODRIVE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97574836
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Dr. Mark M. Ghalili D.O. Inc
- **Address**: Dr. Mark M. Ghalili D.O. Inc 9201 West Sunset Boulevard, Suite 414 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90069
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: G4455TM

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HAASSUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97574870</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 01, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;HAASSUE&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | 3D spectacles; Eyeglasses; Microphones; Smartwatches; Sunglasses; Webcams; Batteries, electric; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Car video recorders; Cases for contact lenses; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Computer network adapters; Computer peripheral devices; Contact lenses; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Data cables; Data processing apparatus; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Electric sockets; Electrical adapters; Electronic card readers; Electronic collars to train animals; Electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; Electronic locks incorporating biometric biometric characteristic scanned, iris, fingerprint and voice scanners; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; In-car telephone handset cradles; Life jackets; Magnets; Memory card readers; Mouse pads; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Protective helmets; Remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos and air-conditioning apparatus; Selfie sticks; Smartwatch straps; Solar batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Swimming goggles; Thermometers not for medical purposes; Touch screen pens; Video monitors; Video projectors; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers |
| US Classes       | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use         | Aug. 26, 2022 |
| In Commerce       | Aug. 26, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

<p>| 6718 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MM MOTHER'S ZERZETTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97574912 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MOTHER'S ZERZETTO" with three people holding hands to form letters "MM" above it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ZERZETTO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedspreads; Curtains; Pillowcases; Quilts; Towels; Baby bunting; Banners and flags of textile; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath mitts; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Blankets for household pets; Brocade flags; Bunting of textile or plastic; Cloth coasters; Cloth flags; Cloths for removing make-up; Coasters of textile; Cotton fabric; Covers for cushions; Crib bumpers; Curtain holders of textile material; Diaper changing cloths for babies; Door curtains; Fabric flags; Face towels of textile; Handkerchiefs of textile; Household linen; Labels of textile; Mattress covers; Mosquito nets; Nylon flags; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains; Silk cloth; Sleeping bags; Table napkins of textile; Table runners not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Textile wall hangings; Towels of textile; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Upholstery fabrics; Woollen blankets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Aug. 26, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUNFENG MAI Address YUNFENG MAI NO.3, DATANG, DATANG NEIGHBORHOOD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0431
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SCEPTRE ELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97574963 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Combs; Cups; Dinnerware; Dishes; Jugs; Plates; Vases; Atomizers for household use; Automatic pet feeders; Automatic pet waterers; Basins in the nature of bowls; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Baskets for household purposes; Beverage glassware; Bottles, sold empty; Cake molds; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cleaning brushes for household use; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Dispensers for liquid soap; Disposable dinnerware, namely, chopsticks, plates, bowls and serving trays; Drinking glasses; Drinking straws; Drinking vessels; Flower pots; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Glass for decorative purposes, namely, sea glass; Glass mugs; Gloves for household purposes; Hair brushes; Hand-operated food grinders; Household utensils, namely, graters; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Household utensils, namely, skimmers; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Kitchen containers; Lunch boxes; Make-up brushes; Non-electric egg beaters; Oven mitts; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Pet brushes; Scoops for household purposes; Scrubbing brushes; Shaker bottles sold empty; Spatulas for kitchen use; Sponges used for applying make-up; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Tablemats, not of paper or textile; Vacuum bottles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUNFENG MAI Address YUNFENG MAI NO.3, DATANG, DATANG NEIGHBORHOOD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  FTM-T0434

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BEGGS, MONICA L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SEVEN MEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97574983</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 01, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "SEVEN MEN" with two heads lying above letter "V" and letter "M" to show two men.

**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Barbecues; Chandeliers; Freezers; Humidifiers; Lamps; Multicookers; Searchlights; Showers; Sterilizers; Air fryers; Air purifiers; Aquarium lights; Bath installations; Bread baking machines; Ceiling lights; Coffee machines, electric; Deep fryers, electric; Electric cooking ovens; Electric fans; Electric fans for personal use; Electric flashlights; Electric griddles; Electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms; Electric kettles; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electrical rice cookers; Electromagnetic induction cookers; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Gas scrubbing apparatus; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household use; Lamp casings; Lamp shades; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Light bulbs; Light diffusers; Light projectors; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lights for use in growing plants; Luminous tubes for lighting; Nail lamps; Portable headlamps; Shower heads; Steam facial apparatus; String lights for festive decoration; Taps for pipes and pipelines being parts of sanitary installations; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus; Toilet seats; Water filtering apparatus

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Aug. 26, 2022

**In Commerce** Aug. 26, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** YUNFENG MAI

**Address** YUNFENG MAI NO.3, DATANG, DATANG NEIGHBORHOOD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  FTM-T0435

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BEGGS, MONICA L

6725
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NIAGARA CLOUD SUITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97575476</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;CLOUD SUITE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to enable the backup, storage and transmission of data from interconnected devices to optimize commercial and industrial operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tridium, Inc.</td>
<td>3951 Westerre Parkway, Suite 350 Richmond VIRGINIA 23233</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HT33475-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SCAREDY SUCKERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97575592
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SUCKERS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Edible chews for animals; Edible pet treats; Pet food
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: PetSmart Home Office, Inc.
- **Address**: PetSmart Home Office, Inc. 19601 N. 27th Avenue Phoenix ARIZONA 85027
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TM-22-135-US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAULDRON SUMMER
CHICKEN DINNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97575612</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "CHICKEN DINNER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible chews for animals; Edible pet treats; Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 46
International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PetSmart Home Office, Inc.
Address PetSmart Home Office, Inc.
Legal Department Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-22-136-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH
PARASITE CLEANSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97575753  Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RESEARCH" and "PARASITE CLEANSE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6533076

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  Address  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500 Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PALMSHELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97575756 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer keypads; Computer memory devices; Computers and computer hardware; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Data processing apparatus; Integrated circuit cards; Interactive touch screen terminals; Notebook computers; Portable computers; Tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. Address Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. 603, Smart Valley, tiezai Road, Goolge community, Xixiang, Baoan, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PALMSHELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97575760 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing; Advertising by mail order; Advertising through all public communication means; Compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; Demonstration of goods; Marketing, advertising, and promoting the retail goods and services of others through wireless electronic devices; On-line advertising on a computer network; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to music-related merchandise for retail purposes; Rental of advertising space on web sites; Window display arrangement services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. Address Radxa(Shenzhen) Computer Co.,Ltd. 603, Smart Valley, tiezai Road, Gongle community, Xixiang, Baoan, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

PUREHEALTH RESEARCH  
METAL DETOX FORMULA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97575767</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**  "RESEARCH" and "METAL DETOX FORMULA"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  6533076

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Dietary and nutritional supplements  
**International Classes**  5 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**  Pharmaceuticals

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  
**Address**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  WYOMING

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examiner**  SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AXIULIRUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97577066 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Axiulirun has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Air fryers; Bread-making machines; Ceiling fans; Electrically heated liners for children's car seats; Faucet handles; Filters for photographic, cinematographic, video and performing arts lighting; Flexible pipes being parts of sink plumbing installations; Hair driers; Ice boxes; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; Light bulbs; Motorcycle headlamps; Multi-purpose, electric countertops food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; Nail drying machines for beauty salons; Oil-free electric fryers; Portable stoves; Reading lights; Socks, electrically heated; Strip lighting for indoor use; Tail lights for vehicles
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Aug. 16, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd. Address Jinjiang City Chidian Town Xinjing Trading Co., Ltd. No.105, South Dist., Xitou Village, Chidian Town, Jinjiang, Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GEMBARAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97577153 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Railing and fencing consisting primarily of metal; vinyl covered boundary railing and fencing consisting primarily of metal for use in warehouses and manufacturing facilities
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L. B. Plastics Incorporated Address L. B. Plastics Incorporated 482 E. Plaza Drive Mooresville NORTH CAROLINA
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 954/22

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRESOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97577435 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "FRESOR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "FRESOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigarettes; Matches; Tobacco; Chewing tobacco; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarette paper; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarettes; Filter tips; Filter tips for cigarettes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Holders for cigars and cigarettes; Lighters for smokers; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Pocket machines for rolling cigarettes
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALD GROUP LIMITED Address ALD GROUP LIMITED BLDG. B, NO.2 IND. 3RD RD., TANGTOU COM. SHIYAN STR., BAO’AN DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA 518100 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PUREHEALTH RESEARCH
FASTENZYMES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97578675 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 05, 2022 |
| Register | Principal Mark Type |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Trademark |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RESEARCH" and "FAST ENZYMES"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6533076

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC
- **Address**: PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC 1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CAROLINE P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH GUT ANTIOXIDANTS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97578682</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "RESEARCH" and "GUT ANTIOXIDANTS" |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  6533076

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Dietary and nutritional supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC

**Address**  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC  1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  WYOMING

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  SMITH, CAROLINE P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WILD WEST

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97579495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Cookies; chocolate confections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Made In Nature, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Made In Nature, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1708 13th St.</td>
<td>Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO 80302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEACH BUNNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97579597 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer; Beer, ale and lager
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Timber House, Inc. Address Timber House, Inc. 3329 Hegan Lane Chico CALIFORNIA 95928 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COZY CABIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6740
**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97579619</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;LEGAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers

**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** | 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment

**For** Business networking; Business management consulting and advisory services

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** | 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** | Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | Hurdle, Lenina

**Address** | Hurdle, Lenina 1936 W M.L.K. Jr Blvd STE 102 Tampa FLORIDA 33607

**Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** | UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** | KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** VRAMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97579781
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 06, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Vramy has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Eyewear; Audio adapter plugs; Battery chargers; Bicycle helmets; Bicycle safety lights; Computer keyboards; Digital cameras; Eyewear cases; Tripods for cameras
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cai, Yiyong
- **Address**: Cai, Yiyong No. 2, Huikou, Lijiao Village Donghai Town, Chengxiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
BRIDGE INVESTMENT GROUP VENTURES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97580733</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "INVESTMENT GROUP VENTURES" |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5451197 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing of real estate development projects; Real estate investment services; Real estate funds investment services; Venture capital advisory services; Venture capital financing; Venture capital fund management; Financial investment in the field of property technology

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | BRIDGE INVESTMENT GROUP HOLDINGS LLC |
| Address | BRIDGE INVESTMENT GROUP HOLDINGS LLC 111 E SEGO LILY DR #400 Sandy UTAH 84070 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 50518-1008US |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLU SHOT FLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97580931 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FLU SHOT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail pharmacy services; retail store and online retail pharmacy services in the field of pharmacy products, prescription drugs, health products, wellness products, general consumer merchandise, food, beverage, beauty products, and medical products; retail store services featuring products related to covid-19 and covid-19 preparedness; retail pharmacy services related to vaccination and obtaining vaccines and flu shots
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For retail pharmacy services related to vaccination and obtaining vaccines and flu shots, namely, medical clinic and walk-in medical clinic services provided within a retail store
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CVS Pharmacy, Inc. Address CVS Pharmacy, Inc. Mailcode: 1160 One CVS Drive Woonsocket RHODE ISLAND 02895 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAHN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ARC CLEAN TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97581011 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of ARC CLEAN TECHNOLOGY and a hex shape formed by miscellaneous designs of dots appearing to the right of ARC. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CLEAN TECHNOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Small modular nuclear reactor used for providing carbon free energy for electricity production, water desalination, green hydrogen production, green ammonia production, district heating and for industrial heat
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARC Clean Energy, Inc. Address ARC Clean Energy, Inc. Suite 700 2 Wisconsin Circle Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0015372/25

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97581536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0824150, 0824152, 0824151 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

- For: Soft drinks

**International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 45, 46, 48

**International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: PEPSICO, INC.
- **Address**: PEPSICO, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**Examinig Attorney**

- **Examinig Attorney**: RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MI MESA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97581816 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of MI MESA in the mark is MY TABLE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tortilla chips

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grupo Bimbo, S.A.B. de C.V. Address Grupo Bimbo, S.A.B. de C.V. Prolongacion Paseo De La Reforma No. 1000, Col. Pena Blanca Santa Fe Mexico City MEXICO 01210 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 514250.3798

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97582158</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “GUAVA”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Tobacco; Tobacco pouches; Hookah tobacco
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Fumari, Inc.
- **Address**: Fumari, Inc. 675 Gateway Center Dr, Ste A San Diego CALIFORNIA 92102
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97582678</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Artificial turf
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Controlled Products, LLC
- **Address**: Controlled Products, LLC 200 Howell Drive Dalton GEORGIA 30721
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J

---

**Mark Literal(s)** ENDLESS SUMMER

---

**Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SOCIETY 61

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97582957
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Footwear; Headwear; Socks; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf shirts; Golf shorts; Golf spikes; Golf trousers; Outerwear; namely, jackets, coats, gloves; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jan. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Society 61 LLC
- **Address**: Society 61 LLC 8567 Peaceful Dreams St. Las Vegas NEVADA 89139
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: K557635467

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97583155
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 08, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Roof underlayment
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Sep. 08, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2021

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: FT Synthetics Inc.
- **Address**: FT Synthetics Inc. 26977 56 Ave Langley, BC CANADA V4W3Y2
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REALESTIMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97583615 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate valuation services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Move, Inc. Address Move, Inc. Legal Dept. 30700 Russell Ranch Rd. Westlake Village CALIFORNIA 91362 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1202.01.22

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPLAINABILITY INDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97583794 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDEX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, analysis and management of financial investment portfolios; providing information and analysis relating to financial investments based on machine learning; financial investment data analysis International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ali Hirsa Address Ali Hirsa 275 West 96th St, #27A New York NEW YORK 10025 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM2137US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AVSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97584441 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AVSA" in stylized form. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "AVSA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Electrical adapters; Lithium secondary batteries; Low-voltage power supplies; Plates for batteries; Rechargeable batteries; Solar-powered battery chargers; Voltage stabilizing power supply International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUILAN PAN Address HUILAN PAN NO. 20, SHANGWANG GROUP, GAOQIAO VILLAGE AICHENG TOWN, YONGXIU COUNTY JIUJiang, JIANGXI PROV CHINA 332000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MORELEVED-DX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97584917 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; Diagnostic kits consisting primarily of probes, buffers and reagents for use in microbial testing; Medical apparatus and instrument for diagnostic use, namely, apparatus for medical diagnostic testing in the fields of cancer or other tissue-based diagnostic testing, cytology and cell-based testing; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing DNA and RNA samples; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing for viruses; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing cancer cells, DNA; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing cancer cells, DNA, incorporating recorded software for data processing

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Molorigin Laboratories Inc. Address Molorigin Laboratories Inc. 10139, Bootham Close, Fishers INDIANA 46038 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POWERSKATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97585298 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manually operated exercise equipment
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 11, 2000 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name That's Epic! LLC Address That's Epic! LLC 4771 Bald Eagle Avenue White Bear Lake MINNESOTA 55110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 029402.0008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97585362 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters QT within a square with rounded corners. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shower curtains; Towels; Hand towels International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quiet Town Inc. Address Quiet Town Inc. 55 Belmont Avenue Fairfax CALIFORNIA 94930 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 151785567170

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 8TH WONDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97585630 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of the health benefits of cannabis, and medicinal benefits of cannabis
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For On-line business directories featuring information on physicians and health care providers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Providing a website featuring information in the field of medical marijuana and cannabis health
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heady Brewing Company LLC Address Heady Brewing Company LLC 2202 Dallas St Houston TEXAS 77003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97585656</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “SPORTS” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Downloadable mobile computer application software for use in conducting sports betting; downloadable mobile computer application software for use in conducting in-game wagering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Boyd Gaming Corporation |
| Address | Boyd Gaming Corporation 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 113046.00865 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | TANNER, MICHAEL R |
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
BOYDSPORTS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97585659</td>
<td>Sep. 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;BOYD SPORTS&quot; in stylized font appearing to the left of the depiction of two chevrons.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;SPORTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downloadable mobile computer application software for use in conducting sports betting; downloadable mobile computer application software for use in conducting in-game wagering</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2021</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyd Gaming Corporation</td>
<td>Boyd Gaming Corporation 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>113046.00866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TANNER, MICHAEL R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOYD SPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97585661 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BOYD SPORTS" in stylized font wherein the term "BOYD" is located above the term "SPORTS" with the depiction of two chevrons located to the left of the term "SPORTS" and pointing at the term "SPORTS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile computer application software for use in conducting sports betting; downloadable mobile computer application software for use in conducting in-game wagering
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 06, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boyd Gaming Corporation Address Boyd Gaming Corporation 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 113046.00867

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CORETEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586012 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Upholstery for vehicles; fitted seat covers for vehicles; vehicle seats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Motors LLC Address General Motors LLC 300 Renaissance Center Detroit MICHIGAN 482653000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ALL . THINGS . CLEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586117 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLEAN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5015549

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning cloths; Cleaning sponges; Dish drying mats; Dish drying racks; Dish cloths; Drain stoppers for sinks and drains; Scraping brushes; Sponge holders; Squeegees for dishes; Squeegees for household use; Strainers for household purposes; Dish drainers; Kitchen sponges; Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Scrub sponges

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 2015 In Commerce Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MDC HOUSEWARES INC. Address MDC HOUSEWARES INC. 2039 rue Cohen Quebec CANADA H4R2N7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
reason for publication
Published for Opposition

mark literal(s)  CXK

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97586186 Application Filing Date  Sep. 10, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "CXK" with letters "XK" standing on the letter "C". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For  Bowls; Combs; Cups; Dinnerware; Dishes; Jugs; Plates; Vases; Atomizers for household use; Automatic pet feeders; Automatic pet waterers; Basins in the nature of bowls; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Baskets for household purposes; Beverage glassware; Bottles, sold empty; Cake molds; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cleaning brushes for household use; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Dispensers for liquid soap; Disposable dinnerware, namely, chopsticks, plates, bowls and serving trays; Drinking glasses; Drinking straws; Drinking vessels; Flower pots; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Glass for decorative purposes, namely, sea glass; Glass mugs; Gloves for household purposes; Hair brushes; Hand-operated food grinders; Household utensils, namely, graters; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Kitchen containers; Lunch boxes; Make-up brushes; Non-electric egg beaters; Oven mitts; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Pet brushes; Powder puffs; Scoops for household purposes; Scrubbing brushes; Shaker bottles sold empty; Spatulas for kitchen use; Sponges used for applying make-up; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Tablemats, not of paper or textile; Vacuum bottles

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name:** Zeal Lin  
**Address:** Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000  
**Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship:** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number:** FTM-T0508  
**Examining Attorney:** MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEMONMAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586189 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LEMONMAMA" in stylized wording with the letter "O" shaped like a lemon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Boots; Brassieres; Dresses; Gowns; Hats; Hosiery; Insoles; Neckties; Pullovers; Pyjamas; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Slippers; Smocks; Socks; Stockings; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underpants; Underwear; Vests; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners and yoga; Bathing trunks; Bibs, not of paper; Body shapers; Bottoms as clothing; Caps being headwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing layettes; Foundation garment girdles; Gloves as clothing; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses and sweaters; Liveries being uniforms; Outer jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Sports jerseys; Sports pants; Tank tops; Tee shirts; Tops as clothing; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wedding dresses; Yoga pants; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUNFENG MAI Address YUNFENG MAI NO.3, DATANG, DATANG NEIGHBORHOOD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0511

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAKATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586190 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Nakater has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Boots; Brassieres; Dresses; Footwear; Gowns; Hats; Hosiery; Insoles; Neckties; Pullovers; Pyjamas; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Slippers; Smocks; Socks; Stockings; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underpants; Underwear; Vests; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners and yoga; Bathing trunks; Bibs, not of paper; Body shapers; Bottoms as clothing; Caps being headwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing layettes; Foundation garment girdles; Gloves as clothing; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses and sweaters; Liveries being uniforms; Outer jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Sports jerseys; Sports pants; Tank tops; Tee shirts; Tops as clothing; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wedding dresses; Yoga pants; Yoga tops


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeal Lin Address Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0512

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s) NOKJAG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97586191</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Nokjag has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Brassards; Buttons; Embroidery; Lace; Needles; Toupees; Wigs; Arm bands; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Beads, other than for making jewellery; Brooches for clothing; Decorative cords; Edgings for clothing; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Frills for attachment to clothing; Gold embroidery; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair colouring caps; Hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; Hair curling papers; Hair curling pins; Hair elastics; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair pins; Hair ribbons; Hair slides; Hair ties; Hand-knitting needles; Hem tape; Human hair; Knitting implements, namely, stitch holders; Lace trimmings; Ornamental novelty badges; Pins, other than jewelry, being hair pins; Pins, other than jewelry, being hat pins; Ribbons for the hair; Sewing kits comprised of needles, thimbles, scissors and thread, sold as a unit; Shoe laces; Silver embroidery; Thread spools for holding sewing threads; Trimmings for clothing; Wreaths of artificial flowers

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**First Use** Jul. 30, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Zeal Lin **Address** Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** FTM-T0513

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
TM 5637 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OUHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586193 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OUHT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Boats; Motorboats; Strollers; Wheelchairs; Air bags; Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Antitheft devices for vehicles; Ashtrays for automobiles; Bags adapted for strollers; Bicycle bells; Bicycle chains; Bicycle handlebars; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle mudguards; Brake pads for automobiles; Bumpers for automobiles; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Cup holders for vehicles; Electric reversing alarms for vehicles; Fitted vehicle covers for automobiles; Gears for bicycles; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Hoods for vehicles; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Motorcycle chains; Motorcycle frames; Motorcycle saddles; Non-skid devices for vehicle tires, namely, non-skid studs; Panniers adapted for motorcycles; Pet strollers; Push scooters; Rearview mirrors; Roof racks; Saddlebags adapted for bicycles; Safety seats for children, for vehicles; Safety seats for use in cars; Self-balancing boards; Self-balancing scooters; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Shock absorbing springs for vehicles; Stroller covers; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Upholstery for vehicles; Vehicle bumpers; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers; Vehicle running boards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeal Lin Address Zeal Lin ROOM 3, DATANG 1ST ROAD, JIANGKOU TOWN, FENGKAI COUNTY, ZHAOQING CHINA 526000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T0514
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHOMPIN' GATORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586456 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; beer mugs; boot jacks; bottle openers; bottles, sold empty; bowls; basins in the nature of bowls; buckets; pails; cages for household pets; coasters, not of paper or textile; cocktail shakers; cocktail stirrers; coffee grinders, hand-operated; coffee services in the nature of tableware; tea services in the nature of tableware; coffee filters not of paper being part of non-electric coffee makers; coin banks; cold packs for chilling food and beverages; combs for animals; combs; cookie jars; non-electric cooking pot sets; non-electric cooking pots; cooking utensils, namely, grills, spatulas, pots, pans, chopping boards; corkscrews; cosmetic utensils, namely, hair brushes, eye lid brushes, cleaning brushes for household use, hair combs; crystal drinking glasses, bowls, coasters, stemware, bowls, figures, plaques; glassware, namely, beer mugs, coffee mugs, dishes, butter plates, chopping boards, plates, bowls, baking dishes, dishes; cruet sets for oil, vinegar, sauces, salad dressings, sold empty; cups; cups of paper or plastic; plates of plastic or paper; disposable cups and plates; cutting boards for the kitchen; dish covers; covers for dishes; dishes; disposable table plates; drinking troughs; drinking vessels; drinking horns; drinking bottles, sold empty; drinking bottles for sports; drinking glasses; earthenware, namely, dinnerware, salad plates, servings dishes, bowls, salt and pepper shakers, cruets for oil, vinegar, sauces and salad dressings, sold empty, figures, plaques; crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; enameled glass, not for building; flasks; flower pots; flower pot covers, not of paper; garlic presses; kitchen utensils, namely, pouring spoons, tongs, serving spoons, forks, spatulas, fly swatters, clothes-pegs, mixing spoons, basting spoons; serving utensils, namely, sugar tongs, ice tongs, pie servers and serving ladles; kitchen and cooking containers, namely, vases, bottles, sold empty, piggy banks, pails, cocktail shakers, cooking pots and pans, and non-electric kettles and pressure cookers; small hand-operated kitchen apparatus for mincing, grinding, pressing or crushing, namely, garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; dish stands and decanter stands; cosmetic and toilet utensils, namely, electric and non-electric combs and toothbrushes, dental floss, foam toe separators for use in pedicures, powder puffs, fitted vanity cases; gardening articles, namely, gardening gloves, window-boxes, watering cans and nozzles for watering hose; glass or metal drinking flasks; glass jars; glass stoppers; glass bowls; glass pans, glass boxes, baking dishes; wine, water, and old fashion drinking glasses; gloves for household purposes; cooking grills, non-electric griddles; heat or cold...
insulated containers for beverages, food for household use; portable ice chests for food and beverages; hip flasks; decanters; decanter tags; ice cube molds; ice buckets; non-electric portable coolers; ice pails; ice tongs; ice cream scoops; insulated flasks; vacuum bottles; thermally insulated bags for food; jugs; pitchers; nonelectric kettles; kitchen containers; insulating sleeve holder for beverages; serving ladles; liqueur stemware sets; lunch boxes; menu card holders; hand-operated salt, pepper, coffee grinder mills for household purposes; mixing spoons; mortars for kitchen uses; mugs; napkin rings; nutcrackers; oven mitts; kitchen mitts; barbecue mitts; painted glassware in the nature of vases; serving platters; hand-operated pepper mills; fitted picnic baskets with dishes; place mats, not of paper or textile; plates for diffusing aromatic oil; non-electric portable cool boxes; non-electric portable coolers; pot holders; pottery, namely, coffee mugs, bowls, plates, dishes, butter plates, stone pots; napkin rings; table napkin holders; bottles sold empty for storing beverages in refrigerators; reusable silicone food covers for household containers; salt cellars; salt and pepper shakers; spice shakers; salad bowls; salad tongs; saucers; coffee services in the nature of tableware and dishes; serving ladles; signboards of porcelain or glass; ski wax brushes; soup bowls; soap dispensing bottles sold empty; soap holders; spice sets, namely, hand-operated spice grinders; straws for drinking; table napkin holders; table plates; tablemats, not of paper or textile; tableware, namely, serving dishes, serving trays, trivets; tankards, non-electric warmers for use with tea candles to melt scented wax tarts; tea service tableware; tea infusers; tea balls; tea strainers; tea cozies; tea bag rests; non-electric teapots; thermally insulated containers for food, drinks, and wine bottles; trays of paper for household purposes, trays for household purposes; trivets; urns being vases; drinking vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks; vegetable dishes; watering cans; window boxes; wine aerators; wine tasting pipettes; wine tasting siphons; wine bottle cradles; works of art of porcelain; works of art ceramic; works of art earthenware; works of art terra-cotta; works of art glass

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass

For  Aprons, bandannas, bath sandals, bath slippers, bath robes, bathing caps, bathing trunks, bathing clothing drawers, bathing suits, swim suits; beach clothes, namely, swim wear, bathing cover ups, beach clothing wraps, shoes, shorts, shirts, pants, socks, dresses, skirts, surfing rash guard shirts and pants; clothing belts, berets, cloth bibs, boas, boots, boxer shorts, brassieres, breeches for wear, camisoles, caps being headwear, headwear, beanies; face coverings being niqabs; neck gaiters; protective neck and arm guards made of neoprene or other materials to prevent wetsuit chafing; clothing, namely, pants, shorts, shirts, skirts, socks, underwear, shoes, protective sports helmet accessory, namely face masks; sandals, thongs being shoes, hats, knit face masks being headwear; clothing containing slimming substances, namely, pants, shorts, underwear, clothing containing sunscreen protection, namely, pants, shirts, hats, socks, shoes, hand gloves; coats; detachable collars; cuffs and wristbands as clothing; cyclists' clothing, namely, shirts, shorts, underwear; shoes and hats; dresses, dressing gowns, ear muffs, fingerless gloves, fishing vests, footwear, footmuffs, not electrically heated, galoshes, gloves, hairdressing capes, hats, visors being headwear, headbands, heels, hoods, hosiery, jackets, clothing jerseys, kimonos, knickers, clothing layettes, leggings, leg warmers, trousers, leotards, mittens, money belt, masquerade costumes, mufffs, neck scarves, mufflers as neck scarves, neck warmers as clothing; neck gaiters as clothing, neck gaiters outer clothing, namely, coats; wraps as clothing, overalls, smocks, overcoats, topcoats; paper clothing, namely, paper hats; parkas, photography vests, artist vests, ponchos, pajamas, sandals, sarongs, sashes for wear, scarves, shawls, ski boots, ski gloves, skorts, skull caps, sleep masks, slippers, spats, sport jerseys, sports shoes, stuff jackets, suits, sweaters, pullovers, jumpsuits, stockings, teddies being underwear, tee-shirts, neckties, ties, togas, turbans, underclothing, suspenders, braces as suspenders for clothing, uniforms, veils, vests
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Polley-Hoffman, Lynn S.</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Polley-Hoffman, Lynn S.</td>
<td>363 South Roscoe Blvd</td>
<td>Ponte Vedra Beach FLORIDA 32082 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Brenner, Nancy</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Brenner, Nancy</td>
<td>120 Horseman Club Road</td>
<td>Palatka FLORIDA 32177 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>WATSON, JULIE A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOUR STERLING FIDUCIARY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586470  Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “FIDUCIARY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, advice relating to investments, asset management, cash management; financial analysis and consultation, financial planning consultation, financial portfolio management, financial research and financial risk management; providing on-line financial calculators; providing stock/securities market information; brokerage in the field of stocks, mutual funds and other securities; mutual fund investment and mutual fund distribution; consumer lending services; issuance and management of certificates backed by loan portfolios which are subsequently managed to insure the integrity of the certificates; investment fund transfer and transaction services; assisting others with the completion of financial transactions for stocks, bonds, securities and equities; a total portfolio offering for clients consisting of both separate accounts and mutual funds for equity and fixed income investments; financial trust operations; trust services, namely, investment and trust company services; insurance services, namely, underwriting, writing and brokerage of property, life and casualty insurance; investment management of and distribution of annuities; investment services, namely, asset acquisition, consultation, development and management services; Providing home equity lines of credit (HELOC); Processing of signature debit electronic transactions; Charge card and credit card payment processing services; Electronic debit card transaction processing; Online banking; Providing personal loans and lines of credit; Providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; Financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; Providing financial information regarding rating changes that affect financial portfolios via e-mail notification alerts; Banking services featuring the provision of certificates of deposit; Financing of loans; Securities brokerage services; Financial services, namely, broker/dealer services on securities exchanges and over-the-counter markets; Money wiring services; Financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to securities and other financial instruments; Financial services, namely, business fundraising for others; Providing information in the field of personal finance; Financial investment analysis and stock research; Financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in
the fields of stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures and other securities, and the investment of funds of others; Securities underwriting; Financial services, namely, mortgage refinancing; Merchant banking services; Currency exchange services; Charitable fundraising services by means of motorcycling, bicycling, running and walking events; Banking and financing services; Financing relating to automobiles, aircrafts, and yachts; Charitable fundraising services by means of an entertainment event; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuations, and the financial aspects of retirement; Charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities, supplemental funding, capital improvement funding, scholarships and financial assistance for programs and services of others; Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services; Financial services, namely, coordination, within a single account, of an investment portfolio's maintenance, trading, rebalancing, and tax management needs; Bill payment services provided through a website; Trustee services; On-line charitable fundraising; Financing and loan services; Stock exchange information services; Financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; Mortgage refinancing; Mutual fund analysis services; Financing loans for small businesses, car dealerships, medical practices; Financial management of employee pension plans; Financial trust planning; Real estate escrow services; Private equity consultant services; Charitable fundraising; Estate planning; Providing on-line news in the field of finance; Mutual fund planning services; Cryptocurrency exchange services; Providing financial information via a web site; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Polley-Hoffman, Lynn S.  Address  Polley-Hoffman, Lynn S.  363 South Roscoe Blvd  Ponte Vedra Beach  FLORIDA 32082  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Owner Name  Hoffman, Jerome W.  Address  Hoffman, Jerome W.  363 South Roscoe Blvd  Ponte Vedra Beach  FLORIDA 32082  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RUBYSTORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97586491 Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees, namely, orchids, ferns, succulents; Silk flowers International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Ouhua Chuangke Trade Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Ouhua Chuangke Trade Co., Ltd. Room103, Unit 2, Bldg 3, No. 116 Jiangshan South Road, Huangdao Dist. Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266555 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MOHUA1099
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, ALINA S.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NEUE KLASSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97586865
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KLASSE"
- **Translation**: The English translation of NEUE KLASSE in the mark is NEW CLASS.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Land vehicles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
- **Address**: Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft  
Dept. AJ-55  
Petuelring 130  
Munich  
FED REP GERMANY  
80809
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M/2022-00071

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s) GRAINGER INSIGHTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97587578</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1747557, 1559199, 2128519 and others |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing business information; providing business information in the field of business analytics; providing business information in the field of customer analytics; providing business information in the field of maintenance, repair and operations equipment and supplies; compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for business purposes; business data analysis; business data analysis services in the field of maintenance, repair and operations equipment and supplies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | W.W. Grainger, Inc. |
| Address | W.W. Grainger, Inc. 100 Grainger Parkway Lake Forest ILLINOIS 60045 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 059505.04030 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | LEE, CATHERINE ANNE |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ACTIVE AIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SOUNDSCAPE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97587654</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: mattresses, pillows, bed foundations, adjustable bed foundations
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Tempur World, LLC
- **Address**: Tempur World, LLC 1000 Tempur Way Lexington KENTUCKY 40511
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TEMPUR

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examine Attorney**: HELLMAN, ELI J
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97588593</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Mobile charging services for electric vehicles; battery charging services; battery charging service for motor vehicles; charging of electric vehicles; charging station services for electric vehicles; plug-in hybrid vehicle charging services; installation, maintenance, and repair of electric vehicle charging stations and charging equipment.

**International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

**For**: Downloadable software for mobile devices, namely, software for requesting mobile charging services for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid vehicles; Downloadable software for scheduling and dispatching of mobile on-demand charging services for electric vehicles; Downloadable software to monitor, collect, and report data on charge levels of electric vehicle batteries and the location of electric vehicles.

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### Basis Information

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: SparkCharge, Inc.

**Address**: SparkCharge, Inc. 455 Grand Union Blvd. Somerville MASSACHUSETTS 02145

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 37203.00013

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: CERDA, VICTOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLUE BIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97588924
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 13, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages except beers; wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rubin Wines LLC
- **Address**: Rubin Wines LLC 5220 Ross Road Sebastopol CALIFORNIA 95472
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: RUBIN (3)
- **Examining Attorney**: DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUBERT PREMIUM DOG TREATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97589409 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of blue and red concentric circles with a dog in the middle that is shaded white and red with a bone that is white in the dog's mouth that has a red border and under that, the word "HUBERT" stylized in blue with white lines and under that, red lines and under that the words "PREMIUM DOG TREATS" in red and to the right and to the left of the words "PREMIUM DOG TREATS", blue paws. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Blue, Red and White is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PREMIUM DOG TREATS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable housebreaking pads for use in training puppies
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Edible dog treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blu Trading LLC Address Blu Trading LLC 3 Larkspur Court New City NEW YORK 10956 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BIUTYENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97589538 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BIUTYENCE" in a stylized font
with a circle above the "I". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical adhesive tapes; Gelatin for medical purposes, namely, gelatin capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals; Topical
gel for medical and therapeutic treatment of scars and wounds, namely, a treatment that aids in scar removal; Surgical
bandages; Bandages for skin wounds; Medical adhesives for binding wounds; Surgical adhesive bands for medical purposes;
Dressings for medical purposes; Medical transdermal patches featuring salicylic acid for acne treatment; Corn plasters;
Medical plasters; Nutritional supplements; Acne treatment preparations; Surgical dressings
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BENQ MATERIALS CORP. Address BENQ MATERIALS CORP. 29, Jianguo E. Road Guishan Dist.,
Taoyuan TAIWAN 33341 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAYES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97590608 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-sanitizing preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

For Cleaning preparations; Non-medicated hand soaps
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lab Clean, Inc. Address Lab Clean, Inc. 3627 Briggeman Dr Los Alamitos CALIFORNIA 90720
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZOWO-PLAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97590665 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For paints; varnishes; lacquers; primers; preservative coatings for wood; wood preservatives
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Dec. 31, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2009
For cleaning preparations; polishing preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 31, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2009
For chemical preparations for use in industry in the nature of industrial coating systems
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Dec. 31, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phil. Berger Lack- und chemische Fabrik GmbH Address Phil. Berger Lack- und chemische Fabrik GmbH MAYBACHSTRAE 2 GRÜNSTADT FED REP GERMANY D-67269 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STT-BY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
INA A. COLEN ACADEMY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97590693
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "INA A. COLEN" in capital letters centered below a solid line; the word "ACADEMY" in smaller capital letters centered beneath with a line centered on each side extending out to the length of the line above.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ACADEMY" Name Portrait Consent
  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6390884

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Educational services in the nature of elementary schools**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Oct. 13, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2022

- **For Shirts; Outer jackets**
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Oct. 13, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CFCT-IACA Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: CFCT-IACA Holdings, LLC 8435 SW 80th Street, Suite 2 Ocala FLORIDA 34481
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UD ENTERPRISES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97590786 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENTERPRISES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; Entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music; Production of video and computer game software; Publication of books, magazines, journals, newspapers, periodicals, catalogs and brochures; providing online computer games accessed and played via mobile and cellular phones and other wireless devices; Provision of information relating to electronic computer games provided via the Internet; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, trading card games, board games, and music; Arranging and conducting business conferences all being in the fields of sports, entertainment, special events, contests, moments in time being newsworthy, and historic moments

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For On-line and retail store services featuring sports and entertainment memorabilia, collectibles, toys, and clothing; Online retail store services featuring printed material in the nature of books, toys, electronic goods in the nature of video games, computer software, and audio and video recordings featuring music; Operating an online shopping site in the fields of entertainment services, sports equipment, sports memorabilia, collectibles, toys and clothing

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Upper Deck Company Address The Upper Deck Company 5830 El Camino Real Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92008 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UPPER-336B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GATHERWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97590935 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking glasses; trays for domestic purposes, not of metal; leather coasters; leather place mats; place mats, not of paper or textile; cake stands; serving spoons; serving platters; serving trays; napkin holders; flower vases; bowls; plates; coffee services in the nature of tableware; coffee cups; teacups; mugs; candlesticks; coasters, not paper or textile
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Table napkins of textile; textile tablecloths; textile place mats; coasters of textile; tablecloths, not of paper
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Paper napkins; coasters of paper or cardboard; place mats made of paper or cardboard; paper tablecloths
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Dividers for drawers; furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Providing a website featuring information in the field of entertaining; providing a website featuring information in the field of arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
For Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bark Outdoors, LLC Address  Bark Outdoors, LLC 8785 Lookout Ln  Park City  UTAH  84098 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  HSU, FONG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FIRST LOOK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97592617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3891988 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Electronic downloadable publications, namely, religious instructional and educational materials for children and youth, and related teaching manuals, dramatic and non-dramatic musical sound recordings, and video recordings, all in the fields of spiritual formation for children and youth, family ministry leadership, and parenting; Musical sound recordings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>The reThink Group, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The reThink Group, Inc. 5870 Charlotte Lane, Ste 300 Cumming GEORGIA 30040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>771</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OEHRLIN, STEFAN M |

| 6792 |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POSTURE IS EVERYTHING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97592691</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Downloadable healthcare software for diagnosing medical conditions, data processing, instructing physical therapy, assessing user health conditions, assessing user health and wellness; Downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency and non-fungible token transactions using blockchain technology for use in the health and wellness fields

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Medical services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Computer programming services for creating medical software; Providing online, non-downloadable software for diagnosing medical conditions, data processing, instructing physical therapy, assessing user health conditions, assessing user health and wellness; Providing online, non-downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency and non-fungible token transactions using blockchain technology for use in the health and wellness fields

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

6793
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>AZA Health &amp; Wellness Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>AZA Health &amp; Wellness Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5753 East Santa Ana Cyn Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#G162 Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>05020-0054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97592801</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "U.S." |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others | |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Flashlights; Lamps; Lamp bases; Lamp globes; Lamp shades; Lanterns for lighting; Lamp finials |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 | International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Department of the Army | Address | Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310 |
| Legal Entity | agency of the United States government | State or Country Where Organized | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | Horiz 11 |
| Examining Attorney | TANNER, MICHAEL R |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97592830  Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

Goods and Services Information

For Fitted vehicle seat covers; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Insignia for vehicles; License plate frames; License plate holders; Mud flaps for vehicles; Vehicle head rest covers; Wheel covers; Automotive windshield shade screens; Lug nut covers for vehicle wheels; Pre-designed vinyl vehicle wraps specially adapted for vehicles; Spare tire covers; Spare wheel covers; Steering wheel covers; Trailer hitch covers; Wheelchair tire covers

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

Basis Information

Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Department of the Army  Address Department of the Army  The Pentagon  Washington  D.C.  20310
Legal Entity agency of the United States government  State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number Horiz 12

Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)
U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97592846
Application Filing Date: Sep. 15, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark:
The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in
stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The
color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent
areas and is not part of the mark.
Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark.
Disclaimer: "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For:
Clocks; Cufflinks; Jewelry; Pendants; Watchbands; Watches; Charm bracelets; Charms for bracelets; Charms for key
rings; Charms for key rings or key chains; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry cases; Jewelry in the nature
of identification tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; Jewelry organizer cases; Jewelry ring holders; Jewelry,
namely, dog tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; Medals and medallions; Non-monetary coins; Watch bands and
straps; Watch fobs; Charms for jewelry; Charms for watch bands; Collectible coins; Commemorative coins; Jewelry charms;
Key rings; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Lapel pins; Ornamental lapel pins; Pet jewelry;
Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Real and imitation jewellery; Rings; Shoe jewelry; Stop watches; Tie pins; Wrist
watches; Lanyards for holding keys
International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title: Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Department of the Army
Address: Department of the Army
The Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20310

Legal Entity: agency of the United States government
State or Country Where Organized: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: Horiz 14

This is a natural text representation of the image.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97592868 Application Filing Date  Sep. 15, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Decals; Pencils; Pens; Stationery; Stickers; Desk sets; Ink stamps; Memory books; Paper napkins; Paper towels; Pencil sharpeners; Pencil cases; Pencil holders; Photo albums; Printed address books and printed diaries; Printed certificates; Printed day planners; Printed desktop planners; Printed notebooks; Printed notepads; Printed occasion cards; Printed paper signs; Printed picture cards; Printed postcards; Scrapbook albums; Scrapbook pages; Scrapbooks; Stamp pad inks; Stamp pads; Stamping inks; Stationery boxes; Stationery folders; Stationery-type portfolios; Sticker albums; Sticker books; Wrapping paper; Writing implements; Writing instruments; Writing pads; Address stamps; Albums for stamps; Blank note cards; Blank writing journals; Blank paper notebooks; Bumper stickers; Collectable printed trading cards; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for automobile wheel hubs; Decorative stickers for cars; Desk organizers for stationery use; Desktop business card holders; Impression stamps; Inks for stationery purposes; Magnetic decals; Magnetic bumper stickers; Paper banners; Paper drink coasters; Paper flags; Paper notebooks; Paper pennants; Pouches for writing instruments; Printed business cards; Printed greeting cards; Printed magazines featuring information about the armed services; Printed newsletters featuring information about the armed services; Printed note cards; Printed posters; Printed trading cards, other than for games; Rubber stamps; Temporary tattoo transfers; Vinyl static cling decals; Wall decals; Lanyards for name badge holders
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Department of the Army
- **Address**: Department of the Army, The Pentagon, Washington D.C. 20310
- **Legal Entity**: Agency of the United States government
- **State or Country Where Organized**: United States

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Horiz 16

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: TANNER, MICHAEL R
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97592876</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

- Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**

- U.S. ARMY

**Reason for Publication**

- Published for Opposition

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "U.S."

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

- For Backpacks; Billfolds; Canes; Handbags; Luggage; Purses; Suitcases; Umbrellas; Wallets; Duffel bags; Leashes for animals; Luggage tags; Overnight bags; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; Walking sticks; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose sports bags; Animal carriers; Apparel for pets; Athletic bags; Bags for carrying pets; Beach bags; Book bags; Carry-all bags; Clothing for pets; Clutch bags; Collars for pets; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals; Courier bags; Crossbody bags; Diaper bags; Drawstring bags; Garment bags for travel; Garments for pets; Gym bags; Hair bows for pets; Mesh shopping bags; Messenger bags; Reusable shopping bags; Sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; Shaving bags sold empty; Shoulder bags; Sports bags; Straps for luggage; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tool bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travel bags; Trunks being luggage; Wheeled bags; Wristlet bags

**International Classes**

- 18 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**Basis Information**

- Currently ITU: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Department of the Army
- **Address**: Department of the Army
- **Address**: The Pentagon
- **City**: Washington
- **State**: D.C.
- **Zip Code**: 20310

**Legal Entity**: agency of the United States government

**State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: Horiz 18

---

6801
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97592896 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Drawing Type 3 - An ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

Goods and Services Information
For Chairs; Cushions; Pillows; Air mattresses, not for medical purposes; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Chair cushions; Chair pads; Pet cushions; Pet ramps; Pillows for household pets; Plaques of plaster, plastic, wax, or wood; Accent pillows; Air mattresses for use when camping; Bath pillows; Beach chairs; Bean bag chairs; Beds for household pets; Crate covers for pets; Director's chairs; Folding chairs; Kennels for household pets; Neck pillows; Neck support cushions; Non-metal license plates; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Novelty pillows; Office chairs; Picture and photograph frames; Play yards for pets; Playhouses for pets; Portable beds for pets; Portable folding stadium seats; Rocking chairs; Seat cushions; Stadium cushions; Throw pillows; Travel pillows; Wall plaques made of plaster, plastic, wax, or wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Department of the Army Address Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310 Legal Entity agency of the United States government State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number Horiz 20

6803
Examining Attorney  TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593070 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in
stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The
color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent
areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Beverageware; Bowls; Cups; Dishcloths; Dishes; Dishware; Mugs; Plates; Vases; Beverage glassware;
Beverage stirrers; Bottle openers; Bottles, sold empty; Candle holders; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coin banks;
Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cupcake baking cups; Dish cloths; Dish covers; Dish cozies; Dish drainers; Dish drying mats; Flower
pots; Holders for flowers and plants; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Kitchen utensil crocks; Kitchen
containers; Kitchen mitts; Lunch boxes; Pet bowls; Pet brushes; Pet dishes; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet treat jars;
Piggy banks; Salt and pepper shakers; Serving trays; Toothbrush holders; Baking dishes; Cages for pets; Chopping boards for
kitchen use; Cold packs for chilling food and beverages; Commemorative plates; Containers for household or kitchen use;
Cutting boards for the kitchen; Decorative plates; Disposable table plates; Drinking cups; Drinking cups for babies and
children; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Electric warmers to melt scented wax tarts; Feeding vessels for pets; Flower
vases and bowls; Glass stoppers for bottles; Household storage containers for pet food; Insulated mugs; Insulated carriers for
food and beverages; Insulated containers for food or beverages; Insulating sleeve holder for beverage cups; Insulating sleeve
holder for bottles; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; Mixing cups; Non-electric warmers for use with tea candles to
melt scented wax tarts; Paper cups; Paper and plastic cups; Paper plates and paper cups; Plastic cups; Plastic plates; Portable
beverage dispensers; Portable ice chests for food and beverages; Potpourri dishes; Serving dishes; Sippy cups; Soap dishes;
Souvenir plates; Sports bottles sold empty; Squeeze bottles sold empty; Thermal insulated wrap for cans to keep the contents
cold or hot; Thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Travel mugs;
Trays for holding boots and shoes for domestic use; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Vacuum bottles; Water bottles sold empty

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Department of the Army **Address**: Department of the Army, The Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20310

**Legal Entity**: agency of the United States government **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: Horiz 21

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593097  Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in
stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The
color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent
areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cord; Hammocks; Tents; Bungee cords; Parachute cord; Ropes; Bed tents
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage
and Fibers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Department of the Army Address Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310
Legal Entity agency of the United States government State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Horiz 22

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R

6807
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK LITERAL(S)
- **U.S. ARMY**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97593111
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "U.S."

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Towels; Banners of textile; Bath linen; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Blanket throws; Blankets for outdoor use; Coasters of textile; Fabric table runners; Fabrics for textile use; Fabrics with designs printed thereon; Flags of textile; Sleeping bags; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; Unfitted seat covers of textile; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Beach towels; Children's blankets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Cloth banners; Cloth coasters; Cloth flags; Dish towels; Fabric flags; Face towels; Fleece blankets; Golf towels; Hand towels; Household linen; Kitchen linens; Kitchen towels; Lap blankets; Nylon flags; Pet blankets; Picnic blankets; Plastic banners; Plastic flags; Table linen, not of paper; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Unfitted fabric furniture covers; Vinyl banners
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Department of the Army
- **Address**: The Pentagon, Washington D.C. 20310
- **Legal Entity**: agency of the United States government
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Horiz 24
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97593125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;U.S. ARMY&quot; appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;U.S.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Cloth bibs; Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jerseys, sweaters, sweatshirts, hoodies, pants, shorts, skirts, skorts, leggings, dresses, swimwear, swimsuits, sweatpants, jackets, coats, footwear, socks, shoes, boots, slippers, nightwear, sleepwear, pajamas, headwear, hats, caps, ear warmers, gloves, mittens, scarves, neckwear, neckties, belts, suspenders; Infant and toddler one piece clothing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Department of the Army |
| Address | Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310 |
| Legal Entity | agency of the United States government |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED STATES |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | Horiz 25 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | TANNER, MICHAEL R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593140 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belt buckles; Charms for attachment to beverage glassware for identification purposes; Charms for eyewear; Charms for pet collars; Charms for shoes; Cloth patches for clothing; Clothing accessories, namely, charms for attachment to zipper pulls and buttons; Decorative charms for mobile phones; Decorative backpack charms; Embroidered patches for clothing; Heat adhesive patches for decoration of clothing; Heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles; Ornamental patches for clothing; Ornamental cloth patches; Purse charms
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Department of the Army Address Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310
Legal Entity agency of the United States government State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Horiz 26

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593165 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rugs; Floor mats; Floor mats for vehicles; Rugs in the nature of floor runners; Anti-fatigue floor mats; Anti-slip floor mats; Area rugs; Automobile floor mats; Barbecue grill floor mats; Bathroom rugs

International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Department of the Army Address Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310 Legal Entity agency of the United States government State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Horiz 27

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593180 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Puzzles; Balls for games; Balls for sports; Billiard equipment; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree skirts; Exercise benches; Exercise doorway gym bars; Exercise machines; Exercise weights; Game tables; Golf accessories, namely, carriers and dispensers for golf balls; Golf bag carts; Golf bag covers; Golf bag tags; Golf bags; Golf club covers; Golf club head covers; Golf club holders for use on a driving range or golf course; Golf clubs; Golf gloves; Golf tee bags; Golf tee markers; Golf tees; Model cars; Model helicopters; Model planes; Modeled plastic toy figurines; Play tents; Playing cards; Swim floats for recreational use; Toy action figures; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy construction sets; Toy figures; Toy model cars; Toy models; Toy snow globes; Toy tools; Toy vehicle tracks; Toy vehicles; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Action skill games; Action target games; Badminton game playing equipment; Bats for games; Battery operated action toys; Beach balls; Board games; Bowling ball covers; Building games; Card games; Checkers games; Chess games; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Collectable toy figures; Construction toys; Cornhole game boards; Dart games; Disc toss toys; Discs for playing disc golf; Dog toys; Electronic action toys; Exercise balls; Fantasy character toys; Fidget toys; Foam exercise rollers; Gloves for golf; Golf ball markers; Golf ball sleeves; Golf balls; Golf divot repair tools; Horseshoe games; Inflatable toys; Inflatable pool toys; Manipulative games; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Marbles for games; Mechanical toys; Model toy vehicles; Nets for ball games; Non-electronic toy vehicles; Paddle ball games; Parlor games; Party games; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Pet toys; Plastic character toys; Plush toys; Puzzle games; Radio controlled model vehicles; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Remote-controlled toy
vehicles; Ride-on toys; Rubber character toys; Sand toys; Scale model kits; Scale model vehicles; Squeeze toys; Stress relief balls for hand exercise; Stress relief exercise balls; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Tabletop games; Target games; Tossing disc toys; Trading cards for games; Water toys; Water-squirting toys; Wind-up toys

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Department of the Army

Address Department of the Army

The Pentagon

Washington D.C. 20310

Legal Entity agency of the United States government

State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number Horiz 28

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) U.S. ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593191 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Career planning services; Employment counseling in the field(s) of the military and armed forces; Promoting public interest and awareness of the benefits of a career in the U.S. Army; Promoting public interest and awareness of the need to improve access to employment, education, and healthcare for Soldiers, Veterans, military retirees, and military families; Promoting public interest and awareness of the challenges faced by Veterans, military retirees, and military families returning to civilian life; Promoting public interest and awareness of the benefits of hiring Veterans; Promoting public interest and awareness of volunteer programs and community service projects aimed at increasing support and morale of Veterans, families of deceased Veterans, current members and future members of the United States military; Promoting public awareness of the interests of Veterans and current and future members of the United States military; Promoting public awareness of the need for communities and employers to support Soldiers, Veterans, military retirees, and military families; Providing career information; Providing career information in the field of the military and armed forces; Providing employment counseling information on how to successfully transition jobs; Providing employment counseling services; Providing employment information; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 08, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
U.S. ARMY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97593205</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

#### Standard Character Claim
No

#### Mark Drawing Type
3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

#### Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the wording "U.S. ARMY" appearing in stylized, white font located to the right of the depiction of a gold five-pointed star having a transparent center section. The color black appearing in the drawing as well as the middle of the five-pointed star represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.

#### Color Drawing
Yes

#### Color Claimed
The color(s) white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

#### Disclaimer
"U.S."

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

#### Claimed Ownership of US Registrations
3831845, 3172770, 2703479 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

#### Currently ITU
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of the Army</td>
<td>Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C.</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horiz 41</td>
<td>TANNER, MICHAEL R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DOCTOR TALLER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97593573
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6186383

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Milk; Milk beverages, milk predominating; Dairy-based powders for making dairy-based food beverages and shakes; Dairy-based beverages; Shakes
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NUBEST, INC.
- **Address**: NUBEST, INC. 1910 THOMES AVENUE CHEYENNE WYOMING 82001
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2026317

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ROBERT C
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97594650</td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Tobacco; Cigars
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Southern Drawl Cigars, LLC
- **DBA**: DBA Southern Draw Cigars
- **AKA**: Formerly DBA Southern Draw Cigars
- **Address**: 2802 Flintrock Trace #267 Austin TEXAS 78738
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
EVENING PRIMROSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97594675
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 16, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cigars; Tobacco
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes, US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Southern Drawl Cigars, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Southern Draw Cigars
- **Address**: Southern Drawl Cigars, LLC 2802 Flintrock Trace #267 Austin TEXAS 78738
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JACOBS LADDER BRIMSTONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97594703 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigars; Tobacco
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Southern Drawl Cigars, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Southern Draw Cigars Address Southern Drawl Cigars, LLC 2802 Flintrock Trace #267 Austin TEXAS 78738 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOICECENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97595297 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green circle followed by two diagonal green lines, two diagonal blue lines, and a blue circle all above the literal element "VOICECENTRAL" with the wording "VOICE" in green, and the wording "CENTRAL" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for telecommunications services, namely, software for the operation and management of telephone communication, facsimile, voicemail, call processing, call waiting and internet telephony (VoIP) services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Telecommunications service, namely, local and long distance telephone service, online facsimile transmission services, unified messaging service, voicemail services, providing telephone services in the nature of call processing, call waiting, and voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) services; mobile, web-based, and fixed-line telephone communication services, facsimile transmission and retrieval services; mobile, web-based, VoIP and fixed-line telephone communication service with various telephone features, namely, dedicated toll-free, vanity or local numbers, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, find-me, follow-me, and message waiting; SIP trunking service in the nature of voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) service, hosted web-based wireless broadband communication services, hosted web-based PBX service, hosted cloud-based PBX service, enterprise voicemail and voice messaging service, business continuity telecommunications service in the nature of digital network telecommunications services; providing voice communication services via the Internet; device mobility features and services, namely, hosted PBX services in the nature of facilitating PBX calls to and from a device running software phone applications; Telecommunications audio services, namely, providing advanced calling and messaging services in the nature of voicemail-to-email services, voice and video conferencing service; web meeting service in the nature of video conferencing provided via the Internet; electronic messaging services, namely, providing transmission of messages across multiple devices and media types
using call control and speech recognition technology

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**  Communication

**For**  Providing an on-line non-downloadable computer software network platform that features technology that enables users to share data

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Interface Technologies, Inc.  **Address**  Interface Technologies, Inc.  3333 South Congress Ave. #200  Delray Beach  FLORIDA  33445  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VOICECENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97595308 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a white circle with four consecutive white diagonal lines followed by a white circle with the literal element "VOICECENTRAL" in white underneath. All of the foregoing appears on a blue rectangular carrier. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for telecommunications services, namely, software for the operation and management of telephone communication, facsimile, voicemail, call processing, call waiting and internet telephony (VoIP) services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Telecommunications service, namely, local and long distance telephone service, online facsimile transmission services, unified messaging service, voice mail services, providing telephone services in the nature of call processing, call waiting, and voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services; mobile, web-based, and fixed-line telephone communication services, facsimile transmission and retrieval services; mobile, web- based, VoIP and fixed-line telephone communication service with various telephone features, namely, dedicated toll-free, vanity or local numbers, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, find-me, follow-me, and message waiting; SIP trunking service in the nature of voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) service, hosted web-based wireless broadband communication services, hosted web-based PBX service, hosted cloud-based PBX service, enterprise voicemail and voice messaging service, business continuity telecommunications service in the nature of digital network telecommunications services; providing voice communication services via the Internet; device mobility features and services, namely, hosted PBX services in the nature of facilitating PBX calls to and from a device running software phone applications; telecommunications audio services, namely, providing advanced calling and messaging services in the nature of voicemail-to-email services, voice and video conferencing service; web meeting service in the nature of video conferencing provided via the Internet; electronic messaging services, namely, providing transmission of messages across multiple devices and media types
using call control and speech recognition technology

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

For Providing an on-line non-downloadable computer software network platform that features technology that enables users to share data

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Interface Technologies, Inc. **Address** Interface Technologies, Inc. 3333 South Congress Ave. #200 Delray Beach FLORIDA 33445 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KOOSHOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97595637 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone battery chargers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jul. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd. RM1807, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042562T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97595638  
Application Filing Date: Sep. 17, 2022  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): INVISIBLESTAND

Reason for Publication: Published for Opposition

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone battery chargers; Wireless chargers

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use: Jul. 22, 2022  
In Commerce: Jul. 22, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address: Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd., RM1807, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: US042563T

Examinee Attorney

Examining Attorney: BANSAL, MEGHA
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAGPRIME

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97595645 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone battery chargers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd. RM1807, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number US042611T

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLEARPRIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97595646 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone battery chargers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd. RM1807, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042610T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KTKANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97595789 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "KTKANG". Above it is a shaded crescent with a white star in the middle of it. Further above that is an over arching shooting star from right to left. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Resuscitators; CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) masks; Dummies for babies; Low frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus; Medical devices for Kegel exercises, namely, pelvic floor exercisers for use to treat symptoms of urinary incontinence and for therapeutic purposes; Medical devices for use in cannulation or to stem the flow of traumatic bleeding, namely, tourniquets; Medical electrodes; Medical guidewires and parts and fittings therefor; Medical hosiery, namely, support pantyhose; Reflex hammers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 18, 2015 In Commerce May 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Deyan Address Huang, Deyan NO.99, Shuiweipo Village, Xi Village, Zhongdong Town, Huazhou City, Guangdong Province CHINA 525144 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TINSELTOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97596307  Application Filing Date  Sep. 19, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of holiday-themed light shows; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting holiday-themed festivals featuring winter holiday decoration displays, photo booth services, holiday gift wish lists writing; entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a holiday costumed character for posing for pictures with families; Photography; Conducting ornament decorating parties for entertainment purposes; arranging and conducting entertainment in the nature of yard games, namely, bag toss games, cornhole games, washer games in the nature of target games, and stackable toy blocks tumbling games

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For Retail store services featuring clothing, decor, ornaments, artwork, and gifts; product sample distribution

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For Providing of food and drink; Mobile café services for providing food and drink; bar services

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Comcast Spectacor Events, LLC  Address Comcast Spectacor Events, LLC  3601 S Broad Street Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA  19148  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  111058-00230
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97596712  Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "APPLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco; Tobacco pouches; Hookah tobacco  International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17  International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fumari, Inc.  Address Fumari, Inc. 675 Gateway Center Dr, Ste A  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92102  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENLIGHTEN MINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97596724 Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MINT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco; Tobacco pouches; Hookah tobacco
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fumari, Inc. Address Fumari, Inc. 675 Gateway Center Dr, Ste A San Diego CALIFORNIA 92102
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SOUL BODY PARADOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97597170
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, workshops, training, conducting programs, and coaching all in the field of self help, self awareness and personal and spiritual development
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 12, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 13, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FreeBody Practice LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Soulsway Practice
- **Address**: FreeBody Practice LLC
  Unit 2674
  1968 S. Coast Highway
  Laguna Beach
  CALIFORNIA
  92651
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2022-TM-0810

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEST BREED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97597392 Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lures for hunting; Play balls; Sport balls; Toy animals International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GEL2216-B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ASPIRATION STANDARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97597724
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Spreading of soil amendments and tree planting all for environmental restoration and preservation purposes; Forest habitat restoration; Afforestation services, namely, converting land to forest by planting trees or their seeds; Reforestation services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Aspiration Partners, Inc.
- **Address**: Aspiration Partners, Inc. 4551 Glencoe Avenue Ste. 300 Marina Del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 988

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HENRY'S HAMMER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97598225
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Ava Food Labs, Inc.
- **Address**: Ava Food Labs, Inc. 1150 Illinois Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4849-1
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAKES & DUNES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97598350 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ava Food Labs, Inc. Address Ava Food Labs, Inc. 1150 Illinois Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4849-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JACK & HANK'S

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97598355 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 20, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Alcoholic beverages, except beers; Distilled spirits; Spirits and liqueurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ava Food Labs, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ava Food Labs, Inc. 1150 Illinois Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>4849-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |

---

6840
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TESTED ON OUR FAMILY FOR
GENERATIONS. NEVER ON ANIMALS.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97598390 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath soaps; Bath bombs; Bar soap; Hand-made bar soap; Organic bar soap; Donkey milk bar soap; Non-medicated soaps
made from donkey's milk; Beauty soap; Body scrub; Body lotion; Facial creams; Facial scrubs; Hair conditioner; Hair styling
preparations; Lip balm; Shampoos; Shower gel; Non-medicated bath salts
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations First Use May 31, 2022 In Commerce May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ente Corporation Address Ente Corporation 101 Merritt 7, STE 300 Norwalk CONNECTICUT
068511059 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 205831/US001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
Mark Literal(s) FORWARD FORT WORTH

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "FORWARD" at the top of the mark with the words "FORT WORTH" beneath the letters FORW followed by three stripes leading into the bottom half of an arrow beneath the letters ARD. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FORT WORTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting annual summits in the field of improving innovation in surface and air mobility, commercializing mobility innovation throughout the supply chain, and capitalizing on logistics and mobility technologies
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hillwood Development Company, LLC Address Hillwood Development Company, LLC 3000 Turtle Creek Blvd. Dallas TEXAS 75219 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03691-0438

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine

ATTANG, UDEME U
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** HWTOURCP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97598809
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HWTOURCP" with two straight horizontal lines above the wording, the top one thicker than the lower one, and three wavy horizontal lines below the wording.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording HWTOURCP has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Snowskates; Body-training apparatus; Climbers' harnesses; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle bags; Leashes used in conjunction with surfing; Mountaineering equipment, namely, hooks; Ski ropes; Trolley bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Waterski ropes
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ChengDu Chef E-Commerce Co.,Ltd
- **Address**: ChengDu Chef E-Commerce Co.,Ltd 1-12-27 No.77 SHUNJIANG ROAD, WUHOU AVENUE, WUHOU DISTRICT CHENGDU CHINA 610000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SYIP-T0050

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IFB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97598980 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3690322, 4286377, 4342787 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer services, namely, hosting on-line interactive public calendars that allow multiple participants to share event schedules, meeting schedules, facility reservations, and transportation requests; providing weather information

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JS IP LLC Address JS IP LLC 10th Floor 19950 W. Country Club Drive Aventura FLORIDA 33180
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLUE CARPET EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97599091 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For personal fitness training services and consultancy; physical fitness instruction; conducting fitness classes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Devan Kline Fitness, LLC Address Devan Kline Fitness, LLC 311 Gilead Road Huntersville NORTH CAROLINA 28078 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 167549.00085

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRAB KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97599200 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 20, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Amusement game machines; Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; Arcade game machines; Arcade video game machines; Battery-powered computer game with LCD screen; Coin-operated amusement machines; Controllers for game consoles; Games adapted for use with television receivers; Handheld game consoles; Home video game machines; LCD game machines; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Video game consoles; Video game machines |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 05, 2017 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 05, 2017 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED |
| Address | INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO. , LIMITED 6/F Manulife Place,348 Kwun Tong Road, Kowloon, HONG KONG 999077 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | HONG KONG |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | Sunny |
| Examining Attorney | MARCY, AMY ALFIERI |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97599616 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone battery chargers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 13, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 13, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruixin Digital Technology Co., Ltd.
RM1807, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US043105T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIHWJCQAYM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97599952 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Cloth wall coverings; Floor mats for automobiles; Non-slip mats for baths; Underlay for carpets; Vehicle carpets; Wall coverings of paper; Wall coverings of plastic; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jun. 07, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YAN TAI ZUO EN JIA FANG XIAO SHOU YOU XIAN GONG SI Address YAN TAI ZUO EN JIA FANG XIAO SHOU YOU XI AN GONG SI ROOM 511, BUILDING 3, NO. 19 CHENGDA ROAD,, LAISHAN DISTRICT, YANTAI CITY, SHANDONG PROVINCE CHINA 264000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97600113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Media production services, namely, video and film production; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ZUMEDIA INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ZUMEDIA INC. 1180 6TH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 88928-26 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97600134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: ZUMEDIA INC

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

- **Disclaimer**: "INC"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Media production services, namely, video and film production; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes

- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: ZUMEDIA INC
- **Address**: ZUMEDIA INC. 1180 6TH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 88928-25

- **Examining Attorney**
  - **KING, LINDA M**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INVESTMENT STORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97600427 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "INVESTMENT STORE" with the term "Investment" in bold lettering and the term "Store" in blue lettering, above a stylized single vertical leaf in blue. The color blue is claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INVESTMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Management of tax files; Providing a database featuring real property tax information
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software; Downloadable tax management data collection software; Downloadable tax management software; Downloadable tax preparation software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing information relating to legal affairs
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Transfer of data by telecommunication; Transfer of data by telecommunications
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  INVESTMENT.STORE INC., a Delaware corporation
Address  INVESTMENT.STORE INC., a Delaware corporation
Suite 103  701 Papworth Avenue  Metairie  LOUISIANA  70005
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
RIP IT YOLO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97601087</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Energy drinks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Everfresh Beverages Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sundance Beverage Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Everfresh Beverages Inc. 6600 East 9 Mile Road Warren MICHIGAN 48091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>220486</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIP IT DRAGON FIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97601094 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Energy drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Everfresh Beverages Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sundance Beverage Company Address Everfresh Beverages Inc. 6600 East 9 Mile Road Warren MICHIGAN 48091 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 220488

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BETRYIMHOE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97601782 Application Filing Date  Sep. 22, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The word(s) Betryimhoe has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Action figure toys; Christmas dolls; Controllers for game consoles; Dolls for playing; Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Plastic dolls; Play sets for action figures; Stuffed dolls; Stuffed puppets; Toy building blocks; Toy for pets; Toy modeling compounds; Toy music boxes
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Zeng Address  Chen, Zeng No. 51, Chengdong Road Shuijingtou Village, Niumasi Town Shaodong, Hunan CHINA  422800 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNIWARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97602332 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UNIWARM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric pocket warmers for warming hands; Electric radiators; Hot water bottles; Portable electric heaters; Radiators, electric; USB-powered hand warmers

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Aug. 30, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042577T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97603128 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SOBELLA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3798447, 2732206, 3407360 and others

Goods and Services Information
For Mattress pads
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Mattresses
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Sobel Westex Address Sobel Westex 2670 S. Western Avenue Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 113055.00180

Examining Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97603136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;ALTERNATIVE FUELS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Cooking oil and vegetable oil recycling services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment</strong></td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Smart Alternative Fuels, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Smart Alternative Fuels, Inc. 1095 Hilltop Dr., STE 172 Redding CALIFORNIA 96003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>STANWOOD, STEPHEN D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OPTICOR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97603658</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analyzing and reporting self-assessment of illness |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Oct. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 28, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | tenac.io, Inc. |
| Address | tenac.io, Inc. 447 Broadway 2nd floor, #45 New York NEW YORK 10013 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE |
MARK Literal(s) ENDOSVR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97603737 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical instruments and apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSI Solutions, Inc. Address LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LSI-0710.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MI-KNOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97603759 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical instruments and apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSI Solutions, Inc. Address LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LSI-0065.03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
Mi-STITCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97603766 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical instruments and apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSI Solutions, Inc. Address LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road
Victor NEW YORK 14564 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LSI-0066.03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEPPERTOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97603801 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PEPPERTOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clocks; Timepieces; Automobile clocks; Clocks incorporating radios; Desk clocks; Jewellery, clocks and watches; Pendulum clocks; Timepieces and chronometric instruments; Wall clocks; Watches containing an electronic game function
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiaoliaoyuantiao (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Jiaoliaoyuantiao (Beijing) Technology Co. , Ltd. Room 201, No. 9, Fengxiang East Street, Yang Song Town, Huairou District, Beijing CHINA 100000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97604629</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date

- Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
<th>Distinctiveness Limitation Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>In part</td>
<td>&quot;AIR NEW ZEALAND&quot; has become distinctive of the goods/services as evidenced by the ownership on the Principal Register for the same mark for sufficiently similar goods/services of active U.S. Registration No(s). 4148227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1220226</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
<td>1220226</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- For: Air transportation services; transport of passengers and passengers’ luggage via air travel; booking of seats for air travel; booking and reservation services for membership privileges for airline passengers and cargo; transport of passengers and passengers’ luggage; planning, arranging and booking of airline travel; providing information relating to the planning and booking of airline travel via electronic means; reservation of travel tickets, namely, booking and reservation of tickets for sleeper berths for aircraft passengers

### International Classes

- 39 - Primary Classes

### US Classes

- 100, 105

### International Class Title

- Transportation and Storage

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>44E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air New Zealand Limited</td>
<td>Air New Zealand Limited 185 Fanshawe Street, Auckland Central Auckland NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYPETSLICENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97604643 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "MYPETSLICENSE" the letter "c" has four circles above and a triangle below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; Compiling of information into computer databases; Providing on-line registration services for animals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 2022 In Commerce Sep. 2022
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for for sending a receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2022 In Commerce Sep. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Revill Property Services Inc. Address Revill Property Services Inc. 62 South Bayou Rd Fenelon Falls, ON CANADA K0M1N0 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A309-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY PETS PASSPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97604646 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "MYPETSLICENSE" the letter "a" has four circles above and a triangle below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; Compiling of information into computer databases; Providing on-line registration services for animals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 2022 In Commerce Sep. 2022
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for for sending a receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2022 In Commerce Sep. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Revill Property Services Inc. Address Revill Property Services Inc. 62 South Bayou Rd Fenelon Falls, ON CANADA K0M1N0 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A309-8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** A MEGA EXPERIENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97604962</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 23, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "EXPERIENCE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: movie theatre services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Larry H. Miller Theatres, Inc.
- **Address**: Larry H. Miller Theatres, Inc. 9400 South State Street Sandy UTAH 84070
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 00446-017.TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
PLATINUMX A MEGA EXPERIENCE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97604971</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;EXPERIENCE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | movie theatre services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Larry H. Miller Theatres, Inc. |
| Address    | Larry H. Miller Theatres, Inc. 9400 South State Street Sandy UTAH 84070 |

### Legal Entity
CORPORATION

### State or Country Where Organized
UTAH

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 00446-019.TM |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENLIVEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97605067 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two swirls forming a circular pattern followed by the word "enliveo". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting online classes, seminars, workshops, training, discussions in the fields of art, history, English, politics, mathematics, philosophy, personal wellness and literature; computer education training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Promoting the interests of the elderly by means of public advocacy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Providing patient advocate services to patients in independent living facilities
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Electronic transmission of information via social network services; providing on-line chatrooms for the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content among users; chatroom services for social networking; electronic bulletin board services; electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; communication and telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission and retrieval of data, images, audio, video and documents among internet users; electronic transmission and retrieval of text messages
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
For Medical assistance services provided via telecommunication and global computer networks for individuals with health problems; medical assistance services provided via telecommunication, global computer networks, and through the use of non-wearable medical devices with alert and monitoring capabilities for individuals with health problems
For: Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software over computer networks, intranets, and the Internet for social-engagement and educational purposes to address issues of isolation; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions and virtual meetings, connect with other members, share information, ideas and resources, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking.

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Selfhelp Community Services, Inc.  **Address**  Selfhelp Community Services, Inc.  520 Eighth Avenue  New York  NEW YORK  10018  **Legal Entity**  non-profit corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  0091716.0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QWREOIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97607384 Application Filing Date Sep. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; All purpose sport bags; Baby carrying bags; Beach bags; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Diaper bags; Drawstring pouches; Folding briefcases; Garment bags for travel; Gym bags; Hiking bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Multi-purpose purses; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Reusable shopping bags; School bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 10, 2017 In Commerce May 10, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jie,Zheng Address Jie,Zheng 208,Bldg.1,Yangguang New Village No.26,Gaoqiaozhi RD,Taijiang Dist Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97607387</td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a smiling green mouth, with light blue mountains above the mouth, surrounded by a dark blue partial circle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) dark blue, light blue, green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dentistry services; dental care services; dental consultations; dental hygienist services

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC 24960 Center Ridge Road Westlake OHIO 44145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | BDGF 500004U |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GINSBERG, MICHAEL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  GLACIAL DENTAL EVERY SMILE MATTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97607395  Application Filing Date  Sep. 26, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "DENTAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  dentistry services; dental care services; dental consultations; dental hygienist services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC  Address  Glacial Dental Group IP, LLC  24960 Center Ridge Road Westlake  OHIO  44145  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BDGF 500005U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE TEXIAN ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97608748 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L C Craft Wine & Spirits Co, LLC Address L C Craft Wine & Spirits Co, LLC Contact Robet & June Petit 1860 Hammerly Dr. Fairview TEXAS 75069 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66269.394955

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIDY JOYFULLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97609164 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household storage containers, namely, sandwich bag organizers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Estevez, Laura B Composed of Laura Beatrice Estevez, a citizen of United States Address Estevez, Laura B P.O. Box 1343 Easton PENNSYLVANIA 18044 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIGAN, MATTHEW M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GO-GLOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

**Serial Number** 97609176  **Application Filing Date** Sep. 27, 2022  **Register**  **Principal Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property** A0129311/1709513  **International Registration Number** 1709513

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Buttons; Passementerie; Artificial flowers; Bows for the hair; Brooches for clothing; Clothing accessories, namely, charms for attachment to zipper pulls and buttons; Decorative backpack charms; False hair; Hair bands; Hair barrettes; Hair elastics; Hair grips; Ribbons and bows being hair decorations; Trimmings for clothing  **International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  **International Class Title** Fancy Goods  **First Use** Sep. 19, 2022  **In Commerce** Sep. 19, 2022

**For** Backpacks; Umbrellas; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Animal leashes; Clothing for pets; Messenger bags; Pet collars; Pouch baby carriers; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Reins for guiding children; Reusable shopping bags; Small backpacks; Waist bags  **International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  **International Class Title** Leather Goods  **First Use** Sep. 19, 2022  **In Commerce** Sep. 19, 2022

**For** Coats; Dresses; Hats; Hosiery; Pyjamas; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Suits; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Trousers; Baby bottoms; Baby tops; Bibs, not of paper; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, underpants, underwear, aprons, bathing suits, pants, skirts; Gloves as clothing; Hooded sweatshirts; Ties as clothing; Waterproof jackets and pants  **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use** Sep. 19, 2022  **In Commerce** Sep. 19, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Interfocus Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>220206GLOW-U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PERITZ, SARAH L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NEOPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97609275 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic tiles; ceramic and porcelain tiles for use on walls; ceramic and porcelain flooring International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Sales promotion for others, namely, promoting the sale of ceramic products in general and products used in civil construction; import-export agency services related to ceramic products and products used in civil construction International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PBG S/A Address PBG S/A Rodovia BR 101 KM 163 s/n° Tijucas SC BRAZIL 88200-000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1348622

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUBRAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97609954 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5751063

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements for brain health; Dietary and nutritional supplements to help with memory, focus, and clarity
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jul. 10, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUBEST, INC. Address NUBEST, INC. 1910 THOMES AVENUE CHEYENNE WYOMING 82001
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2026317

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIVERTOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97609960 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements for liver health
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 20, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUBEST, INC. Address NUBEST, INC. 1910 THOMES AVENUE CHEYENNE WYOMING 82001
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2026317

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NUBEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97609962 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NUBEST" with a stylized set of leaves emerging from the top of the letter "T". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5751063

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; multivitamin preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Mar. 04, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUBEST, INC. Address NUBEST, INC. 1910 THOMES AVENUE CHEYENNE WYOMING 82001
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2026216

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97609963  Application Filing Date  Sep. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5751063
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; multivitamin preparations
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Jul. 07, 2019  In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2019
For  Online retail store services featuring supplement products; Online wholesale store services featuring supplement products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jul. 07, 2019  In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2019
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NUBEST, INC.  Address  NUBEST, INC.  1910 THOMES AVENUE  CHEYENNE  WYOMING  82001
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2026216
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  CLARK, ROBERT C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** KUDOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 97610122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong> Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Living trees; Living trees, namely, apple trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 31 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong> Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Regents of the University of Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong> MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> FLINT, DANIEL LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97610148 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of two abstract hummingbirds side by side. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Car video recorders; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Global positioning system (GPS); Portable media players; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Satellite-aided navigation systems; Set-top boxes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maifull International E-commerce (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Maifull International E-commerce (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 501, Huangjinshan 111-1, Bantian Community, Bantian St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RLDX473
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
If it's meant to be, let it.

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97610564  Application Filing Date: Sep. 28, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Perfumes and colognes  International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Ronald L. Corbitt II  Address: Ronald L. Corbitt II  1397 Winston Rd  South Euclid  OHIO  44121  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97610675  Application Filing Date: Sep. 28, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a box design enclosing four objects, two of which consist of three parallel line designs, one of which is a circle, and one of which is a square. The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Gazebos not primarily of metal; Pergolas not primarily of metal
International Classes: 19 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title: Non-metallic Building Materials

For: Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants; Raised garden planters
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

For: Rugs
International Classes: 27 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title: Floor Coverings

For: Beds; Chairs; Sofas; Dining chairs; End tables; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Screens; Side tables
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For: Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Electric lanterns
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Zhejiang Mindo Furniture Group Co., Ltd.  
Address  Zhejiang Mindo Furniture Group Co., Ltd.  Room 201, Building 66  Zhifu Centre, Gaozhao Street, Xiuzhou  Jiaxing City, Zhejiang  CHINA  314000  
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MODE.

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97610677</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "MODE." positioned to the right of a box design enclosing four objects, two of which consist of three parallel line designs, one of which is a circle, and one of which is a square. The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Gazebos not primarily of metal; Pergolas not primarily of metal

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 12, 33, 50  
**International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

**For** Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants; Raised garden planters

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**For** Rugs

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  
**International Class Title** Floor Coverings

**For** Beds; Chairs; Sofas; Dining chairs; End tables; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Screens; Side tables

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**For** Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Electric lanterns

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Zhejiang Mindo Furniture Group Co., Ltd.
Address  Zhejiang Mindo Furniture Group Co., Ltd. Room 201, Building 66 Zhifu Centre, Gaozhao Street, Xiuzhou Jiaxing City, Zhejiang CHINA 314000
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SWEET SPOT TRAINER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97610990</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stacked words &quot;SWEET SPOT TRAINER&quot; with a ball with holes bearing the letter &quot;X&quot; in the middle forming the &quot;O&quot; of &quot;SPOT&quot;. Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer &quot;SWEET SPOT TRAINER&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paddles for use in paddle ball games
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Franklin Sports, Inc. | Address | Franklin Sports, Inc. 17 Campanelli Parkway Stoughton MA Massachusetts 02072 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| Organized | Delaware |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RESERVED FOR EVERYONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97611197 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brown-Forman Corporation Address Brown-Forman Corporation 850 Dixie Highway Louisville KENTUCKY 40210 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM81121992

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RESERVADO PARA TODOS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97611203</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of RESERVADO PARA TODOS in the mark is RESERVED FOR EVERYONE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Alcoholic beverages, except beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Brown-Forman Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Brown-Forman Corporation 850 Dixie Highway Louisville KENTUCKY 40210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TM81122003 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN |

---

6893
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PGQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97611337 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 28, 2022 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | surgical instrument and apparatus |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | LSI Solutions, Inc. |
| Address | LSI Solutions, Inc. Attn: Valerie Richardson 7796 Victor-Mendon Road Victor NEW YORK 14564 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | LSI-0171.01 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRESS PLAY ON SUMMER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 97612238 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Sep. 29, 2022 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Soft drinks

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** PEPSICO, INC. **Address** PEPSICO, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KANORADO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97612728  Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes  US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes  US Classes 45, 46, 48  International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dylan Delancey  Address Dylan Delancey  3965 W 83rd St #198  Prairie Village  KANSAS  66208  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NIELSON, TARA R M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VELARIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97613134 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thor Tech, Inc. Address Thor Tech, Inc. 601 E Beardsley Ave Elkhart INDIANA 46514 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIRXCEL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAPER PLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97613530 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PAPER PLAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Art prints; Desk pads; Document portfolios; Dry erase writing boards; Gift boxes; Gift wrap paper; Magnetic boards for scheduling activities and appointments; Magnetic decals; Paper hang tags; Paper labels; Paper notebooks; paper party decorations; Printed calendars; Printed meal planners; Printed children's activity books; Printed daily planners; Printed desk calendars; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed notepads; Wall stickers; Printed thank you cards; printed cards bearing universal greetings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miton Australia Pty Ltd Address Miton Australia Pty Ltd 1d Midhurst Road Croydon Victoria AUSTRALIA 3136 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HACPIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97613773 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HACPIU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Display stands; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames; Plastic furniture for gardens; Sofa beds; Tea tables; Writing desks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd . 215, Huarong Bldg, No.178, Mintian Road Fuan Community,Futian Street,Futian Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
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**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97613789</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Baseballs; Dumbbells; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Christmas tree stand covers; Dumbbell sets; Exercise bars; Exercise benches; Net balls; Party favor hats; Swing sets; Work-out gloves
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 16, 2022; Jun. 26, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhenshi Shangde Electronics Co., Ltd. 215, Huarong Bldg, No.178, Mintian Road, Fuan Community, Futian Street, Futian Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: RIPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JESUS JOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97613931 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stationery; Blank writing journals; Office paper stationery; Paper stationery; Personalized writing journals; Printed stationery
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Love Dad, LLC Address Love Dad, LLC 8313 Six Forks Road #109 Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27625 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRANCA BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97614302 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BAR” Translation The English translation of BRANCA in the mark is branch; claw; talon; tentacle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Services for providing food and drink; bar services; coffee shops; pub services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 30, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fratelli Branca Distillerie S.p.A. Address Fratelli Branca Distillerie S.p.A. Via Broletto, 35 Milan ITALY Legal Entity società per azioni (spa) State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105002.0034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATOMIC SLOT LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97614644 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SLOT LAB”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; Entertainment services, namely, providing games of chance via the Internet; Online gaming services in the nature of providing video slot games for play

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 06, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2022

For Design and development of computer game software; Computer services, namely, integration of computer software into multiple systems and networks

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ORYX Gaming International LLC Address ORYX Gaming International LLC 1810 E Sahara Ave Suite 556 Las Vegas NEVADA 89101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 123991.00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
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### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BAMBU LAB P1P

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Trademark Publication Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97614956</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;LAB&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** 3D printers; 3D printing pens; Sorting machines for chemical processing; Sorting machines for industry for sorting produce and removing non-conforming materials; Filtering machines for chemical processing; Filter presses for chemical processing; Sifting machines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** BAMBULAB LIMITED
**Address** BAMBULAB LIMITED ROOM D, 10/F., TOWER A, BILLION CENTER, 1 WANG KWONG ROAD, KOWLOON BAY, KOWLOON, HONG KONG 999077
**State or Country Where Organized** HONG KONG

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PETDISE TYCOON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97616196</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable electronic game software for cellular telephones; Downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game software for use on phone and tablet PC; Downloadable game software; Downloadable video game software

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner** Shenzhen QiXunXinYou Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address** Shenzhen QiXunXinYou Technology Co., Ltd.
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SAA T 2024

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97616283 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SAA" followed by a stylized "T", the top of "T" having three stars and resembling a waving American flag, followed by "2024". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "2024"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Baseball caps and hats; Bath robes; Caps with visors; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Ear muffs; Fashion hats; Golf caps; Hats; Head scarves; Head sweatbands; Hooded sweatshirts; Hosiery; Men's dress socks; Outer jackets; Polo knit tops; Rainproof jackets; Scarfs; Shirts for suits; Short-sleeve shirts; Skull caps; Sports caps and hats; Sports vests; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Tank tops; Tee-shirts; Turtle neck shirts; Wind vests; Wind-jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Brian Reaux Address Brian Reaux 710 Rock Hill Dr Red Oak TEXAS 75154 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney BLAZICH, JOAN MICHELE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRIO WARNING SYSTEM
INFORMS DIRECTS ALERTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97616688</td>
<td>Oct. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer</th>
<th>“WARNING SYSTEM INFORMS DIRECTS ALERTS”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Carbon monoxide detectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Rely Innovations, Inc. Address</th>
<th>Rely Innovations, Inc. 3925 North Hastings Way Eau Claire WISCONSIN 54703</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | REL4009 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OFEZUMIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97616752 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0134005/1728116 International Registration Number 1728116

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of graft versus host disorder (GVHD); pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal or chondrocyte disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Printed brochures, newsletters, and pamphlets in the fields of medical issues, procedures, disease symptoms, patient support and community building

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Providing a medical information to healthcare providers and patients relating to viral, hematological, auto-immune, graft versus host, inflammatory, metabolic and dermatological disorders

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIASKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97616949 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word PIASKY in stylized letters to the right of a spiral circular design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological diseases and disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Providing education, namely, classes and training services on pharmaceuticals in hematology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Providing medical information on pharmaceuticals and other medical information in hematology
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHUGAI SEIYAKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.) Address CHUGAI SEIYAKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.) 5-1, Ukima 5-chome, Kita-ku Tokyo JAPAN 115-8543 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1034347-643

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CREATED TO DRINK ON YOUR JOURNEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97617167</td>
<td>Oct. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tea-based beverages</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use In Commerce** Apr. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to Space Inc.</td>
<td>Welcome to Space Inc. 12100 Wilshire Blvd. #1540 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90025</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYPETSPOINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97617265  Application Filing Date: Oct. 03, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized word "MYPETSPOINTS" the letter "O" has four circles above and a triangle below. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; Compiling of information into computer databases; Providing on-line registration services for animals
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Sep. 2022  In Commerce: Sep. 2022

For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for sending a receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Sep. 2022  In Commerce: Sep. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Revill Property Services Inc.  Address: Revill Property Services Inc. 62 South Bayou Rd  Fenelon Falls, ON  CANADA  K0M1N0  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: A309-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: IN, SUNG HYUN
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MYPETSTRAVEL

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97617268 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "MYPETSTRAVEL," the letter "A" has four circles above and a triangle below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; Compiling of information into computer databases; Providing on-line registration services for animals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 2022 In Commerce Sep. 2022

For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2022 In Commerce Sep. 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Revill Property Services Inc. Address Revill Property Services Inc. 62 South Bayou Rd Fenelon Falls, ON CANADA K0M1N0 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number A309-9

Examining Attorney
IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  NQM IS OUR DNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97617680  Application Filing Date  Oct. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  mortgage lending services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Mar. 04, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc.  Address  Impac Mortgage Holdings, Inc.  19500 Jamboree Road  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92612  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  060023-09036

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97617771  Application Filing Date  Oct. 03, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of capitalized letters "C" and "L" separated by a lighter vertical line, which are both surrounded by a lighter circle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  diaper bags; backpack diaper bags; overnight bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jul. 31, 2018  In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Katy Elaine, Inc.  Address  Katy Elaine, Inc.  12 Worth Drive  Boerne  TEXAS  78006  Legal Entity  CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  47767.14US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C L

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97617779 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of capitalized letters "C" and "L," separated by a lighter vertical line, which are both surrounded by a lighter circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For water bottle sold empty and reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 31, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Katy Elaine, Inc. Address Katy Elaine, Inc. 12 Worth Drive Boerne TEXAS 78006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 47667.15US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
C L

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97617785</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of capitalized letters &quot;C&quot; and &quot;L&quot; separated by a lighter vertical line, which are both surrounded by a lighter circle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>beach towels; bed blankets; personalized bed and swaddling blankets; swaddling blankets; crib sheets; diaper changing pad covers, not of paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Katy Elaine, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Katy Elaine, Inc. 12 Worth Drive Boerne TEXAS 78006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 47667.16US01 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA |

---

6917
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SIZE UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97618212  Application Filing Date  Oct. 04, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word design SIZE UP the word SIZE is above the word up, the "I" is a arrow design pointing up and reaching down to make the letter "U" in the word UP.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, penis enlargers and penis pumps
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xgen LLC  Address  Xgen LLC  201 Precision Rd  Horsham  FLORIDA  19044  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5942U.000051

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97618380 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A head with a face, ears, eyes, nose, smiling
mouth, and chin; wearing a cap with brim, featuring a capital letter "J" inside a capital letter "C" contrasted with its
immediate background on the cap. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer glasses; Beer jugs; Beer mugs; Beer pitchers; Insulating sleeve holder for bottles; Portable beverage container
holder
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2020

For Beer garden services; Bar services featuring alcoholic beverages and food, and including a venue for live entertainment;
Taproom services featuring alcoholic beverages and food, and including a venue for live entertainment
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2020

For Beer; Beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; Beer, ale, lager, stout, porter, shandy; Craft beer; Draft beer; Flavored beer; Low-
alcohol beer; Malt beer; Non-alcoholic beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 24, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Common John Brewing Co. Address Common John Brewing Co. 210 Woodbury Hwy Manchester
TENNESSEE 37355 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MILTONDUFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97620353 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00910455335 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 20, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 29, 2031 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Aug. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Allied Domecq Spirits & Wine Limited Address Allied Domecq Spirits & Wine Limited 20 Montford Place, Kennington London UNITED KINGDOM SE115DE Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 23974.00215

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CORE COLOSTRUM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97620591
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COLOSTRUM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of colostrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PUREWOD LLC
- **Address**: PUREWOD LLC STE. 101 1800 E 4TH ST AUSTIN TEXAS 78702
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIXEL TABLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97620884 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TABLET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0133390/1729508 International Registration Number 1729508 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5906770, 5906787, 6634022 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware; computers; laptop computers; tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Google LLC Address Google LLC 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 149995-4071.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OUVNWLR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97621020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Cloth wall coverings; Floor mats for automobiles; Non-slip mats for baths; Underlay for carpets; Vehicle carpets; Wall coverings of paper; Wall coverings of plastic; Yoga mats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>27 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Floor Coverings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao o You Xian Gong Si 2nd Floor, No. 1,Yuansheng Rd, Economic Development Zone, Laishan Dist Yantai, Shandong CHINA 264003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OTR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97621341</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Key chains; key chains, namely, key chains with an attached multi-tool; key chains, namely, key chains with an attached bottle opener

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title** Jewelry

**For** Metal hardware, namely, carabiners and split rings of common metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

**International Class Title** Metal

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** The Hillman Group, Inc.

**Address** The Hillman Group, Inc. 1280 Kemper Meadow Drive Forest Park OHIO 45240

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 09122616-176

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAVAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97621555  Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "Navan". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0132019/  International Registration Number

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Issuing credit cards and payment cards; Credit card and payment card transaction processing services; Financial administration of credit card and payment card accounts; Credit card and credit card payment processing services; Payment card and payment card payment processing services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Providing travel management services; Providing business and commercial information in the field of business travel management and the business travel industry; Arranging and conducting employee incentive award programs to promote compliance with company travel policies and cost-effective travel decisions; Price comparison services; Tracking and monitoring business travel expenses for others for cost accounting purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable mobile applications for booking travel and managing travel; Downloadable mobile applications for corporate travel management and travel expense management; Magnetically encoded credit cards and payment cards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
Providing a website for the arrangement and booking of travel reservations for transportation; Providing a website featuring travel information; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of travel; Providing links to websites of others featuring travel; Provision of travel information; Travel information services; Travel consultancy; Making reservations and bookings for transportation; Providing a website for arrangement and booking of travel lodging; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105 **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

Providing a website featuring technology that enables internet users to book travel; Providing on-line, non-downloadable software for booking and managing travel; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing corporate travel and travel expenses

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

Providing personalized information about hotels and temporary accommodations for travel via the Internet;

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  NAVAN, INC.  **Address**  NAVAN, INC.  1501 PAGE MILL ROAD  BUILDING 1  PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA  94304  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97621625 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a four pointed star inside a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry incorporating a computer storage device containing medical information for medical alert purposes International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry For medical assistance services provided via telecommunications and global computer networks for individuals with health problems through the use of wearable medical devices with automated alert and monitoring capacity International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Onulon, LLC Address Onulon, LLC 1703 Broeking Rd. Marion ILLINOIS 62959 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 087304740740

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney OLSON, MACKENZIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MENTAL HEALTH RESILIENCE
NAEMT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97621780 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle thinly outlined in grey, inside of which is a concentric circle with a thick blue outline, inside of which is a concentric circle thinly outlined in green. Inside of the concentric circle outlined in green is a light swirl outlined in light green with white in between the swirls. Inside the light green swirl is a blue star of life with a White Rod of Asclepius. At the top of the concentric circle with the thick blue outline are the words "MENTAL HEALTH RESILIENCE" in white, and at the bottom is the acronym "NAEMT" in white. There is white between the grey concentric circle and the blue concentric circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) LIGHT GREY, GREEN, BLUE AND WHITE is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "MENTAL HEALTH RESILIENCE" OR THE DESIGN OF "STAR OF LIFE" AND "ROD OF ASCLEPIUS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing continuing education courses in the field of emergency medical services and distribution of printed materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic formation on the same topic
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA NAEMT Address NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS 132 EAST NORTHSIDE DR. SUITE A PO Box 1400 CLINTON MISSISSIPPI 39060 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97621957 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "NORA" written in script with a shining halo on top of the "ORA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care creams; Hair care lotions; Hair care preparations; Hair moisturizers; Leave-in hair conditioners; Hair conditioner; Hair shampoo; Non-medicated hair serums International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 20, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Kenyatta Nicole LLC. Address The Kenyatta Nicole LLC. 2847 Veterans Memorial Hwy, Unit 503 Austell GEORGIA 30168 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
Mark Literal(s)  MEMO'S CALIFORNIA BURRITO

Serial Number  97623030 Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s)  MEMO'S CALIFORNIA BURRITO

Mark Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CALIFORNIA BURRITO"

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6092856

For  Catering services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring quesadillas, tacos, burritos, nachos and various types of Mexican food; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

Currently ITU  Yes

Owner Name  MG Brands LLC Address  MG Brands LLC  326 Surf Street Westport WASHINGTON 98595 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTO drowning ATTORNEY
Docket Number  Memo

Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CNA SURETY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97623143</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “SURETY” |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Insurance services, namely, the underwriting, issuing, and administration of surety bonds, errors and omissions insurance, and professional liability insurance. Providing a website featuring insurance industry news, product information, bond applications, and contact information. Providing an internet website portal enabling insurance producers and clients to retrieve reporting information, submit applications for coverage, perform policy transactions, check billing information, and remit payments

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**First Use** Sep. 30, 1997 **In Commerce** May 31, 2000

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for insurance, and surety services, for use in providing reports, performing policy transactions, reviewing billing information and remitting payments

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** May 31, 2013 **In Commerce** Dec. 16, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CNA Financial Corporation |
| Address | CNA Financial Corporation 151 N. Franklin St. Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 62055-7120

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MODESTA BEVERAGE GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97623256 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEVERAGE GROUP"
Translation The English translation of "MODESTA" in the mark is "modest".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ground coffee; Ground coffee beans; Tea bags; Coffee based beverages; Instant tea; Tea-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTEGRATED INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA iit/Sourcetech
Address INTEGRATED INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY, INC. 5400 Patton Dr Suite 2A Lisle ILLINOIS 60532 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 842259.00009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) M MODESTA BEVERAGE GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97623286 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue square with rounded corners and a white cursive letter "M" inside, underneath is the wording "MODESTA BEVERAGE GROUP" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black, white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BEVERAGE GROUP" Translation The English translation of "MODESTA" in the mark is "modest".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ground coffee; Ground coffee beans; Tea bags; Coffee based beverages; Instant tea; Tea-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTEGRATED INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA iit/Sourcetech Address INTEGRATED INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY, INC. 5400 Patton Dr Suite 2A Lisle ILLINOIS 60532 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 842259.00009
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MODESTA BEVERAGES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97623322  **Application Filing Date** Oct. 07, 2022  **Register**  **Principal Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer** "BEVERAGES"
**Translation** The English translation of "MODESTA" in the mark is "modest".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Ground coffee; Ground coffee beans; Tea bags; Coffee based beverages; Instant tea; Tea-based beverages  **International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46  **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** INTEGRATED INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY, INC.  **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA iit/Sourcetech  **Address** INTEGRATED INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY, INC. 5400 Patton Dr Suite 2A  Lisle  ILLINOIS  60532  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 842259.00009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** WOLFE, YOUNG J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAX 365

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97623501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5233576, 3462822, 5091282 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Gardening gloves; Work gloves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Midwest Quality Gloves, Inc. |
| Address | Midwest Quality Gloves, Inc. 835 Industrial Road Chillicothe MISSOURI 64601 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4281.085 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPAKYGIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97625088 Application Filing Date Oct. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SPAKYGIE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agricultural machinery and attachments therefor, namely, rotary mowers, box scrapers, and three-point attachments; Air compressors; Air turbines, other than for land vehicles; Automobile engine valve covers; Automotive parts, namely, engine seals; Belts for engines; Clutches and apparatus for power transmission other than for land vehicles; Cylinder heads for engines; Electric hand-held drills; Electric screwdrivers; Engine injectors; Gaskets for internal combustion engines; Ignition devices for motors of land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 18, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Guixian Address Wu, Guixian No. 12, Zhangshu Group, Zhangshu Village Yaodu Town, Dongzhi County Chizhou, Anhui CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
**Reason for Publication**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
VULCARUS

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97625443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Preparations for destroying and combating vermin; insecticides; fungicides; herbicides; pesticides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>BASF SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>BASF SE Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 Ludwigshafen am Rhein FED REP GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>societas Europae (se)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>BSE.T3500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examiner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MACIOL, GENE V J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97625499</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Herbicides; Pesticides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title**  
Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>BASF SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Address**    | BASF SE  
Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38  
Ludwigshafen am Rhein  
FED REP GERMANY  
67056 |
| **Legal Entity** | societas Europae (se) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | GERMANY |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | BSE.T3600 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | MACIOL, GENE V J |

---

**Mark Literal(s)**  
VORAXOR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

#### Mark Literal(s)
H2O MAX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97626166
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 10, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Footwear
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ACI International
- **Address**: 844 Moraga Drive Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
INDICIO NODE

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97626263</td>
<td>Oct. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NODE"
- **Translation**: The English translation of INDICIO in the mark is indication.

### Goods and Services Information

For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for creating and managing network validator nodes for use with decentralized computer networks

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Indicio, PBC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Indicio, Inc.
- **Address**: Indicio, PBC 24 Roy Street, #311 Seattle WASHINGTON 98109
- **Legal Entity**: public benefit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MRS. MOMMY ESQUIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97627567 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 9754383

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank journal books; Blank writing journals; Leather-bound blank journals; Printed journals in the field of marriage advice; Printed journals in the field of self-care; Printed journals in the field of lifestyle; Printed journals in the field of work-life balance; Printed journals in the field of balancing being a working mom; Printed journals in the field of parenting; Printed journals in the field of happy families; Printed journals in the field of personal growth; Printed journals in the field of personal development; Printed journals in the field of productivity; Printed journals in the field of positive impact; Printed daily planners; Printed day planners; Writing journal sheets


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mrs. Mommy Esquire, LLC Address Mrs. Mommy Esquire, LLC 225 Laurelmont Tyrone GEORGIA 30290 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PANACCEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97628137</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Oct. 11, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "PANACCEA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Infrared lamp fixtures; Infrared lamps; Infrared lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lamps; LED light bulbs; LED light machines; LED lighting installations; LED luminaires; Tanning beds; Tanning booths; Tanning lamps; Ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Lego Technology Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Shenzhen Lego Technology Co., Ltd. Rm104, Jinlong Pavilion, Jinling Garden Heping Rd, Jinglong, Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: COLYAR, TRISTAN J
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97628311
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BEDDING"
- **Translation**: The wording "ZAMAT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5806172, 5104718, 5806184 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bolsters; Pillows; Air pillows, not for medical purposes; Bamboo pillows; Head positioning pillows for babies; Inflatable pillows; Latex pillows; Neck-supporting pillows; Neck pillows; U-shaped pillows
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ZAMATSLEEP INC.
- **Address**: ZAMATSLEEP INC. 8001 N WOOLSEY AVE PORTLAND, OREGON 97203
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS120569

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZAMAT PILLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97628319  Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PILLOW" Translation The wording "ZAMAT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5806172, 5104718, 5806184 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolsters; Pillows; Air pillows, not for medical purposes; Bamboo pillows; Bed pillows; Head positioning pillows for babies; Inflatable pillows; Latex pillows; Neck-supporting pillows; Neck pillows; U-shaped pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 15, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZAMATSLEEP INC.  Address ZAMATSLEEP INC. 8001 N WOOLSEY AVE  PORTLAND, OREGON 97203  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS120576
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CENGAGE READ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97629288
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "READ"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable mobile applications for downloading, viewing, and reading electronic publications; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals, comics, instructions guides, informational guides in the fields of arts and humanities, science, math, education, healthcare, business, economics, finance, accounting, computer science, technology, hospitality, travel, trades, sociology, anthropology, statistics, beauty, wellness, history, counselling, agriculture, and automotive for educational purposes; electronic book readers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cengage Learning, Inc.
- **Address**: Cengage Learning, Inc. 200 Pier Four Blvd Boston MA MASSACHUSETTS 02210
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 30073-400

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KINARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97629495 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for medical device management, namely, troubleshooting and problem resolution in the event of technical difficulties with medical devices for blood collection, plasma separation, collection and analysis; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for scheduling and installing software upgrades for medical devices for blood collection, plasma separation, collection and analysis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Terumo BCT, Inc. Address Terumo BCT, Inc. 10811 W. Collins Avenue Lakewood COLORADO 80215 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TERANTULASH

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97629820
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 12, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Mascara
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

## Basis Information
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Bakeup Beauty Inc.
- **Address**: Bakeup Beauty Inc. 3104 E. Camelback Road, #973 Phoenix ARIZONA 850164502
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 59361.2000

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HENRY, NAKIA D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CITYHERMIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97629884</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Cityhermit has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Mousepads; Mouse pads
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Tu, Jialong
- **Address**: Room 601, Unit 1, Bldg. 19, Jingdu Garden, South Bank, Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou Zhejiang, CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US043479T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DANIELA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97630098</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA786206</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2010</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls, doll clothing, doll fashion accessories and doll accessories

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently**: 44E  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Spin Master Ltd.  **Address**: Spin Master Ltd.  225 King Street West, Suite 200  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M5V3M2

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DRUNKEN GINGER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97630128  
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 13, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "GINGER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Coffee; Coffee and tea; Coffee beans; Green coffee; Ground coffee  
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Top Dawg Coffee LLC  
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Coffee AF  
- **Address**: Top Dawg Coffee LLC 5610 Secret Way Louisville KENTUCKY 40272  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country**: KENTUCKY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MOM DID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97631748  Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Groover, John  Address  Groover, John  18 Laurel Street  Buffalo  NEW YORK  14209  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) #MOMDid

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97631776 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Groover, John Address Groover, John 18 Laurel Street Buffalo NEW YORK 14209 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIMPN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97632052 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburetors; Agricultural machinery and attachments therefor, namely, rotary mowers, box scrapers, and three-point attachments; Chain saws; Electrical drills; High pressure washers; Lawn mowers; Paper shredding machines; Power-operated shears; Power saw blades; Replacement parts for chain saws, namely, bars and chains; Starters for engines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Sep. 26, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang lusiqi import and Export Co., Ltd Address Zhejiang lusiqi import and Export Co., Ltd No. 629 Maolin, Hongguang Village Lunan street, Luqiao District Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 318000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DEVASTATOR ASP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97632486  Application Filing Date  Oct. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tyres for vehicle wheels
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TRANSAMERICA TIRE CO., LTD
Address  TRANSAMERICA TIRE CO., LTD  3181 POPLAR AVE., SUITE#218, MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38111
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  30-79-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEAN, AMY C
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GUSTO EMBEDDED

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97633282
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0134426/1732050

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Human resource management; human resource management, namely, employee tracking being the monitoring of the number of employees at any given time, maintaining a record of each employee's position within the company, their employment history, job description and performance, salary and bonuses earned, who their supervisors and managers have been, and regarding changes to the company organization chart, workplace management being the supervision, and management of vendors and document management being employee records management and vendor records management, and workplace and employer advisory services regarding human resource management; employee benefits administration, namely, parking, transportation and commuter benefits; employee information management, namely, providing online non-downloadable databases and employee directories featuring information in the field of employees, on-boarding, retention, tracking, performance evaluation, performance management, and employee off-boarding; employee information management, namely, collection, organization and provision of information and documents regarding business policies in the fields of human resource management, and non-financial and non-insurance employee benefit plans, bonus plans and incentive plans; payroll administration, tax management, namely, filing and coordinating tax documents; providing business records document management services, namely, assisting employers and employees in creating, completing, sharing, customizing and executing documents, contracts and forms, and assisting employers and employees in collecting, organizing and accessing business policies in the fields of human resource management and employee benefit plans, bonus plans and incentive plans
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Gusto, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gusto, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>525 20th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip Code</td>
<td>94107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>338387-NEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE KINGDOM OF SANTA CLAUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97633659  Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "THE KINGDOM OF SANTA CLAUS" with "THE" on top of "KINGDOM" on top of "OF SANTA CLAUS". The silhouette of a sleigh being pulled by eight reindeer with small stars below it is to the right of the wording "KINGDOM" and above the wording "CLAUS".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring Christmas themed clothing, Christmas themed statues, Christmas themed ornaments and consumer goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aquilani, Giorgio Onorato  Address Aquilani, Giorgio Onorato Via del Noccioleti 7 01019 ITALY
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97633860</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living Individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Toothbrushes; Tooth brushes; Tooth brushes, non-electric; Toothbrush bristles; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Electrical toothbrushes; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Manual toothbrushes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Guru Nanda, LLC
- **Address**: Guru Nanda, LLC 6645 Caballero Blvd Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90620
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: G/TM20R/1022
- **Examiner**: SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97633948</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording ZITY has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Backpacks; Handbags; Haversacks; Purses; Umbrellas; Valises; All purpose sport bags; Attaché cases; Canvas shopping bags; Cases of leather or leatherboard; Clutch bags; Leather bags; Pocket wallets; School bags; Travelling bags |
|International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | XIAMEN ZITY INDUSTRY CO., LTD. |
| Address | XIAMEN ZITY INDUSTRY CO., LTD. \ UNIT 2,6F, NO.11-12 TONGAN INDUSTRIALPARK, MEIXI STREET, TONGAN XIAMEN CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | Koh-ASN00640 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SLAP-A-TACK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97633996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
**Priority Claimed**  Yes
**Foreign Application Number** 018702304
**Foreign Application Filing Date** May 12, 2022
**Foreign Registration Number** 018702304
**Foreign Registration Date** Sep. 06, 2022
**Foreign Application/Registration County** EUROPEAN UNION
**Foreign Expiration Date** May 12, 2032

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Mechanical action toys; Novelty toy items in the nature of toy plastic characters with a sticky hand; Parlor games; Plastic character toys

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Goliath IP Stichting
**Address** Goliath IP Stichting Vijzelpad 80 Hattem NETHERLANDS 8051KR
**Legal Entity** FOUNDATION
**State or Country Where Organized** NETHERLANDS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** Slap-A-Tack

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney** NEIDISH, HARRISON E
## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97634314
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Smartwatches; Car video recorders; Computer hardware, namely, wireless access point (WAP) devices; Computer peripheral devices; Data cables; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; LAN (local area network) access points for connecting network computer users; Transmitters of electronic signals; Wireless headsets for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 09, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Wang, Jian
- **Address**: No. 20, Group 19, Fengmiaov Village, Fengmia Town, Lingbi County, Suzhou, Anhui Province, CHINA 234000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97634489
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 17, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters "TY" made up of curved triangles and chevrons.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: All purpose sport bags, all-purpose carrying bags, gym bags, duffel bags, backpacks, knapsacks, saddlebags in the nature of drawstring bags
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **For**: Footwear; apparel, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets, pants, shorts, socks; headwear
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: adidas AG
- **Address**: adidas AG Adi-Dassler-Strasse 1 Herzogenaurach FED REP GERMANY 91074
- **Legal Entity**: aktiengesellschaft
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: J287-1863
- **Examining Attorney**
  - **Examining Attorney**: HUGHES, ROSE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AVIO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97634746</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of AVIO in the mark is airplane.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: eyeglass frames
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **US Classes**: 9, 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Visionworks Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: Visionworks Enterprises, Inc. 175 E. Houston Street San Antonio TEXAS 78205
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 706170.01133

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CED SAID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97634949  Application Filing Date  Oct. 17, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring content in the field of comedy, human events, current events, education, religion, politics, entrepreneurship, and guest interviews distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring content in the field of comedy, human events, current events, education, religion, politics, entrepreneurship, and guest interviews provided through online podcasts and webcasts; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of comedy, human events, current events, education, religion, politics, entrepreneurship, and guest interviews; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of comedy, human events, current events, education, religion, politics, entrepreneurship, and guest interviews; Production of podcasts
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Downloadable podcasts in the field of comedy, human events, current events, education, religion, politics, entrepreneurship, and guest interviews
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guerrero, Cedric Ramon  Address  Guerrero, Cedric Ramon  2600 South Shore Blvd. Ste. 300  League City  TEXAS  77573  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASNOKNAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97635112 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ASNOKNAE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-operated caulking guns; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-operated locking clamp tools; Hand-operated nail pullers; Hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; Hand tools, namely, asphalt shingle removers; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, screw extractors; Hand tools, namely, stretchers for wire and metal bands; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Knife sheaths of leather; Windows openers and closers being hand-operated reaching tools
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Sep. 16, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Qinglin Address Yang, Qinglin No. 33, Group 3, Shiping Village Dongshi Town, Zhijiang City Yichang, Hubei CHINA 443000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHRIS JERICHO'S BLOOD BOAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97635134 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOAT" Name Portrait
Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Christopher K. Irvine, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of production of professional wrestling events, live musical concerts, live stand-up comedy, parties, social entertainment events, and cultural entertainment events on board cruise ships; Entertainment services in the nature of cruise ship attractions being cruise ship professional wrestling events, live musical concerts, live stand-up comedy, parties, social entertainment events, and cultural entertainment events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chris Irvine, Inc. Address Chris Irvine, Inc. 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 270430

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RATIMON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97635826 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ratimon has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Carboys; Vases; Bottles, sold empty; Containers for household or kitchen use; Decorative sand bottles; Decorative stained glass; Flower vases and bowls; Glass bowls; Glass carafes; Glass jars; Ornaments of glass; Sports bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Jie Address Zhang, Jie No. 15, Huangjinling Village, Caozhai Town, Jindong District, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FIFTH GENERATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97636399</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | (Based on Use in Commerce) Distilled spirits (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Distilled spirits |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| First Use | Apr. 1999 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 1999 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Fifth Generation, Inc. |
| Address | Fifth Generation, Inc. 12101 Moore Road Austin TEXAS 78719 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | TITO047US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | THOMPSON, HEATHER |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POLEMOBILFIT FLEXIBILITY
STRENGTH ENDURANCE THE THREE
POLEPALS MOBILITY BEFORE MORBIDITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97636691 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a semi-circle wherein appears a howling wolf holding a cane, superimposed over a gorilla holding a cane, and beneath a jumping frog holding a cane. There is a line below the animals, followed by the wording "THE THREE POLEPALS" underlined and followed by the wording "MOBILITY BEFORE MORBIDITY". Along the inner border of the semi-circle appears the wording "FLEXIBILITY STRENGTH ENDURANCE", with a five-pointed star before and after each word. The wording "POLEMOBILFIT" appears above the semi-circle surrounding the border, with a curved line on each side of the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FLEXIBILITY STRENGTH ENDURANCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Instruction in the field of fitness and exercise
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PoleMobilFit LLC Address PoleMobilFit LLC 7529 Cedar Elm Dr Irving TEXAS 75063 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K558385220

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ITG TAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97637624  Application Filing Date  Oct. 18, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "TAC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Binoculars; Telescopes; Bullet resistant vests; Earphones and headphones; Eyeglass cases; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, safety goggles; Protective helmets; Sighting telescopes for firearms; Visors for helmets; Airsoft helmets
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Oct. 17, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 105A, Building 3, 1970 Science Park  Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street  Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1TG TAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97637633 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TAC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Credit card cases; Handbags; Key cases; Pocket wallets; Pouches and bags sold empty for attachment to backpacks; Shoulder straps; Tool bags, empty; Travelling bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Oct. 17, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Feiwuji Trading Co., Ltd. Room 105A, Building 3, 1970 Science Park Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Cuicuoro

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97637717 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Flasks; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Applicator wands for applying make-up to lips, eyes, skin; Cake molds; Clothes pins; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Desktop statuary made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Household plastic gloves; Household strainers for juice, tea, wine; Interdental brushes for cleaning the teeth; Pads for cleaning; Plastic cups; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Sep. 14, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yong
Address Wang, Yong No. 146, North Street, Xingang Office, Xinzheng, Henan CHINA 451162 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS120713
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEVOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97638341 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ZEVOG" with the upper line of the letter "Z" being a dot. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording ZEVOG has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Combs; Cups; Beer mugs; Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Cookery moulds; Dining plates of silica gel; Dishers; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking troughs; Eyeglass cleaning cloths; Feeding troughs; Glass stoppers; Ice buckets; Ice cube moulds; Oven mitts; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Poultry rings; Reusable silicone food covers for household containers; Soap holders; Straws for drinking; Tea infusers; Toothbrush cases
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022
For Scales; Cases for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Digital signs; Goggles for sports; Mouse pads; Pouches made in whole or substantial part of silicone specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, remote controls and set-top boxes, excluding gaming apparatus; Protective sports helmet accessories that attach to the helmets, namely, mouth guards, ear pads, throat protectors, chin straps, face masks, jaw pads and eye shields; Remote controls for televisions; Stands adapted for laptops
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yong Address Wang, Yong No. 34, Group 3 Huangjin Village, Lianghe Township Linshui, Sichuan CHINA 201208 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5-89173
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLAMXURIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97638711 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Waterproof makeup
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Riaz, Claudio Address Riaz, Claudio 777 North Michigan Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60611 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ANDREW T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SANTHERA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97638731
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the word "santhera" appearing in lower case lettering with two arched lines appearing alongside and to the left of the word.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5050311, 5055167

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of ocular, neuromuscular, inflammatory and pulmonary diseases, but not in the field of oncology and rheumatoid arthritis; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; food for babies
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Santhera Pharmaceuticals (Schweiz) AG
- **Address**: Santhera Pharmaceuticals (Schweiz) AG
  Hohenrainstrasse 24
  Pratteln
  SWITZERLAND
  4133
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 122057-60023

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PARKER, JUSTINE D

---

6977
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PREPARE WITH PEDRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97639075  Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Packaged kits comprising printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials consisting of lesson plans, activity books, storybooks, coloring books and certificates for educational activities in the field of disaster and emergency preparedness and coping skills
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Jul. 18, 2018  In Commerce  Jul. 18, 2018

For  Educational services, namely, providing a preparedness education program for children that teaches students how to be prepared and take action before, during and after an emergency or disaster; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable animated videos on topics covering emergency and disaster preparedness and coping skills
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  2017  In Commerce  2017

For  Downloadable voice interactive game software for children on virtual assistant devices and smart speakers that teaches age-appropriate skills in emergency and disaster preparedness and coping skills
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 05, 2021  In Commerce  May 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The American National Red Cross  Address  The American National Red Cross  431 18th Street, NW  Washington  D.C.  20006  Legal Entity  federally chartered instrumentality  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DIO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97639116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word DIO in bold font with each letter outlined in a thinner font with a stylized letter &quot;i&quot; and a floral design representing the dot in the &quot;i&quot;. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Prepared alcoholic cocktails; canned alcoholic cocktails |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| First Use | May 19, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 19, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | WIJK Spirits, LLC |
| Address | WIJK Spirits, LLC | 12th Floor | 122 West 27th St. | New York | NEW YORK |
| 10001 Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 064011/09008 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | ANKRHAH, NAAKWAMA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JOSE CUERVO TEAGARITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97639122 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "CUERVO" in the mark is "RAVEN". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0711630, 4147136

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic cocktail mixes
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Tea-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic cocktail mixes
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tequila Cuervo, S.A. de C.V. Address Tequila Cuervo, S.A. de C.V. Avenida Periferico Sur No. 8500 Tlaquepaque Jalisco MEXICO C.P.45609 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 115945.3083.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILIO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GUDUDUDU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97639191 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, folk costumes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jian Address Wang, Jian No. 8, Row 2, 859 Zhidi Avenue, Yicheng District, Zhumadian City, Henan Province CHINA 463000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>TEAGARITA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number  97639335  Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Alcoholic cocktail mixes
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits
For  Tea-based beverages
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods
For  Non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic cocktail mixes
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Tequila Cuervo, S.A. de C.V.  Address  Tequila Cuervo, S.A. de C.V.  Avenida Periferico Sur No. 8500 Tlaquepaque  Jalisco  MEXICO  C.P.45609  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  115945.3082.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  EMILO, LORI ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ANTORIX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97640106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Preparations for destroying and combating vermin; insecticides; fungicides; herbicides; pesticides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>BASF SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>BASF SE Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 Ludwigshafen am Rhein FED REP GERMANY 67056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>societas Europae (se)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | BSE.T3700 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MACIOL, GENE V J |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CALIBER NATION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97640216
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Membership club services in the nature of providing discounts to members in the field of travel, discounts, shipping, and shopping; business administration of consumer loyalty programs featuring rewards in the form of discounted shipping services, early access to retail discounts and offers, and promotions for access to streaming videos; Operating on-line marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and/or services

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: EVEREST.COM INC
- **Address**: EVEREST.COM INC 26619 Interstate 45 The Woodlands TEXAS 77380
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: caliber_ext

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWELL, MATTHEW P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE PROMISE BY EFFY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97640541
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 20, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3297438, 3297444, 4021966

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hematian, Fatollah
- **Address**: Hematian, Fatollah 11 Locust Cove Lane Kings Point NEW YORK 11024
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1101-096

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BODIGROUPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97640652 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series in the fields of exercise, fitness and nutrition provided through webcasts, podcasts, radio broadcasts, cable television, and the internet; providing a website featuring fitness information and on-line instruction in the field of physical exercise and tracking progress of workouts; providing fitness information on a website via a global computer network; providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, videos, brochures in the fields of exercise, fitness and nutrition; educational services and on-line educational services, namely, providing instruction in the fields of the use of exercise equipment and physical exercise, and instructional materials distributed in connection therewith; physical fitness training services, namely, tracking progress of workouts for others; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests; education and entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable audio clips, video clips, musical performances, musical videos, film clips, photographs, audio visual materials and information all in the field of exercise and fitness; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; educational services, namely, providing web-based and classroom training in the field of the use of exercise equipment and physical fitness for certification of and continuing education for instructors and distribution of training material in connection therewith; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, and field trips in the field of the use of exercise equipment and sales techniques and distribution of training material in connection therewith; membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of the use of exercise equipment and sales techniques; educational services, namely, offering of assessments and surveys in the field of educator training and performance for the purpose of improving teaching procedures; physical fitness training services and consultancy; providing information in the field of exercise training services and on-line educational services, namely, providing instruction in the field of nutrition, and instructional materials distributed in connection therewith; educational services, namely, providing web-based and classroom training in the field of diet and nutritional programs for certification of and continuing education for instructors and distribution of training material in connection therewith; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, and field trips in the field of diet and nutritional programs;
membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of diet and nutritional programs

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Downloadable, interactive multimedia computer software for use in database management, for use in sharing web based videos and documents, and for use in electronic storage of data which provides audio, audiovisual and video training information on the subject of physical exercise, physical exercise equipment, diet and nutrition, and pictures, images, text, and photos related thereto; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management, for use in sharing web based videos and documents, and use in electronic storage of data, in the field of exercise, fitness, and dietary information and instruction; downloadable computer application messaging software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers and related mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to communicate with each other; downloadable electronic game software in the field of exercise, fitness, and dietary information and instruction; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers and related mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to provide fitness coaching reviews and recommendations for fitness coaches; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers and related mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to communicate with other users

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; video on demand transmissions; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission, broadcasting and delivery of audio, video and multimedia entertainment content including text, data, images, audio, video and audiovisual files by means of the Internet, wireless communication, electronic communications networks and computer networks; providing internet chatrooms

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Beachbody, LLC  **Address**  Beachbody, LLC  400 Continental Boulevard, Suite 400  El Segundo  CALIFORNIA  90245  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97640715</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0128724/1697234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Number</td>
<td>1697234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>(Based on Intent to Use) Distilled spirits (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Distilled spirits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Fifth Generation, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Fifth Generation, Inc. 12101 Moore Road Austin TEXAS 78719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TITO051US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | THOMPSON, HEATHER |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CUSHIONGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97640829 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5450376

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Patio umbrellas
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017
For Cushions; Fitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Depot Product Authority, LLC Address Home Depot Product Authority, LLC 2455 PACES FERRY ROAD Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENVESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97641525 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games and computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online video games and computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of online non-downloadable video game programs featuring in-game virtual currency, tokens and currency; providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment in which users can interact through social games for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an online virtual environment for trading video sports cards, trading digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable image files of trading cards, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, artwork, food, drinks, and text in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and trading, spending and receiving in-game non-downloadable currency with other players or online game partners, all for entertainment purposes; organizing of entertainment events in the nature of virtual performances featuring live musical concerts, live theatrical performances, live dance performances, sporting events in the nature of e-sports competitions, and gaming events in the nature of video game competitions; hosting social entertainment events, namely, social gathering parties, karaoke parties, sporting events, computer and video game competition events, and concert events; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual artwork, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, food, drinks, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture for use in virtual environments in video games; providing online virtual reality game services featuring crypto tokens for use in virtual worlds; providing online non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring music, motion picture films, and short animated films; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable pre-recorded music, non-downloadable videos in the field of video games, ongoing TV shows in the field of animated cartoons, and the provision of continuing movies featuring animated cartoons, drama, adventure, action, thriller, horror, western, narrative, science fiction,
news, comedy, documentary, romance, historical, mystery, fairy tale, fantasy, fiction and nonfiction delivered by television, radio, satellite, and the internet, and distributed in movie theaters; providing a website featuring entertainment information in the field of video games, trading card games, TV shows and movies; providing entertainment information on video games, trading card games, and related video and trading card gaming products; providing entertainment information on animated cartoons and movies; providing online non-downloadable electronic data files featuring artwork, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

For downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer game software for use on computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, portable media players and tablet computers; downloadable software for engaging in social networking and interacting with communities in video games and online; downloadable software for accessing and streaming multimedia entertainment content; downloadable software for providing access to a virtual environment in video games and online; downloadable electronic data files featuring artwork, and text, images, audio, and video in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture, all authenticated by non-fungible tokens; non-fungible token-based goods, namely, downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, and real property for use in video games and in online virtual worlds; downloadable virtual goods, namely, downloadable computer software programs featuring in-game food, drinks, tokens and virtual currency for use in video games and online virtual worlds; downloadable software for managing and tracking virtual currency and downloadable computer programs for managing and tracking in-game tokens and currency, all for use in video games and online; downloadable music files; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newspapers in the field of computer and video games; magnets; downloadable virtual goods in the nature of image files of tokens and virtual currency, toys, people, weapons, armor, clothing, fashion accessories, animals, vehicles, dwellings, real property, artwork, food, drinks, and text in the field of video games, computer games, entertainment, and pop culture for use in online virtual worlds and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** CYMBIOTIK Gaming LLC  
**Address** CYMBIOTIK Gaming LLC 35 Jug Hollow Road Phoenixville PENNSYLVANIA 19460  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ABID, NABEELA

---

6991
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97641824  
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 21, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)** QIYAGPWL75

**Reason for Publication**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Cloth wall coverings; Floor mats for automobiles; Non-slip mats for baths; Underlay for carpets; Vehicle carpets; Wall coverings of paper; Wall coverings of plastic; Yoga mats

- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings  
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 24, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 24, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si  
- **Address**: Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xio o You Xian Gong Si 2nd Floor, No. 1, Yuansheng Road, Economic Development Zone, Laishan Dist Yantai, Shandong CHINA 264003  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examination Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97642898</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5818228, 6080133 |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Cutting machines; Electric plasma cutters; Plasma cutting machines; Welding machines, electric; Electric welding machines; Electric arc welding machines |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | 2015 |
| In Commerce | 2015 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Prime Click LLC |
| Address | Prime Click LLC 926 HADDONFIELD RD STE E 372 Cherry Hill NEW JERSEY 08002 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | PRI-578-20 |
| Examining Attorney | PEREZ, STEVEN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  1533

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97645297  Application Filing Date  Oct. 24, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6719464, 5576546, 6563450 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Golf clubs
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Karsten Manufacturing Corporation  Address  Karsten Manufacturing Corporation  2201 West Desert Cove Phoenix  ARIZONA  85029  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM-22-068-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97645525 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four vertical lines, two large ones on the outside and two smaller ones between them, in the abstract shape of the letter N and resembling an audio frequency sound wave. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer hardware and peripheral devices and recorded computer software for data communication and translating and transmitting data sold therewith; Computer hardware and recorded computer software for retail inventory management, sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded computer software programs sold as a unit for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Computer hardware and recorded software for operating medical imaging apparatus sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for processing digital music files sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for setting up and configuring local area networks sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for setting up and configuring wide area networks sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Computer hardware with embedded operating system software; Computer hardware with preinstalled operating system software; Computer screen saver software, downloadable; Computer screen saver software, recorded on computer media; Dongles being computer hardware for preventing the unauthorized copying or use of computer software; Downloadable computer software and firmware for operating system programs; Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software featuring digital trading cards; Downloadable computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; Downloadable computer software for administration of computer local area networks; Downloadable computer software for administration of computer...
networks; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for
authorizing access to data bases; Downloadable computer software for authorizing access to databases; Downloadable
computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Downloadable computer software for controlling
and managing patient medical information; Downloadable computer software for controlling self-service terminals;
Downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; Downloadable computer software
for creating and editing music and sounds; Downloadable computer software for creating digital animation and special effects
of images; Downloadable computer software for creating music videos; Downloadable computer software for creating
searchable databases of information and data; Downloadable computer software for database management; Downloadable
computer software for document management; Downloadable computer software for editing cinematographic film;
Downloadable computer software for encryption; Downloadable computer software for implementing engineering analysis of
structure against applied loads; Downloadable computer software for interpretation of neuro and brain scans provided by
diagnostic imaging equipment; Downloadable computer software for managing and validating cryptocurrency transactions
using blockchain-based smart contracts; Downloadable computer software for managing and verifying cryptocurrency
transactions on a blockchain; Downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain
technology; Downloadable computer software for managing electronic payment transactions using distributed ledger
technology (DLT); Downloadable computer software for manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media
applications; Downloadable computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; Downloadable
computer software for processing digital images; Downloadable computer software for processing digital music files;
Downloadable computer software for producing financial models; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line
database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce
notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software for pulmonary, cardiovascular and edema analysis for use in small
animal research studies; Downloadable computer software for redistricting, namely, aggregating smaller geographical areas
into multiple larger areas; Downloadable computer software for scientific analysis of genetic sequences; Downloadable
computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data
and information; Downloadable computer software for the creation of firewalls; Downloadable computer software for the
structural and functional analysis of genomes; Downloadable computer software for tracking driver behavior; Downloadable
computer software for tracking driver behaviour; Downloadable computer software for transmitting emails from a subscriber
list; Downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Downloadable computer software for use as a digital
wallet; Downloadable computer software for use as a spreadsheet; Downloadable computer software for use as an application
programming interface (API); Downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; Downloadable computer
software for use in computer access control; Downloadable computer software for use in customer relationship management
(CRM); Downloadable computer software for use in database management; Downloadable computer software for use in
processing semiconductor wafers; Downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files,
including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable computer software for use in
the safeguarding of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable
computer software for visualization in the nature of graphical representation and analysis of satellites; Downloadable computer
software for wireless content delivery; Downloadable computer software for word processing; Downloadable computer
software programs for spreadsheet management; Downloadable computer software that allows people or organizations to
create a voting event, vote on the issue, change their vote at will, and track the input and display it in a unique graphical way;
Downloadable computer software that assists computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Downloadable computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; Downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; Downloadable computer software to control and improve computer and audio equipment sound quality; Downloadable computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images, and moving pictures; Downloadable computer software to maintain and operate computer system; Downloadable computer software to monitor and control factory manufacturing processes; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment; Downloadable computer software, namely, game engine software for video game development and operation; Downloadable computer anti-virus software; Downloadable computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; Downloadable computer communications software to allow customers to access bank account information and transact bank business; Downloadable computer database management software for use in personalizing the content of e-mail communications; Downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer game software for gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer graphics software; Downloadable computer operating software; Downloadable computer operating system software; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronically trading securities; Downloadable computer screen saver software; Downloadable computer search engine software; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for architectural use; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for designing integrated circuits; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for general use; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for general use; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for integrated circuits; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for use in the manufacture of airplane components; Downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for wireless remote control of and synchronization of computed tomography (CT) apparatus; Downloadable software for monitoring and controlling communication between computers and automated machine systems; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software; Electronic communications systems comprised of computer hardware and recorded software for the transmission of data between two points; Operating and user instructions for computer software and computers stored on digital storage media; Recorded computer software and computer hardware sold as a unit for use in language localization by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning, and teletext for feature films, television programs, videos, and digital media in general; Recorded computer software development tools; Recorded computer software for database management; Recorded computer software for use as a spreadsheet; Recorded computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); Recorded computer software for use in database management; Recorded computer anti-virus software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Recorded computer operating software; Recorded
computer operating system software; Recorded computer search engine software; Recorded computer virtual reality game software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Next Entertainment LLC  **Address**  Next Entertainment LLC  4440 Arques Ave  Round Rock  TEXAS  78681  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97645548 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2022 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four vertical gold lines, two large ones on the outside and two smaller ones between them, in the abstract shape of the letter N and resembling an audio frequency sound wave. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer hardware and peripheral devices and recorded computer software for data communication and translating and transmitting data sold therewith; Computer hardware and recorded computer software for retail inventory management, sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded computer software programs sold as a unit for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Computer hardware and recorded software for operating medical imaging apparatus sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for processing digital music files sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for setting up and configuring local area networks sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Computer hardware with embedded operating system software; Computer hardware with preinstalled operating system software; Computer screen saver software, downloadable; Computer screen saver software, recorded on computer media; Dongles being computer hardware for preventing the unauthorized copying or use of computer software; Downloadable computer software and firmware for operating system programs; Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software featuring digital trading cards; Downloadable computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; Downloadable computer software for administration of computer local area networks; Downloadable computer software for administration of computer...
networks; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for authorizing access to databases; Downloadable computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Downloadable computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; Downloadable computer software for controlling self-service terminals; Downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; Downloadable computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; Downloadable computer software for creating digital animation and special effects of images; Downloadable computer software for creating music videos; Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Downloadable computer software for database management; Downloadable computer software for document management; Downloadable computer software for editing cinematographic film; Downloadable computer software for encryption; Downloadable computer software for implementing engineering analysis of structure against applied loads; Downloadable computer software for interpretation of neuro and brain scans provided by diagnostic imaging equipment; Downloadable computer software for managing and validating cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain-based smart contracts; Downloadable computer software for managing and verifying cryptocurrency transactions on a blockchain; Downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain technology; Downloadable computer software for managing electronic payment transactions using distributed ledger technology (DLT); Downloadable computer software for manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media applications; Downloadable computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; Downloadable computer software for processing digital images; Downloadable computer software for processing digital music files; Downloadable computer software for producing financial models; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software for pulmonary, cardiovascular and edema analysis for use in small animal research studies; Downloadable computer software for redistricting, namely, aggregating smaller geographical areas into multiple larger areas; Downloadable computer software for scientific analysis of genetic sequences; Downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; Downloadable computer software for the creation of firewalls; Downloadable computer software for the structural and functional analysis of genomes; Downloadable computer software for tracking driver behavior; Downloadable computer software for tracking driver behaviour; Downloadable computer software for transmitting emails from a subscriber list; Downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Downloadable computer software for use as a digital wallet; Downloadable computer software for use as a spreadsheet; Downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); Downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; Downloadable computer software for use in computer access control; Downloadable computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); Downloadable computer software for use in database management; Downloadable computer software for use in processing semiconductor wafers; Downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable computer software for use in the safeguarding of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable computer software for visualization in the nature of graphical representation and analysis of satellites; Downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery; Downloadable computer software for word processing; Downloadable computer software programs for spreadsheet management; Downloadable computer software that allows people or organizations to create a voting event, vote on the issue, change their vote at will, and track the input and display it in a unique graphical way;
Downloadable computer software that assists computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Downloadable computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; Downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; Downloadable computer software to control and improve computer and audio equipment sound quality; Downloadable computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images, and moving pictures; Downloadable computer software to maintain and operate computer system; Downloadable computer software to monitor and control factory manufacturing processes; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment; Downloadable computer software, namely, game engine software for video game development and operation; Downloadable computer anti-virus software; Downloadable computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; Downloadable computer communications software to allow customers to access bank account information and transact bank business; Downloadable computer database management software for use in personalizing the content of e-mail communications; Downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer game software for gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer graphics software; Downloadable computer operating software; Downloadable computer operating system software; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronically trading securities; Downloadable computer screen saver software; Downloadable computer search engine software; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for architectural use; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for designing integrated circuits; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for general use; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for general use; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for integrated circuits; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for use in the manufacture of airplane components; Downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for wireless remote control of and synchronization of computed tomography (CT) apparatus; Downloadable software for monitoring and controlling communication between computers and automated machine systems; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software; Electronic communications systems comprised of computer hardware and recorded software for the transmission of data between two points; Operating and user instructions for computer software and computers stored on digital storage media; Recorded computer software and computer hardware sold as a unit for use in language localization by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning, and teletext for feature films, television programs, videos, and digital media in general; Recorded computer software development tools; Recorded computer software for database management; Recorded computer software for use as a spreadsheet; Recorded computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); Recorded computer software for use in database management; Recorded computer anti-virus software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Recorded computer operating software; Recorded
computer operating system software; Recorded computer search engine software; Recorded computer virtual reality game software

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Next Entertainment LLC  
**Address** 4440 Arques Ave Round Rock TEXAS 78681 
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97645707  Application Filing Date: Oct. 24, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a silhouette of a pink flamingo standing on one leg surrounded by a pink circle. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate service, namely, rental property management; Real estate services, namely, property management services for condominium associations, homeowner associations and apartment buildings
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Omega Real Estate, LLC  Address: Omega Real Estate, LLC Suite 14 1845 East West Pkwy Fleming Island FLORIDA 32003  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
HAYZON

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97646196</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized wording of "HAYZON" in orange, with a semicircle below in orange and a semicircle above in blue, all on a white background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, white, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Battery chargers for mobile phones; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Covers for smartphones; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartphone stabilizers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes
- **Owner Name**: ZhengHe Chuhai Brand Management (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: ZhengHe Chuhai Brand Management (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Area B,10F,Bldg H, Gangzhilong S&T Park, No. 6 Qinglong Rd.Qinghua Cmty,Longhua St, Shenzhen CHINA 518109
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97646525 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four vertical gold gradient lines, two large ones on the outside and two smaller ones between them, in the abstract shape of the letter N and resembling an audio frequency sound wave. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold with a gradient mixing the following colors #AE903F, #C4A551, and #F8E58F is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer hardware and peripheral devices and recorded computer software for data communication and translating and transmitting data sold therewith; Computer hardware and recorded computer software for retail inventory management, sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded computer software programs sold as a unit for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Computer hardware and recorded software for operating medical imaging apparatus sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for processing digital music files sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for setting up and configuring local area networks sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software for setting up and configuring wide area networks sold as a unit; Computer hardware and recorded software sold as a unit for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data; Computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Computer hardware with embedded operating system software; Computer screen saver software, downloadable; Computer screen saver software, recorded on computer media; Dongles being computer hardware for preventing the unauthorized copying or use of computer software; Downloadable computer software and firmware for operating system programs; Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software featuring digital trading cards; Downloadable computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; Computer hardware and recorded software...
software for administration of computer local area networks; Downloadable computer software for administration of computer networks; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for authorizing access to databases; Downloadable computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Downloadable computer software for controlling and managing patient medical information; Downloadable computer software for controlling self-service terminals; Downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; Downloadable computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; Downloadable computer software for creating digital animation and special effects of images; Downloadable computer software for creating music videos; Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Downloadable computer software for database management; Downloadable computer software for document management; Downloadable computer software for editing cinematographic film; Downloadable computer software for encryption; Downloadable computer software for implementing engineering analysis of structure against applied loads; Downloadable computer software for interpretation of neuro and brain scans provided by diagnostic imaging equipment; Downloadable computer software for managing and validating cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain-based smart contracts; Downloadable computer software for managing and verifying cryptocurrency transactions on a blockchain; Downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency transactions using blockchain technology; Downloadable computer software for managing electronic payment transactions using distributed ledger technology (DLT); Downloadable computer software for manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media applications; Downloadable computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; Downloadable computer software for processing digital images; Downloadable computer software for processing digital music files; Downloadable computer software for producing financial models; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software for pulmonary, cardiovascular and edema analysis for use in small animal research studies; Downloadable computer software for redistricting, namely, aggregating smaller geographical areas into multiple larger areas; Downloadable computer software for scientific analysis of genetic sequences; Downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; Downloadable computer software for the creation of firewalls; Downloadable computer software for the structural and functional analysis of genomes; Downloadable computer software for tracking driver behavior; Downloadable computer software for tracking driver behaviour; Downloadable computer software for transmitting emails from a subscriber list; Downloadable computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Downloadable computer software for use as a digital wallet; Downloadable computer software for use as a spreadsheet; Downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); Downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; Downloadable computer software for use in computer access control; Downloadable computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); Downloadable computer software for use in database management; Downloadable computer software for use in processing semiconductor wafers; Downloadable computer software for use in the encryption and decryption of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable computer software for use in the safeguarding of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Downloadable computer software for visualization in the nature of graphical representation and analysis of satellites; Downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery; Downloadable computer software for word processing; Downloadable computer software programs for spreadsheet management; Downloadable computer software that allows people or organizations to
create a voting event, vote on the issue, change their vote at will, and track the input and display it in a unique graphical way; Downloadable computer software that assists computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Downloadable computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; Downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; Downloadable computer software to control and improve computer and audio equipment sound quality; Downloadable computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images, and moving pictures; Downloadable computer software to maintain and operate computer system; Downloadable computer software to monitor and control factory manufacturing processes; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment; Downloadable computer software, namely, game engine software for video game development and operation; Downloadable computer anti-virus software; Downloadable computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; Downloadable computer communications software to allow customers to access bank account information and transact bank business; Downloadable computer database management software for use in personalizing the content of e-mail communications; Downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer game software for gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer graphics software; Downloadable computer operating software; Downloadable computer operating system software; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for electronically trading securities; Downloadable computer screen saver software; Downloadable computer search engine software; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for architectural use; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for designing integrated circuits; Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software for general use; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for general use; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for integrated circuits; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for use in the manufacture of airplane components; Downloadable Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) for wireless remote control of and synchronization of computed tomography (CT) apparatus; Downloadable software for monitoring and controlling communication between computers and automated machine systems; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software; Electronic communications systems comprised of computer hardware and recorded software for the transmission of data between two points; Operating and user instructions for computer software and computers stored on digital storage media; Recorded computer software and computer hardware sold as a unit for use in language localization by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning, and teletext for feature films, television programs, videos, and digital media in general; Recorded computer software development tools; Recorded computer software for database management; Recorded computer software for use as a spreadsheet; Recorded computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); Recorded computer software for use in database management; Recorded computer anti-virus software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded
computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Recorded computer operating software; Recorded computer operating system software; Recorded computer search engine software; Recorded computer virtual reality game software

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Next Entertainment LLC  **Address**  Next Entertainment LLC  4440 Arques Ave  Round Rock  TEXAS  78681  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97646601  Application Filing Date: Oct. 25, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized word "GULLIBANQUE" with the term "GULLI" in black font and the term 'BANQUE" in white font with black outlining. Above the wording, is a design of a black microphone over black musical notes forming a black guitar handle, next to a stick figure playing the drums all outlined and shaded in black. Behind, is a design of a green triangle connected to a yellow musical note that intersects with a red circle and creates an orange triangle inside the circle at the point of intersection.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) red, green, yellow, black, white, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Nicholson Christopher D  Address: Nicholson Christopher D  415 Glenwood Dr  West Palm Beach  FLORIDA
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: FLORIDA

Owner Name: Gayle Merle E  Address: Gayle Merle E  7049 W. Keeney St  Niles  ILLINOIS  60714
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: ILLINOIS

Owner Name: Nicholson Richard C  Address: Nicholson Richard C  241 Yosemite Cir, North  Minneapolis  MINNESOTA
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 97646601
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97647171</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;MASTER FEDERAL RESUME WRITER&quot; AND &quot;CERTIFICATION&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: May 2012

In Commerce: May 2012

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CareerPro Global, Inc</td>
<td>CareerPro Global, Inc 5437 Bowman Rd., Ste 120 Box 225 Macon GEORGIA</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Docket Number: K558586267

Examining Attorney

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: PEREZ, STEVEN M

Reason for Publication

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

MASTER FEDERAL RESUME WRITER (MFRW) CERTIFICATION
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) REGENERATIVE ROOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97647972</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of consumer product sustainability initiatives; Promoting public awareness of consumer product and corporate sustainability by means of public advocacy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name John Paul Mitchell Systems
Address John Paul Mitchell Systems 20705 Centre Pointe Parkway Santa Clarita CALIFORNIA 91350
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
CAWIADFWJO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97648063 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Area rugs; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Floor mats; Underlay for carpets; Wall coverings of paper
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Aug. 24, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si Address Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xia o You Xian Gong Si 2nd Floor, No. 1,Yuansheng Road Economic Development Zone, Laishan Dist Yantai, Shandong CHINA 264003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GETTING CLEAR ON PSORIASIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97648490  Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of psoriasis care
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 08, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022
For Downloadable podcast in the field of psoriasis care
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 08, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Healthy Living Foundation, Inc. Address Global Healthy Living Foundation, Inc. 515 N. Midland Avenue Upper Nyack NEW YORK 10960 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5089-112

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97648846</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized wording &quot;PAKROMAN&quot; with an ice cube design above it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6847644, 6853321 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Beverage cooling and ice dispensing machines; Components for air conditioning and cooling systems, namely, evaporative air coolers; Cooling installations for water; Electric space cooling apparatus; Ice-cooling refrigerators; Ice cube making machines; Ice machines and apparatus; Refrigerating or freezing showcases; Refrigeration equipment, namely, rapid food chilling units; Solar-powered cooling units |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Sep. 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Liu, Yu |
| Address | No.474, Family, Longdong Workers Vil, Datun Coal and Electricity, Pei County Jiangsu CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | ZX |
| Examining Attorney | SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MATTEROFVAX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97649633</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of vaccination information

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**First Use** Oct. 18, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 18, 2021

**For** Downloadable podcast in the field of vaccination information

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**First Use** Oct. 18, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 18, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Global Healthy Living Foundation, Inc. **Address** Global Healthy Living Foundation, Inc. 515 N. Midland Avenue Upper Nyack, NEW YORK 10960 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 5089-113

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAGOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97649967 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HAGOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cord; Hammocks; Tents; Climbing ropes; Irrigation bags for watering trees; Mountaineering ropes
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ouruiyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ouruiyu Technology Co., Ltd. 407, Bldg C, Admin Bldg, Lingnanwan Kechuang Park, No.23, Nanxin Rd, Nanwan St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D

7017
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
- WALMART LOCAL MARKETPLACE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97650198
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LOCAL MARKETPLACE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: downloadable computer software platforms for facilitating online transactions between sellers and buyers of consumer goods and services
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For**: providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for facilitating online transactions between sellers and buyers of consumer goods and services
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Walmart Apollo, LLC
- **Address**: 702 SW 8th Street, Bentonville, ARKANSAS 72716
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PARKER, JUSTINE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PURE SHIELDZ

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97650264</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a shield separated by multiple lines running diagonally through the shield. Below are the stylized terms &quot;PURE SHIELDZ&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SHIELDS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Screen protectors specially adapted for mobile phones |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

---

**Basis Information**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

---

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | LIWEBOLUTION INC. |
| Address | LIWEBOLUTION INC. 29 Hastings Street Dix Hills NEW YORK 11746 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | LWB.003UST |

---

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | BANSAL, MEGHA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COHOST ENTERTAINMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97650736 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENTERTAINMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disc jockey services; Disc jockeys for parties and special events; Lighting technician services for events; Rental of portable photography and/or videography booths for taking of pictures and videos
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walters Wedding Estates IP, LLC Address Walters Wedding Estates IP, LLC 1851 Turbeville Road Hickory Creek TEXAS 75065 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** STYLEWELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97650839</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>For Portable fire pits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Home Depot Product Authority, LLC |
| Address | Home Depot Product Authority, LLC 2455 PACES FERRY ROAD Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J |

---

7021
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAGOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97651955 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HAGOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body-building apparatus; Football knee pads; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Mountaineering equipment, namely, hook and ring combinations; Work-out gloves; Yoga straps
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 27, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ouruiyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ouruiyu Technology Co., Ltd. 407, Bldg C, Admin Bldg, Lingnanwan Kechuang Park,No.23,Nanxin Rd, Nanwan St Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) IXTEND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652193  Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services in the nature of arranging and conducting of training courses, seminars, conferences and workshops in the field of health and treatment and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Publication of texts and journals regarding the results of clinical trials
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Providing medical information and treatment information on diseases and disorders of the blood and blood-forming organs, cardiovascular diseases and disorders, and renal diseases and disorders in the field of health, pharmaceuticals and clinical trials
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Providing scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; providing information about medical research in the areas of health, pharmaceuticals and clinical trials
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CSL Behring L.L.C. Address CSL Behring L.L.C. 1020 First Avenue King of Prussia PENNSYLVANIA 19406 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 034845.350
Examining Attorney  HAN, JOANNA Y
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97652474  Application Filing Date: Oct. 28, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "CAFÉ CUTÔ".
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "CAFÉ"  Translation: The wording "CUTÔ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Cafe and restaurant services
International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: IP BRANDCO LLC  Address: IP BRANDCO LLC  19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor  Aventura  FLORIDA  33180  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 136813-1

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLEAU AZUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652484 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "AZUL" in the mark is "BLUE". The wording "BLEAU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IP BRANDCO LLC Address IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 136813-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA RONDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652503 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of LA RONDE in the mark is THE ROUND.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IP BRANDCO LLC Address IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 136813-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POODLE ROOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97652505
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ROOM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bar and restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IP BRANDCO LLC
- **Address**: IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 136813-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DON'S PRIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652512 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRIME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IP BRANDCO LLC Address IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 136813-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FB SLIM'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652533 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "FB SLIM'S" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IP BRANDCO LLC Address IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 136813-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DRIVEN TO ASSIST: SEASON OF SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97652609  Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  charitable fundraising; charitable fundraising, namely, promoting the donation of monetary funds to assist persons in need

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  promoting public awareness of the need for donation of blood and volunteer services and financial resources in the field of blood and plasma donations; promoting public awareness of the need for donation of food and volunteer services and financial resources to assist persons in need; charitable services in the nature of coordination of the procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to persons in need

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  charitable services, namely, providing food to persons in need

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LHM, Inc.  Address  LHM, Inc.  9350 South 150 East, Suite 1000  Sandy  UTAH  84070  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3696-061.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  FIRST, VIVIAN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
C

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97652720</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Oct. 28, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Claimed Ownership</strong></td>
<td><strong>US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>5305159</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" within a circle depicting a cookie with a bite taken out of the right side of the cookie. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5305159

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Cookies SF LLC
- **Address**: Cookies SF LLC 1000 BEECHER STREET SAN LEANDRO CALIFORNIA 94577
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: HUGHES, ROSE M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652731  Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" within a circle depicting a
cookie with a bite taken out of the right side of the cookie. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5305159

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, sports bags, backpacks,
sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use in online virtual worlds; on-line retail store
services featuring virtual merchandise, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports
equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use in online virtual worlds
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and
Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cookies SF LLC  Address Cookies SF LLC  1000 BEECHER STREET  SAN LEANDRO  CALIFORNIA
94577 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97652736  Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" within a circle depicting a cookie with a bite taken out of the right side of the cookie. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5305159

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use in virtual environments
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cookies SF LLC  Address  Cookies SF LLC  1000 BEECHER STREET  SAN LEANDRO  CALIFORNIA  94577  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUGHES, ROSE M
COOKIES

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  COOKIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97652756  Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4951161, 5319867, 4619692 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cookies SF LLC  Address  Cookies SF LLC  1000 BEECHER STREET  SAN LEANDRO  CALIFORNIA  94577  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COOKIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652812 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4951161, 5319867, 4619692 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use in online virtual worlds; on-line retail store services featuring virtual merchandise, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use in online virtual worlds
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cookies SF LLC Address Cookies SF LLC 1000 BEECHER STREET SAN LEANDRO CALIFORNIA 94577 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** COOKIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97652825
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4951161, 5319867, 4619692 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys, smokers' articles, and fashion accessories for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cookies SF LLC
- **Address**: Cookies SF LLC 1000 BEECHER STREET SAN LEANDRO CALIFORNIA 94577
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOFARO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652984 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For leather
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Interior components for vehicles, namely, vehicle seats, seat assemblies, seat adjusters, bolsters, lumbar supports, and shoulder supports
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For automotive textile fabrics; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of vehicle seats; industrial textile fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lear Corporation Address Lear Corporation 21557 Telegraph Road Southfield MICHIGAN 48033
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LEAR14285TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STYLEWELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97653224 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6494484, 6336758, 6675867 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shelving
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 2021 In Commerce Sep. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Depot Product Authority, LLC Address Home Depot Product Authority, LLC 2455 PACES FERRY ROAD ATLANTA GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXPLORE THE UNEXPERIENCED WORLD TO DISCOVER YOUR LIFE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97653537 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Viewfinders for cameras; visual display units for cameras, namely, retinal imaging display devices that use image projection technology to project images captured by the camera directly onto the retina; auxiliary apparatus for cameras, namely, laser retinal picture projectors, picture projectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QD Laser, Inc. Address QD Laser, Inc. Keihin Bldg. 1F 1-1 Minamiwataridacho Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki Kanagawa JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 115805

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PENGURU

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97653621
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Prerecorded educational video tapes on the subject of digital art, namely, graphic art, digital design, graphic design; Downloadable educational videos on the subject of digital art, namely, graphic art, digital design, graphic design; Video recordings featuring digital art, namely, graphic art, digital design, graphic design
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Vargas, Chris
- **Address**: Vargas, Chris 15407 Coe Loop Magnolia TEXAS 77355
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KOVALSKY, LAURA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RETROL ENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97653857 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENGINE" Translation The wording RETROL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aircraft engines; Boat engines; Electric whisks for household purposes; Engines and motors for model vehicles, aircraft and boats; Engines and motors for the generation of electricity; Engines for model vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Sep. 16, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor,BD.B,No. 6 Hexi New Vill. Hengkeng,Guanhu St.,Longhua District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RETROL ENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97653858  Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENGINE" Translation The wording RETROL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile engine models being toys; Hobby grade engines for remote controlled air and surface vehicles; Model toy steam engines; Model toy steam operated traction engines; Scale model kits; Swing sets; Toy models; Waist trimmer exercise belts
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 17, 2022  In Commerce Sep. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor,BD.B,No. 6 Hexi New Vill. Hengkeng,Guanhu St.,Longhua District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)

JWHFZMANPYK

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97654528</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Area rugs; Wall paper; Wallpaper with 3D visual effects

**International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
**International Class Title**: Floor Coverings

**First Use** | Aug. 15, 2022
**In Commerce** | Aug. 15, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si
**Address**: Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xia o You Xian Gong Si 2nd Floor, No. 1,Yuansheng Road, Economic Development Zone, Laishan Dist Yantai CHINA 264003

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
FUTURECRAFT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97655035</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Apparel, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts, sweaters, jerseys, jackets, vests, coats, pants, trousers, shorts, skirts, dresses, skorts, tracksuits, athletic uniforms, unitards, leotards, tights, swimwear, socks, scarves, gloves, belts, wrist bands; headwear

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** adidas AG
**Address** adidas AG Adi-Dassler-Strasse 1 Herzogenaurach FED REP GERMANY D-91074

**Legal Entity** JOINT STOCK COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** J287-1874

**Examining Attorney** HUGHES, ROSE M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97655393 Application Filing Date Oct. 31, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal coaching services featuring hypnotic coaching in the field of holistic wellness; Personal coaching services featuring hypnotic coaching provided via one on one sessions in the field of holistic wellness; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of holistic wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Hypno Garden Address The Hypno Garden 659 High Street, #33 Worthington OHIO 43085 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STCL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BETWEEN US GIRLS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97656191
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 31, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Equipment sold as a unit for playing truth or dare games; Parlor games; Party games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Goliath IP Stichting
- **Address**: Goliath IP Stichting Vijzelpad 80 Hattem NETHERLANDS 8051KR
- **Legal Entity**: FOUNDATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NETHERLANDS

### ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: BetweenUsGir

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Exercising Attorney**: NEIDISH, HARRISON E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>MODERN COMBAT SPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97656201</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;COMBAT SPORT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Air pistols; BB guns; Firearm hand guards; Gun and rifle cases; Gun belts; Gun cases; Gun mounts; Gun stocks; Gunstocks; Hunting rifles; Load bearing vests adapted primarily for holding guns, grenades and ammunition; Muzzle brakes that screw onto a rifle barrel; Pistol grips; Pistol pellets; Rifle cases; Rifle fore ends; Rifle hand guards; Rifle mounts; Rifle rails; Rifle slings; Rifle stocks; Rifle straps; Sights, namely, open sights for use on firearms; Sling straps for firearms; Sprays for personal defence purposes; Stun guns; Tear gas weapons; Trigger guards for rifles |
| **International Classes** | 13 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 9 |
| **International Class Title** | Firearms |
| **First Use** | Jan. 01, 2017 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 01, 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Real Action Paintball Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong></td>
<td>DBA Modern Combat Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Real Action Paintball Inc. 2345 LA MIRADA DR VISTA CALIFORNIA 92081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPEC OPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97656753 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Material handling items, namely, dollies, hand trucks, mobile carts, and rolling carts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Battery powered staple guns, electric powered staple guns, electric or battery powered fabric tagging guns for labeling garments, battery operated and electric powered glue guns; electric or battery powered hot melt glue guns, and pneumatic nailers and staplers; power tool accessories being structural or component parts of machines, namely, drill bits, and screwdriver bits; power operated nail guns
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Glue for glue guns and hot glue guns for industrial or commercial use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Safety items, namely, protective helmets for construction, hard hats, and knee pads for work applications; eye protection items, namely, safety eye glasses; protective work gloves for work applications; protective ear covering shields; marking gauges for joinery purposes; laser distance measurers; levels, namely, laser levels; plumb bobs, measuring rulers, measuring squares; chalk line reels, wood marking and checkering gauges, and clamps, namely, c-clamps and bar clamps all specially adapted for measuring and layout
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Hand tools, namely, bit drivers, wire crimpers, hex keys wrenches, pliers, punches, socket sets, tin sips, wire cutters and wire strippers; wrenches, namely, hand operated sockets, ratchets, crimps, torque wrenches, hex wrenches; demolition tools, namely, axes, and sledge hammers
**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

*For*  Fastening items made of metal, namely, nails, tackers, and tags for identification

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  SpecOps Tools, LLC  **Address**  SpecOps Tools, LLC  50 Romano Vineyard Way  North Kingstown, RHODE ISLAND  02852  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  078455-198US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPEC OPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97656756 Application Filing Date  Nov. 01, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of broken horizontal lines combined with an image of a tool formed in the shape of a bowl in the middle of the letters "SPEC" and "OPS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Material handling items, namely, dollies, hand trucks, mobile carts, and rolling carts
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
For  Battery powered staple guns, electric powered staple guns, electric or battery powered fabric tagging guns for labeling garments, battery operated and electric powered glue guns; electric or battery powered hot melt glue guns, and pneumatic nailers and staplers; power tool accessories being structural or component parts of machines, namely, drill bits, and screwdriver bits; power operated nail guns
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery
For  Glue for glue guns and hot glue guns for industrial or commercial use
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Safety items, namely, protective helmets for construction, hard hats, and knee pads for work applications; eye protection items, namely, safety eye glasses; protective work gloves for work applications; protective ear covering shields; marking gauges for joinery purposes; laser distance measurers; levels, namely, laser levels; plumb bobs, measuring rulers, measuring squares; tape measures; chalk line reels, wood marking and checkering gauges, and clamps, namely, c-clamps and bar clamps all specially adapted for measuring and layout
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Hand tools, namely, bit drivers, wire crimpers, hex keys wrenches, pliers, punches, socket sets, tin sips, wire cutters and wire strippers; wrenches, namely, hand operated sockets, ratchets, crimps, torque wrenches, hex wrenches; demolition tools, namely, axes, and sledge hammers

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

For Fastening items made of metal, namely, nails, tackers, and tags for identification

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIC INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpecOps Tools, LLC Address SpecOps Tools, LLC 50 Romano Vineyard Way North Kingstown RHODE ISLAND 02852 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 078455-199US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  ACTIVIT-E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97656816  Application Filing Date  Nov. 01, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0129466/1711240  International Registration Number  1711240

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vitamin E ultra-high-molecular-weight-polyethylene (UHMWPE) sold as an integral component of implantable orthopedic joint devices
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Exactech, Inc.  Address  Exactech, Inc.  2320 NW 66th Court  Gainesville  FLORIDA  32653  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  58081-1280

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZMcyer

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97657169 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Play ball pits; Balls for play ball pits; Play balls

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Mao Cai Address Zhu, Mao Cai xinglongshanzhen, xinglonglijingcheng Cqu24dong102shiAq-06, jingjikaifaqu changchunshi CHINA 130000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INZYL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97657318  Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word INZYL next to concentric arcs.  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4139539

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of cancer, oncological disorders, autoimmune disorders, inflammation and inflammatory disorders, hematological disorders, respiratory and infectious diseases, tissue and organ transplant rejection, dermatological disorders, connective tissue disorders, musculo-skeletal disorders, and ophthalmology disorders  International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Providing a website to patients and healthcare professionals containing healthcare information regarding diseases, diagnosis and treatment of diseases, medicines  International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Incyte Holdings Corporation  Address Incyte Holdings Corporation 1801 Augustine Cut-Off Wilmington DELAWARE 19803  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2854-T351US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DOUGH KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97657697  Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For recorded computer game software for gaming machines and gaming devices, namely, slot machines and machines which accept a wager

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Incredible Technologies, Inc. Address Incredible Technologies, Inc. 200 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills ILLINOIS 60061 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ITSG-0455

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIORIFIED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97658514
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; Consultancy services regarding business strategies; Consulting services in business organization and management; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, and business organization; Business consultation services; Business consulting and business information for enterprises; Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business advisory services, consultancy and information; Commercial consultancy; Professional business consulting
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jul. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Priority Path LLC
- **Address**: Priority Path LLC 1207 W. 790 N. St. George UTAH 84770
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 5245.3.4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MARLEY KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97658549 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “KITCHEN”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sauces
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fifty-Six Hope Road Music Limited Address Fifty-Six Hope Road Music Limited Aquamarine House, Cable Beach Nassau BAHAMAS Legal Entity International Business Company State or Country Where Organized BAHAMAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28217-00103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TODO EN CAJA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97658799 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TODO EN CAJA" in the mark is "EVERYTHING IN BOX".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parcel delivery; Parcel shipping services; Shipping and delivery services, namely, pickup, transportation, and delivery of packages and letters by various modes of transportation; Shipping of goods; Transportation of documents, packages and freight by land and air; Transport, delivery, packaging, and storage of documents, packages and freight by land and air
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATIONAL BRAND MANAGEMENT LLC. Address NATIONAL BRAND MANAGEMENT LLC. 4382 WEST 12 AVE Hialeah FLORIDA 33012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 220305

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PET REFLECTIVES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97659121</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 02, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;PET&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices
- **International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title** Leather Goods
- **First Use** Oct. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce** Oct. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** Brick, Steven P
- **Address** PO Box 285 Two Harbors MINNESOTA 55616
- **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SMOKING PICKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97659710  Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "SMOKING PICKS" in stylized font overlaying an inverted triangle with rounded points and sides; the triangular shape is outlined by a solid strip and separated from said solid strip; an outline of a flame appears immediately above the triangular shape.  Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Decal and Stickers
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Clothing, namely, T-shirts, long sleeved T-shirts, hoodies, sweatshirts, hats, caps being headwear, and bandanas, all of the foregoing not including clothing for dancers
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Good Nature Co LLC  Address  Good Nature Co LLC  485 E. South Street, Suite 107  Collierville TENNESSEE  38017  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GO193X-011US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SUE, ABIGAIL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s) BUSÉ’S KITCHEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97659838</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “KITCHEN”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Restaurant and catering services; Restaurants featuring home delivery; Take-out restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Buse Yazan Rhee
- **Address**: Buse Yazan Rhee, Unit 100, 3220 Cobb Parkway SE, Atlanta, GEORGIA 30339
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MY POWERPLANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97659881 Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "POWERPLANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Installation, maintenance and repair of residential home power stations
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely, electrotechnical residential power stations, power controllers, power cables, power switches, power connectors and power wires for use with electrotechnical residential power stations for the regulation, controlling, measurement and organizing the use, reduction and optimization of energy and energy flows in the field of renewable, green energy at home; downloadable computer software, namely, data driven software for accumulation, collection, use and implementation of data for residential home power stations
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Design, installation, maintenance and repair of computer software, in particular data driven software for the use of residential home power stations; design, installation, maintenance and repair of computer software for accumulation, collection, use and implementation of data, in particular for residential home power stations
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
AC

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97659947</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 02, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 | **Mark Information**
| **Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of lowercased letters "a" and "c" connected to a single flower stem that splits into two separate flowers each having 12 petals and one leaf on their respective stem. **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| **For** | Duvets, bed sheets, pillow cases, duvet covers, pillow shams, comforters, bed blankets | **International Classes** | 24 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 42, 50 | **International Class Title** | Fabrics |
| **Basis Information**
| **Currently ITU** | Yes | **Owner Information**
| **Owner Name** | Aside Comfort, LLC | **Address** | Aside Comfort, LLC 10803 Dew Meadows Ct Cypress TExAS 77433 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | **State or Country Where Organized** | TExAS |
| **Attorney/Correspondence Information**
| **Docket Number** | 220857-00050 | **Examiner Information**
| **Examiner** | POMEROY-MURPHY, KaITLI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** WILD WEST CHOCOLATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97660003
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CHOCOLATE” IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 035

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online retail general store services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **For**: t-shirts; long-sleeved t-shirts; sweatshirts; hats; cowboy hats; bolo ties
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Made In Nature, LLC
- **Address**: Made In Nature, LLC 1708 13th St. Boulder COLORADO 80302
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** SOCIALITE

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Sex toys and sexual stimulation aids, namely, vibrators and clitoral stimulators

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 26, 39, 44

**International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Xgen LLC

**Address** Xgen LLC 201 Precision Rd Horsham PENNSYLVANIA 19044

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 5942U.000057

**Examining Attorney** FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
TM 5891 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIRLANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97662518 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TIRLANO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed paper signs; Printed tarot cards; Signboards of paper or cardboard

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 24, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Xinyi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Xinyi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 302, Unit 1, Building 54, xiazhu, North Futian Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322023 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RIMEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97662623 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed covers; Bed linen; Curtain holders of textile material; Curtains of textile; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Household linen; Picnic blankets; Place mats of textile material; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Sleeping bags; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Wall hangings of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Oct. 28, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHAOXING ZHAOFENG VELVET CO., LTD Address SHAOXING ZHAOFENG VELVET CO., LTD Nian Wushan, Fusheng Town, Shaoding City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 312037 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZC221100039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CREATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97662850  Application Filing Date  Nov. 04, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a horizontal line over the word CREATIVE in capital letters in stylized form all in the color blue.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, collaborating with Ministries of Education national governments, local communities and educational professionals in the design, preparation, organization and implementation of educational curriculums for teachers in the field of foundational literacy and mathematical skills, teacher training programs in the field of basic literacy, math and life skills and accelerated learning and socio-emotional learning programs for students in the field of reading proficiency, basic math and life skills, in conflict and crisis-affected environments, national and local community reading programs and distribution of supplemental course instructional materials therewith; provision of educational assessment expertise services to Ministries of Education and government officials to assist them in the development of operations policies and sustainable strategies to limit school drop-outs, address gender violence issues and provide access to quality education in safe learning environments and in non-formal learning centers for building foundational skills in out-of- school children and youth
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Dec. 17, 2010  In Commerce  Dec. 17, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CREATIVE ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.  Address  CREATIVE ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.  4445 Willard Avenue - Suite 400  Chevy Chase  MARYLAND  20815  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name  GLASSER, CARYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** V DELTA-V

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97665973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the letter "V" within a triangle. To the right of this are the words DELTA-V. |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Medical devices for use in treating respiratory and cardiac conditions; Apparatus for physical training for medical use; Medical apparatus for the treatment of respiratory conditions; Portable medical devices used for breathing exercises, namely, portable devices used for endogenous breathing exercises and for respiratory muscle training |
| **International Classes** | 10 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 26, 39, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Medical Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Jun. 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Grichuhin, Alexander |
| **Address** | #210 11155 Red Run Blvd. Owings Mills, MARYLAND 21117 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

| **Owner Name** | Shah, Naveed |
| **Address** | #210 11155 Red Run Blvd. Owings Mills, MARYLAND 21117 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BERLIN, JUSTIN E |

---
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MY BROOKS BROTHERS

**Mark** MY BROOKS BROTHERS REWARDS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97666332
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "REWARDS"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of loyalty points for purchase of a company's goods and services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: BB IPCO LLC
- **Address**: BB IPCO LLC 1411 Broadway, 21st Floor New York NEW YORK 10018
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TEXAS WANDERER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97666366
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 07, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TEXAS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wine; Wine-based beverages; Wines; Wines and fortified wines; Wines and liqueurs; Wines and sparkling wines; Alcoholic wines; Dessert wines; Port wines; Red wine; Red wines; Rose wine; Rose wines; Sparkling wine; Sparkling wines; Sparkling red wines; Sparkling white wines; Sweet wines; Table wines; White wine; White wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Texas Wine Tours, LLC
- **Address**: Texas Wine Tours, LLC  210 W Centre Street  Fredericksburg  TEXAS  78624
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S

---

7073
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIOYIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97666790 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Hioyio has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Condoms; Contraceptive apparatus; Contraceptive implants; Diaphragms for contraception; Intra-uterine contraceptive devices; Sex dolls; Sex toys; Spermicidal condoms
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Aug. 15, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97667147 Application Filing Date  Nov. 08, 2022  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four stylized human figures increasing in size from left to right, all standing on a stylized arc that is wider in the middle and tapered at the ends. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing medical information  International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Nov. 16, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sanofi Pasteur Inc.  Address  Sanofi Pasteur Inc. One Discovery Drive  Swiftwater  PENNSYLVANIA 18370  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SAII 2222934

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NELMAN, JESSE M
MARK Literal(s) WE CREATE PLACES WHERE
PEOPLE FLOURISH

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting, management, and planning services in the field of architecture, project planning, feasibility studies, masterplanning and virtual reality; Business management consulting services in the field of architecture, project planning, feasibility studies, masterplanning and virtual reality
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Oct. 2018 In Commerce Feb. 2019
For Advisory services for others in the field of building architecture; Consulting in the fields of engineering and architecture; Drafting of plans and engineering drawings for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Oct. 2018 In Commerce Feb. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vessel Architecture & Design, Inc. Address Vessel Architecture & Design, Inc. 600 Emerson Rd., Ste 401 Creve Coeur MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTIAN CROSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97667749 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer and electronic game programs that may be accessed via the internet, smart phones, and wireless devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Super Free Games, Inc Address Super Free Games, Inc. 2001 Clayton Road, Suite 200 Concord CALIFORNIA 94520 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1602.83

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DO YOU TRUST THE MARKET WITH YOUR FUTURE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) METRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97668142  Application Filing Date  Nov. 08, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software, namely, automated Agile development knowledge base tool enabling performance dashboards used on US Federal Government systems and software development projects
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION  Address  INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

LEGAL INFORMATION
Legal Entity  INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  OCG-13914-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POICZW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97668611  Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Ceiling lights; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Lamps for tents; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting installations; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures; Lights for use in growing plants; Reading lamps; Reading lights; Standard lamps; Wall lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 02, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Su, Jing  Address Su, Jing  No.334,Beimingtun 7th Team,Beiming Vil., Beijiang Township, Ningming County, Guangxi  CHINA  532500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044506T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FLORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97669871
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 09, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Forks being tableware; Silverware, namely, forks, knives and spoons that are made of silver or silver-plated; Spoons being tableware; Table cutlery; Table knives, forks and spoons for babies; Table knives, forks and spoons of plastic; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Hand-operated fruit segment cutting tools
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: b.box for kids developments Pty Ltd
- **Address**: b.box for kids developments Pty Ltd Suite 301 1 Acacia Place Notting Hill AUSTRALIA VIC3168
- **Legal Entity**: PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country**: AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BBOX-136-TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97670602 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Bar and restaurant services; Brunch restaurants; Café and restaurant services; Café-restaurants; Hotel accommodation, restaurant and bar services; Take-away restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yura Shabetayev Address Yura Shabetayev #2212 601 NE 36th Street Miami FLORIDA 33137
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2K22S1118

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JOY OF ZERO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97671853</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Soft drinks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEPSICO, INC.</td>
<td>700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD</td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE IVORY FERN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97671900 Application Filing Date: Nov. 10, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a depiction of an ivory fern in the center of the image with the literal elements "THE IVORY FERN" written beneath it in black stylized font. The depicted background of the mark is light pink and is a feature of the mark. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) light pink, ivory, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Plastic cutlery, namely, knives, forks, and spoons; Flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons; Forks being table cutlery; Table cutlery, namely, forks and spoons
International Classes: 8 - Primary Classes US Classes: 23, 28, 44 International Class Title: Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: The Wild Fern LLC Address: The Wild Fern LLC P.O. Box 206 Little Silver NEW JERSEY 07739
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: Fernicola

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
**Mark Literal(s)** THE IVORY FERN

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bowls; Cups; Cake stands; Cupcake stands; Plates; Portable beverage container holder; Travel mugs; All purpose portable household containers; Bottles, sold empty; Containers for household use; Drinking cups for babies and children; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Household containers for foods; Insulated containers for food or beverages; Lockable non-metal household containers for food; Lunch boxes; Plastic storage containers for household use; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Training cups for babies and children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Fernicola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ATEBRIOZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97672294 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0135113/1732131 International Registration Number 1732131

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of graft versus host disorder (GVHD); pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal or chondrocyte disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of fibrotic disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Printed brochures, newsletters, and pamphlets in the fields of medical issues, procedures, disease symptoms, patient support and community building
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Providing a medical information to healthcare providers and patients relating to viral, hematological, auto-immune, graft versus host, inflammatory, metabolic, fibrotic and dermatological disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NIKTIMVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97672310 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0135092/1732291 International Registration Number 1732291

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of graft versus host disorder (GVHD); pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal or chondrocyte disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of fibrotic disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Printed brochures, newsletters, and pamphlets in the fields of medical issues, procedures, disease symptoms, patient support and community building
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Providing a medical information to healthcare providers and patients relating to viral, hematological, auto-immune, graft versus host, inflammatory, metabolic, fibrotic and dermatological disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PUREHEALTH RESEARCH
STRESS RELIEF COMPLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97672314  Application Filing Date  Nov. 10, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RESEARCH" and "STRESS RELIEF COMPLEX"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6533076

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PureHealth Research LLC  Address  PureHealth Research LLC  1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500  Cheyenne WYOMING  82001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, CAROLINE P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
PUREHEALTH RESEARCH GUT  
DETOX FORMULA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number       | 97672334 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 10, 2022 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark  
|---------------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|----------|---------------------|------------
| Publication Date    | Jul. 04, 2023 |                       |               |          |                     |            

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RESEARCH" and "GUT DETOX FORMULA"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6533076

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: PureHealth Research LLC
- **Address**: PureHealth Research LLC 1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CAROLINE P
# Trademark Information

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a weave pattern. **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**Goods and Services Information**

| **For** | Golf club shafts; Golf clubs |
| **International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |

**Basis Information**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| **Owner Name** | Karsten Manufacturing Corporation |
| **Address** | Karsten Manufacturing Corporation 2201 West Desert Cove Phoenix ARIZONA 85029 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | ARIZONA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| **Docket Number** | TM-22-073-US |

**Examiner Information**

| **Examiner** | MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EARTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97672392  Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "earthing" wherein the "i" is replaced with representation of a footprint. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4364053

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Footwear; Hats; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Sleep masks; Wristbands as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Earth FX, Inc. Address Earth FX, Inc. 72320 Manufacturing Rd Thousand Palms CALIFORNIA 92276
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EARTH-61387
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUCAS, PATRICK T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MVEMOEMCA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97672939 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MVEMOEMCA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of textiles; Area rugs; Wall paper; Wallpaper with 3D visual effects
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si Address Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xia o You Xian Gong Si 2nd Floor, No. 1,Yuansheng Road Economic Development Zone, Laishan Dist Yantai, Shandong CHINA 264003 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PEP+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97673101 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular design comprised of four light to dark blue wave-like designs; a field design comprised of alternating dark green and light green bands; a light and dark gold leaf design and a dark blue hand design comprised of four fingers. "PEP+" in lower case form is depicted next to the circular design. The lettering in "PEP" is blue and the "+" sign is green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light, medium and dark blue; light and dark gold; light and dark green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6769477

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of the need for consumers to make positive choices with respect to foods and beverages for themselves and for the planet; promoting public awareness of the need for agricultural and food sustainability; promoting public awareness of environmental issues and initiatives
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEPSICO, INC. Address PEPSICO, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE CARTILAGINATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97673670  Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of having two lines with arrows extended outward left and right on one end of each of the lines, located on each side of "THE" and "CARTILAGINATOR" centered below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices, namely, orthopedic surgical instruments
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes 26, 39, 44
International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EXTREMITY MEDICAL, LLC  Address EXTREMITY MEDICAL, LLC  300 Interpace Parkway, Suite 410  Parsippany  NEW JERSEY  07054
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where NEW JERSEY
Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 024664-0114

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE CARTILAGINATOR

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97673905</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Printed brochures about medical devices, namely, orthopedic surgical instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>EXTREMITY MEDICAL, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>EXTREMITY MEDICAL, LLC 300 Interpace Parkway, Suite 410 Parsippany NEW JERSEY 07054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>024664-0115</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** DOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97674077
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 11, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of retail and e-commerce goods; promoting and marketing the goods and services of others by distributing coupons, promo codes, and special offers
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Redeem Technologies Inc.
- **Address**: Suite 300 Unit 12 5440 West 110th Street Leawood KANSAS 66211
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 118247745011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ECOSNAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97674397 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application in the fields of landscape architecture, botany and environmental management, namely, software for managing and monitoring native habitats, biological resources, cultural resources, and the restoration thereof; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for photographing and identifying plants and plant emissivity; computer hardware; hardware combined with embedded computer software for detecting, identifying, measuring and analyzing plant emissivity and health; cameras; thermal imaging cameras; cameras for detecting, identifying, measuring and analyzing emissions of thermal radiation in plants

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANA Resources, Inc. Address HANA Resources, Inc. 20361 Hermana Circle Lake Forest CALIFORNIA 92630 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1356216

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLASSGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97674543 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer carrying cases; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C,Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044619T
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MEGAMAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97674544 Application Filing Date: Nov. 11, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording "MEGAMAG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer carrying cases; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless chargers
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use: Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. Address: Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C,Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: US044620T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney: VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AQUANOVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97674546  Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AQUANOVA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer carrying cases; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C,Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044618T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORIGINFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97674549 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer carrying cases; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless chargers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044621T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SHOCKMAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97674550 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer carrying cases; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Torras Technology Co., Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044623T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRANSTERNITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97674554 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TRANSTERNITY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer carrying cases; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones, tablet computer screens; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Torras Technology Co.,Ltd. RM C1215, BLK C,Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044625T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SILENTAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97676118 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SILENTAIR" in stylized font, immediately above a wavy horizontal line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For oxygen concentrators for medical applications
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For rental of medical machines and apparatus
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Teijin Pharma Limited Address Teijin Pharma Limited 2-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 100-0013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S26273

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WINNING WITH PEP+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97676449 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6769477

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of the need for consumers to make positive choices with respect to foods and beverages for themselves and for the planet; promoting public awareness of the need for agricultural and food sustainability; promoting public awareness of environmental issues and initiatives

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEPSICO, INC. Address PEPSICO, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97676662
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Body lotion
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: SONANTO, LLC
- **Address**: 6200 Franklin Avenue, Suite 208, CALIFORNIA 90028
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
TM 5930 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97676668 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a half circle sunburst, consisting of the upper left half of a circle, made up of trapezoid-shaped lines, each divided into three sections of different shades, emanating from an open circular center. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0129773/1705316 International Registration Number 1705316

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceuticals for human use, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of cancer; pharmaceuticals for human use, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of oncological diseases, disorders, and conditions International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 22, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ImmunoGen, Inc. Address ImmunoGen, Inc. 830 Winter Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32827-50205

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
**Mark Literal(s)** ELAHERE

**Serial Number** 97676672  **Application Filing Date** Nov. 14, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the word "ELAHERE" in block capital letters with the design of a half circle sunburst to the left of "ELAHERE" made up of trapezoid-shaped lines, each divided into three sections of different shades, arrayed around the upper left corner of the first "E" in "ELAHERE". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property** A0129774/1705317

**Registration Number** 1705317

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Pharmaceuticals for human use, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of cancer; pharmaceuticals for human use, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of oncological diseases, disorders, and conditions

**International Classes**  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**First Use** Nov. 22, 2022  **In Commerce** Nov. 22, 2022

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** ImmunoGen, Inc.  **Address** ImmunoGen, Inc. 830 Winter Street  Waltham  MASSACHUSETTS  02451

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** MASSACHUSETTS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** 32827-50205

**Examining Attorney** MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONA&ANTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97676830 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SONANTO, LLC Address SONANTO, LLC 6200 Franklin Avenue, Suite 208 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-7263B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANYSPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97676884 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Upholstery fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Culp, Inc. Address Culp, Inc. 1823 Eastchester Drive High Point NORTH CAROLINA 27265 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 949010330115

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97677164  Application Filing Date  Nov. 14, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a square located the the left of a stylized curved line design.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5794674, 4704672, 3218672 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sports bags; Backpacks; Duffle bags; Tote bags; Gym bags; Drawstring pouches
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Sports balls; Basketballs; Footballs; Soccer balls; Toy figures
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Collectable printed trading cards
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual footwear and footwear accessories, clothing and clothing accessories, headwear and headwear accessories, eyewear and eyewear accessories, bags and bag accessories, sports bags and sports bag accessories, backpacks and backpack accessories, sports equipment and sports equipment accessories, art and art accessories, toys and toy accessories for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable interactive media in the nature of video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, digital collectibles and crypto-collectibles featuring and linked to digital and physical footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and nonanimated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys, and trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens on a blockchain network for access to and use in digital offline and in online environments, virtual online environments, extended reality virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing an online computer game; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting, interactive, curated scavenger
hunts, obstacle courses and treasure hunts; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards and contests to obtain exclusive access to digital and physical products; Leasing of digital content, namely, video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, digital multimedia files, digital collectibles, and crypto-collectibles featuring and linked to digital and physical footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys, and trading cards

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, footwear and footwear accessories, clothing and clothing accessories, headwear and headwear accessories, eyewear and eyewear accessories, sports bags and sports bag accessories, backpacks and backpack accessories, sports equipment and sports equipment accessories, art and art accessories, toys and toy accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds; on-line retail store services featuring virtual merchandise, namely, footwear and footwear accessories, clothing and clothing accessories, headwear and headwear accessories, eyewear and eyewear accessories, bags and bag accessories, sports bags and sports bag accessories, backpacks and backpack accessories, sports equipment and sports equipment accessories, art and art accessories, toys and toy accessories for use in online virtual worlds; Online retail store services in the nature of providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable virtual goods, digital collectibles, and crypto-collectibles, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and nonanimated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys and trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens on a blockchain network; Membership club services through holding non-fungible tokens granting members access to exclusive digital and physical products and reward events, physical product creation programs, and access to and the ability to modify digital or physical products in the nature of clothing, shoes, bags, masks, toys, collectibles, trading cards, artwork, and jewelry as part of giveaways, contests and rewards; Advertising services

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring footwear and footwear accessories, clothing and clothing accessories, headwear and headwear accessories, eyewear and eyewear accessories, bags and bag accessories, sports bags and sports bag accessories, backpacks and backpack accessories, sports equipment and sports equipment accessories, art and art accessories, toys and toy accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds; Downloadable computer software for the production, automated and nonautomated creation, and automated and non-automated modification of interactive media in the nature of video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, digital multimedia files, digital collectibles, and crypto-collectibles featuring and linked to digital and physical footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys, and trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens on a blockchain network for access to and use in digital offline and online environments, virtual reality online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Downloadable computer programs for electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting of interactive media in the nature of video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, digital multimedia files, digital collectibles, and crypto-collectibles featuring and linked to digital and physical footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys, and trading cards
authenticated by non-fungible tokens on a blockchain network for access to and use in digital offline and online environments, virtual reality online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Downloadable mobile software applications for authentication of digital and physical products using blockchain-based software technology; Downloadable mobile software applications for the purpose of product and document authentication and tracking, and brand monitoring and protection, to protect against counterfeiting, tampering, and diversion, and to ensure the integrity of genuine products and documents

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Leasing of reproduction rights of digital content to others, namely, video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, digital collectibles and crypto-collectibles authenticated by non-fungible tokens

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**For** Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users in the fields of footwear, apparel, sports and digital collectibles; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of the fields of footwear, apparel, sports and digital collectibles

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 104  **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Custom manufacture of footwear, apparel, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, avatars, skins, art, toys, trading cards and digital collectibles and custom 3D printing for others; Custom physical manufacture of real world versions of digital footwear, apparel, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, avatars, character skins, art, toys, trading cards and digital collectibles

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 103, 106  **International Class Title** Material Treatment

**For** Footwear; Clothing, namely, jerseys, pants, shorts, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweaters, sweatpants, vests, tank tops, pullovers, warmup suits, jackets, anoraks, coats, sports bras, socks, wrist bands, headbands, headwear, hats, caps being headwear, skirts, dresses, and athletic tights

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Providing online non-downloadable computer software for production, automated and nonautomated creation, and automated and non-automated modification of interactive media in the nature of video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, digital collectibles and crypto-collectibles featuring and linked to digital and physical footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys, trading cards authenticated by non-fungible tokens on a blockchain network for access to and use in online environments, virtual online environments, and extended reality virtual environments; Providing online non-downloadable computer programs featuring digital footwear, apparel, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys and trading cards for use in online virtual worlds; Providing online non-downloadable software for electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting interactive media in the nature of video clips, photography, music, data, visual effects, virtual goods, digital collectibles, and crypto-collectibles and featuring and linked to digital and physical footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, masks, jewelry, sports equipment, digital animated and non-animated designs and characters, avatars, digital overlays, character skins, art, toys, trading cards authenticated by nonfungible tokens on a
blockchain network; Providing user authentication services using blockchain based software technology for digital and physical products; Providing online non-downloadable software and technology solutions for the purpose of product and document authentication and tracking, and brand monitoring and protection, to protect against counterfeiting, tampering, and diversion, and to ensure the integrity of genuine products and documents; Entertainment services, namely, providing interactive online non-downloadable mobile gaming applications

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Nike, Inc.
- **Address**: Nike, Inc. One Bowerman Drive Beaverton OREGON 97005
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE BRAND ABOVE ALL
BRANDS FOR THE KING ABOVE ALL KINGS
THE HAT ABOVE ALL HATS FOR THE KING
ABOVE ALL KINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97677262  **Application Filing Date** Nov. 15, 2022  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark
**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Baseball caps and hats
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** De Las Nieves, Joseph  **Address** De Las Nieves, Joseph  3400 W Waco Dr Ste B2-155  Waco  TEXAS 76710  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examiner** JOHNSON, CLINTON J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CERTIFIED WATER RATING INDEX (WRI)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97677627 Application Filing Date  Nov. 15, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CERTIFIED WATER RATING INDEX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of environmental design, construction, and operation of water efficient and environmentally friendly homes and buildings, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Providing consumer information in the field of green building practices, namely water efficiency and water efficiency certification
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Testing, analysis, and evaluation of residential homes, residential buildings, and commercial buildings of others to determine conformity with water efficiency certification and re-certification standards; providing a website featuring information about building quality-control procedures in the field of water efficiency for residential homes, residential buildings, and commercial buildings; providing consumer information about green building practices, products, services, namely, environmentally-conscious and green innovations
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  National Association of Home Builders of the United States

Address  National Association of Home Builders of the United States

1201 15th Street NW  Washington  D.C.  20005

Legal Entity  CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  3077.0021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HONEY BUNCHES OF OATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97677706 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1575358, 5963497

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, food products; Administration of incentive rewards programs and the offering of special offers and promotions to promote the sale of food products in the metaverse and other virtual environments, which may be redeemed for goods and services available in the metaverse, other virtual environments, and in the real world
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable computer and mobile application software for providing access to digital electronic content and experiences pertaining to food products in the metaverse or other virtual worlds via an internet portal or other communication network; Downloadable digital media, namely, digital collectibles in the nature of downloadable video files in the field of food products authenticated by nonfungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable virtual goods, namely, image files of food product avatars, for use online and in online virtual worlds; Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, audio, and video featuring food products authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Post Foods, LLC Address Post Foods, LLC 20802 Kensington Blvd. Lakeville MINNESOTA 55044 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  53807-224093

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SWIITHOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97677804  Application Filing Date  Nov. 15, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  9753572

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Heels; Insoles; Shoes; Slippers; Heelpieces for footwear; Leather shoes; Non-slip soles for footwear; Sandals and beach shoes; Shawls and stoles; Shoe soles; Socks and stockings; Sports shoes; Sun sleeves; Leisure shoes
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Oct. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Oct. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Linhai Meijuan Handicraft Store  Address  Linhai Meijuan Handicraft Store  No. 118, Nanfeng Village  Xiaozhi Town, Linhai  Taizhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  317000  Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP  State or Country  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97677867</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Educational and entertainment services, namely, provision of art instruction services, art classes and workshops; Hosting social entertainment events with instructional art; Arranging and conducting art parties; Providing art classes |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jul. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 15, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Shot of Art LLC |
| Address | Shot of Art LLC 28 West 36 Street, 10th Floor New York NEW YORK 10018 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | AREY, BRANDON LEON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AB ACCELERATEDBRANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97678665 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters AB in large font above the word ACCELERATEDBRANDS. There is an tachometer needle creating the horizontal portion of the A and B. The AB is surrounded by a semicircle in the shape of a tachometer gauge. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Socks; Vests; Hooded sweatshirts; Baseball caps and hats; Pom-pom hats; Sports jackets; Sweat shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SB PEP HOLDCO, LLC Address SB PEP HOLDCO, LLC 301 North Main Street Suite 100 Winston Salem NORTH CAROLINA 27101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** YOUNG'S NATURE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97678716</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of THE WORDS "YOUNG'S NATURE" WITH A STYLIZED LEAF AS AN APOSTROPHE.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Frozen chicken, namely, thigh; Frozen seafood; Galbi (grilled meat dish); Meat, frozen; Processed meat; Processed seafood; Processed vegetables; Sheets of dried laver (hoshi-nori); Toasted sheets of laver (yaki-nori)
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **First Use**: Sep. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 05, 2022

**For**: On-line retail store services featuring processed seafood, processed meat, frozen chicken, namely, thigh, galbi (grilled meat dish), frozen meat, frozen seafood, processed vegetables, sheets of dried laver (hoshi-nori), toasted sheets of laver (yaki-nori), Wholesale food distributorship services.
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: YOUNG OCEAN, INC.
- **Address**: YOUNG OCEAN, INC. 20233 80TH AVENUE S KENT WASHINGTON 98032
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 22-0666

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinaing Attorney**: COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BLACK AMBITIONIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97679370  Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fundraising for charitable purposes; providing educational scholarships; providing financial grants to students; charitable fundraising; charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events; Charitable fundraising services by means of entertainment events in the nature of concerts, galas, dinners and balls; Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting educational conferences and lectures
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Educational mentoring services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Career and educational mentoring, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities; Leadership development training for students
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  clothing, namely, shirts, pants, t-shirts, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, hats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PW IP Holdings, LLC  Address  PW IP Holdings, LLC  Suite 602  15 East 26th Street  New York  NEW YORK  10010  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14148.828
Examining Attorney  BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FANDUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97680224  Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5277718, 4146662, 6029354 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the fields of sports and horse racing; entertainment services, namely, continuing programs about sports and horse racing accessible by television, satellite, and computer networks; entertainment in the nature of television sports and horse racing news shows; providing news and information in the fields of sports and horse racing; entertainment services, namely, the production and distribution of informational, and interactive television programs via satellite and on-line electronic communications networks featuring sporting and horse racing events; television show production; distribution of television programs for others; entertainment services, namely, providing online videos in the field of sports and horse racing, not downloadable; providing online audiovisual entertainment, namely, providing live and recorded non-downloadable video in the field of sports and horse racing content via the internet, telecommunications networks and wireless communications networks; providing sports betting advice and analysis of the performance and statistics of sports athletes and players over the internet in the field of sports, college sports, fantasy sports, virtual sports, sports figures, sports events, sports leagues, teams, athletes, sports rankings, sports scores, sports predictions and horse racing; Providing online computer games; Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; Providing on-line card games; On-line gaming services in the nature of casino gambling, computer game tournaments; providing on-line poker games; Entertainment services in the nature of horse race betting; providing a web site featuring news and information in the field of horse racing and horse race betting; conducting and providing facilities for horse race betting; entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the field of horse racing; entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about horse racing accessible by television, satellite, and computer networks; entertainment in the nature of television horse racing news shows; providing a website that provides information regarding performance and statistics in the field of horse racing; providing news and information in the field of horse racing; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of horse racing; online gaming services in the nature of casino...
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

For Downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content on mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable software application for mobile digital electronic devices that allows streaming, downloading, and viewing of audiovisual and multimedia content; Downloadable game software for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers; Downloadable mobile application for horse race betting; downloadable mobile application for providing news and information in the field of horse racing; downloadable mobile application providing statistics and information in the nature of analysis and forecasting in the field of horse racing using predictive analytics.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

For Communications services, namely, the transmission and broadcasting of promotional, informational, and interactive television programs via satellite and on-line electronic communications networks featuring sporting and horse racing events; television broadcasting; satellite television broadcasting; internet broadcasting services; streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via a global computer network and the internet to digital media streaming devices; video on demand transmission of audiovisual content; audio on demand transmission of audiovisual content; transmission of audio, video, and audiovisual content, data and information via the internet, communications networks, and wireless telecommunications networks; electronic transmission of sports content through global computer networks and wireless communication networks; Video streaming services via the Internet, featuring horse racing.

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

For Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable game software.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name FanDuel Group, Inc. Address FanDuel Group, Inc. 300 Park Avenue South, 14th Floor New York NEW YORK 10010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number US-ZWIL-001C

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97680227  Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2022
Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a broken shield designed to look like the
letters "F" and "D". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5277718, 6029355, 5971444 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the fields of sports
and horse racing; entertainment services, namely, continuing programs about sports and horse racing accessible by television,
satellite, and computer networks; entertainment in the nature of television sports and horse racing news shows; providing news
and information in the fields of sports and horse racing; entertainment services, namely, the production and distribution of
informational, and interactive television programs via satellite and on-line electronic communications networks featuring
sporting and horse racing events; television show production; distribution of television programs for others; entertainment
services, namely, providing online videos in the field of sports and horse racing, not downloadable; providing online
audiovisual entertainment, namely, providing live and recorded non-downloadable video in the field of sports and horse racing
content via the internet, telecommunications networks and wireless communications networks; providing sports betting advice
and analysis of the performance and statistics of sports athletes and players over the internet in the field of sports, college
sports, fantasy sports, virtual sports, sports figures, sports events, sports leagues, teams, athletes, sports rankings, sports scores,
sports predictions and horse racing; Providing online computer games; Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming;
Providing on-line card games; On-line gaming services in the nature of casino gambling, computer game tournaments;
providing on-line poker games; Entertainment services in the nature of horse race betting; providing a web site featuring news
and information in the field of horse racing and horse race betting; conducting and providing facilities for horse race betting;
entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the field of horse racing;
entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about horse racing accessible by television, satellite, and computer
networks; entertainment in the nature of television horse racing news shows; providing a website that provides information
regarding performance and statistics in the field of horse racing; providing news and information in the field of horse racing; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of horse racing; online gaming services in the nature of casino gambling

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**  Sep. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Sep. 01, 2022

**For**  Downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content on mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable software application for mobile digital electronic devices that allows streaming, downloading, and viewing of audiovisual and multimedia content; Downloadable game software for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers; Downloadable mobile application for horse race betting; downloadable mobile application for providing news and information in the field of horse racing; downloadable mobile application providing statistics and information in the nature of analysis and forecasting in the field of horse racing using predictive analytics

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**  Sep. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Sep. 01, 2022

**For**  Communications services, namely, the transmission and broadcasting of promotional, informational, and interactive television programs via satellite and on-line electronic communications networks featuring sporting and horse racing events; television broadcasting; satellite television broadcasting; internet broadcasting services; streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via a global computer network and the internet to digital media streaming devices; video on demand transmission of audiovisual content; audio on demand transmission of audiovisual content; transmission of audio, video, and audiovisual content, data and information via the internet, communications networks, and wireless telecommunications networks; electronic transmission of sports content through global computer networks and wireless communication networks; Video streaming services via the Internet, featuring horse racing

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication  
**First Use**  Sep. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Sep. 01, 2022

**For**  Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable game software

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**  Sep. 22, 2022  **In Commerce**  Sep. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  FanDuel Group, Inc.  **Address**  FanDuel Group, Inc.  300 Park Avenue South, 14th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10010  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  US-ZWIL-013B

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FD FANDUEL+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97680231 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a broken shield designed to look like the letters "F" and "D". To the right of the shield is the word "FANDUEL" and the "+" sign. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5277718, 4146662, 6029355 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the fields of sports and horse racing; entertainment services, namely, continuing programs about sports and horse racing accessible by television, satellite, and computer networks; entertainment in the nature of television sports and horse racing news shows; providing news and information in the fields of sports and horse racing; television show production; distribution of television programs for others; entertainment services, namely, providing online videos in the field of sports and horse racing, not downloadable; providing online audiovisual entertainment, namely, providing live and recorded non-downloadable video in the field of sports and horse racing content via the internet, telecommunications networks and wireless communications networks; providing sports betting advice and analysis of the performance and statistics of sports athletes and players over the internet in the field of sports, college sports, fantasy sports, virtual sports, sports figures, sports events, sports leagues, teams, athletes, sports rankings, sports scores, sports predictions and horse racing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022
For Downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content on mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable software application for mobile digital electronic devices that allows streaming, downloading, and viewing of audiovisual and multimedia content
For Communications services, namely, the transmission and broadcasting of promotional, informational, and interactive television programs via on-line electronic communications networks featuring sporting and horse racing events; internet broadcasting services; streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via a global computer network and the internet to digital media streaming devices; video on demand transmission of audiovisual content; audio on demand transmission of audiovisual content; transmission of audio, video, and audiovisual content, data and information via the internet, communications networks, and wireless telecommunications networks; electronic transmission of sports content through global computer networks and wireless communication networks.

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FanDuel Group, Inc. Address FanDuel Group, Inc. 300 Park Avenue South, 14th Floor New York NEW YORK 10010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US-ZWIL-029A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97680235  Application Filing Date: Nov. 16, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5277718, 4146662, 6029354 and others

Goods and Services Information

For: Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the fields of sports and horse racing; entertainment services, namely, continuing programs about sports and horse racing accessible by television, satellite, and computer networks; entertainment in the nature of television sports and horse racing news shows; providing news and information in the fields of sports and horse racing; television show production; distribution of television programs for others; entertainment services, namely, providing online videos in the field of sports and horse racing, not downloadable; providing online audiovisual entertainment, namely, providing live and recorded non-downloadable video in the field of sports and horse racing content via the internet, telecommunications networks and wireless communications networks; providing sports betting advice and analysis of the performance and statistics of sports athletes and players over the internet in the field of sports, college sports, fantasy sports, virtual sports, sports figures, sports events, sports leagues, teams, athletes, sports rankings, sports scores, sports predictions and horse racing

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

First Use: Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2022

For: Downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming, downloading, and viewing audiovisual and multimedia content on mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable software application for mobile digital electronic devices that allows streaming, downloading, and viewing of audiovisual and multimedia content

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use: Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2022
Communications services, namely, the transmission and broadcasting of promotional, informational, and interactive
television programs via on-line electronic communications networks featuring sporting and horse racing events; internet
broadcasting services; streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via a global computer network and the internet to digital
media streaming devices; video on demand transmission of audiovisual content; audio on demand transmission of audiovisual
content; transmission of audio, video, and audiovisual content, data and information via the internet, communications
networks, and wireless telecommunications networks; electronic transmission of sports content through global computer
networks and wireless communication networks

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title** Communication

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2022

**In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2022

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Name** FanDuel Group, Inc.

**Address** FanDuel Group, Inc. 300 Park Avenue South, 14th Floor New York NEW YORK 10010

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**Docket Number** US-ZWIL-028A

**Examining Attorney** QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  TRANSCEND THE TRANSACTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97682385</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultancy

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes

US Classes  100, 101, 102

International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Official Partners New York, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>110 E. 25th Street New York NEW YORK 10010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  08280/316156

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUMIDOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97682646 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric lighting fixtures, namely, recessed lighting fixtures; Electric lighting components, namely, light bulbs, sockets, light socket extenders, lamp holder bases, fixture housings, fixture trims, all for use with electric lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SnapRays LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SnapPower Address SnapRays LLC 426 E 1750 N Unit D Vineyard UTAH 84059 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRENNER, BRANDI M
TM 5949 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL RACING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97683224 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red circle design intersected with white lines to the left of the words "GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL" displayed vertically in blue, and the word "RACING" shown in red in a stylized script below the word "INDUSTRIAL". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INDUSTRIAL" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 025 AND "RACING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6558859, 6817550, 5958047 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sporting events
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, shorts, jackets; footwear; headgear, namely, hats, caps and visors
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Equipment Company Inc. Address Global Equipment Company Inc. 11 Harbor Park Drive Port Washington NEW YORK 11050 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 318548-00089

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LADNER, CHRISTOPHER G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL RACING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97683469 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIAL" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 025 AND "RACING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6558859, 6817550, 5958047 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sporting events
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, shorts, jackets; footwear; headgear, namely, hats, caps and visors
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Equipment Company Inc. Address Global Equipment Company Inc. 11 Harbor Park Drive Port Washington NEW YORK 11050 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 318548-00088

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LADNER, CHRISTOPHER G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DATA CENTER FRONTIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97683979 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DATA CENTER”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting of business conferences in the field of data centers and cloud computing; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of data centers and cloud computing; Providing on-line magazines in the field of data centers and cloud computing; Providing online newsletters in the field of data centers and cloud computing via e-mail

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Endeavor Business Media, LLC Address Endeavor Business Media, LLC 30 Burton Hills Blvd, Suite 185 Nashville TENNESSEE 37215 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number I-17952-KH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MECHWARRIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97684759 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of motion pictures and television programs; production of audiovisual programs and interactive audiovisual programs in the fields of cartoons and fiction; providing audiovisual programs, motion pictures, television shows, and interactive audiovisual programs in the fields of cartoons and fiction via wireless devices and the Internet, television, cable, and satellite; animation production services; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text, books, magazines, images, photographs, graphics, and audio works of others featuring fiction and/or cartoons, on the Internet and on CD, DVD, and in other electronic media where data is stored in digital form; written text editing; entertainment in the nature of organizing and conducting role playing game tournaments and fictional combat game tournaments, excluding online role playing game tournaments and online fictional combat game tournaments; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical films featuring fictional heroic and villainous characters; providing information, reviews and personalized recommendations in the field of entertainment; providing information, reviews and personalized recommendations in the field of entertainment by means of communications networks

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Topps Company, Inc. Address The Topps Company, Inc. 95 Morton Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1378832

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BSPWIRFNZPL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97685491</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints on canvas; Framed art prints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td>First Use Nov. 05, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Yan Tai Fang Yi Jia Ju Yong Pin Jing Xiao You Xian Gong Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORADAPT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97685942 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a ribbon above "ORADAPT" starting in dark blue on the left top side of ribbon, the second section showing the bottom of the ribbon is light blue, the last section of the ribbon showing the top of the ribbon in light blue. Each section of the ribbon moves from lighter in color to darker in color from left to right. The ribbon is over the "ORAD" in "ORADAPT." The "OR" in "ORADAPT" is in light blue and "ADAPT" is in dark blue, all letters are lowercase. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collagen for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Nov. 15, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intra-Lock Dental Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Dental Implant Technologies Address Intra-Lock Dental Inc. 9414 E San Salvador Dr. Ste 112 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85258 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number oradapt

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ANATOLIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97687656  Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towel sets; Towels for use in salons and barber shops; Towels made of textile materials; Towels of textile; Towels of textile featuring American football team logos; Towels of textile for drying hair; Towels of textiles; Towels that may be worn as a dress or similar garment; Bath wrap towels; Children's towels; Face towels made of textile materials; Hand towels made of textile materials; Hand-towels made of textile fabrics; Hooded towels for children; Household linen, including face towels; Kitchen towels of cloth; Large bath towels; Moisture absorbent microfiber towels for bath and beach use; Moisture absorbent microfiber textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, bags, towels and athletic uniforms; Quilts made of towels; Textile towels for kitchen use; Textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of towels; Textile piece goods for use in the manufacture of towels; Turban towels for drying hair; Turkish towel; Waffle towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Dec. 06, 2013  In Commerce Dec. 06, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THINQLIST ENTERPRISES INC. Address THINQLIST ENTERPRISES INC. 5300 S 108TH ST STE 15172 HALENS CORNERS WISCONSIN 53130 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where CALIFORNIA
Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RECORD INSIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97687750 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “RECORD”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable medical software for accessing, reading, interpreting, summarizing, analyzing, organizing, and tracking information in the field of patient medical records; providing online non-downloadable computer software for accessing, reading, interpreting, summarizing, analyzing, organizing, and tracking information in the field of patient medical records; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable medical software for accessing, reading, interpreting, summarizing, analyzing, organizing, and tracking information in the field of patient medical records; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for accessing, reading, interpreting, summarizing, analyzing, organizing, and tracking information in the field of patient medical records; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring medical software for accessing, reading, interpreting, summarizing, analyzing, organizing, and tracking information in the field of patient medical records; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for accessing, reading, interpreting, summarizing, analyzing, organizing, and tracking information in the field of patient medical records
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deposition Solutions, LLC Address Deposition Solutions, LLC 13101 Northwest Freeway Houston TEXAS 77040 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T39300US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DEPOSITION INSIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97687765 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DEPOSITION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable computer software for legal services, namely, summarizing and analyzing deposition transcripts and producing reports; providing online nondownloadable computer software utilizing artificial intelligence for legal services, namely, summarizing and analyzing deposition transcripts and producing reports; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for legal services, namely, summarizing and analyzing deposition transcripts and producing reports; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software utilizing artificial intelligence for legal services, namely, summarizing and analyzing deposition transcripts and producing reports; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for legal services, namely, summarizing and analyzing deposition transcripts and producing reports; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software utilizing artificial intelligence for legal services, namely, summarizing and analyzing deposition transcripts and producing reports
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deposition Solutions, LLC Address Deposition Solutions, LLC 13101 Northwest Freeway Houston TEXAS 77040 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T39299US00
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ITAVTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97687956 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0130158/1704778 International Registration Number 1704778

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal or chondrocyte disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of graft versus host disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Providing healthcare information to physicians, patients and caregivers relating to diagnosis and treatment of medical diseases and disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Incyte Holdings Corporation Address Incyte Holdings Corporation 1801 Augustine Cut-Off Wilmington DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2854-T357US
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VUFYSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97687964 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0130486/1714435 International Registration Number 1714435

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal or chondrocyte disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of graft versus host disorders

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Providing healthcare information to physicians, patients and caregivers relating to diagnosis and treatment of medical diseases and disorders

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Incyte Holdings Corporation Address Incyte Holdings Corporation 1801 Augustine Cut-Off Wilmington DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2854-T356US
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WUNVI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97688083  Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0130630/1708610 International Registration Number 1708610

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal or chondrocyte disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of graft versus host disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Providing healthcare information to physicians, patients and caregivers relating to diagnosis and treatment of medical diseases and disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Incyte Holdings Corporation Address Incyte Holdings Corporation 1801 Augustine Cut-Off Wilmington DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2854-T355US
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WILLOWTREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97688964 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0131506/1722760 International Registration Number 1722760 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4807585

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital product design, development, and implementation in the fields of computer software, mobile applications and websites; digital product development consulting in the fields of computer software, mobile applications and websites, namely, implementation and integration of mobile applications and mobile websites; digital product services, namely, research, strategy, testing, and analytics in the fields of computer software, mobile applications and mobile websites; software and digital product development and consultation services featuring machine learning, data science, and data engineering in the fields of computer software, mobile applications and websites; computer software and digital product project management services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WillowTree LLC Address WillowTree LLC 1835 Broadway Street Charlottesville VIRGINIA 22902 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97688987
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0131506/1722760
- **International Registration Number**: 1722760
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4807585

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Marketing services and consultation in the field of computer software, digital products, mobile applications, and websites, namely, branding and growth marketing
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: WillowTree LLC
- **Address**: WillowTree LLC, 1835 Broadway Street, Charlottesville, VIRGINIA 22902
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97689020 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter W inside a circle which is broken on the upper left side and lower right side creating two equal segments, wherein the right end of the W is attached to the upper right segment of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0131514/1717032 International Registration Number 1717032 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4811670

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing services and consultation in the field of computer software, digital products, mobile applications, and websites, namely, branding and growth marketing International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WillowTree LLC Address WillowTree LLC 1835 Broadway Street Charlottesville VIRGINIA 22902
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BOTTLESAFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97689152
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0135301/1733711
- **International Registration Number**: 1733711

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Biochemical reagents used for non-medical purposes, namely, biochemical reagents for detecting contaminants, microorganisms, antigens, adulterants, or chemicals in food, agricultural products, and agri-food preparations and in the environment in which these preparations are produced, namely, water, air and work surfaces
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Invisible Sentinel, Inc.
- **Address**: Invisible Sentinel, Inc. 3711 Market Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STOIDES, KATHERINE
**TM 5965 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CAFETO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97690121
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 23, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of CAFETO in the mark is COFFEE TREE.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Distilled blue agave liquor; Distilled spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TROMBA USA Ltd.
- **Address**: TROMBA USA Ltd. 50 Carroll Street Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4M3G3
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 10193-0002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97690372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim         | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type                | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For                              | Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment and prevention of cancer |
| International Classes            | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                       | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title        | Pharmaceuticals |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU                    | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name                      | Bristol-Myers Squibb Company |
| Address                        | Bristol-Myers Squibb Company |
| Address                        | 430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor |
| Address                        | New York 10016 |
| Legal Entity                   | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized| DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<p>| Docket Number                   | 00161748-US |
| Examine Attorney                | BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</strong></th>
<th>Published for Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** OPDIVO SCFREA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97690376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment and prevention of cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Bristol-Myers Squibb Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor New York NEW YORK 10016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>00161749-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examinng Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  EMMA THE SLEEP COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97690379  Application Filing Date  Nov. 23, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "Emma" in black and the words "The Sleep Company" in black on a white background. The words "The Sleep Company" are located below the word "Emma".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "SLEEP COMPANY"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  018305250  Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 23, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date  Sep. 15, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bed pads; Pillow shams; Bed throws; bed ticking/blankets not of paper; Duvet covers; Bed clothes namely bed covers, bedspreads, bedsheets, bed linen and bed blankets; Protective unfitted fabric covers for mattresses and furniture; Textile covers for duvets; Bed covers; Towelling coverlets; Mattress covers; Woolen blankets; Nightdress cases of textile; Hand towels of textile; Quilt covers; Bath towels; Turkish towel; Bed blankets made of man-made fibres; Quilt bedding mats in the nature of quilted bedding mattress covers; Covers for cushions; Silk bed blankets; Bed blankets; Bed linen and blankets; Comforters; Bed sheets; Cribs; Bed blankets made of cotton; Infants' bed linen; Contoured mattress covers; Children's towels

For  Stuffed pillows; Box springs; Mattress bases; Slatted bases for beds; Children's beds; Mattress toppers; Bed frames; Mattresses; Mechanically adjustable mattresses; Electrically adjustable beds; Adjustable beds; Electrically adjustable mattresses; Beds; Stools; Pillows; Bed headboards; Bed rails; Rods for beds; Beds incorporating inner spring mattresses; Bedsprings; Bedding, except linen namely mattress toppers, bed rests, bolsters, cushions; Bedsteads of wood; Bed bases; Wooden beds; Cushions; pillows and cushions

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Bed warmers; Electric lamps; Electric indoor lighting installations; Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For Online retail store services featuring clothing; Wholesale retail store services featuring electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Wholesale retail store services featuring comforters; Online retail store services featuring bed bases; Wholesale store services featuring sewing articles; Retail store services featuring bath towels; Online retail store services featuring mattress covers; Advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of others; Wholes store services featuring analysers for medical purposes, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Online retail store services featuring bath towels; Advisory services featuring commercial transactions; Retail store services featuring mattress covers; Mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; Online retail store services featuring duvet covers; Retail store services featuring blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Retail store services featuring ticks in the nature of mattress and pillow coverings; Advisory and consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods for others; Wholesale store services featuring blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Online retail store services featuring protective loose covers for mattresses and furniture; Wholesale store services featuring adjustable beds; Online retail store services featuring electric indoor lighting installations; Retail store services featuring towels of textile; Retail store services featuring bedsheets; Online retail store services featuring medical furniture and bedding; Wholesale store services featuring saddlery; Online retail store services featuring medical analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Retail store services featuring analysers for medical purposes, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Wholesale store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep for non-medical domestic use; Online retail store services featuring beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Online retail store services featuring electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Retail store services featuring shams; Wholesale store services featuring furnishings; Online retail store services featuring bed warmers; Retail store services featuring quilt covers; Retail store services featuring protective loose covers for mattresses and furniture; Wholesale store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep, namely, medical apparatus for sensor, measuring, diagnostic and treatment purposes; Online retail store services featuring comforters; Retail store services featuring medical furniture and bedding; Online retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep for private individuals; Online retail store services featuring pillow shams; Wholesale store services featuring protective loose covers for mattresses and furniture; Wholesale store services featuring ticks int the nature of mattress and pillow coverings; Wholesale store services featuring bed bases; Wholesale store services featuring beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Online retail store services featuring blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Retail store services featuring electric indoor lighting installations; Whole store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep for private individuals; Wholesale store services featuring medical furniture and bedding; Retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep in the medical field; Wholesale store services featuring yarns; Wholesale store services featuring mattress covers; Advertising, marketing and promotional services; Retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep for private individuals; Online retail store services featuring bed pads; Retail store services featuring beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Consulting in sales techniques and sales programmes; Online retail store services featuring towels of textile; Retail store services featuring sheets; Online retail store services featuring electric
lamps; Online retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep for domestic use; Retail store services featuring electric lamps; Retail store services featuring adjustable beds; Wholesale store services featuring bed warmers; Retail store services featuring analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep for non-medical domestic use; Wholesale store services featuring towels of textile; Retail store services featuring bed warmers; Wholesale store services featuring bath towels; Procurement of goods on behalf of other businesses; Online retail store services featuring sheets; Retail store services featuring duvet covers; Wholesale store services featuring bedspreads; Wholesale store services featuring duvet covers; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep, namely, medical apparatus for sensor, measuring, diagnostic and treatment purposes; Online retail store services featuring adjustable beds; Retail store services featuring comforters; Wholesale store services featuring sheets; Wholesale store services featuring analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring bed bases; Online retail store services featuring bedspreads; Online retail store services featuring quilt covers; Retail store services featuring fashion accessories; Online store services featuring analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring furniture; Wholesale store services featuring shams; Online retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep, namely, medical apparatus for sensor, measuring, diagnostic and treatment purposes; Wholesale store services featuring furniture; Advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of business; Online retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep in the medical field; Wholesale store services featuring electric indoor lighting installations; Consultancy relating to costing of sales orders; Online retail store services featuring ticks in the nature of mattress and pillow coverings; Wholesale store services featuring quilt covers; Wholesale store services featuring electric lamps; Wholesale store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep in the medical field

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Smartphone software design; Computer programming in the medical field; Development of driver software; Computer programming and software design; none of the afore-mentioned services in relation to agricultural equipment and machinery

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Emma Matratzen GmbH  
**Address** Emma Matratzen GmbH  Wilhelm Leuschner Strasse 78  Frankfurt am Main  FED REP GERMANY  60329  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CLAYTON, CHERYL A
**Mark Literal(s)** EMMA - THE SLEEP COMPANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97690446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SLEEP COMPANY"

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018305248
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 23, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Sep. 15, 2030

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bed pads; Pillow shams; Bed throws; bed ticks namely unstuffed bed covers and pillow covers not of paper; Duvet covers; Bed clothes namely bed covers, bedspreads, bed sheets, bed linen and bed blankets; Protective unfitted fabric covers for mattresses and furniture; Textile covers for duvets; Bed covers; Towels of textile; Towelling coverlets; Mattress covers; Woolen blankets; Nightdress cases of textile; Hand towels of textile; Quilt covers; Bath towels; Turkish towel; Bed blankets made of man-made fibres; Quilt bedding mats in the nature of quilted bedding mattress covers; Covers for cushions; Silk bed blankets; Bed blankets; Bed linen and blankets; Comforters; Bed sheets; Crib sheets; Bed blankets made of cotton; Infants' bed linen; Contoured mattress covers; Children's towels

**International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**: Fabrics

**For** Stuffed pillows; Box springs; Mattress bases; Slatted bases for beds; Children's beds; Mattress toppers; Bed frames; Mattresses; Mechanically adjustable mattresses; Electrically adjustable beds; Adjustable beds; Electrically adjustable mattresses; Beds; Stools; Pillows; Bed headboards; Bed rails; Rods for beds; Beds incorporating inner spring mattresses; Bedsprings; Bedding, except linen namely mattress toppers, bed rests, bolsters, cushions; Bedsteads of wood; Bed bases; Wooden beds; Cushions; pillows and cushions

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Bed warmers; Electric lamps; Electric indoor lighting installations; Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**  Environmental Control Apparatus

**For**  Online retail store services featuring clothing; Wholesale retail store services featuring electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Wholesale store services featuring comforters; Online retail store services featuring bed bases; Wholesale store services featuring sewing articles; Retail store services featuring bath towels; Online retail store services featuring mattress covers; Advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of others; Wholesale store services featuring analysers for medical purposes, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Online retail store services featuring bath towels; Advisory services featuring commercial transactions; Retail store services featuring mattress covers; Mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; Online retail store services featuring duvet covers; Retail store services featuring blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Retail store services featuring ticks in the nature of mattress and pillow coverings; Advisory and consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods for others; Wholesale store services featuring blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Online retail store services featuring protective loose covers for mattresses and furniture; Wholesale store services featuring adjustable beds; Online retail store services featuring electric indoor lighting installations; Retail store services featuring towels of textile; Retail store services featuring beddingspreads; Online retail store services featuring medical furniture and bedding; Wholesale store services featuring saddlery; Online retail store services featuring medical analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Retail store services featuring analysers for medical purposes, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Wholesale store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep for non-medical domestic use; Online retail store services featuring beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Online retail store services featuring electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Retail store services featuring shams; Wholesale store services featuring furnishings; Online retail store services featuring bed warmers; Retail store services featuring quilt covers; Retail store services featuring protective loose covers for mattresses and furniture; Wholesale store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep, namely, medical apparatus for sensor, measuring, diagnostic and treatment purposes; Online retail store services featuring comforters; Retail store services featuring medical furniture and bedding; Online retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep for private individuals; Online retail store services featuring pillow shams; Wholesale store services featuring protective loose covers for mattresses and furniture; Wholesale store services featuring ticks in the nature of mattress and pillow coverings; Wholesale store services featuring bed bases; Wholesale store services featuring beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Online retail store services featuring blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Retail store services featuring electric indoor lighting installations; Whole store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep for private individuals; Wholesale store services featuring medical furniture and bedding; Retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep in the medical field; Wholesale store services featuring yarns; Wholesale store services featuring mattress covers; Advertising, marketing and promotional services; Retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep for private individuals; Online retail store services featuring bed pads; Retail store services featuring beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Consulting in sales techniques and sales programmes; Online retail store services featuring towels of textile; Retail store services featuring sheets; Online retail store services featuring electric
lamps; Online retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep for domestic use; Retail store services featuring electric lamps; Retail store services featuring adjustable beds; Wholesale store services featuring bed warmers; Retail store services featuring analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep for non-medical domestic use; Wholesale store services featuring towels of textile; Retail store services featuring bed warmers; Wholesale store services featuring bath towels; Procurement of goods on behalf of other businesses; Online retail store services featuring sheets; Retail store services featuring duvet covers; Wholesale store services featuring bedspreads; Wholesale store services featuring duvet covers; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep, namely, medical apparatus for sensor, measuring, diagnostic and treatment purposes; Online retail store services featuring adjustable beds; Retail store services featuring comforters; Wholesale store services featuring sheets; Wholesale store services featuring analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and also influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring bed bases; Online retail store services featuring bedspreads; Online retail store services featuring quilt covers; Retail store services featuring fashion accessories; Online store services featuring analysers, wearable during sleep, for measuring and influencing body activity by means of pulse transmission; Retail store services featuring furniture; Wholesale store services featuring shams; Online retail store services featuring apparatus for monitoring sleep, namely, medical apparatus for sensor, measuring, diagnostic and treatment purposes; Wholesale store services featuring furniture; Advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of business; Online retail store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep in the medical field; Wholesale store services featuring electric indoor lighting installations; Consultancy relating to costing of sales orders; Online retail store services featuring ticks in the nature of mattress and pillow coverings; Wholesale store services featuring quilt covers; Wholesale store services featuring electric lamps; Wholesale store services featuring electronic meters for measuring sleep in the medical field

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Smartphone software design; Computer programming in the medical field; Development of driver software; Computer programming and software design; none of the afore-mentioned services in relation to agricultural equipment and machinery

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Emma Matratzen GmbH Address Emma Matratzen GmbH Wilhelm Leuschner Strasse 78 Frankfurt am Main FED REP GERMANY 60329 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** AM AUTOPARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

**Serial Number** 97693402 **Application Filing Date** Nov. 28, 2022 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "AUTOPARTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5154460

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Vehicle parts, namely, tie rods, idler arms, and center steering links; Steering systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Suspension systems for vehicles; Vehicle parts, namely, shock absorber mounts; Vehicle parts, namely, constant velocity joints; Vehicle parts, namely, control arms with ball joints; Vehicle brake pads; Vehicle brake rotors; Vehicle fuel tanks

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** Oct. 28, 2015 **In Commerce** Oct. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** 1A AUTO, INC. **Address** 1A AUTO, INC. 200 Innovative Way, Suite 1350 Nashua NEW HAMPSHIRE 03062 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 934.412.11.U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** PARKER, JUSTINE D
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
HIGH POWER AIRSOFT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97694685</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized words "High Power Airsoft" displayed inside an image of two circles. In the center of the inner circle are two sets of wings and guns.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "HIGH POWER AIRSOFT"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Airsoft guns for recreational purposes
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 18, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 18, 2011

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hazlehurst, Daniel
- **Address**: Hazlehurst, Daniel 1 wesley ave bernardsville NEW JERSEY 07924
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BEHAVIORAL THERAPY - TEXAS STYLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97694726
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 02, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BEHAVIORAL THERAPY" AND "TEXAS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Psychological services, namely, providing therapeutic services to children with special needs and their families
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Feb. 21, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 21, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Aggieland Autism Center, LLC.
- **Address**: Aggieland Autism Center, LLC. 3792 High Lonesome College Station TEXAS 77845
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: STCL
- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**  The wording "ZYAHKO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Adapter cables for headphones; Baby monitors; Battery chargers; Blank flash memory cards; Blank USB flash drives; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Earphones and headphones; Electric charging cables; Power supplies; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Smart watches; Solid state drives; Stands adapted for mobile phones

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**  Aug. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Aug. 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GROW BOLDLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97695675 Application Filing Date  Nov. 29, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring bottles, jars, closures, tinctures, vials, foil bags, syringes and other packaging
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Nov. 14, 2022 In Commerce  Nov. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lerman Container Corporation Address  Lerman Container Corporation  4286 W Main Street  Jupiter FLORIDA 33458 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  8748/066
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CADEN LANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97696218 Application Filing Date  Nov. 29, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  diaper bags; backpack diaper bags; overnight bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Katy Elaine, Inc. Address  Katy Elaine, Inc. 12 Worth Drive Boerne  TEXAS 78006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  47667.11US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CADEN LANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97696236 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For water bottles sold empty and reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Katy Elaine, Inc. Address Katy Elaine, Inc. 12 Worth Drive Boerne TEXAS 78006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 47667.12US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** P3DR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97696534</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Downloadable software for use in georegistering and correlating sensor and imagery data; downloadable application programming interface (API) software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc.  
**Address**  Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc.  1300 W. 120th Avenue  Westminster  COLORADO  80234  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  1385369

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PERFECT BUNS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97697272
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 30, 2022
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUNS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bar and restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Auro Hotels Management, LLC
- **Address**: Auro Hotels Management, LLC 60 Pointe Circle Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29615
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 058762-00010

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SOULGAZER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97697568  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 30, 2022  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Eye liner  
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kosas Cosmetics, LLC  
- **Address**: Kosas Cosmetics, LLC 2330 Utah Street El Segundo CALIFORNIA 90245  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Kosas/TM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number**  97697827  **Application Filing Date**  Nov. 30, 2022  **Register**  Principal  **Mark Type**  Trademark  
**Publication Date**  Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: beach towels; bed blankets; personalized bed and swaddling blankets; swaddling blankets; crib sheets; diaper changing pad covers, not of paper  
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 42, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Katy Elaine, Inc.  
- **Address**: Katy Elaine, Inc.  12 Worth Drive  Boerne  TEXAS  78006  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 47667.13US01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  B BRAHMIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97698939  Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter B with the word BRAHMIN sideways within the B.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5055942, 3828176, 5167179 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Decorative key fobs
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Handbag clasps; Purse charms
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods
For  Handbags; Wallets; Leather handbags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Belts for clothing
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brahmin Leather Works, LLC  Address  Brahmin Leather Works, LLC  77 Alden Road  Fairhaven  MASSACHUSETTS  02719  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BRAH-5006
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GARBAGE PAIL KWACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97698955 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toy figurines; rubber character toys; bath toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Topps Company, Inc. Address The Topps Company, Inc. 95 Morton Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1383126

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
ZELRBA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97699044
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 01, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bikinis; Coats; Hats; Hosiery; Shoes; Sleepwear; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Tee shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 12, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Chengdu Zexiaba Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: No.0820, Zone A, Modern Logistics Bldg, No. 1509 Xiangdao Avenue, Qingbaijiang Dist, Chengdu, Sichuan, CHINA 610000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: DINCRY
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examining Attorney**: FRYE, KIMBERLY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FARMHOUSE FAVORITES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97699376</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For food for animals; edible treats for animals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Manna Pro Products, LLC  
**Address** Manna Pro Products, LLC  
707 Spirit 40 Park Drive  
Chesterfield  
MISSOURI  
63005  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3409-2121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ERIC JAVITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97699567 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait
Consent The name "Eric Javits" shown in the mark identifies a living individual, Eric M. Javits Jr.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2667239, 2320591

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, sweaters, tops, skirts, dresses, jackets, ponchos, capes, raincoats, swimsuits, beach coverups, tunics, sarongs, and caftans, day dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JAV-JR LLC Address JAV-JR LLC 3rd Floor 21-35 44th Road Long Island City NEW YORK 11101
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 85343.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHAMEHOTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97700798 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHAMEHOTH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air sterilisers; Drinking fountains; Electrically-heated lunch boxes; Electrically-heated mugs; Electronic facial steamers; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household use; Luminaries; Multicookers; Waste water purification apparatus, installations and tanks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 22, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Min'an Community, Lucheng Town, Funan County, Fuyang, Anhui, CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIXING UP A TASTE OF ADVENTURE EVERY DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97700859 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls, cups and serving trays; beverageware; candle holders; baskets for domestic use, namely, baskets for household purposes; cutting boards; non-electric French presses; strainers for household purposes; colanders; kitchen utensils, namely, bulb basters, food basters, basting brushes; graters for kitchen use, serving tongs, kitchen ladles, serving ladles, cooking spoons, serving scoops, non-electric whisks for household purposes, rolling pins; butter dishes; household utensils, namely, spatulas; potato mashers, namely, non-electric vegetable mashers; salad spinner; garlic press; non-electric citrus squeezers; zesters; wine openers and bottle openers; pastry brushes; non-electric cookware, namely, non-electric cooking pots and pans; bakeware; non-electric cooking pots and pans; Dutch ovens; non-electric griddle; paper cupcake baking liners; bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; ice buckets; wine bottle cradles; cookie cutters; bowls; wooden salad bowl set; cookie and cake decorating tools, namely, cookie and cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; mugs; oven mitts; coasters not of paper or textile; cocktail shakers; trivets; spoon rest; utensil holders, namely, rotating holders for kitchen utensils; hand-operated flour sifters for household use; serving dishes; recipe boxes; pitchers; carafe; creamer and sugar set; hand-operated salt and pepper mills; tea pots; towel holders, namely, towel rings and rails; spice racks; countertop paper towel holders; containers for household or kitchen use; non-electric coffee makers; dish drying mat; dish dryers; dish drying racks; skillets; food storage containers, namely, plastic storage containers for household use for food; serving utensils, namely, serving forks and serving spoons; nut crackers; fondue forms in the nature of fondue pots without heat source; non-electric food peelers, namely, non-electric garlic peeler sleeves; dish cloths; plastic place mats; food scrubbing brushes; brushes and sponges for cleaning dishes; buckets; soap dispensers; waste baskets and trash cans; barbecue tools and utensils in the nature of utensils for barbecues, namely, spatulas being household utensils, tongs, forks

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor Coverings</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>For Floor mats; rugs; door mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
<td>For Kitchen linens; kitchen towels; plastic table covers; table cloths of textile; textile place mats; table napkins of textile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td>For Electric kitchen grinders and food blenders; electric food mixers; electric knives; electric food slicers; electric can openers; electric juicers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
<td>For Footstools; step ladders not of metal; wine racks; food clips not of metal for sealing food bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>For Retail department store services; online retail department store services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>For Kitchen timers, non-electric; measuring spoons and cups; kitchen food scales, namely, weighing scales; decorative magnets; meat thermometers; cocktail jiggers; kitchen thermometers other than for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
<td>For Aprons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For Flatware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; serving utensils, namely, serving knives; scissors; kitchen knives; knife sets, namely, knives being tableware; hand-operated apple corers; kitchen scissors; meat tenderizer, namely, kitchen mallet; kitchen mallets being hand tools; non-electric can openers; non-electric food peelers, namely, non-electric fruit peelers, non-electric potato peelers, and non-electric vegetable peelers; kitchen utensils, namely, non-electric pizza cutters; spoons being tableware; spatulas being hand tools; hand-operated non-electric food slicers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Target Brands, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Target Brands, Inc. 1000 Nicollet Mall Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUIKLANDE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97700920 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QUIKLANDE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information
For Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air sterilisers; Drinking fountains; Electrically-heated lunch boxes; Electrically-heated mugs; Electronic facial steamers; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household use; Luminaries; Multicookers; Waste water purification apparatus, installations and tanks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 22, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Min'an Community, Lucheng Town, Funan County Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236399 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TENDERUKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97700922 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TENDERUKY" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air sterilisers; Drinking fountains; Electrically-heated lunch boxes; Electrically-heated mugs; Electronic facial steamers; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household use; Luminaries; Multicookers; Waste water purification apparatus, installations and tanks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 22, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Func County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Funan County Meizhihuo Changhong Technology Co., Ltd. Min'an Community, Lucheng Town, Funan County Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236399 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRIMEVACHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97700927  Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TRIMEVACHI" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air sterilisers; Drinking fountains; Electrically-heated lunch boxes; Electrically-heated mugs; Electronic facial steamers; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household use; Luminaries; Multicookers; Waste water purification apparatus, installations and tanks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 22, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Funan County Meizihuochanghong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Funan County Meizihuochanghong Technology Co., Ltd. Min'an Community, Lucheng Town, Funan County Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236399 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97701366</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>FLONASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized word FLONASE with a hexagon shape as the letter O.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Color Claimed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Related Properties Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>1870977, 5106112, 4959825 and others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and/or alleviation of respiratory disorders and allergies; analgesics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals First Use</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare (UK) IP Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare (UK) IP Limited Building 5, First Floor The Heights Weybridge, Surrey ENGLAND KT130NY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>ENGLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>84189123</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KETCHUM, BRENDAN J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FOREVER KWAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97701418
Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2022
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Duffel bags; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title Leather Goods
For Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing
First Use Sep. 23, 2022
In Commerce Sep. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kidz With A Dream LLC
Address Kidz With A Dream LLC 8312 Beechwood Trce Riverdale GEORGIA 30274
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K559265683

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAGAVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97703095  Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Lagava". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Lagava has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels; Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Antitheft alarms for vehicles; Antitheft devices for vehicles; Automobile hoods; Automobile seat cushions; Automobile wheel shields; Automobile windshield sunshades; Bells for bicycles; Bells for motorcycles; Bicycle bells; Spare tyre covers; Spare wheel covers; Steering wheel locks
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Sept. 19, 2022  In Commerce Sept. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Meier Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm. 102, Bldg. D, No. 66, Zhugushi Rd., Wulian Community, Longgang Street, Longgang, Shenzhen  CHINA  518116 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US045410T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOT MYCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97704259 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MYCO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring fungi cultivation supplies, equipment, and products, in particular, spawn bags, filters, manure, hydrated lime, storage lids, agar, oyster shell, calcium and petri dishes

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James M. Haas Jr. Address James M. Haas Jr. 7172 El Dorado Drive Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90620
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BRANDLESS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97704309
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 05, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beer
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Millstone Spirits Group LLC
- **Address**: Millstone Spirits Group LLC 118 N. Main Street Trumbauersville PENNSYLVANIA 18970
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RUIXIAOXI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97705781</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The wording &quot;RUIXIAOXI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td>For Aquarelles; Decals; Stationery; Art prints; Arts and craft paint kits; Decorative decals for electronic devices; Decorative decals for serving as a visual reminder to stop using electronic devices; Document holders; Graphic prints; Pen and pencil cases; Printed sewing patterns; Rollerball pens; Stickers and decalcomanias; Table linen of paper; Wall decals; Printed note cards that unfold to act as worksheets for daily/monthly planners, organizers, calendars, to do lists that re-fold to make a credit card sized item that fits neatly in your wallet or pocket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Goods and Printed Matter First Use In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022 Oct. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Jian</td>
<td></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
BAO ZHU ZHAO FU BLAST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97706054</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**  
The English translation of "BAO ZHU ZHAO FU" in the mark is "FIRECRACKERS BRINGING FORTUNE".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  
6459072

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Machines for playing games of chance; Preinstalled software for accepting wagers sold as a component of gaming machines; Reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit; Slot machines

**International Classes**  
28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**  
Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
ARISTOCRAT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  
**Address**  
ARISTOCRAT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  
10220 ARISTOCRAT WAY  
LAS VEGAS NEVADA  
89135  
**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  
BZZFBLST(GG)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
BUFFALO TRACE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97707070</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2294792, 4859200, 2622735 and others |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes            | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use             | Dec. 2019 |
| In Commerce           | Dec. 2019 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name       | Sazerac Brands, LLC |
| Address          | Sazerac Brands, LLC 10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400 Louisville KENTUCKY 40223 |
| Legal Entity     | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 46657-TBD |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUFFALO TRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97707083 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words BUFFALO TRACE in stylized font with an image of a buffalo between BUFFALO and TRACE. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2294792, 4859200, 2622735 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 2019 In Commerce Dec. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sazerac Brands, LLC Address Sazerac Brands, LLC 10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400 Louisville KENTUCKY 40223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 46657-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CB-Ghee

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97708038</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Ghee |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | My Mama's Foods, LLC |
| Address | My Mama's Foods, LLC 43824 20th St. W #6501 Lancaster CALIFORNIA 93539 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LOTT, MAUREEN DALL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97708494 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0136050/ International Registration Number Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1857909, 4441221, 5348416 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, investment brokerage services, advisory management, fund investment services, direct and indirect investment services, mutual fund brokerage and advisory services, pooled investment vehicle brokerage and advisory services, and consultation in the fields of financial and monetary affairs and the financial aspects of retirement; financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles; providing a website featuring information in the field of investment, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, financial and monetary affairs, pooled investment vehicles, hedge funds, mutual funds, and other collective investment vehicles; providing advice, information and research in the field of investment, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, financial and monetary affairs, pooled investment vehicles, hedge funds, mutual funds, and financial aspects of retirement; mutual fund investment services; providing advice, information and research in the field of investment, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, financial and monetary affairs, pooled investment vehicles, hedge funds, mutual funds, and financial aspects of retirement; advisory services related to mutual funds, hedge funds, exchange traded funds, pension funds, and other collective investment vehicles; provision of information and data concerning stocks and bonds; advisory services related to stocks, bonds, and other investment vehicles; hedge fund investment services; financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 01, 1993 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1993

For Printed publications and printed matter, namely, newsletters, magazines, educational materials, bulletins, pamphlets, booklets, posters, and leaflets, guides, and charts, in the field of financial investment, investment management, asset management, and financial aspects of retirement
For Providing online, non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, newsletters, articles, papers, reports, podcasts, and videos in the field of financial investment, investment management, asset management, portfolio management, investment brokerage services, advisory management, fund investment services, pooled investment vehicles, hedge funds, mutual funds, and financial aspects of retirement; providing online non-downloadable videos and video content featuring financial information calculators, namely, financial planning calculators and retirement calculators, all in the field of investment, investment management, asset management, financial budgeting, planning for retirement and financial and monetary affairs; providing a website featuring non-downloadable electronic publications being magazines, newsletters, blogs, and articles, videos, and video content in the field of financial investment, investment management, asset management, portfolio management, investment brokerage services, advisory management, fund investment services, pooled investment vehicles, hedge funds, mutual funds, and financial aspects of retirement; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of finance, financial investment, asset management, and financial aspects of retirement; arranging and conducting educational and business conferences in the field of finance, financial investment, asset management, and financial aspects of retirement

For Downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in the field of personal finance, financial planning, financial management, portfolio management, asset management, investment management, financial literacy and education, investments, and financial aspects of retirement planning; downloadable computer software and mobile applications for creating, accessing, managing and monitoring personal financial accounts, investment accounts, and other financial account information; downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in budgeting, managing, recording, and tracking financial and investment transactions; downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in researching information relating to financial asset management, portfolio management, financial planning, investing, retirement, retirement income, retirement planning, retirement plans, and saving; downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in managing and executing financial transactions relating to stock options, retirement plans, pooled investment vehicles, hedge funds, mutual funds, and investment portfolios; downloadable computer game software in the fields of investment, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, and financial and monetary affairs; downloadable computer game software offered via the internet and wireless devices; downloadable video recordings and video content featuring information in the fields of investment, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, financial and monetary affairs, financial literacy and education, and financial aspects of retirement planning; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters, magazines, white papers, reports, and brochures in the fields of investment, investment management, portfolio management, asset management, financial literacy and education, and financial and monetary affairs; Downloadable computer software for use in obtaining access to, and enhancing the user's experience of, an internet web site providing news, information, transaction capability and online financial services; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing information related to conferences, networking events, and entertainment events; downloadable webinars in the field of finance, investment, and retirement; downloadable podcasts in the field of finance, financial management, asset management, financial literacy and education, investments, and financial aspects of retirement planning.
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Jun. 09, 2012
In Commerce: Jun. 09, 2012

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.
Address: T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. 100 East Pratt Street, Baltimore, MARYLAND 21202
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 672.00344000

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: PRIZANT, JAMES
理由公布
公布反对

标记字面
REVARC AUTOMATING REMITS & CASH

案件标识符
序列号 97708794 申请日 2022年12月8日 注册 负责人 标记类型 服务标记

公布日期 2023年7月4日

标记信息
标准字符声明 否 画图类型 3 - 一个包含文字/字母的图示图解
描述标记
标记包括有"REVARC AUTOMATING REMITS & CASH"，"V"字母为勾标记。颜色声明
颜色声明 没有声明
声明"AUTOMATING REMITS & CASH"

商品和服务信息
用途 软件即服务（SaaS）服务，包括软件，用于捕捉在线支付并匹配相应的发票
国际分类 42 - 主分类 美国分类 100, 101 国际分类标题 科学和计算机服务

基础信息
当前ITU 是

所有者信息
所有者名称 DATABLOCKS INC 地址 DATABLOCKS INC 155 VILLAGE BOULEVARD, SUITE 310
新泽西州 08540 法人公司 CORPORATION 州或国家所在组织 WYOMING

检视律师
检视律师 CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INDEBETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97709383 Application Filing Date  Dec. 08, 2022 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording INDEBETY has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cosmetics; Artificial fingernails; False nails International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   Sep. 30, 2022 In Commerce   Sep. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhang, Hu Address   Zhang, Hu No. 49, Group 5, Zhongxiao Village, Xiliuhe Town, Xiantao, Hubei CHINA 433000 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   995910

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FUESOEI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97709851</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>The wording &quot;FUESOEI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hats; Hoodies; Neckties; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shawls; Shirts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Vests; Clothing layettes; Halter tops; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Knit tops; Sports jerseys; T-shirts; Tops as clothing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Jul. 21, 2021 | In Commerce | May 23, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Pan, Binbin | Address | Pan, Binbin | No. 435, Dongpan, Dongpan Village | Yuetang Town, Xiuyu District | Putian City, Fujian | CHINA | 351152 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XOEIRAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97709897  Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XOEIRAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedspreads; Curtains; Pillowcases; Towels; Baby blankets; Banners of textile; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed sheets; Flags of textile or plastic; Pennants of textile; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Tapestries of textile; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan, Binbin  Address Pan, Binbin No. 435, Dongpan, Dongpan Village Yuetang Town, Xiuyu District Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351152 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HALOINSPIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97710177 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HaloInspire has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakers' bread baskets; Bathroom furniture; Bins of wood or plastic; Bottle racks; Dining tables; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Inflatable furniture; Key cabinets; Letter boxes of plastic and wood; Mattresses and pillows; Metal storage cabinets; Picture frame brackets; Picture frames; Plant racks; Shelving for lockers; Storage racks; Towel racks; Wood products, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in further manufacturing

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiaoxiao Mao Address Xiaoxiao Mao No. 5, Lane 129, Huajiang Road Jiangqiao Town, Jiading District Shanghai CHINA 201800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97710730</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a person on a moped with a personified tomato hanging onto them; the person has a pink face and hands and is wearing a red helmet, black goggles with white lenses, a blue suit and black shoes; the moped is red with a white headlight and black wheels with a dark blue interior circle; the tomato figure is red with a green stem and pink arms and legs; the background and remainder of the mark is blue. Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; sago; coffee substitute; flours and cereal preparations, namely, flour and cereal based snack bars; pizzas, noodles and pasta; bread; edible ices; honey; golden syrup; mustard; vinegar; sauces; seasonings; spices; confectionery being sugar confectionery; farinaceous food, namely, bread and pasta; pâtés en croûte; tarts; sandwiches; cakes; chocolate; sorbets; pastries; dressings for salads; salad dressings; all of the aforesaid goods also as ready-to-eat foods; other non-alcoholic beverages, namely, beverages made of tea; syrups and other preparations for making beverages, namely, iced tea |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| For | Providing drinks and food for immediate consumption and temporary accommodation for guests; restaurants, self-service restaurants, bars and cocktail lounges; preparation of food and drinks; restaurants featuring home delivery; takeaway services, namely, the preparation of foods ordered for takeaway; drive though or mobile services, namely, the preparation of foods ordered for takeaway by motor vehicles; party and catering service, namely, providing foods and drinks at an off-premises event; hospitality services in the nature of provision of food and beverages |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
For   Beers; mineral and aerated waters; other non-alcoholic beverages, namely, water beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages, namely, fruit drinks

| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**   Bellozzo Kft  **Address**   Bellozzo Kft  Aradi utca 8-10  Budapest  HUNGARY  1066  **Legal Entity**  korlátolt felelösségû társaság (kft)  **State or Country Where Organized**  HUNGARY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**   BZK0032TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FREeway

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97711340 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5923379

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 004936001 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 10, 2007 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 28, 2026 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Feb. 28, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages, fruit-based beverages, water-based beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups for making beverages, namely non-alcoholic fruit-flavored beverages, soft drinks and tea-flavored beverages, whey-based beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG
Address Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Stiftsbergstr. 1 Neckarsulm FED REP GERMANY 74172 Legal Entity kommanditgesellschaft (kg) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONFISERIE FIRENZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97711583 Application Filing Date  Dec. 09, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "CONFISERIE FIRENZE" in the colors brown and beige against white background with a brown swirled line under the wording, all enclosed in a decorative rounded border with gradually changing colors from brown to light brown, beige and gold. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) white, brown, beige, light brown, gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CONFISERIE" Translation  The English translation of "CONFISERIE FIRENZE" in the mark is "FLORENCE CONFECTIONERY".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5940675

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  017904298 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 08, 2018 Foreign Application/ Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  May 23, 2028

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bread; pastry; sugar confectionery; biscuits; cakes; tortes; pastries; waffles; chocolate; chocolate goods, namely, chocolate bars, chocolate chips, chocolate truffles, chocolate eggs, grated chocolate, chocolate toppings, chocolate in the form of sheets, granules and flakes, and decorative chocolate for cakes; pralines; confectionery, namely, candy; Including all the aforesaid goods using sugar substitutes

International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Address  Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Stiftsbergstr. 1 Neckarsulm FED REP GERMANY  74172 Legal Entity  kommanditgesellschaft (kg) State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI

7210
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
MAGNE-SHEEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97712190</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Treatment of materials in the nature of cassette tapes by means of applying compression, heat, polish, and finish
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: National Audio Co.
- **Address**: National Audio Co. 309 E. Water Street Springfield MISSOURI 65806
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SUM-OF-BEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97712314 Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SUM-OF-BEST". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Air fryers; Bicycle lamps; Coffee machines, electric; Electric coffee makers; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Hand held shower heads; Tactical flashlights; Water purification and filtration apparatus
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 12, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Nuoan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Nuoan Technology Co., Ltd. 368-4, Pingshan Village Xili Town, Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  INNOPOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97713097  Application Filing Date  Dec. 12, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6459665

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric junction box housings; Electric junction boxes; Junction boxes
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Sep. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen BrightMount Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen BrightMount Technology Co., Ltd . 14F13A21, BLK A, XINTIANXIA BAIRUIDA  BLDG., BANTIAN ST., LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAKERPLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97713912 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Micrometers; Carpenter's levels; Carpenters' rules; Distance measuring apparatus; Dust masks; Folding rulers; Graduated rulers; Measuring rulers; Safety goggles; Surveying instruments; Tape measures
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 03, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd 307, Jiangong building, No. 112, Shashen Road, Shatoujiao street, Yantian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Expiring Attorney BERLIN, JUSTIN E
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97713917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Whetstones; Adjustable spanners; Hand-operated food processor; Hand-operated kitchen appliance for dicing, slicing and chopping food; Hand-operated vegetable peelers; Hand tools, namely, hex keys wrenches; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, reamers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, wire nippers; Hand tools, namely, wire strippers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Screwdrivers, non-electric; Snow shovels; Wire cutters

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  23, 28, 44

**International Class Title**  Hand Tools

**First Use**  Oct. 03, 2022

**In Commerce**  Oct. 03, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd

**Address**  Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd 307, Jiangong building, No. 112, Shashen Road, Shatoujiao street, Yantian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  BERLIN, JUSTIN E
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97713923  Application Filing Date: Dec. 12, 2022  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Cutting machines; Electric chain saws; Electric glue guns; Electric lawn trimmers; Electric planers; Electrical drills; Hair shearing machines for animals; Power-operated ratchet wrenches; Power shovels; Power tools, namely, thread mills; Vehicle washing machines
International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title: Machinery
First Use: Oct. 03, 2022  In Commerce: Oct. 03, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd  Address: Shenzhen Youcheng Interactive Media Co., Ltd 307, Jiangong building, No. 112, Shashen Road, Shatoujiao street, Yantian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BERLIN, JUSTIN E
Mark Literal(s)  VANISH OXI ACTION

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "VANISH" depicted in shades of dark and light blue where the right side of the letter "V" is elongated and depicted in shades of dark blue, light blue, green, yellow, orange and red. The entirety of the stylized wording "VANISH" is outlined in white and is within a dark pink shaded oval with a portion of the oval outlined in colors of dark blue, light blue, green and yellow. The stylized dark blue wording "OXI ACTION" outlined in white is seated underneath the stylized wording "VANISH". The stylized dark pink oval is surrounded by bubbles shaded in light pink, dark pink, light blue, and white. The white background is not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) red, orange, yellow, green, light blue, dark blue, light pink, dark pink, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Laundry detergents; laundry additives, namely, laundry bleach, laundry boosters, laundry blueing, laundry starch, laundry brightener, laundry pre-soak and fabric softeners; Laundry bleaching preparations, namely, laundry whiteners; Laundry bleaching preparations, namely, garment whiteners; laundry stain removers; bleaching preparations for laundry use; stain removing preparations; carpet cleaners and carpet shampoos; carpet stain removers
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes
US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Reckitt Benckiser Vanish B.V.
Address  Reckitt Benckiser Vanish B.V.  Siriusdreef 14  Hoofddorp NETHERLANDS  2132WT
Legal Entity  besloten vennootschap (b.v.)
State or Country Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  S4888-01067
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97715965 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized infinity symbol design, with the right-hand side of the infinity symbol incorporating a stylized "1". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Transportation logistics management services, namely, planning and coordinating transportation of people and cargo; Business operation services for others relating to transportation vehicles and systems services; Vehicle fleet management services in the nature of tracking of fleet vehicles for commercial purposes; Vehicle dispatching services, namely, planning and scheduling shipments for users of transportation services; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods of others; Logistics management services in the field of freight; Business management of logistics for others; Data processing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable and recorded software for coordinating transportation services; downloadable and recorded software for engaging transportation services; downloadable and recorded software for dispatching transportation vehicles; downloadable and recorded software for use in fleet management and vehicle dispatch management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Technology research, development, engineering, design, and testing services in the field of transportation; Technology research, development, engineering, design, and testing of transportation vehicles and systems; Consulting and advisory services in the field of engineering; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of magnetic levitation trains, magnetic levitation vehicles, vehicles that travel in a vacuum or partial vacuum within an enclosed tube, trains that travel in a vacuum or partial vacuum within an enclosed tube; industrial analysis and research services in the field of magnetic levitation trains, magnetic levitation vehicles, vehicles that travel in a vacuum or partial vacuum within an enclosed tube, trains that travel in a vacuum or partial vacuum within an enclosed tube; design and development of computer hardware
and software; conducting engineering feasibility studies in the field of magnetic levitation trains, magnetic levitation vehicles, vehicles that travel in a vacuum or partial vacuum within an enclosed tube, trains that travel in a vacuum or partial vacuum within an enclosed tube; computer software repair; computer software installation services; providing computer software repair information; computer software repair services; computer software maintenance and repair services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Hyperloop Technologies, Inc.  **Address**  Hyperloop Technologies, Inc.  777 S. Alameda St., Suite 400  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90021  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  T67819

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BRIOGEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97716903 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5339908, 5979425, 6334690 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair pins; Hair roller pins; Hair waving pins; Hair pins and grips; Hair clips; Clam clips for hair; Hair curl clips; Hair ties; Hair scrunchies; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hair bands; Hair accessories, namely, snap clips; Rubber bands for hair; Coiffure bonnets; Bonnet pins not of precious metal; Non-electric hair curlers, other than hand implements; Hair accessories, namely, claw clips
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Make-up brushes; Cosmetic brushes; Applicator wands for applying make-up; Sponges used for applying make-up; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Hot air hair brushes; Hair detangler brushes; Hair brushes for styling hair edges; Scalp scratcher; Electric rotary hair brush for styling a user's hair; Electrically-heated hair brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Medicated hair care preparations; Vitamin supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements for promoting healthy skin, hair growth, and hair health; Food supplements; Multivitamin preparations; Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of iron, calcium, biotin, vitamin C, vitamin D, vitamin A, magnesium, zinc, vitamin B12
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Massage apparatus; Facial rollers in the nature of massage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Turban towels for drying hair; Textile hair drying towels; Pillow cases
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics

For Hair dryers; Electric hair dryers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, retail, or entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Virtual personal coaching services in the fields of cosmetology, personal care, beauty, nutrition, and hair styling; Personal coaching services in the fields of cosmetology, personal care, beauty, nutrition, and hair styling
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Non-medicated soaps for faces; Non-medicated soaps for use on the body; Body wash; Body moisturizers; Face moisturizers; Skin moisturizer; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated exfoliating preparations for skin; Non-medicated exfoliating preparations for lips; Cosmetic body scrubs for the face; Cosmetic body scrubs for the body; Body scrub; Non-medicated hair serums; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Hair care preparations; Hair cleaning preparations; Hair detangling preparations; Hair styling preparations; Hair relaxing preparations; Hair straightening preparations; Hair coloring preparations; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetics; Make-up; Blush; Facial concealer; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; Eyeliner pencils; Eyeliners; Liquid eyeliners; Eye shadows; Face powder; Foundation; Highlighter make-up; Lip liner; Cosmetic pencils; Lip liner; Lipsticks; Mascaras; Face creams; Face and body beauty creams; Adhesives for attaching artificial fingernails and eyelashes; Anti-aging creams; Non-medicated anti-aging serum; Eye gels; Non-medicated cleansers, namely, facial cleansers; Skin cleansers; Skin cleansing cream; Non-medicated skin toners; Skin toners; Facial lotion; Facial cream; Tooth whitening gels; Tooth whitening pastes; Nail polish; Nail care preparations; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; Cosmetic tanning preparations; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Eye make-up; Make-up preparations; Make-up for the face and body; Facial make-up; Make-up sets; Facial make-up, namely, primer; Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic preparations in the form of sprays; Deodorants for body care; Makeup setting sprays; Eye cream; Lip balm; Beauty balm creams; Non-medicated balms for use on face and body; Non-medicated foot cream; Hand cream; Non-medicated lip balms; Lip glosses; Non-medicated lip care preparations; Nail cream; Beauty lotions; Shaving creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Online retail store services rendered in a virtual environment featuring virtual goods, namely, shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods; Online retail store services featuring digital goods, namely, shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in online virtual worlds
For downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes for use in online virtual worlds; downloadable virtual goods, namely, image files of shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual online environments; Digital materials, namely, downloadable image files featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods; downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods authenticated by nonfungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable image files containing shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

For bonnets; headbands

For electric hair straightening irons; curling irons

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beccair LLC Address Beccair LLC 429 Lenox Ave. Office 544 Miami Beach FLORIDA 33139 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05429-0328

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97716906 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a series of small geometric shapes forming one larger shape in the form of the letter "B". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6590490, 6588691, 6590489 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair pins; Hair roller pins; Hair waving pins; Hair pins and grips; Hair clips; Clam clips for hair; Hair curl clips; Hair ties; Hair scrunchies; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hair bands; Hair accessories, namely, snap clips; Rubber bands for hair; Coiffure bonnets; Bonnet pins not of precious metal; Non-electric hair curlers, other than hand implements; Hair accessories, namely, claw clips; Bobby pins

International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Make-up brushes; Cosmetic brushes; Applicator wands for applying make-up; Sponges used for applying make-up; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Hot air hair brushes; Hair detangler brushes; Hair brushes for styling hair edges; Scalp scratcher; Electric rotary hair brush for styling a user's hair; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Combs; Candle holders; Hair brushes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; Probiotic supplements; Medicated hair care preparations; Vitamin supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements for promoting healthy skin, hair growth, and hair health; Food supplements; Multivitamin preparations; Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of iron, calcium, biotin, vitamin C, vitamin D, vitamin A, magnesium, zinc, vitamin B12
## International Classes - 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**For** Massage apparatus; Facial rollers in the nature of massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments for the scalp

## International Classes - 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**For** Turban towels for drying hair; Textile hair drying towels; Pillow cases

## International Classes - 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**For** Hair dryers; Electric hair dryers

## International Classes - 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, retail, or entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Virtual personal coaching services in the fields of cosmetology, personal care, beauty, nutrition, and hair styling; Personal coaching services in the fields of cosmetology, personal care, beauty, nutrition, and hair styling

## International Classes - 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Shampoo; Hair conditioner; Hair conditioning treatments, Hair styling products, namely, defining creams, hair oils, leave-in styling spray and dry-shampoo; Non-medicated soaps for faces; Face oils; Body oils; Body lotions; Body wash; Deodorants for personal use; Fragrances for personal use; Non-medicated soaps for use on the body; Body wash; Body moisturizers; Face moisturizers; Skin moisturizer; Non-medicatted skin care preparations; Non-medicatted exfoliating preparations for skin; Cosmetic body scrubs for the face; Cosmetic body scrubs for the body; Body scrub; Non-medicatted hair serums; Non-medicatted hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicatted preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Hair care preparations; Hair cleaning preparations; Hair detangling preparations; Hair styling preparations; Hair relaxing preparations; Hair straightening preparations; Hair coloring preparations; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetics; Make-up; Blush; Facial concealer; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; Eyeliner pencils; Eyeliners; Liquid eyeliners; Eye shadows; Face powder; Foundation; Highlighter make-up; Lip liner; Cosmetic pencils; Lip liner; Lipsticks; Mascaras; Face creams; Face and body beauty creams; Adhesives for attaching artificial fingernails and eyelashes; Anti-aging creams; Non-medicatted anti-aging serum; Eye gels; Non-medicatted cleansers, namely, facial cleansers; Skin cleansers; Skin cleansing cream; Non-medicatted skin toners; Skin toners; Facial lotion; Facial cream; Tooth whitening gels; Tooth whitening pastes; Nail polish; Nail care preparations; Non-medicatted toiletry preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; Cosmetic tanning preparations; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Eye make-up; Make-up preparations; Make-up for the face and body; Facial make-up; Make-up sets; Facial make-up, namely, primer; Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic preparations in the form of sprays; Deodorants for body care; Makeup setting sprays; Eye cream; Lip balm; Beauty balm creams; Non-medicatted balms for use on face and body; Non-medicatted foot cream; Hand cream; Non-medicatted lip balms; Lip glosses; Non-medicatted lip care preparations; Nail cream; Beauty lotions; Hair Masks, Non-medicatted exfoliating preparations for the scalp and hair; Exfoliating shampoo;
Exfoliating hair masks

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For**: Online retail store services rendered in a virtual environment featuring virtual goods, namely, shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods; Online retail store services featuring digital goods, namely, shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in online virtual worlds

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For**: Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes for use in online virtual worlds; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, image files of shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual online environments; Digital materials, namely, downloadable image files featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual online environments; Digital materials, namely, downloadable image files featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual online environments; Digital materials, namely, downloadable image files featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual online environments; Digital materials, namely, downloadable image files featuring shampoo, conditioner, hair styling preparations, cosmetics, skin care preparations, body lotions, fragrances, body wash, hair products, hair irons, supplements, branded apparel, and personal care goods for use in virtual online environments

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Bonnets; Headbands; Shower caps; Head scarves

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

**For**: Electric hair straightening irons; Curling irons

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 23, 28, 44  
**International Class Title**: Hand Tools

**Basis Information**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: Beccair LLC  
**Address**: Beccair LLC  429 Lenox Ave. Office 544  Miami Beach  FLORIDA  33139  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: 05429-0367
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GO ABOUT DOING GOOD
UNTIL THERE’S TOO MUCH GOOD IN THE WORLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97717133</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trademark **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Financial services, namely, originating and refinancing auto loans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Entertainment services in the nature of professional baseball games and exhibitions, competitions and exhibitions rendered live through broadcast media including television and audio media; production of radio and television programs featuring baseball games and distribution for others of radio and television programs featuring baseball games; organizing exhibitions for baseball purposes; Entertainment services, namely, hosting minor league baseball events, college baseball events, and live music entertainment events in a sports and entertainment facility; organizing community sporting events; organizing community social entertainment and entertainment exhibition events; providing community centers and facilities for social gatherings and use; Entertainment in the nature of bicycle races; Movie theatre services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** real estate advertising services; real estate sales management; business management services, namely, administration of business engaged in real estate, construction, sports, entertainment, healthcare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Residential building construction; development of real property for residential use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
For health care services in the nature of providing short-term care facilities; rehabilitation patient care services which includes inpatient and outpatient care; physical rehabilitation; occupational therapy; speech therapy; home health care services; home-visit nursing care; respite care services in the nature of home nursing aid services

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Clothing, namely, baseball caps, hats, headwear, t-shirts, turtlenecks, shorts, pants, baseball uniforms, sports jerseys, sweatshirts, sweatpants, sleepwear, jackets, footwear, socks; shirts

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: LHM, Inc. Address: LHM, Inc. 9350 South 150 East, Suite 1000 Sandy UTAH 84070 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 3696-066.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TALAVERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97717627  Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational vehicles, namely, motorhomes; recreational vehicles, namely, class B motorhomes; vans
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THOR Tech, Inc. Address THOR Tech, Inc. 601 East Beardsley Avenue Elkhart INDIANA 46514
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PALLADIUM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97717649
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 14, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For recreational vehicles, namely, motorhomes; recreational vehicles, namely, class B motorhomes; vans
- **International Classes**: 12
- **Primary Classes**: US Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: THOR Tech, Inc.
- **Address**: THOR Tech, Inc. 601 East Beardsley Avenue Elkhart INDIANA 46514
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TMC

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUNCH WITH PURPOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97717834 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potato-based snack foods; Vegetable-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Pretzels; Cheese-flavored corn snacks; Corn-based snack foods; Flour-based chips; Grain-based snack foods; Multigrain-based snack foods; Popped popcorn
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frito-Lay North America, Inc. Address Frito-Lay North America, Inc. 7701 Legacy Drive Plano TEXAS 75024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  J

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97718328 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an open triangle with a vertical line underneath it and the letter "J" next to the line, creating a smiley face. The black background is for shading purposes and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Household storage containers, namely, sandwich bag organizers
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Estevez, Laura B Composed of  Laura Estevez, a citizen of United States Address  Estevez, Laura B P.O. Box 1343 Easton PENNSYLVANIA 18044 Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  DIGAN, MATTHEW M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
Paw Mitchell

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97718879
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 15, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Non-medicated, non-veterinary grooming preparations in the nature of pet shampoo and conditioner
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: John Paul Mitchell Systems
- **Address**: John Paul Mitchell Systems 20705 Centre Pointe Parkway Santa Clarita CALIFORNIA 91350
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PRIME BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97719541 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protein supplements formed and packaged as bars
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PUREWOD LLC Address PUREWOD LLC STE. 101 1800 E 4TH ST AUSTIN TEXAS 78702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
# Trademark Information

**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literals** CEREBIOME

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97719558</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2022</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized circle design representing the brain with the word &quot;CEREBIOME&quot; displayed across the center of the circle design. An incomplete circular border design encircling the stylized brain design.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Related Properties Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6848718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

**For**  
Bacterial preparations for medical, pharmaceutical and probiotic supplement use to support mental health, namely, healthy mood balance, occasional stress, general feelings of anxiety, sleep, cognition, and to reduce stress-related gastrointestinal complications such as abdominal pain

**International Classes**  
5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**For**  
Probiotic bacteria powders for use in the manufacture of beverages, namely, tea, coffee, cocoa and chocolate based beverages, mineral and aerated waters, fruit and vegetable based beverages, sports beverages, energy drinks, whey beverages and other soft drinks

**International Classes**  
1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**For**  
Probiotic bacteria powders sold as a component ingredient used in the preparation of beverages, namely, tea, coffee, cocoa and chocolate based beverages

**International Classes**  
30 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**For**  
Preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages, namely, mineral and aerated waters, fruit and vegetable based beverages, sports beverages, energy drinks, whey beverages and other soft drinks; probiotic bacteria powders sold as a component ingredient used in the preparation of non-alcoholic beverages, namely, mineral and aerated waters, fruit and vegetable based beverages, sports beverages, energy drinks, whey beverages and other soft drinks

---
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Danstar Ferment AG  Address  Danstar Ferment AG  Poststrasse 30  Zug  SWITZERLAND  6300  Legal Entity  aktiengesellschaft  State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  109072-1816

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, ABBIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DREAMS OF MADNESS IN THE NIGHTMARE HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97720629  Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of a series of television shows
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Black Obelisk LLC  Address  Black Obelisk LLC  5793 Cape Harbour Drive  Cape Coral  FLORIDA  33914  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  386467.00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WHAT HAVE WE BECOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97720644 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of multimedia content, specifically short form story content delivered via social media applications
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black Obelisk LLC Address Black Obelisk LLC 5793 Cape Harbour Drive Cape Coral FLORIDA 33914 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 386467.00004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRIM BY ONEMAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97720706  Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2022  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial advisory and consultancy services; insurance and financial information and consultancy services; financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; financial analysis and research services; financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; financial consultation in the field of bill discount negotiations and money saving strategies; financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to personal financial management; providing financial consultation services to facilitate improved money management practices
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For software as a service (saas) services in the form of an automated financial assistant for providing financial information, updates and financial advice, negotiating bills for users, finding coupons and automatically applying them to purchases, offering reminders for financial organization and management; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing financial advisory and consultancy services; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial analysis and research; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, for providing financial information, management and analysis services; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing insurance and financial information and consultancy services; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing financial consultation in the field of bill discount negotiations and money saving strategies; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to personal financial management; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing financial consultation services to facilitate
improved money management practice

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: OneMain Financial Holdings, LLC  **Address**: OneMain Financial Holdings, LLC  100 International Drive  Baltimore  MARYLAND  21202  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 117866.48

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DULCE CORAZÓN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97720967 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of DULCE CORAZÓN in the mark is sweet heart.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candies; Cookies; Candy with caramel; Confectionery made of sugar; Dulce de leche; Fried dough cookies; Fruit jelly candy; Gummy candies; Hard candies; Jelly confectionery; Mexican candy
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longoria Villareal, Miguel Address Longoria Villareal, Miguel 35 N Lakemist Harbour The Woodlands TEXAS 77381 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO
Owner Name Calles, Ricardo Address Calles, Ricardo 35 N Lakemist Harbour The Woodlands TEXAS 77381 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI

Docket Number 2565-33
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UNLOYALTY PROGRAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97721701 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PROGRAM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0131943/1717025 International Registration Number 1717025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promotion and marketing services in the field of travel; Marketing services, namely, arranging and conducting customer loyalty and incentive reward programs and customer club services to promote the sale of products and services of others in the field of travel, transportation, travel entertainment and travel accommodations and for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; development of marketing and promotional programs for others in the field of travel; promoting the sale of credit card accounts through the administration of incentive award programs; loyalty card and affinity card services, namely, promoting the sale of credit card accounts through the administration of incentive award programs

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Travel services in connection with customer loyalty and incentive reward programs, namely, booking of travel tickets, travel booking agencies; making reservations and bookings for transportation in the nature of airlines, trains, rental cars, and cruises in connection with customer loyalty and incentive rewards programs; providing information about transportation and travel in connection with customer loyalty and incentive rewards programs; arranging transportation for travel tours in connection with customer loyalty and incentive rewards programs

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary accommodations, restaurants and meals in connection with customer loyalty and incentive rewards programs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Expedia, Inc.  Address  Expedia, Inc.  1111 Expedia Group Way W  Seattle  WASHINGTON  98119

Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  160.0425

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPLIT LIP AN EAT PLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97723248 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized design of a chicken head having a nose ring attached to its beak and a tattoo of an anchor next to its eye. Five straight lines are positioned next to the chicken's beak and two stars are positioned on either side of the chicken head. The literal elements SPLIT LIP are positioned below the chicken head and above the literal elements AN EAT PLACE. All of the foregoing is positioned inside of a circle having an inner and an outer line, with the inner line thicker than the outer line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 26, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Split Lip Chicken LLC Address Split Lip Chicken LLC 4281 Green Court Denver COLORADO 80211
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ONEMAIN TRIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97723894 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words OneMain TRIM in white within a shaded blue box. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial advisory and consultancy services; insurance and financial information and consultancy services; financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; financial analysis and research services; financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; financial consultation in the field of bill discount negotiations and money saving strategies; financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to personal financial management; providing financial consultation services to facilitate improved money management practices
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For software as a service (saas) services in the form of an automated financial assistant for providing financial information, updates and financial advice, negotiating bills for users, finding coupons and automatically applying them to purchases, offering reminders for financial organization and management; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing financial advisory and consultancy services; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial analysis and research; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, for providing financial information, management and analysis services; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing insurance and financial information and consultancy services; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing financial consultation in the field of bill discount negotiations and money saving strategies; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for financial
evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to personal financial management; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for providing financial consultation services to facilitate improved money management practice

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  OneMain Financial Holdings, LLC  **Address**  OneMain Financial Holdings, LLC  100 International Drive Baltimore  MARYLAND  21202  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  117866.52

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAILGATE THROWDOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97724763 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "THROWDOWN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of car shows, automotive racing, antique car exhibitions, and automotive enthusiast fan club services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN CITY BUSINESS JOURNALS, INC. Address AMERICAN CITY BUSINESS JOURNALS, INC. 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 400 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28202 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ACBJ/T097868

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  AGREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97725240  Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For School furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steelcase Inc.  Address Steelcase Inc. 901 44th St SE, PO Box 1967  Grand Rapids  MICHIGAN 49501
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 141670-0-USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  SPEAK YOUR WAY TO CASH
PRESENTS THE BLACK WOMEN'S SALES SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97726248  Application Filing Date  Dec. 21, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BLACK WOMEN'S SALES SUMMIT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6013110

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing live and on-line workshops, conferences, webinars, informational sessions, classes, and networking events in the field of professional speaking, entrepreneurship, sales strategies, professional networking, confidence development, and strategic planning; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of professional speaking, entrepreneurship, sales strategies, networking, confidence, and strategic planning
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Speak Your Way To Cash LLC  Address  Speak Your Way To Cash LLC  1020 Park Drive  Flossmoor ILLINOIS  60422  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SHOPDOEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97726309</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**

| International Registration Number | A0135750/ |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Retail apparel stores; Retail store services featuring apparel, women's clothing, jewelry, bags, wallets, purses, luggage, accessories, pillows, bed spreads, towels, curtains, and household goods; On-line retail store services featuring apparel, women's clothing, jewelry, bags, wallets, purses, luggage, accessories, pillows, bed spreads, towels, curtains, and household goods

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Communaute LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>14801 Califa Street  Van Nuys  CALIFORNIA  91411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 11769-1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HETZEL, DANNEAN |

7251
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESPREE PERFECT CALM

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97726679 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3855334, 2242570, 3717368 and others

Goods and Services Information
For non-medicated grooming preparations for animals, namely, shampoos; wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser for animals; non-medicated waterless soap for animals

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 31, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2017

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Manna Pro Products, LLC Address Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Sprit 40 Park Drive Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 3409-2127

Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWCUTERIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97726970 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For animal feeding and drinking bowls; animal feeding dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manna Pro Products, LLC Address Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Spirit 40 Park Drive Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3409-2123

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWCUTERIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97726975 Application Filing Date  Dec. 21, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  lick mats for dogs; pet feeding mats International Classes  27 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title  Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Manna Pro Products, LLC Address  Manna Pro Products, LLC  707 Spirit 40 Park Drive  Chesterfield MISSOURI  63005 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3409-2124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PAWCUTERIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97726980 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pet amusement mats being pet toys; pet toys, namely, chewable and lick-able amusement mats
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manna Pro Products, LLC Address Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Spirit 40 Park Drive Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3409-2125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
**Mark Literal(s)** PAWCUTERIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97726984
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 21, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: food for animals; edible treats for animals
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Manna Pro Products, LLC
- **Address**: Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Spirit 40 Park Drive Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 3409-2126

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NANTUCKET GOLD

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97727851 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NANTUCKET"

Goods and Services Information
For Sunscreen cream; Sunscreen creams; Waterproof sunscreen
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

Basis Information
Currently ITU Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Patrick Shea Address Patrick Shea 26 Miller Rd North Easton MASSACHUSETTS 02356 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examiner Information
Examiner Attorney LUCAS, PATRICK T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CM COALMARCH BY WORKWAVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97728302
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 22, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "COALMARCH" positioned above the words "BY WORKWAVE", with "WORKWAVE" in all upper case letters and having a stylized letter "A"; "COALMARCH" in upper case lettering; and the word "BY" in lower case lettering. To the left of the words is a graphic element comprised of the stylized upper case letter "C" with an upper case letter "M" in the center, and these letters are positioned inside of a circular-shaped figure.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5309165, 5014155

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Advertising, marketing and promotion services; On-line advertising and marketing services; Marketing analysis services; Search engine optimization for sales promotion; Digital advertising services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: WORKWAVE LLC
- **Address**: WORKWAVE LLC 101 Crawfords Corner Road, Suite 2511 Holmdel NEW JERSEY 07733
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 40326.139
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SERVICEBOT BY WORKWAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97728318 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SERVICEBOT" positioned above the words "BY WORKWAVE", with "WORKWAVE" in all upper case letters and having a stylized letter "A"; "SERVICEBOT" having upper case lettering for the initial letter "S" and the letter "B"; and the word "BY" in lower case lettering. To the left of the words is a graphic element comprised of two concentric speech bubbles with a dollar symbol positioned inside the center of the innermost speech bubble. The bubbles are positioned inside of a circular-shaped figure. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5309165, 5014155

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for calculating quotes automatically, enabling users to schedule and pay for service appointments, generate reviews, and manage sales in the field of home services, namely, lawn mowing services, lawn fertilization services, termite and pest control services, power washing services, carpet cleaning services, landscaping services, moving services, snow removal services, mosquito control services, plumbing services, handyman services, heating and cooling services, painting services, construction services, pool services, real estate services, appraisal services, tree care services, tree removal services, and creating reports in connection therewith; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software and client-server applications for calculating quotes automatically, enabling users to schedule and pay for service appointments, generate reviews, and manage sales in the field of home services, namely, lawn mowing services, lawn fertilization services, termite and pest control services, power washing services, carpet cleaning services, landscaping services, moving services, snow removal services, mosquito control services, plumbing services, handyman services, heating and cooling services, painting services, construction services, pool services, real estate services, appraisal services, tree care services, tree removal services, and creating reports in connection therewith; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for calculating quotes automatically, enabling users to schedule and pay for service appointments, generate reviews, and manage sales in the field of home services, namely, lawn...
mowing services, lawn fertilization services, termite and pest control services, power washing services, carpet cleaning services, landscaping services, moving services, snow removal services, mosquito control services, plumbing services, handyman services, heating and cooling services, painting services, construction services, storage services, waste removal services, roofing services, electrical services, pool services, real estate services, appraisal services, tree care services, tree removal services, and creating reports in connection therewith; Providing an interactive chatbot website featuring technology that allows homeowners to get pricing, and buy and schedule home services, namely, lawn mowing services, lawn fertilization services, termite and pest control services, power washing services, carpet cleaning services, landscaping services, moving services, snow removal services, mosquito control services, plumbing services, handyman services, heating and cooling services, painting services, construction services, storage services, waste removal services, roofing services, electrical services, pool services, real estate services, appraisal services, tree care services, tree removal services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Sep. 30, 2022 **In Commerce** Sep. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WORKWAVE LLC **Address** WORKWAVE LLC 101 Crawfords Corner Road, Suite 2511 Holmdel NEW JERSEY 07733 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 40326.138

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UT UPGRADEDTECH+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97728769 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administering a consumer goods exchange program, namely, administration of a customer loyalty program where consumers can request to trade-in and upgrade their products to be delivered and installed, namely, products being personal electronic devices, home automation security systems comprised of alarms and sensors, home security door locks, home security motion sensors, home security entry sensors, home security smoke detectors, home security leak detectors, smart thermostats, smart light switches, and smart light dimmers; Providing incentive award programs for customers through issuance and processing of loyalty points for on-line purchase of a company's goods and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VESYNC (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. Address VESYNC (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. #03-01 112 Robinson Road Robinson 112 SINGAPORE 068902 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where SINGAPORE
Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ete_1142_1us

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GATHER BY DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97730617 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking glasses; trays for domestic purposes, not of metal; leather coasters; leather place mats; place mats, not of paper or textile; cake stands; serving spoons; serving platters; serving trays; napkin holders; flower vases; bowls; plates; coffee services in the nature of tableware; coffee cups; teacups; mugs; candlesticks; coasters, not paper or textile

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Table napkins of textile; textile tablecloths; textile place mats; coasters of textile; tablecloths, not of paper

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Paper napkins; coasters of paper or cardboard; place mats made of paper or cardboard; paper tablecloths

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Dividers for drawers; furniture

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Providing a website featuring information in the field of entertaining; providing a website featuring information in the field of arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social events

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Candles

International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
For Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bark Outdoors, LLC Address Bark Outdoors, LLC 8785 Lookout Ln Park City UTAH 84098 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TUCCIA DI CAPRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97732302  Application Filing Date  Dec. 27, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CAPRI"  Translation  The English translation of "TUCCIA DI CAPRI" in the mark is "Tuccia of Capri".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Swimwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Auric Enterprises, LLC  Address  Auric Enterprises, LLC  2230 douglass blvd  louisville  KENTUCKY  40205  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10724-0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NAEMT LIGHTHOUSE LEADERSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97732783 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red and yellow lighthouse with partially shaded white stripes on the bottom left side of the lighthouse. A light red shadow is projecting from the lighthouse onto the textual element "NAEMT" in blue with a blue star of life with a white rod of asclepius inside the star of life to the right of it and the textual elements "LIGHTHOUSE LEADERSHIP" in red under "NAEMT" and the blue star of life Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Red, yellow, white, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "LEADERSHIP" OR THE DESIGN OF "STAR OF LIFE" AND "ROD OF ASCLEPIUS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of EMS Leadership
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA NAEMT Address National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians 1 Technician PO Box 1400 Clinton MISSISSIPPI 39060 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) XXZQRYHN

---

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97733187 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyewear; Anti-glare glasses; Children's eye glasses; Cyclists' glasses; Eyeglass frames; Eyeglass lenses; Eyewear accessories, namely, straps, neck cords and head straps which restrain eyewear from movement on a wearer; Eyewear cases; Eyewear pouches; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Polarizing spectacles; Protective glasses; Reading glasses; Silicone nose pads for eyeglasses; Ski glasses; Spectacle cords; Spectacles and sunglasses; Sports glasses; Sun glasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 16, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Xiongxin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Xiongxin Trading Co., Ltd. 5th Floor, Unit 18-1, District 3 Jingtou Xu, Chengxi Street, Yiwu City Jinhua,Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BAKABAKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97733726 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Bakabaka has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Hair colouring caps; Hair extensions; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Xierui Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Xierui Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1803, Unit 1, Building 8, Ruifuyuan, Municipal Dist., Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTM-T01297

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUILD A BETTER IEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97733830 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BUILD A BETTER IEP" and design. The design consists of three concentric circles and centered within the inner most circle is the wording "BUILD A BETTER IEP". The wording "BUILD A BETTER" is written in cursive letters and appears in a small font above the term "IEP" which appears in a large bold font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "IEP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing on-line educational counseling services and individualized educational program services in the field of individualized education programs; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of Individualized Education Programs; Educational services, namely, providing on-line Individualized Education Programs offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance in the field of special education; Educational services, namely, providing on-line podcasts, group coaching videos, in-person training and workshops in the field of special education; Educational services, namely, providing on-line consulting and teaching workshops in the field of special education; Educational services, namely, providing development and dissemination of educational materials, coursework, templates and worksheets in the fields of special education and individualized education programs; Educational services, namely, providing educational manuals for others in the fields of individualized education programs; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of Individualized Education Programs; Providing education courses in the field of tutoring in the field of Individualized Education Programs offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education in the field of Individualized Education Programs offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance rendered through correspondence courses
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  
First Use  Dec. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Dec. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rise Educational Advocacy and Consulting  Address  Rise Educational Advocacy and Consulting  150 SE 2nd Ave, Ste 300  Miami  FLORIDA  33131  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) JHMAHON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97733887 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JHMAHON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Watches; Ankle bracelets; Body jewelry; Clocks and watches; Necklaces; Real and imitation jewellery; Rings; Wedding rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 10, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yong Address Wang, Yong No. 36, Group 7, Aitai Village Wangchang Town, Tianmen City Hubei Province CHINA 431700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TEAM UP, PRICE DOWN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97734180</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Downloadable computer programs for online shopping; Downloadable computer software for online shopping; Recorded computer programs for online shopping; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for online shopping; Downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Five Bells Limited **Address** Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 048580 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** LATTUCA, FRANK J

---

Team Up, Price Down
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TEAM UP, PRICE DOWN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97734204</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Advertising services; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Marketing services; Providing business information; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Sales promotion for others; Systemization of information into computer databases
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Five Bells Limited
- **Address**: Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06  SINGAPORE 048580
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97734217</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Bill payment services provided via an electronic wallet; Electronic funds transfer; Financing of loans; Mobile banking services; Online banking
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Five Bells Limited
- **Address**: Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 048580
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM UP, PRICE DOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97734229 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer-aided transmission of messages and images; Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; Providing user access to a global computer network; Transmission of podcasts

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Five Bells Limited Address Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 048580 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97734235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Freight forwarding; Locating and tracking of cargo for transportation purposes; Packaging and parcelling of goods for transport purposes, namely, the packing of goods using sustainable or biodegradable packaging and shipping materials; Parcel delivery; Storage of goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Five Bells Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LATTUCA, FRANK J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM UP, PRICE DOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97734247 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of podcasts; Providing a computer game for use network-wide by network users; Providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; Providing on-line videos featuring music, movie, vlog, not downloadable; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of e-commerce; Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Five Bells Limited Address Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 048580 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEAM UP, PRICE DOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97734260 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software design; Information technology consulting services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for online shopping; Updating of computer software; User authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Five Bells Limited Address Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 048580 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
TEAM UP, PRICE DOWN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97734271</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Alternative dispute resolution services; Copyright management; Dating services; Intellectual property consultancy; Mediation; Online social networking services

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**

100, 101

**International Class Title**

Personal and legal services

### BASIS INFORMATION

#### Currently ITU
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Five Bells Limited

**Address**

Five Bells Limited 6 RAFFLES QUAY, #14-06 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 048580

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**

VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** LATTUCA, FRANK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SWISSKY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97735838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Whiskey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently ITU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Seven Seals Innovation (Canada) Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Seven Seals Innovation (Canada) Limited 460 West Hunt Club Road, Suite 206 Ottawa, Ontario CANADA K2E0B8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>68330-573225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SUE, ABIGAIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEMTO ENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97736297 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENGINE" Translation The wording SEMTO ENGINE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile engine models being toys; Hobby grade engines for remote controlled air and surface vehicles; Mechanical toys; Model toy steam engines; Model toy steam operated traction engines; Remote control toy glider, airplane and sailplane equipment, namely, launchers, engines and propellers; Scale model kits; Toy models

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor, Bld B, No. 6 Hexi New Village Hengkeng, Guanhu Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PIANO MUSIC HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97736846 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PIANO MUSIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer operating programs, recorded; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer programs featuring positionable game piece figures for use in the field of computer games; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for downloading and organizing music files, authenticating user identification, editing photos and creating computer games; Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer software and firmware for downloading and organizing music files, authenticating user identification, editing photos and creating computer games; Downloadable computer software and firmware for managing bank accounts and making restaurant reservations; Downloadable game software; Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive game software; Recorded computer game programs, cartridges, and cassettes; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 21, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Edaysoft Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Edaysoft Co., Ltd. Room 119, Building 1, NO.1588 Lianhang Rd., Minhang District, Shanghai CHINA 201100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha2003
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
TM 6066 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97737098 Application Filing Date: Dec. 30, 2022 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of two stylized images resembling file folders. A smaller folder in gradient purple is overlayed inside of a larger triangle in light purple. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) purple and light purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable computer software for accessing, managing, and searching secure, encrypted data files and file metadata stored on remote cloud data servers; Downloadable computer software for sharing encrypted data files stored on remote cloud data servers with password protection and time-limited access links and on peer-to-peer sharing services
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use: May 25, 2022 In Commerce: May 25, 2022

For: Providing secure, private remote data storage servers for sharing encrypted data files with password protection and time-limited access links and on peer-to-peer sharing services; Providing secure, private remote data storage servers and indexing for searching encrypted data files and file metadata
International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 104 International Class Title: Communication First Use: May 25, 2022 In Commerce: May 25, 2022

For: Providing on-line non-downloadable Software as a Service (SaaS) software for accessing, managing, and searching secure, encrypted data files and file metadata stored on remote cloud data servers; Providing on-line non-downloadable Software as a Service (SaaS) software for sharing encrypted data files stored on remote cloud data servers with password protection and time-limited access links
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services First Use: May 25, 2022 In Commerce: May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNERS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PROBLEM SOLVER.
PROACTIVE PROTECTOR. RELENTLESS ALLY.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97737537 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 30, 2022 | Register  | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development; providing resources, namely, information and consulting in the field of software design and technology support in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fortra, LLC Address Fortra, LLC Suite 100 11095 Viking Drive Eden Prairie MINNESOTA 55344
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) POSITIVE CHANGE IS COMING TO CYBERSECURITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97737550 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development; providing resources, namely, information and consulting in the field of software design and technology support in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fortra, LLC Address Fortra, LLC Suite 100 11095 Viking Drive Eden Prairie MINNESOTA 55344
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEMTO ENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97737609 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “ENGINE” Translation The wording SEMTO ENGINE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aeronautic engines; Aeroplane engines; Electric motors for toys; Engines and motors for model vehicles, aircraft and boats; Engines for model vehicles; Engines not for land vehicles; Engines, other than for land vehicles; Internal combustion engines for power generation, other than for land vehicles; Marine engines and parts and fittings thereof; Miniature electric motors for toys; Miniature motors for use in motorized toys; Motors for model vehicles and/or slot cars; Reciprocating engines, not for land vehicles; Steam marine engines, not for land vehicles

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Dec. 19, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yongzhe Xinran Technology Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor, Bld B, No. 6 Hexi New Village Hengkeng, Guanhu Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**TM 6070 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** C.LEAH VIVI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Bracelets; Bronze jewelry; Choker necklaces; Cuff bracelets; Ear studs; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for the head; Metal key rings; Platinum and its alloys; Precious metals and alloys thereof; Silver and its alloys; Wooden bead bracelets
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Zeng
- **Address**: Chen, Zeng 31 Gutang North Road, Wuniu Street, Yongjia County, Zhejiang Province CHINA 325103
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS122491
- **Examining Attorney**: POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CAVISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97740239 Application Filing Date Jan. 03, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1757482 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 28, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2031

Foreign Registration Number 1757485 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 28, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2031

Foreign Registration Number 1757483 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 28, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; Wallets; Leather purses; Leather bags and wallets; Card wallets; Business card cases; Travelling bags; Briefcases; Messenger bags; Bags for sports; Backpacks; Labels of leather; Tote bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Bags for carrying pets

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Wholesale store services featuring clothing, namely, tops and bottoms; Retail store services featuring clothing, namely, tops and bottoms; Retail store services featuring handbags; Retail store services featuring wallets; Retail store services featuring footwear; Retail store services featuring hats; Retail store services featuring undergarments; Retail store services featuring scarves; Import-export agency services; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an on-line shopping mall with links to the retail web sites of others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, tops and bottoms; Footwear; Hats; Outer jackets; Uniforms; Undergarments; Sweaters; Shirts; Socks; Scarves; Belts for clothing; Knit tops; Knit bottoms; Money belts; Sports shirts; Sports pants; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Waterproof jackets and pants

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDIQUITOUS CO., LTD. Address MEDIQUITOUS CO., LTD. (Jiyoung Bldg., Nonhyeon-dong) 2F, 3F 644, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06106 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KYO-385TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CRECIENDO EN LA FE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97740407
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of CRECIENDO EN LA FE in the mark is GROWING IN FAITH.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Printed publications, namely, books, booklets, brochures, pamphlets, and hand-outs in the field of religious formation and Bible study
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For**: Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of e-books in the field of religious formation and Bible study;
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bayard, Inc.
- **Address**: Bayard, Inc. Unit A 977 Hartford Turnpike Waterford CONNECTICUT 06385
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97740803 Application Filing Date  Jan. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a triangle symbol. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable and recorded computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development; providing resources, namely, information and consulting in the field of software design and technology support in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fortra, LLC Address  Fortra, LLC Suite 100  11095 Viking Drive  Eden Prairie  MINNESOTA  55344 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FACTUAL DATA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97740991 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized diamond design with two stylized arrow heads to the left of the words "FACTUAL DATA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Disclaimer "DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit investigation and reporting services for others, namely, credit reporting services, credit inquiry and consultation, credit scoring services; financial risk management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 28, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Factual Data, Inc. Address Factual Data, Inc. 250 East Broad Street, Suite 2100 Columbus OHIO 43215
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 002604-60

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LAPIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97741189 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized word "LAPIS" rendered vertically within a rectangular frame having an arch at the top. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4115142, 3599606, 3917240 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated soaps for personal use, bath soaps, skin soaps, toilet soaps; hair shampoo, hair conditioner, non-medicated lotions for skin and body, skin creams and skin moisturizing gels for body, bath and shower gels, cosmetic suntan lotions and sun screens
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/26/2008 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/26/2008
For Retail store services featuring health spa products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/26/2008 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/26/2008
For Health spa services, namely, cosmetology services; cosmetic body care services and cosmetic skin care services; manicuring; massage; microdermabrasion, namely, a topical skin treatment involving abrasion of the skin with a high-pressure flow of crystals; skin treatment, namely, the injection of dermal fillers to reduce the appearance of facial fine lines; beauty salons; and tanning salons
**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  100, 101  
**International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  

**Used Anywhere in Another Form**  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/26/2008  
**Used in Commerce in Another Form**  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/26/2008

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  JS IP LLC  
**Address**  JS IP LLC  10th Floor  19950 W. Country Club Drive  Aventura  FLORIDA  33180

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  136813-1

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
SED DE MAS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97741487
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Translation**: The English translation of SED DE MAS in the mark is THIRSTY FOR MORE.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Soft drinks
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: PEPSICO, INC.
- **Address**: PEPSICO, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PEPSI SED DE MAS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97741492</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translation**
The English translation of SED DE MAS in the mark is THIRSTY FOR MORE.

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0824150, 0824152, 0824151 and others |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Soft drinks |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | PEPSICO, INC. |
| Address | PEPSICO, INC. 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NEW YORK 10577 |

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN |

---
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MATCH ATTAX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97742151
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 05, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3658972

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer game software and downloadable video game software; digital media, namely, downloadable audio and video files featuring trading cards
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Topps Company, Inc.
- **Address**: The Topps Company, Inc. 95 Morton Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1378747
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ESQCT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97742435 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for craniocerebral injury for physiotherapy; clothing especially for operating rooms; protective head caps for medical use; surgical caps; surgical shoe covers; sanitary masks for medical purposes; face masks for use by health care providers; surgical masks; medical apparatus and instruments for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral image; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral image; medical diagnostic ultrasound apparatus; medical apparatus and instruments for diagnostic use, namely, for detecting abnormal virus proteins; tomographs for medical purposes; medical apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for craniocerebral image; X-ray CT scanners; medical equipment, namely, computed tomography (CT) apparatus; radiological apparatus for diagnostic and medical purposes, namely, magnetic resonance imaging diagnostic equipment; radiological apparatus for diagnostic and medical purposes, namely, magnetic resonance imaging diagnostic apparatus; MRI apparatus for medical purposes

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Computer peripheral devices; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral image; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, spectacles, telescopes; software as a medical device (SaMD) downloadable, for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral images; downloadable computer programs for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral image; recorded computer programs for image processing for medical purposes; downloadable computer software applications for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral image; downloadable computer software applications for image processing for medical purposes; recorded or downloadable computer software platforms for use in the diagnosis of craniocerebral image; downloadable computer software for digital image processing; humanoid robot with artificial intelligence for scientific research; magnetic resonance imaging apparatus, not for medical purposes; central processing unit for processing information, data, sound and image; image scanner in the nature of a photocopier machine; downloadable or recorded software for image, chart, and word processing; clothing for protection against chemicals and radiation
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; medical laboratory services; computer software design; medical research in the field of craniocerebral imaging morphology; design of computer simulation models for use in the field of data storage and processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; cloud storage service of electronic data; research in the field of artificial intelligence; Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for data storage and processing; image processing software design; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for data storage and processing; computer programming in the field of medical treatment

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Beijing Escope Tech Co., Ltd.
**Address** No. 309, 3rd Floor, Bld. 6 14 Huayuan North Rd., Haidian Dist. Beijing CHINA 100098
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 10168217TF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PETITE COURSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97743676 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Petite Course in the mark is short race.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 224885731 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 224885731 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 20, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 20, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; travelling bags; rucksacks; shoulder bags; bags for sports; bum bags; handbags for evening; leather pouches; briefcases; wallets; purses; name and business card cases; credit card cases; key cases in leather; travelling sets in leather in the nature of luggage and travel baggage; toiletry bags sold empty; label holders for luggage
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hermès International Address Hermès International 24, rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré Paris FRANCE 75008 Legal Entity société en commandite par actions (sca) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 093010-3502

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney Lapter, Alain J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Y'ALL ABOARD!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97743732 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Advertising and promotion services and related consulting; Promotion and marketing services and related consulting; Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of high-speed rail transportation; Business advisory and consultancy services in the field of the operation of high-speed rail transportation; Business services, namely, facilities management in the nature of business management of technical operations in the field of the operation of high-speed rail transportation; Professional business consultancy services relating to high-speed railway operations; Business supervision, consultancy and project management services relating to the construction and maintenance of high-speed rail transportation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Construction planning and construction of high-speed rail transportation, namely, construction of high-speed rail tracks; Supervision, consultancy and construction project management services relating to the construction of high-speed rail transportation
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For Operation of high-speed rail transportation, namely, passenger train transport
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
For Construction of high-speed rail transportation, namely, custom manufacturing of high-speed rail cars
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Scientific research, development, engineering and testing services in the field of high-speed rail transportation; Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of high-speed rail transportation; research, development, engineering and testing services in the field of high-speed rail transportation technology; research and development in the field of high-speed rail transportation

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Texas Central Partners, LLC  **Address** Texas Central Partners, LLC  1409 South Lamar Street, Suite 1022 Dallas  TEXAS  75215 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CBETH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97743779 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0131327/1722119 International Registration Number 1722119

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services in the nature of providing electronic transfer of crypto assets; financial exchange of crypto assets International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Downloadable and recorded computer software that enables interoperability of tokens across different blockchains; downloadable and recorded computer software for the electronic storage of crypto tokens International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing online non-downloadable software that enables interoperability of tokens across different blockchains International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coinbase, Inc. Address Coinbase, Inc. 248 3rd Street #434 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94607 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 528.0434
Examiner Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LEYUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97743979 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 04, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BIOM PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATION Address BIOM PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATION 2203 INDUSTRIAL BLVD SARASOTA FLORIDA 34234 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BMJDGM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97744110 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodysuits; Earmuffs; Trousers; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Baby bodysuits; Ball gowns; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, leggings, stretch pants, camisoles containing slimming substances; Cosplay costumes; Gloves for apparel; Halloween costumes; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Masquerade costumes; Swimwear in the nature of mermaid tails
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 15, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu Jiacheng Address Lu Jiacheng 102, No. 12, 7th Lane, Jianxin Village Ailian Comm.,Longcheng St., Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney FERRELL, LUCY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** OPTUNE HIA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97744235</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | A0131397/1711721 |
| Registration Number | 1711721 |
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4899330, 6472030 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Medical device that delivers tumor treating fields, namely, electrical fields, to treat solid tumor cancers |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Novocure GmbH |
| Address | Novocure GmbH Park 6 Root D4 SWITZERLAND 6039 |
| Legal Entity | gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) |
| State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 00384294 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM |
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97744238 Application Filing Date  Jan. 06, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0131394/1711722 International Registration Number  1711722 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4899330, 6472030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical device that delivers tumor treating fields, namely, electrical fields, to treat solid tumor cancers
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Novocure GmbH Address  Novocure GmbH Park 6 Root D4 SWITZERLAND 6039 Legal Entity  gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00384294

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPTUNE BREN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97744239 Application Filing Date  Jan. 06, 2023
Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0131393/1711720 International Registration Number  1711720 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4899330, 6472030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical device that delivers tumor treating fields, namely, electrical fields, to treat solid tumor cancers
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novocure GmbH Address  Novocure GmbH Park 6 Root D4 SWITZERLAND 6039 Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00384294

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VO, KOMAL MAHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUCKLEMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97745809 Application Filing Date Jan. 08, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For belt clasps; clothing accessories, namely, buckles; fastenings for suspenders; fastenings for braces; hook and pile fastening tapes; haberdashery, namely, clothing hooks; snap fasteners; shoe buckles; shoe fasteners; shoe hooks for fastening shoes

International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Chung-Li Address Chen, Chung-Li No. 97, Taifeng St. Changhua City TAIWAN 500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-051

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FIRELITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97746036  Application Filing Date  Jan. 09, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4403769, 4126855

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  drywall panels; gypsum drywall panels
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CERTAINTEED LLC  Address  CERTAINTEED LLC  20 MOORES ROAD  MALVERN PENNSYLVANIA  19355  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SBN10448TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CRASH PAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97746965 Application Filing Date Jan. 09, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Therapeutic devices for rehabilitation and restoration of proprioception in children and adults with developmental delay and sensory integration disorder

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Skil-Care Corporation Address Skil-Care Corporation 29 Wells Ave Yonkers NEW YORK 10701
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A834-1.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENERGIZING YOUR TOMORROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97747709 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For COMMODITY TRADING FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, TRADING OF ELECTRICITY AND NATURAL GAS
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING LIGHTING; PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING ELECTRICITY AND NATURAL GAS FOR OTHERS
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS; MAINTENANCE OF LIGHTING APPARATUS; CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, NAMELY, INSTALLATION OF UTILITIES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICITY IN CONSTRUCTION SITES
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION TO RETAIL AND WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For ELECTRICITY GENERATION; OPERATION OF ELECTRICAL GENERATION SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, GENERATION OF POWER THROUGH OPERATION OF POWER GENERATION EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>40 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Material Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  CLECO CORPORATE HOLDINGS LLC  **Address**  CLECO CORPORATE HOLDINGS LLC  2030 Donahue Ferry Road  Pineville  LOUISIANA  71360  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  LOUISIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  T-1900

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MAIN TICKET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97747762
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 10, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TICKET"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ticket agency services for sporting, entertainment, virtual and live stream, festival, conferencing, educational, and cultural events; ticket reservation and booking for sporting, entertainment, educational, and cultural events; providing an Internet website portal featuring sporting, entertainment, educational, and cultural event ticket information; entertainment services, namely, entertainment ticket agency services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chavez Radio Group
- **Address**: Chavez Radio Group 29700 Woodford-Tehachapi Road Keene CALIFORNIA 93531
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 45-00018
- **Examining Attorney**: PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ADISTRONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97747845 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; apparel, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets, pants, shorts, skirts, dresses, tights, socks, scarves, gloves; headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name adidas AG Address adidas AG Adi-Dassler-Strasse 1 Herzogenaurach FED REP GERMANY 91074
Legal Entity aktiengesellschaft State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J287-1896

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLORALYS

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4400231, 5153371

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 004667713 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 28, 2006 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 05, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Oct. 05, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet paper; Paper handkerchiefs; Table napkins of paper; Paper tissues for cosmetic use; Paper kitchen towels International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Address Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Stiftsbergstraße 1 Neckarsulm FED REP GERMANY 74172 Legal Entity kommanditgesellschaft (kg) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLEDARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97749219  Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CLEDARM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Cloaks; Hats; Headbands; Hoodies; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweaters; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Cosplay costumes; Dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Masquerade costumes; Outer jackets; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Dongyun  Address Li Dongyun Xinjiang, Jinshi Village, Tanxia Town, Wuhua County Meizhou, Guangdong CHINA 514000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DORMATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97749223 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DORMATION" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Cloaks; Hats; Headbands; Hoodies; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweaters; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Cosplay costumes; Dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Masquerade costumes; Outer jackets; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Dongyun Address Li Dongyun Xinjiang, Jinshi Village, Tanxia Town, Wuhua County Meizhou, Guangdong CHINA 514000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97749232</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "NONNYER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Blouses; Cloaks; Hats; Headbands; Hoodies; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweaters; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Cosplay costumes; Dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Masquerade costumes; Outer jackets; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Waist belts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Li Dongyun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Xinjiang, Jinshi Village, Tanxia Town, Wuhua County Meizhou, Guangdong CHINA 514000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | DUBIN, DAVID I |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAPPKICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97749234 Application Filing Date  Jan. 10, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "TAPPKICE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blouses; Cloaks; Hats; Headbands; Hoodies; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweaters; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Cosplay costumes; Dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Masquerade costumes; Outer jackets; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Waist belts International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Li Dongyun Address  Li Dongyun  Xinjiang, Jinshi Village, Tanxia Town, Wuhua County  Meizhou, Guangdong  CHINA  514000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TORPWORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97749245 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TORPWORE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Cloaks; Hats; Headbands; Hoodies; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweaters; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Cosplay costumes; Dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Masquerade costumes; Outer jackets; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, and men; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Dongyun Address Li Dongyun Xinjiang, Jinshi Village, Tanxia Town, Wuhua County Meizhou, Guangdong CHINA 514000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97750282</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Blazers; Bodysuits; Bras; Coats; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hoodies; Hosiery; Leggings; Pants; Parkas; Scarves; Shorts; Sleepwear; Socks; Sweaters; Swimwear; Underwear; Vests; Clothing wraps; Knit shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Waist belts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Sienna New York LLC |
| Address | Sienna New York LLC 23 India St Apt 5D Brooklyn NEW YORK 11222 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | ES23111 |
| Examining Attorney | PERKINS, ELLEN J |
SALTX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97750712 Application Filing Date  Jan. 11, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rainwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bimini Bay Outfitters, Ltd Address  Bimini Bay Outfitters, Ltd  43 McKee Dr  Mahwah  NEW JERSEY 07430 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0947-saltx

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRENNER, BRANDI M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
VALSOURCE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97750744</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 11, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;VALSOURCE&quot; with the letter &quot;V&quot; appearing larger and with three parallel lines constituting the right half of the letter &quot;V&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
- Maintenance and/or repair of valves; Repair, maintenance and modification of valves

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes 100, 103, 106 **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For**
- Control valves for regulating the flow of gases and liquids; Automatic valves; Automatic valves for use in chemical plants, refineries, power plants; Pressure relief valves for regulating the flow of gases and liquids; Unloading check valves for the outlets of air compressors; Automatic safety relief valves

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**
- Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; Manually operated metal valves; Metal valves not being parts of machines in the nature of gate valves; Metal valves not being parts of machines in the nature of globe valves; Metal valves not being parts of machines in the nature of ball valves

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Valsource, LLC  
**Address** Valsource, LLC 101 Metals Dr. Youngsville LOUISIANA 70592 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** LOUISIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** SDS405
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MCCLELLAN, MATTHEW D.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** 2828 CORTINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97751573  **Application Filing Date** Jan. 12, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the number 2828 presented on its side vertically and overlaying an image of 3 stylized mountains 2 of which overlap and are situated above the 3rd mountain design and all of which appear above the stylized term CORTINA. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6944067

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Dermatological pharmaceutical products; Medicated skin care preparations  
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals  
**For** Non-medicated skin care preparations  
**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** CORTINA HEALTH, INC.  **Address** CORTINA HEALTH, INC.  1110 Market St Suite 210  
CHATTANOOGA TENNESSEE 37402  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 1260-03007
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CAOUTCHOUC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97752120  Application Filing Date  Jan. 12, 2023  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bath oil, Body powder, Cosmetic creams for skin care, Face powder, Lipstick, Make-up, Nail polish, After-shave, Body sprays, Cologne, Eau de perfume, Eau de cologne, Fragrances, Incense, Perfumes, Potpourri
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  James de Givenchy, Inc.  Address  James de Givenchy, Inc.  501 Madison Avenue, 25th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10022  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  020006-0101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUSH, KAREN K
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NORTH FETCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97752611 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5121831, 5000254

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number TMA890694 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 25, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 25, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal leashes; Collars for animals; Pet clothing
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Beds for household pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Canada Pooch Ltd. Address Canada Pooch Ltd. 170 Bedford Road, Suite 300 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5R2K9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109579-48

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARROW, MARY
TM 6107
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 76

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97754112 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3107583

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, caps being headwear, dress shirts, polo shirts, sports shirts, t-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillips 66 Company Address Phillips 66 Company Intellectual Property - Legal 2331 CityWest Blvd Houston TEXAS 77042 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2011-0851

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COLDPRESSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97756704 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric coffee machines
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nuzee, Inc. Address Nuzee, Inc. 2865 Scott Street, Suite 107 Vista CALIFORNIA 92081 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 104455748181

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUCKY'S QUEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97757328 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For recorded computer game software for gaming machines and gaming devices, namely, slot machines and machines which accept a wager
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Incredible Technologies, Inc. Address Incredible Technologies, Inc. 200 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills ILLINOIS 60061 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ITSG-0463

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97758656 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" within a circle depicting a cookie with a bite taken out of the right side of the cookie. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5305159

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Footwear, namely, flip-flops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COOKIES SF LLC Address COOKIES SF LLC 1000 BEECHER STREET SAN LEANDRO CALIFORNIA 94577 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRUE YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97758902 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RENAISSANCE JEWELRY NEW YORK, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA VERIGOLD JEWELRY
Address RENAISSANCE JEWELRY NEW YORK, INC. 46-24 28th Street Long Island City NEW YORK 11101
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97759622</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 18, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Chemical products for the fresh-keeping and preserving of food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>VIDEKA LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>VIDEKA LLC 4717 Campus Drive - Suite 1500 Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>VIDEKA FTM 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MAD CHEMIST BREWING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97760880 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREWING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Serving beverages in brewpubs; Taproom services featuring craft beer
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toryhaus Brewery LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Mad Chemist Brewing Address Toryhaus Brewery LLC 3128 West 11th Street Cleveland OHIO 44109 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRADE HOUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97762316 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized smiling hound in a checkered suit, wearing sunglasses and a dollar sign necklace, holding cash, the outlined word, TRADE, and the outlined word, HOUND, below and to the right of the stylized hound, the O in HOUND is a paw print. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRADE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, namely, promoting car dealerships of others; advertising, marketing and promotional services for automotive dealerships
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anding Dealer Solutions LLC Address Anding Dealer Solutions LLC 16614 East Lazy Daisy Circle Cypress TEXAS 77433 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ADSL/T004US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FAITH & MEDIA INITIATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97763245 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a talk bubble, with a right angle triangle having a line in the middle of the triangle and within the talk bubble, adjacent to the literal element "FAITH & MEDIA INITIATIVE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FAITH & MEDIA INITIATIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring information on religious beliefs, spirituality, and fostering diverse perspectives on religious beliefs and spiritual matters, and the presentation of information on these topics on various communication channels and social platforms
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 2021 In Commerce Dec. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bonneville Communications Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Radiant Foundation Address Bonneville Communications Corporation Suite 800 55 North 800 West Salt Lake City UTAH 84101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FAMIlogo

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97764058 Application Filing Date  Jan. 23, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the image of a fox head inside a tear drop image. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5851315

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vehicle fueling services; Vehicle maintenance
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Feb. 12, 2018 In Commerce  Feb. 12, 2018
For  Downloadable mobile applications for requesting and scheduling vehicle fuel delivery and vehicle maintenance
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 12, 2018 In Commerce  Feb. 12, 2018
For  Fuel delivery services; Transportation and storage of fuels
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage First Use  Feb. 12, 2018 In Commerce  Feb. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FUELFOX IP CO., LLC Address  FUELFOX IP CO., LLC  2100 SOUTHBRIIDGE PARWAY SUITE 529 BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA 35209 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22916.0001
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAMSARAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97764219 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath oil, Body powder, Cosmetic creams for skin care, Face powder, Lipstick, Make-up, Nail polish, After-shave, Body sprays, Cologne, Eau de perfume, Eau de cologne, Fragrances, Incense, Perfumes, Potpourri
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James de Givenchy, Inc. Address James de Givenchy, Inc. 501 Madison Avenue, 25th Floor New York
NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JDG010USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OLD EMMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97764983</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 23, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bourbon whiskey
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IJW Whiskey Company, LLC Address IJW Whiskey Company, LLC 8th Floor 421 S. Beverly Drive Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3323-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MAKAPLAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97765044</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Stickers; Art prints; Desk pads; Document portfolios; Dry erase writing boards; Gift boxes; Gift wrap paper; Magnetic boards for scheduling activities and appointments; Magnetic decals; Paper hang tags; Paper labels; Paper notebooks; paper party decorations; Printed calendars; Printed meal planners; Printed children's activity books; Printed daily planners; Printed desk calendars; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed notepads; Wall stickers; Printed thank you cards; printed cards bearing universal greetings

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Miton Australia Pty Ltd
- **Address**: Miton Australia Pty Ltd 1d Midhurst Road Croydon Victoria AUSTRALIA

- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: TENG, SIMON
MARK Literal(s) MAKAPLAN

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Makaplan" written in cursive letters with the second "a" being in the shape of a pointed pencil top. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Art prints; Desk pads; Document portfolios; Dry erase writing boards; Gift boxes; Gift wrap paper; Magnetic boards for scheduling activities and appointments; Magnetic decals; Paper hang tags; Paper labels; Paper notebooks; paper party decorations; Printed calendars; Printed meal planners; Printed children's activity books; Printed daily planners; Printed desk calendars; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed notepads; Wall stickers; Printed thank you cards; printed cards bearing universal greetings

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miton Australia Pty Ltd Address Miton Australia Pty Ltd 1d Midhurst Road Croydon Victoria AUSTRALIA 3136 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRESHCOMBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97765526 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin and mineral supplements made from human-grade material designed for optimal pet health and wellness
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Pet food made from human-grade food designed for optimal pet health and wellness
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
For Subscription-based food delivery
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
For Subscriber-based meal planning services in digital form, accessible through the Internet; consulting in the field of menu planning for others
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PetPlate, Inc. Address PetPlate, Inc. 1412 Broadway, Floor 21 New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2213422.122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** POSIBIL6ESKD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97765648
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 24, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "POSIBIL6ESKD" with the number 6 in subscript with the letters "POSIB" and "ESKD" in black and "IL6" in red, all to the right of multiple ovals shaped to form a heart in the colors purple, red, green and blue. **Color Claimed**: The colors purple, red, green, blue and black are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation**: The English translation of "POSIBIL" in the mark is "POSSIBLE".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Educational services, namely, providing presentations and non-downloadable electronic manuals in the field of health and treatment; Publication of books, journals, periodicals, magazine articles, other printed matter of the results of clinical trials**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

- **For Providing medical information and treatment of diseases and disorders of the blood and blood-forming organs, cardiovascular diseases and disorders, renal diseases and disorders information in the field of health, pharmaceuticals and clinical trials**
  - **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

- **For Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  CSL Behring L.L.C.  Address  CSL Behring L.L.C.  1020 First Avenue  King of Prussia  PENNSYLVANIA  19406  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  034845.344

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GLOWING GREEN SMOOTHIE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97766124
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 24, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GREEN SMOOTHIE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Vegetable and fruit juices, smoothies, and non-alcoholic drinks in the nature of fruit juices and vegetable juices
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Jan. 31, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Beauty Detox LLC
- **Address**: Beauty Detox LLC 5830 E 2nd St. Casper WYOMING 82609
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 112187.0011

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUMAPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97766321 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 24, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3242499, 5072026, 2406756 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal cages as light fixtures for light bulb protection; plastic cages as light fixtures for light bulb protection; tripods for lights; electric track lighting units; lighting tracks; parts for electrical track lighting fixtures, namely, lighting tracks, lighting track connectors, lighting track electrical feeds; flashlights; penlights; portable headlamps; electric lanterns; spotlights; hand lamps; lamps; light bulbs; lighting fixtures; light kits comprised of lighting fixtures and attached cord reels; temporary job site lighting, namely, flood lights and work lights for construction, industrial and commercial settings; portable hand carry lights, namely, flashlights, hand lamps and portable utility lights; task lights, namely, desk lamps and light fixtures with clamps; electrical magnifier lights; work lights, namely, flood lights and work lights for construction, industrial and commercial settings; dock lights, namely, mountable work lights for construction, industrial and commercial settings; flood lights; wall lights; downlights; strip lighting for indoor use; string rope lights for use as decoration and accent lighting; electric lights for Christmas trees; lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; emergency lighting fixtures; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 1999 In Commerce Feb. 1999
For Electronic ballasts for lighting; lighting ballasts; electric igniters used in connection with ballasts to start discharge lamps; motion sensitive security lighting; security lights for outdoor use; storage reels for electrical power extension cords; illuminated exit signs; helmet safety lights; electric flasher switches; batteries for exit sign and emergency lighting
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Feb. 1999 In Commerce Feb. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>   W.W. Grainger, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>   W.W. Grainger, Inc. 100 Grainger Parkway Lake Forest  ILLINOIS 60045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>  CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong>  ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  059505.04030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>   LEE, CATHERINE ANNE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUMAPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97766326 Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2023 Register  Principal
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Mark Type  Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rectangle in which the left portion of
the rectangle comprises the term "LUMA" in block letters appearing against a dark background and the right portion of
the rectangle comprises the term "PRO" in block letters appearing against a light background.  Color Claimed  Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3242499, 5072026, 2406756 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Metal cages as light fixtures for light bulb protection; plastic cages as light fixtures for light bulb protection; tripods for
lights; electric track lighting units; lighting tracks; parts for electrical track lighting fixtures, namely, lighting tracks, lighting
track connectors, lighting track electrical feeds; flashlights; penlights; portable headlamps; electric lanterns; spotlights; hand
lamps; light bulbs; lighting fixtures; light kits comprised of lighting fixtures and attached cord reels; temporary job site
lighting, namely, flood lights and work lights for construction, industrial and commercial settings; portable hand carry lights,
namely, flashlights, hand lamps and portable utility lights; task lights, namely, desk lamps and light fixtures with clamps;
electrical magnifier lights; work lights, namely, flood lights and work lights for construction, industrial and commercial
settings; dock lights, namely, mountable work lights for construction, industrial and commercial settings; flood lights; wall
lights; downlights; strip lighting for indoor use; string rope lights for use as decoration and accent lighting; electric lights for
Christmas trees; lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; emergency lighting fixtures; LED light bulbs;
LED lighting fixtures; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  Feb. 1999 In Commerce  Feb. 1999
For  Electronic ballasts for lighting; lighting ballasts; electric igniters used in connection with ballasts to start discharge
lamps; motion sensitive security lighting; security lights for outdoor use; storage reels for electrical power extension cords;
illuminated exit signs; helmet safety lights; electric flasher switches; batteries for exit sign and emergency lighting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 1999</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: W.W. Grainger, Inc.
- **Address**: W.W. Grainger, Inc. 100 Grainger Parkway Lake Forest ILLINOIS 60045
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 059505.04030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, CATHERINE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SEVIIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97766416 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing reels
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name St. Croix of Park Falls, Ltd. Address St. Croix of Park Falls, Ltd. 856 Fourth Avenue North Park Falls WISCONSIN 54552 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3001332

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97766422 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "VII". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing reels
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name St. Croix of Park Falls, Ltd. Address St. Croix of Park Falls, Ltd. 856 Fourth Avenue North Park Falls WISCONSIN 54552 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3001332

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DECISIONEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97766460 Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financing and loan services; Business credit and consumer credit loan underwriting services; loan origination services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for consumers and business to apply for loans
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rapid Financial Services, LLC Address  Rapid Financial Services, LLC  4500 East West Highway, 6th Floor Bethesda MARYLAND  20814 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  237189522490

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DIGAN, MATTHEW M
SERVING WITH LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97766494 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fund raising; Charitable fund raising campaigns; Charitable fundraising services by means of collecting and redeeming donations from others, the proceeds of which benefit charitable organizations; Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen, Inc. Address Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen, Inc. 5707 Blue Lagoon Drive Miami FLORIDA 33126 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 040362.TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STRATEGIC WOMEN ALLIANCE NETWORK SWAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97767049 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “WOMEN ALLIANCE NETWORK”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotional services related to all industries for the purpose of facilitating networking and socializing opportunities for business purposes; Business networking; General business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; On-line business networking services; Organizing business networking events in the field of women in leadership roles and professional development
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 29, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black Swan Consulting, Inc. Address Black Swan Consulting, Inc. Suite 200 6750 N Andrews Ave, Suite 200 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

MARK Literal(s) SHOTFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97767294</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 25, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Toy guns |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Kids Squad LLC |
| Address | Kids Squad LLC 52 Steers St Staten Island NEW YORK 10314 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | SHOTFUN |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RESIRCLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97767958  Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sustainable urban planning services; Design of power conversion devices for temporary implementations of biomass to electricity and clean water
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Michael Gurin  Address  Michael Gurin  4132 Cove Lane, Unit A  Glenview  ILLINOIS  60025  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE TOOTHBRUSH KIDS WANT TO USE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97768286 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toothbrushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toothbrush Toys LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Toothbrush Toys Address Toothbrush Toys LLC 5655 Lindero Canyon Road #301 Westlake Village CALIFORNIA 91362 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ULTRA GOLDEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97768368</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6409668 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, energy drinks, soft drinks, sports drinks, and fruit-flavored drinks

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently ITU | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Monster Energy Company
**Address** Monster Energy Company 1 Monster Way Corona CALIFORNIA 92879
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** HANB.15659T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BRENNER, BRANDI M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97768734 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freight brokerage
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Dec. 12, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EXPEDITE ALLIANCE INC Address EXPEDITE ALLIANCE INC 5960 Crooked Creek Rd Suite 200-E Peachtree Corners GEORGIA 30092 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 76835.M1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLAYTON COUNTY · GEORGIA
CC: CLAYTON CONNECTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97769987 Application Filing Date  Jan. 26, 2023  Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a multi-colored globe divided by 3 white lines of longitude and 2 white lines of latitude with a dark blue airplane at the center of the globe, with the nose of the plane facing east. The lines of longitude divide the globe into four vertical segments, and the lines of latitude divide the globe into three horizontal segments. The first and leftmost vertical segment of the globe consists of two dark blue sections with a light blue section in the middle. The second leftmost vertical segment of the globe consists of an orange section, a pale light blue section, a light green section, and a violet section. The third leftmost vertical segment of the globe consists of a violet section, a pale light blue section, a light green section, and an orange section. The fourth and rightmost vertical segment of the globe consists of a red section, a dark red section, a white section, and a red section. Below the globe is the word "CLAYTON" written in stylized font. The "C" in "CLAYTON" is green with three white, horizontal lines dividing the "C" in half. The rest of the letters in "CLAYTON" are in navy blue, with the left arm of the "Y" in light blue and the right stem of the "N" in orange. Underneath that are the words "COUNTY" and "GEORGIA" written in stylized font in light blue with a red dot in between "COUNTY" and "GEORGIA." At the bottom are the words "Cc: Clayton connected" in stylized font in green. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark blue, light blue, orange, pale light blue, light green, violet, red, dark red, white, green, navy blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CLAYTON COUNTY", "GEORGIA" AND "CLAYTON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Promoting public awareness of county services and resources to county residents, including businesses
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jul. 07, 2020  In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7366
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BZ MOTORSPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97771157 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTORSPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring entertainment in the nature of online automobile exhibitions

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bailey Zimmerman Address Bailey Zimmerman 119 5th Avenue, 3rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BZ MOTORSPORTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97771166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;MOTORSPORTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Repair, maintenance, detailing and modification of automobiles; Automobile customization services; Providing a website featuring information related to automobile repair, maintenance, modification and customization

International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 | International Class Title | Construction and Repair

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Zimmerman</td>
<td>119 5th Avenue, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>10003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) Dali Tiger

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97774052 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kites; Balls for games; Building games; Candle holders for Christmas trees; Fidget toys; Rocking horses; Toy building blocks; Toy for pets; Toy models; Toy robots; Toy figures; Stuffed toys; Toy masks
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 02, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma, Xiaozhen Address Ma, Xiaozhen 701, Building 5, Lane 6 Shuidou Fuhao New Village, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TESLAONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97775168 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software in the nature of a mobile application for document management, workforce timekeeping and scheduling, analysis of employee time and activity, tracking purchase orders and returns, completing customizable comment forms, and database management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tesla, Inc. Address Tesla, Inc. 1 Tesla Road Austin TEXAS 78725 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038824.TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPEND FREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97776928 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Checking account services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Whatcom Educational Credit Union DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA WECU Address Whatcom Educational Credit Union 121 SW Morrison Street Suite 600 Portland OREGON 97204 Legal Entity credit union State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NIELSON, TARA R M
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97779330
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 03, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
- **Address**: W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. 555 Paper Mill Road Newark DELAWARE 19711
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GENAPH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97779823
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 03, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations for bladder cleansing
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Uro-Research, LLC
- **Address**: Uro-Research, LLC 5696 Longmont Drive Houston TEXAS 77056
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: GRFF:042

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EMPOWERING PEOPLE OF THE WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97781244 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of general interest; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to engage in electronic messaging, publishing, broadcasting and social networking; Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web site users to upload, post and display online videos for sharing with others for entertainment purposes; Providing a website that gives users the ability to review various print, photographic, graphic image, and audio and video content and utilize a custom template to provide input, likes, dislikes, edits, changes, modifications, opinions, suggestions, and comments and engage in social, business and community networking; Providing customer-defined generated content and content of others automatically selected and customized based on the known or estimated geographical location of an Internet, mobile telephone or other wired or wireless digital network based customer; Providing electronic verification of on-line orders of digital content and generating electronic permission codes which then allow users to access said digital content; Providing information relating to on-line non-downloadable software to facilitate electronic communication between individuals provided via the Internet
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dylan Delancey Address Dylan Delancey 3965 W 83rd St #198 Prairie Village KANSAS 66208 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NIELSON, TARA R M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ORICLIMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97781598 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat beds; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Nesting boxes for household pets; Non-metal pet kennel with pet-actuated entry; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees; Pet ramps; Scratching posts for cats
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 26, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tianjin Chongwang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Tianjin Chongwang Trading Co., Ltd. 0284-2 7F, No. 129 Dongma Road Nankai District Tianjin CHINA 300110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BD-230206-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CLVD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97781940 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of sports, entertainment, popular culture and current events; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, event watch parties, birthday parties, fund-raisers, holiday parties and other social events, for others; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Production of podcasts; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications and multimedia content in the nature of non-downloadable videos, articles, podcasts, and images in the field of sports, entertainment, popular culture and current events; Providing an Internet website portal featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of sports, entertainment, popular culture and current events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Membership club services in the nature of providing discounts to members in the field of sports journalism, special event planning and dining; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring product reviews, testimonials and discount information; Promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BSN Live, Inc. Address BSN Live, Inc. 2239 E Colfax Ave Denver COLORADO 80206 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SONNGNN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97782226 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SONNGNN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed bases; Bed frames; Deck chairs; Mirrors; Stands for calculating machines; Television stands; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Fangliang Address No. 101, Yingbin Road, Chengguan Town, Tongxu County, Henan CHINA 475400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 996237

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) \textit{ER}

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97782372</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 06, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of a circle border with a reversed capital letter &quot;E&quot; and a capital &quot;R&quot; formed from the bottom of the &quot;E&quot;.</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Bottoms as clothing; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Sweat pants; Tops as clothing; Polo shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Angela D. James Address Angela D. James 1332 Winola Lane Birmingham ALABAMA 35235 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REPLIES FROM PEOPLE YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97783285
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 07, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; Audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet in the field of social networking, and communications; Broadcasting of video and audio programming over the Internet; Broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content provided via a video-on-demand service via the Internet; Chat room services for social networking; Electronic message transmission; Electronic messaging; Electronic messaging services; Electronic messaging system, namely, electronic queuing services; Electronic transmission of messages; Electronic transmission of voice, data and images by television and video broadcasting; Electronic transmission of messages and data; Electronic transmission of mail and messages; Electronic voice messaging, namely, the recording and subsequent transmission of voice messages by telephone; Electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, signals, and messages; Message sending and receiving services; Message sending, receiving and forwarding; Subscription television broadcasting; Transmission of location-based messaging; Transmission of messages over electronic media; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network featuring the uploaded, posted and tagged videos of others; Video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications network, namely, electronically transmitting video clips; Video broadcasting services via the Internet; Delivery of messages by electronic transmission; Internet based paging and alerting services, namely, providing a web site at which users can send messages to electronic paging devices; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; Providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; Telecommunication services, namely, providing electronic message alerts via the internet; Telecommunication services, namely, providing electronic message alerts via the internet notifying individuals of message information

- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Dylan Delancey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Dylan Delancey 3965 W 83rd St #198 Prairie Village KANSAS 66208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>NIELSON, TARA R M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ORANGINA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97783488</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 07, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Seedlings, live flowers, and living plants, excluding plant species of the gerbera and capsicum annuum genera. |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Schweppes International Limited |
| Address | Schweppes International Limited 7 Albemarle Street London UNITED KINGDOM W1S4HQ |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED KINGDOM |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | NO11836TUS |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEAN, AMY C |
正式名称: DR. JAY CALVERT'S NATURAL LIFT

申请号: 97783976
申请日: 2023年2月7日

注册信息

商标类型: 服务标志

公告日期: 2023年7月4日

原因: 对抗

商标字面: DR. JAY CALVERT'S NATURAL LIFT

是否为标准字符: 是

标志说明: 标志由标准字符组成，不包含任何特定的字体风格、大小或颜色。

标志类型: 4 - 标准字符标志

免责声明: "NATURAL LIFT"

名称同意: 名称、肖像和/或签名显示在标志中，表明Jay Calvert，其同意注册。

商品和服务信息

为: 美容手术服务和整形手术服务；面部和颈部提升手术

国际类: 44 - 主要类

美国类: 100, 101

国际类标题: 医疗、美容及农业服务

基础信息

ITU: 是

所有者信息

所有者名称: Calvert Enterprises, Inc.
地址: Calvert Enterprises, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212

实体: 公司

州/国家: 加利福尼亚

律师信息

律师: DUBIN, DAVID I
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**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** THE NATURAL LIFT BY DR. JAY CALVERT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97783991
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 07, 2023
- **Register Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NATURAL LIFT"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jay Calvert, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetic surgery services and plastic surgery services; Facial cosmetic and plastic surgery rejuvenation operations, namely, cosmetic surgery services being face and neck lift procedures
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Calvert Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: Calvert Enterprises, Inc. c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARP & GUILE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97784085</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Barber shop services; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials; Hair salon services; Hair salon services, namely, hair cutting, styling, coloring, and hair extension services; Manicure services; Men's grooming services featuring haircuts, shaves, manicures, massages, face treatments; Pedicure services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently ITU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sageworks LLC</td>
<td>Sageworks LLC 541 William Street Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22401</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97784140 Application Filing Date: Feb. 07, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of image of a shield with a check mark cutout within the shield. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of general interest; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to engage in electronic messaging, publishing, broadcasting, and social networking; Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web site users to upload, post and display online videos for sharing with others for entertainment purposes; Providing a website that gives users the ability to review various print, photographic, graphic image, and audio and video content and utilize a custom template to provide input, likes, dislikes, edits, changes, modifications, opinions, suggestions, and comments and engage in social, business and community networking; Providing customer-defined generated content and content of others automatically selected and customized based on the known or estimated geographical location of an Internet, mobile telephone or other wired or wireless digital network based customer; Providing electronic verification of on-line orders of digital content and generating electronic permission codes which then allow users to access said digital content; Providing information relating to on-line non-downloadable software to facilitate electronic communication between individuals provided via the Internet
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARK LITERAL(S) MKO MELT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97786334 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0136207/| International Registration Number Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5158235

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical compositions in solid form for oral administration prior to, during, or after a surgical procedure for conscious sedation
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce May 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Melt Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Address Melt Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 102 Woodmont Blvd., Suite 610 Nashville TENNESSEE 37205 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109520XXXXXX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PETE'S SPORTING LOUNGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97787738  Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2023  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SPORTING LOUNGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment, namely, live music concerts including live variety shows in the nature of musical productions, improvisational music programs; social events, namely, arranging, organizing and hosting parties, get-togethers in the nature of karoke parties, birthday parties and social entertainment events for corporate businesses

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Restaurant and bar services

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PPB LICENSING, LLC  Address  PPB LICENSING, LLC  413 ROLLING GREEN DRIVE  LAKEWAY TEXAS  78734  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COVERAGE BEYOND THE EXPECTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97788565  Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For telecommunications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, data, text, images, video, music, information, facsimiles, advertising, gaming and graphics via telecommunications networks; wireless telecommunications services, namely, two-way real-time transmission of voice, audio, video and data between wireless telecommunications devices; providing multiple-user access to a network that facilitates wireless communications between electronic devices; Wireless roaming services, namely, network roaming services provided as part of wireless internet services; wireless roaming services, namely, providing access to cellular telecommunications networks

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name T-Mobile USA, Inc. Address T-Mobile USA, Inc. 12920 S.E. 38th Street Bellevue WASHINGTON 98006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COVERAGE BEYOND EXPECTATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97788569 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For telecommunications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, data, text, images, video, music, information, facsimiles, advertising, gaming and graphics via telecommunications networks; wireless telecommunications services, namely, two-way real-time transmission of voice, audio, video and data between wireless telecommunications devices; providing multiple-user access to a network that facilitates wireless communications between electronic devices; Wireless roaming services, namely, network roaming services provided as part of wireless internet services; wireless roaming services, namely, providing access to cellular telecommunications networks

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name T-Mobile USA, Inc. Address T-Mobile USA, Inc. 12920 S.E. 38th Street Bellevue WASHINGTON 98006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** L-LOUD SILENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97788912  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 09, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics  
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ronald L. Corbitt II  
- **Address**: Ronald L. Corbitt II 1397 Winston Rd South Euclid OHIO 44121  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGH, DEEP K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOW SERVING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97790177
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 10, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**
- **In Commerce**
- **First Use**: Apr. 18, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: McDONALD'S CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA McDonald's Corporation
- **Address**: McDONALD'S CORPORATION 110 N. CARPENTER STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60607
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: O'NEILL, MARY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** NOW SERVING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of food donation; Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects

| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | McDONALD'S CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA McDonald's Corporation |
| **Address** | McDONALD'S CORPORATION 110 N. CARPENTER STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60607 |
| **Legal Entity** | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | O'NEILL, MARY K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LIL DONKEYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97791807 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5272387

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For virtual restaurant services, namely, operating a virtual restaurant online featuring home delivery and take-out restaurant services; restaurant, bar, and catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 28, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bien Trucha IP, Inc. Address Bien Trucha IP, Inc. 410 W. State St. Geneva ILLINOIS 60134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52153/459868

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIVEROAM'R

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97792015</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 13, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Artificial fishing lures |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Plastic Research and Development Corporation | DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA PRADCO | Address | Plastic Research and Development Corporation | Legal Service 5724 Highway 280 East Birmingham ALABAMA | 35242 Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARKANSAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | P 1064 |
| Examining Attorney | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUMBLEBEE ACADEMY BY THE INDIGO PHOENIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97793272 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of self-improvement, emotional intelligence, pet-care, philosophy and arts; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of self-improvement, emotional intelligence, pet-care, philosophy and arts; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring self-improvement, emotional intelligence, pet-care, philosophy and arts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Indigo Phoenix, LLC Address The Indigo Phoenix, LLC 815 East Church St. Bartow FLORIDA 33830 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** INSTAX UP!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97793499  Application Filing Date: Feb. 14, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark

Trademark Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Management and compilation of computerised databases; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; Systematization of data in computer databases; Management of computerised files; Business management analysis; Business consultancy; Business management; Market analysis and research services; Provision of information concerning commercial sales; Copying of documents; Office functions in the nature of filing documents; Office functions in the nature of filing magnetic tapes; Compiling of information into computer databases; Business operation of data processing apparatus, namely, computers, typewriters, data processors and office machines for others; Data processing; Data systematization in computer databases; Data management services for use in the photographic industry, namely, electronic data collection; Online advertising and promotional services; Provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; Organization of events for business purposes, namely, promoting the sale of goods and services; Computerized and central file management and business file management; Retail store services and wholesale store services featuring downloadable images, videos, texts and avatar files; Retail and wholesale store services for computer software, computers, computer peripheral devices, tablet computers, computer terminals, printers, scanners and electronic machines, apparatus and their structural parts; Retail and wholesale store services for cameras, digital cameras, photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures, cameras for self-developing film, camera lenses, mount adapters for cameras, camera flashes, cases adapted for cameras, camera lens filters, blower brushes for cameras, tripods for cameras, straps for camera, structural parts and fittings for cameras, and other photographic machines and apparatus; Retail and wholesale store services for photographic supplies; Retail and wholesale store services for digital cameras, mobile phones, covers for digital cameras, cases for digital cameras, covers for mobile phones, cases for mobile phones, straps for digital cameras, straps for mobile phones, digital photo frames, other telecommunication machines and apparatus; Retail and wholesale store services for personal digital assistants, portable information terminal devices, smartphones, covers for smartphones, cases for smartphones, straps for smartphones; Retail and wholesale store services for paper and cardboard; Retail and wholesale store services for pens, albums, mini photograph albums, photograph storage boxes, photograph storage can cases, photo film storage boxes, photo film storage can cases, photo
film, decorative stickers for cameras, decorative stickers for photographs and other stationery; Retail and wholesale store services for photographs, films for photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures, films for cameras for self-developing film, photographic films and photo frames; Retail and wholesale store services for photograph frames; Rental of printers and scanners being office equipment.

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For Downloadable and recorded computer programs for mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for scanning, uploading, viewing, editing, and storing photos and images; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for scanning, uploading, reviewing, editing, linking and storing printed photographs; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for creating, developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for enhancing the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Downloadable and recorded computer software for mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for scanning, uploading, viewing, editing, and storing photos and images; Downloadable and recorded computer software for scanning, uploading, reviewing, editing, linking and storing printed photographs; Downloadable and recorded computer software for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Downloadable and recorded computer software for processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Downloadable and recorded computer software for creating, developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Downloadable and recorded computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Downloadable computer software for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Downloadable and recorded computer software for mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for scanning, uploading, viewing, editing, and storing photos and images; Downloadable and recorded augmented reality software for playing games; Downloadable and recorded computer software for editing and compositing captured digital images; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for image recognition; Downloadable and recorded computer programs and software for image processing; Downloadable and recorded computer software for creating, viewing, managing, trading and collecting three-dimensional shape data of sound, music, images, videos, texts and avatar files; Downloadable and recorded software that allows users to purchase goods from an online retail store; Downloadable and recorded application software to scan, upload, review, edit, link and store printed photographs; Downloadable and recorded application software for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Downloadable and recorded application software to enable the processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Downloadable and recorded application software for creating, developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Downloadable and recorded application software to
enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Downloadable and recorded application software for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Computers; Computer peripheral devices; Tablet computers; Computer terminals; Scanners; Image sensors, other than for medical use; Raster image processors; Photocopying machines; Photo and document printers; Video printers; Wireless portable documents and photo printers for use with mobile devices; Digital photo printers; Digital color printers for photos; Photo printers; Photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures; Cameras for self-developing film; Cameras; Video cameras; Still image cameras; Camera lenses; Close-up lenses; Mount adapters for attaching objectives on cameras; Camera flashes; Cases adapted for cameras; Filters for cameras; Tripods for cameras; Straps for cameras; Structural parts and fittings for cameras; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical receivers, optical filters, and optical lenses; Digital cameras; Digital video cameras; Digital still image cameras; Surveillance cameras; Personal digital assistants; Smartphones; Mobile phones; Covers for smartphones; Cases for smartphones; Mobile phone covers; Cases for mobile phones; Covers adapted for mobile devices, namely, mobile phones and tablets; Cases adapted for mobile devices, namely, mobile phones and tablets; Straps for smartphones; Straps for mobile phones; Straps adapted for mobile devices, namely, mobile phones and tablets; Digital photo frames; Telecommunications apparatus and instruments, namely, telecommunications transmitters, telecommunications cables, portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Audio recorders; Camcorders; Video recorders; Tape recorders; Sound transmitting apparatus; Sound reproduction apparatus; Downloadable image files of avatars for use in virtual environments; Downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio, video, games and Internet Web links in the field of photography; Downloadable music files; Pre-recorded video discs, video recording and video tapes in the field of photography; Downloadable graphic design templates; Electric cables; Printer cables

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**

Rental of document and photo scanners; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for viewing, storing, editing, organizing and retrieving images; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in image editing and management; Providing a web hosting platform for photography enthusiasts; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Providing on-line non-downloadable augmented reality software for simulating real world experiences in the field of photography; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for editing and compositing captured digital images; Electronic storage of text data, image data, audio data, video data and electronic data; Electronic data storage services for archiving electronic data; Cloud storage services for electronic data; Rental of server memory space; Server hosting; Electronic storage of digital audio files; Electronic storage of data; Electronic storage of digital images; Electronic storage of digital videos; Electronic storage of digital photographs; Electronic storage of documents; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for scanning, uploading, reviewing, editing, linking and storing printed photographs; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs to enable the processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for creating, developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text,
audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; Computer technology consultancy; Technological consulting services for digital transformation; Computer-aided design services; Development of computer platforms; Creation, design, development and maintenance of web sites for third parties; Provision of information relating to computer programming via a website; Data conversion of personal electronic information into two-dimensional code; Data conversion of electronic information; Computer programming of software for image recognition purposes; Off-site data backup; Electronic data back-up services; Monitoring of computer system operation by remote access; Computer system analysis and providing information in the field of computer system analysis; Internet security consultancy; Providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for hosting, managing and organizing virtual events and chat rooms for registered users; Providing a web site for the electronic storage of digital photographs and videos; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for creating, viewing, managing, trading and collecting three-dimensional shape data of sound, music, images, videos, texts and avatar files; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for creating, viewing, managing, trading and collecting data, music, images, videos, texts and avatar files; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management; Providing online non-downloadable computer networking software; Providing online non-downloadable computer programs for image recognition; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer programs and software for image processing; Providing on-line non-downloadable software that allows users to purchase goods from an online retail store; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for electronic data storage and management of image data, audio data, text data, video data and electronic data; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Hosting computer websites; Rental of computers; IT consulting services relating to installation, maintenance and repair of computer software.

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** FUJIFILM Corporation **Address** FUJIFILM Corporation 26-30, Nishiiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo JAPAN 106-8620 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 070421.2789

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KRASS, KRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INSTAX UP!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97793504 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word instax in stylized black letters above the word UP! in red letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Management and compilation of computerised databases; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; Systematization of data in computer databases; Management of computerised files; Business management analysis; Business consultancy; Business management; Market analysis and research services; Provision of information concerning commercial sales; Copying of documents; Office functions in the nature of filing documents; Office functions in the nature of filing magnetic tapes; Compiling of information into computer databases; Business operation of data processing apparatus, namely, computers, typewriters, data processors and office machines for others; Data processing; Data systematization in computer databases; Data management services for use in the photographic industry, namely, electronic data collection; Online advertising and promotional services; Provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; Organization of events for business purposes, namely, promoting the sale of goods and services; Computerized and central file management and business file management; Retail store services and wholesale store services featuring downloadable images, videos, texts and avatar files; Retail and wholesale store services for computer software, computers, computer peripheral devices, tablet computers, computer terminals, printers, scanners and electronic machines, apparatus and their structural parts; Retail and wholesale store services for cameras, digital cameras, photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures, cameras for self-developing film, camera lenses, mount adapters for cameras, camera flashes, cases adapted for cameras, camera lens filters, blower brushes for cameras, tripods for cameras, straps for camera, structural parts and fittings for cameras, and other photographic machines and apparatus; Retail and wholesale store services for photographic supplies; Retail and wholesale store services for digital cameras, mobile phones, covers for digital cameras, cases for digital cameras, covers for mobile phones, cases for mobile phones, straps for digital cameras, straps for mobile phones, digital photo frames, other telecommunication machines and apparatus; Retail and wholesale store services for personal digital assistants, portable
information terminal devices, smartphones, covers for smartphones, cases for smartphones, straps for smartphones; Retail and wholesale store services for paper and cardboard; Retail and wholesale store services for pens, albums, mini photograph albums, photograph storage boxes, photograph storage can cases, photo film storage boxes, photo film storage can cases, photo film, decorative stickers for cameras, decorative stickers for photographs and other stationery; Retail and wholesale store services for photographs, films for photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures, films for cameras for self-developing film, photographic films and photo frames; Retail and wholesale store services for photograph frames; Rental of printers and scanners being office equipment

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Downloadable and recorded computer programs for mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for scanning, uploading, viewing, editing, and storing photos and images; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for scanning, uploading, reviewing, editing, linking and storing printed photographs; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for creating, developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for enhancing the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Downloadable and recorded computer software for mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for scanning, uploading, viewing, editing, and storing photos and images; Downloadable and recorded computer software for scanning, uploading, reviewing, editing, linking and storing printed photographs; Downloadable and recorded computer software for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Downloadable and recorded computer software for processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Downloadable and recorded computer software for creating, developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Downloadable and recorded computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Downloadable computer software for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Downloadable and recorded application software for mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for scanning, uploading, viewing, editing, and storing photos and images; Downloadable and recorded augmented reality software for playing games; Downloadable and recorded computer software for editing and compositing captured digital images; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for image recognition; Downloadable and recorded computer programs and software for image processing; Downloadable and recorded computer software for creating, viewing, managing, trading and collecting three-dimensional shape data of sound, music, images, videos, texts and avatar files; Downloadable and recorded software that allows users to purchase goods from an online retail store; Downloadable and recorded application software to scan, upload, review, edit, link and store printed photographs; Downloadable and recorded application software for editing texts, images, sound, and video; Downloadable and recorded application software to enable the
processing, transmission and printing of photographic images; Downloadable and recorded application software for creating,
developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing,
transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Downloadable and recorded application software to
enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still
images and moving pictures; Downloadable and recorded application software for mobile phones, smartphones, computers,
tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and
printers; Computers; Computer peripheral devices; Tablet computers; Computer terminals; Scanners; Image sensors, other than
for medical use; Raster image processors; Photocopying machines; Photo and document printers; Video printers; Wireless
portable documents and photo printers for use with mobile devices; Digital photo printers; Digital color printers for photos;
Photo printers; Photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures; Cameras for self-developing film; Cameras; Video
cameras; Still image cameras; Camera lenses; Close-up lenses; Mount adapters for attaching objectives on cameras; Camera
flashes; Cases adapted for cameras; Filters for cameras; Tripods for cameras; Straps for cameras; Structural parts and fittings
for cameras; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical receivers, optical filters, and optical lenses; Digital cameras;
Digital video cameras; Digital still image cameras; Surveillance cameras; Personal digital assistants; Smartphones; Mobile
phones; Covers for smartphones; Cases for smartphones; Mobile phone covers; Cases for mobile phones; Covers adapted for
mobile devices, namely, mobile phones and tablets; Cases adapted for mobile devices, namely, mobile phones and tablets;
Straps for smartphones; Straps for mobile phones; Straps adapted for mobile devices, namely, mobile phones and tablets;
Digital photo frames; Telecommunications apparatus and instruments, namely, telecommunications transmitters,
telematicscables, portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Audio recorders; Camcorders; Video
recorders; Tape recorders; Sound transmitting apparatus; Sound reproduction apparatus; Downloadable image files of avatars
for use in virtual environments; Downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio, video, games and Internet Web
links in the field of photography; Downloadable music files; Pre-recorded video discs, video recording and video tapes in the
field of photography; Downloadable graphic design templates; Electric cables; Printer cables

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

For Rental of document and photo scanners; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for
viewing, storing, editing, organizing and retrieving images; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in
image editing and management; Providing a web hosting platform for photography enthusiasts; Computer services, namely,
cloud hosting provider services; Providing on-line non-downloadable augmented reality software for simulating real world
experiences in the field of photography; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for editing and
compositing captured digital images; Electronic storage of text data, image data, audio data, video data and electronic data;
Electronic data storage services for archiving electronic data; Cloud storage services for electronic data; Rental of server
memory space; Server hosting; Electronic storage of digital audio files; Electronic storage of data; Electronic storage of digital
images; Electronic storage of digital videos; Electronic storage of digital photographs; Electronic storage of documents;
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for scanning, uploading, reviewing, editing, linking and
storing printed photographs; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for editing texts, images,
sound, and video; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs to enable the processing, transmission
and printing of photographic images; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for creating,
developing, scanning, storing, managing, manipulating, processing, transforming, deploying, distributing, displaying, sharing, transmitting and printing textual, audio, visual and photographic contents; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, tablet computers, tablet terminals and mobile devices for remotely controlling the operation of digital cameras, scanners and printers; Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; Computer technology consultancy; Technological consulting services for digital transformation; Computer-aided design services; Development of computer platforms; Creation, design, development and maintenance of web sites for third parties; Provision of information relating to computer programming via a website; Data conversion of personal electronic information into two-dimensional code; Data conversion of electronic information; Computer programming of software for image recognition purposes; Off-site data backup; Electronic data back-up services; Monitoring of computer system operation by remote access; Computer system analysis and providing information in the field of computer system analysis; Internet security consultancy; Providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for hosting, managing and organizing virtual events and chat rooms for registered users; Providing a web site for the electronic storage of digital photographs and videos; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for creating, viewing, managing, trading and collecting three-dimensional shape data of sound, music, images, videos, texts and avatar files; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for creating, viewing, managing, trading and collecting data, music, images, videos, texts and avatar files; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management; Providing online non-downloadable computer networking software; Providing online non-downloadable computer programs for image recognition; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer programs and software for image processing; Providing on-line non-downloadable software that allows users to purchase goods from an online retail store; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for electronic data storage and management of image data, audio data, text data, video data and electronic data; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Hosting computer websites; Rental of computers; IT consulting services relating to installation, maintenance and repair of computer software

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** FUJIFILM Corporation **Address** FUJIFILM Corporation 26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo JAPAN 106-8620 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 070421.2790

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** KRASS, KRISTINA M
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
INTERPRETATIONS

### Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 97793692 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Feb. 14, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### Goods and Services Information

| **For** | Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics |
| **International Classes** | 3 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |

### Basis Information

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

### Owner Information

| **Owner Name** | Ronald L. Corbitt II |
| **Address** | Ronald L. Corbitt II 1397 Winston Rd South Euclid OHIO 44121 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

### Examining Attorney

| **Examining Attorney** | SINGH, DEEP K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLATRUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97794824 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation and maintenance of solar energy based power plants; Installation and maintenance of solar thermal installations; Installation and maintenance of photovoltaic/solar thermal hybrid installations; Installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; Installation of solar heating systems; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar collectors; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar energy systems; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power, solar collectors and photovoltaic modules; Removal and reinstallation of solar panels; Repair and installation services, namely, the installation of heating, cooling and environmental control systems primarily using solar energy, renewable energy resources and rainwater

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Southern Solar, LLC Address Southern Solar, LLC 8805 North Tarrant Parkway, Suite 100 North Richland Hills TEXAS Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**Mark Literal(s)** WALMART WELL

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1783039, 3612345, 3612344 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial services, namely, providing electronic credit card, debit card, gift card, and pre-paid purchase cards for the purchase of goods and services in-store, and electronically via the internet, mobile phone, and smart phone; stored value prepaid card services, namely, processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards or reloads made to prepaid cards
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **For**: Retail and on-line retail grocery store services; retail and on-line retail grocery store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of a wide variety of consumer goods of others; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs, namely, promoting the sale of goods and services of others through promotional contests
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Walmart Apollo, LLC
- **Address**: 702 SW 8th Street, MS 0215 Bentonville ARKANSAS
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 81475677
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WALMART WELLNESS BENEFITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97795587 Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "WELLNESS BENEFITS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1783039, 3612345, 3612344 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial services, namely, providing electronic credit card, debit card, gift card, and pre-paid purchase cards for the purchase of goods and services in-store, and electronically via the internet, mobile phone, and smart phone; stored value prepaid card services, namely, processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards or reloads made to prepaid cards International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Retail and on-line retail grocery store services; retail and on-line retail grocery store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of a wide variety of consumer goods of others; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs, namely, promoting the sale of goods and services of others through promotional contests International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Walmart Apollo, LLC Address  Walmart Apollo, LLC  702 SW 8th Street, MS 0215  Bentonville ARKANSAS  72716 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  81475674
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ÂME ATENDRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97796152
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 15, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word ÂME in the mark is "soul"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Drinking glasses; trays for domestic purposes, not of metal; leather coasters; leather place mats; place mats, not of paper or textile; cake stands; serving spoons; serving trays; napkin holders; flower vases; bowls; plates; coffee services in the nature of tableware; coffee cups; teacups; mugs; candlesticks; coasters, not paper or textile |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

| For | Table napkins of textile; textile tablecloths; textile place mats; coasters of textile; tablecloths, not of paper |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |

| For | Paper napkins; coasters of paper or cardboard; place mats made of paper or cardboard; paper tablecloths |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |

| For | Dividers for drawers; furniture |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |

| For | Providing a website featuring information in the field of entertaining; providing a website featuring information in the field of arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social events |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
For Candles

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 6, 15

**International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

For Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 23, 28, 44

**International Class Title**: Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Bark Outdoors, LLC  **Address**: Bark Outdoors, LLC  8785 Lookout Ln  Park City  UTAH  84098  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97796730</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 15, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: BLUE SKY GREEN EARTH

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Claimed Ownership of US Registrations

| 5887905 |

## Goods and Services Information

For Blank paper notebooks; Loose-leaf binders; Printed calendars; Printed notebooks; Printed daily planners; Printed day planners; Printed desktop planners; Ring binders; Three-ring binders

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Downloadable printable planners and organizers; Downloadable printable calendars; Downloadable printable notebooks; Electronic day planners and organizers

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

## Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Blue Sky the Color of Imagination, LLC

**Address**: Blue Sky the Color of Imagination, LLC 410 Exchange, Suite 250 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92602

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 105.00501

**Examinining Attorney**: CLARK, MICHAEL J.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
OPPORTUNITY ONE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97798227</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### For
Banking services; Online banking services; Internet banking services; Mobile banking services; Checking account banking services; Savings account banking services; Checking and savings banking services; ATM banking services; Credit card payment processing services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### First Use
Jul. 06, 2022

### In Commerce
Jul. 06, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently Use
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Bank Corporation</td>
<td>DBA Independent Bank</td>
<td>4200 East Beltline Avenue, Grand Rapids, MICHIGAN 49525</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

### Docket Number
OppOne-wm-36

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OPPORTUNITY ONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97798251 Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "OPPORTUNITY ONE", wherein "OPPORTUNITY" is presented in title case and "ONE" is presented in bolded and capitalized letters with the "E" comprising three vertically stacked and equal-width horizontal lines. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banking services; Online banking services; Internet banking services; Mobile banking services; Checking account banking services; Savings account banking services; Checking and savings banking services; ATM banking services; Credit card payment processing services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Independent Bank Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Independent Bank Address  Independent Bank Corporation  4200 East Beltline Avenue  Grand Rapids  MICHIGAN  49525 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  OppOne-dm-36

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COVERAGE ABOVE AND BEYOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97799580 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COVERAGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For telecommunications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, data, text, images, video, music, information, facsimiles, advertising, gaming and graphics via telecommunications networks; wireless telecommunications services, namely, two-way real-time transmission of voice, audio, video and data between wireless telecommunications devices; providing multiple-user access to a network that facilitates wireless communications between electronic devices; Wireless roaming services, namely, network roaming services provided as part of wireless internet services; wireless roaming services, namely, providing access to cellular telecommunications networks
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name T-Mobile USA, Inc. Address T-Mobile USA, Inc. 12920 S.E. 38th Street Bellevue WASHINGTON 98006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97799586  
Application Filing Date: Feb. 17, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer: "COVERAGE"

Goods and Services Information

For: telecommunications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, data, text, images, video, music, information, facsimiles, advertising, gaming and graphics via telecommunications networks; wireless telecommunications services, namely, two-way real-time transmission of voice, audio, video and data between wireless telecommunications devices; providing multiple-user access to a network that facilitates wireless communications between electronic devices; Wireless roaming services, namely, network roaming services provided as part of wireless internet services; wireless roaming services, namely, providing access to cellular telecommunications networks

International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 104  
International Class Title: Communication

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: T-Mobile USA, Inc.  
Address: T-Mobile USA, Inc.  12920 S.E. 38th Street  Bellevue  WASHINGTON 98006  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: EUBANK, REBECCA A
TM 6177 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SOLATRUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97800632  Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a globe split by a lightning bolt, with half of a sun to one side of the lightning bolt, and th other side of the globe in a grid pattern, with the word "SolaTrue" to the right.  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation and maintenance of solar energy based power plants; Installation and maintenance of solar thermal installations; Installation and maintenance of photovoltaic/solar thermal hybrid installations; Installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; Installation of solar heating systems; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar collectors; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar energy systems; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power; Installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power, solar collectors and photovoltaic modules; Removal and reinstallation of solar panels; Repair and installation services, namely, the installation of heating, cooling and environmental control systems primarily using solar energy, renewable energy resources and rainwater
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Southern Solar, LLC  Address Southern Solar, LLC  8805 North Tarrant Parkway, Suite 100 North Richland Hills  TEXAS
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PASCUA YAQUI TRIBE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION HIAKI UTTE'AK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97800779 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular seal design with concentric circles surrounding a side view of a hummingbird with open-spread wings at the center. A portion of one hummingbird wing extends through the circle at the upper left edge. The words, "PASCUA YAQUI TRIBE" appear in an arc at the top of the mark inside the concentric circles. The words, "DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION" appear in an arc at the bottom of the concentric circles. On the left hand side of the mark, the word, "HIAKI" appears in an arc inside the concentric circles. On the right hand side of the mark, the word, "UTTE'AK" appears in an arc inside the concentric circles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRIBE" AND "DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION"
Translation The English translation of "HIAKI UTTE'AK" in the mark is "YAQUI STRONG" in the native Yoeme language of the Tribe.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, early childhood instruction services; preschool, K-12, community-based and adult education services in the nature of providing early childhood instruction, kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) services in the nature of online and in person tutoring based on student need and academic readiness in the nature of academic tutoring in a wide variety of academic subjects and online and in person standardized test preparation tutoring programs; mentoring in the field of career planning, academic services and social/emotional growth, community-based vocational instruction in the field of HVAC, obtaining a commercial driver's license (CDL), mechanics, computers and technology in the nature of computer information systems, computer and information technology, programming and IT support, nursing, and early childhood education; post-secondary higher education services in the nature of advisement, namely, educational counseling services to assist students in career and educational planning and dual enrollment offerings in the nature of job training, education development, and general education requirement courses, at the high school, college, and post-graduate level; providing high-school and college-level general education requirements reading, writing, mathematics and foreign language courses; conducting college workshops in the field of wellness and self-care, and financial education; conducting in-person community forums regarding choices in higher education, early education, K-12 education and continuing education; workforce
development training services in the areas of basic computer skills, resume workshops, leadership development, and financial education; providing educational resources and support tools in the nature of Hiaki language courses, homework help for K-12 students, and cultural workshops and activities in the nature of traditional art, historical presentations, and cooking demonstrations to share and preserve the Hiaki language, culture history, and improve economic opportunity for tribal members; Hiaki educational services in the form of language preservation and translation services and providing information, text, and curriculum about the Hiaki language and culture; educational services in the form of translating and making audio and video recordings of Hiaki language archival materials; educational services in the form of translating and making audio and video recordings of a library of Hiaki language and cultural materials to encourage the establishment of resource materials and programming to promote Hiaki language and culture; employment and training education services, namely, providing streamlined services to eligible individuals to reduce unemployment and promote advancement in the workforce by providing early exposure and early engagement activities through work experience internships and stackable credentialing, namely, providing training and courses and examination certifications in the fields of food handlers, CPR, First Aid, compliance with OSHA and HIPAA regulations, and training in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM), health sciences, computer science, and applied technology career pathways designed to encourage self-sufficiency and stable, high-growth, high pay opportunities for eligible individuals

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Archival services, namely, collection and storage of Hiaki language archival materials

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Pascua Yaqui Tribe **Address** Pascua Yaqui Tribe 7474 S. Camino De Oeste Tucson ARIZONA 85746

**Legal Entity** federally-recognized Indian tribe **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 152866-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97802144</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 20, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MOUTH"

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Dental care product for comprehensive oral health, namely, a multipurpose toothbrush
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

## Basis Information

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Brushtime Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Brushtime Enterprises, LLC 9199 Reisterstown Road Owing Mills MARYLAND 21117
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 103809-TBD

## Examining Attorney

- **Examiner Name**: JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BELDOGNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97805213</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 21, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Beldogne has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Electric massage apparatus for household use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>26, 39, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Fuzhou Mawei District Xieling Trading Co., Ltd. Address   Fuzhou Mawei District Xieling Trading Co., Ltd. 013, Commercial St, Jiangxin Dist, Tingjiang Branch Rd, Tingjiang Town, Mawei, Fuzhou, CHINA 350000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   WITKOWSKI, RYANMICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DROPSET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97806025  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Dec. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  adidas AG  Address  adidas AG  Adi-Dassler-Strasse 1  Herzogenaurach  FED REP GERMANY  91074
Legal Entity  aktiengesellschaft  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  J287-1907

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97806634 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a side view of a hummingbird with open-spread wings. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, early childhood instruction services; preschool, K-12, community-based and adult education services in the nature of providing early childhood instruction, kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) services in the nature of online and in person tutoring based on student need and academic readiness in the nature of academic tutoring in a wide variety of academic subjects and online and in person standardized test preparation tutoring programs; mentoring in the field of career planning, academic services and social/emotional growth, community-based vocational instruction in the field of HVAC, obtaining a commercial driver's license (CDL), mechanics, computers and technology in the nature of computer information systems, computer and information technology, programming and IT support, nursing, and early childhood education; post-secondary higher education services in the nature of advisement, namely, educational counseling services to assist students in career and educational planning and dual enrollment offerings in the nature of job training, education development, and general education requirement courses, at the high school, college, and post-graduate level; providing high-school and college-level general education requirements reading, writing, mathematics and foreign language courses; conducting college workshops in the field of wellness and self-care, and financial education; conducting in-person community forums regarding choices in higher education, early education, K-12 education and continuing education; workforce development training services in the areas of basic computer skills, resume workshops, leadership development, and financial education; providing educational resources and support tools in the nature of Hiaki language courses, homework help for K-12 students, and cultural workshops and activities in the nature of traditional art, historical presentations, and cooking demonstrations to share and preserve the Hiaki language, culture history, and improve economic opportunity for tribal members; Hiaki educational services in the form of language preservation and translation services and providing information, text, and curriculum about the Hiaki language and culture; educational services in the form of translating and making audio and video recordings of Hiaki language archival materials; educational services in the form of translating and making audio
and video recordings of a library of Hiaki language and cultural materials to encourage the establishment of resource materials and programming to promote Hiaki language and culture; employment and training education services, namely, providing streamlined services to eligible individuals to reduce unemployment and promote advancement in the workforce by providing early exposure and early engagement activities through work experience internships and stackable credentialing, namely, providing training and courses and examination certifications in the fields of food handlers, CPR, First Aid, compliance with OSHA and HIPAA regulations, and training in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM), health sciences, computer science, and applied technology career pathways designed to encourage self-sufficiency and stable, high-growth, high pay opportunities for eligible individuals.

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For** Archival services, namely, collection and storage of Hiaki language archival materials

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Pascua Yaqui Tribe  **Address**  Pascua Yaqui Tribe  7474 S. Camino De Oeste  Tucson  ARIZONA  85746

**Legal Entity**  federally-recognized Indian tribe  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  152866-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  HUYA MIISIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97806669  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, early childhood instruction services; preschool, K-12, community-based and adult education services in the nature of providing early childhood instruction, kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) services in the nature of online and in person tutoring based on student need and academic readiness in the nature of academic tutoring in a wide variety of academic subjects and online and in person standardized test preparation tutoring programs; mentoring in the field of career planning, academic services and social/emotional growth, community-based vocational instruction in the field of HVAC, obtaining a commercial driver's license (CDL), mechanics, computers and technology in the nature of computer information systems, computer and information technology, programming and IT support, nursing, and early childhood education; post-secondary higher education services in the nature of advisement, namely, educational counseling services to assist students in career and educational planning and dual enrollment offerings in the nature of job training, education development, and general education requirement courses, at the high school, college, and post-graduate level; providing high-school and college-level general education requirements reading, writing, mathematics and foreign language courses; conducting college workshops in the field of wellness and self-care, and financial education; conducting in-person community forums regarding choices in higher education, early education, K-12 education and continuing education; workforce development training services in the areas of basic computer skills, resume workshops, leadership development, and financial education; providing educational resources and support tools in the nature of Hiaki language courses, homework help for K-12 students, and cultural workshops and activities in the nature of traditional art, historical presentations, and cooking demonstrations to share and preserve the Hiaki language, culture history, and improve economic opportunity for tribal members; Hiaki educational services in the form of language preservation and translation services and providing information, text, and curriculum about the Hiaki language and culture; educational services in the form of translating and making audio and video recordings of Hiaki language archival materials; educational services in the form of translating and making audio and video recordings of a library of Hiaki language and cultural materials to encourage the establishment of resource materials and programming to promote Hiaki language and culture; employment and training education services, namely, providing
streamlined services to eligible individuals to reduce unemployment and promote advancement in the workforce by providing early exposure and early engagement activities through work experience internships and stackable credentialing, namely, providing training and courses and examination certifications in the fields of food handlers, CPR, First Aid, compliance with OSHA and HIPAA regulations, and training in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM), health sciences, computer science, and applied technology career pathways designed to encourage self-sufficiency and stable, high-growth, high pay opportunities for eligible individuals

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Archival services, namely, collection and storage of Hiaki language archival materials

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently ITU** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Pascua Yaqui Tribe  **Address** Pascua Yaqui Tribe  7474 S. Camino De Oeste  Tucson  ARIZONA  85746

**Legal Entity** federally-recognized Indian tribe  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 152866-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
COOLSHOT

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97806753  Application Filing Date: Feb. 22, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Downhole seismic data acquisition systems comprised of seismic detectors, electronic data recorders, computer hardware and recorded software for detecting and recording seismic activity
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information
Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Engineering Seismology Group Canada Inc.  Address: Engineering Seismology Group Canada Inc.  20 Hyperion Court  Kingston, Ontario  CANADA  K7K7K2  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 1284-0046US
Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TUFTINGUNION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97807727 Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, and saws; Bearings, as parts of machines; Bobbins for sewing machines; Bobbins for weaving looms; Braiding machines; Cutting machines; Electric glue guns; Electric scissors; Electric sewing machines; Electric shearing machines; Electrically-powered knitting machines; Electrically-powered textile printers; Felt carding machines; Hair shearing machines for animals; Hot melt glue guns; Knitting machines; Stitching machines; Yarn slivering and combing machines; Yarn spinning machine; Yarn winding machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Feb. 03, 2023 In Commerce  Feb. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhu, Xinyi Address  Zhu, Xinyi Rm. 202, Unit 5, Futao East Garden, No. 1018, Jintian Road, Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  787
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIDAHOGAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97807848 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-fatigue floor mats; Anti-slip floor mats; Bath mats; Beach mats; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors; Chair mats; Door mats; Door mats of textile; Floor mats in the nature of non-slip pads for use under apparatus to prevent slippage; Non-slip bathtub mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Non-slip mats for showers; Paper floor mats; Pet feeding mats; Pet litter pan floor mats; Plastic bath mats; Plastic floor mats; Rubber mats; Textile bath mats; Textile floor mats for use in the home
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jan. 18, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Zhongyou Aerospace Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Zhongyou Aerospace Technology C o., Ltd. Room 603,Unit 2,Building 4,Jiangnan Mingcheng,Ningwei St.,Xiaoshan District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK Literal(s)
FLEXCAT DEFEND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97808933
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 23, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Catalytic agents in the nature of activated fibers for use in catalytic processes; catalytic agents in the nature of catalyzed fibers for use in catalytic processes; catalytic agents in the nature of activated fiber compositions comprised of high surface area, porous inorganic fibers and an active agent for use in catalytic processes; catalytic agents in the nature of activated fiber compositions comprised of high surface area, porous inorganic fibers and an active agent for use in catalytic processes as filter elements, components of exhaust systems, catalytic support materials, papers, blankets, boards, mats, felts, textiles, 3D shapes, and films; catalysts for use in the manufacture of industrial chemicals; catalyst supports; catalytic agents in the nature of activated fibers formed into various sized three-dimensional shapes for use in catalytic processes
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Unifrax I LLC
- **Address**: Unifrax I LLC 600 Riverwalk Pkwy, Suite 120 Tonawanda NEW YORK 14150
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 118285.TA997

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
DOME FAUX'M

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97809019</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Jan. 31, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heady Brewing Company LLC</td>
<td>Heady Brewing Company LLC 2202 Dallas St Houston Texas 77002</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**Reason for Publication**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**  
M BLACK

---

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97809959</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 24, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5825248, 5148960

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Bath brushes; Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Bath sponges; Body scrubbing puffs; Nail brushes; Massage sponges
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes  | **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass  | **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2013 | **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2013
- **For**: Cosmetic bath salts; Bath soaps; Body butter; Body lotion; Body scrub; Bubble bath; Cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Foot scrubs; Gel eye masks; Pumice stones for personal use; Shampoos; Shower gel
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  | **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  | **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2013 | **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2013
- **For**: Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, nail and cuticle scissors, tweezers; Pedicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, nail and cuticle scissors, tweezers
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes  | **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44 | **International Class Title**: Hand Tools  | **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2013 | **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2013

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Best Accessory Group, LLC
- **Address**: Best Accessory Group, LLC 65 West 36th Street, 6th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10018
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: BAGL-54
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MILTONDUFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97811013 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; Spirits; Liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Allied Domecq Spirits & Wine Limited Address Allied Domecq Spirits & Wine Limited 20 Montford Place, Kennington London, England UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0023974.0215

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
THE ORIGINAL WHISKEY BALL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97813287</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Ice cube molds for freezers; Silicone ice cube molds; Ice sphere molds; Ice cube trays; Ice cube molds; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Ice cube moulds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Studio 320</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Studio 320 1590 Sunland Lane Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA 92626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HAN, DAWN L |

---

7436
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WELCOME TO YOUR WALMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97813537 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1783039, 3612345, 3612344 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; Retail automobile parts, supplies and accessories stores; Retail bakery shops; Retail delicatessen store services; Retail grocery stores; Retail pharmacy services; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail optical stores; Retail store services featuring electronics, appliances, indoor and outdoor furniture, home décor, toys, sporting goods, outdoor recreation, health, beauty and personal care products, household essentials, apparel, patio, garden, lawn care and landscaping products, home improvement products, grilling products, entertainment recordings, video games, books and publications, musical instruments, office supplies, arts and craft supplies, holiday and celebration supplies, jewelry, pet products; online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; Online retail automobile parts, supplies and accessories stores; Online retail bakery shops; Online retail delicatessen store services; Online retail grocery stores; Online retail pharmacy services; Online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Online retail optical stores; Online retail store services featuring electronics, appliances, indoor and outdoor furniture, patio, garden, lawn care and landscaping products, grilling products, home improvement products, home décor, toys, sporting goods, outdoor recreation, health, beauty and personal care products, household essentials, apparel, entertainment recordings, video games, books and publications, musical instruments, office supplies, arts and craft supplies, holiday and celebration supplies, jewelry, pet products

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Walmart Apollo, LLC
Address: Walmart Apollo, LLC
    702 SW 8th Street, MS 0215
    Bentonville, ARKANSAS 72716

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 81476660

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) UREYMX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97813838 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UREYMX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Briefcases; Reticules; Athletic bags; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Gentlemen's handbags; Hiking bags; Leather bags; Messenger bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Ruck sacks; Rucksacks for mountaineers; School bags; Shoulder bags International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Qingfang Address Lin, Qingfang No. 51 Tiantou Store Qinlin Village, Gaiwei Town Xianyou, Fujian CHINA 351200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### MARK LITERAL(s)
HANDYMOREY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97814653</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording HANDYMOREY has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Backpacks; Satchels; Amenity bags sold empty; Clutch bags; Coin purses; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Duffel bags; Fanny packs; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather bags and wallets; Shoulder bags; Textile shopping bags; Travel bags; Weekend bags; Wristlet bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** Feb. 20, 2023

**In Commerce** Feb. 20, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Jinhua Niuren Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address** Jinhua Niuren Trading Co., Ltd. Room 501, 5th Floor, No. 268, Liuyun Rd Xinshi Street, Wucheng District Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321019

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PETE'S DUELING PIANO BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97815167 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DUELING PIANO BAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live music concerts including live variety shows in the nature of musical productions, improvisational music programs; social events, namely, arranging, organizing and hosting parties, get-togethers in the nature of karoke parties, birthday parties and social entertainment events for corporate businesses
For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 31, 1992 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PPB LICENSING, LLC Address PPB LICENSING, LLC 413 ROLLING GREEN DRIVE LAKEWAY TEXAS 78734 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PPB-013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
TM 6196 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE INNER CIRCLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97818026 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorships featuring jewelry, namely, wedding bands, rings, bracelets, pendants, earrings, necklaces, brooches and pins
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Select Jewelry, Inc. Address Select Jewelry, Inc. 47-28 37th Street, 3rd Floor Long Island City NEW YORK 11101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TE/3526-312

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney OLANDRIA, WARREN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SABALI PURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97818813</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the stylized words "SABALI PURE" positioned with a stylized tree. The tree appears as a figurative tree with the tree trunk and branches representing a human figure supporting the crown of the tree. The tree roots extend downward and horizontally. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** The English translation of "SABALI" in the mark is PATIENCE; The wording "PURE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Cosmetic body care products, namely, deodorants, lip balm, lip hydrators, essential oils, body oils, non-medicated healing balms for use skin and lips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** May 15, 2021 **In Commerce** May 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SABALI PURE FACE &amp; BODY LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SABALI PURE FACE &amp; BODY LLC PO Box 13282 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TMCP-CWL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>RICHARDS, LESLIE L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EXUCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97819223 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical dressings; Medical and surgical dressings; Wound dressings; Surgical dressings
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sun Scientific, Inc. Address Sun Scientific, Inc. Suite LL11 - Attention Legal 145 Palisade Street Dobbs Ferry NEW YORK 10522 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SUN-072-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney HOPKINS, SARAH COLLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  CROW'S NEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97819604  Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in locating, tracking, identifying, analyzing and monitoring of maritime vessels and their presence, location, movement, and activities, and provision of imagery with respect to all of the foregoing; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in locating, tracking, identifying, analyzing and monitoring of off-shore oil drilling activity and the presence of oil and provision of imagery with respect to all of the foregoing
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc.  Address  Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc.  1300 W. 120th Avenue Westminster  COLORADO  80234  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1385333
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TARANTULASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97820337 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mascara
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Backup Beauty Inc. Address Backup Beauty Inc. 3104 E. Camelback Road, #973 Phoenix ARIZONA 850164502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59361.2600

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRUECONNECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97820381</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 02, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3703458, 0753313, 3100771 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** refrigerators, refrigeration equipment, namely, food and beverage chilling units, electric food and beverage coolers, ice machines, and freezers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>11 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Environmental Control Apparatus First Use</th>
<th>Feb. 17, 2023</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Feb. 17, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** True Manufacturing Co., Inc. **Address** True Manufacturing Co., Inc. 2001 East Terra Lane O'Fallon MISSOURI 63366 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TRUE TC11US2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LADNER, CHRISOPHER G
# Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97821586
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 03, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Alternative dispute resolution services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Jun. 03, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 03, 1996

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Becker, Marc
- **Address**: Floor 29, 20 N Clark St, Chicago, ILLINOIS 60602
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLAZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97821904 Application Filing Date  Mar. 03, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dental apparatus and instruments; endodontic apparatus and instruments
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Edge Endo, LLC Address  Edge Endo, LLC Suite 100 5600 Wyoming Blvd NE Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87109 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2303394

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPOTNANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97822274 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SPOTNANA" in red stylized form. The color white represents background and is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing travel management services to businesses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 27, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2021

For Travel arrangement services; Arranging and booking of travel reservations for transportation
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 27, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2021

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use by businesses and users to search travel information, provide travel news and updates, and manage travel bookings; Providing a website featuring technology to enable users to book travel and short-term accommodation; Platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for online booking of temporary lodging and for allowing users to access information in the field of vacation rentals as temporary living accommodations and temporary lodging
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 27, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2021

For Providing online reservation services for temporary accommodation and short-term lodging; Providing online booking services for vacation rentals as temporary living accommodations for vacation
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 27, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Spotnana Technology, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Spotnana Technology, Inc. 12 Greenway Plaza 1100 Houston TExAS 77046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>9682-50304</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BELUGA ADRIATIC BOTANICALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97822664 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BELUGA" above a circle with a wavy design, and a sea creature on the circle. The words "ADRIATIC BOTANICALS" are inside a rectangular frame below the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ADRIATIC BOTANICALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Liqueurs; Vodka; Alcoholic bitters; Pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; Prepared alcoholic cocktail International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCILLARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED Address SCILLARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED Arch.Makariou III, 206 Chrysalia Court, 5th floor Limassol CYPRUS 3030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CYPRUS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0233.0046TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  TREMEC ELEVATING PERFORMANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97824604</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 06, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of Stylized text "TREMEC" above a horizontal line and the text "Elevating Performance" below the horizontal line. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Advertising services; management, organization, and administration of commercial businesses; business administration and office work |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently ITU | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | GRUPO KUO, S.A.B. DE C.V. | Address | GRUPO KUO, S.A.B. DE C.V. | Paseo de los Tamarindos 400-B, 31st Floo | Cuajimalpa Mexico City | MEXICO | 05120 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| Organized | MEXICO |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 1373983 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SAINT ALEXANDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97825127 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mail order services featuring clothing; On-line ordering services featuring clothing; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing; Providing consumer product information relating to clothing; Retail clothing stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Blouses; Coats; Dresses; Hoodies; Jeans; Leggings; Pants; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Sweaters; Trousers; Belts for clothing; Clothing jackets; Gloves as clothing; Headwear, namely, hats, caps and beanies; Polo shirts; T-shirts; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lee, Isaiah Address Lee, Isaiah 1387 Birchmount Road Scarborough CANADA M1p2e2 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TIAIR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97826355
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 07, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Spare Automobile tires
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ZuMedia Inc.
- **Address**: ZuMedia Inc. 1180 6TH AVENUE New York NEW YORK 10036
- **Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 88928-46

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TYAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97826389 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spare Automobile tires
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZuMedia Inc. Address ZuMedia Inc. 1180 6TH AVENUE New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 88928-45

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TEANMLIGH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97827359 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TEANMLIGH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Lamps; Ceiling light fittings; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamp shades; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED flashlights; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light bulbs; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gu, Chengbo Address Gu, Chengbo No. 35, Houliang Village Lingshan Town, Meilan District Haikou, Hainan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BRITE HARVEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97829230  Application Filing Date  Mar. 08, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "BRITE" above a circle. The circle is behind a rectangle banner containing the stylized word "HARVEST". Above the banner inside the circle is a twig with leaves. Below the banner is a semi-circle inside the outer circle. There is a shaded circle behind the described mark.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Açai smoothies; Powders for making fruit-based drinks; Smoothies
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Nov. 2022  In Commerce  Nov. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yummy Acai  Address  Yummy Acai  560 Trumbull Street  Elizabeth  NEW JERSEY  07206  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97829263
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 08, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Pastries; confectionery, namely, candy; cocoa; chocolate; chocolate based products, namely, chocolate bars, chocolate candies, chocolate confections, chocolate-based spreads also containing nuts, chocolate-based beverages; ice cream
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: FERRERO S.P.A.
- **Address**: FERRERO S.P.A. PIAZZALE PIETRO FERRERO 1 ALBA, CUNEO ITALY 12051
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 81320/150

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: HOPKINS, SARAH COLLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AKIHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97830686 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "Akihi" in the mark is "forgetfulness immediately after being given directions".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bubble tea shops
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AKIHI GLOBAL INC Address AKIHI GLOBAL INC 1307 Central Ave. Highland Park NEW JERSEY 08904 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97831106  Application Filing Date: Mar. 09, 2023
Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Footwear
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: adidas AG  Address: adidas AG  Adi-Dassler-Strasse 1  Herzogenaurach  FED REP GERMANY  91074
Legal Entity: aktiengesellschaft  State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: J287-1915

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIRTUE RECOVERY CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97831829 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RECOVERY CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare; Rehabilitation patient care services; Substance abuse treatment services; Providing mental health treatment facilities; Providing eating disorder treatment facilities; Health care services for treating eating disorders; medical services, namely, treatment of eating disorders; Rehabilitation and counseling services in the field of substance abuse, mental health, and eating disorders; Behavioral health services; Consulting services in the field of substance abuse, mental health, and eating disorders; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Drug use screening services; Drug use testing services; Addiction treatment services in the field of residential detox and stabilization for substance abuse patients; Providing inpatient and outpatient treatment for substance abuse, mental health, and eating disorders; Medical services, namely, medical, psychiatric, therapy, psychopharmacological and psychological testing and services provided to children, adolescents, teenagers, young adults and adults addressing mental health, acute stabilization, medical detox, substance abuse treatment, dual diagnosis treatment, addiction, behavioral, emotional and social problems, and related issues; Providing healthy lifestyle and nutrition services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; Providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling; Providing a website featuring information in the field of substance abuse, mental health, and eating disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 13, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zika Recovery LLC Address Zika Recovery LLC 5850 Canoga Ave, Suite 130 Woodland Hills CALIFORNIA 91367 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  ZIK22-003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRINK IT. INK IT.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97831929 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring distilled spirits; Retail store services featuring distilled spirits; Wholesale and retail store services featuring distilled spirits; Wholesale distributorships featuring distilled spirits; Wholesale services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring distilled spirits; Wholesale services through direct solicitation by salespersons directed to end-users featuring distilled spirits; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring distilled spirits
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eleven20 Spirits LLC Address Eleven20 Spirits LLC 4th Fl, #1010 122 East 42nd Street New York NEW YORK 10168 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, CLINTON J
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DRINK IT. INK IT.

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97831932
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 09, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Distilled agave liquor; Distilled alcoholic beverages; Distilled alcoholic drinks; Distilled liquor; Distilled spirits; Liquor

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Eleven20 Spirits LLC
- **Address**: Eleven20 Spirits LLC 4th Fl, #1010 122 East 42nd Street New York NEW YORK 10168
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, CLINTON J
Re: HEMPIMZHU

Case Identifiers:
- Serial Number: 97832201
- Application Filing Date: Mar. 10, 2023
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information:
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information:
- For: Cabinetwork; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Nightstands; Sofas; Dining tables; Shower seats; Step stools, not of metal; Tables
- International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- First Use In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2023
- In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2023

Basis Information:
- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information:
- Owner Name: Chen, Jinfeng
- Address: No.40, Shangshuiche Group, Dajiang Vil Committee, Lianzhou Tn Hepu County, Guangxi CHINA 536100
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: CHINA

Examination Attorney:
- Examining Attorney: WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** ADEKA DRAW

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97832426</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;DRAW&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5137926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Rust preventives in the nature of coatings; anti-rust oils

**International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
**International Class Title**: Paints
**First Use**: Dec. 02, 2015
**In Commerce**: Jan. 2016

**For** Industrial lubricants for processing metal plasticity; industrial lubricants for powder metallurgy; industrial lubricants

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
**International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
**First Use**: Dec. 02, 2015
**In Commerce**: Jan. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADEKA CORPORATION</td>
<td>ADEKA CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Address</th>
<th>Owner City, State or Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-35, Higashiogu 7-chome, Arakawa-ku Tokyo JAPAN</td>
<td>116-8554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A TALE OF TWO HYGIENISTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97833943 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of dentistry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Endeavor Business Media, LLC Address Endeavor Business Media, LLC 30 Burton Hills Blvd, Suite 185 Nashville TENNESSEE 37215 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C-09064-KH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  RENEGADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97837592  Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Battery packs; Battery packs for cameras; Battery packs for video cameras; Battery packs for camera lighting; Battery packs for production monitors; Auxiliary battery packs

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Core SWX, LLC  Address  Core SWX, LLC  91 Commercial Street  Plainview  NEW YORK  11803
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2028-007.701

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) NANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97837595 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery packs; Battery packs for cameras; Battery packs for video cameras; Battery packs for camera lighting; Battery packs for production monitors; Auxiliary battery packs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Core SWX, LLC Address Core SWX, LLC 91 Commercial Street Plainview NEW YORK 11803
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2028-006.701

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97838571</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized leaf and veins with curved eyebrows above circular, wide-open eyes with circular cheek dimples below the eyes. The stylized leaf also has stick-like figure arms and legs. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>2050 and Beyond LLC, DBA, AKA, Formerly iShopEco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>2050 and Beyond LLC 9002 Chimney Rock Road, G-166 Houston TEXAS 77096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ISHO-002_TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>RICHARDS, LESLIE L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97838615  Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shaded upside-down teardrop with an unshaded circle inside. The shaded upside-down teardrop is located in the top right corner. A leaf divided into four shaded parts is located in the bottom left corner.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring a search engine for eco-friendly businesses
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  2050 and Beyond LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA iShopEco  Address  2050 and Beyond LLC  9002 Chimney Rock Road, G-166  Houston  TEXAS  77096  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ISHO-001_TM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RICHARDS, LESLIE L
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97839770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording INNOPOWER has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Solar collectors for heating; Solar heat collection panels; Solar powered lamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>SHENZHEN BRIGHTMOUNT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>SHENZHEN BRIGHTMOUNT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 14F13A21, BLK A, XINTIANXIA BAIRUIDA BLDG., BANTIAN ST., LONGGANG DIST. SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) INTERSEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97840287 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5789663

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical orthopedic implants comprising artificial material; surgical implants, namely, spacers comprising artificial material
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exactech, Inc. Address Exactech, Inc. 2320 NW 66th Court Gainesville FLORIDA 32653 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 58081-1290

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L

7474
**Trademark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)** YEAR OF THE BRIDE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97841577
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 16, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Trademark**
- **Reason for Publication**: Published for Opposition

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

**For Stationery**
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of healthy marriages, christian dating and christian pursuit for couples.; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of healthy marriages, christian dating and christian pursuit for couples**
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For On-line wholesale store services featuring bridal t-shirts, apparel, cosmetics, bridal party gift bags, bridal party jewelry.; Retail shops featuring bridal t-shirts, apparel, cosmetics, bridal party gift bags, bridal party jewelry.; On-line retail store services featuring bridal t-shirts, apparel, cosmetics, bridal party gift bags, bridal party jewelry**
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For Downloadable podcasts in the field of healthy marriages, christian dating and christian pursuit for couples**
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Love Dad, LLC
Address   Love Dad, LLC  8313 Six Forks Road Suite 109  Raleigh  NORTH CAROLINA 27615
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   P82797

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PASSENGER PRINCESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97841578 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of relationships, business, entrepreneurship and personal growth

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable podcasts in the field of relationships, business, entrepreneurship and personal growth

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Love Dad, LLC Address Love Dad, LLC 8313 SIX FORKS road Suite 109 Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27615 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** IRONGUARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97841870
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 16, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5179710

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Metal protective guard rails
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Steel King Industries, Inc.
- **Address**: Steel King Industries, Inc. 2700 Chamber Street Stevens Point WISCONSIN 54481
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 12598.35US02

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exchanging Attorney**: GILBERT, REBECCA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TOGETHER WE SHINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97842725
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 16, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing non-medical in-home personal care services for assisting with daily living activities of persons with disabilities
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Oct. 15, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Together We Shine, LLC
- **Address**: Together We Shine, LLC 433 Stewart Drive Ogden UTAH 84404
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BYU-T-006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TOGETHER WE SHINE LLC.
SERVING THOSE WITH DISABILITIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97842735 Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of phrase "Together We Shine LLC." in a
semicircle above a design that includes five symbols in a circle and each symbol connected with two curved lines to form
the outline of the circle. The five symbols starting with the top left corner are a handicapped wheelchair sign, an eye, six
dots in two columns of three, two hands forming a sign language interpreter symbol, and an ear with two lines
representing sonar coming out from the ear. Inside the circle is the outline of a sun with many waves coming out of it.
Under the design circle is the phrase "SERVING THOSE WITH DISABILITIES". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LLC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing non-medical in-home personal care services for assisting with daily living activities of persons with
disabilities
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal
services First Use  Oct. 15, 2019 In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Together We Shine, LLC Address  Together We Shine, LLC  433 Stewart Drive  Ogden  UTAH  84404
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BYU-T-007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TREATLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97842908 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible pet treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Worldwise, Inc. Address Worldwise, Inc. Suite 150 6 Hamilton Landing Novato CALIFORNIA 94949
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40472/04404

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HJKlove

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97845974 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Desktop business card holders; Document files; Magnetic bumper stickers; Metallic paper party decorations; Paintings; Paper clips; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper Halloween decorations; Pencils; Printed greeting cards; Printed posters; Seals; Stationery; Stationery boxes; Steel pens; Stickers; Toilet paper; Towels of paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang meimei Address Zhang meimei Room 908, Commercial Building East of Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEAMLESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97846284  Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; Bone retractors; Electronic stimulation apparatus for nerves, skin, muscles for physical therapy purposes; Massage apparatus; Medical instruments for interstitial thermotherapy of biological tissue; Orthopedic shoes; Surgical retractors; Thermotherapy apparatus for medical purposes; Traction apparatus for medical purposes; Vertebral orthopedic apparatus; Vibromassage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus  
First Use Mar. 02, 2023  In Commerce Mar. 02, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZAMATSLEEP INC. Address ZAMATSLEEP INC. 8001 N WOOLSEY AVE PORTLAND, OREGON 97203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS124037

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HJKhome

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97846348 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HJKhome has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Bird feeders; Bottle stands; Cake moulds; Cake pans; Camping grills; Ceramic sculptures, vases, bowls, plates and pots; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cups; Decanters; Dinnerware; Dishwashing brushes; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates; Drinking bottles for sports; Electric toothbrushes; Empty spray bottles; Insect traps; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Lunch boxes; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Soap holders and boxes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang meimei Address Zhang meimei Room 908, Commercial Building East of Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TRADE WIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97847355 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational vehicles, namely, travel trailers; recreational vehicles, namely, campers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THOR Tech, Inc. Address THOR Tech, Inc. 601 East Beardsley Avenue Elkhart INDIANA 46514
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Airstream

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CONNECTION PROTECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97848850 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer CONNECTION

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic transmission and streaming of voice, video, data, images and multimedia content by wireless communications networks and the Internet; providing multiple user access to a wireless communications network and the Internet; and wireless communications services, namely, wireless telecommunications service plans featuring voice, text, email, messaging and data; Philanthropic services in the area of donations of wireless telephone services to persons experiencing work hardships
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Feb. 08, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Verizon Trademark Services LLC Address Verizon Trademark Services LLC 1300 I Street, NW, Suite 500 East Washington D.C. 20005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRAINGER SHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97848907 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GRAINGER" above the word "SHOW", both in italicized block letters, located to the right of a design comprising a portion of a stylized gear wheel appearing against a dark rectangular background with a horizontal line extending below the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SHOW"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1747557, 1559199, 2128519 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting educational exhibitions in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibition events in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; conducting of commercial events in the nature of trade shows; providing business information in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GRAINGER SHOW PRODUCTS | SERVICES | RESOURCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97848947 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GRAINGER" above the word "SHOW", both in italicized block letters, located to the right of a design comprising a portion of a stylized gear wheel appearing against a dark rectangular background with a horizontal line extending below the wording. The wording "PRODUCTS | SERVICES | RESOURCES" appears below the horizontal line in italicized block letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SHOW", "PRODUCTS", "SERVICES", and "RESOURCES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1747557, 1559199, 2128519 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting educational exhibitions in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibition events in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services; organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; conducting of commercial events in the nature of trade shows; providing business information in the field of industrial supply and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>W.W. Grainger, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>W.W. Grainger, Inc. 100 Grainger Parkway Lake Forest ILLINOIS 60045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>059505.04030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LEE, CATHERINE ANNE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HYDRATION WITH A PURPOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97849624 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reusable beverage bottles sold empty; water bottles sold empty; bottles, sold empty; plastic water bottles sold empty; drinking bottles for sports; sports bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 20, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2023
For Reusable beverage containers adapted for use by mobility-impaired individuals by means of assistive positioning using extended flexible drinking tube apparatus; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for persons with disabilities, namely, beverage containers; medical devices, namely, beverage containers adapted for use by persons with disabilities
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Mar. 20, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oak Hill Brands Corp. Address Oak Hill Brands Corp. 5365 Walnut Ave. Downers Grove ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2736.0013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinees KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OWRIRWO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97849982 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OWRIRWO" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Hoodies; Pants; Pullovers; Scarves; Serapes; Shirts; Sweaters; Hooded sweatshirts; Knit tops; Sport shirts; Suspender belts; Swim wear; Tank tops; Tee shirts; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan, Binbin Address Pan, Binbin 435 Dongpan Village Yuetang Town, Xiuyu District Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRYANT, ALEXANDRIA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97851918 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "BB" in stylized text which appears as a stylized depiction of a butt. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bronzebum LLC Address Bronzebum LLC 420 Heidelburg Ln Claremont CALIFORNIA 91711
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) STANDMORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97851981 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music stands
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Sep. 05, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 05, 2022

For Desks; standing desks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 05, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Remember to Breathe LLC Address Remember to Breathe LLC Ste 200 PMB 1812 151 Calle de San Francisco San Juan PUERTO RICO 009011607 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
Mark Literal(s)  RESTOCK STATION

Case Identifiers  
Serial Number  97853024  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information  
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RESTOCK"

Goods and Services Information  
For  Online retail store services, telephone order services and retail services by direct solicitation by sales agents and mail order distributorship services in the field of industrial, factory, business and warehouse equipment, all featuring building equipment and supplies, namely, concrete, cement, masonry, adhesives, sealants, tape, insulation, roofing materials, stairs, risers, ramps, stair treads, stair brackets and finials, fencing, gates, flooring, carpet, cabinets, vanities, doors, panels, door frame guards, wall guards, windows, railings, moulding, millwork, brackets, corbels, decorative columns, vents, louvers, appliques, onlays, wall tiles, ceiling tiles, paint, primer, coating, paintbrushes, paint rollers, tarps, sheeting, striping and marking machines, furniture and décor, workbenches and shop desks, storage and shelving items, packaging and shipping equipment and supplies, material handling equipment and supplies, carts and trucks, maintenance, repair, and operations equipment and supplies, HVAC and fans, lighting and electrical equipment and supplies, plumbing equipment and supplies and pumps, janitorial and facility maintenance equipment and supplies, safety equipment and supplies, namely, alarms, dock traffic lights, environmental monitors and sensors, forklift alert systems, safety flares, strobe lights, flashing lights, audio and light signaling combinations, confined space equipment, eyewash stations, decontamination showers, hoses, fire alarms, fire blankets, extinguishers, fire hoses and accessories, fire pull stations, gas detectors, smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, first aid kits, wound treatments goods, floor mats, guards, railings, personal protective equipment, namely, ergonomic support, face masks, respirators, fall protection equipment, foot protection equipment, protective clothing, gloves, sleeves, bump caps, face shields, visors, hard hats, hearing protection equipment, protective workwear, isolation gowns, disposable coverings, safety cabinets, safety cans, safety signs and tags, safety storage buildings, sneeze guards, spill controls, traffic controls crowd controls, water safety equipment, life jackets, rescue equipment, security equipment and supplies, namely, alarms, automatic gate openers, door intruder bars, door locks, facial recognition systems, locks, lockout devices, metal detectors, safes, lockboxes, safety mirrors, security buttons, security keypads, surveillance systems, hand tools and instruments, namely, hand tool kits, mechanics tool sets, electrician's tool kit, multitools, pliers, wrenches, rivet tools, precision tools, cable joiners, screwdriver sets, hand saws, hand operated tools and instruments, namely, abrasives, air compressors and
accessories, air tools and accessories, namely, air drills, air excavation tools, air grinders, air hammers and percussion tools, air nailers and staplers, air powered conveyors, air presses and arbors, air sanders, cutting tools, impact wrenches, inflators, hose and cord reels, measurement and layout tools, axes, ratchets, and picks, chain and pole saws, chippers and shredders, hedge trimmers, leaf blowers, log handling tools, pressure washers, rakes, rototillers and cultivators, shovels, spreaders and sprayers, lawn mowers, lawn rollers and aerators, compaction equipment, power operated tools and instruments, namely, cement mixers, demolition hammers, drills and drivers, dust collectors, foam and rubber cutters, lubrication tools, nailers and staplers, planers and jointers, plumbing power tools, power tool accessories, rotors, grinders, and sanders, saws and blades, shears, nibblers, and cutters, tool kits, food service and retail equipment and supplies and appliances, namely, cooking equipment, dishwashers equipment, sterilizers for equipment for preparation of food, holding and warming equipment, ice equipment, refrigerators, and freezers, serving counters, vending machines, bartending supplies, coffee merchandisers, dispensers and organizers, food service carts and racks, server and expeditor supplies, sneeze guards, strip door and curtains, cookware and bakeware, basting covers, chafing dishes, and fuel for chafing dishes, egg poachers, induction chargers, domes, pots and pans, steamer baskets, disposables, namely, baking pans, cups, food wraps, lids, napkins, pan liners, paper towels, plates, bowls, straws and stirrers, table cloths, takeout containers, toothpicks trees, and utensils, Food and beverages, beverages casings, emergency food and drink, jellies and jams, peanut butter, salt, spices and condiments, snacks, candies, and sweeteners Kitchen tools, bakery and pastry tools, beef processing hardware, ice sculpture molds, insulated food carriers, knives and cutlery, oven mitts, pizza tools, prep tools, thermometers, and timers, wash down scales weights, retail fixtures and equipment, namely, cash handling equipment, displays garment supplies, loss prevention equipment, poly bags, reusable shopping bags, shopping baskets and carts, signs and sign holders, sneeze guards, serveware and tableware, namely, ashtrays, baskets, condiment and serve pumps, dinnerware, drinkware, flatware, ice and wine buckets, pizza stands and display, entree covers and trays, medical and laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, exam and treatment room tables, exam and treatment room chairs, exam room supplies, first aid and wound treatment, medical scrub sinks, medical stands, medical supply carts, medical cabinets, medical chart and file holders, medical devices and instruments, medical refrigeration equipment, lab equipment and instruments, namely, aspirators, calibration gases, centrifuges, desiccators, electrochemistry meters, fume hoods, homogenizers, scales, lab filtration, microscopes, mixers, rotary evaporators, rotators, rockers and shakers, spectrophotometers, thermometers and hydrometers, ultrasonic cleaners, water purification devices, lab heating and cooling equipment, lab storage and bench protection equipment, lab tables, labware and utensils, sharps and biohazard containers, physical therapy equipment, surgical supplies, surgical and disposable masks, hand sanitizers and dispensers, office and school equipment and supplies, namely, arts and craft supplies, bags and cases, binders and covers, boards and easels, calendars and planners, computers and electronics, educational materials, folders and filing, ink and toner, labels and label makers, office furniture, office machines, papers, phones, time clock systems, cash registers and point of sale rolls, file cabinets, raw materials, namely, ceramic composites, felt foam, graphite, metals, plastics, rubber, shims, and shims and shim stock, vehicle maintenance equipment and supplies, namely, vehicle maintenance accessories and cleaning supplies, automotive shop equipment, boating equipment, oil and fluid management goods, repair and maintenance towing and cargo management equipment, vehicle batteries, vehicle lighting, and motors and power transmission equipment and supplies, namely, bearings, bushings, couplings and shafts collars, gas engines, gear boxes and speed reducers, gearing, hydraulics, industrial lubricants, motors, pneumatic system components, pullers and accessories, roller chain and sprockets, sheaves and pulleys, V belt and timing belts, vibrators, and equipment and supplies for health care, wellness, diagnostic, treatment, and assisted living facilities, namely, bed pans, commodes, overbed tables, portable sinks, PPE station dispensers, safety cabinets, privacy screens, HEPA and Media air purifiers, splash guards and
shields, heel and foot pillows, pads and wedges, patient support and immobilization tools, instrument stands, IV poles, patient
bath furniture, safety rails, patient wear, patient alarms, medical lighting, wheelchairs, walkers, physical aids, and spa and
massage equipment

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and
Business
First Use: Mar. 22, 2023 In Commerce: Mar. 22, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Global Equipment Company Inc. Address: Global Equipment Company Inc. 11 Harbor Park Drive Port
Washington NEW YORK 11050
Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 318548-00162

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LADNER, CHRISOPHER G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** N2O

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97853308
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 23, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ACI International
- **Address**: ACI International 844 Moraga Drive Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) KICKS WITH CHARACTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97853363 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACI International Address ACI International 844 Moraga Drive Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SKONYON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97857253 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SKONYON".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SKONYON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5181026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds; Desks; Furniture; Mattresses; Pillows; Sofas; Wardrobes; Bathroom vanities; Curtain rods; Looking glasses; Mirrors; Office furniture; Tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKONYON LLC Address SKONYON LLC 16192 COASTAL HIGHWAY, LEWS, DELAWARE 19958 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS124259

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VITITRACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97858454 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0134666/1731953 International Registration Number 1731953

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of medical issues, procedures, disease symptoms, patient support and community building
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Downloadable software for tracking medical conditions and treatments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing medical information in the field of dermatological disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for tracking of medical conditions and treatments
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Incyte Holdings Corporation  Address  Incyte Holdings Corporation  1801 Augustine Cut-Off  Wilmington
DELAWARE  19803  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  2854-T359US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  MR CAJUN'S SINCE 2019
DAQUIRIS & CAJUN FOOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XUDESHUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97859693 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 27, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;XUDESHUN&quot; in the mark is the rising sun, gain and successfully.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Gloves; Shoes; Sweaters; Underclothes; Vests; Dress suits; Neck scarfs; Short trousers; Sleeping garments; Swim wear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shaoxing Xudeshun Garment Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shaoxing Xudeshun Garment Technology Co., Ltd. No.1, Yejiadai Village, Baiguan Street Shangyu District Shaoxing, Zhejiang CHINA 312300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** SMARTHIVES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97860079</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 28, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for rental communities services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | ESP Apartments LLC |
| **Address** | ESP Apartments LLC 1395 Brickell Av Miami FLORIDA 33131 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FLORIDA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** REBEL DENIM COUTURE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97860084
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DENIM COUTURE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Coats; dresses; hats; jeans; overalls; pants; shirts; shorts; skirts; sweaters; clothing jackets, all of the aforementioned goods are made in whole or in substantial part of denim

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dinasty Inc.
- **Address**: Dinasty Inc. Suite 5 926 Crocker Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90021
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE FUN SIDE OF HEALTHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97863099 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6853600

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing a website featuring non-downloadable blogs and publications in the nature of articles and journals in the field of animal care
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 31, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manna Pro Products, LLC Address Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Spirit 40 Park Drive Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3409-TBD
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WIQARJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97864376 Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Buttonhooks; Epergnes; Plates; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Fitted vanity cases; Flower pot holders; Fruit bowls; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Knife rests for the table; Menu card holders; Saucers for flower pots; Soap holders; Tissue box covers; Trays for household purposes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Feb. 23, 2023 In Commerce  Feb. 23, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Linshen Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. Address  Dongguan Linshen Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. Room 101, No.3, Shimawei Third Lane, Houjie Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA  523000 Legal Entity  limited company
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  996540

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97864791 Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four irregular curved shapes positioned to form a 4-sided starburst. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0134719/1731086 International Registration Number  1731086

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical device that delivers tumor treating fields, namely, electrical fields, to treat solid tumor cancers International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus First Use  Nov. 2014 In Commerce  Nov. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Novocure GmbH Address  Novocure GmbH Park 6 Root D4 SWITZERLAND 6039 Legal Entity  gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00384294

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ENDEAVOR BUSINESS MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97865199 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized image of an arrow pointing up
next to the element "ENDEAVOR" above the stylized elements "BUSINESS MEDIA". Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BUSINESS MEDIA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6208456, 6208459

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing online and in-person trade and business seminars
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Dec. 20, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Endeavor Business Media, LLC Address Endeavor Business Media, LLC 30 Burton Hills Blvd, Suite 185
Nashville TENNESSEE 37215 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C-08959-KH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TRONICTRONIC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97865817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Television antennas

| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Sep. 09, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 09, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Halcyon Dynamics LLC  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA TronicTronic  
**Address**  Halcyon Dynamics LLC  
**2038 Baylor Street**  Duarte  
**CALIFORNIA 91010**  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country**  
**Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97866743  Application Filing Date: Mar. 31, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s): CONFIDENCE REIGNS

Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer: "CONFIDENCE"

Goods and Services Information

For: Conducting workshops and seminars in confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership; Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership; Life coaching services in the field of confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership; Personal coaching services in the field of confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Providing group coaching in the field of confidence, personal and professional development, life coaching, self-awareness, and leadership


Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Confidence Reigns, LLC  Address: Confidence Reigns, LLC  75 S. Broadway  White Plains  NEW YORK 10601  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 3507-IP
ReCon FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ZEAOVTLP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97867024 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing creels; Furniture for dolls’ houses; Game cards; Headwear for dolls; Infant toys; Mats for poker tables; Paper streamers; Party games; Pop up toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 18, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Liangliang Address Zhang, Liangliang No. 6, Xiabu, J’ian Village Committee Guzhu Town, East New District Heyuan, Guangdong CHINA 517000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
SIGNATURE PET PRODUCTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97867092</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 31, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PET PRODUCTS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For animal activated pet feeders, pet bowls and automatic pet feeders

- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Plastic Research and Development Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PRADCO Outdoor Brands

**Address**: Plastic Research and Development Corporation Legal Services 5724 Highway 280 East Birmingham ALABAMA 35242

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: P 1067

**Examining Attorney**: SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HUABOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97868274  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Huabor has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5756965

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Safes; Bag hangers of metal; Door fittings of metal; Metal chains; Metal door handles; Metal knockers; Metal locks; Metal nuts; Metal safes; Small items of metal hardware, namely, high security locks and sheet metal plates primarily for the casino and gaming industry; Split rings of common metal for keys; Spring locks of metal, other than electric
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Luo, Yi  Address  Luo, Yi  226, Unit 2, Building 2, No. 5 Dongye Road, Houjie Town, Houjie Town, Dongguan, Guangdong  CHINA  523962  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS124494

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinating Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97870200
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHEF"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Catering services; Food preparation services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: May 09, 2009
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2009

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: The Bearded Chef Cajun Cuisine, Inc.
- **Address**: The Bearded Chef Cajun Cuisine, Inc. 859 Bentwater Pkwy. Cedar Hill, TX 75104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Texas

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FLAT WORLD RVX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 97870839
- Application Filing Date: Apr. 03, 2023
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark
- Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 6843796

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Logistics management in the field of specialty shipping for over-dimensional manufactured parts and equipment; Business advisory services in the field of transportation logistics for over-dimensional manufactured parts and equipment; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others
- International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Advertising and Business
- For: Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Transportation of over-dimensional recreational vehicle manufactured parts and equipment by truck; Packaging articles for transportation; Packing articles for transportation
- International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 105
- International Class Title: Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently ITU: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Flat World Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Flat World Global Solutions
- Address: Flat World Holdings, LLC Attn. Kirk Ferrell - Refer Notice to CVL 2342 Technology Drive, Suite 310 O'Fallon MISSOURI 63368
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: FWSC-08
- Examining Attorney: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN

---

7518
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RVX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97870882 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Logistics management in the field of specialty shipping for over-dimensional manufactured parts and equipment; Business advisory services in the field of transportation logistics for over-dimensional manufactured parts and equipment; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Transportation of over-dimensional recreational vehicle manufactured parts and equipment by truck; Packaging articles for transportation; Packing articles for transportation
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flat World Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Flat World Global Solutions Address Flat World Holdings, LLC Attn. Kirk Ferrell - Refer Notice to CVL 2342 Technology Drive, Suite 310 O'Fallon MISSOURI 63368 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FWSC-09

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) QUANTUM BANDWIDTH
POWERED BY AOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97872208 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "QUANTUM" stacked over the wording "BANDWIDTH" next to an atom design followed by the wording "POWERED BY" stacked above the wording "AOI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BANDWIDTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electronic equipment, namely, amplifiers, signal generators, signal splitters and signal optical nodes for optical and coaxial cable communication, used in connection with cable television converters, cable television transmitters, and cable television receivers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Applied Optoelectronics, Inc. Address Applied Optoelectronics, Inc. 13139 Jess Pirtle Boulevard Sugar Land TEXAS 77478 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AOITM109US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) COLLYGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97873157 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized graduation cap over-top of the literal element "COLLYGE" in lower case sans serif lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COLLEGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 30, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Polinsky, David Address Polinsky, David 90 Booth Ave. Englwood NEW JERSEY 07631 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BLISSWORKS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97873581
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 05, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Acupuncture services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jan. 23, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 23, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Sageworks LLC
- **Address**: Sageworks LLC 541 William Street Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22401
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WORKSAVERETIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97875555 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application for investment plan participants to view balances, investment elections, and available plan funds

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. Address EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. 1251 Waterfront Place, Suite 510 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6315-2302943

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97875774 Application Filing Date   Apr. 06, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of upright pointed oval with enclosed chevrons.
Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Downloadable mobile application for investment plan participants to view balances, investment elections, and available
plan funds
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use   Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce   Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. Address   EdgeCo Buyer, Inc. 1251 Waterfront Place, Suite 510 Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania   15222 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   6315-2302944

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) A / C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97875828 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a capital A and a capital C inside a circle separated by a slash. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leasing of real estate; Real estate management services; Real estate brokerage services for residential property; real estate leasing of residential properties; real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential properties; real estate property management services of multi-family properties International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Real estate development; construction of commercial and residential properties
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Windy Hill Property Ventures, LLC Address Windy Hill Property Ventures, LLC Suite 150 530 Emerson Street Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94301 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOK OF RICO:74

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "BOOK OF" in stylized form above "RICO:74" in a different styled font. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Hats; Polo shirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Clothing jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 23, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 23, 2023

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: En-Rico Consulting Corporation
- **Address**: En-Rico Consulting Corporation 4742 N. 24th Street, Suite 300
- **City**: Phoenix
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OCEAN KINGDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97879008 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Downloadable computer operating programs; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer operating software; Recorded computer software for database management; Recorded computer virtual reality game software; Video game cartridges
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 18, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED Address INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED LEVEL 54 HOPEWELL CTR 183 QUEEN'S RD EAST HK CHINA 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OCEAN KINGDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97879010 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; Arcade video game machines; Battery-powered computer game with LCD screen; Coin-operated video games; Controllers for game consoles; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Hand-held, non-electronic skill games; Home video game machines; LCD game machines; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Video game consoles; Video game machines; Video game machines for use with televisions
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 18, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED Address INTELLIGENT GAME SOFTWARE (HONGKONG) CO., LIMITED LEVEL 54 HOPEWELL CTR 183 QUEEN'S RD EAST HK CHINA 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** JAMAICA PON DI ROAD

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97880261</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 10, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;JAMAICA&quot; FOR CLASSES 30 AND 43</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>The English translation of PON DI in the mark is ON THE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
*Marinades; Sauces*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 31, 2020</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Feb. 02, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For**  
*Hats; T-shirts*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Aug. 31, 2021</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 31, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For**  
*Catering services; Food and drink catering; Mobile catering; Outside catering services; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Restaurant services; Serving food and drinks*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Nov. 10, 2016</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Owner Name**  
Powell's Island Vybes Enterprise, LLC

**Address**  
Powell's Island Vybes Enterprise, LLC  2213 S Victory Dr  Houston  TX  77088

**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  
TEXAS

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TMC-JPDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CUELLO, GIDETTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HL HOOGALAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97880494 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name US Craft Brands LLC Address US Craft Brands LLC 5545 W. 56th Ave, Unit F & G Arvada COLORADO 80002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2064.310.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOOGALAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97880500 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name US Craft Brands LLC Address US Craft Brands LLC 5545 W. 56th Ave, Unit F & G Arvada COLORADO 80002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2064.309.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIUQIFA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97883265</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

*Standard Character Claim*: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
*Mark Drawing Type*: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

*For*: Earpicks; Apparatus for artificial respiration; Apparatus for blood analysis; Breast pumps; Electric foot spa massagers; Feeding bottles; Foot massage apparatus; Heartbeat measuring apparatus; Massage apparatus; Orthopaedic footwear; Strait jackets; Vibromassage apparatus

*International Classes*: 10 - Primary Classes  
*US Classes*: 26, 39, 44  
*International Class Title*: Medical Apparatus

*First Use*: Feb. 01, 2023  
*In Commerce*: Feb. 01, 2023

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

*Currently Use*: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

*Owner Name*: Huang, Yue  
*Address*: Huang, Yue  
*No. 215, Dingke Natural Village  
*Aoshan Village, Sanjiangkou Town  
*Hanjiang Dist., Putian  
*CHINA  
*L35111  
*Legal Entity*: INDIVIDUAL  
*Citizenship*: CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

*Examining Attorney*: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) WIND DOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97884481 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automated feature that adjusts bed position and bed massage function, sold as an integral part of an adjustable bed base International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 24, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tempur World, LLC Address Tempur World, LLC 1000 Tempur Way Lexington KENTUCKY 40511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TEMPUR Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HELP SPARKS FLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97884622 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Children's educational games for developing communication skills and emotional regulation; Table-top games; Table-top games comprised of rules and instructions, game cards, game pieces, and spinner; Tabletop games; Tabletop games comprised of game cards, game pieces, rules and instructions, and dice; Tabletop games comprised of a game box, instructions and rules, games pieces, and spinner
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sante, Janine Address Sante, Janine 127 Franklin Court Flemington NEW JERSEY 08822 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3537-IP
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** QALA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97885166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Spirits and liqueurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently ITU** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Vigneron, Franck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Vigneron, Franck 18261 Olgate Lane Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>MICHOS, JOHN E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** FOR DEVELOPERS, BY DEVELOPERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97885402 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Apr. 12, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | hotel accommodation services; providing extended stay hotel accommodations |
| **International Classes** | 43 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Hotel and restaurant services |
| **First Use** | Mar. 31, 2023 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 31, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | West77 Partners, LLC |
| **Address** | West77 Partners, LLC Suite 100 3300 N. Triumph Blvd. Lehi UTAH 84084 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | UTAH |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW |
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

## Mark Literal(s)
EVERYTHING YOU NEED AND
NOTHING YOU DON'T

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97885491</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 12, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | hotel accommodation services; providing extended stay hotel accommodations |
| International Classes    | 43 - Primary Classes  |
| US Classes  | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Mar. 31, 2023 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 31, 2023 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | West77 Partners, LLC |
| Address    | West77 Partners, LLC Suite 100 3300 N. Triumph Blvd. Lehi UTAH 84084 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | UTAH |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SPARE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97885877  Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tires for Automobiles, Bicycles, motorcycles, off-road vehicles, SUVs, electric bicycles, and trucks
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ZUMEDIA INC.  Address  ZUMEDIA INC.  1180 6th Avenue, 8th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10036
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  88928-56

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  POSIDOLIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97886468  Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring clothing
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022
For  Clothing, namely, sweatshirts and t-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  POSIDOLIA  Address  POSIDOLIA  55 Rosewood Circle  Covington  GEORGIA  30016  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number  ANL Spr 2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUX CLASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97887477 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning of commercial premises; Cleaning of office buildings and commercial premises; House cleaning services; Housekeeping services in the nature of cleaning of residential homes
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Jun. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cole Javon Address Cole Javon Suite F, Mailbox 1404 1919 Taylor Street Houston TEXAS 77007
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Quintero Lady Steffan Address Quintero Lady Steffan Suite F, Mailbox 1404 1919 Taylor Street Houston TEXAS 77007
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STCL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TIAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97888124 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tires for Automobiles, Bicycles, motorcycles, off-road vehicles, SUVs, electric bicycles, and trucks
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZUMEDIA INC. Address ZUMEDIA INC. 1180 6th Avenue, 8th Floor New York NEW YORK 10036
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 88928-59

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** TYAIR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97888134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Tires for Automobiles, Bicycles, motorcycles, off-road vehicles, SUVs, electric bicycles, and trucks

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes

| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |

**International Class Title** Vehicles

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently ITU Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ZUMEDIA INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ZUMEDIA INC. 1180 6th Avenue, 8th Floor New York NEW YORK 10036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>88928-60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97889388  Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cartoon character of a general with a large mustache with his arms crossed. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5199761

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For underwriting automobile insurance; insurance agency and insurance brokerage services in the field of automobile insurance

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PGA Service Corporation  Address PGA Service Corporation  Suite 510  2636 Elm Hill Pike  Nashville TENNESSEE  37214  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 828330.28034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VIVACIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97890523 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for acupressure therapy; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Foot massage apparatus; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for eyes; Massage apparatus for massaging necks and backs, feet; Massage balls; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Electric massage rollers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 26, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chongqing Borderless Commerce and Trade Ltd. Address Chongqing Borderless Commerce and Trade Ltd. A 2/F, Building 1, Caijia FTA ZongbuJidi No.1 Shenghe Road, Caijiagang Town Beibei, Chongqing CHINA 400707 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
MILIVSN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97891582  Application Filing Date  Apr. 17, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date   Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Clothing jackets for adults and children; Fleece jackets; Headwear, namely, hats, caps, bandanas and scarfs; Hooded sweat shirts; Long jackets; Sleeved jackets; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sleeveless jackets; T-shirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes  US Classes   22, 39  International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shasha Montgomery  Address   Shasha Montgomery  3717 Village Springs Ct  High Point  NORTH CAROLINA   27265  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GELATO PICKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97891637 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GELATO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cafe and snack-bar services; Cafe services; Ice cream parlors; Ice cream shop services in the nature of a restaurant International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dietmar Neidhardt Address Dietmar Neidhardt Suite 130 16525 Lexington Blvd Sugar Land TEXAS 77479 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STCL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97891681  Application Filing Date: Apr. 17, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of stylized profile of a pig, facing left, with a saddle; and a diamond / square background with an outline. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Cafe and snack-bar services; Cafe services; Ice cream parlors; Ice cream shop services in the nature of a restaurant  International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services  First Use: Jun. 21, 2021  In Commerce: Jun. 21, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Dietmar Neidhardt  Address: Suite 130 16525 Lexington Blvd  Sugar Land  Texas 77479  Legal Entity: Individual  Citizenship: United States

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: STCL  Examining Attorney: ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE

7548
**Trademark**

**Publication Date**
Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**
CUTIE CATCHER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97891708</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Providing online computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games, games within online computer games, and enhancements within online computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring online games

**International Classes**
41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**
Education and Entertainment

**For**
Downloadable game software; Downloadable video game software; Downloadable computer game software; downloadable video game programs; downloadable interactive video game programs; downloadable electronic game programs and downloadable computer software platforms for social networking that may be accessed via the internet, computers and wireless devices; downloadable electronic game software for cellular telephones; downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; and downloadable electronic game software for use with social networking applications and on social networking websites

**International Classes**
9 - Primary Classes
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Playtika Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Playtika Ltd. 8 Hachoshlim St Herzliya Pituach ISRAEL 4672408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>442013554001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>HAHN, AMY L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** MORETHANFIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97891728</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Office furniture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently ITU | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Steelcase Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Steelcase Inc. PO Box 1967 Grand Rapids MICHIGAN 49501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 138492-1-USA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HAIRLOOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97891950 Application Filing Date  Apr. 17, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Series of downloadable non-fiction books in the field of self care
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Nov. 19, 2022 In Commerce  Nov. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Michele P. Roseman Address  Michele P. Roseman  8362 Grovenor Court  White Plains  MARYLAND 20695 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  STCL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) VITITRACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97892375 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "VITITRACK" wherein the letters "VI" are peach, the letters "TIT" go from dark peach to tan, and the letters "RACK" gradually transition from brown to dark brown. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) peach, tan, and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of medical issues, procedures, disease symptoms, patient support and community building
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Downloadable software for tracking medical conditions and treatments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing medical information in the field of dermatological disorders
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for tracking of medical conditions and treatments
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Incyte Holdings Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Incyte Holdings Corporation 1801 Augustine Cut-Off Wilmington DELAWARE 19803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>2854-T360US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KHAN, AHSEN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BUDHUGGERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97892889 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic ties for garden use
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BudTrainer, Inc. Address BudTrainer, Inc. PO Box 34076 Kitchener, Ontario CANADA N2N0C1
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  QDGD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97893216 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
| Register       | Principal |
| Mark Type      | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes, The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Decanters; Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Bird feeders; Bottle stands; Cake pans; Camping grills; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cocktail shakers; Cookie molds; Cups; Dinnerware; Dishwashing brushes; Disposable dinnerware, namely, bowls, plates and serving trays; Drinking bottles for sports; Electric toothbrushes; Empty spray bottles; Insect traps; Kitchen containers; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Lunch boxes; Mouse traps; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Soap dispensing bottles, sold empty; Soap holders and boxes |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Mar. 07, 2023 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 07, 2023 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Haoyue Lu |
| Address | Haoyue Lu 1/F,No.9,Zhushanpo Village Dong Tou, Yuntan Town Gaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 525200 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | sha2002 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | INGRAM, KYLE G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97893275  Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cartoon character of a general with a large mustache pointing with his right hand and with his left hand on his hip. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5199761

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For underwriting automobile insurance; insurance agency and insurance brokerage services in the field of automobile insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PGA Service Corporation Address PGA Service Corporation Suite 510 2636 Elm Hill Pike Nashville TENNESSEE 37214
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 828330.28034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97893278 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cartoon character of a general with a large mustache holding up a cell phone with his right hand. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5199761

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For underwriting automobile insurance; insurance agency and insurance brokerage services in the field of automobile insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PGA Service Corporation Address PGA Service Corporation Suite 510 2636 Elm Hill Pike Nashville TENNESSEE 37214 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 828330.28034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
Mark Literal(s) THE MORNING AFTER

Mark Type Service Mark

Published for Opposition

Mark Description The mark consists of the stylized word THE above the stylized word MORNING, and the word AFTER below the stylized word MORNING, all in a slant. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Bar services; Café services; Catering services; Hospitality services in the nature of provision of food and drink; Consulting in the field of restaurant menu development; Pop-up restaurant services; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of dining; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Restaurant information services; Restaurant services; Serving of food and drink/beverages

International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

Currently ITU Yes

Owner Name Slutty Vegan, Inc.
Address Slutty Vegan, Inc. 489 Edgewood Ave SE Atlanta GEORGIA 30312

Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BROWNING, KATHRYN ELIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LASEIB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97893431 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LASEIB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Jinfeng Address Li Jinfeng No. 999, Residential Committee Dormitory, Wujing Town, Nanxiong City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523013 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US048996T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  BUFFY PROTEIN DIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97894006  Application Filing Date  Apr. 18, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  PROTEIN DIPS

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dips; Meat-based spreads; Snack dips; Snack food dips
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes 46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Em & Audrey Enterprises, LLC  Address  Em & Audrey Enterprises, LLC  1890 Maple Ave, Apt 1106E  Evanston  ILLINOIS  60201  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
UNIFIED FRONT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97894059</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer                | “UNIFIED” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Development of customized software for others for use in risk assessment, information security, business analysis, audit and audit planning, and sales management

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Unified Law Group, PB LLC  
**Address**: Unified Law Group, PB LLC  
**Address**: 2929 Carlisle St #220  
**City**: Dallas  
**State**: TEXAS  
**Zip Code**: 75204  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, ABBIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DREAM IN BLEAU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97894321 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BLEAU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming services in the nature of casino gaming
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Hotel accommodation, restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IP BRANDCO LLC Address IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 137464-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LUXURY AND ELEGANCE
NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97894327 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming services in the nature of casino gaming
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Hotel accommodation, restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IP BRANDCO LLC Address IP BRANDCO LLC 19950 W. Country Club Drive, 10th Floor Aventura FLORIDA 33180 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 137464-1
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** S M T W T F S DAY TO DAY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97894335
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 18, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letter "S" then a short vertical line separating the letter "M" then a short vertical line separating the letter "T" then a short vertical line separating the letter "W" then a short vertical line separating the letter "T" then a short vertical line separating the letter "F" then a short vertical line separating the letter "S" above the words "DAY TO DAY" with the word "TO" inside of a circle resembling a bubble and the letter "O" is underlined with the entire phrase being outlined.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Bernhard Taras Ventures LLC
- **Address**: Bernhard Taras Ventures LLC 186 Seaview Street Melbourne Beach FLORIDA 32951
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 53666-00013

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ASSURED BOOKKEEPING PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97896695 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOOKKEEPING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookkeeping instruction; Educational services, namely, conducting online and in-person classes, seminars, tutorials, and consultations in the fields of bookkeeping, accounting, business formation, payroll management, and associated software, and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021
For Accounting for third parties; Accounting services; Bookkeeping; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of business formation, monthly bookkeeping, bank reconciliations, budgeting, human resources, and payroll; Consulting and information concerning accounting; Payroll administration and management services; Payroll preparation; Payroll processing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ASSURED BOOKKEEPING PLUS, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ASSURED BOOKKEEPING PLUS Address ASSURED BOOKKEEPING PLUS, LLC Suite 300 #1023 1631 Del Prado Blvd. S Cape Coral FLORIDA 33990 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC-ABPlus

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) AUTOTEMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97897101 Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  electronic cigarettes; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Cigarette filters; Cigarette paper; Lighters for smokers; Matches; oral vaporizers for smokers; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Cigarette holders; Pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; Cigarette cases; Filter tips for cigarettes; Filter tips; Holders for cigars and cigarettes; Cigarettes; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes; Chewing tobacco; Tobacco
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ALD GROUP LIMITED Address  ALD GROUP LIMITED BLDG. B,NO.2 IND. 3RD RD., TANGTOU COM. SHIYAN STR., BAOAN D. SHENZHEN CHINA  518100 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FRESOR INSIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97897175 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FRESOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electronic cigarettes; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Cigarette filters; Cigarette paper; Lighters for smokers; Matches; oral vaporizers for smokers; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Cigarette holders; Pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; Cigarette cases; Filter tips for cigarettes; Filter tips; Holders for cigars and cigarettes; Cigarettes; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes; Chewing tobacco; Tobacco

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALD GROUP LIMITED Address ALD GROUP LIMITED Bldg.B,No.2 Ind. 3rd Rd.,Tangtou Com. Shiyan Str., Bao an District Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE

7567
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LERNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97898109 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching accessories to a firearm
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GBRS Group LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GBRS Group Address GBRS Group LLC 2697 International Pkwy Ste 180-4 Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23452 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 94873-0044

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
CENTRIC SOFTWARE

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97899267</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**: "SOFTWARE"

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Enterprise-wide collaborative virtual product development software for use by multifunctional teams in order to collaborate on the development of a product or process

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: Oct. 22, 1998  
**In Commerce**: Oct. 22, 1998

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Centric Software Inc.  
**Address**: Centric Software Inc. 655 Campbell Technology Pkwy  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 2020082-1-T2  
**Examining Attorney**: POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BLACK KIDSTORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97899363 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLACK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Subscription-based online retail store services in the field of black history education featuring assorted items such as books, clothing, and accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 16, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black Kidstory LLC Address Black Kidstory LLC Suite 220 #2634 17350 State Highway 249 Houston TEXAS 77064 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BEAR BUDDIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97899378 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog biscuits
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATURE'S ANIMALS, INC. Address NATURE'S ANIMALS, INC. 628 Waverly Avenue Mamaroneck NEW YORK 10543 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAHN, AMY L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
LOMCHEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97901639
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
- Bath towels; Blanket throws; Kitchen towels; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Towels of textile; Window curtains

**International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 42, 50
**International Class Title**: Fabrics
**First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2023
**In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Yiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yiwu Yiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 401, Unit 1, Building 6, Jincheng Golf Phase I, Houzhai Street, Yiwu City, Jinhua, Zhejiang, China 322008
- **Legal Entity**: Ltd.
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: DS0124

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  PLANT PODIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97901895  Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "PLANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric or electronic sensors for potted plants that indicate when the plant needs water
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 12, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Terra Innovations, LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Plant Podium  Address  Terra Innovations, LLC 1340 N Freedom Blvd Apt 322  Provo  UTAH  84604  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BYU-T-011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GIVE YOUR PLANT A VOICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97901906 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric or electronic sensors for potted plants that indicate when the plant needs water
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 12, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Terra Innovations, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Plant Podium Address Terra Innovations, LLC 1340 N Freedom Blvd Apt 322 Provo UTAH 84604 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BYU-T-023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LEADERVATOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97903204</td>
<td>Apr. 24, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Leadership development training in the field of workforce development, public health, community mobilization, and policy/system change initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vision Que! LLC</td>
<td>Vision Que! LLC 1407 4th St SW Washington D.C. 20024</td>
<td>DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEGAL ENTITY**

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMC-0463</td>
<td>SPRUILL, DARRYL M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) 24KLEADERSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97903207 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leadership development training in the field of workforce development, public health, community mobilization, and policy/system change initiatives
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vision Que! LLC Address Vision Que! LLC 1407 4th St SW Washington D.C. 20024 Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC-0464

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) EDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97903300 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects that aim to improve the lives of underprivileged and impoverished people; Charitable services, namely, employment counseling services for those living in poverty in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in employment opportunities; Promoting public awareness of the interests of homeless families
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Empowered and Dedicated to Edify the Nation, Inc. Address Empowered and Dedicated to Edify the Nation, Inc. 717 South Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02131 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) I AM MOVEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97903307 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing exercise classes in the field of exercise classes geared toward individuals with disabilities and elderly
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 18, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name I AM Movement, LLC Address I AM Movement, LLC 17775 Main St. Suite E Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC-0466

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LA BODEGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97903337 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical sound recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name La Bodega Man, LLC Address La Bodega Man, LLC 137 Cordillo Parkway, Apt. 4402 Hilton Head Island SOUTH CAROLINA 29928 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DIVINELY GUIDED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97903406 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Beanies; Hats; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweatshirts; Baseball caps and hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Track jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mindfulpreneur LLC Address Mindfulpreneur LLC 1846 E. Innovation Park Dr. Suite 100 Oro Valley ARIZONA 85755 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMC-0467

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** RESIDENTS FOR RESILIENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97903801 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 24, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of environmental issues related to marine eco-systems to young people; Promoting public awareness of environmental issues and initiatives; Promoting public awareness of environmental matters

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jan. 05, 2023 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 05, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | SIMPLEE SUZEE'S, LLC |
| Address | SIMPLEE SUZEE'S, LLC |
| 105 Nurmi Drive | Ft. Lauderdale |
| FLORIDA | 33301 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: CUELLO, GIDETTE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** XIPKO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97903843
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 24, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing space at a web site for the advertisement of the goods and services of others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: XIPKO LLC
- **Address**: XIPKO LLC 2222 COLONIAL RD., SUITE 201 FORT PIERCE FLORIDA 34950
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GOLD STACKS 88 TIGER REIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97903948 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6530612, 5694680

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing games of chance via the Internet; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; Gambling services; Gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; Online entertainment gaming services in the nature of providing online electronic gambling games; Wagering services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Address Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2023390.US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97903997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Electrical outlets
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Venture Health Studio LLC
- **Address**: Venture Health Studio LLC 707 Lake Cook Road, Suite 260 Deerfield, ILLINOIS 60015
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CASH EXPRESS LUXURY LINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97904070 Application Filing Date  Apr. 24, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CASH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6563359, 6212237

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices; Recorded game software
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Address  Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 Legal Entity  proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2023392.US3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CHOY SUN DOA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97904114 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "CHOY SUN DOA" in the mark is "THE GOD OF WEALTH IS COMING".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3182683

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing games of chance via the Internet; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; Gambling services; Gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; Online gaming entertainment services in the nature of providing online electronic gambling games; Wagering services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable electronic games via the internet and wireless devices; Recorded game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Address Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A. Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2023381.US2
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RICHMOND OCTAVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97905353 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a number eight billiards ball to the left of the words "RICHMOND OCTAVES" with a macron over the letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RICHMOND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 09, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name University of Richmond Address University of Richmond Maryland Hall Ste 200 110 UR Drive Richmond VIRGINIA 23173 Legal Entity non-stock corporation State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) OMOTO REELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97905454 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "OMOTO" positioned above the stylized word "REELS", all of which is positioned below a design of a swordfish jumping out of the water. The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and transparent areas and are not claimed as features of the mark. Disclaimer "REELS" Translation The English translation of the word OMOTO in the mark is SHORT PERSON. Transliteration The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial fishing lures; Artificial fishing worms; Fish bite alarm and strike indicator; Fishing buoys; Fishing fly boxes; Fishing hooks; Fishing lines; Fishing lure boxes; Fishing lures; Fishing reels; Fishing rod blanks; Fishing rod handles; Fishing rod holders; Fishing rods; Fishing spinners; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle boxes; Fishing tackle containers; Flies for use in fishing; Ice fishing strike indicator
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Oct. 01, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kumasama Product Co., Ltd. Address Kumasama Product Co., Ltd. 2 F., No. 260, Zhenfu Rd., Taiping Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 41156 Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CFT-023559

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE VICTORS CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97905645 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2023  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hats; Athletic shirts; Athletic tops; Headwear, namely, trucker hats and caps  
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  
First Use   Feb. 07, 2023 In Commerce   Mar. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Digamon, Dean  
Address   Digamon, Dean  12305 Broken Creek Lane  Pearland  TEXAS  77584 Legal  
Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   STCL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE BROKEN SKRIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97906425 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing coaching, mentoring, seminars, training classes, writing intensives, and conferences in the field of writing and authorship
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dream That Big Publishing LLC Address Dream That Big Publishing LLC 6520 Bridgecrest Drive Lithia FLORIDA 33547 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RADIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97906521 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare seating furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steelcase Inc. Address Steelcase Inc. 901 44th St SE, PO Box 1967 Grand Rapids MICHIGAN 49501
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 141506-0-USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** LIT-WOMAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97908063  
  - **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 26, 2023  
  - **Register**: Principal  
  - **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  - **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  - **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetics; Body scrub; Body scrubs  
  - **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
  - **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2023  
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bolacito, Aida  
  - **Address**: Bolacito, Aida PO Box 7723 Auburn CALIFORNIA 95604  
  - **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
  - **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
BC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97908080</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 26, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of a two-dimensional design that consists of a palm tree that forms the base of the lower-case stylized letters bc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Catering services; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Boug Dot LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Boug Dot LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) BOUG CALI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97908089 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CALI" Translation
The English translation of "BOUG" in the mark is "mumble".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catering services; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boug Dot LLC Address Boug Dot LLC 2948 Folsom Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94110
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THREE LITTLE DUCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97910448 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of fitness classes; Arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of children massage, infant massage, feeding babies, children development, infant development; Conducting fitness classes; Conducting fitness classes as part of a wellness program; Conducting pilates classes; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of children massage, infant massage, feeding babies, children development, infant development; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops for parents in the field of children massage, infant massage, feeding babies, children development, infant development; Information in the field of parenting concerning education of children; On-line educational parental training classes; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; Providing advice and information in the field of educational and entertainment activities and events for children; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of children massage, infant massage, feeding babies, children development, infant development; Providing exercise classes in the field of yoga, family yoga, kids yoga; Providing on-line resource guides for relatives concerning children in the fields of education, recreation, and entertainment

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 12, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2022

For Consulting services in the field of child and infant sleep management; Health care services, namely, pediatric physical therapy; Home health care services, namely, pediatric physical therapy; Information in the field of parenting concerning the health of children; Massage; Pediatric health care services; Physical therapy; Physical therapy evaluation, identification, and management of movement dysfunction to restore, maintain, and promote optimal physical function preventing the onset, symptoms and progression of impairments, functional limitations, and disabilities resulting from disease, disorders, conditions, or injuries; Physical therapy in the nature of movement therapy; Physiotherapy

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 12, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) CIPRESSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97910480 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "CIPRESSO" in the mark is "CYPRESS".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0135562/ International Registration Number Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6246268, 6262489

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 03, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seminole Tribe of Florida Address Seminole Tribe of Florida 6300 Stirling Road Hollywood FLORIDA 30024 Legal Entity federally-recognized Indian tribe State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) RANK THE WRINKLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97910847 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for crowdsourcing for consumer feedback for use in mobile and handheld devices; downloadable software for analyzing data, namely, assessing before-and-after states in aesthetic medicine, beauty, and facial aging for use in mobile and handheld devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, providing a data collection and non-downloadable software application for reviewing before-and-after states in aesthetic medicine, beauty, and facial aging, and collecting data by crowdsourcing feedback data from users; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, providing non-downloadable web software that compiles a database assessing the severity of before-and-after states in aesthetic medicine, beauty, and facial aging and identifying and tracking methods for improvement; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, providing non-downloadable web software that tracks improvement of before-and-after states in aesthetic medicine, beauty, and facial aging
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LoveMyDelta, Inc. Address LoveMyDelta, Inc. 33 N 3rd St., Apt 4 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 580910-2100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>THOUGHTFULLY CRAFTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97910893
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 27, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: New Balance Athletics, Inc.
- **Address**: New Balance Athletics, Inc. 100 Guest Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02135
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: TM2023001US

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) PYNANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97911040 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "PYNANA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "PYNANA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Emerald; Jewelry; Wristwatches; Alarm clocks; Jewelry cases; Ornamental lapel pins; Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Precious stones; Watch bands; Watch chains

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
Pretty Sick

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97911152 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring comfort boxes consisting of candles, essential oils, honey, tea, body soap, lip balm, face masks, journals, and heat/cold therapy pads
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 10, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name P.S. Pretty Sick LLC Address P.S. Pretty Sick LLC 103 N Oak Ave Highland Springs VIRGINIA 23075 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PRET-001_TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRETTY SICK

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Printed note cards |
| **International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | P.S. Pretty Sick LLC |
| **Address** | P.S. Pretty Sick LLC 103 N Oak Ave Highland Springs VIRGINIA 23075 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | VIRGINIA |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | PRET-002_TM |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SPRUILL, DARRYL M |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRETTY SICK DEFYING THE ODDS BY BEING PRETTY & SICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97911188 Application Filing Date  Apr. 27, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "Pretty Sick" stylized wording, a syringe with a needle located in the top right corner, and "Defying the odds by being pretty & sick" plain wording located below. Two horizontal partial lines run across the bottom of the wordings and syringe with a needle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring comfort boxes consisting of candles, essential oils, honey, tea, body soap, lip balm, face masks, journals, and heat/cold therapy pads International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 10, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  P.S. Pretty Sick LLC Address  P.S. Pretty Sick LLC  103 N Oak Ave  Highland Springs  VIRGINIA 23075 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PRET-003_TM
Examination Attorney  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** PRETTY SICK DEFYING THE ODDS BY BEING PRETTY & SICK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently ITU</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97911536  Application Filing Date: Apr. 27, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Retail and online store services featuring athletic and lifestyle footwear, and athletic, sports, exercise, fitness clothing  
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

Basis Information

Currently ITU: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: New Balance Athletics, Inc.  Address: New Balance Athletics, Inc.  100 Guest Street  Boston  MASSACHUSETTS  02135  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: MASSACHUSETTS

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: TM2023002US

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
## Reason for Publication
Published for Opposition

### Mark Literal(s)
XNCYYXDS

---

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97912750</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

### Goods and Services Information

**For**  Bodysuits; Earmuffs; Trousers; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Baby bodysuits; Ball gowns; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, leggings, stretch pants, camisoles containing slimming substances; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Gloves for apparel; Halloween costumes; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Masquerade costumes; Swimwear in the nature of mermaid tails

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  22, 39  
**International Class Title**  Clothing  
**First Use**  Mar. 10, 2023  
**In Commerce**  Mar. 10, 2023

---

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**  Yes

---

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**  Chen Yingying  
**Address**  Chen Yingying, 201, No. 5 Jianxin Village Fourth Lane, Longcheng Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen City, CHINA 518000  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  CHINA

---

### Examining Attorney

**Examiner**  PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) MIDNIGHT’S FORTUNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97914801 Application Filing Date May 01, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Recorded computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; recorded computer gaming software for gambling
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIGHT & WONDER, INC. Address LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FLYING CARP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97914804 Application Filing Date  May 01, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Recorded computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; recorded computer gaming software for gambling
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LIGHT & WONDER, INC.  Address  LIGHT & WONDER, INC.  6601 BERMDUA ROAD  LAS VEGAS NEVADA  89119  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HIGHER ART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97915264 Application Filing Date May 01, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Beanies; T-shirts; Tank tops; Heavy jackets; Outer jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RHF Partnership LLC Address RHF Partnership LLC 360 MONTE VISTA AVE. MILL VALLEY CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** GRAIN OF THOUGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97917186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Grain of Thought Wood Works, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Grain of Thought Wood Works, Inc. 109 Apremont Way Westfield MASSACHUSETTS 01085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CUELLO, GIDETTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mark Literal(s) GRAIN OF THOUGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97917250 Application Filing Date May 02, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 15, 2001 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grain of Thought Wood Works, Inc. Address Grain of Thought Wood Works, Inc. 109 Apremont Way Westfield MASSACHUSETTS 01085 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) GALACTIC POP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97919045 Application Filing Date May 03, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy; Lollipops; Hard candy
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Distribuidora de Alimentos Naturales y Nutricionales S.A De C.V. Address Distribuidora de Alimentos Naturales y Nutricionales S.A De C.V. 44-A manuel avila camacho ciudad de mexico MEXICO 09570 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97920401  Application Filing Date May 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Nightwear; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Undergarments; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; T-shirts; Tank-tops; Tank tops; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sisler, Lauren  Address Sisler, Lauren 5019 Applecross Rd.  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35242  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3516-IP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97920438</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For** Paper; Pencils; Pens; Stickers; Notebook paper; Notebook covers; Notebook dividers; Paper notebooks; Sticker books; Stickers; Stickers and sticker albums; Vehicle bumper stickers; Writing utensils; Blank journal books; Blank journals for writing; Blank notepads; Blank paper notebooks; Blank lesson plan books; Blank writing journals; Customizable journal books for writing; Fitted fabric notebook covers; Illustrated notepads; Leather-bound blank journals; Personalized writing journals; Printed agendas; Printed notebooks; Printed notepads; Printed daily planners; Printed day planners; Printed desk top planners; Printed desktop planners; Printed note cards that unfold to act as worksheets for daily/monthly planners, organizers, calendars, to do lists that re-fold to make a credit card sized item that fits neatly in your wallet or pocket; Spiral-bound notebooks; Wire-bound notebooks; Writing journal sheets
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**Basis Information**

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Sisler, Lauren
- **Address**: Sisler, Lauren 5019 Applecross Rd. Birmingham ALABAMA 35242
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 3516-IP

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97920465  Application Filing Date  May 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs; Insulated containers for beverage cans, for domestic use; Insulated containers for food or beverages; Mug cosies; Mug cozies; Mug sleeves; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Water bottles sold empty; Aluminum water bottles sold empty; Beverage glassware; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Cups and mugs; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Insulated mugs; Plastic water bottles sold empty; Reusable plastic water bottles sold empty; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Thermally insulated containers for food; Travel mugs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sisler, Lauren  Address  Sisler, Lauren  5019 Applecross Rd.  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35242  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3516-IP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
USE YOUR TOOLS

Mark Literal(s) USE YOUR TOOLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97920468 Application Filing Date May 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather goods, namely, wallets, key cases, business card cases, credit card cases, leather trays, passport holders, bags, travel cases; trunks being luggage and suitcases; duffle bags; garment bags for travel; military duffle bags; tote bags; shoulder bags and backpacks; book bags, sport bags, and handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woetradingpost, LLC Address Woetradingpost, LLC 135 West 50th Street, 2nd Floor New York NEW YORK 10020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 130113.0100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97920496  Application Filing Date  May 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Handbags; Luggage; All-purpose athletic bags; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; All purpose sports bags; Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Bags for sports clothing; Drawstring bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; Tote bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Wheeled tote bags

International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sisler, Lauren  Address  Sisler, Lauren  5019 Applecross Rd.  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35242  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3516-IP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) YOU WILL NEVER DRINK ALONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97920557 Application Filing Date May 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Serving beverages in brewpubs; Taproom services featuring craft beer
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toryhaus Brewery LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Two Friends Brewing Address Toryhaus Brewery LLC 3128 West 11th Street Cleveland OHIO 44109 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s)  DIVERSIFY & STRENGTHEN
GUT FLORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97922870  Application Filing Date   May 05, 2023
Register        Principal  Mark Type   Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer   "GUT FLORA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Dietary food supplements
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes
US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals  First Use   Aug. 10, 2020
In Commerce   Nov. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Biom Pharmaceutical Corporation
Address   Biom Pharmaceutical Corporation  2203 industrial Blvd
Sarasota   FLORIDA   34234
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) HOPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97927649  Application Filing Date  May 09, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fishing lures, artificial fishing lures
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Plastic Research and Development Corporation  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA PRADCO  Address  Plastic Research and Development Corporation  5724 Highway 280 East  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35242  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  P 1075

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOK OF FUSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Providing online games of chance and wagering games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) SNOW LEOPARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97933911 Application Filing Date May 12, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5207661

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable casino type computer games through a computer, social networking or mobile platform
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 17, 2009 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIGHT & WONDER, INC. Address LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) DASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97934146 Application Filing Date May 12, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of body fluids for diagnostic purposes, namely, the detection of infectious disease; Medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of body fluids for diagnostic purposes, namely, the detection of COVID-19; medical diagnostic analyzers in the field of infectious disease; medical diagnostic analyzers in the field of COVID-19; diagnostic testing device, namely, medical devices for use in diagnosing infectious disease; medical testing device for detecting and diagnosing infectious diseases
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Minute Molecular Diagnostics, Inc. Address Minute Molecular Diagnostics, Inc. 1800 Sherman Avenue Suite 504 Evanston ILLINOIS 60201 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NUCL012US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CAMPFIRE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97975084</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0120098/1666036 International Registration Number 1666036 Child Of 97290957</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently ITU** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niantic, Inc.</td>
<td>Niantic, Inc. 1 Ferry Building, Suite 200 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94111</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>515680002001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
**MARK LITERAL(S)** MY FLORIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97975616
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 17, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 97177140

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Medical monitoring devices for monitoring blood properties with automated alert and monitoring capacity for medical use providing alerts to abnormal platelet levels and significant changes in platelet levels also incorporating a clock; Medical monitoring devices for medical patients for monitoring blood properties providing alerts to abnormal platelet levels and significant changes in platelet levels also incorporating a clock
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AB (publ)
- **Address**: Tomtebodavägen 23A 112 76 STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
- **Legal Entity**: AKTIEBOLAG
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 0086196A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) THE GOLDEN APRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975645 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “APRON” IN CLASS 25

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97433330

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking dishes; Baking mats; Mixing spoons; Serving forks; Serving spoons; Slotted spoons; Spatulas for kitchen use; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; Basting spoons; Cooking forks; Cooking graters; Cooking sieves; Cooking strainers; Cupcake baking cups; Cutting boards; Household utensils, namely, turners; Kitchen ladles; Serving ladles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Educational services, namely, providing on-line instruction in the field of culinary arts, food preparation, and cooking; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of culinary arts, food preparation, and cooking; Providing a web site that features informal instruction on culinary arts, food preparation and cooking; Providing entertainment information in the fields of food and beverage tastings, culinary arts, food preparation, and cooking via a website; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field(s) of food, beverages, recipes, ingredients, food preparation, cooking, and cookware; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of cooking and food preparation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Pastry shops; Retail bakery shops; Retail store services featuring breads, confections, sweets, chocolates, pastries, and baked goods; Wholesale and retail store services featuring breads, confections, sweets, chocolates, pastries, and baked goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Biscuits; Bread; Buns; Candy; Chocolate; Cocoa; Coffee; Cookies; Icing; Muffins; Pasta; Pastries; Pies; Salsa; Sauces; Sugar; Tarts; Tea; Corn bread; Edible cake decorations; Flavor enhancers used in food and beverage products; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for foods; Fondants; Mixes for bakery goods; Mixes for making baking batters; Rolls; Bread doughs; Brownie dough; Brownie mixes; Cake mixes; Cookie dough; Cookie mixes; Dipping sauces; Pastry dough; Frozen, prepared, ready-to-eat, or packaged meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

For Downloadable mobile applications for providing instructions in the field of culinary arts, food preparation and cooking

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Aprons; Hats; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Restaurant services; Café and restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Golden Apron, LLC Address The Golden Apron, LLC 722 Dulaney Valley Rd. 373 Towson MARYLAND 21204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02105

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RISO, MARK E
**Reason for Publication**
Published for Opposition

**Mark Literal(s)** CHAY

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97975658
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 14, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**
- **Child Of**: 97026058

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Potable spirits
  - **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 47, 49
  - **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **For**: Non-alcoholic cocktail mixes
  - **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
  - **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**Basis Information**
- **Currently ITU**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Chay Brands, LLC
- **Address**: Chay Brands, LLC  84 Sheridan Road  Highland Park  ILLINOIS  60035
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: I, DAVID C
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97975676
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 02, 2021
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Child Of**: 97008505

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Prepared and prepackaged meals and entrees consisting primarily of vegetables
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

**For**: Prepared and packaged meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice, granola
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently ITU**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Eleven Madison Home, LLC
- **Address**: Eleven Madison Home, LLC 22 West 27th Street, Second Floor, New York, NEW YORK 10001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: ELEV 2110706
- **Examining Attorney**: RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) ELEVEN MADISON HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975679 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97008502

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishes; glassware, namely, plates, bowls
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022
For Prepared and prepackaged meals and entrees consisting primarily of vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022
For Retail store services and online retail store services featuring housewares, kitchenware, glassware, prepackaged meals, snacks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022
For Prepared and packaged meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice; granola
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eleven Madison Home, LLC Address Eleven Madison Home, LLC 22 West 27th Street, Second Floor New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

7631
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  ELEV 2110705

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) TAKOMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975714 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Amended to Principal Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 15, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TAKOMO" represented in a stylized font and a design consisting of the graphic representation of the name. Translation The English translation of "TAKOMO" in the mark is forge.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97094639

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf spikes; Head wear; Socks; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 30, 2020 In Commerce May 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Takomo Manufacturing Company Ltd Address Takomo Manufacturing Company Ltd Säterikatu 9 Kaarina FINLAND 20780 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FINLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Published for Opposition

Mark Literal(s) LITTLE AMERICA EST. 1934

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975767 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with the wording "LITTLE
AMERICA" inside with a penguin below the wording. Below the penguin appears "EST. 1934". Color Claimed Color
is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EST. 1934"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2321804, 0978765, 1151406, 3267608, 2321462 and others Child Of 97111615

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Goods made of metal, namely, metal key chains, decorative metal key fobs, metal key rings; leather key chains; non-
metal key chains, key rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Lunch boxes; beverageware; cups, mugs and glassware, namely, beverage glassware, drinking glasses, shot glasses;
water bottles sold empty; bottle openers; collapsible containers, namely, portable beverage container holder, pet drinking
bowls, pet feeding bowls
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Golf towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Sporting goods, namely, golf balls, golf ball markers, golf tees, golf towel clips for attachment to golf bags; stuffed and
plush toys; stress relief exercise toys; flying discs
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Posters made of paper, printed postcards, printed note pads, stationery, pens, printed magazines in the field of resort services

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Plastic key tags

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Lanyards for holding keys; lanyards for holding badges

International Classes: 22 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
International Class Title: Cordage and Fibers

For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, golf shirts, polo shirts, sweaters, coats, vests, gloves, scarves, and hats; clothing for babies, toddlers and children, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies, golf shirts, polo shirts, sweaters, coats, vests, gloves, scarves, and hats; headwear, namely, sports caps, hats, golf caps, sun visors

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently ITU Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: REH FINANCE COMPANY
Address: REH FINANCE COMPANY 550 East South Temple Salt Lake City UTAH 84102
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 15027.690

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: ATTANG, UDEME U
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>79227470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized term "KIDE" with the space between "K" and "I" being shaded and the inside of the letter "D" being shaded. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1390602
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 26, 2017

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Essential oils; cosmetics; powder for make-up; solid powder for compacts
  - **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **For**: Retail store services and online retail store services featuring cosmetics
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kide Group Oy
- **Address**: Kide Group Oy  Tehtaankatu 1 A 12  FI-00140 Helsinki
- **Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FINLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 079497.00150

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1390602
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 26, 2017
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 27, 2017
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 26, 2027
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PICOOC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79246201 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2018 Registration Number 7095242 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "PICOOC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1436178 International Registration Date Aug. 10, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobile library services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Health care; physical therapy; telemedicine services; health counseling; nursing home, namely, nursing home services; food nutrition guidance, namely, food nutrition consultation, providing nutritional information about food; massage; veterinary assistance, namely, veterinary services; gardening; rental of sanitation facilities
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Cosmetics research; handwriting analysis, namely, graphology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PICOOC Technology Co., Ltd. Address PICOOC Technology Co., Ltd. (Deshengyuan Zone) Room 309, 3rd Floor, C Building, No.28, Xinjiekou CHINA Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZDIPA-19013
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong> 1436178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong> Aug. 10, 2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> WILLIS, PAMELA Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SULBING

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79267361</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 11, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095243</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "SULBING" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1470191  
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 13, 2018

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Canteen services; fruit and vegetable juice bar services; restaurant services; restaurant services specially for shaved ice with syrup (Bingsu); western style restaurants; self-service restaurants; snack-bar services; chain restaurant services; ice cream parlors; traditional tea cafes; pubs; cafes; fast-food restaurant services; Korean restaurants
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**Basis Information**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Sulbing Co., Ltd  
- **Address**: Sulbing Co., Ltd 8F,11F, 319, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: VEZ.TM8T

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1470191  
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 13, 2018  
- **Expiration Date**: Dec. 13, 2028

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AAPOGEE

Serial Number: 79275449  Application Filing Date: Oct. 08, 2019  Registration Number: 7095244  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For AGENCY SERVICES FOR LEASING OF REAL ESTATE PROPERTY; FINANCIAL ADVICE, CONSULTANCY, RESEARCH AND INFORMATION SERVICES; CONSULTANCY WITH REGARD TO ORGANISATION OF DEBT RECOVERY; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO CORPORATE FINANCE; REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY SERVICES; FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY

International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

For BUSINESS TRAINING; COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING; LEGAL TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION COURSES; CONDUCTING TRAINING SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS AND LAW; MAGAZINE PUBLISHING; PUBLISHING OF PERIODICAL AND NON-PERIODICAL PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS; PUBLISHING OF NEWSLETTERS; ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS; LANGUAGE TRANSLATION SERVICES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATIVE TO THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For COMPUTER SOFTWARE TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY [IT] CONSULTANCY; CONSULTING SERVICES FOR ANALYSING, DESIGNING AND PLANNING OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR BUSINESSES; ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY IN RELATION TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY, SECURITY OF COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SECURITY; COMPUTER SECURITY CONSULTANCY RELATING TO COMPUTER
SOFTWARE AND FIRMWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES; COMPUTER ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTANCY IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes  

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aapogee Intellectual Property s.r.o. Address Aapogee Intellectual Property s.r.o. Na Prikope 19 CZ-117 19 Prague 1 CZECH REPUBLIC Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CZECH REPUBLIC  

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28546.02/JKS 

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1506663 International Registration Date Oct. 08, 2019 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 16, 2019 Expiration Date Oct. 08, 2029 

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SWYSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79284042 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2020 Registration Number 7095245 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1527091 International Registration Date Feb. 12, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising; publicity agents; artists agent services, namely, business management of actors, authors, performing artists, photographers or writers; business management of sports people; charitable services, namely, business management and administration; compilation and provision of online business directories featuring athletes, actors, artists, authors, performing artists, photographers or writers; marketing advisory services; marketing assistance; marketing consultancy; online retail store services featuring personalised video messages from athletes, celebrities, influencers or other persons or groups of people; online retail store services for downloadable pre-recorded music and movies; production of advertising material; production of video recordings for advertising purposes in the nature of production of advertising films and commercials; production of video recordings for marketing purposes in the nature of production of commercials; promotional management of sports personalities; promotional management of actors, artists, authors, performing artists, photographers or writers; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; provision of an online marketplace for the sale and purchase of memorabilia and items belonging to celebrities and sports people; publicity agency services; retail store services featuring pre-recorded music and movies; on-line retail store services featuring video recordings; retailing of goods by any means, namely, retail store services featuring personalized video messages from celebrities

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Communication software, namely, downloadable mobile application software for enabling users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; recorded computer software for enabling users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; downloadable software that enables
users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; video films in the nature of downloadable films featuring personalised video messages from athletes, celebrities, influencers or other persons or groups of people; downloadable video recordings featuring personalised video messages from athletes, celebrities, influencers or other persons or groups of people

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Creating and maintaining blogs in the nature of weblogs for others; design of new consumer products; hosting computer sites in the nature of web sites; hosting of an interactive website that allows users to purchase or create personalised video messages; hosting of a website that features non-downloadable software that enables users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; online provision of non-downloadable web-based applications for enabling users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; online provision of non-downloadable web-based software for enabling users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; provision of non-downloadable web-based applications or software that allows users to purchase or create personalised video messages; provision of non-downloadable web-based applications or software that enables users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people; web portal services in the nature of website designing or hosting; web-based applications in the nature of online non-downloadable software for providing personalised video messages from athletes, celebrities, influencers or other persons or groups of people; web-based application in the nature of non-downloadable software that enables users to access an online marketplace to purchase or create a personalised video message from an athlete, celebrity, influencer or other person or group of people

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  SWYSH TECH PTY LIMITED  **Address**  SWYSH TECH PTY LIMITED  C/O Logicca,  Level 6, Macquarie Street Sydney NSW 20  AUSTRALIA  **Legal Entity**  PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  83967-321530

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1527091  **International Registration Date**  Feb. 12, 2020  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Sep. 02, 2019  **Expiration Date**  Feb. 12, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUMPANDREACH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79288486</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2020</td>
<td>7095246</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;JUMP AND REACH&quot; on three separate lines, to the right of a stylized figure comprised of a circle above two curved lines, all inside a square.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1412717</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For
- Clocks; watch bands; cases being clock and watchmaking parts; parts for clockworks; ornaments in the nature of jewelry

#### International Classes
- 14 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50
- International Class Title Jewelry

#### For
- Cases specially adapted for sporting articles in the nature of golf bags, ski bags, snowboarding bags

#### International Classes
- 28 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
- International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

#### For
- Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, jackets; headwear; footwear

#### International Classes
- 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 22, 39
- International Class Title Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently 66A Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>JumpandReach GmbH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>JumpandReach GmbH Sonnenburgstraße 15 A-6020 Innsbruck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>AUSTRIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1412717</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARKS, KIMBERLY L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GCT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79288566 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2020 Registration Number 7095247
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1538286 International Registration Date Apr. 23, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gold, gold bullion; gold ingots; non-monetary gold coins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Financial services, namely, financial advisory and consultancy services; financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; providing financial services with respect to securities and other financial instruments and products, namely, money management services; providing financial services with respect to securities and other financial instruments and products, namely, trading of and investments in securities and financial instruments and products for others; financial services, namely, funding research awards in the field of energy; financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to securities and other financial instruments; financial services, namely, business fundraising for others; financial investment brokerage services; financial research and information services; financial research and equity research brokerage services; financial services, namely, gold trading; financial services, namely, commodity trading and managed futures advisory and management services; financial analysis and research services; financial information and advisory services; financial advice and consultancy services; financial portfolio analysis services; financial planning and investment advisory services; financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures and other securities, and the investment of funds of others; strategic corporate financial advisory services; strategic financial advisory services; financial services, namely, raising money for the hedge funds of others; financial restructuring services; financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services; financial services, namely, the trading of financial instruments, securities,
shares, options and other derivative products; financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management,
investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services;
financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; financial advisory and consultancy services relating to energy
products; financial services, namely, proprietary trading in commodities, securities, options, futures, equities and fixed income
products in the United States and overseas market securities; financial services, namely, dealing in securities as a market maker
and in trading commodities, securities, options, futures, equities and fixed income products in the United States and overseas
market securities; financial services in the nature of precious metals trading; electronic financial trading services; stock trading,
namely, trading in securities; commodities trading for others; currency trading; investment management services; investment
management services in relation to emerging markets; financial research services; financial due diligence services; financial
risk management services; financial risk assessment services; financial risk management, namely, financial risk mitigation
services; financial services for structuring financial deals, namely, providing financial advice and consultancy in the field of
structuring financial deals

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and
Financial

**For** Edible oils; olive oils for food; linseed oils for food; nut oils for food; vegetable oils for food

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**For** Raw grain, namely, unprocessed grain in the nature of aramanthus, barley, buckwheat, bulgur, corn, einkorn, emmer,
freekah, kaniwa, millet, oats, quinoa, rice, rye, sorghum, spelt, teff, triticale, wheat, wild rice; unprocessed grain; unprocessed

cereal grains; sugarcane; unprocessed rice

**International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 46 **International Class Title** Natural Agricultural
Products

**For** Sugar; rice

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**For** Crude oil; refined oil products, namely, fuel oil, heating oil, engine oils; industrial oils and greases; fuels; petroleum;
motor oils; machine oils, namely, gear oils, engine oils; lubricating oils; coal; coal based fuels; coal briquettes; coal dust being
fuel; coal gas

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Gemcorp UK 1 Limited **Address** Gemcorp UK 1 Limited Second Floor, 1 New Burlington Place
LONDON W1S 2HR UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** Limited Company **State or Country Where Organized**
UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** BWR248US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1538286 **International Registration Date** Apr. 23, 2020 **Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 11, 2019 **Expiration Date** Apr. 23, 2030
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   FOSS, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KASJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79290905  Application Filing Date  Jun. 15, 2020  Registration Number   7095248
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "KASJ". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "KASJ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1543862A  International Registration Date  Jun. 15, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Esthetic massage apparatus; massage apparatus; vibromassage apparatus; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; orthodontic appliances; soporific pillows for insomnia; breast pumps; feeding bottles; love dolls; condoms; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; orthopedic articles, namely, orthopedic walkers; maternity support belts for medical purposes; strait jackets; sex toys; dummies for babies; electric acupuncture instruments; blankets, electric, for medical purposes
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
For  dishwashers; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; spin driers, not heated; washing machines for clothes; whisks, electric, for household purposes; food blenders, electric, for household purposes; vacuum cleaners; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; dough kneading machines for household purposes
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
For  Electric lamps; lanterns for lighting; multicookers; freezers; refrigerators; hair driers; air-conditioning installations; electric fans for personal use; fabric steamers; electric appliances for making yogurt; water heaters; water heating installations; sanitary apparatus and installations, namely, urinals being sanitary fixtures; hydromassage bath apparatus; water purification installations; coffee machines, electric; radiators, electric; friction lighters for igniting gas; air purifying apparatus and machines; kettles, electric
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Cixi Weijian Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Cixi Weijian Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 03, 5-1, Jinshuai Building, Baisha Road Street, Cixi City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  DF230200047

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1543862A  International Registration Date  Jun. 15, 2020  Expiration Date  Jun. 15, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IMMUTABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79297347 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2020 Registration Number 7095249
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a miscellaneous design with an overall hexagon shape made up of angled lines to the left of the stylized wording "IMMUTABLE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1558776 International Registration Date Sep. 25, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services; financial services, namely, exchange of virtual currencies and cryptocurrencies authenticated by non-fungible tokens; financial services, namely, financial exchange of crypto assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens; financial exchange services featuring blockchain technology, namely, financial trading of virtual currencies, cryptocurrencies, and crypto assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens; money exchange services, financing and financial transactions services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; monetary transactions in the nature of money exchange services; on-line financial transaction payment services, namely, providing secure commercial transaction and payment options; the provision of on-line banking services via electronic means; the provision of on-line financial services, namely, exchange of virtual currencies and cryptocurrencies authenticated by non-fungible tokens via electronic means; the provision of on-line financial services, namely, financial exchange of crypto assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens via electronic means; financial exchange services featuring blockchain technology, namely, the provision of on-line financial services, namely, financial trading of virtual currencies, cryptocurrencies, and crypto assets authenticated by non-fungible tokens via electronic means
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Electronic game playing apparatus for action and adventure games, action-type target games, games of chance and skill, virtual reality games, war games, turn based competitive games; electronic game machines, namely, video game machines; hand-held computer and electronic games consoles, namely, electronic video game consoles, electronic game controllers for computer games and electronic computer game joysticks, electronic game controllers with an integrated video display for
computer games, electronic video game machines, electronic video game machines for use with a monitor or television, hand-held units for playing electronic games, hand-held units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor, video game consoles, video game controllers, video game joysticks, video game machines; arcade-type electronic video games, namely, token operated video games and computer games

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**For**: The bringing together for the benefit of others of a wide variety of goods and services in the fields of electronic gaming and virtual reality, excluding the transport thereof, enabling others to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services by means of an online marketplace; retailing by electronic or computer means in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods and services of others; procuring of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services, namely, effecting transactions for products and services via an interactive computer communications network; computerized on-line retail ordering services in the fields of electronic gaming and virtual reality made via computer terminals and networks; promoting the computerized sale of goods and services of others, made via computer terminals and networks by featured advertisements located on a gaming website and in featured games; wholesale and retail computerized on-line search and ordering service for a wide variety of consumer goods services in the fields of electronic gaming and virtual reality; provision of customer loyalty programs which provides earning loyalty points through purchases redeemable for tokens, discounts, rewards access to games, and prizes; administration of customer reward and incentive programs to promote the sale of products and services of others; administration of promotional incentive schemes to promote the sale of goods and services in the fields of electronic gaming and virtual reality; specifically excluding from all of the foregoing development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For**: Downloadable computer software for use in computer game development; downloadable electronic game software for use on computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, tablet computers, handheld computers, electronic games consoles, and mobile phones; downloadable computer software platform which allows electronic game publishers to integrate decentralized assets, namely, visual characters, level art, props, objects, 3D models, sprites, sound effects, music, code snippets and modules; downloadable software for ensuring the security of blockchain data for use in the video gaming industry

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Licensing of computer software

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Immutable Pty Ltd  
**Address**: Immutable Pty Ltd  
Level 18, 77 King Street  
Sydney NSW 2000  
AUSTRALIA  
**Legal Entity**: proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA  

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 193293-105  

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1558776  
**International Registration Date**: Sep. 25, 2020  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Mar. 26, 2020  
**Expiration Date**: Sep. 25, 2030  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BETTS, MARCYA N  

7653
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LYTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79298037  Application Filing Date  Aug. 28, 2020  Registration Number  7095250
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1560435  International Registration Date  Aug. 28, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Credit bureau services; issuance of credit cards; debt advisory services; debt collection agency services; electronic wallet payment services, namely, multicurrency support services in the nature of electronic domestic and foreign exchange payment processing, valuing of domestic and foreign currency, and dynamic currency conversion, payment collection services for others, and processing payment disbursements via an electronic wallet; electronic funds transfer; factoring, namely, international factoring agency services, factoring agency services, bulk factoring services, notified factoring services, non-notified factoring services, maturity factoring services, recourse factoring services, non-recourse factoring services, invoice discounting services, and early payment discounting services; arranging finance for construction projects; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial information and evaluations; financial management; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; financial research; providing financial information; providing financial information via a web site; financing services; hire-purchase financing; lease-purchase financing; instalment loans; insurance consultancy; providing insurance information; investment of funds; lending against security, namely, vehicle loan services, mortgage loan services, namely, mortgage refinancing and mortgage lending, share-secured loans services, issuing of secured credit cards, secured credit card factoring and payment processing services, loan origination services specializing in business loans, revolving loan facilities, non-revolving loan facilities, working capital loans, debt consolidation loans, financing of bridging loans, corporate money lending, and mezzanine financing; financing of loans; organisation of monetary collections, namely, debt collection services, cash collection services in the nature of crowdfunding services in the nature of providing financing from money collected from individuals, charitable fundraising services, and account collection services; mortgage banking; online banking; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; provident fund services, namely, financial management in the field of employee pension plans, private pension plans, public pension plans, investment management services, fund administration services, wealth planning, and financial planning; real estate affairs, namely, real estate investment services,
real estate investment trust management services, real estate escrow services, real estate appraisal and valuation, real estate financing services, and mortgage financing services; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; rent collection; retirement payment services, namely, financial administration of retirement accounts; savings bank services; none of the foregoing related to transportation or delivery services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**For** Cloud computing featuring non-downloadable software for use in the provision of platform-as-a-service (PaaS), provision of infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), provision of software-as-a-service (SaaS), and functions-as-a-service all featuring software for use in providing credit scores, quoting loans, managing and processing loans, budgeting, managing money, recording and tracking financial transactions, accessing bank and deposit account, credit card account and other financial account information, performing transactions, storing, modifying, transmitting, and receiving information and data in the fields of personal finance, banking, and financial planning, in the field of financial services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in financial services in the nature of providing credit scores, quoting loans, managing and processing loans, budgeting, managing money, recording and tracking financial transactions, accessing bank and deposit account, credit card account and other financial account information, performing transactions, storing, modifying, transmitting, and receiving information and data in the fields of personal finance, banking, and financial planning; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others in financial services in the nature of providing credit scores, quoting loans, managing and processing loans, budgeting, managing money, recording and tracking financial transactions, accessing bank and deposit account, credit card account and other financial account information, performing transactions, storing, modifying, transmitting, and receiving information and data in the fields of personal finance, banking, and financial planning; none of the foregoing related to transportation or delivery services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: LYTE VENTURES PTE. LTD.  
**Address**: LYTE VENTURES PTE. LTD. 6 Bukit Pasoh Road, #02-00 Singapore 089820  
**Legal Entity**: Private Limited Company  
**State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 161104-00104

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1560435  
**International Registration Date**: Aug. 28, 2020  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 24, 2020  
**Expiration Date**: Aug. 28, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M

7655
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LYTEPAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79298451  Application Filing Date  Aug. 28, 2020  Registration Number  7095251
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "LytePay" with a stylized "y".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1561489  International Registration Date  Aug. 28, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Credit bureau services; issuance of credit cards; debt advisory services; debt collection agency services; electronic wallet payment services, namely, multicurrency support services in the nature of electronic domestic and foreign exchange payment processing, valuing of domestic and foreign currency, and dynamic currency conversion, payment collection services for others, and processing payment disbursements via an electronic wallet; electronic funds transfer; factoring, namely, international factoring agency services, factoring agency services, bulk factoring services, notified factoring services, non-notified factoring services, maturity factoring services, recourse factoring services, non-recourse factoring services, invoice discounting services, and early payment discounting services; arranging finance for construction projects; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial information and evaluations; financial management; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; financial research; providing financial information; providing financial information via a web site; financing services; hire-purchase financing; lease-purchase financing; instalment loans; insurance consultancy; providing insurance information; investment of funds; lending against security, namely, vehicle loan services, mortgage loan services, namely, mortgage refinancing and mortgage lending, share-secured loans services, issuing of secured credit cards, secured credit card factoring and payment processing services, loan origination services specializing in business loans, revolving loan facilities, non-revolving loan facilities, working capital loans, debt consolidation loans, financing of bridging loans, corporate money lending, and mezzanine financing; financing of loans; organisation of monetary collections, namely, debt collection services, cash collection services in the nature of crowdfunding services in the nature of providing financing from money collected from individuals, charitable fundraising services, and account collection services; mortgage banking; online banking; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; provident fund services, namely, financial management in the field of employee pension plans, private pension plans, public pension plans, investment management services, fund administration services, wealth planning, and financial planning; real estate affairs, namely, real estate investment services,
real estate investment trust management services, real estate escrow services, real estate appraisal and valuation, real estate financing services, and mortgage financing services; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; rent collection; retirement payment services, namely, financial administration of retirement accounts; savings bank services; none of the foregoing related to transportation or delivery services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial Services

**For**: Cloud computing featuring non-downloadable software for use in the provision of platform-as-a-service (PaaS), provision of infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), provision of software-as-a-service (SaaS), and functions-as-a-service all featuring software for use in providing credit scores, quoting loans, managing and processing loans, budgeting, managing money, recording and tracking financial transactions, accessing bank and deposit account, credit card account and other financial account information, performing transactions, storing, modifying, transmitting, and receiving information and data in the fields of personal finance, banking, and financial planning, in the field of financial services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in financial services in the nature of providing credit scores, quoting loans, managing and processing loans, budgeting, managing money, recording and tracking financial transactions, accessing bank and deposit account, credit card account and other financial account information, performing transactions, storing, modifying, transmitting, and receiving information and data in the fields of personal finance, banking, and financial planning; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others in financial services in the nature of providing credit scores, quoting loans, managing and processing loans, budgeting, managing money, recording and tracking financial transactions, accessing bank and deposit account, credit card account and other financial account information, performing transactions, storing, modifying, transmitting, and receiving information and data in the fields of personal finance, banking, and financial planning; none of the foregoing related to transportation or delivery services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: LYTE VENTURES PTE. LTD.  **Address**: LYTE VENTURES PTE. LTD.  6 Bukit Pasoh Road, #02-00 Singapore 089820  **SINGAPORE**  **Legal Entity**: Private Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 161104-00103

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1561489  **International Registration Date**: Aug. 28, 2020  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 24, 2020  **Expiration Date**: Aug. 28, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M

7657
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACTIVE LISTENING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79300705 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7095252 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1566917 International Registration Date Jul. 16, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging of social entertainment events; audio entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by music artists; audio production services, namely, production of audio recording, creating and producing ambient soundscapes, and sound stories for museums, galleries, attractions, podcasts, broadcasts, websites and games; audio, video and multimedia production; editing or recording of sounds and images; education and training services relating to the sound technology, namely, courses and workshops in the field of sound technology; education and training services relating to wellness, namely, courses and workshops in the field of wellness; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of multimedia entertainment content in the field of wellness; organisation of live musical and artistic performances; production of sound recordings; providing on-line educational information in the field of music, namely music production, post-production, music recording, music composition, music publishing, and music mixing; provision of on-line audio and video entertainment, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; publishing of books, e-books, journals, magazines, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, printed periodicals, manuals, instructional and teaching materials in the field of sound technology; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Accessories for digital audio hardware, namely, protective cases for digital audio equipment in the nature of speakers, headphones and audio mixers; apparatus for the reproduction of sound; apparatus for wireless transmission of acoustic information; audio amplifiers; audio and video data processing systems comprising of downloadable computer software for audio and video data processing, central processing units for processing data, sound or images; audio apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound; audio recordings featuring music and music sound recordings; audio speakers; Digital
content streaming devices being digital media streaming devices; Digital media content in the nature of downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music; downloadable audio editing software; downloadable audio playback software; downloadable software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; downloadable software for organizing, manipulating, transmitting and reviewing audio content; downloadable software for controlling the operation of sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; downloadable software for streaming audio content via the internet; downloadable software for wireless digital content delivery and transmission; downloadable software to control and improve audio equipment sound quality; downloadable software to enhance audio content; digital sound processors; earphones; headphones; Structural parts and accessories for speakers, earphones, headphones and wearable electronic devices, being wearable computers in the nature of wireless audio playing devices; protective covers, protective cases, bags, sleeves, straps and lanyards specially adapted for headphones, earphones and wearable electronic devices being wearable computers in the nature of wireless audio playing devices; Audio electronic components, namely, surround sound systems; wearable electronic devices, namely, wearable computers in the nature of audio playing devices, wearable activity trackers, wearable cameras, wearable video display monitors; portable sound reproducing apparatus

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Telecommunication services, namely, audio and video transmission via digital networks; broadcasting of audio material via the internet and electronic communications networks; communication services, namely, digital and electronic transmission of voice, data, sound, music, graphics, images, audio, video, information, and messages; digital media streaming services being streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; streaming of audio and video material via a global computer network; streaming of audio material on the internet; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**  Communication

**For** Design and development of software and hardware for use in connection with transmitting, streaming, and downloading music, videos, and audiovisual content; design and development of software related to audio for audio operators, digital signal processing, producing, recording and processing digital and analogue signals; design and development of software related to video for editing, on-demand streaming, processing and playback; development and testing of computer methods, algorithms and software in the field of acoustics; hosting of websites featuring multimedia content for others; providing software as a service featuring software for use in connection with transmitting, streaming, and downloading music, videos, and audiovisual content; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for analyzing media data; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for audio streaming; software as a service (saas) featuring software for audio and video editing, on-demand streaming, processing, playback; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**

**Currently 66A**  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TGR1.618 LIMITED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TGR1.618 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris, 21 Knightsbridge London SW1X 7LY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>IRIS006MPUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1566917 |
| International Registration Date | Jul. 16, 2020 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Jan. 16, 2020 |
| Expiration Date | Jul. 16, 2030 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>DERBY, KAREN SHEREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAVITRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79301062 Application Filing Date  Nov. 23, 2020  Registration Number  7095253
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date
May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1567735  International Registration Date  Nov. 23, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Substance analysis apparatus for medical use, namely, microscopes, benchtop incubators, for use in providing assisted reproductive medical care; pH analyzers; temperature analyzers; sensors used to analyze culture media for pregnancy and miscarriage likelihood; medical diagnostic apparatus for medical use, namely, machines for detecting embryo DNA, metabolites, and proteins; tools for medical diagnosis, namely, mass spectrometers for analyzing biomarkers and identifying metabolomic profiling, genetic blueprint, aneuploidy screening, genetic abnormalities screening for pregnancy and miscarriage likelihood, all the aforesaid services for use in connection with In Vitro Fertilization and the field of clinical reproduction only

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

For  Apparatus for scientific and laboratory research, namely, time-lapse incubators for embryo culture and embryo assessment for couples undergoing in vitro fertilization and intracytoplasmic sperm injection; educational apparatus and simulators, namely, time-lapse incubators for embryo culture and embryo assessment for couples undergoing in vitro fertilization and intracytoplasmic sperm injection; scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, time lapse incubators for automated in vitro fertilization, denudation, embryo culture and embryo/gamete screening; research apparatus and instruments, namely, benchtop incubators for embryo culture and monitoring; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, namely, laboratory pipettes, and microfluidic biochips for gamete denudation, fertilization, embryo development and image capture; biochips for research or scientific purposes; fermentation apparatus for laboratory use; integrated software packages, namely, downloadable computer software for use in laboratory automation, all the aforesaid goods for use in connection with In Vitro Fertilization and the field of clinical reproduction only
For In-vitro fertilization services; analysis of human tissues for medical treatment; medical analyses for the diagnosis and treatment of people; medical consultancy in the field of pregnancy; medical assistance; medical care; medical consultations; gynecological cytology services; medical examination for persons; medical information; medical analysis services; medical and health services related to DNA, genetics and genetic testing; sperm bank services; human fertility treatment services; pregnancy testing services; all the aforesaid products are intended for exclusive use in relation to in-vitro fertilization and in the field of clinical reproduction

For Design and testing of new products for others; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, medical analysis, biological testing in the fields in-vitro fertilization and in the field of clinical reproduction; Development of testing methods, namely, development of testing specifications and procedures for the medical industry; Conducting clinical trials and clinical studies for others; Computer-aided design of molds, all the aforesaid services for use in connection with In Vitro Fertilization and the field of clinical reproduction only

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

UNITED STATES Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102226.0015T

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1567735 International Registration Date Nov. 23, 2020
Expiration Date Nov. 23, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIPHiGo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79302234 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2020 Registration Number 7095254 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1570500 International Registration Date Jul. 31, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Girdles; caps being headwear; gloves; shawls; clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, pants, dresses, undergarments and headwear; hosiery; sports jerseys; rain coats; footwear; motorists' clothing, namely, gloves, jackets and coats, undergarments and headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Human Horizons Holdings Co., Ltd. Address Human Horizons Holdings Co., Ltd. No. 1700 3# Rm 8438, Gangyan Rd., Gangyan Town, Chongming District 200082 CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 241298.32282

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1570500 International Registration Date Jul. 31, 2020 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 27, 2020 Expiration Date Jul. 31, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AB ASAMBEAUTY YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79305127
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 02, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095255
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized lowercase "a" in green within an incomplete grey circle overlapping a partial lowercase "b" in grey. To the right is "asambeauty", with "asam" in green and "beauty" in grey. Below "asambeauty" is the stylized wording "You are beautiful." in grey.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The colors grey and green are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1577576
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 02, 2020

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Food supplements, mainly with a base of amino acids, minerals and/or trace elements; vitamin preparations; dietetic preparations adapted for medical use; disinfectants
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BHI Beauty & Health Investment Group Management GmbH
- **Address**: BHI Beauty & Health Investment Group Management GmbH, Feringastrasse 12A, 85774 Unterföhring, FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1577576
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 02, 2020
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jun. 04, 2020
- **Expiration Date**: Dec. 02, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK LITERAL(S)**  
SIRIUSPOINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79305626</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2021</td>
<td>7095256</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration**: 1578732  
International Registration Date: Jan. 27, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing, and administering insurance for all types of insurances in the fields of casualty, health, workers compensation, land vehicles, railway, aviation, aircraft, marine, shipping, ships, transportation, liability, credit and bond, financial loss insurance, energy, fire and natural forces, natural disasters, property, environmental property, insurance brokerage; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services related to insurance; reinsurance underwriting

**International Classes**: 36  
Primary Classes: US Classes 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: SiriusPoint Ltd  
**Address**: SiriusPoint Ltd Clarendon House 2 Church Street BERMUDA  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED**: BERMUDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 80EG-347161

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1578732  
**International Registration Date**: Jan. 27, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 06, 2020  
**Expiration Date**: Jan. 27, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOFIA MILANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79307491 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095257
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1583208 International Registration Date Feb. 05, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery, namely, jewelry, imitation jewelry, and paste jewelry; cuff links, tie pins, tie clips; key rings, key chains, charms for key rings, and charms for key chains; jewellery charms; jewellery boxes; component parts for jewellery, clocks and watches, namely, clasps for jewellery, beads for making jewellery, movements for clocks and watches, clock hands, watch springs, watch crystal

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brands United 360 GmbH Address Brands United 360 GmbH Schiffbauerdamm 19 10117 Berlin FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BRDU 2111595

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1583208 International Registration Date Feb. 05, 2021
Expiration Date Feb. 05, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRASTOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79309408 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7095258
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1587837 International Registration Date Feb. 17, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, footwear and headgear; mail order catalogue services and online web sites being online retail store services featuring clothing, footwear and headgear, and providing television home shopping services featuring clothing footwear and headgear; the bringing together for the benefit of others of clothing, footwear, and headgear, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to view and purchase those goods by means of vending machines

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brastop Limited Address Brastop Limited Unit 1 The Hawthorn Centre, Elmgrove Road Harrow, Middlesex HA1 2RF UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where WALES
Organized WALES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SA206W

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1587837 International Registration Date Feb. 17, 2021
Expiration Date Feb. 17, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALTH-SHARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79311858 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 11, 2021 Registration Number</th>
<th>7095259 Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023 Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1593465
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 11, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Charitable fundraising for patients who are not able to bear the costs for medical treatment themselves in the field of care for emergency patients; Charitable fundraising services for patients who are not able to bear the costs for medical treatment themselves; Charitable fundraising services for patients who are not able to bear the costs for medical treatment themselves in the field of healthcare; Arranging charitable fundraising for patients who are not able to bear the costs for medical treatment themselves other than the fundraisers
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Klaus Faßbender
- **Address**: Kirrberger Straße 66424 Homburg FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1593465
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 11, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 05, 2020
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 11, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FOX III, LYAL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SIRIUS POINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79311982 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095260
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black square with the wording "SIRIUS POINT" in the center in orange and white with the dots above the letter "I"s in "SIRIUS" and having an orange star below the letter "I" in "POINT"; around the square are multiple connecting lines in black forming various triangles and also brush strokes of paint in red, orange, blue, and green; all on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red, orange, blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1593743 International Registration Date Feb. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing, and administering insurance for all types of insurances in the fields of casualty, health, workers compensation, land vehicles, railway, aviation, aircraft, marine, shipping, ships, transportation, liability, credit and bond, financial loss insurance, energy, fire and natural forces, natural disasters, property, environmental property, insurance brokerage; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services related to insurance; reinsurance underwriting
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SiriusPoint Ltd Address SiriusPoint Ltd Clarendon House 2 Church Street BERMUDA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BERMUDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 80EG-347161
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1593743 International Registration Date Feb. 10, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 02, 2021 Expiration Date Feb. 10, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIRIUS POINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79312077 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095261
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black square with the wording "SIRIUS POINT" in the center in blue-green and white and white with the dots above the letter "I"s in "SIRIUS" and having an blue-green star below the letter "I" in "POINT"; around the square are multiple geometric triangular, quadrilateral, and polygonal shapes in red, yellow, blue-green, blue, and white; all on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red, yellow, blue-green, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1593882 International Registration Date Feb. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing, and administering insurance for all types of insurances in the fields of casualty, health, workers compensation, land vehicles, railway, aviation, aircraft, marine, shipping, ships, transportation, liability, credit and bond, financial loss insurance, energy, fire and natural forces, natural disasters, property, environmental property, insurance brokerage; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services related to insurance; reinsurance underwriting
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SiriusPoint Ltd Address SiriusPoint Ltd Clarendon House 2 Church Street BERMUDA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BERMUDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 80EG-347161
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SIRIUS POINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79312080</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2021</td>
<td>7095262</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Mark consists of a black square with the wording &quot;SIRIUS&quot; in blue with the word &quot;POINT&quot; below in white; two stars in white are above the letter &quot;I&quot;s in &quot;SIRIUS&quot; and a blue star is below the &quot;I&quot; in &quot;POINT&quot;.</th>
<th>Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a black square with the wording &quot;SIRIUS&quot; in blue with the word &quot;POINT&quot; below in white; two stars in white are above the letter &quot;I&quot;s in &quot;SIRIUS&quot; and a blue star is below the &quot;I&quot; in &quot;POINT&quot;.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) blue, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Feb. 10, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing, and administering insurance for all types of insurances in the fields of casualty, health, workers compensation, land vehicles, railway, aviation, aircraft, marine, shipping, ships, transportation, liability, credit and bond, financial loss insurance, energy, fire and natural forces, natural disasters, property, environmental property, insurance brokerage; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services related to insurance; reinsurance underwriting |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SiriusPoint Ltd</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>SiriusPoint Ltd Clarendon House 2 Church Street BERMUDA</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>BERMUDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<p>| Docket Number | 80EG-347161 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1593890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examineer Attorney: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIRIUS POINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79312210 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095263 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black square with the wording "SIRIUS" in blue with the word "POINT" below in white; two stars in white are above the letter "I"s in "SIRIUS" and a blue star is below the "I" in "POINT"; behind in the square design is a large watercolor splotch in blue, green, purple, and pink; all on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, black, green, purple, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1594215 International Registration Date Feb. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing, and administering insurance for all types of insurances in the fields of casualty, health, workers compensation, land vehicles, railway, aviation, aircraft, marine, shipping, ships, transportation, liability, credit and bond, financial loss insurance, energy, fire and natural forces, natural disasters, property, environmental property, insurance brokerage; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services related to insurance; reinsurance underwriting International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SiriusPoint Ltd Address SiriusPoint Ltd Clarendon House 2 Church Street BERMUDA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BERMUDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 80EG-347161
Owner of International Registration Number 1594215
International Registration Date Feb. 09, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 02, 2021
Expiration Date Feb. 09, 2031

Examining Attorney
 Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XPLORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79312291 Application Filing Date Dec. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7095264
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "XPLORE", below a stylized letter "X" formed by stylized arrows, all on a shaded background.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1594397 International Registration Date Dec. 18, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fabric, cloth, textiles and textile goods, namely, textile fabrics for use in making articles of clothing, headwear and footwear; nylon fabric; neoprene fabric for textile use; synthetic rubber fabric for use in making clothing wetsuits and harness; Textile fabrics for use in making articles of clothing; textile fabrics for use in making articles of headgear; textiles fabrics for use in making parts of articles of clothing; textile fabrics for use in making parts of articles of headgear; textile fabrics for use in making parts of articles of footwear; breathable piece goods made of textile materials, namely, textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; water vapour permeable textiles; waterproof textile fabrics, namely, textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof cloths for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; breathable fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; performance fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; technical fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; fabrics with wicking properties for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of waterproof clothing, and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of breathable clothing and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of technical clothing and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of clothing and headgear with wicking properties; woven fabrics for making up into articles of clothing; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof clothing; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof headgear; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof footwear; breathable waterproof fabrics for the manufacture of
clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof fabric in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of clothing; waterproof fabric for manufacturing headwear; waterproof fabric for manufacturing footwear; waterproof fabric for manufacturing luggage; waterproof fabrics for use in the manufacture of jackets; waterproof fabrics for use in the manufacture of trousers; water resistant fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textiles made of synthetic materials, namely polyester and nylon fabrics; textiles and textile laminated textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; constructed textiles in the nature of textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textiles made of synthetic materials in the nature of textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear.

**International Classes**

24 - Primary Classes

US Classes

42, 50

**International Class Title**

Fabrics

**For**

Articles of clothing, namely, pants, shirts, and shoes, headwear and footwear with built in buoyancy; jackets with built in buoyancy; clothing, namely, pants, shirts, and shoes, headwear and footwear with built in buoyancy; salopettes, pants, smocks, thermal underwear; suits, one-piece suits, two-piece suits, wet suits, wetsuits boots, wetsuits shoes; dry suits; dry suit boots, dry suit shoes; boots, hats; clothing, namely, pants, hats, dresses, coats, jeans, shirts, shoes; headwear; footwear; outer clothing, namely, coats; waterproof and water resistant outer garments, namely, coats, smocks, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balACLava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots; waterproof and water resistant outer garments, namely, raincoats, headwear and footwear; waterproof clothing, namely, coats, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balACLava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots salopettes, headwear and footwear; water resistant clothing namely, coats, smocks, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balACLava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots, headwear, footwear and sports clothing, namely, track suits; clothing, namely, Fishermen's jackets, rainproof jackets, coats, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balACLava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, headwear and footwear for wear whilst sailing; aprons; knitwear being clothing, namely, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats shirts.; clothing of cotton, silk, linen or and wool, namely, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, pants, clothing made from man-made fibres, namely, namely, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, pants; T-shirts; T-shirts with graphics printed on them; men's T-shirts; women's T-shirts; children's T-shirts; T-shirts for babies; socks; thermal socks; trainer socks; breathable clothing, namely, coats, smocks, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balACLava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, footwear and headwear; stockings and hosiery; mittens; pullovers; scarves; sports jerseys; tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; Gilets; overcoats; belts; coats; rain coats; jerseys; jumpers; sweaters; cardigans; ponchos; corsets being clothing; shawls; mufflers as neck scarves; pashmina shawls; wraparounds being clothing; Clothing wraps; gloves; sarongs; leisurewear, namely, sweatpants, sweatshirts, hoodies; blouses; dresses; shorts; jeans; denim jackets; jackets; fleece jackets; denim trousers; neckties; bow ties; ties as clothing; lounge suits; waist coats; trousers; articles of lingerie, namely, bras and knickers; articles of underwear, namely, underpants undershirts, knitted underwear; dressing gowns; bath robes; articles of beachwear, namely, swimsuits; Sportswear, namely, sports pants, sports shirts, sports jerseys; boxer's shorts; boxer shorts; sports underwear; sports T-shirts, vests; track pants; track suit tops; track suit bottoms; track suits; jogging suits; warm-up suits; running shorts, vests, top and pants all being clothing; bicycling shorts; soccer shirts, shorts and socks; football strips, being soccer shirts; items of clothing for playing football in, namely, jerseys, shorts, and socks; football shirts, shorts, socks and boots; studs for football boots; rugby shirts, shorts and socks; sweatshirts; hooded tops being clothing; woolly hats; caps being headwear; bobble hats; ski hats; baseball caps; cricket hats; sunhats; sun-visors being headwear; headwear; inner soles; non-slipping devices for footwear, namely, non-slip soles for footwear; shoes,
boots and footwear with non-slip soles; articles of industrial and work wear, namely, footwear, headwear and clothing, namely, shirts, pants, and work boots; work footwear other than for protection against injury or accident; waterproof and water resistant clothing, namely, clothing, being, shorts, headwear, footwear; slippers; shoes; high heeled shoes; boots; trainers being footwear; flip-flops; sandals mules; slip on shoes; slip on boots; moccasins; loafers; deck shoes; water proof boots and shoes; water resistant boots and shoes; footwear for wear onboard decks of boats; footwear for wear onboard decks of ships; footwear for sailing; plimsolls; clogs; wellington boots

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**Basis Information**
Currently 66A Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name** Douglas Gill International Limited **Address** Douglas Gill International Limited Manor House Road Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 1LR UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** Limited Company **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
**Docket Number** 2069737-33

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1594397 **International Registration Date** Dec. 18, 2020 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jun. 19, 2020 **Expiration Date** Dec. 18, 2030

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney** CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X XPLORE+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79312382 Application Filing Date Dec. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7095265
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "XPLORE+", below a stylized letter "X" formed by stylized arrows, all on a shaded background.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1594647 International Registration Date Dec. 18, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fabric, cloth, textiles and textile goods, namely, textile fabrics for use in making articles of clothing, headwear and footwear; nylon fabric; neoprene fabric for textile use; synthetic rubber fabric for use in making clothing wetsuits and harness; textile fabrics for use in making articles of clothing; textile fabrics for use in making articles of headgear; textiles fabrics for use in making parts of articles of clothing; textile fabrics for use in making parts of articles of headgear; textile fabrics for use in making parts of articles of footwear; breathable piece goods made of textile materials, namely, textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; water vapour permeable textiles; waterproof textile fabrics, namely, textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof cloths for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; breathable fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; performance fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; technical fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; fabrics with wicking properties for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of water proof clothing, and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of breathable clothing and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of technical clothing and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of clothing and headgear with wicking properties; woven fabrics for making up into articles of clothing; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof clothing; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof headgear; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof footwear; breathable waterproof fabrics for the manufacture of
clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof fabric in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of clothing; waterproof fabric for manufacturing headwear; waterproof fabric for manufacturing footwear; waterproof fabric for manufacturing luggage; waterproof fabrics for use in the manufacture of jackets; waterproof fabrics for use in the manufacture of trousers; water resistant fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textiles made of synthetic materials, namely polyester and nylon fabrics; textiles and textile laminated textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; constructed textiles in the nature of textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textiles made of synthetic materials in the nature of textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 42, 50

**International Class Title** Fabrics

**For** Articles of clothing, namely, pants, shirts, and shoes, headwear and footwear with built-in buoyancy; jackets with built-in buoyancy; clothing, namely, pants, shirts, and shoes, headwear and footwear with built-in buoyancy; salopettes, pants, smocks, thermal underwear; suits, one-piece suits, two-piece suits, wet suits, wetsuits boots, wetsuits shoes; dry suits; dry suit boots, dry suit shoes; boots, hats; clothing, namely, pants, hats, dresses, coats, jeans, shirts, shoes; headwear; footwear; outer clothing, namely, coats; waterproof and water resistant outer garments, namely, coats, smocks, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balaclava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots; waterproof and water resistant outer garments, namely, raincoats, headwear and footwear; waterproof clothing, namely, coats, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balaclava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots salopettes, headwear and footwear; water resistant clothing, namely, coats, smocks, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balaclava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots, headwear, footwear and sports clothing, namely, track suits; clothing, namely, Fishermen's jackets, rainproof jackets, coats, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balaclava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, headwear and footwear for wear whilst sailing; aprons; knitwear being clothing, namely, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats shirts.; clothing of cotton, silk, linen or and wool, namely, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, pants, clothing made from man-made fibres, namely, namely, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, pants; T-shirts; long sleeved T-shirts; short sleeved T-shirts; T-shirts with graphics printed on them; men's T-shirts; women's T-shirts; children's T-shirts; T-shirts for babies; socks; thermal socks; trainer socks; breathable clothing, namely, coats, smocks, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balaclava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, footwear and headwear headgear; stockings and hosiery; mittens; pullovers; scarves; sports jerseys; tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; gilets; overcoats; belts; coats; rain coats; jerseys; jumpers; sweaters; cardigans; ponchos; corsets being clothing; shawls; mufflers as neck scarves; pashmina shawls; wraparounds being clothing; Clothing wraps; gloves; sarongs; leisurewear, namely, sweatpants, sweatshirts, hoodies; blouses; dresses; shorts; jeans; denim jackets; jackets; fleece jackets; denim trousers; neckties; bow ties; ties as clothing; lounge suits; waist coats; trousers; articles of lingerie, namely, bras and knickers; articles of underwear, namely, underpants undershirts, knitted underwear; dressing gowns; bath robes; articles of beachwear, namely, swimsuits; Sportswear, namely, sports pants, sportswear, sports jerseys, boxers' shorts, boxer shorts; sports underwear; sports T-shirts, vests, track pants; track suit tops; track suit bottoms; track suits; jogging suits; warm-up suits; running shorts, vests, top and pants all being clothing; bicycling shorts; soccer shirts, shorts and socks; football strips, being soccer shirts; items of clothing for playing football in, namely, jerseys, shorts, and socks; football shirts, shorts, socks and boots; studs for football boots; rugby shirts, shorts and socks; sweatshirts; hooded tops being clothing; woolly hats; caps being headwear; bobble hats; ski hats; baseball caps; cricket hats; sunhats; sun-visors being headwear; headwear; inner soles; non-slipping devices for footwear, namely, non-slip soles for
footwear; shoes, boots and footwear with non-slip soles; articles of industrial and work wear, namely, footwear, headwear and clothing, namely, shirts, pants, and work boots; work footwear other than for protection against injury or accident; waterproof and water resistant clothing, namely, clothing, being, shorts), headwear, footwear; slippers; shoes; high heeled shoes; boots; trainers being footwear; flip-flops; sandals mules; slip on shoes; slip on boots; moccasins; loafers; deck shoes; water proof boots and shoes; water resistant boots and shoes; footwear for wear onboard decks of boats; footwear for wear onboard decks of ships; footwear for sailing; plimsolls; clogs; wellington boots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Douglas Gill International Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Manor House Road, Long Eaton Nottingham NG10 1LR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 2069737-32 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1594647 |
| Date of International Registration Date | Dec. 18, 2020 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Jun. 19, 2020 |
| Expiration Date | Dec. 18, 2030 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CUELLO, GIDETTE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XPLORE+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79312443 Application Filing Date Dec. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7095266
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1594780 International Registration Date Dec. 18, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fabric, cloth, textiles and textile goods, namely, textile fabrics for use in making articles of clothing, headwear and footwear; nylon fabric; neoprene fabric for textile use; synthetic rubber fabric for use in making clothing wetsuits and harness; textile fabrics for use in making articles of clothing; textile fabrics for use in making articles of headgear; textiles fabrics for use in making parts of articles of clothing; textile fabrics for use in making parts of articles of headgear; textile fabrics for use in making parts of articles of footwear; breathable piece goods made of textile materials, namely, textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; water vapour permeable textiles; waterproof textile fabrics, namely, textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof cloths for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; breathable fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; performance fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; technical fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; fabrics with wicking properties for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of water proof clothing, and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of breathable clothing and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of technical clothing and headgear; textile goods in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of clothing and headgear with wicking properties; woven fabrics for making up into articles of clothing; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof clothing; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof headgear; polyurethane coated textile piece goods, namely, textile fabrics for making waterproof footwear; breathable waterproof fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; waterproof fabric in the nature of textile fabrics for use in the manufacturing of clothing; waterproof fabric for manufacturing headwear; waterproof fabric for manufacturing footwear; waterproof fabric for...
manufacturing luggage; waterproof fabrics for use in the manufacture of jackets; waterproof fabrics for use in the manufacture of trousers; water resistant fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textiles made of synthetic materials, namely polyester and nylon fabrics; textiles and textile laminated textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; constructed textiles in the nature of textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear; textiles made of synthetic materials in the nature of textile fabrics for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, headwear and footwear

**International Classes**

- **Primary Classes**
  - 24
- **US Classes**
  - 42, 50
- **International Class Title**
  - Fabrics

**For**

Articles of clothing, namely, pants, shirts, and shoes, headwear and footwear with built in buoyancy; jackets with built in buoyancy; clothing, namely, pants, shirts, and shoes, headwear and footwear with built in buoyancy; salopettes, pants, smocks, thermal underwear; suits, one-piece suits, two-piece suits, wet suits, wetsuits boots, wetsuits shoes; dry suits; dry suit boots, dry suit shoes; boots, hats; clothing, namely, pants, hats, dresses, coats, jeans, shirts, shoes; headwear; footwear; outer clothing, namely, coats; waterproof and water resistant outer garments, namely, coats, smocks, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balacalava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots; waterproof and water resistant outer garments, namely, raincoats, headwear and footwear; waterproof clothing, namely, coats, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balacalava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots salopettes, headwear and footwear; water resistant clothing namely, coats, smocks, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balacalava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, shoes, boots, rain boots headwear, footwear and sports clothing, namely, track suits; clothing, namely, Fishermen's jackets, rainproof jackets, coats, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balacalava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, headwear and footwear for wear whilst sailing; aprons; knitwear being clothing, namely, smocks, jerseys, jumpers, hats shirts.;

- clothing of cotton, silk, linen or and wool, namely, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, pants; clothing made from man-made fibres, namely, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, pants; T-shirts; long sleeved T-shirts; short sleeved T-shirts; T-shirts with graphics printed on them; men's T-shirts; women's T-shirts; children's T-shirts; T-shirts for babies; socks; thermal socks; trainer socks; breathable clothing, namely, coats, smocks, t-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters, jerseys, jumpers, hats, balacalava hats, shirts, trousers, pants, jackets, salopettes, foot wear and headwear; stockings and hosiery; mittens; pullovers; scarves; sports jerseys; tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; gilets; overcoats; belts; coats; rain coats; jerseys; jumpers; sweaters; cardigans; ponchos; corsets being clothing; shawls; mufflers as neck scarves; pashmina shawls; wraparounds being clothing; Clothing wraps; gloves; sarongs; leisurewear, namely, sweatpants, sweatshirts, hoodies; blouses; dresses; shorts; jeans; denim jackets; jackets; fleece jackets; denim trousers; neckties; bow ties; ties as clothing; lounge coats; waist coats; trousers; articles of lingerie, namely, bras and knickers; articles of underwear, namely, underpants undershirts, knitted underwear; dressing gowns; bath robes; articles of beachwear, namely, swimsuits; Sportswear, namely, sports pants, sports shirts, sports jerseys; boxers shorts; boxer shorts; sports underwear; sports T-shirts, vests; track pants; track suit tops; track suit bottoms; track suits; jogging suits; warm-up suits; running shorts, vests, top and pants all being clothing; bicycling shorts; soccer shirts, shorts and socks; football strips, being soccer shirts; items of clothing for playing football in, namely, jerseys, shorts, and socks; football shorts, shirts, socks and boots; studs for football boots; rugby shirts, shorts and socks; sweatshirts; hooded tops being clothing; woolly hats; caps being headwear; bobble hats; ski hats; baseball caps; cricket hats; sunhats; sun-visors being headwear; headwear; inner soles; non-slipping devices for footwear, namely, non-slip soles for footwear; shoes, boots and footwear with non-slip soles; articles of industrial and work wear, namely, footwear, headwear and clothing, namely, shirts, pants, and work boots; work footwear other than for protection against injury or accident; waterproof and water resistant
clothing, namely, clothing, being, shorts, headwear, footwear; slippers; shoes; high heeled shoes; boots; trainers being
footwear; flip-flops; sandals mules; slip on shoes; slip on boots; moccasins; loafers; deck shoes; water proof boots and shoes;
water resistant boots and shoes; footwear for wear onboard decks of boats; footwear for wear onboard decks of ships; footwear
for sailing; plimsolls; clogs; wellington boots

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Douglas Gill International Limited  Address  Douglas Gill International Limited  Manor House Road,  Long Eaton Nottingham NG10 1LR  UNITED KINGDOM

Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  2069737-34

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1594780  International Registration Date  Dec. 18, 2020  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 19, 2020  Expiration Date  Dec. 18, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  CUELLO, GIDETTE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALKAMEM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 79313514
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 06, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095267
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "ALKAMEM" in the mark is "PEAKS".

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1597386
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2020

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Integral components for desalination units, namely anion exchange membranes for use in desalination
  - **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

- **For**: Development of promotional campaigns for business in relation to anion exchange membrane technology; development of promotional campaigns for business in relation to polymeric ion exchange membranes
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **For**: Integral parts for fuel cells, namely, polymer membranes; integral parts for hydrogen fuel cells, namely, polymer membranes; integral parts of fuel cells, namely, anion exchange membranes
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

- **For**: Polymer films for use in manufacture and assembly, namely, polymeric ion exchange membranes in roll, film or sheet form; Polymer films for use in manufacture and assembly, namely, anion exchange membranes in roll, film or sheet form; Polymer films for use in manufacture and assembly, namely, polymeric ion exchange membranes and polymeric membranes in roll or sheet form
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods
For Scientific research and development; technological consultancy in the fields of engineering, chemistry, and technology relating to anion exchange membrane technology; technological consultancy in the fields of engineering, chemistry, and technology relating to polymeric ion exchange membranes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AFC Energy Plc Address AFC Energy Plc Unit 71.4 Dunsfold Park, Stovolds Hill Cranleigh Surrey GU6 8TB UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IMIP-8005

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1597386 International Registration Date Nov. 06, 2020 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 07, 2020 Expiration Date Nov. 06, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number | 79314333  
Application Filing Date | May 09, 2021  
Registration Number | 7095268  
Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023  
Register | Principal  
Mark Type | Trademark  
Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Registration | 1599211  
International Registration Date | May 09, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | Television apparatus and accessories, namely, television receivers and television antennas; audio visual apparatus and accessories, namely, audio and visual headsets for use in playing video games; electric remote control devices other than remote control devices for toys, namely, remote controls for radios, televisions, and stereos  
International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Hands (IP) Holdings Pty Limited  
Address | Hands (IP) Holdings Pty Limited  
8/14 Rodborough Road Frenchs Forest NSW 2086  
AUSTRALIA  
Legal Entity | PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY  
State or Country | AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | TM10557US00

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number | 1599211  
International Registration Date | May 09, 2021  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Dec. 02, 2020  
Expiration Date | May 09, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | EULIN, INGRID C
NO DOGS. NO WOMEN.

MARK Information

Mark Literal(s): NO DOGS. NO WOMEN.

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 79314356  Application Filing Date: May 14, 2021  Registration Number: 7095269  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal

Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration: 1599248  International Registration Date: May 14, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Printed books in the field of social issues, history and humanities; printed non-fiction books on a variety of topics; printed reference books in the fields of social issues, history and humanities; printed teaching materials for education, namely, teaching tiles; educational materials in printed form, namely, teaching tiles; educational materials in written form, namely, teaching tiles; printed entertainment guides, namely, programs of events

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Movie theatre presentations, namely, providing on-line reviews of movies; film production, other than advertising films; showing of films in the nature of movie theaters; film distribution; production of films, other than advertising films; dissemination of printed educational materials of others in the fields of history and humanities; publication of educational materials, namely, text books; online publication of electronic books and journals in the fields of history and humanities; publication of multimedia material online, namely, texts, books, journals; providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable journals and diaries in the fields of history and humanities; entertainment services in the nature of presenting live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows about social issues and historical events; information services relating to entertainment; organising events in the nature of live performances and panels for entertainment purposes; providing online information about education, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; organisation of exhibitions for entertainment purposes; dissemination of entertainment material, namely, an ongoing television program in the fields of history and humanities; cinema presentations, namely, providing on-line reviews of movies; film directing, other than advertising films
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Motion picture and documentary films about social issues and historical events for cinematographic exhibitions; motion picture films about social issues and historical events for theatrical use; recorded motion picture films about social issues and historical events; downloadable television films, namely, motion picture films featuring social issues and historical events prepared for exhibition; motion picture film about social issues and historical events for televisual applications; motion picture films about social issues and historical events for television use; television films, namely, motion picture and documentary films about social issues and historical events; video films about social issues and historical events; cinematographic films featuring social issues and historical events prepared for exhibition

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Quinn Films Pty Ltd  
**Address** Quinn Films Pty Ltd Unit 5409, 15 Cansdale Street Yeronga QLD 4104 AUSTRALIA  
**Legal Entity** Australian Proprietary Company, Limited By Shares  
**State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1599248  
**International Registration Date** May 14, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Dec. 22, 2020  
**Expiration Date** May 14, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WEDARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79314749 Application Filing Date May 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095270 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1600283 International Registration Date May 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical preparations for treatment and relief of acne, psoriasis, infections and contamination of the skin and nails; medical preparations and substances for cleansing, treatment and care of the skin; medical preparations and substances for cleansing, treatment and care of the nails; medical preparations and substances for cleansing, treatment and care of the hair; medical preparations and substances for cleansing, treatment and care of the teeth and the gums; medical cosmetic preparations; medicated make-up

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, NAMELY BATH SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, PERFUMERY, MASSAGING OILS, ESSENTIAL OILS, MAKE-UP; NON-MEDICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR CLEANSING, TREATMENT AND CARE OF THE SKIN; NON-MEDICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR CLEANSING, TREATMENT AND CARE OF THE NAILS; NON-MEDICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR CLEANSING, TREATMENT AND CARE OF THE HAIR; NON-MEDICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR CLEANSING, TREATMENT AND CARE OF THE TEETH AND THE GUMS; DENTIFRICES; BATH SALTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SOAPS, NAMELY BATH SOAPS, HANDS SOAPS, BODY SOAPS; FRAGRANCE FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Retail store and online retail store services in the fields of cosmetics, toiletry, perfumery, massaging oils, essential oils, personal care products preparations for cleansing, treatment and care of the skin, the nails, the hair, of the teeth and the gums, bath salts, soaps, home fragrance products, scented candles

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

For Spa services, namely, body treatments, massages, facial treatments, nail treatments, hair treatments, namely treatments to protect hair from effects of exposure to sunlight, heat, humidity and chlorinated water, beauty salons, sauna and solarium services, advice and information in the field of health and beauty

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**Basis Information**
**Currently 66A**: Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name**: CANNASMETICS LTD  **Address**: CANNASMETICS LTD 30 Shacham St. Petach Tikva ISRAEL  **Legal Entity**: be'eravon mugbal (b.m.)  **State or Country Where Organized**: ISRAEL

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
**Docket Number**: 32814.01/JKS

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1600283  **International Registration Date**: May 18, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Dec. 28, 2020  **Expiration Date**: May 18, 2031

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**: LEE, DOUGLAS M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
TEDI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79315351</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095271</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of three concentric circles, with the stylized wording "TEDI" positioned in the middle and across the concentric circles, where "TED" is in capital letters and the "I" is a lowercase letter. **Disclaimer** "TEDDY" FOR BRASSIERES, CORSETS BEING UNDERCLOTHING, CORSETS BEING CLOTHING, AND UNDERWEAR

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**International Registration** 1566042  
**International Registration Date** Jun. 10, 2020  
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6604448

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Clothing, namely, women's blouses, dresses, polo shirts, parkas, skirts, spaghetti strap tops, denim pants, blazers, pantsuits, skirt suits, hooded sweatshirts, topcoats, waistcoats, hot pants, boxer shorts, pullovers, slipovers, hooded pullovers, layettes, money belts, belts, gloves, jackets, combinations, aprons, headbands, mantles; footwear, namely, sports shoes, shoes, lace boots, thong sandals, peep-toe sandals, ankle boots, slippers, pumps being footwear, galoshes; headgear, namely, caps being headwear, berets, head scarves, cap peaks, hats; suits; eyemasks for sleeping purposes in the nature of sleep masks; swimming costumes; bathing drawers, namely, bathing suits; bathrobes; bathing caps; bath sandals; bandanas; bikinis; leotards; brassieres; pocket squares; masquerade costumes; mittens; football boots; shoes for the garden; non-slip devices for boots, namely, non-slip soles for boots; rain boots; clothing for gymnastics, namely, gym suits, gym shorts, sports shirts, sports jackets, sports pants; gymnastic shoes; scarves; slippers; shirts; trousers; suspenders; hats; pockets for clothing; corsets being underclothing; corsets being clothing; costumes, namely, masquerade costumes, running costumes, dance costumes; Father Christmas costumes, namely, adult dress up costumes for Christmas, children dress up costumes for Christmas; neckties; bibs, not of paper; leather clothing, namely, leather pants, leather skirts, leather jackets, leather dresses, leather coats; leggings; coats; robes; sweaters; pyjamas; mackintoshes, namely, raincoats; sandals; neck scarves; sleepsuits; ski boots; briefs; socks; sombreros; athletics shoes; boots; G-strings; stockings; tights; singlets; tee-shirts; uniforms; pants; underwear
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Tedi GmbH & Co. KG Address   Tedi GmbH & Co. KG  Brackeler Hellweg 301  44309 Dortmund  FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity   GMBH & CO. KG State or Country Where Organized   GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   8653-3

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1566042 International Registration Date   Jun. 10, 2020 Expiration Date   Jun. 10, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  No  **Mark Drawing Type**  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of a boy with pink skin, black and grey hair, black eyes and nose, and a white shirt and shorts with a yellow, orange, beige, and brown flower design on the shirt, holding some yellow, orange, beige and brown flowers and white cup with brown and yellow liquid within in one hand and honey dipper in white and black with orange honey on top with a bee in yellow, brown, white, and grey on top in the other hand a shadow and background of mountains in green; all on a white background.  **Color Drawing**  Yes  **Color Claimed**  The color(s) yellow, orange, brown, black, grey, green, white, beige and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration**  1602600  **International Registration Date**  May 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Artificial coffee; Asian apricot tea; barley tea beverages; black tea beverages; brown rice tea beverages; chocolate based beverages; Chinese oolong tea beverages; citron tea; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; coffee; coffee-based beverages; flavourings other than essential oils for beverages; flavoured ice tea; flavoured tea beverages; fruit tea other than for medical purposes; ginger tea; ginseng tea; green tea beverages; iced tea; jasmine tea beverages; chrysanthemum tea; flowering tea; flavoured teas, other than medicinal; herbal tea, other than for medicinal use; non-medicated tea products, namely, white tea, green tea, red tea, black tea, fermented tea, floral tea; non-medicated tea beverages; instant tea, other than for medicinal purposes; lime tea; red ginseng tea; roasted tea beverages; rice; sago; sugar; tapioca; tea; tea-based beverages; cocoa tea; tea beverages; processed, cold brewed, hot filled, ultra high temperature (UHT), cold filled tea leaves; tea products, namely, white tea, green tea, red tea, black tea, fermented tea, floral tea; tea with milk

**International Classes**  30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  46  **International Class Title**  Staple Foods
For Aerated fruit juices; aerated water; alkaline water; beers; bottled fruit juices; drinking water; reverse osmosis water for drinking; distilled water for drinking natural spring waters, not for medicated purposes; frozen fruit juices; fruit ale; fruit beers; fruit drinks; fruit flavoured beverages; fruit juices containing soya milk; fruit juices; fruit based beverages; herbal beverages, namely, herbal juice beverages made with fruit juice, herbal juice beverages made with dates, herbal juice beverages made with honey, herbal juices; chrysanthemum drinks, namely, chrysanthemum juice beverages made with honey, chrysanthemum fruit juices, chrysanthemum juice beverages made with dates; concentrated mixtures of fruit, herbal, and vegetable juices for making beverages; mineral water; mixed fruit juice; mixtures of fruit flavoured drinks; vegetable juice; vegetable drinks; mixture of fruit and vegetable juice; mixture of fruit and vegetable drinks; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic drinks, namely, herbal juice drinks, floral juice drinks, herbal energy drinks, aloe vera juice, and aerated waters; non-alcoholic fruit flavoured drinks; non-carbonated soft drinks; sparkling fruit beverages and juice based beverages and sparkling juice drinks, sparkling herbal soft drinks not for medicinal use, soft drinks, namely, soda beverages; soda drinks, namely, soft drinks; soya based beverages, not being dairy substitutes; soya based beverages containing fruit juice, not being dairy substitutes; sparkling water; sports or isotonic drinks; syrups for making beverages and other preparations for making beverages, namely, concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of sports and energy drinks; table waters; water beverages

**International Classes**  32 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  YEO HIAP SENG LIMITED  Address  YEO HIAP SENG LIMITED  3 SENOKO WAY  Singapore  758057  SINGAPORE  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  116447-89

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1602600  International Registration Date  May 21, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 23, 2020  Expiration Date  May 21, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
**reason for publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** X TEIXIDORS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 79316591
- **Application Filing Date**: May 14, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095273
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an underlined letter "X" above the word "TEIXIDORS".

**Related Properties Information**
- **International Registration**: 1604472
- **International Registration Date**: May 14, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Fabrics and textile goods, namely, textile face towels; textile goods, namely, a synthetic sheet with fragrance for the purpose of inserting into pillow slip and under fitted sheet to emit fragrance; textile table napkins; table linen of textile; tapestries of textile; hat lining fabric of textile in the piece; bed linen; table linen, not of paper; curtain holders of textile material; fabrics, impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; cotton fabrics; banners of textile; flags of textile; brocades; buckram; calico; fabric table runners; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; hemp cloth; hemp yarn fabrics; zephyr fabric; cheviot fabric; bed covers; bed covers of paper; shower curtains of textile or plastic; curtains of textile or plastic; door curtains; crepe cloth; crepon fabric; sackcloth; futon ticks, namely, unstuffed futon covers not of paper; damask; ticking fabric; drugged fabric; eiderdowns being quilts; esparto fabric; cloth bunting; bolting cloth; labels of cloth; felts; lining fabric for hats; textile used as lining for clothing; sanitary flannel; flannel; frieze being cloth; pillowcases; cushion covers; mattress covers; pillow shams; unfitted fabric covers not of paper for furniture; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; dimity; goaue fabric; bath mitts; oilecloth for use as tablecloths; silk fabrics for printing patterns; printed calico cloth; jersey fabrics for clothing; woolen cloth; lingerie fabric; bath linen; bed blankets; traveling rugs; place mats of textile; non-paper tablecloths; printers' blankets of textile; marabouts cloth fabric for use in the manufacture of clothing; moleskin fabric not for medical use; mosquito nets; billiard cloth; glass cloths being towels; handkerchiefs of textile; coasters of textile for bottles and glasses; knitted fabrics; ramie fabrics; rayon fabric; unfitted coverings of plastic for furniture; unfitted fabric furniture covers; household linen; bath linen, except clothing; sheet sets; sleeping bags in the nature of sheeting; table mats of textile; silk fabrics; table napkins of textile; shrouds; taffeta; wall hangings of textile; chenille fabric; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; elastic fabrics for clothing; fabric for footwear; fabrics for textile use; fabric imitating animal skins; adhesive fabric for application by heat; diaper changing cloths
for babies; traced cloths for embroidery; gummed waterproof cloth, other than for stationery; cheese cloth; upholstery fabrics; velvet; napkins of textile for removing make-up; face towels of textile; tulle; net curtains; jute fabrics; lining fabric for footwear; towels

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50

**International Class Title** Fabrics

**For** Clothing, namely, dresses, trousers, T-shirts, skirts, blouses, shirts, coats, jackets, footwear, headwear; coats; clothing layettes; bath robes; esparto shoes or sandals; non-slipping soles for footwear; sleep masks; hat frames; jackets, gloves, trousers for motorists; bibs not of paper; swimsuits; bandanas; neck bands; headbands; bath slippers; bath sandals; overall; dressing gowns; boas; teddies being underclothing; berets; pockets for clothing; lace boots; boots; ski boots; football boots; half-boots; panties; babies' pants; socks; leggings; footwear for sports; beach shoes; boxer shorts; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; sports jerseys; tee-shirts; bodices; boot uppers; shirt yokes; hoods; chasubles; vests; shawls; galoshes; clothing jackets; fishing vests; stuff jackets; waterproof clothing, namely, rain jackets, T-shirts, shorts, gloves, socks, gloves and socks for cyclists; money belts; clothing belts; caps being headwear; slips being underclothing; combinations being one-piece undergarments; heelpieces for footwear; neckties; corselets; corsets being underclothing; camisoles; collars; detachable collars; aprons; sneakers; maskerade costumes; petticoats; fur stoles; foundation garment girdles; skirts; skirts; ready-made linings being parts of clothing; foulard being clothing; top coats; gabardines as clothing; gymnastic shoes; bathing caps; shower caps; ski gloves; gloves; fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of heelpieces; jerseys being clothing; liveries being uniforms; sock suspenders; garters; stocking suspenders; muff; manilles; mantillas; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; hosiery; mittens; miters being hats; ear muffs; footwear uppers; long pants; tights; pocket squares; Ascots; parkas; booties; shirt fronts; pelerines; pelisses; jumper dresses; furs being clothing; pajamas; inner soles; sneakers, sandals; spats; ponchos; collar protector pads for application to clothing collars; pullovers; cuffs; toe caps for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; clothing of leather, namely, gloves, skirts, trousers; skirts, trousers, jackets, sweaters, coats of imitation leather; track suits, shorts, socks, T-shirts for gymnastics; paper clothing; outer clothing; sweat-absorbent undergarments; sandals; saris; sarongs; bathing drawers as clothing; underpants; dress shields; skull caps; hats; top hats; paper hats for use as clothing items; brassieres; soles for footwear; sweaters; heels; studs for football boots; suspenders; head coverings being headwear; wimples; togas; trouser straps; suits; wet suits for water-skiing; turbans; uniforms; veils; welts for footwear; visors being headwear; cap peaks; shoes; wooden shoes; scarves

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** FUNDACIÓ PRIVADA PRESIDENT AMAT ROUMENS (FUPAR)

**Address** FUNDACIÓ PRIVADA PRESIDENT AMAT ROUMENS (FUPAR) Carrer De Les Campiones Olímpiques, 36 E-08225 Terr Barcelona SPAIN

**Legal Entity** Fundación

**State or Country Where Organized** SPAIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** H0999-6US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1604472 **International Registration Date** May 14, 2021

**Expiration Date** May 14, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IQT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79316598 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7095274
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1604501 International Registration Date Apr. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machine parts, namely, axial needle roller bearings, axial spherical roller bearings, axial deep groove ball bearings, axial angular contact ball bearings, axial cylindrical roller bearings, and parts of the aforementioned goods; laminated leaf-springs and disc springs being machine parts; slewing rings being machine parts; thin-section bearings being machine parts; rod ends, spherical plain bearings, sliding guide and plain bearings being machine parts; drawn cup roller clutches with and without bearings being machine parts; cage guides being machine parts; tapered roller bearings being machine parts; chain tensioning wheels, combined axial and radial bearings and recirculating ball guides being machine parts; clutch discs being machine parts; disengagers being machine parts; disengaging and actuating mechanisms being machine parts; gearboxes other than for land vehicles; track roller guides being machine parts; linear bearing guides being machine parts; linear modules being machine parts; linear tables guides being machine parts; needle roller bearings guides being machine parts; self-aligning ball bearings guides being machine parts; spherical roller bearings guides being machine parts; spherical roller bearings guides being machine parts; split-belt tensioning pulleys being machine parts; grooved and angular contact ball bearings being machine parts; roller screws being machine parts; recirculating roller guides being machine parts; insert bearings and housing units thereof, being machine parts; spindle bearings being machine parts; yoke and stud type track rollers being machine parts; spherical roller bearings being machine parts; four point contact bearings being machine parts; cylindrical roller bearings being machine parts; cylindrical roller bearings adjustable for angle being machine parts; exhaust mufflers for motors for machines; gasoline pumps being fuel pumps for service stations; gaskets being engine parts for machines; carburetors; ignition systems for internal combustion engines, consisting of ignition coils, electric ignition systems, cable connectors; cylinder heads for engines; power transmission devices for machines, namely, couplings for machines, all sold as a unit; bearings for transmission shafts being parts of machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery
For  Business management consultancy and business analysis of data in the planning and operation of commercial and industrial plants and infrastructure facilities, in particular power generation and distribution, traffic and transport; collection of data for business purposes, relating to the planning and operation of commercial and industrial plants

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Scientific, research, photographic, optical, measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, checking apparatus and instruments, namely, sensors, namely, temperature and vibration sensors, for condition monitoring of machines and engines and for remote maintenance of machines and engines; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; pre-recorded digital storage media featuring machine data for condition monitoring of machines and engines, and for remote maintenance of machines and engines; downloadable media, namely, media files featuring machine data derived from monitoring of machines and engines, for the purpose of remote maintenance of machines and engines; blank digital storage mediad for recording, transmitting and reproducing data; apparatus and instruments for switching, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electric current; programmable electronic controllers for machines and engines, not including gaming apparatus; programmable logic controllers; downloadable computer programs for condition monitoring of machines and engines, and for remote maintenance of machines and engines; electronic data carriers, with computer programs stored thereon; recorded software programs for condition monitoring of machines and engines, and for remote maintenance of machines and engines; automatic electrical controlling devices for vehicles and machines; parts of the aforesaid goods

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Analysis of data for product research and development, relating to the planning and operation of commercial and industrial facilities, infrastructure facilities, in particular power generation and distribution, traffic and transportation; design and development of hardware and software for the collection and analysis of data for the planning and operation of commercial and industrial facilities, infrastructure facilities, in particular power generation and distribution, traffic and transportation; cloud computing consulting and technical consulting in the field of engineering relating to the operation of commercial and industrial facilities, infrastructure facilities, in particular power generation and distribution, traffic and transportation

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Schaeffler Technologies AG & Co. KG Address  Schaeffler Technologies AG & Co. KG Industriestr. 1-3 91074 Herzogenaurach  FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1604501 International Registration Date  Apr. 12, 2021 Expiration Date  Apr. 12, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 79316670
Application Filing Date: May 21, 2021
Registration Number: 7095275
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a girl with pink skin wearing a white dress with grey underneath; the girl has black and grey hair with black eyes and nose; the dress has a yellow, orange, beige, and brown flower design in the center. In one hand, the girl is holding a single yellow, orange, beige and brown flower. In the other hand, the girl is holding a white mug with grey inside lining and having a yellow liquid within; the mug has two flowers in yellow, orange, beige and brown above; in the background are yellow mountains; all on a white background.
Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) yellow, pink, grey, orange, beige, brown, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1604668
International Registration Date: May 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Artificial coffee; Asian apricot tea; barley tea beverages; brown rice tea beverages; chocolate based beverages; Chinese oolong tea beverages; citron tea; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; coffee; coffee-based beverages; flavourings other than essential oils for beverages; flavoured ice tea; flavoured tea beverages; fruit tea other than for medicinal purposes; ginger tea; ginseng tea; green tea beverages; iced tea; jasmine tea beverages; chrysanthemum tea; flowering tea; flavoured teas, other than medicinal; herbal tea, other than for medicinal use; non-medicated tea products, namely, white tea, green tea, red tea, black tea, fermented tea, floral tea; non-medicated tea beverages; instant tea other than for medicinal purposes; lime tea; red ginseng tea; roasted tea beverages; rice; sago; sugar; tapioca; tea; tea-based beverages; cocoa tea; tea beverages; processed, cold brewed, hot filled, ultra high temperature (UHT), cold filled tea leaves; tea products, namely, white tea, green tea, red tea, black tea, fermented tea, floral tea; tea with milk
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 46
International Class Title: Staple Foods
For: Aerated fruit juices; aerated water; alkaline water; beers; bottled fruit juices; drinking water; reverse osmosis water for drinking; distilled water for drinking natural spring waters, not for medicated purposes; frozen fruit juices; fruit ale; fruit beers; fruit drinks; fruit flavoured beverages; fruit juices containing soya milk; fruit juices; fruit based beverages; herbal beverages, namely, herbal juice beverages made with fruit juice, herbal juice beverages made with dates, herbal juice beverages made...
with honey, herbal juices; chrysanthemum drinks, namely, chrysanthemum juice beverages made with honey, chrysanthemum fruit juices, chrysanthemum juice beverages made with dates; concentrated mixtures of fruit, herbal, and vegetable juices for making beverages; mineral water; mixed fruit juice; mixtures of fruit flavoured drinks; vegetable juice; vegetable drinks; mixture of fruit and vegetable juice; mixture of fruit and vegetable drinks; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic drinks, namely, herbal juice drinks, floral juice drinks, herbal energy drinks, aloe vera juice, and aerated waters; non-alcoholic fruit flavoured drinks; non-carbonated soft drinks; sparkling fruit beverages and juice based beverages and sparkling juice drinks, sparkling herbal soft drinks not for medicinal use, soft drinks, namely, soda beverages; soda drinks, namely, soft drinks; soya based beverages, not being dairy substitutes; soya based beverages containing fruit juice, not being dairy substitutes; sparkling water; sports or isotonic drinks; syrups for making beverages and other preparations for making beverages, namely, concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of sports and energy drinks; table waters; water beverages

| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  YEO HIAP SENG LIMITED  **Address**  YEO HIAP SENG LIMITED  3 SENOKO WAY  Singapore  758057  SINGAPORE  **Legal Entity**  Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**  SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  116447-90

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1604668  **International Registration Date**  May 21, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Nov. 23, 2020  **Expiration Date**  May 21, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
BGA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>79317268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Consists</td>
<td>Standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration</td>
<td>1605921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Servo-valves; dispensing valves being machine parts; angle valves being parts of machines; proportional flow valves as parts of machines; gears for machines; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic and pneumatic linear actuators; hydraulic valve actuators; pneumatic valve actuators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Nippon Gear Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>7 Kirihara-cho, Fujisawa-shi Kanagawa 252-0811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>TAK003 T329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1605921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CWG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 79317275 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 15, 2021 | Registration Number | 7095277 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration | 1605944 |
International Registration Date | Jun. 15, 2021 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Servo-valves; dispensing valves being machine parts; angle valves being parts of machines; proportional flow valves as parts of machines; gears for machines; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic and pneumatic linear actuators; hydraulic valve actuators; pneumatic valve actuators |
International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
International Class Title | Machinery |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Nippon Gear Co., Ltd. |
Address | Nippon Gear Co., Ltd. 7 Kirihara-cho, Fujisawa-shi Kanagawa 252-0811 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | TAK003 T330 |

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number | 1605944 |
International Registration Date | Jun. 15, 2021 |
Expiration Date | Jun. 15, 2031 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAS CHEMICALS GMBH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79317354 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2020 Registration Number 7095278
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SAS" in green with the wording "CHEMICALS GMBH" below in blue. Beside the wording is a stylized design of six triangular shapes with three in green with some white shading and three smaller triangles with some white shading. The entire mark is on a white background.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "CHEMICALS GMBH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1606152 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical sealants for insulated glasses
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Insulating, stopping and sealing materials, namely, insulating tape and band in the nature of adhesive sealants for general use, for use in construction, for use on roofing, walls, and pavements, and for use on buildings; and sealant compounds for joints; polyurethane sealants, namely, rubber sealants for insulated glasses
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAS CHEMICALS GMBH Address SAS CHEMICALS GMBH Martin-Luther-Ring, 36 47447 Moers - Nordrhein-Westfalen FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1606152 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2020 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 28, 2020 Expiration Date Dec. 07, 2030
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79317638 Application Filing Date May 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095279
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a girl with pink skin wearing a white dress with grey underneath; the girl has black and grey hair with black eyes and nose; the girl is holding a white mug with grey inside lining and having a yellow liquid with yellow, orange, beige and brown flowers around; there are four yellow, orange, beige and brown flowers floating next to the girl; in the background are green mountains; all on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, pink, grey, orange, beige, brown, green, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1606731 International Registration Date May 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial coffee; Asian apricot tea; barley tea beverages; black tea beverages; brown rice tea beverages; chocolate based beverages; Chinese oolong tea beverages; citron tea; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; coffee; coffee-based beverages; flavourings other than essential oils for beverages; flavoured ice tea; flavoured tea beverages; fruit tea other than for medical purposes; ginger tea; ginseng tea; green tea beverages; iced tea; jasmine tea beverages; chrysanthemum tea; flowering tea; flavoured teas, other than medicinal; herbal tea, other than for medicinal use; non-mediated tea products, namely, white tea, green tea, red tea, black tea, fermented tea, floral tea; non-mediated tea beverages; instant tea, other than for medicinal purposes; lime tea; red ginseng tea; roasted tea beverages; rice; sago; sugar; tapioca; tea; tea-based beverages; cocoa tea; tea beverages; processed, cold brewed, hot filled, ultra high temperature (UHT), cold filled tea leaves; tea products, namely, white tea, green tea, red tea, black tea, fermented tea, floral tea; tea with milk
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Aerated fruit juices; aerated water; alkaline water; beers; bottled fruit juices; drinking water; reverse osmosis water for drinking; distilled water for drinking natural spring waters, not for medicated purposes; frozen fruit juices; fruit ale; fruit beers; fruit drinks; fruit flavoured beverages; fruit juices containing soya milk; fruit juices; fruit based beverages; herbal beverages, namely, herbal juice beverages made with fruit juice, herbal juice beverages made with dates, herbal juice beverages made
with honey, herbal juices; chrysanthemum drinks, namely, chrysanthemum juice beverages made with honey, chrysanthemum fruit juices, chrysanthemum juice beverages made with dates; concentrated mixtures of fruit, herbal, and vegetable juices for making beverages; mineral water; mixed fruit juice; mixtures of fruit flavoured drinks; vegetable juice; vegetable drinks; mixture of fruit and vegetable juice; mixture of fruit and vegetable drinks; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic drinks, namely, herbal juice drinks, floral juice drinks, herbal energy drinks, aloe vera juice, and aerated waters; non-alcoholic fruit flavoured drinks; non-carbonated soft drinks; sparkling fruit beverages and juice based beverages and sparkling juice drinks, sparkling herbal soft drinks not for medicinal use, soft drinks, namely, soda beverages; soda drinks, namely, soft drinks; soya based beverages, not being dairy substitutes; soya based beverages containing fruit juice, not being dairy substitutes; sparkling water; sports or isotonic drinks; syrups for making beverages and other preparations for making beverages, namely, concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of sports and energy drinks; table waters; water beverages

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 45, 46, 48  
**International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** YEO HIAP SENG LIMITED  
**Address** YEO HIAP SENG LIMITED 3 SENOKO WAY  
**State or Country Where Organized** SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 116447-90

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1606731  
**International Registration Date** May 21, 2021  
**Expiration Date** May 21, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEEDFORGOOD IMPACT INVESTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79318611 Application Filing Date May 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095280
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SEEDFOR" in white, the wording "GOOD" in red, and the wording "IMPACT INVESTING" in red; next to the wording are four cylinders in orange, red, and white, two additional white circles, and one orange circle; all of the foregoing are against a grey background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, orange, gray and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "IMPACT INVESTING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1609203 International Registration Date May 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial analysis; financial appraisals in the nature of responding to requests for proposals (RFPs) of start-ups, scale-ups, and companies in the nature of small businesses in the field of technology, ecological transition, health, solidarity and disability; financial consultancy; credit and financing services, namely, financing services and lines of credit for entrepreneurs; financial services, namely, raising investment and venture capital for others; capital investment; crowdfunding; financial sponsorship of associations, foundations, schools or any training organization; organization of financial collections, namely, organization of financial collections from individuals through crowdfunding for entrepreneurial projects; fund investments; lease-purchase financing; financial management; organization of the financing of entrepreneurial projects
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arnaud Monnier Address Arnaud Monnier Rue de la Royere 66 B-7730 Nechin BELGIUM Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FRANCE
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1609203  International Registration Date   May 25, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 08, 2021  Expiration Date May 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   VO, KOMAL MAHKDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FEEL TECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79318832 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7095281
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FEEL TECH" inside a shaded rectangular background, with "TECH" inside a smaller rectangular background. Disclaimer "TECH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1609753 International Registration Date Jun. 23, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trunks being luggage and travelling bags; umbrellas; whips, harness and saddlery; backpacks for people and for animals; collars for animals; feed bags for animals; leads for animals; horse blankets; bits for animals; costumes for animals; harness for animals; animal carriers being bags; feed bags for animals; electronic pet collars; collars for pets bearing medical information; belt bags and hip bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For bed linen; blankets for household pets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Animal housing, namely, nesting boxes and kennels for household pets; beds for household pets; pet cushions; portable beds for pets; non-metal safety gates for pets; scratching posts for cats; crates for pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Clothing, namely, coats, shirts, hooded sweatshirts, trousers, rain coats, rain trousers, fleece vests, fleece pullovers, fleece tops, footwear; headgear, namely, hats, rain hats and vizored caps; all of the foregoing intended for use by pet owners while engaging in pet-related activities
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Musti ja Mirri Oy
Address   Musti ja Mirri Oy Mäkitorpantie 3 B FI-00620 Helsinki FINLAND
Entity   Osakeyhtiö
State or Country Where Organized   FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   158-00961

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1609753
International Registration Date   Jun. 23, 2021
Expiration Date   Jun. 23, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKILLBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79319460  Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2021  Registration Number  7095282
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1611347  International Registration Date Apr. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tutoring, namely, providing information about online education; academies in the nature of educational services, namely, providing online courses of instruction at the primary, secondary, undergraduate, graduate, retraining level and distribution of course material in connection therewith, vocational education in the field of information and communication technology, vocational retraining services in the field of information and communication technology
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For  Systemization of information into computer databases; computerized file management, namely, compilation and systematization of information relating to employers, employees and places of employment into computer databases; compilation of information into computer databases
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable computer software, namely, downloadable educational software for use in database management, for use in managing teacher-student interactions in an educational setting, for use in presenting educational topics in a wide variety of academic fields, and for providing an online educational portal with student-teacher interaction, tracking of student learning activities, presenting of audiovideo and textual content and managing presentation of an online educational curriculum in a wide variety of academic; computer software application, downloadable, namely, downloadable mobile applications for education featuring instruction in the field of art, science, literature, business, technology, history, popular culture, marketing, math, social science, humanities, current events, politics
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing access to databases; transmission of digital files, namely, transmission of database information via telecommunications networks, electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

For  Computer programming, namely, design and development of computer software for education courses and trainings; computer system design, namely, computer network design and computer software design for the online education services; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for online education, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management, for use in educational purposes

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Limited liability company "Skillbox"  Address  Limited liability company "Skillbox"  Bolshoy bulvar, d. 42, stroenie 1, etazh 0, pom. 150, rab. 3, Territoriya i  RUSSIAN FED.  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized  RUSSIAN FEDERATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6232.201

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1611347  International Registration Date  Apr. 06, 2021
Expiration Date  Apr. 06, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHWORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79319466 Application Filing Date May 07, 2021 Registration Number 7095283
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1611367 International Registration Date May 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online advertising services for others; banner advertising; advertising analysis; advertising consultancy; advertising and marketing; providing advertising space on the internet, downloadable computer programs and electronic publications; publicity and advertising; advertising for others; digital advertising services; updating of advertising material; advertising and marketing consultancy; distribution of advertising announcements; preparation of advertising material; rental of advertising space; marketing, advertising and promotion services; search engine optimization for sales promotion; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, search engine marketing services; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, dietary supplements for humans, plasters, materials for dressings, pharmaceutical preparations and substances, medicated healthcare products, rehydration products, rehydration salts, vitamins, minerals and food supplements, dietetic foods and drinks adapted for medical use, dissolving or effervescent tablets, or powders used to make nutrition drinks for medical or dietetic use, vitamin c products, antibacterial products, antimicrobial products, sanitizer sprays for the hands, insect repellants in the form of patches, paracetamol, ibuprofen, citric acid, vitamin tablets, decongestant capsules, antioxidant pills, capsules for medicines, capsules for pharmaceutical purposes, vitamin supplements, medicated skin creams, medicinal creams for the protection of the skin, medicated skin care lotions, pharmaceutical preparations for skin care, antibacterial pharmaceuticals, antibacterial hand-wash, antivirals, antimicrobial mouthwashes, antiseptics, antiseptic mouthwashes, impregnated antiseptic wipes, disinfectants, antiseptic body care preparations, antifungal preparations, antifungal creams for medical use, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, insect repellents, medicated throat sprays, glucose dietary supplements, surgical, medical, dental apparatus and instruments, orthopedic articles, suture materials, sex aids, massage apparatus, supportive bandages, furniture adapted for medical use,
medical devices, medical diagnostic instruments, medical analysis instruments, medical testing instruments, medical instruments for application on human bodies, applicators for antibacterial preparations, applicators for antiseptic preparations, hand operated hand sprayers, for medical use, face masks, protective face masks for medical use, face masks for medical use for antibacterial protection, blood glucose monitoring apparatus, preparations for making beverages, concentrates, syrups, tablets or powders used in the preparation of soft drinks, drinking waters, energy drinks, flavored waters, fruit flavored soft drinks, isotonic drinks, preparations for making sports drinks and energy drinks, soft drinks, sports drinks, beverages containing vitamins, dissolving or effervescent tablets, or powders used to make isotonic beverages, energy drinks, flavored waters, or sports drink; data inputting services being computer data entry services; database management services; business data analysis services; online data processing services; computerized database management services; market research in the nature of collection of business data for others for use in the field of diagnosing medical conditions and providing medical information; advertising services relating to databases; advisory services relating to data processing; providing office functions, namely, office services for electronically collecting data; business administration services, namely, business administrative support and data processing services; advertising services provided via a database

**International Classes**

35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For  
Downloadable publications in electronic form, namely, leaflets, newsletters, fact sheets, books, magazines, and manuals featuring medical information supplied on-line from databases or from facilities provided on the Internet; Downloadable computer software to enable searching of data; Medical and health data in the nature of electronic databases in the field of medical and health data stored in electronic, optical, magnetic or other machine readable form being electronic databases in the field of medical and health data recorded on computer media; Downloadable electronic databases of medical related information, in particular symptoms, medical diagnosis, medical treatment and preventative medical care; Downloadable computer database software for searching, navigating, displaying and printing the information from within the database; prerecorded videotapes featuring health and medical information, and recorded computer software, and downloadable multimedia software programs, all for use in providing medical diagnosis, medical treatment, health education, health promotion, disease management and health care; Pre-recorded magnetic and optical discs featuring medical information, machine readable; Multimedia software recorded on CD-ROMs featuring medical information; Downloadable software for medical diagnosis purposes, namely, software for diagnosing medical conditions and providing medical information; scientific apparatus used for diagnosis, namely, downloadable and recorded computer programs for use in providing medical disease and medical disorder diagnosis, downloadable and recorded software for processing digital images of the human anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; publications in downloadable electronic form in the nature of leaflets, newsletters, fact sheets, books, magazines, and manuals in the field of medicine and health, all for medical and advertising purposes; structural and replacement parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes**  
9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  
Medical services; medical analysis for the diagnosis and treatment of persons; pharmacy advice services, namely, medication counseling; health information retrieval services, namely, providing health care information by global computer networks; provision of health information; providing health information in the fields of medical diagnosis, medical treatment, health improvement, disease management and health care; medical diagnosis services, namely, remote monitoring of data
indicative of the health or condition of an individual or group of individuals for medical diagnosis and treatment; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; medical services, namely, health and medical data management services in the field of diagnosing medical conditions and providing medical information; medical services, namely, computerized health and medical data retrieval services in the nature of gathering data for others for use in the field of diagnosing medical conditions and providing medical information

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Providing Internet search engines; providing search engines for the Internet; search engine design services, namely, development of a telecommunication network search engine; computer services, namely, computer software programming, writing, designing, testing, updating, development, advisory, and consultancy services for others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for medical and diagnosis purposes, namely, software for diagnosing medical conditions and providing medical information; research and design services, in the field of medical and health information; information technology (IT) consulting services; research and design in the field of electronic storage of data; electronic storage of data

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Clinova Limited  **Address** Clinova Limited  International House, George Curl Way Southampton SO18 2RZ  UNITED KINGDOM  **Legal Entity** Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 052825300008

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1611367  **International Registration Date** May 07, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 16, 2020  **Expiration Date** May 07, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEALTANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79319790 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095284
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HEALTANG" above
Chinese characters. Transliteration The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: "Tang, He, Tang”.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1611976 International Registration Date Jun. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arabitol; sugar alcohol for industrial purposes; xylose; wood alcohol being methanol for industrial purposes; cellulose;
cellulose pulp; cellulose esters for industrial purposes; cellulose derivatives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; milk
ferments for chemical purposes, namely, industrial purposes; vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; chemical
additives for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; lactose
for the food industry; vitamins for use in the manufacture of food supplements; animal albumen for industrial purposes; wood
pulp for manufacturing purposes; unprocessed phenolic resins; Ethyl alcohol; ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as
filtering media; industrial chemicals; proteins for the food industry; artificial sweeteners; tensio-active agents being chemicals
for industrial purposes; fertilizers; lactose for industrial purposes

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JINAN SHENGQUAN GROUP SHARE-HOLDING CO.,LTD. Address JINAN SHENGQUAN GROUP
SHARE-HOLDING CO., LTD. Diao Zhen Industrial & Economic District Zhang Qiu 250204 Shan Dong Province
CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1807USA
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1611976  International Registration Date  Jun. 21, 2021

Expiration Date  Jun. 21, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
**Mark Literal(s)**

ARVID NORDQUIST OF SWEDEN ECO ROAST 1 2 3 4 5 ORGANIC FAIRTRADE CO2 COMPENSATED PEOPLE PLANET COFFEE 100% SUSTAINABLE CERTIFIED 100% CO2 COMPENSATED 100% ARABICA BEANS GROUND COFFEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79320294</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2021</td>
<td>7095285</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the image of the bust of a man in light and dark brown wearing a bowtie and facing left. Beneath is the wording "ARVID NORDQUIST OF SWEDEN" in stylized light brown letters above the light green word "ECO". The wording "ROAST 1 2 3 4 5" is underneath with the word "ROAST" and the numbers "1 2 4 5" in light brown and a solid light brown circle around the number 3 which is in dark brown. The word "ORGANIC" is in lime green underneath with three images below - a black vertically-oriented rectangle on the left with a modified yin-yang symbol centered inside and comprised of a blue tear drop with a small black circle and a leaf in black and lime green. To the upper right of the yin-yang symbol is a small white circle and underneath the yin-yang symbol is the word "FAIRTRADE" with a white underline underneath. The second symbol in the center is comprised of a lime green horizontally-oriented rectangle with a single white leaf comprised of 11 white leaves and a white center stem. The design on the right is comprised of a lime green circle with a black background, a black and lime green tree in the center of the circle with "CO2 Compensated" and a lime green circle surrounding the tree. Under the three designs is the wording "PEOPLE PLANET COFFEE" in light brown with a small light brown circle between each word. Underneath is the wording "100% SUSTAINABLE CERTIFIED" in light brown above "100% CO2 COMPENSATED" in light brown, and "100% ARABICA BEANS" in light brown underneath. Three butterflies in lime green and light green in varying sizes are beneath, and below the designs is the wording "GROUND COFFEE" in light brown to the left of three light brown coffee pots. All wording and designs are on a dark brown background.  
**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) dark brown, light brown, light green, lime green, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer** "OF SWEDEN," "ECO," "ROAST," "ORGANIC," "COFFEE," "100% SUSTAINABLE CERTIFIED," "100% CO2 COMPENSATED," "100% ARABICA BEANS," "FAIRTRADE," AND "GROUND COFFEE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79320324 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7095286
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized lettering "PK".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1613274 International Registration Date Apr. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring and monitoring apparatus and instruments, namely, measuring chemical sensors designed for detecting chemicals contained in human blood, not for medical purposes; image transmission apparatus for smartwatches; sensitive and medical data processing equipment; computer peripheral devices for sensitive data processing and analysis; biomonitoring smart watches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Technical evaluations concerning design being engineering services within the wellness, sport and medical field; scientific research within the wellness, sport and medical field; technical research in the field of pharmaceutical studies; hosting of servers
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PKvitality Address PKvitality 14 avenue de l'Opéra F-75001 Paris FRANCE Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  212340.00199

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1613274  International Registration Date  Apr. 01, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 03, 2020  Expiration Date  Apr. 01, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUNCELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79320325 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7095287
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1613276 International Registration Date Apr. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial robots in the nature of extracting machines for processing natural polymers; industrial robots in the nature of chemical additives production machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Chemical preparations for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; tempering preparations; adhesives for use in industry; biological preparations for use in industry and science; chemical auxiliaries, namely, chemical additives for use in the treatment of cellulose materials; unprocessed chemicals for use in industry; chemical additives for fuel; chemical additives for use in textile manufacture; cellulose; chemical cellulose derivatives, namely, cellulose paste; chemical additives for reinforcement of cellulosic products in the nature of paper, paperboard, cardboard, textile; all the above goods for use in industries that produce cellulosic products, particularly paper, textiles, fabrics, hygiene products or biomedical products
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, chemical mixers, centrifuges, chemical separators, laboratory filters, chemical filters for extracting natural polymers, all for use in scientific research; scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, chemical mixers, centrifuges, chemical separators, laboratory filters, chemical filters for producing additives, all for use in scientific research
For Industrial analysis and research services in the field of cellulosic products in the nature of paper, paperboard, cardboard, textiles; design and development of computer hardware and software; technical writing in the nature of preparing on site of technical reports relating to design and development of chemical auxiliaries and additives for improving the strength of cellulose; technical verification of goods in cellulosic product industries, authentication of goods in cellulosic product industries; quality control of goods in cellulosic product industries; hosting of software platforms on the Internet as well as development of computer platforms; programming and implementation of software for the paper-making industry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FUNCELL Address FUNCELL 601 rue de la Chimie, Domaine Universitaire F-38610 GIÈRES FRANCE Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM4214MMUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1613276 International Registration Date Apr. 12, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 30, 2020 Expiration Date Apr. 12, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FILECALX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79320554 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095288
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1613801 International Registration Date Aug. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software development; engineering; engineering services; computer programming; computer systems analysis; design and development of computer software for cloud computing; hosting computer software applications for others; computer-aided scientific research services; computer-aided scientific analysis; software consultancy; design and development of software for evaluation and calculation of data; development of computer software for data processing; computer software technical support services in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems; development of computer software for cad/cam, namely, computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FILECALX LIMITED Address FILECALX LIMITED Richard Bullin, Unit 1, 33 Marr Road Manurewa Auckland 2102 NEW ZEALAND Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1613801 International Registration Date Aug. 18, 2021 Expiration Date Aug. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CORANT GLOBAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79320579</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2021</td>
<td>7095289</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GLOBAL"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration** 1613861 **International Registration Date**: Apr. 27, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Actuarial services; insurance information and consultancy in the fields of risk analysis, risk modelling, and risk transfer; management of insurance and reinsurance policies, namely, insurance risk management; processing of insurance and reinsurance claims; insurance underwriting in the fields of accident, health, aerospace, cargo, energy, financial and political risk, fine art, jewelry, marine, property and casualty, professional and executive risk, transportation, and entertainment; insurance brokerage; insurance broking being insurance brokerage services featuring introduction of parties seeking insurance to insurers, preparing contracts of insurance for execution, assisting clients in the proper administration and performance of insurance contracts, and assisting clients in making insurance claims; processing of insurance and reinsurance claims; computerized insurance broking services, namely, insurance brokerage services; financial administration of insurance portfolios; none of the foregoing being related to health insurance planning, life insurance planning, disability insurance planning, long-term care insurance planning, or critical illness insurance planning

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

- **For**: Business management in connection with insurance and re-insurance services; business administration in connection with insurance and reinsurance services; business management consulting and assistance in connection with insurance and reinsurance services; business management consulting and assistance relating to risk analysis, risk prevention, risk management, insurance, reinsurance and financial services; compilation of statistics for business purposes in the field of insurance and reinsurance services

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    CORANT GLOBAL LIMITED
Address    CORANT GLOBAL LIMITED  8-11 Crescent  London EC3N 2LY  UNITED KINGDOM
Legal Entity    Private Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized    UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number    1613861
International Registration Date    Apr. 27, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim    Oct. 28, 2020
Expiration Date    Apr. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) 3X ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79320713 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7095290
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a muscular man with arms lifted up and flexed muscles in red and white against a black background. The styled wording "3X ENERGY" appears below the man. The "3X" is in yellow with a black and white border. A yellow outlined diamond appears between the "3" and "X". The wording "ENERGY" appears below the "3X" in white against a red background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENERGY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1467643 International Registration Date Nov. 26, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beers; mineral water; aerated water; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; energy drinks; fruit drinks; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; preparations for making non-alcoholic carbonated beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KHAZAAL INDUSTRIES Address KHAZAAL INDUSTRIES Quartier Almamya, Commune de Kaloum, B.P. 1940 Conakry GUINEA Legal Entity SARL State or Country Where Organized GUINEA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EIS06-GN127

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1467643 International Registration Date Nov. 26, 2018
Expiration Date Nov. 26, 2028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BHS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79321039 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095291
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BHS" in a blue stylized font with a
design of a blue single line thought bubble in the top right corner with a blue crescent moon inside. The color white
represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1614902 International Registration Date Jun. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments for use in surgical procedures; medical hand tools, namely, head-mounted video
displays specially adapted for use with surgical instruments and apparatus, surgical robots for use in robot-assisted
visualization, surgical robotic arms, robot microscopes, namely, microscopes for medical purposes operated by surgical robots
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BHS Technologies GmbH Address BHS Technologies GmbH Langer Weg 11 A-6020 Innsbruck
AUSTRIA Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1184.0036

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1614902 International Registration Date Jun. 29, 2021
Expiration Date Jun. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ODDBIRD LIBERATED FROM ALCOHOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79321498</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 02, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095292</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized gold wording &quot;ODDBIRD&quot; above the stylized gold wording &quot;LIBERATED FROM ALCOHOL,&quot; with a stylized gold peacock above the wording. The color white in the drawing represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1615976</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Sep. 02, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Alcohol free wine; Alcohol free beverages, namely, non-alcoholic wine and non-alcoholic spirits; Non-alcoholic flavored carbonated beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>32 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>45, 46, 48</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Light Beverages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Oddbird International AB</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Oddbird International AB</th>
<th>Bror Nilssons gata 16</th>
<th>SE-417 55 Göteborg</th>
<th>SWEDEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Aktiebolag</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SWEDEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>PORT062US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1615976</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Sep. 02, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 02, 2031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HOWELL, MATTHEW P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ODDBIRD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79321956</td>
<td>Sep. 02, 2021</td>
<td>7095293</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration** 1617080 **International Registration Date** Sep. 02, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Alcohol free wine; Alcohol free beverages, namely, non-alcoholic wine and non-alcoholic spirits; Non-alcoholic flavored carbonated beverages

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Oddbird International AB **Address** Oddbird International AB Bror Nilssons gata 16 SE-417 55 Göteborg SWEDEN **Legal Entity** AKTIEBOLAG **State or Country Where Organized** SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** PORT061US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1617080 **International Registration Date** Sep. 02, 2021 **Expiration Date** Sep. 02, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUMUSK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79322396</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 06, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095294</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark	Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1618145 International Registration Date Sep. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sport shirts; sports overcoats; sports underclothing; sports jerseys; sports wear, namely, shirts, pants, shorts; sports jackets; sweat suits; athletic uniforms; training wear, namely, shirts, pants, shorts; wind resistant jackets; shirts; sweat-absorbent underclothing; underwear; headbands against sweating; sweat-absorbent stockings; underarm sweat pad for clothing; socks; hats; belts for clothing; clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SARAMSARANG CO., LTD. Address SARAMSARANG CO., LTD. C-201, 744, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8422-31

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1618145 International Registration Date Sep. 06, 2021 Expired Date Sep. 06, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKS, KIMBERLY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHÂTEAU DE LA FONT DU LOUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79323088</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2021</td>
<td>7095295</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Translation</th>
<th>The English translation of Chateau de la Font du Loup in the mark is Castle of the Fountain of the Wolf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1618544</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wines produced in the region of Chateauneuf du pape in accordance with adopted standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CHATEAU DE LA FONT DU LOUP</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>CHATEAU DE LA FONT DU LOUP</th>
<th>Château de la Font du Loup</th>
<th>F-84350 Courthezon</th>
<th>FRANCE</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>SCEA</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>FRANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1618544</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expiration Date**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aug. 03, 2031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BORN UGLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79323089 Application Filing Date Nov. 26, 2020 Registration Number 7095296
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1618572 International Registration Date Nov. 26, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed matter, namely, brochures, flyers, newsletters, posters, booklets, written articles and informational cards relating to graphic designs; printed publications, namely, brochures, flyers, newsletters, posters, booklets, articles and informational cards relating to graphic designs; printed books and printed periodical publications, namely, magazines, newsletters and written articles all relating to graphic design; drawings, namely, graphic fine art prints and design drawings; graphic prints, graphic fine art prints; papers for use in the graphic arts industry; printed advertising posters; advertising publications, namely, printed posters, signs of paper or cardboard; advertising pamphlets, namely, printed posters, signs of paper or cardboard; printed advertisements, namely, advertising posters, advertising signs of cardboard and advertising signs of paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Arranging and conducting of conferences and seminars in the fields of marketing, advertising, brand strategy and development, art and graphic design; training and educational services, namely, providing classes and workshops in the fields of marketing, advertising, brand strategy and development, art and graphic design; file and video production; providing on-line non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of brochures, flyers, newsletters, booklets, articles, magazines and informational cards relating to marketing, advertising, brand strategy and development, and art and graphic designs; organisation of shows relating to art and graphic design for cultural or entertainment purposes; audio and video recording services; digital, video, audio and multimedia publishing services; production of radio and television programmes; animation production services; interactive entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual reality games and online interactive games in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or entertainment purposes; online interactive entertainment, namely, providing online virtual reality games and online interactive games in which users can interact for recreational, leisure, or
For Advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising agency services; brand agency services being branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; brand advisory and consultancy services, namely, consulting, development, management of marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; brand creation services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others; product demonstrations and product display services being product merchandising for others in the nature of inventory display and shelf arrangement; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional materials being promotional services, namely, distribution of advertising flyers, catalogs, brochures, flyers, newsletters, posters, booklets and promotional items of others; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy and advisory services; rental of advertising space; market research services; conducting marketing studies; publicity services; brand evaluation services; brand positioning services; brand testing, namely, obtaining consumer insights and feedback on brand names, logos and identity of others prior to launch; brand strategy services, namely, providing customized communication programs to develop branding strategies; event marketing services, namely, arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; marketing and advertising media analysis services, namely, evaluating multiple types of media content to identify and advise the client on the best material content for promoting their goods and services; marketing and advertising media management services, namely, development of advertising campaigns for television, radio, print media, web pages, social media; marketing and advertising consulting services; media planning, namely, advising the client on the correct times and platforms to advertise based on media analysis of the market for that media; media buying services, namely, advising the client how much media time, and at what times the client should be purchasing advertising; marketing opinion polling studies; advertising by mail order; compilation of direct mailing lists being mailing list preparation; preparing mailing lists; direct mail advertising services; marketing by mail; preparation of mailing lists; direct marketing services, database marketing, namely using databases to generate personalized communications in order to advertise or promote a product or service of others, telemarketing; statistical analysis and reporting services for business and marketing purposes; radio advertising; production and distribution of radio commercials; layout services for advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; production of advertising films; advisory services relating to business planning, business analysis, business management, business organization, marketing, brand strategy and development and customer analysis; business consultancy; business planning and appraisal services being business appraisals and evaluations in business matters; business research; business consultancy services relating to brand strategy and brand management development; public relations services; business consultancy services in relation to brand and corporate positioning; corporate identity services; providing business information in the field of social media; providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; provision of information services relating to marketing; research into consumer buying habits, patterns and trends being consumer research; research into consumer buying motivation being consumer research; corporate identity services and brand creation, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others; development of marketing strategies and concepts focused on brand awareness, including internal and external marketing communications strategies; information, research, and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Media content, namely, audio-visual recordings featuring music, spoken word, sound and moving images, downloadable computer graphics, downloadable digital music, digital photos, downloadable video files featuring music, spoken word, sound and moving images, downloadable multimedia recordings containing music, spoken word, sound and moving images, for the purpose of marketing of brands for business and individuals; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters, magazines, written articles, handouts, brochures, informational cards and booklets containing marketing content for the purpose of marketing of brands for businesses and individuals; downloadable computer graphics; downloadable digital photos; downloadable graphic design templates; downloadable computer software for use or with websites, digital media or electronic communications for the purpose of creating advertising content for marketing of brands for businesses and individuals; downloadable software for designing online advertising on websites; downloadable computer software for use in creating and designing websites; downloadable virtual reality and augmented reality marketing software for use in developing brands and brand assets and the promotion of third party goods and services; downloadable augmented reality software for simulation of the metaverse and nonfungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable interactive entertainment software for the purpose of developing and marketing brands and brand assets, being graphic design software; downloadable graphical user interface software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Online social networking services; online social networking services in the field of marketing, advertising, brand design and development and graphic design; licensing of radio programmes, television-programmes, films, motion pictures, pre-recorded video tapes, audio and/or visual material, pre-recorded video cassettes, DVDs and pre-recorded video discs; computer software licensing; licensing of copyright protected material; licensing services for the exploitation of online-copyright material; licensing services for the exploitation of transmission rights; licensing services, namely, licensing of intellectual property; advisory and consultancy services for all of the aforesaid

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Design services, namely, graphic and multimedia design services, design of unified communications services, industrial design services, computer graphics design services and multidisciplinary visual design services; design consultancy services in the field of graphic and multimedia design services, design of unified communications services, industrial design services, computer graphics design services, and multidisciplinary visual design services; graphic design services; packaging design, new product design and industrial design services; interactive product design being new product design developed using virtual reality, mixed reality and metaverse technology; corporate identity and brand design graphic design services, namely, graphic design services creating graphic elements of corporate logos; new media design services, namely, design of visual elements for use with digital or electronic communications; design of audio-visual creative works, namely, visual design services in the nature of designing visual elements for on-line, broadcast, print, electronic and other communication media; software programming services related to websites, namely, programming of computer software for use in creating and designing websites; designing, creating and maintaining websites for others; computer aided design of video graphics; design and development of digital brand assets as artwork, namely, graphic design of advertising materials; digital image manipulation
services, namely digital image correction, restoration and enhancement of videos, photographs and artworks; design of
corporation communications materials, namely, graphic design services creating graphic elements of corporate logos and
graphic design services designing internal communications, public relations content, social media and customer
communications; immersive design services, namely graphic design services for brands using immersive technology including
virtual reality and mixed reality technology; design realisation services, namely, graphic design services for brands; software
design and development of virtual and augmented reality software; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable
interactive entertainment software, namely, online non-downloadable software, for allowing web site users to upload, post and
display online videos for sharing with others for entertainment purposes; development and design of software in the field of
mobile applications; design and development of mixed reality software for use in enabling computers and mobile devices to
provide virtual reality experiences; design and development of 360 media content, namely, designing and developing cohesive
marketing materials across all media channels in the nature of graphic design of marketing materials; research in the field of
social media in the nature of providing technology consulting in the field of social media; brand design services, namely,
designing and developing brand identify for others being graphic design services for brands; research, advisory and
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and
computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Born Ugly Limited **Address** Born Ugly Limited 105 Water Lane Leeds LS11 5WD UNITED KINGDOM

**Legal Entity** Limited Company **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 82953-364616

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1618572 **International Registration Date** Nov. 26, 2020 **Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 18, 2020 **Expiration Date** Nov. 26, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BERNS, LEE ANNE
**Douce Nature**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DOUCE NATURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79323116
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 21, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095297
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1188205
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 27, 2013

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Disinfectants; insect repellents; anti-mosquito milks being mosquito repellent

**International Classes**
- 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**For** Laundry preparations and substances, namely, laundry detergent, laundry bleach; fabric softeners; compositions for the care, treatment and beautification of fabrics, namely, scented fabric refresher spray, fabric softeners; tableware cleaners; bleaching preparations for household use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; bath, bar soaps; cosmetics for personal use; body washes; non-medicated bath and cosmetic shower products; shower gels; bath oils and foams; non-medicated liquid hand soap; oils, creams and lotions for the body and skin; hair care products, namely, shampoos and conditioners; hair lotions; essential oils; perfumery, deodorants for personal use; cotton wool for cosmetic use

**International Classes**
- 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: EKIBIO
- **Address**: EKIBIO ZA La Boissonnette F-07340 PEAUGRES FRANCE
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: CLV 1022 US
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1188205  International Registration Date   Sep. 27, 2013
Expiration Date   Sep. 27, 2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79323307  Application Filing Date  Jun. 08, 2021  Registration Number  7095298
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a yellow triangle with a grey shadow that intersects two concentric circles; the inner circle is three-quarters dark blue with the left quarter grey, and outer circle blue with the left side of the circle is intersected by the a yellow triangle and grey shadow, there is a gap between the circle which has no color; the term "AIDA" appears to the lower right in dark blue; the color white appearing in the mark is background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, dark blue, yellow, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording AIDA has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1620318  International Registration Date  Jun. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Surgical instruments and apparatus for medical, dental or veterinary use; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; endoscopes and endoscopic devices for medical and surgical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments for use in minimally invasive surgery; medical imaging apparatus; diagnostic imaging devices for medical use; apparatus for analyzing images for medical purposes
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
For  Photographic, cinematographic, optical apparatus and instruments, namely, recording device for capturing still images and videos for documentation of audiovisual data and patient data during diagnostic and therapeutic procedures; teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for training, teaching and instructing in the field of medical endoscopic examination and treatment; measuring, detection and monitoring instruments, devices and regulators, namely ultrasonic and high frequency power supplies, remote control apparatus for industrial and medical instruments, electrical switchboxes, electric light dimmers; CDs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, blank compact discs with read-only memory, prerecorded compact discs featuring audio and video in the field of medical technology, pre-recorded compact discs featuring information in the field of medical technology, blank optical data carriers, blank smart cards, blank USB flash drives, blank sound recording carriers, none of the foregoing containing music;
downloadable and pre-recorded computer software for use in the medical field, namely, image processing and analysis software; computers; computer hardware; data processing hardware; data processing equipment; downloadable and pre-recorded data processing software for documenting medical exams and surgical procedures; interfaces for computers in the nature of touch screen, electric control panel; downloadable and pre-recorded software for managing digital distributed data storage; central processing units for information, data, sound, or image processing; parts and accessories, namely, structural parts for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes**   9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**   KARL STORZ SE & Co. KG  **Address**   KARL STORZ SE & Co. KG Dr. Karl-Storz-Straße 34  78532 Tuttlingen  **Legal Entity**   SE & Co. KG  **State or Country Where Organized**   GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**   KARLSE-233

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**   1620318  **International Registration Date**   Jun. 08, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**   Dec. 08, 2020  **Expiration Date**   Jun. 08, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**   RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CORANT GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79323768 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7095299
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two incomplete diamond shapes with one attached to a line that runs between the stylized words CORANT and GLOBAL. Disclaimer “GLOBAL”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1621436 International Registration Date Apr. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Actuarial services; insurance information and consultancy in the fields of risk analysis, risk modelling, and risk transfer; management of insurance and reinsurance policies, namely, insurance risk management; processing of insurance and reinsurance claims; insurance underwriting in the fields of accident, health, aerospace, cargo, energy, financial and political risk, fine art, jewelry, marine, property and casualty, professional and executive risk, transportation, and entertainment; insurance brokerage; insurance broking being insurance brokerage services featuring introduction of parties seeking insurance to insurers, preparing contracts of insurance for execution, assisting clients in the proper administration and performance of insurance contracts, and assisting clients in making insurance claims; processing of insurance and reinsurance claims; computerized insurance broking services, namely, insurance brokerage services; financial administration of insurance portfolios; none of the foregoing being related to health insurance planning, life insurance planning, disability insurance planning, long-term care insurance planning, or critical illness insurance planning
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Business management in connection with insurance and re-insurance services; business administration in connection with insurance and reinsurance services; business management consulting and assistance in connection with insurance and reinsurance services; business management consulting and assistance relating to risk analysis, risk prevention, risk management, insurance, reinsurance and financial services; compilation of statistics for business purposes in the field of insurance and reinsurance services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102

International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CORANT GLOBAL LIMITED  Address  CORANT GLOBAL LIMITED  8-11 Crescent  London EC3N 2LY  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  Private Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1621436  International Registration Date  Apr. 27, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 19, 2020  Expiration Date  Apr. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRADLEY, EVELYN W
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ARflow

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>79323920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **International Registration**: 1621774
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 08, 2021

### Goods and Services Information
**For**: Weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments, namely, weight measuring apparatus and flow measuring instruments; inspecting apparatus and instruments, namely, optical inspection apparatus, Electro-optical instruments for use in inspection and measurement of industrial components; numerical control apparatus, namely, electronic interface equipment for machine tools to input or output CNC (computer numerical control) data; electric control apparatus, namely, electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; control and regulating apparatus, namely, apparatus for regulating or controlling industrial operations; electrical controllers; electronic weight and flow controllers; industrial automation controls incorporating software; smart manufacturing system controls, namely, electronic control systems for machines; industrial automation controls; programmable logic controllers; electronic control instruments, namely, electronic control circuits for weighing apparatus and instruments and flow measuring and control instruments; electronic control systems for machines; downloadable software for controlling machines.
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### Basis Information
**Currently 66A**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: ACTEGA ARTÍSTICA, S.A.U.
- **Address**: ACTEGA ARTÍSTICA, S.A.U. Parque Empresarial "A GRANXA" Rúa F E-36475 O PORRÍÑO (Pontevedra) SPAIN
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SPAIN

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 20894-156796
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1621774  International Registration Date   Sep. 08, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 08, 2021  Expiration Date   Sep. 08, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALGOSTAKES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79324454 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095301 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1623117 International Registration Date Sep. 02, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stock trading; trading in options; currency trading; derivatives trading services; trading of acceptances in the nature of trading in securities; securities trading services; trading in currencies; trading in bonds; trading in futures; trading of securities options; trading of futures contracts; trading of financial derivatives; electronic financial trading services; securities brokerage and cryptocurrency trading services; securities and commodities trading services; agencies for commodity futures trading; trading in contracts on stocks; providing information on trading in securities; trading of overseas market securities futures; trading of securities options for others; trading of securities index futures for others; organisation of trading markets for derivative instruments, namely, provision of a financial exchange for the trading of derivative products; organisation of trading markets for financial services, namely, financial administration of stock exchange trading of shares and other financial securities in financial markets; exchange services relating to the trading of commodities; trading of overseas market securities futures for others; exchange services relating to the trading of futures; exchange services relating to the trading of options, namely, on-line trading of options on the options exchange market; trading of securities and securities index futures in overseas markets; providing information relating to the trading of securities index futures; providing information relating to the trading of overseas market securities futures; providing information relating to the trading of securities and securities index futures in overseas markets; financial transactions via blockchain in the nature of verification of transactions of assets recorded on blockchain; financial transactions via blockchain in the nature of verification of payments recorded on blockchain

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Cloud network servers; downloadable cloud-computing server software, namely, software for use in database management; downloadable cloud computing software for deploying software or virtual machines to a cloud computing platform; downloadable cloud network monitoring software, namely, software for managing software or virtual machines on a cloud computer platform; downloadable cloud computing software, namely, software for controlling and managing access server applications; downloadable computer application software for cloud computing services, namely, for deploying software or virtual machines to a cloud computing platform; downloadable computer day trading software, namely, software for electronically trading cryptocurrencies, assets recorded on cryptocurrency ledgers, currencies and securities

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Cloud computing being computer services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; cloud hosting provider services; public cloud hosting provider service; private cloud hosting provider service; cloud storage services for electronic files; cloud storage services for electronic data; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; providing virtual computer environments through cloud computing; consulting in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; design and development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; electronic data storage via blockchain; authentication of data in the field of financial transactions using blockchain technology; validation of data through block chains; Blockchain as a Service (BaaS), namely, hosting software for use by others for providing a blockchain infrastructure, namely, blockchain validation, blockchain node hosting, and compute workloads

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rayleigh Research Oy Address Rayleigh Research Oy Henry Fordin katu 5 C 5 k FI-00150 Helsinki FINLAND Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32408.002

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1623117 International Registration Date Sep. 02, 2021
Expiration Date Sep. 02, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ACCLIME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79325055</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 05, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095302</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
**International Registration** 1520200 **International Registration Date** Jan. 31, 2020

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Financial services, namely, financial planning and analysis, cash management, financial reporting in the nature of credit reporting services; financial risk assessment services; financial advice; financial asset management; annuity services, namely, administration of investment funds; estate management, namely, estate planning; trust services, namely, investment and trust company services; financial trust administration; bank account services being banking services; nominee services, namely, banking services in the nature of adding a person to your bank account, and treasury services in the nature of financial monitoring of a company's cash flow in particular accounts payable and receivables, and financial management related to appointing a person to a bank account; real estate, namely, rental of serviced offices; trust management accounts; trust advice being financial advice in the field of assets protection, family wealth management, and migration of family wealth; trustee services; trusteeship services, namely, estate planning; investment advisory services; investment management; cash management; offshore utilised funds, namely, bank account opening being banking services, escrow account financial management; venture capital fund management; financial consultancy related to tax returns; tax services, namely, tax reorganizations and refinancing being financial restructuring services and mortgage refinancing, financial advice relating to tax structuring and restructuring; financial advisory services relating to tax

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial Services

**For** Advertising services; business management; business management consultancy; business administration consultancy; business consulting for enterprises; business administration services; business administration advisory services; business advisory services; business accounts management in the nature of accounting services, mergers and acquisition consultation, initial public offering business advisory services; administration of business affairs being business administration; business management of outsourcing; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others; providing office
functions; company office secretarial services; registered office services, namely, business advice about company formation, dissolution and amalgamation, statutory record filing being database management and bookkeeping; company financial record-keeping for accounting and tax compliance, statutory and internal audit; accounting services; accounting advisory services; computerized accounting services; preparation of accounts, namely, bookkeeping; consultancy and information services relating to accounting; human resources management; business administrative services relating to the referral of clients to lawyers; operational business assistance to enterprises; mail sorting, handling and receiving; tax filing services; tax return preparation; payroll assistance in the nature of payroll preparation, payroll processing services and payroll reporting being business administration of employee wages and payroll preparation of payroll reports for filing; payroll preparation; payroll advisory services; payroll processing services for others; employment agency services; account auditing; consultancy relating to business auditing; financial auditing

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Acclime Holdings Pte. Ltd.  Address  Acclime Holdings Pte. Ltd. 160 ROBINSON ROAD, #14-04 Singapore 068914  SINGAPORE  Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SINGAPORE

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1520200  International Registration Date  Jan. 31, 2020  Expiration Date  Jan. 31, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IBLUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79325098 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7095303 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1624699 International Registration Date Oct. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furnaces for melting metals; founding furnaces, electric furnaces for metallurgical purposes, smelting furnaces
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Technological research, namely, research and development services in the fields of iron and steel processes; design services, namely, technical project design services of industrial plants for the treatment of metals; consultancy in the field of technological design of furnaces, burners for furnaces, processes and equipment for the heating, heat treatment, calcination, firing, direct reduction of products and materials for the metallurgical industry; engineering; scientific and technological services, namely, engineering services relating to ovens and furnaces; design of industrial plant, namely, technical project design services of plants for the treatment of metals; technical feasibility studies in the field of engineering relating to ovens and furnaces
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TENOVA S.p.A Address TENOVA S.p.A Via Monte Rosa 93 1-20149 Milano ITALY Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 114354.00507
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1624699  International Registration Date Oct. 06, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 10, 2021  Expiration Date Oct. 06, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AURORA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79325109</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2021</td>
<td>7095304</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "AURORA" in black with the "O" represented as a white stylized sunset superimposed over a circle that is yellow on the top third and black on the bottom third which extends as a curve.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white, yellow, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1624734
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 20, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Business consultancy and advisory services; business performance analysis services, namely, analysing the outputs of renewable and non-renewable assets used in the energy market; business investigation and research; business intelligence services; economic forecasting; economic forecasting analysis; market intelligence services; market research and analysis services; market analysis reports and data sets; business information provided online from a computer database; preparation of business reports and data sets; preparation of economic reports and data sets; preparation of market analysis reports and data sets; all of the aforesaid services in relation to or in connection with commodities, non-renewable energy, renewable energy, thermal power generation, energy storage, environmental markets and meteorology; none of the aforementioned related to autonomous vehicles

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **For**: Providing internet access to content, websites and portals; providing internet access to platforms and portals to access, exchange and record research, reports, data sets, surveys, plans and spreadsheets; streaming of audio, visual, and audio visual material via a global computer network and the internet; provision of online forums for transmitting messages among computer users; provision of online chatrooms; transmission of podcasts; transmission of video casts; all of the aforesaid services in relation to or in connection with commodities, non-renewable energy, renewable energy, thermal power generation, energy storage, environmental markets and meteorology; none of the aforementioned related to autonomous vehicles
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AURORA ENERGY RESEARCH LIMITED  Address  AURORA ENERGY RESEARCH LIMITED Cambridge Terrace Second Floor, 2-3 Cambridge Terrace Oxford OX1 1TP  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  Limited company

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  32198/62219

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1624734  International Registration Date  Apr. 20, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 21, 2020  Expiration Date  Apr. 20, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
TM 6439 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GLASMEISTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>79325314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</strong></td>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of two arcs of different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>length, facing each other, standing on an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>imaginary common ground line, with their</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concavity pointing towards each other, with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a short horizontal line placed above the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>longer arc without touching it in dark green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>above the word &quot;GLASMEISTER&quot; also in dark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>green.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>The color(s) dark green is/are claimed as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
<td>1625260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goods</strong></td>
<td>Beverage glassware; glassware, namely,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glass containers for storing household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>items, namely, cosmetic products;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glassware, namely, glass containers for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>storing household items, namely, non-food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>products; drinking glasses; beverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glassware for household purposes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tableware, namely, dishes; non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kitchen containers; medication containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for personal use; lotion containers sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>empty for domestic use; glass tableware,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>namely, glass dishes; containers for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>household or kitchen use; containers for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>household or kitchen use, namely, drinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vessels; glass storage jars; beverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ware; boxes of glass; glass jars;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glass jars, sold empty, for consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>products; glass jars, sold empty, for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cosmetic products; glass jars, sold empty,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for food and non-food products; bottles,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sold empty; bottles for pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sold empty; bottles sold empty, for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consumer products; bottles, sold empty, for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cosmetic products; bottles, sold empty, for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>food and nonfood products; Reusable glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water bottles sold empty; Non-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cooking pots made of glass; glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beverage cups; glass cups; glass pans;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glass decanters; glass flasks; glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stoppers; flasks; glass vases; food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>preserving jars of glass; candle jars;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial packaging containers of glass;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glass lids for industrial packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>containers; works of art made of glass;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glass, unworked or semi-worked, except</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>building glass; pressed glass; statues,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>figurines, plaques and works of art, made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of materials, namely, porcelain, terra-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cotta or glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Plastic sheets, films and bags for packaging; plastic packaging wrap for commercial or industrial use

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Packaging containers of plastic; plastics components for packaging containers, namely, dispensing and closable pour spouts and container and carton closures; plastics components for packaging containers, namely plastic stoppers for industrial packaging containers; pots of plastic for packaging in the nature of packaging containers; non-metal containers for storage purposes other than household or kitchen use; non-metal containers for storage of liquids, other than for household or kitchen use; non-metal containers for the transport of goods other than household or kitchen use; Nonmetal and non-paper containers for storage or transport; containers, and nonmetal closures and holders for containers therefor, non-metallic; non-metallic caps and closures for bottles and for containers; closures made of plastic for containers made of glass; non-metal sealing caps

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title** Furniture

For Retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, plastic materials for packaging, packaging containers of plastic, plastics components for packaging containers, plastic jars for packaging, containers for storage purposes, other than for household or kitchen use, and parts and accessories for all of the foregoing; retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, tanks for fluids, not of metal, other than for household or kitchen use, containers, not of metal, for handling goods, other than for household or kitchen use, containers, not of metal, for transport, and parts and accessories for all of the foregoing; retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, containers, not of metal, intended for the storage, containers, as well as lids and holders therefor, not of metal, lids and stoppers for bottles and containers, not of metal, closures for containers, not of metal, closures made of plastic for containers made of glass, sealing caps, not of metal, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, glassware, beverage glassware, household glassware, tableware, cooking pot sets and containers, glass tableware, household or kitchen containers, containers for household or kitchen use, glass storage jars, beverageware, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, glass receptacles, glass pots, bottles, glass bottles, glass for receptacles, glasses, glass mugs, glass cups, glass dishes, glass carafes, bowls of glass, glass flasks, glass stoppers, flasks, vases of glass, food preserving jars made of glass, candle jars, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, industrial packaging containers of glass, glass lids for industrial packaging containers, glass art objects, decorative objects of glass, unworked and semi-worked glass, not for a specific use, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail store services, wholesale store services, mail order retail store services, also provided via the internet, featuring, unworked or semi-worked glass except glass used in building, pressed glass, statues, figurines, signs and works of art made from materials including porcelain, ceramics, majolica and glass, included in this class, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; online ordering services, featuring, plastic materials for packaging, packaging containers of plastic, plastics components for packaging containers, plastic jars for packaging, containers for storage purposes, other than for household or kitchen use, tanks for fluids, not of metal, other than for household or kitchen use, containers, not of metal, for handling goods, other than for household or kitchen use, containers, not of metal, for transport, containers, not of metal, intended for the
storage, containers, as well as lids and holders therefor, not of metal, lids and stoppers for bottles and containers, not of metal, closures for containers, not of metal, closures made of plastic for containers made of glass, sealing caps, not of metal, glassware, beverage glassware, household glassware, tableware, cooking pot sets and containers, glass tableware, household or kitchen containers, containers for household or kitchen use, glass storage jars, beverageware, glass receptacles, glass pots, bottles, glass bottles, glass for receptacles, glasses glass mugs, glass cups, glass dishes, glass carafes, bowls of glass, glass flasks, glass stoppers, flasks, vases of glass, food preserving jars made of glass, candle jars, industrial packaging containers of glass, glass lids for industrial packaging containers, glass art objects, decorative objects of glass, unworked and semi-worked glass, not for a specific use, unworked or semi-worked glass except glass used in building, pressed glass, statues, figurines, signs and works of art made from materials including porcelain, ceramics, majolica and glass, included in this class, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; and commercial information and advice for consumers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heinz-Glas GmbH & Co. KGaA Address Heinz-Glas GmbH & Co. KGaA Glashüttenplatz 1-7 96335 Tettau FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GmbH & Co. KGaA State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-29478

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1625260 International Registration Date Aug. 07, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 01, 2021 Expiration Date Aug. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LIQUIDPRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79325399
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 07, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095306
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1625546
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 07, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pipettes for laboratory use; pipette tips for laboratory use
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Eppendorf SE
- **Address**: Eppendorf SE Barkhausenweg 1 22339 Hamburg FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1625546
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 07, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 30, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 07, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
TM 6441
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JETBIOFIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79325850 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7095307 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "JETBIOFIL" in stylized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1626608 International Registration Date Oct. 19, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sterile sheets, surgical; X-ray apparatus for medical purposes; dropper bottles for administering medication, sold empty. for medical purposes; surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical sponges; stents; incubators for medical purposes; gloves for medical purposes; apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus For Systemization of information into computer databases; retail store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; business management and organization consultancy; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing business information via a website; business auditing; wholesale store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sales promotion for others; import-export agency services; providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business For Material testing instruments and machines, namely, plate shakers, centrifuge, pipettors; laboratory centrifuges; petri dishes; chemistry apparatus and instruments namely, Erlenmeyer flasks, cell culture flasks, roller bottles; measuring glassware; surveying apparatus and instruments; computer peripheral devices; remote control apparatus, namely, remote controls for controlling plate shakers, centrifuge; fermentation apparatus for laboratory use; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; laboratory pipettes; laboratory trays; cell and particle counters for scientific, laboratory, and general research uses; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; incubators for bacteria culture; microtomes
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Jet Bio-Filtration Co., Ltd  Address  Guangzhou Jet Bio-Filtration Co., Ltd  No.1 DouTang Road, YongHe Development Zone 511356 Guangzhou  CHINA  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country  CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1626608  International Registration Date  Oct. 19, 2021
Expiration Date  Oct. 19, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPORTPALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79326066 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7095308
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1627129 International Registration Date Sep. 20, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing, classes, tutoring, workshops, educational programs and guidance in the field of sports, games, computer games, gambling and betting; providing training in the field of sports, games, computer games, gambling and betting; entertainment services, namely, organizing sporting and cultural activities; betting services; providing casino gaming, gaming in the nature of casino gaming and gambling services; providing of training in the field of sports, games, computer games, gambling and betting; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests; providing information relating to organizing community sporting and cultural activities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for retrieving and displaying sports league information and statistics, gaming, betting and gambling information; recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; downloadable communication, networking and social networking software for sharing text, data, audio, video, images and connecting users with one another; downloadable computer software platforms for social networking; downloadable betting software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for computer gaming, gambling and betting and software for retrieving and displaying sports league information and statistics; Platform as a Service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for communication and social networking for sharing text, data, audio, video, images and connecting users with one another; Design and development of computer software
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Eamonn Byrne  Address  Eamonn Byrne  43 Oakdale Close  Firhouse D24 V9T3  IRELAND  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  IRELAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FRK-EABY002T

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1627129  International Registration Date  Sep. 20, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 24, 2021  Expiration Date  Sep. 20, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROSPEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79326177 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095309 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1627429 International Registration Date Jul. 14, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial chemicals in the form of specialty gas compounds and gas mixtures for industrial and scientific purposes, namely, for customers working with gas-consuming analytical instruments or in research and development laboratories or in quality control, process control or environmental monitoring, in combustion exhaust measurements, in technical and electronic research institutes and universities or for customers needing specialty gases in laboratory, pilot or production processes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Regulating and safety accessories for gas installations, namely, electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling gas pressure regulators and flow and level controllers, all being pneumatic apparatus; electronic control panels for use in controlling and measuring gas distribution; gas monitoring and analysing devices, namely, electric level measuring gauges for measuring divers categories of gas related variables and electric gas control valves, as well as gas handling, distribution and application systems, namely, systems primarily consisting of a combination of electric or pneumatic gas pressure regulators and gas controllers, valves and gauges, for regulating a gas flow, all the aforementioned used in industrial and scientific processes and applications; electronic controlling apparatus and devices and downloadable data processing software programs for operating the goods mentioned above; the aforesaid goods being for use in the distribution and/or application of compressed and liquefied atmospheric and process gasses in industry, science and/or the field of healthcare
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Linde GmbH |
| **Address** | Linde GmbH Dr.-Carl-von-Linde-Straße 6-14 82049 Pullach FED REP GERMANY |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | GERMANY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 12LT-224036 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | 1627429 |
| **International Registration Date** | Jul. 14, 2021 |
| **Expiration Date** | Jul. 14, 2031 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | HUDSON, TAMARA BREE |

7766
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EVENT GENIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79326210 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7095310
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EVENT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1627503 International Registration Date Aug. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for managing events, promotion of events, managing and conducting the sales of tickets and merchandise for events, and for managing and facilitating RFID cashless payments

For Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring event software for managing and promoting events, managing and conducting the sales of tickets and other event related products, and managing and facilitating RFID cashless payments

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LYTE, INC. Address LYTE, INC. 25005, Suite 110 #175, Blue Ravine Road Folsom CA 95630 UNITED STATES Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4579/2000

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1627503 International Registration Date Aug. 12, 2021
Expiration Date Aug. 12, 2031
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79326530</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 24, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095311</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)** NØØVISTA

**Mark Drawing Type**

5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN

**Description of the Mark**

The mark consists of the stylized word "NØØVISTA".

**Related Properties Information**

**International Registration** 1628216

**International Registration Date** Sep. 24, 2021

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6382757

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Foodstuffs and beverages for animals

**International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 46

**International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products

**For** Food flavorings, other than essential oils

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Staple Foods

**Basis Information**

**Currently** 66A

**Yes**

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** METABOLIC EXPLORER

**Address** METABOLIC EXPLORER Biopôle Clermont Limagne F-63360 SAINT-BEAUZIRE FRANCE

**Legal Entity** JOINT STOCK COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** 58355/5183

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1628216

**International Registration Date** Sep. 24, 2021

**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Mar. 26, 2021

**Expiration Date** Sep. 24, 2031

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PHEMEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79326581</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095312</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration** 1628358 | **International Registration Date** | Oct. 26, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Issuance of tokens of value; financial exchange of virtual currency; providing financial information; investment of funds; financing services; online banking; banking; trusteeship representatives; surety services; insurance underwriting in the field of property and casualty insurance relating to digital assets

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

- **For** Advertising and publicity services; economic forecasting services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; business appraisals; providing business information via a website; marketing services; online advertising on a computer network; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; business auditing; sponsorship search

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

- **For** Electronic publications, downloadable in the nature of electronic newsletters in the field of managing and trading digital assets; downloadable computer programs for managing and trading digital assets; downloadable cryptographic keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency namely downloadable software for generating cryptographic keys for receiving and spending crypto assets; downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet; security token hardware being encryption devices; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable for database management; cases for smartphones; data processing apparatus; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management and electronic storage of data; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management and electronic storage of data
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Computer software design; updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; conversion of data or
documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion;
hosting computer sites being web sites; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; off-site
data backup; electronic data storage
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Phemex Financial PTE. LTD.  Address  Phemex Financial PTE. LTD.  1 IRVING PLACE  THE COMMERZE@IRVING #08-11 Singapore 369  SINGAPORE  Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PHFI-0002

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1628358  International Registration Date  Oct. 26, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 03, 2021  Expiration Date  Oct. 26, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BIBB, SCOTT
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 79326653
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 26, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095313
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: SKINLACTO9

### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Related Properties Information
- **International Registration Number**: 1628598
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 26, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 26, 2031

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Anti-aging skincare preparations; massage oils and lotion; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; body and beauty care cosmetics; sun block preparations; cosmetic nourishing creams; natural cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin renewal

### Basis Information
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Shebah Biotech Inc.
- **Address**: Shebah Biotech Inc. 50-1, Geodudanji 1-gil, Dongnae-myeon, Chuncheon-si Gangwon-do
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: REPUBLIC OF KOREA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 30058-0001T

### International Registration Information (Section 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1628598
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 26, 2021
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON

7773
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CORANT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79326688</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 27, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095314</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1628666 | International Registration Date | Apr. 27, 2021 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Actuarial services; insurance information and consultancy in the fields of risk analysis, risk modelling, and risk transfer; management of insurance and reinsurance policies, namely, insurance risk management; processing of insurance and reinsurance claims; insurance underwriting in the fields of accident, health, aerospace, cargo, energy, financial and political risk, fine art, jewelry, marine, property and casualty, professional and executive risk, transportation, and entertainment; insurance brokerage; insurance broking being insurance brokerage services featuring introduction of parties seeking insurance to insurers, preparing contracts of insurance for execution, assisting clients in the proper administration and performance of insurance contracts, and assisting clients in making insurance claims; processing of insurance and reinsurance claims; computerized insurance broking services, namely, insurance brokerage services; financial administration of insurance portfolios; none of the foregoing being related to health insurance planning, life insurance planning, disability insurance planning, long-term care insurance planning, or critical illness insurance planning

**International Classes**  36 - Primary Classes  | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial

**For** Business management in connection with insurance and re-insurance services; business administration in connection with insurance and reinsurance services; business management consulting and assistance in connection with insurance and reinsurance services; business management consulting and assistance relating to risk analysis, risk prevention, risk management, insurance, reinsurance and financial services; compilation of statistics for business purposes in the field of insurance and reinsurance services; business administrative services relating to referrals for insurance agents

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>CORANT GLOBAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CORANT GLOBAL LIMITED 8-11 Crescent London EC3N 2LY UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Private Limited Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1628666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BRADLEY, EVELYN W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IT'S ALL ABOUT DOING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79326826 Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number   7095315
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized green bottle containing a stylized green outline of a heart. To the right of the bottle is the stylized green wording "IT'S ALL ABOUT DOING". The color white merely represents transparent background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) green pantone: 562 c is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1628411 International Registration Date  Nov. 02, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  bottles of glass sold empty, small bottles of glass sold empty, flasks of glass sold empty, carafes of glass sold empty and decanters of glass sold empty
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SAVERGLASS Address  SAVERGLASS  3, Rue de la Gare  F-60960 FEUQUIERES  FRANCE Legal Entity  SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS) State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   5068-0105

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1628411 International Registration Date  Nov. 02, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  May 19, 2021 Expiration Date  Nov. 02, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AVENT, TEAGUE A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VITALON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79327096</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2021</td>
<td>7095316</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1629502
- **International Registration Date**: Jul. 21, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Medical monitoring apparatus incorporating hardware and recorded software for monitoring, collecting and analyzing health and care parameters, and medical conditions and enabling telemedicine, telehealth and/or telecare and detection and/or monitoring of conditions and indications relating to a person's health and/or care, including vital signs, fall detection, activity detection and distress detection

- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

- **For**: Computerised platforms comprised of computer hardware and downloadable software that collects, analyzes and/or monitors health, care and wellness parameters and conditions and enables telecare and detection and/or monitoring of conditions and indications relating to a person's health or care, including vital signs, fall detection, activity detection and distress detection; Computerised platforms comprised of computer hardware and recorded software that collects, analyzes and/or monitors health, care and wellness parameters and conditions and enables telecare and detection and/or monitoring of conditions and indications relating to a person's health or care, including vital signs, fall detection, activity detection and distress detection; downloadable computerized software platforms for health, care, and wellness providers enabling sharing data and communication regarding patients' records, as well as collecting, analyzing and/or presenting parameters indicative of health conditions and indicators; recorded computerized software platforms for health, care, and wellness providers enabling sharing data and communication regarding patients' records, as well as collecting, analyzing and/or presenting parameters indicative of health conditions and indicators; electronic hubs being communication hubs for interfacing with devices that measure health conditions and indicators by local wired or wireless communication means; downloadable smartphone applications for receiving and displaying measurement-based health, care and wellness information for patient monitoring in telemedicine, telehealth, and/or telecare; medical computerized platform comprised of computer hardware and downloadable software for health and care providers enabling sharing data and communication regarding patients' medical records,
collecting, analyzing and/or presenting parameters indicative of such conditions and indicators; medical computerized platform comprised of computer hardware and recorded software for health and care providers enabling sharing data and communication regarding patients' medical records, collecting, analyzing and/or presenting parameters indicative of such conditions and indicators

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
---|---
**International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Software as a service (SaaS) service, namely, a software platform that collects, analyzes and/or monitors health and care parameters, and medical conditions and enables telemedicine, telehealth, and/or telecare and detection and/or monitoring of conditions and indications relating to a person's health and/or care, including vital signs, fall detection, activity detection and distress detection; software as a service (SaaS) featuring a software platform for health, care, and wellness providers enabling sharing data and communication regarding patients' records; software as a service (SaaS) featuring a software platform for collecting, analyzing and/or presenting parameters indicative of patient health conditions and indicators

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** 100, 101
---|---
**International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ESSENCE SMARTCARE LTD  
**Address** ESSENCE SMARTCARE LTD 12 Abba Eben Boulevard, Building D, 7th Floor, Ackerstein Buildi ISRAEL  
**Legal Entity** Limited Company  
**State or Country Where Organized** ISRAEL

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1629502  
**International Registration Date** Jul. 21, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jun. 02, 2021  
**Expiration Date** Jul. 21, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APM PIERCING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79327222 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7095317
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PIERCING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1629838 International Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5876879, 5047470, 6350493 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Jewelry trade goods, namely precious metals and precious and semi-precious stones for use in making jewelry; jewelry, namely, amulets; jewelry, namely, rings; boxes made of precious metals; earrings; cuff links; bracelets; watch bands; jewelry charms; brooches being jewelry; Jewelry chains; jewelry caskets; Jewelry cases; jewelry boxes; jewelry necklaces; pins being jewelry; tie pins; watch cases being parts of watches; tie clips; badges made of precious metals; medals; medallions; watches; wrist-watches; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; key rings; trinkets, namely rings, jewelry, ear rings, key rings, charms, chains, bracelets, and necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name APM MONACO SAM Address APM MONACO SAM 3 rue de l'Industrie MC-98000 Monaco MONACO Legal Entity Société Anonyme Monégasque State or Country Where Organized MONACO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3837-0015

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1629838 International Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 12, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 11, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BABY XL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 79327223 |
| Application Filing Date | Oct. 11, 2021 |
| Registration Number  | 7095318 |
| Registration Date  | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register          | Principal |
| Mark Type         | Trademark |
| Publication Date  | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer
"BABY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration
1629839
International Registration Date
Oct. 11, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For
Jewelry; Jewelry trade goods, namely precious metals and precious and semi-precious stones for use in making jewelry; jewelry, namely, amulets; jewelry, namely, rings; boxes made of precious metals; earrings; cuff links; bracelets; watch bands; jewelry charms; brooches being jewelry; Jewelry chains; jewelry caskets; Jewelry cases; jewelry boxes; jewelry necklaces; pins being jewelry; tie pins; watch cases being parts of watches; tie clips; badges made of precious metals; medals; medallions; watches; wrist-watches; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; key rings; trinkets, namely rings, jewelry, ear rings, key rings, charms, chains, bracelets, and necklaces

International Classes
14 - Primary Classes
US Classes
2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title
Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name
APM MONACO SAM
Address
APM MONACO SAM 3 rue de l'Industrie MC-98000 Monaco

MONACO Legal Entity
Société Anonyme Monégasque
State or Country Where Organized
MONACO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number
3837-0014

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number
1629839
International Registration Date
Oct. 11, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim
Apr. 12, 2021
Expiration Date
Oct. 11, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney
RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
TM 6453 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FRANKIEONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79327249 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7095319
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration 1629909 International Registration Date Nov. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software applications for mobile phones, namely, software for use in identity verification; downloadable computer software applications for desktop computer, namely, software for use in identity verification; identification card verification apparatus, namely, electronic identity card readers; document verification apparatus, namely, computer hardware and downloadable software for scanning and verifying the authenticity of a document; electronic verification apparatus, namely, biometric face scanners; all of the foregoing being in the field of identity verification
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing authentication of personal identification information, namely, verification of personal identity as part of personal background investigations; identity verification, namely, verification of personal identity as part of personal background investigations; all of the foregoing being in the field of identity verification
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Development of computer software application solutions; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable web-based applications for data management; provision of online non-downloadable software, namely, application service provider (APS) featuring software for use in database management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management; computer security services, namely, verification of personal identification in the nature of electronic document verification services using technology to authenticate user identity; electronic cryptology services, namely, electronic signature verification services using technology to authenticate user identity; user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; user authentication services using technology for e-commerce
transactions; computer security services in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital
certificates; computerised user authentication services using software technology in e-commerce transactions; all of the
foregoing being in the field of identity verification

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Frankie Financial Pty Ltd  Address  Frankie Financial Pty Ltd  710 Collins St  Docklands VIC 3008  AUSTRALIA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
Owner of International Registration Number  1629909  International Registration Date  Nov. 01, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 14, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 01, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examinig Attorney  STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BLANCA LI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79327347 Application Filing Date May 19, 2021 Registration Number 7095320
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1630246 International Registration Date May 19, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education, namely, dance, choreography, acting, directing, and theatrical, movie and virtual reality show classes; training of dance instructors and training in the field of dance, choreography, acting, directing, theatre, film and virtual reality shows for dancers, choreographers, actors, directors, theatre, film and virtual reality show producers; training in the field of dance, theatre, film and virtual reality shows; entertainment in the nature of live dance, theatre, film and virtual reality show performances; sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing community sporting and cultural events; information relating to entertainment, education, training, sporting and cultural activities; photography services; entertainer services, namely, personal appearances by an actor and a dancer or entertainer as a spokesperson or demonstrator for entertainment and education purposes; professional dancer services, namely, providing live entertainment by dancers; choreographer services for others; music composition and orchestra services; performance and production of shows in the nature of live dance, theatrical, film and virtual reality show performances; artistic director services, namely, organization of cultural shows; booking of seats for shows; electronic publication of books and journals online; written text editing and publishing of texts in the nature of articles other than advertising texts, photo books, printed invitations, show books, books, postcards, newsletters, journals, newspapers and magazines; providing online non-downloadable texts in the nature of articles other than advertising texts, books, postcards, newsletters, journals, newspapers and magazines, all in the field of dance, choreography, acting, directing, and theatrical, film and virtual reality shows; rental and lending of books and of musical and audiovisual works; providing recreational facilities; provision of non-downloadable films via video-on-demand services; production of multimedia, audio and video recording programs, films, radio and television programs; motion picture film production; production, creation of musical and audiovisual works, namely, live visual and audiovisual performances by an actor or dancer; recording studio services; videotaping; videotape editing and production of radio, television and Internet television programs; rental of television sets; rental of show scenery; organization of dance, choreography, theatre, film and virtual reality competitions;
organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, all in the field of dance, choreography, theatre, film and virtual reality shows; organization and conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes displayed in online, non-downloadable virtual cultural centers, dance centers, theatres, cinemas and art galleries in virtual environments; organization of sporting, cultural, musical and educational dance, choreography, theatre, film and virtual reality shows; organization and conducting of entertainment exhibitions in the nature of dance, theatre, film and virtual reality shows, concerts and balls; organization of parties and special events for social entertainment purposes; information relating to music, television shows, sports, films, and leisure activities; organization of internships, namely, providing internships in the field of dance, choreography, and acting; organization and conducting of training workshops in the field of dance, choreography, and acting; giving awards and prizes, namely, providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of dance, choreography, acting, and theatrical, movie and virtual reality show production; video game services provided online from a computer network; gambling services; vocational retraining in the field of dance, choreography, acting, and theatrical, movie and virtual reality show production

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: GUTIERREZ ORTIZ Blanca Address: GUTIERREZ ORTIZ Blanca 54 rue de Clichy F-75009 PARIS FRANCE
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: ATMA0639WOUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1630246 International Registration Date: May 19, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Nov. 20, 2020 Expiration Date: May 19, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LE BAL DE PARIS DE BLANCA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79327348</td>
<td>May 19, 2021</td>
<td>7095321</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LE BAL DE PARIS"
- **Translation**: The English translation of LE BAL DE PARIS DE in the mark is PARIS BALL BY.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1630247</td>
<td>May 19, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Education, namely, dance, choreography, acting, directing, and theatrical, movie and virtual reality show classes; training of dance instructors and training in the field of dance, choreography, acting, directing, theatre, film and virtual reality shows for dancers, choreographers, actors, directors, theatre, film and virtual reality show producers; training in the field of dance, theatre, film and virtual reality shows; entertainment in the nature of live dance, theatre, film and virtual reality show performances; sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing community sporting and cultural events; information relating to entertainment, education, training, sporting and cultural activities; photography services; entertainer services, namely, personal appearances by an actor and a dancer or entertainer as a spokesperson or demonstrator for entertainment and education purposes; professional dancer services, namely, providing live entertainment by dancers; choreographer services for others; music composition and orchestra services; performance and production of shows in the nature of live dance, theatrical, film and virtual reality show performances; artistic director services, namely, organization of cultural shows; booking of seats for shows; electronic publication of books and journals online; written text editing and publishing of texts in the nature of articles other than advertising texts, photo books, printed invitations, show books, books, postcards, newsletters, journals, newspapers and magazines; providing online non-downloadable texts in the nature of articles other than advertising texts, books, postcards, newsletters, journals, newspapers and magazines, all in the field of dance, choreography, acting, directing, and theatrical, film and virtual reality shows; rental and lending of books and of musical and audiovisual works; providing recreational facilities; provision of non-downloadable films via video-on-demand services; production of multimedia, audio and video recording programs, films, radio and television programs; motion picture film production; production, creation of musical and audiovisual works, namely, live visual and audiovisual performances by an actor or dancer; recording studio services; videotaping; videotape editing and production of radio, television and Internet television programs; rental of
television sets; rental of show scenery; organization of dance, choreography, theatre, film and virtual reality competitions; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, all in the field of dance, choreography, theatre, film and virtual reality shows; organization and conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes displayed in online, non-downloadable virtual cultural centers, dance centers, theatres, cinemas and art galleries in virtual environments; organization of sporting, cultural, musical and educational dance, choreography, theatre, film and virtual reality shows; organization and conducting of entertainment exhibitions in the nature of dance, theatre, film and virtual reality shows, concerts and balls; organization of parties and special events for social entertainment purposes; information relating to music, television shows, sports, films, and leisure activities; organization of internships, namely, providing internships in the field of dance, choreography, and acting; organization and conducting of training workshops in the field of dance, choreography, and acting; giving awards and prizes, namely, providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of dance, choreography, acting, and theatrical, movie and virtual reality show production; video game services provided online from a computer network; gambling services; vocational retraining in the field of dance, choreography, acting, and theatrical, movie and virtual reality show production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  GUTIERREZ ORTIZ Blanca  **Address**  GUTIERREZ ORTIZ Blanca  54 rue de Clichy  F-75009 PARIS FRANCE  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  ATMA0638WOUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1630247  **International Registration Date**  May 19, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Nov. 20, 2020  **Expiration Date**  May 19, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
TM 6456 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STREAMIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79327422 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7095322 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1630445 International Registration Date Aug. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services relating to sport, namely, providing online nondownloadable video recordings of sports competitions; entertainment provided via the internet, namely, providing online nondownloadable audio, visual and audiovisual material featuring live shopping; entertainment, namely, providing online non-downloadable audio, visual and audiovisual material featuring live shopping via the internet and other communication networks
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Advertising services; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on communication media; digital marketing services; promotional marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable and recorded application software for streaming digital media content related to live video shopping; downloadable and recorded software and applications for mobile devices for streaming digital media content related to live video shopping; downloadable and recorded entertainment software for streaming digital media content related to live video shopping
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network exclusively for live stream video shopping

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Streamify AB Address Streamify AB Köpmangatan 41 SE-831 30 Östersund SWEDEN Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A390-9

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1630445 International Registration Date Aug. 24, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 03, 2021 Expiration Date Aug. 24, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SENSING TEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79327462</td>
<td>Oct. 19, 2021</td>
<td>7095323</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;SENSING TEXT&quot; in stylized font where the first letter &quot;S&quot;, a dot between &quot;SENSING&quot; and &quot;TEX&quot;, and &quot;TEX&quot; are in yellow, and the remaining letters are in black. Above the letters &quot;NSIN&quot; are three filled yellow circles with black gradient shading.</td>
<td>The color(s) yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 19, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Optical fibers, namely, light conducting filaments; Printed circuits; Integrated circuits; Integrated circuit chips for use in pressure mats and sensing mats that recognize sensing patterns and manage captured data to provide smart solutions; Electrical ducts; Magnetic encoders; Downloadable and recorded software for measuring pressure patterns, analyzing movement, detecting posture, and non-invasive tracking of biosignals caused by applying pressure to devices with recorded software and downloadable cloud-based software in the field of healthcare, medical devices, consumer health and fitness; Electricity conduits; Data processing apparatus; Transmitters of electronic signals for measuring, signaling, checking and supervising apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electric current |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SENSING TEX, S.L.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SENSING TEX, S.L. Avda. Cerdañola, 75 Ent Izda (OFICINA 1) E-08172 Sant Cugat del Vallès SPAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ISE2319</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1629682  International Registration Date  Oct. 19, 2021
Expiration Date  Oct. 19, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ROCHA, CAMERON R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GROLLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79327470</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 10, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095324</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration** 0766960  
- **International Registration Date** Sep. 07, 2001

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Building materials, namely, natural stone, artificial stone, marble

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 **International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** MARMI FAEDO S.P.A.  
- **Address** MARMI FAEDO S.P.A. Via Monte Cimone, 13 I-36073 SPAGNAGO DI CORNEDO VICENTINO (V ITALY  
- **Legal Entity** JOINT STOCK COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number** 0766960  
- **International Registration Date** Sep. 07, 2001

**Expiration Date** Sep. 07, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** BETTS, MARCYA N
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAGLAMPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79327487 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7095325 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1296603 International Registration Date Feb. 01, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building materials as finished products made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' clay, natural or artificial stone, wood, plastics and synthetic materials for building, construction, road construction purposes, included in this class, namely, pavement tiles, blocks, bricks, panels, boards; portable and prefabricated non-metallic buildings; non-metallic building materials, namely, fiberglass panels, floor boards, fascia, plywood, plywood board; non-metallic transportable buildings; poles not of metal for power lines; crash barriers not of metal, portable traffic barriers not of metal, crowd control barriers not of metal; doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials; natural and synthetic surface coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being building materials, namely, non-metal floor panels, non-metal roofing panels, facing sheets of plywood; heat adhesive synthetic surface coating, being building materials, namely, fireproof cement coatings, bitumen-based sealant for roofing, adhesive mortar for building purposes; bitumen cardboard coatings for roofing; bitumen coating for roofing

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAGLAMLAR ORMAN TARIM ÜRÜNLERİ TICARET VE SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI Address SAGLAMLAR ORMAN TARIM ÜRÜNLERİ TICARET V E SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI Zeytinli Mahallesi Beşçinarlar Kümeveler No:7 Edremit BALKESİR TURKEY Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4375-1
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1296603  International Registration Date  Feb. 01, 2016
Expiration Date  Feb. 01, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, ABBIE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79327650</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2021</td>
<td>7095326</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1630988</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Medical and pharmacological research services; consultancy in the field of pharmaceutical research and development; development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; pharmaceutical product evaluation and development; research and development of vaccines and medicines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arecor Limited</td>
<td>Chesterford Park, Little Chesterford, SAFFRON WALDEN, Essex, UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A269.6001US1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1630988</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2021</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79327671 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095327
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1631038 International Registration Date Jun. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing services; financial and monetary services, and banking, namely, investment banking services; loan and credit, and lease-finance services, namely, financing and loan services; financing of purchases; financial services relating to credit cards in the nature of credit card authorization services; credit facility services being financing services; instalment loans; financial loan services in the nature of financial loan consultation; provision of finance for leasing automobiles and lifting and loading machines and vehicles; financing and loan services; financial consultancy relating to loans; providing temporary secured loans to fund the provision of bailment of motor vehicles and lifting and loading machines; providing temporary secured loans to fund the provision of contract hire of motor vehicles; provision of temporary secured loans
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Electrical controlling devices; electronic data loggers and recorders; testing and quality control devices, namely, sensing and signaling devices for measurement and quality control of materials processing by laser; data processing equipment; data collection apparatus being data processors; recorded content in the nature of recorded game software and recorded virtual reality software for training in operation of lifting and loading machines; sensors, detectors and monitoring instruments, namely, alarm monitoring systems; computer hardware; computer systems being computer hardware; electronic surveillance apparatus, namely, surveillance cameras; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes, namely, surveillance cameras; motion detectors; controllers and electric regulators, namely, voltage regulators for electric power; remote monitoring apparatus, namely, remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; electronic control systems, namely, electronic control panels; downloadable computer operating system software; downloadable cloud network monitoring software; downloadable computer programmes
for transmitting messages for use in telecommunications; computer game software downloadable from the internet; downloadable computer game programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; downloadable virtual reality software for training in operation of lifting and loading machines; downloadable computer software for database management; downloadable application software for database management; computer software applications, downloadable for database management; downloadable mobile apps for database management; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices for database management; remote control telemetering apparatus; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems, namely, wireless remote controls for lifting and loading machines; wireless transmitters and receivers; downloadable game software; downloadable cloud server operating software; cloud network servers; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis of autonomous loading machine footage and security cameras; video monitors

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Industrial research services in the field of automobiles; research relating to the computerised automation of technical processes; engineering consultancy services; engineering services relating to robotics; development of computer software for use with programmable controllers; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research; research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; research in the field of technology provided by engineers; installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; software design and development; software as a service [saas] services featuring software for database management; hosting services, software as a service, and rental of software, namely, hosting and rental of computer software of others for data processing; consulting services in the field of software as a service [saas]; advice and consultancy in relation to computer networking applications; development and maintenance of computer database software; application service provider services featuring computer software applications for data processing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable web-based applications for data processing; design of computer databases; consultancy services in the field of technological development; testing services relating to electrical engineering apparatus; technological engineering analysis; technological analysis services; industrial analysis services being industrial research in the field of automobiles; consultancy services in the field of computer software for analysing information systems; scientific research; platform as a service [paas] services featuring computer software platforms for data processing; software customisation services being software design services; providing online, non-downloadable software for data processing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for data processing

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1631038  International Registration Date   Jun. 18, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Dec. 31, 2020  Expiration Date   Jun. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GULIANO, ROBERT N
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
VENTA SIMPLY GOOD INDOOR AIR

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording VENTA above the stylized wording SIMPLY GOOD INDOOR AIR.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>“INDOOR AIR”</td>
<td>The English translation of VENTA in the mark is SALE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1631420</td>
<td>Oct. 14, 2021</td>
<td>3715455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### Hygiene preparations, namely, disinfectants for use with ventilating apparatus, air humidifying apparatus and air purifying apparatus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Apparatus for ventilating, air humidifying, dehumidifying, and air cleaning consisting of a plate stack rotating partially in a liquid, past which the air flows for use in living spaces, offices, hotel rooms, and other private, commercial and/or industrial spaces; replacement parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, in particular housing and trough parts, rollers and individual plates for cold evaporation, filters, filter housings and filter plates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fragrancing preparations, essential oils, scented oils and aromatic oils in capsule form for use with ventilating apparatus, air humidifying apparatus and air purifying apparatus; cleaning preparations and descaling preparations for household purposes for use with ventilating apparatus, air humidifying apparatus and air purifying apparatus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Hygrometers; room thermometers, not for medical purposes; combined electronic moisture, room temperature and air pressure meters and controllers; controllers for use with ventilation apparatus, air humidifying installations and air purification apparatus; electronic and programmable control systems and downloadable mobile control applications with control access being provided to an apparatus of others to control ventilation apparatus, air humidifying installations and air purification apparatus; downloadable mobile applications and software for operating controllers for ventilation apparatus, air humidifying installations and air purification apparatus

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Venta-Luftwäscher GmbH  **Address**: Venta-Luftwäscher GmbH Weltestraße 5 88250 Weingarten FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: V04.22-0001

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1631420  **International Registration Date**: Oct. 14, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 31, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Oct. 14, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
INTITE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79327806</td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2021</td>
<td>7095329</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1631499
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 28, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Fibre fabrics, namely, chemical fiber fabrics, mixed fiber fabrics, glass fiber fabrics; synthetic fiber fabrics; semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; chemical fiber base mixed fabrics; inorganic fiber mixed fabrics; textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; elastic fabrics for clothing; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven fabrics and felts; fabric felts; compressed felts
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: basearth Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: basearth Co., Ltd. #506, 21, Baekbeom-ro 31-gil, Mapo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 5214.021

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1631499
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 28, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 28, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
My Happy Helpers

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK Literal(s) MY HAPPY HELPERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79327927 Application Filing Date  Nov. 06, 2021 Registration Number   7095330
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1631811 International Registration Date Nov. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Children's multiple activity toys; children's scooters being toy playthings; educational toys in the nature of wooden blocks and numeracy toys; stuffed toy animals; toy playthings made of plush; children's playhouses; children's multiple activity tables being playthings; toy cars; toy food; plush figures being toys; wooden toy playthings in the nature of climbing frames and sea saws; toy prams; toy playthings made of wood in the nature of educational toys for developing fine and gross motor skills, cognitive skills; children's play tables; toys adapted for educational purposes for developing fine and gross motor skills, cognitive skills; and toy buildings
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Furniture; furniture for children; chairs for children; chests for toys; children's beds; nursery furniture for use by children
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Online retail store services featuring toys, educational resources and furniture; online advertising on a computer network; online sales promotion on a computer network; retailing of goods by any means in the nature of retail store services and online retail store services featuring toys, educational resources and furniture; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; sales promotion services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY HAPPY HELPERS PTY. LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY HAPPY HELPERS PTY. LTD. PO Box 3392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mornington VIC 3931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHH.004TM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1631811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 06, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWNING, LUKE CASH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAMISMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79328068  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2021  Registration Number  7095331
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "KAMISMA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1632182  International Registration Date  May 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair rinses being shampoo-conditioners; hair treatments, namely, non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; permanent wave preparations; hair care creams for cosmetic purposes; oil baths for hair care; hair care lotions; hair mousses; hair conditioner; hair spray and hair gel; hair wax; hair tonics; hair care preparations; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; shampoos; non-medicated soaps and detergents for household use; body scrub; body art stickers; fingernail decals; nail art stickers for decorating false nails; false nails; false eyelashes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; perfume and food flavorings, cake flavorings, and flavoring for beverages being essential oils; incense; paint stripping preparations; shoe cream; shoe black being shoe polish; cobbler’s wax; polishing preparations; tailors' wax; abrasive paper being sandpaper; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone for personal use; polishing paper; antistatic preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing preparations; stain removing benzine; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; laundry blueing; adhesives for affixing false hair; laundry starch; seaweed gelatine for laundry use (Funori); adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; deodorants for animals
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Banner advertising; advertising services in the field of beauty products and services; advertising and publicity services; provision of space on web site for advertising goods and services; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; publicity material rental; sales promotion through the administration of customer loyalty points; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of sales and promotional incentive schemes
involving trading stamps; marketing services; promoting special events of others; providing and administration of customer loyalty programmes for promotional purposes through the issuance and processing of loyalty coupons for frequent use of participating businesses; providing and administration of customer loyalty programmes for promotional purposes through the distribution of prepaid stored value cards for the purpose of promoting and rewarding loyalty; marketing research regarding beauty; marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products; commercial infomediary services for selling beauty equipment, namely, facilitating transactions between buyers and sellers through providing buyers with information about sellers, goods, and/or services; business management analysis; business consultancy; business management; marketing research and analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; preparation of financial statements of accounts; beautician referral marketing; employment agency services; auctioneering; import and export agencies; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; shorthand services; transcription, namely, message transcription; document reproduction in the nature of photocopying services; computerized file management; clerical services; office functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tapes; compilation of information into computer databases; providing business assistance to others in the field of data processing with the help of data processing apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, teleprinter machines and other similar office machines; administrative services provided by receptions for visitors in buildings, namely, secretarial and clerical services; rental of typewriters and copying machines; word processing services; providing employment information for beautician; providing employment information; news clipping services; rental of vending machines; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical information supplies; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; appointment scheduling services in relation to beauty salons or hairdressing salons

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer software for downloading pamphlets or brochure; downloadable computer software for searching for beautician and beauty salon; downloadable computer software for viewing educational videos of seminars and lectures by customers; downloadable computer application software for video viewing of seminars and lectures by customer; downloadable mobile application software for video viewing of seminars and lectures by customer; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, namely, computers; hairdressing training heads being a teaching apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, telephones; personal digital assistants; measuring and testing machines and instruments for testing hair strength, not for medical purposes; electric wires and cables; prerecorded magnetic data carriers featuring information about beauty salons and beauty services; recorded and downloadable game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; recorded and downloadable game programs for arcade video game machines; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded for electronic musical instruments to perform music automatically; recorded and downloadable effects units in the nature of computer software for electric or electronic musical instruments for creating audio effects; phonograph records featuring music; downloadable music files; downloadable image files containing photographs of products; pre-recorded video discs and video tapes featuring information on beauty salons, beauty services, and beauty products; electronic publications in the nature of downloadable e-books, downloadable pamphlets, and downloadable brochures in the field of beauty salons, beauty services, and beauty products; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; photographic machines and apparatus, namely, cameras; cinematographic machines and apparatus, namely, video cameras; optical machines
and apparatus, namely, telescopes and binoculars; solar batteries; batteries and electrical cells; spectacles, namely, eyeglasses and prescription goggles for sports; blueprint apparatus, namely, blueprinting machines; cash registers; coin counting or sorting machines; photo-copying machines; mathematical instruments, namely, measuring rulers, calculators, and protractors; time and date stamping machines; time clocks being time recording devices; punched card office machines; voting machines; postage stamp checking apparatus, namely, scanners for detecting postage stamps on letters and packages; fire extinguishers; fire hoses; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; fire alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus, namely, burglar alarms; electronic sports training simulators

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Beauty salons; barbershops; providing information about beauty; providing information about hairdressing; advisory services relating to beauty care; advisory services relating to hairdressing; providing bath houses; massage and therapeutic shiatsu massage; chiropractic services; moxibustion; treatment of dislocated joints, sprain, bone fractures in the nature of Judo-seifuku; bodywork therapy; acupuncture; providing medical information; physical examination services; dietary and nutritional guidance; animal breeding; veterinary services; beautification for animals, namely, animal grooming; garden tree planting; garden or flower bed care; fertilizer spreading; weed killing; vermin exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; nursing care; rental of potted plants; farming equipment rental; rental of medical apparatus and instruments; rental of fishing equipment and instruments for commercial fishing purposes; rental of apparatus and instruments for use in beauty salons or barbers' shops; rental of lawnmowers

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For** Platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for database management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer programs on data networks for database management; provision of information regarding the providing of online non-downloadable computer programs, excluding game software; rental of memory space on a server; rental of a database server to third parties; hosting of web sites; cloud computing featuring software for use in database management; provision of information regarding rental of computers; rental of computers; provision of Internet search engines; computer network configuration services; data encryption services; off-site data backup; provision of information relating to computer programming; computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; provision of technical information in relation to computers; computer system analysis; technological advice relating to computer operation and the industrial design of automobiles and industrial machines; designing, other than for advertising purposes, namely, computer hardware design, computer software design, graphic design, and industrial design; providing meteorological information; provision of information relating to technological research in the field of computer hardware systems; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; testing, inspection or research on agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments, namely, testing the functionality of machines and research on machines; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys and research; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments, including their parts, or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of technical drawing instruments
**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name INVADE Co., Ltd. **Address** INVADE Co., Ltd. GINZA SIX 11F, 6-10-1, Ginza, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0061 JAPAN **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number TMJP018.002I

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
Owner of International Registration Number 1632182 **International Registration Date** May 24, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 24, 2020 **Expiration Date** May 24, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
**TM 6466 TRADemark OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PIQE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79328103</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2021</td>
<td>7095332</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1632265</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Medical apparatus and devices, namely, X-ray computed tomography scanners for medical use  
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44  
  **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

- **For**: Downloadable and recorded computer software for X-ray computed tomography scanners for medical use  
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Canon Medical Systems Corporation  
- **Address**: Canon Medical Systems Corporation 1385, Shimoishigami, Otawara-shi Tochigi 324-0036 JAPAN  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1632265  
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 24, 2021  
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 25, 2021  
- **Expiration Date**: Sep. 24, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
TM 6467 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79328222 Application Filing Date  Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number  7095333
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a white lamp design in a red shaded circle on a white background. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1571892 International Registration Date  Nov. 03, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lighting control apparatus; lamps; ceiling lights; sockets for electric lights; electric lamps; lamp globes; fluorescent lamp tubes; lamp chimneys; lamp shades; floor lamps; street lamps; LED safety lamps; LED luminaires; recessed lighting fixtures; lamps for road and street lighting; hand-held lights, namely, flashlights; built-in floor light fixtures; string lights for festive decoration; electric lamps with in-built ballast; capped fluorescent lamps; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules; discharge lamps; lighting devices for showcases; incandescent lamps; LED lamps with and without in-built ballast; fluorescent induction lamps; halogen lamps; lamp holders, namely, lamp bases; infrared and ultraviolet lamps, not for medical purposes; heat ventilating fans for HVAC units; apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, namely, automatic watering machines for agricultural purposes, electric fans, Electrically operated heat pumps, Air conditioning apparatus, air humidifiers and dehumidifiers, non-paper electric coffee filters being parts of electric coffee makers, Electric flow water heaters, Circulating hot air ovens, Steam heating apparatus and combi-steamers for commercial use, Radiators, Electric heaters for commercial use, Electric deep fryers, deep frying machines, Beverage cooling apparatus, Annealing furnaces and furnaces, Fan heaters, Heating installations, electric slow cookers, electric hobs, baking and coffee roasting ovens, Electric coffeepots, Heated towel drying rails, Air-conditioning installations, Kilns, Cooking stoves, Refrigerators and freezers, Air filtering installations, Air purifying apparatus and machines, Microwave ovens, electric bread toasters, Hot plates, room heaters in the nature of electric space heaters, Reflector lamps, Plate warmers, Filters for drinking water, electric waffle irons, electrically heated blankets that are not for medical purposes, hot Water heaters,
electric hot water boilers, empty tea pods for electric tea machines

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Retail store services, wholesale store services, online retail store and online wholesale store services featuring lamps, lighting devices and fittings therefore, furniture, electrical household machines, electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for household purposes; retail store services, wholesale store services, online retail store and online wholesale store services featuring equipment and accessories for the recording, transmission and reproduction of sound, images, and electronically processed data; retail store services, wholesale store services, online retail store and online wholesale store services featuring computer hardware and software in the field of lighting and smart homes, electrically operated household, bathroom and kitchen devices, computer and video games, and fittings therefor; advertising services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling the distribution or use of electric current; control units for regulating internet-enabled and connected lighting systems, home appliances and thermostats; control and checking units for regulating of electrically operated lighting systems; navigation apparatus for steering, controlling and operating networked devices in the internet of things (IoT) and internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus and home appliances in the field of smart home lighting systems; power splitters, namely, signal splitters for electronic apparatus; electrical plugs; electric junction boxes; commutators; electrical sockets, electric plugs and electric contacts; storage batteries; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, homogenizers; LED and HID lighting control installation; voltage power regulators for incandescent lamps; starter units for electric lights; light diodes; laser diodes; electrified rails for mounting spotlights; recorded computer software for electricity management, controlling networked devices in the internet of things (IoT), operating internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus and home appliances and home security alarms in the field of residential and commercial buildings; downloadable software for electricity management, controlling networked devices in the internet of things (IoT), operating internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus and home appliances and home security alarms in the field of lighting and lighting devices in residential and commercial buildings

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Lampenwelt GmbH  Address  Lampenwelt GmbH  Seelbüde 13  36110 Schlitz  FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity  GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

**ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  L093020006US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
Owner of International Registration Number  1571892  International Registration Date  Nov. 03, 2020
Expiration Date  Nov. 03, 2030
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79328380  Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2021  Registration Number 7095334
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangular shape formed by four diagonal lines and one vertical line, the ends of which intersect to a single point.

Related Properties Information
International Registration 1632783  International Registration Date Oct. 04, 2021

Goods and Services Information
For Education services, namely, providing classes, workshops, seminars and online training in the field of computer software platforms for customizing and creating e-learning, educational and training programs; providing educational sessions and lessons in the field of computer software platforms for customizing and creating e-learning, educational and training programs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable or recorded computer software platforms for customizing and creating e-learning, educational and training programs; downloadable or recorded application software for web-based access to e-learning applications and e-learning services through a web operating system or portal interface; downloadable or recorded computer software for developing and creating e-learning training and educational programs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Design, development and implementation of computer hardware and software; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for customizing and creating e-learning, educational and training programs; development of software solutions, namely, development of computer software for internet providers and internet users; computer network configuration services; computer software and computer software systems consultation; providing online, non-downloadable, web-based applications for customers to participate in educational lessons and educational sessions in a variety of educational
topics and subject matter

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Valamis Group Oy  **Address**: Valamis Group Oy Koskikatu 7 A Joensuu FINLAND FI-80100  **Legal Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: FINLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 179497.TBD

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1632783  **International Registration Date**: Oct. 04, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 12, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Oct. 04, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KLARDIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79328545
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Registration Number**: 7095335
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1633245
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 19, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **Pharmaceutical preparations for treating chloasma; homeopathic anti-inflammatory ointments; pharmaceutical preparations for activating cellular function; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; acne treatment preparations; medicated shampoos; stem cells for medical purposes; medicated ointments for treating dermatological conditions; medicated lotions for treating dermatological conditions; medicated creams for treating dermatological conditions; preparations for cleansing the skin for medical use; pharmaceuticals, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; medicines for human purposes, namely, medicines for treating dermatological conditions; injectable dermal fillers; surgical implants comprising living tissue, namely, surgical implants grown from stem cells; gels, creams and solutions for dermatological use; pharmaceutical preparations for treating epidermal problems; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; skin grafts**

**International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **Microdermabrasion apparatus; esthetic massage apparatus; surgical apparatus and instruments; artificial skin for surgical purposes; disposable hypodermic syringes for surgical use; medical apparatus and instruments for use in aesthetic skin treatment; apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes; lasers for medical purposes; wrinkle removal apparatus for medical purposes; injectors for medical purposes, namely for injecting medical fluid in the nature of dermal fillers; skin diagnostic equipment for medical purposes, namely for the detection of skin disease; medical skin care apparatus; medical apparatus for injecting fillers; automatic medical apparatus for dosing humans by injection; infusion apparatus for therapeutic purposes; artificial biomaterials for dermatology for medical purposes; esthetic facial massage apparatus for skin whitening effect; medical apparatus for skin wrinkle removal; lasers for skin treatment; medical apparatus and instruments for...**
the treatment of skin

**International Classes**  10 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  26, 39, 44  **International Class Title**  Medical Apparatus

**For**  Functional cosmetics being skin care preparations; anti-aging cosmetic preparations, namely, moisturizers; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; moisturizing creams, skin lotions and skin gels; body and beauty care cosmetics; Non-medicinal toiletry preparations; skin lotions; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin cleansers; essential oils; Non-medicinal soaps for personal use; facial lotions; facial washes; facial packs as facial beauty masks; perfume; essential oils for cosmetic purposes; Beauty serums for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; make-up removing preparations; cosmetics

**International Classes**  3 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  **International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  HANS PHARMA CO., LTD.  Address  HANS PHARMA CO., LTD. 7, Jeongui-ro 8-gil, Songpa-gu  Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  51064-031

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1633245  International Registration Date  Nov. 19, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Sep. 14, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 19, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) JUSTSWITCHON COMPACT DOSING SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328558 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095336
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "JUSTSWITCHON" in black stacked above "COMPACT DOSING SYSTEM" in green underneath. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COMPACT DOSING SYSTEM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1633274 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Controlled volume pumps; dosing valves being parts of machines; electric dosing pumps; Pump diaphragms; Pump control valves
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DOSEURO S.r.l. Address DOSEURO S.r.l. Via Giosuè Carducci, 141 I-20093 Cologno Monzese (MI) ITALY Legal Entity società a responsabilità limitata State or Country Where Organized ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1633274 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jun. 22, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KLC PROWACLEAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79328636
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 12, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095337
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1633458
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 12, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Detergents, namely, detergents for use in waste water treatment; cleaning preparations; detergents for cleaning water purification and water treatment plants; cleaning preparations for cleaning water purification and water treatment plants
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **For**: Defoamers, namely, defoaming agents; water processing preparations; water treatment preparations; chemical products for the treatment of sewage; chemical compositions for use in water purification; chemical compositions for waste water treatment; chemicals for use in clearing water; chemicals for use in the treatment of waste water; waste water treatment chemicals for industrial use; chemical preparations for commercial use; chemical preparations for use in industry; chemical additives for waste water treatment in industrial processes; chemical additives for water purification and water treatment; chemical additives for use as defoaming agents; defoamers, namely, defoaming agents for industrial effluent
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently**: 66A
- **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: KMU LOFT Cleanwater GmbH
- **Address**: KMU LOFT Cleanwater GmbH Bahnhofstraße 30 72138 Kirchentellinsfurt FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 068599.00012
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1633458  
International Registration Date Oct. 12, 2021  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 15, 2021  
Expiration Date Oct. 12, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79328766 Application Filing Date  Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number  7095338
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of five shaded rectangles arranged in a way that resembles a star, all on a shaded background.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1633818 International Registration Date  Oct. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Updating, compilation, systemization, sorting, editing and entry of information in computer databases; compilation of statistics; market research and analysis services; business management and business administration, namely, analysis, evaluation, comparison and consultancy with regard to companies, including companies’ service levels; providing reviews and ratings of commercial goods and services for advertising purposes; preparation of statistical trade and business information, namely, marketing survey services for others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Downloadable computer software for the acquisition, analysis and management of data for use in connection with advertising and marketing services; downloadable computer software for marketing services, namely, software for use in retail analytics, customer analysis, website visitor analysis and web site traffic optimization; downloadable computer software for marketing services, namely, the collection, curation, sending, tracking and management of customer feedback, user generated content, and social media content and for promotion of e-commerce web sites; downloadable computer software for marketing services, namely, software for use in the promotion of third party e-commerce web sites through advertisements on the internet; downloadable computer software for the development, analysis, administration, operation and management of customer loyalty programs and marketing incentives to maximize customer engagement; downloadable computer software for use in measuring, analyzing and improving customer relations management, client satisfaction, client retention and client loyalty
For providing on-line non-downloadable software for marketing services, namely, acquiring, analysis, and management of data for use in connection with advertising and marketing services; providing on-line non-downloadable software for marketing services, namely, software for use in retail analytics, customer analysis, website visitor analysis, and website traffic optimization; providing on-line non-downloadable software for marketing services, namely, the collection, curation, sending, tracking, and management of customer feedback, user generated content, and social media content and for promotion of e-commerce web sites; providing on-line non-downloadable software for marketing services, namely, software for use in the promotion of third party e-commerce web sites through advertisements on the internet; providing on-line non-downloadable software for the development, analysis, administration, operation and management of customer loyalty programs and marketing incentives to maximize customer engagement; providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in measuring, analyzing and improving customer relations management, client satisfaction, client retention and client loyalty; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for marketing services, namely, acquiring, analysis, and management of data for use in connection with advertising and marketing services; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for marketing services, namely, software for use in retail analytics, customer analysis, website visitor analysis, and website traffic optimization; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for the development, analysis, administration, operation and management of customer loyalty programs and marketing incentives to maximize customer engagement; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in measuring, analyzing and improving customer relations management, client satisfaction, client retention and client loyalty;

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1633818
International Registration Date: Oct. 22, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Oct. 01, 2021
Expiration Date: Oct. 22, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328801 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095339
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1633888 International Registration Date Nov. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toothbrushes, namely, end-tufted toothbrushes; toothbrushes, non-electric; finger toothbrushes for babies; medicated dental floss; sprayers for cleaning gums and teeth using high pressure water for home use; oral hygiene devices, namely, interdental cleaners; floss for dental purposes; dental floss dispensers; dental tape; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; interdental brushes for cleaning the teeth; toothpaste tube squeezers; toothbrushes; toothbrush cases; toothbrush bristles; toothbrush holders; tongue cleaning brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; breath freshening sprays; dentifrices; lip glosses; make-up; cosmetic lip care preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for body care; shampoos; sunscreen preparations; skin lotions; cosmetic preparations for skin care; facial cleansers; hair conditioner; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks for faces; cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OFF CORPORATION Address OFF CORPORATION #301, 3F, 362, Sapyeong-daero, Seocho-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 19619-T003US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1633888  International Registration Date Nov. 09, 2021
Expiration Date Nov. 09, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  TON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79328816 Application Filing Date  Feb. 25, 2021 Registration Number   7095340
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1632491 International Registration Date  Feb. 25, 2021 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6592370

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial affairs and monetary affairs services, namely, financial information, management and analysis services and banking; issuance of prepaid cards, namely prepaid debit cards, prepaid credit cards and tokens of value; safe deposit box services; valuation services pertaining to real estate, intellectual property, businesses, stock options and pensions; insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Advertising, marketing and promotional services, namely, advertising, marketing, and promoting the goods and services of others via online advertisements; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; business management and administration assistance, business management and business administrative services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Downloadable computer software applications, for use in financial blockchain transactions, file storage, and decentralized blockchain software services being hosting services, privacy proxy services, and linking multiple blockchain technologies into a unified decentralized network; computer programs, recorded, for use in financial blockchain transactions, file storage and decentralized blockchain software services being hosting services, privacy proxy services, and linking multiple blockchain technologies into a unified decentralized network; downloadable computer game software; computer game software, recorded; computer programs, downloadable, for use in financial blockchain transactions; computer operating programs, recorded; electronic publications in the nature of downloadable computer software manuals for blockchain software
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Legal services; providing legal information regarding political issues, namely, the development and enforcement of international law, regulations, legal policies, and legal practices and the development of privacy, security and data governance law; safety services and security and enforcement services in the nature of security threat analysis for protecting personal property and security threat analysis for protecting personal safety; online social networking services; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications

International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title   Personal and legal services

For Electronic bulletin board services; providing user access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; providing internet chatrooms; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; video-on-demand transmission; transmission of podcasts; electronic message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of digital files; providing information in the field of telecommunications; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; videoconferencing services; rental of message sending apparatus being telecommunications apparatus; rental of access time to global computer networks; transmission of electronic mail; communications by computer terminals; voice mail services; telecommunications routing and junction services; streaming of data

International Classes   38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title   Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Rosburn Holdings Limited Address   Rosburn Holdings Limited  120 Gladstonos Street, Foloune House, Office D1, CY-3032 Limassol  CYPRUS Legal Entity   Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CYPRUS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   32693.7001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1632491 International Registration Date   Feb. 25, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 20, 2020 Expiration Date Feb. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79328870</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2021</td>
<td>7095341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the literal element "ILE DE FRANCE" in a banner design appearing under the design of a steamship. The steamship contains an anchor design and portholes and is contained within a geometric element. The words "MINI ROLL" appear under the words "ILE DE FRANCE," with a broken horizontal line comprised of three rectangles of varying lengths, all contained inside a rectangle. A geometric figure, with curved left and right sides, frames the words "MINI ROLL" and the row of horizontal lines. A larger geometric figure, with angled corners, frames the words "ILE DE FRANCE" and "MINI ROLL," along with the row of horizontal lines. A rectangle containing the image of two rolls extends from the bottom of the larger geometric figure. All of the aforementioned wording and design elements appear on a larger rectangle that contains horizontal bands above and below it. The horizontal band at the top of the mark contains ridges along the top end of the band and the horizontal band at the bottom of the mark contains ridges along the bottom end of the band.  
**Disclaimer** "MINI ROLL"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1633970</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cheese  
**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 46  
**International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SAVENCIA SA  
**Address** SAVENCIA SA 42 rue Rieussec VIROFLAY FRANCE F-78220  
**Legal Entity** SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)  
**State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 100010.0048
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1633970  International Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 21, 2021  Expiration Date Oct. 11, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328898 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095342
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording “BOOTS” in blue. The color white is background that is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1523427 International Registration Date Oct. 24, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pain, sores, wounds, intestinal bacteria, diseases of the skin, sleep disorders, gastrointestinal disorders, diabetes, anemia, inflammation, depression, neurological diseases, inflammatory, obesity, diabetes, urinary diseases, fungal infections, burns, diarrhea, treatment of motion sickness, nausea, hemorrhoids, digestion, constipation, migraine, back pain, muscle pain, arthritis and joint pain, heartburn, acid reflux, acne, allergies, heart rhythm disturbances, asthma, depression, diabetes, flu, high blood pressure, blood pressure, constipation, nutritional deficiencies, fatigue, bone and joint disorders, muscle mass disorders, vitamin deficiencies, covid; veterinary preparations for the treatment of pain, sores and wounds; sanitary preparations for medical purposes for personal hygiene, other than toiletries; chewing gum for medical purposes; medical plasters; medical dressings; medicated dentifrices; medicated soap; medicated shampoos; medicated toilet preparations; medicated hair lotions; medical preparation for slimming purposes; medical diagnostic test strips for testing blood sugar; sodium salts for medical purposes; medical dressings and medical plasters; medical adhesives for binding wounds; vitamins; mineral water salts for use as smelling salts, medicated bath salts; mineral food supplements; medicines for dental purposes; preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy; medicines for the treatment of pain, sores, wounds, intestinal bacteria, diseases of the skin, sleep disorders, gastrointestinal disorders, diabetes, anemia, inflammation, depression, neurological diseases, inflammatory, obesity, diabetes, urinary diseases, fungal infections, burns, diarrhea, treatment of motion sickness, nausea, hemorrhoids, digestion, constipation, migraine, back pain, muscle pain, arthritis and joint pain, heartburn, acid reflux, acne, allergies, heart rhythm disturbances, asthma, depression, diabetes, flu, high blood pressure, blood pressure, constipation, nutritional deficiencies, fatigue, bone and joint disorders, muscle mass disorders, vitamin deficiencies,; nail care
preparations for medical use; foot care preparations for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; dietetic food and substances, namely, dietetic sugar substitutes adapted for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters for medical use, materials, namely, gauze, bandages for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; acne treatment preparations; antibacterial soap; antibacterial handwashes; sanitary napkins; remedies, namely, medicated soap for foot perspiration; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions for the treatment of ringworm; contraceptive preparations; sanitary towels; sanitary tampons; petroleum jelly for medical purposes; disinfectants; medical and surgical plasters; surgical dressings; dental polish

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

For Surgical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments, namely, dental implants made of artificial materials, dental mirrors; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles, namely, orthopedic joint implants made of artificial materials; suture materials; babies’ bottles; pacifiers for babies; teething rings; apparatus for acne treatment; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; apparatus for artificial respiration; baby feeding dummies; bandages for joints, anatomical; bandages, elastic; belts for medical purposes; blood testing apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; body fat monitors; breast pumps; brushes for cleaning body cavities; cases fitted for medical instruments; cholesterol meters; condoms; contraceptives, non-chemical, namely, contraceptive implants, contraceptive apparatus; dental apparatus and instruments namely, dental implants made of artificial materials, dental mirrors; ear plugs for medical purposes; ear picks; feeding bottle valves; gloves for medical purposes; hearing aids; hypodermic syringes; incontinence sheets; knee bandages, orthopaedic; nasal aspirators; needles for medical purposes; pads for preventing pressure sores on patient bodies; sex toys; syringes for injections; temperature indicator labels for medical purposes; thermometers for medical purposes; toe separators for orthopaedic purposes; tongue scrapers; walking sticks for medical purposes; applicators, namely, eye droppers, hypodermic syringes for pharmaceutical preparations

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 26, 39, 44
**International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

For Adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; after-shave balms; after-shave creams; after-shave gel; after shave lotions; after-shave preparations; after sun creams; air fragrancing preparations; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond soaps; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; anti-aging creams; anti-wrinkle cream; non-mediated aromatherapy creams; aromatic oils; aromatic oils for the bath; antiperspirants being toiletries; artificial eyelashes; artificial fingernails; non-mediated babies’ creams; baby bath mousse; baby body milks; baby bubble bath; baby lotions; baby oils; baby powders; baby shampoo mousse; baby suncreams; baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; baby wipes impregnated with lotion; balms for shaving, hair conditioning other than for medical purposes; bath and shower foam; bath and shower gels; bath creams; bath crystals; bath foam; bath gel; bath oils for cosmetic purposes; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts not for medical purposes; bath soaps; beauty balm creams; beauty care preparations, namely, hair shampoo, cosmetics; beauty creams for body care; bleaching preparations in the nature of decolorants for cosmetic purposes; body lotions; body mask cream; body mask lotion; body milk; body oils; body scrub; hair spray; breath freshener, namely, breath freshening sprays; refill packs composed of body soap for body cleansing product dispensers; refill packs composed of cosmetics, lotions for cosmetics dispensers; refill packs composed of hair spray for hair fixer dispensers; refill packs composed of hand soap for hand soap dispensers; cosmetics; toiletry preparations, namely, perfumes, non-mediated skin cream; cosmetic preparations for skin care; chewable tooth cleaning preparations; cleaning preparations for personal use; cocoa butter
for cosmetic purposes; concealers for lines and wrinkles; cosmetic body scrubs; cosmetic breast firming preparations; cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic creams for dry skin; cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes; cosmetic creams for the skin; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic eye pencils; cosmetic facial lotions; cosmetic facial masks; cosmetic foams containing sunscreens; cosmetic masks; cosmetic massage creams; cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic powder; cosmetic oils; cosmetic mud masks; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic skin enhancers; cosmetic skin fresheners; cosmetic soap; cosmetic white face powder; cosmetics containing hyaluronic acid; cosmetics for sun tanning; cosmetics for the use on the hair; cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin; cosmetics for use in the treatment of wrinkled skin; cosmetics for use on the skin; cotton buds for cosmetic purposes; cotton puffs for cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool balls for cosmetic use; non-medicated cream cleaners for the body; non-medicated creams for the eyes; non-medicated creams for the body; skin whitening creams; cuticle conditioners; cuticle cream; cuticle oils; cuticle removers being cuticle removing preparations; cuticle removing preparations; cuticle softeners; non-medicated dandruff shampoo; non-medicated day creams for skin; decorative cosmetics; dental bleaching gel; dental rinses for non-medical purposes; dentifrices; non-medicated dentifrices and mouthwashes; deodorants for human beings or for animals; deodorant soap; depilatory creams; depilatory lotions; depilatory preparations; depilatory wax; detanglers, namely, hair detangler preparations; dry shampoos; dyes for the hair; eau de cologne; emery cloth; emery paper; essential oils and aromatic extracts being perfumes; eye concealers; eye cosmetics; eye cream; eye creams; eye make-up removers; eye pencils; eye shadow; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow mascara; eyebrow pencils; eyebrow powder; eyeliner; eyeliner pencils; non-medicated face cream; face creams for cosmetic use; non-medicated face powder; non-medicated face scrubs; cosmetic facial creams; facial lotions; facial makeup; facial oils; facial scrubs; cosmetic facial lotions; cosmetic facial scrubs; cosmetic facial toners; cosmetic facial washes; non-medicated foot balms; foot deodorant spray; foundation make-up; foundations; fragrances; gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; gels for cosmetic use; gels for fixing hair; hair balms; hair bleaching preparations; hair care creams; hair care creams for cosmetic use; hair care lotions; hair care preparations, not for medical purposes; non-medicated hair care serum; hair colouring preparations; hair conditioner; hair cosmetics; hair curling preparations; hair decolorants; hair lacquer; hair mascara; hair lotions; non-medicated hair liquids; hair moisturisers; hair moisturising conditioners; hair mousses; hair oils; hair preparations and treatments, namely, shampoos, conditioners; hair sprays; hair straightening preparations; hair shampoos; hair-waving preparations; hand cleaning preparations; hand cleansers; hand scrubs; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with cosmetics; Japanese hair fixing oil (bintsuke-abura); lacquer for cosmetic purposes; laundry preparations, namely, liquid laundry soaps; leather and shoe cleaning and polishing preparations; non-medicated lip protectors; cosmetic lip protectors; lipsticks; liquid foundation; liquid foundation (mizu-oshiroi); liquid perfumes; liquid soap used in foot baths; make-up; lotions for cellulite reduction; lotions for cosmetic purposes; lotions for strengthening the nails; make-up foundation; make-up pencils; make-up powder; make-up preparations; make-up primers; make-up removing preparations; mascaras; massage oils; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; non-medicated moisturisers for skin; non-medicated mouthwash; multifunctional cosmetics; moustache wax; nail polish removers being cosmetics; nail tips being cosmetics; false nails; non-medicate nappy cream; natural cosmetics; natural essential oils; night creams; oral hygiene preparations, namely, toothpaste; perfumed lotions being toilet preparations; perfumed creams; perfumed powder; perfumed soap; perfumery; polishing creams; polishing preparations; preparations for cleaning dentures; preparations for cleaning the teeth; pumice stone for personal use; acne cleansers, cosmetic; adhesives for affixing false nails; refill packs composed of shampoo for shampoo dispensers; hair shampoo; shave creams; shave balm; shaving creams; shaving foams; shaving gels; shaving mousse; shaving oils; shaving sprays; shower gels; cosmetic shower preparations; cosmetic skin balms
cosmetic; non-medicate skin balms; skin cream; skincare preparations, namely, creams, toners; cosmetic slimming aids, namely, preparations other than for medical use; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; body soap; cosmetic sun blocking preparations; sun care lotions for cosmetic use; sun creams for cosmetic use; sun-tanning creams and lotions; sun-tanning preparations; tailors' and cobbler's wax; talc, namely, talcum powder; talc being non-medicated toiletries; teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations being cosmetics; tissues impregnated with cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; tooth paste; tooth powders; washing preparations for personal use; wave-set lotions; cobbler's wax; depilatory wax; polishing wax; wax treatments for the hair; wrinkle removing skin care preparations; wrinkle resistant cream; wrinkle resistant creams; wrinkle resistant creams for cosmetic use; tooth care preparations, namely, tooth cleaning preparations, tooth whitening preparations

**International Classes**

3 - Primary Classes

US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Advertising; organization, operation and supervision of loyalty programmes and of sales and promotional incentive schemes; promotional services; business consultancy; business information; management of computer databases; compilation of information into computer databases; advisory and consultancy services relating to database management and marketing; business data analysis; business research and analysis; retail services and online retail services, namely, store services, online ordering services, catalog ordering services featuring adhesives for affixing false hair, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, after-shave balms, after-shave creams, after-shave gel, after shave lotions, after-shave preparations, after sun creams, air fragrancing preparations, almond milk for cosmetic purposes, almond soaps, aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes, anti-aging creams, anti-wrinkle cream, aromatherapy creams, aromatic oils, aromatic oils for the bath, antiperspirants being toiletries, artificial eyelashes, artificial fingernails, non-medicated babies' creams, baby bath mousse, baby body milks, baby bubble bath, non-medicated baby care products, baby lotions, baby oils, baby powders, baby shampoo mousse, baby suncreams, baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations, baby wipes, balms other than for medical purposes, bath and shower foam, bath and shower gels, bath creams, bath crystals, bath foam, bath gel, bath oils for cosmetic purposes, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, bath soaps, beauty balm creams, beauty care preparations, beauty creams for body care, bleaching preparations being decolorants for cosmetic purposes, body lotions, body mask cream, body mask lotion, body milk, body oils, body scrub, hair spray, breath freshener, refill packs for body cleansing product dispensers, refill packs for cosmetics dispensers, refill packs for hair fixer dispensers, refill packs for hand soap dispensers, cosmetics, toiletry preparations, cosmetic preparations for skin care, chewable tooth cleaning preparations, cleaning preparations for personal use, cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes, concealers for lines and wrinkles, cosmetic body scrubs, cosmetic breast firming preparations, cosmetic creams and lotions, cosmetic creams for dry skin, cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes, cosmetic creams for the skin, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic eye pencils, cosmetic facial lotions, cosmetic facial masks, cosmetic foams containing sunscreens, cosmetic masks, cosmetic massage creams, cosmetic moisturisers, cosmetic preparations, cosmetic powder, cosmetic oils, cosmetic mud masks, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetic skin enhancers, cosmetic skin fresheners, cosmetic soap, cosmetic white face powder, cosmetics containing hyaluronic acid, cosmetics for sun tanning, cosmetics for the use on the hair, cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin, cosmetics for use in the treatment of wrinkled skin, cosmetics for use on the skin, cotton buds for cosmetic purposes, cotton puffs for cosmetic purposes, cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes, cotton wool balls for cosmetic use, non-medicated cream cleaners, non-medicated creams for the eyes, non-medicated creams for the body, skin whitening creams, cuticle conditioners, cuticle cream,
cuticle oils, cuticle removers, cuticle removing preparations, cuticle softeners, dandruff shampoo, day creams, decorative cosmetics, dental bleaching gel, dental polish, dental rinses for non-medical purposes, dentifrices, dentifrices and mouthwashes, deodorants for human beings or for animals, deodorant soap, depilatory creams, depilatory lotions, depilatory preparations, depilatory wax, detanglers, dry shampoos, dyes for the hair, eau de cologne, emery cloth, emery paper, essential oils and aromatic extracts, eye concealers, eye cosmetics, eye cream, eye creams, eye make-up removers, eye pencils, eye shadow, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow mascara, eyebrow pencils, eyebrow powder, eyeliner, eyeliner pencils, non-medicated face cream, face creams for cosmetic use, non-medicated face powder, non-medicated face scrubs, facial creams being cosmetics, facial lotions, facial makeup, facial oils, facial scrubs, cosmetic facial lotions, cosmetic facial scrubs, cosmetic toners, cosmetic facial washes, non-medicated foot balms, foot deodorant spray, foundation make-up, foundations, fragrances, gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes, gels for cosmetic use, gels for fixing hair, hair balms, hair bleaching preparations, hair care creams, hair care creams for cosmetic use, hair care lotions, hair care preparations, not for medical purposes, hair care serum, hair colouring preparations, hair conditioner, hair cosmetics, hair curling preparations, hair decolorants, hair lacquer, hair mascara, hair lotions, hair liquids, hair moisturisers, hair moisturising conditioners, hair mousse, hair oils, hair preparations and treatments, hair sprays, hair straightening preparations, hair shampoos, hair-waving preparations, hand cleaning preparations, hand cleansers, hand scrubs, hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes, impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with cosmetics, Japanese hair fixing oil (bintsuke-abura), lacquer for cosmetic purposes, laundry preparations, leather and shoe cleaning and polishing preparations, non-medicated lip protectors, cosmetic lip protectors, lipsticks, liquid foundation, liquid foundation (mizu-oshiroi), liquid perfumes, liquid soap used in foot baths, make-up, lotions for cellulite reduction, lotions for cosmetic purposes, lotions for strengthening the nails, make-up foundation, make-up pencils, make-up powder, make-up preparations, make-up primers, make-up removing preparations, mascaras, massage oils, massage gels, other than for medical purposes, moisturisers, mouthwash, multifunctional cosmetics, moustache wax, nail polish removers being cosmetics, nail tips being cosmetics, false nails, non-medicated nappy cream, natural cosmetics, natural essential oils, night creams, oral hygiene preparations, perfumed lotions being toilet preparations, perfumed powder, perfumed soap, perfumery, polishing creams, polishing preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, preparations for cleaning the teeth, pumice stone, acne cleansers, cosmetic, adhesives for affixing false nails, refill packs for shampoo dispensers, shampoo, shave creams, shave balm, shaving creams, shaving foams, shaving gels, shaving mousse, shaving oils, shaving sprays, shower gels, shower preparations, cosmetic skin balms cosmetic, non-medicated skin balms, skin cream, skincare preparations, cosmetic slimming aids, other than for medical use, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes, soap, sun blocking preparations being cosmetics, sun care lotions for cosmetic use, sun creams for cosmetic use, sun-tanning creams and lotions, sun-tanning preparations, tailors' and cobbler's wax, tale, tale being toiletries, teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations being cosmetics, tissues impregnated with cosmetics, toilet preparations, tooth paste, tooth powders, washing preparations for personal use, wave-set lotions, cobbler's wax, depilatory wax, polishing wax, wax treatments for the hair, wrinkle removing skin care preparations, wrinkle resistant cream, wrinkle resistant creams, wrinkle resistant creams for cosmetic use, tooth care preparations, pharmaceutical preparations, veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for personal hygiene, other than toiletries, chewing gum for medical purposes, medical plasters, medical dressings, medicated dentifrices, medicated soap, medicated shampoos, medicated toilet preparations, medicated hair lotions, medical preparation for slimming purposes, medical diagnostic test strips, sodium salts for medical purposes, medical dressings, coverings and applicators, medical adhesives for binding wounds, dietetic substances for medical use, vitamins, mineral water salts, mineral food supplements, medicines for dental purposes, preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy,
medicines, nail care preparations for medical use, foot care preparations for medical use, pharmaceutical preparations for skin care, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, dietary supplements for humans and animals, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, acne treatment preparations, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, sanitary napkins, remedies for foot perspiration, tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions, contraceptive preparations, sanitary towels, sanitary tampons, petroleum jelly for medical purposes, disinfectants, medical and surgical plasters, surgical dressings, hand tools and implements for personal and cosmetic grooming, razors, disposable razors, eyelash curlers, tweezers, hair-removing tweezers, nail clippers, nail nippers, nail files, nail buffers, electric or non-electric, cuticle scrapers, cuticle clippers, eyelash curlers, emery boards, manicure sets, scissors, razors, electric or non-electric, razor blades, manicure sets, pedicure sets, hand implements for hair curling, depilation appliances, electric and non-electric, computer software, recorded, computer software for managing integrated digital databases in the field of healthcare, computer software applications, downloadable, computer hardware, electric and electronic stock and inventory control apparatus, data processing apparatus, electronic apparatus relating to the monitoring of stock, electronic publications, downloadable, electronic tags for goods, battery chargers, computer software used to manage and organize patient healthcare information, computer software used to monitor and display data, software used to plan, manage, and coordinate care for patients, computer software for use in the healthcare services, baby scales, baby monitors, magnetic and encoded cards, cases for smartphones, loyalty cards, membership cards, software relating to the organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty schemes, photographic instruments and apparatus, audio and video instruments and apparatus, eyewear, sunglasses, spectacles, spectacle lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, reading glasses, contact lenses, contact lens cases, anti-glare glasses, smartglasses, optical apparatus and instruments, cameras, digital cameras, photography shutters, stands for photographic apparatus, bags for cameras, light filters for cameras, lens filters for cameras, zoom lenses for cameras, memory cards for cameras, projectors, photographic instruments, photographic cameras, photographic view finders, digital photo frames, headphones, lifesaving apparatus and equipment, pedometers, respirators for filtering air, respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration, safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment, scales, sound recording apparatus, USB flash drives, information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, sound and/or video reproducing apparatus, cameras, camcorders, electric batteries, portable electric apparatus and instruments, radios, electric plugs, sockets, adaptors and contacts, wearable activity trackers, weighing machines, surgical apparatus and instruments, medical apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, suture materials, babies' bottles, pacifiers for babies, teething rings, apparatus for acne treatment, aerosol dispensers for medical purposes, apparatus for artificial respiration, baby feeding dummies, bandages for joints, anatomical, bandages, elastic, belts for medical purposes, blood testing apparatus, body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes, body fat monitors, breast pumps, brushes for cleaning body cavities, cases fitted for medical instruments, cholesterol meters, condoms, contraceptives, non-chemical, dental apparatus and instruments, ear plugs, ear picks, feeding bottle valves, gloves for medical purposes, hearing aids, hypodermic syringes, incontinence sheets, knee bandages, orthopaedic, nasal aspirators, needles for medical purposes, pads for preventing pressure sores on patient bodies, sex toys, syringes for injections, temperature indicator labels for medical purposes, thermometers for medical purposes, toe separators for orthopaedic purposes, tongue scrapers, walking sticks for medical purposes, paper and cardboard, printed matter, printed publications, catalogues, printed coupons, books, magazines being periodicals, photographs, stationery, paper flags, instructional and teaching materials, newsletters, calendars, address stamps, albums, tissues of paper for removing make-up,
leather and imitations of leather, animal skins and hides, luggage and carrying bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, airline travel bags, baby backpacks, baby carriers being slings or harnesses, backpacks, bags, bags for travel, beauty cases, briefcases, cabin bags, cosmetic bags, cosmetic bags sold empty, fanny packs, frames for umbrellas, handbags, gentlemen’s handbags, leather bags, leather purses, leather wallets, luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers, make-up bags, make-up boxes, make-up cases, pouches, purses, small purses, small rucksacks, suitcases, toiletry bags, tote bags, travel bags, trunks, vanity cases, not fitted, vanity cases sold empty, wallets, key cases, cleaning instruments, hand-operated, combs, electric combs, cosmetic utensils, cotton waste for cleaning, drinking vessels, eyebrow brushes, eyelash brushes, foam toe separators for use in pedicures, gloves for household purposes, inflatable bath tubs for babies, holders for shaving brushes, holders for toilet paper, lip brushes, loofahs, make-up brushes, shaving brushes, shaving brush stands, shoe horns, make-up removing appliances, make-up sponges, make-up brushes, nail brushes, powder puffs, non-electric make-up removing appliances, perfume bottles, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, plastic bottles, powder puffs, sandwich boxes, shampoo dispensers, shampoo holders, shampoo racks, shaving bowls, shower gel dispensers, soap boxes, sponges, sprayers for cleaning gums and teeth, hand-operated squeegees for cleaning, empty squeeze bottle, tissue box covers, toilet brushes, toilet cases, toilet brush sets, toilet sponges, toiletry cases, toilet utensils, tooth brush cases, towel rails, water bottles for bicycles, sold empty, teapots, toothbrushes, toothbrushes electric

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Provision of hygienic services, cosmetic services, namely, cosmetic laser treatment of skin, cosmetic dentistry services and beauty care services; beauty consultation services; information, assistance and advisory services, namely, providing beauty care information, providing advisory services relating to health, providing information in the field of cosmetic surgery relating to beauty, health, beauty care and cosmetics; advisory services relating to pharmaceuticals; pharmacy services; pharmaceutical advisory services; medical information services; dispensing of pharmaceuticals; preparation and dispensing of medications; provision of information relating to medicine; pharmacists’ services to make up prescriptions; providing information in the fields of medical care, patient care, caregiver support, namely, healthcare information and medical goods and services, namely, effectiveness of weight loss drugs, spinal surgery; on-line information services relating to healthcare

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Boots Company PLC **Address** The Boots Company PLC Nottingham NG2 3AA UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** public limited company (plc) **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TM.1158

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1523427 **International Registration Date** Oct. 24, 2019 **Expiration Date** Oct. 24, 2029
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DIAMANT POLYMER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 79328963
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095343
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POLYMER"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "DIAMANT" in the mark is "DIAMOND".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1634106
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 25, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Oil cement putties, and fillers being industrial chemicals and chemicals in the form of pastes for use in industry; chemical compounds being industrial chemicals for use in repair; epoxy glue for general bonding and repair purposes; mastic adhesives for use in welding; soldering chemicals; soldering fluxes; tempering substances for welding being welding chemicals; solidified protective gases for welding; chemical elements for use in welding being welding chemicals; chemical compounds for use in welding in the nature of welding chemicals; chemical preparations for use in industry; synthetic resins, unprocessed; unprocessed plastics; tempering preparations; soldering preparations; adhesives for use in industry; oil cement putties, and paste fillers being industrial chemicals in the form of pastes

- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

- **For**: Maintenance and repair of steel structure constructions and concrete structure constructions

- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

- **For**: Caulking compounds; moldable compounds for jointing; semi-processed acrylic resins for insulating; protective acrylic coatings in the form of paints for insulating purposes; acrylic resins, semi-processed; general purpose silicone rubber sealant; insulating paints; waterproofing and moisture proofing articles and materials, namely, insulating waterproofing membranes, waterproof sealants, and substances for insulating buildings against moisture; pipe gaskets; mastic, polymer-based sealing compounds being sealing materials; weatherstripping compositions being weatherstripping sealants in the nature of caulk; lute being sealing materials; sealing and insulating materials; caulking materials; extruded plastics for use in further manufacturing; fluid seals being sealing materials; sealant compounds for joints; sealing materials; stuffing materials of plastics; semi-worked
polymer resins; adhesive sealant and caulking compound; resins in extruded form for general industrial use; semi-processed resins in liquid form; insulation and barrier articles and materials, namely, insulating materials, and vapor barriers; insulating substances being insulating materials; insulating materials; latex rubber for industrial use; semi-worked plastic substances; insulating materials produced from plastics

**International Classes**

17 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  
**International Class Title** Rubber Goods

**Basis Information**

Currently 66A  Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name  DIAMANT Polymer GmbH  
Address  DIAMANT Polymer GmbH Marie-Bernays-Ring 3a  41199 Mönchengladbach  
FED REP GERMANY  
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

Docket Number  COHAZ-060T

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1634106  
International Registration Date  Aug. 25, 2021  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 25, 2021  
Expiration Date  Aug. 25, 2031

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney  AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH

7835
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 79329041
Application Filing Date: Aug. 30, 2021
Registration Number: 7095344
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) - Image of a curvy line enclosed within a rhombus shape.

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a curvy line enclosed within a rhombus shape.

Related Properties Information
International Registration: 1634310
International Registration Date: Aug. 30, 2021

Goods and Services Information
For Bicycles; folding bicycles; pedal scooters, namely, push scooters; bicycle parts and accessories, namely, axles for land vehicles, bottom bracket axles, axle bolts, axle nuts, axle extensions, dropouts, outer covers, adapted covers for bicycles, exhibition stands, ball horns, bowden cables, brake pads, brakes, brake parts and spare parts, namely, brake rollers, brake bodies, brake cables, brake levers, brake shoes, brake rubbers, bicycle garages, namely, covers for bicycles, bicycle nets, bicycle bags, bicycle carriers, suspension forks, suspension elements, rings, rim tapes, repair kits, bicycle baskets, bicycle motors, bicycle locks, luggage belts for vehicles, luggage nets for vehicles, luggage bags for vehicles, luggage racks for vehicles, bells, grips, inner bearings, inner cables, cables, cable end sleeves, cable ties, cable bridges, cable stoppers, chains, chain deflectors, chain rings, chain wheel sets, chain guards, chain locking links, chain cleaning devices, chain tensioners, chain guards, chain tensioners, chain stay guards, chain lock links, chain changers, child seats, ball rings, ball bearings, crank wedges, cranks, wheels, wheel bags, handlebars for bicycles, handlebar tapes and plugs, handlebar end plugs, handlebar hangers, handlebar bags, handlebar stems, adapters for handlebar stems, handlebar grips, additional handlebar grips, steering dampers, mounting stands, hubs, disc brake hubs, hub cleaning rings, panniers, puncture protection, parking supports, pedals, pedal hooks and pedal straps, pumps and pump parts, frames, frame bags, reflectors, tires, tire sealants, roller trainers, repair kits comprised of tire repair patches and bicycle stands, coaster brake hubs, saddles, saddle covers, saddle bags, cell phone bags, seat posts, seat post adapters, saddle clamps, shift levers, shift chains, shift guards, shift cables, shift gears, transmission gears for land vehicles, disc brakes, tubes, tubular tires, safety bands, spokes, spoke nipples, quick release skewers, screw shells, cleat sets, mudguards and mudguard stays, protective bags for drive unit, seat tube clamps, mirrors, stands as parts of two-wheelers, headsets, training wheels, tandem bars, water bottles, water bottle holders, bottom brackets, tubeless kits.
primarily composed of wheel rim tape and bicycle valves, front derailleurs, valves, valve adapters, valve caps, wall brackets, sprockets, freewheel sprockets, cassette sprockets, cassette bodies; bicycle parts and accessories, namely trailers, child trailers, luggage bicycle trailers

**International Classes**  12 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  **International Class Title**  Vehicles

**For**  Lighting fixtures; lamp holders for bicycle lights; light bulbs; taillights for vehicles; vehicle headlights

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  **International Class Title**  Environmental Control Apparatus

**For**  Spectacles; computers; helmets for bicycles; ski helmets; reflective safety vest; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Hand tools and implements, namely, torque wrenches, hand-operated pearl catchers being grafting tools, hex keys, hex key wrenches, tire remover, namely, tire iron, ratchet wrenches, shears, spanners, screw extractors, socket sets, tool holders, and nippers; filled tool bags featuring hand operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, wrenches

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently**  66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Messingschlager GmbH & Co. KG  **Address**  Messingschlager GmbH & Co. KG  Hassbergstraße 45  96148 Baunach  FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  **State or Country**  GERMANY

**Where Organized**  GERMANY

**ATTOORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  772332.07

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1634310  **International Registration Date**  Aug. 30, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Mar. 04, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Aug. 30, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329060 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7095345
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1634350 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Teaching in the field of horseback riding; providing of training in the field of horseback riding; entertainment services, namely, conducting horse races, providing horseback riding instruction and facilities, and horse showings; sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing, arranging and conducting horse races, providing horseback riding instruction and facilities, and horse showings; timing of sports events; providing information in the field of entertainment; providing information on education, providing online electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of articles and newsletters in the field of horse races, horseback riding, and horse showings; providing sports facilities; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of sports grounds; rental of sports training simulators; organization of sports competitions; organization of sports competitions for education or entertainment purposes; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; impresario services, namely, organization of cultural shows; publication of books, online publication of electronic books and journals; sport camp services; holiday camp services being entertainment; health club services, namely, health clubs for physical exercise and personal fitness training services; health club services for physical exercise for entertainment or education purposes; physical education; providing recreation facilities; providing museum facilities, in particular providing museum exhibition facilities and museum presentation facilities; personal trainer services being fitness training; physical fitness assessment services for sports training purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, jackets; shoes; headwear; leisure and sports suits for men, women and children; wind- and water-resistant clothing, namely, windbreakers, rain suits, boots; dresses; bath robes; underwear; braces for clothing being suspenders; boots for sport; stockings; socks; breeches for wear; shirts; coats; belts for clothing; bathing suits; neckties; pocket squares; scarves; clothing jackets; skirts; overalls; mittens; hosiery; sports jerseys; trousers; slippers; overcoats; tee-shirts; combinations being one-piece clothing undergarments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KEP ITALIA S.R.L.  Address  KEP ITALIA S.R.L.  VIA VOLTA 11-13  I-25080 CALVAGESE DELLA RIVIERA (BS)  ITALY  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  A708-128

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1634350  International Registration Date  Oct. 27, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 26, 2021  Expiration Date  Oct. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  V8+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79329240 Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number   7095346
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shaded diamond shape inside of which are the letters "V8" with a break appearing in the apex of the letter "V" and a break appearing in the top and bottom portions of the number "8". There is "+" symbol appearing diagonally above the number "8" with the majority of the "+" sign extending outside the boundaries of the diamond shape and a small shaded square appearing where the "+" sign overlaps with the diamond.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1634772 International Registration Date  Oct. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcoholic beverages except beer; distilled spirits; liqueurs; wines; sparkling wines; aperitifs; prepared alcoholic cocktails
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA LE TENUTE DEL LEONE ALATO S.P.A. Address  SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA LE TENUTE DEL LEONE ALATO S.P.A. Via Trento 8 I-34132 Trieste (TS) ITALY Legal Entity  Joint Stock Company
State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1634772 International Registration Date  Oct. 08, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 07, 2021 Expiration Date  Oct. 08, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWNE, LUCY E
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>79329251</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SKINDAYS LDN
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LDN"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1634796
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 12, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **Hairpieces; hairbands; hair bows**
  - **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

- **Soap dispensing bottles, sold empty; cosmetics brushes; hair brushes; toothbrushes; nail brushes; cosmetics bags fitted with hair brushes, cosmetic brushes, hair combs, toothbrushes, nail brushes, soap dispensing bottles, sold empty; toiletry bags fitted with hair brushes, cosmetic brushes, hair combs, toothbrushes, nail brushes, soap dispensing bottles, sold empty; incense burners**

- **Cosmetics bags sold empty; toiletry bags sold empty**
  - **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

- **Cosmetics; skin care products, namely cosmetic creams for skin care, non-medicated skin care creams and lotions, skin soap, non-medicated skin soaps; hair care products, namely hair care lotions, hair care creams; perfume; toiletries, namely non-medicated toiletry preparations; soap, namely beauty soap, skin soap, non-medicated soaps; reed diffusers, namely air fragrance reed diffusers; scented room sprays; incense**

- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For retail store and online retail store services featuring cosmetics, skin care products, hair care products, perfume, toiletries, soap, reed diffusers, scented room sprays, candles, medicated skin and hair care products, cosmetics bags sold empty, toiletry bags sold empty, hair styling appliances, hairdryers, soap dispensers, cosmetics brushes, hair brushes, toothbrushes, nail brushes, fitted cosmetic bags, fitted toiletry bags, incense burners, articles of clothing, sweatshirts, hairpieces, hairbands, hair bows; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid retail store and online retail stores services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Advisory and consultancy services relating to beauty and cosmetics

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Candles

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

For clothing, namely caps being headwear, t-shirts, hoodies, athletic shirts, athletic pants, athletic jackets, athletic footwear, athletic hats, athletic caps, athletic uniforms; sweatshirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Skindays Ltd  **Address** The Skindays Ltd  57 Redcliffe Gardens  LONDON SW10 9JJ  UNITED KINGDOM  **Legal Entity** Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized** ENGLAND AND WALES

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1634796  **International Registration Date** Oct. 12, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 12, 2021  **Expiration Date** Oct. 12, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCHMIDT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79329429  Application Filing Date  Jul. 20, 2021  Registration Number  7095348  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three diagonal, parallel lines. The first line appears as a check mark, the second line is a straight line and the third line appears as an upside-down check mark. To the right is a single vertical line, to the right of which is the stylized wording "SCHMIDT".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1635267  International Registration Date  Jul. 20, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trailers for attachment to vehicles; trailers for vehicles; trailers for receiving spraying machines, spreader machines and road cleaning machines; fixed or carried equipment adapted for use in vehicles for purposes of road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines; fixed or carried equipment adapted for use in utility vehicles for purposes of road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines; electric land vehicles; land vehicles; transport land vehicles for industrial use; vehicles, namely, land vehicles for agricultural, forestry and municipal transport; land vehicles with bucket loaders; land vehicles equipped with loading apparatus; land vehicles equipped with lifting apparatus; land vehicles equipped with prehensile apparatus; land vehicles for emptying loads; storage boxes adapted for permanent attachment to land vehicles; tilt trucks; dumping trucks; automobiles; crankcases for land vehicle parts, except engines and motors; land transport vehicles for industrial use; dump bodies for trucks; multipurpose trolleys; utility land vehicles; watering trucks used for street cleaning; cars; self-driving cars; all the aforesaid goods for use in irrigating, spraying, spreading, clearing, deicing, washing, cleaning and/or repairing road or railway surfaces; drive gears being parts for land vehicles; vehicle chassis; bodies for vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; bodies for land vehicles; garbage collection trucks, trailers; treads for retreading tractor tires; drive chains for land vehicles; tractors; undercarriage for vehicles; freight car chassis for vehicles

International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles

7843
For Suction machines for industrial use, namely, air suction machines, street suction machines, road suction machines, and floor suction machines for the care and maintenance of roads, paths, and runways for airplane take-off and landing, railways; drives for machines; agricultural machines mounted on trailers, namely, trailer-mounted plows and mowers and brushes; vaporizing or spraying or spreading or cleaning or clearing devices which can be mounted on vehicles or trailers, namely, machines for spraying, spreading, cleaning, and removal of debris, snow, and ice and for de-icing roads, railways and tarmacs; vehicle-mounted road, street, floor and runway sweeping machines; automatic floor, street, road, and runway cleaning machines; public works machines, namely, street sweeping machines, snow plows, earth moving machines; floor cleaning machines; brushes being parts of machines; brushes being parts of sweeping machines; electrically-operated vacuum cleaners for industrial use; electric brushes being parts of machines; electric floor sweeping machines; electric floor cleaning machines; electric machines for floor maintenance through cleaning, polishing, scouring, vacuuming; electric floor, street, road, and runway cleaning machines; electric vacuum cleaners; electric vacuum cleaners; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; mobile machines, in particular agricultural motorized mowers, road sweeping machines, sowers being machines, public works machines in the nature of street sweeping machines, snow plows, earth moving machines, snow blowers, snow clearing machines and multipurpose machines for road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand shredders, sand centrifuges, sand-milling centrifuges; mobile machines with equipment carriers, in particular for agricultural use and for municipal services and cleaning, namely, motor-driven agricultural mowers, road sweeping machines, agricultural seed planting machines, namely, sowers, road construction machines, snowblowers, snow plows and multifunctional machines for purposes of road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines; conveyor belts; Spreading machines for spreading dry and wet salt and deicing agents; road sweeping machines, sowers being machines, public works machines in the nature of street sweeping machines, snow plows, and earth moving machines, snow blowers, snow clearing machines and multipurpose machines for road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand shredders, sand centrifuges, sand-milling centrifuges; elevators being lifts; lifting machines for dirt, snow, debris, waste; road, street, floor, and runway sweeping machines; power transmission belts, gears, chains, shafts, couplings for machines; harvesting machines; machines for cleaning, clearing and/or deicing, including being equipment or vehicle or trailer supports, namely, motor-driven agricultural mowers, road sweeping machines, agricultural seed planting machines, namely, sowers, road construction machines, snowblowers, snow plows and multifunctional machines for purposes of road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines; backfilling machines, including being equipment or vehicle or trailer supports, namely, motor-driven agricultural mowers, road sweeping machines, agricultural seed planting machines, namely, sowers, road construction machines, snowblowers, snow plows and multifunctional machines for purposes of road cleaning, road sweeping, road repairing, snow removal, ice removal, spreading for de-icing purposes, fertilizer spreaders, sprayers, sand turbines, sand blowers, sand blower turbines; mechanical spreaders; feeders being parts of machines; blending machines; mixing machines; snow groomers being machines; lawnmower; broaching machines for metalworking; floor, street, road, and runway cleaning machines with brushes; floor, street, road, and runway cleaning machines; floor, street, road, and runway cleaning machines for industrial purposes; electric floor, street,
road, and runway cleaning machines and apparatus; air suction ventilating machines; non-manual agricultural apparatus, namely, mowers, band hay rakes being tractor towed agricultural implements, front loaders, snow ploughs and snow blowers; hay making machines; accessories for snow blowers for vehicles, namely, snow pushers in the nature of plows for attachment to vehicles, snow throwers; snow plows; snow plows with snow blowing devices; snow removal equipment, namely, snow blowers, snow plows, snow throwers; snow turbine, namely, snow blowers; power-operated sprayers, atomizers for spraying liquid agents for use against black ice or for cleaning for industrial or commercial use; hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines and motors; road sweeping machines, agricultural seed planting machines, namely, sowers; self-propelled road, street, floor, and runway sweeping machines; street sweeping devices in the nature of brushes being parts of street sweeping machines for vehicles; street cleaning machines; self-propelled street cleaning machines; spreading machines for spreading dry and wet salt, deicing preparations, fertilizer; shredding machines for industrial use

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Servicing, care in the nature of undercoating and detailing, maintenance and repair of vehicles and vehicle parts; rental of construction equipment, in particular sweepers, public works machines, snow blowers, snow clearing machines; rental of sprayers for servicing and maintenance of roads, paths and runways for aircraft take-off and landing; advice in the fields of cleaning, servicing and maintenance of machines and vehicles; advisory services in the field of cleaning, servicing and maintenance of roads, paths and runways for aircraft take-off and landing; refitting and conversion of machines and vehicles; custom conversion of vehicles and components thereof, namely, installing specialty automotive equipment, converting land vehicles to hybrid power; advice on the installation, maintenance and repair of hydraulic apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of lighting systems; installation, maintenance and repair of control systems

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Machines for dispensing pre-determined dosages of wet salt liquid for street de-icing purposes; electronic control systems for dosage and distribution spreading machines; electronic control for autonomous vehicles; navigation apparatus for vehicles; locating devices, namely, electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; monitoring devices, namely, electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; downloadable and recorded computer software for automating data warehousing; electronic black boxes being data recorders; electronic data recorder; data acquisition devices in the nature of electronic data recorders for machines, machine installations and vehicles; electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus, namely, electric control devices for testing and monitoring industrial, cleaning, street cleaning, and agricultural machines; downloadable and recorded software for data mining software, software for operational performance analysis and reporting, software for data logging and reporting computer software for data collection and data analytics; temperature, acceleration, vibration, timing, and motion sensors

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Design and development of central database optimized for analysis; technical product development; technological advisory services in the field of automotive design, special vehicles and special railway trains, hydraulic installations, lighting systems; technical design and development of special vehicles and special railway trains; technical design planning and development of hydraulic installations; technical design and development of lighting systems; technical design and development of control systems; technical design and development of deicing systems; development of computer programs; development of web applications for data mining; development of computer software programs for electronic data processing; computer system analyses; technical feasibility studies in the field of agriculture, horticulture and forestry and in the municipal field for sweeping, spraying, spreading or clearing

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Aebi Schmidt Holding AG  **Address**  Aebi Schmidt Holding AG  Schulstrasse 4  CH-8500 Frauenfeld SWITZERLAND  **Legal Entity**  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  037825

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1635267  **International Registration Date**  Jul. 20, 2021

**Expiration Date**  Jul. 20, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
JYC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 79329547 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 22, 2021 | Registration Number | 7095349 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- International Registration: 1559232
- International Registration Date: Sep. 03, 2020

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dry-cell batteries; mobile phone battery in the nature of rechargeable batteries; mobile power supply in the nature of rechargeable batteries; photovoltaic cells; battery jars; batteries, electric, for vehicles; battery chargers; accumulators, electric; solar panels for the production of electricity; plates for batteries

- International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: JYC Battery Manufacturer Co., Ltd.
- Address: JYC Battery Manufacturer Co., Ltd. Wengcheng Industrial Park, Guandu Development Zone, Wengyuan County CHINA
- Legal Entity: limited company
- State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- Owner of International Registration Number: 1559232
- International Registration Date: Sep. 03, 2020
- Expiration Date: Sep. 03, 2030

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329624 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095350
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a blue hexagon containing a stylized white letter "T". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1635582 International Registration Date Sep. 02, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic game services provided online from a computer network; publication of books; providing online music, not downloadable; arranging and planning of the showing of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations; movie film production and distribution; presentation of live show performances; electronic games services provided by means of the internet or other communication network; information relating to computer gaming entertainment provided on-line from a computer database or a global communication network; production of radio or television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports, and not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of articles and newsletters in the field of computer science; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; education and entertainment services, namely, providing online videos, not downloadable, in the field of computer science; electronic games services provided via computer networks and global communication networks; providing online computer games; providing online videos, not downloadable in the field of computer science
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Advertising services; rental of advertising time on communication media; advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods of others through communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; procurement services, namely, purchasing cloud storage services for electronic data for others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; computerized file management; systemization of information into computer databases; search engine optimization for sales promotion; website traffic optimization

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; video telephones; intercommunication apparatus, namely, telephones; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, namely, computers for the collection, editing, organization, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; measuring or testing machines and instruments, namely, computers for testing and measuring the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; personal digital assistants; computer hardware; electronic black boxes for recording data; electronic publications, downloadable in the nature of articles and newsletters in the field of computer science; computer programs, downloadable for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; computer peripheral devices; computer software applications, downloadable for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable and recorded computer software for processing and displaying image files; data processing apparatus; global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, computers for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; chips, namely, integrated circuits; electronic memory devices; computer memory devices; memory modules; blank USB flash drives; solid state drives; blank floppy computer disks; electronic face recognition equipment, namely, facial scanners; portable media players; audio equipment, namely, electric audio playback units; data gloves; downloadable and recorded computer programs for data processing; data storage apparatus, namely, computer hardware for storage and backup of electronic data; computer memory devices for use with data processing apparatus; data processing apparatus and computers; data processing programs recorded on machine-readable data carriers; apparatus for processing, transmitting and storing database information, namely, computers; apparatus for the input, output, transmission and storage of data, namely, computers; blank magneto-optical and optical data carriers; downloadable and recorded computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable and recorded computer software for data and document capture, transmission, storage and indexing

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of digital files; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global computer networks; electronic message sending; cellular telephone communication; streaming of data; telecommunications, namely, transfer of data by telecommunications; telecommunication access services; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; electronic transmission of digital music; satellite, cable and network transmission of sounds,
images, signals and data; electronic mailing services, namely, transmission of electronic mail; video-on-demand transmission services provided via the internet; providing internet chatrooms; providing access to databases; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Computer software consultancy; computer technology consultancy; computer system design; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning and to protect against unauthorized access or data breach; research and development of new products for others; technological research in the field of computer science; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; electronic data storage; computer virus protection services; updating of computer software; computer software design; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; providing search engines for the internet; creating and maintaining web sites for others; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing, namely, providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; hosting memory space on the internet, namely, cloud hosting provider services for others to upload, store, download, and share data and information; cloud storage services for electronic data; electronic data back-up services; server hosting; off-site data backup; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; conducting technical project studies, namely, technical research in the field of computer science

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Flextech, Inc. **Address** Flextech, Inc. 6-10-1,Roppongi, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-6139 JAPAN **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** A555-284

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1635582 **International Registration Date** Sep. 02, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 30, 2021 **Expiration Date** Sep. 02, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAESANG DAESANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79329694  Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2021  Registration Number  7095351
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "DAESANG DAESANG", where one "DAESANG" is arranged in a cascading effect over the other "DAESANG" wording.
Translation  The English translation of "DAESANG" in the mark is "BIG ELEPHANT".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1635790  International Registration Date  Oct. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air deodorising preparations; protein dietary supplements; mothproof paper being moth repellent; vitamin preparations; sanitary pads; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; dietary supplements for health comprised mainly of amino acids, namely, L-glutamine, L-arginine, L-leucine extracted from liquid fructose for medical use; milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; food for babies, except lacteal flour for babies; nutritional supplements; nutritional additives in the nature of dietary supplements for foodstuffs for animals, for medical purposes; cultures of microorganisms for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment of diabetes, heart conditions; babies' diapers of paper; dental abrasives; carbohydrate dietary supplements; fly catching adhesives; portable first-aid kits
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Processed, edible sea tangle; processed, edible brown seaweed; processed green laver; food products made from sweet potato, namely, processed sweet potato; food products made primarily from fruits, namely, processed fruits; fruit-based snack food; toasted laver; laver-based snack foods; fermented vegetables, namely, kimchi; liquid salted and fermented sand eel; frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; frozen beans; eggs; pork cutlets; food products made from beans, excluding bean curds and foodstuffs made from bean curds, namely, processed soy beans; tofu; foods prepared from bean curds, namely, tofu-based snacks, tofu burger patties; soya milk; grilled short rib patties; Korean-style soybean koji (Meju); liquid salted and fermented anchovy; prepared side dishes consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetable; silkworm chrysalis for human
consumption; bacon; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; bouillon; fish and shellfish including those frozen or preserved with salt, not live; cooked dish consisting primarily of chicken and ginseng (Samgyetang); processed seafood, namely, fish cutlet; fish sausages; soups; sesame oil for food; processed chlorella for human consumption being edible seaweed; perilla oil for food; maize oil for food; olive oil for food; oils and fats for food; jellies for food; grape seed oil for food; oils for food; meat; fish cakes; food products made from fish and shellfish, namely, processed fish, processed seafood; yoghurt; vegetable juices for cooking; processed dairy products, namely, dairy-based beverages; milk products, namely, milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; food products made from oil and fat, namely edible oils and fats; processed meat products, namely, processed meat; dried beef; jams; tuna, not live; food products made primarily from vegetables, namely, processed vegetables; cheese; chicken balls; canola oil for food; meat, canned; tuna, canned; processed edible seaweed products, namely, processed, edible seaweed; ham; processed red ginseng products being processed red ginseng for use as a vegetable; smoked fish and shellfish

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**For** Adhesives for affixing false hair; air fragrance reed diffusers; shining preparations being polish; shoe polish; shaving gels; pre-moistened cleansing tissues, namely, tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser, pre-moistened cleansing tissues for cosmetic use; beauty soap; non-medicated pet shampoos; non-medicated toiletry preparations; laundry starch; hand cleansers; food flavoring, being essential oils; essential oils; abrasives, namely, skin abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps for personal use; toothpastes; facial lotion; bleaching preparations and other substances, namely, fabric softeners, laundry detergent, laundry soap, all for laundry use; perfumery; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Chemically sensitized paper, namely, photographic paper; surface-active chemical agents, namely, surface active compounds for general use in the industrial arts as wetting, spreading, emulsifying, dispersing and penetrating agents; china clay; starch for industrial purposes; adhesives for industrial purposes; ceramic glazings in the nature of a dry chemical preparation for use in the manufacture of ceramics; plasterers’ putty being epoxy glue for general bonding and repair purposes; cultures of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; antifreeze; fertilizers; birdlime; plant growth regulating preparations; glutamine being an amino acid for laboratory or research use for the food industry; lysine being an amino acid for laboratory or research use for the food industry; arginine being an amino acid for laboratory or research use for the food industry; amino acid for laboratory or research use for the food industry; chemical preparations, namely, artificial sweeteners; paper pulp; chemical compositions for the manufacture of technical ceramics; unprocessed polyethylene resins; test paper, chemical

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**For** Undressed timber; wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp; paste bait for angling, namely, live bait; live silkworms; unprocessed grain; raw barks; raw cocoa beans; animal feed formula; fertilised eggs for hatching; fodder; sugarcane; live Christmas trees; worms, live; live plants; fish and shellfish, live; wild animals with four legs, live; straws for thermal protection for plant; plant seeds; algae, unprocessed, for human or animal consumption; unprocessed fresh algae for human consumption; fresh fruits; fresh vegetables; sanded paper being litter for pets; malt for brewing and distilling; dried plants for decoration; copra; unprocessed hops
**International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 46 **International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products

For Meat tenderizers for household purposes; soya sauce; mustard meal; fermented hot pepper paste (gochujang); hot pepper powder as a spice; cereal-based processed products, namely, processed cereals; fructose for food; confectionery made of sugar; noodles; Korean buckwheat noodles (Naeng-myun); polished cereals, namely, processed cereals; pork rib sauce; soya bean paste as a condiment; rice cakes; cooked dish consisting primarily of stir-fried rice cake with fermented hot pepper paste (Topokki); instant noodles; mayonnaise; macaroons; Korean-style dumplings (Mandu); seasoned salt; wheat flour; ready-to-eat cereals; barley tea; stir-fried rice; barbecued beef sauce; salad dressings; ground ginger; sugar; somen noodles; sauces; spaghetti; flour for food; malt for food purposes for human consumption; starch syrup for food being for culinary purposes; edible salt; edible ices; starch for food; candy for food; vinegar; rice toffee; seasoned bean paste; ice cream; vegetable rice porridge; corn tea; Japanese horseradish powder spice (wasabi powder); waffles; food flavorings being non-essential oils, namely, oligosaccharide for culinary purposes; udon noodles; bean paste, namely, black paste for noodle sauce (ja-jang); uncooked Chinese noodles; seasonings; cooked rice mixed with vegetables and meat or seafood; tea; tea-based beverages; natural sweeteners; fermented soybean paste (Chonggug-jang); chocolate products, namely, chocolate and chocolate candy; Chinese soybean paste (Chun-jang); curry powder as a spice; coffee; cooked rice served with fish, meat and vegetable toppings; cakes; ketchup; frying flour; puddings; pizzas; hot dog sandwiches including sausages in a bread roll; nucleic acid seasoning; spices; Chinese pancake stuffed with sugar (Hotteok); pepper powder as a spice

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

For Fruit juices; mineral water; lemonades; extracts of hops for making beer; beer; non-alcoholic malt beverages; bottled water; soft drinks, namely, soda; smoothies; energy drinks with dietary fiber containing dextrins; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, beverages made from vinegar; non-alcoholic rice punch (Sikhye); non-alcoholic beverages affecting alcoholic metabolism, namely, beverages for reducing alcoholic ingredient in the body in the nature of water beverages; fruit powders for making fruit-based beverages; green vegetable juice for beverages; slush for beverages in the nature of fruit-flavored slush-type drinks; vegetable-based beverages and fruit-based beverages; non-alcoholic vegetable juice beverages; soft drinks, non-carbonated; aerated water; red ginseng drinks in the nature of non-alcoholic beverages containing red ginseng juice

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 66A** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** DAESANG HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. **Address** DAESANG HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. 41, Sejong-daero 9-gil, Jung-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS230007

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1635790 **International Registration Date** Oct. 13, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Aug. 05, 2021 **Expiration Date** Oct. 13, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ITAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79329900 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095352 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1636308 International Registration Date Jul. 26, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer training services; online training services to teach users how to install, operate and troubleshoot software for use in automated manufacturing; personnel training in the use of software and networks; training in the field of computer programming; training in the field of computerized personnel planning; training in the field of design and operation of factories; training in the field of network technology; training relating to use of software for automated manufacturing

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Advisory services relating to electronic data processing; business consulting relating to the administration of information technology; consulting relating to data processing; consulting relating to search engine optimization for sale promotion; consulting services relating to data processing; business consulting in relation to optimization of production processes

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer application software for controlling industrial robots; recorded computer application software for controlling industrial robots; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments; recorded augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments; downloadable cloud computing software for use in manufacturing operations management and analysis; recorded cloud computing software for use in manufacturing operations management and analysis; downloadable computer software for use in monitoring computer networks for evidence of unauthorized access to a virtual manufacturing environment; recorded computer software for use in monitoring computer networks for evidence of unauthorized access to a virtual manufacturing environment; downloadable cloud computing software for use in executing manufacturing tasks, namely software for manufacturing process optimization; recorded cloud computing software for use in executing manufacturing tasks,
namely software for manufacturing process optimization; downloadable computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); recorded computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); computer hardware; downloadable application programming interface (API) software; recorded application programming interface (API) software; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer operating system software; downloadable computer software for use in Manufacturing Execution System and Manufacturing Operations System for use in manufacturing; recorded computer software for use in Manufacturing Execution System and Manufacturing Operations System for use in manufacturing; downloadable computer-aided engineering (CAE) software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded computer-aided engineering (CAE) software for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software for use in manufacturing operations management; computers; downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; recorded computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; data processing apparatus and instruments; computer storage devices, namely, high-speed storage subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network to cloud systems; downloadable enterprise software in the nature of a database for non-transactional data and a search engine for database content; recorded enterprise software in the nature of a database for non-transactional data and a search engine for database content; downloadable digital solutions provider (DSP) software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded digital solutions provider (DSP) software for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis of machine and process performance data in manufacturing environment; recorded computer software for remote monitoring and analysis of machine and process performance data in manufacturing environment; electronic interfaces for operating motion simulator platforms; downloadable enterprise resource planning (ERP) software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded enterprise resource planning (ERP) software for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable environmental control software for use in manufacturing environments; recorded environmental control software for use in manufacturing environments; downloadable graphical user interface software; recorded graphical user interface software; downloadable industrial automation software for use in manufacturing environments; recorded industrial automation software for use in manufacturing environments; downloadable industrial process control software for use in manufacturing environments; recorded industrial process control software for use in manufacturing environments; intelligent gateway routers in the nature of computer control hardware; downloadable machine learning software used in computer predictive analytics programs for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded machine learning software used in computer predictive analytics programs for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable machine maintenance software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded machine maintenance software for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable manufacturing execution system (MES) software for use in the processing of materials and the operation of factories; recorded manufacturing execution system (MES) software for use in the processing of materials and the operation of factories; downloadable manufacturing software for use in automotive manufacturing, wood processing and metal processing; recorded manufacturing software for use in automotive manufacturing, wood processing and metal processing; downloadable mechanical engineering software for use in the processing of materials and the operation of factories; recorded mechanical engineering software for use in the processing of materials and the operation of factories; downloadable motion control software for use in manufacturing; recorded motion control software for use in manufacturing; downloadable network access.
server operating software; recorded network access server operating software; downloadable network management software; recorded network management software; downloadable network operating system programs; recorded network operating system programs; computer network-attached storage (NAS) hardware; downloadable optical barcode recognition (OBR) software; recorded optical barcode recognition (OBR) software; downloadable search engine optimization software; recorded search engine optimization software; downloadable predictive maintenance software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded predictive maintenance software for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable industrial process control software; recorded industrial process control software; downloadable product lifecycle management software for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded product lifecycle management software for use in manufacturing operations management; real-time data processing apparatus; downloadable robotic process automation (RPA) software for use in industrial manufacturing processes; recorded robotic process automation (RPA) software for use in industrial manufacturing processes; downloadable software for use in advanced planning and scheduling for production and resource management; recorded software for use in advanced planning and scheduling for production and resource management; downloadable software for business intelligence reporting for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for business intelligence reporting for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for cognitive computing and data-driven analytics for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for cognitive computing and data-driven analytics for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for computer aided quality (CAQ) for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for computer aided quality (CAQ) for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for continuous replenishment (CRP) for use in manufacturing; recorded software for continuous replenishment (CRP) for use in manufacturing; downloadable software for data collection and acquisition (DAQ) for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for data collection and acquisition (DAQ) for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for data warehouse management; recorded software for data warehouse management; downloadable software for energy management for use in manufacture; recorded software for energy management for use in manufacture; downloadable software for flexible production agv control module for use in manufacture; recorded software for flexible production agv control module for use in manufacture; downloadable software for incoming goods inspection; recorded software for incoming goods inspection; downloadable software for labor management for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for labor management for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for maintenance planning and execution for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for maintenance planning and execution for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for material management for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for material management for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for material resource planning (MRP) for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for material resource planning (MRP) for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for material transport control for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for material transport control for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for monitoring, analyzing, controlling and running physical world operations for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for monitoring, analyzing, controlling and running physical world operations for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for performance analysis for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for performance analysis for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for product tracking and genealogy for use in manufacturing operations management;
operations management; recorded software for product tracking and genealogy for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for quality management for use in manufacturing operations management; recorded software for quality management for use in manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for remote diagnostics of industrial machines; recorded software for remote diagnostics of industrial machines; downloadable software for resource allocation and status for using manufacturing operations management; recorded software for resource allocation and status for using manufacturing operations management; downloadable software for supply chain management; recorded software for supply chain management; downloadable software for the integration of artificial intelligence and machine learning in the field of big data; recorded software for the integration of artificial intelligence and machine learning in the field of big data; downloadable software for warehouse management; recorded software for warehouse management; downloadable telecommunications software for use in manufacture; recorded telecommunications software for use in manufacture; downloadable virtual reality software for telecommunications for use in manufacture; recorded virtual reality software for telecommunications for use in manufacture

**International Classes**

9 - Primary Classes

US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

*For* Consulting in the field of telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, and documents via telecommunications networks; consulting in the field of telecommunications; telecommunication consultation in the nature of technical consulting in the field of audio, text and visual data transmission and communication; consulting services relating to wireless broadband communications; consulting, information and advisory services relating to wireless broadcasting and electronic transmission of data in connection with manufacturing operations; consulting services in the field of communication by electronic computer terminals; data streaming; electronic data transmission; electronic transmission and retransmission of sounds, images, documents, messages and data; providing access to electronic communications networks; providing frame relay connectivity services for data transfer; provision of user access to computer programs in data networks; provision of access to data or documents that are stored electronically in central files for remote consultation; provision of telecommunication connections to computer databases and the internet; telecommunication services, namely, providing electronic message alerts via the internet for facilitating Manufacturing Operations Management and provided via internet platforms and portals; wireless broadcasting

**International Classes**

38 - Primary Classes

US Classes 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title** Communication

*For* Computer programming for data processing and communication systems; computer programming in the medical field; consulting and information services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; consulting services in the field of testing of electronic components and electronic systems; consulting in the field of computer programming; consulting in the field of computer technology; consulting in the field of data security; consulting in the field of industrial research; consulting in the field of information technology (IT); design and development of software for use in creating internet portals; professional computer services, namely, network analysis, LAN/WAN design, wireless engineering, virtualization and computer project management; consulting in the field of network technology, namely, monitoring the technological functions of computer network systems; consulting relating to use of software for automated manufacturing; design, maintenance and updating of software; design and development of computer hardware for the manufacturing industry; design and development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design, development and customization of computer applications software; design, development and testing of software for incoming goods inspection;
design, development and testing of application software for robots; design, development and testing of augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments; design, development and testing of cloud computing software; design, development and testing of cloud network monitoring software; design, development and testing of computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); design, development and testing of computer interface software; design, development and testing of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; design, development and testing of computer software for process control; design, development and testing of computer software for supply chain management; design, development and testing of computer software for use with medical technology; design, development and testing of computer-aided engineering (CAE) software; design, development and testing of computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software; design, development and testing of digital solutions provider (DSP) software; design, development and testing of software for data collection and acquisition (DAQ); design, development and testing of downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; design, development and testing of enterprise resource planning (ERP) software; design, development and testing of environmental control software; design, development and testing of industrial automation software; design, development and testing of industrial process control software; design, development and testing of interactive databases; design, development and testing of machine learning software used in computer predictive analytics programs; design, development and testing of manufacturing software; design, development and testing of mechanical engineering software; design, development and testing of motion control software; design, development and testing of network access server operating software; design, development and testing of network management software; design, development and testing of network operating system programs; design, development and testing of network-attached storage (NAS) devices; design, development and testing of operating software for computer networks and servers; design, development and testing of predictive maintenance software; design, development and testing of product lifecycle management software; design, development, and testing of software for use in real-time collaborative editing (RTCE); design, development and testing of robotic process automation (RPA) software; design, development and testing of scheduling software; design, development and testing of software for business intelligence reporting; design, development and testing of software for cloud-enabled manufacturing execution systems; design, development and testing of software for cognitive computing and data-driven analytics; design, development and testing of software for computer aided quality (CAQ); design, development and testing of software for continuous replenishment (CRP); design, development and testing of software for data warehouse management; design, development and testing of software for energy management; design, development and testing of software for flexible production agv control modules; design, development and testing of software for inventory management; design, development and testing of software for labor management; design, development and testing of software for maintenance planning and execution; design, development and testing of software for management of human resources in manufacturing processes; design, development and testing of software for manufacturing execution systems (MES); design, development and testing of software for material management; design, development and testing of software for material resource planning (MRP); design, development and testing of software for material transport control; design, development and testing of software for monitoring, analyzing, controlling and running physical world operations; design, development and testing of software for performance analysis; design, development and testing of software for product tracking and genealogy; design, development and testing of software for quality management; design, development and testing of software for remote diagnostics; design, development and testing of software for resource allocation and status; design, development and testing of software for supply chain management; design, development and testing of software for telecommunications; design, development and testing of software for...
software for the integration of artificial intelligence and machine learning in the field of big data; design, development and testing of software for virtual reality applications; design, development and testing of software for warehouse management; design, development and testing of software graphical user interface software; design, development and testing of software for use in real-time data analysis by means of intelligent gateways; design, development, and testing of software for use in optical barcode recognition (OBR); design, development and testing of virtual reality software; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer software; programming and maintaining of software for quality control of manufacturing processes; programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: iTAC Software AG  
**Address**: iTAC Software AG Aubachstr. 24  56410 Montabaur  
**FED REP GERMANY**:  
**Legal Entity**: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  
**State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: M2021-8262

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1636308  
**International Registration Date**: Jul. 26, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 19, 2021  
**Expiration Date**: Jul. 26, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BG-MOSQUITAIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79329935  Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2021  Registration Number  7095353
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1636411  International Registration Date  Nov. 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparatus for attracting and/or killing insects, namely, insect traps, suction traps for tiger mosquitoes, carbon dioxide (CO2) traps for all mosquito species and other flying bloodfeeding insects, outdoor mosquito traps; electric insect attracting apparatus and electric apparatus for destroying insects, namely, insect traps
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BioGents AG  Address  BioGents AG  Weissenburgstr. 22  93055 Regensburg  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RECT129US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1636411  International Registration Date  Nov. 25, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 02, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 79330014 Application Filing Date: Oct. 18, 2021 Registration Number: 7095354
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a small shaded parallelogram above which is a second longer parallelogram, and above that is a third parallelogram with a curved upper-left corner.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1636599 International Registration Date: Oct. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Video game machines; interactive remote control units for computer games, electronic games, video game consoles and video games; interactive gaming seats for video games; game controllers for game consoles and computer games, namely, steering wheels, foot pedals, gear shift levers, paddle shifters, handbrakes, steering wheel button modules, joysticks, cockpits with steering wheels and foot pedals
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
For: Rental of video game machines
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
For: Electric cables, namely, electric adapter cables; downloadable photographs; downloadable software, namely, computer peripheral device driver software and firmware management software; computer peripheral devices
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For: Software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer peripherals; rental of computer hardware and data center facilities; rental of computer software, data processing equipment and computer peripheral devices; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in database management
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Endor AG  Address   Endor AG  E.ON Allee 3  84036 Landshut  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity   AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  State or Country Where Organized   GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1157.2004

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1636599  International Registration Date   Oct. 18, 2021
Expiration Date   Oct. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MASON, JARED MICHAEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
XMASTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79330285</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095355</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1637111</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 29, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Body-building apparatus; archery implements; bar-bells for body-building; knee guards for athletic use; balls for games; bladders of balls for games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Changtai Excellent Fitness Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Changtai Excellent Fitness Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>No. 823, Xiafang, Jishan Village, Xingxiang Road, Xingtai Industrial Zone, CHINA</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Limited Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1637111</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 29, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) U DAZZLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330295 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7095356
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "UDAZZLE". There is a dashed semi-circle surrounding the letters "AZZLE" and within that semi-circle are three four-pointed stars.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1637134 International Registration Date Nov. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring rulers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U Dazzle Fashion Ltd. Address U Dazzle Fashion Ltd. Lot 325 Chickadee Drive Sou Sou Lands TRINIDAD/TOBAGO Legal Entity Limited Liability Company State or Country Where Organized TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18823.001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1637134 International Registration Date Nov. 12, 2021
Expiration Date Nov. 12, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
**Mark Literal(s)** ILE DE FRANCE MINI ROLL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>79330442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**

The mark consists of the verbal element "ILE DE FRANCE" in a banner appearing under the design of a steamship; the steamship contains a design comprising an anchor and portholes within a geometric element; the terms "MINI ROLL" appear under the banner of the steamship design; there is a horizontal line below the words "ILE DE FRANCE"; additionally, three thick vertical stripes appear behind the design of the steamship and lines make up the geometric shapes on the packaging; under the literal element "MINI ROLL," there are three lines in different sizes; the top and the bottom of the packaging are surrounded by four stylized rolled-up little cheeses at the top on the left and right, all of them suggesting motion by means of stylized quotation marks; between the two stylized rolled-up little cheeses at the bottom, there is a geometric figure resembling the image of the Eiffel Tower and six lines: the first three lines have breaks and the last three lines are uninterrupted

**Disclaimer** "MINI ROLL"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration</td>
<td>1637520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Code</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAVENCIA SA</td>
<td>SAVENCIA SA 42 rue Rieussec VIROFLAY FRANCE F-78220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Entity** SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)

**State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100010.0048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7866
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1637520  International Registration Date  Oct. 20, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 21, 2021  Expiration Date  Oct. 20, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) R RULMECA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330580 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095358
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The trademark consists of an imprint depicting the wording "RULMECA" in black capital letters flanked on the left by the stylized design of a slightly larger red letter "R", missing the vertical beam. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1637883 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rollers and mechanical structures in the nature of conveyor rollers, and troughing sets comprised of troughing conveyor rollers and idler rollers being machine parts for belt conveyors; motorized pulleys for conveyor drives being parts of machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RULLI RULMECA S.P.A. Address RULLI RULMECA S.P.A. Via A. Toscanini, 1 I-24011 ALME' (BG) ITALY Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 097159-00327

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1637883 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 30, 2021 Expiration Date Nov. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RECURVED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79330589</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1637901 |
| International Registration Date | Nov. 30, 2021 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
electronic publication of newspapers and magazines featuring information on a wide range of topics, online via global computer network; Entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; body awareness instruction in the nature of fashion instruction and fashion styling instruction; Production, organisation and presentation of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Providing information and online information in the field of education training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books in the field of women's fashion and clothing; Publication of multimedia material online, namely publication of online magazines and newspapers; Publishing by electronic means, namely, online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; weblog services, namely, publication of online journals and diaries

**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

**For**
Online retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headwear, fashion accessories, jewellery, watches, leather goods, bags, cases, handbags, wallets, purses, belts and umbrellas; publicity agency services; electronic publication of publicity texts on-line; demonstration of goods for advertising purposes; internet advertising services; advertising services; marketing services

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   City Chic Collective Limited
Address      City Chic Collective Limited
             151 - 163 Wyndham St
             Alexandria
             NSW 2015
             AUSTRALIA
Legal Entity  PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARES
State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  58528.92
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1637901
International Registration Date  Nov. 30, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 16, 2021
Expiration Date  Nov. 30, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ERYDEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79330593 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number  7095360
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1637920 International Registration Date  Nov. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medications being medicines for the treatment of rare diseases
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Medical devices for blood processing
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ERYDEL S.P.A. Address  ERYDEL S.P.A. VIA ANTONIO MEUCCI 3  I-20091 BRESSO (Milano) ITALY Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  83437-574488

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1637920 International Registration Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 10, 2021 Expiration Date  Nov. 18, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EXSHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330637 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095361
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EXSHO".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638038 International Registration Date Oct. 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle forks; bicycles; bicycle frames; bicycle tyres; bicycle chains; pumps for bicycle tyres; repair outfits for inner tubes, namely, patches for repairing inner tubes; motorcycles; handcars; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail, namely, bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Kemei Sports Technology Co., Ltd Address Guangzhou Kemei Sports Technology Co., Ltd Building 5 No. 23 Huadu Avenue West, Huadu District, Guangzhou City 510000 Gu CHINA Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1638038 International Registration Date Oct. 25, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jun. 02, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)   STALOSAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79330653</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 17, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095362</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1638066 | International Registration Date | Nov. 17, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Biocides for use in farms; pest control preparations and articles, namely parasiticides; disinfectants and antiseptics for use in farms.
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   DANSK LANDBRUGS GROVVARESELSKAB A.M.B.A. | Address | DANSK LANDBRUGS GROVVARESELSKAB A.M.B.A. | Vesterbrogade 4 A, 3 | DK-1620 Köbenhavn V | DENMARK | Legal Entity | Co-operative society with limited liability State or Country Where Organized | DENMARK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   300.026782

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1638066 | International Registration Date | Nov. 17, 2021 | Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Sep. 28, 2021 | Expiration Date | Nov. 17, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK LITERAL(S) BEAUTY DISRUPTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79330699</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 13, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095363</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "BEAUTY" |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1638176 | International Registration Date | Oct. 13, 2021 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Hair conditioners; lip balms other than for medical use; moisturizing lip balms; lip gloss; mustache wax; colorants for hair; cosmetics for eyelashes; eyebrow cosmetics; pencils for cosmetic use; cosmetic creams; cosmetic creams, namely, cosmetic face creams; moisturizing creams; moisturizing creams, namely, moisturizing face creams; moisturizing non-medicated foot creams; moisturizing hand creams; moisturizing eye creams; suntan creams; hair bleaching preparations, decolorants for cosmetic use; hair bleaches; dentifrices; deodorants for body care; nail polish removers; micellar water; eaux de toilette; lipstick cases; plant extracts for cosmetic use, namely, plant extracts sold as components of cosmetics; extracts of flowers being perfumes; make-up; massage gels other than for medical use; hair styling gels; henna ink being henna for cosmetic purposes; skin oils for cosmetic use; oils for toilet purposes being toilet water containing snake oil; dry skin care oils for cosmetic use; hair sprays; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; after-shave lotions; lotions for cosmetic use; hair lotions; toning lotions for the face; moisturising body lotions; beauty masks; mascara; decorative transfers for cosmetic use; facial cleansers; cosmetic kits comprised of non-medicated cosmetics, lipstick and lipgloss; perfumes; bath preparations, not for medical use; cosmetic preparations for baths; hair straightening preparations; hair-waving preparations; sunscreen preparations; make-up products, namely, make-up preparations; make-up removing products, namely, make-up removing preparations; products for removing hair, eyelash and eyebrow dyes all being make-up remover; nail care products, namely, nail care preparations; products for removing nail varnish being nail varnish removers; shaving products, namely, shaving balms; hair-removing products, namely, hair removing cream; depilatory products, namely, depilatory creams; cosmetic products for skin care in the form of aerosols for skincare; products for removing hair lacquer, namely, lacquer removing compositions; cosmetic products for children, namely, cosmetic sunscreen preparations; hair straightening products, namely, hair straightening preparations; lipstick; non-medicated bar soaps; cakes of toilet soap; non-medicated exfoliating bar soaps; |
shaving soap; antiperspirant soaps; soaps for foot perspiration; serums for the face for cosmetic use; eye serum for cosmetic use; shampoos; dry shampoos; cosmetic hair care products, namely, cosmetic preparations for hair care, hair masks for hair care, hair lotions for hair care; bath salts not for medical use; hair styling spray; talcum powder for toilet use; cosmetic dyes being basma dye for cosmetic purposes; beard dyes; hair dyes; nail polish; the aforesaid goods presented in powder form, in liquid form, in gel form, in solid form

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Retail store services featuring hair care products, cosmetic products, perfumeries, sun protection and after sun care products, shaving products, hairdressing products and accessories, make-up and make-up removing products and accessories, products for the care of hair, beards and mustaches, products and accessories for care of the body, hands and feet, creams and oils for cosmetic use, cosmetic kits, products for washing the body, face and hair, nail care and make-up products; retail store services featuring hairdressing products and utensils; retail store services featuring clothing, clothing accessories, swimwear, beachwear, goods and accessories for headgear, footwear, sports shoes, indoor shoes, headwear accessories, shower caps; retail store services featuring sports clothing, sports shoes; retail store services featuring underwear; retail store services featuring soap holders, shower and bath accessories, toiletry accessories, hair dryers, hair pins, hair combs, hair brushes, hair slides, hair scissors, hair clippers; providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise, for retail purposes; providing commercial information via Internet sites; communications advice in the nature of advertising services in the field of cosmetics and hair products; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; modeling services for advertising or sales promotion purposes

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Clothing, namely, skirts; dresses; shorts; trousers; shirts; tee-shirts; overalls; pullovers; combinations being one-piece undergarments; suits; vests; outerclothing, namely, suit jackets; blousons; gabardines as clothing; coats; overcoats; parkas; stuff jackets; jackets; waterproof clothing, namely, raincoats; bandanas; headbands; suspenders; neck scarves; shawls; belts being clothing; money belts; ear muffs; neckties; detachable collars; scarves; long scarves; gloves; Ascots; leggings; mittens; pocket squares; headwear; berets; skull caps; hats; underwear; teddies being underwear; hosiery; boxer shorts; socks; tights; panties being underwear; underpants; brassieres; footwear; footwear for women; footwear for men; footwear for children; ballerina shoes; boots; ankle boots; pumps being footwear; esparto shoes or sandals; moccasins; slippers; sandals; soles for footwear; swimwear; beach clothes, namely, swimsuits; bathing caps; shower caps; bathing trunks; bathing suits; anti-UV bathing suits; bath slippers; beach shoes; beach clothes; bathrobes; bath sandals; sports clothing, namely, sports shirts; sports footwear; tracksuits; wet suits for water sports; football boots; ski boots; gymnastic shoes; dance slippers; sports tank tops; ski gloves; leotards; jerseys for sports; clothing for gymnastics, namely, gymnastics shoes; yoga clothing, namely, yoga tops; loungewear; pajamas; dressing gowns; masks for sleeping

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Beauty Disrupted AG Address  Beauty Disrupted AG Terracestrasse 25  CH-6390 Engelberg

Legal Entity  SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  94203-381613

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1638176 International Registration Date  Oct. 13, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 14, 2021 Expiration Date  Oct. 13, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SULROP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330702 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7095364 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638182 International Registration Date Nov. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Polymerization installations not for medical or dental purposes, namely, air cooling apparatus, cooling installations for water and air and cooling machines being cooling apparatus for water and air, distillation columns not for scientific use, drying apparatus for chemical processing and drying installations comprised of drying apparatus for chemical processing, evaporators for chemical processing, furnaces, heat exchangers, other than parts of machines, heating apparatus for water and air, heating installations, regulating accessories for water supply in the nature of metered valves, regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus in the nature of metered valves, regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes in the nature of pressure regulators for gas pipes and lines, regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus being water supply in the nature of metered valves, safety accessories in the nature of metered valves for water or gas apparatus being water and gas supply and gas pipes, and ventilation installations and apparatus, namely, ventilation hoods and ventilating fans for industrial purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, namely, chemicals used in industry, chemical preparations for use in photography, chemical preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; polymers, namely, unprocessed polymers, unprocessed bioplastics, and unprocessed biopolymers used in the manufacture, packaging, and transport of consumer goods; chemicals for use in industry, namely, polymers, biopolymers, polymeric additives and biopolymeric additives for use in the manufacture of industrial products, consumer and household products, sealants and packaging; biosourced polymers composed of polylactides, namely, unprocessed polymers, and unprocessed biopolymers used in the manufacture, packaging, and transport of consumer goods; chemical and biochemical preparations for scientific and research
purposes, namely, polylactides

**International Classes**  1 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  **International Class Title**  Chemicals

**For**  Treatment of materials and conversion of materials, namely, the treatment of materials by the addition of polymer and biopolymer additives; custom manufacture of polymers; custom manufacture of biosourced polymers; custom manufacture of polylactides; polymerization services, namely, treatment of materials in the nature of the chemical combination of monomers to create polymers and biopolymers, and the chemical synthesis of polylactic acid and other polymers

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Material Treatment

**For**  Engineering services, particularly in the field of planning and construction of chemical plants; planning and design of chemical plants for polymer manufacture

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Sulzer Management AG  **Address**  Sulzer Management AG  Neuwiesenstrasse 15  CH-8401 Winterthur  SWITZERLAND  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  HK-US225765

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1638182  **International Registration Date**  Nov. 01, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  May 12, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Nov. 01, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REGEDENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330704 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7095365 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638186 International Registration Date Oct. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bacteriostats for medical, dental or veterinary use; dental restoration compounds; medicines for dental use; materials for repairing teeth and dental prostheses; dental restoration materials; medicated dentifrices; pharmaceutical preparations for dental use; sealing agents for dental use; medicated oral care gels; mouthwashes for medical use; oral hygiene products for medical use; medicines for the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; pharmaceutical drugs for the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; non-prescription medicines for the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; agents and medicines for therapeutic use in the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; antibacterial gels; antibacterial pharmaceutical products; antibacterial cleaners; antibacterial substances for medical use; biological tissue for implantation; disinfectants for hygienic use; hygienic products for medicine supporting removal of bacteria; medicated cleansers for the skin and wounds; pharmaceutical preparations for wounds; all-purpose disinfectants; disinfectants for medical use; disinfectants; amino acid preparations for medical use; biochemical preparations for medical or veterinary use in the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; biochemical preparations for medical purposes for the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; biological preparations for medical use in the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies and periodontal and periimplant diseases; chemical preparations for medical use in the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies or periodontal and periimplant diseases; pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations for the treatment of oral tissue deficiencies or periodontal and periimplant diseases

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical, dental and veterinary use; Surgical apparatus and instruments for dental treatment and oral surgery; medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments for intraoral procedures; electric dental apparatus for use in dental treatment, namely, to treat periimplantitis, periodontitis and oral tissue deficiencies and for use in oral surgery; teeth protectors for dental use; dental instruments for use in dental treatment, namely, to treat periimplantitis, periodontitis and oral tissue deficiencies and for use in oral surgery; dental apparatus and instruments for use in dental treatment, namely, to treat periimplantitis, periodontitis and oral tissue deficiencies and for use in oral surgery; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; medical implants made from artificial materials; phototherapy apparatus for medical use; medical apparatus and instruments for intraoral procedures; medical instruments for intraoral procedures

**International Classes**

10  -  Primary Classes

US Classes  26, 39, 44

**International Class Title**  Medical Apparatus

For  Training concerning the use of surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments

**International Classes**

41  -  Primary Classes

US Classes  100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For  Liquid dentifrices; non-medicated dentifrices; tooth whitening, bleaching and cleaning gels; dentifrices; teeth cleaning lotions; teeth cleaning preparations; moistened tooth powder; cosmetic preparations for oral and dental care; mouthwashes, not for medical use

**International Classes**

3  -  Primary Classes

US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Dental hygienist services; dentistry services; services provided by dental clinics; provision of information relating to dentistry; provision of information in the field of medicine; provision of information relating to medical services; consultant and information services with respect to the use of medical products; provision of medical information from Web sites; medical information services provided via the Internet; medical and veterinary information services provided via the Internet; providing health care information; medical clinic services; medical and health care clinic services; clinic and hospital services; health clinic services; services provided by cosmetic and plastic surgery clinics; medical testing services relating to disease diagnosis and treatment; medical tests for diagnostic or treatment purposes; medical and surgical services; consulting services regarding medicine; individual counseling and medical services provided to patients; professional consultancy in the field of medical technology, medical surgery and orthopedics; medical and nursing services for the elderly; medical and health care services; medical, hygienic and beauty care; alternative medicine services; medical services; ambulatory health care services; beauty and health treatment services

**International Classes**

44  -  Primary Classes

US Classes  100, 101

**International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  REGEDENT AG

**Address**  REGEDENT AG Zollikerstrasse 144 CH-8008 Zürich SWITZERLAND

**Legal Entity**  AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)

**State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  KOSTER-0070T
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1638186  International Registration Date   Oct. 12, 2021  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 08, 2021  Expiration Date  Oct. 12, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79330711 Application Filing Date  Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number  7095366
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two five-pointed stars at the top inside two polygons with a five-pointed star below each polygon. In between the polygons and stars is a five point star.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1638202 International Registration Date  Nov. 23, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry, jewelry articles, namely, earrings, necklaces, bracelets; precious and semi-precious stones, pearls; precious metals and their alloys, bracelets being jewelry, brooches being jewelry, necklaces being jewelry, chains being jewelry, medals being jewelry, pendants being jewelry, earrings being jewelry, rings being jewelry, charms being jewelry, tie pins; cuff links; key rings; jewelry cases being caskets; boxes of precious metal; boxes, cases and presentation boxes for jewelry and timepieces; timepieces, chronometric instruments, watches, watch bands; watch dials, chronographs, namely watches.
For  International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
Non-electric household and kitchen utensils, namely, strainers for household purposes, spatulas for kitchen use, whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; basting brushes, graters for kitchen use, food basters, pie servers, rolling pins for kitchen use, barbecue tongs, spaghetti tongs, and household and kitchen containers neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith; combs and sponges for household purposes; basting brushes; brush-making materials; tableware, namely, bowls, serving platters, casseroles, dishes, saucers, kitchen pots, plates, drinking glasses, carafes, cups, coffee cups, teacups, sugar bowls, cream bowls of glass, porcelain or earthenware; knife and fork rests; powder compacts, empty; objects made of precious metals, namely, silver tableware, namely, bowls, serving platters, casseroles, dishes, saucers, kitchen pots, plates, drinking glasses, carafes, cups, coffee cups, teacups, sugar bowls, cream bowls; plates, tea caddies, soap boxes, boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use, candy boxes, decorative glass bowls, bottles, namely, bottles for beverages, glass bottles, water bottles, sold empty, candle holders, tea infusers, cabarets, coffee services of ceramic in the nature of tableware, non-electric coffee makers, flower-pot covers, not of paper, carafes, butter-dish covers, cheese-dish covers, non-electric candelabras, candlesticks, egg cups, bread baskets for domestic use, small jugs, candle extinguishers, drinking glasses, namely, tumblers, flasks, tankards, cruets sets for oil and vinegar, sold empty, works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terracotta or glass.
tea strainers, strainers for household purposes, trays for domestic use, dishes, pepper pots, toothpick holders, countertop towel holders, household or kitchen containers, napkin rings, salad bowls, salt cellars, saucers, soup bowls, sugar bowls, cups, tea services in the nature of tableware, teapots, coffee services in the nature of tableware, corkscrews, vases

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

For: Leather and imitation leather; animal skins and fur being pelts; trunks being luggage and suitcases; wallets; purses; credit card cases; briefcases of leather or imitation leather, attaché cases and document cases of leather and imitation leather; garment bags for travel; key cases of leather or imitation leather; bags, namely, shoulder bags; backpacks, handbags, traveling bags; vanity cases sold empty; clutch bags being leather goods, traveling sets being leather goods comprised of traveling bags, toletry and make-up bags sold empty; umbrellas; shoulder belts being straps of leather; boxes of leather

**International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
**International Class Title**: Leather Goods

For: Fabrics and textile products, namely, household linen, bath linen, bed linen, table linen of textile; bed blankets, bed covers, quilts, coverlets, bedspreads, eiderdowns being quilts; traveling rugs, lap robes, covers for cushions; blankets for household pets; bathroom linen, bath matts, face towels of textile; bath linen except clothing; household linen; bed linen, bed sheets, pillow shams, sleeping bags for babies, cot bumpers, baby buntings; table linen not of paper; tablecloths not of paper; handkerchiefs of textile; pocket handkerchiefs of textile; labels of textile materials; lining fabrics for footwear articles

**International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 42, 50  
**International Class Title**: Fabrics

For: Eyeglasses, sunglasses, goggles for sports; spectacle frames, spectacle cases; cases, bags and protective covers for computers, tablets, mobile telephones and MP3 players; telephone cases, protective cases being hard covers for mobile telephones; chains for spectacles

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For: Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, belts, suspenders, blouses, cardigans, trousers, overalls, combinations being one-piece undergarments, shirts, t-shirts, skirts, polo shirts, pullovers, vests, dresses, footwear, headwear; clothing for children, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, coats, dresses, skirts, pajamas; clothing in the nature of layettes, bibs not of paper; bath robes, bathing suits; coats, tailleurs in the nature of suits, parkas, overcoats, blousons, clothing jackets made in whole or substantial part of cotton, bomber jackets, denim jackets, clothing jackets made in whole or substantial part of silk, dinner jackets, knit jackets, leather jackets, suit jackets, clothing jackets made in whole or substantial part of wool, underwear; furs being clothing; wedding dresses, gloves, mittens; scarves, stoles, long scarves, shawls, neckties, collars, bow ties, stocking caps; hats, caps, visors being headwear; hosiery; men's suits; ponchos, raincoats; socks, tights, trousers in the nature of leggings; pajamas; track suits; cuffs; beach footwear and ski and sports footwear, namely, ski boots, after ski boots, sneakers, boots for sport, running shoes, athletic shoes; bedroom slippers; clothing for sports, namely, shirts, pants, track suits, shorts; boots, ankle boots, sandals, pumps being footwear, esparto shoes or sandals; headbands, headwear

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  
Yes

7883
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE Address  CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE 30 Avenue Montaigne F-75008 PARIS FRANCE Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD ANONIMA State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  DIOR-1170

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1638202 International Registration Date  Nov. 23, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 09, 2021 Expiration Date  Nov. 23, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLABLACAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330793 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095367
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1305968 International Registration Date Apr. 22, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, insurance claims processing, insurance claims administration and insurance underwriting in the field of life, health, accident, transportation and fire; financial affairs, namely, financial analysis, financial securities exchange services and financial administration of retirement plans; monetary affairs, namely, monetary exchange operations and acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; insurance underwriting and evaluations and appraisals in the field of life, health, accident, transportation and fire insurance; insurance information; vehicle insurance brokerage; personal insurance brokerage; travel insurance brokerage; electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data; electronic payment processing services; payment verification services; services for issuing and redeeming transport and travelers' checks and cards used as means of payment, namely, issuing of travellers' checks and redeeming the vouchers of others for payment of goods or services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all communication media; writing and publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; business management of transportation services; business and administrative management of a fleet of car sharing vehicles; drawing up of statements of accounts, namely, preparation of financial accounts; business management and organization consultancy; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; arranging subscriptions to transportation services for others; business administration of frequent flyer programs; business administration of loyalty programs; computerized file management; update and maintenance of data in computer databases; data search in computer files for others; compilation of statistics; web site traffic optimization; search engine optimization for sales promotion purposes; provision of on-line advertising space for the
bringing together of sellers and buyers of goods and services in the field of transport; placing on the market of goods and services on the Internet; commercial transaction negotiation for third-parties and customer consumer information services in the fields of transport, insurance, new technologies and the collaborative economy

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business
---|---|---|---|---|---
For | Signaling, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, Navigational instruments for vehicles, Surveying machines and instruments, Weighing apparatus and instruments, Optical character recognition apparatus; distance recording apparatus; sound recording apparatus; time recording apparatus; kilometer recorders for vehicles; recorded software programs for use in coordinating transportation services, subscribing insurances and arranging and booking of transportation; downloadable computer software programs for use in coordinating transportation services, subscribing insurances and arranging and booking of transportation; ; downloadable mobile applications for use in coordinating transportation services, subscribing insurances and arranging and booking of transportation; downloadable or recorded software and mobile applications for connecting individuals for car pooling and the sharing of vehicles; data processing apparatus and computers; computer hardware and downloadable software, namely, software for providing access to databases containing information in the field of transport; downloadable computer software for the management of transportation means; computer interface devices; multimedia apparatus and instruments, namely, Multimedia accelerator boards, Multimedia projectors, High definition multimedia interface splitters; installations, apparatus, electronic information terminals, particularly public, personal, portable or mobile, namely, point-of-sales terminals, telephone terminals, and electronic payment terminals; GPS navigation recorded and downloadable software and GPS navigation devices; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; apparatus and instruments for vehicle navigation; automatic steering apparatus for vehicles, namely, simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; recorded and downloadable computer software and applications for tracking, managing and booking car parks and parking spaces; telecommunication terminals, namely, telephone terminals; integrated circuit cards; magnetic, electronic and digital travel cards and access badges, all being encoded identifying cards particularly for identification on transportation networks; magnetic recording media, namely, blank magnetic data carriers; remote recognition terminals enabling the debiting of services sold, namely, point-of-sale terminals; interactive information terminals, namely, mobile data terminals; electric and electronic notice boards for transport timetables; burglar alarms; reflective safety vests; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of new technologies, insurance and the collaborative economy

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
---|---|---|---|---|---
For | Telecommunications, namely, transfer of data by telecommunications, telecommunication access services, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; electronic bulletin board services being telecommunication services; electronic messaging; communications by computer terminals; message transmission; provision of on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; provision of access and rental of access time to online databases; electronic distribution of information on or via global computer networks, wireless communication networks and other electronic communications networks; mobile telephony; radio, telegraph, telephone and data communication and by all remote computing means, radiotelephony, via interactive videography, electronic and/or digital equipment; electronic, electric, and digital transmission and dissemination of
photographs, dispatches, images, messages, data, sound, songs, music, games, videos, information via computer terminals, via
cable, the Internet, data communication media and any other means of telecommunications; electronic transmission and
exchange of information and data by computer terminals; services for secure remote payment, namely, providing electronic
transmission of contactless payment data via the internet; data consultation on the Internet being telecommunications
consultation; exchanging computerized information and documents, namely, electronic transmission of data and documents via
computer terminals and electronic devices; telecommunication information

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title** Communication

**For** Transportation, namely, transportation of goods, transportation of persons and providing transport for guided tours; car
transport; transport and travel arrangement, namely, arranging of transportation for travel tours, coordinating travel
arrangements for individuals and for groups; assistance with the organization of transport and travel, namely, arranging and
organizing transport for travelers; escorting of travelers; chauffeur services; transport brokerage; traffic information; transport
information; car pooling services, namely, matching drivers of motor vehicles with individuals needing rides; car sharing
information; vehicle sharing being providing temporary use of motor vehicles; rental of vehicles; issuing of travel tickets,
namely, booking of travel tickets; issuing of transport documents, namely, arranging for travel visas, passports and travel
documents for persons traveling abroad; travel ticket reservation service; reservation and rental, also on-line, of seats for travel
and on means of transport, namely, travel ticket reservation services; reservation of transport documents, namely, travel ticket
reservation services; information on services for the reservation, issuance, withdrawal, exchange and reimbursement of tickets
for travel, namely, travel and transport information service; information on transport, tariffs and transport timetables, namely,
travel and transport information service; identification, booking and rental, including online, of parking places and areas,
garages, namely, rental of parking spaces, reservations of parking spaces, providing real-time information concerning vehicle
parking space availability; lending being rental, booking for transportation and rental, all of vehicles; parking of vehicles;
travel organization provided by a travel agent; organization of transportation for travelers and organization of travel, including
carpooling

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105

**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**For** Software development and design; programming for computers; development, design, maintenance, repair and updating
of software for mobile applications for connecting individuals or professionals for car pooling and car sharing, downloadable
computer software for accessing databases containing information relating to transportation, software for the management of
transportation means, and computer software and applications for tracking and booking of car parks, parking spaces, GPS
navigation devices; computer system analysis; design of computer systems; consultancy relating to design and development of
computers and software; vehicle roadworthiness testing; hosting of computer websites; hosting of servers for use by others;
scientific consulting and information relating to the environment; scientific information and consultancy in relation to carbon
offsetting; software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for use in database management, coordinating transportation
services, subscribing insurances and arranging and booking of transportation; advice on Internet security and data security;
expertise being advisory services, consulting and technical advice in the field of computing; scientific and product research and
engineering services in the field of transport; scientific and product research and engineering services relating to the
organization of transportation networks, convoys, timetables and conditions of transport; technical studies, namely, conducting
scientific feasibility studies in particular relating to transport, carpooling, timetables, conditions of transport and insurance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  COMUTO  **Address**  COMUTO  84 avenue de la République  F-75011 PARIS  FRANCE  **Legal Entity**  SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)  **State or Country Where Organized**  FRANCE

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1305968  **International Registration Date**  Apr. 22, 2016  **Expiration Date**  Apr. 22, 2026

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79330955 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7095368 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638623 International Registration Date Oct. 11, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Elastic printing plates, in particular printing plates with a layer of elastomer or rubber; flexographic printing plates; printing plates or printing cylinders coated with a polymer layer or an elastomer layer; machines for coating printing cylinders or printing plates with a polymer layer or a rubber layer
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Chemical preparations for industrial purposes; industrial chemicals for relief and letterpress printing processes, in particular for flexographic printing processes; industrial chemicals for gravure, rotogravure, flat-printing- and through-printing processes; industrial chemicals for treating surfaces of flexographic printing plates; industrial chemicals for washing out flexographic printing plates; wash-out solutions being industrial chemicals for washing out uncured polymers or plastics from relief printing plates; solvents being industrial chemicals for washing out photosensitive resins
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Research and development relating to chemical processes for printing plate production; technological consultancy in the technology field of printing plate production; all the aforementioned services for relief and letterpress printing processes, in particular flexographic printing processes, as well as for gravure, rotogravure, flat-printing and through-printing processes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Maschinenfabrik Kaspar Walter GmbH & Co. KG
Address: Maschinenfabrik Kaspar Walter GmbH & Co. KG, Konrad-Zuse-Bogen 18, 82152 Krailling, FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity: GMBH & CO. KG
State or Country: GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1046-0068

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1638623
International Registration Date: Oct. 11, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: May 26, 2021
Expiration Date: Oct. 11, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ERYDEL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79331041</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2021</td>
<td>7095369</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of grey stylized wording &quot;ERYDEL&quot; with red circles of varying sizes forming a horizontal curve above the wording.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1638860</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medications being medicines for the treatment of rare diseases
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Medical devices for blood processing
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERYDEL S.P.A.</td>
<td>VIA ANTONIO MEUCCI 3 I-20091 BRESSO (Milano)</td>
<td>ITALY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83437-574490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1638860</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2021</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 2021</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ERYDEL**

**EryDel**

![EryDel Image]

**Grey stylized wording “ERYDEL” with red circles of varying sizes forming a horizontal curve above the wording.**

The color(s) red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOUGHTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331043 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095370 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NOUGHTY" in black letters with the "O" letter in purple. The white in the mark is for transparent purposes and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638862 International Registration Date Nov. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bleaching preparations for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medicated bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form; shampoos; body lotions; baby oils and non-medicated skin care creams; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; Essential oils and herbal body oils; cosmetics, make-up preparations; non-medicated toiletry preparations; toiletries, namely, toothpaste; hair lotions, hair sprays and hair gels; dentifrices; toothpastes; non-medicating skin care preparations; hair care preparations; preparations for use in the bath or shower, namely, shampoo, hair oils, bath and shower milks; bath and shower oils, gels, creams and foams; beauty mask for face and body masks; cosmetic body scrubs for face and body; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators being skin moisturizer; skin toners; skin moisturizers; non-medicating skin care preparations, namely, skin peels and body polish; blemish creams and blemish gels, not for medical purposes; deodorants; anti-perspirants; talcum powder; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving in the nature of body splashes, body balms, facial scrubs, skin moisturisers and body lotions; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; depilatory preparations; pre-shave preparations; cotton wool for personal use being cosmetic cotton wool; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; pre-moisturised baby wipes, namely, baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; sponges impregnated with non-medicating soaps; non-medicating toiletry preparations; sun protection products for lips being cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; sunscreen; sun-block; after-sun lotion; pot pourri
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration Information (Section 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEDICUBE CLINIC CUBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79331044 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Registration Number   7095371
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CUBE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1638863 International Registration Date Nov. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery charging cables; battery charge devices; Portable rechargers for charging batteries for electronic esthetic therapy apparatus for skin for household purposes; wireless chargers; battery chargers for use with mobile telecommunication devices; computer network hubs; communication hubs; network routers; computer network hubs, switches and routers; downloadable data processing software; downloadable computer software for database management; downloadable computer software for data and document capture, transmission, storage and indexing; downloadable computer software for digital information and data access; downloadable speech recognition software; downloadable augmented reality software for use on mobile phones and handheld devices for educating consumers about skin, health, and beauty issues, including an application which diagnoses users' skin type, qualities and conditions, and provides appropriate skin solutions or device usage, and records and manages skin conditions; downloadable software for processing images, graphics and text; downloadable computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); display management software, namely, downloadable software for managing display screens; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; computer display screens; flat panel and computer touch sensitive display and control screens; touch screens; data processing apparatus for tablet PC; apparatus for data collection featuring recorded computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; data collection terminals in the nature of computer terminals; electronic data processing apparatus; apparatus for processing, transmitting and storing database information, namely, electronic data processing apparatus; speech recognition apparatus, namely, a personal digital assistant featuring recorded speech recognition software; computers; tablet computers; computer peripheral devices; docking cradles for smartphones; smartphone cradles for battery charging; holders for smartphones; cradles for digital or electronic tablets; stands adapted for laptops; stands adapted for tablet computers; none of the above in the areas of prescription drug plans or search, query, quantification and qualification of data and generation of reports on patients, providers, pharmacies,
health plans, prescriptions, organizations, drugs, and claims

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: APR Co., Ltd.  **Address**: APR Co., Ltd. 36F, 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 28193/71

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1638863  **International Registration Date**: Nov. 22, 2021  

**Expiration Date**: Nov. 22, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** INICE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79331064</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095372</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;INICE&quot;.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1638906</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 29, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cigarettes; cut tobacco; cigarette cases; oral vaporizers for smokers; matches; lighters for smokers; cigarette filters; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>34 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 8, 9, 17</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Smokers' Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name INNER MONGOLIA KUNMING CIGARETTE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY Address INNER MONGOLIA KUNMING CIGARETTE LIMITED  LIABILITY COMPANY NO.19 DAERDENG NORTH ROAD, SAIHAN DISTRICT, HUHHOT CITY 010020 INNE CHINA  Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country CHINA

Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 1807USA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1638906 International Registration Date Nov. 29, 2021

Expiration Date Nov. 29, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney KONSCHAK, CARL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79331180 Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2021 Registration Number   7095373
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1639179 International Registration Date  Nov. 25, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bags, pouches, tubes, all of biodegradable plastics, compostable plastic, compostable polyethylene, and compostable polyester for packaging, wrapping and storage of goods; packaging and wrapping bags, pouches, films, sheets, liners, bubble sheets and bubble packs, all of biodegradable plastics, compostable plastic, compostable polyethylene, and compostable polyester; plastic film for packaging and wrapping; biodegradable packaging materials of biodegradable plastics, compostable plastic, compostable polyethylene, and compostable polyester; food wrapping plastic film for household use; food wrapping plastic film; biodegradable bags, pouches, tubes, films of biodegradable plastics, compostable plastic, compostable polyethylene, and compostable polyester for packaging, wrapping, and storing; trash bin and can disposable liners
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TIPA CORP. LTD Address   TIPA CORP. LTD 6 Hakharash St. 4524079 Hod Hasharon ISRAEL
Legal Entity   Limited Company State or Country Where Organized   ISRAEL

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1639179 International Registration Date  Nov. 25, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   May 27, 2021 Expiration Date   Nov. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROVENCE LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331424 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095374
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PROVENCE LIFE". Beside the wording is a stylized design of three trees on a shaded ground. Disclaimer "PROVENCE" OR "LIFE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1639725 International Registration Date Oct. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate acquisition services; management of real estate portfolios in view of their sale; financing services with respect to real estate for sale; real estate and financial information, financial appraisal of real estate, and real estate and financial transactions in the nature of real estate agency services, all with respect to real estate sales; real estate and financial information with respect to real estate investments; professional consultancy with respect real estate; providing information in the fields of real estate; real estate consultancy; financial real estate transactions in the nature of assisting others with the completion of financial transactions for real estate sales; real estate valuations and real estate appraisals; real estate agency services for the sale of real estate; providing information with respect to real estate sales and financial matters from a computer database or the Internet; real estate brokerage services for the sale of real estate; financial management and administration of real estate sales contracts for other; real estate agency services for the selling on commission of real estate property; all of the aforementioned services relating exclusively to the sale, and not rental of leasing of real estate properties located in the Provence region of France
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Subscriptions to database services by telecommunications; display of advertisements for others; advertising, namely compilation of advertising messages used on web pages on the Internet; goods or services price quotation; advertising services, namely, creation of commercial advertising texts; advertising services, namely, disseminating advertisements, especially advertisements about real estate; dissemination of advertisements on online communication networks; dissemination of advertising for others; commercial feasibility studies and market research studies; evaluation of business opportunities being business evaluations; computerized database management; business project management services; customer relations business
management; provision of commercial information online; preparation of mailing lists; presentation of goods and services in the nature of online advertisement services for others for real estate; sales promotion; sales promotion for third parties; research of business information being business research consultation; collection of data in a central file, namely, computerized and central file management and business file management; database management services; sales management services; advertising services relating to the sale of goods; auctioneering of real estate; real estate marketing analysis; data processing services; conclusion of commercial transactions in the nature of purchase and sale contracts on behalf of third parties; concluding commercial transactions for others; marketing of third-party products and services; marketing relating to real estate; commercial operation mediation for third parties, namely, mediation of trade business for third parties; mediation, negotiation, conclusion and procurement for others of contracts with respect to the purchase and sale of goods and services; online business networking services; business networking in the nature of establishing connection between commercial and professional contacts; business networking in the nature of establishing connection between customers and real estate professionals; organizing exhibitions, fairs, trade shows for commercial or advertising purposes; promoting the services of others in the fields of renovation, construction, exterior architecture, exterior decoration, landscaping and gardening; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, excluding the transport thereof, of offers of services in the field of real estate, enabling customers to view, order and purchase these services by any means, in particular via a mobile application or on a commercial website; advisory and information services relating to the aforesaid services

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Architectural services; interior and exterior architectural services; architectural design for interior and exterior decoration; design of building interiors; interior design, namely, designing furniture and decorations; designing new products for others in the field of real estate; designing residential premises; design relating to property construction; architectural consultancy; interior design, namely, design and advice with respect to interior decoration; consulting in the field of architectural conception services; construction drafting; surveying in the field of real estate; architectural project management being architectural services; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for modeling constructions; providing information in the field of architectural design by means of a website; energy auditing; designing, creating and maintaining websites; developing databases, especially in the fields of real estate and interior and exterior architecture; advisory and information services relating to the aforesaid services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently**  66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  PROVENCE LIFE SAS  **Address**  PROVENCE LIFE SAS  Place Carnot  F-84480 BONNIEUX  FRANCE
**Legal Entity**  SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)  **State or Country Where Organized**  FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  APIC-66545
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1639725  International Registration Date Oct. 08, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 09, 2021  Expiration Date Oct. 08, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONEPROTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331430 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095375
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ONEPROTEK", where the first
letter "O" and the letter "P" are in capital letters, with a stylized two-colored shield displayed above the words. The word
"ONEPROTEK" is displayed in blue and gray, where "ONE" is displayed in gray and "PROTEK" is displayed in blue.
The shield is divided into two symmetrical parts, two-colored for the outline of the shield where one half is displayed in
gray and the other in blue and the inner portion of the shield is displayed in a solid shade of blue and the other half is
empty displayed showing no colors. The white displayed within the shield represents background outlining, shading
and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and gray
is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1639741 International Registration Date Oct. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical masks; respiratory masks for medical use; respiratory masks for surgical use; sanitary masks for medical use;
masks for use by medical personnel; sanitary anti-dust masks for medical use; hygiene masks for medical use; respiratory
masks and equipment being respirators for artificial respiration; nasal protective masks for medical purposes; nasal protective
masks for veterinary purposes; oral protective masks for medical use; nasal protective masks for dental purposes; antibacterial
protective masks for surgical use; protective masks for surgical procedures; oral protective masks for veterinary use; protective
sanitary face masks for dental use; protective respiratory masks for medical purposes; oral protective sanitary masks for dental
use; surgical masks with large flow filters; protective face masks for medical use; antibacterial protection masks for medical
use; protective respiratory masks for surgical purposes; protective masks for medical personnel; protective masks for dental
personnel; facial protection masks for medical use; face masks for surgical use; therapeutic masks to be worn on the face;
protective respiratory masks for artificial respiration; inserts being medical instruments as filters for respiratory masks for
surgical use; inserts being medical instruments as filters for respiratory masks for medical use; masks for protection against
toxic substances for medical purposes; masks for surgical use for toxic substance protection; sanitary masks for dust
prevention for medical use; protective respiratory masks of non-woven material for medical purposes; protective breathing
masks made of non-woven materials for surgical use; clinical thermometers; ear thermometers; thermometers for medical use;
thermometers for measuring fever; electronic thermometers for medical use; digital thermometers for medical use; infrared
thermometers for medical use; optical thermometers for medical examination; protective visors for dental use; protective visors
for veterinary use; protective visors for surgical use; protective visors for medical use; surgical gloves; gloves for medical use;
medical examination gloves; gloves for dental use; gloves for veterinary use; disposable gloves for veterinary use; disposable
gloves for surgical use; protective gloves for medical use; protective gloves for veterinary use; examination gloves for medical
use; gloves for use during operations; latex gloves for medical use; rubber gloves for medical use; latex gloves for surgical use;
rubber gloves for surgical use; latex gloves for dental use; latex gloves for veterinary use; protective gloves for use in surgical
procedures; protective gloves for dental personnel; disposable protective gloves for medical use; protective gloves for medical
personnel; latex examination gloves for medical use; gloves for medical use used in hospitals; surgical gowns; surgeons'
gowns; gowns for surgical use; gowns for medical use; patient examination gowns; hosiery for medical use, namely,
compression leggings; support hosiery for medical use, namely, support pantyhose; surgical caps; hair protection caps for
dentists; hair protection hoods for medical professionals; hair protection caps for veterinarians; medical and veterinary
apparatus and instruments in the nature of surgical apparatus and instruments for medical or veterinary use; clothing, especially
for operating rooms, headwear being protective head wraps for medical use and footwear being protective shoe covers for
footwear for medical personnel and patients for medical use; clothing, especially for operating rooms, headwear being
protective head caps for medical use and shoe covers for footwear being surgical shoe covers, orthopedic apparatus in the
nature of orthotic inserts and arch supports for footwear, for medical use

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Protective personal respiratory masks for the prevention of accident or injury; anti-dust masks; dust and particles
protective masks; filters for non-medical respiratory masks; anti-pollution masks for respiratory protection; filters for breathing
masks not for medical use; respiratory masks other than for artificial respiration to prevent injury due to dust and particles
inhalation; laboratory thermometers; thermometers for scientific use, other than for medical purposes; thermometers, not for
medical use; electronic thermometers other than for medical use; digital thermometers other than for medical use; protective
industrial visors; disposable gloves for laboratory use; disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; disposable plastic gloves for
laboratory use; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for protection against injuries, for industrial use; safety gloves
for protection against accidents or injury; jumpsuits for protection against accident or injury

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Level Up Address Level Up 31 impasse Claude Debussy F-38530 Pontcharra FRANCE Legal Entity
société à responsabilité limitée (sarl) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 108586.00732
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1639741  International Registration Date  Oct. 13, 2021
Expiration Date  Oct. 13, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEDITERRANEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331552 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095376 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "MEDITERRANEAN" in dark green with a light green leaf under the letter "MED". Above "MEDITERRANEAN" is a design of a fruit made up of slices in the colors red, brown, purple, yellow, and light and dark green, with a gray shadow beneath the fruit. The color white is not claimed as a feature of the mark but merely represents background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light green, dark green, yellow, purple, brown, red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MEDITERRANEAN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1640063 International Registration Date Dec. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Botanical extracts for manufacturing cosmetic products, nutritional supplements, foods, dietary supplements, pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals; plant extracts for industrial purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EUROMED, S.A. Address EUROMED, S.A. Rec de Dalt, 21-29, Poligon Industrial Can Magarola E-08100M SPAIN Legal Entity SOCIEDAD ANONIMA State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S26395

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1640063 International Registration Date Dec. 09, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 05, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REAWAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79331603 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7095377
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1532668 International Registration Date Feb. 17, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; luggage and transport bags; umbrellas; walking sticks; collars, leashes and clothing for animals
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring clothing, headwear, footwear, accessories, jewelry, jewelry articles, beauty care products, cosmetics and perfumes; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring leather goods; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring bags, suitcases, records, luggage, umbrellas; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring fabrics and textiles; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring furniture, mats, household and kitchen utensils and containers, as well as tableware and cutlery; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring printed matter, namely, books, journals, magazines, brochures, gift cards, envelopes, postcards, notebooks, sketchbooks, photographs, stationery and office supplies, drawing materials and artists' materials, namely, coloured artist papers, watercolour papers, painting papers, pastel papers, drawing papers, paintbrushes, acrylic pencils, calligraphy pens, crayons, coloured pencils, drawing chalk, paint, ink; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring hand tools, razors and shaving apparatus; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring machines, namely, wood-working, metal-working, leather-working and textile-working machines, compressing machines, drilling machines, milling machines, turning machines, cutting machines, washing machines, sewing machines, loom machines, yarn spinning machines, knitting machines, construction machines, machine tools and hand tools and electric motors and engines; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring transport devices and apparatus, namely, cars, busses, trains, airplanes, vessels, yachts, helicopters, for locomotion by land, air or water; retail trade services in
the nature of retail store services featuring musical instruments and toys; retail trade services in the nature of retail store services featuring computer hardware and software and equipment for recording transmission, reproduction or processing of sound, images or data; on-line retail trade services in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring clothing headwear, footwear, accessories, jewelry, jewelry articles, beauty products, cosmetics and perfumery; on-line retail trade services in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring leather and imitation leather goods; on-line retail trade services in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring bags, suitcases, records, luggage, umbrellas; on-line retail trade services in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring fabrics and textiles; on-line retail trade services in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring furniture, mats, household and kitchen utensils and containers, as well as tableware and cutlery, on-line retail trade services in the nature of on-line retail store services featuring clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, tops, pants, shorts, jumpsuits, skirts, dresses, scarfs, coats, jackets, blazers, belts, suits, ties, socks, jumpers in the nature of sweaters, raincoats, gloves, underwear, footwear, headwear; business management of a shop in the field of clothing, headwear, footwear, accessories, jewelry, jewelry articles, beauty products, cosmetics and perfumery; business management of an on-line shop in the field of clothing, headwear, footwear, accessories, jewelry, jewelry articles, beauty products, cosmetics and perfumery; business management of an on-line shop in the field of leather and imitation leather; business management of an on-line shop in the field of bags, suitcases, folders, luggage, umbrellas; business management of an on-line shop in the field of leather and imitation leather; business management of an on-line shop in the field of bags, suitcases, folders, luggage, umbrellas.

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**

Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, tops, pants, shorts, jumpsuits, skirts, dresses, scarfs, coats, jackets, blazers, belts, suits, ties, socks, jumpers in the nature of sweaters, raincoats, gloves, underwear, footwear, headwear.

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>REAWAKE GmbH</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>REAWAKE GmbH  Kornhausstrasse 43  CH-8037 Zürich</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)</td>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  7178.151431

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1532668  International Registration Date  Feb. 17, 2020
Expiration Date  Feb. 17, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AXL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79331866</td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2021</td>
<td>7095378</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Registration: 1640715

International Registration Date: Jul. 02, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Publication of books; providing information in the field of education; correspondence courses, namely, providing education in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business rendered through correspondence courses; practical training services in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business; arranging and conducting of colloquiums in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business; arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business; organization of competitions, namely, entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; online publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; teaching in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business; coaching in the field of information technology used in online education and IT business

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For**
Computer software consultancy; computer software design; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Yurchenko Dmitriy Mikhaylovich
Address   Yurchenko Dmitriy Mikhaylovich ul. Ostrovityanova, d.4, kv.305 RU-117513 Moscow RUSSIAN FED.
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship   RUSSIAN FEDERATION

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1640715
International Registration Date   Jul. 02, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Feb. 10, 2021
Expiration Date   Jul. 02, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
Mark Literal(s)  THE FUTURE IS CLEAR - IT'S HAPPENING NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79332147  Application Filing Date  Dec. 09, 2021  Registration Number  7095379
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1641247  International Registration Date  Dec. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chemicals for use in industry and science; bauxite, alumina, manganese dioxide, alcohol for industrial purposes, ethane, methane, refined methanol for industrial purposes, sulphur, iron salts, uranium oxide; chemical fuel and oil additives; potash; uranium
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
For  Drilling of wells; drilling of oil wells; drilling of gas wells; oil drilling; mining extraction
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
For  Treatment of materials in the nature of metal, ores, stone, sulphur, iron salts, potash, uranium, industrial oils, crude oil, diesel oil, petroleum ether, raw or refined, natural and synthetic fuel gases, coal, coke, coal naphtha and coal tar oil; Treatment of materials by means of smelting, laser beams, cryogenic processing; treatment of ores and metals; pressure treatment of ores and metals; refining of oil and fuel gases; processing of gases; processing of minerals
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment
For  Industrial oils, crude oil, diesel oil, petroleum ether, raw or refined petroleum; natural and synthetic fuel gases, coal, coke, coal naphtha and coal tar oil
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels
Gas, oil, petroleum, minerals and coal exploration, exploration of oilfields and gas fields, geological prospecting, oil and gas prospecting; analysis of oil-field exploitation, oil-field surveys, oil well testing; coal, ore and metals prospecting and mine exploration

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

Common metals and their alloys, unwrought or semi-wrought; ferroalloys; ores of metal

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  BHP Group Limited  **Address**  BHP Group Limited  Level 18, 171 Collins Street  Melbourne VIC 3000  AUSTRALIA  **Legal Entity**  Limited Company (ltd,)  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  16249-23

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1641247  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 09, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Jun. 09, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Dec. 09, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAUER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79332202 Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2021  Registration Number  7095380
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "SAUER" in the mark is "sour", "angry", or "acidic".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1641397  International Registration Date  Aug. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Machine tools, in this class, relating to the following fields, mechanical engineering, apparatus construction, vehicle construction, and structural engineering, in particular, cordless electric screwdriver, hand-operated impact wrenches, compressed air impact wrenches, bolting machines; engine-driven tools, in this class, relating to the following fields, mechanical engineering, apparatus construction, vehicle construction, and structural engineering, namely, cordless electric screwdriver, hand-operated impact wrenches, compressed air impact wrenches, bolting machines; impact wrench bits; machine parts, namely, adapter sets for drilling machines and cordless electric screwdrivers; pneumatic nut runners and torque limiters being parts of the aforesaid machines, namely, torque converters other than for land vehicles; compressed air machine components, namely, compressed air couplings; compressed air machine components, namely, compressed air coupling nipples; compressed air machine components, namely, compressed air blow pens; mechanical, pneumatic and hydraulic universal and specialised tools being parts of machines for repair purposes, in particular in the motor vehicle sector for cars, utility vehicles, agricultural vehicles and motorcycles, namely, special sockets for electric socket wrenches, power-operated screwdriver bits and adapters for power-operated screwdriver bits; pneumatic tools being parts of machines, namely, pneumatic grease guns, pneumatic impact wrenches, pneumatic ratchet wrenches; electric and pneumatic pressure and vacuum pumps being parts of machines; hydraulic extractors, namely, hydraulic ball joint pullers, hydraulic grease spindles being parts of machines; pneumatic screwing machines; drilling machines; electric and pneumatic extraction and filling machines; mechanical, electric and pneumatic absorption tools and support tools being parts of machines, namely, metal clamps used for holding piece parts on machine tool tables, clamps for use in the precision clamping of work pieces, vices for use in the precision clamping of work pieces; pneumatic and hydraulic workshop presses being parts of machines, namely, hydraulic...
presses for metalworking, pneumatic industrial machine presses, centering apparatus being parts of machines, namely, centering drilling bits being parts of machines; all aforesaid goods, other than special tools for weapons; ball-bearings for use in machines, namely cars, trucks and motor bikes; collets for power tools; parts and fittings of printing machines, namely, printing plates, printing rollers

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

**For** Lamps, in particular work lamps for workshops

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Retail store services, online retail store services, and wholesale store services featuring apparatus for construction, vehicle construction, and structural engineering, namely, compressed air couplings, compressed air coupling nipples, mechanical compressed air blow pens, mechanically-operated universal and special tools being parts of machines, in particular for repairs in the motor vehicle sector for passenger vehicles, utility vehicles, agricultural vehicles and motorcycles, namely, brake fluid testers, apparatus for testing vehicle brakes, electrical and pneumatically operated extracting and filling machines, pneumatically and hydraulically operated workshop pressing machines, and centering apparatus being parts of machines; retail store services, online retail store services, and wholesale store services featuring hand operated implements, namely, bit sets, nuts and torque limiters, thread cutting sets, stamped letters and stamped numbers, polishers and support discs, clamps for carpenters and coopers, vices, abrading instruments, grindstones, absorption tools, support tools, impact inserts, articulated power handles, grease presses, universal sockets, helical groove sockets, spoke wrenches, separating and mounting forks for track rods, single siphons and double-jointed siphons and lifting jacks; retail store services and online retail store services featuring spare parts for motor vehicles and for tools

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Tire thread repair; maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; processing of warranty claims for others through motor vehicles, namely, maintenance and repair motor vehicles

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Electric cables, extension cable reels; apparatus and instruments for regulating and supplying electricity, in particular in the motor vehicle sector, namely, electric cables, batteries, electricity distribution consoles; mains-operated battery chargers; batteries; optical lamps for workshops; all the aforesaid goods, other than accessories for weapons; tyre pressure gauges

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Hand tools and implements, included in this class, for machine construction, apparatus construction and vehicle construction, and for structural engineering, namely, hand-operated hand drills, hand jacks, hand saws; socket spanners; hand-operated socket wrench bits; hand tools, namely, socket wrench sets; bit sets consisting of bits for hand drills; ratchets, namely, hand-operated ratchet wrenches; torque wrenches; reversible ratchet handles; hand-operated nut wrenches and torque limiters for the aforesaid goods, namely, torque wrenches; thread cutting sets consisting of thread snips, screw-thread cutters being hand tools; pliers; water pump pliers; circlip pliers; safety pliers; pincher tools, namely, hand tools in the nature of clamps;
cable lug clamp pliers; hand-operated wire strippers; combination pliers; telephone pliers; pipe bend pliers; locking pliers; clamping tongs for flexible pipes, namely, hand tools in the nature of clamps for flexible pipes; punches being hand tools and joggling tools, namely, pipe wrenches; hand tools, namely, riveters and hand tools, namely, riveting pincers; side cutters, namely, wire cutters, hand-operated pipe cutters, hand-operated rotary cutters; hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; screw wrenches and ring spanners; spanner sets consisting of spanners, adjustable spanners, socket spanners and ring spanner sets consisting of ring spanners; hex keys; angle spanners and angle spanner sets consisting of angle spanners; hand-operated screwdriver bits and driver bits for hand tools; hand tools, namely, t-grip screwdrivers; hand tools, namely, riveters; drill bushings, namely, hand tools in the nature of bushing drivers; borers, namely, hand-operated hand drills; hand-operated roughing hand drills; hand tappers, namely, hand taps; thread cutting tools, namely, scissors; hand-operated compass saws; hand-operated pipe cutters; hand tools, namely, letter stamps and number stamps; hand tools, namely, hammers; hand tools, namely, rubber hammers; spatulas being hand tools; hand-operated chisels; putty knives; sanding blocks; polishing irons, namely, non-electric flat irons being glazing tools; clamps for carpenters or coopers; vices; rapid-action nailers, namely, hand-powered staple guns; hand-operated saws; milling cutters being hand tools; hand-operated tools, namely, cutting dies; reamers being hand-operated tools; hand-operated tube cutters; hand tools, namely, hand saws, pit saws and bow saws; hand tools, namely, scrapers; abrading instruments, namely, hand-operated abrading tools; hand tools, namely, manually-operated grindstones; hand-operated cutting tools; screw wrenches; t-handles for hand-operated hand tools; hand-operated embossers for industrial use; hand tools, namely, spanners; sockets, namely, hand tools in the nature of sockets for hand-operated socket wrenches; hand tools, namely, files; hand tools, namely, augers; ratchets being hand tools, namely, ratchet handles; tongs being hand tools, namely, cable stripping tongs; hand tools, namely, pullers; gimlets being hand tools; drill holders, namely, holders specially adapted for hand-operated hand drills; absorption tools, namely, hand-operated shock absorption wrenches; support tools, namely, clamps being hand tools; hand-operated lathe tools, namely, valve lathe tools for steel valves; bordering tools, namely, border shears; pulling tools, namely, hand-operated pulling jaws, hand-operated nail pullers; clamping tools, namely, hand-operated locking clamp tools; releasing tools, namely, hand-operated pry bars; adjustment tools, namely, hand-operated automotive repair tools in the nature of drum brake adjusting tools; detaching tools and attaching tools, namely, mallets being hand tools, hammers being hand tools; hand-operated universal tools and specialised tools for repair purposes, in particular in the motor vehicle sector for cars, utility vehicles, agricultural vehicles and motorcycles, namely, hand tool in the nature of a fitting device for fitting the steering rack boot in a vehicle; centering apparatus, namely, center punches being hand tools; hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, ring compressors, valve holders, brake cylinder hones; hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, slide hammer puller sets for wheel hubs; impact bits for hand drills; handles for hand-operated hand tools; hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, grease presses; joint bits for hand drills; helical groove bits for hand drills; tyre valve tools, namely, hand-operated automotive repair tools in the nature valve spring depressors; removal tools, namely, hand-operated universal removal tools, removal claws, injunctor removal tools, and removal nuts for removing car parts; hand-operated repair tools for lambda sensors, namely, reamers being hand tools; panel beating sets consisting of mallets being hand tools; hand tools, namely, spoke wrenches; brake piston tools, namely, hand-operated automotive repair tools in the nature of disc brake piston cubes; hand tools, namely, lug wrenches; hand tools, namely, ball joint pullers; hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, separating and mounting forks for tie rods; hand tools, namely, oil chain wrenches; hand-operated tools for lifting vacuums, namely, single vacuum lifters and double vacuum lifters; hand-operated lifting jacks; all the aforesaid goods, other than special tools for weapons
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools
For  Goods of metal, namely, nuts, bolts and threaded fasteners of metal; circlips of metal; metal hardware, namely, bearing rings of metal; metal hardware, namely, spring split pins of metal; metal hardware, namely, roll pins of metal; metal hardware, namely, spring pins of metal; locks of metal, namely, locks of metal for tool bags, tool trolleys and tool chests, locks of metal for vehicles, locks of metal other than electric; keys of metal, namely, metal keys for locks; welding material and soldering material, namely, welding wire, metal welding rods, soldering wire of metal; ironmongery, namely, iron wire, iron slabs, iron gates; small items of metal hardware, namely, metal screws, metal nails, metal nuts, metal bolts, metal washers, metal spindles for stairs, ramps of metal for use with passenger vehicles; wire rope; wire of common metal; metal chains; non-electric towing cables of metal; tanks of metal, namely, metal storage tanks

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SCL Services GmbH  Address  SCL Services GmbH  Bahnhofstr. 43  59929 Brilon  FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity  GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-1408

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1641397  International Registration Date  Aug. 13, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 22, 2021  Expiration Date  Aug. 13, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VOLLEGGBALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332319 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7095381 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1641655 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Monsieur Michael Bos Address Monsieur Michael Bos 2 Rue Joseph Bertrand F-78220 Viroflay FRANCE Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3088/1001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1641655 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exercising Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HORNBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79332398 Application Filing Date  Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number   7095382
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "HORNBY" on a shaded rectangle, with the outline of a smaller rectangle with inverted rounded corners around "HORNBY".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1641878 International Registration Date  Nov. 23, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Toys, namely, toy and model railways, toy and model trains, toy and model locomotives, toy and model vehicles, and parts and accessories therefor; games and playthings, namely, toy and model railways, toy and model trains, toy and model locomotives, toy and model vehicles, and parts and accessories therefor; model railways, trains, locomotives and vehicles; toy railways, trains, locomotives and vehicles; electrically operated toy and model vehicles; tracks for toy and model vehicles; model train sets; miniature diecast trains, locomotives and vehicles; scale models of trains, locomotives and vehicles; scale models of buildings and bridges; scale models sold in kit form; model train accessories; model railway accessories, namely, vehicles, coaches, rolling stock, wagons, railway track, bridges, tunnels, figurines, model stations and model buildings; model scenes; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods

For   Electrical apparatus and instruments for controlling the operation and speed of toys, namely, toy train speed controllers, programmable controllers, control boxes, and downloadable mobile apps for controlling toy trains and trainset accessories; apparatus for reproducing and amplifying sound, namely, sound reproducing apparatus and amplifiers for use in model trains; and signalling apparatus and instruments, namely, signalling whistles, traffic-light apparatus, and in-ground traffic lights being signaling devices; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Hornby Hobbies Limited
Address   Hornby Hobbies Limited Westwood, Margate Kent CT9 4JX

UNITED KINGDOM   Legal Entity   Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized   ENGLAND AND WALES

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1641878
International Registration Date   Nov. 23, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   May 28, 2021
Expiration Date   Nov. 23, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) E ELASTOTEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332424 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7095383
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "E" in the color red followed by the wording "ELASTOTEC" in the color black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1641930 International Registration Date Dec. 23, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for mining; pulley lagging, namely, rubber and ceramic pulley lagging being parts of conveyor systems; parts and accessories for conveyor systems, namely, rubber and ceramic composite liners, wear liners, impact beds, impact bars, conveyor cleaning and skirting systems, all for use in conveyor systems; parts and accessories for conveyor systems to prevent slippage, namely, replaceable pulley laggings for use in conveyor systems; machine parts, namely, wear plates for industrial apparatus; wear plates being machines parts; wear panel for industrial apparatus being machine parts; machine parts, namely, wear panels for machines; parts and accessories for mining apparatus to combat wear and tear, namely, replaceable pulley laggings, ceramic lagging for pulleys, rubber lagging for pulleys for use in conveyor systems
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elastotec Pty Ltd Address Elastotec Pty Ltd 1/61 Somersby Falls Rd Somersby NSW 2250 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity A proprietary limited company State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 37537-00001
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1641930  International Registration Date   Dec. 23, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Nov. 18, 2021  Expiration Date   Dec. 23, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  TOPOLVM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79332436  Application Filing Date  Dec. 07, 2021  Registration Number   7095384  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1641958  International Registration Date  Dec. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  recorded computer software for use in creating, sharing, and distributing documents over a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for use in scheduling meetings and events over a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for file sharing and information management over a local and global network; recorded computer software for project management over a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for use in providing electronic mail via a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for administration of address and contact information over a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for creating on-line forums for transmission of messages organized by topic over a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for creating and distribution of electronic forms over a local and global computer network; recorded computer software for a synchronization of information over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for use in creating, sharing, and distributing documents over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for use in scheduling meetings and events over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for file sharing and information management over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for project management over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for use in providing electronic mail via a local, and global computer network; downloadable computer software for administration of address and contact information over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for creating on-line forums for transmission of messages organized by topic over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for creating and distribution of electronic forms over a local and global computer network; downloadable computer software for a synchronization of information over a local and global computer network;
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for use in creating, sharing, and distributing documents over a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for use in scheduling meetings and events over a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for file sharing and information management over a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for project management over a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for use in providing electronic mail via a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for administration of address and contact information over a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for creating on-line forums for transmission of messages organized by topic over a local and global computer network; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for creating and distribution of electronic forms over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in creating, sharing, and distributing documents over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in scheduling meetings and events over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for file sharing and information management over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for project management over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in providing electronic mail via a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for administration of address and contact information over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for creating on-line forums for transmission of messages organized by topic over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for creating and distribution of electronic forms over a local and global computer network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for a synchronization of information over a local and global computer network

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Cybozu, Inc. **Address** Cybozu, Inc. 2-7-1, Nihombashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-6027 JAPAN **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** S26313

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1641958 **International Registration Date** Dec. 07, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 02, 2021 **Expiration Date** Dec. 07, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REPAIRSENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332681 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095385
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1642637 International Registration Date Dec. 02, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for requesting building repairs; downloadable software for accessing building repair data; downloadable software for monitoring and managing repairs to buildings; downloadable software for identifying cost savings in building maintenance; downloadable software for facilities management; downloadable software for performing data analytics; downloadable software for performing predictive data analytics in the field of repairs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service featuring software for requesting building repairs; software as a service featuring software for recording and monitoring building repairs; software as a service featuring software for identifying cost savings in building maintenance; software as a service featuring software for facilities management; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for facilities management; software as a service featuring software for performing data analytics; software as a service featuring software for performing predictive data analytics in the field of repairs; software development; technical data analysis, namely, home inspection services for purposes of home building repairs; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Mobysoft Limited  Address  Mobysoft Limited  Manchester One, 5th Floor, 53 Portland Street Manchester UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  Limited Company UK, England & Wales  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  409797 7000

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1642637  International Registration Date  Dec. 02, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 02, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 02, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
**Case Identifiers**

**Serial Number**: 79332718  
**Application Filing Date**: Jul. 15, 2021  
**Registration Number**: 7095386  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Service Mark  
**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: CERCLE DES VOYAGES

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized brown wording "CERCLE DES VOYAGES" and a stylized white design of a world map showing continents and a stylized brown fingerprint, all on a white background.  
**Color Drawing**: Yes  
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) brown (code no. C08963) and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer**: "VOYAGES"  
**Translation**: The English translation of "CERCLE DES VOYAGES" is "TRAVEL CIRCLE".

**Related Properties Information**

**International Registration**: 1642717  
**International Registration Date**: Jul. 15, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**: Entertainment, namely, live music concerts, theater presentation in the nature of live musical theater performances and plays; sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing community sporting and cultural events; information relating to entertainment or education, namely, information relating to entertainment and education provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; leisure services, namely, providing information, news and commentary in the field of leisure activities; entertainment services, namely, holiday camp services; entertainment club services, namely, night clubs, dance clubs, and social clubs in the nature of arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; conducting of guided tours by bus, car, motor coach, bicycle, canoe, roller skates, paddle boat and foot; providing recreational facilities; publication of books; book lending; motion picture film production; videotape film production; rental of sound recordings; videotape editing; photography services; organization of education or entertainment competitions, namely, competitions in the field of entertainment, education, geography, and travel; organization and conducting of colloquiums in the field of travel; organization and conducting of conferences in the field of travel; organization and conducting of congresses in the field of travel; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows; entertainment game services provided online from a computer network, namely, providing online video games; gambling services; electronic publication of books and journals online; electronic desktop publishing; information regarding entertainment; recreation information; provision of non-downloadable videos online, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of travel; organization and conducting of seminar in the field of travel.
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Commercial intermediation services, namely, mediation of commercial transactions for others

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Transport services for sightseeing tours; Transport, namely, transportation of passengers by air, boat, rail, bus; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for cruises; organization of excursions of trips and travels; freighting, namely, freight transport by air and ship; packaging and storage of merchandise, namely, packaging and storage of goods, sporting equipment, valuable goods, and luggage; travel organization, namely, travel arrangement; providing transportation information; logistics services relating to transport, namely, transportation and delivery of luggage and goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; garage rental; rental of garage and parking spaces; vehicle rental; taxi transport; booking of seats for travel; physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents; escorting of travelers; bus transport; motor coach rental; pleasure boat transport; boat rental; ship brokerage; freight brokerage; transport brokerage; organization of cruises, namely, cruise arrangement; travel information relating to traffic and routes; transport reservations; travel reservations, namely, making reservations for transportation; transport of travelers, namely, transportation of passengers by airplane, railroad, bus, cruise ship; passenger transportation; delivery of newspapers; shipping services, namely, shipping of goods, sporting equipment, and luggage

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
For  Services for providing food and beverages, namely, preparation of food and beverages; providing temporary accommodation; bar services; catering services; hotel services, namely, arranging hotel accommodation; temporary accommodation reservation; day-care centers; providing campground facilities; accommodation agency services for booking hotel and boarding house accommodation; making boarding house reservations for others; making hotel reservations for others

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LE CERCLE DES VACANCES  Address  LE CERCLE DES VACANCES  31 avenue de l'Opéra  F-75001 Paris FRANCE  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  12321.49275

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1642717  International Registration Date  Jul. 15, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jan. 20, 2021  Expiration Date  Jul. 15, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PINO, BRIAN J

7928
TM 6521
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHEETAH GUIDES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79332748 Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2021 Registration Number  7095387
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "GUIDES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1641778 International Registration Date  Mar. 31, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed educational matter and printed educational publications, namely, books, booklets, study guides, printed course materials, and instructional and teaching materials, all of the aforesaid on the subjects of history, art, music, theatre, languages, literature, creative writing, English language, philosophy, parenting, education, namely, teaching approaches, teaching methodologies, and curriculum development, mathematics, psychology, social sciences, sociology, mythology, but none of the aforesaid on the subject of animals.

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Downloadable educational publications in electronic form supplied online from databases and from facilities provided on the Internet, namely, web pages and websites, in the nature of books, manuals, and guides in the fields of history, art, music, theatre, languages, literature, creative writing, English language, philosophy, parenting, education, namely, teaching approaches, teaching methodologies, and curriculum development, mathematics, psychology, social sciences, sociology, and mythology; downloadable educational course materials in the field of literature; sound, video and data recordings in the nature of DVDs, CDs and downloadable and recorded multimedia files featuring educational information on history, art, music, theatre, languages, literature, creative writing, English language, philosophy, parenting, education, namely, teaching approaches, teaching methodologies, and curriculum development, mathematics, psychology, social sciences, sociology, and mythology; pre-recorded video and audio tapes featuring educational information on history, art, music, theatre, languages, literature, creative writing, English language, philosophy, parenting, education, namely, teaching approaches, teaching methodologies, and curriculum development, mathematics, psychology, social sciences, sociology, and mythology; downloadable and recorded educational computer software providing educational information on history, art, music, theatre, languages, literature, creative writing, English language, philosophy, parenting, education, namely, teaching approaches,
teaching methodologies, mathematics, psychology, social sciences, sociology, mythology; downloadable video and audio recordings featuring educational information on history, art, music, theatre, languages, literature, creative writing, English language, philosophy, parenting, education, namely, teaching approaches, teaching methodologies, and curriculum development, mathematics, psychology, social sciences, sociology, and mythology; none of the aforesaid on the subject of animals

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Morgan Dunsfield **Address**  Morgan Dunsfield 19 Toll Gate Close, Tyldesley MANCHESTER M29 8QZ UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**  ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  34754-2

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1641778 **International Registration Date** Mar. 31, 2021

**Expiration Date**  Mar. 31, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  RENNIE, GABRIELLE M
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** SQUEEZER

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 79332815
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095388
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**
- **International Registration**: 1642808
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 19, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**
- Dyes for use with or on textiles; dyes for arts and crafts; colorants and pigments

**International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints

**For**
- Brush pens; markers; highlighting markers; paintbrushes; decorators' paintbrushes; drawing brushes; writing brushes; painters' brushes; writing ink

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: PLUSS s.r.l.
- **Address**: PLUSS s.r.l. Via Francesco D'Ovidio 3 I-20131 Milano ITALY
- **Legal Entity**: s.r.l.
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1642808
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Nov. 19, 2031

**Examiner Information**
- **Examiner**: SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRIGGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332873 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095389
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists in a blue sphere encircled by white lines, located above the word "triggle" represented in blue Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1642974 International Registration Date Oct. 25, 2021 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5923569

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising; commercial business management, organization and administration; marketing; public relations; commercial management services relating to e-commerce
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable computer software for document management, for making hotel reservations; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of articles, newsletters and magazines in the fields of hotels and travel; downloadable software and mobile applications for document management, for making hotel reservations for computer systems, portable electronic devices and mobile telephones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: TRIGGLE AG
Address: TRIGGLE AG Dammstrasse 19 CH-6300 Zug SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity: SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
State or Country Where Organized: SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: TM10743US00

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1642974
International Registration Date: Oct. 25, 2021
Expiration Date: Oct. 25, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAISON ALCÉE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332880 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095390 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MAISON" Translation The English translation of MAISON in the mark is HOUSE. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Alcée Montfort, a living individual whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1642990 International Registration Date Dec. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Timepieces and chronometric instruments; watch bands; jewelry; key rings; cases adapted for holding watches; presentation boxes for watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For providing training in the field of watchmaking and jewelry making
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Madame Alcée MONTFORT Address Madame Alcée MONTFORT 17 rue Linguet F-51100 Reims FRANCE Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 008219.00156

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1642990 International Registration Date Dec. 16, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 16, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APTIFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79332882 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7095391
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1642994 International Registration Date Dec. 23, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-glaucoma ophthalmic products in the nature of eye drops, medicated eye washes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LABORATOIRES THEA Address LABORATOIRES THEA 12 rue Louis Blériot, Zone Industrielle du Brézet F-63100 CLER FRANCE Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS) State or Country FRANCE
Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAB08-00236

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1642994 International Registration Date Dec. 23, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 04, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 23, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AAVANTAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79333137 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7095392
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1643695 International Registration Date Dec. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; vaccines; biological preparations for medical purposes for the treatment of allergies; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; immunostimulants; living cells for medical purposes; immunoassay reagent for medical purposes; human vaccine preparations; dietetic food adapted for medical use; stem cells for veterinary purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical assistance; telemedicine services; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories; medical screening; genetic testing for medical purposes; DNA screening for medical purposes; stem cells therapy services; providing medical information via a website
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Technological research in the field of computer hardware systems and renewable energy resources; research and development of new products for others; chemical research and analysis; structural and functional analysis of genomes; stem cell research services; biotechnological research; research and development services in the field of antibodies; development of pharmaceutical preparations and pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical testing; design and development of computer databases
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Porton Advanced Solutions Ltd.  Address   Porton Advanced Solutions Ltd.  Building 3, Ascendas Park, No.388 Xinping Street, Suzhou Industrial Park  215021 Jiangsu  CHINA  Legal Entity   Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1643695  International Registration Date  Dec. 21, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 15, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 21, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79333333</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 13, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095393</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of two curved lines with four touching squares between them, where the top curve is pink, the first square beneath it is purple, the second and third squares are red and green respectively across the horizontal center of the design, the bottom square is blue, and the bottom curved line is yellow. The color white represents background, shading and transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) pink, purple, red, green, blue, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1644204</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Dec. 13, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For                          | Computer game software, recorded; downloadable and recorded computer software for broadcasting digital videos to other users; downloadable and recorded computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; downloadable and recorded computer software for processing digital music files; downloadable and recorded computer software for image processing; downloadable and recorded computer software for transmitting and broadcasting audio, video, and multimedia content; recorded computer programs for use in the reproduction of music; downloadable and recorded computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones for a metaverse platform that includes commerce, games, music, and short media; downloadable and recorded computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; downloadable and recorded computer software for facsimile transmission, electronic mail transmission, voice mail transmission and Internet messaging |
| International Classes       | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>66A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**   THEJACKPOT Inc.  
**Address**   THEJACKPOT Inc.  1F, 105-10, Jayang-ro 15-gil, Gwangjin-gu Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA  
**Legal Entity**   CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**   540-0183

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**   1644204  
**International Registration Date**   Dec. 13, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**   Sep. 27, 2021  
**Expiration Date**   Dec. 13, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**   HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIR. JAMES 101

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333460 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095394
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a man's head above the overlining and underling with the words "SIR.JAMES 101". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1644409 International Registration Date Dec. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soft drinks; non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages containing vegetable juices; non-alcoholic flavoured carbonated beverages; alcohol free wine; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic cocktail bases; cocktails, non-alcoholic; fruit-based soft drinks flavored with tea; non-alcoholic fruit cocktails; non-carbonated soft drinks; vitamin enriched sparkling water; protein-enriched sports beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice drinks; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, sports drinks, energy drinks fortified with vitamins; quinine water; non-alcoholic fruit punch; non-alcoholic beer; non-alcoholic beer flavored beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sir. James 101 B.V. Address Sir. James 101 B.V. Plaswijklaan 3 NL-3054 CL Rotterdam NETHERLANDS Legal Entity B.V. State or Country Where Organized BENELUX

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1644409 International Registration Date Dec. 08, 2021
Expiration Date Dec. 08, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
Case Identifiers

**Serial Number**: 79333518  
**Application Filing Date**: Dec. 21, 2021  
**Registration Number**: 7095395  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: MY COOKIE DOUGH

**Reason for Publication**: Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "MY COOKIE DOUGH" appearing over a purple cloud. The white in the mark represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
- **Color Drawing**: Yes  
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
- **Disclaimer**: "COOKIE DOUGH"

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1644587  
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 21, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For Cookies; cookie mixes; cookie dough; frozen cookie dough; pastries, cakes, tarts and biscuits in the nature of cookies**
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

- **For Cafés; café services; cafe services**
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**Basis Information**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Cookie Dough Franchise Ltd  
- **Address**: Cookie Dough Franchise Ltd 15 Greenlands Road Peasedown St. John, BATH BA2 8EZ UNITED KINGDOM
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Company (Ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 1023.202.CD

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1644587  
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 21, 2021  
- **Expiry Date**: Dec. 21, 2031
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JIDU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333770 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095396
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "JIDU" in stylized font.
Translation The wording JIDU has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1645274 International Registration Date Sep. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric cars; motorized vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; driverless cars in the nature of autonomous cars; rescue sleds; repair outfits in the nature of patches for repairing inner tubes; cars; remote control land vehicles, other than toys; bicycles; pumps for bicycle tyres; pushchairs; tyres for vehicle wheels; vehicle windscreens; robotic cars; autonomous cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Repair information, namely, providing information relating to vehicle repair; custom construction of homes; drilling of wells; upholstery repair; heating equipment installation and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; interference suppression services for electrical apparatus; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; custom installation of automobile interiors; vehicle battery charging; vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle washing; vehicle polishing; photographic apparatus repair; clock and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; installation and maintenance of medical devices; reconditioning of vehicles; retreading of tyres; furniture maintenance; dry cleaning; disinfecting of vehicles interior surfaces for reducing the spread of viruses and microorganisms; cell phone battery charging services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research, navigation and intelligent interaction; face identification device in the nature of biometric identification apparatus; cash registers; electronic and electric franking apparatus for check franking; electronic parking lot ticket dispensers; electronic body weight scale; measuring instruments, namely, measuring rules; navigation instrument for vehicles; telescopes; integrated circuits; electric apparatus for commutation
of vehicles charging; spectacles; pedometers; parking meters; flashing safety lights in the nature of luminous safety signal lights; dashboard cameras; speed measuring apparatus for use in photography; semi-conductor devices; optical fibres namely, light conducting filaments; fire engines; batteries, electric; electronic pilot apparatus for the remote control starting, locking, parameter information setting and checking of vehicles; smartphone downloadable software applications for use in the operation of vehicles; surveying apparatus and instruments; electric sensors; blank electronic chip cards; remote control apparatus for the electronic remote control of vehicles; electrolysers, namely, apparatus for use in electricity breakdown and distribution; electric locks for vehicles; voting machines; attendance machines comprised of biometric identification apparatus and computer terminals for capturing employee time and attendance; speed checking apparatus in the nature of speed indicators for vehicles; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; semi-conductors; fluorescent screens; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes in the nature of industrial x-ray apparatus; protection devices for personal use against accidents, namely, safety helmets and safety eyewear; video disks and video tapes with animated cartoons

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; authenticating works of art; biological research; technological research in the field of motor vehicle development; design of interior decor; computer software design; graphic arts design; product quality testing; surveying; cosmetic research; meteorological information; dress designing

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SHANGHAI JIDU AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD.  **Address** SHANGHAI JIDU AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD. BUILDING 2, NO. 1688 YECHENG ROAD, JIADING DISTRICT CHINA  **Legal Entity** Limited  **State or Country** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 44288-2

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1645274  **International Registration Date** Sep. 13, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Mar. 17, 2021  **Expiration Date** Sep. 13, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OWczarski, Karen Estil
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RSIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333835 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7095397
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1645463 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial business management; business management and organization consultancy; employment agency services; business management for freelance service providers; computerized file management service; traffic optimization for websites; commercial intermediation services, namely, business intermediary services relating to the matching of employers with job candidates

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Engineering work, namely, technical assessments concerning the design of software, software applications and computer platforms and in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, telecommunications engineering, computer engineering, software engineering, engineering in the rail, aeronautical, aerospace and automotive sectors, environmental engineering, information technology engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, engineering for the gas industry, engineering in the field of construction technology, engineering in the field of energy technology, engineering in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology field, engineering in the military field; scientific research for the development of software, software applications and computer platforms and in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, telecommunications engineering, computer engineering, software engineering, engineering in the railway, aeronautical, aerospace and automotive sectors, environmental engineering, information technology engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, engineering for the gas industry, engineering in the field of construction technology, engineering in the field of energy technology, engineering in the pharmaceuticals and biotechnology field, engineering in the military field; technical research for the development of software, software applications and computer platforms and in the fields of chemical engineering, civil engineering, telecommunications engineering, computer engineering, software engineering, engineering in the railway, aeronautical, aerospace and automotive sectors, environmental engineering, information technology engineering, electrical engineering,
engineering, mechanical engineering, engineering for the gas industry, engineering in the field of construction technology, engineering in the field of energy technology, engineering in the pharmaceuticals and biotechnology field, engineering in the military field; computer development; software design; software development; research and development of new products for third parties; conducting technical project studies, namely, research and development services provided by engineers in the field of computing, of chemistry, of telecommunications, of information technology, of the environment, of electricity, of gas, of energy, of mechanics, of construction technology, of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, military and in the rail, aeronautical, aerospace and automotive sectors; software installation; maintenance of software; updating of software; software rental; computer programming for others; computer system analysis; computer system design; consultant services with respect to computer hardware design and development; digitization of documents; Software as a Service featuring software for collecting, analyzing, managing, processing and tracking data in the fields of human resource management and human resources consulting and for the provision and tracking of training; cloud computing featuring software for use in data collecting, analyzing, managing, processing and tracking in the fields of human resource management and human resources consulting and for the provision and tracking of training; information technology consultancy; electronic storage of data, namely, storage, preservation and warehousing of computer files and data, as well as all data media and documents stored electronically

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  RSIGHT SAS  **Address**  RSIGHT SAS  17 rue Dumont d'Urville  F-75116 Paris  FRANCE  **Legal Entity**  SAS  **State or Country Where Organized**  FRANCE

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1645463  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 07, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Jun. 30, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Dec. 07, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEE, YAT SYE I

7947
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DANTOTSU HASSUI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333881 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7095398
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HASSUI" Translation The English translation of the word "HASSUI" in the mark is "water repelling".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1645602 International Registration Date Sep. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felt cloth and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth for use in the manufacture of clothing, raincoats, rain hats, cloth bibs, aprons, footwear, table cloths, luncheon mats, bags, pouches and vanity cases not fitted; rubberized cloth; filtering materials of textile, namely, cheese cloth; fabrics bonded with synthetic resin films, namely, fabrics for textile use; fabrics coated with synthetic resin, namely, fabrics for textile use; fabrics laminated with moisture permeable and waterproofed film of synthetic resin, namely, fabrics for textile use; moisture permeable and waterproofed fabrics coated with synthetic resin, namely, fabrics for textile use; woven textile goods for personal use, namely, towels of textile, face towels of textile, hand towels, travelling blankets, Japanese cotton towels (Tenugui), handkerchiefs of textile, Japanese ceremonial wrapping cloth (Fukusa), and Japanese general wrapping cloth (Furoshiki); mosquito nets; bed sheets; futon quilts; sleep covers, namely, unstuffed futon covers not of paper; pillow cases; blankets, namely, baby blankets, bed blankets; table napkins of textile; tablemats of textile; cloths for drying dishes; shower curtains; banners and flags of textile, not of paper; fitted toilet seat covers of textile; table linen of textile; seat covers of textile, namely, unfitted seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; draperies being thick drop curtains; sleeping bags; labels of textile; plastic material being textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials; textile material being fabric for textile use; textile used as lining for clothing, shoes, bags; fabrics for textile use; wrinkle processed woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; waterproofed woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; moisture permeable woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; water-repellant finished woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; oil-repellant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; soil-resistant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; deodorant processed woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics;
anti-static woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; sweat-absorbent and quick-drying woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; moisture absorbing and releasing woven fabrics, knitted fabrics and non-woven fabrics; thermal woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; antibacterial finished woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; flame-resistant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; anti-pollen woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics

**International Classes**

24 - Primary Classes

US Classes 42, 50

**International Class Title** Fabrics

**For** Clothing, namely, shorts, pants, socks, aprons, pullovers, scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; coats; swimsuits; underwear; gloves being clothing; mittens being clothing; headwear; ponchos; parkas; jackets; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders in the nature of braces; waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear; masquerade costumes; clothing for sports, namely, athletic uniforms, singlets, t-shirts, and shorts, jerseys, and ski gloves; shoes and boots for sports; snowboard suits; jumpers in the nature of sweaters; jumpers in the nature of dresses; jumpers in the nature of coveralls; pants for work; vests for work; uniforms for work; stuff jackets for work; jumpers in the nature of pullovers; waterproof clothing, namely, jackets, jackets and outer jackets for work, loose outer jackets worn by sailors, pants, coats and gloves; clothing layettes; children's and infants' cloth bibs; rain jackets; rain pants; warm-up suits; windbreakers; golf shirts; golf pants; blousons; shirts for suits; blouses; pants; trousers; skirts; one-piece dress; scarves; stoles; wedding dresses; waterproof clothing, namely, raincoats, jackets, pants, footwear, headwear; clothing containing downs, namely, parkas, coats, jackets, vests, pants, neck scarves (mufflers), leg warmers; uniforms; knitwear, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, dresses, gloves as clothing, headwear; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, dresses, gloves as clothing, headwear

**International Classes**

25 - Primary Classes

US Classes 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  KOMATSU MATERE Co., Ltd.  
Address  KOMATSU MATERE Co., Ltd.  NU-167, HAMA-MACHI, NOMI-CITY ISHIKAWA 929-0124  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  4T22787443

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1645602  
International Registration Date  Sep. 24, 2021

Expiration Date  Sep. 24, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DANTOTSU HASSUI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333882 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7095399
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMER(S) IN Disclaimer "HASSUI" Translation The English translation of the word "HASSUI" in the mark is "water repelling".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1645603 International Registration Date Sep. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felt cloth and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth for use in the manufacture of clothing, raincoats, rain hats, cloth bibs, aprons, footwear, table cloths, luncheon mats, bags, pouches and vanity cases not fitted; rubberized cloth; filtering materials of textile, namely, cheese cloth; fabrics bonded with synthetic resin films, namely, fabrics for textile use; fabrics coated with synthetic resin, namely, fabrics for textile use; fabrics laminated with moisture permeable and waterproofed film of synthetic resin, namely, fabrics for textile use; moisture permeable and waterproofed fabrics coated with synthetic resin, namely, fabrics for textile use; woven textile goods for personal use, namely, towels of textile, face towels of textile, hand towels, travelling blankets, Japanese cotton towels (Tenugui), handkerchiefs of textile, Japanese ceremonial wrapping cloth (Fukusa), and Japanese general wrapping cloth (Furoshiki); mosquito nets; bed sheets; futon quilts; quilt covers; futon ticks, namely, unstuffed futon covers not of paper; pillow cases; blankets, namely, baby blankets, bed blankets; table napkins of textile; table mats of textile; cloths for drying dishes; shower curtains; banners and flags of textile, not of paper; fitted toilet seat covers of textile; table linen of textile; seat covers of textile, namely, unfitted seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; draperies being thick drop curtains; sleeping bags; labels of textile; plastic material being textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials; textile material being fabrics for textile use; textile used as lining for clothing, shoes, bags; fabrics for textile use; wrinkle processed woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; waterproofed woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; moisture permeable woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; water-repellant finished woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; oil-repellant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; soil-resistant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; deodorant processed woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics;
anti-static woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; sweat-absorbent and quick-drying woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; moisture absorbing and releasing woven fabrics, knitted fabrics and non-woven fabrics; thermal woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; antibacterial finished woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; flame-resistant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics; anti-pollen woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, felt cloth, and non-woven textile fabrics

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics For Clothing, namely, shorts, pants, socks, aprons, pullovers, scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; coats; swimsuits; underwear; gloves being clothing; mittens being clothing; headwear; ponchos; parkas; jackets; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders in the nature of braces; waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear; masquerade costumes; clothing for sports, namely, athletic uniforms, singlets, t-shirts, and shorts, jerseys, and ski gloves; shoes and boots for sports; snowboard suits; jumpers in the nature of sweaters; jumpers in the nature of dresses; jumpers in the nature of coveralls; pants for work; vests for work; uniforms for work; stuff jackets for work; jumpers in the nature of pullovers; waterproof clothing, namely, jackets, jackets and outer jackets for work, loose outer jackets worn by sailors, pants, coats and gloves; clothing layettes; children's and infants' cloth bibs; rain jackets; rain pants; warm-up suits; windbreakers; golf shirts; golf pants; blousons; shirts for suits; blouses; pants; trousers; skirts; one-piece dress; scarves; stoles; wedding dresses; waterproof clothing, namely, raincoats, jackets, pants, footwear, headwear; clothing containing downs, namely, parkas, coats, jackets, vests, pants, neck scarves (mufflers), leg warmers; uniforms; knitwear, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, dresses, gloves as clothing, headwear; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, dresses, gloves as clothing, headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KOMATSU MATERE Co., Ltd Address KOMATSU MATERE Co., Ltd. NU-167, HAMA-MACHI, NOMICITY ISHIKAWA 929-0124 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4T22787444

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1645603 International Registration Date Sep. 24, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 09, 2021 Expiration Date Sep. 24, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIONITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333969 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7095400 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LIONITE" in stylized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0918421 International Registration Date Jan. 12, 2007

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial chemicals; carbon black for industrial purposes; industrial adhesives; glue for industrial purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LION SPECIALTY CHEMICALS CO., LTD. Address LION SPECIALTY CHEMICALS CO., LTD. 3-7, Honjo 1-chome, Sumida-Ku Tokyo JAPAN Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where JAPAN
Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S26380

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0918421 International Registration Date Jan. 12, 2007 Expiration Date Jan. 12, 2027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XPLATE MXT TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333989 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7095401 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "XPLATE in large font with "PLATE" in gray and the letter "X" in green, black outline and gray reflection, the wording "MXT TECHNOLOGY" appearing bottom right in the small gray font except "X", which is in green. To the right of the wording is the stylized design of an atom comprised of the red center with a white highlight and having four circles with a line from each circle connecting it to another circle in yellow with a white highlight. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, black, gray, yellow, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECHNOLOGY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1613156 International Registration Date Jul. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic sheet materials for use in further manufacturing
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QE ENERGY INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. Address QE ENERGY INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. 92 Tessaabarnsongkro Road, Ladyao 10900 Chatuchak, Bangkok THAILAND Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized THAILAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1613156 International Registration Date Jul. 06, 2021 Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>ED 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79334158</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1646255
International Registration Date: Oct. 18, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Non-metal doors; non-metal partitions for buildings, in particular with stationery and mobile individual elements, sliding doors, sliding revolving doors, folding doors; all the aforesaid goods mainly of glass, wood, plastic or composite materials

**International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes 1, 12, 33, 50
**International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

For: Mechanical, pneumatic and hydraulic drives and control apparatus for moving single-section or multi-section doors and gates, namely, sliding doors, revolving doors, revolving double doors, curved sliding doors, telescopic sliding doors, folding doors, swing gates, folding gates, sliding gates and partitions, all of metal and power-operated; electric motor drives for sliding doors, revolving doors, revolving double doors, curved sliding doors, telescopic sliding doors, folding doors, double wing doors, folding gates, sliding gates and partitions; motorized garage door drives in the nature of electric garage door openers and closers; fittings for motors, gears and drives for moving single-component or multi-component doors and gates, namely, linkages, operating levers, slide rails, mounting plates, cover plates, included in this class; door openers, electric

**International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
**International Class Title**: Machinery

For: Electric regulating and control apparatus for sliding doors, swing doors, revolving security doors, revolving double doors, curved sliding doors, telescopic sliding doors, partitions, folding doors, swing gates, folding gates and sliding gates, namely, electric door opening and closing system; accessories for electric regulating and control apparatus for sliding doors, swing doors, revolving security doors, revolving double doors, curved sliding doors, telescopic sliding doors, partitions, folding doors, swing gates, folding gates and sliding gates, namely, switchpoints, radar-based motion detectors, light barriers, included in this class; electronic locks; electronic switching, control, monitoring and supervisory checking apparatus for locks, windows and door drives, namely, wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of the locks, windows, and
doors; encoded identity cards, biometric identity cards and magnetic identity cards; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors and apparatus and equipment for the identification of persons, namely, data processing readers, central processing processors and time recording apparatus; sound alarms; smoke detectors

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  dormakaba Deutschland GmbH  **Address**  dormakaba Deutschland GmbH  DORMA Platz 1  58256 Ennepeetal  FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  DKAB0026WOUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**  1646255  **International Registration Date**  Oct. 18, 2021
**Expiration Date**  Oct. 18, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79334196   Application Filing Date   Oct. 08, 2021   Registration Number   7095403
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Service Mark   Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No   Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of design of a silhouette of a wolf within a circle.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1646371   International Registration Date   Oct. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Organizing community sporting and cultural activities; education and instruction services, namely, providing classes, workshops, seminars in the field of film production; organizing of film festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; conducting of film festivals; organization of award ceremonies relating to films; organisation of film competitions and issuance of awards; entertainment by film, namely, film production; film distribution; showing of films, namely, displaying a series of films; presentation of films, namely, movie showing; production of entertainment programmes for the cinema; provision of entertainment information relating to movies; film production services; rental of motion pictures; movie schedule information services, namely, providing entertainment information in the fields of movies via a website; amusement park services with a theme of films; consultancy on film and music production; rental of motion pictures and of sound recordings; cinematographic adaptation and editing; production of films, radio and television programs for entertainment purposes; video and DVD film production; provision of online non-downloadable films featuring science fiction, comedy, drama, horror, musicals, romance, action adventure, mysteries, animation, documentaries, history, sports; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; provision of non-downloadable films and television programs via pay-per-view television channels; Providing education services, namely, classes and seminars relating to the cinema; production of documentary programmes for the cinema; ticket reservation and booking services for cinema; rental of videotapes; production of video cassettes, namely, film production; Providing information relating to production of video films; Presentation of live show performances in the field of awards related to videos; cinema presentations in the nature of provision of cinema facilities; arranging of presentations for cultural purposes, namely, organizing cultural shows; arranging of presentations for entertainment purposes, namely, providing live shows, performances, and musical concerts; fan club services in the nature of entertainment; production
of television shows; production of live performances, namely, presentation of live show performances; services for the production of entertainment in the form of television, namely, television show production; production of radio and television programmes; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of books, magazines, newsletters in the field of film production; providing information on entertainment through computer networks; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; entertainment information; Providing information on education and film production; photography; arranging and conducting of workshops in the nature of training in the field of film production; publishing services, namely, digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests; Providing training services in the field of film production; organisation of training in the field of film production; production of film studies; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; provision of non-downloadable films and television programs via pay television; providing entertainment in the nature of non-downloadable film clips via a website; providing online non-downloadable videos featuring science fiction, comedy, drama, horror, musicals, romance, action adventure, mysteries, animation, documentaries, history, sports; translation; film directing, other than advertising films; recording, film, video and television studio services; audio and video editing services; dubbing for movies; writing of film screenplays; provision of facilities for the production of films; preparing subtitles for movies; providing age ratings for television, movie, music, video and video game content; post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MTÜ Pimedate Ōöde Filmifestival
- **Address**: MTÜ Pimedate Ōöde Filmifestival Telliskivi 60a EE-10412 Tallinn ESTONIA
- **Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ESTONIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TM16454USWO

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1646371
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 08, 2021
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 08, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 08, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CASA CHARLIZE CUVÉE FORTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334236 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7095404 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following: a design of a gold outlined house with two gold trees on each side and the wording "CASA CHARLIZE" underneath in a gold stylized stack font with a design of a shield underneath with an ornate border in brown, red, gold, and blue and four sections inside with the top left having a design of a white and brown Greek cross on a yellow background, the top right having a design of a yellow crescent moon on a red background, the bottom left having a design of a seven pointed gold star on a blue background and the bottom right right have a checkerboard pattern design consisting of red and yellow squares, with a horizontal gold band going through the middle of the shield. Under the shield is the wording "CUVEE FORTE" in a gold stylized font, all on a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold, black, yellow, blue, brown, white, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CASA" AND "CUVEE" Translation The English translation of "CASA" in the mark is "HOUSE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646459 International Registration Date Jan. 21, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; hard cider; wine; red wine; white wine; fortified wines; rose wines; winebased aperitifs; wine-based beverages; prepared wine cocktails; low-alcoholic wine; cooking wine; beverages containing wine, namely, wine spritzers; wine coolers being drinks; sparkling wines; natural sparkling wines; sparkling white wines; sparkling red wines; sparkling rosé wines

International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Global Wine House OÜ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Global Wine House OÜ Lõõtsa tn 8a EE-11415 Tallinn ESTONIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>osaühing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ESTONIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1646459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLIMATE IMPACT X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334238 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7095405
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a globe design formed by a spiral band followed to the right by the wording "CLIMATE" stacked on top of the wording "IMPACT X". Disclaimer "CLIMATE IMPACT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646462 International Registration Date Oct. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, financial analysis; financial services, namely, financial consultancy relating to the provision and structuring of capital; financial management services; investment services, namely, funds investment; capital investments; financial investment in the area of energy and environmental projects, namely, projects which reduce carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions; brokerage of financial investments in energy companies; financial investment in the field of carbon offset programs and related carbon offset projects for others; mutual fund investment; financial administration of investment funds; fund investment services; fund investment services and fund investment management services in relation to transformative environmental innovations and sustainable projects; financial services, namely, trading and brokerage of commodities, futures, options, forwards and other derivative products; procurement being brokerage of financial commodities and products, namely, futures, options, and swaps and derivatives thereof of environmental commodities for counter parties and others; carbon credits brokerage services; brokerage of carbon offsets; brokerage of carbon credits; brokerage of greenhouse gas emission credits and allowances; environmental brokerage services, namely, brokerage of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances or offsets on behalf of offset producers; environmental brokerage services in the field of environmental and pollution credits, namely, arranging exchanges of carbon offset credits for other assets to fund clean energy projects; brokerage of greenhouse gas emission reduction credits; brokerage and active online brokerage of carbon credits, water rights, and other environmental commodities; financial services, namely, providing exchange services that facilitate the trading of cryptocurrency assets in the nature of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances, rights or offsets; financial exchange market services relating to the trading of commodities, futures, options, forwards and other derivative products; financial risk management in the fields of environmental commodities, namely, carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances, offsets, and derivatives; financial information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; financial consultancy services; financial consultancy concerning financing of energy and environmental projects; providing financial information, consultancy, and advice in environmental product markets; providing financial information and advice in relation to carbon and environmental credit aggregation, regulated carbon and environmental credit trading, and carbon and environmental-offset programs

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**For** Business administration; business management; business risk management; accounting services; advertising and marketing services; advertising services to promote public awareness of environmental matters; inventory control; inventory management; business information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; assistance and consultancy services in the field of business management of companies in the energy, forestry, agriculture, and industrial spaces sectors; business advice and development in relation to transformative environmental innovations and sustainable projects; business consulting and advice in the fields of environmental products; providing business information, advice, and consultancy related to environmental commodities; providing commercial information relating to global environmental commodities and derivatives markets and trading; Collection and analysis of quality metric data for carbon and/or greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time for business purposes

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Environmental assessment services; environmental hazard assessment, namely, environmental testing and inspection services; research in the field of environmental conservation; energy auditing; research in the field of environmental protection; research in the reduction of carbon emissions; technical research in the field of carbon offsetting; research in the field of climate change; scientific and technological services, namely, research and design of new products for use in the fields of sustainability, climate change, water conservation, supply chain management, forestry preservation, land use planning, biodiversity protection and sustainable cities and buildings; industrial analysis and research services, namely, analysis and research in the fields of sustainable urban planning, climate change, water quality, environmental supply chains, environmental forestry protection, land use planning, and sustainable urban cities and buildings planning; technological consultation, research and design all in the field of computer software used for trading financial instruments in the nature of commodities, futures, options, forwards and other derivative products; technological planning, research and consulting services in the field of renewable energy resources; measurement and verification of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission offsets; research and development of guidelines related to clean energy, carbon off-sets, energy efficiency, smart-grid technology, renewable energy and climate science; design of models and methodologies for testing, measurement, reduction, verification and offsetting of carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time; testing, measurement and verification services in relation to carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time; analysis of technical data and preparation of technological reports for mathematical models, all relating to carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time; technical project studies in the field of carbon offsetting; environmental engineering, testing and inspection services, namely, technical research projects and studies in the field of carbon offsetting, carbon trading schemes, water right schemes, and other environmental commodity schemes and markets; conducting research
and technical project studies relating to the use of natural energy; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in database management; hosting websites on the Internet; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for commodity brokerage; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting carbon and environmental assets including digital cryptocurrency assets, in the field of emission reduction credits, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances, rights or offsets of others or offsets on behalf of offset producers; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for brokerage and trading of carbon emission reduction credits and of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission and environmental credits, allowances, rights or offsets of others; developing quality control standards for environmental measuring and analysis; evaluating organizations to determine whether the organizations conform to an established accreditation standard; testing, analysis and evaluation of service providers to determine conformity with established accreditation standards; developing quality control standards for measuring and verifying carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission offsets; scientific and technological information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; providing scientific information, advice and consultancy relating to carbon offsetting; providing scientific information in the field of climate change; technological consultancy in the fields of energy production and use

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Verified Impact Exchange Holdings Pte. Ltd.  **Address**: 60B ORCHARD ROAD, #06-18 THE ATRIUM @ ORCHARD Singapore 23 SINGAPORE  **Legal Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 1362178

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1646462  **International Registration Date**: Oct. 15, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 18, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Oct. 15, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334240 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7095406
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646471 International Registration Date Sep. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, books, magazines, pamphlets worksheets and sheet music, in relation to education and to examinations in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; printed educational material, namely, examination papers and examination syllabuses in relation to education and to examinations in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; printed certificates awarded for educational or other achievement in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; printed instructional and teaching materials in relation to education and to examinations in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; none of aforesaid goods relating to undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the social sciences, any undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the social sciences, undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the fields of economics, politics, law, sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance, any training courses relating to social sciences, economics, politics, law, sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance; and none of the aforesaid goods relating to finance, financial affairs, monetary affairs or financial trading

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Educational services, namely, courses of instruction, seminars and webinars in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; teaching services, namely, training educators and teachers in the teaching and learning English as a foreign language; organizing educational courses, classes and seminars in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; educational testing services in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; educational examination, testing and assessment services, in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; preparing, administering and scoring of examinations, tests and assessments, in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; publishing of books, magazines, pamphlets, handbooks, syllabuses, specifications, guidelines, and teaching materials
in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; electronic and on-line publishing services in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; provision of non-downloadable electronic publications, in the nature of books, magazines, pamphlets, handbooks, syllabuses, specifications, guidelines, teaching materials and the temporary provision of non-downloadable recorded seminars in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; advisory and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services; none of aforesaid services relating to undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the social sciences, any undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the fields of economics, politics, law, sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance, any training courses relating to social sciences, economics, politics, law, sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance; and none of the aforesaid services relating to finance, financial affairs, monetary affairs or financial trading

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**For** Sound and video recordings featuring educational content in relation to education and to examinations in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; downloadable electronic publications. namely, books, magazines, pamphlets, worksheets, sheet music, examination papers, examination syllabuses, and certificates in relation to education and to examinations in the field of teaching and learning English as a foreign language; downloadable software for the display of electronic publications and electronic audio and video, for the remote delivery of classes, courses and webinars, and for delivery of tests and examinations for use in education, instruction and learning in the field of English as a foreign language; none of aforesaid goods relating to undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the social sciences and/or any undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the social sciences, undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the fields of economics, politics, law, sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance, any training courses relating to social sciences, economics, politics, law, sociology, anthropology, accounting and finance; and none of the aforesaid goods relating to finance, financial affairs, monetary affairs or financial trading

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**For** Testing, analysis and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of teaching and learning of English as a foreign language, to determine conformity with certification standards

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Trinity College London  
**Address** Trinity College London  
**Address** Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street  
**Address** London SE1 0TA  
**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM  
**Legal Entity** Company Limited by Guarantee

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 00142/20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1646471</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: WATSON, JULIE A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
M MARZO HEAT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79334249</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095407</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "M MARZO HEAT" in a stylized font, with the letter "M" in the colors green, red, orange and black, with the left side of the "M" appearing as a chili pepper, and with the wording "MARZO HEAT" in black underneath the single letter "M".  
**Color Drawing**: Yes  
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) green, red, orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer**: "HEAT"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration**: 1646496  
**International Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2021

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Online retail store services featuring sauces and condiments; retail store services featuring foodstuffs, namely, sauces and condiments; online wholesale store services featuring sauces and condiments; wholesale store services featuring sauces and condiments

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For**: Sauces; condiments being sauces; savory sauces; spicy sauces; chili sauce; hot sauce

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 46  
**International Class Title**: Staple Foods

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently**: 66A  
**Yes**

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: MARZO PALATE PTE LTD  
**Address**: MARZO PALATE PTE LTD  80 ROBINSON ROAD, #02-00  SINGAPORE 068898  
**SINGAPORE Legal Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: ADW1-67090
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1646496  International Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 02, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 15, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUPA PAPER STRAWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334254 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7095408 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SUPA" with a design of a straw coming out of the letter "P" with two curved lines behind it, all over the stylized wording "PAPER STRAWS". Color Drawing Yes Disclaimer "SUPER PAPER STRAWS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646506 International Registration Date Jan. 13, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking straws; straws for drinking; disposable drinking vessels of paper; drinking vessels
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rosche Paper Pty Ltd Address Rosche Paper Pty Ltd 40 Abbey Street Forestdale QLD 4118 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MCDL.T0007IB

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1646506 International Registration Date Jan. 13, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 30, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 13, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
TM 6543 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 4THEWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334280 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095409
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646583 International Registration Date Sep. 14, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for games, namely, Building blocks; boardgames; none of the aforesaid comprising or relating to casino, gambling or casino-/gambling-style gaming services, nor being casino-style or gambling games, nor relating to casino management services or the provision of casino-style or gambling games, whether online or otherwise; overgrip for sports, namely, overgrip tape for golf clubs; toys, namely, toys car; chess sets; balls for games, none being for casino-style or gambling games; body-building apparatus; machines for physical exercises, namely, running machine; boxing gloves; fishing tackle
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Tables; lifting table, namely, height adjustable tables; seat cushions; chairs being seats; folding chair; work benches; mirrors being looking glasses; furniture made of woven rattan; display boards; chests for toys
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Computer game software, recorded; downloadable applications for mobile phones for video game; none of the aforesaid comprising or relating to casino, gambling or casino-/gambling-style gaming services, nor being casino-style or gambling games, nor relating to casino management services or the provision of casino-style or gambling games, whether online or otherwise; data processing smartwatches; protective films adapted for screens of mobile phones; video disks with recorded animated cartoons, but none comprising or relating to casino-style or gambling games; smartphones; pedometers; earphones; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; photography cameras
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BLACKSHARK TECHNOLOGIES (NANCHANG) CO., LTD. **Address** BLACKSHARK TECHNOLOGIES (NANCHANG) CO., LTD. Room 815-1, 8th floor, Block A, Huajiang Building, No. 1, Tsinghua Science Park, Nanchang, China **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DF230200045

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1646583 **International Registration Date** Sep. 14, 2021

**Expiration Date** Sep. 14, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BUSH, KAREN K

7970
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIDORI-OIL-

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334309 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095410
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "MIDORI" in the mark is "green"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646651 International Registration Date Dec. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Woven fabrics; cotton fabrics; wool yarn fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; knitted fabrics; felt; non-woven textile fabrics; towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; bed sheets; futon quilts; quilt covers for futon; pillowcases; bed blankets; table napkins of textile; dish towels for drying; oilcloth; vinyl coated cloth textiles for use in the manufacture of clothing; shower curtains; fitted toilet seat covers of textile; fitted seat covers of textile, namely, fitted toilet seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; sleeping bags
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Coats; suits; outer jackets; trousers; pants; skirts; blouses; dresses; sweaters; shirts for suits; tunics; pullovers; nightwear; underwear; camisoles; tee-shirts; aprons; socks; stockings; fur stoles; shawls; scarfs; mittens; neckties; neckerchiefs; mufflers as neck scarves; ear muffs; caps being headwear; hats; suspenders; belts for clothing; footwear not for sports; slippers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STYLEM TAKISADA-OSAKA CO., LTD. Address STYLEM TAKISADA-OSAKA CO., LTD. Maruito Namba Bld.11F, 1-2-3, Minato-machi, Naniwa-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 556-0017 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0169070
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1646651  International Registration Date  Dec. 13, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 29, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 13, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HAOYUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334317 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095411
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
Word(S)/ Letter(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangle with one side curved and the
opposite side with zig-zag edges to the left of the stylized wording "HAOYUAN" with non-Latin characters to the right of
the wording. Translation The wording "HAOYUAN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The
non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "HAO YUAN" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1646680 International Registration Date Dec. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For metal hardware, namely, pulleys; foil of metal for packaging; signboards of metal; aluminum foil; tinfoil; foils of metal
for wrapping and packaging; aluminium alloys; aluminium wire; tubes of metal; grilles of metal, namely, metal gratings
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHUOZHOU HAOYUAN FOIL INDUSTRY CO., LTD. Address ZHUOZHOU HAOYUAN FOIL
INDUSTRY CO., LTD. No.3 Huafeng Road, Zhuozhou City, Baoding City Hebei Provin CHINA Legal Entity Limited
Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KELONG-0027-

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1646680 International Registration Date Dec. 10, 2021
Expiration Date Dec. 10, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HY2CARE

---

CASE IDENTIFIERS

**Serial Number** 79334421  **Application Filing Date** Oct. 20, 2021  **Registration Number** 7095412  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Service Mark Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

---

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration** 1646924  **International Registration Date** Oct. 20, 2021

---

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Pharmaceutical compositions for cartilage repair and treatments; pharmaceutical compositions for pain management and inflammation reduction; pharmaceutical compositions for bone repair; pharmaceutical gels for cartilage repair and treatments; pharmaceutical gels for pain management and inflammation reduction; pharmaceutical gels for bone repair; injectable pharmaceuticals for cartilage repair and treatments; injectable pharmaceuticals for pain management and inflammation reduction; injectable pharmaceuticals for bone repair; pharmaceutical products containing liquid polymers for cartilage repair and treatments; pharmaceutical products containing liquid polymers for pain management and inflammation reduction; pharmaceutical products containing liquid polymers for bone repair; pharmaceutical products containing hydrogels for cartilage repair and treatments; pharmaceutical products containing hydrogels for pain management and inflammation reduction; pharmaceutical products containing hydrogels for bone repair; advanced therapy medicinal products for cartilage repair and treatments; advanced therapy medicinal products for pain management and inflammation reduction; advanced therapy medicinal products for bone repair; advanced therapy medicinal products containing liquid polymers for cartilage repair and treatments; advanced therapy medicinal products containing liquid polymers for pain management and inflammation reduction; advanced therapy medicinal products containing liquid polymers for bone repair; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; medicated hydrogels for cartilage repair and treatments; medicated hydrogels for pain management and inflammation reduction; medicated hydrogels for bone repair; medicated hydrogels resorbable by the human and animal body for cartilage repair and treatments; medicated hydrogels resorbable by the human and animal body for pain management and inflammation reduction; medicated hydrogels...
resorbable by the human and animal body for bone repair; pharmaceutical products for cartilage repair and treatments; pharmaceutical products for pain management and inflammation reduction; pharmaceutical products for bone repair; injectable dermal fillers; dental fillers, namely, teeth filling material; surgical glues and sealants

**International Classes**  5 - **Primary Classes**  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  **International Class Title**  Pharmaceuticals

- **For** Medical devices, namely, injection needles; medical devices, namely, syringes; medical devices for injection of liquid components in the human and animal body, namely, injection needles; medical devices for injection of liquid polymers in the human and animal body, namely, injection needles; medical devices for injection of hydrogels in the human and animal body, namely, injection needles; medical devices for supply of pharmaceutical products for cartilage repair to the human and animal body, namely, injection needles; medical devices for supply of pharmaceutical products for bone repair to the human and animal body, namely, injection instruments with needles; medical devices for supply of dermal fillers to the human body, namely, injection needles; medical devices for supply of dental fillers to the human and animal body, namely, injection needles; medical devices for supply of dental fillers to the human and animal body, namely, syringes; medical devices for application of surgical glues and sealants to the human and animal body; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, ultrasound diagnostic apparatus; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, X-ray diagnostic apparatus; cell culture instruments for medical use, namely, cell culture chambers

**International Classes**  10 - **Primary Classes**  US Classes  26, 39, 44  **International Class Title**  Medical Apparatus

- **For** Medical services, namely, cartilage repair in the human body; medical services, namely, pain management and inflammation reduction in the human body; medical services, namely, bone repair in the human body; dentistry services for the human body; surgical treatment services, namely, surgery of the human body; medical services for the diagnosis of conditions of the human body; drug screening of the human body for medical purposes; drug screening of the human body for medical purposes involving application of liquid polymers; drug screening of the human body for medical purposes involving application of hydrogels

**International Classes**  44 - **Primary Classes**  US Classes  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hy2Care B.V.  **Address**  Hy2Care B.V.  Urmonderbaan 22  NL-6167 RD Geleen  NETHERLANDS  **Legal Entity**  BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  NETHERLANDS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  IPEC-DR

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1646924  **International Registration Date**  Oct. 20, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Apr. 22, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Oct. 20, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BROWN, TINA
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79334533</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "CREATING NEW "CONNECTS"" in blue stylized font. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### Related Properties Information

| International Registration | 1646944 |
| International Registration Date | Oct. 13, 2021 |

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Electronic funds transfer; conducting cashless payment transactions, namely, processing electronic payments via a global computer network; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; credit bureau services; providing financial information via a website; debt advisory services; financial research; financial analysis; consigned collection of payment for goods, namely, collection agencies; insurance brokerage; providing insurance information; real estate management; real estate agency services; art appraisal

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**For** Low frequency electric therapy apparatus; body composition monitors; electronic sphygmomanometers; massage apparatus; massage apparatus for medical purposes; heart rate monitoring apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for testing blood sugar levels for medical purposes; EKG machines; blood oxygen monitors; medical ultrasound apparatus; arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; cholesterol meters; glucose meters; body fat monitors

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 26, 39, 44

**International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**For** Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, in the nature of books, magazines, newsletters, manuals, catalogs and pamphlets in the fields of fashion, cooking, gourmet, politics, business, science, entertainment, sports, and culture; electronic game services provided online from a computer network; providing online videos, not downloadable, featuring computers, smartphones; providing online music, not downloadable; arranging, conducting and organization of
seminars in the field of technology, finance, artificial intelligence and cloud computing; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of technology, finance, artificial intelligence and cloud computing; educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of science, technology, engineering; teaching in the field of technology, engineering; providing online instruction in the field of computers via an online website; training services, namely, arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of computers; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; providing entertainment information via a website; organization of electronic game competitions; publishing of electronic publications, namely, books and journals; language interpreter services; translation; online translation

**International Classes:** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title:** Education and Entertainment

**For** Advertising services; online advertising on a computer network; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; rental of billboards and advertising boards; marketing services; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; retail store services and wholesale store services featuring electrical machinery and apparatuses; providing business information via a website; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; provision of commercial and business contact information; commercial information agency services; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research or analysis services; professional business consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; computerized health data management, namely, computer data entry services and compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of big data information in the health field for business purposes; intermediary services, namely, provision of consumer information in the field of medical products and electrical machinery and apparatuses in the nature of computers; provision of consumer information on online databases featuring business information in the field of medical products, and business consultancy services related thereto; provision of consumer information in the field of electrical machinery and apparatuses used in marketing purposes; analysis of consumers, statistics and business for commercial or marketing purposes; promoting the goods and services of others by means of a loyalty rewards card scheme

**International Classes:** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title:** Advertising and Business

**For** Repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; telecommunication wiring; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; repair or maintenance of optical machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of consumer electrical appliances; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; telephone installation and repair; installation of antennas for mobile communications

**International Classes:** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title:** Construction and Repair

**For** Telecommunication devices and apparatus, namely, apparatus for transmission of communications, telephone apparatus, intercoms, wireless telephony apparatus, wireless intercoms, automatic telephone exchange apparatus; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, namely, computer hardware and electronic control systems for machines; antennas; earphones; headphones; cases for mobile phones; loudspeakers; computer hardware; portable general use multi-channel radio communication machines and apparatus; marine radio communication machines and apparatus; aeronautical radio
communication machines and apparatus; smartphones; parts and accessories for smartphones and personal digital assistants, namely, wireless headsets, smartphone mounts, protective cases, mobile phone straps, neck strap for mobile phone and screen protectors for LCD panel; electronic pocket translators; downloadable computer operating programs; downloadable computer programs for editing images, sound, and video; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer programs for user interface design; recorded, downloadable computer application software for computers, tablet computers, and mobile phones for social networking services via internet; downloadable operating software in the nature of a mobile application for communication and tracking field conditions for use in global positioning systems (GPS) and communication networks; recorded, downloadable computer application software for computers, tablet computers, and mobile phones for facilitating payment transactions by electronic means; recorded application software for computers and mobile phones for language translation; downloadable camera software for smartphones and personal computers for photography and editing pictures; recorded computer software for handwriting recognition and character recognition; downloadable computer software for use in the field of business management for data management; downloadable cloud-computing software for data management, online document and data storage, and communication via transfer of data, text, photos, audio, and video for use in the field of education; recorded, downloadable computer application software for computers, tablet computers, and mobile phones for managing and operating apparatus for transmission of communication, telephone apparatus, wireless telephony apparatus, automatic telephone exchange apparatus for use in the field of intercommunications; recorded, downloadable computer application software for computers, tablet computers, and mobile phones for providing customer-defined generated content and content of others automatically selected and customized based on the known or estimated geographical location of an Internet, mobile telephone or other wired or wireless digital network based customer; electronic publications, namely, downloadable instruction manuals for digital cameras, smartphones and personal computers; downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, magazines, newsletters, manuals, catalogs and pamphlets in the fields of fashion, cooking, gourmet, politics, business, science, entertainment, sports, and culture; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; recorded, downloadable computer programs for geographic information in the nature of recorded, downloadable computer programs for accessing maps and other geographic location information; downloadable music files; precision measuring apparatus, namely, scales and precision theodolites; measuring apparatus, namely, electromagnetic measuring detectors; pedometers; electromagnetic measuring detectors; electrical cells and batteries; chargers for electric batteries; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes, namely, alarm monitoring systems

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Online social networking services; online fortune-telling services; providing information about the location of people, objects, and animals using communication terminals for security or safety purposes; provision of information, advice and consultancy in relation to security services for the protection of property and individuals

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

For Communications by computer terminals; rental of telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus; rental of message sending apparatus, namely, smartphones; providing internet chatrooms; providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users concerning health, culture and business; electronic message sending; mobile telephone communication; telecommunications routing and junction services
For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for social networking services via internet and language translation; computer software consultancy; rental of computer software for language translation, industrial design, cartography services, designing, creating or maintaining customized webpages featuring user-defined information, personal profiles, personal information and dynamic geographic location information; installation of computer software; information technology consulting services; electronic data storage; recovery of computer data; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; internet security consultancy; computer security consultancy; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; computer system design; computer system analysis; technological advice relating to the design of computer hardware, computer software, and the design, integration and configuration of computer network systems and cloud computing; research and development of new products for others; calibration, namely, measuring services; rental of pocket-sized computer hardware for use in language translation; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for language translation; industrial design; cartography services; designing, creating or maintaining customized webpages featuring user-defined information, personal profiles, personal information and dynamic geographic location information

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | 1646944 |
| **International Registration Date** | Oct. 13, 2021 |
| **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Apr. 20, 2021 |
| **Expiration Date** | Oct. 13, 2031 |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BATTLEKART

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79334566</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095414</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;BATTLEKART&quot; with shadowing around the words and bullet holes in the letters &quot;K&quot;, &quot;A&quot; and &quot;T&quot; of &quot;KART&quot;. To the upper-left of the wording is a tire with three nuts surrounding it and three curved lines indicating motion. To the upper-right of the wording is a rocket ship with smoke coming out of the back end. Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1366552 | International Registration Date | Jul. 27, 2017 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Go-karts

- International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- International Class Title: Vehicles

**For** Entertainment and sporting activities, namely, providing closed-course driving experiences featuring go-karts

- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

**For** Collection of information relating to advertising, namely, compiling indexes of information for advertising purposes; rental of advertising space

- International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable interactive entertainment software in the nature of game software for computers; downloadable augmented reality software for playing computer games; downloadable interactive game software; position determination sensors

- International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Rental of vehicles; loaning of vehicles
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Bar services; supplying of meals for immediate consumption, namely, restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BattleKart Europe Address BattleKart Europe Rue du Valemprez 20 A Dottignies B-7711 BELGIUM
Legal Entity Société Anonyme (SA) State or Country Where Organized BELGIUM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1366552 International Registration Date Jul. 27, 2017
Expiration Date Jul. 27, 2027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
SUPA PAPER GELATO SPOONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79334636</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2022</td>
<td>7095415</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Registration Information

- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "SUPA" with a design of a spoon handle coming out of the letter "P" with two curved lines behind it, all over the stylized wording "PAPER GELATO SPOONS".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Disclaimer**: "SUPER PAPER GELATO SPOONS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1647313
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 13, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Cutlery in the nature of spoons being tableware; dinner services, namely, tableware in the nature of knives, forks and spoons; dinnerware, namely, tableware in the nature of knives, forks and spoons; spoons being tableware; table cutlery, namely, tableware in the nature of knives, forks and spoons; table services, namely, tableware in the nature of knives, forks and spoons; tableware in the nature of knives, forks and spoons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Rosche Paper Pty Ltd
- **Address**: Rosche Paper Pty Ltd 40 Abbey Street Forestdale QLD 4118
- **Legal Entity**: proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Australia

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: MCDL.T0008IB

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1647313
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 13, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 30, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 13, 2032
Examining Attorney
HARMON, RAYMOND E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE PHARM BIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 79334653 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 10, 2021 | Registration Number | 7095416 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 11, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an incomplete hexagon above and intersecting another incomplete hexagon. A short, rounded line segment extends downward from the lowest vertex of the lower hexagon. To the right of this design appears the wording "THE PHARM BIO" in stylized font. | Color Drawing | Yes |
| Disclaimer | "THE PHARM BIO" FOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS 044 |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1647349 | International Registration Date | Sep. 10, 2021 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Financial services, namely, capital investment; funds management, namely, management of a capital investment fund; venture capital financing; venture capital fund management; investment services, namely, asset acquisition for financial investment; investment of funds for others; commercial property investment services, namely, investment of funds for others in the field of commercial property; capital investment in real estate; trustee services, namely, investment trusteeship; trust investment services, namely, investment and trust company services; investment management; financial investment custody services, namely, maintaining possession of financial assets for others for financial management purposes; financial portfolio management; financial investment fund services, namely, investment of funds for others; trading in stocks; advancement of funds, namely, cash advance services for businesses and merchants; capital investment; financial services, namely, commodity trading for others; financial services, namely, investment asset management; financial services, namely, financial portfolio management; project financing; financing services; financial advisory services; financial consultancy; financial information services; investment advice; financial analysis, namely, investment analysis; providing investment information; financial research, namely, investment research; provision and funding of educational scholarships; advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
For Licensing of intellectual property rights; legal services related to the exploitation of intellectual property rights; enforcement of intellectual property rights by means of submitting copyright takedown notices for others; advisory services relating to intellectual property rights; legal research relating to intellectual property rights

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

For Medical advisory services relating to pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical advisory services; provision of medical information relating to pharmaceuticals; consultancy and advisory services in relation to medical services; consultancy relating to health care; health care consultancy services, namely, consultancy services in the field of medical care

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The Pharm Bio Pty Ltd as trustee for The Bio21 Institute, 30 Flemington Road Parkville VIC 3052 AUSTRALIA **Address**: The Pharm Bio Pty Ltd as trustee for The Bio21 Institute, 30 Flemington Road Parkville VIC 3052 AUSTRALIA **Legal Entity**: Proprietary company **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1647349 **International Registration Date**: Sep. 10, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Sep. 03, 2021 **Expiration Date**: Sep. 10, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ECODEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79334662  Application Filing Date  Dec. 03, 2021  Registration Number  7095417
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1647384  International Registration Date  Dec. 03, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing educational courses in the field of health sciences and plant-based nutrition, and distribution of educational course materials in connection therewith; training in the field of health sciences and plant-based nutrition; entertainment services, namely, arranging social entertainment events and organizing and conducting community sports and cultural activities
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Human healthcare services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  Design and development of computer software, namely, online non-downloadable software in the field of health and nutrition for purposes of allowing users to manage clients, to create nutrition plans, to provide recipes, to track and manage nutrition, to manage client nutrition plans and billing
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: ecodemy GmbH
Address: Fritz-Schäffer-Straße 1, Bonn, FED REP GERMANY

Legal Entity: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1647384
International Registration Date: Dec. 03, 2021
Expiration Date: Dec. 03, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENZYCARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334763 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7095418 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1647710 International Registration Date Jan. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laboratory testing devices for research and scientific use in the nature of microfluidic cards for the collection of blood for use in the field of diagnostic tests, laboratory research and laboratory services

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enzyre B.V. Address Enzyre B.V. Transistorweg 5 NL-6534 AT Nijmegen NETHERLANDS Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NO11829TUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1647710 International Registration Date Jan. 17, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 04, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEDICUBE DIGITAL CLINIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79334831 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7095419 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DIGITAL”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1647885 International Registration Date Jan. 13, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Public relations related to beauty; providing consumer product information relating to electronic esthetic therapy apparatus for skin for household purposes; providing business and marketing information relating to electronic esthetic therapy apparatus for skin for household purposes; marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products; providing business and marketing information; accounting services; business operation, business administration and office functions; employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing services for relating to beauty; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; import-export agency services; administrative processing of computerized purchase orders; auction and reverse auction services; secretarial services; rental of vending machines; arranging subscriptions of the online publications of others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; retail store services featuring computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); wholesale store services featuring computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); retail store services featuring computer network hubs, switches and routers; wholesale store services featuring computer network hubs, switches and routers; retail store services featuring data collection terminals; wholesale store services featuring data collection terminals; retail store services featuring battery charge devices; wholesale store services featuring battery charge devices; retail store services featuring display screens; wholesale store services featuring display screens; computerized data processing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Battery charging cables; battery charge devices; portable rechargers for charging batteries for electronic esthetic therapy apparatus for skin for household purposes; wireless chargers; battery chargers for use with mobile telecommunication devices; communication hubs; network routers; computer network hubs, switches and routers; downloadable data processing software; downloadable computer software for database management; downloadable computer software for data and document capture,
transmission, storage and indexing; downloadable computer software for digital information and data access; downloadable speech recognition software; downloadable augmented reality software for use on mobile phones and handheld devices for educating consumers about skin, health, and beauty issues, including an application which diagnoses the user's skin type, qualities and conditions, provides appropriate skin solutions or device usage, and records and manages skin conditions; downloadable software for processing images, graphics and text; downloadable computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things (IoT); display management software, namely, downloadable software for managing display screens; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; computer display screens; flat panel and computer touch sensitive display and control screens; touch screens; data processing apparatus for tablet PC; apparatus for data collection featuring recorded computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; data collection terminals in the nature of computer terminals; electronic data processing apparatus; apparatus for processing, transmitting and storing database information, namely, electronic data processing apparatus; speech recognition apparatus, namely, a personal digital assistant featuring recorded speech recognition software; computers; tablet computers; computer peripheral devices; docking cradles for smartphones; charging stand for smartphones; holders for smartphones; cradles for digital or electronic tablets; stands adapted for laptops; stands adapted for tablet computers; none of the above in the areas of prescription drug plans or search, query, quantification and qualification of data and generation of reports on patients, providers, pharmacies, health plans, prescriptions, organizations, drugs, and claims

**International Classes**:  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  APR Co., Ltd. **Address**  APR Co., Ltd.  36F, 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  28193/68

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1647885  **International Registration Date**  Jan. 13, 2022

**Expiration Date**  Jan. 13, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TAP THE ALLDIGITALFUTURE PLAYBOOK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79334977
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7095420
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "The allDigitalFuture Playbook", with each word appearing on top of the next, appearing to the right of a shaded circle containing the stylized letters "TAP" in the center, with a circuit appearing above the letter "A".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1648242
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 18, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business consultancy and advisory services; business management consultancy services; marketing research services; business data analysis; advertising services; business secretarial services; accounting services; marketing services; business auditing; business assistance, management and administrative services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ALL DIGITAL FUTURE LLP
- **Address**: ALL DIGITAL FUTURE LLP 19 LANTANA AVENUE, LUCKY PARK Singapore 277917 SINGAPORE
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1648242
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 18, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 18, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335082 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7095421 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1648507 International Registration Date Dec. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal anchor rails, non-metal mounting rails and non-metal anchors for use in the building sector for connecting components to one another and for fastening of the same with parts of buildings
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Metal anchor rails, metal mounting rails, metal anchors and connecting elements of metal, namely, metal screws, rivets, bolts, metal rods, all-purpose metal straps, restraint ties in the nature of zip ties of metal, metal brackets, metal clamps, metal turnbuckles, metal nuts, metal washers, all the aforesaid goods for use in the building sector for connecting components to one another and for fastening of the same with parts of buildings
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leviat GmbH Address Leviat GmbH Liebigstr. 14 40764 Langenfeld FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JLe23HTA0130

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1648507 International Registration Date Dec. 24, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 24, 2031
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  C CONDOR STRAPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79335159 Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2022 Registration Number  7095422
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter C above the wording CONDOR STRAPS, with a small shaded circle separating the two words. Disclaimer  "STRAPS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1589576 International Registration Date  Mar. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Watches and other horological and chronometric instruments; straps for watches, bracelets for watches; cuff links; tie clips; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Condor Group Limited Address  Condor Group Limited Condor House, 700 Great Cambridge Road Enfield, Middle UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FOR-0070.TM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1589576 International Registration Date  Mar. 10, 2021
Expiration Date  Mar. 10, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FREIXENET FRIENDS ARE FAMILY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79335257</td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2021</td>
<td>7095423</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Registration: 1648864 International Registration Date: Dec. 27, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Alcoholic beverages except beers

International Classes: 33 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 47, 49

International Class Title: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: FREIXENET, S.A. Address: FREIXENET, S.A. C/Joan Sala, 2 E-08770 SANT SADURNI D'ANOIA (Barcelona) SPAIN Legal Entity: SOCIEDADE POR AÇÕES (S.A.) State or Country Where Organized: SPAIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 41412/109

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number: 1648864 International Registration Date: Dec. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Dec. 20, 2021 Expiration Date: Dec. 27, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: LEIPZIG, MARC J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
FRIENDS ARE FAMILY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79335258</td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2021</td>
<td>7095424</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1648865
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 27, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Alcoholic beverages except beers
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: FREIXENET, S.A.
**Address**: C/Joan Sala, 2
**State or Country Where Organized**: SPAIN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 41412/110

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1648865
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 27, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Dec. 27, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: LEIPZIG, MARC J
TM 6559  TRADENAME OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUGARTIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335269  Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2021  Registration Number 7095425
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "Sugartime" outlined in yellow. The letters "S", "t", and "m" are colored pink. Inside the letter "S" is a repeating diamond shape pattern. The top portion of the letter "S" features a dripping pink colored liquid shape. The letters "u" and "r" are colored cyan and both feature a repeating horizontal-like band pattern. The letter "g" is colored green featuring scattered green colored circles of various sizes. The letter "a" is colored purple featuring a repeating vertical-like band pattern. The hole portion of the letter "a" features a pink colored liquid shape. The vertical portion of the letter "i" is colored yellow and the dot is pink featuring three red colored designs that look like less-than signs. The letter "e" is colored blue featuring repeating horizontal-like band pattern. The top right portion of the letter "e" features a pink colored liquid shape. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, pink, cyan, green, purple, red, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1648899  International Registration Date Oct. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with coins, notes and cards; games, namely, electronic games in the nature of electronic dart games, arcade-type electronic video games, arcade games, parlor games, card games, dice games, coin-operated video games, mahjong games, electronic interactive board games for use with external monitors, hand-held consoles for playing electronic video games, automatic coin-operated amusement game machines, electronic arcade games, casino gaming machines for gambling in the nature of slot machines and video lottery terminals, scratch cards for playing lottery games, board games, computerized video table games for casinos, electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices which accept a wager; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips for gaming; poker chips; gambling equipment, namely, chips and dice; equipment for casinos, namely, gaming machines for gambling; gaming equipment, namely, roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino games, namely, computerized video table games for

7997
casinos; automatic and coin operated amusement machines and gambling machines; coin-operated gambling machines and electronic coin operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; electronic or electrotechnical gaming machines for gambling; automatic and coin operated slot machines; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines, namely, slot machines

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

For Gambling services; entertainment services, namely, gambling; casino gaming services for entertainment purposes; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; training in the development of software systems; provision of gambling hall facilities and rental of gambling equipment; providing casino facilities and rental of equipment for gambling; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming featuring halls with gaming machines; providing casino facilities; providing gaming hall facilities; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; production of sound recording and video arcade entertainment services; rental of sound reproducing apparatus; rental of gaming equipment for casinos; providing of casino facilities; entertainment services, namely, providing a website for online gambling services; operation of gaming facilities in the nature of casino gaming halls and gaming halls; providing a website featuring virtual Internet casinos for online gambling, providing a website for online gambling

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable gaming software for gambling; computer downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer software system packages comprising downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer gaming software for gambling; downloadable software drivers, namely, universal peripheral interface software; downloadable virtual reality game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive multimedia entertainment software featuring gaming audio and video files for computer games; downloadable computer programs for network management; downloadable computer operating software for main frame computers; computer hardware, namely, monitors; computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; computer programs, namely, downloadable graphical user interface software for computer monitors; downloadable computer game programs; recorded computer game programs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; communications servers; electronic components for computers for use in gambling; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers featuring games and gaming for gambling; downloadable computer software for the administration of online games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components for computers for use in gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication network

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes
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OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Euro Games Technology Ltd. Address: Euro Games Technology Ltd. 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia BULGARIA

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: BULGARIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1648899

International Registration Date: Oct. 07, 2021

Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Apr. 09, 2021

Expiration Date: Oct. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
ICON-UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79335330  Application Filing Date  Dec. 06, 2021  Registration Number  7095426
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name "SALVATORE FERRAGAMO" in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1649048  International Registration Date  Dec. 06, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Leather and imitation leather; luggage; all-purpose carrying bags; leather and imitation leather bags; shoulder bags; handbags; Boston bags; waist packs of leather or imitation leather; reusable shopping bags; duffle bags; tote bags; evening handbags; clutch bags; wallets; purses; credit card cases and holders of leather or imitation leather; business card cases of leather or imitation leather; travelling cases of leather or imitation leather; shoe bags for travel; briefcases of leather or imitation leather; attaché cases of leather or imitation leather; pouches of leather or imitation leather; carrying cases made of leather or imitation leather; school bags and satchels; suitcases; travelling trunks; sports bags; bags and holdalls for sports clothing; garment bags for travel; key cases of leather or imitation leather; backpacks; rucksacks; carry-on bags; wheeled bags; vanity cases sold empty; shaving bags sold empty; beach bags; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks

International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Pullovers; cardigans; sweaters; clothing jerseys; jumpers in the nature of dresses; jackets being clothing; sweat shirts; parkas; bathing suits; beachwear; pareos; blouses; shirts; polo shirts; trousers; jeans; waistcoats; blazers; skirts; bermuda shorts; shorts; T-shirts; boleros; dresses; women's dresses; men's suits; women's suits; evening dresses; wedding dresses; wedding suits; cocktail dresses; smoking jackets; tuxedos; coats; blousons; raincoats; anoraks; down jackets; overcoats; clothing of leather or imitation leather, namely, jackets being clothing, parkas, trousers, waistcoats, blazers, skirts, shorts, coats, overcoats, vests, leggings being trousers, baseball caps, gloves as clothing, belts for clothing, shoes, sneakers, boots, sandals, hats, caps being headwear; track suits; overalls; underwear; bathrobes; vests; night gowns; pajamas; dressing gowns; pantyhoses; tights; stockings; socks; leg warmers; leggings being trousers; capes; ponchos; sashes for wear; shawls; scarves; neckties; foulards being clothing; bandanas; bow ties; pocket squares; neckerchiefs; gloves as clothing; belts for clothing; braces being suspenders for clothing; shoes; rain boots; gymnastic shoes; sneakers; boots; sandals; flip-flops; slippers; clogs;
hats; caps being headwear

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Salvatore Ferragamo S.p.A.  **Address**  Salvatore Ferragamo S.p.A.  Via dei Tornabuoni 2  I-50123 Firenze  ITALY  **Legal Entity**  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  ITALY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**  1649048  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 06, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Oct. 08, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Dec. 06, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  FRUM MILONE, MARCIE R
TM 6561 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RBRSL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335369 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095427
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark Trademark consisting of the abbreviation "RBRSL" written in bold type.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649149 International Registration Date Nov. 05, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather and imitation leather; hand bags; barrel bags; Boston bags; shoulder bags; mesh, reusable, leather shopping bags; backpacks; clutch bags and purses; wallets; belt bags; leather credit card holders; key cases; rucksacks; sports bags; haversacks; beach bags; briefcases of leather; briefbags; carrying cases for documents; business and calling card cases; garment bags for travel; school satchels; suitcases; holdalls; fitted protective covers for luggage; bum bags; cosmetic bags sold empty; imitation leather cases; trunks being luggage; travelling bags; luggage tags of leather; handbag frames; reins for guiding children; pouch baby carriers; sling bags for carrying infants; boxes of leather or leatherboard; imitation leather straps; bags, envelopes and pouches of leather, for packaging; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; leather for furniture
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Hosiery; sweaters; cardigans; waistcoats; dresses; trousers; shorts; clothing jerseys; leather coats, jackets, vests, suit pants and trousers; waterproof pants, shirts, shoes, jackets and suits; stockings and socks; sock and stocking suspenders; wind-resistant jackets; raincoats; ski pants; fur coats; evening coats; overcoats; skirts; suits; jackets; undershirts; T-shirts; sports jerseys; breeches for sports; sports over uniforms; collars; shirts; swimming costumes; bikinis; sundresses; tracksuits; sweat suits; wedding dresses; bath robes; beach robes; underwear; brassieres; corsets being underclothing; slips being underclothing; underpants; briefs; nightshirts; housecoats; pyjamas; gloves; mittens; shawls; head scarves; neckerchiefs; scarves; stoles; cloaks; ties as clothing; bow ties; cassocks; clothing layettes; cloth bibs; plastic baby bibs; aprons; Halloween and masquerade costumes; belts for clothing; braces as suspenders for clothing; hats; caps being headwear; ear muffs; wrist bands as clothing; headbands; shoes; boots; leather shoes; galoshes; rain boots; athletic footwear; sneakers; sandals; slippers; soles for footwear; inner soles; heels; footwear uppers; shoe inserts for primarily non-orthopaedic purposes
**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  SIVA SOCIETA' A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA  **Address**  SIVA SOCIETA' A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA  Frazione Piticchio 230  I-60011 ARCEVIA (AN)  ITALY  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  4651.830

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1649149  **International Registration Date**  Nov. 05, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Oct. 25, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Nov. 05, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PINO, BRIAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SNEAKIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79335461</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
International Registration: 1649406
International Registration Date: Jan. 19, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Online retail store services featuring clothing; wholesale store services featuring clothing; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Sneakit GmbH
Address: Sneakit GmbH Rotenturmstraße 11/6 A-1010 Wien AUSTRIA
Legal Entity: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
State or Country Where Organized: AUSTRIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
Owner of International Registration Number: 1649406
International Registration Date: Jan. 19, 2022
Expiration Date: Jan. 19, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: YOO, JEANE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
MUBEN

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79335509</td>
<td>Nov. 19, 2021</td>
<td>7095429</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1649487
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 19, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Dishwashers; electric kitchen machines, namely, standing mixers, food slicers and food processors; meat cutting machines for household purposes; mixing machines; laundry washing machines; waste disposal units; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; vacuum cleaners
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
  - **International Class Title**: Machinery

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ningbo Orchid Electric Appliances Manufacturing Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ningbo Orchid Electric Appliances Manufacturing Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1649487
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Nov. 19, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79335636
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 15, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095430
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLIMATE IMPACT"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1649803
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 15, 2021

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Financial services, namely, financial analysis; financial services, namely, financial consultancy relating to the provision and structuring of capital; financial management services; investment services, namely, funds investment; capital investments; financial investment in the area of energy and environmental projects, namely, projects which reduce carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions; brokerage of financial investments in energy companies; financial investment in the field of carbon offset programs and related carbon offset projects for others; mutual fund investment; financial administration of investment funds; fund investment services; fund investment services and fund investment management services in relation to transformative environmental innovations and sustainable projects; financial services, namely, trading and brokerage of commodities, futures, options, forwards and other derivative products; procurement being brokerage of financial commodities and products, namely, futures, options, and swaps and derivatives thereof of environmental commodities for counter parties and others; carbon credits brokerage services; brokerage of carbon offsets; brokerage of carbon credits; brokerage of greenhouse gas emission credits and allowances; environmental brokerage services, namely, brokerage of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances or offsets on behalf of offset producers; environmental brokerage services in the field of environmental and pollution credits, namely, arranging exchanges of carbon offset credits for other assets to fund clean energy projects; trading of carbon dioxide credits; trading of greenhouse gas emission reduction credits; trading and brokerage and active online brokerage all of carbon credits, water rights, and other environmental commodities; financial services, namely, providing exchange services that facilitate the trading of cryptocurrency assets in the nature of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances, rights or offsets; financial exchange market services relating to the trading of commodities, futures, options, forwards and other derivative products; financial risk management in the fields of environmental commodities, namely, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits, allowances, offsets, and derivatives; financial information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; financial consultancy.
services; financial consultancy concerning financing of energy and environmental projects; providing financial information, consultancy, and advice in environmental product markets; providing financial information and advice in relation to carbon and environmental credit aggregation, regulated carbon and environmental credit trading, and carbon and environmental-offset programs.

**International Classes**  36 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**  Insurance and Financial

**For**  Business administration; business management; business risk management; accounting services; advertising and marketing services; advertising services to promote public awareness of environmental matters; inventory control; inventory management; business information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; assistance and consultancy services in the field of business management of companies in the energy, forestry, agriculture, and industrial spaces sectors; business advice and development in relation to transformative environmental innovations and sustainable projects; business consulting and advice in the fields of environmental products; providing business information, advice, and consultancy related to environmental commodities; providing commercial information relating to global environmental commodities and derivatives markets and trading; collection and analysis of quality metric data for carbon and/or greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time for business purposes.

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Environmental assessment services; environmental hazard assessment, namely, environmental testing and inspection services; research in the field of environmental conservation; energy auditing; research in the field of environmental protection; research in the reduction of carbon emissions; technical research in the field of carbon offsetting; research in the field of climate change; scientific and technological services, namely, research and design of new products for use in the fields of sustainability, climate change, water conservation, supply chain management, forestry preservation, land use planning, biodiversity protection and sustainable cities and buildings; industrial analysis and research services, namely, analysis and research in the fields of sustainable urban planning, climate change, water quality, environmental supply chains, environmental forestry protection, land use planning, and sustainable urban cities and buildings planning; technological consultation, research and design all in the field of computer software used for trading financial instruments in the nature of commodities, futures, options, forwards and other derivative products; technological planning, research and consulting services in the field of renewable energy resources; measurement and verification of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission offsets; research and development of guidelines related to clean energy, carbon off-sets, energy efficiency, smart-grid technology, renewable energy and climate science; design of models and methodologies for testing, measurement, reduction, verification and offsetting of carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time; testing, measurement and verification services in relation to carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time; analysis of technical data and preparation of technological reports for mathematical models, all relating to carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental footprints and change in such emissions and footprints over time; technical project studies in the field of carbon offsetting; environmental engineering, testing and inspection services, namely, technical research projects and studies in the field of carbon offsetting, carbon trading schemes, water right schemes, and other environmental commodity schemes and markets; conducting research and technical project studies relating to the use of natural energy; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software.
platforms for use in database management; hosting websites on the Internet; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer
software platforms for commodity brokerage; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in
electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting carbon and environmental assets including digital
cryptocurrency assets, in the field of emission reduction credits, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission credits,
allowances, rights or offsets of others or offsets on behalf of offset producers; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely,
hosting software for use by others for brokerage and trading of carbon emission reduction credits and of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gas emission and environmental credits, allowances, rights or offsets of others; developing quality control
standards for environmental measuring and analysis; evaluating organizations to determine whether the organizations conform
to an established accreditation standard; testing, analysis and evaluation of service providers to determine conformity with
established accreditation standards; developing quality control standards for measuring and verifying carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gas emission offsets; scientific and technological information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the
aforesaid services; providing scientific information, advice and consultancy relating to carbon offsetting; providing scientific
information in the field of climate change; technological consultancy in the fields of energy production and use

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and
computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Verified Impact Exchange Holdings Pte. Ltd.  **Address** Verified Impact Exchange Holdings Pte. Ltd.  60B
ORCHARD ROAD, #06-18 THE ATRIUM @ ORCHARD Singapore 23 SINGAPORE  **Legal Entity** PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 1362177

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1649803  **International Registration Date** Oct. 15, 2021  **Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 16, 2021  **Expiration Date** Oct. 15, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ISO940

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335648  Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022  Registration Number 7095431  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649837  International Registration Date Jan. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale store and retail store services, wholesale and retail distributorships services, online wholesale and retail outlets services; all the aforementioned services featuring clothing, footwear, including shirts, jackets, hoodies, trousers, shorts, tee shirts, jumpers, sweat tops and sweat pants, rainwear, coats, over-trousers, vests, gloves, mittens; advertising and promotional services in relation to clothing, footwear

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, hoodies, trousers, shorts, tee shirts, jumpers, sweat tops and sweat pants, rainwear, coats, over-trousers, vests, gloves, mittens

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BETACRAFT NZ LIMITED  Address BETACRAFT NZ LIMITED  168 Main Street  Pahiatua  NEW ZEALAND  4910  Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1649837  International Registration Date Jan. 18, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 13, 2021  Expiration Date Jan. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE AVOCODER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79335651 Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number  7095432 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1649843 International Registration Date  Jan. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, webinars, presentations and tutorials, both on-line and in person in the field of software development, computer programming, creation of websites, creation of mobile applications and distributing of course materials in connection therewith; education in the nature of classes, workshops, webinars, presentations and tutorials, both on-line and in person and training to teach others how to develop software and distributing of course materials in connection therewith; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars and workshops in the field of teaching others to develop software

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For   Software development; consultancy services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; software installation and maintenance; implementation of computer programmes on networks for others; cloud computing services; installation and customization of computer applications software for others

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lydia Hallie trading as Lydia Hallie Development Address  Lydia Hallie trading as Lydia Hallie Development Chalonhof 175 NL-3762 CT Soest NETHERLANDS Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  NETHERLANDS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 468-0002US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1649843  International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 30, 2021  Expiration Date Jan. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LYDIA HALLIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79335652 Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number   7095433 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies LYDIA HALLIE, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1649844 International Registration Date  Jan. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, webinars, presentations and tutorials, both on-line and in person in the field of software development, computer programming, creation of websites, creation of mobile applications and distributing of course materials in connection therewith; education in the nature of classes, workshops, webinars, presentations and tutorials, both on-line and in person and training to teach others how to develop software and distributing of course materials in connection therewith; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars and workshops in the field of teaching others to develop software
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment

For   Software development; consultancy services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; software installation and maintenance; implementation of computer programmes on networks for others; cloud computing services; installation and customization of computer applications software for others
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Lydia Hallie trading as Lydia Hallie Development Address   Lydia Hallie trading as Lydia Hallie Development Chalonhof 175 NL-3762 CT Soest NETHERLANDS Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   468-0003US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1649844 International Registration Date   Jan. 25, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Jul. 30, 2021 Expiration Date   Jan. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COMPACT CHARGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335672 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7095434
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark contains the words "COMPACT CHARGER", inscription of verbal-elements in stylized font "COMPACT CHARGER" and the drawing of two broken U-shaped lines overlapping at an angle 45 degree. The inscription is made of a fancy font, its part "COMPACT" in blue color is over the part "CHARGER" in green color. The drawing is above the inscription, on its width. The blue line is ended with a lightning symbol and the green line with a plug symbol. Background of the mark is transparent. Claimed colors: blue and green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer ""COMPACT CHARGER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1649222 International Registration Date Dec. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mains chargers being chargers for batteries; chargers for electric batteries; battery chargers; chargers for smartphones; cables, electric; plug-in connectors; electrical plugs; electrical current plugs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLUDA, Grzegorz Address FLUDA, Grzegorz ul. Niepodleglosci 1/91 PL-35-303 Rzeszów POLAND
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship POLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1649222 International Registration Date Dec. 27, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 02, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 27, 2031
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ELLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79335682</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 02, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095435</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word "ELLE" in the mark is "SHE".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 0546813 | **International Registration Date**: Jul. 10, 1989

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For:
- Lace and embroidery; haberdashery ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes; sewing and knitting pins and needles; artificial flowers and plants, other than Christmas trees
- Yarns and threads for textile use

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**

- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes | **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 | **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**For**
- Yarns and Threads for textile use

**BASES INFORMATION**

Currently 66A

| Owner Name | HACHETTE FILIPACCHI PRESSE | **Address** | HACHETTE FILIPACCHI PRESSE | 2 rue des Cévennes F-75015 PARIS FRANCE | **Legal Entity** | SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) | **State or Country Where Organized** | FRANCE |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 0546813 | **International Registration Date**: Jul. 10, 1989

**Expiration Date**: Jul. 10, 2029

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HUSSAIN, TASNEEM | 8016 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUXSTAINABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335722 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7095436
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1641179 International Registration Date Sep. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathtubs; shower trays; whirlpool tubs, namely, whirlpool baths; wash basins being parts of sanitary installations; faucets; drain sets, namely, drains for the draining of water in sanitary installations; replacement parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods, namely, drain hose being flexible pipes as parts of shower and bath plumbing installations, shower bases, faucet handles, shower hoses being shower faucet extensions, waterfall inlets being bathtub spouts, drain set being drains for draining of water in sanitary installations, overflow sets being tub overflows, shower tray foot frames being shower bases, tub supports being bathtub trays, permanent drain valves being plumbing fittings, hair catcher sieves being strainers for plumbing drains, push-to-open valves being plumbing fittings, siphons being flexible pipes as parts of shower and bath plumbing installations; water inlets and outlets, namely, water control valves for faucets; fitted liners for bathtubs; whirlpool jets; lighting for bathtubs, namely, light spots in the nature of lighting fixtures; tub covers, namely, fitted spa covers; hot water tanks; bath ovens, namely, gas water heater for bathtub consisting of circulation pump with thermostat to fill, re-heat water and keep water warm
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG Address Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG  Beckumer Straße 33-35 59229 Ahlen FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GMBH & CO. KG State or Country Where Organized GERMANY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 038512

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1641179
International Registration Date: Sep. 30, 2021

Expiration Date: Sep. 30, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SENCHASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335795 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7095437 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1650067 International Registration Date Jan. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ball joints for motor vehicles; bushings for transmission shift cables for land vehicles; chassis for motor vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles, axles and cardan shaft for motor vehicles; automobile chassis
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles For electric and electronic sensors for use in automobile chassis parts; sensor controllers; recorded computer programs to operate vehicles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG Address ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG Löwentaler Str. 20 88046 Friedrichshafen FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1061LT9903

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1650067 International Registration Date Jan. 27, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 30, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOO, JEANE
**TM 6572 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GRITSY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1650233
- **International Registration Date**: Jul. 15, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Education, namely, conducting online classes, seminars, workshops and training in the fields of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; providing of training in the areas coaching, refereeing, administration and management of sports and physical training in the field of sport and physical fitness; entertainment in the nature of competitions, matches, tournaments and challenges in the fields of physical health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; organizing sporting and cultural activity events; entertainment services provided by athletes, namely, competitions, matches, tournaments and challenges in the fields of physical health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; entertainment services, namely, audio, video and multimedia production, and photography; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable in the nature of catalogues, brochures, circulars, directories, magazines, newsletters, pamphlets, periodicals, and event programs in the field of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; providing on-line videos featuring health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing a website featuring non-downloadable television shows, movies, and multimedia entertainment content being photographs and videos about health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition, and related information, reviews, and recommendations; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; providing online computer games; providing online non-downloadable sound, music and video recordings in the field of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition via a website; education information, namely, providing information about education for the purpose of academic study in the field of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; on-line gaming services being entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network; on-line virtual reality entertainment, education and training services, namely, conducting online classes, seminars, workshops and training in the fields of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; virtual reality entertainment, education and training services provided on-line from a computer network, namely, conducting on-line...
classes, seminars, workshops and training in the fields of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; on-line augmented reality entertainment, education and training services, namely, conducting on-line classes, seminars, workshops and training in the fields of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; augmented reality entertainment, education and training services provided on-line from a computer network, namely, conducting online classes, seminars, workshops and training in the fields of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; organization of professional and amateur sports tournaments; organisation of e-sports competitions; entertainment in the nature of e-sports competitions; sports betting services; sporting results services, in the nature of providing news and information in the field of sports; providing sports information in the field of fitness training, professional and amateur sports, sports challenges; provision of information relating to sporting events via a website; sports tuition, coaching and instruction; ticket reservation and booking services for education, entertainment and sports activities and events; video and film production, and movie studios services; production of sporting events for film, in the nature of choreographing sporting events for video recording purposes; rental of motion pictures; rental of video recordings, multimedia recordings by means of communications networks, namely, rental of pre-recorded videos that may be downloaded from an Internet web site; videotape editing, videotape film production; rental of videotapes and rental of video recordings, namely, rental of pre-recorded videos that may be downloaded from an Internet web site; production of sound recordings; sound recording studios; rental of sound recordings; recording studio services; photography, photographic reporting, photo studios being photography services; rental of audio and video equipment; radio entertainment, namely, providing ongoing radio programs in the field of sports news; production of radio and television programmes; subtitling of films; television entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of sports news; news reporters services; organization of education and entertainment competitions, namely, cultural, educational, physical health, sport competitions; entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, production and distribution of multimedia entertainment content; providing online audio-visual entertainment information via a global computer network; providing information via a global computer network in the field of entertainment

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Advertising services; business management; business administration; providing office functions; providing online marketplaces for buyers and sellers of goods and or services; operating e-commerce online marketplaces for buyer and sellers and for exchanging music, video, products, services, computer software and on-demand applications; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of music, video, products, services, computer software and on-demand applications; operating on-line marketplaces for buyers and sellers and for exchanging computer software and on-demand applications; customer relationship management; online advertising network matching services for connecting clients to businesses; online business networking services; commercial intermediation services, namely, mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; business management assistance; business inquiries; business investigations; providing of commercial and business contact information; business information services; providing business information via a web site; professional business consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; management of professional athletes; business management of sports personalities; advertising agency services for promoting sports personalities; promotion of sports competitions and events; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; promoting the goods and
services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with sports competitions; advertising of the services of other vendors, enabling customers to conveniently view and compare the services of those vendors, namely, providing a searchable on-line advertising website and guide featuring the services of other vendors via the Internet; on-line advertising on a computer network; pay per click advertising; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of advertising space; online advertising network matching services for connecting social network users with businesses; public relations services; marketing services; business development services; information services relating to business matters; business consultancy; development of business and marketing strategies and concepts; compilation of statistics for business purposes, namely, services comprising the recording, compilation, transcription, and systematization of statistical data relating to sales, marketing, finance and business; computerised data processing services; compilation of information into computer databases; professional business consultation; business auditing; compilation of statistics; branding, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; intermediary services relating to advertising, namely, business intermediary services relating to the matching of various professionals with clients; consultations relating to business promotion, namely, consultation relating to the promotion of business opportunities; consultancy relating to advertising and promotion services; providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; telemarketing services; special event marketing services; influencer marketing services; retail store services featuring clothing, clothing accessories, footwear, headgear, sporting goods, sporting equipment, sporting articles, games, furnishings, home textiles, food supplements, foodstuffs, confectionery, beverages, domestic electronic equipment, audiovisual equipment, information technology equipment, recorded dvds, optical discs, recorded computer software for the transmission of digital content and information, specifically, for communication, networking and social networking, recorded downloadable electronic instructional, educational, and teaching materials, and recorded educational software featuring information about health, fitness, sport and nutrition, domestic electrical equipment, beauty implements for humans, cosmetics, beauty products, hygienic products; online retail store services featuring clothing, clothing accessories, footwear, headgear, sporting goods, sporting equipment, sporting articles, games, furnishings, home textiles, food supplements, foodstuffs, confectionery, beverages, domestic electronic equipment, audiovisual equipment, information technology equipment, recorded computer software for mobile devices for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information, domestic electrical equipment, beauty implements for humans, cosmetics, beauty products, hygienic products provided via global computer networks

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking, lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, virtual, augmented, and mixed reality headsets goggles adapted for use in recreational, leisure, entertainment, education, training, and sport purposes; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers, recording discs being blank record disks; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, visual and audio recordings featuring physical fitness workouts, sports and nutrition; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; sports eyewear; downloadable computer software for the transmission of digital content and information,
specifically, for communication, networking and social networking; downloadable content management software for creating, editing, sharing and storing digital content for the collection, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information featuring physical fitness, sport and nutrition; downloadable computer software platforms for collaboration management of document collaboration, data sharing and analytics; downloadable software for arranging online commercial and financial transactions; computer software, recorded for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; recorded computer software for mobile devices for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; recorded computer software for tablet computers for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; recorded computer software applications, downloadable for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; recorded computer software platforms for social networking that may be accessed via the internet, computers and wireless devices; downloadable virtual reality software for recreational, leisure, entertainment, education, fitness, training, and sport purposes, virtual reality computer hardware; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of recreational, leisure, entertainment, education, physical fitness, training, and sport purposes; augmented reality computer hardware; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for recreational, leisure, entertainment, education, physical fitness, training, and sport purposes; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, books, and articles in the field of education, health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; audio books in the field of education, health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; electronic downloadable books in the field of education, health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; recorded content, namely, recordings of multimedia content, namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, dvds, and high definition digital discs featuring current events, pop culture, sports, people, namely, celebrities, athletes, artists, photographers, culture, entertainment, travel, adventure, lifestyle and photography; media content, namely, audio, visual and audiovisual recordings of multimedia content in the field of education, health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Legal services; online social networking services; online social networking services accessible by means of computer software, web pages downloadable mobile applications; online internet-based social networking services via a website for sharing messages, photographs and videos; film, television and video licensing; licensing of rights relating to television productions

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

For Telecommunications access services; providing user access to search engines, namely, provision of access to electronic sites; electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images, videos and information; peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; providing online forums for communication in the field of health, physical fitness, sport and nutrition; providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users; chat room services for social networking; electronic data transmission of uploaded, posted, displayed, and tagged data of others and electronically transmitting data, information, messages, graphics, images and videos of others; electronic transmission of data, namely, photos and videos; Internet broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks; electronic transmission of data, photos, music and videos; broadcasting and streaming of audio-visual media content via a global computer network; electronic transmission of downloadable audio-visual media content; video, audio and television streaming services; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; provision of telecommunication access to films and television programmes via an on-demand service; subscription television broadcasting; audio and video on demand transmission; broadcasting of television programs using video on-demand and pay-per-view television transmission services; streaming of audio and visual content on the Internet; audio and visual broadcasting over the Internet; electronic transmission and delivery of audio and visual content; providing access to the Internet that gives users the ability to upload messages, photographs and videos

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

For Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of telecommunication software and hardware design, internet technology, the design of websites for advertising, software design, and e-commerce software and hardware design, and industrial research services in the field of e-commerce computer software networking systems; industrial analysis and research services in the field of business and e-commerce, namely business digitalization, digital transformation of business activities and business models, creating new digital business models; design and development of computer hardware and software; provision of online non-downloadable web-based software applications for shopping, namely, offering, buying, selling and exchanging music, video, products, services, computer software and on-demand applications; research in the field of social media software; electronic data storage; rental of computer software; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer software for use in social networking; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for social networking and accessing electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; cloud computing featuring software for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the...
internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining online websites of others for providing computer software and on-demand applications; computer services, namely, hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet for others and hosting online websites for others for shopping, namely, offering, buying, selling and exchanging documents, videos, audio recordings, computer software and on-demand applications; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for social networking and accessing of electronic media material via the internet or other communications networks, specifically, for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; application service provider (ASP) featuring computer software for creating, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, blogging, streaming, transmitting, sharing and providing video and electronic media or information in the field of social media, marketing, e-commerce, electronic messaging, and web site development; rental of a database server to third parties; rental of data processing computer programs; data encryption services, namely, encryption, decryption and authentication of information, messages and data; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; providing virtual computer environments through cloud computing; providing search engines for the internet; providing internet search engines with specific search options; computer services, namely, hosting of an interactive web site that allows users to store their online photographs and manage their social networking media accounts; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for modifying the appearance and enabling transmission of photographs; computer services, namely, creating online virtual communities for registered users to participate in discussions and engage in social, business and community networking; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for uploading, downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, linking, sharing and providing electronic media or information over communication networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data for use in social networking and virtual communities

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gritsy OÜ Address Gritsy OÜ Sõpruse pst 145 EE-13417 Tallinn ESTONIA Legal Entity Osaühing (oü) State or Country Where Organized ESTONIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1650233 International Registration Date Jul. 15, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 07, 2021 Expiration Date Jul. 15, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUMISONIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79335875 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095439
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1650269 International Registration Date Sep. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting fixtures and lighting installations; smart lighting installations and smart lighting systems, namely, smart lighting systems in the nature of lighting installations featuring sensors and featuring the ability to transmit and receive data through the internet and through electronic connectivity devices; control devices for heating, namely, internet-enabled thermostats, smart electrical plugs and sockets for electric appliances; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Audio speakers; loud speakers; wireless speakers; loudspeaker systems; voice controlled audio speakers; audio speakers controlled by mobile applications; integrated home automation control devices in the nature of voice-activated audio speakers, smart light switches, computer hardware, and recorded software for controlling and operating networked devices and internet-enabled and connected lighting and heating apparatus, audio speakers, and home security alarms; control apparatus being electronic sensor modules for detecting smoke particles, volatile organic compounds, temperature, persons, motion and sound and downloadable computer software programmes for lighting and thermal control and for automating, remotely operating, and monitoring of energy control devices and household appliances, audio and loudspeakers, alarms, sensors and security control apparatus and home monitoring equipment; computer hardware and downloadable software for downloading, uploading, transmitting, streaming, receiving and playing digital media and multimedia; integrated electronic devices for controlling home automation systems comprised of computer hardware, wireless and wired controllers, and downloadable software for automating lighting and thermal control, energy control devices and household appliances, audio and loudspeakers, alarms, sensors and security control apparatus and home monitoring equipment; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zuma Array Limited  Address  Zuma Array Limited  5 Garden Walk  London EC2A 3EQ  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HASE-0005

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1650269  International Registration Date  Sep. 16, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 01, 2021  Expiration Date  Sep. 16, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
TM 6574  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEVERG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79335888 Application Filing Date  Oct. 16, 2021 Registration Number  7095440
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1650297 International Registration Date  Oct. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education, training and instruction, namely, conducting training courses, classes, lectures, seminars, events, conferences, exhibitions, tutorials, programmes, webinars, presentations, and workshops in the field of information technology and database management systems; training and educational services relating to information technology, namely, conducting training courses, classes, lectures, seminars, events, conferences, exhibitions, tutorials, programmes, webinars, presentations, and workshops in the field of information technology and database management systems; training services relating to the use of information technology, namely, conducting training courses, classes, lectures, seminars, events, conferences, exhibitions, tutorials, programmes, webinars, presentations, and workshops in the field of information technology and database management systems; training relating to computer software, databases and applications, namely, conducting training courses, classes, lectures, seminars, events, conferences, exhibitions, tutorials, programmes, webinars, presentations, and workshops in the field of design and management of information technology and database management systems; training in the use and operation of software systems, namely, conducting training courses, classes, lectures, seminars, events, conferences, exhibitions, tutorials, programmes, webinars, presentations, and workshops in the field of information technology and database management systems; organising, conducting and facilitating training, courses, classes, lectures, seminars, events, conferences, exhibitions, tutorials, programmes, webinars, presentations and workshops, namely, in the field of information technology and database management systems

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For Outsourcing services, namely, arranging of IT consultants contractual services in the fields of software development, redesign, performance tuning and database technology; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others in the field of business analytics; employment agency services for temporary and permanent job placements; job agency services relating to placement of personnel, namely, employment agency services; job matching services, namely, employment agency services; services for matching users of IT, database, network and security services with professionals supplying those services, namely, employment agency services; job placement and consultancy, namely, employment agency services; temporary assignment of employees, namely, employment agency services; temporary placement of employees, namely, employment agency services; placement of temporary personnel, namely, employment agency services; procurement of contracts, for others, for the provision of services, namely, procurement of contracts for employment of others; business management, administration and advice; business consultancy; business expertise services, namely, business efficiency expert services; business management consulting services in the field of information technology; business consultancy relating to the administration of information technology; business management for freelance service providers; business project management services; providing business intelligence services; business data analysis; business statistical analysis, namely, business data analysis; statistical analysis and reporting, namely, business data analysis; analysis of business information, namely, business data analysis; analysis of market research data and statistics; analysis of data warehousing processes, namely, business data analysis; business organisation and management consultancy including advice relating to personnel management and business transformation, namely, business efficiency expert services; business analysis, research and information services, namely, business data analysis; business analysis and advisory services relating to company performance and performance improvements, namely, business data analysis; preparing business reports; customer relationship management services; data management and database management services, namely, database management services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Outsource service providers in the field of information technology; information technology services and consulting, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; information technology and consultancy services provided on an outsourcing basis, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; information technology [IT] consultancy; data warehousing; computer programming services for data warehousing; expert consultancy services in connection with computing networks, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; configuration and integration of computer systems and networks, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; computer security services for the protection against illegal network access, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; provision of security services for computer networks, computer access and computerised transactions, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; computer security consultancy; computer systems analysis; consultancy and advisory services for analysing information and computer systems, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; data mining, migration and integration services, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; support and maintenance services for computer software, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; technical support services relating to computer software, applications and the operation of computing networks, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; consultancy and information services relating to information
technology, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; cloud computing, planning, design and management of information technology systems; design and development of operating software for cloud computing networks, planning, design and management of information technology systems; research in the field of information technology; consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; technical assistance and consultancy services in the field of information technology, namely, planning, design and management of information technology systems; computer, IT and architectural project management services, planning, design and management of information technology systems; monitoring of computer and network systems including IT infrastructure, applications and databases, planning, design and management of information technology systems; analytical services relating to computer programs; computer analysis, planning, design and management of information technology systems; technical data analysis, planning, design and management of information technology systems; analysis of product development, planning, design and management of information technology systems; preparation of project analysis studies, planning, design and management of information technology systems; comparative analysis studies of the performance and efficiency of computer systems, planning, design and management of information technology systems; preparing technical reports, planning, design and management of information technology systems; preparing software performance analysis and performance improvement reports, planning, design and management of information technology systems; remote computer and data backup services, planning, design and management of information technology systems; computer data recovery services; development and testing of computer methods, applications, databases, algorithms and software, planning, design and management of information technology systems; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; computer programming in the fields of customer support, customer relationship management, customer service, customer engagement, and helpdesk functionality for database management; hosting, design, programming, development, implementation, updating and maintenance of software, applications and databases, planning, design and management of information technology systems; software analytics implementation services, planning, design and management of information technology systems; design and development of computer software, including redesigning and rewriting software code and applications; design and development of computer software for importing and managing data; design of data storage systems, planning, design and management of information technology systems; electronic data storage and data backup services, planning, design and management of information technology systems; data duplication, conversion and coding services being computer programming, planning, design and management of information technology systems.

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** AIM VENTURES LTD
- **Address** AIM VENTURES LTD 225 Kenton Lane HARROW, Middlesex HA3 8RP UNITED KINGDOM
- **Legal Entity** Limited Company
- **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number** 55895702-5US
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1650297
International Registration Date Oct. 16, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 19, 2021
Expiration Date Oct. 16, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79335940 Application Filing Date  Dec. 10, 2021 Registration Number   7095441
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of one black Chinese character on the top right above a stylized design of an irregular red circle in red containing two white Japanese Hiragana characters, and two black Japanese Katakana characters on the left within a brown rectangular outline. The white background inside the box is claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) brown, red, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Location  The mark consists of one black Chinese character on the top right above a stylized design of an irregular red circle in red containing two white Japanese Hiragana characters, and two black Japanese Katakana characters on the left within a brown rectangular outline. The white background inside the box is claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to SHIKI-KORE and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1650399  International Registration Date  Dec. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coasters of paper; toilet paper; pen stands; printed greeting cards; paper clips; bookmarks; rubber stamps; notebooks, namely, printed notebooks; writing pads; envelopes; tags for index cards; book covers; pencil cases; note cards, namely, printed note cards; file folders; writing instruments; office stationery; stamp albums; calendars, namely, printed desk calendars; posters, namely, printed posters; art prints; graphic art prints; collectable printed trading cards; pictures, namely, watercolor pictures, art pictures on canvas, pictures in the nature of drawings, pictures in the nature of paintings; art pictures in the nature of paintings, art pictures on canvas; printed postcards; printed picture postcards; printed booklets in the field of cartoons and illustrations; photograph stands; printed picture books
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Kabushiki Kaisha Bandai Spirits (Bandai Spirits Co., Ltd.)  
**Address**  Kabushiki Kaisha Bandai Spirits  
(Bandai Spirits Co., Ltd.)  29-11, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0014  
**JAPAN**  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**  JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  82761.02440

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1650399  
**International Registration Date**  Dec. 10, 2021  
**Expiration Date**  Dec. 10, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PERIFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79336007 Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2022 Registration Number   7095442 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1650572 International Registration Date  Jan. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable or recorded software for engaging in commerce over a global communications network; downloadable or recorded data processing software; downloadable or recorded computer software for database access and management; downloadable or recorded business intelligence software; downloadable or recorded computer software for application and database integration; downloadable or recorded computer application software for mobile phones for machine learning operations; downloadable or recorded computer programs for designing artificial intelligence (AI) models; downloadable or recorded computer software for distributing/monitoring content on the internet; downloadable or recorded computer operating system software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Development of computer programmes for data processing; development of software systems for the processing of data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for machine learning operations; providing platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for machine learning operations; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for machine learning operations; software development, programming and implementation; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software and web sites of others in the fields of machine learning operations; providing a web-hosting platform on the Internet for delivery of multimedia content; on-line electronic data storage; development of operating system software; design of operating system software; programming of software for internet platforms; updating and maintenance of computer software; creating, maintaining, and modernizing computer software; research and development of computer software; development of computer software application solutions; design and development of programs for computers; cloud computing services featuring software for machine learning operations; cloud computing in the nature of cloud hosting providers services

8034
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   FriendliAI Inc. Address   FriendliAI Inc. 514-ho 138-dong, 1, Gwanak-ro  Gwanak-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   DF230200023

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1650572 International Registration Date   Jan. 18, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Aug. 02, 2021 Expiration Date   Jan. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336217 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7095443
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a full circle with an inverted "V" shape above it.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1001002 International Registration Date Feb. 13, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trading in securities, namely, stocks and shares; lease-purchase financing; financing services; real estate brokerage; real estate agency services, namely, services of real estate agencies operating under a franchise
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Printed publications, namely, newspapers, periodicals, and leaflets in the field of real estate brokerage
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Advertising services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TECNOCASA FRANCHISING S.p.A. Address TECNOCASA FRANCHISING S.p.A. Via Monte Bianco, 60/A I-20089 ROZZANO (MI) ITALY Legal Entity SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI (SPA) State or Country Where Organized ITALY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number C2725.83273U

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1001002 International Registration Date Feb. 13, 2009
Expiration Date Feb. 13, 2029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney CORDANI, CAITLIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRADITIONAL BELGIAN BEER
KEREL SAYS IT ALL VBDCK BREWERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336246 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7095444
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a white background with the black stylized wording "TRADITIONAL BELGIAN BEER" above the black stylized word "KEREL". The word "TRADITIONAL" has a black line striking through it and the word "KEREL" has a red rectangle behind it. Underneath the word "KEREL" is the black stylized wording "SAYS IT ALL" and "VBDCK BREWERY". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, red, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRADITIONAL BELGIAN BEER" AND "BREWERY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1537835 International Registration Date May 06, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beers; porter; ale
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Parallax, besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid Address Parallax, besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid Hogenakkerstraat 76 B-9140 Tielrode BELGIUM Legal Entity BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP MET BEPERKTE AANSPRAKELIJKHEID (BVBA) State or Country Where Organized BELGIUM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1537835 International Registration Date May 06, 2020
Expiration Date May 06, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GTX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336298 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7095445 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1651207 International Registration Date Jan. 21, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earth moving machinery, namely, excavators; parts for earth moving machinery in the nature of excavators, namely, excavator couplers, excavator buckets, and rippers attachments for earth moving machinery in the nature of excavators, namely, grippers, rippers, fork attachments, brackets; hydraulic locking and coupling equipment for earth moving machinery in the nature of excavators

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miller UK Limited Address Miller UK Limited Bassington Industrial Estate, Bassington Lane Cramlington, Northumberland UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity UK Limited Company (Company No. 02208524) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66886-225550

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1651207 International Registration Date Jan. 21, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 24, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 21, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RE.CORDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79336397</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095446</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type 5 | AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | Trademark consisting of the word "RE.CORDER" written in special characters. | Disclaimer | "RECODER"
|--------------------------|----|---------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-----------|-----------------|

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1651504</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 03, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Musical instruments; electronic musical instruments; electronic musical instruments for instruction; flutes; stringed musical instruments; percussion instruments; keyboard instruments; music synthesizers; tuning apparatus for musical instruments; reeds for musical instruments; mouthpieces for musical instruments; bows for musical instruments; strings for musical instruments; cases for musical instruments; perforated music rolls for use in player pianos; bridges for musical instruments; pedals for musical instruments; stands for musical instruments; music stands; keys for musical instruments; keyboards for musical instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes 2, 21, 36</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Musical Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Amplifiers; sound mixers with integrated amplifiers; cabinets for loudspeakers; subwoofers; loudspeakers; loudspeaker systems; cabinets for loudspeakers; sound recording apparatus; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images; audio mixing apparatus; audio mixers; acoustic meters; metronomes; stereo tuners; wah-wah pedals; electronic sound pickups for guitars; electric adapter cables; electronic volume control pedals; recorded computer software for producing digital instrumental musical sounds; downloadable mobile applications for producing digital instrumental musical sounds; downloadable computer software applications for producing digital instrumental musical sounds; downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instructions in producing digital instrumental musical sounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ARTINOISE S.R.L.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ARTINOISE S.R.L. Via A. Sacharov 15/A I-62029 TOLENTINO (MC) ITALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ITALY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4651.831 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1651504 |
| International Registration Date          | Nov. 03, 2021 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim        | Oct. 19, 2021 |
| Expiration Date                         | Nov. 03, 2031 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | POWERS, ALEXANDER L |

---

8041
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECONFREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336419 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7095447 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1651566 International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gymnastic and sporting articles, namely exercise bands, workout gloves, exercise platforms; machines for physical exercises
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ignacio ARRANZ MOLERO Address Ignacio ARRANZ MOLERO Calle Panaderos 64, 4° A E-47004 Valladolid SPAIN Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SPAIN
Owner Name Pablo GONZALEZ PEREZ Address Pablo GONZALEZ PEREZ 77 Caobao Rd. Building 44, House 702 20023 Shanghai CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SPAIN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1651566 International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2022 Expiration Date Jan. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner IM, JEAN H
TM 6582 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336458 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7095448
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two Chinese characters. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "QI HAN" and this has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1651658 International Registration Date Nov. 03, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Immunostimulants; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic and medical purposes for use as a dietary supplement; drugs for medical purposes, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases, cancer and tumor; stem cells for medical purposes; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes; blood products for medical purposes, namely, blood plasma and blood for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Nursing, medical; pharmaceutical consulting; therapy services being medical services, namely, stem cell therapy services, somatic cell therapy services, cancer therapy services, genetic disease therapy services, inflammation therapy services and immunotherapy services; alternative medicine services; human tissue bank services; animal breeding; veterinary assistance in the nature of veterinary testing for diagnostic and treatment purposes; medical clinic services; hospital services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Technological research in the field of genome editing, pharmaceuticals, clinical medicine and biochemistry; conducting technical project studies, namely, conducting technical research in the field of medical and pharmaceutical studies; research and development of new products for others; scientific laboratory services; scientific research; quality inspection in the nature of product quality evaluation; product quality evaluation; quality system certification services, namely, providing quality assurance services in the field of genome editing and pharmaceuticals to determine conformity with certification standards; quality control for others; biological research; scientific research in the nature of conducting clinical trials for others

**International Classes:** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101 **International Class Title:** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Hangzhou Qihan Biotech Co., LTD. **Address** Hangzhou Qihan Biotech Co., LTD. Room 202-54, XiaoShan Science and Technology City, Bu CHINA **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** YY-23019

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1651658 **International Registration Date** Nov. 03, 2021 **Expiration Date** Nov. 03, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LAND LOOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79336496 Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number  7095449
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1651780 International Registration Date  Oct. 19, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Plastic storage containers for domestic use; dishware of plastic; storage containers of plastic for food preserving; flower pots of plastic; cup lids; dust bins; clothes-peg; electric tooth brushes; cosmetic and toilet utensils, namely, powder compacts sold empty, bottles sold empty for cosmetic use; household gloves for general use; industrial packaging containers of glass, not including glass stoppers, lids and covers; industrial packaging containers of ceramics; glass stoppers; glass lids for industrial packaging containers; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; cooking pots and pans, non-electric; coffee urns, non-electric; Japanese cast iron kettles being tetsubin, non-electric; kettles, non-electric; dishware; non-electric ice chests for household purposes, namely, portable ice chests for food and beverages; kitchen containers for rice; food preserving jars of glass; water bottles sold empty, namely, reusable plastic water bottles sold empty; insulating jars; non-electric cookware; ice pails; sugar tongs; nutcrackers; pepper pots; sugar bowls; colanders; salt shakers; Japanese-style scoops for cooked rice being shamoji; funnels; drinking straws; Japanese-style personal dining trays or stands being zen; bottle openers, non-electric; egg cups; tart scoops; napkin holders; napkin rings; hot pads being trivets; chopsticks; chopstick cases; ladies and honey dippers for kitchen use; hand operated cooking sieves and sifters; trays for domestic purposes; toothpicks; toothpick holders; cleaning tools and washing utensils, namely, brooms, clothes drying hangers; ironing boards; Japanese-style ironing boards being kotedai; bathroom pails; pots, namely, planters for flowers and plants; watering cans; clothes brushes; coin banks; toilet paper holders; flower vases; flower bowls; shoe brushes; shoe horns; cloths for polishing shoes; shoe shine sponges and cloths; shoe trees

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For Plastic toys, namely, modeled plastic toy figurines; amusement game machines; toys for domestic pets; toys being for sale in kit form, namely, scale model kits; dolls; games, namely, go board; Japanese chess being shogi games; Japanese playing cards being uta-garuta; dice; board games being sugoroku; cups for dice; games being Chinese checkers; chess games; checkers sets; dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards being hanafuda; mah-jong; billiard equipment; sports equipment, namely, skateboards; climbers' harness; fishing tackle; butterfly nets

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

For Plastic containers, namely, packaging containers of plastic; small article containers made of plastic, for storage or transport for domestic, commercial or industrial use; furniture in the nature of cushions; Japanese floor cushions (zabuton); pillows; mattress cushions; industrial packaging containers of wood, not including corks nor wooden stoppers, lids and covers; industrial packaging containers of bamboo; industrial packaging containers of plastics, not including plastic stoppers, lids, covers and bottles; plastics and wooden stoppers for industrial packaging containers; plastic and wooden lids for industrial packaging containers; industrial packaging containers of wood, bamboo or plastics; nameplates and door nameplates, not of metal; hand-held flat fans; hand-held folding fans; dog kennels; nesting boxes for small birds; beds for household pets; hat hooks, not of metal; plastic hand-held shopping baskets for the transport of items; furniture; furniture for shade, namely, indoor window blinds; blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo (sudare); bead curtains for decoration; indoor window shades; wind chimes; oriental single panel standing partition (tsuitate); oriental folding partition screens (byoubu); cradles; baby walkers; plaster sculptures; sculptures of plastic; wood carvings

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently** 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Toyoshima & Co., Ltd.
**Address** Toyoshima & Co., Ltd. 5-11, Seni 2-chome, Ichinomiya-shi Aichi 491-0873 JAPAN
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** NIS-53189

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1651780
**International Registration Date** Oct. 19, 2021
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 23, 2021
**Expiration Date** Oct. 19, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** HOLAND, JAMI ELENA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FAZUA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79336515</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 10, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095450</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1651812 | International Registration Date | Nov. 10, 2021 | Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4810576, 5881795 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Drinking bottles sold empty; cups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Vehicles, namely, electric bicycles; bicycles; parts and accessories for cycles, namely, bicycle parts in the nature of brakes, chains, handle bars; bicycle motors; bicycle frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Downloadable software for the control of electrical drives especially for electrical bikes; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for the use of electrical bikes, analyzing technical data of electrical bikes in particular the remaining battery power and the available range, and for displaying and analyzing of tracks driven with an electrical bike; programmable electrical controllers; electric control devices for vehicles, for control units of vehicle motors; remote controls for vehicle motors; cycle computers; electric batteries and accumulators, in particular for bicycles; chargers for electric batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Clothing, namely, shirts, tricot athletic jackets, shorts, pants, coats, socks; headgear, namely, headwear; footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| Currently 66A | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANKSTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79336555 Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2022 Registration Number   7095451
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness   In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1651933 International Registration Date  Feb. 04, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Door knobs of common metal; door knockers of metal; door lever handles of metal; door pulls of metal; door push panels of metal; metal locks for building doors; door keyhole escutcheons of metal; fittings of metal for doors, namely, door knobs, door jambs, door handles, and door panels; handles of metal for doors; handles of metal for windows; hardware pins of metal; hardware of metal for doors, namely, keys and key cylinders; lock parts of metal; locks of metal other than electric; metal knobs
International Classes   6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title   Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SDG IP Pty Ltd Address   SDG IP Pty Ltd 28 Dequetteville Terrace, C/- Oreon Partners Kent Town SA 5067 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity   Australian Proprietary Company, Limited By Shares State or Country Where
Organized   AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1651933 International Registration Date  Feb. 04, 2022
Expiration Date  Feb. 04, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336581 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7095452 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized representation of a five-point, shaded asterisk shape.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1651994 International Registration Date Jan. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Development of computer programs for data processing; development of software systems for the processing of data; development of application software for delivery of multimedia content; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for machine learning operations; providing platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for machine learning operations; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for machine learning operations; software development, programming and implementation; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software and web sites of others in the fields of machine learning operations; providing web-hosting platforms on the Internet for delivery of multimedia content; on-line electronic data storage; development of operating system software; design of operating system software; programming of software for internet platforms; development of computer software application solutions; updating and maintenance of computer software; research and development of computer software; creating, maintaining, and modernizing computer software; design and development of programs for computers
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   FriendliAI Inc.  Address  FriendliAI Inc.  514ho 138dong, 1, Gwanak-ro,  Gwanak-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  DF230200024

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1651994  International Registration Date  Jan. 26, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 28, 2021  Expiration Date  Jan. 26, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336840 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7095453
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1652622 International Registration Date Feb. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desk tops being table tops for desks; desks; desks of adjustable height; standing desks; office furniture; office chairs; stationery cabinets being furniture; computer furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Retail store services featuring home-office furniture and accessories therefore; Retail store services featuring office furniture and accessories therefore; Online store retail services featuring home-office furniture and accessories therefore; Online retail store services featuring office furniture and accessories therefore
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DESKY PTY LTD Address DESKY PTY LTD c/o Redchip Lawyers Pty Ltd Locked Bag 2 Fortitude Valley BC QLD 400 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity Proprietary Company, Limited By Shares State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1652622 International Registration Date Feb. 10, 2022
Expiration Date Feb. 10, 2032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STREAMIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79336993 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7095454
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the blue stylized wording "STREAMIFY" to the of right a design of a blue right-facing triangle intersecting the left side of a blue curved rectangle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1653059 International Registration Date Feb. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services relating to sport, namely, providing online nondownloadable video recordings of sports competitions; entertainment provided via the internet, namely, providing online nondownloadable audio, visual and audiovisual material featuring live shopping; entertainment, namely, providing online non-downloadable audio, visual and audiovisual material featuring live shopping via the internet and other communication networks
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Advertising services; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on communication media; digital marketing services; promotional marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable and recorded application software for streaming digital media content related to live video shopping; downloadable and recorded software and applications for mobile devices for streaming digital media content related to live video shopping; downloadable and recorded entertainment software for streaming digital media content related to live video shopping
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network exclusively for live stream video shopping

**International Classes** | 38 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 104 | **International Class Title** | Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Streamify AB
**Address** | Streamify AB Köpmangatan 41 SE-831 30 Östersund SWEDEN
**Legal Entity** | JOINT STOCK COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** | SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | A390-10

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1653059
**International Registration Date** | Feb. 11, 2022
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Sep. 13, 2021
**Expiration Date** | Feb. 11, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MICRODRAUGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337000  Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2021  Registration Number 7095455  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1653089  International Registration Date Sep. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines for aerating beverages; industrial machines for preparing aerated beverages; apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure; portable beer pumps; dispensing machines, namely, namely for beer dispensing; apparatus for dispensing refrigerated and non-refrigerated beverages, namely, beer dispensing or aerated drinks and beer dispensing; machines for mixing beverages with substances; machines for nitrogenating liquids; devices in the nature of apparatus for aerating and/or carbonation of beer or drinks through infrasonic/ultrasonic/supersonic waves for making beer or drinks foam for industrial or household purposes; foam producing and dispensing instruments and devices for drinks in the nature of aerated and/or carbonated beer or drinks through infrasonic/ultrasonic/supersonic waves
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title Machinery

For Alcoholic beverages except beer

International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits

For Software interfaces for use with electric beverage preparation apparatus

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Beers; fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages and preparations for making beers and non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48  International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Diageo Ireland Unlimited Company
Address  Diageo Ireland Unlimited Company
St. James's Gate
Dublin 8  IRELAND
Legal Entity  Private Unlimited Company
State or Country Where Organized  IRELAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  81312347

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1653089
International Registration Date  Sep. 27, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 19, 2021
Expiration Date  Sep. 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WYDIMAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337045 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095456 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1653194 International Registration Date Feb. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer-aided design (CAD) software; Downloadable computer-aided manufacturing software; Downloadable computer programs for use in off-site construction; Downloadable computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing (CAD-CAM) software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Development of computer software for computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing; Development of computer programs recorded on data media designed for use in construction and automated manufacturing; Computer software consultancy services; Computer software maintenance services; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in off-site construction, architecture, construction, and automated manufacturing; software design and development; Cloud computing services featuring software for use in off-site construction, architecture, construction, and automated manufacturing

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name hsbcAD Address hsbcAD Brouwerijstraat 1/9 B-9031 Drongen BELGIUM Legal Entity BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country Where Organized BELGIUM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 58597/4658

8058
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1653194  International Registration Date  Feb. 03, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 23, 2021  Expiration Date  Feb. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SERENGETI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79337383</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1654010
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 23, 2021

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shotguns and parts thereof; firearms; rifles; hunting rifles, sporting rifles; air pistols; spring-activated spearguns as weapons; air rifles as weapons, not toys
- **International Classes**: 13 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 9
- **International Class Title**: Firearms

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ATS ARMS SAVUNMA SANAYI TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI
- **Address**: ATS ARMS SAVUNMA SANAYI TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI Hamidiye Mahallesi, 40875. Sokak, 29 B, Beysehir Konya TURKEY
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Liability Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TURKEY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 93-32-TUS

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1654010
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 23, 2021
- **Expiration Date**: Dec. 23, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUSHENGTU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337503 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095458
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TUSHENGTU" within a shaded rectangle and a stylized octagon above the wording with a circle inside it, split down the middle. The shading is not a feature of the mark and is for background purposes. Translation The English translation of "TUSHENGTU" in the mark is "NATIVE."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1654303 International Registration Date Dec. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet mirrors being hand-held mirrors; bathroom mirrors; furniture; bassinets; dressing tables; towel stands; seating furniture; wardrobes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Electric torches for lighting; lamps; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; extractor hoods for kitchens; electric fans for personal use; laundry dryers, electric; hair dryers; toilet bowls; electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms; bath installations
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan City Tushengtu Mirror Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan City Tushengtu Mirror Co., Ltd. No.1, 3rd Floor, Zonghe Building, No.5 Yongyi 6th Road, Yongxing Industria CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORENY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SALEScode

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79337512 Application Filing Date  Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number  7095459
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1654349 International Registration Date  Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business management consultancy; temporary personnel services; business management and organization consultancy; personnel recruitment; employment agency services; personnel management consultancy; outsourcing services being business assistance; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing of services; arranging of commercial and business contacts, namely, general business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hemmersbach GmbH & Co. KG Address  Hemmersbach GmbH & Co. KG Sulzbacher Str. 9  90489 Nürnberg  FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity  GMBH & CO. KG State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1070-TM-413

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1654349 International Registration Date  Mar. 07, 2022
Expiration Date  Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKY COVIONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337676 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7095460
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and dark gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Location The letters of the mark "SKY" are colored blue and "Covione" are colored dark gray.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1654766 International Registration Date Feb. 16, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicines for human purposes, namely, for the treatment of respiratory infectious diseases and disorders; Veterinary preparations for the treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; Drugs for medical purposes, namely, for treating viral infections and respiratory diseases and disorders; Pharmaceuticals for human purposes, namely, for treating viral infections and respiratory diseases and disorders; vaccines; veterinary vaccines; viral vaccines; human vaccine preparations; vaccines against pneumococcal infections; Medical diagnostic reagents for medical use, namely for detecting immunization disease; diagnostic agents for pharmaceutical use; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of infectious diseases; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral diseases; antiviral agents; immunotherapeutic agents for bacterial infections; bacterial preparations for medical purposes; reagents for use in diagnostic tests for medical purposes; sterilizing washes; disinfectants for chemical toilets; Medical diagnostic test strips for blood analysis, urine analysis, saliva analysis, and nasal secretion analysis

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SK bioscience Co., Ltd. Address SK bioscience Co., Ltd. 310, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  220812.85

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1654766  International Registration Date  Feb. 16, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 14, 2022  Expiration Date  Feb. 16, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ACCSEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 79337683 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 15, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7095461 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1654779 |
| International Registration Date | Feb. 15, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific laboratory services; providing scientific information, advice and consultancy in the field of metalliferous risk assessment of mine waste rock and tailings; laboratory services, namely, analytical testing services for mine waste rock and tailings

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Chemistry Centre (WA), trading as ChemCentre |
| Address | Chemistry Centre (WA), trading as ChemCentre PO Box 1250, Bentley Delivery Centre BENTLEY WA 6983 AUSTRALIA |
| Legal Entity | Body Corporate |
| State or Country Where Organized | AUSTRALIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 81206-000002 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1654779 |
| International Registration Date | Feb. 15, 2022 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Aug. 19, 2021 |
| Expiration Date | Feb. 15, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YOO, JEANE |

---

**AccSel**
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CALIX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79337721</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7095462</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;CALIX&quot; with a circular design beside the wording of a shaded semi-circle and shaded arc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1654883</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Clean coal power generation systems, devices, and machines, namely, industrial chemical reactors; carbon capture systems, devices and machines for power generating purposes, namely, industrial chemical reactors; and systems composed of industrial chemical reactors for carbon capture for the conversion of natural gas, methane or coal to hydrogen for power generation purposes; mineral processing machines

**International Classes**

- 7 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**International Class Title** Machinery

For Kilns; calciners being heating installations; installations for processing carbon containing materials to recover waste products, namely, separators for the purification of gases; installations for recovering carbon dioxide waste products from processing, namely, separators for the purification of gases; separators for the purification of gases in the nature of installations for collection of gases

**International Classes**

- 11 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For Sewage and water treatment chemicals, namely, chemicals for the treatment of water and sewerage water; dolomite for industrial purposes; lime for use in agriculture being agricultural lime; lime carbonate; lime acetate; lime chloride; chemicals for use in aquaculture except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; substances for use in aquaculture, namely, Magnesium Hydroxide and Magnesium Oxide; magnesium preparations for industrial use in the nature of Magnesium Hydroxide and Magnesium Oxide; magnesium oxide other than for medical use; magnesium hydroxide; chemical products for use as fertilisers in the nature of Magnesium Oxide and Magnesium Hydroxide; soil stabilisers in the nature of Magnesium Hydroxide and Magnesium Oxide; surface stabilisers, namely, Magnesium Hydroxide and Magnesium Oxide; binders for use
in the formulation of sealants, namely, chemical additives for use as binding agents in sealants; chemical additives for cement; chemical additives for building products in the nature of Magnesium Hydroxide and Magnesium Oxide

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Industrial design of mineral processing systems; industrial design of carbon capturing systems; industrial design of carbon dioxide capturing systems; industrial design of calciners; design engineering, namely, design of engineering products; engineering design services; industrial engineering design services

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Calix Ltd Address Calix Ltd L 1 9 Bridge St Pymble NSW 2073 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number TM4419MMUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1654883 International Registration Date Jan. 24, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 05, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    79337778 Application Filing Date    Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number    7095463 Registration Date    Jul. 04, 2023 Register    Principal Mark Type    Trademark Publication Date    Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    No Mark Drawing Type    5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "DY" joined together and tilted to form a diamond shape.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration    1655035 International Registration Date    Jan. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Tofu; tofu patties; tofu skin; nuts, prepared; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; meat; crystallized fruits; fruit-based snack food; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk; fruit-based and vegetable-based snack food; lactic acid drinks
International Classes    29 - Primary Classes US Classes    46 International Class Title    Meats and Processed Foods

For    Coffee; coffee essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; honey; gluten additives for culinary purposes prepared as foodstuff
International Classes    30 - Primary Classes US Classes    46 International Class Title    Staple Foods

For    Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; syrups and non-alcoholic fruit extracts for making non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; syrups for beverages; soda water; beer; mineral water being beverages
International Classes    32 - Primary Classes US Classes    45, 46, 48 International Class Title    Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Dayou Industrial (Shanghai) Co., Ltd Address    Dayou Industrial (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Room 1106, 11th Floor, Building 1, No. 55, Aona Road, China (Shanghai) Pilo Legal Entity    limited company State or Country    CHINA Where Organized    CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   US046995T

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1655035   International Registration Date   Jan. 26, 2022
Expiration Date   Jan. 26, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EAGLENOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337780 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095464
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1655046 International Registration Date Mar. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cholesterol meters; hemoglobin meter; glucose meters; blood oxygen monitor; medical diagnostic instruments for analysis of blood; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, medical apparatus and instruments for monitoring vital signs of patients, genetic testing apparatus for medical purposes, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing DNA and RNA samples, blood testing apparatus, medical apparatus for monitoring blood glucose levels; medical genetic testing equipment; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing blood sugar levels, cancer cells, DNA, blood pressure and diabetic diagnostic medical devices; medical diagnostic test equipment for detecting abnormal virus proteins; blood pressure monitors
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Eaglenos Co., Ltd. Address Nanjing Eaglenos Co., Ltd. Floor 5, Building 08, Accelerator phase I No. 11 Yaogu Avenue, Jiangbei New Area, N CHINA
Legal Entity limited company State or Country Where CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1655046 International Registration Date Mar. 03, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INTERNATIONAL TRADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79337816  Application Filing Date  Jan. 26, 2022  Registration Number   7095465  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of four Chinese characters with the words "INTERNATIONAL TRADE" below. Disclaimer   "INTERNATIONAL TRADE" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "GUO JI" Transliteration   The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: DA YOU GUO JI and this means "GRAND, THROUGH, INTERNATIONAL".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1655034  International Registration Date  Jan. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cups of paper and plastic; disposable table plates; chopsticks; bowls being basins; drinking straws; coffee services being tableware; tea services being tableware; toothpicks; non-electric vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes  US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title   Housewares and Glass

For   lactic acid drinks
International Classes   29 - Primary Classes  US Classes   46  International Class Title   Meats and Processed Foods

For   Coffee; tea-based beverages; coffee essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; ice cream; cakes; cereal-based snack food; gluten additives for culinary purposes prepared as foodstuff
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes  US Classes   46  International Class Title   Staple Foods

For   Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; vegetable juices being beverages; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; syrups and non-alcoholic fruit extracts for making non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; syrups for beverages; fruit juices; soda water; beer; mineral water being beverages
International Classes   32 - Primary Classes  US Classes   45, 46, 48  International Class Title   Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Dayou Industrial (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  Address  Dayou Industrial (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  Room 1106, 11th Floor, Building 1, No. 55, Aona Road, China (Shanghai) Pilo  CHINA  Legal Entity  limited company  State or Country  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  US046996T

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1655034  International Registration Date  Jan. 26, 2022  Expiration Date  Jan. 26, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FRANKENSTORIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 79337967 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 05, 2022 | Registration Number | 7095466 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1655382 | International Registration Date | Mar. 05, 2022 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video game programs; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer programs for playing computer games; downloadable computer game programmes and downloadable computer game software; recorded computer game programs; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable interactive children's education software; downloadable children's education computer programmes for teaching languages, literacy, writing instruction, and language arts

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SECRET BOOKSHELF PTY LTD Address SECRET BOOKSHELF PTY LTD 324 Wickham Street Fortitude Valley QLD 4006 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
| Owner of International Registration Number | 1655382 | International Registration Date | Mar. 05, 2022 | Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Oct. 27, 2021 | Expiration Date | Mar. 05, 2032 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BYART TENTE SISTEMLERI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79337969 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7095467 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BYART" with the "A" in "BYART" in the form of an upward pointed chevron. Beneath the wording "BYART" is a thin line and the wording "TENTE SISTEMLERI". Disclaimer "TENTE SISTEMLERI" Translation The English translation of "TENTE SISTEMLERI" in the mark is "Awning Systems".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1655388 International Registration Date Jan. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ropes, strings, rope ladders, hammocks, fishing nets; tents, awnings of textile or synthetic materials, tarpaulins, sails, vehicle covers, not fitted; bags of textile, for packaging; padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and cotton; textile fibers, raw spun textile fiber, glass fibers for textile use

International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BY ART DEKORASYONMOB. MÜMES İÇ VEDIS TIC LTD STI Address BY ART DEKORASYONMOB. MÜMES İÇ VEDIS TIC LTD STI OGUZLAR MAH. TÜRÜKOCAGI CAD. VURAL 46 B Çankaya Ankara TURKEY Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GTMDF2302000
| **Owner of International Registration Number**       | 1655388 |
| **International Registration Date**                | Jan. 17, 2022 |
| **Expiration Date**                                | Jan. 17, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) M70

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79338079</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7095468</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1655674 International Registration Date: Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Automobiles, sports utility vehicles, and light trucks; motors for land vehicles; structural parts for land vehicles; exterior and interior trim parts of automobiles

International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title: Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft Address: Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft aft Petuelring 130 80809 München FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized: GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: M/2021-00196

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1655674 International Registration Date: Feb. 24, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Oct. 28, 2021 Expiration Date: Feb. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner: KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NILS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338152 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7095469
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1655870 International Registration Date Feb. 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial printing machines; 3D printers; parts and fittings of industrial printing machines; parts and fittings of 3D printers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Semi-processed plastic materials for use in production of three-dimensional models with 3D printers
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SINTERIT spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością Address SINTERIT spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością ul. Nad Drwina 10 PL-30-741 Kraków POLAND Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized POLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16954

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1655870 International Registration Date Feb. 27, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 10, 2021 Expiration Date Feb. 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK LITERAL(s)** DATABIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79338209</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1656029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Remote control telemetering apparatus; sensors for Internet of Things (IoT) enabled devices for sensing the presence or absence of objects, volume, weight, humidity, and temperature; sensors for measuring volume, weight, humidity, and temperature, and acceleration, other than for medical use; downloadable cloud-based software, for connecting, operating, monitoring and managing industrial containers, in the Internet of Things (IoT); downloadable cloud-based navigation software, that provides roadway, routes, maps, travel information, and route planning

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software, for connecting, operating, monitoring and managing industrial containers, in the Internet of Things (IoT); providing online non-downloadable software for use in enterprise resource planning; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based navigation software, that provides roadway, routes, maps, travel information, and route planning

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>PSI ECOLOGY LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PSI ECOLOGY LTD. 6 HaBanim street 774405 Ashdod ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number T608136INTUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1656029 International Registration Date Feb. 02, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 04, 2021 Expiration Date Feb. 02, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UTECTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338224 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7095471 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1656073 International Registration Date Jan. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer application software for tracking, managing, monitoring, storing, updating, sharing and viewing information, documents, photos, videos, data and files, for use in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, engineering, building operations and project and workflow management; downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile phones and computers that allows users to download, view, edit, create, update, manage, design and price building projects; downloadable and recorded computer software for creating customizable visualizations of designs in the fields of architecture, construction, engineering and building interiors; downloadable and recorded computer software for automating workflows; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in enterprise resource planning in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, building operations, engineering and project and workflow management; downloadable computer software for tracking, managing, monitoring, storing, updating, sharing and viewing information, documents, photos, videos, data and files, for use in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, engineering, building operations and project and workflow management; downloadable and recorded computer software for application and database integration; downloadable and recorded application software for accessing cloud computing services; downloadable augmented reality software for tracking, managing, monitoring, storing, updating, sharing and viewing information, documents, photos, videos, data and files, for use in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, engineering, building operations and project and workflow management; downloadable and recorded computer software designed to estimate costs; downloadable and recorded computer software designed to estimate resource requirements; downloadable and recorded computer software for project management

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SAAS) and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for viewing, editing, creating, updating, managing, designing and pricing building and construction projects in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, building operations, engineering and project and workflow management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use by others for viewing, editing, creating, updating, managing, designing and pricing building and construction projects in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, engineering, building operations and project and workflow management; application service provider (ASP) services, featuring software for use in hosting, managing, developing and maintaining applications and software and websites for use in the fields of architectural, building and project design, construction, engineering, building operations and project and workflow management; application service provider (ASP), software-as-a-service (SAAS) and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) services, featuring online non-downloadable software for collaborating, accessing, integrating, formatting and synchronizing disparate electronic files and digital images; interior design; engineering; architectural design; architectural project management in the nature of architectural consultancy, not for business purposes; architectural services for the design of buildings; planning and design of buildings; design of building interiors and exteriors; design and drafting of construction plans for recreation premises and consultancy relating thereto; analysis of product design for others; evaluation of product design; design of computer hardware and software; computer software development and programming services; rental of computer software for design and construction of buildings; computer aided design services; computer aided design services relating to architecture; computer aided design services relating to building projects; computer aided engineering design; computer aided industrial design, research, testing and analysis services; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the foregoing services; the provision of the foregoing services online via a website, the internet or other computer networks and/or accessible by mobile phone and other internet-enabled devices

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: UTECTURE GLOBAL LIMITED  **Address**: UTECTURE GLOBAL LIMITED  Sumpter Baughen Chartered Accountants Lt  Level 1, 4 Vinery Lane 0110 Whangarei  NEW ZEALAND  **Legal Entity**: NZ Limited Company

**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW ZEALAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 61556-1000WO

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1656073  **International Registration Date**: Jan. 24, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jul. 28, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Jan. 24, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338261  Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021  Registration Number 7095472
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the uppercase letters 'KGHM" in brown, followed by the word "Group" in gray title case letters. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) brown and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GROUP"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1656159  International Registration Date Oct. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Precious metals; processed or semi-processed precious metals; alloys of precious metal; ingots of precious metals; silver; silver and its alloys; unwrought silver alloys; silver, unwrought or beaten; silver bullion; gold; gold, unwrought or beaten; gold alloys; gold alloy ingots; gold ingots; precious and semi-precious stones; palladium; palladium and its alloys; platinum and its alloys
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry
For Chemical preparations for use in industry; chemical cleaning agents for use in industrial processes; chemical additives for use in the production of fuels; chemical additives for diesel fuels; chemical preparations for use as additive to fuels for improving combustion; doping compounds for use in the manufacture of semiconductors; Tempering chemicals for use in metalworking; chemical additives for ore floatation; alkaline metals; rare earth metals; alkaline-earth metals; alloys of rare earth metals; metal chlorides; Metal plating chemical compositions, namely, electrolytic acid copper solutions; rhenium; rhenium metal; silicon; silicates for use in industry; molybdic acid; ammonium molybdate; sodium molybdate; selenium; sulfuric acid; salts of alkaline metals; salts of precious metals for industrial purposes; inorganic salts for industrial purposes; salts from rare earth metals
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title Chemicals
For Business administration and management; business management in the field of transport and delivery; industrial management consultation including cost/yield analyses; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; advertising, marketing and promotional services; import and export agency services; arranging of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services, for others; organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes; wholesale and retail sale store services relating to the following goods: alkali metal salts, metals and metallic ores, copper, rhenium, silica, molybdenum, gold, silver, salts, copper products, namely, copper granules, copper ingots, copper tokens, copper strip, copper pipes and tubes, copper sheets, copper panels for circuit boards, semi-finished articles of copper or its alloys, jewelry, goods of precious metal, namely, ingots of precious metals, silver and gold ingots, wire of copper metal, jewellery of precious metal, jewellery coated with precious metal alloys, precious stones, medals, coins, cutlery, made of or coated with precious metals, wire and ducting, copper cathodes, wire rod, copper wire; wholesale and retail sales store services relating to the following goods: solid fuels, liquid fuels, gaseous fuels and explosives

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Building construction; building construction supervision; construction of buildings; construction of power plants;
Construction of civil engineering structures; construction of railways; construction of underground structures; construction of tunnels; construction of underground shafts; excavation of underground tanks; rock blasting namely, the excavation of rocks using explosives for mines; grout reinforcement for mines; grout reinforcement for tunnels; soil stabilisation in the nature of road construction and maintenance; mining extraction; mining for precious metals; mining extraction services namely, mine shaft sinking, lateral mine development, mine rehabilitation, mine construction, civil underground cavern construction, raise boring, ground freezing and grouting and raise constructions services; mining of non-ferrous metal ore; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; repair of industrial machinery; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; maintenance and repair of mining equipment; rental of construction equipment; rental of earth moving equipment; rental of mine drilling machines; pipeline construction and maintenance

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Mining engineering services, namely geophysical exploration for the mining industry mining technological services, namely, mining exploration and mineral exploration services; engineering services; explosives engineering services; engineering services in the field of environmental technology; engineering services in the field of energy technology; engineering surveying; civil engineering; metallurgical laboratory services for scientific purposes; chemical research and analysis services relating to ores; chemical analysis; surveying boreholes; geophysical surveys; geological surveys; exploration services in the field of the oil, gas and mining industries; mining and mineral exploration services; seismic analysis services; consultancy in the field of scientific research; technological consultancy in the field of geology; engineering design and consultancy

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
For Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Semi wrought common metals in powder form; ores of metal; processed metal ores; alloys of common metal; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; molybdenum; molybdenum ores; nickel; lead and its alloys; lead ores; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; cobalt ores, raw; copper ores; copper ingots; copper-base alloy ingots; copper strip; copper wire rod in wire and rod form metal bars for further manufacture; drawn and polished metal bars; copper panels for the manufacture of circuit boards; anchor bolts of metal for mining; anchor bushings of metal; anchors of metal for mining; pipes and tubes of metal; tubes of copper alloys; tubes of nickel alloys; steel tubes; reinforcing materials of metal for building; alloy steel scraps; low copper carbon-steel scraps; cables of metal, non-electric

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** KGHM Polska Miedz S.A. **Address** KGHM Polska Miedz S.A. M. Skłodowskiej-Curie 48 PL-59-301 Lubin POLAND **Legal Entity** Spółka akcyjna **State or Country Where Organized** POLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** AOMB7247

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1656159 **International Registration Date** Oct. 21, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 22, 2021 **Expiration Date** Oct. 21, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PUSHCHA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79338273</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 04, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095473</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "PUSHCHA" in black with the bar omitted from the "A" under a design of a moose in red. The background is white. |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) white, black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The English translation of PUSHCHA in the mark is FOREST. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1656202</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 04, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic beverages, except beer; vodka; craft vodka |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| For | Retail store services, wholesale store services, online retail and wholesale store services, and import-export agency services all featuring alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka and craft vodka, except beer; business advisory services in the field of business activity management in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; consultancy and business administration assistance in the field of business activity management in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; professional business consultancy in relation to marketing of alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka and craft vodka; consultancy in the field of business management and enterprises organization in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; business consultancy in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; consultations and business administration assistance in the field of advertisement in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; consultations and business administration assistance in the field of marketing and promotion in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; planning marketing strategies in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; advertisement and marketing in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; consultancy and business management in the field of marketing activity in relation to alcoholic products, alcoholic beverages, vodka, craft vodka; |
Basis Information
Currently 66A  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  BROWAR DESPACITO KASZYNSKI Spółka jawna, Legionowo, PL  Address  BROWAR DESPACITO KASZYNSKI Spółka jawna, Legionowo, PL U. ZEGRZYNSKA 44 PL-05-119 Legionowo POLAND  Legal Entity  general partnership - Polish spółka jawna  State or Country Where Organized  POLAND

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  BDES-2

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1656202  International Registration Date  Nov. 04, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  May 07, 2021  Expiration Date  Nov. 04, 2031

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338330 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7095474
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "M" in blue and red. The color white represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1656316 International Registration Date Feb. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electric bicycles; bicycles and their structural parts; bicycles, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods, namely, baskets adapted for bicycles, pannier bags for bicycles, luggage carriers for bicycles, casings for pneumatic tyres, inner tubes for pneumatic tyres, bicycle head restraints, bicycle brakes, bicycle bells, bottom bracket mounts specially adapted for bicycle, bicycle double seats, bicycle frames, handlebar grips, dress guards, bicycle chains, chain wheels with cranks for bicycles, chain guards for bicycles, fork crowns covers, camera mounts adapted for bicycles, bicycle wheel hubs, bicycle gear hubs being bicycle wheel hubs, bicycle brake hubs being bicycle wheel hubs, bicycle pedals, bicycle pedal rubber straps, bicycle pumps, kickstands, mudguards, handlebars, bicycle rims, bicycle spokes, bicycle forks, freewheels for bicycles; seat posts and saddles for bicycles; drinking bottle holders for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Bicycle batteries; chargers for electric batteries for bicycles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Timyo B.V. Address Timyo B.V. Stepvelden 1 NL-4704 RM Roosendaal NETHERLANDS Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>84146-7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1656316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARIAZONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338441 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7095475
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0923867 International Registration Date Apr. 05, 2007

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric apparatus and machines for removing refrigerants and oils, namely, refrigerant gas and compressor oil; Electric apparatus and machines for recovery of refrigerants and oils, namely, refrigerant gas and compressor oil; Electric apparatus and machines for recycling refrigerants and oils, namely, refrigerant gas and compressor oil; Electric apparatus and machines for removing, recovering, and recycling refrigerants and oils, namely, refrigerant gas and compressor oil
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ariazone International Pty Ltd Address Ariazone International Pty Ltd 3-5 Sabre Court Tullamarine VIC 3043 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 043153-0013

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0923867 International Registration Date Apr. 05, 2007
Expiration Date Apr. 05, 2027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUTOLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338455 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7095476 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1254210 International Registration Date Apr. 16, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical and veterinary preparations for therapeutic purposes, for the treatment of ophthalmological conditions, hematologic diseases, immune response disorders, neurological disorders, respiratory diseases, metabolic diseases, genetic conditions, cancer, infectious diseases and cardiovascular diseases; medical preparations for cell therapy, for the treatment of ophthalmological conditions, hematologic diseases, immune response disorders, neurological disorders, respiratory diseases, metabolic diseases, genetic conditions, cancer, infectious diseases and cardiovascular diseases; medical preparations for gene therapy, for the treatment of ophthalmological conditions, hematologic diseases, immune response disorders, neurological disorders, respiratory diseases, metabolic diseases, genetic conditions, cancer, infectious diseases and cardiovascular diseases; medical preparations for the treatment of cancer; cells for medical or clinical use, namely cells featuring chimeric antigen receptors (CAR) and therapeutic preparations thereof, for the treatment of ophthalmological conditions, hematologic diseases, immune response disorders, neurological disorders, respiratory diseases, metabolic diseases, genetic conditions, cancer, infectious diseases and cardiovascular diseases; antibodies for medical purposes for the treatment of ophthalmological conditions, hematologic diseases, immune response disorders, neurological disorders, respiratory diseases, metabolic diseases, genetic conditions, cancer, infectious diseases and cardiovascular diseases; preparations for genetically modifying human or animal cells for medical purposes, including viral vectors, namely, culture media for cultivating and augmentation of human and animal cells; preparations of blood extracted from humans or animals which have been adapted for therapeutic purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Medical services; veterinary services; medical and veterinary services in the extraction of human and animal cells from patients; manipulation of human and animal cells for therapeutic purposes namely, medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of human and animal cells; medical and veterinary services in the nature of reinsertion of cells into human and animal patients; providing advice and consultancy in the field of medical and veterinary therapies; providing advice and consultancy in the field of cancer therapies

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, namely medical research, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of human and animal cell and gene therapies, pharmaceutical product development, research and development of new products; industrial analysis and research services in the field of cell and gene therapies; medical and veterinary research services including the manipulation of cells within a laboratory or research facility to enable the cells to be used for therapeutic purposes; scientific research in the development of new cancer therapies; scientific research in human and animal cell therapy; scientific research in human and animal gene therapy; scientific research into vectors and preparations for manipulating and adapting human and animal cells; consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Autolus Limited  Address  Autolus Limited  The MediaWorks  191 Wood Lane London W12 7FP

UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  60895-576925

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1254210  International Registration Date  Apr. 16, 2015

Expiration Date  Apr. 16, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN

---

8092
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHIPPEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79338531</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095477</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1656693 International Registration Date Feb. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business assistance and management services and administrative services; analysis, research and information services relating to business; commercial negotiation, namely, negotiation of commercial transactions for third parties and customer information services, namely, responding to customers inquiries for others in the field of transportation; advertising, marketing and promotional services

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Telecommunication access services

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Packaging and storage of merchandise; parking and storage of vehicles, port services being mooring services; transport of goods

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Engineering design services; consultant services in the field of information technology; scientific and technological services, namely, engineering services in the field of transportation; quality control for others; authentication of digital certificates; testing of materials

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SORPLAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338673 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7095478
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1657130 International Registration Date Feb. 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; shoulder bags; gladstone bags; tote bags; travelling trunks; boston bags; schoolchildren's backpacks; waist pouches; traveling bags; suitcases; all-purpose carrying bags; carry-on bags; backpacks; baggage tags for travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sony Group Corporation Address Sony Group Corporation 1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4T23788676

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1657130 International Registration Date Feb. 02, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 14, 2021 Expiration Date Feb. 02, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INSTRUMENTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338681 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7095479 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1657150 International Registration Date Jan. 12, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising agency services; advertising agent services; advertising response analysis services; advertising and advertisement services; business advice relating to advertising; providing advertising services; business inquiries in connection with advertising; consultancy relating to advertising; promotion being advertising of commercial affairs; consultancy for companies related to advertising, marketing and promotion; advertising services in the nature of preparation of advertising publications; advertising services by direct marketing; advertising and advertisement services, promotion and promotional services and in particular promotion of the goods of others; online advertising services on computer networks; consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INSTRUMENTAL GROUP LLC Address INSTRUMENTAL GROUP LLC CARRETERA PROGRESO-CHABLEKAL KM 2, TECNIA INTERIOR 109 OFICINA HINT, CHABLE MERIDA, YUCATAN MEXICO 97302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1657150 International Registration Date Jan. 12, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 30, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 12, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
K&O IODINE CO., LTD.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79338698</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
<td>7095480</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;IODINE CO., LTD.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1657190</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Iodine for pharmaceutical purposes; potassium iodides for medical pharmaceutical purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Chemicals for use in industry and science; iodine for chemical purposes; iodine for industrial purposes; potassium iodide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K&amp;O Iodine Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>K&amp;O Iodine Co., Ltd. 2508 Minamihinata, Shirako-machi, Chosei-gun Chiba 299-4205 JAPAN</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | |
|----------------||
| AMTL024US      | |

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1657190 International Registration Date Feb. 08, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 07, 2021 Expiration Date Feb. 08, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ERCOLANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338705 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7095481
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ERCOLANI" written in fancy characters above the stylized image of a shield; this shield is divided into three sections: in the upper section is placed the representation of three stylized leaves; in the left section, there are three vertical bands above the stylized figure of a partial sun; in the right section there is the stylized image of a chalice, and this section is crossed by a diagonal band featuring three stylized bunches of grapes.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1657212 International Registration Date Feb. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Liqueurs; alcoholic beverages, except beer; aperitifs; wine-based aperitifs; brandy; alcoholic fruit beverages; wine-based beverages; alcoholic cocktails; distilled spirits; grappa; wine; table wines; sweet wines; still wines; sparkling wines; sparkling grape wines; fortified wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AZIENDA AGRICOLA ERCOLANI CARLO E MARCO SOCIETA' SEMPLICE AGRICOLA Address AZIENDA AGRICOLA ERCOLANI CARLO E MARCO SOCIETA' SEMPLICE AGRICOLA Via Fiorita, 14 Montepulciano (SI)-53045 ITALY Legal Entity Simple Partnership State or Country Where Organized ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1657212 International Registration Date Feb. 11, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 18, 2022 Expiration Date Feb. 11, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PHS-SCALEFREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79338746 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2023 Registration Number 7095482 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1657332 International Registration Date Aug. 26, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parts and fittings for vehicles, land vehicles, water vehicles, air vehicles and space vehicles, namely, vehicle chassis, fuel tanks, drive gears, axles, steering units, running boards, fenders, undercarriages; structural parts for vehicles, land vehicles, water vehicles, air vehicles and space vehicles; chassis structural parts and axle structural parts for vehicles and land vehicles; chassis structural parts, structural parts and structural vehicle body parts for motor vehicles; exterior skin parts of motor vehicles, namely, exterior paneling; body panels for vehicles chassis; hood shields as structural parts of vehicles; housing for automobile components, other than for engines, namely, transmission cases and transfer cases; structural components of metal for automobiles; structural components of metal for automobiles, namely, interior trim, door panels, roof panels and rear shelf panels; structural components of press-hardening steel for automobiles; structural components of press-hardening steel for automobiles, namely, bumpers, trims, pillars, side impact protection being vehicle body panels, pillars being vehicle body panels, rear longitudinal beams being body parts, cross members and crash boxes; specially adapted holders and racks as integral chassis parts of motor vehicles for batteries and battery packs; trays specially adapted for battery attachment to motor vehicles; land vehicles, cars, busses, vans, all-terrain vehicles, light rail vehicles, trailers, railbound vehicles, boats, ships and space vehicles; trailers; vehicles for locomotion by air, namely, helicopters and airplanes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Metal treatment; metal treatment, namely, forming of metal and metal components; metal treatment, namely, hot sheet metal forming; pressing of metal and metal parts; metal treatment, namely, press hardening of metals and metal parts; metal treatment, namely, heat treatment of metals, steel and metal parts; surface treatment of metal goods; metal treatment, namely, passivation, coating, hardening and smoothing the surface of metal panels, metal bands, metal parts and metal goods; coating
of steel, namely, applying protective coatings to steel by means of galvanization; coating of steel, namely, steel plating, steel laminating and screen printing on steel; treatment of metal, namely, passivation and applying protective coatings to metal by means of galvanization to metal panels, metal bands, metal parts and metal goods for corrosion protection; metal treatment, namely, plating and laminating of metal panels, metal bands, metal parts and metal goods for corrosion protection

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

**For** Steel; steel alloys; steel, unwrought and semi-worked, for further manufacture; steel in the form of reels and coils; steel for use as raw materials for automobile parts; sheet metal; sheets of steel; building, door, wall, ceiling and floor panels of metal; wrapping or binding bands of metal; thin bands of metal; metal in the form of strips; steel in the form of slit strips; steel in the form of strips and in the form of bands; sheet metal and sheet metal blanks being components for automobile construction; steel sheets for automobile construction; mouldings of metal and steel for metal casting and for cornices; profiled metal profiles being semi-finished products, namely, castings, foils and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of metal alloys and steel; steel bars, hollow steel bars, metal tubes, metal sheets, metal plates and metal coils, all for further manufacture; metal beams; press-hardening steel materials in the nature of steel for automobile construction; press-hardening steel materials for automobile construction, namely, metal sheets and profiled metal profiles made of steel for use in further automobile construction; unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; common metals; common metals and their alloys; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** voestalpine Stahl GmbH **Address** voestalpine Stahl GmbH voestalpine-Straße 3 A-4020 Linz AUSTRIA
**Legal Entity** GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 357.8194

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1657332 **International Registration Date** Aug. 26, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Feb. 26, 2021 **Expiration Date** Aug. 26, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GUSHCLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79338826 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7095483
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1657514 International Registration Date Feb. 22, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Factoring agency services, factoring agencies for financial receivables of others; financial and payment services, namely, electronic multicurrency wallet banking services, credit card services in the nature of credit card payment processing services and credit card factoring services, personal loan services in the nature of providing personal loans, collection and disbursement of electronic payments, namely, electronic processing of credit card, debit card and bill payments
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Software as a service, namely, software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by others for banking services in the nature of managing bank accounts and wealth management, insurance services in the nature of providing or managing insurance policies, loan services in the nature of managing and disbursing loans, bursary services in the nature of managing and disbursing bursary funds, pension services in the nature of financial management of employee pension plans, structuring of financial products and financial advisory in the nature of financial planning and management, social media channel and account management, management of advertising and promotional campaigns
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUSHCLOUD PTE. LTD. Address GUSHCLOUD PTE. LTD. 10 CENTRAL EXCHANGE GREEN #03-03 PIXEL Singapore 138649 SINGAPORE Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   160942-00102

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1657514 International Registration Date  Feb. 22, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jan. 27, 2022 Expiration Date  Feb. 22, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79338890 Application Filing Date  Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number  7095484 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized cross with curved edges and with a diamond in the middle, with the letter "S" in the upper-left quadrant and the letter "C" in the lower-right quadrant.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1657675 International Registration Date  Jan. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate management; real estate brokerage; real estate leasing

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Olive oils for food; edible oils and fats; bouillon; bouillon concentrates; cooked meat dishes, namely, casseroles; sausages; jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable-based spreads; cheese; dairy products, namely, cream
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  Wine; sparkling wine; alcoholic beverages, except beers; preparations for making alcoholic beverages, namely, alcoholic cocktail mixes; hard cider
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits
For  Entertainment services, namely, wine tasting services; arranging and conducting wine tasting events for educational purposes; horse training; rental of horses for recreation; horse riding schools
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Honey; bakery goods; chocolates; coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; ice; ice creams; processed grains, food starches, and goods made thereof, baking preparations, namely, baking powder and yeasts; salts, seasonings, food flavourings, other than essential oils and food condiments consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa; sugars, natural sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products, namely, honey
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods
For   Rental of horses for transportation purposes; rental of horses for transport
International Classes   39 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 105 International Class Title   Transportation and Storage
For   breeding services, namely, breeding of thoroughbred horses
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For   Wine bars; wine tasting services, namely, providing advice on wine and wine and food pairing; restaurants; restaurant services; hotel accommodation services; hotel room booking services; providing temporary accommodation
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services
For   Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for making non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; beer and brewery products, namely, beer
International Classes   32 - Primary Classes US Classes   45, 46, 48 International Class Title   Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Parajes Invest Address   Parajes Invest  Avenida Concha Espina, 67, Local 1B  E-28016 Madrid  SPAIN
Legal Entity   Limited State or Country Where Organized   SPAIN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1657675 International Registration Date   Jan. 17, 2022
Expiration Date   Jan. 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAMETO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 79339045
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7095485
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1657963
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 10, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wine; sparkling wines; alcoholic beverages except beers
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SAN MARZANO VINI S.P.A.
- **Address**: SAN MARZANO VINI S.P.A. Via Mons. Antonio Bello 9 I-74020 San Marzano di San Giuseppe (TA) ITALY
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 352.482.11

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1657963
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Mar. 08, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Mar. 10, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIRDIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339128 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7095486
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1658159 International Registration Date Feb. 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motor-operated tools, particularly battery-operated tools, namely, blind riveting tools and apparatus for placing blind nuts
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SFS Group International AG Address SFS Group International AG Rosenbergstrasse 8 CH-9435 Heerbrugg SWITZERLAND Legal Entity Aktiengesellschaft State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SFS-TM061WO-

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1658159 International Registration Date Feb. 18, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 09, 2022 Expiration Date Feb. 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COVIRUPT

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 79339131 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 11, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7095487 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |

**Publication Date**
Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1658164
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 11, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Medicines for the treatment of viral infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral infections; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of aqueous solution, inhalation solution, and injectable solutions for use in the treatment of viral infections; pharmaceuticals in the form of medicated creams, lotions, and ointments for dermatological use; preparations against infectious agents, namely, disinfectants; sanitary preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; medicated virucidal mouth and throat washes; medicated products for the treatment of viral infections, namely, mouth and throat sprays, nasal sprays, nasal oils, nasal ointments, nasal creams and nasal drops for medical and veterinary purposes; medicated lozenges for medical purposes; skin disinfectant; medicated skin care preparations; antiseptic wipes for medical, veterinary and surgical purposes; disinfectants; wipes and medical dressings impregnated with disinfectants or virucidal pharmaceutical solutions; disinfecting biochemical and biological preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; viricides for medical or veterinary purposes; polypeptides, nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, enzymes and enzyme preparations for medical, veterinary and disinfection purposes; medicated eye washes, medicated eye drops and additives for medicated eye washes and medicated eye drops; animal feed additives for treating infectious diseases; germicides; cleansing preparations with disinfecting effect for hygienic purposes; medicated animal and livestock washes

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **For**: biochemical and biological preparations and reagents for scientific use, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological preparations for industrial use, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for industrial research purposes, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biochemical and biological preparations and reagents for research and development in the fields of human and veterinary medicine, pharmacy, biology and biotechnology; industrial detergents for
use in manufacturing processes; detergents for use in industrial manufacturing processes; active biochemical and biological ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations for treating viruses; active biochemical and biological additives for use in the manufacture of medical dressings; biochemical and biological additives for use in the manufacture of medicines, pharmaceutical preparations, medical dressings and plasters, personal care products and sanitary products; biochemical and biological additives and active biochemical and biological ingredients for use in the manufacture of medicines and pharmaceuticals for treating viral infections, medical dressings and plasters, personal care products and sanitary products; biochemical and biological raw materials for use as active ingredients in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations for treating viral infections; biochemical and biological preparations having antimicrobial and/or virucidal properties for scientific research purposes and other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological, biochemical and biotechnological substances for use as additives in the manufacture of personal care products

**International Classes**

**1 - Primary Classes**

**US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**International Class Title** Chemicals

**For** Scientific research in the field of pharmaceuticals; research and development services and research work in the fields of medicine, pharmacy, bacteriology, virology, health products, cosmetics and food supplements; research and development consultancy, in particular in the fields of medicine, pharmacy, bacteriology, virology, health products, cosmetics and food supplements; industrial analytical and research services, in particular in the fields of antimicrobial and virucidal analysis and research

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Lysando AG **Address** Lysando AG Wangerbergstr. 91 FL-9497 Triesenberg LIECHTENSTEIN **Legal Entity** AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) **State or Country Where Organized** LIECHTENSTEIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1379-31TMP

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1658164 **International Registration Date** Aug. 11, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Feb. 15, 2021 **Expiration Date** Aug. 11, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LE, KHANH M
Albage

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1658446 International Registration Date  Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair bleaching preparations; hair dyes; hair colouring preparations; non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for the care of scalp; hair care preparations; hair rinses; hair conditioners; hair tonics; hair fixers; hair lotions; hair creams; cosmetic oils for the skin; body oils; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care; shampoos; non-medicated soaps for personal use; essential oils for food flavoring; essential oils for beverage flavoring; fragrances; dentifrice
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IA INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339332 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7095489
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters 'IA' in a large stylized geometric rendering with all but the dot at the top of the letter 'I' in the color black with the dot appearing in the color blue. Below the 'IA' design is the term INFRASTRUCTURE in blue block lettering that is smaller than the design lettering and extends from the left to the right side of the 'IA' design. The term ANALYTICS appears in blue block lettering centered below the term INFRASTRUCTURE. All elements appear against a white background.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYTICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1658700 International Registration Date Jun. 11, 2021

 GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audio-visual, optical, weighing, measuring, electrical signalling, electrical detecting, electrical testing apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity other than high and low voltage power transmission and switchgear in the form of voltage boosting devices for electric power lines; apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity, namely electrical conduits; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; recorded and downloadable computer software for use in relation to supply chain management, logistics management, energy production, energy efficiency, health, safety and environmental management; recorded and downloadable media, namely compact discs, DVDs, removable computer memory devices in the nature of packaged semi-conductors, MP3 files and MP3 recordings featuring software, documents, spreadsheets, charts, forms and videos for use in supply chain management, logistics management, energy production, energy efficiency, health, safety and environmental management for corporations; blank digital recording and storage media, namely compact discs, DVDs, removable computer memory devices in the nature of
packaged semi-conductors, and digital recorded media; removable memories for recording and storage of sounds and images; computers and computer peripheral devices; fire-extinguishing apparatus; downloadable and recorded software, computer software and computer software platforms for use in relation to supply chain management, logistics management, energy production, energy efficiency, health, safety and environmental management; downloadable and recorded software for accounting use with respect to greenhouse gas; downloadable and recorded software for monitoring, analyzing, controlling and running physical world operations in the nature of logistics systems, energy generation systems and distribution systems; downloadable and recorded software for monitoring and analyzing oil and gas, hydrogen, renewable energy, solar power, and water-related apparatus and instruments; safety, security, protection and signalling devices, namely audio and visual signalling devices related to health, safety, and environmental management or energy efficiency; alarms and warning equipment, namely alarms, electric warning lights, warning bells and sensors for chemical exposure, process disruption, floods, water leaks, chemical leaks, fire, theft, tyre-inflation, ice detection, pipeline or drain blockage, equipment performance diagnostic alarms, and equipment trip alarms; protective and safety equipment, namely fire escape ladders, protective clothing, protective footwear, protective goggles, safety hats, protective masks, protective gloves, hand-washing stations, safety showers, chemical spills kits, heated clothing, cooling clothing, and temperature regulation equipment; batteries; vehicle batteries; battery chargers; electric battery charging devices; solar-powered battery chargers; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; energy regulators, namely voltage regulators; energy control device, namely electric control device for energy management; energy control device, namely wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems, namely energy production and storage and solar energy systems, bioenergy systems, and combined heat and power systems; ultracapacitors for energy storage; apparatus for monitoring electrical energy consumption, namely energy meters for monitoring energy use; solar cells; solar panels for production of electricity; photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; vibration sensors for installation in windmill housings; sensors, namely electric sensors, chemical sensors, optical sensors, magnetic sensors, electrochemical sensors, particle counters, gas analysers; detectors, namely chemical exposure analysis detectors, produced gas analysis detectors, greenhouse gas detectors, particulate detectors, dampness detectors, flood detectors, radon detectors, smoke detectors, bacteria detectors, fungi detectors, archaea detectors, motion detectors; vibration sensors; motion sensors, rotation measuring sensors; temperature sensors; pressure sensors; fluid level sensors; gas sensors for measuring gas concentration; heat sensors for detection of explosives; pollutant sensors; monitoring instruments, namely for monitoring battery performance, monitoring energy use, monitoring equipment energy performance, monitoring equipment operation signatures, monitoring equipment start up, monitoring fuel consumption, pollution monitoring and control, microbial control, produced fluid composition, equipment specification, and monitoring availability of electricity

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Consultancy relating to workplace safety and physical workplace security and legal enforcement services; regulatory compliance auditing; regulatory compliance auditing for compliance with environmental regulations; regulatory compliance auditing for compliance with safety regulations; regulatory compliance auditing for compliance with mandatory provisions of greenhouse gas requirements; reviewing environmental data, analysing the data in connection with environmental laws and regulations, and preparing environmental compliance reports; reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations; consultancy on regulations on safety at work; information services relating to health and safety, namely
providing legal information regarding health and safety regulations; health and safety risk assessment, namely legal consultation regarding health and safety regulations; rental of protective equipment for safety purposes; investigation services related to insurance claims and surveillance services; legal services relating to the exploitation of intellectual property rights; licensing of technology, namely product licensing services; professional legal consultations relating to franchising; legal and regulatory compliance consulting services relating to all of the above

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

For  Production of energy; oil and gas production services; treatment of materials in the nature of metal, stone, water, minerals and textiles by means of laser beams, cryogenic processing, chemical treatment, UV radiation; generation of power; generation of electricity from geothermal energy, solar energy and wave energy; production of hydroelectric power; oil well fracturing services; oil refining services; environmental remediation services being treatment of polluted soil, captured landfill gas, water wells, water bodies, natural aquifers, and ground water; generation of electrical power using carbon sequestration; carbon capture services for others using direct air capture technology or chemical solvents; recycling services; waste water disposal services; rental of equipment for the treatment and transformation of materials, for energy production and for custom manufacturing; rental of equipment for the treatment and transformation of materials, for energy production and for custom manufacturing for use within the biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, C02, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; rental of recycling equipment; rental of equipment for extraction of minerals and oil and gas; consultancy relating to all of the above

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Material Treatment

For  Scientific and technological services, namely scientific research, computer programming, quality control and testing and analysis services; design services relating to science and technology, namely engineering design services and computer software design services; surveying services; geological surveying; hydrographic surveying; surveying boreholes; oilfield surveying; inspection of buildings, namely land surveying for building construction; inspection of buildings, namely commercial and industrial buildings for energy efficiency, greenhouse gas emission reporting and reductions, assessing greenhouse gas mitigation options, air quality measurement and mitigation, chemical exposure measurement and mitigation, flood risk resilience reporting and reduction, fire risk resilience and reporting, and waste management reduction; gas and oil exploration services; technology consulting services relating to surveying and gas and oil exploration; environmental surveying; environmental research, namely research in the field of environmental protection and advisory services, namely providing technology consultation in the field of environmental protection; environmental consultancy services, namely technical consultation in the field of environmental science; engineering services; engineering surveying; geological research; engineering consultancy; technological consultancy, namely technical consulting in the field of engineering, chemical manufacture, greenhouse gas emissions; providing quality assurance consultation in the field of supply chain management, energy efficiency, greenhouse gas management and reporting, and health and safety; rental of science and technology equipment, namely rental of laboratory robots, hydrocarbon and engineering components, laboratory containers, laboratory equipment, laboratory atmospheric absorption equipment, spectrometers, inductively coupled plasma spectrometers, gas concentration detection apparatus, chromatographs, laboratory apparatus, testing apparatus; testing, authentication and quality control, namely quality control services; laboratory analysis in the field of the oil, gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, C02, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and
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services of others for the purpose of certification; chemical research and analysis services; analysis of water quality; analysis of stream water quality; toxicity analysis, namely detection of contaminants in water and waste water using sampling and analysis and detection of contaminants in analysis of rock, water quality, sand, and hydrocarbons; greenhouse gas emission measuring and analysis; design services, namely industrial design services; design consultancy, namely industrial design consultation; engineering drawing services and preparation of technical documentation and reports, namely preparing reports and technical documentation in relation to environmental management, construction, energy efficiency, supply chain management and greenhouse gas emissions; design and development of computer hardware and software; software services as a service (SaaS) featuring software for engineering and chemistry services; computer software support services in the form of technical computer software consultancy to licensees and franchisees; design of industrial plants, namely architectural design of industrial plants; commissioning, testing and inspection services of manufacturing plants, machinery and apparatus, namely machinery and fabrication equipment, and analytical apparatus; research and development, technical diagnostic testing, technological consulting, and energy auditing services for the oil, and gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; technological planning and consulting services in the field of oil and gas exploration and extraction; chemical engineering services in the fields of oil, gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; testing, analysis, inspection and sampling services for scientific or technological purposes, namely soil, water, air and fuel sampling for analysis purposes; technical consultancy in the field of chemicals for the oil, gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; pipeline inspection services; testing, analysis and evaluation of umbilical systems to determine conformity with certification standards; chemical certification management services, namely providing quality assurance services in the field of chemicals; quality control consultation for others with respect to chemical umbilical system materials, compatibility testing management and qualification consultancy services; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems used in the fields of oil, gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; computer software consultation services; consultation services in the fields of oil, gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; software services, namely providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in control, design and management of systems and plants in the oil, gas, energy and renewables industries; software services, namely providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for collecting, aggregating, and analysing data from various sources in the nature of remote sensors, laboratory results, geographic data, remote data, environmental and weather data; software services, namely providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software that allows users to receive reports, alerts, and notifications related to industrial processes; provision of temporary use of online non-downloadable software for project management; provision of temporary use of online non-downloadable software for monitoring and managing cooling water systems, boiler systems, waste water treatment systems, filtration systems, process and manufacturing systems, disposal systems, environmental remediation systems, industrial plant systems, and industrial water systems; scientific laboratory services and field testing for use in the field of oil and gas exploration, appraisal, development and production testing, analysis, and evaluation of oil and gas reserves; oil and gas well monitoring
services, namely, providing remote measurements and data capture; engineering services in the field of environmental compliance; conducting environmental studies in the fields of oil, gas, water, minerals, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; conducting environmental studies in the fields of geothermal resources, water management, storage and containment of carbon dioxide; oil prospecting in the nature of oil and gas well logging, testing, analysis, inspection, and sampling services; performing oil well diagnostics; oil exploration; gas exploration; mineral exploration; well testing; oil field surveying; analysis for oil research; inspection of oil fields; analysis of oil reservoirs, namely analysis for oil-field exploitation; exploration of gas and oil; analysis in the field of oil exploration; analysis and testing services for the oil industry; analytical services relating to the exploration of oil fields; analysis and testing services in the field of oil exploitation; analysis and testing services in the field of gas exploitation; calibration services; industrial analysis services, namely analysis of industrial fluids; environmental specialist services, namely conducting magnetic resonance imaging testing and interpretation and analysis for the oil and gas industries; technical services, namely remedial services in the fields of oil and gas exploration and production for restoring the production level of hydrocarbons; computer modelling services, namely, computer simulations used in oil, gas, water, minerals, geological and chemical processes, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; scientific research consulting involving data interpretation and related analysis and interpretation methodologies including artificial intelligence, interpretation methods, products and tests for interpreting oil and gas well data obtained during the provision of analysis; engineering services for facilitating early production and extended well facilities and plants testing for others to allow production of oil and gas before or while full field development is being planned and permanent facilities are being built; inspection of apparatus and machinery; design and development of predictive maintenance software; installation and maintenance of predictive maintenance software; software consultancy services in the field of predictive maintenance; machine condition monitoring, namely troubleshooting of computer software problems; power generating apparatus and installation condition monitoring services, namely monitoring of power plants, power turbines, wind turbines, tidal energy devices, solar energy collectors, solar photovoltaic devices, fuel cells to ensure proper functioning; drilling fluid and well testing analysis and interpretation; subterranean well testing consultancy services for use in connection with subterranean well drilling operations; engineering services and engineering consultation in connection with the selection of specialized sampling equipment for subterranean well operations and providing technical advice on drilling and produced fluids and gas analysis; technical advice on data interpretation and analysis, namely data mining; analysis of technical data for others, namely data mining; engineering and engineering consulting services in connection with exploring and developing geothermal resources, water management, renewables, greenhouse gases, hydrogen, ammonia and carbon dioxide storage and containment; environmental testing services in connection with exploring and developing geothermal resources, water management, renewables, greenhouse gases, hydrogen, ammonia and carbon dioxide storage and containment; provision of scientific and technological services, namely technological consultancy, product development and technological integration services in the fields of oil, gas, water, minerals, geological and chemical processes, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; providing online non-downloadable software for use in design, development and operation of machinery and plants, and computer-aided design in the fields of oil, gas, water, minerals, geological, chemical processes, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, CO2, ammonia, renewables, and the solar sectors; scientific research in the geothermal energy field; rental of computer hardware and peripherals, computer software for design, development, monitoring and operation of machinery and plants, measuring apparatus and scientific equipment in the nature of oil well drilling tools for use in connection with irrigation
services and oil, gas, water, minerals, geological and chemical processes, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, carbon dioxide mitigation, ammonia, renewables, and solar sectors; technological consultancy services in the fields of the energy exploration and exploitation and renewable energy; oil-well testing; analysis for oil research; analysis of oil fields; inspection of oil fields; technical consulting in the fields of environmental science and engineering services with respect to oil, gas, water, minerals, geological, chemical processes, sand, biofuels, bioremediation, hydrogen, carbon dioxide mitigation, ammonia, renewables, and solar sector data for design, development, production, transportation, containment and storage industries; industrial analysis services namely computer-aided industrial analysis services in the field of supply chain management, oil and gas exploration, energy efficiency, chemical exposure, water management, environmental exposure, and waste management; scientific analysis in the field of supply chain management, oil and gas exploration, energy efficiency, chemical exposure, water management, environmental exposure, and waste management; engineering; engineering consultancy; engineering services for the analysis of machinery for others in the fields of oil and gas exploration, energy efficiency, chemical exposure, water management, environmental exposure, and waste management; inspection of apparatus and machinery, namely oil and gas production apparatus and machinery, boilers, vehicles, anaerobic digesters, distillation apparatus, refinery equipment, fuel tanks, laboratories, HVAC equipment, refrigeration equipment, batteries, power generation machinery, solar power generation systems machinery, hydrogen generation machinery, wind generation systems power generation machinery, wave energy power generation systems, biofuels generation apparatus and machinery, and slurry tanks for quality control purposes; engineering services for the oil and gas industry; scientific research in the energy field with respect to oil and gas exploration and extraction; scientific analysis in the field of oil and gas exploration and extraction; testing services for certification quality or standards, namely testing the services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; safety design services, namely designing workplace facilities and equipment to optimize efficiency and safety; engineering services; preparing engineering analysis and reports, namely engineering consulting; carbon offsetting analysis and consultancy, namely providing scientific consultancy relating to carbon offsetting; research in the reduction of carbon emissions; providing scientific information, advice and consultancy relating to carbon offsetting; technical consultancy regarding the remote monitoring of power generating apparatus and installation condition; testing of materials; technical testing services, namely testing of the goods of others to assure compliance with industry standards; technical inspection services, namely inspection of materials, consumer products, vehicles, oil, water, gas, minerals, commodities, foods, beverages for quality control purposes; systems testing, namely computer hardware and software testing; inspection and evaluation services, namely detection of leaks in pumps and industrial machinery; technical inspection, namely product quality evaluation services; pre-shipment and post-shipment inspection of goods, namely chemicals, analysers, sensors, tanks, chemical delivery systems, solar panels, energy generating equipment, construction supplies for quality control; inspection and evaluation services, namely inspection of oil and gas production apparatus and machinery, boilers, vehicles, anaerobic digesters, distillation apparatus, refinery equipment, fuel tanks, laboratories, HVAC equipment, refrigeration equipment, batteries, power generation machinery, solar power generation systems machinery, hydrogen generation machinery, wind generation systems, power generation machinery, wave energy power generation systems, biofuels generation apparatus and machinery, and slurry tanks for compliance with quality, quantity and performance standards; developing computer software for the aforementioned services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Infrastructure Analytics Ltd | **Address** | Infrastructure Analytics Ltd | Scottish Provident Building, 7 Donegall Square, West Belfast Northern | **UNITED KINGDOM** | **Legal Entity** | Private Limited Company | United Kingdom, England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland | **State or Country Where Organized** | IRELAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | ELLI0360WOUS |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1658700 | **International Registration Date** | Jun. 11, 2021 | **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Dec. 11, 2020 | **Expiration Date** | Jun. 11, 2031 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | BLANE, SUZANNE M |
TM 6624 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BESISTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339419 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7095490 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1115787 International Registration Date Feb. 29, 2012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metallic cast and non-metallic building products, namely, non-metallic tensions rods and bars, non-metallic compression rods and bars, non-metallic thread ends, non-metallic screws, non-metallic joining plate, non-metallic circle discs being reinforcement plates, non-metallic crossing plate for constructional engineering and building construction, non-metallic rigid pipes for building
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Scientific research, analysis, testing, and design of building materials and building products, technological research, analysis, testing, and design of building materials and building products, development and design of building product and building materials, especially wood, cast and steel products, cast products and fittings, metal tension rods and bars, metal compression rods and bars, thread ends, and screws for use in building construction
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

For Metal cast and steel building materials, namely, metal tensions rods and bars, metal compression rods and bars, metal thread ends, metal screws for constructional engineering and building construction, goods of common metal, namely, metal screws, metal gusset plate, joining plate, metal circle discs being reinforcement plates, metal crossing plate for constructional engineering and building construction
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Peikko Group Oy  Address  Peikko Group Oy  Voimakatu 3  FI-15170 Lahti  FINLAND  Legal Entity  Osakeyhtiö  State or Country Where Organized  FINLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BOCT107US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1115787  International Registration Date  Feb. 29, 2012  Expiration Date  Feb. 28, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TAKATA PHARMACEUTICAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79339433</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095491</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;TAKATA PHARMACEUTICAL&quot;. The letters &quot;T&quot; and the letter &quot;K&quot; in the word &quot;TAKATA&quot; are dark blue and the letters &quot;A&quot; in the word &quot;TAKATA&quot; are light blue. The word &quot;PHARMACEUTICAL&quot; is in dark blue. To the left of the wording is an image of a flower with one side in pink and one side which transitions from light blue to dark blue. An incomplete circle appears through the flower in dark blue and in light blue as it intersects the flower. The flower has a white center and white lines which represent transparent areas and are not part of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) dark blue, light blue, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PHARMACEUTICAL&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1245714</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 25, 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, anti-cancer drugs in the nature of anti-cancer preparations and pharmaceutical products for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antibiotics; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; nutritional additives for medical purposes for use in food and dietary supplements for human consumption, namely, nutritional food additives for medical purposes in the nature of natural food extracts derived from fish, meat, and vegetables; nutritional additives for medical purposes for use in food, namely, animal feed additive for use as a nutritional supplement for medical purposes; medicinal tonics and substitutes therefor in the nature of nutritional food and drink additives containing vitamins and nutrients for health and medical purposes, namely, non-medicated additives for animal feed for use as nutritional supplements, medicated oils containing vitamins and minerals, and nutritional food additives for medical purposes in the nature of food extracts derived from fish, meat, and vegetables; dietary supplements for humans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |
## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: TAKATA Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: TAKATA Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 11-1, 1-chome, Numakage, Minami-ku, Saitama City Saitama 336-8666, JAPAN  
**Legal Entity**: Kabushiki kaisha (k.k.)  
**State or Country**: Japan  

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: TM23-0052  

## International Registration Information (Section 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1245714  
**International Registration Date**: Nov. 25, 2014  
**Expiration Date**: Nov. 25, 2024  

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339455 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7095492 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the blue stylized wording "ADH".
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1658619 International Registration Date Mar. 09, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blades being parts of machines; industrial robots; automatic stamping machines; hydraulic machines, namely, hydraulic presses for metalworking; machine parts, namely, molds for ingot mold; machine tools, namely, bending machine; metalworking machinery; machine tools, namely, botchers being pipe notching machines; bending machines; cutting machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Donghai machine Tool ManufacturingCo., Ltd Address Anhui Donghai machine Tool Manufacturing Co., Ltd Blade mold city, Bowang Town, Bowang District, Maanshan CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1658619 International Registration Date Mar. 09, 2022 Expiration Date Mar. 09, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(s)
EFILOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79339667</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7095493</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Mark Description**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "EFILOW".

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration** 1659418
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 24, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Cosmetics; skin lotions; face milk and lotions; essential oils; mask packs for cosmetic purposes; skin toners; sun screen preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up; beauty masks; perfumery; dentifrices; non-medicated facial soaps; shampoos; premoistened cleansing tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser; cosmetics for animals; fabric softeners for laundry use; moisturizing creams; anti-aging creams
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: REVITAL LAB CORPORATION
- **Address**: REVITAL LAB CORPORATION 1410-ho, 17, Seobinggo-ro, Yongsan-gu Seoul 04387 REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 3190-041

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1659418
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 24, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Feb. 24, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Mar. 24, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: NOLASCO-ARIAS, KENNETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339674 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7095494
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design reproducing a stylized "H" letter.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659435 International Registration Date Oct. 20, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land vehicles; Low-speed electric land vehicles; kick scooters, namely, electrically powered kick scooters; electrically operated kick scooters; bicycles; bicycles with electric motors; electric bicycles; electrically operated bicycles; electric drives for bicycles; electric propulsion mechanisms for bicycles, namely, electric motors for bicycles; electric gear motors for bicycles; electric motors for bicycles; electric gear shifting apparatus for bicycles, namely, gearboxes; electric bicycle parts, namely, electric motors for bicycles; touring bicycles; racing bicycles; mountain bicycles; transport bicycles; children's bicycles; bicycle gears; bicycle pedals; bicycle seat posts; fitted seat covers for bicycles; bicycle saddles; saddle covers for bicycles; handlebar stems for bicycles; saddle bags for bicycles; bicycle bells; drive chains for bicycles; brake cables for bicycles; brake blocks for bicycles; special baskets for bicycles; handlebar ends for bicycles, namely, bicycle handlebar grips; bicycle forks; bicycle brakes; handlebar grips for bicycles; direction indicators for bicycles, namely, turn signal levers for bicycles; bicycle motors; bicycle wheel hubs; bicycle mudguards; sprockets for bicycles; luggage racks for bicycles; bicycle nets, namely, luggage nets for bicycles; bicycle trailers; trailers for transporting bicycles; bicycle wheels; disc wheels for bicycles; suspension systems for bicycles; bicycle frames; bicycle fork heads; transmissions for bicycles; hydraulic disc brakes for bicycles; hydraulic brakes on bicycle rims; structural parts for bicycles

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Bike sharing services; car sharing services; vehicle rental; bicycle rental; rental of vehicles; rental car reservation; bicycle rental and transport reservation

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 105  **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: ZEHUS S.P.A.  **Address**: ZEHUS S.P.A. Via Pola 11 I-20124 MILANO ITALY  **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: BUGNION-213

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1659435  **International Registration Date**: Oct. 20, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 26, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Oct. 20, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339773 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7095495
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "YG" comprised of a triangle forming the upper left portion of the letter "Y" and the lower right portion of the "Y" connecting with the letter "G" in an angled shape.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659729 International Registration Date Feb. 04, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line social networking services; licensing of intellectual property and copyright; legal services relating to copyright protection; legal services, namely, protection of industrial property rights; cartoon character licensing; bodyguard services; legal services, namely, management of industrial property rights and copyright; legal administration of licences; personal wardrobe styling services; information about personal wardrobe styling services; rental of clothing; internet-based dating, matchmaking and personal introduction services; social introduction agency services; personal shopping for others; spiritual consultancy; personal fashion consulting services; information relating to fashion coordination services for individuals
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For Electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; providing access to platforms and portals on the Internet; providing Internet access, namely, providing access to online community sites on the internet; Providing online chat room and electronic bulletin board service; internet broadcasting services; transmission of digital files; rental of broadcasting equipment; webcasting services; Video-on-demand television broadcasting; radio telecommunications
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Research and development of new products; visual design, namely, multidisciplinary visual design services; character design, namely, cartoon and animation design for others; software design and development; cosmetic research; electronic storage of digital music; web site design; fashion clothing, bags, and fashion accessories design services; development of game software; hosting of digital content on the Internet, namely, hosting multimedia entertainment content; electronic storage of
entertainment media content

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: YG ENTERTAINMENT INC.  
- **Address**: YG ENTERTAINMENT INC. 7, Huiujeong-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu Seoul 04028  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 072314-0059

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1659729  
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 04, 2022  
- **Section 67 Priority Claim**: Aug. 06, 2021  
- **Expiration Date**: Feb. 04, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: O’BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
TM 6630 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NAPOLIEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339830 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7095496 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NAPOLIEAT" with the "O" represented by a red tomato with yellow dots and a green leaf, and the letters "NAP" and "LIEAT" in brown. An outline of a mountain top appears behind the wording in yellow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green pantone 368c, yellow pantone 115c, red pantone 7597 c and brown pantone 4975 c is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of NAPOLI in the mark is Naples.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659842 International Registration Date Feb. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pizzas; fresh pizza; pizza dough; pizza bases being pizza dough; pizza crust; gluten-free pizza; frozen pizza crusts; prepared pizza meals consisting primarily of pizza; pre-baked pizza crusts; prepared meals consisting primarily of pizzas; prepared pizzas; preserved pizzas; frozen pizzas; uncooked pizzas; preparations for making pizza bases being pizza dough; crispbread snacks; flour based savory snacks; snack foods consisting principally of bread; cereal-based snack food; pre-baked bread; calzones; pies; frozen pastries; frozen cakes; frozen meals consisting primarily of pasta; deep frozen pasta; bakery goods; preparations for making bakery products being flour; gluten-free bakery products; processed grains, starches, and goods made thereof, baking preparations, namely, sugar, dough, baking powder, and baking soda; yeasts; bread; pastries, cakes, tarts and biscuits being cookies; snack food products consisting of cereal products; snack foods made from corn; snack foods made from wheat; snack food products made from cereal flour; filled baguettes; bread rolls; cheeseburgers sandwich buns; filled bread rolls

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AL CAP'S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Name Portrait Consent** | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **International Registration** | 1660092 |
| **International Registration Date** | Mar. 22, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Tobacco and tobacco substitutes; electronic cigarettes and oral sprays being vaporizers for smokers; cigars; cigarillos; cigarettes; snuff; smokeless tobacco; moist tobacco powder, namely, snus; tobacco pouches; rolling tobacco; snuff boxes; humidors; cigar boxes; cigarette boxes |
| **International Classes** | 34 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 8, 9, 17 |
| **International Class Title** | Smokers' Articles |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently 66A** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Dannemann AG |
| **Address** | Dannemann AG Suurstoffi 2 CH-6343 Rotkreuz SWITZERLAND |
| **Legal Entity** | AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | SWITZERLAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 038718 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | 1660092 |
| **International Registration Date** | Mar. 22, 2022 |
| **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Dec. 10, 2021 |
| **Expiration Date** | Mar. 22, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | HUDSON, TAMARA BREE |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
OIO LAB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79339999</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7095498</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;LAB&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1660247</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetics</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NISHA Karol Ryglewicz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NISHA Karol Ryglewicz Poznanska 46 PL-62-040 Puszczykowo POLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>POLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>DIA_OIO004MP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1660247</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 11, 2032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MINDSCREEN EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340004 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095499
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Mindscreen" in green with the letter "M" stylized and the wording "Experience" below it in yellow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Location Mindscreen - Green Experience - Yellow.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1660262 International Registration Date Feb. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services in the nature of instruction in the field of personal development; Providing training in the field of behaviour, motivation and inherent skills awareness, self-esteem and confidence building, goal setting, personal development/growth, interpersonal and interactive communication skills, field of study choice, C.V preparation, career choice and future mapping
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Downloadable electronic educational publications in the nature of unique personal profiles, instructional and teaching/learning/modules, workbooks/publications including photographs and images, plus teaching/learning support documents and pre-post training improvement measurement statistics in the nature of teaching/learning resources in the field of personal development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEXAM CHEMICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340007 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095500
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black triangle and three horizontal red bars to the left of the wording "NEXAM CHEMICAL" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHEMICAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1660271 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; adhesives for use in industry
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Treatment of polyolefins, polyethylene terephthalates and polyamides
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto namely scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of chemicals and plastic; industrial chemical analysis and research services in the field of chemistry
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Nexam Chemical AB
Address: Nexam Chemical AB, Industrigatan 27, SE-234 35 Lomma, SWEDEN
Legal Entity: AKTIEBOLAG
State or Country Where Organized: SWEDEN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1660271
International Registration Date: Mar. 07, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Nov. 15, 2021
Expiration Date: Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APRTIIKOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340066 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7095501
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Translation The wording APRTIIKOTO has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1660444 International Registration Date Feb. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Weeding machines; shearing machines for animals; power-operated reciprocating saws; electric drills, hand-held; glue guns, electric; screwdrivers, electric; angle grinder machines; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated,namely, electric hand-held hammers, pneumatic hand-held drills; spray guns for paint
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinhua Kete Tools Co.,Ltd Address Jinhua Kete Tools Co.,Ltd Room 401, No. 49, Jiangxin Street, Jiang Qiubin Street, Wucheng District, Jinhua Z CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1660444 International Registration Date Feb. 10, 2022
Expiration Date Feb. 10, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340139 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7095502
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three Chinese characters arranged vertically, with each character in a square divided into four smaller squares, and with dotted lines crossing diagonally from each corner of each large square. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "SHE BU DE" and this means "RELUCTANT" in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1660646 International Registration Date Mar. 01, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aperitifs; liqueurs; wine; alcoholic essences; alcoholic beverages, except beer; Korean distilled spirits (Soju); baijiu; fruit extracts, alcoholic; spirits and liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHEDE SPIRITS CO., LTD. Address SHEDE SPIRITS CO., LTD. 999 Tuopai Avenue, Tuopai Town, Shehong County, Suining City 629000 Sich CHINA Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1660646 International Registration Date Mar. 01, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 01, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ALPINA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79340186</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1660764
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 31, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Vehicles, namely, automobiles; engines for land vehicles; parts and accessories for land vehicles, except wheels for motorcycles and bicycles, namely, structural parts for land vehicles, and exterior trim parts for land vehicles in the nature of vehicle insignia:

- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft
- **Address**: Petuelring 130 80809 München FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: Aktiengesellschaft [joint stock company]
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: M/2022-00111

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1660764
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 31, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Mar. 31, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MM MISSION CAREER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340329 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095504
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of the letter "M" on top of the letter "M" split in half at the middle all of which comprising a circle design directly to the left of the literal elements "MISSION CAREER" in stylized text to the right of the design. Disclaimer "CAREER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 166111 International Registration Date Nov. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Teaching in the fields of teamwork, team building and team development for corporations, families, schools and organizations; training services in the fields of teamwork, team building and team development for corporations, families, schools and organizations; electronic desktop publishing; written text editing services; business training services in the fields of teamwork, team building and team development; business training services in the field of commercial business management; advisory services in the field of business education and training of corporate managers and staff

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable electronic publications, namely, bulletins, magazines, pamphlets, reports and guides in the fields of teamwork, team building and team development; downloadable computer software applications for enabling communication between members, optimizing team building exercises, training, and organizing activities in the field of facilitating teamwork, team building and team development within corporations, families, schools and organizations; downloadable educational computer applications featuring instruction in the field of facilitating teamwork, team building and team development within corporations, families, schools and organizations; downloadable software for commercial use, namely, software for enabling communication between members, optimizing team building exercises, training, and organizing activities in the field of facilitating teamwork, team building and team development within corporations, families, schools and organizations
**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIOCERAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340356 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7095505
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1140178 International Registration Date Oct. 16, 2012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Implants consisting of artificial materials; ceramic structural parts of orthopedic apparatus and instruments; ceramic fittings of orthopedic apparatus and instruments, namely, total hip replacements, total knee prostheses, artificial joints, artificial bones, stems for artificial joints, cups for artificial joints, shells for artificial joints; orthopedic apparatus and instruments, and structural parts and fittings thereof; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, orthopedic fixation devices for use in surgery, and structural parts and fittings thereof
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kyocera Corporation Address Kyocera Corporation 6, Takeda Tobadono-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto-shi 612-8501 Kyoto Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20783.0112US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1140178 International Registration Date Oct. 16, 2012
Expiration Date Oct. 16, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>79340453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration</td>
<td>1661184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Flavored wine-based beverages, namely, mulled wine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Gerstacker Marken GbR (Vertretungsberechtigter Gesellschafter: Hans-Friedrich Gerstacker, 90451 Nürnberg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gerstacker Marken GbR (Vertretungsberechtigter Gesellschafter: Hans-Friedrich Gerstacker, Mainstraße 9, 90451 Nürnberg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Civil law partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>39870-575950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1661184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MICHOS, JOHN E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E-ILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340545  Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7095507
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1661452  International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in the interpretation of scans of a patient's anatomy, including lung scans, to assess any damage
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the interpretation of scans of a patient's anatomy, including lung scans, to assess any damage
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brainomix Limited  Address Brainomix Limited  Suites 11-14, Suffolk House, 263 Banbury Road Oxford OX2 7HN  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35028.22

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1661452  International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 27, 2021  Expiration Date Mar. 07, 2032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

---

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79340557</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of three triangles and looks like a bird in flight.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Registration | 1661489 |
| International Registration Date | Mar. 09, 2022 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Footwear; hosiery; boots; tops as clothing; caps being headwear; trousers; gloves as clothing; foundation garment girdles; skirts; sports shoes; mantillas; insoles for footwear |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Yuantao Wang |
| Address | No. 193 Wencui Road, Mengzi City, Honghe Hani and Yi Autonomous Prefecture, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1661489 |
| International Registration Date | Mar. 09, 2022 |
| Expiration Date | Mar. 09, 2032 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | REID, CAILE MAUREEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  START GIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79340558  Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number  7095509
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1661512  International Registration Date  Mar. 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Leather and imitations of leather; luggage; transport bags, namely, suitcases, travel cases and traveling bags; umbrellas; parasols
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Household linen; bed blankets; pillow shams; towels, not of paper; sleeping bags; sleeping bag liners; mosquito nets
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics
For  Clothing, namely, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, shirts, shorts, pants, coats, clothing jackets, dresses, skirts, blouses, underwear and socks; footwear; headwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Luca Pedrazzoli  Address  Luca Pedrazzoli  Schüpfenried 13  CH-3043 Uettligen  SWITZERLAND  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5401.0001

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1661512  International Registration Date  Mar. 02, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 23, 2022  Expiration Date  Mar. 02, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

RUAVIEJA CREMOSA

Mark Literal(s) RUAVIEJA CREMOSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340587 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7095510 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The translation of the wording in the mark is "CREAMY OLD STREET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1661596 International Registration Date Apr. 19, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers and wines International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RUAVIEJA, S.A. Address RUAVIEJA, S.A. Rua do Restollal, 32 - 2ª planta E-15702 Santiago de Compostela, A Coruña SPAIN Legal Entity SOCIEDAD ANONIMA State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number tbd

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1661596 International Registration Date Apr. 19, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 22, 2021 Expiration Date Apr. 19, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79340859</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2022</td>
<td>7095511</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of three orange trapezoidal shapes. The color white represent background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1662284</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2022</td>
<td>Plastic profiles, namely, edge and end profiles for inflexible and flexible floor and wall coverings of plastic; building materials, namely, support mats of plastic for floors and walls of buildings; adhesive mortars for building purposes for fixing sealing and support mats made of plastic material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Plastic profiles, namely, edge and end profiles for inflexible and flexible floor and wall coverings of plastic; building materials, namely, support mats of plastic for floors and walls of buildings; adhesive mortars for building purposes for fixing sealing and support mats made of plastic material

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

**For** Household and kitchen containers and utensils not of precious metal or plated, namely, drinking mugs, drinking bottles, sold empty, kitchen tongs, spatulas, strainers, serving spoons, serving forks, serving ladles, serving bowls, serving dishes, jugs, beverage glassware

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

**For** Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely, printed matter in the nature of brochures, pamphlets, informational folders, booklets, books, price lists, handbooks in the field of tiles, shower systems, floor warming and waterproofing systems, building materials; printed photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, namely, colored pencils, pens, pencils; office requisites except furniture, namely, desktop business card and pamphlet holders, adhesive note pads, paper notebooks, stickers, decals; printed instructional and teaching material except apparatus in the field of tiles, shower systems, floor warming and waterproofing systems, building materials

**For** Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely, printed matter in the nature of brochures, pamphlets, informational folders, booklets, books, price lists, handbooks in the field of tiles, shower systems, floor warming and waterproofing systems, building materials; printed photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, namely, colored pencils, pens, pencils; office requisites except furniture, namely, desktop business card and pamphlet holders, adhesive note pads, paper notebooks, stickers, decals; printed instructional and teaching material except apparatus in the field of tiles, shower systems, floor warming and waterproofing systems, building materials
**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Industrial adhesives for commercial purposes, in particular for fixing, sealing and support mats made of plastic material

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**For** Sealing and insulating materials in the form of drainage and sealing mats of plastic for specialized trade in tiles and building materials; sealing and insulating materials in the form of sealing mats of plastic for floors and walls of buildings

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods

**For** Clothing, namely, T-shirts, shirts, blouses, polo shirts, sweaters, hoodies, pullovers, jackets, vests, cardigans, bottoms, gloves, scarves; footwear; headwear

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Metal profiles, namely, edge and end profiles for inflexible and flexible floor and wall coverings of metal except precious metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Schlüter-Systems KG  **Address** Schlüter-Systems KG Schmölestraße 7  58640 Iserlohn  **FED REP GERMANY**  **Legal Entity** LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 4129-095.TM

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1662284  **International Registration Date** Feb. 03, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jan. 07, 2022  **Expiration Date** Feb. 03, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NIGHT IN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341157 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095512
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1662868 International Registration Date Nov. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Games, toys and playthings, namely, puzzle games, word games played with cards and game components, trivia games played with cards and game components, memory games, dice games, party games, pinball games, coin-operated video games, role playing games, icebreaker board games and card games, conversation starter board games and card games, parlor games, play balls, balls for games, balls for sports, flying discs, golf clubs, tennis racquets, paddle ball rackets, padel rackets, equipment sold as a unit for playing toss games, pet toys made of rope, chew toys, stuffed toys, plush toys, push toys, pull toys, squeak toys, squeeze toys, cat toys, dog toys, toy animals, toy cars, toy vehicles, toy masks, toy houses, musical toys, baby multiple activity toys, stress release exercise toys, spinning fidget toys, yo-yos, toy game balls, toy hoop sets, disc toss toys, toy balloons, inflatable toys, inflatable pool toys, inflatable toys for swimming pools, pool noodle toys, beanbags, musical toys, and toy action figures; video game apparatus, namely, video game consoles; exercise weights; dumbbells; exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands; yoga straps; gym balls, namely, exercise balls, gym balls for yoga, rubber balls, and medicine balls; playing cards and card games; apparatus for playing electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for playing electronic games icebreaker, trivia, dating, word, party, and pinball games; balloons; balls for games; board games; mini board games; costume masks; interactive gaming chairs for video games; gaming keypads; soft sculpture toys, soft sculpture plush toys, and soft knitted toys; inflatable swimming pools; jigsaw puzzles; cube puzzles; party games

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Education services, namely, organizing, conducting, and providing courses, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, virtual meetings and seminars, presentations, events for educational purposes, and discussion groups in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; providing of training in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; entertainment services, namely, organizing, conducting, and providing events for social entertainment, courses, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, virtual meetings and seminars, presentations, and discussion groups in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; organizing sporting and cultural activities; publishing services, namely, digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; publishing services, namely, music publishing services; publishing services, namely, electronic desktop publishing services for others; information services relating to entertainment; information services relating to education; providing online computer and electronic games; providing on-line non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of electronic newsletters, journals, magazines, and e-books in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; providing non-downloadable digital music from mp3 internet web sites; custom writing services for blogs

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For** Downloadable and recorded computer software for personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, and professional introductions, in the field of dating, relationships, career development, recruitment, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; downloadable computer application software for social
networking services via internet; downloadable software for dating, namely, computer database featuring single people interested in meeting other single people; downloadable software for business networking; downloadable computer software platforms for social networking; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones for personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, and professional introductions, in the field of dating, relationships, career development, recruitment, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer video game software; downloadable video games programs; downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (api) to allow access to online services for social introduction, social networking, business networking or dating; downloadable software and software applications to enable transmission, access, organization, and management of text messaging, instant messaging, web links, locations and images via the internet and other communications networks; recorded instant messaging software; downloadable instant messaging software; downloadable computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile telephones; electrical and electronic apparatus for the transmission of data, namely, mobile phones, handheld computers, tablet computers, laptop computers, and smart watches; downloadable blog software, namely, software for creating blogs; downloadable podcasts in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, business development, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; mobile phone accessories, namely, belt clips and screen protectors; grips, stands and mounts for handheld electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, tablets, sound players, video players, cameras, and e-readers; protective mobile phone cases; plug adaptors, computer card adapters, and electric adapter cables; protective computer tablet cases; protective laptop cases; protective laptop bags; selfie sticks; headphones; protective earphone cases; portable power packs, namely, portable power chargers and wireless chargers; speaker cases; portable speakers; mouse mats; computer mouse; microphones; headsets; computer memory devices; downloadable media streaming software; downloadable video streaming software; downloadable computer application software for streaming audio-visual media content via the internet

**International Classes**

9 - Primary Classes

US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Online social networking services; dating services provided through social networking; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; personal introduction services for social purposes; personal introduction services by computer for social purposes; internet based dating, matchmaking and personal introduction services for social purposes; consulting in the field of personal relationships; matchmaking services; licensing of computer software and other technology

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes

US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Personal and legal services
For Electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images and information; podcasting services, namely, transmission of podcasts; peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; electronic transmission of email and instant messaging services in connection with social networking, social introduction or dating; chat room services in connection with social networking, social introduction or dating; providing access to chat rooms in connection with social networking, social introduction or dating; providing access to online services namely, online chat rooms, mobile applications, and online platforms relating to social networking, social introduction or dating; location-based transmission of information via digital networks; audio, text and video broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks, including uploading, posting, displaying and electronically transmitting data, information, audio and video images; providing access to an online network service; providing access to chatrooms; data streaming services; streaming of audio and video material on the internet; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

| International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 104 International Class Title | Communication |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Bumble Holding Limited |
| Address | The Broadgate Tower, Third Floor, 20 Primrose Street London E |
| Legal Entity | Limited Company |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED KINGDOM |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1662868 |
| International Registration Date | Nov. 16, 2021 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | May 17, 2021 |
| Expiration Date | Nov. 16, 2031 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NU JACkPOT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79341207</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7095513</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;NU JACkPOT&quot;, where the wording &quot;NU&quot; is in white on a pink shaded rectangle to the left of the wording &quot;JACkPOT&quot; where the &quot;J&quot; is in pink, the &quot;A&quot; is purple, the &quot;C&quot; is red, the &quot;K&quot; is green, the &quot;P&quot; is blue, the &quot;O&quot; is pink with a white square in the center, and the &quot;T&quot; is in yellow.</td>
<td>The color(s) pink, purple, red, green, blue, yellow, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;JACkPOT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1662987</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer game software, recorded; downloadable and recorded computer software related to digital video broadcasting for broadcasting digital videos to other users; downloadable and recorded computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; downloadable and recorded computer software for processing digital music files; downloadable and recorded computer software for image processing; downloadable and recorded computer software for transmitting and broadcasting audio, video, and multimedia content; recorded computer programs for use in the reproduction of music; downloadable and recorded computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones for a metaverse platform that includes commerce, games, music, and short media; downloadable and recorded computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; downloadable and recorded computer software for facsimile transmission, electronic mail transmission, voice mail transmission, and internet messaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>THEJACKPOT Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>THEJACKPOT Inc. 1F, 105-10, Jayang-ro 15-gil, Gwangjin-gu Seoul 05062 REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONSORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341353 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7095514 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1663351 International Registration Date Mar. 11, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel arrangements and travel ticket reservations; online travel arrangements and travel ticket reservations; travel agency services; namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; booking of tickets for travels; online booking of tickets for travels; online transportation booking services for passengers; transportation booking services for passengers; booking services for car rental; online booking services for car rental; travel booking services provided by travel agencies, namely, booking transportation; flight planning, namely, providing and arranging of flights and airline tickets; providing of ferry tickets for transportation

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Making reservations and bookings for others for rooms in hotels and guest houses; hotel room booking services; online booking of hotel rooms; reservation of hotel and guest house rooms for travelers; providing hotel room reservation and hotel reservation services; providing online hotel room reservation and hotel reservation services; travel agency services for booking restaurants; restaurant reservation services; restaurant reservation services online; booking of restaurant seats; making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; restaurant information services; provision of information relating to restaurants; provision of information online relating to restaurants; providing of restaurant and café services; making reservations and bookings for restaurant services provided by hotels; room hire services; travel agency services for reserving and booking temporary accommodation; travel agency services online for reserving and booking temporary accommodation; hotel room booking services; hotel room reservation services; arranging of temporary accommodation at hotels and holiday homes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently 66A</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Clyde Travel Management Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Clyde Travel Management Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alba House 2 Central Avenue,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clydebank Business Park, Clydebank WestD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>217392.00053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>1663351</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | THOMAS, JULIE | 8156 |
# Trademark Registration Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: 40 EXTRA STARS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 79341564
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 16, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095515
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An Illustration Drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "40 EXTRA STARS" where the wording is outlined in black and is generally yellow on top and orange on the bottom, with brown shading on the interior and exterior of the wording. A yellow four-point star appears between "40" and "EXTRA", between "EXTRA" and "STARS" and at the top of the second "S" in "STARS". The color white represents background and/or transparent areas only and is not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange, yellow, brown and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**
- **International Registration**: 1663764
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 16, 2021

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with coins, notes and cards; games, namely, electronic games in the nature of electronic dart games, arcade-type electronic video games, arcade games, parlor games, card games, dice games, coin-operated video games, mahjong games, electronic interactive board games for use with external monitors, hand-held consoles for playing electronic video games, automatic coin-operated amusement game machines, electronic arcade games, casino gaming machines for gambling in the nature of slot machines and video lottery terminals, scratch cards for playing lottery games, board games, computerized video table games for casinos, electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices which accept a wager; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips for gaming; poker chips; gaming equipment, namely, chips and dice; equipment for casinos, namely, gaming machines for gambling; gaming equipment, namely, roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino games, namely, computerized video table games for casinos; automatic and coin operated amusement machines and gambling machines; coin-operated gambling machines and electronic coin operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; electronic or electrotechnical gaming machines for gambling; automatic and coin operated slot machines; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines,
namely, slot machines

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

For Gambling services; entertainment services, namely, gambling; casino gaming services for entertainment purposes; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; training in the development of software systems; provision of gambling hall facilities and rental of gambling equipment; providing casino facilities and rental of equipment for gambling; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming featuring halls with gaming machines; providing casino facilities; providing gaming hall facilities; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; production of sound recording and video arcade entertainment services; rental of sound reproducing apparatus; rental of gaming equipment for casinos; providing of casino facilities; entertainment services, namely, providing a website for online gambling services; operation of gaming facilities in the nature of casino gaming halls and gaming halls; providing a website featuring virtual Internet casinos for online gambling, providing a website for online gambling

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

For downloadable gaming software for gambling; computer downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer software system packages comprising downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer gaming software for gambling; downloadable software drivers, namely, universal peripheral interface software; downloadable virtual reality game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive multimedia entertainment software featuring gaming audio and video files for computer games; downloadable computer programs for network management; downloadable computer operating software for main frame computers; computer hardware, namely, monitors; computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; computer programs, namely, downloadable graphical user interface software for computer monitors; downloadable computer game programs; recorded computer game programs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; communications servers; electronic components for computers for use in gambling machines; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers featuring games and gaming for gambling; downloadable computer software for the administration of online games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; computer hardware for use in gambling, gambling machines, and for playing gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication networks

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Euro Games Technology Ltd. **Address** Euro Games Technology Ltd. 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia BULGARIA **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** BULGARIA
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1663764  International Registration Date  Dec. 16, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 18, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 16, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) YEPP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341664 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095516
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "YEPP" created from indigo dots.
The background is transparent and not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The
color(s) indigo is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1664081 International Registration Date Nov. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing services; financial services related to betting, gaming, gambling, lotteries or placing bets, namely, financial
sponsorship of betting, gaming, gambling, or lotteries; provision of financial information in relation to betting, gaming,
gambling, lotteries and horseracing services; information, advice and assistance for financing services and financial
sponsorship of betting
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial
For Provision of betting, gambling and gaming services through physical and electronic betting and gaming centres and
telephone centres; betting, lottery or betting services; betting, gaming, gambling, lottery or sports betting services made by
credit card; organisation and coordination of lotteries; entertainment services, namely, providing electronic betting, gaming
and lottery services provided via the internet, a global computer network, provided online from a database in computer
networks, provided by telephone, including by mobile telephone, or by means of a television channel, including a television
channel distributed by terrestrial, satellite or cable; organisation of interactive poker, bingo and skill games and games of
chance, including in single or multi-player game format; gambling services, namely, presenting and running poker and bingo
competitions, tournaments and games; entertainment services, namely, conducting, contests, live appearances by professional
gamblers, comedians and musical performers; sporting and cultural activities; organisation and coordination of competitions;
remote gaming services provided via telecommunications; gambling information provided online from a computer database or
the internet; gaming services for entertainment purposes; electronic gaming services provided via the internet; arranging of
games; on-line gaming services; bingo game operation and computer skill services; entertainment information provided online
from a computer database or the internet; information and advisory services on all the above services; providing concrete sports information services

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: YEPP INTERACTIVE S.A. **Address**: YEPP INTERACTIVE S.A. Str. Grigore Alexandrescu nr. 89-97, Corpul B, Modul F, etaj 6, sector 1 București, ROMÂNIA **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY **State or Country**: ROMANIA

**Where Organized**: ROMANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 20167

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1664081 **International Registration Date**: Nov. 29, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 31, 2021 **Expiration Date**: Nov. 29, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEPP BETWEEN FRIENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79341803 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095517
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "YEPP BETWEEN FRIENDS" created from yellow dots on a black rectangular background simulating a computer screen. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, black and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1664443 International Registration Date Nov. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing services; financial services related to bookmaking, gambling, gaming, lotteries or betting; provision of financial information in relation to the following services: spread betting services, gaming, prize games, lotteries and horseracing services; information, advice and assistance in the fields of bookmaking, gambling, gaming, lotteries, betting, horseracing services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Gaming machines for gambling, namely, interactive poker, bingo and skill games, including single and multiplayer games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Providing betting, gambling and gaming services through physical and electronic and telephone centres; betting, lottery or book making services; gambling services, namely, providing betting by credit card, gaming, gambling, lottery or bookmaking services; organizing and conducting lotteries; entertainment services, namely, providing electronic betting, gaming and lottery services provided via the internet, by telephone, including by mobile telephone, and by means of a television channel, including a television channel distributed terrestrial, by satellite or by cable; entertainment services, namely, presenting and running poker and bingo competitions, tournaments and games; entertainment services, namely,
organizing sporting and cultural activities in the field of gambling; gambling services, namely, organizing and conducting of contests; gaming services provided remotely by means of telecommunications systems; providing information related to gambling online via the internet; providing gaming services for entertainment purposes; providing electronic game services via the internet; arranging of games; on-line gaming services; organizing and operating computerised bingo and skills games; providing entertainment information in the fields of gaming and gambling; providing information and advisory services relating to betting, gambling, gaming, lotteries, book making; providing concrete sports information services

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: YEPP INTERACTIVE S.A.  **Address**: YEPP INTERACTIVE S.A. Grigore Alexandrescu Street, No. 89-97, Building B, Module F, Floor 6  **ROMANIA**  **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: ROMANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 20167

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1664443  **International Registration Date**: Nov. 30, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 31, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Nov. 30, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DERNIER & HAMLYN
LIFELABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342020 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095518
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "DERNIER & HAMLYN" stacked above the stylized wording "Lifelabs", all to the right of an abstract design comprised of lines and squares resembling the letters "LL".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1664927 International Registration Date Aug. 26, 2021 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6495787

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nursing appliances, namely, recovery equipment and physiotherapy instruments in the nature of manually-operated exercise equipment for physical therapy purposes; esthetic massage apparatus; ultraviolet lamps for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments in the nature of orthopedic apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for use in general surgery; cases fitted for medical instruments; quartz lamps for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical diagnostic apparatus for testing for viruses; apparatus for use in medical analysis, namely, computerized medical recording and analysis apparatus for the diagnosis and treatment of arrhythmias, Medical radiation apparatus; microdermabrasion apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes; lasers for medical purposes; filters for ultraviolet rays, for medical purposes; physiotherapy apparatus, namely, physical therapy equipment in the nature of foam rollers, manually-operated resistance tubing, weighted balls; furniture especially made for medical purposes; sterile sheets, surgical; masks for use by medical personnel

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; aerocondensers in the nature of air condensers; air condensers; de-aerators for feedwater being machines

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Water purification installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; water purifying apparatus and machines; Water purifying apparatus in the nature of home water purifier; household air purifier; air cleaner for industrial purpose; industrial water purification device; apparatus for drying hair; cleaning apparatus for gas, namely, gas scrubbers; electric boiling-water heater; kettles, electric; cooling installations for water; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; ionization apparatus for the treatment of water for industrial, commercial or agricultural use; carbonization furnace for industrial purposes; induction water heater; water heaters; water supply installations in the nature of water purification installations and pressure regulators for water installations; water softening apparatus and installations; drinking water supply apparatus in the nature of apparatus for filtering drinking water; waste water treatment tank; chlorination plants for water treatment; purification equipment in the nature of purification installations for sewage and water purification units; filters for purifying air or liquid in the nature of water filters and air filters for industrial installations and domestic use; water filters for use with apparatus for sanitary purposes; water and air filters for industrial and household use

**International Classes** | 11 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 | **International Class Title** | Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** Gas purifying preparations for use in industry, namely, chemicals for use in purifying gas; water-softening preparations; purification preparations, namely, chemicals used in industry for the purification of water and chemicals used in industry for the purification of gases; anti-incrustants, namely, chemical solutions in the nature of multistem corrosion and scale inhibitor treatments for hydronic heating and cooling systems; disincrustants, namely, chemical solutions in the nature of multistem corrosion and scale inhibitor treatments for hydronic heating and cooling systems; scale removing preparations, other than for household purposes; ion exchangers, namely, chemical preparations in the nature of ion-exchange resins; flocculants; emollients for industrial purpose; Water purifying chemicals for swimming pools; chemicals for contaminated area purification, namely, chemicals for use in purifying water and oil-purifying chemicals; aluminum sulfate; phosphorus chloride; chemicals for water softening

**International Classes** | 1 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 | **International Class Title** | Chemicals

**For** Repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair and maintenance of industrial water purifying installation; purifier maintenance in the nature of maintenance of water and air purifying apparatus and equipment; installation and repair of air purification equipment; maintenance and repair of air purification equipment; installation and repair of water purification equipment; maintenance and repair of water purification equipment; installation and repair of air purification device; electric appliance installation and repair; kitchen equipment installation; repair and maintenance of feed water pump and booster pump; water supply equipment repair; repair and maintenance of water pollution control equipment

**International Classes** | 37 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 103, 106 | **International Class Title** | Construction and Repair

**For** Air purification; water treatment and purification; water purification equipment rental; air and water purification; Custom manufacture of air purifiers and water purifiers; water purification; wastewater treatment; waste reprocessing

**International Classes** | 40 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 103, 106 | **International Class Title** | Material Treatment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** | Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  DERNIER & HAMLYN PRODUCTS LTD  Address  DERNIER & HAMLYN PRODUCTS LTD  Unit 82, Barwell Business Park, Leatherhead Road  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  private limited company  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  166280-00101

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1664927  International Registration Date  Aug. 26, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 26, 2021  Expiration Date  Aug. 26, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QUEISI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342104 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7095519
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1665160 International Registration Date May 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Welding wire
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Swen Freeth Address Swen Freeth Im Wietloh 13 58239 Schwerte FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1665160 International Registration Date May 17, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 25, 2021 Expiration Date May 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BETTS, MARCYA N
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79342257  Application Filing Date: Mar. 15, 2022  Registration Number: 7095520
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): ZEBEDEE

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1665594  International Registration Date: Mar. 15, 2022

Goods and Services Information

For: Furniture; furniture of metal; non-metal garment hooks, namely, coat hooks not of metal; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; curtain rails; furniture casters, not of metal; furniture partitions of wood; doors for furniture; office furniture; furniture shelves; freestanding partitions being furniture; indoor window blinds being shades; indoor window shades; screens being furniture; showcases being furniture; fitted bedroom furniture; sliding wardrobe doors; fitted bedroom and kitchen furniture and parts thereof; fitted office furniture and parts therefor; rails being closet accessories, namely, clothes rails; rails being closet accessories, namely, sliding clothes rails; clothes hangers; clothes rods; hanging rails being closet accessories, namely, clothes rails; wardrobes; industrial clothes display rails and display racks
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For: Business management; wholesale and retail store services featuring furniture, mirrors, fitted bedroom furniture, fitted home study furniture, fitted kitchen furniture, fitted lounge furniture, fitted office furniture, rails and hanging rails and parts and fittings therefor
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

Basis Information
Currently 66A  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  ZEBEDEE ANY ANGLE LTD  
**Address**  ZEBEDEE ANY ANGLE LTD  4 St. Peters Grove, Laceby Grimsby, North East Lincolnshire DN37 7H  UNITED KINGDOM  
**Legal Entity**  Limited Company  
**State or Country**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  LOVN 13514

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1665594  
**International Registration Date**  Mar. 15, 2022  
**Expiration Date**  Mar. 15, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BRADLEY, EVELYN W
ILLIMIS THERAPEUTICS

Mark Literal(s) ILLIMIS THERAPEUTICS

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

SERIAL NUMBER 79342262
Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022
Registration Number 7095521
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ILLIMIS THERAPEUTICS", in stylized font, with the first letter "I", the letters "IMIS" and "THERAPEUTICS" in blue, the first letter "L" in light blue and the second letter "L" in yellow.
Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) blue, light blue, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Color Location The alphabet "Ill" was expressed with three vertical bars, which is blue, light blue, and yellow. The color part functions as a logo, and the whole including it is pronounced "illimis", the name of the applicant.
Disclaimer "THERAPEUTICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1665604
International Registration Date Mar. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of auto-immune diseases; pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs; pharmaceutical agents affecting peripheral nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for activating cellular function; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for respiratory organs; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of disorders of the nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory diseases; ophthalmic preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of degenerative brain disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of brain dysfunction; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of stroke; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cerebrovascular disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dementia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease; pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of solid tumors and growths, hemolytic diseases and disorders, amyloidosis, metabolic diseases and disorders, lupus, and inflammation and autoimmune diseases and disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
Pharmaceutical product development; pharmaceutical research and development in the field of age-related diseases/disorders and degenerative diseases; pharmaceutical research and development in the field of chronic malady/disease and dysfunction; scientific research in the field of gene therapy; medical scientific research in the field of brain disease; medical scientific research in the field of neurological diseases; biotechnology research and scientific and pharmaceutical research in the antibody field; biological research; scientific research in the field of cancer disease; remote monitoring and quality control inspection for others of active substances in the pharmaceutical research field and scientific analysis of active substances in the pharmaceutical research field; research for quality inspection related to human hygiene management for medical research purposes; scientific and medical research of autoimmune disease; development of pharmaceutical preparations for cell therapy; stem cell collection for medical research; cell processing and culture for medical research; pharmaceutical research and development in the field of inflammatory disease; pharmaceutical research and development in the field of eye disease; pharmaceutical research and development in the field of amyloidosis; consultancy and information services relating to pharmaceutical quality control

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Illimis Therapeutics, Inc. Address  Illimis Therapeutics, Inc. 2nd, 3rd Fl, 18, Heolleung-ro 569-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T49423JD05

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1665604 International Registration Date  Mar. 17, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 07, 2022 Expiration Date  Mar. 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ILLIMIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79342263</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095522</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1665605</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases; pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs; pharmaceutical agents affecting peripheral nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for activating cellular function; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for respiratory organs; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of disorders of the nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory diseases; ophthalmic preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of degenerative brain disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of brain dysfunction; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of stroke; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cerebrovascular disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dementia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease; pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of solid tumors and growths, hemolytic diseases and disorders, amyloidosis, metabolic diseases and disorders, lupus, and inflammation and autoimmune diseases and disorders
International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Pharmaceutical product development; pharmaceutical research and development of medicines in the field of age-related diseases/disorders and degenerative diseases; pharmaceutical research and development of medicines in the field of chronic malady/disease and dysfunction; scientific research for medical purposes in the field of gene therapy; medical scientific research in the field of brain disease; medical scientific research in the field of neurological diseases; biotechnology research and scientific and pharmaceutical research in the antibody field; biological research; scientific research in the field of cancer disease; remote monitoring and quality control inspection for others of active substances in the pharmaceutical research field
and scientific analysis of active substances in the pharmaceutical research field; research for quality inspection related to human hygiene management for medical research purposes; scientific and medical research of autoimmune disease; development of pharmaceutical preparations for cell therapy; stem cell collection for medical research; cell processing and culture for medical research; pharmaceutical research and development of medicines in the field of inflammatory disease; pharmaceutical research and development of medicines in the field of eye disease; pharmaceutical research and development of medicines in the field of amyloidosis; consultancy pertaining to pharmacology relating to pharmaceutical quality control; providing information on the research of medical products relating to pharmaceutical quality control

**International Classes:** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101 **International Class Title:** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Illimis Therapeutics, Inc. **Address** Illimis Therapeutics, Inc. 2nd, 3rd Fl, 18, Heolleung-ro 569-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T49523JD06

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1665605 **International Registration Date** Mar. 17, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Mar. 07, 2022 **Expiration Date** Mar. 17, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** THOMAS, JULIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(S)
YAITTE.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095523</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1665631 | International Registration Date | Mar. 24, 2022 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, coats, jackets, dresses, jumpers in the nature of coveralls, tops, bottoms, sweaters, belts, dressing gowns, pants and gloves; Footwear; Headwear; Loungewear; Neckwear; Rainwear; Sleepwear; Bathrobes; Beachwear; Socks; Suspenders; Swimwear; Underwear; Wristbands as clothing

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Yaitte Limited
Address | Yaitte Limited 43 Salcombe Road, Eagle Mansions LONDON N16 8AU UNITED KINGDOM
Legal Entity | Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized | UNITED KINGDOM

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number | 1665631 | International Registration Date | Mar. 24, 2022
Expiration Date | Mar. 24, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342319 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7095524
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a three-dimensional tube in blue, white, and black with a white outline, that curls in the shape of the letter "U", on a gray background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, gray, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Location A blue alphabet u with white border on gray background.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1665726 International Registration Date Oct. 22, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of machines, namely, currency counting and sorting machines, coin counting and sorting machines, banknote counting and sorting machines, currency, coin or banknote sorting machines for determining and selecting the weight and value of cash, currency and checks, money counting and sorting machines, coin counting machines, currency sorting machines, money exchangers, namely, coin changers and bank note changers, automated cash counting and payment machines, cash settlement systems, namely, money counting and sorting machines with account management and cash settlement capabilities, change machines, coin feeders for coin counting and sorting machines, automated teller machines (ATM), and automated cash dispensers; rental of machines, namely, money counting and sorting machines, cash depositor machines, cash dispensers, cash depositing and dispensing machines, and automated teller machines (ATM), and providing information relating thereto; merchant services, namely, processing of payment transactions via the Internet; transfer of funds via electronic communication networks; money transfer services, via electronic means; providing information, consultancy and advice on banking services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
Analysis of business system and provision of information relating thereto; statistical analysis for business purposes and provision of information relating thereto; rental of cash registers; business management; business consultancy and advisory services; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing goods and services for other businesses; business information management, namely, aggregation and management of information obtained by checking the match between cash balance data in the device and cash, using communication networks; data processing services relating to checking or aggregating information obtained by checking the match between cash balance data in the device and cash, using communication networks; consultancy in the field of systemization and compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; computerized file management; appointment scheduling services; business management analysis and business consultancy for retail stores or bank stores; providing information relating to sales management; providing information relating to management of sales accounts

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Maintenance services of machines at retail stores, namely, cash registers, and cash registers equipped with safety cashboxes, via operational status remote monitoring and operation management; maintenance services of machines at banks, namely, automated teller machines (ATM), via operational status remote monitoring and operation management

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, telecommunication exchangers; personal digital assistants; electronic machines, apparatus, and their parts and accessories, namely, electronic machines for reading credit cards; electrically-operated machines for the dispensing of cash, coins and for receiving deposits, and recorded computer software for operating such machines, sold as a unit; credit and debit card operated computer terminals; customer self-service computer terminals for financial service and recorded computer software for operating such terminals, sold as a unit; customer self-service computer terminals for point of sale service and recorded computer software for operating such terminals, sold as a unit; readers, encoders and terminals for facilitating the transfer of funds electronically, namely, computer terminals for electronic transactions; card dispensers, encoders, readers and terminals, namely, computer terminals for dispensing, encoding, and reading encoded cards; apparatus and instruments, namely, computer terminals, for dispensing, reading and encoding tickets, cards and tokens; apparatus and instruments, namely, computer terminals, for encoding and reading data-carrying media; apparatus and instruments, namely, computer terminals, for encoding and reading magnetic and optical data carriers; data carriers, namely, blank magnetic data carriers; blank optical data carriers; computer chips; data carrying apparatus, namely, blank USB flash drives, computer memory hardware; security apparatus and instruments, namely, security control panels for security alarms; data processing apparatus and instruments, namely, computer peripherals all for encoding and processing cards, threads, disks and tapes; servers for web hosting; cash settlement system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash accounting and settlement, and cash registers; cash settlement system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash accounting and settlement, and cash receiving and dispensing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens for use in ordering or paying for retail goods, food, tickets, cards, in providing shopping assistance and services relating to customer loyalty or coupon programs; computer terminals for banking; payment computer servers; downloadable computer programs for providing financial services
and point of sale services; downloadable computer software for automated teller machines, namely, software for operating automated teller machines; downloadable bill payment computer software; downloadable invoicing computer software, downloadable financial and value transaction software; downloadable computer software and firmware for verifying personal identification and document authenticity; downloadable computer software and firmware for monitoring cash machines and ATMs; computer hardware relating to cash machines and ATMs; downloadable computer software for cash management; downloadable internet computing software, namely, communication software providing access to the Internet; downloadable computer software, namely, monetary transaction and account management software for gambling and financial institutions; downloadable application program interface software; downloadable application software for cloud computing; downloadable computer programs for cash management systems; computers and computer peripherals for cash management; cash management system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash management, and cash register; cash management system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash management, and money counting and sorting machines; cash and currency management apparatus and instruments and recorded software for use therewith, namely, cash and currency sorting machines, cash and currency counting machines, and recorded computer operating software therefor; electronic readers, encoders and terminals for recording and processing transactions of value, namely, computer terminals for electronic transactions; counterfeit and false coin detecting machines, namely, coin acceptors for separating good coins from counterfeits; calculating machines, namely, apparatus for calculating sales using communication networks; computer hardware for statistical analysis of sales using communication networks; computer hardware for sales management and inventory management using communication networks; computer hardware for customer information management using communication networks; downloadable computer software for settlement and management of sales; computer central processing units for settlement and management of sales; computers for management and organization of operating communication networks and online database servers; cash registers; electronic cash registers; automatic cash registers; cash registers capable of recording and transmitting information on cash or check transactions; cash registers equipped with safety cashboxes; cash depositor machines in the nature of cash registers; cash dispensers; cash depositing and dispensing machines in the nature of automatic teller machines; automated teller machines (ATM); currency sorting machines with the functions of recycling banknotes and checks and modules related thereto, namely, those machines for storage and redistribution of banknotes and checks theFROM; cash, currency and documents deposit apparatus, namely, automatic teller machines and teller assisted machines, which can be used for bill payment; automated and assisted banking kiosks, namely, automatic teller machines and teller assisted machines; bill paying apparatus, namely, automatic teller machines and teller assisted machines; apparatus and instruments for handling banking and/or financial transactions, namely, electronic machines for reading bank cards and checks and recording financial operations; automatic and assisted apparatus for banking and financial transactions, namely, computer terminals for banking; cash and currency sorting apparatus and instruments, namely, currency sorting machines; automated cash dispensers; automated cash transfer machines in the nature of automatic teller machines; automated cash accounting and settlement machines in the nature of automatic teller machines; cash settlement systems, namely, money counting and sorting machines with account management and cash settlement capabilities; money exchangers, namely, coin changers and bank note changers; money counting and sorting machines; money counting and sorting machines equipped with safety cashboxes; banknote counting machines; coin counting machines; apparatus, namely, banknote and check counting and weighing machines for counting and measuring of cash, currency and checks; apparatus for determining and sorting the quality and fitness for use of cash, currency and banknotes, namely, bank note acceptors for separating good bank notes from unfit bank notes and for assessing whether cash and currency is fit for
continuing circulation; change machines, being cash dispensing machines; banknote checkers in the nature of banknote recognition machines for detecting counterfeit notes; banknote recognition machines and banknote checkers, namely, banknote acceptors for separating good bank notes from counterfeits; coin feeders for coin counting and sorting machines; currency counting and sorting machines; coin counting and sorting machines; banknote counting and sorting machines; apparatus, namely, banknote and check sorting machines, for determining and selecting the weight and value of cash, currency and checks; paper document handling equipment, namely, automated currency sorting and counting machines; money counting and sorting machines capable of recording and transmitting information on cash or check transactions; computer hardware and recorded computer software for processing data relating to cash or check transactions, sold as a unit; check processing machine in the nature of automatic teller machines; downloadable computer software for managing cash or checks

**International Classes**

**9 - Primary Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Hosting platforms in the nature of websites on the Internet; cloud computing featuring software for providing financial services and point of sale services; rental of database servers to third parties; rental of server area to third parties; design, development and hosting of online non-downloadable computer operating programs for Internet platforms and servers; computer programming; rental of computers; technical support, namely, providing backup computer programs on data networks; electronic storage of electronic data through cloud computing; rental of server computer memory space; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments, including their parts, or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments, and providing information relating thereto; technological consultancy in the field of performance and operating methods of computers and other machines that require a high degree of specialized knowledge, skills, or experience to operate accurately according to their intended use; research of computers and interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens, and providing information relating thereto; engineering services relating to cash management systems; design, installation, maintenance and monitoring of computer programs for monitoring cash management computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; design, development and hosting of computer programs of others for monitoring cash management systems by remote access; engineering services relating to electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments, including their parts, or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments, and consultancy in the field of the designing of the aforesaid; design and maintenance of computer programs; consultancy in the field of the design and maintenance of computer programs; monitoring of computer programs and computer systems comprised primarily of computer hardware and computer software, by remote access to ensure proper functioning; design of communication networks, and providing advice on the design of communication networks; maintenance of software for communication networks, and providing advice on the maintenance of software for communication networks; quality control of services in the nature of confirmation and verification of the operation of communication networks; rental of computers and providing information relating to the rental of computers; rental of computer programs and providing information relating to the rental of computer programs; rental of computer server memory space and providing information relating to the rental of computer server memory space; computer server hosting and providing advice and information relating thereto; hosting websites and providing advice and information relating to hosting websites; testing, scientific technical study, scientific research and analysis of office machines and apparatus, namely, currency counting and sorting machines, cash depositor machines, cash dispensers, and automated teller machines (ATM), and consultancy relating thereto; testing, scientific technical study, scientific research and
analysis of machines and apparatus; software as a service [SaaS] services featuring software for providing financial services and point of sale services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: GLORY LTD.  **Address**: GLORY LTD. 3-1, Shimoteno 1-chome, Himeji-shi Hyogo 670-8567  JAPAN  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 2287-US1

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1665726  **International Registration Date**: Oct. 22, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Apr. 28, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Oct. 22, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UBIQLULAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79342564</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095525</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1666496</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Rental of machines, namely, currency counting and sorting machines, coin counting and sorting machines, banknote counting and sorting machines, currency, coin or banknote sorting machines for determining and selecting the weight and value of cash, currency and checks, money counting and sorting machines, coin counting machines, currency sorting machines, money exchangers, namely, coin changers and bank note changers, automated cash counting and payment machines, cash settlement systems, namely, money counting and sorting machines with account management and cash settlement capabilities, change machines, coin feeders for coin counting and sorting machines, automated teller machines (ATM), and automated cash dispensers; rental of machines, namely, money counting and sorting machines, cash depositor machines, cash dispensers, cash depositing and dispensing machines, and automated teller machines (ATM), and providing information relating thereto; merchant services, namely, processing of payment transactions via the Internet; transfer of funds via electronic communication networks; money transfer services, via electronic means; providing information, consultancy and advice on banking services

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

- **For**: Analysis of business system and provision of information relating thereto; statistical analysis for business purposes and provision of information relating thereto; rental of cash registers; business management; business consultancy and advisory services; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing goods and services for other businesses; business information management, namely, aggregation and management of information obtained by checking the match between cash balance data in the device and cash, using communication networks; data processing services relating to checking or aggregating information obtained by checking the match between cash balance data in the device and cash, using communication networks; consultancy in the field of systemization and compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of information
into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; computerized file management; appointment scheduling services; business management analysis and business consultancy for retail stores or bank stores; providing information relating to sales management; providing information relating to management of sales accounts

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Maintenance services of machines at retail stores, namely, cash registers, and cash registers equipped with safety cashboxes, via operational status remote monitoring and operation management; maintenance services of machines at banks, namely, automated teller machines (ATM), via operational status remote monitoring and operation management

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, telecommunication exchangers; personal digital assistants; electronic machines, apparatus, and their parts and accessories, namely, electronic machines for reading credit cards; electrically-operated machines for the dispensing of cash, coins and for receiving deposits, and recorded computer software for operating such machines, sold as a unit; credit and debit card operated computer terminals; customer self-service computer terminals for financial service and recorded computer software for operating such terminals, sold as a unit; customer self-service computer terminals for point of sale service and recorded computer software for operating such terminals, sold as a unit; readers, encoders and terminals for facilitating the transfer of funds electronically, namely, computer terminals for electronic transactions; card dispensers, encoders, readers and terminals, namely, computer terminals for dispensing, encoding, and reading encoded cards; apparatus and instruments, namely, computer terminals, for dispensing, reading and encoding tickets, cards and tokens; apparatus and instruments, namely, computer terminals, for encoding and reading data-carrying media; apparatus and instruments, namely, computer terminals, for encoding and reading magnetic and optical data carriers; data carriers, namely, blank magnetic data carriers; blank optical data carriers; computer chips; data carrying apparatus, namely, blank USB flash drives, computer memory hardware; security apparatus and instruments, namely, security control panels for security alarms; data processing apparatus and instruments, namely, computer peripherals all for encoding and processing cards, threads, disks and tapes; servers for web hosting; cash settlement system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash accounting and settlement, and cash registers; cash settlement system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash accounting and settlement, and cash receiving and dispensing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens for use in ordering or paying for retail goods, food, tickets, cards, in providing shopping assistance and services relating to customer loyalty or coupon programs; computer terminals for banking; payment computer servers; downloadable computer programs for providing financial services and point of sale services; downloadable computer software for automated teller machines, namely, software for operating automated teller machines; downloadable bill payment computer software; downloadable invoicing computer software, downloadable financial and value transaction software; downloadable computer software and firmware for verifying personal identification and document authenticity; downloadable computer software and firmware for monitoring cash machines and ATMs; computer hardware relating to cash machines and ATMs; downloadable computer software for cash management; downloadable computer internet software, namely, communication software for providing access to the Internet; downloadable computer software, namely, monetary transaction and account management software for gambling and financial institutions;
downloadable application program interface software; downloadable application software for cloud computing; downloadable computer programs for cash management systems; computers and computer peripherals for cash management; cash management system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash management, and cash register; cash management system comprised primarily of computer hardware, recorded computer programs used for cash management, and recorded computer operating software therefor; electronic readers, encoders and terminals for recording and processing transactions of value, namely, computer terminals for electronic transactions; counterfeit and false coin detecting machines, namely, coin acceptors for separating good coins from counterfeits; calculating machines, namely, apparatus for calculating sales using communication networks; computer hardware for statistical analysis of sales using communication networks; computer hardware for sales management and inventory management using communication networks; computer hardware for customer information management using communication networks; downloadable computer software for settlement and management of sales; computer central processing units for settlement and management of sales; computers for management and organization of operating communication networks and online database servers; cash registers; electronic cash registers; automatic cash registers; cash registers capable of recording and transmitting information on cash or check transactions; cash registers equipped with safety cashboxes; cash depositor machines in the nature of cash registers; cash dispensers; cash depositing and dispensing machines in the nature of automatic teller machines; automated teller machines (ATM); currency sorting machines with the functions of recycling banknotes and checks and modules related thereto, namely, those machines for storage and redistribution of banknotes and checks therefrom; cash, currency and documents deposit apparatus, namely, automatic teller machines and teller assisted machines, which can be used for bill payment; automated and assisted banking kiosks, namely, automatic teller machines and teller assisted machines; bill paying apparatus, namely, automatic teller machines and teller assisted machines; apparatus and instruments for handling banking and/or financial transactions, namely, electronic machines for reading bank cards and checks and recording financial operations; automated and assisted apparatus for banking and financial transactions, namely, computer terminals for banking; cash and currency sorting apparatus and instruments, namely, currency sorting machines; automated cash dispensers; automated cash transfer machines in the nature of automatic teller machines; automated cash accounting and settlement machines in the nature of automatic teller machines; cash settlement systems, namely, money counting and sorting machines with account management and cash settlement capabilities; money exchangers, namely, coin changers and bank note changers; money counting and sorting machines; money counting and sorting machines equipped with safety cashboxes; banknote counting machines; coin counting machines; apparatus, namely, banknote and check counting and weighing machines for counting and measuring of cash, currency and checks; apparatus for determining and sorting the quality and fitness for use of cash, currency and banknotes, namely, bank note acceptors for separating good bank notes from unfit bank notes and for assessing whether cash and currency is fit for continuing circulation; change machines, being cash dispensing machines; banknote checkers in the nature of banknote recognition machines for detecting counterfeit notes; banknote recognition machines and banknote checkers, namely, bank note acceptors for separating good bank notes from counterfeits; coin feeders for coin counting and sorting machines; currency counting and sorting machines; coin counting and sorting machines; banknote counting and sorting machines; apparatus, namely, banknote and check sorting machines, for determining and selecting the weight and value of cash, currency and checks; paper document handling equipment, namely, automated currency sorting and counting machines; money counting and sorting machines capable of recording and transmitting information on cash or check transactions; computer hardware and
recorded computer software for processing data relating to cash or check transactions, sold as a unit; check processing machine in the nature of automatic teller machines; downloadable computer software for managing cash or checks

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Hosting platforms in the nature of websites on the Internet; cloud computing featuring software for providing financial services and point of sale services; rental of database servers to third parties; rental of server area to third parties; design, development and hosting of online non-downloadable computer operating programs for Internet platforms and servers; computer programming; rental of computers; technical support, namely, providing backup computer programs on data networks; electronic storage of electronic data through cloud computing; rental of server computer memory space; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments, including their parts, or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments, and providing information relating thereto; technological consultancy in the field of performance and operating methods of computers and other machines that require a high degree of specialized knowledge, skills, or experience to operate accurately according to their intended use; research of computers and interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens, and providing information relating thereto; engineering services relating to cash management systems; design, installation, maintenance and monitoring of computer programs for monitoring cash management computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; design, development and hosting of computer programs of others for monitoring cash management systems by remote access; engineering services relating to electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments, including their parts, or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments, and consultancy in the field of the designing of the aforesaid; design and maintenance of computer programs; consultancy in the field of the design and maintenance of computer programs; monitoring of computer programs and computer systems comprised primarily of computer hardware and computer software, by remote access to ensure proper functioning; design of communication networks, and providing advice on the design of communication networks; maintenance of software for communication networks, and providing advice on the maintenance of software for communication networks; quality control of services in the nature of confirmation and verification of the operation of communication networks; rental of computers and providing information relating to the rental of computers; rental of computer programs and providing information relating to the rental of computer programs; rental of computer server memory space and providing information relating to the rental of computer server memory space; computer server hosting and providing advice and information relating to the rental of computer server memory space; testing, scientific technical study, scientific research and analysis of office machines and apparatus, namely, currency counting and sorting machines, cash depositor machines, cash dispensers, and automated teller machines (ATM), and consultancy relating thereto; testing, scientific technical study, scientific research and analysis of machines and apparatus; software as a service [SaaS] services featuring software for providing financial services and point of sale services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>GLORY LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>GLORY LTD. 3-1, Shimoteno 1-chome, Himeji-shi Hyogo 670-8567 JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>2288-US1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1666496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 22, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CIURPITA, DREW PETER F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 6660
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79342570 Application Filing Date  Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number   7095526
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the representation of three arrows combined with three circular shapes, within a circular shape. The left and right arrows have the overlapping circles in the center, and the middle arrow has the overlapping circle at the tail of the arrow.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1666511 International Registration Date  Dec. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Digital asset trading and exchange services, namely, cryptocurrency trading and exchange services; issuance of tokens of value and collectibles of value in the nature of gift certificates; blockchain services, namely, providing a digital currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; issuance of digital tokens of value; financial exchange, namely, digital token being cryptocurrency exchange services; cryptocurrency financial trading services; cryptocurrency transfer services; digital token transfer services being electronic transfer for virtual currencies; currency trading, namely, on-line real-time digital token trading being electronic transfer for virtual currencies
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Entertainment information
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing digital collectible services, namely, operating of on-line marketplaces for buyers and sellers of digital collectibles authenticated by NFTs; auction services; retail store services featuring virtual goods, in particular, firearms, toy arms, ammunition and projectiles, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, toys and firearms accessories; on-line retail store services featuring firearms, toy arms,
ammunition and projectiles, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, toys and firearms accessories

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For**: Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring firearms, ammunition and projectiles, toy arms, footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, art, toys and firearms accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds; downloadable software for use in database management; downloadable software for use in displaying, monetizing, buying, selling, trading, clearing, confirming, and authenticating digitized assets and non-fungible tokens; downloadable software for managing digital collectibles; downloadable computer software for blockchain data storage; downloadable software for facilitating blockchain-based financial transactions; downloadable computer software for data authentication via blockchain; downloadable digital media, namely, downloadable video recordings featuring music; downloadable digital media, namely, downloadable electronic data files featuring digital collectibles created with blockchain-based software technology; downloadable electronic data files featuring non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other application tokens; downloadable augmented reality software for use in database management; downloadable virtual reality software for use in database management; downloadable game software; downloadable digital files containing collectible images, text, videos and/or music in the field of cryptocurrency

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Providing an interactive online forum in the field of cryptocurrency; providing an interactive online forum in the field of cryptocurrency for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, and related information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications networks; text broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications networks in the nature of electronic transmission of messages

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**: Communication

**For**: Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in database management; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept and transmit digital, non-fungible tokens based on blockchain technology; providing online, non-downloadable software for use in the purchasing of virtual goods; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for use in displaying, monetizing, buying, selling, trading, clearing, confirming, and authenticating virtual goods, virtual collectibles, digitized assets, and non-fungible tokens; computer software programming and software designing for non-fungible tokens (NFTs) associated with digital images; computer software programming and software designing for digital tokens based on blockchain technology; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for use in processing transactions in the buying and selling of downloadable virtual collectible goods; hosting an interactive website enabling users to view, buy, sell, trade and clear digital assets; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer programs for blockchain data storage; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for facilitating blockchain-based financial transactions; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for management of the purchase and sale of rights to digital visual images; platform-as-a-service (PaaS) services, namely, providing an interactive website in the nature of a computer software web platform for users to view, buy, sell, trade and clear digital assets; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable
software for managing digital collectibles; authentication services in the field digitized assets and non-fungible tokens being providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology for cryptocurrency transactions; providing on-line, non-downloadable software for use in the processing e-commerce transactions in the fields of virtual firearms, toy arms, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys and accessories for use in virtual environments; hosting an online website in the fields of virtual currency; hosting an on-line virtual environment for trading virtual collectibles, virtual goods, digital files, 3D assets, and tokens; providing online non-downloadable software for providing access to virtual collectibles, non-fungible tokens and other application tokens

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** FABBRICA D'ARMI PIETRO BERETTA S.p.A. **Address** FABBRICA D'ARMI PIETRO BERETTA S.p.A. VIA P. BERETTA 18 I-25063 GARDONE VAL TROMPIA (BS) ITALY **Legal Entity** JOINT STOCK COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 114354.00543

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1666511 **International Registration Date** Dec. 30, 2021 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Dec. 24, 2021 **Expiration Date** Dec. 30, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BERETTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342633 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095527
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1666657 International Registration Date Dec. 30, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital asset trading and exchange services, namely, cryptocurrency trading and exchange services; issuance of tokens of value and collectibles of value in the nature of gift certificates; blockchain services, namely, providing a digital currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; issuance of digital tokens of value; financial exchange, namely, digital token being cryptocurrency exchange services; cryptocurrency financial trading services; cryptocurrency transfer services; digital token transfer services being electronic transfer for virtual currencies; currency trading, namely, on-line real-time digital token trading being electronic transfer for virtual currencies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Entertainment information
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing digital collectible services, namely, operating of on-line marketplaces for buyers and sellers of digital collectibles authenticated by NFTs; auction services; retail store services featuring virtual goods, in particular, firearms, toy arms, ammunition and projectiles, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, toys and firearms accessories; on-line retail store services featuring firearms, toy arms, ammunition and projectiles, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, toys and firearms accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring firearms, ammunition and projectiles, toy arms, footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, art, toys and firearms accessories for use online and in online virtual worlds; downloadable software for use in database management; downloadable software for use in displaying, monetizing, buying, selling, trading, clearing, confirming, and authenticating digitized assets and non-fungible tokens; downloadable software for managing digital collectibles; downloadable computer software for blockchain data storage; downloadable software for facilitating blockchain-based financial transactions; downloadable computer software for data authentication via blockchain; downloadable digital media, namely, downloadable video recordings featuring music; downloadable digital media, namely, downloadable electronic data files featuring digital collectibles created with blockchain-based software technology; downloadable electronic data files featuring non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other application tokens; downloadable augmented reality software for use in database management; downloadable virtual reality software for use in database management; downloadable mixed reality software for use in database management; downloadable game software; downloadable digital files containing collectible images, text, videos and/or music in the field of cryptocurrency

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing an interactive online forum in the field of cryptocurrency; providing an interactive online forum in the field of cryptocurrency for users to share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, entertainment content, and related information, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking; audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications networks; text broadcasting services over the Internet or other communications networks in the nature of electronic transmission of messages

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in database management; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept and transmit digital, non-fungible tokens based on blockchain technology; providing online, non-downloadable software for use in the purchasing of virtual goods; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for use in displaying, monetizing, buying, selling, trading, clearing, confirming, and authenticating virtual goods, virtual collectibles, digitized assets, and non-fungible tokens; computer software programming and software designing for non-fungible tokens (NFTs) associated with digital images; computer software programming and software designing for digital tokens based on blockchain technology; providing online, non-downloadable computer software for use in processing transactions in the buying and selling of downloadable virtual collectible goods; hosting an interactive website enabling users to view, buy, sell, trade and clear digital assets; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer programs for blockchain data storage; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for facilitating blockchain-based financial transactions; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer programs for data authentication via blockchain; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for management of the purchase and sale of rights to digital visual images; platform-as-a-service (PaaS) services, namely, providing an interactive website in the nature of a computer software web platform for users to view, buy, sell, trade and clear digital assets; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for managing digital collectibles; authentication services in the field digitized assets and non-fungible tokens being providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology for cryptocurrency transactions; providing on-line, non-downloadable software for use in the processing e-commerce transactions in the fields of virtual firearms, toy
arms, clothing, headwear, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, art, toys and accessories for use in virtual environments; hosting an online website in the fields of virtual currency; hosting an on-line virtual environment for trading virtual collectibles, virtual goods, digital files, 3D assets, and tokens; providing online non-downloadable software for providing access to virtual collectibles, non-fungible tokens and other application tokens

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  FABBRIQUE D'ARMI PIETRO BERETTA S.p.A.  **Address**  FABBRIQUE D'ARMI PIETRO BERETTA S.p.A.  VIA P. BERETTA 18  I-25063 GARDONE VAL TROMPIA (BS)  ITALY  **Legal Entity**  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  114354.00544

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1666657  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 30, 2021  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Dec. 24, 2021  **Expiration Date**  Dec. 30, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE MAKING OF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342773 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7095528
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667068 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lace and embroidery; haberdashery ribbons and braid; buttons; hair decorations in the nature of ribbons and bows
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For All purpose carrying bags; book bags; luggage; sports bags; tote bags; school bags; travel bags; rucksacks; backpacks; luggage tags; umbrellas
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Fabrics for textile use and substitute materials for textiles made from synthetic materials
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Twisted yarns and threads; spun wool; woollen yarns and threads; cotton thread and yarn
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads
For Retail and wholesale store services featuring yarns and threads, spun wool, woollen yarns and threads, cotton, textiles and substitutes for textiles, bags, luggage, sports bags, tote bags, school bags, travel bags, rucksacks, backpacks, luggage tags, umbrellas, clothing, footwear, headgear, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hair decorations; general merchandising retail department store and retail clothing store; the aforementioned services all offering their goods via mail order catalogue, online, via television channel, via mobile phone and by direct marketing; and presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment of retail clothing stores
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**For** Clothing alteration; custom clothing alteration; custom tailoring or dressmaking; cutting of textiles; embroidery services; moulding of textiles; sewing; providing information relating to dressmaking; providing information relating to embroidery services

International Classes   40 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title** Material Treatment

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Rowlinson Knitwear Limited  
**Address** Rowlinson Knitwear Limited  Unit 1a Discovery Park,  Crossley Road Stockport SK4 5DZ  UNITED KINGDOM  
**Legal Entity** Limited company  
**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** 576508

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**  
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1667068  
**International Registration Date** Mar. 15, 2022  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 22, 2021  
**Expiration Date** Mar. 15, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WINGCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342806 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7095529 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667155 International Registration Date Jan. 20, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aircraft; tilt-rotor aircraft; pilotless aircraft; civilian drones; delivery drones

For Retail store and wholesale store services featuring detergents and bleaches, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive products, soaps, perfumery products, essential oils, body and beauty care products, hair tonics, dentifrices, pharmaceutical and veterinary products, hygiene preparations for medical purposes, dietetic products for medical purposes, baby food, plasters, bandages, dental fillings, impression compounds for dental purposes, disinfectants, agents for extermination of harmful animals, fungicides, herbicides, base metals and their alloys, metal building materials, metal transportable structures, metal rail building materials, non-electrical cables and wires of common metal, hardware, small hardware, metal pipes, safes, base metal goods in the form of aluminum foil, metal gutters, armor plates, badges, game balls, ribbons, birdbaths, belts, latches, locks, boxes, bracelets, consoles, busts, statuettes, money boxes, faucets, rings, door knockers, door handles, door stops, threshold screws, metal ferrules, foot scrapers, fireplace screens, soldering wire of metal, handcuffs, hinges, hooks, tires, metal horseshoe studs, house numbers, keys, key rings, knobs, handles, busts, figurines, nails, padlocks, needles, pipes, plugs, rods, thimbles, screws, faucets, metal cans, toolboxes, ores, hand tools and implements, cutlery, forks and spoons, cutting and stabbing weapons, razors, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, control, rescue and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound and images, magnetic recording media, records, vending machines and mechanisms for money-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing hardware and computers, fire extinguishing equipment, CDs, DVDs and HD optical disks, laptops, tablet computers, hand-held electronic devices, personal digital assistants, digital music players, cell phones, smart phones, digital cameras and digital video cameras, e-book readers, wireless communication devices, surgical, medical,
dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, surgical sutures, lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, plumbing and sanitary equipment, vehicles, apparatus for transport by land, air or water, precious metals and their alloys and articles of precious metals or plated therewith in the form of amulets, badges, beads, boxes, bracelets, busts, statues, chains, watch chain pendants, tie bars, cloisonné jewelry, coins, cuff links, earrings, hat jewelry, jewelry boxes, jewelry articles, key rings, medallions, medals, necklaces, rings, watch bracelets, ornaments, works of art, jewelry, precious stones, clocks and watches, musical instruments, paper, cardboard and paperboard and goods made of these materials in the form of cards, folders, boxes, bookmarks, albums, envelopes, bags, blueprints, books, bows, calendars, carbon paper, catalogs, paper coasters, coffee filters, decals, file folders, concept holders in the nature of wall mount organizers, drawing rulers, patterns, paper flags, graphic prints, greeting cards, index cards, paper book protectors, labels, luminous paper, magazines, maps, beer mats, paper napkins, newsletters, newspapers, notebooks, packaging materials, wrapping paper, tissue paper, writing pads, borrower's brochures, paper bows, paper sheets, photographs and paper for photographic purposes, printed matter, printed timetables and schedules, albums, construction paper, diapositive, collectible cards, paper towels, wrapping papers, printed matter, bookbinding articles, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites except furniture, plastic packing materials, printers' type, printing blocks, leather and imitation leather, and articles thereof in the form of hides and skins, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harnesses and saddlery, briefcases, leather shoulder straps, leather furniture trimmings, shoulder bags, leather straps, wallets, traveling bags, furs, leather helmet bags, satchels, leather hat boxes, umbrella cases, walking sticks, handbags, shopping bags, handbags, underarm bags, shoulder bags, leisure bags, sports bags, school bags, match bags, bath bags, purses, wallets, credit card covers, luggage containers, travel bags, sports bags, backpacks, travel backpacks, satchels, wallets, cosmetic bags, suitcases, document cases, note folders, leather key cases, umbrella or parasol frames, change purses, travel bags, luggage containers in the nature of suitcases and trunks, leather or leather cardboard boxes, hides, skins, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, articles of wood, cork, cane, rushes, willow, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and their substitutes, or of plastics in the form of plates, art, sculptures, boxes, busts, cases, chimes, decorations, pedestals, stands, pipes, pocket mirrors, cutlery booklets, picture frames, pipe stands, plates, dish racks, bottle stoppers, works of art, household and kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brush-making materials, cleaning supplies, steel wool, unworked or partially worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, woven fabrics and textile goods, bed and table coverings, articles of clothing, footwear, headgear, games and toys, gymn and sporting goods, Christmas tree ornaments, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flours and cereal preparations, bread, pastry and confectionery, ice cream, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, savory sauces in the nature of condiments, spices, chilled ice cream, and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seeds, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feed, malt, beers, mineral and carbonated waters and other nonalcoholic beverages, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, and alcoholic beverages; providing product information to consumers via the internet or other communication networks; computerized on-line ordering services featuring detergents and bleaches, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive products, soaps, perfumery products, essential oils, personal and beauty care products, hair lotions, dentifrices, pharmaceutical and veterinary products, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic products for medical purposes, baby food, plasters, dressings, dental fillings and impression compounds for dental purposes, disinfectants, pesticides,
fungicides, herbicides, base metals and their alloys, metal building materials, metal transportable structures, metal rail building materials, non-electrical cables and wires of common metal, hardware, small hardware, tubes of metal, money boxes, articles of base metal in the form of aluminum foil, gutters of metal, armor plates, badges, game balls, ribbons, bird baths, belts, bolts, locks, boxes, bracelets, consoles, busts, statuettes, money boxes, faucets, rings, door knockers, door handles, door stops, threshold screws, metal ferrules, foot scrapers, fireplace screens, soldering wire of metal, handcuffs, hinges, hooks, tires, metal horseshoe studs, house numbers, keys, key rings, knobs, handles, busts, figurines, nails, padlocks, pins, pipes, plugs, rods, thimbles, screws, faucets, metal tin cans, tool boxes, ores, hand-operated tools and implements, cutlery, forks and spoons, cut and thrust weapons, razors, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound and images, magnetic recording media, records, vending machines and mechanisms for money-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing hardware and computers, fire extinguishing equipment, CDs, DVDs and HD optical discs, laptops, tablet computers, handheld electronic devices, personal digital assistants, digital music players, cell phones, smartphones, digital cameras and digital video cameras, e-book readers, wireless communication devices, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, surgical sutures, lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, plumbing and sanitary appliances, vehicles, apparatus for transportation by land, air or water, precious metals and their alloys, as well as goods made of or plated with them, in the form of amulets, badges, beads, boxes, bracelets, busts, statues, chains, watch chain pendants, tie bars, cloisonné jewelry, coins, cufflinks, earrings, hat jewelry, jewelry boxes, jewelry, key rings, medallions, medals, necklaces, rings, watch bracelets, ornaments, works of art, jewelry, precious stones, clocks and watches, musical instruments, paper, cardboard and paperboard and goods made of these materials in the form of cards, folders, boxes, bookmarks, albums, envelopes, bags, blueprints, books, bows, calendars, carbon paper, catalogs, paper coasters, coffee filters, decals, file folders, concept holders in the nature of wall mount organizers, drawing rulers, patterns, paper flags, graphic prints, greeting cards, index cards, protective paper covers for books, labels, luminous paper, magazines, maps, coasters, paper napkins, newsletters, newspapers, notebooks, packing materials, wrapping paper, tissue paper, writing pads, borrower's brochures, paper tapes, paper sheets, photographs and paper for photographic purposes, printer's products, printed timetables and schedules, albums, sound paper, diapositive, trading cards, paper towels, wrapping papers, printer's products, bindery supplies, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paintbrushes, typewriters and office requisites except furniture, plastic packing materials, printing type, printing blocks, leather and imitation leather and articles thereof in the form of hides, skins, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harnesses and saddlery, briefcases, leather shoulder straps, trimmings of leather for furniture, shoulder bags, leather straps, wallets, dress bags for travel, furs, helmet bags of leather, satchels, hat boxes of leather, umbrella cases, walking sticks, handbags, shopping bags, handbags, underarm bags, shoulder bags, leisure bags, sports bags, school bags, match bags, bath bags, purses, wallets, credit card cases, luggage cases, travel bags, sports bags, backpacks, travel backpacks, school bags, briefcases, cosmetic bags, suitcases, document cases, note folders, leather key cases, umbrella or parasol frames, change purses, travel bags, luggage containers in the nature of suitcases and trunks, leather or leather cardboard boxes, hides, skins, trunks and traveling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, articles of wood, cork, cane, rush, willow, amber, mother-of-pearl, Meerschaum and their substitutes, or of plastics in the form of plates, art, sculptures, boxes, busts, suitcases, chimes.
Decorations, pedestals, stands, pipes, pocket mirrors, cutlery booklets, picture frames, pipe stands, plates, crockery stands, bottle stoppers, works of art, household and kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brush making materials, cleaning materials, steel wool, unworked or partially worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, woven fabrics and textile goods, bed and table coverings, articles of clothing, footwear, headgear, games and toys, gymnastic and sporting articles, Christmas tree ornaments, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flours and cereal preparations, bread, pastries and confectionery, ice cream, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, savory sauces in the nature of condiments, spices, refrigerated ice, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seed grains, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feed, malt, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages and alcoholic beverages.

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer software for ordering goods from local retail and wholesale stores and scheduling delivery; Downloadable computer software for operating unmanned aerial vehicles; Recorded computer software for operating unmanned aerial vehicles.

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Transportation services in the nature of cargo transportation, air transportation services for cargo and air courier services; packaging and storage of goods; air transportation; navigation services namely, air navigation services, locating and tracking of cargo for transportation purposes and GPS navigation services; organization of air transportation in the nature of transportation reservation services; transportation and delivery of goods; collection of goods for delivery to consumers; delivery and storage of goods.

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 105  **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**For** Delivery services of food for immediate consumption.

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently** 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Wingcopter GmbH  **Address** Wingcopter GmbH  Kleyerstraße 7 64295 Darmstadt  FED REP GERMANY

**Legal Entity** GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)  **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TM-11902
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1667155  International Registration Date   Jan. 20, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Jul. 20, 2021  Expiration Date   Jan. 20, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RAVENANDI DISAPPEARANCE AT FIRST SIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79342832</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2022</td>
<td>7095530</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of a stylized raven design with the stylized wording &quot;RAVENANDI&quot; and &quot;DISAPPEARANCE AT FIRST SIGHT&quot; below.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>&quot;RAVENANDI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1667226</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Feb. 14, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Firing platforms; armored turrets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>13 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 9</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Firearms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ASELSAN ELEKTRONIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ASELSAN ELEKTRONIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI Mehmet Akif Ersoy Mahallesi, İstiklal Marsi Caddesi, 160 Yenimahalle TURKEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>1285-1825</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1667226</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Feb. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</th>
<th>Aug. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
<th>Feb. 14, 2032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>VAGHANI, MAYUR C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

8198
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KIA MOVEMENT THAT INSPIRES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79342981 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7095531 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667483 International Registration Date Jan. 19, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up removing appliances; containers for household use; water bottles sold empty; sports bottles sold empty; non-electric cooking utensils, namely, cooking pans, cooking pots, cooking steamers, spatulas, and kitchen tongs; mugs; tumblers for use as drinking glasses; flower pots; indoor aquaria; toilet paper dispensers; coin banks; ironing boards; candy boxes; tablemats, not of paper or textile; glass ornaments; portable pots and pans for camping; plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; gloves for household purposes; glass fibers, other than for textile use; works of art made of glass
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kia Corporation Address Kia Corporation 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul 06797 REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NAMTM036

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1667483 International Registration Date Jan. 19, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 01, 2021 Expiration Date Jan. 19, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAMPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343071 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095532
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667727 International Registration Date Dec. 29, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual products in particular footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, sports bags, suitcases, spectacles, jewelry and timepieces, perfumery and cosmetics articles for use in online virtual worlds; providing online video game services; digital platform services for entertainment, namely, providing online video games; providing virtual environments in the field of video games and electronic games in which users can interact for entertainment, recreational or leisure purposes; services for organizing art exhibitions and events in the field of video games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Digital retail store services featuring downloadable and non-downloadable virtual products in the form of footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, sports bags, suitcases, spectacles, jewelry and timepieces, perfumery and cosmetics articles for use in online virtual worlds; online retail store services for downloadable or non-downloadable computer programs and files featuring 2D or 3D drawings and images; online retail store services for downloadable computer programs and files comprising vehicles, toys, avatars, and emoticons for use on digital platforms and in virtual environments created for exchange; online retail store services featuring digital goods for use in electronic games; online retail store services featuring software and downloadable files containing digital goods authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); fashion show organization services for promotional purposes including in virtual environments
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
Downloadable virtual goods, namely, downloadable computer programs featuring footwear, clothing, headwear, bags, backpacks, sports bags, suitcases, spectacles, jewelry and timepieces, perfumery and cosmetics articles for use in virtual worlds; downloadable multimedia files featuring 2D or 3D drawings and pictures; Downloadable virtual goods, namely, downloadable computer programs featuring vehicles, toys, avatars, and emoticons for use in digital platforms and in virtual environments created for exchange, trade, entertainment or use in electronic games; downloadable computer software for exchanging digital currencies; downloadable computer software for encrypting security tokens; downloadable computer software for transferring utility tokens; downloadable computer software for exchanging equity tokens; downloadable computer software for exchanging non-fungible tokens (NFT); downloadable software for processing transactions related to crypto-collectibles; downloadable software for use in electronic transactions, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital currency exchange and payment transactions

International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | CAMPER, S.L.
Address | CAMPER, S.L. Polígono Industrial, s/n E-07300 INCA (ILLES BALEARS) SPAIN
Legal Entity | SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA
State or Country Where Organized | SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | TM10826US00

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number | 1667727
International Registration Date | Dec. 29, 2021
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Dec. 27, 2021
Expiration Date | Dec. 29, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ILE DE FRANCE DEPUIS 1936
SIMPLY FRENCH. NOTHING ELSE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343080 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022
Registration Number 7095533 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangular banner which contains the wording "ILE DE FRANCE" in a stylized font above the wording "DEPUIS 1936" in smaller stylized font, with a single horizontal line appearing on either side of the lower wording; above the rectangular banner is a half-circle shape with two straight vertical lines containing inside it the stylized representation of a ship; beneath the rectangular banner is the wording "SIMPLY FRENCH." and below is the wording "NOTHING ELSE." also in stylized font; the entire mark is overlaid upon a square decorative background composing of geometric lines and shaded half-circles. Disclaimer "DEPUIS 1936" Translation The English translation of "DEPUIS" in the mark is "SINCE."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667748 International Registration Date Apr. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheeses being of French origin or made in France
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAVENCIA SA Address SAVENCIA SA 42 rue Rieussec VIROFLAY FRANCE F-78220 Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 100010.0048

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1667748 International Registration Date Apr. 26, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 29, 2021 Expiration Date Apr. 26, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MYCWT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343114 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7095534
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "MY" in orange next to the letters "CWT" in grey. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1667834 International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software and mobile applications for use in tracking and managing travel and itinerary information, making reservations and bookings for transportation and hotel accommodations including seat or room selection and managing trip disruption, facilitating payment for reservations, managing, tracking and approval of travel expenses and invoices, trip approval, safety and security features, traveler wellbeing capabilities and messaging capabilities and for obtaining information relating to carbon footprint and sustainability, hotel-office location, flight status, weather forecasts, currency conversion, driving directions, traffic delays and other local travel destination information
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in in tracking and managing travel and itinerary information, making reservations and bookings for transportation and hotel accommodations including seat or room selection and managing trip disruption, facilitating payment for reservations, managing, tracking and approval of travel expenses and invoices, trip approval, safety and security features, traveler wellbeing capabilities and messaging capabilities and for obtaining information relating to carbon footprint and sustainability, flight status, weather forecasts, currency conversion, driving directions, traffic delays and other local travel destination information
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CW Travel Holdings, N.V. Address  CW Travel Holdings, N.V. Oval Tower, De Entree 159 NL-1101 HE Amsterdam NETHERLANDS Legal Entity  Limited Company Netherlands State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10799.22USI

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1667834 International Registration Date  Mar. 15, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 09, 2022 Expiration Date  Mar. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79343155 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number   7095535
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design of three curved bands placed side-by-side, with the two outermost bands appearing smaller than the center band.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1667974 International Registration Date  Mar. 29, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cars; bodies for vehicles; electric vehicles, namely, electric land vehicles; self-loading vehicles, namely, self-charging electric land vehicles; self-propelled electric vehicle; glass window panels for vehicles, namely, automobile windshields, vehicle windows, automobile sunroofs; windscreens made of glass for land vehicles; sunshine roofs for vehicles being automobile sunroofs; roof panels for land vehicles; aerodynamic attachments for vehicle bodies, namely, aerodynamic fairings for vehicles, spoilers for vehicles, bumpers for automobiles; vehicles for travel by land, namely, automobiles; autonomous cars, namely, driverless cars; electric cars

For  Solar cells; solar panels for production of electricity; photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; solar battery chargers; automatic solar tracking sensors; solar cells for electricity generation; solar energy collectors being solar panels for electricity generation; crystalline silicon solar power cells; solar batteries; solar-powered rechargeable batteries; sunshine recorders; solar panels for the production of electricity; photovoltaic apparatus and installations, namely, solar panels for generating solar electricity; photovoltaic apparatus for converting solar radiation to electrical energy, namely, solar panels for the production of electricity; photovoltaic solar modules; batteries; battery packs; battery chargers; power packs, namely, batteries; rechargeable batteries; rechargeable electric batteries; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; batteries, electric, for vehicles; electrical cells and batteries; charging stations for electric vehicles; batteries for vehicles; recorded computer software to operate vehicles; downloadable computer software to operate vehicles; electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; computers for autonomous-driving vehicles; downloadable and recorded computer applications for automotive control being the control of automobiles; on-board computers, namely, navigation apparatus for vehicles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Consultancy services relating to product engineering; development of vehicles; testing of vehicles; vehicle design services being automotive design services; automotive design services, namely, design of vehicles and vehicle parts and components; automotive design services, namely, design of land vehicle parts; design and development of software for control, regulation and monitoring of solar energy systems; automotive design services, namely, design of cars; automotive design; scientific and industrial research in particular in the field of electricity; conducting research relating to the use of natural energy; scientific study, namely, conducting technical project studies relating to the use of natural energy

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atlas Technologies Holding B.V. Address Atlas Technologies Holding B.V. Automotive Campus 70 NL-5708 JZ Helmond NETHERLANDS Legal Entity BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country NETHERLANDS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1667974 International Registration Date Mar. 29, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 17, 2022 Expiration Date Mar. 29, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEE KEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79343183 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095536
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668073 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded application software for social networking; downloadable and recorded computer software platforms for social networking; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones for social networking, social introduction, dating, business development, professional networking, mentoring, and gaining access to social and professional events; downloadable and recorded computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) to allow access to online services for social networking, social introduction, dating, business development, professional networking, mentoring, and gaining access to social and professional events; instant messaging software recorded on computer media; downloadable instant messaging software; downloadable computer application software for mobile telephones for social networking, social introduction, dating, business development, professional networking, mentoring, and gaining access to social and professional events; downloadable and recorded computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile telephones; downloadable mobile applications namely, downloadable mobile applications for social networking, social introduction, dating, business development, professional networking, mentoring, and gaining access to social and professional events; downloadable software and mobile application for providing access to events; downloadable and recorded software for creation of scannable or machine readable bar codes

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Online social networking services; dating services provided through social networking; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; personal introduction services for social purposes; matchmaking services; internet dating services; dating services; personal and social introduction for social purposes, personal and social networking and dating provided via a software application for portable electronic devices
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images and information; podcasting services, namely, transmission of podcasts; peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; electronic transmission of email and instant messaging services in connection with social networking, social introduction or dating; chat room services in connection with social networking, social introduction or dating; providing online chatroom services in connection with social networking, social introduction or dating; providing access to online services, namely, online chat rooms, mobile applications, and online platforms relating to social networking, social introduction or dating; location-based transmission of information via digital networks; location-based transmission of information via the internet and digital networks; audio, text and video broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks, including uploading, posting, displaying and electronically transmitting data, information, audio and video images; providing access to an online network service; providing access to websites on the Internet featuring cultural and entertainment events, and databases

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Bumble Holding Limited  Address  Bumble Holding Limited  The Broadgate Tower,  Third Floor, 20 Primrose Street  LONDON E  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1668073  International Registration Date  Mar. 07, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 09, 2021  Expiration Date  Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BIOFIL JET

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79343235</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095537</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the word BIOFIL in stylized capital letters with a design to its left consisting of a circle with the word &quot;JET&quot; at the top of the circle underlined by two irregular horizontal lines and with two vertical lines extending from the bottom of the lower horizontal line to the bottom of the circle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1668200</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 22, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For bouillons for bacteriological cultures; Nutritive substances for microorganisms for medical purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guangzhou Jet Bio-Filtration Co., Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Guangzhou Jet Bio-Filtration Co., Ltd No.1 DouTang Road, YongHe Development Zone, Guangzhou City5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1668200</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Mar. 22, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE COACH WHISPERER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>79343308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;COACH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration</td>
<td>1668395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For educational services, namely, mentoring in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; training services in the nature of one-on-one mentoring in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; coaching services in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; coaching services for sporting activities, namely, coaching in the field of sports; life coaching services in the field of personal development and improvement; arranging and conducting of seminars in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; conducting seminars in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; conducting seminars in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; conducting seminars in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; conducting seminars in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement; conducting seminars in the fields of sports, business, leadership and executive development, and personal development and improvement.

### INTERNATIONAL CLASSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Expect to Win Pty Ltd as trustee for The Expect to Win Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Expect to Win Pty Ltd as trustee for The Expect to Win Trust 26 Dunedin Close Merrimac QLD 4226 AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  214797-0004

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1668395  International Registration Date  Feb. 04, 2022
Expiration Date  Feb. 04, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343347 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095539
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the head, shoulders and left arm of a child wearing a hat and headband with eyebrows raised over the band, all within a circle outline. Emerging from the circle is the left arm of the child, from which the thumb and three fingers holding a cup with a straw and lid.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668509 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper and plastic cups; drinking vessels; perfume burners; hand-operated brush used to clean kitchen; insect traps; drinking glasses; boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; heat-insulated containers for beverages
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Paper; towels of paper; offset printing paper for pamphlets; posters made of paper; lithographic works of art; inks for writing; pens; copying paper; printed advertising boards of cardboard; cardboard tubes; printed periodicals in the field of beverages; plastic or paper bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging; stationery; drawing materials for blackboards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Fruit extracts, alcoholic; alcoholic beverages, except beer; rice alcohol; wine; alcoholic essences; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; spirits beverages; grain-based distilled alcoholic beverages; alcoholic cocktails
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Smocks; motorcyclists' clothing of leather, namely, chaps and vests; caps being headwear; gloves as clothing; belts as clothing; women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; waterproof jackets and pants; shoes; hosiery; scarfs

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 22, 39

International Class Title: Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Wuhan Yihui Drinking Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: No.1, 24th Floor, Unit 2, Building C8, Rongke Zhigu Industrial Project (Phase 3, CHINA
Legal Entity: Limited Company

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1668509
International Registration Date: Mar. 07, 2022
Expiration Date: Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: THOMAS, JULIE
TM 6674 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343348 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095540 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(ES) LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the head, shoulders and left arm of a child wearing a hat and headband with eyebrows raised over the band, all within a circle outline. Emerging from the circle is the left arm of the child, from which the thumb and three fingers holding a cup with a straw and lid.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668513 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat; fish sausages; fish mousse; fish cakes; fruit-based snack food; vegetable-based snack foods; vegetables, preserved; milk based milk tea; jellies for food; dried edible mushrooms; tinned fruits; powdered eggs; cocoa butter for food; prepared nuts; tofu-based snacks
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Advertising services; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; rental of vending machines; rental of sales stands; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; personnel management consultancy; accounting services; sponsorship search; retail store services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Coffee based beverages; tea-based beverages; confectionery, namely, candy and chocolate; cereal-based snack food; biscuits, tarts, cakes made with cereals; crust of overcooked rice; ice cream; starch-based thickeners for whipped cream; gluten prepared as foodstuff, not for industrial use; tea; sugar; honey; instant rice; noodles; starch for food; aromatic preparations for food, namely, flavorings not being essential oils
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46  International Class Title: Staple Foods
For: Restaurants; providing campground facilities; day-nursery services; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of drinking water dispensers; rental of kitchen worktops; tea rooms; retirement home services; boarding for animals; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of lighting apparatus for decorating private residences; rental of blankets

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services
For: Beer; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; smoothies; vegetable juice beverages, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; fruit juices; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; syrups for making non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages

International Classes: 32 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 45, 46, 48  International Class Title: Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Wuhan Yihui Drinking Technology Co., Ltd.  Address: Wuhan Yihui Drinking Technology Co., Ltd. No. 1, 24th Floor, Unit 2, Building C8, Rongke Zhigu Industrial Project (Phase 3)  CHINA  Legal Entity: Limited Company

STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED: CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1668513  International Registration Date: Mar. 07, 2022
Expiration Date: Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: THOMAS, JULIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BATTLE-AX

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79343356</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;BATTLE-AX&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1668551</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Computer hardware; smart cards, namely, integrated circuit cards; computer game discs; notebook computers; solid state drives; computers; laptop computers; computer peripheral devices; computer game software, recorded; portable media players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Colorful Yugong Technology and Development Co., Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Colorful Yugong Technology and Development Co., Ltd Rm 1301, Tower 1, Shenzhen Next Generation Park, No. 136 Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** limited compay

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1668551</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SCHIMPF, TIMOTHY O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VILLA LOREN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343391 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7095542 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "VILLA LOREN" in stylized characters. The word "VILLA" is placed above the word "LOREN" and between two horizontal lines.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668634 International Registration Date May 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers; wine; liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROGETTI AGRICOLI S.r.l. Address PROGETTI AGRICOLI S.r.l. Via Donatori Di Sangue 7 I-46043 Castiglione Delle Stiviere (MN) ITALY Legal Entity Società a responsabilità limitata State or Country Where ITALY Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 242.094-540

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1668634 International Registration Date May 27, 2022 Expiration Date May 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LASTLOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343433 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7095543
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1147178 International Registration Date Apr. 13, 2012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Power-operated tools, machines and apparatus for drilling, completing, cementing, producing fluids from, and intervention in oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes, and for use in drill, completion, intervention and production strings; automated battery-operated downhole tools for use in drilling oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; power-operated downhole cementing tools for use in oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; power-operated flow control and flow circulation tools for use in oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; subsurface valves being parts of machines; wellheads; oilfield pump valve assemblies; hydraulic circulation valves being parts of machines; circulation valves being parts of machines; oil field machines being packers; oil field machines being intervention packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being permanent packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oilfield machines being packers actuated by electrical submersible pumps (ESP) for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being retrievable packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being pocket packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being retrievable packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being retrievable packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; subs, namely, submersible pumps for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being cased hole packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being open hole packers for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil field machines being straddles, namely, belts for machines for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; straddles, namely, belts for machines for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; gas lift straddles, namely, belts for machines for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; perforation cleanup
straddles, namely, belts for machines for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; power-operated setting tools for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; power-operated non-explosive setting tools for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; motorized setting tools for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; parts of machines for sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes, namely, hangers, intervention hangers, suspension hangers, retrievable hangers, plugs, bridge plugs, high pressure plugs, slips, mechanical slips, hydraulic slips, chokes, variable chokes, and hydraulically-operated chokes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Machinery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Oil and gas well equipment, namely, non-metal plugs for use within the oil and gas industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Building construction; repair services for oil, gas, condensate, and water wells, well bores, and boreholes; installation service, namely, drilling of wells for exploitation of oil and natural gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design services in the field of oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; industrial analysis and research services in the field of oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; analysis for oil-field exploitation; oil well controlling activities providing measurements and downhole telemetry, performing well diagnostics, well logging and testing related to sealing and securing wells; geological surveys; engineering services in the field of oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; oil-field surveys; oil exploration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Metal products for use in sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes, namely, metal pipes, pipe work and tubes of metal, metal liners and casings, metal sleeves and metal sliding sleeves; metal wells, well bore and borehole liners and casings; metal subs, namely, drill string short drill collars and thread crossovers; metal downhole subs, namely, drill string short drill collars and thread crossovers; metal hardware for use in the construction, maintenance and repair of, and intervention in, oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes, namely, drill collars, drill pipes and sleeves; manually operated metal drill string slips for gripping drill pipe; metal pipe clamps; metal plugs; metal wiper plugs; metal manifolds for oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; drill pipe attachments, namely, metal drill collars; metal pipe protectors; metal drill pipe protectors; metal packer retrieving goods for use in sealing and securing oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes, namely, washer retriever tools and muleshoe retriever tools for debris removal from plug necks; metal valves not being parts of machines; metal blow-out preventers, namely, metal valves not being parts of machines for oil, gas, condensate and water wells, well bores and boreholes; metal gate valves not being parts of machines; manually operated metal chokes being valves; metal check valves not being parts of machines; metal diverter valves and Kelly valves not being parts of machines; metal safety valves not being parts of machines; metal float valves not being parts of machines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
International Class Title: Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Archer (UK) Limited
Address: Archer House, Main Road, Blackburn Aberdeen AB21 0BP
Legal Entity: Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1147178
International Registration Date: Apr. 13, 2012
Expiration Date: Apr. 13, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SEVERSON, JUSTIN
ALDALA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALDALA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343471  Application Filing Date May 22, 2022  Registration Number 7095544
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668662  International Registration Date May 22, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNION VINICOLA DEL ESTE, S.L. Address UNION VINICOLA DEL ESTE, S.L. Calle Construccion, s/n, Poligono Industrial "El Romeral" E-46340Requena (Valencia) SPAIN Legal Entity Sociedad Limitada State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1668662  International Registration Date May 22, 2022
Expiration Date May 22, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343488  Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2022  Registration Number 7095545
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term"YERSE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1668709  International Registration Date Mar. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal skins; trunks being luggage and suitcases; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; saddlery; whips; blinkers being a harness for horses; frames for umbrellas or parasols; harnesses for animals; saddle trees; suitcase handles; shoulder belts being straps of leather; chin straps of leather not for use with helmets; walking-stick seats; mountaineering sticks; umbrella sticks; traveling trunks; trunks being luggage; net bags for shopping; wheeled shopping bags; small handbags; all-purpose carrying bags for campers; bags for sports; all-purpose carrying bags for climbers; beach bags; travel bags; muzzles; bridles being a harness; bridoons; kid in the nature of tanned leather sourced from goats; boxes of leather or leather board; boxes of vulcanized fiber; pouch baby carriers; wallets; leather board boxes; belly bands of leather for horses; fastenings for saddles; collars for animals; horse collars; leather laces being cord; leather straps for soldiers' equipment; harness straps; straps of leather for saddlery; leather leads; stirrup leathers; leather straps for skates; imitation leather; unworked or semi-worked leather; butts being parts of hides; walking stick handles; stirrups; rubber parts for stirrups; cases of leather or leather board; vanity cases, of leather, for springs; umbrella covers; covers for horse-saddles; chamois leather other than for cleaning purposes; harness fittings; trimmings of leather for furniture; horseshoes; whips; cat o' nine tails; attaché cases; horse blankets; backpacks; moleskin being imitation of leather and animal skins; haversacks; hunters' game bags used as hunting accessories; nosebags being feed bags for animals; curried skins; cattle skins; furs in the nature of animal skins; school satchels; music cases; coin holders being purses; chain mesh purses; garment bags for travel; umbrella handles; furniture coverings of leather; reins; knee-pads for horses; horse halters; clothing for pets; riding saddles; hat boxes of leather; pads for horse saddles; business card cases; document cases for notes; leather straps; traces for harness; gold beaters' skin; suitcases; hand luggage; umbrella or parasol ribs; traveling cases being leatherware
**International Classes** | 18 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | **International Class Title** | Leather Goods
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** | Retail and wholesale store services via global information networks for all kinds of clothing, footwear, bags, purses and wallets, briefcases, saddlery and fashion accessories

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business
---|---|---|---|---|---
**For** | Clothing, namely, headwear; footwear; coats; layettes being clothing; bath robes; esparto shoes or sandals; non-slipping devices being soles for footwear; sleep masks; hat frames being skeletons; motorists' clothing in the nature of shirts; bibs not of paper; swimsuits; bandanas being neckerchiefs; headbands being clothing; bath slippers; bath slippers; bath sandals; overall; dressing gowns; boas being mufflers; teddies being undergarments; berets; pockets for clothing; lace boots; boots; ski boots; football boots; half-boots; panties; babies' pants being clothing; socks; leggings being leg warmers; beach shoes; boxer shorts; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; sports jerseys; bodices being lingerie; boot uppers; shirt yokes; hoods being clothing; chasubles; vests; shawls; galoshes; clothing jackets; fishing vests; stuffed clothing jackets; clothing for cyclists in the nature of shorts; money belts being clothing; belts being clothing; slips being undergarments; ready-made clothing in the nature of jeans; combinations being clothing; neckties; corselets; corsets being underclothing; camisoles; collars being clothing; detachable collars; aprons being clothing; sports shoes; masquerade costumes; petticoats; fur stoles; girdles being underwear; skirts; skirts; ready-made linings being parts of clothing; foulard being clothing; top coats; gabardines being clothing; footwear for gymnastics; bathing caps; shower caps; ski gloves; gloves being clothing; fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of heel pieces; jerseys being clothing; leggings being trousers; body linen being garments in the nature of linen pants and shirts; liveries; sock suspenders; garters; stocking suspenders; muffs being clothing; maniples; mantillas; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; hosiery; mittens; miters being hats; ear muffers being clothing; footwear uppers; tights; pocket squares; Ascots; parkas; booties; shirt fronts; pelerines; pelisses; jumper dresses; furs being clothing in the nature of coats; pajamas; inner soles; beach clothes in the nature of swimming trunks; spats; ponchos; knitwear being clothing in the nature of sweaters; cuffs; toe caps for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; clothing of leather and clothing of imitation leather in the nature of pants; clothing for gymnastics in the nature of athletic uniforms; paper clothing in the nature of hats; outergarment in the nature of coats; sweat-absorbent underclothing being underwear; sandals; saris; sarongs; bathing drawers; underpants; dress shields; skull caps; hats; top hats; paper hats being clothing; brassieres; sweaters; heels; studs for football boots; wimples; togas; gaiter straps; suits; wet suits for water-skiing; turbans; uniforms; veils being clothing; dresses; clothing garments in the nature of shirts; welts for footwear; cap peaks; shoes; wooden shoes

**International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 22, 39 | **International Class Title** | Clothing
---|---|---|---|---|---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | YERSE, S.A. **Address** | YERSE, S.A. Carretera de Terrasa, 263 E-08205 Sabadell (Barcelona) SPAIN

**Legal Entity** | SOCIEDAD ANONIMA **State or Country Where Organized** | SPAIN

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1668709 **International Registration Date** | Mar. 15, 2022

**Expiration Date** | Mar. 15, 2032
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LES CRÉATIONS POÉTIQUES

**VAN CLEEF & ARPELS**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79343584</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "Les Créations Poétiques Van Cleef & Arpels". **Translation** The English translation of "LES CRÉATIONS POÉTIQUES" in the mark is "THE POETIC CREATIONS".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration** 1668935
**International Registration Date** Apr. 27, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Perfumery and non-medicated toiletry preparations for non-medical use, perfumes, eau de Cologne, eaux de toilette, toilet soaps for non-medical use, shower gels, foaming bath gels, cosmetic preparations for baths, oils for cosmetic use, cleansing milks for cosmetic use, moisturizing and perfumed creams and lotions, cosmetics for skin care, cosmetics for skin tanning, deodorants for personal use, antiperspirants, pre-shave and after-shave lotions and creams, shampoos

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Van Cleef & Arpels S.A.
**Address** Van Cleef & Arpels S.A. Route des Biches 8 CH-1752 Villars-sur-Glâne SWITZERLAND
**Legal Entity** SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)
**State or Country Where Organized** SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** VCA 2210236

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1668935
**International Registration Date** Apr. 27, 2022
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Feb. 23, 2022
**Expiration Date** Apr. 27, 2032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEAKASA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343653 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095547
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1669097 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6588858

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery-powered animal nail grinders; electric animal nail grinders; nail files, electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; razors, electric or non-electric; manicure sets, electric; hair braiders, electric; laser hair removal apparatus, other than for medical purposes; nose hair trimmer, electric; ear hair trimmer, electric; electric hair curling irons; hair clippers for animals
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GenHigh Tech Co.,Limited Address GenHigh Tech Co.,Limited Qianwan 1st Road, Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, She CHINA Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1669097 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 21, 2022 Expiration Date Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK LITERAL(S)
OBJECTS IV LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343670 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095548
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1669143 International Registration Date Dec. 08, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; clocks and watches; badges of precious metal; key rings; decorative boxes made of precious metal; jewellery brooches; cufflinks; earrings; lockets; necklaces; pendants; pins being jewellery; parts for all these goods
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Luggage; all-purpose carry-all bags; handbags; tote bags; trunks being luggage and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; wallets; purses; rucksacks; back packs; vanity cases sold empty; cosmetic cases sold empty; empty bags for holding toiletries and make-up; belt bags; leather cases; briefcases; parts for all these goods
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Perfumes; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; lipstick; leather preservatives being polishes; creams for leather; cosmetic skin care preparations; toilet preparations in the nature of non-medicated toiletry preparations; shaving cream; skin soaps; shampoos; hair care preparations; cosmetic lotions; nail care preparations; make-up; dentifrices; personal deodorants
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headgear, eye glasses, sunglasses, jewelry, travelling bags, luggage, toiletries, cosmetics, perfumery, essential oils, health and beauty products and preparations for the body, eyes, hair and nails
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Sunglasses; eye glasses; eye glasses cases; downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters and magazines in the field of fashion

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Clothing, namely, jackets, coats, suits, blazers, waistcoats, jumpers in the nature of sweaters, cardigans, tracksuits, hooded sweatshirts, leisure suits, jumpsuits, play suits, dressing gowns, sweatshirts, shirts, t-shirts, vests, trousers, jeans, jogging pants, shorts, leggings, tops as clothing, dresses, blouses, skirts, tights, sports bras, bikinis, bodies being underclothing, bodysuits, bathing suits; footwear; headwear; belts for clothing; gloves being clothing; scarves; ties as clothing; hosiery; socks; slippers; underwear

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OBJECTS FOR LIFE, LLC  Address  OBJECTS FOR LIFE, LLC  28 Liberty Street  New York 10005  UNITED STATES  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BRDGB83.001I

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1669143  International Registration Date  Dec. 08, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 20, 2021  Expiration Date  Dec. 08, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYPERNOVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79343781 Application Filing Date  Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7095549
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1669454 International Registration Date  Dec. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Scottish whisky produced in Scotland in accordance with specific standards
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Macdonald & Muir Limited Address  Macdonald & Muir Limited The Cube, 45 Leith Street Edinburgh, Scotland EH1 3AT UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity  COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ARDB 2302417

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1669454 International Registration Date  Dec. 21, 2021
Expiration Date  Dec. 21, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEAKASA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79343862  Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2022  Registration Number  7095550
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Neakasa" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1669708  International Registration Date  Mar. 21, 2022  Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6588853

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee roasters; air fryers; deep fryers, electric; kettles, electric; electric yogurt makers; coffee urns, electric; refrigerators for cosmetics; wine cellars, electric; hair dryers; electric hand drying apparatus and installations for washrooms; air purifying apparatus and machines; fabric steamers; humidifiers; heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; air sterilisers; portable electric hot air hand dryer; electrically heated towel rails; toilet combination with clean water jet; water purifying apparatus and machines; milk sterilizers; radiators, electric
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GenHigh Tech Co.,Limited  Address  GenHigh Tech Co.,Limited  Qianwan 1st Road, Qianhai  Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, She CHINA  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US046947T

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1669708  International Registration Date  Mar. 21, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 01, 2022  Expiration Date  Mar. 21, 2032

8232
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATIKERINOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79343877 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7095551
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1669740 International Registration Date Sep. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blocks for construction made of sand, gravel, crushed stone, asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, and marble; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' clay, stone, marble, wood; poles not of metal for power lines; natural and synthetic coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being building materials, bitumen cardboard coatings for roofing; bitumen coating for roofing; doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials; traffic signs not of metal, non-luminous and nonmechanical, for roads; monuments and statuettes of stone, concrete and marble; building glass; prefabricated swimming pools not of metal; aquarium sand; fixed non-movable and movable prefabricated structures without wheels made of non-metal in the nature of kitchens, modular structures; prefabricated non-metal structures
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Motor land vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds; engines and motors for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; transmissions, transmission belts and transmission chains for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; brakes, brake discs and brake linings for land vehicles; vehicle chassis, automobile bonnets, vehicle suspension springs, shock absorbers for automobiles, gearboxes for land vehicles, steering wheels for vehicles, rims for vehicle wheels; bicycles; handlebars and mudguards for bicycles; vehicle bodies; tipping bodies for trucks; trailers for tractors; frigorific bodies for land vehicles; trailer hitches for vehicles; vehicle seats; head-rests for vehicle seats; safety seats for children, for vehicles; fitted seat covers for vehicles; sun-blinds adapted for vehicles; direction signals and arms for direction signals for vehicles; windscreen wipers and wiper arms for vehicles; inner and outer tires for vehicle wheels; tubeless tires for bicycles; tire-fixing sets comprised of tire patches and tire valves for vehicles; windows for vehicles, safety windows for vehicles, rearview mirrors and wing mirrors for vehicles; anti-skid chains for vehicles; luggage carriers for vehicles; bicycle and ski carriers for cars; saddles for bicycles or motorcycles; air pumps for vehicles, for inflating tires; anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles; safety belts for vehicle
seats, safety devices for automobiles, namely, air bags, baby carriages, wheelchairs, pushchairs; wheelbarrows; shopping carts; single or multi-wheeled wheelbarrows; shopping trolleys; grocery carts; handling carts; rail vehicles, namely, trains; locomotives; trains; trams; wagons; cable cars; chairlifts; vehicles for locomotion by water and their parts, other than their motors and engines; vehicles for locomotion by air and their parts, other than their motors and engines; caravan type rubber trailer vehicles; wheeled caravan type mobile trailer with a kitchen inside, trailer with a kitchen inside

**International Classes**  12 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title**: Vehicles

**For**  Lighting installations; lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces; heating installations using solid, liquid or gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiator caps, radiator for electric, radiators for heating, heat exchangers, not parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar collectors for heating; steam, gas and fog generators, steam boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators; installations for air-conditioning and ventilating in the nature of exhaust fans for use in kitchens; cooling installations and freezers; electric and gas-powered devices, namely, ovens for cooking, electric toaster, electric crepe makers, electric waffle makers, electromagnetic induction cookers, sausage cooking machine, potato frying machine, potato cooking machine, electric pressure cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers; hair driers; electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms; wash basins being parts of sanitary installations, faucet taps, toilets, water closets, shower and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks; water softening apparatus; water purification apparatus; water purification installations; waste water purification installations; electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use; electric pillow warmers; hot water bottles, filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus; industrial type mobile pizza oven, mobile pizza oven, mobile and non-mobile ovens for cooking purposes

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**For**  Ores of non-precious metal; common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these materials, namely, aluminum plates, steel sections; goods and materials of common metals, namely, bins and box of common metal used for storage, containers of metal for storage and transporting, transportable buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of metal for building, metal boxes for packaging, packaging containers of metal, aluminum foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of metal; metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal; doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal; ironmongery, small hardware of metal; ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles all of the foregoing made of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning installations; non-luminous and non-mechanical metal panels and boards used for route showing or publicity purposes, namely, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, signaling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal used for route showing or publicity purposes; pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, metal valves, not being parts of machines, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes; safe and strong boxes of metal; metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches; bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors; metal moulds for casting, other than machine parts; works of art made of common metals or their alloys; bottle caps of metal; metal poles; metal pallets and metal ropes for lifting, loading and transportation purposes; wheel chocks made primarily of metal; nonmovable and movable prefabricated structures made of metal in the form of kitchens, modular structures; containers of metal for transport and
storage, building panels of metal

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently** 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  ÖMER ATIKER MAKINE METAL INSAAT VE YAKIT SISTEMLERI İTHALAT İHRAÇAT ANONİM SIRKETİ

**Address**  ÖMER ATIKER MAKINE METAL INSAAT VE YAKIT SISTEMLERI İTHALAT İHRAÇAT ANONİM SIRKETİ 1. ORGANIZE SANAYİ BÖLGESİ ATABEY SOK. 5/A SELCUKLU KONYA TURKEY

**Legal Entity**  JOINT STOCK COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  TURKEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  4286-7

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1669740  **International Registration Date**  Sep. 15, 2021

**Expiration Date**  Sep. 15, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FORREST, ELIZABETH P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79344044</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095552</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "MO HU LO" surrounded by designs of grains, plants, insects, bees, and polygons.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Translation**: The wording "MO HU LO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1669941
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 21, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Gin
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: NV DISTILLERIES AND BREWERIES PRIVATE LIMITED
- **Address**: NV DISTILLERIES AND BREWERIES PRIVATE LIMITED 10th floor, Vandana Building, 11, Tolstoy Marg New Delhi 110001 INDIA
- **Legal Entity**: incorporated company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 54171000010
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1669941
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 21, 2023
- **Expiration Date**: Feb. 21, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) N-UV. TEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79344046 Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2022  Registration Number  7095553
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  “TEC”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1669945  International Registration Date  Apr. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air sterilisers; air purifying apparatus and machines; electric air deodorizing apparatus; air conditioners; air conditioners for industrial purposes; household electrothermic appliances, namely, heating installations; household electrothermic appliances, namely, air conditioners for household use; household electrothermic appliances, namely, hot water heating installations for household use; household electrothermic appliances, namely, air-conditioning apparatus for household use; household electrothermic appliances, namely, air-conditioning installations for household use; household electrothermic appliances, namely, electric air deodorizing apparatus for household use; household electrothermic appliances, namely, dehumidifiers for household use; disinfectant apparatus

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes
US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FUJITSU GENERAL LIMITED
Address  FUJITSU GENERAL LIMITED  3-3-17, Suenaga,  Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 213-8502  JAPAN
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0096404-049
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1669945  International Registration Date  Apr. 15, 2022
Expiration Date  Apr. 15, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACRITZ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the text "ACRITZ" on a rectangular box. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Registration | 1670335 |
| International Registration Date | Mar. 17, 2022 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Precious metals; key rings; jewelry boxes; trophies of precious metals; commemorative shields of precious metal; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewellery; precious stones; unwrought precious stones; semi-precious stones; imitation jewellery; paste jewellery; medals; shoe ornaments of precious metal being shoe jewelry; clocks; watches; straps for wristwatches; jewellery, namely, bracelets; jewellery, namely, rings; earring; bottle caps of precious metals; metal tokens for use in vending or game machines; monetary coin sets for collecting purposes |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |

| For | Locks, other than electric, not of metal; cushions; pillows; mattresses; packaging containers of plastic; industrial packaging containers of wood; industrial packaging containers of bamboo; furniture; mirrors being looking glasses; toilet mirrors being hand-held mirrors; cradles; infant walkers; beds for household pets; picture frames; fans for personal use, non-electric; water tanks for household purposes, not of metal or masonry; tool boxes, not of metal, sold empty; towel dispensers, not of metal, fixed; indoor window blinds being furniture; wind chimes being decoration; screens, namely, folding floor screens and Oriental folding partition screens (byoubu); benches; mannequins; sculptures of plaster |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Kabushiki Kaisha Bandai Spirits (Bandai Spirits Co., Ltd.) |
| Address | Kabushiki Kaisha Bandai Spirits (Bandai Spirits Co., Ltd.) 29-11, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0014 JAPAN |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   82761.01840

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1670335 International Registration Date   Mar. 17, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 18, 2022 Expiration Date   Mar. 17, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AQUANIT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 79344428 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jan. 12, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7095555 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "AQUANIT" in stylized font wherein all of the lettering is in light blue except the second letter "A," which is in white font and appears inside a light blue diamond shape.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1670874
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 12, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Building stone; artificial stone; calcareous stone, namely, limestone; porphyry stone; slag stone; marble being building material; granite; floor tiles, not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SERANIT GRANIT SERAMIK SANAYI VE TICARETANONIM SIRKETI
- **Address**: SERANIT GRANIT SERAMIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI Sultantepe Mahallesi No:1/3 Üsküdar-İ Hüseyin Baykara Sokak TURKEY
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TURKEY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1285-1883

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1670874
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 12, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 12, 2032

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SERANIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79344429 Application Filing Date  Jan. 12, 2022 Registration Number  7095556 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SERANIT" in stylized font wherein all of the lettering is in dark red except the letter "A", which is in white font and appears inside a dark red diamond shape.
Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) white and dark red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1670875 International Registration Date  Jan. 12, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building stone; artificial stone; calcareous stone, namely, limestone; porphyry stone; slag stone; marble being building material; granite; tile flooring, not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SERANIT GRANIT SERAMIK SANAYI VE TICARETANONIM SIRKETI Address  SERANIT GRANIT SERAMIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI Sultantepe Mahallesi Hüseyin Baykara Sokak, No:1/3 Üsküdar - Istanbul TURKEY Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TURKEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Egbert, McDa

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1670875 International Registration Date  Jan. 12, 2022
Expiration Date  Jan. 12, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
TM 6691 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344438 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7095557
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1670893 International Registration Date May 19, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric and non-electric toothbrushes for teeth and dentures, and their structural and replacement parts; replaceable electric toothbrush heads; electric and non-electric toothbrush components, namely, replaceable brush heads; apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums, namely, toothbrushes; tongue cleaning instruments in the nature of brushes for personal care; floss for dental purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Koninklijke Philips N.V. Address Koninklijke Philips N.V. High Tech Campus 52 NL-5656 AG Eindhoven NETHERLANDS Legal Entity public limited liability company State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022T50005WO

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1670893 International Registration Date May 19, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 25, 2022 Expiration Date May 19, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DROPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344610 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7095558 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671193 International Registration Date Mar. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store and wholesale store services featuring detergents and bleaches, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive products, soaps, perfumery products, essential oils, body and beauty care products, hair tonics, dentifrices, pharmaceutical and veterinary products, hygiene preparations for medical purposes, dietetic products for medical purposes, baby food, plasters, bandages, dental fillings, impression compounds for dental purposes, disinfectants, agents for extermination of harmful animals, fungicides, herbicides, base metals and their alloys, metal building materials, metal transportable structures, metal rail building materials, non-electrical cables and wires of common metal, hardware, small hardware, metal pipes, safes, base metal goods in the form of aluminum foil, metal gutters, armor plates, badges, game balls, ribbons, bird baths, belts, latches, locks, boxes, bracelets, consoles, busts, statuettes, money boxes, faucets, rings, door knockers, door handles, door stops, threshold screws, metal ferrules, foot scrapers, fireplace screens, soldering wire of metal, handcuffs, hinges, hooks, tires, metal horseshoe studs, house numbers, keys, key rings, knobs, handles, busts, figurines, nails, padlocks, needles, pipes, plugs, rods, thimbles, screws, faucets, metal cans, toolboxes, ores, hand tools and implements, cutlery, forks and spoons, cutting and stabbing weapons, razors, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, control, rescue and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound and images, magnetic recording media, records, vending machines and mechanisms for money-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing hardware and computers, fire extinguishing equipment, CDs, DVDs and HD optical disks, laptops, tablet computers, hand-held electronic devices, personal digital assistants, digital music players, cell phones, smart phones, digital cameras and digital video cameras, e-book readers, wireless communication devices, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, surgical sutures, lighting,
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, plumbing and sanitary equipment, vehicles, apparatus for transport by land, air or water, precious metals and their alloys and articles of precious metals or plated therewith in the form of amulets, badges, beads, boxes, bracelets, busts, statues, chains, watch chain pendants, tie bars, cloissonné jewelry, coins, cuff links, earrings, hat jewelry, jewelry boxes, jewelry articles, key rings, medallions, medals, necklaces, rings, watch bracelets, ornaments, works of art, jewelry, precious stones, clocks and watches, musical instruments, paper, cardboard and paperboard and goods made of these materials in the form of cards, folders, boxes, bookmarks, albums, envelopes, bags, blueprints, books, bows, calendars, carbon paper, catalogs, paper coasters, coffee filters, decals, file folders, concept holders in the nature of wall mount organizers, drawing rulers, patterns, paper flags, graphic prints, greeting cards, index cards, paper book protectors, labels, luminous paper, magazines, maps, beer mats, paper napkins, newsletters, newspapers, notebooks, packaging materials, wrapping paper, tissue paper, writing pads, borrower's brochures, paper bows, paper sheets, photographs and paper for photographic purposes, printed matter, printed timetables and schedules, albums, construction paper, diapositive, collectible cards, paper towels, wrapping papers, printed matter, bookbinding articles, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites except furniture, plastic packing materials, printers' type, printing blocks, leather and imitation leather, and articles thereof in the form of hides and skins, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harnesses and saddlery, briefcases, leather shoulder straps, leather furniture trimmings, shoulder bags, leather straps, wallets, traveling bags, furs, leather helmet bags, satchels, leather hat boxes, umbrella cases, walking sticks, handbags, shopping bags, handbags, underarm bags, shoulder bags, leisure bags, sports bags, school bags, match bags, bath bags, purses, wallets, credit card covers, luggage containers, travel bags, sports bags, backpacks, travel backpacks, satchels, wallets, cosmetic bags, suitcases, document cases, note folders, leather key cases, umbrella or parasol frames, change purses, travel bags, luggage containers in the nature of suitcases and trunks, leather or leather cardboard boxes, hides, skins, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, articles of wood, cork, cane, rushes, willow, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and their substitutes, or of plastics in the form of plates, art, sculptures, boxes, busts, cases, chimes, decorations, pedestals, stands, pipes, pocket mirrors, cutlery booklets, picture frames, pipe stands, plates, dish racks, bottle stoppers, works of art, household and kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brush-making materials, cleaning supplies, steel wool, unworked or partially worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, woven fabrics and textile goods, bed and table coverings, articles of clothing, footwear, headgear, games and toys, gym and sporting goods, Christmas tree ornaments, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flours and cereal preparations, bread, pastry and confectionery, ice cream, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, savory sauces in the nature of condiments, spices, chilled ice cream, and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seeds, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feed, malt, beers, mineral and carbonated waters and other nonalcoholic beverages, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, and alcoholic beverages; providing product information to consumers via the internet or other communication networks; computerized on-line ordering services featuring detergents and bleaches, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive products, soaps, perfumery products, essential oils, personal and beauty care products, hair lotions, dentifrices, pharmaceutical and veterinary products, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic products for medical purposes, baby food, plasters, dressings, dental fillings and impression compounds for dental purposes, disinfectants, pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, base metals and their alloys, metal building materials, metal transportable structures, metal rail building
materials, non-electrical cables and wires of common metal, hardware, small hardware, tubes of metal, money boxes, articles
of base metal in the form of aluminum foil, gutters of metal, armor plates, badges, game balls, ribbons, bird baths, belts, bolts,
locks, boxes, bracelets, consoles, busts, statuettes, money boxes, faucets, rings, door knockers, door handles, door stops,
threshold screws, metal ferrules, foot scrapers, fireplace screens, soldering wire of metal, handcuffs, hinges, hooks, tires, metal
horseshoe studs, house numbers, keys, key rings, knobs, handles, busts, figurines, nails, padlocks, pins, pipes, plugs, rods,
thimbles, screws, faucets, metal tin cans, tool boxes, ores, hand-operated tools and implements, cutlery, forks and spoons, cut
and thrust weapons, razors, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signaling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
converting, storing, regulating and controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound and
images, magnetic recording media, records, vending machines and mechanisms for money-operated apparatus, cash registers,
calculating machines, data processing hardware and computers, fire extinguishing equipment, CDs, DVDs and HD optical
discs, laptops, tablet computers, handheld electronic devices, personal digital assistants, digital music players, cell phones,
smartphones, digital cameras and digital video cameras, e-book readers, wireless communication devices, surgical, medical,
dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, surgical sutures, lighting,
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, plumbing and sanitary appliances, vehicles, apparatus for
transportation by land, air or water, precious metals and their alloys, as well as goods made of or plated with them, in the form
of amulets, badges, beads, boxes, bracelets, busts, statues, chains, watch chain pendants, tie bars, cloisonné jewelry, coins,
cufflinks, earrings, hat jewelry, jewelry boxes, jewelry, key rings, medallions, medals, necklaces, rings, watch bracelets,
ornaments, works of art, jewelry, precious stones, clocks and watches, musical instruments, paper, cardboard and paperboard
and goods made of these materials in the form of cards, folders, boxes, bookmarks, albums, envelopes, bags, blueprints, books,
bows, calendars, carbon paper, catalogs, paper coasters, coffee filters, decals, file folders, concept holders in the nature of wall
mount organizers, drawing rulers, patterns, paper flags, graphic prints, greeting cards, index cards, protective paper covers for
books, labels, luminous paper, magazines, maps, coasters, paper napkins, newsletters, newspapers, notebooks, packing
materials, wrapping paper, tissue paper, writing pads, borrower's brochures, paper tapes, paper sheets, photographs and paper
for photographic purposes, printer's products, printed timetables and schedules, albums, sound paper, diapositive, trading
cards, paper towels, wrapping papers, printer's products, bindery supplies, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or
household purposes, artists' materials, paintbrushes, typewriters and office requisites except furniture, plastic packing
materials, printing type, printing blocks, leather and imitation leather and articles thereof in the form of hides, skins, trunks and
travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harnesses and saddlery, briefcases, leather shoulder straps,
trimmings of leather for furniture, shoulder bags, leather straps, wallets, dress bags for travel, furs, helmet bags of leather,
satchels, hat boxes of leather, umbrella cases, walking sticks, handbags, shopping bags, handbags, underarm bags, shoulder
bags, leisure bags, sports bags, school bags, match bags, bath bags, purses, wallets, credit card cases, luggage cases, travel
bags, sports bags, backpacks, travel backpacks, school bags, briefcases, cosmetic bags, suitcases, document cases, note folders,
leather key cases, umbrella or parasol frames, change purses, travel bags, luggage containers in the nature of suitcases and
trunks, leather or leather cardboard boxes, hides, skins, trunks and traveling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks,
whips, harness and saddlery, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, articles of wood, cork, cane, rush, willow, amber, mother-of-
pearl, Meerschaum and their substitutes, or of plastics in the form of plates, art, sculptures, boxes, busts, suitcases, chimes,
decorations, pedestals, stands, pipes, pocket mirrors, cutlery booklets, picture frames, pipe stands, plates, crockery stands,
bottle stoppers, works of art, household and kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brush making materials, cleaning materials, steel wool, unworked or partially worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, woven fabrics and textile goods, bed and table coverings, articles of clothing, footwear, headgear, games and toys, gymnastic and sporting articles, Christmas tree ornaments, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flours and cereal preparations, bread, pastries and confectionery, ice cream, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, savory sauces in the nature of condiments, spices, refrigerated ice, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seed grains, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feed, malt, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages and alcoholic beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Downloadable computer software for ordering goods from local retail and wholesale stores and scheduling delivery; Recorded computer software for operating unmanned aerial vehicles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>39 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 105</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Transportation and Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Delivery services of food for immediate consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**

**Address**

**Legal Entity**

**State or Country Where Organized**

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**

**International Registration Date**

**Expiration Date**

---

8248
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BYTONATRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344838 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095559
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BYTONATRY has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671707 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MERCK KGaA Address MERCK KGaA Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA) State or Country Where
Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1671707 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 13, 2021 Expiration Date Jun. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BERSKATRYM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344839 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095560 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BERSKATRYM has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671708 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MERCK KGaA Address MERCK KGaA Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA) State or Country Where Germany
Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1671708 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 13, 2021 Expiration Date Jun. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
DURSKYBA

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 79344841  Application Filing Date: Jun. 03, 2022  Registration Number: 7095561
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording DURSKYBA has no meaning in a foreign language.

Related Properties Information
International Registration: 1671710  International Registration Date: Jun. 03, 2022

Goods and Services Information
For: Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

Basis Information
Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: MERCK KGaA  Address: MERCK KGaA  Frankfurter Strasse 250  64293 Darmstadt  FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity: KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA)
State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1671710  International Registration Date: Jun. 03, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Dec. 13, 2021  Expiration Date: Jun. 03, 2032

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BERQATRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344843 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095562
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BERQATRY has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671712 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MERCK KGaA Address MERCK KGaA Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1671712 International Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Dec. 13, 2021 Expiration Date Jun. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW

8253
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BERSKYM0

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79344846 Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number  7095563
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "BERSKYMO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1671715 International Registration Date  Jun. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MERCK KGaA Address  MERCK KGaA Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt  FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity  KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA) State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1671715 International Registration Date  Jun. 03, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 13, 2021 Expiration Date  Jun. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RHIM, ANDREW
TM 6698  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SAMUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79344882  Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2022  Registration Number  7095564
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1671778  International Registration Date  Mar. 01, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical and veterinary diagnostic preparations; diagnostic reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; medical and veterinary diagnostic reagents to enable the analysis of fluids; clinical diagnostic reagents for medical and veterinary diagnostic purposes; reagents to enable bioanalysis for medical and veterinary purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Diagnostic, examination and monitoring apparatus for medical and veterinary purposes for biomarker detection; medical imaging apparatus; bio-imaging apparatus for medical and veterinary use; apparatus and instruments for single molecule bioanalytics for medical and veterinary purposes; structural parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

For  Chemical reagents other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical reagents for non-medical scientific purposes; laboratory reagents for scientific use, namely, chemical reagents for non-medical purposes; chemical reagents to enable bioanalysis not for medical or veterinary purposes
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

For  Apparatus and instruments for bioanalysis, namely, microscopes and imaging interferometers; apparatus and instruments for detecting, imaging and quantifying matter, namely, microscopes and imaging interferometers; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controller, namely, microscopes and imaging interferometers; microscopes; electron microscopes; apparatus for measuring molecular mass; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulator, namely, virtual microscopes and imaging interferometers; apparatus for use with molecular fluorescence, namely, spectrometers for laboratory use; data processing equipment associated with the aforesaid apparatus and instruments;
downloadable computer software for use in bioanalysis, namely, software for analysing images and data; structural parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific investigations for medical and veterinary purposes and research and design relating thereto; chemical analysis of substances and scientific research services; laboratory research services in the field of bioanalysis; medical and pharmacological research services; analysis and measurement of therapeutic formulations, liquid biopsies and bodily fluid samples, namely, blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid; analysis and measurement of molecules and characteristics in the nature of scientific research; bioanalysis services in the nature of scientific research; scientific imaging services; testing and authentication in the nature of and quality control for others; consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Refeyn Ltd  **Address**: Refeyn Ltd C/O Penningtons Manches LLP, 9400 Garsington Road, Oxford

**Business Pa**: UNITED KINGDOM  **Legal Entity**: Limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: A325-111

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1671778  **International Registration Date**: Mar. 01, 2022  **Expiration Date**: Mar. 01, 2032

**Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 22, 2021

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
MULTI-PERFECT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79344904</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Registration | 1671827 |
| International Registration Date | May 23, 2022 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Sewing machines; embroidery machines |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Tajima Industries Ltd. |
| Address | Tajima Industries Ltd. NO.1800 Ushiyama-cho, Kasugai-shi Aichi 486-0901 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1671827 |
| International Registration Date | May 23, 2022 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | May 13, 2022 |
| Expiration Date | May 23, 2032 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | THOMAS, JULIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SECHARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344933 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7095566
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SECHARD" and a design of a shield with a check mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671891 International Registration Date Feb. 22, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, topographic, meteorologic, industrial and laboratory purposes, namely, coordinate measuring instruments, distance measuring instruments, measuring glassware, measuring rulers and pressure measuring apparatus; thermometers, not for medical purposes; barometers; ammeters; voltmeters; hygrometers; testing apparatus not for medical purposes, namely, apparatus for testing gas, liquids and solids; telescopes; periscopes; directional compasses; speed indicators; laboratory apparatus, namely, laboratory centrifuges, incubators and test tubes; microscopes; magnifying glasses; binoculars; stills, ovens and furnaces for laboratory experiments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; cameras; photographic cameras; television apparatus, namely, television sets; video recorders; CD and DVD players and recorders; MP3 players; computers; desktop computers; tablet computers; wearable activity trackers; microphones; loudspeakers; earphones; telecommunications apparatus, namely, telecommunications transmitters; apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images; computer peripheral devices; cell phones; covers for cell phones; telephone apparatus; computer printers for printing documents; scanners; photocopiiers; blank magnetic and optical data carriers; recorded computer software and programmes for use in database management, word processing; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of novels, short stories, in the field of computers; electronic publications, namely, book, magazine, manual featuring computers recorded on computer media; encoded magnetic and optic cards, namely, cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; prerecorded motion picture films about computers; prerecorded music videos, namely, video recordings featuring music; antennas; satellite antennas; amplifiers for antennas; structural parts of the aforementioned goods; ticket dispensers, namely, electronic parking lot ticket dispensers; automatic teller machines (ATM); electronic components used in the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, namely, electronic circuits; semi-conductors; electronic circuits; integrated circuits; semiconductor chips; diodes;
transistors; magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, namely, magnetic strip readers; electronic locks; photocells; remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors, namely, electronically-operated door latches; optical sensors; counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption, namely, dispensers for counting and dispensing of coins; automatic time switches; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; safety vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment, namely, life vests and safety harnesses other than for vehicles or sports purposes; eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and components thereof, namely, cases for eyewear, eyeglass frames, and eyeglass chains and cords; apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, namely, electrical switches, electrical cables and electrical controllers; electric plugs; junction boxes; electric switches; circuit breakers; fuses; lighting ballasts; battery starter cables; electrical circuit boards; electric resistances; electric sockets; transformers; electrical adapters; battery chargers; electric door bells; electric and electronic cables; batteries; electric accumulators; solar panels for production of electricity; acoustic alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, namely, burglar alarms; electric alarm bells; signalling apparatus and instruments, namely, signalling buoys; luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use, namely, luminous or mechanical road signs; fire extinguishing apparatus; fire engines; fire hose and fire hose nozzles; radar apparatus; sonars; night vision apparatus and instruments, namely, night vision goggles; decorative magnets; metronomes

**International Classes**

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  SECHARD BILGI TEKNOLOJILERI LIMITED SIRKETI  **Address**  SECHARD BILGI TEKNOLOJILERI LIMITED SIRK ETI Küçükbakkalköy Mahallesi, Rüya Sokak, No: 18, 12/60, Atasehir Ista TURKEY

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TURKEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  1285-1881

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1671891  **International Registration Date**  Feb. 22, 2022

**Expiration Date**  Feb. 22, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) F FACIL FASTENING FUTURE MOBILITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79344945 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7095567 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded circle with a stylized letter "F" inside and the word "FACIL" in a stylized font to the right with the wording "FASTENING FUTURE MOBILITY" underneath in a styled font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1671912 International Registration Date Mar. 16, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land vehicle engines; automobile engines; drive belts for land vehicles; clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Fuel pumps; water pumps; generators; alternators; crankcases for motors; ignition devices for engines of land vehicles; rod connections for engines, namely, connecting rods for motors and engines; cooling fans for engines; air filters for engines; electric door openers and closers; automotive exhaust pipes; automotive engine blocks; automobile oil pans; engine cylinders for automobiles; carburetors for cars; all the aforesaid products for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Fasteners of plastic, namely, screws and non-metal threaded fasteners, bolts, rivets, nails and hooks, clamps, washers and security washers for automotive use
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Retail and wholesale store services featuring products related to automobiles; retail store services featuring fasteners for the automotive sector, motors for vehicles and parts for motors for vehicles; business intermediation in the wholesale trade in fasteners for the automotive sector, motors for vehicles and parts for motors for vehicles, namely management and operation assistance to commercial businesses; import and export agencies in the field of fasteners for the automotive sector, vehicle engines and vehicle engine parts; supply chain management services; provision of commercial information; business organization and business economics advice in the nature of providing economic consultation in the field of automotive parts; business risk management services; commercial business project management services; market research, market study and market analysis; compiling statistics; advertising services; business management; business administration; clerical services; the aforesaid services also to be provided online

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Transport, packaging for transportation and storage of fasteners for the automotive sector, vehicle engines and vehicle engine parts; transportation logistics in the nature of supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For Design and development of fasteners for the automotive sector, vehicle engines and vehicle engine parts; supply chain engineering services; engineering services; scientific and technological services namely, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of automotive technology and research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research in the field of automotive technology and industrial design services; quality control for others and authentication services, namely, authentication in the field of automotive parts

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

For Fastening materials of metal or their alloys, namely, screws and threaded fasteners, bolts, headless screws, nuts, rivets, nails and hooks, clamps, washers and security washers for automotive use

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FACIL CORPORATE, Besloten Vennootschap Address FACIL CORPORATE, Besloten Vennootschap Geleenlaan 20 B-3600 Genk BELGIUM Legal Entity BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country BELGIUM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1671912 International Registration Date Mar. 16, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 17, 2021 Expiration Date Mar. 16, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELETIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345012 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7095568
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672094 International Registration Date Mar. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education and instruction services, namely, organization, arranging and implementing webinars, seminars and courses in the fields of business and employment

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Business data analysis, research and information services; Business consulting in the fields of personnel, employment and organisational development; providing business consulting services and consultant services in the field of staff development business strategy; consultancy and advisory services in business management in the field of leadership and employee engagement; business management services relating to the development of businesses; business management in the fields of executive and leadership development; business research and surveys; conducting employee surveys for others; business survey analysis; personnel consultancy; data collection for business purposes; serving as a human resources department for others; statistical analysis and reporting services for business purposes; business data analysis services; conducting of business appraisals; arranging of subscriptions to services regarding computer software of others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Downloadable computer software for personnel, employment and organisational development; downloadable software for employment analysis purposes; downloadable software for employment planning and process control; downloadable employment surveying software; downloadable employment reporting software; downloadable business management software; downloadable application software for mobile devices for data processing; downloadable application software for cloud computing services; downloadable computer software in the form of apps for wireless telecommunication services;
downloadable electronic reports about employment

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Software design and development; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for personnel, employment and organisational development; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for analysis, planning and process control, metering and reporting all for business purposes; software as a service (SaaS) featuring business management software; rental of computer software for business analysis; design and development of computer programs and computer software; surveying; computer software design in the fields of commercial analysis and reporting; quality evaluation in the field of employment, measurement evaluation in the field of employment; updating of computer software; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; maintenance services for computer software; computer software consultancy

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Eletive AB  **Address**: Eletive AB Gustav Adolfs torg 47 SE-211 39 MALMÖ SWEDEN  **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1672094  **International Registration Date**: Mar. 10, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Sep. 15, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Mar. 10, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AIR BLUSH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79345045</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095569</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BLUSH" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1672165 | International Registration Date | Apr. 27, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Cosmetics; face powder; rouges; highlighter make-up; skin bronzer, namely, skin tinting powder for use as bronzer

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Bora Creations S.L. |
| Address | Bora Creations S.L. 11, Calle Velázquez (Pto. de Andratx) E-07157 Andratx, Balearen SPAIN |
| **Legal Entity** | S.L. (Sociedad Limitada - Limited Liability Company) |
| **State or Country** | SPAIN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 087455-4274 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1672165 |
| International Registration Date | Apr. 27, 2022 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Oct. 29, 2021 |
| Expiration Date | Apr. 27, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA | 8264 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ETRIEVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345056 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7095570 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672246 International Registration Date May 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, cannulas and catheters for removing blood clots and thrombus within blood vessels and circulatory systems; medical apparatus and instruments for endovascular surgery, namely, clot retriever
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Magneto Thrombectomy Solutions Ltd. Address Magneto Thrombectomy Solutions Ltd. 6 Yonatan Netanyahu 6037604 Or Yehuda ISRAEL Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1344-2003.2

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1672246 International Registration Date May 23, 2022 Expiration Date May 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATVTIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345154  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7095571
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672495  International Registration Date May 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicines for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases; medicines for the treatment of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical products for treating respiratory diseases; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of joint disease; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of infectious diseases; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for suppressing tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of Covid-19, coronavirus diseases and respiratory diseases and disorders; veterinary preparations, namely, pain relief medication; veterinary preparations for treatment of intestinal bacteria; diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes; veterinary pharmaceutical compounds for equine use to treat conditions of the leg, hoof, ear, nose and throat
International Classes 5  -  Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIVZON MABPHARM INC.  Address LIVZON MABPHARM INC. Dankang Building, No. 38 Chuangye North Road, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City Guangdong Province  CHINA  Legal Entity Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1672495  International Registration Date May 18, 2022  Expiration Date May 18, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CT-BOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79345197 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7095572
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two elements: a graphic element and a word element. On the left, there is a square with a black background featuring an X depicted in white. To the right of the image, the term "CT-BOS" is depicted in black in normal style.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1672623 International Registration Date  May 18, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Building construction and repair services, namely, services for the construction, and repairs of metal structures in the nature of buildings; building construction supervision; construction of infrastructure, namely, building construction for civil infrastructure projects; shipbuilding services; all of the foregoing excluding services related to the construction, repair, and related construction supervision services of buildings chimneys and related parts, ducts, shock absorbers, valves, noise dampers, vibration dampers, ventilation equipment and air-conditioning apparatus and related parts
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  Architectural and engineering services; consulting in the field of engineering in the nature of providing technological estimates done by engineers; conducting technical project studies in the field of engineering structures for offshore wind applications; development of building projects, namely, planning and design of buildings and structures; industrial research in the field of engineering structures for offshore wind applications; technology supervision and inspection in the field of construction of structures; engineering services for the design of structures; design services relating to civil engineering; technical consultancy services relating to marine engineering; all of the foregoing excluding services related to the construction, repair, and related construction supervision services of buildings chimneys and related parts, ducts, shock absorbers, valves, noise dampers, vibration dampers, ventilation equipment, air-conditioning apparatus and related parts
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ACCIONA CONSTRUCCIÓN, S.A.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>ACCIONA CONSTRUCCIÓN, S.A.  Avda de Europa, 18, Parque Empresarial La Moraleja E-28108 A</th>
<th>SPAIN</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>SOCIEDAD ANONIMA</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>SPAIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Owner Name       | BLUENEWABLES, S.L.          | Address           | BLUENEWABLES, S.L.  Vizconde 7, E-38689 Guía de Isora (Tenerife) | SPAIN | Legal Entity | SOCIEDAD LIMITADA | State or Country Where Organized | SPAIN |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number   | 038145                      |

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1672623 | International Registration Date | May 18, 2022 | Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Nov. 24, 2021 | Expiration Date | May 18, 2032 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE       |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRETARG-IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345233  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7095573  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672693  International Registration Date May 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceuticals and veterinary preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations comprising antibodies for the treatment and prevention of diseases, namely, hyperproliferative and inflammatory diseases; pharmaceuticals and veterinary preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations comprising antigen binding fragments for the treatment and prevention of diseases, namely, hyperproliferative and inflammatory diseases; preparations for medical and veterinary purposes comprising antibodies for the treatment and prevention of diseases, namely, hyperproliferative and inflammatory diseases; preparations for medical and veterinary purposes comprising antigen binding fragments for the treatment and prevention of diseases, namely, hyperproliferative and inflammatory diseases
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical and veterinary services, namely, services for the treatment and prevention of diseases using antibodies; medical and veterinary services, namely, services for the treatment and prevention of diseases using antigen binding fragments thereof
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research in the field of diseases using antibodies; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research in the field of diseases using antibodies and antigen binding fragments thereof; industrial analysis and research services in the field of diseases using antibodies; industrial analysis and research services in the field of diseases using antigen binding fragments thereof, and medical research services; pharmaceutical and biotechnological research and development; biotechnological research services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OncoOne Research & Development GmbH  Address  OncoOne Research & Development GmbH Höhenstraße 19/2  A-3400 Klosterneuburg  AUSTRIA  Legal Entity  GmbH  State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1672693  International Registration Date  May 25, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 07, 2021  Expiration Date  May 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CANTONE, KERI H
TM 6708 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) D DETECTRONIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345411 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7095574
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue stylized "D" followed by four blue curved bands displayed above the black stylized wording "DETECTRONIC". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1672977 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Monitoring instrumentation, namely, electronic instrumentation for measurement and recording of various parameters being the flow rate, volume, level, depth, acidity, turbidity, conductivity, and the chemical content of liquids flowing in open-channels, sewers and pipes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Detectronic Limited Address Detectronic Limited Regent St, Whitewalls Industrial Estate Colne, Lancashire BB8 8LJ UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 17337.0141IB

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1672977 International Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) OSTEObIOTIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345466 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7095575 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673102 International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceuticals preparations for the treatment of bone and cartilage tissue; medicinal preparations for the treatment of bone and cartilage tissue; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; amino acids for medical purposes; dietary and nutritional supplements; mineral dietary supplements; dietary supplements; royal jelly dietary supplements; pollen dietary supplements; Pharmaceutical drugs for medical purposes for the treatment of bone and cartilage tissue; medicines for human purposes, namely, tablets, powder, capsules for the treatment of bone and cartilage tissue; biological preparations for medical purposes for the treatment of bone and cartilage tissue; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, periodontitis, periodontal disease and for acceleration of fracture fusion; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, periodontitis, periodontal disease and for acceleration of fracture fusion; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, namely, for osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, periodontitis, periodontal disease and for acceleration of fracture fusion; Dietetic infusions for medical use; herbal tinctures for medical purposes; decoctions of medicinal herb for pharmaceutical purposes; drone brood based dietary supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Obshchestvo s ograniichennoy otvetstvennostyu «Parafarm» Address Obshchestvo s ograniichennoy otvetstvennostyu «Parafarm» ul. Sverdlova, d. 4 RU-440026 g. Penza RUSSIAN FED. Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized RUSSIAN FEDERATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PERFECT POUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345584 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7095576
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673412 International Registration Date Jun. 08, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water filtering units for domestic use; apparatus for filtering drinking water; water filters; water filters for drinking water; tap-water purifying apparatus; structural and replacement parts for the aforesaid goods
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Strix Limited Address Strix Limited Forrest House, Ronaldsway, Isle of Man, Ronaldsway IM9 2RG ISLE OF MAN UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5173-0053

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1673412 International Registration Date Jun. 08, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 10, 2022 Expiration Date Jun. 08, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
TM 6711 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEMPERIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345606 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095577 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673461 International Registration Date Oct. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gardening gloves; gloves for household purposes; polishing gloves, polishing mitts

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Gloves for surgical use; gloves for dental use; gloves for veterinary use; gloves for medical use; gloves for medical examination; surgical gloves for use during operations; gloves for use in hospitals; gloves for massage; mittens for medical use

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Watercraft parts and accessories, namely, marine toilet hoses; motor vehicle parts and accessories, namely, fuel and liquid lines being fuel line hoses for vehicles, inner tubes for vehicle tires, brake pipes being truck air brake hoses and brake lines for vehicles, roller chains for land vehicles, seals being parts of roller chains for land vehicles; railway parts and accessories, namely, railway passenger cars, doors for railway cars, undercarriages of railway cars; cable car parts and accessories, namely, ropeway sheave liners, bullwheel liners, cable cars, suspension arms for cable cars and rings; bicycle parts and accessories, namely, inner tubes for bicycles, bicycle brakes, bicycle drive chains, bicycle tires, bicycle wheels, bicycle pedals, bicycle wheel rims, bicycle saddles, bicycle horns; fuel line hoses for vehicles; power steering hoses for vehicles; inner tubes for vehicle tires; liners being fitted plastic liner and support panels for motorcycle saddlebags; coupling linings; driving transmission belts and v-belts, all aforementioned goods for water, railway, cable car and land vehicles

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

8276
For Machine couplings and transmission components except for land vehicles; transmission belts except for land vehicles; drive belts for machines; belt pulleys being machine parts; belts and reels for machines; engines and motors except for land vehicles; belts and reels for conveyor belts; transmissions for machines and drives for machines; conveyor belts and track belts being conveyor belts, roller and rubber tracks being parts of conveyor belts which are parts of snow groomers and snow ploughs; fastening and connection machines, namely, staged and segmented conveyors, conveyors being machines, membrane filters and valve diaphragms for use as parts of machines, namely, pump diaphragms, air filters for gear drives, filters being parts of motors or engines; valve diaphragms for use as parts of machines, membranes for filter plates and filter presses for use as parts of machines

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

For Membranes being heating elements for heating and drinking water circuits

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For Retail and wholesale store services featuring machines and machine parts and their accessories, vehicles and cableway parts and accessories, products made of rubber, gutta-percha, caoutchouc, asbestos, mica and substitutes for the above materials, their parts and accessories, globes, construction materials, components and handrails not of metal, their parts and accessories; presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes, namely, providing on-line retail store services featuring general consumer merchandise

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Building construction services; installation and repair services of machines and machine parts and their accessories, repair of vehicles and cableways, their parts and accessories made of rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for the above materials, their parts and accessories, of construction materials, components and handrails not of metal, their parts and accessories

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Protective gloves for industrial and laboratory use; disposable gloves for industrial and laboratory use; gloves for protection against accidents; hairdresser gloves for protection against chemicals

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Rubber tubes and pipes, gutta-percha, gum, raw or semi-worked, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; films and sheets made out of resin for use in the manufacture of industrial goods; stopping and insulating materials; gasket material in sheets for use in in the mining, automobile and robotics industries; seals being polyurethane film for use in sealing and insulating, sealants, namely, sealant compounds for joints and fillers; sealing and insulating materials; semi processed plastic materials in extruded form for use in production; shaped parts and connections, namely, flexible pipes not of metal made from rubber, silicon, plastics, thermoplastic elastomer, elastomers, elastomer polymers, synthetic and EPDM; rubber strapping tape; flexible pipes, tubes, and hoses and fittings therefor, namely,
pipe couplings and joints, not of metal; packing materials of rubber or plastic, stopping and insulating hoses, not of metal, in particular hot water hoses, cooling hoses, hydraulic hoses, high-pressure hoses and industrial hoses; laminated plastic films for pipes and rolls; flexible hoses for insulation purposes; flexible hoses not of metal; cellular rubber, semi-processed plastics, thermoplastic elastomer resins in pellet form for use in further manufacture, semi-worked synthetic plastic and synthetic resins as semi-finished products in the form of pellets, rods, foils, fibers, films and sheets, and EPDM being synthetic rubber in the form of sheets, films, foils, rolls, rings, blocks, rods and tubes; insulating foils and films, not of metal, also for ski and snowboards; pipe linings, being stopping and insulating materials not of metal; sealing and lining profiles being stopping and insulating materials not of metal; moulded bodies and profiles, being flexible pipes, not of metal, namely, made from rubber, plastics, thermoplastic elastomer, elastomere, synthetic material, plastic materials in extruded form for use in production; acoustic insulating materials, namely, acoustical insulation barrier and sound-absorbing panels; insulating materials and acoustic insulating materials, in particular for railway tracks; insulating sheets; non-metal pipe couplings for water, railroad, cableway and or land vehicles

**International Classes** | 17 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 | **International Class Title** | Rubber Goods

For Scientific research and information technology consultation services and engineering research and design relating thereto, namely, industrial design, testing, and evaluation of the goods of others to assure compliance with industry and quality standards; industrial analysis in the field of industrial engineering; design and development of computer hardware and software

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** | Semperit Technische Produkte Gesellschaft m.b.H. | **Address** | Semperit Technische Produkte Gesellschaft m.b.H. Am Belvedere 10 A-1100 Wien | **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | **State or Country** | AUSTRIA

**Where Organized** | AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** | 31144.30

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1673461 | **International Registration Date** | Oct. 13, 2021 | **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | May 11, 2021 | **Expiration Date** | Oct. 13, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** | BUTTON, JENNIFER JO

8278
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAUROBRAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345619 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7095578
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673484 International Registration Date Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Textiles and substitutes for textiles, namely, coasters of textile; fabrics, namely, unfitted fabric covers for furniture, fabrics for textile use, curtains made of textile fabrics, fabrics for textile use, gauze fabric; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods, namely, banners and flags of textile, handkerchiefs of textile, individual place mats made of textile, quilts of textile, serviettes of textile, textile labels, textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials, textile wall hangings; towels of textile; bed covers; table covers, namely, table linen, not of paper; filtering materials of textile, namely, cheese cloth

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Clothing, namely, infantwear, braces being suspenders for clothing, loungewear, t-shirts for children, sweatshirts for children, trousers for children, shirts for children, pajamas for children, sweaters for children, dresses for children, jackets for children, belts for clothing, jackets being clothing, outerwear, namely, coats, hats, gloves, ski suits, ski trousers, athletic uniforms, athletic tights, athletic pants, athletic shirts, athletic shorts, athletic skirts, ski jackets, ski pants, ski gloves, sun protective clothing, namely, sun protective shirts, sun protective pants, anoraks, aprons, blouses, jogging suits, money belts, pants, shirts, shorts, ski boots, skirts, sweaters, t-shirts, wind resistant jackets; footwear, namely, footwear not for sports, shoes for children, cleats for attachment to sports shoes, outwear shoes, waterproof footwear, rubbers, athletic footwear for skiers, cross-country skiers and snowboarders, athletic footwear, beach footwear, climbing footwear; headwear, namely, sports caps and hats, sun visors being headwear, hats, headbands

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Red Bull GmbH
Address   Red Bull GmbH
         Am Brunnen 1  A-5330 Fuschl am See  AUSTRIA
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   1358172

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1673484
International Registration Date   Feb. 24, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Nov. 16, 2021
Expiration Date   Feb. 24, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SILICONE LOVERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345621 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7095579
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SILICONE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673506 International Registration Date Feb. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliances for washing body cavities; artificial breasts; artificial eyes for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises; artificial teeth for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial tongues for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial vaginas; breast pumps; cases for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, cleaning apparatus in the nature of cleaning cloths specially adapted for love dolls; condoms; parts of sex dolls, namely, heating apparatus in the nature of heating pads for medical purposes specially adapted for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll buttocks; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll heads; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll hips; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll legs; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll torsos; love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, make-up appliances in the nature of make-up pencils specially adapted for love dolls; massage apparatus; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, masturbators; rectal dilators; rectal instruments, namely, rectal dilators; sex aid apparatus in the nature of adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; sex aid devices in the nature of adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; sex toys; parts of sex dolls, namely, silicone-safe make-up appliances in the nature of make-up pencils specially adapted for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, stands specially adapted for love doll heads; parts of sex dolls, namely, stands specially adapted for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, storage apparatus in the nature of plastic storage containers for household use specially adapted for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, TPE-safe make-up appliances in the nature of makeup pencils specially adapted for love dolls; vaginal dilators; vibrators, being adult sexual aids; vibromassage apparatus; parts of sex dolls, namely, wigs specially adapted for love dolls
International Classes   10 - Primary Classes  US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title   Medical Apparatus
For   Online retail store services featuring adhesive removers, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, adhesives for affixing false hair, adhesives for affixing false nails, adhesives for cosmetic purposes, aromatics being essential oils, baby oils, eyebrow cosmetics, false eyelashes, false nails, lip glosses, lipsticks, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up removing preparations, make-up preparations, make-up powder, make-up, mascara, massage creams other than for medical purposes, massage gels other than for medical purposes, massage lotions other than for medical purposes, massage oils other than for medical purposes, massage waxes other than for medical purposes, self adhesive false eyebrows, stain removers and talcum powder for toilet use; online retail store services featuring lubricant gels for personal use, orgasm creams, personal sexual lubricants, sexual stimulant gels and vaginal moisturizers; online retail store services featuring appliances for washing body cavities, artificial breasts, artificial eyes for love dolls, artificial penises being adult sexual stimulation aids, artificial teeth for love dolls, artificial tongues for love dolls, artificial vaginas being adult sexual stimulation aids, breast pumps, cases for love dolls, cleaning apparatus for love dolls, condoms, heating apparatus for love dolls, love doll buttocks, love doll heads, love doll hips, love doll legs, love doll torsos, love dolls, make up for love dolls, massage apparatus, masturbators being adult sexual stimulation aids, rectal dilators, rectal instruments, sex aid apparatus, sex aid devices, sex toys, silicone-safe make up for love dolls, stands for love doll heads, stands for love dolls, storage apparatus for love dolls, TPE-safe make up for love dolls, vaginal dilators, vibrators being adult sexual aids, vibromassage apparatus and wigs for love dolls; online retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headwear and cosplay costumes
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Silicone Ltd Address   Silicone Ltd Kemp House, 152-160 City Road London EC1V 2NX UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity   Limited Company State or Country Where Organized   UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1673506 International Registration Date   Feb. 25, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Oct. 07, 2021 Expiration Date   Feb. 25, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79345693  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7095580  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a series of green drop shapes and orange lozenge shapes arranged in a generally-rectangular shape.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) orange and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1673727  International Registration Date  May 19, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical preparations and veterinary preparations for use in the treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases, and medical conditions arising from transplantation and gene therapy; and for use with transplantation and gene therapy; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for cleaving human antibodies; pharmaceutical preparations and veterinary preparations, namely, enzyme preparations and sterilizing preparations; sanitary preparations, namely, chemical enzyme preparations and sterilizing preparations; medicines for diagnosing, preventing, and treating cancer and autoimmune diseases for human and veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for elimination of antibodies for therapeutic purposes in immune related diseases and conditions; enzymes for medical and veterinary purposes

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HANSA BIOPHARMA AB  Address  HANSA BIOPHARMA AB  Scheelevägen 22, P.O. Box 785 SE-220 07 Lund  SWEDEN  Legal Entity  AKTIEBOLAG  State or Country Where Organized  SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  32759/60013
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1673727  International Registration Date  May 19, 2022  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 24, 2021  Expiration Date  May 19, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AVX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79345766 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7095581
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1673911 International Registration Date Mar. 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nautical apparatus and instruments, namely nautical navigation system comprised of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; marine steering and propulsion control apparatus, namely nautical control apparatus for boats comprised of one or more of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; global positioning system (GPS) navigation devices; anchorless boat global positioning systems; navigation apparatus and instruments for boats, namely nautical navigation apparatus comprised of one or more of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; marine compasses; marine depth finders; marine remote controls, namely navigation apparatus for boats comprised of one or more of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; downloadable computer software and hardware for controlling the position of a marine vessel via global positioning system (GPS); electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling a marine propulsion water jet via global positioning system (GPS); electronic control systems for boats; computer hardware and downloadable software for vessel positioning and vessel management; radar apparatus; component parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: C W F HAMILTON & CO LIMITED
Address: C W F HAMILTON & CO LIMITED 20 Lunns Road, Middleton Christchurch 8024 NEW ZEALAND
Legal Entity: NZ Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized: NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: AJP-0284

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1673911
International Registration Date: Mar. 23, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Mar. 21, 2022
Expiration Date: Mar. 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JETSENSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79345767</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095582</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Registration | 1673912 | International Registration Date | Mar. 23, 2022 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Nautical apparatus and instruments, namely nautical navigation system comprised of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; marine steering and propulsion control apparatus, namely nautical control apparatus for boats comprised of one or more of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; global positioning system (GPS) navigation devices; anchorless boat global positioning systems; navigation apparatus and instruments for boats, namely nautical navigation apparatus comprised of one or more of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; marine compasses; marine depth finders; marine remote controls, namely navigation apparatus for boats comprised of one or more of speed, positioning, obstacle, and fuel sensors, date recorders, and signal transmitters for navigation assistance and full autonomous control; downloadable computer software and hardware for controlling the position of a marine vessel via global positioning system (GPS); electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling a marine propulsion water jet via global positioning system (GPS); electronic control systems for boats; computer hardware and downloadable software for vessel positioning and vessel management; radar apparatus; component parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: C W F HAMILTON & CO LIMITED
Address: 20 Lunns Road, Middleton Christchurch 8024, NEW ZEALAND
Legal Entity: Limited Company
State or Country Where Organized: NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: AJP-0283

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1673912
International Registration Date: Mar. 23, 2022
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Mar. 07, 2022
Expiration Date: Mar. 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUPERCITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79345859  Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022  Registration Number  7095583  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "SUPERCITY" in a stylized font with the right side of the letter "R" in the word "SUPER" slightly overlapping the left side of the letter "C" in the word "CITY". The upper part of the word "SUPER" is in light blue, the lower part is in blue and the letters are outlined in blue. The upper part of the word "CITY" is in yellow, the lower part is in orange and the letters are outlined in brown. All of the foregoing is on a white background. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) white, light blue, blue, yellow, orange and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1674052  International Registration Date Jan. 19, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, providing online video games featuring simulations and social and military strategies, providing online massively multi-player computer games featuring simulations and social and military strategies, gaming services in the nature of conducting online computer game tournaments, cyber or virtual sports leagues in the nature of cyber or virtual fantasy football leagues and production and distribution of online game shows; online gaming services in the nature of computer game tournaments; organization of e-sports competitions; providing recreation facilities; publication of texts in the field of creating and passing games, other than publicity texts; educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars and workshops in the field of computers and computer gaming; entertainment services in the nature of computer games club services, namely, providing online computer games for club members; arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of computer education, computer gaming; practical training in the field of computer gaming and computer programming; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of computer gaming and computer programming; arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of computer gaming and computer programming; organization of cosplay entertainment events; electronic desktop publishing; providing online recorded non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, journals, magazines and guidebooks in the fields of computer games; news reporters services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; production of music; toy rental; games equipment rental; providing online music, recorded and not downloadable; providing online recorded non-downloadable videos in the field of computer games; providing
recorded non-downloadable films containing recorded game play via video-on-demand transmission services; providing amusement arcade services

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For Interfaces for computers; downloadable mobile applications for games featuring simulations and social strategies; downloadable computer software for providing computer games featuring simulations and social strategies; downloadable computer software applications for participation in games featuring simulations and social strategies; recorded computer game programs featuring simulations and social strategies; downloadable computer game software featuring simulations and social strategies for use on cellular phones; downloadable game software featuring simulations and social strategies for use on tablets; downloadable computer game programs featuring simulations and social strategies; computer operating programs, recorded; record players; downloadable music files containing music for computer strategy games**

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Reflectica Limited  **Address**: Reflectica Limited 28 Oktovriou str. 367, Office A5, 1st floor, Mediterranean Court CY-3107 L  CYPRUS  **Legal Entity**: Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**: CYPRUS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 3500/0230TUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1674052  **International Registration Date**: Jan. 19, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 15, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Jan. 19, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LEE, REBECCA ANN

8290
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) F007

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 79345907 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7095584 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1674240 International Registration Date: May 23, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Fungicides; organic fungicides; inorganic fungicides; synthetic fungicides; fungicides for agricultural use; fungicides for horticultural use; fungicidal preparations for use on fruit, top fruit, soft fruit, grapevines, trees, shrubs, vegetables, legumes, crops, root crops, flowers, plants, flowering plants, grasses and cereals; herbicides; organic herbicides; inorganic herbicides; synthetic herbicides; herbicides for agricultural use; herbicides for horticultural use; herbicidal preparations; herbicidal preparations for use on fruit, top fruit, soft fruit, grapevines, trees, shrubs, vegetables, legumes, crops, root crops, flowers, plants, flowering plants, grasses and cereals; pesticides; organic pesticides; inorganic pesticides; synthetic pesticides; pesticide for agricultural use; pesticides for horticultural use; pesticidal preparations; pesticidal preparations for use on fruit, top fruit, soft fruit, grapevines, trees, shrubs, vegetables, legumes, crops, root crops, flowers, plants, flowering plants, grasses and cereals; insecticides; organic insecticides; inorganic insecticides; synthetic insecticides; insecticides for agricultural use; insecticides for horticultural use; insecticidal preparations; insecticidal preparations for use on fruit, top fruit, soft fruit, grapevines, trees, shrubs, vegetables, legumes, crops, root crops, flowers, plants, flowering plants, grasses and cereals

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Agronaturalis Limited Address: Agronaturalis Limited Suite 2 Crown House, 2 Southampton Road Ringwood, Hampshire BH24 1HY UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity: Limited Company State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1674240  International Registration Date  May 23, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 24, 2021  Expiration Date  May 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
TM 6719 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KATINKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346028 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7095585
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "KATINKO" in deep red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) deep red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1674514 International Registration Date Mar. 28, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicated skin care oils and liniments
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREENSTONE PHARMACEUTICAL, INC. Address GREENSTONE PHARMACEUTICAL, INC. 1C ANABU HILLS, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, IMUS CAVITE PHILIPPINES Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PHILIPPINES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Bea-23-1

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1674514 International Registration Date Mar. 28, 2022
Expiration Date Mar. 28, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRITART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346093 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095586 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1674729 International Registration Date Mar. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For School supplies, namely, pens, pencils, pencil sharpeners, paint brushes, stencils, chalkboards; drawing materials and materials for artists, namely, pens, pencils, painting palettes, paint brushes, painting sets for children; stationery and educational supplies, namely, paper tape, kraft paper, graph paper for drawing and sketching, origami paper, tracing paper; glue for stationery or household purposes; pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aterl GmbH Address Aterl GmbH c/o MXP Prime Platform GmbH Jägerstr. 41 FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1674729 International Registration Date Mar. 03, 2022 Expiration Date Mar. 03, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BETTS, MARCYA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SILICONE LOVERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346276 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7095587
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SILICONE LOVERS" with a design of a heart in between the words. Disclaimer "SILICONE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1675214 International Registration Date Feb. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliances for washing body cavities; artificial breasts; artificial eyes for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises; artificial teeth for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial tongues for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial vaginas; breast pumps; cases for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, cleaning apparatus in the nature of cleaning cloths specially adapted for love dolls; condoms; parts of sex dolls, namely, heating apparatus in the nature of heating pads for medical purposes specially adapted for love dolls; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll buttocks; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll heads; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll hips; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll legs; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, love doll torsos; love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, make-up appliances in the nature of make-up pencils specially adapted for love dolls; massage apparatus; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, masturbators; rectal dilators; rectal instruments, namely, rectal dilators; sex aid apparatus in the nature of adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises; penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; sex aid devices in the nature of adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises; penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; sex toys; parts of sex dolls, namely, silicone-safe make-up appliances in the nature of make-up pencils specially adapted for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, stands specially adapted for love doll heads; parts of sex dolls, namely, stands specially adapted for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, storage apparatus in the nature of plastic storage containers for household use specially adapted for love dolls; parts of sex dolls, namely, TPE-safe make-up appliances in the nature of makeup pencils specially adapted for love dolls; vaginal dilators; vibrators, being adult sexual aids; vibromassage apparatus; parts of sex dolls, namely, wigs specially adapted for love dolls
Online retail store services featuring adhesive removers, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, adhesives for affixing false hair, adhesives for affixing false nails, adhesives for cosmetic purposes, aromatics being essential oils, baby oils, eyebrow cosmetics, false eyelashes, false nails, lip glosses, lipsticks, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up removing preparations, make-up preparations, make-up powder, make-up, mascara, massage creams other than for medical purposes, massage gels other than for medical purposes, massage lotions other than for medical purposes, massage oils other than for medical purposes, massage waxes other than for medical purposes, self adhesive false eyebrows, stain removers and talcum powder for toilet use; online retail store services featuring lubricant gels for personal use, orgasm creams, personal sexual lubricants, sexual stimulant gels and vaginal moisturizers; online retail store services featuring appliances for washing body cavities, artificial breasts, artificial eyes for love dolls, artificial penises being adult sexual stimulation aids, artificial teeth for love dolls, artificial tongues for love dolls, artificial vaginas being adult sexual stimulation aids, breast pumps, cases for love dolls, cleaning apparatus for love dolls, condoms, heating apparatus for love dolls, love doll buttocks, love doll heads, love doll hips, love doll legs, love doll torsos, love dolls, make up for love dolls, massage apparatus, masturbators being adult sexual stimulation aids, rectal dilators, rectal instruments, sex aid apparatus, sex aid devices, sex toys, silicone-safe make up for love dolls, stands for love doll heads, stands for love dolls, storage apparatus for love dolls, TPE-safe make up for love dolls, vaginal dilators, vibrators being adult sexual aids, vibromassage apparatus and wigs for love dolls; online retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headwear and cosplay costumes.
Mark Literal(s) ZEUS ARTIFACTS

Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ZEUS ARTIFACTS" in stylized font. The word "ZEUS" appears in yellow and orange with black, blue and light blue outlining, and a decorative black horizontal band appears across each letter. The word "ARTIFACTS" appears in white with black, blue and light blue outlining. Cyan highlighting appears in the background immediately behind the wording. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, orange, blue, light blue, white, black and cyan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
- Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with coins, notes and cards; games, namely, electronic games in the nature of electronic dart games, arcade-type electronic video games, arcade games, parlor games, card games, dice games, coin-operated video games, mahjong games, electronic interactive board games for use with external monitors, hand-held consoles for playing electronic video games, automatic coin-operated amusement game machines, electronic arcade games, casino gaming machines for gambling in the nature of slot machines and video lottery terminals, scratch cards for playing lottery games, board games, computerized video table games for casinos, electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices which accept a wager; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips for gaming; poker chips; gaming equipment, namely, chips and dice; equipment for casinos, namely, gaming machines for gambling; gaming equipment, namely, roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino games, namely, computerized video table games for casinos; automatic and coin operated amusement machines and gambling machines; coin-operated gambling machines and electronic coin operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; electronic or electrotechnical gaming machines for gambling; automatic and coin operated slot machines; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines,
namely, slot machines

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

---

**For**: Gambling services; entertainment services, namely, gambling; casino gaming services for entertainment purposes; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; training in the development of software systems; provision of gambling hall facilities and rental of gambling equipment; providing casino facilities and rental of equipment for gambling; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming featuring halls with gaming machines; providing casino facilities; providing gaming hall facilities; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; production of sound recording and video arcade entertainment services; rental of sound reproducing apparatus; rental of gaming equipment for casinos; providing of casino facilities; entertainment services, namely, providing a website for online gambling services; operation of gaming facilities in the nature of casino gaming halls and gaming halls; providing a website featuring virtual Internet casinos for online gambling, providing a website for online gambling

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

---

**For**: Downloadable gaming software for gambling; computer downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer software system packages comprising downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer gaming software for gambling; downloadable software drivers, namely, universal peripheral interface software; downloadable virtual reality game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive multimedia entertainment software featuring gaming audio and video files for computer games; downloadable computer programs for network management; downloadable computer operating software for main frame computers; computer hardware, namely, monitors; computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; computer programs, namely, downloadable graphical user interface software for computer monitors; downloadable computer game programs; recorded computer game programs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; communications servers; electronic components for computers for use in gambling; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers featuring games and gaming for gambling; downloadable computer software for the administration of online games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components for computers for use in gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication network; all of the aforesaid goods for use in the field of gambling

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Euro Games Technology Ltd. **Address**: Euro Games Technology Ltd. 4, Maritsa" Str. "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia BULGARIA **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: BULGARIA
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1675521  International Registration Date  Apr. 07, 2022  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 12, 2021  Expiration Date  Apr. 07, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LAVACHE, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AKIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79346820</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095589</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1676079</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; oral vaporizers for smokers; cigarette filters; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; cigarettes |
| International Classes | 34 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 8, 9, 17 | International Class Title | Smokers' Articles |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Youzhu Health Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Shenzhen Youzhu Health Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Room 601, Comprehensive Building, Oyster Branch, Baoan Taohuayuan Scienceand Technology Innovation Park, Fenghuanggang Community, Xixiang Street 518100 Bao?an District</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1676079</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MACFARLANE, JAMES W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**8300**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PACAIBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79346892 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7095590
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording PACAIBA has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1676557 International Registration Date Mar. 14, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair and body wash; non-medicated hair balms; non-medicated balm for hair; hair balsam; hair care agents in the nature of hair care creams; hair care creams; hair care creams for cosmetic use; hair care lotions; hair care lotions for cosmetic use; hair care masks; hair care preparations; hair care preparations, not for medical purposes; non-medicated hair care serum; non-medicated hair care serums; hair cleaning preparations; hair conditioner; hair conditioners; hair conditioner bars; hair conditioners for babies; hair conditioner for children; hair cosmetics; cosmetics; hair cream; hair creams; hair curling cream; hair curling preparations; hair curling spray; hair emollients; hair fixers; hair fixing oil; hair gel; hair mist in the nature of perfume and fragrances; hair frost; hair gels; hair glaze; hair glazes; hair grooming preparations, namely, hair cream, hair frost, hair gels, hair glazes; hair lacquer; hair lacquers; hair liquid, namely, hair conditioners, hair care serum, hair shampoo; hair lotion; hair lotions; hair mascara; hair masks; hair moisturizers; hair moisturizing conditioners; hair moisturizers; hair mousse; hair mousses; hair nourishers; hair oil; hair oils; oils for hair conditioning; oil baths for hair care; hair piece bonding glue; hair pomades; hair powder, namely, hair-washing powder; hair preparations and treatments namely, hair care preparations, hair straightening preparations; non-medicated hair preservation treatments for cosmetic use; non-medicated hair protection creams; non-medicated hair protection gels; non-medicated hair protection lotions; non-medicated hair protection mousse; mousses namely, toiletries for use in styling the hair; hair curling mousse; hair removal preparations in the nature of depilatories; hair rinses; hair rinses for cosmetic use; hair rinses, namely, shampoo-conditioners; non-medicated hair serums; hair shampoo; hair shampoos; shampoo; shampoos; shampoos for human hair; shampoos for personal use; hair shampoo bar; hair cleansing shampoo bar; conditioning shampoo bar; exfoliating shampoo; non-medicated hair shampoos; hair spray; hair sprays; hair strengthening treatment lotions; hair styling gel; hair styling gels; gels for use on the hair; hair curling gel; hair styling lotions; non-medicated hair lotions; hair styling preparations; hair styling spray; hair styling waxes; hair tonic; non-
medicated hair tonic for cosmetic use; non-medicated hair tonic; hair tonics; hair tonics for cosmetic use; non-medicated hair
treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; hair wax; hairspray; hairstyling masks, namely, hair masks; non-medicated
hairstyling serums; hair-washing powder; hair-waving preparations; hand butter in the nature of hand cream and body butter;
cosmetic humectant preparations, namely, body, hand moisturizers; hydrating creams for cosmetic use, namely, face, body,
hand moisturizers; hydrating masks; shampoo bars; shampoo-conditioners; styling gels for the hair; styling lotions; styling
cover for hair; styling sprays for the hair; conditioning preparations for the hair, namely hair conditioners and oils for hair
conditioning; cosmetic hair care preparations; cosmetic hair lotions; hair detangler preparations; conditioners for treating the
hair; hair moisturising conditioners; non- medicated hair care creme; hair styling creme; moisturising creme for hair; hair
cleanser; hair cleansing bar; moisturising hair bar; non-medicated exfoliating scrub for hair; non- medicated scalp
exfoliating preparations; non-medicated exfoliating cleanser

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Nurtured Curls Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Nurtured Curls Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lychett House, Unit 13, Freeland Park,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wareham Road, Lychett Matravers POOLE, UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED COMPANY UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | NUR-2766-1 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1676557 |
| International Registration Date | Mar. 14, 2022 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Oct. 15, 2021 |
| Expiration Date | Mar. 14, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SWIFT, GILBERT M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEXAROD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79346895 Application Filing Date  Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7095591
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1676563 International Registration Date  Jun. 09, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Refractory shapes, not of metal; refractory workpieces, not of metal, including compound workpieces, namely, refractory bricks, refractory blocks; refractory bricks, not of metal; refractory building and construction materials not of metal, namely, refractory concrete, refractory cement, for use in continuous casting plants; refractory shapes not of metal, namely, refractory monoblock stoppers, for use in continuous casting plants; refractory shapes, namely, refractory monoblock stoppers not of metal for controlling the flow of steel in continuous casting plants; structural replacement parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

For  Machines for the continuous casting of steel; continuous casting machines; monoblock stoppers being parts of continuous casting machines; structural replacement parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Refractory Intellectual Property GmbH & Co. KG Address  Refractory Intellectual Property GmbH & Co. KG Wienerbergstr. 11 A-1100 Wien AUSTRIA Legal Entity  GmbH & Co. KG State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40641.04194
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1676563  International Registration Date  Jun. 09, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 03, 2022  Expiration Date  Jun. 09, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E-ACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347238 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7095592
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1677511 International Registration Date Jun. 21, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in the interpretation of scans of a patient's anatomy, to assess the volume of a tumour
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the interpretation of scans of a patient's anatomy, to assess the volume of a tumour
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brainomix Limited Address Brainomix Limited Suites 11-14, Suffolk House, 263 Banbury Road Oxford OX2 7HN UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35028.25

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1677511 International Registration Date Jun. 21, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 28, 2022 Expiration Date Jun. 21, 2032
Examining Attorney

BRADLEY, EVELYN W
Mark Literal(s): APE OF LUCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 79347306  Application Filing Date: Jan. 12, 2022  Registration Number: 7095593  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "APE OF LUCK" where the word "APE" is green with black cracks, the word "OF" is yellow and orange with brown shading, and the word "LUCK" is pink and purple with black cracks. The wording appears on a brown wooden board with black shading. In the center of the board underneath the word "OF" is a blue jewel with a bit of pink color at the bottom and white reflections of light in the center and top of the jewel. Three large green leaves appear on either side of the board and two small leaves appear below the board. A green vine extends from left to right both behind and in front of the board. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) green, brown, yellow, pink, purple, blue, orange, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1677678  International Registration Date: Jan. 12, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with coins, notes and cards; games, namely, electronic games in the nature of electronic dart games, arcade-type electronic video games, arcade games, parlor games, card games, dice games, coin-operated video games, mahjong games, electronic interactive board games for use with external monitors, hand-held consoles for playing electronic video games, automatic coin-operated amusement game machines, electronic arcade games, casino gaming machines for gambling in the nature of slot machines and video lottery terminals, scratch cards for playing lottery games, board games, computerized video table games for casinos, electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices which accept a wager; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips for gaming; poker chips; gaming equipment, namely, chips and dice; equipment for casinos, namely, gaming machines for gambling; gaming equipment, namely, roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino games, namely, computerized video table games for casinos; automatic and coin operated amusement machines and gambling machines; coin-operated gambling machines and electronic coin operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; electronic or electrotechnical gaming

8307
machines for gambling; automatic and coin operated slot machines; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines, namely, slot machines

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**For** Gambling services; entertainment services, namely, gambling; casino gaming services for entertainment purposes; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; training in the development of software systems; provision of gambling hall facilities and rental of gambling equipment; providing casino facilities and rental of equipment for gambling; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming featuring halls with gaming machines; providing casino facilities; providing gaming hall facilities; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; production of sound recording and video arcade entertainment services; rental of sound reproducing apparatus; rental of gaming equipment for casinos; providing of casino facilities; entertainment services, namely, providing a website for online gambling services; operation of gaming facilities in the nature of casino gaming halls and gaming halls; providing a website featuring virtual Internet casinos for online gambling, providing a website for online gambling

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Downloadable gaming software for gambling; computer downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer software system packages comprising downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer gaming software for gambling; downloadable software drivers, namely, universal peripheral interface software; downloadable virtual reality game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive multimedia entertainment software featuring gaming audio and video files for computer games; downloadable computer programs for network management; downloadable computer operating software for main frame computers; computer hardware, namely, monitors; computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; computer programs, namely, downloadable graphical user interface software for computer monitors; downloadable computer game programs; recorded computer game programs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; communications servers; electronic components for computers for use in gambling machines; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers featuring games and gaming for gambling; downloadable computer software for the administration of online games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; computer hardware for use in gambling, gambling machines, and for playing gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication networks

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Euro Games Technology Ltd. **Address** Euro Games Technology Ltd. 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia BULGARIA **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** BULGARIA

**8308**
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1677678  
International Registration Date: Jan. 12, 2022  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Jul. 13, 2021  
Expiration Date: Jan. 12, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SECRET STONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79347410 Application Filing Date  Jul. 06, 2022 Registration Number  7095594 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1507064 International Registration Date  Oct. 17, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wines
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rothbury Wines Pty Ltd Address  Rothbury Wines Pty Ltd  Level 8, 161 Collins Street Melbourne VIC 3000 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity  Australian Propietary Company, Limited by Shares State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1507064 International Registration Date  Oct. 17, 2019 Expiration Date  Oct. 17, 2029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARPER, HANNAH B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** S-BOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79347484</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095595</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The trademark is formed by two elements: one graphic and one word element. On the left, there is a U-shaped design, in black and a thin line in the middle in white. On the right of the image, there is the term "S-BOS" with normal styling.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration** 1677986 **International Registration Date** May 18, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Building construction and repair services, namely, services for the construction, and repairs of metal structures in the nature of buildings; building construction supervision; construction of infrastructure, namely, building construction for civil infrastructure projects; shipbuilding services; all of the foregoing excluding services related to the construction, repair, and related construction supervision services of buildings chimneys and related parts, ducts, shock absorbers, valves, noise dampers, vibration dampers, ventilation equipment and air-conditioning apparatus and related parts

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Architectural and engineering services; consulting in the field of engineering in the nature of providing technological estimates done by engineers; conducting technical project studies in the field of engineering structures for offshore wind applications; development of building projects, namely, planning and design of buildings and structures; industrial research in the field of engineering structures for offshore wind applications; technology supervision and inspection in the field of construction of structures; engineering services for the design of structures; design services relating to civil engineering; technical consultancy services relating to marine engineering; all of the foregoing excluding services related to the construction, repair, and related construction supervision services of buildings chimneys and related parts, ducts, shock absorbers, valves, noise dampers, vibration dampers, ventilation equipment, air-conditioning apparatus and related parts

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ACCIONA CONSTRUCCIÓN, S.A. Address  ACCIONA CONSTRUCCIÓN, S.A. Avda de Europa, 18, Parque Empresarial La Moraleja E-28108 A   SPAIN Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD ANONIMA State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

Owner Name  BLUENEWABLES, S.L. Address  BLUENEWABLES, S.L. Vizconde 7, E-38689 Guía de Isora (Tenerife) SPAIN Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD LIMITADA State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   038144

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1677986 International Registration Date  May 18, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 24, 2021 Expiration Date  May 18, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347523 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7095596
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "SAJ" with three split black squares in the background and also a black rectangular block to the right of the letter "J". The black is for background purposes and is not a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1678066 International Registration Date May 12, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical transformers; low-voltage power supplies; voltage regulators for electric power; voltage regulators; electric control panels; inverters; electrical distribution boxes; voltage stabilizing power supply; current rectifiers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Sanjing Electric Co.,Ltd. Address Guangzhou Sanjing Electric Co.,Ltd. SAJ Innovation Park, No.9, Lizhishan Road, Science City, Guangzhou High-tech Zone, Guangzhou Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity Limited

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1678066 International Registration Date May 12, 2022
Expiration Date May 12, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 79347613 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7095597 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** ROADCOMPLETE

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**International Registration** 1678286 **International Registration Date** May 20, 2022

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Recorded and downloadable media and computer programs, namely, recorded and downloadable software for the design and engineering of wayside electrotechnical installations for road and motorway infrastructure

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Design and development of computer software and computer software consultancy in the field of design and engineering of wayside electrotechnical installations for road and motorway infrastructure; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for the design and engineering of wayside electrotechnical installations for road and motorway infrastructure

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 66A** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** RAILCOMPLETE AS **Address** RAILCOMPLETE AS Brageveien 4A N-0358 Oslo NORWAY **Legal Entity** Norwegian stock-based company **State or Country Where Organized** NORWAY

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1678286 **International Registration Date** May 20, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 20, 2021 **Expiration Date** May 20, 2032

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CODELOCKS CONTROL + CONVENIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79347649  Application Filing Date  Dec. 20, 2021  Registration Number  7095598
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a large square consisting of nine separate small yellow and black squares. Beneath the large square is the wording "CODELOCKS" in black stylized font and the wording "CONTROL + CONVENIENCE" where the wording is in black stylized font and the plus symbol is in yellow.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "CODE LOCKS" AND "CONTROL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1678351  International Registration Date  Dec. 20, 2021  Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3008065

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Access control apparatus, namely, electrical controllers; electrically, electronically, electromagnetically and electromechanically operated or controlled locks; electrical, electronic, electromagnetic and electromechanical door, gate, stile, hatch, shutter, window and panel locks; electrical, electronic, electromagnetic and electromechanical locks operated by keycards; electrical, electronic, electromagnetic and electromechanical keypads for openers, closers, releasers and holders for doors, gates, stiles hatches, shutters, windows and panels; electrical, electronic, electromagnetic and electromechanical furniture, drawer, cabinet, safe, bicycle, equipment, strut and stay locks; electrical, electronic, electromagnetic and electromechanical controlling, regulating, monitoring and surveillance apparatus, namely, electrical controllers, voltage regulators, electronic monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and electrical signals, and cameras; electronic card-operated locks; electronic keypad-operated locks; encoded key cards; acoustic alarms; electronic alarm locks; replacement parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Metal locks; non-electric metal combination locks; deadlocks in the nature of metal deadbolts; metal sash locks; metal mortice locks; metal rim locks; metal multipoint locks; metal utility locks; non-electric metal door, gate, stile hatch, shutter, window and panel locks; metal furniture locks; metal drawer locks; metal cabinet locks; metal safe locks; metal bicycle locks; metal equipment locks; metal stay and strut locks; metal padlocks; lock sets composed of metal locks; metal replacement parts for metal locks, namely, lock cases, bodies, cylinders, mechanisms, latches, catches, bolts and bars

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Codelocks Limited  
**Address** Codelocks Limited  
**Legal Entity** limited company  
**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 42194.394349

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1678351  
**International Registration Date** Dec. 20, 2021  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Aug. 31, 2021  
**Expiration Date** Dec. 20, 2031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLAMING HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347824 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7095599 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1678774 International Registration Date Apr. 28, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with coins, notes and cards; games, namely, electronic games in the nature of electronic dart games, arcade-type electronic video games, arcade games, parlor games, card games, dice games, coin-operated video games, mahjong games, electronic interactive board games for use with external monitors, hand-held consoles for playing electronic video games, automatic coin-operated amusement game machines, electronic arcade games, casino gaming machines for gambling in the nature of slot machines and video lottery terminals, scratch cards for playing lottery games, board games, computerized video table games for casinos, electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices which accept a wager; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips for gaming; poker chips; gaming equipment, namely, chips and dice; equipment for casinos, namely, gaming machines for gambling; gaming equipment, namely, roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino games, namely, computerized video table games for casinos; automatic and coin operated amusement machines and gambling machines; coin-operated gambling machines and electronic coin operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; electronic or electrotechnical gaming machines for gambling; automatic and coin operated slot machines; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines, namely, slot machines

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Gambling services; entertainment services, namely, gambling; casino gaming services for entertainment purposes; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; training in the development of software systems; provision of gambling hall facilities and rental of gambling equipment; providing casino facilities and rental of equipment for gambling; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming featuring halls with gaming machines; providing casino facilities; providing gaming hall facilities; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; production of sound recording and video arcade entertainment services; rental of sound reproducing apparatus; rental of gaming equipment for casinos; providing of casino facilities; entertainment services, namely, providing a website for online gambling services; operation of gaming facilities in the nature of casino gaming halls and gaming halls; providing a website featuring virtual Internet casinos for online gambling, providing a website for online gambling

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Downloadable gaming software for gambling; computer downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer software system packages comprising downloadable gaming software for gambling; downloadable computer operating system software; recorded computer gaming software for gambling; downloadable software drivers, namely, universal peripheral interface software; downloadable virtual reality game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive multimedia entertainment software featuring gaming audio and video files for computer games; downloadable computer programs for network management; downloadable computer operating software for main frame computers; computer hardware, namely, monitors; computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; computer programs, namely, downloadable graphical user interface software for computer monitors; downloadable computer game programs; recorded computer game programs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; communications servers; electronic components for computers for use in gambling machines; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers featuring games and gaming for gambling; downloadable computer software for the administration of online games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; computer hardware for use in gambling, gambling machines, and for playing gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication networks

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Euro Games Technology Ltd. Address Euro Games Technology Ltd. 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia BULGARIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized BULGARIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1678774 International Registration Date Apr. 28, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 04, 2021 Expiration Date Apr. 28, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAYO LEVANTADO RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79347961 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7095600 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized gold sun appearing over the words "CAYO LEVANTADO RESORT" in stylized dark green font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark green and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CAYO LEVANTADO RESORT"
Translation The English translation of "CAYO LEVANTADO" in the mark is "raised cay".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1678981 International Registration Date Jun. 13, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hotel reservation services; temporary accommodation reservations; restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; hospitality services in the nature of providing temporary accommodation; food and beverage service in restaurants and bars, namely, bar and restaurant services; cafeteria services; prepared food and beverage services in the nature of bar and restaurant services; rental of temporary accommodation; rental of meeting rooms; holiday camp services in the nature of lodging; catering services; day-nurseries, namely, crèches; hotel accommodation services; boarding for animals; retirement home services; rental of vacation accommodation in the nature of vacation houses; services provided by accommodation agencies, namely, agency services for booking hotel and boarding house accommodation; agency services for booking temporary accommodation; hotel, hostel and guest house services, namely, tourist and holiday accommodation services; rental of banq
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>LEVANTUR, S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>LEVANTUR, S.A. C/ Santa Catalina, 3 4ºA E-30004 MURCIA SPAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>SOCIEDAD ANONIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>CLM-1891-TM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1678981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 13, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLOVER LINK MAGIC BOLT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79348058 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7095601
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1679221 International Registration Date Feb. 22, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Slot machines; gaming machines and automatic gaming machines, in particular for commercial use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; slot machines and electronic money-based gaming machines with or without prizes; housings for slot machines and gaming machines, namely, cabinets for gaming machines; electronic and electrical gambling machines, gaming machines, and slot machines operated by inserting coins, tokens, banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gambling arcades, with or without a prize payout; housings for slot machines, gambling devices and gaming machines operated by inserting coins, tokens, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, namely, cabinets for gaming machines; gaming machines, namely, electric, electronic and electromechanical apparatus for bingo games, lottery games and for betting offices, connected or unconnected to a computer network; electropneumatic and electric slot machines with pulling handles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Services for casinos, gaming casinos, betting offices, bingo halls or lottery offices, namely operating casinos and gaming casinos, betting services, betting offices being sports betting services, bingo halls being bingo parlor services, lottery services, gaming establishments being providing casino facilities, and amusement arcades; rental and leasing of games apparatus, gaming machines, games machines and slot machines, video lottery terminals, bookmakers' apparatus, in particular for commercial use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout, networked or non-networked, with one or more jackpots

8322
For Image display units and screens for electronic gaming apparatus and gaming machines, namely, flat panel display screens; video cameras; video monitors; electric and electronic display devices, namely, electronic display interfaces; equipment, namely, video cables and video display cards; and video circuit boards; audiovisual and multimedia devices with mechanical, electronic or magnetic payment facilities for the gambling industry, and for commercial use in casinos, arcades or betting offices, namely, multi-functional electronic payment terminals; mechanisms and electronic components for gaming machines and gambling machines, namely, electronic circuit boards and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; downloadable software for operating casino games, gaming machines and gambling machines; interactive casino games provided through a computer or mobile platform, namely, downloadable gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming machines.

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name APEX pro gaming s.r.o. Address APEX pro gaming s.r.o. Pod Stromovkou 207 CZ-370 01 Litvinovice CZECH REPUBLIC Legal Entity Haftungsbeschränkte Gesellschaft State or Country Where Organized CZECH REPUBLIC

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6993-04900

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1679221 International Registration Date Feb. 22, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 10, 2022 Expiration Date Feb. 22, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** E-ARQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79348294
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7095602
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Principal Register**: Yes
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1679823
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 06, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer software for use in the interpretation of scans of a patient's anatomy, to assess the volume of a tumour
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the interpretation of scans of a patient's anatomy, to assess the volume of a tumour
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Brainomix Limited
- **Address**: Brainomix Limited Suites 11-14, Suffolk House, 263 Banbury Road Oxford OX2 7HN UNITED KINGDOM
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 35028.23

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1679823
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 06, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jan. 26, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Jun. 06, 2032
MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized purple cat with a white nose, white irises, purple pupils and an elongated tail that goes around the upper part of the cat with the cat jumping over the tip of its tail. To the right of the stylized cat design is the wording "PLAYKOT" in stylized purple font. All of the foregoing is on a white background.

**Color Drawing**: Yes
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) purple and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration**: 1679561
**International Registration Date**: Feb. 25, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For Interfaces for computers; downloadable mobile applications for games featuring simulations and social strategies; downloadable computer software for providing computer games featuring simulations and social strategies; downloadable computer software applications for participation in games featuring simulations and social strategies; recorded computer game programs featuring simulations and social strategies; downloadable computer game software featuring simulations and social strategies for use on cellular phones; downloadable game software featuring simulations and social strategies for use on tablets; downloadable computer game programs featuring simulations and social strategies; computer operating programs, recorded; record players; downloadable music files containing music for computer strategy games**

**International Classes**: 9
**Primary Classes**: US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For Computer system analysis; recovery of computer data; installation of computer software; website design consultancy; computer security consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; computer technology consultancy; computer software consultancy; updating of computer software; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for recording and storage of computer games; maintenance of computer software; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for recording and storage of computer games; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer system
design; rental of computer game software; hosting computer websites, namely, hosting and maintaining an online website for
others for providing computer games; development of computer platforms; computer software design; creating and
maintaining websites for others; computer programming; technical writing; duplication of computer programs; information
technology consulting services provided on an outsourcing basis; electronic data storage

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and
computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Reflectica Limited  **Address**: Reflectica Limited 28 Oktovriou str. 367, Office A5, 1st floor, Mediterranean Court CY-3107 L  CYPRUS

**Legal Entity**: Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**: CYPRUS

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1679561  **International Registration Date**: Feb. 25, 2022  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 15, 2021  **Expiration Date**: Feb. 25, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LEE, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MERIVITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79348351 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7095604 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1284416 International Registration Date Oct. 14, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals derived from botanical extracts for use in the preparation of pharmaceutical products, cosmetic products, nutritional supplements and foodstuffs
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INDENA SPA Address INDENA SPA Viale Ortles, 12 I-20139 MILANO (MI) ITALY Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1284416 International Registration Date Oct. 14, 2015 Expiration Date Oct. 14, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NIELSON, TARA R M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZARA ORIGINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79348509 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number  7095605
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1680305 International Registration Date  Feb. 08, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry and jewelry cases; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments and cases therefor; watch straps and chains; watch glasses; tie pins and tie clips; ornamental lapel pins; cuff links; key rings of precious metal; collectible coins; medals; bracelets; chains; earrings; rings; costume jewelry; leather key holders being key chains
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry

For  Animal skins; traveling trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; all-purpose carrying bags for climbers and campers; beach bags; mountaineering sticks; purses; handbags; attaché cases and suitcases; baby carrying bags for the transportation of children; wheeled shopping bags; boxes of leather and boxes of leatherboard; wallets; school satchels; traveling cases; backpacks and rucksacks; clothing for animals; collars for animals; shopping bags of leather; imitations of leather; business card and credit card cases
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

For  Sound or image recording, transmission or reproduction apparatus; computer peripheral devices; telephones; mobile telephones; electronic agendas; optics spectacles; contact lenses; spectacle frames; sunglasses; pince-nez cords; spectacle cases, compact discs pre-recorded with music; DVDs pre-recorded with films, cartoons and television programs; downloadable or recorded computer game programs for computers; downloadable or recorded computer programs used for text processing; downloadable or recorded computer software for use as screen protectors; protective helmets; downloadable electronic publications in the form of brochures, books and manuals in the field of textiles, retail services, fashion and business administration; earphones; cases adapted for mobile computers, mobile telephones and digital electronic devices; magnifying glasses; mouse pads; blank USB flash drives; cash registers; calculating machines; chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatuses; galvanic electricity cells and batteries; cameras for photography; wearable activity trackers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Clothing, namely, tops, trousers, shirts, short trousers, blouses, suits, jeans, dresses, skirts, sweaters, ties, sarees, scarves, shawls, headscarves, pocket squares, waistcoats, dressing gowns, socks, stockings, leggings, underwear, bathing suits, boas, coats, jackets, raincoats and hoods, belts, suspenders, pajamas, gloves and mittens, ear muffs, girdles, leotards, uniforms, gymnastic suits, body suits, cuffs, muffls, collars, overalls, leg warmers and foot warmers; footwear, except orthopedic footwear; headwear, namely, hats, caps and headbands; costumes, namely, masquerade costumes and Halloween costumes; bathing caps; babies' bibs not of paper; money belts; wetsuits; dress shields; finished textile linings sold as integral components of clothing; pockets for clothing, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the body as a decorative garment with utility; aprons; jerseys being clothing

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1680305 International Registration Date  Feb. 08, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 10, 2021 Expiration Date  Feb. 08, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79348705 Application Filing Date  Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number   7095606
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of 11 concentric circles with each concentric circle being made up of a varying number of small circles and curved lines forming incomplete circles.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1680826 International Registration Date  Feb. 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in general surgery; testing apparatus for testing viruses for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, ultrasound diagnostic apparatus; medical hand tools and instruments, namely, scalpels, blades and staplers; devices for medical use for detecting cancer; specifically adapted medical devices in the nature of cups, bags for collecting and preserving biological and chemical samples, for medical purposes; specifically adapted medical disposable devices in the nature of cups, bags for collecting, preserving and transporting biological and chemical samples and substances, for medical purposes; specifically adapted medical containers for transporting and preserving biological, microbiological and chemical samples, for medical or diagnostic purposes sold empty; test tubes containing media for the preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, for medical purposes; swabs for the collection, preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, for medical purposes; flocked and/or absorbent swabs for collecting, preserving and transporting viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, for medical purposes; specifically adapted medical containers and kits comprised of specifically adapted medical containers for transporting and preserving biological, chemical and diagnostic samples, for medical purposes sold empty; kits consisting of swabs and test tubes containing media for the preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, for medical purposes; brushes for cleaning body cavities; probes for medical purposes; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the treatment or handling of biological, microbiological and chemical samples sold empty; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the robotised and automated handling and treatment of biological, microbiological and
chemical samples sold empty; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the treatment and analysis of images of biological and microbiological samples and of related growth media sold empty; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for automatic or semi-automatic execution of analysis, for example AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis, on images of biological and microbiological samples and of related growth media sold empty; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the acquisition, collection, processing, analysis and transmission of clinical, diagnostic and laboratory images and data, for example relating to AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis sold empty; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the processing and transmission of reports relating to laboratory analyses, for example relating to AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis sold empty; hardware components and auxiliary devices, namely, specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for medical use for carrying media sold empty; devices, namely, specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the collection and preservation of biological, microbiological, and chemical samples for medical diagnostic purposes sold empty; consumables for medical analysis, namely, specimen cups; specifically adapted medical apparatus and instruments for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the automatic transfer of biological, microbiological and chemical samples between different containers or growth or analysis media sold empty; apparatus for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the processing, display and storage of images and data relating to biological, microbiological, chemical samples and related containers or growth or analysis media sold empty; apparatus for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for assisting in the identification, handling and treatment of containers and growth and analysis media for biological and microbiological samples sold empty; apparatus for medical use being specifically adapted containers, namely, bags, pouches, cartridges, rigid and semi-rigid containers for the automatic treatment of clinical samples sold empty; apparatus for diagnosis support for medical use, namely, medical instruments for diagnoses of disease

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus For Chemicals for use in industry and science; biological preparations for use in industry and science; chemical and biological products and substances being preparations for creating media for the preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms for use in industry and science; chemical and biological products and substances being preparations for use in laboratories, for analytical purposes, for diagnostic purposes, for clinical purposes all for use in science and industry; paper specifically treated with chemicals for use in science and industry for preserving diagnostic, biological or chemical samples

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals
For Scientific, analytical and/or measuring apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic analyzers for measuring, testing and detecting contaminants in biological and chemical substances; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, homogenizers; laboratory apparatus and instruments for analyzing biological and chemical substances for the presence, absence, or quantity of biologics and contaminants; laboratory devices for collecting and preserving biological, chemical or diagnostic samples, namely pipettes, centrifuges, storage tubes and trays; laboratory disposable devices for collecting, preserving and transporting biological and chemical samples and substances, not for medical purposes, namely, pipettes, centrifuges, storage tubes and trays; laboratory test tubes containing media for the preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, not for medical purposes; laboratory containers, namely, test tubes for transporting and preserving biological, chemical and diagnostic samples; laboratory swabs for the collection, preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, not for medical purposes; laboratory flocked and/or absorbent swabs for collecting, preserving and transporting viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, not for medical purposes; laboratory containers, namely, test tubes and kits comprised primarily of laboratory swabs and test tubes and also containing contrast media for use with laboratory equipment for the preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria for transporting and preserving biological, chemical and diagnostic samples, not for medical purposes; laboratory kits consisting of laboratory swabs and test tubes containing media for the preservation and transport of viruses, bacteria and other microorganisms, not for medical purposes; consumables for laboratory analysis, namely, pipette tips; equipment for laboratory analysis and experiments, namely, microscopes; laboratory hand tools being hand operated laboratory tools for manipulating laboratory samples and instruments, namely, microscopes; incubators for bacteria culture; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes for testing for the presence of bacterial and viruses; dosage dispensers being a measuring apparatus, ovens and furnaces for laboratory experiments; furniture especially made for laboratories; laboratory trays; protective clothing especially made for laboratories; laboratory pipettes; laboratory apparatus and instruments for the treatment or handling of biological, microbiological and chemical samples, in particular for analytical, diagnostic and scientific purposes, namely, test tubes, microscopes; laboratory apparatus and instruments for the robotised and automated handling and treatment of biological, microbiological and chemical samples, in particular for analytical, diagnostic and scientific purposes, namely, centrifuges, microscopes; laboratory apparatus and instruments for laboratory or diagnostic analysis, in particular for the treatment and analysis of images of biological and microbiological samples and of related growth media, namely, centrifuges, microscopes; laboratory apparatus and instruments for automatic or semi-automatic execution of analysis on images of biological and microbiological samples and of related growth media, namely, centrifuges, microscopes; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, centrifuges, microscopes for the acquisition, collection, processing, analysis and transmission of clinical, diagnostic and laboratory images and data, such as relating to AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, centrifuges, microscopes for the processing and transmission of reports relating to laboratory analyses, such as relating to AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software components and auxiliary devices, namely, computer peripherals for all of the aforesaid laboratory apparatus and instruments; downloadable software for laboratory or diagnostic analysis, in particular software for the treatment and analysis of images of biological and microbiological samples and of related growth media; downloadable software for laboratory or diagnostic analysis, in particular expert systems for the treatment and analysis of biological and microbiological samples and of related growth media; downloadable software in the form of expert systems for the automatic or semi-automatic execution of analysis, for example AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis, on images of biological and microbiological samples and of related
growth media; downloadable software for the acquisition, collection, processing, analysis and transmission of clinical, diagnostic and laboratory images and data, for example relating to AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis; downloadable software for the automatic interpretation of images and data and for the automatic or assisted identification of microorganisms or for determining the resistance of the aforesaid microorganisms to antibiotics; downloadable software for the processing and transmission of reports relating to laboratory analyses, for example relating to AST or antimicrobial susceptibility testing analysis; downloadable software for running laboratory apparatus and for scientific and diagnostic analysis

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
---|---|---|---

**Basis Information**

**Currently 66A** | Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** | COPAN ITALIA S.p.A. **Address** | COPAN ITALIA S.p.A. Via Perotti, 10 1-25125 Brescia (BS) ITALY

**Legal Entity** | JOINT STOCK COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** | ITALY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** | 4652-114

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** | 1680826 **International Registration Date** | Feb. 24, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Sep. 10, 2021 **Expiration Date** | Feb. 24, 2032

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** | HISER, CHARLES

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPOTFIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79349104 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7095607 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1681725 International Registration Date Jul. 20, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric contacts; electric couplings; electric connectors; electric plugs; electric sockets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stäubli Electrical Connectors AG Address Stäubli Electrical Connectors AG Stockbrunnenrain 8 CH-4123 Allschwil Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1681725 International Registration Date Jul. 20, 2022 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 15, 2022 Expiration Date Jul. 20, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79349188 Application Filing Date  Jan. 31, 2022 Registration Number  7095608 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1681999 International Registration Date  Jan. 31, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of goods, in particular land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads, heavy and bulky loads, and for the transportation of elongated loads, here in particular heavy-duty vehicles, heavy-duty trailers, here in particular semi-trailers and semi-modular semi-trailers, as well as traction vehicles, in particular towing vehicles; Vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of goods, in particular land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads, heavy and bulky loads, and for the transportation of elongated loads, here in particular heavy duty vehicles, heavy-duty trailers, here in particular semi-trailers and semi-modular semi-trailers, and traction vehicles, in particular towing vehicles, for the afore-mentioned trailers, vehicles for logistics, in particular for intralogistics, here in particular for yard logistics, logistic transporters, vehicles for the handling of goods, vehicles having an interchangeable platform, in particular transport vehicles having a swap body, in particular swap body transporters and vehicles having an interchangeable platform, vehicles for the transport of semi-trailers, vehicles for the transport of palettes, vehicles for the transport of cassettes; all of the afore-mentioned vehicles in the nature of self-propelled vehicles and driverless vehicles; all of the afore-mentioned vehicles for the transportation of goods by land, air and water; parts and components for the afore-mentioned vehicles, conveyances and apparatus, in particular parts and components for land vehicles, namely, powertrains for land vehicles, namely, axles, land vehicle transmissions, and steering units

International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles

For  Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance services of automobile navigation, namely, vehicle autonomous driving devices, vehicle speed controllers, automatic speed controllers for vehicles, optical distance and speed measuring devices for vehicles, automatic controlling apparatus for vehicles, computer hardware featuring image processing software for in-vehicle cameras, computers for autonomously driving vehicles, computer applications for vehicles and navigation equipment, computer applications for automatic vehicle driving control, computer-assisted vehicle engine analyzers, onboard electronic
systems for assisting in maintaining or changing lanes when driving, onboard electronic devices for automatic braking, onboard electronic devices for land vehicles for providing assisted parking, onboard electronic devices for land vehicles for driver assistance, electronic information displays for vehicle drivers, electronic keys for vehicles, onboard electronic driver assistance systems, onboard electronic parking assistance devices, vehicle navigation devices, electronic positioning devices, computer hardware featuring computer simulation software for vehicles, remote control devices for starting and operating of vehicles, remote operation controls for the opening and closing of vehicles, vehicle speed control devices, speed indicators for vehicles, vehicle speed controllers, vehicle speed measuring devices, computer hardware featuring recorded computer software for safe vehicle driving, cameras for vehicles, communication devices for vehicles, multicamera apparatus for vehicles, multimedia navigation devices for vehicles, navigation devices for vehicles being computer interface boards, navigation devices for an interactive display in vehicles, rear view cameras for vehicles, autonomous driving controllers for vehicles, simulators for the steering and control of vehicles, control devices for vehicle navigation apparatus, vehicle automatic driving control devices, ultrasonic object detectors for use on vehicles; all of the afore-mentioned goods in particular for vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of loads, in particular for land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads and heavy and bulky loads, and for elongated loads, vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of goods, in particular land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads, heavy and bulky loads, and for the transportation of elongated loads, here in particular heavy-duty vehicles, heavy-duty trailers, here in particular semi-trailers and semi-modular semi-trailers, and traction vehicles, in particular towing vehicles, for the afore-mentioned trailers, vehicles for logistics, in particular for intralogistics, here in particular for yard logistics, logistic transporters, vehicles for the handling of goods, vehicles having an interchangeable body system, in particular transport vehicles having a swap body, in particular swap body transporters and vehicles having an interchangeable platform, vehicles for the transport of semi-trailers, vehicles for the transport of palettes, vehicles for the transport of cassettes, all of the afore-mentioned vehicles in the nature of self-propelled vehicles and driverless vehicles, apparatus for the transportation of goods by land, air and water, and in relation to parts and components for the afore-mentioned vehicles, conveyances and apparatus, in particular parts and components for land vehicles including powertrains for land vehicles

**International Classes**

37 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title**  Construction and Repair

**For** Downloadable computer software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, namely, remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; downloadable computer applications software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; vehicle control assistance software, namely, recorded computer software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; computer software for mobile applications that enable interaction and interface between vehicles and mobile devices, namely, downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; recorded computer software for safe vehicle driving,
namely, downloadable computer software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in
the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and
condition monitoring; the afore-mentioned goods in particular for vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of loads, in
particular for land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads and heavy and bulky loads, and for elongated
loads; parts and components of the afore-mentioned goods

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name       | Transporter Industry International GmbH |
| Address          | Transporter Industry International GmbH |
| Kalistrasse 57  | 74076 Heilbronn |
| Legal Entity     | Company with limited liability |
| State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number   | V220-7/27 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1681999 |
| International Registration Date          | Jan. 31, 2022 |
| Expiration Date                          | Jan. 31, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI |

8338
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TII

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79349189</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2022</td>
<td>7095609</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1682000</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of goods, in particular land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads, heavy and bulky loads, and for the transportation of elongated loads, here in particular heavy-duty vehicles, heavy-duty trailers, here in particular semi-trailers and semi-modular semi-trailers, as well as traction vehicles, in particular towing vehicles; Vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of goods, in particular land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads, heavy and bulky loads, and for the transportation of elongated loads, here in particular heavy duty vehicles, heavy-duty trailers, here in particular semi-trailers and semi-modular semi-trailers, and traction vehicles, in particular towing vehicles, for the afore-mentioned trailers, vehicles for logistics, in particular for intralogistics, here in particular for yard logistics, logistic transporters, vehicles for the handling of goods, vehicles having an interchangeable body system, in particular transport vehicles having a swap body, in particular swap body transporters and vehicles having an interchangeable platform, vehicles for the transport of semi-trailers, vehicles for the transport of palettes, vehicles for the transport of cassettes; all of the afore-mentioned vehicles in the nature of self-propelled vehicles and driverless vehicles; all of the afore-mentioned vehicles for the transportation of goods by land, air and water; parts and components for the afore-mentioned vehicles, conveyances and apparatus, in particular parts and components for land vehicles, namely, powertrains for land vehicles, namely, axles, land vehicle transmissions, and steering units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance services of automobile navigation, namely, vehicle autonomous driving devices, vehicle speed controllers, automatic speed controllers for vehicles, optical distance and speed measuring devices for vehicles, automatic controlling apparatus for vehicles, computer hardware featuring image processing software for in-vehicle cameras, computers for autonomously driving vehicles, computer applications for vehicles and navigation equipment, computer applications for automatic vehicle driving control, computer-assisted vehicle engine analyzers, onboard electronic systems for assisting in maintaining or changing lanes when driving, onboard electronic devices for automatic braking, onboard electronic devices for land vehicles for providing assisted parking, onboard electronic devices for land vehicles for driver assistance, electronic information displays for vehicle drivers, electronic keys for vehicles, onboard electronic driver assistance systems, onboard electronic parking assistance devices, vehicle navigation devices, electronic positioning devices, computer hardware featuring computer simulation software for vehicles, remote control devices for starting and operating of vehicles, remote operation controls for the opening and closing of vehicles, vehicle speed control devices, speed indicators for vehicles, vehicle speed controllers, vehicle speed measuring devices, computer hardware featuring recorded computer software for safe vehicle driving, cameras for vehicles, communication devices for vehicles, multicamera apparatus for vehicles, multimedia navigation devices for vehicles, navigation devices for vehicles being computer interface boards, navigation devices for an interactive display in vehicles, rear view cameras for vehicles, autonomous driving controllers for vehicles, simulators for the steering and control of vehicles, control devices for vehicle navigation apparatus, vehicle automatic driving control devices, ultrasonic object detectors for use on vehicles; all of the afore-mentioned goods in particular for vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of loads, in particular for land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads and heavy and bulky loads, and for elongated loads, vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of goods, in particular land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads, heavy and bulky loads, and for the transportation of elongated loads, here in particular heavy-duty vehicles, heavy-duty trailers, here in particular semi-trailers and semi-modular semi-trailers, and traction vehicles, in particular towing vehicles, for the afore-mentioned trailers, vehicles for logistics, in particular for intralogistics, here in particular for yard logistics, logistic transporters, vehicles for the handling of goods, vehicles having an interchangeable body system, in particular trailer bodies and semi-trailers, transport vehicles having a swap body, in particular swap body transporters and vehicles having an interchangeable platform, vehicles for the transport of semi-trailers, vehicles for the transport of palettes, vehicles for the transport of cassettes, all of the afore-mentioned vehicles in the nature of self-propelled vehicles and driverless vehicles, apparatus for the transportation of goods by land, air and water, and in relation to parts and components for the afore-mentioned vehicles, conveyances and apparatus, in particular parts and components for land vehicles including powertrains for land vehicles

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Downloadable computer software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, namely, remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; downloadable computer applications software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; vehicle control assistance software, namely, recorded computer software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management,
data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; computer software for mobile applications that enable interaction and interface between vehicles and mobile devices, namely, downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; recorded computer software for safe vehicle driving, namely, downloadable computer software for the oversight and maintenance of transport vehicles and navigation equipment, in the nature of remote diagnosis and smart service, maintenance management, data analysis and business intelligence, and condition monitoring; the afore-mentioned goods in particular for vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of loads, in particular for land vehicles for the transportation of heavy loads, bulky loads and heavy and bulky loads, and for elongated loads; parts and components of the afore-mentioned goods

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Transporter Industry International GmbH **Address** Transporter Industry International GmbH Kalistrasse 57 74076 Heilbronn  FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** Company with limited liability **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** V220-7/25

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1682000 **International Registration Date** Jan. 31, 2022 **Expiration Date** Jan. 31, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK Literal(s) SNAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79349204 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7095610
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording SNAG with cutouts of feet within the "A" and the "G."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1682026 International Registration Date Dec. 07, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, promotional and marketing services; advertising, promotional and marketing services in relation to clothing and clothing accessories; advertising, promotional and marketing services in relation to recycling services; advertising, promotional and marketing services in relation to clothing recycling services; online advertising; advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet; advertising and marketing services provided by means of blogging; promotional, advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media and social media channels; advertising services to promote public awareness of environmental matters; promotional marketing services using audio-visual media; brand evaluation services; demonstration of goods for advertising and promotional purposes; administration of customer loyalty program which provides subscription based, points based and value based benefits, product promotions and discounts; customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; sales promotion for others by means of privileged user cards; customer relationship management; providing consumer product advice relating to clothing, footwear and headgear and clothing, footwear and headgear accessories; providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; retail store services featuring clothing and clothing accessories; retail and online retail store services featuring footwear and headgear, clothing for men, women and children, maternity clothing, ready-to-wear clothing, t-shirts, tops, loungewear, leisurewear, underclothing, undergarment, underwear, lingerie, hosiery, socks and stockings, tights, footless tight, pantyhose, trousers, leggings, bodysuits, shorts, comfort shorts, skirts, sports clothing, yoga bottom, swimwear, wash bags, travelling bags, luggage bags, bags for washing hosiery, mesh bags for washing laundry; advisory, information and consultancy services in relation all of the aforesaid
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Recycling services; recycling of clothing; treatment and processing of clothing for recycling purposes; recycling of clothing to obtain materials for making synthetic fibres; upcycling in the nature of waste recycling; information and consultancy services in relation all of the aforesaid

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment

For  Laundry wash bags; bags for washing hosiery; mesh bags for washing laundry; mesh bags for washing lingerie; cloth bags for laundry [not for luggage or travel]; canvas bags for laundry [not for luggage or travel]

International Classes  22 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title  Cordage and Fibers

For  Clothing, namely, bottoms as clothing, tights, footless tights, pantyhose, socks and stockings, comfort shorts, legwarmers in the nature of leggings, underwear; footwear; headwear; clothing for men, women and children, namely, bottoms as clothing, tights, footless tights, pantyhose, socks and stockings, comfort shorts, legwarmers in the nature of leggings; ready-to-wear clothing, namely, bottoms as clothing, tights, footless tights, pantyhose, socks and stockings, comfort shorts, legwarmers in the nature of leggings; loungewear; leisurewear, namely, bottoms as clothing, tights, footless tights, pantyhose, socks and stockings, comfort shorts, legwarmers; underclothing; undergarments; underwear; functional underwear; knitted underwear; ladies' underwear; thermal underwear; lingerie; hosiery; socks and stockings; tights; footless tights; pantyhose; legwarmers in the nature of leggings; bodysuits; maternity lingerie; maternity underwear; maternity leggings; shorts; comfort shorts; sports clothing, namely, bottoms as clothing, tights, footless tights, pantyhose, socks and stockings, comfort shorts, legwarmers in the nature of leggings

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Snag Group Limited Address  Snag Group Limited  Unit 4 Drummond Square,  Brucefield Industrial Estate LivingstonE  UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity  Limited Company State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  400423.20182

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1682026 International Registration Date  Dec. 07, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 07, 2021 Expiration Date  Dec. 07, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 
FIVERAY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79350137</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095611</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| International Registration | 1684174 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Lamps; Spotlights; Lighting apparatus, namely, lamps; Light-emitting diode lamps; Hair dryers; Stage lighting apparatus; Lampshades; Electric kettles for household purposes; Refrigerating appliances and installations |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |

| For | Flashlamps for cameras; Flashlights for use in photography; Selfie ring lights for smartphones; Light dimmers, electric; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Downloadable smart phone application for use in remote control of lighting apparatus; Light dimmers; Optical lanterns; Optical condensers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Guilin Zhishen Information Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guilin Zhishen Information Technology Co., Ltd. 09 Huangtong Road, Tieshan Industrial Zone, Qixing District CHINA |
| Legal Entity | Limited Company |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | ACIP1344-SZ |

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1684174 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 10, 2022 |
| Section 67 Priority Claim | Mar. 29, 2022 |
| Expiration Date | Aug. 10, 2032 |

8344
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  IRINOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79350371  Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2022  Registration Number  7095612
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of partial semicircle in orange containing a horizontal dash in orange all to the left of the stylized wording "IRINOX" in orange, all on a transparent background.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1684712  International Registration Date  Aug. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Refrigerating, and freezing appliances and installations, namely, industrial refrigerators, domestic refrigerators, blast chillers for commercial food preparation and storage and rapid freezers
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  83437-574178

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1684712  International Registration Date  Aug. 10, 2022
Expiration Date  Aug. 10, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
TM 6747 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EHL HOSPITALITY BUSINESS SCHOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79350577 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7095613
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOSPITALITY BUSINESS SCHOOL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1685236 International Registration Date Feb. 03, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of hospitality, technology, business, marketing, law, and finance; providing of training services in the field of hospitality, technology, business, marketing, law, and finance; entertainment services in the nature of fashion shows, art exhibitions, live music concerts, performances of prerecorded music in the nature of disc jockey services, conducting of soccer games, and conducting contests; sporting and cultural activities, namely, dinner theaters, organizing community sporting and cultural events, and organizing sporting events in the nature of soccer competitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Design services in the nature of designing computer and information technology systems and personnel management technologies and techniques, all in the field of leadership, business management, finance, management of hospitality businesses, marketing, technology, and operation of culinary establishments; industrial analysis, namely, analysis, and evaluation of goods and services of others to assure compliance with industry standards; industrial research services in the field of techniques for business management and for management of business data using technology platforms, management of hospitality businesses, and operation of culinary establishments; authentication services in the field of works of art; design and development of computer hardware and software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
For Providing of food and beverages; providing temporary accommodation

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Fondation de l'Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, EHL **Address**: Fondation de l'Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, EHL, Le Chalet-à-Gobet CH-1000 Lausanne 25 SWITZERLAND **Legal Entity**: Stiftung **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 5119.11

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1685236 **International Registration Date**: Feb. 03, 2022 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jan. 20, 2022 **Expiration Date**: Feb. 03, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MACFARLANE, JAMES W
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARSHALL

Related Goods and Services Information:
- Providing of tutorial sessions in relation to reproducing sound; arranging of music demonstrations for entertainment purposes; arranging of musical entertainment; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by a musical group or artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances provided via the internet; Entertainment services in the nature of live performances by a musical group or artist; providing on-line music, not downloadable; provision of entertainment information relating to electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; provision of musical entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical group or artist; Providing educational demonstrations in the field of sound and amplifying information; advisory services relating to entertainment; arranging and presenting of live musical performances; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events; arranging of concerts; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of music; Organization of events for cultural purposes; Providing educational demonstrations in the field of music for cultural purposes; Providing educational demonstrations in the field of music for entertainment purposes; Educational services, namely, providing displays and exhibits in the field of music for entertainment purposes; Organizing music festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; audio entertainment services, namely, production of radio and music programs; audio, film, video and television recording services; audio recording and production services; audio recording studio services; audio tape production services; Arranging and conducting of concerts; concert booking; arranging of cultural events, namely, organizing of cultural events; consultancy on film and music production; digital music not downloadable provided from MP3 web sites on the internet; digital music not downloadable provided from the internet; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; DVD and CD-ROM film production; editing of audio-tapes; editing or recording of sounds and images; Publishing of electronic publications; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the field of music and entertainment; Electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others online featuring music and entertainment;
Entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional musician entertainer; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by musical bands and artists; providing entertainment in the form of recorded music; Entertainment services in the nature of live vocal performances by musical bands and artists; entertainment information; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; entertainment services in the form of musical group performances; entertainment services performed by musicians, namely, live musical performances; entertainment services performed by singers, namely, live musical performances; entertainment services performed by a musical group, namely, live musical performances; entertainment services provided by a musical vocal group, namely, live musical performances; entertainment services provided on-line from a computer database or the internet, namely, providing entertainment information; fan club organization; fan club services; Organizing music festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; film and video tape film production; film editing; film production for entertainment purposes; film production services; film studio services; instruction in music; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; live show production services; Presentation of live show performances; Presentation of live show performances by rock groups; Presentation of live show performances by a musical band; Presentation of live show performances by a musical bands; Presentation of live show performances namely, musical performances; Presentation of live show performances, namely, live musical concerts; Presentation of live show performances, namely, live music shows; Presentation of live show performances, namely, live music services; Presentation of live show performances, namely, live music performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; live entertainment services, namely, live musical performances; magazine publishing; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of music competition services; rental of music cassettes; music composition services; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; music production services; music publishing and music recording services; music publishing services; music recording studio services; music transcription for others; music education services; musical entertainment services, namely, live performances by a musical group or artist; arranging of musical events, namely, namely, arranging music exhibitions for entertainment purposes; musical floor shows provided at performance venues; musical group entertainment services, namely, live performances by a musical group or artist; musical instruction services; musical performance services, namely, live performances by a musical group or artist; producing and conducting exercises for music classes and programmes; production of audio entertainment; production of audio recordings; production of audio tapes for entertainment purposes; production of audio-visual recordings; production of audio/visual presentations; production of sound and video recordings; production of sound and music recordings; providing information in the field of music; providing non-downloadable on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of music; provision of recording studio services; provision of recording studio facilities; publication of music; publication of music books; publication of musical texts; publication of posters; publication of printed matter and printed publications; publication of sheet music; publishing of music and Editorial reporting services; recording, film, video and television studio services; recording of music; rental of record players; recording studio services; recording studio services for the production of sound bearing discs; provision of recording studio facilities recording studio services; rental of audio cassettes; rental of audio equipment; rental of audio recordings; rental of recording studios; rental of records, compact discs or pre-recorded magnetic tapes; sound recording and video entertainment services; sound recording services; sound recording studio services; sound recording studios; rental of sound recordings
For Licensing and management of intellectual property rights, namely, Administration, exploitation and granting of rights in musical, lyrical, audio, film, video and television works; Copyright management and licensing, namely, acquisition, management and exploitation of copyrights in musical, lyrical, audio, film, video and television works for and on behalf of others.

Basis Information
Currently 66A Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Marshall Amplification Plc Address Marshall Amplification Plc Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 6690.151211

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1685427 International Registration Date Dec. 15, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 05, 2021 Expiration Date Dec. 15, 2031

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RECRUITEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79350667</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;RECRUITEE&quot; in black below a design consisting of silhouettes of three figures, from the shoulders up, in front of a blue cloud shape. The color white represents cutout areas and is not a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1685488</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>5718531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Human resources consultancy and management; personnel management; personnel recruitment advertising; personnel consultancy; personnel consultancy services; personnel placement; placement of staff; personnel recruitment; personnel management consultancy; advice relating to personnel management; job and personnel placement; recruiting of office support staff being personnel recruitment services; personnel placement and recruitment; recruitment of executive staff being personnel recruitment services; permanent staff recruitment being personnel recruitment services; selection of executive personnel being personnel recruitment services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer software packages, namely, downloadable computer software packages for the recruitment of personnel, the tracking of applicants, management of files and applicants; downloadable software, downloadable software platforms, downloadable software applications and downloadable software programs all for the recruitment of personnel, the tracking of applicants, management of files and applicants; downloadable computer programs for data processing; interfaces for computers, computer hardware; downloadable computer software to enable the searching of data
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Software configuration, namely, software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for human resources and job placements; software programming, namely, programming of computer software for others; computer software development; rental of computer software for personnel recruitment; design of computer software; development of computer software application solutions, namely, software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for human resources and job placements; computer software design and updating; consultancy services relating to software; computer software consultancy; provision of software (SaaS), namely, software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for human resources and job placements; services in the field of software development, namely, software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for human resources and job placements; research and consultancy relating to software; research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; information technology (IT) consultancy services

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Recruitie B.V  Address  Recruitie B.V  Keizersgracht 313  NL-1016 EE Amsterdam  NETHERLANDS
Legal Entity  BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.)  State or Country Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM99176USWO

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1685488  International Registration Date  Feb. 14, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 08, 2021  Expiration Date  Feb. 14, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CLR

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79350939</td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2022</td>
<td>7095616</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - An illustration drawing with word(s) / letter(s) / number(s) in Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "CLR" in stylized dark green font.
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) dark green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1686005</td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**: Hotel reservation services; temporary accommodation reservations; restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; hospitality services in the nature of providing temporary accommodation; food and beverage service in restaurants and bars, namely, bar and restaurant services; cafeteria services; prepared food and beverage services in the nature of bar and restaurant services; rental of temporary accommodation; rental of meeting rooms; holiday camp services in the nature of lodging; catering services; day-nurseries, namely, crèches; hotel accommodation services; boarding for animals; retirement home services; rental of vacation accommodation in the nature of vacation houses; services provided by accommodation agencies, namely, agency services for booking hotel and boarding house accommodation; agency services for booking temporary accommodation; hotel, hostel and guest house services, namely, tourist and holiday accommodation services; rental of banquet and social function facilities for events in the nature of wedding receptions, birthday parties and meetings; rental of furniture, linens, table services in the nature of tableware, silverware, and dishes and equipment for serving food and beverages; providing food and beverages, namely, bar and restaurant services; providing information and advice on temporary accommodations to tourists and business travelers; reservation of temporary accommodation services; providing information, consultancy and reservation services for restaurants, namely, for businesses providing food and beverages.

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**Basis Information**

**Currently**: 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  LEVANTUR, S.A.
Address  LEVANTUR, S.A. C/ Santa Catalina, 3, 4º A E-30004 Murcia SPAIN
Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  CLM-1892-TM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1686005
International Registration Date  Aug. 23, 2022
Expiration Date  Aug. 23, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PORACOMP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79351414</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| International Registration | 1687206 |
| International Registration Date | May 25, 2022 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Processing and treatment of plastics by granulation, pulverization and compounding, namely, blending of aggregates, reinforcing materials, fillers and/or additives to specifically optimize the characteristic properties of polymers
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **For**: Semi-processed plastics
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently**: 66A
- **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Dennert Poraver GmbH
- **Address**: Gewerbegebiet Ost 17 92353 Postbauer-Heng FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1687206
- **International Registration Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jan. 20, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: May 25, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
TM 6752  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DEEP SHOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79352354  Application Filing Date  Jul. 26, 2022  Registration Number  7095618  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1689180  International Registration Date  Jul. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  High-frequency esthetic skin massage apparatus for household purposes; electric skin massaging apparatus for household purposes; electrically heated skin massaging apparatus; cosmetic apparatus using ultrasonic waves for performing aesthetic facial treatments, namely, skin whitening; high-frequency warmer apparatus for stabilizing body temperature for medical purposes; high-frequency, electronic muscle and skin stimulators for medical purposes; high-frequency electromagnetic skin care therapy apparatus for medical purposes; medical skin care apparatus for measuring skin hydration; medical esthetic machine for skin massage; electronic muscle stimulators for medical purposes, namely, rehabilitative and physical therapy purposes; ultrasonic therapy apparatus; ultrasonic massaging apparatus; high frequency warmer therapeutic apparatus; medical skin enhancement apparatus using lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the skin; high frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  APR Co., Ltd.  Address  APR Co., Ltd.  36F, 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu  Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  122068.TA998

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1689180  International Registration Date  Jul. 26, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jan. 27, 2022  Expiration Date  Jul. 26, 2032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIBCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79352935 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022 Registration Number  7095619
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed  The color(s) grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1690527 International Registration Date  May 27, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Yachts
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LADOPOULOS STYLIANOS Address  LADOPOULOS STYLIANOS ALKIONIDON 20 GR-194 43 KOROPI GREECE Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  GREECE

Owner Name  VALERIANOS NIKIFOROS Address  VALERIANOS NIKIFOROS KIPROU 1 KOROPI GREECE Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  GREECE

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1690527 International Registration Date  May 27, 2022
Expiration Date  May 27, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration  1691293  International Registration Date  Mar. 21, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Marine vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by water, namely yachts, boats, sailboats and foiling boats; parts of sailboats, namely boat hulls, frames for boats, spars, masts and booms for yachts, spars, masts and booms for foiling boats, spars, masts and booms for sailboats, cleats; semi-shaped covers for marine vehicles; shaped and fitted covers for marine vehicles; trailers and trolleys for transporting marine vehicles; boat launching trolleys; boat hooks; oars; water vehicle seats; rub rails for marine vehicles; boat fenders; boat chocks; boat bumpers; boat cleats; boat chafe guards; davits for boats; fitted hatch covers for boats; steering gear for boats; tillers and tiller connectors for boats; seats for boats; safety harnesses for marine vehicles; paddles; rudders; centreboards; foils and foil mechanisms for marine vehicles; parts of foils and foil mechanisms for marine vehicles; vehicle parts, namely transfer and protective cases and bags for vehicles; structural repair parts for marine vehicles

International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles

For  Advertising agency services in relation to boats, sailboats, marine vehicles, sails, ropes, foils, spars and parts and fittings therefor; advertising of clothing, footwear and headgear for marine sports; advertising agency services for boating events, contests and conferences; operating an on-line shopping site, online retail and wholesale store services and mail order services featuring videos, films, publications in electronic form, publications in web pages, electronic magazines, reports, directories and newsletters, all relating to sport, skills and techniques for water sports, skills and techniques for rigging, maintaining and repairing water vehicles and trailers and parts thereof, and training for sport, leisure and exercise; operating an on-line shopping site, online retail and wholesale store services and mail order services featuring audiovisual recordings having recorded thereon sport, skills and techniques for water sports, skills and techniques for rigging, maintaining and repairing water vehicles and trailers and parts thereof, and training for sport, leisure and exercise; operating an on-line shopping site,
online retail and wholesale store services and mail order services featuring leisure and sports clothing, leisure and sports
headgear, leisure and sports footwear, sunglasses, protective suits for water sports, life jackets, sports harnesses, leisure and
sports gloves, sports protective knee pads, compasses, electronic position location apparatus, sports helmets, marine radios,
GPS apparatus and instruments, tension measurement apparatus, spectacles for leisure and sports, eye shades for leisure and
sports, eye protection wear for leisure and sports, marine vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by water, yachts, boats, boat hulls,
frames for boats, sails, spars, cleats, foils, sailboats, ropes, foils, and replacement parts and fittings therefor; sales promotion
for others; import-export agency services; procurement, namely, purchasing marine vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by
water, yachts, boats, boat hulls, frames for boats, water vehicles, sails, spars, cleats, foils, sailboats, ropes, foils, covers for
marine vehicles, vehicle trailers and trolleys, and parts and fittings therefor for others; operating an on-line shopping site,
online retail and wholesale store services and mail order services featuring covers for marine vehicles, vehicle trailers and
trolleys, boat hooks, oars, water vehicle seats, propulsion systems for water vehicles, parts and fittings for water vehicles
yachts watercraft and boats, accessories for use in connection with marine vehicles; operating an on-line shopping site, online
retail and wholesale store services and mail order services featuring travelling bags, backpacks, key cases; operating an on-
line shopping site, online retail and wholesale store services and mail order services featuring cases, bags, boxes, pouches, all
for leisure and sports use; operating an on-line shopping site, online retail and wholesale store services and mail order services
featuring leisure and sports clothing, leisure and sports footwear, leisure and sports headgear, T-shirts, articles of sports outer
clothing, swim wear, sweatshirts, headbands, fleeces, wetsuits, drysuits, clothing base layers for water sports, wetsuit hoods,
socks and boots, rugby tops, scarves, sports tops, spray tops, gloves for leisure and water sports, rash vests, thermal clothing,
thermal footwear, thermal hats, deck shoes, sailing boots, windproof tops, yachting jackets, salopettes, trapeze and hiking
harnesses, and replacement parts therefor; marketing services, namely, promoting or advertising the services of others;
providing commercial and business contact information; compilation of information relating to sailing and boating sport,
events, fitness, leisure and fitness activities, sailing contests, sailing events into computer databases

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and
Business

**For**  Sails; ropes and string for marine vehicles; ropes; unfitted covers for marine vehicles; tarpaulins of sailcloth; bags for the
transport and storage of sails in bulk; ropes and cords for sail rigging; cords for rigging for marine vehicles; nylon tie down
cords and webbing for marine vehicles; elasticated rope for marine vehicles; textile and fibre bags for packaging, transporting
and storage of parts and fittings for marine vehicles; bands, braces, harnesses and belts not of metal for handling loads in
relation to marine vehicles; mooring cables not of metal for use with marine vehicles; nylon towing straps for use with marine
vehicles; cables not of metal for use with marine vehicles

**International Classes**  22 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  **International Class Title**  Cordage
and Fibers

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Skeeta Design Pty Ltd  **Address**  Skeeta Design Pty Ltd  Factory 16,  59-65 Keys Road, Moorabbin,
Victoria 318  **Legal Entity**  Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA
**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 153965.00017 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1691293 | International Registration Date | Mar. 21, 2022 | Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Sep. 27, 2021 | Expiration Date | Mar. 21, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PICO BRICKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79354064</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095621</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>On the left side of the logo there are four black bricks parallel to each other. On the right side of the logo, there are wordings of &quot;pico&quot; and &quot;bricks&quot; with small letters and parallel to each other.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1693101</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Electronic circuit boards, electronic circuit cards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ROBOTISTAN ELEKTRONIK TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ROBOTISTAN ELEKTRONIK TICARET ANONIM SIR KETI Ikitelli Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mah. Atatürk Bulvari Haseyad 2 San. Sit. No:108/8 Basaksehir Istanbul TURKEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>JOINT STOCK COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TURKEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1693101</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EBUSCO ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79354865 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2022 Registration Number   7095622
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EBUSCO" in brown atop the stylized word "ENERGY" in gray. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) brown and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENERGY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1695037 International Registration Date  Mar. 17, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Charging stations services for electric vehicles
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair
For   Storage of energy, namely, storage of electrical energy in batteries for others; information and consultancy services relating to energy distribution; distribution of energy; distribution and transmission of electricity; electricity transmission and distribution; leasing the use of power lines to third parties for the transmission of electricity
International Classes   39 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 105 International Class Title   Transportation and Storage
For   Leasing of electrical transformers
International Classes   40 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ebusco Energy B.V. Address   Ebusco Energy B.V. Vuurijzer 23 Unit C NL-5753 SV Deurne NETHERLANDS Legal Entity   BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| **Owner of International Registration Number** | 1695037 |
| **International Registration Date** | Mar. 17, 2022 |
| **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Oct. 19, 2021 |
| **Expiration Date** | Mar. 17, 2032 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  | BIBB, SCOTT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STORYLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79355116 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7095623 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The trademark consists of "STORYLY" stylized in black on a white background. In the written expression of the trademark, the letter "T" has been stylized different from the other letters, and black and light gray are used together. In the written expression of the trademark, horizontal lines of light gray located above the logo are present following the upper part of the letter "T". Color Claimed The color(s) black, white and light gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1695250 International Registration Date Dec. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software and mobile applications, namely, downloadable software for providing the owners of the mobile applications or web platforms with a capacity of adding content in the form of a story to the web platforms or mobile applications; downloadable software which allows the owners of the mobile applications or web platforms to share a story that may include a video, a post, a content, a photograph in the web platforms or mobile applications where sharing a story is not possible; downloadable software which allows the owners of the mobile applications or web platforms to add and manage digital contents to the stories, such as a text, a video, an image, an advertisement link, a product label, a sticker, a survey, a question, a countdown display, an emoji, and a discount code, and to view the engagement rate; downloadable software which allows the owners of the mobile applications or web platforms to show a content in the form of a customized story for their users; downloadable software which allows the owners of the mobile applications or web platforms to enable their users to share contents in the form of a story

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Services for use of a software development kit, a web site and mobile application integration module and a dashboard, which are developed to provide the web and mobile application platforms with a content sharing feature in the form of a story and with a capacity of adding, removing, measuring and managing the contents in the stories, and obtaining the engagement statistics, namely, providing a web site and mobile application integration module and a dashboard, which comprise the use of online, non-downloadable software for story sharing, a sound, a video, a photographic image, a text, an emoji, a survey, a question, an advertisement link, a sticker, a graphic and data transmission of the web platforms and mobile applications, and management of the digital content; providing an online, non-downloadable software development kit (SDK) for use in story sharing that may include a sound, a video, a photographic image, a text, an emoji, a survey, a question, an advertisement link, a sticker, a graphic and data transmission for the web platforms and mobile applications; a platform as a service (SaaS) comprising of online, non-downloadable computer software platforms for content sharing in the form of a story that may include a sound, a video, a photographic image, a text, an emoji, a survey, a question, an advertisement link, a sticker, a graphic, and data transmission for the web platforms and mobile applications

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  APPS MEDYA TEKNOLOJI ANONIM SIRKETI Address  APPS MEDYA TEKNOLOJI ANONIM SIRKETI Beytepe Lodosulu Köyü Yolu no:5 Cyberpark Tepe Binasi 2. Kat No:237 Bilk TURKEY Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TURKEY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1695250 International Registration Date  Dec. 24, 2021
Expiration Date  Dec. 24, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUPERUNIVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79355363  Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Registration Number  7095624
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1696159  International Registration Date  Aug. 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobiles and structural parts therefor; cars; racing cars; motor cars; sports cars; electric cars; hybrid cars
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FERRARI S.P.A.  Address  FERRARI S.P.A.  Via Emilia Est, 1163  MODENA  ITALY  Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1696159  International Registration Date  Aug. 02, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Mar. 11, 2022  Expiration Date  Aug. 02, 2032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79360999</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2022</td>
<td>7095625</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: P+AAV

**Trademark Registration**

- **Mark**: P+AAV
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Biological preparations and substances for scientific and research use, in particular in the field of genetics; biological preparations and substances for scientific and research use, namely, DNA and DNA plasmids; biological preparations and substances used for development and manufacture of gene therapy products, pharmaceutical products or vaccines; biological preparations and substances for development and manufacture of gene therapy products, pharmaceutical products or vaccines, namely, DNA and DNA plasmids
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: POLYPLUS TRANSFECTION
- **Address**: POLYPLUS TRANSFECTION 75 rue Marguerite Perey Illkirch-Graffenstaden F-67400 FRANCE
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1709298
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 28, 2022
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 28, 2022
- **Expiration Date**: Nov. 28, 2032

**Examinee**: RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
TM 6760 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GREENFORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79975688 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095626
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1618662 International Registration Date May 27, 2021 Child Of 79328225

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Infant formula; dietetic food and dietetic beverages adapted for medical use; nutritional supplements; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, namely, diabetic foods adapted for medical use; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations, namely, diabetic foods adapted for medical use; food supplements consisting of amino acids; amino acid preparations for medical purposes; protein supplement shakes; protein powder dietary supplements; albuminous dietary supplements for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Meat; dairy products and dairy substitutes, namely, milk, non-dairy milk substitutes, non-dairy yogurt substitutes; processed fruits, fungi, vegetables, nuts and pulses; albumen for culinary purposes; white of eggs; peas, preserved; processed split peas; peas, processed; edible oils and fats; soups and stocks, meat extracts; legume-based spreads; vegetable-based meat substitutes; prepared meals consisting principally of vegetables; fruit chips; jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable spreads; fruit salads; nut-based snack foods; mixtures of fruit and nuts; meat products, namely, meat substitutes; fish, seafood and molluscs, not live; sausage casings, natural or artificial; tofu patties; tofu; vegetable burger patties; vegetarian charcuterie; fish, not live; fish-based foodstuffs, namely, canned fish; fish balls; fish extracts; fish croquettes; fish, seafood and molluscs spreads; meat substitutes; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes; formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute; powdered egg whites; birds eggs and egg product; prepared insects and larvae; snack foods based on legumes; canned pulses; preserved pulses; processed pulses; legume salads; dried pulses
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Toys, games, playthings and novelties, namely, plush toys, board games; sporting articles and equipment, namely, sports balls, golf clubs, skis; flippers for swimming; cases adapted for sporting articles

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticultural and forestry products, namely, fresh corn; fresh edible fungi; fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables and herbs; raw pulses; fresh pulses

International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

For Cereal flakes, cereal-based snack foods, cereal preparations in the nature of breakfast cereal; bread, pastries, long-life bakery products, rusks; snacks of pastry; frozen confectionery; jelly confectionery, chocolate, chocolate goods in the nature of chocolate chips, marzipan; ices, puddings; coffee, artificial coffee, tea, cocoa, including in the form of extracts; coffee, tea, cocoa-based drinks; yeast, baking powder, ice-cream powder and puddings in powdered form; cocoa mixes; cocoa-based beverages; cocoa; high-protein cereal bars; coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; salts, seasonings, food flavorings other than essential oils and condiments in the nature of mustard; processed grains, starches, and goods made thereof in the nature of bread, baking preparations in the nature of flour and yeasts; muesli; cereal bars and cereal-based energy bars; preparations for making beverages, namely, cocoa mixes for drinks; beverages based on cocoa; pulse flour for food

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, pants; headwear; footwear; sportswear, namely, sports jerseys

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREENFORCE FUTURE FOOD AG Address GREENFORCE FUTURE FOOD AG Tal 12 80331 München FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where GERMANY Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 060241401M01

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1618662 International Registration Date May 27, 2021 Expiration Date May 27, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAKING MOVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79975689 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2019 Registration Number 7095627
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1518174 International Registration Date Dec. 05, 2019 Child Of 79280230

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry; precious and semi-precious stones; paste jewelry; Pins being jewelry; shoe jewelry; rings; earrings; necklaces; chokers; pendants; bracelets; bangles; badges of precious metal; pin badges of precious metal being jewelry; jewelry brooches; tie clips; tie bars; cuff links; cuff bracelets; jewelry charms; clocks; watch bands; watches; wristwatches with pedometer feature; badges; jewelry boxes; key rings; decorative key fobs; charms for key chains; charms for key rings; decorative key rings; key chain tags; key chains for use as jewelry; key holders of precious metals; leather key rings; lanyards for keys; horological and chronometric apparatus and instruments; statues, trophies, medals and awards in precious metals; structural parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Printed matter and printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, books, magazines, newsletters, posters, and leaflets in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; posters, books, song books, magazines, leaflets, brochures, journals and event programmes in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; autograph books; informational flyers featuring events and information in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development,
recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; stickers; printed sheet music; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, namely, papier mâché figurines; architects' models; printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics, namely, cardboard boxes, paper bags and pouches, plastic wrap, wrapping paper, and plastic packaging wrap for residential, commercial or industrial use; disposable paper products, namely, die cut paper shapes, bibs, handkerchiefs, coasters, doilies, napkins and paper table linen; printers' type; printing blocks; money clips; structural parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Entertainment services, namely, organizing and providing training, events for social entertainment purposes, courses, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, presentations, and discussion groups in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; educational services, namely, organizing and providing events for educational purposes, courses, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, presentations, and discussion groups in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; providing of training in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; organising and conducting entertainment and cultural events; arranging, organising and conducting award ceremonies in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; organising of competitions in the field of sporting, electronic gaming, dating, and networking for educational, cultural or social entertainment purposes; entertainment services relating to the music industry, namely, entertainment services in the nature of presenting audio and visual live musical performances and television programmes in the field of the music industry;
entertainment services relating to live and recorded performances, events, award shows, film showings and television
programmes in the field of news, comedy, variety, sports, and commentary; entertainment services, namely, hosting awards
relating to music, films, television and cinematography; organisation, production and provision of events for entertainment and
cultural purposes; music recording studio services; music production services; arranging and conducting of music
competitions; organizing music festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; entertainment services in the nature of
presenting live musical performances; organization of exhibitions for musical entertainment; arranging award ceremonies and
gala evenings in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions,
career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice,
financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals,
astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights for
entertainment purposes; organising awards relating to music; organising and conducting recreational events in the nature of
physical fitness courses and physical fitness training; organising educational meetings and conferences; conducting seminars,
presentations and panel discussion groups and providing training in the fields of personal development, career development,
relationship building, training, recruiting, business consulting, business development, and networking and providing
information thereof; arranging and conducting of workshops in the fields of personal development, career development,
relationship building, training, recruiting, business consulting, business development, and networking and providing
information thereof; organizing exhibitions for cultural purposes; arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of
business formation, capital fundraising, cryptocurrency, job searching, job interviewing, and business networking; educational
services, namely, organising and conducting online training events, including virtual meetings and seminars, all in the field of
personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment,
dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture,
education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information,
parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; education services, namely, mentoring in
the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development,
recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information,
advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and
horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; non-downloadable
electronic publications in the nature of electronic newsletters, journals, magazines, and e-books in the field of personal and
social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating,
relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture,
education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information,
parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; publishing services, namely, digital video,
audio, and multimedia publishing services; publishing services, namely, music publishing services; publishing services,
namely, electronic desktop publishing services for others; writing of texts, other than publicity texts, namely, writing of articles
for journals and periodicals other than for advertising or publicity; social club services for entertainment purposes, namely,
arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; social club services for
entertainment purposes, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members;
electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line or by means of a global computer network, namely,
providing online electronic games, electronic games provided by means of the internet, and providing temporary use of non-
downloadable electronic games; providing on-line computer games; providing online games; information services relating to entertainment, provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; publication of editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; providing online non-downloadable audio content in the field of sports, music, video games, personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; providing online non-downloadable video content in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; organising and staging of sporting and e-sporting events, competitions and tournaments in the field of video games, tennis, golf, volleyball, basketball, and football; entertainment services, namely, organization of electronic game competitions and tournaments in the field of electronic sports; provision and organisation of on-line gaming, namely, gaming services in the nature of casino and online gambling, conducting online computer game tournaments, including operation and coordination of the aforesaid, as well as providing a web-based system and on-line portal for customers to participate in on-line gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours for recreational computer game playing purposes; providing online news, information and commentary in the fields of sports, online electronic sports and video gaming; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software that allows users to create, modify, upload, download, share, preview, and publish user created interactive video game content, music, and other media files via a global computer network; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audio apparatus, namely, CD players, MP3 players, headphones, audio speakers, and microphones; blank magnetic data carriers, blank recording discs; film, sound and video recordings; tapes in the nature of blank video tapes and blank audio cassettes, cassettes in the nature of blank video cassettes and blank audio cassettes, vinyl records in the nature of musical recordings and other analogue recording media in the nature of video and musical recordings; blank recordable compact discs and DVDs; pre-records compact discs and DVDs featuring music, video, images, and text in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; digital video recordings; downloadable musical sound recordings; downloadable podcasts in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; downloadable telephone ringtones for mobile phones; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of
electronic newsletters, journals, magazines, and e-books in the field of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and human rights; downloadable computer games; downloadable software for social introduction; downloadable software for social networking; downloadable software for dating; downloadable software for business networking; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones for social introduction, social networking, business networking and dating; downloadable geolocation software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer game software playable via a social networking, business networking, social introduction, or dating applications; downloadable computer software for use in programming application programming interface (API) to allow access to online services for competitions; downloadable computer software for use in programming application programming interface (API) to allow access to online services for social introduction, social networking, business networking or dating; downloadable software and software applications to enable transmission, access, organization, and management of text messaging, instant messaging, web links, locations and images via the internet and other communications networks; downloadable computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social networking, business networking, social introduction or dating; downloadable computer software for the location based transmission of information; downloadable software for location-based social introduction, social networking, business networking or dating; downloadable databases in the field of social networking, business networking, social introduction or dating; sunglasses; eyewear; eyewear cases; eyewear pouches; cases for contact lenses; pedometers; wearable activity trackers; weighing scales; bathroom scales; electronic signal transmitters; electronic tablet computers; mobile telephones; carrying cases specifically adapted for mobile telephones; cases specifically adapted for cameras, binoculars and computers; protective cases specifically adapted for e-book readers; blank USB flash drives; downloadable computer software for authorising access to databases; downloadable computer software for database management; mobile phone accessories, namely, belt clips and selfie sticks; grips, stands and mounts for handheld electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, tablets, sound players, video players, cameras, e-readers; protective mobile phone cases; plug adaptors; protective cases for tablet computers; laptop carrying cases; selfie sticks; headphones; earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; portable batteries; protective cases for speakers; mouse mats; tape measures; measuring rulers; magnets; eyeglass lanyards; structural parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Social introduction services for individuals and groups, online social networking services, including for personal introductions, dating services, including services for the forming of relationships, consulting in the field of personal relationships; hotel concierge services; personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations, running errands and providing customer specific information to meet individual needs, all rendered in business establishments, office buildings, hotels, residential complexes and homes; match making services; online social introduction services for individuals and groups, online
dating services, including services for the forming of relationships, online consulting in the field of personal relationships;
internet based dating services; location-based social introduction services for individuals and groups, location-based online
social networking services, including for personal introductions, location-based dating services, including services for the
forming of relationships, location-based consulting in the field of personal relationships; providing information in the field of
personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community
services, and humanitarian activities; licensing of computer software; licensing of computer software and other technology in
the nature of computer application software; security services, namely, security guard services for the protection of property
and individuals, providing executive protection, conducting recovery operations for the recovery of property and personnel,
and providing physical access to properties via a remote call-in locking device; rental of clothing; personal wardrobe styling
services; lost and found services in the nature of lost property return; nanny services; babysitting services; house sitting;
providing wedding officiant services; private investigation; genealogy research; legal services; consulting in the field of
personal relationships; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**For**  Clothing, namely, sweaters, sweatshirts, shirts, polo shirts, blouses, shell tops, T-shirts, tank tops, crop tops, camisoles,
vests, tunics, cardigans, clothing wraps, trousers, pants, chinos, shorts, skorts, jeans, leggings, jeggings, joggers, tracksuits,
loungewear, dresses, jumpsuits, playsuits, dungarees, skirts, outer clothing, gilets, capes, jackets, quilted jackets, suit jackets,
blazers, kimonos, jumpers, hoodies, coats, parkas, ponchos, hand muffis, aprons, jerseys, underwear, underclothing, pyjamas,
nightwear, dressing gowns, bath robes, bodysuits, hosiery, shapewear, corsets, nighties, underpants, socks, cuffs, Halloween
costumes, costumes for use in children's dress up play, wristbands, sweat bands, suspenders, and suspender belts; clothing,
namely, knitwear in the nature of shirts, dresses, sweaters, and gloves; beach clothes, namely, swimming caps, swim wear,
bikinis, tankinis, swimming trunks, and swim suits; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets and waterproof pants;
headwear; footwear

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For**  Computer services, namely, creating online virtual communities for registered users to organize groups and events,
participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and community networking; computer services in the nature of
providing online facilities for others for real-time interaction with other computer users and electronic bulletin boards, said
interactions happening through organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via communication
networks, all concerning topics relating to personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional
introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business
advice, financial information, advocacy, culture, education, self-improvement, personal empowerment, empowerment of
individuals, astrological and horoscope information, parenting, gender issues, public policy, economic development, and
human rights; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others;
application service provider (ASP) featuring digital mapping software for use in the fields of geographic information systems
and location-based services, namely, computer graphics software and computer software for providing information concerning
location of persons and assets; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the uploading,
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information
over communication networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking,
creating a virtual community, and transmission of data, text, information, messages, images, graphics, photographic images, video, audio and audiovisual content; computer services in the nature of customized web pages featuring user-defined or specified information, and user defined information, namely, personal profiles, audio content, video content, photographic images, and information in the nature of text, graphics and data; providing a web site featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer and share such information among multiple websites; hosting on-line web facilities for others for organising and conducting meetings, gatherings and interactive discussions; hosting an online website community for registered users to share information, photos, audio and video content for the purposes of personal and social networking, personal and social introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, dating, relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, networking, business advice and advocacy; design services in the field of toys, games, and computer games; graphic design services; custom design services, namely, custom design of clothing and computer software; clothing design services; textile design services; jewellery design services; house design services; architectural design services; residential and factory design services; interior design services; design services for furniture; cake design services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bumble Holding Limited Address  Bumble Holding Limited  The Broadgate Tower, Third Floor, 20 Primrose Street LONDON UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity  Limited Company State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND AND WALES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  29046.7240

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1518174 International Registration Date  Dec. 05, 2019 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 05, 2019 Expiration Date  Dec. 05, 2029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BERLIN, JUSTIN E
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87099495</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2016</td>
<td>7095628</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SYMBIO
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Foreign Information**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1,789,826
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jul. 04, 2016
- **Foreign Registration Number**: TMA1046831
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 02, 2019
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Aug. 02, 2029

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For Propriety blend used as an integral component of dietary and nutritional supplements containing fermented herbs and fermented soybeans**
  - **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **For Custom manufacturing of dietary and nutritional supplements using fermentation of herbs and soybeans; chemical processing services, namely, fermentation of ingredients for use in the manufacturing of dietary and nutritional supplements**
  - **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Material Treatment

**Basis Information**

- **Currently**: 44E

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: LIVING ALCHEMY LTD.
- **Address**: LIVING ALCHEMY LTD. 2145 - 11980 HAMMERSMITH WAY RICHMOND CANADA V7A0A4
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 1060.001

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
TM 6763 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKINNYCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87392145 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2017 Registration Number 7095629
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Information services, namely, providing a website featuring information online in the fields of health, wellness and nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 28, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKINNY HEALTH & WELLNESS, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SkinnyCo Address SKINNY HEALTH & WELLNESS, LLC 27 North Third Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 366424.00062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PEGASUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87583081 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2017 Registration Number 7095630
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider for the hotel industry featuring database management software used for making multi-property hotel reservations, database management software for managing hotel reservations, software for providing an interface between a hotel and a central hotel reservation system, computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic hotel reservations via a global computer network, and customer relationship management software used to compile, record and retrieve customer-related data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEGASUS ACQUISITION LLC Address PEGASUS ACQUISITION LLC 370 LEXINGTON AVE SUITE 1601 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10017 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TRAVTRIP-T07

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PN CERTIFIED COACH 2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87610301 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2017 Registration Number 7095631
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "PN" in a solid hexagon with the words "CERTIFIED COACH" to the right of the hexagon and the number "2" to the right of the words "CERTIFIED COACH" with a vertical line between the word "COACH" and the number "2", all included within an elongated hexagon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CERTIFIED COACH" AND "2"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1855557 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2017 Foreign Registration Number TMA1153406 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 23, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 23, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal coaching services in the field of nutrition and fitness and overall health and well-being; group coaching in the field of nutrition and fitness and overall health and well-being International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment For Counselling services in the field of nutrition; Consultancy services in the field of nutrition; provision of dietary and nutritional guidance; professional consultancy services in the field of nutrition; advisory services in the field of nutrition; providing nutritional information about food; provision of information relating to nutrition International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Precision Nutrition, Inc. Address Precision Nutrition, Inc. 1 Yonge Street, Suite 1801 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5E1W7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  1061588

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SPRUILL, Darryl M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK Literal(s)
PN CERTIFIED COACH 1

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87610360</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2017</td>
<td>7095632</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mark consists of the letters "PN" in a solid hexagon with the words "CERTIFIED COACH" to the right of the hexagon and the number "1" to the right of the words "CERTIFIED COACH" with a vertical line between the word "COACH" and the number "1", all included within an elongated hexagon.

**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer**: "CERTIFIED COACH" AND "1"

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1855556</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2017</td>
<td>TMA1153405</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2022</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Personal coaching services in the field of nutrition and fitness and overall health and well-being; group coaching in the field of nutrition and fitness and overall health and well-being

**For**: Counselling services in the field of nutrition; Consultancy services in the field of nutrition; provision of dietary and nutritional guidance; professional consultancy services in the field of nutrition; advisory services in the field of nutrition; providing nutritional information about food; provision of information relating to nutrition

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 44E | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Precision Nutrition, Inc.
**Address**: Precision Nutrition, Inc. 1 Yonge Street, Suite 1801 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5E1W7
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONE SINGLE ROSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87929767 Application Filing Date   May 21, 2018 Registration Number   7095633
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized rose with leaves and stem that is positioned vertically between the stylized words "ONE SINGLE" and "ROSE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Rosemarie Wilson, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live theatrical plays, live musical performances featuring singing, and live theatrical performances in the nature of book reading and poetry reading; songwriting; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; poem and lyric writing; screenplay writing, direction or presentation of plays; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; production of audio recording, production of sound recordings; production of radio programs; audio recording and production; production of films; video tape film production; film and video production; production of music; production of musical sound recording; film production, other than advertising; production of video discs for others; production of sound and video; production of audio recording; production of sound and music video recordings; theatre productions; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops for youth and adults in the field of theatrical plays, book reading, poetry reading, singing and musical performances, songwriting, scriptwriting other than for advertising purposes, poem and lyric writing, screenplay writing, direction and presentation of plays, production of audio, sound recordings, radio programs, film, film other than advertising, video tape film, music, musical sound recording, audio recording and production video discs for others, sound and video audio recording, sound and music video recordings, theatre productions, self-promotion and motivation

International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 03, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>       Wilson, Rosemarie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>      INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88071161</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2018</td>
<td>7095634</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two Chinese characters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Transliteration**: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "XIAO" and "DU" and this means "SMALL" and "DEGREE" in English.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 6210681
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 27, 2019
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: JAPAN
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 27, 2029

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Automatic vending machines; Beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; Dish washing machines for household purposes; Food processors, electric; Robotic vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Vehicle washing machines; Washing machines for household purposes

**US Classes**

13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**International Class Title**

Machinery

**BASE INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Baidu Online Network Technology (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Baidu Campus, No.10 Shangdi 10th Street, Haidian District Beijing CHINA 100085
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: A555-59
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WE BANANAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88108296 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2018 Registration Number 7095635 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a banana peel with the letters "WE" shaped within the form, with the word "BANANAS" centered below in a lower case stylized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1918646 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2018 Foreign Registration Number 1163805 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 01, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 01, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, yoga mats International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

For Downloadable software for mobile devices for individualized instruction, daily programming, and training in the field of physical fitness and mobility International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Athletic clothing, namely, athletic shirts, athletic shorts, athletic pants, yoga pants, sweatshirts, and sweatpants; Casual clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, sweaters, and jackets International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing a website featuring information regarding physical fitness and mobility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WE BANANAS SOFTWARE INC. **Address** WE BANANAS SOFTWARE INC. 104-9824 97 Ave Grande Prairie, AB CANADA T8V7K2 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 4055-2US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DEFORD, JEFFREY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUARTZ & YARROW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88183976</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2018</td>
<td>7095636</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>1,900,102</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>TMA1092651</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2021</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently | 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | 1031023 B.C. LTD. | Address | 1031023 B.C. LTD. N406 - 5811 Cooney Road Richmond, BC CANADA |
|------------|------------------|---------|-----------------------------------|--------------------------|
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |
| V6X3M1 |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>6222.923</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CHISOLM, KEVON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 6771 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOLI(WATER)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88216331 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2018 Registration Number 7095637
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WATER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skincare products, namely, a toner for skin and a moisturizer for skin
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 31, 2017 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Agent Nateur, LLC Address Agent Nateur, LLC 16901 COLLINS AVENUE, UNIT 201 SUNNY ISLES FLORIDA 33160 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of use, acquisition, implementation, development, and operation of software and computers
For  Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of software and computers
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 25, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 25, 2019
For  Promoting the goods and services of others in the field of software and computers; association services, namely, promoting the interests of technical authors
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 25, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 25, 2019
For  Downloadable computer software development tools featuring source code; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of use, acquisition, implementation, development, and operation of software and computers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 25, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 25, 2019
For  Providing temporary access to online non-downloadable software development tools featuring source code; hosting websites providing online non-downloadable software development tools featuring source code; technical writing; Providing information in the field of software and computers, namely, developing source code; hosting websites providing information in the field of software and computers, namely, developing source code
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2018</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **BASIS INFORMATION** | **Currently Use** | Yes |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>CodeProject Solutions Inc.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>CodeProject Solutions Inc.</th>
<th>20 Bay St. 11th Floor</th>
<th>Toronto, ON CANADA M5J2N8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION** | **Docket Number** | 51799.212 |

| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY** | **Examining Attorney** | HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ATOOM.ai

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88235534</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 2018</td>
<td>7095639</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1907633</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1131461</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
<td>Registration County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 14, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for allowing the management of functional interactions between applications, software, cloud platforms and IoT devices, and the automation of these interactions between these different applications, software and platforms; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for allowing the automation and management of resources access allocations, modifications and revocations for all software (SaaS / Cloud) in a technological infrastructure; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for providing centralized access to data, enabling the use of business intelligence and the use of machine learning by prestructured data; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for interacting through artificial intelligence with business applications using human interactions and taking actions via other software or communication channels; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for acting as an artificial intelligence providing insights, recommendations and metrics based on all the structured data gathered from all the connected applications, software, cloud platforms and IoT devices; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for allowing for interchangeability of the applications, software, cloud platforms and IoT devices, via an intelligent and automatic data and settings migration system allowing to replace an existing application with a new one

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Blackware Technologies Inc. Address  Blackware Technologies Inc.  11175, 7th Avenue  Saint-Georges, Quebec  CANADA  G5Y1J6 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2023-3048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIOSTEEL SPORTS NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88241447 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2018 Registration Number 7095640 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SPORTS NUTRITION”

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 190616 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2018 Foreign Registration Number TMA1155752 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 09, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware, namely, water bottles sold empty and drinking glasses; drinkware, namely, shaker cups and shaker bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Liquid dietary and nutritional supplements for the promotion of general health and well being, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, for building body mass and for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise; dietary and nutritional supplements in powdered and dry form for the promotion of general health and well being, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, for building body mass and for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise; sports supplements, namely, herbal supplements in powdered, dry, and liquid form for the promotion of general health and well being, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, for building body mass and for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise, vitamin and mineral supplements, meal replacement drinks and powders adapted for medical use; sports supplements, namely, nutritional supplements in the nature of ready-to-drink beverages to increase power and endurance, energy and focus, build body mass for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, and for the promotion of general health and well-being; protein supplement shakes, liquid protein supplements, whey protein for use as nutritional supplement in various powdered and ready-to-drink beverages, and/or powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing protein
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Bags, namely, gym bags, backpacks and tote bags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title | Leather Goods  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Printed materials, namely, newsletters, in the fields of sport drinks, sport supplements nutritional supplements, exercise, fitness, sports, health and wellness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Physical fitness training; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness consulting; teaching physical fitness; health clubs for physical exercise; providing facilities for physical fitness training; physical fitness studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities; education services, namely, conducting classes and instruction in the fields of exercise, fitness, sports; providing information on exercise, fitness, sports via online networks; hosting sports competitions and sports camps; on-line electronic newsletters delivered by email in the field of sports drinks, sports supplements, nutritional supplements, exercise, fitness, sports, health and wellness; education, training and instruction services, namely, conducting classes in the field of personal health and wellness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Downloadable Electronic newsletters, in the fields of sport drinks, sport supplements, nutritional supplements, exercise, fitness, sports, health and wellness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>health care services, namely, wellness programs; providing information on health and wellness via online networks; providing information on sports dietary supplements and nutritional supplements via online networks including social media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Athletic clothing, namely, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, pants, shorts; sports clothing, namely, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, pants, shorts; casual clothing, namely, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, pants, shorts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Sports drinks and powders used in the preparation of sports drinks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages  
|----------------------|---------------------|------------|----------------|--------------------------|
| For                  | BASIS INFORMATION  
| Currently 44E        | Yes  

| OWNER INFORMATION  
| Owner Name | Biosteel Sports Nutrition Inc.  
| Address    | Biosteel Sports Nutrition Inc. 87 Wingold Avenue, Unit 1 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M6B1P8 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION  
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney  LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIO STEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88241451 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2018 Registration Number 7095641 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized word "BIO STEEL" in stacked format with "BIO" on top of "STEEL". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1906017 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2018 Foreign Registration Number TMA1155751 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 09, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware, namely, water bottles sold empty and drinking glasses; drinkware, namely, shaker cups and shaker bottles sold empty

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Liquid dietary and nutritional supplements for the promotion of general health and well being, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, for building body mass and for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise; dietary and nutritional supplements in powdered and dry form for the promotion of general health and well being, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, for building body mass and for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise; sports supplements, namely, herbal supplements in powdered, dry, and liquid form for the promotion of general health and well being, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, for building body mass and for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise, vitamin and mineral supplements, meal replacement drinks and powders adapted for medical use; sports supplements, namely, nutritional supplements in the nature of ready-to-drink beverages to increase power and endurance, energy and focus, build body mass for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise, for the promotion of mobility and flexibility, and for the promotion of general health and well-being; protein supplement shakes, liquid protein supplements, whey protein for use as nutritional supplement in various powdered and ready-to-drink beverages, and/or powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing protein
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Bags, namely, gym bags, backpacks and tote bags

International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

For  Printed materials, namely, newsletters, in the fields of sport drinks, sport supplements nutritional supplements, exercise, fitness, sports, health and wellness

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Physical fitness training; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness consulting; teaching physical fitness; health clubs for physical exercise; providing facilities for physical fitness training; physical fitness studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities; education services, namely, conducting classes and instruction in the fields of exercise, fitness, sports; providing information on exercise, fitness, sports via online networks; hosting sports competitions and sports camps; on-line electronic newsletters delivered by email in the field of sports drinks, sports supplements, nutritional supplements, exercise, fitness, sports, health and wellness; education, training and instruction services, namely, conducting classes in the field of personal health and wellness

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Downloadable electronic newsletters, in the fields of sport drinks, sport supplements, nutritional supplements, exercise, fitness, sports, health and wellness

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Health care services, namely, wellness programs; providing information on health and wellness via online networks; providing information on sports dietary supplements and nutritional supplements via online networks including social media

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  Athletic clothing, namely, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, pants, shorts; sports clothing, namely, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, pants, shorts; casual clothing, namely, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, pants, shorts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

For  Sports drinks and powders used in the preparation of sports drinks

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Biosteel Sports Nutrition Inc. Address  Biosteel Sports Nutrition Inc.  87 Wingold Avenue, Unit 1 Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M6B1P8 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 4EVER FRESH

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88265111</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 17, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095642</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Foreign Information**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 4059583
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jan. 17, 2019
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 4059583
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jan. 17, 2019
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: INDIA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jan. 17, 2029

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For Bath Mats**
  - **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **For Towels, Bed Sheets, Quilts and Duvets**
  - **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 42, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Fabrics

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Welspun India Limited
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Welspun
- **Address**: Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W) Mumbai INDIA 400013
- **Legal Entity Corporation State or Country Where Organized**: INDIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 113680.1-57
- **Examining Attorney**: STOIDES, KATHERINE

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LINKTECK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88275967 Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2019 Registration Number   7095643 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Aquarium lights; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Bicycle lights; Ceiling lights; Diving lights; Electric Chinese lanterns; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electric bulbs; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Flashlight holders; Headlights for automobiles; Lamp glasses; Lamp mantles; Lamp shades; Lamps; Lampshade holders; Lampshades; Light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting installations for vehicles; Lights for vehicles; Luminous house numbers; Pocket searchlights; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Vehicle headlights; Vehicle reflectors

International Classes   11 - Primary Classes US Classes   13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title   Environmental Control Apparatus First Use   Dec. 13, 2018 In Commerce   Dec. 13, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Riqin Yan Address   Riqin Yan 2/f, No.15, Qianjin Eighth Lane Yaotai, Yuexiu Dist. Guangzhou CHINA 510030 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88277024 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2019 Registration Number 7095644 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three Chinese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER THAT TRANSLITERATES TO "JING" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "JING", "YU" "ZUO" and this means "Beijing" or "Capital"; "fish", "seats" in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 35749899 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 14, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 13, 2031
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 35749899 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2019 Foreign Registration Number 35736114 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 28, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 07, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recorded and downloadable computer and cell phone programs, software and applications for use in remotely controlling electric lamps, electric sweepers, electric cookers, televisions, electric fans, air conditioners, curtains, and electric appliances, for use in controlling by voice compact disc players, MP3 players, personal stereos, music amplifiers and radios, for use in controlling by voice to search for news and weather information, to search online encyclopedias, to facilitate online shopping; Recorded and downloadable computer and cell phone programs, software and applications for anti-virus purposes, online shopping, online games, online reading, online chatting, data management, face recognition, media player, financial management, business management, to provide information and reservations for temporary accommodations and for restaurant and catering services, to facilitate transportation ticketing, for aircraft and train ticket inquiries and booking, and to facilitate logistics and courier information inquiries; electronic tags for goods; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; downloadable and recorded computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; downloadable and recorded computer software for controlling automatic terminals; digital audio signal processors; downloadable and recorded computer software for operational control of audio and video equipment; pedometers; face recognition device, namely,
scanners for facial recognition; electronic agendas; scales; bathroom scales; signal lanterns, namely, rotating lights for signaling; electronic notice boards; digital display signs; wireless routers; electronic navigational instruments; smartphones; Global Positioning System GPS apparatus; satellite navigational apparatus; wearable activity trackers; selfie sticks being hand-held monopods for cell phones; earphones; loudspeaker cabinets; webcams; electric and electronic video monitoring device, namely, video monitors; microphones; electronic data recorders, namely, automobile data recorders; vehicle video recorders; air analysis apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; domestic remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos, air conditioners and electric fans; electric plugs, sockets and electric components in the nature of electric contactors; switches, electric; temperature, pollutant, and optical sensors; time switches, automatic; burglar alarms; locks, electric; magnifying lenses for doors; electronic locks; biometric fingerprint door locks; digital door locks; alarms for detecting inflammable gas; fire detectors; anti-theft warning apparatus, electric, not for vehicles; spectacles; mobile power supplies, rechargeable batteries; egg candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electronic collars to train animals; sports whistles; portable remote controlled car arresters in the nature of electronic key fobs

**International Classes**

9 - Primary Classes

US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Research and development of new products for others; design and development of multimedia products, namely, computers, mobile phones, audio and video players; industrial design of new products; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; research in the field of computer software, and development of computer software; mobile software design; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing, for use in controlling electronic locks, operating video cameras, alarm clocks, electric lamps, electric sweepers, electric cookers, televisions, electric fans, air conditioners and curtains; providing technological information on computer technology and programming via a web site; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing, for use in controlling electronic locks, operating video cameras, alarm clocks, electric lamps, electric sweepers, electric cookers, televisions, electric fans, air conditioners and curtains; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; cloud computing services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments

**International Classes**

42 - Primary Classes

US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name BEIJING JINGDONG 360 DU E-COMMERCE LTD. Address BEIJING JINGDONG 360 DU E-COMMERCE LTD. Room222, Floor2, BuildingC, No.18 Kechuang 11 Street, Beijing Economic &Tech DevZone Beijing CHINA. Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 0579-0813US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHEMOIL ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88332423 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2019 Registration Number 7095645
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 25, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Oilfield services, namely, transport, distribution, and delivery of fuel products in the nature of diesel fuel and lubricants to the oil and gas, hydraulic fracturing and drilling market

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Dec. 2011 In Commerce Dec. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHEMOIL ENERGY SERVICES, LLC Address CHEMOIL ENERGY SERVICES, LLC 4 EAST SHERIDAN AVE., STE. 400 OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA 73104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0017287.0033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** LHP SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>88337967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;SOLUTIONS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
<td>1945769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>TMA1165105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bathroom products, namely, showerheads and faucets

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASE INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** L'IMAGE HOME PRODUCTS INC. **Address** L'IMAGE HOME PRODUCTS INC. 1175 Place du Frère André Montreal, QUEBEC CANADA H3B3X9 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>80959.02000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S SUPERINC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88348890 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2019 Registration Number 7095647
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SUPERINC" below a circle with thick borders inside of which is a stylized letter "S". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1586906 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 17, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 17, 2030
Foreign Registration Number 1011379 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 06, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 06, 2023
Foreign Registration Number 1037058 Foreign Registration Date May 13, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date May 13, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags, namely, weekend bags, gym bags, clutch bags, all-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; rucksacks for mountaineers; sport bags; rucksacks for sports; sports packs; bags for sports clothing; luggage and trunks being luggage; purses; handbags; small coin purses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Survival suits; life jackets; diving suits; divers' life jackets; upper clothes for diving, namely, diving suits, diving gloves, face masks for diving; diving gloves for divers; safety vests for water-skiing; diving equipment, namely, diving suits, protective diving shoes, face masks for diving; divers' masks; snorkels; ear plugs for divers; fire resistant gloves; protective helmets; protective helmets for sports; sports helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, shirts, skirts, shorts, jackets, pants, jumpers; wind resistant jackets; short trousers; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof boots, waterproof jackets and pants; Bermuda shorts; beachwear; swimsuits; bathing drawers as clothing; snowboard trousers; snowboard jackets; snowboarding suits; sports jerseys; sports wear, namely, sports pants, sports bra, sports shoes, sports jackets, sports jerseys; footwear; sandals; socks; blue jeans; tee-shirts; drawers as clothing; undershirts; brassieres; underpants; coverups; leggings; tank tops; board shorts; winter coats; balaclavas; neck warmers as clothing; hooded pullovers; golfwear, namely, golf shorts, golf shirts, golf caps, golf pants; golf shoes; bags specially adapted for golf shoes; fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; beach sandals; beach shoes; beach footwear; bikinis; surf wear; wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; bathing caps; snowboarding gloves; sports shoes; slippers; children's shoes; aqua shoes; infants' shoes; clothing for cycling, namely, cycling shoes, cycling shorts, cycling caps; flip flops; hats; Shorts for diving

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  SPRC Co., Ltd. Address  SPRC Co., Ltd. Nonhyeon-dong, Urim Building 1st floor  635 Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  06117 Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  TLK4761339

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  CORNWELL, ANDREA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHILDREN AT RISK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88349184 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2019 Registration Number 7095648
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising; Charitable fundraising services


For Printed pamphlets, brochures, manuals, books, booklets, leaflets, informational flyers, informational sheets and newsletters, and kits comprised solely of one or more of the foregoing materials in the field of children's issues; Printed teaching materials in the field of children's issues; Journals in the field of family and children policy and research


For Education services, namely, providing classes, conferences, seminar presentations, workshops, training in the field of children's issues and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Development and dissemination of printed educational materials of others in the field of children's issues; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of brochures about children's issues; Production and distribution of videos in the field of children's issues; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of ongoing radio shows in the field of children's issues


For Public advocacy to promote awareness of issues affecting children, namely, promoting public awareness of issues affecting children; lobbying services, namely, promoting the interests of children in the field of legislation; research in the field of politics relating to child and adolescent wellbeing; providing websites featuring news and information in the field of politics relating to child and adolescent wellbeing; providing websites featuring information in the field of politics relating to child and adolescent wellbeing research
For   Digital materials, namely, CDs, DVDs, downloadable audio and video files, downloadable electronic document files featuring content in the field of children's issues

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Sep. 25, 2006 In Commerce   Sep. 25, 2006
For   Research in the field of child and adolescent safety; providing websites featuring news and information in the field of child and adolescent safety; providing websites featuring information in the field of child and adolescent safety research

International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Personal and legal services First Use   Sep. 25, 2006 In Commerce   Sep. 25, 2006
For   Providing transport for guided tours by bus; organization of trips

For   Providing websites featuring news and information in the field of child and adolescent health

International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Sep. 25, 2006 In Commerce   Sep. 25, 2006
For   Research in the field of child and adolescent health; providing websites featuring information in the field of child and adolescent health research

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Sep. 25, 2006 In Commerce   Sep. 25, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Children At Risk, Inc. Address   Children At Risk, Inc.   2900 Weslayan Street, Suite 400   Houston   TEXAS 77027 Legal Entity   non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   CARI003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIMGHR0

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88360434 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2019 Registration Number  7095649
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 18, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  VA201900740 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2019
Foreign Registration Number  VR201901210 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 03, 2019
Application/ Registration County  DENMARK Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 22, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of growth disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of endocrine disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bone disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment infectious diseases; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, diagnostic preparations for identifying and detecting growth hormone deficiency, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, and infectious diseases

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals

For Medical devices for injection, dosage and control of pharmaceuticals, namely, medical devices for injection, dosage measurement and monitoring of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, and infectious diseases; syringes for medical purposes and for injections; syringes for injection for medical and surgical use, namely, syringes in the form of pens for surgical use; digitally connected medical devices for monitoring the dispensation of pharmaceutical preparations for use in connection with management of growth hormone disorders, hypoparathyroidism, skeletal dysplasia, cancer and diabetes; medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs; medical apparatus for diagnostic purposes, namely, medicine dosage dispensers containing software featuring web-based medical information for physical and psychological examination and assessment of patients remotely and at a clinic; dosage management dispensers containing software for medical information management for guidance and control of medicines and for therapeutic use in web-based physical and psychological examination and assessment of patients remotely and at a clinic
For Downloadable computer software and downloadable computer programs for use in providing medical advice and advice on medications for treatment, patient assistance and health insurance in the field of growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, and infectious diseases; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, a downloadable software application for sharing information related to growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, infectious diseases and the treatment of growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, and infectious diseases for use by patients with growth hormone disorders, hypoparathyroidism, skeletal dysplasia, and diabetes in the medical field of growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, and infectious diseases; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, downloadable software that coordinates the delivery of health care services between health care providers, patients and those parties responsible for the payment of health care services, namely, downloadable software that allows individuals seeking medical education, information and services to locate a physician and treatment facility in their geographic area for medical treatment and allows physicians and health care professionals to communicate their credentials and specialization to patients and parties responsible for payment of healthcare services; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, downloadable software that enables health care providers to monitor patients, communicate clinical information relevant to a patient's care, provide and exchange information concerning patients and the health care services provided to patients; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing co-pay and other financial or medical access support; downloadable computer software for providing a communications platform enabling users to share health and healthcare information; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for the measurement of height, weight, blood pressure, serum calcium, blood glucose, and heart rate; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing, exchanging, retrieving and analyzing health and healthcare information; downloadable software for medical purposes, namely, for formatting, viewing and transmitting medical data collected and stored on hormone injection pens and pumps and between said injection pens and pumps and portable electronic devices; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, a downloadable software application for providing healthcare-related information, medication reminders, and tracking medication dosing history; the foregoing downloadable software related to pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders, cancer, and infectious diseases

International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title   Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ascendis Pharma Endocrinology Division A/S Address   Ascendis Pharma Endocrinology Division A S Tuborg Boulevard 5 Hellerup DENMARK 2900 Legal Entity   public limited company (plc) State or Country Where Organized   DENMARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ADDINGTON PARK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88367901</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 02, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095650</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

**Priority Claimed** Yes **Foreign Application Number** 1953054 **Foreign Application Filing Date** Mar. 22, 2019 **Foreign Registration Number** 1161754 **Foreign Registration Date** Jan. 20, 2023 **Foreign Application/Registration County** CANADA **Foreign Expiration Date** Jan. 20, 2033

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Home furnishings, namely, stools, bar tables, tables, chairs, shelves, decorative storage racks, credenzas, accent tables, media units in the nature of television stands, ottomans, sideboards, furniture buffets, tea carts, benches, nightstands, chests of drawers, desks, bookcases, stands in the nature of coat stands and display stands **International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently** 44E **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** SEG BRANDS INC. **Address** SEG BRANDS INC. 1175 PLACE DU FRERE ANDRE MONTREAL QUEBEC CANADA H3B 3X9 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 80959.00200 **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE WINSTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88368086 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2019 Registration Number 7095651
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 3381778 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 08, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 08, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hard cider; sparkling hard cider
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Non-alcoholic cider; non-alcoholic sparkling cider; fruit juice; non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EMILY ESTATE (UK) LIMITED Address EMILY ESTATE (UK) LIMITED Estate Office, The Newt in Somerset Bruton, Somerset UNITED KINGDOM BA77NG Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where UNITED KINGDOM
Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T19712841

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number       | 88371933 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 04, 2019 | Registration Number | 7095652 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the design of a bull.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>1937932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>1,134,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration County</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 18, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Live animals, namely, bovine; genetic materials, namely, animal embryos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>31 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>The Semex Alliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The Semex Alliance 5653 Highway 6 North Guelph, Ontario CANADA N1H6J2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED PARTNERSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 05199/312453 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIAMOND CONCENTRATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88390775 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2019 Registration Number 7095653 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word "DIAMOND CONCENTRATES" with a design of a flame emanating from a diamond between the letters "A" and "M". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DIAMOND CONCENTRATES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publications, namely, newsletters in the field of medical cannabis and marijuana
For Electronic publications, namely, bulletins providing information about medical cannabis and marijuana recorded on computer media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 2021 In Commerce Dec. 2021
For Providing information in the field of medical cannabis and medical marijuana via a website
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Dec. 2021 In Commerce Dec. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLEAR VALLEY ENTERPRISES INC. Address CLEAR VALLEY ENTERPRISES INC. 19881 3 B Avenue SURREY CANADA V2Z 0A2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48104-0005

8419
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ULTIMAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88418896 Application Filing Date May 07, 2019 Registration Number 7095654 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1958998 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2019 Foreign Registration Number 1160661 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 12, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 12, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics, Non-medicated skin care preparations International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VIVIER CANADA INC. Address VIVIER CANADA INC. 288 Adrien Patenaude St. Vaudreuil-Dorion, QC CANADA J7V5V5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T19715278
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) START LITTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88423341 Application Filing Date May 09, 2019 Registration Number 7095655
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1932574 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 27, 2018
Foreign Registration Number TMA1142273 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 19, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 19, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services; reinsurance services; savings and retirement services, namely, financial administration of employee pension plans, business, stock option and pension valuation services, pension fund services, annuity services, and retirement fund financial management services; financial planning and financial management services; investment advisory and investment management services; wealth management services, and wealth creation services, namely, investment banking, financial investments in the field of securities, financial investments in the field of mutual funds, financial investments in the field of commodities, and financial placement of private equity funds for others, and private financial placement of securities and derivatives for others; trading in financial instruments, namely, commodity trading, currency trading, stock and bond trading, and mutual funds; private placement and capital market services; financial investment brokerage services for the selling of investment funds, mutual funds, pooled funds, hedge funds, wrap account products, segregated funds, and securities-based investment products by brokers, dealers and financial advisors; banking services; trust company services; credit and loan services; credit card services; real estate development, leasing of real estate, real estate management services, real estate investment services, mortgage services; providing websites, blogs, and social media sites providing information in the insurance and financial services fields

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company 200 Bloor St. East, NT-10 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4W1E5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>16314234US01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SACC-USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88445831 Application Filing Date May 24, 2019 Registration Number 7095656
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chamber of commerce services, namely, promoting, advancing and protecting business trade, investments, and commercial relations between the United States and Sweden
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 1988 In Commerce Nov. 29, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 99999-8083

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, SHA-KARA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SACC SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88451371 Application Filing Date  May 29, 2019 Registration Number   7095657
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "SUMMIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business networking; arranging and conducting business conferences
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 03, 2012 In Commerce  May 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  99999-8083

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney  JACKSON, SHA-KARA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SACC-USA EXECUTIVE FORUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88453124 Application Filing Date May 30, 2019 Registration Number 7095658
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EXECUTIVE FORUM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business networking; arranging and conducting business conferences
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 25, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 99999-8083

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, SHA-KARA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENGAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88460698 Application Filing Date  Jun. 05, 2019
Registration Number  7095659
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "ENGAGE" appearing in black, with five green hexagons placed equal distances apart around the top, left, and bottom of the letters "EN" in "ENGAGE".
Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4267459, 2856390, 4267458

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others, excluding in the field of energy; Advertising, marketing and promotion services excluding in the field of energy; Collection of market research information excluding in the field of energy; Consumer research excluding in the field of energy; Business advice and analysis of markets excluding in the field of energy; Business meeting planning excluding in the field of energy; Market analysis excluding in the field of energy; Market assessment services excluding in the field of energy; Market research excluding in the field of energy; Market research consultation excluding in the field of energy; Marketing services for the medical goods and services of others; Promoting medical professionals and medical goods and services for others; Providing consumer information in the field of medicine, doctors, and medical professionals; Providing information in the field of the medical industry; Market research by means of a computer database excluding in the field of energy; Collection and compilation of information into computer databases in the fields of medicine, patients, doctors, medical professionals, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and medical products and services; Recruitment advertisement services, namely, posting of clinical trial notices for the purpose of recruiting patients for participation in clinical trials for the testing of drugs; Business consulting and management in the field of clinical trials, namely, providing information management services; patient recruitment services in the nature of identification of patients for clinical trials; patient recruitment for clinical studies conducted by others; Patient medical referrals; Consulting services in the field of commercial information for consumers in the choice of medical products and services; Identification of healthcare providers for patients by maintaining a registry of healthcare providers; Consulting services in the field of medical product approval for commercial purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Engage Health, Inc.  Address  Engage Health, Inc.  3265 Lexington Avenue South  Eagan  MINNESOTA 55121  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  185616.TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNYDER, NELSON B
TM 6794 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAMBIANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88464299 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2019 Registration Number 7095660
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 10, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "CAMBIANO" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "CAMBIANO" in the mark is "THEY CHANGE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1501709 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 09, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County ITALY Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 03, 2022 Foreign Renewal Expiration Date Jan. 03, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles; automobile chassis; motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles, namely, hydrogen propulsion mechanisms for vehicles, electric propulsion mechanisms for vehicles; bodies for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; remotely controlled land vehicles, other than toys; electric vehicles, namely, bicycles, motorcycles, automobiles, three-wheeled scooters, three-wheeled motorcycles; sports cars; hoods for vehicles; rearview mirrors; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; spare tire covers; mudguards; turn signal levers for vehicles; steering wheels for vehicles; spoilers for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PININFARINA S.P.A. Address PININFARINA S.P.A. VIA BRUNO BUOZZI 6 TORINO ITALY 10121 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MICHIGAN MEDIUMS
MICHIGAN'S PREMIER GROWING PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88487038 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2019 Registration Number 7095661
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 10, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a map of the State of Michigan including the Upper Peninsula which is created and filled in by pine trees. The entire map is contained in a circle with rough edges which is thicker on the right-hand side. The words "Michigan Mediums" in capital letters is contained within a box. The words "Michigan's Premier Growing Products" is in capital letters in a smaller font than the words "Michigan Mediums". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MICHIGAN MEDIUMS MICHIGAN'S PREMIER GROWING PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soil additives; Soil amendments; Soil conditioners for agricultural purposes; Soil conditioners for horticultural purposes; Soil for growing; Organic soil additives; Organic soil amendments; Organic soil enhancement powders and preparations; Organic potting soil; Planting soil; Potting soil
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michigan Mediums LLC Address Michigan Mediums LLC 10650 Cloverdale St. Detroit MICHIGAN 48204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Michigan Med Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLEASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88520977 Application Filing Date  Jul. 18, 2019 Registration Number  7095662 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  May 12, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "PLEASE" inside a horizontal oval. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, jeans, dresses, suits, skirts, trousers, shorts, leggings, jerseys, undershirts, polo shirts, short sleeved t-shirts, long sleeved t-shirts, shirts, cardigans, jackets, parkas, sweaters, pullovers, blousons, coats, overcoats, raincoats, fur coats, combinations, scarves, neckerchiefs, foulards, shawls, stoles, neckties, braces as suspenders for clothing, gloves, stockings, socks, belts, swimsuits, swim trunks, beach dresses, bathrobes, pajamas, underwear, brassieres, tank tops, vests, underpants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  2002 In Commerce  2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  IMPERIAL S.p.A. Address  IMPERIAL S.p.A. Via dei Lanaioli, 42 Funo Di Argelato, BO ITALY 40050 Legal Entity  società per azioni (spa) State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IONIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88533896 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2019 Registration Number 7095663 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018094819 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 16, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 16, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For in vitro diagnostic agents for medical use, all of the foregoing for use in the field of mass spectrometry
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For medical apparatus, namely, automatic machines for diagnostic use for testing and determination of the presence, absence or quantity of medically significant analytes in bodily fluids, all of the foregoing for use in the field of mass spectrometry
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roche Diagnostics GmbH Address Roche Diagnostics GmbH Sandhoffer Strasse 116 Mannheim FED REP GERMANY 68305 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VINXPRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88584321 Application Filing Date  Aug. 19, 2019 Registration Number   7095664
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  33430 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 07, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County ARUBA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 13, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Temperature controlled beverage dispensers for wine, and components thereof
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aruba Handelmaatschappij N.V. Address  Aruba Handelmaatschappij N.V. Weststraat 17 Oranjestad ARUBA Legal Entity  naamloze vennootschap (nv) State or Country Where Organized ARUBA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T163-US0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  RAPID POUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88588927 Application Filing Date  Aug. 22, 2019 Registration Number  7095665
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "POUR"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  33434 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 07, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County  ARUBA Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 13, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Portable liquor and spirits dispenser
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aruba Handelmaatschappij N.V. Address  Aruba Handelmaatschappij N.V. Weststraat 17 Oranjestad

ARUBA Legal Entity  naamloze vennootschap (nv) State or Country Where Organized  ARUBA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T163-US0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAI, TINA HSIN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
V WILDLIFE CONSERVET EDUCATION PROJECT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 88602363 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 03, 2019 | Registration Number | 7095666 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of an ape-shaped design extending around a stylized "V", a vertical line to the right of the design, and the stylized text "Wildlife ConserVet Education Project" to the right of the vertical line.
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
**Priority Claimed** Yes
**Foreign Application Number** 1949049
**Foreign Application Filing Date** Mar. 01, 2019
**Foreign Registration Number** 1169345
**Foreign Registration Date** Mar. 06, 2023
**Foreign Application/Registration County** CANADA
**Foreign Expiration Date** Mar. 06, 2033

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Charitable fund raising; Providing educational scholarships; Providing funding for wildlife medicine research; Providing funding for wildlife medicine internships
**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Docs4GreatApes
**Address** Docs4GreatApes 10203 Charlton Drive Denfield, Ontario CANADA N0M1P0
**Legal Entity** Canadian not-for-profit corporation
**State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 01340-0001

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  NISSAN CROSSING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88614993  Application Filing Date  Sep. 12, 2019  Registration Number  7095667
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  5825471  Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 12, 2016  Foreign Application/Registration County  JAPAN  Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 12, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  bar services; cafe services; cafeteria services; canteen services; snack-bar services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; food and drink catering; providing and serving food and beverages
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COASTWISE ORGANICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 88622914 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 19, 2019 | Registration Number | 7095668 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the front half of a boat situated over top of the word "COASTWISE", term "ORGANICS" is situated below the word "WISE". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "ORGANICS" |

FOREIGN INFORMATION
| Priority Claimed | Yes | Foreign Application Number | 1982583 | Foreign Application Filing Date | Aug. 28, 2019 |
| Foreign Registration Number | TMA1,151,235 | Foreign Registration Date | Nov. 16, 2022 | Foreign Application/Registration County | CANADA |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Nov. 16, 2032 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For processed seafood; canned seafood in the nature of fish; not live shellfish; frozen shellfish; canned fruits and vegetables; preserved fruit and vegetables; olive oils for food; soups; all of the foregoing produced by organic farming or made from goods produced by organic farming

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Coastwise Processors Inc. | Address | Coastwise Processors Inc. | 11-9548 192 St | Surrey, BC | CANADA |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COAST.0081

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MANGILLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88637391 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2019 Registration Number 7095669
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield design featuring leaf scroll designs along the bottom, left and right sides of the shield and a helmet and crown design at the top of the shield. The interior of the shield design is divided into four main sections with a fifth section appearing at its center in an oval shape and each section. Two of the sections appearing at the top left and bottom right of the shield each feature a lion on its hind legs with a half-arch design intersecting front legs of the lion. Two of the sections appearing at the top right and bottom left are divided into three subsections each, with the top subsections each featuring a fleur-de-lis. Beneath the fleur-de-lis designs, in the second subsections, appear three stars in horizontal lines. Beneath the stars, in the third subsections, appear two crossed lion's paws. Within the oval at the center of the shield design appears a rooster above a gate design. Beneath the shield design appears stylized "MANGILLI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018046032 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 22, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 02, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meats; fish, not live; game, not live; poultry; meat extracts; marmalade; eggs; milk; edible oils and fats; edible fats; processed fruits, edible fungi and vegetables including nuts and pulses; yogurt drinks; creamers for beverages; beverages made from or predominantly containing milk
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; wine; liqueurs; vodka; rum; alcoholic beverages of fruit, except beer; whisky; preparations for making alcoholic beverages, namely, wine, liqueurs, vodka, rum, alcoholic beverages of fruit, except beer, whisky, grappa, alcoholic apéritif bitters, alcoholic bitters and essences; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; grappa; alcoholic apéritif bitters; alcoholic bitters; spirits and liquors; herb liqueurs
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For Coffee; tea; cocoa; artificial coffee; rice; tapioca; sago; cereal preparations, namely, breakfast cereals, cereal-based snack bars; bread; confectionery made from sugar; sponge cakes; ice cream; sugar; honey; yeast; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces being condiments; spices; ice, natural or artificial; seasonings; cocoa-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; tea-based beverages; buns; puddings; caramels being candy; waffles; chocolate; crackers; pancakes; macaroons; cake mixes; natural sweeteners; pies; fondants; dessert mousses; pasta; pepper; pizzas; peppers as seasonings; cereal-based snack food; tomato sauce; sherbets being ices; rice-based snack food; tarts; aerated beverages with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base; herbal preparations being flavorings, other than essential oils, for making beverages; chocolate, maple, molasses syrups and treacles; food flavourings, other than essential oils; extracts used as food flavoring other than essential oils; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; ice cream drinks; herbal flavourings, other than essential oils, for making beverages; preparations for making tea based beverages; preparations for making coffee based beverages; chocolate based preparations for making beverages with a chocolate base

International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods

For Mineral and aerated waters; soft drinks; non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice drinks; non-carbonated soft drinks; preparations for making non-alcoholic carbonated, fruit-flavored, isotonic, sports beverages; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations being concentrates for making non-alcoholic, fruit-flavored beverages; beer; fruit juice beverages; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; smoothies; malt beer; non-alcoholic essences for making non-alcoholic beverages, not in the nature of essential oils

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DISTILLERIA F.LLI CAFFO S.R.L.  Address  DISTILLERIA F.LLI CAFFO S.R.L.  Via Matteotti, 11 Limbadi (VV)  ITALY  I-89844  Legal Entity  SOCIETÀ A RESPONSABILITÀ LIMITATA (S.R.L.)  State or Country

Where Organized  ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FSF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number**: 88653090  **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 14, 2019  **Registration Number**: 7095670  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  **Register**: Principal  **Mark Type**: Trademark  **Publication Date**: Feb. 14, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim**: No  **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an "S" with a backwards "F" intertwined with the top half of the "S" and an upside down "F" intertwined with the bottom half of the "S". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
**Priority Claimed**: Yes  **Foreign Application Number**: 1957459  **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Apr. 15, 2019  **Foreign Registration Number**: 1153605  **Foreign Registration Date**: Nov. 28, 2022  **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA  **Foreign Expiration Date**: Nov. 28, 2032

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: Alcoholic beverages, namely, whisky  **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 47, 49  **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

**For**: Clothing, namely, tops, hats and jackets  **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Father, Son & Friends Spirits Inc.  **Address**: Father, Son & Friends Spirits Inc. 44 Laird Drive  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M4G3T2  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: .01-TM3754US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: LE, KHUONG M
TM 6805 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MATROX EXTIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88661188 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2019 Registration Number 7095671 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1972338 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2019 Foreign Registration Number 1134565 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 20, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 20, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation about the repair of computer hardware
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For Electronic systems, namely, smart cameras and vision controllers, computer hardware, frame grabbers for digitizing image signals, namely, digital signal processors, image and video capture systems comprised of blank digital storage media and blank electronic storage media for video storage; image processing accelerator hardware; downloadable software development tools for computer vision, image analysis, machine vision, medical imaging, robotics and video analytics; Recorded software development tools for computer vision, image analysis, machine vision, medical imaging, robotics and video analytics; Computers; Computer hardware and downloadable software for use in video editing and video special effects; Computer terminals; Video circuit boards; Video graphic controller modules; Video graphic display controllers; Computer monitors; Display monitors; Video accessories, namely, high speed light pens; Computer interface for video circuits boards; Computer cables; Electronic cables; Memory boards; Disk controller boards; Communication boards, namely, electronic circuit boards; Card cages in the nature of frame housing multiple processors; Computer chassis; Chassis for electronic circuit boards; Optical and magnetic disk drives; Keyboards; Integrated circuits; Computer hardware and downloadable software related to graphics and video image generation, transmission, reproduction or display and replacement parts therefore; Audio and video compressors; Audio and video decompressors; IP processors for audio and video streaming; Audio and video processors; Video composition processors; Downloadable video scaling software engines; electronic devices, namely, video
scaling engines; Video deinterlacing processors; Video capture cards; USB and display remoting modules; Keyboard, Video and Mouse remoting processors; Display wall cards, namely, graphics cards, audio and video input cards, video processing cards, video encoder cards, video decoder cards, audio and video synchronization cards; Display wall software, namely, downloadable computer software for video encoding and decoding, video processing, and video and graphics image generation, transmission, reproduction or display; Downloadable video playback software; Video distribution software, namely, downloadable computer software for video encoding and decoding, video processing, and video and graphics image generation, transmission, recording, reproduction or display; 3D sensors; Downloadable software for video encoding and decoding; Computer servers; Computer graphics hardware for broadcast; Downloadable computer graphics software for broadcast; Electric signal converters; parts and components for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Computer programming; Consultancy in computer hardware and software; Computer software maintenance; Computer Systems Integration Services; Electronics Design Services; Hardware Design Services; computer technology support services, namely, help desk services, IT consulting, information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MATROX GRAPHICS INC. **Address** MATROX GRAPHICS INC. 1055 ST. REGIS BOULEVARD DORVAL, QUEBEC CANADA H9P 2T4 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 122530/00073

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MILANO DI ROUGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88698929 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2019 Registration Number 7095672
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "Milano Di Rouge" in the mark is "Red Milan".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing boutiques; Retail clothing stores

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Milano Di Rouge, LLC Address Milano Di Rouge, LLC 1509 Spring Garden Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1048655

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHUBERT, HEATHER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MILANO DI ROUGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88698969 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2019 Registration Number 7095673
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MILANO DI ROUGE" in all upper case and stylized letters. The word "MILANO" is on top and the words "DI ROUGE" are in a smaller font size below. There is a white space between the diagonal stroke and the vertex of the letter "M"; and a white space between the diagonal stroke and the arm of the letter "N". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The English translation of "Milano Di Rouge" in the mark is "Red Milan".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing boutiques; Retail clothing stores

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Milano Di Rouge, LLC Address Milano Di Rouge, LLC 1509 Spring Garden Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1048655

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHUBERT, HEATHER L
MILANO DI ROUGE

Mark Literal(s)  MILANO DI ROUGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88698995  Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2019  Registration Number  7095674
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "MILANO DI ROUGE" in all upper case and stylized letters. The word "MILANO" is on top and the words "DI ROUGE" are in a smaller font size below. There is a white space between the diagonal stroke and the vertex of the letter "M"; and a white space between the diagonal stroke and the arm of the letter "N". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The English translation of "Milano Di Rouge" in the mark is "Red Milan".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Dresses; Footwear; Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Leggings; Shoes; Socks; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Milano Di Rouge, LLC  Address  Milano Di Rouge, LLC  1509 Spring Garden Street  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA  19130  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1048655
Examiner  SCHUBERT, HEATHER L
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GUERRILLA FUNK

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88717130</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 05, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FUNK"

### Goods and Services Information

**For Education and Entertainment services, namely, recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video and motion pictures, music publishing services, publication of music and production of audio tapes, phonograph records, sound recordings, audio video recordings, and compact discs; entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; online journals, namely, blogs in the field of music, entertainment and entertainers; multimedia publishing services, on-line via a global computer network and via offline distribution**

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: Oct. 04, 1994
**In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 1994

**For Clothing and Apparel Products, namely, under shirts, rugby shirts, polo shirts, cardigans, jerseys, pants, trousers, slacks, jeans, cargo pants, stretch pants, denim jeans, coveralls, shorts, boxer shorts, tops, stretch tops, crop tops, tank tops, sweat shorts, sweat pants, warm-up suits, jogging suits, track suits, track pants, sweaters, vests, fleece vests, parkas, reversible jackets, shell jackets, golf and ski jackets, jean jackets, over coats, berets, visors being headwear, headbands, bandanas, belts, underwear, briefs, socks, loungewear, pajamas, sleepwear, baseball caps, beanie hats, bucket hats**

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 22, 39
**International Class Title**: Clothing
**First Use**: Jun. 01, 2001
**In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2001

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Jackson, Oscar
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA PARIS
- **Address**: Jackson, Oscar 3200 Southpark Ln. Fort Worth, Texas 76112
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EAT HAPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88721257 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2019 Registration Number 7095676
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; take out restaurant services; catering
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 31, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mendocino Farms, LLC Address Mendocino Farms, LLC 13103 Ventura Blvd. Suite 100 Studio City CALIFORNIA 91604 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 081731.107

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KRIGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88727046 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2019 Registration Number 7095677
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Firearms
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Nov. 30, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Asgard Defense Systems, LLC Address Asgard Defense Systems, LLC 7810 N US Highway 89, Suite 320 Flagstaff ARIZONA 86004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 86004.106002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EXACTEK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88730465</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2019</td>
<td>7095678</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Jobber drills and screw machine drills for use with power operated drills; taper shank drills and reduced shank drills for use with power operated drills; drill bits for use with power operated drills; end mills, taps, pipe taps, hand taps, and burs being attachments specially adapted for use with power tools

**International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title**: Machinery

First Use: Jan. 05, 2005 In Commerce: Jan. 05, 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Vallen Distribution, Inc. Address: Vallen Distribution, Inc. 2100 Oaks Parkway Belmont NORTH CAROLINA 28012 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 048813.116

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WINDOWFIX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88734031</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 19, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095679</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Installation, repair and replacement of windows and window glass in buildings |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2004 | In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2004 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Window-Fix, Inc. |
| Address | Window-Fix, Inc. 337 38th Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11232 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  NUTRIPACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88735542 Application Filing Date  Dec. 20, 2019 Registration Number  7095680
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized letters that combined as "NUTRIPACKS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-liquid dietary supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Jan. 04, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2019

For  Product development
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Jan. 04, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NUTRIPACKS LLC Address  NUTRIPACKS LLC  99 John Street New York NEW YORK 10038
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40945-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NAVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88815455  Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2020  Registration Number 7095681
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date 

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording “NAVER” in green. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color green is claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 40-1047365  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 09, 2014  Foreign Application/ Registration Country KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 09, 2024
Foreign Registration Number 40-1047364  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 09, 2014  Foreign Application/ Registration Country KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 09, 2024
Foreign Registration Number 45-0043389  Foreign Registration Date Jan. 29, 2013  Foreign Application/ Registration Country KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 29, 2033  Foreign Registration Renewal Date Dec. 15, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interior decorations for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Bodies for vehicles; Saddles for bicycle and motorcycles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air and water, namely locomotives; Vessels being boats and ships; Air vehicles, namely, airplanes; Rolling stock for railways; Motorcycles; Automobiles; Bicycles; Carts; Strollers; Tires; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Braking devices for vehicles, namely, brake hardware for vehicles; Tractors for agricultural purposes; Motive power machines for land vehicles, namely, engines for land vehicles; Power transmissions for land vehicles; Wheel and axle bearings for land vehicles; Motors for land vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles For Sorting machines for industry, namely, for sorting machine parts; Machine coupling and transmission components except for land vehicles; Motors and engines except for land vehicles; Taps being parts of machines, engines, motors; Automatic stamping machines; Vending machines; Gas pumps being gas station equipment, namely, fuel pumps for service stations; Electric lawn mowers; Electric door opening and closing apparatus, namely, electric door opening and closing system; Cargo handling machines; Civil engineering machinery, namely, concrete construction machines; Stone-working machines;
Milking machines; Incubators for eggs; Electric food processing machines for industrial purposes, namely, automatic food packaging machines; drink processing machines for industrial purposes; Industrial printing machines; Packaging machines; Washing machines, namely, electric washing machines for industrial purposes; Machines for plastics working; Industrial robots

**International Classes**  7 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  **International Class Title**  Machinery

For Production of radio and television programmes; Production of animated films; Reservation of theatre show tickets; Providing entertainment information; Film distribution; Providing entertainment information on cinema film; Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the field of creating advertisements, performing internet searches and displaying the search results, online search engines, mobile messaging, online advertising, content creation, AI platforms, cartoons, speech recognition, language translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content; Education information, namely, providing information about education; Online educational examination services; Education services in the nature of courses in the field of internet use, computer software programming, and online advertising, offered through the internet; Internet educational instruction in the field of internet use, computer software programming, and online advertising; Computer software academies, namely, providing courses of instruction in the field of computer software programming; Provision of game information, namely, provision of entertainment information relating to electronic computer games provided via the Internet; Game services provided on-line, namely, providing online video games; Booking of seats for sports competitions; On-line game service, namely, providing online electronic games

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For Online advertising on a computer network; Providing information in the field of advertising; Marketing services; Providing and rental of advertising space on the internet; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Price comparison services; Providing business information; News clipping services; Commercial information agency services; Marketing research; Public opinion polling; Commercial information agency services, via the internet; Personnel recruitment; Providing information in the field of employment; Information retrieval services on the internet for others, namely, compilation of information into computer databases; Compilation of information into computer databases; Systemization of information into computer databases; Management and compilation of computerised databases; Data search in computer files for others, namely, business research; Computerized file management; Auctioneering provided on the internet

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For Recorded computer game programs; Recorded computer programs for creating advertisements, performing internet searches and displaying the search results, functioning as a search engine, mobile messaging, online advertising, creating videos, using artificial intelligence for voice synthesis, voice recognition, voice generation of text to voice, and to enable users to order a wide variety of goods and services of others, viewing cartoons, speech recognition, language translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content; Computer programs, downloadable, for creating advertisements, performing internet searches and displaying the search results, functioning as a search engine, mobile messaging, online advertising, creating videos, using artificial intelligence for voice synthesis, voice recognition, voice generation of text to voice, and to enable users to order a wide variety of goods and services of others, viewing cartoons, speech recognition, language translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content;
translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content; Computer mouse being computer peripherals; Mouse pads; Downloadable and recorded computer software for wireless content delivery; Downloadable and recorded computer programmes for document management; Video game cartridges; Downloadable and recorded software for processing images, graphics and text; Downloadable and recorded computer programs for editing images, sound and video; Downloadable and recorded software to control and improve audio equipment sound quality; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images; Computer software, recorded, for creating advertisements, performing internet searches and displaying the search results, functioning as a search engines, mobile messaging, online advertising, creating videos, using artificial intelligence for voice synthesis, voice recognition, voice generation of text to voice and to enable users to order a wide variety of goods and services of others, viewing cartoons, speech recognition, language translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content; Downloadable electronic music files; Pre-recorded non-musical electronic media devices featuring translations, pronunciations and information to aid in translation services, except for computer software; Animated cartoons, namely, downloadable electronic cartoons, downloadable cartoon videos and video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; Exposed slide film; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the field of creating advertisements, performing internet searches and displaying the search results, online search engines, mobile messaging, online advertising, content creation. AI platforms, cartoons, speech recognition, language translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content; Downloadable electronic books in the field of creating advertisements, performing internet searches and displaying the search results, online search engines, mobile messaging, online advertising, content creation, AI platforms, cartoons, speech recognition, language translation, web browsing, navigation, and sharing content

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**

Communications by fibre optic networks; Transmission of information on optical telecommunication networks; Providing access to databases; Transmission of messages; Providing access to wireless internet; Providing on-line access to databases; Voice mail services; Providing e-mail services, namely, electronic transmission of e-mail and e-mail forwarding services; Instant messenger service; Providing internet chatrooms; Transmission of messages and images via the internet; Internet telephony services; Electronic bulletin board services; Leasing access time to a computer database, namely, providing access to databases; Electronic transmission of computer data; Transmission of stock market information with the help of telecommunication media; Internet broadcasting services

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**

Industrial design services; Development of game software; Rental of a database server to third parties; Programming of multimedia applications; Hosting web sites relating to real estate; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Hosting computer web sites; Provision of internet search engines; Provision of internet security programs, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable web application for monitoring and controlling computer and online activity; Provision of internet security programs, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software that allows users to take measures to protect the security of their internet connections; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Maintenance of computer game software; Computer software development; Updating of computer software; Meteorological information
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  NAVER Corporation  Address  NAVER Corporation  Greenfactory, 6 Buljeong-ro  Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si  Gyeonggido  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  - Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  31781-518797

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DANBURY HAT TRICKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88826583</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 09, 2020</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7095682</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 09, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a rabbit head with a top hat. The rabbit's hand is holding a hockey stick. The rabbit has split tail with diamond design features. Below the rabbit are the words "Hat Tricks" and the word "Danbury". Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DANBURY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Entertainment in the nature of hockey games |
| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | May 03, 2019 |
| **In Commerce** | May 03, 2019 |

| For | Clothing, namely, baseball caps, hats, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters and sweatshirts |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | May 03, 2019 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 03, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | DANBURY HAT TRICKS LLC |
| **Address** | DANBURY HAT TRICKS LLC, Suite 145, 333 North Bedford Road, Mt. Kisco, NEW YORK 10549 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CONNECTICUT |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | DAN4-T.e01 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA |
TM 6817 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUICKSORTRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88833183</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2020</td>
<td>7095683</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Business consultation services in the fields of supply chain optimization for pharmacies provided to healthcare institutions, all the foregoing being business-to-business services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2020</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for supply chain optimization for pharmacies provided to healthcare institutions, all the foregoing being business-to-business services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2020</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QuicksortRx Inc.</td>
<td>QuicksortRx Inc. 82B Rutledge Avenue Charleston SOUTH CAROLINA 29401</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASRX 2003329</td>
<td>SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 6818 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POLICE GAZETTE DIAMOND BELT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88834905 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2020 Registration Number 7095684
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 19, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BELT" AND "DIAMOND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards and contests to demonstrate excellence in the field of bare knuckle boxing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Burt, Scott R DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Police Gazette Boxing Address Burt, Scott R 3878 State Rt 19, Scio, New York 14880 Scio NEW YORK 14880 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
LOOP EX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88836123</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2020</td>
<td>7095685</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
<th>Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Downloadable computer software for interactively obtaining, managing and directing real-time customer, consumer and employee requests and feedback through channels such as social media applications, mobile applications, texting, email, kiosks, and web channels and directing input to executives, business managers and front-line staff who can engage, act, resolve, respond and bring to closure customer, consumer and employee requests and feedback in real-time

**International Classes**
- 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software in a computer network hosted environment for interactively obtaining, managing and directing real-time customer, consumer and employee requests and feedback through channels such as social media applications, mobile applications, texting, email, kiosks, and web channels and directing input to executives, business managers and front-line staff who can engage, act, resolve, respond and bring to closure customer, consumer and employee requests and feedback in real-time

**International Classes**
- 42 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 100, 101
- International Class Title Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 44E | |
|---------------|---
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Benbria Corporation
Address: Suite 110 390 March Road Ottawa, ON CANADA K2K0G7
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 0136-25USTM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PROJECTWORKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>1132807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>1132807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer software, namely, downloadable application software and downloadable software, for document management, project management, resource management, project scheduling, task management, time management, risk management, customer relationship management, financial management, invoicing, budget management, revenue forecasting, debtor management, staff utilization management, staff performance management, staff leave and holiday management, staff benefits management, human resources management, and people management; all of the foregoing in the field of professional service automation and not primarily focused on the field of project management

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Provision of on-line non-downloadable computer software, namely, application services provider (ASP) services and software-as-a-service (SaaS) services featuring software for document management, project management, resource management, project scheduling, task management, time management, risk management, customer relationship management, financial management, invoicing, budget management, revenue forecasting, debtor management, staff utilization management, staff performance management, staff leave and holiday management, staff benefits management, human resources management, and people management; design and development of computer software; all of the foregoing in the field of professional service automation and not primarily focused on the field of project management
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and
computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Spiderworks Limited Address   Spiderworks Limited   Level 4, 38 Waring Taylor Street   Wellington   NEW ZEALAND   6011 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   AJP-0235

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examineing Attorney   FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88844259</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
**Priority Claimed** Yes **Foreign Application Number** 2015918 **Foreign Application Filing Date** Mar. 05, 2020
**Foreign Registration Number** 1169517 **Foreign Registration Date** Mar. 08, 2023 **Foreign Application/Registration County** CANADA **Foreign Expiration Date** Mar. 08, 2033

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Crude oils
**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** GIBSON ENERGY INC. **Address** GIBSON ENERGY INC. 1700, 440 - 2ND AVENUE S.W. CALGARY, ALBERTA CANADA **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 408290 7001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLISTIC SOAPS LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88862913 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2020 Registration Number 7095688
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SOAPS LLC”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath and shower gels and salts not for medical purposes; Bath melts; Body scrub; Body scrubs; Lip balm; Lip balm; Lip gloss; Lip gloss and wands therefor sold as a unit; Lip glosses; Bar soap; Beauty soap; Cosmetic bath salts; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Skin soap; all of the foregoing exlcuding hair care products

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 01, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simplistic Soaps LLC Address Simplistic Soaps LLC Apt 302 1500 Oakland Rd NE Cedar Rapids IOWA 52402 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WASHBURN PET FOODS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88867682
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 10, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095689
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PET FOODS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4778401

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 56264
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jan. 16, 2020
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 56264
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jul. 02, 2021
- **Foreign Application County**: TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jan. 15, 2030

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Agricultural grains for planting; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; unprocessed edible seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt for brewing and distilling; cat food; edible cat treats; dog biscuits; dog food; pet food; edible pet treats; edible dog treats
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: General Mills, Inc.
- **Address**: General Mills, Inc. Number One General Mills Blvd. Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55426
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 07405US001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: POWERS, ALEXANDER L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VASO-PROPHIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88883936</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 23, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095690</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Herbal supplements for male sexual dysfunction |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | HD Holdings Atlanta, Inc. |
| Address | HD Holdings Atlanta, Inc. Suite 140 2121 Newmarket Parkway Marietta GEORGIA 30067 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KNIGHT, TROY FRANK |

8466
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALBYA THE NEW AESTHETIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88892120 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7095691
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle superimposed over a square with broken lines above the word "ALBYA" above the words "THE NEW AESTHETIC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AESTHETIC" Translation The wording "ALBYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2283528 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2019
Foreign Registration Number 2086549 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 24, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 28, 2029
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2283531 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2019
Foreign Registration Number 2084192 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 18, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 28, 2029
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2283534 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2019
Foreign Registration Number 2086550 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 24, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 28, 2029
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2283537 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2019
Foreign Registration Number 2086551 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 24, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 28, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated hair treatment preparations for hair conservation; perfumed oils for skin care; cosmetics in the form of oils; cosmetic products in the form of aerosols, and moisturizers all prepared for skin care; cosmetic preparations for protection against sunburn; slimming products that are not for medical use, namely, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetic products for body care, namely, cosmetic
preparations; non-medicated cosmetics for beauty treatment; cosmetic, body, beauty masks for the care of skin and hands

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Jorge Ariel Diaz Ramirez  
**Address**: Jorge Ariel Diaz Ramirez  
#401 Ave. Vasco de Quiroga 3900  
Mexico City  
MEXICO  
05348

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: MEXICO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AFTP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88898063 Application Filing Date May 01, 2020 Registration Number 7095692
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Dec. 07, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 07, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AFTP FOUNDATION Address AFTP FOUNDATION 269 S. BEVERLY DRIVE #667 BEVERLY HILLS CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
TM 6827

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DYNAMIC MANUFACTURING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88909499 Application Filing Date May 11, 2020 Registration Number 7095693
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MANUFACTURING"
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Remanufacture of transmissions for land vehicles to the order and/or specification of others; remanufacture of transfer cases for land vehicles to the order and/or specification of others; remanufacture of torque converters for land vehicles to the order and/or specification of others
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use 1965 In Commerce 1965

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dynamic Manufacturing, Inc. Address Dynamic Manufacturing, Inc. 4201 Raymond Drive Hillside ILLINOIS 60162 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 452520.00003
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DYNAMIC THE LEGACY OF JOHN PARTIPILO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    88909690 Application Filing Date    May 11, 2020 Registration Number    7095694
Registration Date    Jul. 04, 2023 Register    Principal Mark Type    Service Mark Publication Date    Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type    3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "DYNAMIC" in caps in teal above a map of a sphere of the world and behind this wording appears a black curved line. Within the map, each continent is in different shades of light green, dark green, light yellow, dark yellow, light orange, dark orange, and dark blue with the surrounding areas within the sphere in light blue and the longitude and latitude lines in black. Underneath the sphere appears the words "THE LEGACY OF JOHN PARTIPILO" in black. The color white represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) teal, light green, dark green, light orange, dark orange, light blue, dark blue, light yellow, dark yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Remanufacture of transmissions for land vehicles to the order and/or specification of others; remanufacture of transfer cases for land vehicles to the order and/or specification of others; remanufacture of torque converters for land vehicles to the order and/or specification of others
International Classes    37 - Primary Classes US Classes    100, 103, 106 International Class Title    Construction and Repair First Use    1965 In Commerce    1965

For    Manufacture of torque converters to order and/or specification of others
International Classes    40 - Primary Classes US Classes    100, 103, 106 International Class Title    Material Treatment First Use    1965 In Commerce    1965

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use    Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
InsureCAREteams

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** INSURECARETEAMS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88917827
- **Application Filing Date**: May 15, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095695
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for the marketing, selecting, and purchasing medical liability insurance coverage, and for viewing policy documents, paying bills, and accessing policy holder support services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the marketing, selecting, and purchasing medical liability insurance coverage, and for viewing policy documents, paying bills, and accessing policy holder support services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Constellation, Inc.
- **Address**: Constellation, Inc. 7701 France Avenue South, Suite 500 Minneapolis MINNESOTA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2059513.0032
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VIVA LA VIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88921423 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2020 Registration Number  7095696
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of "viva la vida" in the mark is "live life".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  017757634 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 24, 2018 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 31, 2028

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brushes, namely hair brushes; Combs; Sponges, namely, bath sponges and sponges used for applying makeup; Comb cases; Cosmetic powder compacts sold empty
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Board Games; Action figure toys; Plush toys; Dolls; Doll clothes; Toy jewelry for dolls; Toy doll accessories; Toy jewelry; Toy banks; Artificial Christmas trees; Decorations for Christmas trees; Decorations and ornaments for Christmas trees; Baby rattles; Sporting articles, namely waist trimmer exercise belts; Cases specially adapted for sporting articles
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Paper and cardboard; photograph albums; Ball pens; Pencil cases; Paper bags; Boxes of cardboard or paper; Calendars; Document files; writing book; Drawing books; Writing or drawing books; Bags of paper or plastics, for packaging; Cardboard packaging; Wrapping paper; Adhesive labels; Labels of paper; Adhesive wall decorations of paper, namely, decals and stickers for use as home décor; Printed paper labels; Shipping labels; Felt marking pens; Agendas; Catalogs in the field of general merchandise; Desk organizers, namely, holders for desk accessories; Pencil holders; Document holders; Writing cases, namely, desktop stationery boxes; Leather covered diaries; Fountain pens
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, pants, coat, skirts, dresses; Bathrobes; Rompers; Jumper suits; Coats; Bib overalls; Beachwear; Swimming costumes; Pajamas; Socks; Shirts; Tee-shirts; Jackets; Jumpers; Sweaters; Trousers; Neckties; Skirts; Gloves; Gowns; Underwear; Waist belts; Kerchiefs; Scarves; Shawls; Shoes; Training shoes; Beach shoes; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Caps being headwear; Hats

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Frida Kahlo Corporation  **Address**  Frida Kahlo Corporation  Edificio Galerias Balboa  Avenida Balboa PB. Local 2  Ciudad de Panama  PANAMA  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  PANAMA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  0075-0044

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BETTS, MARCYA N
## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88937439
- **Application Filing Date**: May 28, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095697
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2022

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 018166529
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Dec. 16, 2019
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018166529
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 25, 2020
- **Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 16, 2029

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Vehicle parts and accessories, namely, fuel and brakes lines and inner tubes for tires for vehicles, brake lines, and transmission conveyor belts, roller chains and chains, seals as part of rollers, casters and drive pulleys for transmissions of cable-cars; motor vehicles parts and accessories, namely, fuel and brake lines and transmission fluid lines for vehicles; fuel and brakes hoses for water and land vehicles, braking hoses for water and land vehicles, fuel lines and transmission fluid for water and land vehicles; driving and transmission belts and v-belts for land vehicles; all aforementioned goods made of rubber and/or synthetic and equivalent materials
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **For** Nonmetal interior coupling linings, namely, flexible tubing for use with hydraulic, pneumatic, and pressure liquid hoses for land and water vehicles; urethane rubber, gutta-percha, gum raw or partly processed, asbestos, mica; non-metal seals for pipe connections, non-metal seals for rollers, casters and drive pulleys of cable-cars, non-metal seals for windows, building facades, doors, and for building profiles and for packaging boxes, all for use in the packaging industry, for the building, the transport, the heating and the sanitary industry; anti-rust sealants and fillers for expansion joints; Semi-worked synthetic plastic substances as semi-finished products in form of foils, films, and sheets; rubber bands for commercial and industrial uses, plastic and rubber flexible pipes, tubes, and hoses for chemical industry, the building industry, the food industry, the vehicle industry and the recycling industry and fittings, namely, check valves, and fittings for rigid pipes, all of the aforesaid of rubber, gutta-percha or gum; Packing, stopping and insulating materials made of rubber or plastic; Hoses, not of metal, namely, rubber hydraulic hoses, high pressure hydraulic hoses and rubber industrial hoses for chemical industry, the building industry, the food industry, the vehicle industry and the recycling industry; casings of rubber for industrial rubber tubes for insulating
purposes; non-metal flexible tubing for insulation purposes; Flexible hoses of plastic or of rubber; Connecting hoses for vehicle radiators

**International Classes** | 17 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  **International Class Title** | Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** | Semperit Technische Produkte Gesellschaft m.b.H.  **Address** | Semperit Technische Produkte Gesellschaft m.b.H. Modecenterstrasse 22 Wien AUSTRIA 1030  **Legal Entity** | GmbH  **State or Country Where Organized** | AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** | MUE0219TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** | RINKER, ANTHONY MICHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLOC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88952042
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 07, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095698
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters "BLOC". Color
- **Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4893503

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 18249776
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Nov. 14, 2020
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 05, 2030

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Indoor window blinds, interior window blinds, indoor textile and fabric window blinds, interior skylight blinds, slatted indoor blinds for windows, fabric interior roller blinds, roller blinds with removable and changeable textile or fabric, interior roman blinds, and interior window shades; poles and wands for opening or closing blinds; motorised interior blinds; electrically operated indoor window blinds; structural components for interior blinds; structural parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fourds Limited
- **Address**: Fourds Limited 26b Station Road Magherafelt County L/Derry UNITED KINGDOM BT455DN
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARPER, HANNAH B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** X4 HEALTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88953812</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2020</td>
<td>7095699</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business management and consulting services to the health care industry, namely, providing industry expertise; Business consulting services to the health care industry, namely, providing market research and development; promoting collaboration and exchange of information between health care providers, and between health care providers and patients, to achieve advances in the field of health care
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: X4 Health, Inc.
- **Address**: X4 Health, Inc. 3920 Brooke Meadow Lane Olney MARYLAND 20832
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1688.0005T
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BERTRAND, JOSEPH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOOMTOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88961803 Application Filing Date Jun. 12, 2020 Registration Number 7095700
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3844048

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate management services; real estate valuation services; providing information in the field of real estate; providing a website where users can post ratings, reviews, and recommendations in the field of real estate, namely, listings and brokerages; consulting services in the field of real estate; providing information on the topic of real estate via a global communication network, namely, appraisals, listings, brokerages, and real estate agents; real estate research services in the fields of appraisal, brokerage, and valuation

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 21, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2013

For Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of real estate; providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of real estate; professional coaching services in the field of real estate; peer to peer coaching featuring personalized support to individuals in the real estate industry to promote strategic growth

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 23, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 23, 2018

For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in real estate management, namely, downloadable software for managing communications with real estate leads; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use by real estate agents to identify and track leads, schedule tasks, correspond with leads, and manage real estate listings; downloadable computer software for use in Customer Relationship Management (CRM); downloadable computer software for use in Customer Relationship Management (CRM), namely, identifying and managing real estate leads; downloadable computer software for use in Customer Relationship Management (CRM), namely, identifying and managing real estate leads
via predictive insights; downloadable computer software in the nature of a mobile application for soliciting and selecting real estate purchase offers, managing the real estate sales process, and closing real estate sales

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use** Feb. 01, 2008  **In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2008

**For** Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer database software featuring information in the field of real estate; Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by real estate agents to generate and track leads, schedule tasks, correspond with leads, and manage real estate listings; Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in Customer Relationship Management (CRM); providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in Customer Relationship Management (CRM), namely, identifying and managing real estate leads; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in Customer Relationship Management (CRM), namely, identifying and managing real estate leads via predictive insights; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for soliciting and selecting real estate purchase offers, managing the real estate sales process, and closing real estate sales; providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to access Multiple Listing Service (MLS) real estate information

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use** Feb. 01, 2008  **In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Boomtown ROI, LLC  **Address** Boomtown ROI, LLC  1505 King Street Ext Suite 101  Charleston  SOUTH CAROLINA  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 23890-116965

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) \text{UNSINKABLE}

CASE IDENTIFIERS
\textbf{Serial Number} 88981097 \hspace{1em} \textbf{Application Filing Date} Apr. 29, 2019 \hspace{1em} \textbf{Registration Number} 7095701
\textbf{Registration Date} Jul. 04, 2023 \hspace{1em} \textbf{Register} Principal \hspace{1em} \textbf{Mark Type} Service Mark \hspace{1em} \textbf{Publication Date} May 18, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
\textbf{Standard Character Claim} Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. \hspace{1em} \textbf{Mark Drawing Type} 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
\textbf{Child Of} 88406699

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
\textbf{For} Educational and entertainment services, namely, seminars, corporate events featuring classes, public events, conferences, workshops, panel discussions, membership programs featuring classes, speaking events, webinars, podcasts, group activities, and ongoing television and radio shows all in the field of personal improvement; educational services, namely, conducting classes, trainings and seminars in the field of personal improvement; Education and entertainment services, namely, online events and programs, namely, in the field of self development and life coaching; Providing a website featuring information in the field of life coaching
\textbf{International Classes} 41 - Primary Classes \hspace{1em} \textbf{US Classes} 100, 101, 107 \hspace{1em} \textbf{International Class Title} Education and Entertainment
\textbf{First Use} May 11, 2010 \hspace{1em} \textbf{In Commerce} May 11, 2010
\textbf{For} Education and entertainment services, namely, online audio streaming and online video streaming in the field of personal improvement via a global computer network
\textbf{International Classes} 38 - Primary Classes \hspace{1em} \textbf{US Classes} 100, 101, 104 \hspace{1em} \textbf{International Class Title} Communication
\textbf{First Use} May 11, 2010 \hspace{1em} \textbf{In Commerce} May 11, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
\textbf{Currently Use} Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
\textbf{Owner Name} Lead Out Loud Inc. \hspace{1em} \textbf{Address} Lead Out Loud Inc. 1511 Litchfield Road Oakville, Ontario CANADA L6H5P4 \hspace{1em} \textbf{Legal Entity} CORPORATION \hspace{1em} \textbf{State or Country Where Organized} CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
\textbf{Examining Attorney} KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUCKFEATHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88985119  Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2019  Registration Number 7095702
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 88722703

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 01, 2016  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Resiliency, LLC  Address Resiliency, LLC 19 OAKTHORN COURT Youngsville LOUISIANA 70518
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90020302 Application Filing Date   Jun. 25, 2020 Registration Number   7095703
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a blue and red circle with an m shape cut out of the bottom of the circle followed by the word WAY in blue underlined in red and then blue. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) red, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal fabrication and finishing services for others
International Classes   40 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Material Treatment First Use   Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce   Jan. 02, 2019
For Graphic illustration and drawing services, namely, providing graphic illustrations and drawings of commercial and industrial building designs, and converting building designs or markups to electronic CAD drawings
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce   Jan. 02, 2019
For Metal pipe fittings
International Classes   6 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title   Metal Goods First Use   Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce   Jan. 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Way Engineering, Ltd. Composed of   McCorvey Way, LLC, General Partner Address   Way Engineering, Ltd. 8610 Wallisville Rd. Houston TEXAS 77007 Legal Entity   LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAY ENGINEERING SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90020371 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2020 Registration Number 7095704
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an oval with a white and red band on the top placed on a blue design, with the bottom left of the oval having two white triangles next to each other resembling a stylized letter "M"; next and below to the design there is the wording WAY ENGINEERING SERVICE in the color blue with the last two words separated by a blue and red line. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENGINEERING SERVICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal fabrication and finishing services for others
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2019
For Graphic illustration and drawing services, namely, providing graphic illustrations and drawings of commercial and industrial building designs, and converting building designs or markups to electronic CAD drawings
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Way Engineering, Ltd. Composed of McCorvey Way, LLC, General Partner Address Way Engineering, Ltd. 8610 Wallisville Rd. Houston TEXAS 77029 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL

8486
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WAY MECHANICAL SERVICE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90020645</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/ letter(s) |
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an oval with a white and red band on the top placed on a blue design, with the bottom left of the oval having two white triangles next to each other resembling a stylized letter "M"; next and below to the design there is the wording WAY MECHANICAL SERVICE in the color blue with the last two words separated by a blue and red line. Color Drawing | Yes |
Color Claimed | The color(s) red, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "MECHANICAL SERVICE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Metal fabrication and finishing services for others

| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Material Treatment |
First Use | Jan. 02, 2019 |
In Commerce | Jan. 02, 2019 |

For Graphic illustration and drawing services, namely, providing graphic illustrations and drawings of commercial and industrial building designs, and converting building designs or markups to electronic CAD drawings

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
First Use | Jan. 02, 2019 |
In Commerce | Jan. 02, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Way Engineering, Ltd. Composed of McCorvey Way, LLC, General Partner Address | Way Engineering, Ltd. 8610 Wallisville Rd. Houston TEXAS 77029 Legal Entity | LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner Attorney | CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHOPRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90028940 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2020 Registration Number 7095706 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized figure consisting of a smaller shaded circle above a semicircle featuring a horizontal and diagonal line pattern to the left of the literal element "CHOPRA".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing spiritual guidance in the nature of providing advice in the fields of developing personal relationships, maintaining a healthy lifestyle, and defining personal success

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chopra Global, LLC Address Chopra Global, LLC 6451 El Camino Real, Suite A Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HELIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90033868 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2020 Registration Number 7095707 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HYPERCONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE BEING HCI DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM COMPRISING DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR INTEGRATING COMPUTER SERVERS, COMPUTER NETWORKS, AND DATA STORAGE INTO A SINGLE SOLUTION FOR PURPOSES OF DATA MANAGEMENT AND MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE AND APPLICATIONS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, A SINGLE DATA MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR MANAGING DATA DISTRIBUTED ACROSS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS, DATA CENTERS, PUBLIC CLOUDS, PRIVATE CLOUDS AND HYBRID CLOUDS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE ANALYTICS PLATFORM IN THE NATURE OF DOWNLOADABLE CLOUD COMPUTING SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING, VISUALIZING, AND MANIPULATING LARGE QUANTITIES OF UNSTRUCTURED, STRUCTURED, AND SEMI-STRUCTURED DATA DISTRIBUTED ACROSS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS, DATA CENTERS, PUBLIC CLOUDS, PRIVATE CLOUDS AND HYBRID CLOUDS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES MANAGEMENT OF DISTRIBUTED DATA SOURCES IN A SINGLE USER INTERFACE; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA STORAGE, DATA BACKUP, DATA PROTECTION, DATA MIGRATION, DATA ARCHIVAL, DATA ANALYTICS, DATA SEARCHING, DATA INDEXING, DATA RETRIEVAL, DATA REPORTING, DATA DEDUPLICATION, DATA REDUNDANCY AND DATA RECOVERY AND REPLICATION; DOWNLOADABLE DATABASE MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF ENTERPRISE DATA AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA DISASTER RECOVERY AND REPLICAION; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; DOWNLOADABLE CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT; DOWNLOADABLE MOBILE APPLICATION FOR DATA MANAGEMENT IN THE NATURE OF DATA STORAGE, DATA BACKUP, DATA PROTECTION, DATA MIGRATION, DATA ARCHIVAL, DATA ANALYTICS, DATA SEARCHING, DATA INDEXING, DATA RETRIEVAL, DATA NOTIFICATIONS, DATA
MONITORING, DATA REPORTING, DATA DEDUPLICATION, DATA REDUNDANCY AND DATA RECOVERY AND REPLICATION; DOWNLOADABLE MOBILE APPLICATION FOR DATA DISASTER RECOVERY AND REPPLICATION; DOWNLOADABLE MOBILE APPLICATION FOR MANAGING AND OPERATING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELDS OF DATA SECURITY, COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT, AND CYBER SECURITY

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Aug. 21, 2018  In Commerce  Aug. 21, 2018
For  SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA MANAGEMENT, DATA STORAGE, DATA BACKUP, DATA PROTECTION, DATA MIGRATION, DATA ARCHIVAL, DATA ANALYTICS, DATA SEARCHING, DATA INDEXING, DATA RETRIEVAL, DATA REPORTING, DATA DEDUPLICATION, DATA REDUNDANCY AND DATA RECOVERY AND REPPLICATION; SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA PROTECTION ANALYSIS FOR CYBERSECURITY AND COMPUTER SECURITY PURPOSES; PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE (PAAS) FEATURING A SINGLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR MANAGING DATA DISTRIBUTED ACROSS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS, DATA CENTERS, PUBLIC CLOUDS, PRIVATE CLOUDS AND HYBRID CLOUDS; PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE (PAAS) FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE ANALYTICS PLATFORMS FOR ANALYZING, VISUALIZING, AND MANIPULATING LARGE QUANTITIES OF DATA IN A SINGLE USER INTERFACE; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA MANAGEMENT, DATA STORAGE, DATA BACKUP, DATA PROTECTION, DATA MIGRATION, DATA ARCHIVAL, DATA ANALYTICS, DATA SEARCHING, DATA INDEXING, DATA RETRIEVAL, DATA REPORTING, DATA DEDUPLICATION, DATA REDUNDANCY AND DATA RECOVERY AND REPlication; ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE FOR ARCHIVING ELECTRONIC DATA; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTER SECURITY THREAT EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS FOR PROTECTING DATA TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH INDUSTRY STANDARDS; PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE (PAAS) FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR USE IN DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA PROTECTION; PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE (PAAS) FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR ENABLING DATA PROCESSING AND DATA MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING VIRTUAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND VIRTUAL COMPUTER ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH CLOUD COMPUTING ON A SUBSCRIPTION OR PAY-PER-USE BASIS; COMPUTER DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING; CLOUD COMPUTING FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC DATA BACK-UP, DISASTER DATA RECOVERY, ELECTRONIC STORAGE FOR ARCHIVING ELECTRONIC DATA, AND COMPUTER SECURITY THREAT ANALYSIS FOR PROTECTING DATA; CLOUD COMPUTING FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Aug. 21, 2018  In Commerce  Aug. 21, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90077907</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2020</td>
<td>7095708</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: PANDO
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Card games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2017

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Media Specialties, INC.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Roots Family History
- **Address**: Media Specialties, INC. 1901 Wildwood St Boise IDAHO 83713
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IDAHO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: ROOT401
- **Examining Attorney**: TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUMMIT SPINE & JOINT CENTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90080011 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2020 Registration Number 7095709 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPINE & JOINT CENTERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services, namely, treatment of acute and chronic pain conditions of the neck, back and joints; medical imaging services; physical therapy services; regenerative medicine services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 08, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Georgia Pain and Wellness Center, LLC d/b/a Summit Spine and Joint Centers Address Georgia Pain and Wellness Center, LLC d/b/a Summit Spine and Joint Centers Building 100, Ste. 140 455 Philip Boulevard Lawrenceville GEORGIA 30046 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 065842.004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NET WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90081803 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2020 Registration Number 7095710 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NET"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018275348 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2020 Foreign Registration Number 018275348 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 03, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 20, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nonmetal Screens for protection against the wind for protecting large openings such as lanais, store fronts, windows, entry ways and garages against strong winds and blowing debris; Textile screens for protection against the wind for protecting large openings such as lanais, store fronts, windows, entry ways and garages against strong winds and blowing debris
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Strings for tennis racquets; relay batons; tennis nets; reduced sized goal posts for football, soccer, rugby and hockey; basketball goals; ice hockey skates; grip bands for tennis rackets; bags adapted for bowling; putting discs for indoor putting practice; playing balls; putting practice mats; baseball masks, namely, catchers’ masks; gloves for baseball; boxing gloves; softball home plates; camouflage screens; archery finger tabs; grip balls in the nature of rubber ball for hand exercise catchers; articles for playing golf, namely, golf practice nets, putting practice mats, weights for attachment to golf clubs for use as golf swing aids, golf ball retrievers; squash balls; balls for games; playground apparatus made of metal, namely, jungle gyms; golf club head covers; head covers for squash rackets; pop up toys; chest protectors for sports use; playground balls; baseballs; playground apparatus for children, namely, jungle gyms; balls for play; exercise bars; bob-sleighs; tennis ball serving machines; tennis racket strings; tables for indoor football; grip tapes for baseball bats; cases in the form of quivers for sports implements; ball inflator adaptors, namely, needles for pumps for inflating balls for games; golf divot repair tools being golf accessories; balls for playing games; butterfly nets; bag stands in the nature of trolleys for golf bags; ski covers; gloves for golf; apparatus for archery, namely, arrows; electronic targets for game; lawn tennis racquets; sporting articles and equipment, namely, tennis balls, tennis ball hoppers, tennis net posts; fitted head covers for golf clubs; balls for playing platform tennis;
golf gloves; dart games; ice hockey goalie pads; tee ball sets; shafts for golf clubs; handball gloves; sports equipment, namely, ball holders specially adapted for holding soccer balls, footballs, rugby balls, basketballs, tennis balls, cricket balls, baseballs, and hockey balls; paddle balls; racket covers; apparatus for games, namely, table tennis bats, table tennis balls, table tennis nets, paddle tennis post sets; game tables for use with gliding surface projectiles, surface projectiles for same and playing accessories; specially adapted sailboard covers; putting mats for indoor putting practice; basketball baskets; nets for practicing golf; racquet ball gloves; rubber balls; badminton sets; indoor fitness apparatus, namely, skipping rope, aerobic steps, exercise benches, artificial climbing walls; tennis racquet strings; divot repair tools for golfers; racketball racket strings; throwing discs; golf flags; golf gloves; racket cases; bags adapted to carry sports implements; sport hoops; shuttlecocks for hagoita-play; ball nets; boards used in the practice of water sports; badminton rackets; golf bags with or without wheels; archery implements; playground apparatus made of wood, namely, jungle gyms; golf training aids, namely, targets, golf training cage; athletic protective sportswear, namely, shin pads, leg guards for athletic use, knee guards for athletic use, elbow guards for athletic use; squash racket strings; tennis uprights; camouflage screens for hunting purposes; covers for golf clubs; shaped covers for golf clubs; tennis bags shaped to contain a racket; basketballs; discuses; gloves made specifically for use in playing sports, namely, running gloves, fencing gloves, football gloves, soccer gloves, cricket gloves, golf gloves, hockey gloves, lacrosse gloves, and weightlifting gloves; hockey gloves; rackets; ice hockey sticks; targets for sporting use; starting blocks for athletes; handles for golf clubs; basketball nets; chest expanders; bowling machines; sports bows; coverings for table tennis bats; racketball balls; arm pads adapted for use in sporting activities; target games; volleyball bats; golfing gloves; body protectors for American football; hurdles; cases for tennis balls; archery arrow points; sports balls; grips for rackets; archery quivers; racket cases; grip bands for table tennis bats; soft sculpture toys; racquet strings; pumps especially adapted for use with balls for games; gloves for games, namely, batting gloves and archery gloves; goalkeepers' gloves; American football gloves, baseball gloves; badminton uprights; chest protectors for athletic use; counters for games; golf putting cups; stands for golf bags, namely, golf bag trolleys; softball bases; curling stones; headcovers for golf clubs; volleyball net antennas; fencing masks; racket grip tape; golf bag carts; softball bat cases; ball pitching machines; golf club bags; badminton nets; sports training apparatus, namely, exercise equipment in the nature of speed ladders, exercise equipment in the nature of agility ladders, marker cones, reaction balls, sports ball rebounders; field hockey goalkeeper pads; bows for archery; tennis racket covers; baseball and softball rubbing mud; ice hockey pucks; golf ball markers; caddie bags for golf clubs; shaped covers for squash racquets; baseball pitching machines; shuttlecocks; specially designed cricket bags; batting gloves; nets for ball games; goal posts for football, soccer, rugby, and hockey; floats for angling; golf balls; nets for billiard tables; ball pumps; catchers' mitts; ice hockey goals; softball balls; fencing foils; artificial climbing walls; pumps for inflating sports balls; clubs for gymnastics; go games; baseball batting tees; strings for racquets; soccer ball goal nets; lacrosse ball bags; golf club grips; lacrosse sticks; field hockey balls; ball inflators; discuses; hurdles for use in athletics; playthings and toys, namely, hockey games; tennis ball retrievers; grip bands for squash rackets; reduced sized footballs; playground apparatus made of plastics, namely, jungle gyms; squash rackets; goal nets; chest protectors; basketball backboards; soccer balls; tennis ball throwing apparatus; machines for physical exercises; masks for fencing; bats for games; bags adapted for sporting articles; covers shaped for skis; golf ball retrievers; handballs; cricket balls; tennis nets and uprights; chessboards; chest protectors for sports; hockey sticks; soccer balls; balls for racket sports; volley balls; appliances for gymnastics, namely, rings, pommel horse; games, namely, sliotar; sleds being sports articles; fitted protective covers specially adapted for golf clubs; American footballs; basketball hoops; volleyball nets; baseball bases; baseball balls; shaped covers for table tennis bats; stationary exercise bikes; nets for sports; golf club hoods; nets for sporting ball games; golf club covers; archery bow stringers; electronic targets for games and sports; rackets;
racketball rackets; backboards for basketball; body protectors for sports use; golf clubs; archery bowstrings; Hurley stick; targets; golf putters; lacrosse stick strings; toy sporting apparatus, namely, jungle gyms; guts for rackets; golf tee bags; target launchers for trap shooting, skeet shooting, and clay pigeon shooting; sportballs; curling brooms; strings for badminton rackets; golf bag trolleys; golf tees; football gloves; baseball bat cases; golf club shafts; grip bands for badminton rackets; strings for tennis rackets; footballs; barbells; cricket bats; grip tape for racquets; rugby footballs; discusses for sports; string materials for sporting racquets, namely, tennis racket strings, badminton racket strings, and squash racket strings; archery apparatus, namely, archery nets; balls for sports; shaped covers for tennis rackets; rugby balls; golf practice nets; volleyball standards; archery bows; football blocking sleds; platform tennis balls; shaped covers for squash rackets; baseballs; tennis racket presses; nets for sporting purposes; tapes with weights for balancing tennis racquets; flying discs; lacrosse balls; landing nets for anglers; squash racket covers; shot puts for field sports; paddle ball games; lawn tennis rackets; badminton racquets; football or soccer goals; sport balls; platform tennis paddles; hockey goals; apparatus for use in training for the game of rugby, namely, speed ladders, agility hurdles, tackle bags, tackle pads, shoulder protection in the nature of shoulder pads for use in rugby, football, soccer and lacrosse; golf club heads; field hockey sticks; golf irons; crossbows; exercise bands; inflatable balls for sports; javelins; balls being sporting articles; hurdles for use in athletics training; shaped covers for racketball rackets; toys, namely, toy golf clubs, toy hockey sticks, toy soccer balls, toy footballs, toy rugby balls, toy basketball hoops, toy soccer goals, toy football goals, toy baseball hoops, toy cars, pool tables, foosball tables and table tennis tables; archery implements; angling nets; boxing rings; grip tapes for golf clubs; arm guards for sports use; tapes for wrapping tennis racquet handle grips; body training apparatus, namely, push up handles, pull up bars, resistance bands; butterfly nets; tennis ball throwing machines; strings for rackets; bags specially designed to hold cricket equipment; baseball bats; netballs; shaped covers for golf putters; tennis racquets; electronic targets; golf swing alignment apparatus, namely, golf swing training aid; landing nets for fishing; tennis rackets; racquet ball nets; board games; softballs; badminton shuttlecocks; golf putters; balls for playing sports; softball bats; blocking dummies; golf tee holders; tennis balls; nets for use by anglers; bags specially adapted for sports equipment; beach balls; shuttlecocks for badminton; children's multiple activity toys; archery arm guards; hand pads for sports use; rubber baseballs; softball mitts; nets for ice hockey goals; archery targets; specially shaped covers for sporting articles, namely, tennis rackets, badminton rackets, squash rackets, golf clubs, table tennis tables, trampolines, and skis; bowstrings; shaped covers for golf club heads; nets for badminton; volleyball uprights; aquarium fish nets; body toner apparatus, namely, weightlifting benches, weight lifting bars, weights for weightlifting, resistance bands, electrical abdominal belts for muscle stimulation, and kettlebells; racketballs; chest pads for American football; grips for sporting articles; soccer goals; hockey pucks; grips for golf clubs; pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; stands specially adapted for holding golf clubs; platform tennis nets; kicking tees; games, namely, parlor games, board games; cases adapted for sporting articles; soccer ball knee pads; baseball pitching screens; shaped covers for golf bags; golf bags; baseball mitts; toy butterfly nets; baseball gloves; archery bow cases; gloves for boxing; paddleboards; shaped bodyboard covers; carrying cases specially designed for portable games; needles for pumps for inflating balls for games; archery sets; bats for ball games; catchers' masks; first baseman's mitts; golf mats, namely, putting practice mats; strings for squash rackets; paddleball paddles

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods
For Retail store services featuring clothing and clothing accessories; Retail store services featuring furniture; Retail store services featuring headgear; Retail store services featuring horticulture products; Retail store services featuring gardening articles; Retail store services featuring bags; Retail store services featuring umbrellas; Retail store services featuring sporting equipment; Retail store services featuring clothing

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Canvas tarpaulins; Fishing nets; Natural fibers, namely, sisal, manila hemp, hemp, raw linen, cotton, coconut, jute; Awnings of fabric; Horsehair, not for textile use and not for brush-making; Coverings in the nature of tarpaulins; Non-metal slings for loading; Net pens for fish farming; Car towing ropes; Tarpaulins; Ships sails; Ropes, Non-metallic, for securing articles; Non-metal bands for wrapping or binding; Unfitted Covers for boats; Packing rope; Netting made from acrylic; Bivi bags for keeping goods dry; Tow ropes for automobiles; Ground sheets for keeping goods dry; Bags for the storage of bulk materials; Bags for bulk containers; Harness, not of metal, for handling loads; Disposable Liners for use in bulk containers; Animal feeding nets; Sealable plastic bags for storage in bulk; Slings, not of metal, for handling Loads; Rope ladders; Straps made of plastic materials for wrapping purposes; Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Bags made of synthetic plastics material for bulk storage; Strings of non-metallic materials for use in handling loads; Unfitted vehicle covers; Twine made of polypropylene; Leather belts for handling loads; Ropes for marine use; Twine for nets; Jute bags for industrial purposes; Packaging bags of plastic for bulk storage; Straps made of plastic materials for tying purposes; Polythene sacks for the transport of materials in bulk; Hemp fibres; Hoisting slings, Non-metallic, for handling loads; Plastics bags for the storage of materials in bulk; Slings, not of metal, for handling loads; Non-metallic twines; Plastic liners for containers; Polythene sacks for the storage of materials in bulk; Sacks or bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Sacks for the storage of materials in bulk; Bindings, namely, bands, not of metal; Unfitted tarps for power machinery; Towing cables, Non-metallic; Plastics fabric covers for bundling loads for storage; Hoisting slings made of textile materials; Non-textile bags for the bulk storage of silage; Sisal fibres; Plastic ties for garden use; Ropes and string; Sacks for the transport of materials in bulk; Vehicle covers, not fitted; Plastic ties for home use; Plastic-covered mesh fabric bags for growing plants and trees; Awnings and tarpaulins; Industrial packaging containers of textile; Polypropylene Straps for securing bundles; Bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Towing ropes for automobiles; Bags for storage purposes; Netting; String; Non-textile bags for the bulk storage of materials; Devices in form of elasticated rope for supporting goods on vehicles; Tows; Sheets of polypropylene netting used for decorating floral and gift arrangements and craft purposes; Ropeladders; Plastic ties for home or garden use; Garden nets; Plastic liners for the transport of bulk material in containers; Unfitted spa covers; Awnings of textile for tents; Awnings of textile for vessels; Nets for camouflaging; Covers in the nature of tarpaulins for vehicles; Sail bags for protecting goods from mold, mildew, and water; Plastic sheet materials for use as tarpaulins; Ropes, not of metal; Cables, not of metal; Ropes and synthetic ropes; Belts made of leather for handling loads; Silk netting; Nets for protective use in gardening; Straps, not of metal, for handling Loads; Ropes for tents; Polyester plastic netting for packaging goods; Cotton bags for industrial purposes; Non-metallic ropes; Plastic fibers for textile use; Covers for vehicles; Non-metallic straps for handling loads; Non-textile bags for the bulk storage of animal foodstuffs; Plastic sheeting for use as drop cloths; Non-metal rigging chains; Tarpaulins, awnings of textile, tents, and unfitted coverings used for weatherproofing goods; Mooring cables, not of metal; Plastics fabric covers for bundling loads for transport; Non-textile bags for the transportation of silage in bulk; Strips for tying-up vines; Synthetic ropes; Nets for shading; Tow; Plastics bags for the transport of materials in bulk; Covers for boats, not
fitted; Ropes; Bungie cords; Hemp nettings; Waterproof covers for weatherproofing goods; Waterproof covering sheets for
weatherproofing goods; Plastic fibers for textile use; Twines; Cotton netting; Nets for birds; Non-textile bags for the
transportation of grains in bulk; Anchoring ropes; Tents for vehicles; Bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport;
Commercial fishing nets; Vehicle covers, not fitted; Rope for use in toys for pets; Tarpaulins made from plastics coated
materials; Non-metallic tow ropes; Mail Bags; Non-metal strapping or tie downs; Rockfall prevention nets; Ropes, Non-
metallic, for handling articles; Non-textile bags for the transportation of animal foodstuffs in bulk; Ropes and strings; Awnings
of textile or synthetic materials; Ropes, Non-metallic; Awnings of synthetic materials; Strings for tying purposes; Non-textile
bags for the transportation of materials in bulk; Plastic windscreens for use on tennis courts; Non-textile bags for the bulk
storage of grains; Sails for boats; Groundsheets; Swimming pool covers, unfitted; Macrame rope; Commercial nets; Plastic
liners for the storage of bulk material in containers; Disposable bulk container liners; Devices for securing luggage on vehicles;
Belts, not of metal, for handling loads; Nets for windbreak purposes; Awnings of plastic; Awnings having special filters
permitting a suntan without burning; Nets for leaves; Webbed belts, Non-metallic, for handling loads; Cotton fibres; Rockfall
prevention nets of textile; Devices in form of elasticated rope for securing goods on vehicles; Fitted nets, namely, nets for use
on trailers, car boots, and trucks, for the securing of cargo; Nets for use with floating structures; Ropes, Non-metallic, for
lifting articles; Awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials; Tow ropes, Non-metallic; Packaging bags of plastic for
bulk transportation; Awnings not of metal; sacks, namely, bivouac sacks for weatherproofing goods; Polyester batting; Non-
metallic slings for handling loads; Belts, not of metal, for handling Loads; Strapping of textile fibers with device attached for
securing articles; Cord; Ropes for mountaineering; Glass fibers for textile use; Strings; Silage bags; Unfitted Covers for motor
cars; Unfitted Covers for swimming pools; Awnings of textile; Unfitted Covers for pick-up trucks; Glass fiber netting; Load
restraining straps, Non-metallic, for use with transportable freight containers; Mountaineering ropes

**International Classes**  22 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title**  Cordage
and Fibers

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Net World Sports Ltd  **Address**  Net World Sports Ltd  Bryn Lane, Wrexham Industrial Estate  Wrexham
UNITED KINGDOM  LL139UT  **Legal Entity**  private limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  3523378.0011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HACKS CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90086717 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2020 Registration Number 7095711 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For business consulting services, namely, negotiation advisory support International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 12, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hacks Capital LLC Address Hacks Capital LLC 2028 E Ben White Blvd #240-7830 austin TEXAS 78741 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) R & D TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS LTD.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90097289 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2020 Registration Number 7095712
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "R & D TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS LTD." and an arrow design. Disclaimer "TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS LTD."

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2039222 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2020
Foreign Registration Number TMA1164357 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 08, 2023 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 08, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-sanitizing preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name R&D Technical Solutions Ltd. Address R&D Technical Solutions Ltd. 7000 Davand Drive Mississauga, Ontario CANADA L5T1J5 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RID620/23057

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPORTSENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90099621 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2020 Registration Number 7095713
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4758899

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring relationship management software for managing amateur sporting events; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring database management software for managing amateur team sports memberships; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for communicating with athletes and their families in connection with amateur sporting events; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring project management software for use in managing fundraising for amateur sports
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 30, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SportsEngine, LLC Address SportsEngine, LLC 100 Universal City Plaza Universal City CALIFORNIA 91608 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** G

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90106161</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095714</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized "G" inside a circle that is laying over a shaded inner circle. A stylized leaf design forms a portion of the "G" and cuts into the shaded inner circle.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fertilizers; plant food; plant nutrient preparations; plant fortifying preparations; soil conditioning preparations
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Apr. 14, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 14, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Green Planet Wholesale Ltd.
- **Address**: Green Planet Wholesale Ltd. 106 - 10334 152 A Street Surrey CANADA V3R7P8
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2020044-7-T4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ITS MILANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90106717 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2020 Registration Number 7095715
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 24, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a red and white leaf next to a green and white leaf, above the letters "ITS" in gold, above the word "MILANO" in white within a red rectangular carrier, all of these elements are centered within a wreath of green leaves. The white shown in the background and/or transparent areas is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, green, white, and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MILANO"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018280263 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 018280263 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 15, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 29, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frozen, preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; processed, dried, preserved lentils; processed, dried, preserved, cooked beans; processed, preserved, cooked pulses; edible oils; Potato-based snack foods International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; prepared alcoholic cocktails; wines; sparkling wines; fortified wines; spirits; liqueurs; whiskey; brandy; gin; rum; vodka; vermouth; dry cider; hard cider; sherry; port; alcoholic cordials International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits For Coffee; rice; flour and preparations made from flour or cereals, namely, processed cereals, bakery goods, breads, cakes; pastry; puddings; pizzas; pizza dough bases; tomato sauce; pastas; cereal-based and flour-based snack foods; cakes; sauces; biscuits; chutneys; mustard; vinegar; condiments, namely, sauces; processed herbs; spices; salad dressings International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
For Non-alcoholic water-based, malt, carbonated, fruit juice, beer flavored beverages; beers; ales; lagers; porter; stout; fruit juices; non-alcoholic cordials; mineral waters; soft drinks, namely, sodas; smoothies; squashes in the nature of fruit drinks; energy drinks; non-alcoholic cider, non-alcoholic cocktails

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  India Trading Srl Address  India Trading Srl Via Raffaello Sanzio, 8 Pero (MI) ITALY 20016 Legal Entity  società a responsabilità limitata (srl) State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AX819

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUTLAND, BARBARA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUEEN MEDICINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90115286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MEDICINE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Consulting in the field of health and wellness to bring about personal happiness; excluding consulting services related to mental health and postpartum depression.
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Holloway, Alisha M
- **Address**: Holloway, Alisha M 4 South Orange Ave #149 South Orange NEW JERSEY 07079
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examinng Attorney**: PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LASHAWN LACE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90122457 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7095717
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Lashawn Patton, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs, hairpieces, and add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Jul. 19, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lashawn Lace Me LLC Address Lashawn Lace Me LLC 5080 Warrensville Center Road Maple Heights OHIO 44137 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) #STARTWITHIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90122695 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7095718
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements; Dietary supplements; Health food supplements; Herbal supplements; Mineral supplements; Vitamin supplements; Nutritional supplements for personal care and beauty regimens, namely, addressing dry skin, blemishes and acne, anti-aging, weight loss, and to promote healthy hair and nails
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 31, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2017
For Online retail store services featuring supplements, namely, nutritional, dietary, health food, herbal, mineral and vitamin supplements; Online ordering services featuring periodic delivery of subscription boxes containing nutritional, health and fitness supplements; providing subscription-based nutrition and supplement order fulfillment services to consumers via online ordering
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 31, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2017
For Providing online assistance in the nature of online counseling services in the field of health and lifestyle wellness to help individuals make health, wellness and nutritional decisions and changes in their daily living to improve and optimize health; Providing online assistance in the nature of nutritional and lifestyle wellness consultation to individuals to help them make health, wellness and nutritional decisions and changes in their daily living to improve and optimize health; Providing a website featuring information and articles in the field of health, lifestyle wellness, nutritional wellness, and medical fitness assessments
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 31, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorney/Correspondence Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MG MOTORSPORT GAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90125010 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2020 Registration Number 7095719
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of A logo consisting of an upright "G" combined with a sideways "M" with the top line detached from the remainder of the logo, and the logo adjacent to the words "motorsport" and "GAMES" with "motorsport" positioned above "GAMES". Disclaimer "MOTORSPORT GAMES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4170223 Parent Of 90977060

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing computer games accessed and played via mobile and cellular devices and similar wireless devices; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games, multi-player matching services, and on-line entertainment in the nature of sports leagues, sports teams, and sports tournaments; providing on-line news and information in the fields of computer games, sports, sports involving the use of motorized vehicles, sports figures, athletes, celebrities, and sports events

For Downloadable computer game software and related game instruction manuals

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 09, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2020

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 09, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOTORSPORT GAMES INC. Address MOTORSPORT GAMES INC. 5972 NE 4TH AVENUE MIAMI FLORIDA 33137 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  MSPORTTM0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GROMEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90150089 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2020 Registration Number 7095720
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 09, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Planters for flowers and plants; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 28, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Habit Horticulture LLC Address Habit Horticulture LLC 2262 Mason Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94133 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: ADJUST YOUR CROWN & EMBRACE YOUR BEAUTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90168942
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 09, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095721
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Beauty care cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: QUEENS GALORE BEAUTY COLLECTION LLC
- **Address**: QUEENS GALORE BEAUTY COLLECTION LLC, 13001 S. Blossom Dr., Alsip, ILLINOIS 60803
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**Mark Literal(s)** BLUSH NOW

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized design of a woman's face with black eyebrows, hair, lips, and nose and pink blush on the cheeks, next to the wording &quot;BLUSH&quot; in black, on top of the wording &quot;NOW&quot;, also in black. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) pink and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For Downloadable mobile applications for booking hairdressers, makeup artists, and other beauty service providers to perform services at a customer's home or work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2020</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Providing a website that gives computer users the ability to book hairdressers, makeup artists, and other beauty service providers to perform services at a customer's home or work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2020</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Nickita LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Nickita LLC 9619 A East County Line Road Englewood COLORADO 80112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CUELLO, GIDETTE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90197043 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2020 Registration Number 7095723
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "NOVO" in stylized format centered between two vertical quadrilateral bars.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate services, namely, leasing of residential rental property; Real estate services, namely, rental of apartments and condominiums
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 01, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shelton McNally Real Estate Partners LLC Address Shelton McNally Real Estate Partners LLC Suite 1225 999 Peachtree Street NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 851903-3010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90197045</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Real estate services, namely, leasing of residential rental property; Real estate services, namely, rental of apartments and condominiums |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2019 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Shelton McNally Real Estate Partners LLC |
| Address | Shelton McNally Real Estate Partners LLC Suite 1225 999 Peachtree Street NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 851903-3011 |
| Examining Attorney | DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KOPOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90225312 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2020 Registration Number 7095725
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KOPOX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Earphones; Eyeglasses; Microphones; Pedometers; Audio- and video-receivers; Blank USB flash drives; Car video recorders; Cases for smartphones; Chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatuses; Computer keyboards; Computer mice; Computer peripherals; Connection cables; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Digital door locks; Dust protective goggles and masks; Electric charging cables; Electrical adapters; Electronic apparatus, namely, electronic display boards, plasma display boards, electronic display screens; Eyeglass cases; Flashlights for use in photography; Mouse pads; Power strips; Power supplies; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Projection screens; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Reflective safety vests; Safety goggles; Selfie sticks; Signs, luminous; Smart watches; Solar batteries; Stands for personal digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants, tablet computers; Swimming goggles; Tablet computers; Thermometers not for medical purposes; Tripods for cameras; USB cables; Video monitors; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 19, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 19, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Tiancheng Pinpai Management Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Tiancheng Pinpai Management Co., Ltd. 403A84, No. 5 Dongping Middle Road Baiyun District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CREATIVE DESTRUCTION FILMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90238093 Application Filing Date  Oct. 06, 2020 Registration Number  7095726 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "FILMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Film directing of advertising films; Post-production editing services for video and audio commercials; Scriptwriting for advertising purposes


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Creative Destruction Films LLC Address  Creative Destruction Films LLC  255 Orange Road  Montclair NEW JERSEY  07042 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  196120010100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  HINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90238297  Application Filing Date  Oct. 06, 2020  Registration Number  7095727
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  018317338  Foreign Application Filing Date  Oct. 06, 2020
Foreign Registration Number  18317338  Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 24, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 06, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for reading daily predictions and compatibility reports and providing consultations and guidance in the field of astrology, chiromancy and palmistry; Downloadable computer software for voice changing; Downloadable multimedia and interactive software for reading daily predictions and compatibility reports and providing consultations and guidance in the field of astrology, chiromancy and palmistry; Downloadable computer software on mobile telephones and electronic tablets for reading daily predictions and compatibility reports and providing consultations and guidance in the field of astrology, chiromancy and palmistry; apparatus for recording, transmission, reception, reproduction and processing of sound and images in the field of astrology, chiromancy and palmistry; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of reports in the field of astrology, chiromancy and astronomy; downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio and videos in the field of astrology, chiromancy and palmistry; downloadable audio files featuring astrology, chiromancy and palmistry; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid included in this class
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Provision of astrological information; provision of information over the Internet and by telephone in the field of astrology and horoscopes; horoscope casting services; astrology forecasting services; chiromancy; palmistry; Fortune-telling services in the nature of prediction services; Fortune-telling services in the nature of divinatory arts, numerology, astrology, cartomancy, tarot readings, horoscope, clairvoyance, reading runes, and mediumship; information, advisory and consultancy services in the field of astrology, palmistry, horoscopes, tarot readings, palm readings, chiromancy, astronomy, divinatory arts,
### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently  | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>RLabs Europe Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>RLabs Europe Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level G (Office 1/1465), Quantum House, Abate Rigord Street 75 Ta' Xbiex MALTA XBX1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>private limited company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MALTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BAL, KAMAL SINGH |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PURE BRIDAL BEAUTY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90243317</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2020</td>
<td>7095728</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BRIDAL BEAUTY"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Providing on-site beauty services, namely, hair styling and make-up application services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Oct. 08, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 08, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: RENEE SAFIR
- **Address**: RENEE SAFIR 26 Prospect Street GREAT NECK NEW YORK 11021
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: Pure Bridal

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RINGBYNAME OX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90248478 Application Filing Date  Oct. 12, 2020 Registration Number  7095729
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4182798, 4182801, 4182799 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Operation and administration of telecommunication systems and networks for others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 21, 2020 In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2020
For  Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphic and sound by means of voice of internet protocol
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication First Use  Sep. 21, 2020 In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2020
For  Providing temporary use of computer customer relationship management software and non-downloadable telecommunications software for calling, video conferencing, SMS messaging, collecting and storing data related to inbound and outbound calls, missed calls, voicemail, events, reminders; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing vital statistics and public personal information on incoming callers; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable telecommunications computer software and non-downloadable computer software, both for use in customer relationship management (CRM)
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Sep. 21, 2020 In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Inphonex.com, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Inphonex.com, LLC 7206 NW 31 Street Miami FLORIDA 33122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>45891.0004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LEVINE, HOWARD B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90249025</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 12, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4735030, 4735029 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training; Physical fitness assessment services for fitness and mobility, namely, for sports training purposes; Physical fitness training, instruction and consultation; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of health, nutrition, wellness, and physical fitness; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information in the field of health, nutrition, wellness and physical fitness |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 02, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 02, 2011 |
| For | Consulting services in the fields of health and nutrition; Chiropractic services; Sport medicine services; Cryotherapy; Providing information in the fields of health, nutrition, and wellness; Intravenous (IV) hydration, nutrient, and vitamin therapy services; Nutrition counseling; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; Health care and medical services; Physical fitness assessment services for medical purposes |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Jan. 02, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 02, 2011 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Synergy Training Centers LLC |
| Address | Synergy Training Centers LLC 17524 Von Karman Ave. Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |
Mark Literal(s) FL BOY ENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90250036 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2020 Registration Number 7095731
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Principal Register Yes
Date Amended to Current Register Mar. 13, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of the state of Florida with red on top fading to orange at the bottom. Inside the depiction of Florida is the stylized wording "FL" in white above the stylized wording "BOY" in white. At the bottom left of the design is the stylized wording "ENT" in red. Color Claimed The color(s) orange, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE DESIGN OF THE "PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA" "FL" AND "ENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 07, 2017 In Commerce May 07, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Travis D. Roberts, Sr. Address Travis D. Roberts, Sr. 1121 SOUTH MILITARY TRAIL SUITE 411 DEERFIELD BEACH FLORIDA 33442 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
TM 6866 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SOAP FACTORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90250743 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2020 Registration Number 7095732
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a factory shape design with a stylized writing of "THE SOAP FACTORY" under it. Disclaimer "SOAP FACTORY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Argan oil for cosmetic purposes; Coconut oil for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic bath salts; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic hand creams; Cosmetic massage creams; Cosmetic mud masks; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic powder; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic sun oils; Soap powder; Almond soap; Antiperspirant soap; Baby hand soap; Bar soap; Bath soaps; Bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form; Bath oils for cosmetic purposes; Beauty masks; Beauty masks for hands; Beauty soap; Body mask powder; Body masks; Body cream soap; Foot masks for skin care; Gel eye masks; Hair masks; Hand masks for skin care; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Milk for cosmetic purposes; Natural soap bars; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Pencils for cosmetic purposes; Pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; Skin masks; Skin soap
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 25, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT

8526
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOZA MOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90254187 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2020 Registration Number 7095733
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MOZA MOON".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 42528771 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 14, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 13, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal foodstuffs; Aromatic sand being litter for pets; Flowers, dried, for decoration; Food for animals; Fruit, fresh; Litter for animals; Live animals; Plants, dried, for decoration; Seeds for planting; Vegetables, fresh
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOSHAN RUIGE INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD. Address FOSHAN RUIGE INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD. Rm 1502-A38, Bldg 1, Block 2, No.26, Jihua 1 Rd, Chancheng Dist, Foshan, Guangdong, CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KMONIQUE HAIR KMH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90260903 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7095734
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Wigs
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Sep. 30, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McLemore, Kisha DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA KMoniqueHair Composed of Kisha McLemore, a citizen of United States Address McLemore, Kisha 7906 Chelsea Cove North Hopewell Junction NEW YORK 12533
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ANDREW T
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90260990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
GENUINE HUMAN

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Clothing, namely, khakis; Clothing, namely, neck tubes; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Clothing, namely, wraps- arounds; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Belts; Belts for clothing; Belts made out of cloth; Drawers as clothing; Fingerless gloves as clothing; Gloves as clothing; Head wraps; Hoodies; Hoods; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Jackets; Jerseys; Perspiration absorbent underwear clothing; Pockets for clothing; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Trunks being clothing; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Wrist bands as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**
- **In Commerce**

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Genuine Human LLC
- **Address**: Genuine Human LLC Suite D 4355 Shallowford Industrial PKWY Marietta GEORGIA 30066
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s):** CHI ENVIRO

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For:** Hair care preparations; Hair masks; Hair sprays; Hair sheen spray; Hair styling spray; Hair conditioner; Hair shampoo; Non-medicated hair serums; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes

**International Classes:** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title:** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations **First Use In Commerce:** Jan. 15, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name:** Farouk Systems, Inc. **Address:** Farouk Systems, Inc. 250 Pennbright Drive Houston TEXAS 77090

**Legal Entity:** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized:** TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number:** 315740-03201

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
TM 6871 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90316348 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2020 Registration Number 7095737
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a sauté pan with a pan handle featuring a distal hole and a space formed between the handle and pan, an exterior handle, a pan lid featuring a hole and a pan lid handle. The broken lines depicting the bottom edges of the pan lid and the bottom and sides of the pan show the position of the mark on the goods and are not part of the mark. The shading lines emphasize the three-dimensional nature of the mark but are not claimed as features of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookware, namely, stock pots, sauté pans, frying pans, sauce pans, stir-fry pans, skillets, Chef's pans made of ceramic; Dutch ovens; non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 16, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Caraway Home, Inc. Address Caraway Home, Inc. Floor 4 147 W. 26th Street New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T2020CAR102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90316366 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2020 Registration Number 7095738
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a fry pan with a pan handle featuring a distal hole and a space formed between the handle and pan and a pan lid featuring a hole and a pan lid handle. The broken lines depicting the bottom edges of the pan lid and the bottom and sides of the pan show the position of the mark on the goods and are not part of the mark. The shading lines emphasize the three-dimensional nature of the mark but are not claimed as features of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookware, namely, stock pots, sauté pans, frying pans, sauce pans, stir-fry pans, skillets, Chef's pans made of ceramic; Dutch ovens; non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 16, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Caraway Home, Inc. Address Caraway Home, Inc. Floor 4 147 W. 26th Street New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T2020CAR103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90316384  Application Filing Date: Nov. 12, 2020  Registration Number: 7095739
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a Dutch oven with a rounded design and two U-shaped handles and a Dutch oven lid featuring a hole, a lie-flat lid shape, and a U-shaped handle. The broken lines depicting the bottom edges of the lid and the bottom and sides of the Dutch oven show the position of the mark on the goods and are not part of the mark. The shading lines emphasize the three-dimensional nature of the mark but are not claimed as features of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cookware, namely, stock pots, sauté pans, frying pans, sauce pans, stir-fry pans, skillets, Chef's pans made of ceramic; Dutch ovens; non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Jul. 16, 2019  In Commerce: Oct. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Caraway Home, Inc.  Address: Caraway Home, Inc.  Floor 4  147 W. 26th Street  New York  NEW YORK 10001
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: T2020CAR104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90316395  Application Filing Date  Nov. 12, 2020  Registration Number  7095740
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a sauce pan with a pan handle featuring a distal hole and a semicircular shape formed between the handle and the pan, a sauce pan lid featuring a hole, a lie-flat lid shape, and a U-shaped handle. The broken lines depicting the bottom edges of the pan lid and the bottom and sides of the pan show the position of the mark on the goods and are not part of the mark. The shading lines emphasize the three-dimensional nature of the mark but are not claimed as features of the mark.  Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cookware, namely, sauce pans
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Jul. 16, 2019  In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Caraway Home, Inc.  Address  Caraway Home, Inc.  Floor 4  147 W. 26th Street  New York  NEW YORK 10001  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T2020CAR105

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
TM 6875
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIMIDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90343447 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2020 Registration Number 7095741
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RIMIDI" which is displayed and spelled with an upside down letter "R" followed by the letter "I", then an upside letter "M", followed by the letters "IDI".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio recording and production; Audio and video recording services; Consulting services about education; Entertainment in the nature of live radio personality performances; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of music, videos and multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a musician, singer and band; Entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, planning and conducting a series of film festivals; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing music, art, videos and films delivered by television, radio, satellite, and the internet; Modeling for artists; Music composition and transcription for others; Music publishing services; Sound recording studios; Tea ceremony instruction; Consultation and advice regarding musical selections and arrangements for sound recordings and live performances; Consultation in the field of special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Editing or recording of sounds and images; Education in the fields of music, music business, mental and holistic health and wellness rendered through correspondence courses; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops in the field of black music; Educational services, namely, providing a continuing prerecorded audio program in the field of music, music business, health and wellness accessible over the internet; Entertainment in the nature of an ongoing special variety, news, music or comedy show featuring music, film and a variety of art broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by a musical artist; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment in the nature of live audio performances by a musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by a musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live
visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment services in the nature of live vocal performances by music, art and film, but not limited to; Entertainment services in the nature of live music, art and film, but not limited to performances; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; Entertainment services, namely, production of special effects including model-making services, computer-generated imagery and computer-generated graphics for the production of motion pictures, videos, and movie trailers; Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band; Instruction in the field of music, music business, mental and holistic health and wellness; Live performances by a musical group; Live performances featuring prerecorded vocal and instrumental performances viewed on a big screen; Live musical theater performances; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Organization of exhibitions for musical entertainment; Organizing community festivals featuring primarily musical performances; Presentation of live show performances; Production of audio recording; Production of sound recordings; Production of sound recordings; Production of sound and image recordings on sound and image carriers; Production of musical sound recording; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing a website featuring information in the field of music and entertainment; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to musical artist websites and music performance ticket information; Providing education in the field of music, music business, mental and holistic health and wellness rendered through video conference; Providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; Providing information on teaching methodology and education issues to music educators; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing online music, not downloadable; Providing online interviews featuring artists and celebrities in the field of arts and entertainment for entertainment purposes; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Radio entertainment services, namely, radio programs featuring performances by a radio personality; Teaching in the field of music, music business, mental and holistic health and wellness; Ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events

**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 | **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment
---|---|---|---|---|---
**First Use** | Aug. 01, 2001 | **In Commerce** | Apr. 07, 2006
**For** | Modeling for advertising or sales promotion; Music selection services for use in advertising; Retail apparel stores; Retail book store services; Retail clothing boutiques; Retail consignment stores featuring clothing and wellness products; Retail consignment stores in the field of clothing and wellness products; Retail on-line ordering services featuring clothing and wellness products also accessible by telephone, facsimile and mail order; Retail shop-at-home party services in the field of clothing and wellness products; Retail shops featuring clothing and wellness products; Retail store services featuring green and eco-friendly products in the nature of clothing and wellness products; Retail store services featuring clothing and wellness products provided via wireless communications; Retail store services featuring clothing and wellness products provided via
downloadable mobile applications; Retail store services for works of art provided by art galleries; Retail stores featuring
clothing and wellness products; Retail thrift stores featuring clothing and wellness products; Retail variety stores; Retail
vending stand services featuring clothing and wellness products; Retail clothing and wellness products stores; Business
consultancy; Business consultation; Business consulting and information services; Business consulting services, namely,
providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business consulting, inquiries or information;
Business consulting services in the field of business knowledge transfer through audio tools, namely, recording interviews with
subject matter experts for an organization's capture and future use; Business consulting, business management and providing
information in the music business field; Business development consulting services; Business management consulting; Business
management consulting and advisory services; Business management consulting in the field of team development; Business
management consulting, strategic planning and business advisory services provided to music artists and new businesses;
Business management of performing artists; Business organisation consulting; Business organisation and management
consulting services; Business organization consulting; Business services, namely, providing online information in relation to
resource planning for the mining and resource industry, mine planning, equipment scheduling, maintenance scheduling,
finance modeling, production scheduling, materials management, quality management, human resources management and
project management; Consultation and advice for the purchase of musical instruments and sound recording devices;
Employment services in the nature of talent casting in the fields of music, video, and films; Management of performing artists;
Management of performing and recording artists; On-line retail consignment stores featuring clothing and wellness products;
On-line retail store services featuring downloadable musical audio and sound recordings and video files; On-line retail store
services featuring downloadable pre-recorded music and video; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring
downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing and
wellness products; Online retail store services featuring customized framed artwork consisting of various art and art forms;
Online retail store services for downloadable ring tones; Online retail clothing and wellness products store services featuring
in-store order pickup; Online retail store services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; Online retail store
services for downloadable digital music; Personnel management consultancy; Pop-up retail store services featuring clothing
and wellness products; Producing promotional videotapes, video discs, and audio visual recordings; Professional business
consulting; Promoting visual and performing arts events by means of providing an online events calendar, original articles,
interviews, and information about art, artists and arts events via an internet web site, all for promotional purposes; Promotional
services, namely, conducting launch parties to introduce a new book, author, book publisher or retailer; Providing
organizational development consulting services; Providing sound and music listening equipment in retail stores for customers
to preview compact discs, tapes, DVDs, DVRs, and other media prior to purchase; Retail music and record stores; Wholesale
and retail store services featuring clothing and wellness products

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Aug. 01, 2001
In Commerce  Apr. 07, 2006
For  Spiritual counseling; Astrology consultancy; Astrology consultation; Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in
the field of personal relationships, maintaining a healthy lifestyle, prayer, wellness, meditation, and mental training; Providing
spiritual retreats in the field of personal relationships, maintaining a healthy lifestyle, prayer, wellness, meditation, and mental
training; Providing both in-person and on-line holistic spiritual counseling services; Religious and spiritual services, namely,
conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and
religious counseling; Religious and spiritual services, namely, organizing and conducting rite of passage ceremonies in African tradition; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of all people; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing individual meetings to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of all people; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of all people; Spiritual consultancy; Spiritual consultation; Zodiac consultation

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services  **First Use**  Aug. 01, 2001  **In Commerce**  Apr. 07, 2006

**For**  Consulting services for others in the field of design and development of new products of music artists and new business owners; Providing a website allowing users to download music and music videos; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to create audio drama series and episodes, write scripts, audition and assign talent, record and mix audio, publish produced audio dramas, track and analyze audio drama statistics, advertise and market audio dramas, and stream and/or download audio dramas; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to download music, videos, and digital files regarding clothing

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Aug. 01, 2001  **In Commerce**  Apr. 07, 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  RIMIDI, LLC  **Address**  RIMIDI, LLC  11703 NE 11th Place #1  Biscayne Park  FLORIDA  33161  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHICAGO78 GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90351316  Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2020  Registration Number 7095742
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Residential real estate agency services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jul. 01, 2020  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHICAGO78 GROUP, LLC  Address CHICAGO78 GROUP, LLC  1313 N. RITCHIE CT., UNIT 1703  CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60610  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2020-1418

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YEEHOO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90362970
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 07, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7095743
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Adhesive bandages; Adhesive bands for medical purposes; Adult diapers; Alcohol for medicinal purposes; Babies' diaper-pants; Babies' diapers; Babies' diapers of paper; Babies' napkins; Bandages for dressings; Breast-nursing pads; Cotton sticks for medical purposes; Donkey-hide gelatin (Ejiao) for Chinese medicinal use
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Oct. 27, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 27, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Li Chong
- **Address**: Li Chong No. 185, Caiqiao Village Heji, Sui Town Shangqiu CHINA 476931
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: JCIPO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JNGKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90365450 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 08, 2020 | Registration Number | 7095744 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Pet crates |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Dec. 08, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 08, 2019 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Zhang Ke |
| Address | No. 2855, Yaotai Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou, CHINA 510000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DANKINGME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90373496 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2020 Registration Number 7095745
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Dan Owens, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Production of music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 21, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Owens, Dan Address Owens, Dan 4020 eierman ave Baltimore MARYLAND 21206 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANESCRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90384660 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2020 Registration Number 7095746
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ANESCRA".
Translation The wording "ANESCRA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric food blenders; Electric food slicers; Electric fruit squeezers for household purposes; Electric juicers; Electrically-powered kitchen appliance for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Jul. 20, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhangzhou Wenguan Trade Co., Ltd. Address Zhangzhou Wenguan Trade Co., Ltd. No.603,Bldg 8, A2, Bihu Wanda Plaza, No.1016, Jiulong Avenue, Longwen Dist, Zhangzhou, Fujian CHINA 363000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90386300  Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2020  Registration Number   7095747
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal   Mark Type    Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an oval shape outlined in tan, containing two tan chevrons. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  4657258  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jun. 16, 2020
Foreign Registration Number  4657258  Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 16, 2020  Foreign Application/ Registration County  FRANCE  Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 16, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry boxes; boxes of precious metal; cases adapted for holding watches; watch straps; watch chains; watch springs; watch glasses; key rings being broken rings with charm; charms for key rings; statues of precious metal; figurines being statuettes of precious metal; cases for watchmaking, namely, cases for holding watches and watch parts; medals; key rings of metal; number plates in the nature of identity plates of precious metal
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Household utensils and cooking tools, namely, spatulas, turners, whisks, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins; containers for household use; kitchen containers; combs; cleaning sponges; cleaning brushes for household use, not including paint brushes; hair brushes; toothbrushes; brushmaking materials; manually operated cleaning instruments, namely, cleaning cloths and cleaning brushes for household use; unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; porcelain dishware; earthenware dishware; bottles, sold empty; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; figurines being statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; toiletry sponges; trash cans; glasses being containers, namely, drink glasses; brushes for washing up
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Carpets; doormats; floor mats; wall hangings, not of textile; rugs; wallpapers; gymnastic mats; floor car mats for automobiles

International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings

For  Leather; animal skins; trunks being luggage and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; canes; whips; wallets; credit card holders being wallets; all-purpose carrying bags, namely, handbags, duffle bags, shoulder bags and tote bags; unfitted vanity cases, namely, boxes intended to contain toilet articles; collars for animals; clothes for animals

International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods

For  Land vehicles; land locomotion apparatus, namely, land vehicles; sun visors being parts for vehicles, namely, blinds adapted for motor land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; bodyworks for motor vehicles; non-slip chains, namely, anti-skid chains for vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bumpers; safety belts for vehicle seats; electric vehicles, namely, electric automobiles, electric motorcycles, and electric bicycles; caravans in the nature of travel trailers; tractors; mopeds; bicycles and motorcycles; bicycle and motorcycle frames; cycle crutches being structural parts for bicycles and motorcycles; bicycle and motorcycle brakes; handlebars for cycles; bicycle and motorcycle wheel rims; bicycle and motorcycle pedals; bicycle tires; cycle wheels; cycle stool in the nature of bicycle and motorcycle seats; Strollers; handling trolleys in the nature of hand trucks

International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles

For  Woven fabrics; bed covers; fabrics for textile use; bedding in the nature of bed blankets and bed linen; household linen; table linen, not of paper; bath linen except clothing; upholstery fabrics

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics

For  Printed matter in the nature of books and coloring books in the automotive field; articles for bookbinding in the nature of book binding materials; printed photographs; stationery articles being stationery; adhesives in the nature of sticky materials for stationery or household purposes; material for artists, namely, paintbrushes, canvases for painting, pencils, pastels, chalk, crayons, modelling clay, paper mâché, stencils, and etching kits comprised of etching needles and etching stencils; paint brushes; office requisites except furniture, namely, staplers, paper cutters, paperclips, file folders, binders, pens, pencils, and printer paper; printed instructional and teaching material in the automotive field; block letters, namely, print letters and blocks; printing clichés; paper; cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; printed posters; photograph albums; printed greeting cards; printed books in the automotive field; printed newspapers; printed prospectus featuring information relating to the automotive field; printed brochures featuring information relating to the automotive field; printed calendars; writing instruments; engravings, namely, engraved works of art; lithographed works of art; paintings framed or not; watercolors in the nature of watercolor pictures; printed patterns for sewing; drawings; drawing instruments; pocket handkerchiefs of paper; towels of paper; table linen of paper; toilet paper; bags, namely, envelopes and pouches of paper or plastic for packaging; garbage bags of paper or plastic; paper party decorations
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes   US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title   Paper
For   Goods and Printed Matter
Furniture; decorative mirrors; picture and photograph frames; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic;
cushions; packaging containers of plastic; armchairs; seats; boxes of wood or plastic

International Classes   20 - Primary Classes   US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For   For Lighting apparatus and installations, namely, lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lighting apparatus, namely, flashlights

International Classes   11 - Primary Classes   US Classes   13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title   Environmental Control Apparatus
For   Sound reproduction apparatus; image recording apparatus; image transmission apparatus; image reproduction apparatus;
digital recording media, namely, blank usb drives; smartphones being mobile computers; protective cases for smartphones;
optical spectacles; 3D optical glasses; virtual reality headsets; eyewear articles, namely, eyeglasses and sunglasses; spectacle cases; bags adapted for portable computers; computer mice in the nature of computer peripherals; mousepads; downloadable photographs; downloadable electronic books in the automotive field; downloadable game software

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes   US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For   Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, coats, jackets, dresses; shoes; headwear; shirts; leather clothing, namely, tops, bottoms,
clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, coats, jackets, dresses; belts being clothing; gloves being clothing; scarves; ties being clothing; hosiery; socks; slippers; beach shoes; skiing boots; sport shoes; underwear; protective padding sold as an integral component of finished sports clothing items, namely, jerseys, shirts and pants

International Classes   25 - Primary Classes   US Classes   22, 39
International Class Title   Clothing
For   Boxes of common metal; monuments of non-precious metal; works of art of common metal; statues of common metal;
figurines of common metal; decorative metal plates, namely, metal nameplates and door nameplates, souvenir license plates, placards

International Classes   6 - Primary Classes   US Classes   2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
International Class Title   Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Automobiles CITROËN
Address   Automobiles CITROËN 2-10 Boulevard de l'Europe Poissy FRANCE 78300
Legal Entity   société anonyme (sa)
State or Country Where Organized   FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   206521000003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90386351 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7095748
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two outlines of chevrons, with the top left half of each chevron containing shading.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 4657422 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 4657422 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 16, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 16, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry boxes; boxes of precious metal; cases adapted for holding watches; watch straps; watch chains; watch springs; watch glasses; key rings being broken rings with charm; charms for key rings; statues of precious metal; figurines being statuettes of precious metal; cases for watchmaking, namely, cases for holding watches and watch parts; medals; key rings of metal; number plates in the nature of identity plates of precious metal
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Works of art of stone, concrete or marble; statues of stone, concrete or marble; figurines being statuettes of stone, concrete or marble; stained glass windows; manufactured timber
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Lace; embroidery; haberdashery ribbons; buttons; clothing hooks in the nature of fasteners for haberdashery; sewing pins; needles; haberdashery items except threads, namely, haberdashery bows, bows, and ribbons; trimmings for clothing; fasteners for clothing, namely, snap buttons and stud buttons; decorative items for hair, namely, hair ties
**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  **International Class Title**  Fancy Goods  **For**  Household utensils and cooking tools, namely, spatulas, turners, whisks, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins; containers for household use; kitchen containers; combs; cleaning sponges; cleaning brushes for household use, not including paint brushes; hair brushes; toothbrushes; brushmaking materials; manually operated cleaning instruments, namely, cleaning cloths and cleaning brushes for household use; unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; porcelain dishware; earthenware dishware; bottles, sold empty; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; figurines being statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; toiletry sponges; trash cans; glasses being containers, namely, drink glasses; brushes for washing up

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  **International Class Title**  Housewares and Glass  **For**  Carpets; doormats; floor mats; wall hangings, not of textile; rugs; wallpapers; gymnastic mats; floor car mats for automobiles

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  **International Class Title**  Floor Coverings  **For**  Leather; animal skins; trunks being luggage and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; canes; whips; wallets; credit card holders being wallets; all-purpose carrying bags, namely, handbags, duffle bags, shoulder bags and tote bags; unfitted vanity cases, namely, boxes intended to contain toilet articles; collars for animals; clothes for animals

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  **International Class Title**  Leather Goods  **For**  Land vehicles; land locomotion apparatus, namely, land vehicles; sun visors being parts for vehicles, namely, blinds adapted for motor land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; bodyworks for motor vehicles; non-slip chains, namely, anti-skid chains for vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bumpers; safety belts for vehicle seats; electric vehicles, namely, electric automobiles, electric motorcycles, and electric bicycles; caravans in the nature of travel trailers; tractors; mopeds; bicycles and motorcycles; bicycle and motorcycle frames; cycle crutches being structural parts for bicycles and motorcycles; bicycle and motorcycle brakes; handlebars for cycles; bicycle and motorcycle wheel rims; bicycle and motorcycle pedals; bicycle tires; cycle wheels; cycle stool in the nature of bicycle and motorcycle seats; Strollers; handling trolleys in the nature of hand trucks

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  **International Class Title**  Vehicles  **For**  Woven fabrics; bed covers; fabrics for textile use; bedding in the nature of bed blankets and bed linen; household linen; table linen, not of paper; bath linen except clothing; upholstery fabrics

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 42, 50  **International Class Title**  Fabrics  **For**  Board games; trading cards for games; toy cars; controllers, namely, controls for game consoles; party decorations being party balloons and artificial Christmas trees; gymnastic apparatus; game balls; billiard tables; billiard cues; billiard balls; card games; ice skates; roller skates; scooters being toys; snowshoes; skis; models being toys; figurine being toy figures

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods
For Printed matter in the nature of books and coloring books in the automotive field; articles for bookbinding in the nature of book binding materials; printed photographs; stationery articles being stationery; adhesives in the nature of sticky materials for stationery or household purposes; material for artists, namely, paintbrushes, canvases for painting, pencils, pastels, chalk, crayons, modelling clay, paper mâché, stencils, and etching kits comprised of etching needles and etching stencils; paint brushes; office requisites except furniture, namely, staplers, paper cutters, paperclips, file folders, binders, pens, pencils, and printer paper; printed instructional and teaching material in the automotive field; block letters, namely, print letters and blocks; printing clichés; paper; cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; printed posters; photograph albums; printed greeting cards; printed books in the automotive field; printed newspapers; printed prospectus featuring information relating to the automotive field; printed brochures featuring information relating to the automotive field; printed calendars; writing instruments; engravings, namely, engraved works of art; lithographed works of art; paintings framed or not; watercolors in the nature of watercolor pictures; printed patterns for sewing; drawings; drawing instruments; pocket handkerchiefs of paper; towels of paper; table linen of paper; toilet paper; bags, namely, envelopes and pouches of paper or plastic for packaging; garbage bags of paper or plastic; paper party decorations

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Furniture; decorative mirrors; picture and photograph frames; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; cushions; packaging containers of plastic; armchairs; seats; boxes of wood or plastic

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Lighting apparatus and installations, namely, lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lighting apparatus, namely, flashlights

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For Motor vehicle maintenance and repair services; Vehicle repair

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Sound reproduction apparatus; image recording apparatus; image transmission apparatus; image reproduction apparatus; digital recording media, namely, blank usb drives; smartphones being mobile computers; protective cases for smartphones; optical spectacles; 3D optical glasses; virtual reality headsets; eyewear articles, namely, eyeglasses and sunglasses; spectacle cases; bags adapted for portable computers; computer mice in the nature of computer peripherals; mousepads; downloadable photographs; downloadable electronic books in the automotive field; downloadable game software

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, coats, jackets, dresses; shoes; headwear; shirts; leather clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, coats, jackets, dresses; belts being clothing; gloves being clothing; scarves; ties being clothing; hosiery; socks; slippers; beach shoes; skiing boots; sport shoes; underwear; protective padding sold as an integral component of finished sports clothing items, namely, jerseys, shirts and pants
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39  
**International Class Title** Clothing  
**For** Table cutlery; forks being tableware; spoons being tableware

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44  
**International Class Title** Hand Tools  
**For** Boxes of common metal; monuments of non-precious metal; works of art of common metal; statues of common metal; figurines of common metal; decorative metal plates, namely, metal nameplates and door nameplates, souvenir license plates, placards

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  
**International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Automobiles CITROËN  
**Address** Automobiles CITROËN 2-10 Boulevard de l'Europe  Poissy  FRANCE 78300  
**Legal Entity** société anonyme (sa)  
**State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 206521000004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STRICKLAND, CODY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CITROËN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90386425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 16, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two outlines of chevrons atop the term "CITROËN", with the top left half of each chevron containing shading. **Translation**: The wording "CITROËN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5441115, 5911397

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 4657453
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jun. 16, 2020
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 4657453
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 16, 2020
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: FRANCE
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 16, 2030

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Jewelry; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry boxes; boxes of precious metal; cases adapted for holding watches; watch straps; watch chains; watch springs; watch glasses; key rings being broken rings with charm; charms for key rings; statues of precious metal; figurines being statuettes of precious metal; cases for watchmaking, namely, cases for holding watches and watch parts; medals; key rings of metal; number plates in the nature of identity plates of precious metal

**International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title**: Jewelry

**For**: Works of art of stone, concrete or marble; statues of stone, concrete or marble; figurines being statuettes of stone, concrete or marble; stained glass windows; manufactured timber

**International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50

**International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

8551
For Lace; embroidery; haberdashery ribbons; buttons; clothing hooks in the nature of fasteners for haberdashery; sewing pins; needles; haberdashery items except threads, namely, haberdashery bows, bows, and ribbons; trimmings for clothing; fasteners for clothing, namely, snap buttons and stud buttons; decorative items for hair, namely, hair ties

International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods

For Household utensils and cooking tools, namely, spatulas, turners, whisks, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins; containers for household use; kitchen containers; combs; cleaning sponges; cleaning brushes for household use, not including paint brushes; hair brushes; toothbrushes; brushmaking materials; manually operated cleaning instruments, namely, cleaning cloths and cleaning brushes for household use; unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; porcelain dishware; earthenware dishware; bottles, sold empty; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; figurines being statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; toiletry sponges; trash cans; glasses being containers, namely, drink glasses; brushes for washing up

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Carpets; doormats; floor mats; wall hangings, not of textile; rugs; wallpapers; gymnastic mats; floor car mats for automobiles

International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

For Leather; animal skins; trunks being luggage and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; canes; whips; wallets; credit card holders being wallets; all-purpose carrying bags, namely, handbags, duffle bags, shoulder bags and tote bags; unfitted vanity cases, namely, boxes intended to contain toilet articles; collars for animals; clothes for animals

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Land vehicles; land locomotion apparatus, namely, land vehicles; sun visors being parts for vehicles, namely, blinds adapted for motor land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; bodyworks for motor vehicles; non-slip chains, namely, anti-skid chains for vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bumpers; safety belts for vehicle seats; electric vehicles, namely, electric automobiles, electric motorcycles, and electric bicycles; caravans in the nature of travel trailers; tractors; mopeds; bicycles and motorcycles; bicycle and motorcycle frames; cycle crutches being structural parts for bicycles and motorcycles; bicycle and motorcycle brakes; handlebars for cycles; bicycle and motorcycle wheel rims; bicycle and motorcycle pedals; bicycle tires; cycle wheels; cycle stool in the nature of bicycle and motorcycle seats; Strollers; handling trolleys in the nature of hand trucks

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Woven fabrics; bed covers; fabrics for textile use; bedding in the nature of bed blankets and bed linen; household linen; table linen, not of paper; bath linen except clothing; upholstery fabrics

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Board games; trading cards for games; toy cars; controllers, namely, controls for game consoles; party decorations being party balloons and artificial Christmas trees; gymnastic apparatus; game balls; billiard tables; billiard cues; billiard balls; card games; ice skates; roller skates; scooters being toys; snowshoes; skis; models being toys; figurine being toy figures
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Printed matter in the nature of books and coloring books in the automotive field; articles for bookbinding in the nature of book binding materials; printed photographs; stationery articles being stationery; adhesives in the nature of sticky materials for stationery or household purposes; material for artists, namely, paintbrushes, canvases for painting, pencils, pastels, chalk, crayons, modelling clay, paper mâché, stencils, and etching kits comprised of etching needles and etching stencils; paint brushes; office requisites except furniture, namely, staplers, paper cutters, paperclips, file folders, binders, pens, pencils, and printer paper; printed instructional and teaching material in the automotive field; block letters, namely, print letters and blocks; printing clichés; paper; cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; printed posters; photograph albums; printed greeting cards; printed books in the automotive field; printed newspapers; printed prospectus featuring information relating to the automotive field; printed brochures featuring information relating to the automotive field; printed calendars; writing instruments; engravings, namely, engraved works of art; lithographed works of art; paintings framed or not; watercolors in the nature of watercolor pictures; printed patterns for sewing; drawings; drawing instruments; pocket handkerchiefs of paper; towels of paper; table linen of paper; toilet paper; bags, namely, envelopes and pouches of paper or plastic for packaging; garbage bags of paper or plastic; paper party decorations

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Furniture; decorative mirrors; picture and photograph frames; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; cushions; packaging containers of plastic; armchairs; seats; boxes of wood or plastic

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Lighting apparatus and installations, namely, lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lighting apparatus, namely, flashlights

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For  Motor vehicle maintenance and repair services; Vehicle repair

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  Sound reproduction apparatus; image recording apparatus; image transmission apparatus; image reproduction apparatus; digital recording media, namely, blank usb drives; smartphones being mobile computers; protective cases for smartphones; optical spectacles; 3D optical glasses; virtual reality headsets; eyewear articles, namely, eyeglasses and sunglasses; spectacle cases; bags adapted for portable computers; computer mice in the nature of computer peripherals; mousepads; downloadable photographs; downloadable electronic books in the automotive field; downloadable game software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, coats, jackets, dresses; shoes; headwear; shirts; leather clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, coats, jackets, dresses; belts being clothing; gloves being clothing; scarves; ties being clothing; hosiery; socks; slippers; beach shoes; skiing boots; sport shoes; underwear; protective padding sold as an integral component of finished sports clothing items, namely, jerseys, shirts and pants

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

For Table cutlery; forks being tableware; spoons being tableware

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 23, 28, 44

**International Class Title**: Hand Tools

For Boxes of common metal; monuments of non-precious metal; works of art of common metal; statues of common metal; figurines of common metal; decorative metal plates, namely, metal nameplates and door nameplates, souvenir license plates, placards

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

**International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Automobiles CITROËN  
**Address**: Automobiles CITROËN  2-10 Boulevard de l'Europe  Poissy  FRANCE 78300  
**Legal Entity**: société anonyme (sa)  
**State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: 206521000005

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: STRICKLAND, CODY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CUSTOMER.IO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90394286 Application Filing Date Dec. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7095750
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting, information and marketing services in the field of automated marketing messaging; business marketing consulting services in the field of automated marketing messaging; consulting services in the field of internet marketing in the field of automated marketing messaging
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2012
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software that collects and compiles customer data for marketing automation tools, namely, push notifications, location-based messaging, text messaging, in-app messages and email for the purpose of marketing the goods and services of others and data analytics; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software and non-downloadable software development kits (SDKs) that collect and compile data for marketing automation tools, namely, push notifications, location-based messaging, text messaging, in-app messages and email for the purpose of marketing the goods and services of others and data analytics; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable business intelligence software featuring dashboards, namely, non-downloadable online software for collecting and compiling data for marketing automation tools, namely, push notifications, location-based messaging, text messaging, in-app messages and email for creating and managing marketing campaigns; business intelligence software featuring dashboards, namely, non-downloadable online software for automatic multi-channel messaging, namely, push notifications, location-based messaging, text messaging, in-app messages, and email for the purpose of marketing the goods and services of others, data analytics, and customer data analysis; providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for data collection, data management, data analytics, and data visualization in the field of automated marketing messaging
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 01, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JAPAN GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION GI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90398772 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2020 Registration Number 7095751
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two concentric circles. The outer concentric circle consists of the wording "JAPAN GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION" at the top and a stylized image of a design of a mountain with two lines underneath the mountain. The inner concentric circle consists of a shaded circle with Japanese characters inside of it at the top, and the letters "GI" inside the circle underneath the Japanese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "JAPAN GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION" "GI" AND THE JAPANESE CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "NIHON CHIRITEKI HYOUJI"
Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "NIHON CHIRITEKI HYOUJI" and this means "JAPAN GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION" in English. Certification Statement The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the goods provided meet the standard set by the respective group of producers and bear geographical indication that the Japanese government recognizes their legitimacy.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food; Seafood; Condiment; Agricultural commodities
International Classes A US Classes A - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Goods Certified
First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce May 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Japan as represented by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan Address Japan as represented by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan 1-2-1, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo JAPAN 100-8950 Legal Entity Government of Japan State or Country Where Organized JAPAN
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   TM200003US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIKINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90401520 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2020 Registration Number 7095752 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lipstick; Eye-shadow; Eye shadow; Eye shadows; Eyes make-up; Lipstick holders; Lipsticks; Skin masks; Skin moisturizer masks; Beauty masks; Cosmetic facial masks; Hand masks for skin care
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 12, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XbanX Inc Address XbanX Inc 20244 Wyn Ter Walnut CALIFORNIA 91733 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NATURAL CORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90409138 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2020 Registration Number 7095753 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NATURAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Textiles being fabric, namely, cotton fabrics, denim fabric, fabrics for the manufacture of jeans International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natural Core Yarn, LLC Address Natural Core Yarn, LLC 6512 Grand Estuary Trail Bradenton FLORIDA 34212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WITCHIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90417095 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2020 Registration Number 7095754
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfumes; Shampoos; Facial creams; Facial washes; Beauty masks; Beauty serums; Body creams; Body masks; Cosmetic creams; Hair conditioners; Skin toners
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jeong Yeon Lee Address Jeong Yeon Lee 202-205 48, Seooreung-ro 21-gil Eunpyeong-gu REPUBLIC OF KOREA 03427 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
HSC ORGANICS BRINGING GREEN TO LIFE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number:** 90419938
- **Application Filing Date:** Dec. 28, 2020
- **Registration Number:** 7095755
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Oct. 12, 2021

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of the following: the wording "HSC Organics" in Hunter Green, bolded and capitalized with "HSC" outlined in black. The droplet is surrounded by hunter green and a black outline for the circle. The wording "Bringing Green to Life" is depicted in the color hunter green. The white areas in the mark are not claimed as a feature of the mark, and are intended to show background or transparent areas only. **Color**
- **Drawing:** Yes
- **Color Claimed:** The color(s) hunter green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer:** "ORGANICS"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For:** Horticultural organic fungicide that are incorporated into or onto a turf, lawn or soil profile
- **International Classes:** 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title:** Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use In Commerce:** Sep. 01, 2015
- **For:** Horticultural organic soil amendment that are incorporated into or onto a turf, lawn or soil profile; Horticultural organic amendment that are incorporated into or onto a turf; lawn or soil profile; Organic soil amendments; soil amendments
- **International Classes:** 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title:** Chemicals
- **First Use In Commerce:** Sep. 01, 2015

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name:** Bymaster, Ryan, Lee
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly:** DBA HSC Organics
- **Address:** DBA HSC Organics
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** UNITED STATES
- **Address:** 1349W 300N, Crawfordsville, INDIANA 47933

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney:** SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHEF IQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90422334 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7095756
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CHEF IQ" with a lower
case letter "I" and the letter "Q" being formed by a large circle above a detached horizontal line that protrudes from under
the circle. Disclaimer "CHEF"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0110501/1618648 International
Registration Number 1618648 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5897766

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cooking devices, namely, air fryers, deep fryers, cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and
toaster ovens; Programmable electronic cooking devices, and Domestic appliances, namely, air fryers, deep fryers, cooking
ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens; Cooking appliances, namely, air fryers, deep fryers,
cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens; Cooking appliances, namely, air fryers, deep fryers,
cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2019

For Downloadable computer and computer mobile application software for interacting with cooking appliances and cooking
devices; Downloadable computer and computer mobile application software for social networking; Downloadable computer
and computer mobile application software for content and information sharing in the fields of cooking appliances and devices,
and social networking; Downloadable computer and computer mobile application software for on-line virtual communities for
registered users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and community
networking; Downloadable computer and computer mobile application software for enabling, facilitating, or enhancing social
networking
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examine Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90422408 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 28, 2020 |
| Registration Number | 7095757 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Feb. 14, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: CHEF IQ
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHEF"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5897766

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cooking devices, namely, air fryers, deep fryers, cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens; Programmable electronic cooking devices, and Domestic appliances, namely, air fryers, deep fryers, cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens; Cooking appliances, namely, air fryers, deep fryers, cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens; Cooking appliances, namely, air fryers, deep fryers, cooking ovens, cooking ranges, waffle makers, slow cookers, and toaster ovens
- **International Classes**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2019
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NAAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90425807 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2020 Registration Number 7095758
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For museum services; educational services, namely, conducting exhibitions, workshops, seminars, and lectures, providing virtual and onsite tours of museums, film and video presentations, namely providing a website featuring non-downloadable educational films and video presentations, providing libraries, and study centers in the nature of providing guided museum tours and educational programs for cultural literacy programs, all in the field of African American history, art, and culture; providing information in the field of African American art history and art over the internet; all the foregoing excluding services in the music product industry
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2004 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2004
For providing information in the field of African American culture over the internet, excluding services in the music product industry
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 31, 2004 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2004
For Rental of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, rental of meeting rooms and venues for parties and special events
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 31, 2004 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90451502</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Sandals
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Head Kandy, LLC
- **Address**: Head Kandy, LLC 6100 Hollywood Blvd., 7th Floor Hollywood FLORIDA 33024
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEMMON INK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FULLVIEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90455617 Application Filing Date Jan. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095761 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metallic outdoor building materials, namely, fencing panels, fencing rails, fencing post, pillar posts, arbors, pergolas, decking boards, deck post, deck joists, deck rails, gazebos, lamp posts, and mail box posts
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Apr. 2002 In Commerce Apr. 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Perfection Fence Corp. Address Perfection Fence Corp. 635 Plain Street, Route 139 Marshfield MASSACHUSETTS 02050 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number P06832001800

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
NECTAR CANNABIS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90469823</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the term NECTAR CANNABIS in stylized font and a stylized image of a yucca plant leaf, all within a hexagon shape.
- **Disclaimer**: "CANNABIS" FOR CLASS 34

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For smoking paraphernalia, namely, rolling trays for smokers

- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: 2014
- **In Commerce**: 2014

For t-shirts; hats

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: 2014
- **In Commerce**: 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: JJS Holdings LLC
- **Address**: JJS Holdings LLC 18066 NE Airport Way Portland OREGON 97230
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 258060.0069

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NECTAR CANNABIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90469840 Application Filing Date Jan. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7095763 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The term "NECTAR CANNABIS" in gold stylized font and an image of a stylized yucca plant leaf in gold between two gold horizontal lines, all within a black and gold hexagon shape. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CANNABIS" FOR CLASS 34

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For smoking paraphernalia, namely, rolling trays for smokers
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use 2014 In Commerce 2014
For t-shirts; hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2014 In Commerce 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JJS Holdings LLC Address JJS Holdings LLC 18066 NE Airport Way Porland OREGON 97230
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 258060.0074

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAIIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90477672 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7095764 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording WAIIX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Eyewear; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer keypads; Computer mouse; Computer peripheral equipment; Electrical outlets; Motorcycle helmets; Mouse mats; Optical disc drives; Portable computers; Power adapters; Smart watches; Smartphone mounts; Sports glasses; USB cables; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Shenghui Address Lin, Shenghui No. 96, Huangtou, Mulan Village, Xialin Street, Chengxiang District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIOXONICS INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90480236 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095765 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BIOXONICS" in purple above the words "INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS" in grey, and to the left of the words is a diamond that is divided by intersecting lines, all in purple fading to blue. The color white represents background only and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, purple and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 4020210009842 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 15, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 1914367 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 27, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 27, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic sensors for lab apparatus, namely, molecular diagnostic sensors for analysis of nucleic acid sequences, nucleic acids, protein levels, genetic materials, infectious agents and pathogens; electronic sensors for detecting UV fluorescence and chemiluminescence for preparing, processing and evaluating diagnostic samples; electronic sensors for environmental use; electronic measurement sensors in the nature of speed sensors, rpm sensors, pressure sensors, flow sensors, bio sensors; electric sensors; electro-optical sensors; digital sensor apparatus, other than for medical use, namely, IR (Infrared) or thermal sensors; digital sensor apparatus, other than for medical use, for the detection of pathogens and toxins in a biological sample, of the biomolecular levels or protein levels in a biological sample for research or laboratory use; electrochemical gas sensors; electronic light sensors; Motion sensors for security lights; electric and electronic position measuring and controlling sensors; sensors for measuring instruments, not for medical use, for measuring gas concentration; measuring sensors for measuring thermal or absorption of lights; sensors for measuring chemical levels in aqueous solutions, not for medical use; electric current sensors; electric sensors for use with machine tools; sensor biochips for measuring proteins in blood plasma used as laboratory apparatus; measuring sensors for measuring angle and level not for medical use; measuring sensors for measuring distance, speed, direction, position, height, temperature, chemical substances, and climate, not for medical use; electrical sensor controllers; measuring instruments for analyzing blood, body fluid, tissue or other biological samples not for medical
purposes; resistance measuring instruments; luminescence measuring apparatus, fluorescence measuring apparatus and absorption measuring apparatus, all for use in laboratories; measuring apparatus for measuring and quantifying the levels of a biomolecular in aqueous solutions; pressure measuring apparatus; gas and liquid flow measuring apparatus; precision measuring apparatus, namely, mass scales; motion sensors

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Bioxonics Co. Ltd  
**Address**: Bioxonics Co. Ltd 922B H1, Hwarang-ro 14-gil 5, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 520113

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
TM 6900 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOIHHIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90480569 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095766 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JOIHHIN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Harnesses; Backpacks for pets; Bags for carrying pets; Collars of animals; Garments for pets; Harness for horses; Hoof guards; Leashes for animals; Pet hair ornaments; Saddlery of leather
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 13, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Qing Address Lin, Qing No. 95 West to Tinggang Village, Daitou Town, Xiuyu District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351166 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BBH BIOBANKHEALING+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90486370 Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2021  Registration Number  7095767  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the lowercase, stylized letters "bbh" in blue fading to green to the right of the words "BioBankHealing+" in stylized black lettering.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  4020200132130  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2020  Foreign Registration Number  1703420  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 12, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pharmaceutical products for the treatment of infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for health care, namely, medicines for gastro-intestinal diseases, intestinal disorders, inflammatory condition, and cancer; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of respiratory and intestinal diseases and ailments in animals; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory and intestinal diseases and ailments in animals; viral vaccines; sterilizing preparations; disinfectants; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diseases of the metabolic system; Drugs for medical purposes, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral diseases, infectious diseases, cancer and inflammatory conditions; Drugs for medical purposes, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Drugs for medical purposes, namely, pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; Medicinal preparations for treating cancer and inflammatory conditions; Medicinal preparations for treating gastro-intestinal diseases, oncological diseases and disorders; diagnostic reagents for medicinal use; medicines for dental purposes; antiseptics with therapeutic effect; therapeutic drugs and agents for treating viral infections and diseases; therapeutic drugs for maintaining healthy systems and organs; therapeutic drugs for treating gastrointestinal diseases, cholesterol, for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome, diarrhea, hemorrhoids, gastroesophageal reflux and of epigastric pain, for managing glycaemic peaks, for reducing cholesterol and triglycerides, for blood pressure and circulation, for leg circulation, for the treatment of irritative and inflammatory states of the oropharyngeal cavity; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; antibiotic preparations; antibiotics; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hormonal disorders; mixed hormone preparations.
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Name: BioBankHealing INC. **Address** Name: BioBankHealing INC. 2F, 172, Dolma-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 13620  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 520113

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STREAMLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90487852 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095768 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaxial wireline cables comprised of monocable and heptacable polymer-locked cables for use in oil and gas exploration and production

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 04, 2012 In Commerce May 04, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Schlumberger Technology Corporation Address Schlumberger Technology Corporation 300 Schlumberger Drive - MD 23 Sugar Land TEXAS 77478 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STC-WL-90487

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90494189</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2021</td>
<td>7095769</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a circle with the image of a surgeon's face mask in the center of the circle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2298451</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2002</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration Country</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Renewal Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2032</td>
<td>Jan. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Surgical apparatus and instruments for use in cranial, ENT, general surgery, gynaecological, maxillofacial, ophthalmic, oral, orthopaedic, plastic surgery, spinal, vascular and laparoscopy surgical procedures; surgical apparatus and instruments, namely, suctions, rongeurs, forceps, retractors, cannulas, scissors, cranial instruments, smoke evacuation apparatus, myringotomy instruments, pulse lavages and needles; medical apparatus and instruments for use in cranial, ENT, general surgery, gynaecological, maxillofacial, ophthalmic, oral, orthopaedic, plastic surgery, spinal, vascular and laparoscopy medical procedures; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, suctions, rongeurs, forceps, retractors, cannulas, scissors, cranial instruments, smoke evacuation apparatus, myringotomy instruments, pulse lavages and needles; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Eakin Surgical Limited
Address Eakin Surgical Limited Greypoint, Cardiff Business Park Cardiff UNITED KINGDOM CF145WF
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  UDL001 T312

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  POLZER, NATALIE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MUDBUGS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90497281</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095770</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a fleur-de-lis styled in orange and red with a red crawfish at the center and "MUDBUGS" stylized in red to the right.  
- **Color Drawing**: Yes  
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Restaurant; Restaurant services  
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 2020  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Mudbugs A Cajun Joint LLC  
- **Address**: Mudbugs A Cajun Joint LLC 306 S Main St. Suite 107 Buda TEXAS 78610  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAORIYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90498246 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095771 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "KAORIYA" in black font below a design of a black, traditional antique Japanese house roof with a small, solid black circle at the top of the roof and a red flower with black detailing in the center of the roof. Behind the roof is a solid red circle with a red brushstroke detail above and connecting to the circle. Superimposed on the right side of the roof is a white rectangle with an inner rectangle in black encompassing three Japanese characters in the color black. The remaining white in the drawing represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Red, White and Black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "YA" Translation The English translation of "KAORIYA" in the mark is "good flavor bakery". Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "KA RI YA" and this means "flavor bakery" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pounded rice cakes (mochi); bakery goods; bonbons; bread; brioches; cakes; candy; cream puffs; crumpets; custards; Danish pastries; dessert puddings; donuts; dried cooked-rice; egg rolls; fudge; nougat; pancakes; parfaits; pies; puddings; puffed rice; rice cakes
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Sep. 19, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 19, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ROYAL FAMILY FOOD CO., LTD. Address ROYAL FAMILY FOOD CO., LTD. 1F, NO. 114, DAJIN ST. KUNG CHENG LI, W. DIST. TAICHUNG CITY TAIWAN 40356 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ILUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90510941 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7095772
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word ILUS in capitalized letters.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, workout clothes in the nature of sports bras, workout shirts, workout shorts, workout pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of sports bras and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of long sleeve tops and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of short sleeve tops and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of jackets and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of pullover sweaters and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of crop tops and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of hoodies and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of zip up sweaters and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of tank tops and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of shirts and leggings, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of windbreakers and leggings, sports bras and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of long sleeve tops and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of short sleeve tops and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of jackets and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of pullover sweaters and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of crop tops and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of hoodies and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of zip up sweaters and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of tank tops and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of shirts and shorts, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of windbreakers and shorts, sports bras and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of long sleeve tops and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of short sleeve tops and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of jackets and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of pullover sweaters and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of crop tops and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of hoodies and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of zip up sweaters and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of tank tops and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of shirts and joggers, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of windbreakers and joggers, sports bras and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of long sleeve tops and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of short sleeve tops and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of jackets and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of windbreakers and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of hoodies and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of zip up sweaters and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of tank tops and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of shirts and pants.
and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of pullover sweaters and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of crop tops and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of hoodies and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of zip up sweaters and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of tank tops and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of shirts and pants, workout combination outfits or sets comprised of windbreakers and pants; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for children; Hoodies; Pants for women and children; Shirts for women and children; Short sets; Shorts for women and children; Sweaters for women and children; Sweatpants for women and children; Sweatshirts for women and children; T-shirts for women; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for women and children; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing  **First Use**  Nov. 01, 2019  **In Commerce**  Nov. 01, 2019

**Basis Information**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name**  Darihana Nova  **Address**  Darihana Nova  10813 NW 29th street  Doral  FLORIDA  33172  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**Examing Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**  GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FANSREVENUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90524977 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7095773
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business marketing consulting services; business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing and retail sale matters; marketing services in the field of arranging for the distribution of the products of others; marketing analysis; marketing research; providing advice in the field of business management and marketing; direct marketing of the goods and services of others; providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; personnel management in the nature of providing social media influencer management services for the products of others; personnel recruitment in the nature of providing social media influencer recruitment services for products of others; providing business data analysis in the field of social media influencers for the products of others; providing business marketing information for others; statistical evaluations of marketing data; conducting marketing studies; development of marketing strategies for others; developing marketing strategies and marketing concepts for others; advice in the field of business management and marketing; compilation, production and dissemination of advertising matter for others; creating and updating advertising material for others; advertising by transmission of on-line publicity of third parties through electronic communication networks; dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; distribution of advertising materials for others; providing advertising space in a periodical; rental of advertising space; provision of space on websites for advertising goods and services; providing and rental of advertising space on the Internet; production of advertising materials for others; on-line advertising for others on computer networks; advertising copywriting; advertising agency services; advertising text publication services for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 18, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S SPORATI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90528736 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095774
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SPORATI" that includes a stylized letter "s" in the word. Above the wording "SPORATI" there is a stylized letter "S" inside a trophy image. On the left of the trophy are athletes playing baseball, football and volleyball. The football and volleyball have balls in action. On the right of the trophy are athletes playing soccer with a ball, martial artist with belt and boxing. On the bottom of the trophy is a thick underline across. Translation The English translation of "Sporati" in the mark is "to argue".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing sports information via a website

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Riano, Miguel Paulo G. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Milo Riano Address Riano, Miguel Paulo G.
6120 AVERY DR #3110 FORT WORTH TEXAS 76132 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship PHILIPPINES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRAXIS LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90535458 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7095775
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “LABS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Virtual reality glasses; Downloadable virtual reality software for diversity and inclusion and human resources learning and training experiences
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRAXIS LABS, INC. Address PRAXIS LABS, INC. 315 Flatbush Ave, Suite #422 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11217 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAND WITH EARTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90547599 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095776 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 17, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Loungewear; Pants; Shirts; Sweatbands; Head wear; Headwear, namely, hats and caps; Jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweat suits; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 18, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Autumn Briar Sustainable Solutions, Inc. Address Autumn Briar Sustainable Solutions, Inc. 51 Elderwood Aliso Viejo CALIFORNIA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19-206.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEAD YOUR SKILLED TRADE WORKFORCE PARTNER CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIAL MARINE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 90556107 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095777 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LEAD STAFFING" and "YOUR SKILLED TRADE WORKFORCE PARTNER" in medium blue to the left of a dark blue silhouette of a man holding a yellow helmet. TO the right of the man is a partial cog design in shades of gray that partially encloses the dark blue wording "CONSTRUCTION", "INDUSTRIAL" and "MARINE". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) medium blue, dark blue, yellow and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SKILLED TRADE WORKFORCE", "CONSTRUCTION", "INDUSTRIAL" AND "MARINE"

Goods and Services Information
For Professional staffing and recruiting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Lead Staffing Franchising, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lead Staffing Address Lead Staffing Franchising, LLC 3401 West Cypress St, Suite 101 Tampa FLORIDA 33607 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 274

Examinating Attorney
Examiner Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DR. AMERICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90557591  Application Filing Date  Mar. 03, 2021  Registration Number  7095778
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jan. 01, 2003  In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2018
For  Apparel, namely, hats, t-shirts, pants, sweatshirts; Headwear, namely, hats and caps; Footwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 01, 2003  In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Diana Lawrence  Address  Diana Lawrence  #178  3044 Bardstown Road  Louisville  KENTUCKY  40205
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ANDERSON, DANIELLE LYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XICHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90561708 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095779
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "XICHA" with two Chinese characters above it. Translation The English translation of Chinese characters in the mark is Joy Tea; The wording XICHA has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transiterate to Xi Cha and this means Joy Tea in English. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 19266072 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 07, 2017 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried edible mushrooms; Dried fruits; Fruit jellies; Fruit salads; Fruits, canned; Fruits, tinned; Prepared nuts; Tofu-based snacks; Processed peanuts
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Aipeng Address Huang Aipeng No. 25, Dechao Village, Chenshi Town, Shenzhou City, Hebei Province, CHINA 053861 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLEY, EVELYN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ISAKNOX LXNEW SOLAIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90588045 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095780
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2021-0048648 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 1931454 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 07, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 07, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sun care lotions; non-medicated sun care preparations; cosmetics; perfume; hair care preparations; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; essential oils; non-medicated toiletry preparations; shampoos; non-medicated soaps for personal use; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry preparations in the nature of laundry detergents; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; air fragrancing preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cotton wool and cotton tip sticks for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated soaps for household use; cleaning preparations; dentifrices; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LG HOUSEHOLD & HEALTH CARE LTD. Address LG HOUSEHOLD & HEALTH CARE LTD. 58, Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 03184 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 205260010497

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INTAMIX TANK MAXIMISER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90589177 Application Filing Date  Mar. 19, 2021 Registration Number  7095781 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 02, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "TANK MAXIMISER"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  003585386 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 27, 2021 Foreign Registration Number  3585386 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 25, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 27, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Thermostatic mixing valves for use on water heaters International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INTATEC LIMITED Address  INTATEC LIMITED Airfield Industrial Estate, Hixon Staffordshire UNITED KINGDOM ST180PF Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  INTAT-64211

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIGNET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90593062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Merchant banking and investment banking services in the field of real estate
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
First Use: Jul. 31, 2008
In Commerce: Jul. 31, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Signet Capital, LLC
Address: Signet Capital, LLC 75 E. Market Street Akron OHIO 44308
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 05486.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIERRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90597511  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2021  Registration Number 7095783
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail and wholesale store services featuring balers, logger balers, shredders, car logger/balers, shears, shear/baler/loggers, grapples, and conveyors; retail and wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of balers, logger balers, shredders, car logger/balers, shears, shear/baler/loggers, grapples, and conveyors; dealerships in the field of balers, logger balers, shredders, car logger/balers, shears, shear/baler/loggers, grapples, and conveyors
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 1988  In Commerce Jan. 01, 1988

For Repair and maintenance services in the field of recycling machinery, namely, balers, logger balers, shredders, car logger/balers, shears, shear/baler/loggers, grapples, and conveyors
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 01, 1988  In Commerce Jan. 01, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sierra International Machinery, Inc. Address Sierra International Machinery, Inc.  1620 East Brundage Lange  Bakersfield  CALIFORNIA  93307  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACTIONABLE PATIENT SAFETY SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90597939 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7095784
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PATIENT SAFETY SOLUTIONS" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting informal on-line programs in the field of healthcare best practices, workplace safety, error prevention, performance improvement, and printable materials distributed therewith; educational and continuing education services, namely, arranging and conducting non-downloadable webinars, workshops and programs in the field of healthcare best practices, workplace safety, error prevention, performance improvement and distributing associated training materials, brochures, white papers and case studies in connection therewith; providing a website featuring online journals, namely, blogs and online non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and online non-downloadable videos in the field of healthcare best practices, workplace safety, error prevention and performance improvement; consulting services in the field of educational assessment services in the field of healthcare; consulting services in the field of healthcare classes; educational services, namely, providing training summits, seminars and educational presentations in the field of promoting the reduction in the number of preventable deaths in hospitals; educational services, namely, production of educational hospital videos in the field of inspiring change in healthcare; educational services, namely, development and dissemination of printed educational materials of others in the form of annual updates on error prevention in the healthcare industry and healthcare standards


For Charitable services, namely, promoting the need to reduce the number of preventable deaths in hospitals and to improve healthcare workplace safety for others; consulting services in the field of business organizational assessment, specifically business risk assessment in the field of healthcare; consulting services in the field of business organizational process improvement
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2013</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2013</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Patient Safety Movement Foundation  **Address**  Patient Safety Movement Foundation  15776 Laguna Canyon Road  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92618  **Legal Entity**  non-profit corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  PATSM.014T  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GODTWANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90603552</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Hats; Hoodies; Jackets; T-shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 31, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Hardin, Robert |
| Address | Hardin, Robert 627 E. Stagecoach Rd. Mebane NORTH CAROLINA 27302 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SENSOR, JAMES EARL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BECQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90605030 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095786
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineering in the field of nuclear radiation shielding
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 08, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Neutroelectric, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BECQ Address Neutroelectric, LLC 31 S. Main Street, Unit 2 Mullica Hill NEW JERSEY 08062 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BECQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90605199 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095787
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word name BECQ in all capital letters starting from the left side and moving to the right. Above and below the middle between E and C the sides of a hexagon begin and go around the C and Q meeting again after the Q. The meeting point of the hexagon which would divide the E from the C is not there so it appears BECQ is over the top of the hexagon. The hexagon sides are of equal proportion except the two which are missing parts where the hexagon meets the lettering.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineering in the field of nuclear radiation shielding
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 08, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Neutroelectric, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Becq Address Neutroelectric, LLC 31 S. Main Street, Unit 2 Mullica Hill NEW JERSEY 08062 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE CARIBE VEGAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90606131 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095788
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VEGAN" Translation The English translation of "CARIBE" in the mark is "CARIBBEAN''.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frozen vegan foods, namely, frozen meals consisting primarily of vegetable
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jul. 17, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2020

For Vegan sauces; Vegan sauces, consisting primarily of vegetables; Frozen vegan foods, namely, frozen entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 17, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2020

For providing of food via a mobile truck; providing food and drink via a mobile truck; providing of food and drink services via a mobile food truck; restaurant services; restaurant and catering services; restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; all of the foregoing being vegan
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 17, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE CARIBE VEGAN LLC Address THE CARIBE VEGAN LLC 1598 NORTHEAST 170TH STREET NORTH MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33162 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA Where Organized FLORIDA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NICLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90609667</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095789</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>018437705</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 25, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>018437705</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2021</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Printed circuit boards; microcontrollers; printed circuit boards including sensors for measuring, monitoring, and recording environmental parameters and/or movement; microcontrollers including sensors for measuring, monitoring, and recording environmental parameters and/or movement; Downloadable computer programs and computer software for programming printed circuit boards; downloadable computer programs and computer software for machine vision; computer hardware kits for making electronic projects consisting of cables, wires, resistors, push buttons, temperature sensors, tilt sensors, LEDs, servo motors, piezoelectric sound components, capacitors, transistors, electric resistors, batteries, electronic connectors and circuit boards; circuit boards for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, and receiving text, data, images and audio files

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Arduino SA | Address | Via Ferruccio Pelli 14 LUGANO SWITZERLAND | Legal Entity | société anonyme (sa) | State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |
|------------|------------|---------|-------------------------------------------|--------------|---------------------|----------------------------------|            |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>6734-0046</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Examining Attorney  STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ONI NANOIMAGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90609958 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095790
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 50103909 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2020
Foreign Registration Number UK00003618172 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 17, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 27, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric heating elements
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Apparatus and instruments for microscopy, namely, microscopes; apparatus and instruments for scanning ion conductance microscopy, namely, scanning probe microscopes for scanning ion conductance microscopy; apparatus for recording images; apparatus for recording information, namely, apparatus for recording of sound and images, and time recording apparatus; apparatus for recording images; apparatus for the processing of images, namely, image intensifiers; downloadable bioinformatics software for data analysis; biological microscopes; biomicroscopes; body-tubes for microscopes; camera lenses; cameras; computer apparatus, namely, computer peripherals, and computers; downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile phones, smartphones, portable media players, tablet computers and handheld computers for use in processing and scanning images and documents, for controlling lighting, and for transmitting of positioning data; downloadable computer programs for use in processing and scanning images and documents, for controlling lighting, and for transmitting of positioning data; downloadable computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; downloadable computer programs for connecting mobile phones, smartphones, portable media players, tablet computers and handheld computers remotely to computers or computer networks; computer network servers; downloadable computer software for scanning images and documents; downloadable computer software for the control of lighting; downloadable computer software for the transmission of positioning data; optical condensers; data cables; data capture
apparatus, namely, electronic data recorders, scanners; detection apparatus, namely, diagnostic apparatus for the detection of pathogens, biomarkers, peptides, RNA, DNA, and toxins in a biological sample for laboratory or research use; devices for analysing genome information, namely, microscopes; devices for analysing protein sequence used as laboratory apparatus, namely, microscopes; downloadable software applications for mobile phones, smartphones, portable media players, tablet computers and handheld computers for processing digital images, for data analysis, and for the characterisation and analysis of proteins, biological samples, chemicals, pathogens and genetic material; downloadable cloud computing software for processing digital images, data analysis and data management in the life science research field; downloadable image files containing data from microscopes; electron microscopes; fibre optic cables; fibre optics; film lenses, namely, filters for camera lenses; X-ray fluorescence analysers; fluorometers; focusing circuits, namely, isoelectric circuits for separation of molecules by applying an electric field to a sample; glass tubes for scientific purposes; illuminometers; image analysers, namely, scanners; image capturing and developing devices, namely, scanners; image processing apparatus, namely, computers for image processing; image processing equipment being apparatus for processing images, namely, computers for image processing; image processing instruments being apparatus for processing images, namely, computers for image processing; image processors being apparatus for processing images, namely, computers for image processing; image recording apparatus, namely, cameras; imaging devices for scientific purposes, namely, thermal imaging cameras and magnetic resonance imaging apparatus, not for medical purposes; incubators for laboratory use; infrared optical apparatus, namely, infrared cameras; infrared scanners; instruments for producing photographs, namely, photo printers, cameras for use in the field of microscopy; apparatus for recording images; instruments for recording information, namely, electronic data recorders, scanners; integrated software packages comprised of downloadable software for use in the automation of laboratories; junction sleeves for electrical cables; junction sleeves for fibre optics; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, microfluidic devices in the nature of microscopes and microfluidic equipment consisting primarily of microfluidic manifolds, microfluidic chips and cartridges for laboratory or research use in the life science field; laboratory instrument for the detection of pathogens and toxins in a biological sample for research use; laboratory optical apparatus, namely, microscopes, optical lenses; LED microscopes; lens filters for cameras; lenses for cameras; lenses for microscopes; lenses for photographic apparatus; luminescence analysers; luminescence scanners; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments, namely, flow cytometers providing cell and particle counting for laboratory use; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers, namely, flow cytometers providing cell and particle counting for laboratory use; microscope condensers; microscope illuminating devices; microscope lamps; microscope objectives; microscope slides being laboratory equipment; containers especially made for microscope slides being laboratory equipment; microscope video processors; microscopes; microscopes for medical use; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical condensers, optical fiber connectors; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical correctors in the nature of optical reflectors to correct for optical aberrations and enhance light collection; optical instruments in the nature of optical lamps; optical lenses; optical tables; optical transmitters for converting an incoming electrical signal into an optical signal for transmission through fibre optic cables; lenses for photographic apparatus; plates for laboratory use, namely, microplates, microwell plates and multiwell microplates; polarising microscopes; portable scanners; sensors for determining position; fluorescence microscope; zoom microscopes; scanning electron microscope; scanning probe microscope; recorders for sound and image medias, namely, audio recorders; recorded computer programs for database management; computer memory devices; computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; radio transmitters; motion detectors; alidade; computer monitors; video monitor; non-medical electronic carbon dioxide monitors, other than for medical purposes; protein sequencers as laboratory equipment, namely, laboratory devices for analyzing protein sequences; measuring
vessels or apparatus for physical and chemical test and for component analysis use, namely, flow cytometers providing cell and particle counting for laboratory use; camera lens filters; optical lens for camera devices; X-ray fluorescence analyzer for use in spectroscopy; measuring devices, namely, spectrofluorometer; integrated circuits; test tubes; electron tubes; scientific laboratory tests glassware; Central Processing Unit (CPU) for information, data, sounds and images processing; optical semiconductor image amplifier; rapid imaging cameras; magnetic resonance imaging apparatus, not for medical purposes; downloadable computer programs for editing images, sounds and videos; laboratory trays; laboratory instruments for detection of pathogens and toxins in biological samples for research use; magnetic plates for laboratory use; scanners; handheld scanners; image scanners; structural parts, fittings and accessories, namely, microscope lenses, outer cases specially adapted for microscopes, inner support structures being structural parts of microscopes, microscope stages being structural parts of microscopes, and electronic connectors featuring a tubing assembly terminating in standardised connectors

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Medical testing for diagnostic purposes in the field of life science and clinical applications

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**For**  Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific data analysis, scientific research, research and analysis for scientific purposes, and calibration of biomarkers, all in the field of life science and clinical applications; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific analysis and research of molecules and biomarkers; laboratory research services in the field of life sciences and chemistry; medical research and pharmacological product research services; analysis and measurement of substances, namely, quality measurement and laboratory analysis of molecules in the field of life sciences and clinical applications; laboratory analysis and calibration of molecules and characteristics for scientific purposes; laboratory analysis services in the field of bioanalysis for scientific purposes; scientific imaging services, namely, radio tomographic imaging services for scientific purposes; diagnostic testing, authentication and quality control in the field of life science and clinical applications, namely, providing reagent sample testing for others for scientific purposes; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; scientific research and development; technological research in the field of life science and clinical applications; research and development of new products for others; design of image processing software; chemical research and analysis; biological research and analysis; bacteriological research and analysis; medical research; pharmaceutical research; product quality testing; product testing; certificate of quality system services, namely, quality control for others; consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name**  Oxford Nanoimaging Limited  
**Address**  Oxford Nanoimaging Limited  
Linacre House, Jordan Hill Business Park  
Banbury Road  
Oxford  
UNITED KINGDOM  
OX28TA  
**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country**  UNITED KINGDOM  
**Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  O04432000400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SWAGBUCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90612394 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095791
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0114300/1625404 International Registration Number 1625404 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5149656

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for enabling users to access, monitor, and manage loyalty programs and rewards, coupons, discounts and gift cards; downloadable computer software for enabling users to participate in contests, sweepstakes, consumer polls and surveys and to test products and services of others; downloadable computer software for enabling users to search for and purchase goods and services of others, view video and audiovisual content, play games, participate in an on-line community, form virtual communities and engage in social networking
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prodege, LLC Address Prodege, LLC 2030 E. Maple Ave., Suite 200 El Segundo CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: SNAPJAX
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing information in the field of current events via a website
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Graham Media Group, Florida, Inc.
- **Address**: Graham Media Group, Florida, Inc.
  - 4 Broadcast Place
  - Jacksonville FLORIDA 32207
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BROMDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90613217 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095793
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eye drops; Ophthalmic preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Mar. 23, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wellness Center Pharmacy, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Designer Drugs Address Wellness Center Pharmacy, Inc. 7304 Jarnigan Rd. Chattanooga TENNESSEE 37421 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9.00750

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BROMDEX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90613226</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2021</td>
<td>7095794</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of image of an eye, with a drop in a tear-shape suspended in front of it, positioned to the left of the center in front of the eye and with text &quot;BromDex&quot; below the aforementioned design.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4986370, 5792640, 5792639 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Eye drops; Ophthalmic preparations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 23, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 23, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wellness Center Pharmacy, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Designer Drugs Address</th>
<th>Wellness Center Pharmacy, Inc. 7304 Jarnigan Rd. Chattanooga TENNESSEE 37421</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>9.00751</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EMOJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90617882 Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2021 Registration Number  7095795
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an orange circle with the stylized wording, "EMOJI" in white superimposed onto the circle. Below the stylized wording, "EMOJI" and superimposed onto the orange circle design is a design of a half circle which appears in white, with an orange band super imposed onto the upper portion of the white half circle with a design of small half circle in orange superimposed onto the lower portion of the white half circle design. All other instances of white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) white and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  018400970 Foreign Application Filing Date  Feb. 17, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  018400970 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 16, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 17, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Plastic ties for garden use; Plastic ties for home use; Straps made of plastic materials for tying purposes in the nature of zip ties, not of metal; Bindings, not of metal in the nature of binding bands, not of metal; Ties for wrapping in the nature of zip ties, not of metal; Straps made of plastic materials for wrapping purposes in the nature of non-metal bands for wrapping; Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; Elastic bands for binding; slings, not of metal, for handling loads; elastic bands for binding; Ladder tapes for venetian blinds; Polypropylene straps for securing bundles; Bags of textile, for packaging; Hammocks; Straw for stuffing upholstery; Ropes; Sails for ski sailing; Construction elements not made of metal, namely, braces; Sails; Mail bags; Tarpaulins; Animal feed nets; Outdoor blinds of textile; Unfitted covers for boats; Unfitted covers for motor cars; Plastics fabric covers for bundling loads for transport in the nature of tarpaulins; Plastics fabric covers for bundling loads for storage in the nature of tarpaulins; protective shrouds for vehicles, not shaped, namely, unfitted vehicle covers; Covers for swimming pools in the nature of Unfitted tarps for covering swimming pools, lining tanks; Covers in the nature of tarpaulins for vehicles; Unfitted spa covers; Coverings in the nature of tarpaulins; Towing cables in the nature of nylon towing straps; Car towing ropes; Tow ropes for automobiles; Acrylic fibers; All-purpose tarpaulins of plastic; Alpaca hair; Tents for...
use in angling; Angora hair; Angora goat hair; Anchoring ropes; Grow tents; Dressed Hemp for textile use; Cords for hanging pictures; Fibers made of synthetic material for textile use; Strips for tying-up vines in the nature of plastic twist ties; Plastic ties for home or garden use; Liber; Cotton waste for padding and stuffing; Cotton batting for futon; Raw wool; Raw cotton; Cotton fibers; Linters; Cotton netting; Cotton waddings for clothes; Cotton tow; geotextile containers, namely, bags made of textile, namely, packaging bags; geotextile containers being bags made of synthetic textile materials, namely, packaging bags; Treated combed wool; Ropes for mountaineering in the nature of climbing ropes; Fibrous gaskets for ships in the nature of tarpaulins for ships; bags for the transportation of materials in bulk; Packaging bags of textile material for storage and transport; Sacks or bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Irrigation bags for watering trees; venetian blind tapes, not of metal for binding agricultural products; thread being bands, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; Binding thread being bands, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; Yarn fibers; Cord; String; Twine made of polypropylene; Twine made of sisal; Non-metallic twines; Bark being twine for securing plants; Binding twine made of plastic fibres; Binding twine made of natural textile fibres; Strings for tying purposes; Packing string; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Groundsheets; Vinyl ground cloth; Sails for boats; Bungie cords; Camouflage nets for visual use; Tents for camping; Chemical fibers for textile use; Down feathers; Down feathers for use as stuffing; Eiderdown; Elastic netting for meat products; Flexible intermediate bulk containers for transporting particulate materials in the nature of Sacks for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Flexible intermediate bulk containers for transporting materials in the nature of Sacks for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Flexible intermediate bulk containers for transporting pulverulent materials in the nature of Sacks for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Awnings of textile; Vehicle covers, not fitted; Polyester textile filaments; Silk polyester textile monofilaments; Fibres made of polytetrafluoroethylene in the nature of synthetic fibers; Fibers for the manufacture of gut for rackets; Fibres being partly prepared synthetic materials for textile use in the nature of synthetic fibers for textile use; Fibres being raw synthetic materials for textile use being synthetic fibers for textile use; Feather for stuffing upholstery; Feathers for bedding; Mooring cables, not of metal; Tents; Tie-down cords for vehicles in the nature of nylon tie down straps; Wadding for filtering; Fishing nets; Flax fiber; Raw linen; True hemp fiber; Straw wrappers for bottles; Silk flock for stuffing; Fiberfill; Padding materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; Fillings of synthetic fibers in the nature of synthetic stuffing fibers; Stuffing materials of horsehair; Stuffing materials of straw; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for upholstered pillows; Fillings of synthetic foam in the nature of Molded foam insulated container packing for commercial transportation; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for duvets; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for pillows; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for quilts; Animal feeding nets; Flax fiber; Raw linen; True hemp fiber; Straw wrappers for bottles; Silk flock for stuffing; Fiberfill; Padding materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; Fillings of synthetic fibers in the nature of synthetic stuffing fibers; Stuffing materials of horsehair; Stuffing materials of straw; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for upholstered pillows; Fillings of synthetic foam in the nature of Molded foam insulated container packing for commercial transportation; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for duvets; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for pillows; Fillings in the nature of Stuffing not of rubber, plastic, or paper for quilts; Animal feeding nets; Garden nets; Twisted cords for hanging pictures; Twisted cords made of textile fibers; Raw fibrous textile; Floss silk; Scoured wool; Fabric in the form of a canopy cover in the nature of canopies of textile material; Glass fiber netting; Glass fibers for textile use; Grasses for upholstering in the nature of stuffing materials not of rubber, paper or plastic; Coarse animal hairs; Webbing straps for handling loads in the nature of nylon straps for handling loads; Semi-synthetic fibers;
Hemp for textile use; Hemp fibres; Hemp bands in the nature of hemp fibres; Hemp nettings; Rabbit hair; Sling, not of metal, for handling loads; Hoisting slings made of textile materials in the nature of Sling, not of metal, for handling loads; Non-metal slings for loading; Wood shavings; Wood shavings for stuffing; Wood shavings for stuffing; Wood wool; Jute; Jute bags for industrial use; Cables, not of metal; Camel hair; Combed wool; Kapok; Kashmir animal hair; Ceramic textile fibres; Carbon fibres for textile use; Cocoons; Coconut fibre; Artificial hair for stuffing and padding purposes; Plastic linings for containers in the nature of Plastic inserts for use as container liners; Plastics bags for the transport of materials in bulk; Plastic fibres for textile use; Plastics bags for the storage of materials in bulk in the nature of High-density polyethylene plastic bags for the storage of household items; Plastic windscreens for use on tennis courts; Cargo slings of rope or fabric; Lassoes; Nylon Straps, not of metal, for handling loads; Commercial nets for leaves; Belts made of leather for handling loads; Body bags; Storage bags for holding a body prior to cremation in the nature of a body bag; Cloth bags for storage; Canvas for sails in the nature of sails; Canvas bags for laundry; Loose feathers for stuffing; Macrame rope; Raccoon dog hair; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Awnings of textile having special filters permitting a suntan without burning; Materials for packaging granulose products in bulk in the nature of sacks for transport of materials in bulk; Padding and stuffing materials not of rubber, paper or plastic; Metallic fibers for textile use; Raw fibrous textile materials treated with flame retardants; Mohair in the nature of animal hair; Natural textile fibers; Sheets of polypropylene netting in the nature of Polyester plastic netting for packaging goods; Mesh bags for washing lingerie; Netting; Netting for windbreak purposes; Netting made from acrylic; Chemical fiber nettings; Rockfall prevention nets of textile; Commercial fishing nets; Commercial nets; Netting for use with floating structures; Rockfall prevention nets; Camouflage nets for radar use; Twine for nets; Net pens for fish farming; Mesh bags for storage; Plastic-covered mesh fabric bags for growing plants and trees; Unfitted covers for pick-up trucks; Unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; Random packings being packing materials of straw; Packaging bags of plastic for bulk transportation bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Packaging bags of plastic for bulk storage in nature of bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Packaging bags of paper for bulk transportation in the nature of bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Packaging bags of paper for bulk storage in the nature of Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Packaging bags of textile for bulk transportation in the nature of bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Packaging bags of textile for bulk storage in the nature of Sacks for the storage of materials in bulk; Packaging sacks for transporting materials in bulk in the nature of Sacks for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Paper bags for the transport of materials in bulk; Twine made of paper; Wax ends; Whicpcord in the nature of cord; Horsehair, not for textile use and not for brush-making; Plant hangers of rope; Tarpaulins, awnings of synthetic material, tents, and unfitted coverings for boats; Dust sheets

**International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  
**International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: EMOJI COMPANY GMBH  
**Address**: EMOJI COMPANY GMBH NECKLENBROICHER STRASSE 52-54  
**State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**Legal Entity**: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTOORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEGEND OF MASTER INTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90623565 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095796
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the Chinese characters for "LEGEND" and "MASTER" in yellow. The Chinese character for "MASTER" is inside a brown square with curved sides and the Chinese character for "LEGEND" is inside a red square with curved sides. One stylized yellow cloud appears on top of the Chinese character for "LEGEND" and one stylized yellow cloud appears above the Chinese character for "LEGEND". The Chinese characters for "LEGEND OF MASTER INTERNATIONAL" in black and the English wording "LEGEND OF MASTER INTERNATIONAL" in black appear below the curved squares. A stylized element consisting of a two black lines with diamond points separated by a black diamond appear above the Chinese characters for "LEGEND OF MASTER INTERNATIONAL". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, brown, yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "GUO JI" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "JIANG CHUAN GUO JI" and this means "LEGEND OF MASTER INTERNATIONAL" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food kiosk services; Wholesale buying club services; Wholesale food distributorship services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 19, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LYNN, LINA Address LYNN, LINA 112 Cherry Bluff Drive Madison MISSISSIPPI 39110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HANACA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90630507  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2021  Registration Number 7095797  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HANACA" in stylized font. The letter "H" and every "A" are purple. The letters "N" and "C" are black. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed comic books  

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dwight David Dodd Jr.  Address Dwight David Dodd Jr.  121 MARBURTH AVE  TOWSON MARYLAND 21286  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
**PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED MARK**

**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MEDICINE WOMAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90633131</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2021</td>
<td>7095798</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a shaded rectangle with rounded corners and fanciful border. Within the border appears a single line partial circle carrier, which creates four rounded corners of the rectangle each with a partial rising sun within. Within the partial circle border appears a fanciful circular design behind the stylized design of a woman wearing a headband below the stylized wording "THE MEDICINE WOMAN. Disclaimer "MEDICINE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring clothing, batteries; Retail store services featuring clothing, batteries
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 12, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 12, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: THE MEDICINE WOMAN LLC
- **Address**: THE MEDICINE WOMAN LLC  #I-1  3151 Airway Avenue Costa Mesa  CALIFORNIA  92626
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 1738-01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ANDREW T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MEDICINE WOMAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MEDICINE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring clothing, batteries; Retail store services featuring clothing, batteries
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 12, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 12, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: THE MEDICINE WOMAN LLC
- **Address**: THE MEDICINE WOMAN LLC #1-1 3151 Airway Avenue Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA 92626
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1738-01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ANDREW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/ Registration County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Abrasive discs in the nature of machine tools, for power-operated grinders and sanders; Machine parts being polishing discs for floor polishing machines; Grinding discs being parts of machines, namely, abrasive discs for power-operated grinders; Pads for floor polishing machines; Abrasive sheets all being parts of machines or power tools; Grinding and polishing belts for machines; Reamers being machine tools; Cutting blades for natural stones, being parts of machines; Abrasive belts for power-operated sanders; grinding and polishing belts being parts of hand operated belt sanding machines and hand operated belt polishing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Cutting discs being hand operated cutting tools; Sanding discs being hand operated tools, namely, sanders; Polishing tools being hand operated sanding blocks and abrasive stones being sharpening stones and whetstones; Sanding blocks; Grindstones being manually-operated hand tools; Abrasive stones being hand-operated tools being sharpening stones and whetstones; Abrading instruments being hand-operated abrading tools; Reamers being hand tools; Cutting blades for natural stones being parts of hand tools, namely, blades for hand-operated tools; polishing discs being hand operated tools for use with hand operated angle grinders and hand operated polishing machines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FERRONATO KGS GROUP AG  Address  FERRONATO KGS GROUP AG  SONNENBERGSTRASSE 11 HERGISWIL SWITZERLAND  6052 Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  880620
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90635432 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095801 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 0003548499 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 26, 2020 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 26, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; organizing cultural services, namely, cultural events; organizing cultural activities; organisation of cultural events; providing information about cultural activities via a website; providing user ratings for entertainment or cultural purposes; open-access publishing services, namely, publication of electronic maps; open-access online publishing services, namely, publication of electronic guide books, travel maps, city directories and listings, and electronic journals for use by travellers, not downloadable; provision of information relating to entertainment provided online from a computer database or the Internet; writing services for blogs in the nature of on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring travel information; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books in the field of travel and tourism; magazine publishing; organising exhibitions and events in the field of interactive entertainment for cultural purposes; providing entertainment information from searchable indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic images and audio visual information, by means of computer and communication networks; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services, all of the aforesaid services also provided online via a database or the Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Price comparison services; administration of a consumer membership and loyalty program for enabling participants to receive product samples and discounts in the field of travel and tourism; providing online commercial directory information services on the Internet; provision of user ratings for commercial or advertising services; online business networking services; providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging goods and services with other users; all of the aforesaid
services also provided online via a database or the Internet

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer software for word processing; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management; downloadable computer applications software for mobile devices and computers, namely, software for use in database management; downloadable computer software for electronic messaging, namely, chatbot software for simulating conversations; downloadable computer software for use on handheld mobile digital electronic devices and consumer devices, namely, computers, for use in database management; downloadable virtual and augmented reality software for playing computer games; downloadable interactive computer software for providing navigational and travel information; downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); downloadable Global Positioning System (GPS) computer software; electronic downloadable publications in the nature of books in the field of marketing; downloadable electronic maps; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of creating maps; electronic books featuring marketing information recorded on computer media; digital e-books featuring marketing information recorded on computer media; audio books in the nature of novels; electronic magazines featuring marketing information recorded on computer media; downloadable podcasts in the field of marketing; downloadable webcasts in the field of marketing

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Online social networking services; online social networking through a travel community website; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; provision of social networking and social introduction via online computer databases; providing social networking services on the internet and other communication networks, namely, through a community website, for entertainment purposes; hotel concierge services; user identification verification services being on-line identity reliability investigation in the field of on-line dating and claims made about age, gender; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services, all of the aforesaid services also provided online via a database or the Internet

**International Classes** | 45 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Personal and legal services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Step Digital Holdings Limited | **Address** | Step Digital Holdings Limited | 3rd Floor, J & C Building, Road Town Tortola BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS | **Legal Entity** | Company Limited by Shares | **State or Country Where Organized** | VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 186.0083

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE LOGISTICSFRAMEWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90638196</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 12, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7095802</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Acquired Distinctiveness** In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Downloadable computer software for logistics coordination and control, logistics data retrieval, logistics data distribution and analysis, logistics reporting, and mobile logistics communications

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jan. 01, 2012 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2012

For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for logistics coordination and control, logistics data retrieval, logistics data distribution and analysis, logistics reporting, and mobile logistics communications; Online non-downloadable computer software for logistics coordination and control, logistics data retrieval, logistics data distribution and analysis, logistics reporting, and mobile logistics communications

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Jan. 01, 2012 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Qv21 Technologies, Inc. **Address** Qv21 Technologies, Inc. Building 3, Suite 400 1250 South Capital of Texas Highway Austin TEXAS 78746 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAW INSIDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90641543 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095803
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring articles and non-downloadable publications in the nature of blogs in the fields of legal information, contracts, negotiations, and drafting agreements; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the fields of legal information, contracts, negotiations, and drafting agreements; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of legal information, contracts, negotiations, and drafting agreements
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010

For Providing legal information via a website; Providing an online searchable database in the field of contracts and contract clauses; Providing an online searchable database in the field of legal definitions
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Law Insider, Inc. Address Law Insider, Inc. 638 8th Ave Kirkland WASHINGTON 98033 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 09383-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSS, KATHERINE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUARTERLY COLLABORATIVE EXCHANGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90642325</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
<td>7095804</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Acquired Distinctiveness**  In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Arranging and conducting business conferences and workshops in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures; arranging and conducting special events for educational purposes in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures; educational and training services, namely, conducting seminars, classes, conferences, and workshops in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**  Jan. 01, 2008  
**In Commerce**  Jan. 01, 2008

For  Business services, namely, arranging and conducting special events for business purposes in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  
**First Use**  Jan. 01, 2008  
**In Commerce**  Jan. 01, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  EOS Worldwide, LLC  
**Address**  EOS Worldwide, LLC  2254 Cole Street, Suite 130  Birmingham MICHIGAN  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  67931-130 T1
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEEP NOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 90644797 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 14, 2021 | Registration Number | 7095805 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register          | Principal       | Mark Type            | Trademark         |
| Publication Date | Jan. 17, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "DEEP NOSE" in green. | Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed           | The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

FOREIGN INFORMATION

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 2020-0233658 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Dec. 21, 2020 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 1875979 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Jun. 08, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jun. 08, 2032 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Sensor apparatus for medical use in diagnosis, namely, medical sensor for collecting component data of exhalation; Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical apparatus for detecting cancer; Testing instruments for medical diagnostic purposes, namely, lung cancer testing instruments

| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

For Downloadable and recorded software for identifying scents detected by sensors; Downloadable and recorded computer software that analyzes scents detected by sensors using data accumulated through artificial intelligence machine learning algorithms; Downloadable and recorded software for internet of things (IoT) that communicates with objects by analyzing scents detected by sensors with artificial intelligence machine learning algorithms; Downloadable and recorded software in the field of edge computing that controls the terminal by analyzing scents detected by sensors with artificial intelligence machine learning algorithms; Downloadable and recorded computer search engine software for internet information and websites; Downloadable and recorded computer software for indexing information and website indexes and other sources of information; Downloadable and recorded computer software for data, document and image transfer over computer networks; Downloadable and recorded computer software for collecting data on a computer network; Downloadable and recorded computer software that collects web documents from computer networks; Downloadable and recorded computer search engine software; Downloadable and recorded computer software for online database access, browsing and search; Downloadable and recorded computer software for data processing; Downloadable and recorded computer software for big data processing; Downloadable and recorded computer software for collection, analysis and processing of big data; Downloadable and recorded computer software for...
computer software for database management; Computer hardware for artificial intelligence services; Computer hardware for artificial intelligence management; Computer hardware for internet of things (IoT) that communicates with objects by analyzing scents detected by sensors with artificial intelligence machine learning algorithms; Artificial intelligence computer servers; Gas sensors for detecting the presence of gas; Electrochemical gas sensors for identifying specific organic compounds in the form of gases; Apparatus for measuring the concentration of gas; Gas detecting apparatus; Apparatus for analysing gases; Gas leak alarm systems; Air analysis apparatus; Air pollution measuring devices

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute  **Address**  Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute  218, Gajeong-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, REPUBLIC OF KOREA  34129  **Legal Entity**  Non-profit government-funded institute

**State or Country Where Organized**  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  KOR-778TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  WOO, SAMUEL M
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  No  **Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of the stylized word "DETROIT" in an oblong oval border, featuring 7 circular nail heads at either end of the oval. The upper portion of the letter "D" in "DETROIT" extends in a curved line to the right and left over the term. The stylized words "SPEED & ENGINEERING" are positioned below the oval and follow its arced shape. **Disclaimer**  "SPEED & ENGINEERING"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**  A0114820/1630576  **International Registration Number**  1630576  **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**  3642638

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Vehicle parts, namely, suspension systems for automobiles, frames for automobiles, subframes being supporting frames for attaching an engine or suspension of an automobile without a true chassis, suspension control arms, brake hardware, shock absorbers, brakes, wheel tubs in the nature of vehicle body panels placed over the rear wheels, steering units for land vehicles and parts thereof, wheels, fender flares for land vehicles, battery mounts, subframe connectors in the nature of specially-adapted steel reinforcing tubes for connecting the front and rear subframes to increase the rigidity of a vehicle's unibody chassis, fill plates being body panels, suspension systems being caster and camber plates in the nature of adjustable mounting plates specially adapted for attaching to front suspension to the vehicle's chassis to allow tuning and adjustments of the front suspension caster and camber, pinions being gears for vehicles, roll cages being vehicle chassis, and fuel tanks; Front suspension systems for automobiles; Parts for land vehicle suspension systems, namely, control arms, sway bars and coilovers; license plate frames

**International Classes**  12 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  **International Class Title**  Vehicles  **First Use**  2001  **In Commerce**  2001
For Decals; posters made of paper
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
First Use  2001 In Commerce  2001

For Headers as part of vehicle exhaust system; aftermarket windshield wiper kits comprised of windshield wiper motors for land vehicles
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
First Use  Feb. 23, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 23, 2021

For Online retail store services featuring automobile parts
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
First Use  2001 In Commerce  2001

For Coordinate measuring instruments, namely, hand-operated pinion centering tools in the nature of a metal alignment plate containing pre-measured holes for determining a properly aligned pinion centerline, all for use in automotive repair; Hand-operated automotive repair tools in the nature of a shock adjustment tool comprised of a pressure gauge and pressure relief valve, all for determining and adjusting the gas pressure inside the shock absorber
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
First Use  2014 In Commerce  2014

For Shirts; sweatshirts; hats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39
First Use  2002 In Commerce  2002

For Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, shock spanners, shock adjusters in the nature of spanner wrenches, spanner wrenches, rear axle upper bushing removal and installation tools
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44
First Use  Feb. 23, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 23, 2021
**MARK**

**Literal(s)** DETROIT SPEED & ENGINEERING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90645169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION**

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: "SPEED & ENGINEERING"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0114819/1629631
- **International Registration Number**: 1629631
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3642638

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For Vehicle parts, namely, suspension systems for automobiles, frames for automobiles, subframes being supporting frames for attaching an engine or suspension of an automobile without a true chassis, suspension control arms, brake hardware, shock absorbers, brakes, wheel tubs in the nature of vehicle body panels placed over the rear wheels, steering units for land vehicles and parts thereof, wheels, fender flares for land vehicles, battery mounts, subframe connectors in the nature of specially-adapted steel reinforcing tubes for connecting the front and rear subframes to increase the rigidity of a vehicle's unibody chassis, fill plates being body panels, suspension systems being caster and camber plates in the nature of adjustable mounting plates specially adapted for attaching to front suspension to the vehicle's chassis to allow tuning and adjustments of the front suspension caster and camber, pinions being gears for vehicles, roll cages being vehicle chassis, and fuel tanks; Front suspension systems for automobiles; Parts for land vehicle suspension systems, namely, control arms, sway bars and coilovers; license plate frames**
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 - **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2001

- **For Decals; posters made of paper**
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2001
For Headers as part of vehicle exhaust system; aftermarket windshield wiper kits comprised of windshield wiper motors for land vehicles

**International Classes** 7 - **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  
**International Class Title** Machinery  
**First Use** Feb. 23, 2021  
**In Commerce** Feb. 23, 2021

For Online retail store services featuring automobile parts

**International Classes** 35 - **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** 2001  
**In Commerce** 2001

For Coordinate measuring instruments, namely, hand-operated pinion centering tools in the nature of a metal alignment plate containing pre-measured holes for determining a properly aligned pinion centerline, all for use in automotive repair; Hand-operated automotive repair tools in the nature of a shock adjustment tool comprised of a pressure gauge and pressure relief valve, all for determining and adjusting the gas pressure inside the shock absorber

**International Classes** 9 - **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** 2014  
**In Commerce** 2014

For Shirts; sweatshirts; hats

**International Classes** 25 - **US Classes** 22, 39  
**International Class Title** Clothing  
**First Use** 2002  
**In Commerce** 2002

For Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, shock spanners, shock adjusters in the nature of spanner wrenches, spanner wrenches, rear axle upper bushing removal and installation tools

**International Classes** 8 - **US Classes** 23, 28, 44  
**International Class Title** Hand Tools  
**First Use** Feb. 23, 2021  
**In Commerce** Feb. 23, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Holley Performance Products Inc.  
**Address** Holley Performance Products Inc.  1801 Russellville Road  
Bowling Green  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 123938-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROCK STEPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90645599 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095808 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK0003593530 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 03593530 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 18, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 10, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For game cards; Game consoles, namely, hand-held games consoles featuring interactive control floor pads or mats; Game controllers for computers; Game controllers in the nature of game pads and floor mats for computer games; Game controllers in the nature of game pads and floor mats for video game machines; Games, namely, children's learning and educational action skill games and games for developing cognitive skills; Action skill games; Apparatus for electronic games being interactive control floor pads or mats; electronic game playing apparatus for children's electronic educational games; Electronic learning toys

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Game services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable game software; Game services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable game software by means of communications between computer terminals and mobile telephone for use with computers, mobile telephones, and game controllers in the nature of interactive control floor mats, and smart home hubs; Game services, namely, providing on-line downloadable game software from a computer network; Providing non-downloadable games offered online on a computer network; Game services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable games provided via computer networks and global communication networks; providing online non-downloadable game programs for arcade video game machines; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing online non-downloadable electronic games software; Providing online non-downloadable games software for use with computers
For: Downloadable game development software; Recorded game development software; downloadable game programs for
arcade video game machines; Recorded game programs for arcade video game machines; Downloadable game software;
recorded computer game software; downloadable electronic games software; Downloadable games software for use with
computers; recorded games software for use with computers; Voice command devices, namely, internet of things (IoT) devices
which are internet-enabled and controllable by voice commands, intelligent devices controllable by voice commands, devices
controllable by voice controlled smart home hubs, all being internet of things (IoT) devices in the nature of home automation
hubs using artificial intelligence comprised of voice-activated speakers, computer hardware, and downloadable software for
controlling networked devices in the internet of things (IoT); Voice processing systems comprised of voice recognition
systems comprised of microphones, computer processors and recorded speech-to-text software for transcribing spoken
language into text and natural language processing systems comprised of recorded, on-chip natural language software for
processing language; Voice recognizers, namely, downloadable and recorded software for voice recognition; downloadable
voice recognition software; Recorded voice recognition software; Voice response equipment, namely, microphones, voice-
activated speakers and computer hardware; downloadable software featuring artificial intelligence and for machine learning

For: Electronic voice and data transmission services; Digital voice and data transmission services; Voice over IP services;
Transmission of voice by means of the Internet; Wireless electronic transmission of voice signals

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and
Entertainment

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STEPPING STONES GAMES LIMITED  Address  STEPPING STONES GAMES LIMITED  2ND
FLOOR 201, GREAT PORTLAND STREET  LONDON, ENGLAND  UNITED KINGDOM  W1W5AB  Legal Entity
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  37860-6080US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEPHISTO GENETICS EST.2012

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90647965 Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2021 Registration Number  7095809
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word, MEPHISTO" and word, GENETICS" which is under the first word, both represented in a stylized font and a design consisting of the graphic representation of a mountain with snowy summit behind the name. The are also two lightnings on the sides of the mountain and a wording, "Est.2012" at the bottom of the mountain. The whole mark is in a frame. Disclaimer "GENETICS AND EST. 2012"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Agricultural grains for planting; Agricultural seeds; Bulbs for horticultural purposes; Seeds for horticultural purposes; Unprocessed seeds for agricultural use; none of the foregoing consisting of, or capable of germinating into, Cannabis sativa L. with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis, and none relating to wheat, oat, rye, maize, corn, grass, or lettuce
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 46 International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products First Use  2014 In Commerce  Dec. 20, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The little Farm distribucion S.L. Address  The little Farm distribucion S.L. Carrer Bruniquer 52  Barcelona SPAIN  08024 Legal Entity  sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90649972 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095810
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a house design with purple sides and a pink roof inside of an incomplete heart that is purple at the bottom and pink at the top. Within the house is a design of sonic waves in purple. Color Claimed The color(s) pink and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2062705 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 14, 2020 Foreign Application/ Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 14, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blood pressure monitors; Wearable monitors used to measure biometric data for medical use
For Downloadable or recorded computer software for use as a remote monitoring assistive technology in aged and disability care; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and tablet devices, namely, software for use as a remote monitoring assistive technology in aged and disability care; Downloadable mobile software applications for use as a remote monitoring assistive technology in aged and disability care; Surveillance apparatus, namely, internet-of-things enabled sensors and remote monitoring devices in the nature of cameras, pedometers, wearable activity trackers for human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Surveillance instruments, namely, internet-of-things enabled sensors and remote monitoring devices in the nature of cameras, pedometers, wearable activity trackers for human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Infrared detection apparatus; Passive infrared detectors; Electronic apparatus, namely, motion detectors used to measure human activities of daily living; Alarm signalling apparatus, namely, duress and incident detection devices that detect a human requiring assistance in their residence in the nature of personal security alarms; Remote monitoring apparatus, namely, computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area that are internet connected to cloud-based software; Downloadable computer firmware for use in remote monitoring of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing;
Recorded computer firmware for use in remote monitoring of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Motion sensors; heat sensors in the nature of temperature sensors; movement sensors in the nature of motion sensors; alarm sensors; personal security alarms; warning alarms to detect heat and/or movement in the nature of personal security and fire alarms; remote motion sensors; remote heat sensors in the nature of temperature sensors; remote movement sensors in the nature of motion sensors; human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing detectors, namely, motion detectors, fire and smoke detectors, carbon monoxide detectors; motion detectors; movement detectors in the nature of motion detectors; fire alarm and emergency evacuation devices, namely, heat detectors; infra-red sensors; infra-red detectors; human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing monitors, namely, pedometers, wearable video display monitors, wearable activity trackers; wearable video display monitors; remote monitoring apparatus, namely, baby monitors, cameras for monitoring pets; alarm signalling transmitters; alarm signalling receivers; blank smart cards; chip, flash and magnetically encoded card readers; smart card readers; electronic card readers; downloadable mobile applications for remote monitoring of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; communication modems; downloadable communication software for connecting remote monitoring devices to cloud-hosted software; communication apparatus, namely, apparatus for transmission of communication; electronic two-way wireless communication systems comprised of computer hardware and recorded software for the transmission of internet enabled voice and video data between two points; transmitters for use in emergency communications in the nature of emergency signal transmitters; wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Downloadable mobile phone and tablet applications, and downloadable desktop software for use in the operation and remote operation of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing monitoring and detector systems; downloadable software for use in the operation and remote operation of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing monitors and detectors; recorded and downloadable software for use in the operation and remote operation of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing monitors and detectors

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus


International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Development of electronic surveillance and monitoring apparatus for others; developing computer software; electronic data storage; Software as a service (SaaS) service featuring cloud-hosted and application-based software for internet-of-things enabled sensors and remote monitoring devices for human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Hosting of software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for internet-of-things enabled sensors and remote monitoring devices for human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer
software for internet-of-things enabled sensors and remote monitoring devices for human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Providing on-line non-downloadable computer firmware for internet-of-things enabled sensors and remote monitoring devices for human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable mobile phone and tablet applications, and desktop software for use in the operation and remote operation of human activities of daily living, health and wellbeing monitoring and detector systems

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Intelicare Holdings Limited  **Address**  Intelicare Holdings Limited  Unit 1, 299 Vincent St  Leederville, WA AUSTRALIA  6007  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  PNTR 10949

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
Digital Manufacturing. Reimagined.

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIGITAL MANUFACTURING.
REIMAGINED.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90656054 Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2021 Registration Number  7095811
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DIGITAL MANUFACTURING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Injection molding of plastic for others; Computer numerical control (CNC) machining of parts for others
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Oct. 26, 2020 In Commerce  Oct. 26, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kemeera LLC Address  Kemeera LLC  620 3rd Street  Oakland  CALIFORNIA  94607 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  066433-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCLEIDOROVICH, JOANNA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUCKY CAT KARAOKE SHOP
CASINO CAT CAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90659544 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095812
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LUCKY CAT" in which each letter of "CAT" is contained within a block in front of a stylized cat with one paw raised and wearing a collar with a tag having two Chinese characters. The cat is standing in the foreground of a cityscape with two staircases leading to a bridge and tall buildings to both the left and right of the cat. The buildings feature signs labeled as follows, from left to right: "KARAOKE" with four Japanese characters, "SHOP" with four Japanese characters, "CASINO" with three Japanese characters, and "CAT CAFE" with four Japanese characters. On the right-most building, two billboards featuring the same cat design appear. In the background, a Ferris wheel rises from a building. Disclaimer "KARAOKE", "SHOP", "CASINO", AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "LAOSHI", "KARAOKE", "SHOPPU", AND "KAJINO" Translation The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "LAOSHI", which means "teacher" in English, "SHOPPU", which means "shop" in English, "KARAOKE", which means "karaoke" in English, "KAJINO", which means "casino" in English, "NEKO KAFYE", which means "cat cafe" in English. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Film and video film production; Film distribution; Karaoke disc jockey (KJ) services; Karaoke lounge services; Karaoke machine rental services; Language instruction; Language interpretation; Language interpreter services; Language interpreting; Language translation; Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Teaching at elementary schools; Teaching at junior high schools; Teaching, training, tutoring and courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate level; Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network; Amusement arcade services; Arranging and conducting online workshops in the field of dietetic food; Arranging and conducting online workshops in the field of food nutrition; Arranging and conducting online workshops in the field of health; Arranging and conducting online workshops in the field of nutritional food; Arranging and conducting online workshops in the field of wellness; Arranging and conducting of classes, workshops and training in the field of Arabic language; Arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, lecture presentations and symposiums for language training; Augmented reality video production; Conducting after school PreK-12, college, and post graduate education, language,
literacy, academic, teacher and administration training, and virtual reality, augmented reality, extended reality, technology, science, language, literacy, history, social studies, and cross-cultural communication tutoring programs; Conducting live entertainment in the nature of games featuring language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards, and realistic simulations in the fields of daily life, work, school, cross-cultural communication, historical events, sociopolitical events, social situations, facial expressions, travel based on realistic cities and towns, time-travel, space-travel, travel into the atoms, cells, animal, plant or human, mechanical workings and fictional simulations, building of towns and cities, traveling, singing and social games; Continuing public service programs in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history, math, AI, robotics, and deep learning produced and distributed over television, satellite, film, audio, video, internet, and 3-D virtual reality media; Education in the fields of language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards rendered through correspondence courses; Education services, namely, providing online cognitive assessments and training programs that help identify cognitive strengths and weaknesses of an individual; Education services, namely, training educators in the field of language, literacy, history and STEM/STEAM and providing curricula in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, online training in connection with all aspects of the federal government's Universal Service Fund Program for Schools and Libraries; Educational services, namely, conducting on line and telephonic instruction and courses in the field language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards; Educational services, namely, offering of assessments and surveys in the field of educator training and performance for the purpose of improving teaching procedures; Educational services, namely, professional coaching of teachers in the field of games, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), language, literacy and STEM/STEAM provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Educational services, namely, providing online courses of instruction at the Pre-K, Kindergarten to 12, college, graduate, and post-graduate levels in the fields of language, literacy, STEM, history and math and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math via an online website; Educational services, namely, teacher training in the field of games, language, literacy and STEM/STEAM provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Entertainment services, namely, a video arcade housed in a virtual, web or offline app or platform; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of language, literacy, STEM, and math, such competitions conducted via in-person edutainment gatherings, and other forms of edutainment, namely, educational online games, simulations, video games, software applications, AR, VR, extended reality (XR), mobile, web and cross-platform games, cartoon shows, tv shows, radio shows, film, interactive videos, voice and speech recognition platforms; Entertainment services, namely, conducting alternate reality games via the internet; Entertainment services, namely, providing online browser-based video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online co-op video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games that help maintain an active brain and thus improve memory, speed of processing, and that provide a variety of cognitive benefits that positively impact quality of life; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online multiplayer video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring games and puzzles; Entertainment services, namely, providing brain training games on-line and in mobile wireless form; Entertainment services, namely, providing information about a recording artist via an online network; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable pre-recorded music via a website; Entertainment services,
namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Film and video production; Gaming services in the nature of web based games, mobile games, AR games, VR games, XR games, holographic games, in person games, conducting online computer game tournaments in the fields of language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Hosting a back to school event in a shopping center featuring prizes, games, music, and a fashion show; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, educational or entertainment concert, karaoke party, video game party, community building events, creative media events, AR, VR, XR, and in-person social entertainment events, for others; Interactive online web journals featuring language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Organisation of games; Organizing, conducting and operating edutainment tournaments in the nature of educational video game tournaments, provided via mobile application, web application, cross-platform application, and interactive computer platform, in the fields of cultural immersion, cities and towns, and film, featuring assessments of and rewards for participants' knowledge, effort, and participation; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing karaoke facilities; Providing online augmented reality games; Providing online interviews featuring authors in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math for entertainment purposes; Providing online music, not downloadable; Providing online non-downloadable cartoon strips; Providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; Providing online nondownloadable comic strips; Providing online non-downloadable comics; Providing online nondownloadable e-books in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing online non-downloadable electronic books in the field of language and literacy; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, magazines, books, choose your own adventure interactive books, written narratives and stories in the fields of language, literacy, STEM, history, math games, and edutainment, namely, the field of educational video games, educational online games, educational XR games, educational in person games, educational VR games, educational cross-platform games, educational web based games, educational community based games, educational AR games, educational holographic games; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing online non-downloadable journals in the field of games, web and virtual based for language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing online non-downloadable tutorial e-books in the field of games, web and virtual based for language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing online non-downloadable tutorial e-books in the field of games, web and virtual based for language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing online non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing online publications, namely, questionnaires for research and data collection in the field of data science and analytics with regard to video game usage, learning styles, teaching styles, pronunciation, ASR models, XR, AR, VR, online games, gamification in learning, phonics, whole language instruction, ESL, second language acquisition, environments of low internet connectivity, randomized control studies, AI, deep learning, machine learning, neural networks, audio and camera collection, disabilities, aphasia, formal versus informal school instruction, in-school versus out of school instruction, curriculums, further economic and educational attainment, employment attainment, work proficiencies, job advancement, pre
versus post test scores, pre versus post attitudes towards different cultures, tracking of learner engagement; Providing online publications, namely, questionnaires relating to personal biographical information; Providing a web site that features information about online higher education resources; Providing amusement arcade services; Providing an online monthly column in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math; Providing an online syndicated newspaper section featuring games and puzzles; Providing an Internet website portal featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards; Providing an Internet website portal in the field of music; Providing computer games via internet café; Providing education courses in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing education in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards rendered through video conference; Providing information about online education; Providing information about online higher education via a website; Providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education; Providing information in the field of music via a website; Providing information in the field of literacy, reading, sign language, education, training, early childhood instruction and tutoring related to hearing and speech disabilities via the Internet; Providing information on teaching methodology and education issues to music educators; Providing information relating to organizing community sporting and cultural activities, contests and games; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing on-line card games; Providing on-line computer games; Providing on-line videos featuring language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards, not downloadable; Providing religious instruction through language, literacy, STEM, history and math exercises; Provision of information relating to music; Provision of information relating to electronic computer games provided via the Internet; Publication of books; Publication of online texts of interviews featuring lawmakers in the field of pending legislation for educational purposes; Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Rental of teaching robots; Rental of medical diagnostic simulators for use as teaching aids; Rental of video games; Sign language interpretation; Teaching in the field of language, literacy, STEM, history and math teacher standards; Video arcade services; Virtual reality arcade services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment **First Use**  Feb. 20, 2017 **In Commerce**  Apr. 07, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  ABC Club L3C **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA The ABC Club.org **Address**  ABC Club L3C  H E, Suite 101, 122 W 125th St  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82002 **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**  WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  90659544

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CORNWELL, ANDREA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PDAYIEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90662163 Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7095813
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "PdaYiep" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby walkers; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jan. 19, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Kangxianju Intelligent Manufacturing Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Kangxianju Intelligent Manufacturing Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 201, Bldg A, No. 1, Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shenzhen-HK Cooperation Zone Shenzhen CHINA 518066 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90662411 Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7095814
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Eyeglasses; Scales; Telescopes; Baby monitors; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Sports helmets
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 03, 2021 In Commerce  Apr. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wu, Han Address  Wu, Han  513, Building 1, Pengyi Garden, Bagua 1st Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00981

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) L.J. SHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90662598 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095815
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies Lihi Shen, whose professional name is L.J. Shen, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For printed fiction books on a variety of topics; printed books in the field of fiction; printed books in the field of romance literature; printed novels; bookmarks; bookplates; adhesive paper labels
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lihi Shen Address Lihi Shen LJ Shen Publishing, Inc. 3515 Mt. Diablo Blvd., Unit #40 Lafayette CALIFORNIA 94549 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LJSHEN-4
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B.A.T.S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90664722 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7095816 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jordan, Michael Address Jordan, Michael 505 W Laurel St Compton CALIFORNIA 90220 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PATHFINDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90671362</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095817</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Oct. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Cartridge Brewing, LLC
- **Address**: Cartridge Brewing, LLC 1411 Grandin Road Maineville OHIO 45039
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 0654221

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE ARTE DEPT.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90671464 Application Filing Date  Apr. 26, 2021 Registration Number  7095818
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DEPT." Translation The English translation of "ARTE" in the mark is "art".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of photography; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of photography; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of photography; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of photography; Providing science educational mentoring services and programs
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Elizabeth Messina Address  Elizabeth Messina  110 South Catalina Street Ventura CALIFORNIA 93001 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAZY RABBIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90672713 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095819
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RABBIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds for household pets; Camping mattresses; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Kneeling pads for household and garden use; Lawn furniture; Non-metal pet tags; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Pet caskets; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, cat condos; Pillows for household pets; Plastic grave markers; Play yards for pets; Portable beds for pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 31, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dalian Yihong Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dalian Yihong Trading Co., Ltd. No. 2, 3rd Floor No. 17, Anmin Street, Zhongshan District Dalian City, Liaoning CHINA 116000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US024600T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TRUEDATA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 90674656 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 27, 2021 | Registration Number | 7095820 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5502554

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the collection and systematization of information into computer databases; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the collection and systematization of information into computer databases in the fields of advertising, marketing, and business intelligence; Platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring a software platform for the collection and systematization of information into computer databases; Platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring a software platform for the collection and systematization of information into computer databases in the fields of advertising, marketing, and business intelligence; Platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring a software platform for providing information brokerage services; Platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring a software platform for providing information brokerage services in the fields of advertising, marketing, and business intelligence; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring data brokerage software; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring data brokerage software in the fields of advertising, marketing, and business intelligence; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data analysis and analytics; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data analysis and analytics in the fields of advertising, marketing, and business intelligence
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: TrueData Solutions, Inc.
- **Address**: TrueData Solutions, Inc. 35th Floor 555 W 5th Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90013
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OWNERSEGG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90675475 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7095821
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 07, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 3020212078520 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 302021207852 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 04, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 14, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Model figures being ornaments with a precious metal coating; Emeralds; Boxes of precious metal for jewelry; Jewelry made of semi-precious stones; Artificial precious stones, namely, artificial gemstones; Jewelry boxes of precious metal; Jewelry made of plated precious metal; Jewelry made from precious stones; Precious stones set in precious metal being jewelry; Artistically designed objects made of precious stones being jewelry; Necklaces of precious metal; Precious metal alloys; Commemorative emblems being medals of precious metal; Medals of precious metal; Lapel pins of precious metal; Cufflinks of precious metal; Figurines of precious metal; Split rings of precious metal for keys; Cufflinks of precious metal set with semi-precious stones; Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Jewelry coated with precious metal; Olivine; Fashion key fobs being decorative key fobs made of precious metal; Jewelry made of precious metal; Watches made of precious metal or coated therewith; Tie clips of precious metals; Precious and semi-precious stones; Cufflinks made of precious metal set with semi-precious stones; Precious metal wire being jewelry; Ingots of precious metal; Statuettes of precious metal and their alloys; Unprocessed gemstones; Model figures being ornaments made of precious metal; Works of art of precious metal; Insignia of precious metal; Statues and figures made of or coated with precious metals, semi-precious metals, precious stones, semi-precious stones, or imitations thereof; Presentation boxes for precious stones; Name badges of precious metal; Medallions of precious metal; Jewelry ring holders of precious metal; Precious metals; Ornamental figurines of precious metal; Jewelry chains of precious metal for bracelets; Hat jewelry of precious metal; Jewelry boxes, not of precious metal; Semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; Wire thread of precious metal being jewelry; Boxes of precious metal; Tie clips of precious metal; Funerary tablets being grave markers of precious metal; Gemstones; Small jewelry boxes of precious metal; Ornamental action figures made of precious metal; Badges of precious metal; Trophies plated with precious metal; Semi-
finished products of precious metal being semi-wrought precious metals for making jewelry; Ornaments of precious metal for 
clothing, namely, jewelry for attachment to clothing; Sculptures of precious metal; Jewelry made of precious metal alloys; 
Festive decorations being holiday ornaments of precious metal, except decorations for Christmas trees; Trophies made from 
precious metal alloy; Commemorative cups being trophies of precious metal; Precious metal tie pins; Statuettes made of semi-
precious metals; Trophies plated with precious metal alloys; Tie chains of precious metal; Semi-precious stones; Statues of 
precious metal; Figurines made of precious or semi-precious stones; Wire of precious metal being jewelry; Small jewelry
boxes, not of precious metal; Pendants made of precious metal or coated therewith; Chains of precious metal being jewelry; 
Model animal figures being ornaments made of precious metal; Marcasite jewelry; Alloys of precious metal; Ornaments of 
precious metal in the nature of jewelry; Rings being jewelry plated with precious metal; Decorative pins being jewelry of 
precious metal; Cubic zircons being artificial gemstones; Miniature model figures being ornaments of precious metal;
Necklaces made of precious metal; Jewelry and sculptures made of precious metal; Miniature figurines of precious metal; 
Statuettes made of semi-precious stones; Figurines plated with precious metal; Precious metal badges for clothing, namely, 
lapel badges of precious metal; Model animal figures being ornaments made of precious metal; Cases of precious metal for 
chronometric instruments; Jewelry coated with precious metal alloys; Semi-finished products of precious stone, namely, 
cabochons for making jewelry; Figurines for ornamental purposes made of precious stones; Key chains of precious metal; 
Jewelry of precious metal for personal use; Figurines made of precious metals; Crystal jewelry plated with precious metal; 
Jewelry set in semi-precious metal; Rhinestones for making jewelry; Chain links of precious metal, namely, neck chains; 
Threads of precious metal; Watches made of precious metals; Decorations of precious metal being jewelry for attachment to 
clothing; Earrings made of precious metal; Medals plated with precious metal; Tourmaline gemstones; Key rings made of 
precious metals; Jewelry set with precious stones; Cases of precious metal for jewelry; Cases of precious metal for watches;
Jewelry plated with precious metal; Ornaments in the nature of jewelry made of or coated with precious metals, semi-precious 
metals, precious stones, semi-precious stones, or imitations thereof; Jewelry pendants plated with precious metal; Articles 
made from jewelry coated with precious metal, namely, jewelry charms coated with precious metal; Statues of religious icons 
made of precious metal; Trophies of precious metal; Decorative boxes made of precious metal; Unwrought and semi-wrought 
precious stones and their imitations; Cases of precious metal being parts of clocks; Partly wrought precious metals; Artificial 
gemstones; Table sculptures of precious metal; Precious metal pins being jewelry; Shoe ornaments, namely, shoe jewelry of 
precious metal; Key rings with a precious metal coating; Precious metal boxes for jewels; Winners trophies made of precious 
metal; Statues made of precious metals; Jewelry chains of precious metal; Spinels; Imitation gemstones; Precious stones, 
pearls and precious metals and imitations thereof; Chain links made of semi-precious metal, namely, neck chains; Jewelry 
made of semi-precious metal; Key holders being key chains of precious metal; Cufflinks of precious metal set with precious 
stones; Figurines made of precious stones; Cufflinks plated with precious metal; Natural gemstones; Busts of precious metal; 
Precious metals and their alloys; Key rings plated with precious metal; Chalcedony; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; 
Processed or partially wrought precious metals; Jewelry chains of precious metal for the ankle; Shoe ornaments being shoe 
/jewelry of precious metal; Artificial gems; Tie pins of precious metal; Figurines made of imitation gold; Figurines of gold; 
Jewelry brooches plated with gold; Imitation gold cufflinks; Gold plated rings being jewelry; Gold alloys; Gold bracelets; Gold
cufflinks; Gold jewelry chains with angular links; Gold plated wrist watches; Unwrought or beaten gold; Gold; Gold 
imitations, namely, jewelry made of imitation gold; Artistically designed objects made of enameled gold, namely, gold 
/jewelry; Gold bullion; Gold and its alloys; Gold coins being gold bullion coins; Gold earrings; Bracelets plated with gold; 
Statuettes made of imitation gold; Gold wristwatches; Gold jewelry; Gold plated necklaces; Gold chains being jewelry; Chains
being jewelry plated with gold; Gold bars being gold ingots; Gold chronometers; Gold based alloys; Necklaces made of gold; Gold alloy ingots; Gold wire being jewelry; Gold, unworked or semi-worked; Gold plated earrings; Gold bullion coins; Gold medals; Gold rings being jewelry; Watches made of rolled gold; Jewelry made of gold; Gold plated brooches being jewelry; Unwrought or beaten silver; Artistically designed objects made of enameled silver, namely, silver jewelry; Silver rings being jewelry; Figurines made of silver; Silver plated rings being jewelry; Silver webs being ornaments of silver in the nature of jewelry; Clips of silver, namely, tie clips, ear clips, clip earrings, and scarf clips being jewelry made of silver; Unwrought silver; Silver bars being silver ingots; Silver alloy ingots; Silver alloys; Silver; Silver plated necklaces; Silver art objects being works of art of precious metal; Silver plated bracelets; Silver plated earrings; Silver earrings; Silver, unwrought or beaten; Silver plated cufflinks; Silver jewelry; Silver ingot; Silver wire being jewelry; Sterling silver jewelry; Silver bracelets; Silver necklaces; Silver watches; Silver and its alloys; Unwrought silver alloys; Palladium; Palladium alloys; Palladium and its alloys; Jewelry made of platinum; Platinum alloys; Platinum; Platinum rings being jewelry; Platinum and its alloys; Platinum watches; Platinum bars being platinum ingots; Platinum alloy ingots; Diamonds; Jewelry set with diamonds; Cut diamonds; Jewelry rolls for storage; Jewelry; Jewelry boxes made of wood; Imitation jewelry; Agates being jewelry; Jewelry, including imitation jewelry and artificial jewelry; Pendants; Jewelry of yellow amber; Presentation boxes for jewelry; Jewelry hat pins; Enameled jewelry; Charitable bracelets, namely, charity bracelets; Key rings; Jewelry made of precious metals; Pendants of common metal; Jewelry for personal decoration; Rhinestones for making jewelry; Jewelry made of common metal; Fashion body jewelry; Bracelets of embroidered fabric; Jewelry, namely, crosses; Decorative articles for personal use in the nature of jewelry; Jewellery chains; Lapel pins; Jewelry made from cultured pearls; Cases for jewelry; Jewelry clips for adapting pierced stud earrings to clip earrings; Jewellery; Precious jewelry, namely, jewelry made of precious metals; Jewelry for women; Fake jewelry, namely, imitation jewelry; Jewellery chain of precious metal for bracelets; Brooches being jewelry; Artificial pearls being imitation pearls for making jewelry; Sockets being parts of jewelry for holding gemstones; Decorative pins being jewelry; Amulets; Watch straps; Bracelets; Jewelry boxes that play music; Jewelry in the form of pearls; Watch jewelry cases, namely, cases adapted for holding watches; Pewter jewelry; Gems; Ring bands being jewelry; Head jewelry, namely, jewelry for the head; Decorative brooches being jewelry; Semi-precious jewelry, namely, jewelry made of semi-precious metals; Jewelry set in non-precious metals; Jewelry chains for the neck; Decorative pins for hats being jewelry; Jewelry rolls; Buttons for cuffs being cufflinks; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Rings; Jewelry for attachment to hats; Jewelry and watch cases, namely, cases adapted for holding watches and jewelry; Jewelry boxes of metal; Jewelry chains; Fitted covers for jewelry rings for protecting against impact, wear and tear, and damage to ring bands and stones; Cameos; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry containing pearls; Rings of common metal being jewelry; Jewelry; Jewelry boxes made of leather; Diamond jewelry; Flexible wire bands for wear as bracelets; Needle in the nature of jewelry hat pins; Rings being jewelry or jewellery; Jewelry boxes, not of metal; Jewelry as recognition for employees; Rings of precious metal being jewelry; Necklaces; Jewelry rolls for travel; Imitation gaga being imitation jewelry; Jewelry pendants made of bronze; Children's jewelry; Jewelry pins, namely, pins being jewelry; Parts and accessories for jewelry being jewelry clasps, jewelry closures, and jewelry chains; Jewelry made of bronze; Security chains, namely, jewelry guard chains; Ornaments for the ear in the nature of jewelry; Crucifixes of precious metal, other than jewelry; Jewelry cases; Jewelry chains for ankles; Face jewelry, namely, jewelry for the face; Medallions; Jewelry for pets; Jet, unwrought or semi-wrought; Costume jewelry; Plastic costume jewelry; Pressed amber pendants being jewellery; Jewelry for shoes; Bracelets of plastic being jewelry; Cases adapted for jewelry; Amber pendants being jewellery; Lockets being jewelry; Jewelry box; Decorative jewelry pins for use on hats; Pearls; Valuable jewelry,
namely, jewelry of precious metals; Presentation bags adapted for jewelry; Presentation boxes for gemstones; Costume jewelry; Jewelry made of glass; Identification bracelets; Rhinestone jewelry; Articles of jewelry, namely, necklaces; Jewelry for costumes; Watch fittings; Decorative lapel pins; Small parts for jewelry, namely, jewelry clasps and jewelry closures; Fake jewelry being imitation jewelry; Scarf clips being jewelry; Decorative key fobs; Ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewellery; Pins being jewelry; Cloisonné jewelry; Jewelry for personal use; Synthetic precious stones; Clasps for jewelry; Crucifixes being jewelry; Watch straps made of plastic; Decorative key fobs made of imitation leather; Imitation leather key rings; Watch straps of metal, leather or plastic

**International Classes**  14 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 27, 28, 50  **International Class Title**  Jewelry

**For**  3D works of art made of precious metal for walls, namely, decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Self-adhesive wall decorations of precious metal, namely, decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Decorative wall hangings of precious metal

**International Classes**  27 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  **International Class Title**  Floor Coverings

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  OWNERSEGG AG  **Address**  OWNERSEGG AG SEIDENGASSE 13 ZÜRICH SWITZERLAND  8001

**Legal Entity**  PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  87368-338074

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**Trademark Registration**

**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number:** 90676847
- **Application Filing Date:** Apr. 28, 2021
- **Registration Number:** 7095822
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

**Reason for Publication**

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

- EVERSIO WELLNESS

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer:** "WELLNESS"

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**

- Herbal supplements for general health and well-being; dietary and nutritional supplements, namely, mushroom extracts

**International Classes**

- 5 - Primary Classes: US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**For**

- Retail store services featuring dietary and nutritional supplements, supplements for general health and well-being, drink mixes containing mushroom extracts, edible food items containing mushroom extracts; online retail store services and mobile retail store services featuring mushroom-based products, dietary and nutritional supplements, supplements for general health and well-being, drink mixes containing mushroom extracts, edible food items containing mushroom extracts; retail store services featuring equipment and accessories for promotion, distribution, sale and consumption of mushrooms and mushroom derivatives; online retail store services featuring equipment and accessories for promotion, distribution, sale and consumption of mushrooms and mushroom derivatives

**International Classes**

- 35 - Primary Classes: US Classes 100, 101, 102

**For**

- Advertising and Business

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** Eversio Wellness Ltd.
- **Address:** Eversio Wellness Ltd. 205-15288 54A Ave Surrey, BC CANADA V3S5X7
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** CANADA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** 2020181-10T1

**Examining Attorney**

- VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90680306 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7095823
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and training services, namely, conducting seminars, classes, and workshops in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures; business services, namely, providing business coaching services


For Business services, namely, providing consulting services, business development services, and business advisory services to others in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures; business services, namely, arranging and conducting events in the fields of business growth, business improvement, management improvement, free market economic science, entrepreneurship, and start-up ventures for business purposes


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EOS Worldwide, LLC Address EOS Worldwide, LLC 2254 Cole Street, Suite 130 Birmingham MICHIGAN 48009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 67931-172 T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLINICAL WORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90689864 Application Filing Date May 04, 2021 Registration Number 7095824
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CLINICAL”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4631300

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For foot scrubs; body scrubs; facial scrubs; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams; facial sheet masks for cosmetic use; disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing compounds for use on the face; skin moisturizers used as cosmetics; face moisturizers; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist; skin masks; beauty serums; non-medicated skin serums; patches containing non-medicated skin care preparations

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enchanté Accessories Inc. Address Enchanté Accessories Inc. 16 East 34th Street, 16th Floor New York NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K3-677

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BB · BREAKING · BOURBON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90698323</td>
<td>May 08, 2021</td>
<td>7095825</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;BOURBON&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Promo</th>
<th>Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring production information about alcohol beverages, product reviews, new releases, and recipes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For T-shirts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For T-shirts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 03, 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Breaking Bourbon, LLC Address | Breaking Bourbon, LLC | 3316 Quaker Lady Circle | Baldwinsville NEW YORK | 13027 Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ACYACY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90698708</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ACYACY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Centrifugal mills; Machine parts, namely, bearings; Machines tools for removing waste and trash; Metalworking machine tools; Car washing and vacuuming equipment, namely, machines for washing the exterior surface of an automobile vehicle and vacuuming the interior of such vehicle, where the equipment is manually-operated by the user; Centering drilling bits being parts of machines
- **International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Mar. 25, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 25, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: XIA, LING
- **Address**: XIA, LING NO.45, CHUANLAN STREET LANSHI TOWN, WUCHUAN ZHANGJIANG, GUANGDONG CHINA 524500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: QIANX-003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
Hi, skin

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HI, SKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90698935 Application Filing Date May 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095827
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the phrase "Hi, skin", in a certain stylized font and size ratio. Disclaimer "SKIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facial treatment services, namely, cosmetic peels; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials; Health spa services, namely, laser treatments for acne, rejuvenation, scars, tattoo removal and for facials and massage; Salon services, namely, facials, manicures and massages that are provided in a trailer outfitted with chair, table and sink accessories
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 07, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hi, skin LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Hi, Skin Address Hi, skin LLC Suite 132 100 E. Camelback Phoenix ARIZONA 85016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
LIFESTYLE VEHICLE

Mark Literal(s) LIFESTYLE VEHICLE

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Serial Number 90699477 Application Filing Date May 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095828 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VEHICLE"

Motor homes; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers; Recreational vehicles, namely, motor homes; Recreational vehicles, namely, toy haulers; Sports utility vehicles; Vans; Campers; Four-wheeled motor vehicles


Yes

Dave and Matt Vans, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Dave and Matt Vans Address Dave and Matt Vans, LLC 285 Spring Creek Cir. Gypsum COLORADO 81637 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DMX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90699632 Application Filing Date May 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095829
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Musical sound recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 1989 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Estate of Earl Simmons Composed of Executors Xaiver Simmons, U.S citizen, Tocoma Simmons, U.S citizen and Sean Simmons, U.S citizen Address Estate of Earl Simmons 3 Columbus Circle, 15th Floor New York NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity ESTATE State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK
Owner Name Tashera Simmons Address Tashera Simmons 3 Columbus Circle, 15th Floor New York NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 139023-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELECTRIFIED G80

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90703899 Application Filing Date May 11, 2021 Registration Number 7095830
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ELECTRIFIED"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1934760 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 15, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 15, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles; Passenger cars; Vans; Sports cars; Electric cars; Hybrid cars; Sport utility vehicles; Light trucks; Hydrogen fuel cell electric cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hyundai Motor Company Address Hyundai Motor Company 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06797 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HUND 2106115

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOOK, JEFFREY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SKIFF SAILING FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90711850 | Application Filing Date | May 14, 2021 | Registration Number | 7095831 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | “FOUNDATION” |

Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting public awareness of sailing; sailing team management services, namely, administration of a community recreational sailing league

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business | First Use | Nov. 20, 2001 | In Commerce | Nov. 20, 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Skiff Sailing Foundation
Address | Skiff Sailing Foundation 933 Polk Street  Albany  CALIFORNIA 94706
Legal Entity | tax exempt corporation
State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 07583-T0002A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRAIN TREATMENT CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90712378 Application Filing Date May 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095832 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a brain with multiple wavy lines inside. To the right of this design is the word "BRAIN" with the wording "TREATMENT CENTER" underneath. Disclaimer "BRAIN TREATMENT CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services; Medical services in the areas of mental health, cognitive performance, cognitive performance enhancement, and restoration of neurocognitive function
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 2019 In Commerce Nov. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wave Neuroscience, Inc. Address Wave Neuroscience, Inc. 1601 Dove Street, Suite 205 Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92660 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W1352-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SMILYAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90716751</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording Smilyan has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Air filtering installations; Air filters for air conditioning units; Air filters for domestic use; Air purifiers; Air purifying apparatus; Filters and filtering devices for air and gas conditioning; Filters for air conditioning

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Oct. 08, 2020

**In Commerce** Oct. 08, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Liu Le

**Address** No. 525 Villager Group 16th Datong Village, Caowei Town, Yuanjiang, Hunan CHINA 413100

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BERNS, LEE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NODETALKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90718163 Application Filing Date May 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095834
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 40-2020-0219619 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2020 Foreign Registration Number 40-1867377 Foreign Registration Date May 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date May 13, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For product safety testing of gas apparatus; technical gas meter data analysis services; computer services for the analysis of data, namely, computer security threat analysis for protecting data; database design and development; product development in the nature of sensor development; design of new products for others in the nature of sensor design; product research and development, namely, research and development of sensor; software creation being computer software development; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; creation of control programs for electric operation control and drive modules; design of new products for others, namely, designing of electrical controllers; product research and development, namely, research and development of electrical controllers; design of new products for others, namely, product design of electronic components; product research and development, namely, research and development of electronic components; computer programming of electronic control systems; product development; new product design services; creating, maintaining, and updating computer software; computer system monitoring services, namely, monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; computer programming services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: NodeTalks Corp.
Address: NodeTalks Corp. 510ho, Postech C5 80, Jigok-ro, Nam-gu, Pohang-si, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 37666
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 30024-0001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOUNDER COACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90718891  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2021  Registration Number  7095835
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "COACH"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  UK00003547693  Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 26, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 23, 2030  Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Oct. 23, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed manuals in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; printed matter namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curricula, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; printed matter in the nature of printed books, brochures, booklets and teaching materials in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; printed books in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; printed publications namely, brochures, booklets and teaching materials in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; printed instructional and teaching materials in the fields of personal development, finance and business management
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Coaching in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; business training; providing of education namely arranging and conducting conferences and seminars in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; providing of training relating to personal development, finance and business management, providing online non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; publication of texts; education and instruction services namely classes relating to personal development, finance and business management; education and training services, namely classes in relation to personal development, finance and business management; education services, namely classes and workshops relating to business training; education services, namely classes and workshops relating to business management and personnel management;
arranging and conducting conferences and seminars relating to business management; business training consultancy services; business training services; personal development training; presentation of live performances consisting of talks, classes, workshops and seminars relating to business training; training services relating to business management

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Business management consulting; Business planning; Business consultancy and advisory services; Business efficiency expert services; Business management advice; Business appraisal; Analysis of business information; Analysis of business management systems; Preparation of business reports

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Audio books in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; downloadable podcasts in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; weekly publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; weekly publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the fields of personal development, finance and business management recorded in electronic form; downloadable databases in the fields of personal development, finance and business management; audio visual teaching apparatus in the nature of training simulators in the fields of personal development, finance and business management

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Founder Coaching Limited  **Address**  Founder Coaching Limited  82 Wandsworth Bridge Road  London  UNITED KINGDOM  SW62TF  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  50276.4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PERRY, KIMBERLY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FEELKEEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90718937
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095836
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 14, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 2021-0089568
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Apr. 29, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1940929
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Nov. 30, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Nov. 30, 2031

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetic preparations for skincare; Anti-aging cosmetic preparations; Lavender water; Skin, body, hand, eye, hair, beauty, and sun-block lotions; Cosmetic preparations made from natural substances; Massage creams; Cosmetic preparations for massage; Make-up; Cosmetic preparations for the hair; Bath soaps; Beauty soap; Body shampoo; Shampoo-conditioner; Shampoos; Hair rinses; Hair shampoo; Perfume; Mask pack for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic preparations
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **For**: Retail store services featuring cosmetics for hair and scalp; Retail store services featuring toiletry preparations; Retail store services featuring hand cleansers; Business advisory services relating to the purchase and sale of cosmetics; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an online shopping mall with links to the retail web sites of others; Administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail order companies; Retail store services featuring cosmetics using natural substances; Retail store services featuring dentifrices; Retail store services featuring...
toiletry sets sold filled with toiletry preparations, namely, soap, shampoo, hair conditioner; Business advisory services relating to the purchase and sale of toiletry sets sold filled with toiletry preparations, namely, soap, shampoo, hair conditioner; Wholesale store services featuring cosmetics; Retail store services featuring cosmetics

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Healthcare; Massage therapy services; Bonesetting services; Nail art salon services; Health care services, namely, health and wellness programs in the field of obesity management; Moxibustion; Beauty consultancy; Hairdressing services; Foot massage services; Manicuring; Massage salons; Beauty salons and hairdressing salons; Depilatory treatment, namely, hair removal services, waxing; Skin care salons; Massage; Holistic health care services using oriental medicines; Physical therapy using oriental medicines; Aromatherapy services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** CHO, KUNHONG  
**Address** CHO, KUNHONG 201ho 17, Nonhyeon-ro 158-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06025  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** TK002192285  
**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMOKLAHOMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90721231 Application Filing Date May 19, 2021 Registration Number 7095837
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jerky; Beef jerky
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jun. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2018

For Sauces; Sauces for barbecued meat; Barbecue sauce
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SMOKLAHOMA LLC Address SMOKLAHOMA LLC 1407 E. 21st St. Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74114
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S14.22-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZEELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90725577 Application Filing Date May 20, 2021 Registration Number 7095838
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "DOD" with the first "D" appearing backwards and a deer track inside the letter "O".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of outdoor activities, hunting, and wildlife; Production and distribution of an ongoing program television series in the field of outdoor activities, hunting, and wildlife; Providing a website featuring information about hunting International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 2020 In Commerce Feb. 2020
For Downloadable television shows about the outdoors, hunting, and wildlife; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring outdoor activities, hunting, and wildlife International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 2020 In Commerce Feb. 2020
For Hats; shirts; sweatshirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 2020 In Commerce Feb. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drury Marketing, Inc. Address Drury Marketing, Inc. 564 US Hwy 61 Bloomsdale MISSOURI 63627

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3522198.0021
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: GLIMMER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90727497
- **Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095839
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Blockchain as a service (BAAS) services, namely, hosting software for providing a blockchain infrastructure to enable the use of a digital currency or digital token for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; cryptocurrency services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing a blockchain infrastructure to enable the use of a digital currency or digital token, incorporating cryptographic protocols, used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as a method of payment for goods and services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Mar. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MOONBEAM FOUNDATION LTD
- **Address**: MOONBEAM FOUNDATION LTD 1 GEORGE STREET, #10-01 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 049145
- **Legal Entity**: PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 144512325176

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DECKPAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90730770 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2021 Registration Number  7095840
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom hull-shaped boat accessory, namely, an inflatable boat shade specifically adapted to attach to a boat's topside suspension system
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2021

For Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2021

For Seat pads
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use  Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DECKPAD LLC Address  DECKPAD LLC  2820 SANDERS DRIVE  TAMPA  FLORIDA  33611
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T0039739-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MBH UNIVERSITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90730785
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095841
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  - The mark consists of the wording "MBH" in stylized form and red above the wording "UNIVERSITY" in stylized form and black.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "UNIVERSITY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of real estate title insurance; conducting live and online classes, workshops, seminars, clinics, and non-downloadable webinars in the field of real estate settlement
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Feb. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2017

- **For** real estate settlement services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Feb. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MBH Settlement Group, LC
- **Address**: MBH Settlement Group, LC 4230 Lafayette Center Dr # I Chantilly VIRGINIA 20151
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 15020005TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ETERNO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90731202 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2021 Registration Number  7095842
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of of the word ETERNO with the letters "ETERN" in block letters and the letter "O" in the shape of a hexagon. Translation  The English translation of ETERNO in the mark is "eternal" in Italian.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metal building materials, namely, slabs made primarily of quartz; quartz; engineered man-made stone slabs International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Apr. 18, 2019 In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Boston Granite Exchange, Inc. Address  Boston Granite Exchange, Inc.  1 Parkridge Road Haverhill MASSACHUSETTS  01835 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GROWYD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90733105 Application Filing Date May 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095843 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GROWYD" in black to the right of an outline of a black box with nine green circles inside stacked in rows of three. The color white represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 3981722 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 3300335 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 08, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County ARGENTINA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 08, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CD storage racks; Computer software platforms, recorded, for hosting cloud based services; Downloadable computer software for users to learn how to cultivate their own cannabis through videos, productivity tools such as calendars and tasks, and support; Downloadable computer software for streaming audio and video on the internet; Downloadable computer software for hosting web based applications; Downloadable educational tablet applications featuring instruction in cannabis self-cultivation through videos, productivity tools such as calendars and task, and support; Downloadable mobile applications for workflow management, data transmission, data management and offices and businesses automation; Integrated circuits; Printed circuit boards; Recorded computer software platforms for workflow management, data transmission, data management and offices and businesses automation; Video game cartridges

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOMASGGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90734211</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095844</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
Translation | The wording "Momasggi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Catsuits; Earmuffs; Footwear; Hosiery; Insoles; Nightshirts; Scarves; Bathing suits; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Clothing straps for bras, dresses, halter tops; Cyclists' jerseys; Gloves for personal hand conditioning use; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Infant wear; Rain suits; Water repelling footwear; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts

International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 |
International Class Title | Clothing |
First Use | May 11, 2021 In Commerce | May 14, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Feng Hanbo Address | Feng Hanbo No. 602, unit 4, building 3, Mujiagou, Laohekou City, Hubei Province CHINA 441800 Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL Citizenship | CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOMASGGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90734223 Application Filing Date May 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095845 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Momasggi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseballs; Swings; Trampolines; Archery equipment, namely, arrow nocks; Body-building apparatus; Card games; Fishing rods; Ice skates; Magic tricks; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Skateboard paddle boards; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feng Hanbo Address Feng Hanbo No. 602, unit 4, building 3, Mujiagou, Laohekou City, Hubei Province CHINA 441800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UAELFNAS

---

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 90737823 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 27, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7095846 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

---

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**  
The wording "Uaelfnas" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Bedspreads; Curtains; Drapery; Pillowcases; Towels; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Quilt covers; Woollen blankets

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 42, 50  
**International Class Title** Fabrics  
**First Use** Nov. 09, 2020  
**In Commerce** Dec. 22, 2020

---

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

---

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Xu, Dengjiao  
**Address** Xu, Dengjiao No. 88, Group 2, Qingping Village Bishan Town, Liangping District Zhongqing CHINA 351152  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** CHINA

---

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS119127

---

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAUTERBACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90739068 Application Filing Date May 27, 2021 Registration Number 7095847
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For data processing equipment and computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 28, 1995 In Commerce Aug. 28, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lauterbach GmbH Address Lauterbach GmbH Altlaufstrasse 40 Hoehenkirchen-Siegert. FED REP GERMANY 85635 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84473

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AEWGBDOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90739088 Application Filing Date May 27, 2021 Registration Number 7095848
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Aewgbdox has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillows; Furniture shelves; Mouldings for picture frames; Office furniture; Picture frame brackets; Picture frames; Throw pillows; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Oct. 06, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Dengjiao Address Xu, Dengjiao No. 88, Group 2, Qingping Village Bishan Town, Liangping District Zhongqing CHINA 351152 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119118

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  I AM STRONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  90740428  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2021  Registration Number  7095849
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "I AM STRONG" featuring "I" "AM" in black, outlined in gold, "STRONG" in gold, and a fanciful fist design underneath in black and white, against a black background. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white, and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Aprons; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Hoodies; Tank tops  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  May 19, 2021  In Commerce  May 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Steven Ryan Thompson  Address  Steven Ryan Thompson  414 Johns Rd.  Warner Robins  GEORGIA 31093  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENNIEWI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90740590 Application Filing Date May 28, 2021 Registration Number 7095850
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ENNIEWI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acrylic nail liquid preparations for shaping or sculpting nails; Artificial eyelashes; False nails; Hair removing cream; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail polish; Nail polish removers; Nail polishing powder; Shave creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 12, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He, Wei Address He, Wei Room 704, No.21, Modern 4th Street, Haizhu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510220 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** DOD

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of outdoor activities, hunting, and wildlife; Production and distribution of an ongoing television program series in the field of outdoor activities, hunting, and wildlife; Providing a website featuring information about hunting

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** 2011

**In Commerce** 2011

**For** Downloadable television shows about the outdoors, hunting, and wildlife; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring outdoor activities, hunting, and wildlife

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** 2011

**In Commerce** 2011

**For** Hats; shirts; sweatshirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** 2010

**In Commerce** 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Drury Marketing, Inc.  
**Address** Drury Marketing, Inc.  564 US Hwy 61  Bloomsdale MISSOURI 63627

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** MISSOURI

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 3522198.0020

**Examining Attorney** HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIRECTIONAL COACHING INSTITUTE, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90743929 Application Filing Date May 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095852
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COACHING INSTITUTE, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 08, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Directional Coaching Institute, LLC Address Directional Coaching Institute, LLC 2012 Highland Knoll Drive Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28269 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PHI-TEENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90746044 Application Filing Date  Jun. 01, 2021 Registration Number  7095853
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Association services, namely, organizing chapters of a sorority and promoting the interests of members thereof
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 01, 1968 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 1968

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, Inc. Address  Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, Inc.  2657 West Grand Blvd.  Detroit MICHIGAN  48208 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROSEBUDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90746049 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7095854
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, organizing chapters of a sorority and promoting the interests of members thereof
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 1968 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1968

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, Inc. Address Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, Inc. 2657 West Grand Blvd. Detroit MICHIGAN 48208 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLISSDANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90747924 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2021
Registration Number 7095855
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a web site featuring on-line courses of instruction in the field of tantric movement practice
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shakti Shiva Academy LLC Address Shakti Shiva Academy LLC 415 Bellevue Avenue #41 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94610 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
**Mark Literal(s)** REFUGE BREWERY

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Feb. 22, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BREWERY"

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Refuge Brewery, Inc
- **Address**: Refuge Brewery, Inc 43040 Rancho Way - Suite 200 Temecula CALIFORNIA 92590
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: RFB-101

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FRESH HARVEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90748329 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095857
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "FRESH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fresh citrus fruits
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Holly Fresh Enterprises, Inc. Address Holly Fresh Enterprises, Inc. 1150 Osos Street, Suite 207 San Luis Obispo CALIFORNIA 93401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2390 2642

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
TM 6992 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THA BEAST LANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90751849 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7095858 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large image of a lioness, with her sharp and pointed fang showing on the right of her mouth, wearing a jeweled crown on her head and rings on her paws. Underneath is the stylized and stacked wording "THA BEAST LANI" in capital lettering. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Milan Reaves, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Washington, Darell Address Washington, Darell 2007 Weaver St Flint MICHIGAN 48506 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90751849

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CASH APP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90752902 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7095859
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "APP" AS TO DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR AUTHENTICATION OF USERS; DOWNLOADABLE APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API) SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF USER IDENTIFICATION AND NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTHENTICATION OF USERS; NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF USER IDENTIFICATION; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS TO PROVIDE SINGLE SIGN-ON, USER IDENTIFICATION AND USER AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API) SOFTWARE Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5911567, 5911568

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial information via a web site; Debit card services in the nature of issuing of debit cards, debit card transaction processing services and payment processing services
For Providing incentive and loyalty award programs to promote the sale of products and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 2018 In Commerce May 2018
For Magnetically encoded debit cards; magnetically encoded credit cards; encoded electronic chip cards for use in financial transactions; cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; Downloadable software for authentication of users; Downloadable application programming interface (API) software; Downloadable computer software for management of user identification
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Oct. 2017 **In Commerce** Oct. 2017

**For** Clothing, namely, t-shirts, long-sleeve shirts, sweatshirts; outerwear, namely, coats, jackets; headwear

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Mar. 12, 2020 **In Commerce** Mar. 12, 2020

**For** Providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology for cryptocurrency transactions; User authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; User authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions; Non-downloadable computer software for authentication of users; Non-downloadable computer software for management of user identification; Providing temporary use of web-based applications to provide single sign-on, user identification and user authentication services; Technical support services in the nature of troubleshooting, diagnosing, resolving, and monitoring problems relating to computer software and applications; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Oct. 2017 **In Commerce** Oct. 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BLOCK, INC.  **Address** BLOCK, INC. 1955 Broadway, Suite 600 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94612  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DEKINKAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90755382 Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2021 Registration Number   7095860
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Dekinkat" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Briefcases; Handbags; Haversacks; Purses; Suitcases; Umbrellas; Bags for sports; Business card cases; Crossbody bags; Garment bags for travel; School bags; Shoulder bags; Sling bags for carrying infants; Travelling bags; Trunks being luggage; Wheeled shopping bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jan. 27, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xu, Dengjiao Address  Xu, Dengjiao  No. 88, Group 2, Qingping Village  Bishan Town, Liangping District  Chongqing  CHINA  405200 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS119126

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLROM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90756727 Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095861
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OLROM has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5638095

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cream for whitening the skin; Patches containing non-medicated skin care preparations; Patches containing sun screen and sun block for use on the skin; After sun creams; After-shave creams; Aftershave moisturising cream; Age spot reducing creams; Age spot reducing creams for cosmetic use; Anti-aging cream; Anti-freckle creams; Anti-wrinkle creams; Bath cream; BB creams; Beauty creams; Body mask cream; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic patches containing sunscreen and sun block for use on the skin; Cosmetic massage creams; Eye cream; Face and body beauty creams; Gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; Lip cream; Massage creams; Moisturizing creams; Scented patches that may be applied to various surfaces; Sun creams; Tooth whitening creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 12, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kharytynich, Roman DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA OLROM Address Kharytynich, Roman 250 East 5th Street, 15th floor, PMB 360 Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UKRAINE

Owner Name SAVCHENKO, SERGIY DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA OLROM Address SAVCHENKO, SERGIY 1243 Lincoln St Hollywood FLORIDA 33019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UKRAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GhOLROM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IN THE SOOP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90757871</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 07, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095862</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the green stylized wording &quot;IN THE SOOP&quot; appearing within a green incomplete rectangle containing green trees at the bottom left and bottom right. The color white represents transparent background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>40-2021-0107189</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration County</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2023</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>40-1986043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Air fragrancing preparations; fragrances and perfumery; cleaning preparations; detergents for household use and detergent soap; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; toothpaste; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for artificial nails; beauty soap; shampoos; soaps for personal use, namely, non-medicated soaps; cleaning and polishing preparations; cosmetics for animals; non-medicated pet shampoo; perfumes and toilet waters; cosmetics; nail polish; cosmetic facial masks; non-medicated body care preparations, namely, cosmetic preparations for body care; non-medicated hair care preparations; functional cosmetics being non-medicated skin care preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; bleaching preparations for laundry use and laundry detergents; laundry preparations, namely, washing preparations and laundry bleach; essential oils; polishing preparations; non-medicated toiletry preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; adhesives for affixing false hair; cloths or tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   HYBE Co., Ltd.  
Address   HYBE Co., Ltd. 42, Hangang-daero Yongsan-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04389
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   80946.26600

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LEIPZIG, MARC J
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUICE GURU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90758403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**: "JUICE"

**Goods and Services Information**  
For Online training programs in the field of holistic health  
**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** Film Media Entertainment Sep. 10, 2010  
**In Commerce** Film Media Entertainment Sep. 10, 2010

**Basis Information**  
Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**  
**Owner Name**: Juice Guru Institute  
**Address**: Juice Guru Institute 1928 Ruhland Avenue, #A Redondo Beach CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**  
**Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEL MIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90758481 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7095864 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "DEL MIO" in the mark is "OF MINE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0129982/1704326 International Registration Number 1704326

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled blue agave liquor International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 01, 2003 In Commerce May 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JARERO-VALLE, ALEJANDRO FERNANDO Address JARERO-VALLE, ALEJANDRO FERNANDO AGUAMARINA #1837 GUADALAJARA, JALISCO MEXICO 45089 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DEL MIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
KINGDOM HOME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90759375</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2021</td>
<td>7095865</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a fanciful design of a crown incorporating three houses above the stylized word KINGDOM. The stylized word HOME appears below with a horizontal line on each side.
- **Disclaimer**: "HOME"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Cloth bags for storage; Clothes pin storage bags; Garment bags for storage; Storage bags made of nylon and canvas for vacuum cleaner accessories
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: Aug. 03, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Kingdom Global Solutions LLC
- **Address**: Kingdom Global Solutions LLC 3279 Villa Way Cir Saint Cloud FLORIDA 34769
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LG AESTHETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90759377  Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2021  Registration Number  7095866
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "AESTHETICS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1971895  Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 06, 2023  Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 06, 2033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Information services relating to the use of medical aesthetic products for facial treatment, cosmetic and non-surgical procedures, cosmetic skin care, cosmetic face care, cosmetic body care, cosmetic medical procedures, cosmetic laser treatment of skin; medical information; medical information services provided via the Internet; advisory services relating to the use of medical aesthetic apparatus and instruments for facial treatment, cosmetic and non-surgical procedures, cosmetic skin care, cosmetic face care, cosmetic body care, cosmetic medical procedures, cosmetic laser treatment of skin; providing information in the field of medicine; providing medical information in the field of dermatology; providing information about beauty; beauty consultancy; advisory services relating to beauty treatment; consultation services relating to skin care; consultancy in the field of cosmetics, namely, consultation services in the selection and use of cosmetics
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LG Corp.  Address  LG Corp.  128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu  Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  150-721  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LGCO 2107488

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
SIEGE CAMP

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIEGE CAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90760387 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095867
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic games services provided by means of the internet in the nature of providing online computer video games; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; providing on-line computer games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 03, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLAPFOOT INC. Address CLAPFOOT INC. 216 - 56 The Esplanade Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5E1A7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16555.113

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIEGE CAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90760429 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7095868
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a trebuchet next to a pile of rocks placed above the wording "SIEGE CAMP" in stylized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic games services provided by means of the internet in the nature of providing online computer video games; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; providing on-line computer games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 03, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLAPFOOT INC. Address CLAPFOOT INC. 216 - 56 The Esplanade Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5E1A7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16555.114

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRICLY 4 DA STREETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90763712 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095869 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 302020250559 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2020 Foreign Registration Number 302020250559 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 23, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 15, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising the brands and goods of others related to all industries, through all public and private communication means, namely, promoting the brands and goods of others made in the United States International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Porter, Corey Address Porter, Corey 208 Detering St., Unit C Houston TEXAS 77007 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIRST AMERICAN FARMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90764215 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095870
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AMERICAN FARMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agriculture and horticulture services, namely, plant selection and propagation of plants, plant material, and produce in connection with commercial and industrial crop farming and hemp farming; any hemp in the goods being featured or provided in the aforementioned services being solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 22, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dente, Don B. Address Dente, Don B. 147 S. 1000 E. Hyde Park UTAH 84318 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32911.4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
Mark Literal(s)  UVEE

Mark Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5375315, 5375481

For  sanitizing apparatus for surfaces of objects using ultraviolet light, not for medical use

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Name  Clean Light Laboratories LLC
Address  Clean Light Laboratories LLC  20701 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 107-488  Scottsdale  ARIZONA  85255
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

Docket Number  59332.1100

BASIS INFORMATION
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** CRAFTER MEETS VINYL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90768282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Vinyl printing and plotting services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>First Use Sep. 12, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** MYTE USA INC **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA Crafter Meets Vinyl **Address** MYTE USA INC 471 w lambert rd unit 107 brea CALIFORNIA 92821 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examinining Attorney** HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RELIQUARIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90770421 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7095873 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Series of printed fiction books; Series of printed fiction works, namely, novels and books; Series of printed story books; Graphic fine art prints International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 10, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2015
For On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring Fine Art, Photography, Novels; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of Fine art, photography and novels; Providing online non-downloadable comic strips International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 10, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jessica Lark Address Jessica Lark 787 N Lewis Rd Limerick PENNSYLVANIA 19468 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BATHLINK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90771287
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 13, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095874
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "Bathlink" is on the right side of a geometric polygon.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Saunas; Hydromassage bath apparatus; Lighting installations; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower sprayers; Sanitary installations in the nature of steam rooms; Shower platforms; Shower screens; Showers; Taps being faucets; Wash basins being parts of sanitary installations
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangdong Bathlink Sanitary Ware Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangdong Bathlink Sanitary Ware Technology Co., Ltd. Part1, Rm203, Bldg.H Zima Sci-Tech Inno, Park No.18, Xincun Xinhua St., East dist., Zhongshan, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SQUATS AND HOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90771752 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095875 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing information in the field of exercise; personal fitness training, work out and exercise training services; personal fitness training, work out and exercise training services within an environment that allows the trainee to also drink and enjoy beverages in the nature of beer
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 05, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Squats And Hops LLC Address Squats And Hops LLC 4812 Gulfway Baytown TEXAS 77521 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SKEL-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALES, HEATHER ALISON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EMBICO EMBEDDED INTELLIGENT CONTROLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90773652 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7095876 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EMBICO" in black with the upper right-hand corner of the letter "O" in red and separated from the wording. The stylized wording "EMBEDDED INTELLIGENT CONTROLS" appears underneath, with the wording "EMBEDDED" and "CONTROLS" in black and the word "INTELLIGENT" in red. A red bracket punctuation symbol appears underneath the left-hand corner of the word "EMBEDDED". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EMBEDDED INTELLIGENT CONTROLS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic control systems for machines; Electronic controls for motors; Electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; Electronic servo motor controllers; Electronic speed controllers; Downloadable CAD/CAM software for general use in the manufacturing industry; Downloadable industrial process control software; Electronic interface equipment for machine tools to input or output CNC (computer numerical control) data; Programmable electronic controllers for machine tools to input or output CNC (computer numerical control) data
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name embico USA LP Composed of Birgit Rauch, Germany; Michael Rauch, Germany Address embico USA LP 2323 East Pioneer A Puyallup WASHINGTON 98372 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ROADIE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90774781
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 15, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095877
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Great Divide Brewing Company
- **Address**: Great Divide Brewing Company 2201 Arapahoe Street Denver COLORADO 80205
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIER, DAVID E
**Mark Literal(s)** CACAOFRUIT ELIXIR

**Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**Applyeral Filing Date** Jun. 16, 2021

**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "CACAO FRUIT"

**Application** 90777365

**Register** Principal

**Priority Claimed** Yes

**Foreign Application Number** 18112/2020

**Foreign Registration Number** 778429

**Foreign Application Filing Date** Dec. 17, 2020

**Foreign Registration Date** Mar. 21, 2022

**Foreign Expiration Date** Dec. 17, 2030

**Goods and Services**

For Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks, namely, cacao fruit juice; fruit drinks and fruit juices; all the foregoing being ready-to-drink beverages featuring the fruity pulp of the cacao fruit as an ingredient

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 45, 46, 48

**International Class Title** Light Beverages

**Owner Information**

Owner Name Barry Callebaut AG

Address Barry Callebaut AG Hardturmstrasse 181 Zurich SWITZERLAND 8005

Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)

State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

**Correspondence Information**

Docket Number 6130170-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAWPUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90779895 Application Filing Date  Jun. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7095879
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "PAWPUP" with "PAW" being black and "PUP" being orange underneath a stylized design of a white dog with black features and an orange tongue with four orange circles positioned above the letter "A" of "PAW" to form a design of a dog paw. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003549107 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 27, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 27, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Oct. 27, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet towels; Beach towels; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings and textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials; Household linen; Children's towels; Face towels; Face towels of textiles; Football towels; Golf towels; Hand towels; Hand towels of textile; Hand-towels made of textile fabrics; Hooded towels; Pet Blankets; Household linen including face towels; Kitchen towels; Large bath towels; Tea towels; Terry towels; Towel sets; Towels that may be worn as a dress or similar garment; Towel sheet; woven fabrics of towelling material in the nature of cotton for textile use; Towelling coverlets of textile; Towels; Towels made of textile materials; Towels of textile; Towels of textile sold in pack form; kitchen towels of textiles; Towels for the beach of textile; Textile piece goods of cotton for making towels
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use  May 08, 2021 In Commerce May 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Cents International LTD  
Address  Cents International LTD  1 Monarch Drive  Hayes  UNITED KINGDOM  UB32FY  
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOCUMENT WORKFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90782093 Application Filing Date  Jun. 18, 2021 Registration Number  7095880
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "DOCUMENT" displayed over "WORKFLOW" wherein "WORK" displays an open circle, dotted lines, a shaded square, a shaded circle, and an arrow pointing right. Disclaimer  "DOCUMENT WORKFLOW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating, negotiating, storing, revising, and routing contracts, agreements and proposals, for time-stamping electronic documents, for uploading, electronically authenticating, storing and securely distributing a document or file via global computer networks, and for preparing, editing, and sharing documents over global computer networks, intranets and the internet; Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for generating, obtaining, managing, capturing, storing, processing, and viewing electronic signature and electronic signature data
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  May 12, 2021 In Commerce  May 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PandaDoc, Inc. Address  PandaDoc, Inc. 3739 Balboa St. #1083 San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94121
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) V VELOCITY TRUCK RENTAL
& LEASING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90782809</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2021</td>
<td>7095881</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No

Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter V to the left of the stylized word VELOCITY above the words TRUCK RENTAL & LEASING. Disclaimer "TRUCK RENTAL & LEASING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Leasing of commercial vehicles, recreational vehicles, buses, and trucks; rental of commercial vehicles, recreational vehicles, buses, and trucks; providing information about commercial vehicles, recreational vehicles, buses, and trucks for lease or rent by means of the internet

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes 100, 105
US Classes 100, 105
International Class Title Transportation and Storage

First Use Jun. 14, 2018
In Commerce Jun. 14, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Velocity Holdings LLC
Address Velocity Holdings LLC 2429 South Peck Road Whittier CALIFORNIA 90601

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNDIVISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90784243  Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2021  Registration Number 7095882
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Jun. 01, 2020  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fulton, Shannon K. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Straight Up Solar
Address Fulton, Shannon K. Suite A 505 N. Main St. Bloomington ILLINOIS 61701
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HORTIBRIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90784440 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095883
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lightbulbs; Aeroponic grow cabinet in the nature of a closed environment with lights, exhaust system, aeroponic misting chamber and automated control system; Cultivation lamps and parts thereof, namely, high pressure sodium (HPS), metal halide, plasma, and light emitting diode (LED); Electric flashlights; Electric light bulbs; Electric lighting fixtures; Fluorescent electric light bulbs; Hydroponics grow box in the nature of a closed environment equipped with lights, exhaust system, hydroponics growing container and odor control system; Lamp bulbs; Lamp shades; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lights for use in growing plants; Power-operated vaporizers for household purposes; Stands for electric lighting fixtures; Steam vaporizers for adding humidity to the air

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 04, 2021 In Commerce May 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KUO, SEN-HAO Address KUO, SEN-HAO No.18, Lane 295, Zhouwu St., 24 Neighbourhood, Xinbei, Xinying Dist. Tainan, Taiwan TAIWAN 73045 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90784645 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095884 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018464202 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 30, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018464202 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 13, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 30, 2031
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry products, namely, aquaculture feed, unprocessed sugar crops, crop seeds; Foodstuffs and fodder for animals; Live animals for breeding; live Bait, not artificial; Bedding and litter for animals being chopped straw; unprocessed Nuts; Live animals; Fresh fruits and vegetables; Seeds for planting; Natural plants; natural Flowers; Malt extracts for consumption by animals; Residues from malt treatment for use as an animal feed; Malt albumin for animal consumption; live Christmas trees; Wreaths of natural flowers; Flowers, dried, for decoration; Pet food; fresh edible Fungi; Plants, dried, for decoration; Rice, unprocessed; Coconut shell; fresh Almonds; Beverages for pets; unprocessed Coconuts; Fresh fruits, fresh nuts, fresh vegetables and fresh herbs; Edible sesame, unprocessed; Live seafood; Fishing bait, live; Live fish
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name emoji company GmbH Address emoji company GmbH Necklenbroicher Strasse 52-54 Meerbusch FED REP GERMANY 40667 Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where GERMANY
Organized GERMANY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02326
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Pinnacle Product Innovation Product Innovation & Management Consulting

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90786511 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7095885 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded diamond with the top portion cut out. To the right of the design is a thin vertical line, and to the right of the design is the wording Pinnacle Product Innovation stacked above the wording PRODUCT INNOVATION & MANAGEMENT CONSULTING. Disclaimer "PRODUCT INNOVATION & MANAGEMENT CONSULTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consulting International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 29, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2020
For Manufacturing process consulting International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Oct. 29, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2020
For Product development; Product development consultation; Product development for others; Innovation consulting services, namely, advising others in the areas of product development; Research and development of new products for others; all of the foregoing excluding aerospace, defense training, and commercial and military aviation product development, product development consultation, innovation consulting, and research and development International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 29, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pinnacle Product Innovation, Inc. Address Pinnacle Product Innovation, Inc. 18375 Ventura Blvd., Suite 742 Tarzana CALIFORNIA 91356 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AMAZING STRAPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90786563
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 21, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095886
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "AMAZING STRAPS" in stylized font, wherein the wording "AMAZING" is inside a shaded rectangle. **Disclaimer**: "STRAPS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Belts, not of metal, for handling loads; Elastic bands for binding; Nets for camouflage; Non-metal bands for wrapping or binding; Nylon straps for handling loads; Ropes, not of metal; Rubber cable ties and straps for fastening and securing objects such as bundles of wire together; Slings, not of metal, for handling loads; Tow ropes for automobiles; Unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; Unfitted vehicle covers; Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: Apr. 02, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xia Pi (Ningbo) cross border e-commerce Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Xia Pi (Ningbo) cross border e-commerce Co., Ltd, ROOM 108, BUILDING 3, NO 83 ZHIJIE QIJIAHAN STREET, BEILUN AREA NINGBO, ZHEJIANG CHINA 315800
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIFESTYLES SOUTH FLORIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90787243 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7095887
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed magazines featuring luxury goods and services, including real estate, home furnishings, fashion, automobiles, art, collectibles, and other articles and features of general interest
For Downloadable magazines in the field of luxury goods and services, including real estate, home furnishings, fashion, automobiles, art, collectibles, and other articles and features of general interest
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 17, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Esslinger-Wooten-Maxwell, Inc. Address Esslinger-Wooten-Maxwell, Inc. 201 Alhambra Circle, Suite 1060 Coral Gables FLORIDA 33134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02180.8010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  READINGHQ BECOMING BETTER READERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90787273  Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7095888
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized image of a person reading a book within a circle having a ribbon running out to the southeast direction, this to the left of the stylized word "READINGHQ" with "BECOMING BETTER READERS" running below "READINGHQ".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of reading improvement


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Reading HQ, LLC  Address  The Reading HQ, LLC  850 Wade Hampton Blvd  Greenville  SOUTH CAROLINA  29609  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) READINGHQ BECOMING BETTER READERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90787339 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2021 Registration Number  7095889
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of a person reading a book within a circle having a ribbon running out to the southeast direction, this to the above the stylized word "READINGHQ" with "BECOMING BETTER READERS" running below "READINGHQ".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of reading improvement

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Reading HQ, LLC Address  The Reading HQ, LLC  850 Wade Hampton Blvd  Greenville  SOUTH CAROLINA  29609 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90787362 Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2021 Registration Number   7095890
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized letter 'H' to the left of a stylized letter 'Q' encircling a stylized image of a person reading a book, the leg of the 'Q' appearing as a stylized ribbon running out to the southeast direction.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of reading improvement

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   The Reading HQ, LLC Address   The Reading HQ, LLC  850 Wade Hampton Blvd Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29609 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90787385</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2021</td>
<td>7095891</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mark consists of a stylized image of a person reading a book within a circle having a ribbon running out to the southeast direction.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of reading improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use Apr. 22, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Reading HQ, LLC
Address The Reading HQ, LLC 850 Wade Hampton Blvd Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29609
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) READING HQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90787418  Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7095892
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "READING" above a
stylized 'H' to the left of a stylized letter 'Q' containing a stylized image of a person reading a book, the leg of the 'Q'
forming a stylized ribbon running out to the southeast direction. Disclaimer  "READING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks,
activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the
field of reading improvement
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper
Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Apr. 22, 2020  In Commerce  Apr. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Reading HQ, LLC  Address  The Reading HQ, LLC  850 Wade Hampton Blvd  Greenville  SOUTH
CAROLINA  29609  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH
CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DYNAGITO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90788896 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7095893
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 302011000276 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 12, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 31, 2031 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Feb. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publication of printed matter and publication of electronic texts featuring the results of clinical studies involving pharmaceutical preparations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boehringer Ingelheim International GmbH Address Boehringer Ingelheim International GmbH Binger Strasse 173 Ingelheim FED REP GERMANY 55218 Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TE/3974-928
Examining Attorney BAL, KAMAL SINGH
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VIBRAPOST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Case Identifiers</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90789124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - An Illustration Drawing with Word(s)/Letter(s)/Number(s) in Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "VIBRAPOST" in specialized font.

**Foreign Information**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 4020210109138
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 40-1949208
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 16, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: Korea, Republic of
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 16, 2032

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dental drill bits; root canal filling equipment for dental purposes; Dental instruments, namely, scalers, oral irrigators and prophy angles; Dental instruments for use in oral hygiene, namely, ultrasonic scalers; Dental apparatus and instruments for use in ultrasonic procedures; drills for dental use; surgical apparatus and instruments for dental use; implant machines and apparatus for dental purposes; scalers for dental purposes; periodontal irrigators for use in dental treatment; Dental instruments in the nature of ultrasonic tips for dental use

**International Classes**

- Primary Classes: 10
- US Classes: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**Basis Information**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: B&L BIOTECH, INC.
- **Address**: B&L BIOTECH, INC. 95, Gwangdeokdong-ro, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 15462
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Korea, Republic of

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 220803
- **Examining Attorney**: LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TOP FLAVOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90789922
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 23, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095895
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “FLAVOR”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fresh fruits; Fresh vegetables
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Mar. 08, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Marengo Foods Company, LLC
- **Address**: Marengo Foods Company, LLC 119 Regal Row Ste D Dallas TEXAS 75247
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TEKREVOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90790794</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2021</td>
<td>7095896</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;TEKREVOL&quot;, wherein the letter &quot;k&quot; is represented by a chevron, to the left of a triangle comprised of three quadrilaterals surrounding a smaller triangle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Website design and development for others; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 01, 2015</td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TekRevol Texas LLC |
| Address | TekRevol Texas LLC 1301 FANNIN ST STE 2440 Houston TEXAS 77070 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NICHOLSON, KERRY A. |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BD ENGINE BRAKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90790837</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2021</td>
<td>7095897</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENGINE BRAKE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Land vehicle parts, namely, torque converters for land vehicles, transmissions for land vehicles, clutch control systems being clutch mechanisms for land vehicles, and differential covers for land vehicle differentials

- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1994
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1994

**For** Land vehicle engine parts, namely, engine exhaust systems comprised of exhaust manifolds, pipes, and muffler, exhaust brakes for land vehicle internal combustion engines, automotive turbochargers, fuel injectors, fuel pumps and intercoolers

- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1994
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1994

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: BD Engine Brake Inc.
- **Address**: BD Engine Brake Inc. 35541 Mackure Road Abbotsford, BC, CANADA V2S7W2
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 88656-352777

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BD DIESEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90790853 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7095898
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer DIESEL

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land vehicle parts, namely, torque converters for land vehicles, transmissions for land vehicles, and differential covers for land vehicle differentials

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 01, 2001 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2001

For Land vehicle engine parts, namely, engine exhaust systems comprised of exhaust manifolds, pipes, and muffler, exhaust brakes for land vehicle internal combustion engines, automotive turbochargers, fuel injectors, fuel pumps and intercoolers

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Jan. 01, 2001 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BD Engine Brake Inc. Address BD Engine Brake Inc. 35541 M'Lurch Road Abbotsford, BC, CANADA V2S7W2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 88656-352776

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OWczarski, karen estil
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(S)
STILL ROLLIN CAR CLUB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90791027</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 23, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095899</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stacked wording &quot;STILL ROLLIN&quot; in stylized font above the wording &quot;CAR CLUB&quot; in stylized font inside of a ribbon banner.</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;CAR CLUB&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Club services, namely, promoting the interests of car enthusiasts, drivers and collectors of vintage, classic and antique cars; Organizing chapters of a car enthusiasts, drivers and collectors of vintage, classic and antique cars club and promoting the interests of the members thereof

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Feb. 04, 2018</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Feb. 04, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name HINOJOSA, JAMES DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA STILL ROLLIN CAR CLUB Address HINOJOSA, JAMES 1912 ROESEVELT STREET HOUSTIN TEXAS 77012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ANDERSON, DANIELLE LYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIDGE GHOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90795375  Application Filing Date  Jun. 25, 2021  Registration Number 7095900
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, coats, caps being headwear, hats, foul weather gear, gloves, jackets, shorts, sweaters, sweatshirts, tee shirts, vests, belts, blouses, head nets in the nature of veils, coveralls, overalls and jeans
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing  First Use Jun. 01, 2001  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WORLD FAMOUS SPORTS INC.  Address WORLD FAMOUS SPORTS INC. 687 Anita St., Chula Vista  CALIFORNIA  91911  Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WRLDFS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** REACT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 90801382 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jun. 29, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7095901 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Environmentally-friendly plastic shrink wrap for wrapping; Environmentally-friendly plastic shrink film for wrapping |
| **International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| **First Use** | Apr. 22, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Apr. 22, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Harbor Bay Group, Inc.  
**Address** Harbor Bay Group, Inc. 660 13th Ave, Building #4 Prospect Park, PENNSYLVANIA 19076  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1259-5

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: TSEHHOL
  - **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
  - **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
  - **Translation**: The wording "TSEHHOL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6767733

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Baby bathtubs; Bottle openers; Caddies for holding cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning sponges; Coffee cups; Cooking utensil, namely, batter dispenser; Cookware, namely, pots and pans; Cosmetic brushes; Dinnerware, namely, cups; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Electric tooth brushes; Floss for dental purposes; Hair detangler combs; Make-up removing appliances; Pet litter boxes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jun. 17, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 17, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Wei
- **Address**: Room 201, Unit 2, Building 14, No.886 Lantian Road, Korla, Xinjiang CHINA 841000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UGLYOSO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90805544</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Cloth bibs for adult diners; Body suits for adults, kids, and babies; Bottoms as clothing for adults, kids, and babies; Coats for adults, kids, and babies; Headwear for adults, kids, and babies; Hooded sweatshirts for adults, kids, and babies; Jackets for adults, kids, and babies; Pajamas for adults, kids, and babies; Pants for adults, kids, and babies; Shirts for adults, kids, and babies; Shoes for adults, kids, and babies; Shorts for adults, kids, and babies; Sweaters for adults, kids, and babies; Sweatpants for adults, kids, and babies; Sweatshirts for adults, kids, and babies; T-shirts for adults, kids, and babies; Tops as clothing for adults, kids, and babies; Trousers for adults, kids, and babies; Woven shirts for adults, kids, and babies

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jul. 14, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 14, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Johnson, Anthony |
| Address | Johnson, Anthony 913 central hills lane Hyattsville MARYLAND 20785 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90805675  Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2021  Registration Number 7095904  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For line extender amplifiers for distributing signals over a coaxial network
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Sep. 30, 1997  In Commerce Sep. 30, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARRIS ENTERPRISES LLC  Address ARRIS ENTERPRISES LLC 1100 CommScope Place SE Hickory NORTH CAROLINA 28602  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2316.8457US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OPTIMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90806694 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7095905 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "OPTIMUS" in stylized capital letters.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric fans; Hair dryers; Electric fans for personal use; Ventilating, high-velocity portable exhaust fans for commercial and agricultural use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 02, 1996 In Commerce Aug. 02, 1996
For Electric hair trimmers; Electric shavers; Electric steam irons; Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Non-electric shavers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Optimus Enterprise, Inc. Address Optimus Enterprise, Inc. 2201 E. Winston Rd., Unit J Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92806 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHALARINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90807850 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095906 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Zhalarina Sanders, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Theatrical shows provided at performance venues
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 22, 1992 In Commerce Feb. 23, 2018

For Pre-recorded record albums featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 22, 1992 In Commerce May 07, 2020

For T-shirts; Hoodies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 22, 1992 In Commerce May 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sanders, Zhalarina H Address Sanders, Zhalarina H 7510 Mahaffey Drive New Port Richey FLORIDA 34653 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORAL SYSTEM BIOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90808032 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095907 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ORAL SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For products in the field of dentistry, namely, mouth guards for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Jun. 29, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2010
For education services, namely, seminars, workshops and one on one training in the field of dentistry
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 29, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FCR Health Solutions, Inc. Address FCR Health Solutions, Inc. 6077 Far Hills Avenue, Ste 218 Dayton OHIO 45459 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90808688 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095908 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a skull and crossbones with letter "A" on forehead.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6866755

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce May 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Department of the Army Address Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310 Legal Entity agency of the United States government State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WU, KRISTEN ZAHNOW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  
EI EVERYINTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90808716</td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2021</td>
<td>7095909</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word EVERYINTERNATIONAL positioned to the right of a circle tilted 25 degrees to the left, with 2 small flat-ended oblong shapes to mark its axis points, and containing the lower case letters &quot;e&quot; and &quot;i&quot; positioned on its left side.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6247643, 6159645, 6317313 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For  | digital media, namely, video and audio-visual files, featuring information relating to cross-cultural communication, building cross-cultural relationships, inter-organizational collaboration, religion, spiritual and cultural issues and values, and personal spiritual, character, and leadership development; downloadable educational materials featuring information relating to cross-cultural communication, building cross-cultural relationships, inter-organizational collaboration, religion, spiritual and cultural issues and values, and personal spiritual, character, and leadership development |
|--------------------------------------|
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 01, 2018 |

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Cru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc Attn: General Counsel's Office IP Team 100 Lake Hart Drive-3500 Orlando FLORIDA 328320100 Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>EvIntl-L-09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIZEELLE HOWARD, DEZMON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** A

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90808731</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 02, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095910</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a skull and crossbones with the letter "A" on the forehead. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6866755

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Fabric flags; Felt pennants |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Apr. 2021 |
| In Commerce | May 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Department of the Army |
| Address | Department of the Army |
| The Pentagon | Washington |
| D.C. | 20310 |

**Legal Entity** agency of the United States government

**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WU, KRISTEN ZAHNOW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90808777 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095911 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a skull and crossbones with the letter "A" on the forehead.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6866755

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals; Stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce May 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Department of the Army Address Department of the Army The Pentagon Washington D.C. 20310 Legal Entity agency of the United States government State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WU, KRISTEN ZAHNOW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUGAR SHACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90808865 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7095912 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Feb. 01, 2014 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aubert Winegrowing Incorporated Address Aubert Winegrowing Incorporated 333 Silverado Trail Calistoga CALIFORNIA 94515 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AUBE1-011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IYASHI CARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90808991</td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2021</td>
<td>7095913</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CARE"
- **Translation**: The English translation of Iyashi in the mark is "to heal."
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Palliative care services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Keiro Services
- **Address**: Keiro Services 420 East Third Street, Suite 1000 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90013
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 1005716-4002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90811206 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095914 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the black Greek symbol Sigma, which is outlined in white and inscribed in a red square wherein the Sigma symbol contacts the square at four points and is outlined in gray. Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Contract business research services, namely, conducting research in the form of clinical trials for pharmaceutical products, business management and business consulting services for clinical trials, protocol development for clinical trials, providing biostatistical and data management services for clinical trials, clinical study monitoring, medical writing and medical monitoring for clinical trials, safety reporting for drugs for clinical trials, and project management services for clinical trials; contract business research services for regulatory approvals of drugs and medical devices
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2013

For Contract scientific research services for development and approval of drugs, medical devices, biologics, and feeds for animal health, namely, protocol development, clinical trial management, biostatistics, data management, study monitoring, medical writing, regulatory support for clinical field trials, services support for clinical field trials to generate data for product marketing and credentialing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

8766
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ELIM Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA ELIM Holdings, LLC Address   ELIM Holdings, LLC Law Department   2439 Kuser Road   Hamilton   NEW JERSEY   08690 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized   NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   T247A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MONTAURO 2467 LEVANTE
PONENTE TABIANO BARGONE SALSO
COTIGNACO SCIPIONE CASTIONE SORAGNA
PAROLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90813611  Application Filing Date  Jul. 06, 2021
Registration Number  7095915  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the term "MONTAURO 2467" in large black stylized letters stacked inside a black semi-circle, all superimposed over a background comprised of a gold map with brown features including the directions "LEVANTE" and "PONENTE" and the locations "TABIANO", "BARGONE", "SALSO", "COTIGNACO", "SCIPIONE", "CASTIONE", "SORAGNA", and "PAROLA". Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, gold and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MONTAURO" "TABIANO", "BARGONE", "SALSO", "COTIGNACO", "SCIPIONE", "CASTIONE", "SORAGNA", AND "PAROLA" Translation  The English translation of "LEVANTE" in the mark is "EAST" and "PONENTE" in the mark is "WEST". The wording "MONTAURO" "TABIANO", "BARGONE", "SALSO", "COTIGNACO", "SCIPIONE", "CASTIONE", "SORAGNA", and "PAROLA" have no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  018501514  Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 19, 2021
Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 28, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese; Eggs; Jams; Meat; Milk; Poultry; Cooked vegetables; Dried fruits; Edible oils and fats; Fish, not live; Frozen fruits; Frozen vegetables; Fruit, preserved; Game, not live; Jellies for food; Meat extracts; Milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; Preserved vegetables; Vegetables, cooked

International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46 - International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For On-line retail store services featuring meat, fish, not live, poultry, game, not live, meat extracts, frozen vegetables, preserved vegetables, vegetables, cooked, fruit, preserved, dried fruits, frozen fruits, cooked vegetables, jellies for food, jams, eggs, milk, milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt, edible oils and fats, cheese, sauces, edible ices, sorbets, gram flour, bean meal, flour of chickpeas and oats, pasta, ice, vinegar, preserved herbs as seasonings, spices, chili oil
for use as a seasoning or condiment, chili oils being condiments, chili pepper pastes being condiments, chutneys, food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa, salt, yeast, treacle, honey, sugar, chocolate, confectionery made of sugar, petits fours, bread, ready-to-eat cereals, sago, tapioca, rice, artificial coffee, cocoa, tea, coffee; Retail store services featuring meat, fish, not live, poultry, game, not live, meat extracts, frozen vegetables, preserved vegetables, vegetables, cooked, fruit, preserved, dried fruits, frozen fruits, cooked vegetables, jellies for food, jams, eggs, milk, milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt, edible oils and fats, cheese, saucers, edible ices, sorbets, gram flour, bean meal, flour of chickpeas and oats, pasta, ice, vinegar, preserved herbs as seasonings, spices, chili oil for use as a seasoning or condiment, chili oils being condiments, chili pepper pastes being condiments, chutneys, food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa, salt, yeast, treacle, honey, sugar, chocolate, confectionery made of sugar, petits fours, bread, ready-to-eat cereals, sago, tapioca, rice, artificial coffee, cocoa, tea, coffee

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

For: Bread; Chocolate; Cocoa; Coffee; Flour of chickpeas and oats; Honey; Ice; Pasta; Rice; Sago; Salt; Sauces; Sorbets; Spices; Sugar; Tapioca; Tea; Treacle; Vinegar; Yeast; Artificial coffee; Bean meal; Chili oil for use as a seasoning or condiment; Chili oils being condiments; Chili pepper pastes being condiments; Chutneys; Confectionery made of sugar; Edible ices; Gram flour; Petits fours; Preserved herbs as seasonings; Food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa; Ready-to-eat cereals

International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 46
International Class Title: Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Caseificio Montauro S.r.l.
Address: Caseificio Montauro S.r.l. via Bargone Montauro 220 Salsomaggiore Terme PR ITALY
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney: FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90814621</td>
<td>Jul. 07, 2021</td>
<td>7095916</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MANOR"

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Mental health services; Home healthcare services, namely, mental health services for individuals provided at a residential group home.
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Oct. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2020

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Clark's Manor LLC
- **Address**: Clark's Manor LLC 1289 Farm Road Berwyn PENNSYLVANIA 19312
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: CLAR-100US

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)   EI EVERYINTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90815513 Application Filing Date   Jul. 07, 2021  Registration Number 7095917 Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the word EVERYINTERNATIONAL positioned to the right of a circle tilted 25 degrees to the left, with 2 small flat-ended oblong shapes to mark its axis points, and containing the lower case letters "e" and "i" positioned on its left side. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   6247643, 6159645, 6317313

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing on-line educational and training courses in the fields of cross-cultural communication, building cross-cultural relationships, inter-organizational collaboration, cultural issues and values, and personal, character, and leadership development; providing on-line educational training courses in the fields of religion, spiritual issues and values, personal spiritual development, prayer, discipleship, building spiritual movements, and cross-cultural ministry; providing a website featuring on-line educational courses of instruction in fields of cross-cultural communication, building cross-cultural relationships, inter-organizational collaboration, cultural issues and values, and personal character and leadership development; providing a website featuring on-line educational courses of instruction in religion, spiritual issues and values, personal spiritual development, prayer, discipleship, building spiritual movements, and cross-cultural ministry
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107  International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   Nov. 01, 2018  In Commerce   Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly   AKA Cru Address   Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc Attn: General Counsel's Office IP Team 100 Lake Hart Drive-3500 Orlando FLORIDA 328320100 Legal Entity   non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  EvIntl-L-41

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EI EVERYINTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90815581 Application Filing Date  Jul. 07, 2021 Registration Number  7095918 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word EVERYINTERNATIONAL positioned to the right of a circle tilted 25 degrees to the left, with 2 small flat-ended oblong shapes to mark its axis points, and containing the lower case letters "e" and "i" positioned on its left side.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6247643, 6159645, 6317313 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Promoting public awareness of the need for and benefit of education and training in cross-cultural communication, building cross-cultural relationships, inter-organization collaboration, and personal spiritual, character, and leadership development, prayer, discipleship, building spiritual movements, and cross-cultural ministry
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Cru Address  Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc Attn: General Counsel's Office IP Team 100 Lake Hart Drive-3500 Orlando FLORIDA 32832-0100 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  EvIntl-L-35

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EI EVERYINTERNATIONAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90817029
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 08, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095919
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word EVERYINTERNATIONAL positioned to the right of a circle tilted 25 degrees to the left, with 2 small flat-ended oblong shapes to mark its axis points, and containing the lower case letters "e" and "i" positioned on its left side.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6247643, 6159645, 6317313 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Evangelistic and ministerial services; providing ministerial, evangelistic, and discipleship services featuring and dealing with religion, spiritual issues and values, personal spiritual development, prayer, discipleship, building spiritual movements, and cross-cultural ministry; providing information featuring and dealing with religion, spiritual issues and values, personal spiritual development, prayer, discipleship, building spiritual movements, cross-cultural ministry, and religious issues and values as they intersect with persons of various cultures
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA Cru
- **Address**: Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc Attn: General Counsel's Office IP Team 100 Lake Hart Drive-3500 Orlando FLORIDA 328320100
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: EvIntl-L-45

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MIZEELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WILLIAMS & HUSSEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90822662 Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2021 Registration Number  7095920 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Woodworking machines, namely, wood moulder machines and planar machines; cutting machines, namely, power machine tools for cutting wood; cutting tools for power machine tools for cutting wood in the nature of knives and blades; moulder machines, namely, moulder machines for shaping wood and other materials and cutting tools therefor in the nature of knives and blades; planer machines and cutting tools therefor in the nature of knives and blades; Power-operated cutting tools, namely, knives and blades; moulder knives

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OSC TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Address  OSC TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  465 3rd Ave. SE  Britt  IOWA 50423 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  27880.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EL MEDICO MEDICARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90822693
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 12, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095921
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MEDICARE"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "MEDICO" in the mark is "Doctor".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Promotion of financial and health insurance services, excluding life insurance, on behalf of third parties
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 17, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 17, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Silver Cafe Insurance, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly: AKA Silver American Insurance
- **Address**: Silver Cafe Insurance, LLC 7900 Ridgehurst Place Louisville KENTUCKY 40299
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) W&H

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90822709 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7095922 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Woodworking machines, namely, wood moulder machines and planar machines; cutting machines, namely, power machine tools for cutting wood; cutting tools for power machine tools for cutting wood in the nature of knives and blades; moulder machines, namely, moulder machines for shaping wood and other materials and cutting tools therefor in the nature of knives and blades; planer machines and cutting tools therefor in the nature of knives and blades; Power-operated cutting tools, namely, knives and blades; moulder knives


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OSC TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Address OSC TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 465 3rd Ave. SE Britt IOWA 50423 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 27880.0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EL MEDICO MEDICARE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90822941</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 12, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7095923</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></th>
<th>The mark consists of an orange rectangle with rounded corners and a silver border outlined in black. Inside the rectangle is the wording &quot;EL MEDICO MEDICARE&quot; in stylized white font outlined in black and underlined in a white line outlined in black.</th>
<th><strong>Color Drawing</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th><strong>Color Claimed</strong></th>
<th>The color(s) white, silver, black and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
<th><strong>Disclaimer</strong></th>
<th>&quot;MEDICARE&quot;</th>
<th><strong>Translation</strong></th>
<th>The English translation of &quot;MEDICO&quot; in the mark is &quot;Doctor&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Promotion of financial and health insurance services, excluding life insurance, on behalf of third parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Silver Cafe Insurance, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly Silver American Insurance</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>Silver Cafe Insurance, LLC 7900 Ridgehurst Place Louisville KENTUCKY 40299</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KENTUCKY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | Specht |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  WHO GONE CHECK YOU
BOO...WHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90824184 Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2021 Registration Number  7095924 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs; Mugs, not of precious metal; Coffee mugs; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Cups and mugs; Porcelain mugs; Travel mugs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021

For  Personal coaching in the field of business management provided via blogs and podcasts; Educational services, namely, conducting online and in person courses in the fields of business management and career clarity
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2019

For  Business organisation and management consulting services; Business organisation consulting; Business organization advice; Business organization and management consultancy including personnel management; Business organization and management consulting; Business organization consulting; Business organizational consultation; Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2019

For  Downloadable podcasts in the field of business management
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021
Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of business management, business strategy communication; Online social networking services in the field of business management and strategy

International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Personal and legal services

First Use: Sep. 01, 2019  In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Jateya Jones Consulting, LLC  Address: Jateya Jones Consulting, LLC  148 Tilson Road  Athens GEORGIA  30606
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 08-2021-03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLOR MAKE

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a ball formed from a
miscellaneous curved dark blue and blue shape on the right with several irregular blue, pink, yellow and black circle-like
shapes placed in a curved pattern that forms the left side of the ball. At the right side is the word "COLOR" in black
special font letters above the word "MAKE" in stylized black letters. The color white is for background purposes and is
not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) blue, dark blue, black, yellow and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COLOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic sheet collating machines; Engraving machines; Industrial inkjet printing machines; Machines, namely,
sublimation heat transfer presses; Printing machines for commercial or industrial use; Printing machines for textiles; Printing
machines for use on sheet metal; Printing plates; Printing presses; Printing presses for ceramic material; Rollers for rotary
printing machines; Rotary printing presses; Typographic presses; Offset printing plates; Photo-engraving machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
Machinery First Use Dec. 2011
In Commerce Dec. 2011
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring printing machines for commercial or industrial use, printing presses for
ceramic material, printing machines for textiles, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing plates, typographic presses,
automatic sheet collating machines, industrial inkjet printing machines, machines, namely, sublimation heat transfer presses,
photo-engraving machines, printing presses, rollers for rotary printing machines, rotary printing presses, printer's ink, inks,
toners and dyes for use with or on textiles and fabrics, ink jet printer ink, engraving ink, typographic ink, filled ink cartridges
for printers, ink for photocopiers, offset printing inks, dye-sublimation print paper, paper substrates onto which digital images
are printed, printing papers, marking templates, insert metal tool for sublimation, silicone pad for sublimation machine, an
insoluble polymer sheet for sublimation, insert metal tool for sublimation, thermal tape for sublimation, cylinders for printing
machines, printing machines for printing on product substrates, machine parts for printing masks, vinyls for image transfer,
mugs, cups, jars, portable coolers; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring printing machines for commercial or
industrial use, printing presses for ceramic material, printing machines for textiles, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing plates, typographic presses, automatic sheet collating machines, industrial inkjet printing machines, machines, namely, sublimation heat transfer presses, photo-engraving machines, printing presses, rollers for rotary printing machines, rotary printing presses, printer's ink, inks, toners and dyes for use with or on textiles and fabrics, ink jet printer ink, engraving ink, typographic ink, filled ink cartridges for printers, ink for photocopiers, offset printing inks, dye-sublimation print paper, paper substrates onto which digital images are printed, printing papers, marking templates, insert metal tool for sublimation, silicone pad for sublimation machine, an insoluble polymer sheet for sublimation, insert metal tool for sublimation, thermal tape for sublimation, cylinders for printing machines, printing machines for printing on product substrates, machine parts for printing masks, vinyls for image transfer, mugs, cups, jars, portable coolers

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Dec. 2011 **In Commerce** Dec. 2011

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** COLOR MAKE, INC. **Address** COLOR MAKE, INC. 11603 West Okeechobee Road Hialea Gardens FLORIDA 33018 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DANG, BAO-NGOC K
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register.

Mark Literal(s): TAKE ME TO THE TREES

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 90826265
Application Filing Date: Jul. 13, 2021
Registration Number: 7095926
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the words "TAKE ME TO THE TREES" with dots in between each letter of the word "TAKE" all arranged vertically and surrounded by trees.

Goods and Services Information
For: Cups and mugs
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Jan. 15, 2016
In Commerce: Jan. 15, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Moore, Ltd.
Address: Moore, Ltd. 6401 Broadway Street, Unit I Denver COLORADO 80221
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: COLORADO

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) . T . A . K . E . ME TO THE TREES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90826270 Application Filing Date  Jul. 13, 2021 Registration Number   7095927 Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the words "TAKE ME TO THE TREES" with dots in between each letter of the word "TAKE" all arranged vertically and surrounded by trees.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hats; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Bottoms as clothing for babies and children; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Tops as clothing for babies and children; T-shirts International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use   Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Moore, Ltd. Address   Moore, Ltd. 6401 Broadway Street, Unit 1 Denver COLORADO 80221 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BBQ FUZION HTX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90826392 Application Filing Date  Jul. 13, 2021 Registration Number   7095928 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a flame design in orange and red above the wording "BBQ FUZION HTX", with "BBQ" being black and contained within a white rectangular shape with black dots in each corner, with "FUZION" being orange and red, and with "HTX" being white. The lettering "HTX" has an orange star on the left side and an orange star on the right side. The aforementioned elements are contained within a white, broken circle border. The mark as a whole is against a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) white, red, orange, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BBQ", "FUSION" AND "HTX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  May 19, 2021 In Commerce  May 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BBQ Fuzion LLC Address  BBQ Fuzion LLC  11810 Chanteloup Dr Houston  TEXAS  77047 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASNR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90827429 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7095929 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For printed publications, namely, journals and magazines, to further knowledge of neuroradiologists, radiologists, trainees, scientists, and associated professionals in all aspects of neuroimaging, head and neck imaging, and spine imaging

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 1964 In Commerce 1964

For providing a website featuring information to further knowledge of neuroradiologists, radiologists, trainees, scientists, and associated professionals in all aspects of neuroimaging, head and neck imaging, and spine imaging

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use 1995 In Commerce 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Society of Neuroradiology Address American Society of Neuroradiology Suite 300 820 Jorie Blvd. Oak Brook ILLINOIS 60523 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01322000010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROUND CANOPY PARACHUTING TEAM - USA RC PT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90829038 Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2021 Registration Number  7095930 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circular device with a stylized man pulling a parachute in the center, the words ROUND CANOPY PARACHUTING TEAM - USA arced on an upper edge and centered on a lower edge is a parachute over wings bearing letters RC on the left and PT on the right. Disclaimer "ROUND CANOPY PARACHUTING TEAM - USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Club services, namely, promoting the interests of static line parachuters to commemorate paratroopers and veterans International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Mar. 27, 2015 In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Round Canopy Parachuting Team- USA Foundation Inc. Address  Round Canopy Parachuting Team- USA Foundation Inc. Lt. Kay Larkin Field, 4015 Reid Street Palatka FLORIDA 32177 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Round Canopy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FRESHWATER LAND TRUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90832665 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095931 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAND TRUST"

Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate trust management services related to conservation easements that ensure the preservation and conservation of open spaces and habitats for present and future generations

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use 2008 In Commerce 2008

For Providing facilities for recreational activities, namely, walking trails

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2008 In Commerce 2008

For Compiling of information into computer databases, such information being in the field of geographic data regarding the placement and location of public open spaces and the use and accessibility thereof by the public

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2008 In Commerce 2008

For Real estate services, namely, land use planning services for location of public open spaces and the use and accessibility thereof by the public; Land conservation services, namely, conserving in the nature of habitat restoration design services in the fields of preserved land that is critical for the protection of rivers and streams and preserved land which provides recreational opportunities for nearby counties; Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of ecological success of endangered and endemic native plants and wildlife in environmentally sensitive, preserved and conserved habitats, such habitats being lands where endangered and endemic species live as well as family farms, working forests, scenic overlooks, public recreation sites and historical sites
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

First Use  2008 In Commerce  2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Freshwater Land Trust Address  Freshwater Land Trust Suite 201-A 3501 1st Avenue South Birmingham ALABAMA 35222 Legal Entity  NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20423.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILBERT, REBECCA L
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90833576</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type: Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s):** CUSTOMIZE YOUR SOCIAL LIFE
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Dating services provided via mobile application and website; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services
- **International Classes:** 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101
- **International Class Title:** Personal and legal services
- **First Use:** Jul. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce:** Jul. 01, 2021

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** Clicked LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Clicked Connections
- **Address:** Clicked LLC #232 881 W. State Street Suite 240 Pleasant Grove UTAH 84062
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** UTAH

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** SORIANO, JASMINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SELLER CANDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90835394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** “SELLER”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Outsourcing services; Providing office support staff services; Providing virtual on-line office support staff services for businesses

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business
**First Use** Jan. 01, 2020
**In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
CavTech Limited
CavTech Limited
Rm 9, 4th Fl, Beverley Commercial Centre
87-105 Chatham Road South
Tsim Sha Tsui
HONG KONG
00000
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** HONG KONG

**Legal Entity** HONG KONG

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
WATSON, JULIE A
Case Identifiers

**Serial Number**: 90837496  
**Application Filing Date**: Jul. 20, 2021  
**Registration Number**: 7095934  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: CUTEPET

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

**For**: Body-building apparatus; Climbers' harness; Fishing hooks; Floats for recreational use, namely, arm floats; Floats for recreational use, namely, foam floats; Floats for recreational use, namely, swim floats; Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; Inflatable pools for recreational use; Jigsaw puzzles; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, climbing cams and anchors made of metal; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands; Physical fitness equipment, namely, training bars; Skateboards; Swimming aids, namely, pool rings; Swimming aids, namely, arm floats for recreational use; Webbed gloves for swimming; Yoga straps for use in meditation practice; Yoga straps for use in yoga practice; Yoga straps for use in fitness practice

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**: May 09, 2021  
**In Commerce**: May 09, 2021

Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Luo Cuina  
**Address**: Luo Cuina, No.4, West 3rd Alley, Huazhai, Liuxiang, Shuolian Village, Xinheng Town, Jiedong, Dist, Jieyang, Guangdong, CHINA 522000  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: hytm2021

Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: REED, MAUREEN J
**Mark Literal(s)** SGB PACKAGING A
TRICORBRAUN COMPANY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90842457
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095935
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PACKAGING" AND "COMPANY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5621442, 2985084, 2376069 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Wholesale distributorships featuring packaging materials and containers; distributorship services in the field of packaging materials and containers**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jul. 22, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Jul. 22, 2021

- **For Warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, and shipping of packaging materials and containers; distribution services, namely, delivery of packaging materials and containers**
  - **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 105
  - **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
  - **First Use**: Jul. 22, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Jul. 22, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TricorBraun Inc.
- **Address**: TricorBraun Inc. 6 Cityplace Drive, 1000 St. Louis MISSOURI 63141
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 401638.711

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MAZZELLA, BRANDY BARRE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 90842744  Application Filing Date: Jul. 22, 2021  Registration Number: 7095936  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal

Mark Information

Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jul. 12, 2022

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)
CONSCIOUS HUSTLER

Goods and Services Information

For Educational services, namely, providing seminars, workshops, and keynote speaking in the fields of creating a community of ambitious and thoughtful leaders and businesspersons

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  First Use: Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2020

For Online and retail store services featuring lifestyle apparel, namely, t-shirts, hats, and sweatshirts, and home goods, namely, candles; Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2020

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Name: Gild Creative Group  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Conscious Hustler  Address: Gild Creative Group  3475 Horn Springs Road  Lebanon  TENNESSEE  37087  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: TENNESSEE

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DO BUSINESS IN STYLE!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90843369
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095937
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Legal services; Legal services in the nature of trademark monitoring; Legal services relating to company formation and registration; Legal services relating to issuing of trademark registrations; Legal services relating to the registration of trademarks; Legal services, namely, intellectual property consulting services in the field of identification, strategy, analytics, and invention; Legal services, namely, trademark searching and clearance services; Legal advisory services; Legal consultation services; Legal document preparation services; Legal information services; Legal support services; Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in federal trademark law, copyright law, contract law, and entertainment law matters; Providing information about legal services via a website; Providing on-line information in the field of intellectual property legal services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Styles Firm, LLC
- **Address**: The Styles Firm, LLC 1250 Scenic Highway S, Suite 1701-355 Lawrenceville GEORGIA 30045
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
AccuraSEE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACCURASEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90843692 Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2021 Registration Number  7095938 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of bags sold filled with intravenous fluids used for the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of packaged pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of anticholinergics, anticholinesterases, anti-hypotensives, anesthetics, antibiotics, antiemetics, and sedatives; printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of packaged pharmaceutical preparations, intravenous bags filled with pharmaceuticals, syringes filled with pharmaceuticals, and vials filled with pharmaceuticals, with all of the aforementioned containing oncologic products and ancillary products, chemotherapy agents, anti-emetics, anti-infectives, anticholinergics, anticholinesterases, anti-hypotensives, biologicals, anesthetics for surgical and non-surgical use, antibiotics, and sedatives; printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of packaged biological preparations for the treatment of viral, infectious, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, joint, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, oncological, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders and cancer
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Feb. 21, 2017 In Commerce  Feb. 21, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Athenex, Inc. Address  Athenex, Inc. 1001 Main Street, Suite 600 Buffalo NEW YORK 14203 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  30713-00008
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACCURASEE PACKAGING & LABELING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90843696 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7095939 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AccuraSEE" in larger italicized font and the wording "PACKAGING & LABELING" in smaller font below the right portion of the wording "AccuraSEE". The term "Accura" is in black and the terms "SEE" and "PACKAGING & LABELING" are in red. The slash in the first letter "A" in "Accura" curves down and across the entire lower portion of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PACKAGING & LABELING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of bags sold filled with intravenous fluids used for the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of packaged pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of anticholinergics, anticholinesterases, anti-hypotensives, anesthetics, antibiotics, antiemetics, and sedatives; printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of packaged pharmaceutical preparations, intravenous bags filled with pharmaceuticals, syringes filled with pharmaceuticals, and vials filled with pharmaceuticals, with all of the aforementioned containing oncologic products and ancillary products, chemotherapy agents, anti-emetics, anti-infectives, anticholinergics, anticholinesterases, anti-hypotensives, biologicals, anesthetics for surgical and non-surgical use, antibiotics, and sedatives; printed paper labels to reduce user error and assist with the correct selection of medication and medical products, sold as an integral component of packaged biological preparations for the treatment of viral, infectious, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, joint, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, oncological, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders and cancer
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 21, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** HKE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90845359</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2021</td>
<td>7095940</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massage apparatus; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes; UV lamps for medical applications</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 02, 2021</td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Xingruitai Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Shenzhen Xingruitai Trading Co., Ltd. Room 601-2, Bldg 2, Jiangnan Times Bldg, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000  
**Legal Entity** limited company

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** HYKY210412

**Examining Attorney** PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WILDTREE TV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 90845757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong> 7095941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong> Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong> 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong> &quot;TV&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of land management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong> Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong> Jan. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Oxbow Agricultural, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> MASULLO, MARCO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PET MARVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90847312 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7095942 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "PET MARVEL". Disclaimer "PET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet toys; Toy for pets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PET MARVEL LIMITED Address PET MARVEL LIMITED 350 NORTHERN BLVD STE 324-1331 ALBANY NEW YORK 12204 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  PET MARVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90847317  Application Filing Date  Jul. 25, 2021  Registration Number  7095943  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "PET MARVEL".  Disclaimer  "PET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein;  Cages for pets;  Cat litter pans;  Drinking straw dispensers;  Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes;  Household storage containers for pet food;  Pet feeding and drinking bowls
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Jul. 16, 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PET MARVEL LIMITED  Address  PET MARVEL LIMITED  350 NORTHERN BLVD STE 324-1331 ALBANY NEW YORK 12204  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEVY, JUSTINE LEAH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PET MARVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90847328</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2021</td>
<td>7095944</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized wording &quot;PET MARVEL&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;PET&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds for household pets; Cat scratching pads; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Portable beds for pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 16, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PET MARVEL LIMITED Address PET MARVEL LIMITED 350 NORTHERN BLVD STE 324-1331 ALBANY NEW YORK 12204

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Levy, Justine Leah
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WILDTREE MEXICAN OAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90848612 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7095945 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEXICAN OAK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Live trees, namely, Mexican Oak trees
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Sep. 16, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oxbow Agricultural, LLC Address Oxbow Agricultural, LLC 10514 FARM TO MARKET ROAD 1489 SIMONTON TEXAS 77476 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BRAIN INTEGRATION INSTITUTE CERTIFIED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Certification Statement</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examining Attorney  FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAPZONA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90852443 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7095947 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom art drawing for others; Custom art sketching for others; Custom painting of artwork for others
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAPZONA LLC Address MAPZONA LLC 742 Memorial Mews St Houston TEXAS 77097 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number INCFILE2021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MILANO DI ROUGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90853213 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7095948 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MILANO DI ROUGE" is "RED MILAN".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6309602, 6265026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jeans; Blue jeans; Denim jeans

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Milano Di Rouge, LLC Address Milano Di Rouge, LLC 1509 Spring Garden Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1048655
Examining Attorney SCHUBERT, HEATHER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  PROJECT PLAYROOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90854867  Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2021  Registration Number 7095949  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  PLAYROOM

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 90979316

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Play equipment for children, namely, climbing units and play structures  International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Aug. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2022

For  Online retail store services featuring home decor, wall art and indoor play equipment for children  International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use  Jan. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Project Playroom LLC  Address  Project Playroom LLC  17 Lords Highway  Weston  CONNECTICUT 06883  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E+ HEIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90857545  Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021  Registration Number 7095950  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electronic sensors for shock absorbers for automobiles, air springs for vehicle suspension systems, control arms for suspension systems for vehicles, and axles for vehicles; electric wire harnesses for motor vehicles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Sep. 2020  In Commerce Sep. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arnott T&P Holding, LLC  Address Arnott T&P Holding, LLC  100 Sea Ray Drive  Merritt Island FLORIDA  32953  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 83039-345420

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAKE BLIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90859364 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7095951 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a speech balloon in light blue to the right of which appears the stylized wording TAKE in black underneath which appears the stylized wording BLIP. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For commercial and industrial management assistance; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies; consumer profiling for commercial or marketing purposes; dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line communications network on the internet; advertising by transmission of on-line publicity for third parties through electronic communications networks; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Business consultation in the field of business process improvement and enterprise architecture development

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 13, 2016 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2020

For communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; communications by fiber optic networks; providing access to databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global computer networks; providing internet chatrooms; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Dec. 13, 2016 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2020

For computer system analysis; computer software consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; development of computer platforms; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the provision of chatbot and artificial intelligence solutions for companies; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for customer relationship management (CRM) and enterprise resource planning (ERP); platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for facilitating, integrating, managing and automating workflow processes and team communication; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for the creation of smart contacts and digital contact
management; platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for the tracking of compliance in the areas of privacy, security, information privacy, data privacy, and data governance; computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and manage social networks, accounts, and connections to existing and emerging application programming interfaces (APIs); application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for integration of business enterprises and workflows in the Internet of Things (IoT); computer systems integration services; technical consulting in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) software customization

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use** Dec. 13, 2016  **In Commerce** Nov. 10, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CURUPIRA S.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CURUPIRA S.A. Rua Sergipe, 1440 Belo Horizonte, MG BRAZIL 30130-174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>sociedade por ações (s.a.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>092304.00032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>POLLACK, ALISON FRIEND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 360° PAPER FORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90861008 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2021 Registration Number  7095952
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "PAPER FORM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Boxes, cartons, storage containers, and packaging containers made of paper or cardboard; Boxes, containers, and cartons of paperboard or cardboard for commercial or industrial packaging

International Classes   16 - Primary Classes  US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jul. 07, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Pack 360, LLC Address  Pack 360, LLC  520 Telser Rd. Lake Zurich ILLINOIS  60014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   PAC-006-T-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TOOLEY, DAVID E
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GLAMOROUS PAGEANTRY SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** PAGEANTRY SYSTEM

**Goods and Services Information**
For Entertainment in the nature of beauty pageants; Entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; Entertainment in the nature of pageant competitions; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41</th>
<th>Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2010</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 17, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**
Yes

**Owner Information**
Amor Events, LLC **Address** Amor Events, LLC 3705 Dinghy Ct Orlando FLORIDA 32812 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**Examining Attorney**
DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90862554  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2021  Registration Number  7095954
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Golf training mats, namely, golf practice mats for practicing golf swinging, driving and putting; golf training aids sold as a unit, namely, golf practice mats for practicing driving and putting, printed instructional manuals featuring golf instruction, and prerecorded video and audio DVDs and tapes with information and training on golf
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Dec. 1990  In Commerce  Dec. 1990
For  Golf instruction and training services
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Dec. 1990  In Commerce  Dec. 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHELL CASTLE ENTERPRISES, LLC  Address  SHELL CASTLE ENTERPRISES, LLC  17653 Bullock Street  Encino  CALIFORNIA  91316  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3T21748396

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
**Mark Literal(s)** WE PUT THE FUN BACK IN THE GAME

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90862585</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095955</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Golf instruction and training services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 1996 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 1996 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SHELL CASTLE ENTERPRISES, LLC |
| Address | SHELL CASTLE ENTERPRISES, LLC 17653 Bullock Street Encino CALIFORNIA 91316 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3T21748397 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHISKYWEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90865861 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7095956
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, conducting and providing facilities for special events, namely, educational seminars and workshops in the field of whiskey history, brewing techniques, and whiskey taste tests; and educational services, namely, conducting programs and seminars in the field of whiskey history, brewing techniques, and whiskey taste tests

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2003 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2003

For Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line media; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of whiskies; and providing facilities for special events in the nature of trade show exhibitions for whiskies

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2003 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M. Shanken Communications, Inc. Address M. Shanken Communications, Inc. 825 Eighth Avenue, 33rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE OIL OF QUEENSBUCKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90867460 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7095957
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 40-2021-0073122 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 1933225 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 01, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 01, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Garden salads, prepared; potato salad; fruit and vegetable salads; fruit salads; pre-cut vegetable salads; caesar salad; antipasto salads; vegetable salads; processed fruit and nut based food bars; nut and seed-based snack bars; nut-based snack foods; legume salads; chicken salad
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Queensbucket. Co., Ltd. Address Queensbucket. Co., Ltd. Daegu University Gyeongbuk Technopark R&D 1311, 201, Daegude-ro, Jillyang-eup Gyeongsan, Gyeongsang REPUBLIC OF KOREA 38453 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE OIL OF QUEENSBUCKET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90867494</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 40-2021-0073122
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1933225
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Nov. 01, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Nov. 01, 2032

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Restaurants featuring home delivery; snack-bar services; lunch box restaurant services; buffet restaurants; salad bars; self-service cafeteria services; restaurant services provided by franchised restaurants; preparation and provision of food and drink for immediate consumption; cafe services; take-away food services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Queensbucket. Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Queensbucket. Co., Ltd. Daegu University Gyeongbuk Technopark R& 1311, 201, Daegudae-ro, Jillyang-eup Gyeongsan, Gyeongsang REPUBLIC OF KOREA 38453
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CONNECT-UV CLEAN CHARGE
CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90870411  Application Filing Date  Aug. 06, 2021  Registration Number   7095959
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "Connect-UV" with the design of an electrical plug on the open ends of the letter "C" above the words "Clean", "Charge" and "Connect" with the design of an electrical plug between the words "Clean" and "Charge" and between the words "Charge" and "Connect". Disclaimer "CONNECT-UV" and "CLEAN" and "CHARGE" and "CONNECT" in International Class 9 and "CLEAN" and "CHARGE" in International Class 11

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sanitizing apparatus using ultraviolet light for sanitizing surfaces of objects not for medical purposes; Disinfecting ultraviolet lamps housed in a container or cover for disinfecting objects placed therein; Sanitizing apparatus using ultraviolet light for sanitizing surfaces of objects and incorporating an optional diffuser for fragrances and essential oils; Air purifiers
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  May 24, 2020  In Commerce  Oct. 22, 2020

For  Electronic charging devices for tablet PCs, mobile phones, and other hand-held electronic devices, that also include features to secure and disinfect the tablet PCs, mobile phones and other hand-held electronic devices
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 24, 2020  In Commerce  Oct. 22, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Connect UV LLC  Address  Connect UV LLC  6825 E. Pinnacle Vista Dr.  Scottsdale  ARIZONA  85266
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  056345.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** SAVE CHAPPAQUA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90871383</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CHAPPAQUA&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Promoting public interest and consensus among residents, free speech and thorough analysis as the foundation for decision-making and acts of governance relating to land use and development, and regulation thereof; Promoting public awareness of decision-making by local municipal boards and acts of governance relating to land use and development, and regulation thereof; Providing a website featuring information promoting public interest and consensus among residents, free speech and thorough analysis as the foundation for decision-making and acts of governance relating to land use and development, and regulation thereof; Providing a website featuring information promoting public awareness of decision-making by local municipal boards and acts of governance relating to land use and development, and regulation thereof

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Residents United to Save Chappaqua Hamlet Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Residents United to Save Chappaqua Hamlet Inc. PO Box 1036 Chappaqua NEW YORK 10514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CO.OLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90871693 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095961
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotional services related to all industries for the purpose of facilitating networking and socializing opportunities for business purposes; Business networking; Business networking of peer to peer learning groups of high net worth individuals; On-line business networking services; On-line professional networking services; Online advertising on a computer network; Providing networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment; Providing business information, also via internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 08, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CO.OLOGY LLC Address CO.OLOGY LLC 22976 Marter Road St. Clair Shores MICHIGAN 48080
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOAD LOOPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90871711</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2021</td>
<td>7095962</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "LOAD"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2142681</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2020</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For furniture; non-metal throw weights for commercial, domestic or industrial use, but not including weights for sporting use; non-metalic throw weights, namely those to attach to lines, webbing, straps, ropes, cables, tarpaulins, tents, canopies or other goods to assist in directing, placing or moving them into position; Non-metalic throw weights to attach temporarily to one end of straps to help throw straps over loads, trailers, trucks; all of the foregoing including throw weights that clamp or secure onto lines, webbing, straps, ropes, cables, tarpaulins, tents, canopies or other goods, by buckle, catch or closure; Plastic throw weights not included in other classes, namely, throw weights that attach to lines, webbing, straps, ropes, cables, tarpaulins, tents, canopies or other goods to assist in directing, placing or moving them into position
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For non-electric metallic wires, cables; metallic clasps for use to secure or restrain straps, cables, webbing, ropes, canopies or harnesses; metallic buckles being hardware; metallic closures for use to secure or restrain straps, cables, webbing, ropes, canopies or harnesses; metallic clamps; metal anchors, anchor bolts for use to secure or restrain straps, cables, webbing, ropes, canopies or harnesses; metallic throw weights for commercial, domestic or industrial use, but not including weights for sporting use; metallic throw weights, namely those that attach to lines, webbing, straps, ropes, cables, tarpaulins, tents, canopies or other goods to assist in directing, placing or moving them into position; metallic throw weights to attach temporarily to one end of straps to help throw straps over loads, trailers, trucks; metallic throw weights that clamp or secure onto lines, webbing, straps, ropes, cables, tarpaulins, tents, canopies or other goods, by buckle, catch or closure; metallic throw weights not included in other classes, namely, throw weights that attach to lines, webbing, straps, ropes, cables, tarpaulins, tents, canopies or other goods to assist in directing, placing or moving them into position
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>6 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Metal Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Looper Strap Weights Pty Ltd</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Looper Strap Weights Pty Ltd</td>
<td>9 Creswick Rd</td>
<td>Ballarat, VIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>private limited company</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>01529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEANFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90873717 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7095963
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MEANFUN", wherein the "A" contains a triangle and has a ladder on the right side of the "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal ladders; Metal portable stairs; Metal staircases; Metal step ladders
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Aug. 04, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Mingfeng Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. Address Zhejiang Mingfeng Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. No. 53, Lingshan Road, Xincheng District, Pan'an County, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COINFIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90874047 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095964
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018522322 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018522322 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 14, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 26, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency trading services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Providing software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for trading cryptocurrency; Providing platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for trading cryptocurrency
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manticore Labs OÜ Address Manticore Labs OÜ Metalli 3 Tallinn ESTONIA 10615 Legal Entity osaühing (oü)
State or Country Where Organized ESTONIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 500142-024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SCRIBL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90874384</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of well-being and mental health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Providing a website featuring information and content in the field of well-being and mental health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>PeaceLove Foundation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PeaceLove Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>non-profit corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>RHODE ISLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>S16842000500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**TM 7100 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90874587</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2021</td>
<td>7095966</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letters &quot;S&quot; and &quot;P&quot; inside a stylized stained glass window.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/ Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UK00003625749</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
<td>UK00003625749</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2021</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed Christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note books; printed note cards; printed note pads; printed notepads; printed picture cards; printed picture postcards; printed photographic reproductions; printed pocket calendars;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Amusement park services and theme park services, entertainment services in the nature of conducting fairs; zoos and museums; audio, film, video and television recording services; film directing, other than advertising films; film production for entertainment purposes; photography; entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; production of radio programmes, and entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing radio programmes in the field of news; production of audio-visual recordings; production of cinematographic films; production of entertainment in the form of a television-programme series; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of films in studios; production of television programmes and cinema films; production of television entertainment features, other than advertising; entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia entertainment programs featuring comedy, distributed by television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; television-programme, radio-programme, and film production; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the internet; issuing of publications, namely, scientific papers in the field of math; creation in the nature writing of podcasts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing of books; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; on-line publishing services, namely, of books, e-books, audio books, music, and illustrations, other than advertising; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of computer games; publication of books; publication of printed matter; writing of texts, namely, speech writing, for non-advertising purposes; writing screenplays; arrangement of conventions for recreational purposes, namely, for comic books, for technology, and for gaming; arrangement of seminars for recreational purposes, namely, gaming; arranging and conducting conferences and seminars in the field of telecommunications technology; arranging of soccer games; conducting of conventions for entertainment purposes, namely, gaming; art-exhibition services for entertainment purposes; organisation of conferences related to entertainment, namely, gaming; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; entertainment services for producing live game shows; live entertainment, namely, music concerts; organising of theatre productions; organization, production and presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; presentation of theatrical performances; production of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; production of live performances, namely, music concerts; production of plays; production of stage-play shows; provision of live entertainment, namely, music concerts; theater production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8830
For Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, computers; audio/visual and photographic devices, namely, cameras; sunglasses; diving goggles; reading glasses; eyewear; spectacles; downloadable augmented reality game software for playing computer games; downloadable computer application software featuring games and gaming; downloadable computer game software for playing on-line interactive games; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable computer gaming software; downloadable computer software for entertainment, namely, downloadable computer software for playing computer games; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer games software; downloadable computerized games software; downloadable audio recordings featuring music; downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music; books featuring computer games, recorded on disc; cinematographic films, exposed; digital books featuring computer games, downloadable from the internet; downloadable electronic books featuring computer games; downloadable movies featuring computer games; downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines featuring computer games; downloadable e-books featuring computer games; downloadable video films featuring computer games; downloadable video recordings featuring computer games; downloadable electronic data files featuring virtual reality models

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Scariodintts Limited  **Address**  Scariodintts Limited  Hereford House, 3 Offa Street  Hereford  UNITED KINGDOM  HR12 LL  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCARIODINTT PUBLISHARYS PURYEYORS OF THE FINEST SCARIODINTTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90874591 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095967 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Scariodintt Publisharys" in a stylized font with the wording "Purveyors of the finest Scariodintts" below.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003625736 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003625736 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 13, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed Christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note books; printed note cards; printed note pads; printed notepads; printed picture cards; printed picture postcards; printed photographic reproductions; printed pocket calendars; printed pocket diaries; printed pocket notebooks; printed posters; printed art reproductions; printed award certificates; printed
patterns for costumes or making clothes; printed publications in the nature of magazines featuring computer games; sealing wax; printed sewing patterns; spiral-bound notebooks; collectible printed trading cards; writing materials, namely, ballpoint pens; book covers; series of printed fantasy books; series of printed fiction books; printed cookery books; drawing books; arts and craft paint kits

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Amusement park services and theme park services, entertainment services in the nature of conducting fairs; zoos and museums; audio, film, video and television recording services; film directing, other than advertising films; film production for entertainment purposes; photography; entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; production of radio programmes, and entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing radio programmes in the field of news; production of audio-visual recordings; production of cinematographic films; production of entertainment in the form of a television-programme series; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of films in studios; production of television programmes and cinema films; production of television entertainment features, other than advertising; entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia entertainment programs featuring comedy, distributed by television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; television-programme, radio-programme, and film production; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the internet; issuing of publications, namely, scientific papers in the field of math; creation in the nature writing of podcasts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing of books; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; on-line publishing services, namely, of books, e-books, audio books, music, and illustrations, other than advertising; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of computer games; publication of books; publication of printed matter; writing of texts, namely, speech writing, for non-advertising purposes; writing screenplays; arrangement of conventions for recreational purposes, namely, for comic books, for technology, and for gaming; arrangement of seminars for recreational purposes, namely, gaming; arranging and conducting conferences and seminars in the field of telecommunications technology; arranging of soccer games; conducting of conventions for entertainment purposes, namely, gaming; art-exhibition services for entertainment purposes; organisation of conferences related to entertainment, namely, gaming; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; entertainment services for producing live game shows; live entertainment, namely, music concerts; organising of theatre productions; organization, production and presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; presentation of theatrical performances; production of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; production of live performances, namely, music concerts; production of plays; production of stage-play shows; provision of live entertainment, namely, music concerts; theater production

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, computers; audio/visual and photographic devices, namely, cameras; sunglasses; diving goggles; reading glasses; eyewear; spectacles; downloadable augmented reality game software for playing computer games; downloadable computer application software featuring games and gaming; downloadable computer game software for playing on-line interactive games; computer game software,
downloadable; downloadable computer gaming software; downloadable computer software for entertainment, namely, downloadable computer software for playing computer games; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer games software; downloadable computerized games software; downloadable audio recordings featuring music; downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music; books featuring computer games, recorded on disc; cinematographic films, exposed; digital books featuring computer games, downloadable from the internet; downloadable electronic books featuring computer games; downloadable movies featuring computer games; downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines featuring computer games; downloadable e-books featuring computer games; downloadable video films featuring computer games; downloadable video recordings featuring computer games; downloadable electronic data files featuring virtual reality models

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Scariodintts Limited  **Address** Scariodintts Limited  Hereford House, 3 Offa Street  Hereford  UNITED KINGDOM  HR12LL  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCARIODINTT PUBLISHARYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90874594 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7095968
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003625152 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003625152 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed Christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note cards; printed note pads; printed notepads; printed picture cards; printed picture postcards; printed photographic reproductions; printed pocket calendars; printed pocket diaries; printed pocket notebooks; printed posters; printed art reproductions; printed award certificates; printed patterns for costumes or making clothes; printed publications in the nature of magazines featuring computer games; sealing
wax; printed sewing patterns; spiral-bound notebooks; collectible printed trading cards; writing materials, namely, ballpoint pens; book covers; series of printed fantasy books; series of printed fiction books; printed cookery books; drawing books; arts and craft paint kits

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Amusement park services and theme park services, entertainment services in the nature of conducting fairs; zoos and museums; audio, film, video and television recording services; film directing, other than advertising films; film production for entertainment purposes; photography; entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; production of radio programmes, and entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing radio programmes in the field of news; production of audio-visual recordings; production of cinematographic films; production of entertainment in the form of a television-programme series; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of films in studios; production of television programmes and cinema films; production of television entertainment features, other than advertising; entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia entertainment programs featuring comedy, distributed by television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; television-programme, radio-programme, and film production; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the internet; issuing of publications, namely, scientific papers in the field of math; creation in the nature writing of podcasts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing of books; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; on-line publishing services, namely, of books, e-books, audio books, music, and illustrations, other than advertising; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of computer games; publication of books; publication of printed matter; writing of texts, namely, speech writing, for non-advertising purposes; writing screenplays; arrangement of conventions for recreational purposes, namely, for comic books, for technology, and for gaming; arrangement of seminars for recreational purposes, namely, gaming; arranging and conducting conferences and seminars in the field of telecommunications technology; arranging of soccer games; conducting of conventions for entertainment purposes, namely, gaming; art-exhibition services for entertainment purposes; organisation of conferences related to entertainment, namely, gaming; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; entertainment services for producing live game shows; live entertainment, namely, music concerts; organising of theatre productions; organization, production and presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; presentation of theatrical performances; production of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; production of live performances, namely, music concerts; production of plays; production of stage-play shows; provision of live entertainment, namely, music concerts; theater production

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, computers; audio/visual and photographic devices, namely, cameras; sunglasses; diving goggles; reading glasses; eyewear; spectacles; downloadable augmented reality game software for playing computer games; downloadable computer application software featuring games and gaming; downloadable computer game software for playing on-line interactive games; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable computer gaming software; downloadable computer software for entertainment, namely,
downloadable computer software for playing computer games; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer games software; downloadable computerized games software; downloadable audio recordings featuring music; downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music; books featuring computer games, recorded on disc; cinematographic films, exposed; digital books featuring computer games, downloadable from the internet; downloadable electronic books featuring computer games; downloadable movies featuring computer games; downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines featuring computer games; downloadable e-books featuring computer games; downloadable video films featuring computer games; downloadable video recordings featuring computer games; downloadable electronic data files featuring virtual reality models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Scariodinnts Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Scariodinnts Limited Hereford House, 3 Offa Street Hereford UNITED KINGDOM HR12LL Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>REGAN, JOHN B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

8837
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LEVELUP CLEAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90876831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "CLEAN" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Building cleaning services |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | May 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | May 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Excel Facility Services |
| Address | Excel Facility Services | 187 WASHINGTON AVE, STE 2C | Nutley | NEW JERSEY |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | NOSORIO |
| Examining Attorney | WU, KRISTEN ZAHNOW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RENEEN MONTGOMERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90877054 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2021 Registration Number  7095970
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name RENEEN MONTGOMERY identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  T-shirts; hats; pants; shorts; hooded sweat shirts; jackets; socks; sweat shirts; tank tops; underwear; shirts; long-sleeve or short-sleeved shirts; footwear; hoodies
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  May 21, 2009 In Commerce  May 21, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Renee Montgomery LLC Address  Renee Montgomery LLC 3475 Oak Valley Road NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30326 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90878028</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 11, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095971</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized "T" within a teardrop shaped outline, the teardrop shape located within two concentric circles. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Tea; Frozen confections; Tea-based beverages; Beverages with a tea base |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Transit Tea, LLC | Address | Transit Tea, LLC 2861 N Flowing Wells Road, Suite 101 Tucson ARIZONA 85705 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | ARIZONA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 03.03733.088 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MI REBOTICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90878320  Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2021  Registration Number  7095972
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "MI REBOTICA" with an ornamental border above and below the word "REBOTICA". Translation  The English translation of Mi in the mark is My.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appetite suppressant pills; Diet capsules; Diet pills; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements with a cosmetic effect; Mineral nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin and mineral preparations for medical use; Nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For Dentifrices; Perfumery; Almond soap; Aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes; Aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; Anti-aging creams; Baby lotion; Bath creams; Bath oils; Bath oils for cosmetic purposes; Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Bath soaps; Bathing lotions; Body cream; Body cream soap; Body oils; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic suntan lotions; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cream soaps; Depilatory creams; Essential oils; Essential oils for the care of the skin; Face creams; Face and body lotions; Foam cleaning preparations; Hair bleaching preparations; Hair creams; Hair lighteners; Hair lotions; Hair moisturizers; Hair straightening preparations; Hair styling gel; Hair tonic; Hair wax; Hair products, namely, thickening control creams; Hand creams; Jasmine oil for personal use; Lavender oil; Make-up removing lotions; Make-up removing preparations; Massage creams; Massage lotions; Moisturizing preparations for the skin; Oils for perfumes and scents; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Perfumed soaps; Perfumes and toilet waters; Rose oil for cosmetic purposes; Shampoos; Shaving soap; Shaving preparations; Shower and bath gel; Sun-tanning oils; Sun creams; Argan oil for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic creams; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Non-medicated bath preparations; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy; Preparations for permanent hair waves; Skin conditioning creams for
cosmetic purposes; Styling foam for hair

**International Classes**  3 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations **First Use**  Jun. 30, 2021 **In Commerce**  Jun. 30, 2021

**For**  Advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of cosmetic products, hair soaps, lotions and shampoos, essential oils, perfumery products, pharmaceutical products, pills for human consumption; Franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; Online advertising and marketing services in the field of cosmetic products, hair soaps, lotions and shampoos, essential oils, perfumery products, pharmaceutical products, pills for human consumption; Wholesale and retail store services featuring cosmetic products, hair soaps, lotions and shampoos, essential oils, perfumery products, pharmaceutical products, pills for human consumption; Administration of the business affairs of franchises; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring cosmetic products, hair soaps, lotions and shampoos, essential oils, perfumery products, pharmaceutical products, pills for human consumption

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business **First Use**  Jun. 30, 2021 **In Commerce**  Jun. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  LABORATORIO DE FORMULACIONES AVANZADAS, SL  **Address**  LABORATORIO DE FORMULACIONES AVANZADAS, SL  Marconi # 413, Nubes A-B, Pol. Ind.  Torrehierro, Talavera de la Reina  Toledo  SPAIN  E-45600  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHAI HUMMUSIYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90879181</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No, Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized lowercase word "Shai" in serif font and directly underneath, the word "Hummusiya" in all uppercase letters in sans serif font. Disclaimer "HUMMUSIYA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and café services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arrow FBH Hospitality LLC
Address Arrow FBH Hospitality LLC 340 E 23rd St., Suite 9M New York NEW YORK 10010
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney TAYLOR, SLOAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE OCTUNNUMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90879303 Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2021 Registration Number   7095974
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  UK00003625109 Foreign Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2021 Foreign Registration Number  UK00003625109 Foreign Registration Date  Aug. 27, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewellery; bracelets; jewelry chains; children's jewelry; cuff links; jewelry brooches; earrings; jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; necklaces; paste jewellery; rings; women's jewelry International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry For  Yarn spools for holding knitting yarn; thread spools for holding sewing threads; knitting needles; hair bands; hair extensions; hair ornaments in the form of combs; hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; hair pins and grips; hair scrunchies; wigs International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods For  Paints; paints for arts and crafts; varnishes; lacquers International Classes  2 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 11, 16 International Class Title  Paints For  Dish cloths in the nature of tea cloths; combs; comb cases; make-up brushes; cleaning sponges; busts made of china; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; ornaments of crystal; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; ornamental models made of porcelain; ornamental sculptures made of porcelain; painted glassware works of art; porcelain ware works of art; works of art made of crystal; sculptures made from glass; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  
For   Musical instruments; Cases for musical instruments  

International Classes   15 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 21, 36 International Class Title  Musical Instruments  
For   Wall fabrics, namely, textile wall coverings; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; mural-art wall hangings not of textile; textile wallcoverings; textile wallpaper; wall coverings of paper; wallcoverings; wallpaper; carpets; door mats; bath mats; floor rugs; textile floor mats for use in the home; carpeting; carpet runners  

International Classes   27 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title  Floor Coverings  
For   Herbal medicine, namely, herbal tinctures for medical purposes; herbal supplements; herbal teas for medicinal purposes  

International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  
For   Umbrellas; umbrella covers; parasols; combination walking sticks and umbrellas; walking stick handles; cane handles; walking staffs; imitation leather; carry-all bags; weekend bags made of imitation leather; belt bags and hip bags; bum bags; canvas shopping bags; carry-on bags; cases of imitation leather; clutch bags; drawstring bags; duffel bags; evening handbags; fashion handbags; flight bags; gym bags; handbags; handbags made of imitations leather; handbags, purses and wallets; key cases of imitation leather; knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; luggage; make-up cases sold empty; overnight bags; overnight cases; pouches of textile; purses; rucksacks; school bags; suitcases; travel luggage; weekend bags; wheeled luggage  

International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods  
For   Mural-art wall hangings of textile; unfitted sofa covers not of paper; unfitted furniture coverings of textile; bed linen; bed clothes, namely, covers, and bed blankets; bath towels; duvet covers; hand towels; baby blankets; bed blankets; bed covers; bed linen and table linen not of paper; bed throws; children's blankets; cotton bed blankets; duvets; mattress covers; quilt covers; picnic blankets; bed sheets; sleeping bags; throws; woollen blankets; wall decorations being hangings of textile; wall hangings of textile; wall fabrics, namely, textile wall hangings; soft furnishings, namely, furnishing fabrics; dish towels for drying; kitchen towels; kitchen linens; plastic table covers; table linen of textile; curtains; covers for cushions  

International Classes   24 - Primary Classes US Classes   42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics  
For   Vegetable puree; almond milk; almond milk-based beverages; coconut milk; coconut milk-based beverages; margarine; milk substitutes; non-dairy milk substitutes; oat milk; soya milk; soya yoghurt; soya-based beverages used as milk substitutes; coconut fat; coconut oil for food; cooking oils; extra virgin olive oil for food; oils for food; vegetable oils for food  

International Classes   29 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods  
For   Board games; dice; card games relating to fictional characters; playing cards; role playing games; trading cards for games; children's playthings, namely, jump ropes; jigsaw puzzles; tabletop and parlour games; kites; magic tricks; magicians' sets being play things consisting of magic tricks; play wands; plush toys; puzzles; rag dolls; swings; toy animals; toys, namely, flying discs; toy models sold as the primary component of craft model kits; toy models sold as the primary component of model craft kits of toy figures; toy models sold as the primary component of toy model hobby craft kits
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note books; printed note cards; printed note pads; printed notepads; printed picture cards; printed picture postcards; printed photographic reproductions; printed pocket calendars; printed pocket diaries; printed pocket notebooks; printed posters; printed art reproductions; printed award certificates; printed patterns for costumes or making clothes; printed publications in the nature of magazines featuring computer games; sealing wax; printed sewing patterns; spiral-bound notebooks; collectible printed trading cards; writing materials, namely, ballpoint pens; book covers; series of printed fantasy books; series of printed fiction books; printed cookery books; drawing books; arts and craft paint kits

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Fitted table covers; furniture; bedroom furniture; bookcases; chests of drawers; cushions; beds; mattresses

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Amusement park services and theme park services, entertainment services in the nature of conducting fairs; zoos and museums; audio, film, video and television recording services; film directing, other than advertising films; film production for entertainment purposes; photography; entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; production of radio programmes, and entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing radio programmes in the field of news; production of audio-visual recordings; production of cinematographic films; production of entertainment in the form of a television-programme series; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of films in studios; production of television programmes and cinema films; production of television entertainment features, other than advertising; entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia entertainment programs featuring comedy, distributed by television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; television-programme, radio-programme, and film production; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the internet; issuing of publications, namely,
scientific papers in the field of math; creation in the nature writing of podcasts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing of books; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; on-line publishing services, namely, of books, e-books, audio books, music, and illustrations, other than advertising; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of computer games; publication of books; publication of printed matter; writing of texts, namely, speech writing, for non-advertising purposes; writing screenplays; arrangement of conventions for recreational purposes, namely, for comic books, for technology, and for gaming; arrangement of seminars for recreational purposes, namely, gaming; arranging and conducting conferences and seminars in the field of telecommunications technology; arranging of soccer games; conducting of conventions for entertainment purposes, namely, gaming; art-exhibition services for entertainment purposes; organisation of conferences related to entertainment, namely, gaming; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; entertainment services for producing live game shows; live entertainment, namely, music concerts; organising of theatre productions; organization, production and presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; presentation of theatrical performances; production of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; production of live performances, namely, music concerts; production of plays; production of stage-play shows; provision of live entertainment, namely, music concerts; theater production

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Knitting yarns; embroidery thread and yarn; hand knitting wools; knitting yarns made of wool; linen thread and yarn; natural knitting yarns; yarn sold on spools; thread sold on spools; textile yarns; spun wool; twisted threads and yarns; yarn; yarns for sale in kit form; yarns for domestic use; yarns and threads for textile use

International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads

For Non-medicated soaps; toilet soaps; perfumed soaps; beauty soap; bar soap; bath soaps; shaving soaps; cosmetic soaps; body cream soap; bath bombs; bath lotion; bath oil; bath foams; bubble bath; bath crystals; liquid bath soaps; shower and bath gel; perfumes; perfumery; fragrances; fragrance for household purposes; air fragrance reed diffusers; refills for electric room fragrance dispensers; essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics and make-up; nail paint; nail cosmetics; colour cosmetics for children; skin moisturisers used as cosmetics; make-up; make-up powder; compacts containing make-up; make-up pencils; eye make-up; make-up for the face and body; make-up removing lotions; eye make-up removers; make-up remover; hair lotions; hair conditioners; hair creams; hair colouring preparations; hair care preparations; hair straightening preparations; hair curling preparations; hair styling gel; hair oils; hair mousse; hair moisturisers; hair lighteners; hair shampoos; dentifrices; toothpaste

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Bread and buns; bagels; crisp breads; gluten-free bread; fruit breads; oat cakes for human consumption; pita bread; scones; soda bread; wholemeal bread; cereal-based savoury snacks; corn chips; crackers flavoured with spices; crackers flavoured with vegetables; frozen meals consisting primarily of pasta; frozen meals consisting primarily of rice; frozen pastry stuffed with vegetables; pasta salad; pasta-based prepared meals; pies containing vegetables; rice crackers; risotto; tabbouleh; tortilla chips; tortillas; vegetable pies; herb teas, other than for medicinal use; herbal infusions; tea; coffee; grain- or chicory-based coffee substitutes; dairy-free chocolate; vegan ice cream; sorbets; soya-based ice cream substitutes; cooking sauces;
curry pastes; hot sauce; salt; spices; seasonings; vegetable concentrates used for seasoning; vegetable-based seasonings for pasta; thickening agents for use in cooking, namely, vegetable thickeners; agave syrup for use as a natural sweetener; maple syrup

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 46  
**International Class Title** Staple Foods

*For* Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, computers; audio/visual and photographic devices, namely, cameras; sunglasses; diving goggles; reading glasses; eyewear; spectacles; downloadable augmented reality game software for playing computer games; downloadable computer application software featuring games and gaming; downloadable computer game software for playing on-line interactive games; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable computer gaming software; downloadable computer software for entertainment, namely, downloadable computer games software; downloadable computerized games software; downloadable audio recordings featuring music; downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music; books featuring computer games, recorded on disc; cinematographic films, exposed; digital books featuring computer games, downloadable from the internet; downloadable electronic books featuring computer games; downloadable movies featuring computer games; downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines featuring computer games; downloadable e-books featuring computer games; downloadable video films featuring computer games; downloadable video recordings featuring computer games; downloadable electronic data files featuring virtual reality models

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

*For* Candles; perfumed candles; scented candles; tea light candles; candles for night lights; wicks for candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 6, 15  
**International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

*For* Underwear and nightwear; ladies' underwear; lingerie; men's underwear; pyjamas; undershirts; bathing suits; beach clothes in the nature of swim trunks; clothing belts; clothing belts made from imitation leather; clothing belts made out of cloth; Bermuda shorts; blazers; blouses; blue jeans; bomber jackets; boys' clothing, namely, shirts and pants; casual jackets; casual shirts; casual trousers; casualwear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; clothing for men, women and children, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, jackets; coats for men; coats for women; cosplay costumes; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; denim jackets; denim jeans; dresses; duffel coats; evening wear, namely, blazers; evening coats; fabric belts; fleece tops; formal evening wear, namely, tuxedos; formalwear, namely, tuxedos; girls' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; gloves; hooded bathrobes; headscarves; hooded clothing tops; imitation leather dresses; jackets; ladies' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; loungewear; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; men's socks; men's suits; menswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; outerclothing, namely, anoraks; parkas; polo shirts; raincoats; rainwear; rugby tops; scarves; shirts; shorts; skirts; socks and stockings; sportswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; suits; sweaters; tights; trousers for children; women's suits; womens' outerclothing, namely, parkas; woolen tights; yoga pants; yoga socks; yoga tops; boots; canvas shoes; casual footwear; children's footwear; dress shoes; footwear for men; footwear for women; ladies' boots; ladies' sandals; leisure shoes; men's sandals; running shoes; sandals; shoes; slippers; baseball caps; caps being headwear; flat caps being headwear; hats; headbands; sun hats; woolly hats; fancy dress-up costumes for use in
children's play

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 39  
**International Class Title**: Clothing

For: Sculptures of metal; Sculptures of non-precious metal; Ornamental figurines of common metal; 3D wall art made of common metal; Figures of common metal; Works of art of common metal

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  
**International Class Title**: Metal Goods

For: Cafe services; bar and restaurant services; juice bar services; mobile restaurant services; pizza parlors; providing food and drink in internet cafes; providing food and drink in restaurants and bars; serving food and drinks; tea rooms; tapas bars

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

For: Carbonated non-alcoholic drinks; Fruit flavored soft drinks; Ginger beer; Lemonades; Non-alcoholic flavored carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic beer; Fruit drinks; Fruit juice beverages; Concentrated fruit juice; Fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; Fruit-based beverages; Non-alcoholic vegetable juice drinks; Vegetable juices; Vegetable drinks; Vegetable smoothies; Bottled drinking water; Alcohol free wine; Energy drinks; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages containing vegetable juices; Non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice drinks; Non-carbonated soft drinks; Soft drinks; Smoothies

**International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  
**International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Scariodintts Limited  
**Address**: Scariodintts Limited Hereford House, 3 Offa Street Hereford UNITED KINGDOM HR12LL  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: REGAN, JOHN B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEWITCHERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90879310</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7095975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>UK00003625157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>UK00003625157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application/ Registration County</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Jewellery; bracelets; jewelry chains; children's jewelry; cuff links; jewelry brooches; earrings; jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; necklaces; paste jewellery; rings; women's jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title** Jewelry

**For** Yarn spools for holding knitting yarn; thread spools for holding sewing threads; knitting needles; hair bands; hair extensions; hair ornaments in the form of combs; hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; hair pins and grips; hair scrunchies; wigs

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50

**International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**For** Paints; paints for arts and crafts; varnishes; lacquers

**International Classes** 2 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 6, 11, 16

**International Class Title** Paints

**For** Dish cloths in the nature of tea cloths; combs; comb cases; make-up brushes; cleaning sponges; busts made of china; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; ornaments of crystal; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; ornamental models made of porcelain; ornamental sculptures made of porcelain; painted glassware works of art; porcelain ware works of art; works of art made of crystal; sculptures made from glass; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

---

8850
For Wall fabrics, namely, textile wall coverings; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; mural-art wall hangings not of textile; textile wallcoverings; textile wallpaper; wall coverings of paper; wallcoverings; wallpaper; carpets; door mats; bath mats; floor rugs; textile floor mats for use in the home; carpeting; carpet runners

International Classes  27 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title  Floor Coverings

For Herbal medicine, namely, herbal tinctures for medical purposes; herbal supplements; herbal teas for medicinal purposes

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For Umbrellas; umbrella covers; parasols; combination walking sticks and umbrellas; walking stick handles; cane handles; walking staffs; imitation leather; carry-all bags; weekend bags made of imitation leather; belt bags and hip bags; bumbags; canvas shopping bags; carry-on bags; cases of imitation leather; clutch bags; drawstring bags; duffel bags; evening handbags; fashion handbags; flight bags; gym bags; handbags; handbags made of imitations leather; handbags, purses and wallets; key cases of imitation leather; knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; luggage; make-up cases sold empty; overnight bags; overnight cases; pouches of textile; purses; rucksacks; school bags; suitcases; travel luggage; weekend bags; wheeled luggage

International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

For Mural-art wall hangings of textile; unfitted sofa covers not of paper; unfitted furniture coverings of textile; bed linen; bed clothes, namely, covers, and bed blankets; bath towels; duvet covers; hand towels; baby blankets; bed blankets; bed covers; bed linen and table linen not of paper; bed throws; children's blankets; cotton bed blankets; duvets; mattress covers; quilt covers; picnic blankets; bed sheets; sleeping bags; throws; woollen blankets; wall decorations being hangings of textile; wall hangings of textile; wall fabrics, namely, textile wall hangings; soft furnishings, namely, furnishing fabrics; dish towels for drying; kitchen towels; kitchen linens; plastic table covers; table linen of textile; curtains; covers for cushions

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics

For Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note books; printed note cards; printed note pads; printed notepads; printed picture cards; printed picture postcards; printed photographic reproductions; printed pocket calendars;
printed pocket diaries; printed pocket notebooks; printed posters; printed art reproductions; printed award certificates; printed patterns for costumes or making clothes; printed publications in the nature of magazines featuring computer games; sealing wax; printed sewing patterns; spiral-bound notebooks; collectible printed trading cards; writing materials, namely, ballpoint pens; book covers; series of printed fantasy books; series of printed fiction books; printed cookery books; drawing books; arts and craft paint kits

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title** Paper  
**Goods and Printed Matter**

**For** Fitted table covers; furniture; bedroom furniture; bookcases; chests of drawers; cushions; beds; mattresses

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**For** Non-medicated soaps; toilet soaps; perfumed soaps; beauty soap; bar soap; bath soaps; shaving soaps; cosmetic soaps; body cream soap; bath bombs; bath lotion; bath oil; bath foams; bubble bath; bath crystals; liquid bath soaps; shower and bath gel; perfumes; perfumery; fragrances; fragrance for household purposes; air fragrance reed diffusers; refills for electric room fragrance dispensers; essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics and make-up; nail paint; nail cosmetics; colour cosmetics for children; skin moisturisers used as cosmetics; make-up; make-up powder; compacts containing make-up; make-up pencils; eye make-up; make-up for the face and body; make-up removing lotions; eye make-up removers; make-up remover; hair lotions; hair conditioners; hair creams; hair colouring preparations; hair care preparations; hair straightening preparations; hair curling preparations; hair styling gel; hair oils; hair mousse; hair moisturisers; hair lighteners; hair shampoos; dentifrices; toothpaste

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Candles; perfumed candles; scented candles; tea light candles; candles for night lights; wicks for candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15  **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**For** Underwear and nightwear; ladies' underwear; lingerie; men's underwear; pyjamas; undershirts; bathing suits; beach clothes in the nature of swim trunks; clothing belts; clothing belts made from imitation leather; clothing belts made out of cloth; Bermuda shorts; blazers; blouses; blue jeans; bomber jackets; boys' clothing, namely, shirts and pants; casual jackets; casual shirts; casual trousers; casualwear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; clothing for men, women and children, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, jackets; coats for men; coats for women; cosplay costumes; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; denim jackets; denim jeans; dresses; duffel coats; evening wear, namely, blazers; evening coats; fabric belts; fleece tops; formal evening wear, namely, tuxedos; formalwear, namely, tuxedos; girls' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; gloves; hooded bathrobes; headscarves; hooded clothing tops; imitation leather dresses; jackets; ladies' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; loungewear; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; men's socks; men's suits; menswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; outerclothing, namely, anoraks; parkas; polo shirts; raincoats; rainwear; rugby tops; scarves; shirts; shorts; skirts; socks and stockings; sportswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; suits; sweaters; tights; trousers for children; women's suits; womens' outerclothing, namely, parkas; woollen tights; yoga pants; yoga socks; yoga tops; boots; canvas shoes; casual footwear; children's footwear; dress shoes; footwear for men; footwear for
women; ladies' boots; ladies' sandals; leisure shoes; men's sandals; running shoes; sandals; shoes; slippers; baseball caps; caps being headwear; flat caps being headwear; hats; headbands; sun hats; woolly hats; fancy dress-up costumes for use in children's play

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Scariodintts Limited  **Address**  Scariodintts Limited  Hereford House, 3 Offa Street  Hereford  UNITED KINGDOM  HR12LL  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  REGAN, JOHN B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90879807</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7095976</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** DEALMAKER

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Transfer agency services rendered to issuers of investment securities; financial services, namely, investment fund formation and capital investment services; crowdfunding and business capital fundraising services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Business services and transfer agency services, namely, corporate registrar services in the nature of recordkeeping of bond and shareholders for companies and shareholder recordkeeping services for compliance, regulatory and record-keeping purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in creating, sharing, tracking, managing, executing documents and managing shareholders for capital raising transactions in the field of primary issuance services for securities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NOVATION SOLUTIONS INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NOVATION SOLUTIONS INC. 77 King Street West, Suite 400 Toronto, CANADA M5K1A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>059014401T02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOGYC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90880289  |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 12, 2021  |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023  |
| Register | Principal  |
| Mark Type | Service Mark  |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023  |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable enterprise software for use in collecting, analyzing, and organizing data in the field of end-to-end value chain management, generating computer simulations to forecast how supply chain changes affect business expenses and environmental sustainability, and producing financial models to determine the most cost-effective and environmentally sustainable way to plan and manage end-to-end value chain operations
International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes | 100, 101
International Class Title | Scientific and computer services
First Use | Dec. 01, 2014
In Commerce | Jun. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Logyc Co.
Address | Logyc Co. 1239 120th Ave NE, Ste A Bellevue WASHINGTON 98005
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 90880289

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | ABID, NABEELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UMI MODERN JAPANESE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90880997 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095978
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MODERN JAPANESE"
Translation The English translation of "UMI" in the mark is "OCEAN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Bar and cocktail lounge services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 21, 2013 In Commerce May 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLAZA RESTAURANT PARTNERS, LLC Address PLAZA RESTAURANT PARTNERS, LLC 3445 Peachtree Road, Suite 465 Atlanta GEORGIA 30326 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03572.001-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90881015 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095979
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "UMI" in stylized font above and an abstract design of a person playing a fish. Translation The English translation of "UMI" in the mark is "OCEAN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Bar and cocktail lounge services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 21, 2013 In Commerce May 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLAZA RESTAURANT PARTNERS, LLC Address PLAZA RESTAURANT PARTNERS, LLC 3445 Peachtree Road, Suite 465 Atlanta GEORGIA 30326 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03572.002-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
TM 7114 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90881051 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095980
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "UMI" in stylized font.
Translation The English translation of "UMI" in the mark is "OCEAN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Bar and cocktail lounge services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 21, 2013 In Commerce May 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLAZA RESTAURANT PARTNERS, LLC Address PLAZA RESTAURANT PARTNERS, LLC 3445 Peachtree Road, Suite 465 Atlanta GEORGIA 30326 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03572.006-TM
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ROVENDA - WELL BALANCED AGRICULTURE -

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90881313</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 13, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7095981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of three stylized leaves forming a circle with the word ROVENDA below in capital letters with the words WELL BALANCED AGRICULTURE bracketed by dash signs below the word ROVENDA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>018144136</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Feb. 11, 2020</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>EUROPEAN UNION</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 28, 2029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Agricultural biopesticides; Pesticides for agricultural use; Biocides, germicides, bactericides, virucides, fungicides, insecticides, pesticides and herbicides; Herbicides, insecticides, pesticides and fungicides for home, garden and lawn use and for professional use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Fertilizers; Chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; Fertilizers for agricultural use; Growing media for plants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>1 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Chemicals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Pest control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; Pest control services for aquaculture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ROVENSA, S.A.
Address     ROVENSA, S.A. Lote 1.06.1.1D, 3° Alameda Dos Oceanos Lisbon
State or Country Where Organized   PORTUGAL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
TM 7116
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90882196 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095982
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangular "A".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Venture capital financing, Venture capital advisory services, Venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up companies; Venture Capital services, namely, investment in minority-owned business ventures
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 29, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2021
For Business planning; Business networking, namely, providing business mentoring in the nature of advice in the fields of innovation and entrepreneurship to diverse entrepreneurs
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 29, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AVC Fund Management, LLC Address AVC Fund Management, LLC Suite 650 201 King of Prussia Road Radnor PENNSYLVANIA 19087 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102209-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S10 LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90882947 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7095983
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized design with the word and number elements, "S10 LABS". Disclaimer "LABS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries for electronic cigarettes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 10, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2021
For Refillable cartridges for electronic cigarettes, disposable cartridges for electronic cigarettes
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Aug. 10, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LHS Industry LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA S10 Labs Address LHS Industry LLC 2812 E. Walnut Street Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91107 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EVERYDAY CPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90883518 Application Filing Date  Aug. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7095984
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial services, namely, coordination, within a single account, of an investment portfolio's maintenance, trading, rebalancing, and tax management needs
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Oct. 05, 2010  In Commerce  Oct. 05, 2010
For  Account auditing; Accountancy; Accountancy services; Accounting advisory services; Accounting consultation; Accounting services; Accounting services for mergers and acquisitions; Tax advisory services; Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services; Tax consultation; Tax filing services; Tax lien management services; Tax preparation; Tax preparation services provided via internet; Tax preparation services provided via telephony; Tax preparation services provided via video conference; Business information and accounting advisory services; Consulting and information concerning accounting; Cost accounting; Forensic accounting research services; Forensic accounting services; Income tax consultation; Income tax preparation; Management of tax files; Providing online business management services including accounting, marketing, business project management, and business development
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Oct. 05, 2010  In Commerce  Oct. 05, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EVERYDAYCPA, INC  Address  EVERYDAYCPA, INC  901 SW Buschanan St. Topeka KANSAS 60666  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DARK DOWNEAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90884314 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095985
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOWNEAST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of true crime
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 02, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kylie Low LLC Address Kylie Low LLC 110 Marginal Way, #243 Portland MAINE 04101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MAINE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ODDITARYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90884769 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7095986 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003660341 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003660341 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 05, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 24, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery; bracelets; jewelry chains; children's jewelry; cuff links; jewelry brooches; earrings; jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; necklaces; paste jewellery; rings; women's jewelry International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry For Yarn spools for holding knitting yarn; thread spools for holding sewing threads; knitting needles; hair bands; hair extensions; hair ornaments in the form of combs; hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; hair pins and grips; hair scrunchies; wigs International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods For Paints; paints for arts and crafts; varnishes; lacquers International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints For Dish cloths in the nature of tea cloths; combs; comb cases; make-up brushes; cleaning sponges; busts made of china; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; ornaments of crystal; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; ornamental models made of porcelain; ornamental sculptures made of porcelain; painted glassware works of art; porcelain ware works of art; works of art made of crystal; sculptures made from glass; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For  Musical instruments; Cases for musical instruments

International Classes  15 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 21, 36  International Class Title  Musical Instruments
For  Wall fabrics, namely, textile wall coverings; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; mural-art wall hangings not of textile; textile wallcoverings; textile wallpaper; wall coverings of paper; wallcoverings; wallpaper; carpets; door mats; bath mats; floor rugs; textile floor mats for use in the home; carpeting; carpet runners

International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings
For  Herbal medicine, namely, herbal tinctures for medical purposes; herbal supplements; herbal teas for medicinal purposes

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Umbrellas; umbrella covers; parasols; combination walking sticks and umbrellas; walking stick handles; cane handles; walking staffs; imitation leather; carry-all bags; weekend bags made of imitation leather; belt bags and hip bags; bumbags; canvas shopping bags; carry-on bags; cases of imitation leather; clutch bags; drawstring bags; duffel bags; evening handbags; fashion handbags; flight bags; gym bags; handbags; handbags made of imitations leather; handbags, purses and wallets; key cases of imitation leather; knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; luggage; make-up cases sold empty; overnight bags; overnight cases; pouches of textile; purses; rucksacks; school bags; suitcases; travel luggage; weekend bags; wheeled luggage

International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Mural-art wall hangings of textile; unfitted sofa covers not of paper; unfitted furniture coverings of textile; bed linen; bed clothes, namely, covers, and bed blankets; bath towels; duvet covers; hand towels; baby blankets; bed blankets; bed covers; bed linen and table linen not of paper; bed throws; children's blankets; cotton bed blankets; duvets; mattress covers; quilt covers; picnic blankets; bed sheets; sleeping bags; throws; woollen blankets; wall decorations being hangings of textile; wall hangings of textile; wall fabrics, namely, textile wall hangings; soft furnishings, namely, furnishing fabrics; dish towels for drying; kitchen towels; kitchen linens; plastic table covers; table linen of textile; curtains; covers for cushions

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics
For  Vegetable puree; almond milk; almond milk-based beverages; coconut milk; coconut milk-based beverages; margarine; milk substitutes; non-dairy milk substitutes; oat milk; soya milk; soya yoghurt; soya-based beverages used as milk substitutes; coconut fat; coconut oil for food; cooking oils; extra virgin olive oil for food; oils for food; vegetable oils for food

International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  Board games; dice; card games relating to fictional characters; playing cards; role playing games; trading cards for games; children's playthings, namely, jump ropes; jigsaw puzzles; tabletop and parlour games; kites; magic tricks; magicians' sets being play things consisting of magic tricks; play wands; plush toys; puzzles; rag dolls; swings; toy animals; toys, namely, flying discs; toy models sold as the primary component of craft model kits; toy models sold as the primary component of model craft kits of toy figures; toy models sold as the primary component of toy model hobby craft kits
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note books; printed note cards; printed note pads; printed notepads; printed picture cards; printed picture postcards; printed photographic reproductions; printed pocket calendars; printed pocket diaries; printed pocket notebooks; printed posters; printed art reproductions; printed award certificates; printed patterns for costumes or making clothes; printed publications in the nature of magazines featuring computer games; sealing wax; printed sewing patterns; spiral-bound notebooks; collectible printed trading cards; writing materials, namely, ballpoint pens; book covers; series of printed fantasy books; series of printed fiction books; printed cookery books; drawing books; arts and craft paint kits

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Fitted table covers; furniture; bedroom furniture; bookcases; chests of drawers; cushions; beds; mattresses

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Amusement park services and theme park services, entertainment services in the nature of conducting fairs; zoos and museums; audio, film, video and television recording services; film directing, other than advertising films; film production for entertainment purposes; photography; entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; production of radio programmes, and entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing radio programmes in the field of news; production of audio-visual recordings; production of cinematographic films; production of entertainment in the form of a television-programme series; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of films in studios; production of television programmes and cinema films; production of television entertainment features, other than advertising; entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia entertainment programs featuring comedy, distributed by television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; television-programme, radio-programme, and film production; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the internet; issuing of publications, namely,
scientific papers in the field of math; creation in the nature writing of podcasts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing of books; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; on-line publishing services, namely, of books, e-books, audio books, music, and illustrations, other than advertising; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of computer games; publication of books; publication of printed matter; writing of texts, namely, speech writing, for non-advertising purposes; writing screenplays; arrangement of conventions for recreational purposes, namely, for comic books, for technology, and for gaming; arrangement of seminars for recreational purposes, namely, gaming; arranging and conducting conferences and seminars in the field of telecommunications technology; arranging of soccer games; conducting of conventions for entertainment purposes, namely, gaming; art-exhibition services for entertainment purposes; organisation of conferences related to entertainment, namely, gaming; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; entertainment services for producing live game shows; live entertainment, namely, music concerts; organising of theatre productions; organization, production and presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; presentation of theatrical performances; production of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; production of live performances, namely, music concerts; production of plays; production of stage-play shows; provision of live entertainment, namely, music concerts; theater production

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Knitting yarns; embroidery thread and yarn; hand knitting wools; knitting yarns made of wool; linen thread and yarn; natural knitting yarns; yarn sold on spools; thread sold on spools; textile yarns; spun wool; twisted threads and yarns; yarns for sale in kit form; yarns for domestic use; yarns and threads for textile use

International Classes  23 - Primary Classes  US Classes  43  International Class Title  Yarns and Threads

For  Non-medicated soaps; toilet soaps; perfumed soaps; beauty soap; bar soap; bath soaps; shaving soaps; cosmetic soaps; body cream soap; bath bombs; bath lotion; bath oil; bath foams; bubble bath; bath crystals; liquid bath soaps; shower and bath gel; perfumes; perfumery; fragrances; fragrance for household purposes; air fragrance reed diffusers; refills for electric room fragrance dispensers; essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics and make-up; nail paint; nail cosmetics; colour cosmetics for children; skin moisturisers used as cosmetics; make-up; make-up powder; compacts containing make-up; make-up pencils; eye make-up; make-up for the face and body; make-up removing lotions; eye make-up removers; make-up remover; hair lotions; hair conditioners; hair creams; hair colouring preparations; hair care preparations; hair straightening preparations; hair curling preparations; hair styling gel; hair oils; hair mousse; hair moisturisers; hair lighteners; hair shampoos; dentifrices; toothpaste

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Bread and buns; bagels; crisp breads; gluten-free bread; fruit breads; oat cakes for human consumption; pita bread; scones; soda bread; wholemeal bread; cereal-based savoury snacks; corn chips; crackers flavoured with spices; crackers flavoured with vegetables; frozen meals consisting primarily of pasta; frozen meals consisting primarily of rice; frozen pastry stuffed with vegetables; pasta salad; pasta-based prepared meals; pies containing vegetables; rice crackers; risotto; tabbouleh; tortilla chips; tortillas; vegetable pies; herb teas, other than for medicinal use; herbal infusions; tea; coffee; grain- or chicory-based coffee substitutes; dairy-free chocolate; vegan ice cream; sorbets; soya-based ice cream substitutes; cooking sauces;
curry pastes; hot sauce; salt; spices; seasonings; vegetable concentrates used for seasoning; vegetable-based seasonings for pasta; thickening agents for use in cooking, namely, vegetable thickeners; agave syrup for use as a natural sweetener; maple syrup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, computers; audio/visual and photographic devices, namely, cameras; sunglasses; diving goggles; reading glasses; eyewear; spectacles; downloadable augmented reality game software for playing computer games; downloadable computer application software featuring games and gaming; downloadable computer game software for playing on-line interactive games; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable computer gaming software; downloadable computer software for entertainment, namely, downloadable computer games software; downloadable computerized games software; downloadable audio recordings featuring music; downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music; books featuring computer games, recorded on disc; cinematographic films, exposed; digital books featuring computer games, downloadable from the internet; downloadable electronic books featuring computer games; downloadable movies featuring computer games; downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines featuring computer games; downloadable e-books featuring computer games; downloadable video films featuring computer games; downloadable video recordings featuring computer games; downloadable electronic data files featuring virtual reality models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Candles; perfumed candles; scented candles; tea light candles; candles for night lights; wicks for candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 6, 15</td>
<td>Lubricants and Fuels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underwear and nightwear; ladies' underwear; lingerie; men's underwear; pyjamas; undershirts; bathing suits; beach clothes in the nature of swim trunks; clothing belts; clothing belts made from imitation leather; clothing belts made out of cloth; Bermuda shorts; blazers; blouses; blue jeans; bomber jackets; boys' clothing, namely, shirts and pants; casual jackets; casual trousers; casualwear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; clothing for men, women and children, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, jackets; coats for men; coats for women; cosplay costumes; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; denim jackets; denim jeans; dresses; duffel coats; evening wear, namely, blazers; evening coats; fabric belts; fleece tops; formal evening wear, namely, tuxedos; formalwear, namely, tuxedos; girls' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; gloves; hooded bathrobes; headscarves; hooded clothing tops; imitation leather dresses; jackets; ladies' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; lounge wear; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; men's socks; men's suits; menswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; outerwear, namely, anoraks; parkas; parkas; polo shirts; raincoats; rainwear; rugby tops; scarves; shirts; shorts; skirts; socks and stockings; sportswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; suits; sweaters; tights; trousers for children; women's suits; womens' outerwear, namely, parkas; woollen tights; yoga pants; yoga socks; yoga tops; boots; canvas shoes; casual footwear; children's footwear; dress shoes; footwear for men; footwear for women; ladies' boots; ladies' sandals; leisure shoes; men's sandals; running shoes; sandals; shoes; slippers; baseball caps; caps being headwear; flat caps being headwear; hats; headbands; sun hats; woolly hats; fancy dress-up costumes for use in
children's play

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

For Sculptures of metal; Sculptures of non-precious metal; Ornamental figurines of common metal; 3D wall art made of common metal; Figures of common metal; Works of art of common metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

For Cafe services; bar and restaurant services; juice bar services; mobile restaurant services; pizza parlors; providing food and drink in internet cafes; providing food and drink in restaurants and bars; serving food and drinks; tea rooms; tapas bars

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

For Carbonated non-alcoholic drinks; Fruit flavored soft drinks; Ginger beer; Lemonades; Non-alcoholic flavored carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic beer; Fruit drinks; Fruit juice beverages; Concentrated fruit juice; Fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; Fruit-based beverages; Non-alcoholic vegetable juice drinks; Vegetable juices; Vegetable drinks; Vegetable smoothies; Bottled drinking water; Alcohol free wine; Energy drinks; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages containing vegetable juices; Non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice drinks; Non-carbonated soft drinks; Soft drinks; Smoothies

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Scariodintts Limited **Address** Scariodintts Limited Hereford House, 3 Offa Street Hereford UNITED KINGDOM HR12LL **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ANTIOCH PIZZA SHOP SINCE 1977

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90885904 Application Filing Date  Aug. 16, 2021 Registration Number  7095987
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "ANTIOCH" in large and small cap letters except for the "I" and "O", which are in lower case and italicized. The words "PIZZA SHOP" in upper case and directly beneath the word "ANTIOCH". Lines above and below "PIZZA SHOP" extend the full length of the words. The words "SINCE 1977" in large and small cap letters except for the "I" and "E", which are in lower case and italicized.
Disclaimer  "PIZZA SHOP SINCE 1977" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation
Statement  as to "ANTIOCH PIZZA SHOP"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6077697

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Delivery of food by restaurants
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2016
For  Restaurant services, food catering services, sit-down restaurant services, take-out restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wix Franchise, Inc. Address  Wix Franchise, Inc. 1368 Bayshore Drive Antioch ILLINOIS 60002
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  ANTIOCH PIZZA SHOP SINCE 1977

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90885927
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 16, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095988
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "ANTIOCH" in large and small cap letters except for the "I" and "O", which are in lower case and italicized. The words "PIZZA SHOP" in upper case and directly beneath the word "ANTIOCH". Lines above and below "PIZZA SHOP" extend the full length of the words. The words "SINCE 1977" in large and small cap letters except for the "I" and "E" which are in lower case and italicized.
- **Disclaimer**: "PIZZA SHOP SINCE 1977"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation**: as to "ANTIOCH PIZZA SHOP"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6077697

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online ordering services in the field of restaurant delivery
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
- **US Classes**: Advertising and Business
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wix Franchise, Inc.
- **Address**: Wix Franchise, Inc. 1368 Bayshore Drive Antioch  ILLINOIS  60002
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** B BLAK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90887807</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
<td>7095989</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized &quot;B&quot; with a crown on top of it and the stylized wording &quot;BLAK&quot; underneath it. All of the foregoing is on a shaded background.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Hats; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; T-shirts; T-shirts for men, woman, children; Graphic T-shirts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Used Anywhere in Another Form</th>
<th>Used in Commerce in Another Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td>The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/01/2021</td>
<td>The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/01/2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Black Clothing and Apparel LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Black Clothing and Apparel **Address** Black Clothing and Apparel LLC 3377 Lawrenceville highway Tucker GEORGIA 30084 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 90887807

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90888943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 18, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7095990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Hats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Young, Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Young, Lawrence 3143 Maxwell Ave. Spring Hill FLORIDA 34608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>JOINER, KATINA JACKSON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMARTLABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90889228 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095991
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5886652

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage of office and laboratory spaces; Real estate management services; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces; Rental of real estate; Rental of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2019

For Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; Planning and layout design services for the interior space of laboratories; Rental of computers; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Rental of software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Platform as a...
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42  - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 02, 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  SmartLabs Corporate, LLC  **Address**  SmartLabs Corporate, LLC  4th Floor  10 Fan Pier Blvd.  Boston  MASSACHUSETTS  02210  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOR OUR TOMORROWS ARE MADE OF OUR YESTERDAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90889255 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095992
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003660349 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003660349 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 05, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 24, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery; bracelets; jewelry chains; children's jewelry; cuff links; jewelry brooches; earrings; jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; necklaces; paste jewellery; rings; women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Yarn spools for holding knitting yarn; thread spools for holding sewing threads; knitting needles; hair bands; hair extensions; hair ornaments in the form of combs; hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; hair pins and grips; hair scrunchies; wigs
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Paints; paints for arts and crafts; varnishes; lacquers
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints
For Dish cloths in the nature of tea cloths; combs; comb cases; make-up brushes; cleaning sponges; busts made of china; busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; ornaments of crystal; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; ornamental models made of porcelain; ornamental sculptures made of porcelain; painted glassware works of art; porcelain ware works of art; works of art made of crystal; sculptures made from glass; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass

For our tomorrows are made of our yesterdays
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2, 21, 36</td>
<td>Musical Instruments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
<td>Floor Coverings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Musical instruments; Cases for musical instruments**

**International Classes** 15 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 21, 36 **International Class Title** Musical Instruments

**For** Wall fabrics, namely, textile wall coverings; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; mural-art wall hangings not of textile; textile wallcoverings; textile wallpaper; wall coverings of paper; wallcoverings; wallpaper; carpets; door mats; bath mats; floor rugs; textile floor mats for use in the home; carpeting; carpet runners

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Floor Coverings

**For** Herbal medicine, namely, herbal tinctures for medical purposes; herbal supplements; herbal teas for medicinal purposes

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**For** Umbrellas; umbrella covers; parasols; combination walking sticks and umbrellas; walking stick handles; cane handles; walking staffs; imitation leather; carry-all bags; weekend bags made of imitation leather; belt bags and hip bags; bum bags; canvas shopping bags; carry-on bags; cases of imitation leather; clutch bags; drawstring bags; duffel bags; evening handbags; fashion handbags; flight bags; gym bags; handbags; handbags made of imitations leather; handbags, purses and wallets; key cases of imitation leather; knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; luggage; make-up cases sold empty; overnight bags; overnight cases; pouches of textile; purses; rucksacks; school bags; suitcases; travel luggage; weekend bags; wheeled luggage

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**For** Mural-art wall hangings of textile; unfitted sofa covers not of paper; unfitted furniture coverings of textile; bed linen; bed clothes, namely, covers, and bed blankets; bath towels; duvet covers; hand towels; baby blankets; bed blankets; bed covers; bed linen and table linen not of paper; bed throws; children's blankets; cotton bed blankets; duvets; mattress covers; quilt covers; picnic blankets; bed sheets; sleeping bags; throws; woollen blankets; wall decorations being hangings of textile; wall hangings of textile; wall fabrics, namely, textile wall hangings; soft furnishings, namely, furnishing fabrics; dish towels for drying; kitchen towels; kitchen linens; plastic table covers; table linen of textile; curtains; covers for cushions

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics

**For** Vegetable puree; almond milk; almond milk-based beverages; coconut milk; coconut milk-based beverages; margarine; milk substitutes; non-dairy milk substitutes; oat milk; soya milk; soya yoghurt; soya-based beverages used as milk substitutes; coconut fat; coconut oil for food; cooking oils; extra virgin olive oil for food; oils for food; vegetable oils for food

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**For** Board games; dice; card games relating to fictional characters; playing cards; role playing games; trading cards for games; children's playthings, namely, jump ropes; jigsaw puzzles; tabletop and parlour games; kites; magic tricks; magicians' sets being play things consisting of magic tricks; play wands; plush toys; puzzles; rag dolls; swings; toy animals; toys, namely, flying discs; toy models sold as the primary component of craft model kits; toy models sold as the primary component of model craft kits of toy figures; toy models sold as the primary component of toy model hobby craft kits
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Table linen of paper; bags made of paper for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard packaging; carrier bags of paper or plastic; decorative wrapping paper; gift bags; cardboard gift cartons; cardboard gift packaging; gift wrap paper; paper bags; paper gift bags; paper gift tags; wrapping paper; arts and crafts paint kits; modeling compounds; paint boxes for use in schools; paper crafts materials, namely, craft paper; wallpaper stencils; address stamps; blotters; calligraphy ink; coloured lead pencils; date stamps; drawing ink; drawing pencils; felt pens; fountain pens; gel roller pens; cardboard gift cases for writing instruments; ink for writing instruments; ink pens; ink stamps; pen and pencil boxes; pen and pencil cases; ballpoint pen sets; pencil cases; pencil sets; pens; retractable pencils; seal ink pads; sealing stamps; seals; stamp pads; writing brushes; writing cases, namely, stationery cases; writing sets, namely, stationery cases; writing instruments; writing ink; writing chalk; rubber erasers; printed books featuring computer games; adhesives for household art use; adhesive paper; napkins made of paper for household use; paper tissues; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tissue paper; cardboard gift boxes; cardboard household storage boxes; art pictures in the nature of paintings, drawings, and printed photographs; art prints; printed birthday cards; bookmarks; printed calendars; printed christmas cards; printed coloring books for adults; printed colouring books; printed desk diaries; desk sets; printed diaries; drawing pads; envelopes; paper gift cards; printed greeting cards; illustrated notepads; printed music note books; printed note books; printed note cards; printed notepads; printed pocket calendars; printed pocket diaries; printed pocket notebooks; printed posters; printed art reproductions; printed award certificates; printed patterns for costumes or making clothes; printed publications in the nature of magazines featuring computer games; sealing wax; printed sewing patterns; spiral-bound notebooks; collectible printed trading cards; writing materials, namely, ballpoint pens; book covers; series of printed fantasy books; series of printed fiction books; printed cookery books; drawing books; arts and craft paint kits

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Fitted table covers; furniture; bedroom furniture; bookcases; chests of drawers; cushions; beds; mattresses

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Amusement park services and theme park services, entertainment services in the nature of conducting fairs; zoos and museums; audio, film, video and television recording services; film directing, other than advertising films; film production for entertainment purposes; photography; entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; production of radio programmes, and entertainment in the nature of presentation of ongoing radio programmes in the field of news; production of audio-visual recordings; production of cinematographic films; production of entertainment in the form of a television-programme series; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of films in studios; production of television programmes and cinema films; production of television entertainment features, other than advertising; entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia entertainment programs featuring comedy, distributed by television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; television-programme, radio-programme, and film production; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the internet; issuing of publications, namely,
scientific papers in the field of math; creation in the nature writing of podcasts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing
of books; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; on-line publishing services, namely, of books, e-books, audio
books, music, and illustrations, other than advertising; providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels;
providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines in the field of computer games;
publication of books; publication of printed matter; writing of texts, namely, speech writing, for non-advertising purposes;
writing screenplays; arrangement of conventions for recreational purposes, namely, for comic books, for technology, and for
gaming; arrangement of seminars for recreational purposes, namely, gaming; arranging and conducting conferences and
seminars in the field of telecommunications technology; arranging of soccer games; conducting of conventions for
entertainment purposes, namely, gaming; art-exhibition services for entertainment purposes; organisation of conferences
related to entertainment, namely, gaming; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; entertainment services for
producing live game shows; live entertainment, namely, music concerts; organising of theatre productions; organization,
production and presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts;
presentation of theatrical performances; production of live entertainment events, namely, music concerts; production of live
performances, namely, music concerts; production of plays; production of stage-play shows; provision of live entertainment,
namely, music concerts; theater production

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Knitting yarns; embroidery thread and yarn; hand knitting wools; knitting yarns made of wool; linen thread and yarn;
natural knitting yarns; yarn sold on spools; thread sold on spools; textile yarns; spun wool; twisted threads and yarns; yarn;
yarns for sale in kit form; yarns for domestic use; yarns and threads for textile use

International Classes  23 - Primary Classes US Classes  43
International Class Title  Yarns and Threads

For  Non-medicated soaps; toilet soaps; perfumed soaps; beauty soap; bar soap; bath soaps; shaving soaps; cosmetic soaps;
body cream soap; bath bombs; bath lotion; bath oil; bath foams; bubble bath; bath crystals; liquid bath soaps; shower and bath
gel; perfumes; perfumery; fragrances; fragrance for household purposes; air fragrance reed diffusers; refills for electric room
fragrance dispensers; essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetics and
make-up; nail paint; nail cosmetics; colour cosmetics for children; skin moisturisers used as cosmetics; make-up; make-up
powder; compacts containing make-up; make-up pencils; eye make-up; make-up for the face and body; make-up removing
lotions; eye make-up removers; make-up remover; hair lotions; hair conditioners; hair creams; hair colouring preparations; hair
care preparations; hair straightening preparations; hair curling preparations; hair styling gel; hair oils; hair mousse; hair
moisturisers; hair lighteners; hair shampoos; dentifrices; toothpaste

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For  Bread and buns; bagels; crisp breads; gluten-free bread; fruit breads; oat cakes for human consumption; pita bread;
scones; soda bread; wholemeal bread; cereal-based savoury snacks; corn chips; crackers flavoured with spices; crackers
flavoured with vegetables; frozen meals consisting primarily of pasta; frozen meals consisting primarily of rice; frozen pastry
stuffed with vegetables; pasta salad; pasta-based prepared meals; pies containing vegetables; rice crackers; risotto; tabbouleh;
tortilla chips; tortillas; vegetable pies; herb teas, other than for medicinal use; herbal infusions; tea; coffee; grain- or chicory-
based coffee substitutes; dairy-free chocolate; vegan ice cream; sorbets; soya-based ice cream substitutes; cooking sauces;
curry pastes; hot sauce; salt; spices; seasonings; vegetable concentrates used for seasoning; vegetable-based seasonings for pasta; thickening agents for use in cooking, namely, vegetable thickeners; agave syrup for use as a natural sweetener; maple syrup

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46  **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**For** Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices, namely, computers; audio/visual and photographic devices, namely, cameras; sunglasses; diving goggles; reading glasses; eyewear; spectacles; downloadable augmented reality game software for playing computer games; downloadable computer application software featuring games and gaming; downloadable computer game software for playing on-line interactive games; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable computer gaming software; downloadable computer software for entertainment, namely, downloadable computer games software; downloadable computerized games software; downloadable audio recordings featuring music; downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music; books featuring computer games, recorded on disc; cinematographic films, exposed; digital books featuring computer games, downloadable from the internet; downloadable electronic books featuring computer games; downloadable movies featuring computer games; downloadable publications in the nature of books and magazines featuring computer games; downloadable e-books featuring computer games; downloadable video films featuring computer games; downloadable video recordings featuring computer games; downloadable electronic data files featuring virtual reality models

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Candles; perfumed candles; scented candles; tea light candles; candles for night lights; wicks for candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 6, 15  **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**For** Underwear and nightwear; ladies' underwear; lingerie; men's underwear; pyjamas; undershirts; bathing suits; beach clothes in the nature of swim trunks; clothing belts; clothing belts made from imitation leather; clothing belts made out of cloth; Bermuda shorts; blazers; blouses; blue jeans; bomber jackets; boys' clothing, namely, shirts and pants; casual jackets; casual shirts; casual trousers; casualwear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; clothing for men, women and children, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, jackets; coats for men; coats for women; cosplay costumes; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; denim jackets; denim jeans; dresses; duffel coats; evening wear, namely, blazers; evening coats; fabric belts; fleece tops; formal evening wear, namely, tuxedos; formalwear, namely, tuxedos; girls' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; gloves; hooded bathrobes; headscarves; hooded clothing tops; imitation leather dresses; jackets; ladies' clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts and pants; loungewear; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; men's socks; men's suits; menswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; outerclothing, namely, anoraks; parkas; polo shirts; raincoats; rainwear; rugby tops; scarves; shirts; shorts; skirts; socks and stockings; sportswear, namely, clothing tops and bottoms, shirts, and pants; suits; sweaters; tights; trousers for children; women's suits; womens' outerclothing, namely, parkas; woolen tights; yoga pants; yoga socks; yoga tops; boots; canvas shoes; casual footwear; children's footwear; dress shoes; footwear for men; footwear for women; ladies' boots; ladies' sandals; leisure shoes; men's sandals; running shoes; sandals; shoes; slippers; baseball caps; caps being headwear; flat caps being headwear; hats; headbands; sun hats; woolly hats; fancy dress-up costumes for use in
children's play

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Sculptures of metal; Sculptures of non-precious metal; Ornamental figurines of common metal; 3D wall art made of common metal; Figures of common metal; Works of art of common metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**For** Cafe services; bar and restaurant services; juice bar services; mobile restaurant services; pizza parlors; providing food and drink in internet cafes; providing food and drink in restaurants and bars; serving food and drinks; tea rooms; tapas bars

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**For** Carbonated non-alcoholic drinks; Fruit flavored soft drinks; Ginger beer; Lemonades; Non-alcoholic flavored carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic beer; Fruit drinks; Fruit juice beverages; Concentrated fruit juice; Fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; Fruit-based beverages; Non-alcoholic vegetable juice drinks; Vegetable juices; Vegetable drinks; Vegetable smoothies; Bottled drinking water; Alcohol free wine; Energy drinks; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-alcoholic beverages containing vegetable juices; Non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice drinks; Non-carbonated soft drinks; Soft drinks; Smoothies

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Scariodintts Limited **Address** Scariodintts Limited Hereford House, 3 Offa Street Hereford UNITED KINGDOM HR12LL **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLE SENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90889359 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095993
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 21, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stacked words "SIMPLE SENCE"
appearing in stylized font with an icon comprised of a water droplet surrounded by a circle with three arc-shaped bars in
the top right quadrant of the circle appearing to the right of the stacked words "SIMPLE SENCE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service services featuring non-downloadable software exclusively for use in controlling and monitoring
temperature, humidity, shock and pressure, and water conditions of commercial and residential structures, none of the
foregoing for use in connection with home security anti-theft monitoring services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jan. 2021 In Commerce Jan. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sencentric, Inc. Address Sencentric, Inc. 3516 Seagate Way #150 Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92056
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12317102US03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) NECTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90889618 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095994
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5372602

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For teaching and training in information technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2010

For Installation, maintenance, and update of integrated circuits and computer networks for others
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 31, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2010

For Technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network systems; technical support services, namely, 24/7 monitoring of network systems, servers and web and database applications and notification of related events and alerts; technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; design, installation, maintenance, and update of computer software and telecommunications software for others; design of integrated circuits and computer networks for others; planning, development and monitoring of electronic communications networks; management of unified communication (UC) networks; technical support services, namely, migration of datacenter, server and database applications; data migration services; providing subscription to computer software for quality assurance services in the field of contact center platforms for load testing, user experience simulation, functional and regression testing of applications, agent emulation and monitoring of contact center applications across voice, chat, email and text channels; computer systems analysis; testing, analysis, and evaluation of unified communications (UC) and collaboration platforms to assure compliance with industry standards; design and development of computer software that provides critical monitoring, diagnostics, reporting and testing capabilities for cloud, on-premise, and hybrid networks; providing subscription to computer software that provides critical monitoring, diagnostics, reporting and testing capabilities for cloud, on-premise, and hybrid networks; monitoring of computer systems by
remote access to ensure proper functioning

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2019  **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Nectar Holdings, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Nectar Holdings, Inc. 366 North Broadway, Suite 201, Jericho, New York 11753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>001077/0009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>FAIRBANKS, RONALD L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Mark Literal(s) CLOSING ROOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90889711 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095995
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "CLOSING ROOM" displayed to the right of three interconnected geometric shapes that form a hexagon.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5947297

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018402113 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 22, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 18, 2031
Foreign Registration Number UK00003597420 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 25, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 18, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business advisory services; business information services; providing administration services in the nature of registration services via an online portal, namely, the registration of ownership interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing administration services in the nature of registration services via an online portal, namely, the registration of ownership interests in mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing on-line administration services via a website featuring on-line registration services for mobile assets in particular aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, parts thereof, and interests therein; providing on-line administration services via a website featuring on-line registration services for mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, parts thereof, and interests therein; providing online administration services via a website relating to mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing online administration services in the nature of ownership registration services via a website relating to mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; administration services in the nature of
of ownership registration services, namely, providing an online portal that allows users to compile the information required to
effect the registration of mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment
and construction equipment, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration
authority; administration services, namely, providing an online portal that allows users to compile the information required to
effect the registration of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft,
and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; compilation and
maintenance of data in computer databases, namely, the compilation and maintenance of a commercial register relating to
mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction
equipment, and parts thereof; Compilation and maintenance of data in computer databases, namely compilation and
maintenance of a commercial register relating to mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations,
space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing business information in the nature of mobile asset pre-positioning
administration services provided online from a computer database, namely, allowing users to select and order information in a
commercial database relating to the registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining
equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing business information in the nature
of mobile asset pre-positioning administration services provided online from a computer database, namely, allowing users to
select and order information in a commercial database relating to the registration of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in
particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; compilation of information into computer
databases; systemization of information into computer databases; management of computer databases; provision of
computerized information relating to business records in the nature of an online searchable database; providing commercial
business information provided online from a computer database; compiling indexes of information for commercial purposes;
database management, namely, compiling, storing, analysing, and retrieving data and information in the field of mobile asset
ownership; compiling, storing, analysing and retrieving data and information in the field of mobile asset ownership from a
computer database or the Internet; maintaining a registry of interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling
stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles and parts
thereof; updating of information in registries; maintenance of asset registers for others; maintaining and updating a register or
database of financial information and financial charges; compilation of information into computer databases, namely,
compiling indexes of information in the field of industrial asset management of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway
rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; compilation of
information into computer databases, namely, compiling indexes of information in the field of industrial asset management of
mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof;
compiling statistics and providing statistical information for commercial purposes; business information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid; providing a website featuring on-line registration services for mobile
assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment,
parts thereof, and interests therein; providing a website featuring on-line registration services for mobile assets in the aerospace
industry, in particular satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, parts thereof, and interests therein; providing a website
featuring content and information relating to the registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock,
mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; computerized online ordering
services featuring registrations of mobile assets, in particular, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment
and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing a website featuring content and information relating to the
registrations of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; computerized online ordering services featuring registrations of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing an online computer database for the recording of legal, financial, business and other economic transactions for business purposes; maintaining and updating data in computer databases; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software featuring registration and pre-registration services relating to mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing an internet website portal featuring online registration services, namely, registration of interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof for business purposes; providing an internet website portal featuring online registration services, namely, registration of interests in mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof for business purposes; Providing a website featuring on-line registration services for mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, parts thereof, and interests therein, via a website; Providing a website featuring on-line registration services for mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, parts thereof, and interests therein via a website

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
**US Classes**

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; downloadable computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; downloadable computer software for data processing; downloadable computer software to automate data warehousing; downloadable computer software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; downloadable computer software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; downloadable computer software for providing access to online, virtual meeting rooms to facilitate registration and transfer of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; downloadable computer software for providing access to online, virtual meeting rooms to facilitate registration and transfer of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; downloadable computer software for providing access to online, virtual data rooms that enable uploading of and managing access to documents and information, coordinating users, accepting consents, accepting payments, and managing registration of assets; downloadable computer software for use in connection with the recording of legal, financial, business and other economic transactions in databases, namely blockchain databases; downloadable computer software to enable connection to databases, computer networks, global computer networks and the Internet; downloadable computer software for the wireless exchange of data; downloadable computer software for use in providing multiple user access to a global computer information network; downloadable computer software enabling the exchange of data between financiers and other parties involved in the purchasing and leasing of mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; downloadable computer software enabling the exchange of data between financiers and other parties involved in the purchasing and leasing of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; downloadable
computer software for creating and authenticating electronic signatures and electronic signature information; downloadable computer software for creating and authenticating digital signatures; downloadable computer software for user authentication in electronic documents; downloadable computer software for user authentication in digital transactions; electronic computer databases in the field of ownership information of mobile assets, namely, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles and parts thereof for business purposes recorded on computer media; electronic interactive computer databases in the field of ownership information of mobile assets, namely, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles and parts thereof for business purposes recorded on computer media; electronic databases, in particular, electronic databases in the field of ownership information of mobile assets, namely, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles and parts thereof for business purposes recorded on computer media; downloadable VPN (virtual private network) operating software; downloadable WAN (wide area network) operating software; downloadable electronic publications namely, electronic brochures, reports and newsletters in the field of ownership information and ownership registration services of mobile assets, namely, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles and parts thereof

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing an online interactive database featuring legal information; providing an online portal for filing liens for the purpose of protecting financial interests where users assemble the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; providing an online portal for filing liens for the purpose of protecting financial interests where users assemble the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Providing access to computer databases; providing user access to a global computer network for the transfer and dissemination of information; provision of access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation; providing and leasing access to computer databases; rental of access time to global computer networks; telecommunications services, namely, the distribution of data via the internet, in particular, the distribution of blockchain databases and electronic files containing data relating to economic transactions; providing virtual private network services for the purpose of transacting using smart contracts; electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; providing access to the internet, namely, providing access to content, websites and portals on the Internet; providing user access to platforms on the Internet; providing access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation for pre-positioning and pre-registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation for pre-positioning and pre-registration of
mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation to enable users to determine ownership of mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation to enable users to determine ownership of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing user access to a platform on the Internet that enables uploading of and managing access to documents and information, coordinating users, accepting consents, accepting payments, and managing registration of assets, all relating to mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing user access to a platform on the Internet that enables uploading of and managing access to documents and information, coordinating users, accepting consents, accepting payments, and managing registration of assets, all relating to mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing access to telecommunication networks, namely, providing access to an online portal for registration of interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing access to telecommunication networks, namely providing access to an online portal for registration of interests in mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing access to telecommunication networks, namely providing access to an on-line portal that allows users to compile the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority.

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Computer services, namely, database development services, namely configuration and customization of a computer database containing information relating to ownership of interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles and parts thereof; design and development of computer software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, and parts thereof; design and development of computer database software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, and parts thereof; design and development of computer database software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, and parts thereof; providing online, non-downloadable software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, and parts thereof; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in the registration of financial interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment, construction equipment, construction equipment, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, and parts thereof; maintaining and updating database systems; hosting of databases; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services in the nature of hosting of portals on the internet; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services in the nature of hosting an online portal for registration of interests in mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services in the nature of hosting an online portal for registration of interests in mobile assets in the
aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services in the nature of hosting an on-line portal that allows users to compile the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services in the nature of hosting an on-line portal that allows users to compile the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; Providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for providing an online portal that allows users to compile the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; Providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for providing an online portal that allows users to assemble the information required to effect the registration of mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof, in advance of submitting a registration application to a registry or registration authority; Web site hosting services, namely, hosting websites featuring online registration services for mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof, and interests therein; Web site hosting services, namely, hosting websites featuring online registration services for mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof, and interests therein; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to enable users to select and order information relating to the registration of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to enable users to select and order information relating to the registration of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; Platform as a Service (PAAS), featuring computer software platforms for registering financial title, charges and interests online; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software to enable the recording of legal, financial, business and other economic transactions in databases, in particular, in blockchain databases; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for digital asset management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in registering financial title, charges and interests online; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software featuring an online database for the purpose of analyzing technical data relating to the registration of financial interests in mobile assets in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; providing a members-only website featuring technology which provides members with the ability to access databases for the purpose of analyzing technical data relating to the registration of financial interests in mobile assets in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; providing a members-only website featuring technology which provides members with the ability to access databases for the purpose of analyzing technical data in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; Trust Service Provider services in the nature of authentication, issuance and validation of digital certificates; computer security services in the nature of user authentication in digital transactions; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for providing access to online, virtual meeting rooms to facilitate registration and transfer of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof;
thereof; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for providing access to online, virtual data rooms that enable uploading or and managing access to documents and information, coordinating users, accepting consents, accepting payments, and managing registration of assets; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in connection with the recording of legal, financial, business and other economic transactions in databases, namely, blockchain databases; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for the enabling the exchange of data between financiers and other parties involved in the purchasing and leasing of mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software enabling the exchange of data between financiers and other parties involved in the purchasing and leasing of mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for user authentication in digital transactions; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software featuring registration and pre-registration services relating to mobile assets, in particular, aircraft, railway rolling stock, mining equipment, agricultural equipment and construction equipment, and parts thereof; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software featuring registration and pre-registration services relating to mobile assets in the aerospace industry, in particular, satellites, space stations, space shuttles, aircraft, and parts thereof.

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name: Aviareto Limited  
Address: Aviareto Limited Suite 5, Plaza 255, Blanchardstown Corporate Park 2  
Blanchardstown, Dublin, IRELAND  
Legal Entity: private company limited by shares (prp. ltd.)  
State or Country: IRELAND

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

Docket Number: 32771-145127

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney: SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TREVOR WAYNE POP ART!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90890194 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095996
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a yellow rectangular box with black border containing the wording "TREVOR WAYNE" in a stylized font in black, and a white speech bubble with black border containing black stylized wording "POP ART" followed by a black exclamation point. The rectangular box is placed on the upper side of the speech bubble covering part of the upper border of the speech bubble. The white background represents transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "POP ART" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies TREVOR WAYNE, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services and online retail store services featuring artwork, prints, paintings, mugs, puzzles, gift items, greeting cards, clothing and headwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trevor Wayne, Inc. Address Trevor Wayne, Inc. 2040 Main Street, 14th Floor Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TWYNE.004T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HUSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90890444 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7095997
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 24, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3567431

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dance instruction; Entertainment event booking agencies; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by emcees, djs, dancers, and graffiti artists; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring hip hop culture and information about tourism distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring hip hop culture and information about tourism via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of hip hop culture and tourism; Entertainment services, namely, televised appearances by a hip hop historian; Organizing cultural and arts events; Organizing, arranging, and conducting virtual tours, workshops, seminars, exhibitions, interviews, lessons, parties, performances, and educational events; Organizing, arranging, and conducting tours, workshops, seminars, exhibitions, interviews, lessons, parties, performances, and educational events; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Conducting guided tours by bus; Conducting guided tours of historic sites for educational and entertainment purposes; Conducting guided walking tours of a city; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about hip hop culture and information about tourism accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a musician, musical group, actor, comedian, dancer, artist, creator, or influencer; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, workshops, exhibits and pop up experiences, for others; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Organization of exhibitions for musical entertainment; Organizing and arranging exhibitions for entertainment purposes; Organizing hip hop festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes;
Providing entertainment information in the fields of hip hop culture via a website; Providing a website featuring information in the field of music and entertainment; Providing an in-person entertainment and educational forum in the field of hip hop culture

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2002

**In Commerce** Jun. 20, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Hush Tours, Inc.

**Address** Hush Tours, Inc. 90 Church Street #2319 New York NEW YORK 10008

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BLOHM, LINDA E
HandleLife

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HANDLELIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90890787
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7095998
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 28, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: Basketballs; Medicine balls
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 01, 2019

**For**: Personal coaching services in the field of sports and fitness provided via an online platform; Sports training services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 20, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Stephene, Johnny
- **Address**: Stephene, Johnny  Unit 282  6250 Canoga Avenue  Woodland Hills  CALIFORNIA  91367
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOVE LEARNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90892104 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7095999
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEARNING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0113094/1619220 International Registration Number 1619220

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online education services, namely, conducting online instruction and courses in the fields of K-12 education, art, music, coding and technology, health and wellness, and life skills; providing educational classes in the fields of K-12 education, art, music, coding and technology, health and wellness, and life skills to students via live video chat

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 05, 2016 In Commerce May 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Outschool, Inc. Address Outschool, Inc. 1460 Mission St. San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94103 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 757240

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DEEN DRIVEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90892645
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096000
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a minaret in the top left, a spire upon the center of a cupola stylized as an automotive tachometer. The stylized tachometer needle, along with a tachometer gauge along the top of the cupola indicating intensity, followed by the words "DEEN DRIVEN" in black in upper-case font. The enclosed white space in the spire represents background or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of "Deen" in the mark is "faith".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hoodies; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sport shirts; T-shirts; Tee-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rahman, Syed F DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Deen Driven
- **Address**: Rahmann, Syed F 5105 Sunset Maple Trail Lilburn GEORGIA 30047
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OASIS ACADEMIC COACHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90893598 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096001
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "ACADEMIC COACHING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of study skills, organization and writing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 12, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Urwand, Benjamin DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Oasis Academic Coaching Address Urwand, Benjamin 8125 1/2 Blackburn Ave. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90048 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90896566</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 23, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
GO SLEEK

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5598294 |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wigs; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair accessories, namely, twiststers; Hair bands; Hair barrettes; Hair coloring caps; Hair netting; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Ponytail holders; Wig caps; Cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hair extensions and hair pieces; Electric hair rollers; Foam hair rollers; Hair curl clips; Hair curling pins; Hair weaves; Hair pieces and wigs; Human hair; Human braiding hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Non-electric hair rollers; Synthetic braiding hair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>26 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>37, 39, 40, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fancy Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of hair care, beauty and wellness; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of hair care, beauty and wellness; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring hair care, beauty and wellness tips; Providing educational demonstrations; Providing educational demonstrations in the field of hair care, namely, conducting in salon, online and classroom educational demonstrations at workshops, seminars and training about hair care and the use of hair care products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
spray; Hair lotions; Hair masks; Hair moisturizers; Hair mousse; Hair nourishers; Hair products, namely, thickening control creams; Hair rinses; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair sheen spray; Hair sprays and hair gels; Hair stick pomades; Hair straightening preparations; Hair styling fixative in the nature of hair wax; Hair styling gel; Hair styling preparations; Hair styling preparations for hair edges; Hair styling spray; Hair texture cream; Hair tonics; Hair waving lotion; Hair waving preparations; Hair wax; Adhesives for affixing false hair; Bleaching preparations for the hair; Color-removing preparations for hair; Colouring lotions for the hair; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic hair regrowth inhibiting preparations; Hair weave conditioners; Hair weave shampoo-conditioners; Hair weave shampoos; Heat protectant sprays for hair; Leave-in hair conditioners; Non-medicated hair serums; Non-medicated balm for hair; Oil baths for hair care; Preparations for setting hair; Styling clay for hair; Styling foam for hair; Styling paste for hair

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
**First Use** Aug. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2021  
**For** Hair salon services; Hair salon services for women; Hair salon services, namely, hair cutting, styling, coloring, and hair extension services; Hair color salon services; Hair cutting services; Hair dyeing services; Hair highlighting services; Hair replacement, hair addition, and hair extension services; Wig cleaning services; Wig styling services; Custom fitting of wigs; Hair weaving services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use** Apr. 15, 2013  
**In Commerce** Jul. 30, 2013  
**For** Curling irons; Curling tongs; Flat irons; Flat irons, electric; Hair cutting scissors; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying electric hair curling irons; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying non-electric curling irons; Electric flat irons; Electric hair crimping iron; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hair straightening iron; Electric hand-held hair styling iron; Electric iron for styling hair; Non-electric curling iron; Non-electric hair clippers; curling wand iron

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 23, 28, 44  
**International Class Title** Hand Tools  
**First Use** Jun. 03, 2018  
**In Commerce** Jun. 03, 2018

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Go Sleek Inc.  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly** AKA Go Sleek Hair Company and Go Sleek Hair Salon  
**Address** Go Sleek Inc. 2770 Lenox Rd., Ste B3 Atlanta GEORGIA 30324  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country** GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AZL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90897696 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096003
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail and wholesale store services featuring jewelry, gems, diamonds, diamond simulants, silver, gold and platinum
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 27, 2020 In Commerce May 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Albanese, Anna Address Albanese, Anna 3 Saranac Road Sea Ranch Lakes FLORIDA 33308 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Albanese, Leonard Address Albanese, Leonard 3 Saranac Road Sea Ranch Lakes FLORIDA 33308 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  KG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90899089  Application Filing Date  Aug. 24, 2021  Registration Number  7096004
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "KG" within a black boarder where
the letter "K" is shown transposed.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  (Based on Use in Commerce)  Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweatsuits; Tracksuits; Underwear; Bathing suits; Body
suits; Jackets; Sweat pants (Based on 44(d) Priority Application)  Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweatsuits; Tracksuits;
Underwear; Bathing suits; Body suits; Jackets; Sweat pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul.
30, 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mohammad Simon  Address  Mohammad Simon  50 Silver Bell Grove  Toronto  CANADA  M1B2L7
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CANADA

Owner Name  Kenniesha Simon  Address  Kenniesha Simon  50 Silver Bell Grove  Toronto  CANADA  M1B2L7  Legal
Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10038998

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMARTLABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90899172 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096005
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cube where two sides and the bottom are visible, all above and to the right of the word SMARTLABS.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5886652

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage of office and laboratory spaces; Real estate management services; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces; Rental of real estate; Rental of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2019

For Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; Planning and layout design services for the interior space of laboratories; Rental of computers; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Rental of software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and
compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory

**International Classes**

- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jan. 02, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 02, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SmartLabs Corporate, LLC
- **Address**: SmartLabs Corporate, LLC
  4th Floor
  10 Fan Pier Blvd.
  Boston
  MASSACHUSETTS
  02210

- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PULSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90901087 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096006
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a hexagon with ombre shaded "PULSE" and hombre pulse heartbeat line across above it in a barbell shape.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Infrared yoga and fitness classes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pulse Population, LLC Address Pulse Population, LLC 404 Golfview Rd NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
TM 7141 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QIQIWEIQI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90903198 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7096007 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Qiwiqi has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels; Bath towels; Blanket throws; Curtain liners; Lap rugs; Oil cloths; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Aug. 05, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tian Fengwei Address Tian Fengwei No. 113, group 6 Zhaoliqiao village, Zhaoliqiao Town Chibi CHINA 437318 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE PRINT PANTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90903338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;PRINT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>printed day planners; printed calendars; printed notebooks; printed notepads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Yunque, Marissa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Yunque, Marissa 5301 Buttesfield Street Firestone COLORADO 80504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RWRWMOONPUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90905151 Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2021 Registration Number  7096009
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby bodysuits; Baby bottoms; Baby doll pyjamas; Infant wearable blankets; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Sweaters for babies
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Aug. 16, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Changsha Gaowang Office Equipment Co., Ltd. Address  Changsha Gaowang Office Equipment Co., Ltd. No.6, 1 Floor, Tianxin Electronic World, 89 Jiefang East Rd, Chaoyang St, Furong, Changsha, Hunan  CHINA  410000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US030686T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TAROD12

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90907124</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2021</td>
<td>7096010</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, handbags, and pillows; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, handbags, and pillows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2021</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TAROD12 LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TAROD12 LLC STE 200 #2309 600 Broadway Albany NEW YORK 12207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WHELAN, JAIME M |

---

8910
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90907175 Application Filing Date  Aug. 27, 2021 Registration Number  7096011
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording “TOBE” in stylized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Detergents for household use; Detergents for machine dishwashing; Dish detergents; Dishwasher detergents; Dishwashing detergents
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 26, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JC Heritage LLC Address  JC Heritage LLC  228 W. POMONA AVE., UNIT 156  Monrovia
CALIFORNIA  91016 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DANIELLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90907217  Application Filing Date  Aug. 27, 2021  Registration Number  7096012  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0118008/1646492 International Registration Number  1646492

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fresh mangos
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 46  International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products  First Use  1988  In Commerce  1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Splendid By Porvenir, LLC  Address  Splendid By Porvenir, LLC Suite 4  450 W. Gold Hill Road Nogales  ARIZONA  85621  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  040957.0084
Examinee Attorney  CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90975701 Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2021 Registration Number   7096013 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a ring buoy featuring the letters "SOS" and a palm tree.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  90553674

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Feb. 18, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SWAGOUT STORE Address  SWAGOUT STORE  4859 W. SLAUSON AVE. #214 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA  90056 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21-0140-GALA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHIIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90976126 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096014
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90507748

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Media production services, namely, video and film production; Photography services; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring health and wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 29, 2019 In Commerce May 29, 2019
For Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 29, 2019 In Commerce May 29, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natalya Hardan, LLC Address Natalya Hardan, LLC 18051 Biscayne Blvd apt 1201 Aventura FLORIDA 33160 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK Literal(s)
BOTL'D

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90978196</td>
<td>Jan. 03, 2021</td>
<td>7096015</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "BOTTLED" but spelled "BOTL'D" (with only one "T" and the "E" is replaced with an apostrophe). There is a line under "BOTL'" and the mark's orientation is vertical (with the letter "B" at the bottom and "D" at the top). All characters of the mark are black on a white background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Child Of**: 90446306

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring alcoholic cocktails
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BOTL'D LP
- **Composed of**: Gregory Etienne - U.S. Citizen Stephan Allotey-Addo - U.S. Citizen
- **Address**: BOTL'D LP  Apartment 1 604 12th St. NE Washington D.C. 20002
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BB BETTER BALANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90978801 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7096016 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "BB" which are interlocking. The first "B" appears in dark green and the second "B" appears in light green. To the right of the stylized letters "BB" appears the stacked wording "BETTER BALANCE" which appears in dark green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark green, light green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90814554

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2576726 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 2307108 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 05, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 05, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beef, chicken, pork and turkey burger patties; Shredded meat made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey; Ground meat made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey; Meatballs made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey; Sausages; Frankfurters; Hams made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey; Dried cured meats made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey; Salami; Pepperoni; Chorizo; Salchichon being sausage; Cheeses; Cream; Butter; Yogurt; Cheese dips; Chicken breast; Turkey breast; Salmon not live; Fillets and steaks made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey, fish; Nuggets made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey, fish; prepared entrees consisting primarily of beef, chicken, pork, turkey; Hot dogs made of beef, chicken, pork, turkey
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Pizza; Tacos; Burritos; Fajitas made with beef, chicken, pork or turkey; ice cream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Federico Torres Marín</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Federico Torres Marín Amores 946-4 Col. Del Valle Alcaldía Benito Juárez Mexico City MEXICO C.P.03100 Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL Citizenship</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</td>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>10004.70118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANTI-INFLAMMATORY KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90978936 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7096017
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90787741

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003659066 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 03659066 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 17, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 22, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Delivery services for food and drink; take away food and drink delivery services; food transportation services; packaging and of food; packing of food products; storage of food
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BARBARA STURM MOLECULAR COSMETICS GMBH Address BARBARA STURM MOLECULAR COSMETICS GMBH Konigsallee 24 Dusseldorf FED REP GERMANY 40212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 27197-200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
TM 7152 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YU ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90978937 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096018
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the white wording "Yü Me" in which the "ü" is formed by a smiley face, all against a red square with rounded corners. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5950585 Child Of 90667525

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 305586634 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 305586634 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 08, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County HONG KONG Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 08, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action skill games; action figures and accessories therefor; arcade games; balls for games; board games; card games; children's multiple activity toys; badminton sets; balloons; basketballs; bath toys; baseball bats; baseballs; baseball gloves; beach balls; bean bags in the nature of toys; bean bags; bean bag dolls; bobblehead dolls; bowling balls; bubble making wands and solution sets; catcher's mitts for baseball game; chess sets; children's play cosmetics, namely, toy imitation cosmetics; toy imitation cosmetics; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; coin-operated video games; collectable toy figures; crib mobiles in the nature of toys; crib mobiles; crib toys; disc toss toys; dolls; doll clothing; doll accessories; playsets for dolls; elbow guards for athletic use; electric action toys; equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; fishing tackle; fishing rods; footballs; golf balls; golf gloves; golf ball markers; hand held units for playing electronic games for use with or without an external display screen or monitor; hockey pucks; hockey sticks; infant toys; inflatable toys; inflatable swimming pools; inflatable inner tubes for aquatic recreational use; inflatable pool toys; jigsaw puzzles; jump ropes; kites; knee guards for athletic use; magic tricks; marbles for games; marbles; manipulative games; mechanical toys; music box toys; musical toys; paper party hats; plastic party hats; party favor hats; parlour games; party favours in the nature of small toys; party games; piñatas; pinball games; playing cards; plush toys; punching balls; puppets; return top toys, namely, spinning tops;
roller skates; role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; rubber balls; skateboards; snowboards; snow globes; snow sleds for recreational use; soccer balls; spinning tops; squeeze toys; stuffed toys; table tennis balls; surfboards; surf fins; swim fins; swim boards for recreational use; table tennis paddles and rackets; table tennis tables; talking toys; target games; teddy bears; tennis balls; tennis rackets; toy action figures and accessories therefor; toy boats; toy bucket and shovel sets in the nature of sand toys; toy building blocks; toy mobiles; toy vehicles; toy scooters; toy cars; hobby craft kits for making toy models comprising toy figure plastic molds, fasteners for attaching toy figure molds, and decorative accessories for molded toy figures; toy modelling dough; toy figures; toy banks; toy vehicles in the nature of trucks; toy watches; toy weapons; toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; video game machines for use with televisions; volley balls; wind-up toys; toy trains and parts and accessories therefor; toy aircraft; fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles, and hand-held video game units; battery operated action toys; bendable toys; toy airplanes; construction toys; game tables; radio controlled toy vehicles; role playing games; ride-on toys; push toys; pull toys; stacking toys; toy furniture; toy gliders; toy masks; toy model train sets; water slides; water squirting toys; games, namely, board games; playthings, namely, puppet theaters; toys, namely, stuffed toys; video game apparatus, namely, video game machines; gymnastic apparatus; sporting articles, namely, balls for sports

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Maxx Marketing Limited  **Address**: Maxx Marketing Limited  Unit E, 11/F, Hop Hing Industrial Bldg. 702-704 Castle Peak Road  Kowloon  HONG KONG  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 83369.00200

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACK LIVES MATTER
GRASSROOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90979017  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2021  Registration Number  7096019
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a red circle with three yellow vertical lines down the center and a stylized plant having three green leaves and black roots with the wording GRASSROOTS in stylized green font in the middle, surrounding by a black ring with the wording BLACK LIVES MATTER in stylized yellow font and two lines separating the words.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) red, yellow, green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "BLACK LIVES MATTER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  90708574

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing information on current events and on-line and in-person classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of activism and community organizing in the Black community; educational services, namely, providing a website featuring research in the fields of activism and community organizing in the Black community; providing a website featuring information and news in the field of current events relating to activism and community organizing in the Black community
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jun. 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 2020

For  Promoting public interest in and awareness of topics of interest to those in the fields of activism and community organizing in the Black community
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PHARMALOGICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979304 Application Filing Date May 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096020
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PharmaLogical" in stylized font.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90710593

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 6425913 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 06, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 06, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Proteins and enzymes for drug discovery and industrial purposes; Nucleic acids for drug discovery and industrial purposes; Nucleotides, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Reagents for research purposes, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Reagents for experiment, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Reagents for experiment of molecular biology, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Reagents kits comprised of buffers, standard solution for preparing calibration curve, for the purpose of detecting target molecules; Bio-probe reagents for the purpose of picking up the low molecular compounds available for function analysis of biological functions, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; Chemical reagents for peptide isolation, detection, determination and analysis; Chemical reagents for protein isolation, detection, determination and analysis

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title Chemicals

For cDNA display molecule automatic processing machine as laboratory apparatus and instruments

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For conducting research surveys and research testing for science in the fields of medical science and applied science; Research surveys and research testing for molecular biology; Research surveys and research testing for DNA sequencing for scientific research purposes; Providing information in the field of DNA sequencing for scientific research purposes; Providing information in the field of research surveys and research testing of DNA sequence; Research and development of molecular evolution engineering; Research and development of bioinformatics; Research surveys and research testing for designing a peptide sequence as an outsourcing business; Research surveys and research testing for designing a protein sequence as an outsourcing business; Sequence processing of peptide for others; Sequence processing of protein for others

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Epsilon Molecular Engineering Incorporated  **Address**  Epsilon Molecular Engineering Incorporated  255 Shimo-Okubo, Sakura-ku  Saitama City, Saitama  JAPAN  338-8570  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country**  JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  0360002A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
TM 7155 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMARTLABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97001824 Application Filing Date   Aug. 30, 2021 Registration Number  7096021
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a cube where two sides and the bottom are visible, all above and to the right of the word SMARTLABS. The upper left side of the cube is colored red, the upper right side of the cube is colored blue, and the bottom of the cube is colored black. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5886652

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage of office and laboratory spaces; Real estate management services; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces; Rental of real estate; Rental of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 02, 2019

For  Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; Planning and layout design services for the interior space of laboratories; Rental of computers; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Rental of software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation;
Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory.

International Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: Jan. 02, 2019  
In Commerce: Jan. 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: SmartLabs Corporate, LLC  
Address: SmartLabs Corporate, LLC  
Address: 4th Floor  
Address: 10 Fan Pier Blvd.  
Address: Boston  
Address: MASSACHUSETTS  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE PAWCAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97005225 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2021 Registration Number 7096022
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of theater; Production of podcasts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WR3HRLM, Inc. Address WR3HRLM, Inc. 147 3000 Marcus Avenue, Suite IW5 Lake Success NEW YORK 11042 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HAODBATH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97006362
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096023
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bath kneeling pads; Bath pillows; Bath seats for babies; Bathroom furniture; Bathroom vanities; Bathroom vanities being furniture; Bathroom vanity mirrors; Bathroom and shaving mirrors; Bathtub rails not made of metal; Plastic tubs; Wooden tubs
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cheng, Xianhai
- **Address**: Cheng, Xianhai Chengzhuang Formation, Zhanglou Village Linshui Town, Huoqiu County Liuan, Anhui CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: XPTO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) C CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97007100  Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2021  Registration Number  7096024
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "C" above the word CAPITAL. The large part of the C has an interior that looks like wood grain, and is in the shape of a half circle. The smaller square part of the C at the bottom, has a marbleized interior and is in the shape of a rectangle. The triangular figure that makes up the top of the C has a smooth interior.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  40201702963P  Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 22, 2017  Foreign Application/Registration County  SINGAPORE  Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 22, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Club entertainment services, namely, night club services; discotheque services; presentation of live show performances; arranging and conducting of concert performances; entertainment in the nature of live comedy shows and fashion shows; arranging and conducting of concerts; music hall services, namely, providing music halls; theatre services, namely, theatre productions; entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; providing recreation facilities; booking of seats for shows; booking of seats for entertainment events, namely, booking of tickets and seats for shows and booking of theatre tickets; night club services; provision of swimming pool facilities; party planning; entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; management of entertainment events, namely, arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; event management services, namely, arranging and conducting nightclub entertainment events, dance events; organizing music festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; video entertainment services, namely, video production services; providing information about entertainment, sporting and cultural activities via a website; arranging of film festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; organizing music festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes; organization and conducting of dance, music, arts and film festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment

For   Restaurant services; café services; cafeteria services; cocktail lounge services; bar services; snack-bar services; catering of food and drinks; providing food and drink; bar and cocktail lounge services; serving food and drinks

International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zouk IP Pte Ltd Address   Zouk IP Pte Ltd 1 Marina Boulevard #28-00 One Marina Boulevard Singapore SINGAPORE 018989 Legal Entity   private company limited by shares (prp. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   140449-4012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROYAL HAWAIIAN MOVERS A DEWITT COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97007127  Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2021  Registration Number  7096025  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circular design comprised of three shaded crescents. To the right of this design are the words "ROYAL HAWAIIAN MOVERS" in stylized font over a horizontal line and the words "A DEWITT COMPANY" in all caps below the line, with a curved line underneath the words "A DEWITT COMPANY."  Disclaimer  "MOVERS" and "COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Supply chain management services; Business management of logistics for others; Freight logistics management; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Feb. 06, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 06, 2021  
For  Installation of furniture and appliances  International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Feb. 06, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 06, 2021  
For  Freight forwarding; Moving company services; Moving and storage of goods; Warehousing services; Trucking services, namely, hauling of freight and household goods  International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage  First Use  Feb. 06, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Royal Hawaiian Movers, Inc.  Address  Royal Hawaiian Movers, Inc.  3017 Ualena Street  Honolulu HAWAII  96819  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DWRH.T004US
Examining Attorney  NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IRITHURIUM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 97007235
- Application Filing Date: Sep. 01, 2021
- Registration Number: 7096026
- Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: painted natural flowers
- International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 1, 46
- International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products
- First Use: Jul. 08, 2021
- In Commerce: Jul. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: FLWR PSTL, LLC
- Address: FLWR PSTL, LLC 2035 Sunset Lake Road, Suite B-2 Newark DELAWARE 19702
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NATURE FRESH FARMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97007436 Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2021 Registration Number  7096027
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a picture of a greenhouse with an open door in black and white to the left of the word NATURE over the word FRESH over the word FARMS. Disclaimer  "FRESH FARMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fresh cucumbers; Fresh peppers; Fresh tomatoes; Organic fresh fruit; Organic fresh vegetables; Fresh fruit and vegetables
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 46 International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products First Use  Mar. 17, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nature Fresh Farms Sales Inc. Address  Nature Fresh Farms Sales Inc.  4 Seneca Drive  Leamington, ONTARIO CANADA N8H3W5 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2913-116

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNBRIGHT EDUCATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97009572 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096028 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EDUCATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational kits consisting primarily of printed instructional and teaching materials in the nature of flash cards, workbooks, books and worksheets, and also including interactive materials in the nature of stationery, educational toys and manipulative blocks used as teaching aids, and DVDs and audio CDs, all sold as a unit and all in the field of geometry, arithmetic, vocabulary, reading and writing and problem solving

For Educational services, namely providing on-line academic and undergraduate tutoring services geared toward children
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 17, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Annette Baghdasarian Address Annette Baghdasarian 1360 Greenbriar Rd., Glendale CALIFORNIA 91207 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3090.301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
HONEY ARGOL

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97011181
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 03, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096029
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
For: Cruet sets for vinegar sold empty; dispenser bottles sold empty; Vinegar dispenser bottles sold empty; Set comprising of dispenser bottle sold empty, vinegar dispenser bottle sold empty, and household tray for holding the bottles

- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Oct. 20, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2020

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Marzban Moghadam, Ali
- **Address**: Marzban Moghadam, Ali 114 Park Oaks Ct Cary NORTH CAROLINA 27519
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINOSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97011912 Application Filing Date Sep. 03, 2021 Registration Number  7096030
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Kinoso" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric hand-held hammers; Electrical drills; Puddling machines; Sump pumps; Swimming pool sweepers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Huangyan Jingying Design Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Huangyan Jingying Design Co., Ltd. No. 41 Wangxi Road Dongcheng Street, Huangyan Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 318000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, JANET H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLUSURF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97012844</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 05, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Wakesurf boards
- International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
- International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
- First Use: Feb. 01, 2016
- In Commerce: Feb. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Jonathan Matthews
- DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Blusurf LLC
- Address: Jonathan Matthews 417 10th Ave Kirkland WASHINGTON 98033
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- Docket Number: BSTM_002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: SORIANO, JASMINE
TM 7166 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TWK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97014167  Application Filing Date  Sep. 07, 2021  Registration Number   7096032
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording “TWK” has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  923902902  Foreign Application Filing Date  Aug. 10, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  923902902  Foreign Registration Date  Aug. 30, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County  BRAZIL  Foreign Expiration Date  Aug. 30, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant services
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SURIZ FRANQUIAS LTDA  Address  SURIZ FRANQUIAS LTDA Rua Garibaldi, 240, sala 309  Esteio  BRAZIL  93260060  Legal Entity  sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada (ltda)  State or Country Where
Organized  BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  S/MR28

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOCCER POST F.C.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97015636</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2021</td>
<td>7096033</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "SOCCER POST F.C." in black with the stylized design of a white soccer ball, outlined in black, with black lines connecting the black pentagons, and one red pentagon in the center, forming the letter "O" in "SOCCER" and in "POST". The wording appears in a white rectangle outlined in black. All other instances of the color white and gray represent background and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.  
**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) Black, white, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer** "SOCCER" AND "F.C."  

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5994032, 5275700  

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of loyalty points for purchase of a company's goods and services  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Jan. 04, 2021  
**In Commerce** Jan. 04, 2021  

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ELITE SPORTS ENTERPRISES, INC.  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA SOCCER POST  
**Address** ELITE SPORTS ENTERPRISES, INC. 303 HIGHWAY 35 NORTH EATONTOWN NEW JERSEY 07724  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOCCASIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97016677 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096034
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby blankets; Bath towels; Bed covers; Bed sheets; Bed skirts; Comforters; Duvet covers; furnishing fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 10, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Devi, Lina Address Devi, Lina Sarva Sarba Sheikhpura, Bihar INDIA 811101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
MARK LITERAL(s)  KISCIENCE

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; vitamin and mineral preparations for medical purposes; food supplements; health food supplements made principally of vitamins; herbal beverages, compounds, infusions, extracts, remedies and probiotic preparations for medicinal use; pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations for treating dryness in the skin and hair; medicinal preparations for making dietary beverages and nutritional dietary food; vitamin supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption; vitamin tablets; vitamin supplements; herbal supplements; herbal tinctures for medical and therapeutic purposes; tinctures for herbal and therapeutic purposes; sanitary preparations for medical use; Pharmaceuticals and natural remedies, namely, herbal supplements and food supplements; diagnostic preparations for medicinal purposes; medicinal alcohol; medical dressings; amino acid preparations for medical purposes; eye drops; bath salts for medical purposes; bath preparations for medical purposes; mixed biological preparations for medical purposes for the prevention and treatment of neurotoxin, parasites, bacteria and viruses; biological preparations for medical purposes for the prevention and treatment of neurotoxin, parasites, bacteria and viruses; chemical preparations for medical purposes for the prevention and treatment of neurotoxin, parasites, bacteria and viruses; chemical preparations for medical purposes; yeast for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; capsules for medicines; medicated eye-washes; medicinal healthcare preparations for the prevention and treatment of neurotoxin, parasites, bacteria and viruses; medical preparations for the prevention and treatment of neurotoxin, parasites, bacteria and viruses; medical preparations for use in naturopathy, namely, herbal remedies and food supplements for the prevention and treatment of neurotoxin, parasites, bacteria and viruses; medicated shampoos; medicated toiletry preparations; mineral preparations for medical purposes; mineral waters
for medical purposes; radiation sickness treating agents; mineral food preparations for medical purposes; trace element preparations for human use being dietary supplements; preparations of trace elements for human and animal use being dietary supplements; reagents for medical use; medicated salts for mineral water baths; therapeutic medicated preparations for the bath; medical thermal water; medicated lotions, creams and tinctures; medicinal clay preparations; hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**For** Printed matter, namely, books, magazines, informational flyers, leaflets, notebooks, workbooks, pamphlets, brochures, posters, study guides, display banners of paper and cardboard and newsletters in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; paper and cardboard; printed books in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed magazines in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed informational flyers featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed leaflets about medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; paper notebooks; printed workbooks in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed booklets featuring information in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; Printed display materials and educational material for displaying medical and therapeutic testing and treatment information; printed pamphlets, and brochures featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment and printed advertising posters; printed publications, namely, books, magazines, informational flyers, leaflets, notebooks, workbooks, pamphlets, brochures, posters, study guides, display materials and newsletters in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed study guides; printed publications being case studies in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed publications being reports in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed publications being programmes in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; professional drafting templates; printed advertising and promotional materials being posters and paper signs; printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; newsletters in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; periodicals in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; printed worksheets, questionnaires, information sheets in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment and exercises; stationery; printed calendars; printed address books; printed diaries; book marks; stickers; pictures being printed drawings printed photographs; paper information cards in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Paper

**Goods and Printed Matter**

**For** Online retail store services featuring dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations, food supplements, health food supplements made principally of vitamins, herbal beverages, compounds, infusions, extracts, remedies and preparations for medicinal use, pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations for the skin and hair, preparations for making dietary beverages and nutritional dietary food, vitamin supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption, vitamin tablets, vitamin supplements, herbal supplements, herbal tinctures for medical and therapeutic purposes, tinctures for herbal and therapeutic purposes, sanitary preparations and articles, pharmaceuticals and natural remedies, diagnostic preparations and materials, medicinal alcohol, medical dressings, coverings and applicators, amino acid preparations for medical purposes, eye drops, bath salts for medical purposes, bath preparations for medical purposes, mixed biological preparations for medical purposes, biological preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes, enema preparations, enzymes for medical purposes, enzyme preparations for medical purposes, yeast for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical
purposes, capsules for medicines, crystals for therapeutic purposes, medicated eye-washes, medicinal healthcare preparations, medical preparations, preparations for use in naturopathy, medicated shampoos, medicated toiletry preparations, mineral preparations for medical purposes, mineral waters for medical purposes, radiation sickness treating agents, mineral food preparations for medical purposes, scrubs for medical use, trace element preparations for human use, preparations of trace elements for human and animal use, reagents for medical use, salts for mineral water baths, therapeutic preparations for the bath, thermal water, medicated lotions, creams and tinctures, medicinal clay preparations, hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes, recorded media, downloadable pre-recorded DVDs, CDs, films, audio recordings, webcasts, podcasts, video recordings and multimedia recordings, audio, visual and audio-visual recordings, recording discs, content and media, multimedia recordings, downloadable electronic newsletters, books, magazines, worksheets, case studies, publications, instructional resources and materials, published material in digital format, interactive media and multi-media presentations, downloadable software in the nature of digital products purchased via subscription, teaching apparatus and instruments, all of the aforementioned goods in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment, magnifying glasses, biophoton signal enhancers, printed matter, paper and cardboard, books, magazines, flyers, leaflets, notebooks, workbooks, booklets for information, display materials and educational material, pamphlets, brochures and advertising posters, publications, guides, case studies, reports, programmes, professional templates, printed advertising and promotional materials, instructional and teaching materials, newsletters, periodicals, printed worksheets, questionnaires, information sheets and exercises, stationery, office requisites, calendars, address books, diaries, book marks, stickers, pictures, photographs, cards, educational services and courses, training services and course, seminar and conference tickets

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Recorded media being audio and video files all featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment in the field of autonomic response testing method, diagnostics, light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Downloadable pre-recorded DVDs, CDs, and downloadable films, audio recordings, webcasts, podcasts, video recordings and multimedia recordings all featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment in the field of autonomic response testing method, diagnostics, light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Downloadable audio, visual and audio-visual recordings featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment in the field of autonomic response testing method, diagnostics, light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Pre-recorded recording discs, content and media featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment in the field of autonomic response testing method, diagnostics, light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Downloadable audio and visual multi-media recordings featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment in the field of autonomic response testing method, diagnostics, light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Downloadable electronic data files featuring information on medical and therapeutic testing and treatment in the field of autonomic response testing method, diagnostics light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Published material in digital format, namely, downloadable interactive media and multi-media presentations comprised of audio and video relating to autonomic response testing method, diagnostics, light therapy treatments, disease, parasites, bacteria, mould and viruses; Downloadable software in the nature of software for
enabling the purchase of digital products purchased via subscription; teaching apparatus and instruments being pre-recorded DVDs, CDs, and downloadable films, audio recordings, webcasts, podcasts, video recordings and multimedia recordings; all of the aforementioned goods in the field of medical and therapeutic testing and treatment; magnifying glasses; downloadable printable calendars; downloadable photographs

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>  Klinghardt Education Limited  <strong>Address</strong>  Klinghardt Education Limited  50a Bridge Road  Northampton  UNITED KINGDOM  NN11PA  <strong>Legal Entity</strong>  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong>  UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  T20171GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>  BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACOOLIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97019346 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096036
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AcooLive" in stylized font with a stylized beaker that is half full representing the letters "L" and "I" of the wording "live" and a raindrop represents the dot above the letter "i". Translation The wording "AcooLive" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dishware; Saucepans; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Cup cake molds; Cups and mugs; Electric tooth brushes; General purpose storage bins for household use; Grass sprinklers; Household storage containers for pet food; Knife rests; Lunch pails; Rice cooking pots; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Vacuum bottles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongkang Vanz Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. Address Yongkang Vanz Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. East Village, Jiangnan Street, Yongkang City, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321302 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State China or Country Where Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AECOJOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97020697 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7096037
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5236861

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Nesting boxes for animals; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOMELEADER, INC. Address HOMELEADER, INC. 10375 Park Meadows Dr Lone Tree COLORADO 80124 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.1338

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACK IS WEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97022000 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7096038
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6245331

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Jackets and socks; Jerseys; T-shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bottoms as clothing for men, children, women; Graphic T-shirts; Hoodies; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports jerseys; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; Sweatshirts for men, children, women; Tops as clothing for men, children, women

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black is Wealth Clothing, LLC Address Black is Wealth Clothing, LLC 1331 Lincoln Hwy Suite 437 Levittown PENNSYLVANIA 19056 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where PENNSYLVANIA
Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WUZIBIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97023596 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096039
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WUZIBIER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; Attache cases made of imitation leather; Attache cases made of leather; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Briefcase-type leather business folders; Evening handbags; Handbags for ladies; Leather purses; Leather and imitation leather bags; Sports bags; Tote bags; Travel bags; Travelling trunks; Trunks being luggage
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Xuanwu Address Huang Xuanwu No. 6, Gaofeng Road Gao'ao Village, Huangshe, Mayu Town Ruian, Zhejiang CHINA 325200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
TM 7174 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CPLP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97023773 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096040 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of professional liability and distribution of course material in connection therewith; education services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable webinars in the field of professional liability and distribution of course material in connection therewith; testing, analysis and evaluation of individuals in the field of professional liability to determine conformity with established accreditation standards
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

For Business services for others being testing to determine professional competency, namely, testing, analysis, and evaluation of the level of knowledge, skills, and abilities of others in the field of professional liability; business services for others, namely, credentialing in the nature of verifying the skills and knowledge of professional individuals in the field of professional liability
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Professional Liability Underwriting Society Address Professional Liability Underwriting Society 5353 Wayzata Boulevard, Suite 600 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55416 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 551178

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CPLP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97023782 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096041
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the overlapping letters "CPLP" ("C" and the first "P" in blue, "L" in green, and the final "P" in grey), featuring a small blue circle in the letter "P" with one vertical transparent stripe and one horizontal transparent stripe bisecting the circle. The white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of professional liability and distribution of course material in connection therewith; education services, namely, providing online, non-downloadable webinars in the field of professional liability and distribution of course material in connection therewith; testing, analysis and evaluation of individuals in the field of professional liability to determine conformity with established accreditation standards
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021
For Business services for others being testing to determine professional competency, namely, testing, analysis, and evaluation of the level of knowledge, skills, and abilities of others in the field of professional liability; business services for others, namely, credentialing in the nature of verifying the skills and knowledge of professional individuals in the field of professional liability
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Professional Liability Underwriting Society Address Professional Liability Underwriting Society 5353 Wayzata Boulevard, Suite 600 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55416 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   551179

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN BISON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97024521 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096042
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The words "AMERICAN BISON" in stylized font in black above a black decorative underline and a design of a bison head having Black horns and the face portion shown in a Red, Parchment & Blue stars and stripes pattern. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Red, Blue, Parchment and Black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN BISON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose sport bags; All purpose sports bags; All-purpose athletic bags; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Animal harnesses for dogs; Attache cases made of imitation leather; Attache cases made of leather; Attaché cases; Backpacks; book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Baggage tags; Baggage tags for travel baggage; Bangle bags; Beach bags; Beachbags; Belt bags; Belt bags and hip bags; Billfolds; Book bags; Bracelet bags; Briefbags; Briefcase-type leather business folders; Briefcase-type portfolios; Briefcases; Briefcases and attache cases; Briefcases for documents; Bum bags; Bumbags; Business card holders in the nature of card cases; Business card holders in the nature of wallets; Business cases; Canvas shopping bags; Card wallets; Carry-all bags; Carry-on bags; Carryalls; Carrying cases; Carrying cases for documents; Cases for keys; Cases of leather or leatherboard; Change purses; Children's shoulder bags; Clutch bags; Clutch purses; Clutches; Coin holders in the nature of wallets; Coin purses; Coin purses, not of precious metals; Collars for pets; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Cosmetic carrying cases sold empty; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Courier bags; Credit card cases; Credit card cases and holders; Credit card holders; Credit card wallets; Crossbody bags; Daypacks; Document cases; Document suitcases; Dog collars; Dog collars and leads; Dog leashes; Dog leashes incorporating LEDs; Drawstring bags; Drawstring pouches; Duffel bags; Duffel bags for travel; Duffle bags; Evening handbags; Fanny packs; Fashion handbags; Flight bags; Folding briefcases; Garment bags for travel; Garment bags for travel made of leather; General purpose bags for holding dance equipment; Gentlemen's handbags; Gladstone bags; Gym bags; Handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Handbags incorporating RFID blocking technology; Handbags made of leather; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hiking bags; Hiking rucksacks; Hip bags; Hipsacks; Hobo bags; Hunting bags; Imitation leather; Imitation leather bags; Imitation leather made of vegan leather; Key bags; Key cases; Key cases of leather or imitation leather; Key holders being key cases;
Key pouches; Key wallets; Key-cases; Key-cases of leather and skins; Keycases; Knap sacks; Labels of leather; Leashes for animals; Leather and imitations of leather; Leather bags; Leather bags and wallets; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather binders for travel purposes; Leather boxes; Leather briefcases; Leather cases; Leather cases for keys; Leather credit card cases; Leather credit card holder; Leather credit card wallets; Leather handbags; Leather key cases; Leather leashes; Leather luggage tags; Leather or leather-board boxes; Leather pouches; Leather purses; Leather shopping bags; Leather shoulder belts; Leather straps; Leather suitcases; Leather wallets; Leather, unwrought or semi-wrought; Luggage; Luggage label holders; Luggage tags; Make-up bags sold empty; Make-up cases sold empty; Messenger bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Multi-purpose purses; Name card cases; Neckwear for dogs; Overnight bags; Overnight cases; Overnight suitcases; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet restraining devices consisting of cow hide for use in dog leashes; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; Pocket wallets; Pocketbooks; Polyurethane leather; Pouches for holding keys; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Pouches for holding school supplies that fits over the back of a chair; Pouches made from imitation leather; Pouches made out of cloth; Pouches of leather; Purses; Purses and wallets; Purses incorporating RFID-blocking technology; Purses made of leather; Purses, not of precious metal; Reusable shopping bags; Roll bags; Ruck sacks; Rucksacks; Rucksacks on castors; Satchels; School backpacks; School bags; School book bags; School knapsacks; School satchels; Schoolbags; Schoolchildren's backpacks; Shaving bags sold empty; Shopping bags made of skin; Shoulder bags; Shoulder straps; Sling bags; Slouch handbags; Small backpacks; Small bags for men; Small clutch purses; Small purses; Small rucksacks; Small suitcases; Souvenir bags; Sport bags; Suitcases; Suitcases with wheels; Textile shopping bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Toiletry cases sold empty; Tote bags; Tote bags incorporating RFID blocking technology; Travel baggage; Travel bags; Travel cases; Travelling bags; Trunks being luggage; Trunks being luggage and suitcases; Vanity cases sold empty; Waist bags; Waist packs; Waist pouches; Wallet chains; Wallets; Wallets and wallet inserts; Wallets in the form of bracelets; Wallets including card holders; Wallets incorporating RFID blocking technology; Wallets made of leather or other materials; Wallets with card compartments; Wash bags sold empty for carrying toiletries; Wearable strap-on pouch; Weekend bags; Weekend bags made of cow hide; Weekend bags made of sheep skin; Wheeled tote bags; Wine carrying cases; Wristlet bagss; all of the foregoing made in whole or substantially in part from bison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>18 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Leather Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Feb. 26, 2020  **In Commerce** Mar. 10, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Leather Impressions DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Leather Impressions, Inc |
| Address | Leather Impressions 7834 Kingspointe Parkway Orlando FLORIDA 32819 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | LEA2-T.e01 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PEISECKI, MARK A
TM 7177 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SABRINELLI'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97024733 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096043
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 08, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sabrinelli Enterprises, LLC Address Sabrinelli Enterprises, LLC 13418 SW 128TH STREET MIAMI FLORIDA 33186 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TMNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97025659  Application Filing Date  Sep. 14, 2021  Registration Number  7096044  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording TMNING has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hairbrushes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Jun. 02, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Qian Oubo  Address  Qian Oubo  No. 5, Xinrong Village,  Hukou Town, Chaling County,  Zhuzhou City,  Hunan  CHINA  330000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLDENPOINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97025784  
Application Filing Date: Sep. 14, 2021  
Registration Number: 7096045  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark  
Publication Date: Feb. 14, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

Foreign Registration Number: 1533595  
Foreign Registration Date: Apr. 05, 2013  
Foreign Application/Registration County: ITALY  
Foreign Expiration Date: Aug. 08, 2032  
Foreign Registration Renewal Date: Dec. 02, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Retail store services featuring clothing and clothing accessories; retail store services featuring fashion accessories; retail store services and on-line retail store services featuring clothing, bath robes, bathing suits, belts being clothing, neckerchiefs, gloves, underwear, pajamas, nightwear, shawls, sashes for wear, stockings, socks, tights, footless tights, leggings, leg trousers, suspenders, leggings, leg warmers, leotards, footwear, headwear

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

For: Clothing, namely, coats, mantles, raincoats, dresses, suits, skirts, jackets, trousers, jeans, waistcoats, shirts, T-shirts, blouses, jerseys, sweaters, pullovers, blazers, cardigans, sports jackets; bath robes; bathing suits; belts being clothing; neckerchiefs; gloves; underwear; pajamas; nightwear; shawls; sashes for wear; stockings; socks; tights; footless tights; trousers in the nature of leggings; suspenders; leg warmers in the nature of leggings; leotards; footwear; headwear

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: GOLDENPOINT S.P.A.  
Address: GOLDENPOINT S.P.A. STRADA POZZOLENGO 3 CAVRIANA (MN) ITALY  
Legal Entity: società per azioni (spa)  
State or Country Where Organized: ITALY
Cirque Etienne

Mark Literal(s)  CIRQUE ETIENNE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97026017  Application Filing Date  Sep. 14, 2021  Registration Number  7096046  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For  Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Viscous gel polymer sold as a component of finished custom cushioned footwear for non-orthopedic purposes and apparel
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Dec. 25, 2012  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2013

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Gretchen Del Carmen Morales  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Cirque Etienne  Address  Gretchen Del Carmen Morales  351 Barnard St.  Repto Universitario  San Juan  PUERTO RICO  00926  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  PUERTO RICO

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  RM-SPECIAL
Examiner Information
Examiner  SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAKOON NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97027155 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 14, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096047 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "NUTRITION" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and Nutritional Supplements
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals First Use | Jul. 02, 2020 | In Commerce | Jul. 02, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Aresh Saqib |
| Address | Aresh Saqib 162 Santa Barbara Irvine CALIFORNIA 92606 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AETHERIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97027411 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096048
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 6451583 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 05, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 05, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Planetarium projectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KABUSHIKIGAISYA GOTO KOGAKU KENKYUJOY Address KABUSHIKIGAISYA GOTO KOGAKU KENKYUJOY 4-16, Yazaki-cho, Fuchu-shi Tokyo JAPAN 150-0041 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HS HUSTLE SMART LIVE RICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97027511 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096049
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two concentric circles with solid edges; the outer circle contains the words "HUSTLE SMART" in capital letters at the top of the circle in a convex arc; a five-pointed star appears below the word "Hustle" and below the word "Smart". The outer circle also contains the words "LIVE RICH" in capital letters at the bottom of the circle in a concave arc. The words "live rich" appear above a repeated outline of a half-circle. One branch of thirteen leaves appears to the left of the word "Live" and to the right of the word "Rich". The mark's inner circle contains the letter "H" in a stylized format, with an infinity symbol connecting the stems of the letter.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts, Tank Tops, Sweatshirts, Sweaters, Hoodies, clothing Jackets, Baseball Hats, Shorts, Pants, Shoes, Headbands, Wristbands as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUSTLE SMART LIVE RICH LLC Address HUSTLE SMART LIVE RICH LLC 10031 ROOSEVELT RD - STE 201 WESTCHESTER ILLINOIS 60154 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DON'T WASTE SPACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97028520</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2021</td>
<td>7096050</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40-2021-0181481</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td>1910334</td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2022</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Foreign Application County</td>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40-2021-0181483</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td>1910335</td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2022</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Foreign Application County</td>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40-2021-0181482</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td>1939698</td>
<td>Nov. 25, 2022</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Nov. 25, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Projectiles for satellite; guided projectiles; rockets; rocket launchers; firing platforms; devices for launching signal rockets and illumination rockets; signal rocket flares; guided rockets; vehicle launchers, namely, space launch vehicles in the nature of rocket launchers

**International Classes** 13 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 9 **International Class Title** Firearms

**For** Satellites; satellites for scientific purposes; intercommunication satellites; satellites for signal transmission; satellites for communication purposes; observation rockets; satellite apparatus, namely, satellite receivers, satellite transmitters, satellite radios, and satellite telephones; satellite transmitters and receivers; receivers for satellites; satellite receiving apparatus being satellite receivers; satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; global positioning system (GPS) apparatus in the nature of satellite receivers and transmitters; satellite communication apparatus, namely, radio transmitters; satellite dishes for satellite transmissions; satellite navigation equipment, namely, satellite-aided navigation systems; observation instruments, namely, cameras, electric navigational instruments, telescopes; satellite finder meters; satellites for observations, namely, EO
(Earth Observation) satellites

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Satellite transmission of data; communication via computer terminals, by digital transmission or by satellite; satellite transmission of messages and data; satellite transmission of signals; operation of telecommunications satellites; satellite communication services, namely, communication of information by satellite; transmission of data, sound and images by satellite; satellite transmission; telecommunications services by satellite, namely, data transmission; satellite communication services, namely, data transmission for satellite based internet access; transmission of data by satellite; electronic transmission of user location information via satellite and communication mechanism; satellite video conferencing services; transmission of data by communications satellite; satellite radio and television broadcasting services

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

**For**  Rocket fuels in the nature of propellants, namely, liquid chemical propellant, solid chemical propellant, gaseous propellant, and inert propellant

**International Classes**  4 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 6, 15  **International Class Title**  Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently**  44E  **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hanwha Aerospace Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Hanwha Aerospace Co., Ltd.  1204, Changwon-daero  Seongsan-gu, Changwon-si  Gyeongsangnam-do  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country**  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  757687

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUR FANS SAVE LIVES!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97029139 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 15, 2021 |
| Registration Number   | 7096051 |
| Registration Date     | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register              | Principal |
| Mark Type             | Trademark |
| Publication Date       | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Electric fans; Ventilating exhaust fans |
| International Classes     | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use                 | May 15, 2020 |
| In Commerce               | May 15, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name      | Festa Manufacturing Enterprises LLC |
| Address         | Festa Manufacturing Enterprises LLC 47A Progress Avenue Cranberry Twp PENNSYLVANIA 16066 |
| Legal Entity    | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country| PENNSYLVANIA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number   | DF21003OFSL |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WET HARD SELTZER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97029521  Application Filing Date  Sep. 15, 2021  Registration Number 7096052
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HARD SELTZER"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 018549146  Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018549146  Foreign Registration Date Dec. 29, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 29, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beer with seltzer water mixed therein; alcoholic beverages except beer sold as a unit with seltzer water
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VALVIS HOLDING SA  Address VALVIS HOLDING SA Str. Ion Slatineanu, nr. 20, Etaj 1 Bucarest ROMANIA 010602  Legal Entity societate pe actiuni (sa)  State or Country Where Organized ROMANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WET PEACH

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PEACH" Acquired
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 018490881
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jun. 12, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018490881
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Oct. 19, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Oct. 19, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages except beer with seltzer water mixed therein; alcoholic beverages excerpt beer sold as a unit with seltzer water
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: VALVIS HOLDING SA
**Address**: VALVIS HOLDING SA, Str. Ion Slatineanu, nr. 20, Etaj 1, Bucarest, ROMANIA
**Legal Entity**: societate pe actiuni (sa)
**State or Country Where Organized**: ROMANIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: PEISECKI, MARK A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK Literal(s)
WET MINTY LIME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97029544</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 15, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096054</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MINTY LIME"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 018549145
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Sep. 02, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018549145
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 29, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration Country**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 29, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Alcoholic beverages except beer with seltzer water mixed therein; alcoholic beverages except beer sold as a unit with seltzer water
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: VALVIS HOLDING SA
- **Address**: VALVIS HOLDING SA Str. Ion Slătineanu, nr. 20, Etaj 1 București ROMANIA
- **Legal Entity**: societate pe actiuni (sa)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ROMANIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: PEISECKI, MARK A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
THE RUCKER COLLECTIVE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97030027 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 16, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096055 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**
“COLLECTIVE”

**Acquired Distinctiveness**
In whole

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Music composition services; Music production services

**International Classes**
41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**
Education and Entertainment

**First Use**
Feb. 01, 2019

**In Commerce**
Feb. 01, 2019

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
Kastal, Derek DBA, AKA, Formerly Kas

**Composed of**
Derek Kastal CEO US Based MA
Marcus Rucker CEO US Based NY

**Address**
Kastal, Derek 12B West Hill Drive Westminster MASSACHUSETTS

**Legal Entity**
PARTNERSHIP
**State or Country Where Organized**
MASSACHUSETTS

**Owner Name**
Rucker, Marcus DBA, AKA, Formerly Motif Alumni

**Composed of**
Derek Kastal CEO US BASED MA
Marcus Rucker CEO US BASED NY

**Address**
Rucker, Marcus 79 Maple Drive Middletown NEW YORK

**Legal Entity**
PARTNERSHIP
**State or Country Where Organized**
MASSACHUSETTS

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**
N/A

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**
GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAYWAVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97030577  Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2021  Registration Number 7096056
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a sun with waves underneath. The wording "WAYWAVES" appears beneath the waves design.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 018508028  Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018508028  Foreign Registration Date Nov. 17, 2021  Foreign Application/ Registration County EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 05, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for sports; beach bags; traveling bags; brief cases; credit card cases; handbags; key cases; labels of leather; leather straps; luggage tags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Flotation clothing, namely, vests; Protective clothing, namely, body armor; Eye glasses; Eye glass cases; Smart watches; Electronic apparatus and instruments for tracking lost articles, people and pets using radio frequency, global positioning systems and cellular communication networks; Laptop bags for cameras, namely, protective carrying bags specially adapted for carrying cameras; Cases for smartphones; Protective helmets for sports; Protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; Protection devices, namely, masks, safety goggles and flotation vests for personal use against accidents
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, dresses, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, swimsuits, tracksuits, hoodies, ponchos, tank tops; Footwear; Headwear; Clothing, namely, dresses, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, swimsuits, tracksuits, hoodies, ponchos, tank tops and footwear for sports; Headwear for sports, namely, baseball hats, headbands and bandanas; Belts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Frontexid Spain S.L.</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Frontexid Spain S.L.</td>
<td>131, Avda. Diagonal</td>
<td>Barcelona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>15854.0001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SUE, ABIGAIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNSWERVING CONSULTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97031042 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096057
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CONSULTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookkeeping; Account auditing; Accountancy; Accountancy services; Accounting advisory services; Accounting consultation; Accounting for third parties; Accounting services; Accounting services for mergers and acquisitions; Audit support services, namely, review and analysis of a company's sales, as well as the preparation, organization and presentation of the documents and data requested by a government body, and advice on government audit processes, policies and strategy; Auditing of financial statements; Financial auditing; Financial statement preparation and analysis for businesses; Tax advisory services; Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services; Tax assessment; Tax consultation; Tax declaration procedure services; Tax filing services; Tax preparation; Administration, billing and reconciliation of accounts on behalf of others; Administrative accounting; Business information and accounting advisory services; Consulting and information concerning accounting; Income tax consultation; Income tax preparation; Management of tax files; Tracking and monitoring financial reporting activities for others for account auditing purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 17, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TAKAGI, HIROTO Address TAKAGI, HIROTO 1100 BELLEVUE WAY NE STE.8A - #688 BELLEVUE UNITED STATES 98004 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARMAILLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97034936  Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2021  Registration Number 7096058
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The English translation of MARMAILLES in the mark is rabble of kids.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, bodysuits, boots, bottoms, coats, dresses, footwear, gloves, half-boots, headwear, hoodies, hosiery, jackets, jerseys, jumpers in the nature of dresses and sweaters, leg warmers, leggings, leotards, neckwear, overalls, pants, pullovers, rain coats, scarves, shawls, shirts, shoes, shorts, skirts, sleepwear, socks, suits, sweaters, sweatpants, sweatshirts, swimsuits, t-shirts, tank tops, ties, tops, undergarments, underwear, vests, warm-up suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marmailles Inc.  Address Marmailles Inc. 1515 SE 17th St, Ste 121, PO Box 460654  Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
**MARK INFORMATION**

Mark Literal(s) PEEYO THE PILLOW

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Children's multiple activity toys sold as a unit with printed books; Novelty plush toys for parties; Plush dolls; Plush toys; Stuffed toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Dolls and printed children's books sold as a unit

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

For Pillows; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Novelty pillows

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive children's stories; Providing advice and information in the field of educational and entertainment activities and events for children; Providing information in the fields of education and entertainment for children via a website; Providing information relating to educational and entertainment activities and events for children

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use     Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name       Bessie's Love & Care, Inc.  Address  Bessie's Love & Care, Inc.  710 Glenview Street  Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA  19111  Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MACHAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97035281 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096060
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advanced product research in the field of artificial intelligence; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software using artificial intelligence for machine learning; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software using artificial intelligence for process automation; Consulting in the field of information technology; Consulting services in the field of cloud computing; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Data mining; Design and development of computer software for prediction; Design, development, and implementation of software for machine learning; Designing of machines, apparatus, instruments or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; Development of data processing programs by order of third parties; Development of new technology for others in the field of machine learning; Electronic monitoring and reporting of data using computers or sensors; Electronic signature verification services using technology to authenticate user identity; Image processing software design; Intelligent natural language understanding services using cloud-based software technology; Intelligent voice recognition services using cloud-based software technology; Monitoring machine-generated data for quality control purposes; Processing of video data, namely, interpreting video content and identifying segments that contain predefined key events; Providing a web site featuring technology that enables internet users to create, bookmark, annotate, and publicly share data; Providing on-line non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for prescriptive analytics; Research and development of advanced learning technologies and teaching methods; Research in the field of artificial intelligence; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of integrated system architecture that allows for the rapid development of highly interactive and customizable learning applications; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of machine learning; Scientific research services for others in the field of sensory perceptions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data analytics; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for predictive analytics; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for machine learning; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for deep learning; Software development consulting in the field of machine learning; Technical consulting in the
field of artificial intelligence (AI) software customization; Technical consulting in the field of monitoring technological functions of humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; Technology consultation in the field of artificial intelligence; Technology research in the field of sensors; Technology research in the field of robotics; Testing the functionality of machines; Think tank services, namely, providing new ideas and concepts for web-based applications for others

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services | **First Use** | Feb. 16, 2021 | **In Commerce** | Aug. 31, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** | Machai Inc. | **Address** | Machai Inc. PO Box 12 Hope MICHIGAN 486280012 | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** | MICHIGAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** | EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ORKA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97036015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the stylized term "ORKA" and design. The design consists of a golden yellow horizontal line that breaks in the middle and the left segment extends upward and then bends downward. A short diagonal golden yellow line appears before and after the middle line that extends upward. A golden yellow semi-circle appears above the middle of the horizontal line. Below the middle of the horizontal line is the term "ORKA" in golden yellow. A golden yellow semi-circle surrounds the term "ORKA". The background is white when the mark is golden yellow. The background is golden yellow when the mark is white.

**Color Drawing**: Yes

**Claimed**: The color(s) golden yellow and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Airplane flight instruction
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 10, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 11, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ADBI LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ORKA
- **Address**: ADBI LLC 220 E Anderson St, Savannah, GA, 31401
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: N/A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97036226</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 20, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096062</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "FUZZY" |

Goods and Services Information

| For | Fuzzy balls for playing game in which a child participant is rewarded for good behavior with a fuzzy ball in a jar and is further rewarded when the jar is full |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Dec. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Dec. 01, 2022 |

Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

Owner Information

| Owner Name | Erica Alti | Address | Erica Alti | 8 Thomas Rd | Poughquag | NEW YORK | 12570 | Legal Entity |
| INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  THE DOWN 2 EARTH COUNSELOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97038529  Application Filing Date  Sep. 21, 2021  Registration Number  7096063
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "COUNSELOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mental health counseling and psychotherapy as it relates to relationships; Mental health screening services; Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Charitable services, namely, providing health care services in the nature of mental health counseling to the general public; Clinical mental health consultation services; Clinical mental health counseling services; Consulting services in the field of mental health and wellness; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Providing mental health and wellness information; Providing mental health information via a website; Providing a web site featuring information in the field of mental health and physical health, including living a healthy and disease free life; Providing a web site featuring information in the field of mental health and wellness; Providing a website featuring information in the field of mental health; Providing information in the field of mental health and wellness via a website; Providing information in the field of mental health via a website; Providing news and information in the field of mental health; Providing on-line information in the field of mental health
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  May 01, 2019  In Commerce  Jul. 08, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JEWRINE V. BROWN DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA THE DOWN 2 EARTH COUNSELOR  Address  JEWRINE V. BROWN  P. O. BOX 64151  FAYETTEVILLE  NORTH CAROLINA  28306  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  210921-JVBv3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEARDSLEY’S BARBER SHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97038604 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096064
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BARBER SHOP"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole Name Portrait Consent The name "BEARDSLEY" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barber shop services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 1991 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beardsley, Larry Joe Address Beardsley, Larry Joe 2267 N Service Rd W St Clair MISSOURI 63077
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-02039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
TM 7199 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TORMEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97038888 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7096065 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TORMEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dust protective goggles and masks; Goggles for sports; Motorcycle goggles; Nose clips for divers and swimmers; Protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Reflective safety vests; Visors for helmets

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 28, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TIANCHONG YAO Address TIANCHONG YAO ROOM 2701 NO.10, ZHONGSHAN 8TH RD, LIWAN DISTRICT GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BERGAMOTTA LABS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97038984 Application Filing Date | Sep. 22, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096066 Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LABS"

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 923686223
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 923686223
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Sep. 20, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: BRAZIL
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Sep. 20, 2032

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Business investigations; Business management consultancy; Business management consulting; Business research; Consulting services in business organization and management; Providing business information via a website; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Grendene S.A.
- **Address**: Grendene S.A. Av Pimentel Gomes, No. 214 Sobral, Ceara BRAZIL 62040-125
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: BRAZIL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 76036.M1
- **Examination Attorney**: MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BERGAMOTTA LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97039091 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7096067 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the text "BERGAMOTTA LABS" in lower case font, with a design resembling a cloud in the background behind the "BERGAM" portion of the text. Disclaimer "LABS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 923685880 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 923685880 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 20, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County BRAZIL Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 20, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business investigations; Business management consultancy; Business management consulting; Business research; Providing business information via a website; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Consulting services in business organization and management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grendene S.A. Address Grendene S.A. Av Pimentel Gomes, No. 214 Sobral, Ceara BRAZIL 62040-125 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 76036.M3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VLAD SPACEK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97041580</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Sep. 23, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7096068</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Name Portrait Consent** | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Victor Svirin, whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Fanny packs |
| **International Classes** | 18 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| **International Class Title** | Leather Goods |
| **First Use** | Oct. 14, 2010 | **In Commerce** | Oct. 14, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Snow Escape LLC |
| **Address** | Snow Escape LLC 1220 DE 9th Ter Deerfield Beach FLORIDA 33441 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | KNIGHT, TROY FRANK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HW36

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97042721 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096069
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 40-1736686 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 07, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 07, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyes make-up; rouges; mascaras; make-up; make-up foundations; cosmetic creams; body and face lotions; beauty balm creams; sun-block lotions; sun block; skin cleansing lotions; eyeliners; eye make-up removers; eyeshadows; concealers for skin and face; make-up powder; mask packs for cosmetic purposes; make-up primers; cosmetics; compacts containing make-up
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Min-Ju KIM Address Min-Ju KIM 94, Yanggeungoran-gil, Yangpyeong-eup Yangpyeong-gun Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 135-832 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 98908-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
LATERS BABY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97044018 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 24, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096070 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6312306

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 3699734
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Sep. 23, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 3699734
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 24, 2021
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Sep. 23, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Fashion face masks being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Fifty Shades Limited
- **Address**: Fifty Shades Limited
- **Address**: Russell House
- **Address**: 140 High Street
- **Address**: Edgware, Middlesex
- **Address**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **HA87LW**: HA87LW
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: DYOUNG-55-T
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICHA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FIFTY SHADES OF GREY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97044051  Application Filing Date  Sep. 24, 2021  Registration Number  7096071
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4500880, 4698022, 6460879 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  3699728  Foreign Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  3699728  Foreign Registration Date  Dec. 24, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM
Foreign Expiration Date  Sep. 23, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fashion face masks being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Dec. 31, 2012  In Commerce  Dec. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes  Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fifty Shades Limited  Address  Fifty Shades Limited  Russell House  140 High Street  Edgware, Middlesex
UNITED KINGDOM  HA87LW  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DYOUNG-56-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BBMC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97044146 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096072 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters B B M C in a stylized font, with spacing between each letter.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty consultation services; Consultation services in the field of make-up; Providing on-site beauty services, namely, hair styling and make-up application services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 04, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beauty By Maria Cristina LLC Address Beauty By Maria Cristina LLC #225 304 Main Ave Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06851 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUPPLY CHAIN ALLIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97044270 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096073
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SUPPLY CHAIN ALLIANCE" beneath three intersecting lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUPPLY CHAIN ALLIANCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management services, namely, supply chain logistics services customized to a specific customer's needs for optimised product flows domestically and internationally; contract business management services, namely, the provision of supply chain logistics services to customers on a contractual basis; customized business management services, namely, the provision of supply chain logistics solutions to fit specific customers' needs; supply chain network modeling, namely, the business data analysis of customers' product sales and sourcing information to determine the most appropriate warehousing and transportation solutions; business advisory services in the field of transportation logistics; freight logistics management services; customs clearance services, namely, the management of a customer's product across customs controlled borders; business consulting in the field of supply chain operations, namely, business analysis, business planning, economic forecasting, and identification of solutions to customers' product flow needs from point of manufacture to point of sale worldwide
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2018 In Commerce 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name METRO SUPPLY CHAIN INC. Address METRO SUPPLY CHAIN INC. 1002 SHERBROOKE WEST MONTREAL, QUEBEC CANADA H3A 3L6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38287-00060
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HELL RAIDERS ALL WHEELS MISSIONARIES ROM 16:20

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97044314</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2021</td>
<td>7096074</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "HELLRAIDERS" in a stylized font appearing above a stylized depiction of a man wearing a bandana, sunglasses, a face mask, fingerless gloves, a vest, pants, and boots with his arms curled up in a flexed position, standing in front of stylized flames. Underneath the man's boot is a stylized depiction of a devil with horns, wings, and holding a trident. Below the image of the devil is the wording "ROM 16:20" in a stylized font and the wording "ALL WHEELS MISSIONARIES" appears in another stylized font below the wording "ROM 16:20." All encompassed in a stylized shield design. Disclaimer | "MISSIONARIES" and "ROM 16:20" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for spreading and promoting Christianity for club members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2021</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Hell Raiders All Wheels Missionaries |
| Address | Hell Raiders All Wheels Missionaries PO BOX 777 Robersonville NORTH CAROLINA 27871 |

| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 539/2 TM |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIVINAUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97044621  Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021  Registration Number 7096075
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 018440942  Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018440942  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 21, 2021  Foreign Application/ Registration County EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 29, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, conducting and organisation of workshops in the fields of photography and video shooting, computer programming, creating and editing music and sounds; Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops relating to experiences of scientific technologies in the field of design and development of industrial products; Education featuring experience learning regarding scientific technologies in the fields of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds rendered through correspondence courses; correspondence schools; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction at the kindergarten, pre-school, primary and secondary level rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education featuring experience learning regarding scientific technologies in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds rendered through conducting of correspondence courses; Providing education featuring experience learning regarding scientific technologies in the field of scientific technologies rendered through correspondence courses; Educational services, namely, organisation of courses using distance learning methods relating to experience learning in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Educational services, namely, conducting distance learning courses relating to experience learning in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Arranging and conducting competitions in the field of photography and video shooting; Arranging and conducting of sports competitions; Arranging of competitions for educational purposes in the field of scientific technologies; Entertainment services, namely, arranging of competitions for education and entertainment in the field of photography and...
video shooting, design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Conducting of educational courses featuring experience learning regarding scientific technologies in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Educational and teaching services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, field trips in the field of computers, technology, power equipment, robotics and engineering; Instructional and training services featuring experience learning regarding scientific technologies in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Organisation of correspondence courses featuring information in the field of parenting concerning education of children; Organisation of educational events in the nature of classes, exhibitions, seminars, conferences, workshops, field trips featuring experience learning regarding scientific technologies in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Organisation of teaching activities events in the nature of classes, exhibitions, seminars, conferences, workshops, field trips in the field of computers, technology, power equipment, robotics and engineering; Organising of educational games in the nature of educational competitions for students in the field of scientific technologies; Training and instruction in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Organisation of training in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Organisation of sports competitions; Organisation of training courses in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Teaching services in the field of scientific technologies; Teaching in the field of photography and video shooting; Education services, namely, providing online classes, exhibitions, seminars, workshops in the field of design and development of industrial products, computer programming, and creating and editing music and sounds; Education services in the form of classes, exhibitions, seminars, workshops, namely, pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction, vocational instruction, mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops for individuals with technology, robotics, skills development and leadership interests; Educational services in the form of classes, exhibitions, seminars, workshops in the field of arts, crafts, sports and general knowledge

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Vivita International OÜ **Address** Vivita International OÜ Telliskivi 60a/5 Tallinn ESTONIA 10412

**Legal Entity** osaühing (oü) **State or Country Where Organized** ESTONIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TM16404US00

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CU CAMPUS 365

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97044724 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096076
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CU CAMPUS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses and instruction in the fields of financial compliance and professional skills training for credit unions

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for a learning management system to deliver learning content and track the effectiveness of learning

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors Address National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors 1655 North Fort Meyer Drive, Suite 650 Arlington VIRGINIA 22209 Legal Entity non-profit

State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 148591551702

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JAYCORE FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97045968 Application Filing Date Sep. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7096077
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; conducting virtual and in-person fitness classes; conducting group and individual physical fitness classes; conducting physical fitness classes aimed at youth, seniors, and women; personal fitness training services; group fitness training services; educational services, namely, providing virtual and in-person classes, instructions, discussions, and workshops in the fields of fitness, nutrition, diet, corrective exercises, home training, and exercising on the go; provision of physical exercise information
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 10, 2021 In Commerce May 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Willis, Joel Cameron Address Willis, Joel Cameron 5417 Molino Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN

8997
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CERASILVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97047186 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7096078
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CERASILVER" in blue with a blue diamond design over the letter "C" having five gray crossing lines inside. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Claimed The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1272510 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 28, 2017 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 28, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery made of precious metals; Necklaces being jewellery; Rings being jewelry; Bracelets; Small jewelry, namely, necklaces, rings, bracelets, pendants, ankle bracelets, brooches, chains, pins; Pendants; Ankle bracelets; Brooches being jewelry; Jewelry chains; Pins being jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KIM, BO HYUNG Address KIM, BO HYUNG 105-401 42-25, Cheomdanjungang-ro 181beon-gil, Gwangsan-gu, Gwangju REPUBLIC OF KOREA 62255 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STP20210097
Examining Attorney CHOE, JULIE H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UPROOT LINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97047705
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 27, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096079
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LINT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Scapers for household purposes for cleaning surfaces of natural or man-made fibers; Hand-held scrapers for household purposes for cleaning surfaces of natural or man-made fibers; Scrapers for household purposes for cleaning clothing, carpet, furniture, car seats, car mats and door mats; Manually operated scrapers for household purposes for cleaning surfaces comprising natural or man-made fibers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 06, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Uproot Lint LLC
- **Address**: Uproot Lint LLC Suite 301 #309 8350 NW 52nd Ter. Miami FLORIDA 33166
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 812T002A1-US
- **Examining Attorney**: PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TERRAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97048530 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096080
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consulting and advisory services; Concept and brand development services for corporate clients; Marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 2015 In Commerce Feb. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Terran, LLC Address Terran, LLC 2235 Enterprise Street, Suite 160 Escondido CALIFORNIA 92029
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HULUBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97050287 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096081
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "hulubo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Charms for collar jewelry and bracelet; Clip earrings; Drop earrings; Ear clips; Ear studs; Earring backs; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Hoop earrings; Jewelry cases not of precious metal; Neck chains; Nose rings; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 26, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Yourui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yourui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 2nd Floor, Unit 2, Bldg 15 Yi'an Second District, Houzhai Jiedao Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21-09-M0186

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WORLDMART SHOPPING WMS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97051170 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Sep. 29, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7096082 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of stylized "WMS" filling the shape of a circle, with "WORLDMART" in stylized lettering curved above the circle, and "SHOPPING" in stylized lettering below the circle. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** | Beaded costume jewelry |
| **International Classes** | 14 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Jewelry |
| **First Use In Commerce** | Jan. 14, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | worldmartshopping.com Corporation |
| **Address** | worldmartshopping.com Corporation 3240 SW 134TH AVE MIAMI FLORIDA 33175 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | YAO, GRETTA |
Mark Literal(s): I

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

The mark consists of a purple circle with a pink square, set on point, inside the circle where a green letter "i" intersects the bottom right side of the square. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) purple, pink and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Advertising and marketing services; marketing consultation services; business consulting services in the field of creation, delivery and measurement of effectiveness of digital advertising and marketing; business consultancy services, namely, online media monitoring services, using computer software to automatically monitor internet websites, online publications and content, and other media for customer specific topics and to capture relevant content on those topics, and providing documentation and analysis of that online content to others for business purposes.

Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software that provides analysis of contents of websites and online publications to determine the relevance of the website for customer's marketing purposes; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for automated media monitoring services, namely, monitoring internet websites and online publications for customer-specified topics, and providing documentation and analysis of media content to others for business purposes; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for monitoring and analyzing legal, financial and regulatory data; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for data analysis of market and competitor trends; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for displaying, sharing, transmitting, tracking, tagging, collecting, analyzing, managing, uploading, and downloading images, photographs, electronic media, and a wide variety of data;
application service provider (ASP) featuring software allowing others to tag, capture, analyze, target, share and monetize demographic, lifestyle, consumer purchasing decisions, and online behavioral data; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for web analytics and measuring consumer purchasing decisions, online behavioral data, web user behavior, brand awareness and brand engagement; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software to display, share, transmit, track, tag, collect, analyze, manage, upload, and download images, photographs, electronic media, and data

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Signal Media Limited  **Address**  Signal Media Limited  1st Floor, Sackville House  143-149 Fenchurch Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  EC3M6BN  **Legal Entity**  private company limited by shares (pc)  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  56276/8187

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DATAVERGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97051528 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 29, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096084 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Providing co-location services for data communications applications
  - **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
  - **International Class Title**: Communication
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2020 **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2020

- For: Computer co-location services, namely, providing facilities for the location of computer servers with the equipment of others; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2020 **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ColorGuard Enterprise Holding, LLC
- **Address**: ColorGuard Enterprise Holding, LLC 882 3rd Avenue Brooklyn NEW YORK 11232
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUGREPLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97052731 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096085
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5070392

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for testing web and mobile applications
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 10, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miruni Inc. Address Miruni Inc. 225 S Broadway #9950 Denver COLORADO 80209 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11980/316159

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUGREPLAY

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97052732
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 29, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096086
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized drawing of a blue bug with a white triangle on its back next to "BUGREPLAY". The wording "BUG" is in blue, the wording "REPLAY" is in black.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

**Related Properties Information**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5070392

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for testing web and mobile applications
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2016

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Miruni Inc.
- **Address**: Miruni Inc. 225 S Broadway #9950 Denver COLORADO 80209
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 11980/316160

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97053145</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CAJUN CUISINE"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Debbie "Dede" Frei, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Tomato-based sauces
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: DeDe's Cajun Country Cuisine, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA DeDe's Cajun Cuisine
- **Address**: DeDe's Cajun Country Cuisine, LLC 3800 Buchtel Blvd., #101566 Denver COLORADO 80250
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: Dede's Cajun
- **Examining Attorney**: JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LEASEVET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97053883</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 30, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096088</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Downloadable software for the finding and leasing of property; Downloadable software for leasing advice |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 30, 2021 | In Commerce | Apr. 30, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Walter Brock | Address | Walter Brock | 256 S. Main Street | Coalville | UTAH | 84017 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 549331003US9 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROPERTYVET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97053930 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096089
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for the managing of property; Downloadable software for managing property advice
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 16, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walter Brock Address Walter Brock 256 S. Main Street Coalville UTAH 84017 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 540231002US9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCANLINE CITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97055269 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096090
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line videos featuring videogames, computer games, arcade games, and technology, not downloadable
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 25, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2019

For On-line retail store services featuring computer components
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 02, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foxhound LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Scanline City Address Foxhound LLC 12112 Adrian Street Apt. 6-206 Garden Grove CALIFORNIA 92840 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20802-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LEUKA LANE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97056734 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Oct. 01, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7096091 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "LEUKA" in the mark is "JAW".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Curtains; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Bed covers; Bed sheets; Bed skirts; Duvet covers; Pillow covers; Table cloth of textile; Table napkins of textile
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Sep. 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Devi, Lina
- **Address**: Devi, Lina Sarva Sarba, Sheikhpura Bihar INDIA 811101
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: INDIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PEISECKI, MARK A
TM 7226 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COFFEE N PILLOWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97056745 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096092 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PILLOWS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Bed covers; Bed sheets; Bed skirts; Duvet covers; Pillow covers; Table cloth of textile; Table napkins of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Sep. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Devi, Lina Address Devi, Lina Sarva Sarba, Sheikhpura Bihar INDIA 811101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
TM 7227 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIPPIETOWN U.S.A. DESTINATION GOOD VIBES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97056752 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096093 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized blue wording "HIPPIE TOWN DESTINATION OF GOOD VIBES" wherein "HIPPIE TOWN" is also outlined in yellow and red. A flower appears next to the "T" in "TOWN" in yellow, red, and white, and a blue rectangle with rounded edges, outlined in yellow, appears near the "N" in "TOWN". Inside the rectangle appears the white wording "U.S.A." above a white hand making a peace sign. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, yellow, blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S.A."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail Store services featuring tobacco products; retail store services featuring cigarettes; retail store services featuring cigarette rolling papers made of paper, natural leaf, and hemp; retail store services featuring cigarette tubes made of paper, natural leaf, organic rose petals, and hemp, sold both filled and empty; retail store services featuring cigars made of paper, natural leaf, and hemp, sold both filled and empty; retail store services featuring glass pipes for smoking; retail store services featuring electronic devices meant to heat tobacco, hemp, and natural herbs for smoking; retail store services featuring smoking accessories; retail store services featuring electronic cigarettes; retail store services featuring lighters for smoking; retail store services featuring oral vaporizers; retail store services featuring detox products in the nature of teas; all hemp-derived items are solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis and not containing CBD International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 20, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HIPPIETOWN USA Address HIPPIETOWN USA 3212 Johnston St. Lafayette LOUISIANA 70503 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

9014
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GAGARIN COMPOSITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97056787 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096094
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMPOSITE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Films and sheets made out of fiber reinforced thermoset composite plastics for use in consumer and industrial application; Sheets, blocks and forms constructed of molded fibrous material in the nature of fiber reinforced thermoset composite plastics with a heat hardened binder for use in consumer and industrial application
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Mar. 23, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sosykin, Andrey Address Sosykin, Andrey Konenkova 8/206 Moscow RUSSIAN FED. 127560 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship RUSSIAN FEDERATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  NREI NATIONAL REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97056950 Application Filing Date  Oct. 01, 2021 Registration Number  7096095
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters NREI in a bold stylized manner. The letters consist of a stylized capitalized N in blue font, capitalized R in blue font, capitalized E in blue font, and capitalized I in blue font. To the right of the letters NREI, is a geometrical circular design. The design is comprised of red, white and blue colors with white stars. The top half of the circle is blue with four white stars varying in size and shape. The bottom half of the circle is red. Dissecting the circle in the center is a white curved wide line. The wide line had a slight positive sloped angle. In the center of the top blue half of the circle is a large white star with five points. To the right is a small white star with two points. To the left of the large center start is a small white star with five points. Above the center start and left star, is a small white one-point star. Set to the right of the bold stylized blue NREI lettering and circular design are the words National Real Estate Institute in a stylized italicized blue font. The first letter of each word is capitalized. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "REAL ESTATE" Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the legal, medical, accounting, and real estate fields
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  1989 In Commerce  1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NATIONAL REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA NATIONAL REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE Address  NATIONAL REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE, LLC 29 OLD JOHNSON LANE MIDDLETOWN CONNECTICUT 06457 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
SCREW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97057329 |
| Application Filing Date | Oct. 02, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096096 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Herbal male enhancement capsules |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Feb. 17, 2017 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 17, 2017 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Wasserman, Heath, Norman |
| Address | Wasserman, Heath, Norman 686 Crescent Boulevard Glen Ellyn ILLINOIS 60137 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HSU, FONG |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RT RIDETIME YOUR TICKET TO RIDE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97057719 Application Filing Date  Oct. 04, 2021 Registration Number  7096097
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the figurative letters "R" and "T" with a highway symbol in the letter "T" combined with the trademark "RIDETIME" and slogan "Your ticket to ride!".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing purchase advisory and consulting services to consumers for the purchase of cars, automotive parts; Providing sales and lease leads for others in the field of cars; Retail automobile parts and accessories stores; Retail stores featuring vehicles, automotive parts; Retail tire stores; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring automotive part, car International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 18, 2011 In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2012
For  Automobile maintenance; Car maintenance and repair International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Sep. 18, 2011 In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CanadaWide Vehicle Finance LTD Address  CanadaWide Vehicle Finance LTD.  87 Oak Point Hwy Winnipeg CANADA Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRULIN

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97057740 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096098
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0852992, 2835232

Goods and Services Information
For maintaining preparations, namely, floor protection varnishes; permanent seal and finish for terrazzo and magnesite floors in the nature of coatings; rust and corrosion inhibitors in the nature of a coating
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use 1935
In Commerce 1935

For deodorants for carpet and air; disinfectants; general purpose combination germicide, germicidal detergent, disinfectant, antibacterial cleaner, sanitizer, fungicide, mildewstat, virucide and all-purpose deodorizer for hospital, institutional and industrial use; germicides; non-medical hand sanitizing preparations; sanitizers, namely, sanitizing preparations for use in institutional and industrial areas; sanitizing preparations for use in institutional and industrial areas; general purpose disinfecting germicidal detergent for use by service personnel
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use 1965 In Commerce 1965

For non-motorized cleaning cart having a sprayer and a chemical storage capability
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999

For printed publications, namely, manuals, books, printed training materials in the nature of sales sheets and training cards featuring training in the use of cleaning, polishing, deodorizing, degreasing, disinfecting and maintenance procedures for floors and other surfaces
For training maintenance staffs of others in the use of cleaning, polishing, deodorizing, degreasing, disinfecting and maintenance procedures for floors and other surfaces; providing online non-downloadable video recording featuring training in the use of cleaning, polishing, deodorizing, degreasing, disinfecting and maintenance procedures for floors and other surfaces

For all-purpose cleaner; all-purpose neutral cleaner; cleaning compounds, namely, cleaners for use on walls, floors, woodwork, toilet bowls, urinals, and the like; cleaning preparations for concrete and mineral floors; cleaning preparations for removing scale and mineral deposits from urinals, toilet bowls, tubs, tile showers and other bathroom fixtures; degreasing preparations for use in commercial and industrial applications, other than for use in manufacturing processes; detergents for industrial use, other than for use in manufacturing processes; floor finish stripper and floor polish stripper; floor finishing preparation, namely, floor polish; floor wax; general purpose foaming grease release cleaner; glass and surface cleaner; industrial cleaner-degreaser, other than for use in manufacturing processes; non-medical hand soaps; polish and cleaner for floors, walls, woodwork, and the like; single-use cleaning preparations for use in scrubber machines for cleaning floors; stain remover for polished concrete and terrazzo floors; wax stripping preparations, namely, floor finish remover; deodorants for personal use

For enzyme mixtures, namely, enzymes for sewage treatment; stain repellent for polished concrete and terrazzo floors; degreasing preparations for use in commercial and industrial applications, namely, for use in manufacturing processes; detergents for industrial use, namely, for use in manufacturing processes

For rust preventative in the nature of a sealant

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brulin Holding Company, Inc.
Address  Brulin Holding Company, Inc. 2920 Dr. Andrew J. Brown Avenue Indianapolis  INDIANA  46206-0270
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3002-232

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NGP AF THE NEW GEORGIA PROJECT ACTION FUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97058173 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096099
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three rectangles side-by-side, the first containing a stylized outline of a peach, the second containing the letters 'NGP', and the third containing the letters 'AF', above the wording 'THE NEW GEORGIA PROJECT' and 'ACTION FUND'. Disclaimer "ACTION FUND"
Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement "NEW GEORGIA PROJECT" has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of local and national political campaigns, ballot measures, referendums, recalls, initiatives, candidacies for local and state offices, and issues related to underrepresented and underserved communities of color by means of public advocacy; promoting civic participation among underrepresented and underserved communities of color by means of public advocacy; providing information regarding local and national political campaigns, ballot measures, referendums, recalls, initiatives, candidacies for local and state offices, and issues related to underrepresented and underserved communities of color
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 2018 In Commerce Sep. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Georgia Project Action Fund, Inc. Address New Georgia Project Action Fund, Inc. 501 Pulliam Street SW, Suite 343 Atlanta GEORGIA 30312 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 136771-4000
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  GSB-88-HEAVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97058513  Application Filing Date  Oct. 04, 2021  Registration Number  7096100  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pavement preservation products for Road Construction and Airfield Pavement Construction, in the nature of coatings for pavements
International Classes  2 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 11, 16  International Class Title  Paints  First Use  Aug. 30, 2021  In Commerce  Aug. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Asphalt Systems Inc.  Address  Asphalt Systems Inc.  2775 West 1500 South  Salt Lake City  UTAH  84104  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  92596.020048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97058526 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 04, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096101 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: GSB-88-H
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Pavement preservation products for Road Construction and Airfield Pavement Construction, in the nature of coatings for pavements
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Asphalt Systems Inc.
- **Address**: Asphalt Systems Inc. 2775 West 1500 South Salt Lake City UTAH 84104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 92596.020047

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GSB-88-FS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97058553 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096102
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pavement preservation products for Road Construction and Airfield Pavement Construction, in the nature of coatings for pavements

International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Aug. 30, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Asphalt Systems Inc. Address Asphalt Systems Inc. 2775 West 1500 South Salt Lake City UTAH 84104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92596.020046

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SNAPALERT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97058777</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 04, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096103</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a triangle made up of a dark purple exterior line and a light purple interior line with a medium purple exclamation point in the center of the triangle. The phrase "SnapALERT" is then placed over the center of the image in black stylized font, where "S" and "ALERT" are upper case and the other letters are lower case. The white areas in the mark are not claimed as a feature of the mark, and are intended to show background or transparent areas only. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) dark purple, medium purple, light purple and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts via the internet |
| International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 104 |
| International Class Title | Communication |
| First Use | Aug. 18, 2021 | In Commerce | Aug. 18, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Carrington Risk Consulting LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly Carrington Risk Address | Carrington Risk Consulting LLC 222 Palermo Circle, Fort Myers Beach, FL Fort Myers Beach FLORIDA 33931 Legal Entity |

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SCHMITZ, AMY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FANGAFRIKA WEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97059354</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 04, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No | Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "FANGAFRIKA" in stylized font above a design of a paintbrush stroke of paint; on both the left-hand and right-hand side of the design are frayed edges; on top of the design of a paintbrush stroke of paint is the stylized wording "WEAR" in stylized font. | Disclaimer  "WEAR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5930632

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Hoodies; Jeans; Pants; Sneakers; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Blue jeans; Fashion hats; Fur hats; Gloves for apparel; Graphic T-shirts; Leather hats; Leather pants; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Top hats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39 | International Class Title  Clothing | First Use  Jan. 01, 2014 | In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2014 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fangafrika Wear LLC | Address  Fangafrika Wear LLC  59 Weldon Street #2  Brooklyn  NEW YORK 11208 | Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIPPED RAGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97059673 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096105
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a lightning bolt taking the place of the letter, "i" in Ripped. The tip of the lightning bolt is squashing the top of the letter, "R" in the word, Rags. The word, "Ripped" is jagged with a worn-out look. Disclaimer "RIPPED RAGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ripped t-shirts featuring patches behind rips, in addition to a left chest patch in front, along with more hemline rip; Clothing, namely, beach cover-ups, socks, wristbands, dresses, jackets, leggings, pants, hosiery, beach cover-ups, tops and bottoms used as clothing, knitwear in the nature of shirts, shorts, sweaters and jerseys
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 09, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dee Givens & Co. Address Dee Givens & Co. 2510 Wisconsin Avenue Downers Grove ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GUTIERREZ PAINTING G

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97060731</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the literal element "GUTIERREZ PAINTING" in black written above an orange diamond outlined in black with a white paint roller and white outline creating the an orange letter "G" depicted inside the diamond. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) orange, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "PAINTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Painting contractor services |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Apr. 28, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 28, 2012 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | EG Paint Services LLC |
| Address | EG Paint Services LLC 10113 Lakemont Dr. Fort Worth TEXAS 76131 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | DANG, BAO-NGOC K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97060780  Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021  Registration Number 7096107
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a three-dimensional wooden table top configuration for use with interconnecting blocks and other toys, wherein the claimed wooden table top configuration includes at its center a centrally disposed rectangular cutout dividing four rectangular quarters of the wooden table top. This combination of four rectangular quarters around the centrally disposed rectangular cutout is claimed as a feature of the wooden table top trade dress configuration. The solid lines outlining the four sections of the wooden table top are intended to delineate the separate sections and are not claimed as a feature of the mark. The broken lines depicting the table legs, the table edges, the central netting, and the connectors for the interconnecting blocks indicate placement of the mark on the goods, as shown on the drawing, and are not part of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness. In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6166889

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Children's play tables having a playing surface for mating with multi-piece interconnecting toys
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 1989 In Commerce Nov. 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Synergy Management, L.L.C.  Address  Synergy Management, L.L.C.  127 Vincent Ave.  Metairie LOUISIANA  70005  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10267-4TOP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SYRA HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97062562 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7096108
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH" Translation The wording "Syra Health" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of healthcare
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 20, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2020 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/06/2021 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/06/2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SYED, FEROZ Address SYED, FEROZ 1119 KEYSTONE WAY ST 201 CARMEL INDIANA 46032 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GHOST.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97063798
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 07, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096109
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 21, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of The word ghost in lower case letters with a period at the end.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Parent Of**: 97975115

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Devices for heating tobacco substitutes for purposes of inhalation
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jesse Kellert
- **Address**: Jesse Kellert 27181 Ashton Circle Lake Forest CALIFORNIA 92630
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 20536-0011
- **Examining Attorney**: KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MARIE - CHANTAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97063821</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 07, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Marie Chantal, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2636510, 2660255 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Baby blankets
  - **International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 42, 50
  - **International Class Title** Fabrics
  - **First Use** Nov. 01, 2017
  - **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2017
- **For** Online retail store services in the field of clothing, accessories for clothing, baby blankets, jewelry, and toys
  - **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
  - **First Use** Jul. 01, 2012
  - **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2012
- **For** Clothing, namely, shirts, socks, hats, scarves, gloves, shoes, dresses, jackets, coats, pants, robes, pajamas, one-piece garments for children, sleepsuits, nightgowns, sweaters, shorts, and sweatshirts
  - **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 22, 39
  - **International Class Title** Clothing
  - **First Use** Sep. 01, 2000
  - **In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Marie-Chantal, L.L.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Marie-Chantal, L.L.C. 960 Madison Avenue, 3rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RISO, MARK E |

9036
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARIÉ - CHANTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97063920 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7096111
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words MARIÉ and CHANTAL in a script font, separated by a hyphen, and with the "i" in "MARIÉ" dotted with a heart shaped image. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies MARIÉ CHANTAL, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2636510, 2660255

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Nov. 01, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2017

For Online retail store services in the field of clothing, accessories for clothing, baby blankets, jewelry, and toys
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2012

For Clothing, namely, shirts, socks, hats, scarves, gloves, shoes, dresses, jackets, coats, pants, robes, pajamas, one-piece garments for children, sleepsuits, nightgowns, sweaters, shorts, and sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 2000 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Marie-Chantal, L.L.C.
Address: Marie-Chantal, L.L.C. 960 Madison Avenue, 3rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10021
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 40 IS THE NEW F-WORD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97065515 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096112
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of relatable women's life experiences; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of relatable women's life experiences
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 09, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Almeida, Mandi D. Address Almeida, Mandi D. 1207 W. 40th Kennewick WASHINGTON 99337
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examineo Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97065927 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096113
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cube where two sides and the bottom are visible.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage of office and laboratory spaces; Real estate management services; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces; Rental of real estate; Rental of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 02, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2019

For Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; Planning and layout design services for the interior space of laboratories; Rental of computers; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Rental of software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling,
logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory

**International Classes**

- **Primary Classes** 42
- **US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jan. 02, 2019  
**In Commerce** Jan. 02, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** SmartLabs Corporate, LLC  
- **Address** SmartLabs Corporate, LLC 4th Floor 10 Fan Pier Blvd. Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02210  
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** HENRY, NAKIA D

---

9041
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK LITERAL(S)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97065957  Application Filing Date: Oct. 08, 2021  Registration Number: 7096114
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(ES)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a cube where two sides and the bottom are visible, the right side being blue, the left side being red, and the bottom being black.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) red, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate brokerage of office and laboratory spaces; Real estate management services; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces; Rental of real estate; Rental of real estate in the nature of office and laboratory spaces

International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial  First Use: Jan. 02, 2019  In Commerce: Jan. 02, 2019

For Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; Planning and layout design services for the interior space of laboratories; Rental of computers; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Rental of software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Rental of software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Rental of software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Platform as a
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for inventory management, supply chain logistics, resource scheduling, logistics tracking and implementation within a laboratory; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for laboratory management, project management, equipment operation and monitoring, monitoring environments, monitoring workflows, running experiments, data generation, and database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for regulatory, audit, and compliance functions, inter and intra company communications, training, and HR and people management within a laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SmartLabs Corporate, LLC
Address SmartLabs Corporate, LLC 4th Floor 10 Fan Pier Blvd. Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02210
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
**TM 7249 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DS DARICK SPEARS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97066141</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 08, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096115</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Information</strong></td>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN <strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording DARICK SPEARS next to an image of an overlapping D and S. <strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cups; Cups and mugs; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
<td><strong>For</strong> Fragrances; Fragrances and perfumery; Fragrances for personal use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Basis Information</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name DDS Media Works LLC  
Address DDS Media Works LLC  
2235 Sherman Parc Ct  
Jackson, WISCONSIN  
53037  
**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
WISCONSIN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RANDOM RITUAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97066509 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096116
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting live performances, personal appearances, television performances, and radio performances by an entertainer, social media personality and performing artist; entertainment services in the nature of arranging, hosting and conducting parties and social entertainment events; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of sweepstakes and contests; music production services; video production services; production of sound and image recordings; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music and videos via global communications networks; entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable multimedia content in the nature of audio recordings, video recordings and audio-visual content, in the fields of entertainment, comedy, culture, music and musical entertainment; providing a website featuring entertainment information about entertainers, social media personalities, and performing artists, namely, photographs, information about performances, records, appearances and biographical information, all online via a global computer network; providing a website featuring current event news and entertainment information in the fields of entertainment, current events, social media, comedy, music, celebrities, culture, artistic performance, and pop culture; providing online newsletters delivered by e-mail in the fields of pop culture, current events, and entertainment, relating to an entertainer, social media personality and performing artist; providing online newsletters delivered by e-mail in the fields of pop culture, current events, entertainment, lifestyle, and social media

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For T-shirts; shirts; tank tops; tops being clothing; sweatshirts; sweaters; raincoats; cardigans; pullovers; sport jerseys; jackets; coats; rain jackets; shell jackets; vests; ponchos; kimonos; underwear; sport singlets; slips being undergarments; panties; underpants; drawers being clothing; briefs; boxer briefs; bras; pajamas; socks; warm-up suits; skirts; bodysuits; leotards; unitards; dresses for women; pants; sweatpants; shorts; trousers; tights; leggings; knitwear being clothing, namely,
shoulder wraps, wraps, shirts, sweaters, dresses, neck warmers, muffs, hats, gloves, mittens, and scarves; waterproof jackets and pants; athletic uniforms; dance clothing, namely, bras, jackets, pants, shorts, close-fitting one-piece garment for infants and toddlers, jumpsuits, sweaters, tights, leotards, shirts, skirts, leg warmers, tank tops; bathing suits; beach coverups; swimsuits; bikinis; clothing for children, namely, body suits, caps being headwear, coats, coverups, dresses, gloves, hats, headbands, headwear, jackets, leg warmers, leggings, leotards, pants, scarves, shirts, shorts, shoulder wraps, skirts, socks, sweat pants, sweat shirts, sweaters, t-shirts, tank tops, tights, toques, underwear, vests, sun visors being headwear, warm up suits; shoulder wraps being clothing; wraps being clothing; arm warmers being clothing; neck warmers being clothing; gloves being clothing; muffs being clothing; mittens being clothing; belts being clothing; bandanas being neckerchiefs; scarves; wristbands being clothing; sandals; shoes; soles for footwear; headwear, namely, toques; headbands being clothing; caps being headwear; hats; cap peaks; caps with visors; berets; hoods being clothing; ear muffs being clothing; visors being headwear for athletic use

International Classes   25 - Primary Classes   US Classes   22, 39   International Class Title   Clothing   First Use   Jun. 01, 2021   In Commerce   Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   RANDOM RITUAL LLC   Address   RANDOM RITUAL LLC   1989 SEVEN PINES DR   SAINT LOUIS   MISSOURI   63146   Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY   State or Country Where Organized   MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HONEYMOON DESSERT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97068084
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 11, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096117
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 18, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of four Chinese characters with the stylized wording "HONEYMOON DESSERT" underneath. Disclaimer: "DESSERT" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "TIAN PIN" Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "MAN JI TIAN PIN" and this means "FULL", "REMEMBER" and "DESSERT" in English.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 304619584
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 01, 2018
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: HONG KONG
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Aug. 01, 2028

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Provision of food and drinks in restaurants, dessert houses, coffee shops, catering services and food stalls; cafés; self-service restaurants; restaurants; bar services; cafés services, takeaway food and drink services; servicing of food and drink, namely, providing of food and drink, catering of food and drinks
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Star Moon Catering Services Limited
- **Address**: Star Moon Catering Services Limited 1 Wang Tung Street Units 305-306, 3/F., Kai Fuk Ind. Centre Kowloon Bay HONG KONG Legal Entity: private company limited by shares (prc)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 34706-2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examing Attorney**: LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 91.0 JFM QB HITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97068398 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7096118
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jackets; Athletic shirts; Headwear, namely, caps and hats; Hooded sweat shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sport shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sports jackets; Sweat jackets; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Warm-up suits


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Franklin-Myers, John Address Franklin-Myers, John 222 Indianapolis Blvd., Suite 204 Schererville INDIANA 46375 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Brady, Cliff Address Brady, Cliff 222 Indianapolis Blvd., Suite 204 Schererville INDIANA 46375 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 176616.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Experiencing Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  

PIXEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97069024 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 11, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096119 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register               | Principal     | Mark Type           | Trademark |
| Publication Date  | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  018453939 | Foreign Registration Date | Aug. 28, 2021 | Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN UNION |
Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 15, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, gimbals for video cameras that track objects or humans or animals; Apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction or processing of sound or images; Data processing equipment and computers; Computer peripheral devices; Electronic guidance apparatus, namely, electronic apparatus for guiding and positioning cameras; Computer software, recorded, especially, software for camera remote control; Computer software applications, downloadable, especially, for camera remote control; Blank smart cards, blank smart cards with microprocessors; Magnetic cards, namely, magnetic identifying cards; Audiovisual recording apparatus being video recorders; Cameras for photography; Videocameras; Electrical wiring for remote control for audiovisual recording apparatus; Telecontrol, being remote controls for enabling camera remote control; Scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, radio frequency identification tag readers relating to radio frequency identification and enabling camera remote control; Transmitters and receivers, connected to a camera for use in collection of information and data; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, gimbals, star sensors, earth sensors, optical automatic guidance system; Tablet computers, Smartphones, Electronic book readers; Flashlights; Shutter releases; Infrared detectors; Tape recorders; Tripods for cameras, Tripods for video cameras
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DORAMAGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97069270 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7096120
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MAGIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried flower arrangements; Dried flowers for decoration; Flower bulbs
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use May 29, 2021 In Commerce May 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fan, Litong Address Fan, Litong Bldg 2, Complex Building, No.19, Hongwei Street, Guiyuan Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US032028T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PEDAL THROUGH HISTORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97071825 Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2021 Registration Number  7096121
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Conducting guided tours by bicycle
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hostess City Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Savannah Bike Tours Address  Hostess City Corporation  213 Whetstone Drive  Savannah GEORGIA  31410 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40038.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MONSIEUR CUISINE ÉDITION PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97072501 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096122
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red circle with scalloped edges containing a white stylized "M"; to the right of the circle design, the stylized wording "MONSIEUR CUISINE ÉDITION PLUS" appears in black, with a red line beneath the wording "CUISINE" and above the wording ÉDITION PLUS. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ÉDITION" Translation The English translation of "MONSIEUR" and "ÉDITION" in the mark is "MISTER" or "MR" and "EDITION".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4961927, 5582863, 5753867 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 016374531 Foreign Registration Date May 16, 2017 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 15, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Salad spinners; fluff removers, namely, electric lint removers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Electric household utensils, in particular electric juice squeezers and fruit presses, electric juice extractors, electric coffee grinders, graters, electric mixers for household kitchen use being hand mixers, stick blenders and stand mixers, electric egg beaters, electric kneading machines, electric cleavers, namely, electrically powered knives for cleaving foodstuffs, electric grinding and mashing machines for foodstuffs; accessories for all the aforesaid goods; electric machines for peeling vegetables, cutting machines, namely, electric food slicers, bread cutting machines, power-operated vegetable mincers, electric food grinders, electric can openers, electric knives, electric salad spinners, ironing machines being electric soldering irons, ironing presses being electric clothing pressing machines, foil-sealing devices being bottle sealing machines, vacuum cleaners for household purposes; electric kitchen machines, namely, electrically-powered kitchen appliances for dicing, mincing, slicing, and chopping food
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery

For Electric household utensils, namely, electric coffee and tea machines, electric toasters, bread baking machines for domestic use, electric waffle irons, electric pressure cookers, electric autoclaves for cooking, electric rice cookers, electric food steamers, electric kettles, grills, electric deep fryers, cooking ovens, cooking rings, microwave ovens; warming apparatus being warming drawers for kitchens, plate warmers, refrigerating cabinets, refrigerating containers being food refrigerators, hot water apparatus being hot water tanks, water heaters, electric hotplates, electric egg cookers, electric yoghurt and ice cream makers, ice machines and apparatus, fruit roasters, electric bottle heaters for babies, apparatus for heating, namely, electric portable fan heaters and radiators, air conditioning apparatus, air humidifiers, electric fans; electric hair dryers, hand dryers, electric laundry dryers, tanning lamps, electric lamps and lighting fixtures, other than for photographic and medical purposes, pocket torches, garden lamps, bicycle and motor vehicle lights

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For Electric household appliances, namely, bathroom and kitchen scales, thermometers not for medical use, digital weather stations instruments

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Cleavers; kitchen knives

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Address  Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Stiftsbergstr. 1 Neckarsulm FED REP GERMANY  74172 Legal Entity  KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT (KG) State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MINI-STEM SYSTEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97073462</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 13, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096123</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0123671/1673547
International Registration Number: 1673547

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Medical devices for use in treating inflammatory and tissue degenerative conditions using cells and cellular components; Medical devices for use in treating tissue degenerative conditions using cell purification devices for isolation of cells and cellular components within various types of tissues; Medical devices for use in treating damaged tissue by using tissue processing system for healing of connective tissue, reconstruction of injured tissue, and regeneration of degenerated tissue; Medical devices for use in treating inflammatory and tissue degenerative conditions using systems for isolating, processing, and converting the raw components of the human body into medicine; Medical devices for use in treating inflammatory and degenerative conditions affecting human bones, ligaments, muscles, and soft tissue by using devices for implementing the medicine extracted from the raw components of the human body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>26, 39, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2013</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jointechlabs, Inc. | Address | Jointechlabs, Inc. | 1521 Stonegate Manor | Mount Prospect | ILLINOIS | 60056 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1711-0091 |
| Examining Attorney | LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WHPM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97073483  Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2021  Registration Number  7096124
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drug testing kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing body fluids; Medical diagnostic test strips for testing of bodily fluids; Ovulation test kits; Pregnancy test kits for home use
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  1993  In Commerce  1993
For  Medical apparatus and instrument for diagnostic use, namely, apparatus for medical diagnostic testing in the fields of cancer or other tissue-based diagnostic testing, cytology and cell-based testing; Medical diagnostic apparatus for testing bodily fluids, cells, tissue, and feces; Medical specimen collection devices in the nature of cups, swabs and tubes for the collection of bodily fluids and feces
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  1993  In Commerce  1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  W.H.P.M., Inc.  Address  W.H.P.M., Inc.  5358 Irwindale Avenue  Irwindale  CALIFORNIA  91706
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  115604-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EFFORTLESS COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97074162 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096125 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLECTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For False eyelashes; adhesives and eyelash glue for false eyelashes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 2018 In Commerce Mar. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Velour Cosmetics ULC Address Velour Cosmetics ULC 400-725 Granville Street PO Box 10325 Vancouver CANADA V7Y1G5 Legal Entity Unlimited Liability Company State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
TEKSA

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97074389</td>
<td>Oct. 14, 2021</td>
<td>7096126</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "TEKSA" in blue, stylized font.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "TEKSA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 2021/135582
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Sep. 28, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 2021/135582
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 16, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: TURKEY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Sep. 28, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Industrial brushes being parts of or for use with cleaning machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently**: 44E

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: HILAL FIRÇA A.S.
- **Address**: HILAL FIRÇA A.S. 7 Eylül Mah. Turhan Tezol Cad. No: 4 Torbali Izmir TURKEY
- **Legal Entity**: anonim sirketi (a.s.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TURKEY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE MAD DUCK COALITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97074432 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096127
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COALITION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Book publishing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Mad Duck Coalition LLC Address The Mad Duck Coalition LLC 757 Warren Road Unit 4222 Ithaca NEW YORK 14850 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAISIBO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97075901</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
<td>7096128</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The word(s) "SAISIBO" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Carpets; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber; Anti-static floor mats made primarily of rubber; Automobile carpets; Floor coverings; Floor mats for automobiles; Floor mats, fire resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Gymnasium exercise mats; Gymnastic mats; Non-slip mats for showers; Vehicle carpets; Yoga mats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>27 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Floor Coverings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TAIZHOU CHEWEI AUTO SUPPLIES CO., LTD</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>TAIZHOU CHEWEI AUTO SUPPLIES CO., LTD</th>
<th>ROOM 3-3-202, ZHIXINXIAOWEIYUAN TANTOU TOWN,, TIANTAI COUNTY</th>
<th>TAIZHOU CHINA</th>
<th>317000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>FH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>HA, PAULINE T.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** M MALECH LAW FAMILY LAW, REENVISIONED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97076313
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096129
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of large, uppercase "M" with four vertical lines within the first vertical line of the "M". Underneath the "M" is a thin line that separates the "M" from the text "MALECH LAW" centered under the "M". Below "MALECH LAW" is the text "FAMILY LAW, REENVISIONED" in a smaller font.
- **Disclaimer**: "LAW" AND "FAMILY LAW"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in Family Law matters
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Malech, Lloyd DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Malech Law LLC
- **Address**: Malech, Lloyd 7910 Woodmont Ave Suite #1430 Bethesda MARYLAND 20814
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MMEJE, OBIJEZE GINIKANW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97076337</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** | No
**Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a product label, where the upper portion is formed by a repeating pattern of irregular oval shapes, and the lower portion is formed by a rectangle. On the front portion of the label, the pattern is interrupted by a vertical rectangle, within which are two parallel horizontal lines above a single irregular oval shape. In the lower portion of the front of the label is the outline of a horizontal rectangle. On the rear portion of the label the pattern is interrupted by a vertical rectangle.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Cleaning and polishing preparations for household surfaces; cleaning preparations for specialty surfaces, namely, stainless steel, glass, tile, wood and granite

**International Classes** | 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title** | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
**First Use** | Oct. 01, 2020
**In Commerce** | Oct. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Eco Touch, Inc.
**Address** | 22 Canal Street Suite 125 Somersworth NEW HAMPSHIRE 03878
**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 1283.402.22

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  CAPTURE THE MOMENT WITH MOVIES!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97076691  Application Filing Date  Oct. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7096131
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring DVD and VHS movies, Music, Video Games, Toys
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jan. 2007  In Commerce  Jan. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Margarita's Video Store L.L.C.  Address  Margarita's Video Store L.L.C.  PO Box 19453  Houston  TEXAS 77224  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L54101247

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 303 ROOTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97076751 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 15, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096132 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words 303 ROOTER in stylized font where the term 303 is depicted in yellow and the term ROOTER is depicted in blue. Underneath the yellow and blue words 303 ROOTER is a blue wave with pointed ends and a pointed wave in the middle and underneath the words, pointing towards the two blue O's in ROOTER. The color white in the mark represents background and a transparent area only. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) yellow, blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "303 ROOTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drain and sewer cleaning services; rootering services
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 | International Class Title | Construction and Repair | First Use | Mar. 18, 1999 | In Commerce | Apr. 05, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | 303 Rooter LLC | Address | 303 Rooter LLC PO Box 1362 Arvada COLORADO 80001 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | COLORADO |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B BALANCE PROFESSIONAL STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97077497 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7096133
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized capital letter "B" inside a black circle. To the right in stylized black letters is the word "BALANCE". Below "BALANCE" in smaller stylized letters is the words "PROFESSIONAL STUDIO". Disclaimer "PROFESSIONAL STUDIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3-in-1 hair conditioners; Hair care lotions; Hair care preparations; Hair care preparations for hair edges; Hair care products, namely, heat protection sprays; Hair bleaches; Hair dyes; Hair lotions; Hair rinses; Hair spray; Hair bleach; Hair cleaning preparations; Hair color; Hair colorants; Hair colourants; Hair colouring; Hair colouring and dyes; Hair conditioners; Hair creams; Hair curling preparations; Hair decolorants; Hair detangler preparations; Hair detangling preparations; Hair frosts; Hair gel; Hair gels; Hair glaze; Hair lotion; Hair masks; Hair moisturizers; Hair mousse; Hair oils; Hair pomades; Hair sprays; Hair sprays and hair gels; Hair styling gel; Hair styling spray; Hair texture cream; Hair wax; Hydrogen peroxide for use on the hair; Shampoo-conditioners; Shampoos; Hair shampoo; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair gel and hair mousse; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated hair serums; Oils for hair conditioning; Styling mousse
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 05, 2013 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Essence Labs, Inc. Address Essence Labs, Inc. 21005 Superior Street Chatsworth CALIFORNIA 91311
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ESSENC-61469
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Falk, Erin M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAYKOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97077933 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096134
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Haykoy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heels; Sandals; Slippers; Canvas shoes; Climbing shoes; Footwear for men; Footwear for women; Leisure shoes; Rain boots; Sports shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 16, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gao, Wenshan Address Gao, Wenshan No. 49, Xiling, Tianziyu Village Ziwu Town, Chang'an District Xi'an CHINA 710000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2-211016-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MISSION MOUNTAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97078541 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096135
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "MOUNTAIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Penknives; Pliers; Shovels; Abrading tools; Air pumps, hand-operated; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-powered ice augers used for ice fishing; Hand tools, namely, fullers; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, hand-operated pumps; Hunting knives; Ice axes for mountaineering; Mountaineering ice hammers; Snow shovels; Wrenches
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jul. 07, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Bosaidong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Bosaidong Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 401, Bldg B1, Aliji Industrial Park No. 314 Old Juling Village, Longhua Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM114495

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEP THE FOREST IN THE FOREST CITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97078544</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 2021</td>
<td>7096136</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Internet advertising services for promoting public awareness of arboriculture, conservation, and the benefits of outdoor activity; Creating advertising material, namely material promoting public awareness of arboriculture, conservation, and the benefits of outdoor activity
- International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Advertising and Business
- First Use: Oct. 01, 2019
- In Commerce: Nov. 09, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: The Everarbor Company, LLC
- Address: The Everarbor Company, LLC 2079 Chesterland Avenue
- Lakewood OHIO
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: 1750

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: BERTRAND, JOSEPH A
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97078793</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: CLEAN TRANSPORT
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TRANSPORT"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Providing calculation and analysis of carbon dioxide usage in various transportation modes and carbon dioxide reductions to be achieved by adopting alternate transportation modes and preparing related reports and technical documentation.
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2013

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: J.B. Hunt Corp.
- **Address**: J.B. Hunt Corp. 615 J.B. Hunt Corporate Dr Lowell ARKANSAS 72745
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ELITE ARK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97078984</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 18, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096138</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For digital items in a game in the nature of downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer games featuring weapons, armor, weapon skins, armor skins, dinosaurs, building structures and resources

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | EliteArk |
| Address | EliteArk 6 Garfield Drive Patterson NEW YORK 12563 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** SOMEWHERE NOWHERE

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**First Use** Oct. 01, 2018

**In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** El Grupo Sn

**Address** El Grupo Sn 112 West 25th Street New York NEW YORK 10001

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 66873-568245

**Examiner** KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97080221
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 18, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096140
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Downloadable computer software platforms for management of relational databases, web browser user interface, data access security, reporting and graphics for generating applications for business, for financial services firms, for government and for education
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Alenet, Inc.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA ALeNet, Inc.
- **Address**: Alenet, Inc. Floor PH 1 Alhambra Plaza Coral Gables FLORIDA 33134
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examine...**
- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN

---

**Mark Literal(s)**: CLIENTIX

**Mark**: CLIENTIX

---

**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Serial Number**: 97080221

**Application Filing Date**: Oct. 18, 2021

**Registration Number**: 7096140

**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Register**: Principal

**Mark Type**: Trademark

**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**For**: Downloadable computer software platforms for management of relational databases, web browser user interface, data access security, reporting and graphics for generating applications for business, for financial services firms, for government and for education

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: Jul. 01, 2002

**In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2002

**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Name**: Alenet, Inc.

**DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA ALeNet, Inc.

**Address**: Alenet, Inc. Floor PH 1 Alhambra Plaza Coral Gables FLORIDA 33134

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
RoGO

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97080660
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096141
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: ROGO
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Radio communications
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2017

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Goossen, Rodney
- **Address**: Goossen, Rodney 1316 South Routt Way Denver COLORADO 80232
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 88502053

**Examing Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALILIWA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97080685 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096142
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ALILIWA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Loud speakers; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 20, 2021 In Commerce May 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma,Yuanyuan Address Ma,Yuanyuan 1201,Bldg 4,Phase II,Vanke Jinyu Tixiang Garden,No.10, Administration 2nd Rd, Pingshan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENWELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97080687 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096143
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ENWELL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Loud speakers; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 20, 2021 In Commerce May 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma, Yuanyuan Address Ma, Yuanyuan 1201,Bldg 4,Phase II,Vanke Jinyu Tixiang Garden,No.10, Administration 2nd Rd, Pingshan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97080722  Application Filing Date   Oct. 19, 2021  Registration Number   7096144
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation   The wording "WOODGUILIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Adapter plugs; Cable connectors; Cables for electrical or optical signal transmission; Connectors for electronic circuits; Cut-out switches; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electric circuit switches; Electric light switches; Plug adaptors
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes  US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use   Sep. 01, 2021  In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Meichen Mo  Address   Meichen Mo  39 Lingchuan Road  Lingchuan Town, Lingchuan County  Guilin CHINA   545400  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NFT EXPOVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083064 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096145 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NFT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, organizing and conducting conferences and exhibitions in the fields of technology, finance, entrepreneurship, blockchain, cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens, collectibles, art, memorabilia and gaming International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 02, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2022

For Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions and trade shows for business purposes in the fields of technology, finance, entrepreneurship, blockchain, cryptocurrencies, non-fungible tokens, collectibles, art, memorabilia and gaming International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 02, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZJ Events LLC Address ZJ Events LLC 591 Stewart Ave, Suite 520 Garden City NEW YORK 11530 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AGUSTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083719 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096146
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The term "AGUSTA" presented in a stylized font.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 302021000163706 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 302021000163706 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County ITALY Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 01, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gemstones, pearls, precious stones and precious metals, and imitations thereof; Jewellery boxes; Presentation boxes for watches; Key rings; Pendants; Costume jewelry; Jewellery; Watches, digital watches and other chronometric instruments
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Travel bags; handbags; briefcases; suitcases; schoolbags; rucksacks; pocket wallets; umbrellas
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Aircrafts; Helicopters; Aircraft, namely, convertiplanes
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Toys, namely, collectible toy figures; scale model aircraft; scale model helicopter; toy construction block kits; toy aircraft construction block kits; toy helicopters construction block kits; scale model airports; pilot toys, namely, molded plastic pilot figurines; aviator toys, namely, molded plastic aircraft pilot figurines; helicopter pilot toys, namely, molded plastic helicopter pilot figurines; puzzles; aircraft puzzles; helicopter puzzles; radio-controlled toy aircrafts; radio-controlled toy helicopters; games, namely, simulation board games; board games; strategy board games; rescue board games; card games; aircraft board games; helicopter board games; electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; video game apparatus, namely, video game machines; video game consoles; consoles for video games in the field of aircrafts; consoles for video games in the field of helicopters
For Printed matter, namely, brochures, leaflets, booklets in the field of aircrafts and helicopters; Printed publications, namely, journals, magazines in the field of aircrafts and helicopters; Printed books in the field of aircrafts and helicopter; Printed posters; Printed calendars; Pens; Pencils; Printed manuals in the field of aircrafts and helicopters

For Electrical and electronic equipment and instruments for aircraft and helicopters, namely, flight control system comprised of on board computer for elaborating flight data and flight control sensors, beacon control panel, anemometer, helicopter pilot control panel, fuel control panel, panel engine control, gyro compass control panel, electronic flight display, engine and crew warning light system, aircraft engine and flight system monitors; Flight simulator; Avionics sensor systems, namely, navigation systems for use in aircraft and helicopters; Communications transmission apparatus, namely, antennas, wireless transmitters and receivers for use on aircraft and helicopters; Aircraft and helicopter testing apparatus and instruments, namely, general master caution indicator panels and lights and general master warning indicator panels and lights for use on aircraft and helicopters; Computer hardware for use on aircraft and helicopters, namely, on board computer for flight command and control of flight and navigation; Downloadable computer software for flight command and control of flight and navigation for use on aircraft and helicopters; Electronic publications, namely, electronic books, magazines, brochures, electronic magazines, manuals in the aviation sector and helicopter, downloadable or recorded on magnetic, optical and electronic media; Smart watches

For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, jackets, coats, pullovers; shirts; trousers; pants; sweaters; scarves; flight jackets; wind jackets, rainwear; footwear; headwear; hats; caps being headwear; none of the aforementioned goods being related to golf
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIGH POWERED HEALING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083764 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096147
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Peer to peer coaching services in the field of healing, mental health, financial well-being, self-help, self-love, trauma bonds, coping mechanisms, life and relationships; Personal coaching services in the field of healing, mental health, financial well-being, self-help, self-love, trauma bonds, coping mechanisms, life and relationships; Professional coaching services in the field of healing, mental health, financial well-being, self-help, self-love, trauma bonds, coping mechanisms, life and relationships; Providing group coaching in the field of healing, mental health, financial well-being, self-help, self-love, trauma bonds, coping mechanisms, life and relationships; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of healing, mental health, financial well-being, self-help, self-love, trauma bonds, coping mechanisms, life and relationships
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coach Jamila LLC Address Coach Jamila LLC 6717 Bristle Falls Street Las Vegas NEVADA 89149
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, YAT SYE I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUILDING CONFIDENCE AND CHANGING LIVES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Amended to Principal Register</th>
<th>Yes Date Amended to Current Register</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97084120</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
<td>7096148</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Amended to Principal Register</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Educational services, namely, conducting courses in the field of tattoo application, microblading, cosmetic tattoo application, semi-permanent makeup application, tattoo removal, and permanent cosmetics, and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; educational services, namely, providing continuing professional education courses in the field of tattoo application, microblading, cosmetic tattoo application, semi-permanent makeup application, tattoo removal, and permanent cosmetics, and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; providing continuing medical education courses, and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith.

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Nov. 01, 2014 **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Shawny Ellsworth **Address** Shawny Ellsworth 102A Paseo De La Playa Redondo Beach CALIFORNIA 90277 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE IDENTITY WELLNESS PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97084163 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096149
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WELLNESS PROJECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business training and professional coaching in the field of leadership development; personal coaching services in the field of personal motivation, personal growth, and self help
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 2020 In Commerce Apr. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Differently Desi LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Identity Wellness Project Address Differently Desi LLC 9217 E Parkhill Drive Bethesda MARYLAND 20814 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0302-0201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
MARK Literal(s)

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an animated male character wearing black sunglasses, a dark tan shadow on the upper portion of his face with a light tan showing around the mouth and chin, a red hoodie with the hood above his head, blue jeans with a brown belt hanging from his waist, arms crossed holding a white rolling paper cigar cone in his right hand and wearing white sneakers with a shade of gray over them
Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) red, blue, brown, grey, dark tan, light tan, white, and black are claimed as a feature of the mark

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4319871

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, cleaning products and smoking products with none of the foregoing comprised of Cannabis sativa L, or any oils, extracts or derivatives thereof, or designed for use or primarily intended for use in connection with smoking, vaping, inhaling, preparing, processing or concealing, Cannabis sativa L or any oils, extracts or derivatives thereof, with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol content of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Online wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, cleaning products and smoking products with none of the foregoing comprised of Cannabis sativa L, or any oils, extracts or derivatives thereof, or designed for use or primarily intended for use in connection with smoking, vaping, inhaling, preparing, processing or concealing, Cannabis sativa L, or any oils, extracts or derivatives thereof, with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol content of more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jan. 01, 2009
In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>ST &amp; Company LLC <strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong> DBA Smoke Tokes</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>ST &amp; Company LLC 1813 E Washington Blvd. Los Angeles</th>
<th><strong>CALIFORNIA</strong></th>
<th><strong>90021</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>SMOKEY1813</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>LOOK, JEFFREY J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAGSPINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97085299 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096151 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018466742 Foreign Application Filing Date May 06, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018466742 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 28, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date May 06, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coin-operated game machines for gambling, namely, casino games, games of chance, betting games; Machines for playing games of skill or chance; electronic amusement apparatus incorporating a liquid crystal display for the operation of a coin-operated casino game; video game apparatus in the nature of video game consoles, hand-held video game units, arcade games, and amusement games machines; automatic casino arcade gaming machines; LCD game machines, namely, casino arcade gaming machines incorporating an LCD; slot machines; gaming machines for gambling; gaming devices, namely, slot machines; counter-free amusement apparatus, namely, slot machines; gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Video game arcade services; casino gambling game services provided by means of communications by computer terminals or mobile telephone; Gaming services, namely, providing casino games; Provision of entertainment information by electronic means; entertainment information services; casino, gaming in the nature of casino gaming, and gambling services; electronic games services provided by means of the internet or entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Providing online casino games; providing online video games; electronic games services provided by means of the internet; wagering services; providing entertainment information via a website; providing on-line computer games; providing on-line computer games offered on-line via a computer network; providing on-line interactive computer games; providing on-line computer games services; organization of e-sports competitions; providing interactive multi-player computer games via
the internet and electronic communication networks; providing online non-downloadable internet gaming software; entertainment services sharing computer games in the nature of providing online non-downloadable interactive multiplayer computer games; computer and video game amusement services, namely, providing on-line computer and video games; providing a computer game that may be accessed by users on a global network and/or the internet; arranging of casino gaming contests; interactive entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; online game services through mobile devices in the nature of casino gambling, computer game tournaments and gaming; provision of online computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing entertainment information relating to gambling and gaming competitions; entertainment services featuring fictional characters, namely, radio programs featuring performances by a fictional character; game services provided on-line from a computer network in the nature of casino gambling, computer game tournaments, and casino gaming; electronic games services, namely, provision of computer games on-line or by means of a global computer network; multimedia entertainment software publishing services; entertainment services, namely, conducting multiple player games of chance via the internet; online casino gambling services; interactive gambling entertainment services; gambling services; gaming services for entertainment purposes in the nature of casino gambling and conducting online computer game tournaments; on-line casino gambling entertainment services; providing online entertainment in the nature of fantasy sports leagues; on-line casino game services; casino game services provided online from a computer network

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Recorded software for processing images, graphics and text in the field of gaming and gambling; recorded computer programs for video and computer games; recorded gaming software; recorded software for processing images, graphics, audio, video and text in the field of gaming and gambling; recorded software for processing electronic payments to and from others in the field of gaming and gambling; recorded games software; recorded data processing programs; recorded data processing software for graphic representations; recorded computer software for the administration of on-line games and gaming; recorded interactive game software; recorded interactive entertainment software, namely, recorded interactive game software; recorded communications processing computer software, namely, communications software for gambling and casino gambling; recorded entertainment software, namely, recorded game software; recorded computer software to enable the provision of information via communications networks; recorded computer gaming software; recorded web content management (WCM) software; recorded computer software to enable the provision of electronic media via the internet; recorded computer application software for streaming audio-visual media content via the internet; recorded computer software to enable the provision of information via the Internet; recorded betting software; recorded computer game software for use with on-line interactive games; recorded computer programmes for playing games; recorded computer application software featuring games and gaming

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: RAW iGaming Limited
Address: RAW iGaming Limited
Pieta, MALTA 1320
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: MALTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 421.006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HAYS, CANDACE W
Clusterspin

Claire Johnson

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Serial Number: 97085315  Application Filing Date: Oct. 21, 2021  Registration Number: 7096152
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): CLUSTERSPIN

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed: Yes  Foreign Application Number: 018460060  Foreign Application Filing Date: Apr. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number: 018460060  Foreign Registration Date: Aug. 27, 2021
Foreign Application/Registration County: EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date: Apr. 23, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Coin-operated game machines for gambling, namely, casino games, games of chance, betting games; Machines for playing games of skill or chance; electronic amusement apparatus incorporating a liquid crystal display for the operation of a coin-operated casino game; video game apparatus in the nature of video game consoles, hand-held video game units, arcade games, and amusement games machines; automatic casino arcade gaming machines; LCD game machines, namely, casino arcade gaming machines incorporating an LCD; slot machines; gaming machines for gambling; gaming devices, namely, slot machines; counter-free amusement apparatus, namely, slot machines; gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager

International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

For: Video game arcade services; casino gambling game services provided by means of communications by computer terminals or mobile telephone; Gaming services, namely, providing casino games; Provision of entertainment information by electronic means; entertainment information services; casino, gaming in the nature of casino gaming, and gambling services; electronic games services provided by means of the internet or entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Providing online casino games; providing online video games; electronic games services provided by means of the internet; wagering services; providing entertainment information via a website; providing on-line computer games; providing on-line computer games offered on-line via a computer network; providing on-line interactive computer games; providing on-line computer games services; organization of e-sports competitions; providing interactive multi-player computer games via
the internet and electronic communication networks; providing online non-downloadable internet gaming software;
entertainment services sharing computer games in the nature of providing online non-downloadable interactive multiplayer
computer games; computer and video game amusement services, namely, providing on-line computer and video games;
providing a computer game that may be accessed by users on a global network and/or the internet; arranging of casino gaming
contests; interactive entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; online
game services through mobile devices in the nature of casino gambling, computer game tournaments and gaming; provision of
online computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing entertainment information relating to gambling and gaming
competitions; entertainment services featuring fictional characters, namely, radio programs featuring performances by a
fictional character; game services provided on-line from a computer network in the nature of casino gambling, computer game
tournaments, and casino gaming; electronic games services, namely, provision of computer games on-line or by means of a
global computer network; multimedia entertainment software publishing services; entertainment services, namely, conducting
multiple player games of chance via the internet; online casino gambling services; interactive gambling entertainment services;
gambling services; gaming services for entertainment purposes in the nature of casino gambling and conducting online
computer game tournaments; online casino gambling entertainment services; providing online entertainment in the nature of
fantasy sports leagues; online casino game services; casino game services provided online from a computer network

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Recorded software for processing images, graphics and text in the field of gaming and gambling; recorded computer
programs for video and computer games; recorded gaming software; recorded software for processing images, graphics, audio,
video and text in the field of gaming and gambling; recorded software for processing electronic payments to and from others in
the field of gaming and gambling; recorded games software; recorded data processing programs; recorded data processing
software for graphic representations; recorded computer software for the administration of on-line games and gaming;
recorded interactive game software; recorded interactive entertainment software, namely, recorded interactive game software;
recorded communications processing computer software, namely, communications software for gambling and casino
gambling; recorded entertainment software, namely, recorded game software; recorded computer software to enable the
provision of information via communications networks; recorded computer gaming software; recorded web content
management (WCM) software; recorded computer software to enable the provision of electronic media via the internet;
recorded computer application software for streaming audio-visual media content via the internet; recorded computer software
to enable the provision of information via the Internet; recorded betting software; recorded computer game software for use
with on-line interactive games; recorded computer programmes for playing games; recorded computer application software
featuring games and gaming

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: RAW iGaming Limited
Address: RAW iGaming Limited The Space Level 2 & 3 Alfred Craig Street Pieta MALTA 1320
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: MALTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 421.009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HAYS, CANDACE W
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUSHROOM & COMPANY
MULTIPURPOSE UMAMI SEASONING BLEND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97085763 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096153
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MULTIPURPOSE UMAMI SEASONING BLEND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seasonings
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 2018 In Commerce Dec. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trader Joe's Company Address Trader Joe's Company 800 South Shamrock Avenue Monrovia CALIFORNIA 91016 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0872056-0009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, SLOAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUMIANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97086529 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096154
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2094519 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 09, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 09, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial consultancy services; Financial advisory services; Financial management; Financial research; Provision of financial information; Financial affairs, namely, financial information, management, advisory, and analysis services; Financial risk assessment services; Financial services, namely, financial information, management, advisory, and analysis services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to financial information, management, advisory, and analysis; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to business finance, business management, business advisory and business analysis; Educational services, namely, providing online and offline training in the form of courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to financial information, management, advisory, and analysis; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to financial information, management, advisory and analysis, and financial forms; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to the preparation, provision, and administration of psychological assessments; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to management and improvement of client interaction; Business training in the field of customer services skills development in order to improve the provision of client based services
For: Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software designed to facilitate financial advisors' understanding of their client's personal objectives and assist in providing financial advice.

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Lumiant Pty Ltd  **Address** Lumiant Pty Ltd  Level 10, 60 Carrington Street  Sydney  AUSTRALIA  NSW2000  **Legal Entity** proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 11001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97086588 Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7096155
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of geometric shapes forming a stylized bird in flight.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  2115333 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 01, 2020 Foreign Application/ Registration County  AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date  Sep. 01, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial consultancy services; Financial advisory services; Financial management; Financial research; Provision of financial information; Financial affairs, namely, financial information, management, advisory, and analysis services; Financial risk assessment services; Financial services, namely, financial information, management, advisory, and analysis services International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to financial information, management, advisory, and analysis; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to business finance, business management, business advisory and business analysis; Educational services, namely, providing online and offline training in the form of courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to financial information, management, advisory, and analysis; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to financial information, management, advisory and analysis, and financial forms; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to the preparation, provision, and administration of psychological assessments; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring subject matter related to management and improvement of client
interaction; Business training in the field of customer services skills development in order to improve the provision of client based services

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software designed to facilitate financial advisors' understanding of their client's personal objectives and assist in providing financial advice

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lumiant Pty Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Level 10, 60 Carrington Street, Sydney, AUSTRALIA NSW2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 11002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STOIDES, KATHERINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHE MI CHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97086893  Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2021  Registration Number  7096156
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design of a stylized branch with leaves and fruit in gold and black color, set below the design is the Armenian wording, in styled font and gold color, which transliterates to "Che mi che" on the first line, a Russian word, in styled font and gold color, in Cyrillic letters which transliterates to "che mi che" on the second line and the wording "CHE MI CHE" in styled form and gold color on the third line; the foregoing on a black background. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) gold and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "CHE MI CHE" and "CHE MI CHE" and this means "Well, yes!" in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  20212144  Foreign Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  34676  Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 13, 2022  Foreign Application/ Registration County  ARMENIA  Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 08, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurants, cafes, restaurant and bar services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BAKLACHOFF COLLECTION LLC  Address  BAKLACHOFF COLLECTION LLC  Mashtots av., 5, apt 2  Yerevan  ARMENIA  0015  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ARMENIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
Mark Literal(s) ENVO

Mark Description The mark consists of the stylized wording ENVO surrounded by an incomplete circle. Two small shaded circles are displayed on both ends of the incomplete circle, with one displayed inside the letter O in the wording ENVO.

Foreign Information
Foreign Registration Number 2016054412 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 15, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County MALAYSIA Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 15, 2026

Basis Information
Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name ENVO BPO SERVICES SDN. BHD. Address ENVO BPO SERVICES SDN. BHD. B-1-17, B-2-17, and B-3-18, BLOCK B, 8 AV. BIS CNTR, JALAN SUNGAI JERNIH 8/1, PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR MALAYSIA 46050 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MALAYSIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 2902/0131TUS

Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE NORTH FACE THE NORTH FACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97088631 Application Filing Date  Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number  7096158
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a garment featuring a combination of the following elements that are alike in color and contrast with the main color of the rest of the garment, namely: (a) a high-necked collar; (b) a section beginning on the upper back, continuing over the top of the shoulders, and terminating at the midsection with vertical outer seams at the seams of the arm-holes; (c) the literal element "The North Face" and a half-dome logo design in a contrasting color placed above the left breast and on the back of the right shoulder; and (d) a section beginning at the wrist and continuing up the back of the forearm, terminating above the elbow. The elements shown in broken lines are intended solely to indicate the positioning of the mark and are not part of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  clothing and outerwear, namely, jackets and pullovers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The North Face Apparel Corp. Address  The North Face Apparel Corp. 3411 Silverside Road Wilmington DELAWARE 19810 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  590.408.11

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GADSON, SHARI B.
TM 7293 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHICKUNSKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97089477 Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096159
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vegetarian-based and meatless snacks, namely, vegetarian chicken skin being a meat substitute
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SNAXCON INC. Address SNAXCON INC. 913 S CHARLOTTE AVE. SAN GABRIEL CALIFORNIA 91776 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YDHZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97090253</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 25, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Babies' bottles; Baby bottle nipples; Baby bottle that plays sounds using wireless technology; Baby bottles; Bottle holders for holding babies' bottles, namely, holders for holding babies' bottles during feeding in the nature of flexible braces for wearing around the neck of the person holding a feeding baby; Breast pumps; Massage apparatus; Nipples for baby bottles; Disposable baby bottle liners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>26, 39, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Tang, Qianbing | Address | Tang, Qianbing 403-B, Jiading Technology Park Da Lang Street, Long Hua Dist. Shenzhen CHINA | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TZ |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PARAGONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97090453 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096161
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For business management consulting with relation to business strategy, sales, operation, and product design particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models, predictive consumer abilities in the nature of tracking consumer behavior and analyzing consumer trends, and for the purpose of using artificial intelligence (AI) hardware and software to meet the consumer's specifications and machine learning algorithms for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions.

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 25, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2021

For software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business data analysis and reporting, providing statistical significance tests, for providing predictive consumer abilities in the nature of tracking consumer behavior and analyzing consumer trends, and for the purpose of using artificial intelligence (AI) hardware and software to meet the consumer's specifications and machine learning algorithms for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; scientific and technological services, namely, research in the field of business data analysis and reporting, providing statistical significance tests, for providing predictive consumer abilities in the nature of tracking consumer behavior and analyzing consumer trends, and for the purpose of using artificial intelligence (AI) hardware and software to meet the consumer's specifications and machine learning algorithms for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; rental of computer software.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 25, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Perion Network Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Perion Network Ltd. 1 Azrieli Center, Building A, 4th floor 26 HaRokmim St. Holon ISRAEL 5885849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>GLAP 10815</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>AYALA, LOURDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HWC HOUSTON WIRE & CABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97090549 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096162
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HWC" in a stylized font with a shaded horizontal band of diagonal lines running through the middle above the wording "HOUSTON WIRE & CABLE". Disclaimer "WIRE & CABLE" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "HOUSTON WIRE & CABLE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2904866, 2904867, 2906370 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation in the electrical wire and cable industry; inventory management and customer service, namely, responding to customers inquiries for others in the field of electrical wire and cable distribution; distributorships in the field of electrical wire and cable; distributorships in the field of voice, video, data, fiber, and central office power cable and wire and cable connectors and terminators; arranging commercial contracts for the manufacture of specialty wire for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 22, 1997 In Commerce May 22, 1997

For Electrical wire and cable
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 22, 1997 In Commerce May 22, 1997

For Warehouse storage and storage of electrical wire and cable, voice, video, data, fiber, and central office power cable, connectors, termination products, aerial hardware and interduct, for others
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use May 22, 1997 In Commerce May 22, 1997
For   Custom cable cutting services; custom manufacturing, namely, custom bundling of wire and cable for others; custom manufacturing, namely, custom striping of wire and cable for others  

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment **First Use** May 22, 1997 **In Commerce** May 22, 1997  

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Houston Wire & Cable Company **Address** Houston Wire & Cable Company 10201 North Loop East Houston TEXAS 77029 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOUSTON WIRE & CABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97090561 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096163 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “WIRE & CABLE”

Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2904866, 2904867, 2906370 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation in the electrical wire and cable industry; inventory management and customer service, namely, responding to customers inquiries for others in the field of electrical wire and cable distribution; distributorships in the field of electrical wire and cable; distributorships in the field of voice, video, data, fiber, and central office power cable and wire and cable connectors and terminators; arranging commercial contracts for the manufacture of specialty wire for others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 22, 1997 In Commerce May 22, 1997

For Electrical wire and cable

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 22, 1997 In Commerce May 22, 1997

For Warehouse storage and storage of electrical wire and cable, voice, video, data, fiber, and central office power cable, connectors, termination products, aerial hardware and interduct, for others

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use May 22, 1997 In Commerce May 22, 1997

For Custom cable cutting services; custom manufacturing, namely, custom bundling of wire and cable for others; custom manufacturing, namely, custom striping of wire and cable for others
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>40 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Material Treatment</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 22, 1997</td>
<td>May 22, 1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Houston Wire & Cable Company  **Address**  Houston Wire & Cable Company  10201 North Loop East Houston  TEXAS  77029  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MAHANA FRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97090832 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096164
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRESH" Translation The English translation of "Mahana" in the mark is "warmth, heat, warm".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beef; Chicken; Cooked vegetables; Salads, namely, in the nature of a mixture of seasoned and chopped raw or cooked fish
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Sep. 24, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mahana Fresh Group Holdings, LLC Address Mahana Fresh Group Holdings, LLC 320 Central Avenue, Apt 323 Sarasota FLORIDA 34236 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IBD WEEKLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 97091860 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 25, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096165 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|-----------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|---------------|----------|------------|-----------|-----------|------------|----------------|----------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WEEKLY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3028338, 3812176, 3828858 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Printed newspapers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong>:</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong>:</td>
<td>May 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong>:</td>
<td>May 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Downloadable electronic newspapers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong>:</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong>:</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong>:</td>
<td>May 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong>:</td>
<td>May 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Investor's Business Daily, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>:</td>
<td>Investor's Business Daily, LLC 5900 Wilshire Boulevard #2950 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>:</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong>:</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>481749-00295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>:</td>
<td>GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>481749-00295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>:</td>
<td>GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) P.C. ZINGERZ COMEDY CARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97091998 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096166
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMEDY CARD"
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collectible printed trading cards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name P. C. Zingerz, Inc. Address P. C. Zingerz, Inc. Suite 215 14330 Midway Road Dallas TEXAS 75244
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REVERSE WEAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97092633 Application Filing Date  Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number  7096167
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fabric sold as an integral component of finished clothing items, namely, sweatpants, sweatshirts, shorts International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Oct. 11, 2016 In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HBI Branded Apparel Enterprises, LLC Address  HBI Branded Apparel Enterprises, LLC  1000 East Hanes Mill Road  Winston-Salem  NORTH CAROLINA  27105 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1270166

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JAMGALLERIE.COM ELEGANTLY INSPIRED CREATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97093534  Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021  Registration Number 7096168
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JAMGALLERIE.COM" in gold and yellow, with a candle appearing in the letter "G". The candle base is gold, with a gold wick, and the candle flame is yellow and red. Beneath the wording "JAMGALLERIE.COM" appears the stylized wording "ELEGANTLY INSPIRED CREATIONS" in purple. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The colors gold, yellow, red, and purple are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services in the field of home décor featuring a showroom for the goods of others in the field of home decoration
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 12, 2019  In Commerce Feb. 12, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jam, Arash  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RONDIK, INC. JAMGALLERIE.COM
Address Jam, Arash 1648 San Antonio Ln  Roseville  CALIFORNIA  95747
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRACTUS INNOVATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97094510 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7096169
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording PRACTUS displayed above the word INNOVATIONS which is followed by three dots being one shaded square, one shaded circle and a second shaded square. Disclaimer "INNOVATIONS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6099026, 6133324

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accounting advisory services; Accounting services for mergers and acquisitions; Advisory services relating to business management and business operations; Business information and accounting advisory services; Business management consultancy services; Business management planning; Business risk management consultation; Consulting services, namely, expert analysis and management consulting in economics and accounting; Consulting and information concerning accounting; Cost analyses; Industrial management consultation including cost/yield analyses; Interim business management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Practus Advisors Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Practus Advisors Inc Address Practus Advisors Inc 368 9th Avenue, NYC, New York 10001 New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIMEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97094960 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7096170
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design, development, and maintenance of software programs, platforms, technology for providing market access to equity, options, and future markets and alternative trading systems, and for providing tools in the nature of benchmark algorithmic strategies for the investment, brokerage, analysis, and trading of securities, stocks, bonds, equities, commodities, futures, derivatives, cryptocurrencies, and other financial instruments or products, namely, computer software consultation and business technology software consultation services; computer software consulting and information technology consulting services in the fields of securities, stocks, bonds, equities, commodities, futures, derivatives, cryptocurrencies, and other financial instruments or products; computer software consulting and information technology consulting services in the fields of investment, brokerage, analysis and trading of financial instruments and products; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for routing, executing, and tracking orders for electronic trading and computer technology consultancy services in the nature of benchmark algorithmic strategies for routing, executing, and tracking orders for electronic trading; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get access to stock charts, news, and investment-related information, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking in the field of securities investing and trading

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FH GLOBAL, INC. Address FH GLOBAL, INC. ONE PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA, SUITE 1614 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 128850-0001
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>LUX LIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number: 97095751 Application Filing Date: Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number: 7096171
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Edible glitter for foods and beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: TGQ, LLC Address: TGQ LLC 4758 Luna Ridge Court Las Vegas NEVADA 89129 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 56498; 8769

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COINPROS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97095758  Application Filing Date  Oct. 27, 2021  Registration Number  7096172
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial consultation in the field of cryptocurrency; Cryptocurrency trading services; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Digital Currency Automated teller machines (ATM) services; Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology; Cryptocurrency exchange services; Electronic commerce payment services, namely, establishing funded accounts used to purchase consumer goods and services on the Internet; Merchant services, namely, payment transaction processing services; financial services, namely, electronic funds transfer via electronic communications networks; financial services, namely, virtual, digital and cryptocurrency exchange transaction services for transferrable electronic cash equivalent units having floating and fixed cash values; payment processing services in the field of cryptocurrencies; Financial services, namely, providing a digital currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; cryptocurrency services, namely, payment services in the field of cryptocurrencies in the nature of electronic payment processing services featuring integrated services of mobile electronic wallet and mobile payment; mobile banking; financial brokerage services for issuing, receiving payment, exchanging, and providing pre-paid services for virtual currency; payment processing services in the field of cryptocurrencies using an Automated teller machines (ATM) service; electronic funds transfer services as a method of payment for goods and services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Jul. 27, 2017  In Commerce  Jul. 27, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Michael Cuillard  Address  Michael Cuillard  7549 Hazard Center Drive  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92108
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BB BRUNELLE BOUTIQUE

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97095989</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2021</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a pink backwards letter &quot;B&quot; next to another capitalized pink letter &quot;B&quot;. Beneath the letters &quot;BB&quot; is the word &quot;BRUNELLE&quot; written in pink with an oversized capital letter &quot;B&quot;. Beneath the letters &quot;RUNELLE&quot; is a horizontal pink line. Beneath the line is the wording &quot;BOUTIQUE&quot; in pink.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color pink is claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;BOUTIQUE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail apparel stores</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>May 27, 2021</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Brunelle Services and Innovations LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Brunelle Boutique Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brunelle Services and Innovations LLC 38 Bonna Street Shelton CONNECTICUT 06484</td>
<td>Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
CHAOZHU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97096317 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 27, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096174 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CHAOZHU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bicycle parts, namely, brakes, chains, handle bars; Bicycle wheels, rims and structural parts therefor; Rims for bicycle wheels; Shock absorbers for bicycles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use in Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shanghai Chaozhu Industrial Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 407, Building 6, No.1398, Jiamel Road, Nanxiang Town, Jiading District, Shanghai CHINA 201800
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BERTRAND, JOSEPH A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97096981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of three rectangles in gradually increasing heights below a stylized representation of two fish to the left of the words "SEAFOOD METRICS" with the word "Seafood" in lower case letters directly above the letters "ME" in the word "Metrics" in initial caps. |
| Disclaimer | "SEAFOOD METRICS" |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for collecting, aggregating, analyzing, tracking, and reporting on seafood supply chain data from stocks, fisheries, and aquaculture zones, sustainability commitments, evaluation of suppliers and supply chains, and business intelligence for strategic planning; Platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting, aggregating, analyzing, tracking, and reporting seafood supply chain data from stocks, fisheries, and aquaculture zones, sustainability commitments, evaluation of suppliers and supply chains, and business intelligence for strategic planning

| International Classes | 42 |
| Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Oct. 2021 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 2021 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Sustainable Fisheries Partnership Foundation |
| Address | Sustainable Fisheries Partnership Foundation |
| 4348 Waialae Avenue #692 | Honolulu HAWAII 96816 |
| Legal Entity | non-profit corporation |
| State or Country Where Organized | HAWAII |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 990999.08566 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | LATTUCA, FRANK J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YUJIFUN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97097186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording as &quot;YUJIFUN&quot; in stylized font, wherein the letter &quot;N&quot; is designed into a curved double-headed arrow. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;YUJIFUN&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; String lights for festive decoration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>11 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name | Zhenjiang YUJI Holding Co., Limited |
Address | Zhenjiang YUJI Holding Co., Limited Room 1409, 14th Floor, No. 45 Zhongshan East Road, Jingkou District Zhenjiang, Jiangsu CHINA |
Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number | SF2021 |
Examining Attorney | SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAILY PROPHET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97097311 Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number   7096177
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Footwear; Shoes; Sleepwear; Hoodies; Pajamas; Scarfs; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Tank tops; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   21/M75426930

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  B BLACK BOX MAP MAKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97097370  Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2021  Registration Number  7096178
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "B" in stylized font within a box design, over the literal element "BLACK BOX" in stylized font, both over the literal element "MAP MAKER" in stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MAP MAKER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Recorded game software, namely, recorded computer software for use in playing virtual tabletop role-playing computer games
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Oct. 05, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HIDA GAMES US LLC  Address  HIDA GAMES US LLC  Ste 100  845, N. Garland Ave  Orlando FLORIDA  32801  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  206333609250

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97097684 Application Filing Date   Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number   7096179
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the letter "G" within a square-shaped border.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   carts, dollies
International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title   Vehicles
For   elevating work platforms; mobile elevating work platforms; lifting work platforms; mobile lifting work platforms
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes   13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title   Machinery
For   picnic tables; seating, namely, seats for non-residential purposes; benches for sports fields; scorers tables
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For   scaffolding consisting primarily of metal and structural parts therefor; modular stages composed of primarily metal materials for musical performances, dancing, non-musical performances, public speeches, presentations and demonstrations; clearspan tent flooring composed of primarily metal materials; metal fencing; metal bleachers; non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs
International Classes   6 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title   Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Granite Industries, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Granite Industries, Inc. 595 East Lugbill Road Archbold OHIO 43502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>56507-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**reason for publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** L WISCONSIN LOTTERY

**case identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97097801</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096180</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized letter "L" in red, centered on a bullseye design consisting of three concentric rings around a center circle, colored from the outermost right to the innermost ring, in blue, green and orange, with the center circle being in the color yellow, and with the color white appearing as highlights in the letter "L", in the rings and in the center circle, with shading overall to give a three-dimensional appearance. The wording "WISCONSIN LOTTERY" appears adjacent to the bullseye in black.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, blue, green, orange, yellow, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LOTTERY" Acquired Distinctiveness
- **In part Distinctiveness Limitation**: as to WISCONSIN LOTTERY

**related properties information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5674313, 2597784, 3921714 and others

**goods and services information**

- **For**: Lottery services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 14, 1988
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 14, 1988

**basis information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**owner information**

- **Owner Name**: Wisconsin Department of Revenue, LotteryDivision
- **Address**: Wisconsin Department of Revenue, Lottery Division P.O. Box 8907 Madison WISCONSIN 537088907
- **Legal Entity**: STATE AGENCY
- **State or Country**: WISCONSIN

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELOWOKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97098528 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096181
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Air cleaning units; Air exchangers for cleaning and purifying air; Air purifiers; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Filtering units for water filtering, producing potable water for domestic use; Filters for drinking water; Grill accessories, namely, warming trays; Household air cleaners; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lights for use in growing plants; Shower heads; Water purifying apparatus; Water purifying apparatus for household purposes; Water softening units; Electric water purifiers for household purposes; Hand held shower heads
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 29, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Jiukang Medical Instrument Co., Ltd Address Xiamen Jiukang Medical Instrument Co., Ltd 3A60, Bldg 8, Jiaheliangku Cultural Park No. 1, Wenping Road, Siming District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sing-M1606

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASSIDY, COLLEEN MULCR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRESCENDOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97098620 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096182
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "CRESENDOLL" in the mark identifies "ERIN A. PARISI", a living individual whose consent to register is made of record

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment information services, namely, providing information and news releases about a musical artist; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services, namely, dance events by a recording artist; Entertainment services, namely, providing information about a recording artist via an online network; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to musical artist websites and music performance ticket information

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 18, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Parisi, Erin A Address Parisi, Erin A 6746 Wedgewood Pl Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90068 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AQUABAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97098963 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 29, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096183 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Floating drink holders |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Oct. 05, 2016 | In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | DBD Associates, LLC |
| Address | DBD Associates, LLC 107 Ninebark Ct. Murfreesboro TENNESSEE 37128 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TENNESSEE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 031572.96726 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | SORIANO, JASMINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LE CIAMBELLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97099579 Application Filing Date  Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number   7096184
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of of the stylized wording "LE CIAMBELLE" in dark brown on a light brown background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light brown and dark brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LE CIAMBELLE" Translation The English translation of "LE CIAMBELLE" in the mark is "The Donuts".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Donuts; Pastry; Gluten-free desserts, namely, pastries and donuts
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Capital Ingredients Corp. Address   Capital Ingredients Corp. 7860 NW 46 St. Doral FLORIDA 33166
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   0134475

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEBULA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97099581</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096185</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the literal element "NEBULA" in a stylized font below a design element of a line forming an incomplete hexagon with its ends inside the shape. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Coffee and tea bars; Juice bar services; Wine bars |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | MIXX LIFESTYLE INC |
| Address | MIXX LIFESTYLE INC 13677 ROOSEVELT AVE APT 300 FLUSHING NEW YORK 11354 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BURGESS, SAMANTHA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IL MOKACCINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97099613  Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021  Registration Number 7096186
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "IL MOKACCINO" in dark brown over a light brown background. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) light brown and dark brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MOCHACCINO" Translation The wording "IL MOKACCINO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cakes; Gluten-free desserts, namely, cakes and snack cakes; Snack cakes
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2021  In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Capital Ingredients Corp. Address Capital Ingredients Corp. 7860 NW 46 St. Doral FLORIDA 33166
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0134477

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LO STRUDEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97099628 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096187
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LO STRUDEL" in dark brown over a light brown background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light brown and dark brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STRUDEL" Translation The English translation of "LO STRUDEL" in the mark is "The Strudel".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pastries; Gluten-free desserts, namely, pastries and fruit pastries; Pastries with fruit
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Capital Ingredients Corp. Address Capital Ingredients Corp. 7860 NW 46 St. Doral FLORIDA 33166
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0134478

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LE TORTINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97099654 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096188
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LE TORTINE" in dark brown over a light brown background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light brown and dark brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LE TORTINE" Translation The English translation of "LE TORTINE" in the mark is "The Cupcakes".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cakes; Gluten-free desserts, namely, cakes and snack cakes; Snack cakes
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Capital Ingredients Corp. Address Capital Ingredients Corp. 7860 NW 46 St. Doral FLORIDA 33166
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0134479

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KO DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97099805 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096189
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DESIGNS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graphic design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 20, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KO Designs LLC Address KO Designs LLC 93B Mount View Road Narragansett RHODE ISLAND 02882 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** US ULTIMATE SPICE GAMING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97100142</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the following: the words &quot;ULTIMATE SPICE GAMING&quot; in orange, pink, blue, and black, stacked vertically on top of each other and appearing to the right of a stylized &quot;U&quot; and &quot;S&quot; logo in orange, pink, blue, and black.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) orange, pink, light blue, and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;GAMING&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Second hand trading cards for games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Galat, Brian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Galat, Brian 10421 Hite Cir Elk Grove CALIFORNIA 95757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>AIPA-6163A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TENDER WICKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97102144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;WICKS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Candles; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Candles for lighting; Oils, waxes for use in the manufacture of other products; Wax melts; Perfumed candles; Scented candles; Unity candles; Wicks for candles; Wicks for candles for lighting |
| International Classes | 4 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 6, 15 |
| **International Class Title** | Lubricants and Fuels |
| **First Use** | Oct. 01, 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 01, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Tender Wicks LLC |
| **Address** | Tender Wicks LLC Ste B 2910 Evans Mill Rd Lithonia GEORGIA 30038 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAYNNE FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97102432 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096192
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physical fitness equipment, namely, resistance bands, core sliders, ankle straps, waistbands in the nature of resistance bands for fitness purposes, barbell pad, dumbbells, kettlebells

For On-line retail store services featuring sportswear, active wear, sports bags, exercise bags, sandals, shoes, and footwear, waist trimmer exercise belts, Waist trimmer exercise belts being sports articles, Weight lifting belts, Weightlifting belts, Bottoms as clothing, Tops as clothing, Physical fitness equipment, namely, resistance bands, core sliders, ankle straps, waistbands, barbell pads, dumbbells, kettlebells, yoga mats, and exercise mats, water bottles, and drinking bottles; Retail store services featuring sportswear, active wear, sports bags, exercise bags, sandals, shoes, and footwear, Waist trimmer exercise belts, Waist trimmer exercise belts being sports articles, Weight lifting belts, Weightlifting belts, Bottoms as clothing, Tops as clothing, Physical fitness equipment, namely, resistance bands, core sliders, ankle straps, waistbands, barbell pads, dumbbells, kettlebells, yoga mats, and exercise mats, water bottles, and drinking bottles

For Bandanas; Beanies; Capris; Coats; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Leggings; Panties; Pants; Parkas; Ponchos; Rainwear; Robes; Sarongs; Scarves; Shirts; Shorts; Skorts; Slippers; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Turtlenecks; Underwear; Athletic bottoms; Athletic footwear; Athletic jackets; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shoes; Athletic shorts; Athletic skirts; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tops; Bathing suits; Belts; Dance shoes; Headbands; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Jogging outfits; Knit bottoms; Knit shirts; Knit tops; Long-sleeved shirts; Polo shirts; Pullovers; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sports bra; Sun visors being headwear; Sweat bands; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Swim wear; Tank-tops; Vests; Wristbands as clothing; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Headwear, namely, caps; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Knit
jackets; Long sleeve pullovers; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use**: Dec. 14, 2020  **In Commerce**: Jun. 26, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Vaynne Fitness LLC  **Address**: Vaynne Fitness LLC 7554 South Marshfield Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60620  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SINGH, DEEP K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  NATIONAL MARTIAL ARTS ALLIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97102575  Application Filing Date  Nov. 01, 2021  Registration Number  7096193
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "MARTIAL ARTS"
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4899585, 5029871

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Martial arts instruction
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Feb. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  National Martial Arts Alliance LLC  Address  National Martial Arts Alliance LLC  8392 Snaffle Bit Ct Littleten  COLORADO  80125  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6145-001A-TM
Examining Attorney  ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEAMWORKAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97102749 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096194
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable augmented reality software and web-based software application for providing on-the-job-training, providing access to remote technical support from product experts and customer care agents for real-time guidance about devices, and for collaborating with and assisting remote workers and customers by transmitting data and information;
Downloadable augmented reality software and web-based software application for use in mobile devices to integrate electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of providing on the job training, providing access to remote technical support from product experts and customer care agents for real-time guidance about devices, and for collaborating with and assisting remote workers and customers by transmitting data and information; downloadable augmented reality software for use in mobile devices to integrate electronic data with real world environments for the purpose of providing on the job training, providing access to remote technical support from product experts and customer care agents for real-time guidance about devices, and for collaborating with and assisting remote workers and customers by transmitting data and information;
downloadable computer software in the nature of a mobile application for use with computers, mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistants, tablet computers, and handheld computers to provide on-the-job-training, access to remote technical support from product experts and customer care agents for real-time guidance about devices, and for collaborating with and assisting remote workers and customers by transmitting data and information;
Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that enables users to access and integrate electronic documents, information, and databases combined with virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality content applications that provide on the job training, provide access to remote technical support from product experts and customer care agents for real-time guidance about devices, and for collaborating with and assisting remote workers and customers by transmitting data and information.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

For
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2019</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TEAMWORK AR INC.  **Address**  TEAMWORK AR INC.  30 Broadview Avenue  Saint John  CANADA  NB-E2L5E8  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  43257000051

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97102959 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096195
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized white colored letters "TD" inside a green circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4388813, 4388814, 4332605 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services; financial services, namely, investment and financial asset management services; financial planning and investment advisory services; mutual fund, mutual fund investment advisory and mutual fund brokerage services; financial securities brokerage services; lending services, namely, consumer, commercial, mortgage, real estate and wholesale, asset-based lending; mortgage and online mortgage financing services; real estate financing; payment gateway services, namely, authorizing and processing secure real time payments for others over a network connection; processing electronic payments made through debit, credit and gift cards, online transfers, and units of crypto-currency; bill payment services for others; stock exchange quotation and listing services; monetary and currency exchange services; automobile financing services; credit card services, namely, issuance of credit cards and credit card transaction processing services; securities deposit services, debit card services, namely, issuance of debit cards and debit card transaction processing services; estate planning and estate trust management services; charitable services, namely, providing grants and financial support to charitable organizations and governmental bodies for education, health, civic and community support, conservation of natural resources and support of philanthropy; philanthropic and charitable services, namely, financial endowment supporting environmental community initiatives and raising environmental awareness; financial sponsorship to promote sporting, music, and entertainment events
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 2006 In Commerce Dec. 2006
For Entertainment services, namely, leasing stadium facilities and suites for sporting events and concerts and providing exclusive reception and waiting areas for customers at entertainment and sporting events; educational services, namely, conducting training classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of banking, financial services, strategy, leadership and customer service; educational services, namely, conducting children's programs in the fields of banking and financial services; educational services, namely, providing educational presentations made to school children in the fields of banking, finance, investment, insurance and securities trading; providing informational online non-downloadable videos in the field of environmental conservation and sustainability programs and initiatives

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 2006 In Commerce Dec. 2006

For Statement production, namely, preparation of financial statements for others; preparing business reports containing financial and economic information for others; promoting the sale of credit card and debit card accounts through the administration of incentive rewards; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of products and services of others; business management and administration services; business consulting services; promoting public awareness of environmental programs and initiatives; online payroll preparation


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Toronto-Dominion Bank Address The Toronto-Dominion Bank Toronto-Domino Tower, 12th Floor 66 Wellington Street West Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5K1A2 Legal Entity chartered bank State or Country CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12717.0293

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney TENG, SIMON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97102979</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2021</td>
<td>7096196</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4388813, 4388814, 4332605

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Banking services; financial services, namely, investment and financial asset management services; financial planning and investment advisory services; mutual fund, mutual fund investment advisory and mutual fund brokerage services; financial securities brokerage services; lending services, namely, consumer, commercial, mortgage, real estate and wholesale, asset-based lending; mortgage and online mortgage financing services; real estate financing; payment gateway services, namely, authorizing and processing secure real time payments for others over a network connection; processing electronic payments made through debit, credit and gift cards, online transfers, and units of crypto-currency; bill payment services for others; stock exchange quotation and listing services; monetary and currency exchange services; automobile financing services; credit card services, namely, issuance of credit cards and credit card transaction processing services; securities deposit services, debit card services, namely, issuance of debit cards and debit card transaction processing services; estate planning and estate trust management services; charitable services, namely, providing grants and financial support to charitable organizations and governmental bodies for education, health, civic and community support, conservation of natural resources and support of philanthropy; philanthropic and charitable services, namely, financial endowment supporting environmental community initiatives and raising environmental awareness; financial sponsorship to promote sporting, music, and entertainment events

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 2006
For Entertainment services, namely, leasing stadium facilities and suites for sporting events and concerts and providing exclusive reception and waiting areas for customers at entertainment and sporting events; educational services, namely, conducting training classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of banking, financial services, strategy, leadership and customer service; educational services, namely, conducting children's programs in the fields of banking and financial services; educational services, namely, providing educational presentations made to school children in the fields of banking, finance, investment, insurance and securities trading; providing informational online non-downloadable videos in the field of environmental conservation and sustainability programs and initiatives

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  Dec. 2006  **In Commerce**  Dec. 2006

For Statement production, namely, preparation of financial statements for others; preparing business reports containing financial and economic information for others; promoting the sale of credit card and debit card accounts through the administration of incentive rewards; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of products and services of others; business management and administration services; business consulting services; promoting public awareness of environmental programs and initiatives; online payroll preparation

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  **First Use**  Dec. 2006  **In Commerce**  Dec. 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  The Toronto-Dominion Bank  **Address**  The Toronto-Dominion Bank  Toronto-Domino Tower, 12th Floor 66 Wellington Street West  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M5K1A2  **Legal Entity**  chartered bank  **State or Country**  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  12717.0294

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  TENG, SIMON
ReaAnon ROULICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE KEIKI DEPT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97103148 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096197
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DEPT" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bags, namely, Backpacks; Beach bags; Card wallets; Clutch bags; Clutch purses; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Credit card cases; Handbags; Key bags; Key cases; Key wallets; Luggage; Purses; Sport bags; Tote bags; Travel bags; Travel cases; Umbrellas; Wallets; bags, namely, backpacks, duffel bags, satchels, shoulder bags, beach bags, card wallets, handbags, tote bags, travel bags, clutch purses, credit card cases, cosmetic bags sold empty, purses, wallets; horse blankets

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 14, 2015 In Commerce May 14, 2015

For Textile fabrics and textiles for use in the manufacture of home furnishings, namely, upholstery, furniture, draperies, wall coverings, linens, curtains, pillows, bedsheets, quilts; decorative woven fabrics, decorative fabrics with patterns, designs, and inspirational words printed thereon, decorative fabrics of natural cotton and silk fiber, and decorative synthetic fiber fabrics; bed blankets; swaddles, namely, swaddling blankets; baby blankets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 14, 2015 In Commerce May 14, 2015

For Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing in-person instruction in the field of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Peer to peer coaching in the field of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing group coaching in the field of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Entertainment services, namely,
development, creation, and distribution of online journals, namely, blogs in the field of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture; Entertainment services, namely, development, creation, and distribution of videos and multimedia entertainment content in the subject matter of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the nature of television shows and non-downloadable multimedia entertainment content in the fields of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable podcasts and non-downloadable webcasts in the fields of parenting and Hawaiian language and culture

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  May 14, 2015  **In Commerce**  May 14, 2015

**For**  Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, sweatpants, shirts, tee-shirts, sweatshirts, blouses, jackets, vests, coats, rainwear, shoes, lingerie, sleepwear, loungewear, swimwear, gloves, socks, hosiery, belts, scarves, hats, ties, skirts, dresses, and sweaters; wearable blankets in the nature of blankets with sleeves; swaddling clothes

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing  **First Use**  May 14, 2015  **In Commerce**  May 14, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  The Keiki Dept LLC  **Address**  The Keiki Dept LLC  98-027 Hekaha Street  Aiea  HAWAII  96701  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  HAWAII

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DD DRISCOLL & DESIMONE LLC WALK THE SQUARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 97104061
- Application Filing Date: Nov. 02, 2021
- Registration Number: 7096198
- Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark
- Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a rectangle, letters dd on the right lower corner of the rectangle, below the forgoing stylized wording DRISCOLL & DESIMONE LLC, and below the forgoing, stylized wording WALK THE SQUARE. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "LLC" Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Michael J. Driscoll and James S. DeSimone, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For Investment management; Financial services, namely, wealth management services
- International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Insurance and Financial First Use: Oct. 18, 2021 In Commerce: Oct. 18, 2021
- For Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services; Tax assessment; Tax consultation; Tax preparation
- International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Advertising and Business First Use: Oct. 18, 2021 In Commerce: Oct. 18, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Driscoll & DeSimone LLC
- Address: Driscoll & DeSimone LLC 11 Eagle Drive Ringoes NEW JERSEY 08551
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Q Q FACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104453 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096199
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "Q" in a geometric shape above the wording "Q FACTOR" in a stylized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical instruments; Electronic musical instruments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Musical instrument bows; Sticks for bows for musical instruments; Musical instrument strings; Musical instrument straps; Tuners for musical instruments; Musical instrument stands; Drums; Stringed musical instruments; Mouthpieces for musical instruments; Triangles; Mallets for musical instruments; Pianos; Guitars; Plectrums; Wind instruments; Keyboard instruments; Cases for musical instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Apr. 07, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TURBO TIDE ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. Address TURBO TIDE ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 8 F., No. 700, Zhongyang Rd., Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City TAIWAN 24251 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5900/0686TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) T TURBO TIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97104457 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096200
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S) LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring consumer electronics, earphones, headphones, microphones, batteries, battery chargers, apparatus for transmission of communication, telephone apparatus, computer peripheral devices, computer hardware, downloadable computer operating software, electric wire and cable, electrical connectors, cameras, video recorders, media players, eye glasses, telescopes, internet servers; Wholesale store services featuring consumer electronics, earphones, headphones, microphones, batteries, battery chargers, apparatus for transmission of communication, telephone apparatus, computer peripheral devices, computer hardware, downloadable computer operating software, electric wire and cable, electrical connectors, cameras, video recorders, media players, eye glasses, telescopes, internet servers; Retail store services featuring consumer electronics, earphones, headphones, microphones, batteries, battery chargers, apparatus for transmission of communication, telephone apparatus, computer peripheral devices, computer hardware, downloadable computer operating software, electric wire and cable, electrical connectors, cameras, video recorders, media players, eye glasses, telescopes, internet servers; Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Advertising planning; Import and export agencies; Data processing services; Management and compilation of computerized databases; Accountancy services; Business management and consultation; Business administration assistance; Public relations; Market analysis and research services; Business advice and commercial information; Employment agencies; Auctioneering; Providing and rental of advertising space on the internet; Arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; Arranging and conducting of fairs and exhibitions for business and advertising purposes; Retail department store services; Supermarkets; Retail convenience stores; Commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 07, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: TURBO TIDE ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
Address: TURBO TIDE ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 8 F., No. 700, Zhongyang Rd., Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City, TAIWAN 24251
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 5900/0685TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: THOMA, GABRIELLE M
TM 7335 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MORALE BOOSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97105347 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096201
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chocolate bars

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name P. C. Zingerz, Inc. Address P. C. Zingerz, Inc. Suite 215 14330 Midway Road Dallas TEXAS 75244
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROLLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97106374  Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2021  Registration Number  7096202
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an anthropomorphic pretzel, wearing a white chef’s hat with the name "ROLLY" in black lettering within black quotation marks, blue shirt sleeves with white cuffs and a gold cuff link, and red boots. The torso is a salted pretzel of varying shades of brown with small white dots, and he has black eyebrows, white and black eyes and a red tongue. The pretzel is seen smiling while stirring the white contents of a yellow-shaded bowl using a beige mixing spoon. The black colored background represents background and is not part of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The colors black, yellow, gold, red, blue, brown, beige, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail shops featuring snack foods, namely, pretzels, pretzel sticks and beverages, for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 20, 2000  In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Krabill, Kevin A  DBA, AKA, Formerly  We're Rolling Pretzel Company  Address  Krabill, Kevin A 1640 S. Union Ave, Alliance, Ohi 44601
Alliance  OHIO  44601  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAYS, CANDACE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GET PUMPED!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97106634 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096203
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal fluid hydration systems comprising a fluid reservoir, a delivery tube, a mouthpiece and a carrying pack
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arapaho Technologies Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA LIQUIDAIDER Address Arapaho Technologies Inc. 4756 McKinley Drive Boulder COLORADO 80303 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOX III, LYAL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FRUSTERIO.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97106782 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096204
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Home design services, namely, architectural design of residential homes for others; providing home draftsman services in the nature of home construction drafting; interior design services for homes and residential buildings; planning and design of custom homes; planning of interior residential building space; design of interior and exterior environment settings; drafting of construction plans for residential homes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 21, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frusterio.com, Inc. Address Frusterio.com, Inc. 3108 Blue Lake Drive, Suite 200 Birmingham ALABAMA 35243 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13CS1201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAD ASS TOW PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97107900 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096205
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TOW PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal tool boxes; Tool boxes of metal; Tool boxes of metal, empty; all of the foregoing for vehicles
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jun. 18, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephens Truck Center, LLC Address Stephens Truck Center, LLC 6602 Mingo Valley Expressway Owasso OKLAHOMA 74055 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STC - BATPWM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HUAL

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97108210
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 04, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096206
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of wording HUAL in stylized, letter L is a man pattern design.
- **Translation**: The wording HUAL has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Pigments; Acrylic paints; Color pigments; Finger paints; Fluorescent paints; Mordant dyes; Oil paints; Paints for arts and crafts; Raw natural resins for use in the manufacture of resins and for general industrial use; Synthetic resin paints; Tattoo dyes; Tattoo inks; Tempera paints; Unprocessed natural resins for use in the manufacture of adhesives; Watercolor paints
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints
- **First Use**: Sep. 24, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 24, 2021

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Li, Xianxia
- **Address**: Li, Xianxia 5 Group, Huangjinbu New Street Huangjinbu Town, Yugan County Shangrao City, Jiangxi CHINA 335101
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: Ash
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAD ASS TOW PRODUCTS BA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97108288 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096207
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design element of a stylized donkey shown from its right side and flexing its right arm with a circular design element on its shoulder that includes the letters "BA" within said circle; there is a circle around the donkey design element that is broken up at certain points by the donkey's head, arm, and abdomen; surrounding that circle in a circular pattern are the stylized words "BAD ASS TOW PRODUCTS" which are then surrounded by an outer circle. Disclaimer "TOW PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal tool boxes; Tool boxes of metal; Tool boxes of metal, empty; all of the foregoing for vehicles
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jun. 18, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephens Truck Center, LLC Address Stephens Truck Center, LLC 6602 Mingo Valley Expressway Owasso OKLAHOMA 74055 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STC - BATPLM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TWODOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97108540</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 04, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized head of a bull comprised of lines and dots on either side of the line, all above the wording "TWODOT".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Printed matter, namely, a series of non-fiction books, booklets and catalogs in the field of popular history
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 1995

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: THE ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC.
- **Address**: THE ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC. 4501 Forbes Blvd, Suite 200 Lanham MARYLAND 20706
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 180186.01023

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LEXINGTON BOOKS

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number          | 97108545 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 04, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096209 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BOOKS"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Printed textbooks in the fields of social sciences and humanities
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: 1971

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: THE ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC.
- **Address**: THE ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC. 4501 Forbes Blvd, Suite 200 Lanham MARYLAND 20706
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 180186.01025

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOOSEBERRY PATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97108548 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096210
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For series of printed books in the fields of recipes, gardening, crafts, decorating, and tips and ideas relating thereto, and tips and ideas relating to personal wisdom, inspirational phrases, and enjoyment of life

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC. Address THE ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC. 4501 Forbes Blvd, Suite 200 Lanham MARYLAND 20706 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AIR UP

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97108797</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2021</td>
<td>7096211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized words &quot;AIR UP&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6192596 |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>018591923</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 2021</td>
<td>018591923</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Drinking vessels, namely, glasses and mugs; bottles, sold empty; hip flasks; straws for drinking; refillable plastic flavouring capsules, sold empty, for use in beverages; refillable metal flavouring capsules, sold empty, for use in beverages; refillable wooden flavouring capsules, sold empty, for use in beverages; refillable glass flavouring capsules, sold empty, for use in beverages; refillable composite packaging flavouring capsules, sold empty, for use in beverages; aluminum water bottles sold empty; beverageware; drinking bottles sold empty; drinking flasks sold empty

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Flavourings for beverages being essential oils; essential oils for flavoring beverages; capsules filled with flavourings being aromatic oils for the diffusion of synthetic aromas; capsules filled with flavourings being aroma-extracts in the nature of aromatic oils; capsules filled with flavourings in the nature of aromatic oils for use in food and beverages; refillable plastic flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings for beverages being essential oils, for use in beverages; refillable metal flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings for beverages being essential oils, for use in beverages; refillable wooden flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings for beverages being essential oils, for use in beverages; refillable glass flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings for beverages being essential oils, for use in beverages; refillable composite packaging flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings for beverages being essential oils, for use in beverages;
filled with flavourings for beverages being essential oils, for use in beverages; essential oils for food flavourings; food
flavoring, being essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils; scented oils

**International Classes**  3 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  **International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For**  Flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; refillable plastic flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; refillable metal flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; refillable wooden flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; refillable glass flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; refillable composite packaging flavouring capsules, sold filled with flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; Food flavourings, other than essential oils; substances imparting smell for addition to drink other than essential oils; coffee flavourings other than essential oils; substances imparting flavour for addition to drink other than essential oils

**International Classes**  30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  46  **International Class Title**  Staple Foods

**For**  Preparations and essences for making flavoured water beverages, namely, powders, aromatic concentrates, syrups in the nature of scent-pods or scent-capsules

**International Classes**  32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  air up group GmbH  **Address**  air up group GmbH  Bayerstrasse 69  München  FED REP GERMANY  80335  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  BARD009.003T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97108936  Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2021  Registration Number 7096212
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - An Illustration Drawing Which Includes Word(s)/ Letter(s) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a badge shape with the stylized word "AVIATOR" at the top of the badge. A bird wearing goggles is below the word "AVIATOR". To the left of the bird are four lines that curve towards the left edge of the badge and back under the word "AVIATOR" representing the bird's wing. To the right of the bird is a thick line representing a scarf that curves towards the right edge of the badge and under the letter "R" of the word "AVIATOR".

Goods and Services Information

For  Harnesses; Animal harnesses; Animal harnesses for birds; Animal leashes; Leashes for animals
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 22, 2020  In Commerce Sep. 22, 2020

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name The Parrot University, LLC  Address The Parrot University, LLC  6475 East Main Street, Ste 117 Reynoldsburg  OHIO  43068  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized OHIO

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number 226631

Examinee Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ORIGINAL AVIATOR FLIGHT SYSTEM MADE IN USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97108939</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 04, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096213</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a badge outline with the stylized wording "THE ORIGINAL AVIATOR FLIGHT SYSTEM MADE IN USA" stacked inside of the badge outline. **Disclaimer** "FLIGHT SYSTEM" AND "MADE IN USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Harnesses; Leashes for animals; Animal harnesses; Animal harnesses for birds; Animal leashes  
**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
**International Class Title** Leather Goods  
**First Use** Sep. 22, 2020  
**In Commerce** Sep. 22, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** The Parrot University, LLC  
**Address** The Parrot University, LLC 6475 East Main Street, Ste 117 Reynoldsburg OHIO 43068  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 226631

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** P. C. ZINGERZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97109293</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For Collectible printed trading cards**
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2021

- **For Confectionery, namely, candy and chocolate**
  - **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes 46
  - **US Classes**: 46
  - **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: P. C. Zingerz, Inc.
- **Address**: P. C. Zingerz, Inc. Suite 215 14330 Midway Road Dallas TEXAS 75244
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Exercising Attorney**: VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRIME8

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97109648 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7096215
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skateboard hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, socket wrenches, axle and kingpin threaders, bearing presses and pullers, and multi-functional hand tools comprised of a screwdriver and socket wrench
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 28, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruddstar Development Group Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PRIME8 Board Supply Co. Address Ruddstar Development Group Inc. 10322 Shangri La Drive Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92646 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLASSESUSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97110097 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096216
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6312584, 6312582, 6312583 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglasses; Sunglasses; Contact lenses; Eyeglass cases; Sports training eyeglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Optimax Investments Ltd. Address Optimax Investments Ltd. 34 Habarzel St. Tel Aviv ISRAEL 6971050 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 183941.TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GLASSESUSA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97110101</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2021</td>
<td>7096217</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Acquired Distinctiveness** In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6312584, 6312582, 6312583 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** On-line retail store services featuring eyeglasses, contact lenses, sunglasses and related accessories and products

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Dec. 19, 2008 **In Commerce** Dec. 19, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Optimax Investments Ltd. **Address** Optimax Investments Ltd. 34 Habarzel St. Tel Aviv ISRAEL 6971050 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** ISRAEL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 183941.TBD

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** INCODE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97110667</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | A0117483/1643974 |
| International Registration Number | 1643974 |
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5196200 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Design and development of computer software for biometric-based user identification; professional consulting services for biometric-based user identification computer software; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for user authentication and identification services using single sign-on technology and biometric software technology; Design, development, and implementation of computer software for biometric-based authenticating digital data and computer software users |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Feb. 2020 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Incode Technologies, Inc. |
| Address | Incode Technologies, Inc. 221 Main Street, Suite 520 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 125000.00035 |
| Examining Attorney | BAKER, JORDAN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97111215 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096219
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simmons Pet Food, Inc. Address Simmons Pet Food, Inc. 601 North Hico Siloam Springs ARKANSAS 72761 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SIM571/13240

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHOCLITTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97111986
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 06, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096220
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational and entertainment services, namely, conducting programs featuring recreational activities, literacy training, art events, and sporting events for children in foster care; Providing information in the field of literacy; Providing information in the field of literacy, reading, sign language, education, training, early childhood instruction and tutoring related to hearing and speech disabilities via the Internet; Providing information in the field of childhood literacy
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 06, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fulmore, Lynn A
- **Address**: Fulmore, Lynn A 1285 E. 115th Street Cleveland OHIO 44108
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BODHI MIAMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113390 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096221
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MIAMI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swim wear; Athletic tops and bottoms for Yoga; Swim suits; Swimsuits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bodhi B Miami, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bodhi Miami Address Bodhi B Miami, LLC 95 Merrick Way, 3rd Floor Coral Gables FLORIDA 33134 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SURREAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97113588 Application Filing Date  Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number  7096222
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  3646201 Foreign Application Filing Date  May 24, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  UK00003646201 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 08, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  May 24, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Breakfast cereals and processed cereal-based food to be used as a breakfast food, snack food or ingredient for making other foods, ready-to-eat cereals and processed cereals; snack bars, namely, cereal-based snack bars, starch-based snack bars, and protein enriched snack bars containing a mixture of pea starch, pea protein, soy protein, nuts and dried fruit; cereal-based snack foods

International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JK LABS LTD Address  JK LABS LTD 20-22 Wenlock Road London UNITED KINGDOM N17GU
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  J03382000000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MY ITALIAN DÉCOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97113893</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ITALIAN DÉCOR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bowls; Cups; Pitchers; Vases; Butter dishes; Champagne flutes; Decorative centerpieces of glass; Decorative glass, not for building; Decorative plates; Drinking cups and saucers; Drinking glasses; Figurines of glass; Glass bowls; Perfume bottles sold empty; Serving platters; Shot glasses; Wine glasses
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Graceffo, Elizabeth
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Via Graceffo Collection
- **Address**: Graceffo, Elizabeth 353 Bel Marin Keys Blvd. 6 Novato CALIFORNIA 94949
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 80432-0011
- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELODY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113979 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096224
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ball-point pens; Ball point pens; Office stationery; Paper notebooks; Paper stationery; Printed notebooks; Stickers; Blank paper notebooks; Office paper stationery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Odin Fashion Corporation Address Odin Fashion Corporation Suite 1004 134 West 29th Street New York NEW YORK 100015304 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RUOENTU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97114215</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 08, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "RUOENTU" has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bicycle-mounted pet seat; Bicycle parts, namely, derailleurs; Bicycle parts, namely, brakes; Bicycle parts, namely, chains; Bicycle parts, namely, handle bars; Bicycle stabilisers |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Sep. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Xia,Yinghui |
| Address | Xia,Yinghui Rm 110,No.8 Xili South Rd,Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | FH |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97114234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: EIJONTS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "EIJONTS" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Car washing mitts
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Xia,Yinghui
- **Address**: Xia,Yinghui Rm 110,No.8 Xili South Rd,Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: FH

**Examinining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114455 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096227
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4955936, 3227220

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 40202125504V Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 40202125504V Foreign Registration Date Apr. 19, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County SINGAPORE Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 22, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefcases; Rucksacks; Bags for sports; Tool bags, empty; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks; Wristlet bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Great Star Tools USA, Inc. Address Great Star Tools USA, Inc. 271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook NEW JERSEY 07663 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WZ2021005-SK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE 627 FOOD TRUCK COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number  | 97114536 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 08, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096228 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the number and words "THE 627 FOOD TRUCK COMPANY" in stylized yellow and orange letters all outlined in blue and appearing underneath a stylized design of a red, yellow, orange, gray, white and blue food truck with a white and gray barrel on top of it. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, orange, white, blue, yellow and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "FOOD TRUCK COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobile food kiosk services; Mobile street vendor services featuring food and drink; Mobile vending in the field of food and drink
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 04, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The 627 Food Truck Company, LLC Address The 627 Food Truck Company, LLC 5418 Elysain St. Houston TEXAS 77009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114574 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096229
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a small triangle in cyan, green, and orange gradient contained within a series of navy blue lines forming a larger stylized triangle. The white in the drawing represents transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) navy blue, cyan, green, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management of software licensing for others and audit support services, namely, monitoring, reviewing and analyzing a company's software licensing information and providing business information and advice in the fields of software licenses, compliance with software licensing, and audit responses for software licensing issues
For Providing information to facilitate software license compliance, software license optimization to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of current and future software licenses, and formulating responses to audits from others
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. Address LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. 515 FLOWER STREET 18TH FLOOR LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90071 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
TM 7364 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARXPLATFORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114575 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096230 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management of software licensing for others and audit support services, namely, monitoring, reviewing and analyzing a company's software licensing information and providing business information and advice in the fields of software licenses, compliance with software licensing, and audit responses for software licensing issues
   International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
   First Use Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2021
   For Providing information to facilitate software license compliance, software license optimization to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of current and future software licenses, and formulating responses to audits from others
   International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
   First Use Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. Address LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. 515 FLOWER STREET 18TH FLOOR LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90071 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97114578</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2021</td>
<td>7096231</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: ARXPLATFORM

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "ARXPLATFORM" featuring "ARX" in cyan, green, and orange gradient and "PLATFORM" in navy blue. Above this wording is a small triangle in cyan, green, and orange gradient above the "LAT", contained within a series of navy blue lines forming a larger stylized triangle. The white in the drawing represents transparent areas and is not part of the mark.

- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) navy blue, cyan, green, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Business management of software licensing for others and audit support services, namely, monitoring, reviewing and analyzing a company's software licensing information and providing business information and advice in the fields of software licenses, compliance with software licensing, and audit responses for software licensing issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong> Oct. 04, 2021</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong> Oct. 04, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Providing information to facilitate software license compliance, software license optimization to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of current and future software licenses, and formulating responses to audits from others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong> Oct. 04, 2021</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong> Oct. 04, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: LICENSEFORTRESS, INC.
- **Address**: LICENSEFORTRESS, INC.  515 FLOWER STREET  18TH FLOOR  LOS ANGELES  CALIFORNIA  90071
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARXPRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114581 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096232
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management of software licensing for others and audit support services, namely, monitoring, reviewing and analyzing a company's software licensing information and providing business information and advice in the fields of software licenses, compliance with software licensing, and audit responses for software licensing issues
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2021

For Providing information to facilitate software license compliance, software license optimization to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of current and future software licenses, and formulating responses to audits from others
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. Address LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. 515 FLOWER STREET 18TH FLOOR LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90071 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARXSECURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114582 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096233
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management of software licensing for others and audit support services, namely, monitoring, reviewing and analyzing a company's software licensing information and providing business information and advice in the fields of software licenses, compliance with software licensing, and audit responses for software licensing issues
For Providing information to facilitate software license compliance, software license optimization to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of current and future software licenses, and formulating responses to audits from others
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Oct. 04, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. Address LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. 515 FLOWER STREET 18TH FLOOR LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90071 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 360 CAMPAIGN CONSULTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114779  Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021  Registration Number 7096234  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "CAMPAIGN CONSULTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Community organizing and campaigning services on behalf of nonprofit organizations, namely, promoting public awareness of candidates for public office, promoting public awareness of and providing information to others in local communities to promote volunteerism, community service, and civic engagement in the fields of social action, social justice, advocacy, and community organizing, focusing on areas of interest to the local communities


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 360 Campaign Consulting LLC  Address 360 Campaign Consulting LLC 407 College Ave, Suite 360 Ithaca NEW YORK 14850  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 260531.00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QS MALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114899 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096235
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "QS Mall" in blue with the letter "Q" being more prominent than other elements. A depiction of paper money is placed inside the letter "Q". All white appearing in the mark indicates transparent space and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MALL" Translation The wording "QS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and commercial information services, via the internet; Advertising and directory services, namely, promoting the services of others by providing a web page featuring links to the websites of others; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium; Advertising services; Advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; Advertising services, namely, providing information as to the availability of foodstuffs, including gourmet food, travel goods, cases, parasols and personal belongings, brushware, artificial and natural sheet material, furnishing, including furniture and decor, household goods, including kitchen and housewares, home and garden, bed and bath, and baby products, tools and hardware, packages and containers for the transport or handling of goods, clocks and watches and other measuring instruments, checking and signalling instruments, articles of adornment, including jewellery, means of transport or hoisting, automotive, equipment for production, distribution or transformation of electricity, recording, communication or information retrieval equipment, including DVDs, videos, cell phones, machines, photographic, cinematographic and optical apparatus, including audio and video, electronics, video games, camera and photo, musical instruments, music, printing and office machinery, including computer, software, stationery and office equipment, artists' and teaching materials, books, magazines and newspapers, sales and advertising equipment, signs, including for use outdoors, arms, pyrotechnic articles, articles for hunting, fishing and pest killing, fluid distribution equipment, sanitary, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning equipment, solid fuel, medical and laboratory equipment,
building units and construction elements, lighting apparatus, tobacco and smokers' supplies, pharmaceutical and cosmetic products, toilet articles and apparatus, including beauty, health and personal care, devices and equipment against fire hazards, for accident prevention and for rescue, articles for the care and handling of animals, including pet supplies, machines and appliances for preparing food or drink for rent or purchase; Computerized on-line ordering services in the field of Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, Common metals and their alloys, metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal, materials of metal for railway tracks, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, ironmongery, small items of metal hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, safes, goods of common metal, ores, Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), cutlery, side arms, razors, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, fire-extinguishing apparatus, CDs, DVDs and High Density Optical Discs, laptop computers, tablet computers, handheld electronic devices, personal digital assistants, digital music players, mobile telephone, smartphones, digital cameras and digital video cameras, ebook readers, wireless communications devices, Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, suture materials, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, Musical instruments, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, animal skins, hides, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, Household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steelwool, unworked or semi-worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, Textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, Clothing, footwear, headgear, Games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting article, decorations for Christmas trees, Meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt, Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages and alcoholic beverages; Demonstration of goods; On-line retail store services featuring Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use,
cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, Common metals and their alloys, metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal, materials of metal for railway tracks, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, ironmongery, small items of metal hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, safes, goods of common metal, ores, Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), cutlery, side arms, razors, Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, fire-extinguishing apparatus, CDs, DVDs and High Density Optical Discs, laptop computers, tablet computers, handheld electronic devices, personal digital assistants, digital music players, mobile telephone, smartphones, digital cameras and digital video cameras, ebook readers, wireless communications devices, Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopedic articles, suture materials, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, Musical instruments, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, animal skins, hides, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, Household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steelwool, unworked or semi-worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, Textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, Clothing, footwear, headgear, Games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting article, decorations for Christmas trees, Meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt, Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages and alcoholic beverages; Online advertising on a computer network; Promoting, advertising and marketing the on-line databases and electronic publications of others; Provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks

For Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electric current; Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of images; Audio tape recorders; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Blank magnetic data carriers; Blank record disks; Blank recordable CD-Rs and DVD-Rs; Blank recordable optical disc; Calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; Cases for mobile phones; Cash registers; Cell phones; Cinematographic machines and apparatus; Climate control systems consisting of digital thermostats, air conditioning, heating, ventilation and drying control devices; Compact disc recorders; Computer keypads; Computer memory hardware; Digital cameras; Digital video cameras; Distance measuring apparatus; Document printers for use with computers; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in e-commerce and the retail industry, namely, software for point of sale transactions; Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable computer programs for use in building software applications for use on mobile devices and computers over a global computer networks in the retail and e-commerce industry; Downloadable video and computer game programs; Dust measuring apparatus; DVD players; DVD recording apparatus; Electrical controlling devices; Fire-extinguishers; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; High performance computer hardware with specialized features for enhanced game playing ability; Ink jet document printers; Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, test tubes; Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, thermometers; Laboratory equipment, namely, plastic, rubber and elastomer closures, seals and stoppers for laboratory bottles; Laboratory equipment, namely, spectrosopes; Laptops; Mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; Mobile phones; Motion picture cameras; Notebook and laptop computers; Optical inspection apparatus; Personal digital assistants; Photographic cameras; Pressure measuring apparatus; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Protective sports helmet accessories that attach to the helmets, namely, mouth guards, ear pads, throat protectors, chin straps, face masks, jaw pads and eye shields; Recordable compact disks and digital video disks with printable upper surfaces on which text or graphics can be directly printed; Smartphones; Sound recording apparatus and instruments; Surveying apparatus; Tablet computer; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; Video recorders and video reproducing apparatus; Videotape recorders; Weighing apparatus and instruments; Wireless communication device featuring voice, data and image transmission including voice, text and picture messaging, a video and still image camera, also functional to purchase music, games, video and software applications over the air for downloading to the device; Wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of other electronic devices

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use** Oct. 22, 2021  **In Commerce** Oct. 22, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** My B-Profile Pty LTD  **Address** My B-Profile Pty LTD  25 Charles Street, Smithfield  Sydney  AUSTRALIA  NSW2164  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** ACC-TM208427

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** RIRIE, Verna Beth
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASAMUYU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97115404 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096236
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Common metals and their alloys including stainless steel; Metal cotter pins; Metal dowels; Metal hardware, namely, double-end swivels; Metal hardware, namely, washers; Metal hose clamps; Metal hose fittings; Metal turnbuckles; Pipe coupling of metal; Valves of metal, other than parts of machines
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jun. 24, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN AISIYUAN TRADING CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN AISIYUAN TRADING CO., LTD. 703, JINDU BUSINESS BUILDING, NO. 4082, BANXUEGANG AVE, BANTIAN ST, LONGGANG DIST. SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 96000.034UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SUCCESSFUL MIDDLE SCHOOL

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97115466
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 09, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096237
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MIDDLE SCHOOL"

**Goods and Services Information**
- For Printed educational and instructional materials, namely, pamphlets, brochures, books, monographs, newsletters and newspapers in the field of encouraging a positive school climate and a curriculum that is challenging, integrated and exploratory through varied teaching and learning approaches coupled with assessment and evaluation that promote learning while fostering health, wellness and safety
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Oct. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2020

For Educational services, namely, educational conferences and seminars in the field of education, development and growth of young adolescents, namely, intellectual, moral, physical, emotional, psychological and social development while encouraging a positive school climate and a curriculum that is challenging, integrated and exploratory through varied teaching and learning approaches coupled with assessment and evaluation that promote learning while also fostering health, wellness and safety and distributing course material in connection therewith
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Oct. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2020

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Association For Middle Level Education
- **Address**: Association For Middle Level Education, 2550 Corporate Exchange Dr., Suite 324, Columbus, OHIO 43231
- **Legal Entity**: Non-profit corporation
- **State or Country**: OHIO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: AMLEJ 107
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
**Mark Literal(s)** DIGITAL DISCOVERY LAB

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Arranging and conducting online workshops in the field of program development, board development, revenue generation, strategic planning, capacity assessments, marketing and communications, diversity, social equity, and social inclusion for non-profit organizations and philanthropic institutions

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Yancey Consulting LLC
Address: 60 West Broad Street, Unit 2K Mount Vernon NEW YORK 10552

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WISPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97115621 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096239
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring skating and skateboarding goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 05, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bryce Schmitz Address Bryce Schmitz 121 N 3rd St. Norfolk NEBRASKA 68701 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L550727028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PARKWAY ATHLETIC CLUB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97115638 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 09, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096240 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "ATHLETIC CLUB" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; Health clubs for physical exercise

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 01, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | MAIN CORP ENTERPRISES INC. |
| Address | MAIN CORP ENTERPRISES INC. 829 FAIRVIEW DRIVE CARSON CITY NEVADA 89507 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ELLNY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97115748 | **Application Filing Date** | Nov. 09, 2021 | **Registration Number** | 7096241 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | **Register** | Principal | **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the wording Ellny with an unclosed delta symbol in between the letter "l" and "n". The unclosed delta symbol has an opening on the middle left side and a triangular hat on top of the symbol. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | clothing, namely, breeches for wear, t-shirts, and belts |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 22, 39 | **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Nov. 23, 2020 | **In Commerce** | Nov. 23, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Ellany, LLC |
| **Address** | Ellany, LLC |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | TEXAS |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BY BROTHERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97116240 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 09, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096242 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Petting zoos; Amusement park and theme park services; Providing facilities for recreational activities, namely, fishing
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
**First Use** Jan. 01, 2020 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Three Star Farm & Fruit Stand LLC **Address** Three Star Farm & Fruit Stand LLC 15515 SW 177 Ave Miami FLORIDA 33187 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) V/E VIRTUOUS EATERY CATERING CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97116355 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096243
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the significantly large capital letters "V" and "E" with a vertical line in the middle on top of the wording VIRTUOUS EATERY in capital letters. At the bottom is the wording "catering co." in lowercase cursive letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "EATERY CATERING CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catering and personal chef services; hotel catering and restaurant services.
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 10, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Virtuous Eatery LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Virtuous Eatery Catering Co. Address Virtuous Eatery LLC 893 Coldwater Dr. 893 Coldwater Dr. Clayton DELAWARE 199383909 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AGENT PROVOCATEUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97116501 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096244 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003719055 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003719055 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 08, 2021 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 08, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical glasses and parts and fittings therefor and optical lenses; spectacles; eyeglasses; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods and for sunglasses, namely, arms being parts of spectacle frames and sunglasses frames, nose pads for spectacles and sunglasses, ear locks for spectacles and sunglasses, nose bridges being parts of spectacle frames, pad arms for spectacles, lenses; contact lenses; frames, cords, and chains, all for spectacles; frames for sunglasses; cases for contact lenses; contact lens containers; spectacle pouches; sunglasses pouches; monocles; eye protectors, namely, safely spectacles; eye protection wear for sports, namely, goggles; goggles and safety goggles; eye glass restraining straps; sunglasses; cords, chains and cases for sunglasses; cases for spectacles; eyeglass cases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Agent Provocateur IP Limited Address Agent Provocateur IP Limited 55 Loudoun Road, St John's Wood London UNITED KINGDOM NW80DL Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4841.110US1
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OPULENT WELLNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97116689 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096245
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WELLNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sauna services; Teeth whitening services; Alternative medicine services, namely, ear candling; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Health spa services for health and wellness of the mind, body and spirit; Health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services; Health spa services, namely, laser treatments for acne, rejuvenation, scars, tattoo removal and for facials and massage; Health spa services, namely, providing weight loss programs; Laser skin tightening services; Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 01, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Opulent Wellness Inc Address Opulent Wellness Inc 3361 N. Pennsylvania Street Indianapolis INDIANA 46205 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Robinson-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAMMERSTONE MARKETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97117410 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7096246
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MARKETS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5062634, 3210195, 5220900 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, providing financial information via a website and mobile and desktop applications in the field of financial advisory services, financial consultancy services, equities trading advisory services, equities trading consultancy services, and equities trading management services; financial analysis and research services; information, advisory and consultancy services for all the aforesaid financial services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hammerstone Markets Inc Address Hammerstone Markets Inc 79 Old Ridgefield Road Wilton NEW JERSEY 06897 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UNKNOWN NEIGHBORS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97118363</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Entertainment, namely, live music concerts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>UNKNOWN NEIGHBORS LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>UNKNOWN NEIGHBORS LLC 11727 Stephane Drive Shelby Township MICHIGAN 48315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>134465-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LEE, JANET H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UGLYAUNT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97118778</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 10, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096248</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pet toys |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | May 20, 2021 | In Commerce | May 20, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ma,Yuanyuan | Address | Ma,Yuanyuan 1201,Bldg 4,Phase II,Vanke Jinyu Tixiang Garden,No.10,Administration 2nd Rd, Pingshan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Body-building apparatus; Exercise machines; Stationary exercise bicycles; Yoga cushions
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 20, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 20, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Ma,Yuanyuan
- **Address**: Ma,Yuanyuan 1201,Bldg 4,Phase II,Vanke Jinyu Tixiang Garden,No.10, Administration 2nd Rd, Pingshan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SECRET SOCIETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97118952 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7096250 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Live performances by a musical group; Production of sound recordings; Production of musical sound recording; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 1986 In Commerce 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTERNATIONAL PROCESS SERVICE, LLC Address INTERNATIONAL PROCESS SERVICE, LLC 411 SW 29 CT, #3-B Miami FLORIDA 33135 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SECRET SOCIETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97118961  Application Filing Date  Nov. 10, 2021  Registration Number  7096251
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "SECRET" above the wording "SOCIETY", all in a stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Live performances by a musical group; Production of sound recordings; Production of musical sound recording; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  1986  In Commerce  1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INTERNATIONAL PROCESS SERVICE, LLC  Address  INTERNATIONAL PROCESS SERVICE, LLC 411 SW 29 CT, #3-B  Miami  FLORIDA  33135  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HANGDRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97119515 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7096252
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 15, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Menghang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Menghang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 402, AVIC Beiyuan building, No. 42, AVIC Rd., Huahang community, Huaqiangbei st, Futian District, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97119663 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7096253 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GATOR" in a stylized format followed by an alligator head design.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5998057

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for reacting with biomolecules; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for modifying a probe to which biomolecules bind for diagnostic purposes; reagents for medical use; reagents for medical diagnostic use; biochemical reagents for medical purposes, namely, for detecting and analyzing molecules in arrays; laboratory chemicals, namely, medical diagnostic reagents used to detect antigens or antibodies in liquid samples for medical purposes; medical diagnostic reagents for testing of body fluids; medical diagnostic reagents for detecting biomarkers for medical or veterinary purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 29, 2018 In Commerce May 29, 2018

For Medical diagnostic instruments for measuring a reaction by monitoring changes in the reflection of light, namely, interferometers; imaging instruments for use in the study of biomolecules, including proteins, ligands, and nucleic acids, for medical purposes; imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine antibody affinity to an antigen for medical purposes; imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine receptor-ligand binding for medical purposes; probes for medical diagnostic purposes; laboratory instruments in the nature of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measuring apparatus for label-free analysis of biomolecules for medical diagnostic purposes; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind over the course of a medical diagnostic procedure; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) as part of a medical diagnostic procedure; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing genetic sequencing as
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part of a medical diagnostic procedure; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as part of a medical diagnostic procedure; interferometric sensors in the nature or interferometers for medical use; interferometric instruments in the nature or interferometers for use in medical diagnostic procedures; fluorescent sensors for medical use; fluorescent instruments for use in medical diagnostic procedures in the nature of fluorescent sensors; chemiluminescent sensors for medical use; chemiluminescent instruments for use in medical diagnostic procedures in the nature of chemiluminescent sensors; medical diagnostic instruments, namely, biomolecular interferometry (BLI) instruments for analyzing biomolecules in samples without using fluorescent markers.

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**First Use** May 29, 2018 **In Commerce** May 29, 2018

**For** Chemical preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for reacting with biomolecules; chemical preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for altering the nature of a probe to which biomolecules bind over the course of a procedure; chemical preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for modifying a probe to which biomolecules bind for diagnostic purposes; reagents for scientific use; reagents for research use; biochemical reagents for non-medical purposes, namely, for detecting and analyzing molecules in arrays; laboratory chemicals, namely, reagents used to detect antigens or antibodies in liquid samples for in vitro diagnostic use; interference assays for research use.

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**First Use** May 29, 2018 **In Commerce** May 29, 2018

**For** Optical instruments for measuring a reaction by monitoring changes in the reflection of light, namely, interferometers; imaging instruments for use in the study of biomolecules, including proteins, ligands, and nucleic acids, for research purposes; imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine antibody affinity to an antigen for research purposes; imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine receptor-ligand binding for research purposes; laboratory instruments in the nature of interferometers for use in collecting real-time measurements to support the analysis of biological molecules at different stages of therapeutic development, not for medical use; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use; laboratory instruments in the nature of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) tools for label-free analysis of biomolecules for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind over the course of a scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedure; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) as part of a scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedure; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing genetic sequencing as part of a scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedure; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as part of a scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedure; interferometric sensors in the nature or interferometers; interferometric instruments in the nature or interferometers for use in scientific, research, or diagnostic procedures; fluorescent sensors for scientific use; fluorescent instruments for use in scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedures, not for medical use, in the nature of fluorescent sensors; chemiluminescent sensors for scientific use; chemiluminescent instruments for use in scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedures, not for medical use, in the nature of chemiluminescent sensors; optical instruments for
scientific use, namely, biomolecular interferometry (BLI) instruments for analyzing biomolecules in samples without using fluorescent markers

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  May 29, 2018  **In Commerce**  May 29, 2018

**For**  Scientific research services, namely, measurement and analysis of interactions between biomolecules; scientific and clinical medical research in the field of biomolecules; scientific and clinical medical research in the field of interferometric sensors, fluorescent sensors, and chemiluminescent sensors; biological research; biochemical research; research and development services in the field of reagents; research and development services in the fields of interferometric sensors, fluorescent sensors, and chemiluminescent sensors; research and development services in the field of medical diagnostic instruments; research and development services in the field of biolayer interferometry (BLI); research and development services in the field of biosensors operable to monitor biomolecular interactions through interferometry

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  May 29, 2018  **In Commerce**  May 29, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Probe Life, Inc.  **Address**  Probe Life, Inc.  2454 Embarcadero Way  Palo Alto  CALIFORNIA  94303

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  076651-4011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97119665 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7096254
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an alligator head design.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for reacting with biomolecules; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for modifying a probe to which biomolecules bind for diagnostic purposes; reagents for medical use; reagents for medical diagnostic use; biochemical reagents for medical purposes, namely, for detecting and analyzing molecules in arrays; laboratory chemicals, namely, medical diagnostic reagents used to detect antigens or antibodies in liquid samples for medical purposes; medical diagnostic reagents for testing of body fluids; medical diagnostic reagents for detecting biomarkers for medical or veterinary purposes

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 29, 2018 In Commerce May 29, 2018

For Medical diagnostic instruments for measuring a reaction by monitoring changes in the reflection of light, namely, interferometers; imaging instruments for use in the study of biomolecules, including proteins, ligands, and nucleic acids, for medical purposes; imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine antibody affinity to an antigen for medical purposes; imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine receptor-ligand binding for medical purposes; probes for medical diagnostic purposes; laboratory instruments in the nature of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measuring apparatus for label-free analysis of biomolecules for medical diagnostic purposes; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind over the course of a medical diagnostic procedure; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) as part of a medical diagnostic procedure; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing genetic sequencing as part of a medical diagnostic procedure; probes for medical purposes, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as part of a medical diagnostic procedure; interferometric sensors in the nature or interferometers for medical use; interferometric instruments in the nature or interferometers for use in medical
diagnostic procedures; fluorescent sensors for medical use; fluorescent instruments for use in medical diagnostic procedures in
the nature of fluorescent sensors; chemiluminescent sensors for medical use; chemiluminescent instruments for use in medical
diagnostic procedures in the nature of chemiluminescent sensors; medical diagnostic instruments, namely, biomolecular
interferometry (BLI) instruments for analyzing biomolecules in samples without using fluorescent markers

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 29, 2018 In Commerce May 29, 2018
For Chemical preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for
reacting with biomolecules; chemical preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers,
and preparations for altering the nature of a probe to which biomolecules bind over the course of a procedure; chemical
preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, reagents, buffers, and preparations for modifying a probe
to which biomolecules bind for diagnostic purposes; reagents for scientific use; reagents for research use; biochemical reagents
for non-medical purposes, namely, for detecting and analyzing molecules in arrays; laboratory chemicals, namely, reagents
used to detect antigens or antibodies in liquid samples for in vitro diagnostic use; interference assays for research use

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use May 29, 2018 In Commerce May 29, 2018
For Optical instruments for measuring a reaction by monitoring changes in the reflection of light, namely, interferometers;
imaging instruments for use in the study of biomolecules, including proteins, ligands, and nucleic acids, for research purposes;
imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine antibody affinity to an antigen for research purposes;
imaging instruments for measuring binding of molecules to determine receptor-ligand binding for research purposes;
laboratory instruments in the nature of interferometers for use in collecting real-time measurements to support the analysis of
biological molecules at different stages of therapeutic development, not for medical use; probes for scientific, research, or
diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use; laboratory instruments in the nature of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) tools
for label-free analysis of biomolecules for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use; probes for
scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind over the
course of a scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedure; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes,
not for medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) as part of
a scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedure; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for
medical use, namely, probes to which biomolecules bind while performing genetic sequencing as part of a scientific, research,
or diagnostic testing procedure; probes for scientific, research, or diagnostic testing purposes, not for medical use, namely,
probes to which biomolecules bind while performing an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as part of a scientific,
research, or diagnostic testing procedure; interferometric sensors in the nature or interferometers; interferometric instruments
in the nature or interferometers for use in scientific, research, or diagnostic procedures; fluorescent sensors for scientific use;
fluorescent instruments for use in scientific, research, or diagnostic testing procedures, not for medical use, in the nature of
fluorescent sensors; chemiluminescent sensors for scientific use; chemiluminescent instruments for use in scientific, research,
or diagnostic testing procedures, not for medical use, in the nature of chemiluminescent sensors; optical instruments for
scientific use, namely, biomolecular interferometry (BLI) instruments for analyzing biomolecules in samples without using
fluorescent markers
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For Scientific research services, namely, measurement and analysis of interactions between biomolecules; scientific and clinical medical research in the field of biomolecules; scientific and clinical medical research in the field of interferometric sensors, fluorescent sensors, and chemiluminescent sensors; biological research; biochemical research; research and development services in the field of reagents; research and development services in the fields of interferometric sensors, fluorescent sensors, and chemiluminescent sensors; research and development services in the field of medical diagnostic instruments; research and development services in the field of biolayer interferometry (BLI); research and development services in the field of biosensors operable to monitor biomolecular interactions through interferometry.

Scientific and computer services
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of Ball with blue criss-cross pattern found inside a blue pin, with all white appearing in the mark indicating transparent space and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Downloadable computer programs for processing information; Downloadable computer software for locating and tracking people using global positioning systems and cellular communication networks; Downloadable mobile applications for sharing a user's location and finding, locating, and interacting with other users; Downloadable mobile applications for gps tracking, mapping, and location services; Global positioning system (GPS); GPS tracking devices; Personal security alarms that connect to a wireless communications network; Wireless digital electronic apparatus to secure and protect data and images on all forms of wireless equipment including mobile telecommunications equipment using an automatic synchronization process and alarm notification of the loss or theft of the wireless equipment including mobile telecommunications equipment
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 27, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 27, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: My B-Profile Pty LTD
- **Address**: My B-Profile Pty LTD 25 Charles Street, Smithfield Sydney AUSTRALIA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: ACC-TM208715
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RIRIE, Verna Beth
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SINCE 1918 DARIGOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97120109 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7096256
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "SINCE 1918"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Butter; Cheese; Cream; Milk; Yoghurt; Yogurt; Cheese in the form of dips; Cream, being dairy products; Creamers for beveraeges; Dairy-based beverages; Dairy-based dips; Dairy-based food beverages also containing cocoa; Milk shakes; Milk beverages with cocoa; Milk beverages with high milk content; Milk beverages, milk predominating; Milk powder; Milk powder for food purposes; Milk powder for nutritional purposes; Milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; Milk-based beverage containing coffee; Milk-based beverages with chocolate; Milk-based beverages with high milk content; Milk-based energy drinks; Powdered milk for food purposes; Protein milk; Whipped cream; Whipped topping; Whipping cream; Yoghurts; Yogurts; American cheese; Beverages consisting principally of milk; Beverages having a milk base; Beverages made from milk; Cheddar cheese; Chocolate milk; Cocoa flavored milk beverages; Coffee creamer; Colby cheese; Cottage cheese; Cows' milk; Cream cheese; Dried milk powder; Flavored milk; Half and half; Jack cheese; Lactose-free milk; Monterey cheese; Monterey jack cheese; Organic cream; Organic milk; Shelf-stable milk; Sour cream; Strawberry milk; Swiss cheese; Vanilla milk; White cheese; Edible fats, namely, anhydrous milk fat; milk in evaporated form and dehydrated milk products, namely, dry formulated milk products for food, namely, whey, dry whole milk powder, dry low-fat milk powder, dry non-fat milk powder, dry buttermilk powder, dry sweet cream buttermilk powder, dry high-heat milk powder, dry low heat milk powder, sweet whey powder; non-alcoholic egg nog

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Aug. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Darigold, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Darigold, Inc. Suite 300 5601 Sixth Avenue South Seattle WASHINGTON 98108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | THOMA, GABRIELLE M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AMERICAN WELDING SUPPLY CO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97120534</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2021</td>
<td>7096257</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "AMERICAN WELDING SUPPLY CO" in stylized letters. "AMERICAN" is shown in blue with a red fire spark on top of the letter "I" and a ribbon of red, white and blue starting on top of the spark and ending across the letter "A" in the color red. Underneath is the words "WELDING SUPPLY CO" in the color red.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "AMERICAN WELDING SUPPLY CO"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring Welders and plasma cutters, welding supplies, gas cutting and welding tools, welding helmets and safety equipment, welding accessories, and welder service parts; Wholesale and retail store services featuring Welders and plasma cutters, welding supplies, gas cutting and welding tools, welding helmets and safety equipment, welding accessories, and welder service parts

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: American Welding Supply Co.
- **Address**: American Welding Supply Co. 7330 NW 56 Street Miami FLORIDA 33166
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 210394

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97121422 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7096258
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "CRST" with the letter "C" extending above the other letters and the interlocking letters "RST" with slanted dashes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Extension cords; Power strips; Surge protectors; Electrical power extension cords; Voltage surge protectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rocket Socket Technology Inc. Address Rocket Socket Technology Inc. 1004 WEST COVINA PKWY, #449 WEST COVINA CALIFORNIA 91790 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
TM 7393 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MATSUDA'S ARTFULLY GROWN SINCE 1957

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97121686 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7096259
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a dark green line forming an oval with the word "MATSUDA'S" written in dark green cursive. To the left of the "M" is an artistic rendering of a flower in dark green, underneath are the words "ARTFULLY GROWN" in smaller dark green font. Directly below in slightly smaller dark green font is the wording "SINCE 1957". A smaller dark green incomplete oval runs along the inside of the larger oval, broken up by the flower and "SINCE 1957". The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SINCE 1957"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring trees, woody ornamentals, annuals, perennials, succulents, azaleas, camellias, hydrangeas, phormium, landscape and garden products; on-line ordering services featuring landscape and garden products; retail lawn, garden, and nursery stores; on-line wholesale and retail lawn, garden, and nursery store services featuring home delivery service; business services, namely, wholesale store, retail store, and on-line ordering services featuring landscape and garden products for contracting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 1957 In Commerce 1957

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matsuda's by Green Acres, LLC Address Matsuda's by Green Acres, LLC 604 Sutter Street, Suite 350 Folsom CALIFORNIA 95630 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T303187.US.1

9223
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HARRITY ACADEMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97121820</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2021</td>
<td>7096260</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “ACADEMY”
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing, organizing, conducting and presenting courses of instruction, classes, seminars, workshops, programs, tutorials, symposiums, conferences, speeches and coaching in the fields of patent law
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 18, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Harrity & Harrity, LLP; DBA Harrity & Harrity, LLP; Composed of John E. Harrity (U.S.), Paul A. Harrity (U.S.), and Paul M. Gurzo (U.S.)
- **Address**: Harrity & Harrity, LLP Suite 600 11350 Random Hills Road Fairfax VIRGINIA 22030
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 0004-0010TM
- **Examining Attorney**: CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZON AND BEYOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97122063 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7096261
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for nurses in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; tote bags; gift packages sold as a unit consisting primarily of a tote bag and tumbler; gift boxes consisting primarily of a tote bag and also a tumbler; gift boxes sold as a unit consisting primarily of an all purpose carrying bag for nurses and also a tumbler
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 12, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZON AND BEYOND DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ZON AND BEYOND Address ZON AND BEYOND 5327 INKER ST. HOUSTON TEXAS 77007 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97122063

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEFISHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97123156 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7096262
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring fish tanks, aquarium equipment, aquarium live stock, and aquarium supplies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 02, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BeFishy, LLC Address BeFishy, LLC 1143 Northern Blvd #119 Clarks Summit PENNSYLVANIA 18411 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JON WAYNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97124545 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7096263
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies JON WAYNE, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heating contractor services; installation, repair and maintenance of heating equipment; air conditioning contractor services; installation, maintenance, and repair of air conditioning apparatus; electrical contractor services; installation, maintenance, and repair of electrical systems; plumbing contractor services; plumbing installation, maintenance and repair; general contractor services, namely, heating and air conditioning, installation of ventilation systems, plumbing, installation of electrical systems for others; installation, maintenance and repair of attic insulation, radiant heat barriers, radiant heat resistant films, and attic ventilation systems; installation and maintenance of solar thermal panels and solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; installation, maintenance and repair of home automation systems, namely, door locks, cameras, smoke alarms, fire alarms, wireless local area network thermostats, image sensors, access controls, alarm monitors, and water shutoff controls; installation and maintenance of windows and doors
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Sep. 30, 2001 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jon Wayne Heating & Air Conditioning, Ltd. Composed of comprised of JWHAC, LLC (a Texas Limited Liability Company) Address Jon Wayne Heating & Air Conditioning, Ltd. 9272 Highway 87 East San Antonio TEXAS 78263 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-126841.12

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97124734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized delicate bow featuring two loops and two asymmetrical tails, depicted at a slight angle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Hats; Sweatshirts; Cap visors; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>EmilyOandBows, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Suite 105, Newmark Grubb Knight Frank 1300 EAST 9TH STREET Cleveland OHIO 44114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>35168.04009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SHAKE THE HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97125785  Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021  Registration Number 7096265
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning of residential houses; Cleaning of commercial premises; Cleaning of office buildings and commercial premises
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Apr. 07, 2021  In Commerce Apr. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shake the House LLC  Address Shake the House LLC 5860 S 91st East Ave. Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74145  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L546416689

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SELFCARE INTUITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97126022 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7096266
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SELFCARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring health and fitness goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2021

For Consulting services in the field of health
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 14, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Selfcare Intuition Composed of Jennifer VanCamp, a citizen of United States Address Selfcare Intuition 331 Harvard Street, Apt. 4 Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  A ACCESS LOANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97126032  Application Filing Date  Nov. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7096267
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image resembling a stylized letter "A", with the left side in various polygons of light blue, medium blue, and dark blue, and the right side in various polygons of light green, medium green, and dark green. The stylized words "ACCESS LOANS" appear to the right of the image in black.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) light blue, medium blue, dark blue, light green, medium green, dark green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "LOANS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6412384

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banking and financing services; Loan origination services specializing in personal emergency loans; Arranging of loans  International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Sep. 30, 2019  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SAFRA NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK  Address  SAFRA NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK PO Box 2416  Marcy Building 2nd Floor, Purcell Estate  Road Town, Tortola  BR. VIRGIN ISLANDS  Legal Entity  incorporated national banking association  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  28340050US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  A

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97126041  Application Filing Date  Nov. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7096268
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image resembling a stylized letter "A".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Banking and financing services; Loan origination services specializing in personal emergency loans; Arranging of loans
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Sep. 30, 2019  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  SAFRA NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK  Address  SAFRA NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK
PO Box 2416  Marcy Building 2nd Floor, Purcell Estate  Road Town, Tortola  BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS
Legal Entity  incorporated national banking association  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  28340047US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVASANA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97126672
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 16, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096269
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "NOVASANA" in the mark is "New Healthy".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bodywork therapy; Bodywork therapy services, namely, structural integration therapy and movement therapy; Bodywork therapy services, namely, inflammation-reduction and prevention therapy, trigger point therapy, fibrosis and golgi release, gait training and postural reeducation, red light therapy, muscle fiber recruitment, myofascial and muscle spasm release, scar tissue removal, and neurological pathway retraining therapy
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Novasana LLC
- **Address**: Novasana LLC 1300 SW G Street Grants Pass OREGON 97526
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BALL BY FAITH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127067 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096270
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BALL BY FAITH" next to the design of a stylized cross.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel, namely, shirts and pants; hats; jackets; sweatshirts; long sleeve t-shirts; t-shirts; pants; socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 26, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name T.T.G.O.G. Athletic Foundation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Ball By Faith Address T.T.G.O.G. Athletic Foundation 10375 Church St., Ste. 83 Rancho Cucamonga CALIFORNIA 91730 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRANSFORMATIVE INNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127180 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096271 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fund investment consultation; Capital investment consulting; Financial consulting services, namely, advising others regarding intellectual property investments; Investment services, namely, asset acquisition, consultation, development and management services; Financial consultation in the field of environmental management, namely, advising business and individuals on issues of portfolio planning and investment planning; Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; Investment consultancy
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 06, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Christalis LLC Address Christalis LLC #5111 1887 Whitney Mesa Dr Henderson NEVADA 89014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 401T01US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STUFF4TOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128101 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096272
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two light green leaves with their stems crossing to the left of the stylized words "STUFF4TOTS" with "STUFF" and "TOTS" in black and the number "4" in light green, all on a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors light green, black, and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comforters; Quilts; Shams; Baby blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Bed skirts; Bed spreads; Blanket throws; Duvet covers; Flat bed sheets; Mattress covers; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Bed blankets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Children's blankets; Fitted bed sheets; Pillow shams

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saving Sourced, Ltd Address Saving Sourced, Ltd 1 Bridle End, Epsom Surrey UNITED KINGDOM KT174EJ Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C102021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALLIED DISASTER DEFENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128180 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096273
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DISASTER DEFENSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing consultation services in the field of preparedness for natural and manmade disasters, namely fire-prevention consultation; pre-fire and non-emergency safety inspection services for residential properties to ensure real and personal property is protected from fires; fire retardant application services in the nature of fire prevention consultation
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 23, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Allied Disaster Defense Inc. Address Allied Disaster Defense Inc. 3120 E. Garvey Ave. S West Covina CALIFORNIA 91791 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13107.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SALES, HEATHER ALISON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOST COLLECTIBLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128195 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096274
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLECTIBLES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring Toys and Action Figures, Sport Cards, Collectible Cards, Video and Electronic Games; Retail Toy stores; On-line retail store services featuring Toys and Action Figures, Sport Cards, Collectible Cards, Video and Electronic Games
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 11, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lost Collectibles LLC Address Lost Collectibles LLC P.O. Box 5022 Marietta GEORGIA 30061
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128209 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096275
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of ten dots forming a stylized design consisting of straight lines. To the right of the dotted design is a vertical line and the letters "NEII" written in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, bulletins, reports, newsletters, infographics, guidance documents, and technical papers and comments featuring education, communications, advocacy, and codes and standards for the building transportation industry
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2019
For Educational services, namely, presentations, non-downloadable webinars, and seminars in the field of building transportation products and technologies
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2019
For Providing a website featuring information in the field of codes and standards that assure compliance with industry standards for the building transportation industry other than for governmental regulatory purposes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Elevator Industry, Inc. Address National Elevator Industry, Inc. 5537 SW Urish Rd. Topeka KANSAS 66610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCOWL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128288 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096276
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely live performances by a musical group or band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 11, 2019 In Commerce May 11, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greene, Malachi Address Greene, Malachi 7100 Viewpoint Rd. Aptos CALIFORNIA 95003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 97128403 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Nov. 16, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7096277 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### Mark Information

| **Mark Literal(s)** | DENTAL CANDLE |

### Goods and Services Information

| **For** | Candles; Candles comprised primarily of soy wax, coconut wax, paraffin wax, any type of wax; Candles for lighting; Candles for graduation, birthday, work anniversary ceremonies; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Perfumed candles; Scented candles |

| **International Classes** | 4 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 6, 15 |
| **International Class Title** | Lubricants and Fuels |
| **First Use** | Mar. 01, 2018 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 01, 2018 |

### Basis Information

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### Owner Information

| **Owner Name** | Dental Assistants Rock, LLC |
| **Address** | Dental Assistants Rock, LLC 3 Mirage Lane CLAY NEW YORK 13041 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW YORK |

| **Owner Name** | Julie Varney |
| **Address** | Julie Varney 3 Mirage Lane CLAY NEW YORK 13041 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

### Examining Attorney

| **Examining Attorney** | GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D |
**TM 7412**

**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOADITNOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97128681</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For streamlining contracting between a shipper and carrier for a load of goods in the nature of providing an online marketplace that matches shippers and freight load carriers that eliminates pricing negotiations; matching shippers of goods with freight load carriers that eliminates pricing negotiations

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name EasyLoadPro.com, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CashFreight.com Address EasyLoadPro.com, LLC 102 South 200 East, Suite 800 Salt Lake City UTAH 84111 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized UTAH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EEEYLK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97128742 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 17, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096279 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Flashlights

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use Sep. 15, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 507 Sungang Buxin Industrial Park, 3063 Dongxiao Rd., Dongxiao St., Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000

Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUNORTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129318 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096280
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic testing, monitoring and reporting services; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for diagnostics
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trugenomics Health, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Polaris Genomics Address Trugenomics Health, Inc. 155 Gibbs Street, #559 Rockville MARYLAND 20850 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONIOLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129379  Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021  Registration Number 7096281
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dish drying mats; Utensil holders for drying utensils; Holders for soaps and sponges; Dish drying sets comprised of dish drying mats, holders for utensils, and holders for sponges and soaps
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jul. 30, 2021  In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mihaila, Sorin-Nicolae  Address Mihaila, Sorin-Nicolae  Apicultorilor Street, no. 70-72  3rd floor, ap. 311 Bucharest, Bucharest  ROMANIA 013853
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship ROMANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6298A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JET FRESH FLOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129931 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096282
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRESH FLOWER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4236443

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorships featuring flowers and greens

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jet Fresh Flower Distributors Inc. Address Jet Fresh Flower Distributors Inc. 2000 N.W. 70th Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33122 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6637.41685

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NETUREMAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97130369 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096283
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording NETUREMAMA has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Birdcages; Currycombs; Animal activated livestock waterers; Candle jars; Candle rings of precious metal; Ceramic figurines; Cleaning cloths of microfiber, cotton, chamois, for electronic devices; Plaques of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terracotta for use as awards; Pre-moistened towelettes; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 27, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shao, Dingping Address Shao, Dingping 3G, Bld 1, Xingfu Village, Yangtaishan Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RICH REALTY
RICHREALTYTX.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number   97130426 Application Filing Date  Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number  7096284
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a tower inside a large key between the stylized wording "RICH" and "REALTY". The stylized wording "RICHREALTYTX.COM" appears beneath the term "REALTY". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "REALTY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Real estate agency services in the field of residential real estate, including listings, market analysis, and buying and selling transactions
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jan. 16, 2020 In Commerce  Jan. 16, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Rich Realty Texas, Limited Liability Company Address  Rich Realty Texas, Limited Liability Company 4515 Spotted Oak Woods San Antonio TEXAS 78249 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  CORNWELL, ANDREA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAINLESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97130588 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096285
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beard clippers; Beard trimmers; Can openers, non-electric; Ceramic knives; Dog clippers; Electric and battery-powered hair clippers; Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers; Electric beard trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric flat irons; Electric hair clippers; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hair cutters; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric hair trimmers; Electric hand-held hair styling irons; Electric irons; Electric irons for styling hair; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Hair clippers; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hair clippers for children, animals, dogs; Hair cutting scissors; Hair trimmers; Manual clippers; Multi-purpose shears; Mustache and beard trimmers; Needle files; Needle work scissors; Non-electric can openers; Non-electric hair straightening irons; Scissors for children; Scissors for household use; Scissors for kitchen use
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 30, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN CENTURY RAINBOW IND. CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN CENTURY RAINBOW IND. CO., LTD 102A QIYUE TOWER XIANGQI GARDEN BAISHIZHOU NANSAN D.C. SHENZHEN CHINA 518053 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS112478

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAGIC CRYSTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97130594 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096286
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery-powered animal nail grinders; Can openers, non-electric; Ceramic knives; Dog clippers; Electric animal nail grinders; Needle files; Needle work scissors; Non-electric can openers; Scissors for children; Scissors for household use; Scissors for kitchen use
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 29, 2021 In Commerce May 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN CENTURY RAINBOW IND. CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN CENTURY RAINBOW IND. CO., LTD 102A QIYUE TOWER XIANGQI GARDEN BAISHIZHOU NANSAN D.C. SHENZHEN CHINA 518053 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS112476
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ARXPROTECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97130710</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2021</td>
<td>7096287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Service Mark  
**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording &quot;ARXPROTECT&quot; featuring &quot;ARX&quot; in orange and &quot;PROTECT&quot; in navy blue. Above this wording is a small orange triangle above the &quot;ROT&quot;, contained within a series of navy blue lines forming a larger stylized triangle. The white in the drawing represents transparent areas and is not part of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) navy blue and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Business management of software licensing for others and audit support services, namely, monitoring, reviewing and analyzing a company's software licensing information and providing business information and advice in the fields of software licenses, compliance with software licensing, and audit responses for software licensing issues

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Oct. 04, 2021  
**In Commerce** Nov. 09, 2021

**For** Providing information to facilitate software license compliance, software license optimization to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of current and future software licenses, and formulating responses to audits from others

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Personal and legal services  
**First Use** Oct. 04, 2021  
**In Commerce** Nov. 09, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LICENSEFORTRESS, INC.</td>
<td>LICENSEFORTRESS, INC. 515 FLOWER STREET 18TH FLOOR LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90071</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARXSECURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STICKER UNIVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97130817 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096289
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STICKER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers and decalcomanias
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Oct. 05, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2021

For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 05, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ramika LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Mikaju Store Address Ramika LLC 978 Remington Green Dr SE Palm bay FLORIDA 32909 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WUZJ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97131050</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096290</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Hats; Socks; Gloves as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 14, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Hu Xiaojun
- **Address**: Hu Xiaojun 03150, Dongjiu Village, Fengcheng Town, Wenshui County, Shanxi Province, CHINA 032100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner**: SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AVONDII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97131075 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number   7096291
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "Avondii" in stylized text.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "Avondii" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Waist bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jun. 06, 2021 In Commerce  Jun. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ShenZhen QianXiangTai Tech Co., LTD Address  ShenZhen QianXiangTai Tech Co., LTD  B Dong 501#, Wotemei Chanyeyuan  HuAMing Lu 1#, Longhua Jiedao, Longhua  Shenzen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97131080  Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021  Registration Number   7096292
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "Avondii" in stylized text.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "Avondii" has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information

For   Pillow covers
International Classes   24 - Primary Classes  US Classes   42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Jun. 09, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 09, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  ShenZhen QianXiangTai Tech Co., LTD  Address  ShenZhen QianXiangTai Tech Co., LTD  B Dong 501#, Wotemei Chanyeyuan  HuaMing Lu 1#, Longhua Jiedao, Longhua  Shenzen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  MS

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IDU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97131110 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number  7096293
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Identification verification services, namely, providing authentication of personal identification information in the nature of providing an interactive webportal featuring personal background credential information for users to verify credentials of others
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Sep. 10, 2010 In Commerce  Sep. 10, 2010
For  Application service provider featuring computer software which communicates with other software packages over networks for use in verifying personal identification information; providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software application for use in verifying personal identification information; providing authentication of personal identification information using computer technology to authenticate an individual's identity; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable interactive software allowing users to access identification verification services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Sep. 10, 2010 In Commerce  Sep. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DATA ZOO IP PTY LTD Address  DATA ZOO IP PTY LTD Bay 8  1-3 Middlemiss St North Sydney AUSTRALIA  NSW2060 Legal Entity  proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized  AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DATA ZOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131111 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096294
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Identification verification services, namely, providing authentication of personal identification information in the nature of providing an interactive webportal featuring personal background credential information for users to verify credentials of others
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 10, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2010
For Application service provider featuring computer software which communicates with other software packages over networks for use in verifying personal identification information; providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software application for use in verifying personal identification information; providing authentication of personal identification information using computer technology to authenticate an individual's identity; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable interactive software allowing users to access identification verification services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 10, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DATA ZOO IP PTY LTD Address DATA ZOO IP PTY LTD Bay 8 1-3 Middlemiss St North Sydney AUSTRALIA NSW2060 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FAST TRACK IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131143 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096295 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FTI BUYER, L.L.C. Address FTI BUYER, L.L.C. 8485 BROADWELL ROAD CINCINNATI OHIO 45244 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TORRES, MIGUEL A
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97131256</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096296</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of STREICHER in the mark is strings.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For** Robots and robot-controlled machines for carrying out renovation work, namely, for applying filler material in building construction; machines for rinsing industrial tanks; Robot for carrying out milling operations with a hydraulically operated milling tool; Robot for carrying out milling operations with a pneumatically operated milling tool; Robot for carrying out milling operations with an electrically operated milling tool; Robot for pipe inlet rehabilitation or side pipe inlet rehabilitation; Industrial flushing equipment; namely, machines for flushing pipes and channels; Machines for cleaning pipes and ducts; Machines for the application of filler in building construction; Machines for sewer and pipe rehabilitation namely, closure packers, packers for partial rehabilitation using the multi-chamber technique, and sewer pipe splitters; Compressor units for UV remediation; Machine tools, namely, threading machines, automatic tapping machines, grinding machines, milling machines and lathes, bar machining machines and their parts; Machine parts, namely, loading and feeding apparatus for machine tools; Metal forming machines for hollow bodies; machine tools, namely, gear cutters; Taps as machine parts; Screw Rolling Machines; Machines for the production of safety nuts and spinning rollers for ovalizing nuts
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 | **International Class Title** | Machinery
- **First Use** | Jun. 18, 2002 | **In Commerce** | Jun. 18, 2002 |

- **For** Electronic measuring devices for measuring electronic current; Testing devices for measuring the temperature, position, or form of workpieces in a machine tool; Pressure test equipment for testing pressure of fluids in hydraulic or pneumatic systems; electro-optical measuring devices for use in inspection and measurement of industrial components; Cameras; electronic as well as programmable control devices for robots, machines for the application of filler, rinsing devices, industrial measuring and testing devices, and curing systems; Recorded Computer programs for the control, regulation and data evaluation of robots; Recorded Software for the documentation of sewer and pipe remediation processes; Remote controls with Internet connectivity for machines for carrying out pipe and building renovation work, construction devices for applying filler, industrial rinsing devices, and industrial measuring and testing devices; electronic locating instruments with GPS receivers for...
determining the position and locating machines for carrying out building and pipe renovation work, devices for applying filler, industrial flushing devices, industrial measuring and testing devices; Electronic, optical, and acoustic locating devices for locating closed house connections, in particular through inliners, in industrial machinery; electrical cables on cable drums and motorized cable drums for long cable lengths, especially for UV rehabilitation; the aforementioned goods, in particular for sewer and pipe rehabilitation and the rehabilitation of house connections; Measuring and testing apparatus for machine tools; Electronic control systems and recorded control software for machine tools, industrial testing machines and industrial measuring equipment; Testing machines and apparatuses for external and internal contours, especially for nuts or other components of the fastening parts industry; multi-station switchgear devices consisting essentially of electrical disconnect switches, fuses, and circuit breakers for managing and controlling electrical current

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use Jun. 18, 2002 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Streicher Maschinenbau GmbH
Address Streicher Maschinenbau GmbH Argenstrasse 58/1 Kressbronn am Bodensee FED REP GERMANY 88079
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S17.22-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FUSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97131571</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096297</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5153959, 4256388, 4772226 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about religion, community ministry, evangelism, discipleship, Christian lifestyles and family values to further graduate students into a lifetime of following Jesus accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops and conferences in the field of religion, community ministry, evangelism, discipleship, Christian lifestyles and family values to further graduate students into a lifetime of following Jesus and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring religion, community ministry, evangelism, discipleship, Christian lifestyles and family values to further graduate students into a lifetime of following Jesus; Providing on-line religious instruction promoting Christian and family values; Religious instruction services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Mar. 01, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2007

For Hats; Shirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Caps being headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
First Use Mar. 01, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name NEWSPRING CHURCH, INC. Address NEWSPRING CHURCH, INC. PO Box 1407 Anderson SOUTH CAROLINA 29622
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PALGARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97131664 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number  7096298
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Plastics for use in the building and construction industry, namely, polycarbonate sheets; thermoplastic sheets and materials for use in the building and construction industry, namely, polycarbonate sheets; polycarbonate sheet glass for building; protective plastic panels for use in the building and construction industry; protective plastic panels for use in building public or commercial spaces; thermoplastic sheets for building prisons and detention centers, banks, kiosks, ticket booths and drive-up windows; thermoplastic sheets for building non-metal protective barriers and shields; thermoplastic sheets having safety glazing for building; non-metal building panels incorporating acoustic insulation
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Jul. 31, 2005 In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2005
For  Plastic sheets for use in manufacturing transportation, signage, construction, and security products; plastic sheets for use in manufacture of transportation, signage, construction, and security products; plastic substances, semi-processed; thermoplastic composite sheets for use in the manufacture of other goods; flat abrasion-resistant polycarbonate sheets for use in the manufacture of transportation, signage, construction, and security products; electrical insulators; acoustic insulation materials; acoustical insulation barrier panels; thermoplastic composite sheets for the manufacture of personal protection equipment; plastic sheet material for use in glazing materials in manufacturing; plastic sheet material for use in manufacturing roof lights; plastic sheet material for use as cladding material in manufacturing
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title  Rubber Goods First Use  Jul. 31, 2005 In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Paltough Industries (1998) Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Paltough Industries (1998) Ltd Rural Delivery Kfar Macabi Ramat Yochanan ISRAEL 3003500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Legal Entity</strong></th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>1287.0031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XBLWBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131711 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096299
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cell phone cases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 25, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 507 Sungang Buxin Industrial Park, 3063 Dongxiao Rd.,Dongxiao St., Luohu Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
TM 7434 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OBDIBB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131734 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096300 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Selfie sticks International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 20, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 507 Sungang Buxin Industrial Park, 3063 Dongxiao Rd., Dongxiao St., Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
TM 7435 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PALSHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97131735 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number  7096301
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Plastics for use in the building and construction industry, namely, ballistic polycarbonate sheets; thermoplastic sheets and materials for use in the building and construction industry, namely, ballistic polycarbonate sheets; polycarbonate sheet glass for building; protective plastic panels for use in the building and construction industry; protective plastic panels for use in building public or commercial spaces; ballistic-grade polycarbonate sheets for building; plastics having security glazing, namely ballistic polycarbonate sheets; industrial ballistic polycarbonate sheets for building; thermoplastic sheets for building non-metal protective barriers and shields; thermoplastic sheets having safety glazing for building; non-metal building panels incorporating acoustic insulation; Plastic reinforced wall panels for use as sound and safety barriers; thermoplastic sheets for building prisons and detention centers, banks, kiosks, ticket booths and drive-up windows

International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Sep. 30, 2011 In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1287.0032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
TM 7436 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNPAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97131855 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number  7096302
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Plastics for use in the building and construction industry, namely, polycarbonate architectural systems; thermoplastic sheets and materials for use in the building and construction industry, namely, polycarbonate architectural systems; thermoplastic sheets for building, namely, a multiwall panel system for roofing, cladding and glazing; roofing, not of metal; wall boards, not of metal; non-metallic building materials, namely, structural, roofing and ceiling panels for construction use and portable non-metal buildings; non-metal cladding for construction and building; non-metal façade panels for construction purposes; thermoplastic sheets for use as roof coverings; multiwall polycarbonate panel system for roofing and cladding designs; thermoplastic sheets for glazing buildings; glazing roofing systems, namely, polycarbonate architectural systems; plastic and thermoplastic sheets for building walls, skylights, awnings, canopies, pergolas, carports, patio covers, entrance covers and swimming pools
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials
First Use  Jul. 31, 2009 In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1287.0030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TALALA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131956 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096303
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 401863800 Foreign Registration Date May 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date May 04, 2032
Foreign Registration Number 401863801 Foreign Registration Date May 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date May 04, 2032
Foreign Registration Number 401885467 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 04, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for health care consultancy; downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for provision of sightseeing information; downloadable and recorded computer software for providing information in the field of financing; downloadable computer software for image processing relating to images and audiovisual content in the field of law; downloadable computer software for image processing relating to images and audiovisual content in the field of medicine; downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for the provision of news and current affairs information; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in broadcasting and netcasting; downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for legal consultancy; downloadable and recorded computer software for arranging, procuring, scheduling, engaging, coordinating, managing, and booking legal services; downloadable and recorded computer software for the provision of legal services; downloadable computer application software for cellphones for providing information in the field of law; Downloadable and recorded computer software for providing information in the field of real estate; Downloadable and recorded computer software for providing information in the field of commercial and business information; Downloadable and recorded computer software for providing entertainment and amusement information; Downloadable and recorded computer software for...
software for providing information in the fields of exercise and fitness; Downloadable and recorded computer software for medical consultation; Downloadable and recorded computer software for arranging medical services; Downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for providing information in the field of medicine; Downloadable and recorded computer software for arranging shares and investment consulting; Downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for providing stock information; Downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for cellphones for investment consultation

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Internet broadcasting services specializing in news and current affairs information; transmission of news and current affairs information; electronic transmission of news; providing user access to a global computer network and on-line sites containing information on a wide range of topics; Digital broadcasting, namely, broadcasting of programs via the Internet; wireless broadcasting; transmission of information by electronic communication networks; transmission, broadcasting and reception of audio, video, still and moving images, text and data in real time via telecommunication means; interactive broadcasting and communications services, namely, audio and video broadcasting relating to pharmaceuticals, medicine and hygiene over the internet; telephone communication of information pertaining to pharmaceutical and medical information; electronic transmission and communication of information relating to pharmaceuticals and medicine; Transmission of information and images relating to pharmaceuticals, medicine and hygiene; electronic transmission of news and current affairs information relating to pharmaceuticals, medicine and hygiene; providing internet access to electronic sites featuring an online platform containing information in the field of medicine; internet broadcasting services specializing in providing information in the field of medicine; live video transmissions accessible via home pages on the internet by means of webcam; live transmissions accessible via website on the internet, namely, transmission of sound, video and information from web cams, all featuring live materials; video streaming services via the internet, featuring programming related to medicine; Audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; Provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content provided via the Internet; News agency services for electronic transmission; transmission of information services relating to pharmaceuticals, medicine and hygiene via telecommunication networks

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Professional consultancy in the field of health care; information services relating to health care; provision of health information; providing health care information via a global computer network; providing information about dietary supplements and nutrition; providing information relating to dietary and nutritional guidance about food; consultancy and information services provided via the Internet relating to medical treatment use of pharmaceutical products; medical consultancy and information services provided via the Internet relating to the use of pharmaceutical products; medical and health care services; consultancy and information services relating to the use of medical products; provision of medical information; health information services relating to the use of medical products; providing information in the field of medicine; providing news and information in the field of medicine; providing information to patients in the field of administering medications
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

Basis Information
Currently 44E  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  SHIM, Min Bo  Address  SHIM, Min Bo  A-2049, 345, Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA  05698  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  520113

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SLLIK EVOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97132139 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096304
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; shirts; boots; shoes; beanies; hats; swimsuit; jackets; dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 07, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baltierra, Austin Address Baltierra, Austin 14157 Myakka Pointe. Dr. Port Charlotte FLORIDA 33953
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SLLIK_21_TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROABBAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97132349  Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021  Registration Number 7096305
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PROABBAR" in stylized font, "R" is designed in the shape of a two-petal leaf. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "PROABBAR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dehumidifiers; Humidifiers; Agricultural irrigation units; Air-conditioning apparatus and installations; Air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; Drying apparatus for use in heating, ventilation systems, air conditioning systems and refrigeration systems; Drying machines for agriculture; Industrial dryers for heating and dehumidifying; Lawn sprinkler systems comprising pumps, valves and filters; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lighting installations; Thermostatic valves; Ventilating exhaust fans; Ventilation hoods
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Abbar Import and Export Trade Co.,Ltd. Address Xiamen Abbar Import and Export Trade Co. , Ltd. Room 1201, No. 20 Puyuan Yili, Xiang'an District Shamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PTO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97132352</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2021</td>
<td>7096306</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letter &quot;S&quot; and the letter &quot;E&quot; in an overlapping position.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; shirts; boots; shoes; beanies; hats; swimsuit; jackets; dresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>May 07, 2018</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Baltierra, Austin Address: Baltierra, Austin 14157 Myakka Pointe. Dr. Port Charlotte FLORIDA 33953

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: SLLIK_21_TM3

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SLLIK EVOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97132373 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096307 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "LOVE KILLS" in a mirrored orientation. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; shirts; boots; shoes; beanies; hats; swimsuit; jackets; dresses International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 07, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Baltierra, Austin Address Baltierra, Austin 14157 Myakka Pointe. Dr. Port Charlotte FLORIDA 33953 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number SLLIK_21_TM5

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SLLIK EVOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97132399 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096308
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "LOVE KILLS" in a
mirrored orientation and in an overlapping position. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing; shirts; boots; shoes; beanies; hats; swimsuit; jackets; dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 07, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baltierra, Austin Address Baltierra, Austin 14157 Myakka Pointe. Dr. Port Charlotte FLORIDA 33953
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SLLIK_21_TM7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OM FINANCIAL GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97132650 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096309
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FINANCIAL GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial planning; Financial planning for retirement

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OM Financial Group, LLC Address OM Financial Group, LLC 101 Federal Street, Suite 800 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAP'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97132928 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7096310
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Feb. 01, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Double R Foods LLC Address Double R Foods LLC Suite 200 4790 Crittenden Drive Louisville KENTUCKY 40209 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DRF.T1400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
TM 7445

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97133557 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 709631
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SAFETY"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 7939/2021 Foreign Application Filing Date May 19, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 771814 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 08, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date May 19, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Infrared radiators for curative purposes; Infrared radiators for therapeutic purposes; Infrared radiators for medical purposes; Infrared cabins for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Ambient heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment, namely, HVAC units; Infrared radiators not for motors and engines; cabins featuring infrared heat treatment, not for medical purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Human hygienic and beauty care services; Providing medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services with infrared radiators; Providing medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services with infrared cabins; Medical services; Health care services and beauty care services; Medical consultations; Alternative medicine services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INFRAMEDIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97133576  Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021  Registration Number 7096312
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 764903  Foreign Registration Date Jun. 07, 2021  Foreign Application/Registration County SWITZERLAND  Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 08, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Infrared radiators for curative purposes; Infrared radiators for therapeutic purposes; Infrared radiators for medical purposes; Infrared cabins for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Infrared radiators not for motors and engines; cabins featuring infrared heat treatment, not for medical purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Rental of infrared radiators for medical purposes; Rental of infrared cabins for medical purposes; Medical services; Healthcare services and beauty care services; Medical consultations; Alternative medicine services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INFRAMEDIC GMBH  Address TECHNOLOGIE-CAMPUS I CHEMNITZ FED REP GERMANY 09126  Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16252-4

9286
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PC SOCIAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97133638 |
| Application Filing Date | Nov. 19, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096313 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an image of a brain comprised of various circles connected by lines. The brain is in orange, purple, pink, and blue, with the shades of colors fading into one another. Under the brain design is the literal element "PC SOCIAL" in white letters outlined in black with black shading inside the letters. Color Claimed | The color(s) purple, orange, pink, blue, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "SOCIAL" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing business intelligence services; data analytics, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for business purposes; digital marketing services; social media marketing services

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Project Consultants LLC |
| Address | Project Consultants LLC 1412 Promontory Terrace San Ramon CALIFORNIA 94583 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GZVDYG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97133676 Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number  7096314
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adapter plugs; USB hubs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce  Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Mi Fanni Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  507 Sungang Buxin Industrial Park, 3063 Dongxiao Rd., Dongxiao St., Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA  518000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUTURA PICO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97133950 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096315
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003721860 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003721860 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 18, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 16, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cell culture apparatus and instruments for medical diagnostic use, namely, cell culture monitors, viable cell monitors, biomass monitors and biomass sensors for measurement of biomass; biomass measurement apparatus and instruments for medical diagnostic use, namely, yeast monitors, probes for yeast monitors, laboratory yeast analysers, yeast analysers, yeast monitors for the control of control switches, yeast monitors for the control of introduction of liquids bearing yeast into settling and storage vessels; medical diagnostic apparatus and instruments, namely, cell culture monitors, viable cell monitors, biomass monitors and biomass sensors for measurement of biomass; structural parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; none of the aforesaid goods associated with medical safety devices

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, cell culture monitors; cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, viable cell monitors; scientific apparatus, namely, biomass monitors and biomass sensors for the measurement of biomass, and laboratory biomass analysers; scientific measurement apparatus, namely, yeast monitors, probes for yeast monitors, and laboratory yeast analysers; research laboratory yeast analysers; scientific yeast pitching apparatus, namely, yeast monitors for the control of control switches; scientific yeast cropping apparatus, namely, yeast monitors for the control of introductions of liquids bearing yeast into settling and storage vessels; control systems for the aforesaid goods, namely, computers, downloadable computer software and recorded computer software for the control and monitoring of yeast monitors, biomass monitors, and biomass sensors; electric control panels for the aforesaid goods; structural parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods sold as a unit therewith
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aber Instruments Ltd Address  Aber Instruments Ltd Science Park Aberystwyth Ceredigion UNITED KINGDOM SY233AH Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  07500.703US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FUTURA NEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97133954  Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2021  Registration Number  7096316
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  UK00003721855  Foreign Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2021
Foreign Registration Number  UK00003721855  Foreign Registration Date  Nov. 16, 2021  Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date  Nov. 16, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cell culture apparatus and instruments for medical diagnostic use, namely, cell culture monitors, viable cell monitors, biomass monitors and biomass sensors for measurement of biomass; biomass measurement apparatus and instruments for medical diagnostic use, namely, yeast monitors, probes for yeast monitors, laboratory yeast analysers, yeast analysers, yeast monitors for the control of control switches, yeast monitors for the control of introduction of liquids bearing yeast into settling and storage vessels; medical diagnostic apparatus and instruments, namely, cell culture monitors, viable cell monitors, biomass monitors and biomass sensors for measurement of biomass; structural parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; none of the aforesaid goods associated with medical safety devices
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
For  Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, cell culture monitors; cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, viable cell monitors; scientific apparatus, namely, biomass monitors and biomass sensors for the measurement of biomass, and laboratory biomass analysers; scientific measurement apparatus, namely, yeast monitors, probes for yeast monitors, and laboratory yeast analysers; research laboratory yeast analysers; scientific yeast pitching apparatus, namely, yeast monitors for the control of control switches; scientific yeast cropping apparatus, namely, yeast monitors for the control of introductions of liquids bearing yeast into settling and storage vessels; control systems for the aforesaid goods, namely, computers, downloadable computer software and recorded computer software for the control and monitoring of yeast monitors, biomass monitors, and biomass sensors; electric control panels for the aforesaid goods; structural parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods sold as a unit therewith
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Aber Instruments Ltd</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Aber Instruments Ltd Science Park Aberystwyth Ceredigion UNITED KINGDOM SY233AH <strong>Legal Entity</strong> limited company (ltd.) <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>07500.688US1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AFCAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97134163 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096317
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Operating an on-line marketplace featuring insulation foam, urethane adhesive, high tack sealant, multipurpose silicone, metallic tapes, vinyl tapes, plastic sheeting, and insulation sheeting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

For Polyurethane insulation foam, urethane adhesives being urethane-based sealants for construction particularly for use in glazing, siding and trim, high tack adhesive sealant for general use
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jun. 06, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Afcat Group, Inc. Address Afcat Group, Inc. 8255 Forney Road Dallas TEXAS 75227 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0078-00547

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 3D WOODWORKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97134375 Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number   7096318
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words 3D WOODWORKER with 3D lined to create a three-d effect with and encircled and outlined, WOODWORKER is stylized in upper and lowercase alphabets with partial lines above and below the word WOODWORKER. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "3D WOODWORKER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Custom manufacture of wooden signs
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Nov. 18, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JS Product Development, LLC Address  JS Product Development, LLC  3306 Windquest Drive  Holland MICHIGAN  49424 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  72441-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BIBB, SCOTT
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97134394</td>
<td>Nov. 19, 2021</td>
<td>7096319</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of a circle enclosing a stylized representation of two identical spires, one slightly higher than the other.
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Gambling services; wagering services; casino gaming services; handicapping for sporting events; online gambling, wagering and casino gaming services provided via a global or other wide area computer network via telecommunications devices; entertainment in the nature of horse races; Providing information, news, analysis, and online non-downloadable videos in the fields of sports; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the fields of sports and sporting events; arranging and conducting online contests and tournaments, in the fields of sports, sports wagering, and sports handicapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** Downloadable mobile applications featuring gambling, betting, wagering, handicapping for sporting events, and casino gaming; downloadable mobile applications featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of horseracing; downloadable mobile applications featuring contests and tournaments in the fields of casino gaming and sports; downloadable mobile applications providing user access to information, news, results, and analysis in the fields of horseracing, sports, sporting events, sports wagering, and casino gaming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>May 17, 2017</td>
<td>May 17, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For   Hats; caps being headwear; headwear; shirts; t-shirts; outerwear, namely, jackets

**International Classes**   25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**   22, 39  **International Class Title**   Clothing  **First Use**   Jan. 22, 2021  **In Commerce**   Jan. 22, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**   Churchill Downs Incorporated  **Address**   Churchill Downs Incorporated   Suite 400   600 N. Hurstbourne Parkway   Louisville   KENTUCKY   40222  **Legal Entity**   CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**   KENTUCKY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**   ZT742-22253

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**   VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VUTILITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97134496 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096320
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5456723

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wireless utility monitoring devices, namely, wireless internet of things (IoT) enabled radio transmitters used for remote monitoring of electricity meters, gas meters, and water meters; wireless utility monitoring devices, namely, wireless internet of things (IoT) enabled radio transmitters used for remote monitoring of isolated and aggregated electric loads, namely, electrical use within electric panels, circuits, and electric phases; wireless utility monitoring devices, namely, wireless internet of things (IoT) enabled radio transmitters that send information to predict necessary maintenance of utility services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 16, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VUTILITY, INC. Address VUTILITY, INC. Suite 150 126 West Sego Lily Drive Sandy UTAH 84070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLENDS FOR BONDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97134746 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096321
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BLENDS FOR BONDS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 772766 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 19, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 19, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices in the nature of oral vaporizers for smoking purposes; tobacco sticks, namely, a tobacco product of tubular shape consisting of a pre-portioned tobacco supply surrounded by a smokable encasing material; tobacco for the purpose of being heated, namely, rolling tobacco and leaf tobacco; electronic devices and their structural parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine containing aerosol for inhalation, namely, electronic cigarettes, cigars, and smoking pipes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices, namely, electronic cigarettes, cigars, and smoking pipes; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol, namely, oral vaporizers for smoking purposes; oral vapourisers for smokers; tobacco and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes, namely, smokers' mouthpieces for electronic cigarettes; structural and replacement parts and fittings for the aforesaid products; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Philip Morris Products S.A. Address Philip Morris Products S.A. Quai Jeanrenaud 3 Neuchatel SWITZERLAND Legal Entity societe anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PMPS 2113885
Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KOO KOO KANGA ROO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97134844 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 19, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096322 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital music downloadable from the Internet
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Feb. 18, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Koo Koo Kanga Roo LLC Address Koo Koo Kanga Roo LLC 110 8th Ave N Hopkins MINNESOTA 55343 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
SIMPLY NUTTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97134910</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 19, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096323</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NUTTY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Nut-based snack bars featuring a chocolate coating
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes 46
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Jan. 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Trader Joe's Company
- **Address**: Trader Joe's Company 800 South Shamrock Avenue Monrovia CALIFORNIA 91016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 0872056-0009

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KOO KOO KANGA ROO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97135114 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7096324 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of printed children's books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Koo Koo Kanga Roo LLC Address Koo Koo Kanga Roo LLC 110 8th Ave N Hopkins MINNESOTA 55343 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FORWARD

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97135266</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 19, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096325</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the word "FORWARD" in stylized blue letters, with a square-shaped letter "O" inside of which appears a circle with straight lines extending from the top, bottom, and sides of the circle through and beyond the top, bottom, and sides of the "O".  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5784797

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Mail order catalog services featuring product lines for pre-hospital medical care, supplies and equipment; Retail store services featuring product lines for pre-hospital medical care, supplies and equipment  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Nov. 26, 2018  
**In Commerce** Nov. 26, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Integrated MedCraft LLC  
**Address** Integrated MedCraft LLC 182 Waterhole Road Colchester CONNECTICUT 06415  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** CONNECTICUT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WORKPLACE ESSENTIAL SKILLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97135649 Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096326
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording WORKPLACE in which the O is further stylized, consisting of a right facing arcuate shape with the upper end terminating in half of an arrow head partially encompassed by a left facing arcuate shape, above the wording ESSENTIAL SKILLS. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement WORKPLACE ESSENTIAL SKILLS has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years immediately before the date of this statement.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of workplace preparation, such instruction being intended for individuals sixteen years of age or older and excluding education instruction directed toward children under the age of 16
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2018 In Commerce May 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kentucky Authority for Educational Television Address Kentucky Authority for Educational Television 600 Cooper Drive Lexington KENTUCKY 40502 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 025425.14
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIAOMANZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97135776  Application Filing Date  Nov. 20, 2021  Registration Number  7096327
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bolsters; Mannequins; Barbers' chairs; Busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Costume display stands; Costume stands; Cushions filled with hair; Dressers; Hairdresser's chairs; Hat stands; Looking glasses; Display stands; Dressmaker's dummies
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Jun. 25, 2018  In Commerce  Jun. 25, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xuchang Miaomanzi Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Xuchang Miaomanzi Trading Co., Ltd.  No.1, Residential Bldg of Golden Company  Rebecca Avenue  Xuchang, Henan  CHINA  461000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RUONS034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENVGROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97136026 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096328
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Environmental services, namely, technical consultation in the field of climate-controlled agricultural operations; Environmental testing and inspection services; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; Remote monitoring services of heating, ventilating and air conditioning apparatus; Consulting services in the field of environmental assessment and planning; Technical consultancy in the field of climate-controlled agricultural operations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 26, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elite Environmental Solutions LLC Address Elite Environmental Solutions LLC 2175 S Jasmine St, Ste 119 Denver COLORADO 80222 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where COLORADO
Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Elite Env

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97136603 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7096329
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of five geometrical shapes, namely, three quadrilaterals and two triangles, depicting three intersecting lines shown at different angles. The quadrilateral at the left is blue, the triangle to the right is a darker blue, the next quadrilateral is red, the triangle above and to the right is a darker red, and the last quadrilateral is yellow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data compilation and analysis services in the fields of life insurance and mortality risk for business purposes; compiling and analyzing health and mortality risk data for business purposes; business analysis services in the fields of life insurance and mortality risk, namely, predictive modeling and reporting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 24, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 24, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LifeScore Labs, LLC Address LifeScore Labs, LLC 10 Fan Pier Boulevard Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 077180268001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97136613</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
<td>7096330</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: No
**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of five geometrical shapes, namely, three quadrilaterals and two triangles, depicting three intersecting lines shown at different angles. The quadrilateral at the left is blue, the triangle to the right is a darker blue, the next quadrilateral is red, the triangle above and to the right is a darker red, and the last quadrilateral is yellow.
**Color Drawing**: Yes
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, red and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Providing insurance information; insurance consultancy services; insurance underwriting consultation; consultancy services in the fields of life insurance and mortality risk; providing independent underwriting and life insurance plan assessment services for life insurance evaluation purposes; providing health and mortality risk assessment and evaluation services in the field of life insurance; financial risk management consulting services, namely, providing consulting services to businesses to analyze mortality and longevity risks in the field of life insurance
**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
**First Use**: Jul. 24, 2019
**In Commerce**: Jul. 24, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: LifeScore Labs, LLC
**Address**: LifeScore Labs, LLC 10 Fan Pier Boulevard Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02210
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 077180268002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examiing Attorney**: PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BUSINESS360 METHOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97136658 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7096331
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METHOD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting coaching, classes, seminars, retreats, workshops in the field of business and entrepreneurship and distribution of course material in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 2019 In Commerce Apr. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drost Enterprises LLC Address Drost Enterprises LLC 304 Virginia Ave. Vestal NEW YORK 13850
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L551426016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Cavi

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97137063</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Nov. 20, 2021 |

**In Commerce | Nov. 20, 2021**

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Logan Marks
Address Logan Marks 7655 Mira Flores Ave Atascadero CALIFORNIA 93422
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney CERDA, VICTOR
**Mark Literal(s)**  NATURE'S CRAFT A CRAFT OF PERFECTION

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a ring of six polygonal shapes which together form a seven-sided shape, with a five-sided shape created by the negative space in the center. Underneath this design are the words "NATURE'S CRAFT" in stylized font above the words "A CRAFT OF PERFECTION" in stylized font. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

Of **Jewelry; Diamond jewelry; Diamonds; Synthetic diamonds**

**International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
**International Class Title**: Jewelry **First Use** **In Commerce**

- **For**: Wholesale and retail store services featuring jewelry; On-line Wholesale and retail store services featuring jewelry
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business **First Use** **In Commerce**

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: NATURE'S CRAFT INC
- **Address**: NATURE'S CRAFT INC 85 Feronia Way Rutherford NEW JERSEY 07070
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 70SON-03-TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97137442  Application Filing Date: Nov. 22, 2021  Registration Number: 7096334
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "HEALTH PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Physician referrals; Healthcare management service organization (MSO) services, namely, providing practice organization, management and administrative support services to individual physicians or small group practices; Medical claims management services, namely, electronic re-pricing of physician, hospital, and ancillary medical care provider transactions via the global information network; Requesting health care provider privileges from health care institutions on behalf of physicians and health care providers; retail pharmacy services

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: Mar. 21, 2022  In Commerce: Mar. 21, 2022

For: Physician services; physician services in the fields of urology, gastroenterology, and radiation oncology

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use: Mar. 21, 2022  In Commerce: Mar. 21, 2022

For: Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software services for enabling provider to patient communications; clinical pathology laboratory services in the nature of pathological, molecular and genomic testing; providing a web site featuring technology enabling physicians to access resources in clinical medicine; Platform as a service (paas) and software as a service (saas) featuring software for use as a healthcare operating system; platform as a service (paas) and software as a service (saas) featuring software for exchanging, managing, and transmitting healthcare data and information and for facilitating communication between healthcare providers and healthcare consumers

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  First Use: Mar. 21, 2022  In Commerce: Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Urology Partners of America, LLC
Address: Urology Partners of America, LLC 21250 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 600 Torrance, CALIFORNIA 90503
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 432049900104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97137505</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
<td>7096335</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: ULTRA-SWIM

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Solar collectors; Solar collectors for heating

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2000

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Aquatherm Industries, Inc.

**Address**: Aquatherm Industries, Inc. 1940 Rutgers University Blvd. Lakewood, NEW JERSEY 08701

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: AQUA-050-TM

**Examining Attorney**: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WAHZAUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97138343</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Desk lamps; Ceiling lights; Hanging lamps; Wall lights; Landscape lighting installations; Lanterns for lighting; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; String lights for festive decoration |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Sep. 19, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 19, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Foshan Huasa Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Foshan Huasa Technology Co., Ltd. Room 313, Building 11, Fengming Plaza No. 7 Shugang Rd., Guicheng St., Nanhai Dist., Foshan CHINA |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS112595 |
| Examining Attorney | LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC |
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BOLTRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97138411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the term &quot;BOLTRY&quot; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>design; the design consists of two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>horizontal wavy lines which appear in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>term &quot;BOLTRY&quot;; the top horizontal wavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>line appears in the lettering &quot;OLTRY&quot; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the bottom horizontal wavy line appears in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the lettering &quot;BOLT&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Boltry has no meaning in a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Anti-slipping dashboard mats for holding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>personal items that are affixed or specially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adapted to the automobile; Ashtrays for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>automobiles; Auto accessories, namely,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>side mirror protective and vanity covers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automotive interior trim; Metal parts for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interior metal decorative and protective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trim; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>automotive exterior and interior plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extruded decorative and protective trim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Yingcheng mingzhirui Electronic Technology Co., Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Yingcheng mingzhirui Electronic Technology Co., Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>309 Ping An Avenue Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA  518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>22-09-B0040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>DAWE III, WILLIAM H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** B

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97138467</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2021</td>
<td>7096338</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letter "B" containing the silhouette of the front of a horse facing right superimposed over the stem of the letter.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Organization of events for cultural purposes; Recreational park services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Bluffdale
- **Address**: 2222 West 14400 South, Bluffdale, UTAH 84065
- **Legal Entity**: municipal corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) /KIT·SCH/

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97138834 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096339
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5777098, 5610653

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry, namely, necklaces, earrings, bracelets
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 17, 2018 In Commerce May 17, 2018
For Hair accessories, namely, elasticized hair bands, hair ties, barrettes, twisties, hair scrunchies, hair ornaments in the form of combs, hair clips, claw clips, hair bun shapers, rhinestone hair pins; non-electric heatless curling set comprised of non-electric hair rollers; ceramic hair rollers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use May 17, 2018 In Commerce May 17, 2018
For Brushes and combs, namely, hair brushes, hair combs, scalp exfoliating brushes, round hair brushes, paddle hair brushes, hair brushes for wet or dry hair; household utensils and containers, namely, shower caddies, containers for storing shampoo, containers for storing hair conditioner
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 17, 2018 In Commerce May 17, 2018
For Travel bags; fanny packs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 12, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2019
For  Face covers being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; scraping apparatus for gua sha therapy; facial rollers; facial ice rollers; dermal facial rollers; spa massagers in the nature of facial rollers; microneedle dermal facial rollers
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Jun. 2018 In Commerce  Jun. 2018
For  Household linens, namely, towels, beach towels, microfiber towels, beach blankets, pillow shams; cleansing face towel kits comprised of face towels, cotton rounds for cosmetic purposes, exfoliating facial cleansing sponges, and mesh bags for washing laundry
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  May 17, 2018 In Commerce  May 17, 2018
For  Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations, namely, shampoo bars, hair conditioner bars, body scrub bars, body wash bars
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Mar. 2020 In Commerce  Mar. 2020
For  Clothing, footwear, and headwear, namely, shower caps, head scarves, baseball caps, hats, sleep caps, bonnets, gloves, sleep masks, socks
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  May 17, 2018 In Commerce  May 17, 2018
For  Eyebrow razors; dermaplane razors
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools First Use  Jun. 19, 2019 In Commerce  Jun. 19, 2019
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kitsch LLC Address  Kitsch LLC  137 N Larchmont Blvd, #641  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90004
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  KITS0223TUS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CROSSROADS ARTS DISTRICT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97138953 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096340
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For association services, namely, promoting the interests of business and real estate owners in a city community; community association services, namely promoting the interests of business and real estate owners in a city community and providing marketing services for business owners in a city community; advertising and promotional services for the community events and goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2009 In Commerce 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crossroads Community Association Address Crossroads Community Association 115 W. 18th Street, Suite 204 Kansas City MISSOURI 64106 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 931000059225
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIRST FRIDAY IN THE CROSSLANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97138965 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096341
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For advertising and promotional services for the community events and goods and services of others; community association services, namely promoting the interests of business and real estate owners in a city community and providing marketing services for business owners in a city community
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2009 In Commerce 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crossroads Community Association Address Crossroads Community Association 115 W. 18th Street, Suite 204 Kansas City MISSOURI 64106 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 931000059225

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCALE YOUR IMPACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97139089 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 23, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096342 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business training in the field of business development, business management, and business leadership; Professional coaching services in the field of business development, business management, and business leadership; Providing group coaching in the field of business development, business management, and business leadership
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2017
For Business development consulting services; Business management consulting in the field of team development; Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations; Consulting services in business organization and management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BGSD LLC Address BGSD LLC 1101 14TH STREET, NW WASHINGTON D.C. 20005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BGSD SYI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) H1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97140095 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096343
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters of "H1" in white font against a blue background with the number "1" containing a flat top and short right-angle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0125699/1683271 International Registration Number 1683271

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consulting in the field of healthcare; providing an online searchable database featuring business information and rating of professionals and institutions for commercial purposes in the field of healthcare, related researchers and related research projects and products and healthcare providers and producers of healthcare related products; business data analysis; database management and data processing services; business services provided to the healthcare industry, namely, compilation and analysis of quality metric data to facilitate identification of influential professionals and institutions in the field of healthcare for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2020 In Commerce Apr. 2020
For Application Service Provider (ASP) featuring software for providing a database and online software for professional information management in the field of healthcare and academic research related to healthcare; Application Service Provider (ASP) featuring software for providing a database and online software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases related to the field of healthcare and academic research related to healthcare; providing an online searchable database in the field of medical science for scientific research purposes for healthcare professionals, related researchers, health care providers, and producers of health care related products; providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for collecting, searching, organizing, posting, sharing, and publishing information about healthcare professionals and healthcare institutions; providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for collecting, searching, organizing,
posting, sharing, and publishing information about clinical trials; providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for connecting medical students to medical research programs, managing student projects, and collecting, searching, organizing, posting, sharing, and publishing information in the field of medical research

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Apr. 2020  **In Commerce**: Apr. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: H1 Insights, Inc.  **Address**: H1 Insights, Inc. 386 Park Avenue South, 5th Floor  New York  NEW YORK 10016  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) H1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97140100</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2021</td>
<td>7096344</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0116977/1655074
International Registration Number: 1655074

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consulting in the field of healthcare; providing an online searchable database featuring business information and rating of professionals and institutions for commercial purposes in the field of healthcare, related researchers and related research projects and products and healthcare providers and producers of healthcare related products; business data analysis; database management and data processing services; business services provided to the healthcare industry, namely, compilation and analysis of quality metric data to facilitate identification of influential professionals and institutions in the field of healthcare for business purposes.

For Application Service Provider (ASP) featuring software for providing a database and online software for professional information management in the field of healthcare and academic research related to healthcare; Application Service Provider (ASP) featuring software for providing a database and online software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases related to the field of healthcare and academic research related to healthcare; providing an online searchable database in the field of medical science for scientific research purposes for healthcare professionals, related researchers, health care providers, and producers of health care related products; providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for collecting, searching, organizing, posting, sharing, and publishing information about healthcare professionals and healthcare institutions; providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for collecting, searching, organizing, posting, sharing, and publishing information about clinical trials; providing online non-downloadable computer software, namely, software for connecting medical students to medical research programs, managing student projects, and collecting, searching, organizing, posting, sharing, and publishing information in the field of medical research.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: H1 Insights, Inc.  
Address: H1 Insights, Inc. 386 Park Avenue South, 5th Floor  
New York  
NEW YORK  
10016  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BARCUTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97140170 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096345
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hairdressing services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Jun. 18, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barcuts, Inc. Address Barcuts, Inc. 1320 Fulton Ave. Apt. E3 Bronx NEW YORK 10456 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLADIATOR ROOFING AND RESTORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97140549 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096346
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ROOFING AND RESTORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing installation; Roofing repair; Roofing services; Repair of roofing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jul. 29, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLADIATOR ROOFING & RESTORATION LLC Address GLADIATOR ROOFING & RESTORATION LLC Suite 1100 7525 East 39th Street Indianapolis INDIANA 46266 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92001-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEW MUSIC SCHOOL

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97141176</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2021</td>
<td>7096347</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “MUSIC SCHOOL"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Education services, namely, providing instruction, workshops, classes, private studies, namely, tutoring, and live performances in the field of performing arts; Instruction in the field of performing arts; Training services in the field of performing arts
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2008

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Ybarra, Francisco
- **Address**: Ybarra, Francisco 1845 S Prairie Ave Chicago ILLINOIS 60616
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BRANDSPEAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97141197 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 24, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096348 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Creating advertisements for others, namely video advertising, digital video advertising, and 3D video advertising; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | BrandSpeak Communications, LLC | Address | BrandSpeak Communications, LLC | 16030 58th Pl N Plymouth MINNESOTA 55446 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 22085.315001 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GSB-HEAVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97141343 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096349
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building materials, namely, pavement preservation products in the nature Bitumen-based asphalt sealants for road construction and airfield pavement construction
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Asphalt Systems Inc Address Asphalt Systems Inc 2775 West 1500 South Salt Lake City UTAH 84104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92596.020045

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PEACHES AND PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97141384  Application Filing Date  Nov. 24, 2021  Registration Number  7096350
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Downloadable image files containing artwork and text in the field of video and computer games; Downloadable software for playing video games and engaging in social networking and exchanging electronic data for cellular phones; Downloadable electronic game programs
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes  US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use   Oct. 18, 2021  In Commerce   Oct. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Peaches and Pizza LLC  Address   Peaches and Pizza LLC  188 Babington Ct.  Beavercreek  OHIO  45440
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KLEEN BARBERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97141440 Application Filing Date    Nov. 24, 2021 Registration Number    7096351
Registration Date    Jul. 04, 2023 Register    Principal Mark Type    Service Mark Publication Date    Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    No Mark Drawing Type    3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an incomplete hexagon. Inside the hexagon, there is a design of barber shears at the top-center, followed by the wording "KLEEN BARBERS", with the letters "K" and "N" as part of the hexagon, and two dots on each side of the word "BARBERS". Color Claimed    Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer    "BARBERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barber services; Barber shop services; Barbering services; Barbershops; Beauty consultancy; Beauty consultation services; Beauty consultation services in the selection and use of cosmetics, fragrances, beauty aids, personal care products, and bath, body and beauty products; Beauty counseling; Body waxing services for the human body

International Classes    44 - Primary Classes US Classes    100, 101 International Class Title    Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use    Oct. 01, 2014 In Commerce    Nov. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Kleen Barbers Address    Kleen Barbers 2336 HAMILTOWNE CIRCLE, Rosedale MARYLAND 21237 Legal Entity    CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized    MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCULPTED STUDIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97141700  Application Filing Date  Nov. 24, 2021  Registration Number  7096352
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "STUDIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of cosmetic tattooing; Education services, namely, providing on-line mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of cosmetic tattooing
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2018  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sculpted Studios LLC  Address  Sculpted Studios LLC  86 SOUTHWEST 8TH STREET, 4403  Miami  FLORIDA  33127  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCULPTED PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97141727 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096353 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tattoo machines; Tattoo needles
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sculpted Studios LLC Address Sculpted Studios LLC 86 SOUTHWEST 8TH STREET, 4403 Miami FLORIDA 33127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AESTHETICARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97141841 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096354
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medspa services for health and beauty of the body
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 2001 In Commerce Sep. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AesthetiCare, LLC Address AesthetiCare, LLC 11100 Ash Street, Suite 210 Leawood KANSAS 66211
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56678; 8830

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOODGIE BEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97142281 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096355
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms "Foodgie Bear" in a stylized font. The terms are placed within and outlined by a splash of liquid. Three paw prints are placed to the bottom right of the liquid. A baby's face rests slightly above the terms. A pacifier is placed within the baby's mouth, and the baby appears to be holding a sippy cup in one hand and the outline of the terms "Foodgie Bear" in the other. A slight outline is offset from the baby's face, and two bear ears are on the top of the baby's head. The sippy cup includes a smiling face and stars on the bottle portion. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Orion Phoenix March, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby food; Infant formula

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 19, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tanya Louise-Charis March Address Tanya Louise-Charis March 34 Tall Pines Drive Lewiston MAINE 04240 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Cliff Andrew March Address Cliff Andrew March 34 Tall Pines Drive Lewiston MAINE 04240 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97142912</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 25, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096356</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "DIFFERENSE" with the letter "s" in the color light green and the remainder of the letters in green, above the wording "DIFFERENSE" is a green line interrupted by two green leaves, and below the wording "DIFFERENSE" is the wording "ALTERNATIVE FOOD" in the color green and written in cursive. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) green and light green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "ALTERNATIVE FOOD" |

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>018534122</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 04, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>018534122</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2022</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For  | Meat extracts; Frozen vegetables; Preserved vegetables; Vegetables, dried; Vegetables, cooked; Fruit, preserved; Dried fruit; Frozen fruits; Fruit, stewed; Jellies for food; Jams; Eggs; Milk; Edible oils and fats; Olive oil for food; Extra virgin olive oil for food; Yoghurt; Flavoured yoghurts; Drinking yogurts; Yogurt drinks; Flavoured milk; Flavoured milk powder for making drinks; Broth concentrates; Mixes for making soup; Broth; Pickles; Cheese dips; Mushrooms, preserved; Dried edible mushrooms; Meat, preserved; Sliced meat; Smoked meats; Sausage meat; Ham; Salami; Mortadella; Truffles, preserved; Jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable-based spreads; Mincemeat; Compotes; Tomato paste; Fruit spreads; Meat jellies; Vegetable jellies; Marmalade; Fruit marmalade; Tomato purée; Pressed fruit paste; Olive paste; pressed fruit paste; Pastes made from nuts; Vegetable pate; Vegetable-based spreads; Vegetable-based spreads; Extracts for soups; Instant soup; Canned soups; Soup concentrates; Chicken wings; Snack foods based on vegetables; Snack foods based on nuts; Onion rings; Prepared entrees consisting primarily of seafood; Snack mixes consisting primarily of processed fruits and processed nuts; Snack mixes consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; Nut-based meal replacement bars; Fruit-based meal replacement bars; Nut and seed-based snack bars; Pizza cheese sticks; Soy-based food bars; Nut-based food bars; Bisques; Soups; Beef bouillon; Squid, not live; Beef jerky; Prepared meat; prepared chilled meals consisting predominately of fish; Fish crackers; Grilled fish |
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fillets; Frittatas; Cottage cheese fritters; Potato fritters; Sliced fruit; Galbi; Potato salad; Chicken salad; Potato-based salads; Poultry salads; Legume salads; Pre-cut vegetable salads; Prepared salads; Fruit salads; Vegetable chips; Soup pastes; Pre-packaged dinners consisting primarily of seafood; Pre-packaged dinners consisting primarily of game; Prepared meals consisting primarily of poultry; Prepared meals consisting substantially of seafood; Prepared meals consisting primarily of fish; Prepared meals consisting principally of game; Prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes; Frozen prepared meals consisting principally of vegetables; Frozen meals consisting primarily of chicken; Frozen meals consisting primarily of fish; Hash browns; Shepherd's pie; French fries; Vegetable-based chips; Potato crisps; Low-fat potato crisps; Frozen cooked fish; Pieces of chicken for use as a filling in sandwiches; Cooked meat dishes; Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of meat; Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of poultry; Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of game; Ready cooked meals consisting substantially of turkey; Cooked dishes of fish; Prepared meals consisting primarily of turkey; Frozen pre-packaged entrees consisting primarily of seafood; Prepared meals consisting primarily of meat; Prepared dishes consisting primarily of vegetable; Prepared meals consisting primarily of chicken; Prepared meals consisting primarily of eggs; Ready cooked meals consisting primarily of chicken; Prepared cooked meat dishes; Prepared dishes consisting principally of meat; Prepared meals consisting primarily of duck; Prepared dishes consisting primarily of fishcakes, vegetables, boiled eggs, and broth (oden); Prepared meals consisting principally of vegetables; Frozen meals consisting primarily of meat; Frozen meals consisting primarily of poultry; Quick-frozen vegetable dishes; Roast chicken; Fried chicken; Meatballs; Soup powders in the nature of soup mixes; Bean dip; Sashimi seafood; Fruit-based snack food; Dried fruit-based snacks; Soy-based snack foods; Tofu-based snacks; Snack foods based on legume-type beans; dried fruit- and nut-based snack bars; Meat-based snack foods; Coconut-based snacks; Cheese-based snack foods; Nut-based snack foods; Sweet corn-based snack foods; Potato-based snack foods; Vegetable-based snack foods; Organic nut and seed-based snack bars; Stews; Surimi fish; Potato-based snacks; Fish cakes; Potato pancakes; Beef tripe; Pickled eggs; Chowder; Pre-cooked soup; Freeze-dried vegetables; Vegetables, tinned; Vegetable-based concentrate for cooking; Condensed tomato soup; Fruit preserves; Tomato preserves; Preserves, pickles; Vegetable extracts for cooking; Legume-based spreads; Edible flowers, dried; Canned sliced fruits; Bottled sliced fruits; Preserved nuts; Dried nuts; Aromatized fruit; Fermented fruits; Glazed fruits; Bottled fruits; Fruit Powders in the nature of dried fruit mixes; Fruit, processed; Pickled fruits; Processed nuts; Cut fruits; Berries, preserved; Mushrooms, prepared; Potato-based gnocchi; Potato-based dumplings; Vegetables, preserved; Dried fruit mixes; Olives, preserved; Cooked olives; Dried olives; Canned processed olives; Bottled vegetables; Preserved vegetables in oil; dried vegetable powders; Pre-cut vegetables; Preserved potatoes; Processed potatoes; Dips; Candied fruit snacks; Mixed pickles; processed edible seeds, not being seasonings or flavorings; Cut vegetables; Processed legumes; Processed collard greens; Salted vegetables; Pickled vegetables; Pre-cut vegetables for salads; Mixed vegetables; Grilled vegetables; Fermented vegetables; Canned sliced vegetables; Processed fruit; Meat preserves; Meat, tinned; Fish-based foodstuffs; Fish, preserved; Fish, tinned; Cheese; Soya bean oil for food; Custard style yoghurts; Drinks based on yogurt; Butter; Processed seafood; Meat-based spreads; Antipasto salads; Spiced oils for food; Processed Pulses; Instant miso soup

**International Classes:** 29 - Primary Classes 46

**US Classes:** 46

**International Class Title:** Meats and Processed Foods

**For:** Coffee; Bakery goods; Biscuits; Tarts; Cake doughs; Petits fours; Cakes; Ice-cream cakes; Frostings; Pasta; Fresh pasta; Ice cream; Frozen yoghurt; Iced cakes; Ice cream gateaux; Ice milk; Sherbets; Ice cream stick bars; Balsamic vinegar; Mustard; Sauces; Spices; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for foods; Tea; Cocoa; Sugar; Rice; Tapioca; Sago; Artificial coffee; Chocolate; Honey; Treacle; Yeast; Flour; Processed grains; Bread; Bread rolls; Thin breadsticks; Rusks; Toasted bread;
Pepper vinegar; Flavoured vinegar; Fruit vinegar; Apple cider vinegar; Mustard vinegar; Wine vinegar; Seasonings; Food flavourings, other than essential oils; Fruit flavorings for food or beverages, except essences; Fruit flavorings for food or beverages, other than essential oils; Flavourings of lemons for food or beverages, except essences; Food flavorings, other than essential oils, and seasonings; Salad dressings containing cream; Spice extracts in the nature of spice blends; Stuffing mixes containing bread; Spice rubs; dried chili peppers; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for cheeses; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for soups; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for snack foods; Savory food flavourings, other than essential oils, for animal foods; Flavourings in the form of concentrated sauces; Flavourings in the form of dehydrated sauces; Alimentary seasonings; Seasoned coating for meat, fish, poultry; Ready-made sauces; Spicy sauces; Relish; Mixes for preparing sauces; Gravy mixes; Cooking sauces; Savory sauces used as condiments; Vinegar; Sourdough bread; Filo pastry; Dried pasta; Pizzas; Salt; Meat gravies; Pastry dough; Frozen pastries; Long-life pastry; Macaroons; Fresh pastries; Savory pastries; Chocolate pastes; Prepared pie crust mixes; Preparations for making bakery products; Pastries; Cake batter; Croûtons; Cereal bars; Cereals; hulless Flour of oats; Chickpea flour; Bean meal; Pasta-based prepared meals; Rice-based prepared meals; Pizza crust; Panettone; Sorbets; Yoghurt based ice cream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basis Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>EAT BETTER S.R.L.</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>EAT BETTER S.R.L. Via Muzzioli, 33/1 Modena ITALY I-41121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>società a responsabilità limitata (srl)</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ITALY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) K KONTEM

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97143014 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7096357
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "K KONTEM" in stylized font, with the letter "K" on top of the wording "KONTEM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of the word "KONTEM" in the mark is "ACCOUNT".

Goods and Services Information
For Softballs; Nets for sports; Rackets; Sport balls; Table tennis balls

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Kangteng Sports Goods(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Kangteng Sports Goods(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 6th Tongxin South Rd, Sifangpu Community Pingdi Street, Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA 518117 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney SENSOR, JAMES EARL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUVEL SKINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97144127 Application Filing Date Nov. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7096358 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SKINCARE"
Translation The English translation of JUVEL in the mark is "gem".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 30, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Juvia Aesthetics, LLC Address Juvia Aesthetics, LLC 1428 Route 23 Wayne NEW JERSEY 07470 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NEM 0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE NEXT ROUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97144874  Application Filing Date Nov. 27, 2021  Registration Number 7096359
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online information, news, and commentary in the fields of sports, entertainment, popular culture and current events; Providing a website featuring multimedia content in the nature of non-downloadable videos, articles, podcasts, and images, namely, photographs in the fields of sports, entertainment, popular culture and current events; entertainment services, namely, podcasts in the fields of sports, entertainment, popular culture and current events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jul. 06, 2021  In Commerce Jul. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DBL Down Media LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Next Round  Address DBL Down Media LLC 3760 Keswick Circle  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35242  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97145354 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096360 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Organization of electronic game competitions; Organizing and arranging exhibitions for entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable game software; Providing on-line computer games; Providing recreation facilities; Publishing of books, magazines; Video production; Virtual reality arcade services; Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network
For Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer hardware for communicating audio, video and data between computers via a global computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks; Computer peripheral devices; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; Memory cards for video game machines; Portable media players; Recorded computer game software; Video game cartridges
For Cellular telephone communication; Computer aided transmission of messages and images; Electronic bulletin board services; Electronic message sending; Electronic transmission of e-mail; Providing access to databases; Providing internet chatrooms; Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; Television broadcasting; Transmission of digital files; Voice mail services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  SUMUS LIMITED  Address  SUMUS LIMITED  2103, TOWER I  LIPPO CENTRE  HONG KONG
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  VM115176
Examining Attorney  AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B BOCOMAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97145557 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096361
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BOCOMAL" in
brown below a stylized letter "B" appearing in orange with the inside of the letter "B" consisting of random shapes. Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation
The wording B BOCOMAL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing for protection against accidents; Fireproof garments; Protective clothing, namely, disposable garment for
protection against spontaneous flash in industrial and manufacturing environments; Protective clothing, namely, heated
garments in the nature of apparel consisting of carbon fiber which produces heat; Racing safety apparel, namely, flame
retardant balaclavas; Reflective and illuminated clothing, for the prevention of accidents
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 23, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changzhou Tike Mila Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address
Changzhou Tike Mila Information Technology Co., Ltd. No.610, Bldg.1-2, Zhaoshang Garden City Niutang Town,
Wujin Dist. Changzhou CHINA 213000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized
CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number yoomarks

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97145715</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096362</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a fish-like design. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bar services; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Oct. 12, 2021 | In Commerce | Oct. 12, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Rockfish LLC | Address | Rockfish LLC 326 Georgetown Road Weston CONNECTICUT 06883 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CONNECTICUT |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1021.613.RF |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FOX III, LYAL L |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** B

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97145870</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2021</td>
<td>7096363</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)**

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a stylized, outlined uppercase letter "B" behind which appears half of a baseball forming the center of half of a star with six points. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** entertainment services, namely, baseball games and baseball exhibitions; organizing and conducting an array of athletic competitions rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests and sweepstakes; entertainment media production services, namely, production of on-going television, internet and radio programs in the field of sports; providing news, information, podcasts, and web casts, all in the field of sports; organizing community sporting and cultural events; entertainment in the nature of live performances by costumed mascots, cheerleaders, dance groups, and musical groups; entertainment, namely, live music concerts; fan clubs; providing sports facilities; rental of stadium facilities; conducting guided tours of a baseball stadium

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Feb. 01, 2021

**In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Bristol Baseball, Inc. **Address** Bristol Baseball, Inc. P.O. Box 1434 Bristol VIRGINIA 24203 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 73676-102

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRISTOL STATE LINERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97145874 Application Filing Date  Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number   7096364
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BRISTOL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, headwear, shirts, sweaters, vests, bottoms as clothing, dresses, skirts, athletic uniforms, clothing jerseys, underwear, undergarments, sleepwear, robes, swimwear, clothing jackets, sweatshirts, ponchos, aprons, clothing wraps, infant wear, cloth bibs, ties as clothing, clothing belts, footwear, socks, hosiery, scarves, gloves, mittens, headbands, wristbands as clothing, Halloween and masquerade costumes
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bristol Baseball, Inc. Address  Bristol Baseball, Inc. P.O. Box 1434 Bristol VIRGINIA 24203 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   73676-97
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** BRISTOL STATE LINERS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97145879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BRISTOL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** entertainment services, namely, baseball games and baseball exhibitions; organizing and conducting an array of athletic competitions rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests and sweepstakes; entertainment media production services, namely, production of on-going television, internet and radio programs in the field of sports; providing news, information, podcasts, and web casts, all in the field of sports; organizing community sporting and cultural events; entertainment in the nature of live performances by costumed mascots, cheerleaders, dance groups, and musical groups; entertainment, namely, live music concerts; fan clubs; providing sports facilities; rental of stadium facilities; conducting guided tours of a baseball stadium

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Bristol Baseball, Inc.
**Address**: Bristol Baseball, Inc. P.O. Box 1434 Bristol VIRGINIA 24203
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 73676-98

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STATE LINERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97145886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Clothing, namely, headwear, shirts, sweaters, vests, bottoms as clothing, dresses, skirts, athletic uniforms, clothing jerseys, underwear, undergarments, sleepwear, robes, swimwear, clothing jackets, sweatshirts, ponchos, aprons, clothing wraps, infant wear, cloth bibs, ties as clothing, clothing belts, footwear, socks, hosiery, scarves, gloves, mittens, headbands, wristbands as clothing, Halloween and masquerade costumes

| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Feb. 01, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Bristol Baseball, Inc. |
| **Address** | Bristol Baseball, Inc. P.O. Box 1434 Bristol VIRGINIA 24203 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | VIRGINIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 73676-99 |
| **Examining Attorney** | LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STATE LINERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97145900 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096367
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, baseball games and baseball exhibitions; organizing and conducting an array of athletic competitions rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests and sweepstakes; entertainment media production services, namely, production of on-going television, internet and radio programs in the field of sports; providing news, information, podcasts, and web casts, all in the field of sports; organizing community sporting and cultural events; entertainment in the nature of live performances by costumed mascots, cheerleaders, dance groups, and musical groups; entertainment, namely, live music concerts; fan clubs; providing sports facilities; rental of stadium facilities; conducting guided tours of a baseball stadium
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bristol Baseball, Inc. Address Bristol Baseball, Inc. P.O. Box 1434 Bristol VIRGINIA 24203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 73676-100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97145902  Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021  Registration Number 7096368
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized, outlined uppercase letter "B" behind which appears half of a baseball forming the center of half of a star with six points. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, headwear, shirts, sweaters, vests, bottoms as clothing, dresses, skirts, athletic uniforms, clothing jerseys, underwear, undergarments, sleepwear, robes, swimwear, clothing jackets, sweatshirts, ponchos, aprons, clothing wraps, infant wear, cloth bibs, ties as clothing, clothing belts, footwear, socks, hosiery, scarves, gloves, mittens, headbands, wristbands as clothing, Halloween and masquerade costumes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Feb. 01, 2021  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bristol Baseball, Inc.  Address Bristol Baseball, Inc.  P.O. Box 1434  Bristol VIRGINIA 24203  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 73676-101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AZENCO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97145930</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096369</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Construction, installation and repair of swimming pool shelters, swimming pool terrace shelters, verandas and swimming pool covers; information on construction, repair, installation of swimming pool shelters, terrace shelters, verandas and terraces for swimming pool covers; advice relating to the repair, installation of swimming pool shelters, terrace shelters, verandas and terraces for covering swimming pools

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 22, 2017 In Commerce Oct. 22, 2017

**For** Pergolas primarily of metal; Cabanas of metal; Metal shelter structures; verandas of metal; metal swimming pools; metal swimming pool shelters; metal swimming pool covers; transportable metal structures for swimming pools and verandas; metal frames for construction of swimming pools and verandas; greenhouse frames of metal; transportable metal greenhouses; non-electric locks of metal; hardware of metal, namely, nuts, pulleys, metal brackets for general use; pipes of metal; scaffolding of metal; building materials, namely, grilles of metal for ventilating installations; doors of metal, frames of metal for building and door frames of metal, ironwork for doors, namely, iron door fittings and hinges, door fittings of metal, door panels of metal; metal windows, metal window frames; shutters of metal; fences of metal; all the aforesaid goods being for the construction and installation of swimming pool shelters, terrace shelters, veranda and terrace for covering swimming pools

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Oct. 22, 2017 In Commerce Oct. 22, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Azenco US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Azenco US AZENCO US CORP 725 SE 9th Ct HIALEAH FLORIDA 33010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNLIMITED SUCCESS SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97145996 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096370
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leadership development training in the field of nonprofit organizations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 12, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unlimited Success Services LLC Address Unlimited Success Services LLC 33 Oakcrest Road Hyde Park MASSACHUSETTS 02136 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97146024  
Application Filing Date: Nov. 29, 2021  
Registration Number: 7096371  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized letter "V" in gold, incorporating a leaf design in gold; the color white represents shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.  
Color:  
Drawing: Yes  
Color Claimed: The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Hair salon services; Health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services  
International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
First Use: Feb. 01, 2021  
In Commerce: Feb. 01, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Valenti Anderson, LLC  
Address: Valenti Anderson, LLC 7159 Beechmont Ave Cincinnati OHIO 45230  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: OHIO

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A AZENCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97146028 Application Filing Date  Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number  7096372
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter A in purple with the stylized wording AZENCO below in black. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) purple and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction, installation and repair of swimming pool shelters, swimming pool terrace shelters, verandas and swimming pool covers; information on construction, repair, installation of swimming pool shelters, terrace shelters, verandas and terraces for swimming pool covers; advice relating to the repair, installation of swimming pool shelters, terrace shelters, verandas and terraces for covering swimming pools
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Apr. 03, 2021 In Commerce  Apr. 03, 2021

For Pergolas primarily of metal; Cabanas of metal; Metal shelter structures; verandas of metal; metal swimming pools; metal swimming pool shelters; metal swimming pool covers; transportable metal structures for swimming pools and verandas; metal frames for construction of swimming pools and verandas; greenhouse frames of metal; transportable metal greenhouses; non-electric locks of metal; hardware of metal, namely, nuts, pulleys, metal brackets for general use; pipes of metal; scaffolding of metal; building materials, namely, grilles of metal for ventilating installations; doors of metal, frames of metal for building and door frames of metal, ironwork for doors, namely, iron door fittings and hinges, door fittings of metal, door panels of metal; metal windows, metal window frames; shutters of metal; fences of metal; all the aforesaid goods being for the construction and installation of swimming pool shelters, terrace shelters, veranda and terrace for covering swimming pools
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Apr. 03, 2021 In Commerce  Apr. 03, 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MM MEDM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97146244 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096373
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MEDM" in red to the right of six red triangles forming the letters "MM". The color white represents background and is not a feature of the mark. Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color red is claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring software platforms for health monitoring of automatic and manual collection, recording, and storage of health-related information and data, as well as sharing it with designated individuals and care providers
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MedM Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA MedM Address MedM Inc. 702 San Conrado Terrace, Unit 1 Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 940852509 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PITTSBURGH FIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97146332</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Conducting fitness classes; Consulting services in the fields of fitness and exercise; Counseling services in the field of physical fitness; Fitness boot camps; Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Personal training provided in connection with weight loss and exercise programs; Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness instruction; Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Physical fitness training services; Providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness; Providing fitness and exercise facilities |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Mar. 31, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 31, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Pittsburgh Fit, LLC |
| Address | Pittsburgh Fit, LLC 210 North Braddock Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15208 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 282927.102 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DREW BARRYMORE FLOWER HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97146536  Application Filing Date   Nov. 29, 2021  Registration Number   7096375
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer   "HOME"  Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual(s) whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Paints
International Classes   2 - Primary Classes  US Classes   6, 11, 16  International Class Title   Paints  First Use   Aug. 05, 2021  In Commerce   Aug. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Barrymore Brands Holdings, LLC  Address   Barrymore Brands Holdings, LLC  Suite 1000 West 9100 Wilshire Blvd.  Beverly Hills  CALIFORNIA  90212  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   DBFLOWERHOME

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   O’NEILL, MARY K
**TM 7510 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NINJA KITTIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97146595</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096376</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Printed matter, namely, children's books, coloring books, sticker books and stickers |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper |
| Goods and Printed Matter | First Use | Aug. 31, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 31, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Harai, Kayomi |
| Address | Harai, Kayomi 1667 Wyndham Drive San Jose CALIFORNIA 95124 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

| Owner Name | New Design Originals Corporation |
| Address | New Design Originals Corporation Suite A 8 The Green Dover DELAWARE 19901 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1750.3.44 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97146623  Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021  Registration Number 7096377
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design element comprised of nine round dots, set out in three rows of three rounds each, arranged so that the mark appears to be curved. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printing presses and stamping presses; industrial printing machines; printing machines for commercial or industrial use; industrial machines for printing and folding cartons for use in packaging; industrial inkjet printing machines; offset printers; 3D printers; print heads for industrial printing machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
Machinery First Use Sep. 22, 2020  In Commerce Jul. 15, 2021

For Digital document printers; digital photo printers; downloadable computer software and downloadable mobile applications for operating, managing, programming, and controlling printing presses; computer hardware, computer screens, computer monitors and computer peripherals, all for use with printing presses; unfilled toner cartridges and cleaning cartridges for computer printers; print heads for document printers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 22, 2020  In Commerce Jul. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scodix Ltd.  Address Scodix Ltd.  13 Amal St., Park Afek  Rosh Haayin  ISRAEL  4809249
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1196.0055
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CORTAVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97146713 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096378
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word CORTAVO in a block/printed script. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6323255

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing warranties on goods manufactured by others, namely, computer servers, computer storage devices, virtual computer servers, computer networking devices, computer workstations, desktops, laptops, computer components, computer peripherals, computer hardware, computer networking hardware, network access server hardware, computer fans, computer power supplies, graphics cards, computer processors, computer memory, RAID controllers, and telephones; providing extended warranties on computer servers, computer storage devices, virtual computer servers, computer networking devices, computer workstations, desktops, laptops, computer components, computer peripherals, computer hardware, computer networking hardware, network access server hardware, computer fans, computer power supplies, graphics cards, computer processors, computer memory, RAID controllers, and telephones
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 11, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2019
For Retail services by direct solicitation by online or in-person sales agents or technicians featuring refurbished computer hardware and software manufactured by others; Retail services by direct solicitation by online or in-person sales agents or technicians featuring computer hardware and software manufactured by others; retail services by direct solicitation by online or in-person sales agents or technicians featuring telephone hardware and software systems manufactured by others; providing a buyback credit program for technological equipment such as computers and telephones; and online retail store services featuring computer hardware and software and telephone hardware and software
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Advertising and Business  First Use   Nov. 11, 2019  In Commerce   Nov. 11, 2019
For   Refurbishing and repairing computer equipment, peripherals, and accessories; computer hardware repair consultation; computer hardware repair consulting services; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of repairing of computer hardware problems; technical support services, namely, installation and maintenance of telephone hardware systems
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106  International Class Title   Construction and Repair  First Use   Nov. 11, 2019  In Commerce   Nov. 11, 2019
For   Computer technology consultancy; computer consultation, namely, server and storage solutions, infrastructure analysis, data recovery, migration services, disaster recovery services, virtualization, public and private cloud migration services, and cloud hosting services; computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to access information security vulnerability; technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network systems; technical support services, namely, migration of datacenter, server and database applications; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware problems; technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; installation and maintenance of computer software; computer software consultation; computer security consultancy; computer software consulting; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; computer consulting and hosting services in the field of cloud computing; outsourced service providers in the field of information technology; computer services, namely, providing virtual and non-virtual application servers; consulting in the field of virtualization technologies for enterprises and businesses; recovery of computer data; computer disaster recovery planning; computer technology support services, namely, help desk services; technical support services, namely, installation, administration, and troubleshooting of software and database applications; technical support services, namely, administration and troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing of computer hardware problems; monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; IT consulting services; computer services, namely, remote management of the information technology (IT) systems of others; computer technical support services, namely, service-desk or help-desk services for IT infrastructure, operating systems, database systems, and web applications; technical support services, namely, installation and maintenance of telephone software systems; consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; consulting in the field of telecommunications technology
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Scientific and computer services  First Use   Nov. 11, 2019  In Commerce   Nov. 11, 2019
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Cortavo Inc  Address   Cortavo Inc Suite B7  189 Cobb Parkway North  Marietta  GEORGIA  30062
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   GEORGIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   5A23C.3-050
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SHOPTRAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97146965 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096379
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale store services featuring automotive service supplies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shop-Trak, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Automotive Publishers, Inc. Address Shop-Trak, Inc. 95 Wheeler Street South Saint Paul MINNESOTA 55105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EASYODDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97147009 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096380
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 911349636 Foreign Registration Date May 21, 2013 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 15, 2022 Foreign Renewal Expiration Date Nov. 14, 2032 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jul. 15, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 2279045 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 04, 2005 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 25, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services relating to sports and leisure, namely, providing information relating to sports, including sports event previews, performance analysis, predictions and betting odds via websites, apps, social media platforms and video streaming; gambling services; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; sports betting services featuring football pools services; betting on horses; betting on sporting events and competitions; casinos; providing casino services featuring a casino players rewards program; information about entertainment, sports and education provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; electronic games services provided by means of the internet; gambling, gaming in the nature of conducting online computer odds comparisons, sports betting tips and casino gaming and betting services provided by means of the internet; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; handicapping services for sporting events; ticket reservation services for entertainment and sports activities and events; entertainment and sports ticketing and event booking services; arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of how to play poker, betting strategies, sports betting and casino gaming; organization of entertainment exhibitions; provision of information in the field of entertainment, sports and sporting events and competitions, gambling, gaming and betting; information in the field of entertainment, sports and sporting events and competitions, gambling, gaming and betting, all provided on-line from a computer database or from the internet; providing online, nondownloadable publications, namely, magazines and newsletters all in the field of sports betting, supplied on-line from databases or from facilities provided on the internet and on websites
Downloadable computer software that enables users to participate in online sports betting and fantasy sports leagues; publications in electronic form, namely, downloadable magazines and newsletters supplied on-line from databases or from facilities provided on the internet, websites and on mobile apps, all in the field of sports betting, casino gaming and financial trading; downloadable computer software to enable searching of data.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNVYBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97147432 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7096381
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording SUNVYBE in stylized
yellow capital letters centered in a solid background in blue with accents in magenta color. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) blue, magenta, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring various designer sunglasses brands and sunglasses products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Nov. 20, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sunvybe, LLC Address Sunvybe, LLC 801 NE 18 Ave., Apt. 1 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33304
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FREYR X GO GLOBAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97147617  **Application Filing Date** Dec. 03, 2021  **Registration Number** 7096382  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Service Mark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "FREYR X GO GLOBAL" where the wording "FREYR" appears in blue, "X" appears in orange and grey, and "GO GLOBAL" appears in grey.  **Color Drawing** Yes  **Color Claimed** The color(s) blue, orange, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Industrial design services; Product safety testing; Product safety testing services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use** Oct. 19, 2021  **In Commerce** Oct. 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Freyr Inc  **Address** Freyr Inc 150 College Road West, Ste 102 Princeton NEW YORK 10065  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 20069.T019US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** AURAND, MEGAN LEE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FREYR GLOBAL REGULATORY SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97147618  Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021  Registration Number 7096383
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FREYR GLOBAL REGULATORY SOLUTIONS & SERVICES," where the wording "FREYR" appears in blue and "GLOBAL REGULATORY SOLUTIONS & SERVICES" appears in grey; a grey vertical line appears between the wording "FREYR" and "GLOBAL REGULATORY SOLUTIONS & SERVICES". Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GLOBAL REGULATORY SOLUTIONS & SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Industrial design services; Product safety testing; Product safety testing services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 28, 2016  In Commerce Dec. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Freyr Inc  Address Freyr Inc  150 College Road West, Ste 102  Princeton  NEW JERSEY  08540  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20069.T020US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
Mark Literal(s) FREYR IREADY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97147619 Application Filing Date  Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number  7096384
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "FREYR IREADY", where the wording "FREYR" appears in blue above the wording "IREADY," the "I" of "IREADY" appears in pink, and the "READY" of "IREADY" appears in grey; to the left of the stylized wording appears an incomplete hexagon design composed of three incomplete outlines of hexagons within one another, where the outermost incomplete hexagon appears in pink, the middle incomplete hexagon appears in grey, and the innermost incomplete hexagon appears in pink. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, pink, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Industrial design services; Product safety testing; Product safety testing services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 15, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Freyr Inc Address  Freyr Inc 150 College Road West, Ste 102 Princeton  NEW JERSEY 08540 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20069.T005US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FREYR SPAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97147622  Application Filing Date  Dec. 03, 2021  Registration Number  7096385  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "FREYR SPAR," where the wording "FREYR" is shown in grey above the wording "SPAR" shown in blue; to the left of the wording appears a small circular design appearing in blue to dark blue gradient the small circle design is surrounded on the bottom by two concentric half circles, with the inner semicircle design appearing in green to blue gradient and the outer semicircle design appearing in blue to dark blue gradient; the color white indicates background or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) Blue, Dark Blue, Green and Grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Industrial design services; Product safety testing; Consumer product safety testing  International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Dec. 16, 2020  In Commerce  Dec. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Freyr Inc  Address  Freyr Inc  150 College Road West, Ste 102  Princeton  NEW JERSEY  08540  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20069.T007US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AURAND, MEGAN LEE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97147625</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mark consists of the styled wording &quot;FREYR SPL-SPM&quot; where the wording &quot;FREYR&quot; appears in black and the wording &quot;SPL-SPM&quot; appears in blue; to the left of the styled wording appears a design composed of squares and open squares creating an overall diamond shaped design appearing in dark blue, navy blue, and blue gradient; the color white in the mark indicates background and/or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) Blue, Dark Blue, Navy Blue and Black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SPL&quot; OR &quot;SPM&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6785013, 6785012, 6988444 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Industrial design services; Product safety testing; Product safety testing services |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Oct. 18, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 18, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Freyr Inc |
| Address | 150 College Road West, Ste 102 Princeton NEW JERSEY 08540 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 20069.T015US |
| Examining Attorney | AURAND, MEGAN LEE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INDICA LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97147717 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096387
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LABS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable image analysis software for use in performing digital pathology; digital pathology image analysis services; clinical research in the field of digital pathology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 12, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Indica Labs, Inc. Address Indica Labs, Inc. 8700 Education Pl NW Bldg. B Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) R RONCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97147994 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096388
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of RONCH stylized to the right of a white and orange stylized R. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric welding machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Sep. 15, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RONCH AMERICA LLC Address RONCH AMERICA LLC 2135 NW 115th AVE MIAMI FLORIDA 33172 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONFIDENTIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97148126 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096389
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting virtual online, in-person, and hybrid training in the fields of dental services and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 31, 2021 In Commerce May 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Confidential, Inc. Address Confidential, Inc. 1700 E Iron Ave. Salina KANSAS 67401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5935

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TORRES, MIGUEL A
TM 7524
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DEEPSENSE.AI BIG DATA SCIENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97148131</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 30, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096390</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized words "DEEPSENSE.AI" with "SENSE" in light blue and "DEEP" and ".AI" in black above the stylized words "BIG DATA SCIENCE" in black. The white background is not a feature of the mark. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) black and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "BIG DATA SCIENCE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer software consulting services in the field of data analytics; Computer technology consulting services in the field of data analytics; Custom software solutions, namely, custom software design and development services; Providing technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; maintenance of computer software; Development of computer software in the fields of data science, data engineering, artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, reinforcement learning; Development of computer software for others in the fields of data science, data engineering, artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, reinforcement learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Deepsense.ai sp. z o.o. | Address | Deepsense.ai sp. z o.o. al. Jerozolimskie 162A | Warsaw | POLAND 02-342 | Legal Entity | spółka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnością (sp. z.o.o.) | State or Country Where Organized | POLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QUIRK

CASE identifiers
Serial Number 97148152 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096391
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "QUIRK" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4822355

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hard seltzer
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 28, 2020 In Commerce May 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAD BREWING COMPANY Address MAD BREWING COMPANY 2501 SOUTHWEST BOULEVARD KANSAS CITY MISSOURI 64108 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE WITCH OF WALLSTREET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97148371 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096392
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 10, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Promee Ahmed Address Promee Ahmed 358 Potomac Drive Basking Ridge NEW JERSEY 07920
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOX III, LYAL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLEXIROC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97148383 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096393
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018192379 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 19, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 05, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicles and conveyances, namely, crawler vehicles; vehicles and conveyances, namely, vehicles being mobile drilling rigs and structural parts and fittings for vehicles and conveyances for mobile drilling rigs, the foregoing related to the mining, rock drilling, and construction industries and excluding parts and fittings for sport and recreational ATVs and sport and recreational UTVs; crawler vehicles for locomotion over earth and rock; earth drilling wagons and rock drilling wagons


For Earth drilling machines and rock drilling machines; drilling rigs; mobile drilling rigs and structural parts therefor; structural parts and fittings for mobile drilling rigs, the foregoing related to the mining, rock drilling, and construction industries and excluding parts and fittings for sport and recreational ATVs and sport and recreational UTVs; radio remote controlled drilling rigs; concrete breaking machines; surface drilling machines; surface drilling rigs

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Dec. 27, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 27, 2011

For Installation and repair of earth drilling machines and rock drilling machines, of earth drilling wagons and rock drilling wagons, of drill rigs, and of mobile drilling rigs, the foregoing related to the mining, rock drilling, and construction industries and excluding parts and fittings for sport and recreational ATVs and sport and recreational UTVs; installation and repair of remote control apparatus for controlling of earth drilling machines and rock drilling machines, earth drilling wagons and rock drilling wagons, mobile drilling rigs, the foregoing related to the mining, rock drilling, and construction industries and excluding parts and fittings for sport and recreational ATVs and sport and recreational UTVs; installation and repair of
vehicles and conveyances for mobile drilling rigs, of crawler vehicles for locomotion over earth and rock, of surface drilling units and of surface drilling rigs, the foregoing related to the mining, rock drilling, and construction industries and excluding parts and fittings for sport and recreational ATVs and sport and recreational UTVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
<td>First Use Dec. 27, 2011</td>
<td>In Commerce Dec. 27, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

Currently 44E  Yes  Currently Use  Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Epiroc Rock Drills Aktiebolag</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Epiroc Rock Drills Aktiebolag Klerkgatan 21 Örebro SWEDEN 70191</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>JOINT STOCK COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SWEDEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>0928.76-TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examinining Attorney**

Examining Attorney  DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUE II SOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97148471 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096394
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Career coaching services; Coaching in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Education services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, workshops in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, workshops, retreats in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, retreats in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, retreats in the fields of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, workshops in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, retreats in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Entertainment services in the nature of production of television shows, multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring information, support and stories in the field of life and trauma distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring information, support and stories in the field of life and trauma provided through webcasts; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in
the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Life coaching services in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Production of podcasts; Professional coaching services in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of entertainment; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of entertainment relating to the gay community; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to the gay community; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer and transgender community; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to marginalized communities; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to diversity, equity and inclusion; Providing information, news, and commentary in the field of current events via the Internet; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring non downloadable videos in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of trauma, wellness, health, mental health, nutrition, holistic health, business, self awareness, personal development, professional development.

**International Classes**

41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**

100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**

Education and Entertainment

**First Use**

2015

**In Commerce**

2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**

Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**

True2Soul Network Inc.

**Address**

True2Soul Network Inc. 1445 Oneida Crt Oshawa ONTARIO CANADA L1G4M7

**Legal Entity**

CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**

CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**

TRU-2114-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**

SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CRANE PEARL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97148548</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2021</td>
<td>7096395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "CRANE PEARL" below the design of a broken circle with a vertical bar separating the two halves of the circle, and above four stylized Chinese characters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PEARL" and "the non-Latin characters that transliterate to ZHEN ZHU,"
- **Transliteration**: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "KOU RUN ZHEN ZHU" and this means "MOUTH MOIST PEARL" in English.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Jewellery; Beads for making jewellery; Bracelets; Brooches being jewelry; Charms for jewellery; Earrings; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery chains; Necklaces; Pearls; Pins being jewelry; Precious stones; Rings; Threads of precious metal
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Nov. 10, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 10, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SHENZHEN GN PEARL HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
- **Address**: SHENZHEN GN PEARL HOLDINGS CO., LTD. EDC ROOM,4/F,OLYMPIC BUILDING SHANGBAO ROAD, FUTIAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: INIPA
- **Examining Attorney**: BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DELAISSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97148888</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2021</td>
<td>7096396</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording DELAISSE has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Mini-bikes; Bicycle bells; Bicycle horns; Bicycle pumps; Bicycle seats; Bicycle water bottle cages; Electric bicycles; Folding bicycles; Folding electric bicycles; Front forks for bicycles; Inner tubes for bicycles; Mountain bicycles; Mudguards for bicycles; Racing bicycles; Road racing bicycles; Saddle covers for bicycles; Saddlebags for bicycles; Shock absorbers for bicycles


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Fu, Kaiwei Address: No.14 Lishui Rd., Hexi Dist., Tianjin CHINA 300000 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  INNOVATION DEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97149146 Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number  7096397
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "INNOVATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rental of office space; Rental of offices for co-working; Incubation services, namely, rental of office space to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits
For  Incubation services, namely, providing work space containing business equipment to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits
For  Provision of conference, exhibition and meeting facilities; Coffee Shop; Private cigar club facility
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Sep. 30, 2017 In Commerce  Jan. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Innovation Collective, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Innovation Collective Address  Innovation Collective, LLC Suite 224 418 E. Lakeside Avenue Coeur d'Alene IDAHO 83814 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  IDAHO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20684-141955

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLOSSOMING THROUGH BEHAVIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97149210 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096398
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of special education, autism, attention deficit hyper disorder (ADHD), developmental disabilities, oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), and behavior challenges; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of special education, autism, attention deficit hyper disorder (ADHD), developmental disabilities, oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), and behavior challenges; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops which include parent training, social skills training, and individualized child sessions with a focus on academic intervention, executive functioning and life skills to increase independence, self-awareness, and self-development all in the field of special education, autism, attention deficit hyper disorder (ADHD), developmental disabilities, oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), and behavior challenges; Educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders; Providing information relating to education services for children

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 17, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2021

For Behavioral health services; Behavioral health services in the nature of applied behavior analysis services; Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT); Cognitive therapy services; Mental health therapy services

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 17, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Blossoming Through Behavior LLC
Address  Blossoming Through Behavior LLC  129 Robinwood Avenue Hempstead NEW YORK  11550
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEDUSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97149283 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096399
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, wearable vaginal plugs; Therapeutic wearable vaginal plugs for alleviating and protecting against the symptoms of psycho-sexual dysfunction during sexual intimacy
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Aug. 21, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Juliana Payson Address Juliana Payson 21606 Devonshire Street, Suite 5555 Chatsworth CALIFORNIA 91313 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
**TM 7534 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALDA PRODUCTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97149314</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PRODUCTS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Electric fans; Portable electric fans; Electric fans for personal use |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Oct. 02, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 02, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Curiosity Cured LLC |
| Address | Curiosity Cured LLC 3301 Oak Hill St Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33312 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | AIPA-6325A |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOWNHILL SMASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97149373 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096401
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for playing computer and video games; Recorded video game software for mobile devices, personal computers, video game programs and computer tablets; Downloadable electronic game programs; downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, computer game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 28, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZeptoLab UK Limited Address ZeptoLab UK Limited 2 Eaton Gate London UNITED KINGDOM SW1W9BJ Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
TM 7536 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97149453 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 30, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096402 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of stylized letters "MM" enclosed by, and merging into, a broken circle defined by 4 curved sections of equal length. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Photography; Audio recording and production; Photography services; Portrait photography; Portrait photography services; Production of sound recordings; Video production services; Wedding photography services

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2020 | In Commerce | Feb. 15, 2020 |

For Advertising and marketing; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Creative marketing plan development services; Marketing consulting, namely, development of marketing campaigns for others; Marketing services; On-line advertising and marketing services; Preparing audiovisual presentations for use in advertising; Preparing audiovisual presentations for use in marketing

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2020 | In Commerce | Feb. 15, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | MacNeil Media Group, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Luke MacNeil Photography |
| Address | MacNeil Media Group, LLC 25 Marilyn Dr. Douglas MASSACHUSETTS 01516 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN |

---

9397
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COACHFIRST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97149561  Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021  Registration Number 7096403
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for booking for use by coaches, trainers, and instructors in the field of health and fitness; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for booking and scheduling personal fitness sessions; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for creating, storing, and sharing videos; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers, namely, software for booking coaches, trainers, and instructor services in the field of health and fitness; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for communication and messaging; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for tracking and reporting personal fitness sessions; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for payment processing; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computer, namely, software for online booking of personal fitness sessions, direct messaging, video sharing, package tracking, conducting and providing virtual fitness training sessions, payment processing, and streaming fitness training class sessions for coaches, trainers, and instructors; Downloadable mobile applications for booking of personal fitness sessions for use by coaches, trainers, and instructors in the field of health and fitness coaches, trainers, and instructors; Downloadable mobile applications for booking and scheduling personal fitness sessions; Downloadable mobile applications for creating, storing, and sharing videos; Downloadable mobile applications for booking coaches, trainers, and instructor services in the field of health and fitness; Downloadable mobile applications for communication and messaging; Downloadable mobile applications for tracking and reporting personal fitness sessions; Downloadable mobile applications for payment processing; Downloadable mobile applications for online booking of personal fitness sessions, direct messaging, video sharing, package tracking, conducting and providing virtual fitness training
sessions, payment processing, and streaming fitness training class sessions for coaches, trainers, and instructors

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use** Dec. 01, 2020  **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2020

For Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for coaches, trainers, and instructors; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for booking and scheduling; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for creating, storing, and sharing videos; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for providing coaches, trainers, and instructor services; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for communication and messaging; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for tracking and reporting; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for online booking, direct messaging, video sharing, package tracking, conducting and providing virtual sessions, payment processing, reporting, and class sessions for coaches, trainers, and instructors; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for payment processing; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for booking and scheduling of personal fitness sessions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating, storing, and sharing videos; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing coaching services in the field of health and fitness; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for communication and messaging; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tracking and reporting personal fitness sessions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for payment processing; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for online booking of personal fitness sessions, direct messaging, video sharing, package tracking, conducting and providing virtual sessions of personal fitness, payment processing, and streaming personal fitness training class sessions for coaches, trainers, and instructors

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use** Dec. 01, 2020  **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** CoachFirst  **Address** CoachFirst  700 South Rosemary Ave. Suite 204-166  West Palm Beach  FLORIDA  33401  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** NEHMER, JASON ROBERT

---

9399
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PERSONAL WAREHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97149812 Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number  7096404
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words PERSONAL and WAREHOUSE, such that the word PERSONAL appears written in capitalized black letters and the top line making up the letter E in the word PERSONAL extends upward at an angle and a separate black line extends forward at an angle from the letter E and connects to another black line extending backward from the right line making up the letter N in the word PERSONAL, resulting in a figurative element symbolizing a roof appearing over the word PERSONAL. The word WAREHOUSE appears directly below the word PERSONAL in capitalized green letters. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "PERSONAL WAREHOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging finance for construction projects; Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; Arranging of loans; Assessment and management of real estate; Building leasing; Building management; Capital investment services; Consultancy of capital investment; Financial advice; Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financing and loan services; Financing of real estate development projects; Lease of real estate; Lease-purchase financing; Leasing of office space; Leasing or renting of buildings; Loan financing; Project financing; Providing information in the field of real estate; Providing information in the field of real estate via a website; Providing real estate listings and real estate information via a website; Real estate consultation; Real estate investment consultancy; Real estate management services; Strategic financial advisory services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2021
For Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of real estate development; Providing commercial information in the field of real estate development
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2021
For Advisory services relating to building construction; Advisory services relating to building demolition; Advisory services relating to the maintenance of buildings; Advisory services relating to the renovation of real property; Building construction; Building construction advisory services; Building construction and repair; Building construction consultancy; Building construction consultancy services; Building construction information; Building construction services; Building construction supervision services for building projects; Building construction supervision services for real estate projects; Building construction supervision services relating to shopping centers, industrial complexes, office buildings, residential buildings and other real estate developments; Building construction, remodeling and repair; Building maintenance; Construction and maintenance of buildings; Construction and repair of buildings; Construction consultation; Construction information services; Construction of commercial buildings; Construction of office buildings; Construction planning; Construction project management services; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of commercial buildings; Construction supervision; Construction, repair and maintenance of buildings; Construction, repair and maintenance of buildings, and providing information relating thereto; Consultancy and information services in the field of construction; Consultancy relating to the construction of buildings; Consultancy services relating to building construction; Custom building renovation; Custom construction of buildings; Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of residential and/or commercial communities; Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of commercial buildings; Providing building construction information via a website; Providing construction information; Providing information about real estate development via a website; Providing information relating to building construction; Providing information relating to building renovation; Providing on-line information relating to the construction of buildings; Provision of construction advice; Provision of construction information; Real estate development; Real estate development and construction of commercial, residential and hotel property; Renovation and restoration of buildings; Renovation of buildings; Technical consultation in the field of building construction
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PW Development, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Personal Warehouse Address  PW Development, LLC Unit B220 7200 S. Alton Way Centennial COLORADO 80112 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
TM 7539 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97149831 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096405
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of production of videos providing information on History, Government, Psychology, and Social issues; Entertainment services in the nature of production of videos; Entertainment services in the nature of production of lifestyle videos; Entertainment services in the nature of production of video and audio recordings featuring news, events, politics, social issues, health and wellness, arts, fashion, culture, lifestyle, travel, and entertainment; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment information; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of entertainment information via a website; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of current events; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of lifestyle; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of history; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of news, events, politics, social issues, health and wellness, arts, fashion, culture, lifestyle, travel, and entertainment information; Television, video and movie filming services; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring entertainment information provided through television, webcasts, or internet broadcast; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring news, events, politics, social issues, health and wellness, arts, fashion, culture, lifestyle, travel, and entertainment information provided through television, webcasts, or internet broadcast; Entertainment, namely, production of videos for entertainment; Entertainment, namely, production of videos; Entertainment, namely, production of videos in the fields of news, events, politics, social issues, health and wellness, arts, fashion, culture, lifestyle, travel, and entertainment; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring lifestyle information; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of entertainment news and information; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of news, events, politics, social issues, health and wellness, arts, fashion, culture, lifestyle, travel, and entertainment news; Providing a website featuring entertainment information
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Aug. 21, 2021  In Commerce  Aug. 21, 2021

For  Footwear; Hats; Headwear; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Hoodies; Sweat pants; Tops as clothing; Hooded sweat shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Aug. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Andrew John Christopher Reiersen  Address  Andrew John Christopher Reiersen  201 Westhafer Ct. Mechanicsburg  PENNSYLVANIA  17055  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OPERATION LUNCHBOX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97149853</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing of food and drink; Charitable services, namely, providing food to needy persons |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Operation Lunchbox Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Operation Lunchbox Inc 113 Park 42 Drive Suite C Locust Grove GEORGIA 30248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CICP CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAL CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97150183  Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021  Registration Number 7096407
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "CICP" in blue above the wording "CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAL CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONAL" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color blue is claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAL CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preparing, administering, and scoring academic standardized tests; Education, namely, providing e-learning and training classes and workshops in the fields of instrumentation, automation and control systems, process safety, occupational safety, radio-frequency identification (RFID), internet of things (IoT), and industrial cybersecurity
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 09, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 09, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABHISAM SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED Address ABHISAM SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED 706, B, Keshar Upvan, Gawand Baug, Pokhr Road No 2, Thane -4000610 INDIA  Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EAT OR WE BOTH STARVE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97150190 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096408
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 01, 2006 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brett Mitchell Haddad Address Brett Mitchell Haddad 2145 Market Street Wheeling WEST VIRGINIA 26003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Susan B Haddad Address Susan B Haddad 2145 Market Street Wheeling WEST VIRGINIA 26003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L551729397

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
THE BUTTERED TIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 97150419 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 01, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096409 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal  
|-----------------|----------|-------------------------|---------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|---------------|----------|----------------
| Mark Type       | Trademark | Publication Date        | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5150409 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Frozen goods, namely, cinnamon rolls, pies, biscuits, dinner rolls, cakes, cupcakes, cookies; frozen goods sold by others, namely, cinnamon rolls, pies, biscuits, dinner rolls, cakes, cupcakes, cookies |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | Nov. 11, 2021 | In Commerce | Nov. 11, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Buttered Tin, LLC |
| Address | The buttered tin, llc  237 7th street east  st. paul  minnesota  55101 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4722.02US02 |
| Examinee Attorney | WELLS, KELLEY L |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** M

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97150439</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 01, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096410</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized design of the face of an angel looking upwards with wings outstretched on either side of the angel face, all forming a letter &quot;M&quot; with Japanese characters below the design.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO RAMUNE Transliteration</td>
<td>The non-Latin characters in the mark translate to &quot;RAMUNE&quot; and this means &quot;a popular Japanese carbonated soft drink that often features a marble stopper inside the bottle neck&quot; in English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Candy for food |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | MORINAGA & CO., LTD. |
| Address | MORINAGA & CO., LTD. 33-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo JAPAN 108-8403 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |

9408
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAYSAFE CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97150539  Application Filing Date  Dec. 01, 2021  Registration Number  7096411
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CONNECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Maintenance of computer hardware and computer firewall hardware systems
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Apr. 05, 2018  In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2018

For  Computer services, namely, remote and on-site monitoring of computer firewall hardware and software performance and computer gateway hardware and software performance for retailers for quality control purposes; rental of computer firewall systems consisting of computer hardware and software; maintenance of computer firewall software systems; providing automatic firewall software updates; computer services, namely, providing custom configuration of firewall software and gateway networks for retail customer computer systems; monitoring of computer systems for security purposes including logging and tracking access and entry, all for the purpose of detecting unauthorized access or data breach
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Apr. 05, 2018  In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EchoSat, Inc.  Address  EchoSat, Inc.  250 West Main Street #3100  Lexington  KENTUCKY  40507
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PDSI077US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ORIGINAL ELDERBERRY COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97150595  Application Filing Date  Dec. 01, 2021  Registration Number  7096412
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized oval formed by two parallel lines. At the top of the oval is the stylized word ORIGINAL above a stylized elderberry plant. Under the plant are two horizontal parallel lines that are in front of and partially obscuring the oval. Between the parallel lines is the stylized word ELDERBERRY. Below the lines and at the bottom of the oval is the stylized word COMPANY.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "ORIGINAL ELDERBERRY COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements; all featuring elderberry, in significant part
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Mar. 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 2019
For  Retail store services featuring dietary and nutritional supplements, dried fruits, tea, and honey; Online retail store services featuring dietary and nutritional supplements, dried fruits, tea, and honey; all of the featured goods incorporating in significant part, elderberry
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Mar. 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Original Elderberry Co LLC  Address  Original Elderberry Co LLC  4352 E. Sands Dr.  Phoenix ARIZONA  85050  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  Y121 001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TEACHER FRIENDLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97150627 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 01, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096413 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "TEACHER" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of professional development for teachers |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Dec. 31, 1990 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 31, 1990 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | California Educational Consultant Group, Inc. |
| Address | California Educational Consultant Group, Inc. 1 Park Plaza Suite 600 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PACKAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97150707 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096414
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "PACKAR" in the mark is "packs".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetics for animals; Deodorants for animals; Eau de parfum; Hair conditioner; Mouthwashes, not for medical purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Venter Biological International Group Inc. Address Venter Biological International Group Inc. 1624 MARKET ST STE 226 #78258 DENVER COLORADO 802022523 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country COLORADO
Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PACKAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "PACKAR" in the mark is "packs".

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Canned foodstuffs for dogs; Cat litter and litter for small animals; Litter for small animals
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Venter Biological International Group Inc.
- **Address**: Venter Biological International Group Inc.
  1624 MARKET ST STE 226 #78258
  DENVER, COLORADO 802022523
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: COLORADO

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENABLING CONNECTED HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97150821 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096416
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to the web site that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MedM Inc. Address MedM Inc. 702 San Conrado Terrace, Unit 1 Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 940852509 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97150879 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096417
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of six triangles forming the letters "MM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MedM Inc. Address MedM Inc. 702 San Conrado Terrace, Unit 1 Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 940852509 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIGMA MARTIAL ARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97150944 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096418 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MARTIAL ARTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Martial arts instruction; Operating of martial arts' studios International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 02, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sigma Martial Arts, LLC Address Sigma Martial Arts, LLC 28 High Street Medford MASSACHUSETTS 02155 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YANG, KATRINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WCTEL WEST CAROLINA TEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97151086 Application Filing Date  Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number   7096419
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two arcs above and to the right of the word "WCTEL" this over the wording "WEST CAROLINA TEL" all this over two arcs to the left of the wording. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "WEST CAROLINA TEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Telecommunication access services; Telecommunication services, namely, local and long distance transmission of voice, data, graphics and video by means of broadband optical or wireless networks; Telecommunication services, namely, providing internet access via broadband optical or wireless networks; Communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks and data networks; Providing access to telecommunication networks; Providing electronic telecommunication connections
International Classes   38 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  West Carolina Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc. Address   West Carolina Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.  229 Hwy 28 Bypass Abbeville SOUTH CAROLINA  29620 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAIR VYCE STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97151613 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096420
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAIR" AND "STUDIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty care services; Beauty consultancy services; Beauty counseling; Beauty salon services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings; Making reservations and bookings for others for physical and beauty treatments at health spas; Providing news and information in the field of personal beauty; Providing on-site beauty services, namely, hair styling and make-up application services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 01, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRANCHON PRYOR DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA HAIR VYCE STUDIO Address FRANCHON PRYOR 4828 BALTIMORE AVENUE PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA 19143 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WE TAKE YOU ABOVE, BELOW
AND BEYOND!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97151733 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096421
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation for tourists for safari, river boat,
and scuba diving outings
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and
Storage First Use Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2021
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging on land for safaris and on water
vessels for tourists for river boat and scuba diving outings
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aggressor Adventures, LLC Address Aggressor Adventures, LLC 209 Hudson Trace Augusta
GEORGIA 30907 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 113059.00125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
MARK LITERAL(s) HEALP

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For healthcare services, namely, providing users with crowdsourced information in the fields of health recommendations from doctors, medical treatments, lifestyle wellness, mental health as relates to social assimilation and relationships, clinical trials, disability services, health services, treatments of drugs, lifestyle, school, work, relationships, social life and wellness; mental health care support, namely, social and emotional assimilation support and healthcare information services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 11, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Riley App, LLC Address Riley App, LLC 11208 Devereux Manor Ln Fairfax Station VIRGINIA 22039 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ARKG

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97152011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Investment advisory and investment management services; operation and management of investment funds, exchange-traded funds, and separately managed investment accounts for others; development and issuance of financial instruments, namely, exchange traded funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Providing financial indices based on selected groups of securities; providing and updating a financial index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Ark Investment Management LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ark Investment Management LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 Central Avenue Suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLORIDA 33701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>AIKENS, RONALD E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ARKK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152021 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096424
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment advisory and investment management services; operation and management of investment funds, exchange-traded funds, and separately managed investment accounts for others; development and issuance of financial instruments, namely, exchange traded funds
For Providing financial indices based on selected groups of securities; providing and updating a financial index

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ark Investment Management LLC Address Ark Investment Management LLC 200 Central Avenue Suite 1850 St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97152022 Application Filing Date: Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number: 7096425
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a thick outlined black X with blue and light blue inside. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) Black blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Tattooing
International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use: Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Corporan Xavier DBA, AKA, Formerly: AKA X Address: Corporan Xavier 94 Columbia ave apt 2 Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07307 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney: AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NIYOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152042 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7096426
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NIYOT" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Lipstick; Cosmetic balls; Cosmetic bath salts; Cosmetic body mud; Cosmetic body scrubs for the face and body; Cosmetic cotton wool; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic facial blotting papers; Cosmetic facial masks; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic hair regrowth inhibiting preparations; Cosmetic hand creams; Cosmetic masks; Cosmetic massage creams; Cosmetic milks; Cosmetic mud masks; Cosmetic nail preparations; Cosmetic nourishing creams; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic oils for the epidermis; Cosmetic olive oil for the face and body; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic patches containing sunscreen and sun block for use on the skin; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic powder; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations against sunburn; Cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; Cosmetic preparations for baths; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; Cosmetic preparations for hair care; Cosmetic preparations for nail drying; Cosmetic preparations for protecting the skin from the sun's rays; Cosmetic preparations for removing gel nails, acrylic nails, and nail polish; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming creams; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming lotions; Cosmetic preparations, namely, skin balms; Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin care; Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare; Cosmetic products taken orally, namely, pills that induce bronzing of the skin; Cosmetic rouges; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetic soaps; Cosmetic sun milk lotions; Cosmetic sun oils; Cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; Cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Cosmetic suntan lotions; Cosmetic suntan preparations; Cosmetic tanning preparations; Cosmetic white face powder; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics and make-up; Cosmetics for animals; Cosmetics for children; Cosmetics for non-domestic animals; Cosmetics in general, including perfumes; Cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions; Cosmetics sold as an integral component of non-medicated skincare preparations; Cosmetics, namely, lip primer; Cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; Lip balm; Lip balm; Lip cream; Lip gloss; Lip gloss and wands therefor sold as a unit; Lip gloss palette; Lip glosses; Lip liner; Lip
polisher; Lip rouge; Lip tints; Lipstick cases; Lipstick holders; Lipsticks; Make-up; Make-up foundation; Make-up foundations; Make-up pencils; Make-up powder; Make-up preparations; Make-up preparations for the face and body; Make-up primer; Make-up primers; Make-up remover; Make-up removing creams; Make-up removing gels; Make-up removing lotions; Make-up removing milk, gel, lotions and creams; Make-up removing milks; Make-up sets; Make up removing preparations; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail buffing preparations; Nail care kits comprising nail polish; Nail care preparations; Nail care preparations, namely, nail softeners; Nail cream; Nail enamel; Nail enamel removers; Nail enamels; Nail hardeners; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish protector in the nature of a thin plastic covering applied to nails; Nail polish remover; Nail polish remover pens; Nail polish removers; Nail polish top coat; Nail polishing powder; Nail repair preparations; Nail repair products, namely, nail wraps; Nail repair products, namely, linen nail wraps; Nail repair products, namely, silk nail wraps; Nail tips; Nail varnish; Nail varnish removers; Nail varnishes; Nail-polish removers; Acrylic nail care preparations for shaping or sculpting nails; Adhesives for cosmetic purposes; Adhesives for cosmetic use; Adhesives for affixing false nails; Adhesives for artificial nails; Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; After-sun gels; After-sun milks; After-sun oils; Age spot reducing creams for cosmetic use; Almond milk for cosmetic purposes; Aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes; Aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; Amla oil for cosmetic purposes; Anti-aging moisturizers used as cosmetics; Argan oil for cosmetic purposes; Astringents for cosmetic purposes; Bath oils for cosmetic purposes; Bath powder; Beauty care cosmetics; Bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Body emulsions for cosmetic use; Body paint for cosmetic purposes; Body paints for cosmetic purposes; Castor oil for cosmetic purposes; Chalk for cosmetic use; Chalk for make-up; Cleaner for cosmetic brushes; Cleansing creams; Cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes; Cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes; Coconut oil for cosmetic purposes; Cold creams for cosmetic use; Collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; Collagen preparations for cosmetics purposes; Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; Coloring preparations for cosmetic purposes; Colour cosmetics for children; Compacts sold filled with cosmetic powder; Compacts sold filled with cosmetics; Contour make-up sticks; Cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; Cotton buds for cosmetic purposes; Cotton for cosmetic purposes; Cotton pads for cosmetic purposes; Cotton puffs for cosmetic purposes; Cotton puffs impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Cotton rounds for cosmetic purposes; Cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Cotton swabs impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Cotton wool and cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; Cotton wool balls for cosmetic use; Cotton wool buds for cosmetic use; Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; Cotton wool impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Decorative transfers and skin jewels for cosmetic purposes; Decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; Decorative transfers for use as cosmetics; Exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; Eye make-up; Eye make-up remover; Eye make-up removers; Eye compresses for cosmetic purposes; Eyebrow cosmetics; Eyes make-up; Face creams for cosmetic use; Facial make-up; Facial sheet masks for cosmetic use; False nails; False nails made of plastic; Flower essences for cosmetic purposes; Foundation make-up; Gauze for cosmetic purposes; Gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; Gels for cosmetic purposes; Gift baskets containing non-medicated bath preparations and cosmetic preparations; Glitter for cosmetic purposes; Grape seed oil for cosmetic use; Greases for cosmetic purposes; Henna for cosmetic purposes; Herbal extracts sold as components of cosmetics; Holographic pigments for use as cosmetics; Hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; Lip stains; Lip stains for cosmetic purposes; Liquid latex body paint for cosmetic purposes; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Lotions for strengthening the nails; Make-up kits comprised of cosmetics; Mask pack for cosmetic purposes; Massage candles for cosmetic purposes; Milk for cosmetic purposes; Mineral powder for use in cosmetic body wrap applications; Muscle gels for cosmetic purposes; Nail cosmetics; Nail paint; Nail primer; Nail varnish for cosmetic purposes; Natural cosmetics; Natural mineral make-up; Non-foaming cosmetic preparations for face and body; Non-medicated cosmetic
skin care preparations consisting of organic coconut virgin oil and coconut virgin oil; Non-medicated cosmetic soap; Non-medicated cosmetics; Non-medicated lip balm that does not contain beeswax; Non-medicated lip balms; Non-medicated lip care preparations; Non-medicated lip plumping preparations; Non-medicated lip protectors; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, salves, and lip balms; Nutritional oils for cosmetic purposes; Oil removing papers for cosmetic purposes; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Organic cosmetics; Pads impregnated with nail polish remover; Paraffin wax for cosmetic purposes; Pencils for cosmetic purposes; Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations; Petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; Plant and herb extracts sold as components of cosmetics; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Pomades for face and body for cosmetic purposes; Pore tightening mask packs used as cosmetics; Pores tightening mask packs used as cosmetics; Powder for make-up; Pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; Pre-moistened cosmetic towelettes; Pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; Preparations for removing gel nails; Private label cosmetics; Retinol cream for cosmetic purposes; Rose oil for cosmetic purposes; Self-tanning preparations; Shea butter for cosmetic purposes; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; Skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes; Skin fresheners; Skin moisturizers used as cosmetics; Solid powder for cosmetic compacts; Spirit gum for cosmetic use; Stick pomade for cosmetic purposes; Suntan oils for cosmetic purposes; Tanning and after-sun milks, gels and oils; Tanning gels; Tanning milks; Tanning oils; Teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations; Temporary tattoo transfers for use as cosmetics; Theatrical make-up; Tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; Tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Topical herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; Wipes impregnated with nail polish remover; Wrinkle-minimizing cosmetic preparations for topical facial use

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Jun. 05, 2008  In Commerce  Jun. 21, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Glacier LLC  Address  Glacier LLC  16192 COASTAL HIGHWAY  Lewes DELAWARE  19958  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Niyot

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
TRUMINK

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUMINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152122 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096427 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TRUMINK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toner; Toners; Filled ink cartridges; Filled ink cartridges for printers; Filled toner cartridges; Photocopier toner; Photocopier toner in cartridges; Printing toner; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Toner for copiers International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Oct. 17, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLEXTECH INC Address FLEXTECH INC 19945 Harrison Ave. City of industry CALIFORNIA 91789 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US033754T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GERMICK JR., EDWARD JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLDXMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152475 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096428
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Coleman Hughes, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 11, 2008 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCH VENTURES LLC Address SCH VENTURES LLC 11 Old Quarry Road Cedar Grove NEW JERSEY 07009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CATS DESIRE DISPOSABLE LITTER BOXES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152814 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096429
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CATS" and "DISPOSABLE LITTER BOXES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal litter boxes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 10, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harrelson Susan D. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Juggernaught Enterprises Address Harrelson Susan D. 313 Glen Eagles Drive Summerville SOUTH CAROLINA 29483 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Agency RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
GO ALL-IN

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GO ALL-IN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97152840 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096430
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements in a liquid format
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name All-In Supplements LLC Address All-In Supplements LLC 333 N. University St., Ste. 33 Redlands CALIFORNIA 92374 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PURECANNALABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97153004 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096431
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of cannabis; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 23, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PUREPRESSURE, LLC Address PUREPRESSURE, LLC 2625 S Santa Fe unit 1J Denver COLORADO 80223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A109684 0023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BUTTERED TIN FRESHLY FROZEN EATS AND SWEETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97153224 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7096432
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized logo with the word "BUTTERED" in outline font in the center, the word "THE" is located above the word "BUTTERED" and the word "TIN" is located below the word "BUTTERED", both on a background with lines extending radially outward from center. The phrase "EATS AND SWEETS" is disposed below the word "TIN" about the lower circumference of the circle that forms the border of the logo. The phrase "FRESHLY FROZEN" is disposed above the word "THE" about the upper circumference of the circle that forms the border of the logo. Disclaimer "FRESHLY FROZEN" AND "EATS AND SWEETS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5150409

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frozen goods, namely, cinnamon rolls, pies, biscuits, dinner rolls, cakes, cupcakes, cookies; frozen goods sold by others, namely, cinnamon rolls, pies, biscuits, dinner rolls, cakes, cupcakes, cookies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Nov. 11, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Buttered Tin, LLC Address The Buttered Tin, LLC 237 7th Street East St. Paul MINNESOTA 55101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4722.04US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
FANSCREATE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number       | 97154095          | Application Filing Date | Dec. 02, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096433 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|---------------------|-------------------|-------------------------|---------------|---------------------|----------|------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|------------|----------------|---------------|

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Motorcycle grip tape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Li, Xing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Li, Xing No. 66, Humen, Longxi Village, Xiaonanhai Town, Longyou County, Zhejiang Province CHINA 324499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | US033778T |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BERTRAND, JOSEPH A |
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97154377
Application Filing Date: Dec. 03, 2021
Registration Number: 7096434
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "AMERICAN" and "TRAIL"

Goods and Services Information
For: Recreational park services
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Sep. 07, 1996
In Commerce: Sep. 07, 1996

For: Promoting public awareness of a coast-to-coast trail route
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Sep. 07, 1996
In Commerce: Sep. 07, 1996

For: Downloadable multimedia files containing text and images relating to turn-by-turn directions for trail navigation;
Downloadable multimedia files containing text and images relating to GPS waypoints in GPS Exchange format for trail navigation using turn-by-turn directions
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Aug. 17, 2000
In Commerce: Aug. 17, 2000

For: Providing a website allowing users to download geographical data, trail traversal instructions, and GPS waypoint data
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Aug. 17, 2000
In Commerce: Aug. 17, 2000

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL SOCIETY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL SOCIETY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 Renner Road</td>
<td>Bentonville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
<td>22610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>non-stock corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>100944.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97154379 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096435
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangle with an outside border, outlined in red, that contains the wording "AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL" in blue letters on a white background, and in the center is another triangle outlined in red, with a light blue background, that contains a blank map of the United States in white, outlined with a blue border, which depicts a horizontal coast to coast trail route in red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN" and "TRAIL" and THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MAP OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational park services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL SOCIETY Address AMERICAN DISCOVERY TRAIL SOCIETY 67 Renner Road Bentonville VIRGINIA 22610 Legal Entity non-stock corporation State or Country Where VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 100944.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CORTEZ DEEP SEA FISHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97154565 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096436
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Principal Register
Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 08, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DEEP SEA FISHING"

Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fishing charters
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jul. 02, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 02, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eddy Lee Z Address Eddy Lee Z 5513 Ashton Way Sarasota FLORIDA 342316231 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
Wait, Watch Her!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97154604   Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021   Registration Number 7096437
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023   Register Principal   Mark Type Service Mark   Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of classes in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle and high school reform; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Education services, namely, providing on-line classes, blogs, webinars, courses and podcasts in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Education services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, blogs, webinars, courses and podcasts in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Educational services, namely, providing classes, blogs, webinars, courses and podcasts in the fields of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of emotional, personal,
intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Production of podcasts; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of blogs in the field(s) of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of emotional, personal, intergenerational relationship development and self and spiritual awareness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Justalibit LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Justalibit LLC 2804 Compass Circle Woodbridge VIRGINIA 22191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney   CARROLL, DORITT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(s)
ROADPRO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97154649</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

### INTERNATIONAL APPLICATIONS/REGISTRATIONS BASED ON THIS PROPERTY

| International Registration Number | A0123601 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For travel accessories, namely, key chains, jewelry rolls for travel, jewelry organizers for travel

| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| First Use | Oct. 2020 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 2020 |

#### For hook and loop fasteners

| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| First Use | Nov. 07, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 07, 2014 |

#### For flasks; bottle openers; drinkware, namely, coffee mugs, hot and cold beverage travel mugs, insulated bottles for beverages for domestic use, insulated tumblers for beverages for domestic use, insulated jugs for beverages for domestic use, insulated mugs, portable insulated individual drink holders and collapsible cups; disposable latex and nitrile gloves for general use

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Mar. 23, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 23, 2018 |

#### For vehicle floor mats and carpets

| International Classes | 27 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Floor |
| First Use | Aug. 08, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 08, 2020 |
Antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; sanitizing wipes; disposable sanitizing wipes

**International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals  
**First Use**: Oct. 2020  
**In Commerce**: Oct. 2020

Travel accessories, namely, coin purses, cosmetic bags sold empty; travel bags and briefcases; sports bags; gym bags; duffle bags; backpacks

**International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
**International Class Title**: Leather Goods  
**First Use**: Sep. 25, 1998  
**In Commerce**: Sep. 25, 1998

Metal hardware, namely, fasteners being used for license plate fasteners, valve caps, mudflap attachment, mudflap bolts, and lug nut covers; steering wheel spinners for automobiles; automotive accessories and parts, namely, metal and non-metal mounts, brackets, mounting brackets and holders, all specially designed for holding and using tablet computers and laptop computers, for permanent and semi-permanent affixing in automobiles, trucks and other vehicles; steering wheel covers; license plate frames; mirrors for vehicles, namely, sideview mirrors, sideview convex mirrors, stick on blind spot mirrors; windshield wiper blades; vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers; tractor trailer accessories, namely, seals being cargo seals; tractor trailer accessories, namely, couplers

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  
**International Class Title**: Vehicles  
**First Use**: Sep. 30, 2014  
**In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2014

Travel accessories, namely, travel blankets and lap blankets

**International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 42, 50  
**International Class Title**: Fabrics  
**First Use**: Nov. 12, 2014  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 12, 2014

Travel accessories, namely, passport covers; stationery, namely, writing paper and envelopes, printed organizers being personal organizers and over the seat/seatback organizers, printed log books

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
**First Use**: Oct. 06, 1999  
**In Commerce**: Oct. 06, 1999

12 volt electric appliances, namely, food and drink blenders, vacuum cleaners, cordless and rechargeable drills and impact drivers being hand tools, air compressors, impact wrenches and replacement parts therefor, fan units for repairing/replacing in portable food coolers; portable electric power generators

**International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  
**International Class Title**: Machinery  
**First Use**: Jun. 25, 1995  
**In Commerce**: Jun. 25, 1995

Travel accessories, namely, neck pillows and travel pillows

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
**First Use**: Mar. 2012  
**In Commerce**: Mar. 2012

12 volt electric appliances, namely, coffee makers, beverage heaters, popcorn poppers, hot sandwich makers, portable stoves, mini coolers and mini warmers for food heating and cooling, mugs, electric plates, and food storage, refrigerators, beverage coolers being beverage-cooling apparatus and warmers, map lights for interior lighting in a vehicle, electric heated blankets for household purposes, air purifiers, air ionizers, electric hair dryers, cordless and rechargeable vehicular and portable light and fan units for personal use, fluorescent electric lanterns with emergency blinking light, cordless and rechargeable spotlights, light kits consisting of vehicular lights, sockets, lenses, brackets, and wiring units for installation and
repair of vehicular lights, visor mounted heaters and defrosters, ceramic heaters for vehicles and defrosters for vehicles, ceramic heater for vehicles and electric fans for personal use, mini air conditioners, humidifiers, and electric fans; flashlights; headlamps for handsfree lighting in lieu of a flashlight for household and vehicular repairs in close quarters and recreational use

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus


**For**: metal hardware, namely brackets adapted for mounting antennas on vehicles, mounting mobile accessories such as cell phones, tablets, GPS devices, and computers inside vehicles, mounting CB radios inside vehicles, mounting power inverters inside vehicles, mounting speakers and radios inside vehicles, mounting pin switch inside vehicles, and mounting external vehicle mirrors; antennas for radio, antennas for television; antenna whips being a multidirectional antenna used for non-directional radio communication; electronic devices for automotive installation, namely, amplifiers, radios, electric cables, electric connectors, antenna adaptors, electric wires, circuit breakers and circuit testers, fuses, glass breakage detectors, audio speaker grills, noise filters being noise cancelling and frequency filtering that blocks certain electronic frequencies to reduce noise in speakers, headsets, and radios, power supplies, shock sensors being sensors measuring electricity, electrical transformers and replacement parts therefor; power supplies; batteries; electric batteries; power supplies for supplying direct current power; power supplies for supplying alternating current power; power inverters; DC/AC power converters; battery chargers; battery chargers for portable electronic devices; battery chargers for use in vehicles; battery chargers for use with 12 volt direct current power supplies; solar-powered battery chargers; wireless battery chargers; power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; power supply connectors and adaptors for use in vehicles; electrical cables; electric adapter cables; electric charging cables; wireless transmitters and receivers; wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of other electronic devices; downloadable computer software applications for remotely controlling and monitoring electronic devices; thermostats, non-medical, for indoor and outdoor use; voltimeters being voltage testers; digital directional compasses; automotive accessories and parts, namely, metal and non-metal mounts, brackets, mounting brackets and holders, all specially designed for holding and using cell phones, smartphones, GPS devices, portable DVD players, and portable music players in automobiles, trucks and other vehicles, not for being permanently or semi-permanently affixed; wireless headphones, headsets and speakers; emergency warning lights; automotive safety warning lights, namely, bar lights, strobe lights, and rotating lights; protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; tractor trailer accessories, namely, tire gauges being tire pressure gauges and tire depth gauges

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus


**For**: cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps; bungee cords; plastic cable ties

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

For tractor trailer accessories, namely, air system hoses, hose tenders in the nature of encased spring with metal clamps and couplings for use with air hoses on trucks.

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods **First Use** May 30, 2018 **In Commerce** May 30, 2018

For travel accessories, namely, pocket knives and multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including pliers, saw blade, screw drivers, bottle opener, file, scissors, wire cutters, and LED flashlight; hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, wrenches, pliers, hammers, socket wrench sets; electric razors; travel accessories, namely, grooming kits comprised of nail clippers of various sizes; 12 volt electric appliances, namely, electric curling irons.

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools **First Use** May 04, 1999 **In Commerce** May 04, 1999

For metal hardware, namely, nuts, bolts, rivets, brackets for general use, fasteners being nuts, bolts, lock washers, screws, sheet metal screw, machine screws, gaskets, and hose clamps.

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods **First Use** Sep. 26, 2014 **In Commerce** Sep. 26, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** DAS Brands, LLC **Address** DAS Brands, LLC 724 Lawn Road Palmyra PENNSYLVANIA 17078

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DAS-T0019.9

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY** TATE-NAGHI, JACQUELINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FREYR SUBMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97154729 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096439 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FREYR SUBMIT," where the wording "FREYR" appears in grey above the wording "SUBMIT," which appears in blue; to the left of the wording appears a stylized hexagon design in blue and navy blue; the color white in the mark indicates background and/or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Navy Blue, Blue and Grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Industrial design services; Product safety testing; Product safety testing services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 28, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Freyr Inc Address Freyr Inc 150 College Road West, Ste 102 Princeton NEW JERSEY 08540 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20069.T009US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRAZY CANDLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97154864 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096440
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANDLES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aromatic essential oils; Essential oils; Essential oils for aromatherapy use; Essential oils for use in the manufacture of scented products; Essential oils for candles, gels for burning; Fragrances; Scented oils; Scented oils used to produce aromas when heated
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017
For Fragrances for use in manufacturing candles, gels for burning; Scented oils, other than essential oils, for use in the manufacturing of candles, gels for burning
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017
For On-line retail store services featuring essential oils and scented oils; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring essential oils and scented oils
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2006 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crazy Candles, Inc. Address Crazy Candles, Inc. P.O Box 211 West Friendship MARYLAND 21794
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CCI-011
Examining Attorney
TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) METAUNIVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97155510  Application Filing Date  Dec. 03, 2021  Registration Number  7096441
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of  97975176

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  320039  Foreign Registration Date  Jan. 24, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County  NORWAY  Foreign Expiration Date  Nov. 08, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  conducting technical project studies in the nature of technical research in the field of land vehicles; maintenance of computer software; software as a service featuring software for use as a spreadsheet, word processing; vehicle roadworthiness testing; packaging design; computer software design; computer system analysis; development of computer platforms; styling services in the nature of interior design styling; rental of meters for the recording of energy consumption; All of the aforementioned services are related to the field of automobile manufacturing, research and development for automobiles only

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beijing Chj Information Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Beijing Chj Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 101, Building 1, No 4 Hengxing Road  Gaoliying, Shunyi District  Beijing  CHINA  101300  Legal Entity CORPORATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
THE MOSAIC PROJECT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97155542</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording THE MOSAIC PROJECT with the word THE in orange above the word MOSAIC in blue with the O in orange, blue and teal above the word PROJECT in teal.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange, blue and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PROJECT"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Education and training services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, classes, and programs for communities, businesses, universities, and schools, that focus on the issues of violence, racism, teasing, stereotypes, and the elimination of all forms of social oppression, and distributing course materials in connection therewith
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 10, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Mosaic Project
- **Address**: The Mosaic Project 478 Santa Clara Avenue, Suite 200 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94610
- **Legal Entity**: public benefit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 031904.2568A

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE MOSAIC PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97155554 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7096443
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word THE above the word MOSAIC with a stylized O above the word PROJECT. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "PROJECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education and training services, namely, providing courses of instruction, seminars, classes, and programs for communities, businesses, universities, and schools, that focus on the issues of violence, racism, teasing, stereotypes, and the elimination of all forms of social oppression, and distributing course materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Mosaic Project Address The Mosaic Project 478 Santa Clara Avenue, Suite 200 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94610 Legal Entity public benefit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 031904.2568B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRAVISO EMPOWERING
DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97156550 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096444
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of software as a service, SAAS; Consulting services in the field of office and workplace automation; Software as a service, SAAS, services featuring software for businesses to grow revenues, reduce costs, gain efficiencies and improve engagements with state-of-the-art automation and communication systems; Platform as a service, PAAS, featuring computer software platforms for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productively monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer and user communications; Software as a service, SAAS, services and Platform as a service, PAAS, services featuring artificial intelligence and natural language processing and software solutions for media communications, insurance, healthcare services, human resources and recruitment, city communications, service and field desk operations and automation, banking and financial services, pest control services, equipment installation and maintenance, business accounting services, sales and service, and automotive sales and service; Design and development of computer software for use in media communications, insurance, healthcare services, human resources and recruitment, city communications, service and field desk operations and automation, banking and financial services, pest control services, equipment installation and maintenance, business accounting services, sales and service, and automotive sales and service; Updating and maintaining cloud-based computer software through on-line updates, enhancements and patches; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productively monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software using artificial intelligence and natural language processing for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data
capture, on-demand communications, productively monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Technology consultation in the field of artificial intelligence, AI, software customization and natural language processing; Software porting; Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Intelligent natural language understanding services using cloud-based software technology; Computer programming services for customers that enables the customer's digital devices to process natural language queries from end users

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Sep. 25, 2015  **In Commerce**  Sep. 25, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Straviso, LLC  **Address**  Straviso, LLC  1 Cowboys Way, Suite 475  Frisco  TEXAS  75034  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  SV.4.42

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI

9452
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRAVISO EMPOWERING DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97156557 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096445 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable cloud-based software for businesses to grow revenues, reduce costs, gain efficiencies and improve engagements with state-of-the-art automation and communication systems; Downloadable cloud-based software and computer software platforms for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productivity monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence and natural language processing for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productivity monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Downloadable field technician automation software, namely, software to integrate back office operations, scheduling, job type and status, customer details, ticket creation, location services, maps and directions, asset tracking, inventory updates, billing charges, escalations, feedback, technician notes, outages and alerts, customer satisfaction, two-way communications, video on demand; Downloadable intelligent personal assistant software for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productivity monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 25, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Straviso, LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>SV.4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>Cogan, Brittney LORRAI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRAVISO EMPOWERING DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97156560 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096446
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized capitalized letters with the letters S, T, R and A presented in black font, with the capitalized A appearing as an upside down V, and the letters V, I, S, and O appearing in blue font. Below the word STRAVISO appear the words empowering digital intelligence in lowercase letters in blue font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of software as a service, SAAS; Consulting services in the field of office and workplace automation; Software as a service, SAAS, services featuring software for businesses to grow revenues, reduce costs, gain efficiencies and improve engagements with state-of-the-art automation and communication systems; Platform as a service, PAAS, featuring computer software platforms for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productively monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer and user communications; Software as a service, SAAS, services and Platform as a service, PAAS, services featuring artificial intelligence and natural language processing and software solutions for media communications, insurance, healthcare services, human resources and recruitment, city communications, service and field desk operations and automation, banking and financial services, pest control services, equipment installation and maintenance, business accounting services, sales and service, and automotive sales and service; Design and development of computer software for use in media communications, insurance, healthcare services, human resources and recruitment, city communications, service and field desk operations and automation, banking and financial services, pest control services, equipment installation and maintenance, business accounting services, sales and service, and automotive sales and service; Updating and maintaining cloud-based computer software through on-line updates, enhancements and patches; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productively monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-
department communications and customer communications; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software using artificial intelligence and natural language processing for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productively monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Technology consultation in the field of artificial intelligence, AI, software customization and natural language processing; Software porting; Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; Intelligent natural language understanding services using cloud-based software technology; Computer programming services for customers that enables the customer's digital devices to process natural language queries from end users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

First Use  Sep. 25, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 25, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRAVISO EMPOWERING DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97156564 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7096447
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized capitalized letters with the letters S, T, R and A presented in black font, with the capitalized A appearing as an upside down V, and the letters V, I, S, and O appearing in blue font. Below the word STRAVISO appear the words empowering digital intelligence in lowercase letters in blue font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable cloud-based software for businesses to grow revenues, reduce costs, gain efficiencies and improve engagements with state-of-the-art automation and communication systems; Downloadable cloud-based software and computer software platforms for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productivity monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence and natural language processing for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productivity monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications; Downloadable field technician automation software, namely, software to integrate back office operations, scheduling, job type and status, customer details, ticket creation, location services, maps and directions, asset tracking, inventory updates, billing charges, escalations, feedback, technician notes, outages and alerts, customer satisfaction, two-way communications, video on demand; Downloadable intelligent personal assistant software for business productivity and process automation, event planning and coordination, records and data management, field technician workflow, job tracing, data capture, on-demand communications, productivity monitoring, managing customer engagement and enhancing customer experience, inter-department communications and customer communications

9457
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 25, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 25, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Straviso, LLC  Address  Straviso, LLC  1 Cowboys Way, Suite 475  Frisco  TEXAS  75034  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SV.5.9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
TM 7582 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TINTUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97156887 Application Filing Date  Dec. 05, 2021 Registration Number  7096448
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "TINTUB" in stylized text below the design of an Egyptian male figure inside a shaded triangle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "TINTUB" Translation  The wording TINTUB has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dinnerware; Dishes; Lunch-boxes; Plates; Aluminum water bottles sold empty; Baking dishes; Baking mats; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Cookware, namely, roasting pans; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Disposable chopsticks; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Disposable table plates; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Household utensils, namely, graters; Insulated containers for food or beverage for domestic use; Kitchen utensil crocks; Plastic storage containers for household use; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Servingware for serving food; Soup bowls; Trash containers of metal, non-metal for household use; Trays for household purposes


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hangzhou Kenmaiduo Electronic Commerce Company Limited Address  Hangzhou Kenmaiduo Electronic Commerce Company Limited Room 1410, Building 5 Euro American Financial City, Cangqian St, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang 311100 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US033865T
Examining Attorney  BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TINSPORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97157006</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
<td>7096449</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal Mark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bread knives; Cake cutters; Knives for hobby use; Nail pullers, hand-operated; Pizza cutters, non-electric; Steak knives; Vegetable knives; Knife sharpeners

- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use** Nov. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce** Nov. 07, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Liu Jiapeng
- **Address**: Liu Jiapeng 3F, Longfu Vil Complex Bldg, Dezheng Rd, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen city, Guangdong Province CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS120360

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAMARA BASKIN ART GLASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157162 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7096450
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ART GLASS" Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mezuzahs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tamara Baskin Art Glass, Inc. Address Tamara Baskin Art Glass, Inc. 203 Back River Road Bedford NEW HAMPSHIRE 03110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157367 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7096451
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "B" and "T" shown in stylized uppercase font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 02218364 Foreign Registration Date May 22, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 30, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Eyewear; Periscopes; Telescopes; Anti-glare glasses; Lenses for cameras; Magnifying glasses; Optical devices, namely, eye pieces for helmet mounted displays; Optical filters; Optical glasses; Optical lenses; Optical reflectors; Polarizing spectacles; Prisms for optics purposes; Scientific and technical apparatus, namely, optical mirrors; Spectacle lenses; Video cameras; Video projectors; Wearable cameras; Wide-angle lenses for cameras

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Largan Precision Co., Ltd. Address Largan Precision Co., Ltd. No. 11, Jingke Rd., Nantun Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 40852 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FT11011038US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LOUNGE X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157526 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7096452
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LOUNGE X".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LOUNGE"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 40-1548860 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 29, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 29, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canteen services; restaurant services; tea rooms; bar services; buffet restaurants; western style restaurant services; self-service cafeteria services; self-service restaurant services; coffee-house and snack-bar services; restaurant services provided by franchised restaurants; food and drink catering; Japanese restaurant services; pubs; mobile cafe services for providing food and drink; cafe and cafeteria services; cocktail lounge services; coffee house services; fast-food restaurant services; Korean restaurants

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XYZ, INC. Address XYZ, INC. #401, 48, ACHASAN-RO 17-GIL, SEONGDONG-RO 04799
State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 132292-8
Examiner Information
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JELLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97157685 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 06, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096453 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Issuing physical debit cards and virtual debit cards for use in online purchases and use with third party payment platforms; providing a debit card rewards system for purchases
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 20, 2019 |

For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale and use of debit cards
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 20, 2019 |

For Downloadable software, namely, software for allowing users to access financial services on mobile devices; Computer software platforms, downloadable, for enabling the distribution and use of direct-deposited funds according to user-defined categories
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 20, 2019 |

For Platform as a Service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for enabling the distribution and use of direct-deposited funds according to user-defined categories
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 20, 2019 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SURFSIDE ON LAKE SUPERIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157710  Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021  Registration Number 7096454
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The wording Surfside on Lake Superior with a line wave design underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ON LAKE SUPERIOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Resort hotel services; Resort lodging services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 31, 2007 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BFB Management, LLC  Address BFB Management, LLC P.O. Box 2125 Tofte MINNESOTA 55615
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHKJ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97158706</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
<td>7096455</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Air bags
- Ashtrays for automobiles
- Automobile bumpers
- Automobile door handles
- Automobile roof racks
- Automotive interior trim
- Brake pads for automobiles
- Cigar lighters for automobiles
- Rearview mirrors
- Seat safety harnesses for motor cars
- Shock absorbers for automobiles
- Structural parts for automobiles
- Structural parts for motorcycles
- Vehicle bodies
- Vehicle running boards

**International Classes**
- 12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
- 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**
- Vehicles

**First Use**
- Aug. 30, 2021

**In Commerce**
- Aug. 30, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
- Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
- Taizhou Zhenhong Technology Co., Ltd.

**Address**
- Taizhou Zhenhong Technology Co., Ltd., No. 2, Fuhou Lane, Mei'ao Village, Longxi Town, Yuhuan, Zhejiang, CHINA

**Legal Entity**
- Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**
- CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
- TZL2021-4186

**Examining Attorney**
- SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIK SUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97158865</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
<td>7096456</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "HIK SUN" in stylized font with the right side of the letter "U" attached as the left side of the letter "N", and two circular sectors in the shape of pie wedges. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "SUN" | Translation | The wording HIKSUN has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Pants; Skiwear; Camouflage jackets; Camouflage pants; Down jackets; Fabric sold as an integral component of finished clothing items, namely, jackets, and pants; Hiking jackets; Hiking trousers; Jackets; Lounge pants; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Outer jackets; Short trousers; Sports caps and hats; Trekking jackets; Trekking trousers; Wind suits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Ji,Hao | Address | Ji,Hao 31, Group 13, Mahong Village, Zhangjiawei Town, Siyang County, Jiangsu, CHINA | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 5-182582 |
Examining Attorney | KELLY, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EFSGD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97159001 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7096457
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes; Ankle boots; Boots for sport; Football shoes; Gymnastic shoes; Insoles for footwear; Rain boots; Running shoes; Sports shoes; Studs for football boots; Valenki

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Wangfan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Wangfan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 501, Ande Mingdu Home Building Materials City, No. 1, Anxi County, Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US033859T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
TM 7592 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FPZ-BD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97159259  Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021  Registration Number 7096458
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolt snaps of metal; Cotter pins of metal; Door bells of metal, non-electric; Fittings of metal for windows; Metal bolts; Metal door bolts; Metal door latches; Metal hardware, namely, nuts; Metal hinges; Metal padlocks; Metal window pulleys; Plugs of metal; Split rings of common metal for keys; Spring locks of metal, other than electric; Steel chains
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Aug. 14, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUEYANGLOU JIANAI SHOE STORE Composed of Yang Lizhi, a citizen of China  Address YUEYANGLOU JIANAI SHOE STORE LUOWANG XINTIANDI PLAZA, YUEYANGLOU DISTRICT, YUEYANG NO.117, 1ST FLOOR, BUILDING YUEYANG, HUNAN CHINA  414000  Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97159398
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 07, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096459
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: RUNNING OF THE BULLS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Travel guide and travel information services
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 21, 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Running of the Bulls, Inc.
- **Address**: Running of the Bulls, Inc.
- **Address Details**: 1395 Brickell Ave, Suite 800
- **City**: Miami
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ROB-TM2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) N E S W RAMBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97159518 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7096460
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Ramble" displayed vertically on the longest hand of a melting compass that is pointing to an "S." The letters "W," "N" and "E" also appear as cardinal directions on the compass in their respective points. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production and distribution of independent motion pictures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ramble Pictures, LLC Address Ramble Pictures, LLC 5960 Boulder Bridge Lane Shorewood MINNESOTA 55331 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102730-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KWAME BAAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97160731 Application Filing Date   Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number   7096461
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of an eye shape with eyelash looking lines coming out from the top of the eye. Inside the eye is a character-like figure that looks like the center of an eye. Attached and below that are two zigzag shaped arches on the left and the right of the eye with a space in between. Attached and below that is a horizontal line with two 3D rectangles attached to each end. Below that reads "KWAME BAAH". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies George Kwame Baah, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Footwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Kwame Palace LLC Address   Kwame Palace LLC   3515 Sycamore School Rd Ste 125 PM310 Fort Worth TEXAS   76133 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   L548854538

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BERNS, LEE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KARFU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97160759 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7096462
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003490364 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 21, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date May 15, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing electronic non-downloadable publications in the nature of informational guides, news articles, opinion articles, and press releases in relation to price analysis and comparison and providing information in relation to characteristics, performance, environmental impact, quality and prices of goods and services offered to the public
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Price comparison services; provision of online price comparison services; providing pricing information about the supply of consumer goods and services of others via the global computer network; cost price analysis for consumer goods, services, financial products and insurance; the bringing together for the benefit of others a variety of goods relating to motor vehicles, mobility assistance and vehicular transport, excluding the transport thereof, enabling a consumer to conveniently compare and purchase those goods by means of retail stores and online retail stores; providing an on-line computer database in the field of locating services, describing services, rating services, pricing services and comparing prices of services in the field of motor vehicles, mobility assistance and vehicular transport, enabling a consumer to conveniently compare and purchase those services by means of retail stores and online retail stores; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; compiling of information into computer databases; compilation of business directories; promotion services, namely providing incentive award programs for customers to promote the sale of products and services of others; promoting the goods and services of others through advertisements on Internet websites; sales promotion and marketing services; provision of online advertising services for others; consumer research; market research and analysis; providing user reviews for commercial or advertising purposes; business information services; information, advisory and consultancy services
relating to all the aforesaid services; collection and compilation of information and advisory services into computer databases, all relating to the environmental impact of consumer goods

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable software and downloadable software applications for use in price analysis and comparison; downloadable software and downloadable software applications for use in providing information in relation to characteristics, performance, environmental impact, quality and prices of goods and services offered to the public; downloadable software and downloadable software applications for the searching and browsing of databases; downloadable software and downloadable software applications enabling customers to conveniently view and compare advertising of the goods and services of other vendors; downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for analysing information entered by a consumer to give advice and recommendations; downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for giving advice and recommendations to consumers on consumer products and services; downloadable computer software for database management in relation to consumer products and services; electronic downloadable publications in the nature of informational guides, news articles, opinion articles, and press releases in relation to price analysis and comparison, and the characteristics, performance, environmental impact, quality and prices of goods and services offered to the public; downloadable software and downloadable software applications for accessing information in relation to characteristics, performance, quality and prices of goods and services offered to the public

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing access to on-line computer databases; arranging access to databases on the Internet, namely, providing telecommunications connections to the internet or databases; electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via communications networks; providing electronic bulletin boards, chat rooms and forums on-line for the transmission of messages among computer users; provision of forums on-line for transmission of messages among computer users; providing access to weblogs; providing multiple-user access to data on the Internet in the nature of guides, directories, reviews, ratings and recommendations; all of the aforesaid services relating to consumer goods and services

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Providing, maintaining, and updating an internet search engine; hosting a price comparison and consumer advice website; hosting an online community website for users to share information and reviews; hosting a website featuring a database on consumer products and services; testing of vehicles and vehicle accessories and products; testing of consumer products; environmental testing; research relating to environmental protection, namely, evaluating and testing the environmental qualities and impact of consumer products of others; advisory services relating to scientific research relating to the impact of consumer goods and industrial products on environmental preservation; electronic storage of information relating to business information and consumer advice issues; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for price analysis and comparison; providing online non-downloadable software and non-downloadable software applications for accessing information in relation to characteristics, performance, quality and prices of goods and services offered to the public; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analysing information entered by a consumer to give advice and recommendations; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for giving advice and recommendations to consumers on consumer products and services; information, advisory and consultancy services in the field
of scientific research relating to the impact of consumer and industrial products on environmental preservation; providing online non-downloadable software and non-downloadable software applications for use in price analysis and comparison; providing online non-downloadable software and non-downloadable software applications for use in providing information in relation to characteristics, performance, environmental impact, quality and prices of goods and services offered to the public; providing online non-downloadable software and non-downloadable software applications for the searching and browsing of databases; providing online non-downloadable software and non-downloadable software applications enabling customers to conveniently view and compare advertising of the goods and services of other vendors; providing online non-downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for analysing information entered by a consumer to give advice and recommendations; providing online non-downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for giving advice and recommendations to consumers on consumer products and services; providing online non-downloadable computer software for database management in relation to consumer products and services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Karfu Limited  **Address**  Karfu Limited  46 Gould Road  Twickenham  UNITED KINGDOM  TW26RS  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  122808555639

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CURIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97160813 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7096463
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5730703

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Radiopharmaceutical preparations for use in nuclear medicine; Pharmaceutical kits for making radiopharmaceutical preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use May 29, 2019 In Commerce May 29, 2019
For Medical generators for use in the production and transportation of nuclear medicine and component parts therefor; Radioaerosol generators, namely, nebulizers for administering radioactive medicine and imaging solutions in gaseous form for medical imaging procedures and component parts therefor; Elution shields, namely, nuclear medicine radiation apparatus for collection of sodium-pertechnetate from Mo99/ Tc99m generators and radiation shielding
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 29, 2019 In Commerce May 29, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CURIUM NETHERLANDS B.V. Address CURIUM NETHERLANDS B.V. WESTERDUINWEG 3 PETTEN NETHERLANDS 1755LE Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MNM 0290 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** V VIVINSYS /'SIMPEL/
/SE'LOOSH(E)N/

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97161132
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 07, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096464
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a square design with rounded corners, comprised of four rectangular shapes in the colors green, blue, orange and red, moving clockwise from the top, with spacing between the rectangles. In the center of the design is a dark blue "V". Below the design is the wording "VIVINSYS" in blue above the wording "/'SIMPEL/" in black above the wording "SE'LOOSH(E)N" in black. **Color**
- **Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green, blue, orange, red and black are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "SOLUTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer programming and computer system analysis; Computer technology consultancy
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: VIVINSYS LLC
- **Address**: VIVINSYS LLC  STE 300 #512  44679 ENDICOTT DR STE 300  Ashburn  VIRGINIA  20147
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: VIVINSYS001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, MELISSA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 97161609 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 08, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096465 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|-----------------|---------|------------------------|---------------|---------------------|--------|------------------|---------------|---------|-----------|-----------|------------|------------|-----------------|---------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of five geometrical shapes, namely, three quadrilaterals and two triangles, depicting three intersecting lines shown at different angles. The quadrilateral at the left is blue, the triangle to the right is a darker blue, the next quadrilateral is red, the triangle above and to the right is a darker red, and the last quadrilateral is yellow. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) blue, red and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For | Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for health and mortality risk analysis in the field of life insurance; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for modeling, reporting, scoring, managing, and assessing data in the fields of life insurance and mortality risk; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software featuring health and mortality risk appraisals, self-assessments, calculators, and goal tracking in the fields of health, wellness, and life insurance; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for assessing and tracking personal information, medical information, wellness information, life insurance policy and underwriting information, and life insurance benefits and claims; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software that provides users’ personalized health and mortality risk analyses; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for database management in the fields of insurance coverage analysis and insurance policies |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 24, 2019</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 24, 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   LifeScore Labs, LLC Address   LifeScore Labs, LLC  10 Fan Pier Boulevard  Boston  MASSACHUSETTS 02210
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   077180268003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLOUDONOMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97161663 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7096466
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 5179937 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 2977688 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County INDIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 20, 2031
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 5179940 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 2973204 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County INDIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 20, 2031
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 5179939 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 2974467 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County INDIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 20, 2031
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 5179938 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 2975994 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 20, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County INDIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 20, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publication, namely, brochures, manuals, periodicals, magazines in the field of blockchain transactions; printed matter being booklets, printed columns and articles in the field of blockchain transactions; printed advertising signs of paper and publicity literature being advertising signs of paper; printed catalogues in the field of computer software; printed informational flyers, pamphlets, booklets, reports, and hoardings signs of paper in the field of computer software; printed advertisement boards of paper and cardboard; printed occasion cards; printed stationery letter heads writing paper, printed calendars and diaries; paper and paper articles being computer paper
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Computerized database management; computerized database management in the nature of compilation and systematization of data into computer databases; commercial business data analysis; computer file management; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; data processing services; automated data processing services; providing a secured access database via the internet through which documents and images can be viewed, copied, and printed for purposes of conducting corporate transactions; electronic data processing services; advisory services for business management; electronic data processing consultancy

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable software for online trading of digital assets; downloadable and recorded computer software platforms for online trading of digital assets; downloadable computer software for providing online trading platform for online trading of digital assets; downloadable cloud-computing software for analyzing financial data; downloadable cloud-computing software for creating a unified one stop digital accelerator platform to offer 360 degree solutions and services to customers, namely, a platform for trading blockchain assets and chat forums in the fields of financial consulting, micro services, containers, mainframe, blockchain and conversational experiences; downloadable cloud based software platforms for customers to analyze and review news highlights, news, case studies and testimonials; computer hardware and recorded computer software for using artificial intelligence to analyze financial data; computer hardware and recorded computer software for block chain technology, namely, for making block chain transactions; downloadable cloud-based software for analyzing financial data

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Design and development of computer hardware and software; development of computer platforms; computer services, namely, computer programming, computer software development, and computer systems analysis; research, design and development services relating to software applications; cloud computing services, namely, updating and maintaining cloud based computer software through online updates; design and development of computer software for cloud computing; consultancy services in the field of cloud computing software applications and networks; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for creating a unified one stop digital accelerator platform to offer 360 degree solutions and services to customers, namely, a platform for trading blockchain assets and chat forums in the fields of financial consulting, micro services, containers, main frame, blockchain and conversational experiences; providing a web hosting platform for customers to analyze and review news highlights, news, case studies and testimonials; data authentication in the field of art and financial transactions via blockchain technology; cloud-based data protection services in the nature of providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for protecting data; cross-platform conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED  
**Address**: TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED  
Nirmal Building, 9th Floor, Nariman Point  
Mumbai  
INDIA  
400021  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: TATA 2113333

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97162061
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 08, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096467
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hannah M. Shaw
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA Mushroom Root
- **Address**: Hannah M. Shaw 1110 Wedgewood Ct Decatur ILLINOIS 62526
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZOO NECESSITY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 97162135 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Dec. 08, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7096468 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "ZOO" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Animal feed supplements

| **International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Pharmaceuticals First Use | Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce | Oct. 01, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** ZooMar Necessity, LLC **Address** ZooMar Necessity, LLC 102411 Overseas Highway 102 Key Largo FLORIDA 33037 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 63219-US-NF2

**Examining Attorney** YARD, JOHN S
TM 7603 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUMBLE FRESH COIN LAUNDRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164350 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096469
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRESH COIN LAUNDRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing washing and drying laundry facilities; Provision of laundry facilities; Self-service laundries
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 31, 2011 In Commerce May 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Linn Retail Centers, Inc. Address Linn Retail Centers, Inc. 7616 Currell Blvd., Suite 245 Woodbury MINNESOTA 55125 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97164366</td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2021</td>
<td>7096470</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)**

*TUMBLE FRESH COIN LAUNDRY*

**Description of the Mark**

The mark consists of the stylized wording "TUMBLE fresh COIN LAUNDRY", with "TUMBLE" appearing above "fresh", and with "COIN LAUNDRY" appearing below "fresh". An incomplete circle appears around the first two letters of "TUMBLE", with seven smaller circles of varying sizes appearing along the inside left portion of the incomplete circle.

**Disclaimer**

"FRESH COIN LAUNDRY"

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Providing washing and drying laundry facilities; Provision of laundry facilities; Self-service laundries

**International Classes**

37 - Primary Classes

US Classes 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**First Use** May 31, 2011

**In Commerce** May 31, 2011

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Linn Retail Centers, Inc.

**Address** Linn Retail Centers, Inc. 7616 Currell Blvd., Suite 245 Woodbury, MINNESOTA 55125

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** MINNESOTA

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** SNYDER, NELSON B

**Examining Attorney** SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADRENAVANTAGE AG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164448 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096471
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number TMA911,981 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 20, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 20, 2030 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Aug. 20, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements, namely, roseroot extract, suma powder, Siberian ginseng extract, Schisandra extract, ashwagandha extract; Herbal supplements, namely, roseroot extract, suma powder, Siberian ginseng extract, Schisandra extract, ashwagandha extract
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bioclinic Naturals Inc. Address Bioclinic Naturals Inc. 1550 United Boulevard Coquitlam, BC CANADA V3K6Y2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2875-T54US2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164807 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096472
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a brown tree trunk with brown roots, brown and black branches and five green leaves at the tip of each branch. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, brown and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fertilizers for agricultural use; Soil conditioners for agricultural purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Sep. 12, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Microbial Solutions LLC Address Microbial Solutions LLC 2501 Lakeview Road Mexico MISSOURI 65265 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOODHEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97164992 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096473
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal sexual lubricants; Flavored oral sexual stimulant gels for arousing sexual desire; Topical preparations for arousing sexual desire, namely, potions and aphrodisiacs in the nature of gels for enhancing sexual arousal; Vaginal lubricants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use 1995 In Commerce 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Health Devices Corporation Address Health Devices Corporation 11933 Vose Street North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91605 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
Good Head

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOODHEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97165008 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7096474
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "GOODHEAD" written together as one word in a stylized font with the tail of the "G" circling around it and across the top of both words and the other letters being underlined.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal sexual lubricants; Flavored oral sexual stimulant gels for arousing sexual desire; Topical preparations for arousing sexual desire, namely, potions and aphrodisiacs in the nature of gels for enhancing sexual arousal; Vaginal lubricants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Health Devices Corporation Address Health Devices Corporation 11933 Vose Street North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91605 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERITZ, SARAH L
**MARK LITERAL(s)** GOODHEAD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97165033
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 09, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096475
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "GOODHEAD" written together as one word in a stylized font with the tail of the "G" circling around it and across the top of both words and the other letters being underlined.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Personal sexual lubricants; Flavored oral sexual stimulant gels for arousing sexual desire; Topical preparations for arousing sexual desire, namely, potions and aphrodisiacs in the nature of gels for enhancing sexual arousal; Vaginal lubricants
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use In Commerce**: 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Health Devices Corporation
- **Address**: Health Devices Corporation 11933 Vose Street North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91605
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PERITZ, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ALWAYS NATURAL. MOTHER KNOWS BEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97166080 Application Filing Date  Dec. 10, 2021 Registration Number   7096476
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "ALWAYS NATURAL" and "MOTHER KNOWS BEST" below with "MOTHER KNOWS BEST" within a rectangular background. A crucible bowl design is to the right of the text and is formed by leaves and the handle of the spoon inside the crucible Bowl which is within a leaf. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "NATURAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tea
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use  Aug. 12, 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Always Natural Inc. Address  Always Natural Inc. 4751 N.W. 19 Street Lauderhill FLORIDA 33313
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAKER, JORDAN A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

#### Mark Literal(s)
COMPRESS3D

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97166246</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2021</td>
<td>7096477</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/ Registration Country</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40202129663Q</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2021</td>
<td>40202129663Q</td>
<td>Sep. 12, 2022</td>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
<td>Sep. 12, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Compresses; eye compresses; eye pads for medical use; eye pads for surgical use; eye bandages for medical use; eyepatches for medical purposes; medicated creams for the eyes; medicated creams for the face; medicated creams for the skin; medicated preparations for the care of the eyes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; medicated facial care preparations; skincare preparations for medical purposes; eye lotions for medical use; eye moisturisers for medical use |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Eye compresses for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks; gel eye masks; cosmetic eye gels; gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic eye masks; cosmetic masks; cosmetic facial masks; cosmetic cleansing masks; body masks; facial beauty masks; skin moisturizer masks; beauty masks for hands; foot masks for skin care; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic kits comprised of cosmetic masks, cosmetic compresses and cosmetic preparations, sold as a unit; non-medicated skincare cosmetics; skincare preparations for cosmetic purposes; eye pads for cosmetic use; non-medicated creams for the eyes; cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes; eye lotions; anti-aging cosmetic preparations; antiwrinkle creams; cosmetic creams; beauty creams; beauty gels; beauty serums; moisturising preparations for the skin |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Consumer research; collection and systematization of data into computer databases for others; marketing and consumer data management; providing consumer product advice relating to cosmetics; providing consumer product information in the field of cosmetics and medical and pharmaceutical preparations; market research; marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products; market opinion polling; conducting market studies; conducting market surveys; marketing forecasting; retail stores and online retail stores featuring cosmetics and medical and pharmaceutical preparations; online wholesale distributorship services featuring cosmetics and medical and pharmaceutical preparations; retail store services featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; online advertising, marketing and promotion services on a computer network

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Aspex of Biodynamics Pte. Ltd.  
**Address**: Aspex of Biodynamics Pte. Ltd.  
**#11-04 SIF Building 96 Robinson Road Singapore SINGAPORE 068899**  
**Legal Entity**: private limited company  
**State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 031111-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELLIO LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97166252  Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021  Registration Number 7096478  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023  

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer "LABS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  
Foreign Application Number 40202129666V  Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021  
Foreign Registration Number 40202129666V  Foreign Registration Date Sep. 12, 2022  
Application/Registration County SINGAPURE  
Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 12, 2032  

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Compresses; eye compresses; eye pads for medical use; eye pads for surgical use; eye bandages for medical use; eyepatches for medical purposes; medicated creams for the eyes; medicated creams for the face; medicated creams for the skin; medicated preparations for the care of the eyes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; medicated facial care preparations; skincare preparations for medical purposes; eye lotions for medical use; eye moisturisers for medical use

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For  Eye compresses for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks; gel eye masks; cosmetic eye gels; gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic eye masks; cosmetic masks; cosmetic facial masks; cosmetic cleansing masks; body masks; facial beauty masks; skin moisturizer masks; beauty masks for hands; foot masks for skin care; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic kits comprised of cosmetic masks, cosmetic compresses and cosmetic preparations, sold as a unit; non-medicated skincare cosmetics; skincare preparations for cosmetic purposes; eye pads for cosmetic use; non-medicated creams for the eyes; cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes; eye lotions; anti-aging cosmetic preparations; antiwrinkle creams; cosmetic creams; beauty creams; beauty gels; beauty serums; moisturising preparations for the skin

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Consumer research; collection and systematization of data into computer databases for others; marketing and consumer
data management; providing consumer product advice relating to cosmetics; providing consumer product information in the
field of cosmetics and medical and pharmaceutical preparations; market research; marketing research in the fields of cosmetics,
perfumery and beauty products; market opinion polling; conducting market studies; conducting market surveys; marketing
forecasting; retail stores and online retail stores featuring cosmetics and medical and pharmaceutical preparations; online
wholesale distributorship services featuring cosmetics and medical and pharmaceutical preparations; retail store services
featuring pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; online advertising, marketing and
promotion services on a computer network

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Aspex of Biodynamics Pte. Ltd.  **Address**: Aspex of Biodynamics Pte. Ltd. #11-04 SIF Building 96
Robinson Road  Singapore  SINGAPORE  068899  **Legal Entity**: private limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 031111-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CSNARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97166331 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7096479
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices, namely, endoscopic medical devices for performing polypectomy
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 16, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENDO-THERAPEUTICS, INC. Address ENDO-THERAPEUTICS, INC. 15251 Roosevelt Blvd., Suite 204 Clearwater FLORIDA 33760 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSS, KATHERINE M

9499
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHEER CHOICE AWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97166610 Application Filing Date  Dec. 10, 2021 Registration Number  7096480
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "AWARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, conducting an annual awards show recognizing positivity and impact in the field of social media
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Spread The Cheer USA Address  Spread The Cheer USA PO Box 2031 Monument COLORADO  80132
Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  CONTEMPORARY SERVICES
CORPORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97166752  Application Filing Date  Dec. 10, 2021  Registration Number  7096481
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SERVICES" AND "CORPORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SECURITY GUARDS, SECURITY PERSONNEL AND ARMED ESCORTS FOR PROVIDING CROWD MANAGEMENT AT VARIOUS SPORTING AND ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS WHICH ARE HELD AT ARENAS, CONVENTION CENTERS, STADIUMS, SPEEDWAYS AND AMPHITHEATERS NATIONWIDE
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Jul. 13, 1972  In Commerce  Jul. 13, 1972

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Contemporary Services Corporation  Address  Contemporary Services Corporation  17101 Superior St. Northridge  CALIFORNIA  91325  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21024.29038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DOWN SOUTH MARKETPLACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97166879</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: DOWN SOUTH MARKETPLACE
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MARKETPLACE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Retail marketplaces featuring a wide variety of goods and services of others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 26, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 26, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Clifton, Beverly
- **Address**: Clifton, Beverly P.O. Box 1106 Paxton FLORIDA 32538
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PROTEAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Patient examination and/or treatment tables; Furniture especially made for medical purposes; Modular furniture especially made for medical purposes

| **International Classes** | 10 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 26, 39, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Medical Apparatus |

| **First Use** | Dec. 31, 2002 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 31, 2002 |

**For** Mobile storage carts for home and clinical use

| **International Classes** | 12 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Vehicles |

| **First Use** | Dec. 31, 2002 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 31, 2002 |

**For** Massage tables; Storage cabinets; Metal cabinets; Laminate cabinets; Medicine cabinets; Stools; Fitted headrest covers for furniture

| **International Classes** | 20 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |

| **First Use** | Dec. 31, 2002 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 31, 2002 |

**For** Embossing services, namely, embossing words, designs or images on patient examination and/or treatment tables, furniture especially made for medical purposes, modular furniture especially made for medical purposes, mobile storage carts for home and clinical use, storage cabinets, metal cabinets, laminate cabinets, medicine cabinets, and fitted headrest covers for furniture; Debossing services, namely, embossing words, designs or images on patient examination and/or treatment tables, furniture especially made for medical purposes, modular furniture especially made for medical purposes, mobile storage carts for home and clinical use, storage cabinets, metal cabinets, laminate cabinets, medicine cabinets, and fitted headrest covers for furniture
For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for use in conceptualizing, designing, modeling, and constructing custom furniture

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title** Material Treatment  
**First Use** Dec. 31, 2002  
**In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2002

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  
**First Use** Dec. 31, 2002  
**In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Hausmann Enterprises LLC  
**Address** Hausmann Enterprises LLC  7030 Park Centre Drive  
Cottonwood Heights  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** 28743.9

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KYRA DANAYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97168498 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096484 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Kyra Danaya Crandol, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Women's clothing, namely, shirts, tops, dresses, blouses, pants, suits, rompers, jumpsuits, sweaters, shorts, skirts, coats, blazers, jeans and fedoras International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kyra Danaya LLC Address Kyra Danaya LLC P.O Box 1622 Cordova TENNESSEE 38088 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DAPPER YANKEE

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97169094</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 13, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7096485</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Deodorant for personal use; Shampoos; Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, beard oil and beard balm; Nonmedicated soaps; Skin lotion; all of the foregoing not relating to baseball or softball or to a baseball or softball team, league, mascot or stadium
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 13, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 13, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Dapper Yankee, LLC
- **Address**: Dapper Yankee, LLC 906 Silversmith Circle Newport News VIRGINIA 23608
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: FRENCH, CURTIS W
TM 7620 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EASY CLOTHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97169229 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096486
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLOTHES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing and accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 11, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2021
For Beanies; Belts; Blazers; Blouses; Bodysuits; Cardigans; Coats; Hats; Headbands; Jackets; Jeans; Jumpsuits; Pants; Rompers; Short-sleeved and long-sleeved t-shirts; Shorts; Skirts and dresses; Sweaters; T-shirts; Tops as clothing; Vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 11, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lechanteur, Max Address Lechanteur, Max 918A N. Western Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90029
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship BELGIUM
Owner Name Lechanteur, Louis Address Lechanteur, Louis 918A N. Western Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90029 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship BELGIUM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TINY TURTLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97169460 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7096487
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services; Providing financial assistance for medical bills; Providing financial assistance for household bills; Providing financial assistance for basic necessities; Accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions; On-line charitable fundraising
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 09, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tiny Turtles, Inc. Address Tiny Turtles, Inc. 112 Golf Terrace Drive Stockbridge GEORGIA 30281
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DR. KATIE TO THE WELLNESS DENTIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97170742  Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 2021  Registration Number  7096488
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design consisting of overlapping circles with a gap in the middle appearing to the left of the words "DR. KATIE TO" in cursive with the words "THE WELLNESS DENTIST" in all capital letters below in a smaller font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "THE WELLNESS DENTIST" Name Portrait Consent  The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of holistic and dental wellness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2020

For  Dentistry services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Katie T. To  Address  Katie T. To  26807 Camirillo Creek Lane, Katy  TEXAS  77494  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, JANET H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VECCEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97170837 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096489
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VECEE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigarette accessories; Cartomizers, namely, combination electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty and atomizers, sold as a component of electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with propylene glycol for electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with vegetable glycerin for electronic cigarettes; Cases for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigarette accessories; Electric cigarettes; Electric cigars; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarette cases; Electronic cigarette holders; Electronic cigarette lanyards; Electronic cigarette lighters; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes for use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes; Electronic cigars; Electronic hookahs; Electronic smoking pipes
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Mar. 14, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yocan Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Yocan Technology Co., Ltd 4F, 302, North Side of Bldg 1, Sha'er Industrial Zone, Haoxiang Rd, Bao'an Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF221200048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OPERATION PLAY IT FORWARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97171001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, INC |
| Address | UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, INC 2111 Wilson Boulevard Suite 1200 Arlington VIRGINIA 22201 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, CAMERON L |

**OPERATION PLAY IT FORWARD**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) RVI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97171151 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096491
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inventory management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 03, 2006 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2006
For Battery charging services; Repair of electronic machines
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Nov. 03, 2006 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2006
For Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Electrical shielding spacers for cables and cable assemblies
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 03, 2006 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2006
For Testing, monitoring and inspection of stationary batteries
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 03, 2006 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Trustees of the Kevin R. Wald Trust Composed of Kevin Wald, United States citizen Address The Trustees of the Kevin R. Wald Trust 121 North First Street Montevideo MINNESOTA 56265 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97171235</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2021</td>
<td>7096492</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standart Character Mark</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shirts, dresses, jerseys, and hats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 06, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Strictly Wild</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Strictly Wild 41200 Calle Capri Hemet CALIFORNIA 92544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L |

---

**Mark Literal(s)**: STRICTLY WILD

---

**Trademark Registration Issued** - Principal Register

---

**Trademark**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOV CON SUCCESS JOURNEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97171541 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 14, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096493 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "GOV CON" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring promotional merchandise and corporate gifts; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring promotional merchandise and corporate gifts

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Mar. 05, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Dyson, Karwanna |
| Address | Dyson, Karwanna 20 Dedman Ct San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94124 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KHAN, ASMAT A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKIN BY BLAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97171632 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7096494
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SKIN" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Blair Hayes, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics, skin cleansers, skin cleansers being acne cleansers not for medical purposes, eye creams, exfoliant creams, skin masks, non-medicated skin creams being retinoid creams, sunscreen creams, non-medicated facial and eye serum containing antioxidants, skin moisturizers, moisturizing creams, non-medicated lip care preparations, and lip replenishers being non-medicated lip care preparations, and excluding dietary supplement beverages, nutritionally fortified beverages and sports drinks
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019
For Medical services in the nature of providing medical aesthetic procedures, namely, botulinum toxin treatments, injectable filler treatments, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, and body contouring treatments; cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials, chemical peels, platelet rich plasma treatments, and microneedling
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 17, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Skin by Blair PLLC Address Skin by Blair PLLC 1701 East Blvd Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28203 Legal Entity PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THRIVE A WORLD OF WONDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97171639</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No         |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "THRIVE A WORLD OF WONDER" in stylized font within a compass-like design that features a shaded circular design with triangular points at the top, right, bottom, and left, and a circular outer border with a series of lines around the circumference that intersect a thinner inner circle. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6142865, 6142864, 6148554 and others |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Wood shavings, tree bark, mulch, nut shells, coconut fiber and peat moss for use in terrariums and other habitats for hamsters, rabbits, guinea pigs, gerbils, amphibians, arachnids, hermit crabs and reptiles all sold in proprietary retail and online stores |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes  |
| US Classes            | 1, 46                  |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use             | Sep. 04, 2019          |
| In Commerce           | Sep. 04, 2019          |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name     | PetSmart Home Office, Inc. |
| Address        | PetSmart Home Office, Inc. |
| Legal Department | 19601 N. 27th Avenue |
| Phoenix        | ARIZONA 85027 |
| Legal Entity   | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number  | TM-20-086-C2 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S BY B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97171662 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Registration Number   7096496
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the cursive script letters "S" and "B" separated by the cursive script "BY". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cosmetics, skin cleansers, skin cleansers being acne cleansers not for medical purposes, eye creams, exfoliant creams, skin masks, non-medicated skin creams being retinoid creams, sunscreen creams, non-medicated facial and eye serum containing antioxidants, skin moisturizers, moisturizing creams, non-medicated lip care preparations, and lip replenishers being non-medicated lip care preparations

International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce   Apr. 01, 2019

For   Medical services in the nature of providing medical aesthetic procedures, namely, botulinum toxin treatments, injectable filler treatments, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, and body contouring treatments; cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials, chemical peels, platelet rich plasma treatments, and microneedling

International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Mar. 17, 2021 In Commerce   Mar. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Skin by Blair PLLC Address   Skin by Blair PLLC 1701 East Blvd Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28203 Legal Entity   PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1342/2
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HORNIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97171719  Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021  Registration Number 7096497
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 00910228914  Foreign Registration Date Mar. 05, 2012  Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 30, 2031  Foreign Registration Renewal Date Aug. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 010228914  Foreign Registration Date Mar. 05, 2012  Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION  Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 30, 2031  Foreign Registration Renewal Date Sep. 01, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on 44(e)) accessories for bicycles, parts and fittings for bicycles, namely, bicycle horns and electric horns for bicycles, bicycle horns, bicycle horns incorporating lamps, accessories for bicycles, parts and fittings for bicycles, namely, mounting brackets for bicycles for holding lamps, horns, electric horns and horn lamps; signaling horns for bicycles; (Based on Use in Commerce) bicycles, balance bicycles, run bicycles, no pedal bicycles International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Dec. 31, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020
For (Based on 44(e)) bicycle lights and lamps, bicycle lamps incorporating horns International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For (Based on 44(e)) crash helmets, bicycle helmets and articles of protective headgear for bicyclists being protective helmets International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes  Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Bullet Ventures Limited
Address   Bullet Ventures Limited  45 Denmark Road  Exeter  UNITED KINGDOM  EX11SQ
Legal Entity   private limited company
State or Country Where Organized   UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SCN401US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FOLIGROWTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97171750
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 14, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096498
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hair growth stimulants in capsule form
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: William Gaunitz
- **Address**: William Gaunitz Suite 201 690 Carlsbad Village Dr Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92008
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: evo.j7

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUTURECARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97171940  Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 2021  Registration Number  7096499
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Developing and updating computer software; Development of software for secure network operations; Development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems; Software development for others in the field of software configuration management; Software development in the framework of software publishing; Software design and development; Advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, of others in the fields of healthcare, benefits programs, employee productivity, risk management; Computer software development; Computer software development and computer programming development for others; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Design and development of computer software; Design and development of computer software for the improvements of purchasing functions of business; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Design and development of on-line computer software systems; Design, development and implementation of software; Design, development, installation and maintenance of computer software; Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; Providing an Internet website portal in the fields of technology and software development; Providing information in the fields of technology and software development via an on-line website; Research and development of software; Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Jan. 03, 2020  In Commerce  Jan. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Future Tech Holding, LLC  Address  Future Tech Holding, LLC  18501 Pines Blvd  Suite 3025  Pembroke Pines  FLORIDA  33029  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  
FLORIDA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHINIYOYO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97172396
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 14, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096500
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Reusable baby changing mats; Head support cushions for babies; Inflatable chairs; Inflatable furniture
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Dec. 05, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 05, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Aosen Hande Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Aosen Hande Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 403, 4/F, Factory Building 3, Xindi Rd., Gangtou Community, Bantian St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS113179

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INFINITE SUCCESS OUTDOORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97172998 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7096501 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of tachycardia heartbeat combined with elk antler with the language "INFINITE SUCCESS OUTDOORS" beneath the design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "OUTDOORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For outdoor hunting equipment, namely, lanyards to hold elk game calls International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Nov. 03, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2021
For apparel, namely, t-shirts and sweatshirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 03, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Infinite Success LLC Address Infinite Success LLC 4674 Christian Dr Missoula MONTANA 59803 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN

9526
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WONDERFUL COLLEGE PREP ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97174306 Application Filing Date   Dec. 15, 2021 Registration Number   7096502
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a crest shield design, the inside of which contains the word WONDERFUL with the letter "O" in shape of heart centered above the words COLLEGE PREP which is centered above the word ACADEMY, all centered above the images of a graduation cap and an atom, below which are images of a painter’s palette with brush and a trophy. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer   "COLLEGE PREP ACADEMY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   6404094

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Education services, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) classroom instruction
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   Mar. 02, 2017 In Commerce   Mar. 02, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   The Wonderful Company LLC Address   The Wonderful Company LLC 11444 West Olympic Blvd., 10th Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90064 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
HEORIM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97174333</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  
Bird feeders; Cheese board and knife set; Cocktail strainers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Dinnerware; Dispensers for facial tissues; Hand operated sushi makers; Household utensils, namely, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins, spatulas, turners, whisks; Lunchboxes; Napkin rings of precious metal; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet grooming device comprising a built in brush head and an attachment that connects to a water source; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**  
Nov. 20, 2020  
**In Commerce**  
Nov. 20, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
Shenzhen Chongduoduo Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Address**  
Shenzhen Chongduoduo Trading Co., Ltd. 501, Bldg. D, Erti Industrial Park, No. 18, Baole 2nd St., Xin'an St., Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518101  
**Legal Entity**  
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  
AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BELLA HAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97174412 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7096504
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized feather design; to the right of which appears the stylized text "Bella Hair". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HAIR" Translation The English translation of "BELLA" in the mark is "BEAUTIFUL". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4828722

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 100% human hair, virgin hair, hair extensions, wigs
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Dec. 01, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Lei Address Yang, Lei 33 Old Farm Road Lake Succesee NEW YORK 11020 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PC PROVINCIA COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97174529  Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2021  Registration Number  7096505
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "PC" stacked above "PROVINCIA", which is above "COFFEE".  Disclaimer  "COFFEE"  Translation  The English translation of PROVINCIA in the mark is PROVINCE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee beans  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Apr. 2019  In Commerce  Dec. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Provincia Coffee LLC  Address  Provincia Coffee LLC  1240 N Ashland Ave. #862  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60622  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PROVIN-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENCHANTED CARAVAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97174805  Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2021  Registration Number  7096506
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CARAVAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Organizing and hosting social entertainment events, namely, etiquette classes, birthday parties, themed events, and team building events using a mobile event space; Providing a specialized mobile facility for specialized use for social entertainment events, namely, etiquette classes, birthday parties, themed events, and team building events; Hosting in-person or virtual etiquette classes and other social entertainment events for children, teenagers, and families; Providing mobile entertainment and social entertainment events, namely, parties, team-building exercises, and etiquette classes for children, teenagers, and families
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Aug. 07, 2018  In Commerce  Aug. 07, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AS U WISH! DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Enchanted Caravan  Address  AS U WISH! 4308 Castle Ridge Ct  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28269  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  065687-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  FERRUER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97174931 Application Filing Date   Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number   7096507
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a heart partially surrounded by seven radiating lines.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing education courses in the field of using industrial laser engraving machines offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Educational services, namely, conducting live and online coaching, classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of using industrial laser engraving machines and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Providing online non-downloadable videos featuring instruction on how to use industrial laser engraving machines; Educational services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable slide presentations on how to use industrial laser engraving machines

International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   Apr. 09, 2021 In Commerce   Apr. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   That Mom With A Laser, Inc. Address   That Mom With A Laser, Inc. 11053 NW 5th Ct. Coral Springs FLORIDA 33071 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) **BONAVENTURE HOLDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "HOLDINGS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6524224, 6524154

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For consulting and advisory services in the fields of real property construction and real estate development
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Dec. 06, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bonaventure Realty Group, LLC Address Bonaventure Realty Group, LLC 104 Hume Avenue Alexandria VIRGINIA 22301 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACT NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97175769 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096509
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word ACT in red capital letters, NOW in
blue capital letters with a red check mark in the letter O in the word NOW. The inside of the O is depicted in the color
white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, blue and white, is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publishing of electronic publications
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Oct. 28, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2021 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark
was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 08/27/2021
Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be
registered at least as early as 10/28/2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACT for America Education Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ACT for America Education Address
ACT for America Education Inc. 869 Glenn Lynn Haven Pkwy. 113 #411 Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23452 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
TM 7644 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRANSFORMED BY O

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97176015 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7096510
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hair salon services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TRANSFORMED BY O LLC Address TRANSFORMED BY O LLC PO BOX 3402 CEDAR HILL TEXAS 75106 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA

9535
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** B STATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97176521
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 16, 2021
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Registration Number**: 7096511
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the image of the head of a Great Dane wearing a collar featuring the phrase "B STATE".
- **Disclaimer**: STATE

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2021

- **For**: Arranging and conducting athletic competitions; Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of athletics; Entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting an array of athletic events rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of basketball; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of baseball; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of cross-country; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of football; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of golf; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of swimming; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of tennis; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of track and field; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of wrestling; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of acrobatics and tumbling; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of soccer; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of softball; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of volleyball; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of bowling; Organizing and conducting college athletic events; Organizing and conducting college sport competitions and athletic events; Providing an interactive website featuring advice and information in the field of collegiate athletics programs; Providing collegiate athletic and sporting events

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use**: Aug. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2021</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  BLUEFIELD STATE UNIVERSITY  
Address  BLUEFIELD STATE UNIVERSITY  
219 ROCK ST.  
BLUEFIELD  WEST VIRGINIA  24701  
Legal Entity  STATE UNIVERSITY  
State or Country Where Organized  WEST VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BROWNING, KATHRYN ELIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THREE MILLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97177159 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096512
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6185187

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 3731490 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003731490 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 18, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For De-alcoholised wines; De-alcoholised drinks; Carbonated non-alcoholic beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Broadland Drinks Ltd Address Broadland Drinks Ltd Chapel Street Cawston Norwich, Norfolk UNITED KINGDOM NR104BG Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 116940-55

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHNAIVY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97177302 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 17, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7096513 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Chnaivy has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Carnival masks; Squeezable squeaking toys; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Water pistols
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 18, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Li, Qingeng
- **Address**: Li, Qingeng Room 503, No. 33 Jianshe Liuma Road Yuexiu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510030

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Sha2111
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97177341 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096514
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for use in the creation and designing of fonts as well as customization of the operating system graphic interface particularly pre-developed design fonts, themes, pictures, emojis, symbols, and photos, and instruments for the manual creation and design of fonts and themes and related thereof design issues; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for providing educational information on plants, tools for plants identifying and caring, the knowledge base on world's flora including plant diseases, methods of their identification and treatment, plant diseases, methods of their identification and treatment, varieties and types of plants, methods of plant care; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application providing features for healthy eating and calorie counting, particularly articles, stories, and notes on healthy eating, food habits, diets, meal-plans, namely, tools for food balancing, barcodes scanning, providing meals characteristics, support and advice on healthy eating; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for use in accessing sports, fitness, and other physical activities instruction, workouts, exercises, particularly training sets, video guides, healthy food recipes, features allowing the development of training strategies, schedules, personalized programs, fitness courses, meal-plans, and related sports issues; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for learning about astrology, horoscopes and making horoscope predictions, providing horoscope predictions, dream dictionary, moon calendar, tarot and palm readings for planning, zodiac sign's main traits, as well as tools and features for personalized horoscope insights and predictions, knowledge and best-practice bases, personal astrology readings, and astrology matters; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for use in heart rate measure and control as well as monitoring blood pressure, collection, storage, and sharing heart rate history, as well as medical articles, knowledge bases, features for making notes and reports regarding heart rate and blood pressure history; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for the creation of custom operation system design as well as creation, customization of widgets within mobile software, particularly features for app icons, widgets, and wallpapers design and customization; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for the creation of custom operation system design as well as creation, customization of the base of pre-developed pictures, widgets, wallpapers, marks, calendars, clocks,
fonts, backgrounds and other data for the design of mobile operating systems; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for delivery, customization, and design of photos and videos providing features for pictures animation, artistic processing, and storage including face-swap technology, photo filters, animations, video making, and augmentation features; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for counting similar items via a smartphone camera, as well as collecting and storage of the data thereof, providing features for making notes and reports on the counting results; downloadable computer software, namely, a mobile application for education and entertainment, in the sphere of math learning, providing features for child math education with arithmetic operations, math-related videos, cases, writing practice, mistake correction, making notes, results tracking, and analysis; Downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Oct. 02, 2020 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** AIBY Inc. **Address** AIBY Inc. 7901 4th Street N Ste 4913 St Petersburg FLORIDA 337024305 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** KELLEY, EVELYN RENEE
LEAHPENG

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording LEAHPENG has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chandeliers; Lamps; Aquarium lights; Diving lights; Electric light bulbs; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamp glasses; Lamp globes; Lamp shades; Lanterns for lighting; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Light bulbs; Street lamps; String lights for festive decoration
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Nov. 02, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chengdu Oumusen Electronics Co., Ltd. Address  Chengdu Oumusen Electronics Co., Ltd. No. 1107, 11/F, Unit 2, Bldg. 1, No. 108 East 5th Sec., Yihuan Rd., Jinjiang Dist. Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA  610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  01024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) PETRO-PLUG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97178324 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096516
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For containment systems for large scale liquid spills or releases, namely, oil separation and containment of a contaminated water source in the nature of polymer-based, rigid filtering tubes forming a barrier to prevent egress of oil from the contaminated water source in industrial and commercial applications
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 25, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 25, 1999
For Chemical compositions for filtering contaminated water and for separating hydrocarbons from water; chemicals for absorbing liquid hydrocarbons; chemicals for the treatment of water and wastewater; chemicals for treating hazardous waste; chemicals for use in decontamination of polluted sites; chemicals for use in purification of water; chemicals in the nature of sorbents
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Mar. 25, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 25, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPI Brands, LLC Address SPI Brands, LLC 215 Village Street Northford CONNECTICUT 06472
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SPIB42000100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOSSIL FUEL IS DEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97178725 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096517
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a fanciful design of a silhouette of a dinosaur and below is the wording "FOSSIL FUEL IS DEAD" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, hats, and waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 25, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lietz, Roland Address Lietz, Roland 174 Fairfield Street, Unit 2 Fairfield East AUSTRALIA 2165
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) GUMBOFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97178793 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7096518
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Social fitness club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and physical exercise gatherings for club and community members; athletic and sport event services, namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting races, tournaments and cross-cultural running experiences; entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of digital video storytelling; and organizing community sporting, social entertainment events, and cultural events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 29, 2020 In Commerce May 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gumbo Media, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GumboFit Address Gumbo Media, LLC Apt 3 1361 E 50th Street Chicago ILLINOIS 60615 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WIDEWATERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97180102
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 20, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096519
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For Real estate brokerage; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial property; Real estate management services; Leasing or renting of buildings, multifamily properties, residential properties, multi use properties, vacant land, hospitality properties, medical facilities properties, office space, properties in the nature of shopping centers, properties in the nature of retail stores, industrial facilities being properties, distribution facilities being properties, and warehouses, with all the foregoing properties being real properties; Leasing of real estate; Real estate agency services, namely, tenant representation, landlord representation, brokerage services, and leasing services; Property facilities management; property asset management services being a type of real estate management service**

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
**First Use**: Dec. 31, 1984
**In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1984

**For Hospitality management services namely, hotel management for others; Hotel management for others; Business management of hotels for others; Business management of hotels; Administrative hotel management; Revenue management services namely, financial records management; Food and beverage concept, design and management namely, brand concept development for corporate clients in the food and beverage industry**

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
**First Use**: Dec. 31, 2009
**In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2009

**For Real estate development; Real estate development services in the field of commercial properties, including multifamily properties, residential properties, multi use properties, vacant land, properties for hospitality use, properties for use as medical facilities, properties for use as office space, properties for use as shopping centers, properties for use as retail stores, properties for use as industrial facilities, properties for use as distribution facilities, and properties for use as warehouses; Construction project management services; Construction management supervision; Construction planning; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and custom construction of commercial buildings; General construction contracting; Construction consultancy; Commercial building construction; Building construction; Design-build services, namely, building construction**
services

**International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair  **First Use**: Dec. 31, 1991  **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1991

**For**: Design-build services, namely, building design services being a type of architectural design services; Engineering design services; Engineering and architectural design services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Dec. 31, 1991  **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1991

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: The Widewaters Group, Inc.  **Address**: The Widewaters Group, Inc. Suite 100 5845 Widewaters Parkway East Syracuse NEW YORK 13057  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 3116966

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MYO RETAINR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97180187 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096520
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MYO RETAINR" with a square above the letter "M" and an arcuate line below the word "RETAINR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RETAINER"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2190608 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 2190608 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 08, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 30, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Orthodontic apparatus, namely, orthodontic appliances and orthodontic devices for treating malocclusions and promoting teeth alignment; orthodontic appliances, namely, intra-oral appliances for orthodontic treatment; pre-manufactured appliances for orthodontic treatment being orthodontic appliances; intra-oral appliances being orthodontic appliances for treating malocclusions; intra-oral appliances being orthodontic appliances for stabilising teeth post orthodontic treatment; intra-oral appliances being orthodontic appliances for promoting teeth alignment; dental apparatus, namely, intra-oral dental appliances being orthodontic appliances
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Myofunctional Research Corporation Pty. Limited Address Myofunctional Research Corporation Pty. Limited 44 Siganto Drive Helensvale AUSTRALIA QLD4212 Legal Entity proprietary limited company State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPGATE.43
TM 7655 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE HEART OF SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97180343  Application Filing Date  Dec. 20, 2021  Registration Number 7096521  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Electrical shielding spacers for cables and cable assemblies
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Nov. 03, 2006 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Trustees of the Kevin R. Wald Trust Composed of Kevin Wald - American Address The Trustees of the Kevin R. Wald Trust 121 North First Street Montevideo MINNESOTA 56265 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97181408</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2021</td>
<td>7096522</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RACING"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0124112/1699646
- **International Registration Number**: 1699646
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2896568, 2456611

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Backproducts; travel luggage; roller bags being wheeled bags; wheeled bags; tool packs being tool bags sold empty; carry-on bags

- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2002

#### For Bags specially adapted for protective helmets; bags specially adapted for goggles in the nature of safety, motorcycle, bicycle, ATV, UTV, snowmobile, watercraft, ski, sports, and swimming goggles

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2002

#### For Clothing, namely, jackets, hoodies, dress shirts, t-shirts, shorts, hats, beanies, socks, belts, and tank tops

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: WESTERN POWER SPORTS, LLC
- **Address**: WESTERN POWER SPORTS, LLC 601 E. GOWEN ROAD BOISE IDAHO 83716
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IDAHO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examineer Attorney**: HILL, JAMES T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNCLE'S KU ALOHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97181612 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7096523 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "KU ALOHA" in the mark is "STANDING IN LOVE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookies; Frozen dessert consisting of fruit and cream or cream substitutes; Gluten-free desserts, namely, cookies and ice cream; Ice-cream cakes; Ice cream; Ice cream sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Nov. 08, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNCLE'S ICE CREAM Address UNCLE'S ICE CREAM PO Box 911252 Waialua HAWAII 96791 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MINESSCAPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97181665  
Application Filing Date: Dec. 20, 2021  
Registration Number: 7096524  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable and recorded computer programs designed to create, analyze and visualize models of mineral deposits to determine mineral resources and reserves, which includes a range of statistical, surface modeling, geostatistical estimation, database management and reporting and visualization capabilities in order to optimize, design, schedule, plan, track and operate the extraction of mines for the long and short term for use in geology and mining applications.  
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use: 1988  
In Commerce: 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Datamine Corporate Limited  
Address: Datamine Corporate Limited  Hanover House, Queen Charlotte Street  Bristol  UNITED KINGDOM  BS14EX  
Legal Entity: Proprietary Company, Limited by Shares

Where Organized: AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HESIK, APRIL ANNE
TM 7659 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE ENNEAGRAM APPROACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97182266 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096525
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of white circle outlined in black with gray
shadowing around the outside of the circle. Inside the circle is a graduated continuous ribbon that is light blue, blue, which
fades to dark blue, which fades to dark purple, which fades to dark orange, which fades to orange, which fades to tan,
which fades to teal, which fades to green, which fades to yellow, which fades to light pink, which fades to magenta and
back to light blue. The ribbon encompasses a graduated triangle that starts off as light gray at the bottom of the triangle
and graduates to tan at the top of the triangle. Inside the circle encompassing the triangle are the words "the enneagram
approach" all in lower case letters with the words "the" and "approach" in light gray and the word "enneagram" in black.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, blue, dark blue, dark purple, dark orange, orange, tan, teal,
green, yellow, light pink, magenta, light blue, gray, light gray and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "THE ENNEAGRAM APPROACH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive
development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to
business leaders regarding how to integrate and apply personality typing to become a better leader; Business education and
training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive
coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Educational services, namely,
providing classes, seminars, workshops, and presentations to coaches, therapists, spiritual directors and addiction specialists in
the field of personality typing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

9554
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Anne Geary  
Address     Anne Geary  2115 Sherwood Ave.  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28207  
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   17701-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B LOST BOYZ MC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97183441 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7096526
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LOST BOYZ" appearing in the color yellow outlined in black appearing centered above and in an arc shape above the stylized letter "B" appearing in the color black with a yellow outline with an illustration of a vampire stake appearing in the color yellow with black accents appearing through the letter. To the right and slightly below the letter "B" appears the stylized wording "MC" appearing in the color yellow outlined in black. All of the foregoing appears against a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing community sporting and cultural events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LOST BOYZ MC Address LOST BOYZ MC 88-08 COMMON WEALTH BLVD BELLROSE NEW YORK 11426 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038138

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Providing financial assessment services to lenders, borrowers, real estate management companies, home owner associations, real estate owners, and non-profit organizations, in the field of housing and all other infrastructure

**International Classes**
36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**
Insurance and Financial

**First Use**
Jun. 16, 2019

**In Commerce**
Jun. 16, 2019

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Karl Atkinson

**DBA, AKA, Formerly**
DBA My-Reserve-Plan

**Address**
Karl Atkinson
2nd Floor
15 Forrester Street
Salem
MASSACHUSETTS
01970

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
165086-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUTATITA LA BEBIDA IDEAL PARA UNA OCASIÓN ESPECIAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97185076</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2021</td>
<td>7096528</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "BUTATITA" above the wording "La bebida ideal para una ocasión especial" with a square above the words and a leaf above the square, the square being divided into portions by curved internal arcs, each of which is a partial representation of a piece of fruit. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of La Bebida Ideal Para Una Ocasión Especial in the mark is The Ideal Drink For A Special Occasion
- **Disclaimer**: "LA BEBIDA IDEAL PARA UNA OCASIÓN ESPECIAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Fruit drinks
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: FALCÓN, Luis
- **Address**: FALCÓN, Luis 23400 Kingsland Blvd Apt 5108 Katy TEXAS 77494
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 00250-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIDECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186029  Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021  Registration Number 7096529
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UNIDECO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Quilts; Bed linen; Lap blankets; Paper pillowcases; Sheet sets; Sleeping bags
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes  US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics  First Use  Dec. 21, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xianju Runnian Craft Factory  Address Xianju Runnian Craft Factory No. 36, Luxing Middle Road Anzhou Street, Xianju County Taizhou City CHINA 317300  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US034511T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner OH, HYUN-JUNG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97186520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Mark Literal(s)**: BONTOUJOUR

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players and personal digital assistants; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Cases for smartphones; Cases for telephones; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Rechargeable batteries; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; USB cables
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 10, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 10, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Zhang Xiaohong
- **Address**: Group 8, Zhanggang Village, Niushou Town, Fancheng District, Xiangyang City, CHINA, 441000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  D DOG DAZER

Serial Number   97186973 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Registration Number   7096531
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the blue stylized wording "D" and "DOG DAZER" with a blue vertical line separating "D" and "DOG DAZER". All of the foregoing positioned on a plain white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DOG DAZER"

For Dog repellers, namely, ultrasonic animal repellers

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Stern, Sinai Address Stern, Sinai 1075 Bay 32nd street Far Rockaway NEW YORK 11691 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** XMD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97186989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized letters &quot;XMD&quot; and three Chinese characters. All the foregoing outlined in two rectangles. <strong>Transliteration</strong> The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to &quot;XIAN&quot; &quot;MEI&quot; &quot;DUN&quot; and this means &quot;salty&quot; &quot;beautiful&quot; &quot;pause&quot; in English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Apparatus for aerating beverages; Electric food blenders; Electric food preparation apparatus, namely, tumblers for marinating food; Elevators and parts of elevators; Flues for engine boilers; Food processors, electric; Metalworking machines; Sealing machines for industrial purposes; Tilling machines for agricultural use; Transmissions for machines; Vacuum cleaners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Wu Shengmin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wu Shengmin No.12, Liujiache Group, Qixian Village, Hengjiang Town, Shicheng, Ganzhou, Jiangxi, CHINA 341000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>DF230200057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INSULIN ZERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97187050 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 23, 2021 | Registration Number | 7096533 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "INSULIN" |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | A0124290/1693962 |
| Registration Number | 1693962 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Printed training materials in the field of gastrointestinal implants |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Aug. 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | GI Dynamics, Inc. |
| Address | GI Dynamics, Inc. 320 Congress Street, Third Floor Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02210 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 51148-T16001 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | THOMAS, JULIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEHAVIORAL OPERATING SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97187110 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7096534
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BEHAVIORAL OPERATING SYSTEM" in stylized font, with the wording "BEHAVIORAL" above "OPERATING", and "OPERATING" above "SYSTEM". The wording is shaded in a gradient from red on the left to purple on the right. To the left of the wording is a design of four concentric circles, each divided in the middle. Each circle is composed of two lines, each with one tapered end and one thicker, rounded end. The circle design is shaded in a gradient from red on the left to purple on the right. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BEHAVIORAL OPERATING SYSTEM"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018627615 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018627615 Foreign Registration Date May 13, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 23, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recorded software for use as an employee behavioral management tool for collecting and distributing behavioral information and insights within organizations; recorded business software for use as a behavioral management tool for collecting and distributing behavioral information and insights in the fields of business transformation, human resources, organizational and workforce behaviors, and corporate culture International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use as an employee behavioral management tool for collecting and distributing behavioral information and insights within organizations; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use as an employee behavioral management tool for collecting and distributing behavioral information and insights within organizations in the fields of business transformation, human resources, organizational and workforce behaviors, and corporate culture
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HUBBLE-S EUROPE, S.L. Address   HUBBLE-S EUROPE, S.L. DAVID, Planta 6ª - Oficina 6F calle Aribau 230-240, Oficinas Barcelona SPAIN 08006 Legal Entity   sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country Where Organized   SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   6013.203

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAIVIEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97187742 Application Filing Date  Dec. 23, 2021 Registration Number   7096535
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "SAIVIEK"
Translation  The wording "SAIVIEK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earphones; Headphones; Transceivers; Accumulators and batteries; Audio- and videoreceivers; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery charge devices; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer network hubs; Ear buds; Smart watches; Smartphone battery chargers; Smartwatch straps; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 18, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HK HANCHENG TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD Address  HK HANCHENG TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD 300 LOCKHART ROAD FLAT/RM A 20/F KIU FU COMMERCIAL BLDG WAN CHAI HONG KONG CHINA 999077 Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BEYOND THE PLATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97187817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of hospitality and cuisine |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jul. 2017 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 2017 |

| For | Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts and hats |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Feb. 2018 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 2018 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Culinary Advisors, LLC |
| Address | Culinary Advisors, LLC 1868 N. Hoyne Ave. Chicago ILLINOIS 60647 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 032280 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | SWIFT, GILBERT M |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97188075</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
<td>7096537</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Retail store services featuring virtual goods, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, backpacks, art, and toys for use online in an augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) environment and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); on-line retail store services, featuring virtual merchandise, namely, footwear, clothing, headwear, eyewear, bags, backpacks, art, and toys for use in online virtual worlds in an augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) environment and authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1997

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Schmalfeldt Joy N DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA PIXEL GIRL **Address**: Schmalfeldt Joy N pixelgirl2002@yahoo.com 5666 La Jolla Blvd #225 La Jolla CALIFORNIA 92037 **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEAL HEAL WHILE YOU BUILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97188239  Application Filing Date  Dec. 23, 2021  Registration Number  7096538
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "HEAL" written in bold capitalized neon green font with the word "HEAL" in capitalized white script font intermixed and the wording "WHILE YOU BUILD" in capitalized standard black font underneath the words "HEAL HEAL". The mark is on a white background with gray squares, black vertical and horizontal lines, and an orange horizontal line. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, neon green, orange, gray, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching services in the field of business, managing personal finances and spirituality
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Collins, Markita D  Address  Collins, Markita D  947 Wayne Ave, #361  Chambersburg  PENNSYLVANIA  17201  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97189546</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 24, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** WRCEVTOR
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation:** The wording "WRCEVTOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Fly catchers; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Insect traps; Mouse traps; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Rat traps; Ultrasonic mosquito repellers; Ultrasonic pest repellers
- **International Classes:** 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title:** Housewares and Glass
- **First Use:** Oct. 18, 2021
- **In Commerce:** Oct. 18, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** TAN, RUIJIN
- **Address:** TAN, RUIJIN, MIDDLE 2/F, BLDG.1, TIANJIAN IND. ZONE NO.80 SHANGBAO RD., FUTIAN DIST., SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, CHINA
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** TUS113530
- **Examining Attorney:** WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BAIRAYEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97189691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 24, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The English translation of "BAIRAYEN" in the mark is "waiters".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Adult sexual stimulation kit comprised primarily of sex toys and a printed workbook; Feeding bottle teats; Feeding bottles; Pacifier cloth for attachment to infant pacifiers

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44
**International Class Title** Medical Apparatus
**First Use** Jun. 04, 2021  **In Commerce** Jun. 04, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD  
**Address** HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD ROOM 2910,2ND FLOOR, NO.1 BUILDING, NO.104, WULIN XINCUN, XIACHENG DISTRICT HANGZHOU CITY, ZHEJIANG PROVINCE CHINA 310000
**Legal Entity** LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** MS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAIRAYEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97189697  Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021  Registration Number 7096541
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The English translation of "BAIRAYEN" in the mark is "waiters".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery-operated night lights; Battery operated electric candles; Decorative lighting in the nature of electrically-illuminated figurines, lanterns; Desk lamps; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; Lamps for tents; LED and HID light fixtures; LED candles; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Solar powered lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Jun. 01, 2021  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD  Address HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD ROOM 2910, 2ND FLOOR, NO.1 BUILDING, NO.104, WULIN XINCUN, XIACHENG DISTRICT HANGZHOU CITY, ZHEJIANG PROVINCE CHINA 310000  Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAIRAYEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97189711 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096542
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "BAIRAYEN" in the mark is "waiters".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Bamboo blinds; Bamboo furniture; Beach chairs; Beds for household pets; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Cat beds; Chair cushions; Chair pads; Cheval glasses; Fabric window blinds; Fitted table covers; Foot stools; Interior window shades
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 03, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD Address HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD ROOM 2910,2ND FLOOR, NO.1 BUILDING, NO.104, WULIN XINCUN,XIACHENG DISTRICT HANGZHOU CITY,ZHEJIANG PROVINCE CHINA 310000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAIRAYEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97189716 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7096543
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "BAIRAYEN" in the mark is "waiters".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedsheets; Curtains; Towels; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Bath linen; Blankets for outdoor use; Children's blankets; Curtains made of textile fabrics; Cushion covers; Door curtains; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Textile tablecloths; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 05, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD Address HANGZHOU Q-RICH IMPORT AND EXPORT CO., LTD ROOM 2910,2ND FLOOR, NO.1 BUILDING, NO.104, WULIN XINCUN,XIACHENG DISTRICT HANGZHOU CITY,ZHEJIANG PROVINCE CHINA 310000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M

9574
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUGG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97189955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No                                      |
| **Mark Drawing Type**       | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a design of a handle-less cup with lines around the upper rim. The cup is liquid filled, with gloves as hands, human like legs, baggy eyes with lowered eyelids, full teeth, wearing a watch and bracelet. The cup design has its tongue sticking out of the mouth, sneakers, with a background of liquid like splatter behind the image, large boot like shoes, shoe laces, high socks, with a chain appearing below its tongue and legs. The chain is linked to the letters "JUGG" with shading thereon. **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Graphic T-shirts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Goodman, Cleveland G, DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Just Under Going Greatness Composed of Cleveland G Goodman, a citizen of United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Goodman, Cleveland G, 5309 Julianna dr, Norfolk VIRGINIA 23502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mark Literal(s) UNCLE TONY'S BBQ GOURMET
BARBECUE SAUCE IF IT'S NOT MOVING PUT SOME SAUCE ON IT!

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literature

UNCLE TONY'S BBQ GOURMET BARBECUE SAUCE IF IT'S NOT MOVING PUT SOME SAUCE ON IT!

Description of the Mark

The mark consists of the wording "UNCLE TONY'S BBQ GOURMET BARBECUE SAUCE IF IT'S NOT MOVING PUT SOME SAUCE ON IT!" in stylized form. The letters "BBQ" are partially enclosed by a barbed wire design. The word "SAUCE" in the phrase "PUT SOME SAUCE ON IT!" has a curved line beneath it. The word "SAUCE" in the phrase "PUT SOME SAUCE ON IT!" and the curved line beneath it are in orange. All the rest of the wording and the barbed wire design are in white. The background is black.

Color

There are claims on the mark, namely orange, white and black.

Disclaimer

"BBQ GOURMET BARBECUE SAUCE" Name Portrait Consent

"Uncle Tony" identifies Anthony Hester, a living individual whose consent is of record.

Goods and Services Information

For Barbecue sauce

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use


Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Uncle Tony's BBQ, LLC. Address Uncle Tony's BBQ, LLC. 28 Great Lakes Dr Hampton VIRGINIA 236692381 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAJU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97190011  Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2021  Registration Number 7096546  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For undergarments, lingerie, socks, belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Feb. 02, 2021  In Commerce Jul. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lernik Baghoomian  Address Lernik Baghoomian  2110 Artesia Bl. #124  Redondo Beach  CALIFORNIA 90278  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIFIBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97190258  Application Filing Date  Dec. 26, 2021  Registration Number  7096547  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary fiber to aid digestion
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Jun. 19, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DIFIBER DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA DIFIBER LLC  Address  DIFIBER  4644 WILLOW HILL COVE  MEMPHIS  TENNESSEE  38128  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where  Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
NEWGAIT PRODUCTIONS

Mark Literal(s) NEWGAIT PRODUCTIONS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRODUCTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 22, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NewGait Productions Address NewGait Productions 544 Heatons Mill Dr. Langhorne PENNSYLVANIA 19047 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMI2-T.e2610

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNCLE TONY'S BBQ GOURMET BARBECUE RUB IF IT'S NOT MOVING PUT SOME RUB ON IT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97191490  Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021  Registration Number 7096549  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "UNCLE TONY'S BBQ GOURMET BARBECUE RUB IF IT'S NOT MOVING PUT SOME RUB ON IT!" in stylized form. The letters "BBQ" are partially enclosed by a barbed wire design. The word "RUB" in the phrase "PUT SOME RUB ON IT!" has a curved line beneath it. The word "RUB" in the phrase "PUT SOME RUB ON IT!" and the curved line beneath it are in orange. All the rest of the wording and the barbed wire design are in white. The background is black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors orange, white and black are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BBQ GOURMET BARBECUE RUB" Name Portrait Consent "UNCLE TONY" identifies Anthony Hester, a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uncle Tony's BBQ, LLC. Address Uncle Tony's BBQ, LLC. 28 Great Lakes Drive Hampton VIRGINIA 23669 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUTYRDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97192143 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7096550
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "yutyrds" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dinnerware; Lunchboxes; Cloth for wiping or dusting; Coffee servers; Dusting gloves; Garbage cans; Hair brushes; Shower racks; Soap dispensers; Toilet brushes; Towel rails
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 21, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hongru Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hongru Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. A2201 Zhongmin Times Square 3012 Sungang East Rd, Sungang St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LETTER SOUTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97192940 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096551
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; Brand imagery consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 29, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Letter South Address Letter South 1927 Saint Marys Rd Hillsborough NORTH CAROLINA 27278
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
Mark Literal(s) STREAMFANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97193108  Application Filing Date  Dec. 28, 2021  Registration Number  7096552
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Entertainment services, namely, providing a subscription-based website featuring non-downloadable adult-themed photographs and video recordings

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  May 16, 2022  In Commerce  May 16, 2022

For  Online social networking services; online social networking services in the field of adult entertainment; Internet-based social networking services; providing an internet website portal for engaging in social networking; online social networking services, namely, providing virtual environments in the nature of an interactive website in which users can interact through comments and group chats

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  May 16, 2022  In Commerce  May 16, 2022

For  Streaming of graphic, audio, and video materials on the Internet; broadcasting of graphic, audio, and video materials on the Internet, namely, audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication  First Use  May 16, 2022  In Commerce  May 16, 2022

For  Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for designing, creating, hosting, customizing, modifying, maintaining, and updating websites and web pages for others on a global computer network; design, creation, hosting, and maintenance of websites for others; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use by others to customize, modify, maintain, and update websites and web pages on a global computer network; website hosting services; hosting the web sites of others; providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to integrate banners, links, and codes into their websites for use as online promotional tools; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for integration of streaming video and audio content into websites; software as a service (SAAS) services
featuring software for building web sites and web pages and for tracking and generating of sales; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in building web sites and web pages; providing a website that gives users the ability to review various photographic, graphic image, and audio and video content, provide comments, and engage in social networking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use May 16, 2022  In Commerce May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name ICF TECHNOLOGY, INC.  Address ICF TECHNOLOGY, INC. 800 STEWART STREET  SEATTLE WASHINGTON 98101

Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 39800

Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JET STREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97193143 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096553
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "JET" in blue, in which the top part of "J" extends like an arch, having the black wording "STREAM" underneath. Color Drawing Yes
Claimed The color(s) blue, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2021-161802 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 6560910 Foreign Registration Date May 24, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date May 24, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stationery International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MITSUBISHI PENCIL COMPANY, LIMITED Address MITSUBISHI PENCIL COMPANY, LIMITED 5-23-37, Higashi-Ohi, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo JAPAN 140-8537 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country JAPAN
Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15143.92US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAVISHEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97193170 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7096554
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Monocles; Sirens; Cable television converters; Car stereos; Computer keypads; Computer memories; Life belts; Measuring buckets; Microphones; Multi-outlet socket blocks; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Radiation-measuring instruments; Radios for vehicles; Traffic lights
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 08, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuzhongqi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yuzhongqi Technology Co., Ltd. Factory 301, Bldg B, No. 6, Yanhe Rd. Xiangjiaotang Vil., Bantian St. Longgang Shenzhen CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JTACHIONG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97193941</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2021</td>
<td>7096555</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Mounts and mounting brackets adapted for audio speakers with swiveling bases therefor; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 25, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 25, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jia Hui LIN
- **Address**: Jia Hui LIN No.142, Team 4, Pingsha Village Kunlian Villagers Committee, Zhishan Town Heshan, Guangdong CHINA 529729
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: LEDFINE
- **Examiner**: LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Professional coaching services in the field of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Careers; Providing on-line training, courses, seminars and workshops in the field of Science Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) career development
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 04, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 08, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jeanita Pritchett, LLC
- **Address**: Jeanita Pritchett, LLC 11509 Hidden Brook Court Beltsville MARYLAND 20705
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 010

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  STEAM FORWARD! ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97194081  Application Filing Date  Dec. 28, 2021  Registration Number  7096557
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "STEAM" in stylistic capitalized block lettering with an atom symbol inside the "S" a wireless communication symbol inside the "T" two gear symbols inside the "E" an art pallet and brush inside the "A" and the plus, minus, division and multiplication symbols appearing inside the top right of the letter "M" the word STEAM is on top of the stylized capitalized words FORWARD! ACADEMY. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "STEAM" AND "ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing classes, online courses and educational camps for children in the field of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics (STEAM)
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Aug. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jeanita Pritchett, LLC
Address  Jeanita Pritchett, LLC  11509 Hidden Brook Court  Beltsville MARYLAND  20705
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YESSI HAIR LOOK GOOD, FEEL GOOD.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97194267
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 29, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7096558
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an image of a woman's face outlined in black with red lips to the left of the words "YESSI HAIR" in black above the words "LOOK GOOD, FEEL GOOD." in red. The color white shown inside the woman's face and hair represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The colors black and red are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "HAIR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hair weaves
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 17, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 27, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MDC Global Services and Solutions
- **Address**: MDC Global Services and Solutions, 1907 Silver CV Whitehouse, TEXAS 75791
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, TINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FUTURECARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 97194725 Application Filing Date | Dec. 29, 2021 Registration Number | 7096559 Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No **Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "future" all in uppercase letters followed by the word "care" all in lowercase letters. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; Computer software development; Computer software development and computer programming development for others; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Design and development of computer hardware and software; Design and development of computer software; Design and development of computer software for the improvements of purchasing functions of business; Design and development of on-line computer software systems; Design, development and implementation of software; Design, development, installation and maintenance of computer software; Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; Developing and updating computer software; Development of software for secure network operations; Development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems; Providing an Internet website portal in the fields of technology and software development; Providing information in the fields of technology and software development via an on-line website; Research and development of computer software; Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; Software design and development; Software development for others in the field of software configuration management; Software development in the framework of software publishing

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Jan. 03, 2020 **In Commerce** Jan. 03, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Future Tech Holding, LLC **Address** Future Tech Holding, LLC Suite 3025 18501 Pines Blvd Pembroke Pines FLORIDA 33029 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEVINE CONTRACT TO CLOSE TRANSACTION COORDINATORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97196604 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096560 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized lettering of the word "LEVINE", to the right of which appears the image of a pen, with the words "CONTRACT TO CLOSE" appearing underneath the word "LEVINE", and the words "TRANSACTION COORDINATORS" appearing underneath the words "CONTRACT TO CLOSE", all of which appears within the outline of a rectangle, with the left bottom and top left lines of the rectangle interrupted by the "L" in "LEVINE". Disclaimer "CONTRACT TO CLOSE" AND "TRANSACTION COORDINATORS" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Shayna Levine, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate closing services International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 05, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Levine Contract To Close LLC Address Levine Contract To Close LLC 1100 Church Street Unit 774 Elgin SOUTH CAROLINA 29045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YORVIPATH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97197252 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096561
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018628152 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018628152 Foreign Registration Date May 24, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 23, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of growth disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of endocrine disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bone disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, diagnostic preparations for identifying and detecting hypoparathyroidism, endocrine disorders and bone disorders

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical devices for injection, dosage and control of pharmaceuticals, namely, medical devices for injection, dosage measurement and monitoring of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders; syringes for medical purposes and for injections; syringes for injection for medical and surgical use, namely, syringes in the form of pens for surgical use; digitally connected medical devices for monitoring the dispensation of pharmaceutical preparations for use in connection with management of growth hormone disorders, hypoparathyroidism and skeletal dysplasia; medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs; medical apparatus for diagnostic purposes, namely, medicine dosage dispensers with integrated recorded software featuring web-based medical information collected via said apparatus for physical and psychological examination and assessment of patients remotely and at a clinic, sold as a unit; dosage management dispensers with integrated recorded software for medical information management for guidance and control of medicines and for therapeutic use in web-based physical and psychological examination and assessment of patients remotely and at a clinic, namely, pen-type syringes and injection devices for administering drugs, sold as a unit
International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title   Medical Apparatus

For downloadable computer software and downloadable computer programs for use in providing medical advice and advice on medications for treatment, patient assistance and health insurance in the field of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, a downloadable software application for sharing information related to hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders and the treatment of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders for use by patients with growth hormone disorders, hypoparathyroidism and skeletal dysplasia in the medical field of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, downloadable software that coordinates the delivery of health care services between health care providers, patients and those parties responsible for the payment of health care services, namely, downloadable software that allows individuals seeking medical education, information and services to locate a physician and treatment facility in their geographic area for medical treatment and allows physicians and health care professionals to communicate their credentials and specialization to patients and parties responsible for payment of healthcare services; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, downloadable software that enables health care providers to monitor patients, communicate clinical information relevant to a patient's care, provide and exchange information concerning patients and the health care services provided to patients; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing co-pay and other financial or medical access support; downloadable computer software for providing a communications platform enabling users to share health and healthcare information; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing, exchanging, retrieving and analyzing health and healthcare information; downloadable software for medical purposes, namely, for formatting, viewing and transmitting medical data collected and stored on hormone injection pens and pumps and between said injection pens and pumps and portable electronic devices; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, a downloadable software application for providing healthcare-related information, medication reminders, and tracking medication dosing history; the foregoing downloadable software related to pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ascendis Pharma Endocrinology Division A/S
Address   Ascendis Pharma Endocrinology Division A
Tuborg Boulevard 12
Hellerup
DENMARK
DK-2900
Legal Entity   aktieselskab (a/s)
State or Country Where Organized   DENMARK
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 067328.0041

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UPYTHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97197279 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096562
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018628153 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 018628153 Foreign Registration Date May 19, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 23, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of growth disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of endocrine disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bone disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, diagnostic preparations for identifying and detecting hypoparathyroidism, endocrine disorders and bone disorders

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical devices for injection, dosage and control of pharmaceuticals, namely, medical devices for injection, dosage measurement and monitoring of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders; syringes for medical purposes and for injections; syringes for injection for medical and surgical use, namely, syringes in the form of pens for surgical use; digitally connected medical devices for monitoring the dispensation of pharmaceutical preparations for use in connection with management of growth hormone disorders, hypoparathyroidism and skeletal dysplasia; medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs; medical apparatus for diagnostic purposes, namely, medicine dosage dispensers with integrated recorded software featuring web-based medical information collected via said apparatus for physical and psychological examination and assessment of patients remotely and at a clinic, sold as a unit; dosage management dispensers with integrated recorded software for medical information management for guidance and control of medicines and for therapeutic use in web-based physical and psychological examination and assessment of patients remotely and at a clinic, namely, pen-type syringes and injection devices for administering drugs, sold as a unit
Downloadable computer software and downloadable computer programs for use in providing medical advice and advice on medications for treatment, patient assistance and health insurance in the field of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, a downloadable software application for sharing information related to hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders and the treatment of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders, bone disorders for use by patients with growth hormone disorders, hypoparathyroidism and skeletal dysplasia in the medical field of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, downloadable software that coordinates the delivery of health care services between health care providers, patients and those parties responsible for the payment of health care services, namely, downloadable software that allows individuals seeking medical education, information and services to locate a physician and treatment facility in their geographic area for medical treatment and allows physicians and health care professionals to communicate their credentials and specialization to patients and parties responsible for payment of healthcare services; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, downloadable software that enables health care providers to monitor patients, communicate clinical information relevant to a patient's care, provide and exchange information concerning patients and the health care services provided to patients; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing co-pay and other financial or medical access support; downloadable computer software for providing a communications platform enabling users to share health and healthcare information; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing the measurement of height, weight, blood pressure, serum calcium, blood glucose, and heart rate; downloadable software, downloadable software applications and downloadable mobile applications for providing, exchanging, retrieving and analyzing health and healthcare information; downloadable software for medical purposes, namely, for formatting, viewing and transmitting medical data collected and stored on hormone injection pens and pumps and between said injection pens and pumps and portable electronic devices; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, tablet computers, handheld computers and personal computers, namely, a downloadable software application for providing healthcare-related information, medication reminders, and tracking medication dosing history; the foregoing downloadable software related to pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism, growth disorders, endocrine disorders and bone disorders.
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  067328.0042

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIOMOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97197378 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096563
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Waste water treatment services; Waste water treatment services for industrial purposes; Consulting services in the field of waste water treatment
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aquatech International, LLC Address Aquatech International, LLC 1 Four Coins Drive Canonsburg PENNSYLVANIA 15317 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) AGENT CRATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97197442 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7096564
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AGENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable real estate marketing content, namely, graphics for use on social media, social media marketing
templates, marketing content in the nature of photos, flyers, calendars, doorhangers, captions, blogs, videos, newsletters,
scripts, guides, and educational resources in the nature of downloadable educational course materials in the of real estate
marketing; all of the foregoing in the field of real estate marketing
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 27, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 27, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AGENT CRATE INC. Address AGENT CRATE INC. 10906 Sheldon Rd Suite A Tampa FLORIDA 33626 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Hughes, Rose M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AFPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97197448 Application Filing Date  Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number  7096565
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2287889

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Physical fitness education, namely, conducting continuing education courses for fitness professionals
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jun. 01, 1995 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AMERICAN FITNESS PROFESSIONALS & ASSOCIATES LLC Address  AMERICAN FITNESS PROFESSIONALS & ASSOCIATES LLC 14002 Royal Pointe Drive Port Charlotte FLORIDA 33953 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  32854.118

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AFPA HEALTH, NUTRITION & FITNESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97197461</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of ribbon folded on itself at an angle, with the letters AFPA above the words HEALTH, NUTRITION & FITNESS. **Disclaimer** "HEALTH, NUTRITION & FITNESS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 2287889

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Physical fitness education, namely, conducting continuing education courses for fitness professionals

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107 **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Feb. 03, 2019

**In Commerce** Feb. 03, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** AMERICAN FITNESS PROFESSIONALS & ASSOCIATES LLC

**Address** AMERICAN FITNESS PROFESSIONALS & ASSOCIATES LLC 14002 Royal Pointe Drive Port Charlotte FLORIDA 33953

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 32854.120

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN GOOSE AI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97198990 Application Filing Date  Dec. 31, 2021 Registration Number  7096567
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "AI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Research in the field of artificial intelligence; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial intelligence for content analysis

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GOLDEN GOOSE AI LLC Address  GOLDEN GOOSE AI LLC  414 ORANGEWOOD DR. DUNEDIN FLORIDA  34698 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AOTEKAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97199213</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 31, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7096568</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Mattresses; Bath pillows; Bed pillows; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Head supporting pillows; Latex mattresses; Latex pillows; Neck pillows; U-shaped pillows; Wearable travel pillow with a storage compartment

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Oct. 21, 2021 **In Commerce** Oct. 21, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name CHEN, JIA LING Address CHEN, JIA LING NO.751 CHENCUO, WUYAN VILLAGE, SHANTING TOWN, XIUYU DISTRICT PUTIAN CITY CHINA 351100 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** STICKY TONGUE USA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number         | 97199742 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 01, 2022 | Registration Number | 7096569 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "Sticky Tongue USA" in black next to a chameleon in green, blue, purple, and pink on a green, blue, and purple stick with its pink tongue reaching out to the dot in the letter "i" in "Sticky". The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, green, blue, purple, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "USA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **For**: Pet feeding and drinking bowls

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **For**: Dietary supplements for pets

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring pet supplies, pet accessories, pet food, and pet supplements; On-line ordering services featuring pet supplies, pet toys, pet accessories, pet food, and pet supplements featuring home delivery services.

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sticky Tongue USA LLC
- **Address**: Sticky Tongue USA LLC 6530 S 117th Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68137
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: STUSA2022
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A.K.A PROFESSIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97199822 Application Filing Date Jan. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096570 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Socks; Hoodies; Jackets; Sweaters; T-shirts; Headwear, namely, hats, baseball caps, beanies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 04, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 25, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Leonardo Z Address Zhong, Leonardo Z 45-28 160th Street Flushing NEW YORK 11358
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SERVIZO 360

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97200934 Application Filing Date   Jan. 03, 2022 Registration Number   7096571 Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "SERVIZO" Translation
The English translation of the word "SERVIZO" in the mark is "SERVICE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others as digital operations platforms to manage, support and track the operations of organizations, for entities of all types and sizes
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Dec. 12, 2021 In Commerce   Dec. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SIMBYM INC Address   SIMBYM INC 11728 COCHISE PLACE CHATSWORTH CALIFORNIA 91311 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Servizo 360

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUGARBUTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97202017  Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2022  Registration Number 7096572  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Kareena Gil, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet clothing
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods  First Use Feb. 13, 2009  In Commerce Oct. 20, 2020
For Women's swimwear; Women's rash guards; Women's sports bras; Women's fitness leggings; Women's crop tops; Women's fitness shorts; Women's beach wraps, namely, sarongs; Women's pajamas; Women's sundresses; Women's beach cover ups; Women's casual wear shorts; Women's casual wear tops as clothing; Men's casual wear tops as clothing; Men's swim trunks; Men's rash guards; Men's casual shorts; Men's pajamas

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gil, Kareena  Address Gil, Kareena  625 Creekside Way #102  New Braunfels  TEXAS  78130  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IRIWOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97202956 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096573 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording IRIWOOL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpeting; Carpets; Rugs; Abdominal mats; Anti-fatigue floor mat; Area rugs; Carpets and rugs; Carpets for automobiles; Floor coverings; Floor mats; Floor mats for automobiles; Fur rugs; Horse stall floor mats; Meditation mats; Personal sitting mats; Prayer rugs; all the foregoing made in whole or substantial part of wool; Textile floor mats for use in the home; Vehicle carpets; Yoga mats

International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Yangxiaomei Trading Co., Ltd. Address Henan Yangxiaomei Trading Co., Ltd. No.37, 13/F, Unit 1, Building 18, No.6, Huimin Street, Huiji District, Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450053 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOYTBL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97202963  Application Filing Date  Jan. 04, 2022  Registration Number  7096574  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Flashlights; Lamps; Penlights; Air humidifying apparatus; Book lights; Desk lamps; Floor lamps; Head torches; Lamp bases; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; Light projectors; Magnifying lamps; Nail drying machines for beauty salons; Nail lamps; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Reading lamps; Reading lights; Solar powered lamps; String lights for festive decoration

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Nov. 29, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ling Lu  Address  Ling Lu  1819, East Block, Aidi Building, No.5003, Binhe Avenue, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) K FREE DAILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97203608 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7096575 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DAILY” Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins not containing Vitamin K
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name My Personal Multivitamin, LLC Address My Personal Multivitamin, LLC 2538 W Shinnecock Way Anthem ARIZONA 85086 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60400-1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97203782</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096576</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BLACK GIRLS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Providing financial and reference resources, namely, providing financial information and providing financial assistance for health care to third parties for mental health and wellness services; fundraising services, namely, charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting projects and fundraising events to promote awareness of mental health and wellness service providers; charitable services in connection with the promotion and provision of mental health and wellness services and information, namely, charitable fundraising for mental health and wellness service providers and those in need of their services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
**First Use**: Jul. 09, 2012
**In Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2012

**For** Educational services, namely, providing educational programs, workshops, tutorial sessions, coaching sessions, seminars and classes in the fields of meditation, yoga, journaling and creative writing, and mental health, wellness and mental health training, all in connection with and in support of mental health and wellness; providing on-line non-downloadable electronic newsletters delivered by email in the field of mental health and wellness

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: Jul. 09, 2012
**In Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2012

**For** Providing mental health and wellness information and resources in the nature of providing a website and social media posts featuring information in the field of mental health and wellness

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
**First Use**: Jul. 09, 2012
**In Commerce**: Jul. 09, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACK GIRLS SMILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97203806 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7096577 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "BLACK GIRLS SMILE" with the first letter in each word capitalized and the remaining letters in each word in lower case letters, with the words displayed vertically with the term "BLACK" over the term "GIRLS" over the term "SMILE", all within a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BLACK GIRLS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial and reference resources, namely, providing financial information and providing financial assistance for health care to third parties for mental health and wellness services; fundraising services, namely, charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting projects and fundraising events to promote awareness of mental health and wellness service providers; charitable services in connection with the promotion and provision of mental health and wellness services and information, namely, charitable fundraising for mental health and wellness service providers and those in need of their services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 07, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2020
For Educational services, namely, providing educational programs, workshops, tutorial sessions, coaching sessions, seminars and classes in the fields of meditation, yoga, journaling and creative writing, and mental health, wellness and mental health training, all in connection with and in support of mental health and wellness; providing on-line non-downloadable electronic newsletters delivered by email in the field of mental health and wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 07, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2020
For  Providing mental health and wellness information and resources in the nature of providing a website and social media posts featuring information in the field of mental health and wellness

**International Classes**  44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Medical, beauty and agricultural services **First Use**  Aug. 07, 2020 **In Commerce**  Aug. 07, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Black Girls Smile, Inc.  **Address**  Black Girls Smile, Inc.  384 Northyards, NW  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30313

**Legal Entity**  non-profit corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  H3496-00014

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HARMON, RAYMOND E
ITG NEXT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97203914 Application Filing Date  Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number  7096578 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing information on youth sports via a website; Providing online interviews featuring athletes in the field of sports for entertainment purposes; Providing sports information; Providing sports information via a website; Providing entertainment news and information specifically in the field of sports via a website; Providing news and information in the field of sports
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  M & S MEDIA GROUP INC. Address  M & S MEDIA GROUP INC. 13245 ATLANTIC BLVD, SUITE 191 JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA 32225 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2019/9102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RNGSNOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97203968 Application Filing Date  Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number  7096579 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Rngsnoy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Batteries; Battery chargers; Electric accumulators; Power supplies; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Solar-powered battery chargers; Stands for photographic apparatus; USB cables; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 10, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Jienuo Furniture Material Co., Ltd Address  Dongguan Jienuo Furniture Material Co., Ltd Room 102, Building 3, No. 22, Chang'an Dongmen Middle Road, Chang'an Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA  523000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WINFITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97204176 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7096580 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Winfita" and the point of the letter "i" is a shape of triangle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Winfita has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbells; Dumbbells; Paddleboards; Skateboards; Trampolines; Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Body-training apparatus; Cases specially adapted for sports equipment; Exercise benches; Exercise equipment in the nature of straps that are affixed to doors, cable machines and exercise equipment for performance of weight resistance exercises; Exercise equipment, namely, neck and shoulder supported weights for twisting and lifting exercises; Exercise machines; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Gymnastic apparatus; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Storage racks for athletic equipment; Stretching exercise machines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuanbao Lighting Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yuanbao Lighting Technology Co. Ltd. 201C, Building 2, Hedong Hangcheng Industrial Zone, Xixiang Street, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97204645 Application Filing Date  Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number   7096581 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "CIELON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order companies; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Order fulfillment services; Providing a searchable on-line advertising website and guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors via the Internet
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 07, 2021 In Commerce  May 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Laon Enterprise LLC Address  Laon Enterprise LLC  206 Laird Ave  Cliffside Park  NEW JERSEY 07010 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUTHERAN DOWNTOWN HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97205336 Application Filing Date  Jan. 06, 2022 Registration Number   7096582 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DOWNTOWN HOSPITAL" Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3144409, 3185051, 3144410 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Healthcare; Emergency medical services; Hospital services; Medical imaging services International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Nov. 13, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 13, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHSPSC, LLC Address  CHSPSC, LLC  CHSPSC Legal Department  4000 Meridian Blvd.  Franklin TENNESSEE 37067 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DElaWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BATT, JAIME L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ASK DR. LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97205441  Application Filing Date  Jan. 06, 2022  Registration Number  7096583  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jamie Turndorf, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Counseling in the field of personal relationships, namely, offering advice regarding matters of relationships, compatibility, and sexuality via radio and a global computer network; advice services in the field of personal relationships, namely, providing lovelorn advice through a global computer network
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes 100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  1990  In Commerce  1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Turndorf, Jamie  Address  Turndorf, Jamie  3559 SE Gull Lane  Stuart  FLORIDA  34997  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97205993</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 06, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096584</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: “WIGS”

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Wigs; hair bands  
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods  
- **First Use**: Dec. 30, 2019  
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 30, 2019

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Shever Inc  
- **Address**: Shever Inc  355 Kingston ave  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11213  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 90'S BABY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97206641</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 06, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096585</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Retail apparel stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name DIMITRI BEVERLY DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA 90'S BABY Address DIMITRI BEVERLY 4174 GARTHWAITE AVE LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90008 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 90'S BABY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97206697</td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2022</td>
<td>7096586</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Baseball caps and hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: DIMITRI BEVERLY
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA 90'S BABY
- **Address**: DIMITRI BEVERLY 4174 GARTHWAITE AVE Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90008
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examiner Information**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C

---

9627
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: LINA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97207356
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 07, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096587
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Principal**: The Works Group, Inc
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Rental of Office Space; Financial record-keeping for real estate and insurance matters
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2018
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2018
- **For** Business administration services; Business management services, namely, managing office functions in the nature of copying, printing, office reception services in the nature of telephone answering services in offices and greeting visitors in offices, updating and maintenance of data in computer databases, mail sorting, handling, and receiving for others; Business networking
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2018
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Works Group, Inc
- **Address**: 228 Park Ave South, PMB 90558, New York, NEW YORK 10003
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L552265602
- **Examining Attorney**: RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97207368 Application Filing Date: Jan. 07, 2022 Registration Number: 7096588 Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a cartoon man in beige outlined in black with a blue cowboy hat outlined in black, a red shirt outlined in black, blue overall pants outlined in black with two yellow buttons, a black scarf, yellow hair outlined in black, and red boots with yellow buckles and beige soles outlined in black. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) red, blue, black, beige, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Arranging and conducting athletic competitions; Education services, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) classroom instruction

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Plainfield Community School Corporation Address: Plainfield Community School Corporation 985 Longfellow Lane Plainfield INDIANA 46168 Legal Entity: UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATION State or Country
Where Organized: INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WINGHIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97208384 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096589 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WINGHIER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodyboards; Paddleboards; Paragliders; Sailboards; Skateboards; Skis; Surfboards; Bags especially designed for surfboards; Exercise machines; Pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; Ski bindings; Surfboard leashes; Water wings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97208858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Legal services; Providing legal services in the fields of business and corporate law, condominium and HOA law, criminal law, family law, estate planning, oil and gas, and title and closing; Legal services, namely, providing customized information, counseling, advice, and litigation services in business and corporate law, condominium and HOA law, criminal law, family law, estate planning, oil and gas, and title and closing

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use** | May 17, 2021
**In Commerce** | May 17, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: EQUES, Inc.
**Address**: EQUES, Inc. 5989 Co Rd 77 Millersburg OHIO 44654
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DONGXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97208890 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096591 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "DONGXI" in the mark is "THING". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Hair bands; Hair extensions; Hair grips; Hair nets; Heat adhesive patches for repairing textile articles; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Knitting needles
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Dec. 20, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Dongxi Hair Products Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Dongxi Hair Products Co., Ltd. 2nd from the east, North Rd., Shangji Industrial Cluster Area, Jian'an Dist., Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461143 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS113968
Examining Attorney SHIH, SALLY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SHIH, SALLY

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UMAMI SQUARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97210090</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 10, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096592</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of literal element "UMAMI SQUARE" in black with a red dot over the "I" and a red tongue coming out of the "U".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line ordering services featuring food products allowing for direct shipments and direct ordering from chefs, food purveyors, restaurants, farmers, ranchers and fishermen; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring referrals in the field of consumer product information about food products, namely, product descriptions, ratings, and reviews, and product pricing information and information about shipping food products
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jforward Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Jforward Inc
- **Address**: Jforward Inc 1 Wall Street Ct #606 New York NEW YORK 10005
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97210189 Application Filing Date  Jan. 10, 2022 Registration Number  7096593 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "LINA” to the right of which are four petal shapes representing the medical cross. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rental of Office Space; Financial record-keeping for real estate and insurance matters
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2019

For  Business administration services; Business management services, namely, managing office functions in the nature of copying, printing, office reception services in the nature of telephone answering services in offices and greeting visitors in offices, updating and maintenance of data in computer databases, mail sorting, handling, and receiving for others; Business networking
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Works Group, Inc Address  The Works Group, Inc  228 Park Ave South, PMB 90558 New York NEW YORK  10003 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L552265382

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TORICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97210558 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096594 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Torich has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Curtains; Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Fitted toilet lid covers of fabric or fabric substitutes; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile, not of paper; Table linen, namely, coasters of cloth, textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tan, Songbo Address Tan, Songbo No.11,Industrial North Road Wolong District,Nanyang City Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8-10-43-TUS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOBENO1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97210565 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096595 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Tobeno1 has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Curtains; Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Fitted toilet lid covers of fabric or fabric substitutes; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile, not of paper; Table linen, namely, coasters of cloth, textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tan, Songbo Address Tan, Songbo No.11,Industrial North Road Wolong District,Nanyang City Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8-10-44-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOUGLAS KIRKLAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goods and Printed Matter First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARKEYSPRO.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97210902 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096597 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Remanufacturing in the nature of refurbishing services for automotive keyless entry remotes, key fobs, smart keys and remote head keys; Key repair and replacement; OEM automotive keyless entry or head key remote replacement
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 25, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 25, 2016
For Mobile key replacement services in the nature of key cutting; Custom fabrication of keys, Transponder keys, Smart keys, and OEM automotive keyless entry or head key remotes and keys
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Oct. 25, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 25, 2016
For Mobile key replacement services, namely, computer security services in the nature of administering digital keys
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 25, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Top Service LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Car Keys Pro Address Top Service LLC 2138 S Indiana Ave, Apt 3107 Chicago ILLINOIS 60616 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7011-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAPHAEL, COLLEEN M
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AURORA

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97211129 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096598 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK00003679308 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2021 Foreign Registration Number UK00003679308 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 03, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 09, 2031

Goods and Services Information
For Heating and cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold water and replacement parts therefore International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

Basis Information
Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Strix Limited Address Strix Limited Forrest House Ronaldsway ISLE OF MAN IM92RG Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized ISLE OF MAN

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 5173-0049
Exchanging Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97213439 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096599 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDUSTRIAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5900767, 6213098, 6384762 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non metal modular structures for use as office spaces
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Aug. 2020

For Electric hoists; pneumatic hoists
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Dec. 2020 In Commerce Dec. 2020

For Storage racks for use in warehouses, and industrial and commercial settings; component parts for storage racks, namely, racks, non-metal bins, shelving and rack dividers, shelves and non-metal casters, hooks, clips, and pegboards
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 2020 In Commerce Apr. 2020

For Spiral staircases made primarily of metal; modular structures made primarily of metal for use as office space.
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global Equipment Company Inc. Address Global Equipment Company Inc. 11 Harbor Park Drive Port Washington NEW YORK 11050 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 318548-00070
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
- HOLISTIC SCIENCE OF SLEEP METHOD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97213456</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "METHOD"
- Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the college level and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, teacher training and business training in the fields of parenting, health, sleep life, lifestyle, and yoga coaching provided on a real-time basis during classroom and online instruction.
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Nov. 29, 2015
- In Commerce: Nov. 29, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

- Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- Owner Name: Mar De Carlo Enterprises
- Address: 514 Avenida Del Recreo, Ojai, CALIFORNIA 93023
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- Examining Attorney: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MDMP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97213936
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 11, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096601
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment in the nature of live visual and audio performances by a musical band
- **International Classes**: 41
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 28, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Meyer, Jeremey
- **Address**: Meyer, Jeremey 87-208 Holomalia Pl Waianae HAWAII 96792
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97214365
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096602
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "RADINKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Stickers; Cosmetic pencil sharpeners; Decorative stickers for cars; Grocery bags; Nail stamping plates; Paper tags; Removable stickers; Reusable stickers; Table linens of paper; Temporary tattoo transfers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 27, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 27, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Xiaolanmao Youzhixuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Xiaolanmao Youzhixuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 401A, 4F, Zhanyuan Business Bldg, No.912 Meilong Ave, Longhua St, Longhua Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  I ISLNT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97214585
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096603
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters ISLNT. Above the letters is a styled letter "i" encompassed in an outline of a teardrop with the tittle of the letter "i" represented by a smaller teardrop design appearing at the top point of the larger teardrop outline.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; Ducts of metal, for central heating installations; Junctions of metal for pipes; Manifolds of metal for pipelines; Manually operated metal valves; Pipes of metal, for central heating installations; Signboards of metal; Steel pipes; Tubes of metal; Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; Water-pipe valves of metal; Water-pipes of metal
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: UK ISOLANTE WATER INDUSTRY LTD
- **Address**: UK ISOLANTE WATER INDUSTRY LTD
  Ground Floor Office 1 41 Devonshire Street London UNITED KINGDOM W1G7AJ
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: MIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ALBANO, ASHLEY C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97214890</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2022</td>
<td>7096604</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information
### Mark Literal(s)
GOLPH

### Standard Character Claim
No

### Mark Drawing Type
3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

### Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the stylized word "GOLPH" in lower case letters where the descender of the letter "P" curls around under the word to underline the letters "PH" and where the letter "L" forms a flag. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "GOLF"

## Goods and Services Information
For
- Downloadable computer software for viewing and analyzing golf performance through the use of GPS tracking and score tracking, all in real time during a round of golf; Computer programs, namely, downloadable software for tracking and storing rounds of golf electronically; Downloadable computer software applications for viewing electronic publications of others in the nature of articles featuring instructional and sports performance information, and instructional and sports performance content in the field of golf; Downloadable computer software applications for playing golf, namely, listing local golf courses using the geolocation of the user and providing electronic scorecards and golf course maps thereof for tracking real-time performance of a user's golf game; Downloadable computer software for use on mobile phones, tablets, and other electronic mobile devices for assisting users playing golf by tracking real-time performance, providing real time shot analytics, and providing real time weather and golf course conditions; Computer software, downloadable to mobile phones, tablets, and other electronic mobile devices, for viewing and analyzing golfer performance and viewing golf instructions; Downloadable prerecorded audio and video recordings featuring golf; Downloadable computer software for use in operating electronic golf training simulators; Golfing apparatus, namely, golf scopes and rangefinders; Golf training aids, namely, target lights and target laser sights, all used as golf club swing aids; Electronic training simulators for improvement in the field of golf

### International Classes
9 - Primary Classes
US Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

### International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### First Use
Jan. 03, 2022

### In Commerce
Jan. 03, 2022

## Basis Information
### Currently Use
Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Golph LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Golph LLC 401 E. Las Olas Blvd., Suite 130-214 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARKEYSPRO.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97215395 Application Filing Date  Jan. 12, 2022 Registration Number   7096605 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the words "CARKEYSPRO.COM" around which is an abstract image of the lower part of a key. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Remanufacturing in the nature of refurbishing services for automotive keyless entry remotes, key fobs, smart keys and remote head keys; Key repair and replacement; OEM automotive keyless entry or head key remote replacement
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Jan. 04, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2022

For   Mobile key replacement services in the nature of key cutting; Custom fabrication of keys, Transponder keys, Smart keys, and OEM automotive keyless entry or head remotes and keys
International Classes   40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Jan. 04, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2022

For   Mobile key replacement services, namely, computer security services in the nature of administering digital keys
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 04, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Top Service LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Car Keys Pro Address  Top Service LLC  2138 S Indiana Ave, Apt 3107 Chicago ILLINOIS  60616 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   7011-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RAPHAEL, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HINTAZO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97215845 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7096606 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HINTAZO" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Cups; Funnels; Hairbrushes; Basting spoons; Brushes for pets; Cake molds; Cheese graters; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cloths for cleaning; Cookie molds; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Cookware, namely, non-electric pots and pans; Dishers; Drinking straws; Electric face cleansing brushes; Glass jars; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Ice cream scoops; Pet feeding dishes; Pot stands; Serviette rings of precious metal; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Squeegees for dishes; Wood chopping blocks for kitchen use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Linghaiyu e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Linghaiyu e-commerce Co., Ltd. Unit 721-2, Bldg.2, Cross-border E-commerce Industrial Park, No.29, Changhong Rd, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BRAIN METRICS INITIATIVE

**Case Identifiers**

| **Serial Number** | 97215907 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jan. 12, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7096607 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: "BRAIN METRICS"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use of online testing and assessment tools in the fields of cognitive intelligence, IQ testing and psychology
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 22, 2014
- **In Commerce**: May 22, 2014

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Brain Metrics Initiative, Ltd
- **Address**: Brain Metrics Initiative, Ltd, Mourouzi Street 1, Georgia Court Ytonia, Limassol, CYPRUS
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CYPRUS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: A774-5
- **Examinee Attorney**: KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RYTIOVIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97216169</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2022</td>
<td>7096608</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Register Date Jul. 04, 2023  Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Rytovia" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ice cube molds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use Dec. 05, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Huida Bags Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Huida Bags Co., Ltd. Room 301, Building 1, No. 186, Zenglu Road, Chashan Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  STILL I RUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97217542  Application Filing Date  Jan. 13, 2022  Registration Number  7096609  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023

 Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drinking vessels, namely, tumblers for use as drinking glasses, water bottles sold empty
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 01, 2020  In Commerce  May 01, 2020

For  Purses; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; cosmetic bags sold empty; sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  May 01, 2020  In Commerce  May 01, 2020

For  Blank journal books
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use  Jun. 18, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 18, 2021

For  Athletic and sports event services, namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting foot races; organizing and conducting foot race events for the members, participants and supporters of an organization whose mission is to promote the benefits of running for mental health
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Apr. 27, 2017  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2017

For  Charitable services, namely, promoting the benefit of running for mental health for others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Apr. 27, 2017  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2017
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, wicking shirts, tank tops, shorts, running shorts, yoga shorts, athletic shorts, pants, jogging pants, leggings, yoga leggings, pullovers, neck gaiters, baseball caps and hats

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 27, 2017  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Still I Run  Address  Still I Run  Suite 113  336 W. First Street  Flint  MICHIGAN  48502  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SIR2-TM001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHYSTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97218208 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7096610 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “ShysTech” has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dusters; Clothes drying hangers specially designed for specialty clothing; Clothes pins; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household use; Empty spray bottles; Glass boxes; Pet brushes; Pill boxes for personal use; Shower racks; Trays for domestic purposes, not of metal
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Dao'an Address Chen, Dao'an Room 3102, Bldg 17, Xinrong Jinchengwan No.619 Jinshan Avenue, Cangshan Dist. Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B KINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97219045  Application Filing Date  Jan. 14, 2022  Registration Number  7096611  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a gold triangle with a white "B" in the middle, with the word "KINGS" written in gold centered below the triangle, the "B", the word "KINGS" and the triangle all outline in black shading against a white background.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The colors black, gold, white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, bottoms as clothing; Hoodies; Jackets; Shorts, tops as clothing  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beyond Kings Community Development Corporation Inc.  Address  Beyond Kings Community Development Corporation Inc. #1108 1445 Woodmont LN NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30318  Legal Entity

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NELMAN, JESSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LLL LIVE.LUXE.LAV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97221094</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096612</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the letters "LLL" in a circle, over top of a paint smear. Under the circle and "LLL", the words "Live.Luxe.Lav". | **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | On-line retail store services featuring candles; On-line retail store services featuring home goods; On-line retail store services featuring decor; On-line retail store services featuring scented oils; On-line retail store services featuring room sprays; On-line retail store services absorbent bodies impregnated with a perfumed air deodorant |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jul. 23, 2021 | In Commerce | Jul. 23, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Live.Lux.Lav LLC | Address | Live.Lux.Lav LLC PO Box 80078 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11208 | **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JYRRONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97221449 Application Filing Date Jan. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096613 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JYRRONG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 24, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cai, Haiman Address Cai, Haiman Rm 601, Unit 2, Bldg 26, Tiaolin Community, Choucheng St, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) PROJECT RACER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97222274 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7096614 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Eyewear; Sunglasses; Cell phone cases; Computer bags; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Data cables; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable electronic game software for cellular telephones; Downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers; Downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; Downloadable image file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games and Internet Web links relating to sporting and cultural activities; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games, and Internet Web links relating to education; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Electronic advertisement boards featuring a neon lamp; Electronic LED signs; Protection masks, namely, protective face coverings being knit face masks for protection against slashing or stabbing; Sports helmets; Virtual reality glasses; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Xinru Address Liu Xinru #8 of 2nd Unit, 118# Jianxin Rd. Yu Cheng District,Ya'an City Sichuan Province CHINA 625000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZQR1125-JDSW

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BATT, JAIME L
MARK Literal(s) ISASPIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97222970 Application Filing Date   Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number   7096615 Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "Isaspire" wherein the wording "I" the upper part of the letter which is in the form of a stylized design of present. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation   The wording Isaspire has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Textile ribbons for gift wrapping; textile bows for gift wrapping; decorative textile ribbons for gift wrapping; elastic ribbons; hair ribbons; ornamental ribbons made of textiles; ponytail holders and hair ribbons; prize ribbons; ribbon cards for holding needlepoint ribbons; haberdashery ribbons and braids; ribbons of textile for packaging and for wrapping; ribbons of textile materials
International Classes   26 - Primary Classes US Classes   37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title   Fancy Goods First Use   Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhongshan Yingsipaier E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address   Zhongshan Yingsipaier E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 214 Yiying Commercial Building, No. 32 Shashi Road, East District, Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA  528400 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) L.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97223059 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 17, 2022 | Registration Number | 7096616 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized letter "L." | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0125027/1694115 | International Registration Number | 1694115 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Downloadable software featuring a series of questions and tests, all for analyzing brain and mental health data, detecting and tracking brain and mental health disorders, and facilitating communication among patients and medical and research professionals; Downloadable software and software applications for analyzing brain and mental health data, detecting and tracking brain and mental health disorders, and facilitating communication among patients, medical and research professionals
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | First Use | Nov. 05, 2019 | In Commerce | Nov. 05, 2019 |
| For | Providing a website featuring information in the fields of brain and mental health
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services | First Use | Nov. 05, 2019 | In Commerce | Nov. 05, 2019 |
| For | Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for analyzing brain and mental health data, detecting and tracking brain and mental health disorders, and facilitating communication among patients and medical and research professionals
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services | First Use | Nov. 05, 2019 | In Commerce | Nov. 05, 2019 |

BASIS INFORMATION
<p>| Currently Use | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9661
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECKHAND.IO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97223552 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7096617 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Deckhand.io has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of cloud computing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deckhand.io Address Deckhand.io 3130 Jefferson St., Unit B Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92008 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WAONIQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97223818</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096618</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "WAONIQ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: 3D decorative plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; Beauty salon furniture; Biodegradable plastic based containers for commercial packaging in the nature of bottles, squeeze tubes, jars, spray pumps, lip balm or lipstick tubes, compacts, eyeliner containers, lip gloss containers, mascara containers; Camping furniture; Cat scratching pads; Furniture parts, namely, chair legs, table leaves, arm rests; Pet furniture
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Shuerwen Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Shuerwen Technology Co., Ltd. Room 701B, 7F, Xinzhou Park Yousong Community, Longhua St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HA, PAULINE T.
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97224433</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SWIMWEAR WORLD
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SWIMWEAR"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring bikinis, swimwear, coverups, dresses
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2008

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: SWORLD Inc.
- **Address**: SWORLD Inc.
  2093 Philadelphia Pike #3060
  Claymont
  DELAWARE
  19703
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: L553002062

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AZURO-REPUBLIC TAIPEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97224545 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7096620 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with a large circle on the bottom left with a smaller circle on the upper right connected by a curved line inside, with the wording AZURO-REPUBLIC above TAIPEI, in stylized letters underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TAIPEI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; jewelry brooches; cuff links; earrings; jewellery; jewelry; necklaces; tie clips; watches; wristwatches; leather bracelets International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 26, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kalamujou Inc. Address Kalamujou Inc. 5F.-3, No. 57, Ln. 451, Sec. 6 Nanjing E. Rd., Neihu Dist. Taipei City TAIWAN 114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33593/60000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLEAN CHICKENS AND CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97224549 Application Filing Date Jan. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7096621 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHICKENS AND CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat processing
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Clean Chickens and Co. LLC Address Clean Chickens and Co. LLC 19227 Yale Street NW Elk River MINNESOTA 55330 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
TM 7756            TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE       JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARIEX3

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number   97225479  Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2022
Registration Number  7096622  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Candles; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Candles for lighting; Wax for making candles; Wax melts; Scented wax for use in candle warmers; Soy candles

International Classes  4 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels

First Use  May 01, 2021  In Commerce  May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Daniel, Wynona Marie  Address  Daniel, Wynona Marie  #71129  1510 Chiles Ave  Colorado Springs COLORADO  809134109  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner  TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)*** SPODAK DENTAL GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DENTAL GROUP"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dental services, namely, performing restorative and cosmetic procedures
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use In Commerce**: 1976

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CRAIG SPODAK, D.M.D., P.A.
- **Address**: CRAIG SPODAK, D.M.D., P.A. 3911 W ATLANTIC AVE DELRAY BEACH FLORIDA 334453902
- **Legal Entity**: professional corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97225710  Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2022  Registration Number  7096624  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "W".  Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial advice; Financial analysis and consultation; Financial asset management; Financial consultation; Financial management; Financial planning; Financial planning consultation; Financial planning for retirement; Financial portfolio analysis services; Financial portfolio management; Financial risk assessment services; Financial risk management; Insurance brokerage; Insurance brokerage services; Insurance consultation; Insurance risk management; Life insurance brokerage
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Jul. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  David S. Dettmann  Address  David S. Dettmann  8879 Jane Rd N  Lake Elmo  MINNESOTA  55042
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Joshua C. Wilour  Address  Joshua C. Wilour  8879 Jane Rd N  Lake Elmo  MINNESOTA  55042
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CELLiST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97226539 Application Filing Date  Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number  7096625 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "CELLiST" in stylized letters; the word "CELL" appears in gray and the letters "iST" appear in red; the letter "i" is longer than the remaining letters in "CELLiST". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The colors gray and red are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  6151779 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 14, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County  JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 14, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal cell culture media for medical use
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  Animal cell culture media, other than for medical use, namely, animal cell culture media for scientific and research use
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ajinomoto Co., Inc. Address  Ajinomoto Co., Inc.  15-1, Kyobashi 1-chome Chuo-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 104-8315 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  135522.04069

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97226662  Application Filing Date: Jan. 19, 2022  Registration Number: 7096626  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a shaded circle with a semicircle within, comprising the bottom half of the circle. The semicircle has rounded corners and its flat part is centered on the circle's equator.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable software for tracking and managing mental health

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Even Mental Health, Inc.  Address: Even Mental Health, Inc. 3 Monks Way  Medfield  MASSACHUSETTS 02052  Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIGIFAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97226754 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096627 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of DIGIFAST in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5620729

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer processors being central processing units; computer mouse; computer memories; computer keyboards; blank magnetic data carriers; interface cards for use in computers in the form of printed circuits; blank optical discs; portable electronic pocket translators; motherboards for computers; computer hardware, namely, document printers for computers; blank computer disks; mouse pads; solid-state drives and solid-state disks; headphones; computer docking stations
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U-Reach Inc. Address U-Reach Inc. 5F, No. 4, Lane 50, Sec. 3, Nangang Rd., Taipei TAIWAN 115
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

Owner Name U-Reach Data Solutions Inc. Address U-Reach Data Solutions Inc. 3340 Riverside Dr. Suite C Chino CALIFORNIA 91710 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5020/0188TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, DANIELLE LYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EPSON POCKET DOCUMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97226910 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096628 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOCUMENT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6399366, 5450963, 6604001 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2021-162582 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 6579776 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 29, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 29, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for converting document images into electronic formats; downloadable computer software for data and document capture, transmission, storage and indexing; downloadable computer software for operating, managing and controlling printers, printing machines and scanners; downloadable computer software for PDF creation and conversion; downloadable mobile applications for downloading and reading electronic publications on portable electronic devices; downloadable computer software for document management 
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seiko Epson Kabushiki Kaisha DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Seiko Epson Corporation Address Seiko Epson Kabushiki Kaisha 1-6, Shinjuku 4-chome Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 160-8801 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36651-7250US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CASELAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97227755 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096629 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxing gloves; Climbers' harness; Face masks being playthings; Jigsaw puzzles; Knee guards for athletic use; Novelty plush toys for parties; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Parlor games; Plush toys; Swimming belts; Swimming jackets; Toy LED light sticks; Toy vehicles; Toys for domestic pets; Wrist guards for athletic use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Changrui Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Changrui Industrial Co., Ltd. Rm.703 C Build., Lexi Villa, Minle Science Park, Minzhi Str., Longhua New Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOMEN, BUILD GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97228054 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096630 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word WOMEN, in stylized font on the first line with the word BUILD! in bold on the second line and the word GLOBAL on the third line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of leadership, spiritual empowerment, career development, college readiness, wealth building, professional development, personal growth, spiritual growth, poverty eradication, emotional intelligence, diversity and inclusion, missions, marketplace ministry, organizational leadership, team-building, financial literacy, obtaining grants, rehabilitation, life skills, human trafficking, sex trafficking, work-life balance, and relationship management; Religious instruction services; Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities; Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self-awareness; Conducting of symposiums in the field of rehabilitation services for women and girls that have been victims of abuse, human trafficking, and sex trafficking.; Educational services, namely, conducting retreats, webinars, workshops, masterclasses, seminars, retreats, panel discussions, and conferences in the field of leadership, spiritual empowerment, career development, college readiness, wealth building, professional development, personal growth, spiritual growth, poverty eradication, emotional intelligence, diversity and inclusion, missions, marketplace ministry, organizational leadership, team-building, financial literacy, obtaining grants, rehabilitation, life skills, human trafficking, sex trafficking, work-life balance, and relationship management and distribution of printed materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic format on the same topics; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of leadership, spiritual empowerment, career development, college readiness, wealth building, professional development, personal growth, spiritual growth, poverty eradication, emotional intelligence, diversity and inclusion, missions, marketplace ministry, organizational leadership, team-building, financial literacy, obtaining grants, rehabilitation, life skills, human trafficking, sex trafficking, work-life balance, and relationship management; Providing on-line religious instruction promoting Christian and family values; Providing on-line entertainment information, namely, information about television programming;
Providing on-line non-downloadable general feature magazines; Providing religious instruction by means of non-downloadable webinars workshops, seminars, conferences, classes and panel discussions; Publication of electronic magazines

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  **First Use**: Aug. 03, 2021  **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2021

**For**  On-line retail store services featuring clothing, briefcases, tote bags, journals, notebooks, stationery, coffee mugs, water bottles, and hats; Retail store services featuring clothing, briefcases, tote bags, journals, notebooks, stationery, coffee mugs, water bottles, and hats accessible on-line and by telephone, facsimile, and mail order

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  **First Use**: Aug. 03, 2021  **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2021

**For**  Hats; Pants; T-shirts; Denim jackets; Jogging suits; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat suits; Tank-tops; Caps being clothing; Hooded sweat shirts; Hoodies; Jackets; Jogging pants; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Tops being clothing; Wristbands being clothing

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use**: Aug. 03, 2021  **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**  **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  **Owner Name**: Stith, Yolanda  **Address**: Stith, Yolanda 7605 Morningside Way Seven Valleyys PENNSYLVANIA 17360  **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  **Docket Number**: 01-19-2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PHOTTIX G CAPSULE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97228209 Application Filing Date  Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number  7096631 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the wording "PHOTTIX" with the letter "O" as a shutter aperture design, over the stylized letter "G" enclosed in a shaded circle. Next to the stylized "G" is the stylized wording "CAPSULE", which partially overlaps the design of a stylized softbox with the top half shaded. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   CAPSULE

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3530846

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cinematographic machines and apparatus; Photographic flash units; Phototelegraphy apparatus; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Collapsible light directors and diffusers for use with photographic lighting equipment for professional and high-end photography; Light directors and photographic lighting tents, all for use with photographic lighting equipment for professional and high-end photography; Strobe light apparatus for use in professional quality photography; Electrical lights for use in professional quality photography; Transparency projection apparatus; Photography darkroom lamps; Flashlights for use in photography; Optical lanterns; Diffusers for use in photography; Optical lamps; Photographic and video lighting equipment for use in professional and high-end photography, namely, light modifiers, light formers, light reflectors, and softbox; Softbox in the nature of photographic lighting tents for use with photographic lighting equipment for professional and high-end photography International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Dec. 14, 2021 In Commerce   Dec. 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

9678
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TERRALITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97228378 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096632 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TERRALITE" in stylized font, with "TERRA" in a thicker bolder font than "LITE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4888038

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles; Candles for lighting; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Scented candles; Tea light candles; Tealight candles; Wax for making candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Jul. 04, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Terralite Address Terralite 4055 Oceanside Blvd. Suite G Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92054 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SYSTEM SOLUTIONIST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97228393</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096633</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of customized training and coaching programs to help entrepreneurs form and/or grow their business; Educational services, namely, providing one-on-one mentoring, in person and online classes, seminars, workshops, non-downloadable webinars, tutoring, and annual instructional programs in the fields of entrepreneurs forming and building their businesses and implementing standard operating procedures and implementing systems in their businesses; Educational services, namely, providing training and coaching in the fields of business growth and development; Educational services, namely, conducting conferences, seminars, lectures, teleseminars, teleclasses, and workshops in the field of business formation and operations and distribution of printed materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic format on the same topics; Educational services, namely, conducting conferences, seminars, lectures, teleseminars, teleclasses, and workshops in the field of business formation and operations and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of entrepreneurship and business operations; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of entrepreneurship, business formation and automated business systems and customized system buildouts; Educational services, namely, providing a learning and innovation center featuring fully customized leadership, motivational, educational, and brainstorming training; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of entrepreneurship, standard operating procedures and system implementation, and business development

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jul. 10, 2021 **In Commerce** Jul. 10, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  The Business Assistance Group LLC
Address  The Business Assistance Group LLC  2220 Caldwell St Ste 774  Sandusky  OHIO  44871
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF YOUR HUSTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97228496 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096634 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the fields of business startup support, providing standard operating procedures, and recommending and setting up customized systems build-outs for businesses, workflow creation and implementation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Business Assistance Group LLC Address The Business Assistance Group LLC 2220 Caldwell St Ste 774 Sandusky OHIO 44871 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
NEWPORT EXPERIENCE
RODEO RODEO ASSOCIATION NEWPORT, WA

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97229300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "NEWPORT Experience Rodeo RODEO ASSOCIATION NEWPORT, WA" written on stack and in large, stylized font. The words "Experience Rodeo" are in between a pair of horn-like figure.
- **Disclaimer**: "NEWPORT" AND "RODEO RODEO ASSOCIATION NEWPORT, WA"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Live rodeo performances for entertainment.
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2020

- **For**: Hats; shirts, sweatshirts; coats.
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Newport Rodeo Association
- **Address**: Newport Rodeo Association P.O. Box 910 Newport WASHINGTON 99156
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit organization
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GATEWAY REHABILITATION CENTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97229941</td>
<td>Jan. 20, 2022</td>
<td>7096636</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;REHABILITATION CENTER&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3271382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Rehabilitation of alcohol addicted patients; Rehabilitation of drug addicted patients; Rehabilitation of narcotic addicted patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Gateway Rehabilitation Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gateway Rehabilitation Center 311 Rouser Road Moon Township PENNSYLVANIA 15108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LOBO, DEBORAH E |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOBO, DEBORAH E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 9685 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TRIDENT ECARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97230085 Application Filing Date  Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number   7096637 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6505556, 6175789, 5555444 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable mobile applications in the field of healthcare and medicine, namely, downloadable mobile applications that enable healthcare professionals to order and monitor diagnostic, clinical and other medical procedures and view the results of those procedures
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 13, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MX USA, LLC Address  MX USA, LLC 930 Ridgebrook Road  Sparks  MARYLAND 21152 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MXU-0160

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, JANET H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIGHT BEATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97230303 Application Filing Date: Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number: 7096638 Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized terms "LIGHT BEATS". The letter "I" is stylized with the dot being replaced by a stylized eye with long lower lashes inside a stylized tongue of flame. The bottom of the letter "G" extends outward with a curve reaching below the letter "S". Disclaimer: "LIGHT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Housewares made from cement, namely, decorative vases; decorative bowls; trays for household purposes; candle holders; flowerpots
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Dec. 19, 2019 In Commerce: Jan. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Bannikov Andrei V Address: Bannikov Andrei V 3312 Ice House Rd Fort Garland COLORADO 81133
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HABUTWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230594 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7096639 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "HABUTWAY". There is a leaf above the letter "U".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bobsleds; Trampolines; Body-building apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Elbow guards for athletic use; Electric action toys; Fishing harnesses; Game tables; Infant toys; Pet toys; Play houses; Roller skates; Skateboard trucks; Sport balls; Surf boards; Tabletop games; Toy cameras; Toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO YISUN GRAND IMP.& EXP. CO., LTD Address NINGBO YISUN GRAND IMP.& EXP. CO., LTD ROOM15-14, NO.796,YAOAI ROAD YINZHOU NINGBO,ZHEJIANG CHINA 315100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US035496T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HABUTWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230596  Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022  Registration Number 7096640  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "HABUTWAY". There is a leaf above the letter "U".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedpans; Crutches; Blood glucose meter; Commode chairs; Exercise machines for therapeutic purposes; Feeding bottles; Furniture especially made for medical purposes; Gurneys, wheeled; Health monitoring devices consisting of blood pressure monitors, thermometers and pedometers; Hearing aids; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage chairs; Medical apparatus, namely, ladder-type device to assist physically disabled individuals in transferring from one position to another; Medical gloves; Medical gowns; Medical products, namely, therapeutic mattresses, beds, seats and cushions; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Therapeutic pet beds; Transfer boards for mobility-impaired persons; Walkers to aid in mobility
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus  First Use Nov. 01, 2021  In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO YISUN GRAND IMP.& EXP. CO., LTD
Address NINGBO YISUN GRAND IMP.& EXP. CO., LTD ROOM15-14, NO.796,YAOAI ROAD YINZHOU NINGBO,ZHEJIANG CHINA 315100
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US035488T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
TM 7775 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINGO BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230609 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7096641 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three Chinese characters arranged vertically inside an oval, surrounded by three incomplete circles with the bottom of the circles being four sets of lines. Two wheat stalks on either side of the oval appearing inside the outermost circle and the second circle. Underneath the incomplete circles is the stylized wording "KINGO BRAND". Disclaimer "BRAND" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "GRAIN" Translation The wording KINGO has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "JIN GU PAI" and this means "GOLD GRAIN PLATE" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Noodles; Pastries; Tea; Crystallized rock sugar; Pepper powder ; Propolis for food purposes; Rice noodles; Seasoning pastes; Shrimp chips; Soy sauce
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Oct. 15, 2005 In Commerce May 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name T&T SUPERMARKET INC. Address T&T SUPERMARKET INC. 21500 GORDON WAY, RICHMOND BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA V6W 1J8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM115817

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HABUTWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230614 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7096642 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "HABUTWAY". There is a leaf above the letter "U".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Strongboxes; Aviaries of metal; Awnings of metal; Bins of metal; Fireplace grates of metal; Furniture fittings of metal; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Holiday ornaments of common metal; Metal folding doors; Metal hangers for clothes; Metal hooks; Metal ladders; Metal lock sets; Metal plant cages; Metal ramps for use with vehicles; Metal step stools; Metal storage shelters; Metal tool boxes; Poultry cages of metal; Transportable greenhouses of metal for household use
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO YISUN GRAND IMP.& EXP. CO., LTD Address NINGBO YISUN GRAND IMP.& EXP. CO., LTD ROOM15-14, NO.796,YAOAI ROAD YINZHOU NINGBO,ZHEJIANG CHINA 315100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US035458T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAO RADIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97230780 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7096643 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MaoRadiance LLC Address MaoRadiance LLC 1068 Lincoln Place Boulder COLORADO 80302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VEMSIIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97231122 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7096644 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "VEMSIIN". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "VEMSIIN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby diapers; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Enzyme dietary supplements; Food for babies; Glucose dietary supplements; Medical and surgical dressings; Mineral food supplements; Nutritional supplements; Powdered milk for babies; Protein dietary supplements; Vitamin preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Dec. 20, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOLOTTO PHARMACEUTICALS GROUP US,INC. Address FOLOTTO PHARMACEUTICALS GROUP US,INC. #103-281 14261 SW 120TH ST MIAMI FLORIDA 33186 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00974

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KINGSPLAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97231431</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2022</td>
<td>7096645</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackets; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Sweaters; Bottoms as clothing; Hoodies; Tops as clothing</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Feb. 20, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kings Play LLC</td>
<td>Kings Play LLC 165 NW 96th Ter. Apt 303 Pembroke Pines FLORIDA 33024</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KINGS_22_TM1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUSH, KAREN K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACKBIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97232317 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7096646 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For foods, namely, wheat-based meat and game substitutes; meat substitutes; wheat-based meat substitutes; plant-based meat substitutes; seitan being a meat substitute; marinated seitan being a meat substitute; artisanal seitan being a meat substitute
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Dec. 2020
For foods, namely, frozen pizza; vegan frozen pizza; frozen pizza with wheat-based meat substitutes and plant-based cheese substitutes; meat-free and dairy-free frozen pizza; artisanal plant-based frozen pizza
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Dec. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blackbird Foods, Inc. Address Blackbird Foods, Inc. 1040 45th Avenue, Floor 3 Long Island City NEW YORK 11101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 032480.0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERNS, LEE ANNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** ALTA HENSLEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Name Portrait Consent**: The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Series of printed fiction books; Series of printed fiction works, namely, novels and books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Series of downloadable fiction books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Taylor, Staci  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Alta Hensley  
**Address**: Taylor, Staci 1009 Timber Ridge Road, Lake Almanor, CALIFORNIA 96137  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: TM4386US16

**Examining Attorney**  
NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
TM 7782 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZEITLICHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97233345 Application Filing Date  Jan. 22, 2022 Registration Number  7096648 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of "ZEITLICHT" in the mark is "time light".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Spotlights; Automotive headlamps; Bicycle lamps; Bicycle lights; Electric flashlights; LED flashlights; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighting fixtures; Lights for vehicles; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Portable utility lights; Red LED flashlights for illumination purposes; Sconce lighting fixtures; Tactical flashlights; Taillights for vehicles
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Yangliu Address  Chen, Yangliu No.49,Longtoushan, Gubotang Village Committee,Weidi Town, Luoding City, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  O’ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
STABLE=WRIST

**Mark Literal(s)** STABLE=WRIST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97233638
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096649
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of RUGGED LETTERING THAT SPELLS OUT "STABLE=WRIST". THERE IS AN EQUAL SIGN PRESENT BETWEEN "STABLE" AND "WRIST" WITH NO SPACING IN BETWEEN. A STRIKE THROUGH LINE IS SHOWN ON THE "S" ONLY. THE WHOLE WORDING IS UNDERLINED FROM "STABLE" TO "WRIST".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "WRIST"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wrist rests for computer keyboards; Wrist rests for computer mouse users; Wrist rests for use with computers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 05, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 08, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jay Stacs Company Ltd. Co.
- **Address**: Jay Stacs Company Ltd. Co. 575 Pharr Rd Ne unit 12273 atlanta GEORGIA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BABY MOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97234015 Application Filing Date  Jan. 23, 2022 Registration Number  7096650 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "BABY"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  UK00003745755 Foreign Registration Date  May 06, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 21, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby multiple activity toys; Infant action crib toys; Infant development toys; Infant toys; Musical toys International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
For  Lamps; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
For  Baby monitors; Recorded computer software using artificial intelligence for for facial recognition and breathing detection for household use; Video baby monitors International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHILLAX CARE LIMITED Address  CHILLAX CARE LIMITED FLAT/RM 2001, 20/F, STELUX HOUSE 698 PRINCE EDWARD ROAD EAST SAN PO KONG, KOWLOON HONG KONG Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAZZU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97234654 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096651 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 59367475 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 59367475 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 07, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 06, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For furniture for camping; spring mattresses; mattresses; cushions; cushions being furniture; upholstered furniture; furniture for house, office and garden; furniture; beds; sofas
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New-Tec Integration (Xiamen) Co. Ltd. Address New-Tec Integration (Xiamen) Co. Ltd. No. 88 Zhennan 3rd Road Tong’ An District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361100 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where CHINA Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N0665200000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUZZ CAKES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97234679 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096652 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAKES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Liquor cakes made with Whiskey, Rum and Vodka in a variety of flavors and sizes
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Nov. 28, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sweet Bean LLC Address Sweet Bean LLC 2021 Paulele Place Kihei HAWAII 96753 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)

MAZZUHOME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97234776</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096653</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 59341290
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Sep. 18, 2021
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 59341290
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Mar. 14, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CHINA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Mar. 13, 2032

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: furniture for camping; spring mattresses; mattresses; cushions; cushions being furniture; upholstered furniture; furniture for house, office and garden; furniture; beds; sofas
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: New-Tec Integration (Xiamen) Co. Ltd.
- **Address**: New-Tec Integration (Xiamen) Co. Ltd. No. 88 Zhennan 3rd Road Tong' An District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361100
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: N06652000100
- **Examining Attorney**: MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97235280 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096654 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of concentric oval lines creating a solid band; a stylized fish design appears on each side of the oval.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5112692

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crabmeat; fish, not live; seafood, not live, and frozen and fresh prepared seafood

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use 2003 In Commerce 2003

For Wholesale distributorship services featuring crabmeat, fish, seafood and prepared seafood

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2016 In Commerce 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stanley Pearlman Enterprises, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Nafco Address Stanley Pearlman Enterprises, Inc. 7775 Chesapeake Bay Court Jessup MARYLAND 20794 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM220010US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
### Mark Literal(s)

**DONGXI**

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>97235985</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jan. 24, 2022</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td><strong>7096655</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jul. 04, 2023</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td><strong>Principal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td><strong>Service Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Apr. 18, 2023</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "DONGXI" in the mark is "THING".
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Advertising agency services; Demonstration of goods; Import-export agency services; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring false hair, wigs, human hair
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 22, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Xuchang Dongxi Hair Products Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xuchang Dongxi Hair Products Co., Ltd. 2nd from the east, North Rd., Shangji Industrial Cluster Area, Jian'an Dist., Xuchang, Henan, CHINA 461143
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: TUS114559
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLOOM STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97236324 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096656 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BLOOM STUDIO" with a design of a flower and a flower bud on a stem with leaves in between the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STUDIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Mattresses; Air beds, not for medical purposes; Beds for household pets; Camping mattresses; Dog kennels; Kennels for household pets; Pet cushions; Sleeping mats; Straw plaits

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QINGDAO NORTH STAR HOME CO.,LTD Address QINGDAO NORTH STAR HOME CO.,LTD YANQING ROAD WEST, JIANG SHAN TOWN LAI XI CITY, QINGDAO, SHANDONG CHINA 266000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF230200083

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HAIR VEGGIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97236554</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
<td>7096657</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;HAIR&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps</td>
<td>26 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>37, 39, 40, 42, 50</td>
<td>Fancy Goods</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fayomi-Olaleye, Stella</td>
<td>Fayomi-Olaleye, Stella</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4212 Mineral Creek Trail. Prosper TEXAS 75078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9706
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BENTLEY'S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97237435</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096658</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0932690, 1420371

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beer
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Jan. 30, 1968
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 1968

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sazerac Brands, LLC
- **Address**: Sazerac Brands, LLC 10101 Linn Station Rd., Suite 400 Louisville KENTUCKY 40223
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 466570060003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
TM 7793 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RETROSPEC CREATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97237509 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096659 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal building materials, namely, Fence Finials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James, Stephen Mark DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RetroSpec Creations, LLC Address James, Stephen Mark 77 Sergio Way Hot Springs Village ARKANSAS 71909 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYASH, SUSAN C
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BLOOM STUDIO

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97238174</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the stylized wording "BLOOM STUDIO" with a design of a flower and a flower bud on a stem with leaves in between the wording. |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Disclaimer** | "STUDIO" |

### Goods and Services Information

| **For** | Bedspreads; Pillowcases; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Duvet covers; Shower curtains of textile or plastic |
| **International Classes** | 24 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 42, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Fabrics |
| **First Use In Commerce** | Sep. 01, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 01, 2021 |

### Basis Information

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### Owner Information

| **Owner Name** | QINGDAO NORTH STAR HOME CO., LTD |
| **Address** | QINGDAO NORTH STAR HOME CO., LTD YANQING ROAD WEST, JIANG SHAN TOWN LAI XI CITY, QINGDAO, SHANDONG CHINA |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| **Docket Number** | DF230200084 |
| **Examining Attorney** | HAYS, CANDACE W |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AZ GREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97238181 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096661 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "AZ GREEN", in the middle there is a branch with a pattern of seven leaves on it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GREEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedspreads; Pillowcases; Bath linen, except clothing; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Duvet covers; Shower curtains of textile or plastic
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QINGDAO NORTH STAR HOME CO., LTD Address QINGDAO NORTH STAR HOME CO., LTD YANGQING ROAD WEST, JIANG SHAN TOWN LAI XI CITY, QINGDAO, SHANDONG CHINA 266000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF230200082
Examining Attorney HAYS, CANDACE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRENDYNOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97238596 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7096662 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Athletic protective elbow, arm, knee pads for yoga; Body-building apparatus; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Exercise equipment in the nature of straps that are affixed to doors for performance of weight resistance exercises; Fish attractants
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 05, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xingyusheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xingyusheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 501,No. 1,7th Lane,Dunbei New Village,Hualian Community,Longhua St Longhua,Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOMBO TOYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97238623 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022
Registration Number 7096663 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "TOYS"
Translation The English translation of "Tombo" in the mark is "dragonfly".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Action skill games; Board games; Building games; Construction toys; Non-electronic toy vehicles;
Toy action figures and accessories therefor; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy construction sets;
Toy vehicles and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mason Lang, LLC Address Mason Lang, LLC 709 Renault Way Mckinney TEXAS 75071
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRAUGEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97238754  Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022  Registration Number 7096664  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "GRAUGEAR".  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer hardware for data transfer and storage; Memory cards; Computer heat sinks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Oct. 06, 2021  In Commerce Dec. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DETRON INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.  Address DETRON INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. 8F., No. 67, Anping Rd., Zhonghe Dist. New Taipei City TAIWAN 235  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00570

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EVERETT’S 8800

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97239345
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096665
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2014
- **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/00/2005
- **Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/00/2005

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Big Sky Resort, LLC
- **Address**: Big Sky Resort, LLC 3951 Charlevoix Avenue Petoskey MICHIGAN 49770
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: BYNBS0151TUS
- **Examining Attorney**: SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EVERETT’S ALT 8800

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97239348
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096666
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a shaded shield shape with a double lined border with the word "EVERETT’S" in capital block lettering inside the shield at the top with a line below the word "EVERETT’S", and the words "ALT 8800" below the line and to the right side inside the shield with "ALT" appearing in smaller size than "8800", a silhouette of a leaping mountain goat appears inside the shield toward the bottom, and above the shield is a design of a mountain top. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2014
- **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/00/2005
- **Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/00/2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Big Sky Resort, LLC
- **Address**: Big Sky Resort, LLC 3951 Charlevoix Avenue Petoskey MICHIGAN 49770
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: BYNBS0152TUS
- **Examining Attorney**: SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIFY IN THE NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97239779 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7096667 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of transformational self-help; Personal coaching services in the field of transformational self-help; Personal coaching services in the field of transformational self-help provided via a website, emails, downloadable mobile applications, downloadable website applications, podcast, and virtual or in-person private or group sessions and utilizing videos, books and print media; Providing group coaching in the field of transformational self-help; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of transformational self-help
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 26, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McBroom, Cari L. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Elden, Cari L. Address McBroom, Cari L. 444 Obrien Avenue Whitefish MONTANA 59937 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CELDEN
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARK PUMP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
Mark Literal(s) LIFT VECTOR AVIATION

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97241759  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 27, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7096669  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "AVIATION"

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Educational services, namely, pilot training; Educational services, namely, providing instructional aviation consulting; Educational services, namely, instructional pilot support to simulator development and testing  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 20, 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2021

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lift Vector Aviation  
- **Address**: Lift Vector Aviation 917 Bluebonnet Dr Keller TEXAS 76248  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: LVA-001

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** H HARDYWOOD PARK CRAFT BREWERY BREW WITH PURPOSE EST. 2011 RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97242282</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7096670</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Description of the Mark  | The mark consists of circular badge of the words "HARDYWOOD PARK" in stylized font in an arc above the words "BREW WITH PURPOSE" in a smaller stylized font in an arc, all above a stylized image of the letter "H" on a crest with a lamb on top of it and the words "EST." to the left of the crest and "2011" to the right of the crest. The words "RICHMOND, VIRGINIA" in small stylized font in an arc and the words "CRAFT BREWERY" in larger stylized font in an arc below the crest complete the circular badge. **Disclaimer** "CRAFT BREWERY" AND "EST. 2011" AND "RICHMOND, VIRGINIA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Beer, ale and lager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hardywood Park Craft Brewery, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Hardywood Park Craft Brewery, LLC 2410 Ownby Lane Richmond VIRGINIA 23220 <strong>Legal Entity</strong> LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 037549.00001 |
| Docket Number | 037549.00001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BERGER, MAGDALENA |

9719
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GREATER OMAHA 1920 ANGUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97244386 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 28, 2022 | Registration Number | 7096671 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "1920" AND "ANGUS"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "GREATER OMAHA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Minimally processed Angus beef containing no artificial ingredients, for resale by unrelated entities
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Greater Omaha Packing Co., Inc.
- **Address**: Greater Omaha Packing Co., Inc. 3001 L Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68107
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 03559-38

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIRACLE SKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number   | 97245122 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 29, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7096672 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Baskets for household purposes; Household containers for foods; Soup bowls; Bamboo baskets for household purposes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cups and mugs; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Fruit bowls; Laundry baskets; Non-electric egg crackers for household use; Plastic household containers for food; Salad bowls; Trays for household purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass

First Use Jan. 26, 2022
In Commerce Jan. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name DRAGONFLY US LLC
Address DRAGONFLY US LLC 1812 W SUNSET BLVD. #1 #217 Saint George UTAH 84770

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JULIETTE DU JACOB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97245459</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 30, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7096673</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the design of two cherries with stems and a single leaf appearing in the color pink and outlined in the color rose. Superimposed upon the cherries is the wording "JULIETTE DU JACOB" appearing in the color rose. | **Color Drawing** | Yes | **Color Claimed** | The color(s) pink and rose is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Jewelry; Ankle bracelets; Bracelets; Charms; Earrings; Gold; Gold jewelry; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Hoop earrings; Necklaces; Pearls; Pearls; Pendants; Rings; Silver; Jewellery chains; Jewellery and precious stones; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry chains; Jewelry cases not of precious metal; Jewelry plated with silver; Jewelry, namely, crosses; Ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; Precious metals; Precious stones; Precious and semi-precious stones; Semi-precious stones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Juliette du Jacob Trading LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Juliette du Jacob Trading LLC 30 S Clayton Street, apt 4408 Lawrenceville GEORGIA 30046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A |

---

**9722**
TM 7808 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EME EVERYTHING MONEY ENTERTAINMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97245876 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7096674 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of White block letters EME, with the Es represented by three stacked rectangles, within a larger black rectangle within a larger white rectangle, with the word Everything in black lettering with the phrase Money Entertainment beneath in smaller lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENTERTAINMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production and distribution of television and radio programs; production, distribution and publishing of music; fan clubs; development and dissemination of educational material of others in the field of music and entertainment; radio entertainment production and distribution; audio recording production; record production; videotape production; production of motion picture films; entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by musical groups, musical artists and celebrities; entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring musical performances, musical videos, related film clips, and photographs; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line reviews of music, musical artists and music videos; entertainment services, namely, providing nondownloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 19, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jason Woodruff Address Jason Woodruff 630 Sterling Dr. Boiling Springs SOUTH CAROLINA 29316
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPACE GLASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97245945  Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022  Registration Number 7096675  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Space Glass" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GLASS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 2021-159018  Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2021  Foreign Registration Number 6584780  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 08, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 08, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal ornaments, namely, jewelry, namely, bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pendants, pierced earrings, key chains, charms for key chains and jewelry made of glass, other than cuff links; cuff links
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry
For Ornaments made of crystal glass or glass; decorative glass sphere being ornaments made of crystal glass or glass; works of art made of glass being ornaments made of crystal glass or glass
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PlusAlpha Corporation  Address PlusAlpha Corporation 35-12, Kamitoda 2-chome  Toda city, Saitama JAPAN 335-0022
Legal Entity kabushiki kaisha (k.k.)  State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0210005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MALAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97245992 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7096676 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MALAI" in the mark is "clotted cream".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6017823

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tea sold in dry or loose packaged form; Chai tea sold in dry or loose packaged form International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Twenty-Two Desserts, Inc. Address Twenty-Two Desserts, Inc. 2549 Harlington Lane Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28270 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG CITY LEASING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97246150 | **Application Filing Date** | Jan. 31, 2022 | **Registration Number** | 7096777 | **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 | **Register** | Principal | **Mark Type** | Service Mark | **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a gray movie film reel containing black film and white within the upper half of the outer circles of the movie film reel with a gray city skyline in front of the movie film reel. Below the skyline is a white horizontal line and below the line is a movie filmstrip comprised of multiple gray rectangles separated by black vertical lines with black top and bottom borders containing multiple white squares. A stylized purple truck outlined in white with a purple and white windshield, white headlights, a white grill and two horizontal white lines, one above and one below the grill and headlights is in front of the center of the movie filmstrip. Inside the gray rectangles within the movie filmstrip to the left and right of the truck are two white movie cameras on white tripods. Below the movie filmstrip and to the left of the stylized truck is the word "BIG" in orange stylized font. Below the movie filmstrip and to the right of the stylized truck is the word "CITY" in orange stylized font. Below the stylized truck is the word "LEASING" in purple stylized font. All of the foregoing is on a white background, which is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Color Claimed** The color(s) orange, purple, black, gray and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer** "LEASING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Rental and leasing of vehicles; Rental and leasing of trucks, semi trucks, semi tractors, haul trucks, vans, and cargo trailers

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes

| US Classes | 100, 105 |

**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2015
**In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2015

**For** Rental and leasing of power-generating equipment; Rental of power generators

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes

| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |

**International Class Title** Material Treatment

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2015
**In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BENE BY NINA WESTBROOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97246682  Application Filing Date   Jan. 31, 2022  Registration Number  7096678  Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation   The English translation of "BENE" in the mark is "WELL". Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies NINA WESTBROOK, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Career coaching services; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of health and wellness; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops in the field of health and wellness and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring health and wellness; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field(s) of health and wellness

International Classes   41 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101, 107  International Class Title   Education and Entertainment  First Use   Aug. 2021  In Commerce   Aug. 2021

For   Providing a website featuring information regarding healthy living and lifestyle wellness

International Classes   44 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use   Aug. 2021  In Commerce   Aug. 2021

For   Providing a website featuring information in the field of recipes and cooking

International Classes   43 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services  First Use   Aug. 2021  In Commerce   Aug. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Nina Westrbook Enterprises, LLC
Address       Nina Westrbook Enterprises, LLC  10960 Wilshire Blvd., 5th Floor
              Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90024
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   5532.003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
SHOOV MARKET

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97247904</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "MARKET" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Retail shops featuring food, clothing, household goods, sporting goods and accessories thereto; Operating on-line marketplaces featuring food, clothing, household goods, sporting goods and accessories thereto, event listings; Operating an on-line shopping site in the field of food, clothing, household goods, sporting goods and accessories thereto

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use** | Dec. 24, 2021
**In Commerce** | Dec. 24, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | I-TECH USA, Inc.
**Address** | I-TECH USA, Inc. 39225 Country Club Drive, Suite B-8 Farmington Hills MICHIGAN 48331
**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** | MICHIGAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** | 72209-1

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** | VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SHOOV MARKET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97247914</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the stacked words "SHOOV MARKET" with a roof over the word "SHOOV". Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Disclaimer** | "MARKET" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Retail shops featuring food, clothing, household goods, sporting goods and accessories thereto; Operating on-line marketplaces featuring food, clothing, household goods, sporting goods and accessories thereto, event listings; Operating an on-line shopping site in the field of food, clothing, household goods, sporting goods and accessories thereto

| **International Classes** | 35 |
| **Primary Classes** | US Classes |
| 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Dec. 24, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 24, 2021 |

**BASES INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | I-TECH USA, Inc. |
| **Address** | 39225 Country Club Drive, Suite B-8 |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | MICHIGAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 72210-1 |
| **Examining Attorney** | VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DENTAL DUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97248144 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7096681
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DENTAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5115888

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental instruments for use in cleaning teeth; Mouth guards for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANSAR LLC Address SANSAR LLC 4519 WAYLON AVE. FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29715 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number M378 002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
QUICHE ROYALE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97248435</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7096682</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**: "QUICHE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Pet food  
**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 46  
**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products  
**First Use**: May 05, 2022  
**In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Emerald Pet Products  
**Address**: Emerald Pet Products  
**Address**: 2070 N. Broadway, Unit 4128  
**City**: Walnut Creek  
**State**: CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 3512213.0044

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIKE BURY GOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97249791 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096683
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GOLF" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Mike Bury, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Golf instruction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 02, 2008 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mike Bury Address Mike Bury 2588 N. Houston St., #1401 Dallas TEXAS 75219 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 019667.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABID, NABEELA
Mark Literal(s)  JACKSON POTTERY

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Serial Number   97250461  Application Filing Date  Feb. 02, 2022  Registration Number  7096684  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "POTTERY"  Acquired

Distinctiveness  In whole

For  Wholesale distributorship featuring lawn and garden hard goods, including pottery, fountains, planters and terracotta; wholesale ordering services featuring lawn and garden hard goods, including pottery, fountains, planters, and terracotta

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes

US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business


Currently Use  Yes

Owner Name  Jackson Pottery, Inc.  Address  Jackson Pottery, Inc.  2146 Empire Central  Dallas  TEXAS  75235  Legal Entity  CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

Examining Attorney  MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DOUGH AS YOU PLEASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97250496</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>UK00003750481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>UK00003750481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cookie dough; frozen cookie dough; cookies; ice cream; vegan ice cream substitutes; sorbets; doughnuts; doughnut mixes; baking batter mixes; bakery products; edible cookie dough not intended for baking; sweet dough; savory dough; cookies with fruit, vegetable, dairy, nut, seed, legume, grain, cocoa, sugar, or salt; cakes; rolls; breads; bagels; pies; muffins

International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Doughlicious Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Doughlicious Limited 3 Heron Trading Estate, Alliance Road London UNITED KINGDOM W30RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>private limited company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney WILLIS, PAMELA Y
**Mark Literal(s)** CRAFTKITCHEN

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For dinnerware; dinnerware, namely, dishes, dinner plates, salad plates, bowls; coffee cups; mugs; serving platters; serving bowls; serving trays; sauce boats; serving platters, namely, snack and dip platters; serving boards for food; cutting boards; cheese boards; cheese graters; cocktail shakers; corkscrews; pourers, namely, wine pourers, liquor pourers, bottle pourers; cocktail strainers; fruit muddlers; bar mixing spoons; bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with champagne bottles; vacuum bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; drinking straws; ice buckets; ice cube trays; ice tongs; ice scoops**
  - **International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass
  - **First Use** Mar. 2019
  - **In Commerce** Mar. 2019

- **For thermometers, not for medical purposes; jiggers**
  - **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use** May 2021
  - **In Commerce** May 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name** Robinson Home Products Inc.
- **Address** Robinson Home Products Inc. 170 Lawrence Bell Drive, Suite 110 Williamsville NEW YORK 14221
- **Legal Entity** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number** 630-TM-541

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney** VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
TM 7821 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) "EVERYTHING IS SLAMMIN!"
IKE & BG'S RESTAURANT EST 1998

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97252431 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096687
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "EVERYTHING IS SLAMMIN!" in a curved shape placed above the words "IKE & BG'S" with a chef hat placed over the letter "I" and an underline beneath the letter "I", placed over a triangular banner with the tip pointing to the right containing the word "RESTAURANT", placed above an overlapping fork placed over a spoon in a cross-cross pattern, placed over the words "EST 1998", surrounded by a circle. Disclaimer "RESTAURANT" AND "EST 1998"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, t-shirt, hooded sweatshirt International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 14, 2020 In Commerce May 14, 2020

For Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 14, 2020 In Commerce May 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IKE & BG'S RESTAURANT, LLC Address IKE & BG'S RESTAURANT, LLC 1646 GENESEE STREET Buffalo NEW YORK 14211 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TYE'S CREATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97252459  Application Filing Date  Feb. 03, 2022  Registration Number  7096688
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "CREATIONS"
Name
Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Tyeisha Smith, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Party planning; Party planning consultation; Party planning of birthdays, baby showers, corporate and social events; Party and wedding reception planning and coordination services; Party and wedding reception planning, coordination and consultation services; Rental of table-top decorative wishing wells for parties; Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting birthday parties; Entertainment services, namely, conducting birthdays, baby showers, and social events parties for entertainment purposes; Consultation in the field of special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events, namely, birthdays, baby showers, and social events, for others; Organization of entertainment events in the nature of birthdays, baby showers, and social events; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TYE'S CREATIONS LLC
Address  TYE'S CREATIONS LLC  Suite 115  3372 Peachtree Road  Atlanta GEORGIA  30326
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SORIANO, JASMINE
Mark Literal(s)   GI GOODFRIEND
INNOVATIONS WE WILL IT INTO EXISTENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97252723 Application Filing Date   Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number   7096689
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized gray letter "G" which features the design of a gear, to the left of a gray letter "I" with a green, gray, and black, colored light bulb attached to the top of the letter "I". Underneath the letter "G" is a gray electrical cord connecting the letter "G" to the bottom of the letter "I". To the right of the letters "G" and "I" is the wording "GOODFRIEND" in black, capitalized letters, written above the wording "INNOVATIONS", also in black, capitalized letters. Beneath the wording "GOODFRIEND INNOVATIONS" is the black wording "WE WILL IT INTO EXISTENCE" in sentence-case letters. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) gray, green, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "INNOVATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Computer-aided design services; Engineering design services; Design of engineering products; Mechanical engineering
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Jacob Bakovsky Address   Jacob Bakovsky 1517 S Raitt St. Unit D Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92704
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   11805-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) URBAN SETTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97252915  Application Filing Date  Feb. 03, 2022  Registration Number 7096690
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name URBAN SETTER INC Address URBAN SETTER INC PO Box 671022 Flushing NEW YORK 11367
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N/A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIVE LODGE LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97253861 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096691
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate service, namely, rental property management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jul. 15, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quilici, David C Address Quilici, David C 1900 Airport Way S #102 Seattle WASHINGTON 98134
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number 2022-02313
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRENDAN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESERVING DESTINATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97254281 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096692
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DESTINATIONS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poling, Chad Michael Address Poling, Chad Michael 513 E North St Kenton OHIO 43326 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAYLOFT STUDIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97254720 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7096693
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “STUDIOS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recording studios
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Mar. 08, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dayon, Timothy Michael Address Dayon, Timothy Michael 66 Maple Grange Rd Vernon NEW JERSEY 07462 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROJAS, ELINA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97255085</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### For Printed books, pamphlets, printed cards, signs of cardboard and paper, newsletters, leaflets, and flyers concerning sex addiction and the needs and interests of relatives and friends of persons having problems with sex addiction

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use**: Nov. 01, 1996

**In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 1996

### For Providing personal support group services for relatives and friends, and groups of relatives and friends, of persons having problems with sex addiction; Providing information for relatives and friends of persons having problems with sex addiction; Providing information on emotional support for relatives and friends of persons having problems with sex addiction

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use**: Nov. 01, 1996

**In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 1996

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: S-Anon International Family Groups, Inc.  
**Address**: S-Anon International Family Groups, Inc.  640 Spence Lane, Suite 124 Nashville TENNESSEE 37217  
**Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation  
**State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 2961741.44

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: GLASSER, CARYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CORNELIUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Swimming pools made of resin, concrete and composite materials, and non-metal swimming pool building equipment, namely, swimming pool coping stones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>19 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 31, 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 31, 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**  Swimming pools made of steel; Metal swimming pool building equipment, namely, swimming pool walls, fitted swimming pool liners, and swimming pool panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>6 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 31, 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 31, 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TRÉVI FABRICATION INC.  **Address**  TRÉVI FABRICATION INC.  12775 rue Brault  Mirabel CANADA  J7J0C4  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  13495-004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRANDEFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97256000 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096696
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services, namely, featuring cosmetic and beauty supplies via a mobile application; Online retail store services, namely, featuring cosmetic and beauty supplies; Retail store services, namely, featuring cosmetic and beauty supplies; Retail store services, namely, product comparisons of cosmetic and beauty supplies via a mobile application for promoting the goods and services of others by providing a web site featuring price-comparison information; Online retail store services, namely, product comparisons of cosmetic and beauty supplies for promoting the goods and services of others by providing a web site featuring price-comparison information; Retail store services, namely, product comparisons of cosmetic and beauty supplies for promoting the goods and services of others by providing a web site featuring price-comparison information; Retail store services, namely, subscription services for cosmetic and beauty supplies

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2018 In Commerce Apr. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brandefy Inc. Address Brandefy Inc. 4128 Jacque St. Richmond VIRGINIA 23230 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 124053.00008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97256208  Application Filing Date: Feb. 07, 2022  Registration Number: 7096697
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a black circle wrapped in curved black lines simulating a brain shape.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, mastermind groups in the nature of mentoring, and coaching in the field of personal development and leadership training, and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of personal development and leadership training

International Classes: 41  - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Jun. 21, 2017  In Commerce: Sep. 15, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Growth Gizmo, LLC  Address: Growth Gizmo, LLC  1698 Mill Pond Lane  Neenah  WISCONSIN  54956
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 90913.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOMBAY PIZZA HOUSE HOME
OF THE CURRY PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97256735 Application Filing Date  Feb. 07, 2022 Registration Number  7096698
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "PIZZA HOUSE" and "CURRY PIZZA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pizza parlors
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Sep. 03, 2012 In Commerce  Sep. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  G & G Food, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Bombay Pizza House Home of the Curry Pizza Address  G & G Food, Inc. Ste. 111 41829 Albrae St. Hayward CALIFORNIA 94538 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONTRACSUR INSURANCE FOR CONTRACTORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97257470 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096699
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CONTRACSUR" with "CONTRAC" in grey and "SUR" in orange cursive. Below this, is the wording "INSURANCE FOR CONTRACTORS" with "INSURANCE" in orange and "FOR CONTRACTORS" in grey. An orange house outline is centered at the top. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INSURANCE FOR CONTRACTORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance agencies International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Ryan IA LLC Address The Ryan IA LLC 5105 Martin Dr Rowlett TEXAS 75088 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLINDSTOGO.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97258438 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096700 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring window blinds, window shades, fabric valances, roller shades, curtains, drapes, draperies and window coverings made of textile, wood, metal, plastic, PVC, bamboo, aluminum, and vinyl, and parts thereof, interior window shutters, traverse rods, poles, non-metal lattices, ribs for blinds, indoor blinds, namely, roller blinds, non-metal child safety products, namely, string and cord winders for use on blinds and door coverings, manually-operated systems and mechanisms sold as one unit for raising, lowering and sliding indoor window coverings comprised of handles, cords, supports, brackets, wands, rollers, pins, rings, locks and tacks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 31, 1999 In Commerce Jan. 27, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLINDS TO GO (U.S.) INC. Address BLINDS TO GO (U.S.) INC. 70 Wood Avenue, 1st Floor Iselin NEW JERSEY 088361526 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 880961

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOUVIS ENGINEERING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97258655 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number  7096701
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "ENGINEERING"
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consulting and design services in the field of structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering; Structural engineering design services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Sep. 12, 2003 In Commerce  Sep. 12, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gouvis Engineering Consulting Group, Inc. Address  Gouvis Engineering Consulting Group, Inc. 15 Studebaker Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GECG.001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) GOUVIS ENGINEERING
CONSULTING GROUP, INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97258658 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096702
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GOUVIS ENGINEERING CONSULTING GROUP, INC." with the wording "GOUVIS" and "CONSULTING GROUP, INC." shaded green and "ENGINEERING" shaded gray. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and light gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENGINEERING CONSULTING GROUP, INC." Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting and design services in the field of structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering; Structural engineering design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 12, 2003 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gouvis Engineering Consulting Group, Inc. Address Gouvis Engineering Consulting Group, Inc. 15 Studebaker Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GECG.003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UPWELL STRATEGIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97258814</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096703</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer:** "STRATEGIES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For:** Advisory services relating to business management and business operations; Business consulting services; Business development services; Marketing advisory services; Marketing analysis services; Marketing consulting; Marketing plan development; Marketing research; Marketing services; Operational business assistance to enterprises; Targeted marketing services, with all the identified services specifically developed for and delivered to for-profit entities
- **International Classes:** 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title:** Advertising and Business
- **First Use:** Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce:** Jul. 07, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name:** Upwell Strategies LLC
- **Address:** Upwell Strategies LLC 196 Alps Road, Suite 2, Box 113 Athens GEORGIA 30606
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney:** SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA

---

**TM 7837 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

---

9754
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FPC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97259228</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 09, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096704</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4897080

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Good Services Information

For fecal parasite concentrators in the nature of in vitro medical diagnostic kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays and also including test tubes for testing of fecal matter

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals


For fecal parasite concentrators being in vitro medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of fecal matter

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus


**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name PII Evergreen, LLC Address PII Evergreen, LLC 2150 Elmwood Ave. Buffalo NEW YORK 14207

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 99808.183

Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  S SCARVES & FEDORAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97259514 Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2022  Registration Number  7096705
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a square with a curved bottom and the letter "S" in the center. Above the square appears several lines forming a distinct design and a star. Below the square are the terms "SCARVES & FEDORAS". Disclaimer  "SCARVES & FEDORAS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fedoras
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  McLETCHIE, LANA. N   DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA SCARVES & FEDORAS  Address  McLETCHIE, LANA. N 100 DUSTIN DRIVE  STOCKBRIDGE GEORGIA 30281  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name  BANSAL, MEGHA
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97259516 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 09, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7096706 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “SEAT”
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

**Good and Services Information**

**For Canes and walking sticks; walking stick chairs and replacement parts and fittings therefor**

| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Jan. 15, 1987 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 27, 1990 |

**For Lightweight, portable folding chair, excluding padded reclining nautical seat cushions**

| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jan. 15, 1987 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 27, 1990 |

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Alex Orthopedic, Inc
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Alex Orthopedic, Inc
- **Address**: Alex Orthopedic, Inc
  510 Fountain Parkway
  Grand Prairie
  TEXAS  75050
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SCHWAB CHARITABLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97259711</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7096707</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHARITABLE"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: As to "SCHWAB"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1516641, 3518833, 2706554 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Charitable services, namely, providing donor-advised fund services to others in the nature of accepting, managing, investing, and granting charitable contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Computer services, namely, hosting a website featuring technology that allows users to obtain information regarding donor-advised funds, and charitable giving; hosting a website featuring technology that allows users to obtain research and analysis of others in charitable organizations via a global computer communications network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
- **Address**: Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. 211 Main Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 888677-0027

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
MARK INFORMATION

Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of a circle comprising three segments with each break between the segments forming an arrow pointing clockwise, with a star in the center of the circle. 

Color Claimed

Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Plastic plugs and caps in the nature of thread protectors for insertion in, over, and around the ends of piping, tubing, drill pipes and threads, to protect the same from damage during handling, storage, shipment, and periods of inactive use

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Oct. 2015 In Commerce Oct. 2015

For Collecting caps and plugs in the nature of thread protectors for the purpose of recycling

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Oct. 2015 In Commerce Oct. 2015

Owner Name Protective Industries, Inc. Address Protective Industries, Inc. 2150 Elmwood Avenue Buffalo NEW YORK 14207 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CAKE S.O.S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97260440
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 09, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096709
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CAKE”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cake supplies, namely, packaging for cakes in the nature of cardboard cake boxes, cardboard cake boards, cake boxes of cardboard
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 07, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CAKE SUPPLIES ON SALE LLC
- **Address**: CAKE SUPPLIES ON SALE LLC 7758 Lowmoor Road Springfield VIRGINIA 22153
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) USOKYO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97260727 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096710 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording USOKYO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Downlights; Flashlights; Lightbulbs; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Floor lamps; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED mood lights; Reading lights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; String lights for festive decoration; Wall lamps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ailing Li Address Ailing Li Rm1103,Blk D, Tiandi Bldg,No.2123, Dongmen Middle Rd, Luohu Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97261236</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2022</td>
<td>7096711</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized design of a three lobed leaf.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

For providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis and medical marijuana; providing a website featuring blogs containing non-downloadable articles in the fields of cannabis and medical marijuana; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to cannabis as it relates to health, recreational, and medicinal use of cannabis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For providing a website with consumer information in the field of cannabis and medical marijuana; providing a website with consumer information regarding cannabis and medical marijuana.

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

Owner Name: VERANO IP, LLC
Address: VERANO IP, LLC 415 N. DEARBORN, 4th Floor CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60654
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**Examing Attorney**
Examing Attorney: RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97261466 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number  7096712
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle and a circle connected by a diagonal line, with a dot situated on either side of the line. The black square on the mark represents background areas and is not part of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0125579/1682401 International Registration Number  1682401

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial services, namely, assisting others with the completion of financial transactions for equities, securities and investment funds; Financial services, namely, providing information in the fields of equities, securities and investments via the internet; Providing financial information; Financial services, namely, providing for the transfer of equities, securities and investments via the internet; Securities trade execution services; Providing for the trading, purchase, sale and management of equities, securities and investments via an online platform; Financial services, namely, providing an alternative trading system for executing trades and orders for equities, securities and investment funds; Securities trading and investing services for others via the internet
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 18, 2022

For  Downloadable software for use in buying and selling investments, viewing and managing investments, and obtaining information about investments
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2022
For Providing private and secure real time electronic communication over a computer network; Providing private and secure real time electronic transactions over a computer network, namely, communicating and routing trade information involving orders, entry and execution services, to others via a global computer network; Electronic transmission for others of securities and financial information via computer linking services, namely, communicating and routing trade information involving orders, trade entry and trade execution, to others via a global computer network

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**First Use** Jan. 18, 2022 **In Commerce** Jan. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Zanbato, Inc. **Address** Zanbato, Inc. 715 N. Shoreline Blvd. Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94043

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1022843-0009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SNF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97261797 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 10, 2022 | Registration Number | 7096713 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "IN / SNF" which transliterates to "iota sigma nu / SNF". The forward slash is presented in a curvy form, and all literal and design elements appear inside of a shaded rectangle. Transliteration | The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "iota sigma nu" in Greek and this means "SNF" in English. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, providing grants to non-profit organizations for projects and programs that promote arts and culture, education, health, sports and medicine, and social welfare

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Jan. 18, 2022 | In Commerce | Jan. 18, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation For Charity | Address | Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation For Charity c/o CONYERS DILL & PEARMAN LIMITED PO Box HM 666 Hamilton BERMUDA HMCX |
| State or Country Where Organized | BERMUDA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | S7326-004 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REVGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97262479 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number   7096714
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Satellite transmitters and receivers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RevGo Global Incorporated DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA RevGo Global Incorporated Address  RevGo Global Incorporated  12007 Sunrise Valley Dr., #450 Reston VIRGINIA  20191 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHINER, MARK W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SKIN JEANIE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97262941</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096715</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "SKIN" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Esthetics and cosmetology consulting services |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Stephanie Brand |
| Address | Stephanie Brand c/o Warshaw Burstein LLP 575 Lexington Avenue, 7th Fl New York NEW YORK 10022 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOCIAL SECURITY RISK SCORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97262957 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096716
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words Social Security above the words Risk Score with the design of a curve and partial triangle to the left. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOCIAL SECURITY RISK SCORE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software program that performs an assessment of individual's Social Security benefits as part of retirement planning
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Secure Companies, Inc. Address The Secure Companies, Inc. 2794 Kimmeridge Drive Atlanta GEORGIA 30344 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109355.00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YANXULIN ARTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97264270
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 11, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096717
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ARTS"
- **Translation**: The wording Yanxulin Arts has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Paintings; Stickers; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Art prints on canvas; Custom paintings; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desk pads; Framed art pictures; Framed art prints; Framed paintings; Giclee prints; Graphic art prints; Oil paintings; Paintings and their reproductions; Pen holders; Pen stands; Pencil holders; Photo albums; Photographic albums; Photographic prints; Printed art reproductions; Stickers and sticker albums; Wall stickers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Oct. 16, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Jianjing
- **Address**: No. 138, Fengshuxia, Houpu Village, Duwei Town, Xianyou County, Putian, CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: IPLaw02400

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREAKAWAYS RC LIVE FREE
RIDE FREE BRC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97264436 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096718
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BREAKAWAYS RC" arched over a skull which is superimposed on a V-twin motorcycle engine, the words "LIVE FREE" inscribed on the left cylinder head and "RIDE FREE" inscribed on the right cylinder head and a circle with the letters "BRC" on the V-twin engine. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Shirts; Bottoms as clothing; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BREAKAWAYS RIDING CLUB Address BREAKAWAYS RIDING CLUB 14215 Kenson Ln. Cypress TEXAS 77429 Legal Entity INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M

9770
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAREBASEDITEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265055 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7096719
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts; Clothing, namely, shorts, shirts, t-shirts, long sleeved t-shirts, beanies, baseball caps, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, coats, hats, gloves, jackets, hooded sweatshirts, sweatshirts, and sweatpants; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; A-shirts; Athletic shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for adults, children, women, and men; Button down shirts; Camouflage shirts; Coats for adults, children, women, and men; Embroidered clothing, namely, shorts, shirts, t-shirts, long sleeved t-shirts, beanies, baseball caps, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, coats, hats, gloves, jackets, hooded sweatshirts, sweatshirts, and sweatpants; Gloves as clothing; Graphic T-shirts; Headwear for adults, children, women, and men; Henley shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts for adults, children, women, and men; Hoodies; Jackets; Jackets for adults, children, women, and men; Knit shirts; Knitwear, namely, sweaters, beanies, and shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Outerwear, namely, coats, jackets, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, beanies, gloves, hats, and baseball caps; Polo shirts; Shirts for adults, children, women, and men; Short sets; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts for adults, children, women, and men; Sport shirts; Sports shirts; Sweat shirts; Sweaters for adults, children, women, and men; Sweatpants for adults, children, women, and men; Sweatshirts for adults, children, women, and men; T-shirts; T-shirts for adults, children, women, and men; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for adults, children, women, and men; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Woven shirts; Woven shirts for adults, children, women, and men; Wrist bands as clothing; Wristbands as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>        Brandon McCartney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>           Brandon McCartney P.O. BOX 30263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>      INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong>       UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>     SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Mark Literal(s)** POJD SOCKS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97265306</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2022</td>
<td>7096720</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Hats; Socks; T-shirts; Hoodies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2021</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Pojd, LLC  **Address** Pojd, LLC  5668 Fishhawk Crossing Blvd Box 192  Lithia  FLORIDA  33547  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIRTHTRACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97266111 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7096721
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in the healthcare field, namely, software for managing, storing, analyzing, maintaining, processing, structuring, reviewing, building, editing, distributing, communicating, organizing, sharing, referencing, monitoring, integrating, and visualizing healthcare information; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for automating clinical, financial and administrative healthcare processes International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 02, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2009

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that permits data input and connectivity for patient registration, scheduling, bill generation and tracking, financial and business administration services, and healthcare practice financial reporting; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring electronic health record (EHR) management software for use in automating, entering, accessing, and transmitting clinical data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software which provides an online portal that enables patients and physicians to communicate with each other outside the examination room; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in communications between physicians and other participants in the health care system with respect to orders for medical tests and procedures; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in accessing, querying, analyzing, and sharing medical practice data International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 02, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 7856  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MWP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97266326 Application Filing Date  Feb. 14, 2022  Registration Number  7096722
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing social entertainment events and social entertainment introduction events, seminars, and conferences in the field of career development, finances, self-improvement, and mentorship for Muslim women; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of career development, finances, self-improvement, and mentorship for Muslim women
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  2018  In Commerce  2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MUSLIM WOMEN PROFESSIONALS, INC.  Address  MUSLIM WOMEN PROFESSIONALS, INC. 2067 Amar Road, Suite 2, #184  Walnut  CALIFORNIA  91789  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country
Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

# MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)**  WARRIOR WEAR

**MARK DRAWING TYPE**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: motor and engine parts and accessories for land vehicles, namely, filter tips that attach to air intake tubes for motors and engines

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**  7 - Primary Classes
**US CLASSES**  13, 19, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
**INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE**  Machinery
**FIRST USE IN COMMERCE**  2007
**IN COMMERCE**  2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **CURRENTLY USE**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **OWNER NAME**  Nivel Parts & Manufacturing Co., LLC
- **ADDRESS**  Nivel Parts & Manufacturing Co., LLC  3510 PORT JACKSONVILLE PARKWAY  JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA  32226
- **LEGAL ENTITY**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **DOCKET NUMBER**  39852-353471

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAOSMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97267328 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096724
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TAOSMART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toy telescopes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Che, Junfeng Address Che, Junfeng Rm 304, Area A, Shennan Garden, Gaoxin Zhongwu Rd, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CHANSMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97267346  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2022  Registration Number  7096725
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Chansmart has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drinking troughs; Pet drinking bowls
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Jan. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Che, Junfeng  Address  Che, Junfeng  Rm 304, Area A, Shennan Garden, Gaoxin Zhongwu Rd, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NIR ROOFCARE YOUR ROOF'S CARE IS OUR CONCERN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97267447 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096726
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a right-leaning square design containing the letters "NIR" in a white font descending diagonally to split the left side of the square blue and the right side of the square red, with the background of the top portion of the white letter "N" in red and the background of the top portion of the white letter "R" in red and the bottom portion in blue. Positioned to the right of the square design, is the stylized wording "ROOFCARE" with "ROOF" in a blue font and "CARE" in a red font, and a white plus symbol inside the letter "A" in "CARE". The wording "ROOFCARE" is stacked above the phrase "YOUR ROOF'S CARE IS OUR CONCERN." in a grey stylized font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ROOFCARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4749456, 1801099, 2546759 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing consultation; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing repair; Roofing services International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NIR.com, Inc. Address NIR.com, Inc. 11317 Smith Drive Huntley ILLINOIS 60142 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TSP MFG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97267662</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096727</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;MFG&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Ordering and inventory monitoring for fasteners and bolts on behalf of others; inventory management and control; Business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes for others

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Dec. 31, 1986  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 1986

**For** Warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, and shipping of fasteners and bolts

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105

**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**First Use** Dec. 31, 1986  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 1986

**For** Technical consulting in the field of the manufacture of fasteners and bolts, specifically, regarding the arrangement and configuration of fasteners and bolts, for others

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106

**International Class Title** Material Treatment

**First Use** Dec. 31, 1986  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 1986

**For** Engineering services in the field of fasteners and bolts; technical consultation in the field of selection of fasteners and bolts

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Dec. 31, 1986  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 1986

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    WWN, Ltd.  Composed of    WWN Management, LLC, a Texas Limited Liability Company  Address    WWN, Ltd.  3303 W. 12th Street  Houston  TEXAS  77008  Legal Entity    LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  State or Country    TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number    463450008001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TSP MANUFACTURING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97267663 Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2022 Registration Number  7096728
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "MANUFACTURING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ordering and inventory monitoring for fasteners and bolts on behalf of others; inventory management and control; Business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes for others
For  Warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, and shipping of fasteners and bolts
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage First Use  Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1986
For  Technical consulting in the field of the manufacture of fasteners and bolts, specifically, regarding the arrangement and configuration of fasteners and bolts, for others
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1986
For  Engineering services in the field of fasteners and bolts; technical consultation in the field of selection of fasteners and bolts
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>WWN, Ltd. <strong>Composed of</strong> WWN Management, LLC, a Texas Limited Liability Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>WWN, Ltd. 3303 W. 12th Street Houston TEXAS 77008 <strong>Legal Entity</strong> LIMITED PARTNERSHIP <strong>State or Country</strong> TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>463450007001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAISING BUTTERFLIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97267916</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2022</td>
<td>7096729</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
<th>Distinctiveness Limitation Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| No                      | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | The mark consists of the word "RAISING" in blue above the word "BUTTERFLIES" in orange with a blue butterfly to the left of the "R" in "RAISING" and a pink and black caterpillar climbing the "R" in "RAISING", a green crystal is in the tail of the "G" in "RAISING" and a black and orange butterfly adjacent the "G". | Yes | The color(s) blue, green, orange, pink and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | In part | AS TO "RAISING BUTTERFLIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For On-line retail store services featuring insect cages, caterpillar sleeves, potted plant enclosures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2013</td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Raising Butterflies, LLC Address Raising Butterflies, LLC 1456 N. General Dr. Salt Lake City UTAH 84116 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 8034.RABU.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
ISLAND BEER CLUB FOUNDED  
2004 CORONADO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97268041</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096730</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a drawing of a building with a drawing flag above and a drawing of a tree to the left and a drawing of a tree to the right; below the building is a drawing of a bridge, a boat, and stylized waves; below the waves appear the stylized lettering "ISLAND BEER CLUB"; below that appears the stylized lettering "FOUNDED 2004"; below that appears the stylized lettering "CORONADO". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "ISLAND BEER CLUB", "FOUNDED 2004" AND "CORONADO"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events and get-togethers for club members and member organizations  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: Mar. 16, 2006  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2006

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: William R. Crenshaw  
- **Address**: William R. Crenshaw 819 1st Street Coronado CALIFORNIA 92118  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: IBC.001T

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CREATE YOURSELF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97268068</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Kits comprised of ingredients for making chocolate truffle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Create Yourself **Address** Create Yourself 1623 Meadow View Lane St. George UTAH 84770 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** UTAH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FREE TIME FITNESS 24/7

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97268173 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096732
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of of a clock surrounded by an arrow, and to the right the stylized wording FREE TIME FITNESS 24/7 in which the I in TIME is replaced by an hourglass design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FITNESS 24/7"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Consulting services in the fields of fitness and exercise; Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Providing fitness and exercise facilities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

For On-line retail store services featuring health care products, therapy products, fitness equipment, supplements, beverages, food products, clothing, personal care products; Retail store services featuring health care products, therapy products, fitness equipment, supplements, beverages, food products, clothing, personal care products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name NOTARO HEALTH GROUP, INC. Address NOTARO HEALTH GROUP, INC. 7304 Townsend Drive North Tonawanda NEW YORK 14120 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney GIBBONS, BRIAN R
TM 7867 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARTWHEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97268404 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7096733
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Developing customized software in the field of delivery services and management for others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in facilitating delivery services and management of delivery operations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 22, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GR Dispatch, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Cartwheel Address GR Dispatch, Inc 17200 Burbank Blvd #249 Encino CALIFORNIA 91316 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  MAGELLAN MASTERMIND & NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97268430  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2022  Registration Number  7096734
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "NETWORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of financial advisor services, business, and professional development
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Mar. 31, 2018  In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  International Performance Group Inc.  Address  International Performance Group Inc.  8190 Compton Way Melbourne  FLORIDA  32940  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  4107-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AFFORDABLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97268903 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7096735 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the lower case wording "AFFORDABLES" with the two letters "A" being a lighter color than the other letters, and with lines looping around some of the letters at various points. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AFFORDABLES"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 174095 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 22, 2013 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Foreign Expiration Date May 24, 2032 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Oct. 19, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Headwear; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Clothing Jackets; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jain, Nitin Jain Yash Address Jain, Nitin Jain Yash Warehouse No. 1 (C) Jebel Ali Free Zone Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR. 46525 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship INDIA
Owner Name Jain, Geetika Jain Suresh Kumar Address Jain, Geetika Jain Suresh Kumar Warehouse No. 1 (C) Jebel Ali Free Zone Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIR. 46525 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MENTORHOOD VISIBLE THINKING MATH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97268993 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7096736
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Mentorhood" represented in a stylized font and the words "VISIBLE THINKING MATH" represented in a standard font and placed under the first word element. A design consisting of the graphic representation of circles connected by lines is placed at the end of the word element. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MATH" Translation The wording Mentorhood Visible thinking Math has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational publications, namely, manuals, books and brochures in the fields of provision of remedial educational services; Printed worksheets in the fields of education and training
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Dec. 22, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2021
For Education services, namely, providing of classes, tutoring and mentoring in the field of math; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of mathematics via an online website; Providing education in the field of of pre-kindergarten through grade 12 and college education rendered through correspondence courses
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 22, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2021
For Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of pre-kindergarten through grade 12 and college education; Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of tutoring service
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 22, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2021
For Digital media, namely, books, e-books, magazines, newspapers, text, images, downloadable digital audio recordings, downloadable audio-visual recordings featuring pre-kindergarten through grade 12 and college course content; downloadable computer software featuring educational games and instruction for K-12 and college courses; Downloadable computer software for the provision of math education services; Pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser disks and DVDs featuring sound recordings and audiovisual recordings on the subject of math education in Class 09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2013</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mentorhood Limited
Address Mentorhood Limited 209A W. COMM. CEN.,MARINA SQ. Hong Kong HONG KONG 000000
Legal Entity private limited company
State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STORGEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97269336
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096737
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Storgem has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Baseball bats and baseball batting tees; Baseball batting cage nets; Baseball batting tees; Baseball gloves; Baseball mitts; Basketball nets; Fins for sports equipment boards, namely, kiteboards, surfboards, bodyboards, paddleboards; Fishing tackle; Golf practice nets; Hand-held fishing nets; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Nets for badminton; Soccer ball goal nets; Toy for pets; Volleyball nets
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 18, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 18, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SHEN ZHEN SHI MAI SHANG KE JI CO,.LTD
- **Address**: SHEN ZHEN SHI MAI SHANG KE JI CO,.LTD CHUIHUGONGYEYUAN 8DONG 3G FUYONG JIEDAO XINTANGLU HUAIDE SHEN ZHEN SHI BAOANQU CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIMBOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269395 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7096738
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for analyzing and reporting self-assessment of illness; Downloadable mobile applications for healthcare and cognitive monitoring, screening, assessment, diagnosis, and intervention to monitor and improve cognitive functions for use by healthcare professionals or patients; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for healthcare and cognitive monitoring, screening, assessment, diagnosis, and intervention to monitor and improve cognitive functions for use by healthcare professionals or patients; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for healthcare and cognitive monitoring, screening, assessment, diagnosis, and intervention to monitor and improve cognitive functions for use by healthcare professionals or patients
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 31, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021
For Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Clinical mental health counseling services; Providing mental health and wellness information
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 13, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Limbix Health, Inc. Address Limbix Health, Inc. 548 Market St. PMB 91609 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BILLINGS, JOHN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOORE & COMPANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97269444</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark  | The mark consists of a lion enclosed in oval shape to the left of the words "MOORE & COMPANY" written in stylized letters. |
| Color Claimed            | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer               | "& COMPANY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 16, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Michael T. Moore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Michael T. Moore 255 Aragon Avenue, 3rd Floor Coral Gables FLORIDA 33134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 13200.8020 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | POLZER, NATALIE M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) US UNIVERSITY SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269464 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7096740
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylistic "U" with an "S" interwoven with the right leg of the "U" that is adjacent the word "UNIVERSITY" with a line and word "SERVICES" underneath "UNIVERSITY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SERVICES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1720934

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drug testing for substance abuse; Wellness and health-related consulting services; Medical services; Medical counseling; Medical clinic services; Medical radiology services; Medical services in the nature of drug and alcohol testing for substance abuse and medication compliance; Medication counseling; Providing information to patients in the field of administering medications; Providing medical information
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 31, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name University MRO, LLC Address University MRO, LLC Suite A 2800 Black Lake Place Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19154 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 149154.00020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
TWINKLE LITTLE DOLL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97269818</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DOLL" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Toys, namely, dolls and doll accessories |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 11, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | The New York Doll Collection, Inc. |
| Address | The New York Doll Collection, Inc. 11 S. Post Lane Airmont NEW YORK 10952 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | TM4867 |
| Examining Attorney | SPARROW, MARY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SPIRIT OF THE OUTER BANKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269916 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7096742
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rum International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Aug. 24, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Outer Banks Craft Distilling LLC Address Outer Banks Craft Distilling LLC 510 Budleigh Street Manteo NORTH CAROLINA 27954 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 41440.111379

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 3D REALIZATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97271445 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7096743
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "3D"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animation and special-effects design for others; Animation design for others; Design for others in the field of graphic arts; Design of information graphics and data visualization materials; Graphic design services for creating photorealistic animation designs for others; Graphic illustration and drawing services, namely, creating photorealistic animation designs for others; Computer graphics design services, namely, creating of computer-modeled versions of human beings using computer animation for use in movies, television, internet, games and other applications; Design and development of computer-modeled versions of human beings using computer animation for use in movies, television, internet, games and other applications

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Advocacy Digital Media, LLC Address Advocacy Digital Media, LLC 2650 N. Lakeview Ave. #3005 Chicago ILLINOIS 60614 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUTURE HOUSE AWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97272050 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7096744
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording FUTURE HOUSE AWARDS inside of a polygon shape. Disclaimer "FUTURE HOUSE AWARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of housing, residential buildings and structures, and architecture
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 31, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Metropolitan Arts Press Ltd. Address Metropolitan Arts Press Ltd. 601 South Prospect Street Galena ILLINOIS 61036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 64105-217401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIZE DESIGNS FOR MODERN FURNITURE + LIGHTING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97272071
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096745
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording PRIZE DESIGNS FOR MODERN FURNITURE + LIGHTING inside of a triangular shape.
- **Disclaimer**: "PRIZE DESIGNS FOR MODERN FURNITURE + LIGHTING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of furniture and lighting
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Metropolitan Arts Press Ltd.
- **Address**: Metropolitan Arts Press Ltd. 601 South Prospect Street Galena ILLINOIS 61036
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 64105-216747

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPELL A BRATE TAMPA WHERE LETTERS GO TO SHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97272513 Application Filing Date: Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number: 7096746 Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the words "SPELL A BRATE TAMPA" in large capital letters, resembling a marquee, with dots interspersed within the letters reminiscent of lights bulbs on a marquee. The words "SPELL A BRATE TAMPA" appear in three dimensions, with the appearance of a shadow. Small circles appear between the words "SPELL" "A" "BRATE" and "TAMPA" with a star design with multiple points appearing in the circles. Under the words "SPELL A BRATE TAMPA" are the smaller words "WHERE LETTERS GO TO SHINE" written in a lower case stylized script. Disclaimer: "TAMPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Rental of lighting apparatus for displaying radiant letters, symbols and messages International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services First Use: Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce: Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Rook Ventures, LLC Address: Rook Ventures, LLC 3304 Latania Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33618 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPELL A BRATIONS WHERE LETTERS GO TO SHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97272540 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7096747
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SPELL A BRATIONS" in large capital letters, resembling a marquee, with dots interspersed within the letters reminiscent of lights bulbs on a marquee. The words "SPELL A BRATIONS" appear in three dimensions, with the appearance of a shadow. Small circles appear between the words "SPELL" "A" and "BRATIONS" with a star design with multiple points appearing in the circles. Under the words "SPELL A BRATIONS" are the smaller words "WHERE LETTERS GO TO SHINE" written in a lower case stylized script.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of lighting apparatus for displaying radiant letters, symbols and messages
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rook Ventures, LLC Address Rook Ventures, LLC 3304 Latania Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33618 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPELL A BRATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97272552 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7096748
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SPELL A BRATIONS" in large capital letters, resembling a marquee, with dots interspersed within the letters reminiscent of lights bulbs on a marquee. The words "SPELL A BRATIONS" appear in three dimensions, with the appearance of a shadow. Small circles appear between the words "SPELL" "A" and "BRATIONS" with a star design with multiple points appearing in the circles.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of lighting apparatus for displaying radiant letters, symbols and messages
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rook Ventures, LLC Address Rook Ventures, LLC 3304 Latania Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33618
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): NATIVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97272623 Application Filing Date: Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number: 7096749
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized "N" within a circle beside the wording "NATIVO". Translation: The English translation of "NATIVO" in the mark is "NATIVE". Acquired Distinctiveness: In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement: As to "NATIVO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 6246859, 6897219

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Software as a service, namely, providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for online message and advertisement delivery system, namely, software for enabling website publishers and third-party advertisers to control, target and deploy relevant content-based advertising matched to the layout of each website accessible to computer users through various internet-based devices

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce: Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Nativo, Inc. Address: Nativo, Inc. 222 Pacific Coast Highway, 10th Floor El Segundo CA 90245 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 231407-00012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ABS ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97273652
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096750
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0129170/1700432
- **International Registration Number**: 1700432
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1943587, 1979171, 3696345 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for leveraging waste stream and emissions data to provide transparent reporting to support more sustainable and safer vessel operations; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for monitoring, tracking and providing data regarding environmental metrics and carbon intensity, namely, emissions, garbage, waste and consumables, of marine and offshore assets; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for viewing, monitoring and tracking the performance, efficiency, emissions profile, and historical voyage data of marine and offshore assets
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ABS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS LLC
- **Address**: ABS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS LLC
  1701 CITY PLAZA DRIVE
  SPRING TEXAS 77389
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 020122.0114

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEMPWISE HEATING AND COOLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97273797 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7096751
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized owl holding a magnifying glass over its face with the left wing and a wrench in its claws and such design is centered above the stylized wordings "TEMPWISE" and "HEATING AND COOLING", which appear within bordered designs. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEATING AND COOLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TempWise Heating & Cooling, LLC Address TempWise Heating & Cooling, LLC 2465 S 630 W Hurricane UT 84737 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GADSON, SHARI B.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  KNIVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97274171 Application Filing Date  Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number  7096752
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dog toys
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Aug. 27, 2018 In Commerce  Aug. 27, 2018

For  Shock absorbers for machines, namely, anti-vibration foot pads for washing machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Aug. 27, 2018 In Commerce  Aug. 27, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jorge Rodriguez Address  Jorge Rodriguez PH Country Park Torre 1000 Calle 73 Este Panama City PANAMA 0919 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  PANAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  JRO.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAYS, CANDACE W
TM 7887
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TERRADAPTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97274247 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7096753
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable anchoring system composed of legs, leg clamps, leg hobbles, coupling pins, lash rings, and rigging plates for use as safety equipment in securing lines and equipment in rescue, industrial, and wilderness environments

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2009 In Commerce 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harken, Incorporated Address Harken, Incorporated N15W24983 Bluemound Road Pewaukee WISCONSIN 53072 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 073743-0242

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 1128 CAPITAL

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97274394</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2022</td>
<td>7096754</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CAPITAL”

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Real estate investment management services; Capital investment services; Real estate investment consultancy services; Real estate investment trust services; Real estate investment trust management services; Real estate investment trust advisory services; Financial investment in the field of real estate; Real estate investment consultancy; Real estate investment advisory services; Financing of real estate development projects; Loan origination services; Real estate procurement for others achieved via the purchase of mortgages and trust deeds; Financial investment services, namely, administering the issuance of mortgage-backed securities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>1128 Capital Holdings, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>1128 Capital Holdings, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7950 Legacy Drive, Suite 400-315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plano, TEXAS 75024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>20537/2/3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examine Attorneys**

- **STANWOOD, STEPHEN D**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MONTANA RIO, INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97274906 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7096755
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INC." Translation The English translation of "RIO" in the mark is "RIVER".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hat bands
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004
For Clothing, namely, hats, headwear, cowboy hats, and clothing straps for hats, namely, stampede strings; Clothing, namely, shirts, vests, sweater, jackets, coats, shawls, wild rags being scarves, neckerchiefs, scarves, chaps, and equine riding apparel in the nature of spur straps being straps specially adapted for cowboy boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Montana Rio, Inc. Address Montana Rio, Inc. 3700 N. Golden Rule Rd. Cochise ARIZONA 85606
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BAR ABOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97275938 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7096756
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agricultural implements, namely, concave threshers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 29, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KB AG CORPORATION, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ESTES PERFORMANCE CONCAVES
Address KB AG CORPORATION, LLC 11816 Inwood Rd #1024 Dallas TEXAS 75244 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WET THE BEAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97275968 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7096757
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Golf shirts; Sports shirts; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Andrew Von Lossow DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Glen Cove Trading Company Address Andrew Von Lossow 3019 E 19th Ave Spokane WASHINGTON 99223 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WTB1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97276037</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a half human half gorilla face, Under the face is the words Gorilla Guard. Between the words Gorilla and Guard there is a double G logo with the numbers 410 on the left side of it and 443 on the right side of it.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ernest Shoffner, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Footwear; Headwear; Athletic bottoms; Athletic tops; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing; Undergarments
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2019

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Shoffner, Ernest
- **Address**: Shoffner, Ernest 6119 Glenoak Ave Baltimore MARYLAND 21214
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CHAMPAGNE - ON - ICE 90Z
SOY CANDLE N0 23 ENGAGED AF! INFUSED WITH: OVER-ENTHUSIASTIC BRIDESMAIDS - HAPPY EVER AFTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97276114 Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2022 Registration Number   7096759
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ENGAGED AF! CHAMPAGNE - ON - ICE 90Z SOY CANDLE N0 23 INFUSED WITH: OVER-ENTHUSIASTIC BRIDESMAIDS - HAPPY EVER AFTER" inside a label for the goods that features a beige background rectangle composed of five connecting rectangles outlined in black with the wording "CHAMPAGNE - ON - ICE 90Z SOY CANDLE N0 23 INFUSED WITH: OVER-ENTHUSIASTIC BRIDESMAIDS - HAPPY EVER AFTER", all in black, inside different rectangles, with "ENGAGED" in gold in the middle and AF! in black under the word "ENGAGED". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed  The colors beige and gold, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "90Z SOY CANDLE N0 23"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Candles
International Classes   4 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 6, 15 International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels
First Use  Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Soy and Sass LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Soy & Sass Address  Soy and Sass LLC  16192 coastal highway lewes DELAWARE  19958 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VONTOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97276241 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7096760
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VONTOX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric hand-held drills; Glue guns, electric; Hydraulic hammers; Hydraulic jacks; Hydraulic power units; Hydraulic torque wrenches; Hydraulically actuated tools, namely, pliers; Knives, electric; Rivet guns; Scissors, electric; Screwdrivers, electric; Shears, electric; Electric hand-held hammers; Power drills; Power saws; Power-driven wrenches; Power-operated angle grinders; Power-operated nailing guns
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 24, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN KAIHENG LEI KEJI YOUXIANGONGSI Address SHENZHEN KAIHENG LEI KEJI YOUXIANGONGSI A311-B3, RONGCHAOJINGMAO ZHONGXIN, 4028HAO JINTIANLU, FUZHONGSHEQU SHENZHENSHI CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97276758 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7096761
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a heart coming out of a box. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, providing books, toys, school supplies, arts and crafts supplies, stickers and games to ill people and hospital patients; charitable services, namely, providing books, toys, school supplies, arts and crafts supplies, stickers and games to ill children and teenagers who are or will be hospitalized; charitable services, namely, providing books, toys, school supplies, arts and crafts supplies, stickers and games to parents of ill children and teenagers
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Mar. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simple Gifts Project Address Simple Gifts Project 1422 Persimmon Lane Warrington PENNSYLVANIA 18976 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SIMG-101US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SIMPLE GIFTS PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97276763 Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number  7096762
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "GIFTS PROJECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable services, namely, providing books, toys, school supplies, arts and crafts supplies, stickers and games to ill people and hospital patients; charitable services, namely, providing books, toys, school supplies, arts and crafts supplies, stickers and games to ill children and teenagers who are or will be hospitalized; charitable services, namely, providing books, toys, school supplies, arts and crafts supplies, stickers and games to parents of ill children and teenagers International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Mar. 2017 In Commerce  Mar. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Simple Gifts Project Address  Simple Gifts Project 1422 Persimmon Lane  Warrington PENNSYLVANIA 18976 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SIMG-100US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHOE, JULIE H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOMES PERCEPTION

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97276903</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
<td>7096763</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the terms &quot;HOMES PERCEPTION&quot; in a stylized font. The term &quot;Homes&quot; is placed above the term &quot;Perception&quot;. The &quot;O&quot; of &quot;homes&quot; is a cross-stitch pattern.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclaimer** "HOMES"

---

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bed sheets; Pillow covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>HOMES PERCEPTION LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>HOMES PERCEPTION LLC  # 1151 5407 Wilshire Blvd  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KING, LINDA M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Providing an on-line, non-downloadable, Internet-based e-commerce software application for allowing users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network in the field of vehicle auctions and sales; Providing an on-line, non-downloadable, Internet-based e-commerce software application for allowing users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network in the field of auctions and sales; Providing a website featuring technology that enables internet users to access online vehicle auctions and sales for the purpose of conducting vehicle purchase and sale transactions; Providing a website featuring technology that enables internet users to access online auctions and sales of goods for the purpose of conducting purchase and sale transactions |
| **International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| **First Use** | Feb. 16, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 16, 2022 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>619942.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BERGER, MAGDALENA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   97277408  Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2022  Registration Number   7096765
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For   Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery chargers; Charging stations for electric vehicles; Electric charging cables; Electrical apparatus, namely, charging stations for charging electric vehicles

International Classes     9 - Primary Classes  US Classes     21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use   Dec. 08, 2021  In Commerce   Dec. 08, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use   Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name   Nanjing Wissenergy Technology Co., Ltd.  Address   Nanjing Wissenergy Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 901, No.188, Lushan Road, Jianye District, Nanjing, Jiangsu  CHINA  210019  Legal Entity   limited company (Ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number   US036201T

Examiner Attorney

Examining Attorney   MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TXMOYI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97277438 Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number  7096766
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording TXMOYI has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Acrylic nail powder and liquid preparations for shaping or sculpting nails; Adhesives for affixing false nails; Adhesives for artificial nails; Artificial fingernails; Decalcomanias for fingernails; False nails; False nails made of powder and liquid acrylcs, polymer resin, silk; Fingernail decals; Fingernail embellishments; Fingernail jewelry; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail polish; Nail polish pens; Nail polishing powder; Nail repair products, namely, nail wraps; Nail tips; Nail varnish
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Dec. 22, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Tianxi Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Yiwu Tianxi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 202, Unit 5, Building 36 Lingyun Sixth District, Beiyuan Street Yiwu City CHINA  322000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS114879

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GANDONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97277475 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7096767
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation "GANDONE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative water fountains; Diving lights; LED underwater lights; Ornamental fountains

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhouhu Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhouhu Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd. 302, Office Bldg. 5, Tongfukang Shuitian Industrial Park, Changcheng Road, Shiyan Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** HAMPTON MANOR
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Providing assisted living facilities
- **International Classes:** 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101
- **International Class Title:** Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use:** Dec. 1995
- **In Commerce:** Dec. 1995

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Ocala ALF Holdings, LLC
- **Address:** Ocala ALF Holdings, LLC c/o Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt 1715 Monroe Street, Fort Myers, FLORIDA 33902
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country:** FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number:** 40583-1

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAMPTON MANOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97277576 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7096769
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized tree and sun design adjacent to the words "HAMPTON MANOR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing assisted living facilities
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 2013 In Commerce Jan. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ocala ALF Holdings, LLC Address Ocala ALF Holdings, LLC c/o Henderson, Franklin, Starnes & Holt 1715 Monroe Street Fort Myers FLORIDA 33902 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40583-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97277588  Application Filing Date: Feb. 21, 2022  Registration Number: 7096770
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the shape of a human head with a beard and a helmet.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Headwear, namely, caps
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  International Class Title: Clothing  First Use: Jan. 15, 2022  In Commerce: Jan. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Villalpando Jonathan Daniel  Address: Villalpando Jonathan Daniel  166 Prato Palma  San Antonio  TEXAS  78253  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97277819</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
<td>7096771</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BONE WATER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Anti-inflammatory herbal salves and skin ointments
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 30, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SAINT APOTHECARY LLC
- **Address**: SAINT APOTHECARY LLC 506 51ST AVE N SAINT PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33703
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: SAINT-002TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEW MATH COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97277884 Application Filing Date: Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number: 7096772
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a drawing of a woman and a skull, and underneath them are the words "new math coffee" written in a stack and in a large, stylized font. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Roasted coffee
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes US Classes: 46 International Class Title: Staple Foods First Use: Apr. 01, 2020 In Commerce: Apr. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: New Math Coffee Address: New Math Coffee 1613 N Richmond St, Apt. 1 Chicago ILLINOIS 60647
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CALLING ALL PAWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97277951</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
<td>7096773</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Mobile pet grooming in mobile grooming unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Calling All Paws L.L.C.  **Address**  Calling All Paws L.L.C.  41390 N OLD WOODFORD RD  Wadsworth  ILLINOIS  60083  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  22010-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Exempting Attorney**  MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BS BREVETTI STENDALTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278090 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7096774
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S) NUMERICAL DRAWING IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized design which is formed by a
combination of the letter "B" and "S" next to the stylized wording "BREVETTI STENDALTO". Color Claimed Color
is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREVETTI" Translation The English translation of
"BREVETTI" in the mark is "PATENTS". The wording "STENDALTO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Auxiliary devices and apparatus for machines, machine tools and industrial plants, namely, cable chains for use as
carriers for robotics, cable chains for use as carriers for use in foundries and steel plants, cable chains for use as carriers for
high-temperature machines, cable chains for use as carriers for oil and gas equipment, and cable chains for use as carriers for
feeding and driving lines

For Electric cables or wires for machines and industrial plants

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 04, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BREVETTI STENDALTO S.p.A. Address BREVETTI STENDALTO S.p.A. Viale Stucchi, 66/8 Monza
(Milano) ITALY I-20052 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 609-46
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREENE, BYRON D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUFFY PALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278122 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7096775
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "PUFFY PALS" in red text with a shading effect around the letters within a white, heart shaped cutout enclosed by a red circle. Color Claimed The colors red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Bradford Exchange, Ltd. Address The Bradford Exchange, Ltd. 9333 N. Milwaukee Ave. Niles ILLINOIS 60714 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECANUS LAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278142 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7096776
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAW" Translation The English translation of "DECANUS" in the mark is "DEAN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; Legal services relating to company formation and registration; Legal services relating to issuing of trademark registrations; Legal services relating to the exploitation of film copyright; Legal services, namely, providing customized documentation, information, counseling, advice and consultation services in all areas of entrepreneurship, trademarks, copyright, contracts, business, business formation, LLCs, and brand protection
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Decanus Law, PLLC Address Decanus Law, PLLC 18117 Biscayne Blvd Suite #2445 Aventura FLORIDA 33160 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97278430
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 22, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096777
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: WEST OF ORLEANS TOGO AND CATERING
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TO GO AND CATERING"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6593876

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Restaurant and catering services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: jmArc inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA west of orleans togo and catering
- **Address**: jmArc inc 3321 kimber drive suite c newbury park CALIFORNIA 91320
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: dejablu2022

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIVE & HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278521 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7096778
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trays for domestic purposes; Trays for household purposes; Serving trays, namely, cabarets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Oct. 21, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2018

For Scented room sprays
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Oct. 21, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2018

For Candles; Perfumed candles; Scented candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Oct. 21, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hive Furnishings, LLC Address Hive Furnishings, LLC 478 S. West Frontage Road, #101 Springville UTAH 84663 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorneys GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLOUR & FIRE WOOD-FIRED PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278622 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7096779
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the capitalized wording "FLOUR & FIRE" appearing in white. Beneath the wording "FLOUR & FIRE" is the wording "WOOD-FIRED", beneath which is the wording "PIZZA", all appearing in capital letters in the color white. To the left of the wording is a stylized depiction of a pizza peel handle appearing in white with a circle. All of the wording is surrounded by a white circle, with the top of the circle being broken up into small white squares, and the bottom of the circle being a solid white line. Above the wording "FLOUR & FIRE" is a stylized image of flames appearing in a yellow, orange, and red gradient. Within the flame is a stylized depiction of grain. The color black represents background only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, orange, red and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FLOUR" AND "WOOD-FIRED PIZZA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pizza
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FF Pizza LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Flour && Fire Wood Fired Pizza Address FF Pizza LLC 23177 Joseph Street Champaign ILLINOIS 61822 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97278799  Application Filing Date: Feb. 22, 2022  Registration Number: 7096780
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a phoenix coming out of a circle with three stars in the upper left.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Copper Coin Ballet Company  Address: Copper Coin Ballet Company  420 S. 6th St.  Springfield ILLINOIS  62701  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97279061
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 22, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096781
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a black silhouette of a man running with his arms outstretched on a green trail under which is the stylized wording "YOUR" in the color blue followed by the stylized wording "TIME" in the color black. To the right of the wording is a blue plus sign outlined in white with a blue outer outline. All of the foregoing is on a white background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white, black, blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information
**For**: providing endurance running performance information services, namely, providing a website featuring information about endurance running performance for runners and coaches that may be used to determine what a performance on one cross-country course, road-race course and track would be and its equivalent on another course by identifying an equivalent overall performance capability and time on that other course if run with equal competitiveness and may be used to determine the most energy efficient pace per mile and kilometer customized to an individualized fitness level to estimate a time on a specific running course; providing endurance running performance information services, namely, providing information regarding teams and individual runners performance ranking relative to other runners for each running course; providing online personal coaching services in the field of endurance running

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 10, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2021

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Tucker, John, N.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA On Course Rating Systems, LLC
- **Address**: Tucker, John, N.  https://yourtimeplus.com/  PO Box 470  Lexington  VIRGINIA  24450
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINGDOM FULL TABERNACLE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97279412  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2022  Registration Number 7096782
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "TABERNACLE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Christian spiritual counseling services; and operating places of assembly for prayer and worship, namely, providing specialized facilities for religious ceremonies
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Jul. 24, 2016  In Commerce  Jul. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kingdom Full Tabernacle International Ministries  Address  Kingdom Full Tabernacle International Ministries  65 Tokeneke Road  Darien  CONNECTICUT  06820  Legal Entity  charitable, non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  97280394

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VANISH ONLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279639 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7096783
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ONLINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live music concerts

For Musical sound recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 25, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2020

For Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, pants, and headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 25, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tapia, Mariano Paz Address Tapia, Mariano Paz 807 Sartori Ave Torrance CALIFORNIA 90501
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97279639

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KIKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279738 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7096784
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KIKY has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes hangers
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 31, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Shuhua Furniture Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Shuhua Furniture Co., Ltd. Room 401, Building 4, No. 7, South 1st Lane, Minxin Road, Dalingshan Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523819 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MS
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RUTDREO PILLOWCASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97280198
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096785
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PILLOWCASE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bedspreads; Coverlets; Curtains; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Cushion covers; Fitted bed sheets; Lap blankets; Lap rugs; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Quilt covers; Sleeping bags for camping; Table linen of textile; Tapestries of textile; Towels of textile; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Feb. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Linyi County Lingling Pen and Ink Store
- **Address**: Linyi County Lingling Pen and Ink Store 1F, Hualong Business Building, No. 400, Fudong Street, Yishi Town, Linyi County, Yuncheng, Shanxi CHINA 044000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: hytm2021
- **Examining Attorney**: SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  VDADA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97280498 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7096786 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No | Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "VDADA" above four stylized Japanese characters. The first, third, and fourth characters include a design formed by two small ovals side by side. A plus symbol appears to the right of the wording and Japanese characters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording VDADA has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to BUIDADA and this means VDADA in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Multicookers; Air fryers; Bread baking machines; Ceramic stoves; Electric autoclaves for cooking; Electric coffee makers; Electric radiators; Electric rice cooker; Electric soymilk makers; Electromagnetic induction cookers; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household use; Kettles, electric; Microwave ovens
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes | US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
Environmental Control Apparatus |
First Use  Feb. 01, 2022 | In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TETSUGI Co., Ltd. | Address  TETSUGI Co., Ltd. No. 11-24, Honmachi 2-chome, Sanjo City Niigata Prefecture JAPAN 943-0184 |
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) |
State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ASPEN LEARNING LIBRARY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97280557</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "LEARNING LIBRARY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4228564, 4228563

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Providing online non-downloadable study guides and aids, outlines, case briefs, videos, question and answer flashcards, ebooks, textbooks, and audio recordings all in the legal field

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Dec. 20, 2021

**In Commerce** Dec. 20, 2021

**For** Arranging subscriptions of the online publications of others for law students and legal education institutions in the nature of study guides and aids, outlines, case briefs, videos, question and answer flashcards, ebooks, textbooks, and audio recordings in the legal field

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Dec. 20, 2021

**In Commerce** Dec. 20, 2021

**For** Providing subscription-based temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for enabling user access to study guides and aids, outlines, case briefs, videos, question and answer flashcards, ebooks, textbooks, and audio recordings all in the field of the law and legal education for law students and legal education institutions

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Dec. 20, 2021

**In Commerce** Dec. 20, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Aspen OpCo, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Aspen OpCo, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7201 McKinney Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frederick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>104065.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HARMON, RAYMOND E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORDINARY PEOPLE CHANGE
THE WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97280793 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7096788
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ORDINARY" positioned above
"PEOPLE", which is positioned above "CHANGE", which is positioned above "THE", which is positioned above
"WORLD". The stylized words "ORDINARY PEOPLE CHANGE" and "WORLD" are in uppercase lettering, and the
word "THE" is in lower case letters with the initial letter "T" in uppercase. There is one short horizontal line to the right
and to the left of "THE". The words are placed inside of a rectangular-shaped figure. Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4183236

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, books in the field of motivational stories, biographies, and narratives about acts of
kindness, charity and heroism; Series of printed children's books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
For Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of motivational stories, biographies, and
narratives about acts of kindness, charity and heroism; Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in
the field of children's entertainment; Providing online newsletters in the field of motivational stories, biographies, and
narratives about acts of kindness, charity and heroism via e-mail; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of
motivational stories, biographies, and narratives about acts of kindness, charity and heroism
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
For Audio books in the field of motivational stories, biographies, and narratives about acts of kindness, charity and heroism; Downloadable e-books in the field of motivational stories, biographies, and narratives about acts of kindness, charity and heroism; Downloadable image files containing activity sheets for children, mazes and puzzle exercises, dot-connecting exercises, coloring pages, word searching exercises, and writing exercises; Downloadable series of children's books

|-----------------------|---------------------|------------|--------------------|--------------------------|-----------------------------------|----------|---------------|--------------|---------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  FORTY-FOUR STEPS, INC.  **Address**  FORTY-FOUR STEPS, INC.  3171 N. 35th Street  Hollywood  FLORIDA  33021  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  25860.4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97280835</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096789</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the fanciful design of the head of a smiling bear appearing in dark gray, light gray, gray, and white. **Color Drawing** | Yes |

**Color Claimed**
The color(s) dark gray, light gray, gray, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

**Priority Claimed** | Yes |
| **Foreign Application Number** | 40-2022-0019895 |
| **Foreign Application Filing Date** | Jan. 28, 2022 |
| **Foreign Registration Number** | 40-1914976 |
| **Foreign Registration Date** | Sep. 28, 2022 |
| **Foreign Application/Registration County** | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |
| **Foreign Expiration Date** | Sep. 28, 2032 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Stationery; Stickers; Adhesive note paper; Book marks; Embroidery design patterns printed on paper; Gift wrapping paper; Letter paper; Paper baby bibs; Paper bags; Paper kitchen towels; Paper notebooks; Paper place mats; Passport cases; Printed diaries; Protective covers for books; Sketch books; Tissue paper

**International Classes**
16 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
**International Class Title**
Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
GFFG CO., LTD.

**Address**
GFFG CO., LTD. 15, DOSAN-DAERO, 53-GIL, GANGNAM-GU SEOUL REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06019

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**
6816-0006TM

**Examining Attorney**
CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97280848 Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number  7096790
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the fanciful design of the head of a smiling bear appearing in dark gray, light gray, gray, and white. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark gray, light gray, gray, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  40-2022-0019894 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 28, 2022 Foreign Registration Number  40-01923002 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 18, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 18, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earphones; Auxiliary battery packs; Battery cases; Carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, touch pads; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Computer peripherals; Laptop carrying cases; Pouches made in whole or substantial part of leather specially adapted for cell phones; Protective cases for audio equipment in the nature of earphones; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Selfie sticks; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Straps for mobile phones
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GFFG CO., LTD. Address  GFFG CO., LTD. 15, DOSAN-DAERO, 53-GIL, GANGNAM-GU SEOUL REPUBLIC OF KOREA  06019 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6816-0005TM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HONEY DEW DONUTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97281053 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7096791
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DONUTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3122504, 3091909, 4237831 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store service featuring doughnuts for consumption off the premises
For Coffee; Doughnuts; Muffins and pastry; Coffee beans; Coffee drinks; Ground coffee; Iced coffee; Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages
For Coffee shops; Doughnut shops in the nature of a restaurant; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 24, 1974 In Commerce Apr. 10, 1977
For Fruit-flavored beverages; Non-carbonated, non-alcoholic frozen flavored beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Jun. 24, 1974 In Commerce Apr. 10, 1977

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) H2AC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97281073  Application Filing Date: Feb. 23, 2022  Registration Number: 7096792
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cooling and heating devices, namely, heat exchangers being part of machines for exchanging heat between liquid and/or gaseous media, expressly excluding an air cooling and water heating system comprised of a tankless water heater, hot water storage tank, and refrigerant unit
International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title: Machinery  First Use: Oct. 08, 2021  In Commerce: Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 2138.000012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RUSSIAN DUMPLINGS BY DAA! DUMPLINGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97281524</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
<td>7096793</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;RUSSIAN DUMPLINGS&quot; in white stylized font, above &quot;BY DAA! DUMPLINGS&quot; in yellow stylized font, all below a round coil in red, then blue, then white, all against a purple background.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) white, yellow, red, blue, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;RUSSIAN DUMPLINGS&quot; AND &quot;DUMPLINGS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pelmeni; Vareniki being stuffed dumplings; Flour-based dumplings |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use |
| Jan. 04, 2018 | In Commerce | Jan. 04, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Daa! Dumplings LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA Daa! Dumplings Address</th>
<th>Daa! Dumplings LLC 3811 Ditmars Blvd, 1020 Astoria NEW YORK 11105 Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Daa! Dumplings LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly</td>
<td>DBA Daa! Dumplings Address</td>
<td>Daa! Dumplings LLC 3811 Ditmars Blvd, 1020 Astoria NEW YORK 11105 Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 7928 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TECBL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97281596 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7096794
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookcases; Bookshelves; Breakfronts; Chairs; Desks; Furniture; Living room furniture; Lounge furniture; Metal furniture; Office chairs; Office desks; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Standing desks; Storage racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAN, YEFEI Address HAN, YEFEI NO. 4, BEIYAOTOU, YINGLONG VILLAGE COMMITTEE, CHUNJIONG TOWN, XINBEI DISTRICT, CHANGZHOU CITY, JIANGSU CHINA 213002 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)   GARDEN LAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97281657 Application Filing Date   Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number   7096795
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer"GARDEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Balcony enclosures; Fences, not of metal; Millwork, exclusive of cabinets; Non-metal palings; Pergolas not primarily of metal; Structural timber; Wood joists; Wood trim; Wooden fencing in the nature of a noise barrier; Wooden railings
International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials First Use   Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce   Aug. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Qingdao Benidipine E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address   Qingdao Benidipine E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 101, Unit 2, Building 10, No. 482 Heilongjiang Middle Road, Licang Dist. Qingdao  CHINA  266041 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97281720 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096796 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "BC" in stylized form.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kites; Skateboards; Snowboards; Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Bags for skateboards; Longboard skateboards; Longboard surfboards; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Surf boards; Toy scooters

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YU, Dongxing Address YU, Dongxing 13B-F, Xingzuo Building, Shixia north three Street, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CTM2202-059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOOD FIGHTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97281857 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096797
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tops, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters, suits, sport coats, blazers, vests, face masks as headwear, sleepwear, pajamas, bathrobes, beach cover-ups, hosiery, pantyhose, socks, belts for clothing, caps being headwear, hats, headbands, bandanas, scarves, neckties, coats, jackets; knit tops; loungewear; tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paz, Daniel Address Paz, Daniel Apt. 6168 8110 E. Speedway Blvd Tucson ARIZONA 85710 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHAZTOWN JERKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97281909 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096798
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "JERKY" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Charles Howard, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jerky
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 2021 In Commerce Aug. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHAZTOWN JERKY LLC Address CHAZTOWN JERKY LLC 668 Bear Ridge Drive NW Issaquah WASHINGTON 98027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CANVASVILLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97281911</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7096799</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "CANVASVILLA" in a stylized form.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Canvas prints being art prints on canvas; art prints
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shah, Charvee
- **Address**: Shah, Charvee 16192 Coastal Highway Lewes DELAWARE 19958
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: INDIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHINER, MARK W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ARC AND HAMMER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number** 97282278
- **Application Filing Date** Feb. 24, 2022
- **Registration Number** 7096800
- **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Trademark
- **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Brackets of metal for building; Handrails of metal; Works of art of common metal; Works of art of non-precious metal; Metal railings
- **International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title** Metal Goods
- **First Use** Mar. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name** Barnhart, Shelby
- **Address** Barnhart, Shelby 176 Morgan Rd Canton CONNECTICUT 06019
- **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number** ArcHammer-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney** BROWNING, LUKE CASH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) POP! POWER OF PURPOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97282385 Application Filing Date  Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number  7096801
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fundraising services, by means of organizing fundraisers for schools and other groups
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jan. 31, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Community Philanthropic Ventures, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA PoP! Address  Community Philanthropic Ventures, LLC  357 McCaslin Blvd Suite 200  Broomfield  COLORADO  80020 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3007221

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) AB ACAI BRAZIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Restaurant and café services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JYSTZDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97282613</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby rattles; Chest developers; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Fishing tackle; Flippers for scuba diving; Golf accessory pouches; Guts for rackets; Hand wraps for sports use; Inflatable pools for recreational use; Knee guards for athletic use; Ski poles; Tinsel for decorating Christmas trees; Toy cameras; Toy harmonicas; Toy masks; Toy microscopes; Trolley bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Water toys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jiuye Industrial Group Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jiuye Industrial Group Co., Ltd. 5A-016-5A-02,PhaseII,Logistics Zone,No.1 Huanan Ave, Hehua Community, Pinghu St. Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97282638  
Application Filing Date: Feb. 24, 2022  
Registration Number: 7096804  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: “SUPPLEMENTS”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dietary supplement drink mixes for building muscle and aiding in workout recovery; Dietary supplement beverage for building muscle and aiding in workout recovery; Liquid nutritional supplement for building muscle and aiding in workout recovery; Powdered nutritional supplement concentrate for building muscle and aiding in workout recovery; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix for building muscle and aiding in workout recovery; Protein supplement shakes for building muscle and aiding in workout recovery

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

First Use: Oct. 04, 2022  
In Commerce: Oct. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SUB-ZERO SUPPLEMENTS LLC  
- **Address**: SUB-ZERO SUPPLEMENTS LLC 22 ESTHER LANE  
  FLORIDA  
  NEW YORK  
  10921  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 4654

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PERKINS, ELLEN J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97282984
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096805
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Marketing services in the nature of lead generation
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: 2019
- **In Commerce**: 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Reserve Tech, Inc.
- **Address**: Reserve Tech, Inc. 4041 MACARTHUR BOULEVARD, SUITE 400 NEWPORT BEACH CALIFORNIA 92660
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: R7531-5004

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CANADIAN EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97282991 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096806 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANADIAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of hockey; Training services in the field of hockey; Entertainment in the nature of hockey games; Providing training in the field of hockey camps, hockey lessons, hockey clinics; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of hockey
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, socks, shoes, jerseys, hats, shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Johnston, Ryan R. Ronald Address Johnston, Ryan R. Ronald 3910 Polk City road Haines City FLORIDA 33844 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANESH, HARINI
IMB

Mark Literal(s) IMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97283162 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096807
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services related to the administrative coordination of organizations providing humanitarian activities related to world evangelism, religious education and Christian missions; promoting public awareness of the need for world evangelism, religious education and Christian missions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention Address The International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention 3806 Monument Avenue Richmond VIRGINIA 23230 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 223297.18
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POCKET POOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97283165  Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022  Registration Number 7096808
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, adult novelty devices that allow for the discreet collection of semen
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 18, 2013  In Commerce Mar. 18, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xgen, LLC  Address Xgen, LLC  201 Precision Road Horsham PENNSYLVANIA 19044  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5942U.000015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) AOKODUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97283788 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7096809
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AOKODUO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpeting; Rugs; Wallpaper; Artificial turf; Bath mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpet underlay; Door mats; Floor mats; Gymnasium exercise mats; Mats of woven rope for ski slopes; Non-slip mats for baths; Pet feeding mats; Rubber mats; Textile wallpaper; Wall hangings, not of textile
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Jingfan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Jingfan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 304,Unit 1,Building 30, 12 Mountain Village,Houzhai St., Yiwu,Zhejiang CHINA 322008 Legal Entity limited liability company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Leon

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOWINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97283792 Application Filing Date  Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number   7096810
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "YOWINGS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Aquarium ornaments; Bottles, sold empty; Brushes for cleaning golf equipment; Car washing mitts; Cat litter pans; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cleaning brushes for musical instruments; Clothes drying hangers; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Fitted picnic baskets; Garbage pails; Laundry baskets; Non-mechanized animal feeders; Tub brushes

International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass First Use   Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Yanni Sun Address   Yanni Sun  8K12B, Daqing Building, Tianan Community, Shatou Street, Futian District, Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Leon
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97283842 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096811
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SOULTIMES". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Dishware; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Drinking glasses; Gloves for household purposes; Kitchen mitts; Thermally insulated containers for food.
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Chaozhou Gaoyue Technology Co., Ltd. Address Chaozhou Gaoyue Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 405, 4/F, Comprehensive Bldg, No. 362, Chengxin West Road, Chihu Village, Fengxi Dist, Chaozhou City CHINA 521011 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number DC-US-0468
Examiner Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RUSSIAN ASSASSIN BOYZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97284017</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096812</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BOYS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5632069, 5152586

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Online retail store services featuring clothing, namely, caps, headwear, footwear, hats, pants, sweatshirts, t-shirts, hoodies, hoods, jackets, jerseys, all-purpose carrying bags, coffee mug, lighters for smokers, glass smoking pipes, smokers' articles, namely, glass smoking pipes, bongs in the nature of water smoking pipes, tobacco water pipes, tobacco water pipes of glass, articles for smoking, namely, smoking pipes, bongs in the nature of water smoking pipes, smokers' articles, namely, glass, acrylic and ceramic water bongs in the nature of water smoking pipes, smoking water and glass pipes, cigarette rolling papers, ashtrays for smokers, and stickers

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ginipilson, Dimitry
- **Address**: Ginipilson, Dimitry
- **Address**: 22018 Baltar St Canoga Park CALIFORNIA 91304
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUT KWICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284100 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096813
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CUT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial slope mowing and brush cutting equipment, namely, slope mowing machines and brush cutting machines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kut Kwick Corporation Address Kut Kwick Corporation 1927 Newcastle Street Brunswick GEORGIA 31520 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 011126-3070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
WHISKY PARTS CO.

Case Identifiers:
- Serial Number: 97284672
- Application Filing Date: Feb. 25, 2022
- Registration Number: 7096814
- Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023
- Mark Literal(s): WHISKY PARTS CO.

Reason for Publication:
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information:
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "CO."

Goods and Services Information:
- For: Beanies; Hooded sweatshirts; T-shirts; Hats; Shirts
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing
- First Use: Mar. 01, 2011
- In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2011

Basis Information:
- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information:
- Owner Name: Quality Bicycle Products, GBC.
- Address: Quality Bicycle Products, GBC. 6400 W. 105th Street Bloomington, MINNESOTA 55438
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: MINNESOTA

Examining Attorney:
- Examining Attorney: GALANTE, JOSHUA MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) A DOT ON THE SPOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97284687 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 25, 2022 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal anti-itch and sore skin ointment for pets with hot spots, wounds, and radiation dermatitis; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue for pets and animals with hot spots, wounds, and radiation dermatitis; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders, namely, hot spots, wounds, and radiation dermatitis on the skin of pets and animals; Pharmaceutical products for skin care for pets and animals with hot spots, wounds, and radiation dermatitis; Sore skin ointment for pets with hot spots, wounds, and radiation dermatitis

| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Jan. 24, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 24, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |
| Owner Name | AOX BIOPHARMA LLC |
| Address | AOX BIOPHARMA LLC PO BOX 268 ST. CHARLES ILLINOIS 60174 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | S0034-00100 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NALUPAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284781 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096816
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a series of circles and ovals of varying sizes and in blue, navy blue, cerulean, azure, and aqua that form a vague semicircle, evocative of a breaking ocean wave. To the right of this design is the wording "NALU" in navy blue font. Below this wording is the wording "PAY" in blue font. The white in the mark is background only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, navy blue, aqua, azure, and cerulean is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PAY" Translation The English translation of "NALU" in the mark is "wave".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing and loan services; point-of-sale financing; providing embedded financing services to others; financing health care loans to patients; financing retail loans to consumers; providing credit assessment and evaluation services to others International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software to others that allows them to offer, take applications for, and securing financing for loans to their customers International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bankers Healthcare Group, LLC Address Bankers Healthcare Group, LLC 10234 W. State Road 84 Davie FLORIDA 33324 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 438S1426
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUCKET BABY TREE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97284809</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2022</td>
<td>7096817</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “BUCKET” AND “TREE”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Tree care services; Tree removal services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Bucket Baby Tree Service LLC
- **Address**: Bucket Baby Tree Service LLC 19814 Webster St Clinton Township MICHIGAN 48035
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Exchanging Attorney**: ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284855 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096818
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two wave designs facing each other.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Small-sized electric fans for personal use attached to liveries or clothing
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Sep. 2019

For Rechargeable batteries; batteries; battery charge devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Sep. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUN-S Co., Ltd. Address SUN-S Co., Ltd. 741-1, Ooaza Kawaminami Kannabe-cho, Fukuyama-shi Hiroshima JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SSCO00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SWEETHONEY DESSERT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97284889 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096819
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DESSERT” Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5089728

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and café services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 01, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHD DESSERT LLC Address SHD DESSERT LLC 155 98TH AVE Oakland CALIFORNIA 94603
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SweetHoney

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exising Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THOMASPARTNERS STRATEGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285106 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096820
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "THOMASPARTNERS" above the word "STRATEGIES", with a horizontal line separating them. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer STRATEGIES

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4364879, 4364878

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial strategy, planning, advisory and brokerage services in the fields of finance and financial investments, financial asset and portfolio management

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. Address Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. 211 Main Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 888677-0040

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NUTRISHED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285515 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096821
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes and programs in the field of health and nutrition and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 09, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2020
For Consulting services in the fields of health and nutrition; Dietician services; Nutrition counseling

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 09, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nutrished Dietitian Nutrition Solutions, P.C. Address Nutrished Dietitian Nutrition Solutions, P.C. Suite 200 50 CLINTON STREET Hempstead NEW YORK 11550 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOVALSKY, LAURA G
TM 7956 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESCENDANT OF THIEVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285546 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096822
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4210466

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blazers; Hoods; Jeans; Pants; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shorts; Singlets; Slacks; Socks; Undershirts; Underwear; Wind-jackets; A-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic shorts; Baseball caps and hats; Belts; Blue jeans; Board shorts; Bomber jackets; Boxer shorts; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Camouflage shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Crop pants; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Denims; Down jackets; Dust coats; Evening coats; Evening dresses; Fleece shorts; Footwear for men; Footwear for women; Fur coats and jackets; Golf caps; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Heavy coats; Heavy jackets; Henley shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hoodies; Jacket liners; Jackets; Jerseys; Jumper dresses; Knit dresses; Knitted caps; Leather shirts; Light-reflecting jackets; Night shirts; Outer jackets; Over coats; Over shirts; Padded jackets; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pea coats; Pinafore dresses; Polo knit tops; Rain jackets; Safari jackets; Shirt fronts; Shirt yokes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for suits; Skirts and dresses; Sleep shirts; Sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; Sport coats; Sports singlets; Stuff jackets; Suit coats; Sweat jackets; Tee-shirts; Tennis dresses; Top coats; Track jackets; Track pants; Trench coats; Tube dresses; Turtle neck shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wedding dresses; Wind coats; Wind resistant jackets; Wind shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Woven dresses; Woven shirts; Ankle socks; Anti-perspirant socks; Anti-sweat underwear; Athletic pants; Babies' pants; Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camp shirts; Cargo pants; Collared shirts; Corduroy pants; Corduroy shirts; Denim pants; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Graphic T-shirts; Head scarves; Jogging pants; Knit jackets; Knit shirts; Ladies' underwear; Long jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Men's socks; Men's dress socks; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Motorcycle jackets; Non-slip socks; Open-necked shirts; Pique shirts; Polo shirts; Rainproof jackets; Reversible jackets; Riding jackets; Sheepskin jackets; Short-sleeved or
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 01, 2010  In Commerce  May 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Outernationalist LTD  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Descendant of Thieves  Address  Outernationalist LTD  203 Bleecker St StoreFront  New York  NEW YORK  10012  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Descendantof

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOFREE BEDDING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285565 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096823
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEDDING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beds; Mattresses; Bed bases; Bedsteads of wood; Box springs; Bunk beds; Cots for babies; Cribs for babies; Folding beds; Latex mattresses; Mattresses made of flexible wood; Sofa beds; Wooden beds; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 18, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangdong Yingao Furniture Industry Co., Ltd. Address Guangdong Yingao Furniture Industry Co., Ltd. BC-F1, Zubenqin Complex, Xingye First Rd, Xiajiang Industrial Park, Jiujiang Tn, Nanhai District, Foshan CHINA 518200
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
The WELL PUMP GUYS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97285591</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096824</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “WELL PUMP” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation, maintenance and repair of water supply apparatus; Plumbing services; Well drilling; Repair or maintenance of storage tanks

| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | May 12, 2016 |
| In Commerce | May 12, 2016 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Adams Plumbing and Heating, Inc. |
| Address | Adams Plumbing and Heating, Inc. 41 Cozier Hill Rd Sherman CONNECTICUT 06784 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CONNECTICUT |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | WellPumpGuys |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DANG, PETER T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADAMS WATER SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97285596 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096825
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WATER SYSTEMS"
Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "ADAMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation, maintenance and repair of water supply apparatus; Plumbing services; Well drilling; Repair or maintenance of storage tanks
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 16, 2016 In Commerce May 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Adams Plumbing and Heating, Inc. Address Adams Plumbing and Heating, Inc. 41 Cozier Hill Rd Sherman CONNECTICUT 06784 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AdamsWater

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
THE WELL PUMP GUYS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97285603</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 25, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7096826</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "WELL PUMP" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Water treatment services

| **International Classes** | 40 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 103, 106 |
| **International Class Title** | Material Treatment |
| **First Use** | May 12, 2016 |
| **In Commerce** | May 12, 2016 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | Adams Plumbing and Heating, Inc. |
| **Address** | Adams Plumbing and Heating, Inc. 41 Cozier Hill Rd Sherman CONNECTICUT 06784 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CONNECTICUT |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| **Docket Number** | WellPumpGu-2 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| **Examining Attorney** | DANG, PETER T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DONN RENARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285806 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096827
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of renard in the mark is fox. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodysuits; Bralettes; Dresses; Footwear; Hats; Leggings; Sandals; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Baseball caps and hats; Belts; Boxer briefs; Boxer shorts; Crop tops; Hoodies

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Priester, Darius L Address Priester, Darius L 1413 Custer ave apt 6 Atlanta GEORGIA 30316 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TIME AUTO GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97285911</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096828</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AUTO GROUP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Providing financial information and assistance in the nature of loan financing, all in the field of customer vehicle financing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Time Auto Group, Inc.
- **Address**: Time Auto Group, Inc. 18500 SE McLoughlin Blvd. Portland OREGON 97267
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIME AUTO GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97285919 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7096829
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word TIME in large, block, capital letters, and the words AUTO GROUP below it, in block, capital letters in a much smaller font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AUTO GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing financial information and assistance in the nature of loan financing, all in the field of customer vehicle financing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 29, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Time Auto Group, Inc. Address Time Auto Group, Inc. 18500 SE McLoughlin Blvd. Portland OREGON 97267 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DAN Q CLOTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97286295  Application Filing Date: Feb. 27, 2022  Registration Number: 7096830
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of The letters "D", "A", "N", "Q", "C", "L", "O", "T", "H", "I", "N", and "G" in stylized font. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "CLOTHING" Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Clothing, namely, t-shirts, hats, jackets, polos, long sleeved shirts, shorts, pants, jeans, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, joggers, and apparel, namely, shirts, hats, jackets, polos, long sleeved shirts, shorts, pants, jeans, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, and joggers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Dan Q Clothing LLC  Address: Dan Q Clothing LLC  2499 Van Fleet Circle  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30360
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BECKLEY FLAG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97286422</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7096831</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of The words Beckley Flag in red outlined in white and blue with red flags extending as part of the B and G extending beyond the outlines, all overlaying a blue and white half shadowed football with two white stripes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red, white, blue, is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;FLAG&quot;</td>
<td><strong>For</strong> Entertainment services in the nature of flag football games, namely, arranging, organizing and conducting competitions in the field of flag football</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Classes** | **US Classes** | **International Class Title** | **First Use** | **In Commerce** |
| 41 - Primary Classes | 100, 101, 107 | Education and Entertainment | Sep. 07, 2018 | Sep. 07, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Beckley Flag Football, LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Beckley Flag Football, LLC</th>
<th>9 Autumn Oaks Circle</th>
<th>Beckley</th>
<th>WEST VIRGINIA</th>
<th>25801</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>WEST VIRGINIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>BFF Logo 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANGERAN HERCULES LITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286429 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7096832
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LITE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wheelchairs; Electric wheelchairs; Electrically operated wheelchairs
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CASCADE TRADE LLC Address CASCADE TRADE LLC 1031 S Linwood Ave Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92705 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLOSSOM CHILDREN'S CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286431 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7096833
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "blossom" with the "O" replaced by a flower with 3 petals, on top of the words "children's center". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHILDREN'S CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For training in the field of healthcare
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

For emotional support services for special needs children and their families
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

For mental health therapy services; medical clinic and health consultation and counseling; training for physical therapy purposes; behavioral analysis services for medical purposes; providing wellness services in the nature of healthcare wellness programs to children with special needs and their families; and speech therapy and occupational therapy for children
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABA Therapy, LLC Address ABA Therapy, LLC Suite C106 44226 W. Twelve Mile Rd. Novi MICHIGAN 48337 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 099456-00001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANGERAN LITE WANDERER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97286435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LITE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wheelchairs; Electric wheelchairs; Electrically operated wheelchairs
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CASCADE TRADE LLC Address CASCADE TRADE LLC 1031 S Linwood Ave Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92705 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YAODEMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286632 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7096835
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YAODEMA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Earrings; Pendants; Beads for making jewelry; Ear studs; Hat jewellery; Hat jewelry; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry pins for use on hats; Rings being jewelry; Straps for wristwatches; Tie clips; Watch bracelets; Watch chains
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 02, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US036360T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOLUOLA LIGHTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97286789 Application Filing Date  Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number   7096836
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a horizontal band above the word "MOLUOLA" in stylized font above a rectangle containing the word "LIGHTING" in stylized font. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "LIGHTING" Translation
The wording "MOLUOLA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Electric night lights; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Floor lamps; Fluorescent lamps; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Luminous tubes for lighting; Searchlights; Solar powered lamps; Spot lights; Spotlights; Wall lights
International Classes   11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhongshan Moluola Lighting Co., Ltd. Address   Zhongshan Moluola Lighting Co., Ltd. 3/F-5, No.156, Chang'an South Road, Xinfeng Village, Henglan Town, Zhongshan CHINA 528478 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   FTM-T001731

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BROWN, TINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - A ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a blue square with a smaller green in the center of the blue square.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Containers for medication sold empty that assist a patient to follow a medication regimen and to receive medication refill reminders, collect and report data regarding the medication contents of the container and the patient's accessing of the container, and communicate with a remote server for personal use
  - **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
  - **First Use**: May 10, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **For** Commercial information agency services, namely, providing health, marketing and business information to others
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: May 10, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **For** Medication regimen counseling and prescription refill reminder services
  - **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
  - **First Use**: May 10, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **For** Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software, and non-downloadable computer application software, both for use on mobile phones, tablet computers and desktop computers for assisting a patient to follow a medication regimen and refill medication
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: May 10, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 05, 2013
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Digital Medical Technologies, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Adhere Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Digital Medical Technologies, LLC Suite 1115 11 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>090037-00004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>FOSS, KATHERINE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COSMIC RACING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97287220 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7096838
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Cosmic Racing" with the letter "O" shaded in red and surrounded by a black ring and a curved black comet with tail forming the letter "C" in "Cosmic". All other letters in "Cosmic" are black and have circular ends. Below the word "Cosmic" is the term "Racing" which appears in red block lettering. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors black and red are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RACING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, shirts, jerseys, t-shirts, jackets, caps, motorcycle accessories, namely, jackets and gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 17, 2003 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cornell, Lance DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Cosmic Racing Address Cornell, Lance 4827 S Fern ST Nampa IDAHO 83686900 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOOK, JEFFREY J
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97287745</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Construction services, namely, geotechnical drilling in the nature of geotechnical boring of wells; Construction services, namely, helical pier installation; Drilling rig repair services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2021

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Texas Drilling Services, LLC
- **Address**: Texas Drilling Services, LLC 5988 Merka Rd. Bryan TX 77808
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 142-001
- **Examiner Attorney**: PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TIDALHEALTH BREAST CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97287816 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022
Registration Number 7096840 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BREAST CENTER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6343181, 6343179, 6647160 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services; Health care services for breast health and treatment; Medical services for the treatment and prevention
of breast cancer
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and
agricultural services First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TidalHealth, Inc. Address TidalHealth, Inc. 100 East Carroll Street Salisbury MARYLAND 21801
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26703-559605

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
**MARK IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: TIDALHEALTH SURGERY CENTER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SURGERY CENTER"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6343181, 6343179, 6647160 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For Medical services; surgery services; hospitals**
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: TidalHealth, Inc.
- **Address**: TidalHealth, Inc. 100 East Carroll Street Salisbury MARYLAND 21801
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/RESPONSE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 26703-559607
- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A BANK FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97287942 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7096842 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BANK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services; financial services, namely, certificate of deposit services and time deposit services; checking account services; savings account services; debit card services, namely, issuing of debit cards, debit card transaction processing services, and processing of debit card payments; credit card services, namely, issuing of credit cards, credit card transaction processing services, processing of credit card payments, and credit card authorization and verification services; investment consultation services; financial management; financial advisory services; financial information services; financial consulting services; financing of loans; mortgage lending services; consumer lending services; commercial lending services; money lending; home equity loans; providing home equity lines of credit (HELOC); investment of funds for others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Forbright Bank Address Forbright Bank 4445 Willard Ave., Suite 1000 Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815 Legal Entity chartered trust company State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 035095.00125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PLEASURE SCIENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 97287947 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 28, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7096843 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  “SCIENCE”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Arranging and conducting of classes in the field of erotic health and wellness; Conducting of workshops in the field of erotic health and wellness; Education services, namely, providing on-line classes in the field of erotic health and wellness; Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of erotic health and wellness; Organizing events in the field of erotic health and wellness for cultural or educational purposes; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field(s) of erotic health and wellness; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of erotic health and wellness; Providing on-line non-downloadable articles in the field of erotic health and wellness; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of erotic health and wellness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Dec. 03, 2019
In Commerce  Dec. 03, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Pleasure Science
Composed of  Nadege Furman-Collot, a citizen of United States
Address  Pleasure Science  5131 Ranchito Ave  Sherman Oaks  CALIFORNIA  91423
Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHINOLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288053 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7096844
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4646055, 4440501, 5082445 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Vases
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

For Rugs
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

For Bed linen
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

For Framed photographs; Framed art pictures
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

For Furniture; Beds; Benches; Bookcases; Chairs; Furniture shelves; Furniture, namely, dressers; Nightstands; Ottomans; Pillows; Sofas; Accent furniture; Bedroom furniture; Cabinets; Entertainment centers; Mirrors; Office furniture; Seating furniture; Seats; Tables; Television stands; Upholstered furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 18, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Shinola/Detroit, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Shinola/Detroit, LLC 485 W. Milwaukee Ave. Detroit MICHIGAN 48202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>SHDE-0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td>QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOHN SALAZAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288146 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7096845
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies John Salazar, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name John R. Salazar, P.C. Address John R. Salazar, P.C. 2201 Main St., Ste. 900 Dallas TEXAS 75201
Legal Entity professional corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5391-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AQUI ESTAMOS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97288176
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096846
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "AQUI ESTAMOS" in the mark is "WE ARE HERE".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Legal services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Feb. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 17, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: John R. Salazar, P.C.
- **Address**: John R. Salazar, P.C. 2201 Main St., Ste. 900 Dallas TX 75201
- **Legal Entity**: professional corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 5391-0002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HUTCHISON, DAVID A
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of a flying bird design in stylized format.

Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

For: Pajamas; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Skiwear; Skorts; Socks; Swimsuits; Underwear; Coats made of cotton; Cosplay costumes; Hoodies; Snow suits; Thermal underwear; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga pants

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39

First Use: Feb. 03, 2022

In Commerce: Feb. 03, 2022

Owner Name: Han Chen
Address: No.227, Minyi Vil., Binhai Town, Wenling City, Zhejiang, CHINA

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

Examiner: QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIVERFRONT SPOKANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288345 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7096848
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an abstract design comprised of a stylized polygon and quadrilateral that are made up of several geometric shapes above the words "RIVERFRONT SPOKANE" in stylized font with the word "RIVERFRONT" above the word "SPOKANE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RIVERFRONT SPOKANE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, water parks, recreational park rides in the nature of carousels, providing facilities for recreation activities in the nature of skate parks, and recreational park attractions in the nature of gondola attractions; Entertainment services, namely, arranging for ticket reservations for amusement park attractions; Organizing and hosting of events for cultural purposes; Organizing community sporting and cultural events; Providing facilities for recreation activities; Providing information relating to educational and entertainment activities and events for children; Provision of play facilities for children; Recreational park services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 2019 In Commerce Sep. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name City of Spokane Address City of Spokane 808 W. Spokane Falls Blvd. Spokane WASHINGTON 99201 Legal Entity municipal corporation State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S422-0006TMU

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARIBASHOP SHOPPING MADE EASY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288511 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7096849
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring all types of general consumer merchandise; On-line wholesale store services featuring all types of general consumer merchandise
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARIBASHOP, LLC Address ARIBASHOP, LLC 7054 Vesuvio Place Boynton Beach FLORIDA 33437 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 158238

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SYNERGIA SLEEP BOX ZZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97288742 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7096850
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term SYNERGIA vertically on the left and perpendicular to the term SLEEP BOX on the right. The term SLEEP BOX appears above a crescent moon with three of the letter Z extending up and to the right diagonally from the moon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SLEEP BOX"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5215709

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For nutritional and dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Synergia Address Synergia Le Poyet Beaune-Sur-Arzon FRANCE F-43500 Legal Entity société par actions simplifiée (sas) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAWLDIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97289001</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7096851</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "SAWLDIN".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Graphic T-shirts; Polo shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 29, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sports Outlets LLC
- **Address**: Sports Outlets LLC, 103 Morrison Rd P.O.Box UA133478, New Castle, DE 19720
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
TM 7986 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B.L.I.S.S.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97289046 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7096852 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable software in the field business management consulting services, namely, online calculators for providing business management advice
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 29, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oxygen Coaching Group Co. Address Oxygen Coaching Group Co. 4993 SOMERSET CT NORTH RIDGEVILLE OHIO 44039 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102969-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
I'D SMOKE THAT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97289069 Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number   7096853
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Seasonings; Barbecue dry rub; Seasoning rubs; Spice rubs
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use
Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce   Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Cimarron Lumber and Supply Company Composed of   Arkansas Post & Pole Company, a Delaware corporation; Dardanelle Timber Co., Inc., a Delaware corporation; and Osage Door Co., Inc., a Missouri corporation Address
Cimarron Lumber and Supply Company  4000 Main Street Kansas City MISSOURI 64111 Legal Entity
PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized   MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   57030/2568

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BALLET CALIFORNIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97289511 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7096854
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a box with a silhouette of a female dancer in it, touching the bottom and right side edges with her feet, and the text "BALLET CALIFORNIA" below it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BALLET CALIFORNIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ballet schools; providing training in the field of dance; entertainment in the nature of ballet performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 20, 2020 In Commerce May 06, 2021
For shirts, pants, headwear, clothing jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 20, 2020 In Commerce May 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ballet California Address Ballet California 1261 Sartori Ave Torrance CALIFORNIA 90501 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
HANZE INTL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97289544</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7096855</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HANZE" beneath a design of a wavy line inside of a diamond design.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "INTL"
- **Translation**: The wording "HANZE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Canvas for printing; Industrial coated thermal paper for printing; Inking sheets for the reproduction of images in the printing industry; Paint brushes; Polyester film for use as a paper substitute for dry toner xerographic imaging, namely, laser printing, color copier printing, dry toner printing, screen printing, and offset printing; Printed materials, namely, curricula in the field of literature; Silk screen prints; Silk screen stencils; Stenciling machines
- **International Classes**: 16
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Nov. 23, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 23, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hebei Hanze International Trade Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hebei Hanze International Trade Co., Ltd. No.2303, Unit2, C8,Beicheng Int'l Garden, No. Fengshou Road, Chang'an District, Shijiazhuang CHINA 050000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: IPLaw02537

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PLAMAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97289745</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7096856</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "PLAMAN" in the mark is "lung".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Tea services of precious metal; Cruets; Disposable table plates; Dog food scoops; Make-up brushes; Napkin rings; Non-electric coffee pots; Rails and rings for towels; Tea infusers; Trouser stretchers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lu, Wei
- **Address**: 2-12E,Building 9,Tianjiao Family Jinhua Road,Xixiang,Baoan District Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 8-15-94-TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** CIREMIV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97289796
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096857
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CIREMIV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Adapter plugs
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lu, Wei
- **Address**: Lu, Wei 2-12E,Building 9,Tianjiao Family Jinhua Road,Xixiang,Baoan District Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 8-15-98-TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART TRANSMIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97289822 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 01, 2022 | Registration Number | 7096858 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** “TRANSMIT” Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6178162, 6126678

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** An algorithm contained in or as a feature of downloadable and recorded computer software and downloadable and recorded computer firmware for controlling, implementing, monitoring, and optimizing the communications link and power in wireless communications; an algorithm contained in or as a feature of recorded computer software and recorded computer firmware for controlling, implementing, monitoring, and optimizing the communications link and power in wireless communications, sold as an integral component of computer hardware, namely, integrated circuits, chipsets, and modems

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Oct. 05, 2016 **In Commerce** Oct. 05, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Qualcomm Incorporated **Address** Qualcomm Incorporated 5775 Morehouse Drive San Diego CALIFORNIA 921211714 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 032592.17767

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SOLJURN COFFEE CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97290281 Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number   7096859
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "COFFEE CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee; Ground coffee beans; Roasted coffee beans
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use
Aug. 15, 2020 In Commerce  Nov. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Soljurn Coffee and Trading LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Soljurn Coffee and Trading LLC Address
Soljurn Coffee and Trading LLC  2020 Fieldstone Pkwy  Ste 900 - #225  Franklin  TENNESSEE  37069 Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FLAVA FRESH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97290457</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "FRESH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Food delivery; Food storage consultation; Delivery of food by restaurants; Delivery of Fresh Fruits Fresh Vegetables; Transport, delivery, packaging, and storage of Organic Rice Organic Coconut Water Various Beans

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 105
International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Jan. 01, 2022
In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: FLAVA FRESH LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA FLAVA FRESH LLC
Address: FLAVA FRESH LLC 8350 NW 52nd Terrace 301 314 Doral FLORIDA 33166
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RUN SISTER RUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290460 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7096861
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Political action committee services, namely, promoting the interests of training and electing women in the field of politics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Run Sister Run Emerging Leaders Fund Address Run Sister Run Emerging Leaders Fund 912 W 26TH ST HOUSTON, TX 77008-1746 PO BOX 66470 Houston TEXAS 77266 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97290731  Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number  7096862
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two busts of men in profile connected by a horizontal line  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brassieres; Coats; Dresses; Hats; Hosiery; Loungewear; Pyjamas; Rainwear; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underpants; Beach footwear; Beach shoes; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Down jackets; Jackets; Outer jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Sports shoes; Wind coats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Nov. 24, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Shigao  Address  Liu, Shigao  No. 9, Group 10, Qingping Village, Houba Town, Kaizhou District, Chongqing  CHINA  405400  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPLaw02550

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOUCTOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290788 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096863
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Youctoo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Elliptical exercise machines; Exercising equipment, namely, rowing machines; Fishing rod blanks; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Gloves for golf; Golf tee bags; Golf training apparatus, namely, golf practice platforms; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Inflatable swimming pools; Paddle surfboards; Play swimming pools; Play tents; Radio controlled toy Rowing machines for fitness purposes; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Rods for fishing; Rowing machines for fitness purposes; Sails and sailboards for boardsailing; Stationary exercise bicycles; Surf boards; Swimming rings; Tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; Yoga cushions; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga, and fitness practice
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 21, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Youketu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Youketu Technology Co., Ltd. Unit 2, Room 2003, No. 5 Chengyi North Street, Phase 3, Software Park, Torch High-tech Zone, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw02561

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
UCETU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97290793</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
<td>7096864</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Elliptical exercise machines; Exercising equipment, namely, rowing machines; Fishing rod blanks; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Gloves for golf; Golf tee bags; Golf training apparatus, namely, golf practice platforms; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Inflatable swimming pools; Paddle surfboards; Play swimming pools; Play tents; Radio controlled toy Rowing machines for fitness purposes; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Rods for fishing; Rowing machines for fitness purposes; Sails and sailboards for boardsailing; Stationary exercise bicycles; Surf boards; Swimming rings; Tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; Yoga cushions; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga, and fitness practice

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 21, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Youketu Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xiamen Youketu Technology Co., Ltd. Unit 2, Room 2003, No. 5 Chengyi North Street, Phase 3, Software Park, Torch High-tech Zone, Xiamen CHINA 361000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: IPLaw02565

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Wiyici

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290798 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096865 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Cups; Dishware; Pails; Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein; Cat litter boxes; Containers for household use; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking cups for children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, drinking cups for children sold as a unit with non-insulated lids; General purpose storage bins for household use; Gloves for household purposes; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Pet bowls; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet feeding dishes; Pet litter boxes; Plastic coasters; Sports bottle belts for sports or activities in the nature of running, hiking, biking also featuring storage for other items; Sports bottles sold empty

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 26, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanning Tuopu E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Nanning Tuopu E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 12, F6, Unit 1, Building 43, No. 39 Xinghu Road, Qingxiu District, Nanning CHINA 530000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHINEMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290903 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096866
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy in the nature of hormone replacement and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, namely, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, breast augmentation and butt lift; injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Nutritional therapy services; Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; Vitamin therapy; Wellness and health-related consulting services; Stem cell therapy services; Cosmetic and plastic surgery, namely, a minimally invasive face/neck lift done under local anesthesia; Laser skin tightening services; Microneedling treatment services; Threading services for eyebrows, upper lip, chin

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Jul. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pranav Shukla Address Pranav Shukla 1900 North Loop West, Suite 150 Houston TExAS 77018
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 091549.0101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHINEMD MEDSPA & LIPOSUCTION CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97290926 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096867
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "SHINEMD", in which the letter "I" is dotted with a starburst element, with the stylized wording "MEDSPA & LIPOSUCTION CENTER" aligned underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MEDSPA & LIPOSUCTION CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy in the nature of hormone replacement and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, namely, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, breast augmentation and butt lift; injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Nutritional therapy services; Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; Vitamin therapy; Wellness and health-related consulting services; Stem cell therapy services; Cosmetic and plastic surgery, namely, a minimally invasive face/neck lift done under local anesthesia; Laser skin tightening services; Microneedling treatment services; Threading services for eyebrows, upper lip, chin
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Jul. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pranav Shukla Address Pranav Shukla 1900 North Loop West, Suite 150 Houston TEXAS 77018
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 091549.0101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LENDING ON YOUR TERMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
*Serial Number* 97290955  *Application Filing Date* Mar. 02, 2022  *Registration Number* 7096868

*Registration Date* Jul. 04, 2023  *Register* Principal  *Mark Type* Service Mark  *Publication Date* Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
*Standard Character Claim* Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  *Mark Drawing Type* 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Loan financing; lending services, namely, acquisition, servicing, and provision of loans for vehicles; providing a web-based on-line portal featuring financial information; providing Internet and intranet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing services; providing an Internet website portal featuring financial information in the field of loans for vehicles; lending consultant services; providing an online searchable database featuring financial information about lending and loan financing


BASIS INFORMATION
*Currently Use* Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
*Owner Name* Flagship Credit Acceptance LLC  *Address* Flagship Credit Acceptance LLC  3 Christy Drive, Suite 201 Chads Ford, PENNSYLVANIA 19317  *Legal Entity* LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  *State or Country Where Organized* DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
*Docket Number* FLAG0030US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
*Examining Attorney* HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97290970
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 02, 2022
| Registration Number | 7096869
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023
| Register | Principal
| Mark Type | Trademark
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing, namely jackets
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes
| US Classes | 22, 39
| International Class Title | Clothing
| First Use | Sep. 12, 2020
| In Commerce | Sep. 12, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | WVCGroup
| Address | WVCGroup 6 Third Street Warwick NEW YORK 10990
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POWERING DEALMAKERS, EVERYWHERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97291122  Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number 7096870
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, raising debt and equity capital for others; private placements of hedge funds, private equity funds, venture capital funds, securities and derivatives for others; financial consulting and advising in the fields of mergers, acquisitions and divestitures, deal structuring, financial valuations, investment banking and investment vehicle placement agent services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Aug. 2020  In Commerce Aug. 2020

For Providing a website featuring an online non-downloadable software platform, namely, for use in data management and archiving, performing due diligence, creating digital watermarking, providing a means of communication, performing business networking, investor and deal transaction data archiving, managing contact information and records relating to investors and clients, tracking and monitoring compliance and deal transactions for business purposes, and allowing registered users to upload, download, and preview files and deliver and view attestations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Aug. 2020  In Commerce Aug. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FINALIS, INC.  Address FINALIS, INC.  228 Park Ave South Suite 54494  New York  NEW YORK 10003  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9808.44087

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POWERING DEALMAKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97291124 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096871
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, raising debt and equity capital for others; private placements of hedge funds, private equity funds, venture capital funds, securities and derivatives for others; financial consulting and advising in the fields of mergers, acquisitions and divestitures, deal structuring, financial valuations, investment banking and investment vehicle placement agent services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Aug. 2020

For Providing a website featuring an online non-downloadable software platform, namely, for use in data management and archiving, performing due diligence, creating digital watermarking, providing a means of communication, performing business networking, investor and deal transaction data archiving, managing contact information and records relating to investors and clients, tracking and monitoring compliance and deal transactions for business purposes, and allowing registered users to upload, download, and preview files and deliver and view attestations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Aug. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FINALIS, INC. Address FINALIS, INC. 228 Park Ave South Suite 54494 New York NEW YORK 10003 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9808.44086

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NLCAC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97291545  **Application Filing Date** Mar. 02, 2022  **Registration Number** 7096872  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Beachwear; Beanies; Berets; Fedoras; Gloves; Hats; Headbands; Jeggings; Nightwear; Scarves; Turbans; Bucket caps; Caps with visors; Fashion hats; Golf caps; Knitted caps; Leather hats; Sedge hats (suge-gasa); Skull caps; Yoga pants  **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2021  **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Guo Zhenqiu  **Address** Guo Zhenqiu Gutang Group, Chenjia Village, Fokou Town, Lianyuan, Hunan 417100  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EZ BAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97291616  Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number  7096873
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BAND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by a musical group; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by a musical group; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment services in the nature of live vocal performances by a musical group; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band; Live performances by a musical group; Presentation of musical performances; Production of music; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing online music, not downloadable
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Apr. 30, 2018  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guevara Villarreal, Jaime  Address  Guevara Villarreal, Jaime  10134 Ella Falls Blvd  Houston  TEXAS 77038  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  23.261.301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EXCITE MY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97291834 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096874
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin and mineral supplements; Vitamin supplements; Gummy vitamins
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 12, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GSK COMPANIES LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA EXCITE MY Address GSK COMPANIES LLC
1007 N Federal Hwy SUITE 170 fort lauderdale FLORIDA 33304 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE RATE HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292273  Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number 7096875  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "RATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mortgage brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Dec. 01, 2021  In Commerce Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rate House Mortgage Company  Address Rate House Mortgage Company 1316 Bound Brook Road, Suite 2C Middlesex NEW JERSEY 08846  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97292523  Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number 7096876
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and frozen confections for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods
First Use Aug. 30, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Aloha Ola Farms LLC  Address Aloha Ola Farms LLC  4320 Wailapa Rd  Kilauea  HAWAII  96754
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number 97292523

Examining Attorney OSGOOD, KRISTYNA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EGGIE LASHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292679  Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022  Registration Number 7096877
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "LASHES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyelash extensions; Adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; Adhesives for attaching artificial fingernails and/or eyelashes; Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; Artificial eyelashes; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; False eyelashes; Magnetic artificial eyelashes; Magnetic false eyelashes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joowon Jennifer An DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Eggie, Eggie Lashes, Eggie Girl, Eggie Girl Beauty
Address Joowon Jennifer An 18700 33rd Ave W, Suite C Lynnwood WASHINGTON 98037  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Owner Name Young An DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Eggie, Eggie Lashes, Eggie Girl, Eggie Girl Beauty
Address Young An 18700 33rd Ave W, Suite C Lynnwood WASHINGTON 98037  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) KEYSSTONE TAX SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292681 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7096878
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TAX SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable tax management software; Downloadable tax management data collection software; Downloadable tax preparation software; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software; Downloadable integrated suite of global tax management software; Recorded tax management software; Recorded tax preparation software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 08, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Waller, Ashley Address Waller, Ashley 8295 tournament drive suite b150 Memphis TENNESSEE 38125 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MRMAKE ITHAPPEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97292686 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096879
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Willie Brown, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio tapes featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files; Electronic sheet music, downloadable; Pre-recorded record albums featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Willie Brown B Address Willie Brown B Willie Brown P.O Box 16511 Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53216 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97293124 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096880
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four equally sized tear-drop shaped oval designs that connect into a point at the middle, forming a cross, placed with a within a larger circle. The top oval is green, the bottom oval is blue, and the ovals on the left and right are orange. The colors black and white in the circular design are not claimed as part of the mark and appear as background only. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors green, orange and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for collaborating, managing, and executing carbon projects, tracking, measuring and calibrating carbon removal, managing farm productivity, and administrating the sequestration of soil carbon from the atmosphere, all of the foregoing to enable the restoration of landscape, climate and community; computer project management, namely, soil carbon project management platform for streamlining the process of running a soil carbon project; Consulting services pertaining to the technology of geological sequestration of carbon dioxide; Measurement and verification of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emission offsets; Research and development of technology in the field of carbon dioxide sequestration
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 16, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carbon Count Pty Ltd Address Carbon Count Pty Ltd 98 Maribyrnong St Footscray, Vic AUSTRALIA 3011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 032176-0005
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IRVING ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97293141 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096881
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail online ordering services featuring propane and heating oil
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 2010 In Commerce Aug. 2010

For Installation, maintenance, service and repair of heating equipment
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 2010 In Commerce Aug. 2010

For Fuel delivery services featuring heating oil and propane
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 2010 In Commerce Aug. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IRVING OIL TERMINALS INC. Address IRVING OIL TERMINALS INC. 190 COMMERCE WAY PORTSMOUTH NEW HAMPSHIRE 03801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
Mark Literal(s) LUX BTY CLB BOTANICALS

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUX BTY CLB BOTANICALS

Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of in stylized form, "LUX" stacked above "BTY" stacked above "CLB" stacked above "BOTANICALS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BOTANICALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Nutritional supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Sobe Organics, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lux Beauty Club Botanicals Address Sobe Organics, Inc. 18181 NE 31st Ct #1609 Aventura FLORIDA 33160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE TOOLKIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97293272</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Electronic publications, namely, non-downloadable newsletters in the field of skilled trades education |
| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | Jun. 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | The Smidt Foundation |
| **Address** | The Smidt Foundation 9355 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 400 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 |
| **Legal Entity** | non-profit corporation |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 0135-US01 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAULTSPEED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294167 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096884
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1450188 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 1450188 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 01, 2022 Foreign Application/ Registration County BENELUX Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 15, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); Downloadable computer software for data processing and analysis; Downloadable computer software for managing services in support of an enterprise; Downloadable computer software for workforce scheduling; Downloadable computer software for database management; Downloadable computer software for data warehouse automation and interactive data warehouse automation; Downloadable computer software for data warehouse development and database management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Computer programming services, namely, design and provision of downloadable templates; Computer project management services; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Design and development of computer software for data input, output, processing, display and storage; Design, development and implementation of software; Electronic data storage; IT consulting services; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for database management, data processing, data analysis, customer relationship management, workforce scheduling; Programming of computer software for others; Rental of a database server to third parties; Rental of data center facilities; Scientific and technological services, namely, hosting, management, provision, scaling, maintenance, monitoring, security, encryption, decryption, replication and backup of databases for others in the field of database management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for database management, data processing, data analysis, customer relationship management, workforce scheduling
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Vaultspeed, naamloze vennootschap  **Address**  Vaultspeed, naamloze vennootschap  Sluisstraat 79, bus 3.01 Leuven  BELGIUM  3000  **Legal Entity**  naamloze vennootschap (nv)  **State or Country Where Organized**  BELGIUM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  10714/315508

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SEARS, DAVID W.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KOA COMBAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294220 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096885
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Issuance of tokens of value
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KOA Combat, LLC Address KOA Combat, LLC 1329 North Laurel Ave. Upland CALIFORNIA 91786 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIGHTING FOR CHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294227 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096886
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency exchange services featuring blockchain technology; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Issuance of tokens of value
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KOA Combat, LLC Address KOA Combat, LLC 1329 North Laurel Ave. Upland CALIFORNIA 91786 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MATHEMATIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294313 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096887
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Mathematix" in a stylized font, where the first "M" is directly above a multiplication symbol that is a stylized "X" shape, and where above that same "M" and "i" is a squiggly flame-like shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smoking pipes; Tobacco pipes; Tobacco water pipes; Glass smoking pipes
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Jul. 25, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALIMADE ENTERPRISE CORP. Address CALIMADE ENTERPRISE CORP. 14752 CRENSHAW BLVD #149 GARDENA CALIFORNIA 90249 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SGC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294349  Application Filing Date  Mar. 03, 2022  Registration Number 7096888
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The stylized letters SGC with no spaces in between the letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the fields of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Aug. 17, 2020  In Commerce  Aug. 17, 2020
For  Maintaining a registry of sports memorabilia and works of art; Maintaining a registry of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia; Maintaining a registry of populations of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Mar. 01, 2000  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2000
For  Treatment in the nature of conservation and preservation services for works of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia by means of enclosing sports and entertainment cards in plastic tamper-evident protective cases or holders
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Jan. 01, 1998  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1998
For  Authentication in the field of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Jan. 01, 1998  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>New SGC, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Suite 110 951 Yamato Road Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** THE RATE HOUSE MORTGAGE COMPANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97294392</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consist of the design of a green house with a white percent icon in the middle of the house. To the right of the house are the words "The Rate House" over the words "Mortgage Company" in blue. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) green, white, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "RATE" and "MORTGAGE COMPANY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Mortgage brokerage

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Dec. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 09, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Rate House Mortgage Company |
| Address | Rate House Mortgage Company 1316 Bound Brook Road, Suite 2C Middlesex NEW JERSEY 08846 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | GLASSER, CARYN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SGC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294396 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096890 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the fields of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Maintaining a registry of sports memorabilia and works of art; Maintaining a registry of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia; Maintaining a registry of populations of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Treatment in the nature of conservation and preservation services for works of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia by means of enclosing sports and entertainment cards in plastic tamper-evident protective cases or holders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2018</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Authentication in the field of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2018</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: New SGC, LLC
Address: New SGC, LLC Suite 110 951 Yamato Road Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUMP THE LIMITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97294449 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7096891
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balls for sports; Fitted protective covers specially adapted for sports equipment, namely, ankle bands, Pilates mats fitted for use on Pilates exercise machines, wall balls and bumper plates in the nature of weight lifting equipment; Jump ropes; Skipping ropes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RIDGE ROPES DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RIDGE ROPES LLC Address RIDGE ROPES 6229 Fairway Drive Mason OHIO 45040 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIBHUNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97295014 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096892
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LibHunt has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and directory services, namely, promoting the services of others by providing a web page featuring links to the websites of others; On-line promotion of computer networks and websites; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing hypertext links to the web sites of others; Promoting the goods and services of others through search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; Providing consumer information in the field of tech products; Employment agency services by providing an internet website portal featuring links to employment opportunities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2019
For Information technology consulting services; Providing customized on-line web pages and data feeds featuring user-defined information, which includes blog posts, new media content, other on-line content, and on-line web links to other websites; Providing customized on-line web pages featuring user-defined information, which includes search engines and on-line web links to other web sites
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Atlantis Pty Ltd Address New Atlantis Pty Ltd U28, 37 Barry St Neutral Bay AUSTRALIA 2089
Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KITCHEN SISTERS MEAL PREP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97295021</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7096893</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KITCHEN" and "MEAL PREP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Restaurant services; Deli services; Catering services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Sep. 28, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Kitchen Sisters Meal Prep
- **Address**: Kitchen Sisters Meal Prep 703 Krebs Ave. Pascagoula MISSISSIPPI 39567
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSISSIPPI

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** DOCK LIFE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97295140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "DOCK"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Retail and wholesale store services featuring lumber, piling, decking, boatlift machinery, dock supplies and dock building materials, and related hardware and fasteners

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: Mar. 03, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Southern Pine Lumber Company of Rockledge, Inc.
**Address**: Southern Pine Lumber Company of Rockledge, Inc. 250 NE Dixie Highway, Suite 2 Stuart FLORIDA 34994

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 5954U.000001

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DOCK LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97295159 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096895
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the image of a person jumping from a dock, with the word "DOCK" in stylized font situated to the left of the person and the word "LIFE" in stylized font situated to the right of the person. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DOCK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail and wholesale store services featuring lumber, piling, decking, boatlift machinery, dock supplies and dock building materials, and related hardware and fasteners
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 03, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Southern Pine Lumber Company of Rockledge, Inc. Address Southern Pine Lumber Company of Rockledge, Inc. 250 NE Dixie Highway, Suite 2 Stuart FLORIDA 34994 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5954U.000002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
@daily

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97295188
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 04, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096896
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Clothing, namely, Shirts and short-sleeved shirts, Shirts for men, women, and children, Shorts, Socks; Graphic T-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, Men's socks, over shirts, short sleeve shirts, Shorts, Sweatpants; men's T-shirts, women's T-shirts, children's T-shirts, hats, jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 23, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 23, 2019

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Menyweather, Robert
- **Address**: Menyweather, Robert 2331 Bois D Arc Ln Midlothian TEXAS 76065
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HARMONY HARBORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97295587  Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2022  Registration Number 7096897
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Counseling in the field of developing, strengthening and sustaining well-balanced families and family relationships
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Jan. 07, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harmony Harbors DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Harmony Harbors L.L.C.  Address Harmony Harbors
P.O. Box 704  Blue Bell  PENNSYLVANIA  19422  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or
Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DELIVERY GUARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97295640</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7096898</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "GUARD"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Electric door bells; security cameras; electric door and window sensors; electric motion sensors; smoke detectors; fire alarms
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Feb. 08, 2022
In Commerce: Feb. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Anker Innovations Limited
Address: Anker Innovations Limited Room 1318-19, Hollywood Commercial Center, 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok, Kowloon
State or Country Where Organized: HONG KONG
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 1T22755719

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SWEET SOUTHERN ELDERBERRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97295778</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7096899</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "ELDERBERRY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Nutritional supplements in the form of syrup and nutritional supplements for medicinal use in the form of herbal dry tea, all of the foregoing made in substantial part of elderberries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**: Apr. 22, 2020  **In Commerce**: Apr. 29, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Sweet Southern Elderberry
- Address: Sweet Southern Elderberry 7710 Harmony Hill Rd Cumming GEORGIA 30041
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PEMCO CONVERSIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97296188</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7096900</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "CONVERSIONS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Modification of aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Pemco World Air Services, Inc.
**Address**: Pemco World Air Services, Inc. 4102 N. Westshore Boulevard Tampa FLORIDA 33614
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 066329-10

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PEMCO CONVERSIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296195 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096901
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an equilateral triangle with a stylized segmented globe in the lower left corner. To the right, the capital letters PEMCO above the word CONVERSIONS.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CONVERSIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Modification of aircraft International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 08, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pemco World Air Services, Inc. Address Pemco World Air Services, Inc. 4102 N. Westshore Boulevard Tampa FLORIDA 33614 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066329-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  AIRBORNE TRAINING SERVICES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97296217</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer  "TRAINING SERVICES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Rental of flight simulators for use in pilot training
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Mar. 08, 2021
In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Airborne Training Services, Inc.
Address  Airborne Training Services, Inc.  145 Hunter Drive  Wilmington OHIO  45177
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  066329-10

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** A AIRBORNE TRAINING SERVICES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97296230
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 04, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096903
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized letter "A" comprised of a delta and upside-down checkmark design, super-imposed over a partial stylized-segmented globe design; to the right of the design elements is the word "AIRBORNE" with the wording "TRAINING SERVICES" below "AIRBORNE". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "TRAINING SERVICES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Rental of flight simulators for use in pilot training
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 08, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Airborne Training Services, Inc.
- **Address**: Airborne Training Services, Inc. 145 Hunter Drive Wilmington OHIO 45177
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 066329-10
- **Exposing Attorney**: BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AIRBORNE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97296241 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 04, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7096904 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Air transport services |
| International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 105 |
| International Class Title | Transportation and Storage |
| First Use | Jul. 06, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 06, 2010 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Airborne Global Solutions, Inc. |
| Address | Airborne Global Solutions, Inc. 145 Hunter Drive Wilmington OHIO 45177 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 066329-10 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | YARD, JOHN S |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97296247</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7096905</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** AIRBORNE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

**Mark Drawing Type**

3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a stylized letter A with an oversized upside-down check-mark style curved line forming the crossbar of the letter. To the right appears the stylized wording AIRBORNE above the stylized wording GLOBAL SOLUTIONS.

**Color Claimed**
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Acquired Distinctiveness**
In part

**Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**
As to "AIRBORNE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Air transport services

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 105

**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**First Use** Jul. 06, 2010

**In Commerce** Jul. 06, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Airborne Global Solutions, Inc.

**Address** Airborne Global Solutions, Inc. 145 Hunter Drive Wilmington OHIO 45177

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 066329-10

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** YARD, JOHN S
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97296266
Application Filing Date: Mar. 04, 2022
Registration Number: 7096906
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): VIOLENCE INTERRUPTERS

Case Identifiers

Trademark Official Gazette

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Basis Information
Current Use: Yes

Goods and Services Information

For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of preventing community violence and preventing domestic violence; educational services, namely, providing educational seminars, workshops, and conferences in the field of preventing community violence and preventing domestic violence; training services in the field of workplace conflict mediation; providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos featuring information to promote awareness of community violence

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Jan. 2004
In Commerce: Jan. 2004

For Promoting awareness of community violence and domestic violence by means of public advocacy; organizing and promoting community collaborations and community organizing work to address community violence and domestic violence

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jan. 2004
In Commerce: Jan. 2004

For Providing public safety information and public safety consultation in the field of domestic abuse and violence prevention; providing a website featuring educational information in the field of preventing community violence and preventing domestic violence

International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Personal and legal services
First Use: Jan. 2004
In Commerce: Jan. 2004

Disclaimer: "VIOLENCE"

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Violence Interrupters, NFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Violence Interrupters, NFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8236 S. Ridgeland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>60617 Legal Entity</th>
<th>not-for-profit corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>0909066.0002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>TAYLOR, DAVID T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRIFACTOR SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296275 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096907
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom design and engineering of material handling systems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 08, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trifactor Solutions, LLC Address Trifactor Solutions, LLC 2401 Drane Field Road Lakeland FLORIDA
33811 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066329-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DONINGER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRIFACTOR SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296279 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096908
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an equilateral triangle beneath three smaller overlapping equilateral triangles. To the right, the capital letters TRIFACTOR above the word SOLUTIONS. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom design and engineering of material handling systems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 08, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trifactor Solutions, LLC Address Trifactor Solutions, LLC 2401 Drane Field Road Lakeland FLORIDA 33811 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066329-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DONINGER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DRMAC DENVER REGIONAL MOBILITY & ACCESS COUNCIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296393 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096909
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a semicircular swirl design comprised of three parts with a green swirl on the outside and left, a teal swirl to the right of the green part, and a blue swirl to the right of the teal part, and the wording "DRMAC" inside and to the right of the swirl design in black, above the words "Denver Regional" in black, above the words "Mobility & Access" in black, above the word "Council" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, teal, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DENVER REGIONAL MOBILITY & ACCESS COUNCIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jun. 25, 2009 In Commerce Jun. 25, 2009 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/23/2006 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/23/2006

For Educational services, namely, providing trainings to human service agencies in the field of transportation; educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops to the general public, human services providers, transportation agencies, and mass transit providers in the field of transportation and ADA compliance
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 25, 2009 In Commerce Jun. 25, 2009 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/23/2006 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/23/2006
For Promoting the interests of older adults, low income individuals, persons with disabilities, and other persons in need of assisted ride transit services by means of public advocacy; community outreach services in the nature of promoting the interests of older adults, low income individuals, persons with disabilities, and other persons in need of assisted ride transit services by means of public advocacy

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  
**First Use**  Jun. 25, 2009  **In Commerce**  Jun. 25, 2009

For Coordination of mass transit services; transportation consulting; providing transportation information; providing a website featuring information in the field of transportation; charitable services, namely, providing transportation to the elderly or disabled persons; providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage  
**First Use**  Jun. 25, 2009  **In Commerce**  Jun. 25, 2009  **Used Anywhere in Another Form**  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/23/2006  **Used in Commerce in Another Form**  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/23/2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Colorado Nonprofit Development Center  
**Address**  Colorado Nonprofit Development Center  789 Sherman St., Suite 250  Denver  COLORADO  80203  
**Legal Entity**  non-profit corporation  
**State or Country Where Organized**  COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  49167.0019

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRIPED DOG CREATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97296447  Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2022  Registration Number  7096910
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CREATIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brand concept and brand development services for corporate clients; Brand imagery consulting services; Brand positioning services; Copy writing for advertising and promotional purposes; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; Search engine optimization for sales promotion
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 30, 2020  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2020
For  Graphic design of logos; Planning, design, development and maintenance of online websites for third parties; Web site design; Website design consultancy
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Apr. 30, 2020  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Striped Dog Creative LLC  Address  Striped Dog Creative LLC  55 Union Place, Suite 192  Summit  NEW JERSEY  07901  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUXEDO TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296635 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096911
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "TUXEDO" appearing above the word "TIME", centered. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Authentication in the field of sports cards, collectible cards, sports and entertainment memorabilia International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 20, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New SGC, LLC Address New SGC, LLC Suite 110 951 Yamato Road Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARTVOGEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296820 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7096912
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ARTVOGEL has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Gloves; Hats; Headbands; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Sundresses; Swimsuits; Underwear; Vests; Belts; Bottoms as clothing; Sweat suits; Tee shirts; Tops as clothing; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga pants; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Mai Rui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Mai Rui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 2-202-1, Xinwan Science and Technology Innovation Park, Qiantang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310005 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIFT THEORY TRUCK LiftS & ACCESSORIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97297610 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7096913
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized red wording "LIFT" above the smaller stylized white wording "THEORY" with even smaller stylized white wording "TRUCK LiftS & ACCESSORIES" at the bottom, and a design to the left that merges a stylized mechanical gear and stylized flame, with the bottom of the gear shaded white and the upper and right side of the gear shaded red as it merges with the red flame design. The background is black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer WORDING "LIFT" AND TRUCK LiftS & ACCESSORIES

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom installation of exterior, interior and mechanical parts of vehicles; Custom rebuilding of existing land vehicles and structural parts therefor; Custom tuning of exterior, interior and mechanical parts of vehicles; Installation of lighting apparatus
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 04, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hicks, Joshua C DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lift Theory Address Hicks, Joshua C 7004 Harney rd. Tampa FLORIDA 33617 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 500726

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STILLPOINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97297919 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7096914
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For vibration isolating stands adapted for electronic components, amplifiers and stereos; vibration isolating stands adapted for speakers; vibration isolating racks for electronic components, amplifiers and stereos; vibration isolators for use in stabilizing cameras

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 24, 2002 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2002

For sound absorbing panels in the nature of acoustic panels for use in buildings


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stillpoints, LLC Address Stillpoints, LLC 573 County Road A Hudson WISCONSIN 54016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1100us01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APERTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97297927</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For sound absorbing panels in the nature of acoustic panels for use in buildings
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
International Class Title Rubber

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stillpoints, LLC
Address Stillpoints, LLC 573 County Road A Hudson WISCONSIN 54016
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1101us01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CAYMULLER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97298060</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2022</td>
<td>7096916</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Gramophones; Audio and video cassette recorders; Audio cassette and CD players; Audio cassette decks for automobiles; Audio cassette recorders; Audio headphones; Audio recorders; Audio tape recorders; Blank magnetic tapes for tape recorders; Cassette players; Cassette recorders; Headsets for telephones; Music headphones; Stereo headphones; Video capture cards; Video cassette recorders; Wireless ear buds; Wireless headsets for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: RIVER ELECTRONICS INC
- **Address**: RIVER ELECTRONICS INC 161 S 8 TH AVE CITY OF INDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91746
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIGITGARDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97298066 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096917
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D scanners; 35mm cameras; Camcorders; Cameras; Field-glasses; Monoculars; Telescopes; Analog cameras; Body cameras; Digital cameras for industrial use; Endoscopy cameras for industrial purposes; Multiple purpose cameras; PC digital video recorders; TV cameras; Digital cameras; Disposable cameras; Document cameras; Film cameras; Trail cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 20, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RIVER ELECTRONICS INC Address RIVER ELECTRONICS INC 161 S 8 TH AVE CITY OF INDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97298122  
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 07, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7096918  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dice; Dolls; Kites; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Artificial fishing bait; Building games; Candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas crackers; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Fishing tackle; Flying discs; Hand-held party poppers; Infant toys; Inflatable swimming pools; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Plush toys; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Toy building blocks; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toy robots; Toy scooters; Toy vehicles; Video game consoles  
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Renjian Huang  
- **Address**: Renjian Huang, No.38, Daxin Road, Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: FTM-T01642

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DANG, BAO-NGOC K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
ADVENTURE AND VOW

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97298582</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2022</td>
<td>7096919</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Photography services; Videography services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Nov. 12, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 07, 2019 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Traci Edwards Photography, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Adventure and Vow |
| Address | Traci Edwards Photography, LLC 6188 Shamrock Rd Maple Falls WASHINGTON 98266 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARIZONA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MACFARLANE, JAMES W |

| 9992 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ODINLAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97298732 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096920
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ODINLAKE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6889142

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators; Air fryers; Air purifiers; Coffee machines, electric; Cook- and hold- ovens; Deep fryer, electric; Dehumidifiers for household purposes; Humidifiers for household purposes; Ice-cream making machines; Ice machines
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Odinlake (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Odinlake (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. No.4022, Renmin Rd, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUE CRIME IN THE 50

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97298749 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096921 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRUE CRIME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of True Crime International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 11, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Katherine Accardo Address Katherine Accardo 375 W. Dundee Rd. Apt 359 Wheeling ILLINOIS 60090 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97298749

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FORKS OVER KNIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97299068 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096922
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0120898/1675904 International Registration Number 1675904 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4227753, 5223949, 4346347 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pre-packaged dinners consisting primarily of vegetables, and also including grains, rice and pasta; Prepared and prepackaged meals and entrees consisting primarily of egg with one or more of meat, fish, poultry, vegetable, cheese or onion; Prepared entrees consisting primarily of vegetables, soups, fruit salads and vegetable salads; Prepared food kits composed of meat, poultry, fish, seafood, and/or vegetables and also including sauces or seasonings, ready for cooking and assembly as a meal; Prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes; Frozen and prepared meals consisting primarily of vegetables; Frozen and prepared entrees consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; Frozen and prepared soy-based entrees; Frozen and prepared vegetable-based entrees
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Mar. 31, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2017

For Printed books in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Printed magazines in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Printed resource books in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking

For Coaching in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Life coaching services in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring news, information and commentary in the fields of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, articles and guides in the
field(s) of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, nondownloadable publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, articles and guides in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Providing education courses in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing online publications in the nature of e-books in the field of in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of in the nature of magazines, newsletters, articles and guides in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** Apr. 01, 2011  **In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2011

**For** Pasta; Grain-based snack foods; Meal kits consisting primarily of noodles; Packaged meal kits consisting primarily of pasta or rice; Pasta and noodles; Processed grains; Processed, frozen, cooked or packaged whole grains; Rice-based snack foods; Rice, pasta and noodles; Salad dressings; Frozen and prepared entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice; Pre-packed dinners consisting primarily of grains, rice and pasta, and also including vegetables

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46  **International Class Title** Staple Foods  
**First Use** Sep. 13, 2016  **In Commerce** Sep. 13, 2016

**For** Downloadable electronic books in the field of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; Downloadable mobile applications for obtaining news, commentary and information in the fields of health, diet, nutrition and cooking; DVDs featuring information in the fields of health, diet, nutrition and cooking

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Sep. 06, 2011  **In Commerce** Sep. 06, 2011

**For** Counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and lifestyle wellness; Health counseling; Providing a website featuring information about health, wellness and nutrition; Providing health information via a website; Providing information about health, wellness and nutrition via a website

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use** Apr. 01, 2011  **In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2011

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Name** UPBEET BRANDS, INC.  **Address** UPBEET BRANDS, INC.  Suite 905, 853 Broadway  New York  
NEW YORK  10003  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TYLERS COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97299183 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096923 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3934453

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Coffee and coffee substitutes; Coffee and artificial coffee; Coffee and tea; Coffee beans; Coffee capsules containing coffee for brewing; Coffee pods; Coffee pods, filled; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; Caffeine-free coffee; Decaffeinated coffee; Ground coffee; Ground coffee beans; Roasted coffee beans
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jun. 06, 2006 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tylers Coffee DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Tylers Coffee LLC Address Tylers Coffee 1810 S 6th Ave Tucson ARIZONA 85713 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RANDY'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97299502 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096924
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of cartoon image of a smiling person holding a donut in their right hand and a steaming beverage in their left hand, with the stylized text RANDY'S centered below the person. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2416754, 5501049, 5447538 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee mugs; Glassware, namely, beverage glassware; Dishware; Salt and pepper shakers; Pot holders; Glass statuary; Lunch pails; Bento boxes; Coasters of plaster, leather and metal

For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats and socks

For Restaurant services, namely, serving donuts, sandwiches, salads and drinks
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 30, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  QUAD QUEENS LLC
Address  QUAD QUEENS LLC  440 Hindry Ave, Suite F  Inglewood
CALIFORNIA  90301
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  73578.00600

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VPHEV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97300010  Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7096925
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Vphev has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gramophones; Audio and video cassette recorders; Audio cassette and CD players; Audio cassette decks for automobiles; Audio cassette recorders; Audio headphones; Audio recorders; Audio tape recorders; Blank magnetic tapes for tape recorders; Cassette players; Cassette recorders; Video capture cards; Video cassette recorders
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 17, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RIVER ELECTRONICS INC Address RIVER ELECTRONICS INC 161 S 8 TH AVE CITY OF INDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLOUGH-SEGALL, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PHLSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97300102 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7096926
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "PHL" and the letters "STER" which appear inside an irregular quadrilateral. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical kit accessories, namely, tourniquets and tourniquet carriers in the nature of cases specially adapted for carrying tourniquets
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Sep. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 2011

For Holsters and concealed firearm carry products, namely, pistol holsters, firearm carry systems comprising an adjustable belt and holster, belt clips for securing a gun without the use of a holster, and pouches specially adapted for carrying gun cartridges
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Sep. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 2011

For Hardware kits for attaching accessories to firearm holsters comprised of metal screws and washers
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Sep. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PHLSTER LLC Address PHLSTER LLC 2616 Bittersweet Lane Maplewood MINNESOTA 55109
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TBD
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THEE BOTANICAL EMPRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97300359 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096927
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOTANICAL" Name
Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies LaShawndra Jones, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aromatherapy oils, other than essential oils, for hair growth, relieving anxiety, preventing fatigue, improving pain, and curing insomnia; Herbal products, namely, aromatherapy packs containing herbs used for relief from headaches, insomnia and sinus discomfort; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Medicinal herbs; Medicinal herbs in dried or preserved form; Medicinal syrups containing elderberries for the treatment of chest congestion, the common cold, and influenza; Medicinal hair growth preparations; Medicinal tea; Nutritional supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

For On-line retail store services featuring non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, milk baths, toners, body oils, deodorants, and scented water; herbal teas, medicinal teas, herbal syrups, dry herbs, fresh herbs, medicinal hair growth preparations, nutritional supplements, aromatherapy packs, and aromatherapy oils, other than essential oils, for hair growth, relieving anxiety, preventing fatigue, improving pain, and curing insomnia

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thee Botanical Empress LLC Address Thee Botanical Empress LLC 2201 East Willow Street Suite D #354 Signal Hill CALIFORNIA 90755 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97300553  Application Filing Date  Mar. 08, 2022
Registration Number  7096928
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a freezer pop with three layers. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0126367/1716217
International Registration Number  1716217

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sweepstakes services for digital art images, music and sound files, and video files authenticated by nonfungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Sep. 21, 2021
In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2021

For  Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Providing advertising and promotional services to promote the sale of goods and services of others authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) via the internet; Customer services, namely, responding to customer inquiries for others in the field of non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jul. 27, 2021
In Commerce  Jul. 27, 2021

For  Downloadable mobile applications for hosting an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable mobile applications for use as a digital wallet; Providing downloadable mobile applications for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, transmit, and display digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) using blockchain technology; Downloadable mobile applications providing e-commerce marketplace
integration for users of third-party online e-commerce marketplaces for buyers and sellers of digital art images, music and sound files, and video files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: Dec. 12, 2020  
**In Commerce**: Dec. 12, 2020

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable website software for hosting an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for creating, promoting, selling, and exchanging digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as a digital wallet; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for enabling users to electronically create, exchange, store, send, receive, accept, transmit, and display digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) using blockchain technology; Providing services in the nature of design of artwork to be authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) using blockchain technology; Providing custom design services of digital art images, music and sound files, and video files to be authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs) based on personal selections made by the customer; Application service provider (ASP) featuring e-commerce software for use as a payment gateway that authorizes processing of credit cards or direct payments for merchants in connection with sales of digital art images, music and sound files, and video files, authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Jul. 27, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Jul. 27, 2021

**Basis Information**  
**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**  
**Owner Name**: SocialSweet, Inc.  
**Address**: SocialSweet, Inc.  
7 SYDNEY LANE  PORT MURRAY  NEW JERSEY  
07865  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**  
**Docket Number**: 143657.4002

**Examining Attorney**  
**Examining Attorney**: GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** BIOBLAS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97300585</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** 3-in-1 hair shampoos; Shampoos; Hair shampoo; Hair shampoos and conditioners

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Jun. 17, 2020

**In Commerce** Jun. 17, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** IME LLC

**Address** IME LLC 1118 Morse Avenue Schamburg ILLINOIS 60193

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** N/A

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ESHARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97300959  Application Filing Date  Mar. 08, 2022  Registration Number 7096930
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle design containing a pattern comprised of a semi-circle above five horizontal bands at the top and a semi-circle below five horizontal bands at the bottom. A piston appears across the center of the circle above the stylized wording "ESHARE" between two wings. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air turbines for land vehicles; Automobile roof racks; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Child safety harnesses for vehicle seats; Drink holders for vehicles; Land vehicle parts, namely, fenders; Land vehicle parts, namely, running boards; Land vehicle transmissions and replacement parts thereof; Metal covers used to cover automotive shock parts; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Structural repair parts for trucks, trailers, and other motor vehicles; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Vehicle bumpers; Vehicle parts, namely, shock absorbers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 17, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yifenxiang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yifenxiang Trading Co., Ltd. 205,Lexi Bldg., Minle Science and Technology Park,Longhua New Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NOBLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97300989</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096931</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word noble appearing in stylized lettering with a leaf design above the letter o. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | fresh citrus fruit |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 46 | International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Oct. 2018 | In Commerce | Oct. 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wm. G. Roe & Sons, Inc. | Address | Wm. G. Roe & Sons, Inc. 500 Avenue R SW Winter Haven FLORIDA 33880 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1031455-1004 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301348 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096932 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of traditional genie lamp and above it a scroll of paper with a feather quill extending therefrom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring information on travel International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Dec. 31, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name How Far You'll Go LLC Address How Far You'll Go LLC 743 Pepperidge Road Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T0041508.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLASTIQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301389 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096933
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4271905

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business advisory services, consultancy and information; business advisory services, consultancy and information in the fields of electronic payment processing and transmission of bill payment data; promotion of incentive award programs to promote the sale of others' products and services through the issuance and processing of loyalty points; business administration of consumer and commercial loyalty programs; business advisory and management services in the fields of accounts payable and accounts receivable processing and workflow; providing an on-line directory for facilitating electronic payment processing; business risk assessment services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plastiq Inc. Address Plastiq Inc. 447 Sutter Street, Suite 405, PMB 49 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94108 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 49287.6001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AOLIGEIJS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301711 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096934
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AOLIGEIJS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball batting cage nets; Baseball batting tees; Baseball gloves; Basketball nets; Body-building apparatus; Electronic learning toys; Fins for sports equipment boards, namely, kiteboards, surfboards, bodyboards, paddleboards; Fishing tackle; Golf practice nets; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Nets for badminton; Nets for sports; Soccer ball goal nets; Toy for pets; Volleyball nets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Maishang Technology Co., LTD Address Shenzhen Maishang Technology Co., LTD 3/F,Bldg 8,Huaidecuihu Industrial Park, No.21,Xintang Road,Fuyong St, Baoan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI

10011
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOBRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301755  Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022  Registration Number 7096935
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "DOBRE" in the mark is "good".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chenille yarn; Cotton thread; Cotton thread and yarn; Cotton threads and yarns; Cotton yarn; Hand knitting wools; Linen thread; Synthetic thread; Thread for textile use; Wool base mixed thread and yarn; Wool yarn
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43  International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Jan. 10, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BALANA LLC  Address BALANA LLC 6164 Hidden Canyon Rd, Centreville VIRGINIA 20120
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIOLENCE INTERRUPTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97301997 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7096936
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of design of a fist within a circle, superimposed over a stylized design of straight lines intersecting behind the fist design, the words "VIOLENCE" and "INTERRUPTERS" in stylized font bordering the design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VIOLENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of preventing community violence and preventing domestic violence; educational services, namely, providing educational seminars, workshops, and conferences in the field of preventing community violence and preventing domestic violence; training services in the field of workplace conflict mediation; providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos featuring information to promote awareness of community violence
For Promoting awareness of community violence and domestic violence by means of public advocacy; organizing and promoting community collaborations and community organizing work to address community violence and domestic violence
For Providing public safety information and public safety consultation in the field of domestic abuse and violence prevention; providing a website featuring educational information in the field of preventing community violence and preventing domestic violence
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 2004 In Commerce Jan. 2004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97302349</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: LEBOW-EATON CAPS & NECKS

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "CAPS & NECKS"

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Caps for wheel rims; Gas caps for land vehicles; Hub caps; Vehicle fuel tanks; Vehicles parts, namely, fuel filler pipes being the pipe in which one places a gasoline pump when fueling the vehicle

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use** | Oct. 01, 2021
**In Commerce** | Oct. 01, 2021

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Powerjet Parts, Inc.

**Address**: Powerjet Parts, Inc. 6135 Harrison Dr #6 Las Vegas NEVADA 89120

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 97302349

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: ARTHUR, ALAINA M
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
C

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97302608</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7096938</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized red "C" with white horizontal stripes on the upper left side. **Color Drawing**: Yes **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

## Goods and Services Information

**For** consumer and business banking services; mortgage banking services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial **First Use**: Oct. 20, 2017 **In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2017

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Citizens Bank of Kentucky, Inc. **Address**: Citizens Bank of Kentucky, Inc. 620 Broadway Paintsville KENTUCKY 41240 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: KENTUCKY

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 0571493

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OGI MOGI TOYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97302821 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096939
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "OGI MOGI TOYS" within a yellow soft cornered rectangle. The words "OGI MOGI" are in black outline filled with white, and the word "TOYS" is in solid black. The inner portion of the "O" in "OGI" and the "G" in "MOGI" are filled in red. The inner portion of the "G" in "OGI" and and the "O" in "MOGI" are filled in green. The space between the bars of the "M" in "MOGI" is filled in blue. The white background behind the yellow rectangle is not claimed as an element of the mark.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, red, white, black, green, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TOYS" Translation The wording "OGI MOGI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2021/177314 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 2021177314 Foreign Registration Date May 25, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County TURKEY Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 10, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby multiple activity toys; Children's educational toys for developing cognitive and motor skills; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Sand toys; Stuffed toys; Toy building blocks; Toy houses; Toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For On-line retail store services featuring toys; Retail store services featuring toys

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently</strong> 44E</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> BIGGBRANDS E-TICARET HIZMETLERI VE IHRACAT A.S</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong> BIGGBRANDS E-TICARET HIZMETLERI VE IHRACAT A.S NO:3 ACARLAR IS MERKEZI RÜZGARLIBAHÇE MAH. ARDIÇ SOKAK Beykoz Istanbul TURKEY 34805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> anonim sirketi (a.s.)</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> TURKEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> RINGLE, JAMES W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LASGU

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97303090</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7096940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "LASGU" with a shaded square functioning as a carrier behind the letter "A".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Air pumps for automobiles; Anti-skid chains for vehicles; Antitheft alarms for vehicles; Automobile holders for MP3 players that are affixed or specially adapted to the automobile; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior paneling; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Direction signals for automobiles; Fabric car seat buckle protector; Fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; Front and rear bicycle rack packs; Insignia for vehicles; Motorcycle bags, namely, tank bags, saddle bags, sissy bar bags and tail bags; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Rear view mirrors; Tire inflators; Vehicle parts, namely, rear view mirrors; Vehicle seat protectors

**International Classes**

- Primary Classes: 12
- US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use** | Feb. 01, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Feb. 01, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Aguduo International Trade Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Shenzhen Aguduo International Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 301, No. 1 Guankeng Street, Shuijing Community, Jihua Street, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 440307
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RUI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97303273</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096941</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Rui Marques, whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |
|--------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------------------|------------------------|

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Downloadable musical sound recordings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Rui Music LLC |
| Address | Rui Music LLC Rua dos Marmeleiros, Lote 3 Brejos PORTUGAL 2925-185A |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN |
### Mark Literal(s)

- RUI

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97303292</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7096942</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "RUI" in yellow stylized font with a yellow five-pointed star replacing the dot in the "I".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Rui Marques, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Downloadable musical sound recordings
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2012

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Rui Music LLC
- **Address**: Rui Music LLC, Rua dos Marmeleiros, Lote 3, Brejos, PORTUGAL, 2925-185A
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RESTED MAMA, HAPPY BABY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303455 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096943
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing courses of instruction in the field of children's sleep
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 19, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rested Mama, Happy Baby Address Rested Mama, Happy Baby 34971 windwood Glen Lane Murrieta CALIFORNIA 92563 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CERDA, VICTOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MY BLANKET SHOP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97303510</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BLANKET SHOP" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Custom imprinting of blankets with messages; Custom imprinting of blankets with decorative designs |
| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Material |
| Treatment | First Use | Jun. 01, 2019 |
| | In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | equipe, Inc |
| Address | equipe, Inc 6735 Knott Avenue Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90620 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ASENDIWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303525 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096945
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels; Automobile seat cushions; Automotive cargo rack; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Car window shades; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in trucks or SUVs; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Cup holders for use in vehicles; Fitted automotive seat covers; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted vehicle seat covers; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Pre-designed vinyl vehicle wraps specially adapted for vehicles; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Steering wheel locks; Vehicle seat cushions; Vehicle seat protectors; Wheelchair pads
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Zhengxi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Zhengxi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 4253,No. 40
West of Nanzhuang Avenue,Nanzhuang Town,Chancheng District,Foshan City CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) N NAVISTA THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303581 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096946
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "N" over the word "NAVISTA" above the smaller wording "THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS GROUP". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Public affairs, communications and management services for others, namely, providing public affairs in the nature of public relations to industry, professional associations, coalitions, corporations, and organizations; communications services in the nature of consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies to industry, professional associations, coalitions, corporations, and organizations; business management services to industry, professional associations, coalitions, corporations, and organizations; developing and executing strategic plans designed to build effective collaboration or coalitions, namely, professional staffing services and businesses management for existing coalitions; identifying and mobilizing allies to support coalition objectives, namely, matching individuals with like-minded organizations who provide charitable activities through an on-line profiling survey and analysis, matching individuals to serve on non-profit boards of directors through profiling surveys and analysis, matching skilled volunteers with non-profit organizations; monitoring issues and identifying policy trends in the nature of providing public policy information regarding environmental issues; collateral support, namely, providing office support staff services, business support services in the nature of business consulting to non-profit organizations; writing publicity texts, namely, press releases; and, marketing services, namely, social media management


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Navista The Public Affairs Group, Inc. Address Navista The Public Affairs Group, Inc. 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 350 Washington D.C. 20005 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NAVISTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303597 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096947
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Public affairs, communications and management services for others, namely, providing public affairs in the nature of public relations to industry, professional associations, coalitions, corporations, and organizations; communications services in the nature of consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies to industry, professional associations, coalitions, corporations, and organizations; business management services to industry, professional associations, coalitions, corporations, and organizations; developing and executing strategic plans designed to build effective collaboration or coalitions, namely, professional staffing services and businesses management for existing coalitions; identifying and mobilizing allies to support coalition objectives, namely, matching individuals with like-minded organizations who provide charitable activities through an on-line profiling survey and analysis, matching individuals to serve on non-profit boards of directors through profiling surveys and analysis, matching skilled volunteers with non-profit organizations; monitoring issues and identifying policy trends in the nature of providing public policy information regarding environmental issues; collateral support, namely, providing office support staff services, business support services in the nature of business consulting to non-profit organizations; writing publicity texts, namely, press releases; and, marketing services, namely, social media management


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Navista The Public Affairs Group, Inc. Address Navista The Public Affairs Group, Inc. 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 350 Washington D.C. 20005 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1044
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VC VCHIEF VIRTUAL CHIEF OF STAFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303636 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096948
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "VCHIEF" where the "V" is in dark teal and "CHIEF" is in teal; beneath this is the stylized wording "VIRTUAL CHIEF OF STAFF" in black; to the left of the wording is a teal oval design with a white inner border and a light teal outer border; inside the oval are the stylized interlocking letters "VC" in white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors dark teal, teal, black and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VIRTUAL CHIEF OF STAFF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fractional executive services especially in the chief of staff role, namely, business management consultation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name vChief, LLC Address vChief, LLC 3011 Sunrise Court Middleton WISCONSIN 53562 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SLEEPING LAMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303798 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096949
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "SLEEPING LAMB" with a logo design of a sheep's head above the letters "pin". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording SLEEPING LAMB has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5238164

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Garment bags for storage; Garment bags for storage of sweaters, shoes, scarves; General utility bags for commercial use; High-density polyethylene plastic bags for the storage of household items; Polypropylene bags used for the storage of personal belongings to prevent or minimize lice infestation
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Jan. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HU FANG Address HU FANG LIJING ROAD HONGGUTAN DISTRICT NANCHANG CHINA 330000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALING IS SEXY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97303972</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7096950</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of healing, dating, and relationships via a website |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Sep. 14, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 30, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | HEALING IS SEXY |
| Address | HEALING IS SEXY BLDG 4-2070 REILLY RD 122 FORT BRAGG NORTH CAROLINA 28307 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 97303972 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHHINA, KARANENDRA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNEHHAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97304270 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7096951
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Suneehat has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liping Huang Address Liping Huang No. 17, Qilin, Bailing Village, Lifang Township, Guangze County Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS115219

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SHADES OF CONTENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97304529</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7096952</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer**: "CONTENT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, conferences, camps, courses, non-downloadable webinars, and mentoring in the fields of business development, content marketing, and entrepreneurship; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring stories of business development, content marketing, and entrepreneurship provided through non-downloadable videos and podcasts; Presentation of live show performances; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, pictures, videos and audio clips in the field(s) of business development, content marketing, and entrepreneurship; Providing online interviews featuring individual stories in the field of business development, content marketing, and entrepreneurship for entertainment purposes

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment **First Use**: Feb. 24, 2020 **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Cameau Enterprises LLC **Address**: Cameau Enterprises LLC 4214 Gallatin Street Hyattsville MARYLAND 20781 **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)**

![Image of a flower with the upper half of three humans in a circle forming the center.]

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of nutrition; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of body image; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of health and wellness; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of eating patterns; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of mindful eating; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of chronic health concerns; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of substance use; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of nutrition; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of body image; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of health and wellness; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of eating patterns; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of mindful eating; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of chronic health concerns; Education services, namely, providing training in the field of substance use; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of counseling; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of nutrition

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Mar. 24, 2012

**In Commerce** Mar. 24, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Nutritious Thoughts, LLC

**Address** Nutritious Thoughts, LLC 31 College Place Suite 200 Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28801

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DEMULLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97304978 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096954
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "DEMULLER"
appearing next to a stylized triangle comprised of three bands each with one side being curved. Translation The
wording "DEMULLER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freezers; Lamps; Refrigerators; Air-conditioning apparatus; Bath installations; Drying apparatus for use
in heating, ventilation systems, air conditioning systems and refrigeration systems; Electric cooking ovens;
Electric coolers; Electric fans for personal use; Electric hair dryers; Heating installations; Ice-cream making
machines; Ice machines and apparatus; Laundry dryers, electric; Radiators, electric; Refrigerating cabinets;
Water fountains; Water purification and filtration apparatus; Water purification installations; Wine
ceilars, electric
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Oct. 18, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Wanai Appliance Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Wanai Appliance Co., Ltd. Fuhai Industrial
Development Zone Cixi, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF230300023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
### TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97305419</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Daniel Hodge, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Hosting social entertainment events, namely, drag shows, for others
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hodge, Daniel
- **Address**: Hodge, Daniel 10695 Dean Martin Dr, 1101 Las Vegas NEVADA 89141
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97305832 Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number  7096956
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  International Materials Group, LLC Address  International Materials Group, LLC  200 Commerce Drive Taylorsville  NORTH CAROLINA  28681 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IMG INTERNATIONAL MATERIALS GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97305838 Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number  7096957
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "IMG" in a shaded oval above the words "International Materials Group". Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  As to "INTERNATIONAL MATERIALS GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  International Materials Group, LLC Address  International Materials Group, LLC 200 Commerce Drive Taylorsville NORTH CAROLINA 28681 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMPSON, HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FNIGIFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97306272
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096958
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: presentation boxes for jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Asim Demirel
- **Address**: 7505 Overview Terrace, Columbia, MARYLAND 21044
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: TURKEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAINT MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97306307
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096959
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Modern candles
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Saint Candles LLC
- **Address**: Saint Candles LLC c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660 New York NEW YORK 10001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exchanging Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NICE CHUNK OF WOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306315 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096960
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHUNK OF WOOD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charcuterie boards for serving and cutting charcuterie; Serving boards for food; Serving platters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nice Chunk of Wood Address Nice Chunk of Wood 5900 Balcones Drive STE 100 Austin TEXAS 78731 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYCEDO, CATHERINE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAINT SEBASTIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306321 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096961 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Modern candles, candles International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saint Candles LLC Address Saint Candles LLC c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660 New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97306335</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2022</td>
<td>7096962</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modern candles, candles</td>
<td>4 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 6, 15</td>
<td>Lubricants and Fuels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saint Candles LLC</td>
<td>Saint Candles LLC c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660 New York NEW YORK 10001</td>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### Examining Attorney
SCHLEGEMLILCH, JONATHO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97306368</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7096963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** SAINT MARGARET OF CARTONA

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Modern candles, candles

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15

**International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**First Use** Feb. 01, 2021 **In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Saint Candles LLC **Address** Saint Candles LLC c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660 New York NEW YORK 10001

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** MISSOURI

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAXIMILLIAN KOLBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306377 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096964 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Modern candles, candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saint Candles LLC Address Saint Candles LLC c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660 New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where MISSOURI
Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAINT CHRISTOPHER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97306388</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2022</td>
<td>7096965</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Modern candles, candles
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Saint Candles LLC
- **Address**: Saint Candles LLC, c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660, New York, NEW YORK 10001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGLMILCH, JONATHO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAINT DYMPHNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306397  Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022  Registration Number 7096966  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Modern candles, candles  
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15  International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels  
First Use Feb. 01, 2021  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saint Candles LLC  Address Saint Candles LLC c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. 244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2660 New York NEW YORK 10001  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
MELASA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELASA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97306806 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7096967 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MELASA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eye glasses; Glasses for sports; Portable LED safety lighting devices for personal use for safety purposes; Protective eyewear and component parts thereof; Reflective safety vests; Safety goggles; Safety helmets; Safety products, namely, reflective safety bands to be worn on the body; Side guards for eyeglasses; Swimming goggles International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin Junmei Address Lin Junmei Qujiazhai Village, Guxian Town, Yanshi Luoyang CHINA 471900 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0176

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELLOTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97307156 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096968 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4455780, 4576348

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store and wholesale store services featuring new, rebuilt, and refurbished used machinery and equipment for the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries; Business analysis, business evaluation, and reports relating to business matters on the condition and life-cycle history of machinery and equipment used in the aggregate, slag, construction, and power industries for buyers prior to purchase to verify that such machinery and equipment has been reconditioned and is in good working order and to provide business information useful for ongoing care and maintenance of such machinery and equipment; Providing a buy-back and trade-in program for replacement parts used in machinery and equipment in the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries; Retail store and wholesale store services featuring replacement parts used in machinery and equipment in the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries

For Reengineering in the nature of rebuilding and refurbishing of used machinery and equipment for the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries; Refurbishing components of used stone crushing equipment for the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries; Providing equipment inspection and evaluation in the nature of technical advice related to maintenance and repairs, and providing repairs for the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries

For Machine shop services, namely, machining components of used stone crushing equipment for the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries, for others; Contract crushing services for the aggregate, slag, and recycled construction material processing industries; custom manufacture of equipment in the aggregate and slag industries; Rental of new, rebuilt and refurbished used crushing machinery and equipment for the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries
For Technological consultation in the field of selecting machinery parts and equipment used in the aggregate, slag, construction and power industries suitable for their intended uses; Providing customized engineering plans for equipment in the aggregate and slag industries

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mellott Company, LLC Address Mellott Company, LLC 100 Mellott Drive Warfordsburg PENNSYLVANIA 17267 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00017152

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97307317</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7096969</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POOL TABLE SERVICES" Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Pool tables
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 14, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 14, 2014

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Maine Pool Table Services, LLC
- **Address**: Maine Pool Table Services, LLC 25 Eastman Lane Auburn MAINE 04210
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MAINE

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANOTHER CRITTER GONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97307438 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096970
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black and grey and white raccoon lying on its back with its arms behind its head in a green circle with "ANOTHER CRITTERGONE" in white letters above it, the green circle and raccoon are outlined in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, black, grey, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refurbishing of homes, apartments, and buildings due to animal destruction
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2022

For Animal removal services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Another Critter Gone LLC Address Another Critter Gone LLC 1541 State route 28 Loveland OHIO 45150 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNIE, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ITREND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97307562 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096971
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording itREND in stylized font with the stem of the letter I appearing in purple lettering and the wording TREND appearing in white lettering. The dot of the letter I is part of a graphic symbol comprised of lines and circles in green with a pink partial circle and yellow triangle, all appearing over a black rectangular background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink, yellow, green, purple, white, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for video streaming and viewing; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for live-streaming video; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and tablets, namely, software to connect, upload, edit and share videos
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Knight, Grady U. Address Knight, Grady U. 45 E. City Ave., #1864 Bala Cynwyd PENNSYLVANIA 19004 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney POLZER, NATALE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97307658
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 11, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096972
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “DERMATOLOGY”
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dermatology services; Medical services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Tareen Dermatology, P.A.
- **Address**: Tareen Dermatology, P.A. Suite 200 2720 Fairview Ave. No. Roseville MINNESOTA 55113
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 0027234

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LANZI, JESSICA NICOLE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WINEMAKER'S KITCHEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97307687</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7096973</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Acquired Distinctiveness** In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5348401, 5306756

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Entertainment and education services in the nature of an ongoing IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) program featuring food and wine; Production and distribution of IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) programs in the fields of food and wine; entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, production, and distribution of internet television programming and ongoing multimedia television programming featuring food and wine; entertainment and education services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring food and wine distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; educational and entertainment services in the nature of conducting classes in the field of cooking; entertainment services, namely, arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting social entertainment events in the field of food; education services, namely, in the nature of conducting classes in the field of food; entertainment and education services, namely, organizing and conducting cooking classes featuring cooking demonstrations; Cooking instruction; education services, namely, providing live and online classes in the field of cooking and food; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the fields of food and wine

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Oct. 03, 2012 **In Commerce** Oct. 03, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Winemaker's Kitchen, LLC **Address** Winemaker's Kitchen, LLC 345 New Hampshire Route 101 Amherst NEW HAMPSHIRE 03031 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEW HAMPSHIRE

---

10056
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  48959-00301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) COSMIC LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97308089</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7096974</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;LIFE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurance agency services for life insurance; life insurance brokerage services</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COSMIC TECH INC</td>
<td>COSMIC TECH INC 1207 DELAWARE AVE #1333 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19806</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WOODARD & CURRAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308300 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096975
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services relating to the operation of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems; business consulting services on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) matters; business advice relating to loans, grants, and other funding sources for the construction and operation of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and environmental remediation treatment systems
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 15, 1979 In Commerce May 15, 1979
For Consulting in the field of construction of water treatment plants and wastewater treatment plants; consulting in the field of construction, namely, installation of storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems; construction of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and environmental remediation treatment systems; construction project management services; general construction contracting; construction planning and construction site development
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 15, 1979 In Commerce May 15, 1979
For Consultancy on environmental regulatory matters; obtaining permits and reviewing standards and practices to monitor compliance with environmental laws and regulations in the areas of water and wastewater treatment, reclamation, transmission, and storage; environmental consulting services in the field of compliance with environmental regulations
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use 1990 In Commerce 1990
For Water and wastewater treatment services; environmental remediation services, namely, treatment of soil and water; manufacturing process consulting; consulting in the field of construction, namely, manufacturing of storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment **First Use** 1991 **In Commerce** 1991

For Engineering and architectural consulting; environmental consulting services in the field of environmental assessment and planning; environmental consulting services in the field of designing clean water infrastructure, namely, the design of water and waste water treatment facilities and environmental remediation treatment systems; engineering and scientific environmental consulting in the field of water resource planning; civil engineering; urban planning; municipal planning, namely, planning, consultation, and design in the fields of architecture, engineering, landscape, recreation and sporting facilities, traffic and roadway systems, water and wastewater systems, and cemetery infrastructure; consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS), enterprise asset management systems (EAMS), geographic information systems (GIS), and business intelligence software; intelligent technology solutions, namely, design, installation, operation, and maintenance of software and technology solutions being computer hardware for water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and water reclamation and reuse systems; intelligent technology solutions in the nature of technical support, namely, troubleshooting of problems in computer software and hardware for water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and water reclamation and reuse systems; design and development of data management systems for environmental compliance data, comprised of a computer database and a software application to access the database; design, development, and hosting websites and databases for others; design and development of computer software and databases for environmental information management; consulting in the field of design of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** May 15, 1979 **In Commerce** May 15, 1979

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Woodard & Curran, Inc. **Address** Woodard & Curran, Inc. 41 Hutchins Drive Portland MAINE 04102

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** MAINE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 8488/1509WC

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308305 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096976
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of a mountain rising above a leaf and a wave of water comprised of an incomplete triangle and curved lines Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services relating to the operation of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems; business consulting services on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) matters; business advice relating to loans, grants, and other funding sources for the construction and operation of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and environmental remediation treatment systems
For Consulting in the field of construction of water treatment plants and wastewater treatment plants; consulting in the field of construction, namely, installation of storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems; construction of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and environmental remediation treatment systems; construction project management services; general construction contracting; construction planning and construction site development
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 19, 2022
For Consultancy on environmental regulatory matters; obtaining permits and reviewing standards and practices to monitor compliance with environmental laws and regulations in the areas of water and wastewater treatment, reclamation, transmission, and storage; environmental consulting services in the field of compliance with environmental regulations
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 19, 2022

For Water and wastewater treatment services; environmental remediation services, namely, treatment of soil and water; manufacturing process consulting; consulting in the field of construction, namely, manufacturing of storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jan. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 19, 2022

For Engineering and architectural consulting; environmental consulting services in the field of environmental assessment and planning; environmental consulting services in the field of designing clean water infrastructure, namely, the design of water and waste water treatment facilities and environmental remediation treatment systems; engineering and scientific environmental consulting in the field of water resource planning; civil engineering; urban planning; municipal planning, namely, planning, consultation, and design in the fields of architecture, engineering, landscape, recreation and sporting facilities, traffic and roadway systems, water and wastewater systems, and cemetery infrastructure; consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computerized maintenance management systems (CMMMS), enterprise asset management systems (EAMS), geographic information systems (GIS), and business intelligence software; intelligent technology solutions, namely, design, installation, operation, and maintenance of software and technology solutions being computer hardware for water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and water reclamation and reuse systems; intelligent technology solutions in the nature of technical support, namely, troubleshooting of problems in computer software and hardware for water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and water reclamation and reuse systems; design and development of data management systems for environmental compliance data, comprised of a computer database and a software application to access the database; design, development, and hosting websites and databases for others; design and development of computer software and databases for environmental information management; consulting in the field of design of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woodard & Curran, Inc. Address Woodard & Curran, Inc. 41 Hutchins Drive Portland MAINE 04102
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8488/1509WCL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WOODARD & CURRAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97308307</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7096977</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the depiction of a mountain rising above a leaf and a wave of water comprised of an incomplete triangle and curved lines, and the words &quot;WOODARD &amp; CURRAN&quot; to the right of it.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Business consulting services relating to the operation of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems; business consulting services on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) matters; business advice relating to loans, grants, and other funding sources for the construction and operation of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and environmental remediation treatment systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Consulting in the field of construction of water treatment plants and wastewater treatment plants; consulting in the field of construction, namely, installation of storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems; construction of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and environmental remediation treatment systems; construction project management services; general construction contracting; construction planning and construction site development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Consultancy on environmental regulatory matters; obtaining permits and reviewing standards and practices to monitor compliance with environmental laws and regulations in the areas of water and wastewater treatment, reclamation, transmission, and storage; environmental consulting services in the field of compliance with environmental regulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Personal and legal services First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2022</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Water and wastewater treatment services; environmental remediation services, namely, treatment of soil and water; manufacturing process consulting; consulting in the field of construction, namely, manufacturing of storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Material Treatment  **First Use**  Jan. 19, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jan. 19, 2022

For Engineering and architectural consulting; environmental consulting services in the field of environmental assessment and planning; environmental consulting services in the field of designing clean water infrastructure, namely, the design of water and waste water treatment facilities and environmental remediation treatment systems; engineering and scientific environmental consulting in the field of water resource planning; civil engineering; urban planning; municipal planning, namely, planning, consultation, and design in the fields of architecture, engineering, landscape, recreation and sporting facilities, traffic and roadway systems, water and wastewater systems, and cemetery infrastructure; consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS), enterprise asset management systems (EAMS), geographic information systems (GIS), and business intelligence software; intelligent technology solutions, namely, design, installation, operation, and maintenance of software and technology solutions being computer hardware for water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and water reclamation and reuse systems; intelligent technology solutions in the nature of technical support, namely, troubleshooting of problems in computer software and hardware for water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, and water reclamation and reuse systems; design and development of data management systems for environmental compliance data, comprised of a computer database and a software application to access the database; design, development, and hosting websites and databases for others; design and development of computer software and databases for environmental information management; consulting in the field of design of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, storm water drainage and flood control systems, water reclamation and reuse systems, and environmental remediation treatment systems

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Jan. 19, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jan. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Woodard & Curran, Inc.  **Address**  Woodard & Curran, Inc.  41 Hutchins Drive  Portland  MAINE  04102

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  MAINE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  8488/1509WCD

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BREASTFEEDING HERITAGE
AND PRIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97308402 Application Filing Date  Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number  7096978
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BREASTFEEDING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed publications, namely, journals, manuals and training materials in the field of breastfeeding and lactation
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jul. 01, 1993 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 1993

For  Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of breastfeeding and lactation and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jul. 01, 1993 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 1993

For  Providing breastfeeding and lactation information; Breastfeeding and lactation counseling services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jul. 01, 1993 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hispanic Health Council, Inc. Address  Hispanic Health Council, Inc.  175 Main Street  Hartford CONNECTICUT  06106 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QUENDAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308423 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096979 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucet sprayers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 25, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stalkridge Online Enterprises LLC Address Stalkridge Online Enterprises LLC 30 N Gould St., Ste. R Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SLK.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIME LINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308646 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096980
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For metal foils for use in painting; automotive paint
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Dec. 10, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2020
For paint spray guns; air operated power tools, namely, sanders

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paul, Adam Matthew Address Paul, Adam Matthew 5881 W 5200 S Hooper UTAH 84315 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMP-T-101-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERR, JENNA FRANCES
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97308823  Application Filing Date: Mar. 11, 2022  Registration Number: 7096981
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "FIRM"

Goods and Services Information

For: Business consulting services; Business development consulting services; Business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others  International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: Mar. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Firm Studio LLC  Address: Firm Studio LLC  44 Milton Avenue  Alpha  GEORGIA  30009  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VENTURECRAFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97308868</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7096982</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Business consultation; Business development services; Marketing consulting; Marketing services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2022</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>VentureCraft, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>VentureCraft, Inc. 18685 Main Street, Suite 101-224 Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>VECR-01-UST1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZARRIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308894 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096983
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Zarrin in the mark is gold.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2319900

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed foods, namely, pickles; jams; preserved, dried, and cooked vegetables and fruit; tomato paste; pepper paste; dried fruits; canned fish; yogurt drinks
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Dec. 01, 1999 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1999

For Staple foods, namely, honey, tea, sugar, rice, tomato sauce, molasses, processed grains in the nature of dried grains
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 01, 1995 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1995

For Light beverages, namely, flavored waters and fruit-flavored drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Dec. 01, 1994 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blansh International, Inc. Address Blansh International, Inc. PO Box 20338 San Jose CALIFORNIA 95160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Blansh-033TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZARRIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308898 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7096984 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "ZARRIN" in yellow within a black rectangle having rounded edges, and a yellow strip just inside of the black rectangle, the letters and the yellow strip being edged in orange, and three black-edged green leaves on top of the rectangle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, yellow, green and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of Zarrin in the mark is gold.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2319900

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed foods, namely, pickles; jams; preserved, dried, and cooked vegetables and fruit; tomato paste; pepper paste; dried fruits; canned fish; yogurt drinks International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Dec. 01, 1999 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1999 For Staple foods, namely, honey, tea, sugar, rice, tomato sauce, molasses, processed grains in the nature of dried grains International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 01, 1995 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1995 For Light beverages, namely, flavored waters, and fruit-flavored drinks International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Dec. 01, 1994 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTYORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACK WOMEN GREEN FUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97309488 Application Filing Date Mar. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7096985
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLACK WOMEN" AND "GREEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness, policy advocacy and community organizing about environmental and reproductive justice for Black women
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mayes, La'Tasha D Address Mayes, La’Tasha D 830 Jancey Street. Apt. 2 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15206 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97309661</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7096986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s)**: WORKFAITH
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4559730

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For** Charitable services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for employment counseling services and for providing workshops, courses and training in the fields of job readiness and other life-skills; Charitable fundraising; Charitable fundraising services; Charitable fundraising to support employment counseling services in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in employment opportunities, employment counseling on how to successfully transition jobs, and providing networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment.
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: 2008
  - **In Commerce**: 2008

- **For** Providing training in the fields of job readiness, workplace competence and related life-skills; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the fields of job readiness, workplace competence and related life-skills; Providing training in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in jobs; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the fields of job readiness and related life-skills; Career coaching services; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational guidance to indigent and low-income persons seeking employment; Education and entertainment services, namely, providing podcast in the fields of job readiness, employment and related life-skills.
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: 2008
  - **In Commerce**: 2008

- **For** Employment counseling services; Employment agency services; Employment counseling services in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in employment opportunities; Providing employment counseling information on workplace competence and how to successfully transition jobs; Providing networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment; Providing on-line interactive employment counseling services; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The WorkFaith Connection
- **Address**: The WorkFaith Connection 4555 Dacoma St., Suite 200 Houston, TX 77092
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 90879-355163

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97310238</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2022</td>
<td>7096987</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For online resource center, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable online videos, blog posts, podcasts, non-downloadable articles featuring customer stories, non-profit industry reports, and instructional guides in the field of charitable fundraising**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: 2014
  - **In Commerce**: 2014

- **For downloadable checklists, templates, and worksheets for use in the field of charitable fundraising; online electronic publications in the nature of informational guides, market reports, and customer stories in the field of charitable fundraising**
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 2014

- **For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring non-downloadable software for creating websites for online charitable fundraising activities**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Oct. 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Classy, Inc.
- **Address**: Classy, Inc. 350 Tenth Avenue #1300 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101
- **Legal Entity**: public benefit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPARKLE COLLAGEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97310826 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7096988 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLAGEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements containing collagen International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DUO WEN PTE. LTD. Address DUO WEN PTE. LTD. 1 Scotts Rd, #24-10 Shaw Centre, Singapore SINGAPORE 228208 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6651A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALERTSENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97310869  Application Filing Date: Mar. 14, 2022  Registration Number: 7096989
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Electronic message sending via a variety of dissemination systems including e-mail, text-messages and/or text-to-speech messages, to communication devices, such as telephones, mobile phones, pagers, e-mail and fax-machines; telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts and electronic message alerts via the Internet; transmission, reception and processing of coded and emergency signals that include sending messages immediately, sending scheduled messages, triggering Emergency Alert System (EAS) messages, sending messages requesting a response from the receiver via their communication devices, namely, telephone, mobile phone or e-mail and sending all said messages formatted using the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) Standard
International Classes: 38  -  Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 104  International Class Title: Communication

For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for effectively managing crises and emergency incidents, namely, tracking of employee location, managing task lists, reporting of incidents to employees or customers, and providing role-based content related to crises and emergencies
International Classes: 42  -  Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Konexus, Inc.  Address: Konexus, Inc.  6149 N. Meeker Pl, Ste 250  Boise  IDAHO  83713  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LOVING NOT WORKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97311078  Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2022  Registration Number  7096990
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coaching in the field of financial market, stock market, cryptocurrency, and passive income; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of financial market, stock market, cryptocurrency, and passive income; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of financial market, stock market, cryptocurrency, and passive income

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anna Macko Productions Limited  Address  Anna Macko Productions Limited  Block 8, 842 Ta Monita Triq il Bajja, MSK  MALTA  Limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  MALTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREDITCOP.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97311182</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2022</td>
<td>7096991</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing services</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2022</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credit Cop</td>
<td>Credit Cop 1913 E Desert Ln. Phoenix ARIZONA 85042</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examing Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIBLE, JONATHON I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MANIFEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97311737 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7096992
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance agency and brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 06, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manifest Marine, Ltd. Address Manifest Marine, Ltd. 604 Stonewall Lane Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22407 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZEKE & EMMA'S CLOSET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97311832 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7096993
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a graphic of a mask that goes over the eyes
with a feather-like design extending out from the mask. The left half appears in varying shades of blue and the right half
appears in varying shades of pink and purple. Below the graphic are the words "Zeke & Emma's Closet" in black. The
color white in the mark represents background or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors blue, pink, purple and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swimsuits; Body suits for baby, children; Bottoms as clothing for baby, children, and adult; Children's headwear;
Dresses for baby and children; Headwear for baby and children; Infants' shoes; Jackets for baby and children; Jumpers in the
nature of coveralls for baby and children; Jumpers in the nature of coveralls treated with fire and heat retardants for baby and
children; Pants for baby and children; Shirts for baby and children; Shorts for baby and children; Socks and stockings;
Sweatshirts for baby and children; T-shirts for baby and children; Tops as clothing for baby and children
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Feb. 24, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeke & Emma's Closet LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zeke & Emma's Closet LLC Address Zeke &
Emma's Closet LLC 124 Bay St Daytona Beach FLORIDA 32114 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EARTHY QUEENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97312410 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096994
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 23, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 23, 2020

For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Jun. 23, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 23, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wise, Natalie R DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Earthy Queens LLC Address Wise, Natalie R 2500 Park Estates Dr. Snellville GEORGIA 30078 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
TRUTORO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97312585
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7096995
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Financial consulting services, namely, advising others regarding intellectual property investments
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 11, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Veritas Independent Partners, LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA**: Trutoro
- **Address**: Veritas Independent Partners, LLC 2201 WASHINGTON AVE, SUITE 2 Conway ARKANSAS 72032
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MALEK AL-KABOB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97312645  Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022  Registration Number 7096996
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "MALEK AL-KABOB" in the mark is "KING OF KABOB". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 26, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 26, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Malek Al Kabob Taylor, Inc. Address Malek Al Kabob Taylor, Inc. 22371 Goddard Rd. Taylor MICHIGAN 48180 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13021.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JETS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97312853</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7096997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized word &quot;JETS&quot;. Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Men's, women's and children's clothing, namely, fleece tops and bottoms, caps, hats, shirts, none of the foregoing relating to the sport of hockey or a hockey team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>New York Jets LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>New York Jets LLC 1 Jets Drive Florham Park NEW JERSEY 07932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COLYAR, TRISTAN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE COOKING POT AFRICAN KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97312943 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096998
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "THE COOKING POT" colored in green with a green pot hanging on the letter G, and the wording "AFRICAN KITCHEN" written in black on the pot image all in a white background." Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, black, white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AFRICAN KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services featuring AFRICAN CUISINES; Restaurant services featuring JOLLOF RICE, FUFU, EGUSI
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 02, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Comprehensive Enterprise DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Cooking Pot- African Kitchen Address Comprehensive Enterprise 5622 East Independence Blvd charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28104
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1430/1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney LINDEMAN, ROBIN R
TM 8133 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FRANCIS HENRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97313053 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7096999
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Sep. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Katherine A Oyer DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Francis Henri Address Katherine A Oyer 45 West Holly Street Cranford NEW JERSEY 07016 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
CATHMASTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97313210</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
<td>7097000</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines for processing plastics
- International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- International Class Title: Machinery
- First Use: Aug. 12, 2021
- In Commerce: Aug. 12, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COG Engineering, Inc</td>
<td>COG Engineering, Inc 26562 Calle Lorenzo San Juan Capistrano 92675</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cath001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOBO, DEBORAH E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMILE SOURCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97313256 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097001 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3839406, 4158866

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Operating an online referral database for businesses in the fields of dentistry services, orthodontic services, reconstructive dentistry services, and cosmetic dentistry services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 08, 2010 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smile Source, L.P. Composed of Smile Source Management L.L.C., Texas Address Smile Source, L.P. 4025 Feather Lakes Way #5858 Kingwood TEXAS 77339 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country TEXAS

Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ECOMMERCE LOGISTICS.
ONLY EASIER.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97313403  Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022  Registration Number 7097002
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "ECOMMERCE LOGISTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Supply chain management services for ecommerce; management of parcel transportation logistics services, namely, managing logistics for ecommerce order fulfillment, delivery, returns and cross-border enablement capabilities; management and administration of ecommerce-specific processes related to shipping, shipment processing, and preparing shipping documents; order fulfillment services; monitoring and tracking of package shipments to ensure on-time delivery for business purposes; business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse logistics, inventory and product distribution processes for others; business consulting services relating to all of the foregoing services and product distribution, operations management services, logistics, reverse logistics, and production systems and distribution solutions with respect to the online purchase and transportation of parcels and goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Mar. 07, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pitney Bowes Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Pitney Bowes Inc. Address Pitney Bowes Inc. 3001 Summer Street Stamford CONNECTICUT 06926
State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TS2009US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SMARTINSPECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97313684
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097003
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a target with the words "SMARTINSPECT" adjacent the target.
- **Disclaimer**: "SMART INSPECT"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6160387

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic devices for detecting and locating defects using sensors and downloadable software that creates surface images of items, records defects of the surface, and generates interpretive data to repair the defects on the surface for users
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Inovision Software Solutions, Inc.
- **Address**: Inovision Software Solutions, Inc. 50561 Chesterfield Road Chesterfield MICHIGAN 48051
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 72214-1
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMARTFINISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97313704 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097004
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SMARTFINISH" with the image of buffing equipment inside a shaded circle. Disclaimer "SMART FINISH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic devices for detecting and locating defects using sensors and downloadable software that automatically repairs defects on the surface of items for users
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Inovision Software Solutions, Inc. Address Inovision Software Solutions, Inc. 50561 Chesterfield Road Chesterfield MICHIGAN 48051 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 72215-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMARTMIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97313717  Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022  Registration Number 7097005
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SMARTMIX" with the image of machine with two gears on the interior inside a shaded circle. Disclaimer "SMARTMIX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic devices for detecting and locating coloring mixing using sensors and downloadable software that appropriately mix colors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Oct. 01, 2012  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Inovision Software Solutions, Inc.  Address Inovision Software Solutions, Inc.  50561 Chesterfield Road Chesterfield MICHIGAN 48051  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 72287-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97313751</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
<td>7097006</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**
2915558

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Arranging and conducting special events for entertainment purposes; providing entertainment information relating to live performances, road shows, live stage events, live music concerts and audience participation in such events; concert booking; organization of exhibitions and events for entertainment purposes; consultation in the field of special event planning for social entertainment purposes

**International Classes**
41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**
Education and Entertainment
**First Use**
Nov. 03, 1993
**In Commerce**
Nov. 03, 1993

**For**
Business and marketing consulting services relating to live performances, road shows, live stage events, live music concerts and audience participation in such events; promoting the concerts of others; Business consulting, strategic planning and advisory services provided to professional entertainers; entertainment marketing services, namely, marketing, promotion, and advertising for recording and performing artists; providing a website promoting live musical performances; providing business and marketing information relating to musical performance artists; organization of exhibitions and events for commercial and advertising purposes

**International Classes**
35 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**
Advertising and Business
**First Use**
Nov. 03, 1993
**In Commerce**
Nov. 03, 1993

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Entourage Talent Associates, Ltd.

**Address**
Entourage Talent Associates, Ltd.
24 W. 55th Street, Suite 3B
New York

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
NEW YORK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OFFERIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97314050</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording "OFFERIFE" in stylized font where the letter "I" includes a heart at the top. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For 3D plastic appliqués for attachment to cars, windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces; Cupboards; Furniture; Buffets being furniture; Computer furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Height adjustable tables; Inflatable furniture; Mirrors; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees; Pet furniture in the nature of cat condos; Tea tables; Television stands; Non-metal hooks

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
**First Use** Jan. 12, 2022
**In Commerce** Jan. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Xiao, Weihong
**Address** Xiao, Weihong No.1, Hua'nan Avenue, Fu'an Avenue Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA 518000
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Ash

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TORODORO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314068 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097008
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording torodoro has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barometers; A mesh network of temperature probes which measures the internal temperatures of compost piles and wirelessly transmits the temperature data to a computer; Alarm monitoring systems; Amplifiers for wireless communications; Automatic indicators of low pressure in tires; Automatic pressure control machines and instruments; Automotive testing equipment, namely, handheld diagnostic scanners; Global positioning system (GPS); GPS tracking devices; Laser rangefinders; Sensors for determining position, velocity, acceleration and temperature; Smart watches; Vehicle mounted GPS sensor for determining the rate of motion for a vehicle; Wireless transmitters and receivers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 05, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Celi Telecommunication Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Celi Telecommunication Technology Co., Ltd. 401 floor, Building 8, Zone 2 Zhongguan honghualing Ind South Zone Nanshan, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) R&N MANUFACTURING LTD.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314553 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097009
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MANUFACTURING LTD."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For custom manufacturing of pressure vessels, namely, separation equipment, gas filtration equipment, compression equipment, sweetening equipment and oil processing equipment; Custom fabrication of pressure vessels, namely, separation equipment, gas filtration equipment, compression equipment, sweetening equipment and oil processing equipment
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Aug. 01, 1995 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1995
For Manufacturing services for pressure vessels, namely, product design and development of separation equipment, gas filtration equipment, compression equipment, sweetening equipment and oil processing equipment
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services Treatment First Use Aug. 01, 1995 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name R&N Manufacturing, Ltd Address R&N Manufacturing, Ltd 21235 FM 529 Rd Cypress TEXAS 77433
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TCNE-101tm

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RN MANUFACTURING LTD.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314590 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097010
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "RN MANUFACTURING LTD." and design; the term "RN" is in gray, the term MANUFACTURING is in blue and the term LTD. is in gray; the "RN" design appears to the left of the term "MANUFACTURING" and the term "LTD." appears displayed horizontally to the right of the term "MANUFACTURING"; the stylized term "RN" appears in a blue sphere and has an incomplete gray orbit which extends diagonally upward from the diagonal downstroke of the letter "N" circles, disappears behind the blue sphere and reappears below the letter "N" and circles up to the diagonal downstroke of the letter "R"; and the white in the drawing represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MANUFACTURING LTD."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For custom manufacturing of pressure vessels, namely, separation equipment, gas filtration equipment, compression equipment, sweetening equipment and oil processing equipment; Custom fabrication of pressure vessels, namely, separation equipment, gas filtration equipment, compression equipment, sweetening equipment and oil processing equipment International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use May 11, 2011 In Commerce May 11, 2011
For Manufacturing services for pressure vessels, namely, product design and development of separation equipment, gas filtration equipment, compression equipment, sweetening equipment and oil processing equipment International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 1995 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name R&N Manufacturing, Ltd Address R&N Manufacturing, Ltd 21235 FM 529 Rd Cypress TEXAS 77433 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  TCNE-102tm

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  Dawe III, William H
TM 8145
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ACO STYLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97314630  Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097011
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dance instruction; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of Afro Caribbean dance and the arts; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, and conferences in the field of music, dance, theater, and the arts; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of music and dance; Entertainment in the nature of dance performances; Music education; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops in the field of black music
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ACO STYLES, LLC  Address  ACO STYLES, LLC  #244  51 Pleasant St.  Malden  MASSACHUSETTS 02148  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STEMMER CAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314701 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097012
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAMP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, training educators in the field of STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) and providing curricula in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 20, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAI Interactive, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Thinking Media Address SAI Interactive, Inc. 340 Frazier Ave. 340 Frazier Ave. Chattanooga TENNESSEE 37405 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLASTICS UNLIMITED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314789  Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097013
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PLASTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom manufacture of plastic products; Custom manufacture of composite products; Custom manufacture of fiberglass products; Manufacturing services for others in the field of plastic products; Manufacturing services for others in the field of composite parts; Manufacturing services for others in the field of fiberglass products; Contract manufacturing in the field of plastics; Contract manufacturing in the field of composites; Contract manufacturing in the field of fiberglass products; Custom fabrication and production of plastic products; Custom fabrication and production of composite products; Custom fabrication and production of fiberglass products; Custom fabrication and production of polymer components; Custom thermoforming services; Custom urethane molding services; Tool manufacturing services for others; Custom manufacture of sub-assemblies for others
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Dec. 27, 1994  In Commerce Dec. 27, 1994
For Tool design services for others; Engineering services in the field of plastics; Engineering services in the field of composites; Engineering services in the field of fiberglass products; Product research and development services; Scientific research and development services in the field of plastic products; Scientific research and development services in the field of composite products; Scientific research and development services in the field of fiberglass products
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 27, 1994  In Commerce Dec. 27, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plastics Unlimited, Inc.  Address Plastics Unlimited, Inc.  303 1ST ST NW  Preston  IOWA  52069  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized IOWA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONE MAN ONE ENGINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97314817 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097014 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENGINE"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018595386 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 018595386 Foreign Registration Date May 17, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles and structural parts thereof
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Advertising services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Building construction services; Automobile repair; Assembly, namely, installation of parts for vehicles; Airplane maintenance and repair; Anti-rust treatment for vehicles; repair services for kettles; Building construction supervision; Burner maintenance and repair; Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; Providing building construction information; Demolition of buildings; Drilling of wells; Film projector repair and maintenance; Repair of furs; Machinery installation, maintenance and repair; Vehicle maintenance; Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; Vehicle greasing; Office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; Painting, interior and exterior; Re-inking and refilling of toner cartridges; Paper hanging; Pipeline construction and maintenance; Vehicle polishing; Quarrying services; Rustproofing; Safe maintenance and repair; Shipbuilding; Painting or repair of signs; Strong-room maintenance and repair; Swimming-pool maintenance; Varnishing; Charging of electric vehicles; Vehicle fueling services; Vehicle breakdown repair services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Mercedes-Benz Group AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Mercedesstrasse 120 Stuttgart FED REP GERMANY D-70372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>760143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEAT + POULTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315120 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097015
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5817451, 1752519

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines covering the meat and poultry industries International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 30, 1997 In Commerce Sep. 30, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sosland Companies, Inc. Address Sosland Companies, Inc. 4801 Main Street, Suite 650 Kansas City MISSOURI 64112 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16033.10048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TECHLOGIX NETWORX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315470 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097016
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NETWORKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For fiber optic cables, audiovisual cables, data communications cables; electronic audiovisual devices, namely, computer network switches for audiovisual input and output devices, video cameras, audio speakers and electronic data communications devices, namely, electronic communication devices for voice, data or image transmission, devices for transporting and aggregating voice, data, and video communications across multiple network infrastructures and communications protocols

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NSI Industries, LLC Address NSI Industries, LLC 9730 Northcross Center Court Huntersville NORTH CAROLINA 28078 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 263070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MUSIC PUPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97315486</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "MUSIC" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Music instruction services

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jul. 16, 2001

**In Commerce** Jul. 16, 2001

**For** Downloadable printable educational materials in the field of music instruction for students; Downloadable computer program manuals for music instruction for students; Downloadable educational mobile applications featuring instruction in music for students

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Jul. 16, 2001

**In Commerce** Jul. 16, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Music Class, Inc. |
| Address | The Music Class, Inc. Suite 815 1875 Old Alabama Road Roswell GEORGIA 30076 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 141630355406 |
| Examining Attorney | COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315842  Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097018  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter W composed of two quadrilaterals and a triangle, in which the triangle also forms an upwardly pointing arrow.  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for employment counseling services and for providing workshops, courses and training in the fields of job readiness and other life-skills; Charitable fundraising; Charitable fundraising services; Charitable fundraising to support employment counseling services in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in employment opportunities, employment counseling on how to successfully transition jobs, and providing networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment  
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title Insurance and Financial  First Use Jun. 2020  In Commerce Jun. 2020

For Providing training in the fields of job readiness, workplace competence and related life-skills; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the fields of job readiness, workplace competence and related life-skills; Providing training in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in jobs; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the fields of job readiness and related life-skills; Career coaching services; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational guidance to indigent and low-income persons seeking employment; Education and entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of job readiness, employment and related life-skills  
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use Jun. 2020  In Commerce Jun. 2020

For Employment counseling services; Employment agency services; Employment counseling services in the areas of preparing for, obtaining, maintaining and advancing in employment opportunities; Providing employment counseling information on workplace competence and how to successfully transition jobs; Providing networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment; Providing on-line interactive employment counseling services; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 2020</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  The WorkFaith Connection  **Address**  The WorkFaith Connection  4555 Dacoma St., Suite 200  Houston  TEXAS  77092  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  90879-355354

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPARKFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97316052 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097019
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3816287

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acceleration sensors; Accelerometers; plug Adapters; Amplifier for wireless communications; Antennas; Antennas for wireless communications apparatus; Audio cables; Batteries; Cable connectors; Cables for electrical or optical signal transmission; Cameras; Card reading equipment; Chip card readers; Computer cables; Computer system comprised of computer hardware and recorded computer software for tracking people, objects, and pets using global positioning systems ("GPS") data and cellular telecommunications; Devices for wireless radio transmission; Directional compasses; Electric and magnetic contacts; Electric cables, Electric current switches; Electric voltage transformers; Electrical wires, conductors and connection fittings; Electrical cables with integrated fittings; Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; Electronic infrared detectors; Electronic motion sensitive switches; Electronic proximity sensors and switches; Electronically regulated and control devices for the operation of light emitting diodes; Electronic touch sensitive switches; Electronically encoded badges and swipe cards for use with time clocks; Ethernet cables; Gas sensors for measuring gas concentration; GPS components, namely, computers, radio transmitters, radio receivers, and computer network interface devices; GPS data logger for recording trips and classifying them into different accounts; Induction voltage regulators; Infrared cameras; liquid-crystal display panels; Light emitting diodes; Light emitting diode (LED) displays; Magnetic identifying cards; Magnetic coded card readers; Magnetic identifying cards; Memory cards; Microchips; Microcontrollers; Modems; Oscillators; Photoelectric sensors; Plug connectors; Power supplies; Pressure sensors; Proximity sensors; Radio frequency identification (RFID) credentials, namely, cards and tags, and readers for radio frequency identification credentials; Radio transceivers; Random Access Memory (RAM) card; Satellite-aided navigation systems; Smart card readers; Software programmable microprocessors; Solar cells; audio speakers; Static voltage regulators; Temperature sensors; Touch screens; Transceivers; Transistors; Vehicle mounted GPS sensor for determining the rate of motion for a vehicle; Video cameras; Video circuit
boards; Voltage regulators

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  Sep. 17, 2004  **In Commerce**  Sep. 27, 2004

**For**  Computer technology consultancy; Design and development of electronic computer hardware for making electronic projects for clients

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Jul. 31, 2020  **In Commerce**  Jul. 31, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Spark Fun Electronics Inc **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA SparkFun **Address**  Spark Fun Electronics Inc 6333 Dry Creek Parkway  Niwot  COLORADO  80503  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  COLORADO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  SINGH, TEJBIR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** W WISSENERGY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97316120</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 16, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized stacked wordings &quot;W WISSENERGY&quot;.</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery chargers; Charging stations for electric vehicles; Electric charging cables; Electrical apparatus, namely, charging stations for charging electric vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Nanjing Wissenergy Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Nanjing Wissenergy Technology Co., Ltd. Room 901, No.188, Lushan Road, Jianye District, Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 210019 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** US036942T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PASLER

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97316467</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097021</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

### For
- Easels; Erasers; Pencils; Art paper; Artists' charcoal; Ball-point pen and pencil sets; Color pencils; Drawing pads; Drawing paper; Drawing pencils; Paint boxes for use in schools and brushes sold as a unit; Pencil sharpeners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### First Use
- Feb. 21, 2021

### In Commerce
- Feb. 21, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>LAU, Tsan Ngong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>LAU, Tsan Ngong Rm A, 16/F Kam Fong Mansion 10-20 Kam Fong Street Yau Ma Tei, Kowloon Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WRAULZM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97316731</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097022</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Baggage tags for travel baggage; Canvas shopping bags; Chalk bags; Clutch purses; Drawstring bags; Lumbar packs

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Zeli</td>
<td>Rm, 2402, 24th Floor, Unit 1, Building 3 No. 9 Shangya Road, High-tech Zone Chengdu CHINA 610097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTM-T01640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KRAVTSOFF, ELENA V N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
FRAME ILLUSTRATE NOISE REDUCTION
COMPLEXITY & UNCERTAINTY ETHICS
EMPATHY STRUCTURE SYNERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97316833 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097023
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized fish skeleton with the stylized
wording "EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION" to the left of the head and placed clockwise around the fish are the stylized
terms "FRAME", "ILLUSTRATE", "NOISE REDUCTION", "COMPLEXITY & UNCERTAINTY", "EMPATHY",
"STRUCTURE", and "SYNERGY" with the stylized term "ETHICS" in the middle of the stylized fish skeleton. The
terms "FRAME", "ILLUSTRATE", "NOISE REDUCTION", "EMPATHY", "STRUCTURE", "SYNERGY", and
"ETHICS" are each placed in shaded rectangle carriers. The mark is on a transparent background and the white
background is not intended to be part of the mark. Disclaimer: "EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing live and online continuing education classes, seminars and workshops in the
field of using mnemonic devices to learn facilitation strategies, skills and techniques and written materials distributed therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J.D. Solomon, Inc. Address J.D. Solomon, Inc. 216 Stonebrook Dr. Clayton NORTH CAROLINA
27520 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUE, ABIGAIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97317523</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of an silhouette of a tyrannosaurus rex facing to the left.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Polo shirts; T-shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>AutiLove LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>AutiLove LLC 2301 Dawson Road, Suite 300 Albany GEORGIA 31707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>11335.02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KNIGHT, TROY FRANK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUST SEE OTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97317857 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097025
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OTT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation services, namely, creative and strategic consultation regarding development and production of marketing campaigns for others; Consulting services in the field of internet marketing; Development, creation, production, and post-production of advertising content; Marketing consultation in the field of digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing; Technical consulting in the field of marketing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Comic Book Network, LLC Address Comic Book Network, LLC 1256 Hauser Blvd Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90019 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK Literal(s)
METAPLUS.COM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97317889</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097026</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable news articles in the field of sports and politics via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing information in the field of sports via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games

**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment
---|---|---|---
**First Use** | Aug. 01, 2009 | **In Commerce** | Aug. 01, 2009

**For**
Providing information in the field of politics via a website

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business
---|---|---|---
**First Use** | Aug. 01, 2009 | **In Commerce** | Aug. 01, 2009

**For**
Electronic transmission of information and digital media content, namely, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, and audio, via the Internet and other electronic communications networks

**International Classes** | 38 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** | Communication
---|---|---|---
**First Use** | Aug. 01, 2009 | **In Commerce** | Aug. 01, 2009

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | MotionLX, LLC **Address** | MotionLX, LLC 40 E. Main Street, Suite 101 Newark DELAWARE 19711
---|---|---
**Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** | M-001402
---|---
**Examining Attorney** | DIBLE, JONATHON I
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97317953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** BLUE WOLF CALENDAR COMPANY

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Information**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "CALENDAR COMPANY"

**Goods and Services Information**
- For: Printed wall calendars
- International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- First Use: Jun. 22, 2021
- In Commerce: Jun. 22, 2021

**Basis Information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**
- Owner Name: Element 115 Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Element 115 LLC
- Address: Element 115 Inc. 265 N Main St Ste D Unit 272 Kaysville UTAH 84037
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: UTAH

**Examining Attorney**
- Howel, Heather Mead
TM 8162 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318130 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097028
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a square with curved corners. Within this shape includes stylized animals which are a squid, a shark, a fish, a clam and an octopus tentacle with bubbles scattered in between these animals.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring fish tanks, aquarium equipment, aquarium live stock, and aquarium supplies International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 10, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BEFISHY, LLC Address BEFISHY, LLC 123 N Cameron Ave Scranton PENNSYLVANIA 18504
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  OH YEAH BEATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97318151  Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097029  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  "OH YEAH" identifies Sherman Orville Wright II, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Music composition for others; Music composition services; Music production services; Music publishing services; Charitable services, namely, providing facilities and equipment for music production; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Production of music; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to musical artist websites and music performance ticket information
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 20, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  True Flight Recordings LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Oh Yeah Beats  Address  True Flight Recordings LLC  5257 Buckeystown Pike #232  Frederick  MARYLAND  21703  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) IRON EXCHANGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318543 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097030
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EXCHANGER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6533563

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic publications, namely, magazines featuring listings of used heavy equipment and associated equipment for sale recorded on computer media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black Star ACA, LLC Address Black Star ACA, LLC Suite 4525 311 S. Wacker Dr. Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN SOCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318654 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097031
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "American Socks" stacked upon each other, with each word in a different stylized typeface. Below the word "socks" are three stars. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN SOCKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks; head wear, namely, hats and caps, t-shirts, underwear; sweaters; jackets as clothing; hoodies; jumpers in the nature of sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 02, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Burek, Aleksander Address Burek, Aleksander C/Sant Josep N. 45 Vilassar de Mar Barcelona SPAIN 08340 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SPAIN
Owner Name Burek, Wojciech Address Burek, Wojciech C/Sant Josep N., 45 Vilassar de Mar Barcelona SPAIN 08340 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
TM 8166 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIMELESS AWARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97319028 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097032
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AWARD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of bartending and mixology; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of bartending, mixology, writing, brand ambassadorship, hospitality, and the provision of food and drink
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 19, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TALES IP, L.L.C. Address TALES IP, L.L.C. 1100 POYDRAS ST., STE 100 New Orleans LOUISIANA 70163 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YIFGIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97319523 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097033 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YIFGIRE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Curtains; Towels; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Duvet covers; Flags of textile or plastic; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Tapestries of textile; Textiles for dye-sublimation printing; Travelling rugs
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 21, 2020 In Commerce May 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yu, Yushan Address Yu, Yushan No. 618 Jiahe Road, Huli District Xiamen CHINA 361006 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CATHY'S SOUTHERN KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97320542 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7097034
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOUTHERN KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring various foods types in the nature of fried seafood, fried fish, fried chicken, cornbread, fries, red beans and rice, fried okra, boudin balls, and soul food delicacies.; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Cafeteria and restaurant services; Café and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 09, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 09, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cathy's Fried Southern Kitchen, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Cathy's Southern Kitchen Address Cathy's Fried Southern Kitchen, LLC 2674 Sherwood Forest Blvd Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70816 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOCUS 3D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97321729 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7097035
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "3D" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 2D/3D vision sensor system comprised of a light source and an optical sensor for inline assembly verification, rapid recognition of defects, quick identification of object types and recognition of objects position in 3D space; vision sensor system comprised of a light source and an optical sensor for capturing 3D data; Coordinate measuring machines; portable articulated measurement devices for measuring physical properties of objects; portable laser measurement scanners for measuring physical properties of objects; laser measurement scanners for measuring physical properties of objects; downloadable computer software used to display 3D data and measurements from the 3D data for use with coordinate measuring machines; downloadable computer software used to display, modify, or provide measurements from 3D data for use in measurement equipment for computer-aided manufacturing equipment, and user manuals for the aforementioned software, all sold as a unit; downloadable computer software used to display, modify, register, or provide measurements based on 3D data for use with laser measurement scanners, and user manuals, all sold as a unit; Portable laser measurement scanner for measuring physical properties of objects and laser measurement scanners for measuring physical properties of objects; handheld 3D scanner capable of providing midrange measurement volume for use in a variety of industrial and scientific applications including forensics and architecture engineering and constructions services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 05, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2010

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software used to display, modify, register, or provide measurements based on 3D data for use with laser measurement scanners, and user manuals, all sold as a unit
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 05, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2010
**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Faro Technologies, Inc.  
**Address**  Faro Technologies, Inc.  250 Technology Park  Lake Mary  FLORIDA 32746  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J

**Docket Number**  FAO3293TUS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALEJANDRA KLINKERT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97321789</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "ALEJANDRA KLINKERT" written in a stylized font with a curved lined underneath.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies YESSENIA ALEJANDRA KLINKERT RIOS, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 608900
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Nov. 27, 2018
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: COLOMBIA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Nov. 27, 2028

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Dresses for women; Hats; Swimsuits; Underwear; Bodies being underclothing; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for bathing suits
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: KLINKERT RIOS, YESSENIA ALEJANDRA
- **Address**: KLINKERT RIOS, YESSENIA ALEJANDRA CALLE 53 C SUR 40 B 78 APTO 1201 MEDELLÍN COLOMBIA 055022
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: COLOMBIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: AlejK Lg

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CORNWELL, ANDREA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XE EXPECT ELITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97322739 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7097037
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of the letters "XE", in which the top and bottom prongs of the letter "E" are made from lines which extend from the ends of the right side of the letter "X" and the middle prong is formed by a pentagonal shape with long sides and a point toward the center of the "E". Below the letters "XE" appears the wording "EXPECT ELITE" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ELITE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Developing training systems and learning methodologies for others; Personal fitness training services; Personal trainer services; Physical fitness instruction; Physical fitness training services; Providing information in the field of exercise training; Provision of educational courses relating to diet; Sports training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 15, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Daniel Tourtellotte Address Daniel Tourtellotte 3205 Los Feliz Boulevard, Unit 08156 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90039 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUTDOORSY LENDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97322807 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7097038
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LENDER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Residential mortgage loan origination
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Everett, Brandon Address Everett, Brandon 1013 N Palmer Mesa ARIZONA 85201 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLEEDZONE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97322814
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 21, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097039
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of BleedZone.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Bike service bleed kits consisting primarily of tools for bleeding hydraulic brakes, namely, syringes, hoses, wrenches, hydraulic fluid, and bleed adapters
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: May 15, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 22, 2020

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: BLEEDZONE LLC
- **Address**: BLEEDZONE LLC, 5105 E. 3RD AVE. STE. 105, SPOKANE VALLEY, WASHINGTON 99212
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**Examiner Information**
- **Examining Attorney**: CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P

---

10135
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SUPERORGANIZE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97322890</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
<td>7097040</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "SUPERORGANIZE" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dinnerware; Plates; Automatic soap dispensers; Cookware, namely, Cookware; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dish drying racks; Insulated flasks; Lunch boxes; Plastic bath racks; Trash cans; Non-electric cooking pots
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Weiyue Digital Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Weiyue Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Room 607, No. 3, Jinmao Middle Second Street, Huangge Town, Nansha District, Guangzhou CHINA 511466
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: DC-US-0509

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE GLUTENLESS MAXIMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97322934 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7097041 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of a continuing program featuring instruction for gluten free recipe; online blogs providing information and advice on gluten free eating, recipes and lifestyle wellness

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

For Providing a website featuring health and nutrition information about gluten-free recipes, wellness, healthy living and lifestyles

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kate Thrane Enterprises, LLC Address Kate Thrane Enterprises, LLC 38 Raven Road North Oaks MINNESOTA 55127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3525089.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUINGOTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97323142 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7097042
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AUINGOTE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mess-tins; Pitchers; Bakeware; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Bread boards; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for ice; Cookery molds; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Frying pans; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Kitchen containers; Kitchen mitts; Lunch boxes; Oven mitts; Thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; Thermally insulated containers for food; Vacuum bottles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIU XIAOXIANG Address LIU XIAOXIANG 621 HENGQIN BUILDING, NO. 60 MINZHI AVE, LONGHUA DISTRICT SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PTSI PRIME TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97323171</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
<td>7097043</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters and wording "PTSI PRIME TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC." and design. The letters "PTSI" appear in a large font. The right end of the crossbar of the letter "T" in "PTSI" forms an arrow that extends to the right above the letters "SI" in "PTSI". Below the letters "PTSI" is the wording "PRIME TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC." in a small font.
- **Disclaimer**: "PRIME TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Engineering services in the field of reducing operational costs of industrial machinery
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Feb. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 11, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Prime Technical Services, Inc.
- **Address**: Prime Technical Services, Inc. Suite A 17295 Foltz Pkwy Strongsville OHIO 44149
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "SPRINT" in a pink stylized font with white shading featuring the drawing of a pink paw print over the letter "I" and outlined in white and blue. Below the term "Sprint" is a white dog bone with a blue outline with the wording "PUPPY" in a purple stylized font and outlined in blue appearing within the bone. The wording "BY EOLO" appears in white and pink within the letter "T". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink, white, blue and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PUPPY"

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>018180727</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>May 22, 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 2030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Pull toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 44E | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>EOLO TOYS LIMITED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>EOLO TOYS LIMITED Room 307 Heng Ngai Jewelry Centre 4 Hok Yuen St. East Hunghom Kowloon HONG KONG 00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
Zentyment

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZENTYMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97323659  Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022  Registration Number 7097045
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software platforms for enhancing user productivity by organizing and providing a search engine for files, cloud drives, and software applications
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 31, 2021  In Commerce Jan. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zentyment LLC Address Zentyment LLC 32 E Scott Chicago ILLINOIS 60610 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
### Case Identifiers

| Serial Number       | 97323803 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 22, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097046 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s):** KITES READY 2 FLY BY EOLO

- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of the wording "KITES" in stylized letters with a color degradation from yellow to orange and outlined in black, over the letter "S" appears the drawing of a light blue triangle with white shading and two curved black lines over it. Below appears the wording "READY 2 FLY" in white stylized letters outlined in black and below the wording "BY EOLO" in white stylized letters and outlined in black. The color white in the background represents a transparency and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing:** Yes
- **Color Claimed:** The color(s) yellow, orange, white, light blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer:** “KITES”

### Foreign Information

- **Foreign Registration Number:** 018554049
- **Foreign Registration Date:** Jan. 06, 2022
- **Foreign Application/ Registration County:** EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date:** Sep. 07, 2031

### Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Kite boards; Kite parts; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails
- **International Classes:** 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title:** Toys and Sporting Goods

### Basis Information

- **Currently 44E:** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** EOLO TOYS LIMITED
- **Address:** EOLO TOYS LIMITED Room 307 Heng Ngai Jewelry Centre 4 Hok Yuen St. East Hunghom Kowloon HONG KONG 00000
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** HONG KONG

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAMLITE LIGHTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97324109 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097047 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "TAMLITE" in blue, with the letter "A" represented by an incomplete triangle where each side of the triangle is a different shade of blue, above the stylized wording "LIGHTING" in blue. The color white represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LIGHTING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3290213, 5311487, 3279645 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric indoor flat panel lighting apparatus; Electric indoor strip, pendant and bulkhead lighting fixtures; Electric indoor lighting installations; Electric light bulbs; Electric light fittings, namely, electric lighting fixtures; Electric lighting fixtures; Electric flat panel lighting apparatus; Electric strip, pendant and bulkhead lighting fixture; Electric lighting installations; Electric lights, namely, electric track lighting units; Electric lights for festive decorations for Christmas trees; Electric night lights; Electric track lighting units; Electrical discharge tubes for lighting fixtures; Electrical discharge tubes for lighting purposes; Electrical lamps; Electrical lamps for indoor lighting; Electrical lamps for outdoor lighting; Electrical light bulbs; Electrical lighting fixtures for use in hazardous locations; Electrical luminaires; Lamp fittings, namely, lamp finials, lamp bases, lamp globes; Lamp posts, namely, street lamps; Lamp reflectors; Lamp shades; Lamps for electrical installations; Lamps for lighting purposes; Lamps for outdoor use; Lamps for security lighting; Lanterns for lighting; LED flashlights; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; LED light machines; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; LED underwater lights; LED area lighting fixtures; Led recessed lighting fixtures; LED grid lighting fixtures; LED office lighting fixtures; LED linear lighting fixtures; LED architectural lighting fixtures; LED surface lighting fixtures; Light bars for vehicles, namely, automobiles; Light bulbs, electric; Light fixtures; Light installations; Lighting apparatus incorporating optical fibers, namely, fiber optic lighting fixtures used in conjunction with electrical illuminators; Lighting devices for showcases; Lighting elements, namely, spot lights; Lighting fixtures for commercial use; Lighting fixtures for household use; Lighting for display purposes, namely, lights for use in illuminating displays; landscape lighting installations, namely, lighting for ponds; Reading lighting apparatus that attaches to a pair of reading glasses; Lighting...
installations; Lighting lamps; louvres for light deflection for electric and LED lighting fixtures; ventilating louvres for electric and LED lighting fixtures; Lighting reflectors; Lighting tubes; Lights for external installation, namely, landscape lighting installations; Light bulbs for gas-discharge lamps; Lights for track mounting, namely, electric track lighting units; Electric and LED luminaires; electric and LED luminaires for emergency use; Electric and LED luminaires for security use

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus **First Use** May 2020 **In Commerce** May 2020

For Optical lanterns; Light boxes, namely, light emitting diodes; Light conducting filaments; Light dimmers, electric; Light diodes; Light emitting diode displays; Light emitting diodes (LEDs); Light sensors; Light signboards, namely, electronic digital signboards; Light switches; Light-conducting filaments; Light-emitting diodes; Lighting ballasts; Lighting control apparatus; Electric light dimmers; Emergency lamps, namely, emergency warning lights; Emergency lighting, namely, emergency warning lights; Emergency lighting apparatus, namely, emergency warning lights; Emergency lighting installations, namely, emergency warning lights; Emergency lights, namely, emergency warning lights; Armatures for use in electrical apparatus, namely, lighting armatures; Lighting being for use with security systems, namely, security lights for outdoor use; Lighting being for use with security systems, namely, motion sensitive security lights for indoor use; Lighting transformers, namely, electric voltage transformers for use with electric and LED lighting fixtures

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** May 2020 **In Commerce** May 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** City Electrical Factors Limited **Address** City Electrical Factors Limited 141 Farmer Ward Road, Kenilworth Warwickshire UNITED KINGDOM CV82SU **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country** UNITED KINGDOM

**Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WOW PRESENTS PLUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97324172
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 22, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097048
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing non-downloadable films, documentaries, television programs and pre-recorded videos in the field of reality, variety, pop culture, and topics and issues of interest to the LGBTQ+ community via a video-on-demand service; providing entertainment information in the field of reality, variety, pop culture, and topics and issues of interest to the LGBTQ+ community via the internet and other communications networks

  **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
  **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
  **First Use**: Nov. 2017  
  **In Commerce**: Nov. 2017

- **For**: Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for accessing films, documentaries, television programs and pre-recorded videos in the field of reality, variety, pop culture, and topics and issues of interest to the LGBTQ+ community; downloadable films, documentaries, television programs, and pre-recorded videos in the field of reality, variety, pop culture, and topics and issues of interest to the LGBTQ+ community provided via a video-on-demand service

  **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
  **First Use**: Nov. 2017  
  **In Commerce**: Nov. 2017

- **For**: Video-on-demand transmission services; streaming of audiovisual material via the internet and other communications networks; broadcasting services and providing telecommunications access to films, documentaries, television programs, and pre-recorded videos in the field of reality, variety, pop culture, and topics and issues of interest to the LGBTQ+ community via a video-on-demand service

  **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104  
  **International Class Title**: Communication  
  **First Use**: Nov. 2017  
  **In Commerce**: Nov. 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BEST FOODS & SPICES
ORGANIC FOOD FOR ALL

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97324210 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022
Registration Number 7097049
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an oval design with a decorative scalloped
border, with the words THE BEST written in a curve along the top with a curved line underneath, and the words FOODS
& SPICES written in a curve along the bottom. In the middle, there is a thumbs up design with the words ORGANIC
FOOD FOR ALL written in a curve under it, and a star to the left and right of the wording. Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE BEST FOODS & SPICES"

Goods and Services Information
For Dried lentils; roasted nuts; seasoned nuts; all the aforementioned goods being organic
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Sep. 15, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2018
For Organic spices; spices; whole spices in the form of powders, namely, unmixed spices in the form of powders; whole
spices, namely, whole unground seeds for use as spice; spice blends; organic spice blends; grain-based food snacks; packaged
whole grains; processed grains, namely, barley, teff and sorghum; ground coffee; coffee beans; green coffee beans in the
nature of unroasted coffee beans; all of the aforementioned goods being organic
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Sep. 15, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2018

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Motherland Organic Foods, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Best Foods & Spices Address
Motherland Organic Foods, LLC 1530 Caton Center Drive, Unit C Halethorpe MARYLAND 21227 Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE

10147
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SECURESTRUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97324495 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097050
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Training services in the field of cybersecurity
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 24, 2008 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2008

For Regulatory compliance consulting in the field of cybersecurity
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Apr. 24, 2008 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2008

For Cybersecurity services relating to governing, risk and compliance, in the nature of maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; Cybersecurity services in the nature cybersecurity engineering, vulnerability scanning, and testing of security systems; Cybersecurity services, namely, authenticating user identity; Cybersecurity services, namely, restricting unauthorized access to hard drives, computer networks, websites; Cybersecurity services, namely, updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; Cybersecurity services, namely, computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 24, 2008 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Securestrux, LLC Address Securestrux, LLC 245 East King Street Lancaster PENNSYLVANIA 17602
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63994-002
Examining Attorney  ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
MARK INFORMATION

Mark Literal(s)  
LOZHGO

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  
Billhooks; Cleavers; Pickaxes; Rakes; Scythes; Shovels; Sickles; Fireplace pokers, shovels, and brushes sold as a unit; Gardening tools, namely, a manually operated tool for injecting solid fertilizer spikes into the soil; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand-operated hoes; Hand-operated lawn rakes; Hand saws; Hand saws, namely, hack saws; Manually operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, shovels, wrenches, hammers; Mountaineering pickels; Pruning shears; Saws; Sickles and scythes; Snow shovels; Weeding hoes

International Classes  
8 - Primary Classes  
23, 28, 44

First Use  
Mar. 21, 2022

In Commerce  
Mar. 21, 2022
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  W WAKESPEED OFFSHORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97324641  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2022  Registration Number  7097052
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter W in an inner circle within a concentric outer circle, and the words WAKESPEED OFFSHORE between the two circles along the upper left and lower right arcs of the circles respectively, with solid styled arced lines separating the words.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "OFFSHORE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Voltage regulators
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jul. 09, 2014  In Commerce  Jul. 09, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DRAGONFLY ENERGY CORP.  Address  DRAGONFLY ENERGY CORP.  1190 TRADEMARK DR., #108  RENO  NEVADA  89521  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE GREAT DEBATE
ACADEMY KNOWLEDGE · DEBATE · CULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97324913 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097053
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The stylized wording "THE GREAT DEBATE ACADEMY" in green and outlined in gold, an Africa-centric globe in green and black, an open book in white and brown with three Arabic characters thereon in black, and two fringed articles of academic regalia of Kente cloth in green, gold, black, red and brown, all appearing above the wording "KNOWLEDGE · DEBATE · CULTURE", "KNOWLEDGE" in black, "DEBATE" in gold, "CULTURE" in green, and both centered dots shown in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, gold, black, white, red and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DEBATE ACADEMY", THE NONLATIN CHARACTERS WHICH TRANSLITERATE TO "LAM", AND "DEBATE" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "ALIF", "LAM", "MIM" and this means "KNOWLEDGE", "DEBATE", "CULTURE" in English. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to THE GREAT DEBATE

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services, namely, conducting classes, conferences, seminars and workshops in live forensics, persuasion, argumentation, and communication, and distribution of course material in connection therewith; conducting public speaking competitions in the fields of free speech, justice, liberty, individual rights, government, religion, and communal responsibilities International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Great Debate Academy, LLC Address The Great Debate Academy, LLC 209 Hodge Circle Nashville TENNESSEE 372181439 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TORREALBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97325186 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097054
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Torrealba Marin, Jorge Luis, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 97975444

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; printed posters; art prints
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 08, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2012
For Custom painting of artwork for others
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 08, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Torrealba Marin, Jorge Luis Address Torrealba Marin, Jorge Luis 564 52nd St Apt 305 West New York NEW JERSEY 07093 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VENEZUELA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 220075

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OMFMF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97325411  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2022  Registration Number  7097055
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Breast pumps
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Aug. 20, 2021  In Commerce  Aug. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHEN, XINPENG  Address  CHEN, XINPENG  NO.169, QIUSHAN, DONGLIN VILLAGE  DAITOU TOWN, XIUYU DISTRICT  PUTIAN, FUJIAN  CHINA  351100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TZL2022-4258

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EDAOBIBUXK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97325482</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2022</td>
<td>7097056</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Waterproof cases for smart phones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li Yi</td>
<td>NO.29-4, Hongbu St., Lianhu District, Xi'an CHINA 710000</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALIENDO, COURTNEY MIC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
GACKCASE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97325483</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2022</td>
<td>7097057</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>April 18</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Waterproof cases for smart phones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** in Commerce: Sep. 28, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Li Yi
- **Address**: NO.29-4, Hongbu St., Lianhu District, Xi'an CHINA 710000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CALIENDO, COURTNEY MIC
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97325636</td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2022</td>
<td>7097058</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "PROFFISY" with a letter "P" to the left of the wording depicted as a stylized bird.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Mousepads; Computer keyboards; Computer monitor mounts; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Cooling pads for laptop computers; Electrical sockets; Electronic writing tablets; Heat sinks for use in computers; Notebook computer carrying cases; Selfie sticks; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 06, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Proffisy Technology (Shenzhen) Co.,Ltd
- **Address**: Proffisy Technology (Shenzhen) Co.,Ltd 1301-2, Bldg.D,Zhu Jiang Plaza Hotel Area Shangjing Community, Longcheng St. LonggangDist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESIGNING A LEGACY OF FINE HOMES AND RENOVATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97326024 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7097059
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Home design services, namely, architectural design of residential homes for others; providing home draftsman services in the nature of home construction drafting; interior design services for homes and residential buildings; planning and design of custom homes; planning of interior residential building space; design of interior and exterior environment settings; drafting of construction plans for residential homes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 21, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frusterio.com, Inc. Address Frusterio.com, Inc. 3613 Shandwick Place Birmingham ALABAMA 35242
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EAVÖSCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97326091  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022  Registration Number 7097060
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Eavösch" with a wing design attached to the letter "H". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Eavösch has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bolsters; Baby changing tables; Baby walkers; Bath seats for babies; Cot tidies, namely, fabric organizers to hang on side of cribs; Head positioning pillows for babies; Head supporting pillows that may be attached to car seats; High chairs for babies; Infant beds; Infant bouncers; Infant cradles; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Playpens for babies; Portable baby bath seats for use in bath tubs; Portable infant beds
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 17, 2021  In Commerce Dec. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Zhuo  Address Lin, Zhuo No.7,a,Xingda building,No.36,Yuanguang North Road,Xiangcheng, Zhangzhou Fujian CHINA 351106 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97326232
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097061
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Vacuuming of industrial and environmental materials, namely, cleaning of oil field, refinery, and industrial sites using industrial vacuums to remove industrial, waste, and environmental materials
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes 100, 103, 106
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Mar. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2022

#### For Conveying services of industrial and environmental materials, namely, transportation of industrial, waste, and environmental materials
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes 100, 105
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: Mar. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Industrial Vacuum Transfer Services USA, LLC
- **Address**: Industrial Vacuum Transfer Services USA, LLC
- **18515 Aldine Westfield Road
  Houston
  TEXAS
  77073
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 112937.009.1
- **Examining Attorney**: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
TM 8196  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  HELLO JENNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97326582  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2022  Registration Number  7097062
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  market research services; marketing analysis services; branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and individuals; marketing consulting; social media strategy and marketing consultancy for businesses and individuals focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions; influencer marketing services; marketing services, namely, consulting, development, and management of advertising content for businesses and individuals for use in connection with internet marketing, website marketing, social media marketing, and email marketing campaigns
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hello Jenny  Address  Hello Jenny  17891 Old Winery Way  Poway  CALIFORNIA  92064  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  29883/1/1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FOX III, LYAL L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 4 ,D ENT.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97327030
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097063
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a number "4" that appears in black and a red letter "D" that is stylized as a half broken heart with ridges on the left line of the letter. Below appears the letters "ENT". in black where the letter "N" is backwards. **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "ENT."

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Production of music
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 09, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: 4Debb
- **Address**: 130 Welsh Court, Lexington, SOUTH CAROLINA 29072
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
TM 8198  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WORLD UNITED LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97327131  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022  Registration Number 7097064
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer "WORLD" AND "LIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of global geopolitical issues; charitable services, namely, organizing peaceful mass protests that aim to promote global awareness about geopolitics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Feb. 24, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WORLD UNITED LIVE INC.  Address WORLD UNITED LIVE INC. 273 Walt Whitman Rd
Huntington Station NEW YORK 11746  Legal Entity non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CREEF, DAVIS W
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FOREVER CARE

**Serial Number** 97327461  **Application Filing Date** Mar. 23, 2022  **Registration Number** 7097065  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized words "FOREVER CARE" with a plus design.  **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  **Disclaimer** "CARE"

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6348332

**For** Non-medicated skin creams; non-medicated skin cream and skin balm for use with tattoos; nonmedicated skin lotions for tattoo aftercare; body lotions; cosmetic skin care preparations for tattoos, namely, lotions, and moisturizers  **First Use** Mar. 01, 2021  **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2021

**Owner Name** FOREVERCARE, INC.  **Address** FOREVERCARE, INC. 334 BROOM STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10002  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**Examining Attorney** STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO

**Docket Number** 143422561100
# Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97327472</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of packaging of the goods consisting of a cylindrical container featuring a cross design at the top and an angular closing. The matter shown in broken lines is not part of the mark and is merely included to show the position of the mark.  
**Claimed Color**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## Goods and Services Information

For Non-medicated skin creams; non-medicated skin cream and skin balm for use with tattoos; nonmedicated skin lotions for tattoo aftercare; body lotions; cosmetic skin care preparations for tattoos, namely, lotions, and moisturizers  
**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
**First Use**: Mar. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2021

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: FOREVERCARE, INC.  
**Address**: FOREVERCARE, INC. 334 BROOM STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10002  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 143422561101

**Examining Attorney**: STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORIGINAL-KI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97327649  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022  Registration Number 7097067
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a diagonal blue ruler crossed over by a pencil, which is drawing a black squiggled line. The pencil is green, outlined in blue, with a brown wood collar, a black lead tip, a yellow ferrule, a red eraser, and a blue broken stripe down the side of the body. Below the image are three Chinese characters in black above the wording "ORIGINAL-KI" in black. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) red, blue, green, black, brown, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "YUAN CHUANG QI" and this means "ORIGINAL LUCKY" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Alarm sensors; Baby monitors; Boom boxes; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic pens; Power adapters; Protective cases for smartphones; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Security lights for outdoor use; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; USB hubs; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 17, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ShenZhen Original-ki Science technology Co.,LTD
Address ShenZhen Original-ki Science technology Co.,LTD 4th Floor,Bldg.3,Kangfa Industrial Park, Dalang Street,Longhua District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CENTRAL GROCERY'S FAMOUS MUFFULETTA HOME OF THE ORIGINAL NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA FRENCH QUARTER WWW.CENTRALGROCERY.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97328234</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097068</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two green circles with a white line in between the two circles. Inside the green circles is a red circle with a white semicircle overlaying the bottom half of the red circle and terminating at chevrons. "CENTRAL GROCERY'S" is in white font at the top of the red circle. The white semicircle induces "HOME OF THE ORIGINAL" in red font and "WWW.CENTRALGROCERY.COM" in black font. An inner circle with a green, white, and red background includes "FAMOUS MUFFULETTA" in red font at the top and "NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA" and "FRENCH QUARTER" in black font at the bottom separated by a black dot. A color photograph of a bisected muffuletta sandwich with the colors brown, yellow, white, green, red, and pink is in the middle of the inner circle.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white, black, brown, yellow, pink, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "FAMOUS MUFFULETTA", "NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA", "FRENCH QUARTER", or the pictorial representation of a muffuletta sandwich

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Sandwiches
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Central Grocery Company, L.L.C.
- **Address**: Central Grocery Company, L.L.C. 1230 27th Street Kenner LOUISIANA 70062
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** DEARBODY

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Acupuncture services, namely, acupuncture, electroacupuncture, cupping therapy, moxibustion, and gua sha therapy; herbal medicine consultations and herbal formulation consultation services being consulting services in the field of herbal medicines

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Jan. 11, 2022 **In Commerce** Jan. 26, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Mallory Harman Acupuncture LLC **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA dearbody **Address** Mallory Harman Acupuncture LLC 4233 S Corbett Avenue Portland OREGON 972394203 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** OREGON

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ONTRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97328341
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097070
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bicycles; Mopeds; Baskets adapted for bicycles; Bicycle frames; Bicycle handlebars; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle motors; Bicycle saddles; Bicycle trailers; Bicycle wheels; Bicycle stands; Electric bicycles; Electrically powered motor vehicles; Panniers adapted for bicycles; Tricycles not being toys; Mudguards for bicycles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lingyi Alternative Energy Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Lingyi Alternative Energy Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Room B122, Yangpu District 1st Flr Exhib. Hall, No. 11, Guotai Rd Shanghai CHINA 212000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 1022.145.LA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
TM 8205  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Xpanse

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97328449  Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022  Registration Number 7097071
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary access to online, non-downloadable software for the mortgage industry, namely, for use in facilitating information exchange across mortgage companies for the purpose to gathering data and files for mortgage loan transactions

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 31, 2021  In Commerce Jan. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xpanse, LLC  Address Xpanse, LLC  14205 SE 36th Street  Bellvue  WASHINGTON  98006  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9378.41385

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, KEVIN SCOTT
EQ SYSTEMS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EQ SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97328482  Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2022  Registration Number  7097072
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SYSTEMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hydraulic lifting and leveling systems comprised of hydraulic lifts, hydraulic leveling machines, hydraulic landing gear in the nature of hydraulic lifts to raise trucks and trailers to loading dock height, and parts therefor, for the RV, horse trailer, motor sports and commercial industries
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
First Use  Oct. 31, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DAYS LLC  Address  DAYS LLC  55169 CR 3 North  Elkhart  INDIANA  46514  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  35514.442046
Examining Attorney  AWRICH, ELLEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97328502</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7097073</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: EQ HARNESS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HARNESS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Online retail store services in the field of wire harness assemblies, battery cable assemblies, power and ground cables, and hydraulic landing gear for the RV, horse trailer, motorsports and commercial industries
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 31, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2021

**For**: Custom manufacture of wire harness assemblies, battery cable assemblies, power and ground cables, and hydraulic landing gear for the RV, horse trailer, motorsports and commercial industries
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: Oct. 31, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DAYS LLC
- **Address**: DAYS LLC 55169 CR 3 North Elkhart INDIANA 46514
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 35514.442039
- **Examining Attorney**: AWRICH, ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** W

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97328757</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the letter "W" in stylized format in a circle with lines extending from the center, all in a circle surrounded by laurels.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5813299

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Ornamental cloth patches; embroidered emblems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>26 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>37, 39, 40, 42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Fancy Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Drinkware; flasks; leather coasters; valet trays for household purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Decals; stickers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Shirts; hats; clothing, namely, jackets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Sazerac Brands, LLC  
Address: Sazerac Brands, LLC  10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400  Louisville, KY 40223  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 466572172003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BE A LION!

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97329094</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Footwear; Clothing and apparel, namely, jerseys, pants, shorts, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, sweaters, sweatpants, vests, tank tops, pullovers, warm up suits, jackets, anoraks, coats, sports bras, socks, wrist bands, headbands, headwear, hats, caps, skirts, dresses, and athletic tights |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use In Commerce** | Jun. 18, 2019 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | BKH Enterprises LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lion Heart Unlimited |
| **Address** | BKH Enterprises LLC 434 13TH PL PLEASANT GROVE ALABAMA 35127 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | ALABAMA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YFN ACADEMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97329219
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097076
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized red wording "YFN" where the "Y" is the body of a red stick figure wearing a red graduation cap. To the right of the wording "YFN" is a light blue chevron like shape followed by the darker blue stylized wording "ACADEMY". **Color Drawing**: Yes, **Color Claimed**: "ACADEMY"
- **Disclaimer**: "ACADEMY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Personal fitness training services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IVANAVIK, LLC
- **Address**: IVANAVIK, LLC 11753 SE Green Fir Dr Clackamas OREGON 97015
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FOX III, LYAL L
Case identifiers

Serial Number: 97329622  
Application Filing Date: Mar. 24, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097077  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): PNLIARN

Re Reason for publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording "PNLIARN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For: Lamps; Ceiling light fittings; Desk lamps; Electric lamps; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Floor lamps; Lamp casings; Lamp finials; Lamp mantles; LED luminaires; Lighting installations; Overhead lamps; Pendant lighting fixtures; Sockets for electric lights; Wall lamps

International Classes
11 - Primary Classes
US Classes
13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: Feb. 05, 2022  
In Commerce: Feb. 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Xu, Jun  
Address: Xu, Jun Xujiahe Group 3, Xujiahe Village Fengshan Town, Luotian County Hubei Province CHINA  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JAUCYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97330084  Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2022  Registration Number  7097078
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of JAUCYA in the mark is CHEERS.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Desk sets; Filing folders, paper labels and printed instructional materials for organizing personal files; Gift sets consisting of a printed book in the field of poetry and also including a blanket; Golf score card holders; Inking sheets for document reproducing machines; Memory boxes, namely, cardboard boxes containing cardboard cards for displaying and storing wedding, baby, athletic keepsakes and mementos; Office requisites, namely, envelope sealing machines; Paper Halloween decorations; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Tablecloths of paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Senxin Zhou  Address  Senxin Zhou  Room 604, Building 25, Jinxia Street, Jinping District, Shantou City, Guangdong Province  CHINA  515000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BDD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAR SHORE TRADING CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97330158 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097079
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRADING CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Seafood, not live
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

For Live seafood
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name War Shore Trading Company, LLC Address War Shore Trading Company, LLC P.O. Box 8665 Portland MAINE 04104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38701/3050WS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN FOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97330705 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097080 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Golden" above the word "Fox" in which the letter "G" is fused with the letter "F", all in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cupping glasses; massage apparatus; vibromassage apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Aug. 20, 2017 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2017 For Body-building apparatus; body-training apparatus; toy building blocks; yoga gloves; work-out gloves; jigsaw puzzles; knee guards for athletic use; exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines, cable exercise machines, vibrating apparatus used to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance, exercise stepper, stationary exercise bike, inversion table, stair stepping machine, treadmill, climbing simulation exercise machine, not for physical therapy purposes; play tents; playhouses for children; play balls; quoits; ring games; playground slides; swings; children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, and counting skills, namely, construction toys, toy construction blocks, toy construction sets, construction toys incorporating magnets, and toy building blocks; toy tricycles for children International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 20, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNION CHEN INDUSTRIAL CORP. Address UNION CHEN INDUSTRIAL CORP. No. 20, Ln. 272, Sec. 2, Sanfeng Rd. Dongnan Vil., Fengyuan Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 42079 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN
**Mark Literal(s)** SWORDS OF NORTHSHIRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97330759
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097081
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SWORDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Custom manufacture of swords
  - **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Material
  - **First Use**: Aug. 09, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2014
- **For**: Swords and sword accessories, namely, scabbards, holsters specially adapted for holding swords, bags specially adapted for holding swords, sword handle wraps and sageo ties being knitted material for tying around sword handles
  - **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
  - **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
  - **First Use**: Aug. 09, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Minte Commerce Inc.
- **Address**: Minte Commerce Inc. 1 Northside Piers Brooklyn NEW YORK 11249
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M-001432
- **Examining Attorney**: REED, MAUREEN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97331158</td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2022</td>
<td>7097082</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mark consists of a square, surrounded by yellow (located top left), red (located bottom left), blue (located bottom right) and green (located top right) shaded triangles with the same colors outside of those triangles, with shading, forming an octagon around the outside. To the right of the octagon is the word "SOCIALSEO" in grey, stylized font. All white is background and not claimed as an element of the mark. **Color** Drawing Yes **Color Claimed** The color(s) yellow, green, blue, red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "SOCIALSEO"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5321601

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Copy writing for advertising and promotional purposes; Influencer marketing services; Preparing advertisements for others, namely, preparing video advertising and promotional videos for commercial use via the internet and television, digital cable and video-on-demand or download; Search engine optimization for sales promotion; Advertising, promotion and marketing services in the nature of e-mail blast campaigns for others; Business consulting services for digital transformation; Business marketing consulting services; Marketing services in the field of conversion rate optimization (CRO)

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Jan. 01, 2016 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2016

**For** Consulting services in the field of graphic design of advertising materials; Graphic design

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Jan. 01, 2016 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Digital Marketing Holdings, LLC  Address  Digital Marketing Holdings, LLC  5475 Mark Dabling Blvd, Ste 210  Colorado Springs  COLORADO  80918  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country

Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  SocialSEO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 4LEAF PUB & EATERY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97332208</td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2022</td>
<td>7097083</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PUB & EATERY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant; Pubs; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Restaurants; Bar and restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Mar. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 14, 2022
- **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/14/2022
- **Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/14/2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hillman, Joshua
- **Address**: Hillman, Joshua 2123 PINEBROOK TRL CUYAHOGA FLS OHIO 44223
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEUTHOEHM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97332565</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;BEUTHOEHM&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Housecoats; Scarfs; Shoes; Socks; Swimsuits; Underclothes; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Halloween costumes; Head wear; Women's shoes; Yoga pants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Dongyang Yuewang Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Dongyang Yuewang Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.302,Bldg.33, Zone A,Jinxing Community Shilitou Community,Baiyun St.,Dongyang Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GERMICK JR., EDWARD JO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NFTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97332673 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7097085
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording NFTER within a flash frame. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Headwear, namely, hats, caps, beanies; Hoodies; Jackets and socks; Sweaters; T-shirts; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 08, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Leonardo Z Address Zhong, Leonardo Z 45-28 160th Street FLUSHING NEW YORK 11358 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZEKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97332809 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7097086 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of ZEKER in the mark is confidence. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Christian Handley, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disc jockey services; Disc jockeys for parties and special events; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services, namely, dance events by a recording artist; Entertainment services, namely, providing information about a recording artist via an online network; Production of music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 17, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Handley, Christian J DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ZEKER LLC Address Handley, Christian J 1838 11th Ave San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94122 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CYBER RODEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97332879 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7097087 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Music composition for others; Arranging and conducting nightclub entertainment events; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Consultation and advice regarding musical selections and arrangements for sound recordings and live performances; Dance events; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Musical event booking agencies; Organization of dancing events; Organizing and hosting of events for cultural purposes; Organizing cultural and arts events; Production of musical sound recording
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 15, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2019

For Musical recordings; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Downloadable musical sound recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 15, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2019

For T-shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 15, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  POPGANG LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKAGang Records  Address  POPGANG LLC  4533 Cimarron ST  Los Angeles  California  90062  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  California

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  31996-100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HSU, FONG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AYJ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97332951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "AYJ" that are stylized into the design of a cat's face.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Air fryers; Bakers' ovens; Bicycle lights; Ceiling lights; Electric coffee machines; Electric kettles; Electric toasters; Electric rice cooker; Electromagnetic induction cookers; Flashlights; Floor lamps; Head torches; Lamps; Lampshades; LED and HID light fixtures; LED light bulbs; Lights for vehicles; Motorcycle lights; Nail lamps; Electronic facial steamers; Pressure cookers, electric; USB-powered humidifiers for household use

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
**First Use**: Mar. 12, 2022
**In Commerce**: Mar. 12, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: TU Xiuguo
- **Address**: No.14, Hongshan Road, Haicheng Street, Longwan District, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: RYM2022
- **Exkaining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JOHN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAGIC BATH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97333177</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097089</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“BATH”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bathroom renovation services, namely, installation of replacement showers, bathtubs, and accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 03, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 03, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Magic Bath, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Magic Bath, LLC 227 Munroe Falls Avenue Cuyahoga Falls OHIO 44221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 105274.00001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHHINA, KARANENDRA S |
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RESILIENT VENTURES

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97333211 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097090
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VENTURES"

Goods and Services Information
For providing venture capital fund management fund services to serve African-American entrepreneurs and businesses; providing capital fund investment services to serve African-American entrepreneurs and businesses
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 07, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 07, 2018

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Resilient Ventures, LLC Address Resilient Ventures, LLC 20 West Colony Place, Suite 120 Durham NORTH CAROLINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 219160-5002

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MURDA WEIGHT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97333626
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097091
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 30, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jean Mingot
- **Address**: Jean Mingot 59 May Avenue Westbury NEW YORK 11590
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  EVERGREEN TANK SOLUTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97334075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer**  "TANK SOLUTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Rental of liquid and solid storage tanks, boxes and containers, tank trailers and spill containment equipment in the nature of spill containment berms; transportation services, namely, pick-up, on-location movement and delivery of liquid and solid storage tanks, boxes and containers, tank trailers and spill containment equipment in the nature of spill containment berms by means of ground transportation

**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage  **First Use**  Mar. 31, 2007  **In Commerce**  Mar. 31, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  IRONCLAD ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS, INC.  **Address**  IRONCLAD ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS, INC.  1650 E FREEWAY  BAYTOWN  TEXAS  77521  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  42127.888003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STITCHCREDIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334235  Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022  Registration Number 7097093
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in accessing credit information, public records, and banking data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in accessing credit information, public records, and banking data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CRS Group Inc  Address CRS Group Inc  100 Pine Street STE 1250 #422 San Francisco  CALIFORNIA 94111  Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W-29864-RM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAVOSPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97335261 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097094
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “VAVOSPORT”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Foam exercise rollers; Hurdles; Knee guards for athletic use; Shoulder pad elastic for athletic use; Skipping rope; Soccer goals; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, sport balls, dumbbells, exercise weights, kettle bells; Swimming rings; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Weightlifting belts; Wrist and ankle weights for exercise; Yoga blankets; Yoga straps International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 27, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wangyan Yan Address Wangyan Yan 408, Zehua building, Longhua District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IVTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97336172 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097095 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vacuuming of industrial and environmental materials, namely, cleaning of oil field, refinery, and industrial sites using industrial vacuums to remove industrial, waste, and environmental materials International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

For Conveying services of industrial and environmental materials, namely, transportation of industrial, waste, and environmental materials International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Industrial Vacuum Transfer Services USA, LLC Address Industrial Vacuum Transfer Services USA, LLC 18515 Aldine Westfield Road Houston TEXAS 77073 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 112937.011.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BARISTA PARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97336662 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7097096
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PARTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Filters being parts of coffee extracting machines; O-rings being machine parts for coffee machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Feb. 25, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021
For Coffee filters not of paper being part of electric coffee makers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 25, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 11285947 Canada Inc. Address 11285947 Canada Inc. 196 Mnt. Dalton Gatineau, QC CANADA
J8R0B3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OOT.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK LITERAL(S) YOOYUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97337217 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097097
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YooYuan has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle openers; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Hand-operated coffee grinders

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Yuan Address Zhu, Yuan No. 54, group 3, Shiyin village, Cikou Township, Tongshan County, Hubei Province CHINA 437600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JZOA2301004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FWG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97337500 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 30, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097098 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the large, stylized wording "FWG" with a single, horizontal line going through the middle of it. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | All-purpose athletic bags; All-purpose leather straps; Hunting bags; Kit bags |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Jan. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Shenzhen Zhifa Investment Consulting Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Zhifa Investment Consulting Co., Ltd. RM 106B, BLDG 3, 1970 Sci. & Tech. Park Minzhi Community, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST Shenzhen CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | TOMLINSON, SABRINA R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97337601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Electronic cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Lighters for smokers; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Pipe racks for tobacco pipes; Pipe tobacco; Tobacco pipes; Tobacco pouches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>34 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 8, 9, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Smokers' Articles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| First Use | Jan. 05, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 01, 2020 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Shenzhen Nevoks Technology Co.,Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Nevoks Technology Co.,Ltd. Plant401, Building B5,Dist.B,No.35,Fuyuan 1st Rd,Zhancheng Community,Fuhai Street Bao'an Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BROWNE, LUCY E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of four designs. A design of the sun with rays appears at the top. The design of three shooting stars appears at the bottom. The design of a globe with outlines of the continents appears to the left. The design of a crescent moon appears to the right.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Bags specially adapted for handheld video games; Battery-powered computer game with LCD screen; Controllers for game consoles; Game controllers for computer games; Handheld game consoles; Joysticks for video games; Video game interactive control floor pads or mats; Video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; Video game interactive remote control units; Video game joysticks; Video output game machines for use with televisions

INTERNATIONAL CLASSES

28 - Primary Classes
22, 23, 38, 50

INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE
Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use
Dec. 24, 2021

IN COMMERCIAL
Dec. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name
Li, Long
Address
Li, Long No. 29, Shangliutai, Bijiatai Village, Liujiage Town, Hanchuan CHINA 431600

LEGAL ENTITY
INDIVIDUAL

CITIZENSHIP
CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number
IPLaw02866

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney
JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE EMPOWERED APPROACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97337992 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7097101
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of business management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 30, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reimondo, Meghann Address Reimondo, Meghann 37 Schoonmaker Lane Woodstock NEW YORK 12498 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OHB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97338282  Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022  Registration Number 7097102
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters OHB, with the H overlapping with the O and the H.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4240357

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes and workshops in the fields of behavioral health care for youth and young adults, social skills development for youth and young adults, parenting and youth gangs, and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Providing educational services to and for the benefit of youth and young adults, namely, conducting classes and providing educational programs in the fields of transitional living skills, community living skills and individual living skills; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational guidance, career counseling in the nature of advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities, educational assistance, namely, educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education and providing of information and advice about education opportunities, employment training to youth and young adults; Children's educational services, namely, providing academic performance evaluation, guidance and tutoring for children at the kindergarten through secondary education levels; Children's educational services, namely, providing informal classes and instruction in the fields of physical, mental and nutritional wellness for children

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

For Charitable services in the nature of providing job placement assistance

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019
For consulting services in the fields of social skills for youth and youth gangs, namely, providing emotional counseling and emotional support services for troubled and at-risk youth and their families

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services **First Use** Dec. 01, 2019 **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2019

For Behavioral health, mental health and substance abuse services for youth and young adults; behavioral health services in the nature of outpatient treatment; Providing behavioral treatment services for children and youth in the nature of outpatient treatment services; consulting services in the fields of behavioral health care

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services **First Use** Dec. 01, 2019 **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2019

For Child welfare services, namely, providing residential homes and housing for at-risk children and youth; Young adult welfare services, namely, providing independent and transitional living services; Providing temporary transitional housing for young adults; Providing behavioral treatment services for children and youth

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services **First Use** Dec. 01, 2019 **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Omaha Home for Boys **Address** The Omaha Home for Boys 4343 North 52nd St Omaha NEBRASKA 68104 **Legal Entity** non-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** NEBRASKA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OHB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97338284 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7097103 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4240357

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes and workshops in the fields of behavioral health care for youth and young adults, social skills development for youth and young adults, parenting and youth gangs, and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Providing educational services to and for the benefit of youth and young adults, namely, conducting classes and providing educational programs in the fields of transitional living skills, community living skills and individual living skills; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational guidance, career counseling in the nature of advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities, educational assistance, namely, educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education and providing of information and advice about education opportunities, employment training to youth and young adults; Children's educational services, namely, providing academic performance evaluation, guidance and tutoring for children at the kindergarten through secondary education levels; Children's educational services, namely, providing informal classes and instruction in the fields of physical, mental and nutritional wellness for children

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

For Charitable services in the nature of providing job placement assistance

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

For Consulting services in the fields of social skills for youth and youth gangs, namely, providing emotional counseling and emotional support services for troubled and at-risk youth and their families

10209
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2019

For  Behavioral health, mental health and substance abuse services for youth and young adults; behavioral health services in the nature of outpatient treatment; Providing behavioral treatment services for children and youth in the nature of outpatient treatment services; consulting services in the fields of behavioral health care

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2019

For  Child welfare services, namely, providing residential homes and housing for at-risk children and youth; Young adult welfare services, namely, providing independent and transitional living services; Providing temporary transitional housing for young adults; Providing behavioral treatment services for children and youth

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Dec. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Omaha Home for Boys  Address  The Omaha Home for Boys  4343 North 52nd St  Omaha  NEBRASKA  68104  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97338884
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097104
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: CGcjs
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CGcjs" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Automotive aftermarket parts, namely, truck bed extender and storage box; Automotive conversion kits comprised of metal to make structural changes to an automobile; Automotive interior trim; Bellows for articulated buses; Brake air valves for land vehicles; Brake lines for vehicles; Fuel line hoses for vehicles; Fuel lines for vehicles; Garden hose carts; Lug nuts for vehicle wheels; Pneumatic inner tubes for vehicle wheels; Vehicle parts, namely, power steering hoses; Vehicles parts, namely, fuel filler pipes being the pipe in which one places a gasoline pump when fueling the vehicle; Windscreen wipers for motor cars
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use** in Commerce: May 01, 2020

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Song, Yi
- **Address**: Song, Yi Houhe Village, Shiyuan Village, Xushui Tn Zhongyuan, Zhengzhou CHINA 450007
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALL ABOUT UNDERSTANDING

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97338929
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097105
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Training and consulting services in the fields of mentoring and the development of mentoring programs for children, youth, young adults and college students; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum and education materials in the field of teaching life skills to children, youth, young adults and college students; Educational services, namely, one-on-one and group mentoring, coaching, and workshops directed to children, youth, young adults and college students in the fields of personal lifestyle and personal and professional growth; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of children, youth, young adults and college students; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, lectures and workshops for children, youth, young adults and college students to learn life skills such as team building, seeking and valuing employment, money management, problem solving, legal issues, personal health, goal-setting, getting along with others and social media etiquette

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2020
**In Commerce**: Sep. 11, 2020

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: All About Understanding Inc
- **Address**: All About Understanding Inc 1316 NW Sheridan Rd., PMB 298 Lawton OKLAHOMA 73505
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
Mark Literal(s) CHEF BRUCE AIDELLS

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rectangular shape with rounded corners which has a half circle connected to the top part of the rectangular shape. The words "CHEF BRUCE" appear in the upper left of the rectangular shape and "aidells" appears below "CHEF BRUCE". An image of the chef appears in the half circle.
Disclaimer  "CHEF" Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Bruce Aidells, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2646332, 1666859

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Processed meats, namely, sausages and smoked meats
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Sep. 1999 In Commerce  Sep. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aidells Sausage Company, Inc. Address  Aidells Sausage Company, Inc. 400 S. Jefferson Street  Chicago ILLINOIS  60607 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney  SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZODIAC WOLVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97339150  Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022  Registration Number 7097107
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "WOLVES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of printed fiction books; Series of printed fiction works, namely, novels and books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022
For Audio books in the field of fiction novels; Audio books in the nature of novels; Audio books in the nature of novels, short stories; Downloadable electronic books in the field of fiction novels; Electronic publications, namely, books featuring fiction novels recorded on computer media; Downloadable e-books in the field of fiction novels; Fiction e-books on a variety of topics recorded on computer media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Briggs, Elizabeth  Address Briggs, Elizabeth PO Box 451452 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90045
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUNHETEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97339570 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7097108
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JUNHETEK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive headlamps; Backup lights for land vehicles; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED strobe lights to be placed on public safety vehicles; Light bars for vehicles, namely, off-road vehicles, utility terrain vehicles (UTVs); Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lighting installations for vehicles; Lights for vehicles; Motorcycle lights; Rear lights for vehicles; Reflectors for vehicles; Running lights for land vehicles; Spot lights for use on vehicles; Vehicle brake lights

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qin, Yanming Address Qin, Yanming No. 12, Zhamenkou Group, Huizhong Vil., Minle Town, Beiliu City Guangxi, Yulin CHINA 537400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  B BROTHAHOOD OF KINGS
EMBODYING AUTHENTIC MASCULINITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97339608  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2022  Registration Number  7097109
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "B" in stylized font with a sword going through it vertically above the words "BROTHAHOOD OF KINGS" in stylized font, with the letter "B" with a sword going through it vertically and a crown above the letters "NG", above the words "EMBODYING AUTHENTIC MASCULINITY" in stylized font, all of foregoing in golden yellow color. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) golden yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Headwear; Shirts; Sweatsuits; Hoodies; Clothing jackets; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jermaine Johnson  Address  Jermaine Johnson  PO Box 76711  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30358  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CSMERRK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97339656  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2022  Registration Number  7097110  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "CSMERRK". The letter "E" is formed by the negative space between the letter "M" and the two short horizontal lines stemming from the left side of the first letter "R".  Translation  The wording CSMERRK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Balls for playing field hockey; Football body protectors; Football knee pads; Instep guards for athletic use; Wrist guards for athletic use
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Mar. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wenzhou City Lucheng District Ziqi Trading Firm  Composed of  Liao, Huimin, a citizen of China
Address  Wenzhou City Lucheng District Ziqi Trading Firm  Rm.202-232, No. 4, Lane 39, Shangcun Rd., Puxieshi St., Lucheng Dist., Wenzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  325000  Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) D DELMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97339873 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7097111
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "D DELMAX" in a stylized arc
design. There is a lighting symbol carved out inside the first letter "D". The letter "A" is a triangle pattern with a gap at the
right bottom of the triangle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording
DELMAX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile tires; Bicycle tires; Casings for pneumatic tires; Inner tubes for automobile tires; Pneumatic tyres and inner
tubes for motorcycles; Solid tires for vehicle wheels; Tires for vehicle wheels; Tires for vehicles; Tires; Treads for retreading
tires
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BEST CHOICE INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. Address BEST CHOICE INTERNATIONAL
TRADE CO., LTD. Third Floor of North Anhua Mansion NO.8 Yinhua West Street Chaoyang,Beijing CHINA 100029
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5-186197

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANchez RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BESI TOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97340335</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2022</td>
<td>7097112</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer                | "TOY" |
| Translation               | The wording Besi Toi has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Drawing toys; Electronic action toys; Fidget toys; Infant toys; Musical toys; Plastic character toys; Toy animals; Toy cars; Toy imitation cosmetics; Water squirting toys |
| International Classes    | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use                 | Dec. 25, 2021 |
| In Commerce               | Dec. 25, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Chen, Jiazhan |
| Address    | No. 40, Ciwai Village, Honghu Village, Committee, Fengjiang Town, Jiexi, Guangdong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | Sha2111 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LATTUCA, FRANK J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YKANZZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97340538</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Ykanzz has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cameras; Cases for mobile phones; Computer apparatus, namely, a converter that superimposes an Ethernet signal on an existing cable; Connecting electrical cables; Electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Electrical adapters; Electrical cables for use in connections; Electrical sockets; Elevator performance controllers for monitoring elevator functions; Ozonisers, namely, oxygen detectors; Plastic case used as a security device for protecting and securing DVDs and other magnetic and electronic media from theft; Power over Ethernet (PoE) network components in the nature of switches; UPI (universal peripheral interface) hardware; Wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems, namely, remote metering systems
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Peijun
- **Address**: Zhang, Peijun No.174,West Piece,Dapuliao Village Nanjing Town,Puning Guangdong CHINA 515354
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 8-15-172-TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THONGO WE HOOK YOU UP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97340967 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 31, 2022 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Undergarments

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Dec. 16, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 16, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | THONGO LLC |
| Address | THONGO LLC 5 Taylors Run Tinton Falls NEW JERSEY 07712 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHANGE YOUR STATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340978 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7097115
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes in the field of health and nutrition; Entertainment services, namely, contest and incentive award programs designed to reward program participants who exercise, make healthy eating choices, and engage in other health-promoting activities; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of fitness and health education and tracking of health and fitness goals, community involvement and networking in the field of health and wellness physical fitness, nutrition, and overall health and wellness; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 13, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2021
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for health and fitness education and tracking of health and fitness goals; Recorded software for use in aiding community involvement and networking in the field of health and wellness; Recorded Software which provides information about physical fitness, nutrition, and overall health and Wellness; Downloadable podcasts in the field of fitness and health education and tracking of health and fitness goals, community involvement and networking in the field of health and wellness physical fitness, nutrition, and overall health and wellness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 12, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2021
For Providing a website featuring information about health, wellness and nutrition; Providing a website featuring information and advice in the fields of diet, weight loss, diet planning and lifestyle wellness; Providing information about health, wellness and nutrition via a website
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>HEALTHY HARRISON, INCORPORATED DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Healthy Harrison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>HEALTHY HARRISON, INCORPORATED 227 Medical Park Dr. Ste. 103 Bridgeport WEST VIRGINIA 26330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WEST VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) JKEEMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97341736  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2022  Registration Number  7097116
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of literal elements of "JKEEMI" in a stylized font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alpenstocks; Backpacks; Briefcases; Business card cases; Covers for animals; Crossbody bags; Dog collars; Handbags; Leather cord; Leather leads; Leather straps; Purses; School bags; Sports bags; Travelling bags; Umbrellas; Vanity cases, not fitted
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Mar. 29, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHENZHEN JIE RUI BO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.  Address  SHENZHEN JIE RUI BO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.  406, BUILDING 92, CHUANGYE GARDEN, MINZHI ST., LONGHUA DIST. SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where
Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YNWDHOOKAH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97341922</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2022</td>
<td>7097117</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashtrays; Snuffboxes; Cigar cutters;</td>
<td>Smokers' Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigar holders; Cigar boxes; Cigarette holders; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic hookahs; Hookah hoses; Hookah tobacco; Lighters for smokers; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Smokers' articles, namely, rehydration tubes; Tobacco jars; Tobacco pipes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 - Primary Classes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**
Feb. 27, 2022
**In Commerce**
Feb. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen Weinian Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Shenzhen Weinian Technology Co., Ltd. 103, Unit C, Bldg. 3, Beautiful Garden South Dist., Donghuan 2nd Rd., Sanlian Community Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GARCIA, CLAUDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342389 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097118
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "B" centered within a circle carrier surrounded with a stylized floral geometric border. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For meditation training; meditation studio services; educational services, namely, providing non-downloadable live webinars, and social media live events in the nature of non-downloadable videos in the field of relaxation, personal growth, and spirituality; Organizing, arranging, and conducting of entertainment events in the nature of live psychic medium readings and astrology readings of others; Conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of psychic readings, spiritual channeling, and astrology readings of others

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Balesky Experience Inc Address The Balesky Experience Inc 17824 FM 1716 E Henderson TEXAS 75652 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "OLDE CITY" in capital letters in a stylized font on an upper arcuate banner. Below the banner is an image of a human skull above two crossed skeleton keys with a lightning bolt extending downward from the point at which the skeleton keys cross. Below the lightning bolt is the word "TATTOO" in capital letters on a lower arcuate banner. The upper and lower banners together partially encircle the skull and skeleton keys. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "OLDE CITY TATTOO"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Tattooing services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 31, 1999
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Goldberg, Jason
- **Address**: Goldberg, Jason 469 Moreland Rd. Huntingdon Valley PENNSYLVANIA 19006
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 110708.0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
NEUROSHIFTS

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97342447
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097120
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of well-being; Arranging and conducting of training seminars in the field of well-being; Business training; Business training consultancy services; Business training in the field of workplace diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI); Business training in the field of diversity and inclusion; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Consultancy relating to arranging and conducting of training workshops; Education services, namely, training educators to teach through service learning and civic engagement and providing curricula in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of well-being and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting virtual and in-person training in the fields of well-being and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting virtual and in-person training in the field of well-being and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, teacher training in the field of well-being provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; Interactive on-line training services in the field of Providing information in the field of exercise; Leadership development training for educators; Leadership development training in the field of diversity and inclusion; Medical training and teaching; Meditation training; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of well-being; On-line educational parental training classes; Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training; Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training and speed training; Personal fitness training services; Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Personal fitness training services featuring aerobic and anaerobic activities combined with resistance and flexibility training; Personal trainer services; Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Physical fitness training services; Providing classes,
seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders; Providing facilities for Business Training; Providing training in the form of on-line and live workshops, courses, seminars, non-downloadable webinars, podcasts, and self-paced training including developing training systems and methodologies for others in the field of well-being; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise alterations in their daily living; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living; Public sector business training; Teaching, training, tutoring and courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate level; Virtual training services in the field of well-being; Virtual physical fitness training services

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Westra, Victoria L. Address Westra, Victoria L. 5707 Yeats Manor Dr, Unit 402 Tampa FLORIDA 33616 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97342447

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE ARE ILL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97342486</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7097121</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting community service and public awareness programs to share information regarding resources and services that benefit individuals with a chronic illness or medical condition; charitable services in the nature of promoting the interests of people with a chronic illness or medical condition by means of public awareness and patient advocacy.
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: We are ILL
- **Address**: We are ILL PO Box 36846 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036
- **Legal Entity**: charitable, non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 000190.00100

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner Name**: TAYLOR, SLOAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Riptide Ridez

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342505 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097122
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - An Illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular carrier containing an image of a sunset above a beach. There are seagulls in the sky and two palm trees on the left-hand side of the mark. The outer circle is formed by one of these palm trees. There is an image of a golf cart sitting on the sand. The wording "Riptide Ridez" appears below the circle, with "Riptide" being larger than "Ridez". The gray in the mark represents background and does not represent a square shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "Rides"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing retail store services in the field of low speed vehicles and golf carts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jon Finez Address Jon Finez 5201 Atherton Bridge Rd Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27613 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WE ARE ILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342516 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097123
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "WE ARE" in capital block letters and the word "ILL" in cursive behind them. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting community service and public awareness programs to share information regarding resources and services that benefit individuals with a chronic illness or medical condition; charitable services in the nature of promoting the interests of people with a chronic illness or medical condition by means of public awareness and patient advocacy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name We Are ILL Address We Are ILL PO Box 36846 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 000190.00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, SLOAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE COLLECTIVE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97342683 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097124
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "THE COLLECTIVE" in stylized font having a five-pointed star in the middle of the letter "O", above five five-pointed stars in a horizontal row next to the wording "POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE" FOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS 35 APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tote Bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Political action committee services, namely, promoting the interests of the Black community

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Collective PAC (political action committee) Address The Collective PAC (political action committee) PO Box 15320 Washington, DC D.C. 20003 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 30118.3502

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARLOS KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343157  Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022  Registration Number 7097125  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Carlos King, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, live, podcast and televised personal appearances by a professional entertainer

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name King, Carlos  Address King, Carlos c/o KMA Zuckert attn T Carulli 1350 Broadway Suite 2410 New York  NEW YORK 10018  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
COLORID

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLORID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343189 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097126 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing consumer product information relating to illumination settings of lighting fixtures; providing consumer product information relating to predefined illumination settings of adjustable lighting fixtures International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 08, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USAI, LLC Address USAI, LLC 1126 River Road New Windsor NEW YORK 12553 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06076-T0090C

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIVINITY KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343509 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097127 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, beard oil, beard balm, beard conditioner, beard shampoo; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated facial care preparations, namely, skin cleansers, skin moisturizer, skin serums, skin toners, SPF sunblock lotions
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Divinity King, LLC Address Divinity King, LLC 283 Buccaneer Road Gray LOUISIANA 70359 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XEYBAZNAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343674 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7097128 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Bath toys; Board games; Children's multiple activity toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Clockwork toys; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Infant toys; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Pet toys; Squeeze toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy action figures; Toy building blocks; Water toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuanyun Bozhi (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xuanyun Bozhi (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.02,Floor C19,Bldg.13,Huabanli,No.200, Huaqing Ave.,Qinghu Community,Longhua Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HONGECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97343817 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7097129
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HONGECOR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Works of art of common metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jul. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruichun Yu Address Ruichun Yu No. 189, Zhuban Village Wenjiang Township, Datian County Fujian CHINA 366109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97344141 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 02, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097130 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

### Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "THE" placed above "STILLWATER," with "STILLWATER" containing a stylized "W" and the image of two mountain peaks above it, below which are the words "GROUP LLC". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "GROUP LLC" |

### Goods and Services Information

| For | Custom home construction services, custom construction of homes; construction management; real estate development; design-build services, namely, building construction contractor services; design-build services, namely, building construction services; construction administration and management services, namely, construction consultation, construction planning, and construction supervision, all for design-build construction; construction administration and management services, namely, construction consultation, construction planning, construction supervision, and construction contractor services in the nature of general building contractor and design-build services; construction services, namely, construction management services, design-build operate projects in the nature of general construction contracting, and pre-construction services in the nature of construction planning |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Aug. 2018 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 2018 |

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

| Owner Name | The Stillwater Group, LLC |
| Address | The Stillwater Group, LLC P O Box 227 Six Mile SOUTH CAROLINA 29682 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | SOUTH CAROLINA |

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 00197 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE STILLWATER GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97344142 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7097131
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom home construction services, custom construction of homes; construction management; real estate development; design-build services, namely, building construction contractor services; design-build services, namely, building construction services; construction administration and management services, namely, construction consultation, construction planning, and construction supervision, all for design-build construction; construction administration and management services, namely, construction consultation, construction planning, construction supervision, and construction contractor services in the nature of general building contractor and design-build services; construction services, namely, construction management services, design-build operate projects in the nature of general construction contracting, and pre-construction services in the nature of construction planning
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 2018 In Commerce Aug. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Stillwater Group, LLC Address The Stillwater Group, LLC P O Box 227 Six Mile SOUTH CAROLINA 29682 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00197
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type  | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “SPORTS” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| Goods and Services Information | golf grip kit containing golf grip tape for golf clubs, golf grip solution being a nonmedicated topically applied ointment or gel for improving hand grip in golf, a knife and vice clamp; grip tape for golf clubs; golf grip solvent being a non-medicated topically applied ointment or gel for improving hand grip in golf; golf grip solvent for removing old adhesive from golf club handles; golf grip solution being a non-medicated topically applied ointment or gel for improving hand grip in golf; golf grip solution being an adhesive for golf grip tape on golf club handles; golf grip tape for golf clubs |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | TQS Enterprises, Inc. |
| Address | TQS Enterprises, Inc. 751 Tusquittee Rd Hayesville NORTH CAROLINA 28904 |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | MAGRUT-003 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | TORRES, MIGUEL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BY LADY POSITIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97344459 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7097133
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art etchings; Art prints; Framed art etchings; Framed art prints

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Angela Chambers DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA by Lady Positive Address Angela Chambers 7636 S. Saginaw Chicago ILLINOIS 60649 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SUGAR JAR COMMUNITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97344877 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097134
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMMUNITY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6379713

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for journaling daily affirmations; Downloadable educational software featuring video workshops and audio workshops for instruction in the fields of healing and wellness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 22, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yasmine Gieber Address Yasmine Gieber 107 S West St #703 Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554384216

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIS, BRIAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YOVEEKLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97345476</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097135</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording YOVEEKLE has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Automotive interior trim; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Dog guards for use in vehicles; Fabric car seat buckle protector; Fitted vehicle engine hood covers; Fitted vehicle seat covers; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Pet safety seats for use in vehicles; Vehicle engine hoods
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Haining Youweike Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Haining Youweike Trading Co., Ltd. No. 21, Changshanan Yili, Changshanan Vil., Haichang St., Haining, Jiaxing, Zhejiang CHINA 314400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 994868

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHOYEHGA

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97345601</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7097136</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the black stylized wording "ZHoyehga" beneath a black maze design inside a black shaded circle.
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial trees, other than Christmas trees; Chenille; Cushions for pins; Hair grips; Permanent botanicals in the nature of artificial flowers and plants, other than Christmas trees; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Peng Hao
- **Address**: Peng Hao Room 203, Unit 2, Building 33, Lingyun 7 District, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RING CHANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97345670 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097137
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "RING CHANT" in stylized font. Disclaimer "RING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drums; Harps; Bamboo vertical pipes (shoh); Carrying cases for musical instruments; Cases for musical instruments; Handbells; Mallets for musical instruments; Musical instruments; Musical instruments in the nature of steel drums; Percussion instruments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Singing bowls; String instruments; Triangles; Tuning forks
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Feb. 14, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JINZHOU RUNCHENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address JINZHOU RUNCHENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. NO.42-47,Baodicheng Area C, Lingnandongli,Taihe District Jinzhou, Liaoning CHINA 121000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB

---

10247
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOMBSTONES IN THEIR EYES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97345883 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097138
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, live performances by a musical band; Entertainment services, namely, online non-downloadable musical audio and video recordings; Providing non-downloadable prerecorded music and music videos via a website; Providing non-downloadable prerecorded music and music videos via the Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2014 In Commerce 2019
For Audio recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Downloadable musical recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2014 In Commerce 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Treanor, John Address Treanor, John 2318 W Avenue 31 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90065 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 64609

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
TM 8273 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOS ANGELES SALVAJES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97346268 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097139
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "LOS ANGELES SALVAJES" is "THE WILD ANGELS".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 1990 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name David Jimenez Lara Address David Jimenez Lara Post Office Box 5637 Fresno CALIFORNIA 937555637 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 14097.02.T02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HYDROGEN MINER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97346400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HYDROGEN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Machines for generating gas by electrolysis
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Mar. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>EMARENA CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBA</td>
<td>EMARENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>EMARENA CORPORATION STE 1300 8770 W BRYN MAWR AVE CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KON, ELISSA GARBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK Literal(s)
AIRBLOX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97346750</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097141</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Provision of a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging air cargo capacity with other users
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Mar. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: AC Carrier Technologies Inc.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Airblox
- **Address**: AC Carrier Technologies Inc. 165 Inverway Inverness ILLINOIS 60067
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FOSS, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAISER OPTICAL SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97346927 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097142
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OPTICAL SYSTEMS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0122968/1664977 International Registration Number 1664977

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintenance of industrial machinery; Repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 2006 In Commerce Jan. 2006

For Spectroscopes; Calibration devices for calibrating scientific instrumentation that is used for measuring chemical components and conducting chemical analysis of solids, liquids, and gases; Industrial calibration sensors; Optical fibers; Probes for scientific purposes; Scientific instrumentation for measuring chemical components and conducting chemical analysis of solids, liquids, and gases International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 2006 In Commerce Jan. 2006

For Engineering; Calibration services; Rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; Updating of computer software International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 2006 In Commerce Jan. 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Endress+Hauser Optical Analysis, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Endress+Hauser Optical Analysis, Inc. 371 Parkland Plaza Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE LIMITLESS LADY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97347061 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2022 Registration Number  7097143
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an encircled silhouette of a woman's head with curly hair, the word "THE" above the circle, the word "LIMITLESS" inside of the circle above the silhouette with a dot on either side of the word, and the word "LADY" inside of the circle below the silhouette. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LADY" Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Mary Hemphill, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Conducting of business conferences in the field of leadership and personal development; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, seminars, and conferences in the field of leadership and personal development and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 11, 2020 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Limitless Lady LLC Address  The Limitless Lady LLC  6320 Capital Blvd, Ste 120 #61214 Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA  27661 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized

NORTH CAROLINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COPPER BULLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97347473 Application Filing Date: Apr. 05, 2022 Registration Number: 7097144
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "COPPER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Garden hoses
International Classes: 17 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title: Rubber Goods
First Use In Commerce: Feb. 09, 2023 Feb. 09, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: DaVinci CSJ, LLC Address: DaVinci CSJ, LLC 81 Two Bridges Road Fairfield NEW JERSEY 07004
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BIFTU, BENIAM
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97348297</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SLAB LYFE
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "SLAB LYFE" in a black stylized font and design of a red and white round fishing bobber outlined in the color black sitting on top of water ripples in the color black, with the word "SLAB LYFE" in the middle sitting on top of the water ripples as well. The white background represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark.
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes

**Goods and Services Information**

- For: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Christopher Lord Harrington
- **Address**: 3512 17th street east, Bradenton, FLORIDA 34208
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAYS, CANDACE W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QAZWSXEDC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97348728</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2022</td>
<td>7097146</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Mousepads; Decorative switch plate covers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Time clocks; Weighing scales; Motorcycle helmet face shields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Putian Yinliang Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Putian Yinliang Trading Co., Ltd. 504, 2/F, Building 1, Area C, No.37 Fengmei Road, Zhenhai Street, Putian CHINA 351100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | IM, JEAN H |

10258
TM 8281
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HANNAH LEAH BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97348781 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097147
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HANNAH LEAH
BEAUTY" superimposed over a partial triangle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "BEAUTY" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark
identifies Hannah Bonds, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blush; Cosmetics; Eyeshadow; Lipstick; Mascara; Adhesive removers; Adhesives for affixing false eyebrows;
Adhesives for cosmetic purposes; Adhesives for cosmetic use; Beauty care cosmetics; Blush pencils; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic
pencils; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashe; Cosmetic hand creams; Cosmetic massage creams;
Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetic sun oils; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations;
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics and make-up; Eye-shadow; Eyebrow cosmetics; Eyelash extensions; Eyelash
tint; Eyeshadow palettes; Eyeshadows; Face and body beauty creams; Face and body creams; Face creams; Face milk and
lotions; Face powder; Facial beauty masks; Facial cleansers; Facial cleansing milk; Facial concealer; Facial cream; Facial
creams; Facial lotion; Facial make-up, namely, primer, foundation; Facial moisturizer with SPF; Facial moisturizers; Facial
oils; Facial scrubs; Glitter for cosmetic purposes; Lip balm; Lip gloss; Lip gloss palette; Lip glosses; Lip liner; Lip polisher;
Lip cream; Lipstick cases; Lipstick holders; Lipsticks; Magnetic artificial eyelashes; Magnetic false eyelashes; Make-up;
Make-up for the face and body; Make-up foundations; Make-up preparations; Make-up pencils; Make-up powder; Make-up
primer; Make-up primers; Make-up remover; Make-up removing creams; Make-up removing lotions; Make-up removing milk;
gel, lotions and creams; Make-up removing milks; Mascaras; Nail cosmetics; Natural cosmetics; Non-medicated cosmetics;
Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; Adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; Adhesives for attaching artificial
fingernails and/or eyelashes; Artificial eyelashes; Artificial eyelashe; Beauty masks for faces; Body glitter; Body and beauty care cosmetics;
Concealers for facial lines and wrinkles; Contour make-up sticks; Contour powder; Cosmetic facial masks; Cosmetic powder;
Cosmetics, namely, lip primer; Creamy face powder; Eye make-up; Eye make-up remover; Eye make-up removers; Eyebrow
powder; Eyes make-up; Face glitter; Face and body glitter; Facial make-up; False eyelashes; Hair mascara; Long lash
mascaras; Loose face powder; Make-up kits comprised of lipstick, lip gloss, liquid lipstick, tweezers; Natural mineral make-
up; Non-medicated facial and eye serum containing antioxidants; Non-medicated lip balms; Non-medicated cleansers, namely, skin cleansers, facial cleansers,; Organic cosmetics; Powder for make-up; Pressed face powder; Self-adhesive false eyebrows; Waterproof makeup

**International Classes**   3 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations **First Use**  Apr. 01, 2022 **In Commerce**  Apr. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hannah Leah Beauty, LLC  **Address**  Hannah Leah Beauty, LLC  1214 McConihe Street  Jacksonville  FLORIDA  32209  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAGGEDYTIFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97348967 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097148 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring sweatshirts, t-shirts, jackets, crop tops, hoodies, hats, joggers, beanies, socks, tote bags, art prints, mugs, stickers, jewelry, notepads, headbands International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 30, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2013
For Hats; Socks; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Beanies; Crop tops; Hoodies; Sports Jackets; Jogging outfits; Jogging pants; Jogging suits; Hooded sweatshirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 30, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RAGGEDYTIFF LLC Address RAGGEDYTIFF LLC 19303 Cedar Creek St Santa Clarita CALIFORNIA 91351 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PINTÓN BY TIME 2 GROW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IT'S A GOOD NITE... WITH MADE RITE!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97349235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a six-sided red banner having indented sides and white and red outlines, the banner bearing the words "It's a Good Nite... with Made Rite!" in white stylized letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Made Rite Acquisition, LLC  
**Address** Made Rite Acquisition, LLC  
11221 Melrose Avenue  
Franklin Park  
ILLINOIS  
60131  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>104339-00004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AROUND THE WORLD LEDGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97349278 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097151
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEDGER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial due diligence; Financial information; Financial research and information services; Financial services, namely, providing information in the fields of foreign currency, commodities, financial derivatives, interest rate products, and equities via the internet and intranet systems

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Sep. 27, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2020

For Bookkeeping; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of small business start-up and development, small business loans, financial organization, and filing business formation documents; Business consulting services; Business organization consulting; Business records management services relating to business entity formation and associated state reporting requirements; Comptroller services; Financial record-keeping for business transactions via the Internet; International business consulting services relating to domestic and international market research and international business formation; Moving and relocation services, namely, planning and implementing moves of homes for others; Preparing financial reports for others; Professional business consulting; Promotion of financial and insurance services, on behalf of third parties; Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services; Tax filing services; Tax preparation

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Sep. 27, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2020

For Arranging for travel visas, passports and travel documents for persons traveling abroad; Providing information about travel, via the Internet

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
First Use Sep. 27, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97350071</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2022</td>
<td>7097152</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SCARF
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0127529/1690477
- **International Registration Number**: 1690477

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Software as a service featuring computer software for maintaining, distributing, and commercializing open-source software projects; Software as a service featuring computer software for analyzing use and interaction with open-source software projects
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Aug. 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Scarf Systems, Inc.
- **Address**: Scarf Systems, Inc. 548 Market St., PMB 17568 San Francisco, CALIFORNIA 94104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 191-000101US

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
**TM 8287**

**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  
**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GASU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97350540</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Advertising and publicity services; Business management and organization consultancy; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Import-export agency services; Marketing services; On-line advertising on computer communication networks; On-line retail store services featuring dog clothing, dog toys; Personnel management consultancy; Sales promotion for others

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**  Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Zhou, Maojing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Zhou, Maojing NO.438 Dingxi Road Changning District Shanghai CHINA 200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | ROJAS, ELINA |

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIDUCIARY MASTERMIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97350800  Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2022  Registration Number  7097154
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FIDUCIARY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing on-line training courses in the field of leadership
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Mar. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Childrey, Joseph  Address  Childrey, Joseph  Unit 612  10655 Main Street  Bellevue  WASHINGTON 98004  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WALK ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351403  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7097155
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms "walk" and "me" with "me" being inside a conversation bubble with background that is inverse of text.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6286016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for business purposes; Monitoring usage of computer software and websites for business purposes; Business data analysis services in the field of employee training, employee productivity, employee onboarding and customer onboarding; Business process discovery service, namely, automatically identifying frequent business processes performed by users; Business monitoring and business consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide business strategy and business advice regarding marketing, sales, operations or product design, namely, using analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; conducting business surveys; conducting employee surveys for others for purposes of improving employee performance, productivity, and adoption of suggested workplace features based on employee feedback

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 11, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2020

For Downloadable computer software for assisting a user by providing real time guidance and performance and execution tools for assisting with the concurrent navigation, execution and operation of other software and website features and functions; Downloadable computer software for assisting a user by providing real time guidance and performance and execution tools for others for navigating and accomplishing particular tasks on websites, software, and internet platforms, such as the interactive creation of online instructional guides to accomplish those tasks; Downloadable computer software for manipulating and changing display of a website to introduce interactive elements, widgets, tool-tips and textual information; Downloadable computer software for manipulating and changing display of software to introduce interactive elements,
widgets, tool-tips and textual information; Downloadable computer software in the nature of web-browser extension for modifying websites and web documents; Downloadable computer software for composing and editing automation rules and digital walkthroughs for a website and software; Downloadable computer chatbot software for simulating conversations and for performing actions based on user instructions; Downloadable augmented reality software for providing augmented reality display related to website and software usage guidance; Downloadable computer software for receiving messages and displaying notifications relating to employees

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Feb. 11, 2020  **In Commerce** Feb. 11, 2020

For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for assisting a user by providing real time guidance and performance and execution tools for assisting with the concurrent navigation, execution and operation of other software and website features and functions for website development and software application development; providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable software for assisting a user by providing real time guidance and performance, and execution tools for others for navigating and accomplishing particular tasks on websites, software, and internet platforms, such as the interactive creation of online instructional guides to accomplish those tasks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for manipulating and changing display of a website to introduce interactive elements, widgets, tool-tips and textual information; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for manipulating and changing display of software to introduce interactive elements, widgets, tool-tips and textual information; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for tracking user engagement, user productivity, efficiency and adoption of features, in software and on a website; computer services for the analysis of data, namely, technological analysis of execution of multiple separate websites and applications, for the purpose of tracking cross-platform activity of users; providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable chatbot software for simulating conversations and performing actions based on user instructions; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for recording user activity on an application, a website, or a combination thereof, and for displaying recorded activities to authorized users; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for providing augmented reality display related to usage guidance; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for using Application Programming Interface (API) for providing reports using third-party software and for activation functionalities in third-party software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  
**First Use** Feb. 11, 2020  **In Commerce** Feb. 11, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Walkme Ltd.  
**Address** Walkme Ltd. 10 Haumanim Street  
**Tel Aviv** ISRAEL  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** ISRAEL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** GLAP 12550

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REGAN, JOHN B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
FORENSIC INSIGHT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97351500</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097156</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FORENSIC"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for receiving, analyzing, and reporting data from a system image, all for identifying anomalous or malicious behavior indicating cybercriminal activity
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jul. 31, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: QINTEL LLC
- **Address**: QINTEL LLC 322 North Shore Drive, Ste 300 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15212
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1003.016

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI

---

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLLINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351600 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097157
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PLUMBING PRODUCTS, namely, FAUCETS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DELTA FAUCET COMPANY Address DELTA FAUCET COMPANY 55 East 111th Street Indianapolis INDIANA 46280 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 115-6375-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MSH FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351723 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097158 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the dark navy blue stylized letters MSH above which is a design of a dark navy blue roof and chimney below which is the stylized white word "FOUNDATION" within a dark navy blue rectangle. The color white represents transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark navy blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, renovating and constructing homes for low income families International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 04, 1997 In Commerce Jun. 04, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mid-South Housing Foundation Address Mid-South Housing Foundation 2330 University Avenue Oxford MISSISSIPPI 38655 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NIGHTBUDDY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97351831</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2022</td>
<td>7097159</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Portable headlamps; flashlights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 22, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 22, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ECOMX LLC
- **Address**: ECOMX LLC 2880 W Oakland Park Blvd, Suite 225C Oakland Park FLORIDA 33311
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: AIPA-6803A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HERO

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97352094</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the term "Hero" appearing three times vertically in the following colors from top to bottom: red, black and blue. Color Claimed | The colors red, black and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Sunglass lenses; Sunglasses; Sunglasses incorporating wireless speakers and microphones; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Floatable sunglasses; Frames for spectacles and sunglasses; Lenses for sunglasses

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Feb. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** SKCT Technologies LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SKCT Technologies LLC **Address** SKCT Technologies LLC Suite 200, 6543 S. Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas NEVADA 89119 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 202204071888

**Examining Attorney** CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SNAP LENS NETWORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97352510</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097161</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;NETWORK&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Infomediary services, namely, facilitating transactions between buyers and sellers through providing buyers with information about sellers and services by others via a computer network; consultation in the field of procurement of freelance and professional services by others via a computer network; business services, namely, connecting buyers and sellers in the fields of software development and augmented reality; business services, namely, connecting buyers and sellers in the field of event and media collaboration opportunities; organizing business networking events in the fields of software and augmented reality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 2020</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>May 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Snap Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Snap Inc. 2772 Donald Douglas Loop North Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90405</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>1315266</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FILMED FOR IMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97352652 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097162
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer FILMED

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For movie theatre services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMAX Corporation Address IMAX Corporation Sheridan Science and Technology Park 2525 Speakman Drive Mississauga CANADA L5K1B1 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1315488

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ADHERETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353217 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7097163
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ADHERETECH" in
black followed by a blue square with a smaller green square in the center of the blue square. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The colors blue, green, and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Containers for medication sold empty that assist a patient to follow a medication regimen and to receive medication refill
reminders, collect and report data regarding the medication contents of the container and the patient's accessing of the
container, and communicate with a remote server for personal use
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 10, 2013 In Commerce May 11, 2013
For Commercial information agency services, namely, providing health, marketing and business information to others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use May 10, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2013
For Medication regimen counseling and prescription refill reminder services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and
agricultural services First Use May 10, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2013
For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software, and non-downloadable computer application
software, both for use on mobile phones, tablet computers and desktop computers for assisting a patient to follow a medication
regimen and refill medication
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use May 10, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Digital Medical Technologies, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly Adheretech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly Adheretech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Digital Medical Technologies, LLC 11 Broadway, Suite 1115 New York NEW YORK 10004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>090037-00004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>FOSS, KATHERINE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** NERVE REGEN FORMULA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97353283</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "NERVE" AND "FORMULA"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Dietary and nutritional supplements
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals
**First Use** Sep. 01, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC **Address** PUREHEALTH RESEARCH LLC 1712 Pioneer Ave., Suite 500 Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** WYOMING

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** MIZELE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REZALLOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353411 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7097165
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemically modified plastic and clay composition for use in the manufacture of plastics; Plastic molding compounds for use in plastic extrusion operations; Plastics in unprocessed form, in powder, liquid or paste form; Polymer alloy compositions used for molding; Polymer beads for use in manufacturing; Polymer compositions used in the manufacture of commercial and industrial goods; Polymers and polymeric additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations, medical devices, plastics, cosmetics, personal care products, coatings, adhesives, and lubricants; Polymers and polymeric additives for use in the manufacture of industrial products, consumer and household products, sealants or packaging; Unprocessed fluoropolymer resin for use in extrusion and molding; Unprocessed plastic in the form of powder or granules; Unprocessed plastics in all forms; Unprocessed polymer resins used in the manufacture of resin or fiber composites; Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of molding compounds; Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds; Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in thermoplastic processing operations; Unprocessed thermoplastic compounds, thermoplastic elastomer resins and thermoplastic concentrates for use in manufacturing in a wide variety of industries

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Dec. 11, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2017

For Extruded plastic in the form of pellets for use in manufacturing; Plastic in bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes in further manufacture for general industrial use; Plastics in extruded form for use in further manufacturing; Semi-processed polymers in pellet form; Semi-processed thermoplastic polymer resins used in manufacturing balloon catheters; Thermoplastic compounds, thermoplastic elastomer resins and thermoplastic concentrates in pellet form for use in manufacturing in a wide variety of industries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>17 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Rubber Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2017</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Neal Specialty Compounding, LLC **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA Compounding Solutions, LLC **Address**  Neal Specialty Compounding, LLC  258 Goddard Road  Lewiston  MAINE  04240 **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**  MAINE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97353987  Application Filing Date: Apr. 08, 2022  Registration Number: 7097166  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)
RAD REBELLION

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: On-line retail store services featuring toys, figurines, novelties, art, decorations, clothing, kitchenware, bathroom accessories, bedding, jewelry, bags, backpacks, cases, masks, cosmetic accessories, and journals.

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: May 04, 2017  In Commerce: Sep. 05, 2017

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: WEST PROMOTIONS LLC  Address: WEST PROMOTIONS LLC  1323 W. Walnut Ave Ste #2-281 Dalton GEORGIA  30720  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: LAW-0538.TM

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>GREET ON REPEAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97355032</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097167</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;GREET&quot; in script teal font angled upwards with all capital letters of the words &quot;ON REPEAT&quot; in teal underneath followed by three black chevron arrows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Printed greeting cards |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper |
| Goods and Printed Matter | First Use | Aug. 04, 2021 | In Commerce | Apr. 04, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Greet on Repeat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Greet on Repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO Box 194</td>
<td>Brantingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>13312 Legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>GILLANI, MAHREEN A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUROZIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356271 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097168 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AUROZIA" in a stylized font, with the letter "O" formed by a moon design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "AUROZIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewelry; Jewels; Pendants; Bracelets; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry plated with gold, silver; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings being jewelry; Women's jewelry International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Yun Yu Culture Development Co., Ltd Address Shanghai Yun Yu Culture Development Co., Ltd 127 Guo Tong Road, 16th floor Yang Pu District Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356522 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097169
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three figures depicting persons holding hands, forming an upward arch. The person on the left is green, the person in the middle is yellow, and the person on the right is purple. The sides of the people designs are shaped such that the negative space on each side of the yellow person resembles a house with two stacked gray rectangles in each, the top rectangles representing windows, and the bottom rectangles representing the front doors of the negative space houses. The color white appearing in the mark represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not a part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, yellow, purple, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate listing services for housing rentals and apartment rentals for young adults with autism; facilitating housing settings, namely, arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; facilitating housing settings, namely, arranging of leases and rental agreements for independent living facilities and residences for adults with autism
For Providing social and educational programs in the field of life skills, residential support, finance and budgeting, assistive technology, guardianship, and transition planning for adults with autism and their family members; Organizing social entertainment events; organization of events for cultural purposes; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Providing information in the field of supported independent housing relating to the needs of individuals with autism spectrum disorder
For downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of autism spectrum disorder

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2017 **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2017

For providing independent living facilities for adults with autism; providing independent living residences for adults with autism; providing independent living opportunities, namely, living facilities and residences for young adults with autism; providing information to individuals with autism spectrum disorder regarding the determination of assisted living facilities appropriate for their needs

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2017 **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2017

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Autism Communities Inc. **Address**: Autism Communities Inc. PO Box 663 Nesconset NEW YORK 11767 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 3001001.948

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: SCHUTZ, MARISA CHRISTI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>LA FIESTA ALTEÑA TAQUERIA &amp; COCINA MEXICANA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97356538</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097170</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;LA FIESTA&quot; in blue above the stylized wording &quot;ALTEÑA&quot; in red. Beneath &quot;LA FIESTA ALTEÑA&quot; is a green line. Underneath the green line is the stylized blue wording &quot;TAQUERIA &amp; COCINA MEXICANA&quot;. The color white in the mark represents mere background and transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue, red, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;TAQUERIA &amp; COCINA MEXICANA&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of LA FIESTA ALTEÑA TAQUERIA &amp; COCINA MEXICAN in the mark is THE PARTY ALTEÑA TACO BAR &amp; MEXICAN KITCHEN; The wording ALTEÑA has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant; Restaurant services; Cafeteria and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Alhambra Enterprises |
| Address | Alhambra Enterprises 1105 Alhambra Blvd. Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95816 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEHE CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356634  Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022  Registration Number 7097171
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "CONNECT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4760808

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of natural and specialty foods and related products  
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Feb. 2015  In Commerce Feb. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KeHE Distributors, LLC  
Address KeHE Distributors, LLC 1245 E. Diehl Rd, Suite 200 Naperville ILLINOIS 60563  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48012353455

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNOMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97356640 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097172
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "UNOMI" in stylized white letters with a red dot positioned over the "i" in the wording. Positioned to the left of the wording is a red stylized galaxy with pointed tips. The black in the mark merely represents transparent and/or background matter and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Unomi has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5361328

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in developing character animation to synchronize two-dimensional and three-dimensional mouth poses to pre-recorded voiceovers for use by animation professionals and students
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

For Software as a Service (SAAS) featuring software that synchronizes two-dimensional and three-dimensional mouth poses to pre-recorded voiceovers for animation professionals and students; computer animation software consultation; computer animation software development; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer animation software problems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GRR! GRANDMOTHERS FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97356800</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2022</td>
<td>7097173</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the upper bodies of three individuals in silhouette, with one individual holding a sign that contains the literal element &quot;GRR!&quot; in their outstretched arm, the second individual holding a microphone, and the third individual holding a sign over their shoulder, all the above appears over the literal element of &quot;GRANDMOTHERS FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclaimer** "GRANDMOTHERS FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5060969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and lectures in the fields of sexual education, sexual health, sexual rights, reproductive health, and reproductive rights; Providing training in the field of sexual education, sexual health, sexual rights, reproductive health and reproductive rights; Educational services, namely, providing a website featuring resources in the nature of non-downloadable publications in the nature of blogs, articles, newsletters, and videos in the fields of sexual education, sexual health, sexual rights, reproductive health, and reproductive rights

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2018 **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2018

**For** On-line retail store services featuring clothing, hats, postcards, paper products, household goods, bags, tote bags, stickers, and pins; Promoting public awareness of reproductive rights by means of public advocacy; Promoting public awareness of sexual and reproductive health

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2018 **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2018
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JESTONTEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97356908</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097174</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;Jestonten&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Athletic equipment, namely, hand wraps; Body-building apparatus; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Manual leg exercisers; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus; Stretching exercise machines; Swimming kickboards; Toy for pets |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Qingdao Jinshangtian International Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Qingdao Jinshangtian International Trading Co., Ltd.  Unit 203, Unit 1, Building 5, No. 199 Jiushui East Road, Licang District Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | JZOA2301009 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | BRACEY, KAREN E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STEM LIKE ME!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97357381 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097175
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Academic enrichment programs in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) field
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Washington State STEM Education Foundation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The STEM Foundation
Address The Washington State STEM Education Foundation P.O. Box 1617 Richland WASHINGTON 99352 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH
Mark Literals:

The mark consists of an outer dash lined full circle with an inner solid line circle that is intersected at six different points by a solid hexagram contained within the circle. The points of intersection between the hexagram and the solid line inner circle are emphasized by small circles or dots where the points of the hexagon and the solid line inner circle intersect. The hexagram contains a solid lined five sided polygon that is kite or diamond shape with the most acute angle pointing downwards. The points at which the five sided polygon intersects the outer hexagram are emphasized by small circles or dots. Between the other solid lined circle and the five shaped polygon are 6 evenly spaced solid lined arcs that overlap each other. The tops of each arc intersect the outline circle and have a small circle or dot at the point of intersection. Within the five sided polygon is another proportionally smaller solid lined five sided polygon which contains another proportionally smaller five sided polygon; the two small five sided polygons have connected vertices creating a frame around the smallest five sided polygon of five trapezoids. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information:

For Decorative spheres of stone; Figurines of stone; Quartz; Stones; Non-precious stones for garden or ornamental use
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

For Bowls; Candle holders; Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes; Decorative centerpieces of crystal; Decorative spheres of crystal; Figurines of crystal; Ornaments of crystal; Serving trays
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019
On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information on spiritual and emotional health and self-improvement, in particular mindfulness, crystal healing, holistic attitudes, life-coaching, self-care and rituals.

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  **First Use** Nov. 01, 2019  **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2019

For Retail store services featuring natural stones and minerals, candles, candle holders, figurines, home decor, singing bowls and singing bowl accessories, centerpieces, grid boards, crystal display stands, face rollers, decorative trays made out of wood or mineral, decorative plates, abalone shells, shungite cell phone stickers, crystal and stone jewelry; On-line retail store services featuring natural stones and minerals, candles, candle holders, figurines, home decor, singing bowls and singing bowl accessories, centerpieces, grid boards, crystal display stands, face rollers, decorative trays made out of wood or mineral, decorative plates, abalone shells, shungite cell phone stickers, crystal and stone jewelry; Providing consumer information via a website; Providing consumer information in the field of healing crystals and stones and cleansing and healing rituals.

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business  **First Use** Nov. 01, 2019  **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION  **Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION  **Owner Name** SAGE CRYSTALS LLC  **Address** SAGE CRYSTALS LLC  4665 NW SEBLAR TERRACE  PORTLAND OREGON  97210  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY  **Examining Attorney** WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEARTMEET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97358170 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097177 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus, namely, silicone case protectors that cover the surface of electronic key fobs to provide a scratch proof barrier and protect against scratches

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Fei Address Huang, Fei No. 15, Yinchuan Street Nansha District Guangzhou Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RLDX387

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIBER SHOULDN'T TASTE LIKE CRAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97358945 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097178
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fiber prebiotic supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Renaissance Labs LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bonny Address Renaissance Labs LLC 1 Irving Place, U7H New York NEW YORK 10003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QSROCIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359413 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097179
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "QSROCIO" in stylized font, with an outlined circle around the letters "QSR" thereof. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Baby bathtubs; Baskets for household purposes; Bread boxes; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Fitted picnic baskets; Flower pots; Laundry baskets; Make-up brush holders; Metal baskets for household purposes; Plant baskets; Trays for household purposes; Waste baskets; Waste bins for household use

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 09, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jingru, Wang Address Jingru, Wang 4-1-29, Area B, No.228, Tianmushan West Rd, Yuhang Dist, Hangzhou city, Zhejian CHINA 311122 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WHAT MAKES YOU CRY?

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97359437
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097180
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing speaking tours in the nature of live presentations by educational and motivational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of social justice
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 10, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Speid & Associates, Inc.
- **Address**: Speid & Associates, Inc. 13243 Kingsfield Court San Diego, CALIFORNIA 92130
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359618 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097181
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of a chef wearing a chef's uniform and hat and holding a skillet. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1630489

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 1960 In Commerce Mar. 1962

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Original Pancake House Franchising, Inc. Address The Original Pancake House Franchising, Inc. 8601 S.W. 24th Street Portland OREGON 97219 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 248941-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELLE DAVIS DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359847 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097182
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of black background featuring a centered stylized gold branch design with leaves surrounded by a gold stylized circle, centered underneath the circle is the stylized gold and white wording "ELLE DAVIS DESIGN". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, gold, and/or white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DESIGN" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Erica Lawren Davis, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interior design; Interior design consultation; Interior design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 16, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 28, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elle Davis Enterprise, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Elle Davis Design Address Elle Davis Enterprise, LLC 15912 Crain Highway, Suite B, #129 Brandywine MARYLAND 20613 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CODIARY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97359980 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097183 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use as a communications tool and therapy tool in the health and human services industry
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miller, John Max Address Miller, John Max PO Box 178 Bolton Landing NEW YORK 12814 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2023-02377

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BALDGIRLWILLTRAVEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97360145</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097184</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Shirlene A Archer, whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Personal lifestyle consulting services |
| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| First Use | Sep. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 27, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | MegEd Enterprises, LLC |
| Address | MegEd Enterprises, LLC 6207 Springhill Court #301 Greenbelt MARYLAND 20770 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KUKLI KITCHEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97360299 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 13, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097185 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "KITCHEN" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Carpets; Rugs; Wallpaper; Area rugs; Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Bathroom rugs; Beach mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Pet feeding mats; Rubber mats; Vinyl wall coverings; Wall paper; Yoga mats |
| International Classes | 27 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Floor Coverings |
| First Use | Jan. 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 14, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zheng, Xiaoxia |
| Address | Zheng, Xiaoxia No. 22, Jiatou Village, Dagan Town, Shunchang County, Nanping CHINA 353206 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | IPLaw03009 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HHLINXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360340  Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022  Registration Number 7097186
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Framed paintings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 18, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huaxi Smart Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huaxi Smart Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.407, Block A, Bldg. 1-A.B, Ruishangju Guxing Community, Xixiang St., Baoan, Shenzhen CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOGS WE LOVE BIG DOGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360850 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097187
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large font, bold, capitalized "D" on the left side of the image; bold, capitalized letters, "OGS" follow to the right of the capital "D" in a smaller font. Underneath the letters "OGS" and to the right of the letter "D" is a stencil of a hot dog sandwich. Underneath the letter "D" and the stencil of a hotdog sandwich is the phrase, "We love BIG DOGS" in small font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DOGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hot dog sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jaylo, Inc. Address Jaylo, Inc. 315 Mount Vernon Avenue Pottstown PENNSYLVANIA 19464 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MENDUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360852 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097188
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018683221 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 018683221 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 19, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 07, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; immunotherapeutic pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; vaccines including therapeutic vaccines; cancer vaccines; medicines for human purposes for the treatment of cancer; anti-cancer drugs
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Pharmaceutical products development; pharmaceutical research and development; providing information about medical and scientific research
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MENDUS AB Address MENDUS AB VÄSTRA TRÄDGÅRDSGATAN 15 STOCKHOLM SWEDEN 111 53 Legal Entity PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STUDIO CRISP.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360911 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097189
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “STUDIO”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Special event planning for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Mar. 2017
For Business consultation services to assist non-profit organizations in planning, managing, and conducting fundraising activities via a global computer network; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Special event planning for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Mar. 2017
For Design of interior decor; Interior decorating
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Mar. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Studio Crisp, LLC Address Studio Crisp, LLC 2540 Gatebury Cir Atlanta GEORGIA 30341 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555180876

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BE THE MODERN DAY CONTRACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97360951 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097190
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation services, namely, providing business information, business organization consultancy, and business management consultancy to others in the field of customer relationship management; Providing demand creation and lead generation activities and services, namely, providing demand creation and lead generation activities and services for roofing contractors; Business services, namely, providing information in relation to resource planning for the facilities maintenance industry, equipment scheduling, maintenance scheduling, finance modeling, production scheduling, materials management, quality management, human resources management, and project management; Providing advice and assistance to commercial entities relating to the establishment and maintenance of business and contractual relationships with third parties
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Summa Media, LLC Address Summa Media, LLC 445 Broadway Denver COLORADO 80210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACDOUGALL, KIERRA RYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAFAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97361295 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097191
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SAFAR" in the mark is "journey".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies; providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; venture capital advisory services; venture capital services, namely, providing financing to technology companies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 06, 2018 In Commerce May 06, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Safar Partners LLC Address Safar Partners LLC One Broadway, 14th Floor Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02142 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91305-356410
Examiner Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s):** G

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97361366</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>7097192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Register:** Principal  
**Mark Type:** Service Mark  
**Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim:** No  
**Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of a shield in the form of a pentagon in the colors blue, light blue, and dark blue. Blue, light blue and dark blue hexagon shapes appear on the background of the shield design. The shield design has white highlighting. Within the shield is an image of a stomach in yellow and dark yellow with white highlights which is surrounded by the stylized letter "G" in red and dark red with white highlights and dark blue shadowing.  
**Color Drawing:** Yes  
**Color Claimed:** The color(s) light blue, blue, dark blue, yellow, dark yellow, red, dark red, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

**For:** medical services, namely, gastroenterology and dietician services  
**International Classes:** 44 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes:** 100, 101  
**International Class Title:** Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use:** Jan. 01, 2016  
**In Commerce:** Jan. 01, 2016

### Basis Information

**Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name:** Gastro Doxs, PLLC  
**Address:** Gastro Doxs, PLLC 10425 Huffmeister Road, Suite 280 Houston TEXAS 77065  
**Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number:** 220215-3

**Exchanging Attorney:** DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
TM 8327 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOST GOOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97361783 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097193
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6143495

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Updating and maintenance of computer software; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring web-based software for database management, for creating searchable databases, for registration of personal property items, for posting messages, for sending messages, for browsing online posted messages, and for searching online posted messages
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Mar. 27, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lost Goose Corporation Address Lost Goose Corporation 28 Throckmorton Lane Suite 201 Old Bridge NEW JERSEY 08857 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51039-032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L

10314
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) NECTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97361784  Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2022  Registration Number 7097194
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting, management, and planning services in the field of online retail sales; Planning, development, maintenance, tracking and reporting of online marketing activities for third parties; On-line advertising and marketing services; Promoting, advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals and businesses; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2019  In Commerce Apr. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KLP Solutions, Inc  Address KLP Solutions, Inc 720 Kenmare Road Bala Cynwyd PENNSYLVANIA 19004  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 315535-00007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRARAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97361818 Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number  7097195
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Grarain has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Activity gyms for infants and toddlers; Airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Electronic learning toys; Puzzle games; Stands for rideable toys; Toy projectile shooters and accessories therefor; Video game interactive control floor pads or mats; Video game machines; Water pistols
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Feb. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Yi Address  Liu, Yi Room 415, Building 7A, Zhonghao Industrial Bantian Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518116
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHINER, MARK W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MENOCADY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97362377</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Gloves for household purposes; Toe separators for use in pedicures; Foam toe separators for use in pedicures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guangzhou Ju Yi Household Products Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Guangzhou Ju Yi Household Products Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A-1771, No. 4 bldg, No 50, Juyuan St, Shijing Street Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B BRUSH ARTIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97362413</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097197</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;BRUSH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toothbrushes; Brushes for pets; Dusting brushes; Exfoliating brushes; Eyebrow brushes; Eyelash brushes; Fitted vanity cases; Hair brushes; Lip brushes; Make-up brushes; Material for brush-making; Pet brushes; Powder puffs; Scrubbing brushes; Shaving brushes; Shoe brushes; Tooth brushes; Toothbrushes, electric; Facial sponges for applying make-up
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Feb. 08, 2022
In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Serena, Zhang
Address Serena, Zhang 201 B1, No. 56 XiaKeng Second Road, BaoLong subdistrict, Long Gang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518116

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ANDREW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JERRVPOR J

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97362516  Application Filing Date  Apr. 14, 2022  Registration Number  7097198
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "JERRVPOR" and letter "J" design; the stylized term "JERRVPOR" appears below the letter "J" design; the letter "J" design is comprised of a thick acute left facing angle which appears within a thinner acute left facing angle; the top of the letter "J" in comprised of a solid quadrilateral positioned with its lower right corner touching the upper left corner of the larger acute left facing angle, a small right facing acute angle which appears to the right of the small solid quadrilateral and is positioned above the top of the larger acute left facing angle and a small solid quadrilateral which is position slightly above and to the right of the small right facing acute angle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark  Translation  The wording JERRVPOR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio speakers; Batteries for electronic cigarettes; Battery chargers for laptop computers; DC/AC power converters; Electronic control gears (ECGs) for LED lamps and light fixtures; Motion sensitive security lights; Multi-function electronic device for use in children's rooms comprising a sound producing function, temperature gauge and also including a clock and nightlight; Power adapters for computers; Rechargeable batteries; Security lights for outdoor use
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kuang, Jiajie  Address  Kuang, Jiajie  Rm. 704,Block 26, Bldg. 11,Hailunbao, Sanjiang Ave.,Changsha Dist.,Kaiping, Jiangmen, Guangdong  CHINA  529300  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASBEERY PARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97362920  Application Filing Date  Apr. 14, 2022  Registration Number  7097199
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Candles made from beer bottles
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels
First Use  Mar. 13, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2022

For  Tshirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 13, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  B.Y.O.C. Candle Company  Address  B.Y.O.C. Candle Company  35 Barkley Rd.  Old Bridge  NEW JERSEY  08857  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97362944 Application Filing Date   Apr. 14, 2022 Registration Number   7097200
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "STRIPE" Translation
The wording Striped hgdn has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Curtains; Towels; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Fabric flags; Pet blankets; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Table linen of textile; Table pads; Wall hangings of textile; Woollen blankets; Cloth coasters
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use   Dec. 04, 2021 In Commerce   Dec. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yang, Xiaohua Address  Yang, Xiaohua No. 21 Shanggu, Qikeng Village, Jixiang Township, Gutian County, Ningde CHINA 352262 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPLaw03034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
TM 8335  TRADemark official gazette  JUL. 04, 2023

reason for publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

mark literal(s) The Monitoring Association Five Diamond Monitoring Center

case identifiers
Serial Number 97362970 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097201 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

mark information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/ letter(s) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three rectangles stacked upon one another, the first rectangle is shaded and contains the wording "THE MONITORING ASSOCIATION", the second rectangle is not shaded and contains a star design made from five diamonds, the third rectangle is shaded and contains the wording "FIVE DIAMOND MONITORING CENTER". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE MONITORING ASSOCIATION" AND "MONITORING CENTER" Certification Statement The certification mark, as used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies that the alarm monitoring center operators have achieved proficiency in providing monitoring services including: alarm verification; communications with customers and with public safety emergency services communications centers; knowledge of electronic communications equipment, industry codes and standards; and emergency preparedness as demonstrated by passage of a training course.

related properties information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5352018

goods and services information
For Emergency response alarm monitoring services, namely, monitoring of alert devices by a remote monitoring center for the dispatch of emergency public health and security services and notification to third parties

international classes B US classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Mar. 25, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2017

basis information
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>The Monitoring Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>The Monitoring Association 7918 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 510 Mclean VIRGINIA 22102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>1229008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97363001  Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2022  Registration Number 7097202
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Archery equipment and accessories, namely, bowstrings, cables in the nature of bowstrings, and target pins being fasteners specially adapted for use with archery targets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Sep. 12, 2017  In Commerce Sep. 12, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GAS Bowstrings, LLC  Address GAS Bowstrings, LLC  79 LaDonna Drive  Clay City  KENTUCKY 40312  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 194880202577

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KONSCHAK, CARL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GAS BOWSTRINGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97363041</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 14, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097203</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized word &quot;GAS&quot;, above the stylized word &quot;BOWSTRINGS&quot;, above a bowstring design with diagonal and vertical stripes, all surrounded by a single-line rectangle with curved upper and lower sides.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclaimer** | "BOWSTRINGS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Archery equipment and accessories, namely, bowstrings, cables in the nature of bowstrings, and target pins being fasteners specially adapted for use with archery targets |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Sep. 12, 2017 | In Commerce | Sep. 12, 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | GAS Bowstrings, LLC |
| Address | GAS Bowstrings, LLC 79 LaDonna Drive Clay City KENTUCKY 40312 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | KENTUCKY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 194880202578 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | KONSCHAK, CARL A |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97363680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6143495 |
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the design of a goose foot webbing. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

*For* Bar code labels, encrypted and encoded; recorded computer software for database management and for creating searchable databases; recorded computer software for database management; recorded computer software for creating searchable databases; recorded computer software platforms that enable the user to register their personal property items by creating a machine-readable code to be attached to them, for transmitting messages to the user when such items are lost or misplaced items; downloadable mobile application that enables the user to register their personal property items by creating a machine-readable code to be attached to them, for transmitting messages to the user when such items are lost or misplaced items; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for registering, identifying and managing personal properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Lost Goose Corporation |
| Address | Lost Goose Corporation 28 Throckmorton Lane Suite 201 Old Bridge NEW JERSEY 08857 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 51039-033 |
Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHADOW SHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97363803 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097205
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising to support families with special healthcare needs; Charitable fundraising services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 17, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shadow Shine Address Shadow Shine 1455 Bent Creek Drive Southlake TEXAS 76092 Legal Entity CHARITABLE, NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
TM 8340 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97363962 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097206
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized sun image with interlocking lines forming a letter "S" within and having lines pointing in the cardinal directions to evoke both a compass and sunrays.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising to support families with special healthcare needs; Charitable fundraising services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 17, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shadow Shine Address Shadow Shine 1455 Bent Creek Drive Southlake TEXAS 76092 Legal Entity CHARITABLE, NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORCHID PREMIUM QUALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97364761 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097207
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PREMIUM QUALITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried lentils
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Mar. 01, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

For Fresh pulses
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Mar. 01, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

For Flour; Rice; Spices; Dried herbs; Rice-based snack foods; Seasoning mixes; Wheat-based snack foods; Corn starch flour; Puffed rice; Wheat flour
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Mar. 01, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Orchid Grocery Wholesaler, LLC Address Orchid Grocery Wholesaler, LLC 400 South Ave Middlesex NEW JERSEY 08846 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L549349806

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transliteration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CAPSINS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97366156</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
<td>7097209</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation | The wording Capsins has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Display stands; Filing cabinets; Furniture, namely, showcases; Hanging locker shelving made of fabric; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Jewellery organizer displays; Non-metal plant hangers; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Plant racks; Retail display units; Shelves for storage; Storage racks; Storage racks for storing hanging works of art; Tool chests not of metal; Towel racks

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2022 **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name     | Chen, Xiangli          | Address           | Chen, Xiangli No. 035, Chenzhuang Chenzhuang Admin. Vill., Qiantian Town, Dancheng County, Zhouchou, Henan, CHINA | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FOGLIFTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97366246</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
<td>7097210</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Business-related IT consulting and providing business-related IT information in the fields of database management, IT to business data correlation, IT to business data processing services and business-related IT data analysis; computerized database management for others, business administration of data, data processing, and cloud computing environments for others

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Mar. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 14, 2022

For Consulting and providing information in the field of computer software licensing; Licensing of computer software for use in database management, data processing and reporting

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**First Use** Mar. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 14, 2022

For Computer programming consultancy; Consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; Information technology (IT) consulting services; Technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; Computer services, namely, analysis of cloud hosting provider services for others; computer services, namely, design of cloud computing databases and data processing for others; computer services, namely, development, updating and maintenance of database systems for others; computer services, namely, monitoring of cloud computer systems for others by remote access to ensure proper functioning; computer services, namely, cloud computer system administration for others; Planning, design and implementation of computer technologies for others; Software configuration management services; Data mining services; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; Computer services, namely, analyzing, monitoring and aggregating the on-site computer infrastructure, network infrastructure, storage infrastructure cloud computing infrastructure and websites of others to improve their scalability and performance; Creating indexes of computer network-based information, sites, and other resources for others; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for data processing; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for...
analyzing, monitoring and aggregating the on-site computer infrastructure, network infrastructure, storage infrastructure cloud computing infrastructure and websites of others; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in on-site computer infrastructure, network infrastructure, storage infrastructure cloud computing infrastructure management and automation; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for analyzing, monitoring and aggregating cloud and application performance; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for event logging, reporting, analysis and alert generation; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for monitoring computer network access and activity; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for monitoring, tracking, logging and analyzing computer network events, user activity, changes to resource activity and security statistics; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software that automates the processing of un-structured, semi-structured and structured information and data stored on computer networks; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for storing, retrieving, caching, extracting, formatting, structuring, systematizing, organizing, indexing, processing, querying, analyzing, replicating and controlling access to data; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring business analytics software for collecting and analyzing data to facilitate business decision making; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in big data analysis

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Virtual Service Operations, LLC Address Virtual Service Operations, LLC Building 12050 12625 Fitzwater Drive Nokesville VIRGINIA 20181 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97366251  Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2022  Registration Number  7097211
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "A" consisting of a star to the left of a forward slash.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Authentication, issuance and validation of digital certificates; Computer security services in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital certificates; Electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; Electronic signature verification services using technology to authenticate user identity; Identification verification services, namely, providing authentication of personal identification information in the nature of a proprietary, independent identity verification process for projects owners in the crypto industry; Know your customer (KYC) identity verification services in the nature of a proprietary, independent identity verification process for project owners in the crypto industry
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Apr. 23, 2021  In Commerce  Apr. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Assure DeFi LLC  Address  Assure DeFi LLC  Suite 102  813 Broadway Street  Cincinnati  OHIO  45202  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  078521-01883

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BANSAL, MEGHA
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97366252</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)**

THE VERIFICATION GOLD

**Standard**

**Mark Literal(s)**

THE VERIFICATION GOLD

**Mark Type**

Service Mark

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Authentication, issuance and validation of digital certificates; Computer security services in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital certificates; Electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; Electronic signature verification services using technology to authenticate user identity; Identification verification services, namely, providing authentication of personal identification information in the nature of a proprietary, independent identity verification process for projects owners in the crypto industry; Know your customer (KYC) identity verification services in the nature of a proprietary, independent identity verification process for project owners in the crypto industry

- **International Classes**: 42
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jan. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 27, 2022

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Assure DeFi LLC
- **Address**: Suite 102 813 Broadway Street Cincinnati OHIO 45202
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 078521-01883

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examinee**: BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BOSS BRAIN METHOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97366851 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097213
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “METHOD”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting informal on-line programs in the fields of marketing, entrepreneurship, and e-commerce, and printable materials distributed therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Underground Wellness, Inc. Address Underground Wellness, Inc. 6071 Del Cerro Blvd San Diego CALIFORNIA 92120 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1233.3001US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BASEBALLHOOD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97367297</td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097214</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;BASEBALLHOOD&quot; in red stylized font with the capital letter &quot;B&quot; formed by a baseball bat. The color(s) black represent background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is/are not part of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Baseball glove bags; Baseball gloves; Baseball batting gloves; Baseball training gloves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2020</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Baseballhood Address Baseballhood 3553 Rock Creek Ln Kissimmee FLORIDA 34744 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUDDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367378  Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022  Registration Number 7097215
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewellery; Jewel chains; Jewellery chains; Jewellery findings; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Necklaces; Precious stones; Rings; Semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use Feb. 11, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haifeng Hoho Jewelry Co., LTD.  Address Haifeng Hoho Jewelry Co., LTD.  No. 14, Bihu Residence Yunling Villa, Fu Town  Haifeng County  CHINA  516400  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country CHINA
Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLEU HNRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367490 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097216
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of downloadable digital clothing patterns, virtual goods, digital collectibles, and image files authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 19, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2022
For Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets; headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 19, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Webb, Joshua Address Webb, Joshua Suite 334 4410 Claiborne Sq East Hampton VIRGINIA 23666
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FRELOCK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97367527
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097217
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording FRELOCK, with two water droplets appearing between the letters O and C in FRELOCK. Beneath the wording FRELOCK appears a wavy line. The color gray appears in the letters FRE in the word FRELOCK. The color blue appears in the two water droplets. The color green appears in the text of the letters LOCK in the word FRELOCK, and on the left side of the wavy line. The color yellow appears as the shading for the word FRELOCK, and in the right side of the wavy line. The color red appears as the shading for the outline of the shadows of the letters in the word FRELOCK. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) gray, green, yellow, red, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording frelock has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Corrugated record storage boxes; Decorations of paper for foodstuffs; Desk pads; Pencil boxes; Pencil sharpening machines; Plastic films for packaging; Printed desk diaries; Printed horoscopes; Printed trading cards, other than for games; Sandwich bags; Silicone food storage bags for household use; Toilet seat cover paper
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jiangyin Baolida Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Jiangyin Baolida Technology Co., Ltd Room 1009, building C, international business center, 152 Changjiang Road, Jiangyin, CHINA 214400
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RCP ORIGINAL ROOFCARE PLAN SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT NIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367763 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097218
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield design outlined in black, white, and grey with a red center. At the top-center of the shield, is the wording "RCP" in white font inside a rectangle outlined in grey and with a black background. Below, is the wording "ORIGINAL" in white font, and outlined in black, followed by the wording "ROOFCARE" and "PLAN" in white font and outlined in black with a grey border around the words. Next, is a blue arcing banner at the center of the shield containing the words "SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT" in white font. At the bottom-center of the shield, is a right-leaning square design containing the letters "NIR" in white font in a vertical diagonal line to split the left side of the square blue and the right side of the square red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, grey, blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ORIGINAL ROOFCARE PLAN" AND "SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1801099, 5778960, 5295027 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comprehensive preventative maintenance service for roofing systems; Roofing contracting; Roofing repair; Roofing services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NIR.com, Inc. Address NIR.com, Inc. 11317 Smith Drive Huntley ILLINOIS 60142 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22030
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BENEVOLENCE LOS ANGELES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367791 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097219
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOS ANGELES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; jewelry boxes
   International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017
For Blankets throws
   International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Sep. 01, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2017
For Air fragrance reed diffusers; scented room sprays
   International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020
For Candles
   International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017
For Matches
   International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BCK LLC Address BCK LLC 539 W. Commerce St., #3281 Dallas TEXAS 75208 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1013.005
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97367822
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097220
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: BENEVOLENCE LOS ANGELES
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "BENEVOLENCE" inside an open rectangle over top of the words "LOS ANGELES" in line with the bottom of the open rectangle. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "LOS ANGELES"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 8, 9, 17</td>
<td>Smokers' Articles</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2017</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BENEVOLENCE LA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97367840</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097221</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online retail store services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jul. 14, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BCK LLC
- **Address**: BCK LLC 539 W. Commerce St., #3281 Dallas TEXAS 75208
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1013.007

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZESHIMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97367939 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097222
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZESHIMB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Bracelets made of cloth, rubber silicone, leather; Choker necklaces; Clip earrings; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Neck chains; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces made of cloth, rubber silicone, leather; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Wenhan Address Liang, Wenhan Rm 501, West Bld, Xincheng Bld Shennan Middle Rd, Futian District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
reason for publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  CARS24

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97367979 Application Filing Date  Apr. 18, 2022
Registration Number  7097223
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
Foreign Registration Number  3004751 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 08, 2015
Foreign Application/Registration County  INDIA
Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 08, 2025

Foreign Registration Number  3004764 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 08, 2015
Foreign Application/Registration County  INDIA
Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 08, 2025

Foreign Registration Number  3004755 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 08, 2015
Foreign Application/Registration County  INDIA
Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 08, 2025

Goods and Services Information
For  Auction services; Automobile dealerships; Distributorship services in the field of automobiles, automotive parts and their accessories; Locating pre-owned vehicles available for purchase or lease; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring motor vehicles, automotive parts, automotive merchandise and automotive accessories; Providing an online directory information service featuring information regarding vehicles in the nature of classified advertisements; Providing consumer information in the field of motor vehicles; Providing purchase advisory and consulting services to consumers for the purchase of buying and selling of new and second-hand vehicles; Reseller services, namely, distributorship services in the field of motor vehicles, their parts, fittings, and accessories, and merchandise; Retail store services featuring automotive goods and motor vehicles; Wholesale and retail store services featuring automobiles, automotive parts and their accessories; Wholesale distributorships featuring motor vehicles
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and handheld computers, namely, software for use in facilitating the buying and selling of automobiles and for determining the valuation and residual value of automobiles; Recorded computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in facilitating the buying and selling of automobiles and for determining the valuation and residual value of automobiles; Recorded computer software for use in facilitating the buying and selling of automobiles and for determining the valuation and residual value of automobiles.

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Hosting an online website featuring a marketplace for automobiles; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use by automotive dealerships in the field of marketing and reputation management which allows customers to post reviews to the automotive dealership's website and allows automotive dealerships to collect and monitor customer reviews.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Global Car Group Ltd.  Address  Global Car Group Ltd.  1 Robinson Road #18-00, AIA Tower  Singapore SINGAPORE 048542  Legal Entity  public limited company (plc)  State or Country Where Organized  INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  0105897.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FLINT, DANIEL LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TUSOA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97368150</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2022</td>
<td>7097224</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "TUSOA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Blood oxygen monitors; Electrocardiographic (ECG) recorders and electrocardiographic (ECG) digital plasters sold as a unit; Electrocardiographs; Heart rate monitoring apparatus; Medical apparatus and instruments for monitoring blood oxygenation, blood pressure, temperature, heart rate, ECG, respiration or other vital signs data and downloadable and recorded software sold therewith as a unit; Pulse meters
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: RAM.SHAW PTE. LTD.
- **Address**: RAM.SHAW PTE. LTD. 73 UPPER PAYA LEBAR ROAD #06-01C CENTRO BIANCO SINGAPORE 534818
- **Legal Entity**: private limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SINGAPORE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FED UP KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97368199 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097225
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "FED UP" with a stylized leaf between the two words and the word "KITCHEN" below "FED UP". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food preparation; Food preparation consultation; Food preparation services; Food preparation services featuring fresh, properly proportioned, healthy meals designed to fuel metabolism and burn fat and made to order for delivery or pick up; Food preparation services featuring macro-friendly and nutrient dense meals; Preparation of food and beverages; Subscriber-based meal planning services in digital form, accessible through the internet; Providing personalized meal planning services via a website
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 27, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fed Up Kitchen Franchise, LLC Address Fed Up Kitchen Franchise, LLC 2942 S Connor St. Salt Lake City UTAH 84109 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANVIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97368263 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097226
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word ANVIL. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6464839, 6576918, 6598191 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drywall hand tools, namely, drywall cutters being hand saws, drywall brushes being hand tools for putting a finish on drywall, drywall hawks; mixing paddles for use with hand-operated hand drills; drywall mud mixers being hand tools; hand operated sanders being hand tools; texture brushes being hand tools for putting a finish on drywall; Metal drywall mud pans
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 2017 In Commerce May 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Depot Product Authority, LLC Address Home Depot Product Authority, LLC 2455 PACES FERRY ROAD Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Beer |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | BJ'S RESTAURANTS, INC. |
| Address | BJ'S RESTAURANTS, INC. 7755 Center Avenue, Suite 300 Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92647 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | CPBINC.479T |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KHAN, AHSN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YMPGDNH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369059 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097228
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized, underlined wording "YMPGDNH" with a stylized design of a car above the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording YMPGDNH has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Car washing mitts; Chamois leather for cleaning; Cleaning and polishing cloths; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning pads; Cleaning sponges; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Dusting brushes; Dusting or cleaning cloths; Hair brushes; Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Polished plate glass; Polishing cloths; Polishing gloves; Scouring pads

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 30, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hebei Guangying Sponge Products Co., Ltd. Address Hebei Guangying Sponge Products Co., Ltd. No. 100, Cuiyang Village Cuiyang Town Xingtai, Hebei CHINA 054000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH-Marella

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
TM 8363 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTIFUL GIRL'S HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369172 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7097229
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Beautiful girl's Heart" in stylized form with five Chinese characters appearing below it. The apostrophe in the word "girl's" is replaced with a small heart.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GIRL'S" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "SHAOUNU" Translation The wording "Beautiful girl's Heart" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "MEI SHAONÜ ZHI XIN" and this means "beautiful girl's heart" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Tiaras; Jewellery chains; Necklaces; Rings; Synthetic diamonds; Watches and jewellery
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 14, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhuqi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhuqi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 409, Building D, Xiangyunque Nanling Vil. Buji St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THERAPY WHILE BLACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369339 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7097230
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "THERAPY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of professional workshops in the field of health and wellness, mental health, empowerment, and self care; Educational services, namely, conducting online courses, training, workshops, conferences, programs, seminars in the field of health and wellness, mental health, empowerment, and self care and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring health and wellness, mental health, empowerment, and self care; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of health and wellness, mental health, empowerment, and self care
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 12, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Farrise, Kaela Address Farrise, Kaela PO Box 5762 Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94705 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLUSTER ANTIPYRETIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369425 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7097231 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANTIPYRETIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Natural dietary supplements; Natural dietary supplements for the treatment of fever and devastating complications in the human body

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Mar. 31, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Karma Holistic Centers, Inc. Address Karma Holistic Centers, Inc. 5871 Compass Dr. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90045 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STONEWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369609  Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022  Registration Number 7097232
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interior design services; Interior design consultation; Interior design services, namely, selection of appliances, cabinetry, color palette, countertop, fixtures and hardware, flooring, lighting, tile and backsplash, wallpaper, accessories, furniture, fabric, plumbing fixtures, tile, flooring, decorative hardware, cabinet hardware, counter tops, shower doors, bathroom accessories, appliances, mirrors, medicine cabinets, furniture, window treatments, casework, accessories, artwork, rugs, wood flooring, vinyl flooring; Planning and design of kitchens, bathrooms, cabinets, and cabinetry; Planning and layout design services for the interior space of residences; Interior design services, namely, cabinetry design services; Interior design services, namely, space planning, furniture and cabinetry design and selection, and material and surface selection; Color analysis for purposes of interior design; In person and online planning and layout design services for the design of kitchens and bathrooms; Providing a website featuring information in the field of interior design

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
First Use Mar. 20, 2018  In Commerce Mar. 20, 2018

CURRENT USE
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stonewood Kitchen and Bath, Inc.  Address Stonewood Kitchen and Bath, Inc.  2766 Camino Diablo Walnut Creek  CALIFORNIA  94597  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HONYMOW

---
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97369658</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN |

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the stylized wording "HONYMOW" with the "H" in green and "ONYMOW" in black. White represents background and is not a feature of the mark. **Color**

**Drawing**
Yes

**Color Claimed**
The color(s) green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

---
**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, saws; Blades for power tools; Direct current motors; Electric lawn mowers; Electric motors for machines with a digital servo drive controller; Electricity generators; Extensions for power tools; Floor cleaning machines; Lawn mowers; Power-operated lawn aerators being machines; Power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers; Power-operated lawn edgers; Power-operated tools, namely, lawn and garden edgers; Power jacks; Pressure switches and sensors for monitoring, controlling, and switching hydraulic or pneumatic systems being sold as a unit with manufacturing machines; Self-propelled road sweeping machines; Shears, electric

**International Classes**
7 - Primary Classes
13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**US Classes**
Machinery First Use | Apr. 13, 2022
In Commerce | Apr. 15, 2022

---
**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
Yes

---
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
Ruichi Smart Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
**Address**
Ruichi Smart Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
A1204, Shenzhen National Engineering- Laboratory Bldg, Gaoxin South, Yuehai St, Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

---
**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLOW GIRL CREDIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97369726 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7097234
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREDIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit and financial consultation; Credit consultation; Credit counseling services; Credit inquiry and consultation; Evaluation of credit bureau data; Financial services, namely, credit repair and restoration
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 16, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Talley, Le'Tashe' Address Talley, Le'Tashe' 6590 Oak Mill Court Morrow GEORGIA 30260 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALASKA SEAFOOD U

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97371471 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7097235
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SEAFOOD” Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3590177, 3720602

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops and online instruction in the field of sustainable natural resource management, nutritional benefits of Alaska seafood, and characteristics, harvest methods and seasons for Alaska seafood and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 08, 2008 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2008
For Providing business information in the field of sustainable natural resource management, the fish and shellfish industry, namely, the characteristics of fish and shellfish from Alaska, and harvest methods and seasons of fish and shellfish from Alaska, and marketing resources for Alaska seafood; Providing consumer information in the field of sustainable natural resource management, the fish and shellfish industry, namely, the characteristics of fish and shellfish from Alaska, and harvest methods and seasons of fish and shellfish from Alaska, and marketing resources for Alaska seafood
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 08, 2008 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute Address Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute 311 North Franklin Street, Suite 200 Juneau ALASKA 998011147 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized ALASKA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  POWERONETEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97371655</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097236</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording poweronetek has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Accumulator boxes; Accumulators; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery cables; Battery leads; Graphite electrodes; Inverters for power supply; Plates for batteries; Solar cells; Solar panels for the production of electricity
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Tiantongda Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Tiantongda Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 802A, Building 63-64, Majialong  No. 88, Daxin Road, Nanshan District  Shenzhen City  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  sha1901

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 27STRONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97371679 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7097237
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of Mental Health; Education services, namely, providing classes in the fields of Mental Health; Charitable education services, namely, providing seminars and workshops in the field of Mental Health; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of men in the field of Christian faith and values; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of children in the field of mental health; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of children in the field of Christian faith and values
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 18, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thomas, Ryan Address Thomas, Ryan P.O. Box 251225 Plano TExAS 75025 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEWYORKLISTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97372261 Application Filing Date: Apr. 20, 2022 Registration Number: 7097238
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vintage earrings, watches, bracelets, brooches, pins, necklaces, jewels, gold, silver and diamonds; gold, silver, platinum, palladium, sapphires, rubies, and other precious stones that are mined sustainably
- International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50
- International Class Title: Jewelry First Use: May 08, 2008 In Commerce: May 08, 2008

For Handbags, tote bags, wallets
- International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- International Class Title: Leather Goods First Use: May 08, 2008 In Commerce: May 08, 2008

For Blouses, t-shirts, dress pants, dresses, tights, underwear, bras, athletic shoes, socks, hats, gloves
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing First Use: May 08, 2008 In Commerce: May 08, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: NEWYORKLISTED, LLC Address: NEWYORKLISTED, LLC 204 Waterman Street Lockport NEW YORK 14094 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 97372261

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney: GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE ORIGINAL BROOKLYN WATER BAGEL CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97372514 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7097239
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAGEL CO." in International Classes 30 and 43 and "WATER" and "CO." in International Class 32 Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sandwiches; Bagels
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 07, 2009 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2009
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 07, 2009 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2009
For Bottled drinking water; Water beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Aug. 07, 2009 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brooklyn Water Enterprises LLC Address Brooklyn Water Enterprises LLC 1615 S. Congress Ave., Ste 103 Delray Beach FLORIDA 33445 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BWE. EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOFI EATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97372728  Application Filing Date  Apr. 20, 2022  Registration Number  7097240
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "EATS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Catering; Restaurant; Catering of food and drinks; Catering services; Fast casual restaurants; Fast casual restaurants featuring international street cuisine; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring international street cuisine; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Mobile catering; Mobile restaurant services; Pop-up restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Sep. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Dec. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LoFi Eats LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA LoFi Eats  Address  LoFi Eats LLC  16617 S 16th Ave Phoenix  ARIZONA  85045  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
MERINO.TECH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97372917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
  The mark consists of design elements resembling a mountain range and a maple leaf with symbols of a sun, a droplet, and a snowflake. The stylized words "MERINO TECH" appear below the design elements. There is a period in between the words "MERINO" and "TECH".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Color Claimed

- **Disclaimer**: "MERINO TECH"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Fabric softeners for laundry use; Laundry fabric conditioner
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Oct. 03, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 03, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: MERINOS USA CORP COMPANY
- **Address**: MERINOS USA CORP COMPANY 26 Kennedy Blvd, East Brunswick, NEW JERSEY 08816
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUSTIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97373367 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7097242
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2206278 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 30, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 30, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable personal support software applications for the recording, playback and sharing of personal video messages and images within a support group
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hecktown Pty Ltd Address Hecktown Pty Ltd U 3 17 Charles St Redfern NSW AUSTRALIA 2016
Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97373581  
Application Filing Date: Apr. 21, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097243  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): STRETCHLEATES

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the word "STRETCHLEATES" in a stylized manner.  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Action figure toys; Positionable toy figures; Soft sculpture toys; Toy action figures; Toy action figures and accessories therefor; Toy figures  
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods  
First Use: Sep. 11, 2014  
In Commerce: Jan. 04, 2015

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: BUCKHEAD MEDIA LLC  
Address: BUCKHEAD MEDIA LLC 1445 Woodmont Ln NW #705  
Atlanta GEORGIA 30318  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BAIRD, MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  RTYJZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97373625  Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2022  Registration Number  7097244
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earphones; Smartwatches; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone covers; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Power adapters; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable batteries; USB cables for cellphones
International Class(es) 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 19, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen WangJi Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen WangJi Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd.  303, Building D, Yuanfen Industrial Zone, Taoyuan Comm., Dalang St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AFUPGB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97373937  Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2022  Registration Number  7097245
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording AfupGb has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Articles of clothing for toys; Body-building apparatus; Chest protectors for sports; Doll accessories; Dolls for Christmas; Kiteboards; Puzzles; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed dolls; Swimming jackets; Toy animals; Toy for pets; Toy tools; Yoga straps
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lv, Penghui  Address  Lv, Penghui No.30,Building 11,Yard 91 Jichang Road,Jinshui District Zhengzhou CHINA 450000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARTHUR, ALAINA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SNACK. SPIN. REPEAT.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97374116</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097246</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Plastic household containers for food |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jan. 23, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Tomo Technologies, Inc. |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA GoBe Kids |
| Address | Tomo Technologies, Inc. 4312 Windlass Court Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27616 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | snackspinrep |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CLARK, ROBERT C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEW YORK MILITARY ACADEMY 1889

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374391 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7097247
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a pair of shaded concentric circles with the wording "NEW YORK MILITARY ACADEMY 1889" inside the outer circle and outside the inner circle, where the words "NEW YORK MILITARY ACADEMY" are across the top curve and the numbers "1889" are across the bottom curve and within the inner circle is a bird above a crest. The crests consists of a rectangle in the top left above vertical lines, a vertical line down the center, and a design of a sun, clouds, water and a sail boat on the right half. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "1889" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to NEW YORK MILITARY ACADEMY

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; jewelry boxes; jewelry charms; jewelry being necklaces; jewelry being rings; paste jewelry; badges of precious metal; charms for key rings; works of art of precious metal; medals; jewelry being pins; earrings; wristwatches; watch bands; chronometric instruments
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 10, 2008 In Commerce May 10, 2008

For shoe laces; edgings for clothing; hat trimmings; brassards; ornamental novelty badges; trimmings for clothing; brooches for clothing, namely, clothing accessories; fastenings for clothing, namely, dress fastenings, fastenings for suspenders; belt clasps; zip fasteners; false hair; sewing boxes; artificial flowers; shoulder pads for clothing; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles, namely, haberdashery; letters for marking linen
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use May 10, 2008 In Commerce May 10, 2008
For kitchen containers; kitchen utensils, namely, serving scoops; glass flasks, namely, containers; ceramics for household purposes, namely ceramic tissue box covers; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; drinking bottles for sports; mugs; drinking vessels; buckets; combs; brushes, namely, basting brushes, bath brushes, brushes for pipes; toothbrushes; cosmetic utensils, namely, cosmetic brushes; thermally insulated containers for food; cloths for cleaning; crystal beverage glassware; cups; frying pans; cutting boards for the kitchen; glasses, namely drinking glasses; porcelain ware, namely, porcelain mugs; tea services in the nature of tableware; drying racks for laundry; dustbins for household purposes; floss for dental purposes; mops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 10, 2008</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 10, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For carpets; rugs; floor mats; floor coverings, namely carpets; gymnastic mats; yoga mats; non-slip floor mats; door mats; wallpaper; textile wallcoverings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>27 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Floor Coverings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 10, 2008</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 10, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For leathercloth; school bags; pocket wallets; travelling trunks; leather bags, envelopes, and pouches for packaging; backpacks; labels of leather; umbrellas; walking sticks; harness fittings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>18 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Leather Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 10, 2008</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 10, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: New York Military Academy
Address: New York Military Academy 78 Academy Ave. Cornwall-On-Hudson NEW YORK 12520

Legal Entity: non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 55365000002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FOSTER'S SINCE 1984

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97374521
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097248
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "FOSTER'S SINCE 1984" with "FOSTER'S" in stylized font, "SINCE 1984" in a rectangular box, an oval below "FOSTER'S" and square box below "FOSTER'S", with the box having corners chamfered. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SINCE 1984"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pickled vegetables
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Columbia Valley Family Farmers, Inc.
- **Address**: Columbia Valley Family Farmers, Inc. 911 Crestloch Lane Pasco WASHINGTON 99301
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 22-45123

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KRICKET KOUNTRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97374740</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2022</td>
<td>7097249</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tee-shirts</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2000</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kricket Kountry Enterprises LLC</td>
<td>Kricket Kountry Enterprises LLC PO BOX 1107 Spirit Lake IDAHO 83869</td>
<td>IDAHO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ERRICA'S TREASURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97374956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Errica Camper, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For On-line retail store services featuring handmade jewelry, handmade waist beads, handmade ankle beads, handmade hair jewelry; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring handmade jewelry, handmade waist beads, handmade ankle beads, handmade hair jewelry

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Jan. 10, 2012

**In Commerce** Jan. 10, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Errica's Treasures LLC

**Address** Errica's Treasures LLC Suite 225, PMB 310 2550 Sandy Plains Road Marietta GEORGIA 30066

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HITTIME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97375418
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097251
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Puppets; Appliances for gymnastics; Cases for toy vehicles; Chess sets; Christmas tree decorations; Controllers for toy cars, planes; Educational card games; Electronic toy vehicles; Infant toys; Model toy vehicles; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus; Stacking toys; Swing sets; Toy airplanes
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhu Pengfei
- **Address**: Zhu Pengfei, No. 21, Qiaoshan, Dongcun, Wuyun Street Town, Jinyun County, Zhejiang Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CODE4YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97375420  Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022  Registration Number 7097252
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "CODE4YOU" in stylized font. The letter "D" is designed to lack a vertical line, and the letter "E" is designed to lack an upper vertical line. Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Dishes; Pans; Cake moulds; Cake stands; Cocktail glasses; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookie cutters; Cooling buckets for wine; Cutting boards; Dish drainers; Ice buckets; Pastry cutters; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 09, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shindig Life USA LLC  Address Shindig Life USA LLC  17800 Colima Rd STE136  Rowland Heights Los Angeles, California  CALIFORNIA 91748  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
Mark Literal(s) SEVERED ONE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97375421 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 21, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097253 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "SEVERED ONE" on a shaded background.
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by musical bands; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Production of sound and music video recordings
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 28, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Tyler-St.Clair, Dennis Russell
- **Address**: Tyler-St.Clair, Dennis Russell 964 W Alamos Ave Clovis CALIFORNIA 93612
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Hughes, Randy Lee
- **Address**: Hughes, Randy Lee 5545 Vida Ave Atascadero CALIFORNIA 93422
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HHOKEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97375768</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097254</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording HHOKEM has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bath kneeling pads; Brackets, not of metal, for furniture; Closet accessories, namely, belt racks; Clothes hangers; Cot tidies, namely, fabric organizers to hang on side of cribs; Display racks; Fitted furniture covers not of fabric; Hangers in the nature of non-metal hooks used to hang a purse or bag from a table; Hat racks; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Jewellery organizer displays; Luggage racks being furniture; Non-metal clothes hooks; Non-metal hanging closet organizers for shoes, sweaters, purses; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Plant stands; Shoe racks; Storage racks; Towel racks; Wall plaques made of plastic or wood; Wooden signboards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Haize Network Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Haize Network Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1123D50, Xinhua Insurance Building, No. 171, Mintian Road, Futian Street, Futian Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | QY0134 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLANT LIFE SUPPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376059 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097255 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Irrigation spray nozzles; Irrigation sprinklers; Dripper irrigation systems, comprised of emitters, irrigation fittings being valves, sprinklers, and spray nozzles

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 15, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BUBBLEGUM STUFF LTD Address BUBBLEGUM STUFF LTD Studio 13 Riverside Building, 55 Trinity LONDON UNITED KINGDOM E140FP Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PlntLifeSppt

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
ARCA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97376631</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
<td>7097256</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized black word &quot;ARCA&quot; next to the design of a red arrowhead. The white in the drawing merely represents background areas and is not part of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Regulating, governing, sanctioning, organizing, and conducting vehicle races and entertainment exhibitions in the field of motorsports |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Dec. 31, 1964 | In Commerce | Dec. 31, 1964 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Automobile Racing Club of America, LLC | Address | Automobile Racing Club of America, LLC One Daytona Boulevard | Daytona Beach | FLORIDA | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LOTT, MAUREEN DALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97376648  Application Filing Date: Apr. 22, 2022  Registration Number: 7097257
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a thin gold circle which contains a white elephant outlined in black with its trunk up and a cloth over its back; above the white elephant are 5 water drops in gold outlined in black sprouting from the elephant's trunk. The cloth has a blue background on which a flourish oriental design appears with irregular shapes of red and pink colors which are outlined in white appear on the left and right side and yellow irregular shapes outlined in white appear near the bottom of the cloth; the middle of the cloth contains a flourish design is of a large gold swirl; three small solid white circles appear on the left side in a light blue irregular shape just to the left of the gold swirl; three small solid white circles appear on the right side in a light blue irregular shape just to the right of the gold swirl; a small white irregular shaped flower appears on the left side just below the light blue irregular shape with the three circles and just above the yellow irregular shapes outlined in white; a small white irregular shaped flower appears on the right side just below the light blue irregular shape with the three circles and just above the yellow irregular shapes outlined in white; each of the yellow irregular shapes outlined in white contain two small irregular shaped white ovals; there are two small irregular shaped geometric figures to the left of the upper portion of the gold swirl, the inside one is green and the outside one is red; there are two small irregular shaped geometric figures to the left of the upper portion of the gold swirl, the inside one is green and the outside one is red; above the water drops which are over the elephant's back is an abstract black round bubble with a black background which is filled with graphics inspired by traditional Thai patterns which are comprised of abstract white and gold decorations at the top and the sides of the bubble, a smaller incomplete circle extends from the middle to the bottom of the bubble and contains gold irregular shaped geometric shapes, and at the bottle a stylized gold flow is contained in a small black circle which is contained in a white circle which has curved black lines which extend from the edge of the white circle to the edge of small black circle; the white in the drawing represents background.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) gold, white, red, pink, yellow, blue, green, red, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Fast casual restaurants featuring Thai food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | White Elephant Corporation |
| Address | White Elephant Corporation Unit 106-107 541 S. Spring St Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90013 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examing Attorney | DAWE III, WILLIAM H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literals (s) M MADDY MASSABNI FOUNDATION FOR TOXIC SHOCK AWARENESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376663 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097258
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "M" in cursive forming a butterfly design on an angle in white inside a black circular background. The words MADDY MASSABNI FOUNDATION appear in block lettering around the top arc of the circle and the words FOR TOXIC SHOCK AWARENESS appear in block lettering around the bottom arc of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FOUNDATION FOR TOXIC SHOCK AWARENESS" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6169058, 6169443

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing educational information about healthcare International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 04, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DONT SHOCK ME A NJ Nonprofit Corporation Address DONT SHOCK ME A NJ Nonprofit Corporation 37 Highland Avenue Rumson NEW JERSEY 07760 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUTTONS IN LA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97376997 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7097259
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BUTTONS" printed in black and placed at the top of the mark between two concentric circles outlined in black. The background between the two concentric circles is white with multiple light and medium grey shaded circles. At the base of the two concentric circles is the stylized lettering "LA" which is printed in black and outlined in white. This lettering overlaps the lines of the two concentric circles. The interior of the inner concentric circle features a city scape composed of brown mountains with black outlining and bearing the word "HOLLYWOOD" in black, various sized buildings in red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple with black outlining and black interior lining, and four white buttonholes outlined in black forming a square shape in the middle of the city scape. Above the city scape is a blue sky with a yellow and black sun and the word "IN" in black. Below the city scape, the interior of the inner circle is white with three black palm trees depicted therein.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, grey blue, yellow, brown, red, orange, green, blue and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color. Disclaimer "BUTTONS", "HOLLYWOOD", AND "LA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buttons; Trimmings for clothing
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Buttons In L.A, Inc. Address Buttons In L.A, Inc. 55400 Laurel Valley La Quinta CALIFORNIA 92253
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HALLOWEEN KILLS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97377625</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Apparel, namely, t-shirts, shirts, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, dresses, jackets, hoodies, loungewear, sweatshirts, and sweaters; adult and children's dress-up costumes; none of the foregoing pertaining to Halloween the holiday, but pertaining to characters and themes from a series of horror and suspense movies |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Sep. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Miramax, LLC |
| Address | Miramax, LLC 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2000 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 248-00012 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | THOMPSON, HEATHER |
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  12-inch action figures; action figures; costume masks; movie props, namely, toy knives; none of the foregoing pertaining to Halloween the holiday, but pertaining to characters and themes from a series of horror and suspense movies

**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**  Oct. 13, 2021

**In Commerce**  Oct. 13, 2021

**BASE INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Miramax, LLC

**Address**  Miramax, LLC  1901 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2000  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90067

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  248-00012

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  THOMPSON, HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WREATHOME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97377669</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
<td>7097262</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>“WREATH HOME”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers, namely, roses, tulips; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial wreaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>26 - Primary Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Chongqing Yilewen Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Chongqing Yilewen Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 2-7, Building 2, No. 88, Wenti Rd Xinshan Village St, Dadukou District Chongqing CHINA 400000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US038115T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UGLY PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97377908 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7097263
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable comic strips; Downloadable comics; Downloadable image files containing artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to comics; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to comics authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to cartoons and comics authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing text, audio, and video relating to artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Torrealba Marin, Jorge Luis Address Torrealba Marin, Jorge Luis 564 52nd St Apt 305 West New York NEW JERSEY 07093 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VENEZUELA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 220123

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
**Mark Literal(s)**

TROLLEY ASSEMBLY

SENPEEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97378307 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Apr. 23, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7097264 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | “TROLLEY ASSEMBLY” |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Braces of metal for handling loads; Cargo slings of metal; Eye bolts; Metal casters; Metal hardware, namely, pulleys; Metal slings for loading; Metal suspended ceiling systems comprising panels; Pulleys of metal, other than for machines; Slings of metal for handling loads; Wheel chocks made primarily of metal |
| **International Classes** | 6 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Metal |
| **Goods First Use** | Mar. 12, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Cheng, Feng |
| **Address** | Cheng, Feng  No. 1, Xiapu Lane, Monk Liao, Wangda Road Village, Baiyang St., Wuyi County  Zhejiang  CHINA  321200 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | US037917T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AYNUMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378352 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7097265
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Aynuma has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Desktop statuary made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terracotta; Dish drying racks; Soap dispensing bottles, sold empty; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Hand-operated batter dispensers for household use; Hand-operated brush used to clean, smooth, exfoliate skin; Ice cube trays; Kitchen sponges; Lunch boxes; Non-stick barbecue grill cooking mats for use on grills; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Pill boxes for personal use for organizing and dispensing pills and capsules; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Vinyl place mats; Non-electric citrus squeezers.


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hu, Zhilian Address Hu, Zhilian No.118, Tiaota Village, Chegan Township, Linxian, Lvliang CHINA 033200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03140

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CWKISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378356 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7097266
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CWKISS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Desktop statuary made of crystal; Dish drying racks; Soap dispensing bottles, sold empty; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Hand-operated batter dispensers for household use; Hand-operated brush used to clean, smooth, exfoliate skin; Hand-operated pepper mills; Ice cube trays; Kitchen sponges; Lunch boxes; Non-stick barbecue grill cooking mats for use on grills; Pill boxes for personal use for organizing and dispensing pills and capsules; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Vinyl place mats; Non-electric citrus squeezer


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Xinliantong Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Xinliantong Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. Shop 7#, F1, 1#, Tiancheng Garden, No.181,East Fuxin Road, Jin'an District, Fuzhou CHINA 350000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03141

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  LÉZAH CLOTHING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97378532
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097267
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLOTHING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Men's clothing, namely, jogging suits, pullovers, shirts and track jackets; athletic apparel, namely, pants, jackets, and hoodies
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 25, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 25, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lifestyled by Jenny, LLC
- **Address**: 3015 Nantuckett Ave, North Charleston, SOUTH CAROLINA 29240
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHRONIC BOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378595 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7097268
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing educational scholarships
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 02, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2021
For Creating an on-line community for people living with chronic illness
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Patient Authentic LLC Address Patient Authentic LLC 71 Commercial Street #431 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02109 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L553421385

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OZARK MOUNTAIN BISCUIT & BAR UP LATE EARLY TO RISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97378612 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7097269
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Ozark Mountain Biscuit & Bar Up Late Early to Rise" and a depiction of a stylized dwelling and water mill, all of which is inside a circular seal with a ribbon wrapped around the seal. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BISCUIT & BAR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4525370

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ozarkist Enterprises, LLC Address Ozarkist Enterprises, LLC 1204 Hinkson Ave Columbia MISSOURI 65201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number O144 003TM22
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
TM 8404 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379207 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097270
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of an open cube. Three panels form the cube, with an arrow pointing upward at the top between two panels, and an arrow pointing outwards on the left and right lower sides of the image. The panels of the cube and the arrows are each shaded in medium to dark blue. The color white appearing in the mark is not claimed as a feature of the mark and represents background only. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2021-134252 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 6566190 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 03, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 03, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial robots; articulated robotic arms for industrial purposes being structural parts of industrial robots
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seiko Epson Kabushiki Kaisha DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Seiko Epson Corporation Address Seiko Epson Kabushiki Kaisha 1-6, Shinjuku 4-chome Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 160-8801 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36651-7290US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREDIT DETOX, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379490 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097271
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREDIT" AND "LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, conducting Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, providing on-line Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, providing Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the fields of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting educational courses for students in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of classes in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of conferences and seminars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of conferences in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of courses of instruction in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of seminars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars in the field of financial literacy,
finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of training seminars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Arranging and conducting of workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting of conferences in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Conducting of seminars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Conducting of educational conferences in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, providing on-line Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education in the fields of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair rendered through correspondence courses; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, providing Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Education services, namely, providing Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing speaking tours in the nature of live presentations by educational and motivational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational services, namely, conducting Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Educational services, namely, conducting Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Providing courses of instruction in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Providing education in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair.
rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair rendered through video conference; Providing group coaching in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Providing on-line training Coaching, mentoring, webinar, speaking, classes, and courses in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair; Workshops and seminars in the field of financial literacy, finances, budgeting, and credit repair

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jan. 26, 2021 **In Commerce** Jan. 26, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Prevost, Sikita **Address** Prevost, Sikita 4607 N Houghton St Portland OREGON 97203 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN HEALTH BIOMETRICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379583 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097272
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording AMERICAN HEALTH BIOMETRICS with AMERICAN and HEALTH in bright green and BIOMETRICS in bright blue. To the left of the stacked words AMERICAN HEALTH is the design of a fingerprint with the swirls in bright blue and green within a square Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) bright blue and bright green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN HEALTH BIOMETRICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fingerprinting services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 11, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2014

BASIC INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Angel Connection Inc. Address Angel Connection Inc. 5000 E Spring St. Suite 400 Long Beach CALIFORNIA 90815 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CHURRO BOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97379817  Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2022  Registration Number  7097273
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CHURRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Churros
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use
Jul. 04, 2016  In Commerce  Jun. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Churro Boss, LLC  Address  Churro Boss, LLC  4138 N. Lyman Ave. Covina  CALIFORNIA  91724
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLUXUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379940 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097274
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 302021019749 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 13, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 10, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Incubation services, namely, rental of office space to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits; real estate services, namely, brokerage, leasing and management of parcels of land and buildings comprising an industrial park; real estate management of an industrial park
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Arranging, conducting and organization of conferences, congresses, seminars, training courses, and symposia, all in the field of green technology; educational services, namely, providing displays in the field of green technology; entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of green technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Incubation services, namely, providing workspaces containing business equipment to freelancers, start-ups, and existing businesses; arranging and conducting business competitions for entrepreneurs to compete for seed capital to finance business activities in the field of green technology
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For   Real estate development of an industrial park  

**International Classes**   37 - Primary Classes **US Classes**   100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**   Construction and Repair  

**BASIS INFORMATION**  

**Currently 44E**   Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  

**Owner Name**   MERCK KGAA **Address**   MERCK KGAA Frankfurter Str. 250  64293 Darmstadt  FED REP  GERMANY  F128/002 **Legal Entity**   KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA) **State or Country**  GERMANY  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  

**Examining Attorney**   BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) METROBUSINESS CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97380462 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097275 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chamber of commerce services, namely, promoting business, tourism, and the economic business development of business owners and professionals in the greater Sacramento area International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce Address Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce 1017 L street, #557 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country

Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KNANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97380479 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097276
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Knana" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper streamers; Plush dolls; Toy for pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Baoyi Jiaye Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Baoyi Jiaye Technology Co., Ltd. . Rm 1003, BLK A, Bldg 2, Hecheng Century mingyuan,No. 118,Wuhe Ave,Wuhe Community Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARSUPEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97380735 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7097277
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ARSUPEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banner advertising; Marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products; On-line retail consignment stores featuring clothing, toys, household appliances; On-line retail department store services; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing clothing, cosmetics, quilting supplies; On-line retail store services featuring beauty and personal care products, health and household products, baby products, kitchen and dining tools, home improvement products, and home and kitchen products; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring auto parts, clothing, jewelry; Online retail grocery store services; Online retail services through direct solicitation by salespersons directed to end-users featuring beauty and personal care products, health and household products, baby products, kitchen and dining tools, home improvement products, and home and kitchen products; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring coupons, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information; Retail store services featuring green and eco-friendly products in the nature of beauty and personal care products, health and household products, baby products, kitchen and dining tools, home improvement products, and home and kitchen products; Retail store services in the field of office products; Retail stores featuring clothing, cameras, hardware; Retail television stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOSHITEC INC. Address HOSHITEC INC. 705-1-711 Koyama, Matsudo, Chiba JAPAN 271-0093 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YS JOING

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97380793</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
<td>7097278</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ys Joing has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Connections for electric lines; Decorative refrigerator magnets; Downloadable printable shipping labels; Electric circuit switches; Electric switch plates; Electric wires and cables; Electrical cables and cordsets; Electronic security and surveillance devices, namely, electronic security tags and labels, acoustic tags, magnetic tags; Encoded bar code labels; Fuse wire; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Microphone stands; Microphones for communication devices; Sheaths for electric cables

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Yang, Zhensen Address No.313, Building 72, Nanpingli Liusha West Street, Puning City Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOODABEE

Serial Number 97381096 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7097279
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For Cooking instruction; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of cooking; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 06, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2021

For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer software platforms, downloadable, for children's education and use as a educational game software; Downloadable children's educational software; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for children's education and use as a educational game software; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer software for children's education and use as a educational game software; Downloadable game software; Downloadable video game software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded game software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 06, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2021

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Bluebear Technologies Ltd. Address Bluebear Technologies Ltd. Waterville, Carrickbrack Road, Sutton Dublin 13 IRELAND 00000 Legal Entity Private Company Limited by Shares State or Country Where Organized IRELAND

Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LOVE FIRST MARRIAGE MOVEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97381260  Application Filing Date  Apr. 26, 2022  Registration Number  7097280
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "MARRIAGE MOVEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coaching in the field of marriage and relationships
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Love First Marriage Movement LLC  Address  Love First Marriage Movement LLC  191216 Wiggum Sq
Leesburg  VIRGINIA  20176  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHINER, MARK W
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97381261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)**

MEDICAL MEDIUM

**Reason for Publication**

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Related Properties Information**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4857057, 5121381, 6040386 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

For: Series of printed non-fiction books in the field of energy healing services, namely, therapeutic touch services, holistic health services, and alternative health and healing services

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

First Use: Nov. 08, 2016

In Commerce: Nov. 08, 2016

**Basis Information**

Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name: Anthony William, Inc.

Address: Anthony William, Inc. #898 5379 Lyons Rd Coconut Creek FLORIDA 33073

Legal Entity: CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHARLOTTE MIMOSA FESTIVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381280 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7097282
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CHARLOTTE MIMOSA FESTIVAL" in stylized lettering. The Charlotte city skyline appears at the top of the design. The word "CHARLOTTE" is below the skyline. The word "MIMOSA" is written in cursive with two stemmed glasses above the word. The word "FESTIVAL" is at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHARLOTTE MIMOSA FESTIVAL" AND THE IMAGE OF THE CHARLOTTE CITY SKYLINE

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; Entertainment services, namely, alcoholic beverage tastings; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, events in which alcoholic beverages are served, for others; Organizing community festivals featuring primarily planning, managing, and conducting regional alcohol themed festivals and also providing alcoholic beverage tastings
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C Squared Events LLC Address C Squared Events LLC 2005 Greenwich Park Drive Indian Trail NORTH CAROLINA 28079 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DENIMLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381293 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7097283
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed sheets; Covers for mattresses; Cushion covers; Mattress covers; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Pillow slips; Pillow-top, low-profile bed skirts; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Bath gloves; Bath linen; Bath towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Bed spreads; Blanket throws; Blankets for outdoor use; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Children's blankets; Children's towels; Contoured mattress covers; Cotton fabric; Covers for cushions; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Fitted toilet seat covers of textile; Fleece blankets; Kitchen towels; Mattress pads; Net curtains; Paper bed covers; Pet blankets; Silk cloth; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes; Towel sets; Towels; Towels for use in salons and barber shops; Washcloths; Window curtains; Woolen cloth; all of which are made in whole or substantial part of denim
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VISI-ONE INC Address VISI-ONE INC 149 W 28th S New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INTEGRATED SOCAL THERAPY LETS UNLOCK YOUR BEST SELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97381388 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7097284 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTEGRATED SOCAL THERAPY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Psychological counseling services International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCHWARTZ INTEGRATED FAMILY THERAPY INC. Address SCHWARTZ INTEGRATED FAMILY THERAPY INC. 3415 South Sepulveda Blvd., Ste 1100 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90034 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3093-11

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TUCKER LAW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97381682</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of "TUCKER" next to the word "LAW" with "LAW" surrounded by two rectangles. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "LAW" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Attorney services; Legal services; Litigation services |
| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| First Use | Mar. 2017 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Tucker Law, P.A. |
| Address | Tucker Law, P.A. 800 SE 3rd Avenue, Suite 300 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33316 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUCKER-12.41 |
| Examining Attorney | MAI, TINA HSIN |
# Trademark Registration Information

**Mark Literal(s)** NICKA K NEW YORK

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "NEW YORK"
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name NICKA K does not identify a living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4173725, 4380900, 5136001 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: cosmetics; makeup; nail polish; hair color; fragrances
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 30, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PROXIMA, INC.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA NICKA K. COSMETICS
- **Address**: PROXIMA, INC.
  - 109-15 178TH STREET
  - JAMAICA
  - NEW YORK
  - 11433
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 037203
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Name**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97382023</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
<td>7097287</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CAMP"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing camps featuring workshops, seminars, classes and group training in the nature of team building activities in the field of Christian ministry and religion.
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: 1972
- **In Commerce**: 1972

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Venture of Faith Camp, Inc.
- **Address**: Venture of Faith Camp, Inc. 1309 Hwy 135 South, Lake Park, GEORGIA 31636
- **Legal Entity**: Non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1374/1

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97382500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** HYDRAULI-FLEX

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Hydraulic hoses made of rubber
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: May 03, 2013

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: The Hose Company
- **Address**: The Hose Company 300 Warehouse Dr Matthews NORTH CAROLINA 28104
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 42112-1

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAND SAFETY TOOL CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97382583 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7097289
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield with a stylized hand comprised of four lines centered on the shield with the words "HAND SAFETY TOOL CO." all stacked to the right of the shield in bold stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HAND SAFETY TOOL CO."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6011523, 5953445, 6045278 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand tools, namely, hand safety tools for moving and positioning pipes and tubulars, grabbing slings and taglines, and pushing against flat surfaces, corners, or rounded edges of suspended loads; Manually operated hand tools, namely, hand safety tools for moving and positioning pipes and tubulars, grabbing slings and taglines, and pushing against flat surfaces, corners, or rounded edges of suspended loads
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 2019 In Commerce May 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE HAND SAFETY TOOL COMPANY, LLC Address THE HAND SAFETY TOOL COMPANY, LLC 2808 Caroline St., Ste. 201-A Houston TEXAS 77004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UN HEI TONG

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number: 97383460  
Application Filing Date: Apr. 27, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097290  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized circular seal graphic with three Chinese characters appearing inside the graphic. The wording "UN HEI TONG" appears in stylized form to the right of it.  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer: THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "TANG"  
Translation: The English translation of "UN" in the mark is "one"; The wording "UN HEI TONG" has no meaning in a foreign language.  
Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to YUAN QI TANG and this means origin pharmacy in English.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5977779

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Liniments; Adhesive plasters for medical purposes; Medicated compresses; Medicated massage oils; Medicinal creams for skin care; Medicinal oils; Multipurpose medicated antibiotic cream, analgesic balm and mentholated salve; Sticking plasters for medical purposes; Sticking plasters for medical use; Topical analgesic creams

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Mar. 08, 2022  
In Commerce: Mar. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Wang, Zicheng  
Address: Wang, Zicheng No.16, Alley 3, Shang St., Xinshimen Shaxi Town Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528471  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MEYGBOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97383505</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097291</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation | The wording "MEYGBOR" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Puzzles; Baby multiple activity toys; Baby rattles incorporating teething rings; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Infant development toys; Infant toys; Musical toys; Stacking toys; Toy building blocks; Toy furniture |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Feb. 27, 2022 | In Commerce | Feb. 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shanghai Mengtong Trading Co., Ltd. | Address | Shanghai Mengtong Trading Co., Ltd. Room K322, No. 66 Miaoqing Road, Minhang District, Shanghai CHINA 200000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) | State or Country | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CALIENDO, COURTNEY MIC |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YONGHENGTAI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97383574</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording Yonghengtai has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Display cases; Display cases for merchandise; Display stands; Picture and photograph frames; Plastic key tags; Plastic storage tanks; Presentation boards; Three dimensional plastic ornaments

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Feb. 10, 2022

**In Commerce** Feb. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Fanjin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
**Address** Shenzhen Fanjin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 301, Baolong Road, No.8, Dakang Comm., Yuanshan Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518035

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Sha2111

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97383844 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7097293
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a duck wearing a headlight and a stethoscope and a medical cross depicted on the wing. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE GREEK CROSS SYMBOL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pediatric health care services; family medical services; diagnostic and rehabilitative medical services for children; urgent medical care centers services; Provision of health care and medical services by health care professionals via the Internet or telecommunication networks; Providing health care information by telephone and the internet; provision of health care and medical services by health care professionals via the Internet, telephone, or telecommunication networks to school students, faculty, and staff; wellness and health-related consulting services provided to school faculty and staff
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 01, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Urgent Care for Kids, LLC Address Urgent Care for Kids, LLC 1701 River Run, Suite 302 Fort Worth TEXAS 76107 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UKID0002US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97384078  Application Filing Date  Apr. 27, 2022  Registration Number  7097294
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized shield design comprised of multiple polygons. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Motorcycles; All-terrain vehicles; Electric bicycles; Motor scooters
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Jan. 04, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ZHEJIANG DAYI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.  Address  ZHEJIANG DAYI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.  Rm. One, North side of 2F, No. 1297  Huajie West Ave., Huajie Town, Yongkang  Jinhua, Zhejiang  CHINA  321300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHACHT-LEVINE, JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NU + MD UROLOGY & FOUNDATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97384304</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No | **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "NU" above the letters "MD", all inside a blue circle with a blue and green hummingbird perched at the top right of the circle. An orange plus sign appears between "NU" and "MD". The letter "N" is partially formed by a green leaf, the letter "U" is formed by a blue stethoscope, the letter "M" is formed by two blue and white books standing upright supporting a partially opened book in green, white and blue, and the letter "D" is blue with a white kidney appearing as the hole in the letter "D". All of the foregoing appears immediately above the words "UROLOGY & FOUNDATION" in green. **Color Drawing** Yes | **Color Claimed** The color(s) green, blue, orange, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "MD" AND "UROLOGY & FOUNDATION"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Medical services; Medical services in the field of urology; Medical clinic services; Medical diagnostic testing, monitoring and reporting services; Medical examination services; Medical imaging services; Medical testing services relating to the diagnosis and treatment of disease; Medical ultrasound imaging services; Clinical medical consultation services; Clinical medical practice consultation services; Individual medical counseling services provided to patients; Providing medical information, consultancy and advisory services; Provision of medical services by health care professionals via the internet or telecommunication networks; Urology medical care services; Walk-in medical clinic services | **International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 | **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services | **First Use** Jun. 01, 2019 | **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NU-MD Urology PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NU-MD Urology PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 Garden City Plaza Suite 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garden City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CORNWELL, ANDREA B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
SBJ I FACTOR

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97384426</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7097296</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Entertainment services, namely, proving podcasts in the field of sports business |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Feb. 04, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 04, 2021 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | AMERICAN CITY BUSINESS JOURNALS, INC. |
| Address | AMERICAN CITY BUSINESS JOURNALS, INC. 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 400 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28202|
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | ACBJ/T097665 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MICHOS, JOHN E |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIAL NUMBER</th>
<th>APPLICATION FILING DATE</th>
<th>REGISTRATION NUMBER</th>
<th>REGISTRATION DATE</th>
<th>REGISTER</th>
<th>MARK TYPE</th>
<th>PUBLICATION DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97385108</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7097297</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** ITALIAN PHRASES WE USE EVERY DAY

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring instruction on the use of Italian phrases in every day conversation provided through a blog; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring instruction in speaking Italian, Italian phrases, and Italian grammar; Providing nondownloadable articles featuring instruction on speaking Italian
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 23, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 23, 2017

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: STELLA LUCENTE, LLC
- **Address**: STELLA LUCENTE, LLC 6 N MICHIGAN AVE #910 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60602

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONLIHUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385273 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7097298
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red, orange, green, blue, and purple stylized wheel to the left of the wording "ONLIHUB" in black stylized text. The color white represents background only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, red, orange, green, blue, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for assisting online retailers with order fulfillment and management of drop shipping; Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring software for business automation to help online retailers manage drop shipping businesses; Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring software for supply chain management and drop shipping
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 19, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Onlihub Inc. Address Onlihub Inc. 919 North Market Street, Suite 950 Wilmington DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FANHEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97385330 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097299 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording FANHEE has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Drums; Gongs; Guitars; Harmonicas; Collapsible guitar stand and seat combination; Conductors' batons; Guitar picks; Handbells; Keyboard instruments, namely, organ; Musical boxes; Musical Christmas ornaments; Musical instrument tuning apparatus, namely, machine heads, tuning hammers, tuning keys; Percussion instruments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Triangles being musical instruments; Western style musical instruments |
| International Classes | 15 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 21, 36 |
| International Class Title | Musical Instruments |
| First Use | Mar. 18, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 18, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Wang, Wentan |
| Address | No. 39 Tianxie, Kulong Village, Xiuzhuan Town, Zhao'an County, Fujian Province, CHINA 363500 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | OH, WON TEAK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RISE OF CASTLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97385403</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7097300</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 305944951 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2022 Foreign Registration Number 305944951 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 27, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County HONG KONG Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 26, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable electronic game software for use on handheld computers; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Recorded computer game programs; Recorded computer game software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED Address LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED FLAT/RM 603 06/F, LAWS COMMERCIAL PLAZA 788, CHEUNG SHA WAN ROAD, CHEUNG SHA WAN KL HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAGOSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97385407  Application Filing Date  Apr. 27, 2022  Registration Number  7097301
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "Wagosen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Balls for games; Flying discs; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Parlor games; Pet toys; Plush toys; Ring games; Stuffed toys; Teddy bears; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anhui Wagosen Pet Products Co., Ltd.  Address  Anhui Wagosen Pet Products Co., Ltd.  No. 486, Baochanshan Road  Economic Development Zone, Hanshan County, Ma'anshan City, Anhui  CHINA  238101  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RISE OF CASTLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97385413  Application Filing Date: Apr. 27, 2022  Registration Number: 7097302
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed: Yes  Foreign Application Number: 305944951  Foreign Application Filing Date: Apr. 27, 2022  Foreign Registration Number: 305944951  Foreign Registration Date: Apr. 27, 2022  Foreign Application/Registration County: HONG KONG  Foreign Expiration Date: Apr. 26, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Fan clubs; Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; Organization of electronic game competitions; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of entertainment; Providing on-line computer games; Providing on-line videos featuring computer games, not downloadable; Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED  Address: LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED  FLAT/RM 603 06/F, LAWS COMMERCIAL PLAZA  788, CHEUNG SHA WAN ROAD, CHEUNG SHA WAN  KL  HONG KONG 999077  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WINTER, MELISSA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RISE OF CASTLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97385419</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>305944951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>305944951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer programming; Computer software consultancy; Computer software design; Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; Designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; Electronic data storage; Maintenance of computer software; Updating of computer software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED
Address LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED FLAT/RM 603 06/F, LAWS COMMERCIAL PLAZA 788, CHEUNG SHA WAN ROAD, CHEUNG SHA WAN KL HONG KONG 999077
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
LUSAGARY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97385443</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Electric fans for personal use
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Yiweite E-Commencial Co.,Ltd
- **Address**: Dongguan Yiweite E-Commencial Co.,Ltd 201Room,2nd Building,1st Chuangye Road, Mulun,Changping Town,Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: TUS116527
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JAYDEN BLUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97385487</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Printed children's books; Series of printed children's books |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jul. 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Edward Sechkar |
| Address | Edward Sechkar 4979 Shady Moss Lane North Ridgeville OHIO 44039 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHADAB, SETH WILLIG |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZOOCHEWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97385611 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Registration Number | 7097306 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 28, 2022 |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary pet supplements in the form of pet treats; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Feed supplements for pet animals; Nutritional supplements for pet animals; Nutritional supplements in the nature of nutritionally fortified soft chews; Vitamins and dietary food supplements for animals

| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Apr. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 26, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Karyakin Vladislav |
| Address | 10958 Avon Terrace, 2nd Floor Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19116 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | KAZAKHSTAN |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LEE, SANG MIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COFFEE AND A GOOD VIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385664 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097307
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of professional self-development, personal well-being, business and personal relationships, business, entrepreneurship, and finance
For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, sweat pants, sweat shirts, hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grow The Social LLC Address Grow The Social LLC 12751 Millennium Drive, Apt 427 Playa Vista CALIFORNIA 90094 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 76478-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**Case Identifiers**
| Serial Number | 97385733 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 28, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097308 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a rendering of a stylized version of the Agave Azul plant in blue and green. Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**Related Properties Information**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6695803 |

**Goods and Services Information**
| For | Distilled spirits, namely, spirits distilled from the blue tequilana weber variety agave plant |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| First Use | Oct. 31, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 31, 2021 |

**Basis Information**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**
| Owner Name | Una Familia Spirits, LLC |
| Address | Una Familia Spirits, LLC 2301 Metropolitan Avenue Kansas City KANSAS 66106 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | KANSAS |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
| Docket Number | SPIRIT-T0001 |

**Examining Attorney**
| Examining Attorney | BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROTUBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97385877 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097309
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ROTUBA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Polymer compositions for use in the manufacture of commercial and industrial fragranced products; cellulose; Fragrances for use in manufacturing of plastic parts, not in the nature of essential oils
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use 1948 In Commerce 1948
For Custom manufacture of fragranced cellulosics
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use 1948 In Commerce 1948

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Rotuba Extruders, Inc. Address The Rotuba Extruders, Inc. 1301 Park Avenue South Linden NEW JERSEY 07036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03599/315651

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SVP LAW FIRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97386148 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097310
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LAW FIRM" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Stacey Vicky Pierre, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in trademark law, copyright law, business law, litigation, and contract matters; Legal services, namely, providing customized documentation, information, counseling, advice and consultation services in all areas of trademark and copyright law, litigation, contracts, and business law matters; Providing legal services in the field of Intellectual property as related to the registration of trademarks; Legal services, namely, trademark searching and clearance services; Trademark watch services for legal advisory purposes; Legal services, namely, preparation of applications for trademark registration; Legal services, namely, trademark maintenance services; Attorney services in the nature of representation of clients in federal trademark matters; Licensing of trademarks; Licensing of intellectual property; Licensing of intellectual property in the field of trademark law; Licensing of registered designs; Attorney services in the nature of representation of clients in federal copyright matters; Legal advisory services in the field of contract drafting and review; Legal services in the nature of providing customized documentation, information, counseling, advice and consultation services in all areas of business law; Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; Providing assistance in the prosecution of trademark applications; Providing customized legal information, counseling, advice, and litigation services in the field of trademark law, copyright law, business law, and contract law; Providing information in the field of intellectual property legal services; Providing on-line information in the field of intellectual property and business legal services

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 22, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE QUALIFIND GROUP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 97386200 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Apr. 28, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7097311 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "GROUP" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| **For** | Executive search and placement services |
| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Mar. 1999 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 1999 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | The Qualifind Group, Inc. |
| **Address** | The Qualifind Group, Inc. 521 Top O Pinnacle Drive Clayton GEORGIA 30525 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| **Docket Number** | 04057.004-TM |

**Examining Attorney** MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RICHIE HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97386220 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097312
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing and accessories, namely, jackets, coats, dresses, blouses, t-shirts, shirts, scarfs, pullover sweaters, pants, pajamas, jeans, hats, headbands, leggings, socks, shoes, sleepwear, lingerie, loungewear, shapewear, sweatsuits, and hoodies; maternity clothes, namely, jackets, coats, dresses, blouses, t-shirts, shirts, scarfs, pullover sweaters, pants, pajamas, jeans, hats, headbands, leggings, socks, shoes, sleepwear, lingerie, shapewear, sweatsuits and hoodies; plus-size clothing, namely, jackets, coats, dresses, blouses, t-shirts, shirts, scarfs, pullover sweaters, sweaters, tops, pants, pajamas, jeans, hats, headbands, leggings, socks, shoes, sleepwear, lingerie, loungewear, shapewear, sweatsuits and hoodies; clothing sets, namely, jackets, coats, dresses, blouses, t-shirts, shirts, scarfs, pullover sweaters, pants, pajamas, jeans, hats, headbands, leggings, socks, shoes, sleepwear, lingerie, loungewear, shapewear, sweatsuits, and hoodies sold together as sets; Activewear, namely, athletic t-shirts, athletic pants, athletic skirts, athletic jackets, athletic coats, athletic dresses, athletic sweaters, athletic leggings, athletic pants, athletic socks, athletic shoes, athletic hoodies, athletic hats and beanies

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 01, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YINFENG ZHOU DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Richie House Corporation Address YINFENG ZHOU 3 TARASCON NEWPORT COAST CALIFORNIA 92657 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number yinfeng

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97386240  Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022  Registration Number  7097313
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter r with a lightning bolt shown immediately to the right of the letter r.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance services, namely, development, underwriting, issuance, distribution, and administration of property and casualty insurance
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Dec. 03, 2020  In Commerce  Dec. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Strategic Product Partners, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Recoop Disaster Insurance  Address  Strategic Product Partners, LLC  5465 Mills Civic Pkwy, Suite 400B  West Des Moines  IOWA  50266  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20589.0008
Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUSHING YOU FORWARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97386400 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097314
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inland marine transportation services; Boat transport in the nature of towboat and pushboat services; boat rentals; barge rentals
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Nov. 15, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Houma Marine Towing, Inc Address Houma Marine Towing, Inc 2320 Piedmont St Kenner LOUISIANA 70062 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97386400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letter "R" with a lightning bolt shown immediately to the right of the letter "R" with the letter "R" in blue and the lightning bolt in gold. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Insurance services, namely, development, underwriting, issuance, distribution, and administration of property and casualty insurance
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Dec. 04, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 04, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Strategic Product Partners, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Recoop Disaster Insurance
- **Address**: Strategic Product Partners, LLC 5465 Mills Civic Pkwy, Suite 400B West Des Moines IOWA 50266
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 20589.0009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97386782  Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022  Registration Number 7097316
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PARIS M. HATCHER
COLLECTION

Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97386782  Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022  Registration Number 7097316
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "COLLECTION" Name

Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Paris M. Hatcher, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

Goods and Services Information

For Blank journal books; Blank journals for writing; Blank writing journals; Customizable journal books for writing; Leather-bound blank journals; Personalized writing journals; Printed journals in the field of prayer and devotion; Printed materials, namely, journals featuring prayer prompts; Printed trade journals in the field of prayer and devotion; Writing journal sheets

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use Jan. 01, 2017  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Hatcher, Paris M  Address Hatcher, Paris M  4323 Division St  Metairie  LOUISIANA  70002  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPROJECTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97387265 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097317
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For compost containers for household use; compost bins for household or domestic use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ocean Edge Enterprise Inc. Address Ocean Edge Enterprise Inc. 2105-111 West Georgia Street Vancouver, BC CANADA V6B1T8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 30 POP!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97387368 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097318
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "30"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fundraising services, by means of organizing fundraisers for schools and other groups
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 31, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Community Philanthropic Ventures, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PoP! Address Community Philanthropic Ventures, LLC 357 McCaslin Blvd Suite 200 Broomfield COLORADO 80020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3007221.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE GOLD PORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97387552</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2022</td>
<td>7097319</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH word(s) /letter(s)/ number(s) in
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "THE GOLD PORT" in stylized font.
- **Disclaimer**: "GOLD"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Jewelry; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry cases; Costume jewelry; Gemstone jewelry; Gold jewelry; Leather jewelry boxes for jewelry and jewelry accessories; Women's jewelry; all of the aforementioned made in whole or significant part of gold
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Glacier LLC
- **Address**: Glacier LLC 16192 COASTAL HIGHWAY Lewes DELAWARE 19958
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TGP
- **Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUO HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97387656 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7097320
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishes; Bottles, sold empty; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Decorative small glass bottles containing saw dust memorabilia; Gardening gloves; Glass jars; Glass vials and ampoules for medication sold empty; Kitchen containers; Piggy banks; Towel rails and rings; Vacuum bottles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 11, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo, Youcheng Address Luo, Youcheng No.1103, Block 1, Xiangbin Plaza, No.12 Wenhai West Rd, Ronggui St, Shunde Dist. Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HKERR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97387679  Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2022  Registration Number  7097321
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earbuds; Microphones; Headsets for use with computers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Smart watches; Smart rings; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 27, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Haoakeer Technology Co., LTD  Address  Shenzhen Haoakeer Technology Co., LTD  301,Fujing Market Bldg.,No.67,Tianbao Rd  Yingrenshi Community, Shiyan Street  Baoan, Shenzhen  CHINA  518108  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WINTER, MELISSA S
**Mark Literal(s)** TR RUN·TONE

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "TR RUN·TONE" with the wording "TR" appearing above the wording "RUN·TONE". The wording "TR" features the letter "T" in gold and partially outlined in black and the letter "R" outlined in black. The wording "RUN·TONE" appears underneath in black. The color white represents a transparent background and is not part of the mark. **Color Drawing** Yes  **Color Claimed**

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Data cables; Earphones and headphones; Earphones for cellular telephones; Game headphones; Headsets for virtual reality games; Music headphones; Noise cancelling headphones; Personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses; Stereo headphones; Wireless headsets for tablet computers

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Apr. 26, 2022  **In Commerce** Apr. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Jinzhao Trading Co., Ltd.  **Address** Shenzhen Jinzhao Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm 202,Bldg.1,No.8-1, Jiuwo Xiangrong Rd.  Longping Community, Dalang Street  Longhua, Shenzhen  CHINA  518110  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
**TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATION**

**Serial Number**: 97388093  
**Application Filing Date**: Apr. 29, 2022  
**Registration Number**: 7097323  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: SHOT SAVER

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "SHOT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dart boards  
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 1982  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 1982

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Dart World, Inc.  
- **Address**: Dart World, Inc. 140 Linwood Street Lynn MASSACHUSETTS 01905

**LEGAL ENTITY**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 1745.402.22

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAFETYGLOVES BY HEXARMOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388129 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097324
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SAFETYGLOVES" located above the wording "by HexArmor" wherein the term "SAFETY" appears in lime green stylized font and the term "GLOVES" appears in styled black font, but for the letter "O" which appears in lime green font. There is a lime green screw head symbol representing the letter "O" of "GLOVES" below which the wording "by HexArmor" appears in stylized black font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) lime green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SAFETY GLOVES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective work gloves; protective gloves for industrial use
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 18, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PERFORMANCE FABRICS, INC. Address PERFORMANCE FABRICS, INC. 640 LEFFINGWELL NE GRAND RAPIDS MICHIGAN 49505 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PER020 T419

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R

10461
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEEPER THAN MONEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388181 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097325
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advice; Financial advice, namely, budget planning; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, the creation of personalized strategies to achieve financial independence; Financial information and advisory services; Financial information provided by electronic means; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial planning consultation; Advice on finance during retirement; On-line financial planning services; Providing financial advice via a website; Providing financial information and financial advice via a website; Providing financial information via a website; Providing a web site featuring personal financial information and financial advice; Providing information and research in the field of finance and financial investments; Providing information in the field of finance; Providing information in the field of finance via a website; Providing information in the field of personal finance; Providing information in the field of personal finance via a website
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 11, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deeper Than Money LLC Address Deeper Than Money LLC 1125 Grand Blvd, Unit 2008 Kansas City MISSOURI 64086 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERTRAND, JOSEPH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECAL RELEASING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388276 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097326
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RELEASING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Film distribution; distribution of motion picture films; distribution of movies; entertainment services, namely, distribution of videos in the field of action-adventure, animation, biography, comedy, crime, documentary, drama, family, fantasy, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, news, general interest, romance, science fiction, thrillers, war, and westerns; provision of non-downloadable films and movies via a video-on-demand service; provision of non-downloadable multimedia entertainment content in the nature of films and movies via a video-on-demand service
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 16, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DECAL Releasing LLC Address DECAL Releasing LLC Suite 1000 636 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DECL003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, JANET H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MURPHY'S LAWYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388371 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097327
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "MURPHY'S LAWYER" identifies Christopher John Murphy, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment information services, namely, providing information and news releases about a musical artist; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing information about a recording artist via an online network; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Production of audio recording; Production of musical sound recording; Production of sound recordings; Production of sound and music video recordings; Record production; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Providing entertainment information via a website
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 16, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2014
For Audio cassettes featuring music and musical performances; Audio discs featuring music and musical performances; Audio tapes featuring music; Compact discs featuring music; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music anthologies; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music and musical performances; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to music and musical performances; Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to music and musical
performances; Downloadable music files; Musical sound recordings; Video discs featuring music and musical performances; Video tapes featuring music and musical performances; Visual and audio recordings featuring music and musical performances; Audio recordings featuring music and musical performances; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Digital media, namely, compact discs, CDs, tape cassettes, audio cassettes, audio tapes, audio discs, records, CD-ROMs, video tapes, video cassettes, video discs, DVDs, DATs, laser discs, downloadable audio files, downloadable video files featuring music and musical performances; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Phonograph records featuring music; Series of musical sound recordings; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 02, 2011  In Commerce  Apr. 02, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Murphy, Christopher John  Address  Murphy, Christopher John  45-42 41st Street, Apt. 5D  Sunnyside NEW YORK  11104  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  910063.0009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
Mark Literal(s) THE QUALIFIND GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97388456 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097328 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "THE QUALIFIND GROUP" stacked on top of each other. The words "THE" and "GROUP" are in a thin gray font located above and below the word "QUALIFIND". In the middle is the word "QUALIFIND" in bold blue stylized font. The slash through the letter "Q" is orange. There are straight, thin, gray, angular lines coming from the word "THE", wrapping around the word "QUALIFIND" and connecting to the word "GROUP" to form the appearance of a rectangle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, gray and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Executive search and placement services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 1999 In Commerce Mar. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Qualifind Group, Inc. Address The Qualifind Group, Inc. 521 Top O Pinnacle Drive Clayton GEORGIA 30525 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04057.001-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  APPALOOSA RANCH
BOUTIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97388556  Application Filing Date  Apr. 29, 2022  Registration Number  7097329
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BOUTIQUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring graphic tees, tops, outerwear, dresses, footwear, jewelry, bags, personal and fashion accessories, home decor, and bottoms

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jul. 19, 2021  In Commerce  Jul. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Spoiled and Maintained LLC  Address  Spoiled and Maintained LLC  127 E Pearl Street  Granbury TEXAS  76048  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JASSYCHARELLBEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97388659  Application Filing Date  Apr. 29, 2022  Registration Number  7097330
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized pink portraiture of a woman with
black hair and a black bra, encircled by a border of three intertwined white circles with different sized white dots
appearing interspersed throughout the white circle border. Superimposed on the lower portion of the image of the woman
is the stylized white wording "JASSYCHARELLBEAUTY", with the "J", "C", and "B" capitalized. The entire design
including the border is placed on a pink background in the shape of a circle.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The
color(s) Pink, Black and White is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s),
portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual(s) whose consent(s) to register is made of
record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetology services  International Classes  44  - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and
agricultural services  First Use  Jun. 25, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jasmine Vance  Address  Jasmine Vance  5732 11th Ave Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90043  Legal
Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DBECK

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97388686</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097331</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized image of a ram in a prone position appearing above the stylized wording &quot;DBECK.&quot; Appearing above the back of the ram is a stylized image of a graduation cap, with its tassel covering the rear end of the ram. All of the foregoing elements appear within a stylized, incomplete circle. <strong>Translation</strong> The wording &quot;DBECK&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Athletic footwear for runners, soccer; Bras; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Dress suits; Fashion hats; Footwear; Footwear for men; Footwear for women; Infant wear; Insoles for shoes and boots; Skooters; Socks; Swimwear; Underwear; Waist belts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's shoes, namely, foldable flats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Mar. 28, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Mar. 28, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Tong Liuyang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Tong Liuyang No. 53 Bishan, Fengfan Village, Datong Town, Jiande Zhejiang CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA 311600</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  WILDFINDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97390114  Application Filing Date  Apr. 29, 2022  Registration Number  7097332
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcohol burners; Ceiling lights; Coffee percolators, electric; Electric flashlights; Electric grills; Electric pressure cookers; Electric roasters; Fruit roasters; Gas cookers; Head torches; Incandescent lamps; Lamp glasses; Lanterns for lighting; Lights for vehicles; Luminous tubes for lighting
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 28, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhejiang Kangqian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd.  Address  Zhejiang Kangqian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. South Bldg. 1, No. 71 Zhengda Rd., Lieqiao Vil., Xicheng St., Yongkang, Jinhua, Zhejiang  CHINA  321300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WILDFINDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97390124 Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7097333
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Containers for transport, not of metal; Deck chairs; Furniture; Ladders of wood or plastics; Office furniture; Plastic trays for foodstuff packaging; Portable desks; Serving trolleys; Shelves for storage; Sleeping mats; Tables of metal; Work benches
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Kangqian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. Address Zhejiang Kangqian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. South Bldg. 1, No. 71 Zhengda Rd., Lieqiao Vil., Xicheng St., Yongkang, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
TM 8468
CREAM BISCUITS
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  WILDFINDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97390140  Application Filing Date  Apr. 29, 2022  Registration Number  7097334
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  All-purpose nylon straps; Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Brattice cloth; Cables, not of metal; Dust sheets; Hammocks; Packing materials not of rubber, plastics or paper; Packing rope; Rope ladders; Ropes; String; Tarpaulins; Tents
International Classes  22 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  International Class Title  Cordage and Fibers  First Use  Apr. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhejiang Kangqian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd.  Address  Zhejiang Kangqian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd.  South Bldg. 1, No. 71 Zhengda Rd., Lieqiao Vil., Xicheng St., Yongkang, Jinhua, Zhejiang  CHINA  321300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI

10472
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97390278</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
<td>7097335</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
HEALTHY LIFE CENTER

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;HEALTHY&quot; AND &quot;CENTER&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Medicines made of Chinese traditional medicinal herbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | CHEN YAO |
| Address | 104 AMBER OAKS LN GLENDORA CALIFORNIA 91741 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Examiner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**Mark Drawing Type**

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**
"HEALTHY" AND "CENTER"
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEEPELK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97390302 Application Filing Date Apr. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7097336
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Bottoms as clothing for women; Boxer briefs; Ladies' underwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's underwear; Pajamas for babies; Running suits; Shapewear, namely, men's shirts; Shirts for adults; Swim suits; Tee shirts; Thong underwear; Tops as clothing for children; Underwear, namely, boy shorts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Fanjing Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Fanjing Technology Co., Ltd. Room 811-1, No. 13, Longhe Erli Jimei District Xiamen CHINA 361021 Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HARGANIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97390331 Application Filing Date Apr. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7097337
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Argan oil for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saidi, Abdessamad Address Saidi, Abdessamad 6333, street Marie-victorin Montreal, Quebec CANADA H1G2J2 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97391308 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Registration Number 7097338
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of light blue circles in the shape of the letter "G" against a transparent background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment management services; equity capital investment; investment of funds for others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use 2011 In Commerce 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grain Management, LLC Address Grain Management, LLC 1900 K Street NW Washington, D.C. 20006 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GMGT 2206352

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOULMIND CONSULTATIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97391533</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
<td>7097339</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "CONSULTATIONS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Financial consultancy; Financial consultation; Financial consulting; Financial analysis and consultation; Financial planning consultation; Financial risk management consultation  
**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial  
**First Use** Sep. 04, 2021  
**In Commerce** Sep. 04, 2021

**For** Business management; Business management advice; Business management analysis; Business management and advice; Business management and consultation; Business management assistance; Business management consultancy; Business management consultancy services; Business management consultation; Business management consulting; Business management planning; Business management supervision; Business administration and management; Business consulting services in business leadership development and business management; Business file management; Business information management; Business knowledge management services; Business project management services; Business records management; Business risk management; Business risk management services; Commercial business management; Interim business management; Providing online business management services including accounting, marketing, business project management, and business development  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Sep. 04, 2021  
**In Commerce** Sep. 04, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Soulmind Consultations LLC  
**Address** Soulmind Consultations LLC 9100 S Dadeland Blvd #1500 Miami FLORIDA 33156  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 4611.3.3
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MERMAIDS AND MOCHA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97391595
- **Application Filing Date**: May 02, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097340
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized mermaid in an open container with the words MERMAIDS AND MOCHA centered on the container with curved lines surrounding the base of the container which have the appearance of ripples. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring drinking vessels
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 03, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 17, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: THE BLACK HONEY COMPANY LLC
- **Address**: THE BLACK HONEY COMPANY LLC 2312 N Green Valley Pkwy #2423 Henderson NEVADA 89014
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: LAW-0618.TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOOK, JEFFREY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUNERAWEB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number  | 97391678 | Application Filing Date | May 02, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097341 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register Principal | Mark Type Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Webcasting of funeral rituals, namely bereavements, viewings, ceremonies, memorials, interments, burials, video tributes, and obituaries; providing access to a website used by funeral professionals and consumers to view the decedents’ funeral rituals, namely bereavements, viewings, ceremonies, memorials, interments, burials, video tributes, and obituaries; providing access to a website used by funeral professionals and consumers to upload and share virtual content, namely photographs, images, texts, audio and video recordings of the decedent and the decedents' funeral rituals
| International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 104 | International Class Title | Communication |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | LES PRODUCTIONS HOMMAGE INC. | Address | LES PRODUCTIONS HOMMAGE INC. 2915 Ogletown Road, Ste 4185 Newark DELAWARE 19713 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | OAKES, ANNA JENNIE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARALEAF TEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97392153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;TEA&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For On-line retail store services featuring tea and tea based products; Retail store services featuring tea and tea based products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Tea; Tea-based beverages; Flavourings of tea, other than essential oils, for food or beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Chaney, Sharalea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Chaney, Sharalea 8818 Lafayette Drive Owings MARYLAND 20736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>01565</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>PEREZ, STEVEN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97392160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized words "SHARALEAF TEA" with two leaves on the letters S and L and three leaves on the letter T.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "TEA"

Goods and Services Information

For On-line retail store services featuring tea and tea based products; Retail store services featuring tea and tea based products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Tea; Tea-based beverages; Flavourings of tea, other than essential oils, for food or beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Chaney, Sharalea
- **Address**: Chaney, Sharalea 8818 Lafayette Drive Owings MARYLAND 20736
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 01565

Examinining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAIR NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97392173 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2022 Registration Number  7097344 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HAIR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6646280

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail store services featuring hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp, cosmetic hair filling fibers for covering bald and thinning spots on the scalp, medicated hair care preparations, vitamins and nutritional and dietary supplements for preventing hair loss and promoting hair growth, handheld scalp massagers, laser light therapy devices for use on the hair and scalp, wigs, hairpieces, hair weaves, toupees, hair extensions, and other wearable hair products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Apr. 06, 2020 In Commerce  Apr. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hair Club for Men, Ltd., Inc. Address  Hair Club for Men, Ltd., Inc. c/o Aderans America Holdings, Inc. 9100 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 900E Beverly Hills 90212 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country  CALIFORNIA
Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONSCIOUS KIDS ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392212 Application Filing Date May 02, 2022 Registration Number 7097345
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KIDS ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed educational publications, namely, books, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, playbooks, worksheets and cards in the field of right-brain fitness
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 14, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONSCIOUS KIDS ACADEMY LLC Address CONSCIOUS KIDS ACADEMY LLC 315 NE 55TH ST MIAMI FLORIDA 33137 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DAO.BI.DAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97392603  Application Filing Date  May 03, 2022  Registration Number  7097346  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beachwear; Hats; Hoodies; Loungewear; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Underpants; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Board shorts; Clothing wraps; Infant wear  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zeng Qiurong  Address  Zeng Qiurong  No.219,Lunqian,Lunqian Village,Zhangban Town,Taiwanese Investment Zone,Quanzhou, Fujian Province  CHINA  362000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TECH-CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392686 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Registration Number 7097347
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0126798/1689197 International Registration Number 1689197

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand sanitizing preparations for personal care and personal hygiene; sanitizing wipes for personal care and personal hygiene; Ear wax removal drops; ear wax removal kits comprising drops and washer bulb; hearing aid impression materials; ear mold impression materials; Ear guard kits comprising ear guard impression materials, silicoat lacquers for hearing purposes, lubricators being personal lubricants, impression guns being materials for making hearing aid impressions, mixing tips, foam blocks, and toothpicks; Ear mold cleaning kits comprising ear mold cleaners being antimicrobial preparation for sanitizing ear molds, hearing devices, ear mold cleaners being gel lubricants for application to the ear to aid the insertion of ear molds, ear mold cleaning blowers, and desiccants.

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Tubing for use with hearing aids for medical purposes; tubing blower for cleaning hearing aid tubing being for medical purposes; medical devices, namely, ear light for viewing inner ear during examination; ear plugs for medical purposes; Hearing aid retention clips.

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Ear moisturizer; Non-medicated lotion soap for personal care and personal hygiene.

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNICYCLE BUSINESS CONSULTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97392733 Application Filing Date  May 03, 2022 Registration Number  7097348
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BUSINESS CONSULTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business consultation in the field of business leadership development; Business consulting services in the field of, namely, human Resources and talent management, and business analysis; Business organisation consulting; Business organization and management consultancy including personnel management; Consulting services in business organization and management; Consulting services in the fields of business management, human resources, and business organizational design; Human resource analysis and consulting services; Professional business consulting

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TM Parker Consulting, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Unicycle Business Consulting Address  TM Parker Consulting, LLC  2074 Sanford Cir.  Loveland  COLORADO  80538 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENJOY BETTER COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97392780 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Registration Number 7097349
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing, and promoting the goods and services of others via a website; Business to business direct marketing services; Marketing services in the nature of providing hyperlinks to websites of others, distributing coupons, and providing consumer information online via a website for consumers; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring coffee, tea, coffee and coffee substitutes, coffee based beverages, hot chocolate; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Operating on-line marketplaces featuring coffee, tea, coffee and coffee substitutes, coffee based beverages, hot chocolate
For Distribution services, namely, delivery of coffee, tea, coffee and coffee substitutes, coffee based beverages, hot chocolate
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 2008 In Commerce Mar. 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enjou LLC Address Enjou LLC 38580 Gaelic Glen Solon OHIO 44139 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ENJ.T004.USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MINUS WORKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97392790</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Refrigerant gel packs for perishable goods, namely, cold packs used to keep perishable goods cold

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Chemical gel for use as an ice substitute; dry ice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>1 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Minus Works LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Minus Works LLC Suite 3 200 Blydenburgh Road Islandia NEW YORK 11749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3116-4 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
# TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WARWICK WAY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97392886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies David M Warwick, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Consulting in the fields of healthcare operations management and hospital operations management; Consulting services in the field of patient relationship management for healthcare providers
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Feb. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: David M Warwick, DC, PLLC
- **Address**: David M Warwick, DC, PLLC 8650 Martin Way E Lacey WASHINGTON 98516
- **Legal Entity**: professional limited liability company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: L554384930
- **Examining Attorney**: HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LULU-B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97392935 | Application Filing Date | May 03, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097352 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 30, 2005 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Ashwood, Inc | Address | Ashwood, Inc 1501 East 10th Ave Hialeah FLORIDA 33010 Legal Entity CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 420333.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STICK TOGETHER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97392940</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5606041, 5782195, 5448681 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring educational games and puzzles namely, collaborative virtual pixel sticker assembling services; Educational services, namely, educational virtual pixel sticker assembling services

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Sep. 2020 **In Commerce** Sep. 2020

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable puzzle game software; Providing online non-downloadable software for playing games; Platform as a service services featuring software for virtual stickering, for the creation and assembly of images using virtual pixel stickers, for a single-user or multi-user educational experience for the creation and assembly of images using virtual pixel stickers

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Sep. 2020 **In Commerce** Sep. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** StickTogether Products LLC

**Address** StickTogether Products LLC 708 Greenwich Street, #2G New York NEW YORK 10014

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** STIK 12602

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HWANG, JOHN C B
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SANGUINE GAS EXPLORATION

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97392952
- **Application Filing Date**: May 03, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097354
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GAS EXPLORATION"

### Goods and Services Information
**For** Oil and gas drilling; Drilling for oil and gas

**International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
**International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
**First Use** Jun. 10, 2003
**In Commerce** Jun. 10, 2003

**For** Exploration and searching of oil and gas

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
**First Use** Jun. 10, 2003
**In Commerce** Jun. 10, 2003

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Sanguine Gas Exploration, LLC
- **Address**: Sanguine Gas Exploration, LLC 110 W. 7th St. Suite 2700
- **Tulsa, OKLAHOMA**: 74119
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) T TAPS LLC KEN THOMPSON,
PRESIDENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393012 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Registration Number 7097355
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three concentric circles; the inner circle is
shaded in black and the middle circle is shaded in blue, and the outer circle has a decorative border of blue with repeating
white squares. The concentric circles are separated by black and white outlines. A stylized white airplane sits in the center
of the concentric circles, with a black "T" on the nose of the airplane. The wording "TAPS LLC" and "KEN THOMPSON,
PRESIDENT" appear in white inside the blue middle concentric circle. The white background is not a feature of the mark.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "LLC" AND "PRESIDENT" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s)
shown in the mark identifies KEN THOMPSON, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Technical consultation in the field of aerospace performance testing, aerospace design, and aircraft type certification
projects for the purpose of analysis and evaluation of aircraft modifications and alterations of others to ensure compliance with
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification standards for airworthiness certification purposes; consulting services in
the field of aircraft certification in relation to the testing, analysis and evaluation of aircrafts and aircraft equipment of others to
determine conformity with certification standards; airworthiness qualification services, namely, analysis, evaluation, inspection,
and testing of aircrafts and aircraft equipment of others to determine conformity with certification standards for the
purpose of issuing airworthiness certificates performed by a maintenance designated airworthiness representative (DAR-T);
consulting services for the aviation industry in the field of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) air carrier certification, and
air agency certification in relation to the testing, analysis and evaluation of aircrafts and aircraft equipment of others to
determine conformity with certification standards; testing, analysis, and evaluation of the prototype goods and services of
others to determine conformity with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification standards for the purpose of FAA
certification for the aerospace industry

10495
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TAPS LLC  
**Address**  TAPS LLC  724 E Lydia Terrace  Mustang  OKLAHOMA  73064  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  OKLAHOMA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NHSRA WESTERN LEGACY SERIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 03, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097356</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letters &quot;NHSRA&quot; in a boot design with three stars at the top of the boot design and one star by the heal. The boot design is surrounded by two circles with the words &quot;WESTERN LEGACY SERIES&quot; in between the circles. Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;WESTERN&quot; AND &quot;SERIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4028603, 4916727, 3906716 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Organizing, arranging, and conducting rodeos |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Nov. 06, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 06, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL RODEO ASSOCIATION, INC. |
| Address | NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL RODEO ASSOCIATION, INC. 12011 TEJON STREET, SUITE 900 Denver COLORADO 80234 |
| Legal Entity | NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL RODEO ASSOCIATION, INC. 12011 TEJON STREET, SUITE 900 Denver COLORADO 80234 |
| State or Country Where Organized | SOUTH DAKOTA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 7977-26 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SCLEIDOROVICH, JOANNA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Q S COMPONENTS INC.
QUALITY RACING ROD ENDS 1-888-871-1210
WWW.QSCOMPONENTS.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97393157</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
<td>7097357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| No                       | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | The mark consists of the numbers "1-888-871-1210" in black text above the stylized wording "QUALITY RACING ROD ENDS" in black text, and below the wording is a design representing a rod end bearing comprised of a circle with black outlining and white fill connected to a black shaded rectangle, with a stylized letter "S" in red text with black outlining appearing in the white area of the circle and in red stylized letter "Q" appearing along the inner border of the black outline of the circle, and the stylized wording "COMPONENTS INC." in white text within the black rectangle. Below the rectangle is the stylized wording "WWW.QSCOMPONENTS.COM" in white text with black outlining. **Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed** The color(s) red, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "COMPONENTS INC." AND "QUALITY RACING ROD ENDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 05, 2002</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name QS Components, Inc. Address QS Components, Inc. 1725 W Kigore Ave Muncie INDIANA 47304
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examine ATTorney GUROK, GALINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** INVORSOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97393170</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0129118/1700027 |
| Registration Number | 1700027 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Water and wastewater treatment equipment, namely, water filtration units for separating solid particles from water for commercial, industrial and municipal use

| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 05, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 05, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Smith & Loveless, Inc. |
| Address | Smith & Loveless, Inc. 14040 Santa Fe Trail Drive Lenexa KANSAS 66215 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KANSAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 00861T02370U |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | YONTEF, DAVID ERIC |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97393233</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 03, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** feature of pet feeding mats, namely, non-abrasive and non-irritating material sold as an integral component of pet feeding snuffle mats that encourage slower eating of food
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use**: Mar. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pet Parents LLC
- **Address**: Pet Parents LLC 1808 SW Magazine Road Ankeny IOWA 50023
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KATANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393328 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Registration Number 7097360
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tattoo needles
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kirchner Brands Inc. Address Kirchner Brands Inc. Box 151 684 S. Barrington Rd. Streamwood ILLINOIS 60107 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KBI-8002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
**Mark Literal(s)** GIRLFRIENDS TEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97393588</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
<td>7097361</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "TEA"
|--------------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------|-----------------------------|------------|

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Tea; tea extracts</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 15, 2020</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 15, 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Girlfriends Tea LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Girlfriends Tea LLC PO BOX 64817 Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23467</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10502
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PRICKLEE CACTUS WATER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97393626</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
<td>7097362</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;CACTUS WATER&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6304424 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Pricklee, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Pricklee, LLC 3 Hancock Court Montville NEW JERSEY 07045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>NEW JERSEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FIRST, VIVIAN M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BJ'S BJ'S BREWHOUSE BEER CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97393645 Application Filing Date May 03, 2022 Registration Number 7097363
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BJ'S" in the middle of a triangle surrounded by two concentric circles below the words "BJ'S BREWHOUSE" and above the words "BEER CLUB". The words "BJ'SBREWHOUSE" and "BEER CLUB" are contained within the concentric circles and separated by two stylized depictions of wheat. There are horizontal lines emanating around the inside perimeter of the outer circle and more horizontal lines around the outside perimeter of the inner circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREWHOUSE" AND "BEER CLUB"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4361573, 4623402, 4510873 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BJ'S RESTAURANTS, INC. Address BJ'S RESTAURANTS, INC. 7755 Center Avenue, Suite 300 Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92647 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CPBINC.483T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97393814</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: VENTUREPOINT
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "VENTUREPOINT" where the word "VENTURE" is dark blue and the word "POINT" is light blue. Above the wording is the design of a triangle formed by three cubes in the colors green, dark blue, and light blue and four orange circles.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, green, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Incubation services, namely, rental of office space to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Sep. 02, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 02, 2011

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Luis A. Escobar
- **Address**: 21750 Hardy Oak Blvd Ste 102, San Antonio, TX 78258
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examiner Information**

- **Examiner**: GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ITMLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394067  Application Filing Date May 04, 2022  Registration Number 7097365
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of information technology and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Leadership development training in the field of information technology; Providing educational examination for certification in the field of information technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IT Management and Leadership Institute, LLC  Address IT Management and Leadership Institute, LLC  23 Woody Island Rd Hopkinton MASSACHUSETTS 01748  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555561939

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
TM 8500 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANGELIC TOUCH THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394083 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097366
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “TOUCH THERAPY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 30, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Biggs, Yolanda Address Biggs, Yolanda Ste 1 9871 Brockington Rd Sherwood ARKANSAS 72120
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CONSCIOUS WEALTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97394153</td>
<td>May 04, 2022</td>
<td>7097367</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;WEALTH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6704396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational services, namely, providing workshops, seminars, and lectures in the fields of finance, estate planning, philanthropy, business, impact investing and wealth management; professional coaching services in the fields of finance and wealth management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2020</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Brandon Hatton
Address Brandon Hatton 407 Lincoln Road Ste 6H, PMB 227 Miami Beach FLORIDA 33139

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIOLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394178 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097368
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of VIOLI in the mark is Violin.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Catering services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 21, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dineamic Group LLC Address Dineamic Group LLC 10 W. Hubbard Street, #3W Chicago ILLINOIS 60654 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0015208.0030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XP3 BI CLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394520 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097369
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BI CLOUD"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4986799

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for data and category management information and also presentations; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for data and category management information and also presentations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Interactive Edge, LLC Address Interactive Edge, LLC 1345 Avenue of the Americas New York NEW YORK 10105 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
THEO'S

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97394546</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Theodore Weiss, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Disposable paper floor mats; Splat mats being floor mats for use under baby high chairs
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shelf Life Brands, LLC
- **Address**: Shelf Life Brands, LLC 1942 Broadway St Suite 314 C Boulder COLORADO 80302
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** INFORMATICS ELITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97394721</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 04, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097371</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;INFORMATICS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Consulting in the field of information technology; Consulting services in the fields of selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others |
| International Classes    | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title| Scientific and computer services |
| First Use                | Jun. 2020 |
| In Commerce              | Nov. 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Informatics Elite, PLLC |
| Address    | Informatics Elite, PLLC PO Box 20321 Houston TEXAS 77225 |
| Legal Entity | Professional LLC |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | K555738037 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HABIT+HABITAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394781 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097372
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLING LLC Address FLING LLC 10880 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1101 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GNOME CORNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394807  Application Filing Date May 04, 2022  Registration Number 7097373
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "GNOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring metaphysical goods in the nature of decorative crystal prisms, tarot cards, candles, knitted items in the nature of toys, apparel; Retail store services featuring metaphysical goods in the nature of decorative crystal prisms, tarot cards, candles, knitted items in the nature of toys, apparel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Jan. 01, 2019  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gnome Corner, LLC  Address Gnome Corner, LLC  522 W Riverside Ave. Suite N  Spokane WASHINGTON 99201  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GMG EMPIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97394986 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097374
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized font of the letters "GMG" above the stylized word "EMPIRE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
Mark Consists Of A Stylized Font Of The Letters "GMG" Above The Stylized Word "EMPIRE". Color Is Not Claimed As A Feature Of The Mark.

For Albs; ankle boots; aprons being clothing; ascots; babies' pants, underwear; bandanas, neckerchiefs; bath sandals; bath slippers; bath robes; bathing caps; bathing trunks; swimsuits; beach clothes being beachwear; beach shoes; belts being clothing; berets; bibs, not of paper; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; boas being necklets; bodices being lingerie; boot uppers; boots; boots for sports; boxer shorts; brassieres; breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; caps being headwear; chasubles; clothing, namely, shirts, pants, coats, skirts, T-shirt, polo shirts, sports shirts, ties, jackets, sweaters, sweatshirt, hoody, dress, jeans, shorts, leggings; gloves, hat, scarf, suits, track suit, vest, jumper in the nature of dresses, sweaters, and coveralls, pyjamas, socks, pullover, nightdress, mini-skirt, cardigan, apron, anorak, blazer, blouse, raincoat, trousers, tank top, underclothing, bathing shorts, bathing suits, bikinis, uniforms and jerseys; clothing for gymnastics, namely, track suits, tank tops, jerseys, fitness shorts, gym legging, gym sweatsuits, gym hoodies, gym t-shirts, short sleeved t-shirts, tights, gym bottoms, leotards, sports bras and gym jackets; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, leather jackets, leather shirts, leather pants, leather shorts, leather skirts, leather shorts, leather leggings and leather top long sleeves; coats; collars being clothing; combinations being clothing in the nature of one-piece undergarments; corselets; corsets being underclothing; cuffs; cyclists' clothing, namely, BIB shorts and tights, jackets and gilets, jersey, T-shirts and tops, shorts and trousers, bras and base layers, socks and overshoes; detachable collars; dress shields; dresses; dressing gowns; ear muffs being clothing; esparto shoes or sandals; fishing vests; fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of heelpieces, toe caps, shoe eyelets; football shoes; footmuffs, not electrically heated, being footwear; footwear; footwear uppers; fur stoles; furs being clothing; gabardines being clothing; galoshes; garters; foundation garment girdles; gloves being clothing; gymnastic shoes; hairdressing capes; half-boots; hat frames; hats; headbands being clothing; headgear for wear, namely, hats, caps being headwear, berets; heelpieces for stockings; heelpieces for foot wear; heels; hoods being clothing; hosiery; jackets being clothing; jerseys being clothing; judo uniforms; jumper dresses; karate uniforms; kimonos; knickers; knitwear, namely, shirts, pants, coat, jackets, jumpers in the
nature of dresses, sweaters, and coveralls, cardigans, sweater, cowl neck sweater, scarf, knitted hat, headband, knitted gloves, socks; lace boots; layettes being clothing; leggings being leg warmers; leggings being trousers; leotards; liveries being uniforms; maniples; mantillas; masquerade costumes; mitres being hats; mittens; money belts being clothing; motorists' clothing, namely, gloves, jackets, polo shirts, rain jackets and sweat shirts; muffs being clothing; neck scarves being mufflers; neckties; non-slip devices for footwear being non-slip soles for footwear; outer clothing, namely, all weather jacket and coat; overalls; overcoats; paper clothing, namely, paper gloves and paper hat; paper hats for use as a clothing item; parkas; pelerines; petticoats; pocket squares; pockets for clothing; ponchos; pyjamas; ready-made linings being parts of clothing; sandals; saris; sarongs; sashes for wear; scarves; shawls; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shoes; short-sleeve shirts; shower caps; ski boots; ski gloves; skirts; skorts; skull caps; sleep masks; slippers; slips being under-equipment; sock suspenders; socks; inner soles; soles for footwear; spats; sports jerseys; sports shoes; sports singlets; stocking suspenders; stockings; studs for football boots; stuff jackets being clothing; suits; suspenders; sweat-absorbent stockings; sweat-absorbent underwear; sweat-absorbent socks; sweaters; teddies being under-equipment; tee-shirts; tights; tips for footwear; togas; top hats; trouser straps; trousers; turbans; underpants; underwear; uniforms; valenki being felted boots; veils being clothing; visors being headwear; waistcoats; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets, waterproof trousers, raincoat, rain cape, waterproof overgloves, waterproof over trousers and waterproof bottoms; welts for footwear; wet suits for water-skiing; wimples; wooden shoes

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use**

Oct. 18, 2014 **In Commerce** May 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** GMG EMPIRE LLC **Address** GMG EMPIRE LLC 1150 NW 72 Ave. Suite 455 #6410 Miami FLORIDA 33126 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ITMLP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395085 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097375 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of information technology and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Leadership development training in the field of information technology; Providing educational examination for certification in the field of information technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 13, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 13, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IT Management and Leadership Institute, LLC Address IT Management and Leadership Institute, LLC 23 Woody Island Rd Hopkinton MASSACHUSETTS 01748 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555467548

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCHOLAR QUEEN MANNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395181  Application Filing Date May 04, 2022  Registration Number 7097376
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educating at senior high schools; Education and entertainment services, namely, ongoing television public service announcements and ongoing television programs in the field of literacy; Education and entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of family management and relationships; Education in the fields of literacy and technology rendered through correspondence courses; Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Education services, namely, a year-long urban teacher preparation program for emerging teachers; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of finance; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of literacy; Education services, namely, pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction, vocational instruction, mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops for individuals with challenges; Education services, namely, providing career re-training services in the fields of finance, technology; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle and high school reform; Education services, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) classroom instruction; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing online cognitive assessments and training programs that help identify cognitive strengths and weaknesses of an individual; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade (pre-K-12) classroom instruction; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction at international schools; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the fields of technology; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the fields of literacy, finance, technology; Education services, namely, training educators in the field of literacy and providing curricula in connection therewith; Education services, namely, training educators to teach through service learning and civic engagement and providing curricula in connection therewith; Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of
literacy; Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of families in the field of education; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of families in the field of literacy; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational education in the fields of construction and flight training to obtain pilot's license, providing career guidance, and providing group coaching in the field of leadership development to disadvantaged youth; Computer education training; Conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of literacy; Consulting services about education; Educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Educational services, namely, providing web-based and classroom training for certification of teachers and continuing education for teachers and principals; Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring literacy, finance, technology distributed to mobile handsets, which may include video, text, photos, illustrations or hypertext; Entertainment and education services, namely, providing recognition and incentives by way of celebrations and awards to girls from underserved communities who have completed their high school careers successfully and who are going on to college; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of online competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of literacy; Information in the field of parenting concerning education of children; Information on education; Information relating to entertainment and education provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; Interactive educational and entertainment services, namely, providing a web-based virtual educational theme-park featuring literacy; Leadership development training in the field of education; Production and distribution of videos in the field of literacy; Providing education courses in the field of literacy offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing education in the field of literacy, finance, technology rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education in the field of literacy rendered through video conference; Providing a web site featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations of users on events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; Providing a web site that features information about online higher education resources; Providing a website featuring information in the fields of education and entertainment for children; Providing an on-line computer database in the field of history, namely, providing a searchable history database, focusing on the 15th century forward, including world history, military history, women's history, history of education, and featuring a bibliographic index of world history serial works, full text academic historical journals, periodical articles, reference books, primary source documents, monographs, biographies, images, and related to all aspects of history; Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders; Providing information about education; Providing information about education via a website; Providing information about online education; Providing information about online higher education via a website; Providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education; Providing information in the field of education; Providing information in the field of literacy; Providing information in the field of children's education; Providing information in the field of literacy, reading, sign language, education, training, early childhood instruction and tutoring related to hearing and speech disabilities via the Internet; Providing information in the field of nursing education via the Internet; Providing information in the fields of education and entertainment for children via a website; Providing information relating to education services; Providing information relating to education services for children; Providing on-line resource guides for relatives concerning children in the fields of education, recreation, and entertainment; Providing voice overs for tapes, records and other recorded media for entertainment and education purposes; Research in the field of education; Vocational education in the field of literacy; Vocational education
in the fields of technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Jan. 24, 2022  **In Commerce** Jan. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Watson, Lottie Meticia  **Address** Watson, Lottie Meticia  1418 Aspen Ct  Piscataway  NEW JERSEY  08854

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GULFSTREAM LURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97395205</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "LURES" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Fishing lures; lures for fishing; fishing lure parts; fishing jigs; fishing streamers; and fishing tackle

| **International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Jun. 1985 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 1985 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Tackle Master Co. |
| **Address** | Tackle Master Co. No. 204 1000 Clint Moore Road Boca Raton FLORIDA 33487 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALWAYS MIND YOUR MANNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395222 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097378
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable education services, namely, providing classes in the field of literacy; Educating at senior high schools; Education in the fields of literacy and technology rendered through correspondence courses; Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Education services, namely, a year-long urban teacher preparation program for emerging teachers; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of finance; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of literacy; Education services, namely, pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction, vocational instruction, mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops for individuals with challenges; Education services, namely, providing career re-training services in the fields of finance, technology; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle and high school reform; Education services, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) classroom instruction; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing on-line classes in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing online cognitive assessments and training programs that help identify cognitive strengths and weaknesses of an individual; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade (pre-K-12) classroom instruction; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction at international schools; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the fields of technology; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of literacy; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the fields of literacy, finance, technology; Education services, namely, training educators in the field of literacy and providing curricula in connection therewith; Education services, namely, training educators to teach through service learning and civic engagement and providing curricula in connection therewith; Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of literacy; Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to
pursue career opportunities; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of families in the field of education; Charitable services, namely, mentoring of families in the field of literacy; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational education in the fields of construction and flight training to obtain pilot's license, providing career guidance, and providing group coaching in the field of leadership development to disadvantaged youth; Computer education training; Conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of literacy; Consulting services about education; Educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Educational services, namely, providing web-based and classroom training for certification of teachers and continuing education for teachers and principals; Entertainment and education services, namely, providing recognition and incentives by way of celebrations and awards to girls from underserved communities who have completed their high school careers successfully and who are going on to college; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of on-line competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of literacy; Information in the field of parenting concerning education of children; Information on education; Information relating to entertainment and education provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; Interactive educational and entertainment services, namely, providing a web-based virtual educational theme-park featuring literacy; Leadership development training in the field of education; Providing education courses in the field of literacy offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing education in the field of literacy, finance, technology rendered through correspondence courses; Providing education in the field of literacy rendered through video conference; Providing a web site featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations of users on events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; Providing a web site that features information about online higher education resources; Providing a website featuring information in the fields of education and entertainment for children; Providing an on-line computer database in the field of history, namely, providing a searchable history database, focusing on the 15th century forward, including world history, military history, women's history, history of education, and featuring a bibliographic index of world history serial works, full text academic historical journals, periodical articles, reference books, primary source documents, monographs, biographies, images, and related to all aspects of history; Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders; Providing information about education; Providing information about education via a website; Providing information about online education; Providing information about online higher education via a website; Providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education; Providing information in the field of education; Providing information in the field of literacy; Providing information in the field of children's education; Providing information in the field of literacy, reading, sign language, education, training, early childhood instruction and tutoring related to hearing and speech disabilities via the Internet; Providing information in the field of nursing education via the Internet; Providing information in the fields of education and entertainment for children via a website; Providing information relating to education services; Providing information relating to education services for children; Providing voice overs for tapes, records and other recorded media for entertainment and education purposes; Research in the field of education; Vocational education in the field of literacy; Vocational education in the fields of technology
### International Classes
41 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
100, 101, 107

### International Class Title
Education and Entertainment

### First Use
Jan. 24, 2022

### In Commerce
Jan. 24, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Watson, Lottie Meticia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Watson, Lottie Meticia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1418 Aspen Ct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Piscataway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY 08854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR |

10524
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395365  Application Filing Date May 04, 2022  Registration Number 7097379
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "KINARA" with a burning flame over the literal element "I" substituting a dot. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Key holders being key chains
For Hair combs; Napkin holders; Personal dispensers for pills or capsules for domestic use; Serving scoops for Coffee, Ice cream, Rice

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ideal Vitamins Inc.  Address Ideal Vitamins Inc. 2270 59th St Brooklyn NEW YORK 11204  Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K554629751

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMAN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUST ALLSUP TO TELL YOUR STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395406 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097380
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Claims administration in the field of Social Security Disability Insurance and Medicare insurance; consulting services in the field of Social Security Disability Insurance and Medicare insurance rendered to insurers, financial institutions, and individuals; financial management of recovery and reimbursement payments for others, namely, recovery and reimbursement of overpaid long-term disability insurance benefits; providing online information in the field of disability insurance benefit overpayment recovery; health care insurance consulting services; insurance consultation in the field of VA disability insurance appeals
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 16, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Allsup, LLC Address Allsup, LLC 300 Allsup Place Belleville ILLINOIS 62223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1017124.32

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HOME AND COUNTRY USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97395516 Application Filing Date May 04, 2022 Registration Number 7097381
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coconut fibers
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Jul. 23, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peach Country Internet Sales, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Home and Country USA Address Peach Country Internet Sales, LLC 749 Mullica Hill RD Mullica Hill NEW JERSEY 08062 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V

10527
MARK Literal(s)  HOME AND COUNTRY USA

SERIAL NUMBER 97395527  APPLICATION FILING DATE May 04, 2022  REGISTRATION NUMBER 7097382
REGISTRATION DATE Jul. 04, 2023  REGISTER Principal  MARK TYPE Trademark  PUBLICATION DATE Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
STANDARD CHARACTER CLAIM No  MARK DRAWING TYPE 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "HOME AND COUNTRY" which appear above the word "USA" which appears between two five-pointed stars and two stylized lines underneath. A logo comprised of a line drawing of a shopping cart appears at the top of the mark, and the basket of the shopping cart is designed to look like a line drawing of a house with a pitched roof. A pair of lines appear on either side of the shopping cart logo. COLOR CLAIMED Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. DISCLAIMER "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
FOR Coconut fibers
INTERNATIONAL CLASSES 22 - Primary Classes 50 INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE Cordage and Fibers
US CLASSES 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
FIRST USE Jul. 23, 2021  IN COMMERCE Jul. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
CURRENTLY USE Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
OWNER NAME Peach Country Internet Sales, LLC DBA, AKA, FORMERLY DBA Home and Country USA
ADDRESS Peach Country Internet Sales, LLC 749 Mullica Hill RD Mullica Hill NEW JERSEY 08062
LEGAL ENTITY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EXAMINING ATTORNEY GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLEANER CLEARER SOFTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97395842</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
<td>7097383</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5541303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Dispensers containing water purification materials, namely, bactericide and algaecide, for use in killing bacteria in swimming pools, hot tubs and spas |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2013 | In Commerce | Feb. 15, 2013 |

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>King Technology Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>King Technology Inc. 6000 Clearwater Drive Minnetonka MINNESOTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55343</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93161.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUONG, ANGELA GAW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARGIANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97395924</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 05, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097384</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "Argiano" in stylized text. |

FOREIGN INFORMATION
| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 305949415 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | May 04, 2022 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 305949415 |
| Foreign Registration Date | May 04, 2022 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | HONG KONG |
| Foreign Expiration Date | May 03, 2032 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Wallets; Leather bags; Name card cases |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 44E | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | INNOASIA LIMITED |
| Address | INNOASIA LIMITED FLAT/RM D, 4/F, CENTURY CENTRE 33-35 AU PUI WAN STREET, FOTAN, NT HONG KONG |
| Country Where Organized | HONG KONG |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | HONG KONG |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GUROK, GALINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) T TUOTAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396005 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097385
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TUOTAO" in stylized blue font underneath the capital letter "T" in blue appearing inside a rectangle with blue outlining and curved corners. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-motion sickness agents; Balms for medical purposes; Balms for pharmaceutical purposes; Fever blister treatment preparations; Motion sickness treatment preparations; Nicotine patches for use as aids to stop smoking; Pain relief medication; Preparation for the relief of pain; Sticking plasters for medical use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Tuotao Trading Co., Ltd Address Henan Tuotao Trading Co., Ltd Room 2103, Unit 2, Building 1, Innovation Avenue, High-tech Zone, Zhengzhou CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CALCEUS

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97396169
- **Application Filing Date**: May 05, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097386
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a red wavy line above the red stylized wording "CALCEUS". The background is in white and not claimed as a part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Oxford shoes; Aqua shoes; Basketball shoes; Dress shoes; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Footwear, namely, work boots; Insoles for shoes and boots; Leather shoes; Leisure shoes; Men's socks; Mountaineering shoes; Pedicure sandals; Running shoes; Sandals; Sandals and beach shoes; Shoes; Skiing shoes; Slippers; Snow boots; Snowboard shoes; Socks; Thong sandals; Training shoes; Waterproof leather shoes; Work shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 09, 2019

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Fuzhou Yule Sichuang Information Technology Co.,Ltd.
- **Address**: Fuzhou Yule Sichuang Information Technology Co.,Ltd. 07,9th Floor,Bldg.B2#,Zone B,R&F Center South of Shangpu Road,Ninghua Street Fuzhou CHINA 350000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 8-25-16-TUS
- **Examining Attorney**: GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LYRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97396204 | Application Filing Date | May 05, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097387 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized lettering of the word LYRA in Greek letters. | Transliteration | The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to LYRA and this means LYRE in English. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Bar services; Catering services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Jan. 2022 | In Commerce | Jan. 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Dineamic Group LLC |
| Address | Dineamic Group LLC 10 W. Hubbard Street, #3W  Chicago  ILLINOIS 60654 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 0015208.0035 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | HAYES, GINA CLARK |
TM 8522  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X DESIGN JEWELRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396533  Application Filing Date May 05, 2022  Registration Number 7097388
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a hexagon with a star on the top corner of the hexagon, underneath which is found a X mark with a horizontal line going through it located slightly underneath the center of the X mark, next to which the word DESIGN in stylized form is located, underneath which the word JEWELRY in stylized form is located. Disclaimer "DESIGN" AND "JEWELRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry, namely, rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use Apr. 26, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHI DESIGN, INC.  Address CHI DESIGN, INC. 1529 SE 8 AVENUE Deerfield Beach FLORIDA 33441  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1003-003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WAX SEASON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97396581</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 05, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097389</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "WAX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Body waxing services; Eyelash perming services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Beauty treatment services especially for eyelashes; Cosmetic body care services; Cosmetic eyebrow care services in the nature of eyebrow lamination and eyebrow tinting; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, bikini bleaching in the nature of providing laser skin enhancement procedures, bikini waxing being body waxing services, vagacials being spa treatments performed on the vulva of the vagina to treat ingrown hairs, remove dead skin cells, smooth bumps around the bikini line, prevent acne, and prevent hyperpigmentation, underarm bleaching in the nature of providing laser skin enhancement procedures |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Apr. 15, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 15, 2019 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Wax Season LLC |
| Address | Wax Season LLC 915 MAIN ST, Wakefield MASSACHUSETTS 01880 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LARKEY, MICHAEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALL-N-ONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396584 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097390
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term ALL-N-ONE in a stylized form with the N located between the words ALL and ONE with the N extending below the word ALL and above the word ONE. Disclaimer "ALL IN ONE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal ladder accessories, namely, ladder bumper covers with attachments to hold power tools, hand tools and hardware
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boxtown Team LLC Address Boxtown Team LLC 8024 S. 87 East Ave. Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74133
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JD-008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
JOSEF ORIGINALS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97396664
- **Application Filing Date**: May 05, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097391
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “ORIGINALS”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Ceramic figurines; Porcelain figurines; Figurines of ceramic, china, and porcelain
- **International Classes**
  - 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: 1950
- **In Commerce**: 1950

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: John N. Hansen Co., Inc.
- **Address**: John N. Hansen Co., Inc. 740 South Point Blvd Petaluma CALIFORNIA 94954
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOUDOIR BAR CAFÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97396717 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097392
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "BAR CAFÉ"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cafe services; Café; Café and restaurant services; Café services; Café-restaurants; Coffee-house and snack-bar services; Restaurant and café services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Naked Princess Worldwide, Inc. Address Naked Princess Worldwide, Inc. 224 Central Ave., Suite A Whitefish MONTANA 59937 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEOPERIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397194 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097393
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LEOPERIS" with the letters creating a right angle. The letters "LE" are in a vertical orientation, the letter "O" is at the corner and the letters "PERIS" are in a perpendicular orientation. The design of a connection signal appears between the letters. Translation The wording Leoperis has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for musical instruments; Conductor's batons; Conductors' batons; Musical instrument cases for conductors' baton
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Petrillo GmbH Address Petrillo GmbH Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring 22 Wiesbaden, Hessen FED REP GERMANY 65185 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JASI JERRY ARGOVITZ SPORTS INSTITUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397206 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097394
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "J", "A", "S", and "I" outlined in white with the words "JERRY" "ARGOVITZ" "SPORTS" and "INSTITUTE" also in white and rotated 90 degrees counter-clockwise such that one word appears between each letter. A white underscore line begins under the word "JERRY" and the design of yellow flames appears above the letters with the base at the letter "I" and reaching back to the letter "A". Black is not claimed as a feature of the mark and merely represents background. Color Claimed The color(s) white and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SPORTS INSTITUTE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies JERRY ARGOVITZ, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing scholarships for high school athletes
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARGOVITZ, JERRY Address ARGOVITZ, JERRY 730 NORTH POST OAK RD., SUITE 340 HOUSTON TEXAS 77024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name ARGOVITZ, LONI Address ARGOVITZ, LONI 730 NORTH POST OAK RD., SUITE 340 HOUSTON TEXAS 77024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 112011-03
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PERKINS, ELLEN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GEEKEY 1 0

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97397214</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 05, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097395</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration comprising a key shape with the term "GEEKEY" shown in a stylized font on the key bow, with a hexagon design surrounding the letter "G" and the first letter "E" in the word "GEEKEY" which forms part of that hexagon; at the top of key blade is the numeral "1" and at the bottom of the key blade is the numeral "0"; there are parallel lines between these numerals indicating an inch in length. The dotted lines indicate functional features and are not claimed as part of the mark.

**Acquired Distinctiveness** In part
**Distinctiveness Limitation Statement** As to the outer shape of the multi-function hand tool

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Multi-function hand tools comprised of two different screwdrivers, a closed-and-opened wrench, a bike spoke key, a serrated edge, a file, a bottle opener, a wire stripper, a scoring tip, and a ruler
**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 23, 28, 44
**International Class Title** Hand Tools
**First Use** Nov. 20, 2017
**In Commerce** Nov. 20, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Carve Design, LLC
**Address** Carve Design, LLC 14641 138th Way NE Woodinville WASHINGTON 98072
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 61929

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SILVER SPOON MINISTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397240 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097396 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MINISTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Religious instruction services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 11, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2019

For Christian ministry services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jun. 11, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SILVER SPOON MINISTRIES, INC. Address SILVER SPOON MINISTRIES, INC. PO Box 10 Wakefield VIRGINIA 23888 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554594273

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRADE MONKEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397287 Application Filing Date May 05, 2022 Registration Number 7097397
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized smiling monkey in a checkered suit, wearing sunglasses and a dollar sign necklace, holding cash, the outlined word, TRADE, and the outlined word, MONKEY below and to the left of the stylized monkey. Disclaimer "TRADE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, namely, promoting car dealerships of others; advertising, marketing and promotional services for automotive dealerships
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anding Dealer Solutions LLC Address Anding Dealer Solutions LLC 16614 East Lazy Daisy Circle Cypress TEXAS 77433 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ADSL/T002US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PINKGAGA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97397657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Card games; Game cards; Game equipment set sold as a unit comprised primarily of a playing board and playing cards and also including rules of play, dry erase boards and erasers, markers, a timer and T-shirts; Educational card games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; Playing cards and card games; Promotional game cards; Trading card games; Trivia cards for games; Trivia game played with cards and game components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Nhut Van Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>8 Bau Cau 5, Hoa Vang District, Da Nang, VIETNAM 550000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>VIETNAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BURCHAM, NATHAN D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANUYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397662 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097399
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BANUYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Cushion covers; Duvet covers; Elastic yarn mixed fabrics; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Tablecloths of textiles; Textile place mats; Textile wall hangings; Throws; Towels; Unfitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 13, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 13, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Chao Address Zhang Chao Yongjun Road Houfuxiaoqu 33#2 303 Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INRARELY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397665 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097400
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Throws; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Cushion covers; Duvet covers; Elastic yarn mixed fabrics; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Tablecloths of textiles; Textile place mats; Textile wall hangings; Towels; Unfitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 23, 2021 In Commerce May 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guan Jingcui Address Guan Jingcui Hushan Road Mingmenhepan 1#3 106 Dianbu Town, Feidong County Anhui CHINA 231600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOLSIONY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397666 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097401
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JOLSIONY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Cushion covers; Duvet covers; Elastic yarn mixed fabrics; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Tablecloths of textiles; Textile place mats; Textile wall hangings; Throws; Towels; Unfitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 17, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Chao Address Zhang Chao Yongjun Road Houfuxiaoqu 33#2 303 Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SILESPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397669 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097402
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Cushion covers; Duvet covers; Elastic yarn mixed fabrics; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Tablecloths of textiles; Textile place mats; Textile wall hangings; Throws; Towels; Unfitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 18, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guan Jingcui Address Guan Jingcui Hushan Road Mingmenhepan 1#3 106 Dianbu Town, Feidong County Anhui CHINA 231600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YDYDAFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397671 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097403
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Quilts; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of textile curtain holders; Curtains of textile or plastic; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Household linen; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Net curtains; Place mats of textile; Quilt covers; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Tablecloths, not of paper; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Wall hangings of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Qiqi Address Zhang Qiqi No. 360, Qingshuitang Village Sanjie Town, Shengzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 312400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number YVTMZC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHEMSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397712 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097404
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SHEMSI" and a stylized flower blossom to the left side of the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SHEMSI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Menstruation knickers; Sanitary knickers; Sanitary pants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHEMSI FZCO Address SHEMSI FZCO The Offices 4, One Central, WEWORK DWTC DUBAI UNITED ARAB EMIR. 00000 Legal Entity Free Zone Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DERSCANNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397849 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097405
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two arrows the left of a literal element "DERSCANNER" being provided in a specialized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services in the nature of computer security in the field of software applications and cyborg security; computer services in the nature of computer security consultation in the field of static analysis and technologies for analyzing executable files based on deobfuscation and decompilation; computer services in the nature of computer security consultation in the field of static analysis and technologies for analyzing source code, particularly, lexical, syntactic, semantic and taint analysis, constant distribution, type distribution, synonym analysis and control-flow graph analysis; scientific and technological services being research and design of computer technology in the field of static analysis; provision of online non-downloadable computer software for analysis of source code, binaries, and bytecode during encoding and design to identify security vulnerabilities; provision of online non-downloadable computer software for penetration testing in the field of cyber security

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

First Use Mar. 26, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DerSecur Ltd. Address DerSecur Ltd. Golda Meir Street, 7 Rishon LeZion ISRAEL 7572007 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6696/0101TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACROSS THE WORLD HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97397950  Application Filing Date May 06, 2022  Registration Number 7097406  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recruitment and placement of personnel in the field of healthcare.; Staff placement services; Temporary employment agencies; Temporary personnel services; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Consultancy of personnel recruitment; Employment recruiting services; Employment staffing consultation services; Employment staffing in the field of healthcare.; Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary and permanent staffing needs of businesses; Employment agency services, namely, temporary and permanent placement of health care professionals; Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; Employment recruiting and staffing services provided via text messaging; Managing the ordering and hiring of additional staff for others; Negotiation of business contracts for others; Office support staff recruitment services; Personnel recruitment; Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies; Personnel placement and recruitment; Placement of staff; Professional staffing and recruiting services; Professional staffing services; Professional staffing services in the field of healthcare.; Providing an employer with candidates or potential employees to fill temporary, contract and permanent positions; Providing business support staff services; Providing office support staff services; Providing on-line employment information in the field of healthcare.; Providing virtual on-line office support staff services for businesses; Talent recruiting services in the field of healthcare.

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 11, 2021  In Commerce Jun. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Across the World Healthcare Solutions LLC
Address: Across the World Healthcare Solutions LLC Suite 4 7516 E. Main Street Mesa ARIZONA 85207
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country: ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POWER TRIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398015 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097407
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line publication in the nature of an on-line magazine in the field of news, the media, and entertainment; providing an on-line publication, namely, a daily newsletter distributed by e-mail in the field of news, media and entertainment; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the field of rich and powerful people; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and newsletters in the field of popular culture
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 14, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Daily Beast Company LLC Address The Daily Beast Company LLC 555 West 18th Street New York NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 47611.001501

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CF CHIAO FU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398172 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097408
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized adjacent letters "CF" with a square above the letter "F," all above the wording "CHIAO FU" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "CHIAO FU" in the mark is respectively, skillful or clever, and good fortune or blessing.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrically heated carpets; electric cooking pots for household purposes; cooking apparatus and installations; fans for air conditioning apparatus; electric fans for personal use; footmuffs, electrically heated; gas scrubbing apparatus; electric hot plates; heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; heating pads, electric, not for medical purposes; hot plates; radiators, electric; multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; gas-powered griddles being cooking appliances; electric griddles; electric grills; barbecues and grills; rotisseries; sauna bath installations; stoves being heating apparatus; USB-powered hand warmers

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Dec. 18, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNION CHEN INDUSTRIAL CORP. Address UNION CHEN INDUSTRIAL CORP. No. 20, Ln. 272, Sec. 2, Sanfeng Rd. Dongnan Vil., Fengyuan Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 42079 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOKES, MAILIA ALBERTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOLDABELA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398519 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097409
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording MOLDABELA in lower case lettering in a stylized font. A circle consists of dark wavy lines with spaces in between is shown above the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MOLDABELA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-textile wall hangings; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Aug. 08, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOLDABELA TRADE S.R.L. Address MOLDABELA TRADE S.R.L. Str. Nationala nr. 82 Ungheni REPUBLIC MOLDOVA MD-3601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MOLDOVA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97398625  Application Filing Date  May 06, 2022  Registration Number  7097410
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a male figure with oversize glasses holding food on a stick and having two Chinese characters on his shirt and sandals on his feet. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Tiao" and "Bo" and this means "Jump" and "Uncle" in English. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charcuterie; Meat croquettes; Fish croquettes; Sausages; Salted meats; Meat, preserved; Fish mousses; Fish roe, prepared; Processed seafood; Fish balls; Meatballs; Beef meatballs; Marinated meat; Marinated seafood; Marinated fish; Seasoned meat; Seasoned seafood; Seasoned fish; Steamed or toasted cakes of fish paste (kamaboko); Fish paste processed products, namely, fish cakes and seafood tempura
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Jul. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHIA NAN FOOD INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. Address  CHIA NAN FOOD INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. No. 3, Xinggong St., Yuanchang Township  Yunlin County  TAIWAN  65543  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2410/0384TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EASE MAINTENANCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97398647
- **Application Filing Date**: May 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097411
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MAINTENANCE"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6096073

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Extended warranty services, namely, providing repair service and maintenance contracts for HVAC and plumbing equipment
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Mar. 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 2022
- **For**: HVAC and plumbing contractor services; installation, repair and maintenance services for HVAC and plumbing equipment; providing repair service and maintenance for HVAC and plumbing equipment
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
  - **First Use**: Mar. 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Granite Comfort Investments II LLC
- **Address**: Granite Comfort Investments II LLC 717 Fifth Avenue, Suite 12A New York NEW YORK 10022
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-13

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALWAYS COVERED. ALWAYS COMFORTABLE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398703 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097412
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Extended warranty services, namely, providing repair service and maintenance contracts for HVAC and plumbing equipment


For HVAC and plumbing contractor services; installation, repair and maintenance services for HVAC and plumbing equipment; providing repair service and maintenance for HVAC and plumbing equipment

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 2021 In Commerce Jan. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Granite Comfort Investments II LLC Address Granite Comfort Investments II LLC 717 Fifth Avenue, Suite 12A New York NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GENNIEMAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97398794 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097413
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Feb. 22, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GenerationNext Equity Management Company, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GennieMac Address GenerationNext Equity Management Company, LLC Attn: GennieMac 196 Horse Pond Road Sudbury MASSACHUSETTS 01776 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GennieMac

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HONEY GIRL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97399224
- **Application Filing Date**: May 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097414
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2225633

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Swimwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Feb. 11, 1995
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 11, 1995

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HONEY GIRL HAWAII LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Honey Girl Water Wear
- **Address**: HONEY GIRL HAWAII LLC 1333 Kaeleku St Honolulu HAWAII 96825
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HAWAII

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 97399224

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
TM 8549 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HWBHFQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399280 Application Filing Date May 06, 2022 Registration Number 7097415
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HWBHFQ" in bold uppercase black lettering. The top line in the letter "F" appears in red. Above this wording is a partially shaded broken red circle with two parallel quadrilateral shaped bars tilted and pointing down to the right below three more slightly smaller parallel quadrilateral shaped bars tilted and pointing down to the left. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric irons for styling hair; Flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Hand tools, namely, screw extractors; Hand tools, namely, socket wrenches; Manicure implements, namely, nail clippers; Manually operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Manually operated shop tools for work on motorcycles, namely, chain breaker tool, chain riveting tool, chain press tool, chain alignment tool, carburetor tuning tool, carburetor tuning gauge set, tire irons, tappet adjustment tools, valve shim tools, tappet feeler gauge, carburetor jet wrenches, clutch holding tool, piston pin removing tool, spring removing tool, timing cover wrench, oil filter wrench, shock absorber wrench, axle wrench, fly wheel puller tool, clutch puller tool and magneto flywheel puller tool; Multi-function, non-electronic, expandable hand tool comprised of push-pull and hook attachments with magnetic and non-magnetic ends for use in grasping objects and aiding individuals in getting dressed; Pedicure implements, namely, nail clippers; Ratchet handles; Razors, electric or non-electric; Screw wrenches
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shaanxi Qingcheng Runfeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Shaanxi Qingcheng Runfeng Trading Co., Ltd.
No. 047, Group 2, Huangluoying Village  Dingjunshan Town, Mian County  Hanzhong, Shaanxi  CHINA  724200 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US050601

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MINGGU XIUYI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97399317</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of MINGGU, XIUYI in the mark is NAME ANCIENT, EMBROIDERY ART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cotton thread; Darning thread; Embroidery thread; Metal thread for embroidery; Sewing thread and yarn; Silk thread; Spun thread; Threads and yarns for textile use; Twisted silk thread and yarn; Twisted yarn |
| International Classes | 23 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 43 |
| International Class Title | Yarns and Threads |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Chen, Guoliang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Chen, Guoliang 804, building 1, No. 9 Wuyishan Road, Suzhou high tech Zone Jiangsu CHINA 215000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | IP, KENNINA NGA-YU |

10565
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WILD CHARM FOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97399583</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 06, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097417</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Condoms; Pessaries; Artificial breasts; Contraceptive apparatus; Contraceptive implants; Corsets for therapeutic use; Diaphragms for contraception; High frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus; Intra-uterine contraceptive devices; Love dolls; Sex toys; Sex toys in the nature of edible underwear; Strait jackets; Suspensory bandages; Vibromassage apparatus |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhong, Jiancheng |
| Address | Zhong, Jiancheng No. 16, Group 9, Luoma Village, Caiqiao Township, Shaoyang County, Hunan Province CHINA 422100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US038434T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VELTEN, MALLORY KATE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TIVKIGHT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97399592 |
| Application Filing Date | May 06, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097418 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Downlights; Luminaries; Ceiling light fittings; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Floor lamps; Hanging lamps; Lamp bulbs; Lamps for tents; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED safety lamps |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 29, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 29, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wu Xue |
| Address | Wu Xue 3rd Floor, Comprehensive Bldg, Longfu First Village, Dezheng Road, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GAGNER, NICHOLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IWINDFAUECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399732 Application Filing Date May 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097419 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Fireplaces; Automatic faucets; Bath installations; Bath tub jets; Bidet taps; Electrically heated towel racks; Ethanol fireplaces; Faucet handles; Fireplaces, domestic; Hand held shower heads; Hand showers; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower mixers; Portable showers; Portable stoves; Shower faucet extensions; Shower head sprayers; Shower heads; Shower panels; Shower stands; Single-lever faucets for sinks; Taps for washstands; Water-saving faucets; Water conservation plumbing fixtures, namely, faucets, aerators, showerheads, water saving toilets
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haikou Jingyutai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Haikou Jingyutai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 715, Hainan Jinxiu Commercial Building Longhua District, Haikou City Hainan Province CHINA 570000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WEIWOHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399734 Application Filing Date May 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097420
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bandanas; Bonnets; Hats; Negligees; Shoes; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Body shirts; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Coats for men and women; Dance costumes; Dance pants; Dance shoes; Fabric belts; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Gym suits; Headwear for babies, adults, children, women, men; Neck scarfs; Outdoor gloves; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Stretch pants; Training shoes; Training suits; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Sep. 12, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Ya Jie Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Ya Jie Information Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 1619, Bldg 6, Joy Court, Happy City Nanyuan St, Yuhang Dist, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FONTENEAU & CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399830 Application Filing Date May 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097421
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "& CO." Acquired
Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "FONTENEAU"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cabinet making
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Sep. 14, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2019 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 04/20/2010 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 04/20/2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atelier Fonteneau, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Fonteneau & Co. Address Atelier Fonteneau, LLC 304 Interstate Business Park Stafford VIRGINIA 22405 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TBF00803

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TENSFINEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399854 Application Filing Date May 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097422
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of handball and wallball
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 13, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2019 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 04/13/2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Borges, Felipe Oliveira Address Borges, Felipe Oliveira Apartment 3R 30-08 45th street Astoria NEW YORK 11103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BERRY&BIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399907 Application Filing Date May 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097423
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Berry&Bird". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5427812

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Lamps; Lightbulbs; Refrigerators; Spigots; Electric grills; Fluorescent lighting tubes; Showers and shower cubicles; Stoves being heating apparatus; Strainers for plumbing drains; Water filters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang Sen Address Yang Sen Le'an Rd Gongluju Dayuan,Le'an Community Baoyou Town,Ledong Li Autonomous County, Hainan Province CHINA 572599 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DC-US-0617

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAYLESS-DAVIS, MARIAH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BERRY&BIRD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97399913</td>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097424</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - An Illustration Drawing with Word(s)/Letter(s)/Number(s)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Berry&Bird" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5427812

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Electric toothbrushes; Feeding vessels for pets; Flower pots; Fly swatters; Gardening gloves; Glass mugs; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Toilet brushes; Watering cans
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Used**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Yang Sen
- **Address**: Le'an Rd Gongluju Dayuan,Le'an Community Baoyou Town, Ledong Li Autonomous County, Hainan Province CHINA 572599
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: SZ-US-0627

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BAYLESS-DAVIS, MARIAH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PUZZLEBOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97399928 | Application Filing Date | May 07, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097425 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Chemical preparations for use in photography; Chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purpose; Chemicals for use in biotechnological manufacturing processes; Chemicals for use in the process of producing printed circuit boards, namely, solder mask; Chemicals used in industry; Flower preservative; Photographic dry plates; Photographic paper, chemically-sensitized; Photographic sensitizers; Photosensitive paper; Photosensitive paper for use in medical imagery; Polymers and polymeric additives for use in the manufacture of industrial products, consumer and household products, sealants, and automotive fluids; Reducing agents for use in photography; Self-toning photographic paper; Wood glue for industrial use

1 - Primary Classes

US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

International Class Title Chemicals

First Use Jan. 19, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Hefei Shazhiqiu E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
Address Hefei Shazhiqiu E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm402,Bldg 3, Tenglongju,Longjiu Villa, Qingyang North Road, Shushan Dist., Hefei City,Anhui Prov. CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number TUS116783

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BAYLESS-DAVIS, MARIAH
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
The Next Move Is Yours

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97399935</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 07, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097426</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- For: Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage
- International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
- First Use: May 06, 2022 | In Commerce: May 06, 2022

### Basis Information
- Currently Use: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Riverside realty Group Inc.
- **Address**: Riverside realty Group Inc.
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MW TOMW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97399986 Application Filing Date May 07, 2022 Registration Number 7097427
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "MW TOMW" in stylized font with a downward facing double curved design forming the letter "M" at the top of the mark, and an upward facing double curved design forming the letter "W" at the bottom of the mark. Between the double curved designed letters "M" and "W" are the vertically aligned letters "WTOM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "MW TOMW" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelats; Earrings; Watches; Alloys of precious metal; Cabochons for making jewellery; Imitation pearls; Ingots of precious metals; Jade; Jewelry findings; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Precious metals, namely, gold, silver, platinum; Works of art of precious metal
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Haohuangjin Jewelry Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Haohuangjin Jewelry Co., Ltd. Room 302, No. 139, Yinping Road, Shatou Street, Panyu District, Guangzhou CHINA 511400 Legal Entity limited company (ldt.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03233

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Woorban

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97400066</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording woorban has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Waist belts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 27, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 27, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Woorban LTD
- **Address**: Woorban LTD Manni 5-8, Parnu, 80039, Estonia
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ESTONIA 80039

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOMS FOR AMERICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97400081 Application Filing Date  May 08, 2022 Registration Number  7097429
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5796334

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use
Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MOMS FOR AMERICA Address  MOMS FOR AMERICA  990 Hwy 287N - Ste 106-190 MANSFIELD TEXAS  76063 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MFA0005TMUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CC CHAPLAINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97400210  Application Filing Date  May 08, 2022  Registration Number  7097430
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a compass dial in the shape of an incomplete circle comprised of two stylized letters "C"s with the "C" on the left in the color blue and the "C" on the right in the color gold. The arrow in the middle of the compass is in two shades of blue in the colors light and dark blue. The stylized word "CHAPLAIN" is in the color blue and the stylized word "CARE" in the color gold. There is a space at the 12 and 6 o'clock positions on the compass symbolizing two "C"s facing each other. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "CHAPLAIN CARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022
For  Personnel placement and recruitment
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Mar. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022
For  Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in the field of faith formation, personal growth and professional development
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Mar. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ChaplainCare LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA ChaplainCare
Address       ChaplainCare LLC   P.O. BOX 445   ARLINGTON   TENNESSEE   38002
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   CCTF-CC445

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POWERTOOLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400288 Application Filing Date May 08, 2022 Registration Number 7097431 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4488699

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair color removers; Hair coloring preparations; Hair conditioners; Hair shampoo
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1986
For Hand-operated shears

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dennis Bernard Inc. Address Dennis Bernard Inc. 142 Ely Harmony Road Freehold NEW JERSEY 07728 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** | No |
**Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
**Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a shaded house design with a design of a side-standing dog inside it and a shaded standing cat design as a part of the house design. |
**Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
**Foreign Registration Number** | 41761624 |
**Foreign Registration Date** | Jul. 07, 2020 |
**Foreign Application/ Registration County** | CHINA |
**Foreign Expiration Date** | Jul. 06, 2030 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** | Drawings; Paper; Conical paper bags; Garbage bags of paper or of plastics; Glue for stationery or household use; Modelling clay; Paper boxes; Plastic bags for pet waste disposal; Printed posters; Writing instruments |
**International Classes** | 16 - Primary Classes |
**US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
**International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** | Ningbo Jiahong plastic products Co., Ltd. |
**Address** | Ningbo Jiahong plastic products Co., Ltd. Ouchi Village, Gulin Town Haishu District, Ningbo City Zhejiang Province CHINA 315000 |
**Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** | 00974 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** | DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DEPARTMENT 5

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97400345</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Digital advertising services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Department 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Department 5 5920 Spring Street Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examiner** | SCHMITZ, AMY L |

---

10583
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) GLINSEMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400398 Application Filing Date May 08, 2022 Registration Number 7097434
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording GLINSEMO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Confetti; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Exercise and gymnastic banners; Inflatable balloon cheering sticks; Paper party favors; Paper party hats; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Play balloons; Play balls and play balloons; Toy balloons
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 30, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CAI LIXIAN Address CAI LIXIAN Room C511, Building 1, No.239 Shilian Road Shilou Town, Panyu District Guangzhou CHINA 511447 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DENTAL COMPLIANCE
KARMA CALENDAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97400569 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097435 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DENTAL COMPLIANCE" AND "CALENDAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed calendars and log books for tracking regulatory deadlines and equipment maintenance requirements for businesses, all of the foregoing excluding meditations and prayer tasks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tija Hunter Address Tija Hunter 135 Northmoor Pl East Alton ILLINOIS 62024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L553919435

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TORPEY, KATHERINE ANN
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97400989</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the text &quot;DR.DART&quot; to the right of a bullseye design having an arrow shape overlapping the top left section of the bullseye and pointing to the middle of the bullseye.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- downloadable integrated development environment software for collaborative robots;
- downloadable software, namely, software conversion tools for controlling or operating collaborative robots;
- downloadable data processing software;
- downloadable computer software for database management;
- downloadable embedded operating software for collaborative robots;
- downloadable embedded application software for controlling, managing, regulating or interacting with collaborative robots;
- downloadable software using artificial intelligence software for controlling or operating collaborative robots;
- downloadable software for operating metaverse contents operating software;
- downloadable integrated software package for controlling, managing, regulating or interacting with collaborative robots;
- downloadable graphical user interface software;
- downloadable application software for application programming interfaces (API) for controlling or operating collaborative robots;
- downloadable computer software for robot operation control;
- downloadable software for robot management;
- downloadable graphics software for robots;
- downloadable simulation software for robots;
- downloadable application software for online content trading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Doosan Robotics Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Doosan Robotics Inc 79, Saneop-ro 156beon-gil, Gwonseon-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 16648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>REPUBLIC OF KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  D179.6000US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COOKIE DOUGH MOOSE TRACKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97401174</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "COOKIE DOUGH" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Ice cream; frozen yogurt |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Denali Co., LLC |
| Address | Denali Co., LLC 4666 Leighton Lakes Drive Wayland MICHIGAN 49348 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MICHIGAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 186260203113 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** HOWLING WOLF TAQUERIA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97401178</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
<td>7097438</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “TAQUERIA”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 02, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 02, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Howling Wolf Mexican Cantina Corp.
- **Address**: Howling Wolf Mexican Cantina Corp. 273 Locust Street, Suite 200 Dover NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 10050-33437

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUCKSTIXX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97401179
- **Application Filing Date**: May 09, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097439
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5949519, 5950237, 5955276 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Lip balm and sunscreen
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: STIXX SOLUTIONS, LLC
- **Address**: STIXX SOLUTIONS, LLC 1169 N. BURLESON BLVD., SUITE 107-328 BURLESON TEXAS 76028
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1690JW-62539

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COOKIE DOUGH MOOSE TRACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401180 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097440 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of moose head with the stacked words "COOKIE DOUGH" directly above the moose head, the word "MOOSE" to the left of the moose head and the word "TRACKS" to the right of the moose head and tracks on either side of the moose head. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COOKIE DOUGH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ice cream; frozen yogurt
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Denali Co., LLC Address Denali Co., LLC 4666 Leighton Lakes Drive Wayland MICHIGAN 49348
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 186260203114

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GALLEON GOURMET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401197 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097441
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a nautical roundel design consisting of stylized rope. Within the design is the wording "GALLEON GOURMET" rounding with the circle design and separated by two crossed knives & forks on each side. Inside the circle design is a depiction of a galleon ship on water with three birds flying in the sky to the left of the ship. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GOURMET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Serving trays; Serving trays not of precious metal; Trays for domestic purposes; Trays for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 23, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AHOLI TRADING LTD Address AHOLI TRADING LTD 3 Trecarne Close Bethel, St. Austell UNITED KINGDOM PL253ET Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SNOWSTIXX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97401203</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 5949519, 5950237, 5955276 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | lip balm and sunscreen |
| **International Classes** | 3 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| **First Use** | Sep. 30, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 30, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | STIXX SOLUTIONS, LLC |
| **Address** | STIXX SOLUTIONS, LLC 1169 N. BURLESON BLVD., SUITE 107-328 BURLESON TEXAS 76028 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 1690JW-62540 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COAST DIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401244  Application Filing Date May 09, 2022  Registration Number 7097443
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “DIY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arts and crafts paint kits
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 03, 2018  In Commerce Jan. 03, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coast DIY LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coast DIY Bar Address Coast DIY LLC 5480 Memorial Drive Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 234550000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0177616

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
COAST DIY

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COAST DIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401256 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097444 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services featuring arts and crafts paint kits International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 29, 2017 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coast DIY LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coast DIY Bar Address Coast DIY LLC 5480 Memorial Drive Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 234550000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0177616

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

| Mark Literal(s) | COAST DIY |

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97401264</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 09, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097445</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Literal(s) | COAST DIY |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DIY" |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Providing a website featuring informal instruction for do-it-yourself arts and crafts; Educational services, namely, providing online, virtual and live classes, workshops, and instruction in the field of arts, crafts, and designs; Entertainment services, namely, conducting parties featuring do-it-yourself arts and crafts |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Feb. 2020 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 2020 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Coast DIY LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coast DIY Bar |
| Address | Coast DIY LLC 5480 Memorial Drive Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 234550000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | VIRGINIA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 0177616 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | STURMAN, JOSHUA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YADALA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97401340</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 09, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7097446</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>YADALA</td>
<td><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Translation** | The wording yadala has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Webcams; Baby monitors; Infant movement alarms; Multiple purpose cameras; Video baby monitors; Videocameras |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Mar. 02, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Shenzhen Yada Practical Electronic Technology Co., Ltd |
| **Address** | Shenzhen Yada Practical Electronic Technology Co., Ltd 702,Henglu E times building,159 North Pingji Ave.,Hehua community,Pinghu St. Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518111 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examinining Attorney** | THOMA, GABRIELLE M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YADALA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401356  Application Filing Date May 09, 2022  Registration Number 7097447
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sphygmomanometers; Sphygmotensiometers; Babies' bottles; Baby bottles; Baby feeding pacifiers; Breast milk storage bottles; Breast pumps; Electronic sphygmomanometers; Feeding bottles; Lactation massage bars
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 02, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yada Practical Electronic Technology Co., Ltd  Address Shenzhen Yada Practical Electronic Technology Co., Ltd  702, Henglu E times building, 159 North Pingji Ave., Hehua community, Pinghu St., Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518111  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97401361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>SHWHLMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Car towing ropes; Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps; Cargo slings of fabric; Climbing ropes; Mountaineering ropes; Nylon strapping or tie downs; Nylon straps for handling loads; Nylon support straps for holding planted trees in an upward position; Nylon tie down straps; Nylon towing straps; Polyester fibers; Polypropylene straps for securing bales; Polypropylene straps for securing bundles; Rockfall prevention nets; Ropes and synthetic ropes; Ropes for marine use; Straps comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, for securing pallets, lawn furniture; Synthetic rope and webbing; Tow ropes for automobiles; Vehicle rescue apparatus, namely, rope cables used to affix between vehicles to pull a jammed or stuck door of one of the vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cordage and Fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Shanghai Lijian Business Consulting Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Shanghai Lijian Business Consulting Co., Ltd. Room J1990, Area E, 1F, Building 4 No. 358_368, Kefu Road, Jiading District Shanghai City CHINA 200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>THOMA, GABRIELLE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FINJAN CAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401669 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097449
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "FINJAN" in Class 21 and "CAFE" in Classes 30 and 43 apart from the mark as shown.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups and mugs; Cardboard cups; Coffee cups; Paper cups; Paper and plastic cups; Tea cups
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

For Coffee; Beverages made of coffee; Beverages made of tea; Beverages with a tea base; Beverages with coffee base; Beverages with tea base; Cakes; Coffee beans; Coffee beverages with milk; Coffee based beverages; Coffee-based beverage containing milk; Tea-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jun. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2010

For Hats; Caps being headwear; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

For Coffee shops
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LA MOROCHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401751 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097450
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of LA MOROCHA in the mark is dark-skinned woman.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beef, beef products, namely, roast beef; beef based products, namely, beef jerky; frozen beef products, namely, frozen beef steaks; fresh beef; frozen beef; packaged beef; meat, meat products, namely, preserved meat; meat based products, namely, meat-based mousse, meat-based spreads; frozen meat products, namely, frozen entrees and frozen meals consisting primarily of meat; fresh meat; frozen meat; packaged meat.
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use May 20, 2013 In Commerce May 20, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARFRIG ARGENTINA S.A. Address MARFRIG ARGENTINA S.A. AVALOS 2829 Piso 2 Munro ARGENTINA 1605 Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa) State or Country Where Organized ARGENTINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2126.40003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OVERCROWDED: TYCOON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97401781</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
<td>7097451</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For:
- Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for playing computer and video games;
- Recorded video game software for mobile devices, personal computers, video game programs and computer tablets;
- Downloadable electronic game programs; downloadable computer game programs;
- Downloadable interactive game programs;
- Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, computer game software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 04, 2021</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ZeptoLab UK Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ZeptoLab UK Limited 2 Eaton Gate London UNITED KINGDOM SW1W9BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUBANK, REBECCA A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOMEN WITH CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97401941 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097452
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of investing, philanthropy, and the psychology of wealth and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of investing, philanthropy, and the psychology of wealth

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pierce, Barbara DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Women With Capital Address Pierce, Barbara 1 Strawberry Landing Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WOWC00200100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97401982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation             | The English translation of the Japanese word "MIDORI" is "green". |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lights for use in growing plants; Aeroponic grow cabinet in the nature of a closed environment with lights, exhaust system, aeroponic misting chamber and automated control system; Hydroponic growing systems comprised of light emitting diode (LED) plant grow lights, grow cabinets in the nature of closed environments with integrated misting chambers, and automated controls therefor; Hydroponics grow box in the nature of a closed environment equipped with lights, exhaust system, hydroponics growing container and odor control system

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Jul. 01, 2021

**In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wu Charles Zizhou</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>1710 Brea Ridge Trail Katy TX 77494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97402033  
Application Filing Date: May 09, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097454  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): DUGAO

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97402033  
Application Filing Date: May 09, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097454  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automobile seat cushions; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior trim; Car window shades; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Head rests for seats for motor cars; Hooks specially designed for use in vehicles to hold vehicle accessories; Mudguards; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Vehicle parts, namely, sun visors; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield visors; Vehicle seat cushions

International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

International Class Title: Vehicles

First Use: Mar. 30, 2022  
In Commerce: Mar. 30, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Yunjichuang Trading Co., Ltd.  
Address: Shenzhen Yunjichuang Trading Co., Ltd. 2nd Floor Bldg 1, Zhicheng E-Commerce Pa No18 Wuxiang Changkeng Distt Yangmei Shenzhen City CHINA 518000  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examiner Information

Examiner: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAKEYCN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402046 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097455
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microphones; Webcams; Batteries and battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer mouse; Computer network adapters, switches, routers and hubs; Data cables; Earphones and headphones; Electrical plugs and sockets; LCD projectors; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Safety helmets; Smart watches; Soundbar speakers; Stands adapted for mobile phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huifeng Ma Address Huifeng Ma No. 2, West Twenty Straight Lane Meixi Bank, Heping Town, Chaoyang Dist Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515154 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN FLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402050 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097456
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dairy products, namely, milk and cream; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; ultra-high temperature pasteurized milk; chocolate milk and milk-based beverages with chocolate; frozen vegetables; frozen fruit; almond milk; and non-dairy milk substitutes
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use 1951 In Commerce 1951
For Fruit juices; fruit juices including apple juice and orange juice; lemonade; and mixed fruit juices
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use 1951 In Commerce 1951

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Upstate Dairy Farms Corp. Address Upstate Dairy Farms Corp. 54 Walworth St. Brooklyn NEW YORK 11205 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 377-002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97402078  
Application Filing Date: May 09, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097457  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): VERTICA FITNESS

Examining Attorney: MURRAY, DAVID T

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Examining Attorney: MURRAY, DAVID T

Mark Literal(s): VERTICA FITNESS

Examining Attorney: MURRAY, DAVID T

Goods and Services Information

For: Conducting fitness classes; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness training services

International Classes: 41, Primary Classes: US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  
First Use: May 04, 2022  
In Commerce: May 04, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Vertica Fitness Franchising, Inc.  
Address: Vertica Fitness Franchising, Inc. 3957 E. Speedway Blvd #201 Tucson ARIZONA 85712  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

Examining Attorney: MURRAY, DAVID T

Owner Information

Owner Name: Vertica Fitness Franchising, Inc.  
Address: Vertica Fitness Franchising, Inc. 3957 E. Speedway Blvd #201 Tucson ARIZONA 85712  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

Examining Attorney: MURRAY, DAVID T

Owner Information

Owner Name: Vertica Fitness Franchising, Inc.  
Address: Vertica Fitness Franchising, Inc. 3957 E. Speedway Blvd #201 Tucson ARIZONA 85712  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

Examining Attorney: MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FREND’S VILLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402331 Application Filing Date May 09, 2022 Registration Number 7097458
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Neckties; Scarfs; Slippers; Socks; Stockings; Underwear; Waistcoats; Gym suits; Hats; Sleep masks; Waterproof jackets and pants; Dance costumes; Foundation garment girdles
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qi, Hongjuan Address Qi, Hongjuan No. 503, Gate 6, Building 1, Hongtai Apartment, Guangrong Road, Hongqiao Dist. Tianjin CHINA 300131 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number leon-kxo

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  PEOPLE OF LIBERTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97402355  Application Filing Date  May 10, 2022  Registration Number  7097459
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Watches; Artificial gemstones; Bangle bracelets; Beads for making jewelry; Body jewelry; Brooches being jewelry; Busts of precious metal; Charms for jewelry; Charms for key rings or key chains; Children's jewelry; Ear studs; Gold jewelry; Jewellery findings; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry cases; Key chains; Metal key chains; Necklaces; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang, Xianghai  Address  Wang, Xianghai  No. 15, Wangjia Group, Shangtong Village, Zhukeng Town, Yiyang County, Shangrao, Jiangxi  CHINA  334000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US038597T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FARRELL, ANNE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 10, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097460</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Censers; Cruets; Decanters; Dishware; Drinkware; Beverage glassware; Bottle openers; Candlesticks of glass; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee mugs; Cruet sets for oil and vinegar, sold empty; Cruet stands; Drinking flasks; Drinking straws of glass; Drinking troughs for animals; Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Flatware being plates and saucers; Flower vases; Fruit bowls; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Perfume atomizers, sold empty; Perfume bottles sold empty; Plastic bath racks; Plastic coasters; Wine aerators; Wine decanters; Wine glasses; Wine jugs; Wine openers; Wine pourers; Wine strainers

**International Classes**
21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**
Housewares and Glass

**First Use**
May 01, 2022

**In Commerce**
May 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
Wang, Xianghai

**Address**
Wang, Xianghai No. 15, Wangjia Group, Shangtong Village, Zhukeng Town, Yiyang County, Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334000

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US038598T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**
FARRELL, ANNE M
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97402482  Application Filing Date May 10, 2022  Registration Number 7097461  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark The mark consists of an emblem with a graphic element of a stylized motorcycle rider. The motorcycle is stylized in a shape of flame facing away from the driver. Under this graphical element there is a word element consisting of the words written in stylized font stating “iRIDE SUPPLEMENTS ROCKET FUEL FOR HUMANS”. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUPPLEMENTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Dietary supplements; Dietetic preparations adapted for medical purposes; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements  
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals  First Use Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Robinson, Mitch  Address Robinson, Mitch 129 Meadow park drive carstairs CANADA T0M0N0  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GATORBALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402704 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097462
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sports camp services; Sports instruction services; Sports training services; Sports training services in the field of baseball; Amateur youth sports services, namely, organizing and providing youth sports activities; Arrangement of sports competitions; Arranging and conducting of sports events; Arranging and conducting youth sports programs; Arranging and conducting youth sports programs in the field of baseball; Coaching in the field of sports; Coaching in the field of baseball; Conducting of sports competitions; Operation of sports camps; Organisation of sports competitions; Organization of sports competitions; Organization, arranging and conducting of sports competitions; Organizing, conducting and operating baseball tournaments; Physical fitness assessment services for sports training purposes; Providing sports facilities for baseball; Providing sports information via a website; Providing sports training information and advice via a website; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of baseball; Providing facilities for sports tournaments; Providing facilities for baseball training; Providing information on youth sports via a website; Providing recreational baseball camps
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 31, 2006 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gatorball Baseball Academy, Inc Address Gatorball Baseball Academy, Inc 3581 SW 106th St GAINESVILLE FLORIDA 32608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ACADEMY OF VETERINARY DENTAL TECHNICIANS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97402762</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 10, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097463</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ACADEMY"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
- Providing training for certification in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Educational services, namely, providing training of veterinary dental technician for certification in the field of veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Providing educational examination for certification in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Education services, namely, providing seminars, workshops, webinars in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Education services, namely, providing on-line seminars, workshops, webinars in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, workshops in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, lectures, workshops and panel discussions, all in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, workshops in the fields of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine; Educational services, namely, providing training of veterinary dental technicians for certification in the field of veterinary dentistry; Training services in the field of veterinary dental technician education and training, veterinary dentistry, veterinary medicine
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Academy of Veterinary Dental Technicians
**Address** | Academy of Veterinary Dental Technicians 1002 East 850th Rd Lawrence KANSAS 66047
**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** | ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 10076-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FALCONX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402949 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097464
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word FALCONX. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6072299

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency exchange services; Cryptocurrency payment processing; Cryptocurrency trading services; Financial brokerage services for cryptocurrency trading; Financial consultation for cryptocurrency; Financial consulting in the field of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, shares, and other securities and derivative products; Financial services for the trading of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, options and other derivative products; Financial and investment services for management and brokerage in the fields of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, and other securities; all of the aforementioned services excluding fraud detection, cybersecurity and fraud management services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in financial transactions for cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, and other securities; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for trading cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, and options; Technology consultation and research in the field of financial transactions for cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, and options, commodities, futures, and other securities; all of the aforementioned services excluding fraud detection, cybersecurity and fraud management services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FalconX Limited
- **Address**: FalconX Limited, Quantum House 75, Abate Rigord Street, Ta' Xbiex, MALTA, XBX1120
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MALTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1333.002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PINNACOL EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97402965 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097465 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing full-service workers' compensation insurance services, namely, underwriting workers' compensation insurance and insurance claims adjusting services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 2022 In Commerce May 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pinnacol Assurance Address Pinnacol Assurance 7501 East Lowry Boulevard Denver COLORADO 80230 Legal Entity legislated authority State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1006-040

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RESEARCH-TO-POLICY COLLABORATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97403018
- **Application Filing Date**: May 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097466
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "RESEARCH-TO-POLICY COLLABORATION" to the right of the stylized image of the U.S. Capitol building inside the stylized design of a molecular model composed of three intersecting circles. The wording "RESEARCH-TO-POLICY" is blue above the wording "COLLABORATION". The wording "COLLABORATION" is red. A red horizontal bar appears on either side of the wording "COLLABORATION". The three circles composing the molecular model design are red. The stylized design of the U.S. Capitol building is blue. All instances of the color white represent background and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "COLLABORATION"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing evidence-based public policy analysis to legislators and government agencies at all levels of government
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Research to Policy Collaboration
- **Address**: The Research to Policy Collaboration  5920 Gilchrist Cir. Belmont  NORTH CAROLINA  28012
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Research to

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAUNCH BFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403037  Application Filing Date May 10, 2022  Registration Number 7097467  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "LAUNCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable templates for business marketing and launch strategy for entrepreneurs  International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Sep. 01, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Digital Obbligato LLC  Address Digital Obbligato LLC PMB 71657 228 Park Avenue South New York NEW YORK 10003  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GECIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403106 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097468
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Gecic has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle cleaning brushes; Bottles, sold empty; Cleaning brushes for feeding bottle teats; Dish drying racks; Drying racks for washing; Empty spray bottles; Lotion containers sold empty for domestic use; Perfume sprayers sold empty; Squeeze bottles sold empty; Washing brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Yixin Address Liang, Yixin No. 1 Qinghe Road, Tongqing Town Huazhou, Guangdong CHINA 525100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BL2205TP-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE RUBIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403109 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097469
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4201309

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Museum services; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, and lectures on Himalayan Art and on the interplay between art and culture; organizing and conducting exhibitions on Himalayan Art; entertainment services, namely, live music concerts and conducting presentations about films to illustrate museum exhibitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 09, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Trustees of the Rubin Museum of Art DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA The Shelley and Donald Rubin Cultural Trust Composed of Robert M. Baylis, Noah P. Dorsky, Christopher J. Fussner, Scott Grinsell, Michael McCormick, Basha Frost Rubin, Shelley Rubin, Eric Schoenberg, Eileen Caulfield Schwab, Jesse Smith all U.S. citizens; Namita Sarat, a citizen of India; Michael Moser, a citizen of Austria; and Tong-Tong Zhu, a citizen of China Address The Trustees of the Rubin Museum of Art 150 West 17th Street New York NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 99994.104049

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 416

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403121 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097470
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized numbers “416”. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing fitness training services in the field of pilates, strength and balance training, barre, core training, circuit training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 30, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uhl, Meghan Address Uhl, Meghan 6903 Lexington Trail Crystal Lake ILLINOIS 60012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Uhl, William Address Uhl, William 6903 Lexington Trail Crystal Lake ILLINOIS 60012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NKOJO, RHODA K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CRAVE CAKES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97403245 |
| Application Filing Date | May 10, 2022 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Principal Register | |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "CAKES" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Pancake mixes |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Jan. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 20, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | JM Grain, Inc. |
| Address | JM Grain, Inc. 12 N Railroad Street Garrison NORTH DAKOTA 58540 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH DAKOTA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 054270.21001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S STEAMPIPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97403374</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized "S" comprised of pipes followed by the word "STEAMPIPE". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For
Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information; Downloadable computer software for providing real-time access to cloud-based service APIs using an SQL syntax; Downloadable computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; none of the aforesaid goods being computer games, video games, game platforms, computer games software, video game software, or driver software for operation of computer peripherals for use in connection with computer games, video games, game platforms, computer game software or video game software

International Classes
9 - Primary Classes
US Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use
Oct. 14, 2020
In Commerce
Jan. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Turbot HQ, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly Turbot |
| Address | 500 Westover Dr. #2032 Sanford NORTH CAROLINA 27330 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M. |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 1EDTECH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Business association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the need for the design, development, and dissemination of interoperability specifications, standards, and best practices for products and services in the education and training sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Development of voluntary standards for interoperability of information technology for use in the education and training sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: 1EdTech Consortium, Inc. 
Address: 1EdTech Consortium, Inc. 801 International Parkway, 5th Floor Lake Mary FLORIDA 32746 
Legal Entity: non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 11058
Examining Attorney: COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK LITERAL(S)** DANCE FEVER FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97403405</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** “DANCE” and "FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Retail on-line ordering services featuring shoes, clothing and accessories also accessible by telephone, facsimile and mail order

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Aug. 01, 2014 **In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Brandonn Mosley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>12127 Mall Blvd, Suite A-173 Victorville CALIFORNIA 92392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Robin Fitch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>12127 Mall Blvd, Suite A-173 Victorville CALIFORNIA 92392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 1EDTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403436  Application Filing Date  May 10, 2022  Registration Number 7097475
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three arrows forming a circle to the left of the word mark "1EDTECH".  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the need for the design, development, and dissemination of interoperability specifications, standards, and best practices for products and services in the education and training sectors
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 2018  In Commerce May 2018

For Development of voluntary standards for interoperability of information technology for use in the education and training sectors
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 2018  In Commerce May 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1EdTech Consortium, Inc. Address 1EdTech Consortium, Inc.  801 International Parkway, 5th Floor  Lake Mary FLORIDA 32746  Legal Entity non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ECONVERSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97403487
- **Application Filing Date**: May 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097476
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of e-commerce
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: May 10, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022
- **For** Downloadable podcasts in the field of e-commerce
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: May 10, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: VASO Group, LLC
- **Address**: VASO Group, LLC 650 Fort Worth Avenue, Suite 200 Dallas TEXAS 75208
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: VASO-03-UST1
- **Examining Attorney**: SAXTON, EVELYN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RICHARD KING MELLON FOUNDATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97403719</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FOUNDATION" Name
- **Portrait Consent**: The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for programs and services of others; providing project grants for economic development; providing project grants for economic mobility; providing project grants for health and well-being; providing program grants and program-related investments for conservation; providing program-related investments for social-impact investment programs; providing project grants for organizational effectiveness
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: 1947
- **In Commerce**: 1947

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Richard King Mellon Foundation
- **Address**: Richard King Mellon Foundation, BNY Mellon Center, 500 Grant Street, Suite 4106, Pittsburgh, PENNSYLVANIA, 152192502
- **Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 014751-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLOW CHARGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403848 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097478 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5326130

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-held UV black light device for use primarily as a toy with glow-in-the dark toys International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 27, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 27, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crazy Aaron Enterprises, Inc. Address Crazy Aaron Enterprises, Inc. 700 East Main Street Norristown PENNSYLVANIA 19401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LANZI, JESSICA NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAUSCHEN HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403985 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097479
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "HAUSCHEN HOME" and with a horizontal line above and below "HOME". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Accent lights for indoor use; Desk lamps; Electric fans; Floor lamps; Hand basins being parts of sanitary installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lighting devices for showcases; Lights for wall mounting; Luminaire refractors
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHANGZHOU HAUSCHEN HOMETEC CO., LTD. Address CHANGZHOU HAUSCHEN HOMETEC CO., LTD. Area C,Hutang Science & Tech industry Park,Hutang Tn,Wujin Dist, Changzhou,Jiangsu CHINA 213000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HAUSCHEN HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403989  Application Filing Date May 10, 2022  Registration Number 7097480
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HAUSCHEN" above "HOME" with a three overlapping squares design on the left and a horizontal line above and below "HOME". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Drapery; Velvet; Washcloths; Bed sheets; Curtains of plastic; Curtains of textile; Household linen; Shower room curtains; Silk filled quilts
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHANGZHOU HAUSCHEN HOMETEC CO., LTD. Address CHANGZHOU HAUSCHEN HOMETEC CO., LTD. Area C,Hutang Science & Tech industry Park,Hutang Tn,Wujin Dist, Changzhou,Jiangsu CHINA 213000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAUSCHEN HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404002 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097481
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HAUSCHEN" above "HOME" with a three overlapping squares design on the left and a horizontal line above and below "HOME". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Accent lights for indoor use; Desk lamps; Electric fans; Floor lamps; Hand basins being parts of sanitary installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lighting devices for showcases; Lights for wall mounting; Luminaire refractors
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHANGZHOU HAUSCHEN HOMETEC CO., LTD. Address CHANGZHOU HAUSCHEN HOMETEC CO., LTD. Area C,Hutang Science & Tech industry Park,Hutang Tn,Wujin Dist, Changzhou,Jiangsu CHINA 213000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCRIBEMEDICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404163 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097482
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing virtual online back office services for the healthcare industry, namely, medical transcription services, charting physician-patient encounters and clerical documentation services in the nature of medical scribe services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 26, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 26, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCRIBEMEDICS SOLUTIONS LLC Address SCRIBEMEDICS SOLUTIONS LLC No. 3062, 67TH STREET, 2ND MAIN ROAD, MATHUR MMDA, CHENNAI INDIA 600068 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ROOTS OF AMERICA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97404168  
  **Application Filing Date**: May 10, 2022  
  **Registration Number**: 7097483  
  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
  **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing information, news, and commentary in the field of politics  
  **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
  **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
  **First Use**: May 10, 2022  
  **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Connor Lucca  
  **Address**: Connor Lucca 12 Gail Lane, South Windsor, CONNECTICUT 06074  
  **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
  **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GANESH, HARINI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOVE & BIKINIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404216 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7097484
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BIKINIS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; Bikinis; Headbands; Swim wear; Swimwear; Bathing costumes; Bathing costumes for women; Bathing suits; Beach cover-ups; Beach coverups; Head wear; Headbands against sweating; Headwear; Moisture-wicking headbands; Thong beachwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LOVE AND BIKINIS, INC Address LOVE AND BIKINIS, INC P.O. Box 710118 Houston TEXAS 77271 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LB-002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUST NATURALLY VEGAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97404445</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NATURALLY VEGAN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Vegan herbal supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Dec. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Blue Planet Pharma Corp.
- **Address**: Blue Planet Pharma Corp. 2011 Flagler Avenue, Suite 501 Key West FLORIDA 33040
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DUBIN, DAVID I
TM 8620 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) V VENTUURE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404524 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097486
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of the letter "V" in the oval, followed by wording "Ventuure." represented in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "VENTURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation services; Business marketing consulting services; Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations; Consultancy services regarding business strategies; Consulting services in the field of internet marketing; Management services, namely, on-line business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VENTUURE LIMITED Address VENTUURE LIMITED 15 Stratton Street London UNITED KINGDOM W1J8LQ Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAO MEI'S KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404556 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097487
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "BAO MEI'S KITCHEN" above four Chinese characters, two in the middle and two on bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KITCHEN" Translation The English translation of BAO MEI in the mark is "PRECIOUS SISTER". Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "BAO MEI" in the middle and "WU JING" on the bottom and this means "PRECIOUS SISTER" in the middle and "NO SURPRISE" on the bottom in English. Name Portrait Consent The name BAO MEI does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sauces; Asian noodles; Chinese mabo tofu sauce; Chinese steamed dumplings (shumai, cooked); Chinese stuffed dumplings (gyoza, cooked); Cooking sauces; Fish dumplings; Shrimp dumplings; Soup dumplings (xiao long bao)

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DIANA CHEN Address DIANA CHEN 15760 GUN TREE DRIVE HACIENDA HEIGHTS CALIFORNIA 91745 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN BELLE WESTIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97404610 Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022 Registration Number  7097488
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “WESTIES”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing on-line information via the Internet in the fields of animals and pets, relating to breeding, selection of the animals and pets, grooming, feeding and nutrition; Stud and breeding services for dog

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Michelle Wiedow DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Southern Belle Westies Address  Michelle Wiedow 211 Saddle Lake Drive Alabaster ALABAMA 35007 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
Viwecf

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VIWECF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97404613
- **Application Filing Date**: May 11, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097489
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dominoes; Articles of clothing for toys; Bath toys; Boxing bags; Checkers games; Chess pieces; Children's multiple activity toys; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Marbles for games; Toy construction blocks; Toy for pets; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shanghai youngsun Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room H1, Room 513, 5th Floor, No. 13, Lane 16299, Puwei Road, Shanyang Town, Shanghai, CHINA 201500
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
Mark Literal(s) YADALA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97404750  Application Filing Date May 11, 2022  Registration Number 7097490
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording yadala has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cribs; High chairs for babies; Infant cradles; Infant walkers; Mats for infant playpens; Playpens for babies; Portable infant beds
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 03, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yada Practical Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Yada Practical Electronic Technology Co., Ltd 702,Henglu E times building,159 North Pingji Ave.,Hehua community,Pinghu St. Longgang, Shenzhen  CHINA  518111 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAUCY PORKA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97404902</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>7097491</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catering services; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;J CREATIONS, LLC</td>
<td>A&amp;J CREATIONS, LLC</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9456-001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VEGGIE Y QUÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
 Serial Number 97404924 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097492
 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
 Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VEGGIE" Translation The English translation of "Y QUÉ" in the mark is "AND WHAT". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
 For Restaurant services featuring Vegan Food
 International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 02, 2017 In Commerce Jan. 03, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
 Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
 Owner Name Veggie y Qué Address Veggie y Qué 12924 Bailey Street Whittier CALIFORNIA 90601 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
 Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ALLENOVATION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97405094</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>7097493</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of information technology via a website; Computer education training; IT training services; Providing training in the field of information technology; Providing on-line training courses, seminars, workshops, and online nondownloadable videos in the field of information technology; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Andreas, Allen John
- **Address**: Andreas, Allen John 9300 Harness Horse Ct Springfield VIRGINIA 22153
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, DOUGLAS M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97405101</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097494</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PACKAGING" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Butcher paper for smoking meat; Newsprint for packaging |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jun. 12, 2021 | In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | schwimmer, joel |
| Address | schwimmer, joel 2000 brunswick linden NEW JERSEY 07036 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIKOSORU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405193  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022  Registration Number 7097495
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shears; Fish forks; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand tools, namely, files; Hand tools, namely, fruit pickers; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Razors, electric or non-electric; Table cutlery, namely, forks and knives; Tin openers, non-electric; Vegetable knives; Weeding forks being hand tools
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiao, Yuwei  Address Xiao, Yuwei Huangbei Subdistrict, Luohu District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04925

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SALIFECO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97405203</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097496</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Haversacks; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Beach bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Drawstring bags; Messenger bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Reusable shopping bags; School bags; Shoe bags for travel; Tool bags, empty; Traveling bags; Weekend bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
**International Class Title** Leather Goods
**First Use** Apr. 20, 2022
**In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ningjin Wanju Trading Co., Ltd.
**Address** Ningjin Wanju Trading Co., Ltd. No. 98, Tianbao East Street, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, CHINA 055550
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country** CHINA

**Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUNYEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405323 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022
Registration Number 7097497
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
Translation The wording LUNYEE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; Carbon dioxide laser tubes being parts of machines; Drives for motors; Electric screwdrivers; Engraving machines; Hot melt glue guns; Laser engraving machines; Power tool parts, namely, collets; Power tools, namely, drill presses; Sanding machines for woodworking; Self-lubricating mechanical friction parts, especially of composite materials, namely, wear rings, washers, bushings, spherical bearings, bearing pads, sliding blocks and machine transmission gears all for load bearing machines, conveyors, handling trucks and machines, lifting machines, agricultural machinery, construction equipment machines and hydraulic turbines; Tool grinding machines; Whisks, electric, for household purposes; Wood grinding machines; Wood milling machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery
First Use Apr. 26, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Yanhua Automation Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address Zhengzhou Yanhua Automation Equipment Co., Ltd. Room 202, 2nd Floor, No. 88 Ruida Road, Gaoxin Zone Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** G

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97405327</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>7097498</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letter G comprised of two bands.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3410776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Electronic monitoring services for security purposes in the field of homes and businesses, namely, remote monitoring of alert devices by consumers and business owners for the protection of personal property and personal safety; monitoring alarms, namely, fire alarms, smoke detectors, motion detection devices and sensors, doorbell video devices, glass break detectors, door and window sensors, and video recording devices, all for the protection of personal property and personal safety; monitoring burglar and security alarms; monitoring security systems for the protection of personal property and personal safety; internet of things (IOT) alert device and internet-connected device monitoring and management, namely, remote monitoring of alert devices and internet-connected devices by consumers and business owners for the protection of personal property and personal safety; smart home device connectivity and monitoring, namely, remote monitoring of alert devices and internet-connected devices by consumers and business owners for the protection of personal property and personal safety; home and business security monitoring using wireless and wired sensors for glass breakage, motion detectors, cameras, gate, door and window contact sensors, all for the protection of personal property and personal safety; and video monitoring of facilities, viewable through a global computer network, for security purposes for the protection of personal property and personal safety; IP based video services, namely, IP based video surveillance and remote monitoring services for the protection of personal property for security purposes

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**First Use** Dec. 06, 2021

**In Commerce** Dec. 06, 2021
For Telecommunications services, namely, providing telephone communication services containing packages of different combinations of calling features in the nature of caller id, call waiting, call return, voice mail, auto redial, priority call, call rejections, call forwarding, internet access, call blocking, three-way calling, local and long distance telephone services, and telephone communications services; cable television broadcasting; internet telephone communication services; local and long distance telephone services; telephone communication services; providing voice communication services via the internet; voice over IP services; telecommunications services, namely, providing fiber optic network services; internet communication services, namely, providing voice communication services via the internet, providing internet access, streaming of video material over the internet, streaming of audio material over the internet, and internet service provider services; providing multiple user wireless access to the internet; rental of modems, network routers, and wireless routers; IP based video services, namely, IP based audio visual streaming services; IP based video services, namely, two-way real-time transmission of voice, audio, video, and data between wireless telecommunications devices; over the top (OTT) video services, namely, over the top (OTT) streaming of film and television programming and music; Providing e-mail notification alerts via the Internet notifying individuals of a changed status or condition of a sensing device in a security system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guadalupe Valley Telephone Cooperative, Inc.  **Address** Guadalupe Valley Telephone Cooperative, Inc. 36101 FM 3159 New Braunfels  TEXAS  78132  **Legal Entity** non-profit corporation  **State or Country Where**

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LUNYEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97405331
- **Application Filing Date**: May 11, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097499
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording LUNYEE has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Tyres; Automotive interior trim; Bicycle bells; Bicycle carriers for vehicles and parts thereof; Bicycle seats; Bicycle wheels, rims and structural parts therefor; Electric bicycles; Motorized bicycles; Motors and engines for land vehicles; Motors for bicycles; Motors for land vehicles; Motors, electric, for land vehicles; Powered wheel barrows; Wheelchair motors; Wheels for bicycles, cycles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhengzhou Yanhua Automation Equipment Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Zhengzhou Yanhua Automation Equipment Co., Ltd. Room 202, 2nd Floor, No. 88 Ruida Road, Gaoxin Zone, Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450001
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WASZSEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405350 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097500
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Modeled plastic toy figurines; Molded toy figures; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Talking electronic press-down toy; Toy animals; Toy balloons; Toy Christmas trees; Toy jewelry; Toys for domestic pets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ding, Man Address Ding, Man No. 61, District 5, Sanyi Branch Wanhe Farm, Daguan District, Anqing City Anhui Province CHINA 246000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZUAKLPTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405361 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097501
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balls for games; Body-training apparatus; Boxing gloves; Chest developers; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Climbers' harnesses; Fishing tackle; Hand grip strengthener rings; Inflatable toys for swimming pools; Pet toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Swimming rings; Toy building blocks; Waist trimmer exercise belts
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen ousida Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen ousida Technology Co., Ltd. D0314,No.31, Fuyuan 1st Road,Xinhe Community,Fuhai Street,Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518103 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Gamar Foods Inc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "FOODS INC"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For snacks, namely, dried fruit

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use** Nov. 01, 2021 **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Gamar Foods Inc **Address** Gamar Foods Inc 825 E palomar St. ChulaVista CALIFORNIA 91911

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
HSU, FONG
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DGM

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97405520</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>7097503</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Die-cutting machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 30, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Diversified Graphic Machinery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Diversified Graphic Machinery 230 Hwy 35 Red Bank NEW JERSEY 077015910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | BURCHAM, NATHAN D |

---

DGM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELYEEBLEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405522 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097504
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; Animal carriers worn on the body; Baby carrying bags; Back packs; Backpacks for pets; Beach bags; Canvas shopping bags; Clutch bags; Courier bags; Duffle bags; Fanny packs; Grip bags; Leather and imitation leather bags; Sports bags; Tote bags; Traveling bags; Wrist or ankle mounted wallets; Wristlet bags; Shopping bags with wheels attached
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bangqu E-commerce (Nantong) Co., Ltd. Address Bangqu E-commerce (Nantong) Co., Ltd. Rm.8226, BLD.1, Int'l Youth Innovation Park, No. 79 Chongchuan Road, Chongchuan District, Nantong CHINA 226000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03247

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  YOUR RISK IS OUR RISK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97405562  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022  Registration Number  7097505
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance agency and brokerage services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Nov. 30, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2021

For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in cybersecurity analysis, writing insurance policies, insurance management, data analytics, insurance risk management, insurance quotes and insurance binding, issuing and managing insurance policies, and managing and analyzing insurance policy information and insurance policyholder information for use by insurance agencies, insurance brokers, and insurance carriers
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Nov. 30, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arceo Labs, Inc.  Address  Arceo Labs, Inc.  625 Market Street, 2nd Floor  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94105
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  YOURRISK3642

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANYWHERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405622 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097506
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For real estate settlement services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ANYWHERE REAL ESTATE GROUP LLC Address ANYWHERE REAL ESTATE GROUP LLC 175 PARK AVENUE MADISON NEW JERSEY 07940 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RG LLC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) C WEST ENTERTAINMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405638 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097507
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENTERTAINMENT"
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disc jockey services; Disc jockeys for parties and special events; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by disc jockeys; Master of ceremony services for parties and special events; Karaoke disc jockey (KJ) services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 2015 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C West Entertainment, LLC Address C West Entertainment, LLC 18385 W Capistrano Ave Goodyear ARIZONA 85338 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TRIMINGHAM'S

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97405657</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7097508</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Sweaters; Clothing jackets; Ties as clothing
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39
**International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Sep. 15, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  McDowell, Thomas J.  **Address**  McDowell, Thomas J.  40 S. Caserea Court  Vero Beach  FLORIDA 32963  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOMURPHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97405704 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097509
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Bomurphy" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jumpsuits; Pants; Skirts; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Tights; Underclothing; Down jackets; Hooded sweatshirts; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Sports shoes; Training suits; Yoga pants; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poetry Fashion (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Poetry Fashion (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 2nd F, East Side, Shenyi Industrial Bldg, Nanshan Ave, Nanshan St, Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DF230300040

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**TM 8644**

**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  STD LIFE COACH BELIZE
SPIVEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97405724</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "STD LIFE COACH"
Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Belize Spivey, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Life coaching services in the field of working with individuals living with the herpes simplex virus
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Aug. 16, 2015
In Commerce  Aug. 16, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Belize Spivey LLC
Address  Belize Spivey LLC  1775 Parker Road SE C210  Conyers  GEORGIA  30094
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  STEIN, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ANGIE AC CHACON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97405819
- **Application Filing Date**: May 11, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097511
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording ANGIE CHACON with the stylized letters AC between the terms ANGIE and CHACON with the C encompassing the letters CH in CHACON.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Angie Chacon Gist, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Purses
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gist, Robert L
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Bywabee LLC
- **Address**: Gist, Robert L 7401 Alexandria Ave Amarillo TEXAS 79118
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M-GIST.0003
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIRBULLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406015 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097512
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric pumps; Compressed air pumps
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Sep. 29, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Great American Sales Corporation Address Great American Sales Corporation 138 Fairfield Rd. Fairfield NEW JERSEY 07004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FUNKLIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97406196  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022  Registration Number  7097513
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical radiation apparatus kits comprised of UV LED irradiators in the nature of electronic light therapy apparatus for the skin in the form of pens for medical applications and safety goggles
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Aug. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SurvivalFirst.US  Address  SurvivalFirst.US  9003 NW HWY 47  Forest Grove  OREGON  97116  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RECIDIVIZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406236 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097514 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing public policy information in the field of criminal justice reform; public policy consultancy services in the field of criminal justice reform; providing a website featuring public policy information in the field of criminal justice reform; compilation and analysis of data for use in public policy consultation regarding incarceration, recidivism, criminal justice reform, prison reform, prison rehabilitation services, prison facilities, probation, parole eligibility and release, and health and medical data for incarcerated individuals; promoting public awareness of criminal justice reform issues and promoting public awareness of criminal justice data
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2018 In Commerce Jan. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RECIDIVIZ INC. Address RECIDIVIZ INC. 651 N. Broad Street, Suite 206 Middletown DELAWARE 19709 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 912672.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUMEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406296 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097515
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank writing journals; Customizable journal books for writing; Desktop organizers; Notebook covers; Personal organizers; Personalized writing journals; Printed address books and printed diaries; Printed appointment books; Printed calendars; Printed daily planners; Printed day planners; Printed desktop planners; Printed diaries; Printed log books; Printed notebooks


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Guoquan Address Huang, Guoquan No.16,Shanbei Village Group,Changkeng Village, Zhangxiang Town,Fengcheng City Yichun, Jiangxi CHINA 331116 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97406329</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s)**: KEKETOSEA
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Hammocks; Tents; Awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Bed tents; General utility bags for commercial use; Grow tents; Nylon strapping or tie downs; Tents for mountaineering or camping
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: Mar. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Li, Haochang
- **Address**: Li, Haochang No. 51-2, West Lane, Wangliwu Road, Miaobian, Shipai Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA 523000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: US038476T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: WINTER, MELISSA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WESTERN WELDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97406338</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>7097517</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WESTERN"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pants; Shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Western Welder Outfitting
- **Address**: Western Welder Outfitting, 202 Sawyer Lane, Unit F, Kalispell, MONTANA 59901
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MONTANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  WESTERN WELDER OUTFITTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97406343 Application Filing Date  May 11, 2022 Registration Number  7097518 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "WESTERN" Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pants; Shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2017 First Use  Mar. 15, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Western Welder Outfitting Address  Western Welder Outfitting  202 Sawyer Lane, Unit F Kalispell MONTANA  59901 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MONTANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIFE WITH LENORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406360 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097519
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIFE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Remada Smith, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching services in the field of individuals and couples biblical coaching and counseling; Professional coaching services in the field of individuals and couples biblical coaching
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022
For On-line retail store services featuring life coaching and counseling services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MORE INSIDE COUNSELING, LLC Address MORE INSIDE COUNSELING, LLC 2390 E Camelback Rd Suite 130 15800 N. 29th St. #26 Phoenix ARIZONA 85032 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State ARIZONA or Country Where Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STONE AWAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97406378</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097520</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "STONE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for humans |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Kidney Stones Treatment LLC | Address | Kidney Stones Treatment LLC | thetexasrep@gmail.com | 329 Teakmill Trail | San Marcos | TEXAS | 78666 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where | UTAH |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HUSSAIN, TASNEEM |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOINGGGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406459 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097521
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a pattern of a cartoon bird with the word "DOINGGGO" underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording DOINGGGO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tabards; Trousers; Anklet socks; Board shorts; Hooded pullovers; Leisure suits; Long sleeve pullovers; Men's suits; Outer jackets; Shell jackets; Tank tops; Tee shirts; Turtle neck shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shengxinghua E-commerce Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Shengxinghua E-commerce Co., Ltd 510, 519, 5/F 2015 Shenyan Road, pengwan community Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRIGHT SKIN COSMETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406590 Application Filing Date May 11, 2022 Registration Number 7097522
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Bright skin cosmetics" in black, and a portrait of lady face and hair inside a circle lined in gold color and filled in white. The color(s) white represent background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is/are not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) gold and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BRIGHT SKIN COSMETICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body lotion; Body oil; Body scrub; Face and body creams; Shower gel; Fragranced face care preparations, namely, facial cleansers, facial moisturizers; Non-medicated soaps for hands and face
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bright skin cosmetics LLC Address Bright skin cosmetics LLC 3627 St Thomas Ln Apt C Indianapolis INDIANA 46214 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROYADVS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406634 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097523
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ROYADVS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Silver; Body jewelry; Jewellery chains; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry findings; Key rings of precious metals; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings; Silver and its alloys; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry, namely, anklets
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinzhen Tang Address Jinzhen Tang Room 203,Unit 1,Building 96 Taojieling Community, Futian Street, Yiwu Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ryan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FAELARPIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97406770 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 12, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7097524 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Bicycle parts, namely, drive trains; Bicycle parts, namely, forks; Boat parts, namely, wakeboard towers; Cup holders for use in vehicles; Hoods for vehicles; Land vehicle suspension parts, namely, coil springs; Motor scooters and structural parts therefor; Tires for vehicles; Vehicle bumpers; Wheel rims for motor cars; Windscreens for motor cars |
| **International Classes** | 12 |
| **US Classes** | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Vehicles |
| **First Use** | Feb. 25, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Xie, Wenfa |
| **Address** | Xie, Wenfa No. 15, Longting Erli, Jimei District, Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361022 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | Sha2111 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examing Attorney** | LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GURDUENON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97406777</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
Automobile door handles; Brake segments for vehicles; Fitted vehicle armrest covers; Fuel lines for vehicles; Motors for bicycles; Rack trunk bags for bicycles; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Tires for snow plows; Vehicle armrest cushions; Vehicle brake discs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**
Jan. 11, 2022

**In Commerce**
Jan. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name
Xie, Wenfa
Address
Xie, Wenfa No. 15, Longting Erli, Jimei District, Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361022

**LEGAL ENTITY**
INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**
CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number
Sha2111

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney
LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406817 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097526 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three stylized female characters, one sipping a drink, one sitting and eating from a bowl with chop sticks, and one walking to the left with a bag. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lao Empire L.L.C. Address Lao Empire L.L.C. 4413 South Tamiami Trial Sarasota FLORIDA 34231 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
Mark Literal(s) ALTIORA HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406828 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097527 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer HOME Translation The English translation of "Altiora" in the mark is "higher things."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coasters, not of paper or textile International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anna McGrath Address Anna McGrath 818 Grant Street, Apartment 4 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90405 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10494-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FONESUI

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97406840</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "FONESUI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Agates; Bracelets; Earrings; Jade; Jewellery charms; Jewelry of yellow amber; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Rings

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title** Jewelry

**First Use In Commerce** Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** CHANGYUAN BILINXING ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

**Address** CHANGYUAN BILINXING ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. NO. 124, MAZHAN VILLAGE, LUGANG TOWNSHIP, CHANGYUAN XINXIANG CHINA 453400

**Legal Entity** LIMITED COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** IPLaw03268

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAHONTHKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406845 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097529
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cabinetwork; Bathroom furniture; Camping furniture; Fitted furniture covers of plastic; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Furniture parts; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Storage racks; Support bracket not made of metal for attachment to furniture to support items to be kept in hands' reach, such as a pistol, remote control, flashlight, cell phone, or eyeglasses
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Xingyuanhui E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Xingyuanhui E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, Unit 2, Building 1 Sunjiafan Community, Caidian District Wuhan CHINA 430100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STONE XPRESSIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97406861</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097530</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;STONE&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  
Costume jewelry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>14 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 27, 28, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Jewelry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL, INC. |
| Address | PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 717 NW 2nd Street Hallandale FLORIDA 33009 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SNYDER, NELSON B |

---

10685
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) NEWYORKLISTED JUST LOOK
FOR THE APPLE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97406870  Application Filing Date May 12, 2022  Registration Number  7097531
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "NEWYORKLISTED JUST
LOOK FOR THE APPLE!" whereby a stylized apple is stacked above "NEWYORKLISTED" and then
"NEWYORKLISTED" is stacked above "JUST LOOK FOR THE APPLE!" and all of this is framed within a black square
that is merely background material and not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a
feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gemstone jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use
Aug. 01, 2008  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NEWYORKLISTED, LLC  Address  NEWYORKLISTED, LLC  204 Waterman Street  Lockport  NEW
YORK  14094  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NATURES VITALITY FARMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97406919 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097532
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FARMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible pet treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luptak, Sheri L DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Natures Vitality Farms Address Luptak, Sheri L 1488 E. Bluelick Rd. Lima OHIO 45801 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
TM 8667 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literals: TIDE LAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97406984 Application Filing Date: May 12, 2022 Registration Number: 7097533
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "LAW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing legal research in the field of real estate transactions; Real estate closing services; Real estate settlement services; Title searching; Legal services
International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Personal and legal services First Use: Jan. 2017 In Commerce: Feb. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Tide Law Firm, LLC Address: Tide Law Firm, LLC Suite A 3573 Fountain Lane Myrtle Beach SOUTH CAROLINA 29577 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** METROPOLIS OF ANGELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97407046</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097534</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Beanies; Coats; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Bikinis; Caps with visors; Dresses; Ear bands; Ear warmers; Embroidered clothing, namely, shirts, long-sleeve shirts, tanktops, sportsbras, leggings, sweatshirts, sweatpants, hoodies, pants, jackets, hats, socks, bikinis; Headbands; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Sports shirts; Tank-tops; Track jackets; Track pants; Wind resistant jackets; Yoga pants; Yoga socks; Yoga tops; Athletic jackets; Body shirts; Bomber jackets; Denim jackets; Fleece jackets; Graphic T-shirts; Heavy jackets; Hooded sweatshirts; Leather jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Polo shirts; Rain jackets; Short-sleeved shirts; Sports bras; Sports jackets; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Trekking jackets; Yoga shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Nov. 07, 2014 **In Commerce** Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** METROPOLIS OF ANGELS LLC **Address** METROPOLIS OF ANGELS LLC 1750 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd Ste 109 Houma LOUISIANA 70360 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country** LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) V-TEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407154 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097535
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6421482, 6421481

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 01999173 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 16, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County TAIWAN Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 15, 2029 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jul. 15, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hypermarkets; Import-export agency services; Mail order services featuring clothing, fabrics, shoes, socks, hats, carrying bags, and backpacks; Operating an on-line shopping site in the field of clothing, fabrics, shoes, socks, hats, carrying bags, and backpacks; Providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; Providing consumer information in the field of clothing, fabrics, shoes, socks, hats, carrying bags, and backpacks; Providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; Retail department stores; Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing; Wholesale and retail store services featuring fabrics; Wholesale and retail store services featuring shoes; Wholesale and retail store services featuring hats; Wholesale and retail store services featuring socks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEGO STONE CO., LTD. Address LEGO STONE CO., LTD. 1F., NO. 13, LN. 139, SEC. 1 CHANGPING RD., BEITUN DIST. TAICHUNG CITY TAIWAN 40652 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEBANON VALLEY CRAFT BREWERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97407167 Application Filing Date  May 12, 2022 Registration Number  7097536 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized graphical depiction of a building roof line having a square raised section with the words "LEBANON VALLEY CRAFT BREWERY" in a stylized font positioned beneath the roof line such that the text is right justified. The shaded background is not a feature of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LEBANON VALLEY CRAFT BREWERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages First Use  Jan. 21, 2020 In Commerce  May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lebanon Valley Craft Brewery, LLC Address  Lebanon Valley Craft Brewery, LLC  840 North 7th Street Lebanon  PENNSYLVANIA 17046 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22641-LVCB

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEATS & BITES FESTIVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407196 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097537 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FESTIVAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of concerts; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; all the aforementioned provided exclusively within the sovereign territory of the Chickasaw Nation in south central Oklahoma

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Chickasaw Nation Address The Chickasaw Nation 520 E. Arlington Blvd. Ada OKLAHOMA 74820 Legal Entity federally-recognized Indian tribe State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KLEVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407215 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097538
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "KLEVER" in the mark is "sticky".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Weight lifting equipment, namely, a device to isolate biceps during a bicep curl

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reeder, Gerard Address Reeder, Gerard 5841 NE 22 Ave Ft Lauderdale FLORIDA 33308 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2015529

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MR SIGN IN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97407232 | Application Filing Date | May 12, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097539 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “SIGN IN” |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Providing user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Jun. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Market Rithm, Inc. |
| Address | Market Rithm, Inc. 1750 Tysons Blvd., Ste. 1500 Mc Lean VIRGINIA 22102 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | L550084742 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE HEART OF STORYTELLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407241 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097540 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services relating to publicity
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 04, 2021 In Commerce May 04, 2021 For Personal growth and motivation consulting services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 04, 2021 In Commerce May 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Heart of Storytelling, LLC Address The Heart of Storytelling, LLC 2304 Ravenswood Ct Charlottesville VIRGINIA 229112208 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney UKAOMA, ULOMA JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VTEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407273 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097541
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "vtex" in stylized, lowercase font placed below a graphic design styled in the shape of a left-pointing arrowhead. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6421482, 6421481

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 02045620 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 01, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County TAIWAN Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 28, 2030 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Feb. 28, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hypermarkets; Import-export agency services; Mail order services featuring clothing, fabrics, shoes, socks, hats, carrying bags, and backpacks; Operating an on-line shopping site in the field of clothing, fabrics, shoes, socks, hats, carrying bags, and backpacks; Providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; Providing consumer information in the field of clothing, fabrics, shoes, socks, hats, carrying bags, and backpacks; Providing television home shopping services in the field of general consumer merchandise; Retail department stores; Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing; Wholesale and retail store services featuring shoes; Wholesale and retail store services featuring hats; Wholesale and retail store services featuring socks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97407279</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2704395

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Propeller blade protectors for boats
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Prop Guard Marine, Inc.
- **Address**: Prop Guard Marine, Inc. PO Box 1681 Westcliffe COLORADO 81252
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: PGM-0.002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FOX ACADEMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97407305
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097543
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ACADEMY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing online non-downloadable educational videos in the field of suspension systems for off road vehicles
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fox Factory, Inc.
- **Address**: Fox Factory, Inc. Suite 300 2055 Sugarloaf Circle Duluth GEORGIA 30097
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FOXF/T252US2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) T2LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97407353</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
<td>7097544</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dresses; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Bottoms as clothing; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Tank tops; Tops as clothing; Clothing jackets
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Aug. 2007
In Commerce: Aug. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: J&L W. INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Address: J&L W. INTERNATIONAL, INC. 657 Monterey Pass Rd Monterey Park, CALIFORNIA 91754
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DANG, BAO-NGOC K
**Mark Literal(s)** Gaines Method

**Case Identifiers**

Serial Number 97407356
Application Filing Date May 12, 2022
Registration Number 7097545
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "METHOD"

**Goods and Services Information**

For Education services, namely, providing live and on-line training in the field of penis augmentation and male enhancement; Education services, namely, providing training in the fields of penis augmentation and male enhancement
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jan. 13, 2021
In Commerce Jan. 14, 2021

**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name Method Medical Supply, LLC
Address Method Medical Supply, LLC 990 Biscayne Blvd., Office 1402 Miami FLORIDA
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): INEGOVIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97407404  Application Filing Date: May 12, 2022  Registration Number: 7097546
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "INEGOVIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Paintings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints on canvas; Arts and craft paint kits; Canvas for painting; Canvas for printing; Original art pictures on canvas; Painting sets for children; Framed art pictures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Zhongshan Rongqian Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address: Zhongshan Rongqian Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 7 Cards, Bldg 1, Phase 2, Langqing Holiday Park, No. 55, Qiguan W. Rd. E. District, Zhongshan  CHINA 528405  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZOTITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97407407</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
<td>7097547</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZOTITA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Camera hoods; Cell phone auxiliary cables; Cell phone covers; Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Computer peripherals and parts thereof; Data cables; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; Wireless cellular phone headsets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Current Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen KuaXingDa Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen KuaXingDa Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 101-6, 10F, W. Blk, E. and W. Bldg. Xincheng Bldg,No.1025,Shennan Middle Rd. Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PILLOROBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97407414  Application Filing Date: May 12, 2022  Registration Number: 7097548
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "PILLOROBO" has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bolsters; Air pillows, not for medical purposes; Inflatable pillows; Massage tables; Mattresses; Neck pillows; Neck support cushions; Pillows
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use: Jan. 07, 2022  In Commerce: Jan. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: SHENZHEN ZHENGJING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.  Address: SHENZHEN ZHENGJING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 601, Sanhang science and technology, Gaoxin South ninth Road,Yuehai street, ShenZhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: INIPA
Examining Attorney: RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEYHEYSHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407433 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097549
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank journal books; Book marks; Chalk and blackboards; Gelatine glue for stationery or household purposes; Office binders; Office glues; Office stationery; Paper bags; Paper for photocopies; Paper shredders for office use; Pen or pencil holders; Pencil boxes; Push pins; Rubbish bags of plastic; Sharpeners for mechanical pencils; Stands for pens and pencils; Staples for offices; Stationery cases; Writing implements; Writing ink
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guixiu Ling Address Guixiu Ling No. 55, Shuidong Street, Shuidong Village Linjiang Town, Pucheng County Fujian Province CHINA 353400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEAL, KELLY L
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KYHEPOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97407437
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097550
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Kyhepot has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Charms for shoes; Fasteners for shoes and boots; Fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of shoe eyelets; Hook and loop fasteners; Hook and loop fasteners for use in the manufacture of clothing and shoes; Laces for footwear; Metal fasteners for shoes and boots; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Shoe buckles; Shoe eyelet covers; Shoe eyelets; Shoe fasteners; Shoe hooks for fastening shoes; Shoe laces; Shoe laces made in whole or in substantial part of leather, cotton, jute; Shoe strings; Shoe trimmings; Shoemakers’ needles
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pinghexian Xiaozhuang Fruit Management CO., LTD.
- **Address**: Pinghexian Xiaozhuang Fruit Management CO., LTD. No.177,Chengzai,Youmei Village Wuzhai Township,Pinghe County Zhangzhou,Fujian CHINA 363000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MYDIKUW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97407440</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097551</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Mydikuw has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Charms for shoes; Fasteners for shoes and boots; Fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of shoe eyelets; Hook and loop fasteners; Hook and loop fasteners for use in the manufacture of clothing and shoes; Laces for footwear; Metal fasteners for shoes and boots; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Shoe buckles; Shoe eyelet covers; Shoe eyelets; Shoe fasteners; Shoe hooks for fastening shoes; Shoe laces; Shoe laces made in whole or in substantial part of leather, cotton, jute; Shoe strings; Shoe trimmings; Shoemakers’ needles
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Pinghexian Zhuangshike Fruit Management CO.,LTD.
- **Address**: Pinghexian Zhuangshike Fruit Management CO., LTD. No.202, Chengzai, Youmei Village Wuzhai Township, Pinghe County Zhangzhou, Fujian CHINA 363000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407458 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097552
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Appe" in black to the right of which are two parallel diagonal lines in yellow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Asphalt Repair, Maintenance, Sealing and Parking Lot Striping

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bryan Appell DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Appell Striping and Sealcoating Inc. Address Bryan Appell 137 East Main Street Bay Shore NEW YORK 11706 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 83542-3020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APOTHIKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407469 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097553 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body waxing services; Day spa services, namely, nail care, manicures, pedicures and nail enhancements International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 2017 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Apothika Day Spa, LLC Address Apothika Day Spa, LLC 2200 Sarah St Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556060440

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407474 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097554
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shojo Beer Company, LLC. Address Shojo Beer Company, LLC. 9153 SW 142nd Pl. Miami FLORIDA 33186 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 420463.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAOPARLFH

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97407517
Application Filing Date May 12, 2022
Registration Number 7097555
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Humidifiers; Luminaries; Aquarium lights; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Barbecues and grills; Bicycle lamps; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights for vehicles; Motorcycle lights; Rear lights for vehicles; Showers and shower cubicles; String lights for festive decoration
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes
US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Mar. 05, 2022
In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan xinyangcheng e-commerce Co., Ltd.
Address Foshan xinyangcheng e-commerce Co., Ltd. 204, No.18, Pulan 1st Road, zumiao street, Chancheng District, Foshan CHINA 528000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RAQUEL RILEY THOMAS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97407522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Fashion consulting services; Fashion trend consulting for the fashion industry; Personal fashion consulting services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>An Officer and Gentlewoman, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Raquel Riley Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>An Officer and Gentlewoman, LLC 2929 Pennsylvania Ave, Suite #319 Washington D.C. 20006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BURCHAM, NATHAN D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97407585
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097557
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Figurines of resin
  - **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
  - **First Use**: Oct. 09, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 09, 2015
- **For**: Decorative boxes made of non-precious metal; Figurines of common metal; Statues of non-precious metal
  - **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
  - **First Use**: Feb. 02, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Danila Gifts OU
- **Address**: Danila Gifts OU Veetorni tn 6-6 Aseri ESTONIA 43401
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ESTONIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CRITTERCOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407601  Application Filing Date May 12, 2022  Registration Number 7097558
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for implementing a rewards program; Downloadable software for issuing rewards to students; Downloadable software for implementing a student engagement program; Downloadable software for issuing coins to students and enabling the students to redeem digital assets that are authenticated by non-fungible tokens; Downloadable software for arranging students into groups for participation in rewards programs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 12, 2022  In Commerce May 12, 2022
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for implementing a rewards program; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for issuing rewards to students; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for implementing a student engagement program; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for issuing coins to students and enabling the students to redeem digital assets that are authenticated by non-fungible tokens; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for arranging students into groups for participation in rewards programs
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use May 12, 2022  In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RedCritter Corp.  Address RedCritter Corp.  2104 Wentworth Dr.  Flower Mound  TEXAS  75028  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26200.38
Examining Attorney  ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 66FIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407602 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097559
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Christmas tree stand covers; Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using a cable; Exercise equipment, namely, rowing machines; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Golf bag covers; Golf flagsticks; Leg guards for athletic use; Meditation cushions; Paddle surfboards; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands; Positionable wooden and plastic figures for use in wooden and plastic puzzles; Storage racks for ski and sports equipment; Vibrating apparatus used in fitness and exercise programs to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 12, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALLSMARTLITE, INC. Address ALLSMARTLITE, INC. 300 S. HARBOR BLVD., STE 1018, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92805 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)   BRIO TRANSFORMING BENEFITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97407666  Application Filing Date   May 12, 2022  Registration Number    7097560
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of Brio written in a typed stylized font. Below there is a line, and below the line it says TRANSFORMING BENEFITS.  Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer   "BENEFITS"  Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Business consulting services in the field of employee benefits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Brio Benefit Consulting Inc.  Address   Brio Benefit Consulting Inc.  30 Broad St 35th floor  New York NEW YORK  10004  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   L552529301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLARDEFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97407741  Application Filing Date  May 12, 2022  Registration Number  7097561
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sunglasses; Anti-glare glasses; Eye glass chains; Eyewear cases; Eyewear pouches; Glacier eyeglasses; Night vision goggles; Optical glasses; Reading glasses; Sunglasses and spectacles
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Yarui Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Yiwu Yarui Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm 206, Unit 2, Bildg 38, Liuqing 9th Dist, Beiyuan St,Yiwu, Jinhua Zhejiang  CHINA  322000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHOI, REBECCA EJ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97407807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized capital letter &quot;A&quot; comprised of two left-to-right diagonal bars in light purple making the left side of the &quot;A&quot; and one right-to-left diagonal bar in dark purple making the right side of the &quot;A&quot;. The bar on the far left is slightly longer than the bar to the right of it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Downloadable computer software for application and database integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>ADEVANTAGE TECHNOLOGY, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ADEVANTAGE TECHNOLOGY, INC. Suite I-2  #359 4804 NW Bethany Blvd Portland OREGON 97229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>WOLD, BARBARA NIelsen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAD CARDS FORE GOOD GOLFERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407808 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097563
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Card games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 27, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bad Cards, LLC Address Bad Cards, LLC 75 Magnolia Creek Road Santa Rosa Beach FLORIDA 32459 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MADE IN HOLYOKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407830  Application Filing Date May 12, 2022  Registration Number 7097564
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a styled version of the words MADE IN HOLYOKE with city images inside the letters of the word HOLYOKE and the spire of a building forming the letter I in the word IN. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MADE IN HOLYOKE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Caps being headwear; Clothing jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 01, 2016  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rodriguez, Elsie N.  Address Rodriguez, Elsie N. 11 Harrison Avenue  Holyoke  MASSACHUSETTS 01040  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FORE X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97407834 Application Filing Date: May 12, 2022 Registration Number: 7097565
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a skull with a dimpled pattern on top, which has the overall appearance of a golf ball and the teeth of the skull form the word "FORE". Below the skull are two golf clubs crossed over one another forming an "X". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Bad Cards, LLC Address: Bad Cards, LLC 75 Magnolia Creek Road Santa Rosa Beach FLORIDA 32459 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUSTAPART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407894 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097566 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BUSTAPART" in stylized font with the fourth letter "T" stylized as a threaded bolt and with said wording followed by a single stylized drop located within a stylized bolt. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BUST APART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Grease for machines; Lubricating grease; Industrial greases International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Oct. 13, 2018 In Commerce May 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Times 10 Associates, LLC Address Times 10 Associates, LLC 1101 Cumberland Dr., #252 Valparaiso, IN 46383 INDIANA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB

10724
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPIRIT MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97407901 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097567
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Book publishing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 09, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2021

For Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kevin Scott White LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Spirit Media Address Kevin Scott White LLC 612 Samuel Cary Drive Cary NORTH CAROLINA 27511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KWS.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GO HEELS TACTICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408022  Application Filing Date May 12, 2022  Registration Number 7097568
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a skull wearing a cowboy hat, bandanna and 2 crossed pistols beneath. The stylized wording "GO HEELS" appears on top and "TACTICAL" on bottom. Color
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TACTICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services and online retail store services featuring rifles, shotguns, pistols, ammunition, other firearms in the nature of short-barreled rifles, short-barreled shotguns, suppressors for rifles and guns, machines guns, and parts and accessories therefor
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Go Heels Tactical LLC  Address Go Heels Tactical LLC  9307 Heritage Village Ct  Spotsylvania VIRGINIA 22551 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
TM 8703 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REYA BARRE & YOGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408064 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097569
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BARRE" AND "YOGA"
Translation The wording REYA has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Alyssa Beerger and Michele Ray Dolaway, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Yoga instruction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flow Fitness Studio LLC Address Flow Fitness Studio LLC 519 Acorn St Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556026133
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SHOW UP SHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408089  Application Filing Date May 12, 2022  Registration Number 7097570
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "SHOP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed greeting cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

For The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of household goods, cards, gifts, memorabilia, souvenirs, collectibles, and special event items in the nature of maternity journals, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods by means of retail stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Show Up Shop, LLC  Address The Show Up Shop, LLC  2107 Bernard Ave.  Nashville TENNESSEE  37212  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PR

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97408163</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
<td>7097571</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a human hand in tan with light tan fingernails, accented with brown and outlined in black, the fingers of the hand are positioned to look like the letters PR. The mark appears superimposed against a black background.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) black, tan, brown, and light tan are claimed as a feature of the mark. is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lopez-Gautier, Mitchell DBA, AKA, Formerly Lotier PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Lopez-Gautier, Mitchell 1201 Evon Ave North Chesterfield VIRGINIA 23235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
TM 8706 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUSHELUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408222 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097572
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing education services in the nature of seminars, educational speakers, and online non-downloadable videos in the field of agriculture
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 27, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2021

For providing information in the field of agriculture
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 27, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aurora Cooperative Elevator Company Address Aurora Cooperative Elevator Company 2225 Q Street Aurora NEBRASKA 68818 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ACECT1000
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97408228</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
<td>7097573</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Portrait photography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Leticia Andrade</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA Leticia Andrade Photography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composed of</td>
<td>Leticia Andrade</td>
<td>a citizen of United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>611 Blackburn Lane</td>
<td>Peachtree City</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEGAL ENTITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97408281</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
BLAS FOUNDATION

**Goods and Services Information**

- Accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions; Charitable fundraising; Charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities, funding, scholarships and/or financial assistance for individuals in need; Philanthropic services concerning monetary donations

**International Classes**
36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**
Insurance and Financial

**First Use in Commerce**
Nov. 03, 2018

**In Commerce**
Nov. 03, 2021

**Basis Information**
Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Cordero, Blas |
| Address | Cordero, Blas 60 NE 14th St, Apt 1617 Miami FLORIDA 33132 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Examiner Information**

| Examining Attorney | LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN |

---

**Mark Information**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "FOUNDATION"
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RHID PEST SERVICES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97408294</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "PEST SERVICES"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pest control for commercial buildings; Pest control services in homes; Pest control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry  
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106  
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair  
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Rhid Services LLC  
- **Address**: Rhid Services LLC  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA  27705  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHADE & TRAVEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408330  Application Filing Date May 12, 2022  Registration Number 7097576
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “TRAVEL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel arrangement; Travel consultancy; Travel consultancy services; Travel guide and travel information services; Travel information; Travel information services; Booking of travel tickets; Coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; Organisation of travel; Organization of travel and boat trips; Providing information about travel, via the Internet
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105  International Class Title Transportation and Storage  First Use Nov. 11, 2021  In Commerce Nov. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jakub Tamulewicz  Address Jakub Tamulewicz  615 Pavonia Ave, Apt. 5111  Jersey City  NEW JERSEY  07306  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Shania Roper  Address Shania Roper  615 Pavonia Ave, Apt. 5111  Jersey City  NEW JERSEY  07306  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THEODICY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097577</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Providing online music, not downloadable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Spencer, Stephen Christopher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Spencer, Stephen Christopher 11684 John Weir Dr El Paso TEXAS 79936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Foix, Louis M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Foix, Louis M 669 Peyton Rd El Paso TEXAS 79928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner | BANSAL, MEGHA |
TM 8712  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  TANIOKA'S SEAFOODS & CATERING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97408348</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SEAFOODS &amp; CATERING&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Catering services; Take-out restaurant services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 1978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TANIOKA'S FISH MARKET, INC. |
| Address | TANIOKA'S FISH MARKET, INC. 94-903 FARRINGTON HWY WAIPAHU HAWAII 96797 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where | HAWAII |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OAKES, ANNA JENNIE |

---

10736
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) YOLOYO ESPRESSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408367 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097579
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "YOLOYO
ESPRESSO". The word "YOLOYO" is above the word "ESPRESSO". These words are surrounded by a rectangular
outline. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ESPRESSO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning brushes for household use; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee filters not of paper being part of non-
electric coffee makers; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee mugs; Coffee percolators, non-electric; Coffee pod holders;
Coffee scoops; Coffee stirrers; Dishers; Non-electric coffee pots; Non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2021 In Commerce May 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name You, Zhixiang Address You, Zhixiang No. 34, Youjia Village, Xintang Village, Yongyang Town, Ji'an
County, Ji'an, Jiangxi CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116908

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408432 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097580
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of three Chinese characters in stylized format.

Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "FU" Transliteration The Chinese characters in the mark transliterate to "SAI", "LI" and "FU" and mean "COMPETITION", "ESTABLISH", and "RECOVER", respectively. However, together this wording has no meaning in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 42311737 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 07, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 06, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hoboomlife Bio-Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Hoboomlife Bio-Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. R218, F2, B6, Qianhai SZ-HK Youth Innovation&Entrepreneur Hub, Qianhai, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97408444
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097581
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**

- FUTURE RETRO

**Reason for Publication**

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RETRO"

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6033084

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Hats; Pants; Sneakers; Socks; Clothing belts; Clothing head wraps; Clothing headwraps; Clothing jerseys; Henley shirts; Shirt fronts; Shirts; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweaters; T-shirts; Ankle socks; Athletic pants; Basketball sneakers; Camouflage jackets; Camouflage pants; Dance pants; Denim jackets; Down jackets; Fashion hats; Fishermen's jackets; Gift packages sold as a unit consisting primarily of a sweatshirt and also including a photo frame, a coffee mug, and a tote bag; Graphic T-shirts; Heavy jackets; Hooded sweat shirts; Jerseys being clothing; Jogging pants; Knit jackets; Knit shirts; Leather hats; Leather jackets; Long jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Outer jackets; Over shirts; Polo shirts; Rain hats; Rainproof jackets; Reversible jackets; Short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski jackets; Sleeved jackets; Small hats; Smoking jackets; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Stretch pants; Track jackets; Track pants; Wind pants; Wooly hats

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 17, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 03, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Anton, Tito S
- **Address**: Anton, Tito S 1157 60th Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11219
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
**Mark Literal(s)** CRUSHERS TRUCK SAUCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97408453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SAUCE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hot sauce and marinade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Curtis, Graylen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Curtis, Graylen 3 Rabel Court, E FT. BENNING GEORGIA 31905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SENSOR, JAMES EARL |
TM 8717 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMUSFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408522 Application Filing Date May 12, 2022 Registration Number 7097583
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Amusful" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerials; Earphones; Eyeglasses; Headphones; Megaphones; Microphones; Microscopes; Photocopiers; Scales; Scanners; Telescopes; Car video recorders; CD players; Electric door bells; Lap-counting devices, namely, counters for use during sporting activities; Lenses for cameras; Video baby monitors International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Raymond Brown Address Raymond Brown 699 Primrose Court Troy OHIO 45373 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LANZI, JESSICA NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEARTYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408611 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097584
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HEARTYE", with the
letter "t" having a tree branch as its cross line on which sits a bird with a heart on its chest. The branch contains three
leaves at the end. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Heartye
has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pastels; Stickers; Blank or partially printed postcards; Giftwrapping paper; Laser cut paper; Packaging boxes of paper;
Paper boxes; Paper hang tags; Paper lace; Paper note tablets; Paper shopping bags; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation
cards; Printed matter, namely, newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all
in the fields of securities, options and other financial instruments; Printed reporters' notebooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 29, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Red Leaves Stationery Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Red Leaves Stationery Co., Ltd. Fl.2,
Bldg.20, No. 39, Bigang Rd., Luogang Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510760 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or
Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038528T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LISOKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408640 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097585
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Lisoki has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Condoms; Abdominal corsets; Breast pumps; Clinical thermometers; Ear plugs for sleeping; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Electrically operated hearing aids; Love dolls; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Menstrual cups; Sex dolls; Soporific pillows for insomnia; Vaginal dilators; Vibromassage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Lishangqi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Lishangqi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 715, Bldg. 4, Yinxingzhijie, No. 1301-74, Guanguang Rd., Xinlan Comm., Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
Mark Literal(s)  KISSKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97408672 Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022 Registration Number  7097586 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording KISSKI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Common metal drawer pulls; Door handles of metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Furniture fittings of metal; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Hinges of metal; Magnetic cabinet door catches; Metal bathroom hardware, namely, pulls; Metal clothes hooks; Metal door latches; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal fastening anchors; Metal garment hooks; Metal hinges; Paint spray booths of metal
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, xuan Address  Liu, xuan  212 Building, Huajiadxili 2 qu wangjing street, Chaoyang District  Beijing CHINA  100015 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STARSINWATER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97408682</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the literal element &quot;Starsinwater&quot; in a stylized cursive writing, and what appears to the left of the text element is an incomplete five-pointed star graphic design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Lockets; Pendants; Beads for making jewelry; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Rings |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| First Use | Mar. 18, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 18, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Lihao Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Lihao Technology Co., Ltd. Room 601, Building 51, Shayuanpu, Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street, Longhua Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**LEGAL ENTITY**

| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEEMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 13, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097588</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "TEEMI" appearing within an oval design. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation | The wording TEEMI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Bar code printers; Bar code scanners; Barcode scanner; Barcode scanners; Electronic point-of-sale (POS) systems comprised primarily of point-of-sale terminals, bar code readers, touchscreen monitors, keyboards, document printers, scanners, and recorded operating software |

International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
First Use | Sep. 30, 2013 |
In Commerce | Sep. 30, 2013 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | TANG, NA |
Address | TANG, NA 201, 1st building, huang ge cui yuan long gang district shenzhen, guang dong |
Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | COLLIER, DAVID E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLEARDREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408685 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097589
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "cleardream" in a stylized cursive writing, with a drawing of a bird's wing encapsulating the letter "e". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Lockets; Pendants; Beads for making jewelry; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN LIHAO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN LIHAO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ROOM 601, BUILDING 51, SHAYUANPU, MINZHI COMMUNITY, MINZHI STREET, LONGHUA SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
TM 8724
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LEXSMARTRFID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408690 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097590
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chipcards; Baby monitors; Biometric identity cards; Blank near field communication (NFC) stickers; Chip card readers; Electric door chimes; Electronic locks; Electronic memory card readers; Encoded key cards; Encoded smart cards containing programming used to access control systems; Fingerprint padlocks; Integrated circuit cards; IP (Internet protocol) cameras; Magnetic coded card readers; Radio frequency identification (RFID) labels; Radio frequency identification (RFID) stickers; RFID readers; Smart watches; Smartwatch straps; Video monitors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Lex Smart Technology Co.,ltd Address Huizhou Lex Smart Technology Co.,ltd Rm 1510, Bldg 2, Hongjing Binhai Mansion, No. 2, Aotou Education Road, Daya Bay, Huizhou CHINA 516000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JONASOFIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97408700</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097591</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Jugs; Candy jars sold empty; China ornaments; Collapsible portable beverage container holder; Dish drying mats; Dishers; Glass storage jars; Hand-operated salt and pepper mills; Hand-operated salt grinders; Pet bowls; Pet feeding dishes; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Pre-moistened towelettes for household cleaning; Reusable ice cubes |
| International Classes   | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes              | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use               | Feb. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce             | Feb. 10, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name       | Ganzhou Kangoufeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address          | Ganzhou Kangoufeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 1501-2, Bldg B4, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, north of Xiangjiang Ave Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 |
| Legal Entity     | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner | COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMARTBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408701 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097592
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Smartbox. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigarettes; Ashtrays for smokers; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Tobacco jars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO., LTD Address Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO., LTD #501, Building B1, Quanzhi Zhihui Park, Ligang South Rd., Shajin St., Bao'an Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97408715
- **Application Filing Date**: May 13, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097593
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Ai Yuchen has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Braids; Crochet needles; False beards; Hair extensions; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Synthetic braiding hair; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head; Toupees
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 05, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Changge Yuchen Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Changge Yuchen Trading Co., Ltd. West House, 3rd Fl, Unit 1, Bldg 9, City Garden, Jinqiaolu St, Changge City, Xuchang Henan, CHINA
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**Examinining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLUETTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408739 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097594 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ad serving, namely, placing advertisements on websites for others using specialized computer software; Advertisement and publicity services by television, radio, mail; Advertising and publicity services; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, business organization, marketing and customer analysis; Conducting of auction sales; Conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; Cooperative advertising and marketing; Cooperative advertising and marketing services by way of solicitation, customer service and providing marketing information via web sites on a global computer network; Development and production of the advertising content of banners and signs for advertising, promotional, or marketing purposes; Development, operation and administration of digital signage systems and digital advertising systems for others, namely, providing advertising space by electronic means and global computer information networks; Import-export agencies in the field of energy; Marketing services; Online advertising on a computer network; Product merchandising for others; Providing user rankings for commercial or advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co.,Ltd Address Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co.,Ltd F19, BLD No.1, Kaidaer, Tongsha Road No.168, XiLi Street Nanshan, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
Mark Literal(s) GOKULAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408745 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097595
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GOKULAD" in stylized character. The letter "K" is broken in the middle making it look like an arrow to the left. The letters "L" and "A" are merged. The letter is designed to look like a broken triangle with stripes on its left side. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ladders of metal; Metal ladders; Metal portable staircases; Metal portable stairs; Metal staircases; Metal step ladders; Metal step stools; Metal stepladders and ladders; Stair treads of metal; Step ladders made of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang deyou trade co.,Ltd Address Zhejiang deyou trade co.,Ltd 2 F, No. 15, 7th Wuzhong Road, Economic Development Zone, Yongkang city Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYFNOMET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408746 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097596
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Bottle openers; Clothes-pegs; Cocktail shakers; Coffee mugs; Cookery molds; Funnels; Garden hose sprayers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 09, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yijiadian Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yijiadian Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 402, Bldg 9, Xili Lake New Area, No. 4066, Xili Lake, Lihu Comm, Xili St Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BRAVADO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408749 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097597
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paints; Anti-fouling paints; Architectural paints; Architectural protective coatings; Dyes for making soap; Exterior surface protective coatings; Heat resistant paints; Printing ink; Raw natural resins; Rust inhibiting preparations in the nature of a coating for use on vehicles; Wood preservatives; Tints for architectural paints and pigmented coatings for interior and exterior use
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hua, Chaoquan Address Hua, Chaoquan No.016,haojiadi natural village asuji Township,Shangyi County Zhangjiakou,Hebei CHINA 076761 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC-0136

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUIWBFTB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number         | 97408768 | Application Filing Date | May 13, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097598 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|-----------------------|----------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|--------------|----------|------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|----------------|--------------|

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Touchscreens; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Computer peripheral devices; Computer touchscreens; Electronic apparatus, namely, plasma display panels; LCDs; Navigational apparatus for automobiles; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Sunglasses; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, back-up sensors and cameras; Wireless computer mice
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang, Jing Address  No. 085, Shenshuidong Team, Jiujin Village, Dungu Town, Bobai County, Guangxi CHINA 537600 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK LITERAL(s)** EAFFLATUD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97408772 | Application Filing Date | May 13, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097599 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 | |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording "EAFFLATUD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Beachbags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for carrying pets; Briefcase-type portfolios; Carry-on bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Fashion handbags; Handbags for ladies; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Purses and wallets; Ruck sacks; School backpacks; Shoulder bags; Tote bags

International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title: Leather Goods
First Use: Jan. 29, 2022 In Commerce: Jan. 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Jiang, Shan Address: Jiang, Shan Group 4, Zhongyi Village, Changchun Town, Baiquan Country, Heilongjiang Province, CHINA Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELEOHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97408776</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097600</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips; Blank forms; Blank lesson plan books; Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Conical paper bags; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningxia Kaipule Trading Co., Ltd. Address Ningxia Kaipule Trading Co., Ltd. No. 106, Zone C, Yinzhuang Comm, Zhongning County, Zhongwei, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region Ningxia CHINA 755000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VAN MAVO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97408804 |
| Application Filing Date | May 13, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097601 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Loose-leaf binders; Magnetic boards for scheduling activities and appointments; Memorandum boards; Pencil cases; Pencil holders; Plastic garbage bags; Spiral-bound notebooks; Toilet tissue; Writing board erasers

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Jan. 09, 2022 **In Commerce** Jan. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** guilinyouhekejiyouxiangongsi **Address** guilinyouhekejiyouxiangongsi Rm.1106,Unit 4,Bldg. 7,Binjiang Commerce and Trade Town, Town,Licheng Town, Lipu Guangxi CHINA 546600 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Sha2111

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAKAKAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97408834  Application Filing Date May 13, 2022  Registration Number 7097602
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "WAKAKAC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stools; Bathroom furniture; Drawer organizers; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Inflatable pet beds; Plastic containers and covers for the food industry; Pouf ottomans; Toilet footstool to place one's feet on while sitting on a toilet
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Apr. 06, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Xiaxingyun E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Xiaxingyun E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No.2, 4/F, Unit 1, Building 3 Jingyuecheng (Plot C), Xincheng Hanyang Dist., Wuhan CHINA 430051  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SYNCHRONISTORY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97408857 | Application Filing Date | May 13, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097603 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4951543, 4664456 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, video and prose presentations featuring music, news, art, and popular culture; Interactive online web journals featuring information about music, news, art, and popular culture; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information and opinions about music, news, art, and popular culture |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Nov. 27, 2012 | In Commerce | Nov. 27, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SYNCHRONISTRY GmbH & Co. KG | Address | SYNCHRONISTRY GmbH & Co. KG ADVANT Beiten,, Ganghoferstrasse 33 Munich FED REP GERMANY | 80339 Legal Entity | Limited partnership State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 8838.001 ean |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE JOY OF DENTISTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409115 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097604
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dentistry services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joy Helou Address Joy Helou 1434 S. Grand Avenue Glendora CALIFORNIA 91740 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  WHITE RAIN BOOK HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97409120  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022  Registration Number  7097605
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BOOK HOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring books and audiobooks
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Nov. 25, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  White Rain LLC  Address  White Rain LLC  12322 Glenmeadow Dr.  Stafford  TEXAS  77477  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JKSPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409165  Application Filing Date May 13, 2022  Registration Number 7097606
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basketballs; Dumbbells; Skateboards; Amusement game machines; Body-building apparatus; Floats for bathing and swimming; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Net balls; Playing card shuffling device; Yoga blocks
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Jan. 24, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ding, Jianming  Address Ding, Jianming  No. 70, Caiyuan RD, Xiadao Village  Xiadao Town, Yanping Dist., Nanping, Fujian CHINA 353000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZSH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAVID L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ROCK 'N WHEELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97409172  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022  Registration Number  7097607
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "ROCK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting of concerts; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Village of Addison  Address  Village of Addison  Community Relations Department  1 Friendship Plaza Addison ILLINOIS 60101  Legal Entity  municipal corporation  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  QUILICI, BRENDA A
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97409259</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic preparations
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: NICHE BEAUTY LAB SL
- **Address**: CARRETERA DE MALGRAT 20, NAVÉ 10, Blanes (Girona), SPAIN
- **Legal Entity**: sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl)
- **State or Country**: SPAIN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 02052

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publish Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97409271</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097609</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark/Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;EVENTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; Providing facilities for wedding ceremonies; Wedding ceremony planning and arranging consultation services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Personal and legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Feb. 16, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 17, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Vista View Events, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Vista View Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Vista View Events, LLC 4611 County Road 237 Rifle COLORADO 81650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BODY ELECTRIC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97409330 | Application Filing Date | May 13, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097610 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Beer; India pale ales (IPAs) |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | May 13, 2017 |
| In Commerce | May 13, 2017 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Wise Man Brewing LLC |
| Address | Wise Man Brewing LLC 826 Angelos Brothers Avenue Winston Salem NORTH CAROLINA 27101 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | VAN DEN ABBEELEN, DEREK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUTRAGED DAUGHTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409333  Application Filing Date May 13, 2022  Registration Number 7097611
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes  US Classes 45, 46, 48  International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Mar. 14, 2017  In Commerce Mar. 14, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wise Man Brewing LLC  Address Wise Man Brewing LLC 826 Angelo Brothers Avenue  Winston Salem NORTH CAROLINA 27101  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAN DEN ABELEEN, DEREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FFTC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409346 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097612
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an orange crown with the lettering "FFTC" in red across the front of the crown. The color white represents background only and is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors orange and red are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Saffron salt for seasoning food
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sohbati, Nima Address Sohbati, Nima 2221 redhawk ct abramsfoodstuff@hotmail.com Rocklin CALIFORNIA 95765 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 370200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SURLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97409366
- **Application Filing Date**: May 13, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097613
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of The word "SURLY" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3239229, 2594176, 2624072 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: T-shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Cycling caps; Cyclists' jerseys
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Quality Bicycle Products, GBC DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Quality Bicycle Products, Inc.
- **Address**: Quality Bicycle Products, GBC 6400 West 105th Street Bloomington MINNESOTA 55438

**LEGAL ENTITY**: MINNESOTA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
HAIRVEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97409372  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022  Registration Number  7097614
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair care lotions; Hair creams; Hair gels; Hair lotions; Hair products, namely, thickening control creams; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; Cosmetic preparations for hair care; Non-medicated balm for hair; Oil baths for hair care; Oils for hair conditioning
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  May 12, 2022  In Commerce  May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NICHE BEAUTY LAB SL  Address  NICHE BEAUTY LAB SL  CARRETERA DE MALGRAT 20, NAVE 10  Blanes (Girona)  SPAIN  17300  Legal Entity  sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl)  State or Country  SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  02052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYALULIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409387  Application Filing Date May 13, 2022  Registration Number 7097615
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lip balm; Lip cream; Lip glosses; Lip liner; Lip neutralizers; Lip polisher; Cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; Non-medicated lip balms; Non-medicated lip care preparations; Non-medicated lip plumping preparations; Non-medicated lip protectors; Non-medicated balms for use on lips; Pomades for lips for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use May 12, 2022  In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NICHE BEAUTY LAB SL
Address NICHE BEAUTY LAB SL  CARRETERA DE MALGRAT 20, NAVE 10  Blanes (Girona)  SPAIN  17300
Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl)
State or Country SPAIN

Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TRIOREN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409450 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097616
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized "TriOren" with the letter "r"
disappearing in the upper left corner and the letter "O" being replaced by an orange made of orange peels. Color
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee mugs; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Decorating
bags for confectioners; Dishers; Hand-operated grinders; Industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; Insect traps;
Lunch boxes made of plastic; Porcelain mugs; Salad bowls; Serving scoops for ice cream; Shower racks; Squeegees for dishes;
Vaporizers for perfume sold empty

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Aozi Education Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Aozi Education Technology Co., Lt d.
East side of 7F,Tianan Electric Office No. 1599,Juxian Rd,Ningbo High-tech Zone Zhejiang Province CHINA 315101
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, BAO-NGOC K
# Trademark Registration Information

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
WHERE LAWYERS GO FOR PROTECTION

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97409473</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097617</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

For Insurance brokerage services; insurance administration; insurance brokerage consulting; professional liability insurance services in the nature of professional liability insurance brokerage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: Jun. 04, 2018  In Commerce: Jun. 04, 2018

## Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**
USI Insurance Services LLC

**Address**
USI Insurance Services LLC 100 Summit Lake Drive, Suite 400 Valhalla NEW YORK 10595

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**
083471.00061

**Examining Attorney**
NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INNSENN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409522 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097618
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backlit signs; Digital signage; Digital signage display panels; Digital signs; Electronic advertisement boards featuring a neon lamp; Electronic displays, namely, digital signage; Electronic security and surveillance devices, namely, electronic security tags and labels, acoustic tags, magnetic tags; Electronic signs; Golf club swing aids, namely, target laser and lights; Illuminated exit signs; Liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors; Luminous or mechanical road signs; Luminous signs; Neon signs; Warning flags
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Chuangyi Elec-Optic Tech Co. Limited Address Guangzhou Chuangyi Elec-Optic Tech Co. Limited Rm 102, No. 10, Dongping Shengzhuang Rd Yongping Street, Baiyun District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALANTE, JOSHUA MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LANDEN

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cabinets being furniture for aquariums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Aquarium lights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Aquarium Suppliers LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Aquarium Suppliers LLC 23 Lamoine St Belmont MASSACHUSETTS 02478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GRAJEDA, HECTOR M |

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97409536</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AMERICAN AVIATORS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 97409572 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 13, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7097620 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AMERICAN"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: (Based on use) Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, and sweatshirts; (Based on intent to use) Clothing, namely, hats, pants, shorts, and socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jun. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: American Aviators LLC
- **Address**: American Aviators LLC, 14853 Sidney Plattsville Road, Sidney, OHIO 45365
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BABY ADVENTURER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97409746</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “BABY”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Educational and entertainment services, namely, on-line journals featuring blog articles in the fields of education and instruction in Montessori principles; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring Montessori principles; educational services, namely, providing online courses of instruction in the field of Montessori principles and distribution of course material in connection therewith; entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring educational advice for parents, parenting, and educators; providing a website featuring blogs, online educational services in the nature of lessons, and non-downloadable educational resource materials in the nature of webinars and publications in the nature of electronic newsletters all in the field of Montessori education, pedagogy, and curriculum; providing online information in the field of Montessori education; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring articles about work, family and community.

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use**: Apr. 12, 2022
**In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MACO Design LLC
- **Address**: MACO Design LLC, Intellectual Strategies 4238 26 South Rio Grande Street, Suite 2072 Salt Lake City, UTAH 84101
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 4238.3.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examing Attorney**: HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LONGSTRETH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97409839</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097622</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed score-books; printed sport season planners; printed sport field diagram tablets

For Retail store services featuring sporting goods and equipment, clothing and apparel, footwear, bags, and sport-related printed matter; online retail store services featuring sporting goods and equipment, clothing and apparel, footwear, bags, and sport-related printed matter; wholesale ordering services in the field of sporting goods and equipment, footwear, bags, and sport-related printed matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longstreth Sporting Goods, LLC</td>
<td>Longstreth Sporting Goods, LLC 78 Wells Rd. Spring City PENNSYLVANIA</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LON-TM003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OGEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97409844 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097623 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OGEE" in stylized gold lettering. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5056331, 6430779, 5360249 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicated skincare and lip preparations; disposable medicated pre-moistened facial wipes.
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 20, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2018
For Cosmetics; Makeup; Lip balm; Lip stick; Non-medicated lip oil; Sculpted lip stick; Sculpted non-medicated lip oil; Face sticks being contour make-up sticks; Sculpted face sticks being contour make-up sticks; Non-medicated face mist; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skincare preparations, namely, creams, lotions, mists, gels, oils, serums, toners, cleaners, non-medicated facial and body topical serums, gels and oils for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated cosmetic body care preparations and non-medicated face and body cleansing preparations; Disposable facial wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; Disposable wipes impregnated with non-medicated skin cleansers; Cleansing cloths being cloths impregnated with a skin cleanser; Cloths impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Disposable wipes impregnated with non-medicated skin moisturizers and anti-aging compounds
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 20, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2018
For Online retail store services featuring cosmetics, skincare preparations, and makeup
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 20, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ogee, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ogee, Inc. 1 Lawson Lane, Suite 130 Burlington VERMONT 05401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**

| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 17032023UST1 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | WOLFE, YOUNG J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410051 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097624 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Hapalo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bamboo baskets for industrial purposes; Bamboo curtains; Bamboo furniture; Bamboo pillows; Bamboo poles; Blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo (sudare); Busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Flower-stands; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Indoor blinds; Industrial packaging containers of bamboo; Inflatable furniture; Metal furniture; Nesting boxes for household pets; Picture frame brackets; Picture frame moldings; Placards of wood or plastic; Signboards of wood or plastics; Sleeping mats; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Wind chimes; Works of art made of wax; Works of art of bamboo; Paper photo frames
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Danhong Address Liang, Danhong No.753,Anjiahu Village Bridge Jiyang Street, Zhuji City Zhejiang Province CHINA 311800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SJIP-2866

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410097 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097625
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design element of an incomplete diamond shape with rounded corners that is formed by two triangle designs consisting of folded line elements. All of which is above the literal element "conda" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "conda" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 12102666 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 21, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 20, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canvas for painting; Drawing instruments; Drawing pens; Drawing rulers; Indian inks; Paintbrushes; Painters’ easels; Palettes for painters; Pastel crayons; Printed note books; Stencil cases
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD Address NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD No. 291, East of Huandao Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410108 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097626
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design element of an incomplete diamond shape with rounded corners that is formed by two triangle designs consisting of folded line elements. All of which is above the literal element "conda" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "conda" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acrylic paints; Color pigments; Oil paints; Oil paints for use in art; Paint for artists; Pigments; Titanium dioxide being pigment; Watercolor paints; Watercolour paints for use in art
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Aug. 02, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD Address NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD No. 291, East of Huandao Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  THE AUDIO ENGINEERING BLUEPRINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97410133  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022  Registration Number  7097627
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "AUDIO ENGINEERING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Virtual and In-Person coaching services in the field of audio engineering, music production, music business, and film/tv/podcast/audiobook/radio production; Virtual and in-person training services in the field of audio engineering, music production, music business, and film/tv/podcast/audiobook/radio production; Educational services, namely, providing in person and on-line training, classes, coaching, seminars, and workshops in the field of audio engineering, music production, music business, and film/tv/podcast/audiobook/radio production
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Home Studio Tutor  Address  Home Studio Tutor  249 Potomac Road  Wilmington  DELAWARE  19803
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ORIGINAL VENTY FAN

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97410143</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
<td>7097628</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ORIGINAL" AND "FAN"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Portable electric fans for personal use; Portable electric heaters
- **International Classes** | 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 20, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 20, 2020

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: In Poor Taste LLC
- **Address**: In Poor Taste LLC 9436 W. Lake Mead Blvd Suite 5 PMB 1098 Las Vegas NEVADA 89134
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97410281  Application Filing Date: May 13, 2022  Registration Number: 7097629
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an abstract drawing of a tree with dark and light green leaves over a light beige backdrop with a brown tree branch and curved green line at the bottom. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) green and brown and beige is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Education services, namely, providing pre-school through kindergarten classroom instruction using Montessori principles; Nursery schools
For: Child care services; Preschooler and infant care at daycare centers; Providing day care centers
International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services  First Use: Aug. 01, 2013  In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2013

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Amir Caspian  Address: Amir Caspian  2243 21st Street  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA  90405  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Examininng Attorney

Examininng Attorney: CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FLIPPING TIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410302 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022
Registration Number 7097630 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FLIPPING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate marketing services in the field of mobile homes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Josie Huffman Address Josie Huffman 32302 Alipaz Street, Unit #49 San Juan Capistrano
CALIFORNIA 92675 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97410330</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 13, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097631</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a blue rectangle with a gold border with the gold border outlined in black. Inside the rectangle is the word &quot;BREVIN'S&quot; in gold stylized font outlined in black with the word &quot;BREVIN'S&quot; in a semi-circle above the words &quot;SOLID GOLD FUDGE&quot; in gold stylized font outlined in black.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The colors blue, gold, and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;FUDGE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Related Properties Information

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3827836 |

## Goods and Services Information

| For | Fudge |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Jun. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2020 |
| Used Anywhere in Another Form | The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 06/28/1993 |
| Used in Commerce in Another Form | The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 06/28/1993 |

## Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information

| Owner Name | Brevin's, LLC |
| Address | Brevin's, LLC 303 W Niagara Ave ASTORIA OREGON 971035739 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

## Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | QUILICI, BRENDAN A |

---

**Mark Literal(s)** BREVIN'S SOLID GOLD FUDGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LZWELCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97410349  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022  Registration Number  7097632
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chandeliers; Downlights; Lampshades; Lamp finials; Lamp shades; Landscape lighting installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED underwater lights; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Light post luminaires; Pendant lighting fixtures
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kuang, Meizhi  Address  Kuang, Meizhi  No. 1, Group 13, Taiyangsheng Village, Yuqing Sub-district Office, Leiyang City, Hunan  CHINA  421800  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIRSTCARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97410469 | Application Filing Date | May 13, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097633 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Checking account services; Issuing of debit cards; Paperless electronic checking account services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Mar. 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 2022 |
| For | Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for enabling and facilitating debit card transactions and checking account services, as well as for tracking and automatically monitoring spending, savings, and balances |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Mar. 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | FIRSTCARD, INC |
| Address | FIRSTCARD, INC 101 Jefferson Drive, 1st Floor Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 071480-8001 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 97410472 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 13, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7097634 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hats; Pajamas; Sandal-clogs; Shoes; T-shirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic sweaters; Board shorts; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Halloween costumes; Sandals and beach shoes; Skirts and dresses; Sports pants; Yoga pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 16, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Wang, YuanBao
- **Address**: Wang, YuanBao Kai Keng 38 Hao, Si Yang Cun, Xuan Zhuang Zhen, Xian You, Xian Fu Jian, CHINA 351200
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS116969

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97410480</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YAZTOPS

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

For Battery-operated night lights; Book lights; Candle lamps; Electric fans for personal use; Electric hair dryers; Electric kettles for household purposes; Electric lights for Christmas trees; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Solar powered lamps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>11 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Feb. 10, 2022

**In Commerce** Feb. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Bo Zeng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Bo Zeng No. 194, Xinmin South Road, Hanyang District, Wuhan City CHINA 430000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TUS116509</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAUSKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410481 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097636
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Benches; Brackets, not of metal, for furniture; Curtain holders, not of textile material; Curtain hooks; Curtain rails; Curtain rings; Curtain rods; Curtain rollers; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of non-textile curtain holders; Indoor window blinds; Indoor window blinds of woven wood; Inflatable furniture; Interior textile window blinds; Pulleys of plastic for blinds; Slatted indoor blinds; Window fittings, not of metal
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jilin Tangjisi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Jilin Tangjisi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 68, 5th Floor, Unit 3, Building 8 Leyuan 2nd District, Chuanying District Jilin City, Jilin Prov CHINA 132000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUPERPRIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410487 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097637
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Badminton rackets; Bags specially adapted for padel rackets; Balls for sports; Body-building apparatus; Exercise machines; Fishing tackle; Golf bags with or without wheels; Golf balls; Golf club head covers; Golf clubs; Golf gloves; Golf putters; Hand grips for golf clubs; Nets for ball games; Reels for fishing
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 21, 2021 In Commerce May 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Longhui Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Longhui Sports Goods Co., Ltd. No. 103-1, Industrial Avenue, Shigu Community, Tangxia Town, Dongguan City CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116927

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CMVFYL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97410488 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097638
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand-operated agricultural implements, namely, broadforks; Hand-operated food processor; Hand-operated kitchen appliance for dicing, slicing and chopping food; Hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand tools for use in carving or decorating pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables, namely, knives, saws, scoops, chisels and drills; Hand tools, namely, planers, drills, shovels; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Manually operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, shovels, wrenches, hammers; Manually operated shop tools for work on motorcycles, namely, chain breaker tool, chain riveting tool, chain press tool, chain alignment tool, carburetor tuning tool, carburetor tuning gauge set, tire irons, tappet adjustment tools, valve shim tools, tappet feeler gauge, carburetor jet wrenches, clutch holding tool, piston pin removing tool, spring removing tool, timing cover wrench, oil filter wrench, shock absorber wrench, axle wrench, fly wheel puller tool, clutch puller tool and magneto flywheel puller tool; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers, files; Multi-function, non-electronic, expandable hand tool comprised of push-pull and hook attachments with magnetic and non-magnetic ends for use in grasping objects and aiding individuals in getting dressed; Multi-purpose utensil, namely, a combination of a spoon and straw; hunting, folding, chef, kitchen, butcher, paring, fishing, sport knives
International Classes   8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Henansheng Daifulai Maoyiyouxiangongsi Address   Henansheng Daifulai Maoyiyouxiangongsi 503, Unit2, Bldg11, ShengshiHaoyuan COMM Mengmiao Town, Yancheng Dist. Luohe, Henan CHINA 462300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HAUSKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410490 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097639
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtain holders of textile material; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Net curtains; Shower curtains of textile or
plastic

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar.
11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jilin Tangjisi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Jilin Tangjisi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.
68, 5th Floor, Unit 3, Building 8 Leyuan 2nd District, Chuanying District Jilin City, Jilin Prov CHINA 132000 Legal
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney DAVIDS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CORFEILE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97410492
- **Application Filing Date**: May 13, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097640
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Handbags; Purses; Satchels; Valises; Briefcases for documents; Card wallets; Gym bags; Lumbar packs; Travelling trunks; Wristlet bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nanchang Ten Million Red Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanchang Ten Million Red Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.2308, Bldg.18, Greenland Bund Mansion Honggutan District, Nanchang City Jiangxi Province CHINA 330000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOKVII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97410504  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2022  Registration Number  7097641
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording LOKVII has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Stickers; Adhesive note paper; Clips for name badge holders; Document covers; Document files; Double-sided adhesive tapes for household use; Envelopes for stationery use; File folders; File pockets for stationery use; Highlighter pens; Loose-leaf binders; Name badge holders; Pen and pencil cases; Pen and pencil holders; Printed greeting cards; Retractable reels for name badge holders
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zeng, Zhixin  Address  Zeng, Zhixin  Room 701, No. 18, Qiaogang Street, Sanyuanli Avenue, Baiyun District, Guangzhou  CHINA  510080  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS116964

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GANESH, HARINI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE VALBRUN CONSULTING GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410508 Application Filing Date May 13, 2022 Registration Number 7097642
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "The VALBRUN" all bolded caps and curved over the top of a circle that has a torch in the center of it. The torch appears as a column with flames coming out of the top of it. Under the circle of the torch are the words "CONSULTING GROUP" all caps and smaller font than "The VALBRUN" (on top). In addition there are 2 dots on each side of the circle, these are separating the words on the top "THE VALBRUN" and the words on the bottom "CONSULTING GROUP". Disclaimer "CONSULTING GROUP" Name Portrait Consent The name, "VALBURN" in the mark identifies "VALDA VALBURN", a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing organizational development consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Valbrun Consulting Group Address The Valbrun Consulting Group Suite 1200 6000 Fairview Road Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ADDOT WELLLife

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97410545</td>
<td>May 14, 2022</td>
<td>7097643</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The wording ADDOT has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6408057

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dietary supplements; Mineral supplements; Vitamin supplements; Vitamin tablets

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 18, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Kang, Scott Address Kang, Scott 21630 stonehaven dr. yorba linda CALIFORNIA 92887 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number Addotw05UsUs

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
VITAFLIP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97410554</td>
<td>May 14, 2022</td>
<td>7097644</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Food supplements; Herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements; Vitamin supplements

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes

5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title**
Pharmaceuticals

**First Use**
Aug. 01, 2021

**In Commerce**
Aug. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
VitaFlip LLC

**Address**
VitaFlip LLC Ste R 30 N Gould St Sheridan WYOMING 82801

**State or Country Where Organized**
WYOMING

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRAGARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410572 Application Filing Date May 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097645
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "PRAGARI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "PRAGARI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Silver; Body jewelry; Jewellery chains; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry findings; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Key rings of precious metals; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings; Silver and its alloys
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinzheng Tang Address Jinzheng Tang Room 203, Unit 1, Building 96 Taojieling Community, Futian Street, Yiwu, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ryan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** POWNTY CRAFTING THE TASTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97410656</td>
<td>May 14, 2022</td>
<td>7097646</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal elements POWNTY in blue and CRAFTING THE TASTE in pink with the design of green leaves on the letter P forming a branch. The color white represent background and is not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The colors blue, green, and pink are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1407363</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2020</td>
<td>BELGIUM</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring fresh and prepared foods; administration of customer loyalty program services which enable participants to obtain discounts on goods and services, providing consumer information in the fields of food, nutrition, cooking, health, agriculture, and restaurants
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pownty Food Corp B.V.</td>
<td>Pownty Food Corp B.V. 115 E 23rd St Fl 3 Ste 308 New York NEW YORK 10010</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>BELGIUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICHELI, ANGELA M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
HARVEST 2000

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97410805</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Sauces; Dipping sauces; Sauce mixes |
| **International Classes** | 30 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Staple Foods |
| **First Use** | Dec. 01, 1995 |

### First Use
Dec. 01, 1995

### In Commerce
Dec. 01, 1995

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | HARVEST 2000 INTERNATIONAL, INC. |
| **Address** | HARVEST 2000 INTERNATIONAL, INC. 7530 JURUPA AVE #103 RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA 92504 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | OLSON, MACKENZIE M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) J.W. POWELL AMERICAN SINGLE MALT WHISKEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410833 Application Filing Date May 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097648
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "AMERICAN SINGLE MALT WHISKEY" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SanTan Brewing Company, Inc. Address SanTan Brewing Company, Inc. 8 S. San Marcos Pl. Chandler ARIZONA 85225 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10138-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VPL TRAJECTRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410848 Application Filing Date May 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097649
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5525425, 5710247, 5892412 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains and health care supply chains; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains and health care supply chains; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for users to compare rates, carriers, and couriers, and to ship, track, manage and monitor outbound and intra-network shipments; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  
International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  
First Use  Dec. 31, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Vantage Point Logistics, Inc.  
Address  Vantage Point Logistics, Inc.  440 Polaris Parkway, Suite 400 Westerville OHIO  43082  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  455.01.11

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VPL TRAJECTRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410849 Application Filing Date May 14, 2022 Registration Number 7097650
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "VPL TrajectRx" in stylized letters with the word "TrajectRx" under "VPL" and with the right side of the "V" in "VPL" extending above the rest of the letters and a parallelogram appearing above the top of the right side of the "V". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5525425, 5710247, 5892412 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking supplies and products; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains and health care supply chains; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and tracking health care supplies and products; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for users to compare rates, carriers, and couriers, and to ship, track, manage and monitor outbound and intra-network shipments; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for managing, monitoring, tracking, operating, analyzing and automating supply chains; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for ordering, purchasing, managing, recording, reporting, and
tracking supplies and products

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Dec. 31, 2021  **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Vantage Point Logistics, Inc.  
**Address**: Vantage Point Logistics, Inc. 440 Polaris Parkway, Suite 400 Westerville OHIO 43082  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 455.01.12

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

#### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized block letters &quot;di&quot; having to the right thereof the words &quot;Dealer Industries&quot; in a stacked configuration.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;DEALER INDUSTRIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Online wholesale and retail store services featuring automotive parts and accessories; Online wholesale and retail store services featuring parts and accessories for repairing, maintaining, cleaning, and reconditioning vehicles; Online wholesale and retail store services featuring parts and accessories for organizing, maintaining, and cleaning garages, workshops, and vehicle repair and maintenance shops; Online wholesale and retail store services featuring car wash supplies and accessories; Online wholesale and retail store services featuring janitorial and cleaning supplies

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dealer Industries, LLC</td>
<td>Dealer Industries, LLC 2001 110th Street Grand Prairie TEXAS 75050</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2653.007001</td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OSPNIEEK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97410889 |
| Application Filing Date | May 14, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097652 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**
The wording OSPNIEEK has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Clipboards; Easels; Correspondence racks; Desk baskets for desk accessories; Desk file trays; Desk sets; Desktop organizers; Document file racks; Office stationery; Page holders; Desk organizers for stationery use; Printed desktop planners

**International Classes**
16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title**
Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Apr. 11, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guan, Yonghai **Address** Guan, Yonghai Room 507, Lane 1, S 3 He Hom Village Wuhe Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Shenzhen CHINA 518100 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GDBD FAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97410953  Application Filing Date  May 15, 2022  Registration Number  7097653
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For
Flower pots; Fly traps; Fly catchers being traps; Garden hose sprayers; Horticultural, plastic buckets hanging from free standing platform incorporating a micro-drip irrigation system for use in growing any type of vegetable, plant or shrub; Insect traps; Nozzles for watering hose; Planaria traps for aquariums; Planters for flowers and plants; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants; Shut-off valves for water sprinkler nozzles; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Syringes for watering flowers and plants; Ultrasonic pest repellers; Watering pots

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 02, 2022  In Commerce  May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Công ty TNHH Thoai Nga  Address  Công ty TNHH Thoai Nga  So 84, Ngo 45, PhoCauCoc, Tay Mo HaNoi, Nam TuLiem  VIETNAM  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAKXSF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410966 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097654
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LAKXSF" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body-building apparatus; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Fishing tackle; Infant toys; Kidney belts for sports; Pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, basketballs, footballs; Ride-on toys and accessories therefor; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, punching mitts, and shin guards; Storage racks for ski and sports equipment; Terminal tackle; Toy furniture; Toy scooters and accessories therefor; Toys for domestic pets; Waist trimmer exercise belts being sports articles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pujiang Huilan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Pujiang Huilan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 431, Dongshan Road Xianhua Street, Pujiang County Zhejiang Province CHINA 322299 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RHSEMI

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97410967</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
<td>7097655</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "RHSEMI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Clockwork toys; Fishing tackle; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Playing cards; Toy balloons; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy whistles

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Apr. 12, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 12, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Wuhan Bluefish Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Wuhan Bluefish Technology Co., Ltd. Rm1903,Bldg10, China Railway Construction Wutong Garden(Phase I),No.324 Minzu Ave. Wuhan CHINA 430074 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOTUKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410972 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097656 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NOTUKI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building games; Christmas tree skirts; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Jigsaw puzzles; Parlor games; Plastic character toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Toy building blocks; Toy jewelry; Toy vehicles International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 26, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hu, Yanping Address Hu, Yanping No. 127, Xiagang, Shangdianshi Village, Pinghai Town, Xiu Yu District, Putian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KCLaw00006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUJCCHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410973 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097657
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "LUJCCHY" in stylized font with five stars beneath the letters, the bottom-half of an anchor sign beneath the stars, and half a ship's wheel above the letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LUJCCHY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Swings; Baby gyms; Baby multiple activity toys; Baby rattles; Building games; Cat toys; Children's multiple activity toys; Dog toys; Infant development toys; Infant's rattles; Matryoshka dolls; Pet toys; Stacking toys; Tessellation toys; Toy building blocks; Toy scooters; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cheng, Chengguang Address Cheng, Chengguang 159#, Dukou Village, Cangnan County, Wenzhou CHINA 310000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KCLaw00007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97410975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: EAGLE WINGS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Furniture; Ottomans; Pillows; Playpens; Fitted fabric furniture covers; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Fitted furniture covers not of fabric; Infant body support mats not for medical purposes; Mats for infant playpens; Nonmetal door and window hardware, namely, keys, guards and clasps; Packing containers of plastic material; Party ornaments of plastic; Playpens for babies; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations; Spirit-filled massage table covers
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**Basis Information**

- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: ANHUI BLUE GIANT IMPORT & EXPORT TRADING CO.
- **Address**: ANHUI BLUE GIANT IMPORT & EXPORT TRADING CO. NO. 107, BUILDING I, JINBI YAYUAN COMMERCIAL, AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, LONGMA AVENUE,, GAOHE TOWN, HUAINING COUNTY ANQING CITY, ANHUI PROVINCE CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED COMPANY(LTD.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CQFC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97410977</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 15, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7097659</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Doorplates of metal; Identity plates of common metal; Metal landscape edgings; Metal name plates; Metal novelty license plates; Metal trim for buildings; Metal wainscotting; Metal wallboards; Numberplates of metal; Placards of metal **International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods **First Use** Apr. 25, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Chen Qi **Address** NO.33 tiancuo, Haopu community, Gongchen street, Licheng District, Putian City, Fujian Province CHINA 351100 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** Sha2002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BMMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410980  Application Filing Date May 15, 2022  Registration Number 7097660  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Couches; Furniture; Accent furniture; Bed frames; Bed pillows; Bedroom furniture; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Chaise longues; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture  International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Younaisi e-commerce Co., Ltd  Address Shenzhen Younaisi e-commerce Co., Ltd Room 911, Bldg 4, Gemdale Kaixuan Plaza, Nanlian Community, Longgang St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA  518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GAZINGME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97410981 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097661
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Miniskirts; Adhesive bras; Bra extenders; Bridal headpieces as headwear in the nature of veils, fashion hats; Dance costumes; Dance shoes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra; Nipple covers, namely, pasties; Silicone baby bibs; Ski boot bags; Socks

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Siwei Liu Address Siwei Liu 102/2/2 Garden Building, 188# Renming Road, Fancheng Area, Xiangyang City, Hubei Province CHINA 441099 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RUCAVONO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97410983 | Application Filing Date | May 15, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097662 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Purses; All purpose sport bags; Evening bags; Evening handbags; Tote bags; Travelling bags; Waist bags; Wallets with card compartments; Wrist or ankle mounted wallets; Wristlet bags
International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title: Leather Goods
First Use: Apr. 24, 2022 | In Commerce: Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Li Haisheng | Address: Li Haisheng No. 8, Xiaobei Village, Tangyu Town, Wuchuan City, Guangdong Province, CHINA | 524500 | Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRIMEFELLAS POWER WASH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 97410987
- Application Filing Date: May 15, 2022
- Registration Number: 7097663
- Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark
- Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "POWER WASH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Housekeeping services in the nature of cleaning of residential homes; Power washing services; Floor cleaning services; House cleaning services; Janitorial cleaning services; Janitorial cleaning and maintenance services; Pressure washing services
- International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 103, 106
- International Class Title: Construction and Repair
- First Use: May 01, 2022
- In Commerce: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Robert Rios
- Address: Robert Rios 12195 Deerwood Ln Moreno Valley CALIFORNIA 92557
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YELUD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97411003
- **Application Filing Date**: May 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097664
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YELUD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Automotive structural parts, namely, self-sealing tanks for fuel storage, coolant storage, oil storage, and/or water storage
- **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2021
- **International Classes**
  - Primary Classes: 12
  - US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Yelud Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Yelud Trading Co., Ltd. B0176 Rm. 808, 8/F, Bldg.4, Haichuang Technology Center, Yuhang District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FRITILLARIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411005 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097665
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Plastic boxes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 06, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huangyan Tongling Plastic Co., Ltd. Address Huangyan Tongling Plastic Co., Ltd. Xiapuzheng Village, Gaoqiao Township, Huangyan District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 318000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLSON, MACKENZIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MSHINE LIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411009 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097666 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal bins; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Non-metal storage boxes for general use International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 18, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Linhai NiuLanSiDun Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. Address Linhai NiuLanSiDun Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. 201 and 301,Bldg.7,Linhai Optoelectronic Industrial Park, Datian Street, Linhai, Taizhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 317000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REDFINCHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411013 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097667
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Spigots; Tap water faucets; Taps for washstands
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 03, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Hongque Fluid Technology Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Hongque Fluid Technology Co., Ltd. Middle of Mei'ao Area, Valve Industry Functional Zone, Longxi Town, Yuhuan City, Zhejiang CHINA 317600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97411014  
Application Filing Date: May 15, 2022  
Registration Number: 7097668  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): COSOGREEN

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dusting gloves; Gardening gloves; Gloves for household purposes; Kitchen mitts  
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass  
First Use: May 05, 2021  
In Commerce: Jul. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Linhai Lvyin Silicone Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address: Linhai Lvyin Silicone Technology Co., Ltd. Sandongqiao Village, Jiangnan Street, Linhai City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province  
Legal Entity: limited company (Ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA  
Postal Code: 317000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONE WAY PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411015 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097669
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bitter tasting pet training aid in the form of a spray to prevent pets from licking, chewing and biting on objects
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name One Way Pet, LLC Address One Way Pet, LLC 9187 E M-36 Whitmore Lake MICHIGAN 48430
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGONE-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BOVIISKY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97411018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BOVIISKY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bicycle locks of metal; Furniture fittings of metal; Lock cylinders of metal; Lock installation kit consisting of metal lock, screws, hinges, and a screwdriver; Locks of metal for bags; Locks of metal for vehicles; Metal cabinet door catches; Metal lock boxes; Metal locks; Metal locks and keys therefor; Metal locksets; Metal padlocks; Metal sash locks; Non-metal lock boxes
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Wenzhou Huachao Future Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Wenzhou Huachao Future Technology Co., Ltd  Rm.1422,Bldg. 3,Wanda Commercial Plaza  No. 1188 Yongding Rd.,Longwan District  Wenzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  325024
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SILYLVIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411046 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097671
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; Cookie cutters; Dishwashing brushes; Ice cube trays; Jar openers; Pepper pots; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Reuseable ice cubes; Salt shakers; Scoops for household purposes; Sugar bowls; Swimming pool products, namely, glass granules used in pool filters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Nuoyang Jieneng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Henan Nuoyang Jieneng Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.1005,Block B, Zhengshangcheng Heyuan Plaza, No.1,xiangyun Road, Erqi Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
TM 8806 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLAGFUNIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411064 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097672
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "FLAGFUNIN" in stylized font. The left side of the logo is a flag inserted on a geometric figure, and the right side is three dots. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "FLAGFUNIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banners and flags of textile; Banners of textile or plastic; Bunting of textile or plastic; Cloth banners; Cotton fabric; Cotton fabrics; Flags of textile; Handkerchiefs of textiles; Pennants of textile; Pillow cases; Textile handkerchiefs
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pingxiang Fangni Textile Technology Co., Ltd. Address Pingxiang Fangni Textile Technology Co., Ltd. Jingping Village, Tongmu Town, Shangli County, Pingxiang, Jiangxi, CHINA 337000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE JUNGLE NOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411130 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097673
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "JUNGLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plant seeds; Plants, dried, for decoration; Bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; Dried plants; Dried plants for decoration; Live plants; Live plants, namely, aracacea; Live plants, namely, philodendron; Live plants, namely, monstera; Live plants, namely, anthurium; Live plants, namely, rhapsidophora; Live plants, namely, calathea; Live plants, namely, maranta; Live plants, namely, epipremnum; Live plants, namely, alocasia; Live plants, namely, aglaonema; Live plants, namely, homalomena; Live plants, namely, syngonium; Live plants, namely, amydrium; Live plants, namely, xanthosoma; Live plants, namely, caladium; Live flowering plants; Live succulent plants; Live tillandsia plants; Living plants; Miniature Zen gardens comprised primarily of live plants; Natural flowering plants; Seeds for planting; Vases and planters sold containing live plants
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 17, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Drew, Katherine L Address Drew, Katherine L 27 Trail Lane Vaughn MONTANA 59487 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiing Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COSMOSDEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97411162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing an on-line publication in the nature of an interactive encyclopedia in the field of the universe, namely, space, and aliens

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Sep. 16, 2013 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 16, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Lydia Malena E. Address Lydia Malena E. 332 82nd st FL 2 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11209 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
**Case Identifiers**

**Serial Number**: 97411166  
**Application Filing Date**: May 15, 2022  
**Registration Number**: 7097675  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Service Mark  
**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "STATSPR" with the letter "A" represented by an arrow with a wavy line bisecting it vertically.  
**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer**: "STATS PR"

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**: Providing a web site featuring information on youth sports; Providing a web site that provides sports league player statistics; Providing sports information by means of an Internet website portal; Providing information relating to sports and sporting events  
**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**: May 01, 2022  
**In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: STATSPR LLC  
**Address**: STATSPR LLC P.O. Box 366491 San Juan PUERTO RICO 009366491  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: PUERTO RICO

**Examiner Information**

**Examiner**: LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411177 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097676
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "A" represented by an arrow vertically bisected by a wavy line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a web site featuring information on youth sports; Providing a web site that provides sports league player statistics; Providing information relating to sports and sporting events; Providing sports information by means of an Internet website portal
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STATSLLC LLC
Address 366491 San Juan PUERTO RICO 009366491
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97411273</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s):** CAKE IN CHAOS
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Hoodies; Clothing belts; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, shirts, hoodies, pants, jackets, socks, belts, polo shirts; Clothing, namely, hoodies, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, pants, jackets for women, men and children
- **International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 22, 39
- **International Class Title:** Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce:** Nov. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce:** Dec. 22, 2021

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** Cake In Chaos, LLC
- **Address:** Cake In Chaos, LLC 10712 Rogalla Drive Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28277
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** NORTH CAROLINA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examing Attorney:** KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WYOUJR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97411298
- **Application Filing Date**: May 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097678
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Footwear for women; Footwear, namely, work boots; Pedicure sandals; Sandals and beach shoes; Stiletto heels; Welts for boots and shoes; Women's shoes; Work shoes and boots
- **International Classes**: 25
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Qi, Derong
- **Address**: Qi, Derong 21-2-7, Jinxiu Huadu, Dongsheng Street, Shuangliu District, Chengdu City, Sichuan Province China 610000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US038787T
- **Examining Attorney**: BURCHAM, NATHAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WORLD'S BEST INGREDIENTS.... WITH A TOUCH OF CREATIVITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "THE WORLD'S BEST INGREDIENTS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Restaurant and café services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name RONNY SELIKTAR Address RONNY SELIKTAR 47-28 37th Street, 3rd Floor Long Island City NEW YORK 11101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number TE/6573-22

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREAKFAST LUNCH & EVENING MUNCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411373 Application Filing Date May 15, 2022 Registration Number 7097680 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREAKFAST LUNCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and café services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 10, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RONNY SELIKTAR Address RONNY SELIKTAR 47-28 37th Street, 3rd Floor Long Island City NEW YORK 11101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TE/6573-23

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97411402
- **Application Filing Date**: May 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097681
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: ANJIESENG
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters "ANJIESENG", in which the upper right corner of the "N" is designed as an inverted triangle, and the left side of the first "E" is designed as a hammer, and the second "E" is connected with the "N" next to it. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Air-operated power tools, namely, impact wrenches, ratchet wrenches, drills, grinders, orbital Sanders; Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, saws; Electric coffee grinders; Electric fruit squeezers for household purposes; Electric motors for power tools; Extensions for power tools; High-pressure pumps for washing appliances and installations; High pressure washers; Parts for compressed-air tools, namely, brakes, filters, hoses, pipes, couplings valves, switches, compressors, clamping tools and injectors; Portable electric power generators; Power-operated spray guns; Power lawn and garden tools, namely, chippers; Shafts for pumps; Valves for pumps; Weeding machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Li, Zhiyan
- **Address**: Li, Zhiyan  65th Floor, Block A, kkone  Shatou Street, Futian District  Shenzhen City  CHINA  51800
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 3-220516-1

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DARCAPPRIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97411441</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bras; Capelets; Footwear; Sleepwear; Socks; Underpants; Baselayetops; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Roupai (Guangzhou) e-commerce Co., Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Roupai (Guangzhou) e-commerce Co., Ltd 408 rooms A461 No 890 West Fuyu Road Chenyong village, Qiaonan Str, Panyu Dist, Guangzhou, CHINA 511400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>FH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COLLIS, BRIAN J |
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

---

**Mark Literal(s)** LIHUIJIAJU

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97411449</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "LIHUIJIAJU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Fairy lights for festive decoration; Hydroponic growing systems comprised of light emitting diode (LED) plant grow lights, grow cabinets in the nature of closed environments with integrated misting chambers, and automated controls therefor; Lamp finials; LED light bulbs; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; Light bulbs; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Luminous tubes for lighting; Reading lamps

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use in Commerce**: May 26, 2020

**In Commerce**: May 26, 2020

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Jiang, Jiapu

**Address**: Room 402, Building 4, Villette Palace

**City**: Paris City, Nanhu District, Jiaxing City

**Province**: Zhejiang Province

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
TM 8818 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411458 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097684 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HEKA" wherein the letter "E" has been written in a stylized manner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording HEKA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Bedsheets; Cotton fabric; Covers for cushions; Linen cloth; Mattress covers; Non-woven textile fabrics; Pillow covers; Quilts; Rayon fabric; Silk fabric for printing patterns; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; Unfitted fabric furniture covers International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2022

For Beds; Cribs; Cushions; Furniture; Air cushions, not for medical purposes; Bedsteads of wood; Feather beds; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Hospital beds; Massage tables; Mattresses; Pillows; Sofas International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name iFutureLab Inc Address iFutureLab Inc Suite B 955 Alma St. Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 94-12-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REMOBIA HICOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411480 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097685
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Remobia Hicol has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems, sold empty; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Drawstring bags; General purpose bags for carrying yoga equipment; General purpose bags for holding dance equipment; General purpose sport trolley bags; Gym bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 25, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Carre Import & Export Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Carre Import & Export Co., Ltd. 5-D13, Unit 201, No. 464 Xinglinwan Road, Jimei District Xiamen CHINA 361001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TENSE EDANO

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97411485  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097686
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Tense Edano has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Beachbags; Schoolbags; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks; Bags for carrying pets; Carry-all bags; Cosmetic carrying cases sold empty; Make-up bags sold empty; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tool bags, empty; Traveling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 14, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 14, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Xiamen Carre Import & Export Co., Ltd.  Address Xiamen Carre Import & Export Co., Ltd. 5-D13, Unit 201, No. 464 Xinglinwan Road, Jimei District  Xiamen  CHINA  361001  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97411499  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097687  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Lamps; Air-conditioning installations; Air conditioners; Electric fans; Electric fans for personal use; Electric lamps; Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Gas scrubbing apparatus; Lampshades; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Ventilating exhaust fans

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use Jan. 15, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 15, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Shunde Yongyi Mountainair Electric & Lighting Appliance Co., Ltd.  Address Shunde Yongyi Mountainair Electric & Lighting Appliance Co., Ltd. No. 6, Xiang'an North Road, Jun'an Town Shunde District Foshan CHINA 528329  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number 5-187056

Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COMWILBET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97411501  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097688  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Comwilbet has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile suspension devices, namely, coilovers; Automobile suspension system components, namely, spring perches; Automotive engine mounts; Land vehicle suspension parts, namely, torsion/sway bars; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Shock absorbing springs for motor cars; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Steering wheel attachment comprised of an electric motor and drive gear and a ring gear that when activated by an external controller, turns the steering wheel to effect automatic vehicle steering in straight or curved paths; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles  First Use  Feb. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhejiang Yuqi Network Technology Co.,Ltd  Address  Zhejiang Yuqi Network Technology Co.,Ltd  Mechanical&Electrical Industry  Functional Zone, Yucheng Street  Yuhuan  CHINA  317600  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRONGTHIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411503 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097689 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Strongthium has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brushes being parts of machines; Carburetors; Gaskets for internal combustion engines; Internal combustion engine parts, namely, coils, manifolds and particulate filters; Internal combustion engine parts, namely, heads; Mechanical engine parts for land vehicles; O-rings being machine parts for sorting machines and packaging machines; Replacement parts for chain saws, namely, bars and chains; Replacement parts for machines, namely, replacement parts for trench excavators, dragline excavators, hoisting machines, locomotive cranes, shoveling machines, power shovels and log handling machines, namely, chassis parts, hydraulic and pneumatic parts; Rope sheaves being parts of machines; Spark plugs; Springs being parts of machines; Starters for motors and engines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Yiyuqi Trade Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Yiyuqi Trade Co., Ltd. Shop 2, No. 129,Midea new Coast Garden No. 6, Sanle East Road,Beijiao Town Foshan CHINA 528000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  D&S ELITE CONSTRUCTION INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97411574  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097690  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ELITE CONSTRUCTION INC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Building construction services; General construction contracting  International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  2013  In Commerce  2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  D & S Elite Construction, Inc.  Address  D & S Elite Construction, Inc.  908 Ben Franklin Hwy East Doglassville  PENNSYLVANIA  19518  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40585.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** INTEGRATED DASHBOARD FOR EVERYTHING ANALYZEABLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97411577</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for alternative data analytics for investors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Maiden Century Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Maiden Century Inc. c/o Heilbut LLP 276 Fifth Avenue, Suite 704, PMB 17 New York NEW YORK 10001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FLOWERS, JAY K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10853
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CONNECTTEAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the word CONNECTTEAM with the letters C and O created by an infinity symbol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5186329 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Customizable downloadable computer software and downloadable customizable computer applications for employers to create their own smartphone computer software applications which creates and distributes company content, communications, and messages, and connects, informs, communicates, shares information, tracks, trains, supervises, and manages employers to office and non-desk employees and office and non-desk employees to employees through monitoring employee performance in real-time through employee time clocks, tracking and managing employee work hours on jobs, projects, and customers, employee GPS location tracking with status updates, geofence and maps displays, informing employees of single, multiple, team shifts, job info: location, shift tasks, free-text notes, and shift attachments, automating breaks, overtime, and double time, automating push notifications and reminders, creating and managing employee timesheets, creating, sharing, distributing connecting live chat group conversations, directories for all work contacts, internal company social media posts and updates with or without comments and reaction, employee feedback surveys, quizzes, and suggestion boxes, creating and updating tasks, checklists with daily reminders, and online forms with read and sign options, uploading and sharing digital images and reporting GEO location, automating written spreadsheets, text messages, and phone calls, all of the above for providing in-office and out-of-office direct access to company information, policies, enhancing employee professional skills through access to files and digital media, searchable libraries, training materials, building employee engagement, strengthening the company's culture and employee connectivity

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**US Classes** 9, 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**First Use** Jun. 30, 2016
**In Commerce** Jun. 30, 2016

10854
For Software as a Service (SaaS), namely, non-downloadable customizable computer software and customizable computer applications via a web site for employers to create their own smartphone computer software applications which creates and distributes company content, communications, and messages, and connects, informs, communicates, shares information, tracks, trains, supervises, and manages employers to office and non-desk employees and office and non-desk employees to employees through monitoring employee performance in real-time through employee time clocks, tracking and managing employee work hours on jobs, projects, and customers, employee GPS location tracking with status updates, geofence and maps displays, informing employees of single, multiple, team shifts, job info: location, shift tasks, free-text notes, and shift attachments, automating breaks, overtime, and double time, automating push notifications and reminders, creating and managing employee timesheets, creating, sharing, distributing connecting live chat group conversations, directories for all work contacts, internal company social media posts and updates with or without comments and reaction, employee feedback surveys, quizzes, and suggestion boxes, creating and updating tasks, checklists with daily reminders, and online forms with read and sign options, uploading and sharing digital images and reporting GEO location, automating written spreadsheets, text messages, and phone calls, all of the above for providing in-office and out-of-office direct access to company information, policies, enhancing employee professional skills through access to files and digital media, searchable libraries, training materials, building employee engagement, strengthening the company’s culture and employee connectivity.


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Connecteam Inc. Address Connecteam Inc. 119 West 24th Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-616769-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAFS LATIN AMERICAN FASHION SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411613 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097693
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of L|A|F|S above LATIN AMERICAN FASHION SUMMIT. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LATIN AMERICAN FASHION SUMMIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of fashion International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 2017 In Commerce Oct. 2017
For Fashion show exhibitions for commercial purposes; Retail store services featuring clothing and accessories; On-line retail store services featuring clothing and accessories; Organisation of fashion shows for commercial purposes International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 2017 In Commerce Oct. 2017
For Fashion consulting services International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Oct. 2017 In Commerce Oct. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Latin American Fashion Summit, LLC Address Latin American Fashion Summit, LLC 252 Hampton Lane Key Biscayne FLORIDA 33149 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 137126/9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97411618</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097694</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** GROW MATE

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of stylized wording "GROW MATE" in green color surrounded by white color outline then black color outline and then yellow color outline in which letter "W" has a leaf in green color with black lining. **Color Drawing** Yes **Color Claimed** The color(s) green, yellow, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "GROW"

## FOREIGN INFORMATION

**Foreign Registration Number** UK00003481098 **Foreign Registration Date** Apr. 13, 2020 **Foreign Application/Registration County** UNITED KINGDOM **Foreign Expiration Date** Apr. 13, 2030

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Biostimulants being plant growth stimulants; Food supplements for agricultural products and other plants; Organic soil enhancement powders and preparations; Plant food; Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of herbicides

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 44E** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Swiss Medicare Ltd **Address** Swiss Medicare Ltd, Battle House, 1 East Barnet Rd., New Barnet Hertfordshire, UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country** UNITED KINGDOM

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examiner** GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
GENYUGHUI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97411620</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097695</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**: The word GENYUGHUI has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Jeans; Sleepwear; Coats of denim; Dress shirts; Flannel shirts; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short trousers; T-shirts

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39 **International Class Title**: Clothing **First Use**: May 11, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Foshan Maoxu Garment Co., Ltd. **Address**: Foshan Maoxu Garment Co., Ltd. 4/F, No. 5, First Avenue, Bichongbi Village, Huangqi, Dali Town, Nanhai Dist, Foshan, CHINA 528000 **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411624 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097696
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an outline of a portion of a human face which transitions into a tree branch from which an open chrysalis is hanging with a butterfly positioned next to the chrysalis. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching services in the field of personal empowerment for professionals
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce Apr. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arpita Gupta DePalma, M.D. Address Arpita Gupta DePalma, M.D. Suite 140 9020 Stony Point Parkway Richmond VIRGINIA 23235 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 002TW002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BELIEVE TO FRUITION
BAKERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411634 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097697
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wavy banner with the words "BELIEVE TO FRUITION" in white, stylized text and seven white stars inside the banner. The banner is purple on the ends and light purple toward the center, and the top and bottom of the banner is outlined in a dark purple. On top of the banner and to the left, above the word "BELIEVE", there is a light purple rubber spatula with a tan wooden handle, a gray hand whisk, and a light purple mixing spoon with a tan wooden handle. Underneath the banner and to the right, under the word "FRUITION", there is a white and gray rolling pin with tan wooden handles. Inside of the rolling pin is the word "BAKERY" in dark purple, stylized text and all capital letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, dark purple, purple, light purple, gray, and tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BAKERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail bakery shops; Retail bakery shops
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 11, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022
For Cookies; Bakery goods; Bakery products
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 11, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Believe to Fruition Bakery Ltd. Address Believe to Fruition Bakery Ltd. 132-A Veterans Lane, Suite 347 Doylestown PENNSYLVANIA 18901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREENE, BYRON D
TM 8832  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97411637  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097698
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "A".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance brokerage services; insurance administration; insurance brokerage consulting; professional liability insurance services in the nature of professional liability insurance brokerage
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jun. 04, 2018  In Commerce  Jun. 04, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  USI Insurance Services LLC  Address  USI Insurance Services LLC  100 Summit Lake Drive, Suite 400 Valhalla  NEW YORK  10595
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  083471.00061

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV

10861
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASCENT CLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411640  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097699
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangle design with the words "ASCENT CLOUD" to the right of the triangle design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CLOUD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for visualizing and mapping data about businesses; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for management of geographic information; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for manipulating spatial, graphical and GPS data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for gaining spatial insights via mapping and applying geography to business processes; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, analyzing, processing and sharing business data and business information; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating, accessing and storing travel itineraries; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for searching for and analyzing data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for isolating and analyzing business and geographical data; providing software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for sales performance management, namely, business consulting, training, education, coaching, sales coaching, service coaching, motivation management, performance management, sales techniques, marketing techniques, service techniques, sales and service standards, business development services, business improvement services, services aimed at improving and maintaining employee engagement and work motivation, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of service performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of employee productivity and performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales and service standards by business

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

First Use May 08, 2020  In Commerce May 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASCENT CLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411644 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097700 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLOUD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for visualizing and mapping data about businesses; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for management of geographic information; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for manipulating spatial, graphical and GPS data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for gaining spatial insights via mapping and applying geography to business processes; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, analyzing, processing and sharing business data and business information; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating, accessing and storing travel itineraries; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for searching for and analyzing data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for isolating and analyzing business and geographical data; providing software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for sales performance management, namely, business consulting, training, education, coaching, sales coaching, service coaching, motivation management, performance management, sales techniques, marketing techniques, service techniques, sales and service standards, business development services, business improvement services, services aimed at improving and maintaining employee engagement and work motivation, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of service performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of employee productivity and performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales and service standards by business
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 08, 2020 In Commerce May 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Ascent Cloud LLC
Address: 28 W. Adams Ave, Suite 800, Detroit, MICHIGAN 48226
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 261984511119

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUSTED TUTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411705  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097701
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "TUTOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, and hats; Shirts for men, women, adults, and children; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Embroidered clothing, namely, jackets, shirts, and hats; T-shirts for men, women, adults, and children
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jennifer Lemaitre, LLC
Address Jennifer Lemaitre, LLC PO Box 42381 Atlanta GEORGIA 30311
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97411737</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized triangle which consists of two parallel lines and two points.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Automatic pet feeders; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Containers for household use; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Dusters; Electric hot combs; Electrical toothbrushes; Horse brushes; Horsehair for brushes; Insect traps; Scrub brushes; Toilet brushes; Toothbrushes, electric; Work gloves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guangzhou Jiawan Investment Holdings Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Guangzhou Jiawan Investment Holdings Co., Ltd. Room A,Room 1714,No. 13-2,Hai’an Road Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SINGH, TEJBIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 8837 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRUSH IT OFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411739 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097703
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 21, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAIRITAGE IP LLC Address HAIRITAGE IP LLC 225 Liberty Street, Suite 2301 New York NEW YORK 10281 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Maesa 0165US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRAIGHT TO IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411751 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097704
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric flat irons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 21, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAIRITAGE IP LLC Address HAIRITAGE IP LLC 225 Liberty Street, Suite 2301 New York NEW YORK 10281 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Maesa 0166US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANFIELD III, JOSEPH J
## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97411772
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097705
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register Principal**: Mark Type
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: FINDING TRUE HAPPINESS THROUGH SELF-AWARENESS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Counseling in the field of developing, strengthening and sustaining well-balanced families and family relationships; Counseling in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication; Bereavement counseling; Grief counseling; Providing counseling and information in the field of improvement of social skills; Providing counseling for victims of battery or abuse comprising interviewing the victim, identifying what the problem is and suggesting where help can be obtained; Providing emotional counseling and emotional support services for troubled and at-risk youth and their families; Providing emotional counseling and emotional support services for mental, behavioral, psychiatric and substance use disorders; Providing personal support services for patients and families of patients with cancer, namely, emotional counseling and emotional support; Providing personal support services for patients and families of patients, namely, emotional counseling and emotional support
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2019

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Pickney, Alayshia
- **Address**: Pickney, Alayshia 4549 Vauxhall Road Richmond VIRGINIA 23234
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
TM 8840 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUST WRIGHT EVENT PLANNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97411786 |
| Application Filing Date | May 16, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097706 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: “EVENT PLANNING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Party planning of baby showers, birthday parties, anniversary parties, wedding receptions
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Apr. 15, 2021
- In Commerce: Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Just Wright Event Planning
- Address: Just Wright Event Planning 303 Vernon Ave apt 12G Brooklyn NEW YORK 11206
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LUBMANN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECORIUM INTERIORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411824 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097708
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTERIORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Home and kitchen products, namely, glass jars for holding and storing spices, sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Decorium Management Inc Address Decorium Management Inc 11632 Creekside St Maple Ridge, BC CANADA V4R2V5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMA, GABRIELLE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE PUT YOU AT THE CENTER OF SCIENCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97411825</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097709</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational services, namely, conducting programs to inspire curious minds of all ages to discover, explore and appreciate science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) in a creative, dynamic learning environment

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Dec. 23, 2020 **In Commerce** Dec. 23, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Michigan Science Center **Address** Michigan Science Center 5020 John R St. Detroit MICHIGAN 48202 **Legal Entity** non-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 41095.444664

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAFEZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411827 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097710
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CAFEZI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee cups; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee servers; Cups; Dishes; Dishwashing brushes; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking cups; Drinking glasses; Drinking straws; Glass mugs; Jugs; Kitchen containers; Lunch boxes; Non-electric cooking pot sets; Paper and plastic cups; Pitchers; Vacuum mugs; Wine glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Hanxin Address Chen, Hanxin No. 129, Xiazhuang, Qijing Village, Huangshi Town, Licheng District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 350200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRICKLAND, CODY S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** VCEIVER

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording VCEIVER has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Headphones; Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Audio adapter plugs; Audio transmitter units; Radio-frequency receivers; Radio-frequency transmitters; Receivers of electronic signals; Transmitters of electronic signals; USB chargers adapted for car cigarette lighter sockets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players; Wireless speakers; Wireless transmitters and receivers

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Dec. 24, 2021 **In Commerce** Feb. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd. Room 402, No. 19, Fengci Road Humen Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 22HX0345UST

**Examining Attorney** SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MONDSTADT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97411942  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097712
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bangles; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Crucifixes as jewellery; Cuff links; Cuff links and tie clips; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for the head; Key chains; Lapel pins; Medals and medallions; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces; Pendants; Pet jewelry; Shoe jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Apr. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd  Address  Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd  7 / F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhai street, Yiwu City  Zhejiang Province  CHINA  322000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4733
Examining Attorney  SINGH, TEJBIR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MONDSTADT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97411947 |
| Application Filing Date | May 16, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097713 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Brassards; Bridal headpieces in the nature of ornamental hair combs; Brooches for clothing; Buttons for clothing; Clown wigs; Decorative backpack charms; Electric hair rollers; False beards; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair clips; Hair colouring caps; Hair nets; Hair pieces; Hair pins; Hair ties; Scarf clips not being jewelry; Shoe strings; Wigs

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
**International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**First Use** Apr. 06, 2022
**In Commerce** Apr. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd
**Address** Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd 7 / F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhal street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country** CHINA

**Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** PJ4734

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE NAILLIONAIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411948 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097714
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manicure services; Manicuring; Massage; Massages; Nail care salons; Nail care services; Pedicure services; Foot massage services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 22, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NAILLIONAIRE EXTRAORDINAIRE LLC Address NAILLIONAIRE EXTRAORDINAIRE LLC Apt. 4 1259 Elmwood Drive Ypsilanti MICHIGAN 48197 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALPHA THETA CENTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97411960</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097715</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “CENTER” |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For health care services in the field of neurotherapy, namely, neurofeedback, biofeedback and electroencephalogram biofeedback therapy for diagnosis and treatment of cognitive, emotional, behavioral and learning disabilities and conditions; health care services, namely, neurotherapy utilizing therapeutic neuromodulation devices for diagnosis and treatment of cognitive, emotional, behavioral and learning disabilities and conditions; psychotherapy services; neuropsychological and psychoeducational testing for diagnosis and treatment of neurological disabilities and conditions; nutrition counseling and nutritional therapy services for improvement of brain functioning

| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2013 **In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Alpha Theta Center, Inc. **Address** | Alpha Theta Center, Inc. 6540 Lusk Blvd, Suite 175 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92121 **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | ATC-TM2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOHN TAURUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97411986 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097716
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Blazers; Blouses; Dresses; Jumpsuits; Pants; Rompers; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Suits; Swimwear; Tank tops; Beach cover-ups
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yohana Naveed Address Yohana Naveed 405 Woodbridge Commons Way Iselin NEW JERSEY 08830
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YFN SCRUBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412009  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097717
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "SCRUBS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical scrub hats; Surgical scrub hats featuring fashion prints; Surgical scrub pants; Surgical scrub suits; Surgical scrub tops
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 11, 2021  In Commerce May 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YFN SCRUBS LLC  Address YFN SCRUBS LLC Suite 205 1846 N Loop San Antonio TEXAS 78248  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOHN TAURUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412018 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097718
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of bull horns positioned between the words "JOHN TAURUS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Blazers; Blouses; Dresses; Jumpsuits; Pants; Rompers; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Suits; Swimwear; Beach cover-ups; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yohana Naveed Address Yohana Naveed 405 Woodbridge Commons Way Iselin NEW JERSEY 08830
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CIEOVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412026 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097719
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CIEOVO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Emery boards; Foot care implements, namely, foot files; Foot care implements, namely, foot scrapers; Hand-operated tools for reaching, grabbing, and handling small objects; Hand-tools, namely, wire crimpers; Hand tools, namely, grass whips; Hand tools, namely, hand seamers; Paper shears; Spoons for tea; Tool aprons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou High-tech Zone Hiqu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou High-tech Zone Hiqu Technology Co., Ltd. 429, 4/F, Bldg 41#, Zhonghai Huanyutianxia, Minhou County Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HN2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADVENTURE ORTHODONTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412109 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097720 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ORTHODONTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Orthodontic services; Providing information in the field of orthodontics International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 02, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bar Tran Nguyen, DDS, MS Address Bar Tran Nguyen, DDS, MS 26807 Camirillo Creek Lane Katy TEXAS 77494 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412119 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097721 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring paper products, namely, toilet paper and paper towels; Subscription-based online retail store services in the field of paper products, namely, toilet paper and paper towels
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 2020 In Commerce Sep. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reel Products, Inc. Address Reel Products, Inc. 1601 Colorado Avenue Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90404 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAIZEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412120 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097722
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of KAIZEN in the mark is change for the better.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical instruments, namely, guitars, electric guitars, basses, namely, electric basses, acoustic basses, string basses, electric bass guitars, and fretted musical instruments, namely, electric guitars, bass guitars

International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ernie Ball, Inc. Address Ernie Ball, Inc. 53973 Polk Street Coachella CALIFORNIA 92236 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 79803.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97412123</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097723</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: TACTZEN

- **Mark Literal(s)**: Tactzen

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

- **Translation**: The wording "Tactzen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural metalwork; Brackets of metal for furniture; Construction materials, namely, metal toilet partitions; Door fittings of metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Hinges of metal; Metal casters; Metal clips for general use; Metal decking; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal mirror hangers; Metal tool boxes; Pegs of metal; Screws of metal</td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Classes**

- 6 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- International Class Title: Metal

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Tactzone Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Tactzone Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. No. 283, Tongsha Rd, Tonghe St, Baiyun Dist, Guangzhou, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**STATE or COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 22-05-04953

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PATERLOF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412128 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097724
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Paterlof has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Body-training apparatus for dogs, strengthening legs, toning arms; Exercise equipment, namely, neck and shoulder supported weights for twisting and lifting exercises; Exercise steppers; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Shin pads for use in sports; Sports equipment, namely, lower body alignment apparatus; Weight lifting equipment, namely, bars, benches; Yoga blocks
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dezhou Wandeyun Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Address Dezhou Wandeyun Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Workshop 2, No. 1, Row 4, Ershili Pu AluminumMarket,HuangheyaTown,DechengDist Dezhou, Shandong CHINA 253000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LFX2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BELL, MARLENE D
# Trademark Registration Information

**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)**: DODOS RIDING DINOS

**Serial Number**: 97412137  
**Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022  
**Registration Number**: 7097725  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 97412137 | **Application Filing Date** | May 16, 2022  
| **Registration Number** | 7097725 | **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023  
| **Register** | Principal  
| **Mark Type** | Trademark  
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Board games  
**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use**: Apr. 01, 2019  
**In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2020

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Draco Gaming, Inc.  
**Address**: Draco Gaming, Inc. 907 Shady Drive SE Vienna VIRGINIA 22180  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOBE CATS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "CATS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Animal adoption service, namely, arranging for dogs and cats from shelters to be placed in homes  
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services  
- **First Use**: Apr. 18, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SoBe Cats Spay & Neuter, Inc.  
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Kitty Campus  
- **Address**: SoBe Cats Spay & Neuter, Inc. 428 Childers Street, #24180 Pensacola FLORIDA 32534  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
Totally Animal

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOTALLY ANIMAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412200 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097727 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANIMAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bitter tasting pet training aid in the form of a spray to prevent pets from licking, chewing and biting on objects International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name One Way Pet, LLC Address One Way Pet, LLC 9187 E M-36 Whitmore Lake MICHIGAN 48189 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EVERY HERO HAS A STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97412204  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097728
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of American history, military history, and traveling to the related historical site; Entertainment services, namely, providing an ongoing radio program in the field of American history, military history, and traveling to the related historical site; Entertainment, namely, a continuing television and radio show broadcast over the Internet in the field of American history, military history, and traveling to the related historical sites; Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of American history, military history, and traveling to the related historical sites; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of American history, military history, and traveling to the related historical sites via a global computer network.

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  May 10, 2022  In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GARRISON LLC  Address  GARRISON LLC  SUITE 206  2640 GOLDEN GATE PARKWAY  NAPLES  FLORIDA  34105  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
Lamentown

Case Identifiers

Serial Number  97412241  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097729  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s)  LAMENTOWN

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "LAMENTOWN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For  Drinkware; Coffee servers; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Hand-operated devices for scratching pets; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Pressure cookers, non-electric

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Wuxi Giga Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Wuxi Giga Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  2417, No. 317, Renmin West Road  Jiangyin  CHINA  214433  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  DH

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  GALLOWAY, JAMILA ESPY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOFIDELPHIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97412246
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097730
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring downloadable pre-recorded music and video; On-line retail store services featuring tops as clothing; On-line retail store services featuring bottoms as clothing; On-line retail store services featuring headwear
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2020

- **For**: Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Musical sound recordings; Downloadable musical sound recordings
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2020

- **For**: Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Brainstorm Productions, LLC
- **Address**: Brainstorm Productions, LLC 6517 N Park Ave Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19126
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examsrning Attorney**: GALLOWAY, JAMILA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIGS 4 GRABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412247 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097731
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Enabling individuals to send and receive messages via email, instant messaging or a website on the internet in the field of music; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of music; providing an online community forum for registered users to share information, photos, audio and video content about themselves, their likes and dislikes and daily activities, to get feedback from their peers, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

For Computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to share, swap and post information about live musical performances

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 15, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gigs 4 Grabs LLC Address Gigs 4 Grabs LLC 2254 King Edwards Ct. Winter Park FLORIDA 32792
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 089447.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARDURHM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412261 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097732
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ARDURHM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative grills made of non-metal non-combustible materials for use in decorating evacuation ducts, air inlets, and hot air outlets of fireplaces; Electric candles; Electric light bulbs; Electrically-heated garden hoses; Fluorescent electric light bulbs; Gas purification machines; Lamp bulbs; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Portable utility lights; Sewage purification installations; Solar collectors for heating; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Solar powered lamps; Wrist lights for illumination purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu, Feiyong Address No.286,Lujia,Lujia Village, Zitong Town, Chun'an County Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIUHOREY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number          | 97412262 | Application Filing Date | May 16, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097733 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|------------------------|----------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|---------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|----------------|---------------|

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "BIUHOREY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Make-up; Automobile cleaners; Bathing lotions; Car polish; Cosmetic facial masks; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Essential oils; Exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; Eyebrow colors; Fair complexion cream; Massage oils; Nail care preparations, namely, nail softeners; Natural soap bars; Sun creams; Tooth paste

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations **First Use** Apr. 30, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 30, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Liu, Xiaozhao **Address** No.47,Liuzhuang Ziran Vil.,Weili Admin. Vil.,Shihe Town, Qiaocheng Dist. Bozhou, Anhui CHINA 236826 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
LEAFY

Mark Literal(s) LEAFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412264 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097734 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring plants, planters, and plant-related accessories; Retail store services featuring plants, planters, and plant-related accessories International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 28, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 28, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leafy, LLC Address Leafy, LLC 6153 Ascot Drive Oakland CALIFORNIA 94611 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
MARK LITERAL(S)  NATURE FRESH BEST OF NATURE

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two concentric blue ovals with a blue and white wave in the middle of the innermost oval and the capitalized words "NATURE FRESH" in blue in the top of the outer oval and the words "Best of Nature" in blue in the bottom of the outer oval. Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "FRESH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Fish, not live; Frozen fish; Seafood, not live; Frozen seafood; Processed fish; Processed seafood
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes
US Classes  46
International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Oct. 25, 2010
In Commerce  Oct. 25, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Seafresh Trading Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Seafresh Trading Inc.
Address  Seafresh Trading Inc.
9549 Gidley Street  Temple City  CALIFORNIA  91780
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97412304  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097736
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "reel" in stylized lowercase letters.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring paper products, namely, toilet paper and paper towels; Subscription-based online retail store services in the field of paper products, namely, toilet paper and paper towels
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Sep. 2020  In Commerce  Sep. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Reel Products, Inc.  Address  Reel Products, Inc.  1601 Colorado Avenue  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA 90404  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRIDGEPOINTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412314 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097737
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hotel accommodation, restaurant and bar services; Providing hotel accommodation
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shree Krishna Hospitality, Inc. Address Shree Krishna Hospitality, Inc. 3619 9th Avenue Council Bluffs IOWA 51501 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOMNOEZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412353 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097738
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Lomnoeza has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose cleaners; Anti-freckle creams; Automobile wax; Bath gels; Beauty balm creams; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Essential oils for aromatherapy use; Essential oils for personal use; Exfoliant creams; Facial creams; Lip balm; Massage oils; Non-medicated bar soap; Non-medicated bath soap
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Jiachang Address Li, Jiachang Room 2106, Building C, No. 505, Kepu Road, Wuhua District Kunming, Yunnan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412357 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097739
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Coskyee" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Daypacks; Handbags; Wallets; Animal carriers; Backpacks; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Diaper bags; Duffel bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Messenger bags; Shoulder bags; Sport bags; Textile shopping bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travel bags; Waist bags; Weekend bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Aohang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Aohang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 202, No. 252, Taoxiaxin Village, Taoyuan Community, Dalang Street, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0646

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENTRYREADY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412358 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097740
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four concentric circles consisting of a border circle which surrounds an incomplete circle which surrounds a circle which surrounds a shaded circle with a keyhole in the center followed by the word "ENTRYREADY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic locks; electronic locking systems, comprised of encoded magnetic cards for unlocking door locks, magnetic coded card readers, electric door openers, electronic encryption units and electronic locking sets comprised of an electronic lock and an encoded magnetic key card for unlocking door locks and/or a downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for interfacing with electronic locks; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for control access to restricted areas and for interfacing with electronic locks; Electronic access control systems for interlocking doors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022
For Providing online non-downloadable cloud-based software to monitor and manage control access to restricted areas and for interfacing with electronic locks
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SmartOS, LLC Address SmartOS, LLC 8251 Presidents Drive Orlando FLORIDA 32809 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 82989.1
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAEKYVIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412364 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097741 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Maekyvin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Daypacks; Gripsacks; Satchels; Schoolbags; All-purpose carrying bags; Athletic bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Hiking bags; Lumbar packs; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; School satchels; Traveling bags; Travelling trunks International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yin, Yinxing Address Yin, Yinxing No.11, Tianxi Village Dongmaying Town, Gaobeidian City Baoding, Hebei CHINA 074000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VKICOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412365 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097742
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VKICOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-breakage floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic and textiles; Anti-fatigue floor mats; Beach mats; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Floor mats for automobiles; Gymnasium exercise mats; Non-slip shower mats; Pet feeding mats; Rubber mats; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Jiayuan Technology Co., LTD Address Beijing Jiayuan Technology Co., LTD Room 520, 5th Floor, Building 1, Yard 35 Zhenxing Road, Changping District Beijing CHINA 102200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04960

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97412368</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097743</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOKOFIT

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording MOKOFIT has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dumbbells; Swings; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Doll houses; Elliptical exercise machines; Exercise benches; Exercise trampolines; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Foosball tables; Parallel bars; Storage racks for athletic training equipment; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Stretching exercise machines; Toy construction blocks; Weight lifting benches
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 02, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Used**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Yiying E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yiwu Yiying E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 303, Bldg. 56, Danxi 3rd District, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City, Jinhua, Zhejiang, CHINA 322000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MOSMEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412373 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097744 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MOSMEE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cables, electric; Data cables; Drying racks for photography; Earphones for cellular telephones; Photography drying racks; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Selfie sticks; Smartphone mounts; Tripods for cameras; Waterproof cases for smart phones; Wireless cellular phone headsets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Welight Japan Co., Ltd. Address Welight Japan Co., Ltd. 206,Abiko Retro,Abiko 1-1-12 Sumiyoshi District Osaka, Osaka Prefectur JAPAN 558-0014 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where JAPAN
Organized JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MYBOBWIG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 97412378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording mybobwig has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wigs; Clown wigs; False hair; Hair bands; Hair extensions; Hair grips; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Synthetic braiding hair; Wig caps
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xuchang Chikun Hair Products Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xuchang Chikun Hair Products Co., Ltd. 52b-02, Quandian Community Lingjing Town, Jian ’an District Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
Mark Literal(s) NEPIVDOS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412383 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097746
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording NEPIVDOS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handlebars; Kickstands; Bicycle bells; Bicycle brakes; Bicycle frames; Bicycle mudguards; Bicycle parts, namely, handle bar stems; Boat accessories, namely, planing hulls; Computer laptop mount adapted for use in vehicles; Front and rear bicycle rack packs; Pedals for motorcycles; Saddlebags for bicycles; Saddles for bicycles; Shock absorbers for bicycles; Water bottle holders for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gongxing Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gongxing Technology Co., Ltd. 704, No.17, Area 2, Shuidoulaowei Vil. Yousong Comm.,Longhua St.,Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M

10912
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) OBCREATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412384 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097747
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OBCREATOR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business card cases; Card wallets; Credit card cases; Credit card wallets; Leather bags; Leather bags and wallets; Leather credit card wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 28, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Oubang Intelligent Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Oubang Intelligent Co., Ltd. 101-5,Factory Bldg.3,Industrial Zone Guangyayuan 2nd Zone,Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97412422</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097748</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer**: "CO."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: live flowers  
**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 46  
**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products  
**First Use**: Jul. 07, 2021  
**In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Mantilla, Javier  
**Address**: Mantilla, Javier 2030 South Ocean Drive, Apt. 310 Hallandale Beach FLORIDA 33009  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: ECUADOR

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FRANCHISE FIGURINE CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | May 16, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097749 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an elongated hexagon shape, double-lined, with a small hollow circle positioned in each corner, depicting a plaque plate and its nails. Within the plaque plate appears a five-point crown with a hollow star affixed to its peak. Centered underneath the crown appears the stylized word "FRANCHISE" which is centered above the stylized wording "FIGURINE CO". The color white represents background and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. |
Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Figurines of plastic; Plastic statues |
International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
First Use | Sep. 2020 |
In Commerce | Sep. 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | 10083526 Canada Corp. |
Address | 10083526 Canada Corp. 59 Helena Gardens Thornhill, Ontario CANADA L4J7A9 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | ATTANG, UDEME U |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHER PALACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412428  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097750
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For remote control toys, namely, cars and vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 05, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mohammad, Zubaida Address Mohammad, Zubaida 201- 2 Milepost Place Toronto, ON CANADA M4H1C7 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412437 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097751
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image in the shape of a letter "V" with a hollow circular image at the top of the right point. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing pre-paid health care vision plans
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Independent Eye Care Professionals, Inc. Address Independent Eye Care Professionals, Inc. 405 South Holland, Suite A Wichita KANSAS 67209 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 57284/7300

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOODNESS, GRACIOUS MAPLE STREET BISCUIT COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412485 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097752 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word goodness outlined in black, filled in with blue, the word gracious in black written in cursive underneath. Maple Street written in black with a blue maple leaf in between the two words. Biscuit Company written in black centered below. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rall, Zoe R Address Rall, Zoe R 105 Continental Place Suite 410 Brentwood TENNESSEE 37027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICA'S CANCER RESTORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412517 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097753
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AMERICA'S CANCER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fund raising; Charitable fundraising; Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting fundraising events to promote cancer awareness; Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events; Charitable fundraising to support patients needing cancer treatments; Charitable fundraising to support cancer patients needing medical care; Charitable services in the nature of providing financial support to disadvantaged individuals for the purpose of patients needing cancer treatments; Charitable services in the nature of providing financial support to disadvantaged individuals for the purpose of medical care; Charitable services, namely, fundraising services by means of organizing special events for cancer patients needing medical care; Charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance to disadvantaged persons for cancer treatments; Charitable services, namely, providing financial sponsorship of cancer patients needing medical care; Charitable services, namely, providing financial support to disadvantaged patients for the purpose of facilitating good health; On-line charitable fundraising
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 20, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Krishna Gupta Address Krishna Gupta 116 E Veteran Memorial Blvd Ste B Harker Heights TEXAS 76548 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUUBIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412524 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097754 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Grooming tools, namely, hot air brushes for drying pet hair and fur
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 01, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BVD e-commerce B.V. Address BVD e-commerce B.V. Kruidenstraat 132 Nijmegen Gelderland NETHERLANDS 6515HT Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6904A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GAGWORKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97412528
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097755
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Novelty toys for playing jokes; Magic tricks; Novelty toys and playthings for playing jokes and pranks, namely, shocking pranks, smelly pranks, car pranks, dorm pranks, fake items, golf pranks, paper pranks, squirting pranks, and bug for pranks
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 1996
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 1996

- **For**: Online retail store services featuring novelty toys, gifts and magic tricks
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1996

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Plan B Novelty LLC
- **Address**: Plan B Novelty LLC 3498 Bunchberry Way Ocoee FLORIDA 34761
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: AIPA-6953B

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NIELSON, TARA R M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MASTERWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412554 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097756
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a square box with a portion of the word "MASTERWORKS" within it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6694684

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate development
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 04, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Masterworks Development Co., LLC Address Masterworks Development Co., LLC 4 Bryant Park, Suite 502 New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where NEW YORK
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 67337/002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** PATCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97412710
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097757
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4007928, 4014291, 4357839 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing online newsletters via email featuring news, information and listings on a variety of topics of general and local interest, namely, in the fields of news, current events, local events, community issues, sports, education, entertainment, shopping, the arts, leisure activities
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Oct. 13, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 13, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Planck, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Patch Media
- **Address**: Planck, LLC  134 W 29th Street, 11th Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner Name**: DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
MARK INFORMATION

Mark Literal(s) PATCH

Mark Description: The mark consists of the stylized word "PATCH" with blades of grass coming up from the letter "H" in "PATCH".

Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Providing online newsletters via email featuring news, information and listings on a variety of topics of general and local interest, namely, in the fields of news, current events, local events, community issues, sports, education, entertainment, shopping, the arts, leisure activities.

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

First Use: Oct. 13, 2010

In Commerce: Oct. 13, 2010

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Planck, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Patch Media

Address: Planck, LLC 134 W 29th Street, 11th Floor New York NEW YORK 10001

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WIND AXIOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97412731</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097759</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer               | "WIND" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0123482/1668110 International Registration Number 1668110

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Providing online, non-downloadable software in the field of wind energy, namely, software for new wind development projects to access, analyze and generate reports using wind resource, metocean and bathymetry data, marine and environmental restrictions, transmission infrastructure and other data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company
Address: TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company 10451 Clay Road Houston TEXAS 77041
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 2481-98

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARBON AXIOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412739 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097760
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CARBON"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0123483/1669307
International Registration Number 1669307

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online, non-downloadable software in the field of carbon capture, namely, software for new carbon capture and sequestration projects to access, filter, and identify locations for CO2 storage and generate reports, and view associated summary information using subsurface interpretation datasets
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 22, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company Address TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company 10451 Clay Road Houston TEXAS 77041 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2481-99

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
Viva La Bachata

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIVA LA BACHATA

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97412751 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097761 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BACHATA"
Translation The English translation of the wording "VIVA LA BACHATA" in the mark is "LIVE BACHATA".

Goods and Services Information
For Dance events; Organization of dancing events; Organization of social entertainment events; Organizing cultural and arts events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 05, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2019
For Crop tops; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 05, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2019

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Aragon, Vladimir DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Viva La Bachata Address Aragon, Vladimir 524 Legrace Terrace NE LEESBURG VIRGINIA 20176 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney MACFARLANE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 8TH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412795 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097762
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "8" with the literal element "TH" inside of it Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Body jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 12, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eighth Creation, LLC Address Eighth Creation, LLC PO Box 278 Appling GEORGIA 30802 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97412825
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097763
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CREATION”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Jewelry; Body jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Dec. 12, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 12, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Eighth Creation, LLC
- **Address**: Eighth Creation, LLC PO Box 278 Appling GEORGIA 30802
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
MANLEY

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97412858</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4155916 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Hand tools for use in installing carpets, namely, a tool for pressing the carpet and creating pressure, for the purpose of securing seams and removing wrinkles during the installation of carpets.

| International Classes | 8 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 23, 28, 44 |
| International Class Title | Hand Tools |
| First Use | Apr. 12, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 12, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | K.C. Carpet Service, Inc. |
| Address | K.C. Carpet Service, Inc. 7506 W Grand Ave Elmhwood Park ILLINOIS 60707 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TM2466-1 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |

| Examining Attorney | GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A SMARTER WAY TO GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97412955  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097765
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For apparatus and installations for electric heating, steam generating, water supply and sanitary purposes, namely heating installations, steam generating installations, regulating accessories for water supply in the nature of metered valves, and apparatus for the separation of gases for sanitary purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 28, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spa World Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SWCorp  Address Spa World Corporation 5701 NW 35 Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33142
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 160979.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KAIKEEQLI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97412966
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097766
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Kaikeeqli" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bookcases; Cupboards; Furniture; Wardrobes; Display cases; Filing cabinets; Folding tables; Office furniture; Tables of metal
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: LUOYANG STEELART OFFICE FURNITURE CO., LTD
- **Address**: No. 201-10, Bldg 1, 863 Chuangzhi Plaza, No.32, Changxiamen St, Luolong District, Luoyang City, Henan CHINA 471000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SZ-US-0647

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
**Trademark Information**

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
DIGITAL CONDITIONS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97412984
- **Application Filing Date**: May 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097767
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DIGITAL"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Architectural and engineering services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 25, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Soliz, Joe Luis
- **Address**: PO Box 1923
- **Addison**: Texas 75001
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: DIGC_22005TM

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: NOBLE, ANNIE MELISSA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TIDES TAVERN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413070</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097768</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;TAVERN&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, t-shirts, tank tops, long-sleeved shirts, hats, baseball caps, and jackets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2015</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Bar services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2015</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | FYLAD ENTERPRISES, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Tides Tavern
Address | FYLAD ENTERPRISES, INC. 2925 HARBORVIEW DR Gig Harbor WASHINGTON 98335
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized | WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | 19178-T001US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BACKYARD CANDLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413080 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097769 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANDLES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candle accessories, namely, candle holders; candle holders in the nature of coconut shells
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use 2017 In Commerce 2017

For Candles; candle gifts sets comprised primarily of candles and candle holders sold as a unit; candles featuring a coconut shell, candles sold in tin containers, candles sold in glass jars, candles sold in ceramic jars, candles sold in a coconut shell; candles sold in ecoresin containers
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use 2017 In Commerce 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Backyard Candles LLC Address Backyard Candles LLC Suite D 7290 Engineer Road San Diego CALIFORNIA 92111 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13157901US01
Examiner ATTORNEY SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MR FANTASY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97413092 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 16, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7097770 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Carpets; Rugs; Area rugs; Bathroom mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpets and rugs; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Diatomite bath mats; Door mats; Door mats of textile; Non-slip bathtub mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Non-slip shower mats; Shower mats

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50

**International Class Title** Floor Coverings

**First Use** Apr. 12, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Tongling Majiang Textile Co. Ltd. |
| **Address** | Tongling Majiang Textile Co. Ltd. NO. 709 South Huangshan AVE Tongling CHINA 244000 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | FARRELL, ANNE M |

---

10936
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEHECHENTIANXIA

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413133</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**  No  
**Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
**Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of above the wording "HECHENTIANXIA" a square, in which the midpoint of the upper line is the letter "H", the midpoint of the lower line is the letter "E", and the lower left and upper right corners are two directional arrows.  
**Color Claimed**  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Translation**  The wording "HECHENTIANXIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.  
**Name Portrait**  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### Goods and Services Information
For Speedometers; Automotive, industrial, construction, locomotive, aviation, navigation and marine safety-warning lights, namely, strobes, rotating lights and bar lights; Burglar alarms; Car televisions; Electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Electric navigational instruments; LCD panels; Remote controls for televisions; Speed indicators; Tyre-pressure measurers

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use in Commerce**  Mar. 18, 2022

### Basis Information
**Currently Use**  Yes

### Owner Information
**Owner Name**  Huang, Zeqiu  
**Address**  Huang, Zeqiu  
**District**  Changsha City, Hunan  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
**Docket Number**  ZH2022

**Examining Attorney**  ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIDES TAVERN ON THE WATER GIG HARBOR, WA.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413146 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097772
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording TIDES TAVERN ON THE WATER inside a circular seal, a sailboat, sun and three birds, with the wording GIG HARBOR, WA. intersecting the seal. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TAVERN ON THE WATER GIG HARBOR, WA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, t-shirts, tank tops, long-sleeved shirts, hats, baseball caps, and jackets International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015 For Bar services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DYLAN ENTERPRISES, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Tides Tavern Address DYLAN ENTERPRISES, INC. 2925 Harborview Drive Gig Harbor WASHINGTON 98335 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19178-T003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413152</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of BPM in stylized font with a guitar pick appearing inside the letter B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Foreign Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>59487523</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Renewal Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

For Guitars; Pianos; Cases for musical instruments; Electronic musical instruments; Musical instruments; Pegs for musical instruments; Percussion instruments; Picks for stringed instruments; Strings for musical instruments; Tuners for musical instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>15 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 21, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Musical Instruments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

Currently 44E Yes

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guangzhou BPM Musical Instrument Co.,ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Guangzhou BPM Musical Instrument Co.,ltd Rm 328, 12th Bldg, Haizhu Creative Industry Zone, No.38 Da Gan Wei Rd Haizhu, Guangzhou CHINA 510220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONESNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413207 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097774
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ONESNT" with an image of a mountain appearing behind the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile spare wheel holders; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive cargo rack; Automotive hood ornaments; Automotive interior trim; Car window shades; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in trucks or SUVs; Fabric car seat buckle protector; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Hooks specially designed for use in vehicles to hold vehicle accessories; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Luggage nets for vehicles; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Vehicle seat cushions; Vehicle seat protectors

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wanshi Network Technology (ShenZhen) Co.,Ltd Address Wanshi Network Technology (ShenZhen) Co. ,Ltd Rm 104, No. 6, Fourth Ln, Zhenpu New Second Dist, Longgang St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EASY DINNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413229 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097775
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hook on high chair
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 31, 2002 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Regalo International, LLC Address Regalo International, LLC 3200 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 100 Burnsville MINNESOTA 55306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EasyDiner-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SLAPCHALKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Clothing, namely, shorts, pants, leggings, capris, shirts, hoodies, jackets, hats, caps, socks, and gloves; pockets for clothing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Sep. 13, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 06, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Slapchucks |
| Address | Slapchucks 6612 West Mesa Street Fayetteville ARKANSAS 72704 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARKANSAS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HERMITFOREST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413264 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097777
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive, industrial, construction, locomotive, aviation, navigation and marine safety-warning lights, namely, strobos, rotating lights and bar lights; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers for use with vehicle batteries, mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Covers for smartphones; Electric and electronic circuits; Electronic and electrical apparatus, namely, receipt issuing, reading and recording machines; Electronic calculators; Electronic device to charge and secure tablet PCs; Electronic LED signs; Emergency auto kits comprised of a battery charger and a hand held spotlight; In-car telephone handset cradles; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Rechargeable batteries; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Waterproof cases for smart phones; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 19, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yifeng Zhou Address Yifeng Zhou Room 512, Meiheyi Valley Dalang Community, Xin'an Street Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SISQUOC BAKING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413265  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097778
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "BAKING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of baking and the distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of baking and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing in-person instruction in the field of baking and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Providing a paid online membership to online classes in the field of baking and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; Entertainment services, namely, development, creation, and distribution of online journals, namely, blogs in the field of baking; Entertainment services, namely, development, creation, and distribution of videos and multimedia entertainment content in the subject matter of baking; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the nature of television shows and non-downloadable multimedia entertainment content in the fields of baking; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable podcasts and non-downloadable webcasts in the fields of baking

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use May 03, 2020  In Commerce May 03, 2020
For bakery products

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods  First Use May 03, 2020  In Commerce May 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sisquoc Global Enterprises LLC  Address Sisquoc Global Enterprises LLC 5018 Union Avenue  Santa Maria  CALIFORNIA 93454  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97413270</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**: The wording Egami has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Puzzles; Amusement game machines; Carnival masks; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Infant toys; Jump ropes; Playing cards; PVC toy figures; Stuffed toys; Swimming rings; Toy balloons; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy masks; Toy models

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Wu Junyun  
**Address**: Room 1,No.17,Liyaoshang Group,Linfang Vil, Xinfeng Street Town, Nancheng County Fuzhou , Jiangxi CHINA  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: DS Spring  
**Examining Attorney**: CANTONE, KERI H
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
THE WILD STAGE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97413281</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097780</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "STAGE"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, and production of live cabaret performances;
- Entertainment services in the nature of live cabaret performances
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Feb. 18, 2020
- In Commerce: Feb. 18, 2020

## BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Collins, Brady
- Address: Collins, Brady 330 Terrace Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15202
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- Docket Number: COL351.15001

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAIBRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413299 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097781 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LAIBRO" with a design logo of a horse above the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording LAIBRO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-splash tap nozzles; Bath installations; Faucet aerators; Faucet handles; Faucet sprayers; Faucets; Mixer taps for water pipes; Plumbing fittings, namely, faucet filters; Taps for washstands; Washers for water faucets; Water-saving aerators for faucets; Water control valves for faucets; Water faucet spout International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Laibole Technology Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Laibole Technology Co., Ltd. No.96,Zhongtang Road,Shuangjiatang Village, Qinggang Town, Yuhuan , Zhejiang CHINA 317600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS Spring

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) METALTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413364 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097782
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "METALTER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flatware being knives, forks, and spoons; Abrading tools; Chef knives; Hand tools, namely, hex keys wrenches; Hand tools, namely, nippers; Knife sharpeners; Pocket knives; Tool holders; Tool pouches for attachment to tool belts; Utility knives; kitchen knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YangJiang WanTai Trade Co., Ltd. Address YangJiang WanTai Trade Co., Ltd. 14-1-601,Dexin Huacheng,Jiangcheng Dist Yangjiang City Guangdong Province CHINA 529500 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha1903
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Bameca

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413365</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Arcade video game machines; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Computer game joysticks; Controllers for game consoles; Game cards; Game controllers for computer games; Game controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games; Games adapted for use with television receivers; Home video game machines; Joysticks for video games; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Video game consoles; Video game interactive remote control units; Video game machines; Video output game machines for use with televisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>He Meichang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>He Meichang No.53 Tanyuetang, Longjiu Village Comm. Lishao Town, Luoding city Guangdong Province CHINA 527239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VEMOTYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413366 Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022 Registration Number  7097784
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "VEMOTYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Battery operated action toys; Billiard equipment; Board games; Children's multiple activity toys; Dominoes; Firearm targets; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Mah-jong; Playing card shuffling device; Putting practice mats; Puzzles; Toy building blocks; Toy for pets; Toy guns; Toy projectile shooters and accessories therefor; Toy projectiles and accessories therefor
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LOUIS ECOMMERCE LLC Address  LOUIS ECOMMERCE LLC 2242 46th ave San Francisco CALIFORNIA  941161507 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLINT, DANIEL LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DESSLIY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97413367</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7097785</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN <strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;Dessliy&quot; in stylized font.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Cork tiles and tiles of cork-based conglomerates being building materials for floors, walls and ceilings; Manufactured timber; Non-metal safety doors; Non-metal sliding doors; Shutters, not of metal; Stained glass door lites sold as components of non-metal doors; Window frames, not of metal; Wood, semi-worked; Wooden doors; Wooden floor boards |
| **International Classes** | 19 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 12, 33, 50 | **International Class Title** | Non-metallic Building Materials |
| **First Use** | Dec. 01, 2021 | **In Commerce** | Dec. 01, 2021 |

**BASE INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | DESSLIY INC | **Address** | DESSLIY INC 912 E 1ST ST POMONA CALIFORNIA 91766 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 00989 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEAOUBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413369 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097786 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HEAOUBO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Baskets for household purposes; Containers for household use; Drinking bottles for sports; Fruit bowls; Household storage containers for pet food; Kitchen containers; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Mixing spoons; Oven mitts; Pancake molds; Paper towel dispensers for household use; Pastry molds; Plastic place mats; Plastic storage containers for domestic use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Zuchuang Address Xu, Zuchuang No. 14, Tazai Lake, Huicheng District, Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516002 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116999
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GAWAYIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413372</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097787</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Arcade video game machines; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Computer game joysticks; Controllers for game consoles; Game cards; Game controllers for computer games; Game controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games; Games adapted for use with television receivers; Home video game machines; Joysticks for video games; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Video game consoles; Video game interactive remote control units; Video game machines; Video output game machines for use with televisions

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

- **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Li Meifeng
- **Address**: Li Meifeng Group 1, Laozhuang Village, Xichun Town, Yang County, Hanzhong City, Shaanxi Province, CHINA 723300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examinng Attorney**: FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAXASFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413376  Application Filing Date  May 16, 2022  Registration Number  7097788
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Smartwatches; Batteries and battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Chargers for smartphones; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Earphones and headsets; Smart watches; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Smartwatch straps; USB cables; USB hubs; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Keya Intelligent Digital Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Keya Intelligent Digital Co., Ltd. 5/F, Building A4, Anle Industrial Zone, Sanwei Community, Hangcheng Street, Baoan Dist. Shenzhen  CHINA  518100
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLINT, DANIEL LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WILLFAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413379</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized word &quot;WILLFAR&quot;. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Beard trimmers; Depilatory appliances; Electric razors and electric hair clippers; Electric shavers; Electrolysis apparatus for hair removal; Epilatory appliances; Hair trimmers; Hand tools, namely, picks; Non-electric razors; Non-electric shavers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>8 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Fu, Aochen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 3, Unit 3, Building 3, No. 52, Shengli Road, Gao'an, Jiangxi Province CHINA 330800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TUS117009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FLINT, DANIEL LEE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BITTIERMET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413380  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097790  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation The wording "BITTIERMET" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby rattles; Backboards for basketball; Bath toys; Electric action toys; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Sand toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy jewelry  
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods  
First Use Mar. 28, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He, Weizuo  
Address He, Weizuo  No. 12, Nanxi Road, Zhangqian, Lingyuan, Jinjiang. Fujian Province CHINA 362200  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) POREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413381 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097791
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; Schoolbags; Wallets; All-purpose carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Crossbody bags; Drawstring bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Lumbar packs; Sports bags; Traveling bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 23, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RANGFENG ZHUANG Address RANGFENG ZHUANG No. 68 Shalong Road, Yuanjue Township Dongtou, Zhejiang CHINA 325700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Gavin/104049

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANESH, HARINI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DR DALROC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUGAOGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97413385</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097793</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "JUGAOGE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Briefs; Sleepwear; Adhesive bras; Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Ball gowns; Bathing suits; Corsets being clothing; Dance pants; Gym suits; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Skirts and dresses; Thong underwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Dec. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Futian District Jugaoge Trading Firm
- **Composed of**: Shenzhen Futian District Jugaoge Trading Firm, a Chinese sole proprietorship, composed of Jin, Wei, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Shenzhen Futian District Jugaoge Trading Firm
- **Address**: 1114A2,Bldg C,Huangdu Plaza,3008,Yitian Rd,Huanggang Shequ,Futian St,Futian Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**LEGAL INFORMATION**

- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS117006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIRIBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413386 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097794
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing; On-line retail store services featuring drinkware; On-line retail store services featuring posters, canvas prints, picture frames; On-line retail store services featuring ornaments, jewelry; On-line retail store services featuring blanket
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DO, CUONG DUC Address DO, CUONG DUC Thon 8, Ngu Lao Thuy Nguyen, Hai Phong VIETNAM 18000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VEWHAU-FURNITURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413392 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097795
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barstools; Chairs; Sofas; Furniture parts; Furniture parts, namely, chair legs, table leaves and arm rests; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Lounge furniture; Massage tables; Office chairs; Pet furniture; Rocking chairs; Tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 24, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YONGXIN, WU Address YONGXIN, WU NO. 3, SIXTH TEAM NATURAL VILLAGE, ANSHAN, VILLAGE DIPU STREET, ANJI COUNTY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CODDLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413418 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097796
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of maternity and postpartum care, offering single-purchase, gift, and subscription care kits for expectant mothers and mothers offering products specifically curated for pregnant and postpartum mothers, namely, maternity pads, mesh underwear, peri-rinse bottles, stretch mark creams, all-natural, nontoxic lip balm, sitz bath healing soak, ice packs, heat packs, stool softeners, postnatal vitamins, printable diaper logs, packaged and delivered directly to recipient mothers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 19, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CODDLE LLC Address CODDLE LLC 147 Hamilton Avenue New Rochelle NEW YORK 10801
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COD09052022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLEAFOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413422 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097797 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Bath brushes; Brushes for cleaning bicycle components; Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; Brushes for pets; Brushes for pipes; Car washing mitts; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning sponges; Dishwashing brushes; Dusting brushes; Floor brushes; Golf brush; Scrubbing brushes; Shoe brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Jun Address Xu, Jun Rm. 301, Bldg 3, Tianyi New Century Business Center, No. 16, Hehuan Rd. Hefei, Anhui CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116980

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LCOKIN

Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97413464  Application Filing Date May 16, 2022  Registration Number 7097798
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording LCOKIN has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For Backpacks; Handbags; Schoolbags; Wallets; All-purpose carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Crossbody bags; Drawstring bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Lumbar packs; Sports bags; Traveling bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 20, 2021  In Commerce May 20, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name RANGFENG ZHUANG  Address RANGFENG ZHUANG No. 68 Shalong Road, Yuanjue Township, Dongtou, Zhejiang  CHINA 325700  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number Gavin/104050

Examiner Information

Examiner Attorney GANESH, HARINI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YMING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97413468</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>7097799</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "YMING", which has a design of the earth representing the tittle in the letter "I". The wording and design are superimposed over a shaded background. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5184775

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Braids; Toupees; Wigs; Aluminum foil sheets for hair frosting; Corset busks; Electric hair rollers; False hair; False moustaches; Hair accessories, namely, plastic styling inserts that create height and volume on the crown of the head; Hair clips; Hair colouring caps; Hair curl clips; Hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; Hair curling papers; Hair curling pins; Hair nets; Hair pieces; Hair ribbons; Hair scrunchies; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**First Use** May 25, 2021  **In Commerce** May 25, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** CHONGLI WANG  **Address** CHONGLI WANG 502 Unit 2 No. 122, Xuzhou Road, Shinan District Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Gavin/105040

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HVTDECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413469 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097800
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air humidifying apparatus; Battery operated electric candles; Candle lamps; Desk lamps; Electric candelabras; Electric candles; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electronic candles; Flameless candles; Lamp finials; Lamps for festive decoration; LED candles; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; Lights for wall mounting; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; String lights for festive decoration; USB-powered humidifiers for household use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haiwei Intelligent System Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Haiwei Intelligent System Co., Ltd. 2/F, Bldg 7, Huaidecuihu Industrial Park, Fuyong Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GANBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413473 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097801
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Skirts; Slippers; Underwear; Uniforms; Bathing suits; Infant wear; Masquerade costumes; Thong sandals
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jia, Junying Address Jia, Junying Room 103, Building 67 Bahao Jiefang, Jianxi District Luoyang, Henan CHINA 471000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) QIIAOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413476 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7097802
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QIIAOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Door bolts of metal; Knobs of metal; Metal handles for cabinets; Metal handles for drawers; Metal hooks; Metal pallets
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qiiao Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Qiiao Technology Co., Ltd 7B03, Bldg 213, Tairan 6th Rd., Shatou Street, Futian Dist, Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BBEIYY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413482</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "BBEIYY" having a sun design logo as the dot for the letter "I".  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Translation** The wording "BBEIYY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bicycle safety lights; Emergency LED signalling flares; Flash bulbs; Flash lamps for smartphones; Flash lamps; LED and HID light controls; LED vehicle traffic signals; Lights for use on video cameras; Photographic flash units; Photographic flashbulbs; Photography darkroom lamps; Projector lamps; Ring lights for use in photography; Selfie ring lights for smartphones

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**US Classes** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**FIRST USE** Feb. 05, 2022  
**In Commerce** Feb. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Liang, Hanyang  
**Address** Liang, Hanyang No. 52, Hongfen Heshan Village, Jinshan Street, Gaozhou City, Maoming, Guangdong CHINA 525259  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** IPP

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STADELI, MARTA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TCKOASIS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413496</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097804</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**
  - Garden hose sprayers; Hose nozzles; Nozzles for sprinkler hose; Nozzles for watering cans; Nozzles for watering hose; Plastic spray nozzles; Shut-off valves for water sprinkler nozzles; Spray nozzles for garden hoses; Sprayer nozzles for garden hoses; Sprayer wands for garden hoses; Sprayers attached to garden hoses; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses

- **International Classes**
  - 21 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

- **International Class Title**
- Housewares and Glass

- **First Use** | Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce** | Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Linhaishichangtansuliaoshuiguanchangputonghehuo
- **Address**: Linhaishichangtansuliaoshuiguanchangputonghehuo Changtan Village, Kuocang Town Linhai City CHINA 317000
- **Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
- **Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WELANDYA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97413500
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097805
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Motorcycles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile seat cushions; Bicycle brakes; Brake pads for vehicles; Brake shoes for motor cars; Fitted bicycle covers; Head rests for vehicle seats; License plate frames; Mountain bicycles; Mudguards; Parts of motorcycles, namely, front spacers; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar grips; Tyre repair patches; Vehicle brake pads; Vehicle wheel hub assemblies
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Henan Mochi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Henan Mochi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 36, 6th Floor, Unit 3 East, Bd. 4, Huadu Lian County, Jinshui District, Zhengzhou City CHINA 450000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FUHAOPARTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413520</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097806</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Automotive interior trim; Buses and structural parts therefor; Motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, vans, sport utility vehicles and structural parts therefor; Motorcycles and structural parts therefor; Motorized, electric-powered, self-propelled, self-balancing, wheeled personal mobility, transportation device; Rear view mirrors; Structural parts for boats; Tractors for agricultural purposes; Trucks and structural parts therefor; Utility terrain vehicles (UTVs); Water vehicles, namely, hydrofoil boats supported by single or multi hulls, and structural parts therefor; Windscreen wipers for motor cars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Qingyuan Fuhao Auto Parts Trading Co., Ltd. | Address | Qingyuan Fuhao Auto Parts Trading Co., Ltd. | L td. House 203, 2nd Floor, No. 19, 4th Lane Tongyou Village, Shatian, Qingcheng Dist Qingyuan CHINA | Legal Entity | limited company (ld.) | State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | FH |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GILBERT, REBECCA L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CYBERHIVE SECURITY
TAKING SECURITY BY SWARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413521  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097807
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a bee and a honeycomb. To the right of the
bee and honeycomb are the words "CYBERHIVE SECURITY" in stylized font. Below the words "CYBERHIVE
SECURITY" are the words "TAKING SECURITY BY SWARM" in stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "SECURITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cybersecurity services in the nature of restricting unauthorized access to computer systems; Development of security
systems and contingency planning for information systems; Internet security consultancy; Technology consultation in the field
of cybersecurity
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services  First Use  May 29, 2018  In Commerce  May 29, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CyberHive Security Inc  Address  CyberHive Security Inc  3716 Sagamore dr  Greensboro  NORTH
CAROLINA  27410  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**TM 8942 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GAMUARHAS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97413524 | Application Filing Date | May 17, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097808 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Scarfs; Waistcoats; Baseball caps and hats; Body suits; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweatshirts; Neck scarfs; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Sports pants |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Apr. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Putian Shunwen Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Putian Shunwen Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 203, 2nd Ladder, No. 5, Lane 503, Changlong Road, Chengxiang District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN |
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACAGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413528 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097809
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ACAGO" in stylized font, the letter C is in the shape of a gear. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording ACAGO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburetors; Air filters for vehicle motors and engines; Automotive parts, namely, engine seals; Bearing brackets for machines; Cam shafts; Ducted fans for motors and engines; Dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; Engine timing components, namely, cam sprockets and chains; Filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; Filters for motors and engines; Fuel filters for vehicle engines; Fuel injectors; Fuel pumps for land vehicles; Hair clipping machines for animals; Oil filters
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhu Hailang E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wuhu Hailang E-Commerce Co., Ltd. A4-06,Bldg.A, Fulong E-commerce Ind. Park,Ind.Ave.,Xinwu EDZ.,Wanzhi Dist. Wuhu, Anhui CHINA 241100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BASIC CONCEPTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413531  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097810  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "BASIC CONCEPTION" in stylized font. To the left of the text is an image of a hexagon with a cyclist riding a bicycle in the center formed by lightning and 2 semi-circles.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording BASIC CONCEPTION has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Carryalls; Luggage; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Hiking rucksacks; Pouches made from imitation leather; Sports bags; Sports packs; Tool pouches, sold empty; Travel bags; Trekking sticks
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Mar. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shanghai Dabuziduo Information&Technology Co.,Ltd.  Address  Shanghai Dabuziduo Information&Technology Co.,Ltd. Room 201,2/F,No.77 ZhengXue Road,Yangpu District, Shanghai CHINA 200000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CATORLEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413537 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097811
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby strollers; Bicycle bells; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle stabilisers; Bicycle water bottle cages; Bicycle wheels, rims and structural parts therefor; Handle bars for bicycles; Horns for vehicles; Inner tubes for bicycle tires; Luggage racks for bicycles; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Mountain bicycles; Pumps for bicycle tires; Saddlebags for bicycles; Saddles for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Manshanyao Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Manshanyao Technology Co., Ltd. 4-B2-4B3,Bldg. A,Qingchuang City Zhangkeng Community,Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518131
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERR, JENNA FRANCES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EASEDECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413538 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097812
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Mattresses; Bamboo curtains; Bead curtains for decoration; Bed pillows; Chair pads; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of non-textile curtain holders; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Furniture, namely, wardrobes; Futons; Maternity pillows; School furniture; Seat cushions; Shoe cabinets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Tiankun Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Address Zhejiang Tiankun Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Room 401, Bd 4, Cross-border E-com. ind. Xintang Street, Xiaoshan District Hangzhou City CHINA 311200 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERR, JENNA FRANCES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413562</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097813</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of two crescent moons, the smaller one being inset inside the larger. Both are open to the top right corner. They are both also being pierced by a spear that is pointed towards the top right corner.
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dice; Dice games; Table-top games |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Sep. 17, 2021 |
| In Commerce | May 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Crit Confirm DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Crit Confirm Dice
- Address: Crit Confirm 1903 Norman Bridge Ct  Montgomery  ALABAMA  361040000
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country: ALABAMA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZOEYEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413563  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097814
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hygrometers; Magnetometers; Oscilloscopes; Battery testers; Digital multimeters; Electronic ultrasonic test equipment, namely, ultrasonic flaw detectors, thickness testers and hardness testers, for non-medical use; Force measurement products, namely, digital force gauges, digital torque gauges and manual and motorized test stands used therewith sold as a unit with the gauges; Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, incubators; Laser rangefinders; Measuring apparatus, namely, clamp meters for measuring electricity; Metal detectors; pH meters; Radiation-measuring instruments; Refrigerant meters; Vibration meters
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiao Haibing  Address Xiao Haibing  Xiawanling Xiazu, Huangtang Village,  Pitou Town, Quannan County  Ganzhou City  CHINA  341000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THOUSGBOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413588 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097815
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording THousGboom has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottles, sold empty; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cookery molds in the shape of circles; Dishers for ice cream, melon balls; Non-modular containers for use in transportation and storage for household use; Oral hygiene devices, namely, interdental cleaners; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Raised garden planters; Squeegees being cleaning instruments; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Dongli Address Wang, Dongli No. 57, 7th Floor, Block 3C 49, Jinshui East Road, Zhengzhou Area Zhengzhou CHINA 450003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BARBOHOO

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97413597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Capes; Uniforms; Aprons; Barber smocks; Camouflage vests; Cloth bibs; Graphic T-shirts; Hairdressing capes; Shampoo capes; Vests for use in barber shops and salons
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Huang Lishan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 814, Building 1, Houzhuang, Pinghu Yuanzhai, Liusha West Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Puning City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Code</td>
<td>CHINA 515300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
Fukujin

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413605  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097817  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Fukujin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed posters; Stickers; Wall decals  International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Mar. 31, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Licheng Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Licheng Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm 308, Bldg 16, Cuigang Ind. Zone 3, Huaidie Cmty, Fuyong St, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HQSLPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413610 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097818
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture parts; Metal furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Party ornaments of plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanxi Hongxiangyun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shanxi Hongxiangyun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 602 Unit 1 Bldg 2 Yiran Homestead Longbao Street, Yingze District Taiyuan City CHINA 030000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WENEASKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413611 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097819
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "weneasker" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecues; Flashlights; Lamps; Searchlights; Bicycle lights; Ceiling lights; Diving lights; Electric fans for personal use; Electric kettles; Electric torches for lighting; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Handheld spotlights; Lamp reflectors; Lanterns for lighting; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Motorcycle lights; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Stage lighting apparatus; Taps being faucets; LED lights for automobiles
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Yasijie Protective Products Co., Ltd. Address Kunshan Yasijie Protective Products Co., Ltd. Building 12, East of Xinnan Road, Nangang, Zhangpu Town, Kunshan CHINA 215300 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97413612 | Application Filing Date | May 17, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097820 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording wangqin has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Dolls and playsets therefor; Infant toys; Plastic character toys; Play sets for action figures; Playing pieces in the nature of miniature action figures and toy model vehicles for use with table top hobby battle games in the nature of battle, war and skirmish games, and fantasy games; Plush dolls; Swimming belts; Swimming rings; Toy brooches; Toy construction blocks; Toy swords; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Liaocheng guanghao biotechnology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Liaocheng guanghao biotechnology Co., Ltd. 14 West Commercial Street, Yuji town Liaocheng CHINA 252000
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Ex exciting Attorney**: SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MIZFOES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97413613
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097821
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Adhesive coated contamination control floor mat made of polypropylene that captures particulates; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber; Area rugs; Carpet underlays, namely, rug grippers; Carpets and rugs; Floor mats made of rubber; Non-slip bathtub mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Pet litter pan floor mats; Rubber bath mats; Wall coverings of plastic; Wall coverings of textile
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use**: Jan. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Qilixin Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Rm.1201B, Huiyi Fortune Bldg., No.9 Zhongxin Rd., Taoyuan Community, Dalang St Longhua, Shenzhen, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FH
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FLORLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413619 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097822
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Florlan has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bits for power drills; Core drilling bits; Drill bits for rock drilling; Drills for the mining industry; Power drill bits; Tool bits for machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Junhong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Junhong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 3, Xintian Street, Baizhoubian Dongcheng Street Dongguan CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOMADDMAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413622 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097823
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Basting spoons, for kitchen use; Bottle openers; Carving boards; Chocolate molds; Cutting boards; Decorative plates; Double wall cups; Double wall cups with lids and straws; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Ice cream scoops; Mugs, not of precious metal; Reusable glass, stainless steel, etc. water bottles sold empty; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Fen Address Chen Fen Building 20, District 5, North Station, Houzhai Street Yiwu City CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HHIOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413626 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097824
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HHIOK" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Pendants; Silver; Bangle bracelets; Children's jewelry; Jewelry chains; Jewelry watches; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Memorial jewelry; Necklaces; Pet jewelry; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Shuangteng Jewelry Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Shuangteng Jewelry Co., Ltd. 205, No. 6, Funing Street, Chang'an Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SNAIKOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413627  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097825  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Boxes of wood or plastic; Coat stands; Cushions; Drawer organizers; Drawers and dividers therefor; Furniture for motor homes; Non-metal profiles for arranging devices on and in walls, ceilings and other surfaces; Office furniture; Plant racks; Residential and commercial furniture; Shoe racks; Support bracket not made of metal for attachment to furniture to support items to be kept in hands' reach, such as a pistol, remote control, flashlight, cell phone, or eyeglasses; Wooden display stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu Dan  Address Lu Dan No. 22, Baichi South Street, Lianhe Vill Shiling Town, Huadu District Guangzhou City CHINA 510850  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEIMOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413636 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097826 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Meimom has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bottle holders in the nature of flexible braces, fabric slings worn by the person holding the baby; Breast milk storage bottles; Breast pumps; Clinical thermometers; Lactation massage bars; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Massage apparatus; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Nipple protectors for use in breastfeeding; Nipples for baby bottles; Sets of artificial teeth; Sex toys; Structural fitted parts for baby bottles in the nature of a piston used to help dispense contents upon suction; Thermometers for medical use; Vibromassage apparatus; Vibromassage devices International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He Youlan Address He Youlan Weizhi Electronics Co., Ltd., Xixiang Sanwei, Baoan District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413653</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;THXLCON&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Blades for manually-operated tools; Can openers, non-electric; Cutters for wine bottle foil, hand-operated; Electric beard trimmers; Hand-operated CD or DVD case openers; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers, files; Non-electric can openers; Scissors for kitchen use; Shrimp deveiners; Tin openers, non-electric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 8 - Primary Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shimao (Taizhou) E-Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shimao (Taizhou) E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 23, Xingye Street, Yuanqiao Town Huangyan District Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 318000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUCKYLEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413654 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097828
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpeting; Anti-fatigue floor mats; Bath mats; Door mats; Door mats of textile; Floor coverings, namely, floor runners; Floor mats; Rugs; Rugs, namely, floor runners
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QIU, Jiadong Address QIU, Jiadong No. 11, Shuijingxie Shishan Village, Youyang Town Xianyou County, Fujian CHINA 351200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SNW-QJD043

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NCYOEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97413668  Application Filing Date: May 17, 2022  Registration Number: 7097829
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Candle jars; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Insulating sleeve holders made of neoprene, foam for jars, bottles or cans; Napkin holders, not of precious metal; Non-electric griddles; Pet brushes; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Plastic bath racks; Plastic holder for beverage containers to be affixed to walls; Serving pitchers having a thumb shield to prevent a waiter's thumb from contacting internal contents while pouring

International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Apr. 06, 2022  In Commerce: Apr. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Feng Xinjie  Address: Feng Xinjie  Rm.304,No.7 Space,No. 3,XipenglingRd.  Hebian Village, Helong Street  Baiyun Dist.,Guangzhou  CHINA  510000  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FENCYGIH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413673  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097830  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FENCYGIH has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Halloween masks; Novelty toy face masks; Ornament hooks for Christmas trees; Paper party favors; Party favor hats; Plastic party hats; Plush dolls; Toy balloons; Toy models; Toy tiaras being children's dress-up accessories
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Apr. 13, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Mandeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Mandeng Trading Co., Ltd. No.5 Warehouse, Hongan Courtyard, Yan'an Rd, Baohe EDZ, Hefei city CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413694 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097831 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals; Stationery; Book markers; Envelope paper; Personalized stickers; Photograph albums; Printed photographs; Printed stationery; Watercolor paintings; Writing paper; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy; Art prints; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed notebooks; Printed postcards; Printed posters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng Meiyun Address Zheng Meiyun Room 1003, No. 79 Shanlin Road, Lane 958, Gesong Road, Minhang District, Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner PINO, BRIAN J
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413697</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CEALETOOG

Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CEALETOOG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For Birdcages; Combs; Dishware; Baskets for household purposes; Bird feeders; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Feeding troughs; Feeding vessels for pets; General purpose storage bins for household use; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Holders for flowers and plants; Ice cube moulds; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Wine openers

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes

US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

First Use Feb. 12, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Chen, Xiuchun
- **Address**: Chen, Xiuchun Rm.1401,Stair 2,Bldg. 3,Shuimu Chunhua, No.355 Xiaocuo Rd., Xialin St.,Chengxiang District, Putian CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: KCLaw00022
- **Examiner Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BEILITAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97413698  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097833
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Audio speakers that may be attached with adhesive to the abdominal area of pregnant women for the purpose of transmitting music or sounds to the fetus, not for medical purposes; Cell phone cases; Chargers for batteries; Cinematographic projectors; Data cables; Ear phones; Leather protective covers specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Lights for use on video cameras; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mousepads; Movable sockets; Ozonisers; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Rechargeable batteries

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 03, 2022  In Commerce  May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Beilitai Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Beilitai Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm 2208A, Block B, Hefeng Bldg, No.1040 Mei long Avenue, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (Ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAGEA-KA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413699 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097834
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BAGEA-KA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpeting; Rugs; Bath mats; Bathroom mats; Beach mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Floor mats for vehicles; Personal sitting mats; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Feb. 19, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang Hongbin Address Jiang Hongbin No. 228, Taoxi, Zhuangzi Village Committee Qianwei Town, Jiangchuan County Yuxi CHINA 652602 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUNNXYZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413701 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097835
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FUNNXYZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills skills; Children's multiple activity toys; Drawing toys; Electronic learning toys; Infant development toys; Infant toys; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Puzzle games; Toy building blocks
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaoxing Xicai E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shaoxing Xicai E-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.1306,Building 1,Heyue Shidai Square, No.1888 Shuangta Rd.,Pukou St.,Shengzhou City, Shaoxing CHINA 312400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KCLaw00023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413702</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording KISERNATE has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Containers for household use; Cooking spoons; Glass bowls; Plates for hors d’oeuvre; Soup bowls |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Feb. 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 11, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Huainan Saiye Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Huainan Saiye Trading Co., Ltd. 302, Building 34, Shunfa Zerun Park, Jiulonggang Town, Datong District, Huainan CHINA 232000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | KCLaw00024 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97413703
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097837
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CIFEPRAK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Coverlets; Towels; Bath towels; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Door curtains; Pillow covers; Tablecloths of textiles; Window curtains
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Feb. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 23, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jiang Hongbin
- **Address**: No.228,Taoxi,Zhuangzi Village Committee Qianwei Town, Jiangchuan County Yuxi CHINA 652602
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOWAZAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413706  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097838
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Calico; Coverlets; Towels; Baby blankets; Banners of textile; Bath linen; Bath sheets; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Cashmere blankets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Children's blankets; Covers for cushions; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags, valances; Lap blankets; Lap rugs; Paper pillowcases; Shower room curtains; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics First Use Dec. 30, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tiantian Shi  Address Tiantian Shi 45 E 7th St, Apt 6B  New York  NEW YORK 10003  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEKAVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413709 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097839 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JEKAVA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Purses; Baby backpacks; Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Coin purses; Messenger bags; Ruck sacks; School bags; Schoolchildren's backpacks; Small backpacks; Small rucksacks; Tote bags International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Taoge Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd Address Anhui Taoge Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd Room 2f-01,building 1,xiangxinchuanggu 2766 Tangkou Road Hefei,Anhui CHINA 230011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC-0141

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HCD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | May 17, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097840 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "HCD". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For | Boxes for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigarette accessories; Cases for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigarette accessories; Cigarette holders; Cigarette tobacco; Cigarette tubes; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Snuffboxes |

International Classes | 34 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 8, 9, 17 | International Class Title | Smokers' Articles |
| First Use | Jan. 21, 2022 | In Commerce | Jan. 21, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Shenzhen Huachengda Precision Industry Co., Ltd. |
Address | Shenzhen Huachengda Precision Industry Co., Ltd. Rm.201, 2nd Floor, Bldg.A1, No.2082, Jincheng Rd., Haoer Community, Shajing St. Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | CJTM506.0407 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOHOPICNIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413735 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097841 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal apparel; Back packs; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for sports; Beach umbrellas; Diaper bags; General purpose sport trolley bags; Hunting bags; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Sling bags for carrying babies
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longyan Yongding District Taixicheng Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Longyan Yongding District Taixicheng Network Technology Co., Ltd. 115,floor1,bldg.11,grain yard,Huancheng Rd.,Fengcheng st.,Yongding District, Longyan City, Fujian CHINA 364199 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0412
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97413736
Application Filing Date May 17, 2022
Registration Number 7097842
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CENSGO

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97413736
Application Filing Date May 17, 2022
Registration Number 7097842
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Clothes drying machines; Electric fans; Electric hot air hand dryers; Electric lamps; Electric space heaters; Electric torches for lighting; Fish-luring lights; Lamp shades; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes
US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 14, 2022
In Commerce May 14, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Chenxing Outdoor Products Co., Ltd.
Address Shenzhen Chenxing Outdoor Products Co., Ltd.
101, Unit 1, Xumei New Village, Songyuanxia Community, Guanhu St. Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number CJTM506.0413

Examination Attorney
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FIRSUNGROS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413737</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Camping furniture; Cushions; Furniture; Living room furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Work surfaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hongxing Wang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hongxing Wang  Group 1, Hejian Village, Xihu District Hangzhou CHINA 310030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CJTM506.0414 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LAENSAEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bathing suits; Briefs as underwear; Coats; Footwear; Graphic T-shirts; Housecoats; Infant wear; Pants; Sweaters; Underclothes |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | May 14, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | May 14, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Guangzhou Tongbiao Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Tongbiao Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.D413-204,4/F, Bldg.1,No.1368-1392, Baiyun Avenue North,Baiyun Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510405 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CJTM506.0415 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |

| Ex mocked a锚ing Attorney | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAXKPOP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413743</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Banners and flags of textile; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Cotton towels; Hand towels; Interior decoration fabrics; Kitchen towels; Pillow covers; Polyester fabric |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | May 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 13, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Putian ShiRong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Putian ShiRong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 51-1, Shima Street, Shima Village, Gaiwei Town, Xianyou County, Putian City, Fujian CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CJTM506.0417 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** POCKETPRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97413780</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097846</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | dry erase writing surfaces in the form of file pockets for holding papers; paper identification tags incorporating a dry erase surface; dry erase pouches being plastic pouches specially adapted for holding printed documents that features a dry erase writing surface |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Pocket Pro AMZ LLC |
| Address | Pocket Pro AMZ LLC 30 N Gould St Sheridan WYOMING 82801 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | MAGPOCK-003 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HA, PAULINE T. |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOWOOCa

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97413798</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097847</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Confetti; Dog toys; Doll costumes; Fishing harnesses; Knitted toys; Masquerade masks; Paper party favors; Paper party hats; Party balloons; Party blow-outs; Party games; Swimming jackets; Toy balloons; Toy for pets; Toy jewelry
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sanming Lemeng Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Sanming Lemeng Trading Co., Ltd. No. 20-5, Tongyan Village, Meixian Town, Youxi County, Sanming City, Fujian Province CHINA 353000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEDALLION SOCIETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413805 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097848
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a diamond shape medallion with rounded edges above the word "MEDALLION" in bold face and capital letters, with the word "SOCIETY" in bold face and capital letters below the word "MEDALLION". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOCIETY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health care services, namely, providing personalized care to hospital donors; Consultancy services relating to health care
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baptist Health System, Inc. Address Baptist Health System, Inc. 841 Prudential Drive, Suite 1802 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32207 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEDUCATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413828  
Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  
Registration Number 7097849  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing online non-downloadable video recordings for training of retail sales associates in the field of mattress, bed, and sleep products, and providing online non-downloadable video recordings for education of consumers in the field of mattress, bed, and sleep products  
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title Education and Entertainment  
First Use Jul. 01, 2009  
In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mattress To Go, Inc.  
Address Mattress To Go, Inc. 51260 Van Dyke Ave. Shelby Township MICHIGAN 48316  
Legal Entity CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8772-3002-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPLASHY FRUITS & CAFÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413829 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097850
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wine glass with fruits juice with chocolate syrup inside on the left of the wording "SPLASHY" in a significantly large letters. Underneath is the wording "FRUITS & CAFÉ" in small capital letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FRUITS & CAFÉ"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 12, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Splashy Fruits & Cafe Address Splashy Fruits & Cafe 4009 Southwest 52nd Avenue, 203 Pembroke Park FLORIDA 33023 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DINOSAUR WEIGHTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413907 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097851
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a cartoon image of a dinosaur surrounded by an incomplete, two-line square border with the wording "DINOSAUR WEIGHTED" at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DINOSAUR WEIGHTED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Collectable toy figures; Halloween masks; Infant toys; Party balloons; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Stuffed toys; Toy musical boxes; Toy stuffed animals; Toy water guns
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Mode E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Mode E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1007, Building 1, Chuangzhizui, No. 718 Chengdian South Road, Choujiang Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4744
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIKE COOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413918 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097852
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcohol burners; Barbecue apparatus, namely, fuel starter in the nature of a metal container with a wooden handle into which fuel briquettes may be placed, lit, and then poured into a barbecue grill for the purpose of speeding up the ready to cook time of barbecue fuels; Barbecues; Brackets for gas burners; Cooking grates adapted for barbecue grills; Cooking stoves; Electric boilers; Fitted covers for barbecue grills; Friction lighters for igniting gas; Multicookers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd Address Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd 7 / F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhai street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4747

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413922 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097853
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing jackets for women; Tops as clothing for women
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2000 In Commerce 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATURAL FASHIONS INC. Address NATURAL FASHIONS INC. 25 JORDANS PL Chico CALIFORNIA 95973 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2544.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RUI TEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414020 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097854
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "RUI TEA" in a stylized font, with leaves on top of the letter "A". Above the leaves are two Chinese characters contained within a bubble. Disclaimer "TEA" and the non-Latin characters that transliterate to "CHA" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "RUI CHA" and this means "lucky tea" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bubble tea; Coffee-based beverages; Coffee and tea; Fruit teas; Tea-based beverages; Tea-based beverages with milk; Tea-based beverages with fruit flavoring
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rui Tea JC LLC Address Rui Tea JC LLC 10 Provost St Retail A2 Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07302
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97414031</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097855</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a yellow spiraling squiggly line design. The color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:** 6496912

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Business advisory services in the fields of architecture, interior design and urban planning design

**International Classes:** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title:** Advertising and Business

**First Use:** Aug. 31, 2021 **In Commerce:** Aug. 31, 2021

**For** Architectural services; Architectural consultation, design and services; Architectural services, namely, planning and master planning related to architectural projects; Interior design; Architectural services, namely, conducting feasibility studies in the field of architecture; Architectural and interior design services, namely, conducting facility assessment and historic preservation services in the field of architecture and interior design

**International Classes:** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101 **International Class Title:** Scientific and computer services

**First Use:** Nov. 30, 2015 **In Commerce:** Nov. 30, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name:** McMillan Pazdan Smith, LLC **Address:** McMillan Pazdan Smith, LLC 400 Augusta Street, Suite 200 Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29601 **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized:** SOUTH CAROLINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number:** 41837.0003.2
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE GO WAY BACK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Genealogical research; Genealogy research; Preparation of custom memory books, scrapbooks, personal archives, family archives, wedding albums, diaries, vacation albums, family albums, family histories, photograph albums, birthday albums, and special event albums for others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARDEN SCHOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414057 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097857
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SCHOOL" Acquired
Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "CARDEN" Name Portrait Consent
The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting seminars and workshops in the field of spelling, reading, and teaching methods emphasizing imagery, listening and correct diction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 1938 In Commerce May 01, 1938

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carden Educational Foundation, Inc. Address Carden Educational Foundation, Inc. PO Box 600405 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32260 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2562-20A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CALBOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414069 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022
Registration Number 7097858
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0129698/1702405
International Registration Number 1702405

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fertilizers for agricultural use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title Chemicals
First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Concept Ag, LLC Address Concept Ag, LLC 1300 Plant Road Charleston MISSOURI 63834
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40652.383640

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414086 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097859
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter Y in stylized form; the letter P in stylized form positioned to the right of Y and slightly lower vertically than the letter Y; the left side of the letter P positioned above the right side of the letter Y. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of creation, development and production of videos and articles relating to athletes, published and distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2014 In Commerce Sep. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Youth Prospects, LLC Address Youth Prospects, LLC 115 Panorama Drive Edgewater NEW JERSEY 07020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 895T001A1-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOOVES & PAWS ANIMAL RESCUE

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a gold horseshoe and a gold paw within the gold horseshoe, with the wording "HOOVES & PAWS" in black stacked above the wording "ANIMAL RESCUE" in black, both to the right of the gold horseshoe design. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is/are not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) gold and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ANIMAL RESCUE"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Animal rescue services, namely, arranging for the adoption of rescued animals
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Feb. 15, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2017

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Hooves & Paws Animal Rescue, Inc.
- **Address**: Hooves & Paws Animal Rescue, Inc. 7303 Poindexter Rd Louisa VIRGINIA 23093
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the word "BAKEY" in all capital red lettering under a red rectangular shaped stripe with jagged edges on the left and right side of the red rectangular shaped stripe.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Refrigerated prepackaged vegetable based salads; prepackaged meals consisting primarily of combination of cheese, meat, poultry, cold cuts, smoked fish, or vegetables; garden, fruit, vegetable, and antipasto salads for consumption on or off the premises; prepared entrees consisting primarily of vegetables, soups, fruit salads and vegetable salads; refrigerated food package combinations consisting primarily of meat, cheese, or processed vegetables for purposes of creating a sandwich; meat-based spreads, fruit-based spreads, vegetable based spreads, cheese spreads, dairy-based spreads, nut-based spreads and peanut spread.

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use** Sep. 15, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2021

**For** Retail and online retail bakery shops; catering services; food and drink catering services; bakery product catering services; online catering services via a website.

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Sep. 15, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2021

**For** Bakery products, bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, pies, cookies, muffins, pastries, desserts, crackers, biscuits, sweets, cupcakes, brownies, puddings, ice cream cakes, fruit cakes, ice cream, refrigerated prepackaged sandwiches, sandwich wraps, sandwich paninis, combination meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice-based entrees and soup or salad for consumption on or off the premises; chocolate-based spreads.

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**First Use** Sep. 15, 2021 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Bakey Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Bakey Inc. 151 Tremont Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>T-616675-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GARTNER, JOHN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HML PHOTOGRAPHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414142 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097862
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the image of a camera shutter formed by a
white circle that is shaded black on the inside. Within the circle is a white hexagon, with a white line emanating from each
point of the hexagon to the white circle. The inside of the hexagon is shaded, from left to right, red, purple, and blue.
Within the hexagon is the wording "HML" in white, and below "HML", the wording "PHOTOGRAPHY" in black. All
other black represents the background only and is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The
color(s) Red, Purple, Blue, Black, and White is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PHOTOGRAPHY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art pictures in the nature of printed photographs
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 28, 2019 In Commerce May 28, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brown, Daniel Terrell DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Hold My Lenses Photography Address Brown,
Daniel Terrell 4625 Whitaker Ave Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19120
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97414142

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** FUELS GOOD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97414191</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097863</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Transdermal patches featuring nutrients for use as a sleep aid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals First Use</td>
<td>May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>FUELSGOOD L.L.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FUELSGOOD L.L.C. 301 7th St Apt B Huntington Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA 92648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | LAW-0454.TM |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH |
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S01ELY

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97414195  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097864  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "S01ELY" with the second and third characters therein being the numbers "0" and "1"; five dots appear on top of said number "0", forming a paw print design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Cushions; Ottomans; Back support cushions not for medical purposes; Bath kneeling pads; Chair cushions; Chair pads; Closet accessories, namely, shoe racks; Combination kneeler and seat for gardening; Kneeling pads for household and garden use; Nap mats; Neck support cushions; Non-metal furniture supports in the nature of coasters and pedestals for protecting carpets from furniture damage; Nursing pillows; Pet cushions; Plastic anti-slip gripper mats for holding crockery and cutlery in place; Seat cushions; Shoe cabinets; Shoe dowels, not of metal; Shoe pegs, not of metal; Shoe racks; Sleeping mats; Sleeping pads
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Targo Holdings (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.  Address Targo Holdings (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd. 2001,Bldg.12, Xincheng Venture Center No.400,Xincheng Avenue,Zengcheng Dist. Guangzhou CHINA 510000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 22-05-04964

Examing Attorney
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALO WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414239 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097865
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of two words "alo" and "world" with each letter of the words in lower case, ALO in light blue and WORLD in dark blue stylized font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling cards
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Mar. 12, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alo World Inc. Address Alo World Inc. 35 E 84th St. #8D New York NEW YORK 10028 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORCABIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414262 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097866
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an oval within a teardrop shape with a tail, together reminiscent of a whale with the word "ORCABIO" underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cell therapy product, namely, biological tissue grafts
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use May 02, 2019 In Commerce May 02, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Orca Biosystems, Inc. Address Orca Biosystems, Inc. 3475 Edison Way, Suite B Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 516622.12
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN FURNITURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414264 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097867
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FURNITURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Recliners; Seating furniture; Seats; Tables; Upholstered furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Golden Furniture Address Golden Furniture 10200 Bacon Dr Beltsville MARYLAND 20705 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EPIFANY TRUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414275 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097868
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EPIFANY TRUE". Underneath the letter "N" in "EPIFANY" and to the right of the letter "E" in "TRUE" is a stylized drawing of a leaf petal.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements; Herbal supplements for hair growth and skin care; Liquid herbal supplements; Natural herbal supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Dec. 19, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARIE COOPER CONSULTING INC. Address MARIE COOPER CONSULTING INC. 11573 Weston Course Loop Riverview FLORIDA 33579 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
# Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
CMPEY

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97414313</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097869</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Acupuncture instruments; Apparatus and instruments used in foot surgery; Apparatus for acne treatment; Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasound for performing aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Cosmetic apparatus, namely, light based devices providing mainly pulsed light for performing non-ablative aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Electric acupuncture instruments; Electric foot spa massagers; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Massage apparatus and instruments; Surgical devices and instruments
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 21, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: QIU, ZHIJIE
- **Address**: QIU, ZHIJIE NO. 410, XIQIU, JINGNAN VILLAGE, JINGFENG TOWN Hui'an, Fujian 362100 CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: SZSH
- **Examining Attorney**: FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) INVESTMENTS INCOME TAXES
LEGACY/ESTATE HEALTHCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414334 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022
Registration Number  7097870
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue stylized five prong compass image with a stylized blue and white sketched mountain scape inside the center compass circle surrounded by five red exterior arched lines each with a directional line connected in the middle located within each of the five blue compass prongs. Each of the five red directional lines are pointing towards the black word "INCOME", the black word "TAXES", the black words "LEGACY/ESTATE", the black word "HEALTHCARE", and the black word "INVESTMENTS". The foregoing compass design and wording appears within a circle shaded in grey gradient.

Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) grey, blue, red, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "INVESTMENTS", "INCOME", "TAXES", "LEGACY/ESTATE", AND "HEALTHCARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advice on finance during retirement; Financial consulting services, namely, expert analysis in finance; Information, advisory, consultancy and financial research services relating to finance and investments; Providing information and research in the field of finance and financial investments; Providing information in the field of personal finance; Providing information, commentary and advice in the field of finance, financial investments and financial valuations
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Nov. 01, 2021
In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chris Bulman, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Bulman Wealth Group
Address  3400 Douglas Blvd St. 150  Roseville  CALIFORNIA  95661
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COME GET LOADED FRY OR DIE LOS ANGELES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97414338 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Registration Number  7097871
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "Come Get Loaded Fry or Die Los Angeles" in stylized fonts, with the words "Come Get Loaded" to the left and stacked above the words "Fry or Die" and the words "Los Angeles" to the right and stacked below the words "Fry or Die." The word "Fry" is superimposed over an image of a basket of french fries. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LOS ANGELES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant; Restaurant services International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  May 12, 2022 In Commerce  May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Must Be Magic LLC Address  Must Be Magic LLC  1066 South Fairfax Avenue  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90019 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EASTERN SHORE
UNDERCOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414371  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097872
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "EASTERN SHORE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing news in the nature of current event reporting
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jun. 01, 2020  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Eastern Shore Undercover LLC  Address  Eastern Shore Undercover LLC  30360 Trestle Place  Delmar MARYLAND  21875  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BATT, JAIME L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOOVES & PAWS ANIMAL RESCUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414374 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097873
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANIMAL RESCUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal rescue services, namely, arranging for the adoption of rescued animals
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 14, 2002 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2002

For Animal rescue services, namely, boarding for animals
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 14, 2002 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hooves & Paws Animal Rescue, Inc. Address Hooves & Paws Animal Rescue, Inc. 7303 Poindexter Rd Louisa VIRGINIA 23093 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MILITARY TRANSITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414389 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097874
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MILITARY TRANSITION" with the letter "A" in each word replaced with a star Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "MILITARY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Card wallets International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Military Transition Address Military Transition 3768 Robbie Glover Road Awendaw SOUTH CAROLINA 29429 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number 8038847328
Examiner Reference GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
TM 9009 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOU CHOOSE. WE DELIVER!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97414405</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097875</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring automobiles and trucks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Feb. 12, 2020
In Commerce Feb. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gilbert Experience, LLC
Address Gilbert Experience, LLC 3550 Highway 441 S. Okeechobee FLORIDA
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20006-002B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE SPEAK Y'ALL!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414433</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097876</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Retail store services featuring automobiles, trucks, riding lawnmowers, outdoor recreational vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2018</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Gilbert Experience, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gilbert Experience, LLC 3550 Highway 441 S. Okeechobee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 20006-003B |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  GILBERT HAS IT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97414449  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097877
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring retail store services featuring automobiles, trucks, riding lawn mowers, outdoor recreational vehicles
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 23, 2013  In Commerce  May 23, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gilbert Experience, LLC  Address  Gilbert Experience, LLC  3550 Highway 441 S.  Okeechobee  FLORIDA  34974  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20006-004B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VECTOR DYNAMICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97414477
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097878
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "VECTOR DYNAMICS", with "VECTOR" in black capital letters appearing above "DYNAMICS" in white lower case letters displayed on a red oval background. A black horizontal line appears under the word "VECTOR", and there are two thin red oval shaped outlines appearing as a background for the verbiage. The white background is not a part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "DYNAMICS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4981713, 4981778, 4981711 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Litigation support services in the nature of conducting and delivering independent scientific analysis of forces and biomechanical analysis of injury potential; consulting services in the field of accident investigations regarding forensic science of motor vehicle and other types of accidents
  - **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
  - **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2019
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2019
- **For**: Technical services in the nature of conducting and delivering independent scientific analysis of motor vehicle and other types of accident damages; motor vehicle accident and other accident damage inspection services; scientific and biomechanical analysis of injury potential and consulting services in the field of forensic science; Consulting services in the field of forensic science of motor vehicle and other types of accidents
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2019
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Vector Dynamics Corporation
Address: Vector Dynamics Corporation 804 Forest Glade Drive
Chesapeake VIRGINIA 23322
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 00310656.005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: WOOD, DANIEL PAUL

11048
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE FANCY KERNEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414537</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Restaurant services; Pop-up restaurant services

| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Apr. 10, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 10, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Fancy Kernel LLC |
| Address | The Fancy Kernel LLC 14447 Ordner Dr. Strongsville OHIO 44136 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97414562  Application Filing Date: May 17, 2022  Registration Number: 7097880
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "INGLÉS"  Translation: The English translation of "ENTIENDE EL INGLÉS PERO NO LO HABLA" in the mark is "UNDERSTAND ENGLISH BUT DON'T SPEAK IT".

Goods and Services Information

For: Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of language learning; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of language learning; Providing education courses in the field of language learning offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Provision of courses of instruction in languages; Language instruction

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Arches Language School, LLC  Address: Arches Language School, LLC  1800 North Bayshore Drive, Apt. 614  Miami  FLORIDA  33132  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

Examinining Attorney

Examining Attorney: ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EARTH EQUIPMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414577 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097881
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words EARTH and EQUIPMENT with a hexagon shape with a horizontal line between the two words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EQUIPMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business brokerage services, namely, purchasing, selling, and brokering heavy machinery and construction equipment International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Earth Equipment, LLC Address Earth Equipment, LLC PO Box 270065 Littleton COLORADO 80127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6110.001US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97414597</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097882</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: GWAPAESTHETICS
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "GWAPAESTHETICS" with "GWA" in pink, "PA" in red, and "ESTHETICS" in black and a green monstera leaf behind the wording.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) pink, red, black, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Artificial eyelashes
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2020, Feb. 25, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Gwapaesthetics
- **Address**: Gwapaesthetics 832 W San Martin Dr Tucson ARIZONA 85704
- **Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, SANG MIN
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CCTN

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97414606  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097883
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Certification Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Certification Statement The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the services provided conform to the professional standards and guidelines for education, knowledge, and training developed by the certifier for medical services in the field of transplant nursing.

Goods and Services Information
For Medical services in the field of transplant nursing
International Classes B  US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use May 01, 2005  In Commerce May 01, 2005

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name American Board for Transplant Certification, Inc.  Address American Board for Transplant Certification, Inc. 1120 Route 73, Suite 200  Mt. Laurel  NEW JERSEY 08054  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country

Where Organized CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 8137.005

Examining Attorney
Examiner GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MILLI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414710</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Medical devices, namely, vaginal dilators and trainers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Sep. 09, 2015 **In Commerce** Apr. 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MATERNA MEDICAL, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MATERNA MEDICAL, INC. 2495 HOSPITAL DRIVE, SUITE 300 MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA 94040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | MATM 22.02-T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97414777 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Registration Number   7097885
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized, capitalized E in the color white, with a dark blue house silhouette set at a 90 degree angle. There is a dark blue dot on the stylized letter "E" which represents a door, as well as a white window with a dark blue window frame within the house silhouette. There is also a light blue outline surrounding the entire design, which extends and shades beyond the house silhouette to the right. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark blue, light blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate agency services; Real estate insurance underwriting services; Providing a database of information about residential real estate listings in different neighborhoods and communities
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial First Use  Aug. 08, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2017
For  Real estate advertising services; Real estate marketing services
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use  Aug. 08, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2017
For  Building construction services
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair First Use  Aug. 08, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2017
For  Moving company services
International Classes   39 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 105 International Class Title   Transportation and Storage First Use  Aug. 08, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: The Experience Companies, Inc.
Address: The Experience Companies, Inc. 27210 Huck Finn Circle
Harrisburg, SOUTH DAKOTA 57032

Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: SOUTH DAKOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MAMA KING'S KATERING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414780 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097886
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CATERING" Name
Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catering services; Food preparation; Food preparation consultation; Food preparation services; Preparation of food and beverages; Contract food and beverage services; Restaurant and catering services; Serving food and drinks
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yolanda Williams-Lewis Address Yolanda Williams-Lewis 10907 Via Brescia #807 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92129 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97414790 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number   7097887
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized depiction of the RXT-1 sparring equipment robot with a wide t-shaped body, an angular-shaped head above the body, and four trapezoidal arms with two of the arms extending outward on either side of the body and the other two arms extending upward from the body on either side of the head. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sports training apparatus in the nature of robotic sparring equipment for use in boxing and martial art training
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Oct. 19, 2020  In Commerce  Oct. 19, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STRYK Performance Technologies Inc  Address  STRYK Performance Technologies Inc  1621 Central Avenue  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Stryk.402

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HILL, MARK THOMAS
TM 9022 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KENSINGTON-STOBART GALLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414797 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097888
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GALLERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures in the nature of printed photographs; Art prints; Printed greeting cards featuring art reproductions; Reproductions of paintings; Works of art of paper or cardboard


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Stobart Foundation Composed of John Stobart, United States Anne Fletcher, United States Address The Stobart Foundation 242 Causeway Street Medfield MASSACHUSETTS 02052 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)**

The mark consists of a blue square with rounded corners with a black and white ribbon in the center of the blue square.

**Color Drawing** Yes  **Color Claimed**

The color(s) blue, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4320612

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

Downloadable mobile application for use in accessing online retail store services, namely, mobile application for browsing and purchasing apparel, fashion accessories, and fashion clothing; downloadable mobile application that allows consumers to view, search for and purchase products in the fields of fashion, cosmetics, personal care for the face, body and hair, eyewear, jewelry, watches, bags, clothing, headwear, footwear, activewear, and home and gifting products; downloadable mobile application that allows consumers to create shopping lists for personal use in the fields of fashion, cosmetics, personal care for the face, body and hair, eyewear, jewelry, watches, bags, clothing, headwear, footwear, activewear, and home and gifting products; downloadable mobile application that allows consumers to create, store and share saved items in the fields of fashion, cosmetics, personal care for the face, body and hair, eyewear, jewelry, watches, bags, clothing, headwear, footwear, activewear, and home and gifting products; downloadable mobile application software that provides recommendations to consumers on proper sizing when purchasing clothing products; eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and cases therefor

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Sep. 2018  **In Commerce** Sep. 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> DailyLook, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong> DailyLook, Inc. 2445 E 12TH ST, Suite B Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> TAYLOR, DAVID T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97414846 Application Filing Date: May 17, 2022 Registration Number: 7097890
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of two overlapping chat or thought bubbles, one upside down and one right-side up, and three dots in a line across the bubbles. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Market research services; business and marketing research services, namely, conducting, processing, and analyzing qualitative and quantitative business and marketing research and public opinion surveys; consulting services in the field of market research and public opinion surveys; business research and market research services, namely, organization and management of focus groups, panel groups and online opinion panel participants for business and market research purposes; business information services, namely, data collection and data sampling for business purposes
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business First Use: Apr. 16, 2018 In Commerce: Apr. 16, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PAIDVIEWPOINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414859</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Market research services; business and marketing research services, namely, conducting, processing, and analyzing qualitative and quantitative business and marketing research and public opinion surveys; business research and market research services, namely, organization and management of panel groups and online opinion panel participants for business and market research purposes; business information services, namely, data collection and data sampling for business purposes

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Mar. 13, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 13, 2011 |

For  Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to take consumer surveys, to receive rewards, to track consumer browsing behavior and online shopping, and to participate in behavioral market research

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Mar. 13, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 13, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Umongous, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA AYTM

Address  Umongous, Inc. 3000 Atrium Way, Suite 260 Mount Laurel NJ 08054

Legal Entity  CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN

11063
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97414868 | Application Filing Date | May 17, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097892 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Market research services; business and marketing research services, namely, conducting, processing, and analyzing qualitative and quantitative business and marketing research and public opinion surveys; consulting services in the field of market research and public opinion surveys; business research and market research services, namely, organization and management of focus groups, panel groups and online opinion panel participants for business and market research purposes; business information services, namely, data collection and data sampling for business purposes

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business | First Use | Sep. 13, 2009 | In Commerce | Sep. 13, 2009 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Umongous, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AYTM **Address**: Umongous, Inc. 3000 Atrium Way, Suite 260 Mount Laurel NEW JERSEY 08054 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examiner**: COLEMAN, CIMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AYTM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414891 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097893
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Market research services; business and marketing research services, namely, conducting, processing, and analyzing qualitative and quantitative business and marketing research and public opinion surveys; consulting services in the field of market research and public opinion surveys; business research and market research services, namely, organization and management of focus groups, panel groups and online opinion panel participants for business and market research purposes; business information services, namely, data collection and data sampling for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2011 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Umongous, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AYTM Address Umongous, Inc. 3000 Atrium Way, Suite 260 Mount Laurel NEW JERSEY 08054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SONIC INSTITUTE OF THE NEW ERA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97414914
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097894
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “INSTITUTE”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Music education
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DiMatteo, Adrian Justin
- **Address**: DiMatteo, Adrian Justin 309 Brown Road  Ellenville  NEW YORK 12428
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TOOLEY, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BAKERPAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97414919</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Food coloring |
| International Classes | 2 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 6, 11, 16 |
| International Class Title | Paints |
| First Use | May 01, 2015 |
| In Commerce | May 01, 2015 |
| For | Icing; Fondants; Meringue powder; Edible decorations for cakes |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SP Sales LLC |
| Address | SP Sales LLC 1217 St Johns Pl. Brooklyn NEW YORK 11213 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 88772-3 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** J JOSHMAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97414920</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
<td>7097896</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized text JOSHMAR to the right of a globe design where the left half is solid with the letter J and the right half is shown with grid lines.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pool cue; pool cue kit containing pool cue, pool cue holder, pool cue glove, cue chalk and cue chalk holder
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 31, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: JOSHMAR FIRE LLC
- **Address**: JOSHMAR FIRE LLC 13442 SW 43rd LN Miami FLORIDA 33175
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: AIPA-6939A

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EENK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97414989 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097897
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat toys; Cat toy tunnel
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 24, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 24, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EENK Composed of EENK, a California sole proprietorship, composed of HyunJoo Lee, a citizen of United States Address EENK Suite 208 7750 Dagget St. San Diego CALIFORNIA 92111 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SPORTYS EXPRESS

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97415059
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097898
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an anthropomorphic zebra bust having a mohawk and wearing sunglasses, all displayed above the stylized wording "SPORTYS" displayed above a shaded banner design containing the stylized wording "EXPRESS".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "EXPRESS"

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5030806, 5202737, 5862522 and others

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Car cleaning; Car cleaning services; Pressure washing services; Automobile cleaning and car washing; Maintenance of vehicle washing installations; Power washing services; Providing self-service car washing facilities
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2012

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: FL CAR WASH SERVICES LLC
- **Address**: FL CAR WASH SERVICES LLC  Ste 151  226 N Nova Road Ormond Beach  FLORIDA  32174
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: Spo_105_1us

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: DIBLE, JONATHON I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOONLY APP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97415061 | Application Filing Date | May 17, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097899 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "APP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Downloadable mobile software for use in guidance for mental wellbeing, featuring lunar calendars, articles, affirmations, runes, meditations, and healing audio

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jan. 11, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 11, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cosmic Vibrations, Inc.
- **Address**: Cosmic Vibrations, Inc. 2093 Philadelphia Pike #9526 Claymont DELAWARE 19703
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHUNG, ABBIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAMP ADVENTUREWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415064 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097900 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized compass with a brown and light green border. The background of the compass is dark green. Appearing in curved manner inside the compass is the wording "CAMP ADVENTUREWOOD" in white font. There is a light green leaf on each side of "CAMP". Inside the wording there is a group of concentric circles in brown and light green. Inside of this is a white and brown compass rose with a light green center. The additional white in the mark is background only and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark green, light green, brown and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CAMP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Day camp services; Sports camp services; Summer camps
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 05, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Camp Adventurewood Address Camp Adventurewood 1766 E. Washington Blvd. Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CITY OF CASTLE PINES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415065  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097901
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three green pine trees side-by-side and slightly overlapping, above two brown hills, and below the hills are the words "CITY OF" in green, and below that the words "CASTLE PINES" in green. The color white represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) green and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CITY OF CASTLE PINES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  municipal services, namely, promoting trade, commerce, economic development and tourism in the City of Castle Pines, Colorado
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 19, 2019  In Commerce  Apr. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  City of Castle Pines  Address  City of Castle Pines  360 Village Square Lane, Suite B  Castle Pines COLORADO  80108  Legal Entity  municipal corporation  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Castle Pines

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FORREST, ELIZABETH P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
PASSPORT ENVY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PASSPORT" |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- Travel route planning
- Travel planning for individuals, families, and groups for special occasions such as destination weddings and honeymoons
- Travel information services
- Travel booking agencies
- Organization of travel
- Travel consultancy
- Travel arrangement services

| International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 105 |
| International Class Title | Transportation and Storage |
| First Use | Jan. 07, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 07, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | The Passport Envy Travel Agency LLC |
| Address | The Passport Envy Travel Agency LLC 40 W. Main Street MACUNGIE PENNSYLVANIA 18062 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | PENNSYLVANIA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 61224 |
| Examine Attorney | DIBLE, JONATHON I |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) V-RIDIUIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415097 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097903
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management and consultation in the field of renewable energy; Business management and consultation in the field of alternative energy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022
For Construction project management services; Consulting services in the field of construction of renewable energy facilities; Consulting services in the field of construction of alternative energy facilities
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022
For Consulting services in the field of production of renewable energy; Consulting services in the field of production of alternative energy
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name V-RIDIUIM OAK CREEK RENEWABLES, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA V-RIDIUIM RENEWABLES Address V-RIDIUIM OAK CREEK RENEWABLES, LLC 500 La Terraza Blvd, Ste. 350 Escondido CALIFORNIA 92025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 136101-1
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AP AWESOME PLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415236 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097904
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "AWESOME PLAY" with stylized letters A and P in a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PLAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Game cards; Playing cards and card games; Trivia game played with cards and game components

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AWESOME ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD. Address AWESOME ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD. #1006, 25, Yeonmujang 5ga-gil, Seongdong Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04782 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOFONDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415261 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097905
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Cloaks; Footwear; Headbands; Hoodies; Skirts; Sweaters; Trousers; Bottoms as clothing; Caps being headwear; Cosplay costumes; Dresses; Masquerade costumes; Men's suits, women's suits; Outer jackets; Pants for children; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for children; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Nuofengda Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Nuofengda Technology Co., Ltd. 3rd Fl, Bldg 3, Jianjin Industrial Park Donghuan 2nd Rd, Longhua St, Longhua Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINSOUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415302 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Registration Number  7097906
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "KINSOUND". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording KINSOUND has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earphones; Microphones; Audio adapter cables; Audio amplifiers; Audio speakers; Cooling pads for laptop computers; Drawing tablets being computer input devices; Electric adapter cables; Electric door bells; High definition multimedia interface splitters; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Mouse pads; Smart watches; Stands adapted for laptops; Touch screen pens; USB cables; USB hubs; Wireless chargers; Wireless communication devices for transmitting images taken by a camera
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 10, 2019 In Commerce  Apr. 10, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WANG, XIANGSHUN Address  WANG, XIANGSHUN NO. 09, NO. 4 LANE, BUSHAN VILLAGE HONGHAIWAN DISTRICT SHANWEI, GUAGNDONG CHINA  516600 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RADFIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415304  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022  Registration Number  7097907
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, scarves; Tops as clothing
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes
US Classes  22, 39
International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sports Savvy Inc  Address  Sports Savvy Inc  1470 W State St  El Centro  CALIFORNIA  92243  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555815384

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EAMOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415317 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097908 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Eamom has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Daypacks; Holdalls; Pocketbooks; Portmanteaus; Satchels; All purpose sport bags; Barrel bags; Gym bags; Leather bags; Leather purses; Messenger bags; Overnight cases; Shoulder bags; Sports bags; Tote bags International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gang, Tian Address Gang, Tian Building 65, Victoria Bay, Xuejiadao Street, Huangdao District Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266499 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAOOAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415319 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097909 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Haooair" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air fryers; Air purifiers; Battery-operated night lights; Clothes drying machines; Commercial and industrial cookware, namely, gas and electric boilers, gas and electric broilers, gas and electric roasters, gas and electric braising pans; Dehumidifiers; Desk lamps; Electric apparatus for making coffee; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric kettles for household purposes; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Hair dryers; Humidifiers for household purposes; Laser light projectors; Solar thermal installations, namely, solar thermal modules

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang, ZhongQing Address Jiang, ZhongQing No.6, Group 1, Wang Village, Baihe Town, Tiantai County, Zhejiang Province CHINA 317200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SAVANNAH UNDERGROUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415323 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097910
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SAVANNAH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of business development; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of sourcing props and entertainment equipment; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of acting and retaining actors and actresses; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of theatrical performances; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of haunted attraction; Entertainment in the nature of a haunted house attraction; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by an actor; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by actors and actresses; Entertainment services in the nature of production of ghost tours; Entertainment services in the nature of production of haunted tours; Entertainment services in the nature of production of haunted attractions; Entertainment services in the nature of haunted attractions; Entertainment services in the nature of haunted tours and haunted attractions; Entertainment services, namely, storytelling; Entertainment, namely, production of haunted tours; Entertainment, namely, production of ghost tours; Entertainment, namely, production of haunted attractions; Live entertainment performances by artists in the nature of ghost tours for others; Theatrical shows provided at performance venues; Conducting guided ghost tours; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of ghost tours; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of haunted attractions; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by actors and actresses; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by actors and actresses for haunted attractions; Entertainment services in the nature of live theatrical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live haunted ghost performances; Presentation of live show performances; Providing entertainment information via a website; Providing a website featuring entertainment information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Red Eye Film Productions LLC
- **Address**: Red Eye Film Productions LLC, 415 W Boundary St, Savannah, GEORGIA 31401
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CELLEDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97415348 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Registration Number   7097911
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Celleddy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D decorative plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; 3D ornaments made from plastic; Chairs; Cold cast resin figurines; Custom furniture; Figures of closed cell resin polymer material; Furniture, namely, showcases; Glass for use in framing art; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Non-metal identification bracelets; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Three-dimensional holiday ornaments made from fabric, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Works of art in mixed media composed primarily of polymers; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  May 13, 2022 In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Xilai Trading Co., Ltd Address  Shenzhen Xilai Trading Co., Ltd 1006,No.5,Lane 1,Shuidou Xinwei village, Yousong community,Longhua st., Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OASIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415352</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097912</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Spirulina micro algae for use as a dietary supplement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Oasia Biotech Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Oasia Biotech Inc. 4508 Park Serena Calabasas CALIFORNIA 91302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SHEN, DANIEL HOWE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZEFAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415394 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097913
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gauchos; Shorts; Sweatpants; Long johns; Sports vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Yuheng Address Zhong, Yuheng G3 mingsheyuyuan 151 Nanguang road Nanshan district Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KIMCHIPIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97415402
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097914
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air brushes for applying paint
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kaijing Chen
- **Address**: Kaijing Chen Room 1705, Building 7, ab Zone, Phase I Sijikangcheng, Old Town EDZ Chengmai County, Hainan CHINA 571900
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US038862T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FEATHERLEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415416 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097915
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cutting boards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Featherlee, LLC Address Featherlee, LLC 7402 Huntz Dr. Cheyenne WYOMING 82009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6960A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YARUKIMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415418 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097916
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YARUKIMA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Baker's bread baskets; Cabinets; Cat scratching pads; Coat racks; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Foam pillows; Furniture fittings, not of metal, namely, drawer slides; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Outdoor furniture; Shelves for storage; Shoe cabinets; Toilet footstool to place one's feet on while sitting on a toilet; Works of art made of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhu Liqing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wuhu Liqing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 20, Mayi Natural Village, Longhua Village, lugang Street, Yijiang District Wuhu, Anhui CHINA  241000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038930T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IHOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415420  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097917  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Hat-hanging hooks of metal; Hooks of metal for roofing slates; Magnetic metal hooks; Magnetized metal hooks for the sanitary hanging of a towel during fitness training and other athletic activities; Metal clothes hooks; Metal garment hooks; Metal gate hooks and eyes; Metal hooks; Towel hooks of metal; Wall hooks of metal for pipes
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuecheng Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Yuecheng Technology Co., Ltd. 6C,Unit 3, Bldg. A2,Xinmao Garden,No. 141 Minzhi Avenue,Minzhi St.,Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518131  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038531T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QYTOJQX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415427 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Registration Number  7097918
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earbuds; Earphones; Smartwatches; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Cell phone straps; Computer cameras; Computer mounts; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Headphones including attached lanyard; Selfie sticks; Sheaths for electric cables; Smart watches; Smartphone mounts; Wireless headphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiang, Qixian Address  Jiang, Qixian No. 9, Waile group, Hexing Village Xiahuaqiao Town, Shaoyang County, Shaoyang, Hunan CHINA 422119 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIOLET AND GALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415431 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097919
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For tumblers being drinkware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 16, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Violet & Gale Inc. Address Violet & Gale Inc. 1011-30 N Park Rd Thornhill, ON CANADA L4J0G6
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-3751B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIXCSVM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415432 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097920 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; Bikinis; Bonnets; Footwear; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Bathing suits; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Fur stoles; Ladies' underwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for tights, gussets for stockings, gussets for bathing suits, gussets for underwear, gussets for leotards and gussets for footlets; Skirts and dresses; Sleeping garments; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Yuqin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yuqin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 5, Building 49, Yinhai Second District, Futian Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LCCZJZYQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415436 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097921
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Zhuoqun Address Liu, Zhuoqun No. 99, Yuwang Avenue, Yuzhou City, Henan Province CHINA 461670 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038605T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SINYOCING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415454 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097922
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SinyoCing has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Lamps; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Floor lamps; Hanging lamps; Lamps for outdoor use; LED and HID light fixtures; LED lamps; Light post luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Pendant lighting fixtures; Sconce lighting fixtures; Wall lamps; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhou, Jianhua Address Zhou, Jianhua No.8, Dorm of 2nd Cement Plant, Niuchebian Committee, Shimashan Town, Lianyuan, Loudi, Hunan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GWTAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415456</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097923</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's multiple activity toys; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Knee pads for athletic use; Plastic character toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy action figures and accessories therefor; Toy cars; Toys for domestic pets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 23, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Toys and Sporting Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Shunshicheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Shunshicheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 702, No. 46, Square Road Guixiang Community, Guanlan Street Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US038893T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>GILLANI, MAHREEN A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YIJUANGFA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415467</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording YIJUANGFA has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Candles; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Candles being of wax or liquid, for the illumination of carved pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables; Candles for lighting; Candles for night lights; Candles for wedding ceremonies; Christmas tree candles; Scented candles; Tea light candles; Tealight candles; Votive candles; Wax for making candles; Wicks for candles; Wicks for candles for lighting |
| International Classes | 4 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 6, 15 |
| International Class Title | Lubricants and Fuels |
| First Use | May 03, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 03, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Guangzhou Yujiang Textile Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Yujiang Textile Co., Ltd. Room 233, No. 10, Fukang West Street, Huangpu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510663 |
| Legal Entity | Limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GILLANI, MAHREEN A |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GILLANI, MAHREEN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUENZILN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415470  Application Filing Date May 17, 2022  Registration Number 7097925
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YUENZILN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Playpens; Beds for household pets; Book stands; Coat stands; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture of metal; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Plant stands; Play yards for pets; Residential and commercial wrought iron furniture; Stands for flower pots; Storage racks for firewood; Tables; Towel racks; Wine racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Meng  Address Wang, Meng No.1043,Dashawotou village Waliwang Town,Botou City Cangzhou, Hebei CHINA 062150 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZUFKMUAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415472</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording ZUFKMUAR has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Billiard cue racks; Doll cases; Dumbbell sets; Exercise machines; Kettle bells; Ornament hooks for Christmas trees; Pool cue clamps; Skateboards; Stuffed and plush toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Tinglong
- **Address**: Zhang, Tinglong No. 05-012, Wangjiayan Group Chaijiacha Village, Tuban Town, Lin County, Lviang, Shanxi CHINA 033200
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIZOOCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415474 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097927
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Belt bags and hip bags; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Credit card cases and holders; Crossbody bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather straps; Messenger bags; Purses and wallets; School book bags; Shoulder bags; Tool bags sold empty; Umbrellas and their parts; Waist pouches; Wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 22, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xiaoxi Trading Co. Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xiaoxi Trading Co. Ltd. No. 22 Wuhe Community Road, Bantian St. Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WARMGINGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415486 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097928
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Thread; Yarn; Cotton thread and yarn; Darning thread and yarn; Elastic thread and yarn for textile use; Hemp thread and yarn; Rayon yarn; Sewing thread and yarn; Silk thread; Silk threads and yarns
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Dec. 13, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 13, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QINGDAO BANGTE ECOLOGICAL TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD Address QINGDAO BANGTE ECOLOGICAL TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD Room 715, Poly Center, No. 8 Qingda san Road Laoshan District, Qingdao, Shandong Province, CHINA 266075 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)** BAOBO

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized term "BAOBO" and two Chinese characters.

**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Translation** The wording "BAOBO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Transliteration** The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "bao" and "bo" and this means "precious" and "platinum" in English.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Pencils; Stationery; Ball point pens; Gel roller pens; Pens; Printed books and printed pamphlets in the field of financial classification of companies and securities; Printed matter, namely, newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all in the fields of securities, options and other financial instruments; Printed note books; Writing ink; Writing instruments

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Shanghai Baobo Stationery Co., Ltd. **Address** Shanghai Baobo Stationery Co., Ltd. No. 3, Lane 1998, Jinbi Road, Fengxian Dist,Shanghai CHINA 201400 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 00989
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OVERFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415500</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097930</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Cleaning sponges; Clothes drying racks; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Dishers; Disposable dinnerware, namely, serving trays; Garbage pails; Non-electric food mixers for household purposes; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Serving spoons; Towel rails and rings

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Apr. 10, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Lu, Chunyan **Address** Lu, Chunyan No. 9 Group 37, Xiangao Village, Sanxing Town, Haimen City, Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA 226000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WLBINGLUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415524 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097931
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording WLBINGLUO has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cages for pets; Cocktail shakers; Coffee cups; Cupcake molds; Dishers; Fitted picnic baskets; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Litter boxes for pets; Napkin holders and napkin rings not of precious metal; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Pet bowls; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet feeding dishes; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Squeegees for dishes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Bingluo Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Bingluo Network Technology Co., Ltd. No. 49-4, Bldg 112, Lane 600, Tangming Road, Shihudang Town, Songjiang Dist., Shanghai CHINA 201617 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415540 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097932
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording dumped F combined with reversed C. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Watches; Diving watches; Dress watches; Jewellery, clocks and watches; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Mechanical and automatic watches; Sports watches; Watch straps; Wrist watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Sep. 04, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Zhongshao Address Huang, Zhongshao 803, Bldg 11, Weiye Huayu Haoting, No.13 Zhenxing Rd, Dali Town, Nanhai Dist, Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97415543 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2022 Registration Number  7097933
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording dumped F combined with reversed C. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Smartglasses; Smartwatches; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Smart watches; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wrist-mounted smartphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Aug. 28, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huang, Zhongshao Address  Huang, Zhongshao  803, Bldg 11, Weiye Huayu Haoting, No.13 Zhenxing Rd, Dali Town, Nanhai Dist, Foshan, Guangdong CHINA  528000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOUHAUCHAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415554 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097934
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Youhauchair has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barstools; Chairs; Sofas; Furniture parts; Furniture parts, namely, chair legs, table leaves and arm rests; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Lounge furniture; Massage tables; Office chairs; Pet furniture; Rocking chairs; Tables International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 28, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anji Dipu Yonghao Swivel Chair Firm Composed of Anji Dipu Yonghao Swivel Chair Firm a Chinese sole proprietorship, composed of Wu, Lihua, a citizen of China Address Anji Dipu Yonghao Swivel Chair Firm No. 802 Wenyun Road, Dipu Street, Anji County, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 313000 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117036

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ILIAN TRAVELLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415602 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097935
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRAVELLER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Suitcases; Carrying cases; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Costumes for animals; General purpose sport trolley bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Pet clothing for dogs; Suitcases with wheels; Toiletry cases sold empty; Travel bags; Trunks being luggage and suitcases; Weekend bags; Wheeled shopping bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen AILIAN International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen AILIAN International Trade Co., Ltd. 617, No.277, Donghuan Road, XinEr Xinqiao Street, Baoan District Shenzhen CHINA 518125 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MERSUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415610 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097936
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Gloves; Pajamas; Sneakers; Swimsuits; Climbing footwear; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Eyeshades as headwear; Knit face masks being headwear; Knitwear, namely, dresses; Lounge pants; Skiing shoes; Sports shoes; Visors being headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Zican Address Chen, Zican 101,Building 5, Taibaiju Dongxiao Road Luohu District Shenzhen CHINA 518019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BODUDUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415620 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097937
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Drop earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Hoop earrings; Jewellery foot chains; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of silver; Neck chains; Real and imitation jewellery; Unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 27, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Jiexi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Jiexi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 610, No.138, Zhongshan Road Jinping Street, Fenghua District Ningbo CHINA 315599 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SWEEWIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415621 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7097938 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels; Baby blankets; Bed blankets; Children's blankets; Picnic blankets; Shower curtain liners; Tapestries of textile; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; Cloth coasters; Laminated textiles to be affixed to the surface of furniture; Silk blankets; Swaddling blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Qiaodong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Qiaodong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 804, No.16, Yuanbo Wuli Jimei District Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) PWHINGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415640  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7097939
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording PWHINGN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cardboard cups; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee scoops; Covers, not of paper, for flower pots; Demitasse sets comprised of cups and saucers; Demitasse sets comprised of cups, saucers and stirring spoons sold as a unit; Flower pots; Porcelain flower pots; Saucers for flower pots; Soap boxes; Spatulas for kitchen use; Wine glasses; Wine openers; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use May 01, 2022  In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huaying Foreign Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huaying Foreign Trade Co., Ltd. 204, No. 99, Haichang St., Haichang Community, Shekou St., Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DJPVZ WOWO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97415642 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7097940
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording DJPVZ WOWO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hoodies; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic pants; Baseball caps and hats; Boardshorts; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumper coveralls; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Fashion hats; Hooded sweat shirts; Shawls and headscarves; Shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Short-sleeve shirts; Sports caps and hats; Tee-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fang,Sanying Address  Fang,Sanying  No. 115, Lane 86, Zhenhainan St Zhenhai St, Licheng Dist Putian, Fujian CHINA  351100 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BENT BUT NOT BROKEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415644</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6021773 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Shirts; short sleeved shirts; shirts for infants, babies, toddlers, and children; athletic shirts; athletic apparel, namely pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps and athletic uniforms; clothing namely, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps; socks; sweaters; graphic t-shirts; hooded sweat shirts; moisture wicking sports shirts; polo shirts; short sleeved or long sleeved t-shirts; snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; sports shirts; sweat shirts; t-shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 24, 2017 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 24, 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Colquitt-Flynn, Rosena E. |
| Address | Colquitt-Flynn, Rosena E. 16113 Hercules St. Hesperia CALIFORNIA 92345 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JTP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415650 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097942 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JTP" with a Chinese special designed character on the left of the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "bi" and this means "compare" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries and battery chargers; Battery boxes; Battery packs; Electrical cells and batteries; Power supplies International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 27, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Binet (Suzhou) Energy Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Binet (Suzhou) Energy Technology Co.,Ltd. No.28 NanTianCheng Road, FL 16 Unit 1601, City of Suzhou, Jiangsu, China CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038915T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIKCHIINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415653 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7097943
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "MIKCHIINO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lug nuts for vehicle wheels
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ningbo Zhiyin Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Ningbo Zhiyin Trading Co., Ltd. Rm. B202-1, Lintaigongmao, Xiufeng Vil., Haishu Dist., Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province CHINA  315000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US038841T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GEDENNIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415659 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097944
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GEDENNIE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pen and pencil cases
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chaozhou Yishunqi International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Chaozhou Yishunqi International Trade Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor, No. 13 Cundaokou East, Shenghu Vil., Fengtang Town, Chaoan Dist, Chaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 521000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038609T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
TM 9079 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLAMETOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415689 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097945
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fireplaces; Multicookers; Barbecue grills; Barbecues and grills; Ceramic stoves; Charcoal grills; Cooking ovens; Electric fireplaces; Electric grills; Electric stoves; Fire table; Gas cooktops; Gas grills; Grill accessories, namely, charcoal grill conversion units for converting charcoal grills to electric smokers; Hot plates; Portable stoves; Tables designed to hold gas grills; Wood burning stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Looca Co.,Ltd. Address Zhongshan Looca Co.,Ltd. 4F,No.10,Ruilong 1st street Silong road Dongsheng Town Zhongshan CHINA 528400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Anne

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
JINMOMOMO

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415702</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording JINMOMOMO has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
For Embroidery; Appliques; Bobbin laces; Borders and edgings for clothing; Cloth patches for clothing; Decorative cording; Embroidered emblems; Embroidery for garments; Fabric appliques; Haberdashery ribbons; Heat adhesive patches for repairing textile articles; Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Lace trimming; Ornamental cloth patches; Trimmings for clothing

- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 04, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Dushu Yijia Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Shenzhen Dushu Yijia Technology Co., Ltd, Room 807, Maoming Building, Cuizhu Street, Luohu District, Shenzhen, CHINA, 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: Chen

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STARS & STRIPES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415710 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097947
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized black wording "STARS & STRIPES" which sits above a depiction of a stylized black outlined bulldog with an American flag-themed pattern that is embedded into the head and body of the bulldog. The head of the bulldog contains a blue background with white stars and the body of the bulldog contains horizontal red and white stripes with black highlights. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Breeding and stud services for dogs
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mark Anthony Mirarchi Address Mark Anthony Mirarchi 8530 Verree Road Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19111 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number** 97415723  **Application Filing Date** May 18, 2022  **Registration Number** 7097948  
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register**  **Principal**  
**Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dresses; Jumpsuits; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Sweaters; Swimwear; Underwear; Ladies' suits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses  
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use** May 13, 2022  **In Commerce** May 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Quanzhou Mingyu Global E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  **Address** Quanzhou Mingyu Global E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  
Rm 401, Bldg B, No.30, Yiquan St, Xingfu Community, Linjiang St, Licheng Dist Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)**
ZEPAU

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a heart and a special design of "ZEPAU".

**Color Claimed**
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | | |
|-----|-----------------|
| Acupressure pillows; Blood oxygen monitors; Blood pressure monitors; Clinical thermometers; Digital hearing aids; Hearing aids; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Massage apparatus; Massage beds for medical purposes; Medical braces for knee; Medical braces for ankle; Medical braces for elbow; Medical devices for monitoring blood properties and respiratory events; Medical devices for treating sleep disorders; Medical instruments for recording heart activity; Medical procedure chairs; Nasal irrigation vessel; Nebulizers for respiration therapy; Nerve stimulator apparatus; Physical exercise apparatus for medical purposes; Pulse rate monitors; Spirometers |

**International Classes**

| 10 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |

**First Use**
May 08, 2022

**In Commerce**
May 08, 2022

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Zheng Ze Technology (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. |
| Owner Address | Zheng Ze Technology (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. Rm. B1104, 11th Floor, Bldg. B, No.369 Wulianwang St., Xixing St., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang, CHINA 310052 |

**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | FH |

**Examiner Information**

| Examining Attorney | DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TSUWAY TECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415740 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097950
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TSUWAY TECH" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer “TECH”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camcorders; Car video recorders; Interactive touch screen terminals; Portable media players; Reflective mirrors to prevent accidents; Sound recording apparatus; Video monitors; Video recorders; Video screens; Videodisc players
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Cuiwei Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Suzhou Cuiwei Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. No. 280, Huangpujiang Road, High-tech Industrial Development Zone Changshu CHINA 215500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GORNVB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415745 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7097951
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording GORNVB has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Corn pads; Diet pills; Dietary food supplements; Herbal supplements; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Medicated massage oils; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement for promoting digestion, for liver support; Prescription and non-prescription medicines, namely, pills, tablets, capsules, caplets, liquid drops, sachets and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders; Probiotic supplements

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Jan. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Sendaowei Technology Co.,Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Sendaowei Technology Co.,Ltd. 401, No.11, Nine Alley, Hekan Village Wuhe Community, Bantian St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NUEDSFXO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415756  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7097952
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NUEDSFXO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Foundations; Lipstick; Make-up; Mascara; Beauty care cosmetics; Eye make-up; Facial moisturizers; Foot masks for skin care; Foundation make-up; Hand masks for skin care; Nail polish; Nail polish remover; Skin creams; Sun tan lotion
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name jiazhen Wu  Address jiazhen Wu Group 3, Shaojia Village Huangshantou Town Gongan County, Hubei CHINA 434300  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Guan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97415761 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7097953 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a figure of a triangle broken in each side. An extension of the middle side of the two angles are facing each other inside the triangle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ad serving, namely, placing advertisements on websites for others using specialized computer software; Advertisement and publicity services by television, radio, mail; Advertising and publicity services; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, business organization, marketing and customer analysis; Conducting of auction sales; Conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; Cooperative advertising and marketing; Cooperative advertising and marketing services by way of solicitation, customer service and providing marketing information via web sites on a global computer network; Development and production of the advertising content of banners and signs for advertising, promotional, or marketing purposes; Development, operation and administration of digital signage systems and digital advertising systems for others, namely, providing advertising space by electronic means and global computer information networks; Import-export agencies in the field of energy; Marketing services; Online advertising on a computer network; Product merchandising for others; Providing user rankings for commercial or advertising purposes
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 09, 2022 In Commerce  May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co.,Ltd Address  Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co.,Ltd  F19, BLD No.1, Kaidaer, Tongsha Road No.168, XiLi Street Nanshan, Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZUHURI BEAUTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97415771
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097954
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “BEAUTY”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hair care preparations; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 29, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 29, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Canton, Junaya EnJunaya S DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zuhuri Beauty
- **Address**: Canton, Junaya EnJunaya S 14320 Ventura Blvd #280 Woodland Hills, CALIFORNIA 91423
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ZBTM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GADSON, SHARI B.
TM 9089 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97415789 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7097955
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - An Illustration Drawing Without Any Words(s)/ Letter(s) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized cat's head with whiskers. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, artwork in the nature of a collectible series authenticated by non-fungible tokens for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, artwork in the nature of a collectible series of images authenticated by non-fungible tokens for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens utilizing blockchain technology for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens utilizing distributed ledger technology (DLT) for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual goods, namely, digital collectible artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens utilizing blockchain technology for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   Jun. 27, 2021 In Commerce   Jun. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YJUSMAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415810 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097956 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YJUSMAK" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Car washing mitts; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning mitts of fabric; Cleaning pads; Cleaning rags; Cleaning sponges; Cooking utensils, namely, grill covers; Dusting brushes; Dusting gloves; Garbage cans for household purposes; Garden hose sprayers; Non-electric cookware, namely, pans and pots
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Yuejin Trade Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yuejin Trade Co., Ltd. Room 2605, Building A8, Headquarters Economic Park, Choujiang Street, Yiwu Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GZ XINXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415816 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097957 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording GZ XINXING has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boresighters; Holsters; Cleaning brushes for firearms; Cleaning rods for firearms; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching telescopic sights to a firearm; Load bearing vests adapted primarily for holding guns, grenades and ammunition; Rifle mounts; Rifle rails; Rifle slings; Sighting mirrors for guns; Sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; Sighting mirrors for rifles; Sights, namely, open sights for use on firearms; Sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jinyan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jinyan Technology Co., Ltd. 104B52, Liangji Bldg., No. 100 Donghuan 1st Rd., Fukang Community, Longhua Street, Longhua Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HAICHENWEI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97415820</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7097958</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "HAICHENWEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cleaning brushes for household use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Dishwashing brushes; Drying racks for laundry; Gardening gloves; Toilet paper holders; Toothbrush holders; Towel bars; Towel rings
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Feb. 07, 2022  
**In Commerce** Feb. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jiangsu Honghai Fire Technology Co., Ltd  
- **Address**: Jiangsu Honghai Fire Technology Co., Ltd Room 1103, 108 Jiangdong Middle Road, Jianye District, Nanjing  
- **Country Where Organized**: CHINA  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: KCLaw00034

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ERZTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415822 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097959
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Erzto" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Footwear; Half-boots; Pants; Sandals; Shirts; Skirts; Slippers; Sweaters; Ankle boots; Boots; Lace boots; Outer jackets; Shoes; Short-sleeve shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Yaqing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Yaqing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm B2852, Bldg 1, No. 144, Yuhang Road, Yuhang Street, Yuhang District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRUNDAGE, DAVID WILLIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UEBEZZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415830</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097960</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Ubezz" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Earrings; Jewelry; Body-piercing rings; Body jewelry; Fancy keyrings of precious metals; Jewel chains; Jewel pendants; Jewelry chains; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry to be affixed to bikinis; Necklaces; Sculptures made of precious metal; Silver bullion; Synthetic diamonds; Works of art of precious metal
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Youbisi E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 503,5/F, A4, Headquarters Economic Park, Choujiang Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang, CHINA 322000
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
TM 9095 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TRUSTBLAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97415832
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097961
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording TrustBlai has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Furniture frames; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Memorabilia display frames to hold baseballs; Plant racks; Plant stands; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Plastic frame to support and accommodate use of leaf bags; Plastic holder for holding frozen confections while eating them and to avoid drips falling on clothing or skin; Racks for holding placemats which may be affixed to a refrigerator; Residential shelving units and component parts thereof, namely, shelves and brackets sold as a unit; Storage racks for storing hanging works of art; Towel racks
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Xinbailai Trading Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**  11138  Shenzhen Xinbailai Trading Co., Ltd.  
  
  Rm.404, No.7,  
  Second Lane, W. Village, Dafapu Comm., Bantian St. Longgang Dist.  
  Shenzhen  CHINA  518129  
  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 63664T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YJZINING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97415833</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7097962</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording YJZINING has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Armchairs; Showshelves; Ceramic pulls for cabinets, drawers and furniture; Fabric cake toppers; Furniture, namely, showcases; Hat stands; Night tables; Shelves for storage; Storage racks; Towel racks

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Feb. 02, 2022  **In Commerce** Feb. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ganzhou Shunmai Trading Agency Co., Ltd. **Address** Ganzhou Shunmai Trading Agency Co., Ltd. Rm301,3/F,Ruiji Hengfeng HT Co.,Ltd. Mianshui North Road, Xianghu Town Ganzhou CHINA 342500 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DWYER, JOHN D
TM 9097 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  TMDIOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97415835 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7097963
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Tmdioo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein; Aquarium ornaments; Chocolate molds; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Pet feeding dishes; Rings for identifying birds; Small animal feeders; Tea infusers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huimin Qu Address  Huimin Qu No. 07, Xihuang Village Qinyuan Office, Qinyang City Jiaozuo CHINA  454550 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DWYER, JOHN D

11140
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MUECLEAO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97415839</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7097964</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording Muecleao has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Baking mats; Barbecue mitts; Bath brushes; Bottle openers; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning pads; Clothes brushes; Combs for animals; Confectioners' decorating bags; Cosmetic brushes; Cotton gloves for household purposes; Covers for dishes; Cruet stands for oil and vinegar; Decorating bags for confectioners; Dish drying racks; Dog food scoops; Drinking bottles for sports; Empty water bottles for bicycles; Eyeglass cleaning cloths; Feather dusters; Pet brushes; Rags for cleaning; Rails and rings for towels; Spray nozzles for garden hoses; Toilet brush holders; Toilet brushes; Toilet paper holders; Toothbrushes for pets; Towel bars; Work gloves

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2020  Mar. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Hunan Chaomai Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Hunan Chaomai Technology Co., Ltd. No. 1308,building 1, Kaiyuan Xinmao bldg No. 17, Kaiyuan Road, Changsha County Changsha CHINA 410100  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 11

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415880</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the number 11 encompassed inside a circle. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Providing software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for sales performance management, namely, business consulting, training, education, coaching, sales coaching, service coaching, motivation management, performance management, sales techniques, marketing techniques, service techniques, sales and service standards, business development services, business improvement services, services aimed at improving and maintaining employee engagement and work motivation, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of service performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of employee productivity and performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales and service standards by business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 27, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 27, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Ascent Cloud LLC
Address: Ascent Cloud LLC 28 W. Adams Ave, Suite 800 Detroit MICHIGAN 48226
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 11 LEVEL ELEVEN BY ASCENTCLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415881 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097966
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the number "11" encompassed inside a circle with the words "LEVEL ELEVEN" to the right of the design and the words "BY ASCENTCLOUD" directly below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for sales performance management, namely, business consulting, training, education, coaching, sales coaching, service coaching, motivation management, performance management, sales techniques, marketing techniques, service techniques, sales and service standards, business development services, business improvement services, services aimed at improving and maintaining employee engagement and work motivation, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of service performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of employee productivity and performance, services aimed at improvement and maintenance of sales and service standards by business
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 27, 2020 In Commerce May 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ascent Cloud LLC Address Ascent Cloud LLC 28 W. Adams Ave, Suite 800 Detroit MICHIGAN 48226 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FREEDOM SHIELD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97415889</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7097967</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: IT consulting services; IT integration services; Information technology consulting services; Computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology (IT) cloud computing systems of others; Computer technical support services, namely, 24/7 service desk or help desk services for IT infrastructure, operating systems, database systems, and web applications; Technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; Internet-based application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining the code, applications, and software for web sites of others; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; Computer security services in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital certificates; Computer security services in the nature of administering digital certificates and digital keys; Computer security service, namely, hard drive erasure; Computer security service, namely, restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities; Computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; Server hosting; Design, creation, hosting, maintenance of websites for others; Electronic data back-up services; Recovery of computer data; Computer disaster recovery planning; Computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology (IT) systems of others; Computer services, namely, filtering of unwanted e-mails
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CXStarLiCU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97415892  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7097968
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Electric aromatherapy oil diffusers; Electric essential oil diffusers; Electric fragrance diffusers incorporating night lights; Ultrasonic aromatherapy diffusers; Ultrasonic essential oil diffusers; Vaporizers being electric aromatic oil diffusers
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 16, 2022  In Commerce  May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yichao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Yichao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  701,No.13,Lane 6,Zhongyi Dist.,Zhongwu New Dist.,Zhongwu Community,Hangcheng St Baoan Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA  518100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CJTM506.0431

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97415896</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7097969</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** SENAVIDI
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Aquariums; Bottle gourds; Combs; Cosmetic brushes; Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes; Decorative glass spheres; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Hair, nail and tooth brushes; Scrapers for household purposes; Tealight essential oil diffusers
- **International Classes:** 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title:** Housewares and Glass
- **First Use:** May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce:** May 16, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** Shenzhen XiWeiSi Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address:** Shenzhen XiWeiSi Technology Co., Ltd 15B, Building 4, Lihu Garden, Buji Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity:** Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized:** China

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** CJTM506.0433

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney:** CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BATES & BROWN BARBER CHAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415901 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097970 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barber services; Hair styling; Men's grooming services featuring haircuts, shaves, massages, eyebrow grooming, grey blending

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bates & Brown LLC Address Bates & Brown LLC Suite 200 750 Communications Parkway Columbus OHIO 43214 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZTL-11D-122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHACHT-LEVINE, JORDAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEPING BUSY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97415935</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bingo cards; Bingo game playing equipment; Bingo markers; Board games; Game equipment sold as a unit for playing mind-body emotional and psychological games for adult couples and individuals; Party games; Tabletop games

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50

International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use Jan. 01, 2012

In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name COMFORTING PARTNERS LLC
Address COMFORTING PARTNERS LLC 348 CONEY ISLAND AVE 2060 BROOKLYN NEW YORK 11218

Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number MAGKEE-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BALL GIRL DON'T HATE THE PLAYER, LEARN THE GAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415942 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097972
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of crown design displayed above the stylized wordings "BALL GIRL" above "DON'T HATE THE PLAYER, LEARN THE GAME". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing news and information in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary on professional sports, sports betting, and fantasy sports; Providing an Internet news portal featuring links to news stories and articles in the field of sports; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable blog articles, non-downloadable videos, non-downloadable podcasts, and non-downloadable audio recordings, all in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports, and sports betting; Providing non-downloadable newsletters in the fields of professional sports and fantasy sports via electronic mail and through an online website; Entertainment and educational services, namely, organizing and conducting meetings, classes, seminars, workshops, presentations, and demonstrations, all in the fields of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Providing a website that provides sports information regarding sports league player performance and statistics; Entertainment services in the nature of sports betting; Bookmaking services in the nature of providing of information related to sports betting; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, arranging, and conducting sports betting and gambling tournaments, competitions, and contests; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, conducting, and operating fantasy sports tournaments; Providing a website featuring sports information, namely, a glossary of sports terms; Conducting and providing facilities for sports betting; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about sports accessible by television, websites, satellite, and computer networks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Mar. 25, 2022  **In Commerce** Mar. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ball Girl LLC  **Address** Ball Girl LLC Suite 101B 268 Broadway Saratoga Springs NEW YORK 12866  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97415960 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097973
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of crown design displayed above the stylized letters "B" partially overlaid by "G". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing news and information in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary on professional sports, sports betting, and fantasy sports; Providing an Internet news portal featuring links to news stories and articles in the field of sports; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable blog articles, non-downloadable videos, non-downloadable podcasts, and non-downloadable audio recordings, all in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports, and sports betting; Providing non-downloadable newsletters in the fields of professional sports and fantasy sports via electronic mail and through an online website; Entertainment and educational services, namely, organizing and conducting meetings, classes, seminars, workshops, presentations, and demonstrations, all in the fields of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Providing a website that provides sports information regarding sports league player performance and statistics; Entertainment services in the nature of sports betting; Bookmaking services in the nature of providing of information related to sports betting; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, arranging, and conducting sports betting and gambling tournaments, competitions, and contests; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, conducting, and operating fantasy sports tournaments; Providing a website featuring sports information, namely, a glossary of sports terms; Conducting and providing facilities for sports betting; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about sports accessible by television, websites, satellite, and computer networks

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ball Girl LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Ball Girl LLC Suite 101B 268 Broadway Saratoga Springs NEW YORK 12866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>DIBLE, JONATHON I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97415991
Application Filing Date May 18, 2022
Registration Number 7097974
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) ORTHONEBRASKA

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5371942

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical, surgical and hospital services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use May 12, 2017
In Commerce May 12, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Orthopaedic Identity, LLC
Address Orthopaedic Identity, LLC 2808 South 143rd Plaza Omaha NEBRASKA 68144
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19248-5003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOBE CATS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97415996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a logo of SoBe Cats depicting a picture/drawing of a face of a cat wearing sunglasses and the phrase SoBe Cats at the bottom.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "CATS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Animal adoption service, namely, arranging for dogs and cats from shelters to be placed in homes
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Apr. 18, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SoBe Cats Spay & Neuter, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Kitty Campus
- **Address**: SoBe Cats Spay & Neuter, Inc. 428 Childers Street, #24180 Pensacola FLORIDA 32534
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PODYEE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416018</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7097976</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "PODYEE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Bolt snaps of metal; Bolts of metal; Cotter pins of metal; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Metal brackets for use in the construction and assembly of decking; Metal clips for general use; Metal hose clamps; Metal nuts; Metal picture hangers; Metal shelf brackets; Metal window cranks; Screws of metal

- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods**: First Use | May 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Shi Sheng De Chang Mao Mao Yi Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Shi Sheng De Chang Mao Mao Yi Co., Ltd. Rm.,301,3rd Floor,Office bldg.,No.45 Huasheng Rd.,Dalang St.,Longhua Shenzhen CHINA 518110
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: J299475330

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BALL GIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416024 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097977
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing news and information in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary on professional sports, sports betting, and fantasy sports; Providing an Internet news portal featuring links to news stories and articles in the field of sports; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable blog articles, non-downloadable videos, non-downloadable podcasts, and non-downloadable audio recordings, all in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports, and sports betting; Providing non-downloadable newsletters in the fields of professional sports and fantasy sports via electronic mail and through an online website; Entertainment and educational services, namely, organizing and conducting meetings, classes, seminars, workshops, presentations, and demonstrations, all in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Providing a website that provides sports information regarding sports league player performance and statistics; Entertainment services in the nature of sports betting; Bookmaking services in the nature of providing of information related to sports betting; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, arranging, and conducting sports betting and gambling tournaments, competitions, and contests; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, conducting, and operating fantasy sports tournaments; Providing a website featuring sports information, namely, a glossary of sports terms; Conducting and providing facilities for sports betting; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about sports accessible by television, websites, satellite, and computer networks

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) XENTERMINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97416039  Application Filing Date: May 18, 2022  Registration Number: 7097978
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Wellness and Health Solutions LLC  Address: Wellness and Health Solutions LLC  30 N Gould St, Ste R Sheridan, WYOMING  82801  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ARTHRO-EASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97416046</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7097979</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Dietary and nutritional supplements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Preferred Science, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Preferred Science, LLC  30 N Gould St, Ste R  Sheridan  WYOMING  82801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WYOMING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 4LITTLEHEROES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416051 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097980 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 4LittleHeroes LLC Address 4LittleHeroes LLC 312 West 2nd Street #2284 Casper WYOMING 826012412 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97416056  Application Filing Date: May 18, 2022  Registration Number: 7097981
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Mar. 06, 2022  In Commerce: Mar. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Infinity Therapeutics Limited  Address: Infinity Therapeutics Limited  279 Gander Green Lane  Sutton, London  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity: private limited company  State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
TM 9116 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUSEALON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416057 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097982
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-fatigue floor mats; Antistatic floor mats for non-safety use; Carpets for automobiles; Diatomite bathroom mats; Faux fur rugs; Floor mats for industrial applications; Floor mats for vehicles; Gymnastic mats; Judo mats; Non-slip shower mats; Plastic bath mats; Rubber mats; Vinyl floor coverings; Vinyl floor mats for outdoor use; Wrestling mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Pusailong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Pusailong Technology Co., Ltd. 402, Bldg C, No. 9 Caodui Str Danzhuotou Community, Nanwan St Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KATHY BUDDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416058 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097983
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual(s) whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Budde, Kathryn Address Budde, Kathryn 227 State Hwy 46 West Boerne TEXAS 78006 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IVIDA NUTRIENT INFUSIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416066 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7097984
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "IVIDA NUTRIENT INFUSIONS" with the second letter "i" in "IVIDA" being in the design of a caduceus and with the design of an intravenous drip bag connected by tubing to the top of the leading letter "i" in "IVIDA", the leading letter "i" in "IVIDA" having a drop of liquid extending from its lower end, the design of a swirl and drop appearing above the word "NUTRIENT". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "NUTRIENT INFUSIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Intravenous (IV) hydration therapy services; intravenous (IV) vitamin therapy services; intravenous (IV) nutrient supplementation therapy services; intravenous (IV) fatigue therapy services; insomnina therapy services; relaxation therapy services; biofeedback therapy services; aromatherapy services; vibroacoustic relaxation therapy services; electrical nerve and muscle stimulator therapy services

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jan. 31, 2019 In Commerce  Jan. 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Carolyn George, MD, PA Address  Carolyn George, MD, PA  12651 WEST SUNRISE BLVD., SUITE 103 SUNRISE FLORIDA 33323 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  12456.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
TM 9119  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DON'T HATE THE PLAYER,
LEARN THE GAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416079  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7097985
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing news and information in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Online journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary on professional sports, sports betting, and fantasy sports; Providing an Internet news portal featuring links to news stories and articles in the field of sports; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable blog articles, non-downloadable videos, non-downloadable podcasts, and non-downloadable audio recordings, all in the field of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports, and sports betting; Providing non-downloadable newsletters in the fields of professional sports and fantasy sports via electronic mail and through an online website; Entertainment and educational services, namely, organizing and conducting meetings, classes, seminars, workshops, presentations, and demonstrations, all in the fields of professional sports, fantasy sports, e-sports leagues, and sports betting; Providing a website that provides sports information regarding sports league player performance and statistics; Entertainment services in the nature of sports betting; Bookmaking services in the nature of providing of information related to sports betting; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, arranging, and conducting sports betting and gambling tournaments, competitions, and contests; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing, conducting, and operating fantasy sports tournaments; Providing a website featuring sports information, namely, a glossary of sports terms; Conducting and providing facilities for sports betting; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing Internet protocol television (IPTV) programming segments in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about sports accessible by television, websites, satellite, and computer networks

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Mar. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

11166
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ME, THE WAY I WANT TO BE.

Mark Literal(s)  ME, THE WAY I WANT TO BE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416085  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7097986
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Clinical mental health consultation services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Apr. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Spring Hill Psychotherapy Services  Address  Spring Hill Psychotherapy Services  1005 Lonergan Cir  Spring Hill  TENNESSEE  37174  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEGGS, MONICA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ACTIVATED ACE WORLDWIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416096  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7097987
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "WORLDWIDE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hoodies; Shorts; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Bottoms as clothing; Pullovers; Tops as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Activated By ApolloMJC LLC  Address  Activated By ApolloMJC LLC  320 West Vine St  Wilmington OHIO  45177  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555437783

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AJBDJY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416102  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7097988  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cameras; Televisions; Audio cables; Baby monitors; Car stereos; Car video recorders; Computer mouse; Computer peripheral devices; Covers for smartphones; Horns for loudspeakers; Navigational instruments for vehicles; Smartphone mounts; Touchscreen monitors; Vehicle radios; Video screens
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Aijia Plastic Electronics Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Aijia Plastic Electronics Co., Ltd.  Rm 301, No. 106, Dongfang 1st Rd  Dongfang Community, Songgang St, Baoan  Dist, Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LL LANDLORD LOANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416105 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097989
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a house design, composed of one letter "L" in blue to the left of a backwards letter "L" in red to form the bottom structure of the house, with two diagonal lines above in red to form the roof of the house design, and to the right of the house design is "LANDLORD LOANS" with "LANDLORD" in blue, and "LOANS" in red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed Yes The colors blue and red are claimed as features of the mark. Disclaimer "LANDLORD LOANS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing and loan services for real estate; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans; Mortgage financing services; Mortgage lending; Mortgage refinancing; Providing advice and financial analysis in the field of real estate financing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LendingOne, LLC Address LendingOne, LLC 777 Yamato Road, Suite 510 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LONE0004US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RIYLINYA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97416109 |
| Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7097990 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Erasers; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desk pads; Dispensers for adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Gift wrapping paper; Glue sticks for stationery or household use; Gummed tape for stationery or household use; Paper gift cards; Staplers being office requisites; Stickers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nanning Haoquan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanning Haoquan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 74, Banzhai Village, Yihe Village Committee, Wangling Town, Binyang County Nanning City CHINA 530000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Sha2110
- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97416128 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7097991 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Manufacturing services for others in the field of electromechanical technology solutions; Custom manufacture of electromechanical box builds, custom electromechanical cables, and harness assemblies; Custom manufacturing of electromechanical box builds, custom electromechanical cables, and harness assemblies for others

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CTEMS Company LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA CTEMS Address  CTEMS Company LLC  46791 Fremont Blvd #B  Fremont  CALIFORNIA  94538 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BRAUD'S FUNNEL CAKE CAFE
"WHERE YOUR SWEETEST DREAMS COME TRUE"

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416132
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7097992
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an awning over the centered text "BRAUD'S FUNNEL CAKE CAFE". The text "'WHERE YOUR SWEETEST DREAMS COME TRUE'" is show inside of an inverted arc directly opposite the awning and underneath the centered text. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "FUNNEL CAKE CAFE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant; Restaurant services featuring funnel cakes; Cafï¿½ and restaurant services; Cafï¿½-restaurants; Fast-food restaurants; Ice cream shop services in the nature of a restaurant
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Braud, Denette
- **Address**: 3306 Frisco Bay Circle  Las Vegas  NEVADA  89117
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BRS ROOFING SUPPLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416137</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a bull horn design to the left of the literal element "BRS" in stylized font to the left of the literal elements "ROOFING SUPPLY" in stylized font with "ROOFING" above "SUPPLY". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "ROOFING SUPPLY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Distributorship services in the field of residential and commercial roofing materials; Wholesale store services featuring residential and commercial roofing materials

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Jan. 17, 2015 **In Commerce** Jan. 17, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BRS Roofing Supply, LLC **Address** BRS Roofing Supply, LLC 4443 Valtek Ct Suwanee GEORGIA 30024

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1022.250.BR

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHISOLM, KEVON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PELVIC FLOORED

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416143</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7097994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PELVIC"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing courses in the field of pelvic health and exercise
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 09, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 16, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Floored Physical Therapy Services, LLC
- **Address**: Floored Physical Therapy Services, LLC 230 E Ashley Ave Driggs IDAHO 83422
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IDAHO

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 22-070.TM1
- **Examining Attorney**
  - **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a circular shape with a slightly pointed end in lower right quarter and silhouette of a torso inside the circular shape, with hip line near the slightly pointed end. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing courses in the field of pelvic health and exercise
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Floored Physical Therapy Services, LLC
- **Address**: Floored Physical Therapy Services, LLC  230 E Ashley Ave  Driggs  IDAHO  83422
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IDAHO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 22-070.TM2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHLEGELMILCH, JONATHO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK LITERAL(S)** SWEET DROPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97416241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7097996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DROPS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hair nourishers; Hair oils; Shampoo-conditioners; Shampoos; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Hair conditioner; Hair conditioners; Hair conditioners for adults and children; Hair shampoo; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Lotions for beards; Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, oil, serum and conditioner; Non-medicated hair restoration lotions; Non-medicated hair serums; Non-medicated shampoos for adults and children; Non-medicated hair shampoos for adults and children; Non-medicated serums for hair care for adults and children for all hair types; Non-medicated hair restoration lotions and hair care preparations; Oils for hair conditioning; Preparations for setting hair
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SweetDrops LLC
- **Address**: SweetDrops LLC PO Box 1431 Calumet City ILLINOIS 60409
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOOD DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416245 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097997
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting pilates classes; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line group classes, private classes in the field of pilates; Pilates instruction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Jul. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Good Day NYC LLC Address Good Day NYC LLC 150 Spring St #3 New York NEW YORK 10012
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556135646

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
TM 9132 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FROM ABOVE NATURALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416272 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7097998
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NATURALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath milk; Bath milks; Hair oils; Body butter; Body cream; Body creams; Body scrub; Body scrubs; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic body scrubs for the body hygiene; Cosmetic body care preparations, namely, herbal skin and hair care oils, balms, scrubs, butter and soaks; Essential oils for use in manufacturing of hair, beard, skin and body care preparations; Exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; Face oils; Facial oils; Moisturising creams; Moisturizing creams; Non-medicated balm for hair; Non-medicated balms for use on body, hair and beard; Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, oils and balms; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, balms, and lip balms; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, oils, creams, balms, body butter and milk baths; Non-medicated body soaks; Non-medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes; Non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, herbal skin and hair care oils, balms, scrubs, butter and soaks; Skin cream; Skin creams; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; Skin care preparations, namely, body balm; Topical herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 12, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FROM ABOVE NATURALS, LLC Address FROM ABOVE NATURALS, LLC 2916 N Crowley Cleburne Rd Fort Worth TEXAS 76123 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416314</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7097999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use** | May 23, 2012

**In Commerce** | May 23, 2012

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Flip Phone, LLC

**Address**: Flip Phone, LLC 3616 Edmund Blvd Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55406

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 18623.03US01

**Examining Attorney**: FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOL BLUME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416319 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7098000
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The English translation of "SOL" in the mark is "sun".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Entertainment, namely, live music festivals
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use  Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Can't Touch This LLC Address   Can't Touch This LLC  1111 H Street, #103 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEYBAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416321</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigarette accessories; Cartomizers, namely, combination electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty and atomizers, sold as a component of electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with propylene glycol for electronic cigarettes; Cartridges sold filled with vegetable glycerin for electronic cigarettes; Electric cigarettes; Electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes and oral vaporizers for smokers; Electronic cigarettes for use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes; Electronic cigars; Electronic hookahs; Electronic shisha pipes; Electronic smoking pipes; Mechanical electronic cigarettes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>34 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 8, 9, 17</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Smokers' Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Tongqi Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Tongqi Technology Co., Ltd. B218, Yuxi City, Xitou Community Songgang Street, Baoan District Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State or Country Where Organized | CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EUGZAK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416378</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Attache cases made of leather; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Drawstring pouches; Fanny packs; Gym bags; Handbags for ladies; Hiking bags; Leather bags and wallets; Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; Travelling bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** May 16, 2022

**In Commerce** May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Xie, Junwei

**Address** Xie, Junwei No. 86-1, Tiancuo, Daixin Community  Daitou Town, Xiuyu District  Putian City, Fujian  CHINA  351100

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOL BLUME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416385 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098003 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "SOL BLUME" which uses the image of a flower for the "O" in "SOL" and includes script writing with blue gradient that is lighter at the top and darker at the bottom. The flower image is a lighter shade of blue than the rest of the literal element. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "SOL" in the mark is "sun".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live music festivals International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 01, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Can't Touch This LLC Address Can't Touch This LLC 1111 H Street #103 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SARATI LABORATORIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416405 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7098004
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of of the stylized wording "SARATI" above "LABORATORIES," with a curved line under "LABORATORIES" and arching across "SARATI". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LABORATORIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Contract manufacturing in the field of private label beauty and skin care products; Manufacturing services for others in the field of beauty and skin care products
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Jan. 01, 1991 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SARATI INTERNATIONAL, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sarati International, Inc. Address SARATI INTERNATIONAL, INC. 27502 Ted Hunt Road LOS FRESNOS TEXAS 78566 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416414 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098005 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, dresses, skirts, tops, athletic tops, bras within tops, pants, leggings, shorts, shirts, polo shirts, infant and toddler one piece clothing, sweaters, jackets, sweatshirts, blazer, socks, wristbands as clothing; headwear, namely, hats, caps; bandanas
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 17, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hedge-Quarters LLC Address Hedge-Quarters LLC 21 East 94th Street, #3 New York NEW YORK 10128 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32611.000
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIST IN RIDDIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416423 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022
Registration Number 7098006
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The English translation of "RIDDIM" in the mark is "rhythm".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live music festivals
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jul. 09, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Can't Touch This LLC Address Can't Touch This LLC 1111 H Street #103 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** XT AUDIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416433
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098007
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "XT AUDIO". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "AUDIO"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Audio speakers; Audio speakers for automobiles; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Bass speakers; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Loud speaker systems; Loud speakers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: 305 kustoms of miami
- **Address**: 305 kustoms of miami 4827 nw 72nd ave MIAMI FLORIDA 33166
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUCAKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416435 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098008
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KUCAKERS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Bed blankets; Blanket throws
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022
For Footwear; Headwear; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KUCAKERS LLC Address KUCAKERS LLC 8 THE GREEN, SUITE 5391 DOVER DELAWARE 19901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
Case Identifiers
Serial Number   97416462  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number   7098009
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s)  EXSAIL

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Examining Attorney  Herrera-Marcus, Rosell

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of EXSAIL in all capital letters in a stylized font where the x has a tail that goes under the "S" and partially under the "A".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For  Photography; Photography services; Aerial photography; Consulting services in the field of photography
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Aug. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2013
For  Pants; Shirts; Athletic pants; Baseball caps; Bucket caps; Button down shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Polo shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Sport shirts; Sweat pants; T-shirts; Tee-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Aug. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2013

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Gaynor, Kehinde  Address  Gaynor, Kehinde  1221 Scots Glen  Jackson  MISSISSIPPI  39204  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  Herrera-Marcus, Rosell
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  ME GARNISH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416473</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "GARNISH" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dried fruits; Edible dried flowers |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | Oct. 10, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 10, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | De Alwis, Manisha Gayan |
| Address | De Alwis, Manisha Gayan 12 Sri Ganalankara Mw  Dehiwala  SRI LANKA 10350 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | SRI LANKA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHUANGYINGSHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416581 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098011
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Shuangyingsheng" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas trees; Christmas dolls; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Disc toss toys; Flying discs; Halloween masks; Knee guards for athletic use; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Pet toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Swimming jackets; Toy building blocks; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga bolsters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yingxi Bella Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yingxi Bella Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 2117, No.10,south of Shilong Xihu 3 Rd Shilong Town, Dongguan Guangdong CHINA 523326 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAESZM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97416593 |
| Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098012 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Radios; Transponders; Audio interfaces; Audio switching apparatus; Audio- and video-receivers; Change-over switches; Computer mouse; Connecting electrical cables; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Data synchronization cables; Digital to analogue converters; Electric cables for the transmission of sounds and images; Electric converters; Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; Interfaces for computers; Power connectors; Sound transmitting apparatus; Transmitters of electronic signals; USB cables; Video multiplexers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Mar. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 10, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Shanghang Yuechuang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shanghang Yuechuang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. RM710, BLDG.B, Xinye Garden RD Shanghang Longyan, Fujian CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAJHL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416615 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098013
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CAJHL" in a stylized font. In the middle of the letter "A" there is a silhouette of leaf, in the top part of the letter "J" there are start and on the top of the letter "HL" there are two lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting of sports competitions; Entertainment in the nature of hockey games; Organization of sports competitions; Organizing sporting events, namely, hockey league
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Axmann, Axel Address Axmann, Axel 4802 - 49 Avenue Vegreville CANADA T9C1K9 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PRESENT OF WORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416633  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7098014  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Coaching in the field of leadership, executives, team efficacy, agile**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 27, 2020 Aug. 2021

  - **For Business organization consulting; Providing organizational development consulting services**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 27, 2020 Aug. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Present of Work LLC  
- **Address**: Present of Work LLC 2930 Domingo Ave., #1197 Berkeley, CALIFORNIA 94705  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L555521235

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KING'S COUNCIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416666 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7098015
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "KING'S COUNCIL". The dot above the letter "I" is represented as a crown, the letter "O" is carrying the design of a sword inside of it. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording KING'S COUNCIL has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business training in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Career coaching services; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Personal coaching services in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Providing group coaching in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Providing on-line training courses, seminars, workshops in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business; Training services in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, entrepreneurship and business
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Nov. 17, 2020 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Kings Council Coaching LLC  Address  Kings Council Coaching LLC  16027 Northwood Rd NW  Prior Lake  MINNESOTA  55372  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HARRY LASKER MEMORIAL LIBRARY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97416689 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098016 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "MEMORIAL LIBRARY" |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Libraries; lending library services; library services, namely, reference libraries of literature and documentary records; Organization of exhibition for cultural purposes

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Nov. 30, 1931 |
| In Commerce | 1933 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Highlander Research and Education Center, Inc. |
| Address | Highlander Research and Education Center, Inc. 1959 Higlander Way New Market TENNESSEE 378204939 |
| Legal Entity | public benefit corporation |
| State or Country | TENNESSEE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BERGER, MAGDALENA |
All Leading Products

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALL LEADING PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416748 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098017
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “PRODUCTS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name All Leading Products, LLC Address All Leading Products, LLC 3249 Macintosh Way Pleasant View UTAH 84414 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AGCREDIT BANK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416762
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098018
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element AGCREDIT BANK in stylized lettering with a flower design between AGCREDIT and BANK.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial services, namely, facilitating agricultural lending services via a website and technology platform, namely, internet-based agricultural lending application services provided via a website and secure electronic private lending platform
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Apr. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Agcredit Consulting, LLC
- **Address**: Agcredit Consulting, LLC 421 Cedar Street Chadron NEBRASKA 69337
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: AGC.21003
- **Examining ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
Case Identifiers
Serial Number  97416806  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7098019
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) WHERESTHEGIG

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For  Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the fields of music performers and performances; organizing entertainment exhibitions in the nature of music rehearsals for music performers
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 05, 2001  In Commerce  Apr. 02, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  WTG Services, LLC  Address  WTG Services, LLC  15850 Thomas Paine Dr.  Ramona  CALIFORNIA  92065  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  WTG-NewAp

Examiner Information
Examiner  HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BUFFALO TOGETHER
COMMUNITY RESPONSE FUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416817 Application Filing Date   May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7098020
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the terms "Buffalo Together" with a heart in the "O" of "Together" with the terms "COMMUNITY RESPONSE FUND" in smaller lettering below. Disclaimer "BUFFALO" and "COMMUNITY RESPONSE FUND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Charitable fundraising
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial
First Use   May 18, 2022 In Commerce   May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo, Inc. Address   Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo, Inc. 726 EXCHANGE ST., STE. 525 BUFFALO NEW YORK 14210 Legal Entity   non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HESIK, APRIL ANNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a drawing of a buoy in the water. Both the buoy and water appear in red. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is/are not part of the mark.  
**Color Drawing**: Yes  
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5190194

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Ale; Beer; Lager; Stout; Barley wine  
**International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  
**International Class Title**: Light Beverages  
**First Use**: Feb. 2014  
**In Commerce**: Feb. 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: River Barrel Brewing, Inc.  
**Address**: River Barrel Brewing, Inc. #2 7th Street Astoria OREGON 97103  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 37124

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Exchanging Attorney**: COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OZTJNYKL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416883 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098022
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Squeeze toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy figures; Toy models; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Wind-up toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Jianping Address Zhang, Jianping No. 26,Shangjiang Village Shangjiang Village Committee, Shezhu Town Liyang, Jiangsu CHINA 213300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THIS IS GOD'S COUNTRY
PLEASE DON'T DRIVE THROUGH IT LIKE HELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97416897
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098023
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Convention and visitors bureau services, namely, promoting business and tourism in the Medina County, Texas area; Information in business matters; Promoting recreation and tourism in Medina County, Texas; Providing advertising, marketing and promotional services, namely, development of advertising campaigns provided through cable television broadcast, web casts, radio broadcasts, newspapers, magazines, online banners, outdoor billboards, wild postings, bus and subway ads; Providing business information via a website; Public relations, advertising and marketing services for the tourism and convention industry, namely, organizing and hosting site inspections and familiarization tours for wholesalers, tour operators, travel agents, meeting and incentive travel planners and travel media

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
**First Use**: Dec. 31, 1942
**In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1942

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The City of Hondo, Texas
- **Address**: The City of Hondo, Texas 1600 Ave. M Hondo  TEXAS  78861
- **Legal Entity**: municipal corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KANDJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416905 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098024 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "KANDJI" with a bee to the right of the word KANDJI. The bee design has a crown on its head, open wings, 2 horizontal stripes through the abdomen, and is viewed from a top-down perspective. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6278363

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for deploying, managing, and securing the computer hardware, mobile devices, and computer software of others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kandji, Inc. Address Kandji, Inc. 101 W. Broadway, Suite 1440 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KANDT003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "RESTAURANT" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Restaurant, café services and bar services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Sep. 14, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 14, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Catalyst Restaurant LLC |
| Address | Catalyst Restaurant LLC 300 Technology Sq., Main Street Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 43813.0 T02 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | ABID, NABEELA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOleshop

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416913 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098026
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s),
portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal activated livestock waterers; Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Make-up brushes; Pill boxes for personal
use; Power-operated atomizers for household use; Shaving brushes; Sponges used for applying make-up; Toilet brushes;
Tongue cleaning brushes; Water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Putian Bole Trading Co., Ltd. Address Putian Bole Trading Co., Ltd. No. 37, Xincuo, Nanling Village
Dayang Township, Hanjiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351129 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROOMSILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416918 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098027 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lightbulbs; Battery-operated night lights; Electric grills; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electronic candles; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Flameless candles; LED lamps; Light projectors; Lighting fixtures; Solar powered lamps; String lights for festive decoration
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 23, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Bolin Plastic Hardware Products Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Bolin Plastic Hardware Products Co., Ltd. Rm 102, Building 1, No. 61, Industrial Rd Yi'an, Fenggang Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523686 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0691

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WDDEEVOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416919 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098028
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chopsticks; Bowls; Button hooks; Decorating bags for confectioners; Leather coasters; Plastic coasters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tianhe Microelectronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tianhe Microelectronics Co., Ltd. Room 322, Huachuangda Yihui Building, Area 47, 107 National Road, Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADOKID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416934  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7098029
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels; Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Automobile door handles; Automotive door handle scratch guards; Automotive interior trim; Bicycle carriers for vehicles and parts thereof; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Motor scooters and structural parts therefor; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake cables; Security devices in the nature of metal or steel plates for automotive aftermarket car and truck applications that are affixed to the vehicle to reinforce or strengthen door handles, latches and locks or lock cylinders; Sensors for land vehicles, namely, electric power steering torque sensors, sold as a component of the power steering system; Trailer hitches for vehicles; Wheeled platforms, namely, platforms having non-motorized wheels designed for towing lawn and turf implements
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 02, 2022  In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Wuyang Address Liu, Wuyang Room 110, No.9 Xingnan Road Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97416950 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7098030
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the overlapping letters "W" and "C".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee mugs
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Well Covered LLC Address  Well Covered LLC  2901 W 3rd Ave  Durango COLORADO  81301 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   97416950

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416960</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "Speedgoat" above the stylized word "INTERNET," the foregoing above and to the left of a stylized pronghorn deer facing right and appearing to be in motion.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "INTERNET"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Internet service provider services
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Mountain West Technologies Corporation
- **Address**: Mountain West Technologies Corporation 123 W 1st St, Suite C-95 Casper WYOMING 82601
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 10194
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AVISHAI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97416964 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098032 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|---------------|---------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|--------------|----------|------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|----------------|--------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bed pillows; Decorative decoys made of plastic; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Non-metal profiles for arranging devices on and in walls, ceilings and other surfaces; Picture frames with plush decorative outer surface; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Plastic molded support base for the transportation or setting outdoors of metal propane gas cylinder tanks; Promotional figurines, namely, plastic caricatures of persons with their head in the shape of an electric plug and feet in the shape of a vehicle tire; Wall fixtures, namely, plastic three-dimensional designs to be attached to the walls of bathrooms.

- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Taiyuan Heshengda Steel Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Taiyuan Heshengda Steel Trading Co., Ltd., No. 39 and 41, New A Area, North Market, Qitianrui Steel Market, Wanbailin Dist., Taiyuan, Shanxi, CHINA, 030027
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZISHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416969 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098033
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up; Mascaras; Adhesives for affixing false nails; Artificial eyelashes; Artificial fingernails; False eyelashes; False nails; Fingernail jewelry; Make-up preparations; Make-up removing preparations; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail care preparations; Nail cosmetics; Nail polish top coat; Nail polishing powder; Nail primer; Nail varnish removers; Nail varnishes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Lilan Address Liu, Lilan Room 86, Building 21, Yard 99, Biyun Road, Erqi District, Zhengzhou city CHINA 450000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**Mark Literal(s)** SPEEDGOAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97416983</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7098034</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Internet service provider services
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Mountain West Technologies Corporation
- **Address**: Mountain West Technologies Corporation 123 W 1st St, Suite C-95 Casper WYOMING 82601
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 10

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
TM 9169 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SO WELL ORGANIZED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97416990  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7098035
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a nautilus shell with five segments beginning at where the shell would be open in gold and the remaining fourteen segments to where shell ends by twisting on itself in dark gold. Below the shell are the all-capitalized words "SO WELL ORGANIZED" in dark gray type.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark gray, gold and dark gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "WELL ORGANIZED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Home organization services, namely, sorting and organizing household belongings
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Feb. 14, 2020  In Commerce  Feb. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  So Well Organized LLC  Address  So Well Organized LLC  215 E. 68th St #15G  New York  NEW YORK 10065  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEAN, AMY C

11218
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JNC LAWN CARE LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97416995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;LAWN CARE LLC&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Lawn care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use               | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jnc lawn care llc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jnc lawn care llc 6105, Citrus Road Nw Malvern OHIO 44644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

11219
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FREeway MINISTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417009 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7098037
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a light grey cross with an arrow at the top of it laid over a midnight blue rectangular background. The words "FREeway MINISTRIES" are located to the right of the cross. The bold navy blue stylized word "FREeway" sits on top of the smaller non-bolded navy blue stylized word "MINISTRIES", which is located under the word "FREeway" between the second "E" and "Y". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) navy blue, light grey, and midnight blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MINISTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Christian ministry services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Freeway Ministries, Inc. Address  Freeway Ministries, Inc. 1041 W. Kearney Springfield MISSOURI 65803 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CRHMDATN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417044  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7098038
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases for toy vehicles; Desktop toy sports games; Fishing tackle; Kinetic motion desk toys; Miniature toy sports games; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Perpetual motion desk toys; Sandbox toys; Squeeze toys; Toy aircraft; Toy houses; Toy robots; Toy rockets; Toy vehicles
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Feb. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wu, Peisen  Address  Wu, Peisen  Room 306,Unit 2,Bldg 4,Tianlushan Garden  Bigui Garden,Tangxia Town,Dongguan City  Guangdong  CHINA  523000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POLYBASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417142 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098039
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters POLY and BASE together in an italic golden brown lettering, the word POLY being more bold than the word BASE. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Golden Brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concrete, namely, pre-engineered polymer concrete modular instant foundation
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jan. 09, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GEOBASICS, LLC Address GEOBASICS, LLC 1400 Progress Industrial Boulevard Lawrenceville GEORGIA 30043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 011771-3010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROTH, BENJAMIN H.
TM 9174 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAGNOLIA MOTHER'S TRUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417144 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098040
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTHER'S TRUST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Philanthropic services concerning monetary donations for minority females; Philanthropy consultation relating to charitable fundraising for minority females

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 01, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Springboard to Opportunities Address Springboard to Opportunities 854 N. Jefferson St. Jackson MISSISSIPPI 39202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 226554401001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MY SIDE PIECE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417202 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098041
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "my" in a script font, placed above the word "side" in all caps, placed above the word "piece" in all caps, with a horizontal line separating the words "side" and "piece". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Film and video production; Film production; Motion picture film production; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion pictures; Entertainment services in the nature of production of motion pictures, movies, television (TV) shows, and web-based video content; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing motion pictures, movies, television shows featuring comedies and dramas delivered by the Internet, digital media, and physical media; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Production of films

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

For Motion picture films about comedy, families, drama; Digital materials, namely, digital video discs (DVDs) featuring motion pictures; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital discs featuring motion pictures; Digital media, namely, digital video discs (DVDs) featuring motion pictures

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GGB CANDIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417204 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7098042
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CANDIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 31, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GGB Candies, LLC Address   GGB Candies, LLC 1303 Mill Stream Court Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27614 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18290.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
**Mark Literal(s)** MY SIDE PIECE

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Film and video production; Film production; Motion picture film production; Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion pictures; Entertainment services in the nature of production of motion pictures, movies, television (TV) shows, and web-based video content; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing motion pictures, movies, television shows featuring comedies and dramas delivered by the Internet, digital media, and physical media; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Production of films

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2016 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2016

**For** Motion picture films about comedy, families, drama; Digital materials, namely, digital video discs (DVDs) featuring motion pictures; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital discs featuring motion pictures; Digital media, namely, digital video discs (DVDs) featuring motion pictures

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2016 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Scotlawood Motion Pictures, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Scotlawood Motion Pictures, LLC 3154 Myrtle Ct, Zachary, LOUISIANA 70791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>LOUISIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>SMP-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ROTH, BENJAMIN H.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97417233
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098044
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized words "GGB CANDIES" with the word "GGB" being above candies and the image of a bear located within the "B". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "CANDIES"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Candy
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2019

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: GGB Candies, LLC
- **Address**: GGB Candies, LLC 1303 Mill Stream Court Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27614
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 18290.1

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUSCLES MIND & HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417241 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098045
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Culturally sensitive, social justice informed psychotherapy aimed at helping those from historically marginalized communities find therapeutic healing; Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Affirming psychotherapy and psychotherapy counseling for children and adults of color in individual and family sessions; Psychotherapy services; Clinical mental health consultation services; Identity affirming clinical mental health counseling services; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Mental health counseling and psychotherapy as it relates to relationships; Play therapy services; Providing mental health and wellness information; Providing information in the field of psychological counseling and treatment; Psychological consultation; Psychological counseling; Stress reduction therapy
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 13, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Muscles Mind & Heart, LLC Address Muscles Mind & Heart, LLC 21 Hunters Pointe Pittsford NEW YORK 14534 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOOCHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417254 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098046
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio cassette players; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Bicycle helmets; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Computer cameras; Computer cursor control devices, namely, light pens; Computer stylus; Ear phones; Electric and magnetic contacts; Electric shaver chargers; Electronic door alarms; GPS tracking device to be worn on the wrist of an athlete during endurance events; Video monitors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Taicheng Construction Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Taicheng Construction Co., Ltd. 210,2/F, Bldg.2,Commercial Warehouse Baogang Road,Luohu District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518023 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOWSERLUMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417350 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098047
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Electric flashlights; Electric luminaires; Lamps for outdoor use; Landscape lighting installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lamps; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lights for use in illuminating signs and displays; Solar powered lamps; Spot lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tianjin Yongrong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Tianjin Yongrong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 37-2-102,Olive Garden,Green Town west of Jingu Rd, Shuanggang, Jinna Tianjin CHINA 300350 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zhuoju-138

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LNPNRENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417369 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098048
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amber statues; Cold cast resin figurines; Desktop statuary made of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Figurines of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Plastic sculptures; Plastic statues; Plastic statuettes; Promotional figurines, namely, plastic caricatures of persons with their head in the shape of an electric plug and feet in the shape of a vehicle tire; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Statues of plaster; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statues of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Statuettes made of plaster; Statuettes of resin; Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statuettes of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Wood carvings

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yangpeng Lin Address Yangpeng Lin No. 6, Feixueqiu, Zhangjing Village Shuikou Town, Dehua County Fujian Province CHINA 362500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIGHLPLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417431 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098049
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GIGHLPLACE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Luggage; Clutch purses; Evening bags; Gentlemen's handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hiking bags; Leather bags; Pochettes; Sling bags; Sport bags; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 10254860 Canada Inc. Address 10254860 Canada Inc. 14652 112 Avenue Surrey, British Colum CANADA V3R6Z3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEGEOCICI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417451 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098050
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JEGEOCICI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; Purses; Wallets; All-purpose athletic bags; Back packs; Bags for sports; Business card cases; Clutch purses; Crossbody bags; Hobo bags; Leather purses; Shoulder bags; Tote bags; Travel bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Shangpi Leather Goods Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Shangpi Leather Goods Co., Ltd. 4/F, No. 888, European Industrial Park, Shiling Town, Huadu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510850 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
INSPIRIT CONNECTION

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417460</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098051</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CONNECTION"

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Life coaching services in the field of spirituality, mediumship, health and well-being
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use** | Sep. 09, 2021 | **In Commerce** | Sep. 09, 2021

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Soaring Souls Coaching, LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA InSpirit Connection
- **Address**: Soaring Souls Coaching, LLC 3732 Mullane Court Dublin OHIO 43016
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: RENNIE, GABRIELLE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FIRE TO CYBER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97417466
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098052
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FIRE, CYBER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Computer education training services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC 1621 Central Ave. Cheyenne WYOMING 82001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHIELD TO CYBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417496 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098053
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SHIELD, CYBER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer education training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC Address Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC 1621 Central Ave. Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97417512</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** TOTAL TRUE AUTOMOTIVE

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AUTOMOTIVE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Automotive maintenance and repair
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Roberts Properties Inc
- **Address**: Roberts Properties Inc 1000 FM 3009 Schertz TEXAS 78154
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, AHSEN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: STUDY HALL TO CYBER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "STUDY, HALL, CYBER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer education training services
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC 1621 Central Ave. Cheyenne WYOMING 82001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  COCONUT CLEANING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417528 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7098056
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CLEANING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air duct cleaning services; Building cleaning services; Carpet cleaning; Cleaning of carpets and rugs; Cleaning of commercial premises; Cleaning of residential houses; Floor cleaning services; Housekeeping services in the nature of cleaning of residential homes; Textile cleaning; Upholstery cleaning services; Vehicle cleaning
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Sep. 01, 2017 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Coconut Cleaning LLC Address  Coconut Cleaning LLC  665 E Geronimo St  Chandler  ARIZONA 85225 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40648-0001B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney  TOOLEY, DAVID E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97417543</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7098057</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Technology consultation in the field of artificial intelligence  
**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Jan. 01, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Yowza Global LP  
**Composed of**: Frank Dewindt, US citizen; Peter Dewindt, US citizen  
**Address**: Yowza Global LP 333 N. Lantana St. #265 Camarillo CALIFORNIA 93010  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MINERAL RENEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97417565 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098058 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “MINERAL” |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Mar. 21, 2022 | In Commerce | Mar. 21, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Nutrition Center, Inc. |
| Address | Nutrition Center, Inc. 2132 E. Richards Street Douglas WYOMING 82633 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 35509-563384 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CREATING YOUR SIGNIFICANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417566  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7098059
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting of training workshops in the field of self empowerment, and self awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self empowerment, and self awareness; Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of self empowerment, and self awareness; Arranging and conducting of workshops and seminars in personal awareness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 01, 2009  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kennedy, Randolph Dennis  DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Dennis Kennedy  Address  Kennedy, Randolph Dennis  2406 Bayfront Dr.  Pearland  TEXAS  77584  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SONGYUAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97417650
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098060
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SONGYUAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air pumps for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; Anti-theft automotive alarms; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Horns for motor cars; Inflatable boats; Inflation needles for tire pumps; Inner tubes for bicycles; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Mountain bicycles; Mudguards; Pumps for inflating vehicle tyres; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, power steering hoses; Vehicle wheels; Warning bells for vehicles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shaoxing Songshang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shaoxing Songshang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 211, Meili, Rongshan Village, Fuquan Street, Keqiao District, Shaoxing, Zhejiang, CHINA 312046
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIONMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417680 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098061
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camcorders; Eyeglasses; Switchboards; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Computer network adapters; Data processing apparatus; Flat panel display screens; Interactive touch screen terminals; Network routers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Tablet computers; Video projectors; Wearable computer peripherals in the nature of wireless mice; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unionman Technology Co., Ltd Address Unionman Technology Co., Ltd 5 Huitai Road, Huinan High-tech Industrial Park, Huia Avenue, Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEPXYZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97417692
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098062
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pocketbooks; Leather cases for keys; Leather leashes; Pouches of leather
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Penghui
- **Address**: No. 448, Guanlou Village, Taqiao Township, Shangcai County, Zhumadian, Henan CHINA 463000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RINGLE, JAMES W
TM 9197 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LINKR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417693 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098063
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LINKR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online advertising via a computer communications network; Pay per click advertising; Providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; Targeted marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeng, Fanguo Address Zeng, Fanguo No. 7 Mali, Liuchen Village, Tongfang Town, Changting County, Fujian Province CHINA 366300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038829T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DANXYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417695 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098064
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DANXYN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry brooches; Lapel pins; Pins being jewelry; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 16, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tan, Haiting Address Tan, Haiting Room 110, No. 17, Baotian 1st Road, Xixiang Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038831T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
TM 9199 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417725  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7098065
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Martial arts instruction; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of self-defense, firearms safety, physical fitness, physical rehabilitation, nutrition, martial arts, and psychological strategies for improving martial arts performance
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 29, 2015  In Commerce May 29, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toppino, Philip  Address Toppino, Philip 700 Almond St Clermont FLORIDA 34711  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417735  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number   7098066  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's toy bicycles other than for transport; Exercise machines; Exercising equipment, namely, powered treadmills for running; Exercising equipment, namely, pulleys; Printing toys; Toy building blocks; Toy scooters and accessories therefor; Yoga blocks  International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Feb. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen XoDi Intelligent Sports Equipment Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen XoDi Intelligent Sports Equipment Co., Ltd.  Room 701, Bldg 4, No. 298, Huarong Road  Langkou Community, Dalang St, Longhua  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney  CANTONE, KERI H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VANOTOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417736</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark |
| - The mark consists of stylized wording "VANOTOM". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording VANOTOM has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Headphones; Megaphones; Timers; Cards with integrated circuits; Computer docking stations; Computer keyboards; Ear phones; Keyboards for mobile phones; LCD picture frames with plush decorative outer surface; Meat thermometers; Metal detectors; Noise cancelling headphones; Projector lamps; USB hubs; Vehicle radios
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce** May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** Shenzhen Juweixing Technology Co.,Ltd.
- **Address** Shenzhen Juweixing Technology Co.,Ltd. Rm.601, Building C,Guancheng LowCarbon Industrial Park, Gongming St., Guangming Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US038929T |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| **Examining Attorney** | KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE |
TM 9202
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNRITLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417739 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098068
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Unritli" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Cribs; Furniture; Beach chairs; Camping furniture; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Director's chairs; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Inflatable furniture; Inflatable pillows; Mattress toppers; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Honghong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Honghong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room A0140, Building 3, Jinxing Village Yuhang Street, Yuhang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H

11253
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENROSLU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417741 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098069 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ENROSLU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Eyeliners; Make-up; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic preparations; Non-medicated cosmetics; Private label cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiaohua Li Address Xiaohua Li No. 10, Gaoxin South Fourth Road Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518052 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
Mark Literal(s)  NAICEDA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417746 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7098070
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "Naiceda", a point on the letter "i" is designed in the shape of a water drop with three curved lines below the letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The wording Naiceda has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Filters for drinking water; Water filtering units for domestic, commercial, or industrial use; Water filters
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guan, Jiantong Address  Guan, Jiantong Room 110, No. 610, Bulong Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province  CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   US038936T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FAVORLOCKFUNEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417758 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098071
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Envelopes; Paintings; Pencils; File folders; Pen cases; Printed note books; Signboards of paper or cardboard; Stationery boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guanglian, Gu Address Guanglian, Gu No. 25, Group 6, Pailou Village, Baihe Town, Lu County, Sichuan Province CHINA 646117 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0689

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97417761</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7098072</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Kerfulty has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For

- Artificial Christmas garlands; Artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Clothing buckles; Electric hair rollers; Foam hair rollers; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair clamps; Hair clips; Hair coloring caps; Hair curlers, other than hand implements; Hair ornaments in the form of combs; Hair ribbons; Hair ties; Non-electric hair rollers

**International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  
**International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**First Use**: Jan. 28, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Mengjiani Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: Shenzhen Mengjiani Technology Co., Ltd. Room 314, No. 86, Zhulongtian Road, Shuitian Community, Shiyan Street, Baoan Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA 518100  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: TUS117039

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: CANTONE, KERI H

## MARK

![Mark](image-url)
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NICEQ LAMP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417762</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;LAMP&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Lampshades; Luminaries; Ceiling lights; Floor lamps; Headlights for automobiles; Lamp bases; LED lamps; Lights for vehicles; Ornamental decorations specially adapted for affixation to chandeliers; Pendant lighting fixtures; Running lights for land vehicles; Tail lights for vehicles; Vehicle brake lights; Vehicle headlights; Wall lamps; Wall lights |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Dongguan Baoxi Enterprise Management Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Dongguan Baoxi Enterprise Management Co., Ltd. Room 1119, Building 4, No. 86, Hongtu Road, Nancheng Street, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523078 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117045 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | MCGILL, CIERRA L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97417774 Application Filing Date: May 18, 2022 Registration Number: 7098074
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of crisscrossing diagonal lines in an X shape with a cow head at the top, rightward-facing fish on the right, pig head at the bottom, and a leftward-facing chicken head on the left. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online retail store services featuring pet food and pet treats
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business First Use: Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce: Mar. 21, 2022
For pet food; edible pet treats
International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 46 International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products First Use: Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce: Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 3725862.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LINEARTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417775</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Coverlets; Curtains; Towels; Bath linen; Bath towels; Bed sheets; Bed throws; Bed valances; Chemical fiber fabrics; Curtain fabric; Cushion covers; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Woollen blankets
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Meng, Ruixin
- **Address**: Meng, Ruixin 2 households, No. 58, Row 5, Northwest St., Guzhai Village, Jinyuan Dist., Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030021
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS117056
- **Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZURLIGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417778 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098076
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZURLIGI" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dreidels; Puzzles; Bath toys; Body-training apparatus; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Educational toys in the nature of an illustrated wall map; Electric educational toy used to demonstrate alternative energy sources; Model planes; Pet toys; Sandbox toys; Spinning tops; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy cookware; Toy watches
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yihaiyun Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yihaiyun Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 602,6F, No.12-16,QinghuXinbei Village, Qinghua Community,Longhua Street, Longhua Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117061

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
SWERKYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417785 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number   7098077
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The wording “SWERKYE” has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Stickers; Folders being stationery; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Lithographic works of art; Paper bags for packaging; Posters made of paper; Printed coloring books for adults; Printed desk calendars; Printed greeting cards; Printed matter, namely, newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all in the fields of securities, options and other financial instruments; Printed picture postcards; Printed postcards; Printed posters; Printed record cards; Wall decals
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Kaifeng Huaqiong Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Kaifeng Huaqiong Trading Co., Ltd. Room 402, Unit 1, Bldg. 15, Xianglong Century City,Songcheng Road,Shifan Zone, Kaifeng, Henan CHINA  475004 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  995024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FIRSTNOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97417786</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7098078</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>TRADEMARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For                      | Egg-candlers; Animal signalling rattles for directing livestock; Decorative magnets; Dog whistles; Electric bark control dog collars featuring citronella spray; Electrified fences; Electronic collars to train animals; Remote circuit breaker control switch operators; Sports whistles |
| International Classes    | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use                | Aug. 15, 2021 |
| In Commerce              | Aug. 15, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Weiaosi Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address    | Shenzhen Weiaosi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 203, Building F, No. 13, Bousha Rd, Nanwan Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HQXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417790 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number  7098079
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Furniture; Shelves; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Camping furniture; Living room furniture; Lounge furniture; Metal furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Shoe racks; Storage racks
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Dec. 09, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Hai Qi Lighting Co.,LTD Address  Shenzhen Hai Qi Lighting Co.,LTD 29 building, 402, Shuiwei er qu, Minzhi Street, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) XHMAXE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417792 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098080
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XHMAXE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anchors; Alloyed iron; Alloyed steels; Brackets of metal for furniture; Chain block used for lifting and rigging; Clips of metal for sealing bags; Hooks of metal for clothes rails; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal shackles and hooks for lifting and rigging; Metal tent stakes; Rods of metal for brazing and welding including those from alloy steel and titanium; Stakes of metal for plants or trees; Tent pegs of metal; Unwrought steel
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xue, Bingran Address Xue, Bingran No. 2, North Lane 5, Hudong Village, Zhuhu Village Committee, Hudong Town, Lufeng, Guangdong CHINA 516500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XYLOWO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417796  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7098081
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cloths for cleaning; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cosmetic brushes; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Drinking vessels; Glass dishes; Glass mugs; Lawn sprinklers; Mangers for animals; Non-electric carpet sweepers; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Vacuum bottles; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 01, 2022  In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yunnan Xinying Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yunnan Xinying Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd. No. 6G, Unit 3, Building 6, Yuchunyuan, Century City, Guandu District, Kunming, Yunnan CHINA 650216
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOUZAACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417798 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098082
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GOUZAACK" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes of common metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Junctions of metal for pipes; Locks of metal, other than electric; Magnetic metal hooks; Metal hooks; Nameplates of common metal; Non-electric door chimes; Stakes of metal for plants or trees; Works of art of common metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gaoze Information Consulting Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gaoze Information Consulting Co. Ltd. 709, Bldg 6, Jinyuyuan, Jinxiang Urban Garden,1168,Honggang Rd.,Qingshuihe St., Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117069

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUMAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417804 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098083
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colorants; Distempers; Dyestuffs; Lacquers; Paints; Pigments; Primers; Varnishes; Whitewash; Aniline dyes; Anti-corrosive coatings; Anti-graffiti coatings; Anti-rust oils; Caramel for use as a food colorant; Carbonyl for use as a wood preservative; Ceramic paints; Coatings for wood as paints; Colorants for beverages; Colorants for the restoration of furniture in the form of markers; Dyes for making soap; Edible inks; Engraving ink; Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers; Fireproof paints; Fixatives in the nature of varnishes for protection of watercolour paintings; Food dyes; Glazes; Ink cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Ink for leather; Ink for photocopiers; Ink for printers; Lime wash; Metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; Metals in powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; Natural resins, raw; Oil paints; Printers' paste inks; Printing ink; Raw natural Canada balsam resins; Repositionable paint patches; Shoe dyes; Siccatives for colours; Staining agents, namely, synthetic dyes for use with paper for dyeing Easter eggs; Stains for leather; Thickeners for paints; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Undercoating for vehicle chassis; Watercolor paints; Wood floor finishes; Wood preservatives

International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG REN YAN Address HUANG REN YAN A-605, SHANGJING GARDEN, SHENZHEN CHINA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRIDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417806  Application Filing Date May 18, 2022  Registration Number 7098084
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bengal lights; Detonating plugs; Sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; Sighting mirrors for guns; Sights, other than telescopic sights, for artillery; Sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms; Sprays for personal defence purposes; Cartridges for pyrotechnic products

International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xinchao Wu  Address Xinchao Wu No.37, Siyi Group, Xianbei Village Jiangwei Town, Wengyuan County, Shaoguan Guangdong CHINA 512000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCHUBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417814  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7098085
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Anaesthetics; Analgesics; Antibiotics; Antiseptics; Disinfectants; Germicides; Air purifying preparations; Alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes; Antibacterial handwashes; Antibacterial soap; Antiparasitic preparations; Antiseptic cotton; Aseptic cotton; Babies' diaper-pants; Babies' diapers; Babies' swim diapers; Bacterial poisons; Bracelets impregnated with insect repellent; Breast-nursing pads; Cooling sprays for medical purposes; Cotton for medical purposes; Cotton swabs for medical purposes; Deodorants for refrigerators; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary supplements; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; Eyepatches for medical purposes; First-aid boxes, filled; Food for babies; Gelatin capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals; Insecticidal animal washes; Medical preparations for slimming purposes; Medicinal alcohol; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Personal sexual lubricants; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations for wounds; Powdered milk for babies; Protein dietary supplements; Protein supplements; Sanitary pants; Sanitary tampons; Soy protein dietary supplements; Sterilizing preparations; Styptic preparations; Vaginal washes for medical purposes; Vegan liquid protein supplements; Vitamins and vitamin preparations; Yeast or yeast extracts for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG  Address  Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG  NO.6, ERZHI LANE, XINMING SOUTH ZONE, JINGDU TOWN, CHAONAN DIST., SHANTOU, GUANGDONG  CHINA  515000  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIFULL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417820 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098086
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5919649, 6471507, 6240516 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Strollers; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior trim; Backrests adapted for use in vehicles; Bags adapted for strollers; Baskets adapted for bicycles; Brake facings; Car seats for pets; Children's safety seats for cars; Collapsible bicycles; Fitted automotive seat covers; Fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; Fitted stroller mosquito nets; Head rests for vehicle seats; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Mud flaps for vehicles; Pet strollers; Push scooters for children; Self-balancing one-wheeled electric scooters; Sun visors for automobiles; Vehicles, namely, electronically motorized skateboards
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Address ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Room 509, 5th Floor, No. 1505 Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038835T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIFULL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417822 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098087
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6471507, 5914827, 5919651 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buttons; Embroidery; Artificial bonsai trees; Artificial boutonnieres; Artificial corsages; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Beads, other than for making jewellery; Birds' feathers as clothing accessories; Decorative backpack charms; Edgings for clothing; Fabric appliques; False hair; Hair bands; Hair bows; Hair clips; Hair curlers, electrically-heated, other than hand implements; Hair pieces; Hair ties; Laces and embroidery; Sewing needles
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Address ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Room 509, 5th Floor, No. 1505 Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038837T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97417823  Application Filing Date: May 18, 2022  Registration Number: 7098088
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "SUCTION BULLET" in black with the letter "O" in "SUCTION" composed of an orange stylized target design. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.  Color Claimed: The color(s) black and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer: "SUCTION BULLET"

Goods and Services Information

For: Airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Baby gyms; Card games; Christmas tree ornaments; Dolls; Inflatable swimming pools; Model toy vehicles; Puzzles; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scale model vehicles; Smart electronic toy vehicles; Toy air pistols; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy guns; Toy models; Toy pistols; Toy vehicles with transforming parts

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Aojie Plastic Toys Industry Co., Ltd Ltd  Address: Aojie Plastic Toys Industry Co., Ltd Ltd North side of Yuting Road Chenghua, Chenghai District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA  515000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UNIFULL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97417825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6056720, 6240530, 5914827 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For Chairs; Furniture; Wardrobes; Baby walkers; Bamboo curtains; Bathroom vanity mirrors; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Book rests; Boxes of wood or plastic; Clothes hangers; Cushions; Decorative bead curtains; Decorative mobiles; Fitted furniture covers; Flower-stands; Furniture for children; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal door latches; Non-metal ladders; Non-metal pallets; Pet furniture; Plastic bins; Reusable baby changing mats; Sleeping mats; Storage racks |
| International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY |
| Address    | ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Room 509, 5th Floor, No. 1505 Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US038836T |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI |

11276
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIFULL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97417826 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098090
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6240522, 6471507, 5914717 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas trees; Baby multiple activity toys; Bath toys; Battery operated action toys; Body-training apparatus; Cat toys; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree stands; Disc toss toys; Exercise balls; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Party balloons; Pet toys; Plastic party hats; Plush toys; Squeeze toys; Stacking toys; Stationary exercise bicycles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Address ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Room 509, 5th Floor, No. 1505 Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038838T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UNIFULL

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97417828</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
<td>7098091</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed
  - Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5919649, 6240516, 6240530 and others

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Carving knives; Electric flat irons; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric irons for styling hair; Electric nail clippers; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Household knives; Nail clippers; Paring irons; Plastic cutlery, namely, knives, forks, and spoons; Scissors for kitchen use; Straight razors; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Tattoo needles
- **International Classes**: 8
- **Primary Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2022
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY
- **Address**: ZHEJIANG FENG MAO IMPORT & EXPORT SHARE LIMITED COMPANY Room 509, 5th Floor, No. 1505 Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: US038834T

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97417830 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098092 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "TIGOMIGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: 3D printers; 3D printing pens; Automatic packing machines for food; Electric fruit presses for household use; Electric vacuum food sealers for household purposes; Juice extractors, electric; Juice machines; Packaging machines for food; Packing machines under vacuum; Robotic vacuum cleaners; Vacuum packaging machines; Vacuum packing machines; Vehicle washing machines; Wet-dry vacuums
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Anhua Chuangyou Business Management Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Anhua Chuangyou Business Management Co., Ltd. No. 129,Bldg 6,Phase II,Century New City Xuefenghu Ave,Chengnan Dist,Anhua County Yiyang,Hunan CHINA 413000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: US038981T
- **Examining Attorney**: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ITYRACUV43N

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417842</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Flannel; Banners of textile or plastic; Cloth flags; Cloth pennants; Nylon flags; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets

**International Classes**
24 - Primary Classes, US Classes 42, 50

**International Class Title**
Fabrics

**First Use**
Mar. 20, 2022

**In Commerce**
Mar. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ke, Zhiwei |
| Address | No. 103, Hujiao, Shangdian Village, Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US038968T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELAINE'S SELECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417849  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2022  Registration Number  7098094
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SELECTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bangles; Earrings; Cabochons for making jewelry; Ear studs; Jewellery cases; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Necklaces; Rings; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Apr. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  YE, Duan  Address  YE, Duan  215 Fullers Road, Chatswood NSW AUSTRALIA 2067  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US038827T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAPER & PEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417858 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098095
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PAPER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For paper labels; adhesive paper labels; stickers; paper hang tags
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 04, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 04, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Negaard Companies LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Paper & Pear Address Negaard Companies LLC 1022 E Co. Rd. 78 Shakopee MINNESOTA 55379 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6952A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BCLOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97417862 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098096 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pillow covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Oct. 22, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Braia, Iuliana Irina Address Braia, Iuliana Irina Bd 1 Mai nr 1, Bl H9, Sc B, Et 6, ap 56 Constanta ROMANIA 900123 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ROMANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6932A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EHFBHAV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417863 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098097
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Baby blankets; Bath sheets; Futon quilts; Hooded towels; Quilt covers; Quilts of towel; Terry towels; Towel sheet; Towelling coverlets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Yankun Address Wu, Yankun No. 91, Xiazhuo, Houkeng Village Zhongmen Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038970T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUYDJOOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97417865 | Application Filing Date | May 18, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098098 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Baby blankets; Bath sheets; Futon quilts; Hooded towels; Quilt covers; Quilts of towel; Terry towels; Towel sheet; Towing coverlets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Yankun Address Wu, Yankun No. 91, Xiazhuo, Houkeng Village Zhongmen Town, Xiuwu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038971T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JAMKMNX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417867 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098099
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefbags; Holdalls; Knapsacks; Wallets; Bags for sports; Children's shoulder bags; Messenger bags; School backpacks; School bags; Travel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Yankun Address Wu, Yankun No. 91, Xiazhuo, Houkeng Village Zhongmen Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038972T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RENYINDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417871 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098100
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pliers; Spanners; Chucks for hand-operated tools; Clamps for carpenters or coopers; Hand tools, namely, clamps; Hand tools, namely, hex keys wrenches; Hand tools, namely, pliers sets; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Mallets being hand tools; Screwdrivers, non-electric
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIN, ZHILIANG Address LIN, ZHILIANG No. 84-2, Shangnanshan, shanting village, shanting town, Xiuyu district, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038663T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOISTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417875 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098101 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stationery; Stickers; Thumbtacks; Back-up boards, back-up sheets, back-up panels, entry boards, entry sheets, and entry panels made out of paper for use in the operation of drilling holes in printed circuit boards; Charcoal pencils; Copying paper; Correcting tape for type; Electrocardiograph paper; Envelopes for stationery use; Ink for pens; Inking ribbons; Label paper; Packing paper; Paper clips; Plastic bags for wrapping; Plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; Plastic coated copying paper; Plastic film for wrapping; Printing types; Stationery cases; Typewriter ribbons

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinnuo Printing Materials Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xinnuo Printing Materials Co., Ltd. 3A62, Dist B, Yongxian Zonghe Bldg. Xinniu Shequ, Minzhi St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117075

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUSUXCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417876</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stationery; Stickers; Thumbtacks; Back-up boards, back-up sheets, back-up panels, entry boards, entry sheets, and entry panels made out of paper for use in the operation of drilling holes in printed circuit boards; Charcoal pencils; Copying paper; Correcting tape for type; Electrocardiograph paper; Envelopes for stationery use; Ink for pens; Inking ribbons; Label paper; Packing paper; Paper clips; Plastic bags for wrapping; Plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; Plastic coated copying paper; Plastic film for wrapping; Printing types; Stationery cases; Typewriter ribbons

International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper |
| Goods and Printed Matter | First Use | May 26, 2021 |
| In Commerce | May 26, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Shenzhen Xinnuo Printing Materials Co., Ltd.
Address | Shenzhen Xinnuo Printing Materials Co., Ltd.
| 3A62, Dist B, Yongxian Zonghe Bldg, Xinniu Shequ, Minzhi St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen | CHINA |
|
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | TUS117076 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FREETOO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97417878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;FREETOO&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>5428311, 6510113, 4866841 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Abdominal belts; Athletic ankle braces for medical use; Back supports for medical purposes; Belts for medical purposes; Body limb compression sleeves for use in soccer and other sports; Cervical collars; Clothing extension support devices for use during pregnancy for medical purposes; Finger splints; Maternity support belts for medical purposes; Medical braces for leg, ankle, spine, knee, elbow; Medical braces, namely, spring-loaded chest to leg brace used to support the body during physical activity; Medical compression stockings; Orthopedic braces; Post-pregnancy abdominal support and compression undergarments, girdles and underwear for medical purposes; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for medical purposes; Splints for foot or ankle; Support bandages; Support belts for use during pregnancy for medical purposes; Supports for ankle, wrist, knee, lower back, shoulder for medical use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>10 - Primary Classes 26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>SHENZHEN QIJIANG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SHENZHEN QIJIANG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 1003, NO. 20, SHIPAI 1ST LANE, DAFAPU COMMUNITY, BANTIAN ST., LONGGANG, SHENZHEN CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>TUS116811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIDGIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417889 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098104
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Curtains; Towels; Bath linen; Bath towels; Bed sheets; Bed throws; Bed valances; Chemical fiber fabrics; Curtain fabric; Cushion covers; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Duan, Guifu Address Duan, Guifu No. 6, East Gate, Jiyi Village, Jiyi Township, Qingxu County, Shanxi CHINA 030401 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117057

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
**KEEPY**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** KEEPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97417894
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098105
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Boresighters; Air pistols; Bipods for firearms; Blank cartridges; Cleaning brushes for firearms; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching ancillary equipment to a firearm; Gun stocks; Rifle hand grips; Rifle rings; Rifle scope rings; Rifle stocks; Rifle straps; Sighting mirrors for guns; Sights, namely, open sights for use on firearms; Tripods and stands for firearms
- **International Classes**: 13
- **US Classes**: 2, 9
- **International Class Title**: Firearms
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Junyi Cao
- **Address**: Junyi Cao No. 155, Dacaojia Village, Luofeng Sub-district Office, Zhaoyuan, Shandong CHINA 265400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS117062
- **Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WESYKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417898 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098106
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WESYKE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue mitts; Cake molds; Containers for household use; Cooking spoons; Drying racks for laundry; General purpose storage bins for household use; Lunch boxes; Make-up removing appliances; Mirror balls; Ornaments of crystal; Ornaments of glass; Ornaments of porcelain; Ornaments of terra cotta; Plates; Scrubbing brushes; Sieves for household purposes; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Weisi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Weisi Trading Co., Ltd. 705,Bldg.C, No.17 Gangtou Rd.,Hepinggang, Gangtou Community, Bantian St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518129 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KCLaw00039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
TM 9241  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NAAN MAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417902 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098107
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Haemoglobin; Acai powder dietary supplements; Diet capsules; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Health food supplements; Lecithin for medical purposes; Medicated candy; Medicinal drinks; Nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop smoking; Vitamin preparations; Vitamin tablets; Yeast for pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name POJE KURT DANIEL Address POJE KURT DANIEL 16421 SUNFLOWER TRL ORLANDO FLORIDA 32828 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
TM 9242 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KADABLK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417913 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098108
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KADABLK has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building games; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Electronic learning toys; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Jigsaw puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy animals; Toy building blocks; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy construction sets; Toy microscopes; Toy model train sets; Toy models; Toy telescopes; Toy vehicle track sets and roadways and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Xian Address Lin, Xian Room 502, Building 3, Yijingxuan, No. 65 Huaguan Ningchuan West Road, Chenghua St Chenghai Dist, Shantou CHINA 515000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038877T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUN&LONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417929 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098109 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desks; Etagere; Accent furniture; Bedroom furniture; Bedside tables; Flower-stands; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Furniture made from wood; Furniture, namely, display units; Living room furniture; Lounge furniture; Occasional tables; Patio furniture; Portable desks; Side tables; Standing desks; Tables; Tea tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zou, Haiquan Address Zou, Haiquan No. 34, Ximei, Ting'an Village, Shajian Town, Hua'an County, Zhangzhou CHINA 363800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KOH-ASN00009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUDIA YLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417941 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7098110
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JUDIA" which appears above the stylized wording "YLL". To the left of the wording appears the top half of a sail boat. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "JUDIA YLL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6632723

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Chopsticks; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Chopstick cases; Chopstick rests; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Cooking skewers; Cooking skewers of metal; Cups and mugs; Cutting boards; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Disposable chopsticks; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Steamer baskets; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiao Chen Address Xiao Chen Room 707, 53 Binjiang East Road Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510275 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZQR1257-JDSW

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner ATTANG, UDEME U
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(S)
R RURUREMON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97417957</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098111</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "RURUREMON" in stylized font beneath a letter "R" and a road crossing this "R". Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "RURUREMON" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chest exercisers; Exercise equipment in the nature of agility ladders; Exercise equipment in the nature of exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; Exercise equipment, namely, chest expanders; Exercise pulleys; Jump ropes; Mountaineering equipment, namely, binding straps; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Yoga straps

**International Classes**: 28
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

- **First Use**: Apr. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Huang, Shuling
**Address**: Huang, Shuling  No. 83 Wuchong Group, Jianshe Village, Xiazhai Town, Pinghe County, Zhangzhou, Fujian, CHINA
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KOMOCIYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97417974 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098112
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Komociya has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs; Button hooks; Coffee mugs; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Make-up brush holders; Pill boxes for personal use; Polishing fleeces for skis; Tea strainers; Teacups (yunomi)
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nanning Tongming Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Nanning Tongming Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 5, Chengzhong Community, Jinlong Development Zone, Litang Tn, Binyang Co Nanning City CHINA 530400 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAYIIFAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417975 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098113
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording dayiifay has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefs; Hats; Housecoats; Infantwear; Anklet socks; Bandeau tops; Bathing costumes; Bicycle gloves; Body shapers; Bridal garters; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Combative sports uniforms; Knee highs; Ladies' underwear; Nipple covers, namely, pasties
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Lingshemei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Lingshemei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1201, Building 72, 2nd Zone Fulian New Village, Longhua New District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sing_MSF1915
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNXIMEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417983 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098114
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedsheets; Bedspreads; Flannel; Baby blankets; Bath sheets; Compressed towels; Cotton cloth; Football towels; Hand towels of textile; Hemp yarn fabrics; Knitted fabrics; Large bath towels; Terry towels; Turban towels for drying hair
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sun Ximei Address Sun Ximei Building 8, Fuyuan Homeland, Xiangcheng District Suzhou City CHINA 215000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UCGUMDY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417985</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098115</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording UCGUMDY has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Balls for games; Bladders of balls for games; Body-building apparatus; Chest developers; Gymnastic apparatus; Novelty plush toys for parties; Play balls; Stress relief exercise balls; Toy figures; Toy models; Toys for domestic pets; Exercise equipment, namely, inflatable balls; Exercise hand grippers; Toy building blocks
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zhuhai Leizeer Network Technology Co.Ltd
- **Address**: Zhuhai Leizeer Network Technology Co.Ltd 1002, Building 13, No.199 Shuanghubei Road, Hongqi Town, Jinwan Dist., Zhuhai, CHINA 519090
- **Legal Entity**: Limited liability company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: leon-kxo

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WANANLANEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97417986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Armoires; Bar carts; Cabinet doors for furniture cabinets; Cabinet drawers for furniture cabinets; Camping furniture; Dressers; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, dressers; Furniture, namely, showcases; Furniture, namely, wardrobes; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Shelves for storage; Television stands; Wood products, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in further manufacturing

| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Apr. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 20, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wang Lin |
| Address | Room 101, No. 71, Lane 226, Xinming St, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City CHINA 315100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZBIGTEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417989 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098117
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed blankets; Bed covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dang Quoc Truan Address Dang Quoc Truan 346 Cao Thang St Wards 12 District 10 Ho Chi Minh City VIETNAM 00000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022396

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEMELLA KREATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417991 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098118
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREATION" Name
Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Memory books; Photo albums
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 06, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sokkieng Chan, Karla Address Sokkieng Chan, Karla 71 D Street Lowell MASSACHUSETTS 01851
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIONERIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97417992 |
| Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098119 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Choker necklaces; Clip earrings; Drop earrings; Ear studs; Hoop earrings; Jewelry for the head; Neck chains; Necklaces; Rings; Wedding rings

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Shengchen Address Huang Shengchen No.39-2 Shangsong, Shouxiang village, Yinhu Street, Fuyang District Hangzhou City CHINA 311422 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORIGINTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417993  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098120
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, ball joint separators; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, brake pad spreaders; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, brake spring removers; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, drum brake adjusting tools; Hand-tools, namely, wire crimpers; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand tools, namely, flaring tools; Hand tools, namely, hex keys wrenches; Hand tools, namely, pliers sets; Hand tools, namely, pullers and splitters; Hand tools, namely, screw extractors; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, socket sets; Hand tools, namely, socket wrenches; Hand tools, namely, wrenches
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Tangmen E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Yiwu Tangmen E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 401, Unit 2, Building 32, Jiangdong 4th District, Jiangdong Street Yiwu City CHINA 322000 Legal Entity LIMITED
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WECOLLAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417996 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098121
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Dinnerware; Drinkware; Lunchboxes; Toothbrushes; Bath brushes; Bento boxes; Bottles, sold empty; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household use; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls, serving trays and lunch box; Hand-operated atomizer for household use; Tea pots of precious metal; Vacuum bottles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu Wenwei Address Xu Wenwei Block A, Building 2, Zhongdacheng, No. 3 Chuangjing Street, Nansha Street, Nansha Guangzhou City CHINA 511466 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DHACC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417997 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098122
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gemstones; Jewellery; Silver; Clocks and watches; Clockworks being clock parts; Cloisonné jewellery; Costume jewelry; Handmade snap jewelry; Jewellery findings; Jewelry charms; Jewelry organizer cases; Key rings; Prayer beads; Precious gemstones; Silver thread jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 20, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Dashayu Trading Co., Ltd Address Zhengzhou Dashayu Trading Co., Ltd. No. 1215, 12th Floor, Building 8 District C, Shenglong International Zhengzhou City CHINA 150030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
TM 9257 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEAMDENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97417998 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098123
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath products, namely, body sponges; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookie jars; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Empty spray bottles; Flower baskets; Glass storage jars; Household containers for foods; Kitchen containers; Oil-feeding cans; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Plant baskets; Racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Reusable glass and stainless steel water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Jiuqi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Huizhou Jiuqi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 425, Xiaoluo Road, Taimei Town, Boluo County Huizhou City CHINA 516166 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BYGGIMTNEE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97418001
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098124
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Housecoats; Leggings; Maillots; Mankinis; Sarongs; Sleepwear; Trousers; Body shirts; Body suits; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, hand-warmer; Clothing, namely, thobes; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Stretch pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lin, Zhulan
- **Address**: Lin, Zhulan, Room 1804, No. 8, Yuanbo Wuli, Jimei District, Xiamen City, Fujian, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
TM 9259
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KOPIDION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418005 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098125
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

 GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of cybersecurity training; Education services, namely, providing classes, courses, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of cybersecurity education; Education services, namely, providing classes, courses, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of military strategy and tactics for cyber security; Education services, namely, providing classes, courses, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of information security, cyber operations, hacking, and information operations; Education services, namely, providing classes, courses, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of military strategy and tactics for cyber security; Education services, namely, providing classes, courses, non-downloadable webinars, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of information security, cyber operations, hacking, and information operations; Training services in the field of cybersecurity; Training services in the field of cybersecurity education; Technical consulting in the field of cybersecurity risk management training
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Kopidion LLC  **Address**  Kopidion LLC  57 Spruce St  Cornwall-On-Hudson  NEW YORK  12520  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JMJYJH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bookmarkers; Collages; Checkbook and passbook wallets; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desktop stationery boxes; Desktop organizers; Office stationery; Printed notepads; Propelling pencils; Wall decals |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Apr. 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Yifan E-Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Yifan E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Rm. 708, No. 8, Lane 4, Dist. 3, Hongwan  New Village, Xixiang St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | IPP-Chris |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL |
TM 9261 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ETIBHAGNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418011  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098127
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Housecoats; Leggings; Maillots; Mankinis; Sarongs; Sleepwear; Trousers; Body shirts; Body suits; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, hand-warmer; Clothing, namely, thobes; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Stretch pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing  First Use Mar. 02, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Zhulan  Address Lin, Zhulan Room 1804, No. 8, Yuanbo Wuli, Jimei District, Xiamen City, Fujian CHINA 361000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GABIYGMIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418013 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098128
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nickel-silver; Iron or steel scraps; Iron slabs; Irons and steels; Metal nameplates and door nameplates; Placards of metal; Signboards of metal; Works of art of non-precious metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Zhulan Address Lin, Zhulan Room 1804, No. 8, Yuanbo Wuli, Jimei District, Xiamen City, Fujian CHINA 361000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BELLE AIR BEAUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418014 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098129
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEAUTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair bands; Hair extensions; Hair barrettes; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jun. 05, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Belle Air llc Address Belle Air llc 50 Quality St, Trumbull CONNECTICUT 06611 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SORAMOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418015 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098130
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furnaces; Accessories for fireplaces, namely, ventilation hoods for fireplaces for use in ventilation and deflecting heat from the top of a fireplace; Barbecues and grills; Gas grills; Gas lamps; Grill accessories, namely, warming trays; Lamp reflectors; Lamp shades; LED lamps; Wood burning stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ziqiang xiao Address Ziqiang xiao No. 18, Xiaojia Natural VIL, Jingtou VIL Wenfeng Town, Jishui County Ji'an, Jiangxi CHINA 331600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418017  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098131
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a target reticle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Search engine optimization for sales promotion; Advertising copywriting
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021
For  Web site design; Web site design consultancy; Creation, design, development and maintenance of Web sites for third parties; Graphic arts design; Graphic design
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Reyna, Jason  Address  Reyna, Jason  21650 Billowy Jaunt Dr  Land O' Lakes  FLORIDA  34637  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Reyna, Jessica  Address  Reyna, Jessica  21650 Billowy Jaunt Dr  Land O' Lakes  FLORIDA  34637  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2021882
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
TM 9266 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUYFGUJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97418018 | Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098132 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For Bath toys; Interlocking construction toys; Plastic dolls; Shin pads for use in sports; Soft sculpture toys; Squeezable squeaking toys; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toy bears; Stuffed toys; Toy LED light sticks
- International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
- First Use Jan. 10, 2022
- In Commerce Jan. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name HAINAN CHAOWEI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
- Address HAINAN CHAOWEI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ROOM 15A, 15/F, ITC, NO.5 YUSHA ROAD JINMAO, STREET, LONGHUA DISTRICT HAIKOU, HAINAN CHINA
- Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH

11321
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUZLZOUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418021  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098133
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothes hooks, not of metal; Crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, other than jewellery; Decorative boxes made of wood; Decorative mirrors; Decorative wooden wall letters for spelling names and words; Frames for paintings; Letter boards comprised of felt for displaying custom messages; Letter boards comprised of fabric for displaying custom messages; Letter boards comprised of plastic for displaying custom messages; Placards of wood or plastics; Wood boxes; Wooden signboards
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Fengying Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Fengying Trading Co., Ltd.  Shop 104, No. 12, tianlongzong 2nd Road  Longgui street, Baiyun District  Guangzhou  CHINA  510000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALBANO, ASHLEY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BAGLYTICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418024 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098134
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Briefcases; Parasols; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags;
Canvas shopping bags; Clutch bags; Credit card holders; Leather and imitation leather bags; School bags; Shoulder bags;
Straps for handbags; Tote bags; Travel bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Xiyuan Address Lv, Xiyuan No. 296, Anju Community, Chengguan Town Tongbai County Henan
CHINA 474750 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YINGMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97418027 Application Filing Date: May 19, 2022 Registration Number: 7098135
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording YINGMA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: 3D decals for use on any surface; Decals; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for automobile wheel hubs; Decorative stickers for cars; Mulch paper; Pressure sensitive graphics for application to automobiles, tires; Pressure sensitive stickers for application to vehicles; Printed photographs in the field of automobiles, cats and dogs; Stickers and decalcomanias; Three-dimensional decalcomanias for use on any surface; Vehicle bumper stickers; Vehicle tailgate lettering stickers; Wall decal murals; Wall decals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Zheng, Zhaoxiang Address: Zheng, Zhaoxiang No. 7, Xigang Qiheng, Xunzhou Xiaxiang Ancestral Hall, Huanggang Town, Raoping County, Guangdong CHINA 515700 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
TM 9270 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRANSIENT COFFEE COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418035 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098136
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
May 11, 2017 In Commerce May 11, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Transient Coffee Company LLC Address Transient Coffee Company LLC 408 North Georgia Street Kennewick WASHINGTON 99336-1653 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KGYMOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97418038</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098137</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- Nickel-silver; Iron or steel scraps; Iron slabs; Irons and steels; Metal nameplates and door nameplates; Placards of metal; Signboards of metal; Works of art of non-precious metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 12, 14, 23, 25, 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 - Primary Classes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Lin, Zhulan
- Address: Room 1804, No. 8, Yuanbo Wuli, Jimei District, Xiamen City, Fujian CHINA 361000
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SLIMLEES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418039 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098138
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SLIMLEES has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A-shirts; Skirts; Sweatbands; Sweatshirts; Trousers; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Body shapers; Foundation garment girdles; Foundation garments worn around the midsection or thighs to keep the stomach in and create a slimming effect; Gym suits; Shapewear, namely, girdles, bras; Sweat bands; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shorts; Sweat suits; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 12, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Hu Address Wang, Hu Room 110, No. 532, Pinghu Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KCLaw00041
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
TM 9273 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YZJJZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418047 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098139
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile seat cushions; Automotive interior trim; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Fitted vehicle seat covers; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Steering wheel covers for automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou Xuzhaochang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Ganzhou Xuzhaochang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 901-1, Building B12, Ganzhou Intl Enterprise Center, north of Xiangjiang Ave, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
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## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
TANYRE

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97418061</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7098140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Barbecue mitts; Barbecue tongs; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Coffee services of precious metal; Containers for household use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cups; Cups and mugs; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Flower pots; Fruit bowls; General purpose storage bins for household use; Make-up removing appliances; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Non-electric coffeepots of precious metal

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2022

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Li, Qiaoqiong
**Address**: Li, Qiaoqiong No. 133, Duan Village, Shuxi Street, Wuyi County, Jinhua CHINA 321100

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**: CHINA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: KCLaw00043
**Examining Attorney**: CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97418067</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording XSFWACN has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Airbrush make-up stencils; Clips for name badge holders; Cosmetic pencil sharpeners; Desk file trays; File sorters; Name badge holders; Paper lunch bags; Passport holders incorporating RFID blocking technology; Plastic baseball card holders; Retractable reels for name badge holders

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Ganzhou Chunhao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Ganzhou Chunhao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 702-1, Building B12, Ganzhou Intl Enterprise Center, north of Xiangjiang Ave Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HZYHHHK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418070 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098142
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording HZYHHHK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Airbrush make-up stencils; Clips for name badge holders; Cosmetic pencil sharpeners; Desk file trays; File sorters; Name badge holders; Paper lunch bags; Passport holders incorporating RFID blocking technology; Plastic baseball card holders; Retractable reels for name badge holders
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guizhou Huiyu Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Guizhou Huiyu Trading Co., Ltd. No. 7,25/F,Unit 1,Bldg 4, Fenglin,No. 33 Huangshanqong Rd,Qianling Town,Yunyan Dist,Guiyang,Guizhou CHINA 550000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SISLIANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418076 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098143
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SISLIANG has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive interior trim; Custom leather interiors for vehicles; Fitted automotive seat covers; Gear lever knobs for vehicles; Gear shift covers; Handbrake knobs for vehicles; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Steering wheel covers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 29, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang Minlan Address Liang Minlan No. 68, Shepotun, Bagui Village Pingshan Town, Pingnan County Guangxi CHINA 537303 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOINKLYM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418079 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098144
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "MOINKLYM" to the right of the image of a shark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MOINKLYM has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar-bells; Dumb-bells; Chest expanders; Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using resistance cables; Exercise weights; Hand wraps for sports use; Knee guards for athletic use; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, punching mitts, and shin guards; Waist trimmer exercise belts being sports articles; Work-out gloves

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longyan Moqian Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Longyan Moqian Information Technology Co., Ltd. No. 50, Meilin 2nd Road Tingzhou Town, Changting County Longyan CHINA 366000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FXSPLCZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418083  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098145
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cravates; Hats; Hosiery; Jeans; Shirts; Socks; Stockings; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Tank tops; Tee shirts; Tights; Underwear; Union suits; Vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 28, 2021  In Commerce Apr. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feixi Zhichuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Feixi Zhichuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 101, Bldg. 1, Xichengshidai Garden, No. 57 Chaohulu, Shangpaizhen, Feixixian, Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230001
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GONGOTA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97418085
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098146
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Corn pads; Diet pills; Dietary food supplements; Herbal supplements; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Medicated massage oils; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement for promoting digestion, for liver support; Prescription and non-prescription medicines, namely, pills, tablets, capsules, caplets, liquid drops, sachets and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders; Probiotic supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Feb. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Sendaowei Technology Co.,Ltd.
- **Address**: No.11, Nine Alley, Hekan Village Wuhe Community,Bantian St,Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X-UMEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418087 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098147
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word" X-umeus" in stylized font with the letter "X" has two barbs and the letter "U" connecting the letter "S" at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ankle weights; Baseball bats; Cricket bats; Golf clubs; Hockey sticks; Nets for ball games; Platform tennis paddles; Strings for rackets; Tennis racquets; Wrist straps for weight lifting
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Shuling Address Huang, Shuling No. 83 Wuchong Group, Jianshe Village Xiazhai Town, Pinghe County Zhangzhou, Fujian CHINA 363700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOGORGT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418088 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098148
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "WOGORGT" beneath the torso of a person with raised arms over an incomplete half circle. The arms and body are made of two leaves and the head is a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording WOGORGT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corn pads; Diet pills; Dietary food supplements; Herbal supplements; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Medicated massage oils; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement for promoting digestion, for liver support; Prescription and non-prescription medicines, namely, pills, tablets, capsules, caplets, liquid drops, sachets and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders; Probiotic supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 06, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Junjuda Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Junjuda Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 203, Unit 8, Bldg 2, New Vitality Garden No. 128, Meilin Rd, Longwei Community Meilin St, Shenzhen CHINA 518049 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POUICAAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97418089 | Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098149 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording pouicaar has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Jewels; Body-piercing rings; Children's jewelry; Ear studs; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Necklaces; Real and imitation jewellery; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Wanglaihao Technology Co., Ltd. Address Nanjing Wanglaihao Technology Co., Ltd. No. 1502-101, Bldg. 16, Shangcheng Scenic N. Garden, Yaohua St. Qixia Dist., Nanjing CHINA 223499 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63667T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
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### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**  MYT

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Customized imprinting of company names and logos on the goods of others, namely, on promotional merchandise, apparel and corporate gifts

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**  Material Treatment **First Use**  Sep. 03, 2019 **In Commerce**  Sep. 03, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  MYTE USA INC  **Address**  MYTE USA INC SUITE 107  471 W LAMBERT RD  BREA  CALIFORNIA  92821  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97418099</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Chandeliers; Flashlights; Lamps; Spotlights; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Bicycle lamps; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Electric lanterns; Gas lamps; Hand-held showers; Lamps for festive decoration; Lights for use in growing plants; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** | Apr. 20, 2022
**In Commerce** | Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Guangzhou Huazhixing E-Commerce Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Guangzhou Huazhixing E-Commerce Co., Ltd., Room A05, Room 201, 2nd Floor, No. 122, Dongxian Road, Nancun Town, Panyu Distt, Guangzhou City, CHINA 511442

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEFFLIWE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418102 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098152
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquarelles; Collages; Bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; Cartoon prints; Drawing pens; Gift wrapping paper; Holders for non-magnetically encoded gift cards; Loose-leaf binders; Paper bags for packaging; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Protective covers for sheets of paper; Stationery boxes; Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed Christmas cards

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Ruiligu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Ruiligu Technology Co., Ltd. Room 803 Bldg 16 Yihehuayuan Gengyuan Qingyang North Road, Shushan District Hefei City CHINA 230000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
SOLONIEART

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418106</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098153</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Apr. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhaoqing Muchen Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Zhaoqing Muchen Trading Co., Ltd. No. 1-2, Block 47, Qingdong Road, Dongcheng Street Sihui City CHINA 526200 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLLFDC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418109  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098154
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecameras; Cell phone cases; Electrical adapters; Microphone stands; Microwave transmission apparatus for delivering radio programs and messages; Mobile phone straps; Nose clips for swimming; Shield cases for magnetic disks; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Spectacle holders; Tripods; Unloading check valves for the outlets of air compressors; Water filter controllers; Welding helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Jintong Textile Co., Ltd.  Address Guangzhou Jintong Textile Co., Ltd. Room 5-22, Room 101, No. 194 Longkou Middle Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou City CHINA 510000  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EUBAFUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418110 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098155
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Camping furniture; Decorative boxes made of plastic; Drawer organizers; Furniture for motor homes; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Jewelry organizer displays; Leather picture frames; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Office furniture; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Patio furniture; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Oubaifu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Oubaifu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 2207, Group 2 Dianqian, Huli District Xiamen City CHINA 361011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HSVEICOLO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418113</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098156</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Boots; Rubbers; Shoes; Ankle boots; Fishing waders; Footwear for men; Footwear for men and women; Footwear, namely, rubbers; Ladies' boots; Rain boots; Rubber shoes; Water repelling boots; Water repelling footwear; Waterproof boots; Waterproof footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Yao Yihan
- **Address**: No. 7 Tangjia 1st Road, Menghe Town, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, CHINA 213000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEEGAURD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97418120 | Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098157 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cups; Pots; Vases; Buckets of woven fabric; Containers for household use; Flower baskets; Garden hose sprayers; Ice cube moulds; Make-up brushes; Napkin rings; Pastry molds; Plastic coasters; Portable beverage dispensers; Soap holders; Watering cans
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhengzhou Zhengxiu Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Zhengzhou Zhengxiu Trading Co., Ltd. No.2306 23rd Floor Building 1 North Yard Rongqiao Yuelan Courtyard, Erqi Distt Zhengzhou City CHINA 450000 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** M

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97418127</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098158</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized heart design tucked into the left side of a stylized letter M all surrounded by a shaded outline.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Baseball caps and hats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Mar. 22, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>McBlonde LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Address | McBlonde LLC 5351 East Thompson Road #131 Indianapolis INDIANA 46237 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>INDIANA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLOUTAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418130 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098159
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Candle-making kits; Candles being of wax or liquid, for the illumination of carved pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables; Candles comprised primarily of soy and beeswax; Candles for lighting; Candles for night lights; Candles for wedding and memorial ceremonies; Christmas tree candles; Perfumed candles; Scented candles; Tea light candles; Tealight candles; Unity candles; Votive candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xinghui Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xinghui Technology Co., Ltd. 18C15, Jueshi Building, Nanhui Street, Luohu District Shenzhen City CHINA 518001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY

COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAURUSKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418132 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098160
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized triangle, leaning to the left, with an upward facing crescent design intersecting the middle also leaning to the left. The stylized word "TAURUSKING" appears horizontally-arranged underneath the triangle and crescent design. The entire mark appears in the color gold. The white background showing through the mark is not claimed as a feature of the mark Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark Translation The wording "TAURUSKING" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators and batteries; Batteries and battery chargers; Computer peripherals; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Data cables; Electronic devices for locating and tracking lost articles, people and pets using radio frequency, global positioning systems and cellular communication networks; Eye glasses; Integrated circuit modules; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Metal detectors; Protective covers for cell phones; Protective helmets; Stands adapted for laptop and tablet computers; Surveying instruments; Weighing apparatus and instruments International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Heyuan Address Zhang Heyuan No. 511, Huanghe 4th Road, Bincheng District, Binzhou City, CHINA 256600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UEUORF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418135 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098161 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; Purses; Wallets; All purpose sport bags; Back packs; Book bags; Crossbody bags; Drawstring bags; Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; Minaudieres in the nature of small clutch purses; Purses and wallets; Sports bags; Trunks being luggage and suitcases; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Lanyan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Lanyan Trading Co., Ltd. 2009, No. 3 Binhu Yili, Haicang District Xiamen City CHINA 361026 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TD UNITED BIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418153 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098162
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized lettering "TD" all in the color yellow. The stylized, horizontally-arranged wording "UNITED BIKE" appears below the lettering "TD" in capitalized, black lettering with the word "UNITED" therein in a larger font. The white background showing through the mark, including through the lettering "TD", is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BIKE"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number IDM000685261 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 31, 2020 Foreign Application/Registration Country INDONESIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 05, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Bicycle bells; Bicycle brakes; Bicycle chains; Bicycle frames; Bicycle handlebars; Bicycle saddles; Bicycle tyres; Bicycle wheel rims; Spokes for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PT. TERANG DUNIA INTERNUSA Address PT. TERANG DUNIA INTERNUSA RT. 01 RW. 06, Ds. Tarikolot, Citeureup Kawasan Industri Branta Mulia, KP. Sabur Kabupaten Bogor INDONESIA 16810 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDONESIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 14434

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAVANNAH BIKE TOURS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418156</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098163</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a circle shaded in green, within which is a ring design shaded in white with the wording SAVANNAH at the top of the ring and BIKE TOURS at the bottom of the ring, and at the center of the green circle is a bicycle design shaded in white.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctiveness Limitation Statement</td>
<td>AS TO SAVANNAH BIKE TOURS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6735047 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Conducting guided tours by bicycle and electric bicycle; Conducting guided tours of historic sights and structures; Conducting guided ghost tours |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2010 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Hostess City Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly Savannah Bike Tours DBA Savannah Bike Tours |
| Address | Hostess City Corporation 213 Whetstone Drive Savannah GEORGIA 31410 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | GEORGIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 40038.1 |
| Examining Attorney | HUSSAIN, TASNEEM |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MODA DIVINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418159 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098164
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "Moda" Translation The English translation of the word "Moda" in the mark is "fashion" in Portuguese.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Shoes; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moda Divine Address Moda Divine 4542 Willis Ave Unit 201 Sherman Oaks CALIFORNIA 91403
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AROMA DE CAFE

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97418179</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098165</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "AROMA" above the design of a coffee cup with wavy lines emanating from the coffee cup. Below the design appears the stylized wording "DE CAFE".
- **Translation**: The English translation of "DE CAFE" in the mark is "OF COFFEE".

### Foreign Information

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 662288
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 29, 2000
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: MEXICO
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 21, 2030
- **Foreign Registration Renewal Date**: Feb. 21, 2020

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Providing prepared foods and beverages for consumption by means of restaurants, self-service restaurants, coffee shops, night centers, pubs and bars
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

### Basis Information

- **Currently**: 44E
- **Yes**

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: CAFE TOSTADO DE EXPORTACION, S.A. de C.V.
**Address**: CAFE TOSTADO DE EXPORTACION, S.A. de C.V., Prolongacion Avenida 3 S/N, Colonia San Cayetano, Zone Industrial Cordoba, Veracruz, MEXICO 94690

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: MEXICO

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 10004.70145

**Examining Attorney**: HARPER, HANNAH B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PANICHA BIKER PATCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97418197
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098166
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BIKER PATCH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: embroidered patches for clothing; ornamental cloth patches
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 13, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 13, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jeewarongtakul, Sanya
- **Address**: Jeewarongtakul, Sanya 368 Moo 1 Khlong Khut Mueang, Satun THAILAND 91000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: THAILAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLAWLESS DIAMONDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418233 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098167
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile detailing; Vehicle detailing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 16, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flawless Diamonds Mobile Wash, LLC Address Flawless Diamonds Mobile Wash, LLC 8210 Macedonia Commons Blvd 68-1067 Macedonia OHIO 44056 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555822836

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EXCLUSIVELY KNOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418242 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098168
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; Arranging and conducting special events for business purposes; Providing consumer information and related news in the field of multimedia services in relation to video recording, photography and editing services; Marketing consulting; Promotion and marketing services and related consulting
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Nov. 2010 In Commerce  Nov. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bracamonte, Gibran Address  Bracamonte, Gibran 138 Ludlow Street - Apt. 9 New York NEW YORK 10002 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEGGS, MONICA L
TM 9303 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIMBERRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418252 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098169
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cutting boards
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 21, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Benestar Products LLC Address Benestar Products LLC 59, avenue du vallon, Roquefort-les-pins Alpes Maritimes FRANCE 06330 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECOFLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418301 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098170
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heat transfer vinyl rolls; Heat Transfer Vinyl, Heat transfer vinyl rolls for decorating images on clothing and garments; Wide-format print materials, namely, vinyl rolls; vinyl transfers for printing
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020
For Semi-processed plastics in sheet form; Adhesive vinyl used for making signs, namely, vinyl sheets for use in making signs
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Total Ink Solutions LLC Address Total Ink Solutions LLC 200 S Newman St., #4 Hackensack NEW JERSEY 07601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L548503801
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  APPLICATION DRIVEN SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418305  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098171
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Metal wave springs, metal spiral retaining rings, metal spiral wave springs, metal retaining rings, metal hose clamps
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods
First Use  Feb. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rotor Clip Company Inc.  Address  Rotor Clip Company Inc.  187 Davidson Ave  Somerset  NEW JERSEY  08873  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STAG AND HEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418342 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098172
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5974931

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring goods for bachelor and bachelorette parties, social gatherings, themed parties, and parties in general, namely, clothing, party decorations, apparel, drinkware, napkins, plates, novelty items, and games; Providing consumer information and related news in the field of city news and guides related to bachelorette and bachelor parties; Retail shops featuring goods for bachelorette and bachelor parties, social gatherings, themed parties, and parties in general, namely, party decorations, apparel, drinkwear, balloons, banners, straws, novelty items, stationery, invitations, games, drink pouches, can coolers, fanny packs; Retail variety stores

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Mar. 2017 In Commerce Mar. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stag & Hen, LLC Address Stag & Hen, LLC 8501 Sovereign Row Dallas TEXAS 75247 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STAG160TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418352 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098173
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "KS" where the "S" appears on its side forming an infinity design and is surrounded by an incomplete flower design composed of three connected crescent shapes on the right portion of the "S." Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "KS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Calico; Pillowcases; Banners of textile; Bath sheets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Canvas fabric; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Cotton fabrics; Curtains made of textile fabrics; Felt and non-woven textile fabrics; Fireproof upholstery fabrics; Flax cloth; Hand towels of textile; Hemp cloth; Linen being fabric; Table linen of textile; Textile tablecloths; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters; Traced cloth for embroidery
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

For Yarn; Coir thread and yarn; Cotton thread and yarn; Darning thread and yarn; Elastic thread and yarn for textile use; Embroidery thread and yarn; Fiberglass thread for textile use; Hand knitting yarns; Jute thread and yarn; Linen thread and yarn; Plastic thread for textile use; Rayon thread and yarn; Sewing thread; Sewing thread and yarn; Silk thread and yarn; Spun silk; Spun wool; Synthetic fiber thread and yarn; Woollen thread and yarn; Yarns and threads for textile use
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   HuaiZhu Zeng  Address   HuaiZhu Zeng  No.37, baozhenwei, lianfeng village, huangpo town, xingning city, guangdong province  CHINA  510000  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   ZC220500135

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COUPLES IN CONSTRUCTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418353 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098174
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the following: the gold word "COUPLES" over a stylized measuring tape with a red heart on it. Below the tape is a square design containing the word "IN", left of the stylized word "CONSTRUCTION". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors gold and red are claimed as a feature of the mark. The white background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COUPLES IN CONSTRUCTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONTINUING PROGRAM SERIES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA PROVIDED THROUGH CABLE TELEVISION, BROADCAST TELEVISION, INTERNET, VIDEO-ON-DEMAND, AND THROUGH OTHER DISTRIBUTION PLATFORMS; PROVIDING ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, NAMELY, INFORMATION ABOUT TELEVISION PROGRAMMING
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name "The R" Productions, LLC Address "The R" Productions, LLC 1191 N Federal Hwy, Ste. 1 Delray Beach FLORIDA 33483 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAMAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418379 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098175
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of A stylized text of the word "DAMAGE" in all capitalized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ParagonDeals Address ParagonDeals 3101 N. Central Ave, Ste 183 #2025 Phoenix ARIZONA 85012
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97418383</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098176</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>HOCKEY SHARP</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>“HOCKEY”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of hockey and hockey products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hockey Sharp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hockey Sharp 4570 Mattapany Rd St Leonard MARYLAND 20685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>L555368920</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HWANG, JOHN C B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEST & WILD

Serial Number 97418390 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098177 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For Bedding products, namely, mattresses, mattress toppers and pillows

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 14, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

 Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Sandman Bedding LLC Address Sandman Bedding LLC 118 Rd 183 Tupelo MISSISSIPPI 38804 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE RAW BUTCHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418419 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098178 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RAW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For online retail store services featuring pet food and pet treats
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022
For pet food; edible pet treats
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Raw Butcher, LLC Address The Raw Butcher, LLC 3254 N. Drake Ave., Apt. B Chicago ILLINOIS 60618 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3725862.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LUDDIGEKKI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97418422 | Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098179 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Construction toys; Building games; Toy construction sets; Interlocking construction toys; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, and counting skills; Infant development toys; Fidget toys
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use: May 15, 2022
In Commerce: May 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: JPTechGrowth SAS
Address: JPTechGrowth SAS 332 rue Lecourbe, Bâtiment 2  Paris  FRANCE  75015
Legal Entity: société par actions simplifiée (sas)
State or Country Where Organized: FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: JRD-T-101-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examiner: ZARICK, DIANA G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418444</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** BELTGO

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Safety belts for vehicle seats; Car window shades; Vehicle seat protectors; Baby car mirrors, namely, back seat mirrors for vehicles used to view children; Fitted stroller mosquito nets

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** May 16, 2022 **In Commerce** May 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** MMS Trading LLC **Address** MMS Trading LLC 510 Kadlubeck Way Little Egg Harbor Township NEW JERSEY 08087 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW JERSEY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** YIS-T-102-US

**Examining Attorney** ZARICK, DIANA G
**Mark Literal(s)** DF DILIGENCE FINANCIAL GROUP

**GOLD AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
Investment advisor services in the fields of bonds, securities, retirement, private and public equity; Investment management in the fields of bonds, securities, retirement, private and public equity; Investment consultation in the fields of bonds, securities, retirement, private and public equity; Investment of funds for others in the fields of bonds, securities, retirement, private and public equity; Investment risk assessment services

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes "Insurance and Financial Services for the purpose of the management of funds, assets, or other financial investments in securities, real property, or real property interests; Investment management; Investment consultation; Investment of funds for others; Investment risk assessment services"

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial Services for the purpose of the management of funds, assets, or other financial investments in securities, real property, or real property interests; Investment management; Investment consultation; Investment of funds for others; Investment risk assessment services

**First Use** Nov. 30, 2017

**In Commerce** Nov. 30, 2017

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Diligence Financial Group LLC

**Address** Diligence Financial Group LLC 3 Beechwood Road, Suite 1 Summit NEW JERSEY 07901

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW JERSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAIICHILLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418452 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098182
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Daiiachily has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sunglasses; Optical frames; Reading glasses; Safety goggles; Spectacle frames
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 23, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WENZHOU MENTAI OPTICAL CO., LTD. Address  WENZHOU MENTAI OPTICAL CO., LTD. NO.03,5th Floor,Zone A,NO.59 Zhonghui Rd Louqiao Industrial Park, Louqiao, Ouhai,Wenzhou CHINA 325000 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  52000.389UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLARESPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418458 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098183
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5332842

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For vehicle accessories, namely, bodyworks for motor vehicles for the expansion of van interior and exterior space, not including fender flares
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flarespace AL, LLC Address Flarespace AL, LLC 109 West Park Drive Birmingham ALABAMA 35211
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T0032597.008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418549 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098184
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large circle outline with a letter "Y" in a stylized font in the center with the ends of the letter extending outward to the outer perimeter of the circle. Inside the left side of the inner circle by the lower section of the letter "Y" appears a letter "M" in a stylized font with a portion of the lower right side being overlapped on the "Y" lower section. To the right of the "Y" appears a stylized letter "B" that is detached from the other letters/lines so that the right side of the letter "B" is showing but the left side where the curved sections would connect is not shown. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Yo'Rel Brown, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Pants; Shoes; Socks; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Hooded sweatshirts; Jogging pants; Tops as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yo'Rel Brown Address Yo'Rel Brown 8711 Adrienne Dr Tomball TEXAS 77375 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555647420

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MW MILLER WELDMASTER PACKAGING SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418594 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098185
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a double curved line of dots next to a stylized letter "M" intertwined with a stylized letter "W". To the right of the letters is the stylized wording "MILLER WELDMASTER" in a small font above the stacked, stylized wording "PACKAGING SYSTEMS" in a larger font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PACKAGING SYSTEMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines for assembling and sealing bags and making boxes
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 31, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miller Weldmaster Corporation Address Miller Weldmaster Corporation 4220 Alabama Ave. SW Navarre OHIO 44629618 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2358106US1AT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97418603
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098186
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Tobacco; Cartomizers, namely, combination electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty and atomizers, sold as a component of electronic cigarettes; Electric cigarettes; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarette boxes; Electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Tobacco substitute; Tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Zhongwei Sanuo Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Zhongwei Sanuo Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.1401, Bldg.A, Jindi Century Bldg. Qiaoxiang Rd., Shahe St., Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518053
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: AIIPY
- **Examining Attorney**: STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GATEWAY CAMPUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418611 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098187
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAMPUS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5023034

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the college and graduate level
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2016 In Commerce May 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Webster University Address Webster University 470 E. Lockwood Ave St. Louis MISSOURI 63119
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W117 022tm20

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exposing Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLD CHARLESTON PAINTING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418622 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098188
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHARLESTON PAINTING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Painting; Painting of buildings; Painting, exterior; Painting, interior; House painting
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Sep. 12, 2017 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Old Charleston Painting Company, LLC Address Old Charleston Painting Company, LLC 118 Stratford Drive Summerville SOUTH CAROLINA 29485 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLDUNCLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418641  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098189
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath creams; Beauty care cosmetics; Body emulsions; Body wash; Cold creams for cosmetic use; Facial sheet masks for cosmetic use; Lip cream; Massage candles for cosmetic purposes; Nail cosmetics; Natural perfumery; Non-medicated beauty soap; Non-medicated, non-veterinary grooming preparations in the nature of pet shampoos; Organic cosmetics; Room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Wig shampoos
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Feb. 03, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liao, Liang  Address Liao, Liang  No. 81, Xiacikou, Xiaci Village, Huabu Town, Kaihua County Zhejiang Province CHINA  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52000.390UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) C CULTURE CULTURE GA US

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97418663  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098190
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shoestring in the shape of a capitalized letter "C" in cursive, surrounded by the word "Culture" on the top and bottom, "GA" on the left, and "US" on the right, creating a circle around the shoestring C. The colors black, white, and gray appearing in the mark represent background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "GA" AND "US"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring footwear, clothing, and accessories, including t-shirts, hoodies, hats, and wristbands
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Sep. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Culture Shoes and Clothing, LLC  Address  Culture Shoes and Clothing, LLC  3131 Manchester Expy Columbus GEORGIA 31909  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEIDISH, HARRISON E
**MARK LITERAL(S)** MAMA AFRICA'S APPAREL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97418671
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098191
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the outline image of the continent of Africa. Inside the outline appears a detailed silhouette image of a woman, looking towards the left. The woman is wearing a head wrap and hoop earring in her ear. Across from the silhouette of the woman appears the image of a small five-point star, situated within the continent outline. Below the image of the continent, woman, and star appears the wording "MAMA AFRICA'S APPAREL" in a stylized cursive font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "AFRICA'S APPAREL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring traditional and modern African clothing, dresses, pants, shirts, head ties, shorts, t-shirts, hats, hoodies, streetwear, necklaces, waist beads, and fanny packs
- **International Classes**: 35
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Aug. 30, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2018

- **For**: Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; T-shirts; Headwear, namely, head ties
- **International Classes**: 25
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Aug. 30, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Used**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Gyang, Emmanuel
- **Address**: Gyang, Emmanuel 3108 Logan Drive Forney TEXAS 75126
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418686</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098192</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Socks; Tights
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 01, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: DESMAZIERES DRINO BONNETERIE FABRICATION
- **Address**: DESMAZIERES DRINO BONNETERIE FABRICATION
- **3 RUE DE CARPE LA CROIX DU BAC
- **STEENWERCK FRANCE 59181 Legal Entity**: société à responsabilité limitée (sarle)

**State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CUMULA 3 GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418713 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098193
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GROUP"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5118080, 5122307

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of cloud computing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 12, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cumula 3 Group LLC Address Cumula 3 Group LLC 500 El Dorado Parkway, Ste 150-177 Frisco TEXAS 75033 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2163-008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIVLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418720 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098194 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wood boxes; Decorative boxes made of wood International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Modern Patriot LLC Address Modern Patriot LLC 583 Patriots Way Lakewood NEW JERSEY 08701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STS STRATEGIC TRANSPORT SERVICES, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418762 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098195
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "STS" with the letter "T" depicted as a highway with dashed lines. To the right of the stylized letters and design are the stylized words "STRATEGIC TRANSPORT SERVICES, LLC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "STRATEGIC TRANSPORT SERVICES, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freight and transport brokerage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Strategic Transport Services, LLC Address Strategic Transport Services, LLC 308 3rd Avenue Jessup PENNSYLVANIA 18434 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABID, NABEELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REMEDYIQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418809 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098196
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business and management consulting for healthcare providers and related businesses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 23, 2020 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RemedyIQ LLC Address RemedyIQ LLC 434 Longfellow Avenue Hermosa Beach CALIFORNIA 90254 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78648

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97418822
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098197
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - An Illustration Drawing Without Any Words(s)/Letter(s)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three interlocking geometric shapes.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

For: Business management consulting

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 06, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 06, 2020

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: QA CONNECT MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LLC
- **Address**: QA CONNECT MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LLC 16006 E. 14th Street, #108 San Leandro CALIFORNIA 94578
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: LAW-0694.TM

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: SALES, HEATHER ALISON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SKP ALL-TERRAIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97418823</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098198</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording SKP ALL -TERRAIN in stylized font.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;ALL-TERRAIN&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; Lights for vehicles; Reflectors for vehicles; Running lights for vehicles; Running lights for land vehicles; Vehicle reflectors; LED lights for automobiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Garza, Oscar Eugenio |
| Address | Garza, Oscar Eugenio 1226 S. Orchid St. Pharr TEXAS 78577 Legal |
| Entity | INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S |

11388
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OMNAROX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418826 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098199
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OMNAROX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tiaras; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Costume jewelry; Decorative key fobs of common metal; Ear clips; Jewellery cases; Jewellery cases of precious metal; Jewellery rolls; Jewelry organizer rolls for travel; Jewelry rolls for storage; Leather jewelry boxes for jewelry and jewelry accessories; Meditation beads; Prayer beads; Precious stones; Works of art of precious metal
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Jiesizhenxuan E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Jiesizhenxuan E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 2504, No. 7, Longting Sili, Jimei District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361021 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOMINOMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418832 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098200
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NOMINOMI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Dispensers for cleaning and disinfecting solutions; Electric devices for cleaning cosmetic brushes; Electric face cleansing brushes; Lint removers, electric or non-electric; Lint rollers; Manual cosmetic cleaners, namely, non-woven fabric wipes and sponges; Non-woven textile wipes for cleaning baby bottles and baby feeding equipment; Oral hygiene devices, namely, interdental cleaners; Paper and plastic cups; Rags for cleaning; Swabs and sponges for cleaning medical instruments

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Lijiao Address Zhang, Lijiao 501 West Block, Xincheng Building Shennan Middle Road, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REMEDYIQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418850 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098201
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three circles on top of "remedyiQ". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business and management consulting for healthcare providers and related businesses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 23, 2020 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RemedyIQ LLC Address RemedyIQ LLC 434 Longfellow Avenue Hermosa Beach CALIFORNIA 90254 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78648

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ULTI DRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418856 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098202
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Headwear; Hosiery; Pajamas; Pullovers; Scarves; Shoes; Suspenders; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Underwear; Uniforms; Vests; Clothing layettes; Gloves as clothing; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Short trousers; Sports bra; Clothing jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yingjie GUO Address Yingjie GUO Rm. 2302, Bldg.14, Phase 8 No. 300 Hanxi Ave. East, Panyu Dist. Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DUNALNUZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418873 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098203 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DUNALNUZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Waterproof cases for smart phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Weiming Address Wang, Weiming No. 55, Zhonggeng Wangjia Group Hongjiazui Township, Yugan County Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
FOREST HAZE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97418875 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022 Registration Number</th>
<th>7098204 Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023 Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Craft beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Jul. 29, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 29, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: True North Ale Company LLC
- **Address**: True North Ale Company LLC 116 County Rd. Ipswich Massachusetts 01938
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LCSICY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418888 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098205 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LCSICY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bottle openers; Caddy bags, namely, organizers specially adapted to be wrapped around trash receptacles for holding cleaning supplies; Candle extinguishers and candlesticks of precious metal; Hair tinting brushes; Jar openers; Plastic containers in the shape of fruits and vegetables for storing individual fruits and vegetables, and for extending the life of those fruits and vegetables; Scoops for serving or portioning coffee; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants; Serving scoops for ice cream

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Miaomiao Address Guo, Miaomiao No. 18, Jiangbei 2nd St., Jianggang Cun Dahongqiao Township, Wuzhi County Jiaozuo, Henan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH - Marella

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INMAAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418894 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098206
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services, namely, providing grants for organizations working for and projects relating to gender equality, human rights and justice

For Film, motion picture, and video production
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 16, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name InMaat Foundation Address InMaat Foundation 874 WALKER RD, Suite C Dover DELAWARE 19904 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 88484-2
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinig Attorney SALES, HEATHER ALISON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONGEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418897  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098207  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - An ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters ONGEN, with the letter "O" as a stylized power button having a silver circular portion interrupted by a vertical green rectangle, the letter "N" is silver, and the letters "GEN" are green. The letters appear to have beveled edges. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) silver and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for a laboratory information management system (LIMS) featuring tracking test orders and results, providing a portal for physicians to access records, quality control, scheduling and billing, all in the medical field  
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use Oct. 26, 2021  In Commerce Oct. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Diversified Medical Healthcare, Inc.  Address Diversified Medical Healthcare, Inc. 6000 Pelham Road Greenville  SOUTH CAROLINA  29615  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIPONIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418939 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098208
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2680031, 2627959, 2785424 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals for use in the manufacture of cosmetic, personal care and pharmaceutical products
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vantage Specialty Ingredients, Inc. Address Vantage Specialty Ingredients, Inc. 1751 Lake Cook Rd., Suite 550 Deerfield ILLINOIS 60015 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADDRESS FABRIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418965 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098209
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ADDRESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic transmission, via electronic communication networks, of data, namely, address and physical location data and associated unique identifiers used for data enrichment, management and exchange, and for appending contextual information, namely, administrative boundaries demographics, psychographics, property information, and risk factors
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Precisely Software Incorporated Address Precisely Software Incorporated Suite 300 1700 District Avenue Burlington MASSACHUSETTS 01803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22614-5108

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATXASSDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97418978 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098210
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "ATXASSDY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Inflatable life-sized dolls used in sexual activity; Love dolls; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Sex dolls; Sex toys; Sex toys in the nature of edible underwear; Vaginal dilators
International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 24, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Deng Meilan Address  Deng Meilan Wubei Group, Zhongjiang Village, Changsheng Town, Ningdu County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 342818 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOMARTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97418981 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098211
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOMARTY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Articles of clothing for toys; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Exercise equipment, namely, inflatable balls; Hand-powered non-mechanical flying toy; Music box toys; Play balloons; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy aircraft; Toy animals; Toy balloons; Toy cars; Toy models; Toy whistles; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suizhou Nuodi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Suizhou Nuodi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 2303, Unit 2, Building 3 Hongxingguoji, Dongcheng, Zengdu Dist. Suizhou, Hubei CHINA 441300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Roy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** REMAKES BY ZENNI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;REMAKES BY ZENNI&quot; in stylized letters whereby &quot;REMAKES&quot; is stacked above &quot;BY ZENNI&quot; and to the left of the wording are two stylized arrows stacked horizontally and the top one is pointing right and the bottom one is pointing left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0128663/1718685 International Registration Number</th>
<th>1718685</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>4345783, 3389855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Online retail store services in the field of ophthalmic eyeglasses, sunglasses, novelty eyeglasses, reading eyeglasses, magnifying glasses; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of prescription ophthalmic eyeglasses and sunglasses, novelty eyeglasses, reading eyeglasses, magnifying glasses
- **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
- **First Use** Aug. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce** Aug. 23, 2022

- **For** Eyeglasses; prescription ophthalmic eyeglasses; eyeglass frames; sunglasses; cases for eyeglasses and prescription eyeglasses; frames and lenses for prescription glasses; novelty eyeglasses; reading eyeglasses; magnifying glasses that fit on the user's face in the manner of eyeglasses; eyeglasses made from recycled materials
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** Aug. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce** Aug. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Taojing International Limited DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA zenni.com  Address  Taojing International Limited  2003, 20/F, Tower 5  33 Canton Road  Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon  HONG KONG  Legal Entity  limited corporation

State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  PG/ZEN/Remak

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EPST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419042 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098213
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EPST" with a design of a lightning bolt formed by the right side of the "E" and the left side of the "P" in "EPST". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical engineering; Testing of apparatus in the field of electrical engineering
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EPS Technology, Inc. Address EPS Technology, Inc. 15 Millpark Court Maryland Heights MISSOURI 63043 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number V147 006TM22

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
I AM THE PRO-LIFE GENERATION

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimers  "PRO-LIFE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Promoting public awareness of prenatal human development, abortion methods, the abortion industry, and abortion alternatives by means of public advocacy

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business


OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Students for Life of America, Inc. Address  Students for Life of America, Inc. Suite 301 1000 Winchester Street Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22401

Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  84138-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRADYIFS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419049 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098215
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorships featuring cleaning equipment and cleaning accessories; online retail store services featuring cleaning equipment and cleaning accessories; reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring cleaning equipment and cleaning accessories; Wholesale food service and distribution featuring beverages, foods, and disposable bowls, bags, food containers, cups, cutlery, straws, trays; online retail store services featuring food, and food service equipment; reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring food, beverages, food service equipment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brady Industries, LLC Address Brady Industries, LLC 7055 Lindell Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89118
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INNER EXCELLENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419051 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098216
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4715159

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business training in the field of leadership development and executive coaching; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of executive coaching, leadership, sports, psychology, business, and education; Providing on-line newsletters in the field of executive coaching, leadership, sports, psychology, business, and education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2005 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INNER EXCELLENCE COACHING AND CONSULTING, INC. Address INNER EXCELLENCE COACHING AND CONSULTING , INC. 11514 46th St SE Snohomish WASHINGTON 98290 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLATYPUSCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97419053 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098217
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5384125

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dental floss; Dental floss picks; Dental flossers; toothbrushes; Oral care kit comprising toothbrush, dental flossers, travel toothbrush, interdental brush, ortho wax, and mouth mirror

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Inspiration G5 LLC Address  Inspiration G5 LLC  44 River Street  Southbridge  MASSACHUSETTS 01550 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22021T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FANMATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97419056 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098218
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Babushkas; Hats; Sweatsocks; Swimwear; Underwear; Athletic jackets; Athletic sweaters; Athletic tops; Athletic uniforms; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Gym pants; Leisure shoes; Mountaineering shoes; Sports jerseys; Sports shoes
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Qin Chengji Address  Qin Chengji No.146 zhuwatun,Zhuqiao village,Dalang Town,Rongshui Miao Autonomous County, Guangxi CHINA 545300 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WU, KRISTEN ZAHNOW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) I

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419059 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098219
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized uppercase I. The vertical portion of the "I" is dissected and extended on the left-hand portion by horizontal bands that appear to stretch partially around and to the front of the vertical portion. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Broad based financial services, namely, banking, bill payment, credit card payment processing services, debit card transaction processing services, charge card payment processing services, electronic credit card transaction processing, and electronic debit card transaction processing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 28, 2018 In Commerce May 28, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMEX USA, Inc. Address IMEX USA, Inc. 9th Floor 225 W. 34th Street New York NEW YORK 10122 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NIELSON, TARA R M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOVA HOT YOGA & FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419067 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098220
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "NOVA" where the letter "O" is a circular flame design and the letter "A" is in the shape of an upside-down letter "V," with the wording "HOT YOGA & FITNESS" underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOT YOGA & FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness training services; Providing fitness and exercise facilities; Providing fitness training services in the field of hot yoga; Providing physical fitness and exercise services, namely, yoga, Pilates, and other anaerobic exercise instruction; Yoga instruction and meditation training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VH Las Vegas LLC Address VH Las Vegas LLC 5875 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. #204 Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VHLV.002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
TM 9355 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRADYIFS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419081 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098221
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Text of "Brady" in navy blue custom font followed directly by the acronym "IFS" in cherry apple red upper case custom font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) navy blue and cherry apple red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorships featuring cleaning equipment and cleaning accessories; online retail store services featuring cleaning equipment and cleaning accessories; reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring cleaning equipment and cleaning accessories; Wholesale food service and distribution featuring beverages, foods, and disposable bowls, bags, food containers, cups, cutlery, straws, trays; online retail store services featuring food, and food service equipment; reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring food, beverages, food service equipment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brady Industries, LLC Address Brady Industries, LLC 7055 Lindell Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89118
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EASY CANVAS PRINTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97419098
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098222
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CANVAS PRINTS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6369116, 6028392, 5865090 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of art prints, custom home décor, custom wall art
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 10, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 10, 2010

- **For**: Computer-aided design for others; Computer-aided design services; Computer aided graphic design; Graphic design services; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in storing, editing, manipulating and printing digital images
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Nov. 10, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 10, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Build a Sign LLC
- **Address**: Build a Sign LLC Suite 100 11525A Stonehollow Drive Austin TEXAS 78758
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** T

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized "T" that is comprised of a symmetrical linear design with the left side of the "T" being a hook-shaped line which connects to a horizontal line to the left which connects to a vertical line at the top which connects a horizontal line to the right which connects to a vertical line at the bottom which curves slightly to the right at the end, and the right side of the "T" being a hook-shaped line which connects to a horizontal line to the right which connects to a vertical line at the top which connects a horizontal line to the left which connects to a vertical line at the bottom which curves slightly to the left at the end. The bottom of the "T" joins the two sides together in a point.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Cufflinks; Jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Mar. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: 2shup Style LLC
- **Address**: 2shup Style LLC 1811 Bedford Trail Bogart GEORGIA 30622
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: K556098712

**Examing Attorney**

- **Examing Attorney**: HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RECRUITOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419132 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098224
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing on-line personnel recruitment, personnel management information and job search information services; providing an interactive computer database featuring recruitment and employment information, employment advertising, career information and resources, resume creation and posting; consulting services in the fields of employment and recruiting, namely, employment hiring, counseling, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; personnel staffing and recruiting services; providing an interactive web site with information about job seeking; providing an online searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment; job placement services, human resources consulting services; providing on-line networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the fields of business and professional networking; providing online interactive employment counseling

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 05, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2016

For Computer services, namely, providing a search engine for obtaining job listings, resume postings, and other job search information via the Internet; providing a website that provides technology that enables users to sign up for job alerts via text and email and apply for jobs; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to organize groups, events, participate in discussions, share information and resources, and engage in social, business and community networking; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for allowing web site users to communicate information of general interest for purposes of social, business and community networking, marketing, recruitment and employment; providing an on line platform for job seekers to sign up for job alerts via text and email and apply for jobs; Providing online non-downloadable computer software platforms for enabling job seekers to sign up for job alerts via text and email and apply for jobs
**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** | 100, 101  
**International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services  
**First Use** | Mar. 05, 2016  
**In Commerce** | Mar. 05, 2016

**Basis Information**  
**Currently Use** | Yes

**Owner Information**  
**Owner Name** | Jobcase, Inc.  
**Address** | 7th Floor 201 Broadway Street Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139  
**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**  
**Docket Number** | 009177.00021

**Examining Attorney**  
**Examining Attorney** | BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JXCGXCO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419142</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Artificial boutonnieres; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Silk flowers

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods

First Use | Jan. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Apr. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Jiangxi Changgexing Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Jiangxi Changgexing Trading Co., Ltd. Group 3, Jingchong Village Suburban Management Committee, Anyuan Dist Pingxiang, Jiangxi CHINA 337000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** ZH2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419168 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098226
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "FMI" surrounded by a square that is broken
on its right edge, where it meets the letter "I". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1284553, 6614427

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advisory and consultancy services; Investment banking services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and

For Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of business management,
construction, architecture, investment banking, and engineering
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper

For Education services, namely, providing seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of business management,
construction, architecture, investment banking, and engineering; Providing on-line non-downloadable articles in the field of
business management, construction, architecture, investment banking, and engineering
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Jul. 2021 In Commerce Jul. 2021

For Business management consultancy services; Market research services in the field of business management, construction,
architecture, investment banking, and engineering

For Downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of business management, construction, architecture, investment banking, and engineering; Downloadable written articles in the field of business management, construction, architecture, investment banking, and engineering

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 2021 In Commerce Jul. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FMI Corporation Address FMI Corporation 223 S. West St. Suite 1200 Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27603 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FMIC0611

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  CER.A.T.T.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97419175
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098227
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of accreditation and certification for Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians; Providing educational examination for certification in the field of Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 03, 1992
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 1992

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: American Society of Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians
- **Address**: American Society of Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians, 7044 South 13th Street, Oak Creek, WISCONSIN 53154
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 873-11108
- **Examining Attorney**: TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97419199
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098228
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized profile of a blue jay head. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the college level
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 20, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 20, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Belmont College
- **Address**: Belmont College 68094 Hammond Rd. St. Clairesville OHIO 43950
- **Legal Entity**: State community college political subdivision
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARPER, HANNAH B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CER.A.T.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419200 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098229
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of accreditation and certification for Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians; Providing educational examination for certification in the field of Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 03, 1992 In Commerce Aug. 03, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Society of Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians Address American Society of Anesthesia Technologist and Technicians 7044 South 13th Street Oak Creek WISCONSIN 53154 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 873-11107

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PASTIME PICTURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97419226
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098230
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PICTURES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Film and video production; Film studio services; Film studios; Movie studio services; Television show production
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 06, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Pastime Pictures, LLC
- **Address**: Pastime Pictures, LLC  950 Marietta St. #3208  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30318
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CASKOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419245 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098231 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing working capital financing to distilleries via the purchase and sale of casks and barrels of spirits; Investment services, namely, asset acquisition, consultation, development and management services featuring the purchase and sale of casks and barrels of spirits
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atropus LLC - IP Holdings Address Atropus LLC - IP Holdings 512 Brier Street Kenilworth ILLINOIS 60043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97419289</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098232</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cable stretchers and cincture stretchers of metal (clamp links); Common metal bands for the identification of birds; Decorative crosses of common metal, other than jewelry; Furniture fittings of metal; Hand operated metal garden hose reels; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Horticultural cold frames of metal; Metal hardware for use in descending ropes, namely, descenders; Metal plant markers; Wire rope fittings of metal, namely, sockets, threaded studs, buttons

- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods**: First Use: May 17, 2022, In Commerce: May 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Mihong Technology Co., Ltd.  
  **Address**: Shenzhen Mihong Technology Co., Ltd. Room 101, Bldg 11, No. 1147, Cuizhu Road Cuiping Community, Cuizhu St, Luohu Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518011

**LEGAL ENTITY**

- **Legal Entity**: Shenzhen Mihong Technology Co., Ltd

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WUCUIFU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419290 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098233 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Ear studs; Earrings; Hoop earrings; Jewel pendants; Jewellery; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for the head; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 30, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Huangxi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Huangxi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 4F, No. 250, Huangshan Fifth Village Shangxi Town Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322006 Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01793

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97419293</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098234</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** ORGANIC SKINCARE.COM

**Standard Character Claim** No **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "ORGANIC" with a leaf above the "I" and the stylized wording "SKINCARE.COM" below "ORGANIC". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "ORGANIC SKINCARE.COM"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** On-line retail store services featuring organic skin care products, organic cosmetic products and organic beauty products **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Jun. 01, 2003 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2003

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** OrganicSkinCare.com **Address** OrganicSkinCare.com 1738 Bard Lane East Meadow NEW YORK 11554 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  OPERATION KINDNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419306  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098235
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing information in the field of animal training; educational services, namely, conducting classes and workshops in the field of pet care and distribution of training material therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use Apr. 1978  In Commerce Apr. 1978
For charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects; charitable services in the nature of coordination of the procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to needy animals
For animal rescue services, namely, arranging for the adoption of rescued animals; animal adoption services, namely, arranging for dogs and cats from shelters to be placed in homes; providing information about pet adoption; providing an online searchable database featuring pet adoption organizations and pets available for adoption; providing a web site featuring listings and photographs of pets available for adoption and related information concerning pet adoption; pet foster care
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services  First Use Jun. 1977  In Commerce Jun. 1977
For veterinary services; Animal spaying and neutering services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use Dec. 2005  In Commerce Dec. 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>OPERATION KINDNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>OPERATION KINDNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>OPERATION KINDNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>3201 Earhart Dr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrollton</td>
<td>Carrollton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75006</td>
<td>75006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>58216.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97419318</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098236</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized image of a cat and dog facing the horizon. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For providing information in the field of animal training; educational services, namely, conducting classes and workshops in the field of pet care and distribution of training material therewith

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: Apr. 1978
**In Commerce**: Apr. 1978

For charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects; charitable services in the nature of coordination of the procurement and distribution of food donations from the general public to needy animals

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
**First Use**: Jun. 1977
**In Commerce**: Jun. 1977

For animal rescue services, namely, arranging for the adoption of rescued animals; animal adoption services, namely, arranging for dogs and cats from shelters to be placed in homes; providing information about pet adoption; providing an online searchable database featuring pet adoption organizations and pets available for adoption; providing a web site featuring listings and photographs of pets available for adoption and related information concerning pet adoption; pet foster care

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
**First Use**: Jun. 1977
**In Commerce**: Jun. 1977

For veterinary services; Animal spaying and neutering services

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
**First Use**: Dec. 2005
**In Commerce**: Dec. 2005
### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>OPERATION KINDNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>OPERATION KINDNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3201 Earhart Dr</td>
<td>Carrollton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 58216.3 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 9371 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUBDIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97419352 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098237
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the text SUBDIAL in a stylized font where the D is divided diagonally and put together by two separate parts. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  UK00003684228 Foreign Registration Date  Dec. 03, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Aug. 20, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewellery appraisal International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; online retail store services featuring jewelry; Providing an Internet website portal featuring links to an electronic marketplace for sellers and buyers of goods International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SBDL Limited Address  SBDL Limited 11d Branch Place London UNITED KINGDOM N15PH Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  418.045

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BACK AT THE RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419456 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098238
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FOOD, namely, PICKLES AND CANNED PEANUTS
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Oct. 20, 2009 In Commerce Oct. 20, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atwood Distributing, L.P. Composed of sole general partner Atwood Distributing GP, LLC, an Oklahoma limited liability company Address Atwood Distributing, L.P. 1500 South Garland Road Enid OKLAHOMA 73703
Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FORREST, ELIZABETH P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEAVYHILLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419496 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098239 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Drawer organizers; Furniture for camping; Furniture parts; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Metal display stands; Non-metal pallets; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Party ornaments of plastic; Signboards of wood or plastics International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Duhaoli Trading Co.,Ltd Address Huizhou Duhaoli Trading Co.,Ltd Shuichun Cun No. 35 Xinan Shequ Daling Jiedao Huizhou CHINA 516300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLASHDRIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419505 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098240
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the outline of a car showing two wheels with a lighting bolt splitting the car into two halves with the word "FLASHDRIVE" below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive conversion services, namely, converting automobiles and trucks to electric power
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 15, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flash Drive Motors, LLC Address Flash Drive Motors, LLC 20201 Cameron Rd Coupland TEXAS 78615 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHIKONDI CONSULTING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97419542 |
| Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098241 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CONSULTING"
- **Translation**: The English translation of Chikondi in the mark is love.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Education services, namely, providing student programs in the field of support services aimed at aiding to increase a student's GPA, attendance, and overall academic performance; Education services, namely, providing programs for student athletic coaches in the field of providing approaches for coaching students who have experienced or continue to experience trauma
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jul. 28, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chikondi LLC
- **Address**: Chikondi LLC 7320 Holliday Dr W Indianapolis INDIANA 46260
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
TM 9376 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAY YES TO MEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419545 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098242
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jerky; Meat-based snack foods; Beef jerky; Chicken jerky; Meat jerky, namely, beef jerky, pork jerky, chicken jerky, salmon jerky; Pork jerky
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022
For On-line retail store services featuring meat-based snacks, jerky, beef jerky, pork jerky, lamb jerky, chicken jerky, salmon jerky
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carnivore Snax LLC Address Carnivore Snax LLC 7801 N. Central Dr. Ste. D Lewis Center OHIO 43035 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  STRINGS BY HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97419546  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098243
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops and field trips for children of underserved communities in the field of music
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Heartstrings Foundation, Inc.  Address  Heartstrings Foundation, Inc.  1 Little W 12th Street., No 510  New York  NEW YORK  10014  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOST HOLLOW

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419556</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098244</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Printed tarot cards |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Oct. 10, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 10, 2020 |

**Basis Information**

Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Pixel Occult LLC |
| Address | Pixel Occult LLC 2285 NW Flanders St., APT 309 Portland OREGON |
| 97210 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | PixOcc.402 |

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney: BRENNER, BRANDI M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97419593 |
| Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098245 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized letters "T" and "D" with the former embedded in the not-closed latter. Both of the letters are within a square design. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diving gloves; Diving suits; Ear plugs for divers; Life boats; Life buoys; Life jackets; Nose clips for divers and swimmers; Protective padded clothing for protection against bodily harm and blunt force trauma; Self-rescue apparatus, namely, oxygen breathing units; Underwater breathing apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes |
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Mar. 13, 2022
In Commerce Mar. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Dongguan Lituo Sports Goods Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Dongguan Lituo Sports Goods Co., Ltd. RM 350 & 351, E Hui Business Port, Wanxing Industrial Zone, Wanjiang St, Dongguan, CHINA 523000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 00974 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WERNURPAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97419601</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098246</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**: The wording WERNURPAI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Bags adapted for laptops; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Computer docking stations; Computer keyboards; Laptop carrying cases; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Stands adapted for tablet computers; USB cables; Wireless chargers

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** in Commerce: May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Woniupao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address**: Shenzhen Woniupao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 201,Bldg. 86,Xinxia Industrial City, Lichang Comm. Pinghu St. Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419607 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098247
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "T" and "D" with the former embedded in the not-closed latter. Both of the letters are within a square design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Headwear; Fishing waders; Fleece pullovers; Hunting boots; Hunting jackets; Hunting pants; Hunting shirts; Hunting vests; Hunting waders
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 13, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Lituo Sports Goods Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Lituo Sports Goods Co., Ltd. RM 350 & 351, E Hui Business Port Wanxing Industrial Zone, Wanjiang St Dongguan CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00974
Examining Attorney LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COBRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419613 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098248
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kayaks; Kayak paddles; Kayak-like boats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Dec. 31, 1993 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kayak Distribution Inc. Address Kayak Distribution Inc. 1431 South Ocean Drive, Unit 60 Lauderdale by the Sea FLORIDA 33062 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4168-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIIRU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419624 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098249
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the styled wording "biiru" in black with two green dots replacing the dots above the letters "ii" and there is also a bigger green dot in the closed part of the letter "b". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "biiru" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries, electric; Chargers for electric batteries; Chargers for smartphones; Rechargeable electric batteries; Solar-powered battery chargers; USB cables; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles; Wireless chargers; Wires, electric
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DONGGUAN DONGQING PLASTICS & ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD Address DONGGUAN DONGQING PLASTICS & ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD Rd3 ,Yangwu,Xiasha District Shi Pai Town,Dongguan.City Guangdong Province CHINA 51000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00974
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TZ TTAIJOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419654 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098250 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of the letters T and Z in the shape of a bear head on top and the letters TTAIJOY on the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body-building apparatus; Carnival masks; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Electric action toys; Fantasy character toys; Hand puppets; Party games; Pet toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy masks; Video game consoles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 27, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Taijoy Technology Co., LTD. Address Huizhou Taijoy Technology Co., LTD. 01, 24/F, BLDG 1, Xinghui Oasis Garden, Xianan Liuwu Vill., Yuanzhou Tn. Boluo Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516123 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZSH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HARBORWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97419672  Application Filing Date   May 19, 2022  Registration Number   7098251
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bracelets; Medals; Cloisonne pins; Collectible coins; Commemorative coins; Commemorative medals; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Key chains; Lapel pins; Medals and medallions; Medals for use as awards; Metal key chains; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet; Slap bracelets; Souvenir pressed coins
International Classes   14 - Primary Classes  US Classes   2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title   Jewelry  First Use   Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce   Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hefei Habowei Hardware Products Co., Ltd.  Address   Hefei Habowei Hardware Products Co., Ltd.  Room 512, Building 1, Zhongxing City  North Yihuan Road, Changhuai St., Yaohai  Hefei City, Anhui  CHINA  230000
Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SSUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97419695 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098252
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Headwear; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Tops as clothing; T-shirts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use 1992 In Commerce 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ravenite, LLC Address  Ravenite, LLC 3627 W. JEFFERSON BLVD. LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90016 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  R6305-5002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) @BEADITGIRLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97419696 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098253
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kent, Sophia Genevieve Address  Kent, Sophia Genevieve PO BOX 776 Edgartown MASSACHUSETTS 02539 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HARBORWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419701 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098254
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bandanas; Hats; Headscarfs; Pajamas; Sneakers; Socks; Sweatshirts; Baby bibs not of paper; Baby bodysuits; Baby bottoms; Baby tops; Neck gaiters; Neck scarfs; Silicone baby bibs; Sports pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Habowei Hardware Products Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Habowei Hardware Products Co., Ltd . Room 512, Building 1, Zhongxing City North Yihuan Road, Changhuai St., Yaohai Hefei City, Anhui CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CERT-A-ROOF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97419710 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098255
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Building inspection in the course of building construction; Construction planning; Construction supervision; Roof maintenance; Roof maintenance services; Repair of roofing
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  2001 In Commerce  2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Field Gate FLP Composed of  ELAINE WATROUS (US Citizen), LES WATROUS (US Citizen)
Address  Field Gate FLP  2232 E. Wilson Avenue Orange CALIFORNIA  92867 Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOOK, JEFFREY J
TM 9390 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TERA RÚSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419723 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098256
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms TERA RÚSA in white in a stylized font inside a red box. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording TERA RÚSA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beer; wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 17, 2021 In Commerce May 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MASSIMO RIVETTI SOCIETA’ SEMPLICE AGRICOLA Address MASSIMO RIVETTI SOCIETA’ SEMPLICE AGRICO LA VIA RIVETTI 22 NEIVE, CUNEO ITALY 12052 Legal Entity Agricultural Simple Partnership State or Country Where Organized ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOCHOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419725 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098257
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Anti-skid chains for vehicles; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive interior trim; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Coachwork for motor vehicles; Cup holders for use in automobiles; License plate holders; Luggage nets for vehicles; Luggage racks for motor cars; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Liang Address Zhao, Liang No. 13 Shanxiangkou Road, Yuanjiang City Hunan Province CHINA 413100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YANG, KATRINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WAY GINKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419739 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098258
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WAY GINKI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Back support cushions not for medical purposes; Chair cushions; Dog kennels; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal pet kennel with pet-actuated entry; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Packaging materials, namely, plastic shipping and storage boxes; Plastic shipping and storage boxes; Seat cushions; Shower curtain rods; Shower rods
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Libang Address Zhong, Libang No.36, Xiannv Group, Yongkeng Village Committee, Suqu Town, Zijin County Heyuan, Guangdong CHINA 517400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YANG, KATRINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEEPFALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419741  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098259
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Live performances by a musical group; Music production services; Music video production; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use Mar. 01, 2015  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Mar. 01, 2015  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deepfall LLC  Address Deepfall LLC 14688 Podunk Avenue Gowen MICHIGAN 49326  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15530-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOMEGOAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419774 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098260
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HOMEGOAL" in the color black. A design of a woman's head wearing a crown in the colors yellow and orange appears above the wording "HOMEGOAL". The woman's face is white with red lips, a closed eye in the color orange, and is partially covered by the woman's hair, which is in shades of yellow and orange. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, orange, yellow, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dinnerware; Drinkware; Bath brushes; Bird feeders; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Candle holders; Cleaning brushes for household use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Flower pots; Make-up brush holders; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Toilet plungers; Towel rails and rings
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 03, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baifenlegou(Shenzhen)International Trade Co., Ltd Address Baifenlegou(Shenzhen)International Trade Co., Ltd 201, Building A, No.1 Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shenzhen-hk Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE VINEYARD AT MONARCH DUNES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419826 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098261
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woodlands Master Association Address Woodlands Master Association 1640 Trilogy Parkway Nipomo CALIFORNIA 93444 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WMA-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97419830  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098262
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a black circle with the upper left portion in purple, featuring a short vertical line in purple extending upwards from the left side.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) purple and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Video production; Digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting live and virtual social entertainment events
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Oct. 07, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 07, 2021
For  Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Online advertising, marketing and promotional services; Marketing advisory services; Providing marketing consulting in the field of digital media and social media; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, customer relations, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Consulting in the field of customer management; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Oct. 07, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Recurrent Ventures Inc.  
Address   Recurrent Ventures Inc.  701 Brickell Ave, Suite 1500  Miami  
FLORIDA  33131  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   IN, SUNG HYUN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   428-00004

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUNIMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419838 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098263 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording junimo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Puzzles; Amusement game machines; Athletic equipment, namely, hand wraps; Bath toys; Card games; Children's multiple activity toys; Crib toys; Dolls and accessories therefor; Electric action toys; Plastic character toys; Plush toys; Stuffed toys; Toy guns; Water squirting toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yangzhou Okus Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yangzhou Okus Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1603, 16th Floor World Trade Office Building Gaoyou CHINA 225600 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AVA ADDAMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419848 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098264
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Alexia Roy by stage name, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing video and photograph series featuring adult themed content delivered by internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2008 In Commerce May 2008
For Influencer marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 2008 In Commerce May 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name House Of Addams LLC Address House Of Addams LLC 10117 Valley Forge Dr. Houston TEXAS 77042 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555976557

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEON MOON

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97419870
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098265
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Printed tarot cards
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2018

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Pixel Occult LLC
- **Address**: Pixel Occult LLC 2285 NW Flanders St APT 309 Portland OREGON 97210
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: PixOcc.401

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BRENNER, BRANDI M
TM 9400 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TAYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419917 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098266
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Incense; Make-up; Perfumes; Toothpastes; Air fragrancing preparations; Beauty masks; Facial washes; Laundry detergent; Nail gel; Nail polish; Natural perfumery; Pet shampoos; Shoe polish; Skin lighteners; Stain removers
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 17, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Qianqi Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Qianqi Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Room 3015, Building A, No. 209, Helian Street, Huangshi Street, Baiyun District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419926</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: PORCHPASS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For leasing of factory built housing; lease-purchase financing; mortgage brokerage, mortgage banking, mortgage lending, and mortgage financing services; and prepaid preventive maintenance service plans for HVAC systems.**
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2021

- **For repair of factory built housing; maintaining septic systems and roofs; caulking of windows, tubs, and sinks.**
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
  - **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2021

- **For inspection of factory built housing and real property for home leveling, water line and plumbing issues, septic issues, and condition of roofs, smoke detectors, and septic systems.**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Braustin Holdings, LLC |
| Address | Braustin Holdings, LLC 84 NE Loop 410, Suite 180  San Antonio  TEXAS  78216 |

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | Braustin2 |
| Examining Attorney | COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DUOGIMZ

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97419927
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098268
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "DUOGIMZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Amplifiers for wireless communications; Antennas for wireless communications apparatus; Cable jump leads; Car aerials; Coaxial cables; Electric wire and cable; Electrical header connectors; Electronic testing equipment, namely, telecommunication line integrity testing apparatus; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Lightning arrester equipment; Lightning arresters; Protective eyeglasses; Radio receivers and radio signal tuners; Sunglasses and spectacles; Surge protectors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Li, Yongquan
- **Address**: Room 201, No. 29, Renmin Road, Shaping Town, Heshan City, Guangdong Province, CHINA 529799
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: GERMICK JR., EDWARD JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) PORCHPOINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419934 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098269
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an incentive reward program for customers for the purpose of promoting and rewarding beneficial behaviors on the part of lease-to-purchase customers of factory built housing

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 30, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Braustin Holdings, LLC Address Braustin Holdings, LLC 84 NE Loop 410, Suite 180 San Antonio TEXAS 78216 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Braustin1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SZTEMPHO DANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97419955 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098270
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DANCE" Translation
The wording "SZTEMPHO DANCE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic tights; Ballet shoes; Ballet slippers; Ballroom dancing uniforms; Bathing costumes; Corsets being foundation clothing; Dance costumes; Dance pants; Dance shoes; Dresses; Gym suits; Insoles for footwear; Leotards; Leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; Masquerade costumes; Tights; Training suits; Underwear; Dresses for women
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use
May 13, 2022 In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Youyou Clothing Co.,Ltd Address  Shenzhen Youyou Clothing Co.,Ltd
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XUANUNET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419960 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098271
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XuanUNet" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefcases; Satchels; Back packs; Clutch bags; Credit card cases; Evening bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hobo bags; Key pouches; Leather handbags; Leather purses; Pet clothing; Shoulder bags; Sports bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Traveling bags; Waist packs; Wallet chains; Wallets made of leather or other materials
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin qiling Address Lin qiling No. 225, Beicuo, Beicuo Village Beicuo Town, Pingtan County Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATOZYBIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419977 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098272
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree decorations; Doll costumes; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Furniture for dolls' houses; Inflatable toys; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Party balloons; Party favor hats; Smart electronic toy vehicles; Swing sets; Toy aircraft; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy building blocks; Toy models; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Lei Address Wu, Lei No. 113-2, Shuier Village, Dengnan St, Hannan Dist, Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430091 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LUMA CALIFORNIA FARMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97419981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a flower outline within a circle, above the word "LUMA" in pink capital letters, above the words "CALIFORNIA FARMS" in yellow capital letters. The color white is not claimed and merely represents background. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) pink and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "CALIFORNIA FARMS" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of cannabis cultivation and agricultural techniques

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Oct. 26, 2020 **In Commerce** Oct. 26, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Luma California LLC **Address** Luma California LLC 2275 Roberts Rd. Penngrove CALIFORNIA 94951 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MGF MING GUI FANG YX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97419982 | **Application Filing Date** | May 19, 2022 | **Registration Number** | 7098274 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 | **Register** | Principal | **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the stylized wording "MGF" inside of a hexagon with broken lines, which is above the stylized wording "MING GUI FANG YX". | **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Translation** | The wording "MGF MING GUI FANG YX" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Furniture; Coat racks; Flower-stands; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Magazine racks; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Serving trolleys; Storage racks; Tables; Tea tables

| **International Classes** | 20 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 | **International Class Title** | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| **First Use** | May 17, 2022 | **In Commerce** | May 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd |
| **Address** | Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd  Rm. 624-10, 6th FL, No. 2, Malong Rd.  HuoJu Park, HuoJu High-Tech Zone  Xiamen  CHINA  361000 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | T-RX-SU |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | COLYAR, TRISTAN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EUSHDIID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419984 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098275
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Flashlights; Lamps; Searchlights; Electric bladeless fans; Electric coffee urns; Electric kettles; Hair dryers; Heating and cooling mats for pets, not for veterinary purposes; Lamps for festive decoration; Lights for vehicles; Shower heads; Wall lights; Water filters; Water purification units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Wangchun Address Xu, Wangchun No. 164, Lijialou, Shengling Village, Anchang Town, Shaoxing County, Zhejiang CHINA 312080 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MINGGUIFANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419985 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098276 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MINGGUIFANG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Coat racks; Flower-stands; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Magazine racks; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Serving trolleys; Storage racks; Tables; Tea tables International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd Address Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd Rm. 624-10, 6th FL, No. 2, Malong Rd., HuoJu Park, HuoJu High-Tech Zone Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-RX-SU

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WINDMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97419993 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098277
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "WINDMAX" with capital letters W" and "M" and a design of three columns each with three small circles appearing to the left of the word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathtubs; Accessories for fireplaces, namely, air circulation kits consisting primarily of metal ducts and metal adaptors used to increase the amount of heat recovered from the fireplace using a blower or natural convection; Baking ovens; Bathtubs and shower trays; Cooking ovens; Cooking ranges; Electric cooktops; Electric refrigerators; Gas stoves; Range hoods; Toilet bowls; Wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHENG, RICKY Address CHENG, RICKY 15253 DON JULIAN RD INDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91745 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner COLYAR, TRISTAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MGF MING GUI FANG YX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420000 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098278
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MGF" inside of a hexagon with broken lines, which is above the stylized wording "MING GUI FANG YX". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "MGF MING GUI FANG YX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Culottes; Dresses; Skirts; Suits; T-shirts; Tights; Trousers; Bathing suits; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Polo shirts; Working overalls
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd Address Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd Rm. 624-10, 6th FL., No. 2, Malong Rd. HuoJu Park, HuoJu High-Tech Zone Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-RX-SU

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLYAR, TRISTAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MGFYX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Culottes; Dresses; Skirts; Suits; T-shirts; Tights; Trousers; Bathing suits; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Polo shirts; Working overalls |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd |
| Address | Xiamen mingguifang Trading Co., Ltd Rm. 624-10, 6th FL, No. 2, Malong Rd. HuoJu Park, HuoJu High-Tech Zone Xiamen CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | T-RX-SU |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | COLYAR, TRISTAN J |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOODEER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97420026</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SOODEER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cruets; Mugs; Animal-activated pet feeders; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Brooms; Cages for carrying pets; Candlesticks not of precious metal; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Combs; Cooking utensils, namely, grill covers; Hairbrushes; Indoor terrariums; Pill boxes for personal use; Tea services in the nature of tableware; Thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; Water bottles sold empty; Non-electric carpet sweepers; Non-electric cooking pot sets

- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

- **First Use**: May 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Feipeng Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Feipeng Technology Co., Ltd. 701, Jinling pavilion, no25, zone 1, Puqiang Garden, Nanxin community, South Bend St., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VICTORIA AROMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420031 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098281 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AROMA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Candle lamps; Decorative ceramic cover for electric candle warmers; Halogen heaters; Humidifiers for household use; Incandescent lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; USB-powered humidifiers for household use; Wall lamps International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 07, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Yilong Electrical Appliance Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Yilong Electrical Appliance Co., Ltd. No. 9, Xinnan Road, Phase II, Tangxi Industrial Zone, Luojiang District, Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362012 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117095

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
**TM 9416 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QOVUY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97420041
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098282
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Spotlights; Film stage lighting apparatus; Laser light projectors; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED luminaires; Light bulbs; Light diffusers; Light projectors; Lighted disco balls; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations; Spot lights; Stage lighting apparatus; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ZHIHUA QIU
- **Address**: No. 19, Huanglongyan, Liling Village, Datong Town, Changting County, Longyan CHINA 364000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS117088

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HERR, JENNA FRANCES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZTHJMYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420046 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098283
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Covers for cushions; Moisture absorbent microfiber towels; Natural and synthetic fabrics and textiles, namely, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon fabrics; Reusable house training pads of fabric for pets; Silk cloth; Silk fabrics for printing patterns
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiangmei Zhang Address Xiangmei Zhang Room 1301, Unit 1, Building 4, Hedacheng, Jianggan District, Hangzhou CHINA 310000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116710

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XSONGX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420050 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098284
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; Automatic floor scrubbers; Bread cutting machines; Bubble making machines; Clothes washing machines; Dishwashing machines; Electric fruit peelers; Electric hammers; Electric juicers; Electric scissors; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electrical juice extractors for fruit; Food peeling machines for commercial use; Fruit washing machines; Lawn mowers; Power-operated screwdrivers; Power drill bits; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Wet-dry vacuums International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Xinyu Lubricant Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Xinyu Lubricant Co., Ltd. Shop 113, Building 37, Zone F, Linhuyuan, Baohe District, Hefei CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) PURA VIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420060 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098285
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "PURA VIDA" in the mark is "PURE LIFE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Jan. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lopez, Adriana Address Lopez, Adriana 11888 Villa Hermosa Moreno Valley CALIFORNIA 92557
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JLAVEWAZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420062 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098286
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation "JLAVEWAZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks for pets; Cases for keys; Horse blankets; Imitation leather; Industrial packaging containers of leather; Key cases; Key pouches; Leather bags and wallets; Leather cases for keys; Leather key cases; Pouches for holding keys; Small bags for men; Sunshade parasols; Wallets with card compartments
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 26, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiyue (Guangzhou) Trading Co., Ltd. Address Jiyue (Guangzhou) Trading Co., Ltd. Room 288, Room 204, No. 8, Dasha North Road, Huangpu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WORKCOMPOLOGY

Serial Number 97420063 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098287
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For Insurance consulting in the field of workers compensation insurance

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jul. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2019

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Stepsed LLC Address Stepsed LLC 305 Carlyle Ave, Suite A Belleville ILLINOIS 62221 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97420070 | Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098288 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a petroglyph styled drawing of a water man with outstretched arms. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Watches

| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry | First Use | Nov. 2013 | In Commerce | Nov. 2013 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Hawaiian Lifeguard Association | Address | Hawaiian Lifeguard Association | P.O. Box 283324 | Honolulu, HAWAII | 968283324 | Legal Entity | non-profit corporation | State or Country Where Organized | HAWAII |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 1606-1TM |

| Examining Attorney | VELTEN, MALLORY KATE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEAKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420075 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098289
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "NEAKIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paintings; Art prints on canvas; Cartoon prints; Colour pencils; Custom paintings; Electric paper hole punches being office requisites; Framed art pictures; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Graphic prints; Paint brushes; Paintings in the nature of gouaches; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Placards of paper; Print engravings; Printed patterns for making clothes; Prints in the nature of lithographs; Watercolor paintings
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhou, Jianxing Address  Zhou, Jianxing Room 504, No. 29, Longshan East Road Siming District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA  361000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SV-494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROSIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420076 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098290
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PROSIGHT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Floating drink holders; Laundry baskets; Plastic bath racks; Plastic hand-held shopping baskets; Plastic juice box holders; Soap brackets; Soap holders; Soap holders and boxes; Toilet paper holders; Wall soap dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hong Rong Address Hong Rong No. 401, Xinxiali Santi, Xinli Lane Xinqiao Rd, Xixin Street, Xiangqiao Dist Chaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 521000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  GAIZON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420081  Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022  Registration Number  7098291
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "GAIZON" in the mark is "DEPENDS ON".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Microphones; Webcams; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Cases for smartphones; Filters for use in photography, namely, photographic filters; Lights for use with computer and video cameras; Monopods for cameras; Monopods for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Stands for photographic apparatus; Tripods for cameras
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 28, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WANG, ZHIYUAN  Address  WANG, ZHIYUAN  Room 602,Building 29,Binhe New Village, Nanyuan Street, Futian District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SENROLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420085 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098292
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SENROLAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Art prints on canvas; Cartoon prints; Colour pencils; Custom paintings; Electric paper hole punches being office requisites; Framed art pictures; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Graphic prints; Paint brushes; Paintings in the nature of gouaches; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Placards of paper; Print engravings; Printed patterns for making clothes; Prints in the nature of lithographs; Watercolor paintings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Wenhuan Address Chen, Wenhuan No. 99, Yuetang St, Fenghuangshan St Chengxiang Dist Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97420086  
Application Filing Date: May 19, 2022  
Registration Number: 7098293  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): ELUBOIDG

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Goods and Services Information

For Cleansing/sanitizing system comprising a containment enclosure specially adapted for containing an atomized cleansing/sanitizing spray mechanism for use in the cleansing/sanitizing of objects including articles of manufacture, natural products, foods and pharmaceuticals; Cooking products, namely, liners for conventional ovens in the nature of heat-transmitting containers for providing uniform heat and humidity during cooking; Electric beverage warmers in the nature of cups, mugs; Electric food warmers in the nature of dishes, portable household appliances, bowls, trays; Filtering units for water filtering, producing potable water for domestic use; Flexible heating elements for automobile seats, namely, flexible wire-knitted and woven heating tapes; Grill accessories, namely, warming trays; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; Refrigerator shelving, drawers, bins and trays; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Temperature controlled, refrigerated or heated mobile units for the storage and delivery of food products; table, floor, street lamps

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus  
First Use: Mar. 29, 2022  
In Commerce: Mar. 29, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Quanzhou Haoyuan Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address: Quanzhou Haoyuan Technology Co., Ltd. Rm2312, Building 1 Binjiang Community, Licheng Dist Quanzhou City, Fujian CHINA 362000  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA  
Legal Entity: limited company

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUDASHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420088 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098294
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YUDASHENG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purification units; Ethanol fireplaces; Hand-held showers; Portable electric fans; Single-lever faucets for sinks; Sink drainer system comprised of a drain tray, sink mount, kick stand and rod; Tap water faucets; USB-powered humidifiers for household use; Ventilating louvers; Water faucet spout
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weijian Xia Address Weijian Xia No. 22, Chengzhuang Group, Neighborhood Committee, Liancheng Town, Lianshui County, Jiangsu CHINA 223400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116504

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RYOEGOUU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420090 Application Filing Date   May 19, 2022 Registration Number   7098295
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Blouses; Dresses; Shirts; Swimwear; Evening dresses; Hooded pullovers; Short-sleeved shirts; Sport shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Wuhan Yicheng Xinyu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address   Wuhan Yicheng Xinyu Network Technology Co., Ltd. A72, No.4-7, 17F, Block A, Yamao Plaza, No.628 Wuluo Rd., Zhongnanlu St., Wuchang Dist., Wuhan CHINA 430000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   TUS116473

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MINSTELY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420093  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098296
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air mattresses for use when camping; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Decorative glitter; Folding chairs; Hardware, namely, non-metal brackets for general use; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Three-dimensional holiday ornaments made from fabric, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Three dimensional decorative ornaments made from plastic; Wind chimes

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Apr. 13, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Mingsi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Mingsi Trading Co., Ltd.  803,No.19, Lane 7, ShangshaTangyan Vil. Shangsha Community, Shatou St. Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA  518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
TM 9431  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL, 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Veeniix

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420094  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098297
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Veeniix" in stylized format.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Controllers for toy cars, planes; Electric action toys; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Remote-controlled toy planes; Toy building blocks; Toy cameras; Toy drones; Toy models; Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 27, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuhai Baize Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhuhai Baize Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Office Area A, No. 1703, Building 2, No. 1101, Mingzhu South Road, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai City CHINA 519000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116370

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UGOLDHM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420099
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098298
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "UGOLDHM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Paintings; Art prints on canvas; Cartoon prints; Colour pencils; Custom paintings; Electric paper hole punches being office requisites; Framed art pictures; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Graphic prints; Paint brushes; Paintings in the nature of gouaches; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Placards of paper; Print engravings; Printed patterns for making clothes; Prints in the nature of lithographs; Watercolor paintings
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zheng, Jipin
- **Address**: No. 19, Longqiao St, Longqiao Community, Longqiao St, Chengxiang Dist, Putian, Fujian, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SV- 494-02

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HDIUAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420101 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098299
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HDIUAT" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for carrying pets; Collars for pets; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals; Pet clothing; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Yinghai Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Yinghai Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.203, Bldg.1, No.3 Lizhi Rd., Songshan Lake Park, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116288
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIPOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420106 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098300
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VIPOIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Art prints on canvas; Cartoon prints; Colour pencils; Custom paintings; Electric paper hole punches being office requisites; Framed art pictures; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Graphic prints; Paint brushes; Paintings in the nature of gouaches; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Placards of paper; Print engravings; Printed patterns for making clothes; Prints in the nature of lithographs; Watercolor paintings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Xianxiang Address Huang, Xianxiang No. 151 Xinmei Rd, Fenghuangshan St Chengxiang Dist Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MMQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420109 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098301
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MMQ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5828954, 6573511

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation kit comprised primarily of sex toys and a printed workbook; Chiropractic instruments; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Gloves for massage; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage apparatus for eyes; Massage apparatus for massaging necks and backs, feet; Massage chairs; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Mouth guards for medical purposes; Surgical masks; Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN CHUANGWEI ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY COMMERCE CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN CHUANGWEI ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY COMMERCE CO., LTD D321,FLOOR 3,BUILDING D, TIANHUI BUILDING FUKANG COMMUNITY,LONGHUA STREET,LONGHUA SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220520-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
JOOFIRE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97420111</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**
The wording "JOOFIRE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Clip boards; Clips for letters; Desk mats; Envelopes for stationery use; Fingerstalls being office requisites; Folders for papers; Jackets for papers; Loose-leaf binders; Money clips; Office stationery; Pen and pencil cases; Printed note books; Sleeves for holding and protecting stamps; Stationery cases; Writing implements

**International Classes**
16 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50

**First Use In Commerce**
Apr. 20, 2022

**In Commerce**
Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
Shenzhen Yihuaxing Technology Co., Ltd.

**Address**
Shenzhen Yihuaxing Technology Co., Ltd. Rm2001, Bld II, Tian Yungu IP Gangtou Community, Bantian Street Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**
VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AMLYYSYS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420113</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098303</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Directional lights for bicycles; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Globes for lamps; LED lamps; LED nail drying apparatus; Lights for use in growing plants; Nail drying machines for beauty salons; Portable headlamps; Projection spotlights; Red LED flashlights for illumination purposes; Sterilization units for medical instruments; Sterilizers for medical instruments; Ultraviolet gel manicure lights; Ultraviolet lamps used for aquariums; UV halogen metal vapour lamps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>11 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Apr. 06, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yuan Shenghui</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Yuan Shenghui No. 32, Gaotian Village, Nanxing Town, Leizhou City, Guangdong Province CHINA 524200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PATEL, SHEENA K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEIGIRONA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97420116 | Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098304 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |

**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "NEIGIRONA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Combs; Cruets; Drinkware; Potholders; Bottles, sold empty; Dish rags; Droppers for cosmetic purposes; Empty spray bottles; Glass jars; Non-electric corkscrews; Vacuum bottles

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Apr. 15, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Zeng, Weiyuan **Address** Zeng, Weiyuan No.9, Lane 3, Team 13, Liantang Village Xinhua Street, Huadu District Guangzhou CHINA 510800 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420118</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098305</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Headwear; Hoodies; Shirts; Sweatsuits; Knitted caps; Skullies being headwear; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jan. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nathaniel L. Pittman Jr.
- **Address**: Nathaniel L. Pittman Jr. 1100 Cross Creek Dr. Nashville 27856 NORTH CAROLINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLATBACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420120 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098306
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, and camps in the fields of professional wrestling and sports entertainment; Entertainment in the nature of wrestling contests; Providing wrestling news and information via a global computer network

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flat Back Inc. Address Flat Back Inc. 125 E. Indiana Ave Suite B DeLand FLORIDA 32724 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 265631

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BEARD DAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420123 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098307
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BEARD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated beard care preparations, namely, oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Beard Dad Address The Beard Dad 2 Dwight St Jersey City NEW JERSEY 073054110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EXUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420125 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098308
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "EXUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Digital cameras; Digital video cameras; Electric navigational instruments; GPS navigation device; Mileage recorders for vehicles; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Power wires; Satellite navigational system, namely, a global positioning system (GPS); Sirens for vehicles; Solar batteries; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, an on-board vehicular surveillance system comprised of cameras and monitors for exposing and eliminating the blind spots on both sides of the vehicle

International Classes 9 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use May 14, 2021
In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yixun Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yixun Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. A1301, Building AB, Ma'an Shan Jin Sheng Fortune Plaza, Shajing St., Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BALANCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420131 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098309 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Containers for household or kitchen use; Double wall cups; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking vessels; Heat-insulated vessels; Insulated flasks; Tea sets; Vacuum bottles; Vacuum flasks; Vacuum mugs International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BALANCARE LIMITED Address BALANCARE LIMITED 13A-PH2 GEE LUEN FACTORY BLDG 316-318 KWUN TONG ROAD KOWLOON HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GCBMAZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420132 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098310
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Sunglasses; Audio speaker enclosures; Computer bags; Computer peripherals; Earpads for headphones; Mouse mats; Protective cases for smartphones; Selfie sticks; Smartwatch straps; Sunglasses; Tripods for cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Kumeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Henan Kumeng Trading Co., Ltd. No. 3, 8th Floor, Information Building, No. 144, Huayuan Road, Jinshui District, Zhengzhou CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CEEing

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420134 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098311
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Microphones; Anti-glare spectacles; Audio- and video-receivers; Cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; Chargers for batteries; Computer games programmes downloaded via the internet; Electric wires; Electronic apparatus, namely, electronic display boards, plasma display boards, electronic display screens; Eye glasses; Galvanic batteries; Lighting devices for taking pictures; Lithium ion batteries; Plates for batteries; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Rechargeable batteries; Sound recording and sound reproducing apparatus and instruments; Sound reproduction apparatus; Telephones incorporating intercommunication systems
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Yifengxin Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Yifengxin Technology Co., Ltd. No. 5 Houxili, Mingxi, Wuxian Town, Tong'An District, Xiamen City CHINA 361000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039007T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUSTNEO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420136</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098312</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Dec. 25, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JUSTNEO LIMITED</td>
<td>JUSTNEO LIMITED FLAT B5 1/F MANNING IND.BLDG116-118 HOW MING STREET KWUN TONG KL HONG KONG 999077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US038983T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUMMINS, LANCE E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97420140
- **Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098313
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "COOLCHUMP" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Babies' bottles; Baby bottle nipples; Baby bottles; Baby feeding pacifiers; Bite trays; Breast pumps; Cups adapted for feeding babies and children; Dishes adapted for feeding babies and children; Ear plugs for sleeping, swimming; Feeding bottle teats; Finger splints; Foot massage apparatus; Nasal aspirators; Pacifier clips; Teething rings; Teething rings incorporating baby rattles; Therapeutic apparatus for relieving pain from teething in the form of amber jewelry
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 19, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Shile Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Shile Technology Co., Ltd. B1A135, 2#, Phase 2, Logistics Zone, Huanan Ave., Hehua Community, Pinghu St., Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: KCLaw00045

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CUMMINS, LANCE E
Fibergaga

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIBERGAGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420141 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098314
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FIBERGAGA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric cables; Electric wire and cable; Fiber optic connectors; Fibre-optic cables; Optical fibres
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name shenzhenshihufangwangluokejiyouxiangongsi Address shenzhenshihufangwangluokejiyouxiangongsi 201-13, No. 3, Zone 1, Guangyayuan Industrial Zone, Wuhe Community, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORZOEsd

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420142 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098315
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Jewelry; Silver; Watches; Bangle bracelets; Charms for key chains; Choker necklaces; Jewellery and watches; Jewellery findings; Key chains; Key rings; Necklaces; Precious jewels; Rings being jewelry; Rings; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 06, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Su, Weibo Address Su, Weibo No. 20, Qingwan Village, Shigudong, Dong'an Town, Gaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 525200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039013T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Ashtrays; Hookahs; Humidors; Cigarette holders; Electronic hookahs; Filter tips for cigarettes; Hookah bases; Hookah bowls; Hookah hoses; Hookah mouthpieces; Hookah tobacco; Hookah trays; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; Snuff boxes; Tobacco pipes; Tobacco pouches
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: May 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 14, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Yuanchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yiwu Yuanchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, Unit 1, Building 50
- **City**: Lingyun District 2, Beiyuan Street
- **State**: Yiwu
- **Country**: Zhejiang
- **Legal Entity**: CHINA
- **Postal Code**: 322000
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: IRTMZC

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: CUMMINS, LANCE E
**TM 9451 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UNOTOBE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97420144 |
| Application Filing Date | May 19, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098317 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "UNOTOBE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bras; Dresses; Hoodies; Jeans; Jumpsuits; Pajamas; Panties; Shirts; Suits; Sweaters; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Down coats; Lounge pants; Stuff jackets; Track suits; Trench coats |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Apr. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Chen, Bingni |
| Address | No. 127, Nanmeili, Side Village, Zhanlong Town, Puning City, Guangdong Province, CHINA 515300 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US038994T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VELTEN, MALLORY KATE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) XTEZOZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420147 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098318
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath seats for babies; Bathroom furniture; Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Fitted furniture leg covers for floor protection purposes; Indoor window blinds of textile; Lawn furniture; Non-metal hooks; Sink mats; Storage racks; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Baisheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Baisheng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 1C032A, New Asia Electronic Mall, No. 8, Zhonghang Rd., Huaqiangbei St., Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116207

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LXSURZB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420150 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098319
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scissors; Candle wick trimmers; Gardening shears and scissors; Hand-operated vegetable peelers; Knife sharpeners; Manicure sets; Multi-purpose shears; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Pruning scissors; Pruning shears; Scissors adapted to receive attachment guide combs for hair cutting and trimming; Scissors for kitchen use; Sewing scissors
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use
Feb. 13, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Minyi Bin Address Minyi Bin No. 45, Group 9, Douzhaolou Village, Qijiang Town, Longhui County, Hunan CHINA 422200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116602

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COMSAMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420152 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098320
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "COMSAMY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; Bikinis; Leotards; Loungewear; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic uniforms; Bath slippers; Bathing suits; Beach footwear; Bed jackets; Bib tights; Brassieres; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Footwear, namely, rubbers; Halloween costumes; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao ZhongShangMeiYi Clothing Corporation Address Qingdao ZhongShangMeiYi Clothing Corporation No.702-2, Yunqiao village, Tongji Street Economic Zone, Jimo Dist., Qingdao City Shandong Province CHINA 266000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220520-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IS IBEAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420154 Application Filing Date   May 19, 2022 Registration Number   7098321
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Cases for smartphones; Computer cursor control devices, namely, computer mouse; Computer mouse; Earphones and headphones; Electrical plugs and sockets; Mouse mats; Mouse pads; USB cables for cellphones; USB hubs

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Feb. 12, 2022 In Commerce   Feb. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Aibisi Trading Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Aibisi Trading Co., Ltd. No.321, Dongmei Building, Minqiang Community, Minzhi St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   TUS116612

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney   CUMMINS, LANCE E
MARK Literal(s) RAINISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420168 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098322
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs; Hair clips; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair weaves; Human hair; Synthetic braiding hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Rainish Hair Products Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Rainish Hair Products Co., Ltd. No. 1249 Ruixiang Road, Xuchang City CHINA 461000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116737

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420170</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)**

RECOTURE

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Dresses; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Sweaters; Clothing jackets

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 22, 39

International Class Title: Clothing

First Use: May 01, 2021

In Commerce: May 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Chance Vintage, LLC

Address: Chance Vintage, LLC 4700 BOYLE AVE. UNIT C VERNON CALIFORNIA 90058

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESNKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420175 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098324
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls’ feeding bottles; Electronic learning toys; Exercise hand grippers; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Playthings, namely, puppet theatres; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 07, 2021 In Commerce May 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Aiduomi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Aiduomi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, Building 1, No. 2, Yangchouwei Road, Fenggang Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117091

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
OIFILLIO

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OIFILLIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420176</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>7098325</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Air filters for air conditioners in vehicle passenger compartments; Air filters for air conditioning units; Air filters for industrial installations; Air filters for vehicle cabins; Filters for air conditioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Liaocheng Lven E-Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Liaocheng Lven E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  No. 210, Kangliujie Village Kangzhuang Town, Linqing City Liaocheng, Shandong CHINA 252000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CUMMINS, LANCE E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BACCSUOMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420184 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098326
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat litter pans; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric toothbrush replacement handles and recharging docks sold as a unit; Electrical toothbrushes; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Tooth brushes, non-electric; Toothbrush holders; Toothpaste dispensers; Toothpaste tube squeezers; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 11, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Meizi Electric Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Meizi Electric Technology Co., Ltd. Room 302, No. 18, Shigu Baoshi Road, Nancheng Street, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523071
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117096

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WANGDEFA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420185 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2022 Registration Number  7098327
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "WANGDEFA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brassards; Wigs; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Binding needles; Boxes for needles; Bundle wrapping cloths; Cellular phone accessory charms; Entomological pins; Ostrich feathers; Prize ribbons
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  May 26, 2021 In Commerce  May 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Huibao Technology Co., Ltd Address  Shenzhen Huibao Technology Co., Ltd  508, 5F, Bldg D1, 3, Xindilu, Hepinggang Gangtou Shequ, Bantian St, Longgang Dist  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117099

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAXARMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420193 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098328
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Laxarmer" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Audio speakers; Batteries and battery chargers; Cases for mobile phones; Computer bags; Computer cursor control devices, namely, computer mouse; Computer keypads; Computer monitor mounts; Computer mounts; Data cables; Earphones and headphones; Laptop computer cooling pads; Microphones; Power adapters; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; USB hubs

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Dayuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Dayuan Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 2305, 23/F, Mingteng Center BLDG Qinghu Rd, Qinghua Community, Longhua St Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
ANWORLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420198  Application Filing Date May 19, 2022  Registration Number 7098329
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "ANWORLET" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby rattles; Bobblehead dolls; Body-building apparatus; Chess games; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Model toy vehicles; Mountaineering equipment, namely, binding straps; Stacking toys; Toy animals; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy construction sets; Toy for pets; Toy sets of carpenters' tools
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use Apr. 08, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Guihua  Address Liang, Guihua No. 13, Lane 10, Kaimei Village Xinwu, Shuikou Town Kaiping, Guangdong CHINA 529300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420202 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098330
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fidget toys; Miniature toy sports games; Novelty toy items in the nature of balls; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise balls
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  May 15, 2022  In Commerce  May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TRINH, VIET HONG  Address  TRINH, VIET HONG  Nghia Ky, Vinh Hoa, Vinh Loc  Thanh Hoa VIETNAM  440000VND  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SANDBAR DESIGN STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420215 Application Filing Date May 19, 2022 Registration Number 7098331
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DESIGN STUDIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineering; Design of interior decor; Design of specialty interior and exterior environment settings; Engineering design services; Engineering drawing services; Engineering surveying; Interior design; Interior design consultation; Interior design services; Interior design services including space planning, furniture selection, material and surface selection; Advisory services for others in the field of interior design; Color analysis for purposes of interior design; Design of engineering products; Provision of technical information in the field of interior design; Structural engineering design services; Technical consulting in the field of interior design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poole, Erica Address Poole, Erica 29183 CAMELLIA LANE Key West FLORIDA 33043 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97420224  Application Filing Date: May 20, 2022  Registration Number: 7098332
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information

For: Bolsters; Dreamcatchers; Adapter sleeve for vertical blinds to attach drapery to the carrier; Curtain hooks; Curtain rings; Curtain rods; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of non-textile curtain holders; Decorative window finials; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Party ornaments of plastic; Sash fasteners, not of metal, for windows; Towel racks; Wind chimes
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use: Apr. 28, 2022  In Commerce: Apr. 28, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information


Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: US039016T
Examining Attorney: MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO

Rejection

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IAccLoo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420230 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098333
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording iAccLoo has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antennas; Cameras; Earbuds; Headphones; Baby monitors; Body fat scales for household use; Digital cameras; Divers masks; Ear phones; Earphones and headphoones; Electronic collars to train animals; Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; Game headphones; Noise cancelling headphones; Smart watches; Tripods for cameras International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haokangda Printing and Packaging Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Haokangda Printing and Packaging Co., Ltd 4th Floor, Building C, Xinqiao Street, Shangnan Jinyuda Industrial Park, Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038749T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAYAVILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420231 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098334
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bamboo furniture; Wood boxes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guilin Zhouwu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guilin Zhouwu Technology Co., Ltd. Shop 11, Building 5, Lianfa Xujing Yujingyuan, No. 87 Jiangan Road, Guilin City, Guangxi CHINA 541000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038616T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GILIGLUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420232
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098335
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Barbecues; Multicookers; Air filtering installations; Aquarium filtration apparatus; Blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; Candle lamps; Coffee percolators, electric; Electrically heated carpets; Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Filters for air conditioning; Fireplaces, domestic; Heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; Humidifiers; Ice-cream making machines; Kettles, electric; Nail lamps; Steam facial apparatus; String lights for festive decoration; Thermo-pots, electric; Water filtering apparatus
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jiangmen Jigu Road Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Jiangmen Jigu Road Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, Staff Dormitory, No. 285, Jinou Road, Jianghai District, Jiangmen City CHINA 529000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: DS Spring

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO

11531
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AREDYST

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97420250
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098336
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Comforters; Quilts; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Curtains and towels; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Polyester fabric; Shower curtains; Tapestries of textile; Textile wall hangings; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters; Textiles for digital printing; Window curtains
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Shangqiu Jiuchuang Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shangqiu Jiuchuang Trading Co., Ltd. 1-1703, Building 33, Phase III, Jianye Shibacheng Guide Road Demonstration Zone Shangqiu City CHINA 476000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: DIBLE, JONATHON I

**TM 9470 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AZOFIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420253</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098337</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording "AZOFIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Gavels; Bulk scoops for sugar, rice and candy; Gardening scissors; Gardening shears; Hand saws; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Mallets being hand tools; Meat tenderizer, namely, a kitchen mallet; Meat tenderizer, namely, a pronged instrument for pounding meat; Scissors for kitchen use  
**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes 23, 28, 44  
**US Classes** 23, 28, 44  
**International Class Title** Hand Tools  
**First Use** Feb. 10, 2022  
**In Commerce** Feb. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** shenzhenshiyuandongsaileikejiyouxiangongsi  
**Address** shenzhenshiyuandongsaileikejiyouxiangongsi  
0904,Block B,Yihai Apartment,No.1038 Haijing 2nd Rd.,Pengwan Comm.,Haishan St Yantian Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  HEYSKAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420258  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098338
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "HEYSKAY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Bags adapted for strollers; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Drink holders for vehicles; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted covers for children's car seats; Plastic bag holders adapted for use in vehicles; Pushchair covers; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Vehicle head rest covers; Water bottle holders for bicycles  International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles  First Use  Apr. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Fengheya Trading Co., Ltd  Address  Shenzhen Fengheya Trading Co., Ltd  Building G844 TATA Garden  Dalangdashequ Xinan Street Baoan  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DIBLE, JONATHON I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SYLUCIJA  

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420259</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098339</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "SYLUCIJA" has no meaning in a foreign language.  
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chandeliers; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Red LED flashlights for illumination purposes; Urinals being sanitary fixtures; UV halogen metal vapour lamps

- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**: Apr. 17, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Apr. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Foshan Nino Network Technology Co., Ltd  
- **Address**: Foshan Nino Network Technology Co., Ltd C138, Rm. 711, BLdg. 1, Evian Landmark Center, Guicheng St., Nanhai Dist., Foshan,Guangdong CHINA 528000  
- **Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

**ATTOORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: IPP

- **Examining Attorney**: DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIIMALEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420261 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098340
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HIIMALEX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Cushions; Artificial horns; Chair pads; Furniture for camping; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Party ornaments of plastic; Pet furniture; Plastic boxes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaoxing Yinghaojun Knitting Fabrics Co., Ltd Address Shaoxing Yinghaojun Knitting Fabrics Co., Ltd Jiangshu Village, Qianqing Street Keqiao District Shaoxing City, Zhejiang CHINA 312030 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIRYOMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420262 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098341 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AIRYOMI" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair straightening irons International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Jinglikali Technology Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Jinglikali Technology Co., Ltd. 221664-Zone 1, Pinggu Park, Zhongguancun Science and Technology Park, Pinggu Dist, Beijing CHINA 100000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KWAY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420272</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098342</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized letters "kway".
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
**Translation** The wording kway has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For:
- Skillets; Stew-pans; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Frying pans; Household utensils, namely, turners; Reusable glass and stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans; Non-electric frying pans; Non-electric woks; Non-electric cooking steamers

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 34, 40, 50
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass
**First Use In Commerce** Apr. 15, 2022
**In Commerce** Apr. 15, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Henan Kaiwei Household Products Co., Ltd.
**Address** Henan Kaiwei Household Products Co., Ltd., No. 908, 9F, Building 2, No. 66 Jingsan Rd, Jinshui Dist Zhengzhou City, Henan CHINA 450000
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLAMOURWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420273 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098343
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Applicator wands for applying make-up; Applicator wands for applying make-up to lips, eyes and skin; Bath brushes; Cleaning cotton; Cosmetic brushes; Cosmetic spatulas; Exfoliating brushes; Fitted vanity cases; Hand-operated brush used to clean, smooth and exfoliate skin; Lip brushes; Make-up brush holders; Makeup sponge holders; Massage sponges; Sponges used for applying make-up
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang Li Address Jiang Li 1035 Pine Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
KAMIROLA

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAMIROLA

Serial Number 97420274  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098344
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording kamirola has no meaning in a foreign language.

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5339694

For Earrings; Tiaras; Costume jewelry; Handmade snap jewelry; Jewelry for the head; Neck chains; Necklaces; Ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; Pierced earrings; Tie clips

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use Apr. 18, 2021  In Commerce Aug. 18, 2021

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Shenzhen Meishangsheng Trade Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Meishangsheng Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 205, BLDG 29, Queshan Industrial Zone  Taoyuan Comm., Dalang St, Longhua Dist. Shenzhen  CHINA  518110  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  YFXQYFSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420276  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098345
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear; Hats; Pyjamas; Socks; Swimwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bed jackets; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants and skirts; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Fitted shoe or boot covering to protect the shoes or boot from water or other damage; Gloves as clothing; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Headwear, namely, hats and caps; Masquerade costumes; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Dejuxinlai Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Dejuxinlai Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 402, Unit 1, Building A, Yufengyuan  Longhua Street, Longhua District  Shenzhen City  CHINA  518110  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BARZTAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420278 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098346
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Barztan has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Bath linen; Bath towels; Blanket throws; Cushion covers; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Tricot quilts; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu Minhua Address Wu Minhua No. 58, Qudi Village, Gaiyang Town Mingxi County, Fujian CHINA 365200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DPIKERTD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420279 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098347
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefs; Raincoats; Baseball caps; Baseball shoes; Bow ties; Canvas shoes; Down jackets; Dress suits; Fleece pullovers; Knitted caps; Shirts for suits; Short-sleeved shirts; Sleeping garments; Sport shirts; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Lijun Address Chen Lijun 199 Nantou, Anbing Village Zhongmen Town, Xiuyu District Putian City CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97420280  Application Filing Date: May 20, 2022  Registration Number: 7098348
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): RADANTY

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording Radanty has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Coverlets; Bath towels; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Quilt covers; Table linen of textile; Tablecloths of textiles; Textile wall hangings
International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 42, 50  International Class Title: Fabrics  First Use: Apr. 15, 2022  In Commerce: Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Yu Changzeng  Address: Yu Changzeng No. 5 Yinshan North Road, Junxi Town Datian County, Fujian CHINA 366100  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CROSS, TRACY L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK Literal(s)
GLOPREG

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420281</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098349</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hats; Jeans; Leotards; Neckties; Overcoats; Pants; Rainwear; Swimsuits; Track suits; Undergarments; Clothing jackets; Dance costumes; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Pajama bottoms; Sports bra
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pan Yang
- **Address**: No. 587, Dongpan, Dongpan Village, Yuetang Township, Xiuyu District, Putian City, CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CROSS, TRACY L
Wellwealth

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420284 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098350 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Towels; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Kitchen towels; Pet blankets; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Tapestries of textile; Tea towels; Textile place mats; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Danyang Address Zhang Danyang Room 04-13, 14th Floor, Office Building Zhonglv Phase II, Gudong Street, Gulou D Fuzhou City CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WZHLCX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420287 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098351 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lathes; Abrasive disks for power-operated grinders; Belt pulleys being parts of machines; Belt sanding machines; Electrodes for welding machines; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Machine parts, namely, bearings and bushings; Power saw blades; Pulleys being parts of machines; Sand-blasting apparatus; Sharpening machines; Springs being parts of machines; Table saws; Vacuum packing machines; Wood lathes
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaoxing Shuaiguo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shaoxing Shuaiguo Trading Co., Ltd. Room 3004, Building 3 Yangjinghu Science Mashan Street, Yuecheng District Shaoxing City CHINA 312000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</strong></th>
<th>Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>VANDUL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97420288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Plastic character toys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 13, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Barnard, Casen T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong></td>
<td>AKA Vandul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Barnard, Casen T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pace FLORIDA</strong></td>
<td>32571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CROSS, TRACY L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIKOS PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420290 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098353
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "VIKOS Products". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Desk mats; Gift boxes; Magnetic boards being office requisites; Page holders; Paint boxes for use in schools and brushes sold as a unit; Plastic food storage bags for household use; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use  Aug. 09, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wu Huiying Address  Wu Huiying RoomÂ 1601, Unit 1, Building 2 C Dist Huifeng yuyuan, Jizhou District  Ji’An City, Jiangxi CHINA  343000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZNZUDG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420293  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7098354  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Hand-held microphone sleeves; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Microphone boom pole; Microphone cables; Microphone modules; Microphone stands; Microphones for communication devices; Microphones; Remotely-controlled sub-aquatic video camera containing a TV camera, transmitter, receiver and microphone to record, detect, measure, survey and locate objects underwater; Speaker microphones  
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yang Zhaozhao  
- **Address**: Yang Zhaozhao Room 1703, Area A, Building B, Yuanfen Garden, Longhua District Shenzhen City CHINA 518000  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHOMEPPAA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420294 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098355
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Flowerpots; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Countertop holders for paper towels; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Flower baskets; Flower pots; Garbage pails; Garden hose sprayers; Porcelain flower pots; Rinsing tubs; Shower racks; Teacups (yunomi); Toilet brush holders; Trash containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yipai (Xiamen) whole Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. Address Yipai (Xiamen) whole Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. One of Room 1105, No. 35, West Sanli, Wuyuan, Huli District Xiamen City CHINA 361006 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOBBYSOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420295 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098356
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Model toy vehicles; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Radio controlled scale model vehicles; Radio controlled toy cars; Scale-model vehicles; Toy drones; Toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units; Toy robots; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Transforming robotic toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 04, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOBBYSOUL CO., LIMITED Address HOBBYSOUL CO., LIMITED FLAT/RM 1605, HO KING COMMERCIAL CENTRE 2-16 FA YUEN STREET, MONGKOK, KL HONGKONG CHINA 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) NEEDTYKJ

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97420298 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098357
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Dishware; All purpose portable household containers; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Cup cake molds; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Jugs, not of precious metal; Kitchen ladles; Pastry molds; Plastic juice box holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Taiyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Taiyi Technology Co., Ltd. A803,Plant No3, Tianan Digital Innovation Park, Longcheng St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number IPP

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CYBNEMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420303 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098358
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nightgowns; T-shirts; Baby bodysuits; Body suits for babies, adults, children, women, men; Dresses for babies, children, women; Graphic T-shirts; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Infant sleepers being clothing; Infant wear; Infant wearable blankets; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Maternity sleepwear; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Pajamas for babies, adults, children, women, men; Tee shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Mar. 16, 2020 In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Huaxu Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Huaxu Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. NO.6A1-F14,Tianji Bldg., Tian'An Digital City, No. 10, Tairan Rd5, Shatou St, Futian Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TGTM0549

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NENDEFIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420304 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098359 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NENDEFIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Odometers; Pedometers; Smartwatches; Webcams; Acceleration sensors; Accumulators; GPS tracking device to be worn on the wrist of an athlete during endurance events; Light switches; Multimedia projectors; Power switches; Security lights for outdoor use; Smart watches; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 16, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiao, Zhaohui Address Xiao, Zhaohui No.10, Gaoxin South 4th Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0550

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DORUNMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420308 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098360
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DORUNMI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cable television converters; Adapter cables for headphones; Data cables; Data synchronization cables; Electric adapter cables; Ethernet cables; Fibre optic cables; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; Video cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yingshan Tengming Trading Co. LTD Address Yingshan Tengming Trading Co. LTD No. 1, 18th Floor, Building 2A, Shenghua 136, North Second Section of First Ring Yingshan CHINA 637000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUSHY.D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420321 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098361
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Covers for tablet computers; Dust covers for computers; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Fitted protective skins comprised of rubber and silicone for covering drive-thru communication headsets; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers for tablet computers; Protective sleeves for laptop computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 13, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhangjiagang Puside Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhangjiagang Puside Technology Co., Ltd. B803, No.18 Yangzi Road (Xin’ao Building) Yangshe Town, Zhangjiagang City Suzhou City, Jiangsu CHINA 215699 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Guan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KERDURYAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420330</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098362</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bathroom furniture; Decorative mobiles; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Frames for oil paintings; Frames for paintings; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Life-size forms of the human body to display clothes; Non-metal refuse bins for commercial use with built-in electronic display screens used to display advertisements; Ornaments made of textiles; Picture frame moldings; Picture frames with plush decorative outer surface; Three dimensional decorative mobiles made from felt; Three dimensional decorative ornaments made from plastic; Toy boxes and chests; Non-metal recycling bins for commercial use with built-in electronic display screens used to display advertisements

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use: Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce: Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Foshan nailuo trade Co., Ltd. Address: Foshan nailuo trade Co., Ltd. Room 1103, Huahui Building, No. 46 Zumiao Road, Zumiao Street Foshan City CHINA 528099 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
TM 9497 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARSOSAUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420332 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098363
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle openers; Cheese board and knife set; Cleaning rags; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays.; Drinking bottles for sports; Ice cube molds; Meat tongs; Potholders; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baoding xiaowangdalai e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Baoding xiaowangdalai e-commerce Co., Ltd. R401, Unit2, Bldg.8, No.300 Jianguo Rd. Nanguan Subdistrict Office Lianchi District Baoding, Hebei CHINA 071000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ DOCKET 01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEMTLMT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420333 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098364
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyewear; Scales; Smartwatches; Sunglasses; Webcams; Biometric identification apparatus; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cell phones; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Electric locks; Electrical cells and batteries; In-flight testing equipment; Safety helmets; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Zhongyu Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. Address Henan Zhongyu Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. No. 2, 7th Floor, Building 4, Huabanli No. 100, Zhenghua Road, Jinshui District Zhengzhou City CHINA 450000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GZJUNY0

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420339
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098365
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chandeliers; Lamps; Lampshades; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Electric light bulbs; Floor lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; Light bulbs; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures; Lights for vehicles; Pendant lighting fixtures; Sockets for electric lights; Wall lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 28, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 28, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Junyao Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Junyao Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1003, No. 888, Yuncheng West Road Baiyun District Guangzhou CHINA 510420
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Kuang

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHISHAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420344 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098366
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning rags; Clothes pins; Cookie sheets; Cooking utensils, namely, wire baskets; Dental care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Knife rests for the table; Melon ballers; Pads for cleaning; Pancake molds; Portable beverage dispensers; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Pre-moistened towelettes for cleaning; Raised garden planters; Sponge holders; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xuanyang Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xuanyang Electronics Co., Ltd. Room 202, Building 66, Honghengtai Industrial Park, Gongming Street Shenzhen City CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LETONG SINIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420350 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098367
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LETONG SINIAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle parts, namely, forks; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle seat posts; Electric bicycles; Electric motor cycles; Electrically-powered motor scooters; Folding electric bicycles; Handlebar grips for bicycles; Self-balancing one-wheeled electric scooters; Self-balancing electric scooters
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liangjing Mao Address Liangjing Mao bldg 9, Poly Jasmine Mansion, Gaoxin Ave Hongshan District Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUEDYAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420354 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098368
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle parts, namely, forks; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle seat posts; Electric bicycles; Electric motor cycles; Electrically-powered motor scooters; Folding electric bicycles; Handlebar grips for bicycles; Self-balancing one-wheeled electric scooters; Self-balancing electric scooters

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuejiao Cao Address Xuejiao Cao bldg 9, Poly Jasmine Mansion, Gaoxin Ave Hongshan District Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420355 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098369
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "GN", where the "G" is designed as a triangle, and the "N" resembles a stylized lightning bolt in the middle of the "G", and there is a horizontal line below the "G". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computers; Headsets; All-in-one PCs; Audio speakers; Computer cases; Computer memory devices; Computer monitors; Computer motherboards; Computer peripheral devices; Data processing apparatus; Desktop computers; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer operating programs; Graphics accelerators; Graphics cards; Integrated circuit cards; Internet servers; Notebook computers; Portable audio players; Solid state drives
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gunnir Technology Development Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gunnir Technology Development Co., Ltd. 10D, ShuiSong Bldg, TaiRan Science Park, No. 25, TaiRan 8th Rd, Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAASHUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420357 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098370
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; Trivets; Cake moulds; Cloths for cleaning; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Gardening gloves; Graters for kitchen use; Oven mitts; Squeegees being cleaning instruments
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Proportl LLC Address Proportl LLC 18121 E Hampden Ave Unit C 1013 Aurora COLORADO 80013
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
TM 9505  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CNGUNNIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420360  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098371
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computers; Headsets; All-in-one PCs; Audio speakers; Computer cases; Computer memory devices; Computer monitors; Computer motherboards; Computer peripheral devices; Data processing apparatus; Desktop computers; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer operating programs; Graphics accelerators; Graphics cards; Integrated circuit cards; Internet servers; Notebook computers; Portable audio players; Solid state drives
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 29, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Gunnir Technology Development Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Gunnir Technology Development Co., Ltd.  10D, ShuiSong Bldg, TaiRan Science Park, No. 25, TaiRan 8th Rd, Futian Dist., Shenzhen  CHINA  518000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ATTSIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420363  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098372
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "ATTSIL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Barbecue tongs; Cake moulds; Cake stands; Cookie sheets; Cupcake baking cups; Ice buckets; Ice cube moulds; Pastry molds; Pot and pan scrapers; Scoops for household purposes; Trifle bowls
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Jan. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Yangyang Handicraft Co., Ltd  Address  Dongguan Yangyang Handicraft Co., Ltd  Room 101, building 1, No. 1, Huanghe Road  fenghuanggang, Tangxia Town  Dongguan, Guangdong  CHINA  523716  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COODEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420364 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098373
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal carriers worn on the body; Animal carriers; Animal clothing for pigs, namely, skirts; Animal harnesses; Animal harnesses for dogs; Animal leashes; Animal wraps and covers; Backpacks for pets; Clothing for pets; Dog bellybands; Dog collars and leads; Dog shoes; Horse blankets; Hunting bags; Knee-pads for horses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuhai Hanfu E-Business Co., Ltd. Address Zhuhai Hanfu E-Business Co., Ltd. Room 1311, Building 2 No.303, Qiaoguang Rd.,Xiangzhou District Zhuhai CHINA 519000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANRREK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420365 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098374
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ANRREK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hosiery; Infantwear; Neckties; Shoes; Swimsuits; Bottoms as clothing; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Leather belts for clothing; Tops as clothing; Wedding dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kong Xue Address Kong Xue 77 Pujian Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, CHINA 200120 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
TM 9509 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ML

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420367  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098375
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a figure of continuous curve lines that
seemingly resembles an irregular letter "m"and"l". The whole figure is drawn inside a round background. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Audio interfaces; Audio receivers; Cables for optical signal transmission; Cables,
electric; Coaxial cables; Digital signal processors; Fibre optic cables; Graphics tablets; Magnetic wires; Mobile phone
chargers; USB cables; USB hubs; Wires, electric
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  US Classes  International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jan. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Quanheng Photoelectric Technology Co., Ltd  Address  Shenzhen Quanheng Photoelectric
Technology Co., Ltd 202, building A2, Langxin Industrial Zone, Langxin Community, Shiyian St, Bao'an Dist, Shenzhen,
Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHICBUYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420377 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098376
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acupuncture instruments; Baby bottles; Chiropractic instruments; Cups adapted for feeding babies and children; Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Ear plugs for swimming; Foam massage rollers; Massage apparatus and instruments; Medical device for detecting cancer; Medical device for treating cancer; Medical devices, namely, pulse oximeters; Moxibustion apparatus; Nasal irrigation vessel; Nebulizers for respiration therapy; Pacifiers for babies
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang?Xiangyu Address Liang?Xiangyu Room 502, Unit 3, Building 30 Dali New Vil., Zhengxiang Dist. Hengyang, Hunan CHINA 421200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
TM 9511 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GURU HUNU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420380 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098377
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Guru Hunu" represented in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Guru Hunu has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried fruit-based snacks; Dried fruit and vegetables; Freeze-dried fruits; Freeze-dried vegetables; Fruit-based meal replacement bars for boosting energy; Fruit-based organic food snacks; Nut butters; Nut- and dried fruit-based snack bars; Processed fruit- and nut-based food bars; Processed nuts
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kuru Yesil Gida Tarim IÃ§ ve Dis Tic. LT TD. STi. Address Kuru Yesil Gida Tarim IÃ§ ve Dis Tic. LT TD. STi. Adalet Mah. Alparslan Cad. No 28/ 5 Denizli TURKEY 20100 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON

11573
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THOYANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420382 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098378
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Microphones; Audio cables; Audio cassette players; Cable junctions for electric cables; Computer cables; Computer docking stations; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone extension cords; Electronic carbon dioxide monitors, other than for medical purposes; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Radio receivers and transmitters; USB charging ports; Weighing scales; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Taihongyang Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Taihongyang Technology Co., Ltd.  6F, Bldg.1, Nanchang First Industrial Zone, Gushu, Xixiang Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen, CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAOGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420383  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098379  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording CAOGE has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Computer monitor mounts; Electrical lights for use in professional quality photography; Lighting devices for taking pictures; Monopods for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Stands adapted for laptop, tablet computers; Swivelling stands adapted for computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Jan. 22, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ni miansi  Address Ni miansi No.35, xiangjianzhai, shuohe village, Xinheng Town, Jiedong District Jieyang, Guangdong  CHINA 515548  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUIJAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420384 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098380
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barrettes; Toupees; Zippers; Arm bands; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers of paper; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees, namely, orchids; Beads for handicraft work; Bobby pins; Bridal headpieces in the nature of ornamental hair combs; Buttons for clothing; Cloth patches for clothing; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair bands; Hair barrettes; Hair clips; Hook and loop fastening tape; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangxi Pujama Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangxi Pujama Trading Co., Ltd. No. 101, Unit 3, Building 1-1 Southeast 3rd Road, Xingbin District Laibin CHINA 546199 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Territory CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  GREENSIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97420385 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098381 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "greensight" in stylized form. Above the word is a figure that seemingly resemble a cartoonized drawing of an eye. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording greensight has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biodegradable bowls; Biodegradable cups; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Biodegradable plates; Biodegradable rice straws for drinking; Biodegradable trays; Compost containers for household use; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Compostable bowls; Compostable cups; Compostable plates; Compostable trays; Disposable serving spoons; Disposable table plates; Drinking straws; Paper and plastic cups; Paper cups; Paper plates; Paper plates and paper cups; Parfait glasses

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jan. 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 17, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Dongguan Yongwang Network Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address  Dongguan Yongwang Network Technology Co., Ltd.  
Rm 208, No. 48, Chuangye 1st Rd, Mupi, Changping Town  
Dongguan, Guangdong  
CHINA  
523581  
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MCCTHEALTH TECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420386 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098382
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TECH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic aesthetic skin treatment devices using light emitting diodes, namely, infrared, red, orange, yellow, green, and blue wavelengths for generating light rays; Electrotherapy devices for providing transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, infrared heat and compression; Lasers for medical use; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Low frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, a LED (light-emitting diode) light source for medical and aesthetic skin treatments
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xiaoyijing Technology Development Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Xiaoyijing Technology Development Co., Ltd Rm3905B, Jinzhonghuan Intl Business Bldg., No. 3037, Jintian Rd, Futian St Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PERFORLIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420387</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word in &quot;Perforlife&quot; in stylized characters. the letter &quot;o&quot; is written above a thick horizontal line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Perforlife has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Animal bristles for brush-making; Animal grooming gloves; Animal litter pans; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Clothes brushes; Clothes drying hangers; Clothes pegs; Clothes racks, for drying; Clothes-pins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Huyue E-commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Huyue E-commerce Co., Ltd. 229, Kunhong Bldg., No.38 Xinhe Avenue, Xinqiao Comm., Xinqiao St, Baoan Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LISNOWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420393 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number   7098384 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Suitcases; Animal carriers worn on the body; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags; Briefcases for documents; Drawstring pouches; Fitted protective covers for travel bags, namely, backpacks; Kit bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Make-up bags sold empty; Pouches of textile; Schoolchildren's backpacks; Suit bags; Toiletry bags sold empty
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods First Use  Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen xuanlehe Technology Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen xuanlehe Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1501D2, Building A, Galaxy Century Gangxia Community, Futian Street, Futian Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Sha2005
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALFICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420395 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098385
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Alfick has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers for tablet computers; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Computer memory devices; Computer peripheral equipment; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Tablet monitors; Wireless adapters for computers; Wireless headsets for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Hongyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Hongyu Technology Co., Ltd. RM 408, BLDG 2, Caijie Yunchuang Center No. 53, Boyong Road, Humen Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523900 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LIZPHIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420398  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098386
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks for pets; Bags for carrying pets; Dog bellybands; Dog collars and leads; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Pet clothing for pigs, dogs; Pet clothing, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves; Pet hair ornaments; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet restraining devices consisting of harnesses and/or restraining straps, for use in pet grooming or veterinary care
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  May 16, 2022  In Commerce  May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dong Yunhan  Address  Dong Yunhan  No.304,unit2,building17,No.1,arm police rd,Fengdong new town, Xixian NewDist  Xi'an  CHINA  710000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOUIWAZZHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420416 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number   7098387
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The wording "JOUIWAZZHO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cushions; Pillows; Tackboards; Bathroom furniture; Blank plastic adhesive labels; Clothes hangers; Display racks; Door stops of plastic; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Hanging locker shelving made of fabric; Jewelry organizer displays; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Picture frames; Plastic boxes; Three-dimensional holiday ornaments made from fabric, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Towel racks; Toy boxes and chests
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use   Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce   Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Huang, Xiaoju Address   Huang, Xiaoju Rm 1406, Bldg B, Bldg 6, Shenye Yuyuan, No.1 Luwu Lane 1, Pingshan New District, Shenzhen CHINA  518000 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LINTYLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420418
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098388
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "LINTYLE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Blank USB flash drives; Computer docking stations; Computer hard drive enclosures; Computer network hubs; Computer network hubs, switches and routers; Computer peripheral devices; Computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives; Electrical plugs and sockets; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Power strips; Smartphone battery chargers; Solar-powered battery chargers; Solid state drives; USB hubs
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Zhuoerxinwangluo Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Zhuoerxinwangluo Technology Co., Ltd. Room 6162, 6th Floor, Building A, Science Park, Pengnian University Town, Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Vendy

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YRXINHES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97420421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording "YRXINHES" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Balloons; Apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Hand wraps for sports use; Infant toys; Leg guards for athletic use; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Meditation cushions; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Parlor games; Pet toys; Toy Christmas trees; Toy insect cages; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use** Mar. 10, 2022  
**In Commerce** Mar. 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Anqi Yao  
**Address** Anqi Yao Room 2-2, Unit 22, No. 55 Xueyuan Road, Rongchang District, Chongqing CHINA 402460  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** Vendy

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAVMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420425 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098390
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LAVMO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bumper stickers; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for cars; Magnetic bumper stickers; Vehicle bumper stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 27, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Choi, Kang Il Address Choi, Kang Il #107-701 4725, Seodong-daero, Daedeok-myeon Anseong-si Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 17544 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
TM 9525 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WEIGHMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420426  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098391
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodices; Brassieres; Headwear; Leotards; Lingerie; Swimsuits; Tights; Clothing jerseys; Combinations being one-piece undergarments; Corsets being underclothing; Cyclists' jerseys; Leggins; Sports singlets; Teddies being underclothing; Clothing belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing
First Use Mar. 02, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anueme (Beijing) Hospital Management Co., LTD  Address Anueme (Beijing) Hospital Management Co., LTD 313, Floor 3, Building 1 Changqingyuan 7, Dongcheng District Beijing CHINA 100061  Legal Entity Limited company (ltd.)

STATE or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAZZPARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420428 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098392
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rectifiers; Electric coils; Electric diodes; Electric or electronic sensors for Relays; Electric relays; Electric sensors; Electrical switches; Electromagnetic apparatus used to generate or measure magnetic fields; Electromagnetic coils; Electronic components in the nature of capacitors, connectors, filters, oscillators, relays, switches, transformers, resistors, semiconductors, integrated circuits, rectifiers and transistors; Electronic control systems for engines; Electronic control systems for machines; Electronic controls for gasoline engines for land vehicles; Electronic controls for motors; Electronic drum triggers; Electronic equipment, namely, electrolysis cell for use in the manufacture of various ionic solutions; Electronic motor vehicle ignition tuning kits comprised of an electronic control unit that monitors engine performances and delivers re-calculated sensor values to the original engine control unit to increase engine performance; Rectifier modules; Relays, electric; Vehicle engine parts, namely, thermostats
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang Yubing Address Yang Yubing Room 603, Building 7, Kangxin Garden Shaozhai Village, Tangxia Town Ruian City CHINA 325200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUOOJNF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420438 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098393
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-glare glasses; Dust protective goggles and masks; Earbuds; Filters for non-medical respiratory masks; Gas masks; Reflective clothing, for the prevention of accidents; Snowboard helmets; Spectacle chains; Visors for helmets; Walkie-talkies
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changsha Zeqing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd Address Changsha Zeqing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd Rm403, Unit 2,Bldg A5, Dongfang Xincheng Community, Hehuayuan St., Furong Dist., Changsha City, Hunan CHINA 41000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63671T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HACOUENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420440 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098394 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Audio amplifiers; Audio dubbing apparatus; Audio equalizer apparatus; Audio mixers; Audio speakers; Audio- and video-receivers; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Home theater systems comprising, DVD players, audio amplifiers and audio speakers; In-ear monitors not for medical purposes; Karaoke players; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Microphones; Portable audio players; Speaker microphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enping Chaoyin Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Enping Chaoyin Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 1, Xincun 5th Lane Danan Village, Encheng Zhongnan Enping City CHINA 529400 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEYG BY SIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420447</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098395</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; T-shirts; Clothing jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Mar. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sin, HyeJi
- **Address**: Sin, HyeJi 32-10 Guennaegil #101-202 Pyeongtaek, Gyeonggido REPUBLIC OF KOREA 17975
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 10099-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NSUKAKULU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420450</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098396</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;NSUKAKULU&quot; with a design of a butterfly to the left of &quot;NSUKAKULU.&quot; Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
<th>Lining and Stippling Statement</th>
<th>The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dolls' clothes; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Electronic toy vehicles; Model toy steam engines; Positionable wooden and plastic figures for use in wooden and plastic puzzles; Puzzle games; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Spinning tops; Swimming pool air floats; Toy guns; Toy models; Toy musical boxes; Toy robots; Toy water guns; Water squirting toys; Toy aircraft; Toy drones

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Mar. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name He, LongXin Address He, LongXin A5 602 Longxing Garden Street Buji District, Shenzhen city Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAKESPOAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420453 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098397 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PAKESPOAK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dehumidifiers; Lamps; Electric window fans; Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; LED landscape lights; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; Outdoor cookers for curing food
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruiji Trading (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Ruiji Trading (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Rm. 406,Bldg. 38,Yintian Industrial Zone Yantian Community, Xixiang St., Baoan Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOTEKOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420454 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098398
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOTEKOUS" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle racks; Camping furniture; Decorative glitter; Display cases for cosmetics; Drawer organizers; Furniture for house, office and garden; Holiday ornaments of plastic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Packaging materials, namely, plastic shipping and storage boxes; Patient care shower chairs; Pet furniture; Plant racks; Serving trolleys; Shoe racks; Plastic caps for pill bottles featuring a device that assists the patient with reminders, feedback, accountability and timely refills of the prescription, with or without wireless or cellular connection; Tea trolleys
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qiu, Caijuan Address Qiu, Caijuan 803, Unit 2, Building 16, Jinhong Huatin No. 205, Jinshan Road, Huicheng District Huizhou City CHINA 516000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney KEAN, AMY C
TM 9533 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRESKIOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420459 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098399
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TRESKIOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Ankle bracelets; Bracelets; Choker necklaces; Ear studs; Jewelry cases; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YANG YANWEI Address YANG YANWEI No. 10, Building 1, No. 71 Dihao Road Wedu District Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Expiring Attorney KEAN, AMY C

11595
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  HRUIYL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420462
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098400
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "HRUIYL" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Motherboards; Smartwatches; Blank hard drives for computers; Cell phone cases; Computer hardware; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer keyboard controllers; Computer memory hardware; Computer screens; Network cards; Power adapters for computers; Power supplies; Removable hard drive based computer backup systems; Smartwatch straps; Touch pads
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 05, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 05, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xie, Chengzhi
- **Address**: Xie, Chengzhi  No. 35 Chaoshui Group, Hongqi Village  Shijiang Town, Dongkou  County  Hunan Province  CHINA  422302
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Zib

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOYTOEVERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420475 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098401
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trampolines; Action figure toys; Children's multiple activity toys; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls for playing; Pet toys; Play tents; Rag dolls; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed puppets; Stuffed toy animals; Toys, namely, bean bag animals; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga and fitness practice; Yoga swings
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Yucai Address Li Yucai No. 7 Zhongxing Avenue Yicheng District Zaozhuang City CHINA 277300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MZFYLG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420477</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Kites; Puzzles; Amusement game machines; Cases for action figures; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Inflatable toys; Promotional game cards; Stand alone video game machines; Stuffed and plush toys; Swimming floats; Talking toys; Toy figures; Toy vehicles; Video game joysticks; Video game machines for use with televisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Fang Yali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Fang Yali 25th Floor, Unit 3, Building 1, Dadingban Xianggeli Huayuan, Jiaozuo City CHINA 454750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEAN, AMY C |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEAN, AMY C |

---

**MARK DRAWING TYPE**

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420478</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098403</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "LXHung" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Bumper guards for cots, other than bed linen; Bumper guards for cribs, other than bed linen; Bumper guards for furniture; Fitted furniture leg covers for floor protection purposes; Fitted plastic inserts for use as container liners; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Gate hardware, namely, non-metal gate latches; Lock barrels, not of metal; Non-metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Non-metal hinges; Non-metal latch bars; Non-metal latches; Non-metal locks
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use** Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Foshan Shunde Niji Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: No. 2, Lane 2, Kangning South Street, Longjiang Town, Shunde District, Foshan, Guangdong, CHINA 528318
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Zib
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIJIEKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420485  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098404  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "AIJIEKE" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rucksacks; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks; Duffel bags for travel; Gym bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather bags; Make-up bags sold empty; Reusable shopping bags; School bags; Sling bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travel bags; Weekend bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 01, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Huali Luggage Co., Ltd.  Address Guangzhou Huali Luggage Co., Ltd.  No. 2, Third Street, Six Second New Dist  Union Village, Shiling Town  Huadu, Guangdong  CHINA  510850  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  PHYSI-ERG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420502  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098405  
 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  
 Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  
 Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "PHYSI-ERG" in a stylized font.  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-fatigue floor mats; Anti-fatigue floor mats made primarily of polyurethane; Floor mats; Non-slip floor mats for use under apparatus

International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  
 International Class Title Floor Coverings  First Use Mar. 23, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PHYSI-ERG PTY LTD  
 Address PHYSI-ERG PTY LTD 1A Menkens Street Henley Beach AUSTRALIA 5022  
 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)  
 State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MILLER POULTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420510 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098406
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POULTRY" Acquired
Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to MILLER

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Poultry, namely, chickens, ducks and turkeys; Prepared and packaged entrees consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use 2005 In Commerce 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pine Manor, Inc. Address Pine Manor, Inc. 9622 W 350 N Orland INDIANA 46776 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3019-12

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TMAXOWELLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420513
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098407
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic game equipment with a watch function; Equipment sold as a unit for playing kickball, tossing and catching, indoor and outdoor hopscotch games; Handheld game consoles; Jigsaw puzzles; Novelty toy items, namely, fake teeth; Paintball guns; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes and boats; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes and boats; Toy aircraft; Toy cars; Toy guns; Toy musical boxes; Toy tools; Toys for domestic pets; Water-squirting toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Beijing Jingfeng Shanyun Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Beijing Jingfeng Shanyun Technology Co., Ltd.
  Room 430, 4th Floor, Building 1, Yard 35
  Zhenxing Rd, Chengnan St, Changping Dist
  Beijing City CHINA 102200
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
CHOCOFRESKY’S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420514  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098408
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  666024  Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 27, 2000  Foreign Application/Registration County  MEXICO  Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 02, 2030  Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Oct. 29, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Candies; Chocolates; Cocoa; Marshmallow; Sweets; Chewing gum
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DULCES GABY SA DE CV  Address  DULCES GABY SA DE CV  U. IND VALLEJO  AV. MIGUEL OTHON DE MENDIZABAL # 460  Mexico D.F.  MEXICO 07700  Legal Entity  sociedad anonima (sa de cv)  State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14455
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG BRAKES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420518</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098409</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the design of a donkey between the stylized words "BIG" and "BRAKES".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BRAKES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Vehicle brakes; vehicle brake parts, namely, linings, pads and calipers

- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jul. 31, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Holley Performance Products, Inc.
- **Address**: Holley Performance Products, Inc. 1801 Russellville Road Bowling Green KENTUCKY 42101
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 123938-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: QUILICI, BRENDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420519</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the design of a bear claw. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2266943 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Vehicle brakes; vehicle brake parts, namely, linings, pads and calipers |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Dec. 31, 1997 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 31, 1997 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Holley Performance Products, Inc. |
| Address | Holley Performance Products, Inc. 1801 Russellville Road Bowling Green  KENTUCKY  42101 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 123938-0001 |
| Examining Attorney | QUILICI, BRENDAN A |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DRIVVIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420525
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098411
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Car rental; Car sharing services; Car transport; Motor vehicle sharing services, namely, providing temporary use of motor vehicles; Rental car reservation; Rental of car parking spaces; Rental of cars; Rental of vehicles; Transportation reservation services; Transportation consulting; Transportation consulting services; Transportation information; Vehicle rental; Vehicle sharing services, namely, providing temporary use of luxury car; Vehicle sharing services, namely, providing temporary use of car; Agency services for arranging the transportation of persons; Booking of transportation via a website; Leasing of motor vehicles; Leasing of cars; Leasing of vehicles; Making reservations and bookings for transportation; Making reservations and bookings for transportation by customer; Making reservations and bookings for transportation for customer; Making transportation bookings and reservations for others by means of a website; On-line transportation reservation and travel ticket reservation services; Online transportation reservation services; Providing transportation information; Providing transportation information via a website; Providing a website featuring information in the field of transportation; Providing a website featuring information on travel; Providing an on-line computer database in the field of booking of transportation; Providing information in the field of transportation via a website; Rental of motor vehicles; Rental of vehicles for transportation; Rental of vehicles used as displays at events; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation for customer; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; Travel and transport information service; Travel information services
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: Mar. 16, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Byroad Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Byroad Inc 651 N Broad, St Suite 206 Middletown DELAWARE 19709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>LARKEY, MICHAEL M 11608</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COVERHOUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420535 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098412
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3940823

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and directory services, namely, promoting the services of others by providing a web page featuring links to the websites of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2010 In Commerce May 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CoverHound, Inc. Address CoverHound, Inc. 1 California St. #100 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
**TM 9547 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AFVETUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420557 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022 Registration Number</th>
<th>7098413 Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023 Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Shirts; Socks; Swimsuits; Tee-shirts; Underclothes; Vests; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Hooded pullovers; Skirts and dresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Hehangchen Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Hehangchen Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rm 406,Bldg A,Bitaoyuan,No.213 Baomin 1st Rd,Wenhui Community,Xinan St Baoan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE COOL VENUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420560 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098414
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VENUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, personal, private and social events and gatherings; Rental of chairs and tables; Rental of furniture; Rental of table linens; Rental of tableware; Providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; Providing general purpose facilities for personal, private and social events and gatherings; Providing general purpose facilities for personal, private and social events and gatherings in community centers; Providing social meeting, banquet and social function facilities
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE COOL VENUE LLC Address THE COOL VENUE LLC Suite B 300 Plainfield Avenue Edison NEW JERSEY 08817 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOOLCAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420564 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098415
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A-shirts; Hats; Pants; Shorts; Socks; T-shirts; Trousers; Gym pants; Hooded sweatshirts; Outer jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEE, Tsz Kin Address LEE, Tsz Kin 1217 Sierra Madres Terrance, San Jose CALIFORNIA 95126
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Owner Name Kwok Chun Him Address Kwok Chun Him 1217 Sierra Madres Terrance, San Jose CALIFORNIA 95126 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) IFD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420566 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098416
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 08, 2008 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name International Furniture Direct LLC Address International Furniture Direct LLC 22735 N W Lake Dr Houston TEXAS 77095 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L554488811

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONLYCTR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420578 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098417
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bathroom vanities; Bedroom furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Office desks; Screens for fireplaces; Shelves for file cabinets; Table tops; Television stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Youchang E Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Youchang E Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 401, Unit 6, Building 18, Xiaowuxi Village, Fotang Town, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US052001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
ZOXIX

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420585</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098418</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Mugs; Coffee mugs |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 15, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Vo, Khanh Quynh Pham |
| Address | Vo, Khanh Quynh Pham 193/8 Nui Thanh, Phuong Hoa Cuong Bac Quan Hai Chau, Danang VIETNAM 550000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | VIETNAM |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 57403/9096 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N |

---

**TM 9552 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

JUL. 04, 2023

**Serial Number** 97420585  
**Application Filing Date** May 20, 2022  
**Registration Number** 7098418  
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Trademark  
**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023  
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**For** Mugs; Coffee mugs  
**First Use** May 15, 2022  
**In Commerce** May 15, 2022  
**Currently Use** Yes  
**Owner Name** Vo, Khanh Quynh Pham  
**Address** Vo, Khanh Quynh Pham 193/8 Nui Thanh, Phuong Hoa Cuong Bac Quan Hai Chau, Danang VIETNAM 550000  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** VIETNAM  
**Docket Number** 57403/9096  
**Examining Attorney** KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N  

11615
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CIRTHYS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420599</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098419</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Name Portrait Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bath towels; Bed covers; Curtains of textile; Dining linens; Duvets; Fabric imitating animal skins; Face towels of textile; Lap blankets; Mosquito nets; Sleeping bags for babies; Table linen of textile; Table linen, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Textile fabrics for lingerie; Textile serviettes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Baoding Hutian Trading Co., Ltd. Address Baoding Hutian Trading Co., Ltd. No. 77, A2 Street, Hedao International Accessories City, Baigou New City, Baoding, Hebei CHINA 071000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 995037

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examinng Attorney MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HACKERVR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420605</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098420</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HACKERVR".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "HACKERVR" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Battery charge devices; Cases for smartphones; Chargers for batteries; Covers for smartphones; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglass frames; Rechargeable batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB cables; Wireless charging pads for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Yin, Sihai
- **Address**: Yin, Sihai No. 109, Aotian Group, Guantian Village, Meijiang Town, Xiushan County, Chongqing CHINA 409900
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 995035
- **Examining Attorney**: DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  PLCNN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420613 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098421
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baskets for household purposes; Busts of china, ceramic, terra cotta, glass; Carboys; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Flowerpots; Gardening gloves; Glass mugs; Kitchen containers; Lunch boxes; Napkin rings; Porcelain mugs; Pots; Soap holders; Vases
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Xiaochengzi Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Xiaochengzi Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. 102, No. 50, Xianwu Industrial 1st Road, Fumin Community, Fucheng Street, Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  995036

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
LE'S SPICE MIXES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420645 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number   7098422
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "SPICE MIXES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Spices; Spice blends
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use
Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Le's Spice Mixes LLC Address   Le's Spice Mixes LLC 455 Karen Drive Unit 232 Woodbury MINNESOTA 55129 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SYFIXSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420653 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098423 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For License plate frames; Motorcycle handlebars; Mudguards for motorcycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake calipers; Parts of motorcycles, namely, clutch master cylinder assemblies; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan ShengYuan HuanMao International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Sichuan ShengYuan HuanMao International Trade Co., Ltd. No.1007,10/F,Unit2,Bldg.1,No.777,North Section of Yizhou Ave., Pilot FTZ. Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 615000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0521

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEBPAEGUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420655 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098424
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BEBPAEGUN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic brushes; Dishware; Horse brushes of wire; Mouse traps; Pancake molds; Pastry bags; Pet brushes; Pet dishes; Plastic place mats; Trays for domestic purposes of paper
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Guomin Address Liu, Guomin Rm. 1702, Bldg 5, Cuijingyuan Community, Dalang St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518010 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
TM 9559 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHUDENGXJL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97420665 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098425
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Canvas for painting; Custom paintings; Framed art prints; Framed paintings; Oil paintings; Paintbrushes; Painting sets for children; Painting tablets; Paintings; Water colours

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Yiwu Jiulai Garment Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Jiulai Garment Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 3, Building 88 Lingyun 2nd District, Beiyuan Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA  322000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   PJ4754

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RED4LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420680 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098426
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blood bank services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMPACTLIFE Address IMPACTLIFE 5500 LAKEVIEW PARKWAY DAVENPORT IOWA 52807
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-618

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUCEDUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420681 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098427
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Sucedul has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath towels; Beach towels; Children's towels; Compressed towels; Curtains and towels; Hand towels; Kitchen towels; Towels; Turban towels for drying hair
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chuangying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chuangying Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 808, Minhua Bldg., No. 7039 Beihuan Avenue, Kangxin Comm., Futian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518034 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOKMOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420688 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098428
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D decorative ornaments made from plastic; Bed pillows; Children's mats used for sleeping; Desktop statuary made of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Plastic storage tanks; Shelving for lockers; Wooden boxes with a locked storage area for personal items
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao Peifen Address Zhao Peifen No.68,sixth lane, caojiao village group, Wuyong, Wangniudun Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523962 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XCAKE LCOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420689 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098429
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cake molds; Cake moulds; Cake pans; Chocolate molds
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu Chundi Address Xu Chundi No. 55, Xiayang Village Donghua Street, Longyou County Zhejiang Province CHINA 324400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4757

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZIKAQUQI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420695 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098430
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZIKAQUQI has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational toys for developing cognitive skills; Children's multiple activity toys; Crib toys; Drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic styluses, and metal particles; Electronic learning toys; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; Musical toys; Puzzle games; Smart robot toys; Talking toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhuoyuesen Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhuoyuesen Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1306, No. 10, Tiezai Road, Gongle Community, Xixiang St, Baoan Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RMMBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420696  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098431
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric hair cutters; Electric hair trimmers; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand saws; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand-operated spray guns; Pruning shears; Razor strops
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Yifeng Famous Decorative Building Materials Co., Ltd. Address Huizhou Yifeng Famous Decorative Building Materials Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 1045 Yingbin Avenue Longcheng Town, Longmen County Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4759
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Wlrrcwdttc

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420700 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098432 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Wlrrcwdttc has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bed frames; Display racks; Foot stools; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Furniture of metal; Furniture parts, namely, chair legs, table leaves, arm rests; Furniture, namely, showcases; Legs for furniture; Metal furniture; Non-metal stilt leg extension attached to shoes for extending the vertical reach of workmen
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Yurong Address Yang, Yurong Room 502, Unit 2, Building 14,Guijingwan No. 45, Beiique Road, Liubei District Liuzhou, Guangxi CHINA 545000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VO, KOMAL MAKHDOOM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAVAXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420708 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098433
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ball-point pens; Electric pencil sharpeners; Gift-wrapping paper; Gift bags; Gift wrapping bows of paper; Gift wrapping paper; Giftwrapping paper; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Marking tool for quilting, namely, hand tool for releasing powder to create markings on fabrics; Metallic paper party decorations; Office stationery; Paper boxes for storing greeting cards; Paper cocktail umbrellas; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper gift bags for wine; Paper gift tags; Paper gift wrapping bows; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Paper wine gift bags; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Party ornaments of paper; Pencil sharpeners; Sealing wax; Writing pens that may also be used to perform pen spinning tricks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Weijiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Weijiao Trading Co., Ltd. Room 10690, Building 2, No. 293 Weichang Road, Jinshan District Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANANNAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420710  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098434  
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; Game headphones; Interfaces and peripheral devices for computers; Keyboard and print out apparatus for use with computers; Kitchen timers; Power adapters; Power adapters for computers; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Swivelling stands adapted for computers; USB charging ports; USB hubs; Video game cartridges; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless high definition multimedia interface adapters
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jan. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Ananan E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Ananan E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  704,No1, East Seventh Lane,Shuikou Garden  Shangchuan Community,Xinan Str,BaoanDist  Shenzhen  CHINA  518100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  sha2114

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOIMOINOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420767 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098435
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ToiMoiNous has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking paper; Boxes of paper; Cake decorating stencils; Cake decorations of paper; Cardboard containers; Cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; Cardboard pizza boxes; Paper bags; Paper boxes; Paper cake decorations International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Paxing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Paxing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 101, No. 83 Shanghe Road Baiyun District Guangzhou CHINA 510080 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TTFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420785 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098436
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters TTFLY” in stylized font. Translation  The wording TTFLY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Dresses; Hoodies; Rainwear; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Athletic shorts; Clothing jackets; Jogging pants; Yoga pants International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jan. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Jinsheng Tianding Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Jinsheng Tianding Trading Co., Ltd. No. 214-2, Dingmei Dongli, Haicang District, Xiamen CHINA 361026 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Koh-ASN00013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUBETVPRODUCTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420796 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098437
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video production services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 31, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name murfin, michael Address murfin, michael 549 Charrington Court Fort Collins COLORADO 80525
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97420813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Air purifiers; Aquarium heaters; Bread-making machines; Dehumidifiers; Desk lamps; Electric coffee brewers; Electric food dehydrators; Electric sandwich makers; Electrical rice cookers; Floor lamps; Humidifiers; LED landscape lights; LED mood lights; Reading lights; Solar powered lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Foshan Shunde Dikaite Furniture Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Foshan Shunde Dikaite Furniture Co., Ltd. Room 304, 3rd Floor, No.42 Daliangjian Hainan Road, Shunde District, Foshan, CHINA 528399
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
Mark Literal(s) SUGARGERA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SUGARGERA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banners of paper; Cardboard cake boxes; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Metallic paper party decorations; Paper banners; Paper cake decorations; Paper cake toppers; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper party bags; Paper party decorations; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Party ornaments of paper

INTERNATIONAL CLASSES
16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Pengzhang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Pengzhang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 449, No. 22-4, 7th Lane, Yongtai Zhihe Street, Yongping Street, Baiyun District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KOH-ASN00017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  Shiso Crispy

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97420819</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098440</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Whaley, Ronicca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Whaley, Ronicca 7818 country club rd N SAINT PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KETCHUM, BRENDAN J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) METIRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420822 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098441
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "METIRA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Magnetic levitating desk toys; Model toy vehicles; Party balloons; Play balls; Plush toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy balloons; Toy guns; Toy pistols; Toy vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Xiaona Address Liu, Xiaona No. 22, Xianchun Dongchenggou Luxia, Huanggang Town, Raoping County, Chaozhou CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KOH-ASN00018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HW HOW 2 WED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420828 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098442
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "H" in pink having a vine with green leaves and pink flowers on the left and middle lines of the letter, with the letter "W" in pink having a pink flower with green leaves to the right of it. The letters "H" and "W" are connected with two interconnected wedding bands in gold. The language "How 2 Wed" is in black cursive writing under the "H" and "W". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink, gold, green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Party and wedding reception planning consultation services; Providing information in the field of wedding party planning; Providing information regarding wedding reception planning for wedding parties; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Wedding reception planning and coordination consultation services; Wedding reception planning and coordination services International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOW 2 WED, LLC Address HOW 2 WED, LLC Suite 501 12240 SW 53rd Street Cooper City FLORIDA 33330 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6884.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZUYUSO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97420831 | Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098443 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The wording "ZUYUSO" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Agates; Bracelets; Earrings; Agate as jewellery; Bead bracelets; Key chains; Necklaces; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry | First Use | May 05, 2022 | In Commerce | May 05, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhang, Suzhen | Address | Zhang, Suzhen | No. 12, Group 1 | Minzu Vlg, Miaoertan Town | Longshan, Hunan, CHINA | 416800 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 22-05-04973 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** PLWALKER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97420833</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098444</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Digital media receivers; Earphones; Electric door bells; Electronic transmitters and receivers used to locate lost children; Eye glasses; Flotation vests; Loudspeakers; Measuring apparatus for temperature and humidity levels in gases and solid substances; Portable media players; Protective work gloves; Smart watches; Smartglasses; Tool measuring instruments; Tyre-pressure measurers; Vehicle breakdown warning triangles; Voltage stabilizers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | First Use | Jan. 16, 2022 | In Commerce | Jan. 16, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Taian Palading Trading Co., Ltd. | Address | Taian Palading Trading Co., Ltd. Room 502, Unit 1, Building 37, Pingyang Xiangyang Road, Qingyun Street Xintai CHINA | Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) | State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | KOH-ASN00020 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |

| Examining Attorney | REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOO BOO CREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97420843  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098445
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  CREAM

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-medicated grooming preparations for pets, namely, topical skin creams used for treating dry skin and skin hot spots, restoring moisture balance, promoting the healing of cuts and scrapes
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Dec. 11, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nancy LaScala  Address  Nancy LaScala  628 S. Ridgeley Drive  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90036
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2572/1004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOLINUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420851 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098446
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FOLINUS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Lamps; Showers; Barbecues and grills; Bath screens; Desk lamps; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Hand-held showers; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for tents; Landscape lighting installations; LED flashlights; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures with motion detection; Plumbing fittings, namely, bibbs, cocks, traps, valves; Plumbing fittings, namely, spouts; Portable showers; Portable stoves; Portable utility lights; Power-operated vaporizers for household purposes; Reading lights; Sconce lighting fixtures; Shower cubicles; Showerheads and components thereof; Solar powered lamps; Taps for bidets
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhenxuan Electronic Commerce (QingyuanCity)Co.,Ltd Address Zhenxuan Electronic Commerce (QingyuanCity)Co.,Ltd No. 07, Shop 1, Buildings 1 and 2, Jinyu Haoting, No. 110 Songgang Rd., Qingcheng Dist., Qingyuan CHINA 511538 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DREAM VACATIONS ADVISOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420857 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098447
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “VACATIONS ADVISOR”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchise services, namely, offering business management services, assistance and guidance in the establishment and operation of businesses offering travel services; providing a website featuring information in the field of business management of travel service franchises; consumer loyalty services for commercial purposes, namely, administration of frequent traveler benefit programs for others; Business consulting in the field of travel; advertising and promotional services for others; advertising consultation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 21, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 13, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WORLD TRAVEL HOLDINGS, INC. Address WORLD TRAVEL HOLDINGS, INC. BUILDING C, 2ND FLOOR 100 FORDHAM ROAD Wilmington MASSACHUSETTS 01887 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48168000131

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUECOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420858 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098448
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YUECOOM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Thermostats; Transformers; Battery chargers; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Digital multimeters; Electric current control devices; Electric sockets; Electron microscopes; Frequency converters; Infrared thermometers, not for medical purposes; IP (Internet protocol) cameras; Light switches; Magnifying glasses; Power switches; Pressure sensors; Relays, electric; Thermometers, not for medical purposes; Touch panels; USB card readers; Voltage monitor modules; Voltage stabilizers; Voltage testers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Leihan E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Leihan E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 206, Bldg. 27, Area 1, Yingshui Shanzhuang, Minle Community, Minzhi St., Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01898

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOHIRUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420859 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098449
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MOHIRUE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Daypacks; Luggage; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Drawstring bags; Duffel bags; Gym bags; Shoulder bags; Tote bags; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 06, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Yihua E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Yihua E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1103, No. 14, Xiangxi Yili, Maxiang Street, Xiang'an District, Xiamen CHINA 361100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AOESIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420865 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098450
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AOESIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anchors; Wire; Alloyed steels; Bag hangers of metal; Bins of metal; Carbon steels; Cotter pins of metal; Fasteners, namely, metal bars and chains; Furniture fittings of metal; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal hardware, namely, springs; Metal spacer brackets; Metal threaded fasteners; Works of art of non-precious metal; Zinc-coated steel sheets International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Aoyixin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Aoyixin Technology Co., Ltd. 518,F5, Yida Park,Jiyou Workshop,No. 562 Bulong Rd.,Yangmei Community,Bantian St, Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LA FABRIC SPOT INC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97420866  **Application Filing Date** May 20, 2022  **Registration Number** 7098451  
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer** "LA FABRIC" AND "INC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors  
**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 42, 50  
**International Class Title** Fabrics  
**First Use** Feb. 03, 2022  
**In Commerce** Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** LA Fabric Spot INC  
**Address** LA Fabric Spot INC  8549 WILSHIRE BLVD, SUITE 1206  BEVERLY HILLS  CALIFORNIA  90211  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARE GODDESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420874 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098452
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 06, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CRISTINA RENEE BERNARDEZ DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MARE GODDESS Address CRISTINA RENEE BERNARDEZ 5964 S Figueroa St Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90003 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PICKLED PINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420876 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098453
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PICKLED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pickles; Pickled cucumbers; Pickled fruits; Pickled hot peppers; Pickled jalapeños; Pickled onions; Pickled peppers; Pickled vegetables; Pickled watermelon rind; Dill pickles; Spicy pickles
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use May 01, 2013 In Commerce May 01, 2013
For Pickle relish
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
May 01, 2013 In Commerce May 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05202022PPF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AP ASEPTICPAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420877 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098454
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ASEPTICPAK" in black stylized font with the letters "AP" in front of the wording, where the letter "A" appears in blue and the letter "P" appears in green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors black, blue, and green are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ASEPTIC PACK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collapsible boxes of paper; Fabric gift bags; Face towels of paper; Gift wrap paper; Packing paper; Paper bags for use in the sterilisation of medical instruments; Paper bags for use in the sterilization of medical instruments; Paper roll stock for packaging food, medical instrument; Plastic bags for packing; Viscose sheets for wrapping

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aseptic (Shanghai) Medical Technology Co., Ltd. Address Aseptic (Shanghai) Medical Technology Co., Ltd. 101, 1F, BLD. No.2, Lane 2699, Jiangshan Road Lin-gang Special Area of China (Shanghai) Pilot FTZ, Shanghai CHINA 201306 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KOH-ASN00025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
TM 9589 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MWC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420878 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098455
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hub caps
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

For All-purpose cleaners; Grease removers for household use; Windshield cleaner fluids
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miami Wholesale Ecommerce, LLC Address Miami Wholesale Ecommerce, LLC #31 7819 NW 104th Avenue Doral FLORIDA 33178 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MWC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TANDTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420893 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098456
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TANDTON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antennas; Radios; Transponders; Walkie-talkies; Cordless telephones; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; Masts for wireless aerials; Radar apparatus; Radio pagers; Radio transmitters; Radiotelephony sets; Satellite-aided navigation systems; Telephones incorporating intercommunication systems; Transmitters of electronic signals; Vehicle radios; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; telecom transmitters
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Caomo Trade Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Caomo Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 1420, Bldg 1, Hongjing Commercial CTR No. 128, Quanxiu Street, Fengze District Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04974

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOA|CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420900 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098457
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SOA|CO." in a stylized form with the letter "A" resembling a tent.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 294289 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 12, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County COSTA RICA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags of leather for packaging; Handbags made of 100% canvas fabric with a wax wash, ropes and cords; Leather travelling bag sets; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CASTRO RIBA, DIEGO ALBERTO Address CASTRO RIBA, DIEGO ALBERTO Condominio Alta vista, Apt#A1-1 Heredia COSTA RICA 40101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship COSTA RICA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MY SOUL & SPIRIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420915 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098458 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MY SOUL & SPIRIT", the wording "MY" in a significantly smaller font above the letters "OU" of the "SOUL".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Canvas for painting; Graphic prints International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 21, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2020
For Shirts; T-shirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 10, 2021 In Commerce May 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANG, PHAN NHAT Address SANG, PHAN NHAT 54/29/7 Chien Luoc Street, Binh Tri Dong Ward, Binh Tan District, Ho Chi Minh city VIETNAM 700000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ASK THE CHIEF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97420921
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098459
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Sep. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: El Cid Brewing Company LLC
- **Address**: El Cid Brewing Company LLC 1334 Montera St Chula Vista CALIFORNIA 91913
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: L555088041

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUACHOIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420934 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098460
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BUACHOIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Cages for household pets; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Cooking pots, non-electric; Cosmetic brushes; Dishers; Dusting brushes; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Ice buckets; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Non-electric griddles; Ornaments of crystal; Pasta makers, hand-operated; Polishing cloths; Syringes for watering flowers and plants; Tea services in the nature of tableware; Thermally insulated containers for food; Towel rails and rings; Trays for household purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 15, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Jingjia Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Jingjia Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 11, 6/F, Unit 1, Building 10B, No. 13, Honggang 2nd Street, Qingshan, Wuhan CHINA 430080 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01898

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KONSCHAK, CARL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AFFHAUSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420935 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098461
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer cables; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer monitors; Computer peripherals; Computer screens
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce May 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AFFHAUSEN TECHNOLOGIES LLC Address AFFHAUSEN TECHNOLOGIES LLC 111 CONGRESS AVE SUITE 500 AUSTIN TEXAS 78701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KONSCHAK, CARL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIVTRILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420950  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098462
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer keypads; Computer mice; Digital cameras; Magnifying glasses; Portable video cameras with built-in videocassette recorders; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Feb. 09, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao Xiaoxin  Address Zhao Xiaoxin Room 707, Futian Building, No. 3009, Shennan Middle Road, Futian District, Shenzhen City CHINA 518000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEEDEFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420956 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098463
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Jeedefi has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Air fryers; Electric coffee brewers; Electric fans; Electric rotisseries; Ice machines; LED lamps; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Magnifying lamps; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye Chunhan Address Ye Chunhan Rm 20B, Ruitian Pavilion, Bldg A, Tianyue Longting, No. 19, Yalan Road, Bao'an Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAMÁ TOÑA'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97420966 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098464
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TONA" in the mark is "CREAM".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-inflammatory preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mama Tona's LLC Address Mama Tona's LLC #8401 10919 Sepulveda Boulevard San Fernando CALIFORNIA 91345 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ga4583

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GORILLA STONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421012 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098465
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STONE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of stone building materials
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020
For Custom fabrication and production of stone building materials
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Jul. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gorilla Stone Inc Address Gorilla Stone Inc 501 Griffith Rd Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28217
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555569745

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIVE CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421017 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098466
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable cloud-based software for freight management and shipping logistics

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 15, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2020

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cloud-based freight management and shipping logistics

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 15, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Banyan Technology, Inc. Address Banyan Technology, Inc. 31011 Viking Parkway Westlake OHIO 44145 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EYEPHAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421030  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098467
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Eyephan" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Automobile bumper guards; Automobile roof racks; Automotive aftermarket parts, namely, truck bed extender and storage box; Fitted covers for vehicles; Fitted truck bed liners; Front and rear bicycle rack packs; Land vehicle parts, namely, running boards; Tail gates for trucks or SUVs; Truck accessories, namely, retractable tailgate benches; Truck bed storage organizers; Trucks and structural parts therefor; Utility terrain vehicles (UTVs); Vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors; Vehicle side view mirror covers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 16, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WENZHOU TIANMAO AUTOMOBILE PARTS CO., LTD  Address WENZHOU TIANMAO AUTOMOBILE PARTS CO., LT D Rm 101, No. 14, Wanyang Zhongchuang City No. 9, Yangyu, Binhai New Area, Pingyang Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-M0438

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
DMCoin v2

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIBCOIN V2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421033 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098468
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "V2"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5396033

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 10, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUMA, HONSON Address LUMA, HONSON 4723 Glenarm Ave Baltimore MARYLAND 21206
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AXS AUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421066 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098469 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangle with rounded corners. Inside the rectangle is the term AXS in stylized, capital letters. Directly below and centered is the word AUDIO in stylized, capital letters in a smaller font. Disclaimer "AUDIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earbuds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Audio Expert Systems, Inc. Address Audio Expert Systems, Inc. Unit A 17835 Newhope Street Fountain Valley CALIFORNIA 92708 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEXT FRONTIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421073 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098470
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Incubation services, namely, providing financing to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits; Venture capital advisory services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 13, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 13, 2018

For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of economic, political, technological, social, cultural, spiritual, industrial, manufacturing, and supply chain innovation; Conducting fellowship training programs in the field of business, innovation, and industrial technology; Organizing events in the field of business, innovation, and industrial technology for cultural or educational purposes; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, videos, and podcasts in the field(s) of economic, political, technological, social, cultural, spiritual, industrial, manufacturing, and supply chain innovation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 13, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 13, 2018

For On-line retail store services featuring subscriptions to media content, clothing, and general merchandise; Business consulting services in the field of innovation and industrial commerce; New business venture development and formation consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 13, 2018 In Commerce Feb. 13, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Next Frontier, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Next Frontier, LLC 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>RIRIE, Verna Beth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEACHTOWN BLUSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421098 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098471
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLUSH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 2005 In Commerce Mar. 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alapay Cellars, Inc. Address Alapay Cellars, Inc. P.O. Box 38 Avila Beach CALIFORNIA 93424
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6321-00800

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLE COMMODITIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421102 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098472
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an outline of a dog's face inside a circle
formed by a line on the bottom part and the stylized wording "SIMPLE COMMODITIES" on the upper part.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable housebreaking pads for use in training puppies
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simple Commodities LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Simple Commodities Address Simple
Commodities LLC 120 N GREEN ST UNIT #209 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60607 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CIUFREOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421120 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098473
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CIUFREOY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Central processing unit (CPU) coolers; Central processing unit (CPU) fans; Computer cameras; Computer expansion boards; Computer keyboard keycaps; Computer monitor frames; Decorative switch plate covers; Headwall gas and electricity distribution units comprising power strips, surge protectors or electrical power distribution apparatus for use in hospital facilities; Liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors; Mobile hotspot devices; Power strips; Power strips with moveable sockets; USB (universal serial bus) hardware; Wireless computer peripherals; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. 1-1310,Office Bldg.1# and 2#, Fengshang Milan Community, Gulou District, Xuzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 221000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CNSEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421127 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098474
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Coveralls; Gilets; Infantwear; Loungewear; Shortalls; Swimsuits; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Clothing jackets; Down jackets; Hiking jackets; Motorcycle jackets; Rainproof jackets; Snow boarding suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liaoyang Yuxi Clothing Co., Ltd. Address Liaoyang Yuxi Clothing Co., Ltd. WENHUA STREET DENGTA Liaoyang, Liaoning CHINA 111300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HETFDAUK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421132 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098475
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HETFDAUK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hygrometers; Microscopes; Photometers; Digital multimeters; Digital pH meters; Echo sounders; Laser level measuring apparatus; Laser rangefinders; Measuring apparatus, namely, rain gauges; Metal detectors; Meteorological instruments; Neon signs; Noise level meters; Planetarium projectors; Projector lamps
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Yuanke Address Guo, Yuanke No.100, Shuikou East Road, Shuikou Town, Yanling County Zhuzhou, Hunan CHINA 412505 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Mark Literal(s) ETERNAL WEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421138 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098476
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Professional coaching services in the field of wealth development using business leadership, financial management, and spiritual faith principles, as well as a wealth development personality quiz
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arise Business Solutions, LLC Address Arise Business Solutions, LLC 10000 Main St Unit 302 Bellevue WASHINGTON 98004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TREVOR'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421146  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098477
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring beverages, alcohol, liquor, beer, wine, tobacco products and food
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 16, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 16, 2020

For Bar services featuring beer, wine and liquor
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 16, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arizona Whiskey LLC  Address Arizona Whiskey LLC Suite 200 750 Communications Parkway Columbus OHIO 43214  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZTL-11E-122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AEGYDALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421149 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098478
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle openers; China ornaments; Cleaning brushes for household use; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Cookery molds; Cosmetic brushes; Empty water bottles for bicycles; Flower and plant cultivation trays; Garden gnome figurines comprised of terra cotta; Gardening gloves; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Horticultural, plastic buckets hanging from free standing platform incorporating a micro-drip irrigation system for use in growing any type of vegetable, plant or shrub; Plant baskets; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Han, Jingun Address Han, Jingun No. 1, Lu'an Village, Liugu Town, Hua County Anyang, Henan CHINA 456464 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
Case Identifiers

Serial Number  97421152  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098479
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Mark Literal(s)  NAMRAMO

Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Flowerpots; All purpose portable household containers; Baskets for household purposes, not of metal; Beverage stirrers; Bottle openers; Cleaning combs; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Deshedding combs for pets; Flower pot holders; Gardening gloves; Ice cube moulds; Laundry baskets for household purposes; Nozzles for sprinkler hose; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Shenzhen Yiqiyuan Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Yiqiyuan Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 905, Building 21,Shayuanpu,Minzhi Community,Minzhi Street,Longhua District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518110  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  KRASS, KRISTINA M
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ROOCKHITCB

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97421159
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098480
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "ROOCKHITCB" in stylized font, There is a automobile wiper above and below the letters.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Yingzhiban Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanjing Yingzhiban Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 1-0013, Office Bldg. A, Bagua Garden Community Resident Committee, Qixia Dist. Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 210043
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examinig Attorney**
- **Examing Attorney**: SMITH, CAROLINE P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) GAENMESN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421166 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098481
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Down jackets; Fashion masks being ski masks; Helmet liners being headwear; Jogging outfits; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Novelty ski masks; Ski bibs; Ski boots; Ski gloves; Ski jackets; Ski pants; Snowboard boots; Snowboard shoes; Sport coats; Waterproof jackets and pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Qing Address Li, Qing Room 2904, Building 17, Binhu Vanke City No. 2852, Yungu Road, Baohe District Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230092 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97421171
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098482
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Paperweights; Penholders; Blank journal books; Blank journals for writing; Blank note cards; Book markers; Leather covered diaries; Loose leaf paper; Pen and pencil boxes; Personal organizers; Photograph albums; Plastic shopping bags; Pocket memorandum books; Protective covers for sheets of paper; Stationery boxes
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Anyang Beiheng Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 502, Unit 4, Building 11, Ziwei Garden, Guiyuan Street, Linzhou City, Anyang, Henan, CHINA 456550
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHIFTY & THE GEARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97421176 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098483 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Matthew Scherf, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Dec. 16, 2017 In Commerce  Dec. 16, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Matt Scherf Address  Matt Scherf 1235 Lee Terrace Toms River NEW JERSEY 08753 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K556043409

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REID, MONICA R
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s):** ZGSGTPYS

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **International Classes:** 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title:** Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce:** Apr. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Apr. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name:** Yangjiang Shanggu Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address:** Yangjiang Shanggu Trading Co., Ltd. No.8 Middle Lane, Xudazhai, Chengxi, Longwan Vil.Committee, Jiangcheng Dist. Yangjiang, Guangdong CHINA 529500
- **Legal Entity:** Limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney:** OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARRLOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421181 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098485
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Marrlous" in stylized font. The letter "o" with a heart in the middle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Craft paper; Gift-wrapping paper; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Paper gift bags; Paper party bags; Printed notepads; Printed post cards; Refills for ballpoint pens; Removable stickers; Stationery boxes; Stickers and decalcomanias; Vellum paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Jucaisheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Jucaisheng Trading Co., Ltd. One of Room 405, No. 27 Changhong Road, Huli District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361006 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OSBORNE, AUDRIANA R
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97421202 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098486
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "ALK" above the word "POSITIVE" with the second "I" depicted as a stylized DNA helix. Disclaimer "ALK POSITIVE"

Goods and Services Information
For Charitable fundraising; Providing grants for cancer research and for medical diagnosis; Providing grants to cancer patients for medical diagnosis International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 18, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2021
For Providing a website via a global computer network featuring supportive personal stories on the subjects of health, cancer, cancer recovery and survival; Providing personal support services for caregivers, partners, wives and husbands of the chronically ill and/or disabled, namely, companionship and emotional support; Providing personal support services for patients and families of patients, namely, emotional counseling and emotional support International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 18, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2021
For Providing health information in the field of cancer diagnosis, research, and treatment; Providing information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment; Providing information in the field of the diagnosis and treatment of cancer via a website International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 18, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROMYBUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421204 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098487
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Baskets for household purposes; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; General purpose storage bins for household use; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Hand-operated spice grinders; Plastic bag holders for household use; Plastic storage containers for household use; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Serving trays; Shower racks; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Sun catchers; Toilet paper holders; Training chopsticks for children
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Jinyanzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Address Nanjing Jinyanzhou Technology Co., Ltd. Room 204-1,Bldg.1,No.84,Shuijiawan St. Changlu St., Jiangbei New Dist. Nanjing, Jiangsu CHINA 210000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WATERCARBON

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421222</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098488</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Spanners; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, brake cylinder hones; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, drum brake adjusting tools; Hand-operated wire strippers; Hand tools, namely, automobile sheet metal dent repair tool; Hex keys; Knives, forks, and spoons being tableware; Non-powered lawn and turf edging tool for attachment to universal utility vehicles; Setting pliers; Spark wrenches; Straight razors
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Suining Development Zone Yongzhu Department Store
- **Composed of**: Wu, Zuochen, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Suining Development Zone Yongzhu Department Store No. 98, Shuxiu West Street, Kaikai District, Suining, Sichuan, CHINA, 629018
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOIEIMIVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421242 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098489
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes-pegs; Boxes for sweets; Cat litter boxes; Chocolate moulds for household purposes; Disposable containers for household use; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Honey stirrers; Ice cube molds; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Kitchen mitts; Money boxes; Sandwich molds; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Tea infusers; Towel rings
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  OREGONIZED BREWING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421245 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098490
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “BREWING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring homebrewing supplies
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Oregonized Brewing Composed of  Jason Frost, a citizen of United States Address  Oregonized Brewing 60911 Zircon Drive Bend OREGON  97702 Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney  LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 636 DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421253 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098491
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing community events in the nature of annual festivals featuring primarily live musical performances, street performers, and live art exhibitions

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Local 636, LLC Address Local 636, LLC 905 N Kingshighway St Saint Charles MISSOURI 63301 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LYTINROOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421276 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098492
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries and battery chargers; Batteries and battery chargers for intravenous fluid delivery apparatus; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Battery chargers for tablet computers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Dianlu New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. Address Anhui Dianlu New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. 1704B, Block C, Xinji Business Center No. 666 West Dongliu Road, Shushan Dist Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230000
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  TRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421283  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098493
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing online and telephonic referrals in the field of home and community-based services for older adults and persons with disabilities; Providing an on-line commercial information directory featuring information regarding places or services for older adults and persons with disabilities; Providing on-line directory information services also featuring hyperlinks to the websites of others; Charitable services, namely, providing a free online resources in the nature of a website for connecting people who have service needs with people who are willing to provide volunteer services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Feb. 16, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 16, 2022

For  Charitable services, namely, providing transportation services for older adults and persons with disabilities
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  Feb. 16, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WestFair Rides, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA TRA  Address  WestFair Rides, Inc.  10 Tatomuck Road  Pound Ridge  NEW YORK  10579  Legal Entity  non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  094000.11409

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, ANDREW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOBODY TOLD ME!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421287 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098494
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of self-improvement, entrepreneurship, business, personal stories, family, health, wellness, pets, and human behavior
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Jul. 25, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nobody Told Me Address Nobody Told Me 11440 N. 69th Street Scottsdale ARIZONA 85254 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUST ARTIN' AROUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421294 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098495
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Framed art prints; Graphic art prints
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 2014 In Commerce 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JUST ARTIN' AROUND, LLC Address JUST ARTIN' AROUND, LLC 16606 MASSEY HOPE ST MIDLOTHIAN VIRGINIA 23112 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HmProFocus

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421314</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098496</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The wording HmProFocus has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Adhesives for do-it-yourself purposes; Arts and craft paint kits; Ball point pens; Document files; Kitchen paper; Kraft paper; Note paper; Note papers; Reading easels; Sketch books; Stationery cases; Stationery writing paper and envelopes; Tags for index cards; Watercolor boards; Wedding albums; Writing implements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhu, Yinglong |
| Address | Zhu, Yinglong Room 110, No. 610, Bulong Road, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN |

11695
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUKAIWTEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421319 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098497
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Jukaiwtec has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Driving practice mats; Golf bag trolleys; Golf bags; Golf balls; Golf club covers; Golf club grips; Golf clubs; Golf divot repair tools; Golf gloves; Golf practice nets; Golf putters; Golf training aid, namely, a brace worn on the hand and wrist to control flipping of the hand in a golf swing; Non-motorized golf bag carts; Putting practice mats
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wei, Liang Address Wei, Liang Room 604, No. 20, Lane 179, Miaopu Road, Zhaobaoshan Street, Zhenhai District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal 
Register

Mark Literal(s) MANMKBON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421328 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098498
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MANMKBON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Radios; Bariatric scales; Computer peripheral apparatus; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Motion sensitive security lights; Portable listening devices, namely, MP3 players; Protective cases for portable media players; Racing safety apparel, namely, flame retardant balaclavas; Sports glasses; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands for photographic apparatus; USB chargers adapted for car cigarette lighter sockets; Voltage surge protectors; Wireless headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Xianhong Address Wang, Xianhong No. 24,Group 9,Jingzhoushang,Tunzhou Village,Mashi Town,Taihe County Ji'an,Jiangxi CHINA 343700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AGEWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421338 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098499
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AGEWD" in stylized form.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby feeding dummies; Belts, electric, for medical purposes; Breast pumps; Dummies for babies; Electronic muscle stimulators for medical purposes; Feeding bottle teats; Feeding bottle valves; Fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; Nursing bottles
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 18, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Tudeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Tudeng Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 2113, B, SOHO bldg, Wanda Plaza, No. 679 Baozhou St, Dengxing, Quanxiu St, Fengze Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362046 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORNWELL, ANDREA B

11698
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QRARAZL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421346  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098500
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air sterilizers; Deep fryer, electric; Dryers used for the removal of solid, liquid and vapor contaminants from compressed air and gases; Electric coffee brewers; Electric cupcake makers; Electric heating fans; LED lamps; LED nail drying apparatus; Nail lamps; Steam facial apparatus; Ultraviolet gel manicure lights; Ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; UV toilet sterilizers for household purposes; Windshield washer fluid heaters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 02, 2022  In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Xingwei Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Guangzhou Xingwei Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 201, No. 8, Gaomingli Lane 2, Ruibao Beiyue, Haizhu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong  CHINA  510220  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FINEDEALZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421364</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Candles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>4 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 6, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Lubricants and Fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: THATSADEAL LTD. CO.
Address: THATSADEAL LTD. CO. 16303 Lyons School Rd Apt 305 Spring TEXAS 77379
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: HOWELL, MATTHEW P
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
KALINGYUBEE

### Case Identifiers

| Serial Number | 97421365 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098502 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal|
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "KALINGYUBEE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Brushes for footwear; Candle extinguishers and candlesticks of precious metal; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Confectioners' molds; Cookie cutters; Picnic baskets sold empty; Piping bags; Plastic coasters; Smart medicine bottles, sold empty; Table mats of plastic; Tealight essential oil diffusers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Ji, Biyu
- **Address**: No. 350, Huanshi East Road Yuexiu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INDOMITABLE LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421369  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098503
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6688275

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring men's and women's apparel, journals, coffee mugs, inspirational books, and greeting cards

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2021  In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name inDOMitable Gifts, LLC  Address inDOMitable Gifts, LLC 62 Chinaberry Drive  Hilton Head Island SOUTH CAROLINA 29926  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EDUCATE U UNIVERSITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421381</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098504</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized word &quot;EDUCATE&quot; on top of the letter &quot;U&quot;. Below the word &quot;EDUCATE&quot; is the word &quot;UNIVERSITY&quot; on top of a scrolled banner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Career coaching services; Conducting workshops and seminars in career literacy; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring career information and guidance; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of interviews with various industry experts, and career information and guidance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2020</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Shani Chen  
Address Shani Chen 4965 Palo Dr Tarzana CALIFORNIA 91356  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number L555604206

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
YES, DEAR

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97421410
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098505
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a word bubble with the words "YES, DEAR".

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Remodeling of homes
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Yes, Dear: Home Remodel and Landscape, LLC
- **Address**: Yes, Dear: Home Remodel and Landscape, LLC, 818 Monroe Manor rd, Stevensville, MARYLAND 21666
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARBON-15

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421414 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098506
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Component parts for guns; Firearms
International Classes  13 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 9 International Class Title  Firearms First Use  2000
In Commerce  2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Crotalus Holdings Inc. Address  Crotalus Holdings Inc.  2246 Park Place, Suite B Minden  NEVADA  89423 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BUS-T28

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALIGMORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421425  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098507
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording ALIGMORA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air humidifying apparatus; Battery-operated tap lights; Bicycle lamps; Cosmetic refrigerators; Desk lamps; Electric shoe dryers for household purposes; Fish-luring lights; Infrared lamp fixtures; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for tents; LED flashlights; LED landscape lights; Sun lamps; Ultraviolet gel manicure lights; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  May 06, 2022  In Commerce  May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  VAST UNIVERSEL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LIMITED  Address  VAST UNIVERSEL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LIMITED  Room D59,No.10-12,1/F,Fengli Centre, No.54 Kaiyuan Road,Kwun Tong,Kowloon  Hong Kong  HONG KONG  999077  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUSY BEE THERAPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421439</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098508</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "THERAPY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Occupational therapy; Physical therapy; Speech and language therapy services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Oct. 13, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Busy Bee Therapy, LLC
- **Address**: Busy Bee Therapy, LLC 210 Silverwood Trail Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29229
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EACITOWN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421460</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098509</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;EACITOWN&quot; in stylized font.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Yo-yos; Bathtub toys; Christmas tree decorations; Doll accessories; Football gloves; Gaming chips; Inflatable toys; Party balloons; Party favor hats; Playing cards and card games; Role playing games; Rugby balls; Squeeze toys; Toy jewelry being children's dress-up accessories; Toy tools |
| International Classes  | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use               | Apr. 30, 2022       | In Commerce | Apr. 30, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yangzhou Wending Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Room 205, Building 19, West Lake Garden Pingshantangxi Road, Hanjiang District Yangzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 225100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STANWOOD, STEPHEN D |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yangzhou Wending Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Room 205, Building 19, West Lake Garden Pingshantangxi Road, Hanjiang District Yangzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 225100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Examining Attorney | STANWOOD, STEPHEN D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COUPLES AND SEX THERAPISTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421476  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098510  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ASSOCIATION"

Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coaching in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, workshops, webinars, training in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, webinars, training in the fields of relationships and sex therapy; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops, webinars, training in the field of relationships and sex therapy and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Personal coaching services in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Professional coaching services in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Providing group coaching in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Providing training for certification in the field of relationships and sex therapy; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of relationships and sex therapy

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  2010  In Commerce  2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  American Association of Couples and Sex Therapists  Address  American Association of Couples and Sex Therapists  1072 Katherine Rd. Simi Valley  CALIFORNIA  93063  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country

Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AME-2502-1
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number       97421479  Application Filing Date      May 20, 2022  Registration Number     7098511
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register      Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of stylized Chinese characters of "DYNASTY" inside a circular design. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Huang Chao" and this means "Dynasty" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Jan. 14, 2022
In Commerce Jan. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grand Dynasty Inc  Address Grand Dynasty Inc 6164 Bollinger Road  San Jose  CALIFORNIA  95129
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JANWKAMI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421488</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Janwkami has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Condoms; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, vibrators; Body-fat monitors; Breast milk storage bottles; Clinical thermometers; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Hair prostheses; Health monitoring devices consisting of blood pressure monitors, thermometers and pedometers; Infrared thermometers for medical purposes; Massage apparatus and instruments; Post-pregnancy abdominal support and compression undergarments, girdles and underwear for medical purposes; Sex dolls; Sex toys, namely, dildos

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**First Use** Apr. 27, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Tusuan Information Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Tusuan Information Technology Co., Ltd. 510,5/F,No. 1 Longsheng,Longhua Heping Rd.,Longyuan Community,Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHOPPERS INSURANCE AGENCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421491 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098513
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized SHOPPERS INSURANCE AGENCY with the word SHOPPERS on top of INSURANCE AGENCY and there is a tilted shopping cart on the left of SHOPPERS INSURANCE AGENCY with a car and house in the shopping cart. Disclaimer "INSURANCE AGENCY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, writing property and casualty insurance; Insurance agencies
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Palermo Insurance LLC Address Palermo Insurance LLC suite 6 190 Thomas Johnson Drive Frederick MARYLAND 21702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PERSEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421528 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098514
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recorded computer software and hardware for operating and controlling sensor devices and 3d camera systems; downloadable computer software for operating and controlling sensor devices and 3d camera systems; Recorded computer software and hardware for gesture recognition, voice recognition, full body tracking and operating display systems; downloadable computer software for gesture recognition, voice recognition, full body tracking and operating display systems; computer peripherals, namely, electronic sensor devices, 3D cameras and 3D cameras with built-in, fully operational computers; computers with build-in camera for gaming, monitoring, tracking and human-computer interaction
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 25, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ORB3D-104-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97421529  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098515
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Battery chargers for home video game machines; Computer game cartridges and discs; Game headphones; Headsets for virtual reality games; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Video game cartridges and cassettes; Video game cartridges and discs

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 17, 2022  In Commerce  May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Shenzhen Xiao Dou Technology Co., LTD  Address  Shenzhen Xiao Dou Technology Co., LTD  No. 106 Venture City 504  North of Xinghua Road, Fuyong St, Baoan  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518128  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421542 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098516
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a cross that has a circle around it. There are 3 arcs coming out of the center of the cross with different sizes, but arcing under the same direction.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting fundraising events to promote public awareness of human trafficking, domestic abuse, and homelessness; Charitable fundraising services by means of selling goods to raise funds; Charitable fundraising services by means of events to help and support victims and survivors of human trafficking, domestic abuse, and homelessness; Charitable fundraising services by means of in person or virtual conferences, workshops, and social media platforms; Charitable services, namely, fundraising services by means of organizing special events for victims and survivors of human trafficking, domestic abuse, and homelessness
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 2017 In Commerce Dec. 2017

For Charitable outreach services, namely, providing counseling services in the field of religion; Charitable services, namely, providing emotional support services for victims/survivors of domestic violence, homelessness, and human trafficking by means of in person and virtual awareness events, substance abuse prevention events, safety and self-defense events, make over events and support events; Christian ministry services; Personal growth and motivation consulting services; Providing emotional counseling and emotional support services for victims/survivors of human trafficking, homelessness, and domestic abuse; Providing information in the field of self-defense
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 2017 In Commerce Dec. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Unstoppable You Ministries, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Unstoppable You Ministries, Inc.</th>
<th>P.O. BOX 1794</th>
<th>Lusby MARYLAND 20657</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>charitable corporation</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>K556061728</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HITONGTRUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421544</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098517</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Chandeliers; Lamps; Lightbulbs; Ceiling lights; Electric lamps; Electric light bulbs; Lamp shades; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Luminous tubes for lighting

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** May 01, 2022 **In Commerce** May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Xiamen Haitongchun E-commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Xiamen Haitongchun E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 26, Room 604, 26 Zhenhai Road Siming District, Xiamen city Fujian Province CHINA 361000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** SF2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MRSCMCL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97421545
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098518
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two small figures in a circle shaking hands face to face and the letters "MRSCMCL".
- **Translation**: The wording "MRSCMCL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Desk lamps; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; Lamps for tents; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Light bulbs, electric; Lighting fixtures; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jiangmen Xuanyi Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Jiangmen Xuanyi Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Room 2207, No. 4, Development Avenue Pengjiang District Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RASHNU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421550 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098519
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RASHNU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Andirons; Cermets; Alloys of common metal; Aluminum tape used to join panels for use in wall, attic, ceiling and flooring applications in the building industry; Bathtub grab bars of metal; Buckles of common metal; Cantilevered brackets of metal; Clad steel plates and sheets; Common metal pulls; Construction elements made of metal, namely, braces; Industrial metal hoses; Metal bathtub grab bars; Metal shower grab bars; Towel hooks of metal; Works of art of common metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jan. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Xinruifeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Huizhou Xinruifeng Trading Co., Ltd. Unit L212, No. 01, 2F, South Trade Grdn No. 10 Dongsi Road, Huicheng District Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a clenched hand holding plants.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For** Coffee; Tea; Tea for infusions; Tea-based beverages; Tisanes; Herbal infusions; Herbal tea
- **International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 46
- **International Class Title** Staple Foods
- **First Use** Aug. 22, 2020
- **In Commerce** Aug. 22, 2020

- **For** Cafés; Restaurant services; Tea bars; Tea rooms
- **International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 100, 101
- **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use** Aug. 22, 2020
- **In Commerce** Aug. 22, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Sunyatta Amen  
**Address** Sunyatta Amen 2701 12th St., NE Washington D.C. 20018

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** T40365US0

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97421564
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098521
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)** XMXZYX

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Circuit breaker panel boards; Converters for electric plugs; Cut-out switches; Electric plugs; Electric sensors; Electrical components in the nature of protection relays; Electrical fuses; Electrical outlets; Electrical plug device enabling connection and disconnection of power and/or control cables; Electrical relays and transformers; LED position sensors; Light systems comprising light sensors and switches; Overvoltage protection relays; Power adapters; Wire connectors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Miaoxuan Xiao
- **Address**: Miaoxuan Xiao, Zuobi Village Qing Shang, Chayang Town, Dapu County, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZARBAILRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421573 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098522
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comforters; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Blanket throws; Cashmere blankets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Covers for cushions; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Furnishing and upholstery fabrics; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Net curtains; Pillow covers; Table pads; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters; Unfitted fabric furniture covers

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bai, Li Address Bai, Li No. 50, Shuicheping, Neihe West Road, Yonghe County Linfen, Shanxi CHINA 041400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEYGRIEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421586 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098523
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YEYGRIEM has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roller-skates; Snowboards; Snowshoes; Surfboards; Trampolines; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Body-building apparatus; Exercise equipment, namely, neck and shoulder supported weights for twisting and lifting exercises; Roller and ice skates; Roller skates; Skateboard trucks; Skateboarding gloves; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Yoga blankets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Zhengran E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Zhengran E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 2, Building 10, Zone 3, Louxia Village, Choujiang St., Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322099 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATHM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421592 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098524
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, dresses, blouses, skirts, trousers, jumpers, pullovers, hooded pullovers, hooded sweatshirts, cardigans, suits, dress suits, ladies' suits, coats, jackets, vests, underwear, lingerie, jeans, pants, swimwear, tights, leggings, collars, scarves, stockings, belts; footwear, namely, shoes, boots, socks; headwear, namely, hats and caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALLEGEDLY THE HOODLIFE MOVEMENT, LLC Address ALLEGEDLY THE HOODLIFE MOVEMENT, LLC 421 CLINTON AVE PLAINFIELD NEW JERSEY 07063 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SZOYEAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421596 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098525
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Szoyeay" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Elastic ribbons; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Ribbons, not of paper, for gift wrapping
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Yayingfan Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Suzhou Yayingfan Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 102, 4th Floor, No. 2-8, Yipin St. Guoxiang Street, Wuzhong District Suzhou City CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QTDQGP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421598</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098526</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Jewellery; Children's jewelry; Clasps for jewellery; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry findings; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Memorial jewelry; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Parts for clocks; Parts for watches; Paste jewelry; Sautoir necklaces; Women's jewelry; Women's watches

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** May 11, 2022 **In Commerce** May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Qingtiandeqin Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Qingtiandeqin Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 816, Wangcheng Bldg, No.3 Longguan E Rd, Qinghua Comm., Longhua St., Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity** Limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEAOSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421600 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098527
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "LEAOSA". Translation The wording "LEAOSA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery; Tiaras; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry cases; Jewelry charms; Parts for watches; Pet jewelry; Presentation boxes for jewelry; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Wanyue Import & Export Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Wanyue Import & Export Co., Ltd. Room 204-16, 2F, 69 Dagang 2nd Road Xinqi Sub-district, Beilun District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315800 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIBSEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421606</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098528</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;Bibsen&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres; Automotive measuring instruments, namely, water temperature gauges, air fuel/ratio gauges, boost gauges, vacuum gauges and exhaust gas temperature gauges; Automotive testing equipment, namely, handheld diagnostic scanners; Automotive testing equipment, namely, transmission testing and brake testing equipment; Burglar alarms; Car navigation computers; Electronic hubs for connecting portable electronic devices, tablet computers in an automobile; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Navigational apparatus for automobiles; Sirens for vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 17, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Feng, Xiaobing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Feng, Xiaobing No.17, Matishan Village, Dongtang Village Committee, Dongpi Town, Lianzhou City Guangdong CHINA 513423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LKS3D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421607 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098529
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printing pens; Computerized engraving machines; Electric juicers; Electric scissors; Emergency power generators; Engraving machines; Hair clipping machines for animals; Hand-held vacuum cleaners; Industrial robots; Juice extractors, electric; Mobile lifting work platforms; Three dimensional (3D) printers; UV printing machines for commercial or industrial use; Wood carving machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Meilu Address Li, Meilu No. 30, Xintang Road, Meilu Street, Wuchuan City Zhanjiang, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLMOLIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421611 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098530
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Colmolight" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banners and flags of textile; Curtains and towels; Cushion covers; Kitchen towels; Pillow covers; Place mats of textile; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Table linen of textile; Table runners, not of paper; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Yujie Electric Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Yujie Electric Co., Ltd. Second Floor, No.13, Fengchao Road Hetai Village, Dongfeng Town Zhongshan City CHINA 528400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRENCAHK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421615 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098531 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TRENCAHK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtain holders, not of textile material; Curtain rails; Curtain rings; Curtain rods; Curtain rods, rollers and hooks; Decorative window finials; Indoor blinds; Indoor window shades; Interior window coverings, namely, vertical and horizontal louvers; Shower curtain rods International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU TRENCA IMPORT & EXPORT TRADE Co., LTD. Address GUANGZHOU TRENCA IMPORT & EXPORT TRADE Co., LTD. No.11,Renming Rd, Renming Industrial Area Lanhe Town, Nansha District Guangzhou City CHINA 511480 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FORREST, ELIZABETH P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OMTHAKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421617 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098532
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OMTHAKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Heels; Sandals; Ankle boots; Platform shoes; Rain boots; Stiletto heels; Wedge sneakers; Winter boots; Women's shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 06, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yiru Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Yiru Trading Co., Ltd. 1144, Room 403, Building 2, No. 3 Dongping Zhifu Road, Yongping Street Baiyun, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FORREST, ELIZABETH P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MORUIERO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97421619
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098533
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "MORUIERO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Overcoats; Pants; Robes; Shirts; Sleepwear; Socks; Suspenders; Dress suits; Top coats; Woven tops
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Mar. 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Juxing Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Juxing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 103, Fengtiaoyushun Hotel, No. 53 Baile Bridge, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SYSTEMICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421622 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098534
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pesticides
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sierra Natural Science Inc. Address Sierra Natural Science Inc. 1031 Industrial St Unit C SALINAS CALIFORNIA 93901 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5202022syste

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEUHOUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421623 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098535 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "JEUHOUE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Elastic ribbons; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Ribbons, not of paper, for gift wrapping International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods First Use  May 17, 2022 In Commerce  May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Suzhou HongSeBuDao Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Suzhou HongSeBuDao Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 4006, 4th Floor, Building 4, No. 43 Dongwang Road, Suzhou Industrial Park Suzhou CHINA  215000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97421639  
Application Filing Date: May 20, 2022  
Registration Number: 7098536  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): TBNOD

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Common metal drawer pulls; Door fittings of metal; Furniture fittings of metal; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Metal casters; Metal clamp-type fasteners for holding in place curtains, tarps, canvas, cloth and film covering material; Metal drawer trim; Metal furniture casters; Metal window fittings

International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  
International Class Title: Metal Goods  
First Use: Sep. 08, 2021  
In Commerce: Sep. 08, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Guangzhou Yiming International Trade Co., Ltd.  
Address: Guangzhou Yiming International Trade Co., Ltd., X1301-E011661, No. 106, Fengze East Road, Nansha District, Guangzhou, CHINA, 511466  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: LADNER, CHRISOPHER G
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421643</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ZIKZIC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Drums; Guitars; Electric guitars; Guitar capos; Guitar picks; Guitar strings; Musical instrument stands; Straps for musical instruments; Tuners for musical instruments
- **International Classes**: 15 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 21, 36
- **International Class Title**: Musical Instruments
- **First Use**: May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Langyun Technology Co., LTD.
- **Address**: Room 2201, Building 33, Jewelry Cultural Industry Center, Changping Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: FLINT, DANIEL LEE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GITONA

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "GITONA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Drums; Guitars; Electric guitars; Guitar capos; Guitar picks; Guitar strings; Musical instrument stands; Straps for musical instruments; Tuners for musical instruments
- **International Classes**: 15 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 21, 36
- **International Class Title**: Musical Instruments
- **First Use**: May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Langyun Technology Co., LTD.
- **Address**: Room 2201, Building 33, Jewelry Cultural Industry Center, Changping Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROPETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording ProPets appearing in black. Next to this is a black circle inside of which are the silhouettes of a white and a green dog's head.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The color(s) Black, Green and White is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>2371025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Pet toys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ledesma Salinas, Jose Angel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ledesma Salinas, Jose Angel Viaducto Rio de la Piedad No. 97 Col. Santa Anita Iztacalco Ciudad de Mexico MEXICO 08300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEGAL ENTITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97421648
Application Filing Date: May 20, 2022
Registration Number: 7098540
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PESFIOLO

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording PESFIOLO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Paper-clips; Balls for ball-point pens; Conical paper bags; Containers of cardboard for packaging; Document laminators for office use; Inking sheets for the reproduction of images in the printing industry; Paper bags for packaging; Printed paper invitations; Printed patterns for making dresses; Sticks of writing chalk
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use: Apr. 17, 2022
In Commerce: Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Hefei Quanyan Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd
Address: Hefei Quanyan Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd Room 1402, Building 22, Magnolia Mansion, No. 1777 Xiyou Road, High-tech Zone, Hefei, Anhui CHINA
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREATIVE SOLUTIONS COUNSELING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421653 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098541 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COUNSELING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Family, couples, and individual mental health counseling services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 01, 2002 In Commerce May 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simonsen, David Address Simonsen, David 1800 Cooper Point Rd SW #20B OLYMPIA WASHINGTON 98502 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JIAABEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421660 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098542
Registration Date Jun. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JIAABEEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Airline seats containing a massage function; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile suspension devices, namely, coilovers; Handbrake knobs for vehicles; Mechanical sound-making devices that are mounted on the forks of a bicycle to produce motorcycle-like sounds as the bicycle moves; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, master cylinders; Passenger and light truck tires; Steering wheel attachment comprised of an electric motor and drive gear and a ring gear that when activated by an external controller, turns the steering wheel to effect automatic vehicle steering in straight or curved paths; Vehicle seat cushions
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIC INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou Shunfulai E-commerce Co., Ltd Address Ganzhou Shunfulai E-commerce Co., Ltd Room 1406-1, Building B4, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MONGSTERWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421674 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098543
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic food storage containers for household use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UP GROUP LLP Address UP GROUP LLP 22 Sin Ming Lane #0676 Midview City SINGAPORE 573969 Legal Entity limited liability partnership State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE
Owner Name UPP Pte Ltd Address UPP Pte Ltd 22 Sin Ming Lane #0676 Midview City SINGAPORE 573969 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-5399A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AY.SDLIWJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421691 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098544
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AY.SDLIWJ" in stylized font. Translation The wording AY.SDLIWJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Athletic equipment, namely, hand wraps; Body-building apparatus; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Meditation blankets; Meditation cushions; Pet toys; Plush dolls; Plush toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toy bears; Stuffed toys; Swimming pool air floats; Yoga blankets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou Ayisha Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Suzhou Ayisha Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, Building 72, Huicui Garden, Gusu District Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JINGCEKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421703  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098545  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  "JINGCEKE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Articles of clothing for toys; Dolls and accessories therefor; Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls for playing; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Plush dolls; Shoes for dolls; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toys; Talking dolls; Toy cars; Toys for domestic pets  International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhan, Shihai  Address  Zhan, Shihai  No.601, Xiawu Group, Xinmen Village, Jiekou Town,She County Huangshan, Anhui CHINA  245200  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;JUICE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Juice machines; Electric juicers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Zulay LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Zulay LLC 1050 Kapp Drive Clearwater FLORIDA 33765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL |

---

**Mark Literal(s)** JUICE VORTEX
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SNHIEKLT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421708  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098547  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "SNHIEKLT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scrapbooks; Baking paper; Cake decorating stencils; Chalkboards for school and home use; Coffee decorating stencils; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Floor decals; Garbage bags of vinyl for household use; Magnetic bumper stickers; Stencils for cosmetics; Stickers and decalcomanias; Temporary tattoo transfers; Vehicle bumper stickers  International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Renwu  Address Wu, Renwu  No.9 Dianqian Railway Home, Huli District  Xiamen, Fujian  CHINA  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) YUNLVIWU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421711 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098548
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YUNLVIWU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookmarkers; Clip boards; Clips for name badge holders; Desktop business card holders; Desktop document file stands; Document file racks; Folders for letters; Letter racks; Marking pens; Marking tabs; Money clips; Name badge holders; Pen holders; Stationery writing paper and envelopes; Tags for index cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chaozhou Xiangqiao Lingguang Commodity Management Department Composed of Li, Chuyu, a citizen of China Address Chaozhou Xiangqiao Lingguang Commodity Management Department 1of the 18 shop on the northwest side of Fengyuan Rd. Fengshan Vil. Xiangqiao Dist. Chaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 521000 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97421748 Application Filing Date   May 20, 2022 Registration Number   7098549
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a rounded edge square with a chat bubble inside the shape with two stylized hands shown palms together in a praying form.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social networking in the fields of Christianity to share content, connect with other members, journaling, religious content platform for prayers, organizing church groups and ministries, online dating within the community

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Chatpray, Inc. Address   Chatpray, Inc. 325 North St. Paul Street Suite 3100 Dallas TEXAS 75201
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   K556129002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MORNING QUARTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421749 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098550
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 2021 In Commerce Sep. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name El Cid Brewing Company LLC Address El Cid Brewing Company LLC 1334 Montera St Chula Vista CALIFORNIA 91913 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555087976

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MURKWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421774 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098551
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candle-making kits; Candles; Candles containing insect repellent; Perfumed candles; Scented candles; Scented wax for use in candle warmers; Soy candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Merritt Consulting, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Murkwood Address Merritt Consulting, LLC 11923 E Terra Dr Scottsdale ARIZONA 85259 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DT DOTON DT GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421780 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098552
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording of "DOTON DT GLOBAL" preceded on the left with a design element that is formed by combining the letters "D" and "T". Disclaimer "GLOBAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for aerating beverages; Apparatus for aerating water; Beer pumps; Beverage processing machines; Filling machines; Machines for the mineralization of drinking water; Machines for the production of mineral water; Machines, namely, wine presses; Packing machines; Soda-pop making machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou DoTon Machinery Co.,LTD. Address Suzhou DoTon Machinery Co.,LTD. No.27 Yanjiang road, JinFeng Town, Zhangjiagang City CHINA 215624 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BL2205TP-008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PENDAR’S SIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421789 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098553
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “SIGNS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar power lighting units and fixtures
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Jul. 31, 2021 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chamlou LLC Address  Chamlou LLC  3705 S George Mason Drive, #1506-S Falls Church VIRGINIA 22041 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AIPA-6935A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CINNA-ROE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97421802  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098554
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bakery goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Roe, Estee  Address  Roe, Estee  1644 NW 120th St  Clive  IOWA  50325  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T63196US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NATURALLY MED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97421813 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098555
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "MED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bowls; Candlesticks; Basting spoons, for kitchen use; Carving boards; Charcuterie boards for serving and cutting charcuterie; Cheese board and knife set; Cheese boards; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Cooking spoons; Cutting boards; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Graters for kitchen use; Honey dippers; Mixing spoons; Mortars and pestles for kitchen use; Rolling pins; Salad tongs; Salt cellars; Serving dishes; Serving spoons; Serving trays; Spatulas for kitchen use; Spoon rests; Salad bowls; Serving bowls (hachi); Wooden cooking spoons

For   On-line wholesale store services featuring cutting boards, cutting boards for the kitchen, bowls, salad bowls, serving bowls, serving trays, serving dishes, mortars and pestles for kitchen use, candlesticks, coasters, not of paper or textile, wooden cooking spoons, basting spoons, cooking spoons, serving spoons, mixing spoons, spatulas for kitchen use, salt cellars, honey dippers, salad tongs, graters for kitchen use, rolling pins, spoon rests, trivets, carving boards and cheese boards

For   Spreader in the nature of a small knife for butter or cheese


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Naturally Med, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Naturally Med, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6835 International Center Road, Suite 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLORIDA 33912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>41089-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

11757
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PUNANNY POWER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421861</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Tea; Tisanes; Tea for infusions; Tea-based beverages; Herbal infusions; Herbal tea |
| **International Classes** | 30 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Staple Foods |
| **First Use** | Aug. 2017 |
| **In Commerce** | Aug. 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Sunyatta Amen |
| **Address** | Sunyatta Amen 2701 12th St. NE Washington D.C. 20018 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | T40366US0 |
| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY** | BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: WALKING TEMPLES
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 05, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Christine Lemmon
- **Address**: Christine Lemmon 16120 Myriad Ln #110 Fort Myers FLORIDA 33908
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: John Lemmon
- **Address**: John Lemmon 16120 Myriad Ln #110 Fort Myers FLORIDA 33908
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: L555622912
- **Examining Attorney**: HILL, MARK THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Chatpray

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97421871</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098558</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social networking in the fields of Christianity to share content, connect with other members, journaling, religious content platform for prayers, organizing church groups and ministries, online dating within the community |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | **First Use** | Feb. 01, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 01, 2021 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Chatpray, Inc. | Address | Chatpray, Inc. 325 North St. Paul Street Suite 3100 Dallas TEXAS 75201 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | K556127646 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) "E2STRADA"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421881 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098559
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized lettering E2STRADA surrounded by quote marks, with the "2" in superscript.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Framed art prints; Giclee prints; Graphic art prints
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 2012 In Commerce 2012
For Clothing, namely, hats, sweatshirts and t-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fender Pointe LLC Address Fender Pointe LLC 1550 NE 191 Street, 112 Miami FLORIDA 33179 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 08124-T0002A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TAP DA MAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421886 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098560
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, headwear, underwear, sweatshirts, outerwear, namely, jackets
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Itari Reed Address Itari Reed 9451 E Golden W St Tucson ARIZONA 85710 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555342763

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CASEMILA

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97421891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Translation: The wording "casemila" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Blank USB flash drives; Cases for mobile phones; Decorative magnets; Downloadable network video recording software for IP (Internet Protocol) video surveillance; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Electric door bells; Electric light switches; Electronic devices for locating and tracking lost articles, people, pets using radio frequency, global positioning systems, cellular communication networks; Multi-function electronic device for use in children's rooms comprising a sound producing function, temperature gauge and also including a clock and nightlight; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use: Feb. 02, 2022
In Commerce: Feb. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: shenzhenshichuangxinruikejiyouxiangongsi
Address: shenzhenshichuangxinruikejiyouxiangongsi 733-12,7 ceng,C zuo,hengbolirongfeng chanye yuan, xuegangbei lu, longhua jiedao, Shenzhen shi CHINA 518000
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G

11763
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CYCLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97421895  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number   7098562
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "CYCLUS", positioned to the right of a globe design with depiction of beaming sun superimposing top left, and 2 wavy lines superimposing bottom of the design.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0127534/1690515, A0125248/ International Registration Number  1690515,

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Waste-to-energy generation services
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  Nov. 18, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cyclus Steam & Power, LLC  Address  Cyclus Steam & Power, LLC  109 North Post Oak Lane, Suite 140 Houston  TEXAS  77024  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
MARK LITERAL(S) AMBATH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421899 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098563
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of building construction and remodeling services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce Apr. 2021

For Building construction, remodeling and repair; Remodeling of bathrooms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Bath Remodeling, Inc Address American Bath Remodeling, Inc 8711 E Pinnacle Peak Rd, #344 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85255 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 172745.00007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97421929</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098564</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Automobile detailing; Automobile cleaning and washing; Mobile automobile detailing services; Vehicle detailing; Vehicle washing

- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Grizzly Auto Detailing, LLC
- **Address**: Grizzly Auto Detailing, LLC 6954 Shyan Way Hayes VIRGINIA 23072
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRIZZLY AUTO DETAILING VEHICLE DETAILING SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421933 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098565
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The words "GRIZZLY AUTO DETAILING VEHICLE DETAILING SERVICES" in a circle, surrounding a bear paw print. The bear paw contains an image of mountains and a grizzly bear. Disclaimer "AUTO DETAILING VEHICLE DETAILING SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile detailing; Automobile cleaning and washing; Mobile automobile detailing services; Vehicle detailing; Vehicle washing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Feb. 01, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grizzly Auto Detailing, LLC Address Grizzly Auto Detailing, LLC 6954 Shyan Way Hayes VIRGINIA 23072 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG TEX DELIVERY SERVICE INC.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97421934
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098566
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DELIVERY SERVICE INC.”
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Transport and delivery of goods; Transport and storage of goods; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Truck transport

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 105
**International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
**First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1970
**In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1970

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Big Tex Delivery Service, Inc.
- **Address**: Big Tex Delivery Service, Inc. 2928 Greens Rd, Suite 100 Houston, TEXAS 77032
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BigTex-001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PANCHO LIBRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421970 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098567 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "LIBRE" in the mark is "free". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled agave liquor; Distilled blue agave liquor
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Valle Lozano, Luis Alfonso Address Valle Lozano, Luis Alfonso Naciones Unidas 6371 Zapopan, Jalisco MEXICO Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VCA2210

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
TM 9702 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMBATH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421972 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098568 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word AMBATH to the left of various squares.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of building construction and remodeling services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce Apr. 2021
For Building construction, remodeling and repair; Remodeling of bathrooms International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 03, 2008 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Bath Remodeling, Inc Address American Bath Remodeling, Inc 8711 E Pinnacle Peak Rd, #344 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85255 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 172745.00008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER

11770
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SQUOOSHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97421983 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098569
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring all purpose portable household containers, collapsible storage containers for domestic use, containers for household use, containers for kitchen use, household containers for foods, hand operated packaging machine for food, cups, pacifiers, pouches specially adapted for holding pacifiers, and cases specially adapted for holding pacifiers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 06, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Squooshi Corp. Address Squooshi Corp. 300 Nottinghill Gate Pinehurst NORTH CAROLINA 28374
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 220052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** APOGEE
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Semiconductor wafer processing equipment
- **International Classes:** 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title:** Machinery
- **First Use:** May 01, 2014
- **In Commerce:** May 01, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Cost Effective Equipment LLC
- **Address:** Cost Effective Equipment LLC 3703 Hy Point Blvd Rolla MISSOURI 65401
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** MISSOURI

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOUL IN STEREO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422001 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098571
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring music and pop culture

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Edward Bowser Address Edward Bowser 3267 Chapel Hills Pkwy Fultondale ALABAMA 35068 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555934059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SERENDUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422008  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098572
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of Serendum in the mark is to be bound together, entwined.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hosting of web sites; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting servers for use by others; IT consulting services relating to installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; Server hosting; Web site design; Web site development for others; Computer software consulting; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Providing technology consulting in the field of social media
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Feb. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Serendum, LLC  Address  Serendum, LLC  #474  300 Lenora Street  Seattle  WASHINGTON  98121
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFE OF DESIGNER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Coats; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Windbreakers; Athletic bottoms; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic tops; Jogging pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Williams, Andrea Lynn
- **Address**: Williams, Andrea Lynn 15027 Red Dam Trl Cypress Texas 77433
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OOSEVENWISHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422010 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098574
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OOSEVENWISHES has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automobile holders for MP3 players that are affixed or specially adapted to the automobile; Automobile seat cushions; Automotive interior trim; Bicycle-mounted pet seat; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Fitted car seat covers; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Hooks specially designed for use in vehicles to hold vehicle accessories; Novelty license plate frames; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Wastebaskets specially adapted for fitting in vehicles

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO SEVEN WISHES E-COMMERCE CO.,LTD Address NINGBO SEVEN WISHES E-COMMERCE CO.,LTD Room 203, 1st BUILDING, NO.1000, JICHANG ROAD, HAISHU DISTRICT NINGBO, ZHEJIANG CHINA 315012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52000.392UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIANCALIBAOBAO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Boxes of glass; Cake toppers of glass; Candlesticks of glass; Decorative centerpieces of glass; Desktop statuary made of glass; Drinking glasses made from recycled wine bottles; Flower bowls; Fusing frit being ground glass used as a component in glassware; Glass stoppers; Glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; Industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; Plaques of glass; Sculptures of glass; Statues of glass; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Huzhou Aidite Liuli Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Huzhou Aidite Liuli Arts & Crafts Co., L td. Northern side of Nanxun Bridge, Nanxun Town, Huzhou City CHINA 313009 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 52000.391UST |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | SNAPP, TINA LOUISE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEGACY AUTO SPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422023 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098576
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AUTO SPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile cleaning and car washing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEGACY AUTO SPA, LLC Address LEGACY AUTO SPA, LLC 8716 Denstone Drive McKinney TEXAS 75050 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16026.011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>HAPPY &amp; HEALTHY WITH NATURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Garden design services; Garden tree planting; Landscape architecture; Landscape architecture services; Landscape design; Landscape gardening design for others; Horticultural services, namely, installing sod
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Oct. 23, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Lena Siara Huang
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Siara Designs
- **Address**: Lena Siara Huang 6720 Flanary Lane Dallas TEXAS 75252
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: SIAR-M0002
- **Examiner**: RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE PASTRY NURSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422074 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098578
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PASTRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in pastry making; Education services, namely, providing on-line workshops in the field of pastry making
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 02, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Muhammad, Aminah Z Address Muhammad, Aminah Z 10323 South King Drive Chicago ILLINOIS 60628 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
7BROS APPAREL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422079</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of 7BROS in stylized font, with the &quot;7&quot; and &quot;B&quot; combined and boxed into a semi square. &quot;ROS&quot; appears to the right under a horizontal line and &quot;APPAREL&quot; is written underneath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;APPAREL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>40 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Dye-sublimation printing services; Embroidery services; Screen printing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Seven Brothers Apparel LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Seven Brothers Apparel LLC 2 Overlook Rd Apt 1A5 White Plains NEW YORK 10605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>L552505279</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | GILBERT, REBECCA L |

---

**TM 9713 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEWPORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97422081</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098580</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5349647

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Boats; Oars; Fitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; Inflatable boats; Kayak equipment, namely, carts, rod holders, pumps, rope jammers, stop key, eye straps, mount kits comprised of kayak camera mounts; Screw-propellers for boats; Screw propellers; Ship propellers; Steering wheels for vessels; Stern oars; Structural parts for boats; Vehicle propellers; Screw propellers for vehicles

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** Nov. 09, 2009

**In Commerce** Nov. 09, 2009

**For** Motors for boats; Outboard motors for boats; Kayak equipment, namely, electric pumps

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**International Class Title** Machinery

**First Use** Nov. 09, 2009

**In Commerce** Nov. 09, 2009

**For** Operating on-line marketplaces featuring boats, boat and kayak equipment, parts, and accessories, trolling motors, electric outboards, batteries, pumps, safety wristbands, and water sport accessories

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Nov. 09, 2009

**In Commerce** Nov. 09, 2009

**For** Batteries; Battery boxes; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Extension cables; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Lithium secondary batteries; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 09, 2009 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Torero Specialty Products, LLC Address Torero Specialty Products, LLC 111 Val Dervin Pkwy Stockton CALIFORNIA 95206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BINKEGG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422086  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098581
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "BinkeGG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pianos; Music boxes; Musical boxes; Musical Christmas ornaments
International Classes  15 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 21, 36  International Class Title  Musical Instruments
First Use  Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhoushibayinfangmaoyiyouxiangongsi  Address  Guangzhoushibayinfangmaoyiyouxiangongsi A256 Room 3115 31F Jinying Bldg. No.316 Huanshi Road (M), Yuexiu Dist. Guangzhou Guangdong CHINA  510000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422112  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098582
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized cowboy hat with a feather on the back of the hat.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Horseshoes
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jun. 2018  In Commerce  Jul. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Emerald Lake Horseshoe Co., LTD  Address  Emerald Lake Horseshoe Co., LTD  3896 Co Rd 309A Ignacio  COLORADO  81137  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K556005935

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAKESUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422113 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098583
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "LAKESUB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric chain saws; Embossing printing machines; Industrial inkjet printing machines; Industrial printing machines; Printing machines for textiles; Printing presses; Printing presses for ceramic material; Rollers for rotary printing machines; Rotary printing presses; Silk screen printing machines; Typographic presses; UV printing machines for commercial or industrial use
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yi wu shi hu shi mao yi you xian gong si Address  Yi wu shi hu shi mao yi you xian gong si Room 625, 6th floor, complex building No. 888, Chouyi Road, Choujiang street Yiwu City, Zhejiang  CHINA  322000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IRPPINFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422122 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098584 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Lightbulbs; Hanging lamps; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; Lighting fixtures; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Lights for use in growing plants; Sun lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sitai Herui Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sitai Herui Trading Co., Ltd. 302,Bldg 5,Block B,Yintian Xifa Gongyequ Gongle Community,Xixiang St.,Baoan Dist. Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518102 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STACK G'Z, STACK SATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422125 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098585
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, the creation of personalized strategies to achieve financial independence; Financial consultancy; Financial consultation in the field of cryptocurrency; Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Providing financial information in the field of cryptocurrency
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 28, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charles J Kelly Address Charles J Kelly 11626 Glenwolde Dr Houston TEXAS 77099 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BERINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422127 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098586
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BERINO", and a stylized firework in the upper right of the letter "O". Translation The wording "BERINO" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Searchlights; Bicycle lights; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Headlights for vehicles; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; Light bulbs; Lighting installations for vehicles; Lights for vehicles; Motorcycle lights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Bairuinuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Bairuinuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 2483, 2nd Floor No. 30, Lianxi Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GARDZIZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422129 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098587
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GARDZIZY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chainsaws; Electric egg beaters; Electric food grinders; Electric lawn mowers; Electric scissors; Electric screwdrivers; Electric soldering apparatus; Electric sweepers; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electric vegetable peelers; Electric welding machines; Electrical drills; Power-operated polishers; Replacement parts for chain saws, namely, bars and chains; Swimming pool sweepers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suizhou Zhexin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Suizhou Zhexin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 4/F,Bldg.1,No.5,Zhonghua St.,Huanggang Vil.,Wushengguan Town,Guangshui City Suizhou, Hubei CHINA 432721 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERGER, MAGDALENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAOPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422141 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098588
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "VAOPER", and an upward line above the letter "O".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; Rucksacks; Umbrellas; Wallets; Bags for sports; Clothing for pets; Credit card cases; Key cases; Kit bags; Net bags for shopping; School bags; Shoulder bags; Travelling bags; Trunks being luggage; Vanity cases, not fitted
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Chuben Fuxin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Chuben Fuxin Trading Co., Ltd. Room 303, No. 2, Ruiyun Road Xiuxuan Street, Huadu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KARGEBAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422148 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098589
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Battery chargers for use with vehicle batteries, mobile phones; Computer cameras; Electric charging cables; Power adapters; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging pads for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMeiRen Trading (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address AMeiRen Trading (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 508, Bldg.1,1970 Science&Technology Park Minzhi Comm., Minzhi St., Longhua Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HERNOOR

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97422151 |
| Registration Number | 7098590 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Hernoor" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Cosmetic apparatus, namely, light based devices providing mainly pulsed light for performing non-ablative aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Electrically-powered apparatus for treating skin by applying low level light and sonic vibrations to the skin; Electronic muscle stimulators for medical purposes; Electronic stimulation apparatus for nerves for physical therapy purposes; Electronic stimulation apparatus for skin for physical therapy purposes; Electronic stimulation apparatus for muscles for physical therapy purposes; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Massage apparatus; Medical devices and apparatus, namely, vacuum assisted breast biopsy system and parts and fittings therefor; Orthopedic cast cooling system comprised of a membrane wrapped around the cast, a vacuum pump and hoses to facilitate air flow to facilitate healing and comfort; Therapeutic apparatus, namely, body limb thermal compression undergarments for relief of muscular and joint pain through targeted thermal application and compression; Ultrasonic therapy machines and apparatus; Vacuum pumps for medical purposes.

- **International Classes**: 10 - Medical Apparatus
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Bolan Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Bolan Technology Co., Ltd. 611, Bldg 13, Baoeng Technology Park, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COOL SOROR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422155 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098591
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blazers; bottoms as clothing; bottoms as clothing for adults; denim jackets; denim jeans; denim shorts; denim skirts; denims in the nature of pants; dresses; dresses for adults; hats; head wear; headwear; hooded pullovers; hooded sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts for adults; hoods; jumper dresses; jumpers in the nature of sweaters; pants; pants for adults; shirts; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; shirts for adults; sweaters; sweaters for adults; tops as clothing; tops as clothing for adults; athletic shirts; baseball caps; baseball caps and hats; body shirts; bomber jackets; business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; button down shirts; clothing jackets; clothing jackets for adults; clothing, namely, shirts, pants, tops, bottoms, dresses, headwear, jumpers in the nature of dresses, sweaters and coveralls, blazers, jackets, denim jackets and pants, and sweaters; coats of denim; crop tops; denim pants; graphic t-shirts; halter tops; headwear, namely, hats and caps; hooded sweat shirts; jumpers in the nature of dresses; outer jackets; outerwear, namely, hats, caps being headwear, clothing jackets, sweaters, hoodies, and blazers; over shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short-sleeved shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; sleep shirts; sleeved jackets; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; sports shirts with short sleeves; sweat jackets; sweat pants; sweat shirts; t-shirts; t-shirts for adults; tank tops; tank-tops; tee shirts; tee-shirts; tube tops; women's hats and hoods


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Coach's Daughter, LLC Address The Coach's Daughter, LLC 5879 Buckner Creek Dr SE Mableton GEORGIA 30126 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
LiWerlly

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422160 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098592 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Liwerlly" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earphones; Headphones; Smartwatches; Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone pads; Earphones and headphones; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Weili Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Weili Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.404,No.74, Jinchong Street,Dachong Village,Nansha Street,Nansha District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511466 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
Mark Literal(s)  CONSUMER LAW SECRETS BY DARAIN DELEVANTE

Goods and Services Information

For: Arranging and conducting of educational conferences in the field of financial literacy; Arranging and conducting of educational courses in the field of financial literacy; Arranging and conducting of educational seminars in the field of financial literacy; Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of financial literacy; Coaching in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, providing on-line courses, classes, webinars, seminars, conferences in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line courses, classes, webinars, seminars, conferences in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of financial literacy; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of financial literacy; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of financial literacy; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of financial literacy; Educational services, namely, conducting courses, classes, webinars, seminars, conferences in the field of financial literacy; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of financial literacy; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of financial literacy; Professional coaching services in the field of financial literacy; Providing group coaching in the field of financial literacy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Law Secrets LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Law Secrets LLC Suite 10425 30 North Gold Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERDAN WYOMING 82801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYOMING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, TRACY L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MEDICAL MERCENARIES

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;MEDICAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

For Staff placement services; Employment staffing consultation services; Employment staffing in the field of healthcare; Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; Managing the ordering and hiring of additional staff for others; Placement of staff; Professional staffing and recruiting services; Professional staffing services; Professional staffing services in the field of healthcare; Providing business support staff services; Providing office support staff services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Medical Mercenaries Staffing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Medical Mercenaries Staffing 434 W 33 Street New York NEW YORK 01101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** WE BELIEVE IN YOU(TH)

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97422199</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7098595</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Charitable fundraising, namely, fundraising for Christian ministry services |
| **International Classes** | 36 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 | **International Class Title** | Insurance and Financial |
| **First Use** | Nov. 30, 2020 | **In Commerce** | Nov. 30, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Youth For Christ of Northern Indiana, Inc. |
| **Address** | Youth For Christ of Northern Indiana, Inc. 6427 Oakbrook Parkway Fort Wayne INDIANA 46825 |
| **Legal Entity** | non-profit corporation |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | INDIANA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 81950.00010 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIG SATS TAKE LITTLE SATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422205  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098596
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial advice; Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial analyses; Financial analysis and consultation; Financial consultancy; Financial consultation in the field of Cryptocurrency and cryptocurrency seminars; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, advising in the field of cryptocurrency; Providing information and research in the field of finance and financial investments; Providing information in the field of finance; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuations, and the financial aspects of retirement; Providing information, commentary and advice in the field of finance, financial investments and financial valuations
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Mar. 28, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Charles J Kelly  Address  Charles J Kelly  11626 Glenwolde Dr  Houston  TEXAS  77099  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAUSS, JERAMEY WALLACE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PROBAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422223</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the trademark ProBAY which appears above a bridge having two towers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hoodies and shirts, all made from materials not having an industrial flame-resistant finish or flame-resistant fabric |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Aug. 25, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 25, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | easycali llc |
| Address | easycali llc 450 Jill Circle Stockton CALIFORNIA 95210 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TOMLINSON, SABRINA R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZITONYANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422226 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098598
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Zitonyang has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Baking dishes; Bath sponges; Bottle stands; Cake molds; Candy boxes; Cleaning sponges; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; Cupcake stands made of plastic; Flower pots; Paper plates and paper cups; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Sticks for lollipops
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Huiyi Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Huiyi Economic and Trade Co., Ltd. Room 406, No. 2, Dezheng West Road, Chang'an, Chang'an Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOMLINSON, SABRINA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAYMESO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422280 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098599
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VAYMESO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Bras; Dresses; G-strings; Leotards; Loungewear; Nightdresses; Panties; Shapewear; Stockings; Suspenders; Tank-tops; Underwear; Body suits; Sleeping garments; Thermal underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 09, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Shengtai household products Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Shengtai household products Co., Ltd. Unit 2, building 27, bazutang village, Niansanli street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422317 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098600
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Evangelistic and ministerial services; providing information concerning charitable causes and humanitarian efforts, disaster relief, humanitarian and developmental aid and water projects in the field of compassionate care for those in need; charitable services, namely, providing clothing to needy persons; providing information about religion, spiritual and ethnic cultural issues and values, personal, spiritual and character development via a website and social media; charitable and ministerial outreach services, namely, providing services in the field of religion and spiritual development, personal development for the needy, the sick and to disaster survivors
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unto, Inc. Address Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TEXAS 75075 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3Rs-Slat(45)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97422322 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098601 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Charitable services, namely, providing first aid supplies to those in need, providing care packages containing personal care items for those in need, providing vision screenings, eyeglass fittings and eyeglasses for those in need, conducting medical and physical evaluations; providing information about providing medical care assistance to those in need via a website; providing information in the field of agriculture to people and communities in need and experiencing natural disasters, difficult climate conditions, drought and food shortages in the nature of information and advice about sustainable and condition-appropriate agricultural and irrigation practices, tools, equipment and systems, and information and advice about proper use of seed and fertilizer, composting, weeding and harvesting

| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Jul. 01, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 01, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Unto, Inc. |
| Address | Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TEXAS 75075 |
| Legal Entity | non-profit corporation |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 3Rs-Slat(44) |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | STURMAN, JOSHUA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUNAR LEMONADE CREATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422325 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098602
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREATIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients featuring development of concepts and brands for client websites
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022
For Design of homepages and websites; Design of information graphics and data visualization materials; Web site design; Web site design consultancy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lunar Lemonade Creative LLC Address Lunar Lemonade Creative LLC PO Box 82221 Kenmore WASHINGTON 980280221 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Charitable services, namely, water well drilling services; charitable services, namely, installation, maintenance and repair services for water purification systems and consulting services for the installation, maintenance and repair for water purification systems for those in need

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Unto, Inc. **Address** Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TEXAS 75075 **Legal Entity** non-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 3Rs-Slat(37)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Goods and Services Information**
Charitable fundraising services, namely, fund raising and collecting monetary donations for the realization of disaster relief, humanitarian aid, developmental aid and water projects to those in need; providing charitable fundraising information about charitable causes that provide disaster relief, humanitarian aid, developmental aid and water projects to those in need via a website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** July 01, 2016  
**In Commerce** July 01, 2016

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Unto, Inc.  
**Address** Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TExAS 75075  
**Legal Entity** non-profit corporation

**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** 3Rs-Slat(36)

**Examining Attorney** STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  COSY FAMILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422337  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098605
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Garment bags for storage; General utility bags for commercial use; High-density polyethylene plastic bags for the storage of household items; Horticultural bags and sacks, namely, bags and sacks made of woven synthetic or natural fibers or plastics materials, all for use in growing any type of plant, shrub or tree; Polypropylene bags used for the storage of personal belongings to prevent or minimize lice infestation; Portable toy storage bag; Sacks or bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Shoe bags for storage; Storage bags for industrial use; Textile bags for merchandise packaging
International Classes  22 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  International Class Title  Cordage and Fibers  First Use  May 15, 2022  In Commerce  May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Baoding Yunzhongjun Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Baoding Yunzhongjun Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 201, ground floor  no.329, Yonghua North Street Lianchi  baoding hebei  CHINA  071000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SZ DOCKET 01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UPTOWN FRESH MARKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422342 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098606
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "UPTOWN" in all lower case letters stacked on top of the words "FRESH MARKET" in all upper case letters. The "O" in the word "UPTOWN" is replaced with an image of an apple. Disclaimer "FRESH MARKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail grocery store services, not including farmers' markets
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 30, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uptown Fruits Market Inc. Address Uptown Fruits Market Inc. 1431 Dickerson Pike Nashville TENNESSEE 37207 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038933.21267

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MY GOLDEN FIREFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422346 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098607
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scented candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MY GOLDEN FIREFLY LLC Address MY GOLDEN FIREFLY LLC 2501 E ARAGON BLVD UNIT 2 SUNRISE FLORIDA 33313 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YDDCPBB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422351 Application Filing Date   May 20, 2022 Registration Number   7098608
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The wording "YDDCPBB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bath toys; Drawing toys; Infant toys; Novelty toy items in the nature of artificial plush animal tails; Pet toys; Pop up toys; Squeeze toys; Stacking toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Table-top games; Teddy bears; Toy cars; Toy tiaras being children's dress-up accessories; Water toys
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods First Use   Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Poyang County Leidian E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address   Poyang County Leidian E-Commerce Co., Ltd. House number 1786, Lianhuadaijia Natural Village, Lianhu Township, Poyang County, Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334000
Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BROWNE, LUCY E
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)** WULIDROM

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Banners and flags of textile; Bed linen; Blankets for household pets; Blankets for outdoor use; Cashmere blankets; Cloth coasters; Door curtains; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Fabrics with patterns, designs, inspirational words printed thereon for the manufacture of apparel, upholstery, signage, flags, banners, wallpaper; Nylon flags; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table linen, not of paper; Window curtains; Woollen blankets

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** Apr. 20, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2022

**BASE INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Lin, TianHui Address Lin, TianHui No. 12, Huilong Village, Shezu Township, Guanzhuang County, Shanghang County, Longyan, Fujian CHINA 364209 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number TUS117120

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WARMROOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97422370
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098610
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Artificial blossoms for attachment to clothing; Artificial boutonnieres; Artificial Christmas garlands; Artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial corsages; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of paper; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial flowers, namely, roses, tulips; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: May 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Haibo Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: No.3, Lane 7, Taishan East, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KRUSSMAN, IAN GEORGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QIGUANDZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422372 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098611
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QIGUANDZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Qiguan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Qiguan Electronic Commerce Co. Ltd. Rm 501, No. 58-60 Fengle Rd., Tangdong Tianhe Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMITZ, AMY L
**Mark Literal(s)** YMPUOQN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 97422376  
Application Filing Date: May 20, 2022  
Registration Number: 7098612  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Bikinis; Cardigans; Dresses; Petticoats; Pyjamas; Shirts; Athletic pants; Bathing costumes; Beach shoes; Coats for men and women  
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing  
First Use: May 11, 2022  
In Commerce: May 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: GUANGZHOU YEMENG TRADING CO., LTD.  
Address: GUANGZHOU YEMENG TRADING CO., LTD. LANGKOU COMMUNITY, DALANG STREET, LONGHUA DISTRICT 1104, BUILDING A, NO. 1, LANGKOU 3RD DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA 518000  
Legal Entity: LIMITED COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAREECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422382 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098613
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Mareeco has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Gloves; Sandals; Shoes; Sleepwear; Slippers; Socks; Aqua shoes; Athletic shoes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Footwear, namely, work boots; Running shoes; Snow boots

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Tengshuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Tengshuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Free Trade Zone, No.190-244, Pandun Road Chengmen Town, Cangshan District, Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
**Mark Literal(s)** VUPURSEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422386</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Vupursea has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
Bracelets; Jewellery; Lockets; Alloys of precious metal; Earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewellery charms; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry cases of precious metal; Jewelry chains; Key chains for use as jewellery; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Paste jewelry; Pins being jewelry; Precious stones; Rings; Silver bullion; Watch straps; Watches, clocks; Works of art of precious metal

International Classes
14 - Primary Classes
2, 27, 28, 50

**In Commerce** Apr. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name
Dongguan Maibao Technology Co., Ltd.

Address
Dongguan Maibao Technology Co., Ltd. Room 509, Building 1, No. 52, Xiaobian Street, Chang'an Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province CHINA 523850

Legal Entity
limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized
CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney
FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EALLRINEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422390  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098615  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Birdhouses; Furniture; Non-metal door trims; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Plant racks; Storage racks; Storage racks for storing hanging works of art; Towel racks; Wooden signboards
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Mar. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cangzhou Maogepao Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Cangzhou Maogepao Trading Co., Ltd. No.62 Wenhua South St., Caosi Vil., Caosi Town, Qing County, Cangzhou, Hebei  CHINA  061000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS116822

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422398</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wallcoverings; Wallpaper; Wallpapers; Cloth wall coverings; Vinyl wall coverings; Wall paper; Wallpaper with 3D visual effects
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use**: Feb. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lijun Qin
- **Address**: No. 22-2 Jiefang St., Xiahuaqiao Town, Shaoyang County, Hunan Province CHINA 422100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS116359

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422402</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SHUERMER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Camping mattresses; Drawer dividers; Holiday ornaments of plastic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Mattress toppers; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Portable bassinets; Portable kennels; Suction cup hangers and hooks made of silicone polymer
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Baiqian Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Baiqian Trading Co., Ltd. Room 601, Dayuan No.4, No.633 Huangpu East Road, Huangpu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: TUS116072

**Examinining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: FATHY, DOMINIC
MARK Literal(s) GYUNDONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422403 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098618
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Game equipment sold as a unit for playing mind-body emotional and psychological games for adult couples and individuals; Inflatable swimming pools; Model cars; Pet toys made of rope; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for sports or other physical training purposes; Puzzle games; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy cars; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yunnan Shanniu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yunnan Shanniu Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.3-13, Bldg.A1, Guandu Garden, Guandu Dist., Kunming City, Yunnan Province CHINA 650000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97422422  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098619
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) GLAZELOCK

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For plastic shims, namely, interlocking shims, non-interlocking shims, stackable shims, tapered wedge shims and wedge-lock shims; wood shims

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Jan. 07, 2009  In Commerce Jan. 07, 2009

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Glazelock Inc.  Address Glazelock Inc. 2450W State Rt. 17  Kankakee  ILLINOIS  60901  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 0428-0004

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Jecusllais

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422439</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098620</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Jecusllais" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Banners of textile; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Canvas for tapestry or embroider; Fabric table runners; Fleece blankets; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Silk cloth; Towel sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Fabrics</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Feb. 15, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Feb. 15, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xu, Aizhen
- **Address**: Xu, Aizhen, No. 149, Donghua, Donghua Village, Hushi Town, Xiuyu Dist, Putian, Fujian, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOIOZAIZAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422440 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098621
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YOIOZAIZAI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Washcloths; Bed throws; Blankets for outdoor use; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Compressed towels; Dining linens; Kitchen towels of cloth; Pillow covers; Prayer cloth
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 19, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huan Lu Address Huan Lu No. 108, Shuinan Road, Chengguan Town, Youxi County, Fujian CHINA 365100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116506

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VARIBUDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number   97422441  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098622  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Amplifiers; Earbuds; Microphones; Audio speakers; Battery cases; Battery chargers; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Power adapters
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Feb. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Chongtao Lei  Address  Chongtao Lei  806, Bldg.2, Shanghefang Square,Shuxiang Mendi,No.61, Jinlong Rd., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  TUS116497

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BSSUPERU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422443  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098623
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "BSSuperU", wherein there is a leaf design as part of letter "r".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Folding knives; Kitchen knives; Knife sharpeners; Scissors for kitchen use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yangjiang Bosen Household Products Co., Ltd.  Address Yangjiang Bosen Household Products Co., Ltd. No.1-2,Fangji Rd.,Beishan Forest Farm Management Area,Dongcheng Town,Yangdong Dist.,Yangjiang CHINA 529500
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116440

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIS, BRIAN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
RESJOY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422445</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098624</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Air filters for medical ventilators; Humidifiers for medical use; Medical apparatus for diagnosing or treating respiratory conditions; Medical device used for the acquisition of physiological data for polysomnography; Medical device, namely, a device for measuring body position during sleep; Medical devices for treating sleep disorders; Medical ventilator tubing and tubing connectors; Medical ventilators; Nebulizer for administering medication in the form of a mist inhaled into the lungs, for treatment of asthma, respiratory diseases; Oxygen concentrators for medical applications; Oxygen masks for medical purposes; Portable medical devices used for breathing exercises, namely, portable devices used for endogenous breathing exercises and for respiratory muscle training; Respiration monitors; Respirators for artificial respiration; Respiratory masks for medical purposes; Textile headgear specially adapted for use with medical ventilator mask interfaces; Therapeutic nose clips, mouthpieces for the prevention of snoring; Ventilators and anesthesia machines for use in patient care

**International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
**International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**First Use**: Apr. 18, 2022
**In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Carejoy Technology Co., Ltd. **Address**: Shenzhen Carejoy Technology Co., Ltd. 5/F, Bldg E, 10# Bldg., Shangxue Sci.&Tech. Industrial Zone east, Bantian St., Shenzhen CHINA 518035 **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HVOT&AAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422446  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098625  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Lanfenghui Household Products Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Lanfenghui Household Products Co., Ltd. Rm 702, Bldg A, Weihuada Industrial Park Lirong Rd, Xinshi Community, Dalang St Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FATHY, DOMINIC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RSCN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422447</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized wording &quot;Rscn&quot;, wherein there are two streamers of different thicknesses design as part of letter &quot;R&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
- Calico; Curtains; Draperies; Pillowcases; Bed sheets; Curtains of textile or plastic; Drink mats of table linen; Gauze fabric; Net curtains; Place mats of textile material; Shower curtains; Silk cloth; Sleeping bags in the nature of sheeting; Table linen, not of paper; Towels of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for crib rails, furniture, vehicle seats

**International Classes**
- 24 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
- 42, 50
**International Class Title**
- Fabrics
**First Use**
- Apr. 20, 2022
**In Commerce**
- Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
- Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shaoxing Rusheng Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shaoxing Rusheng Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1902-14, Block H, Times Square, Huashe Street, Keqiao District, Shaoxing, Zhejiang CHINA 312030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TUS117109</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FATHY, DOMINIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MOVEPOSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422450 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098627
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Ashtrays for automobiles; Automobile holders for MP3 players that are affixed or specially adapted to the automobile; Automotive interior trim; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Gear shift covers; Novelty license plate frames; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Sun shields and visors for motor cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Putian Qisen Trading Co., Ltd. Address Putian Qisen Trading Co., Ltd. Rm C125, Bldg 10, No. 879 Xinhan St, Handong St, Hanjiang Dist Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SINGIUZOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422451 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098628
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Singiuzoo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone covers; Covers for PDAs; Covers for smartphones; Covers for tablet computers; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for smartphones; Waterproof cases for smart phones International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ShenZhenShi PinFengHui Technology Co., Ltd. Address  ShenZhenShi PinFengHui Technology Co., Ltd. B703, No. 96-114, Shuangyong Street, Fenghuang Community, Pinghu Street, Longgang District, She CHINA 518000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FATHY, DOMINIC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** POHIEDE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97422460 | Application Filing Date | May 20, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098629 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

Translation The wording "POHIEDE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Beard clippers; Electric eyelash curlers; Electric hair clippers; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric pedicure sets; Hair clippers for babies; Hand-operated spray guns; Spatulas for spreading hot wax; Tattoo machines

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 23, 28, 44 |

International Class Title | Hand Tools |
First Use | Apr. 21, 2022 |
In Commerce | Apr. 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name SHENZHEN JIUXIANG ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN JIUXIANG ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO. LTD. 503, YUFENG BLDG., 6-9 JINHAI RD. XIAWUPAI, XINSAN VIL., YANTIANSHEQU, XIXIANG ST. BAOAN, DIST, SHENZHEN, CHINA 518126 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KUUDI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97422461
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098630
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "KUUDI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Puzzles; Artificial Christmas trees; Baby multiple activity toys; Balls for games; Bathtub toys; Crib toys; Dolls and accessories therefor; Electric action toys; Inflatable bath toys; Kite reels; Model toy vehicles; Pet toys; Stuffed toys; Toy music boxes; Water squirting toys; Yoga bolsters
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 16, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rao, Xing
- **Address**: Rao, Xing  No. 24, West 1st Lane, Puqi City  Chibi City, Hubei  CHINA  437300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TGTM0554

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONIGIRI NOTEBOOKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422462 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098631
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NOTEBOOKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Notebook covers; Notebook covers made of leather; Notebook dividers; Notebook paper; Blank paper notebooks; Fitted fabric notebook covers; Paper notebooks; Printed notebooks; Printed reporters' notebooks; Printed stenographers' notebooks; Spiral-bound notebooks; Wire-bound notebooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 06, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dhiraj Chhikara Address Dhiraj Chhikara 5803 e atchison street Fresno CALIFORNIA 93727 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422465 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number   7098632
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "G".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   plastic shims, namely, interlocking shims, non-interlocking shims, stackable shims, tapered wedge shims and wedge-lock shims; wood shims
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jan. 07, 2009 In Commerce  Jan. 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Glazelock Inc. Address  Glazelock Inc. 2450W State Rt. 17 Kankakee ILLINOIS 60901 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner      WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PHIEDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422466 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098633
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PHIEDE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdominal belts; Acupuncture instruments; Balling guns; Braces for teeth; Dental apparatus, namely, intra-oral light systems; Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Electrical hearing aids; Hair prostheses; Laser therapy helmets for treating alopecia; Massage apparatus for eyes; Nasal aspirators; Nasal irrigators, electric; Organoleptic diagnostic testing apparatus for medical, dental or cosmetic use; Toe separators for orthopaedic purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN JIUXIANG ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN JIUXIANG ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD. 503,YUFENG BLDG.,6-9 JINHAI RD.XIAWUPAI, XINSAN VIL., YANTIANSHEQU, XIXIANG ST. BAOAN,DIST.SHENZHEN CHINA 518035 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FYLZM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422467 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098634
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 18, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Zuobiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Zuobiao Trading Co., Ltd. NO.1 Fl2, No. 72, Sanjia Farm,Sanjia St. Taizhou Bay New District, Taizhou City CHINA 318014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0555

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
TM 9769 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEDOUSHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422468 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098635
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Kedoushi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Lamps; Air purifiers; Barbecues and grills; Electric fans; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Humidifiers for household purposes; Lamps for outdoor use; Tap water faucets; Tortilla presses, electric
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xingfeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xingfeng Trading Co., Ltd. Unit 4A-2,Building E4,TCL International E City,Xili Street,Nanshan District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s) GAUOLN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422472</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "GAUOLN" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Battery chargers; Covers for tablet computers; Earphones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smart watches; Smart glasses; Tripods for cameras; Video cameras; Wireless chargers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 23, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 23, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Fan, Jinlong |
| Address | Fan, Jinlong  A group of Fanjia, Yidao Village, Chengjiao Township, Rucheng County, Hunan CHINA 424199 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LEE, SANG MIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SANTSELEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422473 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098637
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "SANTSELEY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Sep. 16, 2020 In Commerce  Dec. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taizhou Huixiong Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Taizhou Huixiong Trading Co., Ltd. NO.8 Zhongchuang Kongjian,YunGu Kuajing Park,Bldg.C,Kuche Town,HJiaojiang Dist. Taizhou City,Zhejiang CHINA  318014 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TGTM0556

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97422474  Application Filing Date: May 20, 2022  Registration Number: 7098638  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): CHOQUA

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "Choiqua" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Baby multiple activity toys; Checkerboards; Drawing toys; Educational card games; Electric action toys; Infant development toys; Inflatable ride-on toys; Puzzle games; Puzzles; Stuffed and plush toys; Talking toys; Toy construction blocks; Toy guns; Toy model kit cars; Toy robots; Water toys  International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use: Apr. 21, 2022  In Commerce: Apr. 21, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Shenzhen Mingjun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address: Shenzhen Mingjun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 907, No. 1, Lane 10, Baolian New Village, Gonce Community, Xixiang St., Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518102  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIYeedo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422475 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022 Registration Number  7098639
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "FiYeedo".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Birdhouses; Vitrines; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Decorative centerpieces of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Display stands; Door stops, not of metal or rubber; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Fitted furniture covers; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Hat racks; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Kneeling pads for household and garden use; Non-metal hanging closet organizers for shoes, sweaters and purses; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Plaques of plastic, wax and wood; Racks for holding placemats which may be affixed to a refrigerator; Vinyl appliques for attachment to windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  May 13, 2022 In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lianyi Lu Address  Lianyi Lu Rm 1403, Duty Free Business Building, No. 6, Fuhua 1st Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JDITNGP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422477  Application Filing Date May 20, 2022  Registration Number 7098640
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed sheets; Cotton fabrics; Fabrics for textile use; Fabrics made of cotton, wool, biofabricated materials for textile use; Hemp fabric; Household linen; Printed calico cloth; Silk fabrics for printing patterns; Textile backdrops for use in photography featuring scenes of cityscapes, background scenery; Upholstery fabrics; Wall hangings of textile

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Fen Address Zhang, Fen No. 4, group 10, xiaojiazhai Shiqiao Town, Wolong District Nanyang, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</strong></th>
<th>Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>SmileCome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97422478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Chandeliers; Downlights; Luminaries; Desk lamps; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Heating and cooling mats for pets, not for veterinary purposes; Lamp finials; Landscape lighting installations; LED lamps; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Lights for use in growing plants; Projection spotlights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
<td>First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Jiang, Zhigang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jiang, Zhigang, 3-3-1, No. 4, Xishan Community, Dalian ETDZ, Liaoning Province CHINA 116000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>WANG, YUAN YUAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNCLE FUNKY'S GEECHEE SAUCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422482 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098642
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GEECHEE SAUCE"
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hot sauce; Spices
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uncle Funky's Geechee Sauce LLC Address Uncle Funky's Geechee Sauce LLC 220 Wayne Place Southeast Apt 102 Washington D.C. 20032 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MENGBAOBAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422484 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098643 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MENGBAOBAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dinnerware; Cake servers; Chopstick rests; Drinking straws; Flatware being plates and saucers; Ice cream scoops; Ice cube molds; Muffin pans; Pastry scrapers; Roasting dishes; Serving forks; Serving spoons; Serving tongs; Small jugs; Toast racks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 07, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 07, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Meng Baobao Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Meng Baobao Information Technology Co., Ltd. 203-3, Lianjian Building No. 3278 Longgang Avenue, Henggang Street Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Chen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THXSOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422489 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098644
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Pillowforms; Bath pillows; Bathroom furniture; Book rests; Cold cast resin figurines; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Hangers for clothes; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Pet cushions; Picture and photograph frames; Plastic doorknobs; Plastic storage drums
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Weigong Address Chen, Weigong No. 65, Qianpu, Yingtian Village, Daitou Town, Xiuyu Dist, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351164 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422490</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Lamps; Lamps for outdoor use; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED lamps; Lighting fixtures with motion detection; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Lights for use in growing plants; Luminaries; Pendant lighting fixtures; Solar powered lamps

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**  Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**  May 18, 2022
**In Commerce**  May 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  Hainan Haichen Jintai Trading Co., Ltd.
**Address**  Hainan Haichen Jintai Trading Co., Ltd.  1608,Bldg.6, Metallurgical Bureau,No.150, Middle Wenming Rd.,Boai St.,Meilan Dist.  Haikou City,Hainan  CHINA  570100

**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**  CJTM506.0525
**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
TM 9780   TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE   JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LHWFDCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422497  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2022  Registration Number  7098646
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Footwear; Hoodies; Pajamas; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Athletic pants; Clothing, namely, thobes; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Men's suits, women's suits; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  May 02, 2022
In Commerce  May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Feifei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Yiwu Feifei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Room 505, 5th Floor, No.141 Chouzhou West Road, Choujiang Street  Yiwu  CHINA  322015  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number  Sha2005  Examining Attorney  LEE, SANG MIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JINGLIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422498</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Automotive hood ornaments; Cushion padding made for vehicle roof racks; Electric bicycles; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted pushchair mosquito nets; Folding bicycles; Folding electric bicycles; Gear lever knobs for vehicles; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Motorized bicycles; Pet strollers; Shock absorbers for motorcycles; Toy hauler trailers; Vehicle camera mount |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | May 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jinglin Network Technology (Changzhou) Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Jinglin Network Technology (Changzhou) Co., Ltd., 7th Floor, Hehai Business Building, No. 89 Huanghe East Road, Xinbei District, Changzhou, CHINA 213022 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Sha2005 |
| Examining Attorney | LEE, SANG MIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MURZANSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422500 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098648
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for toy cars; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Electronic learning toys; Goalkeepers' gloves; Head covers for golf clubs; Hunting equipment, namely, scent dispenser for attracting or repelling animals; Mountaineering equipment, namely, binding straps; Pet toys; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands; Stuffed and plush toys; Swimming aids, namely, pool rings; Swimming jackets; Video output game machines for use with televisions; Waist protectors for athletic use

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huizhou Youhang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Huizhou Youhang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Sunshine New Garden, No. 17 Renmin South 4th Road Huizhou CHINA 516005 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97422501</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>7098649</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "MAJURTHER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; Air conditioning installations for vehicles; Air filters for air conditioners in vehicle passenger compartments; Automotive headlamps; Backup lights for land vehicles; Lampshades; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED luminaires; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Reflectors for vehicles; Vehicle turn-signal light bulbs; Ventilating exhaust fans; Ventilation fan accessories, namely, grilles; Ventilation hoods

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Danyang Baisai Automobile Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Danyang Baisai Automobile Trading Co., Ltd.
  1503, Unit 1, Bldg 31, Jinding City Garden
  Danyang Development Zone
  Zhenjiang
  CHINA
  212300

- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examinining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, SANG MIN
Mark Literal(s) MAJURTHE

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "MAJURTHE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

For Empennages; Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Automobile bodies; Automobile bumper guards; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Bumpers for automobiles; Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Kickstands; Land vehicles and structural parts thereof; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Mirrors for vehicles, namely, rear view and vanity mirrors; Motor car doors; Mud flaps for vehicles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Vehicle partitions

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 06, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2022

Owner Name Danyang Baisai Automobile Trading Co., Ltd. Address Danyang Baisai Automobile Trading Co., Ltd. 1503, Unit 1, Bldg 31, Jinding City Garden Danyang Development Zone Zhenjiang CHINA 212300
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CCCAIZXY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422508 Application Filing Date May 20, 2022 Registration Number 7098651
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookmarkers; Collages; Checkbook and passbook wallets; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desktop organizers; Office stationery; Printed notepads; Propelling pencils; Stationery boxes; Wall decals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Weiqing Address Chen, Weiqing C-501, Bldg.1, Hezheng Jinhu Yiyuan, Honghu 1st St., Luohu Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP-Chris

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MISTAKIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97422511  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 20, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7098652  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Spencer Lane  
- **Address**: Spencer Lane po box 616088 orlando FLORIDA 32861  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: MISTAK-003

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPORTSBALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422526 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098653
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headwear; Clothing, namely, tops, shirts, and jackets; Belts for clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sportsball LLC Address Sportsball LLC 5007 Twin Lakes Circle Clayton OHIO 45315 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 61765

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  GAME READY SPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422535  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022  Registration Number  7098654
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "GAME" AND "SPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail sporting goods stores, excluding clothing
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Sep. 05, 2018  In Commerce  Feb. 24, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bay Commerce LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Game Ready Sports  Address  Bay Commerce LLC 312 Schillinger Road S Ste T128  Mobile  ALABAMA  36608  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422543</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098655</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>EXQUISNOVEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Exquisnovel has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Puzzles; Drawing toys; Fidget toys; Inflatable pool toys; Paper airplanes; Plush toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy cookware; Toy furniture; Toy guns; Toy imitation cosmetics; Toy jewelry; Water squirting toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Yiwu Water Polo E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yiwu Water Polo E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 201, Unit 1, Bldg 55, Xichen 2nd Dist., Jiangdong St, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 321000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Vendy
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422546</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)

**WENYSAM**

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Baking mats; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Confectioners' molds; Cookery molds in the shape of stars; Cookie molds; Cup cake molds; Cupcake molds; Decorating bags for confectioners; Drip mats for tea; Kitchen ladles; Pastry molds; Soap brackets; Sponges used for applying make-up; Toilet tissue holders
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 14, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Fuzhou Yunliansheng Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: No. 148, Chengban Vil, Jiangjing Town, Fuqing City, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province  CHINA 350300
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: Vendy
- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
# Trademark Information

**Reason for Publication:** Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s):** LXFMNZS

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number:** 97422547
- **Application Filing Date:** May 21, 2022
- **Registration Number:** 7098657
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For:** Baby rattles; Board games; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree ornaments; Exercise machines; Jigsaw puzzles; Kidney belts for sports; Pet toys; Toy models; Toy whistles; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Yoga blocks
- **International Classes:** 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title:** Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce:** May 10, 2022
- **In Commerce:** May 10, 2022

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use:** Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name:** Shasha Deng
- **Address:** Shasha Deng, No. 047, Dengxilou Village, Xiongzhou Town, Xiongxian, Baoding, Hebei Province, CHINA
- **City:** Hebei Province
- **Postal Code:** 412000
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney:** HACK, ANDREA R

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MBANKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422590 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098658
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Mbanko has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverage stirrers; Buckets with an insert that prevents spills, splashes and drips, used to contain paint as well as other liquids; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Drinking cups for babies and children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, cups for babies and children sold as a unit with valves and lids; Drinking cups for children and parts and fittings therefor, namely, drinking cups for children sold as a unit with non-insulated lids; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Electric tooth brushes; High temperature nylon and polyethylene pan liners that help prevent food from sticking to the pan while storing, warming and cooking food; Ice buckets; Inhalers, sold empty, not for medical or therapeutic use; Insulated vacuum flasks; Manual cosmetic cleaners, namely, non-woven fabric wipes and sponges; Mixing cups; Non-mechanized boot scrubber in the nature of brushes mounted on a frame; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Non-modular containers for use in transportation and storage for household use; Ornaments of crystal; Ornaments of glass; Ornaments of porcelain; Ornaments of terra cotta; Partly wrought glass and ceramic for general industrial and further manufacturing use; Re-usable or disposable plastic or silicone valves sold for use with training cups for babies and children; Wall plaques made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain and terra cotta

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Yuliankang Protective Products Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Yuliankang Protective Products Co., Ltd. One of No. 3, Industrial 1st Region, Guojia Development Zone, Danzao Town, Nanhai Dist., Foshan CHINA 528200

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GLEEMADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97422606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring wigs, hair extensions, hair bonnets, headbands, hair mousse, hair sprays, hair creams, hair scarves, hair brushes, hair combs, hair clips, false eyelashes, lipsticks, and slippers; Retail store services featuring wigs, hair extensions, hair bonnets, headbands, hair mousse, hair sprays, hair creams, hair scarves, hair brushes, hair combs, hair clips, false eyelashes, lipsticks, and slippers; Wholesale store services featuring wigs, hair extensions, hair bonnets, headbands, hair mousse, hair sprays, hair creams, hair scarves, hair brushes, hair combs, hair clips, false eyelashes, lipsticks, and slippers
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jess Monique Thomas LLC
- **Address**: Jess Monique Thomas LLC 6218 Georgia Ave NW Suite 1-625 Washington D.C. 20011
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  UIYOFOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422608  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022  Registration Number  7098660
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aquarelles; Paintings; Stickers; Cartoon prints; Children's wall stickers; Color prints in the nature of lithographs; Framed art prints; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Graphic prints; Office stationery; Paper cake decorations; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Printed flip charts; Removable tattoo transfers; Table linens of paper; Printed illustrations; Wall decal murals
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Apr. 18, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiaxing Huishigo E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Jiaxing Huishigo E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Room 201,Unit 1, Building 14, Xingheyuan  Wanjiahuacheng, Danghu Street, Pinghu  Jiaxing, Zhejiang  CHINA  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97422609 | Application Filing Date | May 21, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098661 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Metal threaded fasteners
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 08, 2009
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Preston, David L
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Preston Commerce Services
- **Composed of**: David L Preston, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: Preston, David L 232 Denim Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618
- **Legal Entity**: Sole Proprietorship
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  GABAMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422610</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098662</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Suits; Beanies; Belts for clothing; Coats; Coats for men; Coats for men and women; Coats for women; Coats made of cotton; Coats of denim; Hat frames; Hat liners; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Shirt fronts; Shirt inserts, namely, dickies; Shirt yokes; Shirt-jacs; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for suits; Shoe accessories, namely, fitted decorative covers for shoes; Shoe covers for use when wearing shoes; Shoe inserts for primarily non-orthopedic purposes; Shoe soles; Shoe straps; Shoe uppers; Suit coats; Suits of leather; A-shirts; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shoes; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball shoes; Baseball caps and hats; Basketball shoes; Bathing suits; Bathing suits for men; Beach hats; Body shirts; Body suits; Boxing shoes; Bucket hats; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Camp shirts; Capri pants; Cargo pants; Cleats for attachment to sports shoes; Clothing belts; Clothing belts made from imitation leather; Clothing belts made of leather; Clothing belts made out of cloth; Clothing belts of textile; Clothing belts that are designed to accommodate pregnancy size changes; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing shields, namely, pads applied to the underarms of shirts, blouses and sweaters; Clothing, namely, Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Coats, Socks, Hats, Shoes, Suits, Dresses; Collared shirts; Corduroy pants; Corduroy shirts; Cowboy hats; Crop pants; Custom made to measure suits for men and women; Cycling shoes; Dance pants; Denim pants; Denims in the nature of pants; Down coats; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Dress shoes; Dress suits; Duffel coats; Dust coats; Embroidered clothing, namely, Sweatshirts, Coats, Hats, Socks, Suits, Dresses; Evening coats; Face masks being headwear; Fascinator hats; Fashion hats; Fashion masks being ski masks; Faux fur coats; Faux fur coats and jackets; Faux fur hats; Flannel shirts; Football shoes; Fur coats; Fur coats and jackets; Fur hats; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Gym suits; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Heavy coats; Heel pieces for shoes; Hooded sweat shirts; Insoles for shoes; Insoles for shoes and boots; Jeggings, namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Jogging pants; Jogging suits; Knit shirts; Knit face masks being headwear; Ladies' suits; Leather belts for clothing;
Leather coats; Leather hats; Leather pants; Leather shirts; Leather shoes; Leisure shoes; Leisure suits; Light-reflecting coats; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Masquerade costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Men's suits; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Money belts; Morning coats; Neck scarfs; Night shirts; Novelty ski masks; Nurse pants; One-piece suits; Open-necked shirts; Outerwear, namely, coats, jackets, gloves, hats, face masks being headwear, scarfs; Over coats; Over shirts; Oxford shoes; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for trousers, gussets for stockings, gussets for bathing suits, gussets for underwear, gussets for leotards and gussets for footlets; Pea coats; Perspiration absorbent strap to be used in the bill of a hat; Pique shirts; Polo shirts; Polymer custom cushioned shoe inserts for primarily non-orthopedic purposes; Rain coats; Rain hats; Rain suits; Rugby shirts; Running shoes; Running suits; Scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; Sheepskin coats; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Skirt suits; Sleep pants; Sleep shirts; Sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; Slip-on shoes; Small hats; Snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; Snow pants; Snow suits; Snowboard pants; Soccer shoes; Sport coats; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports shoes; Sports caps and hats; Stocking hats; Stretch pants; Suspender belts; Suspender belts for men; Suspender belts for women; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat suits; Swim suits; T-shirts; T-shirts incorporating digital sensors; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Tennis shoes; Toboggan hats; Toboggan hats, pants and caps; Top coats; Top hats; Track pants; Track suits; Track and field shoes; Training shoes; Training suits; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Trench coats; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Turtle neck shirts; Tuxedo belts; Waist belts; Warm up suits; Warm-up suits; Water repelling leather shoes and boots; Waterproof pants; Waterproof jackets and pants; Waterproof leather shoes; Waterproof leather shoes and boots; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind coats; Wind pants; Wind shirts; Wind suits; Winter coats; Women's hats and hoods; Women's shoes; Women's shoes, namely, foldable flats; Women's suits; Woolly hats; Work shoes; Work shoes and boots; Woven shirts; Wrap belts for kimonos (datemaki); Yoga pants; Yoga pants incorporating digital sensors; Yoga shirts; Zoot suits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Mar. 01, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
GABAMI LLC

**Address**
GABAMI LLC 5055 Memorial Dr ste A#211 Stone Mountain GEORGIA 30083

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**
GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
RAFARI-PEARSON, NIYA M
GCPAWN

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  GCPAWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422621  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022  Registration Number  7098663
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4765791, 4765638

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pawn brokerage; Pawn shops
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Aug. 07, 2014  In Commerce  Aug. 07, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GOLD N CONNECTION LLC  Address  GOLD N CONNECTION LLC  1215 S. Dixie Highway E
Pompano Beach  FLORIDA  33060  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1440.7008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUGAMUGGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422650 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098664
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insect repellent agents; Insect repellent preparations; Insect repellents; Insect-repellents; Mosquito repellents; Mosquito repellents for application to the skin

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 19, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wild Sesen, LLC Address Wild Sesen, LLC 3900 Gabrielle Ln, #6622 Aurora ILLINOIS 60598 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR

11871
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97422663 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098665
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Wristwatches; Bead bracelets; Jewelry cases; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Necklaces; Plastic bracelets in the nature of jewelry; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Yiwu Daqi Plastic Products Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Daqi Plastic Products Co., Ltd. Building 9, District 3, Liuxia Village Chengxi Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIFECCHOIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422666 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098666
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inflatable toys; Inflatable toys for swimming pools; Jigsaw puzzles; Musical toys; Sand toys; Sleds being sports articles; Toy cookware; Toy food; Toy furniture; Toy imitation cosmetics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JINCHUAN CAI Address JINCHUAN CAI No. 132, Shanhou Village, Shanhou Village, Haicheng Town Longhai CHINA 363102 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
TM 9801 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) M MONSIEUR CUISINE
CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422689 Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022 Registration Number  7098667
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized white letter "M" appearing within a red shaded circle having scalloped edges; to the right of the letter "M" appears the stylized black wording "MONSIEUR CUISINE" with the stylized gray word "CONNECT" beneath those words; three gray curved lines appear to right of the term "CUISINE"; the other white appearing in the mark is intended solely as background and/or transparent area and is not a claimed feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red, white, black, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CONNECT" Translation  The English translation of "MONSIEUR" in the mark is MISTER".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4961927, 5582863, 5753867 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  016374571 Foreign Registration Date  Aug. 31, 2017 Foreign Application/ Registration County  EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 15, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Salad spinners; fluff removers, namely, electric lint removers

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass

For  Electric household utensils, namely, electric fruit juice squeezers and fruit presses, electric juice extractors, electric coffee grinders, electric graters, electric mixers for household purposes, electric hand mixers for household purposes, electric stick food blenders, electric standing mixers, electric egg beaters, electric kneading machines for household purposes, electrically powered knives for cleaving foodstuffs, electric grinding and mashing machines for foodstuffs; accessories for all the aforesaid goods, namely, replacement mixer attachments for stand mixers; electric machines for peeling vegetables; cutters, namely, electric food slicers; bread cutting machines; power-operated vegetable mincers; electric food grinders; electric can openers; electric knives; ironing machines, being electric soldering irons; ironing presses being electric clothing pressing machines; foil-sealing devices being bottle-sealing machines; vacuum cleaners; electric kitchen machines, namely, electrically-
powered kitchen appliances for dicing, mincing, slicing, and chopping food

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title**

**Machinery**

**For** Electric household utensils, namely, coffee machines, tea machines in the nature of electric tea kettles, electric toasters, bread baking machines and apparatus, electric waffle irons, electric pressure cookers, electric autoclaves for cooking, electric rice cookers, electric food steamers, electric kettles, electric grills, electric deep fryers, electric cooking ovens, cooking rings, microwave ovens; warming apparatus being warming drawers for kitchens, plate warmers; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating containers being food refrigerators; hot water apparatus being hot water tanks; water heaters; electric hotplates; electric egg cookers; electric yoghurt makers; ice cream making machines; ice machines and apparatus; fruit roasters; electric heaters for baby bottles; apparatus for heating, namely, portable electric fan heaters and electric radiators; air conditioning apparatus; air humidifiers; electric fans; electric hair dryers; hand dryers, electric laundry dryers; tanning lamps; electric lamps and electric lighting fixtures, other than for photographic and medical purposes; pocket torches, namely, flashlights; garden lamps; bicycle and motor vehicle lights

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title**

**Environmental Control Apparatus**

**For** Electric household appliances, namely, bathroom scales, electronic weighing scales for kitchen use, thermometers other than for medical use, digital weather station instruments

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Cleavers; kitchen knives

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG **Address** Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG Stiftsbergstr. 1 Neckarsulm FED REP GERMANY 74172 **Legal Entity** KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT (KG) **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register  

### Mark Literal(s)
OVNIKOK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97422697  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7098668  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "OVNIKOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Display stands; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Shoe boxes for storage made of plastic; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit  
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Huanjiu Technology Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Shenzhen Huanjiu Technology Co., Ltd. A515-16, 5th Floor, No.64, Heping Road Tsinghua Community, Longhua Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EVER VIBRANT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422698</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Cup holders for use in vehicles; Hooks specially designed for use in vehicles to hold vehicle accessories; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Sun visors for automobiles; Trash containers adapted for use in vehicles

**International Classes**  12 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  **International Class Title**  Vehicles

**First Use**  Mar. 21, 2022  **In Commerce**  Mar. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Tianjin Yitiancheng International Trade Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Tianjin Yitiancheng International Trade Co., Ltd. 7-3-602, Meilin Yuan, Northeast of the Intersection of Liukou Rd.and Zeyang Rd.  Xiqing, Tianjin  CHINA  300380

**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MASULLO, MARCO
CTMUSAR

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CTMUSAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422700 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098670
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CTMUSAR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Nail buffers, electric or non-electric; Nail clippers; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Nail files; Nail nippers; Non-electric can openers; Non-electric garlic choppers; Non-electric vegetable peelers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruiling Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruiling Technology Co., Ltd. Room 102, Bldg.2, No.2063, Jindaotian Rd Lvjing Community, Dongxiao St, Luohu Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TTXiXi

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422701 Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022 Registration Number  7098671
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "TTXiXi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fishing gaffs; Halloween masks; Jigsaw puzzles; Jump ropes; Jump ropes incorporating digital counters; Modeled plastic toy figurines; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Pet toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Theatrical masks
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  May 18, 2022 In Commerce  May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Jinrui Haiying Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Jinrui Haiying Trading Co., Ltd. Room 701, No. 86, Lingdouyili Siming District Xiamen CHINA  361001 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country  CHINA

Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CCJMYLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422705 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098672
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CCJMYLL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spinels; Bead bracelets; Choker necklaces; Drop earrings; Ear clips; Floor clocks; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry armoires; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Jewelry, namely, bracelets, wristbands and necklaces that also provides notification to the wearer of a pending medical related task; Necklaces; Rings being jewelry; Sautoir necklaces; Women's jewelry; Women's watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Caiche Jiming Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Caiche Jiming Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 601, Unit 2, Building 18, District 3, Qinglian, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ESSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422714 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098673
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ESSE NUTRITION PLUS, LLC Address ESSE NUTRITION PLUS, LLC 4588 PONDEROSA WAY YORBA LINDA CALIFORNIA 92886 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

ORGANIZED

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6955A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422720 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098674
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of tennis; Organizing, arranging, and conducting virtual tennis events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 1973 In Commerce 1973
For Ponchos; Sweatbands; Sweatshirts; Baseball caps and hats; Polo shirts; T-shirts; Tennis wear; Cap visors
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 1973 In Commerce 1973

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WORLD TEAMTENNIS, LLC Address WORLD TEAMTENNIS, LLC 385 2nd Street Laguna Beach CALIFORNIA 92651 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WTT-52829
Examiner Attorney MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YPENSLZX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97422721 | Application Filing Date | May 21, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098675 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording YPENSLZX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Pencils; Pens; Ballpoint pens; Color pencils; Coloured pens; Driver's license cases; Gel roller pens; Highlighter pens; India ink pens; Marking pens; Money clips; Office stationery; Pen or pencil holders; Pencil cases; Refills for ballpoint pens; Rollerball pens; Steel pens; Blank notepads
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jan. 18, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Guangzhou Benfu Stationery Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Benfu Stationery Co., Ltd. Room 602, Building A, No. 99, Fenghuang 4th Road, Huangpu Dist Guangzhou CHINA 510700 Legal Entity  limited company

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BOUNDARIES TO BLISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422724  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022  Registration Number  7098676
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching services in the field of personal development, self-care, self-love, accountability, relationships, work-life balance, goal-setting, emotional well-being, and mindset work; Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of personal development and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Providing education courses in the field of personal development offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 15, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NICOLE MONTEIRO  Address  NICOLE MONTEIRO  Ste. 133  111 Presidential Blvd  Bala Cynwyd PENNSYLVANIA  19004  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BOLEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422776 Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022 Registration Number  7098677
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the black stylized wording "BOLEO" with a small red triangle pointing up over the first letter "O" in "BOLEO" and a small shaded black circle appearing in the center of each letter "O". All instances of the color white represent background and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The wording boleo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Attachments for earth moving machines, namely, grapple buckets; Attachments for vehicles, namely, grapple buckets and blades for moving earth and loose objects; Crawler-tracked loaders; Earth augers; Earth moving machines, namely, excavators; Earth moving machines, namely, loaders; Front end loaders; Loader buckets for excavators; Skid-steer loaders; Wheel loaders
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use  Dec. 10, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Boleo Machinery Equipment (Changzhou) Co., Ltd. Address  Boleo Machinery Equipment (Changzhou) Co., Ltd. Room 601, Building 3 Inspection and Testing Industrial Park Changzhou CHINA  213000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EICASO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422778 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098678
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Eicasso has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips; Blank forms; Blank lesson plan books; Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Conical paper bags; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Haohao Advertising Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Haohao Advertising Co., Ltd. Room J6733, Building 2, No. 4268, Zhennan Road, Jiading District, Shanghai CHINA 201800 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UPPER ROOM CANDLE COMPANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422779</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098679</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “CANDLE COMPANY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Melt tarts, namely, scented wax to be melted slowly with a warmer; Scented candles
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Jul. 04, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Bonzer Enterprises L.L.C.
- **Address**: Bonzer Enterprises L.L.C. 14303 Sycamore Lake Rd HOUSTON TEXAS 77062
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LWUCKBARRT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422782</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098680</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Car videorecorders; Computer docking stations; Computer heat sinks; Computer memory hardware; Computer network adapters; Computer peripheral equipment; Computers and computer hardware; Golf club swing aids, namely, golf club balancing scales and scale parts thereof, to analyze, fit and/or make golf clubs; Leg gaiters for protection against accident or injury; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; USB (universal serial bus) hardware; Video tape recorders; Wireless computer peripherals

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sufei Tengda E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sufei Tengda E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 1819,Blk B,Tiansha International Center,No.8 Taoyuan Rd,Nantou St, Nanshan Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97422784 |
| Application Filing Date | May 21, 2022 |
| Registration Number   | 7098681 |
| Registration Date   | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register   | Principal |
| Mark Type   | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording CMFYHM has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy boxes; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cookery molds in the shape of circles, stars; Cruet stands; Cruets; Holiday ornaments of porcelain, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Rolling pins; Sandwich boxes; Toothpicks

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 10, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Heyuan Aixuan Household Products Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Heyuan Aixuan Household Products Co., Ltd. Rm 1301, 13th Fl, Bldg 4, Xiangdi Yujingwan No. 258, Binjiang Avenue, High-tech Zone Heyuan City CHINA 517003 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HETZEL, DANNEAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZYLESRR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422785 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098682
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZYLESRR has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree decorations; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Doll costumes; PVC toy figures; Smart plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Toy animals; Toy models; Toy tiaras; Water pistols
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Yi Address Zhang, Yi Room 302, Unit 7, 1108, Economic Mansion Beicun Road, Choujiang Street Yiwu CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOBOOMA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422786</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098683</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | Bracelets; Bracelets; Cuff links and tie clips; Decorative key fobs; Earrings; Hat jewelry; Jewellery cases; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Tiaras

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>14 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 27, 28, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Jewelry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 09, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Zhejiang Yiwu Gaoxing Trade Co., Ltd. | Address | Zhejiang Yiwu Gaoxing Trade Co., Ltd. Room 201, No. 2, Building 16, Lingyun 1 Dist, Beiyuan St, Yiwu City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 | Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEHALYM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422788 Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022 Registration Number  7098684
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Yehalym has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D decals for use on any surface; Impression stamps; Molds for modeling clays; Paper die cut shapes; Postage stamps; Printed greeting cards; Printed postcards; Scrapbook albums; Scrapbook pages; Sealing stamps
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  May 11, 2022 In Commerce  May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Li, Jingxiang Address  Li, Jingxiang Room 2901, Unit 1, Building 3, No. 90, Fumin Road, Xiaodian District, Taiyuan City, Shanxi CHINA 030000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JIAOHAOWEI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97422789
- **Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098685
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording jiaohaowei has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chandeliers; Desk lamps; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Floor lamps; Hanging lamps; Lamp bulbs; LED light bulbs; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Light bulbs; Solar powered lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shanxi Huajinxi Technology and Trade Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shanxi Huajinxi Technology and Trade Co., Ltd. No. 03, 13F, Huashang Chuangzhi Center, Yangqu Ind Park, Shanxi Comp Reform Dist Shanxi CHINA 030032
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
TM 9820 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BYVOUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422791  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022  Registration Number  7098686  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording BYVOUB has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bicycle lights; Candle lamps; Decorative table-top water fountains; Dehumidifiers for household use; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Flashlights; LED landscape lights; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lighting tracks; Milk sterilizers  International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  May 12, 2022  In Commerce  May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Baihe Technology Industrial Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Baihe Technology Industrial Co., Ltd. Room 1103, No. 76, Fengle North Road, Huangpu Dist, Guangzhou CHINA  510705  Legal Entity  Limited company (ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HETZEL, DANNEAN

11894
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97422795 Application Filing Date: May 21, 2022 Registration Number: 7098687
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized depiction of an octopus.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Restaurant services
International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services First Use: Apr. 01, 2018 In Commerce: Apr. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Jeju R&D, LLC Address: Jeju R&D, LLC 679 Greenwich Street New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 60328.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SHINER, MARK W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLUE PLANET SECUREVIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97422797 |
| Application Filing Date | May 21, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098688 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Glass etched by acid

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

| First Use | Oct. 08, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 08, 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Blue Planet Offices, Inc. |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA Blue Planet Security Corp. |
| Address | Blue Planet Offices, Inc. 1107 Key Plaza Unit 306 Key West FLORIDA 33040 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | FLORIDA |

| Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | HETZEL, DANNEAN |

---

11896
STARRY DREAM

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STARRY DREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422800 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098689
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording STARRY DREAM has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Lamps for festive decoration; Laser light projectors; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; Light projectors
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Menghan Address Chen, Menghan Building 5, Unit 1, Ste 2804 Jinyu Guanlan Shidai, Baiyang Street Hangzhou CHINA 310020 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
TSUYAGLA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422802</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098690</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of word "TSUYAGLA" with style. word "GLA" in bold.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Dental intra-oral cameras; Feeding bottles; Laser therapy helmets for treating alopecia; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Medical devices for nonsurgical cosmetic treatments; Orthopedic braces; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, a LED (light-emitting diode) light source for medical and aesthetic skin treatments; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Sex toys
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 02, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SHENZHEN TOPBEAUTY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
- **Address**: SHENZHEN TOPBEAUTY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD R302, Fl3, Bldg A, MakinWisdomValley 35 Haoye Road, Fuyong, Baoan Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518103
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
TM 9825 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEJU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422805 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098691
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of jeju in the mark is skill, talent, ability, chief mourner or sacred wine.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 28, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jeju R&D, LLC Address Jeju R&D, LLC 679 Greenwich Street New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60328.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RHYMKAWA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97422815</td>
<td>May 21, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>7098692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Translation
The wording RhymKawa has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For
Microphones; Antennas; Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Audio mixers; Casings and casing parts for electrical equipment, namely, housing for switching apparatus; Coaxial cables; Electrical cables for use in connections; Electronic combiners for connecting antennas and receivers; Extension cables; Guitar effects processors; Hand-held microphone sleeves; Microphone stands; Patch panels for housing electrical connector; Power adapters; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers

International Classes
9 - Primary Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use
Mar. 29, 2022

In Commerce
Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name
Huang, Baoting
Address
Huang, Baoting
Room 17-305 6 BeiBuWanXi Road, HaiCheng Dist Beihai CHINA 536000
Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship
CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney
KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JADE YILING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97422816 Application Filing Date  May 21, 2022
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal
Registration Number   7098693 Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer   "JADE"

The wording jade yiling has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Diamonds; Emerald; Jewellery; Agate as jewellery; Artificial gemstones; Bangle bracelets; Costume jewelry; Jade; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry cases; Jewelry organizer cases; Jewelry safety chains; Precious gemstones; Unwrought precious stones
International Classes   14 - Primary Classes
US Classes   2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
First Use  Mar. 14, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shanxi Haoyuanxing Trading Co., Ltd.
Address   Shanxi Haoyuanxing Trading Co., Ltd. Unit 1501, Building 2, Yu Mansion, South 2nd Ln, Changfeng St, Xiaodian Dist, Taiyuan City, CHINA
Legal Entity   Limited company (Ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized   CHILE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GETOGLUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422818 Application Filing Date May 21, 2022 Registration Number 7098694 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GETOGLUE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Atomizers for household use; Coffee stirrers; Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric hot combs; Electric tooth brushes; Electrical toothbrushes; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Napkin holders, not of precious metal; Non-electric mincers; Pet water fountains being dishes; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Toilet tissue holders; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gong ,Wenhui Address Gong ,Wenhui No. 4, Futian South Road, Futian District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HUUDNHYK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97422839</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
<td>7098695</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording HUUDNHYK has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Photo-engravings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for painting; Framed paintings; Original art pictures on canvas; Paintings and their reproductions; Print engravings
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Pingdingshan Junyong Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Pingdingshan Junyong Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 202, Unit 1, Bldg 31, Forest Peninsula Yangzhuang Town, Baofeng County Pingdingshan CHINA 467400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRAZZYBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422860 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098696
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; dice games; card games; strategy games; logic games; gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, boards and dice; tabletop games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Minin, Vitali Address Minin, Vitali Dolev 18A Tzur Hadassah ISRAEL 9987500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CRB-T-101-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SWIMSHY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97422875</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098697</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Bikinis; Body shapers; Bras; Corsets being underclothing; Dresses; Leggings; Pajamas; Shoes; Swimwear; Underwear

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Apr. 01, 2022
In Commerce: Apr. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Ankang Listi Clothing Co., Ltd.
Address: Ankang Listi Clothing Co., Ltd. Rm 3F320-3, Bldg A, Ruifa BIP Hengkou Demonstration Zone, Ankang, Shaanxi, CHINA
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EMPOWER THE EXCEPTIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97422893  Application Filing Date  May 22, 2022  Registration Number  7098698
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Organizing, arranging and conducting running events, the proceeds of which are donated to charity
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 24, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Exceptional Connections International  Address  Exceptional Connections International  941 Patterson Cove
Memphis  TENNESSEE  38111  Legal Entity  charitable, non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, JANET H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JOYPIX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97422897</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
<td>7098699</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Nicole Goodenow
- **Address**: Nicole Goodenow, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: Nicole Goodenow 1106 Oakwood Drive, Pella, IOWA 50219
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

**Where Organized**: IOWA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNLIMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422936 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098700
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Punching balls
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 18, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMNY International Ltd Address IMNY International Ltd 336 Central Park Ave, J14 SCARSDALE NEW YORK 10583 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
TM 9835
TRADENAME OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEETLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422951 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098701
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beautician services; Cosmetician services; Cosmetology services; Landscape gardening; Manicuring; Nail care salons; Nail care services; Nursing care; On-line make-up consultation services; Pet beauty salon services; Providing medical information, consultancy and advisory services; Speech and language therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 07, 2020 In Commerce May 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GELAB COSMETICS LLC Address GELAB COSMETICS LLC 1384 POMPTON AVE CEDAR GROVE NEW JERSEY 07009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PR00S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422961 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098702
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of letters PR digits 00 and letter S. Collectively written as PR00S. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Game equipment, namely, chips; Game tables; Ball bearings for skateboards; Board games

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EExpress-US LLC DBA AKA Formerly DBA PR00S Address EExpress-US LLC 3909 Adams Street Hollywood FLORIDA 33021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUTSTANDINGDESK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97422993 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098703 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desks; Furniture, namely, specially reinforced chairs, tables, desks to provide additional defense or protection from attacks, dangerous situations and/or environments; Height adjustable tables; Japanese style low desks (wazukue); Lap desks; Office desks; Portable desks; Standing desks; Tables; Writing desks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tong, Ziran Address Tong, Ziran No. 4, Dongfanghong Street, Yuexing Town Dongpo District, Meishan City Sichuan Province CHINA 620000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Former Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOPROD

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423044</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
<td>7098705</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;TOPROD&quot; in stylized format.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Furniture; Bathroom furniture; Brackets, not of metal, for furniture; Coat hangers; Furniture of metal; Magazine racks; Shower curtain hooks; Shower rods; Towel stands</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOSHAN HANGNING ECOMMERCE COMPANY LIMITED</td>
<td>FOSHAN HANGNING ECOMMERCE COMPANY LIMITE D Room 1503-1?Block 1-22?No. 8 Hujing Road Chancheng District Foshan, Guangdong CHINA</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE, KHANH M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TBR-VE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423065</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Interactive on-line training services in the fields of academic teaching and business training
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 30, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bowperson Publishing and Training, Inc.
- **Address**: Bowperson Publishing and Training, Inc. P.O. Box 564 Glenbrook NEVADA 89413
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: B

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WORDS THAT MATTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423067 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098707
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed motivational cards
For Education services, namely, providing live and on-line workshops and retreats in the field of personal growth and leading more intentional and meaningful lives
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 27, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Living on Purpose, LLC Address Living on Purpose, LLC 18116 Aramis Lane Dallas TEXAS 75252
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) QUATAVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423108 Application Filing Date  May 22, 2022 Registration Number  7098708
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Skateboards; Board games; Card games; Christmas tree ornaments; Dumb-bell shafts; Dumb-bells; Nuts and bolts for skateboards; Racks and stands specifically designed to hold toy scooters; Skateboard paddles; Tabletop games; Toy for pets; Video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Video game interactive remote control units; Video game joysticks
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Mar. 16, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yishida Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Yishida Digital Technology Co., Ltd. 615, Building 4, Block 1, Buxin Garden No. 2018, Dongxiao Rd., Luohu Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRACERG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423111 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098709
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Gracerg has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Air sterilising apparatus; Bread baking machines; Coffee machines, electric; Electric clothes dryers; Electric kettles; Electric roasters; Electrically heated carpets; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Radiators, electric; Refrigerating or freezing showcases; Water filtering apparatus; Water heaters; Water purification installations

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 28, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Forstled Light Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Forstled Light Technology Co., Ltd 1008, Building 1, Geya Technology Building, Matian Street, Guangming Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039024T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIEBL, ALEXANDRA SUARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GEELIGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423112 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098710
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Geelige" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Adapter plugs; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Micro USB cables; Power adapters; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartphone mounts; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 21, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Weiliqi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Weiliqi Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 307-A, No.8-11, Second Lane, 9th Dist Guangyayuan, Wuhe Community, Bantian St. Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZZCOX

Serial Number: 97423113  Application Filing Date: May 22, 2022  Registration Number: 7098711
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording Zzcox has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

For: Capos; Ukeleles; Bags specially adapted for holding musical instruments; Electronic musical instruments; Foot pedals for use in connection with musical instruments; Keyboard instruments; Keyboards for musical instruments; Music stands and stands for musical instruments; Musical Christmas ornaments; Musical instrument stands; Musical instruments; Pedals for musical instruments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments; Sheet music stands; Tuners for musical instruments

International Classes: 15 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 21, 36  International Class Title: Musical Instruments  First Use: Apr. 16, 2022  In Commerce: Apr. 16, 2022

Owner Name: Shenzhen Jinyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address: Shenzhen Jinyi Technology Co., Ltd. 5866, Wangcheng Building,No.3 Longguan East Road,Longhua Street, Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Basis Information: Currently Use: Yes

Attorney/Correspondence Information: Docket Number: US039043T

Examining Attorney: FROMM, MARTHA L
TM 9846 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UVRESINME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423114 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098712
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UVRESINME" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; Polymer resins, unprocessed; Synthetic resins that are used to repair and fill holes and cracks, adhere to surrounding materials and seal surfaces for use in harsh environments; Synthetic resins, unprocessed; Unprocessed acrylic resins for use in a wide variety of fields; Unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins; Unprocessed artificial resins; Unprocessed artificial resins for industrial purposes; Unprocessed artificial resins for use in the manufacture of molding compounds; Unprocessed epoxy resins; Unprocessed polyurethane resins; Unprocessed synthetic resin compounds in the form of microspheres used to incorporate various other substances; Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of molding compounds; Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Nov. 19, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Langlang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Langlang Trading Co., Ltd. No. 16, Sanheng Middle Road Dongkeng, Zengcheng District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY

11920
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEIYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423115 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098713
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Pants; Shirts; Socks; Tee-shirts; Underwear; Skirts and dresses; Thong underwear; Top coats; Women's underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2017 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo, Li Address Luo, Li No. 187, Xinnan Group, Xintian Pian Xiangshi Village, Longfu Town Liuyang City, HuNan CHINA 410300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMSTHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423117 Application Filing Date  May 22, 2022 Registration Number  7098714
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Freezer bags; General purpose plastic bags; Gift bags; Grocery bags; Paper bags; Paper shopping bags; Plastic disposable diaper bags; Plastic oven cooking bags; Sandwich bags; Paper lunch bags
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangdong Baogang New Building Materials Industry Co., Ltd. Address  Guangdong Baogang New Building Materials Industry Co., Ltd. No. 5-3, Dongcun Avenue North Dongcun Industrial Zone, Xingtian Town Shunde, Foshan CHINA 528300 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) GIMGREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423119 Application Filing Date  May 22, 2022 Registration Number  7098715
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drapery; Tulle; Cloth bunting; Cloth doilies; Cloth flags; Cotton cloth; Felt cloth; Knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; Non-woven textile fabrics; Table cloth of textile
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  May 18, 2022 In Commerce  May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jin, Lingying Address  Jin, Lingying No.2, 2F, Unit 1,Bldg.19,Yangchen Meilin No. 71, Gaoxin Road, Wudang District Guiyang City, Guizhou CHINA 550018 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97423128
- **Application Filing Date**: May 22, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098716
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bottle stands; Countertop holders for paper towels; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Spice racks; Toilet roll holders; Trays for domestic purposes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 22, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Yuechu Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Yuechu Technology Co., Ltd., 5165,Floor 3A Building 4#, No. 50, Juyuan St., Shijing St., Baiyun Dist., Guangzhou CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS116463

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VEMODOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423131 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098717
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefs; Sweatshirts; Boxer shorts; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper overalls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumper overalls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short trousers; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Yixiu Trade Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Yixiu Trade Co., Ltd. 201A, Block B North Area, No.39, Xiangbin St., Donghai St., Fengze Dist., Quanzhou City CHINA 118118877 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116758

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97423132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;SPISPI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Bathroom holders for holding razors; Cake rests; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cruet stands; Cruet stands made of precious metals; Cruet stands of precious metal; Holders for flowers and plants; Household containers of precious metal; Napkin holders; Pot holders; Pot stands; Rails and rings for towels; Toilet roll holders; Toilet tissue holders; Wine bottle cradles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Wang, Peilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wang, Peilan Room 202 No.56, Changqing Beili, Siming District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>US039002T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>DUBRAY, KATHERINE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) H&ZT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423135 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098719
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording H&ZT has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tents; Awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials; Bed tents; Canvas canopies; Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps; Garden nets; Glass fibers for textile use; Grow tents; Rain flies for tents; Tarpaulins for ships; Tarpaulins, not for ships; Tents comprised primarily of tensile fabric membranes; Tents for mountaineering or camping; Tents made of textile materials; Tents, not for camping
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuzhou Tongque Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xuzhou Tongque Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 210,Bldg 7,Xuzhou Software Park, No.6 Software Park Road,Quanshan Dist, Xuzhou City CHINA 221000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117128

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
TM 9854 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DCJSGVYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423139  Application Filing Date May 22, 2022  Registration Number 7098720
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DCJSGVYS has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Footwear; Jeans; Jeggings; T-shirts; Trousers; Underpants; Vests; Baby tops; Top coats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 27, 2021
In Commerce Mar. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Changle Outdoor Products Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Changle Outdoor Products Co., Ltd.
Rm 1601, Jiming Bldg, No.7, Ln 6, Wuhe Rd Wuhe Shequ, Bantian St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117138

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YFRDV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423142  Application Filing Date May 22, 2022  Registration Number 7098721
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes; Ankle boots; Boots for sport; Felted boots (Valenki); Football shoes; Gymnastic shoes; Insoles for footwear; Rain boots; Running shoes; Sports shoes; Studs for football boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Feb. 09, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Shuaifan Trade Co., Ltd.  Address Quanzhou Shuaifan Trade Co., Ltd. Room 3701, Building A, Jinlong Modern Plaza, No. 536 Minzhu Road, Anxi County, Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038555T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIUSNOWKK

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423143</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
<td>7098722</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BIUSNOWKK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dresses; Headwear; Hoodies; Pajamas; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners, yoga; Bridal headpieces as headwear in the nature of veils, fashion hats; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing jackets; Halloween costumes; Hooded pullovers; Infant wear; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Polo shirts; Sports shoes

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Luohe Saicen Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Luohe Saicen Trading Co., Ltd. No. 601, Unit 2, Bldg 4, Sanyuan COMM, 100m East, Baiyunshan Lu, Yancheng Dist. Luohe, Henan CHINA 462300
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: TUS117148

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZIWUARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97423144 Application Filing Date  May 22, 2022 Registration Number  7098723
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "ZIWUARK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Beads for making jewellery; Costume jewelry; Fitted jewelry pouches; Jewellery boxes; Jewelry findings; Jewelry for the head; Neck chains; Necklaces; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shaanxizaiyunzhiduanshangmaoyouxiangongsi Address  Shaanxizaiyunzhiduanshangmaoyouxiangongsi No. 1402, Unit 1, Building 2, Yard 2, No. 113, Daqing Road, Jintai District, Baoji, Shaanxi CHINA 721000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117150
Examing Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MALINKO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423145</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
<td>7098724</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The mark has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Decorative boxes made of non-precious metal; Decorative centerpieces of common metal; Decorative crosses of common metal, other than jewelry; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Metal connectors for decking and decking joists; Metal decking; Metal fireplace surrounds and metal decorative fireplace facings; Metal ornamental subceiling panel units; Metal spacer brackets for building walls, decking; Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration; Sculptures made of non-precious metal; Sculptures of metal; Works of art of common metal; Works of art of non-precious metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Li Guangquan
- **Address**: No. 36, Lizhuang Village, Banjiudian Town, Dongping County, Tai'an City, Shandong, CHINA 271000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JIALCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423146 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098725
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The mark has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpeting; Rugs; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Area rugs; Bath mats; Beach mats; Door mats; Floor coverings made of rubber, plastic, textiles; Floor mats; Floor mats for automobiles; Gymnasium exercise mats; Pet feeding mats; Rubber mats; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Chunhua Address Lin, Chunhua 26, Lilu, Huilong Vil., Shezu Township, Guanzhuang County, Shanghang County, Longyan, Fujian CHINA 364209 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117151

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423153</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 09, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Fuyueda Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Fuyueda Trading Co., Ltd. 301, Bldg 8, E Dist, Gaoqiao Brand Ind Park, Gaoqiao Shequ, Pingdi St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS117137

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: STURMAN, JOSHUA M
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423157 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098727
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "TRAPLY" in the middle with two arcs up and down. The left side of the arcs are thin, the right side are thick. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clips specially adapted for use on vehicle safety belts; Motor racing cars; Safety seats for use in cars; Seat belts for use in vehicles; Seat safety harnesses for motor cars; Seats for automobiles; Seats for railway cars; Steering wheels for vehicles; Steering wheels for vessels; Vehicle seats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 28, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruian Qianchuan Auto Parts Co., Ltd. Address Ruian Qianchuan Auto Parts Co., Ltd. Building 2, 12th Road, West Area, Guoji Qimopei Ind Park, Tangxia Town, Ruian, Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117152

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRILANPIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423167 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098728
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flowerpots; Bird feeders; Bottle openers; Candle holders; Hand-operated pepper mills; Hand-operated spice grinders; Kitchen containers; Non-electric milk frothers; Salt and pepper shakers; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haikou Xiashangjin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Haikou Xiashangjin Technology Co., Ltd. 703, Block A, Fuhao Garden, Yusha Road Guomao, Binhai Street, Longhua District Haikou City, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
TM 9863 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROTEBIENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97423173 Application Filing Date: May 22, 2022 Registration Number: 7098729
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Dreamcatchers; Etagere; Stools; Bedroom furniture; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Decorative boxes made of wood; Drawer organizers; Non-metal step stools; Nonmetal and non-paper containers for storage or transport; Racks for holding placemats which may be affixed to a refrigerator
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use: Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce: Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Xiao, Hongxing Address: Xiao, Hongxing No.29-1-802, Heping Road Xiling District, Yichang City Hubei Province CHINA 443002 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: AVENT, TEAGUE A
TM 9864 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRATKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423175 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098730
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GRATKIT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; 3D printing pens; Electric screwdrivers; Engraving machines; Industrial inkjet printing machines; Industrial robots; Loading and unloading machines; Machines for processing plastics; Mechanical presses for metalworking; Printing machines for use on sheet metal
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangdong Yue Smart Equipment Co.,Ltd. Address Guangdong Yue Smart Equipment Co.,Ltd. Rm4D3-1(1/F&2/F)Standard Workshop YangchunIndustry-TransferIndustrial Park ChunchengSt,Yangchun CHINA 529600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ashley
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UWEVOV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423178  Application Filing Date May 22, 2022  Registration Number 7098731
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "UWEVOV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buttons; Artificial flowers of paper; Beads for handicraft work; Beads, other than for making jewellery; Hair clips; Hair pins and grips; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Laces and embroidery; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Rubber bands for hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 13, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhizhi Import & Export Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Zhizhi Import & Export Co., Ltd. 1306, No.364, Zone 1, Yucui New Village Yucui Community, Longhua Street Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIJE OGIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRATKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423179 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098732 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GRATKIT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial resins, semi-processed; Carbon fibres not for textile use; Cellulose acetate, semi-processed; Liquid rubber; Plastic fibers, not for textile use; Semi-processed acrylic resins; Semi-processed natural resins; Semi-processed synthetic resins; Semi-worked ABS filaments for use in 3D printing; Semi-worked thermoplastic filaments used for 3D printing International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Apr. 07, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangdong Yue Smart Equipment Co.,Ltd. Address Guangdong Yue Smart Equipment Co.,Ltd. Rm4D3-1(1/F&2/F)Standard Workshop YangchunIndustry-TransferIndustrial Park ChunchengSt,Yangchun CHINA 529600 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ashley

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESOXIVI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423180  Application Filing Date  May 22, 2022  Registration Number  7098733
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "DESOXIVI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baskets for household purposes; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Candle holders; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Cruet stands; Cups and mugs; Pet grooming device comprising a sprayer nozzle and an attachment that connects to a water source and to a reservoir for a conditioning agent; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Toilet paper holders
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  May 18, 2022  In Commerce  May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xingning Brother Computer Co., Ltd.  Address  Xingning Brother Computer Co., Ltd.  No. 250-252, Zhongshan East Road  Xingcheng, Xingning City  Meizhou, Guangdong  CHINA  514500  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MMEJE, OBIIZE GINIKANW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SECRET UV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423185 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098734
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "UV"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crayons; Stationery; Ball point pens; Gift bags; Ink pens; Notebook paper; Painting sets for children; Paper sheets being stationery; Party ornaments of paper; Works of art made of paper; Writing instruments
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Liangbiao Address Lin, Liangbiao 202, Bldg. 2, Hongfeng Community University City, Minhou County Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350108 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ICOZZIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423193 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098735
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio speakers; Personal stereos
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 03, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RONGDA HUAGONG INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED Address RONGDA HUAGONG INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMIT ED 23/F B07 HOVER INDUSTRIAL BUILDING NO.26-38 KWAI CHEONG ROAD KWAI CHUNG N.T HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038610T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLOTREK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423196 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098736
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal pipes and metal fittings therefor
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Sep. 14, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thornton, Edward Bennett DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA FLOTREK Address Thornton, Edward Bennett PO Box 8613 Monterey CALIFORNIA 93943 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05222022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MHBRBLM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423198 Application Filing Date May 22, 2022 Registration Number 7098737
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MHBRBLM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bamboo furniture; Bird houses; Containers, not of metal for commercial use; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Pet furniture; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Storage racks; Wood carvings; Works of art of nutshell
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Zaoshuxia Trading Co., Ltd. Address Hainan Zaoshuxia Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1106, 11th Floor, New HNA Building No. 7 Guoxing Avenue, Meilan District Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STADELI, MARTA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ESLIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423200</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098738</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Fairy lights for festive decoration; LED lamps; Utility lighters for lighting grills, fireplaces and candles

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: Dec. 16, 2020

In Commerce: Dec. 16, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Wang YunDong

Address: Wang YunDong 20 Fang Zhuang Village, Shan Qiao Linquan Town CHINA 236400

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: SHEN.1011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
Mark Literal(s) SINYIOL

Serial Number 97423201 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098739
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

Owner Name Xingning Xinyu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xingning Xinyu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 10, Yuansheng Building Garage No. 99, Guanshan 4th Rd., Ningxin St. Xingning CHINA 514599 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pliers; Scissors; Tweezers; Bit drivers for hand tools; Bits for hand drills; Fish scalers; Fish tape for pulling cables; Gardening shears and scissors; Gardening tools, namely, hand shovels; Gardening tools, namely, weeding hoes and weeding forks; Gardening tools, namely, forking; Gardening tools, namely, spades; Gardening tools, namely, hoes; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, brake pad spreaders; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, disc brake piston cubes; Hand-operated carpenters’ pincers; Hand-powered ice augers used for ice fishing; Hand tools, namely, scrapers; Manually operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Manually operated hand tools, namely, shovels; Manually operated hand tools, namely, wrenches; Manually operated hand tools, namely, hammers; Manually operated shop tools for work on motorcycles, namely, chain breaker tool, chain riveting tool, chain press tool, chain alignment tool, carburetor tuning tool, carburetor tuning gauge set, tire irons, tappet adjustment tools, valve shim tools, tappet feeler gauge, carburetor jet wrenches, clutch holding tool, piston pin removing tool, spring removing tool, timing cover wrench, oil filter wrench, shock absorber wrench, axle wrench, fly wheel puller tool, clutch puller tool and magneto flywheel puller tool; Table cutlery; Wallpaper seam rollers

In International Classes
8 - Primary Classes
8, 23, 28, 44

First Use
May 07, 2022
In Commerce
May 07, 2022

Currently Use Yes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOBAIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97423202  **Application Filing Date** May 23, 2022  **Registration Number** 7098740  
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording "MOBAIST" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands  
**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
**First Use in Commerce** Sep. 12, 2020  
**In Commerce** Oct. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Taizhou Zhiyi Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Taizhou Zhiyi Trading Co., Ltd. No. 202, Gaozha Village, Sanjia Street, Taizhou Bay New District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 318014  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** TGTM0557

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examing Attorney** PRIZANT, JAMES
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VIKUTU

**Case identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423204</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098741</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "VIKUTU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

For Checkers; Backgammon games; Board games; Chess pieces; Chess sets; Electronic toy vehicles; Party balloons; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Toy cars

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** May 10, 2022 **In Commerce** May 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Thousands of Singles E-commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Thousands of Singles E-commerce Co., Ltd. 10F-A-N9, Shenmao Commercial Center, No. 59 News Rd., Meiling Community, Lianhua St., Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUEJJUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423205 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098742
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Electric eyebrow trimmers; Electric eyelash curlers; Electric hair trimmers; Electric hand-held hair styling irons; Electric manicure sets; Electric pedicure sets; Electric razors and electric hair clippers; Electric shavers; Tattoo machines
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Taodong Taoxi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Taodong Taoxi Technology Co., Ltd. 401, No.120, S. 1st Lane, Hourui Village Hourui Community, Hangcheng Street BaoAn, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BHNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423206 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098743
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clocks; Chronometric apparatus and instruments; Clock and watchmaking pendulums; Desk clocks; Horological and chronometric instruments and parts thereof; Small clocks; Stop watches; Table clocks; Wall clocks; Watches, clocks
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NingDe Elong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address NingDe Elong Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Room 303, Building 5, Phase II Chating Jinfu Villa, Jiaocheng District Ningde City CHINA 352000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHLFETWLUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423208 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098744
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Veils; Ball gowns; Bridesmaid dresses; Clothing, namely, crops; Cocktail dresses; Evening dresses; Men's suits; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Wedding dresses; Women's ceremonial dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Fengling Address Huang, Fengling No.6, Zhongying Group, Liangying Village Guzhen Town, Yu'an District Lu'an, Anhui CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
TM 9879 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIROFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423210 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098745
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MIROFUL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 16, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Junrui Trading Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Junrui Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1101, Building 5, Xinding Garden, Haimen Street, Taizhou Bay New District, Taizhou City CHINA 318001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0558

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
TM 9880 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423212 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098746
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the capital letters "B" and "Y" with a bridge in the middle of those letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Gloves; Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Socks; Boxer briefs; Sweat suits; Track suits; Baseball caps; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Sports jackets; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Munday, Andrew DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bay Address Munday, Andrew 6648 Thomas dr. North Highlands CALIFORNIA 95660 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AGOT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423215</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**: The wording "AGOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
- Candles; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Beeswax for use in the manufacture of candles; Candle-making kits; Candles being of wax or liquid, for the illumination of carved pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables; Candles comprised primarily of soy, beeswax; Candles for night lights; Christmas tree candles; Scented candles; Scents for candles; Vegetable wax; Votive candles; Wax for making candles; Wax melts; Wicks for candles; Wicks for candles for lighting

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 6, 15

**International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

**First Use**: Apr. 16, 2022

**In Commerce**: Apr. 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Xiao, Kenv

**Address**: Xiao, Kenv No. 16, North 11th Lane, Huayang Zhongfang New Vlg, Machong Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MINGFITOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423217</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098748</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "MINGFITOW" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Aquarium lights; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Bicycle lights; Bidet taps; Book lights; Candle lamps; Coffee machines, electric; Cooking stoves; Desk lamps; Electric fans; Electric fireplaces; Electric flashlights; Electric kettles; Electric lanterns; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Hanging lamps; Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Laser light projectors; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting tubes; Overhead lamps; Reading lights; Solar powered lamps; Spotlights; Sun lamps; Tactical flashlights; Toilet seats; Wall lamps

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2020
**In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Qiang Zhao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Qiang Zhao 6 Qingfu Road, Sansha village Henglan Town, Zhongshan City Zhongshan CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>528478 Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

11957
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97423218 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098749 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Motorcycle helmets
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes, US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** | Sep. 30, 2021 | **In Commerce** | Sep. 30, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: BKC Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: BKC Co., Ltd. No. 999, Jixing Road, Lanjiang Street Lanxi City, Zhejiang CHINA 321000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 167022.10001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YXWYKJDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423224 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098750
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corkscrews; Mugs; Vases; Beverage glassware; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cookery molds; Dishers; Pastry molds
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Junjun Wang Address Junjun Wang 347 Wangjiata Village Gaojia Village Town, Xing County Shanxi Province CHINA 033699 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COSMIATY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423226  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098751  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dish towels; Dish towels for drying  International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Feb. 13, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rana International Trading LLC  Address  Rana International Trading LLC  578 W Tara Danette Dr Tuscon  ARIZONA  85704  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
TM 9886
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MSTRBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423229 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098752
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scanners; Smartglasses; Smartwatches; Barcode scanners; Calculating machines and data processing equipment; Communications headsets for use with communication radios, intercom systems, or other communications network transceivers; Computer mouse; Computer peripheral equipment; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management and electronic storage of data; Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; Surveying instruments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Guisi Culture Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Guisi Culture Technology Co., Ltd
Room 1104, Block 15, B Area Dongbian Village, Minzhi Street, Longhua Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YTUCASRNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423231  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098753
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cell phone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Protective cases for laptop computers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zunqi Yu  Address  Zunqi Yu  No.2 Xiangjiang Central Plaza  West Jianshe Road, Dongchangfu District Liaocheng, Shandong  CHINA  252000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOKIMAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423232 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098754
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GOKIMAE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Candlesticks; Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein; Aquarium ornaments; Automatic soap dispensers; Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Baking mats; Barbecue mitts; Bath brushes; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing disposable diapers and diaper liners; Candle holders; Candle holders not of precious metal; Candle jars; Candlesticks of glass
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jialaite Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jialaite Technology Co., Ltd. 1907, building 1, Huigang Mingyuan north Binhe community, Nanyuan street Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WE3CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423252 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098755
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment information; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services, namely, conducting parties; Entertainment, namely, lighting production; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, corporate Awards Banquets, for others; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, corporate entertainment events, parties, and banquets, for others; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, staging production services for all types of entertainment events, namely, concerts, corporate entertainment events and other special entertainment events, for others; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, staging services, namely, audio, video, and lighting production and projection services for live events, for others; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information relating to projection services; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information about staging production services for all types of events, including concerts, corporate events and other special events; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information about labor services related to event production; Party planning consultation; Video production; Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Audio engineering services for events; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Organization of social entertainment events; Providing a website featuring entertainment information; Provision of information relating to live entertainment; Sound engineering services for events; Special event planning for social entertainment purposes; Video editing services for events

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2006 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LANKKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423258 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098756 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Computer furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Non-metal bed fittings; Non-metal furniture casters; Non-metal mounting brackets for general use; Outdoor furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Tool and tool accessory boxes not made of metal sold empty and parts and fittings therefor

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Lanlandong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Lanlandong Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2203, Huarong Building Futian Street, Futian District Shenzhen City CHINA 518033 Legal Entity LIMITED
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
**Mark Literal(s)** MXKOSO

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Footbags; Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Balls for sports; Baseball and softball bat racks; Catchers’ mitts; Dolls and playsets therefor; Exercise machines; Net balls; Sporting goods, namely, carriers specially adapted for sport balls; Stuffed and plush toys; Talking dolls; Tennis net center straps; Tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; Work-out gloves; Wrist guards for athletic use
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Mengxi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Mengxi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 506, No. 6, 3rd Lane, District B Dongyeyuan, Shajing Street, Baoan Distt Shenzhen City CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97423263 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098758 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: SKIN79
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "SKIN" and "79". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1253032
- **Foreign Registration Date**: May 16, 2017
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 16, 2027

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetics; mask pack; functional cosmetics; anti-wrinkle creams; food flavourings; laundry starch; fabric softeners for laundry use; perfumes; perfumery; false nails; cleaning preparations; beauty soap; toothpaste; lipsticks; age retardant gel; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; false eyebrows; mask sheets mask pack for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks

### International Classes
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SKIN79 CO., LTD
- **Address**: SKIN79 CO., LTD 8 floor, 66 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 2180-087
- **Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DLLWEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423269 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098759
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Dllween has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sunglasses; Chains for spectacles and for sunglasses; Children's eye glasses; Eye glasses; Eye-glass frames; Eyewear pouches; Polarizing spectacles; Reading eyeglasses; Ski glasses; Spectacle cases; Spectacle frames; Sports glasses; Sports training eyeglasses; Sunglass lenses; Swimming goggles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, haiyan Address Huang, haiyan No. 97, Dafang, Liulian Village, Huangzhai Town, Pujiang County, Zhejiang CHINA 322200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NUOFANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423272</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "NUOFANY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chargers for batteries; Devices for wireless radio transmission; Electric cables; Electric wires; Electric wires and cables; Electrical plugs and sockets; Measuring rulers; Stands for photographic apparatus; Tool measuring instruments; Wire connectors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Nuofan International Trade Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Nuofan International Trade Co., Ltd. Rm 301,No.7,Eighth Lane,Xiaogang 1st Village, Nanlian Community, Longgang St Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMOPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423273 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098761
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SMOPET" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable computer operating software; Downloadable computer programs for editing images, sound, and video; Downloadable computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces; Downloadable graphics for mobile phones; Downloadable mobile applications for managing bank accounts, editing photos, making restaurant reservations; Downloadable mobile applications using artificial intelligence for home automation; Downloadable computer software development tools; Downloadable computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; Downloadable computer software for creating digital animation and special effects of images; Downloadable game software; Downloadable graphical user interface software; Downloadable interactive game programs; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable speech recognition software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLOWERFACEDFOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423274 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098762
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized design of the head of a fox outlined in brown, two curved black lines for eyes, the left eye has a pink line below it, a stylized design of white and pink flowers covers the right ear and part of the right eye, two pink spiral designs towards the left side of the face with two small pink curved lines below the spirals, and two small pink and white flowers to the right of the right ear, below the design is the stylized brown "FLOWERFACEDFOX" wording with the design of two small flowers next to the wording. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink, brown, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Cufflinks; Earrings; Jewellery; Body jewelry; Ear clips; Jewelry boxes not of metal; Jewelry brooches; Rings being jewelry; Sautoir necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fan Yanxia Address Fan Yanxia No. 4, Reconstruction New Street, Erpuying Village, Jiayingguan Township, Wuzhi County, Jiaozuo, CHINA 454000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  17SUPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423275  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098763
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dishcloths; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Cardboard cups; Coffee cups; Cooking pots of paper; Dishers; Disposable chopsticks; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Disposable gloves for home use; Disposable paperboard bakeware; Drinking straws; Garbage pails; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Paper and plastic cups; Paper plates
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  May 17, 2022  In Commerce  May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ruiqi Media (Yunnan) Co., Ltd.  Address  Ruiqi Media (Yunnan) Co., Ltd.  Rm701,Unit 1,Bldg.22, Chunfangli,Chunyuan Community,Xishan Dist.,Kunming City,  Yunnan Province  CHINA  650000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IDUOYUQIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97423279 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098764 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|---------------|----------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|---------------|---------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|----------------|---------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "IDUOYUQIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Shirts; Sundresses; Button-front aloha shirts; Dress suits; Dresses that may also be used as towels; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short trousers; Tank tops; Tee shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** May 11, 2022 **In Commerce** May 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangzhou Yuqin Clothing Co., LTD **Address** Guangzhou Yuqin Clothing Co., LTD Shop 101, No.22, Lane 3 Lujiang Nanyue Street, Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510300 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MYMFSC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423280 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098765
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle-mounted pet seat; Covers for baby strollers; Fitted automotive seat covers; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted covers for children's car seats; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Head rests for vehicle seats; Head rests for seats for motor cars; Hooks specially designed for use in vehicles to hold vehicle accessories; Luggage specially adapted for use on motorcycles; Motorcycle kickstands; Mudguards; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles; Seat safety harnesses for motor cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 06, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Miya Address Wang Miya Group 4, Zhangyi Village Xizhangcun Town, Shan County Sanmenxia City CHINA 472100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
TM 9900 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAMGCHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423281 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098766
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SAMGCHI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Bicycle lamps; Electric night lights; Headlights for vehicles; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights for vehicles; Motorcycle lights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Tail lights for vehicles
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shangchi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Shangchi Technology Co., Ltd. 312,Bldg.1, Laowei Riverside Industrial Zone,Shuidou,Yousong Community,Longhua Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DALIANLIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423283 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098767
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DALIANLIAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative centerpieces of common metal; Doorplates of metal; Figurines of common metal; Figurines of common metal; Holiday ornaments of common metal, other than Christmas tree ornaments; House numbers of metal, non-luminous; Labels of metal; Metal dog tags; Metal garden stakes; Metal house numbers; Metal pet tags; Metal plant markers; Model figures being ornaments made of common metal; Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration; Sculptures of metal; Statues of common metal; Statuettes of common metal; Works of art of common metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qin, Zheng Address Qin, Zheng 201, Building 6-5, Huangnilong B, Chisong Town, Jindong District, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HULAVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423290  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098768
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HULAVO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Noteboards; Ball pens; Desk mats; Document covers; Memorandum boards; Note papers; Pen cases; Pen holders; Photo stands; Poster board; Stamp cases; Stationery cases; Wall stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jun. 08, 2021  In Commerce Jun. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sen Qiang Hong Trade Limited Company Address Shenzhen Sen Qiang Hong Trade Limited Company 202, No. 3, Lane 1 of Beiditang Shajing Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen CHINA 518104 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BISIESA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97423305
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098769
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Accent pillows; Air pillows, not for medical purposes; Back support cushions not for medical purposes; Bath kneeling pads; Bath pillows; Chair mats in the nature of a pillow or seat liner; Computer keyboard trays; Cushions; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Neck support cushions
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yong Mao
- **Address**: No. 10, Daijia Lane, Yuzhong District, Chongqing, CHINA 400010
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: CJTM506.0528

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEMIMGKICHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423309 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098770
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Air fryers; Baking ovens; Cook- and hold- ovens; Cooking ovens; Electric cooking ovens; Electric cooking pots for household purposes; Electric deep fryers; Electric food steamers; Electric pressure cookers; Electric roasters; Electric soymilk makers; Microwave ovens for cooking; Space heating apparatus; Thermoelectric cooler/heater for food and beverages
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Meiming Technology Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Meiming Technology Co., Ltd. 2nd Floor, Block A, No. 100 Tian'an Road, Chengyang District Qingdao City, Shandong CHINA 266109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0532

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**MARK Literal(s)** AYHUHRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423310</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The word "AYHUHRA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Confetti; Beach balls; Educational card games; Game cards; Gift baskets comprised primarily of imitation toys sports products, namely, toy game balls and accessories therefor; Gift baskets containing plush toys; Inflatable toys; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Paper airplanes; Paper party favors; Party balloons; Party games; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toys; Toy animals; Water toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hunan Mihana International Trade Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hunan Mihana International Trade Co., Ltd. FL1-2, No. 102, Building 3, Kelamei Villa, No. 958, Youyi Road, Tianxin District, Changsha CHINA 410000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROTHSTONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423314</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098772</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Couches; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Kennels for household pets; Nesting boxes for household pets; Pet crates; Pet furniture; Pet ramps; Portable beds for pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui XingChao Culture Media Co., Ltd. Address Anhui XingChao Culture Media Co., Ltd. No.1006-1008,Blk.A,Lvdi Lanhai Int Bldg the I. of Qianshan Rd. and Gaohe E. Rd., Shushan Dist.,Hefei CHINA 230031
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0534

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney GOLDEN, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUXILIARY COMBAT VETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423323 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098773
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Collective Membership Mark Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black spade placed within the profile of a red and yellow skull, which is centered in a black circle and encircled by the words "AUXILIARY COMBAT VETS" in yellow font, all of which is framed by a thin yellow circular outline. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, yellow, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "AUXILIARY COMBAT VETS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2878643, 6436851, 6151261 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ornamental cloth patches; Belt buckles
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use 2001 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2001
For Drinkware, namely, cups and mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use 2001 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2001
For Indicating membership in a motorcycle club and association offering support to Veteran-related causes on national and state levels
International Classes 200 US Classes 200 - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Collective Membership Marks First Use 2001 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2001
For Apparel, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, coats, and hats

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use**: 2001  **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Combat Veterans Motorcycle Association  **Address**: Combat Veterans Motorcycle Association  11 East Kansas Street  Liberty  MISSOURI  64068  **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 57391/8163

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUPPORTER COMBAT VETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97423326 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number   7098774
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Collective Membership Mark Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a black spade placed within the profile of a red and yellow skull, which is centered in a black circle and encircled by the words "SUPPORTER COMBAT VETS" in yellow font, all of which is framed by a thin yellow circular outline. The black background in the drawing behind the circle represents transparent areas and is not claimed as part of the mark. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) red, yellow, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness   In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement   as to "SUPPORTER COMBAT VETS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   6481462

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ornamental cloth patches; Belt buckles
International Classes   26 - Primary Classes US Classes   37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title   Fancy Goods
First Use   2001 In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2001

For Drinkware, namely, cups and mugs
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass
First Use   2001 In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2001

For Indicating membership in a motorcycle club and association offering support to Veteran-related causes on national and state levels
International Classes   200 US Classes   200 - Primary Classes US Class Title   U.S. Classification of Collective Membership Marks
First Use   2001 In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2001
For Apparel, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, coats, and hats

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2001 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Combat Veterans Motorcycle Association Address Combat Veterans Motorcycle Association 11 East Kansas Street Liberty MISSOURI 64068 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 57392/8163

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number   97423330  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098775
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording DOBOT has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For 3D printers; Dynamos; Automatic stamping machines; Belt conveyors; Casting machines; Elevating work platforms; Engraving machines; Industrial fluid cleaning machinery; Industrial robots; Loading and unloading machines; Machine tools, namely, powered machines for cutting or shaping or finishing metals or other materials; Machines, namely, crushers, impact mills, breakers, pulverizers, mixers and blenders and parts therefor, for industrial and commercial applications; Manipulators for forging presses and for forging machines; Metalworking machines, namely, machining centers; Pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines; Saw machines; Spray guns for painting; Transmissions for machines; Welding machines, electric; Wrapping machines


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co.,Ltd.  Address ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co.,Ltd.  1003,Bldg2, Chongwen Garden,No.3370  Fuguang Community,Liuxian Ave,Taoyuan St  Nanshan Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number QF-YJ-15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE TRUSTISM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423336</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Growlers; Beer jugs; Coffee cups; Cup lids; Dishers; Double wall cups; Insulated flasks; Insulated mugs; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Vacuum bottles; Vacuum mugs; Water bottles sold empty |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wuyi Trust Stainless Steel Products Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Wuyi Trust Stainless Steel Products Co., Ltd. No.8, Hardware Avenue. Wuyi Jinhua City, Zhejiang CHINA 321200 |
| Legal Entity | Limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 00989 |
| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97423338 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098777
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The logo consists of a hexagon and a rhombus.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For 3D printers; Dynamos; Automatic stamping machines; Belt conveyors; Casting machines; Elevating work platforms; Engraving machines; Industrial fluid cleaning machinery; Industrial robots; Loading and unloading machines; Machine tools, namely, powered machines for cutting or shaping or finishing metals or other materials; Machines, namely, crushers, impact mills, breakers, pulverizers, mixers and blenders and parts therefor, for industrial and commercial applications; Manipulators for forging presses and for forging machines; Metalworking machines, namely, machining centers; Pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines; Saw machines; Spray guns for painting; Transmissions for machines; Welding machines, electric; Wrapping machines

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co., Ltd. Address ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co., Ltd. 1003, Bldg2, Chongwen Garden, No. 3370 Fuguang Community, Liuxian Ave, Taoyuan St Nanshan Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number QF-YJ-16

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AFRICCONNECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 97423345 |
| Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 |
| Registration Number   | 7098778 |
| Registration Date     | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register              | Principal |
| Mark Type             | Service Mark |
| Publication Date      | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online social networking services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Africconnect Inc.
- **Address**: Africconnect Inc. 4767 De Invernio Place Mount Airy MARYLAND 21771
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 13441-001 en

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
The NETWORK 89

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97423347</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098779</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; Tops as clothing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: THE NETWORK 89, LLC  **Address**: THE NETWORK 89, LLC  5779 Fairridge Lane  Hamilton  OHIO  45011  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WANCACA

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97423352</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7098780</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Bonnets; Loungewear; Nightwear; Shoes; Swimwear; T-shirts; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Clothing, namely, wrap-around; Combative sports uniforms; Infant wear; Slips being underclothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Guangchengmei Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: West of 4/F, Building 1, ShunHeDa Factory, LiuXianDong Industrial Zone, NanShan Dist, Shenzhen, China 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: RLX

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COOWOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423366 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098781
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Coowolf has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scissors; Beard clippers; Bits for hand drills; Bow saws; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand tools, namely, grafting tools; Household knives; Ice picks; Knife sharpeners; Oyster openers; Punches being hand tools; Screw wrenches; Spoons for tea; Table forks; Vegetable knives; Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Hand tools, namely, augers; Hand tools, namely, fruit pickers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand-operated cutting tools
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 04, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen qianchuan trading co., ltd Address Shenzhen qianchuan trading co., ltd Room 303, No.20, Lane 12, Wangtang Community, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREATIVE SPARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423380 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098782
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Welding goggles; Welding helmets; Welding masks; Lenses for welding helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lincoln Global, Inc. Address Lincoln Global, Inc. 9160 Norwalk Boulevard Santa Fe Springs CALIFORNIA 90670 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM 2021-015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AOSRUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423390  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098783  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Aosruty has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Holsters; Cleaning brushes for firearms; Cleaning rods for firearms; Firearm magazine speedloaders; Gun belts; Gun cleaning brushes; Gun mounts; Pistol holsters; Protective lens covers for non-telescopic gun sights; Rifle covers; Sighting mirrors for guns; Sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; Sighting mirrors for rifles; Sling straps for firearms; Tripods and stands for firearms
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Fu  Address Liu Fu No. 3, Xiawu Group, Liuyang Village Zhongfang Town Linxiang City, Hunan CHINA 414300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CRTM2205-019
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIIMELON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423404 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098784
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery operated action toys; Board games; Children's educational games for developing cognitive; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Drawing toys; Infant toys; Plastic character toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars; Rubber character toys; Target games; Toy guns; Toy vehicles; Water squirting toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WilliCon Chongqing Trading Co., LTD Address WilliCon Chongqing Trading Co., LTD 4-1-015, No. 36, Zhouji Road Xiantao Street, Yubei District Chongqing CHINA 401120 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423416 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098785
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "C W D", with a rightward-slanting diagonal line appearing between the letter "W" and the surrounding letter on either side; the color black, as it appears in the mark, represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coviello Weber & Dahill LLP Address Coviello Weber & Dahill LLP 707 Westchester Avenue Suite 300 White Plains NEW YORK 01604 Legal Entity limited liability partnership State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97423418  Application Filing Date: May 23, 2022  Registration Number: 7098786
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): WINSHINE

Case Identifiers

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The wording "Winshine" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Adult diapers; Babies' napkins; Babies' swim diapers; Corn pads; Cotton swabs for medical use; Disposable sanitizing wipes; Medical and surgical dressings; Menstrual underwear; Nappies for pets; Nursing pads
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Apr. 05, 2022  In Commerce: Apr. 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Plus Medical International Group Nanjing AST Import and Export Co.,Ltd  Address: Plus Medical International Group Nanjing AST Import and Export Co.,Ltd  Block A2, 10th Floor, Huangpu Building No. 2 Huangpu Road, Xuanwu District Nanjing City CHINA  210016
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: US052201
Examiner: PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FJTUOJI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97423419 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098787 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | **Translation** | The wording "FJTUOJI" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Batteries; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for smartphones; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Ear phones; Mobile phone chargers; Movable sockets; Portable power chargers; Power adapters; Power connectors; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Rechargeable batteries; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Sleeves for laptops; Solar-powered battery chargers; Solar cells; USB cables; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | May 21, 2022 | In Commerce | May 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Yujia He | Address | Yujia He Room 402, No. 100 Yuanxia Road Luocheng Town, Huian County Fujian Province CHINA 362100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | SNYDER, NELSON B |
**TM 9922 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PRYROSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97423421 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098788 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "PryRose" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer keyboards; Computer keypads; Computer mice; Computer mounts; Computer mouse; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Computer peripherals; Keyboards for mobile phones; Wireless computer mice; Wrist rests for computer keyboards

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Dec. 24, 2021 **In Commerce** Dec. 24, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Bailiyi Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Bailiyi Technology Co., Ltd. 102A,bldg. 2, No. 4, Yayuan Road,Nankeng Community,Bantian st., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518035 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Sha2111

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
TM 9923 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAMERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423424 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098789
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BAMERS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1258089 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 04, 2017 Foreign Application/Registration Country CHILE Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 04, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMERCIAL DEXIM SpA Address COMERCIAL DEXIM SpA Avenida Kennedy 7900. Of 001. Vitacura Santiago, Metropolitana CHILE 7650558 Legal Entity Sociedad por Acciones State or Country Where Organized CHILE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHJICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423428 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098790
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "shjich" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquarium ornaments; Brooms; Cleaning brushes for household use; Decorative centerpieces of earthenware; Dusting or cleaning cloths; Flower pot holders; Garbage pails; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Mops; Reusable silicone finger guards for handling of dirty cloth diapers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuzhou Shangjincheng Education Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhuzhou Shangjincheng Education Technology Co., Ltd., No.18, Xingye Road, Pioneer Park, Yanjia Village, Xiayang Town, Zhuzhou, Hunan, CHINA 412000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JELLY STRIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423439  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098791
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bralettes; Bras; Underclothes; Underpants; Ladies' underwear; Maternity lingerie; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Socks; Sports bras; Strapless bras; Sweat-absorbent underwear; Tube tops; Women's underwear; Yoga pants; Yoga tops
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 27, 2022  In Commerce  May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Luvea Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Luvea Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 302, No. 7, Fuye Street  Haizhu District  Guangzhou  CHINA  510220  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22JB0372UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOTOMDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423445 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098792 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SOTOMDIO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches; Bracelets; Buckles for watchstraps; Cufflinks; Earrings; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Pet jewelry; Rings; Tie clips; Women's jewelry International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu Xinfu Address Xu Xinfu No. 9, Caoban, Dongyang Village Jiandou Town, Anxi County Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**  The wording "GULSTUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Bolts of metal; Cotter pins of metal; Locks of metal for vehicles; Metal fasteners, namely, screws; Metal flanges; Metal hardware, namely, washers; Metal wheel clamps; Nuts of metal; Screws of metal; Steel tubes

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title**  Metal Goods **First Use**  Jan. 15, 2022 **In Commerce**  Jan. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Zhou Jiefang **Address**  Zhou Jiefang  Room 104, Building 3, Xiushuihuating, Hushan Street, Cixi City, Zhejiang  CHINA  315300 **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  NBTMZC223294

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FSZBWL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423449  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098794
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The wording "FSZBWL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone cases; Chargers for smartphones; Microphone stands; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers for smartphones; Smartphone mounts; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 02, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yueyuele Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Yueyuele Trading Co., Ltd.  1C-401,Units A,B, C,D,E,Bldg 1,Gushu Ruixiangju,Guxing Community,Xixiang St. Baoan Dist,Shenzhen  CHINA  518101
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US0522022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
PASSCALL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423478</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Telecommunications services, namely, personal communication services |
| International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 104 |
| International Class Title | Communication |
| First Use | Dec. 18, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 18, 2021 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Pass Call LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA PassCall.io |
| Address | Pass Call LLC 3426 Pepperhill Rd Lexington KENTUCKY 40502 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | KENTUCKY |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ECOMMERCEFUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423485 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098796
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of ecommerce business advice; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field of e-commerce business practices and advice; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of e-commerce; Organizing live educational conferences in the field of e-commerce; Organizing live business conferences in the field of e-commerce
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012
For Expert evaluations and reports relating to business matters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012
For Providing an online discussion forum for e-commerce business owners; Providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of e-commerce business
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spire Digital, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA eCommerceFuel Address Spire Digital, LLC 2804 E 2nd ST Tucson ARIZONA 85716 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where MONTANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIVE MORE, AGE SMARTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423493 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098797
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health care services, namely, the administration of intravenous hydration therapy for improvement of overall health and wellness purposes in the mobile setting; Health care services, namely, Vitamin therapy; Health care services, namely, wellness programs
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HydraMed IV LLC Address HydraMed IV LLC 13065 Monroe Drive Thornton COLORADO 80241 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
TM 9932 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE PROPERTY QUEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423496 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098798
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PROPERTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate consultation; Real estate lending services; Real estate management consultation; Assessment and management of real estate; Financial services, namely, real estate note brokerage; Providing information in the field of real estate
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fitch, Nakata Address Fitch, Nakata Unit # 6527 2271 Lake Avenue Altadena CALIFORNIA 91001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97423499  Application Filing Date: May 23, 2022  Registration Number: 7098799
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

Goods and Services Information

For: Conducting guided tours by walking and automobile; Conducting guided tours of art; Conducting guided eco tours; Conducting guided walking tours of a city; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing speaking tours in the nature of live presentations by educational and motivational speakers

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Christian Daniel Romero  Address: Christian Daniel Romero  150 SE 2nd Ave, Ste 300  Miami  FLORIDA 33131  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WINGBOA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Wingboa has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Backpacks; Briefcases; Handbags; Haversacks; Umbrellas; Whips; Boxes of leather or leatherboard; Clothing for pets; Collars for animals; Covers for animals; Harness for animals; Hat boxes of leather; Key cases; Leather straps; Pocket wallets; Tool bags, empty; Travelling bags; Trunks being luggage; Hunters' game bags; Leather suitcases

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** Apr. 22, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen runjia technology co., ltd **Address** Shenzhen runjia technology co., ltd 1503 Block G Bldg 2, Yueshan Lake, No.88 Kangle Rd, Yijin Community, Henggang St. Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DROPPINGNOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423507 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098801
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of digital collectables and blockchain collectibles; Providing a web site featuring a searchable price guide database of values measuring the monetary worth of and tracking past sales involving digital collectables and blockchain collectibles; providing a website featuring information about the details of the monetary worth of rare digital collectables and blockchain collectibles and trade information of digital collectables and blockchain collectibles being non-fungible tokens representing digital files and assets
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CRYPTOSLAM, INC. Address CRYPTOSLAM, INC. P.O. Box 26733 12433 Antioch Road Overland Park KANSAS 66213 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 727569

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EJIEEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423512 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098802
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording EJIEEP has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collapsible boxes of paper; Envelopes; Gift boxes; Label paper; Padded paper envelopes for mailing or packaging; Paper bags; Paper carton sealing tape; Paper envelopes for packaging; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Plastic bags for packaging; Plastic bags for wrapping; Plastic bags for wrapping and packaging; Plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; Printed greeting cards; Wrapping paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yijie Network Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Guangzhou Yijie Network Technology Co.,Ltd. Rm.705,Huaxi Business Bldg., No.3 Wangting Road,Xinhua Street,Huadu Dist. Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DERBY, KAREN SHEREE

12014
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423524 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098803
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5414053, 3073417, 4897170 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and training services, namely, arranging and conducting educational conferences and programs, classes, courses, workshops, seminars in the field of real estate and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; Educational and training services, namely, arranging and conducting educational conferences and programs, classes, courses, workshops, seminars via the Internet in the field of real estate and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 30, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ERA Franchise Systems LLC Address ERA Franchise Systems LLC 175 Park Avenue Madison NEW JERSEY 07940 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ERA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CLUB FLABULOUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97423528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>CLUB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Entertainment in the nature of live performances by a DJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Cardona, Raven Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly</td>
<td>DBA Club Flabulous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cardona, Raven Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>2448 Matthews Ave Bronx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK 10467</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examing Attorney</td>
<td>BLANDU, FLORENTINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Trademark Registration**

**Mark Literal(s)** GREATCOLLECTIONS

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423529</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "GreatCollections" without a space between and with the word "Great" in bold type.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Providing on-line auction services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Feb. 28, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: GreatCollections.com
- **Address**: GreatCollections.com Suite 160 17500 Red Hill Avenue Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VZBarn

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97423533 Application Filing Date: May 23, 2022 Registration Number: 7098806
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Ankle bracelets; Cuff links; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry chains; Key rings; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title: Jewelry First Use: Dec. 22, 2018 In Commerce: Dec. 22, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Zheng Chengfeng Address: Zheng Chengfeng Yangba Mountain, Xiangbei Village, Shangxi Town, Yiwu City, Zhejiang, CHINA 322000 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DERBY, KAREN SHEREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINGMAKER STAINLESS STEEL TUBE & PIPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97423542 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098807 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of silhouettes of metal tubes above the word "Kingmaker" with the words "Stainless Steel Tube & Pipe" underneath. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | STAINLESS STEEL TUBE & PIPE |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Steel; Hollow steel bars; Metal flanges; Metal hose fittings; Metal joinery fittings; Metal pipe fittings; Metal pipes and metal fittings therefor; Metal tubes; Metal tubing; Metallic pipes and tubes; Pipes and tubes of metal; Stainless steel pipes; Stainless steels; Steel in sheet, rod, bar and/or billet form; Steel in the form of sheets, plates, foils and coils; Steel pipes and tubes; Steel plates and sheets; Steels in the form of sheets, plates, foils and reels; Tubes of stainless steel; Valves of metal other than parts of machines including those from alloy steel and titanium |
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 | International Class Title | Metal Goods |
| First Use | Jan. 05, 2009 | In Commerce | Jan. 05, 2009 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Kingmaker Steel Company, Inc. |
Address | Kingmaker Steel Company, Inc. 133 Belmont Drive Somerset NEW JERSEY 08873 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | BLANDU, FLORENTINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97423550 Application Filing Date: May 23, 2022 Registration Number: 7098808
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the front of a stylized fist consisting of four, thick, vertical lines side by side of various lengths representing four digits of a hand with a shorter, thick horizontal line representing a thumb underneath two of the vertical digits on the right. The stylized fist is almost entirely enclosed in a box with the top line of the box disconnected in the middle and the right side of the top line slightly open. Color: Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Order fulfillment services
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2021

For: Co-packing services in the nature of merchandise packaging for others; Merchandise packaging for others; Packaging articles to the order and specification of others; Physical storage of wine and spirits
International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 105 International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2021

For: Designing of packaging and wrapping materials; Packaging design; Packaging design for others
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Impackful Solutions, LLC
Address: Impackful Solutions, LLC 1600 Bernheim Lane Louisville KENTUCKY 40210
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: KENTUCKY
Examining Attorney  SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MEANINGFUL SPEECH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97423554
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098809
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Speech therapy
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 29, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Meaningful Speech LLC
- **Address**: Meaningful Speech LLC 825 N. Cass Ave, Suite 109 Westmont ILLINOIS 60559
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YSTSEVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423557 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098810
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Electric action toys; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Halloween masks; Jigsaw puzzles; Model toy vehicles; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Toy construction sets; Toy for pets; Toy noisemakers; Toy sets of carpenters' tools; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 28, 2021 In Commerce May 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Dikaqi Clothing Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Dikaqi Clothing Co., Ltd. No. 278, Yijing Road, Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510399 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALPHA CLEAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423559</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chemicals for use in water treatment
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Apr. 29, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 29, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ENGERT, MARTHA
- **Address**: ENGERT, MARTHA 1054 S. 29TH ST. OMAHA NEBRASKA 68105
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examing Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(S)
DESK2GO. SPACE EFFICIENT.
WORK EFFICIENT.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423560</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Desks; Lap desks; Office desks; Portable desks; Standing desks; Typing desks; Writing desks |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | May 03, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 03, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | OMT Enterprises, Inc. |
| Address | OMT Enterprises, Inc. 1927 West 139th Street Gardena CALIFORNIA 90249 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CLAYTON, CHERYL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IMPACKFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423573 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098813
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Order fulfillment services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021
For Co-packing services in the nature of merchandise packaging for others; Merchandise packaging for others; Packaging articles to the order and specification of others; Physical storage of wine and spirits
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021
For Designing of packaging and wrapping materials; Packaging design; Packaging design for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Impackful Solutions, LLC Address Impackful Solutions, LLC 1600 Bernheim Lane Louisville KENTUCKY 40210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** G7LUXURY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423603</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Real estate agency services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | May 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 11, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Ginger Gillum LLC |
| Address | Ginger Gillum LLC 700 Ohio Avenue, Apt. A Palm Harbor FLORIDA 34683 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 4792.2 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAY30C

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97423626 **Application Filing Date** May 23, 2022 **Registration Number** 7098815
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Adhesive-backed plastic films for use in the manufacture of durable labels and nameplates; Adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; Adhesive plastic film for use in commercial or industrial manufacturing; Clear sheets of polymeric film to be applied to automotive vehicles to coat and protect the vehicle's finish; Construction materials, namely, a nonmetal sub-floor membrane for residential and commercial soundproofing use; Film used as an industrial or commercial packing; Heat reflective plastic film to be applied to windows; Opaque plastic film for blocking sunlight; Plastic film for industrial and commercial packing use; Plastic film for use in laminating paper; Plastic film that is laminated or reflective for use in home or auto windows; Radiant heat resistant film to be applied to automotive and marine engine parts; Radiant heat resistant film to be applied to automotive and marine parts; Vinyl substrates for use in making outdoor advertising signs; Vinyl urethane film covering for automobile exteriors

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber

**GOODS**
**First Use** Apr. 25, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Guangzhou Yixuan Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Guangzhou Yixuan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 203, Jihua Building, No. 1769 North Baiyun Ave,Yongping St,Baiyun Dist Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510080 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 22-05-04975

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
TM 9950  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOBLE HOUSE HOTELS & RESORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423640 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098816
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOUSE" and "HOTELS & RESORTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4364036

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administrative hotel management; Hotel management for others; Managing and operating resort hotels and business conference centers of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 1994 In Commerce Oct. 01, 1994
For Hotel accommodation, bar and restaurant services; Resort lodging services; Spa services, namely, providing temporary accommodations and meals to clients of a health or beauty spa
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 01, 1994 In Commerce Oct. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noble House Hotels & Resorts, Ltd. Composed of Westgroup Partner, LLC, a California limited liability company
Address Noble House Hotels & Resorts, Ltd. 600 6th Street South Kirkland  WASHINGTON  98033
Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423665 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098817
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a collection of dots connected by diagonal lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of business for startups and emerging companies; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of business; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of business
International Classes 41 Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 23, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2013
For Arranging and conducting business competitions for entrepreneurs to compete for seed capital to finance business activities; Arranging and conducting special events for business purposes; Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations; Incubation services, namely, providing work space containing business equipment to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits; Organizing business networking events in the field of entrepreneurship
International Classes 35 Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 23, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arkansas Venture Center DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Venture Center Address Arkansas Venture Center 417 Main Street Little Rock ARKANSAS 72201 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country
Where Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ZEZGERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423667  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098818
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "ZEZGERS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Stationery; Adhesive tape dispensers; Art prints; Bags of paper or plastics for packaging; Banners of paper; Boxes of paper or cardboard; Bunting of paper; Cushioning materials of paper or cardboard; Envelopes of paper or plastics for packaging; Labels of paper or cardboard; Lithographic works of art; Packing materials of paper or cardboard; Paper embossers being office requisites; Paper trimmers; Plastic film for wrapping; Pouches of paper or plastics for packaging; Printed business cards; Printed greeting cards; Printed invitation cards; Printed note cards; Sealing stamps; Staplers being office requisites; Stuffing materials of paper or cardboard; Wrapping paper
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  May 10, 2022  In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fuzhou Shunweitaifeng Internet Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Fuzhou Shunweitaifeng Internet Technology Co., Ltd. #2400, A of 15th Floor Comprehensive Building, Free Trade Zone Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-05-04976
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKULL OF TYGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423689 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098819
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art prints; Graphic art prints; Graphic art reproductions; Graphic fine art prints
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Dec. 01, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NFT Art4Life LLC Address NFT Art4Life LLC 859 McDiarmid Dr. Hudson WISCONSIN 54016
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TRM001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPPY MONKEY LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97423690 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098820
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Seat cushions
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HAPPY MONKEY LAB LLC Address  HAPPY MONKEY LAB LLC  3105 S Interstate 35, Apt. 1020 Austin  TEXAS  78741 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HPY.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALBANO, ASHLEY C
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97423695 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098821
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "YUMAVAST" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bangles; Earrings; Jewelry; Silver; Alloys of precious metal; Bracelets; Children's jewelry; Choker necklaces; Corporate recognition jewelry; Cultured pearls; Ear clips; Ear studs; Engagement rings; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Identity plates of precious metal; Imitation pearls; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jewellery chains; Jewelry findings, namely, jump rings, toggles and clasps; Jewelry in the nature of identification tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum and diamonds; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Precious metals; Precious metals and their alloys, namely, gold and silver; Works of art of precious metal
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  May 05, 2022 In Commerce  May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Yucheng Brand Management Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Yucheng Brand Management Co., Ltd.  Rm 7015-7016, Block C, Bldg E5  No.140-214, Yingbin Rd, Panyu Dist  Guangzhou, Guangdong  CHINA  511400

Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-05-04977

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423713 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098822
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for job marketing, programmatic advertising and performing recruitment analytics; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for the management and monitoring of a recruiting and hiring process, including job posting and job application features; website hosting services, namely, Hosting online platforms in the field of job marketing, programmatic advertising and recruitment analytics; website hosting services, namely, hosting online platforms enabling users to activate, organize and monitor job postings; providing online non-downloadable software for job marketing, programmatic advertising and performing recruitment analytics; providing online non-downloadable software for posting online job postings

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vonq B.V Address Vonq B.V Beursplein 37 Rotterdam NETHERLANDS 3011AA Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HBRAN-T353-U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YISILOOKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97423716 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098823
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The wording “YISILOOKY” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   3D decorative plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; Bird houses; Boxes of wood or plastic; Cold cast resin figurines; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Figurines of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Picture and photograph frames; Polymer clay figurines; Polyresin tablets which look like stone, and have quotations, sayings, and bible verses engraved on them, packaged with display stand; Soft sculpture wall decorations; Three-dimensional holiday ornaments made from fabric, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  May 05, 2022 In Commerce  May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Zhang, Shujing Address   Zhang, Shujing No.40,Huangjiazhuangu Group, Tai'anyi Vlg Nanyanzhu Town, Shouyang County Jinzhong, Shanxi CHINA  030600 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   22-05-04978

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEVELOPMENT GROUP IN A BOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423729 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098824
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software consulting; Computer software development; Testing of computer software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 2014 In Commerce May 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALAVISTA, L.P. Composed of Lawrence T. Waugh - individual citizen of U.S., Todd W. Rahmes - individual citizen of U.S. Address CALAVISTA, L.P. 3700 NORTH CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY SUITE 450 AUSTIN TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S SOLAR AND STORAGE INDUSTRIES INSTITUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423730 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098825
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording SOLAR AND STORAGE INDUSTRIES INSTITUTE next to a stylized S and a circular design element. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOLAR AND STORAGE INDUSTRIES INSTITUTE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting public awareness of the importance of clean energy and policies that support clean energy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**reason for publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register  

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARKIALAND  

**Case Identifiers**  
| Serial Number | 97423758 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098826 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**  
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  

**goods and services information**  
**For** Blouses; Bras; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Hoodies; Pants; Tights; Trousers; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Clothing belts; Clothing jackets; Clothing straps for bras, dresses and halter tops; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants and skirts; Corsets being clothing; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Dance costumes; Dress suits; Halloween costumes; Masquerade costumes; Outerwear, namely, coats; Play suits; Swimming costumes; Tops as clothing; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses  
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** May 10, 2022  
**In Commerce** May 10, 2022  

**Basis Information**  
**Currently Use** Yes  

**Owner Information**  
**Owner Name** Chengdu MiaKuo Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Chengdu MiaKuo Trading Co., Ltd. #1705 2 Jingcui W Rd, Chenghua District Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610081 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country** CHINA  

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**  
**Docket Number** 22-05-04979  
**Examining Attorney** STRICKLAND, CODY S
TM 9961 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEST TO THE WEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423789 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098827
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trucking services, namely, hauling of goods
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Sep. 04, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Benjamin Best Freight Inc. Address Benjamin Best Freight Inc. P.O. Box 309 West Chester OHIO 45071 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97423804</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of stylized green paperclip. |
| **Color Claimed** | Yes |
| **Color Claimed** | The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### Goods and Services Information

| **For** | Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for vital document storage |
| **International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| **First Use** | Mar. 08, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 08, 2022 |

### Basis Information

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### Owner Information

| **Owner Name** | Kiip, PBC |
| **Address** | Kiip, PBC 1 Dock 72 Way, 7th Floor Brooklyn NEW YORK 11205 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |

### Examining Attorney

| **Examining Attorney** | REID, CAILE MAUREEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEISURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423810 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098829
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Pullmans; Suitcases; Carry-on bags; Garment bags for travel; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 08, 1988 In Commerce Apr. 08, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leisure Merchandising Corp. Address Leisure Merchandising Corp. 105 Northfield Ave Edison DE LA WARE 08837 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10159-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, CAILE MAUREEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MURWAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423813</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7098830</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>MURWAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name shown in the mark identifies Denishio Murray, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Handbags; Leather bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Oct. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Murway LLC
- **Address**: Murway LLC 507 Falls Blvd Wynne ARKANSAS 72396
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: K556083958

**Examining Attorney**

- **NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOBICEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423821 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098831
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2017/15992 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 11, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County SOUTH AFRICA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 08, 2027
Foreign Registration Number 2017/15991 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 11, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County SOUTH AFRICA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 08, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online wholesale and retail store services featuring cell phones, smartphones, smartwatches, computers, tablet computers, laptop computers, notebook computers, USB cables, audio speakers, wireless headphones, earbuds, hands-free headsets for cell phones; Online ordering services featuring cell phones, smartphones, smartwatches, computers, tablet computers, laptop computers, notebook computers, USB cables, audio speakers, wireless headphones, earbuds, hands-free headsets for cell phones
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Cell phones, smartphones; Smartwatches; Computers, tablet computers, laptop computers, notebook computers; USB cables; Audio speakers; Wireless headphones, earbuds, hands-free headsets for cell phones; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, journals, brochures, catalogues, periodicals and electronic magazines in the field of mobile telecommunications
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Interactive Trading 266 CC
Address  Interactive Trading 266 CC  Unit 23 Washington Drive  Royal Palm Business Park  Midrand, Johannesburg  SOUTH AFRICA  1685
Legal Entity  Close Corporation
State or Country
Where Organized  SOUTH AFRICA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  UNIVERSAL ROOFING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97423828 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098832 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "ROOFING" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Installation of rain gutters; Installation of roof gutters; Installation of siding; Installation of windows; Installing siding; Maintenance of roofing; Repair of roofing; Roof maintenance; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing repair; Roofing services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use Aug. 25, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Universal Construction Group, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Universal Roofing |
| Address | Universal Construction Group, LLC Evan Jeremy Ehrlich 14321 Summit View Ln Rockville MARYLAND 20850 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MARYLAND |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | UCGL00200UST |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exempting Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHHMK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423830 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098833
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "WHHMK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewellery; Medals; Brooches being jewelry; Charms for key rings or key chains; Jewellery findings; Key chains; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Key chains for use as jewellery; Key rings; Key rings comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Ornamental lapel pins; Retractable key chains; Retractable key rings; Tie clips
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  May 06, 2022 In Commerce  May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Yunlei Address  Chen, Yunlei Fengdu Plaza, No.1 Yingcuibei Rd, Lecong Town, Shunde Dist Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528300 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-05-04982
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTION
GROUP, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423836 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098834
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CONSTRUCTION GROUP, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of rain gutters; Installation of roof gutters; Installation of siding; Installation of windows; Installing siding; Maintenance of roofing; Repair of roofing; Roof maintenance; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing repair; Roofing services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 25, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Universal Construction Group, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Universal Roofing Address Universal Construction Group, LLC Evan Jeremy Ehrlich 14321 Summit View Ln Rockville MARYLAND 20850 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UCGL00100UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE GUILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423855 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098835
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GUILD" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4883382

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of business architects
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Nov. 02, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Business Architecture Guild Address Business Architecture Guild 2825 Porter Street Suite B Soquel CALIFORNIA 95073 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER

12049
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LINKBANK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97423856
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098836
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Banking services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Nov. 27, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 27, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: LINKBANCORP, Inc.
- **Address**: LINKBANCORP, Inc. 3045 Market Street Camp Hill PENNSYLVANIA 17011
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAIGAOEGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423857  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098837
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording MaiGaoEgo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls; Card games; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Educational card games; Ordinary playing cards; Pet toys; Playing cards and card games; Plush toys; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Stuffed toys; Toy air pistols; Toy figures; Toy models; Toy zip guns; Trading card games
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  May 21, 2022  In Commerce  May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Maigao Industrial Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Maigao Industrial Co., Ltd.  23D, Lido Court, Haili Building  Luohu District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTOYNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HN2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CAWNEFIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423862</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording CAWNEFIL has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Baggage tags for travel baggage; Beach bags; Canvas shopping bags; Clutch bags; Coin purses; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Drawstring bags; Pet clothing, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves; Ruck sacks; Tote bags; Wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | May 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 18, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Yangjiang Yiba Zero Hardware Products Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Yangjiang Yiba Zero Hardware Products Co., Ltd. No. 7, Sixth Lane, Beitu, Xudazhai, Chengxi Longwan Cun Committee, Jiangcheng Dist, Yangjiang City, CHINA 529500 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SMITH, BRIDGETT G |

| Examining Attorney | SMITH, BRIDGETT G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEAUVIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423865  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098839
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Barware, namely, seltzer bottles; Cocktail shakers; Coffee mugs; Drinkware; Flagons; Hip flasks; Steamer baskets; Vacuum flasks; Wine buckets; Wine pourers
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Apr. 16, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Shuhang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Yiwu Shuhang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Room 301, Unit 6, Building 14  Xinwu District 1, Choujiang Street  Yiwu, Zhejiang  CHINA  322000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4761

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TWSWJCCBJQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97423882
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098840
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Tarpaulins; Tents; Bamboo fiber; Banister ropes; Bed tents; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Climbing ropes; Fibers for the manufacture of gut for rackets and fishing; Fishing nets; Mountaineering ropes; Tents comprised primarily of tensile fabric membranes; Tents for mountaineering or camping; Tents made of textile materials; Tents, not for camping
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Haikou Yipu Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Haikou Yipu Trading Co., Ltd. 1103, Unit A, Bldg 4, Qingchun East Bank Community, Meilan Dist Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: HN2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YYDMSDMN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423884 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098841
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YYDMSDMN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dies for use with hand operated tools; Flatware being knives, forks, and spoons; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand tools in the nature of drum plug openers; Hand tools, namely, mauls; Hand tools, namely, scythe stones; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Hand tools, namely, wire strippers; Kitchen shears; Manicure tools; Screw wrenches; Seam rippers; Spoons being tableware; Table knives, forks and spoons for babies; Weeding forks being hand tools
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 21, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haikou Qiyaonuo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Haikou Qiyaonuo Trading Co., Ltd. 603, Building 21, Evergrande Tianlan Bay, Meilan District Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HN2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FIREUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97423885
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098842
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing facilities for playing electronic games
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2019

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Tech Service 2U, Inc.
- **Address**: Tech Service 2U, Inc. 1590 Howe Ave Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95825
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: FIREUP
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
TM 9977 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOBUZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423894 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098843
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LOBUZY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Berets; Chasubles; Hats; Hosiery; Scarves; Turbans; Cap peaks; Caps being headwear; Ear muffs; Gloves as clothing; Neck tube scarves; Skull caps; Sports caps and hats; Top hats; Visors being headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Geshuai International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Geshuai International Trade Co., Ltd. Room 104, No. 43, Ronghua Street Jimmanyuan, Jinshazhou, Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510168 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04984

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
Mark Literal(s)  PENGRIULI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423895  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098844
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Body-building apparatus; Exercise equipment in the nature of agility ladders; Exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; Footballs; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Soccer ball goal nets; Soccer disc cones; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Sports training apparatus in the nature of an attachable tethered ball for use in boxing, soccer, lacrosse, volleyball training; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Apr. 19, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pujiang Lijian Sports Goods Co., Ltd.  Address  Pujiang Lijian Sports Goods Co., Ltd.  Room 501, 502, Building 7, Area B, No.99 Wenchuang Road, Huangzhai Town  Pujiang, Zhejiang  CHINA  322200  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4763

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UR UNIVERSAL ROOFING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423923 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098845
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "UR" with the letter "U" in black and grey and the letter "R" in blue, above the stylized wording "UNIVERSAL" in grey, except the letter "A", which is in blue, above the stylized wording "ROOFING" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors black, grey, and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ROOFING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of rain gutters; Installation of roof gutters; Installation of siding; Installation of windows; Installing siding; Maintenance of roofing; Repair of roofing; Roof maintenance; Roofing consultation; Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing repair; Roofing services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 25, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Universal Construction Group, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Universal Roofing Address Universal Construction Group, LLC Evan Jeremy Ehrlich 14321 Summit View Ln Rockville MARYLAND 20850 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UCGL00300UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SPORADICAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97423929</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098846</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wheelchairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SporadiCat LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SporadiCat LLC 4802 State Route 34 Auburn NEW YORK 13021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 9981  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CANSOOKAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423930  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098847
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Rotisseries; Air conditioning apparatus; Air filtering units; Barbecue apparatus, namely, fuel starter in the nature of a metal container with a wooden handle into which fuel briquettes may be placed, lit, and then poured into a barbecue grill for the purpose of speeding up the ready to cook time of barbecue fuels; Cooking ranges; Filters for air conditioning; Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; Pressure regulators for gas pipes and lines; Taps being faucets; Wood burning stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Apr. 26, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Weirui  Address Li, Weirui  No. 1, Jianshe Road, Huadu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEYS/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04985

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AIRVENGERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97423955 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098848
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  HVAC contractor services; Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Sep. 2019 In Commerce  Sep. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Airvengers LLC Address  Airvengers LLC  547 Bascule Dr Oakdale CALIFORNIA  95361 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555816612

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97423959
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098849
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5200267

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Recorded and downloadable electronic publications including newsletters, journals, books, catalogs, reports, guidelines on bar coding, product and device information, interactive courses on pharmaceutical distribution, and best practices compendiums, all featuring information on the distribution of health care products and pharmaceuticals
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Healthcare Distribution Alliance
- **Address**: Healthcare Distribution Alliance 1275 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 600 Washington D.C. 20004
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: HDAZ6002/TJM
- **Examining Attorney**: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MODEL PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423981 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098850 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MODEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Dinnerware; Dustbins; Saucepans; Bread bins; Containers for household or kitchen use; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Non-electric coffee pots; Non-electric cooking pans; Non-electric cooking pots; Tea sets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangmen Wellway Houseware Co., Ltd Address Jiangmen Wellway Houseware Co., Ltd Room 603-604, 6Floor, Building 4 No. 50, Qichao Road, Xinhui District Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04986

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IGUSOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97423982 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098851
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 3430261 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 10, 2005 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 30, 2023 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Nov. 03, 2013

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal feed additive for use as a nutritional supplement for medical purposes; veterinary preparations for stimulating animal growth; veterinary preparations for liver support; veterinary preparations for promoting digestion
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Food for animals
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IGUSOL ADVANCE, S.A. Address IGUSOL ADVANCE, S.A. La Losa, nº 7, Nave 2 Pol. Ind. Lentiscares Navarrete LOGROÑO SPAIN E-26370 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KPM-97
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DR BIZ BOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424002 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098852
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "DR BIZ BOOM" in stylized font with "DR BIZ" appearing above "BOOM". The drawing of the "M" in "BOOM" includes an arrow protruding upwards in the shape of an arrow, intersecting the "Z" in "BIZ" above three parallel lines appearing as a bar graph. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing consulting; Marketing services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 2020 In Commerce Jun. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NEXT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. Address NEXT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. 1172 Brownell Street Clearwater FLORIDA 33756 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RETCH.009T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VENTUREMED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424024 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098853
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the outline of a rounded "X" slightly tilted to the right with a dot centered above. The top right arm and bottom left arm of the shape contain openings in the outline. The words "VENTUREMED" appear to the right of the shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4969505, 4978768, 4978767 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical and surgical devices for the treatment of peripheral vascular disease
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VentureMed Group, Inc. Address VentureMed Group, Inc. 2800 Campus Drive, Suite 50 Plymouth MINNESOTA 55441 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VEN2810-038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZARICK, DIANA G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
QHNAUGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**:

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Action figure toys; Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Cat toys; Dolls and playsets therefor; Parlour games; Plastic character toys; Plastic party hats; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy tiaras; Toys, namely, bean bag animals

**International Classes**
28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**
Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use in Commerce**
Mar. 14, 2022

**In Commerce**
Mar. 14, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Huang, Jiahui

**Address**
Huang, Jiahui  Rm 1101, Bldg. A, Phase II, Dijing Garden  Keji Middle Road, Nanshan District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
S

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424026</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098855</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letter "S".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Ice globes, namely, cooling wands to enhance skin appearance and aid in distribution of skincare products
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Nikodem, Laura
- **Address**: Nikodem, Laura 10 Lake House Scovell Road London UNITED KINGDOM SE11QF
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED KINGDOM

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 2021635

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMQUSUPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424027 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098856
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AMQUSUPO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Disposable containers for household use; Glass mugs; Ornaments of crystal; Plant baskets; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Tea sets; Trays of paper, for household purposes; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Lanqing Address Xu, Lanqing No.150, Zhangcuo, Laicha Village Hushi Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351146 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORDOGNE, ROBERT J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PASTA CORNER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424048</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PASTA&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Online retail grocery store services; Retail grocery store services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Pasta; Sauces; Fresh pasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Pastacorner llc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Pastacorner llc 6333 W 3rd St #510 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>K556233952</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE |
TM 9992 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APTKDOE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424050 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098858
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Aptkdoe" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Computer keypads; Computer monitor frames; Earphones and headphones; Liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors; Protective cases for audio equipment in the nature of headphones; Smart watches; Sound bars; Soundbar speakers; Sports helmets; Wireless headphones; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 03, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye, Fan Address Ye, Fan No. 15, Tongjia, Hongmen Village Tiandun Town, Shangrao County Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TMB THE MILITARY BARBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97424061 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098859 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of large letters "TMB" over smaller words "THE MILITARY BARBER". The large "T" has a line above it with three stars in the line. The valley of the large "M" also has a star. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Hoodies; Shirts; Sweaters; Sweat pants; T-shirts; Tops as clothing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Sep. 19, 2020 | In Commerce | Sep. 19, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | The Military Barber | Address | The Military Barber | 203 Canaan Ct. | Jacksonville | NORTH CAROLINA 28546 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 683/2 TM |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) $

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424065 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098860
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a broken circle banner that consists of two arrows. In the middle is a closed filed circle with a dollar sign in the middle of it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for decentralized finance
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name autoCompound Address autoCompound 3000 Danville Blvd #189 Alamo CALIFORNIA 94507 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized BAHAMAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556098582

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COPPER BEAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97424068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim    Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type    4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For    Wines; Wines made from grapes from Napa valley in accordance with specific standards; Red wines; Rose wines; Table wines; White wines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>33 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use    Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name    COPPER BEAR WINES LLC  
Address    COPPER BEAR WINES LLC  1702 Latigo Lane  Healdsburg CALIFORNIA  95448  
Legal Entity    LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized    CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number    452.01TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney    DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOJO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424078 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098862
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of MOJO appearing in stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobility scooters; Motorized personal mobility scooters
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENHANCE MOBILITY INC. Address ENHANCE MOBILITY INC. 15380 County Road 565A, Ste. B Groveland FLORIDA 34736
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ENH.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
VESHINY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97424079
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098863
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Veshiny" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; Dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electric vacuum cleaners and their components; Electric vacuum food sealers for household purposes; Floor cleaning machines; Hand-held vacuum cleaners; Steam cleaning machines; Suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaner bags; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes

- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Pengwen Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Pengwen Technology Co., Ltd. Room 605, No. 510 Bulong Rd, Bantian Jiedao, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 22-05-04988

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GREENUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424139 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098864
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lawn care; Plant care services; Aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Massey Services, Inc. Address Massey Services, Inc. 315 Groveland Street Orlando FLORIDA 32804
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MIEHOOUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 97424155 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098865 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|-----------------|----------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|--------------|----------|-----------|-----------|----------|----------|----------------|--------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Miehoous " has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Carpeting; Linoleum; Wallcoverings; Barbecue grill floor mats; Beach mats; Carpeting for vehicles; Disposable absorbent floor pads; Door mats; Floor mats in the nature of non-slip pads for use under apparatus to prevent slippage; Floor mats, fire resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Non-slip mats for baths; Personal sitting mats; Rubber mats; Rubber floor mats; Yoga mats
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use** | Apr. 30, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Qin,Xia
- **Address**: Qin,Xia Group 14, Qingsong Village Yanlong Township Hongjiang City, Hunan CHINA 418200
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOOFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97424177 |
| Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098866 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "Moofun" in stylized font, which under a bull's head. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Baby buntings; Bath linen; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed throw; Blankets for household pets; Blankets for outdoor use; Cot bumpers; Curtains of textile or plastic; Face towels of textile; Furnishing and upholstery fabrics; Gift wrap of fabric; Gift wrap of textile; Household linen; Sleeping bags for babies; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Woollen blankets; Woven felt
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Happy Bull (Shanghai) Network Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Happy Bull (Shanghai) Network Technology Co., Ltd. Building 4, No. 1558, Xinyang Road, Lingang New Area, Free Trade Pilot Zone, shanghai CHINA 200131 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, THEODORE M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOOFUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424188
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098867
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Moofun" in stylized font, which under a bull's head.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cruets; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Cages for household pets; Cloth for washing floors; Cloths for cleaning; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cooking pots, non-electric; Dishers; Household utensils, namely, graters; Ice cube moulds; Kitchen containers; Make-up brushes; Non-electric cooking pot sets; Sponges for household purposes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Happy Bull (Shanghai) Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Happy Bull (Shanghai) Network Technology Co., Ltd. Building 4, No. 1558, Xinyang Road, Lingang New Area, Free Trade Pilot Zone, shanghai CHINA 200131
- **Legal Entity**: limited company ( ltd. )
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VENJENZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424190 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098868 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VENJENZ, LLC Address VENJENZ, LLC 96 GILLIGAN STREET WILKES-BARRE PENNSYLVANIA 18702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97424198 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098869 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two 45-degree rotated yellow crosses, and below the two crosses there is an upwardly convex yellow arch with both ends blocked in by yellow horizontal straight lines. The design appears upon a red background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Mr Charlie's Told Me So LLC
- **Address**: Mr Charlie's Told Me So LLC c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212

- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YIWOOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424220 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098870 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Yiwoop" and a column on the right connects an incomplete prism and a quadrilateral with an arc above the letter "oop". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Yiwoop has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedroom furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture for displaying goods; Non-metal shelf brackets; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo, Ruihao Address Luo, Ruihao Group 1, Luodian Village, Futian Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERNS, LEE ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GOOD COFFEE DOING GOOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97424224 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098871 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | coffee |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | THINK COFFEE LLC |
| Address | THINK COFFEE LLC 248 Mercer Street New York NEW YORK 10012 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 563571 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DANTZLER, LAUREN ALEXA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TARKARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424225 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098872
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TARKARI" in the mark is "Vegetables".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedside tables; Bookcases; Coat racks; Display racks; Furniture; Furniture, namely, wardrobes; Hangers for clothes; Storage racks; Tables; Tea carts; Tea trolleys; Wardrobes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RYZ LOGISTICS INC Address RYZ LOGISTICS INC 4247 E Airport Dr Bldg 4 Ontario CALIFORNIA 91761 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANTZLER, LAUREN ALEXA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NATIONAL CENTER FOR DWI COURTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424232 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098873
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CENTER” Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5532958

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, seminars, training programs, workshops, conferences, symposia and non-downloadable webinars in the field of DWI Courts
For Promoting public awareness of DWI Courts, the success of DWI Courts and the expansion of DWI Courts nationwide
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 2007 In Commerce May 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of Drug Court Professionals Address National Association of Drug Court Professionals Suite 212 625 N. Washington Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NADCP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FUWAPON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424233</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098874</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Carbon dioxide detectors; Decorative covers for smoke detectors; Electronic apparatus, namely, motion detectors; Electronic components in the nature of infrared detectors for use in further manufacture; Electronic detectors for observing and measuring the infrared spectrum, namely, infrared detectors; Gas detectors for detecting the presence of gas; Infrared detectors; Metal detectors; Metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; Radar detectors; Radiation detectors; Scientific instrument, namely, fluorescence detector for crime scene investigations; Security control panels and motion detectors; Smoke detectors; Ultrasonic detectors for metal panel
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Rongzhixing Security Equipment Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Rongzhixing Security Equipment Co., Ltd. 201, No.9, Lane 2, Qing Pai Xincun Kengzi Street, Pingshan District Shenzhen CHINA 518122
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examinng Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M

---

**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** FUWAPON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424233</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098874</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Carbon dioxide detectors; Decorative covers for smoke detectors; Electronic apparatus, namely, motion detectors; Electronic components in the nature of infrared detectors for use in further manufacture; Electronic detectors for observing and measuring the infrared spectrum, namely, infrared detectors; Gas detectors for detecting the presence of gas; Infrared detectors; Metal detectors; Metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; Radar detectors; Radiation detectors; Scientific instrument, namely, fluorescence detector for crime scene investigations; Security control panels and motion detectors; Smoke detectors; Ultrasonic detectors for metal panel
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Rongzhixing Security Equipment Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Rongzhixing Security Equipment Co., Ltd. 201, No.9, Lane 2, Qing Pai Xincun Kengzi Street, Pingshan District Shenzhen CHINA 518122
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examinng Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOUNT INSPIRATION THINK OUTSIDE. EST. 2015 OF PEOPLE AND PLANET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424244 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098875
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield; immediately below the top of the shield are three triangular mountains with the center mountain being taller than the two outer mountains; below the mountains are the words "MOUNT INSPIRATION" which are located in the center of the shield and extend beyond both sidewalks of the shield; below the words MOUNT INSPIRATION is a line of seven evergreen trees; below the trees is a banner with the words "THINK OUTSIDE."; below the banner in the point of the shield are the words "EST. 2015"; beneath the shield are the words "OF PEOPLE AND PLANET"; all of the letters in the mark are in upper case letters.
Disclaimer "EST. 2015"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring Pants; Shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Fishing shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Knit shirts; Sleep pants; Sports shirts; Sweat pants; T-shirts; Yoga pants; Retail store services featuring Pants; Shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Fishing shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Knit shirts; Sleep pants; Sports shirts; Sweat pants; T-shirts; Yoga pants

For Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic shorts; Fishing shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Jogging pants; Knit shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sleep pants; Sports shirts; Sweat pants; Yoga pants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mountainspiration, LLC  Address  Mountainspiration, LLC  32 A Biltmore Avenue  Asheville  NORTH CAROLINA  28801  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MOUNT2203

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BZGTZT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424247 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098876
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BZGTZT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Sweatshirts; Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Keleda Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Keleda Trading Co., Ltd. 407, Jingsheng Tech Bldg, No. 7, Jingsheng IZ, No. 119, Huafan Rd, Dalang St, Longhua, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOO, JEANE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
GRBOZC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97424252
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098877
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Blouses; Sweatshirts; Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Baxin Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Baxin Trading Co., Ltd. Room 402 No. 8 Zhuji Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510630
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M

---

**Note:** The text is structured in markdown format for clarity and readability.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHERE LOCAL MEANS SOMETHING.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424257 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098878
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking; Banking and financing services; Checking account services; Commercial lending services; Corporate savings account services; Loan origination services specializing in small business and home loans; Mobile banking services; Mortgage banking; Mortgage lending; Online banking; Paperless electronic checking account services; Savings account services; Savings and loan services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jun. 2010 In Commerce Jun. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OREGON BANCORP, INC. Address OREGON BANCORP, INC. 101 High Street N.E. Salem OREGON 97301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8598.013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97424260
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098879
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Blouses; Sweatshirts; Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Mar. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Lailesi Household Products Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Lailesi Household Products Co., Ltd.
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424271  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098880
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rounded square enclosing a stylized mountain peak and a stylized river crossing through a stylized valley. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking; Banking and financing services; Checking account services; Commercial lending services; Corporate savings account services; Loan origination services specializing in small business and home loans; Mobile banking services; Mortgage banking; Mortgage lending; Online banking; Paperless electronic checking account services; Savings account services; Savings and loan services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 21, 2002 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OREGON BANCORP, INC.  Address OREGON BANCORP, INC. 101 High Street N.E. Salem OREGON 97301  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8598.011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HOMELENDIA MORTGAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424273 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098881
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of HOMELENDIA above MORTGAGE in blue
and gray bold upper case stylized letters with a bold gray line under first half of homelendia and a four panel window
rounded at top inside the letter O of homelendia. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and gray
is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MORTGAGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mortgage lending
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial First Use Oct. 27, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CH Franchises LLC Address CH Franchises LLC 12301 Lake Underhill Road, Suite 213 Orlando
FLORIDA 32828 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424278</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098882</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** ZUKO

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Powders for use in the preparation of soft drinks

### International Classes
32 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
45, 46, 48

### International Class Title
Light Beverages

### First Use
Jan. 31, 2006

### In Commerce
Jan. 31, 2006

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Tresmontes Lucchetti S.A.
**Address** Tresmontes Lucchetti S.A. Los Conquistadores 2345, Providencia, Santiago, CHILE

### Legal Entity
CORPORATION

### State or Country Where Organized
CHILE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** TLUC 2204788

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEWORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424286 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098883 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "JEWORI" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "JEWORI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Jewels; Costume jewelry; Hat jewelry; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry clips for adapting pierced earrings to clip-on earrings; Jewelry findings; Jewelry pins for use on hats; Necklaces; Pins being jewelry; Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Rings; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 17, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miao, Naiguang Address Miao, Naiguang Rm622, Unit 9, Wanke Guanggao Chanye yuan Changcheng Road, Chengyang District Qingdao CHINA 266109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELCH, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424300  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098884  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark The mark consists of an abstract drawing of a bear using a combination of white and shaded polygons of 3-4 sides which are fused to have common discrete borders.  
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines; Wines made from grapes from the Napa valley in accordance with specific standards; Red wines; Rose wines; Still wines; Table wines; White wines  

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COPPER BEAR WINES LLC  
Address COPPER BEAR WINES LLC 1702 Latigo Lane Healdsburg  
CALIFORNIA 95448  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 452.02TM
Examining Attorney DUENAS, TAYLOR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DORCINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424309 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098885
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DORCINE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Saucers; Barbecue mitts; Bread baskets for household purposes; Cake decorating tips and tubes; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cosmetic brushes; Dishwashing brushes; Drinking straws; Fitted vanity cases; Gloves for household purposes; Kitchen mitts; Make-up brushes; Perfume sprayers sold empty; Scrubbing brushes; Tea cosies
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gongyi Zhengli Refractories Co., Ltd. Address Gongyi Zhengli Refractories Co., Ltd. 602, Building 6, Cuidiwan, Fuyuan Road, Xinhua Road Street, Gongyi City, Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 451200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995046

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VEEIROC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424317
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098886
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording VEEIROC has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetics; Depilatories; Lipsticks; Mascara; Beauty masks; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Deodorants for human beings or for animals; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; False nails; Nail glitter; Nail polish; Nail polish removers; Sunscreen preparations
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhengzhou Yiwei Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Zhengzhou Yiwei Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. 701,7/F,Unit 2,Bldg. 2,Yaxing Shengshi Yaju,Changjiang Middle Road,Erqi Dist., Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450052
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 995045
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: CUELLO, GIDETTE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LMSXCT

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424318</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098887</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Blouses; Sweatshirts; Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Mar. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 24, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Yanshi Clothing Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Yanshi Clothing Co., Ltd. Room 302 No. 18, Yuxing Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510630
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: McBride, Theodore M
TM 10022  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  OMBMUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424322  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098888
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blouses; Sweatshirts; Coats; Dresses; Lingerie; Pullovers; Shirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Vests
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Ming Award Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Ming Award Trading Co., Ltd.  Room A10, Room 2104  No. 2, Huaqiang Road, Tianhe District  Guangzhou  CHINA  510630  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPIRITUAL DIRECTION FOR WRITERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424323  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098889
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing on-line classes and seminars in the field of religion and spirituality for writers.; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of religion and spirituality for writers.; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of religion and spirituality for writers and distribution of training material in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Donlon, Charlotte  Address  Donlon, Charlotte  2944 Cahaba Village Place  Birmingham  ALABAMA  35243  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WHERE LOCAL MEANS BUSINESS.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424324</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098890</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Banking; Banking and financing services; Checking account services; Commercial lending services; Corporate savings account services; Loan origination services specializing in small business and home loans; Mobile banking services; Mortgage banking; Mortgage lending; Online banking; Paperless electronic checking account services; Savings account services; Savings and loan services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | OREGON BANCORP, INC. |
| Address | OREGON BANCORP, INC. 101 High Street N.E. Salem |
| OREGON | 97301 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 8598.014 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner | YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCAROO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424339 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098891
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators and freezers for household use and replacement parts and fittings therefor
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022
For On-line retail store services featuring parts for appliances
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name T&M TRADERS Address T&M TRADERS 41852 cinnabar sq ALDIE VIRGINIA 20105 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Scaroo

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner WELCH, KATHERINE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SCENTS OF SERENITY ORGANIC SPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424341</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098892</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer | "ORGANIC SPA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For | Massage; Health spa services for health and wellness of the mind, body and spirit; Skin care salon services; all of the foregoing featuring products made in whole or in part of organic ingredients

International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes | 100, 101
International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use | Jun. 01, 2010
In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name | Melanie I Mueller LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Scents of Serenity Organic Spa
Address | Melanie I Mueller LLC 10170 Staples Mill Road, Suite C Glen Allen VIRGINIA 23060
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney | ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 97424343 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 23, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7098893 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | “TEA CO” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Tea; Tea bags |
| **International Classes** | 30 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Staple Foods |
| **First Use** | Dec. 27, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Apr. 27, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Mullein Tea Company Inc |
| **Address** | Mullein Tea Company Inc 215-31 40th Avenue Bayside NEW YORK 11361 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW YORK |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | N/A |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | ORNDORFF, LINDA B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINDER RECORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424361 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098894
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RECORDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Providing entertainment services in the nature of online non-downloadable videos and sound recordings in the field of music, guided meditations and spoken word artistic performances via online streams; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, guided meditations and spoken word artistic performance recordings on-line via a global computer network; Entertainment services in the nature of musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 24, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2022
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Audio and video recordings featuring music, guided meditations, spoken word and artistic performances; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music, guided meditations, spoken word and artistic performances
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 24, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2022

BASE INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aquarius Group LLC Address Aquarius Group LLC 535 Carlton Ave, Apt 1601 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11238 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E-SHARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424367 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098895
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "E-SHARK" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorized personal mobility scooters; Non-motorized push scooters; Push scooters and structural parts therefor; Push scooters for children; Self-balancing one-wheeled electric scooters; Self-balancing two-wheeled electric scooters; Stands for scooters; Vehicles, namely, electronically motorized skateboards; Wheels for scooters
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Dec. 24, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Shake Technology Development Co., Ltd. Address Beijing Shake Technology Development Co. Ltd. Unit 501, 5th Floor, Building 1, No. 6 Chama Street, Xicheng District Beijing CHINA 100000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OBI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424368 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098896
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trailers; Campers; Camping trailers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Dec. 2020 In Commerce Dec. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OBI/Conqueror Corp. Address OBI/Conqueror Corp. Suite 104 2340 W. Broadway Rd. Mesa ARIZONA 85202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L260 001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DWELLER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424379</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098897</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Trailers; Campers; Camping trailers

International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

International Class Title: Vehicles

First Use: Dec. 2020

In Commerce: Dec. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: OBI/Conqueror Corp.

Address: OBI/Conqueror Corp. Suite 104 2340 W. Broadway Rd. Mesa ARIZONA 85202

Legal Entity: CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: L260 002TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424386 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098898
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a droplet design element with a literal "S" element in the center. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage; Health spa services for health and wellness of the mind, body and spirit; Skin care salon services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Melanie I Mueller LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Scents of Serenity Organic Spa Address Melanie I Mueller LLC 10170 Staples Mill Road, Suite C Richmond VIRGINIA 23060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WVBK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424396</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098899</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Banking; Banking and financing services; Checking account services; Commercial lending services; Corporate savings account services; Loan origination services specializing in small business and home loans; Mobile banking services; Mortgage banking; Mortgage lending; Online banking; Paperless electronic checking account services; Savings account services; Savings and loan services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 2002
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: OREGON BANCORP, INC.
- **Address**: OREGON BANCORP, INC. 101 High Street N.E. Salem OREGON 97301
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 8598.015

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DZAYEUIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424400 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098900
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Dzayeur" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jeans; Pajamas; Shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baby tops; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's underwear; Clothing jackets; Clothing, namely, base layers; Clothing, namely, hand-warmers; Infant wear; Ladies' suits; Leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Underwear, namely, boy shorts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Long, Shigang Address Long, Shigang No. 23, Group 4, Shouciqiao Village Banzhudai Town Gongan CHINA 434300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QUIOSC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424417 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098901
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens for use in facilitating crypto transactions; Interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens for use in providing users access to a crypto wallet
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ayulla Inc. Address Ayulla Inc. 108 West 13th Street Wilmington DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 17336.004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAXIAROY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424438 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098902
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PAXIAROY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Pillowcases; Towels; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Children's blankets; Face cloths; Kitchen towels; Nylon flags; Pet blankets; Picnic blankets; Prayer cloth; Shower curtains; Table pads; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Sep. 05, 2019 In Commerce May 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Mingxia Address Xu, Mingxia No.12, Shanhou, Lianxing Village Yuetang Township, Xiuyu District Putian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GREENE, BYRON D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TELEFÈRIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424446 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098903
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of TELEFÈRIC in the mark is cable railway.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring packaged foods and beverages, meats, spices, seasonings, rice, crackers, nuts, canned food, pickled foods, olives, olive oil and vinegar, gazpacho, soups, wine, sangria, chocolate, cookies, candy, confections, housewares, pots and pans, cooking kits including instructional materials, paella cooking kits, kitchenware, tote bags, and gift bags; Retail stores featuring packaged foods and beverages, meats, spices, seasonings, rice, crackers, nuts, canned food, pickled foods, olives, olive oil and vinegar, gazpacho, soups, wine, sangria, chocolate, cookies, candy, confections, housewares, pots and pans, cooking kits including instructional materials, paella cooking kits, kitchenware, tote bags, and gift bags
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use 1992 In Commerce 2019
For Catering services; Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use 1992 In Commerce 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TELEFÈRIC GRUP DE RESTAURACIÓ, S.L. Address TELEFÈRIC GRUP DE RESTAURACIÓ, S.L. Plaza Doctor Lletamendi 27, baixos Barcelona SPAIN 08007 Legal Entity SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) NERGAEBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97424451 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098904 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "NERGAEBE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Clocks and watches; Ear studs; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry organizer cases; Key chains for use as jewellery; Necklaces; Rings; Tie bars; Wedding rings; Women's jewelry |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| First Use | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 15, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Zhengzhou Gengyou Network Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Zhengzhou Gengyou Network Technology Co., Ltd. Intersection 2nd Hall 356 Jingkai 9th Street & JingBei 2nd Rd Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | RHIM, ANDREW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PSASRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424469 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098905
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Psasrm" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliques; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Basket clasps; Fastenings for braces and suspenders; Hair grips; Hook and loop fasteners for garden use; Knitting implements, namely, stitch holders; Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Ornamental cloth patches; Ornamental ribbons made of textiles; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiong, Zhiqiang Address Xiong, Zhiqiang 7C3, Bldg 4, Xunyuanzhichuanggu Tangwei Community, Fuhai Street, Bao'an Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STEP AHEAD ABA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424497 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098906
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ABA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Behavioral health services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 22, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STEP AHEAD ABA LLC Address STEP AHEAD ABA LLC 201 N ILLINOIS ST SOUTH TOWER 16 FLOOR INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHOWMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424523 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098907
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Horse brushes; Horse combs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jul. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009
For Horse tack, namely, saddles, bridles, lead lines, lunge lines, horse blankets, and pads for horse saddles
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shiloh Stables and Tack, Inc. Address Shiloh Stables and Tack, Inc. 371 N. Bilhen St. Troy NORTH CAROLINA 27371 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0412/1TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHOWMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424525 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098908
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SHOWMAN" in stylized font positioned in an arc orientation over an oval that is accented with lines, and a stylized star that is centrally positioned below "SHOWMAN" and bracketed by two diminishing bars. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Horse brushes; Horse combs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009
For Horse tack, namely, saddles, bridles, lead lines, lunge lines, horse blankets, and pads for horse saddles
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jul. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shiloh Stables and Tack, Inc. Address Shiloh Stables and Tack, Inc. 371 N. Bilhen St. Troy NORTH CAROLINA 27371 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0412/2TM
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAYESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424535 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098909
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cut flowers; Dried flower arrangements; Dried flowers for decoration; Live flower arrangements; Live flowers; Live ornamental foliage
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use May 27, 1997 In Commerce May 27, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mayesh Wholesale Florist, Inc. Corporation Address Mayesh Wholesale Florist, Inc. Corporation on 5401 West 104th Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90045 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEW WEST PRESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424568</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098910</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "PRESS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Book publishing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>New West Press, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA New West Press</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>New West Press, LLC 3206 Centano Ave Henderson NEVADA 89044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424583</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098911</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s):** GLIMMERWARE
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons
- **International Classes:** 8 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes:** 23, 28, 44
  - **International Class Title:** Hand Tools
  - **First Use in Commerce:** Jan. 26, 2011

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** EMI YOSHI, LLC
- **Address:** EMI YOSHI, LLC 1200 JERSEY AVENUE NORTH BRUNSWICK NEW JERSEY 08902
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number:** 87523-6

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CODE BLUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424599</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098912</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a running yellow clock with white stems on the dials and blue outlining and a white face and blue facial features. The clock has white arms and legs and yellow shoes all outlined in blue. There are blue motion marks behind the clock indicating the clock is in motion and running, and three white triangles outlined in blue at the upper left portion of the mark. The stylized blue wording "CODE BLUE!" with the term "CODE" displayed over the term "BLUE!" appears at the bottom of the mark. Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) blue, yellow, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Card games
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use: Apr. 01, 2022
In Commerce: Apr. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Rader, Theodore W
Address: Rader, Theodore W 1752 W Romick Pkwy Findlay OHIO 45840
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEBNENY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424612 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098913
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SeBneny has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nail art stickers; Temporary tattoo transfers for use as cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hou, Huasheng Address Hou, Huasheng No. 58, Qubaiqian Vil Xingren Office, Xuecheng District Zaozhuang, Shandong CHINA 518105 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIDGOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424622  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098914
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Midgod has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric bark control dog collars; Memory modules; Mobile phone ring holders; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Semi-conductor memory units; Semiconductor chips; Virtual reality headsets; Waterproof camera cases; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen CLP Chenxing Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen CLP Chenxing Technology Co., Ltd. Rm6003A, SEG Plaza, No.1002, Huaqiang N Rd Fuqiang Community, Huaqiang N St Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PEAR SHAPED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424623</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
| Foreign Registration Number | UK00003644860 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Oct. 08, 2021 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | UNITED KINGDOM |
| Foreign Expiration Date | May 20, 2031 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Table top games, card games, and action skill games |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently | 44E Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | GW Development UK Ltd |
| Address | GW Development UK Ltd 210a Camden High Street London UNITED KINGDOM |
| Legal Entity | private limited liability company |
| State or Country Where Organized | UNITED KINGDOM |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 14214-106 |
| Examining Attorney | EULIN, INGRID C |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424637</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of Turtle wearing a backpack, holding a hiking stick, smiling, eyes closed, walking, wearing a bucket hat with a flower on the hat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) black, white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Hydration packs containing a fluid reservoir, delivery tube, and mouthpiece

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Barretto, Nisha, K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly</td>
<td>The Hiking Turtle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Barretto, Nisha, K 3665 E El Sendero Rd Cave Creek, ARIZONA 85331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KIST WITH SWEETNESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424650</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098917</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Fruits, namely, fresh strawberries; Fresh fruit; Fresh strawberries; Raw fruits; Unprocessed fruits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Calkist, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Calkist, LLC 2820 W. Betteravia Road Santa Maria CALIFORNIA 93455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 2800-110 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BLOHM, LINDA E |

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOT 1531 COSMETICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97424654 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7098918 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer: "COSMETICS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Cosmetics

International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

First Use: Feb. 07, 2022

In Commerce: Feb. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: LOT 1531 Cosmetics LLC

Composed of: Chrismel Graham, USA

Address: LOT 1531 Cosmetics LLC

118 Shenandoah Ave

Lady Lake

FLORIDA

32159

Legal Entity: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

State or Country: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SENIDIKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424655
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098919
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Aquariums; Cups; Dinnerware; Cake servers; Cake stands; Chamber pots; China ornaments; Decorative plates; Pastry cutters; Serving trays; Works of art made of glass; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terracotta
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gu, Changqin
- **Address**: No. 10, Citangxia Group, Lingbei Village, Chenguang Town, Xunwu County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi, CHINA 341000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: DH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DANG, PETER T
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
YONIYOWO

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424687</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098920</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YONIYOWO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Bonnets; Footwear;Scarfs; Clothing incorporating LEDs, namely, jackets; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Gloves as clothing; Leather belts for clothing; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Tops as clothing for adults; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jun. 10, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 10, 2021

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: ZHANG, XIUDE
- **Address**: ZHANG, XIUDE RM. 1013, FLOOR 1, NO.10, NO.5 INDUSTRIAL, ZONE, NANHUAXI ENTERPRISE GROUP COMPANY, NO.38, DAGANWEI, HAIZHU DIST., GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: DANG, PETER T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MISSACC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424688 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098921 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cabochons; Earrings; Jewellery; Lockets; Wristwatches; Beads for making jewellery; Bracelets; Clocks and watches, electric; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery chains; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry plated with silver; Necklaces; Ornamental lapel pins; Paste jewellery; Pins being jewelry; Presentation boxes for jewellery; Rings; Semi-precious stones; Silver thread jewelry; Tie clips; Tie pins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xi'an Zuangelafu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xi'an Zuangelafu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2009, Building B, Kunyuan SOHO, No. 22, Taibai South Road, High-tech Zn Xi'an, Shanxi CHINA 710000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
TM 10056 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE TWISTED INDIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424690 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098922
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INDIAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Fast-food restaurants; Fast casual restaurants featuring Indian food; Restaurant services; Mobile restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Dec. 01, 2013 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lokesh Vale LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Twisted Indian Address Lokesh Vale LLC 275 16th St N St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33705 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIS, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MISSACC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424694 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098923
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bill-posting; Advertising agency services; Advertising by mail order; Advertising and marketing; Advertising and publicity services; Advertising services; Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Commercial information agency services; Demonstration of goods; Direct mail advertising services; Import-export agency services; Marketing services; Marketing, advertising, and promoting the retail goods and services of others through wireless electronic devices; Online advertising on a computer network; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Outdoor advertising; Procurement services, namely, procurement of contracts for others for the purchase of energy; Providing business information; Providing business information via a web site; Providing commercial and business contact information; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Radio advertising; Sales promotion for others; Sponsorship search; Television advertising
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce  Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xi'an Zuangelafu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Xi'an Zuangelafu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2009, Building B, Kunyuan SOHO, No. 22, Taibai South Road, High-tech Zn Xi'an, Shanxi CHINA  710000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DANG, PETER T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424703</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098924</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** DEKEDUN

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "DEKEDUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Decals; Paintings; Stationery; Art pictures on canvas; Arts and craft paint kits; Canvas for painting; Construction paper; Custom paintings; Drawing instruments; Graphic art prints; Office stationery; Original art pictures on canvas; Paint brush holders; Paintings and calligraphic works; Paintings and their reproductions; Portraits in the nature of printed photographs; Poster board; Printed picture books; Wall decals; Watercolour paintings

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use** Mar. 21, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** JiaBao Ma **Address** No. 79, Mazhuang North Street, Dangsongma Village, Gudan Town, Mengzhou City, Henan Province CHINA 454000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS117160

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LSLSHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424704 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098925
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "LSLSHY" in stylized format and these letters are composed of two lines which the inner lines are bold. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LSLSHY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookmarks; Crayons; Pencils; Pens; Stationery; Stickers; Adhesive note pads; Ball point pens; Gel roller pens; Highlighter pens; Ink pens; Pen and pencil cases and boxes; Pen holders; Rubber erasers; Writing utensils
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Binzhou Xintianna E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Binzhou Xintianna E-commerce Co., Ltd. Diagonally opposite sanpin Supermarket West St., Laodian Town, Yangxin County Binzhou, Shandong CHINA 251802 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YI,CRYSTAL HAEIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHYOO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97424707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CHYOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Buttonhooks; Cups; Candle jars; Coffee filters not of paper being part of non-electric coffee makers; Confectioners’ molds; Cooking spoons; Hose nozzles; Portable beverage dispensers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Futian District Changyu Trading Firm
- **Composed of**: Ning, Changyu, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Shenzhen Futian District Changyu Trading Firm 12C04C4, Shenye Tairan Bldg, Tairan 8th Rd, Tianan Shequ, Shatou St, Futian Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS117172
- **Examining Attorney**: YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424709 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098927
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of five partial chevrons of varying sizes surrounding a rain drop. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  retail store services featuring containment membranes, containment membrane and protective liner covering fabric, containment booms, portable berms, tarpaulins, and protective liners comprised of polyethylene for pollution containment and barrier applications, for ponds, including containment ponds, and for pits, pads, berms, lakes, cisterns and industrial tanks; retail store services featuring containment membranes, containment membrane and protective liner covering fabric, containment booms, portable berms, tarpaulins, and protective liners comprised of polyethylene for pollution containment and barrier applications, for ponds, including containment ponds, and for pits, pads, berms, lakes, cisterns and industrial tanks, all accessible by telephone; on line retail store services featuring water containment liners, seam tape and seals for sealing the joint between pipes and containment liners

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 05, 2022 In Commerce  May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BTL Lining, Inc. Address  BTL Lining, Inc. 3451 SW EMPIRE DR PRINEVILLE OREGON 97754
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  878310846401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GVGWENGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424711
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098928
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "GVGWENGE" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**:
  - Dresses; Hoods; Nightdresses; Nightgowns; Shirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Underwear; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Clothing for wear in wrestling games; Clothing, namely, khakis; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Dance costumes; Dress shoes; Hairdressing capes; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Sleep shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweat suits; Swimming caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - 25
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Wenge Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 102, No.60, Jiayuan Road, Huli District, Xiamen, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS117178

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DKYGXWT

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424713</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098929</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The wording "DKYGXWT" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Athletic skirts; Baby bodysuits; Baby tops; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Coats for men and women; Coats of denim; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Didixiao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Didixiao E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 4036, 4F, Jindi Dafukangyuan Bldg, Donghuan 1st Rd, Longhua St, Longhua Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | TUS117179 |
| Examining Attorney | YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHOUXINGB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424714 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098930
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZHOUXINGB" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Hats; Pajamas; Pants; Shirts; Sweaters; Underwear; Bathing suits; Hooded sweatshirts; Winter coats; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou bang bei dianzi shangwu Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou bang bei dianzi shangwu Co., Ltd. Room E20, 23F, Room 2204, No.988, Guangzhou Avenue Middle, Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510620 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117180
Examining Attorney YI, CRYSTAL HAEIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DYUF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424725</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Batteries and battery chargers; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Connections for electric lines; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Mar. 19, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 19, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Dongguan Dingyou E-Commerce Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Dongguan Dingyou E-Commerce Technology Co., Ltd., Rm 1301, Building 3, Jieshang Building, No. 63, Zhongli Road, Nancheng Street, Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA 523000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US038984T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WELOG.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424733 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098932
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "welog.com" with two Chinese characters above it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "WEI" and "LU" and this means "MICRO"and "RECORD" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a web site allowing users to upload on-line videos for sharing with others for motivational and inspirational purposes; Providing a web site that gives computer users the ability to upload and share user-generated videos, essays and articles on a wide variety of topics and subjects; Providing a web site that gives computer users the ability to upload, exchange and share photos, videos and video logs
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chutong Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Address Chutong Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Room JT4180, Area E, 1F, Building 4, No. 358-368 Kefu Road, Jiading District, Shanghai CHINA 201802 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038570T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHUOTAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424735 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098933 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SHUOTAO” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Decorative boxes made of plastic; Flower-pot pedestals; Flower-stands; Hat hooks, not of metal; Non-metal garment hooks; Non-metal pallets; Pet crates; Pet furniture; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames; Plastic boxes; Slatted indoor blinds; Tea tables

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tang, Xinjun Address Tang, Xinjun 44 QianDian, Gaoqiaotou Village, Gaoqiao Street, Huangyan District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 318000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038986T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PARTYARTIKEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424737 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098934
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Partyartikel" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Candle-making kits; Candle torches; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Candles being of wax or liquid, for the illumination of carved pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables; Candles for lighting; Candles for night lights; Christmas tree candles; Decorative tabletop fueled torches; Scented candles; Tealight candles; Unity candles; Votive candles; Wicks for candles for lighting
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Cihang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Cihang Electronic Technology C o., Ltd. 212,22F,Unit 2, Bldg.6, Xurilongyuan No.39,Fulu St., Zhengdong New District Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039049T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELPLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424738  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098935
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Melpler has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Schoolbags; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose sport bags for use by climbers and camper; All purpose sport bags; Attaché cases; Baby backpacks; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 30, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Weizhe Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Weizhe Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 1, Building 37, Honghua Community, Houzhai Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117199
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOIRZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424741 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098936
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Goirzi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dominoes; Christmas dolls; Gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; Jigsaw puzzles; Pet toys; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scale model kits; Squeeze toys; Toy animals; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy construction blocks; Toy drones; Toy models; Video game machines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Xingkai Electronic Commerce Co.,Ltd. Address Dongguan Xingkai Electronic Commerce Co.,Ltd. Rm. 201, No. 1, Second Lane, Weixin vil., Shajiao vil., Shipai tn., Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039040T
Examing Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AWIZPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424742 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098937 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Awizpa" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Dishware; Meal trays

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 28, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Anchang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Anchang Technology Co., Ltd. 19B1-A733, No. 1, No. 81, Nonglinxia Road, Yuexiu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  JJIUPING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424743</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation**  The wording "JJIUPING" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Stuffed and plush toys

**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods  **First Use**  Jan. 01, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jan. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Guangzhou Jiuping Technology Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Guangzhou Jiuping Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 201-226, No. 548, Qishan Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  US039036T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HI-REEKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424744
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098939
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "HI-REEKE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6711735

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Children's multiple activity toys; Dolls' rooms; Manipulative puzzles; Mechanical action toys; Musical toys; Play balloons; Play houses and toy accessories therefor; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Rideable toy vehicles; Stuffed dolls; Toy animals; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy furniture; Toy robots
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 10, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 10, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chengdu Hairuiya Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: No. 34, Unit 1, Building 1 No. 60, Mengzhuivan, Chenghua District Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US039061T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOUTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424747 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098940
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Houti" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals; Art and photograph portfolio cases; Art prints on canvas; Cases for checks; Coasters made of paper; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Framed art prints; Framed paintings; Paper notebooks; Paper party decorations; Photograph album pages; Photographic albums; Photographic prints; Printed advertising posters; Printed greeting cards; Printed postcards; Printers' blankets, not of textile; Watercolour paintings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luo, Yin Address Luo, Yin 206, Building A, Building 11, Honglang 2nd Village, Xin'an 2nd Rd, Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039056T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BECKNAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424748 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098941 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BECKNAD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sandals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Junqiang Address Wang, Junqiang No. 17, wanggezhenyuan village, Liangzhuang Township, Zhecheng County, Henan Province CHINA 476200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038995T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOFIOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424749 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098942 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "wofiou" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Finger-stalls for medical purposes; Finger guards for medical purposes; Finger splints
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 20, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Erwei Xindong Technology Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Erwei Xindong Technology Co., Ltd 211, 2nd floor, Huaxing building, Xianan No.1 Industrial Zone, Guicheng, Nanhai Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US038617T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424751  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098943
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "Comfurya" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinking fountains; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric hair dryers; Electric heating pads, other than for medical purposes; Electrical heating pads for pets, not for veterinary purposes; Electrically heated clothing; Heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; Heating pads, electric, not for medical purposes; Infrared lighting fixtures; Portable electric warm air dryer; Thermoelectric cooler/heater for food and beverages; USB-powered cup heaters; Water purifying apparatus and machines
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 18, 2022  In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beijing Chuangwei Times Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Beijing Chuangwei Times Technology Co., Ltd. Rm A-0656, 2nd Floor, Bldg. 3, Yard 30 , Shixing St., Shijingshan Dist., Beijing CHINA 100000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039042T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HXLPAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424752 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098944
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HXLPAY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolts of metal; Common metal pulls; Eye bolts; Metal clothes hooks; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal locks; Metal nuts; Metal rails; Metal rivets; Metal tent pegs; Screw rings of metal; Steel wire rope
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jianxin Hong Address Jianxin Hong No. 99,Gongtou,Taxi Village,Baita Town, Lancheng, Jiedong Dist, Jieyang City, Guangdong Province CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117191

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
TM 10079 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OFQKOAKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424753  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098945  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mousepads; Audio speakers; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Computer bags; Contact lens cases; Covers for tablet computers; Decorative refrigerator magnets; Eyeglass cases; Laptop carrying cases; Smartwatch straps
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 12, 2021  In Commerce May 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jingmiao  Address Wang, Jingmiao Group 8, Xiazhu Village, Jiangdong Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province  CHINA  322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424758 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098946 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SoHai" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cuticle nippers; Cuticle pushers; Cuticle scissors; Cuticle tweezers; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Manicure implements, namely, orange sticks; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Nail buffers, electric or non-electric; Nail clippers; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Nail files; Nail scissors; Nail skin treatment trimmers; Non-electric fingernail polishers; Pedicure implements, namely, nail clippers, pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yimai (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Yimai (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 15C, Yuehuayuan Bldg, No. 2008, Nanshan Avenue, Nanshan St., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518052 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117181

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97424759</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Hats; Ear bands; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Graphic T-shirts; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 19, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 22, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Official Records, LLC
- **Address**: Official Records, LLC 2408 HOUMA BLVD #426 METAIRIE LOUISIANA 70001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TATAUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424760 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098948
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TATAUP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Schoolbags; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose sport bags for use by climbers and campers; All purpose sport bags;Attaché cases; Baby backpacks; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 28, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Weiqian Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Weiqian Trading Co., Ltd. Room 402, Unit 1, Building 37, Yi'an District 1, Houzhai Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117187

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUSONQUEEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424762</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7098949</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording "BusonQueen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Lunchboxes; Cleaning cloths; Cloths for cleaning; Jar openers; Leather coasters; Mug trees; Paper plates; Soap brackets; Toilet brush holders; Wine glasses  
**International Classes**  21 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title**  Housewares and Glass  
**First Use** Apr. 10, 2022  
**In Commerce** Apr. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Wuhan Huizhiyou E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Wuhan Huizhiyou E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 3, Rm. 4 on 1/F and 2/F compartment Bldg. 2-3, Pengcheng Huiyuan, Jiedaokou Hongshan Dist., Wuhan CHINA 430000  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** US039067T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GULIANO, ROBERT N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** QIKEGOODS

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97424763  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7098950  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "Qikegoods" has no meaning in a foreign language.

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wigs; Artificial corsages; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial flowers, namely, roses and tulips; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Corset busks; Hair clips; Hair pieces and wigs; Shoulder pads for clothing

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Xiangshan District Qike Department Store  
  **Composed of**: Xiangshan District Qike Department Store, a Chinese sole proprietorship, composed of Xiong, ying, a citizen of China  
- **Address**: Xiangshan District Qike Department Store, No.1-1-2, Bldg 7, Longping New Vil, No.30,Zhongshan South Rd,Xiangshan Dist, Guilin, Guangxi   CHINA  
  **541000**

- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS117174
- **Examining Attorney**: GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLBORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424764  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098951
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CLBORT".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "CLBORT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sweatshirts; Cyclists' jerseys; Football shoes; Rain boots; Riding gloves; Ski gloves; Sports over uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 16, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tongren Yunjin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Tongren Yunjin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 4-35-38,4F,Bldg 3,Trade City, Dengta Rd.  Dengta Binjiang Ave., Bijiang Dist.  Tongren, Guizhou  CHINA  554300  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039064T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CLBORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424766</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098952</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  - The mark consists of the stylized wording "CLBORT".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "CLBORT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Basketballs; Footballs; Volleyballs; Basketball backboards; Basketball hoops; Football body protectors; Football gloves; Knee guards for athletic use; Protective supports for shoulders and elbows; Rugby balls; Rugby gloves; Soccer goals; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Table-tennis balls; Table tennis bats; Table tennis nets; Volleyball nets

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Tongren Yunjin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Tongren Yunjin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
  4-35-38,4F,Bldg 3,Trade City, Dengta Rd. Dengta Binjiang Ave., Bijiang Dist. Tongren, Guizhou CHINA 554300
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US039066T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AFFLAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424768  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098953
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "AFFLAT" with a composite figure consisting of inclined parallelogram, triangle, rectangle, and triangle arranged in sequence above.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "AFFLAT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bottle holders for holding babies' bottles, namely, holders for holding babies' bottles during feeding in the nature of flexible braces for wearing around the neck of the person holding a feeding baby; Breast pumps; Digital hearing aids; Electrical hearing aids; Electrically-operated hearing aids; Hearing aids; Hearing aids for the deaf; Medical apparatus and instruments for monitoring blood oxygen saturation, blood gas concentrations, and vital signs; Medical apparatus, namely, bi-level positive airway pressure (BPAP) devices; Medical apparatus, namely, continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) devices; Medical apparatus, namely, variable positive airway pressure devices (VPAP); Medical products, namely, respiratory sensors; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Wireless transmitters and receivers for use with hearing aids
International Classes  10  Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Feb. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Youyou Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Youyou Technology Co., Ltd.  515, Bldg. C, New Retail Industrial Park  Nanchang Community, Xixiang St.  Baoan Dist., Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (Ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039075T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AWOPZZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424769  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098954
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Awopzzy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cups; Drinkware; Baskets for household purposes; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dusting brushes; Lint brushes; Lint removers, electric or non-electric; Lint removing sheets for personal use; Pet brushes; Sports bottles sold empty
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pengjia (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Pengjia (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm 616, Xinghui Building, No.9 Qi'an Road, Shangxing Community, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US038987T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WLCYYQLELB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424770 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098955 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby swings; Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Christmas tree decorations; Decorative wind socks; Electronic animal calls for recreation and hunting activities; Exercising equipment, namely, rowing machines; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Inflatable swimming pools; Longboard surfboards; Outdoor activity game equipment sold as a unit comprising sports balls, baseball bats for playing games; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Sling shots; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Surfboard leashes; Toy vehicle track sets and roadways and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Jiashi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Jiashi Trading Co., Ltd. No. 15, Second Lane, Jiujifang, Mayong Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039014T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEVIGORIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424777</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7098956</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation              | "BEVIGORIO" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For
Flannel; Pillowcases; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Cashmere blankets; Fleece blankets; Interior decoration fabrics; Pet blankets; Place mats of textile; Quilt covers; Silk blankets; Table pads; Travelling blankets; Window curtains; Woollen blankets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>24 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>42, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Fabrics</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Dec. 06, 2021</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 30, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Yiwu Hongyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Address | Yiwu Hongyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 401, Building C No. 187, Tongbao Rd., Jiangdong Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized | CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | Sing-A1919

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner | WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
**Trademark Registration**

**Mark Literal(s)** XIJMJFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97424779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Plush toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xue, Yuhui
- **Address**: Xue, Yuhui No. 1, Heyangbangou Village, Mengzhou City, Henan Province CHINA 454750
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US038604T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DANG, PETER T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUTOTRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424781 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098958
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Autotron", wherein there is a curved slash design in the letter "A" and there are three differently sized squares design in the upper left corner of the letter "N". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Autotron has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multiplexors; Adapter plugs; Alarm installations and alarms; Bicycle helmets; Bicycle speedometers; Carbon dioxide detectors; Carbon monoxide detectors; Clickers for training dogs; Connections for electric lines; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; DC/AC power converters; Distribution transformers; Electronic controllers for use with power converters; Power switches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Outuchuang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Outuchuang Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 301, Block C, Lijing Business Dist., No. 57, Bousha Road, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518114 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117184

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ULUUBTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424782  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098959
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Ulubtt has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dinnerware; Drinkware; Applicators sold empty for applying cosmetic lotions for skin, hair, face and body; Baskets of wicker, metal, wood and cloth for household purposes; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cake servers; Cheese board and knife set; Coffee servers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Non-electric cooking pot sets; Pads for cleaning; Pie servers; Tea sets

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 29, 2021  In Commerce  May 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Weichuang Industrial E-Commerce (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  Address  Weichuang Industrial E-Commerce (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  Rm 1004E, Bldg 414, Bagualing Ind Zone, Bagua 4th Rd, Yuanling St, Futian Dist, Shenzhen CHINA  518048  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117176

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOXILA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424785 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098960
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DOXILA has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baskets for household purposes; Baskets for household purposes, not of metal; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; General purpose storage bins for household use; Plastic household storage containers for cereals, crayons and vehicle keys; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Plastic storage containers for household use International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 23, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Lihe Address Li, Lihe Rm 3A02, Blk 3, Yincheng Plaza, Shengtang Community, Nanjie Town, Guangning County Guangdong CHINA 526300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117173

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BYTEAIDREX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97424789  Application Filing Date: May 23, 2022  Registration Number: 7098961
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording BYTEAIDREX has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Stationery; Automatic pencils; Ball pens; Balls for ball-point pens; Bubble pens; Color pencils; Correcting pencils for type; Extensions and attachments for pencils; Fountain pens; Pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; Propelling pencils; Rollerball pens; Stands for pens; Stands for pens and pencils


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Guangzhou Yile E-commerce Trading Co., Ltd.  Address: Guangzhou Yile E-commerce Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 301-X90, No. 351 West Xiangxue Avenue, Huangpu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510700  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: TUS117162

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424798 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098962
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand-powered cultivators for gardening; Hand tools, namely, planes; Weeding forks being hand tools; Hand-operated lawn rakes
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Lingchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Lingchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 9, Xunhui Road, Xunqiao Town Linhai City, Taizhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 317000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97424799  Application Filing Date: May 23, 2022  Registration Number: 7098963
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "FINANCIAL FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing on-line training courses in the field of financial literacy
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: May 02, 2022  In Commerce: May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Count the Cost, LLC  Address: Count the Cost, LLC  1301 York Road, Suite 800  Lutherville-Timonium  MARYLAND  21093  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 580-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEVIGORIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424800 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098964
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BEVIGORIO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Headwear; Pants; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shirts; Sleepwear; Socks; Swimwear; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Inner soles; Leg warmers; Rain coats; Tops as clothing

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 06, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Hongyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Hongyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 401, Building C No. 187, Tongbao Rd., Jiangdong Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sing-A1920

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TOPTRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424805</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7098965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cruets; Mess-tins; Mops; All purpose portable household containers; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Bread baskets for domestic use; Cake moulds; Cleaning cloths; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cosmetic brushes; Laundry baskets; Paper plates; Rolling pins; Soap dispensers; Thermally insulated containers for food; Tooth brushes, non-electric; Electrical toothbrushes

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jan. 10, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 10, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Wuhan Yuanfang Supply Chain Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Wuhan Yuanfang Supply Chain Co., Ltd. Rm.07,23f, Bldg.9,guannan Fuxing Medical Park, 58, Guanggu Avenue, East Lake Wuhan CHINA 430000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE |
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97424807
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7098966
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, podcasts in the field of self-development; Educational services, namely, conducting webinars, workshops, trainings and courses in the field of self-development; Educational services, namely, conducting webinars, workshops, trainings and courses in the field of self-development coaching and counseling.
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes; **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 19, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 19, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Brown, Radisha
- **Address**: Brown, Radisha www.drradisha.com PO Box 211317 Martinez GEORGIA 30907
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 20220523

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UDeBe

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424809 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098967
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UDEBE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Collars; Headbands; Headwear; Pajamas; Skirts; T-shirts; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners, yoga; Caps being headwear; Dressing gowns and bath robes; Shower caps; Socks and stockings; Swim wear; Swimming caps International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qin, Fenglan Address Qin, Fenglan No. 143, Xingqiao, Xingqiao Administrative Village, Taomiao Town Jieshou, Anhui CHINA 236500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LGINZS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424811 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098968
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer cameras; Computer docking stations; Computer mounts; Electronic video surveillance products, namely, electronic components of security systems; Meat thermometers; Mouse mats; Smart watches; Smartphone mounts; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Yuhao Address Lin, Yuhao Unit 9, No. 5, Xincuo Lane, Lianfeng Haimen Town, Chaoyang Dist, Shantou City Guangdong Province CHINA 515132 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
MARK Literal(s) ZERITLOLEN

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424814 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098969
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZeriTlolen has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Aircraft curtains; Bath linen; Bed covers; Bed linen; Billiard cloth; Blankets for outdoor use; Bunting fabric; Cloth bunting; Cloth coasters; Cloth doilies; Cloth pennants; Dining linens; Elastic yarn mixed fabrics; Fabric table runners
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Zhaojia Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Zhaojia Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 703,Bldg 12,Jianye Guiyuan Jian Road, Jian'an District,Xuchang Henan CHINA 461000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEILSISTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424817 Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022 Registration Number  7098970
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jul. 28, 2020 In Commerce  Oct. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taizhou Jingheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Taizhou Jingheng Trading Co., Ltd. Rm1-1-604, Haiyue Apartment, Haimen St. Taizhou Bay New District, Taizhou City CHINA  318099 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TGMT0559

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEOOYUOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424830 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098971
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 18, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Xinzheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Xinzheng Trading Co., Ltd. No. 225, Xinwang Village, Sanjia Street, Taizhou Bay New District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 318000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0560

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97424833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath toys; Children's multiple activity toys; Dolls' feeding bottles; Infant toys; Inflatable bath toys; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Puzzle games; Scratch cards for playing lottery games; Vinyl dolls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 02, No. 21, Shisanzhi Lane, West Area, Nantian Village, Hexi Town, Chaoyang Dist., Shantou, Guangdong, CHINA 515100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
**Citizenship**  | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examinaing Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>97424841</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

For:
- Chargers for smartphones;
- Decorative magnets;
- Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords;
- Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor;
- Electric wires and cables;
- Personal security alarms that connect to a wireless communications network;
- Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players;
- Stands adapted for mobile phones;
- Touch screen pens;
- Transmitter and receiver used to locate lost pets

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Zhuoshidai Technology Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Shenzhen Zhuoshidai Technology Co., Ltd. 503,No. 4,Fifth Lane,Nankeng Old Village Nankeng Community, Bantian St. Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518129

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: PEISECKI, MARK A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZIYUETT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424848</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098974</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Chasubles; Dresses; Tabards; Tights; Evening dresses; Leisure suits; Shell jackets; Suspender belts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Mar. 21, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Hangzhou Ouchen Trading Co., LTD |
| Address | Hangzhou Ouchen Trading Co., LTD 3rd Floor,No.37, Group 16,Tuanjie Vil., Dangwan Town,Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou,Zhejiang Prov  CHINA 311221 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117196 |
| Examining Attorney | WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHILIFS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424850 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098975
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Socks; Sweaters; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic sweaters; Clothing jackets made in whole or in substantial part of silk, wool, cashmere and cotton; Dress straps; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses and sweaters; Neck scarfs; Shawls made in whole or in substantial part of silk, cashmere, cotton; Sweaters for babies, adults, children, women and men; Sweaters made in whole or in substantial part of silk, wool, cashmere and cotton; Toboggan hats, pants and caps; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 07, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chongqing Yichen Garment Sales Co., Ltd. Address Chongqing Yichen Garment Sales Co., Ltd. Building 5, No. 1 Jiangxi Road, Nan'an District, Chongqing CHINA 401336 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117193

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIRNGES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424851 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098976 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "HIRNGES", wherein there is a crown design over the letter "H". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Pendants; Body jewelry; Drop earrings; Ear clips; Ear studs; Hoop earrings; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou shi you hui er Trade Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou shi you hui er Trade Co., Ltd. Room 3207, No.526, Longjin Middle Road, Liwan District, Guangzhou CHINA 510040 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117166

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIFTING BANDAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424852  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098977
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording 'Lifting Bandage' beside a design consisting of a rolled up strap with three circles above it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Amplifiers; Earbuds; Headphones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Noise cancelling headphones; Protective ear covering shields; Protective glasses; Audio headphones; Music headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 17, 2022  In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. 0313 Rm306,3rd Flr, Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanhu St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ABYSSALY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424855</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7098978</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "ABYSSALY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Coverings for existing floors; Door mats; Floor coverings made of rubber, plastic, textiles; Floor coverings of rubber and synthetic rubber; Floor mats used in industrial applications made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Plastic wallpaper; Resilient hard surface coverings for floors, walls and other surfaces; Vinyl floor coverings; Vinyl wallpaper; Wall coverings of plastic; Wall paper

**International Classes** | 27 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 | **International Class Title** | Floor Coverings |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 16, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 16, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Henan Qingxiang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Henan Qingxiang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.24, West Unit, BLDG. 10 Beiyuan Community, No.46, Zhenghua Rd. Jinshui Dist,Zhengzhou CHINA 450000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AVUWBR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424856  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098979
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AVUWBR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries and battery chargers; Battery cables; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Battery chargers for use with vehicle batteries; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric batteries; Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 19, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sifuyuan International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sifuyuan International Trade Co., Ltd. Rm404, Building16, Jingyi Mountain Villa, Donghu Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0561

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) V SHAPED SLIMMING FACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424863 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098980
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording 'V Shaped Slimming Face' beside a broken line twisted. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Amplifiers; Earbuds; Headphones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Noise cancelling headphones; Protective ear covering shields; Protective glasses; Audio headphones; Music headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Boqiao Trading Co., Ltd. 0313 Rm306,3rd Flr, Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanh St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Owner Name Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhuosijia Trading Co., Ltd. Room 825, 8th Floor, Chuanfeng Center 25 Donghuan 1st Rd., Yousong Community Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Owner Name Shenzhen Beishengyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Beishengyi Technology Co., Ltd. 0310 Rm306,3rd Flr,Guangshen Pharma Bldg No. 2023, Shennan East Rd, Nanh St Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRACTICALWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424865 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098981
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Coverings for existing floors; Door mats; Floor coverings made of rubber, plastic, textiles; Floor coverings of rubber and synthetic rubber; Floor mats used in industrial applications made primarily of rubber, plastic, textiles; Plastic wallpaper; Resilient hard surface coverings for floors, walls and other surfaces; Vinyl floor coverings; Vinyl wallpaper; Wall coverings of plastic; Wall paper
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Qishiwudu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Henan Qishiwudu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.19, 5/F, Unit 2, Building 35 No.90, Zhenghua Road, Jinshui District Zhengzhou City CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHFHEISIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424866 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098982 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candle holders; Dish drying racks; Electric hot brushes; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Soap brackets; Table napkin holders; Toilet paper holders; Toothbrush holders; Towel rails and rings

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hu Weiping Address Hu Weiping No. 168, Xiangfu Middle Road Yuhua District Changsha CHINA 410116 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney LADNER, CHRISTOPHER G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUCKY DOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424869  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098983
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bracelets; Gems; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Choker necklaces; Cultured pearls; Drop earrings; Hoop earrings; Jewellery and precious stones; Jewelry brooches; Rings
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use
Apr. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wu Yinqing  Address  Wu Yinqing  Unit 308,Building 1,No. 11,Hokezhou East Street, Haizhu District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province  CHINA  510280  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARKE, NANCY L
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**  The wording "ALMXYIES" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Satchels; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Canes and walking sticks; Coats for cats; Cosmetic carrying cases sold empty; Crossbody bags; Dog shoes; Flight bags; Leather for shoes; Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Pet hair ornaments; Raincoats for pet dogs; Wine carrying cases

**International Classes**  18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title**  Leather Goods

**First Use**  May 03, 2022

**In Commerce**  May 03, 2022

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**Owner Name**  Jingxi Xiongqi E-Commerce Co., Ltd.

**Address**  Jingxi Xiongqi E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
No.11, Nongjitun, Tangma Village, Quyang Town, Jingxi City, Baise, Guangxi, CHINA

**Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97424878  
  **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022  
  **Registration Number**: 7098985  
  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  
  **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized term "SURE" in green followed by the stylized term "MEASURE" in gold. Above the terms appears a gold bar chart where the bars appear as rulers. A gold wavy line appears underneath the bar chart. The color white appears as background, outlining, shading, or transparent area and is not a feature of the mark.  
  **Color Drawing**: Yes  
  **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Downloadable computer software and firmware for creating business financial forecasts, pro-forma financial statements, and other documents used in strategic planning  
  **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
  **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2021  
  **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: eLearn Life Skills LLC  
  **Address**: eLearn Life Skills LLC  
  5865 Ridgeway Center Parkway, Ste 371  
  Memphis TENNESSEE 38120  
  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIAPOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424883 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098986
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buckets; Dustbins; Mess-tins; Cages for household pets; Drinking vessels; Kitchen containers; Non-electric food blenders for household purposes; Thermally insulated containers for food; Tooth brushes; Water flossers

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Dahaibian E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Dahaibian E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 209, Building 39-3 No. 396 Emeishan Road, Huangdao Distrist Qingdao Shandong CHINA 266000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, BRIDGET ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NFEORUWY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424886 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098987 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers for laptop computers; Blank hard drives for computers; Blank USB flash drives; Cell phones; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Computer keypads; Computer memory devices; Electric shaver chargers; Electronic apparatus, namely, electronic display boards, plasma display boards, electronic display screens; External computer hard drives
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang Zhiwei Address Yang Zhiwei No.13, Group 3, Suzhou Temple Village, Suzhou Town, Dunhuang, Gansu CHINA 736299 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BSCWYJHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424890 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098988
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BSCWYJHY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; Atomizers for household use; Automobile oil funnels; Baking mats; Bread baskets for household purposes; Camping grills; China ornaments; Cleaning brushes for household use; Clothes brushes; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Garden hose sprayers; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Multipurpose wiping cloth for use with infants and toddlers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Baishicheng Import & Export Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Baishicheng Import & Export Co., Ltd. One of No. 506,Freight Hub Center, No. 1299, Jiahe Rd.,China (Fujian) PFTZ. Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361015 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VNMITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424893 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098989
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Banners and flags of textile; Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Blankets for outdoor use; Brocade flags; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Nylon flags; Sleeping bags; Textile backdrops for use in photography featuring scenes of cityscapes, background scenery; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu Aijun Address Wu Aijun Haozhaolou Village, Haozhaolou Village Committee, Tieyong Town, Huidong County, Guangdong Province CHINA 516300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ECOM MASTERS CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424897 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098990
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ECOM" and "CLUB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching in the field of ecommerce; Business training in the field of ecommerce; Personal coaching services in the field of ecommerce; Professional coaching services in the field of ecommerce; Providing group coaching in the field of ecommerce; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of ecommerce
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Earnest Epps Address Earnest Epps Suite 101 225 Industrial Ct Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22408
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CPTC FLRAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424903 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098991
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CPTC FLRAE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cotter pins of metal; Fittings of metal for beds; Fittings of metal for coffins; Fittings of metal for furniture; Hooks of metal for clothes rails; Iron wire; Locks of metal for bags; Metal clips for general use; Metal mirror hangers; Metal picture hangers; Metal spacer brackets; Metal threaded fasteners; Metal wheel clamps; Sash fasteners of metal for windows; Steel wire rope
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Dongfang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Dongfang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Room 601, No. 32, Kaiyuan South Street, Niansanli Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322013 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CUHSHICY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424905  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7098992
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording CuHshicy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beachwear; Bikinis; Footwear; Hoodies; Sweatsocks; Swimwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baby bodysuits; Barber smocks; Baseball caps and hats; Bathing suits; Cowboy hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Panties, shorts and briefs; Socks and stockings
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  May 06, 2022  In Commerce  May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Putian Jiapin Interior Decoration Co., Ltd.  Address  Putian Jiapin Interior Decoration Co., Ltd.  Rm.1313, Bldg.2, Xiyingsmen Jiaocaijiajia Plaza, Liyuan East Rd. Chengxiang Dist. Putian, Fujian  CHINA  351100  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HUTAROSL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97424907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7098993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Paintings; Art etchings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Canvas panels for artists; Custom paintings; Drawing materials for blackboards; Graphic fine art prints; Oil paintings; Painting sets for children; Paintings and calligraphic works; Paintings and their reproductions; Paintings in mixed media; Watercolour paintings
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Fuzhou Hongyuan Run Jiuye Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Fuzhou Hongyuan Run Jiuye Co., Ltd. -2,1/F,East Annex Bldg.,Radio and TV Center,S West 2nd Ring Rd.Taijiang Dist. Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Gisaae

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424911 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098994
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery-operated, electrically heated clothing; Cooling apparatus for medical storage purposes; Electric clothes dryers; Electric clothes rack for drying clothing; Electrically heated clothing; Fabric steamers; Heaters and warmers for medical and surgical solutions; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; Personal cooling system comprising tubing, a coolant source and temperature controls that may be incorporated into a garment; Warming cabinets for medical instruments, patient blankets and containers for medical fluids
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinan Haowuji Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Jinan Haowuji Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1301, Unit 2, Building 23 Xindongjiayuan High-tech Zone Jinan, Shandong CHINA 250000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH - Marella

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROILIYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97424922 |
| Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098995 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Footwear; Pajamas; Skiwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bathing suits; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Heavy jackets; Hooded pullovers; Hunting shirts; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Pajama bottoms; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Tank tops; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Yoga tops |
International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 22, 39 |
International Class Title | Clothing |
First Use | Apr. 30, 2022 |
In Commerce | Apr. 30, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Yu, Chunhong |
Address | Yu, Chunhong No.9, Unit 3, 2nd Floor Yard 6, Rd.East Yingbin, Cheng District Datong, Shanxi CHINA 037000 |
Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | RITTNER, HANNO I |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SANYADY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424925  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7098996
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SANYADY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frocks; Greatcoats; Jerkins; Windcheaters; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Fishing shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hunting jackets; Leisure shoes; Leisure suits; Men's suits; Mountaineering boots; Padding jackets; Skull caps; Stretch pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuhai Xinshijie Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhuhai Xinshijie Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 309, Bldg. 5, No.266, Xinwan 7th Road Tangjiawan Town, Gaoxin District Zhuhai, Guangdong CHINA 519085 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MCTECHANNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424926 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7098997
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coatstands; Book stands; Decorative mirrors; Decorative wooden wall letters for spelling names and words; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Jewelry organizer displays in the nature of display stands for displaying and organizing jewelry; Non-metal hooks; Stands for flower pots; Wooden display stands; Wooden signboards
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuming Lin Address Xuming Lin Unit 1120, Aquatic Building No. 1 Dongda Road, Gulou District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH - Marella

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney RITTNER, HANNO
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424927</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7098998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Overshoes; Sandals; Athletic shoes; Dress shoes; Leather shoes; Leisure shoes; Mountaineering shoes; Nursing shoes; Oxford shoes; Platform shoes; Running shoes; Slip-on shoes; Sports shoes; Training shoes |
|-----------------------------------------------|
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 04, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 04, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wang, Junyong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No.8, Bazishang Group, Baoying Village, Jinlong Township, Zhijin County, Bijie, Guizhou, CHINA 552100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RITTNER, HANNO I |

**Mark Literal(s)**

SAOMUGEA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QXQAHJEI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97424931 |
| Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7098999 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Artificial boutonnieres; Artificial corsages; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms; Shoe strings; Silk flowers; Trimmings for clothing

| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fancy Goods |

| First Use | Apr. 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jiajie Huang |
| Address | Jiajie Huang No. 2, No. 7, North Seventh Lane Zhupu Orange Garden, Haojiang District Shantou , Guangdong CHINA 515000 |

**Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |

**Citizenship** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | FH - Marella |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RITTNER, HANNO I |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TRIPSKY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97424937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Epaullettes; Zippers; Body and clothing tape to hold up strapless gowns; Breast lift tapes; Corset busks; Decorative backpack charms; Double-stick tape for affixing clothing to the body; Hair clamps; Hair pins; Hat trimmings; Hem tape; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Tape for fixing wigs; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Oct. 31, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2020

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Zhenshang Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Zhenshang Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm.201, Block A,No.1,Qianwan Rd.1 Qianhai  Shenzhen-Hong Kong cooperation zone  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 3-220524-1
- **Examining Attorney**: RITTNER, HANNO I
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CANBRAKE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97424941</td>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099001</td>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
For Buckets; Dustbins; Mess-tins; Cages for household pets; Drinking vessels; Kitchen containers; Non-electric food blenders for household purposes; Thermally insulated containers for food; Tooth brushes; Toothbrushes, electric

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
**First Use** Mar. 03, 2022
**In Commerce** Mar. 03, 2022

**Basis Information**
Yes

**Owner Information**
Owner Name Qingdao Leader Media Co., Ltd. 
Address Qingdao Leader Media Co., Ltd. 144,1F,No.10,Shanghai Rd., Qianwan Bonded Port, Shandong Pilot Free Trade Zone 
Qingdao Shandong CHINA 266000 
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LULUMONKEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424942 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099002
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LULUMONKEY" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shower racks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Meidan Address Chen, Meidan Rm. 208A, 2/F, Bldg. A1, West Plaza, Shenzhen North Station, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP-Chris

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SEDZOFLAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97424944 | Application Filing Date | May 23, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099003 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|---------------|----------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|---------------|----------|------------|-----------|----------|-----------|----------------|---------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Battery operated action toys; Building games; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor skills; Construction toys incorporating magnets; Electronic action toys; Toy construction sets; Toy jewelry; Water toys

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** May 03, 2022  
**In Commerce** May 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shantou Zenuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Shantou Zenuo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
No. 3, Lane 12, Shanggou East, Nanjie Village, Shanghua Town, Chenghai District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515800

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SZITQRNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424947 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099004
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "Szitqrnt" with a triangle over the letter "z". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles; Buses; Motorcycles; Yachts; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Automotive engine mounts; Automotive interior trim; Automotive parts, namely, transmission seals; Boats and structural parts therefor; Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Structural parts for automobiles; Trailer hitches for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Piedaochuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Piedaochuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 22D, Unit 2, Bldg. 7, Baihe Shanshui Bieyuan, Wulian Comm. Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518116 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TSJLIKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424950 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099005 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitted table covers; Flower-stands; Garden ornaments in the nature of wooden whirligigs; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Non-metal cloches for protecting plants; Non-metal garden stakes; Non-metal plant markers; Plant racks; Plant stands; Plush figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Sleeping bag pads; Stands for flower pots; Wind chimes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tiansijian Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tiansijian Technology Co., Ltd. 301-306, Bldg. B2, Zhongbaotong, No. 34 Changfaxi Rd. Dafapu Comm., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ld.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) **YYZZXX**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424953</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7099006</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>The color(s) blue and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized blue term &quot;YYZZXX&quot; with a design in the shape of the four pointed star above the letter &quot;X&quot; and an orange curve wrapping underneath the second letter &quot;X&quot;.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Headsets; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Face masks for diving; Helmets for bicycles; Survival suits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
<td>May 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Shenzhen Yaozhixin Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address Shenzhen Yaozhixin Technology Co., Ltd. 301, Building A, No. 101, Fukang Road, Henggang Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  
Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number IPP-Chris

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) XIUFAVTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424955 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099007
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers for home video game machines; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Battery chargers for tablet computers; Chargers for smartphones; Computers and computer peripherals; Game headphones; Joystick chargers; Power adapters; Power connectors; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; USB charging ports; USB hubs; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xiongzhengfa Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xiongzhengfa Technology Co., Ltd. 2nd and 4th Floor, No. 28, Xingye Road Shajing Street, Baoan District Shenzhen, Gangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHOGEDPU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424959</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7099008</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Brooms; Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Barbecue mitts; Baskets for household purposes; Basting brushes; Bath brushes; Bath sponges; Bird feeders; Biscuit cutters; Blacking brushes; Bottle openers; Brushes for footwear; Flower baskets; Hair combs; Shoe brushes

**International Classes**  21 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title**  Housewares and Glass **First Use**  Apr. 30, 2022 **In Commerce**  Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Zhou, Jiming **Address**  Zhou, Jiming  No. 189, Qinlizhuang, Xunzhou  Xun County  Hebi, Henan  CHINA  456250 **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LATOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424960 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099009
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ashtrays for automobiles; Automobile bumper guards; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile roof racks; Automotive aftermarket parts, namely, truck bed extender and storage box; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Brakes for motor cars; Car-top luggage carriers; Fitted vehicle covers for motorcycles, automobiles, motorized golf carts for the purpose of protecting against harsh weather, shielding from bird droppings; Land vehicle parts, namely, fender flares; Motors, electric, for land vehicles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bars; Pickup trucks; Motorcycle chains
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changzhou Kuohang Technology Co.,Ltd Address Changzhou Kuohang Technology Co.,Ltd Room 2108, 888 Changcheng Road Xinbei District, Changzhou Jiangsu CHINA 213000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220524-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
ACCTOLF

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACCTOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424963 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099010
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ACCTOLF" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves for golf; Golf accessories, namely, holders specially adapted for holding golf ball markers; Golf accessory pouches; Golf accessory, namely, support for holding a golf club; Golf bag covers; Golf bag pegs; Golf bag straps; Golf bag tags; Golf ball markers; Golf ball retrievers; Golf club bags; Golf flags; Golf practice nets; Golf tee markers; Golf towel clips for attachment to golf bags
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wanwuyuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wanwuyuan Technology Co., Ltd. 302, Unit 1,No.1 Garden Bldg.,No. 4236, Longhua Renmin Road, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
TM 10145
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KLVOPFN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424965 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099011
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Cardboard cups; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Cold packs for chilling food and beverages; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cups; Dinnerware; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Lunch boxes; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Paper plates and paper cups; Soup bowls; Thermally insulated containers for food
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bengbushi Li Shiting Import and Export Co., Ltd. Address Bengbushi Li Shiting Import and Export Co., Ltd. Room 101, No.501, Jiefang 3rd Road Longzihu District Bengbu City, Anhui CHINA 233060 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Guan-Ivy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACEIOHKR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424966 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099012
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collages; Adhesive tapes for stationery and household use; Bookmarkers, not of precious metal; Cake decorating stencils; Children's arts and crafts paper kits; File pockets for stationery use; Freezer bags; Notebook paper; Packaging bags of paper; Paper gift wrap; Paper party bags; Pen cases; Sticker albums; Vehicle bumper stickers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADRUEKMV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424968  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7099013
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cages for pets; Coolers for wine; Dishers; Earthenware floor vases; Electric hot combs; Flower pot holders; Flower pots; Pet feeding dishes; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Sprayer nozzles for garden hoses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Du, Yanrong  Address Du, Yanrong No. 7, Zhangjiagou Group Luijiaogou Village, Tuban Town, Lin County Lvia, Shanxi CHINA 033200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EISWERTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424969</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of paper; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Arts and crafts findings, namely, plastic wiggly eyes; Beads for handicraft work; Beads, other than for making jewelry; False hair; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry

**International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50

**International Class Title** Fancy Goods

**First Use** Apr. 18, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Changsha Yuyin Commercial and Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address** Changsha Yuyin Commercial and Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 45, Bldg.21, Area A, Houhu Art Park Juzizhou Street, Yuelu District Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARASTTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97424973  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7099015
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Eyeliners; Eyeshadows; Make-up; Artificial eyelashes; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetics and make-up; Cosmetics, namely, lip primer; Eyebrow pencils; Eyes make-up; False eyelashes; Fingernail jewelry; Foundation make-up; Make-up foundation; Make-up foundations; Make-up sets
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  May 06, 2022  In Commerce  May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhang, Junwei  Address  Zhang, Junwei No. 11, Team 3, Zhangwu Vil., Lilin Vil.  Committee, Lilin Town, Zhongkai Dist.  Huizhou, Guangdong  CHINA  516000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SACCATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424974 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099016
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Saccater"
wherein the upper portion of the letter "S" ends with a small plug. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of
the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Audio amplifiers; Electric cables and wires; Electrical plugs and sockets; USB charging ports; Wireless
chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mo Chongli Address Mo Chongli 203, Bldg. 16, Beidaziyuan Yuwan, No. 18, Jinqu Rd., Xincheng,
Wanjiang Dist., Dongguan, Guangdong, CHINA 523000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
KIOOSDINFELY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Beard clippers; Can openers, non-electric; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric hair trimmers; Electric irons; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Foot care implements, namely, foot scrapers; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Kitchen knives; Sharpening stones; Vegetable slicers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>8 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Lv, Qi
**Address**: Lv, Qi Group 6, Mazhang Village Xiyang Town, Sanyuan County Shaanxi Province CHINA 713800
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 3-220524-3

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: RITTNER, HANNO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FANCYOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424978 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099018
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FANCYOU" wherein an orbit encircles the wording with a star over the letter "N." Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording Fancyou has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Angora yarn; Cotton threads and yarns; Fiberglass thread for textile use; Metal thread for embroidery; Plastic thread for textile use; Rubber thread for textile use; Spun cotton; Spun silk; Wild silk yarn; Wool thread
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name chang sha zhao yu ke ji you xian gong si Address chang sha zhao yu ke ji you xian gong si longjiwanxiaouqu23haodong101fang yuhuaquziranlinglu241 hao Changshashi CHINA 410007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BECIKITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424983 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099019 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combination hair brush and comb; Dishers; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric hair combs; Electric hot brushes; Garden hose sprayers; Hair brushes; Infant bathtubs; Inflatable bath tubs for babies; Non-electric coffee makers; Pet drinking bowls; Stands for portable baby baths; Thermally insulated containers for food; Training cups for infants; Vegetable mashers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Shangjin Address Zhang, Shangjin 1403, Duty Free Business Building No. 6, Fuhua 1st Road, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIAOGOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424985  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7099020
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BiaoGod" in stylized font, To the left of the letters "BiaoGod" is a drop-shaped shadow with a whistle pattern and three vertically aligned circles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags which feature a removable insert for holding a breast pump; Amenity bags sold empty; Backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems, sold empty; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Clothing for pets; Fitted protective covers for handbags, briefcases, valises, suitcases, and briefcase-like portfolios; Handbag organizer inserts specially adapted to handbags; Knitting pouches, namely, functional sacks for holding and carrying yarn while knitting; Military duffel bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Pouches, of leather, for packaging; Purse organizer inserts specially adapted to purses; Traveling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Biaopin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Zhejiang Biaopin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 519, 5/F, Block A, No. 1577, Liaoqing Road, Houzhai Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUYELEKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424987  Application Filing Date May 23, 2022  Registration Number 7099021
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brooms; Biscuit cutters; Brushes for pets; Cake molds; Fireplace brushes; Holders for toilet paper; Incense burners; Lunch boxes; Napkin rings; Plastic bath racks; Rolling pins; Statues of glass; Statues primarily of glass and also including precious metal; Tea kettles, non-electric; Tea strainers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022  In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Niuleqi Technology (Jiangmen Xinhui District) Co., Ltd.  Address Niuleqi Technology (Jiangmen Xinhui District) Co., Ltd. 07# Garage, Block 11, No. 13 Mingxing Road, Huicheng, Xinhui District Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529100  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**reason for publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TANGLE SHINY STARS

**case identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424988</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099022</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**mark information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**goods and services information**

| For | Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Children's cloth eating bibs; Children's dress-up costumes in the nature of capes; Children's dress-up costumes in the nature of cloaks; Children's underwear; Body suits for babies and children; Bottoms as clothing for babies and children; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumper coveralls; Clothing jackets for babies and children; Coats for babies and children; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Dresses for babies and children; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Headwear for babies and children; Hooded sweatshirts for babies and children; Jumpers in the nature of coveralls for babies and children; Jumpers in the nature of coveralls treated with fire and heat retardants for babies and children; Leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; One-piece garments for children; Pajamas for babies and children; Pants for babies and children; Rain boots for children; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Shirts for babies and children; Shoes for babies and children; Shorts for babies and children; Sweaters for babies and children; Sweatpants for babies and children; Sweatshirts for babies and children; T-shirts for babies and children; Tops as clothing for babies and children; Trousers for babies and children; Woven shirts for babies and children |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Apr. 28, 2022 | In Commerce | Apr. 28, 2022 |

**basis information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**owner information**

| Owner Name | CEDAR AND MYRRH LLC | Address | CEDAR AND MYRRH LLC 241 ELDRIDGE ST APT 4F NEW YORK NEW YORK 10002 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHEEREEEKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97424989 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099023
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Binoculars; Webcams; Body fat scales for household use; Car video recorders; Chargers for smartphones; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Electric strikes for remote control of door ingress and egress; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic door alarms; Electronically-operated door latches; Lidar apparatus; Photovoltaic cells and modules; Smart glasses; Smoke alarms; Thermal imaging cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Yike Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Yike Technology Co., Ltd. Room 3107,3/F, Building 1,No.200, Binwen Rd.,Changhe St.,Binjiang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>COOOPOO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424993</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099024</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Children's multiple activity toys; Electronic toy vehicles; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle bags; Fishing tackle boxes; Game controllers for computer games; Joysticks for video game machines; Portable handheld game consoles incorporating telecommunication functions; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Smart robot toys; Video game consoles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Chizhou Xiangwen Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Chizhou Xiangwen Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3, Meili Village, Qiujiang Street, Guichi District</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chizhou, Anhui CHINA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247099 Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CTEMNPHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97424994</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7099025</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Hoodies; Pajamas; Pullovers; Shorts; Track suits; Underclothes; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic jackets; Athletic shorts; Hooded sweat shirts; Night shirts; Sweat shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 09, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 09, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Ma, Wei |
| Address | No. 10,Yishe,Baimiao Village,Baimiao Hui Township,Kongtong District Pingliang, Gansu CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER |
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## Trademark Registration

**Reason for Publication:**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s):** DAEUWIUTR

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97424995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim:**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type:**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For:**
Make-up; Mascaras; Adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Eye make-up; Eyebrow cosmetics; Foundation make-up; Gel eye masks; Lip cream; Lip glosses; Lipstick holders; Liquid eyeliners

**International Classes:**
3 - Primary Classes: US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title:**
Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use:**
May 04, 2022

**In Commerce:**
May 04, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use:**
Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name:**
Shenzhen Menglinzhizhuang Trading Co., Ltd.

**Address:**
Shenzhen Menglinzhizhuang Trading Co., Ltd.
601, Unit 4, Bldg. 2, Xinliyuan, Taohuayuan Community, Zhaoshang St., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA

**Legal Entity:**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized:**
CHINA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney:**
RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DELACRUZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97424996
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099027
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Accumulator boxes; Batteries and battery chargers; Communication hubs; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer network hubs, switches and routers; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Electric storage batteries; Electronic hubs for connecting portable electronic devices in an automobile; Emergency auto kits comprised of a battery charger and a hand held spotlight; Photovoltaic cells and modules; Photovoltaic inverters; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; USB hubs; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging pads for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yang, Lijuan
- **Address**: Yang, Lijuan Rm.B2201,Bldg.1, Lingshang Huafu Linghangcheng,Xixiang St., Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DLSMDOUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97424999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Beverageware; Dinnerware; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Cardboard cups; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; China ornaments; Coffee mugs; Demitasse sets comprised of cups, saucers and stirring spoons sold as a unit; Dishers; Drinking straws; Drinking straws for babies and children; General purpose storage bins for household use; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Paper plates and paper cups; Tea sets

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use In Commerce** May 07, 2022

**In Commerce** May 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Fuzhou Donglian Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Fuzhou Donglian Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, Building 5#, No. 2, Kuaizhou Road, Mawei Town, Mawei District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350015 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
DOSOLMISOL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425001</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;DOSOLMISOL&quot; in stylized font. Above &quot;DOSOLMISOL&quot; is a cube made up of lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Artificial lawn; Barbecue grill floor mats; Bath mats; Beach mats; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors; Chair mats; Door mats; Floor mats for vehicles; Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Foam mats for use on play area surfaces; Judo mats; Pet feeding mats; Wall paper; Wrestling mats; Yoga mats

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50

**International Class Title** Floor Coverings

**First Use** May 09, 2022

**In Commerce** May 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Ma, Xiaoting

**Address** Ma, Xiaoting No. 19, Qunli Group, Sugongdi Village, Longyang Town, Hanshou County Changde, Hunan CHINA 415900

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DUYUWUYO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425004</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7099030</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bedspreads; Brocades; Calico; Comforters; Drapery; Duvets; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Cotton cloth; Flat bed sheets; Lap blankets; Lap rugs; Pillow cases; Quilt covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Yu, Shuaichao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 22, Group 12, Linxi Village Sanxing Town, Haimen City Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA 226000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97425006  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7099031  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ELIPHELET

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Cheese graters; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cookery molds; Dental floss; Dental floss picks; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Exfoliating brushes; Eyeglass cleaning cloths; Garden hose sprayers; Insect collecting cages; Non-electric coffee makers; Pill boxes for personal use; Power-operated brush used to clean and exfoliate the skin; Waffle irons, non-electric
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass  
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 10, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yunxuan Communication Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yunxuan Communication Co., Ltd. 14A, Yunfa Yujing Lanting, No.19, Xiantong Road, Xianhu Community, Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000

- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examiner Information**

- **Examiner**: Renneker, Christopher

---

12248
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ERASMIOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425008
- **Application Filing Date**: May 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099032
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Pendants; Beads for making jewellery; Body jewelry; Clip earrings; Cuff links and tie clips; Drop earrings; Hoop earrings; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Necklaces; Rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**
  - **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tian, Weixing
- **Address**: No. 017, Zengjiapai Group, Wuxing Community, Langtang Town, Xinhua County, Loudi, Hunan, CHINA 417607
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**Mark Literal(s)** FUWELIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425010</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7099033</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Cups; Bottle stands; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cookery molds; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Dishers; Empty spray bottles; Fish tanks; Garden hose sprayers; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Kitchen containers; Non-modular containers for use in transportation and storage for household use; Pet feeding dishes; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Tea infusers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 08, 2022</td>
<td>May 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Fuweilian Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Fuweilian Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. 801, No. 5, Area 4, Nanzhuang Old Village, Xinzhuang Community, Guangming District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518106 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GANXULER

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425011</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>7099034</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;ganxuler&quot; in stylized font. Above &quot;ganxuler&quot; is an irregular star.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Earphones; Spectacles; Alarm installations and alarms; Batteries and battery chargers; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Computer keyboards; Computer network adapters, switches, routers and hubs; GPS navigation device; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Smart watches; Smartphone mounts; Sound systems comprising remote controls, amplifiers, loudspeakers and components therefor; Telepresence robots; Wearable computer peripherals in the nature of wireless mice

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Ding, Guohua **Address** No. 16, Group 1, Nongzhuang Village, Zhangjiawei Town, Siyang County Suqian, Jiangsu CHINA 223700 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOAJAF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425013 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099035 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Bumper stickers; Cosmetic pencil sharpeners; Decorative stickers for cars; Decorative stickers for helmets; Document stamp racks; Magnetic bumper stickers; Nail stencils; Plastic garbage bags; Removable tattoo transfers; Stickers and decalcomanias; Temporary tattoo transfers; Vehicle bumper stickers; Vehicle tailgate lettering stickers; Wall stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Mixi Address Chen, Mixi Room1104,NO.23,Fengyanyuan,3rd Street Yongning Street,Zengcheng District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511340 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRENVINTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425014 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099036 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Workbenches; Camping furniture; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture for displaying goods; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Night tables; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; School furniture; Shelves for storage
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grendale Trading (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. Address Grendale Trading (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. Room 406,No.1 South Xidi 2nd Road, Siming District Xiamen Fujian CHINA 361001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AISHANGMEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425015 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099037 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AISHANGMEI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Snoods; Arm bands for designating team member positions in sports activities; Cellular phone accessory charms; Charms for shoes; Haberdashery bows; Haberdashery ribbons of paper; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair nets; Korean ornamental hairpins (Binyer); Laces for footwear; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms; Ribbons of textile for packaging and for wrapping; Rubber bands for hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Feb. 19, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruijin Lingshang Electronic Commerce Co. LTD Address Ruijin Lingshang Electronic Commerce Co. LTD Rm 203, No.3, E-commerce Incubation Park Chuangye Avenue, ETDZ Jinnri, Jiangxi CHINA 342500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HIUOCIHR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Chessboards; Artificial Christmas trees; Badminton shuttlecocks; Hand pads for athletic use; Infant's rattles; Model racing car bodies; Paper airplanes; Pogo sticks; Rideable toy vehicles; Table tennis bats; Tabletop games; Toy aircraft; Toy candy dispensers; Toy jewelry; Toy tiaras

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** May 06, 2022
**In Commerce** May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Bengbu Dana Trading Co., Ltd.
**Address** Bengbu Dana Trading Co., Ltd. 521,Bldg.2,Sci.&Tech.Bldg., No.1151,Yanan Nan Rd.,Yanshan Township,Bengshan Dist. Bengbu, Anhui CHINA 233000
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOMETODOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425018 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099039
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buttonhooks; Vases; Baskets for household purposes; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; China ornaments; Dish drying racks; Garden gnome figurines comprised of terra cotta; Glass for decorative purposes, namely, sea glass; Laundry baskets; Piggy banks; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Soap dishes; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Stained glass figurines; Trays for household purposes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deng, Zhenqiang Address Deng, Zhenqiang No. 26, Youhang Village Huangpo Town, Wuchuan City Zhanjiang, Guangdong CHINA 524563 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
TM 10174  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JASUBAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425021  Application Filing Date  May 23, 2022  Registration Number  7099040  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lipstick; Lipsticks; Anti-aging cream; Anti-aging creams; Anti-wrinkle cream; Anti-wrinkle creams; Automobile carpet and upholstery cleaning preparations; Beauty soap; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Essential oils for personal use; Eyebrow pencils; Floor polish; Household cleaning preparations; Mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; Non-medicated foot soaks; Skin moisturizer masks; Synthetic detergents for clothes; Tooth whitening gels  International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  May 08, 2022  In Commerce  May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhang, Haizhu  Address  Zhang, Haizhu  No. 804, Building 8,Yard 29  Wenbo East Road, Jinshui District  Zhengzhou, Henan  CHINA  450000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JEOYSWE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425022</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099041</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Copper alloys; Hangers in the nature of metal hooks used to hang a purse or bag from a table; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Hat-hanging hooks of metal; Hose hangers of metal; Joists of iron or steel; Joists of metal; Metal clamps; Metal clothes hooks; Metal garment hooks; Tent pegs of metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**First Use** May 04, 2022 **In Commerce** May 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Henan Yingzhichuang Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Henan Yingzhichuang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 178,32/F, Bldg.6,Liuheyuan, No. 1, Suoling Road, Jinshui District Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ACADIFOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425023 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099042
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels; Bath towels; Blanket throws; Burp cloths, not of paper; Cloth flags; Coasters of textile; Fabric finish or surface treatment composition sold as a component of finished treated or coated textiles and fabrics to enhance printing of designs and patterns thereon; Fireproof upholstery fabrics; Pillow covers; Polyester fabric; Shower curtains; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin XuHua Address Lin XuHua No. 77,Fangxia Hongxing Farm,Gaishan Town, Cangshan District, Fuzhou city Fujian Province CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KC-XIWARLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425024 Application Filing Date May 23, 2022 Registration Number 7099043 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for carrying pets; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Crossbody bags; Evening bags; Felt pouches; Hiking bags; Mesh shopping bags; Pouches for holding keys; Pouches for holding school supplies that fits over the back of a chair; Pouches of textile; Sunshade parasols; Wash bags sold empty for carrying toiletries; Wrist or ankle mounted wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Kale Crafts Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Kale Crafts Co., Ltd. One of Room 601, Block 5 Xingyuan, Jinping District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515041 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AKASALIRK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97425026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "AKASALIRK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Backpacks; Luggage; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Baggage tags; Coin purses; Crossbody bags; Hiking rucksacks; Luggage tags; Make-up bags sold empty; School knapsacks; Shoulder bags; Straps for handbags; Trunks being luggage
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Lin Wei  
**Address**: Lin Wei, No. 18, Niu Road, Guozhai Village, Gaishan Town, Cangshan District, Fuzhou city, Fujian Province, CHINA  
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: RYM2022

**Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUCAVIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425029 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099045
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LUCAVIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pants; Pullovers; Sneakers; Socks; Swimwear; Board shorts; Cobblers' aprons; Dresses that may also be used as towels; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Infant wear; Long-sleeved shirts; Novelty headwear with attached wigs; Over shirts; Tank tops; Hooded pullovers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 03, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ou Xuemin Address Ou Xuemin No.1, Floor 1,Unit 1,Building 1,No.91 Xihuan Road,Jincheng Town, Yilong County Sichuan Province CHINA 637600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TMILIRKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425032 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099046
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TMILIRKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach towels; Blanket throws; Duvet covers; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Lap rugs; Nylon flags; Pet blankets; Pillow cases; Polyester fabric; Printed calico cloth; Shower curtains; Bed linen; Table linen of textile; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 02, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang ChengLong Address Yang ChengLong Guangqiao 52,Yuejin Village,Gaishan Town Cangshan District,Fuzhou city Fujian Province CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WODERDENG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425034
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099047
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**:
  - Downlights; Lamps; Aquarium lights; Battery-operated night lights; Flat panel lighting apparatus; Flood lights; Floor lamps; Hanging lamps; LED lamps; Lighting fixtures; Overhead lamps; Pendant lighting fixtures; Sconce lighting fixtures; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Street lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhongshan City Heding Lighting Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 3rd Floor-4,No.12,7th Road,West Bank South Road,Gangnan,Guzhen Town Zhongshan City CHINA 528400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: RYM2022
- **Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HINOVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425037 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099048 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D printers; Dish washing machines; Electric food blenders; Electric lawn mowers; Electric milk frothers; Electrical juice extractors for fruit; Juice machines; Machine tools, namely, rotary dies for cutting boxes for packaging industry; Meat and food grinder attachments for electric mixers for household use; Metal working machines, namely, machining centers; Power-operated meat grinders; Power-operated tools, namely, lawn and garden edgers; Power tools, namely, drill presses; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Weeding machines; Aerating pumps for aquaria; Electric pumps; Fish-netting machines; Vacuum pumps

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yinuo Jiangxing Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Yinuo Jiangxing Technology Co., Ltd 1505, bldg 1, Jufang sq, tiezi Rd Gongle community, xixiang st, Baoan Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L

12265
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KNHORFAD

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97425045 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099049
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Automatic pet feeders; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Canister sets; Ceramic figurines; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cleaning sponges; Dish cloths; Dishers; Egg poachers; Kitchen containers; Lazy susans; Mason jars; Pastry molds; Shower racks; Toothpaste dispensers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Zhengzhou Chongbai Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Chongbai Network Technology Co., Ltd. No.1602,16/F,No.17,Business Waihuan Rd., Zhengzhou Area (Zhengdong),Henan PFTZ. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KOLEIMIR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425046</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099050</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Koleimir" in stylized font, On the left is a circular shadow with a double helix shape and the letter K inside.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording Koleimir has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements for endurance sports; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplemental drinks in the nature of vitamin and mineral beverages; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Enzyme dietary supplements; Enzyme food supplements; Enzymes for medical purposes; Health food supplements; Medicated cosmetics; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: May 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Koleimir Corp.
- **Address**: Koleimir Corp. STE 314C 1942 Broadway Street Boulder, Colorado 80302
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
TM 10185
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ELFEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425047  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099051
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquarelles; Calendar desk stands; Cardboard; Caricatures; Color prints in the nature of lithographs; Notebook paper; Painting palettes; Paper; Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed children's books; Printed coloring books; Printed diplomas for use as novelty awards; Printed flip charts; Watercolor paintings; Writing or drawing books; Paper notebooks; Printed children's books and dolls sold as a unit; Printed comic strips appearing in newspaper, magazine; Printed notebooks; Wire-bound notebooks
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use May 02, 2022  In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu Weizhe  Address Lu Weizhe No.4,Ln1,Xiacuo Nei,Yunbuanchang Aly Fengxi Dist,Chaozhou City Guangdong Province CHINA 521000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KREIKFRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425048 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099052
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording kreikfro has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collages; Canvas for painting; Decorative stickers for cars; Document portfolios; File pockets for stationery use; Gift bags; Gift boxes made of cardboard; Marker pens; Oil paintings; Packing paper; Painting sets for children; Photo albums; Printed posters; Stationery boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name You, Jiancheng Address You, Jiancheng No.63 Xiaolin, Dongqin Village Dongzhuang Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351156 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LANAVINES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425050  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099053
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording LanaVines has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach towels; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Cloth banners; Door curtains; Fabric flags; Non-woven fabrics and felts; Pet blankets; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile place mats; Textile tablecloths
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics  First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Zhonghu  Address Huang, Zhonghu No.403,Shuangxi Group, Shangdian Village, Wabu Town, Shou County Huainan, Anhui CHINA 232000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425052</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Reason For Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
LEXYFOTO

## Mark Information

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

### For
Video-telephones; Videophones; Decorative switch plate covers; Electronic metering faucets; Mobile telephone batteries; Mobile telephones; Multiple purpose cameras; Musical instrument amplifiers; Protective eyewear; Sports helmets; Swimming goggles; Telephone and radio lightwave data links; Videocameras; Voltage monitor modules; MP3 players

### International Classes
9 - Primary Classes

### US Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

### International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### First Use
May 03, 2022

### In Commerce
May 03, 2022

## Basis Information

### Currently Use
Yes

## Owner Information

### Owner Name
Wang, Wenjun

### Address
Wang, Wenjun  No. 20, Qishe, Heyankou Village  Shuanghe Town, Zizhong County  Neijiang, Sichuan  CHINA  641000

### Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL

### Citizenship
CHINA

## Examining Attorney

### Examining Attorney
BEGGS, MONICA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LIYADEHAO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For                     | Bath gloves; Bath linen; Bed covers; Blankets for household pets; Canopies being bed linen; Dish towels; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Fitted bed sheets; Kitchen towels; Mosquito nets; Shower room curtains; Slumber bags; Tea towels; Textile fabrics for lingerie |
| International Classes   | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes              | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use               | May 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce             | May 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name          | Zhengzhou Laiyong Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address             | Zhengzhou Laiyong Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.1201,Unit 1, Bldg.1,Jinyong Shuizhijun Dehui St.,Zhengdong New District. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 |
| Legal Entity        | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MISSRIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425056</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099056</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "MISSRIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bird cages; Bird feeders; Brushes used for cleaning medical instruments; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cleaning sponges; Cooking utensils, namely, grill covers; Dishers; Electric face cleansing brushes; Frying pans; Household utensils, namely, graters; Lunch boxes made of metal; Pastry molds; Plastic juice box holders; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Squeegees for dishes

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use In Commerce** May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Zhuhai Xiaoniao Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Zhuhai Xiaoniao Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 316,Bldg. 5, No.266,Xinwan 7th Road Tangjiawan Town, Gaoxin District Zhuhai, Guangdong CHINA 519085 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NYECOEA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425060</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099057</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>NYECOEA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Translation** | The wording "NYECOEA" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For All purpose portable household containers; Baking mats; Camping grills; Cleaning brushes for household use; Dutch ovens; Electric lint removers; Electric tooth brushes; Garden hose sprayers; Hand-operated grinders; Juice strainers; Non-electric coffee makers; Non-electric deep fryers; Non-electric ice cream makers; Non-electric yogurt makers; Power-operated atomizers for household use

| **International Classes** | 21 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Housewares and Glass |
| **First Use** | May 07, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | May 07, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Shenzhen Ningyi Technology Co., Ltd. |
| **Address** | Shenzhen Ningyi Technology Co., Ltd. 701,No. 53, Chaguang Village,Shuguang Community,Xili Street,Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BEGGS, MONICA L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PATIGROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97425061 | Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099058 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording Patigrow has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bird feeders; Electric hot brushes; Electric hot combs; Flower and plant cultivation trays; Flower pot holders; Horticultural, plastic buckets hanging from free standing platform incorporating a micro-drip irrigation system for use in growing any type of vegetable, plant or shrub; Lawn sprinklers; Natural and synthetic fiber coco liners fitted for plant boxes, plant pots, and plant baskets; Planters for flowers and plants; Plastic lids for plant pots; Raised garden planters; Self-watering planters for flowers and plants; Spray nozzles for garden hoses; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Terrariums for plants

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 06, 2022
In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ouhua Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ouhua Technology Co., Ltd. B2005,No.2 Longguan West Rd,Gaofeng Community, Dalang St., Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PLIOPYIK

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425062</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

#### Translation
The wording PLIOPYIK has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
#### For
Electric action toys; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Squeeze toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toys; Toy animals; Toy balloons; Toy cameras; Toy cars; Toy figures; Toy for pets; Toy model cars; Toy robots

#### International Classes
28 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

#### First Use
May 09, 2022

#### In Commerce
May 09, 2022

### Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

### Owner Information
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hangzhou Nuochuan Information Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hangzhou Nuochuan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.202,Unit 1,Bldg.2,Development Plaza No.439,Jincheng Rd.Xiaoshan District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney
Examinee Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUIKIAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425063 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099060
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PUIKIAI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Socks; Sweatbands; Swimwear; T-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Belts for clothing; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Insoles for shoes and boots; Novelty headwear with attached wigs; Outdoor mittens; Shawls and headscarves; Skirts and dresses; Visors being headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 07, 2022
In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Huiling Address Li, Huiling No. 2, Beisanlangmiao Village, Zhongtou Town, Jiaxian County Pingdingshan, Henan CHINA 467100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  RIJTAJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425065  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099061
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording RIJTAJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; Decorative decoys made of plastic; Display stands; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Hanging locker shelving made of fabric; Hat boxes for storage made of plastic; Jewellery organizer displays; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Picture and photograph frames; Plastic baseball card collectors cases; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Plastic door hangers for indicating the room occupant's activity; Plastic signboards; Side tables
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  May 07, 2022  In Commerce  May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wei, Zhangmin  Address  Wei, Zhangmin  No.38, Hengshanshang Group, Zhuxi Village, Ganzhu Town, Guangchang County, Fuzhou, Guangdong, CHINA  344900  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney  BEGGS, MONICA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROWODOZT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425069 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099062
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ROWODOZT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Art etchings; Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Canvas panels for artists; Custom paintings; Drawing materials for blackboards; Graphic fine art prints; Painting sets for children; Paintings and calligraphic works; Paintings in mixed media; Printed posters; Watercolor paintings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taijiang District Yongying Zhuyuan Daily Necessities Store Composed of Zhang, Yongying, a citizen of China Address Taijiang District Yongying Zhuyuan Daily Necessities Store No. 13, Baima South Road Cangxia Street, Taijiang District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UASJKH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425082  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099063  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial corsages; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial wreaths; Brooches for clothing; Cellular phone accessory charms; Hair pins and grips; Outdoor artificial foliage; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Silk flowers; Snap fasteners
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Baoshilong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Baoshilong Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 506,Bldg. C,Guangxingyuan Internet Creative Park,Xingye Rd.,Baoan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518101
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XHFDOSG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425085  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099064
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases adapted for cameras; Cases adapted for computers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cases for telephones; Cell phone cases; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Waterproof cases for smart phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Apr. 28, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma, Gengtao  Address Ma, Gengtao 102, No. 36, Tianzhongyang Road South, Chengtian Town, Chaonan District, Shantou, Guangdong, CHINA 515000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M

12281
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DBMBKSYE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425092</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording DBMBKSYE has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Covers for tablet computers; Protective cases for smartphones; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Stabilizers for smartphones with protective cases |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 22, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 22, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CHEN Zengda |
| Address | CHEN Zengda No. 28, Group 4, Shengjiang Village Dongwu Town, Yinzhou District Ningbo City, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S |
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
EVOYORUI

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97425094
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099066
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording EVOYORUI has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Bicycle speedometers; Body fat scales for household use; Cases for mobile phones; Chargers for smartphones; Distance measuring apparatus; Face masks for diving; Portable power chargers; Skateboard helmets; Swimming goggles

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou kewuyou Information Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Guangzhou kewuyou Information Technology Co., Ltd Room 2009, No. 77, Zhongshan Avenue Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
**MARK Literal(s)** GODERFUU

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Stools; Beauty salon furniture; Furniture for house, office and garden; Jewelry organizer displays; Picture frames; Side tables; Storage racks
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**BASE INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Haichi Cui
- **Address**: Group 2, Guaizizhang Village, Nanxi Town, Changge City, Henan, CHINA 461500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JIUZHOUXIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425097  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099068
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cardboard cake circles; Collapsible boxes of paper; Collapsible cardboard boxes; Gift wrapping paper; Packaging boxes of cardboard; Packaging boxes of paper; Packing materials of paper or cardboard; Paper bags for packaging; Paper refuse bags; Signboards of paper or cardboard
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Mar. 01, 2021  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu Huangying  Address Lu Huangying  170 Rongmugen Village, Huo Village  Caojiang Town  Gaozhou City, Guangdong  CHINA  525200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CYAYLM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425098  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099069
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corkscrews; Mugs; Appliances for removing make-up, electric; Automatic soap dispensers; Dusting brushes; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric pet brushes; Electric rotary hair brush for styling a user's hair; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Fitted picnic baskets; Horsehair for brushes; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Pet feeding dishes; Raised garden beds, namely, raised containers for planting contained gardens; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 20, 2022  In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Aliyiteng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Aliyiteng Trading Co., Ltd. Unit 204, Unit 2, Building 5, No. 257 Jialingjiang East Road, Huangdao District Qingdao City, Shandong CHINA 412000  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PVILLEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425099  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099070
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Pvillez has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Book stands; Foot stools; Furniture for house, office and garden; Pet furniture; Picture frames; Side tables; Tea tables
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xuchang Cuiniao Trading Co.,Ltd.  Address  Xuchang Cuiniao Trading Co.,Ltd. Room 302, Unit 2, Building 8 Dongfangmingzhu,Changge City Xuchang,Henan Province  CHINA  461500  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEHRECBT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425100 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099071 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TehRecBT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Earphones; Smartwatches; Audio recorders; CD players; Speaker microphones; Videocassette recorders
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Qiaoliang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xuchang Qiaoliang Trading Co., Ltd. Room 703, Unit 2, Building 1, Fuyuan Phase II, Shuimu Tsinghua, Changge City Xuchang, Henan Province CHINA 461500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 24 MDTZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425104 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099072
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the four letters of MDTZ and the number 24 surrounded by the left ribbon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MDTZ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Brake pads for vehicles; Brake systems for vehicles; Clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; Hubs for vehicle wheels; Lug bolts for vehicle wheels; Mudguards for automobiles; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Transmissions for land vehicles; Windshield wiper blades for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 18, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinquan,Zhang Address Jinquan,Zhang No. 7, 3rd Lane, Qiaolianwei New Village Longsheng Town Kaiping City,Guangdong CHINA 529346 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BASIOLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425106 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099073
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Basiole has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Flannel; Pillowcases; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Fleece blankets; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table cloth of textile; Table linen of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 06, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yu, Meizhen Address Yu, Meizhen No. 215, Kantou, Kantou Village Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
TM 10208 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JIECHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425109 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099074
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Gems; Jewelry; Beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; Children's jewelry; Costume jewelry; Figurines of precious metal and their alloys; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry making kits; Key chains; Pet jewelry; Precious metal pulls; Unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Oct. 11, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Xiwei Address Zhang Xiwei Zhangda Zhuang, Sitong Town Huaiyang County Zhoukou City CHINA 466713 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M

12291
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HENAZIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425113  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022
Registration Number 7099075
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording Henazin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Flannel; Pillowcases; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Fleece blankets; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table cloth of textile; Table linen of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes
US Classes 42, 50
International Class Title Fabrics
First Use Mar. 20, 2022
In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Rongchun
Address Chen, Rongchun  No. 29, Qiancuo, Chipo Village  Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District  Putian, Fujian  CHINA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TONYAUTOPARTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425115
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099076
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Carburetters; Automotive parts, namely, turbocharger systems; Cooling radiators for motors and engines; Engine bearings; Engine exhaust systems comprised of pipes, collector and muffler; Engine parts, namely, electronic fuel injection modules; Engine timing components, namely, cam sprockets and chains; Fuel pumps for land vehicles; Injectors for engines; Oil pumps for use in motors and engines; Replacement parts for machines, namely, replacement parts for trench excavators, drag-line excavators, hoisting machines, locomotive cranes, shoveling machines, power shovels and log handling machines, namely, chassis parts, hydraulic and pneumatic parts; Shaft couplings, not for land vehicles; Starter motors; Starters for motors and engines; Turbochargers for machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gao Haiyan
- **Address**: Gao Haiyan Room 1901, Unit 1, Building 5, Phase 1 Shunfa Wangjiaocheng, Beigan Street Hangzhou City CHINA 311200
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUCHIRIVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97425118 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099077
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized wording "OUCHIRIVER", with "CHIRI" surrounded by an incomplete oval ring. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Loudspeakers; Camera tripods; Chargers for smartphones; Digital media streaming devices; Lighting devices for taking pictures; Lights for use on video cameras; Mounting devices for photographic equipment; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Racks for loudspeakers; Smartphone camera lenses; Smartphone mounts; Smartphone stabilizers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Changsha Xiaoweigou E-Commerce Co. LTD Address Changsha Xiaoweigou E-Commerce Co. LTD 354, Zone B, Kuanyu Building 1908-1911, No.139, Wanjiali Middle Road Section 1, Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410016
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EHOYCQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425119 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022 Registration Number  7099078
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The word "EHOYCQ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, tissue culture flasks; Clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; Disposable bottle liners for use with laboratory apparatus; Disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; Disposable plastic bioreactors for cell culturing; Disposable reusable dispenser syringes for laboratory use; Dust protective goggles and masks; Eyewear accessories, namely, straps, neck cords and head straps which restrain eyewear from movement on a wearer; Fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, bars, anchors, harnesses, lines, lanyards, carabiners and anchorage connectors; Filters for blood and blood components for laboratory use; Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, test tubes; Laboratory equipment, namely, plastic, rubber and elastomer closures, seals and stoppers for laboratory bottles; Laboratory glassware; Laboratory storage tubes; Laboratory swabs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 11, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ma, Huimin Address  Ma, Huimin No.2502,Unit 2,Building.3 No.26,Mianfang West Road,Zhongyuan Dist. Zhengzhou CHINA 450000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ILYUFO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425120 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099079
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Washcloths; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Bath towels; Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Bed throws; Cloth flags; Cushion covers; Pet blankets; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains; Tapestries of textile; Textile place mats; Window curtains; Woollen blankets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xi Cheng Address Xi Cheng No. 51, Group 6, Cuiping Village Dongxi Town, Zhongxian County Chongqing CHINA 400000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRETFINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425121</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099080</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishes; Drinkware; All purpose portable household containers; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Cooking spoons; Household utensils, namely, graters; Kitchen containers; Kitchen mitts; Personal dispensers for capsules and pills for domestic use; Soap dishes; Sponge holders; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Vacuum bottle stoppers; Non-electric cooking pot sets

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 25, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Jinting
Address Liu Jinting Room 503, Unit 2, Building 1 tanyuefu, Guangze Road, Cixi Ningbo City CHINA 315399 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97425122  Application Filing Date: May 24, 2022  Registration Number: 7099081
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): CHSAGA

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97425122  Application Filing Date: May 24, 2022  Registration Number: 7099081
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Blouses; Coats; Dresses; Hats; Pants; Scarves; Shoes; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Clothing jackets; Knitwear, namely, shirts; Knitwear, namely, dresses; Knitwear, namely, sweaters; Polo shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Skirts and dresses


Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Dongguan Liyang Garment Co., Ltd.  Address: Dongguan Liyang Garment Co., Ltd. No. 39 Yuanshanbei Dadao, Changping Town Dongguan, Guangdong  CHINA  523000  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examinee Attorney: SAXTON, EVELYN H
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97425123  
Application Filing Date: May 24, 2022  
Registration Number: 7099082  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YASINNGI

Case Identifiers

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording "YASINNGI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Mark Information

Goods and Services Information

For: Pedometers; Cell phone auxiliary cables; Computer hardware; Computer keyboards; Electric wires and cables; Electronic numeric displays; Eyeglass frames; Life jackets for pets; Luggage scales; Navigational apparatus for automobiles; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for cell phones; Safety tarpaulins; Stands adapted for laptops; Viewfinders, photographic

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use: Mar. 15, 2022  
In Commerce: Mar. 15, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Henan Zhilei Electronic Technology Co. LTD  
Address: Henan Zhilei Electronic Technology Co. LTD  
24F, Unit 1, Building 58, No.1899 Zhongzhou Avenue, Guancheng Huizu Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan 450000  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: BURKE, JUSTINE N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** KEMOZAKA

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Dinnerware; Dishes; Drinkware; Atomizers for household use; Cake molds; Clothes drying hangers; Coffee servers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Electric face cleansing brushes; Ice cube molds; Pastry molds; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Tea sets; Tooth brushes, non-electric; Electrical toothbrushes; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots, pans and dishes

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Apr. 20, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Zhongshan Anjing Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Zhongshan City, CHINA 528458 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CSSCSTONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425126 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099084
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery; Lace; Wigs; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; Breast lift tapes; Clothing buckles; Decorative cords; Fabric appliques; Hair bands; Hair bows; Hair grips; Hair nets; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair pins; Hair slides; Hat pins, other than jewellery; Lace trimmings; Ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Ribbons for the hair; Sewing pins; Trimmings for clothing
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Dong Address Chen Dong 2-802, Guyunyuan, Gushanyuan No. 77, Qianyu East Road, Jin 'an Dist. Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number YVTMZC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LABOVITAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425127 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099085
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microscopes; Beakers; Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, thermometers; pH meters; Precision balances; Slide boxes; Test weights; Weighing equipment, namely, scales and balances; Laboratory pipettes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO STARCRAFT IMP&EXP CO., LTD. Address NINGBO STARCRAFT IMP&EXP CO., LTD. No. 8-110, Jiangdu Mingyuan Lanjiang Street Yuyao City CHINA 315400 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOHERR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425130
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099086
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Christmas tree decorations; Flying toys using electrostatic levitation; Play tents; Portable barres for dancing; Punching toys; Toy bows and arrows; Toy guns; Toy mobiles; Toy models; Toy rockets
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rizhao Ju County Pengfei Internet Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Rizhao Ju County Pengfei Internet Co., Ltd. No. 369, Houxiaohue Village, Changling Town, Ju County, Rizhao, Shandong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WTGGDXT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425131 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099087
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Booties; Boots; Coats; Ankle boots; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic shoes; Dress straps; Footwear, excluding orthopedic footwear; Hooded pullovers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Judian Totem E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hainan Judian Totem E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 507, Fu Cheong Building No. 65, Xiangrong Street, Xiuying District Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570311 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** MOFAABOX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425141</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099088</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Aviaries of metal; Baskets of common metals; Decorative metal sheets consisting of an aluminum or steel substrate and a printed finish to add design; Dumpsters, namely, metal containers for receiving, transporting and dumping waste materials; Fittings of metal for windows; Furniture fittings of metal; Metal bathroom hardware, namely, pulls; Metal clamps; Metal fireplace surrounds and metal decorative fireplace facings; Metal hand-operated electrical holiday light storage reels; Metal shelf brackets; Metal tent pegs; Towel hooks of metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

**International Class Title** Metal

**Goods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Foshan Haomiao Metal Products Co.,Ltd.

**Address** Foshan Haomiao Metal Products Co.,Ltd. One of No. 4, D1 District, Masha Industrial Avenue, Danzao Town, Nanhai Foshan City CHINA 528223

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) KINGPOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425143  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099089
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle storage racks of metal; Door fasteners of metal; Door handles of metal; Fittings of metal for windows; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Hinge pin door closers of metal;
Metal bathroom hardware, namely, pulls; Metal gate stops; Metal hinges; Metal hooks; Metal sash fasteners for windows;
Metal screws; Metal shelf brackets; Metal window fittings; Self-closing hinges of metal; Spring hinges of metal;
Weatherboards of metal; Window fasteners of metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jinbao Hardware & Plastics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jinbao Hardware & Plastics Co., Ltd.
1/F,Bldg 88,Second Industrial Zone, Gongming St,Guangming New Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPEDUCKK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97425144 |
| Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099090 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| Goods and Services |
| Backpacks; Pocketbooks; Portmanteaus; Umbrellas; Beach bags; Costumes for animals; Crossbody bags; Gym bags; Hunting bags; Pet clothing; Sports bags; Travel bags; Umbrella or parasol ribs; Umbrellas for children; Waist bags |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Apr. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 20, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Changzhou Subida Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Changzhou Subida Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1317, Unit jia, Building 1, Fubang Commercial Plaza, Tianning District Changzhou City CHINA 213000 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DEAN, JULES J. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUREMIGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425150 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099091
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Puremigo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper; Boxes of paper; Cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; Decorative paper garlands for parties; Gift boxes; Gift boxes made of cardboard; Packaged kits comprising printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials for educational activities in the field of Children education; Paper envelopes for packaging; Paper gift wrap; Paper party bags; Pochette envelopes of paper; Printed children's interactive educational books; Printed educational and learning publications, namely, booklets and flash cards on a variety of educational disciplines in pre-school through eighth grade; Printed educational materials in the field of Children education; Printed material, namely, surveys and assessments in the field of educator training and performance; Printed matter, namely, newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all in the fields of securities, options and other financial instruments; Printed novelty identification cards; Printed posters; Three dimensional models for educational purposes; Vellum paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Haobei Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Haobei Trading Co., Ltd. 19B1-A1924, One of No. 81, Nonglinxia Road, Yuxiu District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
**Mark Literal(s)** BAEIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425154</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099092</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "BAEIN".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Pliers; Razors; Scissors; Shovels; Spanners; Tweezers; Air pumps, hand-operated; Apparatus for tattooing; Beard clippers; Bits for hand drills; Curling tongs; Cuticle nippers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Egg slicers, non-electric; Electric hair curling irons; Eyelash curlers; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hair clippers for animals; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-operated mandolins for cutting food; Hand-operated vegetable peelers; Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, manually-operated grindstones; Hand tools, namely, punches; Hand tools, namely, stamps; Kitchen knives; Laser hair removal apparatus, other than for medical purposes; Lifting jacks, hand-operated; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Manicure sets; Manual drills; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Nail files; Non-electric can openers; Non-electric crimping irons for the hair; Pedicure sets; Pruning scissors; Razors, electric or non-electric; Screwdrivers, non-electric; Sharpening stones; Sport knives; Sterile body piercing instruments; Table cutlery; Table knives, forks and spoons for babies; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Tattoo needles; Gardening tools, namely, gardening shears and scissors; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades and hoes

**International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44

### First Use

- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  HUANG, YUYAO  
**Address**  NO.602, BUILDING 10, JINSHA GARDEN, SHAZUI RD, FUTIAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  KEATING, SHANNON B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97425155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Apparatus for wireless transmission of acoustic information; Car televisions; Central processing unit (CPU) clocks; Downloadable network access server operating software; Electrical adapters; Mobile computers; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Portable media players; Set-top boxes; Video circuit boards; Video processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Xinhai Vision Technology Co., Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Xinhai Vision Technology Co., Ltd 1608 TOWER A Zhantao Technology Building 1079 Minzhi Rd, Longhua Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KEATING, SHANNON B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REFAHB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425158  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099094
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5914589

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chessboards; Puzzles; Baby rattles; Children's multiple activity toys; Exercise balls; Fidget toys; Paintball guns; Paintballs; Playing cards; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy air pistols; Toy cars; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toy guns; Toy robots; Toy tools; Toy water guns; Water toys; Stuffed dolls
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Feb. 06, 2020  In Commerce  Feb. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Refan Network Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Guangzhou Refan Network Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm V06, 21/F, One of No. 691, Renmin North Road, Liwan District, Guangzhou  CHINA  510000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEATING, SHANNON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  EOILFM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425159</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099095</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Bodysuits; Frocks; Headscarves; Leotards; Nighties; Raincoats; T-shirts; Tights; Adult dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails, characters from animated films; Bathing costumes; Children's dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails, characters from animated films; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Halloween costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Leisure suits; Masquerade costumes; Masquerade costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Rain trousers; Swimming costumes

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title**  Clothing **First Use**  May 20, 2022 **In Commerce**  May 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. **Address**  Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. No. 23, Section 1, Huayang Ave., Huayang St., Tianfu New District, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SLDFMV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425160 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099096 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frocks; Leotards; Nighties; Tights; Adult dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails, characters from animated films; Ball gowns; Bathing costumes; Children's dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails, characters from animated films; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Gloves as clothing; Halloween costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Leisure suits; Long sleeve pullovers; Masquerade costumes; Masquerade costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Motorcycle rain suits; Swimming costumes; Clothing belts made from imitation leather

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. No. 23, Section 1, Huayang Ave., Huayang St., Tianfu New District, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FOYOSKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425161  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099097
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hairbrushes; Bath brushes; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Cleaning sponges; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; Cosmetic spatulas for use with depilatory preparations; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric hot brushes; Electric hot combs; Electric rotary hair brush for styling a user's hair; Electric tooth brushes; Make-up brushes; Oral care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Toiletry sponges; Toothbrush cases
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  May 18, 2022  In Commerce  May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Nove Technology Co., Ltd  Address  Shenzhen Nove Technology Co., Ltd  Rm.301,No.4,Nan Keng South 7 Alley, Bantian St.,Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEATING, SHANNON B
**Reason For Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GYNHD

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425184</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099098</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

For Art kit for use in assembly of art installation that creates a kaleidoscope painting of moving patterns and changing colors consisting of a custom designed incandescent/LED lamp with interchangeable colored glass filtered lenses, glass crystals with custom designed sterling silver bails, plastic mounting hooks, filaments for suspending crystals, a remote control for light color and dimming preferences, micro-fiber cleaning cloths, and instructions; Automotive, industrial, construction, locomotive, aviation, navigation and marine safety-warning lights, namely, strobes, rotating lights and bar lights; Electronic advertisement boards featuring a neon lamp; Electronic control gears (ECGs) for LED lamps and light fixtures; Emergency LED signalling flares; LED and HID light controls; LED vehicle traffic signals; Neon signs; Rotating lights; Slide film mounts

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Feb. 20, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Jiangsu Guoyao Media Group Co., Ltd. **Address** Jiangsu Guoyao Media Group Co., Ltd. 8-238,Zone A, Service Trade Zone,No.268 Lidao Rd, Bagazhou St, Qixia Dist Nanjing CHINA 210000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**Examing Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** KEATING, SHANNON B

---

12316
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
WANIIRFAYR

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425199</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099099</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Banners of paper; Blank paper notebooks; Gift wrapping paper; Honeycomb paper; Laser cut paper; Napkin paper; Paper backdrops for use in photography; Paper cake toppers; Paper party decorations; Paper products, namely, paper tubes and paper cores; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Party ornaments of paper; Push pins; Stickers and decalcomanias; Printed holiday cards
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Yuan Zihao
- **Address**: No. 102, Jibei Administrative Village, Wenji Town, Yingquan District, Fuyang City, CHINA 236000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NAKEDPAPERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425200</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099100</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette rolling papers; Lighters for smokers</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2, 8, 9, 17</td>
<td>Smokers' Articles</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2006</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solidus Communications, Inc.</td>
<td>Solidus Communications, Inc. 454 S Yonge Street ORMOND BEACH FLORIDA 32174</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WSTTYYDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425203  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099101  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Airbags for vehicles; Ashtrays for automobiles; Automobile seat cushions; Automotive interior trim; Cigar lighters for automobiles; Drink holders for vehicles; Fitted car seat covers; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Safety seats for children for motor cars; Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles; Seat belts for use in vehicles; Steering wheel covers; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Wastebaskets specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Windscreens wipers for motor cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu Zuoze Address Zhu Zuoze No. 37, Shangxin, Banshan Village, Yongxi Township, Tiantai County Taizhou City CHINA 318000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B

12319
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OTIKKIS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425204</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording Otikkis in stylized format.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording Otikkis has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Candle holders not of precious metal; Creamer pitchers; Cups, not of precious metal; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Jugs, not of precious metal; Mugs, not of precious metal; Tea pots not of precious metal; Toothpick holders, not of precious metal; Trash cans; Non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: TANG SHAOWEI
- **Address**: TANG SHAOWEI Room 801 of Building I, #47 of East Lianghua New Village, Pengjiang District Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529030
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, GEORGE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZJYXJK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425206
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099103
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beach chairs; Chair pads; Computer keyboard trays; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Drawers and dividers therefor; Furniture for camping; Furniture parts; Hand-held folding fans; Neck support cushions; Pet cushions; Shoe racks; Sink liners; Wind chimes
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hu Lixiang
- **Address**: Hu Lixiang No. 2-804, Building I, Huifeng Licheng, Zhengyang Street, Xiaodian District Taiyuan City CHINA 030000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, SHANNON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COLESMA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425207
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099104
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Calculators; Loudspeakers; Smartphones; Smartwatches; Acceleration sensors; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cell phones; Earphones and headphones; Electronic apparatus, namely, motion detectors; Electronic timers; Portable listening devices, namely, MP3 players; Smart watches; Smartwatch straps; Wearable activity trackers; Wireless chargers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** Apr. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 28, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xu Kaiqun
- **Address**: Xu Kaiqun 2004,Unit 1,Bldg 17,Upper City,Country Garden Taidong Park,West Daya Bay, Huizhou,Guangdong CHINA 516000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: hytm2022
- **Examining Attorney** KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TINAZG QWIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425209 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099105
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camisoles; Dresses; Hoodies; Pajamas; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Underpants; Bathing suits; Leather jackets; Over coats; Pullovers; Sports jerseys; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Fuai Clothing Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Fuai Clothing Co., Ltd. Room 501, building 2, No. 26, Beizha Dongfang Road, Humen Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAIGOF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425211  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099106
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Bird cages for domestic birds; Cleaning cloth; Clothes drying hangers; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household use; Desktop statuary made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass porcelain and terracotta; Flower vases; Glass cartridges for medication sold empty; Incense burners; Non-electric juicers; Planters for flowers and plants; Refuse bins; Rubber household gloves; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Feb. 10, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Yanfu  Address Liu Yanfu  Shop 95, 1st Floor, Building 4#, Binjiang Lijingfeng Jingyuan, No. 176 Fuzhou City CHINA 350000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOORMEΕΕY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425212 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099107
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bassinets; Shelves; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Decorative boxes made of plastic; Furniture parts; Outdoor furniture; Plant racks; Shelves for storage; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Storage racks; Storage racks for storing hanging works of art; Towel racks; Wall-mounted tool racks; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Woerde Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Woerde Electronics Co., Ltd. Tianmei Xiangnan 3rd Street No. 25, Huangjiang Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province CHINA 523507 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEEFAIRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425213 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099108 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Endoprostheses; Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Adult sexual stimulation kit comprised primarily of sex toys and a printed workbook; Artificial breasts; Artificial limbs; Artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; Baby feeding dummies; Breast prostheses; Hair prostheses; Love dolls; Prosthetic limbs, namely, arms, feet, legs; Sex dolls; Sex toys International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Linzhihuo Silicone Rubber Products Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Linzhihuo Silicone Rubber Products Co., Ltd. Room 205, No. 82, Yilong Road, Chang'an Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
Mark Literal(s) AMZAI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97425214 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099109 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Stickers; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for cars; Personalized stickers; Pictorial prints; Stickers and decalcomanias; Wall decals; Watercolor paintings; Watercolor pictures; Writing or drawing books; Printed greeting cards; Printed holiday cards; Printed post cards. International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Anshan Amaiwhale Culture Development Co., Ltd. Address Anshan Amaiwhale Culture Development Co., Ltd. 301-25 Garden Road, Tiedong District, Anshan City, Liaoning Province CHINA 114000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number hytm2022

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EVDESIGNR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425218</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099110</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive interior paneling; Car window shades; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Custom leather interiors for vehicles; Fitted automotive seat covers; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Hub caps; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Vehicle seat protectors; Vehicle side view mirror covers; Vehicle wheel rim protectors; Wheel covers</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ou Zijie</td>
<td>Room 202, No. 6, Lane 1170 Panyu Road, Xuhui District Shanghai City CHINA</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEATING, SHANNON B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ERUDITENESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425228 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099111
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parts of motorcycles, namely, clutch master cylinder assemblies; Shock absorbing springs for motor cars; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Vehicle hood and fender louvers and vents
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Yueqin Address Wang Yueqin Room 1704, Building 11, Building 1 No. 1, Jintan, Tongshan Street Ningde City CHINA 355200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**: TYKJGRET

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Abdominal wheel rollers for fitness purposes; Christmas tree decorations; Cribbage boards; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Novelty toy face masks; Pet toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Stuffed toy animals; Water toys; Yoga wheels

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**: Mar. 21, 2022  **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Wang Shasha  **Address**: Wang Shasha Room 902, Office Building Huishang Fortune Plaza, Jinghu District Wuhu City CHINA  241000

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHAT RUNS YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425238 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099113 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing fitness training services in the field of running

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 06, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2018

For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, tank tops, shorts, pants, sweatshirts, jackets, headbands, and sweatbands

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 06, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name What Runs You, LLC Address What Runs You, LLC 1269 Elderslie Lane York PENNSYLVANIA 17403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W1207/30001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
XAGYL

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97425241
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099114
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dumbbells; Trampolines; Ascenders being mountaineering equipment; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Climbers' harnesses; Deck grips for sports equipment boards, namely, surfboards, body boards, paddleboards; Exercise hand grippers; Exercise pulleys; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Halloween masks; Infant swings; Play tents; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Stretching exercise machines
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Xin'an Supply Chain Guangzhou Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xin'an Supply Chain Guangzhou Co., Ltd. Room 618, 6th Floor, No. 338, 340, Fushi Road, Dashi Street, Panyu District, Guangzhou CHINA 511400
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, SHANNON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RISKY MUSIC GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425253
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099115
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MUSIC GROUP"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6280728

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Musical recordings; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Compact discs featuring music; Digital music system that synchronizes digital music files stored on a home unit and a car unit; Downloadable music files; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Risky Music Group LLC
- **Address**: Risky Music Group LLC 5850 Rothsay Road Lansing MICHIGAN 48911
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 83875-3001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KESPRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425254 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099116
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "KESPRY" in a stylized font, with a line beneath the letter "K" at the beginning of the word.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4996436

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in the collection, recording, transmission, storage, sharing, management, visualization, and analysis of data and information collected from drones and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); Downloadable computer software for use in flight planning and automated piloting of drones and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 2020 In Commerce Jun. 2020 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/01/2015 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/01/2015
For Rental of drones; Rental of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jun. 2020 In Commerce Jun. 2020 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/01/2015 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/01/2015
For Providing online, non-downloadable software for data management, visualization, and analysis

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Jun. 2020 **In Commerce**: Jun. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Firmatek Software, LLC **Address**: Firmatek Software, LLC 10010 San Pedro Ave., Suite 850 San Antonio, TEXAS 78216 **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: FTEK01-00016

**Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M

---

12335
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) REPOWERING THE PLANET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425258 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099117
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motors, gears and drives for orientating solar panels
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
For Solar panel mounts made of metal; Metal structures for mounting solar panels
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gamechange Solar Corp. Address Gamechange Solar Corp. 230 East Avenue Norwalk
CONNECTICUT 06855 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1420-0062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WEIWEIKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97425265 |
| Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099118 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)**

**Trademark Registration**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**

Abrasive belts for power-operated sanders; Belts for conveyors; Belts for farm vehicle machines; Conveyor belts; Conveyor belts; Conveyor belts made of wire; Timing belts for engines for land vehicles; Timing belts for machines, motors and engines used in industrial applications; Transmission belts not for land vehicles

| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Apr. 25, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**

Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shan Wei |
| Address | Shan Wei Room 502, Building 2, Xingbao Technology Park, Guanlan Street, Longhua District Shenzhen City CHINA 518110 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEATING, SHANNON B |

12337
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) STERZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425268 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099119
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sterz Enterprises, Inc Address Sterz Enterprises, Inc 6527 Timucuans Drive Lakeland FLORIDA
33813 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 57413/9105

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Darno

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425271 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099120
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallpaper; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Anti-slip floor mats made primarily of rubber, plastic and textile; Bathroom mats; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Floor mat systems comprised primarily of floor mats made of rubber, plastic and textile; Floor mats featuring logos made primarily of rubber, plastic and textile; Floor mats for automobiles; Gymnasium exercise mats; Pet litter pan floor mats; Plastic bath mats; Protective floor coverings; Rubber mats; Wall coverings of textile; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings
First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan Weihang Address Yan Weihang Room 917, 9th Floor, Building 1, Yonghe Longzihu Central Plaza, Ping'an Avenue Zhengzhou City CHINA 450000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FORESEEABLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425276</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099121</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Chandeliers; Lamps; Lightbulbs; Electric lighting fixtures; Lamp glasses; Lamp shades; LED landscape lights; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Portable utility lights; Solar-powered all-weather lights; Solar thermal air systems for heating purposes; Spot lights; Stands for electric lighting fixtures; Strip lighting for indoor use; Sun lamps

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: Mar. 06, 2022

In Commerce: Mar. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Shenzhen Jinda Precision Mould Co., Ltd.
Address: Shenzhen Jinda Precision Mould Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, Building A, No. 26 Henggangxia Street, Xinqiao Street Shenzhen City CHINA 518000

Legal Entity: LIMITED

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE LEADING RESOURCE FOR MORTGAGE ORIGINATORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425284 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099122
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending
For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2005 In Commerce Sep. 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scotsman Guide Media, Inc. Address Scotsman Guide Media, Inc. 22118 20th Avenue SE, Suite 129 Bothell WASHINGTON 98021 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
TM 10257 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LNOKOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425285 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099123 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Purses; Beach bags; Diaper bags; Duffel bags; Garment bags for travel; Handbags for ladies; Hiking rucksacks; Messenger bags; Sports bags; Suit bags; Tote bags; Travel bags; Waist packs; Weekend bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Hongtu Changye Trading Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Hongtu Changye Trading Co., Ltd. No. A, 1st Floor, Block 13, Bandao Garden, Huangqi Zhujiang, Dali Town Foshan City CHINA 528000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLONEL HANDYMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97425295 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022 Registration Number  7099124
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HANDYMAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handyman services to provide building construction, repair and installation services in both residential and commercial properties
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Colonel Handyman LLC Address  Colonel Handyman LLC  4955 Aviary Drive NW  Acworth  GEORGIA 30101 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WISEROWL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425299</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099125</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for evaluating performance of contact centers, including providing financial analyses of contact centers, and providing direction, advice, and input for managers of contact centers

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

First Use: Apr. 06, 2022

In Commerce: Apr. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: WiserOwl, LLC

Address: WiserOwl, LLC 8056 Rinnie Seitz Road Nashville INDIANA 47448

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: INDIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 19149.0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
TM 10260 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIMIFTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425302 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099126 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Dishers; Mixing cups; Non-electric cooking steamers; Non-electric crushers for kitchen use; Non-electric food blenders for household purposes; Serviette holders; Serving platters; Stir-fry pans; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wuxinyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wuxinyu Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 101, No. 15, Fenju 8th Lane, Juzikeng Dafen Community, Buji St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zhuoju-141

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INSPIRED SCENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425304 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099127
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SCENTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fragrances; Perfumes; Fragrances and perfumery
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Will Call Media LLC Address Will Call Media LLC 8760 W. Patrick Lane, 1025 Las Vegas NEVADA 89148 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 57410/8538

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAIN SQUEEZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425331 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099128
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-electric citrus juicers; Non-electric citrus squeezer; Non-electric lemon squeezer
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce May 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pathfinder Integrated Systems Address Pathfinder Integrated Systems 695 Ottawa Beach Road Holland MICHIGAN 49424 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAGMAI-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIMETOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425342 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099129
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Field-glasses; Eye glasses; Magnifying lenses; Protective eye pieces; Reflectors for telescopes; Ski glasses; Smart glasses; Sports glasses; Sun glasses; Swimming goggles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wuxinyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wuxinyu Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 101, No.15,Fenju 8th Lane,Juzikeng, Dafen Community,Buji,Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zhuoju-140

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425343</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099130</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BANDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Resistance bands for fitness purposes
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Burn The Ships.com, LLC
- **Address**: Burn The Ships.com, LLC 1445 MacArthur Dr. #216 Carrollton TEXAS 75007
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: MAGBLA-005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**Elixir Dice**

**Mark Literal(s)** ELIXIR DICE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425347</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DICE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dice; Dice games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Hoffman, Neal R |
| Address | Hoffman, Neal R 6768 Woodland Reserve Ct Madeira OHIO 45243 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE 7TS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425349 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099132
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information in the field of pest control
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 2018 In Commerce Jun. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mosquito Squad Franchising SPE, LLC Address Mosquito Squad Franchising SPE, LLC Suite 300 7120 Samuel Morse Drive Columbia MARYLAND 21046 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 515584.341

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAJIDOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425379</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Sajidos has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Charm bracelets; Choker necklaces; Costume jewelry; Drop earrings; Ear studs; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Jewellery and watches; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold; Pierced earrings; Women's jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** May 18, 2022 **In Commerce** May 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Nie, Wenxing **Address** Nie, Wenxing Rm.501, Unit 5, Bldg. 41, Xiangzhagyuan Danxi 3rd Dist., Beiyuan St., Yiwu City Zhejiang CHINA 322000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SHIH, SALLY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SELF LOVE AWARENESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97425393 |
| Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099134 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Self Love Awareness LLC |
| Address | Self Love Awareness LLC No. 409 111 Grafton Avenue Dayton OHIO 45406 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | SLV2201USTM1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | GUROK, GALINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAKJUNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425395 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099135
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MAKJUNS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Cloth coasters; Curtains; Dining linens; Dish towels for drying; Eiderdown covers; Picnic blankets; Pillowcases; Rubberized cloth; Shower curtains; Silk bed blankets; Sleeping bags for babies; Turban towels for drying hair; Wash cloths
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan, Yizhi Address Yan, Yizhi 110 Store,Zhongshan North Street Luocheng Town,Hui'an County Quanzhou CHINA 362100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JISITECAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425400</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099136</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Covers for computer keyboards; Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Cases for smartphones; Computer bags; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer keyboard keycaps; Computer keypads; Covers for smartphones; Headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Mouse mats; Personal stereos; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective films adapted for smartphones
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: May 17, 2022 In Commerce: May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Wang, Gaowei Address: Wang, Gaowei Xinwangzhuang,main street,Qianli Vil. Huanglou Town,Xincai County Zhumadian CHINA 463544 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PEISECKI, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CYLOVINHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425418  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099137
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Dishers; Disposable dinnerware, namely, serving trays; Disposable duster sleeves for cleaning; Holders for toilet paper; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Ice cube molds; Pastry bags; Plastic household storage containers for cereals; Shower racks; Soap brackets; Spice racks; Towel rails
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 23, 2022  In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Dongxi Electronic Commerce Co.,Ltd. Address Yiwu Dongxi Electronic Commerce Co.,Ltd. Room 304, Unit 2, Building 90, Liuqing Eight District, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** GERMSMART

### MARK IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97425425
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099138
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cleaning of commercial premises; Cleaning of residential houses
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Mar. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: GermSmart LLC
- **Address**: GermSmart LLC 155 Water St Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: L554148150

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HISBAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425429 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099139
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Costume jewelry; Rings; Wedding bands; Wedding rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shir Andrews Address Shir Andrews 21 Hoover Dr Thornhill CANADA L3T5M6 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10040591

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Business Name BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOCUSED TATTOOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425437 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099140 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TATTOOS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom art drawing for others
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2005 In Commerce 2010

For Tattooing services; Body piercing
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use 2005 In Commerce 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James Hayden Address James Hayden 12745 Cedar Road Cleveland Heights OHIO 44118 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 37492.04015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
TM 10275 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PEACE OF WISDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425447 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099141 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of common sense, wisdom and humor
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 22, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2021
For Streaming of video material on the Internet
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Sep. 22, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AAndrews Consulting LLC Address AAndrews Consulting LLC 4751 Main Street, Ste. F214 Orange Beach ALABAMA 36561 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUTINPRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425479</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099142</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>April 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USB cables</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huang Xingyun</td>
<td>Huang Xingyun F325, Xincheng Square, Hedong Community, Xixiang Street Shenzhen City CHINA 518000</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(s)
QYQYMY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425487</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099143</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Balloons; Articles of clothing for toys; Bingo cards; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Conical paper party hats; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Easter egg coloring kits; Headwear for dolls; Masquerade masks; Play balloons; Tinsel for decorating Christmas trees; Toy balloons; Toy masks; Toy tiaras; Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Suzhou Chuidao Electronic Commerce Co. Ltd.
- **Address**: Suzhou Chuidao Electronic Commerce Co. Ltd. Room 201, 2nd Floor, No. 337 Majing Road, Mocheng Suzhou CHINA 215500
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Sha2102
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
TM 10278 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOWLPURR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425492 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099144
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Muzzles; Saddlebags; All-purpose carrying bags; Animal carriers; Animal harnesses for horses and dogs; Animal leashes; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Collars for pets; Costumes for animals; Dog shoes; Feed bags for animals; Pet clothing, namely, shirts, skirts and scarves; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; Rawhide chews for dogs; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd. Building C,888 west Huhanu Second Road Lingang New Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone Shanghai City CHINA 201306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HZXHSGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425496 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099145
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brake discs for motorcycles; Motorcycle engines; Motorcycle foot pegs; Motorcycle frames; Motorcycle handlebars; Motorcycle parts, namely, chromed safety pads; Motorcycle parts, namely, heel guards; Motorcycles and structural parts therefor; Mudguards for motorcycles; Pannier bags for motorcycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, fork seals; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar dampers; Pedals for motorcycles; Rack trunk bags for motorcycles; Side view mirrors for vehicles, namely, bicycles, motorcycles and automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haizhixin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Haizhixin Technology Co., Ltd. Room 607, APM Business Building Longhua Street, Longhua New District Shenzhen City CHINA 518131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUGYMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425499 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099146
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AUGYMER" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording AUGYMER has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5012216, 5463509, 5554914 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Chargers for electric batteries; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Earphones; Headphones; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging stands for smartphones; Wireless speakers; Rechargeable batteries; Solar batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liao Jinca Address Liao Jinca 27D,Jinghuige,Jingxin Garden, No.2002,Lianhua Road,Futian Dist. Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995047
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FEHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425501 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099147
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized rune letter F for the spelling of "fehu". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements, namely, carbohydrates in powdered form
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FEHU Address FEHU 3201 Brighton Blvd unit 418 3201 Brighton Blvd Unit 418 Denver COLORADO 80216 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THAIMYBE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97425507 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 24, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099148 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Thaimybe" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ashtrays; Cigar boxes; Cigar cases; Cigar clippers; Cigar lighters; Cigar pouches; Cigar tubes; Cigar wraps; Cigarette ash receptacles; Cigarette boxes; Cigarette cases; Cigarette lighters; Electronic cigarette lighters; Flints and firestones; Flints for lighters; Lighters for smokers
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Taihaomai E-commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Taihaomai E-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 3A12, 3/F, Bldg 3, No. 39 Huancun St, Maogang, Huangpu Dist Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-05-04989

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALPRON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425518
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099149
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ALPRON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Liquid protein supplements; Nutritional supplement in the nature of a nutrient-dense, protein-based drink mix; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix containing protein; Protein dietary supplements; Protein supplement shakes; Protein supplement shakes for weight gain purposes; Protein supplements; Soy protein dietary supplements; Soy protein for use as a nutritional supplement in various powdered and ready-to-drink beverages; Vegan liquid protein supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Mar. 20, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
- **Owner Name**: SMIKIE USA INC
- **Address**: SMIKIE USA INC 13318 39TH AVE 1FL FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11354
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ZC220500150
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425519</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099150</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Advisory services relating to nutrition; Consulting services in the fields of health and nutrition; Counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and lifestyle wellness; Dietitian services; Food nutrition consultation; Nutrition counseling; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, sports performance; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, nutrition and recipe development; Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, pediatric nutrition; Providing information in the fields of health and wellness in the field of nutrition and sports nutrition via a website; Providing information in the fields of health and wellness in the field of nutrition, meal planning, and recipe development via a website; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of nutrition, health and wellness; Providing nutrition information via a website; Providing nutritional information about drinks; Providing nutritional information about food; Providing a website featuring information on health and nutrition; Providing a website featuring information about nutrition; Providing a website featuring information about health, wellness and nutrition; Providing information about dietary supplements and nutrition; Providing information about health, wellness and nutrition via a website; Providing information in the field of nutrition; Services rendered by a dietician; Providing healthy lifestyle and nutrition services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling

- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2015

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Bucket List Tummy, LLC
- **Address**: Bucket List Tummy, LLC 715 Karn Court Brunswick MARYLAND 21716
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
TM 10285 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425520  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099151
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of It is the outline drawing of a mountain.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bonnets; Knitted caps; Ski masks; Sports caps and hats; Face masks being headwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhu, Yuanfeng  Address  Zhu, Yuanfeng  The second floor of Thunderbird Stationery, 93 Xiahe Road, Beiyuan St  Yiwu, Zhejiang  CHINA  322000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUILZON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425534 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099152 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Plates; Beer glasses; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Coffee cups; Coffee mugs; Drinking glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Fruit bowls of glass; Insulated mugs; Lunch boxes; Oven mitts; Tablemats, not of paper or textile; Travel mugs; Wine glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Fengqin Address Huang, Fengqin No. 50, Fengmei Village Road Jiangkou Town, Hanjiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SV- 494-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUTTON POETRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97425535 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 24, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099153 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POETRY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Publication of print books; Online electronic publishing of ebooks, audiobooks, videos, illustrations, audio recordings
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Button Publishing Inc
- **Address**: Button Publishing Inc 2855 Anthony Lane S, STE 225 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55418
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON & DUNHAM, PC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97425540 | Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099154 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PC" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Legal services |
| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| First Use | May 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON & DUNHAM, PC |
| Address | KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON & DUNHAM, PC 178 West Main Street Spartanburg SOUTH CAROLINA 29306 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | SOUTH CAROLINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 16222.0008 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HACK, ANDREA R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUXUTEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425547</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099155</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Coverlets; Flannel; Pillowcases; Baby blankets; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Fleece blankets; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table cloth of textile; Table linen of textile |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Mar. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name     | Huang, Jiancong |
| Address        | Huang, Jiancong No. 33, Huangcuo, Zhuodong Village Pinghai Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 |
| Legal Entity   | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship    | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | SV- 494-02 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
KD TRIAL LAWYERS  
KILLOREN KISSINGER DANTIN DENTON & DUNHAM, PC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425555</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099156</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| No                      | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | The mark consists of a square containing the stylized text "KD TRIAL LAWYERS" to the side of the stylized wording "KILLOREN KISSINGER DANTIN DENTON & DUNHAM, PC" arranged vertically. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "TRIAL LAWYERS" AND "PC"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON &amp; DUNHAM, PC Address</th>
<th>KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON &amp; DUNHAM, PC 178 West Main Street Spartanburg SOUTH CAROLINA 29306 Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 16222.0009 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HACK, ANDREA R |
# TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
BANK OF AMERICA
PREFERRED REWARDS GOLD

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425556</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099157</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BANK" AND "PREFERRED REWARDS"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: As to "BANK OF AMERICA"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0853860, 2713720, 2494690 and others

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Promoting various banking and financial services by means of discounts, advertisements, and incentives generated in connection with customers' use of deposit accounts, checking accounts, certificates of deposit, individual retirement accounts, brokerage accounts and general investment accounts
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2015

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Bank of America Corporation
- **Address**: Bank of America Corporation 100 North Tryon Street Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28255
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 50195.1894.1
- **Examining Attorney**: BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANK OF AMERICA
PREFERRED REWARDS PLATINUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425562 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099158
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BANK" AND "PREFERRED REWARDS"
Acquired Distinctiveness In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "BANK OF AMERICA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0853860, 2713720, 2494690 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting various banking and financial services by means of discounts, advertisements, and incentives generated in connection with customers' use of deposit accounts, checking accounts, certificates of deposit, individual retirement accounts, brokerage accounts and general investment accounts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bank of America Corporation
Address Bank of America Corporation 100 North Tryon Street Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28255
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 50195.1894.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KD TRIAL LAWYERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425565</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099159</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a square containing the stylized text &quot;KD TRIAL LAWYERS&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;TRIAL LAWYERS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Legal services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON & DUNHAM, PC Address KILLOREN, KISSINGER, DANTIN, DENTON & DUNHAM, PC 178 West Main Street Spartanburg SOUTH CAROLINA 29306 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 16222.0010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANK OF AMERICA
PREFERRED REWARDS PLATINUM HONORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425567 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099160
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BANK" AND "PREFERRED REWARDS" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "BANK OF AMERICA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0853860, 2713720, 2494690 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting various banking and financial services by means of discounts, advertisements, and incentives generated in connection with customers' use of deposit accounts, checking accounts, certificates of deposit, individual retirement accounts, brokerage accounts and general investment accounts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bank of America Corporation Address Bank of America Corporation 100 North Tryon Street Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28255 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 50195.1894.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
TM 10295   TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE   JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97425578  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099161
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a gorilla head in the shape of a circle. Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Installation of stone building materials

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and
Repair  First Use Jul. 2020  In Commerce Jul. 2020

For Custom fabrication and production of stone building materials

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Material
Treatment  First Use Jul. 2020  In Commerce Jul. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Gorilla Stone Inc  Address Gorilla Stone Inc  501 Griffith Rd  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28217
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number L555569998

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BUCKET LIST TUMMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425581  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099162  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Counseling services in the field of physical fitness; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Personal coaching services in the field of intuitive eating; Personal coaching services in the field of sports nutrition; Personal coaching services in the field of meal planning and nutrition; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and recipes in the field(s) of sports nutrition; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and recipes in the field(s) of pediatric nutrition; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and recipes in the field(s) of nutrition and recipe development; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of intuitive eating; Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of sports nutrition; Publishing e-books in the field of intuitive eating; Publishing e-books in the field of sports performance nutrition; Video production services; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of intuitive eating; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of sports nutrition; Virtual personal coaching services in the field of meal planning and nutrition; Writing of articles for periodicals other than for advertising or publicity
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Sep. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bucket List Tummy, LLC  Address  Bucket List Tummy, LLC  715 Karn Court  Brunswick  MARYLAND  21716  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JASHRIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425586 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099163
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Animal activated livestock waterers; Cleaning cloth; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Coffee stirrers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Drinking bottles for sports; Graters for kitchen use; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Ice cube molds; Lunch boxes; Make-up brushes; Shower racks; Toilet paper holders; Toothbrush holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Jiaying Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Jiaying Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 1108, 11th Fl, East Bldg, Bldg 6, No. 735, Jianghong Rd, Changhe, Binjiang Hangzhou, CHINA 310000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52000.394UST
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAHN, AMY L
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425592  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099164
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "AMINO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements containing amino acids
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NutraBio Labs, Inc.  Address  NutraBio Labs, Inc.  564 Lincoln Blvd.  Middlesex  NEW JERSEY 08846
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WOODINVENTOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97425622  
Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  
Registration Number 7099165  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark  
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Bubble levels; Carpenter's levels; Carpenters' folding rules; Carpenters' rules; Folding rulers; Laser level measuring apparatus; Measuring rulers; Slide calipers; Square rulers for measuring; Tape measures  
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use May 17, 2022  
In Commerce May 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Jinhua Haode Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address Jinhua Haode Technology Co., Ltd. No. 99, Fuyang Street, Lingxia Town, Jindong District, Jinhua City, Zhejiang CHINA  
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number CJTM506.0542

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUEENTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425631</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "QUEENTY" in stylized font, with a crown above the letter "T".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dehumidifiers; Humidifiers; Air purifiers; Air purifiers for automobiles; Electric fans; Gas purification machines; Gas scrubbing apparatus; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of liquids and gases for industrial, commercial or agricultural use; Pasteurizers for use in the food industry; Radiators, electric; Water purification installations
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 20, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 20, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Aifeita Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Aifeita Technology Co., Ltd. 6907AB, Saige Square, Huaqiang North Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: yoomarks

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NASSERGHODSI, SAHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMAMI SUSHI BISTRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425635 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099167
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SUSHI BISTRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 28, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 28, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Amami Bistro Corporation Address Amami Bistro Corporation 312 El Camino Real San Bruno CALIFORNIA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2236.02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ELECALL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97425648 Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 Registration Number | 7099168 Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording 'ELECALL', wherein the stylized letters "C" and "A" are connected. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5285487, 5713624 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Automatic liquid-level control machines and instruments; Automotive measuring instruments, namely, water temperature gauges, air fuel/ratio gauges, boost gauges, vacuum gauges and exhaust gas temperature gauges; Digital multimeters; Electric sockets; Flow meters; Level switches for monitoring and controlling liquids in tanks and vessels; Level transmitters; Liquid level sensors; Multi-outlet socket blocks; Pressure gauges; Pressure sensors; Pressure switches and sensors for monitoring, controlling, and switching hydraulic or pneumatic systems; Pressure transmitters; Surge protectors

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jan. 20, 2020 **In Commerce** Jan. 20, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Yueqing Elecall Electric Co., Ltd. Address | Yueqing Elecall Electric Co., Ltd. No. 246, Weishi Rd, Yueqing Economic Development Zone, Yueqing City, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 325600 Legal Entity |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 52000.396UST |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHINEONME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425658  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099169
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bandanas; Hats; Headbands; Pyjamas; Shawls; Caps being headwear; Clothing layettes; Dressing gowns; Gloves as clothing; Pocket squares; Shower caps; Skull caps; Sleep masks; Suspenders for clothing; Visors being headwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 01, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanjing Xinchi E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Nanjing Xinchi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 804, Unit 2, Bldg. 26, Youran Yuan, Yuecheng Guoji Garden, No.9 Huashen Ave., Yuhuatai, Nanjing  CHINA  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MHC MARQUEZ HEATING & COOLING COMFORT FIRST, SAFETY ALWAYS!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425670 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099170
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the capital letters MHC, where the "C" has a sun and snowflake designs built into it, next to a character with a body of a thermometer and a smile on its face, making a thumbs up gesture with its right hand. Underneath is the wording MARQUEZ stacked on top of the wording HEATING & COOLING in between two horizontal lines on the left and right. At the bottom is the wording COMFORT FIRST, SAFETY ALWAYS!. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEATING & COOLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HVAC and refrigeration contracting services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marquez Jr., Rigoberto Address Marquez Jr., Rigoberto 1295 North Highland Drive Porterville CALIFORNIA 932571201 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 1MISSION NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425675 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099171 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts; Caps being headwear; Sports bras; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 12, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1 Mission Supplement Co. Address 1 Mission Supplement Co. 105-A Wayne Drive Morehead City NORTH CAROLINA 28557 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMER-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPIRALCOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425691 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099172 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For backing pads and resin fiber discs for power operated sanders, polishers and grinders
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jun. 01, 1951 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1951

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spiralcool Company Address Spiralcool Company 186 Sheffield Street Bellevue OHIO 44811 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DN 4070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STEPHEN SPEAKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425694 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099173 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 1999 In Commerce Nov. 1999

For Downloadable music files; Phonograph records featuring music International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 1999 In Commerce Nov. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rockwell Ripperger Address Rockwell Ripperger 4517 W Vandalia St Broken Arrow OKLAHOMA 74012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555403334

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DRIPPYCUTTZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97425695
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099174
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Barber services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Deandre Walker
- **Address**: Deandre Walker 7010 State Hwy 71 Austin TEXAS 78735
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K555479407

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DQINSNAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425701  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099175
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DQinSnail has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bodysuits; Briefs; Cravates; Pajamas; Shoes; Socks; Tank-tops; Undershirts; Underskirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Cap visors; Rash guards; Sports bra; Strapless bras; Clothing belts made of leather
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 09, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Daqin Import & Export Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Daqin Import & Export Co., Ltd. No. 231-1, North Zone, Qinghua Community Qingyang Subdistrict, Jinjiang Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sing_F1921

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425711</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099176</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a retro bubble lettering "TurboCaulk" in a cream outlined in teal blue, turquoise, yellow, orange, and red respectively.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, orange, yellow, turquoise, teal blue, and cream is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For rubber finger covers for the application of caulk for sealing joints between building materials

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Millennial Innovation Group LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TurboCaulk
- **Address**: Millennial Innovation Group LLC P.O. Box 91301 Austin TEXAS 78749
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FABULOUS DANCING DOLLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425725 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099177
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DANCING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6016644

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of dance performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical band, rock group, gymnastic, dance, and ballet performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 1969 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1969

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Southern University System Foundation Address Southern University System Foundation JS Clark Administration Building, 4th FL Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70813 Legal Entity state university State or Country
Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BIDBUZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425733  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099178
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable computer search engine software; Downloadable computer software for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable computer software for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable computer software for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable computer software platforms for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable computer software platforms for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable computer software platforms for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable computer programs using artificial intelligence for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable mobile applications for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable mobile applications for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings,
reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable mobile applications for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, tablets, namely, software for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, tablets, namely, software for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, tablets, namely, software for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable computer software using artificial intelligence for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for operating an online marketplace featuring a wide variety of general merchandise and consumer goods of others; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in providing online reviews and recommendations about general merchandise and consumer goods, and for accessing user-posted ratings, reviews and recommendations on products; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in analyzing consumer buying behavior and patterns and assists in matching consumers with products

**International Classes**
9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**
2021

**In Commerce**
2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name
Bidbuzz, Inc.
Address
Bidbuzz, Inc. 651 N Broad St., Suite 201 Middletown DELAWARE 19709

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number
BID-2472-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney
BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIBOEN VR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425756  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099179
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "VR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, virtual reality training cycles; Hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; Hand grips for golf clubs and tennis rackets.; Hand held units for playing electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Dec. 17, 2021  In Commerce Dec. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Haojiang baisaiiao trading firm  Address Shantou Haojiang baisaiiao trading firm  Shop 7,first floor, No.15 Yiheng, Wenming Rd.,Hepu st.,Haojiang Dist., Shantou  CHINA  515000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) IYUBOFU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425781 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099180
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording IYUBOFU has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Towels; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Bed spreads; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Cushion covers; Door curtains; Fabric flags; Mattress covers; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Shower curtains; Table napkins of textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Tapestries of textile; Textile place mats
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Senhaiji Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Senhaiji Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 803-4, No. 55, Chengyi North St. Software Park Phase 3, Torch High Tech Zone, Jimei Dist., Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIPHCEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425785 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099181
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LIPHCEF has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flagstones; Gravestones; Busts of stone, concrete or marble; Engraved and cut stone plaques; Figurines of marble; Figurines of stone, concrete or marble; Grave markers of stone, concrete or marble; Grave slabs not of metal; Grave slabs, not of metal; Memorial plaques of stone; Monument stone; Monuments, not of metal; Natural stone; Statues of stone, concrete or marble; Statuettes of stone, concrete or marble; Stone sculptures; Tomb slabs not of metal; Tombstone plaques, not of metal; Tombstones of stone, concrete or marble; Works of art of stone, concrete or marble
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eagle Trade (Quanzhou) Co., Ltd. Address Eagle Trade (Quanzhou) Co., Ltd. Rm 201, Unit 1, BLDG 5, Linghaiyuan, No. 50, Quannan Rd., Fengze Dist., Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425788 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099182
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement The certification mark is used by persons authorized by the certifier to certify that the user has met the certifier's standards as to experience, educational and technical competence and the successful completion of a written examination.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial and residential remodeling
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Jun. 01, 1984 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. Address National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. 700 Astor Lane Wheeling ILLINOIS 60090 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 39007364062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BTWS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425793</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099183</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "BTWS" with a heart-shaped design above the letter "W".  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Translation** The wording "BTWS" has no meaning in a foreign language.  
**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasound for performing aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of skin; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Medical devices for nonsurgical cosmetic treatments; Vibromassage devices

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes 26, 39, 44  
**US Classes**  
**International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**First Use** Mar. 23, 2022  
**In Commerce** Mar. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangzhou Beautywellness Health Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Guangzhou Beautywellness Health Technology Co., Ltd. #408,F Building, No. 46, Shangsheng East Street, Wanggang, Jiahe Street, Baiyun, Guangzhou CHINA 510080  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** INIPA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
MÉGÈRE

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Translation: The English translation of "MÉGÈRE" in the mark is "Lightweight".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Non-medicated foot patches for the relief of minor aches and pain

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

First Use: May 13, 2022
In Commerce: May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: MYRIAD CO., LTD.
Address: MYRIAD CO., LTD. 301 148, Dogok-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06260

Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CUIDYSDP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425807  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099185
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording CUIDYSDP has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive interior trim; Clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; Structural parts for automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 12, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xue, Zhenglan  Address Xue, Zhenglan No. 201 Hubin North Road, Siming Dist. Xiamen City, Fujian CHINA 361000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording RECONNECT has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bathroom rugs; Carpets and rugs; Floor rugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>27 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Floor Coverings <strong>First Use</strong> Oct. 15, 2021 <strong>In Commerce</strong> Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Custom furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture made from substitutes for wood; Furniture made from wood; Furniture partitions of wood; Furniture parts; Non-metal upholstery tacks; Upholstered furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified <strong>First Use</strong> Oct. 15, 2021 <strong>In Commerce</strong> Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Chandeliers; Lamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Environmental Control Apparatus <strong>First Use</strong> Oct. 15, 2021 <strong>In Commerce</strong> Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Acadia Ventures FZ LLC **Address** Acadia Ventures FZ LLC FOB51865 Service Block Al Jazirah Al Hamra, RAKEZ Bus. Zone-FZ Ras Al Khaimah UNITED ARAB EMIR. 000000 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** ORNDORFF, LINDA B
MYYBX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425820  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099187
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Rugs; Automobile carpets; Automobile floor mats; Bath mats; Bathroom mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Floor rugs; Shower mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes  US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title Floor Coverings  First Use Apr. 02, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Fenghua Xiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Xiamen Fenghua Xiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 3001, No. 97, Binhai Yili Xiamen Area, China (Fujian) Pilot Free Trade Zone CHINA 361000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOSS-16

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425826 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099188 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manually operated tools, namely, sheet metal bending tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heck Industries, Inc. Address Heck Industries, Inc. 1498 Old U.S. 23 South Hartland MICHIGAN 48358 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HHI-201-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZAMMEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425830 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099189 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word ZAMMEX. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5412872

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Health food supplements; Nutritional supplements; Protein supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 04, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZAMMEX NUTRITION LLC Address ZAMMEX NUTRITION LLC 255 OLD NEW BRUNSWICK RD STE N220 Piscataway NEW JERSEY 08854 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 62021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)**: ATNCSME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97425834 | Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099190 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Atncsme has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Acupressure mats; Baby bottle nipples; Baby feeding pacifiers; Compression garments; Cups adapted for feeding babies and children; Ear plugs for sleeping; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Foot massage apparatus; Massage apparatus; Massage mitts; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Medical gloves; Orthopedic belts; Pacifiers for babies; Sex toys.
- **International Classes** | 10 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 26, 39, 44 | International Class Title | Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zhejiang Yayang Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 212, No. 30, Jiangdian Road, Hushan Street, Jiangshan, Quzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 324100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SABAGH, LAILA TAREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COREY CONSTRUCTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425840 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099191 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a big tree then next to is the name COREY then under is the words CONSTRUCTION. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CONSTRUCTION" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing contracting; Roofing installation; Roofing maintenance; Roofing maintenance services; Roofing repair International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 2000 In Commerce May 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Corey Construction Houston LLC Address Corey Construction Houston LLC 14333 Sommermeyer St Houston TEXAS 77041 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555563604
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COLONY BANK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425842</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "bank"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Banking and financing services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Oct. 30, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 30, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Colony Bank
- **Address**: Colony Bank 302 South Main Street Fitzgerald GEORGIA 31750
- **Legal Entity**: chartered bank
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 3009336.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAZORIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425843 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099193
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "mazorik", there are two leaves on the letter O. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; Haversacks; Umbrellas; Leather straps; Pocket wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeng Wuhui Address Zeng Wuhui No.9 Residents Group, First Neighborhood Committee, Ketou Township, Xinhua County Hunan Province CHINA 417699 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425845 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099194
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "B" forming the rear end of a rightward and slightly forward facing locomotive engine car. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball camps; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of Baseball; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Arranging and conducting youth sports programs in the field of Baseball; Entertainment in the nature of baseball games; Organization of baseball games; Organization, arranging and conducting of baseball games; Organizing, conducting and operating baseball tournaments
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 1999 In Commerce May 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bethesda Community Base Ball Club Inc. Address Bethesda Community Base Ball Club Inc. 7211 Exeter Road Bethesda MARYLAND 20814 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEAURY KAREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425855  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099195  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Seaury Kareen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bed pillows; Closet accessories, namely, clothes bars; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Gift package decorations made of plastic; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Placards of wood or plastics; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Wooden signboards; Works of art of bamboo
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 15, 2021  In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chensheng Xinlai International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chensheng Xinlai International Trade Co., Ltd. Rm. 1211, No.4185,Bao'an Avenue,Gushu Community,Xixiang St.,Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEART OF ONENESS HOLISTIC EXPO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425868</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "HOLISTIC EXPO" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Organizing business expositions for holistic and spiritual services |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Matthew Riley |
| Address | Matthew Riley 423 Hampton Court Manalapan NEW JERSEY 07726 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELITA'S TABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425882 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099197
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6149020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computerized on-line ordering services for Latin and Latin Fusion themed food; Mobile food kiosk services for ordering Latin and Latin Fusion themed food; Providing consumer information and related news in the field of Latin and Latin Fusion themed food
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Melita's Management, LLC Address Melita's Management, LLC 8082 S. InterPort Blvd, Suite 200 Englewood COLORADO 80112 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15529-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LARKEY, MICHAEL M
Biopower

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97425886
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099198
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: BIOPower
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements; Food supplements; Food supplements for treating malnutrition; Probiotic supplements; Beverages containing probiotics for use as a nutritional supplement; Nutritional supplement energy bars
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

- **For**: Cheese; Butter; Butter substitutes; Cheese curds; Condensed milk; Cottage cheese; Cream cheese; Cultured milk; Dairy-based beverages; Dairy-based dips; Dairy-based food beverages; Dairy-based spreads; Farmer's cheese; Feta cheese; Fresh unripened cheeses; Kefir; Margarine; Milk; Mozzarella cheese; Soft cheese; Sour cream; Yogurt; Yogurt drinks; Cheese dips; Cheese spreads; Creamers for beverages; Fruit-based food beverage; Low fat dairy spreads; Milk beverages containing fruits; Yogurt-based beverages
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Bio Brands Inc.
- **Address**: Bio Brands Inc. 4080 Ocean Avenue Brooklyn NEW YORK 11235
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 2205-003TM
- **Examining Attorney**: MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425890  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099199  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(L) / LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an elephant balancing a mug on its trunk against a dark circle background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6290801

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cafe services; Coffee bars; Coffee shop services; Coffee shops  
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services  
First Use Dec. 01, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fundati Holdings, LLC  
Address Fundati Holdings, LLC 1525 Old Louisquisett Pike, Unit S-4  
Lincoln RHODE ISLAND  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCUTCHEON, RICHARD RO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COBRA METALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425927 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099200
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Common metals and their alloys, namely, copper and brass
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Desvio LLC Address Desvio LLC 15350 Yankee Blade Rd Reno NEVADA 89521 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUXHBFB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425944 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099201 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FUXHBFB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for securing valuables; Car towing ropes; Clothes pin storage bags; Garden nets; Plastic ties for home or garden use; Rope for use in pet toys; Sash cord; Shoe bags for storage; Tow ropes for automobiles; Unfitted vehicle covers International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Delianying Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Delianying Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 301, No. 2, Lane 10, Huaida Village Huaida Community, Fuyong St Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** REIKIYOGA CON WIWI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97425950</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "REIKI YOGA"

**Translation** The English translation of "CON" in the mark is "with".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Instruction in the field of yoga, meditation, reiki, crystals, sound healing, vibrational energy, wellness and mindfulness; Meditation training; Yoga instruction; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, classes, seminars, and online classes in the field of yoga, meditation, reiki, crystals, sound healing, vibrational energy, wellness and mindfulness yoga; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing in-person and online classes in the field of yoga, meditation, reiki, crystals, sound healing, vibrational energy, wellness and mindfulness; Providing fitness instruction services in the field of Yoga and Reiki; Providing fitness training services in the field of Yoga and Reiki; Providing exercise classes in the field of yoga and reiki

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Nov. 08, 2021

**In Commerce** Nov. 08, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** RÍOS HERNÁNDEZ WILNELIA

**Address** RÍOS HERNÁNDEZ WILNELIA Coop. Jard. de San Ignacio Torre A 1901 San Juan PUERTO RICO 00927

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** PUERTO RICO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
MARK LITERAL(s) MAGIC OF LIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97425958 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099203
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the terms "MAGIC OF" stacked above the term "LIGHTS," in which the letter "A" in in the term "MAGIC" is an upside down "V" with lights thereon and a star placed above the point of the letter "V" and the term "of" in in a stylized script.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of light shows International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 2017 In Commerce Jun. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 4 Guys Holdings, LLC Address 4 Guys Holdings, LLC 4170 Pearl Road Medina OHIO 44256 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 130112-0102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
**Trademark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)** VYNE

**Mark Type** Service Mark

**Application Filing Date** May 24, 2022

**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized word VYNE with two leaves on the bottom of the e.

**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to interact and communicate with other independent contractors and a company's employees, track work hours, submit invoices and receive training; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for allowing a company's independent contractors to interact and communicate with other independent contractors and a company's employees, track work hours, submit invoices and receive training.

**International Classes** 42

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Apr. 27, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 27, 2022

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WSOL, LLC

**Address** Suite 180 19111 Dallas Parkway Dallas TX 75287

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOBI Plex

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97425967  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099205
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nutritional supplements in the form of capsules
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Sep. 30, 2021  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Unity Research Inc  Address  Unity Research Inc  1019 Hard Rock Rd  Somers  MONTANA  59932
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RANCH 616

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97425970
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099206
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: restaurant services; bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 30, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 1999

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: The Executor of the Estate Of Kevin Williamson
- **Composed of**: Executor: Anthony T. Trungale, a U.S. Citizen
- **Address**: The Executor of the Estate Of Kevin Williamson 1602 Exposition Blvd. Austin TEXAS 78703
- **Legal Entity**: ESTATE
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: RNCH:002

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DROP THE CACTUS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97425976</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099207</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Education services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, workshops in the field of women's empowerment and life coaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Becky Beck LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Becky Beck LLC 4763 S Quailbrook Dr Taylorsville UTAH 84129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UTAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | K555828674 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO |
TM 10342 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASCELLAHEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426000 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099208
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three overlapping leaves to the left of the stylized word "ASCELLAHEALTH". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5995584

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmacy benefit management services; Information services in the field of pharmacy benefit management services; pharmaceutical benefit management services; advisory and consultancy services in the field of pharmacy benefit management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Specialty pharmacy services, namely retail pharmacy services; consulting services on business management of launching pharmaceutical products; wholesale online distributorships in the field of pharmaceuticals; third-party logistics services namely, business management services comprising supply chain logistics, reverse logistics and liquidation of goods of others; patient cost management for the pharmacy benefit plans of others; business management consultation in the field of pharmacy benefit management and pharmaceutical drug launches
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AscellaHealth LLC Address AscellaHealth LLC 1055 Westlakes Drive, Suite 175 Berwyn PENNSYLVANIA 19312 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 188284-5006
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREEZE LEASE PURCHASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426015 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099209
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEASE PURCHASE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facilitating and arranging for the financing of home comfort systems, HVAC systems, home convenience systems, home automation systems, home generators, garage doors, home improvements, and home repairs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OKINUS, INC. Address OKINUS, INC. 147 WEST RAILROAD STREET PELHAM GEORGIA 31779 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022/2017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AOIEUUAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426020  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099210
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AOIEUUAI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microphones; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Microphone cables; Microphone stands; Microphones for communication devices; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Sound cards; Sound mixers; Sound mixers with integrated amplifiers; Speaker microphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enping Leyuesheng Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Enping Leyuesheng Electronics Co., Ltd. 2/F, No.A14-8,Shaizhou New Zone Nanchang,Encheng Zhongnan, Enping City Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) D DOMINION ENERGY
THERMWISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426034 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099211
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a slanted line design which represents the letter "D" shown to the left of the words Dominion over the word Energy in bold font with a vertical line to the right. To the right of the vertical line is the word ThermWise in bold font with a capital T and W with no space between the words Therm and Wise. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing cash and other rebates to public utilities customers for using energy efficient products in their homes and businesses
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022
For Providing information in the field of energy efficiency, and consumer information in the field of energy efficient products and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022
For Public utility services in the nature of natural gas distribution
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dominion Energy, Inc. Address Dominion Energy, Inc. 120 Tredegar Street Richmond VIRGINIA 23219 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M

12432
TM 10346 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUCKET LIST TUMMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426042  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099212  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable e-books in the field of intuitive eating and sports performance; Downloadable non-fiction books in the field of intuitive eating and sports performance; Downloadable educational books featuring intuitive eating and sports performance  International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 24, 2022  In Commerce May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bucket List Tummy, LLC  Address Bucket List Tummy, LLC  715 Karn Court  Brunswick  MARYLAND 21716  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426051</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099213</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Non-alcoholic cocktail mixes |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Jan. 20, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 20, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Herb and Lou's LLC |
| Address | Herb and Lou's LLC Suite 207 1710 Walton Road Blue Bell PENNSYLVANIA 19422 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MEYUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426054
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099214
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "MEYUE", with two rhombus superimposed over it.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording MEYUE has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Brooches being jewelry; Charms for key rings; Hat jewellery; Jewellery findings; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings; Shoe jewellery
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xiantao Menghui Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xiantao Menghui Network Technology Co., Ltd. 1-478, Bldg. 2, Hengdi Jiancai Park South of Golden Avenue, Ganhe Office Xiantao, Hubei CHINA 433000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SF2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIRORIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426056 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099215
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BIRORIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; Footwear; Gloves; Hosiery; Insoles; Slippers; Socks; Underpants; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Dance shoes; Disposable slippers; Knit tops; Rain coats; Shower caps; Socks and stockings
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye, Jianxiong Address Ye, Jianxiong No.91, Heping North Road, Jinjiang Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REID, CAILE MAUREEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHYUUAX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97426062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;ZHYUUAX&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; Ceiling light fittings; Clothes dryers; Filters made of fiber for water filtration; Heating inserts for pet beds; LED nail drying apparatus; Plumbing fittings, namely, bibbs, cocks, traps, valves; Plumbing fittings, namely, couplers; Portable toilets; Portable utility lights; Sauna bath installations; Water filtering units for aquariums; Water filters; Water filtration and purification units and replacement cartridges and filters therefor; Water softening apparatus and installations

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Mar. 01, 2022  **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Yuanhui E-commerce Co., Ltd.
**Address** Shenzhen Yuanhui E-commerce Co., Ltd. No. 8, Songping Street, Songping Mountain Community, Xili St., Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>HN2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>REID, CAILE MAUREEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACKTHX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426067 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099217
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BLACKTHX" in stylized font with a black background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "BLACKTHX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skirts; Underwear; Bottoms as clothing; Coats; Dresses; Knit tops; Swimming costumes; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HENG DE INVESTMENT INC Address HENG DE INVESTMENT INC 1967 Brighton St Apt A San Gabriel CALIFORNIA 91776 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97426081  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099218
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording CHEZENHUI has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior paneling; Automotive interior trim; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Cup holders for use in vehicles; Fitted covers for vehicles; Head rests for seats for motor cars; Leather upholstery for vehicles; License plate frames; Mudguards; Nerf bars for vehicles; Steering wheels for vehicles; Sun visors for automobiles; Valve stems for vehicle tires; Vehicle seat cushions
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 07, 2022  In Commerce May 07, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Guangzhou Zhenshangmei Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Zhenshangmei Trading Co., Ltd.
X1301-B9907, Building 1, No. 106, Fengze East Road, Nansha District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511455 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHIUZHAW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426090</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099219</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The wording CHIUZHAW has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cruets; Lunchboxes; Baking mats; Bottle openers; Cake moulds; Cake plates; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dishers; Empty spray bottles; Garlic presses; Hand-operated spice grinders; Napkin rings; Non-electric fruit squeezer; Pastry molds; Pie pans |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 13, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Juxian Jitao Internet Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Juxian Jitao Internet Co., Ltd. No. 1130, Zhuting Village Yanzhuang Street, Ju County Rizhao, Shandong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DUIOCKIV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426094 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099220
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DUIOCKIV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic animal confinement systems; Electronic cables; Electronic card readers; Electronic computers; Electronic device to charge and secure tablet PCs; Electronic equipment, namely, transformers, baluns, and cables, all used in connection with computers, computer peripheral devices, televisions, audio-video equipment, closed-circuit TV equipment and telecommunication equipment; Electronic lock assemblies; Electronic memories; Electronically-operated door latches; Plastic case used as a security device for protecting and securing DVDs and other magnetic and electronic media from theft; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Qinglin Address Yang, Qinglin No. 33, Group 3, Shiping Village Dongshi Town, Zhijiang City Yichang, Hubei CHINA 443000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
TM 10355
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREEZE LEASE PURCHASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426098 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099221
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BREEZE" in a stylized font with the words "LEASE PURCHASE" below the letters "BRE" in "BREEZE" and a wave below the letters "EZE" in "BREEZE" and partially obscuring the letter "Z". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "LEASE PURCHASE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facilitating and arranging for the financing of home comfort systems, HVAC systems, home convenience systems, home automation systems, garage doors, home improvements, and home repairs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OKINUS, INC. Address OKINUS, INC. 147 WEST RAILROAD STREET PELHAM GEORGIA 31779 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022/2135
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK SCIENTIFIC IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97426100 |
| Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099222 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**: The wording GNMDNR has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Headphones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Chargers for smartphones; Computer keypads; Computer mice; Data cables; PC tablets; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; USB hubs; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** | May 10, 2022
**In Commerce** | May 10, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Ouerma Plastic Electronics Co., Ltd. **Address**: Shenzhen Ouerma Plastic Electronics Co., Ltd. Room 606,Bldg.005,Zone A,Heyi New Vil. Heyi Community,Shajing St.,Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518103 **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEMINJYJEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426103 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099223 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HEMINJYJEF has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera cases; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cases for telephones; Cell phone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Laptop carrying cases; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Protective cases for cell phones; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for smartphones; Waterproof cases for smart phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Manmanning Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Manmanning Technology Co., Ltd. 402, Unit 2, Block A, Bldg. 2, Hengyulong City, No. 1 Baxianling Rd., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518116 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIUNCSAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426111 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099224
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolsters; Bamboo curtains; Blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo (sudare); Drawer pulls of plastic or wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials; Frames for paintings; Futon mattresses; Hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; Hand fans; Ornaments made of seashells, not being Christmas tree ornaments; Plant racks; Reeds; Screens of reed or substitutes for reed; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Storage racks; Wood kegs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Hongxing Address Li, Hongxing No. 45, Shangjie Village Dongtang Township, Yugan County Shangrao, Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) JOYSKAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426113  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099225
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Common metal pulls; Custom engraved metal medical information identification cards, tags, bracelets and necklaces, not magnetically encoded and not to function as jewelry; Door fittings of metal; Hat-hanging hooks of metal; Hinge pin door closers of metal; Hooks of metal for roofing slates; Hose hangers of metal; Metal cabinet door catches; Metal clothes hooks; Metal gate hooks and eyes; Metal hose clamps; Plant hangers of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 13, 2022  In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Yuechengda Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Yuechengda Information Technology Co., Ltd. No. 1503, Block A, Beichen Apartment, No.126 Wenhua Road, Jinshui District Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450011 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
DECACOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426114</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099226</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Dietary supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Dec. 23, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 23, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: eSupplements, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA XPI Supplements, LLC
- **Address**: eSupplements, LLC 351 E 1750 N Vineyard UTAH 84059
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LEINOUK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97426117 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 24, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099227 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Sirens; Webcams; Burglar alarms; Computer cameras; Digital video cameras; Electronic warning bells; Electronically-operated door latches; Infrared cameras; Infrared detectors; Radon detectors; Sirens for vehicles; Switches, electric; Theft alarms; Videocameras; Videotape recorders |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use In Commerce** | May 04, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Shenzhen Guangtong Wulian Technology Co., Ltd. |
| **Address** | Shenzhen Guangtong Wulian Technology Co. Ltd. 302,3/F,Bldg. 6,Huafu Ind. Park No.98 Huachang Rd.Langkou Comm.,Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MCMORROW, RONALD G |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
FRAGLOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426120</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099228</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Applicator wands for applying make-up; Eyebrow brushes; Eyelash brushes; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Make-up brushes; Powder puffs; Sponges used for applying make-up |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Apr. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 20, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Wang, Daming |
| Address | No.26 Zhangzhuang Township Street, Huaibin County, Xinyang, Henan, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | LFX2022 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MCMORROW, RONALD G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LIEPSNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426124 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099229
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dinnerware; Dustbins; Potholders; Abrasive gloves for scrubbing vegetables; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Dish rags; Garbage cans; Lunch boxes; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Straws for drinking; Table mats of plastic; Washing cloths; Wine openers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yinchuan Sulimei Technology Co., Ltd. Address Yinchuan Sulimei Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 501,Unit 3, Building 17,Zone 2,Xinhai Jiayuan,Fuzhou North St.,Jinfeng Dist. Yinchuan, Ningxia CHINA 750004 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIUXUNJU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426131 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099230 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording LiuXunJU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ashtrays for automobiles; Automobile windshield sunshades; Cigarette lighters for automobiles; Fitted car seat covers; Handlebar grips for motorcycles; Hub cap covers; Insignia for vehicles; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Rack trunk bags for motorcycles; Steering wheel covers; Upholstery for vehicles; Vehicle wheel hub assemblies; Vehicle wheel rim protectors; Warning bells for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiangtan Liuxuanju Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xiangtan Liuxuanju Trading Co., Ltd. No. 374, Building A, No. 68, Chengutang Lukou Community, Yuetang District Xiangtan, Hunan CHINA 411100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TYCHE LAB

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426154</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "LAB" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3354094

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Cosmetic hair products, namely, hair oil

| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Dec. 16, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 16, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** PROXIMA INC.

**Address** PROXIMA INC. 109-15 178TH STREET JAMAICA NEW YORK 11433

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 037201

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLANDERFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426158  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099232
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Drop earrings; Ear studs; Gold and its alloys; Jewellery, clocks and watches; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Necklaces; Precious metals and their alloys; Rings; Silver and its alloys; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Poyi Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Guangzhou Poyi Trading Co., Ltd. Self-made A-4, Room 1301 No. 9, Huaqiang Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510630  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLMZUOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426163  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099233
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PLMZUOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hoodies; Jandals; Shortalls; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumper coveralls; Hunting shirts; Men's dress socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use May 01, 2022  In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Tengda  Address Guo, Tengda No. 139, Sixiang, Sixin Village Hushi Town, Xiuyu District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351146 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
Serial Number 97426166  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099234
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal Marks Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023
Mark Literal(s) QUSIIOSLK

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Cummerbunds; Espadrilles; Footies; Footwear; Jandals; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic footwear; Basketball shoes; Football boots and studs therefor; Leather shoes; Leisure shoes; Long-sleeved shirts; Sandals and beach shoes; Training shoes; Trunks being clothing

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing  First Use May 10, 2022  In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Lv, Jiaocheng  Address Lv, Jiaocheng No. 8, Row 2, Lane 6, Xinnanzhuang, Zhenghe County Nanping, Fujian CHINA 353600  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHDIXIJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426172 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099235
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes-pegs; Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing wrapping materials for sanitary waste such as diapers, nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Biodegradable plates; Caddies for holding cleaning brushes for household use; Candle snuffer and tray combination; Cocktail shakers; Concession dispensing equipment, namely, condiment pump dispensers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishers; Fabric boxes for storing greeting cards; Fiberglass web for conversion into a variety of industrial and consumer goods; Make-up brush holders; Medication containers for personal use

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Fenfei Address Chen, Fenfei No.8 Qingshui, Weitou Village Committee Luoping Town, Luoding City Yunfu, Guangdong CHINA 527200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOs, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHIMAIXJYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426180  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099236
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SHIMAIXJYY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ball-point pen and pencil sets; Ball-point pens; Ball pens; Ball point pens; Ballpoint pens; Balls for ball-point pens; Boxes for pens; Ink pen refill cartridges; Packing cardboard containers; Pen and pencil boxes; Pen ink refills; Pencil boxes; Pencil cases; Refills for ballpoint pens; Rollerball pens
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 08, 2022  In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Shimai Import and Export Co., Ltd.  Address Yiwu Shimai Import and Export Co., Ltd. Room 204, Unit 2, Building 31, Danxi Area 2, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City, Jinhua, Zhejiang, CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
ENPROTECH

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426187</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099237</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Engineering services in the field of metal forming machines, metal stamping presses, metal forging presses, metal manufacturing, and metal processing

**International Classes**
42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
100, 101

**International Class Title**
Scientific and computer services

**First Use**
2005

**In Commerce**
2005

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
ENPROTECH CORP.

**Address**
ENPROTECH CORP. 4259 E. 49th Street Cleveland OHIO 44125

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**
184493

**Examining Attorney**
MCIPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THANKUMIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426188 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099238 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording THANKUMIA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas crackers; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Dolls for Christmas; Inflatable ride-on toys; Inflatable thin rubber toys; Luminous toy putty; Novelty plush toys for parties; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Party blow-outs; Party games; Toy Christmas trees; Toy for pets; Toy putty
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yingwei Address Liu, Yingwei No. 56, Zone 3, Deshan Erjie Village, Humu Township, Xushui District Baoding, Hebei CHINA 072557 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WAIMORN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426218 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099239
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording WAIMORN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial bonsai trees; Artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights; Artificial corsages; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flower lei which features a flashing shot glass and attachments for mini alcohol bottles; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Artificial pumpkins; Artificial vegetables; Hair ties; Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Pre-lit artificial Christmas garlands; Silk flowers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yingchun Electronics (Kunshan) Co., Ltd. Address Yingchun Electronics (Kunshan) Co., Ltd. No. 7 Factory, No. 1911, Shuixiu Road Chengbei, Yushan Town, Kunshan City Suzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 215300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** DO EPIC SHIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97426220 | Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099240 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Hats; Cycling bib shorts; Cycling caps; Cycling shorts; Race number belts that hold a paper number on the race participant's front or back during competition; Running costumes; Running suits; Tank-tops; Tank tops; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Sports caps and hats

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use |
| May 01, 2015 | In Commerce | May 01, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Brand Betty Inc. Address Brand Betty Inc. 1806 Somerset Ave Cardiff CALIFORNIA 92007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COREMICRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426223 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099241
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business operation, business administration and office functions; Business organization and management consulting; Online retail Video Production Equipment store services featuring in-store order pickup; Retail discount store services in the field of Video Production Equipment; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of Video Production Equipment; Value-added reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring computer security and information technology products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coremicro Inc Address Coremicro Inc 2726 Bayview Dr Fremont CALIFORNIA 94538 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BORN TO COACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426224 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099242 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business training in the field of coaching; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops and retreats in the fields of coaching; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of coaching; Professional coaching services in the field of personal and professional development; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of coaching; Providing group coaching in the field of personal and professional development; Providing educational examination for certification in the field of coaching
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Krista Kathleen LLC Address Krista Kathleen LLC 12655 Rott Rd. St. Louis MISSOURI 63127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AZZWNGY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97426228</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**
The wording AZZWNGY has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Sapphire; Agate as jewellery; Amber pendants being jewellery; Artificial gemstones; Choker necklaces; Costume jewelry; Hat jewelry; Jade; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry dishes; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Key rings comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Leather jewelry boxes for jewelry and jewelry accessories; Shoe jewelry; Works of art of precious metal

**International Classes**
14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title**
Jewelry

**First Use In Commerce**
May 07, 2022

**In Commerce**
May 07, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Wang, Guoyi

**Address**
No. 5 Jiaotong Road  Yicheng City  Xiangfan, Hubei  CHINA

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YOTFIEOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97426231 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099244
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Yotfieot has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Eye-shadow; Eyeliners; Anti-wrinkle creams; BB creams; CC creams; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Eyebrow pencils; Facial beauty masks; Facial creams; Fair complexion cream; Fingernail decals; Skin moisturizer masks; Skin whitening creams; Teeth whitening kit; Tooth whitening creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Ding, Guizhi Address Ding, Guizhi No. 24 Sunzhuang, Qianyinwang Xingzheng Vil., Qiuji Township, Luyi County Zhoukou, Henan CHINA 477200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examing Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZIFOSPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426236</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Zifospy has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; Coloured pens; Desk pads; Document file racks; Gift boxes containing note cards; Office stationery; Pochette envelopes of paper; Rollerball pens; Sealing stamps; Sealing wax; Seals for the office; Stationery boxes; Toilet seat cover paper; Trash bags; Writing brushes
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Nanchang Sendong Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanchang Sendong Network Technology Co., Ltd. C04051-3,Keyan Bldg.No.1,Phase 2,Yongyou Indu. Park, Jiayan Rd., Honggutan Dist. Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA 330038
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAIMNOCM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426239 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099246
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BAIMNOCM has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lampshades; Floor lamps; Fluorescent lamps; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Hair dryers; Hanging lamps; Ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; Ultraviolet lamps used for aquariums; Water sterilizers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Wu Address Wang, Wu No. 456, Yulei road Liandou District Lishui, Zhejiang CHINA 323000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WORRIED BIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426240 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099247
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning of building exterior surfaces; Cleaning of exterior surfaces of buildings and providing information relating thereto; Cleaning of external surfaces of buildings; Cleaning of floor surfaces; Window cleaning; Advisory services relating to the installation of lighting apparatus; Clearing and cleaning gutters; Installation, maintenance and repair of electrical lighting apparatus; Installation, maintenance and repair of LED lighting apparatus; Technical consultation in the field of installation of lighting apparatus, lighting instruments and lighting systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SQUEEGEE HUB LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Worried Bird Address SQUEEGEE HUB LLC 1349 S 500 E American Fork UTAH 84003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country UTAH
Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BXUXOHS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426242</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation              | The wording BXUXOHS has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches; Buckles for watchstraps; Cases adapted for holding watches; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet; Straps for wristwatches; Watch bands; Watch bands and straps; Watch bracelets; Watch pouches; Watch straps made of metal or leather or plastic

| International Classes   | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes              | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| First Use               | May 08, 2022 |
| In Commerce             | May 08, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use            | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name               | Yin, Shilan |
| Address                 | Yin, Shilan No. 3 Paixia Group, Paixia Village Gucheng Town, Jinggangshan City Ji'an, Jiangxi CHINA 343610 |
| Legal Entity            | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship             | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney       | JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97426243
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099249
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTH"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For Maintaining patient medical records and files**
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2021

**For Electronic exchange of medical records across a nationwide health information network; Providing access to an electronic exchange of medical records across a nationwide health information network**
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Jan. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2021

**For Emergency medical response services; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; Testing for medical diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of infectious diseases; Administering vaccines to patients; Health clinic services**
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jan. 07, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CDR Maguire, Inc.
- **Address**: CDR Maguire, Inc. 11740 SW 80th Street, Suite 102 Miami FLORIDA 33183
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SYSTEMZYME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426259</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Nutritional supplements in the form of capsules |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Oct. 15, 2021 | In Commerce | Oct. 15, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Unity Research Inc | Address | Unity Research Inc | 1019 Hard Rock Rd | Somers | WYOMING | 59932 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | WYOMING |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NICHOLSON, KERRY A. |
TM 10385 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) J.W. POWELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426272 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099251
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SanTan Brewing Company, Inc. Address SanTan Brewing Company, Inc. 8 S. San Marcos Pl. Chandler ARIZONA 85225 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OKINUS CREDIT SOLUTIONS
FAST. FLEXIBLE. FRIENDLY.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97426278 | Application Filing Date | May 24, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099252 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "OKINUS" with an initial decorative capital "O" with a double line upper portion, the words "CREDIT SOLUTIONS" below "OKINUS" and the italicized words "FAST. FLEXIBLE. FRIENDLY." below "CREDIT SOLUTIONS". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facilitating and arranging for the financing of appliances, electronics, jewelry, furniture, vehicle tires, home improvements, home comfort systems, and home automation systems

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Apr. 15, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OKINUS, INC. Address OKINUS, INC. 147 WEST RAILROAD STREET PELHAM GEORGIA 31779 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022/2136

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CDGXOINEG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426281 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099253
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Bedroom furniture; Camping furniture; Felt pads for furniture legs; Fitted fabric furniture covers; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture in the nature of sectionals; Furniture shelves; Lawn furniture; Luggage stands being furniture; Office furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Toy boxes; Upholstered furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gerongte Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gerongte Technology Co., Ltd. 2002-A, Block B, Tianxia Int'l Center, No. 8 Taoyuan Rd., Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOЕ, JУLIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426285 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099254
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three concentric open-ended circles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4907575, 6216856, 4719011 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing securities trade execution services featuring a trading and ordering system; financial services, namely, broker/deal services on securities exchanges and over-the-counter markets; financial services, namely, trading in securities commodities, securities, options, futures, equities, ETFs (exchange-traded funds) and fixed income products in the financial markets; capital investment; providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; purchasing and trading of securities on behalf of institutional clients; providing financial information; providing financial information relating to the execution of securities transactions; principal strategic investments in the nature of investing in exchanges for financial instruments, broker-dealers, and other service providers operating in the financial services industry
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 31, 2000 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2000
For Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of financial services and technology; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, lectures, workshops and panel discussions in the fields of financial services and technology; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions, games, social entertainment events, contest events, and testing events in the fields of strategic decision making, probabilities, negotiation and trading; Entertainment services in the nature of conducting card games featuring strategic decision making, probabilities, negotiation and trading concepts; Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of technology, computer hardware, software and systems development and problem solving, and financial services

12475
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2008</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downloadable reports about financial market structure and financial trading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 2017</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer software and software systems development in the financial services field</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2013</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Jane Street Group, LLC
- **Address**: Jane Street Group, LLC 250 Vesey Street New York NEW YORK 10281
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 30126.005

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CR CABINET RESTYLERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426293 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099255
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "CR" in a circle. The outline of a half circle appears within the larger circle, beginning above the "R" and ending below the "R." The words "CABINET RESTYLERS" appear to the right of the circle, with the word "CABINET" above "RESTYLERS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "CABINET RESTYLERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3141297, 2359572

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cabinet making
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cabinet Restylers, Inc. Address Cabinet Restylers, Inc. 419 East 8th Street Ashland OHIO 44805
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOE, JULIE H
TM 10390 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHAT KIND OF FAN ARE YOU?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426294 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099256
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring sporting goods and equipment, apparel and headwear; Retail store services featuring sporting goods and equipment, apparel and headwear
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 15, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wes O'Dell Address Wes O'Dell 119 E. Cherokee Street Chatsworth GEORGIA 30705 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOE, JULIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HD HAMILTON DEVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426297  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099257
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a shark with the letters HD on its tail fin, and the words HAMILTON DEVICES below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "DEVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries for electronic cigarettes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jan. 01, 2019  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name APEX LABS L.L.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA HAMILTON DEVICES
Address APEX LABS L.L.C. 4047 N. Freeway Boulevard Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95834
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2149-TM08

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426308</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a tree having leaves, the trunk supported by a splint and support rope; the bottom of the tree and splint divide a crescent moon so each half of the moon appears on either side of the tree and splint; a semicircular brush stroke appears above the leaves with each end meeting the ends of the crescent moon and enclosing the top portion of the tree.
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5044163

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Orthopaedic surgery services; Orthopedic surgery services
- International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101
- International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- First Use: Apr. 01, 2021
- In Commerce: Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Seaview Orthopaedic and Medical Associates, LLP
- Address: Seaview Orthopaedic and Medical Associates, LLP 1200 Eagle Avenue Ocean NEW JERSEY 07712
- Legal Entity: limited liability partnership
- State or Country: NEW JERSEY
- Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- Docket Number: CS-SO0008D

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97426323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Promoting economic development in the state of Nevada, County of Clark; promoting Clark County, Nevada as a destination for leisure and business travelers; business networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>County of Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>County of Clark 500 S. Grand Central Parkway, Floor 6 Las Vegas NEVADA 89106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>body politic and corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>JOINER, KATINA JACKSON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
EASTWALL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426327</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consultancy; Business management consultancy and advisory services; Business management consultancy services; Business management consultation; Business management consultation in the field of privacy, compliance, data governance, machine learning, integration and infrastructure; Business management consulting; Business management consulting and advisory services; Business management consulting and advisory services for the healthcare, pharmaceutical, oncology and life sciences industry; Business management consulting services in the field of privacy, compliance, data governance, machine learning, integration and infrastructure; Business management consulting, strategic planning and business advisory services provided to the health care profession; Business management and consultation; Business management and consultation in the field of privacy, compliance, data governance, machine learning, integration and infrastructure; Business and management consulting for healthcare providers and related businesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eastwall, LLC
Address Eastwall, LLC 200 Union Boulevard Lakewood COLORADO 80228
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BRIGHT BEYOND THE LIGHTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426329</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099261</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of small businesses and business development; Providing educational mentoring services and programs in the field of small businesses and business development; Providing on-line newsletters in the field of small businesses and business development

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Feb. 22, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** County of Clark **Address** County of Clark 500 S. Grand Central Parkway, Floor 6 Las Vegas NEVADA 89106 **Legal Entity** body politic and corporate **State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEWPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426343 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099262 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "NEWPORT" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5349647

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boats; Oars; Fitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; Inflatable boats; Kayak equipment, namely, carts, rod holders, pumps, rope jammers, stop key, eye straps, mount kits comprised of kayak camera mounts; Screw-propellers for boats; Screw propellers; Ship propellers; Steering wheels for vessels; Stern oars; Structural parts for boats; Vehicle propellers; Screw propellers for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022
For Motors for boats; Outboard motors for boats; Kayak equipment, namely, electric pumps
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022
For Operating on-line marketplaces featuring boats, boat and kayak equipment, parts, and accessories, trolling motors, electric outboards, batteries, pumps, safety wristbands, and water sport accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022
For Batteries; Battery boxes; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Extension cables; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium secondary batteries; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 16, 2022 In Commerce  May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Torero Specialty Products, LLC Address  Torero Specialty Products, LLC  111 Val Dervin Pkwy  Stockton CALIFORNIA  95206 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOLRPALF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426351 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099263
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DOLRPALF" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrasive gloves for scrubbing vegetables; Animal bristles for brush-making; Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Coffee scoops; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dental flossers; Dusting brushes; Electric tooth brushes; Electric toothbrushes; Gloves for household purposes; Ironing boards; Plastic bath racks; Toilet brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang, Qirong Address Jiang, Qirong No. 28, Group 3, Baima Mountain Village Jiuji Town, Nanzhang County Xiangfan, Hubei CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FODETYFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426354 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099264
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FODETYFF" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bird feeders; Covers, not of paper, for flower pots; Exfoliating mitts; Flower pot holders; Flower pots; Garden hose sprayers; Ice cream scoops; Plastic lids for plant pots; Raised garden beds, namely, raised containers for planting contained gardens; Ritual flower vases; Saucers for flower pots; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Sujie Address Zhang, Sujie NO.49, Hongyan Group, Wenxi Village, Peifeng Town, Yongding District, Longyan, Fujian CHINA 364110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WPFASTACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426367</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - An Illustration Drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;WPFASTACE&quot; with the bar of the letter T connecting to the S on the left and extending over the lettering ACE, wherein ACE is reduced in size compared to the other lettering, and wherein the space partially enclosed by the letter S forms a silhouette suggesting the shape of a shock absorber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bands for wheel hubs; Hubs for automobile wheels; Hubs for vehicle wheels; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Shock absorbers for bicycles; Shock absorbers for motorcycles; Shock absorbing springs for motor cars; Shock absorbing springs for vehicles; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Wheel rims for motorcycles |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | May 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Li, Zhongjia |
| Address | Li, Zhongjia No.77 Tongxing West Road, Dongsheng Town Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | BL2205TP-009 |
| Examining Attorney | CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
AIRHEADS XTREMES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97426375
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099266
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an inflated red balloon with a white smiling face and outlined in yellow; the stylized and in 3-D white word "AIRHEADS" outlined in dark blue and the stylized word "XTREMES" in gradient colors of yellow and green and outlined in dark blue.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white, blue, yellow and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2707472, 2202947, 2595212 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Confectionery, namely, candies, chewing gum
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Perfetti Van Melle Benelux BV
- **Address**: Zoete Inval 20, Breda, NETHERLANDS
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NETHERLANDS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TM220113US00
- **Examining Attorney**: WELLS, KELLEY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LET'S GET BORING!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426377  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099267
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of information technology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 01, 2020  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qualtier Corporation  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Afineol Address Qualtier Corporation Suite 100
548 Gibson Drive Roseville  CALIFORNIA 95661  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAINSTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426398 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099268
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hunting knives; Sport knives; Utility knives; Working knives; Side arms, not including firearms, namely, hunting knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Asim Naqvi DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Vainsta Address Asim Naqvi 15002 Sapling Oak CT Houston TEXAS 77082 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANALCAINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426402 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099269
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal sexual lubricants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Aug. 24, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Naumann, Peter DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Moxie Touch, LLC Address Naumann, Peter 8 Cedar Hollow Ct Palm Coast FLORIDA 32137 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WLODARCZYK, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAKEOUT CURSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426404
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099270
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Music composition services; Music production services; Music video production; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing on-line music, not downloadable
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jul. 23, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 23, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Reyes, Brian J
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Reyes, Brian J
- **Address**: Reyes, Brian J
  - **City**: Sylmar
  - **State**: California
  - **Zip Code**: 91342
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MCKBR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426406 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099271
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement The certification mark is used by persons authorized by the certifier to certify that the user has met the certifier's standards as to experience, educational and technical competence and the successful completion of a written examination.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial and residential remodeling
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Oct. 04, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. Address National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. 700 Astor Lane Wheeling ILLINOIS 60090 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97426413
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099272
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a triangle intertwined with a spiral pattern of half circles. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Biochemical research; Biochemical research and analysis; Biochemical research and development; Design, engineering, research, development and testing services in the field of polymeric materials, polymer synthesis, and materials customization for medical, scientific, and technological applications
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jan. 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 27, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Delta Plan Inc.
- **Address**: Delta Plan Inc. 21500 Osborne St. Canoga Park CALIFORNIA 91304
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426419</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099273</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** MCR

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Certification Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The certification mark is used by persons authorized by the certifier to certify that the user has met the certifier's standards as to experience, educational and technical competence and the successful completion of a written examination.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>US Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and residential remodeling</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B - Primary Classes</td>
<td>U.S. Classification of Services Certified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Oct. 06, 2009 **In Commerce** Oct. 06, 2009

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>39007364060</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ROSEN, BENJAMIN H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426430 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099274
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Rows of orange, square three-dimensional blocks, stacked on top of one another, with one side of certain of the visible square blocks shaded in orange and the other sides shaded in white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consultancy; Business management consultancy and advisory services; Business management consultancy services; Business management consultation; Business management consultation in the field of privacy, compliance, data governance, machine learning, integration and infrastructure; Business management consulting; Business management consulting and advisory services; Business management consulting and advisory services for the healthcare, pharmaceutical, oncology and life sciences industry; Business management consulting services in the field of privacy, compliance, data governance, machine learning, integration and infrastructure; Business management consulting, strategic planning and business advisory services provided to the health care profession; Business and management consulting for healthcare providers and related businesses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eastwall, LLC Address Eastwall, LLC 200 Union Boulevard Lakewood COLORADO 80228 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHEMONEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426436  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099275
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line newsletters in the field of personal, financial and professional development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use Sep. 17, 2021  In Commerce Sep. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The She Place LLC  Address The She Place LLC 21 Marilyn Court  Park City  UTAH  84060  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
**MARK LITERAL(S)**
FUEL YOUR QUEST FOR ALCHEMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426441</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-carbonated soft drinks |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Jun. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | FUL Beverages, LLC |
| Address | FUL Beverages, LLC 21 Kercheval Ave., Ste. 274 Grosse Pointe Farms MICHIGAN 48236 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MICHIGAN |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MARCY, AMY ALFIERI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK Literal(s) T.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426455 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099277
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tiles, not of metal
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

For Wallpaper
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

For Pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Juju Papers LLC Address Juju Papers LLC 2225 N Lombard St Ste 201 Portland OREGON 97217
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
Almost Heaven

**Case Identifiers**

**Serial Number** 97426476  
**Application Filing Date** May 24, 2022  
**Registration Number** 7099278  
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Service Mark  
**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Music composition for others; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Production of music; Production of sound and music video recordings  
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** Oct. 30, 2020  
**In Commerce** Oct. 30, 2020

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Barraza, Stefan Ivaan  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA Almost Heaven  
**Address** Barraza, Stefan Ivaan  
10475 Davwood Lane El Paso Texas 79925  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** KLUWE, CHERYL D
MARK Literal(s) ARTEPODIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426493 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099279
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workshops and seminars in the field of art history, art culture, and art appreciation; Art exhibition services; Art exhibitions; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops and seminars in the field of art history, art culture, and art appreciation and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Organizing cultural and arts events; Organizing and arranging exhibitions for entertainment purposes; Presenting museum exhibitions; Providing information in the field of art; Providing virtual museum services via the Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marsh Projects, Consulting & Advising LLC Address Marsh Projects, Consulting & Advising LLC 1261 Gambier Road Mount Vernon OHIO 43050 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 000296-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) NUTRITIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426500 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099280
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational training services for individuals and businesses in the field of communication skills, leadership, teamwork, sales, and business development


For Business consulting services for individuals and businesses in the fields of communication skills, leadership, teamwork, sales, and business development


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PeopleReader, Inc. Address PeopleReader, Inc. 4300 SHARON ROAD, UNIT 515 CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA 28211 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOVE YOUR GLOVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426524
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099281
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Gloves for medical purposes, namely, gloves for use by medical and dental professionals
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 15, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Darby Dental Supply, LLC
- **Address**: Darby Dental Supply, LLC 300 Jericho Quadrangle, Jericho, NEW YORK 11753
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOSYFETI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426528  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099282
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Gosyfeti" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Gosyfeti has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Drinkware; Aquarium ornaments; Atomizers for household use; Cleaning brushes for household use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cups and mugs; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Flower pots; Holiday ornaments of porcelain, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Household gloves for general use; Make-up brushes; Oral hygiene devices, namely, interdental cleaners; Piggy banks; Tea sets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 10, 2022  In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yingmao Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Yingmao Technology Co., Ltd. Room 134-4, Bldg.134, Baishilong 1st Zone, Baishilong Community, Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELLOTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426539 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099283
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal litter pans; Cages for pets; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household storage containers for pet food; Litter trays for pets; Pet bowls; Pet drinking bowls; Pet feeding dishes; Pet litter boxes; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste; Toothbrushes for animals
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shandong Interrain Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shandong Interrain Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. West House, 1st/F, Unit 2 East, Bldg. 7 Taihe Jiayuan,Jiefang Rd.,Shizhong Dist. Zaozhuang, Shandong CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAIR TRENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426545  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099284
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "HAIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying electric hair curling irons; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hair cutting scissors and shears; Blades and brushes for electric hair clippers and trimmers; Electric and battery-powered hair clippers; Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hand-held hair styling irons; Electric irons for styling hair; Hair-removing tweezers; Hair clippers; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hair cutting scissors; Hair trimmers
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.  Address EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC. 4858 ROUTE 32  CATSKILL  NEW YORK 12414  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TDFERAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426556</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099285</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Candlesticks; Corkscrews; Cocktail shakers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookie molds; Decorative plates; Dishers; Empty spray bottles; Non-electrical coffee grinders; Paper muffin baking liners; Pot holders; Reusable glass, stainless steel, water bottles sold empty; Shower racks; Soap brackets; Sports bottle belts for running, hiking, biking, also featuring storage for other items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Miaojia Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>Shenzhen Miaojia Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>D2303, Building 3, Hongfa Jiayu Garden Shutianpu Comm., Martin Street Guangming, Shenzhen</th>
<th><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ZX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>JOHNSON, BRITTANY S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YAPAWEB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426559 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099286
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer website design; Website design and development for others; Website development for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 2008 In Commerce Nov. 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Martin Carrion Address Martin Carrion 5900 Spout Springs Rd., 3c 209 Flowery Branch GEORGIA 30542 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555506212

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
CLOWERD

Mark Literal(s) CLOWERD

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  97426582  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099287
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "CLOWERD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Hosiery; Pants; Skiwear; Sweaters; Swimwear; T-shirts; Underclothes; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners, yoga; Swimming caps
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 21, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Li, Zhen  Address  Li, Zhen  No. 140 Wangjiahezitun  Jiaojia Village, Shahousuo Town  Xingcheng, Liaoning  CHINA  125109  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  ZX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FICKES, JERI J
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426586</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

Goods and Services Information

| For | Alloys of common metal; Aluminum alloys; Bolts of metal; Laths of metal; Metal junctions for pipes; Metal locks; Metal taps for casks; Rotating junctions of metal for pipes; Stainless steels |
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| International Class Title | Metal |
| Goods | First Use | Feb. 28, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 28, 2022 |

Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

Owner Information

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Junyu Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Junyu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 2507, Block A, Building 5, Mingju Square, Ailian Community, Longcheng St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | SZ-US-0749 |

Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | MCNAMARA, SHANA MARIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIONIC JUNGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426594 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099289
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, organizing and producing live musical events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Insomniac Holdings, LLC Address Insomniac Holdings, LLC 9441 West Olympic Blvd. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EDM-US-00289

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426595  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099290
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a gorilla.  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Overcoats; Sandals; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Suits; Trousers; Underwear; Soles for footwear; Sports shoes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Qiu Qiu Na E-commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Shanghai Qiu Qiu Na E-commerce Co., Ltd.  No. 536, Laolu Road, Lingang New Area  Pilot Free Trade Zone  Shanghai  CHINA  201306  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OCTAEVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426613 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099291
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OCTAEVO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4938900

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Plates; Trivets; Vases; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household use; Cooking utensils, namely, wire baskets; Drinking vessels; Earthenware jars; Earthenware mugs; Earthenware saucepans; Figurines of crystal; Flower bowls; Flower vases; Non-electric candelabras; Non-modular containers for use in transportation and storage for household use; Ornaments of porcelain; Paper flower pots; Trays for household purposes; Works of art of crystal, ceramic, earthenware, porcelain, and clay (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Plates; Trivets; Vases; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household use; Cooking utensils, namely, wire baskets; Drinking vessels; Earthenware jars; Earthenware mugs; Earthenware saucepans; Figurines of crystal; Flower bowls; Flower vases; Non-electric candelabras; Non-modular containers for use in transportation and storage for household use; Ornaments of porcelain; Paper flower pots; Trays for household purposes; Works of art of crystal, ceramic, earthenware, porcelain, and clay

For (Based on Use in Commerce) All-purpose carrying bags; Travel bags; Trunks being luggage and suitcases; Umbrellas and parasols (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) All-purpose carrying bags; Travel bags; Trunks being luggage and suitcases; Umbrellas and parasols
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Oct. 2013 In Commerce Oct. 2013
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Puzzles; Christmas tree decorations (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Puzzles; Christmas tree decorations


For (Based on Use in Commerce) Cushions; Furniture; Baskets for transporting goods for commercial purposes; Mirrors; Non-modular containers, not of metal, for use in transportation and storage for commercial or industrial use; Packaging containers of plastic; Packaging materials, namely, rigid plastic trays; Picture frames (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Cushions; Furniture; Baskets for transporting goods for commercial purposes; Mirrors; Non-modular containers, not of metal, for use in transportation and storage for commercial or industrial use; Packaging containers of plastic; Packaging materials, namely, rigid plastic trays; Picture frames


For (Based on Use in Commerce) Candles; Tapers; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Scented candles (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Candles; Tapers; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Scented candles

International Classes 4 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 6, 15  International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels  First Use  Oct. 2013  In Commerce  Oct. 2013

For (Based on Use in Commerce) Matchboxes (Based on 44(d) Priority Application) Matchboxes

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17  International Class Title  Smokers' Articles  First Use  Oct. 2013  In Commerce  Oct. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Baer, Marcel  Address  Baer, Marcel  Llull, 48 52 5 3A  Barcelona  SPAIN  08005  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ISE2245

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIONICJUNGLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97426620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Entertainment services, namely, organizing and producing live musical events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Insomniac Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: Insomniac Holdings, LLC 9441 West Olympic Blvd. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: EDM-US-00288

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YASANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97426627 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022 Registration Number  7099293
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Smartwatches; Battery packs; Chargers for batteries; Computer peripheral apparatus; Electric charging cables; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Rechargeable electric batteries; Solar batteries; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless speakers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 30, 2021 In Commerce  May 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Youzhixuanpin Technology Co.,Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Youzhixuanpin Technology Co.,Ltd. Rm 311, 3rd FL, Bldg E, Bantian Int’ Ctr No. 5 Huancheng S. Rd, Bantian St., Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FORWARD SHIFT STRATEGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426631  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099294
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "STRATEGIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Public policy consultancy in the field of non-profit, social justice, public relations, communication strategies, public relations consultancy, political campaigns, and digital strategy; Public relations; Public relations consultancy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use May 07, 2020  In Commerce May 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORWARD SHIFT STRATEGIES LLC  Address FORWARD SHIFT STRATEGIES LLC STE G2 #2066 3400 COTTAGE WAY SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 95825  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FOR022-001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HAIR TRENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426645  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099295
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "HAIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hand-held electric hair dryers; Combination hair dryers and chairs for use in beauty salons; Electric hair dryers; Hair dryer diffusers; Hair dryers; Hair drying machines for beauty salon use; Hair steamers for beauty salon use; Hand-held electric hair dryers; Stationary hair dryers for domestic use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 08, 2022  In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.  Address EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC. 4858 ROUTE 32 CATSKILL NEW YORK 12414  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRANNY'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426649  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099296
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dairy-based dips
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

For Dressings for salad
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Granny's, LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Granny's Fresh Dressing
Address Granny's, LLC  153 1/2 East Main Street Rigby  IDAHO  83442
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where IDAHO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-080.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Earphones; Headphones; Adapter cables for headphones; Audio headphones; Ear pads for headphones; Earpads for headphones; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Game headphones; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Noise cancelling headphones; Personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headphones; Wireless headsets for tablet computers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Huasu Power Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 201, Xinghua Bldg., NO. 1007 Banxuegang Ave, Ma'antang Community, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOME GOAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426664
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099298
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "HOME GOAL" in the color black. A design of a woman's head wearing a crown in the colors yellow and orange appears above the wording "HOME GOAL". The woman's face is white with red lips, a closed eye in the color orange, and is partially covered by the woman's hair, which is in shades of yellow and orange.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, orange, yellow, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bracelets; Jewellery; Watchbands; Jewellery boxes; Jewellery cases; Jewelry making kits; Jewelry organizer cases; Jewelry ring holders; Necklaces; Pet jewelry; Presentation boxes for jewelry; Presentation boxes for watches; Rings; Wall clocks; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Baifenlegou(Shenzhen)International Trade Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Baifenlegou(Shenzhen)International Trade Co., Ltd 201, Building A, No.1 Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shenzhen-hk Cooperation Zone Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N

---

**12522**
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426666</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099299</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: EVOLVE SPIRITS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SPIRITS"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Nov. 11, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 11, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: JEKYLL BREWING, LLC
- **Address**: JEKYLL BREWING, LLC 2855 Marconi Dr, STE 350 Alpharetta GEORGIA 30005
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**Examiner Information**

- **Examining Attorney**: LARKEY, MICHAEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROYAL MOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426667  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099300
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "MOSS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary food supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Nov. 14, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Royal Moss LLC  Address Royal Moss LLC  2230 Southland RD  Gwynn Oak  MARYLAND  21207
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HONREAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426670 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099301
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HONREAL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bushhammers; Electric hair cutters; Extensions for hand tools; Hair clippers for dogs; Hair trimmers; Hand tools, namely, socket wrenches; Screwdrivers, non-electric; Taps being hand tools
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hongrun Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hongrun Technology Co., Ltd. 301, Haolong Business Bldg., Shajing Section, Guangshen Rd., Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JJMIMAIFJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426673 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099302 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JJMIMAIFJ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beads, other than for making jewelry; Belt buckles of precious metal; Brooches for clothing; Charms for shoes; Clips with holders for attaching corsages and boutonnieres to clothing; Clothing fasteners, namely, stud buttons; Fasteners for shoes and boots; Fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of shoe eyelets; Hat pins of precious metal, other than jewellery; Hatpins for securing hats, other than jewelry; Metal fasteners for shoes and boots; Pins, other than jewelry, being hat pins; Shoe fasteners; Shoe trimmings; Trimmings for clothing

International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinjiang Mimai Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Address Jinjiang Mimai Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. 202, 2/F, Lushan Commercial Bldg., Heping North Rd. Sucuo Vil. Chendai Town, Jinjiang Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOON PEOPLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426676</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Beer |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Nov. 11, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 11, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | JEKYLL BREWING, LLC |
| Address | JEKYLL BREWING, LLC 2855 Marconi Dr, STE 350 Alpharetta GEORGIA 30005 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LARKEY, MICHAEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426702 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099304
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a line starting from the top left and a line starting from the top right which both angle down to the middle joining a line going straight down which then separates and then angles to the bottom left and bottom right at a smaller angle than the top. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes, socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 03, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLUX FOOTWEAR LLC Address FLUX FOOTWEAR LLC 409 EAST 35TH STREET KEARNEY NEBRASKA 68847 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FLUX 22-1-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: TWIN PIKES ROASTERY
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ROASTERY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Coffee shop services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: 2017
- **In Commerce**: 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Twin Pike Beverage Company, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Twin Pikes Roastery
- **Address**: Twin Pike Beverage Company, LLC 3320 GEORGIA STREET Louisiana MISSOURI 63353
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 09999-099
- **Examining Attorney**: HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JRECKTYKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426716  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099306
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Cat toys; Dog toys; Hamster exercise balls; Party games; Pet toys; Pet toys made of rope; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Yunkai  Address Lin, Yunkai 3633, Residents Group 2, Laoxu Residential Committee, Qiankeng Town, Jieyi County, Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515400  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  RSX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number 97426724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For material sold as an integral component of laundry balls containing no detergent that are placed in washing machines or dryers to remove pet hair, namely, proprietary material that neutralizes potential static charges that cause articles of clothing to stick together and fur to be attracted to clothing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use May 24, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pet Parents LLC Address Pet Parents LLC 1808 SW Magazine Road Ankeny IOWA 50023 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOINSGLIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426725 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099308 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Spotlights; Battery-operated night lights; Ceiling light fittings; Ceiling lights; Lamps for festive decoration; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lamps; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiangtan Gugu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiangtan Gugu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 29, 6/F, No.0401001, No. 85, Xiaguang East Rd., Baota St., Yuetang District, Xiangtan, East Rd., Bao, CHINA 411104 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LQONLJO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426732 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099309
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Lqonljo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; Hair accessories, namely, twisters; Hair barrettes; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hand-knitting needles; Human braiding hair; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Ornamental bows of textile for decoration; Synthetic braiding hair; Wig caps
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changge Chongwen Culture Communication Co., Ltd. Address Changge Chongwen Culture Communication Co., Ltd. 3rd Floor, Old Electric Power Bureau West Section of Baqi Road, Changge City Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461500 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
Studio Mahō

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STUDIO MAHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426737  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099310  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animation production services; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Publication of on-line comic books; Publication of comic books; Video film production; Video production; Video production services; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Entertainment services, namely, a multimedia program series featuring comedy, action and adventure distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of comics, animation, anime and manga; Production of podcasts

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jul. 03, 2021  In Commerce Oct. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Studio Maho  
Address Studio Maho 2850 Oak Rd. Pearland Texas 77584  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized Texas

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA

12534
Hems & Brims

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97426741
Application Filing Date: May 24, 2022
Registration Number: 7099311
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): HEMS & BRIMS

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of fashion
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Aug. 17, 2019
In Commerce: Oct. 01, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Hems & Brims LLC
Address: Hems & Brims LLC 133 Highland Lake Circle Decatur GEORGIA 30033
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DFHFDGJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426747  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099312
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording DFHFDGJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking paper; Desk mats; Document laminators for office use; Event albums; Food storage bags of plastic for household use; Gift wrapping paper; Make-up stencils; Office stationery; Paintbrush rests; Photograph mounts; Photograph storage boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yunnan Muyu Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yunnan Muyu Trading Co., Ltd. 1503, No. 5, Building 1, Plot N-20, Baoyun, Longquan, Panlong District, Kunming, Yunnan CHINA 650000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JPPSUJJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426751 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099313
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive cement for hobbyists; Adhesive tape rollers for stationery or household purposes; Art etchings; Desk file trays; Desk mats; Desk stands and holders for pens, pencils, and ink; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Printing papers; Small blackboards; Staple removers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lishui Jiapeng E-commerce Co., Ltd Address Lishui Jiapeng E-commerce Co., Ltd Room 901, Building 6, Lilac Apartment, Lishui, Zhejiang CHINA 323000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOOTTOOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426754  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099314
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; Brake lining materials, partly processed; Fabric expansion joints for piping and rigid ducting; Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes; Glass wool for insulation; Insulation for air conditioners; Non-metal hose fittings; Rubber wheel chocks; Soundproofing materials; Tinted, laminated and reflective plastic films for use in home or auto windows
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title Rubber
Goods First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangmen Xinjin Rubber Plastic Hardware Co., Ltd.  Address Jiangmen Xinjin Rubber Plastic Hardware Co., Ltd. No. 24, No. 3 Self-editing 02, Rainbow Road, Jianghai District, Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WCANXX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426761 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099315
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frocks; Skirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Dongzheng Address Lv, Dongzheng Rm. 03C, Unit A, Building 5, North Dist, Gemdale Selavi Garden, Longhua Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SECURYC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97426763  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099316
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a green checkmark with an upside-down grey checkmark to its left above the blue stylized word "SECURYC".  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) grey, green, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software and computer application consulting services; information technology consulting services; technology and technical consulting services in the field of computers and software; custom design, development, coding, and deployment of computer software and computer applications for others; database development and design services; database development and design consulting services; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software and computer application problems; and technical support services, namely, installation, administration, and troubleshooting of web-based and cloud-based computer software and computer application database applications; all of the above in the fields of drug and pharmaceutical inventory management across multiple vendors, relationship management with Federal 340B administrators, viewing all activity, tracking, managing, and reporting of information, and regulatory requirements and compliance, in connection with Federal 340B pharmacy programs and discount prescription drug programs for eligible organizations and pharmacies to allow them to offer drug distribution services on behalf of covered entities in compliance with Federal 340B pharmacy programs and discount prescription drug programs

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  May 24, 2022  In Commerce  May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  340B Technologies, Inc.  Address  340B Technologies, Inc.  161 Gaither Drive, Suite 201  Mount Laurel NEW JERSEY 08054  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T-617603-US

12540
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEETLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426764
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099317
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetics; Dentifrices; Incense; Perfumes; Acrylic nail powder, liquid preparations for shaping or sculpting nails; Adhesives for affixing false hair; Adhesives for artificial nails; Adhesives for affixing false nails; Air fragrancing preparations; Aromatic essential oils; Bath soaps; Body art pens; Carpet cleaners; Cleaning agents and preparations; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic preparations for nail drying; Cosmetics for animals; Cosmetics for children; Essential oils; False nails; Fumigating incenses (Kunko); Hair oils; Hair shampoo; Lacquer-removing preparations; Nail-polish removers; Nail art stickers; Nail buffing preparations; Nail care preparations; Nail care preparations, namely, nail softeners; Nail gel; Nail polish; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish pens; Nail polish remover; Nail polish top coat; Nail polishing powder; Nail strengtheners; Nail vanish; Nail vanish removers; Natural essential oils; Nutritional oils for cosmetic purposes; Polishing creams; Polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Preparations for cleaning dentures; Scented room sprays; Varnish-removing preparations; Nail art pens
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Jul. 15, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GELAB COSMETICS LLC
- **Address**: GELAB COSMETICS LLC 1384 POMPTON AVE CEDAR GROVE NEW JERSEY NEW JERSEY 07009
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LSPHIOOLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426769 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099318
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LSPHIOOLE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fringes; Lace; Sequins; Tassels; Artificial flowers; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Beads for handicraft work; Buttons for clothing; Decorative cords; Non-electric hair rollers; Ornamental cloth patches; Ostrich feathers; Outdoor artificial foliage; Ribbons, not of paper, for gift wrapping
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yangjiang Lishang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yangjiang Lishang Trading Co., Ltd. One of No. 47, Minjian Road HuanggangLang, Xitou Town, Yangxi County Yangjiang, Guangdong CHINA 529822 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AZTECMOON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426770
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099319
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 27, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 27, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AztecMoon LLC
- **Address**: AztecMoon LLC 3903 Eisenhauer Rd, #H3 San Antonio TEXAS 78218
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: AM001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZXYIZCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426771 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099320
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZXYIZCK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Bulb basters; Cleaning sponges; Dishers for serving or portioning cake; Dishers for ice cream; Disposable latex gloves for general use; Non-electric candelabras made of precious metal; Pet feeding dishes; Stainless steel soaps; Trays for use in fingernail polishing
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Jiuyuanchun Trading Co., Ltd Address Hainan Jiuyuanchun Trading Co., Ltd 510-9, 5th Floor, Six-story Complex, No. 37 Lantian Road, Meilan District, Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUJIADI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426772</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099321</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;BUJIADI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Chairs; Cots; Mattresses; Pillows; Chests for toys; Clothes hangers; Dog kennels; Mirrors; Non-metal storage boxes of wood, plastic, canvas for general use; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Playpens for babies; Sleeping pads; Towel racks; Wood products, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in further manufacturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Chen, Minghua |
| Address    | No. 309, Nanzhuang, Jiulin Vil. Jieshan Town, Quangang Dist., Quanzhou Fujian Province CHINA 362804 |

**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM |

**Examining Attorney** NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized beetle design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air purifying apparatus and machines; Apparatus for steam generating; Automatic flush valves for toilets; Bath installations; Dehumidifiers; Electric blankets not for medical purposes; Electric candles; Electric lamps; Electric pressure cookers; Electric radiators; Electric rice cooker; Electric room deodorizing units; Gas scrubbing apparatus; Lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Laundry drying machines; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Nail lamps; Oil lamps; Ornamental decorations specially adapted for affixation to chandeliers; Portable utility lights; Refrigerating cabinets; String lights for festive decoration; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes

BASES INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GELAB COSMETICS LLC Address  GELAB COSMETICS LLC S205, 255 Old New Brunswick Rd Piscataway NEW JERSEY NEW JERSEY 08854 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorneys  NELMAN, JESSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VCBHRR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426779</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099323</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Adhesive tape flags for stationery or household purposes; Baking paper; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desk mats; Desktop business card holders; Document laminators for office use; Event albums; Office stationery; Paintbrush rests; Photograph storage boxes
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Liu, Renyu
- **Address**: Liu, Renyu No. 24, Administrative Village, Zhang wuzhuang, Caozhuang Township, Shan County, Heze, Shandong, CHINA 274000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAI DelAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426781 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099324
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KAIDILAKe" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches; Alarm clocks; Bracelets; Commemorative coins; Costume jewelry; Cuff bracelets; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewellery boxes; Key rings; Memorial jewelry; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Rings; Watch clasps; Watch straps; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Shaobin Address Chen, Shaobin No. 344, Nanzhuang, Jiulin Vil. Jieshan Town, Quangang Dist., Quanzhou Fujian Province CHINA 362804 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VOEUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426783 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099325
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "VOEUX" in the mark is "vows" or "wishes."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Beauty care cosmetics

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lacunae Lab Address Lacunae Lab 1001 Bridgeway #908 Sausalito CALIFORNIA 94965 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97426787  
Application Filing Date: May 24, 2022  
Registration Number: 7099326  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): MEOTDEOY

Mark Literal(s)

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): MEOTDEOY

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97426787  
Application Filing Date: May 24, 2022  
Registration Number: 7099326  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Basketballs; Sportballs; Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; American footballs; Archery sets; Artificial fishing bait; Baseball gloves; Baseballs; Body-training apparatus; Christmas tree decorations; Discuses for sports; Golf balls; Inflatable pool toys; Putting practice mats; Water toys  
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods  
First Use: Apr. 30, 2022  
In Commerce: Apr. 30, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Guangchang County Jinduoduo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
Address: Guangchang County Jinduoduo Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
201, Unit 1, Bldg. 9, Yujing No. 2 Huanda, West Rd., Xujiang Town, Guangchang County, Fuzhou, Jiangxi  
CHINA  
344900  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MILLER, CHARLES FREDER

Examining Attorney: MILLER, CHARLES FREDER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LANBOJINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426789 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099327 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfume; Toothpaste; Adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; Cotton wool balls for cosmetic use; Descaling preparations for household purposes; Essential oils for aromatherapy use; False eyelashes; Hair shampoo; Loose face powder; Make-up removing creams; Nail polish; Shower gel; Skin softeners; Toilet soap
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Yimin Address Chen, Yimin Room 2201 No. 86 Binhu Yili Haicang Dist. Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361026 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
TM 10462
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNTITLED FUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426808  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099328
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing consulting; Marketing services; Advertising and marketing consultancy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Jul. 01, 2019  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Untitled Future LLC  Address Untitled Future LLC  425 W. 5th Street, #2404  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90013  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1045-0002TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIMOLED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426839 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099329 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceiling light fittings; Ceiling lights; Faucet aerators; Faucet handles; Faucet sprayers; Faucets; Faucets for pipes and pipelines being parts of sanitary installations; Pendant lighting fixtures; Wall lamps; Tap water faucets; Taps being faucets; Water-saving faucets
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name shenzhen shi huijing keji youxiangongsi DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AMAZON BUSINESS Address shenzhen shi huijing keji youxiangongsi 4dong601,liuyueshequmadijie,henggang SHENZHEN CHINA 517000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4834.3.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EVEBLESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426844 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099330 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "EVEBLESS" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliances for removing make-up, electric; Automatic pet feeders; Automatic pet waterers; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Dishers for serving or portioning meatballs, cupcake batter; Dishers; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electrical toothbrushes; Grass sprinklers; Heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; Reamers for fruit juice; Soap dispensers; Vaporizers being electric aromatic oil diffusers

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Handa Address Wu, Handa Rm.601,Block C,Xinyayuan, New Asia Plaza No.88, Hongmian 1st Road, Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LUJCHICY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97426846 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022 Registration Number  7099331
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buckles of common metal; Fasteners, namely, metal bars and chains; Metal clamps; Metal clips for general use; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal hardware, namely, karabiners of metal; Metal hardware, namely, nuts; Metal hooks; Metal locks; Metal locksets; Metal rigging chain; Metal rivets; Metal threaded fasteners; Metal upholstery tacks; Rivets of metal; Silver-plated tin alloys
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Jiachi Culture Media Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Jiachi Culture Media Co., Ltd. No. 7, 3rd Lane, Junyi New Street, Xinwu Lianhe Village, Shiling Tn.,Huadu Dist. Guangzhou CHINA  510800 Legal Entity  Limited Company State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZWEOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426852 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099332
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZWEOLOGY" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chainsaws; Lawnmowers; Bits for power drills; Circulating pumps; Clutches, other than for land vehicles; Electric chain saws; Electrical drills; Fuel filters; Lawn and garden tilling machines; Machine parts, namely, bearing housings; Oil filter adapters; Oil pumps for land vehicles; Power tool parts, namely, collets; Shafts for pumps; Snow throwers; Springs being parts of machines; Sump pumps; Transmission belts not for land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rongfeng (Guangzhou) Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. Address Rongfeng (Guangzhou) Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. One of No.8, 1st Lane, Huwu Economic Shehe Road, Yiqun Village, Shiling Town, Huadu Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510800 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>LEDINEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426858</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099333</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Boots; Coats; Gloves; Hats; Sandals; Scarves; Shoes; Slippers; Trousers; Underwear; Athletic footwear; Bathing suits |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Apr. 24, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 24, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Li, Weidi |
| Address | Li, Weidi No. 73, Hebei, Xiting Village Long Tian Town Fuqing City CHINA 350300 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TENMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426859 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099334
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TENMA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures in the nature of printed photographs; Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Canvas for painting; Canvas for printing; Custom paintings; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Portraits in the nature of paintings; Printed comic books International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Xia Address Li Xia Room 301, Unit 1, No. 345, Zhenxing Road Chiping District Shandong CHINA 252100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5-187027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AILLOVCOL

Serial Number 97426869 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099335 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark consists of the wording "AILLOVCOL" in stylized font, underneath a stylized design of two interlocking triangles. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

The wording "AILLOVCOL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5610503

For Aquarelles; Decalcomanias; Paintings; Art paper; Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for printing; Colorboard being colored paperboard; Drafting templates; Drawing instruments; Drawing rulers; Framed art pictures; Lithographic works of art; Photograph mounts; Pictures in the nature of paintings; Placards of paper or cardboard; Printed greeting cards; Tablecloths of paper; Waterproof paper

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

Owner Name Dongguan Hongxin Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Hongxin Information Technology Co., Ltd. 2/F, No.45, Tantou Village, Guangming Community, Dongcheng district, Dongguan CHINA 523126 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Basis Information Currently Use Yes

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number TUS117236

Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)UILFFUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426873 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099336
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UILFFUR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile roof racks; Automobile seat cushions; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Automotive aftermarket parts, namely, truck bed extender and storage box; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Body panels for trucks or SUVs; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Car-top luggage carriers; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in trucks or SUVs; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Land vehicle parts, namely, fenders; Motor car doors; Motor car seats
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changzhou Anhe Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Changzhou Anhe Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 2, Bldg 40, No. 26, Lingshan Middle Road, Xixiaeshu Town, Xinbei Dist., Changzhou CHINA 213100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117234

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUQUILINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426875 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099337
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JUQUILINE".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "JUQUILINE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sketchbooks; Book marks; Drawing boards; Drawing pens; Highlighter pens; Paper staplers; Pen holders; Pencil or pen boxes; Photo albums; Sketch pads; Stationery boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Shasha Address Xu, Shasha Room 1604, Unit 1, Building 31, Wangjiangyuan, Changjiang Road, Jinghu, Wuhu, Anhui CHINA 241000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117231
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426877 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099338 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "STALITY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Cat toys; Dog toys; Dolls' beds; Pet toys; Pet toys made of rope; Plush toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Pull toys; Puzzle games; Rubber balls; Rugby balls; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toy bears; Stuffed toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taiyuan Houhou E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Taiyuan Houhou E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 2504,Unit 1, Building 5,Jingtai Garden, Chaoyang Street, Haozhuang Town, Yingze, Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117229

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AYGTTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426882 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099339
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AYGTTA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Shut-off valves for water sprinkler nozzles; Sieves for household purposes; Signal light glass; Signboards of porcelain or glass; Silicone baking cups; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses; Stretchers for clothing; Tongue brushes; Tool bucket organizer, namely, an organizer specially adapted for affixation to a bucket for holding tools and other apparatus; Tooth brushes; Watering pots; Watering troughs for cattle; Waxing brushes for skiing and snowboarding; Whelping boxes for dogs

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 08, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longyan Glade Intelligent Technology Ltd. Company Address Longyan Glade Intelligent Technology Ltd . Company Wuzhou Fortune Plaza Bldg. 4 Floor 1010, Longteng Middle Street, Xipi District, Longyan, Fujian CHINA 364000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117214

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DHUJBFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97426883  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2022  Registration Number  7099340  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "DHUJBFF" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Abrasive gloves for scrubbing vegetables; Abrasive liner for cat litter boxes; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Bird cages; Bird feeders; Chocolate molds; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Cups and mugs; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking cups and saucers; Drinking cups for babies and children; Plastic molds for household use in making soap; Training cups for babies and children; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use; Works of art made of glass  International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Nov. 26, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Longyan Glade Intelligent Technology Ltd. Company  Address  Longyan Glade Intelligent Technology Ltd . Company  Wuzhou Fortune Plaza Bldg. 4 Floor 1010, Longteng Middle Street, Xipi District, Longyan, Fujian  CHINA  364000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117213

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorneys  SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BOPURTOTLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426884 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099341
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BOPURTOTLY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburetors; Lawnmowers; Snowblowers; Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Belts for farm vehicle machines; Chain saws; Dynamo belts; Extensions for power tools; Fluid power component kit comprising hose and fittings for use in machinery; Grinders being power tools; Machine parts, namely, gear drives; Machine parts, namely, mechanical seals; Parts for compressed-air tools, namely, brakes, filters, hoses, pipes, couplings valves, switches, compressors, clamping tools and injectors; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Springs being parts of machines; Weeding machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery
First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Raoping BoHeLi trading Co.,LTD Address Raoping BoHeLi trading Co.,LTD No. 47, Longtang Avenue, Nanlian Village Sanrao Town, Raoping County, Chaozhou Guangdong CHINA 515735 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) YVPSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426886 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099342
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YVPSI has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillows; Shelves; Bamboo furniture; Bedroom furniture; Decorative bead curtains; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Furniture parts; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Table tops
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 27, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Yupuxi Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Anhui Yupuxi Information Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.1605, Building 15, Wanda Yuehuyuan, No.333, Jialingjiang Rd., Baohe Dist., Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230022
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117211

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHSHFIRLOV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426891  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099343
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording ChShFirLOV has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburetors; Chainsaws; Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Belts for machines; Fluid power component kit comprising hose and fittings for use in machinery; Fuel filters; Lawn mowers; Machine parts, namely, mechanical seals; O-rings being machine parts for sorting machines, packaging machines; Oil pumps for use in motors and engines; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Power tool parts, namely, collets; Snow blowers; Snow throwers; Springs being parts of machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery
First Use Apr. 20, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chushenglian Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Chushenglian Trading Co., Ltd. No.169, Huasheng Road, Langkou Community Dalang Street, Longhua New District Shenzhen CHINA 518110  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TREE BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426902 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099344
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TREE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal display stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sherman, Christopher P Address Sherman, Christopher P 4493 E Grand Canyon Dr. Chandler ARIZONA 85249 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUTALICA W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426905  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099345
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Lutalica W" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5803162

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Heels; Slippers; Dress shoes; Fashion hats; Footwear for men and women; Leisure shoes; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Sandals and beach shoes; Sports shoes; Women's shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 13, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Tingting  Address Wang Tingting  No. 172 Shunsheng Road, Zhengxing Street  ChengDu  CHINA 610000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FAYOYOMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426909 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099346
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) "FAYOYOMI" has no meaning in a foreign language

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pullovers; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Camouflage jackets; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Sports jerseys
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu LiAo Address Xu LiAo No. 126, group 4, Heyan village, Heyan Town, Kai County, Chongqing CHINA 405400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEW & TULIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426913 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099347 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Glass bricks; Glass mosaics for use in building construction; Glass tiles; Mosaic art tiles made of marble; Mosaics made of natural stone and stone tile; Natural stone and stone tile; Non-metal decorative moldings and decorative trim for use in building construction; Non-metal mosaic tiles for building; Non-metal tiles; Stone veneers; Wall and floor art made of natural stone and stone tile
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yunzhiting Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Yunzhiting Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1829 T36 No. 518, Tianhe Road, Tianhe District Guangzhou City CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, HEATHER MEAD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALAMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426917 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099348
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "ALAMO" with an elongated "A" tail extending to the left of the letter and a lightning bolt through the "O" diagonally from top left to bottom right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical instrument amplifiers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 20, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alamo Electric Instrument Co LLC Address Alamo Electric Instrument Co LLC 2901 Barton Skyway Apt 2906 2901 Barton Skyway Apt 2906 Austin TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK Literal(s)
KESUPAIR

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426920</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Dehumidifiers; Flashlights; Humidifiers; Air purification units; Air purifiers; Electric fans for personal use; Facial saunas; Humidifiers for household use; Industrial humidifiers; Laser light projectors

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
**First Use**: Feb. 03, 2022
**In Commerce**: Feb. 03, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Linchen Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Shenzhen Linchen Plastic Products Co., Ltd. 2/F, No. 14, Xintian Junxin Ind. Zone, Guanhu Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
**Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOLIZEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426928 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099350
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOLIZEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Artificial Christmas trees; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree decorations; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Decorative wind spinners; Dog toys; Inflatable pool toys; Ornament hooks for Christmas trees; Plastic party hats; Swimming aids, namely, pool rings, arm floats for recreational use; Toy cars; Toy musical boxes; Water slides
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuang, Chengwei Address Zhuang, Chengwei Room 701, No. 115, Junjing Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JVSSHK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97426942 | **Application Filing Date** | May 24, 2022 | **Registration Number** | 7099351 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 | **Register** | Principal | **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Sleepsuits; Suits; Uniforms; Cargo pants; Coats for men and women; Corduroy shirts; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Rash guards; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Skirts and dresses; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; Tee shirts; Windbreakers
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Apr. 26, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Ji,Zhongbing **Address** Ji,Zhongbing Rm 401,No.20,Lingxi,Yuanxiadi Industrial Zone, Huangshi East Rd, Baiyun Dist, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** Sha2110

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANOBO WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426943 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099352
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ANOBO WORLD" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 64380041 Foreign Application Filing Date May 03, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 64380041 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 28, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 27, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting of colloquiums in the field of intellectual property law; Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums in the field of public education policy; Arranging and conducting of symposiums in the field of emergency medical practices; Arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of digital marketing; Arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, lecture presentations and symposiums for language training; Art exhibition services; Art exhibitions; Boarding school education; Educational services in the nature of elementary schools; Information on education; Museum services; Nursery schools; Organization of cultural shows; Organization of events for cultural purposes; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Physical education services; Plant exhibitions; Providing information in the field of education; Providing museum facilities; Providing on-line art exhibitions; Rental of artwork; Research in the field of education; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Teaching, training, tutoring and courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate level; Training services in the field of business knowledge
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Beijing Yiwujie International Education Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address  Beijing Yiwujie International Education Technology Co., Ltd. 10202-19, 10th Floor, Building 1, No. 51, Fuxing Road, Haidian District, Beijing, CHINA 100010  
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FRINDOWS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426952</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099353</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "FRINDOWS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Adhesive bands for medical purposes; Antibacterial/antimicrobial tape for the purpose of destroying bacteria, mold and mildew; Eye pads for medical use; Hemostatic gel matrix preparations for treating wounds; Hydrogel for medical purposes; Medical adhesive tape; Medical adhesives for binding internal tissue; Medical adhesives for binding wounds; Medical cleansers for skin and wounds; Medical dressings; Medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Nursing pads; Sterilized dressing; Wadding for medical purposes; Wound dressings

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: TROOPS9 LIMITED
- **Address**: TROOPS9 LIMITED RM18,27/F HO KING COMM CTR 2-16 FAYUEN ST MONGKOK KL Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ECHINGNAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97426959
- **Application Filing Date**: May 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099354
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ECHINGNAL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bottle openers; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cookery moulds; Cosmetic brushes; Eyeglass cleaning cloths; Make-up brushes; Pet brushes; Planters for flowers and plants; Powder puffs; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jul. 24, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 24, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yiqingchen (Kaiping) Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Yiqingchen (Kaiping) Trading Co., Ltd. One Of Zawufang, 42, first floor, No.4, Changfu Rd, Changsha Sub-district Office Kaiping CHINA 529300
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS117250

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KONSCHAK, CARL A
TM 10489
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MSUUINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426967  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099355
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buckets; Candlesticks; Flowerpots; Vases; Baking mats; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Baskets for household purposes; Beer mugs; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Candy boxes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Drinking glasses; Glass mugs; Kitchen containers; Lawn sprinklers; Napkin rings; Pads for cleaning; Toilet paper holders; Vacuum flasks; Watering cans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jixiaoyou Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Jixiaoyou Trading Co., Ltd. Room 131, No. 338, Dalang South Road, Huilian Community, Longhua St, Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117235

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEUMITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426968 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099356 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shelves; Bamboo baskets for industrial purposes; Bamboo furniture; Coat stands; Curtain rings; Curtain tie-backs in the nature of non-textile curtain holders; Figures made of rattan; Furniture shelves; Kennels for household pets; Luggage racks being furniture; Pet cushions; Plastic labels; Plate racks; Rattan; Straw plaits; Works of art of bamboo; Works of art of wicker
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chaoneng Rongyao Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chaoneng Rongyao Technology Co., Ltd. Room 106, No. 29, Yanglong New Village, Gaofeng Community, Dalang Street, Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117233

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JASHIGEB

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426978</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099357</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "JASHIGEB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Balloons; Confetti; Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Articles of clothing for toys; Card games; Costume masks; Inflatable ride-on toys; Party favor hats; Party games; Playing cards

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Mar. 09, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Luo, Zhijie **Address** Luo, Zhijie Rm.205, No.123 Jianshebei Rd., Huadu Dist., Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS117215

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KONSCHAK, CARL A
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426979</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Labels of leather; Leather and imitation leather; Leather bags; Leather for shoes; Leather sold in bulk; Tanned leather |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ISA TANTEC LIMITED |
| Address | ISA TANTEC LIMITED Avenida Da Praia Grande,No.619, Edificio Comercial Si Toi, 5 Andar, Unidade 8, MACAO |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | MACAU |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117210 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | PARDAIS, LEAH R |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For:
- Earphones; Smartglasses; Smartphones; Videophones; Camera flashes; Cases for smartphones; Chargers for smartphones; Computer cameras; Computer keypads; Electrical sockets; Eye glasses; Flashlamps for cameras; Mobile hotspot devices; Mobile telephones; Multiple purpose cameras; Personal computers; Portable computers; Smart watches; Smartphone mounts; Smartphones in the shape of a watch; Smartwatch straps; Sports helmets; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging pads for smartphones; Wireless charging stands for smartphones; Wireless ear buds; Wireless electronic scales; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless routers

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use | Apr. 01, 2022

In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Long, xiaoli

Address: 2A1, Building 11, China Merchants Guanyuan, Guanlan Qizhi 2nd Road, Longhua District, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: TUS117192

Examining Attorney: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SENHEYX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426981 Application Filing Date May 24, 2022 Registration Number 7099360 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing reels; Fishing rods; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle bags; Flying discs; Inflatable swimming pools; Kites; Lures for fishing; Squash rackets; Swimming floats
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Duoyunduo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Henan Duoyunduo Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 2203, Unit 1, Bldg 12, Xiangruiyuan Xiaoqu, Hongye Rd, Gaoxin Dist, Zhengzhou City CHINA 450001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GOGOHERHOME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97426982</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099361</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bras; Coats; Collars; Gloves; Hats; Pajamas; Scarfs; Socks; Swimsuits; Underwear; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Judo suits; Shoe straps; Soccer shoes; Tee shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 22, 39 | **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Apr. 02, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Apr. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | XIAO, LIU | **Address** | XIAO, LIU NO. 9, GROUP 3, CHAOYANG VILLAGE, FEICHENG SUB-DISTRICT OFFICE, FEI COUNTY, SHANDONG, CHINA 273400 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL | **Citizenship** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | TUS117194 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | KONSCHAK, CARL A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYCOED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97426988  Application Filing Date May 24, 2022  Registration Number 7099362
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word "HYOCED" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Gears for vehicles; License plate frames; License plate holders; Mudguards for automobiles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Spoilers for automotive vehicles; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 10, 2022  In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LU, ZHEN YE  Address LU, ZHEN YE Room 302, Building No. 9, Lane 68, Dahuangqiao Road, Lanjiang Subdistrict Yuyao, Zhejiang CHINA 315402 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97426989</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
<td>7099363</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The wording &quot;GEVOLCM&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Body jewelry; Drop earrings; Ear studs; Jewelry boxes; Key chains; Neck chains; Nose rings; Pet jewelry; Rings; Sautoir necklaces; Watches and clocks; Women's jewelry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2022</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changsha Xingge Information Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Changsha Xingge Information Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 811-28, Northwest of Bayi Bridge, Furong Middle Rd, Wangluyuan St, Kaifu Dist Changsha, Hunan CHINA 410000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SV-494-02</td>
<td>LOTT, MAUREEN DALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>SV-494-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LOTT, MAUREEN DALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** GOLLACY

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "GOLLACY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Barbecues; Sterilizers; Book lights; Child safe protective covers for bathtub spouts; Coffee machines, electric; Electrically-heated ice cream scoops; Evaporative air coolers; Lights for use in growing plants; Nail drying machines for beauty salons; Portable electric fans; Portable electric warm air dryer; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Vehicle brake lights; Waffle irons, electric; Decorative ceramic cover for electric candle warmers

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus **First Use** Feb. 16, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Zhuang, Chengwei **Address** Zhuang, Chengwei Room 701, No. 115, Junjing Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** Sha2110 **Examining Attorney** KUNG, KAELEI ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HNTIRIWIRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97427019 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 25, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099365 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Blouses; Hoodies; Loungewear; Rompers; Shortalls; Tabards; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Shell jackets; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Stuff jackets; Tee shirts; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga tops

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use in Commerce** Jan. 18, 2022

**In Commerce** Jan. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Chen, Jinshan

**Address** No.413,Chencuo,Xiwuya Village, Shanting Township,Xiuyu District, Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LETOHOUMIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427046</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099366</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Shelves; Hanging locker shelving made of fabric; Hat racks; Hat stands; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Jewelry organizer displays in the nature of display stands, display boards, trees for displaying and organizing jewelry; Non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Party ornaments of plastic; Plant racks; Shoe racks; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Storage racks; Soft sculpture wall decorations |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Apr. 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 20, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Changsha Dong jia xi Trade Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Changsha Dong jia xi Trade Co., Ltd. No.526,5th F., Bldg.1#, Zhonghai Longting No. 967, Zhongyi 1st Rd., Dongjing St., Yuhua, Changsha CHINA 410007 |
| Legal Entity | Limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 3-220525-1 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427052</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>3D ornaments made from plastic; Decorative glitter; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Holiday ornaments of plastic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Office furniture; Party ornaments of plastic; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees and cat condos; Picture frame moldings; Works of art of nutshell; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Picture and photograph frames</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Changsha Shi Shu Qibanjianqi Trading Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Changsha Shi Shu Qibanjianqi Trading Co., Ltd. No. 130, Zone B, New Century Anjuyuan, Mars Avenue, Dongtundu St, Furong Distt, Changsha City, CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SPARACINO, MARK V |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WQMQLJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427057  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099368
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beakers, namely, wide-mouthed drinking cups for household use; Brushes for cleaning bicycle components; Chocolate molds; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Kitchen utensil crocks; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Servingware for serving food and drinks; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Feb. 04, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wuhan Qiaoshi Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Wuhan Qiaoshi Trading Co., Ltd.  1501,Unit2,Bldg20,2Qi, Liantou Huashanjun Huashan St.,Donghu New Tech&Develop Zone  Wuhan  CHINA  430000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SPARACINO, MARK V
TM 10503 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUHUI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427059 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099369
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AUHUI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive parts, namely, turbocharger systems; Fuel filters; Ignition wires for motor vehicles; Spark plug ignition wires; Spark plugs; Vehicle engine parts, namely, charge air coolers and their component parts; Vehicle engine parts, namely, oil coolers; Vehicle engine parts, namely, push rods; Vehicle engine parts, namely, rocker arms; Vehicle parts, namely, carburetors; Vehicle parts, namely, intake manifolds
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Aohui Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Aohui Trading Co., Ltd. Room B081 of 309, Building 7, No. 3, Xintang Street, Tianhe District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039057T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
GINCEVHY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427060</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099370</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Envelopes; Erasers; Pencils; Pens; Ballpoint pens; Highlighting markers; Letter paper; Memo pads; Notebook paper; Pencil cases; Photograph albums; Ring binders; Self-adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes; Stickers; Printed holiday cards
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
- **First Use** | Apr. 27, 2022  
- **In Commerce** | Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jinhua Junxing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Jinhua Junxing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  
  Room 1701, Unit 4, Building 1-6  
  No. 3111, North Second Ring  
  Jinhua City  
  CHINA  
  321000  
  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: PHENCASER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bedsheets; Pillowcases; Towels; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Bed sheets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Dining linens; Large bath towels; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Quilts of towel
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Shangtongyou Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Shangtongyou Trading Co., Ltd. Office 201, Hongji Cement Factory Ma'antang Community, Bantian Street Shenzhen City CHINA 518129
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOFERLAAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427068 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099372
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boardshorts; Gloves; Hats; Beach hats; Bicycle gloves; Fashion hats; Fingerless gloves; Ski gloves; Sun sleeves; Sun visors being headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 18, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Yaoguo Address Li, Yaoguo No.25 Dongdui, Lichangzhuang, Weibo Village, Baishan Town, Suixi County, Huaibei CHINA 050000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00036

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  

BAZLJY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427072  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099373  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording BAZLJY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Bead bracelets; Beads for making jewellery; Bracelets made of cloth, rubber silicone, leather; Charms for key chains; Charms for key rings; Charms for key rings or key chains; Children's jewelry; Choker necklaces; Decorative key fobs; Ear clips; Jewellery boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry, namely, dog tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; Key chains; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Key chains for use as jewelry; Key rings; Keyrings of common metal; Leather key chains; Metal key chains; Metal key rings; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces made of cloth, rubber silicone, leather; Necklaces; Plastic key chains; Plastic key rings; Plastic key rings; Rings

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use Jan. 16, 2022  In Commerce Jan. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guan, Jinyuan  Address Guan, Jinyuan No. 3, Yunshiheng Road, Zhongcun Town, Panyu District, Guangzhou CHINA 511400  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SPARACINO, MARK V
Mark Literal(s) CORNERPIN

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leasing of real estate; Real estate brokerage; Real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing; Real estate agency services; Real estate management services; Real estate service, namely, rental property management; Real estate services, namely, property management services for condominium associations, homeowner associations and apartment buildings; Real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial property, offices and office space; Rental of real estate; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Financial valuation of personal property and real estate; Providing an Internet website portal offering information in the fields of real estate concerning the purchase and sale of new and resale of homes and condos; Residential real estate agency services

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cornerpin LLC
Address Cornerpin LLC CORNERPIN Suite 300-013 300 Great Oaks Blvd Albany NEW YORK 12203
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EOMHEPT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427077</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The word "EOMHEPT" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, cell culture dishes; Cell culture apparatus for laboratory use, namely, tissue culture flasks; Clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; Disposable bottle liners for use with laboratory apparatus; Disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; Disposable plastic bioreactors for cell culturing; Disposable reusable dispenser syringes for laboratory use; Dust protective goggles and masks; Eyewear accessories, namely, straps, neck cords and head straps which restrain eyewear from movement on a wearer; Fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, bars, anchors, harnesses, lines, lanyards, carabiners and anchorage connectors; Filters for blood and blood components for laboratory use; Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, test tubes; Laboratory equipment, namely, plastic, rubber and elastomer closures, seals and stoppers for laboratory bottles; Laboratory glassware; Laboratory storage tubes; Laboratory swabs |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jan. 31, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 31, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ma, Huimin |
| Address | No.2502,Unit 2,Building 3 No.26,Mianfang West Road,Zhongyuan Dist. Zhengzhou CHINA 450000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | FH |
| Examining Attorney | DINALLO, KEVIN M |
**Case Identifiers**

**Serial Number**: 97427080  
**Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022  
**Registration Number**: 7099376  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FONDERSY

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording fondersy has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Birds' feathers as clothing accessories; Bows for the hair; Bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Decorative cords; Elastic ribbons; Hair barrettes; Hair bows; Hair grips; Hair nets; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Hair pins and grips; Hair ribbons; Lace; Lace trimmings; Laces and embroidery; Laces for footwear; Laces; Ornamental bows of textile for decoration; Ornamental ribbons made of textiles; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Ribbon cards for holding needlepoint ribbons; Ribbons of textile for packaging and for wrapping; Ribbons of textile materials; Ribbons, not of paper, for gift wrapping; Ribbons, not of paper, for wrapping

- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Fondersy E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Xiamen Fondersy E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 503, No. 9 Longshengli, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA 361009  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: Koh-ASN00040

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WINDOLPHIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427081  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099377
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Packaging containers of plastic; Plastic tissue box covers; Bamboo furniture; Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Fabric tissue box covers; Fitted crib rail covers; Fitted kitchen furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Living room furniture; Metal furniture; Office furniture; Plastic cases
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use May 11, 2022  In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XiangRan Long  Address XiangRan Long  2nd Floor, Building 5, South China City Pinghu Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province  CHINA  518100
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha1903

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZJZEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427082 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099378
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZJZEY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Archery equipment, namely, broadheads; Baseballs; Camouflage netting used in hunting; Fish hooks; Fishing tackle; Knee guards for athletic use; Reels for fishing; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga straps
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhenjiang Already Import and Export Co., Ltd. Address Zhenjiang Already Import and Export Co., Ltd. No.768. Mingzhu Bay. Sanmao Street,Yangzhong City, Zhenjiang City CHINA 212200 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REDYUSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427083  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099379
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Redyuss has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Building games; Christmas tree skirts; Jigsaw puzzles; Toy balloons; Toy drones; Toy telescopes; Toy tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YULONG, WANG  Address YULONG, WANG  NO. 155, CHIZI VILLAGE, TANGWU TOWN, CHANGLE COUNTY WEIFANG  CHINA  261000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00041

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
TM 10514 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANANMEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427086 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099380
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed canopies; Canvas fabric; Cushion covers; Furnishing and upholstery fabrics; Glass fiber fabrics; Interior decoration fabrics; Laminated textiles to be affixed to the surface of furniture; Mosquito nets; Pillow covers; Polyester fabric; Quilt covers; Table cloth of textile; Textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; Unfitted coverings of plastic for furniture; Unfitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 05, 2021 In Commerce May 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Luyan Address Wu, Luyan No. 21, Longxia, Xinhua Village, Nan’an Town, Dayu County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi, CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SPARACINO, MARK V
**TM 10515 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE ** JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YZJHL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Blouses; Body suits; Coats for men and women; Costumes for use in the amusement industry; Pram suits; Pyjamas; Riding gloves; Scarves; Shawls |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Yangzhong Jinhualu Garment Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Yangzhong Jinhualu Garment Co., Ltd. (within Yongxing Group) Line 3 and 2, Sanmao Street, Yangzhong City CHINA 212299 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SPARACINO, MARK V |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOGEFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427089 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099382 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TOGEFUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cube-type puzzles; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Scale-model vehicles; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy animals; Toy building blocks; Toy cameras; Toy cars; Toy models; Toy telescopes; Toy watches; Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shandong Weixi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shandong Weixi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1712, 17th Floor, Jiahua Fortune Center, Rongcheng City, Weihai City, Shandong CHINA 264300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number QYCTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CAROLINE P
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CLEAFEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97427093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording cleafeet has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Hats; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Stockings; Suits; Trousers; Underwear; Bras; Sports shoes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>Primary Classes 25 - US Classes 22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Guizhou Amari Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guizhou Amari Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Xiaochehe Office, Rm.8, Fl.25, Unit (1)1, Bldg.1, Huaguoyuan Project, Xiaochehe St., Nanming Dist., Guiyang CHINA |
| Legal Entity | Limited company (Ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | QYCTM |
| Examining Attorney | SPARACINO, MARK V |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QIRYIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427094</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099384</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Agate as jewellery; Artificial gemstones; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Hoop earrings; Neck chains; Sautoir necklaces; Slap bracelets; Slapband bracelets; Women's jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** Apr. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Lin, Yinbo **Address** Lin, Yinbo Room 704a, Block B, Tairong Buliding Meilong Town, Haifeng County Shanwei, Guangdong CHINA 516400 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** FH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YIZHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427095  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099385
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YiZheng has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile bumpers; Automobile door handles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 17, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hao, Junfeng  Address Hao, Junfeng No. 1, Southeast Chang St, Nanhan Village Nanhan Street Office, Wanbailin Dist., Taiyuan, Shanxi  CHINA 030053 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AEGAMOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427096 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099386
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording aegamor has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Coats; Dresses; Shoes; Skirts; Smocks; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Veils; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Cycling shorts; Gloves as clothing; Masquerade costumes; Rain coats; Waist belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuanliyongdong (Chengdu) Technology Co., Ltd Address Yuanliyongdong (Chengdu) Technology Co., Ltd Rm OL-04-202110024 No.4 No.79 Xiangsha Road,Huayang Street,Tianfu New District, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS Spring

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427097</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording aswaysun has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Bowls; Epergnes; Dish covers; Drinking glasses; Drinking straws; Kitchen containers; Make-up brushes; Napkin holders; Towel rails and rings; Bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Ladles for kitchen use |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 10, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 12, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Xu, Huan |
| Address | No. 3, Xiadong Group, Wangling Village, Zuoba Town, Susong County, Anhui Province CHINA 246509 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | QYCTM |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | SPARACINO, MARK V |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SINIFER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427098  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099388
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Twine; All-purpose nylon straps featuring hook and loop fasteners; Baling twine; Belts, not of metal, for handling loads; Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps; Guy lines not of metal; Laundry bags; Non-metal bands for wrapping or binding; Nylon strapping or tie downs; Nylon tie down straps; Polypropylene straps for securing bundles; Rubber cable ties and straps for fastening and securing objects such as bundles of wire together; Synthetic rope and webbing; Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal

International Classes  22 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  International Class Title  Cordage and Fibers  First Use  May 08, 2022  In Commerce  May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gushi County Boyue Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Gushi County Boyue Trading Co., Ltd.  No. 32, Wangwei Group, Yaozhai Village Magangji Township, Gushi County Xinyang, Henan  CHINA  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZICON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427101 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099389
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ZICON" with a
spherical logo design containing a dove and leaf in front of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature
of the mark. Translation The wording ZICON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air mattresses, for medical purposes; Artificial joints; Artificial limbs; Braces for teeth; Dental apparatus, namely, intra-
oral light systems; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Finger splints; Injection needles for medical use; Lasers for
medical purposes; Massage apparatus; Medical stents; Medical stretchers; Probes for medical purposes; Radiotherapy
apparatus; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Electric massage therapy guns
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 25, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Zejiang International Trade Co., Ltd Address Sichuan Zejiang International Trade Co., Ltd
Rm.1302,13/F,Unit 1,Bldg 3,No.1700,North Section of Tianfu Avenue,ChengduGao Dist Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS Spring

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SJHPLZJYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427104 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099390
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips; Blank forms; Blank lesson plan books; Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Conical paper bags; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He, Xiaobing Address He, Xiaobing No. 2-48, Binjiang Second Team, Binjiang Original Seed Field, Sanhua Town, Xishui County, Hubei CHINA 438200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: QIMIRRA
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "QiMirra" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Back packs; Backpacks for pets; Gym bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hiking bags; Key cases; Leather purses; Men's clutch bags; Pochettes; Tote bags; Travel cases; Traveling bags; Waist pouches; Wheeled duffle bags; Wristlet bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 26, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Huang, Songying
- **Address**: Huang, Songying No. 177, Loujiao, Zoudong Village, Shuikou Town, Xingning City, CHINA 514500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TGTM0563
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CAROLINE P
TM 10526 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427114 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099392 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AOTHSO

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AOTHSO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Bras; Lingerie; Sleepwear; Sweaters; Trousers; Turtlenecks; Underclothes; Babies' trousers; Baby tops; Dress shirts; Panties, shorts and briefs; Skirts and dresses; Swim wear; Track suits International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 19, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Song, Zhangfan Address Song, Zhangfan NO.4-17-235 Longjin Avenue, Chengguan Town, Shucheng County, Anhui CHINA 231399 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0564

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AIMUONOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427116
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099393
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Central processing unit (CPU) clocks; Clock generators for computers; Computer monitors; Computerized time clock with fingerprint recognition; Digital photo frames for displaying digital pictures and video clips; Electronic displays, namely, digital signage; Flat panel display screens; Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; Media players; Overlays specially adapted for touchscreen displays; Portable media players; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Sound mixers with integrated amplifiers; Touchscreen monitors; Video monitors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: He Ruicai
- **Address**: Room 403, 4th Floor, No. 86 Langkou Industrial Park, Dalang Street, Shenzhen City, CHINA 518110
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KACOTONGH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97427117 | Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099394 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Kacotongh has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nightgowns; Robes; Sleepwear; Dressing gowns; Ski bibs; Ski boot liners; Ski gloves; Ski masks; Snowboard gloves; Wearable blankets in the nature of blankets with sleeves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 27, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Wenyu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Wenyu Technology Co., Ltd. One of Rm.1909, Bldg.2, Lihe Apartment No. 2, Yintong Street, East District Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPHOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427118  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022
Registration Number  7099395
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The wording Haphod has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bed blankets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Curtains and towels; Fabric table runners; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Plastic table covers; Quilt covers; Shower curtains; Table linen, not of paper; Table pads; Towels made of textile materials; Unfitted fabric furniture covers
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes
US Classes  42, 50
International Class Title  Fabrics
First Use  Jun. 19, 2020
In Commerce  Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Song, Zhangfan
Address  Song, Zhangfan
NO.4-17-235 Longjin Avenue, Chengguan Town, Shucheng County, Anhui CHINA
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TGTM0565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIQUE CHOICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427119 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099396 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tarpaulins; Tents; Bed tents; Grow tents; Packaging bags of textile material; Plastic ties for home or garden use; Raw ramie fiber; Sails for sailboards; Silk netting; Tent flies; Tents for mountaineering or camping; Tents, not for camping; True hemp fiber, raw
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Jinshan Address Wang Jinshan 2nd Floor, North Gate, Building 14 Phase II, Dayang Base Linhai City CHINA 317000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427120 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099397
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Keaittyss has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; Carrying cases specially adapted for pocket calculators and cellphones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for telephones; Cell phone cases; Electric batteries; Mobile telephone batteries; Mouse mats; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Smartphone mounts; Waterproof cases for smart phones; Wireless computer mice; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liao, Yongchang Address Liao, Yongchang No.1 Aotou, Qifeng Village, Dama Town, Dapu County, Guangdong CHINA 514200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOMOJANN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427121 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099398
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Momojann has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Benches; Chairs; Couches; Furniture; Stools; Wardrobes; Chests of drawers; Dressing tables; End tables; Furniture of metal; Furniture, namely, sales and display counters; Furniture, namely, showcases; Metal furniture; Mirrors; Washstands International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 19, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Qinghuan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Qinghuan Trading Co., Ltd. No. 381, Xia Village, Sanjia Street, Taizhou Bay New District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 318014 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0567

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KAPECUTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427122</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099399</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "KAPECUTE" in stylized font inside a rectangle with rounded corners.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording Kapecute has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Mulch; Animal litter; Dried plants; Litter for small animals; Litter peat; Mixture consisting of grass seed, mulch and fertilizer sold as a unit to repair lawns; Peat moss; Plants, dried, for decoration; Tree growing kits composed primarily of seeds and also including peat pots and peat pellets; Unprocessed herbs
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Mar. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Liang Yanfei
- **Address**: Liang Yanfei  Rm. 2502, No. 8, Haiwen Rd., Tianhe Dist.  Guangzhou  CHINA  510630
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AITIWAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427125 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099400
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AITIWAT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Megaphones; Scales; Accumulators; Audio speakers; Bullet resistant clothing; Central processing unit (CPU) fans; Computer mouse; Computer peripherals; Gun scopes; Mouse pads; Reflective safety vests; Smart watches; Surveying instruments; Tactical laser sights; Telescopic riflescopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 10, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Zhenxi Address Guo, Zhenxi Room 110, No. 59, Juntian Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen, CHINA 51800 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0568

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UORNGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427129 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099401
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Cat toys; Dog toys; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, spring-loaded camming devices (SLCDs); Paddle surfboards; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Playground equipment, namely, climbing units; Skateboarding gloves; Skateboards; Sportballs; Stuffed toy animals; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zheng, Chuan Address  Zheng, Chuan Room 302, Unit 6, No. 131,Yunshan Road, Yunshan Street, Lanxi City, Zhejiang CHINA  321199 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HNZWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427130 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099402
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic pulls for cabinets, drawers and furniture; Clothes hangers; Clothes hangers featuring straps, sliding arms; Coat hangers; Hangers for clothes; Hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; Hose hangers not of metal; Non-metal picture hangers; Suction cup hangers and hooks made of silicone polymer; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yueqing Canjing Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yueqing Canjing Trading Co., Ltd. Jiangxia Village, Beibaixiang Town Yueqing City Wenzhou Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TMSREBU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427132 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099403
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Clothing jackets; Cosplay costumes; Denim jackets; Gloves; Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Jeans; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shoes; Socks; Sweaters

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hu, Benfeng Address  Hu, Benfeng  No. 35, Meiling Group, Tieshi Village, Shuiyan Township, Shangyou County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA  341200 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TISGNAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427136 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099404
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Flexible heating elements for automobile seats, namely, flexible wire-knitted and woven heating tapes; Flood lights; Lamp bulbs; Lamps for outdoor use; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; LED safety lamps; Lighting apparatus for sports arenas; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Roadlights; Spot lights; Strip lighting for indoor use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 29, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Fen Address Zhao, Fen Room 110, No. 532, Pinghu Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518035 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  OBHRRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427137</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Cups; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning sponges; Empty spray bottles; Flower syringes; Loofahs for household purposes; Manually actuated pump dispensers for attachment to containers for use in dispensing liquids; Pastry bags; Perfume atomizers, sold empty; Sponge holders |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Feb. 09, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 09, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Ma Weirong |
| Address | Ma Weirong  Shanxialang Village, Jiangkou Street  Huangyan District  Taizhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  318000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |

12631
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  NXJSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427138  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099406
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dresses; Footwear; Gym shorts; Maillots; Mules; Nightshirts; Sandals; Socks; Vests
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 24, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhu, Guihai  Address  Zhu, Guihai No.12,Shuangxikou Group,Shuangxiao Vil., Wuzhifeng Township, Shangyou County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi  CHINA  341000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinig Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E

12632
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427141
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099407
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized crab. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Children's multiple activity toys; Dolls and playsets thereof; Electric action toys; Infant toys; Mechanical action toys; Musical toys; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Pet toys; Portable musical toys incorporating telecommunication functions; Toy building blocks; Toy figures; Toy models; Toys with LED light features for use in performance arts, namely, dance, rope dart performances
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tan Yujin
- **Address**: No. 42, Jianshandong Village, Longtou Town, Potou District, Zhanjiang, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
TM 10542 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XIMANUOFENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427143 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099408
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ximanuofeng has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Caddies for holding cosmetics, cleaning brushes for household use; Decorative crosses of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta, other than jewelry; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Hand-operated grinders; Insulated mugs; Kitchen containers; Mop buckets; Portable pots and pans for camping; Servingware for serving food; Sports bottle belts for running, hiking, biking also featuring storage for other items; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Towel rails and rings, not of precious metal

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hubei Tingguang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hubei Tingguang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 209, Bldg 1, Times Square, Yanhe Rd Chengguan Town, Hong'an County, Huanggang, Hubei CHINA 438000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BVILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427146 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099409
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BVILY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cordless vacuum cleaners; Dry-cleaning machines; Electric vacuum cleaners; Electric whisks for household purposes; Floor washing machines; Hand-held vacuum cleaners; Shearing machines for animals; Vacuum cleaners; Weeding machines; Wet-dry vacuums
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan YanHua Address Yan YanHua 1802Bl.1,Phase1,YangtaiyuanNo.21Liguang Zhongxing Rd., Shiyan St., Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GXYR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427147 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099410
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Area rugs; Floor mats; Non-slip bathtub mats; Non-textile wall coverings; Non-textile wall hangings; Pet feeding mats; Plastic bath mats; Shower mats; Textile floor mats for use in the home; Wallcoverings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peng, Feichao Address Peng, Feichao Xunxi Village, Xunxi Administrative Village, Xunmukou Town, Taikang County, Zhoukou, Henan CHINA 461400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZZXHD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97427149 Application Filing Date: May 25, 2022 Registration Number: 7099411
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Balloons; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Children's multiple activity toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Craft sets for decorating balloons; Dolls and accessories therefor; Infant toys; Play houses and toy accessories therefor; Printing toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Toy for pets; Toy masks; Toy models; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods First Use: May 10, 2022 In Commerce: May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Guangzhou RuiMiaoCheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address: Guangzhou RuiMiaoCheng Trading Co., Ltd. Rm A334,Rm 408,No.890,Fuyu West Rd Chenyong Village,Qiaonan St,Panyu Dist Guangzhou CHINA 511489 Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) USEEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427150  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099412
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heat-insulated containers for household use; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use Mar. 20, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhisheng Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Zhisheng Technology Co., Ltd. 12L,Wangye Bldg,Wangye Haoyuan No.2269,Dongmen Middle Rd,Dongmen Str Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Guan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEARS, DAVID W.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNPOOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427151  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099413
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "SunPooo" in stylized format  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishers; General purpose storage bins for household use; Hair picks; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Serving ladles
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 22, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chaozhou Zhenxing Trading Co., LTD  Address Chaozhou Zhenxing Trading Co., LTD  Shop no. 1, Meihan Road, Meixi Village Anbu Town, Chaoan District Chaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 515638

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ATABIGRINE

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427152</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099414</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Atabigrine has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

For Adapter cables for headphones; Audio cables; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Electric charging cables; Electronic devices for locating and tracking lost articles, people, pets using radio frequency, global positioning systems, cellular communication networks; FM modulators; Gloves for protection against accidents; Optical cables; Protective cases for audio equipment in the nature of speakers, headphones, audio mixers; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone mounts; USB cables; Vehicle radios; Waterproof cases for smart phones

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use In Commerce** May 18, 2022

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Zeka Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Zeka Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm501,Bike Science and Technology Bldg No.9,Keyan Rd,Maling Community,Yuehai St Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**Examing Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZUNOORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427158 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022
Registration Number 7099415
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beachwear; Coats; Sleepwear; Swimwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps,
athletic uniforms; Body shirts; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the body as a
decorative piece of clothing with utility; Clothing, namely, base layers; Down jackets; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Heavy
coats; Leisure shoes; Skirts and dresses; Thermal underwear; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts,
triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 25, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shi Xiaolong Address Shi Xiaolong Daan Village, Gaomiao Township Hubin District Sanmenxia City
CHINA 472000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZAOWU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427171  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099416
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Saddles; Clothing for animals; Clothing for domestic pets; Collars for animals; Dog apparel; Dog clothing; Dog coats; Garments for pets; Leashes for animals; Pet clothing; Pet hair bows; Raincoats for pet dogs
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Apr. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Zaowuzhe Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Zaowuzhe Trading Co., Ltd.  1013, block B, Hedong building  Xixiang street, Baoan District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CC-0143

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHN, CRISTEL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASPHINIEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427173  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099417
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Asphinien has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Tiaras; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Bead bracelets; Bib necklaces; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Charm bracelets; Clip earrings; Ear clips; Ear studs; Hoop earrings; Neck chains; Osmium alloys; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Xingjuele Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Xingjuele Trading Co., Ltd. Room 101, No. 5 and 6, Duzhu 4th Lane Baoan Community, Yuanshan Street Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BINGO OCEAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427175</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized wording of &quot;BiNGO OCEAN&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Computer software development; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Design, development and implementation of software; Development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems; Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; Installation and maintenance of computer, Internet access, mobile phone software; Installation, maintenance and repair of cell phone related software; Installation, maintenance, and updating of computer software; Smartphone software design; Updating of smartphone software |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | May 19, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 19, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Acerena Inc |
| Address | Acerena Inc 475 S GRAND CENTRAL PKWY LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89106 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D |

12644
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNPOOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427176 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099419
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SunPooo" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement products, namely, inflatable balls; Baby rattles; Dolls and playsets therefor; Infant toys; Play balloons; Plush dolls; Toy aircraft; Toy models; Train set accessories, namely, artificial trees, turf, foliage, ballast, lichen and grass
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chaozhou Zhenxing Trading Co., LTD Address Chaozhou Zhenxing Trading Co., LTD Shop no. 1, Meihan Road, Meixi Village Anbu Town, Chaoan District Chaozhou,Guangdong CHINA 515638 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCMTYWCQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427177 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099420
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Bed blankets; Bed canopies; Bed covers; Bed skirts; Bed valances; Curtain fabric; Flax cloth; Golf towels; Mosquito nets; Reversible bed blankets; Sleeping bags; Table linen of textile; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yishang Garment Co., Ltd Address Guangzhou Yishang Garment Co., Ltd Exhibition hall e3031, zone E-1 No.82,Xingang West Road,Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510260 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC-0145

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SQPUMMIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427178</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording sqpummin has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| Goods and Services | Credenzas; Footstools; Nightstands; Bedroom furniture; Bedside tables; Cat scratching pads; Chests for toys; End tables; Fishing stools; Lap desks; Pet furniture; Portable desks; Stands for flower pots; Toy chests; Wine racks |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |

| First Use | May 18, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 18, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Songquan Pumin International Trade Co., Ltd |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COLLIER, DAVID E |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OYBOACHK

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427180</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099422</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Coverlets; Bed blankets; Bed canopies; Bed covers; Bed skirts; Bed valances; Curtain fabric; Flax cloth; Golf towels; Mattress covers; Mosquito nets; Reversible bed blankets; Sleeping bags; Table linen of textile; Window curtains |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 42, 50 | **International Class Title** | Fabrics |
| **First Use** | Apr. 16, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Apr. 16, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | He, Kunyang |
| Address | He, Kunyang 165 Jinhua street, Xiaoshui Town Yingshan, Sichuan CHINA 637750 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CC-0144 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ANFILLESAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427183</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For Anti-aging cream; Anti-aging moisturizer; Anti-wrinkle cream; Nail art stickers; Nail care preparations; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail polish; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish pens; Nail polish remover; Nail polish top coat; Nail polishing powder; Nail varnishes; Essential oils for aromatherapy use |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Apr. 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Guangzhou Ankaiwen Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Ankaiwen Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 210, No. 29-4, Yiyuan South Road Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510310 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GUZHUXISHE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427185</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099424</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>The wording GUZHUXISHE has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bikinis; G-strings; Hats; Lingerie; Socks; Tights; Underpants; Vests; Boxer briefs; Corsets being underclothing; Men's socks; Panties, shorts and briefs; Sleep masks; Sports bras; Yoga tops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2022</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lin canyu</td>
<td>2 Zhi Lane, Pingxin Rd, Heping Township, Heping Town, Chaoyang District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
TM 10559
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CZYYDSUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427186 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099425 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brocade; Duvets; Bath towels; Cheviot fabric; Cloths for removing make-up; Diaper changing cloths for babies; Fabric drapes designed to conceal the act of breastfeeding in public; Lap-robles; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Travelling rugs; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Viscose fabric; Bath mitts; Cloth napkins for removing make-up International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 06, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Fuxuekongqing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Fuxuekongqing Network Technology Co., Ltd. Unit 5, BLD 2, No. 11 Courtyard of Jinzhuang Community, Zhongdong New Dist Zhengzhou City, Henan CHINA 450008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examineing Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M

12651
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TENLOVELY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427200  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022
Registration Number 7099426
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs; Artificial bonsai trees; Artificial flowers; Artificial garlands; Arts and crafts findings, namely, pompoms; Decorative backpack charms; Embroidered emblems; Hair bands; Hair extensions; Human hair; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms; Synthetic braiding hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Mar. 01, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ai,Liuxia
Address Ai,Liuxia  Qianai Vil, Chencao Township, Xuchang County, Henan Province CHINA 461000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WHPXIANNV

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427203</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording WHPXIANNV has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Mah-jong; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Construction toys incorporating magnets; Dolls and accessories therefor; Exercise equipment, namely, virtual reality training cycles; Golf putter covers; Infant toys; Inflatable swimming pools; Rods for fishing; Toy models; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails; Weightlifting belts; Work-out gloves

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Zhang, Na  
| Address | No. 42 Wanglou, Yanglou Village, Luodian Town, Runan County, Henan Province CHINA 463100  
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL  
| Citizenship | CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Vendy  
- **Exchanging Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** XYAKJDM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427204</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099428</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Batteries; Audio cables; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer network adapters; Data cables; Electrical cables for musical instruments; Ethernet adapters; Ethernet cables; High definition multimedia interface splitters; Power adapters for computers; Power cables; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; USB cables; USB hubs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Xinyuanao Technology Co., Ltd. | Address | Shenzhen Xinyuanao Technology Co., Ltd. | 3rd F, Bldg 3, 3rd Row from N to S, Dazhonggang IZ,Shaqi Comm, Xinqiao St, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA | Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) | State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Vendy | EXAMINING ATTORNEY | Examining Attorney | JOHN, CRISTEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VOFATA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427205 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099429 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, cell phones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cases for telephones; Cell phone cases; Covers for smartphones; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Waterproof cases for smart phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YOU, JIEER Address YOU, JIEER ROOM 1808, BLOCK B, BUILDING 3, SUNSHINE, BAY GARDEN, SOUTHWEST OFBAOYUA SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHN, CRISTEL M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MXDRCUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427208</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>7099430</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Baskets for household purposes, not of metal; Cleaning pans for grill cooking grids and cooking grates, namely, grill soakers; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Cup lids; Hand-operated spice grinders; Laundry baskets; Oil-feeding cans; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Shower racks; Soap brackets; Soap dispensers; Toilet roll holders; Trays for domestic purposes; Wine bottle cradles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>May 01, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>May 01, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Yang Mingxin Address Yang Mingxin Room 110, No. 28, Sunshine Road, Longhua District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number Sha2005

Examining Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) OVERPROOF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427229 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099431 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OVERPROOF" written in a stylized font, being preceded by a triangle design formed of a dot in the lower part, two dots in the middle and three on top. The dots are connected through a horizontal line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application providing commercial planning, execution management and tracking tools for the beverage alcohol and hospitality industries, that helps the customer create tailored and effective marketing strategies based on unique industry-specific data International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 10, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lymion Group INC Address Lymion Group INC 360 NW 27 street MIAMI FLORIDA 33127 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number overproof lg

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SALDA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97427231 |
| Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099432 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Sauces; Tea cups; Tea sets
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jan. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: OGUZ, Beytullah
- **Address**: OGUZ, Beytullah 275 SK N0 1/K28 ERYAMAN ANKARA TURKEY 06824
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: TURKEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BASSETT WOOD'S STUDIO'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427256 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099433
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a drawing of a butterfly with its wings outstretched and shown from a top-down perspective; above this drawing is the arched wording "Bassett Wood's Studio's" in a stylized font and with the initial letter of each word ("B", "W", and "S") in bold. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "WOOD'S STUDIO'S"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bird houses; Wooden sculptures; Works of art made of wood
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bassett, James F. Address  Bassett, James F. 7 Buckingham Drive Sandwich MASSACHUSETTS 02563 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  64031-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRONZE PALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427280 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099434 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Film studio services; Film studios; Rental of photography studios; Photography services; Providing audio or video studio services; Media production services, namely, video and film production
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022
For Digital advertising services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Benedict, Richard Address Benedict, Richard 22 Hamilton Street Englishtown NEW JERSEY 07726 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STRONG JOHN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97427287  Application Filing Date   May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099435
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   5868182

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bits for power drills; Chisels for machines; Power drill bits
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes  US Classes   13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title   Machinery
First Use   May 01, 2022  In Commerce   May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   JASC & CO. CORP.  Address   JASC & CO. CORP. 405 Ave Esmeralda Suite 2-326  Guaynabo  PUERTO RICO   00969  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZZHLLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427322 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099436 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Holdalls; Back packs; Carry-all bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Kit bags; Make-up bags sold empty; Sports packs; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Yunran Luggage Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yunran Luggage Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 817, Jiting Village, Fotang Town, Yiwu CHINA 322002 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
## Trademark Registration

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97427325
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099437
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of a bird in flight.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages except beers; Distilled spirits
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Aug. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2020

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Still Austin Distillery LLC
- **Address**: Still Austin Distillery LLC 440 E. St. Elmo, Building F Austin TEXAS 78745
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 46423-5

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CQGXMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427378 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099438
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beach towels; Blankets for outdoor use; Cashmere blankets; Chiffon fabric; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Children's blankets; Children's towels; Gift wrap of fabric; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Table linen of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  May 18, 2022 In Commerce  May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chongqing Shuangxiao Home Decoration Factory Address  Chongqing Shuangxiao Home Decoration Factory No. 46, Group 3, Xiaoyang Village Gaoqiao Town, Kaizhou District, Chongqing CHINA  405419 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Eximining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DRDEFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427423 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099439
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DRDEFI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Refrigerators; Air fryers; Electric coffee brewers; Electric fans; Electric pressure cookers; LED lamps; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Magnifying lamps; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiao Zezhao Address Xiao Zezhao Room 1006, Building B, No. 213, Baomin 1st Road, Baoan District Shenzhen City CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BAOYIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427425
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099440
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BAOYIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air purifiers for automobiles; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; LED landscape lights; LED light machines; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; LED strobe lights to be placed on public safety vehicles; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lighting installations for vehicles; Miniature accent lights for attachment to the body and/or sports equipment to provide accent lighting to parts of the body and/or the sports equipment to which it is attached; Motorcycle lights; Reading lights; Spot lights for use on vehicles; Tail lights for vehicles
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Liang, Jiaqi
- **Address**: Liang, Jiaqi  Room 203, Building 2, Xijiang Yuefu  Baisha Street, Pengjiang District, Jiangmen, CHINA  529000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M

---

12666
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RESCUED & REDEEMED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427427</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099441</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Shirts and sweatshirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | The Rescued & Redeemed LLC |
| Address | The Rescued & Redeemed LLC 3527 Quiver Court Sarasota FLORIDA 34240 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FARRDUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427441 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099442
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "FARRDUN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D decals for use on any surface; Automatic pencils; Ball-point pen and pencil sets; Colour pencils; Halloween Goodie bags of paper or plastic; Packing paper; Paper gift wrap; Paper party bags; Pencils for painting and drawing
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Mar. 08, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yange Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Yange Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 26H, Block B, Modern Window, Huaqiang North Road, Futian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518035 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIFTSELLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427455  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099443
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cosmetic brushes; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cups and mugs; Demitasse sets comprised of cups and saucers; Dishware; Double wall cups with lids and straws; Glass mugs; Porcelain mugs; Travel mugs; Wine glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 30, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Bangshangyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Bangshangyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 405,Bldg C12, No.169,Pingxin North Rd Hehua Community,Pinghu St, Longgang Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
SKYLOUNGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427460</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099444</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for organizational devops automation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Resilient Scale Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Resilient Scale Inc 30260 Princeton Hls Buena Vista COLORADO 81211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI |

---

12670
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TECHGROUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427461  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099445
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer keyboards; Computer keypads; Computer mice; Computer mounts; Computer mouse; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Computer peripherals; Keyboards for mobile phones; Wireless computer mice; Wrist rests for computer keyboards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Mar. 16, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Bailiyi Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Bailiyi Technology Co., Ltd. 102A,bldg. 2, No. 4, Yayuan Road,Nankeng  Community,Bantian st., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen  CHINA  518035  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PROTECTPET THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF SAFETY AND COMFORT FOR THE PETS IN OUR CARE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427482 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099446
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield with a heart containing a paw shape at the top. Text inside the shield reads ProtectPet The highest standard of safety and comfort for the pets in our care. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Training services for dogs, namely, obedience training, agility field training, and training for kennel clubs certification; Providing recreational and attention-engaging activities for dogs, namely, day camp services for pets featuring physical activities including swimming, jogging, indoor and outdoor exercises, and agility courses
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 25, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2020
For Grooming services for cats and dogs
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 25, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2020
For Pet hotel services, namely, boarding services for cats and dogs
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 25, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Olde Towne Pet Resort Springfield LLC Address Olde Towne Pet Resort Springfield LLC 5924 Fried Farm Road Crozet VIRGINIA 22932 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WELDART

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427497
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099447
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording WELDART has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: DC generators; Electric arc cutting apparatus; Electric arc welders; Electric arc welding apparatus; Electric soldering apparatus; Electric soldering irons; Electric welding machines; Electrodes for welding machines; Gas-operated welding machines; Plasma cutting machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BA, Yuxi
- **Address**: BA, Yuxi 08D, Unit A, BLDG 2, JinDi SaiLaWei North QiuZhi 1st RD, Guanlan, Longhua DIST Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BESTNOIR.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427498</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim     | No |
| Mark Drawing Type            | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark      | The mark consists of the term BESTNOIR.COM with the BEST in stylized green font, NOIR in stylized orange font, and .com in stylized green font oriented vertically next to the "r" in NOIR. |
| Color Drawing                | Yes |
| Color Claimed                | The color(s) green and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer                   | .COM |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For                         | Retail store services featuring guitars and guitar accessory products |
| International Classes       | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                  | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title   | Advertising and Business |
| First Use                   | Jun. 20, 2020 |
| In Commerce                 | Jun. 22, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use               | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name                  | Hight Networks, Inc. |
| Address                     | Hight Networks, Inc. |
|                            | 3215 West 83rd St Inglewood |
|                            | CALIFORNIA 90305 |
| Legal Entity                | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney          | WOOD, CAROLINE |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Ceramic sculptures, vases, bowls, plates and pots; Decorative plates; Desktop statuary made of crystal; Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Glass rods; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Ornaments of crystal; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Plastic buckets for feeding pet; Ultrasonic mosquito repellers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 18, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Zhang yixin
- **Address**: Zhang yixin 5-1701 Lvdu Wangqingchuan, Qiaolou Town, Xingyang CHINA 450122
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WINGMOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427512  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099450  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to request and book household and child-related service providers consisting of grocery shopping, senior support, home organization, laundry, babysitting, parent help and personal assisting on an on-demand basis  International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Aug. 08, 2018  In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WINGMOM, INC.  Address  WINGMOM, INC.  2305 BRAE ROAD  WILMINGTON  DELAWARE  19810  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, JOANNA Y
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CKBR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427537
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099451
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Certification Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Certification Statement**: The certification mark is used by persons authorized by the certifier to certify that the user has met the certifier's standards as to experience, educational and technical competence and the successful completion of a written examination.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Commercial and residential remodeling
- **International Classes**: B
- **US Classes**: B - Primary Classes
- **US Class Title**: U.S. Classification of Services Certified
- **First Use**: Feb. 07, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 07, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc.
- **Address**: National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. 700 Astor Lane  Wheeling  ILLINOIS  60090
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 39007364063

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLONY BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427546 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099452 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Colony Bank" in two horizontal rows, with the word "Colony" on top with the letter "C" larger than the remaining letters font size, underneath a design consisting of two leaves layered upon each other creating a background from the overlap with sun-rays contained therein behind a flower comprised of five petals. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "bank"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking and financing services International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 02, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2021 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/30/2000 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/30/2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Colony Bank Address Colony Bank 302 South Main Street Fitzgerald GEORGIA 31750 Legal Entity chartered bank State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3009336.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DROPSINEER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97427556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Cellular phone accessory charms; Electric hair rollers; Electric hair waving implements; Hair clips; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair rods; Non-electric hair rollers; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms; Ribbons for the hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>26 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>37, 39, 40, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fancy Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>ZhuoNa Information Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ZhuoNa Information Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Room 1701, Zhongzhou Building, No. 3088, Jintian Road, Gangxia Shenzhen CHINA 518026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MCMORROW, JANICE LEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97427557  
Application Filing Date: May 25, 2022  
Registration Number: 7099454  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): MAHOGANY JAZZ HALL

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer: “JAZZ HALL”

Goods and Services Information
For: Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances  
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  
First Use: Jan. 01, 2015  
In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: The Harem Inc.  
Address: The Harem Inc. 125 Chatres St. New Orleans LOUISIANA 70130  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: LOUISIANA

Examination Attorney
Examining Attorney: KELLY, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SANGAOTIAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427568</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099455</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Candy thermometers; Food safety monitoring devices, namely, thermometers; Meat thermometers; Thermometers not for medical purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2022</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Sangaotian Electronics Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Sangaotian Electronics Co., Ltd. Rm. 526, Huada Apt., No. 48 Hesha Rd., Fuyong St., Baoan Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518100 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1022.263.SS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOOWKAWEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427573  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099456
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Hoowkawen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Daypacks; Handbags; Parasols; All-purpose carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Briefcases and attache cases; Costumes for animals; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather trimmings for furniture; Purses and wallets; Toiletry bags sold empty; Travel bag organizer inserts specially adapted to travel bags; Trunks being luggage and suitcases
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Apr. 27, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Hengchen Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Xiamen Hengchen Trading Co., Ltd.  No.17, Xiangdian 2nd Road, Huli District  Xiamen, Fujian  CHINA  361006  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-05-04992

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427574</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099457</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a partial square containing dots connected by lines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing a website featuring technology enabling users to remotely view, monitor, program, operate, and control various scientific laboratories |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Mar. 21, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 21, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | LabsLand, Inc. |
| Address | LabsLand, Inc. Suite 501 911 Washington Ave. St. Louis MISSOURI 63101 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 58525-888002 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LABSLAND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427582
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099458
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0124405/1673813 International Registration Number 1673813

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing a website featuring technology enabling users to remotely view, monitor, program, operate, and control various live scientific laboratories
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: LabsLand, Inc.
- **Address**: LabsLand, Inc. Suite 501 911 Washington Ave. St. Louis MISSOURI 63101
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 58525-888001
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FYDEAMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427586 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099459
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Fydeamer has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookcases; Desks; Furniture; Lecterns; Lockers; Workbenches; Bedside tables; Display stands; Filing cabinets; Lap desks; Office desks; Office furniture; Standing desks; Tea trolleys; Television stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Mengyuan Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Mengyuan Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Room 307, 3rd Floor, Building 2, Bldg 2 Lane 218, Qingyi Rd, Ningbo High-tech Zone Zhejiang Province CHINA 315048 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52000.397UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CICOBAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97427591 | Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099460 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Protein supplements formed and packaged as bars |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Feb. 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 14, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Coach Greg Inc. |
| Address | Coach Greg Inc. 322 Starboard Dr. Halifax, Nova Scotia CANADA B3M0L4 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TMKN-108tm |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO |
**Mark Literal(s)** ZHIXINGASDFGH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Upholstery for vehicles |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | May 07, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 07, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zeng, Xinfan |
| Address | Zeng, Xinfan Pinghai Vlg, Pinghai Town, Xiuyu Dist Putian, Fujian CHINA 350015 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 22-05-04994 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NKOJO, RHODA K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) YUEKUNINNO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427619 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099462
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YUEKUNINNO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric and magnetic contacts; Electric valve actuators; Electromagnetic coils; Electromagnetic solenoids in the nature of valves; Electronic controls for gasoline engines for land vehicles; Electronic motor switches for switching off motors; Engine cut-out devices; Pressure regulators for fuel injection; Pressure sensors; Solenoid valves; Speed limiters for limiting vehicle engine speed, namely, aftermarket, add-on devices for vehicles in order to limit the maximum speed output of an automobile; Temperature sensors; Valves for controlling and regulating the flow of gases or liquids not being parts of plumbing, heating, cooling installations or machines

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 21, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruian Xinyue Automobile Parts Co., Ltd. Address Ruian Xinyue Automobile Parts Co., Ltd. Automobile & Motorcycle Parts, Industrial Zone, Tangxia Town, Ruian City CHINA 325204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52000.399UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRPM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427659 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099463
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement The certification mark is used by persons authorized by the certifier to certify that the user has met the certifier's standards as to experience, educational and technical competence and the successful completion of a written examination.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial and residential remodeling
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Mar. 02, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. Address National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. 700 Astor Lane Wheeling ILLINOIS 60090 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 39007364064

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MRETTICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427667 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099464
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Mrettick" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Lipsticks; Rouge; Beauty masks; Cosmetic pencils; Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Eye shadow; Eyebrow cosmetics; Eyebrow pencils; False eyelashes; False nails; Hair dyes; Lip balm; Lip glosses; Lipstick cases; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Make-up sets; Nail art stickers; Nail varnish; Oils for toiletry purposes; Skin whitening creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qin, Jing Address Qin, Jing No. 610, Bulong Road, Bantian Village Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-04996

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALTHCARE WHEN YOU NEED IT NOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427682</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099465</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Urgent medical care centers |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Jan. 21, 2007 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 07, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | MedFast Intellectual Holdings, LLC |
| Address | MedFast Intellectual Holdings, LLC 725 S. Tropical Trail Merritt Island FLORIDA 32952 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 390.00008 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | PURATH, ANICKA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  Z

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427701 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099466
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "Z" within an oval. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicle wheel hubs; Vehicle wheel rim protectors; Vehicle wheel rims; Vehicle wheel rims and structural parts therefor International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zanini Auto Grup, S.A. Address Zanini Auto Grup, S.A. Marineta, 2-5 Poles Del Valles SPAIN 08150 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UngES-0713

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLANT FUTURES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427707  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099467
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PLANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing virtual and in-person classes, workshops, and symposiums in the field of agriculture, climate, nutrition and plant-centric food systems; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable educational webinars and podcasts in the field of agriculture, climate, nutrition and plant-centric food systems; Education services, namely, arranging and conducting virtual and in-person classes, workshops, and symposiums for development of leadership skills and to provide educational networking opportunities for students
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ideagarden Institute Incorporated  Address Ideagarden Institute Incorporated  4015 Westside Road Healdsburg  CALIFORNIA  95448  Legal Entity non-profit corporation  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 119410-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PLANT FUTURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427709</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099468</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark</td>
<td>&quot;PLANT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Education services, namely, providing virtual and in-person classes, workshops, and symposiums in the field of agriculture, climate, nutrition and plant-centric food systems; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable educational webinars and podcasts in the field of agriculture, climate, nutrition and plant-centric food systems; Education services, namely, arranging and conducting virtual and in-person classes, workshops, and symposiums for development of leadership skills and to provide educational networking opportunities for students

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jun. 30, 2020

**In Commerce** Jun. 30, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ideagarden Institute Incorporated

**Address** Ideagarden Institute Incorporated 4015 Westside Road Healdsburg CALIFORNIA 95448

**Legal Entity** non-profit corporation

**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 119410-5

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427734</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;Jvnuojin&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Dishcloths; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Dish covers; Fried egg molds; Household scouring pads; Household utensils, namely, turners; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Planters for flowers and plants; Pot and pan scrapers; Rolling pins; Scouring pads; Spatulas for kitchen use; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shandong Qinglin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shandong Qinglin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. 541, Dongwu Road, Le'an Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beiguan Vlg, Jinqiu, Bo'xing County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binzhou, Shandong CHINA 256600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>limited company (ltd.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>22-05-04998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ORNDORFF, LINDA B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97427740
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099470
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Prepared pasta entrées
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Stonefire Grill, Inc.
- **Address**: Stonefire Grill, Inc. 30401 Agoura Rd., Suite 130, Agoura Hills, California 91301
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SLIM-LINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Food waste disposers
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Mar. 15, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Joneca Company, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Joneca Corporation
- **Address**: Joneca Company, LLC 4332 E. La Palma Ave. Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92807
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427750  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099472
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the image of a house with a single door. The stylized letter "D" appears to the left of the house; the stylized letter "S" appears to the right of the house. Color Claimed

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Leasing of real estate; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultation; Real estate investment services; Real estate management; Real estate management services; Real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Feb. 04, 2016  In Commerce  Dec. 06, 2018

For  Building construction supervision services for real estate projects; Building construction, remodeling and repair; Construction, maintenance and renovation of real property; Real estate development; Real estate development and construction of commercial, residential and hotel property
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Feb. 04, 2016  In Commerce  Dec. 06, 2018

For  Home inspection services for purposes of home construction, repair, restoration, renovation, and design; Interior design services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Feb. 04, 2016  In Commerce  Dec. 06, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: DAS Real Estate Services, LLC
Address: DAS Real Estate Services, LLC 9516 Fort Foote Rd Fort Washington MARYLAND 20744
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAS REAL ESTATE SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427751 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099473
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REAL ESTATE SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leasing of real estate; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultation; Real estate investment services; Real estate management; Real estate management services; Real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 04, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2018
For Building construction supervision services for real estate projects; Building construction, remodeling and repair; Construction, maintenance and renovation of real property; Real estate development; Real estate development and construction of commercial, residential and hotel property
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Feb. 04, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2018
For Home inspection services for purposes of home construction, repair, restoration, renovation, and design; Interior design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 04, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAS Real Estate Services, LLC Address DAS Real Estate Services, LLC 9516 Fort Foote Rd Fort Washington MARYLAND 20744 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WINGDAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427752 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099474
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to request and book handyman, interior and exterior
painting, junk removal, furniture assembly and moving, and assistance with home technology on an on-demand basis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WINGMOM, INC. Address WINGMOM, INC. 2305 BRAE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE
19810 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOODHAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427765 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099475
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording woodhap has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Knife blocks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nantong Guoshiduo Technology Training Co., Ltd. Address Nantong Guoshiduo Technology Training Co., Ltd. Rm. 509, Block D, Nantong Bldg., No. 20 Middle Renmin Rd., Chongchuan Dist. Nantong City, Jiangsu CHINA 226000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANGID, HANA RONNY
TM 10610 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATAVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427790 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099476 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission; Typeface fonts recorded on magnetic media

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Delve Fonts, LLC Address Delve Fonts, LLC 2717 Santa Clara Ave. Alameda CALIFORNIA 94501 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427792 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099477
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated, non-veterinary grooming preparations in the nature of pet shampoo and conditioner
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Skin Atelier, Inc. Address The Skin Atelier, Inc. 1997 Route 17M Goshen NEW YORK 10924
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4164-3A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QIDIANZENG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427802
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099478
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "QIDianZeng" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Perfume; Aromatic essential oils; Beauty lotions; Beauty soap; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Body creams; Body lotion; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Depilatory preparations; Facial scrubs; Make-up removing preparations; Make-up sets; Massage oil; Non-medicated skin creams; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum; Wrinkle removing skin care preparations
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xiang, Chunli
- **Address**: No.15, Group 4 Dagong Village, Maojiagang Town Gong'an County, Hubei CHINA 434300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-05-05000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
TM 10613 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427804 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099479
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5210958, 5210959

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For construction materials, namely, exterior building insulation made of polystyrene, expanded polystyrene, or other foamed thermoplastic, shaped to conform with other building products such as siding, roofing, decking, or fencing
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Progressive Foam Technologies, Inc. Address Progressive Foam Technologies, Inc. 6753 Chestnut Ridge Road Beach City OHIO 44608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PFTI5080US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Publication</th>
<th>Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td>VOYAGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE IDENTIFIERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97427825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for collecting and managing information, data, and documents related to immigration services and for sending and receiving communications, data, and documents related to immigration services; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting and managing information, data, and documents related to immigration services, data, and documents related to immigration services and for sending and receiving communications related to immigration services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Meltzer Hellrung Software LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Meltzer Hellrung Software LLC 17 N. State Street, Suite 1690 Chicago ILLINOIS 60602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>8305.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BOLD HOLD LACE PRODUCTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97427849
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099481
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HOLD LACE" for International Class 003 and "PRODUCTS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6199459, 5523343, 5389444 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Adhesives for affixing false hair; Hair gel; Hair spray; Hair piece bonding glue
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
  - **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2016

- **For**: Bottoms as clothing; Headscarves; Headwear; Pants; Shirts; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Oct. 15, 2010
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Hair Diagram LLC
- **Address**: The Hair Diagram LLC 1260 Hwy 72, Ste A Athens ALABAMA 35611
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ALABAMA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** XEPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97427860 | Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099482 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Blood pressure monitors

| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 26, 39, 44 | International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |

First Use Jul. 08, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | APEX DIGITAL INC. |
| Address | APEX DIGITAL INC. 4401 Eucalyptus Ave, Ste 100, Chino, CALIFORNIA 91710 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
PACKER PLANT CO

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PACKER PLANT CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427864 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099483
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLANT CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring indoor plants, pots, baskets, soil, dirt, fertilizer, plant spray, neem oil, spray bottles, watering cans, shears, moisture meters, cork mats, stationery, stickers, books; On-line retail store services featuring indoor plants, pots, baskets, soil, dirt, fertilizer, plant spray, neem oil, spray bottles, watering cans, shears, moisture meters, cork mats, stationery, stickers, books
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce Apr. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PACKER PLANT CO. LLC Address PACKER PLANT CO. LLC 919 KLAMATH AVENUE KLAMATH FALLS OREGON 97601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PackerPlant
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAYNE AND JANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427866 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099484 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diaper bags; Pouches made out of cloth; Pouches of leather; Pouches of textile; Fabric pouches sold empty that may be used to hold diapers
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Layne and Jane LLC Address Layne and Jane LLC 13818 Inland Spring Ct. Houston TEXAS 77059 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97427880 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099485
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "M" with the right leg of the "M" protruding upwards in the shape of an arrow above three parallel lines appearing as a bar graph. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Marketing consulting; Marketing services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 05, 2022 In Commerce  May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NEXT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. Address  NEXT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. 1172 Brownell Street Clearwater FLORIDA 33756 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RETCH.012T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ZARICK, DIANA G
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>DIYTOLOTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427887</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Dishware; Jugs; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cream jugs; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cups and mugs; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Food preserving jars of glass; Glass mugs; Glass storage jars; Hand-operated spice grinders; Insulated flasks; Oil-feeding cans; Oil cruets; Salad bowls; Tea kettles, non-electric; Vinyl place mats; Watering pots; Wooden cooking spoons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International Class Title | Housewares and Glass
First Use | May 12, 2022
In Commerce | May 12, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Chumin Zhong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Chumin Zhong  No. 5, Dajiangli Team, Liangxin Village  Liangkou Town, Conghua City  Guangdong Province  CHINA  510900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship | CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOLD HOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427889 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099487
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOLD" for International Class 003

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6199459, 5523343, 5389444 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesives for affixing false hair; Hair gel; Hair spray; Hair piece bonding glue
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2016
For Headwear; Pants; Shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Hair Diagram LLC Address The Hair Diagram LLC 1260 Hwy 72, Ste A Athens ALABAMA 35611 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUMPLIGHTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427890</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099488</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: LED horticulture Lights

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: Oct. 31, 2016

In Commerce: Oct. 31, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: JumpLights, Inc.

Address: JumpLights, Inc. 7620 Rickenbacker Dr. Suite P Gaithersburg MARYLAND 20879

Legal Entity: CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 6787-004TM

Examining Attorney: GUROK, GALINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97427894</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099489</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dishware; Jugs; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cream jugs; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cups and mugs; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Food preserving jars of glass; Glass mugs; Glass storage jars; Hand-operated spice grinders; Insulated flasks; Oil-feeding cans; Oil cruets; Salad bowls; Tea kettles, non-electric; Watering pots; Wooden cooking spoons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes                                                                 |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Guangzhou Youjia Tea Culture Communication Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Guangzhou Youjia Tea Culture Communication Co., Ltd. Room 2911, No. 180 Jiangnan Avenue Middle, Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES                                  |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97427903
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099490
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dishware; Jugs; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cream jugs; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cups and mugs; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Food preserving jars of glass; Glass mugs; Glass storage jars; Hand-operated spice grinders; Insulated flasks; Oil-feeding cans; Oil cruets; Salad bowls; Soap dispensers; Tea kettles, non-electric; Watering pots; Wooden cooking spoons
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhoushi Jundi Business Development Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhoushi Jundi Business Development Co., Ltd. Room 4-301-4-1, No. 13-27, Yiyuan South Road, Xingang Middle Road, Haizhu District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97427924
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099491
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: BADFISH

### Good and Services Information
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band; Entertainment, namely, live performances by rock groups
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 17, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 17, 1996

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: BADFISH, INC.
- **Address**: BADFISH, INC. 12 Wickham Road North Kingstown RHODE ISLAND 02852
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: RHODE ISLAND

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 409491 7000
- **Examining Attorney**: PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QIRITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427931 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099492 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QIRITA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D camera systems, namely, adapters for allowing 3D shooting; Accumulators, electric; Adapters for coupling a GPS receiver to the microphone input of a digital camcorder; Downloadable software for processing images, graphics and text; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Motion-activated cameras; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Selfie sticks; Strobe light apparatus for use in professional quality photography; Tripods; Videocameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 17, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen qirita Technology Co., LTD Address Shenzhen qirita Technology Co., LTD 13C18, Caihong Xindu Caihong Bldg, 3002 Caitian South Rd, Gangxia Community, Futian Dist, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PASTA CORNER PASTA
CORNER PASTA CORNER FRESH HOMEMADE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427941</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099493</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a fork with spaghetti around the prongs; in a stylized font, the words "Pasta Corner Pasta Corner Pasta Corner" circle the fork in a vertical oval design while going through the top of the fork. Underneath in a stylized font are the words "Fresh Homemade".  
**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer**: "PASTA" and "FRESH HOMEMADE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Online retail grocery store services; Retail grocery store services  
**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
**First Use**: Dec. 15, 2021 | **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2021

**For**: Pasta; Sauces; Fresh pasta  
**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 46  
**International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
**First Use**: Dec. 15, 2021 | **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2021

**For**: Restaurant services  
**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use**: Dec. 15, 2021 | **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Pastacorner llc  
**Address**: Pastacorner llc  6333 W 3rd St #510  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90036  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: K556234206
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIGDAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427950 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099494
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Apr. 12, 1951 In Commerce Apr. 12, 1951

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WORLD CHEESE CO., INC. Address WORLD CHEESE CO., INC. 178 28th Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11232 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2345/002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a depiction of two green plants with 5 leaves each inside of a stylized brown planter with 5 sections. The mark is set inside of a tan circle image with the top portion of the plants overlapping out of the circle. The mark is set against a white background which is not a feature of the mark.

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Color Claimed** The color(s) tan, brown, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Retail store services featuring indoor plants, pots, baskets, soil, dirt, fertilizer, plant spray, neem oil, spray bottles, watering cans, shears, moisture meters, cork mats, stationery, stickers, books; On-line retail store services featuring indoor plants, pots, baskets, soil, dirt, fertilizer, plant spray, neem oil, spray bottles, watering cans, shears, moisture meters, cork mats, stationery, stickers, books

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Apr. 2021

**In Commerce** Apr. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** PACKER PLANT CO. LLC

**Address** PACKER PLANT CO. LLC 919 Klamath Avenue

KLAMATH FALLS OREGON 97601

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** OREGON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** PackerPlant

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHEEL OF WILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427955 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099496
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal lifestyle consulting services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 06, 2021 In Commerce May 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WHEEL OF WILL LLC Address WHEEL OF WILL LLC 2009 EAST GRAVES ST. MELISSA TEXAS 75454 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9055MM-1TBF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PABTID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427964 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099497
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purifiers; Air washers; Apparatus for dehydrating food waste; Bicycle reflectors; Fitted liners for ovens; Household tap-water filters; Kitchen sink sprayers; Shower heads; Toilet seats; Wearable air purifiers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yiju Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yiju Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 132, 1st Floor, Fenghe, Xicheng Hexi Community, Xixiang St Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AURAND, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427965 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099498
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 5672590 Foreign Registration Date May 23, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date May 23, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations other than for agricultural purposes for the treatment and prevention of metabolic syndrome, obesity, lipid disorder, hypertension, hyperglycemia, inflammatory disorder, hepatic inflammation, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, viral hepatitis, alcoholic hepatitis, lung inflammation, articular inflammation, skin inflammation, nerve inflammation related diseases and cancers resulting from chronic inflammation, urethritis, cystitis, pyelonephritis, nephritis, ocular inflammation, intestinal disease, dental problem and oral disease, namely, periodontal diseases, stomatitis, xerostomia and cyst, and pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of medicines for dental purposes; reagent paper for medical purposes; oiled paper for medical purposes; drug delivery agents in the form of wrapping wafers for medicine doses; gauze for dressings; capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals; eye patches for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton for medical purposes; adhesive plasters for medical purposes; bandages for dressings; liquid medical dressings; liquid dressings for wounds, burns and surgery; breast-nursing pads; dental composite, impression and porcelain materials; dental materials, namely, dental porcelain materials, materials for making dental impressions and composite materials for dental and dental technical purposes; dietary supplement beverage for medical purposes for improving metabolic function, suppressing inflammation, protecting intestinal tracts and improving oral environment; medicinal drinks; dietetic medicinal drinks for improving metabolic function, suppressing inflammation, protecting intestinal tracts and improving oral environment; dietetic food, namely, dietary supplements for human consumption; dietary supplements for medical purposes for improving metabolic function, suppressing inflammation, protecting intestinal tracts and improving oral environment; dietetic foods, namely, pasta and crackers adapted for medical use; dietetic foods adapted for medical use, namely, confectionery made of sugar and sugar substitutes, instant noodles, retort
pouch food containing meat, fish, vegetables or fruits, canned food containing meat, fish, vegetables or fruits, food for microwave cooking containing meat, fish, vegetables or fruits, instant soup and instant miso soup, freeze-dried food containing meat, fish, vegetables or fruits, edible oils, foods consisting primarily of edible oils and fats, cereal preparations, seasonings other than spices, processed meats; dietary beverage supplements for human consumption in liquid and dry mix form for therapeutic purposes; beverages for babies, namely, nutritionally fortified beverages for babies, powdered milk for babies, baby formula, nutritionally fortified water for babies and vitamin fortified beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals

**International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

For Edible oils and fats; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; fresh, chilled or frozen meat for human consumption; fresh, chilled or frozen edible aquatic animals not live; processed meat products; processed fish and seafood products for human consumption excluding blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos (katsuo-bushi), dried pieces of agar jelly (kanten), flakes of dried fish meat (kezuri-bushi), fishmeal for human consumption, edible shavings of dried kelp (tororo-kombu), sheets of dried laver (hoshi-nori), dried brown alga (hoshi-hijiki), dried edible seaweed (hoshi-wakame) and toasted sheets of laver (yaki-nori); processed vegetables and fruits; protein for human consumption, namely, formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute and textured vegetable protein for use as a meat extender

**International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 46  
**International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

For Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and animal feed; perfluorinated chemical compounds prepared synthetically for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and pharmaceuticals; food preserving chemicals; chemical preparations for preserving foodstuffs; chemical products for the fresh-keeping and preserving of food; chemical products for stabilising foodstuffs; chemicals for industrial purposes; chemicals for use in the manufacture of a wide variety of goods; plastic adhesives not for stationery or household purposes; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; higher fatty acids for use in the manufacture of food, food additives, pharmaceuticals, animal feed, animal feed additives, cosmetics, and cosmetic additives; chemical compositions for developing, printing and enlarging photographs; unprocessed plastics; unprocessed plastics, namely, plastics in primary form

**International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  
**International Class Title**: Chemicals

For Solid lubricants for industrial purposes; grease for shoes and boots; leather preserving oil and grease; solid fuels; liquid fuels; gaseous fuels; mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes not for fuel; non-mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes not for fuel

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 6, 15  
**International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

**Basis Information**

**Currently**: 44E  
**Yes**

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: Noster Inc.  
**Address**: Noster Inc. 35-3, Minamibiraki, Kamiueno-cho  
**Muko-shi, Kyoto, JAPAN  
**617-0006**  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: TM22-0091
**TM 10633  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MSINMKOK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97427983</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099499</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "MSINMKOK" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bandanas; Tee-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Panties, shorts and briefs; Swim caps; Swim suits; Swim trunks |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Apr. 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 11, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Xiamen Buji Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Xiamen Buji Technology Co., Ltd. 3 of No. 219, Xucuo houshe, Donghui Village, Guankou Town, Jimei District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANAYGUTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427984 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099500
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Anayguto" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric cables; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Electric wires; Electrical adapters; Electrical outlets; Electrical plugs; Junction boxes; Voltage surge protectors; Wire connectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Yinggui Power Cord Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Yinggui Power Cord Co., Ltd. No. 7, Hubei Road, Hubei Village, Simen Town, Yuyao City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 315400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WAITFU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97427988</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  
**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Trademark  
**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation** The wording waitfu has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Cups; Dinnerware; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Bento boxes; Bottle openers; Cake molds; Kitchen containers; Paper plates; Toilet paper holders; Work gloves  
**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass  
**First Use** May 25, 2022  
**In Commerce** May 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Rongjin Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Shenzhen Rongjin Technology Co., Ltd. Room 104, Yuanyao Factory Dormitory,No.2 Yanhe Road, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** CTM2205Y049

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** TAYLOR, DAVID T
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s):** VIBE & EMBODIMENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number:** 97427989
- **Application Filing Date:** May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number:** 7099502
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Service Mark
- **Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Professional coaching services in the field of personal development through movement; Education services, namely, providing courses, workshops and seminars in the field of personal development through movement; Providing group coaching in the field of personal development through movement
- **International Classes:** 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title:** Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce:** Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Apr. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Revived Living LLC
- **Address:** Revived Living LLC 52619 Powderhorn dr. Macomb MICHIGAN 48042
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** MICHIGAN

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  THE TEAM BEHIND YOUR TEAM.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97427993  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099503
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For IT consulting services; Computer services, namely, remote management of the information technology (IT) systems of others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Sep. 30, 2020  In Commerce Sep. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Conexus Solutions, Inc.  Address Conexus Solutions, Inc. 1060 State Road, Suite 102 Princeton NEW JERSEY 08540  Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE BEST OF ILLINOIS IS SECONDS AWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428017 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099504 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations for Illinois State Parks campsites, lodging, and tours
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 08, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Illinois Department of Natural Resources Address Illinois Department of Natural Resources One Natural Resources Way Springfield ILLINOIS 62702 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48440-888003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 4:30 FAIRFAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428020 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099505
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing jackets; Clothing jackets for adults; Hats; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hoodies; Hoods; Jogging pants; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shoes; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweaters; T-shirts; Bottoms as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for adults; Clothing, namely, khakis; Graphic T-shirts; Headwear, namely, hats; Hooded sweatshirts for adults; Long jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Outerwear, namely, hats, jackets, sweaters, and hoodies; Shirts for adults; Shoes for adults; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Shorts for adults; Sleeved jackets; Sweaters for adults; Sweatpants for adults; T-shirts for adults; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for adults
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 430 FAIRFAX LLC Address 430 FAIRFAX LLC 430 N Fairfax Avenue Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428029 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099506
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized face featuring large eyes, a crescent moon shape on the forehead area, large ears, and protrusions from the top of the face resembling flower petals.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boba shops; Coffee shops; Tea shops; Bubble tea shops
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eden Tea, LLC Address Eden Tea, LLC 705 Euclid Ave Des Moines IOWA 50313 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T63187US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
#PEOPLESPROSPERITYCAMPAIGN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428041</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099507</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- Consultancy of personnel recruitment; Employment recruiting consultation; Employment recruiting services; Employment staffing consultation services; Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; Office support staff recruitment services; Personnel recruitment; Personnel placement and recruitment; Professional staffing and recruiting services; Professional staffing services; Talent agencies; Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **First Use**: Sep. 04, 2020  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 04, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: D Walter Group, Inc.  
- **Address**: D Walter Group, Inc. 11506 Coppermeade ct. Houston  TEXAS  77067

- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: PeopleProsp

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97428047</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Translation**: The wording "KJMWT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Infantwear; Tee-shirts; Torsettes; Climbing footwear; Cycling caps; Eyeshades as headwear; Jump suits; Sports bras; Yoga pants; Yoga tops

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use** Apr. 02, 2022  **In Commerce** Apr. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Quanzhou Minge Technology Co., Ltd.  **Address**: Quanzhou Minge Technology Co., Ltd.  2203, Building 1, No. 2205, Jiangbin South Rd, Fuqiao St, Licheng Dist Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA  362000  **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
**Zudi Wing**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428051</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099509</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bandanas; Bathing caps; Bonnets; Clothing head wraps; Hats; Headwear; Nightcaps; Shower caps; Skull caps; Turbans |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes US Classes | 22, 39 International Class Title | Clothing First Use |
| First Use | Apr. 22, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 22, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Qian Ying | Address | Qian Ying | Group 7, Yangliu Village, Madang Town | Pengze County, Jiujiang City | Jiangxi Province | CHINA | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | PJ4769 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APRIL'S HELPING HANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428054  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099510
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies April Smith, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appointment scheduling services; Business administrative services for medical referrals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use May 2021  In Commerce May 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name April's Helping Hands LLC  Address April's Helping Hands LLC PO BOX 9691 Cincinnati OHIO 45209  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555790003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** B-LAX BLAST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Lacrosse trainer in the nature of a rebounder consisting of a string and clip apparatus connectable to a lacrosse stick with a ball at the end of the string

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: B-Lax, Inc.  Address: B-Lax, Inc.  7455 County Road 150  Salida  COLORADO  81201  Legal Entity: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: AIPA-6977A

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARTZEEBY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428063 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099512
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Clutches; Fashion handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Leather bags and wallets; Purses; Tote bags; Travel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 21, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wei Jiaqi Address Wei Jiaqi No. 1, Xin 8 Lane, Dalang Street Longhua District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4771

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97428077  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099513
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a large stylized "A" where the middle post extends into an arrow that curves around and points to the top of the "A". Then starting on the other side is another arrow that curves down from the top of the "A" and points into the starting bar inside the "A". There is a snowflake image inside the tip of the left side arrow as well as two snowflake images in the background that are partially covered by the arrow. The right side arrow has sunrays wrapped around its outer edge.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  HVAC contractor services; Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  May 2021  In Commerce  May 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Airvengers LLC  Address  Airvengers LLC  547 Bascule Dr.  Oakdale  CALIFORNIA  95361  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555816743

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97428082
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099514
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Reason for Publication**

- Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

- ZPNADO

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumper coveralls; Ear warmers; Gloves; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Headwear; Infants' shoes and boots; Leg warmers; Scarfs; Ski gloves; Swimwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Wuyi Weiyun E-commerce Firm
- **Composed of**: Wuyi Weiyun E-commerce Firm, a Chinese sole proprietorship, composed of Li Hao, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Wuyi Weiyun E-commerce Firm Room 301, No.16, Shangfushan Center Road Tongqin Town, Wuyi County, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province CHINA 321000
- **Legal Entity**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: PJ4774

**Examiner Information**

- **Examining Attorney**: GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIGHT HAND GALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428092 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099515
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of influencer marketing; Marketing consulting; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; Providing virtual on-line office support staff services for businesses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 24, 2022 In Commerce May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Right Hand Gals, LLC Address Right Hand Gals, LLC 337 Whitney Ave Moorpark CALIFORNIA 93021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RABBIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97428114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "rabbit" in white with a red silhouette of a rabbit appearing in front of the two "b" characters, all of the foregoing in front of a red background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Graphic design of advertising logos

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 09, 2018
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Stojicic, Srdjan DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rabbit
- **Address**: Stojicic, Srdjan Stepe Stepanovia 3 Banja Luka, Republika BOSNIA & HERZEGOV 78000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHIKPICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428165</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099517</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, jumpsuits and hoodies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NIMERICA LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NIMERICA LLC 1639 11th Street, Unit 106 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number    | NME.001UST |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEP AUSTIN WHEELED!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428204</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For House wares and glassware, namely, drinking glasses, cups, mugs, and water bottles sold empty; Insulating sleeve holders made of rubber, plastic, or foam for jars, bottles or cans; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Cloth flags; flags of textile; afghans; towels; cloth pennants; pennants of textile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>24 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Paper goods and printed materials, namely, posters, bumper stickers, decals, wall calendars, window stickers, brochures and books about automobile racing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Entertainment services in the nature of arranging, organizing and conducting motor vehicle races and exhibitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Speedway Properties Company, LLC |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Speedway Properties Company, LLC  5401 East Independence Boulevard  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  11211-00299

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIQUE A&C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428207 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099519
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather bags, suitcases and wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNIQUE SUPPLY LLC Address UNIQUE SUPPLY LLC 3911 Common Street Hamtramck MICHIGAN 48212 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
TM 10654
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOOAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428214 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099520
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DOOAIR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying non-electric curling irons; Beard clippers; Curling irons; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Depilatory appliances; Electric curling tongs; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair straightening irons; Epilatory appliances; Eyelash curlers; Hair-removing tweezers; Hair clippers; Manicure sets; Non-electric can openers; Vegetable slicers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huanaifen Technology Co., LTD Address Shenzhen Huanaifen Technology Co., LTD 1301, Unit 1, No.291, Longma New Village Yucui Community, Longhua Street, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Expiring Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
# Trademark Registration

**Mark Literal(s)** ZNOSVEI

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428218</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099521</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "ZNOSVEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Earrings; Jewelry; Bangle bracelets; Charms for key rings or key chains; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Jewelry watches; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Key chains; Key rings; Rings **International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** May 19, 2022 **In Commerce** May 20, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** Su, Huawen **Address** No. 28, Qingwan Village, Shigudong, Dong'an Town, Gaozhou City, Guangdong Province, CHINA 525200 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney** JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FRASAM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428248</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "Frasam" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Candle extinguishers; Candlesticks not of precious metal; Candy jars sold empty; Chocolate molds; Decorative sand bottles; Desktop statuary made of china; Desktop statuary made of crystal; Desktop statuary made of earthenware; Desktop statuary made of glass; Desktop statuary made of porcelain; Desktop statuary made of terra cotta; Incense burners; Non-electric aromatherapy diffusers for use in showers; Non-electric coffee makers; Pet feeding dishes; Planters for flowers and plants; Ritual flower vases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Mar. 15, 2022  
**In Commerce** Mar. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Li, Shuo  
**Address** Li, Shuo  No. 15, Building 6  Xianping Garden, Dongqianhu Town  Ningbo City, Zhejiang  CHINA  315121  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "GIVE, TRADE, CONNECT." appearing in black, with the stylized wording "WORLD OF TRADE" appearing in blue above, with the stylized wording "W.O.T." appearing above in blue and the periods depicted by dots appearing in yellow with white in the center, and with the first period appearing with a white outline inside the stylized letter "W", and the letter "O" being depicted as a design of blue globe of the earth with two tan hands shaking in the middle with navy blue jacket sleeves on the arms and white sleeves protruding out of the jacket sleeves and two arrows pointing toward the center of the globe in navy blue with yellow on the back side of the arrows, the arrows come toward the center from the top right and the bottom left of the globe. The white background represents transparency and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, yellow, tan, navy blue, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Downloadable mobile applications for use in shopping for retail goods and for use in trading retail goods, for use in conducting fundraising and collecting donations for charities
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 18, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 18, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Reinberg, Maurice
- **Address**: Reinberg, Maurice 7475 silver king drive Sparks NEVADA 89436
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IMPACT OVER IMPRESSIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97428261 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 25, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099524 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Marketing consulting, namely, development and execution of marketing campaigns for brands that seek to engage diverse and multi-cultural audiences; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, marketing, promotion and advertising brands by supporting curated promotional live and virtual events for targeted audiences; Targeted marketing services; Advertising and marketing consultancy; Affiliate Marketing

| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Oct. 06, 2016 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 06, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | The Intuition Consulting Firm, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Authentique Agency |
| **Address** | The Intuition Consulting Firm, LLC 1100 Spring Street NW, Suite 701 Atlanta GEORGIA 30305 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | GEORGIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 063994-00004 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | JANSON, ANDREW KYLE |
HYMERES

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "HYMERES" has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Faucets; Anti-splash tap nozzles; Automatic faucets; Faucet sprayers; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; LED luminaires; Mixer faucets for water pipes; Single-lever faucets for sinks; Tap water faucets; Taps for washstands; Washers for water faucets
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Han, Zichao  Address  Han, Zichao  No.54 Huancheng Road  Haicheng Street, Longwan District  Wenzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  325055  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PEG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428282 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099526 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment recruiting services; Payroll administration and management services; Professional staffing services; Personnel placement and recruitment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEG Staffing and Recruiting, Inc. Address PEG Staffing and Recruiting, Inc. Suite 102 999 Executive Parkway Dr. Creve Coeur MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number P281 002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428297 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099527
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "W" with gradient shading. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, webinars, and workshops in the fields of computers, internet-enabled devices, software design and development, information technology, computer services, cloud computing, database management, artificial intelligence, block-chain technology, distributed ledger technologies, and global computer networks; training services in the fields of computers, internet-enabled devices, software design and development, information technology, computer services, cloud computing, database management, artificial intelligence, block-chain technology, distributed ledger technologies, and global computer networks

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2021 In Commerce 2021

For Outsourcing services in the fields of software design and development, online cloud solutions, website development, applications development for internet-enabled devices, user experience, user interface, and data management; business services, namely, providing consulting as it relates to strategic business planning and management, strategy development, project and product management, personnel management, database management, business information systems, information technologies, and business process outsourcing services; business services, namely, providing business management consulting as it relates to technology in the nature of digital security infrastructure, selection, and implementation; preparing information technology and computer technology business reports, in the fields of computer security and data security, data science, data management, machine learning, artificial intelligence, block-chain, distributed ledger technologies, and computer networks and systems; preparing business reports in the fields of strategic business planning and management, strategy development, project and product management, personnel management, database management, business information systems and information technologies, and business process outsourcing services; conducting business and market research surveys; analysis of market research data and statistics
**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**First Use**  2021  **In Commerce**  2021

**For**  Software design and development services for computers and internet-enabled devices; software design and development services for online cloud solutions, websites, applications for internet-enabled devices, and data management programs; software and information technology integration services, namely, integration of software with computer systems; consulting in the field of software, namely, software integration, modernization, migration, design, user experience, user interface, development, implementation, testing, optimization, operation and management; consulting in the fields of information technology, computer technology, computer security and data security, data science, data management, machine learning, artificial intelligence, block-chain, distributed ledger technologies, and computer networks and systems; consulting services in the field of configuration management for computer hardware and software; consulting services in the fields of the selection, implementation, and use of computer hardware and software systems; product research, design, and development services; providing information, news, and commentary in the fields of computer and computer networking hardware and software; updating and upgrading of computer software and computer software packages; technical support relating to computers, in particular, troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; designing, developing, and maintaining software applications; business technology services, namely, providing consulting as it relates to design and development of computer hardware and software

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**First Use**  2021  **In Commerce**  2021

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**  Wizeline, Inc.  **Address**  Wizeline, Inc.  201 Mission Street, Suite 1200  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94105  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**  WLI0066TUS

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**  RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428302</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099528</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letters P, R, and T, each in a separate adjoining circle arranged horizontally.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Mass transit services for the general public; providing a website featuring information in the field of mass transit; providing a website featuring information in the field of transportation by bus, light rail, funicular, and paratransit; transportation services, namely, providing transportation of passengers by bus, light rail, funicular, and paratransit |
| International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 105 | International Class Title | Transportation and Storage |
| First Use | Jan. 08, 2020 | In Commerce | Jun. 10, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Port Authority of Allegheny County |
| Address | Port Authority of Allegheny County 345 Sixth Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222527 |
| Legal Entity | Agency of the Commonwealth |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 54590-000024 |
| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CAPITAL MUSUBI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97428306
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099529
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MUSUBI"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Catering; Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Nov. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Capital Enterprise LLC
- **Address**: Capital Enterprise LLC
  4927 Sammy Joe Dr. Fairfax VIRGINIA
  22030
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K556246298

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LALATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428343 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099530 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LALATCH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anoraks; Athletic shoes; Beach shoes; Beachwear; Boots; Boots for sport; Canvas shoes; Chappals; Climbing shoes; Footwear for men and women; Heels; Hiking boots; Hunting boots; Hunting vests; Leather belts for clothing; Leather boots; Leather shoes; Loafers; Mountaineering shoes; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pants; Platform shoes; Rain boots; Rugby shoes; Running shoes; Sandals and beach shoes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shoes; Short-sleeved shirts; Ski boots; Skiing shoes; Slacks; Snow boots; Soccer shoes; Sports bra; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports shoes; Sports vests; Tee-shirts; Waist belts; Waterproof footwear; Winter boots; Women's shoes; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts; Clothing belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name sang dan Address sang dan CHINA Vil.,Yujiahe Township,Lushan Dist. No.13, Sangjialaowu, Group 8, Guoqiao Jiujiang, Jiangxi CHINA 332000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSS, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAOOYEAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428348 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099531
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Nightwear; Pants; Pullovers; Scarves; Shoes; Tee-shirts; Underpants; Bath robes; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Masquerade costumes; Sleep masks; Swim suits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuan Guo Address Yuan Guo No. 41, Longguan West Road, Dalang, Longhua District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0753

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
TM 10666 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NBASUZER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428349 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099532
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Nbasuzer has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Baking dishes; Baking mats; Bird feeders; Cooking strainers; Covers for bird perches; Cups and mugs; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Drinking glasses; Flower pots; General purpose storage bins for household use; Plant baskets; Pot holders; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Tablemats of plastic
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Qingshang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Qingshang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.178 Zhenhai North Road, Renhe Village Xiaocaoe town, Yuyao City Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIAMS, RACHAEL MATT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MINA SELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428359 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099533
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Overalls; Pants; Pullovers; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Socks; Suits; Trousers; Waistcoats; Bathing suits; Blazers; Breeches for wear; Caps being headwear; Clothing layettes; Dresses; Finished textile linings for garments; Furs being clothing; Men's suits, women's suits; Outer jackets; Pants for children; Short-sleeve shirts; Tops as clothing; Tops as clothing for children; Wedding dresses; Working overalls
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Mina Yueji Clothing Co., Ltd Address Hangzhou Mina Yueji Clothing Co., Ltd 6 / F, building 4, No.32 Xinye Road, Qiaosi street, Yuhang District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KASBAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428372 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099534
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of literal elements of "KASBAH" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "KASBAH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anoraks; Athletic shoes; Beach shoes; Beachwear; Boots; Boots for sport; Canvas shoes; Chappals; Climbing shoes; Footwear for men and women; Heels; Hiking boots; Hunting boots; Hunting vests; Leather belts for clothing; Leather boots; Leather shoes; Loafers; Mountaineering shoes; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pants; Platform shoes; Rain boots; Rugby shoes; Running shoes; Sandals and beach shoes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shoes; Short-sleeved shirts; Ski boots; Skiing shoes; Slacks; Snow boots; Soccer shoes; Sports bra; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports shoes; Sports vests; Tee-shirts; Waist belts; Waterproof footwear; Winter boots; Women's shoes; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts; Clothing belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen City Lixin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen City Lixin Trading Co., Ltd. Yucun Community, Nanhui St., Luohu Dist. 1008 Jinwei Bldg., No. 4051, Jiabin Rd. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSS, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OWELI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428380 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099535
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oweli, Inc. Address Oweli, Inc. 1309 Coffeen Ave., Ste. 3215 Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEUKSSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428390 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099536
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NEUKSSO" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "NEUKSSO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Walkie-talkies; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric accumulators; Chargers for electric batteries; Chargers for smartphones; Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Converters for electric plugs; Power adapters; Scales with body mass analyzers; USB cables; USB chargers adapted for car cigarette lighter sockets; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN ZHIZAIBIDE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN ZHIZAIBIDE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 602,BLDG.D,PHASE II,SHATOU QILIN GARDEN,NO.138,SHAJING RD.,BANAN DIST. SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where CHINA Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428399</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: "CREATIONS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Customized imprinting of company names and logos on the goods of others, namely, on promotional merchandise, apparel and corporate gifts
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material
- **Treatment**: First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FORMS ONE ENTERPRISES, LLC
- **Address**: FORMS ONE ENTERPRISES, LLC 4020 Emery Avenue Keller TX 76244
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SEARS, DAVID W.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPPYLOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428405 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099538
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mops; Brushes for pets; Brushes for washing up; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning sponges; Duster sleeves for cleaning; Electric lint removers; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Shower racks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen julifuze Trading Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen julifuze Trading Co., Ltd Haiyuan business logistics warehouse No.8,Fu'an Ave.,Pinghu st.,Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518111 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AYALA, LOURDES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**: OVIVUP

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Chemical preparations in the nature of ion-exchange resins

**International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**International Class Title**: Chemicals

**First Use**: Feb. 10, 2016

**In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Ovivo, Inc.
**Address**: Ovivo, Inc. Suite 1700 1010 Sherbrooke West Montreal CANADA H3A2R7

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 308-61060-US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NALLAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428425  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099540
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "nallas" in lowercase black letters over which four small boxes appear in black, blue, yellow, and red, where the lower right corner of the black box is touching the upper right corner of the blue box and the red box is touching the upper right corner of the second "l". Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, blue, yellow, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation in the fields of data engineering, cloud engineering, product engineering, and quality engineering; engineering services in the fields of data integration and management, data transformation, data analytics, and data governance; engineering services in the fields of cloud computing, cloud migration, cloud native solutions, and cloud operations; engineering services in the fields of product development, modernization, implementation, and support; providing quality assurance services in the field of product development, modernization, and implementation; product quality testing services; consultation in the fields of quality engineering, test automation, development and operations (DevOps) integration, application programming interface (API) and web services testing, crowd testing, web and mobile application testing, security performance and load testing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable virtual reality software for facilitating education, allowing users to communicate, collaborate, and share information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable augmented reality software for facilitating education, allowing users to communicate, collaborate, and share information; providing information in the fields of engineering, software, cloud computing, cloud engineering, data engineering, product development, product engineering, and quality engineering via a website; consultation in the field of digitization, namely, advising on shifting business from analog to digital, designing customer experiences, digital engineering, self-service and automation; innovation consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of product development, ideation and prioritization, product engineering accelerators, crowd testing, and outcome analysis; cloud computing consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of centralized workload management, cost management, provisioning and auto-scaling, and zero downtime release engineering; quality engineering consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of test automation, development and operations (DevOps) integration, application programming interface (API) and web services testing, crowd testing, web and mobile application testing, security performance and load testing.
**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Jun. 18, 2021  **In Commerce**  Jun. 18, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Nallas Corporation  **Address**  Nallas Corporation  9 E Laurel Rd, Suite B  Stratford  NEW JERSEY  08084

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  563588

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEYAHAPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428426  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099541
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "KEYAHAPPY" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drawing toys; Fishing lures, namely, plastic worms; Fishing rods; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Girls' festival dolls and their fittings; LCD game machines; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Swimming pool air floats; Toy water guns; Fishing poles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Siping Yunkai Internet Sales Co., Ltd. Address Siping Yunkai Internet Sales Co., Ltd. D2408,building 7/657,Siping Wanda Plaza  Pingdong street,Tiedong District  Siping  CHINA  136001
Legal Entity LIMITED
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
### Mark Literal(s)
SKILLESS

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the word "Skilless" centered around "less" with the "S" "K" "I" "L" "L" radiating from the "less" in clockwise fashion with a line in between the letters "S" "K" "I" "L" "L".

**Color Claimed**
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**

- **Fanny packs**
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
  - **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: May 25, 2022

**For**

- **Hoodies; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms**
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Apr. 16, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: May 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Holzbauer, Jessica
- **Composed of**: Jessica Holzbauer, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: Holzbauer, Jessica 640 E 3390 S Salt Lake City UTAH 84106
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGIN ISLANDS, U.S.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: NOLASCO-ARIAS, KENNETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPRUCEMOOSE DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428435 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099543 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DESIGNS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Sep. 05, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2021
For On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring jewelry, art prints, tote bags, note cards and stationery, stickers, magnets, and home décor
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 04, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sheila Mayberry Address Sheila Mayberry 93 Carter Street Portland MAINE 04103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VINCO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428437</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099544</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Business consulting services; Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business marketing consulting services; Business marketing services; Business development consulting services; Consultancy services regarding business strategies; Providing business marketing information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coaching Lubbock, LLC</td>
<td>Coaching Lubbock, LLC 6718 2nd Street Lubbock TEXAS</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>311-Coaching</td>
<td>WOLFE, YOUNG J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACCELERATING VALUE DELIVERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428438 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099545 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation in the fields of data engineering, cloud engineering, product engineering, and quality engineering; engineering services in the fields of data integration and management, data transformation, data analytics, and data governance; engineering services in the fields of cloud computing, cloud migration, cloud native solutions, and cloud operations; engineering services in the fields of product development, modernization, implementation, and support; providing quality assurance services in the field of product development, modernization, and implementation; product quality testing services; consultation in the fields of quality engineering, test automation, development and operations (DevOps) integration, application programming interface (API) and web services testing, crowd testing, web and mobile application testing, security performance and load testing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable virtual reality software for facilitating education, allowing users to communicate, collaborate, and share information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable augmented reality software for facilitating education, allowing users to communicate, collaborate, and share information; providing information in the fields of engineering, software, cloud computing, cloud engineering, data engineering, product development, product engineering, and quality engineering via a website; consultation in the field of digitization, namely, advising on shifting business from analog to digital, designing customer experiences, digital engineering, self-service and automation; innovation consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of product development, ideation and prioritization, product engineering accelerators, crowd testing, and outcome analysis; cloud computing consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of centralized workload management, cost management, provisioning and auto-scaling, and zero downtime release engineering; quality engineering consulting services, namely, advising others in the fields of test automation, development and operations (DevOps) integration, application programming interface (API) and web services testing, crowd testing, web and mobile application testing, security performance and load testing

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 18, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2021
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nallas Corporation
Address  Nallas Corporation  9 E Laurel Rd, Suite B  Stratford  NEW JERSEY  08084
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  563589

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEYAHAPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428440  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099546
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "KEYAHAPPY" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Containers for household use; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Garden gnome figurines comprised of terra cotta; Grass sprinklers; Household containers for foods; Insect traps; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Ultrasonic pest repellers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Siping Yunkai Internet Sales Co., Ltd.  Address  Siping Yunkai Internet Sales Co., Ltd.  D2408,building 7/657,Siping Wanda Plaza  Pingdong street,Tiedong District  Siping  CHINA  136001  Legal Entity  LIMITED

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
# Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Information
**Mark Literal(s):** QDENGLAMP

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number:** 97428477
- **Application Filing Date:** May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number:** 7099547
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation:** The wording "QDENGLAMP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## Goods and Services Information
- **For:** Flashlights; Luminaries; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, power failure backup safety lighting; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; Lighting fixtures with motion detection; Lighting installations; Outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; Portable electric fans; Portable utility lights; Sprinkler heads for irrigation sprinklers
- **International Classes:** 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title:** Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use:** Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Apr. 30, 2022

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use:** Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name:** Foshan Qiandeng Intelligent Lighting Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address:** Foshan Qiandeng Intelligent Lighting Technology Co., Ltd. Room 508N, 5th Floor, Deputy Building Jing wei Building Annex, Nanhai District Foshan CHINA 528000
- **Legal Entity:** limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney:** BEGGS, MONICA L
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428478</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099548</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "OVIOBOER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; Anti-theft automotive alarms; Anti-theft devices for motor cars; Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels; Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Automobiles and structural parts thereof; Back-up warning alarms for vehicles; Brake systems for vehicles; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Ganlanshi E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BEGGS, MONICA L
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97428499
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099549
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

For Authentication of data in the field of financial transactions using blockchain technology; Providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology for cryptocurrency transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tools to track blockchain and alert users of transactions

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Mar. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Akhunov</td>
<td>Daniel Akhunov 1500 Washington St #9o Hoboken NEW JERSEY 07030</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilart Abrahamian</td>
<td>Hilart Abrahamian 1500 Washington St #9o Hoboken NEW JERSEY 07030</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Kazdan</td>
<td>Alexander Kazdan 1500 Washington St #9o Hoboken NEW JERSEY 07030</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: K555854363
- **Examining Attorney**: DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PASXIEKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428503 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099550
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PASXIEKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blush; Eyeliner; Eyeshadow; Foundation; Lipstick; Mascara; BB creams; Body glitter; CC creams; Eyebrow colors; Eyebrow gel; Face glitter; Lip glosses; Liquid eyeliners
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yunzhonglu Technology Development Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yunzhonglu Technology Development Co., Ltd. 201,No.10, Xinhe Seven Alley, Ma'antang Community,Bantian St.,Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** Sevenine

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428511</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099551</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Sevenine" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark do not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Chandeliers; Faucets; Luminaries; Bath tubs; Ceiling fans; Ceiling light fittings; Electric fans; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Hanging lamps; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Pendant lighting fixtures; Shower heads
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen LeYuan E-Commerce Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen LeYuan E-Commerce Technology Co., Ltd. 1121, No. 46, Kangle Garden, Sanlian community, Longhua street, Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: INIPA
- **Examining Attorney**: NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEEDIRT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428518</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Honey |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Dec. 31, 2016 |
| In Commerce | May 11, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Shanks, Brenden |
| Address | Shanks, Brenden 1796 Milton Rd Napa CALIFORNIA 94559 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | HUSSAIN, TASNEEM |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ORDASPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428519</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation              | The wording "OrdasPet" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Animal activated animal feeders; Animal litter pans; Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; Automatic pet feeders; Cages for pets; Disposable liner pads for animal litter boxes; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household storage containers for pet food; Litter trays for pets; Non-electric coffee pots; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet litter boxes; Pet waste management kits comprising scoops for pet waste disposal, plastic bags and liners, and portable dispensers for plastic bags and liners sold as a unit; Plunger-style coffee makers, non-electric; Racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use       | Mar. 06, 2022 |
| In Commerce     | Mar. 06, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Li, Wenqi |
| Address    | No. 101, Xingye Road, Xixiang, Baoan District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(S)
UNITED REGULATORY & LOGISTICS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428522</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Literal(s) | UNITED REGULATORY & LOGISTICS |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "REGULATORY & LOGISTICS" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation in the field of medical devices; Business management services, namely, supply chain logistics, reverse logistics and liquidation of goods of others; Logistics management in the field of medical devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | United Regulatory & Logistics LLC |
| Address | United Regulatory & Logistics LLC 2950 NW 62nd St, Suite #110 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33309 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | FLORIDA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | K556175473 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BRACEY, KAREN E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN CLASSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428532 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099555
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AMERICAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Livestock feed
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Mar. 15, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J & J Bagging Address J & J Bagging 1312 Rialto Rd. Yazoo City MISSISSIPPI 39194 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53578.212990

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ACCESFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97428536  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099556
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Accesfire" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chamois leather for cleaning; Cleaning and polishing cloths; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning cloths for camera lenses; Cleaning pads; Cleaning rags; Cleaning swabs for commercial uses; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Dispensers for cleaning and disinfecting solutions; Dusting or cleaning cloths; Gun cleaning cloths; Gun cleaning patches and rags; Microfiber cloths for cleaning; Stirring rods for beverages; Swabs and sponges for cleaning medical instruments

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title
Housewares and Glass  First Use  May 20, 2022  In Commerce  May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Point Ring Inc  Address  Point Ring Inc  730 Simms St Ste 200  Lakewood  COLORADO  80401  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428553</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "OLINARENCE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Massage apparatus; Massage balls; Sex dolls; Sex toys; Vaginal dilators; Vibromassage apparatus
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Jiang Jiaman
- **Address**: No. 19, Shuiliubao, Zhaopu Village, Yunlu Town, Jiedong District, Jieyang, Guangdong, CHINA 522000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** AUNTIE'S TREASURES
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Jewelry; Jewelry charms; Bracelets; Rings; Earrings; Pendants; Brooches being jewelry; Necklaces; Ear cuffs being jewelry; Watches; Key Rings; Cuff Links
- **International Classes:** 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title:** Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce:** Feb. 19, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Ray, Michael
- **Address:** Ray, Michael 7109 Howe St Groves TX 77619
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Ex感知ing Attorney:** SUE, ABIGAIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) 7 SEVEN STAR PROPERTIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428556 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099559
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a star, with an a number 7
wrapped around the image. To the right of the image is "SEVEN STAR" and below "PROPERTIES" in a smaller bold
text. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PROPERTIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial and residential real estate agency services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial First Use Mar. 2019 In Commerce Jun. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seven Star Properties, INC Address Seven Star Properties, INC 4225 Valley Fair St # 101 Simi Valley
CALIFORNIA 93063 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555885307

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STICKERDOGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428563</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099560</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Anti-skid textile covers for tires; Automotive windshield shade screens; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Head restraints for vehicles; Luggage racks for motor cars; Motor car seats; Safety seats for children for motor cars; Seat safety harnesses for motor cars; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Vehicle armrest cushions; Vehicle hood and fender louvers and vents; Vehicle seat cushions; Windscreen wipers for motor cars; Windscreens for motor cars

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
**International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** Jul. 21, 2020
**In Commerce** May 23, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ke, Weirong  
**Address** Ke, Weirong  No.38, Caofun Pavilion, Songdong Village, Wutang Town, Hanjiang District, Putian, CHINA  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examination Attorney** TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SVTIEKND

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97428567
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099561
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Svtieknd has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Barstools; Couches; Bedside tables; Deck chairs; Dining chairs; Dining tables; End tables; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Legs for furniture; Office furniture; Rocking chairs; Sofa beds; Spring mattresses; Television stands
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Huizhou lanbei Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Huizhou lanbei Technology Co., Ltd No.1001,10th fl,No.2 plant,phase I,No.3 yaolu 6 Rd,Shuiou sub dist office Huizhou Huicheng CHINA 516000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TETTIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428574 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099562
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Tettie" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal activated animal feeders; Animal litter pans; Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; Automatic pet feeders; Cages for pets; Disposable liner pads for animal litter boxes; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household storage containers for pet food; Litter trays for pets; Non-electric coffee pots; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet litter boxes; Pet waste management kits comprising scoops for pet waste disposal, plastic bags and liners, and portable dispensers for plastic bags and liners sold as a unit; Plunger-style coffee makers, non-electric; Racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Wenqi Address Li, Wenqi No. 101, Xingye Road, Xixiang, Baoan District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
TM 10697  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SEVAE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97428584  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099563
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing; Lease of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Leasing of real property; Real estate service, namely, rental property management; Rental of real estate; Residential real estate agency services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Apr. 10, 2015  In Commerce  Apr. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sevae Solutions LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Sevae Solutions  Address  Sevae Solutions LLC  7750 Maryland Avenue, P.O Box 11303  Saint Louis  MISSOURI  63105  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  021112

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STEAM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428589</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International Class Title   Education and Entertainment
First Use   May 22, 2021
In Commerce   May 22, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>William Pascali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>William Pascali 4199 Whistlewood Cir Lakeland FLORIDA 33811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship   UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number   K556233365

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney   YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TAKAO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97428592
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099565
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters: "TAKAO".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "TAKAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Aprons; Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Scarfs; Shirts; Shorts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Vests; Head scarves; Knit tops; Sports jerseys; Sports singlets; Swimming caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 05, 2019
- **In Commerce**: May 18, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Linzhi
- **Address**: Zhang, Linzhi No.29,Group 1,Taisi Village Laowo Town, Zhaoling District Luohe CHINA 462000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LAMINAR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428607</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized wording "LAMinAR" and three Chinese characters located at right side of the wording.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Transliteration**: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Li Min Na" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Baskets adapted for bicycles; Bicycle bells; Bicycle horns; Bicycle brake lever grips; Bicycle frames; Bicycle gears; Bicycle handlebar grips; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle parts, namely, drive chains; Bicycle parts, namely, fork crown covers; Bicycle parts, namely, forks; Bicycle parts, namely, front fork joints; Bicycle parts, namely, gear wheels; Bicycle parts, namely, handle bar ends; Bicycle parts, namely, handle bar stems; Bicycle parts, namely, sprockets; Bicycle parts, namely, tubes and connectors for bicycle frames; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle pumps; Bicycle saddles; Bicycle seat posts; Bicycle wheels; Chain guards for bicycles; Clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; Mudguards for bicycles; Rims for bicycle wheels; Water bottle holders for bicycles; Wheel hubs for bicycles

**International Classes**

- 12 - Primary Classes
- 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022

**In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Robert Z. LIU
- **Address**: Robert Z. LIU No. 167-3, Lane 92, Feng Nan Street Fengyuan Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 420

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: TAIWAN

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: CFT-10067

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE

---

12802
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SHOULD LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428609 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099567
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of self help and self improvement; Personal coaching services in the field of self help and self improvement

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Embodied Collective, LLC Address Embodied Collective, LLC 1422 Apjones St Cincinnati OHIO 45223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556114302

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONIONFIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428612 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099568
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ONIONFIER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage apparatus; Massage balls; Sex dolls; Sex toys; Vaginal dilators; Vibromassage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang Jiaman Address Jiang Jiaman No. 19, Shuliubao, Zhaopu Village, Yunlu Town, Jiedong District, Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XUANYANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428630  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099569  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters: "Xuanyang".  
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Xuanyang has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Scarfs; Shirts; Shorts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Vests; Head scarves; Knit tops; Sports jerseys; Sports singlets; Swimming caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 05, 2019 In Commerce May 18, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Shiyu  Address Liu, Shiyu No. 18, Group 9, Houchang Village Laowo Town, Zhaoling District Luohe CHINA 462000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KARDIYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97428635
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099570
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word kardiya in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of kardiya in the mark is root.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Yoga instruction; Arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of yoga; Providing exercise classes in the field of yoga
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Prairie Walk Yoga Group, LLC
- **Address**: Prairie Walk Yoga Group, LLC 2905 SW Archer Road, Unit 5006 Gainesville FLORIDA 32608
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRETTYRICHIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428641 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099571
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Richard Watkins, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of fantasy football leagues; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring fantasy football
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2021 In Commerce May 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Richard Watkins Address Richard Watkins 83 Linden Ave Hamilton Township NEW JERSEY 08610 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556173844

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428643</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

BACKWOODS ATTRACTION

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer: "ATTRACTION"

Goods and Services Information

For: Deer attractants

International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50

International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use: Mar. 15, 2016

In Commerce: Mar. 15, 2016

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: J & J Bagging

Address: J & J Bagging 1312 Rialto Rd. Yazoo City MISSISSIPPI 39194

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: MISSISSIPPI

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 53578.212990

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WE RENEW YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428645 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099573
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatuses and instruments, namely, devices that use a non-invasive, non-surgical process for skin treatment, such as cosmetic skin treatment, skin tightening treatment, skin damage treatment, treatment of damaged skin due to old age, and treatment of wrinkled skin; Medical apparatuses and instruments, namely, devices that produce plasma arcs, plasma flashes, or lasers for skin treatment, such as cosmetic skin treatment, skin tightening treatment, skin damage treatment, treatment of damaged skin due to old age, and treatment of wrinkled skin
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKIN EX GLOBAL, INC. Address SKIN EX GLOBAL, INC. 9972 Westminster Avenue, Suite 104 Garden Grove CALIFORNIA 92844 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1480DUO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHINEONER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428660 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099574
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ShineOner" in stylized font. Above the "ShineOner" is a design that incorporates water drops. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording ShineOner has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dishware; Cups and mugs; Decorative centerpieces of crystal; Drinking bottles for sports; Glass mugs; Household containers for foods; Vacuum bottles; Vacuum flasks; Wine glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangsu Bentuo Intelligent Electromechanical Technology Co., Ltd. Address Jiangsu Bentuo Intelligent Electromechanical Technology Co., Ltd. Room 4038, Building A2, No. 266, Century Avenue, High-tech Zone Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPPYDRIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428661  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099575
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Picture frame brackets; Wooden display stands; Furniture frames; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Non-metal picture hangers; Picture frames
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015
For Beanies; Dresses; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Sweaters; Underwear; Clothing jackets; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Happydrip LLC  Address Happydrip LLC Suite 333 140 Yonge St Toronto CANADA M5C1X6
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WSFORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428666  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099576
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a graphical representation of the phrase "wsform" followed by a graphical representation of three dots stacked on top of each other. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for designing web based forms that expand the functionality of web based content management systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2018 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Westguard Investments, L.L.C. Address Westguard Investments, L.L.C. 1100 Poydras St., Suite 2850 New Orleans LOUISIANA 70163 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556202500
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ORIGINAL MIRAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428675</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099577</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Aug. 2021 |
| In Commerce | 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Landess, Morgan Rafaella Grey |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | Original Mirage |
| Address | Landess, Morgan Rafaella Grey 14304 Northwest 146 Avenue Alachua FLORIDA 32615 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FORPAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428676 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099578
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vinyl tile flooring; and vinyl plank flooring
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Nov. 23, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 23, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORPAC, LLC Address FORPAC, LLC 1603 Grove Avenue Haines City FLORIDA 33844 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PROFLEX/TM51

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAPPYDRIp

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97428677  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099579  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - An Illustration Drawing Which Includes Word(s)/Letter(s) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a water droplet containing a happy face followed by the wording "HAPPYDRIp", where the dot of the "I" is replaced by another water droplet containing a happy face. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For  Furniture; Picture frame brackets; Wooden display stands; Furniture frames; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Non-metal picture hangers; Picture frames
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

For  Beanies; Dresses; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Sweaters; Underwear; Clothing jackets; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Happydrip LLC  Address Happydrip LLC  Suite 333  140 Yonge St  Toronto  CANADA  M5C1X6
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 97428694 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 25, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099580 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Mark Literal(s)** | UGK |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment in the nature of providing online non-downloadable audio visual recordings featuring music performances; Entertainment in the nature of live visual and audio music performances; Entertainment services, namely, production of musical sound recordings; Providing entertainment information about performances, recordings, appearances, news, and other entertainment information about a musical group via a website on a global computer network; music publishing services; music composition services; media production services, namely, video and film production; music production services; arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting social entertainment events
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1991
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 21, 1992

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: UGQ Enterprises LLC
- **Address**: UGQ Enterprises LLC 7600 OAKMONT DR PORT ARTHUR TEXAS 77642
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

- **Owner Name**: Double Dose Entertainment, Inc.
- **Address**: Double Dose Entertainment, Inc. P.O. #84313 Pearland TEXAS 77584
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SX.SOXEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428703  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099581
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Empennages; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Brake pads for land vehicles; Motor car seats; Pickup trucks; Rearview mirrors; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Steps for attachment to land vehicles; Stroller covers; Structural repair parts for trucks, trailers, and other motor vehicles; Vehicle bumpers; Vehicle hood and fender louvers and vents; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield visors; Vehicle wheel hub assemblies
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 07, 2022  In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qi, Zhuhui  Address Qi, Zhuhui No. 1 Xiaokang East Road, Qina'an Village, Mengfeng Town, Qingxu County Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030012  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOOD KARMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428719 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099582 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial eyelashes; False eyelashes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 29, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name House of Lashes Address House of Lashes Suite C 1565 McGaw Ave. Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERNGRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428725  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099583
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fertilizers
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Mar. 15, 2015  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J & J Bagging  Address J & J Bagging  1312 Rialto Rd.  Yazoo City  MISSISSIPPI  39194  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53578.212990

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIVATRIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428744  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099584
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diet pills; Dietary supplements; Weight management supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements for women; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals  First Use May 12, 2020  In Commerce May 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emblaze One Inc.  Address Emblaze One Inc. Suite 300 9454 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIERTELARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428745  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099585
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Tiertelari has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery; Embroidery for garments; Embroidery needles; Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Laces and embroidery
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye, Biyu  Address Ye, Biyu 5th Floor, Building 612, No. 12, Bagua 2nd Road, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ

12821
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOILPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428746 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022
Registration Number 7099586
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crop Seed blends, namely, rye seed, crimson seed, radish seed, wheat seed, and oat seed blends
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 46
International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
First Use Jul. 10, 2018
In Commerce Jul. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J & J Bagging
Address J & J Bagging 1312 Rialto Rd. Yazoo City MISSISSIPPI 39194
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53578.212990

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLESSINGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428751</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099587</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Artificial eyelashes; False eyelashes |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Sep. 29, 2021 | In Commerce | Sep. 29, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | House of Lashes |
| Address | House of Lashes Suite C 1565 McGaw Ave. Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ONESHOT KETO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428752</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099588</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
**Disclaimer** "KETO"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Diet pills; Dietary supplements; Weight management supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; All of the foregoing excluding food bars
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals
**First Use** Oct. 15, 2020
**In Commerce** Oct. 15, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Emblaze One Inc.
**Address** Emblaze One Inc. Suite 300 9454 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
ONESHOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428757 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099589
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diet pills; Dietary supplements; Weight management supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; All of the foregoing excluding food bars
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Oct. 15, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emblaze One Inc. Address Emblaze One Inc. Suite 300 9454 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IOWVOE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428779  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022
Registration Number 7099590
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lockers; Decorative mirrors; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Locker mirrors; Mirror frames; Mirrored cabinets;
Mirrors enhanced by electric lights; Mirrors; Tea tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use Aug. 20, 2020  In Commerce Aug. 20, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Renmei E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Renmei E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 505, Shixing Bldg, No.4, Seven Alley  Upper Section, Yangmei Vil, Bantian St, Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518116
Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SANDBOX TO CYBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428780 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099591 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SANDBOX, CYBER”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer education training services International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC Address Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC 1621 Central Ave. Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TZYQDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428791  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099592
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Electric holiday lights; Hand-held showers; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; Lamps for tents; Lanterns for lighting; LED candles; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighting fixtures; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Solar powered lamps; String lights for festive decoration; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use May 07, 2022  In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taizhou Yuqing Lighting Co., Ltd. Address Taizhou Yuqing Lighting Co., Ltd. No. 2-23, Jianchuan Village, Shaojiadu Street, Linhai, Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA 317000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, JUSTIN T
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
SERVICE TO SHIELD

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428796</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099593</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “SERVICE, SHIELD”

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Computer education training services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Apr. 22, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 22, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Defense in Depth Enterprises, LLC  1621 Central Ave. Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: NEIDISH, HARRISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VISTATROY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428797 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099594
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “Vistatroy” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Handbags; Luggage; Pocketbooks; Rucksacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Clutch bags; Clutch purses; Evening handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags, purses and wallets; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Pouches of leather; Sports bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Honglvlan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Honglvlan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 200, No. 12, Daguan South Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510660 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHELAN, JAIME M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ANYHOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428804</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099595</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Automobile door handles; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Structural parts for automobiles; Sun visors for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors; Vehicle seat belt retractors; Windshield wiper blades for vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title</th>
<th>Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name SHENZHEN XINTENGDA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN XINTENGDA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 526,BLDG1,DAFEN FUWEN INDUSTRIAL PARK, BUJI,NANWAN ST.,LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number CJTM506.0545

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97428807  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099596  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) VOLHOPLY

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Volhoply" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Dinnerware; Atomizers for household use; Baskets for household purposes; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Cleaning brushes for household use; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Double wall cups; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Household containers for foods; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Vacuum bottles; Vacuum flasks; Wine glasses

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass

First Use May 07, 2022  In Commerce May 07, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Lu, Keju  Address Lu, Keju  Xibe Street 338  Zhanji Township, Yucheng County  Shangqiu, Henan CHINA 476333  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GUELAGUETZA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97428812 | Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099597 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2736854, 3662814 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | 2010 |
| In Commerce | 2010 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | PBF&E LLC |
| Address | PBF&E LLC 3014 West Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90006 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 151004562535 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WELLENTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428819 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099598
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WELLENTI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewels; Alloys of precious metal; Bib necklaces; Bracelets; Choker necklaces; Costume jewelry; Cuff bracelets; Diamond jewelry; Gemstone jewelry; Gold-plated rings; Jewellery and imitation jewellery; Metal key chains; Necklaces; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuzhou Tianshien Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xuzhou Tianshien Trading Co., Ltd. 2-1-147, Xidu Building, No. 272, Huaihai West Road, Quanshan District Xuzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 221000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CURLYTEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97428821 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099599
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consulting services in the field of product design and development; Cosmetic research; Providing a members-only website featuring technology which provides members with the ability to access videos showing the creation of personal care products; Providing a secured-access, members only website featuring technology that gives members the ability to access videos showing the creation of personal care products; Research in the field of hair care
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  May 03, 2021 In Commerce  May 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CurlyTea LLC Address  CurlyTea LLC PO Box 2181 Jackson MISSISSIPPI 39225 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YELAIFONA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428823</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording yelaifona has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Athletic supporters; Body-training apparatus; Children's multiple activity toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Drawing toys; Electric action toys; Fishing tackle; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Musical toys; Pet toys; Sporting goods, namely, carriers specially adapted for sport balls; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Storage racks for athletic equipment; Toy furniture; Work-out gloves

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** May 10, 2022 **In Commerce** May 10, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Wuhan Xinglaifeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Wuhan Xinglaifeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Facade No. 4, Fourth Street Miaoshan Village, Jiangxia District Wuhan, Hubei CHINA 430223

**Legal Entity** limited company ( ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GOODPLAYER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428829</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bikinis; Dresses; Headbands; Hosiery; Pants; Shirts; Sleepwear; Stockings; Swimwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing jackets; Gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Infant wear; Outdoor mittens; Rain suits; Sport stockings; Tee shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 39
**International Class Title** Clothing
**First Use In Commerce** Apr. 14, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Wu, Junbin
**Address** Wu, Junbin A1001, Jinlong Famous Residence Buyong New Vil., Shajing St., Baoan Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 341000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN

12837
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEYGRIEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428836 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099602
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YEYGRIEM has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Dishware; Flasks; Mugs; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Coffee cups; Drinking bottles for sports; Earthenware jars; Flower pots; Incense burners; Kitchen containers; Soap dispensers; Tea canisters; Tea sets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Zhengran E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Zhengran E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 2, Building 10, Zone 3, Louxia Village, Choujiang St., Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322099 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHE EQUIPS HERSELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428843 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099603
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of firearm safety and gun safety including subjects pertaining to the practice of using, transporting, storing and disposing of firearms and ammunition; Educational services, namely, providing courses, classes, seminars, workshops in the fields of firearm safety and gun safety including subjects pertaining to the practice of using, transporting, storing and disposing of firearms and ammunition; Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring firearm safety and gun safety subjects including the practice of using, transporting, storing and disposing of firearms and ammunition; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring information regarding firearms and gun safety provided through video, television, and webcasts

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Nov. 11, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name She Equips Herself, LLC Address She Equips Herself, LLC 14 Oakridge Dr Franklin MASSACHUSETTS 02038 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
MARK Literal(s) YUZSHIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428846 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099604 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YUZSHIN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby gyms; Baby rattles; Christmas tree decorations; Construction toys; Fidget toys; Infant development toys; Inflatable pool toys; Inflatable toys; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Pet toys; Plush dolls; Spinning fidget toys; Toy cars International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanchang Yuzixi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Nanchang Yuzixi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.1903, Unit 1, Building 2-3#, Lanwan Shangcheng, No.666 Yongfu Road, Xihu Dist. Nanchang, Jiangxi CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEWCHIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428859</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Reusable baby changing mats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shantou Ouchen e-commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shantou Ouchen e-commerce Co., Ltd. No. 1204, Building 2, Xiansheng Garden, west of Xifu Road, Chenghai District, Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515000
- **Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US038615T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI

---

12841
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEETOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428862 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099606
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Leetous has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bubble making wand and solution sets; Jigsaw puzzles; Play tents; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Rideable toy vehicles; Smart plush toys; Toy balloons; Toy building blocks; Toy models; Toy pistols; Toy robots; Toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 21, 2022 In Commerce May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kang, Liang Address Kang, Liang No. 32, Ruishan Group, Huangtang Vil., Tangzhou Town, Taihe County, Ji’an, Jiangxi CHINA 343000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039078T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428864</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099607</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**

![Mark Image]

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of two separated semicircles with a pattern like a musical note inside.

**Color Claimed**
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone pads; Earphones and headphones; Earphones for cellular telephones; Game headsets; Headsets for use with computers; Headsets for virtual reality games; Loudspeakers, headsets, microphones and CD players; Music headphones; Personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses; Personal headphones for use with sound transmitting systems; Stereo headphones; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headphones

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Apr. 25, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 25, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Fuyandi Technology Co., Ltd.

**Address** Shenzhen Fuyandi Technology Co., Ltd. 201, No. 86, Zone 1,5th Ind.Zone, Shangfen Community, Minzhi St., Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518131

**Legal Entity** limited company (暨) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examinining Attorney** BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUPERPET

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97428865 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099608
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type - STANDARDC CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Kuperpet has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Bark control devices for training dogs; Electronic collars to train animals
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Cooper Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Cooper Trading Co., Ltd. Room 605, Building A, Yiruidalejun, No.418, Shenshan Road, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number US039086T

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97428866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Swimming goggles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 28, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Menq, Farnyuh M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong></td>
<td>DBA Snake &amp; Pig Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composed of</strong></td>
<td>Menq, Farnyuh M., a citizen of United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Menq, Farnyuh M. 1004 SILBURY DR AUSTIN TEXAS 78758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIZPKKLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428869 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099610 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ovenware; Bento boxes; Broiling pans; Compost containers for household use; Dishers; Drinking bottles for sports; Floating drink holders; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Holders for toilet paper; Kitchen containers; Pastry molds; Pizza tray stands; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Shower racks; Spray nozzles for garden hoses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gama Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gama Technology Co., Ltd. Room 803, Block D, Building 1, COFCO Xiangyun, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518172 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039172T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUIETUNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97428872
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099611
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  The mark consists of stylized wording "Quietune", the letter "Q" is an incomplete design, connected to the letter "u", the letters "i" and "e" are next to each other, and the letter "t" is an incomplete design at the top, connected with other letters. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Audio headphones; Communications headsets for use with communication radios, intercom systems, or other communications network transceivers; Ear phones; Fitted protective skins comprised of rubber, silicone for covering drive-thru communication headsets; Game headphones; Music headphones; Noise cancelling headphones; Personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses; Stereo headphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Diyin Electronics Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Rm. 603, No. 8, Chongqing Rd., Qiaotou Community, Fuhai Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518103
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: US039110T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428879</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Batteries, electric; Battery charge devices; Electric accumulators
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Mar. 15, 2022  
**In Commerce** Mar. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Dongguan Times Dingsheng New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Dongguan Times Dingsheng New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.  
Room 502, Building 6, No. 157, Shipai Section, Dongyuan Avenue, Shipai Town, Dongguan, Guangdong  CHINA  
**Legal Entity** Limited company (Ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** US039131T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97428881  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099613
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized chair within a circle.  Color  Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6502089

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Recliners; Reclining chairs
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Feb. 18, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ZHEJIANG AOLI ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD.  Address  ZHEJIANG AOLI ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD. ROOM 409-2, BLDG. 8, NO.181 WUCHANG AVENUE, YUHANG DIST., HANGZHOU, ZHEJIANG CHINA  311100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US038898T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SUE, ABIGAIL
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK Literal(s)
WENOREAGET

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428884</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099614</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets

### International Classes
24 - Primary Classes
42, 50

### US Classes
42, 50

### International Class Title
Fabrics

### First Use In Commerce
Apr. 17, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently Use
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

### Owner Name
Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory

### Composed of
Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China

### Address
Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory
No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road
Zhoushi Town
Kunshan
CHINA

### Legal Entity
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

### State or Country Where Organized
CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

### Docket Number
US039126T

### Examining Attorney
YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory |
| Composed of | Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China |
| Address | No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314 |
| Legal Entity | SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US039121T |
| Examining Attorney | YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI |
**TM 10750 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LAKEALEASI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428888</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099616</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets

| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Apr. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory |
| Composed of | Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China |
| Address | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314 |

| Legal Entity | SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US039118T |
| Examining Attorney | YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DUMIEOKULA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428889 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099617
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314

Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039111T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428892</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets

| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | Apr. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 15, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory |
| Composed of | Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China |
| Address | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314 |

| Legal Entity | SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | US039108T |
| Examining Attorney | YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LANLEFIASY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428893 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099619
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039107T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97428894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composed of</td>
<td>Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>US039106T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AWATSITLED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428896</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099621</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets |
|-----------------------------------------------|

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composed of</td>
<td>Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US039105T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LONIMAODIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97428898
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099622
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Flagons; Potholders; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Insulated mugs; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Travel mugs
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory
- **Composed of**: Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory, No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road, Zhoushi Town, Kunshan, CHINA 215314
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US039169T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAFLUSELKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97428901
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099623
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Flagons; Potholders; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Insulated mugs; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Travel mugs
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory
- **Composed of**: Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US039171T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97428904
Application Filing Date: May 25, 2022
Registration Number: 7099624
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

KALORMAYWA

Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97428904
Application Filing Date: May 25, 2022
Registration Number: 7099624
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets
International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 42, 50
International Class Title: Fabrics
First Use in Commerce: Apr. 18, 2022
In Commerce: Apr. 18, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory
Composed of: Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China
Address: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
Legal Entity: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: US039103T

Examiner Information

Examining Attorney: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARSALETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428905 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099625 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Bed blankets; Blanket throws; Children's blankets; Face towels of textile; Shower curtains; Table runners of textile; Unfitted fabric covers for vehicle seats; Woollen blankets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314

Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039101T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) APPROV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428911 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099626
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Loan financing; Loan origination services; Loan origination services specializing in home mortgages, student loans, auto loans; Mortgage banking; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans; Mortgage brokerage; Mortgage financing services; Mortgage foreclosure mitigation and loan default mitigation services, namely, acquisition and lease-back of real estate; Mortgage foreclosure services; Mortgage lending; Mortgage procurement for others; Mortgage refinancing; Mortgage services, namely, buyer pre-qualification of mortgages for mortgage brokers and banks; Mortgaging of securities for others; Advisory services relating to credit and debit control, investment, grants and financing of loans; Arranging of loans; Auto loan brokerage services; Cash flow services, namely, providing cash to mortgage holders or other notes at a discounted rate in return for ownership of the mortgage or note; Credit and loan services; Electronic loan origination services; Electronic loan preparation services; Financial loan consultation; Financial services, namely, loan default mitigation services; Financial services, namely, mortgage planning; Financial services, namely, mortgage refinancing; Financial services, namely, arranging of modified loan terms designed to prevent home foreclosure; Financial services, namely, corporate workout, debt restructuring, receivership, and loan resolution for commercial loans; Financial services, namely, issuance and management of certificates backed by loan portfolios which are subsequently managed to insure the integrity of the certificates; Financial services, namely, loss mitigation services for under- or non-performing mortgage loans; Financial services, namely, the purchase of residential mortgages on behalf of others and the issuance of mortgage-backed securities; Financial services, namely, vehicle title loans; Financing loans for commercial and residential properties, auto, boat; Financing and loan services; Financing of loans; Home equity loans; Installment loans; Instalment loans; Maintaining mortgage escrow accounts; Maintaining mortgage impound accounts; Maintaining escrow accounts for home mortgages; Processing mortgage insurance policy refunds; Providing loans secured by commercial paper; Providing personal loans and lines of credit; Providing post-compliance financial reviews for the mortgage industry; Providing student loan information; Providing student loans; Real estate services to stop foreclosure, namely, mortgage debt management; Revolving loans; Savings and loan associations; Savings and loan services; Student loan services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  
First Use  Nov. 23, 2015  In Commerce  Nov. 23, 2015  
For  Matching borrowers with potential lenders in the field of mortgage lending; Matching borrowers with potential lenders in the field of consumer and mortgage lending; Providing statistical information and indexes of mortgages, interests, and prices for others  
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  
First Use  Nov. 23, 2015  In Commerce  Nov. 23, 2015  
BASIS INFORMATION  
Currently Use  Yes  
OWNER INFORMATION  
Owner Name  Alexander Yu Chen  Address  Alexander Yu Chen  780 Roosevelt, Ste 122  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92620  
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES  
EXAMINING ATTORNEY  
Examining Attorney  PATEL, SHEENA K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TOPDERA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428918</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099627</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "TOPDERA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Automobile bumper guards; Automobile roof racks; Automotive aftermarket parts, namely, truck bed extender and storage box; Fitted covers for vehicles; Fitted truck bed liners; Front and rear bicycle rack packs; Land vehicle parts, namely, running boards; Tail gates for trucks or SUVs; Truck accessories, namely, retractable tailgate benches; Truck bed storage organizers; Trucks and structural parts therefor; Utility terrain vehicles (UTVs); Vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors; Vehicle side view mirror covers

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles **First Use** Feb. 23, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WENZHOU TIANMAO AUTOMOBILE PARTS CO., LTD **Address** WENZHOU TIANMAO AUTOMOBILE PARTS CO., LT D Rm 101, No. 14, Wanyang Zhongchuang City No. 9, Yangyu, Binhai New Area, Pingyang Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325400 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 22-05-M0442

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NEIDISH, HARRISON E
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YTNEWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428920 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099628
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YTNEWS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bamboo furniture; Drawer organizers; Drawer organizers for silverware; Drawers and dividers therefor; Industrial packaging containers of bamboo; Packaging containers of plastic; Pet crates; Plastic frame to support and accommodate use of plastic garbage bags; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit; Wine crates of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shouguang Linjun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shouguang Linjun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 718, Building 7, Talent Apartment Luocheng Street, Shouguang Weifang, Shandong CHINA 262704 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
KALEMITOXI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97428923</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099629</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Athletic pants; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweatshirts; Neck scarfs; One-piece garments for children; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Tank tops |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Apr. 22, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 22, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory |
| Composed of | Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China |
| Address | Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314 |

| Legal Entity | SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | US039139T |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) SOSOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428927 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099630
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Children's jewelry; Choker necklaces; Drop earrings; Ear clips; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Gold and its alloys; Jewellery foot chains; Jewelry, namely, magnetic necklaces; Jewelry, namely, magnetic pendants; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Pierced earrings; Rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use
Feb. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan, Xian Address Yan, Xian No. 78, Dianqian Village Nubu Jiedao, Lanxi City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321112 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-M0443

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
TM 10765 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MESHKIAACLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97428930 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099631
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Athletic pants; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweatshirts; Neck scarfs; One-piece garments for children; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number US039144T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Battery operated action toys; Dog toys; Fidget toys; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Model cars; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Toy figures; Toy guns
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 23, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Hexu Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Hexu Trading Co., Ltd. YF24, Room 1929, No. 518, Tianhe Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou, CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company ( ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEMBORSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428948 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099633
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Kemborsi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes-pegs; Clothes-pins; Clothes drying hangers; Clothes drying hangers specially designed for specialty clothing; Clothes drying racks; Clothes pegs; Clothes pins; Clothes racks, for drying; Drying racks for laundry; Plastic water bottle holders and attached carabiner clip sold as a unit
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Xunkui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Xunkui Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 204, Building 25, Lvdu Garden Fuyang North Road, Luyang District Hefei City, Anhui CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P

12870
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DANCEFISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428951 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099634 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic tights; Athletic uniforms; Bathing suits; Dance costumes; Footwear; Hats; Hosiery; Underwear; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts; Yoga socks; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 21, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHAOXING XINXING TRADING CO., LTD. Address SHAOXING XINXING TRADING CO., LTD. RM.1010-03, BLDG.1, JINHUI BLDG. KEQIAO ST., KEQIAO DIST. SHAOXING, ZHEJIANG CHINA 312000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01793

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHANDIA

---

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428953</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099635</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark |
| Mark consists of the stylized wording "Chandia". Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Footwear; Housecoats; Loungewear; Scarfs; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Fashion hats; Men's suits, women's suits; Shawls made in whole or in substantial part of silk, cashmere, cotton; Shoulder wraps for clothing; Sweaters made in whole or in substantial part of silk, wool, cashmere, cotton; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 20, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>May 11, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Basis Information**

Currently Use | Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Lingshang Textile Co., Ltd.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Shenzhen Lingshang Textile Co., Ltd. 405,Building 3, Haoshenglong Fashion Ind. Park,No. 7,Langjing Rd.,Dalang St. Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

Docket Number | US039201T

**Examining Attorney**

Examining Attorney | COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UIEAUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428954 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099636 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose portable household containers; China ornaments; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Feeding vessels for pets; Jars for jams and jellies of earthenware, glass, porcelain, plastic; Pet bowls; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Plastic storage containers for household use; Thermally insulated containers for food
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Gemeisen Furniture Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Gemeisen Furniture Co., Ltd. Room 406, Bldg.5, Minle Industrial Zone Minle Community, Minzhi Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Mousepads; Bags adapted for laptops; Camera cases; Chargers for smartphones; Display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to electronic devices, namely, laptops, cell phones, personal digital assistants; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Protective cases for cell phones; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch bands; USB cables for cellphones

**International Classes**
9 - Primary Classes
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**
May 16, 2022

**In Commerce**
May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
Shenzhen You Li Tian Qi Trade Co., Ltd.

**Address**
Shenzhen You Li Tian Qi Trade Co., Ltd. 1904, Building B, Yundong Home, No.119 Shazui Road, Jindi Community, Shatou St. Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
KRASS, KRISTINA M

---

**MARK Literal(s)**
ULITIQ

**APPLICATION INFORMATION**

**Serial Number**
97428958

**Application Filing Date**
May 25, 2022

**Registration Number**
7099637

**Registration Date**
Jul. 04, 2023

**Register**
Principal

**Mark Type**
Trademark

**Publication Date**
Apr. 18, 2023
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LOVE MADE SIMPLE

Serial Number  97428962  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099638  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "LOVE"

For  Consulting in the field of personal relationships; Counseling in the field of developing, strengthening and sustaining well-balanced families and family relationships; Counseling in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication; Marriage counseling; Providing a web site featuring information on love, romance and interpersonal relationships; Providing a website featuring information regarding personal relationships; Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in the field of personal relationships, and couples relationships

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Oct. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2011

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Name  Gal Szekely  Address  Gal Szekely  2549 Tamalpais Ave  El Cerrito  CALIFORNIA  94530  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner Name  JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OGIIGAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428969 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099639
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Exercise equipment in the nature of exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines; Exercise equipment, namely, neck and shoulder supported weights for twisting and lifting exercises; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Longboard surfboards; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Paddle surfboards; Punching bags; Roller skis; Sails and sailboards for boardsailing; Surf paddles; Surfboard storage rack; Toy jewelry
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 06, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye, Peisong Address Ye, Peisong No. 36, Xiazhai Vil., Shulin Vil., Luxi Town, Pinghe County, Fujian CHINA 363713 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039194T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOVE MADE SIMPLE

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97428970</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099640</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of two circles overlapping each other, each containing a line in the middle, all above the words &quot;LOVE MADE SIMPLE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;LOVE&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Consulting in the field of personal relationships; Counseling in the field of developing, strengthening and sustaining well-balanced families and family relationships; Counseling in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication; Marriage counseling; Providing a web site featuring information on love, romance and interpersonal relationships; Providing a website featuring information regarding personal relationships; Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in the field of personal relationships, and couples relationships

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**First Use** Oct. 01, 2011 **In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2011

---

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

---

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Gal Szekely **Address** Gal Szekely 2549 Tamalpais Ave El Cerrito CALIFORNIA 94530 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAYURAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97428973 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099641 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dripper irrigation systems, comprised of valves, filters and regulators; Electrically-heated garden hoses; Fitted covers for irrigation sprinkler heads; Flushometer valves; Irrigation spray nozzles; Irrigation sprinklers; Lawn sprinkler systems comprising pumps, valves and filters; Pressure-activated pop-up water sprinklers mounted on non-metal fence panels and posts; Sprinkler heads for irrigation sprinklers; Valves being parts of lawn sprinkler systems

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruian Huayu Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd. Address Ruian Huayu Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd. No.19, Yanhe North Road Xialin Administrative Village, Tangxia Tn Ruian City, Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PACKIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97428980 | Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099642 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio headphones; Biological microscopes; Blank USB cards; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Multimedia projectors; Music headphones; Photo printers; Wireless ear buds
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Mar. 12, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Haoran Address Wang, Haoran Room 405, Building 24, Hujiang Road Choucheng Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117287

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GARFLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97428990  **Application Filing Date** May 25, 2022  **Registration Number** 7099643  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Bath linen, except clothing; Bed linen; Blankets for household pets; Bunting of textile or plastic; Flags of textile or plastic; Picnic blankets; Sleeping bags; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Tablemats of textile; Towels of textile; Upholstery fabrics; Wall hangings of textile; Woollen blankets  
**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 42, 50  **International Class Title** Fabrics  **First Use** May 01, 2022  **In Commerce** May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Zhang, Jiepan  **Address** Zhang, Jiepan Phase III b17, Jimei Software Park, Xiamen CHINA 361000  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** TUS117276

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOShYMX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429003 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099644
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FoShYMX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alloys of common metal; Aluminium and its alloys; Casting alloys; Door bells of metal, non-electric; Door handles of metal; Fireplace mantles of metal; Furniture casters of metal; Furniture fittings of metal, namely, drawer slides; Metal bathroom hardware, namely, pulls; Metal bathtub grab bars; Metal hardware, namely, carabiners of metal; Metal hardware, namely, karabiners of metal; Metal hinges; Metal locks; Metal tent poles; Metal window fittings; Runners of metal for sliding doors; Stainless steels; Towel dispensers of metal; Metal bicycle locks
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Sanshui Xin Ant Hardware Products Store Composed of Foshan Sanshui Xin Ant Hardware Products Store, a Chinese sole proprietorship, composed of Sheng Yang, a citizen of CHINA Address Foshan Sanshui Xin Ant Hardware Products Store Rm 1405, Bldg 25, Baoli Zhonghe Garden, No. 66, Nanfeng Ave., Yundonghai St, Sanshui Dist., Foshan CHINA 528000 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLAFUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429004 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099645
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Olafus". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording OLAFUS has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5207780, 5690862

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio speakers; Audio speakers for automobiles; Bass speakers; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Electric audio playback units with lights and speakers; Electrical plugs and sockets; Loud speakers; Loudspeakers with built in amplifiers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 26, 2021 In Commerce May 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN ZHIHUIDUO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN ZHIHUIDUO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 201,BLDG A,NO.1,QIANWAN 1ST RD., QIANHAI SHENGANG COOPERATION DIST., SHENZHEN CHINA 518052 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117261
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TELIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429007  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099646
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized wording "TELIAN" with a curved line extending from the bottom of the letter "N" to the left. There is a cube with white outline on the letter "I" and horns attached to the left side of the "T" and right side of the "N". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter cables for headphones; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Earphones for cellular telephones; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch bands; Telephone headsets; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Telian Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Address Dongguan Telian Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Room 401, Building 1, No. 6, Yongsheng Road, Chang'an Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA 523850 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117245

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97429011
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099647
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording JiDeBao has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

For Cultivation lamps and parts thereof, namely, high pressure sodium (HPS), metal halide, plasma, and light emitting diode (LED); Electric holiday lights; Electric night lights; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Hydroponic growing systems comprised of light emitting diode (LED) plant grow lights, grow cabinets in the nature of closed environments with integrated misting chambers, and automated controls therefor; Hydroponics grow box in the nature of a closed environment equipped with lights, exhaust system, hydroponics growing container and odor control system; Klieg lights; LED landscape lights; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Lights for use in growing plants; Lights for wall mounting; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Solar-powered all-weather lights; String lights for festive decoration; Strip lighting for indoor use

- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Youshang Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Youshang Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 115, Bldg 4, No. 1197, Bin'an Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XEUVOZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429015  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099648
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paper; Ball-point pens; Napkin paper; Office paper stationery; Paper handtowels; Paper hang tags; Paper napkins; Paper notebooks; Paper party decorations; Paper stationery; White paperboard

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liang, Yongyan  Address  Jueshan Liaofu Village, Diancheng Town, Dianbai County, Guangdong Province, CHINA  525000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OCTKITE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97429038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording &quot;OCTKITE&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Athletic protective pads for the knees for athletic use; Balls for sports; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Exercise equipment, namely, virtual reality training cycles; Exercise machines; Fishing tackle; Protective athletic cups; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Skipping rope; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy cameras; Toy for pets; Toy LED light sticks; Work-out gloves |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Mar. 11, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 11, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Liang, Yuting |
| Address | Liang, Yuting No. 6 Ganzhao Village Long'e Village Committee, Gula Town Binyang County, Guangxi CHINA 530400 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MANCA, ALBERTO I |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** REALFINITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97429047 **Application Filing Date** May 25, 2022 **Registration Number** 7099650
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Service Mark **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and applications for processing loan applications, loan origination, managing loans, financial transactions, financial asset management, and processing payments in the field of mortgage lending; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing marketplace and mortgage lending services; providing on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to perform loan origination, loan application processing, loan servicing and consumer lending; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to perform loan origination, loan application processing, loan servicing and consumer lending

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** May 2020 **In Commerce** May 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Real-Finity LLC **Address** Real-Finity LLC 1276 S Venetian Way Miami Beach FLORIDA 33139

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 207296900007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REALFINITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429049 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099651
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized version of the word "REALFINITY", and above the "R" are two rounded squares, where the top right corner of one rounded square is connected to the bottom left corner of the other rounded square, together forming the image of the infinity symbol. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and applications for processing loan applications, loan origination, managing loans, financial transactions, financial asset management, and processing payments in the field of mortgage lending; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing marketplace and mortgage lending services; providing on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to perform loan origination, loan application processing, loan servicing and consumer lending; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to perform loan origination, loan application processing, loan servicing and consumer lending
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 2020 In Commerce May 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Real-Finity LLC Address Real-Finity LLC 1276 S Venetian Way Miami Beach FLORIDA 33139
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 207296900009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
ZGCGBG

Mark Literal(s) ZGCGBG

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97429051 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099652 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Etchings; Stencils; Airbrush make-up stencils; Arts and craft clay kits; Arts and craft paint kits; Cutting mats for arts and crafts use; Engraving plates; Modeling clay for children; Paper hole punches; Paper party decorations; Stencil plates; Stickers and decalcomanias
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Zhuhai Zhiyou Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhuhai Zhiyou Trading Co., Ltd. Room 2905, Complex Building No.99, Yunqi Street, Xiangzhou District Zhuhai City CHINA 519000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RYPJKJYX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429066 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099653 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Candle holders; China ornaments; Cleaning rags; Coffee scoops; Collapsible buckets; Deshedding combs for pets; Dusting brushes; Ice cream scoops; Non-electric jar openers; Pet dishes; Salt shakers; Stainless steel soaps; Stands for dishes; Toothbrushes for animals
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xinyi Pengjie Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xinyi Pengjie Technology Co., Ltd. Rooms 5 and 6, second floor, building 3, Zhongxing Plaza, Xinyi City CHINA 525300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEARCCINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429068 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099654
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DEARCCINO" in stylized format, with a flower graphic appearing on the upper right of the letter O. A curled flower-like tail appears above it.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "DEARCCINO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers, namely, roses, tulips; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees, namely, orchids, ferns; Artificial trees, other than Christmas trees; False hair; Permanent botanicals in the nature of artificial flowers and plants, other than Christmas trees
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongyang Shuangxin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Dongyang Shuangxin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 506, Bldg.4, Zhongtianxuefu, Shilitou Community, Baiyun Street, Dongyang City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LITBU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429081</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 25, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099655</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Covers for cushions; Curtain holders of textile material; Flags of textile or plastic; Household linen; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Sleeping bags; Table runners, not of paper; Tablecloths, not of paper; Unfitted fabric furniture covers |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 42, 50 | **International Class Title** | Fabrics | **First Use** | Aug. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Suqian Xiaoyibu Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Suqian Xiaoyibu Trading Co., Ltd. Shop No. 1-122, Bldg.1, Jianghuai Wholesale Market, Zhongxing St., Siyang County, Suqian CHINA 223800 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117273 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | PARKER, ELIZABETH MICH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIPOOWAA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429088 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099656
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Gipoowaa has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Jewellery; Pendants; Amulets; Artificial gemstones; Gemstone jewelry; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Necklaces; Precious gemstones; Rings; Semi-precious gemstones; Synthetic precious stones; Unwrought precious stones International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yunchuangtengfei Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yunchuangtengfei Technology Co., Ltd. Room 410, Building 1, Juling New Village, Jutang Community, Fucheng St., Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117268

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97429108
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099657
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

- **Mark Literal(s)**: WINMAYNERS

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Athletic pants; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweatshirts; Neck scarfs; One-piece garments for children; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Tank tops
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Apr. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 11, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory
- **Composed of**: Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China
- **Address**: Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory, No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road, Zhoushi Town, Kunshan, CHINA 215314
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: US039140T
- **Examining Attorney**: YAPP, CINDY JOYCE SAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WENMIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429109 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099658
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording WenMia has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Batteries and battery chargers; Batteries, electric; Battery packs; Battery packs for video cameras, laptops; Dry cells and batteries; Electric batteries; Electrical cells and batteries; Electronic control gears (ECGs) for LED lamps and light fixtures; Flashing safety lights; LED and HID light controls; Lithium ion batteries; Metal detectors; Motion detectors; Passive infrared detectors; Projector lamps; Rechargeable batteries; Rechargeable electric batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 20, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaojie Wen Address Shaojie Wen No. 137 attached to No. 419 Shibatang Township Street, Nankang City Jiangxi Province CHINA 341400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THEBASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429111</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording THEBASS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Thread; Yarn; Cotton thread; Eiderdown yarn; Embroidery thread; Hair yarn; Hand knitting wools; Hemp thread and yarn; Linen thread and yarn; Metal thread for embroidery; Sewing thread and yarn; Silk yarn; Spun wool; Wool yarn; Yarns and threads for textile use

International Classes: 23 - Primary Classes 43 International Class Title: Yarns and Threads First Use: Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce: Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: HE, YUJIA Address: HE, YUJIA ROOM 402, NO. 100, YUANXIA ROAD, XIXICHENG TOWN, HUI'AN COUNTY, FUJIAN PROVINCE CHINA 362100 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UUNONAHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429112 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022 Registration Number  7099660
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Luminaries; Headlights for automobile; Lamp bulbs; Laser light projectors; Light bulbs; Lighting installations; Tail lights for vehicles; Taillights for vehicles; Vehicle brake lights; Vehicle turn-signal light bulbs
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  May 23, 2022 In Commerce  May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Zhendong Technology Co., Ltd Address  Guangzhou Zhendong Technology Co., Ltd  Rm 317, Bldg B, No. 39, Yansha Rd  East Village, Luopu St, Panyu Dist, Guangzhou  CHINA  511431 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILLIS, ALYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANIFURRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429114 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099661
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ANIFURRY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedspreads; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Blankets for outdoor use; Children's blankets; Curtains of textile; Household linen; Quilt covers; Quilts; Woollen blankets; Woollen cloth; Woollen fabric
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo ZZD Electronics Co., Ltd Address Ningbo ZZD Electronics Co., Ltd Room 14-11, No. 181, Zhongshan East Road, Haishu District, Ningbo, Zhejiang, CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CERAOZMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429115  Application Filing Date May 25, 2022  Registration Number 7099662
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Ceraozmus has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Buckets; Dinnerware; Mugs; Saucers; Cake plates; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee scoops; Fruit bowls; Kitchen containers; Salad bowls; Soup bowls; Tea sets; Works of art made of porcelain
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use May 09, 2022  In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xingning Ronghua Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Xingning Ronghua Trading Co., Ltd. 2/F,Shop 8,Bldg.24, Exchange Square,No.1 Yidecheng,Xingnan Ave.Xingning City Meizhou, Guangdong CHINA 514500  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CINOUHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429117 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099663
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pendants; Timepieces; Watchbands; Watches; Bangle bracelets; Bracelets; Drop earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry dishes; Necklaces; Parts for clocks; Parts for watches; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Aimiduo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Aimiduo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No.1304,13/F, Unit 1,Bldg.29,Gelin Xiaocheng Phase 2, Zhengshang Rd.Xingyang Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BELL, JUSTIN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESAMVAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429119 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099664
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DESAMVAP" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording DESAMVAP has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree decorations; Fidget toys; Gaming equipment, namely, game wheels; Leg guards for athletic use; Plastic toy hoops; Playhouses for children; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Spinning fidget toys; Spinning tops; Squeeze toys; Stuffed dolls; Toy building blocks; Toy furniture; Toy vehicles; Toys in the nature of whirligigs
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhenshi Aoqi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhenshi Aoqi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 501, Building C3, Minkang Garden Minzhi Street, Longhua New District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518131 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CNWNHD MOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429120 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099665
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handlebars; Motorcycles; Handlebar grips for motorcycles; Luggage racks for motorcycles; Luggage specially adapted for use on motorcycles; Motorcycle bags, namely, tank bags, saddle bags, sissy bar bags and tail bags; Motorcycle foot pegs; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Motorcycle seats; Motorcycles and structural parts therefor; Mudguards for motorcycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake levers; Pedals for motorcycles; Shock absorbers for motorcycles; Vehicle side view mirror covers for bicycles, motorcycles, automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Loudi Woniu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd Address Loudi Woniu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd Room 108, Building 0003, Haihui Real Estate, Louxing Lianbin Street, Louxing Loudi, Hunan CHINA 417000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220526-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EWILLING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429125</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099666</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "EWILLING" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** All-purpose carrying bags; Animal apparel; Animal carriers worn on the body; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for carrying pets; Beach bags; Bow tie collars for pets; Cantle bags; Carriers for suits, shirts and dresses; Carrying cases for documents; Clothing for pets; Collars for pets; Fitted belts for luggage; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Weekend bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** May 09, 2022 **In Commerce** May 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Jiangsu Ruima E-commerce Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Jiangsu Ruima E-commerce Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2907, Building 3, Wujin Wanda Plaza, Hutang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou, Jiangsu, CHINA 213100

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE LASER INSTITUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429128 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099667
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INSTITUTE" Acquired

Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3227639, 5544818

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For publication of journals in the field of lasers, electro-optics and laser safety; educational services, namely, conducting courses, classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of lasers, electro-optics and laser safety, and the distribution of course materials in connection therewith; arranging, sponsoring and conducting courses, classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops to serve as a forum for presentations, exchanges, and participation pertaining to lasers, electro-optics and laser safety

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Laser Institute of America Address Laser Institute of America 12001 Research Pkwy, Suite 210 Orlando FLORIDA 32826 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LIA.22001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** HABOWAY
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation:** The wording haboway has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Mini-bikes; Bicycle carriers for vehicles and parts thereof; Bicycle frames and bicycle handlebar grips; Bicycle parts, namely, brake shoes; Bicycle parts, namely, change-speed gears; Bicycle parts, namely, derailleurs; Bicycle parts, namely, drive trains; Bicycle parts, namely, tubes and connectors for bicycle frames; Collapsible bicycles; Electric bicycles; Motorized bicycles; Mountain bicycles; Self-balancing two-wheeled electric scooters; Vehicle parts, namely, shock absorbers; Vehicle parts, namely, transaxles
- **International Classes:** 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title:** Vehicles
- **First Use:** May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce:** May 06, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Jiahao Auto Industry (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
- **Address:** Jiahao Auto Industry (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Rm. 806, Block B, South Phase, Longguang, Jiuzuan Business Center, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity:** limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** ROCHA, CAMERON R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HKLINUCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429144 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099669
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Chopsticks; Dinnerware; Basting spoons; Chopstick cases; Disposable chopsticks; Drinking cups and saucers; Drinking straws; Glass mugs; Lunch boxes; Paper and plastic cups; Paper plates and paper cups; Training chopsticks for children
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Limoer Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Limoer Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 405, Office Building, No. 11, Huihao Road, Shangjie Vil. Shangjie Town, Minhou County, Fuzhou, Fujian, CHINA 350108
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) JOAIACHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429146  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099670
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "JOAIACHY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Cards with integrated circuits; Data cables; Devices for wireless radio transmission; Digital audio players; Electrical adapters; Integrated circuits; Power adapters; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; USB hubs; Wireless chargers; Wireless computer peripherals
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 15, 2022  In Commerce  May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Shenggaoda Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Shenggaoda Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 701-730, Huajia Plaza, No. 2216  Hubei Road, Dongmen Street, Luohu Dist.  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518001  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANCA, ALBERTO I
CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429147</td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
<td>7099671</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "KUAMAJJO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Flashlights; Anti-splash tap nozzles; Aquarium heaters; Bathroom exhaust fans; Electric clothes rack for drying clothing; Flexible pipes being parts of basin plumbing installations; Hand showers; Irrigation spray nozzles; Light bulbs; Manually-operated plumbing valves; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Plumbing fittings, namely, shower control valves; Reflectors for vehicles; Toilet accessories, namely, handles that are affixed to toilet seats; Ventilating louvers

- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: May 01, 2022
In Commerce: May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Mishan Kuama Daily Necessities Sales Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Mishan Kuama Daily Necessities Sales Co., Ltd. Room 303, Unit 1, Building 1, Xuefu Mingju District 1, Mishan Jixi, Heilongjiang CHINA 158300
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MANCA, ALBERTO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  RIUKRAIU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429150  Application Filing Date  May 25, 2022  Registration Number  7099672  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "RIUKRAIU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bowls; Mugs; Baking mats; Beer mugs; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Busts of glass; Candy boxes; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Dinnerware, namely, saucers; Disposable paperboard bakeware; Flower vases; Works of art made of glass; Works of art made of porcelain  International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  May 10, 2022  In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ding, Jiabao  Address  Ding, Jiabao  No. 04, Qingzhen 3rd Street, Wuzhi County, Jiaozuo, Henan  CHINA  454950  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANCA, ALBERTO I
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429164 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099673 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Children's jewelry; Diamond jewelry; Engagement rings; Gemstone jewelry; Jewel pendants; Necklaces; Nose rings; Rings; Wedding bands; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Jiaocheng Address Lv, Jiaocheng No. 8, Row 2, Lane 6, Xinnanzhuang, Zhenghe County Nanping, Fujian CHINA 353600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97429174 | Application Filing Date | May 25, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099674 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bottles, sold empty; Cat litter pans; Chocolate molds; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning sponges; Dusting cloths; Household utensils, namely, graters; Silicone baking cases; Trash containers for household use
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Apr. 24, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenyang Jiyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenyang Jiyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  15-8 (1-6-2) Shenyang Street, Hunnan District, Shenyang, Liaoning  CHINA  110000  Legal Entity  limited company (Ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPP
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EXMMCZLDD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429180 Application Filing Date May 25, 2022 Registration Number 7099675
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookie cutters; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Kitchen sponges; Meal trays; Non-electric garlic peeler sleeves; Non-electric ice cream makers; Non-electric mincers; Non-electric, pour-over coffee filters not of paper for brewing coffee; Shaving pots; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yuanxin Address Liu, Yuanxin Room 705, Fuyiju, No. 40, Yanbuhuan Town, Dali Town, Nanhai, Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AIUYESUO

**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97429185
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099676
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Aiuyesuo has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**: Cribs; Sideboards; Sofas; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Bedside tables; Bunk beds; Chests of drawers; Dining room tables; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Furniture, namely, wardrobes; Shelving for lockers; Shoe cabinets; Sofa beds; Wooden beds; Cupboards for tea-things (chadansu)

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022
**In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Zhang, Xuedong
- **Address**: Zhang, Xuedong
  No. 19, Self-built House, Shuita Street
  Yungang District, Datong City
  Shanxi Province
  CHINA
  037034
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MASKQIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429201  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099677
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MASKQIAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitted car seat covers; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Horns for motor cars; Inner tubes for bicycles; Insignia for vehicles; Mirrors for vehicles, namely, rear view mirrors; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake levers; Stands for scooters; Vehicle parts, namely, power steering hoses; Vehicle seat cushions
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Lei  Address Lv, Lei No. 80, Xiaomiao Market, Xiaomiao Street, Xiaomiao Town, Shushan District, Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97429215
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099678
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Bicycle brakes; Fitted car seat covers; Handbrake knobs for vehicles; Motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, shift levers; Patches for repairing inner tubes; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Trolleys
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shanghai ruishanjia e-commerce Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Shanghai ruishanjia e-commerce Co., Ltd J, Building 4, Area B, No. 925, Yecheng Road, Jiading Industrial Zone, Shanghai CHINA 200000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: IPP
- **Examining Attorney**: PRIZANT, JAMES
TM 10813 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XHNRZTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429220 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099679
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic pet feeders; Cookie cutters; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Kitchen sponges; Meal trays; Non-electric garlic peeler sleeves; Non-electric ice cream makers; Non-electric mincers; Non-electric, pour-over coffee filters not of paper for brewing coffee; Stainless steel soaps
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou Xuecai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Ganzhou Xuecai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 1406-3, Bldg. B4, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97429225  
Application Filing Date: May 26, 2022  
Registration Number: 7099680  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): PEKDI

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Bangles; Diamonds; Jewellery; Bracelets; Clip earrings; Diamond jewelry; Drop earrings; Engagement rings; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Hoop earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Necklaces; Pearls; Pierced earrings; Rings; Wedding rings

International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50  
International Class Title: Jewelry  
First Use: May 13, 2022  
In Commerce: May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Shenzhen Aosida Electronic Commerce Co. LTD  
Address: Shenzhen Aosida Electronic Commerce Co. LTD  
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: PRIZANT, JAMES
Kenjudess

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KENJUDESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429241 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099681
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Kenjudess has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Tiaras; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Bead bracelets; Bib necklaces; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Charm bracelets; Clip earrings; Ear clips; Ear studs; Hoop earrings; Neck chains; Osmium alloys; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hengerle Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hengerle Trading Co., Ltd. RM 1605, Unit A, BLDG 13, Lonian Plaza Fantasia, Huilongpu Community, Longcheng Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BATT, JAIME L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BDRONPPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429244 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099682
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BDRONPPE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balls for games; Bats for games; Climbers' harness; Fishing tackle; Knee guards for athletic use; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Play balloons; Punching bags; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU ZHENGDA E-COMMERCE CO., LTD. Address GUANGZHOU ZHENGDA E-COMMERCE CO., LTD. 1529, 8TH FLOOR, 585 JICHANG ROAD TANGJING STREET, BAIYUN DISTRICT GUANGZHOU CHINA 510000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BATT, JAIME L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ANUCWSV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429245
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099683
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bathroom furniture; Curtain hooks; Door stops of plastic; Dressing tables; Fabric tissue box covers; Flower-stands; Kennels for household pets; Office chairs; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Shoe racks; Tables
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Haiyun Wu
- **Address**: Haiyun Wu No. 1202, Unit 2, Building 3 QianxiYongheyuan, Pingcheng District Datong City, Shanxi CHINA 037000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CNHOZOH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429250 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099684 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CNHOZOH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flashlights; Floodlights; Bicycle lights; Electric torches for lighting; Flood lights; Head torches; Lamps for tents; Lanterns for lighting; LED flashlights; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Portable headlamps; Solar powered lamps; Tactical flashlights; Wall lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Zhong Address Huang, Zhong No.13, 1 Community, Putisi Village Shuanghe Town, Zizhong County Neijiang, Sichuan CHINA 641200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEYATUBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429260  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099685
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording keyatubo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air mattress swimming floats for recreational use; Floats for bathing and swimming; Gaming equipment, namely, playing cards, chips, gaming tables and gaming cloths; Inflatable float hammocks for recreational use in water; Inflatable pool toys; Swimming belts; Swimming floats; Swimming rings; Water toys
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  May 10, 2022  In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiao, Meiyan  Address  Xiao, Meiyan  No. 99, Dongchong, Mingshan Village  Futian Town, Shangli County  Pingxiang, Jiangxi  CHINA  337000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BATT, JAIME L
**TM 10820 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LVLDRNF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97429262 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099686 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bathroom furniture; Curtain hooks; Door stops of plastic; Dressing tables; Fabric tissue box covers; Flower-stands; Kennels for household pets; Office chairs; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Shoe racks; Tables

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use in Commerce** Apr. 24, 2022

**IN Commerce** Apr. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Haiyun Wu
**Address** Haiyun Wu No. 1202, Unit 2, Building 3 QianxiYongheyuan, Pingcheng District Datong City, Shanxi CHINA 037000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LXAGZY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429264 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099687
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Lxagzy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chessboards; Action figures; Body-training apparatus; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Inflatable pool toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Model toy vehicles; Party balloons; Pet toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy figures; Toy models; Yoga bolsters
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Zouxia Address Liu, Zouxia No. 10, Tingxia, Baiyang Village, She Nationality Township, Xiamen, Fuding City Ningde, Fujian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BATT, JAIME L
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97429279
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099688
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BIVIWAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For** Earphones; Baby scales; Data cables; Knee pads for workers; Protective ear covering shields; Protective helmets for sports; Protective industrial respirators; Protective work gloves; Safety helmets; Video baby monitors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. 9-2-1, No. 7, Building 2, Yinchen Business Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: Koh-ASN00044
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
BIVIWN

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIVIWN

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97429295
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099689
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BIVIWN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Chipboard; Grout; Adhesive mortar for building purposes; Ceramic tiles; Clay sculptures; Door frames, not of metal; Floor tiles, not of metal; Water-pipes, not of metal; Wood panelling; Wood pulp board for building
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Jan. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. 9-2-1, No. 7, Building 2,Yinchen Business Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: Koh-ASN00046

**Examiner Information**
- **Examiner**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** XAUJGRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429298
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099690
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bathroom furniture; Curtain hooks; Door stops of plastic; Dressing tables; Fabric tissue box covers; Flower-stands; Kennels for household pets; Office chairs; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Shoe racks; Tables
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Haiyun Wu
- **Address**: Haiyun Wu No. 1202, Unit 2, Building 3 QianxiYongheyuan, Pingcheng District Datong City, Shanxi CHINA 037000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIVIWAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429305
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099691
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BIVIWAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chaps; Shirts; Spats; Sweatshirts; Trousers; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Infant wear; Outer jackets; Sweat bands
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. 9-2-1, No. 7, Building 2,Yinchen Business Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Koh-ASN00047

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OXOYOZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429331  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099692
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "OXOYOZ" in stylized font.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording OXOYOZ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beanbags in the form of playthings; Bite indicators; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Fish hooks; Fishing buoys; Fishing poles; Parlor games; Plush toys; Swimming floats; Toy drones; Toy masks; Toy vehicles; Toy watches; Toys for domestic pets; Vibrating apparatus used in fitness and exercise programs to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Jizhi Life Culture Communication Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Jizhi Life Culture Communication Co., Ltd.  Shop 1A15, Building A, Shengping Ouyixuan Garden, Longcheng Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen  CHINA  518100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Koh-ASN00050

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOEPPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429385 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099693
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Noeppy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed linen; Blankets for household pets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Cotton fabrics; Drink mats of table linen; Fabric table runners; Fabrics for textile use; Face towels of textiles; Felt and non-woven textile fabrics; Flax fabrics; Hemp fabric; Knitted fabrics; Polyester fabric; Spun silk fabrics; Table linen, not of paper
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 18, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Song, Zhangfan Address Song, Zhangfan NO.4-17-235 Longjin Avenue, Chengguan Town, Shucheng County, Anhui CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0566

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SPATERRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429397  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099694
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Health spa services for health and wellness of the mind, body and spirit
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Jun. 01, 2002  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Noble House Hotels & Resorts, Ltd.  Composed of  Westgroup Partner, LLC, a California limited liability company
Address  Noble House Hotels & Resorts, Ltd.  600 6th Street South  Kirkland  WASHINGTON  98033  Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEFANCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429399 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099695
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LEFANCY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Attache cases made of leather; Backpacks for pets; Clutch bags; Document suitcases; Flight bags; Handbags for ladies; Hiking bags; Hip bags; Leather credit card wallets; Leather suitcases; Ruck sacks; Rucksacks on castors; Sports bags; Travel baggage; Waist pouches
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Dec. 28, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou We Fun Fashion Garment Co.ltd Address Guangzhou We Fun Fashion Garment Co.ltd 2nd Floor, Building 21, Jiushe Industrial Zone, Tangyong Village, Baiyun, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SANG MIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CONKUDI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429415  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7099696  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Book plates; Cardboard hang tags; Collapsible boxes of paper; Gift bags; Jackets for papers; Modeling clay; Money clips; Packaging boxes of cardboard; Pencil holders; Desk organizers for stationery use; Printed Christmas cards  
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Pang Kui  
- **Address**: Pang Kui No. 669 Middle Jiaoyu Road Yuzhou District Yulin City CHINA 537006  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FEEIR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429418
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099697
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cups; Dinnerware; All purpose portable household containers; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cooking utensils, namely, wire baskets; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Shower racks; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Towel rails; Works of art made of glass
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Feier Commercial Equipment Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Feier Commercial Equipment Co., Ltd.  Wenle Industrial Zone, Xixiang Street  Baoan District  Shenzhen City  CHINA  518000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
FrostMusic

Mark Literal(s) FROSTMUSIC

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429420 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022
Registration Number 7099698 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Washcloths; Blankets for outdoor use; Contour sheets; Contoured mattress covers; Covers for cushions; Dining linens; Fabric drapes designed to conceal the act of breastfeeding in public; Insect protection nets for household purposes; Oil cloths; Pet blankets; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Textile printers' blankets; Travelling rugs; Unfitted fabric slipcovers for furniture
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50
International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 27, 2022
In Commerce Mar. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhangzhou Longwenqu Aimiwei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Address Zhangzhou Longwenqu Aimiwei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 203, Unit 2, Building 6, Yida Yangguang, No. 315, Zhanghua East Road Zhangzhou City CHINA 363005
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429422 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099699
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SUNGI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SUNGI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cameras; Headphones; Hygrometers; Sunglasses; Webcams; Cell phone cases; Computer mice; Digital cameras; Keyboard and print out apparatus for use with computers; Keyboards for smartphones; Mechanical keyboards; Mouse pads; Wireless computer mice
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Sungi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Sungi Technology Co., Ltd. 6F,Bldg. A,Sanlizhi Industrial Park,No 95 Gushu 1st Road,Gushu Comm.,Xixiang St. Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Guan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) G GRIPPHANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429424 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099700
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized blue "G" above the stylized blue wording "GRIPPHANT". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color blue is claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Overalls; Athletic jackets; Athletic sweaters; Athletic uniforms; Camouflage jackets; Jogging outfits; Outer jackets; Rainproof jackets; Shell jackets; Sport coats; Sports jerseys; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 24, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Miaomiao Address Chen Miaomiao Room 1302, Building 2, Zicheng International Business Center Hangzhou City CHINA 311200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYFACOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429426 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099701
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning implements for firearms, namely, brushes, rods, pull-throughs, closer cups, shell extractors and decappers; Combination holster and ammunition magazine pouch; Firearm slings; Grip tape for firearms; Gun belts; Gunstock recoil pads; Hand gun accessories, namely, belt clips for securing a gun without the use of a holster; Pistol holsters; Rifle covers; Rifle slings; Rifle straps; Shooting accessories, namely, gun rests; Shot belts; Shoulder straps for weapons; Sling straps for firearms
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Yishengbao trading company Address Guangzhou Yishengbao trading company Room801, no.31 Zhenan road Liwan district Guangzhou city CHINA 510380 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
TM 10836

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KBIYULIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429428 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099702
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Puzzles; Action figure toys; Cases for action figures; Cases for toy structures; Cases for toy cars, airplanes and boats; Doll accessories; Doll cases; Dolls and accessories therefor; Model toy vehicles; Play motor cars; Playsets for dolls; Plush dolls; Scale-model vehicles; Stuffed toy bears; Toy models
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 13, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bai Yulin Address Bai Yulin Room 203, Building 45, Xinghaiyuan Community, Qilitang Street, Yaohai Dist Hefei City CHINA 730050 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIDLGPPCP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429430 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099703 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolsters; Cushions; Back support cushions not for medical purposes; Bed headboards; Bed rests; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Chair cushions; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Head rests; Head supporting pillows; Maternity pillows; Mattresses and pillows; Neck pillows; Neck support cushions; Portable back support for use with chairs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Ruizhen Address Liu Ruizhen Room 160, Wangjia Getai Village Kangning Town, Xing County Shanxi Province CHINA 033612 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Kuang

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOFAZEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429432 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099704
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MOFAZEE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Area rugs; Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Beach mats; Carpets and rugs; Chair mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Fur rugs; Non-slip shower mats; Personal sitting mats; Pet feeding mats; Prayer rugs; Wall coverings of textile; Wall paper
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Dec. 23, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang Qin Qin Address No. 190, Nianzeyan Village Sanjiao Town, Lin County Shanxi Province CHINA 033299 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Kuang

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KROMNOUR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429433
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099705
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Towels; Banners and flags of textile; Bath linen; Cloth flags; Fabric flags; Flags of textile or plastic; Nylon flags; Plastic flags; Shower curtain liners; Shower curtains; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Shower room curtains; Table linen of textile; Window curtains
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Mar. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Huai Zhiqiang
- **Address**: No. 19, Huaijiabang, Jiejinggang Village, Yaozhuang Town, Jiashan County, Jiaxing City, CHINA
- **Postal Code**: 314000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
GUDTEKE

TM 10840
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GUDTEKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429435 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099706 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GUDTEKE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone covers; Chargers for electric batteries; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Rechargeable batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB cables for cellphones; Virtual reality goggles; Virtual reality headsets; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 26, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Dongsheng Rare Metal Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Dongsheng Rare Metal Co., Ltd. B505, No.7, Kangle Garden Heping East Rd Longhua Street, Longhua New District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NSUS0115

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LALAFANFAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429436 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099707
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LALAFANFAN". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LALAFANFAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Stuffed dolls; Stuffed toy animals
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nantong Dabing Trading Co., Ltd Address Nantong Dabing Trading Co., Ltd 52-2, No. 20, Jianghai West Road Hai’an town, Hai’an City NANTONG CITY CHINA 226699 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEELANLIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429438 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099708
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Cruets; Dinnerware; Jugs; Vases; Containers for household use; Cookery moulds; Cups and mugs; Flower baskets; Hand-operated grinders; Hand-operated spice grinders; Lunch boxes; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots and pans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Chunlan Address Li Chunlan No. 30, Shiliu, Gongqian Village Caolin Town, Suichuan County Ji'an City CHINA 343922 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARKWILL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429440
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099709
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Desktop toy sports games; Dog toys; Ice hockey pucks; Miniature toy sports games; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Stress relief exercise toys
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shi Weiran
- **Address**: Shi Weiran  Room 2005, unit B, Building 11  Qinchengda Leyuan, Xinan Street, Baoan  Shenzhen City  CHINA  518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SUCCLIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97429442
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099710
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Cases for keys; Key-cases of leather and skins; Key bags; Key cases; Key wallets; Leather cases for keys; Leather key cases; Leather leashes; Leather pouches
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 06, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Bailihui Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Bailihui Trading Co., Ltd. One of the fourth floors, No. 50 Changhong East Road, Jiahe Street, Baiyun Guangzhou City CHINA 510440
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YOU'RE SMARTER THAN YOUR BRAIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429443</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099711</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT); Mental health services; Services of a psychologist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Dr. Lindsay Bira LLC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Dr. Lindsay Bira LLC. 1680 Michigan Ave., Suite 700 #422 Miami Beach FLORIDA 33139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | K556023687 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429448</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording MUSELLOT has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Batteries and battery chargers; Cameras; Car video recorders; Data cables; Digital door locks; Dog whistles; Electric light switches; Electric navigational instruments; Electrical plugs and sockets; Headphones; Headsets; Liquid crystal displays; Microphones; Safety helmets; Selfie sticks; Smart watches; Sunglasses; Video baby monitors; Webcams; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers; Telephone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless headsets for tablet computers; Wireless cellular phone headsets |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2020 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Shuhua Li |
| Address | Shuhua Li 603, No. 1, Lane 3 Yangmei upper section, Bantian street Shenzhen CHINA 518100 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**Examine Attorneys**

| Examine Attorney | RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QHTETK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429464 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099713
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Lingerie; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Corsets being foundation clothing; Infants' shoes and boots; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pedicure slippers; Shapewear, namely, girdles and bras; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Skirts and dresses; Socks and stockings; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat suits; Waist cinchers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qianhu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qianhu Technology Co., Ltd. Room 410, No. 22, Shanzixia Road Yuanshan Street, Longgang District Shenzhen City CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  WORDS THAT MOVE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429475  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099714
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Career coaching services; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of creative careers
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Dec. 29, 2019  In Commerce  Dec. 29, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Dana Wilson LLC  Address  The Dana Wilson LLC  5310 Circle Dr., APT 201  Sherman Oaks  CALIFORNIA  91401  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L555630294

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAHBR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429476 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099715
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile bumper guards; Automobile dashboards; Brakes for motor cars; Child safety harnesses for vehicle seats; Fitted car seat covers; Safety belts for vehicle seats; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Suspension springs for motor cars; Vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors; Vehicle seats; Warning horns for automobiles; Windscreens for motor cars; Windshield wiper blades for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lai, Changbo Address Lai, Changbo Room 901, Building 1, Huagui building Dashi section, national highway 105 Guangzhou CHINA 511430 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LAWENNA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97429477 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099716 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Chemises; Dresses; Shirts; Skirts; Sundresses; T-shirts; Windbreakers; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Dresses, namely, prom dress; Evening dresses; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Knit dresses; Ladies' suits; Pinafore dresses; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's tops, namely, camis

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 39
**International Class Title** Clothing
**First Use** Apr. 19, 2022
**In Commerce** Apr. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Li, Haimin
**Address** No.19, Building 4, No.142 Huancheng West Road, Lianhu District Xian CHINA 710002
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Sha2005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEANDWE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429478 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099717
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Umbrellas; All purpose sport bags; Alpenstocks; Baby backpacks; Baby carriers worn on the body; Collars for animals; Dog bellybands; Dog leashes; Harness for animals; Leashes for guiding children; Muzzles
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONGKONG YAMI TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED Address HONGKONG YAMI TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED RM.1902, EASEY COMM. BLDG. 253-261 HENNESSY ROAD, WANCHAI HK HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PLINMA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429480</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099718</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  - The mark consists of the wording "PLInma" in stylized format.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Blood oxygen monitors; Blood pressure monitors; EKG machines; Electrodes for external defibrillators; Medical apparatus, namely, respiratory equipment and monitors therefor; Medical devices and apparatus, namely, medical guidewires and parts and fittings therefor; Medical devices for monitoring blood properties and respiratory events; Medical devices for monitoring vital signs, blood properties and respiratory events; Medical devices for use in cannulation or to stem the flow of traumatic bleeding, namely, tourniquets; Medical devices, namely, patient monitors and patient sensors for monitoring and measuring blood properties and respiratory events; Medical equipment accessories, namely, electrodiagnostic automated constant current sinusoid waveform neuroselective sensory nerve testing devices, namely, disposable electrodes.

- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SHENZHEN PLINMA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
- **Address**: SHENZHEN PLINMA TECHNOLOGY CO, LTD  401, Xinheng Building,No.22, Row 3 Kengzi Street, Pingshan District, Shenzhen CHINA  518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Sha2005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KARCCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429481 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099719
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Pendants; Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Body jewelry; Jewel chains; Jewellery cases; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Rings; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Huaqi Address Yang, Huaqi 3rd Floor, Comprehensive Building Dezheng Road, Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIZIQIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429486 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099720 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio cables; Computer peripheral equipment; Electrical and optical cables; Electrical power extension cords; Ethernet cables; Extension cords; Fibre-optic cables; Game headphones; Telecommunications cables; Television apparatus for projection purposes; USB cables; USB hubs; Video cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Lamei Address Li Lamei Room 301, No. 3, 3rd Lane Zhenxing West 1st Street, Tielukeng Dongguan City CHINA 523000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
** Reason for Publication **  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

** Mark Literal(s) ** BEAUTY WITH INTEGRITY

** Case Identifiers **
- **Serial Number:** 97429488  
- **Application Filing Date:** May 26, 2022  
- **Registration Number:** 7099721  
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register:** Principal  
- **Mark Type:** Service Mark  
- **Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

** Mark Information **
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

** Goods and Services Information **
- **For:** Beauty analysis to determine cosmetics that are best suited to particular individuals; Beauty care services; Beauty consultancy; Beauty consultancy services; Beauty consultation services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Beauty treatment services especially for eyelashes; Cosmetic eyebrow care services; Cosmetic skin care services; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials, anti-aging facials, dermaplaning, acne treatments, microdermabrasion, oxygen facials, back facial treatments, chemical peels, and microneedling; Dermaplaning services; Eyebrow dyeing services; Eyelash dyeing services; Eyelash extension services; Make-up application services; Microdermabrasion services; Microdermabrasion, namely, a topical skin treatment involving abrasion of the skin with a high-pressure flow of crystals; Microneedling treatment services; Providing medical aesthetic procedures, namely, treating the skin with dermal fillers and botulinum toxin; Skin treatment, namely, the injection of dermal fillers to reduce the appearance of facial fine lines; Skin treatments, namely, the injection of dermal filling agents and neuromuscular blocking agents to reduce the appearance of facial lines and wrinkles; Waxing services for the removal of hair from the human body; Body waxing services; Body waxing services for hair removal in humans; Body waxing services for the human body; Providing beauty care information

** International Classes **  
- **44 - Primary Classes:** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

** Basis Information **
- **First Use:** 2019  
- **In Commerce:** 2019

** Owner Information **
- **Owner Name:** Rochester Beauty Bar LLC  
- **Address:** Rochester Beauty Bar LLC  
- **1000 West University Drive, Suite 315 Rochester MICHIGAN 48307**  
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized:** MICHIGAN

** Attorney/Correspondence Information **
- **Docket Number:** RBBL-3
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPACE THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429490  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099722
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “SPACE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Interior design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use Feb. 2021  In Commerce Feb. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ariel Arts LLC  Address Ariel Arts LLC  414 Francisco St  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA 94133  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556107583

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
TM 10857

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429491  
Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  
Registration Number 7099723  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation and maintenance of irrigation systems; Installation, maintenance and repair of protective coatings for floors; Installation of drywall panels; HVAC contractor services; Installation of HVAC systems; Installation and repair of electrical appliances  
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 103, 106  
International Class Title Construction and Repair  
First Use Sep. 01, 2021  
In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021
For Planning and layout design services for irrigation systems and horticulture facility layout  
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101  
International Class Title Scientific and computer services  
First Use Sep. 01, 2021  
In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dreibelbis, John  
Address Dreibelbis, John Unit A 332 Norfolk Aurora COLORADO 80011  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COUGHLAN, REBECCA D.
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429494</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099724</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Toupees; Wigs; Borders and edgings for clothing; Chignons for Japanese hair styling (mage); Clown wigs; Corset busks; Embroidery for garments; False hair; False moustaches; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Wig caps; Synthetic braiding hair |
| International Classes    | 26 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 37, 39, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title| Fancy Goods |

| First Use | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 15, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name       | Qingdao Natali Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address          | Room 801, Unit 2, Building 23 Lanshui Jiaqi, Haier Avenue Qingdao City CHINA 266300 |
| Legal Entity     | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | COUGHLAN, REBECCA D. |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOMEPLAST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97429505 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 26, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099725 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Shoe racks; Storage cabinets; Cabinets |
| **International Classes** | 20 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| **First Use** | May 13, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | May 13, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Direct Link Ltd. |
| **Address** | Modiim St. 37 Shoham ISRAEL |

| **Legal Entity** | be'eravon mugbal (b.m.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | ISRAEL |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | ROF-T-101-US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | COUGHLAN, REBECCA D. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COC CHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429509 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099726
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "COC" written in a stylized font, below which there is the word "CHA" written in a stylized font. In the left part of the words there is an abstract design of an Inca warrior head. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "COC CHA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canned meat; Dried fruits; Dried meat; Dried vegetables; Frozen seafood; Meat-based snack foods; Meat, frozen; Nut-based snack foods; Packaged meats; Processed seafood; Seed-based snack foods; Tinned seafood; Trail mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, and also including dried fruit and dried vegetables; Vegetable-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saleisha LLC Address Saleisha LLC 2826 nw 72 av Miami FLORIDA 33122 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CO CHA Lg

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COUGHLAN, REBECCA D.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIBERELIEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429525 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099727
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage apparatus for massaging backs, neck, chest, arms, legs, buttocks, hands, and feet
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 08, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Palleschi, Daniel Address Palleschi, Daniel PO Box 1911 Orting WASHINGTON 98360 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XISUWI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429565  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099728
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording XISUWI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cashmere yarns; Cotton thread; Eiderdown yarn; Embroidery thread and yarn; Fiberglass thread for textile use; Flax thread and yarn; Hair yarn; Handspun yarn; Hemp thread and yarn; Metal fiber thread for textile use; Natural fiber yarn; Sewing thread and yarn; Spun cotton; Spun wool; Synthetic fiber thread and yarn
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Apr. 18, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LANQI, CHEN Address LANQI, CHEN RM 604, BUILDING 19, NO. 19, SHANZAITOU, LANE, ZHONGSHAN NORTH ROAD, LUOCHENG TOWN, HUI'AN COUNTY, FUJIAN, CHINA 362100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** A.M.A SELECTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429573</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099729</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "A.M.A Selections" represented in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SELECTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Booking of temporary accommodation; Rental of private mansions as temporary living accommodations for vacation stays; Rental of temporary accommodation
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: A.M.A Selections
- **Address**: A.M.A Selections 54 Avenue de Lerins Cannes FRANCE 06400
- **Legal Entity**: private limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEON CHAMP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429583</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “NEON”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Neon signs; Electronic LED signs
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Prints and Signs International LLC
- **Address**: Prints and Signs International LLC. 752 Winer Industrial Way Suite G lawrenceville GEORGIA 30046
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MCCPUO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance; Cameras; Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Combination video camera and two-way radio worn on the body for use by law enforcement, military, security personnel; Digital cameras; Infrared cameras; IP (Internet protocol) speed dome cameras; Portable video cameras with built-in videocassette recorders; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Video cameras; Video cassette recorders
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 26, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tianyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tianyi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 201, Zhipinchang #32 Xiangyin Rd, Nanlian, Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sing-G1922

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
**Mark Literal(s)** WASUPSLIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97429643
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099732
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Flashlights; Desk lamps; Flood lights; Lamps for outdoor use; Landscape lighting installations; Lanterns for lighting; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighting fixtures for use in parking decks and garages; Lighting fixtures for use in parking lots and walkways; Solar-powered all-weather lights; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Solar powered lamps; Spot lights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Weifeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Weifeng Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 2001, 1299 East Yinxian Avenue, Shounan St, Yinzhou Dist, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 315100
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Vendy
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429648 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099733
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image depicting the front of a boat.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, knit shirts, jerseys, tank tops, shorts, pants, sweaters, caps, hats, scarves, visors, warm-up suits, jackets, vests, uniforms, neckties, wristbands, headbands, gloves, socks, and footwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNITED STATES ROWING ASSOCIATION Address UNITED STATES ROWING ASSOCIATION 252 Nassau Street Princeton NEW JERSEY 08542 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where PENNSYLVANIA
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 125459 -TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429681</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: WILDAEMISH
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Paper cupcake baking liners; Paper muffin baking liners; Silicone muffin baking liners
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: WILDAEM SERVICES INC.
- **Address**: WILDAEM SERVICES INC. 11 MARA CRESCENT BRAMPTON, ON CANADA L6V4C4
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TAYLOR-CAIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429718</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099735</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Containers for industrial and commercial liquids not made of metal; Containers, not of metal for commercial use; Recyclable plastic containers for commercial use manufactured with a barrier resin for chemical and acid resistance; Plastic stoppers for industrial packaging containers; Plastic storage containers for commercial or industrial use
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: TAYLOR-CAIN, CORPORATION
- **Address**: TAYLOR-CAIN, CORPORATION Suite 370 150 Capital Drive Golden COLORADO 80401
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TCC-0.013
- **Examiner**: DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Holografe Cosmetics

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429721 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099736
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COSMETICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2021
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel, pins, stickers, crystals and patches
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HoloGrave Cosmetics LLC Address HoloGrave Cosmetics LLC 1141 Campbell St Washington Court House OHIO 43160 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556183775

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>CRICKET &amp; STAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Inflatable mattresses for use when camping; Air mattresses for use when camping; Sleeping mats; Sleeping pads; Sleeping bag pads; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses

**US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use**  Mar. 05, 2022

**In Commerce**  Mar. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Qontexto Norway AS

**Address**  Qontexto Norway AS Skoleveien 30 Bleik NORWAY NO-8481

**Legal Entity**  aksjeselskap (as)

**State or Country Where Organized**  NORWAY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  ANI-T-101-US

**Examining Attorney**  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEAT BOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429744</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099738</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                        | Drawer organizers |
| International Classes      | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                 | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title  | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use                  | May 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce                | May 13, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name       | Ali Sattari |
| Address          | 5408 Redstone St. Burlington, Ontario CANADA 7JL7J9 |
| Legal Entity     | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship      | CANADA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KWYZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429750 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099739
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Children's educational toys for developing cognitive skills; Children's multiple activity toys; Easter egg coloring kits; Educational card games; Electric action toys; Electronic learning toys; Infant toys; Party games; Pet toys; Puzzles; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy building blocks; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 16, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN MINGTONG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN MINGTONG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 1ST FLOOR, NO. 11, LANE 3, KAIPING VILLAGE XIN'AN STREET, BAO'AN DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UPTREND CREDIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429823 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099740
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREDIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, credit repair and restoration; financial credit scoring services; credit consultation, but excludes business finance procurement services; on-line business fundraising services; and financial services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020
For Providing on-line training courses and workshops in the field of credit restoration and repair
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020
For Monitoring consumer credit reports and providing an alert as to any changes therein for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uptrend Credit Solutions, LLC Address Uptrend Credit Solutions, LLC 6301 NW 5th way, suite 5000, Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHEEMAK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97429824</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099741</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the wording &quot;CHEEMAK&quot; in stylized font.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td></td>
<td>The wording CHEEMAK has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Eyewear, namely, sunglasses; Ski goggles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Bingbo Technology Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Bingbo Technology Co., Ltd. 1008B-k7, Block A, Year Center Building Shatou Street, Futian District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>J308220537</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SMITH, CAROLINE P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOKOIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97429862 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099742 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Bokoios" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Microphones; Smartwatches; Camera tripods; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Hourglasses; Lighting devices for taking pictures; Loud speakers; Selfie sticks; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 07, 2022 In Commerce  May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shantou Niubi Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shantou Niubi Technology Co., Ltd. West Gate (No. 125), Wenhua Rd., Beiwang Village, Lianxia Town, Chenghai Dist. Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515899 Legal Entity  limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-05-05003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ACTIVEE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429877</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099743</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swings</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Orbit Technology Solutions  
Address: Orbit Technology Solutions  
3019 Cross Timbers Dr  
Irving  
TEXAS  
75060  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examing Attorney: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MICHAEL MCHALE DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429884 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099744
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DESIGNS” Name

Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Michael McHale, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Nov. 01, 2007 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MMDNYC LTD. Address MMDNYC LTD. 1-50 50th Ave. #1810 Long Island City NEW YORK 11101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MMD.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney STEPHENS, BRIA MICHELL

12982
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TECHGARDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429887 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099745
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer keyboards; Computer keypads; Computer mice; Computer mounts; Computer mouse; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Computer peripherals; Keyboards for mobile phones; Wireless computer mice; Wrist rests for computer keyboards

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 12, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Bailiyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Bailiyi Technology Co., Ltd. 102A,bldg. 2, No. 4, Yayuan Road,Nankeng Community,Bantian st., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518035 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SINSOCJ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429895</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099746</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording SINSOCJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Automobile bumpers; Automotive hood ornaments; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Direction signals for automobiles; Hubs for automobile wheels; Land vehicle parts, namely, fenders; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, headlight mounts; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Spare wheel covers; Spoilers for automobiles; Steering wheels for automobiles; Sunblinds adapted for automobiles; Vehicle side view mirror covers for automobiles

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** May 25, 2022 **In Commerce** May 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Chen, Jin  **Address** No.1 Guangming Street, Guangshan County Xinyang City Henan CHINA 465450 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97429905
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099747
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word "DJUN" in the mark is "debts."

## Foreign Information
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 18704808
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: May 19, 2022
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018704808
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 31, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 19, 2032

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits

## Basis Information
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: PEDEMONTIS SOCIETA' SEMPLICE AGRICOLA
- **Address**: PEDEMONTIS SOCIETA' SEMPLICE AGRICOLA VIA VALFENERA 6 PRIOCCA, CUNEO ITALY 12040
- **Legal Entity**: Agricultural Simple Partnership
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: KRASS, KRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KIFEDSLJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97429913 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099748
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ankle bracelets; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Brooches being jewelry; Ear clips; Ear studs; Earrings; Jewelry; Key rings; Necklaces; Nose rings; Pendants; Pins being jewelry; Rings; Tie clips
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 16, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu, Miao Address Zhu, Miao No.60, Ding'an Road, Siming District Xiamen City Fujian CHINA 361001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALING TRANSFORMATIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97429925</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099749</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;HEALING&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Mental health screening services; Mental health services; Mental health therapy services; Charitable services, namely, providing health care services in the nature of mental health services to vulnerable and impoverished populations; Clinical mental health consultation services; Clinical mental health counseling services; Consultancy in the field of the medical diagnosis of mental health disorders; Consultancy in the field of the medical treatment of mental health disorders; Consulting services in the field of mental health and wellness; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Providing mental health and wellness information; Providing mental health information via a website; Providing on-line information in the field of mental health

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

First Use Aug. 01, 2015
In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name HEALING TRANSFORMATIONS/PRICE CONSULTING LLC
Address HEALING TRANSFORMATIONS/PRICE CONSULTING LLC 2214 3RD AVE N BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA 35203
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIMFAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97429968 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099750 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the term "SIMFAB" in a stylized font. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6545269 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Chairs; Gaming Chairs featuring metal framing and adaptable for use with metal steering wheel mounts and mounts for gaming accessories; Simulator gaming chairs not incorporating controllers for use in playing electronic games and video game simulations |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Nov. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 01, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Home Racer LLC |
| Address | Home Racer LLC 1330 W. Industrial Ave., Suite 108 Boynton Beach FLORIDA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | HOME_22_TM1 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HILL, MARK THOMAS |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97430000  Application Filing Date: May 26, 2022  Registration Number: 7099751
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized uppercase letter "B".  Color: Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Toys for domestic pets
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use: Nov. 08, 2021  In Commerce: Nov. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Benebone LLC  Address: Benebone LLC  17 Sandhopper Trail  Westport  CONNECTICUT  06880  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: PT062a1fUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TTCDBF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430037
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099752
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Foot massage apparatus; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for massaging necks, backs and feet; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage apparatus for neck and shoulders; Massage balls; Massage sticks; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Electric massage apparatus for household use
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Xuqin
- **Address**: Chen, Xuqin C-9B, Bldg 10, Happiness Coast, No. 20, Luotian Rd, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Zhuoju-142

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIRTWTQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430042 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099753
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AIRTWTQ has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air hammers; Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, saws; Bottle capping machines for food and beverages; Compressed air machine components, namely, cylinders, valves and air grips; Cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; Cylinders for machines; Drain cocks; Machine parts, namely, cylinders; Parts for compressed-air tools, namely, brakes, filters, hoses, pipes, couplings valves, switches, compressors, clamping tools and injectors; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Pneumatic blow guns for use in a manufacturing process to blow dust off parts, workstations or wherever necessary; Pneumatic valve actuators; Pressure switches as parts of machines; Pressure transducers as parts of machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tianqi Industrial Automation Co., Ltd. Address Tianqi Industrial Automation Co., Ltd. Qianzhou Village, Liushi Town, Yueqing City, Zhejiang CHINA 325604 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 52000.401UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NINIKEJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430091 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099754
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NINIKEJI" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armbands specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, mobile phones; Electronic apparatus, namely, motion detectors; Electronic apparatus, namely, plasma display panels; Motion detectors; Smart watches; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wrist-mounted smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haikou NiNi Electronic Commerce Co. LTD Address Haikou NiNi Electronic Commerce Co. LTD 6-1-201, West Residential Area Hongye Bldg., Longhua Dist. Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UDCP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430108 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099755
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement The certification mark is used by persons authorized by the certifier to certify that the user has met the certifier's standards as to experience, educational and technical competence and the successful completion of a written examination.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial and residential remodeling
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Dec. 15, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. Address National Association of the Remodeling Industry, Inc. 700 Astor Lane Wheeling ILLINOIS 60090 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DE LA WARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 39007364065

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHUCK WAIT TIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430114 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099756 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TIRE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies CHUCK WAIT, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail tire stores International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 1983 In Commerce May 01, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chuck Wait Tire, Inc. Address Chuck Wait Tire, Inc. 5879 US ROUTE 62 Mowrystown OHIO 45155 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUM INK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97430115 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number     | 7099757 |
| Registration Date       | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Mark Type               | Service Mark |
| Publication Date        | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer               | "INK" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                      | Tattooing services |
| International Classes    | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title| Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use                | May 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce              | May 02, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name      | Andre Colbert, Jr. |
| Address         | Andre Colbert, Jr. Apt. 401 2141 South Robinson Avenue Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53207 |
| Legal Entity    | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship     | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number   | 7074-00001 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examing Attorney | HOWELL, MATTHEW P |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) QU!CK DECISION MAKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430117 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099758
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word QUICK appearing in the color white is stylized by replacing the upper case I with an exclamation point as a stylized element. The stylized wording QUICK is stacked on a curve on top of DECISION MAKER. The stylized word QUICK is curved and on top of the first stacked transparent white circle with a grey drop shadow. The all uppercase wording DECISION MAKER is blue and curved on top of the second transparent white circle that has a grey drop shadow. The symbol of 4 intertwined circles that are made up of the colors maroon - the first circle in the symbol of the mark, orange - the overlap of the first circle with the second circle in the symbol of the mark, mustard yellow - the second circle on the right of the symbol, yellow-green - the overlap of the second circle to the right and the bottom circle, sage green - is the bottom circle in the symbol, aqua green-blue - the overlap of the third circle on the bottom and the fourth circle on the left, aqua blue - the fourth circle on the left, dark blue - the overlap of the fourth circle on the left with the first circle on top of the symbol. Opaque white outlines the four circles with a solid white outline. The interior outlines of the circles are tinted colors of maroon, orange, mustard yellow, yellow-green, sage green, and aqua blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) White, maroon, orange, mustard yellow, yellow-green, sage green, aqua green-blue, aqua blue, dark blue, tints of maroon, orange, mustard yellow, yellow-green, sage-green, and aqua blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for smartphones, and mobile tablets as a training tool teaching an individual that is using the application how to make quick decisions in their life and business
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Jennifer R. Walker  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA BrandWorx Productions  Address    Jennifer R. Walker  121 Woodview Drive  Cottage Grove  WISCONSIN  53527  Legal Entity    LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized    WISCONSIN
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALMA LOCA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430125 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099759
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The words ALMA LOCA in black lettering, including two skulls in the logo; the first inside the second A and the second inside the final A. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of ALMA LOCA in the mark is CRAZY SOUL.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prepared alcoholic cocktail
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alma Loca LLC Address Alma Loca LLC 10 Cynthia Circle West Haven CONNECTICUT 06516
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430129</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099760</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** NIEVES
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of the word "Nieves" written in cursive over half a snowflake.
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation:** The English translation of Nieves in the mark is snow.

**Goods and Services Information**

For: Nail polish; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish top coat; Nail strengtheners; Nail tips; Acrylic nail powder preparations for shaping or sculpting nails; Adhesives for affixing false nails; Cosmetic nail preparations; False nails

- **International Classes:** 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title:** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use:** Jun. 16, 2021
- **In Commerce:** Aug. 05, 2021

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** Bazan Nieves Corp
- **Address:** Bazan Nieves Corp 3017 nw 7th st Miami FLORIDA 33125
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** FLORIDA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney:** FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOREVERGOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430150 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099761 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3939747, 4242070, 5054886 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Sep. 2020

For Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jul. 2020 In Commerce Sep. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Regents of the University of Colorado, a body corporate Address The Regents of the University of Colorado, a body corporate 1800 Grant Street, 8th Floor Denver COLORADO 80203 Legal Entity state university
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALANTE, JOSHUA MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HONEY POST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430171 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099762
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HONEY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services featuring fruit and vegetable smoothies, fruit bowls, and salad and grain bowls; fruit and vegetable juice bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Christine Dzwill Address Christine Dzwill 105 Pocahontas Trail Medford Lakes NEW JERSEY 08055
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Eileen Dzwill Address Eileen Dzwill 105 Pocahontas Trail Medford Lakes NEW JERSEY 08055
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALANTE, JOSHUA MICHA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430175</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The word KIMONY has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Alloys of precious metal; Bangles; Choker necklaces; Clocks; Costume jewelry; Earrings; Hat jewelry; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry rolls; Pendants; Rings; Shoe jewellery; Watch chains; Wristwatches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lin Jianshan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Lin Jianshan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | PJ4776 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | SWIFT, GILBERT M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FANDIMEIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430176 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099764
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Booties; Boots; Hats; Robes; Sandals; Slippers; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Ballet shoes; Boat shoes; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Clothing layettes; Dance shoes; Footwear for women; Lace boots; Leather boots; Leather shoes; Leisure shoes; Stiletto heels; Women's hats and hoods; Women's shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiong, Xuemei Address Xiong, Xuemei No. 39, Group 2, Xianglugou Village Xinle, Tianchi Subdistrict, Lezhi County Ziyang, Sichuan CHINA 641500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-05012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALANTE, JOSHUA MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CONSTFW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430180
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099765
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The word CONSTFW has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Balls for sports; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Chess games; Christmas tree ornaments; Dolls; Fishing tackle; Golf clubs; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Knee guards for athletic use; Magic tricks; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Play swimming pools; Playing cards; Puzzles; Roller-skates; Toy masks; Toy putty; Video game machines
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lin Jianshan
- **Address**: Lin Jianshan Rm.805, Bldg.105 Dong’an New Village, Meilie Dist Sanming, Fujian CHINA 353000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: PJ4777
- **Examining Attorney**: SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  HOMETOWN HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430182  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099766
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5328439

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  HVAC contractor services; Maintenance of warm-air heating systems, water heating heat pumps, ventilating systems, air-conditioning systems complete with air-conditioning unit, the ducts, humidity and thermostatic controls and air filters used in connection with these systems
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Apr. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hometown Services, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Hometown Heating & Air Conditioning  Address  Hometown Services, Inc.  4075 Nelson Avenue, Suite D  Concord  CALIFORNIA  94520  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAY SOCCER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430191 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099767
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "SAY" in bold lettering above the word "SOCCER" in a smaller font coming out of the right side of a soccer ball. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4337418, 0877225, 2547312 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed materials and publications, namely, newsletters, manuals and referee handbooks, all featuring information about soccer; bumper stickers International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 02, 2008 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. Address S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. 11490 Springfield Pike Springdale OHIO 45246 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0483731

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAY SOCCER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430194 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099768
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "SAY" in bold lettering above the word "SOCCER" in a smaller font coming out of the right side of a soccer ball. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4337418, 0877225, 2547312 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soccer uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 02, 2008 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. Address S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. 11490 Springfield Pike Springdale OHIO 45246
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0483731
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAY SOCCER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430197 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099769
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "SAY" in bold lettering above the word "SOCCER" in a smaller font coming out of the right side of a soccer ball. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4337418, 0877225, 2547312 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic materials and publications, namely, newsletters, manuals and referee handbooks, all featuring information about soccer
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 02, 2008 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. Address S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. 11490 Springfield Pike Springdale OHIO 45246
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0483731

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK Literal(s)
ROBERLY LIFE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430198</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5364695

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Baby multiple activity toys; Beach balls; Bubble making wand and solution sets; Cat toys; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Children's multiple activity tables; Children's multiple activity toys; Children's wire construction and art activity toys; Christmas stockings; Dog toys; Easter egg coloring kits; Educational toys for teaching music principles to children, namely, hand-held music notation symbols and music related figures, such as individual hand-held piano keys; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Party balloons; Play balloons; Play wands; Play wands being children's dress-up accessories; Toy balloons
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DU, XUEYUAN
- **Address**: No. 58, Jinhui Rd, Longquanyi Dist. Sichuan CHINA 610100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SAY SOCCER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97430199 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 26, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099771 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the literal element "SAY" in bold lettering above the word "SOCCER" in a smaller font coming out of the right side of a soccer ball. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4337418, 0877225, 2547312 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Organizing and conducting soccer leagues and soccer games for youth; Nondownloadable electronic materials and publications, namely, newsletters, manuals and referee handbooks, all featuring information about soccer

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Feb. 02, 2008 **In Commerce** Feb. 02, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. **Address** S.A.Y. Soccer U.S.A. 11490 Springfield Pike Springdale OHIO 45246 **Legal Entity** non-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0483731

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOFOREVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430200  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099772
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Display boards; Fitted furniture covers; Furniture; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames; Shadow boxes; Storage racks; Works of art made of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use May 17, 2022  In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Xinle E-commerce Firm  Composed of Hu Jinfeng, a citizen of China  Address Yiwu Xinle E-commerce Firm  Rm301, Unit 2, Bldg 75, Chunhan 2nd Dist  Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City  Jinhua, Zhejiang  CHINA  322000
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4784

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOYOSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430204 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099773
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording of "YOYOSO" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "YOYOSO" in the mark is "aside".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer; Carbonated waters; Club soda; Cola; Drinking water; Fruit juice; Ginger juice beverages; Lemonade; Mineral waters; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; Non-alcoholic fruit punch; Soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; Water beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ma Huanhuan Address Ma Huanhuan Room 1217, Unit 2, No. 61, Xinma Road Choucheng Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 130000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4785
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOSEMO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430218
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099774
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "sosemo" in black, cabin font inside orange brackets.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, customer relations, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Feb. 19, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 19, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Sosemo
- **Address**: Sosemo 26 Broadway, Suite 388 New York NEW YORK 10004
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinaing Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHARPSURVIVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430222 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099775
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Directional compasses; Magnetic compasses; Surveying compass needles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 24, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaoduan Chen Address Shaoduan Chen huameiju shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  U UNILOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430227  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099776
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "unilove" with a design of the letter "U" in front of the word.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6740237

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  baby carriages; baby strollers; four-wheeled baby strollers; pushchairs; fitted pushchair mosquito nets; shopping trolleys; pet strollers  International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Sep. 03, 2012  In Commerce  Feb. 10, 2016
For  dining chairs; mattresses; folding chairs; high chairs; cribs; high chairs for babies; playpens for babies; bassinets; pet crates; cots; Wood bedsteads; Wall-mounted diaper changing platforms  International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Sep. 03, 2012  In Commerce  Feb. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  B & B BEST INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.  Address  B & B BEST INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.  6F., No. 49 Ln. 76, Ruiguang Rd., Neihu Dist. Taipei City TAIWAN  11491  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country  TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00570

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SNOWMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430228 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099777
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ice cream
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Oct. 31, 1953 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1953

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Martin J. Keary, III Address Martin J. Keary, III 2 Northern Drive Troy NEW YORK 12182 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name James M. Pettit Address James M. Pettit 2 Northern Drive Troy NEW YORK 12182 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Gene A. Coletti Address Gene A. Coletti 2 Northern Drive Troy NEW YORK 12182 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5917.006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BENDING BRANCHES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430232</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099778</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1691375

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Paddles for canoes; Canoe paddles; Kayak paddles; Outrigger paddles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 1982
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1982

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Branches, LLC
- **Address**: Branches, LLC 812 Prospect Court Osceola WISCONSIN 540208163
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 7927
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
TM 10913 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B BIAOGOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97430258 | Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099779 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "BiaoGod" in stylized font, To the left of the letters "BiaoGod" is a drop-shaped shadow with a whistle pattern and three vertically aligned circles. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Gloves; Hosiery; Jandals; Socks; Stockings; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic shoes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Gym suits; Infant sleepers being clothing; Novelty headwear with attached wigs; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports bra; Sports bras
International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes | 22, 39
International Class Title | Clothing
First Use | May 01, 2022
In Commerce | May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Zhejiang Biaopin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Address | Zhejiang Biaopin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 519, 5/F, Block A, No. 1577, Liuqing Road, Houzhai Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000
Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CAJJYRUWE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| **Serial Number** | 97430268 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 26, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099780 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Subwoofers; Electric cables and wires; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electrical relays and transformers; Electrical switches; Electronic LED signs; Inverters for power supply; Light diodes; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Pocket translators; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective films adapted for smartphones; USB cables; Voltage regulators for electric power

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 10, 2022

**In Commerce** May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Liao, Jianying

**Address** Liao, Jianying No. 30, Group 1, Jianggang Village, Taiping Town, Zaoyang City Xiangyang, Hubei CHINA 441200

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DBLCASES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430277  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099781
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "DBLCASES" in stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording DBLCASES has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cell phone cases; Chargers for smartphones; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless charging stands for smartphones; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 13, 2022  In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Foshan Xiefu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address  Foshan Xiefu Electronic Commerce Co., Lt d. Unit 503,5/F.,Zone 1,Block A3,No. 1  Kejiqu 4th Rd.,Xingtan Town,Shunde Dist.  Foshan, Guangdong  CHINA  528300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GUOLIYU

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97430298
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099782
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "GUOLIYU" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "GUOLIYU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Gardening gloves
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Liangwen Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Liangwen Technology Co., Ltd. 506,Unit 2, 13#, Zhongjia Mingyuan No.199, Ronghua Road, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518112
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
FEDVICK

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430302</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099783</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Fly traps; Fly catchers being traps; Insect traps; Mouse traps; Rat traps
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 07, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: FEDVICK, LLC
- **Address**: FEDVICK, LLC, 609 ST PAUL AVE APT 666, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IYUFANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430303 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099784
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording IYUFANS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Arm rests for use with computers; Audio headphones; Audio- and video-receivers; Bicycle speedometers; Brackets adapted for setting up flat screen TV sets; Camcorder handles; Camera handles; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone backplates; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wan, Yu Address Wan, Yu No. 18, Huangling, Group 1, Hexi Village Xinzhuang Town, Yifeng County Yichun, Jiangxi CHINA 336300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RACKYNASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430306 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099785
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Rackynass has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Body jewelry; Charms for collar jewelry and bracelet; Costume jewelry; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewellery chains; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Key chains for use as jewellery; Nose rings; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yongshenghe Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yongshenghe Trading Co., Ltd. 303, Building 91, Area 1, Zhangkeng Community, Minzhi St., Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RXVOTOCR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430313 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099786
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Rxvotocr has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Camping furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Kitchen-type cabinets for outdoor use; Non-metal shelf brackets; Office furniture; Pet furniture; Plastic boxes; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Towel racks; Wood boxes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruixingshi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruixingshi Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.10,18/F, Block B, Jiahe Huqiang Bldg., No.3006 Shennanzhong Rd., Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518028 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRAWPROP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430316 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099787
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Masking papers; Paper party bags; Paper party decorations; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Stickers and decalcomanias; Cake toppers made of paper; Decorative garlands of paper for parties; Paper flags
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHANG GANXING Address ZHANG GANXING Room 312, bldg 1, Guleyuan, Gushan Yuan, 77 Qian Yu East Road, Jing An Area, Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFFEY, AARON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SHAIZQQWJ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430321</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099788</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording SHAIZQQWJ has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Bicycle lights; Lamps for festive decoration; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Reading lights; Solar powered lamps; Trailer lights for boats; Water filtering apparatus; Water purification installations; table lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jin, Jinliang
- **Address**: No.25,Jinjia Laoju Group,Xiexi Village, Huangcheng Town, Fengcheng City, Yichun, Jiangxi CHINA 331100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NOLASCO-ARIAS, KENNETH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DA

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430322</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099789</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized DA formed from a single line.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

For: Providing business consulting services for managing resource allocation related to personal electronic devices; Providing a trade-in program for used personal electronic devices of others; Providing a buy-back program for used personal electronic devices of others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Assets LLC</td>
<td>Diamond Assets LLC 1850 Putman Parkway, Milton, WISCONSIN</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>365-10994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOLASCO-ARIAS, KENNETH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ON MY WAY BARTENDING

Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97430325  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099790
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) ON MY WAY BARTENDING

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "BARTENDING"

Goods and Services Information

For Bartending services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Oct. 22, 2019  In Commerce Oct. 22, 2019

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name On My Way Bartending Services LLC
Address On My Way Bartending Services LLC 126 Kimeo Way Garner NORTH CAROLINA 27529
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where NORTH CAROLINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YAIMGLUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430337 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099791
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Yaimgluy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Deep fryers, electric; Electric coffee brewers; Electric deep fryers; Electric lamps; Electric roasters; Electric tea pots; Electric window fans; Electric yogurt makers; Hair drying machines for beauty salon use; Hand showers; Lighting apparatus for theatres, clubs and discotheques; Lights for firearms; Portable refrigerators; Toilet bowls
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yisheng Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yisheng Innovation Technology Co., Ltd. Room 203,No. 23,Wanjialang Road,Wanfeng Community,Xinqiao Street,Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLITTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430352 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099792
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 21, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2019
For Digital music downloadable from the Internet
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 21, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rose, Glitter Address Rose, Glitter 10546 Newcombe Drive Dallas TEXAS 75228 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RISE & RECORD VIDEO MARKETING EVENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430376 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099793
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VIDEO MARKETING EVENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting of business conferences in the field of social media marketing; Conducting of business conferences in the field of video marketing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACCELERANT MEDIA GROUP, LLC Address ACCELERANT MEDIA GROUP, LLC 855 CENTRAL AVE. #1502 SAINT PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T63294US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
**Mark Literal(s)** ASILOS MAGDALENA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430388</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The English translation of ASILOS MAGDALENA in the mark is Magdalena's Asylum. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies MANUEL SANCHEZ, whose consent(s) to register is made of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Design for others in the field of graphic arts; Graphic design; Graphic design of advertising materials; Graphic design of logos; Graphic design of marketing materials; Graphic design of promotional materials; Graphic design services; Graphic art design; Computer graphic design; Computer graphics design services; Consulting services in the field of graphic design of advertising materials |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Feb. 11, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 11, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Manuel Sanchez |
| Address | Manuel Sanchez 291 E. Kinney Street - Basement Floor Newark NEW JERSEY 07105 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SHIH, SALLY |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FOG IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430413
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099795
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic cigarettes
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Nov. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: 123 Wholesale Inc.
- **Address**: 123 Wholesale Inc. 505 W. Wrightwood Ave. Elmhurst ILLINOIS 60126
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 104353.2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIENSTYLIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430450 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099796
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Bienstylife has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candlesticks; Bath sponges; Bottle openers; Drinking straws; Foot exfoliating pads; Funnels for kitchen use; Ice scoops; Kitchen mitts; Melon ballers; Serviette holders; Soap boxes; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 33, 40, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Tianhao Address Wu, Tianhao Room 904, Bldg. 27, Xiangzhang Yayuan No.8 Dongzhi Road, Shushan Dist. Hefei, Anhui CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** K

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97430457
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099797
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the capital letter "K" in a stylized brushstroke font in yellow-orange. Where the brushstrokes lack pigment is left white. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow-orange and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Fast casual restaurants; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Aug. 31, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Takorean Holdings Inc.
- **Address**: Takorean Holdings Inc. 500 Penn Street NE Washington D.C. 20002
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97430480 | Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099798 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Incubation services, namely, rental of office space to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits; Leasing of office space; Rental of office space; Rental of offices for co-working

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for office space management, workspace booking, human resources management; Downloadable computer operating programs; Downloadable computer operating software; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for office space management, workspace booking, human resources management; Recorded computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for office space management, workspace booking, human resources management; Recorded computer operating programs; Recorded computer operating software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Profindup LTD
Address Profindup LTD Rm 1-2, 24F Bonham Strand Trade Ctr. 135 Bonham Strand East Sheung Wan Hong Kong HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01005
**Mark Literal(s)**
COMFORT ONE SHOES A WORLD OF STYLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97430510  
Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  
Registration Number 7099799  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No  
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized globe, around which is the stylized wording "COMFORT ONE" and "A WORLD OF STYLE". Overlaid in the center of the stylized globe is the stylized wording "SHOES" in a quadrilateral.  
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer "SHOES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Retail store services featuring shoes, handbags, clothing, hats, gloves, socks, watches, jewelry, and other shoe care related accessories  
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title Advertising and Business  
First Use Jan. 01, 1998  
In Commerce Jan. 01, 1998

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Progeny Shoes, Inc.  
Address Progeny Shoes, Inc. 8905 Reb Yank Dr. Manassas VIRGINIA 20110  
Legal Entity CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 851-0010

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EPISODE SIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430529 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099800
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable application programming interface (API) software; Downloadable application programming interface (API) software for use in electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Downloadable application programming interface (API) software for use in interfacing with third-party e-commerce systems and electronic payment systems to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication network to make payments and transfer funds across multiple websites and mobile applications; Downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Downloadable computer software for use by financial institutions in managing loan and deposit accounts, in processing credit and debit transactions, and in providing online banking services; Downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency transactions; Downloadable computer software for transmitting, displaying, storing, and managing transactions, identifications and financial information; Downloadable computer software for facilitating and verifying financial transactions by electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks and/or mobile telecommunications devices; Downloadable computer software for processing financial transactions; Downloadable computer software for enabling processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via ACH, credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online payments; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Jul. 03, 2015
In Commerce: Jul. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Episode Six Inc.
Address: Episode Six Inc. 201 West 5th Street, Suite 1100 Austin TEXAS 78701
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 11710-00100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENERGILITY YOUR ENERGY SOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430535  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099801
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word, at the top of the logo, "ENERGILITY". Beneath this is a check-marked box with the words "YOUR ENERGY SOLUTION" written to the right with each word written below one another. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "YOUR ENERGY SOLUTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of energy usage management and energy efficiency; Tracking and monitoring energy consumption and efficiency for others for account auditing purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Mar. 31, 2021  In Commerce Mar. 31, 2021

For Consulting services in the fields of energy measurement to improve energy efficiency; Energy auditing; Engineering services in the field of energy efficiency; Technological planning and consulting services in the field of renewable energy resources
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Mar. 31, 2021  In Commerce Mar. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Energility LLC  Address Energility LLC  4041 N High St #100a  Columbus  OHIO  43214  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556159686
TM 10936 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EPISODE SIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430543 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099802
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring e-commerce software for use as a payment gateway that authorizes processing of credit cards or direct payments for merchants; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in the financial industry for processing financial transactions; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in interfacing with third-party e-commerce systems and electronic payment systems to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication network to make payments and transfer funds across multiple websites and mobile applications; Cloud computing featuring software for use in processing financial transactions; Design for others in the field of computer networks, software, and engineering for the finance and banking industries; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use as an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, tablet, and web-based environment; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use by financial institutions in managing loan and deposit accounts, in processing credit and debit transactions, and in providing online banking services; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for processing financial transactions; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in tracking and management of commercial transactions on a global computer network; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in tracking and organizing commercial financial transaction data, account management, financial reporting, accounting features, and related information; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in performing electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in sharing data with
others, for performing queries and transactions, and for storing, modifying, transmitting and receiving information in the fields of personal finance, business finance, and banking; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via ACH, credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online payments; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing payment and debt transactions in the nature of an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing financial transactions and providing access to banking transaction applications and services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing an integrated suite of software for providing access to banking transactional applications and services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing electronic financial transactions that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, tablet, and web based environment; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for fraud detection in the banking and financial services industries; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing cryptocurrency transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for transmitting, displaying and storing transactions, identifications and financial information for use in the financial industry; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating and verifying financial transactions by electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks and/or mobile telecommunications devices; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for providing financial services accounting and online banking functions

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Jul. 03, 2015  **In Commerce**  Jul. 03, 2015

**Basis Information**  **Currently Use**  Yes

**Owner Information**  **Owner Name**  Episode Six Inc.  **Address**  Episode Six Inc.  201 West 5th Street, Suite 1100  Austin  Texas  78701

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**  **Docket Number**  11710-00101

**Examining Attorney**  **Examining Attorney**  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) E6

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430555 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099803
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable application programming interface (API) software; Downloadable application programming interface (API) software for use in electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Downloadable application programming interface (API) software for use in interfacing with third-party e-commerce systems and electronic payment systems to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication network to make payments and transfer funds across multiple websites and mobile applications; Downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Downloadable computer software for use by financial institutions in managing loan and deposit accounts, in processing credit and debit transactions, and in providing online banking services; Downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency transactions; Downloadable computer software for transmitting, displaying, storing, and managing transactions, identifications and financial information; Downloadable computer software for facilitating and verifying financial transactions by electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks and/or mobile telecommunications devices; Downloadable computer software for processing financial transactions; Downloadable computer software for enabling processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via ACH, credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online payments; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 03, 2015 In Commerce  Jul. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Episode Six Inc. Address  Episode Six Inc. 201 West 5th Street, Suite 1100 Austin  TEXAS  78701
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  11710-00200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CIRUTVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430564 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099804
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Watches; Buckles for watchstraps; Cases adapted for holding watches; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet; Straps for wristwatches; Watch bands; Watch bands and straps; Watch bracelets; Watch pouches; Watch straps made of metal or leather or plastic
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  May 07, 2022 In Commerce  May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Linxian Taili Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Linxian Taili Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 350, Anjiazhuang Village Anjiazhuang Township, Lin County Lvliang, Shanxi CHINA 033200 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AVENT, TEAGUE A
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IBXSHOW

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430568</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording ibxShow has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Air pumps for automobiles; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Bicycle stands; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof; Children's car seats; Cigar lighters for automobiles; Sun visors for automobiles; Upholstery for vehicles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Zhongxiang Kaiyi Trading Co., Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Zhongxiang Kaiyi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 102, No. 107, Chengshiyinxian No. 15, Chengtian East Rd, Yingzhong St Zhongxiang City, Hubei CHINA 431900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examination Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | LATTUCA, FRANK J |

| Legal Entity | limited company (Ltd.) |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E6

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430569 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099806
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring e-commerce software for use as a payment gateway that authorizes processing of credit cards or direct payments for merchants; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in the financial industry for processing financial transactions; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in interfacing with third-party e-commerce systems and electronic payment systems to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication network to make payments and transfer funds across multiple websites and mobile applications; Cloud computing featuring software for use in processing financial transactions; Design for others in the field of computer networks, software, and engineering for the finance and banking industries; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use as an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, tablet, and web-based environment; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use by financial institutions in managing loan and deposit accounts, in processing credit and debit transactions, and in providing online banking services; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for processing financial transactions; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in tracking and management of commercial transactions on a global computer network; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in tracking and organizing commercial financial transaction data, account management, financial reporting, accounting features, and related information; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in performing electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in sharing data with
others, for performing queries and transactions, and for storing, modifying, transmitting and receiving information in the fields of personal finance, business finance, and banking; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via ACH, credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online payments; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing payment and debt transactions in the nature of an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing financial transactions and providing access to banking transaction applications and services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing an integrated suite of software for providing access to banking transactional applications and services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing electronic financial transactions that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, tablet, and web based environment; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for fraud detection in the banking and financial services industries; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing cryptocurrency transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for transmitting, displaying and storing transactions, identifications and financial information for use in the financial industry; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating and verifying financial transactions by electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks and/or mobile telecommunications devices; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for providing financial services accounting and online banking functions

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

First Use  Jul. 03, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Episode Six Inc.  Address  Episode Six Inc.  201 West 5th Street, Suite 1100  Austin  TX  78701
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  11710-00201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LATTUCA, FRANK J
TM 10941 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BROBiBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430571 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099807
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word "broBible" with the "b" in "bro" and the "b" in bible underlined. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hosting an on-line community web site featuring a sports and lifestyle forum for men
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Oct. 01, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Horseneck Media Address Horseneck Media 2 Greenwich Office Park Greenwich CONNECTICUT 06831 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BroBible

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine ATTorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONE TEAM, ONE SYSTEM, ONE FLAT MONTHLY FEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430574 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099808
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography; Consulting services in the field of photography; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of content creation, brand identity, strategy and management, photography, graphic design, personal and professional wardrobe styling, and social media management; Professional coaching services in the field of content creation, brand identity, strategy and management, photography, graphic design, personal and professional wardrobe styling, and social media management; Videography services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018
For Advertising copywriting; Brand imagery consulting services; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing consulting; Marketing consulting, namely, development of marketing campaigns for others; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018
For Personal wardrobe styling services; Personal wardrobe styling consultancy
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018
For Consulting in the field of graphic arts design; Graphic design; Graphic design of marketing materials
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430589 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099809
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of two thin, bending palm trees, with the trunks of each palm tree crossing in the middle, curving in a wide loop, and connecting with one another to form the letter "W".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Footwear; Headwear; Hoodies; Shirts; Socks; Sweaters; Bottoms as clothing; Tank tops; Tops as clothing; Wristbands as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wesley, Perry Address Wesley, Perry 9620 Fast Elk Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89143 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Toliver, Diontary Address Toliver, Diontary Unit 209 515 Richey St. Corona CALIFORNIA 92879 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CKEOPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430593 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099810
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CKEOPER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper; Advertising signs of paper; Banners of paper; Flags of paper; Modeling clay; Paper banners; Paper bunting; Paper cake decorations; Paper cake toppers; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Party ornaments of paper; Printed Christmas cards; Printed holiday cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhai, Shanqiang Address Zhai, Shanqiang No. 32, Lane 3, Zhaidong, Shizijiao Vil., Xiancun Town, Zengcheng Dist. Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511335 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHMIELARSKI, ANDREW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  BL BRKNLXRY 8913

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430595  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099811
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a dove with a balled right fist and a grimace on the dove's face. A crown is located on the top of the dove's head. The dove is wearing boots and a tattered sweater with the initials "BL" located on the left chest. The dove is holding a ripped money bag in the dove's left hand. Two coins are spilling from the bag. The word "BRKN" in stylized text appears to the right of the dove. The word "LXRY" in stylized text appears below "BRKN". The digits "8913" in stylized text appear below "LXRY".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bathing suits; Hats; Scarves; Socks; Sweatsuits; Swim trunks; T-shirts; Tank tops; Tracksuits; Underwear; Clothing belts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 01, 2017  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Killings, Shamell  Address  Killings, Shamell  59 Pollard Ave  Rochester  NEW YORK  14612  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GREENE, BYRON D
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
CKOAYPUE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97430600
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099812
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Aircraft carpet; Artificial turf; Automobile carpets; Beach mats; Chair mats; Fabric bath mats; Fur rugs; Personal sitting mats; Pet feeding mats; Rubber mats; Rush mats with floral patterns (hana-mushiro); Synthetic lawns; Wall paper; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use**: May 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Zuncheng Industry Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Zuncheng Industry Co., Ltd. No. 22, Lingnan 1st St., Dongpingma City, Yongping Street, Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SLEEK TRENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430608  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099813
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For clothing, namely, special occasion dresses for women, special occasion jumpsuits for women, mother of the bride and groom dresses for women, special occasion pantsuits for women.

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Feb. 01, 2015  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Teeday Global Solutions LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SleekTrends  Address Teeday Global Solutions LLC 9501 TOWN PARK DR Houston TX 77036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KYNAMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430612 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099814
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for mobile devices for sending and receiving audio, video, and text messages for connecting people spiritually through prayer, regardless of their physical location; downloadable software for mobile devices for connecting houses of worship to worshippers through transmitting sermons and audio and video messages; downloadable software for mobile devices for collecting donations for houses of worship; downloadable software for mobile devices for managing a subscription service for house of worship donation collection; downloadable software for mobile devices for allowing a user to search for and associate himself or herself with a house of worship; downloadable software for mobile devices for requesting and sharing audio prayers; downloadable software for mobile devices for transmitting audio conversations in a church's public prayer group; downloadable software for mobile devices for creating and managing prayer groups that other parishioners can find and join; downloadable software for mobile devices for creating and managing private prayer groups; downloadable software for mobile devices for inviting users to join prayer groups using email or text; downloadable software for mobile devices for sharing audio prayers one-to-one using email or SMS; downloadable software for mobile devices for viewing and responding to prayer activity through a consolidated activity feed; downloadable software for mobile devices for responding to the prayers of others by liking or bookmarking your favorites; downloadable software for mobile devices for marking a prayer to let others know if the prayer was answered

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kynami, Inc. Address Kynami, Inc. 2146 Harkins Avenue Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430616 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099815
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric vehicles, namely, golf carts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Aug. 16, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Banshee Brands, Inc. Address Banshee Brands, Inc. 251 LITTLE FALLS DRIVE Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CTEMNPHO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430624 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099816
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Ctemnpho has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Barbecues; Lampshades; Barbecues and grills; Desk lamps; Electric fans for personal use; Electric rice cooker; Electric rice steamers; Electric thermo pots; Electrically-heated mugs; Faucet handles; Hand-held showers; Hand held shower heads; Hot water bottles; LED lamps; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  May 10, 2022 In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yang, Chengfeng Address  Yang, Chengfeng The third of No. 198, South Street, Diancheng Town, Dianbai County Maoming, Guangdong CHINA 525000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DIGAN, MATTHEW M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DUUFOUNG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430631  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099817
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "DuuFounG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brooches being jewelry; Charms for key chains; Charms for key rings or key chains; Imitation leather key chains; Jewelry brooches; Key chains; Key chains of precious metal; Leather key chains; Metal key chains; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Plastic key chains; Shoe jewellery; Tie pins; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title Jewelry  First Use May 10, 2022  In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tinghao Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Tinghao Trading Co., Ltd.  A311-M21, Rongchao Economic & Trade Center  No. 4028, Jintian Road, Futian District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

LEGAL INFORMATION
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAQIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430632 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099818
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DAQIDA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverageware; Hairbrushes; Bird feeders; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Disposable containers for household use; Drinking vessels; Hair detangler brushes; Meal trays; Pet dishes; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Soap holders and boxes; Tooth brushes, non-electric
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Daqida Plastic Products Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Daqida Plastic Products Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 4, Building 19 Xinxing Zone 1, Jiangdong Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIGHTDOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430641 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099819
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Pendants; Beads for making jewelry; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Laiqiduo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Laiqiduo Trading Co., Ltd. 301-322,BLDG 3, Huahan Industrial Park No. 19,Lanjin 4th RD,Pingshan ST Pingshan DIST,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MERGE COUNTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430646
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099820
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of stylized stacked wording MERGE COUNTY, with COUNTY written into a banner design underneath MERGE.

**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer**: "MERGE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer game software; computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; downloadable computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: Nov. 24, 2021

**In Commerce**: Nov. 24, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Microfun Limited
- **Address**: 21/F, Edinburgh Tower, The Landmark, 15 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong

**Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 9535/20

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUSMIOKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430652 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099821
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The mark has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Capsules of crystal, china, terra cotta, earthenware, glass, porcelain for containing cremation remains or memorabilia; Carving boards; Ceramic figurines; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Commemorative plates; Containers for household or kitchen use; Decorative ceramic tiles not for use as building materials; Incense burners; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Serving trays; Soap boxes; Tea sets; Toilet tissue holders; Works of art of ceramic

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Qishimiaoxiang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Qishimiaoxiang Technology Co., Ltd. No.196,Aoshan Comm.,Shijing Community Committee,Shijing Town,Nanan City Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QIYUNMR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430675 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099822
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Ceiling fans; Electric blankets for household purposes; Electric fans; Electric foot baths; Electric heating pads, other than for medical purposes; Electric pocket warmers for warming hands; Irrigation spray nozzles; LED lamps; LED light machines; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Light projectors; Portable air conditioners; Solar powered lamps; USB-powered hand warmers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Qiyun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Qiyun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Shop 101, No. 80, Qingfeng 3rd Road Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510430 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430688  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099823
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue square with rounded corners, with two white sails and wavy lines underneath. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for mobile devices for sending and receiving audio, video, and text messages for connecting people spiritually through prayer, regardless of their physical location; downloadable software for mobile devices for connecting houses of worship to worshippers through transmitting sermons and audio and video messages; downloadable software for mobile devices for collecting donations for houses of worship; downloadable software for mobile devices for managing a subscription service for house of worship donation collection; downloadable software for mobile devices for allowing a user to search for and associate himself or herself with a house of worship; downloadable software for mobile devices for requesting and sharing audio prayers; downloadable software for mobile devices for transmitting audio conversations in a church's public prayer group; downloadable software for mobile devices for creating and managing prayer groups that other parishioners can find and join; downloadable software for mobile devices for creating and managing private prayer groups; downloadable software for mobile devices for inviting users to join prayer groups using email or text; downloadable software for mobile devices for sharing audio prayers one-to-one using email or SMS; downloadable software for mobile devices for viewing and responding to prayer activity through a consolidated activity feed; downloadable software for mobile devices for responding to the prayers of others by liking or bookmarking your favorites; downloadable software for mobile devices for marking a prayer to let others know if the prayer was answered
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 25, 2022  In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>       Kynami, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>          Kynami, Inc. 2146 Harkins Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menlo Park  CALIFORNIA 94025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>     CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECLAWARE</strong>       <strong>Docket Number</strong> 2913.0030002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> TORPEY, KATHERINE ANN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARS. COPS. COFFEE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430694 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099824
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a crescent shape facing to the right next to three larger crescent shapes facing to the left. Written in the middle of the larger crescent shapes is the wording "CARS. COPS. COFFEE.". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CARS. COPS. COFFEE."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting social entertainment events in the nature of automobile shows
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name cccshow LLC Address cccshow LLC 294 S Washington Ave. 147 Bergenfield NEW JERSEY 07621 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIGHTSUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430704 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099825
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Downlights; Accent lights for indoor use; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Flood lights; Floor lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for outdoor use; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED mood lights; Lighting fixtures for use in parking decks and garages; Wall lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qingshan Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Qingshan Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd Rm 303, Friendship Bldg, Ln 1, Dabao Rd Dist 23, Dalang Community, Xin’an St Bao’an Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ASDIPSA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430722</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099826</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ASDIPSA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Digital music systems that synchronizes digital radio files stored on a home unit, a car unit, or portable unit and that may be backed up to an internet depository; Display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to electronic devices, namely, laptops, cell phones, personal digital assistants; Electric charging cables; Mobile phone chargers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective display screen covers adapted for use with computers, televisions, PC tablets; Smartwatch straps; Sports' glasses; Wearable computers in the nature of smartglasses; Wireless chargers; Wireless headphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Qiansha Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Qiansha Technology Co., Ltd. Room 701, Building 22, Minle Garden Minle Shequ, Minzhi jiedao, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DANG, PETER T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHARGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430737  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099827
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air fryers; Alternative energy generation power plants; Dehumidifiers for household use; Electric hot plates; Electric kettles for household purposes; Electric pressure cookers; Energy recovery ventilators; Energy storage plants; LED safety lamps; Solar energy based cooling apparatus; Solar energy receivers; Steam tables for food serving and keeping; Storage heaters
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sharge Technology (Shenzhen) Co., LTD  Address  Sharge Technology (Shenzhen) Co., LTD  Rm.305,3/F, Xinzongtai Industrial Park, Bldg.3,Hengfeng Community,Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518110  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430739  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099828
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of an abstracted design of a human eye showing multicolored rings in shades of blue, turquoise, yellow, orange, pink, red, maroon, purple, lavender, and green growing larger and changing color as they move further away from a black tear drop outlined in white in the center. Two small white circles overlap the tear drop and inner rings. The white background is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) purple, blue, turquoise, yellow, orange, pink, red, maroon, lavender, black, green, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5473831

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paints; Pigments; Luminous paints; Paint for artists; Paints for arts and crafts; Pigmented coatings used as paints; Powdered paints; Synthetic resin colors; Synthetic resin paints; Color pigments
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Nov. 22, 2021  In Commerce Nov. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eye Candy Customz LLC  Address Eye Candy Customz LLC  480 Fentress Blvd., Suite A  Daytona Beach FLORIDA  32114 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
TM 10963 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOCAWACO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430742 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099829
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bead bracelets; Body jewelry; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Charms for key rings or key chains; Chronographs as watches; Clip earrings; Ear studs; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewellery foot chains; Rubber or silicone wristbands in the nature of a bracelet
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Haonan Address Zhang, Haonan Room 602, No. 24, Caoyangjiu Village Putuo District Shanghai CHINA 200000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ROATANIQUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430754
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099830
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bijou Amore Inc.
- **Address**: Bijou Amore Inc.  560 Sylvan Avenue, Suite 2060  Englewood Cliffs  NEW JERSEY  07632
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DANG, PETER T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97430761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Apparatus for timing sports events; Chronographs as watches; Chronographs for use as timepieces; Chronographs for use as watches; Chronometers; Chronometric apparatus and instruments; Chronometric instruments; Chronoscopes; Clocks and watches; Clocks and watches, electric; Sports watches; Timepieces; Timepieces and chronometric instruments; Watches, clocks; Wristwatches

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title** Jewelry

**First Use** Feb. 04, 2022

**In Commerce** Feb. 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Time Building Blocks Education Technology(Tianjin)Co., Ltd.

**Address** Time Building Blocks Education Technology(Tianjin)Co., Ltd. Office Building Room 205-25 No. 1, Yiwei Road, Hexiwu Town, Wuqing Tianjin CHINA 301714

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KYNAMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430762 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099832
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue square with rounded corners, with two white sails and wavy lines underneath, with the word "KYNAMI" in white to the right, all on a shaded background. The color black represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for mobile devices for sending and receiving audio, video, and text messages for connecting people spiritually through prayer, regardless of their physical location; downloadable software for mobile devices for connecting houses of worship to worshippers through transmitting sermons and audio and video messages; downloadable software for mobile devices for collecting donations for houses of worship; downloadable software for mobile devices for managing a subscription service for house of worship donation collection; downloadable software for mobile devices for allowing a user to search for and associate himself or herself with a house of worship; downloadable software for mobile devices for requesting and sharing audio prayers; downloadable software for mobile devices for transmitting audio conversations in a church's public prayer group; downloadable software for mobile devices for creating and managing prayer groups that other parishioners can find and join; downloadable software for mobile devices for creating and managing private prayer groups; downloadable software for mobile devices for inviting users to join prayer groups using email or text; downloadable software for mobile devices for sharing audio prayers one-to-one using email or SMS; downloadable software for mobile devices for viewing and responding to prayer activity through a consolidated activity feed; downloadable software for mobile devices for responding to the prayers of others by liking or bookmarking your favorites; downloadable software for mobile devices for marking a prayer to let others know if the prayer was answered

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Kynami, Inc.  
Address       Kynami, Inc.  2146 Harkins Avenue  Menlo Park  CALIFORNIA  94025  Legal Entity    CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  2913.0030001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  TORPEY, KATHERINE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 21TOPCEN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430764</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the literal element "21TOPCEN" in stylized font. With "21" appearing in the color green and "TOPCEN" appearing in the color blue. Above the literal element appears the design of a blue crescent moon with a small blue star at the upper tip of the moon, inside the moon is a stylized letter "T" figure made of thick blue and green lines. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Plastic material in extruded form for use in production; Plastic substances, semi-processed; Recycled plastic in the form of blocks for use in further manufacturing; Resins in extruded form for general industrial use; Semi-processed plastics; Semi-processed polymers in pellet form; Semi-processed thermoplastics in pellet form; Semi-worked PLA (polylactic acid) filaments for use in 3D printing; Semi-worked PLA filaments for use in 3D printing; Semi-worked thermoplastic filaments used for 3D printing; Synthetic resins, semi-processed |
| International Classes | 17 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 |
| International Class Title | Rubber |
| Goods First Use | May 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ningbo Jianfeng New Materials Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Ningbo Jianfeng New Materials Co., Ltd. No. 29, Hehai Road, Binhai New Area, Economic Development Zone, Fenghua Dist. Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315500 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MY529

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430771  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099834
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word my in lower case black letters next to the number 529 with the number 5 in blue, the number 2 in orange, and the number 9 in green. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, blue, orange and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, arranging and providing savings plans for educational purposes, educational savings plans, savings programs for students, tax-deferred educational savings plans, educational savings plan accounts, educational savings plan and financial aid consultation, educational savings plan account enrollment services, account management services, investment fund management services, investment fund management services for educational savings for students, investment option services, account deposit services, account reporting services, and payroll deduction services in the nature of tax qualified educational savings plan contribution payroll debiting services as part of a 529 college savings plan; and providing a website featuring financial information to assist families and individuals in planning for future education costs and in determining saving and contribution levels necessary for various educational objectives
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Feb. 02, 2019  In Commerce Feb. 02, 2019

For Providing an interactive website featuring planning technology that enables families and individuals to plan for future education costs and in determining saving and contribution levels necessary for various educational objectives
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Feb. 05, 2018  In Commerce Feb. 25, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Utah Educational Savings Plan  Address Utah Educational Savings Plan 60 South 400 West  Salt Lake City  UTAH
Legal Entity state agency  State or Country Where Organized UTAH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CWFA DUKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430779 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099835 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Hats; Pants; Sundresses; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Clothing belts made from imitation leather; Clothing, namely, base layers; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Leisure shoes; Men's dress socks; Men's underwear; Sport stockings; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hengpei Chen Address Hengpei Chen No. 519, Group 7, Dachenying Village Zhanglin Township, Zhenping County Henan CHINA 474267 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALBANO, ASHLEY C
**Trademark Registration**

**Trademark**: ETCCMER

**Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022

**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**Mark Type**: Trademark

**Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Literal(s)**: ETCCMER

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bangles; Bracelets; Chokers; Earrings; Jewellery; Tiaras; Body-piercing studs; Body jewelry; Ear clips; Ear studs; Pierced earrings; Rings; Sautoir necklaces; Wedding rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lu Han
- **Address**: No. 66, Hanzhuang, Chaishi Village, Xiache Town, Guanyun County, Jiangsu CHINA 222231
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
Bosizhang

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BOSIZHANG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 97430785 **Application Filing Date** May 26, 2022 **Registration Number** 7099837 **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Beakers, namely, wide-mouthed drinking cups for household use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for ice; Disposable table plates; Double wall cups with lids and straws; Ice cube trays; Insulated flasks; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Plastic cups; Reusable straw-fitted beverage lids for placement on jars for household use.

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** May 24, 2022 **In Commerce** May 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Dongguan Fenggang Xinteng Plastic Mould Products Factory **Address** Dongguan Fenggang Xinteng Plastic Mould Products Factory Room 101, Building 1, No. 2, Sun Er Pai Road, Fenggang Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523681 **Legal Entity** Individual-owned Business **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** CJTM506.0549

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** OJEYEMI, ASHLEY CHRIST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AULUNRUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430786 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099838
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AULUNRUX has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cagoules; Slippers; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bathing costumes; Chest binders being underclothing; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Climbing gloves; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Down jackets; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Socks and stockings; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Putian Licheng Qiyuanhongyi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Putian Licheng Qiyuanhongyi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1206,Bldg.6,Area A,Zhangzhen Shuixiang,Gongchen St.,Licheng District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351106 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUWIRUG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430792 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099839
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AUWIRUG has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Rugs; Wallpaper; Aircraft carpet; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Artificial lawn; Automobile carpets; Bathroom mats; Beach mats; Carpet underlays; Carpets and rugs; Door mats; Wallpapers; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanyang Zhongyi Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. Address Nanyang Zhongyi Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. No.66,Zhaojiagou Group,Xiegou Village Wangcun Township,Wolong District Nanyang, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAIJAHUXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430799  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099840  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BAIJAHUXI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figures; Battery operated action toys; Dog toys; Mechanical toys; Model toy vehicles; Playsets for dolls; Push toys; Sandbox toys; Smart plush toys; Soft sculpture toys; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toys; Toy boats; Toy cookware; Toy for pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use May 13, 2022  In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Baijia Huixin Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Baijia Huixin Trading Co., Ltd. No. 506, 5th Floor, Juyue E-Commerce No. 105, Zhufuling Avenue, Tangxia Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523720 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAOTAIIET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430810 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099841
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed pillows; Camping furniture; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Non-metal picture hangers; Non-metal profiles for arranging devices on and in walls, ceilings and other surfaces; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Party ornaments of plastic; Plastic cisterns for household, industrial, and agricultural purposes; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Plastic storage drums; Residential and commercial furniture; Slatted indoor blinds for windows; Towel racks

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Baotai Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Henan Baotai Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. No. 1901, 19th Floor, Unit 2, Building 1 No.18 Mianfang West Rd.,Zhongyuan Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  HUMAN JUKEBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430820  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099842
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5863119

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee mugs; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Drinking glasses; Insulating sleeve holder for beverage cups; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016
For  Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective covers and cases for portable media players; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective covers for electronic reading devices
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016
For  T-shirts; Graphic T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Southern University System Foundation  Address  Southern University System Foundation  JS Clark Administration Building, 4th FL  Baton Rouge  LOUISIANA  70813  Legal Entity  state university  State or Country
Where Organized  LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CRAZY FURBALL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430823</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099843</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Dietary pet supplements in the form of pet treats; Dietary supplement drink mixes; Dietary supplements for animals; Dietary supplements for pets; Dietary supplements with a cosmetic effect; Lecithin dietary supplements; Medicated animal washes; Medicated shampoos for pets; Non-medicated additives for animal feed for use as nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplement for eliminating toxins from the intestinal tract; Nutritional supplements in capsule form for dogs; Probiotic animal feed; Probiotic supplements; Vitamins for pets

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**First Use** May 15, 2022
**In Commerce** May 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** CRAZY FURBALL LLC
**Address** CRAZY FURBALL LLC 225 Mantle Irvine, California

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SIANSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430826 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099844
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SIANSON has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Containers for household use; Kitchen containers; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Non-electric food blenders; Non-electric mincers; Non-electric pasta makers for household purposes; Non-electrical coffee grinders; Plastic storage containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Tuding Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Tuding Trading Co., Ltd. 1203,Unit 1,Building 4,Jincheng Garden Changle Rd.Qingping St.Office,Xinmi Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 452300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DACIAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430834 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099845
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Daxeiaor" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Candle lamps; Electric Chinese lanterns; Electric lanterns; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Floor lamps; Lamp finials; Lanterns for lighting; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lights for wall mounting; Ring lights for illumination purposes; Solar powered lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haikou Xianxiaoxiao E-Commerce Center Composed of Liu, Xiaoxian, a citizen of China
Address Haikou Xianxiaoxiao E-Commerce Center Room 192, Unit 4, Building B, Yilong Mingju,Bailong Street,Meilan District Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GELSPLATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430841 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099846 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Gelsplater has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kites; Airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Body-training apparatus; Cat toys; Discusses for sports; Knee guards for athletic use; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Toy air pistols; Toy cap pistols; Toy guns; Toy jewelry; Toy pistols; Toy tiaras; Toy water guns; Water pistols

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yang, Xue Address Yang, Xue No.1, Group 9, Sikou Village, Linshui Town, Huoqiu County, Luan, Anhui CHINA 237471 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FEEBEEZOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97430842</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Cuticle nippers; Cuticle pushers; Cuticle tweezers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Electric animal nail grinders; Electric fingernail polishers; Electric manicure sets; Electric nail buffers; Electric nail clippers; Electric nail files; Electric pedicure sets; Emery boards; Files being hand-operated tools for smoothing surfaces of metal; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Nail scissors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>8 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Biqiu Tang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>No. 78, Zhongnan Village, Dongshan Town, Municipal District Zhanjiang, Guangdong, CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>524076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examing Attorney** | GARCIA, CLAUDIA |
TM 10982 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIMESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430843  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099848
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TIMESS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christmas tree ornaments with a music feature; Educational toy for the purpose of the demonstration of alternative energy sources; Fidget toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Novelty plush toys for parties; Party games; Pop up toys; Push toys; Smart plush toys; Spinning fidget toys; Spinning tops; Squeeze toys; Toy for pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 13, 2022  In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Legal Entity limited company (ld.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAULINE DIEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430844 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099849
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Pauline Diep, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Pajamas; Panties; Shirts; Shorts; Sleepwear; Capri pants; Nightdresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 19, 2021 In Commerce May 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pauline Diep Address Pauline Diep 113 S Curtis Ave Alhambra CALIFORNIA 91801 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH

13099
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLOCAMPING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430847  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099850
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording glocamping has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach chairs; Beach tables; Decorative decoys made of plastic; Drop-leaf tables; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture; Play yards for pets; Upholstered furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use May 13, 2022  In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Aidong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address Dongguan Aidong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. No.72, Yusheng Road, Suifengnian, Shatian Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523936  
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOLASCO-ARIAS, KENNETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRILSES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430855 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099851
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Draperies; Pillowcases; Bath sheets; Beach towels; Door curtains; Fabric valances; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Tapestries of textile; Wash cloths
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 01, 2020 In Commerce May 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jin, Yinghui Address Jin, Yinghui No.1, Zhongwan Group, Tangbian Village, Tangshi Township, Zixing City Chenzhou, Hunan CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HICHAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430862 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099852
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Hichain" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter plugs; Battery cables; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cable connectors; Converters for electric plugs; Data cables; Electric charging cables; Electric plugs; Electric wire and cable; Electrical cables; Electrical interconnect cables; Micro USB cables; Power adapters; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hichain Electricity(Zhaoqing)Co.,Ltd Address Hichain Electricity(Zhaoqing)Co.,Ltd 8 Yingbin Avenue Zhaoqing High-tech Zone Guangdong CHINA 526238 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOLASCO-ARIAS, KENNETH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
HWAVLlio

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430868</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Barbecue mitts; Biscuit cutters; Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; Coffee stirrers; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cosmetic brushes; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric hair combs; Electric make-up removing appliances; Electric tooth brushes; Finger brushes for dental care; Furniture dusters; Graters for household purposes; Mixing cups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Biqiu Tang |
| Address | Biqiu Tang No. 78, Zhongnan Village Dongshan Town, Municipal District Zhanjiang, Guangdong CHINA 524076 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GARCIA, CLAUDIA |

13103
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LABUKERU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430890  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099854
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Labukeru has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Eau-de-cologne; Eau-de-toilette; After-shave creams; After-shave lotions; Beauty creams for body care; Essential oils for aromatherapy use; Essential oils for personal use; Liquid perfumes; Nail enamels; Non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy; Oils for perfumes and scents; Perfume oils; Shaving balm
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  May 07, 2022  In Commerce  May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd.  1-1310,Office Bldg.1# and 2# Fengshang Milan Community,Gulou District  Xuzhou, Jiangsu  CHINA  221000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
TM 10989 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KNWINSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430901 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099855
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cuticle nippers; Cuticle pushers; Cuticle tweezers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Electric animal nail grinders; Electric fingernail polishers; Electric manicure sets; Electric nail buffers; Electric nail clippers; Electric nail files; Electric pedicure sets; Emery boards; Files being hand-operated tools for smoothing surfaces of metal; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Nail scissors
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title  Hand Tools First Use  Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Biqiu Tang Address  Biqiu Tang No. 78, Zhongnan Village Dongshan Town, Municipal District Zhanjiang, Guangdong CHINA  524076 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEAHUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430920 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099856
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MEAHUB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Painting palettes; Painting sets for children; Painting tablets
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huihui Hu Address Huihui Hu West Temple Yang No. 7 Attached No. 1 Jiaotang Town, Xingzi County Jiujiang, Jiangxi CHINA 332805 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAXIYAYA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430922</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099857</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "MAXIYAYA" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Artists' sketch books; Framed and matted art pictures featuring printed images of pressed flowers; Framed art etchings; Framed art pictures; Paintings and their reproductions; Picture mounts of cardboard; Pictures in the nature of drawings; Portraits in the nature of drawings; Sticker albums; Stickers and decalcomanias; Stickers; Watercolor saucers for artists

| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | May 14, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 14, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Chen, Yu Address Chen, Yu No. 91, Jiucuo, Xipu Community Committee Linan Town?Xianyou County Putian, Fujian CHINA 351200

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MWEATRLS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430930</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099858</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| MARK Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hutches; Bathroom furniture; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Folding shelves; Furniture of metal; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Metal display stands; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Metal storage cabinets; Outdoor furniture; Plant stands; Stands for flower pots; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit |
| International Classes    | 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use                 | May 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce               | May 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shantou Baiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address    | Shantou Baiyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 3/F, No. 11, Heng 5, Gongtou Pian, Longtian, Guangyi Street, Chenghai Dist. Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515800 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**LEGAL ENTITY**

| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCGILL, CIERRA L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEETAI.CX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97430937 | Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099859 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording LeeTai.CX has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Noodles; Pastry; Seasonings; Sugar; Tea; Vinegar; Cayenne pepper powder; Coffee-based snack foods; Cooking sauces; Dried chili peppers; Honey and treacle; Picante sauce; Sichuan pepper powder; Soy sauce; Turbinado sugar |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Apr. 29, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 29, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Sichuan Kunzhi sports equipment manufacturing Co., Ltd |
| Address | Sichuan Kunzhi sports equipment manufacturing Co., Ltd Fl 3, Bldg 6, Yutang Intelligent Park 155 Section 1, Fuxing Road, Yutang St Sichuan Free Trade Area CHINA 646608 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CAPSHAW, DANIEL |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NBILITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97430939</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099860</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording NBility has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Shower curtains; Shower curtains of textile or plastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Feng, Shaojun</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Feng, Shaojun No.346, Zijing Village, Shuangyang Town, Linghai City, Jinzhou, Liaoning CHINA</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examinee Attorney | CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIJYWWIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430941 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099861
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earbuds; Earphones; Audio cables; Audio headphones; Audio interfaces; Bags adapted for laptops; Brackets adapted for setting up flat screen TV sets; Cell phone cases; Computer keypads; Computer mouse; Ear phones; Earphones and headphones; Fridge magnets; Game headphones; Wireless electronic scales
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hesentai Trading Co. , Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hesentai Trading Co. , Ltd. 5F, Hengtongfa Industrial Jiali Building Tangtou Industrial Park, Shiyan Street Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UOEIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430943 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099862
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UOEIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators; Rotisseries; Air filters for domestic use; Air humidifying apparatus; Air purifiers; Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; Clothes dryers; Laundry driers, electric; LED luminaires; Oven gas igniters; Refrigerator shelving, drawers, bins and trays
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiaomei Liu Address Xiaomei Liu Village Committee Qiaotou Street No. 34 Qiaotou, Tiechang Town, Longchuan County Guangdong CHINA 517367 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VIFSSG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430949 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099863
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Herbal products, namely, aromatherapy packs containing herbs used for relief from headaches, insomnia and sinus discomfort; Herbs for medicinal purposes; Medicinal herb extracts; Natural herbal supplements; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Nutritional supplements, namely, carbohydrates in powdered form; Vitamin supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiabao Wang Address Jiabao Wang No. 04, Xuer Village Bajia Town Xuwu Village Committee Yangchun, Guangdong CHINA 529634 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) PORSLOCWRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430951 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099864
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording
"PORSLOCWRD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kilts; Over-trousers; Shirts; Slacks; Swimwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps,
athletic uniforms; Board shorts; Bodies being underclothing; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall
sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Formalwear, namely,
dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Tee shirts; Women's
clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhong, Xifang Address Zhong, Xifang No. 49, Jinshan Middle Rd., Bitian Vil., Huyang Township,
Shanghang County Longyan, Fujian CHINA 364207 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney ATTANG, UDEME U
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ROKSEULZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430954 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099865 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Rokseulz has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Action figure toys; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Construction toys incorporating magnets; Fishing lures, namely, plastic worms; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Flies for use in fishing; Plush dolls; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy model guitars; Toys for domestic pets; Water toys; Yoga bolsters International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  May 10, 2022 In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd.  1-1310,Office Bldg. 1# and 2# Fengshang Milan Community,Gulou District Xuzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 221000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SCEOBDOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430957 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099866
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Sceobdok has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle pedals; Brake pads for automobiles; Cigar lighters for automobiles; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Rearview mirrors; Shock absorbers for automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Karuisi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Karuisi Technology Co., Ltd. No. 2113, Floor 21, Building 3 No. 39, Jiancai Road, Chenghua District Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GZXHMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97430961</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099867</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording "GZXHMY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone cases; Chargers for smartphones; Computer cameras; Microphone stands; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective glasses; Smartphone mounts; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use: Sep. 11, 2021 In Commerce: Sep. 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen Yueyuele Trading Co., Ltd. Address: Shenzhen Yueyuele Trading Co., Ltd. 1C-401,Units A,B,C,D,E,Bldg 1,Gushu Ruixiangju,Guxing Community,Xixiang St. Baoan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518101 Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: US052601

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SGARMING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97430968
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099868
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bathroom pails; Beer mugs; Bottles, sold empty; Candy boxes; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Dish drying racks; Dishwashing brushes; Fruit bowls; Garbage pails; Lunch boxes; Pastry molds; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Toilet brushes; Towel rails and rings; Wine cooling pails
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Song, Yu
- **Address**: Song, Yu Room 110, No.410 Heping Road Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97430975
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099869
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)

AHYBZN

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "AHYBZN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone cases; Chargers for smartphones; Computer cameras; Microphone stands; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective glasses; Smartphone mounts; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 29, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yueyuele Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yueyuele Trading Co., Ltd. 1C-401,Units A,B,C,D,E,Bldg 1,Gushu Ruixiangju,Guxing Community,Xixiang St. Baoan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518101
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: US052602

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: HOLLAND, JAMI ELENA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOOLTESOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430978 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099870
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chainsaws; Electric hedge trimmers; Electric scissors; Hair shearing machines for animals; High pressure washers; Mechanized feeders for animals; Mixing machines; Power-driven wrenches; Power-operated angle grinders; Power-operated blowers; Power-operated drilling rigs; Power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers; Power-operated polishers; Power-operated screwdrivers; Power-operated tools, namely, lawn and garden edgers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Zhongwei Address Zhang, Zhongwei No. 27, Lishuao Village Zhuangshang Town, Liulin County Lviang, Shanxi CHINA 033399 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUOCYERD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430980  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099871  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer interface boards; Computer network adapters, switches, routers and hubs; Computer network hubs; Computer network hubs, switches and routers; Computer network interface devices; High definition multimedia interface cables; High definition multimedia interface splitters; Interfaces and peripheral devices for computers; Interfaces for computers; USB hubs; Wireless high definition multimedia interface adapters
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Wenfeng  Address  Liu, Wenfeng  Room 515, Haitian Complex Building  No. 2032, Caitian Road, Futian District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PICHUPUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430983 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099872
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PICHUPUR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Light truck hardware, namely, mechanisms for adapting rigid load bed covers to the rear lift access of trucks; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake pedals; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Vehicle parts, namely, ball joints; Vehicle parts, namely, constant velocity joints; Vehicle parts, namely, suspension struts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiujiang Chengchuang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Jiujiang Chengchuang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 3204, Unit 2, Building 19, Chaisang County, Chaisang District, Jiujiang City, Jiangxi Province CHINA 332100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US052603

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
TM 11007 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TZSMUOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97430984 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099873 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording TZSMUOW has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chandeliers; Dehumidifiers; Faucets; Humidifiers; Air sterilising apparatus; Ceiling lights; Electric coffee makers; Electric fans; Electrically heated towel racks; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Light bulbs; Shower stands; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Wall lights
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  May 13, 2022 In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Henan Taozuan Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Henan Taozuan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 702, Unit 2, Bldg. 9, Nanxifudi, Dayou Rd, Baisha Town, Zhengdong New Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOLEMAOEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430985 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099874
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Golemaoen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bulb basters; Ceramic tissue box covers; Countertop holders for paper towels; Lunch boxes made of metal; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Napkin dispensers for household use; Napkin holders of precious metal; Paper towel dispensers for household use; Pre-moistened towelettes for cleaning; Serving trays made of rattan; Shower racks; Stainless steel soaps
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang, Chenhui Address No. 192, Tangjiaqiao, Qilin Village, Yangxunqiao St, Keqiao Dist, Shaoxing, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIEJUCRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430988 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099875 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VIEJUCRL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls for playing; Exercise machines; Infant action crib toys; Model racing car bodies; Party games; Pet toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy aircraft; Toy cars; Toy Christmas trees; Toy vehicles, namely, caster boards; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huixingwang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huixingwang Trading Co., Ltd. 402,4/F,No. 6-1,Ailian Industrial Zone, Zhugushi,Wulian Community,Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VRETKAUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97430991 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099876
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording VRETKAUR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camping furniture; Cat scratching pads; Fabric figurines; Flower-pot pedestals; Furniture of metal; Jewellery organizer displays; Pet furniture; Playhouses for pets; Polymer clay figurines; Storage racks; Table tops; Three dimensional decorative ornaments made from plastic; Wood carvings; Wooden sculptures; Wooden signboards
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ding, Youbin Address Ding, Youbin NO.1,Fuchengzhen Government,No. 340 Fengxiang East Road, Qiongshan District Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** CAVEVON

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97431014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CAVEVON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

**For**

- Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bath brushes; Bath sponges; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing disposable diapers and diaper liners; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing wrapping materials for sanitary waste such as diapers, nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Bathroom pails; Infant bathtubs; Inflatable bath tubs for babies; Plastic bathtubs for children; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Stands for portable baby baths

**International Classes**

- 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**

- 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**

- Housewares and Glass

**First Use in Commerce**

- Sep. 01, 2021

**In Commerce**

- Sep. 01, 2021

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**

- Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**

- Hong, Zhiyong

**Address**

- No. 034, Dasha Group, Longjiang Village, Gaoqiaolou Town, Yongxin County, Ji'an, Jiangxi, CHINA

**Legal Entity**

- INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**

- CHINA

### Examinining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**

- LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)    SABANATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number      97431034  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099878
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Shirts; Shorts; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Polo shirts; Rugby shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sweat shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Hooded sweat shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Feb. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Timothy Gillaspie  Address  Timothy Gillaspie  2318 5th Ave. East  Tuscaloosa  ALABAMA  35401
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  52125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Fiviapet

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431038 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099879
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Fiviapet" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal activated animal feeders; Animal litter pans; Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; Automatic pet feeders; Cages for pets; Disposable liner pads for animal litter boxes; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Household storage containers for pet food; Litter trays for pets; Non-electric coffee pots; Non-mechanized pet waterers in the nature of portable water and fluid dispensers for pets; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Pet litter boxes; Pet waste management kits comprising scoops for pet waste disposal, plastic bags and liners, and portable dispensers for plastic bags and liners sold as a unit; Plunger-style coffee makers, non-electric; Racks and stands for elevating pet feeding bowls and dishes; Scoops for the disposal of pet waste; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Wenqi Address Li, Wenqi No. 101, Xingye Road, Xixiang, Baoan District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s) JOPHRIND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431041</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099880</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;JOPHRIND&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Mops; Camping grills; Cat litter boxes; Cookery moulds; Dishers; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Electric toothbrushes; Garbage pails; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Kitchen containers; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Raised garden planters; Spatulas for kitchen use; Toothbrush holders; Vacuum flasks</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
<td>May 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Chengdu HuLaHuLa International Trade Co., Ltd | Address | Chengdu HuLaHuLa International Trade Co., Ltd | No. 1, 25th floor, unit 1, Bldg. 5, no. 169, Zhongli Rd., Banzhuyuan St., Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA | Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) | State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | WERT, KARL ANTHONY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FORETOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431063 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099881 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations; Management consulting and advisory services in the areas of corporate growth strategy, innovation and growth processes, organizational transformation, and talent management and development strategies.
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2013 In Commerce May 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foretop, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Foretop, LLC Address Foretop, LLC 2062 Edgewater Rd. Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95815 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OBESEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431069 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099882
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cabinets for loudspeakers; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Decorative switch plate covers; Electronic detectors for observing and measuring the infrared spectrum, namely, infrared detectors; Laptop locks; Leak detecting device for water supplied home appliances consisting of water sensor, control unit with audible alarm and water valves; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Magnetic tape drives; Time clocks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yutang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yutang Technology Co., Ltd. A507,Bldg. 1, Factory No. 8,Shabo Ind. Park,Xintian Community,Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OKCOMUY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chairs; Couches; Divans; Sofas; Extendible sofas; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Picture frames; Plastic zipper tapes for use as closures for packaging containers and packaging bags of plastic; Sleeper sofas; Sofa beds; Tables
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Youmeng Import and Export Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Youmeng Import and Export Co., Ltd., Room 4-3, No. 128, Xiangye street Luotuo street, Zhenhai District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: AREY, BRANDON LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ENJOKISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431080</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099884</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "ENJOKISE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Camera mounts and supports; Electric bark control dog collars; Electronic LED signs; Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; Glasses for sports; Headsets for telephones; Multi-function electronic device for use in children's rooms comprising a sound producing function, temperature gauge and also including a clock and nightlight; Neon signs; Projector lamps; Protective cases for laptop computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Security lights for outdoor use; Stands adapted for laptops; Time clocks; Visors for helmets

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Apr. 18, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shaanxi Bodao Youpin Network Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shaanxi Bodao Youpin Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 20602,unit 2,building 4,Xingfu vil community, Fengqing Rd,Lianhu Dist,Xi'an City,Shaanxi Province CHINA 710000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
TM 11019  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  PAW CLAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431081  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099885
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Paw Clap has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beds for household pets; Cat scratching posts; Dog beds; Fixed dispensers not of metal for pet waste bags; Furniture for camping; Furniture parts; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Outdoor furniture; Pet collar accessories, namely, fitted silencers for non-metal pet tags; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet ramps; Play yards for pets
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  May 10, 2022  In Commerce  May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Huzhou Suoxiang Industrial Co., Ltd.  Address  Huzhou Suoxiang Industrial Co., Ltd.  C329,Area C,Bldg.3, Qixing Tech.Park, Qixing Rd.,High-tech Zone,Wuxing Dist. Huzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  313000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ENJOKISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431085</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099886</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ENJOKISE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cups; Automatic pet feeding bowls; Bulb basters; Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Electric corkscrews; Electric hair combs; Electrical toothbrushes; Insulated vacuum flasks; Make-up brushes; Pot stands; Rails for towels, not of precious metal; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Serving trays; Shaving dishes; Wine decanters
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shaanxi Bodao Youpin Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shaanxi Bodao Youpin Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 20602, unit 2, building 4, Xingfu vil community, Fengqing Rd, Lianhu Dist, Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province, CHINA
- **710000**
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PJDOOBYU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431091 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099887 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed pads; Blanket throws; Blankets for household pets; Fitted bed sheets for pet beds; Fitted bed sheets for pets; Fitted sheets for sleeping mats; Fleece blankets; Lap blankets; Pet blankets; Reusable house training pads of fabric for pets; Reusable housebreaking pads of fabric for pets; Spirit-filled quilts for pets; Travelling blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pujiang Yuxi Textile Co., Ltd. Address Pujiang Yuxi Textile Co., Ltd. No. 58, Zone 1, Jinzhai, Xianhua Street, Pujiang County Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322299 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Dtírszxxy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97431099</td>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "Dtírszxxy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Earphones; Art kit for use in assembly of art installation that creates a kaleidoscope painting of moving patterns and changing colors consisting of a custom designed incandescent/LED lamp with interchangeable colored glass filtered lenses, glass crystals with custom designed sterling silver bails, plastic mounting hooks, filaments for suspending crystals, a remote control for light color and dimming preferences, micro-fiber cleaning cloths, and instructions; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Cases for telephones; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Power adapters; Remote control telemetering machines and instruments; Remote controls for air-conditioning apparatus; Remote controls for projectors; Remote controls for televisions; Remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos; Sound systems comprising remote controls, amplifiers, loudspeakers and components therefor; Vinyl covers specially adapted for cell phones, MP3 players, laptops, computers, portable satellite radios, personal digital assistants, remote controls, and television satellite recorders; Wireless charging pads for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use**: Mar. 26, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNDURICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431100 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099889
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Sundurich" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agates; Cufflinks; Earrings; Jewelry; Watches; Brooches being jewelry; Cuff bracelets; Jewel pendants; Jewellery charms; Jewelry chains; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings; Synthetic precious stones; Tie clips
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Yasheng e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yasheng e-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 301, Unit 1, Building 17 Chunsheng Community, Beiyuan Street Yiwu City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SANZHENDA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97431101
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099890
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SANZHENDA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cake molds; Dental care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Dental floss; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Electric toothbrushes; Finger toothbrushes for babies; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Ice cube trays; Manual toothbrushes; Pancake molds; Pill boxes for personal use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lin, Jiabin
- **Address**: Lin, Jiabin 701, Unit 1B, Bldg. BC, Jinghua Garden, Xinyi Holiday City, Baige Rd., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEBORLUYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431104  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099891
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording Seborluys has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear; Neckerchieves; Pantaloons; Pyjamas; Swimwear; Togas; Underwear; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Athletic footwear; Briefs as underwear; Climbing shoes; Pinafore dresses; Top coats; Tops as clothing; Women's shoes
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use
May 09, 2022  In Commerce  May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Li, Deming  Address  Li, Deming  No. 5, Renmin Middle Road  Qingyang District  Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA  610000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
BIILOMMK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431107</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099892</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appliances for removing make-up, electric; Battery-powered dental flossers; Cosmetic brushes; Denture baths; Electric aromatherapy diffusers; Electric lint removers; Empty spray bottles; Grass sprinklers; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Pet brushes; Pill boxes for personal use; Spray nozzles for garden hoses; Tea infusers; Tongue cleaning brushes; Water bottles sold empty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 02, 2022</td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xiangtan Yijianda Trading Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>No. 5, Unit 1, Building 6, No. 5, Gaoling Rd., square st., Yuhu Dist., Xiangtan, Hunan, CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State or Country Where Organized**  
CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAMONT, JOHN CHRISTOPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SJIOUEOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431129 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099893
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Coatstands; Compactable rolling shelving for filing and storage; Display stands; End tables; Fitted kitchen furniture; Folding tables; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Patio furniture; Plant stands; Shelves for books; Side tables; Vise benches being furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gao, Jie Address Gao, Jie No. 77, Qianta Group, Qianta Village, Quyu Town, Lin County, Lvliang, Shanxi CHINA 033200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SULIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97431134 | Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099894 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes drying hangers; Clothes drying racks; Dispensers for liquid soap; Drying racks for laundry; Kitchen containers; Knife rests; Soap boxes; Spice racks; Sprayer nozzles for garden hoses; Toilet brush holders; Toilet brushes; Toilet tissue holders; Toothbrush holders; Towel rails and rings; Washing brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wenzhou Shunlidao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wenzhou Shunlidao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 9, Jinrui Street Haicheng Street, Wenzhou ETBDZ Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
JZHYOAN

Mark Literal(s) JZHYOAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431135 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099895 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes-pegs; Automatic soap dispensers; Cocktail stirrers; Collapsible buckets; Drain stoppers for sinks and drains; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electrical toothbrushes; Glass jars; Hot air hair brushes; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Non-electric portable coolers; Perfume sprayers sold empty; Reuseable ice cubes; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Trash containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xi'an Jihang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Xi'an Jihang Trading Co., Ltd. Rm.1101, Unit 2, Bldg. 7, Huangqu Comm. Yanxiang Road, Qujiang New District Xi'an, Shanxi CHINA 710000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASQPXPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431138 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099896 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Cups; Dinnerware; Drinkware; Baskets for household purposes; Cleaning sponges; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishers; Ice cube moulds; Plastic place mats; Scoops for household purposes; Scrubbing brushes; Tea sets; Waste bins for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hainan Danping Trading Co., Ltd. Address Hainan Danping Trading Co., Ltd. Room 806, Anxin building, No. 23 Heping Avenue, Meilan District, Haikou City, Hainan Province CHINA 570100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
TM 11031 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CEEPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431139 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099897
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gauze; Adhesive bandages; Adhesive tapes for medical purposes; Adult diapers; Bandages for dressings; Burn dressings; Deodorizing products, namely, all purpose deodorizer preparations for household, commercial and industrial use; First-aid boxes, filled; First aid kits for domestic or other non-professional use; Hydrogel for medical purposes; Insect-repellents; Medicated soap; Nicotine patches for use as aids to stop smoking; Plastic facial adhesive film for temporary wrinkle removal or reduction; Wound dressings
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Daydayup Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Daydayup Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. 3-2, No. 77 Wisdom City Ningbo High-tech Zone Zhejiang CHINA 315040 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VOLEECE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431140 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099898
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VOLEECE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Heels; Loafers; Mules; Sandals; Slippers; Sneakers; Ankle boots; Footwear, namely, flip-flops; Pumps as footwear; Sandals and beach shoes; Snow boots; Thong sandals; Winter boots; Women's shoes, namely, foldable flats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Fanhong Trading Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Fanhong Trading Co., Ltd. No. 21,32nd Floor,Unit 1,Bldg. 1,East 5th Section,1st Ring Rd.,Jinjiang Dist. Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610065 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEPATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431151 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099899
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "YEPATER" in stylized font. Above the letters is a circular pattern with a house and leaves. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "YEPATER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Countertop holders for paper towels; Cutting boards; Dish drying racks; Food preserving jars of glass; Holders for toilet paper; Jar openers; Menu card holders; Mug trees; Napkin holders; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Sponge holders; Spoon rests; Table napkin holders; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Mengqiu Address Li, Mengqiu No.19, Angtang Village, Naxing Village Committee, Chunwan Town, Yangchun City, Guangdong, CHINA 529616 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIHYM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97431154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Billiard table brushes; Bulb basters; Cake molds; Cleaning swabs for commercial uses; Cloths for cleaning; Cookery moulds; Exfoliating slippers; Ice cube moulds; Insect traps; Mangers for cow, horse, sheep
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Haimin Trade Development Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Haimin Trade Development Co., Ltd. Shop 102, No. 31, Tangle Road Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510080
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: ZX

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KIRCHGASSER, ROSS LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOUSUIP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97431185 | Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099901 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a large semicircle and five smaller circles on top, one of which is attached to the semicircle, with the stylized wording "LOUSUIP" underneath.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "LOUSUIP" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative paper centerpieces; Disposable napkins; Flags and pennants of paper; Gift bags; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Merchandise bags; Paper banners; Paper cake toppers; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Paper Halloween decorations; Paper party decorations; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Party ornaments of paper
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chengdu Chenyi Electronic Commerce Co. LTD
- **Address**: Chengdu Chenyi Electronic Commerce Co. LTD No.7, 6th Floor, Building 2 No.1, Hangkong Road, Wuhou District Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BCETASY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431210  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099902
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark  Translation  The wording "BCETASY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparatus for tattooing; Electric eyelash curlers; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric manicure sets; Electric nail clippers; Electric razors; Electrolysis apparatus for hair removal; Flat irons; Foot care implements, namely, foot scrapers; Hair clippers for babies; Hand-operated caulking guns; Japanese chopping kitchen knives
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools  First Use  Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yan, Huaping  Address  Yan, Huaping  Room 509, building 2, 80 commune  No. 58, zanxian Road, Zhanggong District  Ganzhou City, Jiangxi  CHINA  341001  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LINDEMYER, ANKHI MUKHE
**Trademark Registration Information**

**Reason for Publication:** Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s):** HONMESONBO

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431223</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

**For:** Athletic pants; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweatshirts; Neck scarfs; One-piece garments for children; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Tank tops

**International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes:** 22, 39

**International Class Title:** Clothing

**First Use In Commerce:** Apr. 24, 2022

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name:** Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory

**Composed of:** Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China

**Address:** Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314

**Legal Entity:** SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

**State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>US039143T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register*

**Mark Literal(s)** LASGOO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97431237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** | The wording "LASGOO" has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent** | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Clinometers; Bubble levels; Laser level measuring apparatus; Laser rangefinders; Lasers for measuring; Level measuring machines; Measuring tapes; Protective eyewear; Spirit levels; Surveying instruments |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** | Jun. 02, 2021 **In Commerce** | Jun. 02, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Guangzhou Baqianli Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** | Guangzhou Baqianli Technology Co., Ltd. A93, Room 2301, No. 8, Jingang Avenue, Nansha Street, Nansha District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | US039116T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | DIBLE, JONATHON I |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LUICEABC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431238  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099905
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LUICEABC" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balls for playing bowls; Counters and marbles for games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing a paddleball-style sport using a perforated plastic ball; Equipment sold as a unit for playing tossing games; Exercise sliders; Golf bag trolleys; Grip tapes for ice hockey sticks; Gym balls for yoga; Hand clapper toys; Hoops for exercise; Martial arts training equipment in the nature of kick shields; Martial arts training equipment in the nature of forearm kick shields; Modular toy play houses; Resistance bands for fitness purposes; Slant boards for stretching for fitness purposes; Tabletop basketball games; Tabletop games comprised of marbles; Toy glow stick bracelets; Toy jewelry being children's dress-up accessories; Toy tiaras being children's dress-up accessories

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use May 19, 2022  In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He, Ziyi  Address He, Ziyi Room 602, No. 43, YiLing Back Street, Yuexiu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510180 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GYDAMAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431240 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099906
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GYDAMAI" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Cases for toy cars; Cases for toy airplanes; Cases for toy boats; Doll accessories; Doll clothing; Plush dolls; PVC toy figures; Toy models; Toy tiaras; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor; Traditionally dressed Japanese dolls; Traditionally dressed African dolls; Traditionally dressed Indian dolls; Traditionally dressed Inuit dolls; Video game consoles; Vinyl dolls

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Kaihao Address Wu, Kaihao #13,Group 7,Hengtie Village,Ganduo Town Gaoyou City,Jiangsu CHINA 225600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRAYON FRIENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431250 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099907
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hoodies; Moccasins; Slippers; Baseball caps; Bath slippers; Bathing caps; Beach shoes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Slipper socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tang, Kaijin Address Tang, Kaijin No. 31 Houshencuo Xiatang Village, Yuetang, Xiuyu Dist. Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YAUSHI OVO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431252</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Action figure toys; Cases for toy cars; Cases for toy airplanes; Cases for toy boats; Doll accessories; Doll clothing; Plush dolls; PVC toy figures; Toy models; Toy tiaras; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor; Traditionally dressed Japanese dolls; Traditionally dressed African dolls; Traditionally dressed Indian dolls; Traditionally dressed Inuit dolls; Video game consoles; Vinyl dolls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Gaoyou Dali advertising media Co., Ltd
Address Gaoyou Dali advertising media Co., Ltd  Laohuafu Factory,Outer Ring Rd, Gaoyou  Yangzhou, Jiangsu  CHINA  225600
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHQINGER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 97431254 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 26, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7099909 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "ZHQINGER" has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Tassels; Artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial garlands; Artificial vegetables; Hair clips; Sewing kits **International Classes** 26 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fancy Goods **First Use** Apr. 18, 2022 **In Commerce** May 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Changzhou Mojue Technology Co., Ltd.  **Address** Changzhou Mojue Technology Co., Ltd. No. 1353, Building 511-1 Huangshan Road, Xinbei District Changzhou CHINA 213000 **Legal Entity** limited company (Ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** US039203T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EANANKLANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431255 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099910 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flagons; Potholders; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Insulated mugs; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Travel mugs International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039170T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) J&L GLASSES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97431257 | Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099911 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer | "GLASSES" Translation | The wording "J&L GLASSES" has no meaning in a foreign language. | Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | 3D spectacles; Cases for children's eye glasses; Children's eye glasses; Cyclists' glasses; Eye glasses; Eyeglass frames; Eyewear cases; Frames for glasses and pince-nez; Glasses for sports; Lenses for sunglasses; Polarizing spectacles; Protective eyeglasses; Reading glasses; Spectacle frames made of metal or a combination of metal and plastics; Spectacle lenses; Sun glasses; Swimming goggles |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Jin, Jianchen Address | Jin, Jianchen Zhouzhai Village Lingkun Subdistrict, Dongtou District Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325700 Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | US039120T |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DIBLE, JONATHON I |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TYIFXOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431258 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099912
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TYIFXOM" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Holiday ornaments of porcelain, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Leather coasters; Lunch boxes made of metal; Plastic coasters; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Toilet paper holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Kaiyuanxiang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Kaiyuanxiang Trading Co., Ltd. Rm. 1023, Gowo Youth Entrepreneurship Apartment, Longhua St., Shenzhen CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039193T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASVERBET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431262</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099913</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "ASVERBET" has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Stickers and decalcomanias
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Apr. 22, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Yongsheng
Address Zhang, Yongsheng No. 6--1, Yatou Village, Hekou Town, Gujiao City, Shanxi Province CHINA 030200
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039020T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LENKYIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431263 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099914
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LENKYIN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative boxes made of wood; Decorative centerpieces of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Ornaments of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Plaques of plastic, wax, wood; Plaques of plastic, wax, wood for use as awards; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Wall plaques made of plastic or wood; Wall plaques made of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Wood boxes; Wooden display stands; Wooden sculptures

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chenzhou Xiumai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Chenzhou Xiumai Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 801-E121, Pingtian Standard Workshop, Linyi Avenue, Bailutang Town, Chenzhou City, Hunan CHINA 423000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039136T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** MICUCI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431275</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099915</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bedroom furniture; Camping furniture; Clothes hangers; Computer furniture; Furniture for children; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Inflatable furniture; Lawn furniture; Living room furniture; Non-metallic chests; Office furniture; Patio furniture; Pet furniture; Plastic boxes; Toy boxes  

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  

**First Use** Mar. 15, 2022  
**In Commerce** Mar. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Jindaneng Technology Co., Ltd  
**Address** Shenzhen Jindaneng Technology Co., Ltd Room 338, 3rd Floor, Podium Building, Leyi Building, Buxin Road, Donghu Street, Luohu, Shenzhen CHINA 518002  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
ENGLEE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97431276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                          | Earphones; Audio-video receivers; Audio interfaces; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Electrical wires; Horns for loudspeakers; Loud speakers; Measuring rulers; Portable media players; Rechargeable electric batteries; Sound recording apparatus; Speaker microphones; Tape recorders; USB cables; Wireless chargers |
| International Classes       | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                  | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title   | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use                   | May 23, 2022 |
| In Commerce                 | May 23, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Liang, jiepan |
| Address    | Liang, jiepan No.353,Wuding village,Wufeng Town, Yongchun County, Fujian Province CHINA 362600 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI |
Carly Vitah

**Mark Literal(s)** CARLY VITAH

**Serial Number** 97431280  **Application Filing Date** May 26, 2022

**Registration Number** 7099917  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023

**Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CARLY VITAH" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark do not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Hats; Scarves; Socks; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Dresses for babies, children, women; Pajamas for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shoes for babies, adults, children, women, men; Swim wear; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Women's underwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use In Commerce**: May 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Carly Ccino Fashion Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Dongguan Carly Ccino Fashion Co., Ltd.  Room 1002, No. 2 bldg, Tianan Cyber Park  No. 206, Dongshen Road, Fenggang Town  Dongguan, Guangdong
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: 523000

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: US039207T

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: DIBLE, JONATHON I
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CARLY CCINO

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97431282  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099918
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CARLY CCINO" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information
For Hats; Scarves; Socks; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Dresses for babies, children, women; Pajamas for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shoes for babies, adults, children, women, men; Swim wear; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Women's underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Dongguan Carly Ccino Fashion Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Carly Ccino Fashion Co., Ltd. Room 1002, No. 2 bldg, Tianan Cyber Park No. 206, Dongshen Road, Fenggang Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number US039206T

Examinee Information
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BONZEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431287 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099919
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smartwatches; Audio-video receivers; Audio interfaces; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Electrical wires; Measuring rulers; Portable media players; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Rechargeable electric batteries; Sound recording apparatus; Speaker microphones; Tape recorders; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, jiepan Address Liang, jiepan No.353,Wuding village,Wufeng Town, Yongchun County, Fujian Province CHINA 362600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHIKOKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431296 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099920
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHIKOKU" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hoodies; Moccasins; Slippers; Baseball caps; Bath slippers; Bathing caps; Beach shoes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Slipper socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tang, Kaijin Address Tang, Kaijin No. 31 Houshencuo Xiatang Village, Yuetang, Xiuyu Dist. Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KATAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431299 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099921 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organosilanes; Silanes; Adhesives for applying floor tiles; Adhesives for floor, ceiling and wall tiles; Adhesives for laying ceramic tiles; Adhesives for use in manufacturing; Adhesives for use in the construction industry; Adhesives for use in the manufacture of furniture; Epoxy glue for general bonding and repair purposes; Industrial adhesives; Industrial adhesives for use in coating and sealing; Starch paste adhesives, other than for stationery or household purposes; Viscose (cellulose ester) chemicals; Waterproofing chemical compositions
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ding, Bin Address Ding, Bin No. 8, Jingyi North Road, Yixing City Wuxi City, Jiangsu CHINA 231600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
KATTATO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97431302 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099922 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For
Dishware; Drinkware; Cookery molds; Empty spray bottles; Garden hose sprayers; Gardening gloves; General purpose storage bins for household use; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Pet feeding dishes; Towel rails and rings

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 15, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Guangzhou Biyou Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Biyou Trading Co., Ltd. Room 201, 2nd Floor, No.29, Lane 8 Shuijuntian Rd, Suifeng, Baiyun District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN |

---

13173
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GEMSONG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 97431304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong> May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong> 7099923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong> Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong> Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong> Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Earphones; Audio-video receivers; Audio interfaces; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Electrical wires; Horns for loudspeakers; Loud speakers; Measuring rulers; Portable media players; Rechargeable electric batteries; Sound recording apparatus; Speaker microphones; Tape recorders; USB cables; Wireless chargers

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**First Use**: May 23, 2022
**In Commerce**: May 23, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Liang, jiepan
- **Address**: Liang, jiepan No.353,Wuding village,Wufeng Town, Yongchun County, Fujian Province CHINA 362600
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TANG CAI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431311</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Stickers; Decorative stickers for cars; Paper identification tags; Paper tape; Printed sewing patterns; Reusable stickers; Self-adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes; Sticker books; Stickers and decalcomanias; Vinyl static cling decals on which bible verses are printed for affixation to windows; Vinyl static cling decals on which bible verses are printed for affixation to windshields; Vinyl static cling decals on which cartoons are printed for affixation to windows; Vinyl static cling decals on which cartoons are printed for affixation to windshields |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Yiwu Baoyan Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Yiwu Baoyan Trading Co., Ltd. #502, No. 201 Chunhan South Road, Beiyan St., Yiwu Jinhua City, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AREY, BRANDON LEON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHDKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431313 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099925 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potholders; Pots; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Baskets for household purposes; Beer mugs; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Coffee services of ceramic; Containers for household or kitchen use; Drinking glasses; Glass mugs; Kitchen containers; Napkin holders; Napkin rings; Nozzles for watering cans; Ornaments of crystal; Soap dispensers; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Toilet paper dispensers; Towel rails and rings

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117309

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YYWMWM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97431315
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099926
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electric lanterns; Lamps for festive decoration; Lanterns for lighting; LED and HID light fixtures; LED landscape lights; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Solar-powered all-weather lights; Solar powered lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Quanzhou Yuanhong Hardware Craft Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Quanzhou Yuanhong Hardware Craft Co., Lt. d. 6/F, No. 8, Hengtong Rd., Photovoltaic Base, Shanmei Village, Xiamei Town, Nan’an City, Quanzhou City, Fujian CHINA 362000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TUS117307

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(s)
**ARTCLAIM**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97431317
- **Application Filing Date**: May 26, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099927
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Darts; Dumbbells; Snowboards; Sportballs; Trampolines; Baby swings; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Checkers games; Chess sets; Exercise machines; Fish hooks; Puzzle games; Stretching exercise machines; Toy looms; Yoga straps
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lianyungang Kaifute Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Lianyungang Kaifute Trading Co., Ltd. Facade No. 5, Bldg.A, Feixiang Apartment No.89, Tongguan South Rd., Haizhou Dist. Lianyungang City CHINA 222000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3-220527-1

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYDOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431322 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099928 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglasses; Smartwatches; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Diving suits; Portable media players; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Scuba diving masks; Smartphone mounts; Sound recording apparatus; Speaker microphones; Sports eyewear; Tape recorders; USB cables for cellphones; Wireless chargers International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huayidong Industrial Technology Co.,Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huayidong Industrial Technology Co.,Ltd. 2A007,2F,Block A,Baohua Bldg.,No.1016, Huaqiang North Rd.,Huaqiang North St., Futian Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FOBAKNI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431323  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099929  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trivets; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Hand-operated clothes wringers; Hand-operated coffee grinders; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Plastic storage containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 14, 2022  In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Kebeiyi Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Ningbo Kebeiyi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 2302, No. 70, Tianjian Lane, 177, Tai’an Middle Road, Yinzhou District, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315100  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117303

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YIEO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431326</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clipboards; Blank journal books; Blank paper notebooks; Copying paper; Desk stands and holders for pens, pencils, and ink; General purpose plastic bags; Glue for stationery or household use; Gummed tape for stationery or household use; Inking sheets for document reproducing machines; Loose-leaf binders; Memo pads; Modelling paste; Notebook covers; Notebook paper; Paper bags for packaging; Paper notebooks; Pastes for stationery or household purposes; Rice paper; Sketch books; Spiral-bound notebooks; Wire-bound notebooks |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Apr. 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 02, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Liu, danping |
| Address | No. 2, Huangjia Lake, Qingling Township, Hongshan District, Wuhan CHINA 430070 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117290 |
| Examining Attorney | KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LERAOTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431330
Application Filing Date May 26, 2022
Registration Number 7099931
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "LERAOTE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; Albums for stickers; Bumper stickers; Framed art prints; Graphic art prints; Printed postcards; Printed posters; Temporary tattoo transfers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Mar. 15, 2022
In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cui, Haiwen
Address Cui, Haiwen Room 1404, Building 10, City Star Liucheng Town, Huaiyuan County Bengbu City, Anhui CHINA 233400
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOWNGYEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431334 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099932
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Flowerpots; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cocktail strainers; Garden gnome figurines comprised of terra cotta; Grill presses; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Kitchen containers; Natural and synthetic fiber coco liners fitted for plant boxes, plant pots, and plant baskets; Non-stick barbecue grill cooking mats for use on grills; Pizza stones; Reusable glass water bottles sold empty; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Sports bottle belts for running also featuring storage for other items; Sports bottle belts for hiking also featuring storage for other items; Sports bottle belts for biking also featuring storage for other items; Spun glass; Tea sets

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinde Song Address Jinde Song 101,#12,Yiheng Lane,HongmenXifang Lane 5 Donghuan St.,Panyu Dist. Guangzhou,Guangdong CHINA 511400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DHENGCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431335</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "Dhengce" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bowls; Combs; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Bottles, sold empty; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; China ornaments; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cosmetic brushes; Dusting cloths; Mangers for animals; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Tea sets; Thermally insulated containers for food; Tooth brushes; Washing brushes

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhengzhou Dihengsi Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Zhengzhou Dihengsi Trading Co., Ltd. 5A362, Building A, No. 1 Exchange Square, Huanan City, Xinzeng, Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS117315 |
| Examining Attorney | VANDZHURA, EMILIA NMN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XUNHUOXIAOXIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431336 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099934
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candle warmers; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household use; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking vessels; Electric combs; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Electric toothbrushes; Feeding vessels for pets; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Ultrasonic pest repellers; Works of art of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass, terra cotta
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Xunhuo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Xunhuo Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1403, Building B, Taishang Building, Xinyi Road, Shangding Road, Zhengdong, Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450018 Legal Entity limited company ( ltd. ) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117313
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GNYOHUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431352 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099935
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Confetti; Cat toys; Doll house furnishings; Hamster exercise balls; Jock straps; Mountaineering equipment, namely, binding straps; Ordinary playing cards; Pet toys; Plastic party hats; Role playing games; Stacking toys; Toy tools
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zuo, Fang Address Zuo, Fang 2202, Building 3, Phase 7, Fifth Park, No. 9, Yayuan Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995073

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOFIMETA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431358</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099936</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Backpacks; Satchels; Schoolbags; Back packs; Book bags; Knap sacks; School bags; School book bags; School knapsacks; School satchels; Schoolchildren's backpacks; Traveling bags; Travelling bags; Weekend bags |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |

| First Use | Feb. 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 11, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ganzhouyuanshifeijialuodianzishangwuyouxiaongongsi |
| Address | ganzhouyuanshifeijialuodianzishangwuyoux iangongsi ganzhouguojizhongxinB4haolou1201-3 xiangjiangdadagbeic下滑ianbeiluxice ganzhoushi CHINA 341001 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | RYM2022 |
| Examining Attorney | FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BUNDLELIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431365 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099937 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Braids; Toupees; Wigs; Cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hair extensions and hair pieces; Clown wigs; Coiffure bonnets; Electric hair rollers; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Hair clips; Hair elastics; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair netting; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Human braiding hair; Synthetic braiding hair; Wig caps
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Shuangli Trading Co.,Ltd Address Xuchang Shuangli Trading Co.,Ltd Room D278, Xuchang E-commerce Park, West Section of Changsheng Road, Jian’an, Xuchang, Henan CHINA 461143 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117310

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNER, CHRISTIAN LOUI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COSYSHE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97431366 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7099938 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "Cosyshe" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Headwear; Shawls; Trousers; Underwear; Dresses; Gloves as clothing; Shoes; Tops as clothing; Waist belts

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 20, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 20, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Cindy yang |
| Address | Cindy yang yongtai lu 595, NO.59 shanghai CHINA 200000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEENAN, CAYLA FAY |

13189
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEKSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431368 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099939
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "HEKSY" with a dot on the top of the letter "H" and a curved line connecting the letter "K" and "Y". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "HEKSY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter cables for headphones; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Earphones for cellular telephones; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch bands; Telephone headsets; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 03, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haoerkang Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Haoerkang Industrial Co., Ltd. 1019, No. 1, Lougang Avenue, Lougang Community, Songgang St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117302

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VISNEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431372 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099940
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VISNEE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Air mattress swimming floats for recreational use; Amusement devices, namely, bounce houses in the nature of an air inflated cushion in an air inflated structure; Ankle and wrist weights for exercise; Arm protectors for athletic use; Bath toys; Chest protectors for sports; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Climbers' harness; Costume masks; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Toy weapons; Work-out gloves
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin Ouyang Address Lin Ouyang Rm. 102, Building 5, No. 01 Gongnongbing Avenue, Chengjiang Town, Taihe County, Ji’an, Jiangxi CHINA 343700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117280
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASullo, Marco
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TUXESUIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97431373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7099941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Ball gowns; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Denim pants; Dresses, namely, prom dresses, cocktail dresses; Footwear; Foundation garments; Hats; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Maternity sleepwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits, women's suits; Pants; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Shoes; Socks; Suspender belts for women; T-shirts; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Tuxedos; Vests; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns; Women's ceremonial dresses

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** May 16, 2022

**In Commerce** May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Wang Chong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Wang Chong  Rm 1608,Bldg 21,Huamei Garden,Huqiu Dist  Suzhou City  Jiangsu Province  CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** RYM2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AKOSCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431374 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099942 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AKOSCO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potholders; Bread baskets for domestic use; Dish drainers; Mixing spoons; Oven mitts; Pancake molds; Pot scrapers; Pudding molds; Spice racks; Toast racks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 19, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLOBAL LINKED GROUP COMPANY LIMITED Address GLOBAL LINKED GROUP COMPANY LIMITED 1/F 11 HOK TAU WAI FANLING NT HONG KONG HONG KONG 99977 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117182

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSS, KATHERINE M
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
JSONPHX

## Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431376</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099943</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Towels; Bath towels; Beach towels; Compressed towels; Cushion covers; Face towels; Golf towels; Kitchen towels; Moisture absorbent microfiber towels; Picnic blankets; Shower curtains; Sleeping bags; Table linen of textile; Textile hair drying towels; Travelling rugs
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use**: Mar. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022

## Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Chiling Trading Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Rm B308-A007,Building B,Guanghong Meiju, Pinghu street,Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

## Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AEPEASTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431381 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099944 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AEPEASTI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal harnesses for horses, dogs; Dog apparel; Dog clothing; Dog collars; Dog collars and leads; Dog leashes; Garments for pets; Leashes for animals; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longgang Lijiexin Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Longgang Lijiexin Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1705 Fangxin Building, Longgang City Wenzhou City, Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JSONPHX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431385 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099945 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries and battery chargers; Blank USB flash drives; Earphones and headphones; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic collars to train animals; Electronic locks; Electronic proximity sensors and switches; Mounting devices for cameras and monitors; Network routers; Transmitter and receiver used to locate lost pets; Video baby monitors; Video cameras; Video tape recorders; Wireless electronic visitor chimes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chiling Trading Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Chiling Trading Co., Ltd Rm B308-A007,Building B,Guanghong Meiju, Pinghu street,Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal (s) RULMOILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431392 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099946
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sleepsuits; Sweaters; Bodysuits; Denim jeans; Hooded pullovers; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Skirts and dresses; Tee shirts; Tops as clothing; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Mairuisi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Mairuisi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 401, No. 337 Huandao Road, Humen Town, Dongguan City CHINA 523165 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOSPENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431404 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099947
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath linen; Covers for sleeping mats; Curtains of textile or plastic; furnishing fabrics; Mattress covers; Mosquito nets; Picnic blankets; Sleeping bags; Table linen, not of paper; Cotton cloth; Tablecloths of textiles; Travelling blankets; Unfitted furniture covers not of paper; Unfitted furniture covers of plastic; Unfitted fabric furniture covers

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PENG, Bin Address PENG, Bin 10C, Unit 3, Bldg. 6, A Zone, Qianlong Xinmao Garden, Minfeng Rd., Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number QYCTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
RUN2PEAK

Mark Literal(s) RUN2PEAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431405 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number  7099948 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Basketballs; Footballs; Handballs; Shuttlecocks; Volleyballs; American footballs; Badminton rackets; Balls for games; Bats for games; Battledore bats; Bladders of balls for games; Needles for pumps for inflating balls for games; Play balls; Pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; Rackets for tennis, racquetball, squash, badminton; Rugby balls; Soccer balls; Table tennis bats; Tennis racquets
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  May 11, 2022 In Commerce  May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Taidushuo Creative Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Taidushuo Creative Technology Co., Ltd. E, Unit 3, 8F, Bldg D, No. 97, Xiangyu Rd Xiamen Area, China (Fujian) Pilot FTZ Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IMERANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431406  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099949
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bookcases; Beach chairs; Crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, other than jewellery; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees, cat condos; Plant racks; Portable baby bath seats for use in bath tubs; Shower chairs; Sleeping pads; Step stools, not of metal; Tent pegs, not of metal; Toilet footstool to place one's feet on while sitting on a toilet; Towel stands; Typing desks; Wine racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use May 01, 2022  In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shijiazhuang Bububei Trading Co., Ltd  Address Shijiazhuang Bububei Trading Co., Ltd No.46 Tianxing Hutong, Tianzhuang Village, Xiezhuang Township, Zhao County, Shijiazhuang, Hebei, CHINA  050000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220527-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADEAU, MADELINE JEAN
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431417</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: ADWORIDCAT

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

**For**:
- Daypacks
- Handbags
- Backpacks
- Crossbody bags
- Diaper bags
- Drawstring bags
- Duffel bags
- Fanny packs
- Gym bags
- Hiking bags
- School bags
- Shoulder bags
- Tote bags
- Waist packs
- Wallets

**International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title**: Leather Goods

**First Use**: May 05, 2022

**In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Quanzhou Jiangshun Light Industrict Products Co., Ltd.

**Address**: No.11, Huanxi Road, Yutou Vallage, Luoyang Town, Taiwanese Investment Zone, Quanzhou, Fujian, CHINA

**Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIPFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431424 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099951
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ball gowns; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Denim pants; Dresses, namely, prom dresses, cocktail dresses; Foundation garments; Hats; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Maternity sleepwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits, women's suits; Pants; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shoes; Suspender belts for women; T-shirts; Ties as clothing; Tuxedos; Vests; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns; Women's ceremonial dresses; Women's shoes; Bolo ties; Bow ties; Footwear for men and women
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 05, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Chong Address Wang Chong Rm 1608,Bldg 21,Huamei Garden,Huqiu Dist Suzhou City Jiangsu Province CHINA 215000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOBOJU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431433 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099952
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes; Ball gowns; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Denim pants; Dresses, namely, prom dresses, cocktail dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Leather shoes; Maternity sleepwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits, women's suits; Pants; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Suits; Suspender belts for women; T-shirts; Tuxedos; Vests; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns; Women's ceremonial dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 22, 2022 In Commerce May 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Chong Address Wang Chong Rm 1608,Bldg 21,Huamei Garden,Huqiu Dist Suzhou City Jiangsu Province CHINA 215000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(s)
BEAN BLOSSOM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431438</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BEAN&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Coffee; Coffee beans; Coffee pods; Ground coffee beans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Where Organized</td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 13884.0032 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | HISER, CHARLES |

13204
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431440</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: QMMSKIL

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Beds for household pets; Cat scratching posts; Crate covers for pets; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Non-metal portable stairs for pets; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet ramps; Pillows for household pets; Play yards for pets; Playhouses for pets

- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Anruida (Hangzhou) Animal Health Products Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Anruida (Hangzhou) Animal Health Products Co., Ltd. Building 1511, No. 445 Kaixuan Road, Jianggan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FOMODOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431442  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099955
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Acupressure mats; Acupressure pillows; Air pillows for medical purposes; Anti-nausea wristbands; Biodegradable cornstarch-based film for use as a germ shield in the bedding, furniture and health care fields; Cervical pillows for medical use; Ear plugs for sleeping and swimming; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Heating pads, electric, for medical purposes; Infant sleep positioner cushions for medical or therapeutic purposes, namely, for preventing rebreathing, reducing the risk of SIDS and correcting flat head syndrome; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for massaging necks, backs and feet; Massage chairs; Medical device for correcting vertebral alignment; Mouth exerciser for use in exercising and strengthening mouth and facial muscles for medical and beauty benefits; Pediatric breathing masks for medical purposes; Therapeutic pet beds; Traction apparatus for medical purposes; Traction apparatus for medical use; Vibrating massage mitts for pets
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  May 03, 2022  In Commerce  May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ningbo Chuanfeng Plastic Products Co, Ltd.  Address  Ningbo Chuanfeng Plastic Products Co, Ltd. No. 9, Xiaoao, Ziling Village, Henghe Town, Cixi, Zhejiang CHINA  315300  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARCIA, CLAUDIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAN BLOSSOM COFFEE COMPANY ESTD 2018

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431447</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099956</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized drawing of a hand holding a stylized drawing of a coffee branch including coffee beans above the word "BEAN" located in between the "ESTD" and "2018" all above the word "BLOSSOM" above the words "COFFEE COMPANY". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**DISCLAIMER** "BEAN" and "ESTD 2018" and "COFFEE COMPANY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Coffee; Coffee beans; Ground coffee beans

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Staple Foods

**First Use** Jul. 31, 2021

**In Commerce** Jul. 31, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC

**Address** COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC 1503 VETERANS MEMORIAL PARKWAY E Lafayette INDIANA 47905

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** INDIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 13884.0033

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELIONM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431448  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099957
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes; Ball gowns; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Denim pants; Dresses, namely, prom dress, cocktail dress; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Maternity sleepwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits, women's suits; Pants; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Suspender belts for women; T-shirts; Tuxedos; Vests; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns; Women's ceremonial dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Mar. 24, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Yuhuang  Address Wang Yuhuang ChenDazhuang Group, Hengdian Village Fenlukou Town, Yu'an Dist, Lu'an City Anhui Province CHINA 237000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUJIKOGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431450</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
<td>7099958</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BUJIKOGE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cloth pennants; Dish towels for drying; Quilt covers; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Sleeping bags; Sleeping bags for babies; Tablecloths, not of paper; Textile hair drying towels; Towelling coverlets; Window curtains
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Buji Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xiamen Buji Technology Co., Ltd. 3 of No. 219, Xucuhe Village, Guankou Town, Jimei District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMYOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431452 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099959
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ball gowns; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Denim pants; Dresses, namely, prom dresses, cocktail dresses; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Maternity sleepwear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits, women's suits; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Suspender belts for women; Tuxedos; Vests; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns; Women's ceremonial dresses; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Chong Address Wang Chong Rm 1608,Bldg 21,Huamei Garden Huqiu Dist,Suzhou City Jiangsu Province CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RYM2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DAN TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431459  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number  7099960
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "TECHNOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electrical outlets; Electrical plug device enabling connection and disconnection of power and/or control cables; High-frequency switching power supplies; High-voltage power supplies; Inverters for power supply; Low-voltage power supplies; Off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems comprised of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures for solar installations; Power adapters; Power strips; Power supplies; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Thin-film solar (TFS), vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) and Hybrid TFS VAWT off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems composed of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures; Voltage stabilizing power supply
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 26, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.  Address  EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.  4858 ROUTE 32  CATSKILL  NEW YORK  12414  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FEKHOYI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431464 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099961
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdomen protectors for athletic use; Action figure toys; Artificial Christmas trees; Christmas tree decorations; Dolls' clothes; Electric action toys; Exercise balls; Exercise machines; Fishing tackle; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Football knee pads; Inflatable ride-on toys; Play mats for the purpose of putting together puzzles; Toy models; Toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Chunrong Address Zhao, Chunrong No. 18, Liushe, Liangya Village Nuojiang Town, Tongjiang County Bazhong, Sichuan CHINA 636700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DAPOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431468 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099962 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Dapow has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar-bells; Dumb-bells; Dumbbells; Body-building apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Chest expanders; Elliptical trainers; Exercise balls; Exercise hand grippers; Exercise machines; Exercise platforms; Exercise pulleys; Exercise treadmills; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Hand grip strengthener rings; Punching bags; Push up stands; Rowing machines for fitness purposes; Sit up benches; Stretching exercise machines
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Dapao Technology Co.,Ltd Address Zhejiang Dapao Technology Co.,Ltd No. 65, Development Avenue, Baihuashan Industrial Zone, Wuyi County, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321000 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUNFDWU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431473 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099963 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording funfdwu has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Axial flow blowers; Brushes for vacuum cleaners; Centrifugal blowers; Hoses for vacuum cleaners; Power transmission belts for machines; Rotary blowers; Swimming pool sweepers; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; Wet-dry vacuums
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xing, Zhu Address Xing, Zhu No. 21, Yubin Street, Wancheng District Nanyang, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GVTDILRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431484 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099964
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording GVTDILRE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carnival masks; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas tree skirts; Costume masks; Dolls for Christmas; Halloween masks; Inflatable toys; Masquerade masks; Paper party favors; Paper streamers; Party balloons; Party favor hats; Theatrical masks; Toy umbrella party hats
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Xiuhong Address Chen, Xiuhong 104,No.44,Daoqian St.Resident Committee, North Zone, Luocheng Town, Luoding City, Yunfu, Guangdong, CHINA 527200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HCIUTRWA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431486  Application Filing Date May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099965
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording HCIUTRWA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; Anti-theft automotive alarms; Anti-theft devices for motor cars; Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels; Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Back-up warning alarms for vehicles; Brake systems for vehicles; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 21, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henglida (Shenzhen) Industrial Co., Ltd.  Address Henglida (Shenzhen) Industrial Co., Ltd. 604, Bldg. 2, G Area, Fuhao Garden, Gongming Street, Guangming District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA  518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
TM 11100 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KING'S EAGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431489 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099966
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Pants; Shirts; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNIVERSAL INT'L TRADING INC Address UNIVERSAL INT'L TRADING INC 419 S RAYMOND AVE #A ALHAMBRA CALIFORNIA 91803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZRGJD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431490 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099967
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZRGJD has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ropes; String; Belts, not of metal, for handling loads; Cables, not of metal; Camouflage nets; Car towing ropes; Climbing ropes; Garden nets; Mountaineering ropes; Packing rope; Rope ladders; Ropes and synthetic ropes; Ropes, not of metal; Slings, not of metal, for handling loads; Tow ropes for automobiles
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Liangyong Address Li Liangyong No. 31, Li'an Village, Lizhuang Town Huimin County, Binzhou City Shandong CHINA 251702 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IRTMZC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROSEBEADING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431497  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022  Registration Number 7099968  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Cufflinks; Earrings; Gemstones; Pendants; Cabochons for making jewelry; Charms for jewellery; Clasps for jewelry; Jewelry chains; Jewelry findings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use May 05, 2022  In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hui zhang  Address Hui zhang No.705,7th Floor,Unit 1,Building 2，No.355,Xihuozhan Road,Qingyang District, Chengdu CHINA 610031  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARTWENJING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431501 Application Filing Date May 26, 2022 Registration Number 7099969
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ARTWENJING" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mannequins; Busts of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Cold cast resin figurines; Decorative centerpieces of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Figurines of resin; Figurines of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Plastic sculptures; Sculptures of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; Statues of plaster; Statuettes made of plaster; Three dimensional decorative ornaments made from plastic; Wax figurines; Wooden sculptures; Works of art made of amber; Works of art made of plaster; Works of art made of wax; Works of art made of wood; Works of art of cork; Works of art of nutshell; Works of art of plastic

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chongqing Miyuan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Chongqing Miyuan Technology Co., Ltd. 18-6, NO. 5, JIAJIN ROAD, YUZHONG DISTRICT, CHONGQING CHINA 400010 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, JUSTIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PLAY IT TO WIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431511</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7099970</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;PLAY IT TO WIN&quot; in a stylized font. The words &quot;PLAY IT TO&quot; are in the color black and the word &quot;WIN&quot; is in the color red. The letter &quot;I&quot; in the word &quot;IT&quot; is in the form of a chess piece in the color black. Color Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Printed educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the field of career readiness, workforce development, career development counseling, counseling education, strategic business planning, job hunting, career guides, business mentoring and coaching, business education, finance, engineering, women in engineering, minorities in engineering, engineering design, education, early childhood education, elementary education, secondary education, higher education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>2, 5, 100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Aug. 24, 2019 **In Commerce** Aug. 24, 2019

**For** Educational services, namely, conducting live and online seminars, courses, workshops, conferences, programs, blogs and ongoing series provided through webcasts in the field of career readiness, workforce development, career development counseling, counseling education, strategic business planning, job hunting, career guides, business mentoring and coaching, business education, finance, engineering, women in engineering, minorities in engineering, engineering design, education, early childhood education, elementary education, secondary education, higher education and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** May 24, 2022 **In Commerce** May 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  NexHer LLC  Address  NexHer LLC  4315 50th St. NW Suite 100-2115  Washington  D.C.  20016  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BLANDU, FLORENTINA
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431517</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Acupressure mats; Anti-rheumatism bracelets; Anti-rheumatism rings; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Foam massage rollers; Foot massage apparatus; Gloves for massage; Lactation massage bars; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage apparatus for eyes; Massage mitts; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Vibrating massage mitts for pets |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | May 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 13, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Jiangshan Shanquan Garden Landscape Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Jiangshan Shanquan Garden Landscape Co., Ltd. No. 6, Chang'an Village, Changtai Town, Jiangshan, Quzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 324100 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431544 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099972
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flora Collab LLC Address Flora Collab LLC 264 4th Ave San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OBRVNASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431549 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099973 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OBRVNASE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Towels; Banners of textile; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Cotton towels; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Sleeping bags; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Dongxu Wood Industry Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Dongxu Wood Industry Co., Ltd. Nanxinzhi Village, Sanlihe Office, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266308 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431563</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7099974</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;MODA&quot;</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;MODA&quot; in the mark is &quot;FASHION&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Related Properties Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5236124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

For: Gloves; Hosiery; Mittens; Socks; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Clothing, namely, arm warmers; Fingerless gloves; Gloves as clothing; Knitted gloves; Men's socks; Non-slip socks; Outdoor gloves; Slipper socks; Woollen socks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DU, XUEYUAN</td>
<td>DU, XUEYUAN No.2908, 29F, Unit 1, Building 25, No.58 Jinhuai St, Damian, Longquanyi Dist. Chengdu CHINA</td>
<td>610000</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUROK, GALINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUSTAY STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431570  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7099975  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5236124

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hosiery; Pantyhose; Socks; Stockings; Tights; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Ankle socks; Knee-high stockings; Men's socks; Non-slip socks; Slipper socks; Thermal socks; Woollen socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use May 13, 2022  In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DU, XUEYUAN  Address DU, XUEYUAN No.2908, 29F, Unit 1, Building 25, No.58 Jinhuai St, Damian, Longquanyi Dist. Chengdu CHINA 610000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZMAIUPM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431573  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7099976
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose sport bags for use by climbers, campers; Clothing for pets; Collars for animals; Covers for animals; Garment bags for travel; Grip bags; Harness for animals; Leather leads; Leather leashes; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Muzzles; Reins for guiding children; Tool bags, empty; Umbrella covers; Umbrella rings
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 21, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingyuan Maihap E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Qingyuan Maihap E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, unit 2, building 26, block a Tongxin new village, Qingyuan County Lishui, Zhejiang CHINA 323800  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SENKER FASHION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97431577  **Application Filing Date** May 27, 2022  **Registration Number** 7099977  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer** “FASHION”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5522084

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Berets; Cuffs; Hats; Hosiery; Pajamas;Scarfs; Stockings; Swimsuits; Tights; Trousers; Ankle socks; Dress shirts; Fingerless gloves; Infinity scarves; Knitted caps; Woollen socks; Boot cuffs  **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 39  **International Class Title** Clothing  **First Use** Apr. 19, 2022  **In Commerce** Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** DU, XUEYUAN  **Address** DU, XUEYUAN No.2908, 29F, Unit 1, Building 25, No.58 Jinhua St, Damian, Longquanyi Dist.  Chengdu CHINA 610000  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** GUROK, GALINA
THE REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TYOIGU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431578 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099978
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Clothing jackets; Cosplay costumes; Denim jackets; Gloves; Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Jeans; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shoes; Socks; Sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Shenghuang Address No. 65, Laowubian, Dongjiangyuan Avenue, Xinshan Town, Anyuan County, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 342100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SENKER LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431580 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099979
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5522084

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Berets; Hats; Hosiery; Pajamas; Scarfs; Stockings; Swimsuits; Tights; Trousers; Ankle socks; Caps being headwear; Dress shirts; Fingerless gloves; Infinity scarves; Knitted caps; Skull caps; Woollen socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DU, XUEYUAN Address DU, XUEYUAN No.2908, 29F, Unit 1, Building 25, No.58 Jinhuai St, Damian, Longquanyi Dist. Chengdu CHINA 610000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DINIMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431582 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099980
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DINIMS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfumes; Air fragrancing preparations; Cosmetics for children; Deodorizers for pets; Essential oils; Eyes make-up; Incense sticks; Make-up for the face and body; Non-medicated, non-veterinary grooming preparations in the nature of pet shampoo and conditioner; Skin cleansers; Tooth paste
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Simple mode Technology Development Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Simple mode Technology Development Co., Ltd. Room 2902-10,No.1 Ningchuan Technology Center,Panhuo Street, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS Spring
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUFFIN, GRACE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DINIMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431588 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099981
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording DINIMS has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Underclothing; Waistbands; Athletic uniforms; Baby bottoms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Footwear, excluding orthopedic footwear; Men's suits; Sleep masks; Strapless bras; Trouser socks; Women's suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Simple mode Technology Development Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Simple mode Technology Development Co., Ltd. Room 2902-10, No.1 Ningchuang Technology Center, Panhuo Street, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS Spring
Examining Attorney DUFFIN, GRACE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** YCUHEN

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "YCUHEN" has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Furniture; Camping furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Hardware, namely, non-metal brackets for general use; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; School furniture; Tables; Window fasteners, not of metal; Window fittings, not of metal; Wood substrates, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in manufacturing of signs

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** May 05, 2022 **In Commerce** May 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Ningbo Yuchen Equipment Engineering Service Co., Ltd. **Address** Ningbo Yuchen Equipment Engineering Service Co., Ltd. 214, No. 1, Building 3, No. 2, Xinqi Xinjian Road, Beilun District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang CHINA 315800

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** DUFFIN, GRACE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNOUTUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431591 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099983 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bonnets; Bralettes; Scarfs; Knitted gloves; Rain hats; Sandals and beach shoes; Sports pants; Volleyball jerseys; Yoga pants

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Zhiyin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Zhiyin Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 471, Rm 2719, 27F, Golden Eagle Bldg No.316, Middle Huanshi Rd., Yuexiu Dist. Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BWLUONAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431599 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099984
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BWLUONAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crib toys; Cube-type puzzles; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; Pet toys; Pet toys made of rope; Puzzles; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy for pets; Toy furniture; Toy imitation cosmetics; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 18, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuqin Huang Address Yuqin Huang 79-1 Dongdu Road, Huli District Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha1903
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431601</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7099985</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SIDEWAY STUDIOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creating and developing concepts for television programs; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of television shows; Production and distribution of television shows and movies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2021</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sideway, Inc.</td>
<td>Sideway, Inc. PO Box 2112 Los Gatos CALIFORNIA 95031</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMGCIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431605 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099986
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AMGCIVE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-operated tools, namely, chisels; Hand tools, namely, awls; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, nippers; Hand tools, namely, rasps; Hand tools, namely, reamers; Hand tools, namely, saws; Hand tools, namely, scrapers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Wuling Address Li, Wuling No. 578, Weizhuang Group 10 Yuhuangmiao Village, Zhanglin Township Zhenping County, HeNan CHINA 474267 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HGLILI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431608</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "HGLILI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dumb-bells; Kettlebells; Abdominal wheel rollers for fitness purposes; Barbell neck protectors; Fishing tackle; Jump ropes; Palm protectors for athletic use; Pet toys; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Stuffed toys

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** May 23, 2022 **In Commerce** May 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Beijing Yitong Car Rental Co., LTD. **Address** Beijing Yitong Car Rental Co., LTD. Room 223-877, 142 Huasheng Road Beizhuang Village, Beizhuang Town Miyun, Beijing CHINA 101504 **Legal Entity** limited company

(State or Country Where Organized) CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JTIAENG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97431610
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7099988
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "JTIAENG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chairs; Furniture; Camping furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture of metal; Hardware, namely, non-metal brackets for general use; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; School furniture; Tables; Window fasteners, not of metal; Window fittings, not of metal; Wood substrates, namely, composite panels, particleboard and fiberboard for use in manufacturing of signs
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Jingtai Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Jingtai Trading Co., Ltd. A913, Building 1, No. 1229, Baoshan Road, Daqi Street, Beilun Dist. Ningbo City, Zhejiang CHINA 315800
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GUYUEWEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431614</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099989</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The word "GUYUEWEY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Aquarium ornaments; Bird feeders; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Desktop statuary made of glass; Plastic egg holders for domestic use; Shoe stretchers; Trash containers for household use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yiruida Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yiruida Technology Co., Ltd. 4B04G9,Shenye Tairan Bldg.,Tairan 8th RD Tianan Community,Shatou St.,Futian Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518042
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: FH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JUNEDJIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431616</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7099990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "JUNEDJIA" in stylized format. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "JUNEDJIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, document printers, computers, cell phones; Cleaning cartridges for photocopy machines and computer printers; Computer printers for printing documents; Image transfer kits for computer printers, namely, kits forming parts of printers comprising belts, toner and drums for the purpose of transferring images onto paper; Printer cables; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; Unfilled ink cartridges for photocopy machines or computer printers; Unfilled toner cartridges; Unfilled toner cartridges for photocopiers; Unfilled toner cartridges for printers

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use | May 10, 2022 In Commerce | May 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Changsha Junjia Technology Co., Ltd Address  Changsha Junjia Technology Co., Ltd Rm.1106-285, ShuntianInternationalFortune Center,Furong Middle Rd.,Dingwangtai St. FurongDist., Changsha CHINA  410000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examinee Attorney  GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SISTER SHARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431619</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Educational services, namely, conducting programs, classes, in-person and online forums, workshops, conferences, and retreats in the field of wellness, inspiration, health, self-help, lifestyle, emotional distress management, self-love techniques, coping mechanisms, social development, emotional development, sexual empowerment, and personal development and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | May 16, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 16, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | She's Pieced Together LLC |
| Address | 925 Battery Ave SE Unit 611, Atlanta, GEORGIA 30339 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN |

---

**Sister Share**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARTXY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431622 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099992
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ARTXY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heels; Embossed soles and heels of rubber or of plastic materials; Fitted shoe or boot covering to protect the shoes or boot from water or other damage; Heel pieces for shoes; Insoles for footwear; Insoles for shoes and boots; Polymer custom cushioned shoe inserts for primarily non-orthopedic purposes; Shoe soles; Shoe soles for repair; Soles for footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 05, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Fanjia import and export trade Co., Ltd Address Guangzhou Fanjia import and export trade Co., Ltd A380, Rm.408, No. 890, Fuyu West Rd. ChenYong village, Qiaonan street Panyu Dist.,Guangzhou CHINA 511489 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LIOFAIRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431627</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7099993</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "LIOFAIRY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Carburetors; Chainsaws; Lawnmowers; Snowblowers; Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Belts for farm vehicle machines; Belts for machines; Chain saws; Fluid power component kit comprising hose and fittings for use in machinery; Parts for compressed-air tools, namely, brakes, filters, hoses, pipes, couplings valves, switches, compressors, clamping tools and injectors; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Snow throwers; Spraying machines; Springs being parts of machines; Weeding machines

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery **First Use** Apr. 22, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Tenglong Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Tenglong Trading Co., Ltd. Room 701, No. 30, Jinxu New Village Helian Community, Longhua Street Longhua Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518110 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 8 VENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97431629 | Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7099994 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Wine |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| First Use | 2011 |
| In Commerce | 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | AtlanyArtisan SL |
| Address | AtlanyArtisan SL  Calle Rambla , num 21 Piso 3A Apdo 575 Yecla  SPAIN |
| Legal Entity | Sociedad Limitada |
| State or Country Where Organized | SPAIN |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN |

13246
# Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431633</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7099995</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark

The mark consists of the wording "ULTHOOL" in stylized format. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation**: The wording "ULTHOOL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Action figure toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls for Christmas; Dolls for playing; Halloween masks; Novelty toy items in the nature of artificial plush animal tails; Plush toys; Smart plush toys; Soft sculpture plush toys; Stuffed dolls; Stuffed puppets; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toy bears
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 20, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Baohan Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Baohan Trading Co., Ltd.  d. Room 2405, No.23 Zhongshanba Road, Liwan District Guangzhou CHINA 510150
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHOYAFO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431638</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7099996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "CHOYAFO" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Cases for mobile phones; Goggles for sports; Mounting brackets adapted for computers; Protective ear covering shields; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for laptop, tablet computers; Sunglasses for pets; Visors for helmets; Wrist rests for computer mouse users |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 21, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 21, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | SHANGHAI QIAOYA ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD. |
| Address | SHANGHAI QIAOYA ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CO., LTD. #89 RONG LE ZHONG LU, SONGJIANG SHANGHAI CHINA 201699 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examing Attorney | FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIRUIFENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431643 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099997
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AIRUIFENG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swings; Body-building apparatus; Handle grips for sporting equipment; Pet toys made of rope; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy animals; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy construction sets; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Xiongyan Address Wang, Xiongyan No.20, Group 4, Zechuandi Village Sanhua Town, Xishui County Hubei Province CHINA 438204 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  TSIBOMU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97431650  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7099998
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bidets; Showers; Air-conditioning apparatus; Anti-splash tap nozzles; Bath installations; Bath tub jets; Disinfectant dispensers for toilets; Dispensing units for room deodorants; Flexible pipes being parts of bath plumbing installations; Kitchen sinks; Lavatory bowls; LED lamps; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Mixer taps for water pipes; Pipe heating tape; Pipes being parts of sanitary facilities; Plumbing fittings, namely, drains; Shower heads; Tap water faucets; Taps being faucets; Toilet seats; Water filters; Water purification installations
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  May 25, 2022  In Commerce  May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiao Peng  Address  Xiao Peng  RM 1102, BLDG 15, Bocuiyuan, No. 260  Wusan Rd., Wutian St., Ouhai Dist.  Wenzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  325000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  YVTMZC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DESIGNER MILKIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431669 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7099999
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A single liquid drop with a wave inside of the drop and the words Designer Milkies around the bottom of the drop. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Breastfeeding counseling services; Lactation consultancy services; Lactation consulting services; Providing breastfeeding information; Postnatal care services in the nature of lactation consultancy International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 04, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nalini Dass DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Designer Milkies Address Nalini Dass 1645 Sun City Center Plz # 6013 Sun City Center FLORIDA 33573 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
TM 11134 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431714 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100000
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of a head of a panther with stylized crosshairs for eyes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4264730, 4435059, 4709394 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Firearms; Guns; Component parts for guns
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use May 31, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JJE Brands, LLC Address JJE Brands, LLC 3850 FERNANDINA ROAD Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97431728  Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022  Registration Number: 7100001
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Candles; Coke; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Candles containing insect repellent; Candles for lighting; Christmas tree candles; Coal gas; Lamp oil; Perfumed candles; Scented candles; Solid fire starters; Tallow candles; Waxes being raw materials; Wicks for candles; Wood briquettes
International Classes: 4 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 6, 15  International Class Title: Lubricants and Fuels
First Use: Dec. 21, 2021  In Commerce: Dec. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Jin Yiwen  Address: Jin Yiwen  Room 2605, Block 4, Phase I, Runke Huafu  Xixiang Street, Baoan District  Shenzhen City  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) L_SONICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431733 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100002 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Basketball nets; Body-building apparatus; Christmas tree decorations; Electronic action toys; Model cars; Slot car bodies; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Swimming rings; Toy for pets; Toy guns; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Toy water guns; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Haoshuai Media Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Haoshuai Media Co., Ltd. Room 611, No. 430, Tonghe Road Tonghe Street, Baiyun District Guangzhou City CHINA 510000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOFINGOMIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431741  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100003
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic pants; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweatshirts; Neck scarfs; One-piece garments for children; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Ski masks; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 21, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China
Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039141T
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) XITOLBIONY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431757 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100004
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flagons; Potholders; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Insulated mugs; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Travel mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address
Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039167T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
TM 11139

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VATINSITOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431758 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100005
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flagons; Potholders; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Insulated mugs; Table mats, not of paper or textile; Travel mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory Composed of Xu, Guorui, a citizen of China Address Kunshan Zhoushi Taixinrun Mould Factory No. 99, Qingyang Branch Road Zhoushi Town Kunshan CHINA 215314
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039168T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97431785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RONFIELD

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**

For Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial flower arrangements; Artificial flower arrangements in containers; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial garlands and wreaths; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees, namely, orchids, ferns; Artificial trees, other than Christmas trees; Brooches for clothing; Outdoor artificial foliage; Permanent botanicals in the nature of artificial flowers and plants, other than Christmas trees; Pins, other than jewelry, being hair pins; Scarf clips not being jewelry; Silk flowers

- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

- **First Use**: Mar. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Ronghe Import and Export Trading (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ronghe Import and Export Trading (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. Rm. 2303, Bldg. 1, Xinyada, No. 1750 Jianghong Rd.,Changhe St.,Binjiang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: US039239T

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examinee Attorney**: BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YCL&TXL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431787</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Earrings; Tiaras; Ankle bracelets; Beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; Bracelets; Ear studs; Jewel chains; Jewel pendants; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for the head; Pet jewelry; Rings being jewelry; Watch chains
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title  Jewelry
First Use  Mar. 21, 2022
In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Li, Qingshan
Address  Li, Qingshan  No. 29, Shajing Middle Fourth Lane  Qianhai Village Committee, Jieshi Town  Lufeng, Guangdong  CHINA  516500
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  US039242T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEPDUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431797  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100008
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dashboards; Ashtrays for automobiles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile door handles; Automobile hoods; Automobile roof racks; Automotive cargo rack; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Car-top luggage carriers; Car window shades; Hoods for vehicle engines; Hoods for vehicles; Insignia for vehicles; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Rearview mirrors; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Upholstery for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Oct. 08, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhang, Fengyun  Address  Zhang, Fengyun  Room 602, No.26, Dongming Road, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA  361000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039311T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GFFTEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431801 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022 Registration Number  7100009
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dashboards; Ashtrays for automobiles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile door handles; Automobile hoods; Automobile roof racks; Automotive cargo rack; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Car-top luggage carriers; Car window shades; Hoods for vehicle engines; Hoods for vehicles; Insignia for vehicles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Rearview mirrors; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; Upholstery for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wu, Huiyan Address  Wu, Huiyan Room 101-2, No. 303, Chengyi North Road, Jimei District, Xiamen CHINA  361000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039309T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HDAUNC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431805</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For | Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Breast pumps; Enema apparatus; Love dolls; Massage apparatus and instruments; Sex toys |
International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
First Use | May 19, 2022 |
In Commerce | May 19, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name | ZHUANG, Xiaoting |
Address | ZHUANG, Xiaoting No.5, South 3rd Lane, Shangdong Huoba Rd Xiashan Street, Chaonan District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515144 |
Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
Citizenship | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number | US039274T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney | LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOUNCATY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97431811
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100011
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Mouncaty has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Artificial breasts; Constriction rings for use in maintaining penile rigidity in men with erectile dysfunction; Love dolls; Sex toys; Vibromassage apparatus
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HE, Xiaoshan
- **Address**: HE, Xiaoshan No.19, Shuilupao, Zhaobu Village Yunlu Town, Jiedong District Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515556
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US039275T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIONAKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431816  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100012
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators; Air fryers; Air purifiers; Bread baking machines; Cosmetic refrigerators; Electric fans; Electric hot-water bottles; Electric kettles; Electric soymilk makers; Electrical rice cookers; Hair dryers for household purposes; Ice boxes; LED luminaires; Portable refrigerators; Water fountains
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 01, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cixi Baixinjia Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Cixi Baixinjia Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 2007, Qianwan Yitao, No. 21 Shangwu 1st Road, Gutang Street Ningbo City CHINA 315300 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97431856
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100013
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Besbapes has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Backpacks; Gym bags; Handbags; Hiking bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Messenger bags; School bags; Shoulder bags; Travel bags; Waist bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: May 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 26, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pan, Zhen
- **Address**: Pan, Zhen 518, Golden Bay Center, Xialin Street, Chengxiang District, Putian City, Fujian, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HDRYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431874  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100014  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Epergnes; Jugs; Aquarium ornaments; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household use; Hand-operated coffee grinders; Insect traps; Kitchen containers; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Lunch boxes; Non-electric aromatic oil diffusers, other than reed diffusers; Non-electric cooking pans; Tea sets; Works of art of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass, terra cotta  International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use Mar. 20, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Cunchen Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Zhengzhou Cunchen Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1303, 13/F, Unit 2, Bldg 1, Zhouxin Garden, No. 62, Yihe West Rd, Zhongyuan, Zhengzhou, Henan  CHINA  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995081

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431885</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letter &quot;E&quot; in a stylized font with a horizontal line inside. Below the letter &quot;E&quot; are three oval shapes in diminishing sizes with the largest being at the top.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hotel accommodation services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Noble House Hotels &amp; Resorts, Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composed of</td>
<td>Westgroup Partner, LLC, a California limited liability company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Noble House Hotels &amp; Resorts, Ltd. 600 6th Street South Kirkland WASHINGTON 98033 Legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED PARTNERSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMBNSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431886 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100016
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alloys of precious metal; Bangles; Choker necklaces; Clocks; Costume jewelry; Earrings; Hat jewelry; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry rolls; Pendants; Rings; Shoe jewellery; Watch chains; Wristwatches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shen Wei Address Shen Wei No. 12, Shenjiawu, Zhangshudun Village Zhangshudun Town, Yiyang County Shangrao City, Jiangxi CHINA 334000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4783

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BESPIKINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431889 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100017
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Bespikini has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathing suits; Bikinis; Fashion hats; Hoodies; Neckties; Scarfs; Shoes; Shorts; Socks; Sports bra; Swimsuits; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pan, Zhen Address Pan, Zhen 518, Golden Bay Center, Xialin Street Chengxiang District, Putian City Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ATHPPAREL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97431892
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100018
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Athletic pants; Leggings; Loungewear; Pants; Shirts; Socks; Stockings; Tee shirts; Underwear; Yoga pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhang Kang
- **Address**: Zhang Kang Group 2, Zhangzhai Second Village Fotang Town, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province  CHINA  322000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: PJ4788

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HXYKYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431902 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 710019 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach chairs; Bolsters; Camping furniture; Chairs; Ergonomic chairs for use in seated massages; Lockers; Mats for infant playpens; Office furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet furniture

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangxi Hengxin Yunke Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Guangxi Hengxin Yinke Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 9#-108, Dashanghui Guoji Jiancai City-B 47-2 Anji Avenue, Xixiangtang District Nanning City CHINA 530001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4789

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
DINSAVER

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97431905</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric hair combs; Facial buffing pads; Facial cleansing sponges; Golf brush; Hand-operated ski brushes; Make-up brushes; Toilet paper dispensers; Toothbrushes, electric; Towel rails</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Dongguan Xunteng Technology Co., Ltd.

**Address**
Dongguan Xunteng Technology Co., Ltd. Room 809, Building 1, No. 6 Longping West Road, Fenggang Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000

**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
PJ4790

**Examining Attorney**
STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) G.SUMIKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431906 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100021
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adaptive clothing, namely, pants; Baby bibs not of paper; Bib shorts; Boot accessories, namely, fitted decorative covers for boots; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the body as a decorative piece of clothing with utility; Clothing items, namely, blindfolds worn over the eyes; Foundation garments; Headscarfs; Headwear; Rubbers; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Sweatshirts for babies; Tee-shirts; Undergarment accessories, namely, removable silicone buttock enhancer pads; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chengning Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Chengning Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.3001, Renmin South Road Nanhu Street, Luohu District Shenzhen CHINA 518001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DANCING PANDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431910 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100022
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves as clothing; Hats; Hosiery; One-piece garments for children; Ready-made linings being parts of clothing; Shapewear, namely, girdles; Shoes; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing; Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feng Fei Address Feng Fei No. 6, Building 1, Yard 27, Jinshui Road Jinshui District, Zhengzhou City Henan Province CHINA 450000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4791

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ADOPTFADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97431913 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022 Registration Number  7100023 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, burn bags, wallets and handbags; Clutch bags; Clutches; Evening bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Purses and wallets; Sports bags; Travelling bags; Umbrellas and parasols
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods First Use  Nov. 10, 2017 In Commerce  Nov. 10, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Naixiu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Yiwu Naixiu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd  5th Floor, Unit 1, Building 22, District 3, Bai'antou Village, Futian Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang, CHINA 322000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ4792 EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TRANSFORMER AWARDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97431915</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100024</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;AWARDS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of real estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>American City Business Journals, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>American City Business Journals, Inc. 120 West Morehead Street Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ACBJ/T097678</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: MICHOS, JOHN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TMAPCCTUNING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431916</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording TMAPCCTUNING has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Automobile bumpers; Automotive hood ornaments; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Direction signals for automobiles; Hubs for automobile wheels; Land vehicle parts, namely, fenders; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, headlight mounts; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Spare wheel covers; Spoilers for automobiles; Steering wheels for automobiles; Sunblinds adapted for automobiles; Vehicle side view mirror covers for bicycles |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | May 25, 2022 | In Commerce | May 25, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhou, Yiyong |
| Address | Zhou, Yiyong Group 1, Huangdatang Village, Popihe Town, Guangshan County, Xinyang City, Henan, CHINA 465450 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MCKTOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431939 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100026
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MCKTOM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cloth coasters; Coverlets; Curtains; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Qingpan Address Liang, Qingpan No.502,Group 12,Main St.,Liangwa Vil. Pengying Township, Zhenping County Nanyang City, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
TM 11161 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOTLOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431944 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100027
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GOTLOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cloth coasters; Coverlets; Curtains; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Qingpan Address Liang, Qingpan No.502,Group 12,Main St.,Liangwa Vil. Pengying Township, Zhenping County Nanyang City, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE

13279
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MDUKOIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97431949</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100028</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;MDUKOIN&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cloth coasters; Coverlets; Curtains; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Liang, Qingpan |
| Address | Liang, Qingpan No.502,Group 12,Main St.,Liangwa Vil. Pengying Township, Zhenping County Nanyang City, Henan CHINA 473000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GAGLIARDI, JEANINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAOLUIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431952 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100029
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SAOLUIS" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cloth coasters; Coverlets; Curtains; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Qingpan Address Liang, Qingpan No.502, Group 12, Main St., Liangwa Vil. Pengying Township, Zhenping County Nanyang City, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JOSELINE'S CABARET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97431970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CABARET&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Hernandez Diaz, Joseline DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Joseline Hernandez Hernandez Diaz, Joseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly</td>
<td>AKA Joseline Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hernandez Diaz, Joseline 11077 Biscayne Blvd Ste. 200 Miami FLORIDA 33161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SMITH, REBECCA A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13282
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DRAMATIC DOLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97431972 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100031
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For False eyelashes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 01, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LINER, ALEXIS DEJANEE Address LINER, ALEXIS DEJANEE 267 Summerfield Dr Westland MICHIGAN 48185 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRISSEY, HUNTER M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VIDORRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97431973
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100032
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word "VIDORRA" in the mark is "good life".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6710665

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant services featuring Mexican-style foods; restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Aug. 20, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 20, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Milkshake, LLC
- **Address**: Milkshake, LLC 3927 Main Street, Suite 150 Dallas TEXAS 75226
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 35078.005US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, JEFFERY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FLORA COLLAB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "COLLAB" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | On-line retail store services featuring jewelry |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Apr. 10, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Apr. 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Flora Collab LLC |
| Address | Flora Collab LLC 264 4th Ave San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94118 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRIKINTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432089  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100034
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording brikinte has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Coffee stirrers; Non-electric, pour-over coffee filters not of paper for brewing coffee; Pads for cleaning; Paper plates; Place mats of plastic; Plastic household storage containers for cereals; Roasting pans; Stove burner covers; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 22, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Huilong  Address Liu, Huilong No. 232, Shangxuetang, Yanghuai Village, Shuikou Town, Xingning City, Guangdong Province CHINA 514500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97432094</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording NiQinWuKin has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Bars for metal railings; Bicycle parking installations of metal; Braces of metal for load handling; Cantilevered brackets of metal; Construction elements made of metal, namely, braces; Construction elements made of metal, namely, supports; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Metal bicycle storage racks; Metal hooks; Metal mounting brackets for general use; Metal pipe fittings; Metal pipe supports; Metal pipes and tubes; Steel forgings; Steel pipes and tubes
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use**: May 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 25, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Sen Er (Hangzhou) Cross-border E-commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 205-6, Building 2, Jiangjia Block, Shouchang EDZ, Shouchang Town, Jiande Hangzhou, Zhejiang, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: J310200561

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: SUE, ABIGAIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GLUCOPRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432097</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Nutritional supplements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>GVM Associates Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>GVM Associates Inc. 30 New York Ave. Westbury NEW YORK 11590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SHIH, SALLY |

| 13288 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VITASTIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432098 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100037
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mail order pharmacy services; Retail pharmacy services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2018 In Commerce 2018
For Healthcare; Telemedicine services; Wellness and health-related consulting services; Providing information in the fields of health and wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 19, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE HEALTHY LIFE COMPANY USA LLC Address THE HEALTHY LIFE COMPANY USA LLC 3965 Telegraph Road Bloomfield Hills MICHIGAN 48302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VitastirT1
Exterminating Attorney CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97432107 |
| Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7100038 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording XYGDIY has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Carpets; Wallpaper; Anti-slip floor mats; Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Beach mats; Door mats; Floor coverings; Floor mats; Floor mats, fire resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Gymnastic mats; Personal exercise mats; Personal sitting mats; Rubber mats |
| International Classes | 27 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Floor Coverings |
| First Use | Apr. 28, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 28, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Dai, Qingbin |
| Address | Dai, Qingbin No. 49, Tangdong, Dongba Village Xindu Town, Licheng District Putian, Fujian CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | ZS docket JZ |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOG GONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                     | Ammunition; Bullets; Component parts for ammunition |
| International Classes   | 13 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes              | 2, 9 |
| International Class Title | Firearms |
| First Use               | May 02, 2022 |
| In Commerce             | May 02, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name       | Mead Industries, Inc. |
| Address          | Mead Industries, Inc. |
| 411 Walnut Street | Wood River |
| NEVADA           | 68883 |
| Legal Entity     | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | MEA-T06 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SHIH, SALLY |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ETERRAL JINAMIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432127</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100040</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**  The wording "ETERRAL JINAMIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bathroom furniture; Bed pillows; Chair pads; Coat stands; Display stands; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Gift package decorations made of plastic; Placards of wood or plastics; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Works of art of bamboo

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use**  Jan. 22, 2022 **In Commerce**  Jan. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Shenzhen Fenghua Hengxinrui Trading Co., Ltd. **Address**  Shenzhen Fenghua Hengxinrui Trading Co., Ltd. Room 205,No.231,Xiner Village, Yantian,Xixiang Street,Baoan District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432133 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100041 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2121263

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live performances by female impersonators and drag shows; Dinner theater productions
For Bar and restaurant services; Bar and cocktail lounge services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 09, 1996 In Commerce Aug. 09, 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIPS Intellectual Properties LLC Address LIPS Intellectual Properties LLC 3028 Seville Street #7 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33304 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8308/013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
TACTICAL ASSAULT COMMANDER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432146</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100042</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Game controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games; Gaming mice; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Video game joysticks  
**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use**: Oct. 13, 2011  
**In Commerce**: Oct. 13, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: HORI (U.S.A.), INC.  
**Address**: 24330 Garnier Street Torrance  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 323-01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TWISTED BROADWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432148  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100043
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BROADWAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live performances by female impersonators and drag shows; Dinner theater productions
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jun. 21, 2017  In Commerce  Jun. 21, 2017
For Bar and restaurant services; Bar and cocktail lounge services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Jun. 21, 2017  In Commerce  Jun. 21, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIPS Intellectual Properties LLC  Address LIPS Intellectual Properties LLC  3028 Seville Street #7  Fort Lauderdale  FLORIDA  33304  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8308/014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examin ing Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WINNERAIDE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432151</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100044</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Shoe boxes for storage made of plastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name          | Fortune Textiles and Clothing (USA) Inc. |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | AKA Fortune Group                        |
| Address             | Fortune Textiles and Clothing (USA) Inc. |
| 4025 SPENCER ST STE 204 | Torrance   CALIFORNIA   90503 |

| Legal Entity      | CORPORATION   |
|                  | State or Country Where Organized |
|                  | CALIFORNIA    |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | WinnerAide |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>WinnerAide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13296
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CEHAAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432163 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100045
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies client's children, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate development
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CeHaak LLC Address CeHaak LLC 511 1st St SE Avon MINNESOTA 56310 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556207947

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97432181 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100046
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) VECOLLA

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Vecolla" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buckets; All purpose portable household containers; Bottles, sold empty; Cat litter boxes; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cookie jars; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cups and mugs; General purpose storage bins for household use; Glass jars; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jia, Tao Address Jia, Tao Rm 701, Unit 1, Bldg 8, Shuilanxuan Xixi Hebinzhicheng, Xihu District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-05013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432183 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100047 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Don Esparza in the mark is Sir Esparza. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distilled spirits International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Dec. 05, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Infinite Agave, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Infinite Agave Address Infinite Agave, LLC 5385 High Point Manor Atlanta GEORGIA 30342 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STABLELOGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432185 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100048 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003270283 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 13, 2017 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 13, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultancy services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name StableLogic Ltd Address StableLogic Ltd The Minster Building, Great Tower Street London UNITED KINGDOM EC3R7AG Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANDA LA PIRINOLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432188 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100049
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a double lined circle featuring the wording "BANDA" above the outer edge of the circle on the top and the wording "LA PIRINOLA" across the center of the circle wherein a horizontal band extends out from the "L" and a spinning Mexican dreidel is displayed between the two words in the circle, with two curved lines on the right side to represent motion. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BANDA" Translation The English translation of "Banda La Pirinola" in the mark is "Band the Spinning Dreidel".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 13, 1997 In Commerce May 13, 1997
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music; Downloadable video recordings featuring music and musical entertainment; Pre-recorded CDs featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 13, 1997 In Commerce May 13, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JAVIER SANTOS GARNICA Address JAVIER SANTOS GARNICA Av. 16 de Septiembre 730-303-B, Centro Guadalajara, Jalisco MEXICO 44100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
**Mark Literal(s)** PURBERT

**Goods and Services Information**
*For* Humidifiers; Spotlights; Electric holiday lights; Electric lamps; Electric night lights; Infrared lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; Laser light projectors; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; Lighting fixtures; Solar powered lamps

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** May 13, 2022  **In Commerce** May 13, 2022

**Owner Information**
*Owner Name* Shenzhen Chunbote Technology Co., Ltd.  *Address* Shenzhen Chunbote Technology Co., Ltd. H Zone, F/2, Blk A, Complex BLDG, Guanlong Village, Xili St.,Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**Basis Information**
*Currently Use* Yes

**Examining Attorney**
*Examining Attorney* COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TREMCAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97432223 | Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100051 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1734643 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Structural parts of trucks, namely, tanks for the transportation of food and dairy products, fuel, chemicals and bulk products; trailer trucks; semi-trailer trucks; structural parts for trucks, namely, truck tails; dump trucks; bulk hauling trailers

| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |

First Use | Jun. 23, 1992 | In Commerce | Nov. 24, 1992 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | TREMCAR INC. |
| Address | TREMCAR INC. 790 Avenue Montrichard St-Jean-sur-Richelieu CANADA J2X5G4 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TREM6002/TJM |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G |

| 13303 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STECOEICO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432231 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100052
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Stecoeico" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dumb-bells; Archery equipment, namely, broadheads; Body-training apparatus; Camouflage netting used in hunting; Christmas tree stands; Exercise weights; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Nets for badminton; Ornament hooks for Christmas trees; Push up stands; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, dumbbells; Tchoukball equipment, namely, balls and rebound frames; Tennis uprights; Treestands for hunting; Yoga boards
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sun, Sujing Address Sun, Sujing No. 1 Wuijiaoyao Village Longhua Town, Jing County Hengshui, Hebei CHINA 053511 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** USHYIMJT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432242</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100053</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cake decorating tips and tubes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookie molds; Cooking strainers; Cup cake molds; Dental care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Household utensils, namely, graters; Ice cube molds; Kitchen mitts; Non-electric egg beaters; Paper and plastic cups; Paper cupcake baking liners; Pastry bags; Tea strainers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use  May 02, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce  May 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dongguan Huiyimei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Dongguan Huiyimei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.112,Bldg.3,No. 16,Second Street, Changtang Third Ind. Zone,Dalang Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized  China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEGAL ENTITY**  limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CROWDER-SCHAEFER, ANDR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LZLTAUY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97432251  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7100054  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Translation**: The wording "LZLTAUY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Airsoft guns for recreational purposes; Bath toys; Children's multiple activity toys; Electric action toys; Fantasy character toys; Firearm targets; Grip tape for paintball guns; Paintball guns; Role playing games; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy air pistols; Toy guns; Toy models; Toy projectile shooters and accessories therefor; Toy water guns
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use**: May 06, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lanshan Zhushen Technology Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Lanshan Zhushen Technology Co., Ltd.  
  Group 11, Shemen Village  
  Tafeng Town, Lanshan County  
  Yongzhou, Hunan  
  CHINA  
  425000  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-05-05015

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SEDECORDLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Gaming services in the nature of word games, spelling, and word puzzles; Online gaming services in the nature of word games, spelling, and word puzzles; Entertainment services, namely, providing online browser-based video games; Providing an on-line computer game in the field of word games, spelling, and word puzzles |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Feb. 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 13, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: MIDNIGHT DIGITAL LLC
Address: MIDNIGHT DIGITAL LLC 155 WILLOWBROOK BLVD STE 110 #2972 WAYNE NEW JERSEY 07470
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: DEFORD, JEFFREY S
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432328</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100056</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SLAY SUMMIT

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>The color(s) pink and tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized letter &quot;S&quot; in pink with tan shadowing behind the letter.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) pink and tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6665604 |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Microblading being eyebrow tattooing services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
<td>May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>The Slay Summit, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>3805 W Alabama St Apt 5102  Houston  TEXAS 77027</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>TEXAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KON, ELISSA GARBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MMYDJFCG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432333 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100057
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plush toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xue, Yumeng Address Xue, Yumeng No. 234, West District, Chencun Huanfeng Town, Xiuwu County Henan Province CHINA 454350 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432350  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100058
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The English translation of "ALGO" in the mark is "something".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALGO LAW FIRM, LLP  Address ALGO LAW FIRM, LLP  815 Ponce De Leon Blvd., Suite 101  Coral Gables FLORIDA
Legal Entity limited liability partnership  State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AGF.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEET ME IN THE DIRT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432363 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100059 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plant nursery services; Stress reduction therapy International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 15, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meet Me in the Dirt, LLC Address Meet Me in the Dirt, LLC 5777 W. Century Blvd, #1110 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Snyder, Nelson B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHITE CAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97432381  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100060
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hazlitt's 1852 Vineyards, Inc.  Address  Hazlitt's 1852 Vineyards, Inc.  5712 Route 414  Hector  NEW YORK  14841  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HA303.124285

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97432392  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100061
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wines
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits  First Use  Nov. 04, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 04, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hazlitt's 1852 Vineyards, Inc.  Address  Hazlitt's 1852 Vineyards, Inc.  5712 Route 414  Hector  NEW YORK  14841  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HA303.124293

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
TM 11196         TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE         JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZGSENLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97432400  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100062
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer bags; Computer keyboards; Computer peripheral apparatus; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 29, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Puyang Shenlan Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Puyang Shenlan Trading Co., Ltd.  No. 3225, 3rd Floor, Building A, District D, E-Commerce Industrial Park, Puyang City, Henan  CHINA  457000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BORELUUKA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97432449</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "BORELUUKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** 35mm cameras; Antennas; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Accumulators, electric; Alarm central units; Analog to digital converter (ADCs); Apparatus for adjusting headlights; Apparatus for broadcasting, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Audio recorders; Baby monitors; Battery charge devices; Bicycle helmets; Digital door locks; Electronic locks

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Feb. 22, 2022

**In Commerce** Mar. 08, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Qingye Business LLC

**Address** Qingye Business LLC 13100 S Post Oak Rd STE B Houston TEXAS 77045

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 22-05-M0445

**Examining Attorney** DANG, PETER T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YMA AMAZING IN MOTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432461</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100064</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "ymA" in a stylized black font to the left of three inclined bars. The first bar appears in dark blue color. The second bar appears in blue color, and the third bar appears in light blue color. "amazing in motion" in a stylized blue font.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, dark blue, blue, and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 02001196
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 01, 2019
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: TAIWAN
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jul. 31, 2029

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bicycles; Front forks for bicycles; Spokes for bicycles; Bicycle cranks; Electric bicycles; Structural parts of bicycles; Bicycle seat posts; Bicycle brake lever grips; Bicycle frames; Bicycle handlebars; Motorcycle handlebars

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: YMA CORPORATION
- **Address**: YMA CORPORATION 7F-1, No.633, Sec 2, Taiwan Boulevard., Xitun Dist., Taichung City TAIWAN 40757
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TAIWAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 5597/0232TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YMA AMAZING IN MOTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432477  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100065
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "ymA" in a stylized black font to the left of three inclined bars. The first bar appears in dark blue color. The second bar appears in blue color, and the third bar appears in light blue. "amazing in motion" in a stylized blue font. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, dark blue, blue, and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 01998703  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 16, 2019  Foreign Application/ Registration County TAIWAN  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 15, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Badminton rackets; Tennis racquets; Hockey sticks; Snowboards; Ski sticks; Golf clubs; Bats for games; Skateboards; Squash rackets
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YMA CORPORATION  Address YMA CORPORATION 7F-1, No.633, Sec 2, Taiwan Boulevard., Xitun Dist., Taichung City TAIWAN 40757  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5597/0233TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHUMASTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97432478
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100066
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ChuMaste" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dish washing machines; Dishwasher racks being parts of a dishwasher; Electric food choppers; Electric food grinders; Electric fruit presses; Electric graters; Electric mixers for household purposes; Electric pasta makers for domestic use; Electrical squeezer s for fruits and vegetables; Filters being parts of water dispenser machines; Food processors, electric; Food waste disposals; Food waste disposers; High-pressure pumps for washing appliances and installations; Juice machines; Machines for the mineralization of drinking water; Meat mincers, electric; Packaging machines for food; Steam engine boilers; Waste crushing machines
  - **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
  - **International Class Title**: Machinery
  - **First Use**: Feb. 02, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2022
- **For**: Air fryers; Charcoal grills; Charcoal roasters for household purposes; Commercial and industrial cookware, namely, gas and electric boilers, gas and electric broilers, gas and electric roasters, gas and electric braising pans; Cooking stoves; Electric apparatus for making coffee; Electric cooking ovens; Electric cooking stoves; Electric dish dryers; Electric food warmers; Electric griddles; Electric kettles; Electric roasters; Electric skillets; Electric thermo pots; Electric toasters; Electric water purifiers for household purposes; Gas cookers; Gas stoves; Water purification units
  - **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Feb. 02, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HONSTOR (HONGKONG) INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GROUP CO.,LIMITED
- **Address**: HONSTOR (HONGKONG) INTERNATIONAL INVESTM ENT GROUP CO.,LIMITED FLAT/RM 1804 18/F BEVERLY HOUSE 93-107 LOCKHART ROAD WAN CHAI HONGKONG CHINA 999077
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED
COMPANY (LTD.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IN CARBS WE TRUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432481  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100067  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and frozen confections for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes 46  International Class Title Staple Foods  First Use Mar. 17, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

For Ice cream shop services in the nature of a restaurant

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services  First Use Mar. 17, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dewey Destin Enterprises, LLC  Address Dewey Destin Enterprises, LLC  730 Kelly Street  Destin FLORIDA  32541  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432483</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Dehumidifiers; Air purifying apparatus; Air sterilizers; Beverage cooling and ice dispensing machines; Candle lamps; Dehumidifiers for household purposes; Electric beverage warmers; Electric candles; Electric coffee machines; Electric kettles for household purposes; Electric lamps; Electric outdoor grills; Electric samovars; Household air cleaners; Reading lamps

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
**First Use**: May 09, 2022
**In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: VELUX TIN CO., LIMITED
**Address**: VELUX TIN CO., LIMITED X653 RM B 14/F WAH HEN COMM CTR 383 HENNESSY RD WANCHAI, Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: RILEY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAREER STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432485 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100069
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CAREER”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Career coaching services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 02, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2021
For Career placement consulting services; Providing an interactive web site featuring resume writing information to facilitate preparation of resumes; Providing career information
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 02, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Resume Tailor LLC Address Resume Tailor LLC 232 West 116th Street #899 New York NEW YORK 10026 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555696788

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432487 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100070
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 01995716 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 01, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County TAIWAN Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 30, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles; Front forks for bicycles; Spokes for bicycles; Bicycle cranks; Electric bicycles; Structural parts of bicycles; Bicycle seat posts; Bicycle brake lever grips; Bicycle frames; Bicycle handlebars; Motorcycle handlebars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YMA CORPORATION Address YMA CORPORATION 7F-1, No.633, Sec 2, Taiwan Boulevard., Xitun Dist., Taichung City TAIWAN 40757 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5597/0234TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  COMPASS MOBILITIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97432496  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100071  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of on the literal COMPASS MOBILITIES element in stylized font to the right of a design element formed by half a circle with different sized dotted lines.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "MOBILITIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advice relating to the organisation and management of business; Assistance, advice and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management and business organization relating to purchasing functions; Business advice and analysis of markets; Business advice and commercial information; Business advice and information; Business efficiency advice; Business management advice; Business management and advice; Business organization advice
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Nov. 21, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Compass Mobilities LLC  Address  Compass Mobilities LLC  1 SE 3rd Ave, Suite 1630  Miami  FLORIDA  33131  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GREATLPT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432497 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100072
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording GreatLPT has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flat panel lighting apparatus in the nature of LED electric light boxes for tracing designs and patterns on paper; LED light engines; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; LED nail drying apparatus; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Light projectors; Lighting apparatus for theatres, clubs and discotheques; Lighting devices for theatrical productions; Luminous tubes for lighting; Projection spotlights; Reading lights; Ring lights for illumination purposes; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus; Tools, components and supplies for use in making signs, namely, fluorescent, HID, LED and incandescent bulbs, lamps and fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu, Zehong Address Wu, Zehong No. 68, Group 8, Xinta Community Junshui Town, Tongcheng County Xianning, Hubei CHINA 437400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432503</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100073</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 01998702
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jul. 16, 2019
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: TAIWAN
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jul. 15, 2029

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Badminton rackets; Tennis racquets; Hockey sticks; Snowboards; Ski sticks; Golf clubs; Bats for games; Skateboards; Squash rackets
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: YMA CORPORATION
- **Address**: YMA CORPORATION 7F-1, No.633, Sec 2, Taiwan Boulevard., Xitun Dist., Taichung City TAIWAN 40757
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TAIWAN

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 5597/0235TUS

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AFFIRMATION ESPRESSO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432523</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer                | "AFFIRMATION" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Downloadable educational media, namely, audio files, video recordings, multimedia files, image files, multimedia text files, in the field of lifestyle, self-improvement, personal development, and women's and children's issues

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use              | Dec. 12, 2021 |
| In Commerce            | May 23, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>AFFIRMATIONESPRESSO LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>AFFIRMATIONESPRESSO LLC Suite 706 1000 South Semoran Blvd Winter Park FLORIDA 32792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  16270001TM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** BURGERFI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97432553
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100075
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5328928, 4357894, 4043291 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable mobile application for locating restaurants, providing access to restaurant menus, ordering menu items, viewing special offers and events, and collecting rewards
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BURGERFI, LLC
- **Address**: BURGERFI IP, LLC 200 West Cypress Creek Road, Suite 220 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33309
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BurgerFi
- **Examining Attorney**: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLARAVIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432561 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100076
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, dermatological pharmaceutical preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 01, 2003 In Commerce May 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BARR Laboratories, Inc. Address BARR Laboratories, Inc. Building A 400 Interpace Parkway Parsippany NEW JERSEY 07054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432562</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Downloadable educational media, namely, audio files, video recordings, multimedia files, image files, multimedia text files, in the field of lifestyle, self-improvement, personal development, and women's and children's issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>AFFIRMATIONESPRESSO LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>AFFIRMATIONESPRESSO LLC Suite 706 1000 South Semoran Blvd Winter Park FLORIDA 32792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>16270002TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LINGXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97432572  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100078
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "LINGXI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dish washing machines; Dishwasher racks being parts of a dishwasher; Electric food choppers; Electric food grinders; Electric fruit presses; Electric graters; Electric mixers for household purposes; Electric pasta makers for domestic use; Electrical squeezers for fruits and vegetables; Filters being parts of water dispenser machines; Food processors, electric; Food waste disposals; Food waste disposers; High-pressure pumps for washing appliances and installations; Juice machines; Machines for the mineralization of drinking water; Meat mincers, electric; Packaging machines for food; Steam engine boilers; Waste crushing machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
First Use  Mar. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 11, 2022
For  Air fryers; Charcoal grills; Charcoal roasters for household purposes; Commercial and industrial cookware, namely, gas and electric boilers, gas and electric broilers, gas and electric roasters, gas and electric braising pans; Cooking stoves; Electric apparatus for making coffee; Electric cooking ovens; Electric cooking stoves; Electric dish dryers; Electric food warmers; Electric griddles; Electric kettles; Electric roasters; Electric skillets; Electric thermo pots; Electric toasters; Electric water purifiers for household purposes; Gas cookers; Gas stoves; Water purification units
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 11, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HONSTOR (HONGKONG) INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GROUP CO.,LIMITED  Address
HONSTOR (HONGKONG) INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GROUP CO.,LIMITED  FLAT/RM 1804 18/F BEVERLY HOUSE 93-107 LOCKHART ROAD WAN CHAI HONGKONG CHINA 999077  Legal Entity  LIMITED
COMPANY (LTD.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MASHA TOOLS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432577</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100079</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the blue stylized words &quot;MASHA TOOLS&quot;. To the left of the letter &quot;M&quot; is an incomplete square in blue with a cutout such that the space between the &quot;M&quot; and the incomplete square creates the shape of the front of a car. The wording &quot;ASHA&quot; and &quot;TOOLS&quot; are underlined by a blue line beginning under the first &quot;A&quot; in &quot;MASHA&quot; and ending under the &quot;S&quot; in &quot;TOOLS&quot;. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Claimed** The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "TOOLS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hand tools, namely, socket sets; Spark plug sockets being hand tools; Torque wrenches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MASHA TOOLS CO., LTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MASHA TOOLS CO., LTD No. 8, Aly. 15, Ln. 28, Sec. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhongshan Rd., Taiping Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 411022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97432590 Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022 Registration Number: 7100080
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a geometric figure formed by two circles interlocking with a double helix running through both circles. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; Biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; Nutritive substances for microorganism cultures
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals First Use: Feb. 01, 2019 In Commerce: Feb. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: DuoGenic StemCells corporation Address: DuoGenic StemCells corporation No. 18, Ln. 10, Taiping 21st St. Taiping Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 411021 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney: HOWELL, MATTHEW P
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432631 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100081
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the outline of a leaping human figure with upraised arms. The forward leg of the figure is extended downward with a slight bend of the knee with the foot's heel toward the other leg. The back leg is bent at the knee with the foot's heel toward the figure's upraised arms. An upward arc of 9 stars is between the hands of the upraised arms. Ten stars trail behind the forward foot toward the bent leg in a curved fashion. Five curved lines of stars form a curved line over the legs of the figure: two lines have 14 stars each, 3 lines have 10 stars each. The figure is juxtaposed on an upright oval shape at the center of the figure. The background is transparent.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospitality services in the nature of provision of temporary accommodation; Providing temporary lodging at holiday camps
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 27, 2022 In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stergion's Travels, LLC Address Stergion's Travels, LLC 106 EAST STREET BUFFALO NEW YORK 14207 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZSDJ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97432635
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100082
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Penknives; Swords; Fixed blade knives; Japanese swords; Knife bags; Sabres being swords; Sport knives; Sword canes; Sword scabbards; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including screwdrivers
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhou, Yueyang
- **Address**: No. 152, Huangdu Village, Shangyang Town, Longquan, Zhejiang, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-05-M0448
- **Examining Attorney**: BLOHM, LINDA E

---

**ZSDJ**

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WESTTRIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432642 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100083
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dish washing machines; Dishwasher racks being parts of a dishwasher; Electric food choppers; Electric food grinders; Electric fruit presses; Electric graters; Electric mixers for household purposes; Electric pasta makers for domestic use; Electrical squeezers for fruits and vegetables; Filters being parts of water dispenser machines; Food processors, electric; Food waste disposals; Food waste disposers; High-pressure pumps for washing appliances and installations; Juice machines; Machines for the mineralization of drinking water; Meat mincers, electric; Packaging machines for food; Steam engine boilers; Waste crushing machines

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

For Air fryers; Charcoal grills; Charcoal roasters for household purposes; Commercial and industrial cookware, namely, gas and electric boilers, gas and electric broilers, gas and electric roasters, gas and electric braising pans; Cooking stoves; Electric apparatus for making coffee; Electric cooking ovens; Electric cooking stoves; Electric dish dryers; Electric food warmers; Electric griddles; Electric kettles; Electric roasters; Electric skillets; Electric thermo pots; Electric toasters; Electric water purifiers for household purposes; Gas cookers; Gas stoves; Water purification units

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 20, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONSTOR (HONGKONG) INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GROUP CO.,LIMITED Address HONSTOR (HONGKONG) INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GROUP CO.,LIMITED FLAT/RM 1804 18/F BEVERLY HOUSE 93-107 LOCKHART ROAD WAN CHAI HONGKONG CHINA 999077 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LA MINA DE ORO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432648  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100084  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark 
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 
Translation The English translation of La Mina De Oro in the mark is The goldmine.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale store services featuring Fragrances and Beauty Care Products; Pop-up retail store services featuring fragrances and beauty care products; Wholesale distributorships featuring Fragrances and Beauty Care Products

International Classes 35  -  Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 
International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 17, 2017  In Commerce Jul. 17, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name La Mina De Oro, Inc. Address La Mina De Oro, Inc. 1874 Tandem Way Norco  CALIFORNIA 92860
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L555496642

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WEIYUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432696 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100085
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WeiYue" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dust masks; Electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Electrical adapters; Electronic sports training simulators for simulating defensive basketball plays, sports defense; Environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature and includes alarm and reporting functions; Laboratory glassware, namely, burettes; Laptops; Power over Ethernet (PoE) network components in the nature of switches, splitters, midspans, injectors; Software-defined radio (SDR); Soundbar speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Weiye Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Weiye Electronics Co., Ltd. Room 501,No.1, Lane 10,Lingxia Garden, District 36,Shanghe Community, Xin'an Street,Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZBRAONLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432707</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100086</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording "zbraonline" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bralettes; Bras; Brassieres; Briefs; Camisettes; Corselets; Socks; Underpants; Underwear; Adhesive bras; Boxer shorts; Ladies' underwear; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra; Maternity lingerie; Sleep shirts; Sports bra; Strapless bras

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Cai, Shuling Address: Cai, Shuling BLK 7, Lane 13, Middle S, Meinan Vil Chendian Town, Chaonan Dist Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515000 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 22-05-M0450

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: I, DAVID C
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MULTICOIN CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97432730 Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022 Registration Number: 7100087
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "CAPITAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5532937

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fund investment consultation; Funds investment; Financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services; Financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; Hedge fund investment services; Intellectual property venture fund development and formation services for others; Intellectual property venture fund management services; Investment of funds; Investment of funds for others; Investment of funds for others in the fields of cryptoassets, cryptocurrencies, digital currencies, digital assets, and blockchains; Management of a capital investment fund; Management of private equity funds; Private equity fund investment services; Providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; Venture capital fund management; Venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up companies


For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of technology, financial services, investments, investment services, venture capital funding, cryptoassets, cryptocurrencies, digital assets, blockchain technologies, and funding and management of emerging and start-up companies; Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, workshops, webinars, summits, classes, and seminars in the fields of technology, financial services, investments, investment services, venture capital funding, cryptoassets, cryptocurrencies, digital assets, blockchain technologies, and funding and management of emerging and start-up companies
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97432734  Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022  Registration Number: 7100088
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an image of a bird with its wings spread; the bird's head is turned to the right.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5532937

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Fund investment consultation; Funds investment; Financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services; Financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; Hedge fund investment services; Intellectual property venture fund development and formation services for others; Intellectual property venture fund management services; Investment of funds; Investment of funds for others; Investment of funds for others in the fields of cryptoassets, cryptocurrencies, digital currencies, digital assets, and blockchains; Management of a capital investment fund; Management of private equity funds; Private equity fund investment services; Providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding; Venture capital fund management; Venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up companies
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
First Use: 2017  In Commerce: 2017

For: Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of technology, financial services, investments, investment services, venture capital funding, cryptoassets, cryptocurrencies, digital assets, blockchain technologies, and funding and management of emerging and start-up companies; Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting conferences, symposia, workshops, webinars, summits, classes, and seminars in the fields of technology, financial services, investments, investment services, venture capital funding, cryptoassets, cryptocurrencies, digital assets, blockchain technologies, and funding and management of emerging and start-up companies
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Oct. 31, 2018  In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Multicoin Capital GP, LLC  Address  Multicoin Capital GP, LLC  501 West Ave, Suite 3803  Austin  TEXAS  78701  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  114789-0020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  THIS CRACK HAS ALWAYS BEEN LEGAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97432736 | Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100089 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Catnip
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 46  International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products
First Use  Jan. 2021  In Commerce  Jan. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CAT ADDICTIONS, LLC  Address  CAT ADDICTIONS, LLC  304 SOUTH JONES BOULEVARD SUITE 2904  LAS VEGAS  NEVADA  89107  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MI4669TM0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOUFAJU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432744 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100090
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Goufaju in the mark is Dog Development Bureau.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Cups; Funnels; Hairbrushes; Pans; Pots; Basting spoons; Brushes for pets; Cake molds; Cheese graters; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cloths for cleaning; Cookie molds; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Cruet stands for oil and vinegar; Dishers; Drinking straws; Electric face cleansing brushes; Glass jars; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Ice cream scoops; Non-metal oil cans sold empty; Pet feeding dishes; Pot stands; Serviette rings of precious metal; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Squeegees for dishes; Wood chopping blocks for kitchen use

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Wenyiji e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Wenyiji e-commerce Co., Ltd. No. 8, No. 31, Maichengli Dadeng Street, Xiangan District Xiamen City CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRENNER, BRANDI M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MY 1ST ST. PATRICK'S DAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432746 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100091
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; T-shirts; Baby bodysuits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOREVER PASSION DREAM, INC Address FOREVER PASSION DREAM, INC 11430 DALIAN CT 2nd floor COLLEGE POINT NEW YORK 11356 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COPPER MOON COFFEE

Serial Number 97432764 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100092
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6016219, 2891961, 5726759 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Coffee beans; Coffee pods
For Cafe services; Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 30, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC Address COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC 1503 VETERANS MEMORIAL PARKWAY E Lafayette INDIANA 47905 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13884.0032

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EQUITY TAX & ACCOUNTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432784 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100093
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “TAX & ACCOUNTING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accounting advisory services; Accounting services; Bookkeeping; Financial statement preparation and analysis for businesses; Tax advisory services; Tax consultation; Tax preparation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 2021 In Commerce Sep. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Equity Taxes, LLC Address Equity Taxes, LLC 3000 Atrium Way Suite 200 Mt Laurel Township NEW JERSEY 08054 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556005805

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WANT WHAT YOU WANT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97432788
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100094
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Metro Diner, LLC
- **Address**: Metro Diner, LLC 1511 N. West Shore Blvd., Suite 750 Tampa FLORIDA 33607
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 172134.00017

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PRIVATEER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97432804</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Firearms; Sporting firearms |
| **International Classes** | 13 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 9 |
| **International Class Title** | Firearms |
| **First Use** | Sep. 29, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 29, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Sam Diego, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sam Diego LLC |
| **Address** | Sam Diego, LLC 14028 Bel Red Road #207 Bellevue WASHINGTON 98007 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country** | WASHINGTON |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SIRENHEAD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432818</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100096</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The wording sirenhead has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Gloves; Hats; Pants; Scarfs; Shoes; Socks; Underwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Cloth bibs; Cosplay costumes; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Shell jackets |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | May 07, 2022 In Commerce | May 07, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Yangzhou Okus Trading Co., Ltd. | Address | Yangzhou Okus Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1603, 16th Floor World Trade Office Building | Country Where Organized | CHINA | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LORENZO, GEORGE M |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432847</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100097</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Cruets; Cups; Funnels; Hairbrushes; Pans; Pots; Basting spoons; Brushes for pets; Cake molds; Cheese graters; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cloths for cleaning; Cookie molds; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Cruet stands for oil and vinegar; Dishers; Drinking straws; Electric face cleansing brushes; Glass jars; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Ice cream scoops; Non-metal oil cans sold empty; Pet feeding dishes; Pot stands; Serviette rings of precious metal; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Squeegees for dishes; Wood chopping blocks for kitchen use

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

**First Use In Commerce**: May 17, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Xiamen Puhen e-commerce Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Xiamen Puhen e-commerce Co., Ltd. No. 8, No. 118, Maichengli Dadeng Street, Xiangan District Xiamen City CHINA 361000
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examine attorney**: REED, MAUREEN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
RYCURE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432870</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100098</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Rycture" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Lamps; Ceiling lights; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Floor lamps; Lamp bulbs; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Luminous house numbers; Portable headlamps; String lights for festive decoration
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 16, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Xingzhiyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Xingzhiyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 9A, Unit 2, Bldg. 3, Phase II, Huaye Rose Four Seasons Garden, Minzhi St, Longhua, Shenzhen, CHINA 518131
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WUBUOXU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432897  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100099
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Wubuoxu has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Cups; Funnels; Hairbrushes; Pans; Pots; Basting spoons; Brushes for pets; Cake molds; Cheese graters; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cloths for cleaning; Cookie molds; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Cruet stands for oil and vinegar; Dishers; Drinking straws; Electric face cleansing brushes; Glass jars; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Ice cream scoops; Non-metal oil cans sold empty; Pet feeding dishes; Pot stands; Serviette rings of precious metal; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Squeegees for dishes; Wood chopping blocks for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 18, 2022  In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Chenduohe e-commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Xiamen Chenduohe e-commerce Co., Ltd.  721-5,Bldg. 2,Cross-border E-commerce Industrial Park,No.29,Changhong Rd Xiamen CHINA 361000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUNHAOYOUXUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432901 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100100
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YunHaoYouXuan has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Beach mats; Carpets for automobiles; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Door mats; Floor mats for automobiles; Non-slip shower mats; Personal sitting mats; Shower mats; Stable mats for use as animal mattresses; Underlay for carpets; Vehicle carpets; Wall paper; Wrestling mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Yun Address Zhao, Yun No. 1688 Nanyang Tiandi Community Kongming South Road, Wancheng District Nanyang City, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432904</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100101</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MELTIVITY

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For** Personal fitness training services
  - **International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use** May 15, 2022
  - **In Commerce** May 15, 2022

- **For** Massage therapy services; Physical therapy in the nature of movement therapy; Sports massage
  - **International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101
  - **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services
  - **First Use** May 15, 2022
  - **In Commerce** May 15, 2022

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Melissa Yu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Melissa Yu 1844 Market St San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Legal Entity | UNITED STATES |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | K555688739 |

**Examiner Information**

| Examining Attorney | HAUENSTEIN, HOLLAND LE |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PREMVK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432906 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100102
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring photo prints, artwork, customized prints and artwork, customized print on demand products, digital files, poster prints, canvas, framed posters, art prints, art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs, art prints on canvas, canvas for printing, custom paintings, engravings and their reproductions, paintings and their reproductions, printed art reproductions, framed art prints, graphic art prints, graphic fine art prints, photo-engravings, print engravings, graphic prints, photographs, art etchings, art mounts, art pictures, art pictures on canvas, framed art etchings, framed art pictures, framed graphic art reproductions, graphic art reproductions, lithographic works of art, original art pictures on canvas, photographic or art mounts, works of art made of paper, banners of paper, decorative paper centerpieces, graphic prints and representations, paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper, photographic prints, printed graphs, canvas for painting, photographic albums, pictures, adhesive corners for photographs, adhesive-backed photographs, framed and matted art pictures featuring calligraphy, pressed flowers and/or images of pressed flowers, photo stands, photograph stands, enlargements and transparencies, periodicals, pamphlets, brochures, and leaflets, books, and greeting cards, printed photofinishing and order envelopes, greeting folders, printed posters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 16, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2020

For Custom design of wearable apparel, clothing, paper goods, home accessories, bags, mugs, puzzles, and gifts based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of accessories, namely, mugs, tote bags and cell phone cases based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of wall art, namely, posters and canvas prints based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of home decor, namely, pillow, bedding and blankets based on personal selections made by the customer
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 16, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong>  Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>  PREMVY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>  PREMVY INC 510 12 AVE SW APT 514 CALGARY CANADA T2R0X5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>  CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong>  CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>  CARROLL, DORITT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YAZOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100103</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording Yazower has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Cups; Funnels; Hairbrushes; Pans; Pots; Basting spoons; Brushes for pets; Cake molds; Cheese graters; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cloths for cleaning; Cookie molds; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Cruet stands for oil and vinegar; Dishers; Drinking straws; Electric face cleansing brushes; Glass jars; Grill scrapers for cleaning; Ice cream scoops; Non-metal oil cans sold empty; Pet feeding dishes; Pot stands; Serviette rings of precious metal; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Squeegees for dishes; Wood chopping blocks for kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 17, 2022
In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haoxirong (Xiamen) e-commerce Co., Ltd.
Address Haoxirong (Xiamen) e-commerce Co., Ltd. No. 4, No. 199, Maichengli Dadeng Street, Xiangan District Xiamen City CHINA 361000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97432924</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100104</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Real estate investment services; Real estate syndication
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Nov. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: YES MF LLC
- **Address**: YES MF LLC 2855 17th St Boulder COLORADO 80304
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: K555864771

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MORENO, PAUL A
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** ECOZA

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97432935
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100105
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Dermatological pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; medicated topical skin care formulations
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Mar. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2014

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Resilia Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
- **Address**: Resilia Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 301 East 45th Street, Suite 18-F New York  NEW YORK 10017
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 084365.0126

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
DON'T SELL WITHOUT THE INTEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432936 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100106
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate agency services; Real estate consultation
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 01, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ashton IP Holdings, LLC Address Ashton IP Holdings, LLC 210 12th Ave S, Suite 201 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97432940  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100107  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) FURRLIO

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For On-line retail store services featuring photo prints, artwork, customized prints and artwork, customized print on demand products, digital files, poster prints, canvas, framed posters, art prints, art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs, art prints on canvas, canvas for printing, custom paintings, engravings and their reproductions, paintings and their reproductions, printed art reproductions, framed art prints, graphic art prints, graphic fine art prints, photo-engravings, print engravings, graphic prints, photographs, art etchings, art mounts, art pictures, art pictures on canvas, framed art etchings, framed art pictures, framed graphic art reproductions, graphic art reproductions, lithographic works of art, original art pictures on canvas, photographic or art mounts, works of art made of paper, banners of paper, decorative paper centerpieces, graphic prints and representations, paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper, photographic prints, printed graphs, canvas for painting, photographic albums, pictures, adhesive corners for photographs, adhesive-backed photographs, framed and matted art pictures featuring calligraphy, pressed flowers and/or images of pressed flowers, photo stands, photograph stands, enlargements and transparencies, periodicals, pamphlets, brochures, and leaflets, books, and greeting cards, printed photofinishing and order envelopes, greeting folders, printed posters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Dec. 26, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 26, 2020

For Custom design of wearable apparel, clothing, paper goods, home accessories, bags, mugs, puzzles, and gifts based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of accessories, namely, mugs, tote bags and cell phone cases based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of wall art, namely, posters and canvas prints based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of home decor, namely, pillow, bedding and blankets based on personal selections made by the customer
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Dec. 26, 2020  In Commerce Dec. 26, 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>PREMVY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PREMVY INC 510 12 AVE SW APT 514 CALGARY CANADA T2R0X5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>CARROLL, DORITT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VANINNO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97432956 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100108
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Vaninno has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amber statues; Amberoid statues; Cold cast resin figurines; Desktop statuary made of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Figurines of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Plastic statuettes; Statues of plaster; Statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statues of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Statuettes made of plaster; Statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Statuettes of plaster, plastic, wax, wood; Wood carvings; Wooden sculptures
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 14, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Maiyuan Technology Co., LTD Address Shenzhen Maiyuan Technology Co., LTD Rm 807,No. 1-1,Lane 5,Shanzuitou Dist. 1 Helian Community,Longhua St,Longhua Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK Literal(s)
OWN YOUR PERSONAL ECONOMY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97432962</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100109</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial planning and investment advisory services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2009</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Levine Financial Group</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Levine Financial Group</th>
<th>293 Route 34</th>
<th>Colts Neck</th>
<th>NEW JERSEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 86258.4 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Experiencing Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CABO DE PEÑAS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97432965 | Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100110 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|---------------|---------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|--------------|----------|------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|----------------|--------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>The English translation of &quot;CABO DE PEÑAS&quot; in the mark is &quot;CAPE OF ROCKS&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Canned fish; Mollusks, not live; Shellfish, not live</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>29 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Meats and Processed Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2002</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CONSERVAS DEL NOROESTE, S.A.</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>AKA CONNORSA</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>CONSERVAS DEL NOROESTE, S.A.</th>
<th>Lg. Acuña, s/n Vilaboa, Pontevedra</th>
<th>SPAIN</th>
<th>36141</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>sociedad anonima (sa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TM10629US29 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BLANDU, FLORENTINA |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97432985  Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022  Registration Number: 7100111
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s): GET YOUR DREAM JOB

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Educational services, namely, conducting live and online seminars, courses, workshops, conferences, programs, blogs and ongoing series provided through webcasts in the field of career readiness, workforce development, career development counseling, counseling education, strategic business planning, job hunting, career guides, business mentoring and coaching, business education, finance, engineering, women in engineering, minorities in engineering, engineering design, education, early childhood education, elementary education, secondary education, higher education and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: May 24, 2022  In Commerce: May 24, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: NexHer LLC  Address: NexHer LLC  4315 50th St. NW Suite 100-2115  Washington  D.C.  20016
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WE EMPOWER POSSIBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97432999 | Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100112 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim      Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical engineering; Testing of apparatus in the field of electrical engineering
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Feb. 04, 2022
In Commerce Feb. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Voltyx Topco, Inc Address Voltyx Topco, Inc 15 Millpark Court Maryland Heights MISSOURI 63043
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number V147 003TM22

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
TM 11247 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EVERYDAY INHERITANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433020 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100113
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For on-line retail store services featuring jewelry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 30, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Everyday Inheritance, LLC Address Everyday Inheritance, LLC 3283 S. John Young Pkwy Kissimmee FLORIDA 34746 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KINCRITSTILL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97433048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "KINCRITSTILL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Bikinis; Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pajamas; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; Athletic tops and bottoms for runners, yoga; Baby bodysuits; Boxer briefs; Panties, shorts and briefs; Short-sleeve shirts; Tee shirts; Trunks being clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Quanzhou Chengxi Network Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Quanzhou Chengxi Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1302, Building C, No. 1 South Second Ring Road, Chengxiang Town, Anxi County, Quanzhou CHINA 362400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>IPLaw03296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
<td>RODRIGUEZ FONTANE, KIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OLD TOM'S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bar services; Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Oct. 2019
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: 36 Restaurant LLC
- **Address**: 36 Restaurant LLC 5001 NW 36th St Miami FLORIDA 33166
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K556159871

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ORNDORFF, LINDA B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EG BY EDUCATED GUESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Wine
**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 47, 49 **International Class Title** Wines and Spirits **First Use** Jun. 01, 2018 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** ROOTS RUN DEEP LLC **Address** ROOTS RUN DEEP LLC 1607 First St. Napa CALIFORNIA 94559 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
PEREL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433078</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100117</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies LIAT GALILY-PEREL, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Business consulting services; Business consulting services in the field of intellectual property rights; Business consulting services in the field of privacy and data protection

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use In Commerce**: 2011

**For**
- Intellectual property consultation; Legal services; Providing legal services in the field of intellectual property registration; Providing legal services in the field of privacy and data protection law

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use In Commerce**: 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Galily-Perel, Liat

**Address**: Galily-Perel, Liat Perel Office B.S.R. Tower No. 4, 7 Metzada St. Bnei Brak ISRAEL 5126112

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: ISRAEL

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)** LOS GALANAZOS

The mark consists of the stylized words "LOS GALANAZOS" with palm trees appearing within the three letter "A" and the letter "O" of the word "GALANAZOS". Above the word "GALANAZOS" is a lion head with a crown. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Translation** The English translation of LOS GALANAZOS in the mark is THE GOOD LOOKING.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of pre-recorded live musical performances and pre-recorded music videos

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jun. 04, 2021 **In Commerce** Jun. 04, 2021

**For** Downloadable musical sound recordings; Musical recordings

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Jun. 04, 2021 **In Commerce** Jun. 04, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Jorge Cruz  **Address** Jorge Cruz  217 E Saint John Dr.  Pharr  TEXAS  78577  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** MEXICO

**Owner Name** Raquel Cruz  **Address** Raquel Cruz  217 E Saint John Dr.  Pharr  TEXAS  78577  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** K556125658

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KANTINGFEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97433095 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100119
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KANTINGFEEL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For 3D spectacles; Earphones; Megaphones; Smartglasses; Battery charge devices; Electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; Eye glasses; Loudspeakers with built in amplifiers; Portable media players; Smart watches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 09, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Shanghai Yiyan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Yiyan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room A2-8044, No.58 Fuminzhi Road, Hengsha Township, Chongming Dist., Shanghai CHINA 202150 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number IPLaw03284

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FINOXM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97433100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "FINOXM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Cake rests; Cleaning brushes for household use; Containers for household use; Cookie molds; Cruet stands; Curling iron stands; Hand-operated spice grinders; Ice cube molds; Mug trees; Plastic freezer pop forms; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Shoe stretchers; Stemware holders; Toilet paper holders; Trays for domestic purposes

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass **First Use** Feb. 13, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Shenzhen Tuojiang Digital Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Tuojiang Digital Technology Co., Ltd. 201, Building 6, Gaoao New Village, Longhua Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen CHINA 518109 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** IPLaw03285

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KUZUERMEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433102 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100121
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KUZUERMEI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Hats; Hoodies; Hosiery; Nightwear; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underpants; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing jackets; Coats made of cotton
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Du, Minghuang Address Du, Minghuang No. 74 Dingdaoba, Panmei Village, Majia Town, Luojiang District, Quanzhou CHINA 362000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03286

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YIQINGLTD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433109 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100122
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YIQINGLTD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chipcards; Blank electronic chip cards; Blank near field communication (NFC) tags; Chip card readers; Encoded key cards; Near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled readers; Radio frequency identification (RFID) credentials, namely, cards and tags, and readers for radio frequency identification credentials; Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags; RFID readers; Smart card readers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 13, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 13, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ShenZhen YiQing Industry Development Co.,Ltd Address ShenZhen YiQing Industry Development Co., Ltd Shao Di Road 6 HaiZeGe ZhaoShang street, Nanshan District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97433117  
Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022  
Registration Number: 7100123  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)
EXCEPTIONAL BLACK WOMAN NETWORK

Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer
"BLACK WOMAN NETWORK"

Goods and Services Information

For Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Educational services, namely, conducting retreats in the field of self-care, self-love, and personal development; Educational services, namely, conducting masterclasses in the field of personal development, career advancement, and career development; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of professional development; Organization of social entertainment events; Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; Training services in the field of personal development, career advancement, and career development

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

First Use: Jan. 30, 2021  
In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2021

For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of professional Black women; Business networking; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; General business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; Membership club services, namely, providing on-line information to members in the fields of branding, business development, business marketing, and marketing; Organizing business networking events in the field of career advancement, career development, and networking for Black women; Providing on-line employment information in the field of job opportunities; Special event planning for business purposes

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

First Use: Jan. 30, 2021  
In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    Jones-DeWeever, Avis  
Address       Jones-DeWeever, Avis  540 Harborview Drive  Oxon Hill  MARYLAND  20745
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOYOAMOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433122  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100124  
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording “YOYOAMOY” has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Briefcases; Handbags; Purses; Valises; Attaché cases; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Canvas shopping bags; School bags; Shoulder bags  
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Feb. 04, 2022  In Commerce  Feb. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Chunbin  Address  Liu, Chunbin  No. 93 Zhainei, Xiangxi Village, Duwei Town, Xianyou County, Putian  CHINA  351200  
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IPLaw03288

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STREAM&DEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433128 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100125
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abrasive disks for power-operated grinders; Abrasive wheels for power-operated grinders; Brushes and brush holders for use in rotating electrical machinery; Flap discs for power-operated grinders; Grinding and polishing machines; Kits comprised of sandpaper sheets configured to fit power-operated sanders; Machine parts, namely, rollers coated with synthetic material; Polishing discs for automated wet-polishing multi-head machines; Polishing system for use in single-head machines comprising grinding and polishing discs for stone profiling and edges; Power-operated abrasive wheels; Power-operated angle grinders; Precision machine tools, namely, hard metal tools, high speed steel (HSS) tools, carbide tools, ceramic tools, poly crystalline diamond (PCD) tools, and diamond-coated and diamond-uncoated tools, and hard metal tools, all for use in the cutting and forming of materials by others; Rotary brushes for machines; Wheel adapters for power-operated grinders; Wire wheels for power-operated grinders
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PIYANXIN Address PIYANXIN No. 13, Rainbow Road Beixiaoying Town, Shunyi District Beijing CHINA 101300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97433132  Application Filing Date: May 27, 2022  Registration Number: 7100126
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of circle with four stripes lightest at top and each stripe getting darker.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Technology consultation in the field of artificial intelligence
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  First Use: Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Yowza Global LP  Composed of: Frank Dewindt, US citizen; Peter Dewindt, US citizen
Address: Yowza Global LP  333 N. Lantana St. #265  Camarillo  CALIFORNIA  93010
Legal Entity: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: GIBBONS, BRIAN R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433135</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4500181

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Blouses; Dresses; Hats; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Socks; Sweaters; Clothing jackets; Tops as clothing
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: KYS GROUP CORP
- **Address**: KYS GROUP CORP 3724 E. 26th Street  Vernon  CALIFORNIA  90058
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 7510TM01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FALAFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433136 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100128
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FALAFLY" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nightwear; Peignoirs; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Footwear for men; Ladies' underwear; Long johns; Men's suits, women's suits; Mufflers as neck scarves; Panties, shorts and briefs; Shirts for suits; Tops as clothing; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's hats and hoods; Women's shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Untitled Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Untitled Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, No. 10 Lane 255, Xiaotang Rd, Fengxian District Shanghai CHINA 201400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REFOCOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433156  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100129
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Refocor" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sportballs; Action figure toys; Balls of all kinds; Body-building apparatus; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Christmas tree decorations; Exercise machines; Infant toys; Pet toys; Plastic character toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy animals; Toy balloons; Toy cars; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Qingyun  Address Li, Qingyun 16D,Bldg H,Phase II,Yi'anduhui Central Ailian Community,Longgang District Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA 518115 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
HONGDUAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number  | 97433157 | Application Filing Date | May 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100130 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |
|----------------|---------|-------------------------|--------------|---------------------|---------|------------------|--------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|------------|----------------|--------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>The wording &quot;HONGDUAN&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</th>
<th>Name Portrait Consent</th>
<th>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  
Baking cups of paper; Caddies for holding hair accessories for household and domestic use; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Dinnerware, namely, plates; Dinnerware, namely, cups; Dinnerware, namely, saucers; Finger brushes for dental care of pets; Finger brushes for dental care of toddlers; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Lint removers, electric or non-electric; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Natural and synthetic fiber coco liners fitted for plant boxes, plant pots, and plant baskets; Plug-in diffusers for insect repellents; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Swimming pool products, namely, glass granules used in pool filters; Wine aerators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Mar. 15, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Mar. 15, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  
SHENZHENSHIHONGXINKEJIYOUXIANGONGSI

| Address | SHENZHENSHIHONGXINKEJIYOUXIANGONGSI 613, Building B, No.13, Tongfu Road  Hehua Community, Pinghu Street, Longgang  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000 |

Legal Entity  
limited company (ltd.)

State or Country  
CHINA

Where Organized  
CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  
CASTRO, GIANCARLO

---

13390
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Linyoish

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433172 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100131
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Linyoish has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Humidifiers; Lamps; Bathtubs and shower trays; Ceiling lights; Electric clothes rack for drying clothing; Electric fans; Electric grills; Lamp finials; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED luminaires; LED underwater lights; Plumbing fittings, namely, sink strainers; Projection spotlights; Shower heads; Shower stands
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 10, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen LinYouxi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen LinYouxi Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 401, No. 7, 7 Lane, Nanchang 2nd Team West, Nanchang Community, Xixiang St. Baoan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US052701
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISSELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOONET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433176 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100132
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-skid textile covers for tires; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Fitted vehicle armrest covers; Mudguards; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Spare tire covers; Spare wheel covers; Vehicle seat cushions; Wheel covers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 21, 2014 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nie, Hongjun Address Nie, Hongjun No. 34, Xinju Group, Jitang Village Rongtang Town Fengcheng, Jiangxi CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
Mark Literal(s) RLYQANT

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433186  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100133
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of the wording "RLYQANT", featuring a fanciful eyeglasses design on the left hand side. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses; Children's eye glasses; Contact lenses; Containers for contact lenses; Eyewear pouches; Polarizing spectacles; Safety eyewear; Spectacle frames; Sports' glasses; Sunglasses and spectacles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 23, 2022  In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nantong Aoyuan Commodity Co., Ltd.  Address Nantong Aoyuan Commodity Co., Ltd. No 281, Group 33, Xiting Community Neighborhood Committee, Xiting Town Tongzhou, Nantong CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MORF JEWELRY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433193</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "JEWELRY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Jewelry; Jewelry, namely, rings, necklaces, bracelets, pendants, earrings, anklets
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Nov. 20, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 20, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Morf Industries LLC
- **Address**: Morf Industries LLC 351 Walker Street, Ste. 4 Staten Island NEW YORK 10303
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEARON MANUFACTURING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433198 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100135
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an elongated hexagon border. Within the hexagon appears the stylized word "BEARON" which is underlined with a thin line. Centered underneath the thin line appears the word "MANUFACTURING". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MANUFACTURING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pond and water garden aeration systems comprising water pumps and air compressors
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Feb. 01, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2019

For Decorative water fountains; ornamental fountains; portable electric de-icers for preventing ice damage in waterways
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 01, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bearon Manufacturing, LLC Address Bearon Manufacturing, LLC 801 Stony Battery Rd. Landisville PENNSYLVANIA 17538 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433201</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Translation**: The wording ACK has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5208099

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chili; Baked beans; Canned beans; Canned tomatoes; Diced tomatoes; Peeled tomatoes; Processed beans; Processed tomatoes; Tomato paste; Tomato purée
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: May 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 27, 2022

- **For**: Ketchup; Salsa; Tomato-based sauces; Tomato ketchup; Tomato sauce
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: May 27, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ACK Foods, Inc.
- **Address**: ACK Foods, Inc. Suite 250 4000 Barranca Parkway, Suite 250 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92604
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
TM 11271 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOLIDERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433207 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100137 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BOLIDERY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Display boards; Display cases; Display stands; Identity plates, not of metal; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Nonmetal and non-paper containers for storage or transport; Nonmetal holders for signs; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Plastic signboards; Protective barriers for installation on point of sale, reception, office furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guan, Xinhua Address Guan, Xinhua No. 283, Team 3, Guanlu Village Chengtou Town, Ganyu County Jiangsu Province CHINA 222111 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT

13397
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ACK FOODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433220  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100138
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  FOODS  Translation
The wording ACK has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5208099

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wholesale and retail store services featuring food, namely, tomato based products.; Wholesale food distributorship services; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring food, namely, tomato based products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 27, 2022  In Commerce  May 27, 2022

For  Fresh tomatoes; Unprocessed tomatoes
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 46  International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products
First Use  May 27, 2022  In Commerce  May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ACK Foods, Inc.  Address  ACK Foods, Inc.  Suite 250  4000 Barranca Parkway  Irvine  CALIFORNIA 92604  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QJWDB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433223</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100139</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Birdhouses; Boxes of wood or plastic; Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Cheval glasses; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; Plastic handcuff strips; Statuettes of resin; Wall-mounted tool racks; Wooden sculptures

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Apr. 04, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Taiyuan Yuchangfeng Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Taiyuan Yuchangfeng Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 101, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Huayu East Dist Xiaojingyu St, Wanbailin Dist Taiyuan, Shanxi CHINA 030000 **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HWANG, JOHN C B
TM 11274 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TGG THE GOOD GUYS BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433229 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100140
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of the letters "T", "G" and "G" one above the other, as a fanciful design, with the words "THE GOOD GUYS BRAND" below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BRAND"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2194655 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 12, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 04, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfumery; Ethereal oils; Hair lotions; Non-medicated soaps
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRIDE ONE SA DE CV Address PRIDE ONE SA DE CV UNIVERSIDAD 171 OTE LOS CEDROS, QUERETARO MEXICO 76165 Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa de cv) State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
NO EUPHEMISM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433233</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100141</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Hoodies; Jeans; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Denim jackets; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Blue jeans; Denim jeans; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**First Use In Commerce**: May 26, 2021

**In Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Rayas, Alan

**Composed of**: Allison Mendoza, United States Citizen

**Address**: Rayas, Alan

3407 Roseview Ave

Los Angeles, California 90065

**Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP

**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

---

**Owner Name**: Mendoza, Allison

**Composed of**: Alan Rayas, United States Citizen

**Address**: Mendoza, Allison

3407 Roseview Ave

Los Angeles, California 90065

**Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP

**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

---

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  EQ1 REAL ESTATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433246 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022 Registration Number  7100142
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized cube design to the left of the
wording "EQ1" over the wording "REAL ESTATE". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "REAL ESTATE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4677700

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultancy; Real estate consultation; Real estate listing;
Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; Classified real estate listings of apartment rentals and housing
rentals; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Lease of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Providing real
estate listings and real estate information via a website; Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the
Internet; Providing real estate listings via the Internet; Providing information in the field of real estate; Providing information
in the field of real estate by means of linking the web site to other web sites featuring real estate information; Providing
information in the field of real estate via a website; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and
Financial First Use  Sep. 05, 2013 In Commerce  Sep. 05, 2013

For  Real estate advertising services; Real estate marketing services; Advertising of commercial or residential real estate;
Matching consumers with real estate professionals in the field of real estate services via computer network; Providing real
estate leads for prospective purchasers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business First Use  Sep. 05, 2013 In Commerce  Sep. 05, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Equity One Real Estate  
**Address**  Equity One Real Estate  
Suite 106  
1762 Technology Drive  
San Jose  
CALIFORNIA  
95110  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  EQ1 Logo

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  COWARD, JEFFERY
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97433260
Application Filing Date May 27, 2022
Registration Number 7100143
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Aprons
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing
First Use May 18, 2022
In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name BRIGHT INTERNATIONAL
Address BRIGHT INTERNATIONAL D-1 SECOND FLOOR BLOCK-D
LOT NO L-16 BLOCK 22 FEDERAL B AREA KARACHI PAKISTAN
Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized PAKISTAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number AIPA-6988A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HUMANITY'S FREEDOM IS WITHIN EQUALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433268 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100144 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in workforce data management and data analytics in the field of tax, human resources, and business intelligence
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 27, 2022 In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name First Capitol Consulting, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Trusaic Address First Capitol Consulting, Inc. 3530 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1460 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HFIWE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XJCXXZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433298 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100145
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Schoolbags; All purpose sport bags; Bow tie collars for pets; Children's shoulder bags; Fitted protective covers for travel bags, namely, backpacks, knapsacks, all-purpose carrying bags, luggage; Grooming organizers for travel; Harnesses specially adapted for carrying, holding and securing air bottles used by underwater divers; Hiking bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Minaudieres in the nature of small clutch purses; Pet clothing for pigs, dogs; Sling bags for carrying infants; Small rucksacks; Travelling bags; Umbrellas for children
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 26, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Qicheng e-commerce Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Qicheng e-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 04,31 / F,unit 1,phase I,huajingyuan project,Vanke City,No.8,guannanyuan Road,Wuhan CHINA 430000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RYXSSX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433301 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022
Registration Number 7100146 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For A-shirts; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Overcoats; Pants; Scarves; Shoes; Socks; T-shirts; Underclothing; Bathing suits; Tank tops; Top coats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Runyunxin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Runyunxin Technology Co., Ltd. Room 403, 4th Floor, No. 60, Langkou Industrial Park Langkou Community, Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TILOMOFI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97433303  
  **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022  
  **Registration Number**: 7100147  
  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
  **Translation**: The wording "TILOMOFI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Mousepads; Backpacks especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers; Bags specially adapted for underwater camera housings; Camera cases; Cushioned support base specially adapted to prop up laptop computers; Mouse mats; PC tablet mounts; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for laptops; Protective covers and cases for portable media players; Protective covers for tablet computers; Smartphone mounts; Spectacle cases; Wireless charging mouse pads
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
  **First Use** in Commerce: Mar. 15, 2022  
  **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen tianyouli Technology Co., Ltd.  
  **Address**: Shenzhen tianyouli Technology Co., Ltd. 304,No.51, Qiling second village, fuchengao community,Longgang District,Shenzhen CHINA 518000  
  **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KLUWE, CHERYL D
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** ROLMZJX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433306</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cups; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Containers for household or kitchen use; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dishers; Graters for kitchen use; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Hand-operated food grinders; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Insulating jars; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Scoops for serving or portioning coffee, cookie dough; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

**First Use** Mar. 15, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Longgang Haomin daily necessities firm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Longgang Haomin daily necessities firm 402,building B,Huaguang Industrial Park dormitory,No.8,tongfuyu Industrial Zone, Longgang,Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PRIZANT, JAMES |

---

**TM 11282 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433310</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100149</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: COMODO
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "COMODO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Boxing gloves; Knee guards for athletic use; Punching bags; Sport balls; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; Weight lifting belts; Weight lifting gloves; Work-out gloves; Wrist and ankle weights for exercise; Wrist straps for weight lifting
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Syalox Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 2806-E58 Waimaojituan Building No.239 Zhongxing Road,Chengdong,Dongmen Luohu Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TMHF-638
- **Examining Attorney**: PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) AHWUWAQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433312 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022 Registration Number  7100150
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "AHWUWAQ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls; Bobblehead dolls; Doll accessories; Doll clothing; Doll costumes; Dolls for playing; Dolls' feeding bottles; Rag dolls; Traditionally dressed western dolls; Vinyl dolls

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yangyang Wang Address  Yangyang Wang The same year group of Nanpu Village Jinshen Town, Tongcheng City Anhui Province CHINA 231440 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) J-BARZILLAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433313 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100151 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "J-BARZILLAI", which the first letter "J" resembles a fish hook and the third letter "A" resembles a fish. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "J-BARZILLAI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing hooks; Fishing lines; Fishing lure boxes; Fishing lure parts; Fishing lures; Fishing reels; Fishing rods; Fishing sinkers; Fishing tackle; Fishing tackle boxes International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weihai Shuimu Software Technology Co., Ltd Address Weihai Shuimu Software Technology Co., Ltd 81-a602, Kunming Road, Huancui District, Weihai City, Shandong Province CHINA 264200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOPJALD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433316  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number  7100152
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "LOPJALD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bikinis; Capelets; Pareos; Wetsuits; Baby bodysuits; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Halloween costumes; Sport coats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Youdingtian (Xiamen) Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Youdingtian (Xiamen) Technology Co., Ltd.  Unit 8, 5F, 698-2 Caotang Road  Industrial Concentration Zone  Tongan District Xiamen  CHINA  361000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AKAKDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433320 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100153
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording AKAKDA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cotton for darning; Cotton thread and yarn; Cotton threads and yarns; Cotton yarn; Knitting yarns; Linen thread and yarn; Metal thread for embroidery; Natural fiber yarn; Paper yarn for textile use; Spun silk yarn
International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Feb. 21, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guoling Chen Address Guoling Chen Rm 306, Bld 9, Fengdan Villa, No. 669 Changjiang West Road, Shushan District Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230031 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREROA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433328 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100154
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Breroa has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverageware; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; Cake molds; Compostable and biodegradable plates, bowls, cups and trays; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cups and mugs; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Dishers; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Drinking straws; Ice cube molds; Jars for jams and jellies of earthenware, glass, porcelain, plastic; Lunch boxes; Wine glasses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Xun Address Li, Xun No.75, Bianlou Villager Group, Liangting Village, Shangpai Town, Feixi County, Anhui CHINA 231299 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0573
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANTJUMPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433347 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100155
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ANTJUMPER has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flowerpots; Bamboo baskets for household purposes; Bathroom glass holder not of precious metal; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Flower-pot covers, not of paper; Holders for cooking pot lids; Holders for flowers and plants; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Indoor terrariums for animals; Laundry baskets; Laundry bins for domestic or household use; Laundry hampers for domestic or household use; Metal baskets for household purposes; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Plant baskets; Plastic handheld shopping baskets; Portable potties for children; Rails for towels, not of precious metal; Table napkin holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PYXAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433348  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100156
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "PYXAYS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Pillows; Air pillows, not for medical purposes; Baby head support cushions; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Chair pads; Floor pillows; Head positioning pillows for babies; Head supporting pillows; Nap mats; Neck-supporting pillows; Ring bearer pillows; Seat cushions; Travel pillows; U-shaped pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Dec. 01, 2021  In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gao Xin  Address Gao Xin No. 460, Gaojiawan Village Kehu Town, Lin County Shanxi Province CHINA 033299  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Kuang

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433349 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2022 Registration Number  7100157
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "GS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear; Gloves; Hoods; Pants; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic uniforms; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing jackets; Cycling shoes; Denim pants; Horse-riding boots; Motorcycle gloves; Motorcycle jackets; Motorcyclist boots; Riding jackets; Track jackets
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yuan Sheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Yuan Sheng Trading Co., Ltd. 4 Mesonec Nanto,184-2 Shioto Yumesaki-cho, Himeji City Hyogo Prefecture JAPAN 671-2222 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433350 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100158
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; All-purpose athletic bags; Athletic bags; Back packs; Back packs, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Cases of leather or leatherboard; Fitted protective covers for travel bags, namely, backpacks, knapsacks, all-purpose carrying bags, luggage; Garment bags for travel made of leather; Hiking rucksacks; Key-cases of leather and skins; Kit bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Sports bags; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuan Sheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yuan Sheng Trading Co., Ltd. 4 Mesonec Nanto,184-2 Shiot Yumesaki-cho, Himeji City Hyogo Prefecture JAPAN 671-2222 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ANTJUMPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433351 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100159
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ANTJUMPER has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Area rugs; Bathroom mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpet padding; Carpets and rugs; Chair mats; Coverings for existing floors; Diatomite bath mats; Door mats; Fabric bath mats; Floor coverings; Fur rugs; Meditation mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Plastic bath mats; Prayer mats; Rubber bath mats; Rubber mats; Underlays for rugs
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use May 20, 2021 In Commerce May 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FAYELFLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433360  Application Filing Date May 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100160
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Fayelfland" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Dolls' beds; Dolls' clothes; Infant toys; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery; Plush toys; Stuffed toys; Toy building blocks; Toy models
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Chuying E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Ningbo Chuying E-Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 99, Xianggongtan N Rd, Wansheng Vil, Simen Town, Yuyao City, Zhejiang Province  CHINA 315400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy
Examing Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HUIZHTENGDA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433363</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100161</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HUIZHTENGDA has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Auxiliary power units for supplying electrical power to heat and power generators; Electric generators and related equipment, namely, automatic standby electric generator sets; Electric power generators for ships; Electric pumps; Electronically and power-operated tools, namely, pullers and components therefor, nut splitters, extractors, separators, spanners and coil spring compressors; Embossing printing machines; Extensions for power tools; Generators for wind turbines; Hair shearing machines for animals; Hot adhesive guns; Permanent magnet motors; Portable electric power generators; Soldering apparatus, electric; Tool grinding machines; Wind-powered electricity generators

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

**First Use** Apr. 27, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Li, Wenqiang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 16, Yulin Village, Gedi Township, Yonghe County, Shanxi Province CHINA 041000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Vendy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LORENZO, GEORGE M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RICHLUNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433370</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100162</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Cloaks; Hats; Infantwear; Nightgowns; Shoes; Socks; Swimsuits; Tutus; Bath robes; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Running suits; Ski masks; Yoga pants

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Mar. 01, 2022
In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Dongguan Luner Trading Co., Ltd.
Address: Building 17, Humen Wanda Plaza, No. 82, Liansheng Road, Humen Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province CHINA

Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANDENGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433372 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100163
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Bandenger" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial flowers; Belt clasps; Bows for the hair; Decorative cording; Fasteners for bras; Hair barrettes; Hair curling pins; Hair slides; Hair ornaments in the form of combs; Hair ornaments in the nature of hair wraps; Lace trimmings; Ribbons for the hair; Sewing boxes; Arts and crafts findings, namely, pom-poms; Snap fasteners; Toupees
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Mojie Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Mojie Trading Co., Ltd. Room 604, Unit 2, Building 11, Juyuan Choucheng Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
TM 11298 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VELALY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433386 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100164
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording Velaly in a stylized font shown inside two intersecting upside down triangles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Velaly LLC Address Velaly LLC 1625 O Farrell St Reno NEVADA 89503 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
TM 11299
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INKS & BINDINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433414 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100165 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publishing of books and reviews International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

For Advertisement for others on the Internet; Advertising and advertisement services; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising and promotional services; Advertising and publicity services; Advertising of the published texts of others; Advertising on the Internet for others; Advertising services to create brand identity for others; Advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet; Creating advertising material; Creating and updating advertising material; Digital advertising services; Internet advertising services; On-line advertising and marketing services; On-line advertising services for others; Online advertising and marketing services in the field of literary works; Online advertising and promotional services; Production of advertising materials International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

For Digital on-demand printing services of books and other documents International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

For Consulting services in the field of graphic design of advertising materials; Designing websites for advertising purposes; Graphic design of internet advertising International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Inks &amp; Bindings, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Inks &amp; Bindings, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P.O. Box 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yorba Linda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA 92885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Inks&amp;Binding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>KING, LINDA M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MELANINFLEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 97433422 | Application Filing Date | May 28, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100166 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 11, 2020 | In Commerce | Jan. 20, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Gerren, Jamal | Address | Gerren, Jamal | 340 S LEMON AVE #5090 | Walnut | CALIFORNIA | 91789 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FEELIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433479  Application Filing Date May 28, 2022  Registration Number 7100167
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the image of a stylized leaf with five broken branching veins, the style leaf is broken at both top point left and below point right, to the right is the wording "FEELIS" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "FEELIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comforters; Curtains; Flannel; Quilts; Towels; Baby bunting; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Blanket throws; Blankets for household pets; Blankets for outdoor use; Crib bumper pads; Crib bumpers; Crib canopies; Crib sheets; Curtains and towels; Curtains of plastic; Curtains of textile; Fabrics for textile use; Pillow cases; Quilts made of terry cloth; Quilts of textile; Quilts of towel; Sleeping bag liners; Sleeping bags for babies; Sleeping bags in the nature of sheeting; Table linen of textile; Wall hangings of textile; Acrylic fabrics; Baby blankets; Baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; Bath towels; Brocade flags; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Children's blankets; Children's towels; Cloth flags; Corduroy fabrics; Cotton fabrics; Cotton towels; Cushion covers; Door curtains; Drink mats of table linen; Fabric flags; Fitted bed sheets; Flat bed sheets; Fleece blankets; Football towels; Golf towels; Hand towels; Kitchen towels; Knitted fabrics; Mattress covers; Net curtains; Nylon flags; Pet blankets; Pillow covers; Plastic table covers; Quilt covers; Shower curtains; Silk bed blankets; Silk blankets; Silk fabrics; Silk filled quilts; Tea towels; Terry towels; Textile place mats; Travelling blankets; Window curtains; Woollen blankets; Woven fabrics

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics  First Use Sep. 29, 2020  In Commerce Sep. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BEOPEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433486 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100168
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BEOPEL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Teethers; Baby bottles; Baby feeding pacifiers; Bottle holders for holding babies' bottles, namely, holders for holding babies' bottles during feeding in the nature of flexible braces for wearing around the neck of the person holding a feeding baby; Clinical thermometers; Cups adapted for feeding babies and children; Dishes adapted for feeding babies and children; Feeding bottle teats; Nipple breast covers for protection while sun tanning; Pacifier clips; Pacifier cloth for attachment to infant pacifiers; Pacifiers for babies; Pouches specially adapted for holding pacifiers; Teething rings; Teething rings incorporating baby rattles
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Qichuangyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Qichuangyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 2410, Bldg 6, Poly Shangcheng Phase I No. 202, Yicui Rd, Longcheng St., Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WTCYNLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433487 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100169
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kaleidoscopes; Clockwork toys; Face masks being playthings; Kinetic motion desk toys; Knitted toys; Miniature toy sports games; Party games; Sand toys; Toy building blocks; Toy building blocks capable of interconnection; Toy xylophones; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tai, Chen Address Tai, Chen No. 110, Shangbao Village, Taicun Village, Jingqiao Town, Lishui County, Jiangsu Province, CHINA 211224 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zib

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QCZYC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97433494
- **Application Filing Date**: May 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100170
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bags adapted for laptops; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Cell phone cases; Covers for smartphones; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Keypads for use with computers, tablet computers, cell phones; Mouse pads; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective sleeves for laptop computers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Feisheng Information Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Feisheng Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 402, No. 7, Lane 16, West District, Xinsan Vlg, Nansan Cmty, Buji St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518112
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) XPCSssOd

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433498  Application Filing Date May 28, 2022  Registration Number 7100171  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body suits; Clothing jackets; Coats; Dresses; Hoodies; Pajamas; Pants; Shoes; Socks; Suits  International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Apr. 28, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Lin  Address Huang Lin Room 110, No. 41, Longguan West Road, Dalang, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433504</td>
<td>May 28, 2022</td>
<td>7100172</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Candles; Tapers; Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Candle-making kits; Candle contained in a clamshell; Candles comprised primarily of soy, beeswax; Candles for lighting; Candles for wedding, memorial ceremonies; Perfumed candles; Scented candles; Tallow candles; Tea light candles; Votive candles; Wax for making candles
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Olues Tourism Products (yangzhou) Co.,ltd
- **Address**: Olues Tourism Products (yangzhou) Co.,ltd
  Room1312, Building 9, No.2 Wenchangdong Road, Yangzhou, Jiangsu, CHINA
  225000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: Zib

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TYG THE YOUNG GANG THE YOUNG GANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433511 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100173
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Necklaces International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Chongfeng Address Wang, Chongfeng Group 9, Tielu Village, Tangzhuang Township, Shangshui County, Henan Province CHINA 450000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039137T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOVIPTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97433515 Application Filing Date: May 28, 2022 Registration Number: 7100174
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Stickers; Stickers and decalcomanias;
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use: May 05, 2022 In Commerce: May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Pan, Shigui Address: Pan, Shigui No. 016, Heci West Natural Vil., Bali Administrative Vil., Wuwei County, Chaohu, Anhui CHINA 238000 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: US039331T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LENQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433518 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100175
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LENQ". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LENQ" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, saws; Circular saws; Metal working machines, namely, saws and cutters; Milling cutters being machine tools; Thread milling cutters being machine tools
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhenjiang Zhongjun Tools Co., Ltd. Address Zhenjiang Zhongjun Tools Co., Ltd. No. 99, Cansang Road, Industrial Park, Zhenjiang High-tech Zone, Jiangsu CHINA 212132 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039240T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AYOGIGICHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433519 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100176
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Garters; Bandeau tops; Clothing layettes; Combinations being one-piece undergarments; Ladies' suits; Ladies' underwear; Sleeping garments; Suspender belts for women; Under garments
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Chudu Plastic Packaging Products Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Chudu Plastic Packaging Products Co., Ltd. No. 11, Huaxing South Rd., Xinya St., Huadu Dist., Guangzhou Guangdong CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039221T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUEKEN, ABIGAIL JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WANGMUXIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97433541 | **Application Filing Date** | May 28, 2022 | **Registration Number** | 7100177 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | **Register** | Principal | **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording WANGMUXIA has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Air mattresses for medical purposes; Commode chairs; Electric foot spa massagers; Massage apparatus and instruments; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Post-pregnancy abdominal support and compression undergarments, girdles and underwear for medical purposes; Walking aids for disabled persons, namely, walking frames; Walking sticks for medical purposes
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use** | Mar. 07, 2022 |
- **In Commerce** | Mar. 07, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Wang, Wen
- **Address**: Wang, Wen Room 1311, No. 55, Zhongwang Road, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US039272T
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** BVSLTUK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number:** 97433543  
- **Application Filing Date:** May 28, 2022  
- **Registration Number:** 7100178  
- **Registration Date:** Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register:** Principal  
- **Mark Type:** Trademark  
- **Publication Date:** Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  - The mark consists of the stylized letter "BVSLTUK", wherein the letters "B", "S", and "K" are incomplete.
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Anticathodes; Cathodes; Accumulators, electric; Batteries, electric; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery boxes; Battery chargers; Battery jars; Chargers for electric accumulators; Galvanic batteries; Galvanic cells; Grids for batteries; Rechargeable batteries; Solar batteries
- **International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
- **International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use In Commerce:** Mar. 01, 2022  
- **In Commerce:** Mar. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Shenzhen Shi Fengli Lineng Keji Youxian Gongsi  
- **Address:** Shenzhen Shi Fengli Lineng Keji Youxian Gongsi C447-2, No.1 Long Corridor, Heshui Kou Community, Matian St., Guangming Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity:** limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number:** US039091T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRUSERIOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433546 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100179
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GRUSERIOUR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Breast pumps; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; Love dolls; Menstrual cups; Sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 19, 2022 In Commerce May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHUANG, Qinsheng Address ZHUANG, Qinsheng No.13, Shangdong 2nd District Rd Xiashan Street, Chaonan District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515144 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039276T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TIMBOND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433547</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 28, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100180</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Batteries and battery chargers; Battery boxes; Battery cases; Battery chargers; Battery jump starters; Battery monitors; Battery packs; Battery terminal connector clamps; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Renewable battery system to provide backup power
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 12, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 12, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Zhaorong New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Dongguan Zhaorong New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. A219 Guoning Industrial Park, Nancheng, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523073
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US039129T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VIAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433562 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100181
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aluminum alloy; Barbed wire; Chicken-houses of metal; Cut nails; Door handles of metal; Doors and windows of metal; Electronic safes; Floor boards of metal; Jalousies of metal; Metal bins; Metal boxes; Metal cash boxes; Metal decking; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal bicycle locks
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuang, Yanting Address Zhuang, Yanting No. 420, Qianzhuang, Meizhuang Village Dongqiao Town, Hui'an County Fujian Province CHINA 362141 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MARIPOLIO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433565</td>
<td>May 28, 2022</td>
<td>7100182</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;MARIPOLIO&quot; with two leaves on the letter &quot;IP&quot;, and two lines around the whole mark.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The wording &quot;MARIPOLIO&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Haemoglobin; Acai powder dietary supplements; Diet capsules; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Health food supplements; Lecithin for medical purposes; Medicated candy; Medicinal drinks; Nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop smoking; Vitamin preparations; Vitamin tablets; Yeast for pharmaceutical purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: Feb. 08, 2022  In Commerce: Feb. 08, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: YERUSHA SARAH GREEN  
Address: YERUSHA SARAH GREEN 432 NW 8TH ST MIAMI FLORIDA 33136  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOHAHILA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAYSEARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433587 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100184
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Kayseari", wherein there is a leaf design on the top of the letter "i". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Haemoglobin; Acai powder dietary supplements; Diet capsules; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Health food supplements; Lecithin for medical purposes; Medicated candy; Medicinal drinks; Nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop smoking; Vitamin preparations; Vitamin tablets; Yeast for pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KEITH WILLIAM HIGGINS Address KEITH WILLIAM HIGGINS 1707 HICKORY AVE NICEVILLE FLORIDA 32578 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WWDOLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number 97433598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date May 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number 7100185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal Mark Type Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Guitars; Harmonicas; Zithers; Conductors' batons; Electronic musical instruments; Guitar accessories, namely, guitar slides; Music boxes; Musical instrument straps; Sheet music stands; Tuners for musical instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name Chang, Jianxin Address Chang, Jianxin No. 164, Shuiquanzi Village Datun Township Beizhen City, Liaoning CHINA 121316 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13448
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHAYTEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433599 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100186
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Chaytey" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blackboards; Paintings; Paper; Stationery; Stickers; Art prints; Desk sets; Desktop organizers; Disposable napkins; File folders; Paint brushes; Paper towels; Printed calendars; Printed maps; Printing paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Chute Trading Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Chute Trading Co., Ltd. Rm. 603-4, Bldg 2, Wangxin Shuangcheng Bldg, Changhe St., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310052 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117318

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NSSCMU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433605 Application Filing Date  May 28, 2022 Registration Number  7100187
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nails; Buckles of common metal; Common metal pulls; Hardware, namely, metal brackets for general use; Metal fasteners, namely, bolts, nails, rivets, screws; Metal hardware, namely, springs; Metal hose fittings; Metal nuts; Metal pipe couplings and joints; Metal plugs; Metal screws; Screw rings of metal
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods  First Use  Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Inner Mongolia Mushu'an Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Inner Mongolia Mushu'an Trading Co., Ltd. 302, Unit 1,3-4F, Bldg.6 Mingdu Fengjing Community, East Rd., Xincheng Dist., Hohhot, Inner Mongolia CHINA 010000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS116792

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BITTOUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433607 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100188 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Bittouy" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cages for household pets; Camping grills; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household use; Cookery molds; Kitchen containers; Plastic storage containers for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022
For Backpacks; Daypacks; Bags for sports; Duffel bags for travel; Fashion handbags; Grooming organizers for travel; Gym bags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Handbags, purses and wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Guangxinmao Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Guangxinmao Trading Co., Ltd. 20-21,401,4/F, No.01 Factory, Xintianxia Indus. City,Vanke Community,Bantian St., Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117242

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HUILESHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433616 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100189
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric tooth brushes; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Interdental brushes for cleaning the teeth; Manual toothbrushes; Oral care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Tooth brushes; Toothbrush bristles; Toothbrushes, electric; Electric toothbrush replacement handles and recharging docks sold as a unit; Finger toothbrushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Xinding Trading Co., Ltd. Address Hangzhou Xinding Trading Co., Ltd. Room 333, 3rd floor, No.358 Binwen Road Changhe Street, Binjiang District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SHEENA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YSENSE WEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433625 Application Filing Date May 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100190 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WEAR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5191030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Headbands; Hosiery; Mittens; Scarfs; Shirts; Stockings; Swimsuits; Swimwear; Tights; Ankle socks; Fingerless gloves; Headbands against sweating; Knitted caps; Leg-warmers; Leg warmers; Skull caps; Woollen socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feng, Yuhong Address Feng, Yuhong No.1, 5F, Unit 3, Building 2, No.5 Xingyuan 3 Rd, Wujin Town, Xinjin County Sichuan CHINA 611400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOZEAU, BRANDON THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUMIGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433628 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100191
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building games; Construction toys incorporating magnets; Drawing toys; Musical toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars; Stacking toys; Toy building blocks; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy construction blocks; Toy jewelry; Toy robots; Toy rockets; Toy vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou YAMAXUN Toys Co.,Ltd. Address Shantou YAMAXUN Toys Co.,Ltd. NO.3, North of Rongfu Rd., Toufen Village Fengxiang Street, Chenghai District Shantou CHINA 515821 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYLTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97433630 |
| Application Filing Date | May 29, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7100192 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Nancy HYLTON, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5193250 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitted compression and stabilizing orthotics for the chest, torso arms, hands, legs, and feet, flexible compression braces for limbs and joints, for medical use
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 30, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 30, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | SPIO, INC. |
| Address | SPIO, INC. 127 SW 156th Street Burien WASHINGTON 98166 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WASHINGTON |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | CT2-3973-T2 |
| Examining Attorney | DUENAS, TAYLOR S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GO2HEJING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433631  Application Filing Date May 29, 2022  Registration Number 7100193
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D decorative plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; 3D plastic ornaments for attachment to cars, walls, windows, mirrors and other solid surfaces; Bedroom furniture; Decorative boxes made of plastic; Decorative wooden wall letters for spelling names and words; Non-metal profiles for arranging devices on and in walls, ceilings and other surfaces; Ornaments of acrylic resins; Patio furniture; Picture and photograph frames; Product display equipment, namely, turntables and display units used to turn a product for use in the field of sales and promotion; Stone furniture; Three dimensional decorative ornaments made from plastic; Wood carvings; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Works of art of plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hejing E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hejing E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 206, No. 45, Sharon Road, Pingshan Maluan Street, Pingshan District Shenzhen CHINA 518118 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUENAS, TAYLOR S
**TM 11328 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  
**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** XIULUO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97433632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Headphones; Mousepads; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for telephones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone cases; Computer keypads; Covers for smartphones; Ear phones; Headsets for use with computers; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Wireless computer mice

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**  Apr. 27, 2022  **In Commerce**  Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Shenzhen XiuLuo Technology Co., Ltd.  **Address**  Shenzhen XiuLuo Technology Co., Ltd.  Room 101, No. 9, Jinzhu Lane 15  Yangmei Community, Bantian Street  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  Sha2005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  Duenas, Taylor S
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433633</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td>7100195</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Blank note cards; Disposable napkins; Gift bags; Grocery bags; Napkin paper; Notebook paper; Office stationery; Paper; Paper party bags; Paper tissues; Printed coloring books; Stationery; Stickers; Towels of paper; Writing instruments |
| International Classes    | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title| Paper |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Printed Matter</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Liang, Yongqiang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Liang, Yongqiang No. 191, South Wushi Village, Wushi Shuzai Town, Dianbai County Guangdong Province CHINA 525438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | Sha2005 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | DUENAS, TAYLOR S |
ZSTOWY

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZSTOWY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433635 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100196
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper; Stationery; Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Blank note cards; Disposable napkins; Gift bags; Grocery bags; Napkin paper; Notebook paper; Office stationery; Paper party bags; Paper tissues; Printed coloring books; Stickers; Towels of paper; Writing instruments
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deng, Miaoyan Address Deng, Miaoyan Room 1702, Building 10, Sentosa Junyuan Xinhua Road, Xixiang, Baoan District Shenzhen CHINA 518102 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHEORY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433636</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100197</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for academic research and collaboration

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** May 01, 2021 **In Commerce** May 28, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Navid Manafi **Address** Navid Manafi 426 N Alexandria Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90004 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GVINED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433762 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100198
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GVINED" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blades and brushes for electric hair clippers and trimmers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Disposable razors; Electric hair crimper; Flatware being knives, forks, and spoons; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Manually operated hand held tool for the purpose of dispensing plastic wrap around pallets or product for the purpose of shipping, transporting or storage; Multi-function hand tools comprised primarily of pocket knives and also including crewdrivers, files; Non-electric can openers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen senlishun Trading Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen senlishun Trading Co., Ltd 2906, Duhuixuan, No. 3018 Shennan Ave. Huahang Community, Huaqiangbei St. Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518035 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOMESTAYSIS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97433787
- **Application Filing Date**: May 29, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100199
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Drawer organizers; Non-metal storage boxes for general use; Non-metal storage boxes of wood for general use
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ayeni, Olukayode
- **Address**: Ayeni, Olukayode 131-11 Kew Gardens Road Apt 5L, Richmond Hill, NEW YORK 11418
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433788</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "AUGEPLUS" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Erasers; Paper-clips; Office stationery; Painting tablets; Paper hole punches; Paper notebooks; Paper staplers; Plastic shopping bags; Stationery boxes; Writing instruments |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | May 26, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 26, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ningbo Maojia Import & Export Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Ningbo Maojia Import & Export Co., Ltd. 18-24, No. 796, Baizhang East Road, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 315000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MZEYAPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433790 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100201 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MZEYAPO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Shoes; Slippers; Sneakers; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic shoes; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Running shoes; Sandals and beach shoes; Snow boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yingtan SiHan Trade Co., Ltd. Address Yingtan SiHan Trade Co., Ltd. Rm.102, Unit 2, Bldg.26, Minshengjiayuan Shengli West Rd., Yuehu District Yingtan City, Jiangxi CHINA 335000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOPDOG HEAVY EQUIPMENT
PARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433791 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100202
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring heavy equipment parts; Catalog ordering service featuring heavy equipment parts; On-line ordering services featuring heavy equipment parts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 13, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 13, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TopDog Parts Inc. Address TopDog Parts Inc. 5032 S. Ash Avenue Suite 110 Tempe ARIZONA 85282 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TOPDOG HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433792 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100203 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of an excavator with a black dog inside of the cabin, the boom of the excavator is depicted as extended, the excavator is depicted as yellow except for the tracks and the bucket which are depicted as grey; to the right of the excavator design and directly below the boom of the excavator is the word "TOP" depicted above the word "DOG" with both words depicted in black capital letters, the letter "o" in the words "TOP" and "DOG" are depicted as cogs; below the excavator and the words "TOP DOG" is a dashed line depicted in black; below the dashed line are the words "HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS" depicted in black capital letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, grey, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring heavy equipment parts; Catalog ordering service featuring heavy equipment parts; On-line ordering services featuring heavy equipment parts International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 13, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 13, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TopDog Parts Inc. Address TopDog Parts Inc. 5032 S. Ash Avenue Suite 110 Tempe ARIZONA 85282 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97433793
- **Application Filing Date**: May 29, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100204
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Ciwalce" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Banners and flags of textile; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Fabric valances; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Flags of textile or plastic; Pennants of textile; Small curtains made of textile materials; Tapestries of textile; Traced cloths for embroidery; Wall hangings of textile
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 25, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Haikou GushuOu Trading Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Room 802, Bldg.3, No.236, Yingbin Avenue, Chengxi Town, Longhua Dist., Haikou City, Hainan Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: HAP
- **Examining Attorney**: EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WIOKINY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433795  Application Filing Date May 29, 2022  Registration Number 7100205
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WIOKINY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Bento boxes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Glass jars; Lunch boxes; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Pepper mills, hand-operated; Salt and pepper shakers; Thermally insulated containers for food
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 25, 2022  In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qinghai Jishun Communication Technology Co., Ltd. Address Qinghai Jishun Communication Technology Co., Ltd. Room 732, Unit 7, Building 12 No. 7, Kunlun Road, Chengxi District XiNing City CHINA 810001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RICKYLSCHIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433796</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Blouses; Shirts; Shorts; T-shirts; Tee-shirts; Undershirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Short-sleeved shirts; Tops as clothing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 23, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 23, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shu, Youdong |
| Address | Shu, Youdong No.11, Houshanxia Road, Wutang Village, Nvbu Street, Lanxi City Zhejiang Province CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433807</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td>7100207</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Furniture fittings of metal; Handrails of metal; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Hat-hanging hooks of metal; Magnetic metal hooks; Metal clothes hooks; Metal cup hooks; Metal hooks; Towel dispensers of metal; Towel hooks of metal

- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Metal

- **Goods First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Li, Guotang
- **Address**: Li, Guotang Room 2001, Unit 1, Building 3 Shanshui Junfu, North of Taihao Road Zhoukou City, HeNan CHINA 466000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MISU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97433841
- **Application Filing Date**: May 29, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100208
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable video game software
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Derevlany, Ava R
- **Address**: Derevlany, Ava R  4139 Center Street  Culver City  CALIFORNIA  90232
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GNNGEHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433842 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100209
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of Gnngehi in the mark is gunfire.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter plugs; Blank USB cards; Micro USB cables; Plug adaptors; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; USB card readers; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ai Shuiming Address Ai Shuiming 1103, No. 15, 16 Lane, Yangmei Wangtang Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JBI STAFFING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433862</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "STAFFING" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Professional recruitment and staffing agency |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| First Use | Dec. 08, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 08, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | JBI Staffing LLC |
| Address | JBI Staffing LLC 6065 Roswell Rd #450 Sandy Springs GEORGIA 30328 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HESIK, APRIL ANNE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
UNLOCK YOUR TRUE POTENTIAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433864</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td>7100211</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Consulting services in the field of hormone replacement therapy; Intravenous (IV) hydration therapy services; Intravenous (IV) vitamin therapy services; Medical clinic providing weight loss solutions, services and programs, nutrition counseling, hormone therapy, including, bioidentical hormone replacement, anti aging therapy, and natural hormone therapy, medical aesthetic procedures, including, laser hair removal, laser peels, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, liposuction, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Wellness and health-related consulting services; Consulting to individuals and communities engaged in group weight loss programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
MMTA Holdings, Inc.  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly**  
AKA True Test  
**Address**  
MMTA Holdings, Inc.  
2700 W DEYOUNG ST STE B, Marion IL 62959  
Unit 101  
St Louis  
MISSOURI  
63104  
**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TSITSC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433910 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100212 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording TSITSC has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clocks; Alarm clocks; Atomic clocks; Chronographs as watches; Clocks and watches, electric; Clocks incorporating radios; Master clocks; Small clocks; Table clocks; Wall clocks
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhiteng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhiteng Technology Co., Ltd. 102, Zonghe Bldg., No. 18 Yunfeng Rd., Queshan, Taoyuan Community, Dulan St., Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518110 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117347

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
TM 11347 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DIYJTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433911 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100213
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5995720

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Galoshes; Overshoes; Shoes; Boot uppers; Climbing shoes; Gymnastic shoes; Lace boots; Mountaineering shoes; Soccer shoes; Sports shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 24, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG, HONGPENG Address HUANG, HONGPENG NO. 79, JIUYANG, HUANGCUN SHUFENG TOWNSHIP XIANYOU COUNTY, FUJIAN PROVINCE CHINA 351200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117349

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DUJIABANA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433912</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100214</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording DujiaBana has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Anti-glare glasses; Corrective glasses; Cyclists' glasses; Eye glass cases; Eyeglass retaining cords; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses; Nose guards which can be worn by attachment to eyewear such as sunglasses and ski goggles; Optical glasses; Polarizing spectacles; Protective eyeglasses; Reading glasses; Spectacle lenses; Sports glasses; Sun glasses; Swim goggles

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 05, 2022 **In Commerce** May 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Du, Kuankuan **Address** Du, Kuankuan No. 41, Duji Natural Village, Duji Administrative Village, Xinzhuang Town, Suzhou, Anhui CHINA 235212 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TUS117356

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POPSUNNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433916 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100215
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Popsunny has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathtub toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Infant toys; Role playing toys in the nature of play sets for children to imitate real life occupations; Toy guns

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YOU, MINGGEN Address YOU, MINGGEN ROOM 205, LANE 1, NO. 10, XINYI ROAD DONGSHAN STREET, JIANGNING DISTRICT NANJING CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS115946

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WYZXSJJZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433919</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td>7100216</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cups; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Clothes drying hangers; Cookery moulds; Dishers; Drinking cups for babies and children; Electric hair combs; Ornaments of porcelain; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen Jushuitan Technology Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Shenzhen Jushuitan Technology Co., Ltd. 406, East Block A, Jinlong Building, No. 105, Jingnan Rd., Buji St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUS116337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HANGHANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433921</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td>7100217</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Model helicopters; Puzzle games; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scale-model vehicles; Scale model airplanes; Scale model kits; Toy models
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use: Feb. 12, 2022
In Commerce: Feb. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Hang Yao
Address: Hang Yao Rm.502, East of Bldg.8, Huaqiao New Vil., Xinhua Neighborhood Committee, Shipaotai St., Shantou CHINA 515000
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: TUS116501

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PUYAW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97433926
- **Application Filing Date**: May 29, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100218
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Principal Register**: 1
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording PUYAW has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bath robes; Bikinis; Bridesmaid dresses; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants and skirts; Dresses, namely, prom dress and cocktail dress; Gym pants; Halloween costumes; Scarfs; Sleepwear; Swimming costumes; Swimwear; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shen, Chong
- **Address**: No. 3, Group 1, Xiaowei Village, Sankou Town, Guannan County Lianyungang, CHINA 222503
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PAYABYAB, EDWARD TAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: SINOMENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97433944
- **Application Filing Date**: May 29, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100219
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Power adapters; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Uninterruptible electrical power supplies; Wireless battery chargers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yanbo Intelligent Electronics Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yanbo Intelligent Electronics Co., Ltd. Rm. 1501, West D Area, 1/F, Bldg. A, Tengfei Ind. Building, No. 6 Taohua Rd., Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS116690
- **Examining Attorney**: GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FHYISBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433950 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100220
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Groundsheets; Bags for composting kitchen, garden, and other organic material; Cloth bags for stacking and storing diapers and blankets; Cloth bags for storage; Garment bags for storage; Horticultural bags and sacks, namely, bags and sacks made of woven synthetic or natural fibers or plastics materials, all for use in growing any type of plant, shrub or tree; Plastic-covered mesh fabric growing bags for growing plants and trees; Protective unfitted liners of vinyl for hot tubs, swimming pools, ponds, spas and industrial tanks; Synthetic fibers and filaments for use in the manufacture of fabrics, textiles, yarns, and carpets; Tents for mountaineering or camping
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shasha Xiao Address Shasha Xiao No. 3, Xiaojia Group, Yuantang Vil., Yanxi Town, Taihe County, Ji'an, Jiangxi CHINA 343000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RIXICUBAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433954 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100221 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Garbage bags of paper or of plastics; Gift wrapping paper; Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic; Paper bags; Paper bags for packaging; Paper garbage bags; Paper gift cards; Paper party decorations; Party goodie bags of paper or plastic; Pouches of paper for wrapping
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 21, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rixiong Zhao Address Rixiong Zhao No.34, Jiangtou Village, Jiepao Town, Suixi County, Guangdong Province CHINA 524300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117042

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JESSBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433956 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100222
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Braids; Toupees; Wigs; Hair clips; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Human braiding hair; Ponytail holders; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luoyang Zhimeng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Luoyang Zhimeng Trading Co., Ltd. 1-607, Bldg.1, No. 300, Jiudu East Road, Laocheng District, Luoyang, Henan CHINA 471000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117345

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLYMEVAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433958 Application Filing Date  May 29, 2022 Registration Number  7100223
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backboards for basketball; Controllers for toy cars, planes; Golf training apparatus, namely, golf practice platforms; Play swimming pools; Play tents; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy drones; Toy robots
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wenxu Liang Address  Wenxu Liang No.73 Qingtang Vil., Longtang Vil. Committee, Liantang St., Liantang Town, Gaoyao, Guangdong CHINA 526100 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117353

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RCJOYOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97433960  Application Filing Date: May 29, 2022  Registration Number: 7100224
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Backboards for basketball; Controllers for toy cars, planes; Golf training apparatus, namely, golf practice platforms; Play swimming pools; Play tents; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy drones; Toy robots


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Huimin Zhou  Address: Huimin Zhou One of No. 52, Shigukuang Vil., Tan Vil., Caojiang Town, Gaozhou, Guangdong CHINA  525200  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: TUS117355

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOBOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433964 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100225
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Headwear; Raincoats; Baseball caps and hats; Boots for motorcycling; Motorcycle jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Sweat-absorbent stockings; Sweat-absorbent underwear; Waterproof jackets; Waterproof pants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Moxingtianxia Automobile & Motorcycle Accessories Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Moxingtianxia Automobile & Motorcycle Accessories Co., Ltd. 301,#30-10 LAIYIN RD,Xinsheng Community Longgang Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHUSHIFU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433971 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100226
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; Ceramic stoves; Commercial dryers and warewashers sold as a unit for washing and drying food plates, bowls, pots, pans and food preparation and cookwares, glasses and utensils; Electric apparatus for making coffee; Electric cooktops; Electric fryers; Electric frying pans; Electric hot plates; Electric kettles; Electric pressure cookers; Electric roasters; Electric toaster ovens; Electromagnetic induction cookers; Extractor hoods for kitchens; Microwave ovens for household purposes; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yongqing Address Liu, Yongqing No.0709, Bldg 9, jiazhou Sunshine West Group, No.38, Guyuan Rd, Yuelu Dist Changsha CHINA 410006 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COVISNO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433973 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100227 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed sheets; Bed sheets; Bed throws; Cloth flags; Coasters of textile; Non-paper doilies; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table pads; Tapestries of textile; Textile place mats; Textile wall hangings; Travelling blankets; Travelling rugs; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Donghai County Bida Cross-border E-commerce Trading Co., Ltd. Address Donghai County Bida Cross-border E-commerce Trading Co., Ltd. No. 1-24, Xiaotun Village, Qinghu Town, Donghai County, Lianyungang City CHINA 222000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAKEYULYSTORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433974 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100228
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carburetors; Chainsaws; Lawnmowers; Snowblowers; Air powered tools, namely, drills, screwdrivers, rivet hammers, saws; Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Belts for farm vehicle machines; Belts for machines; Fluid power component kit comprising hose and fittings for use in machinery; Gasoline engines not for land vehicles; Machine parts, namely, mechanical seals; Oil pumps for use in motors and engines; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Self-lubricating mechanical friction parts, especially of composite materials, namely, wear rings, washers, bushings, spherical bearings, bearing pads, sliding blocks and machine transmission gears all for load bearing machines, conveyors, handling trucks and machines, lifting machines, agricultural machinery, construction equipment machines and hydraulic turbines; Springs being parts of machines; Weeding machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Da Bu County Lang Yun Trading Co.LTD Address Da Bu County Lang Yun Trading Co.LTD Room 703, Building A, Yongtai Haoting Chayan Economic Development Zone Dabu County, Guangdong CHINA 514223 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
DOBOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433976  Application Filing Date May 29, 2022  Registration Number 7100229
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording DOBOT has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Biometric identification apparatus; Electric cords; Electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; Electric transformers; Electrical conductors; Electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; Flat panel display screens; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; Integrated circuits; Inverters for power supply; Laboratory robots; Optical inspection apparatus; Power cables; Punched card machines for offices; Security surveillance robots; Tactical robots; Teaching robots; Tool measuring instruments; Voltage stabilizing power supply; Wire diameter measuring devices; Wireless telephony apparatus; Downloadable industrial process control software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 25, 2022  In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co.,Ltd.  Address ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co.,Ltd.  1003,Bldg2, Chongwen Garden,No.3370  Fuguang Community,Liuxian Ave,Taoyuan St Nanshan Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number QF-YJ-17

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KAIUVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97433978</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
<td>7100230</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>KAIUVE</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cat toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas tree ornaments with a music feature; Dog toys; Flying discs; Infant toys; Music box toys; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Pet toys made of rope; Squeezable squeaking toys; Toy for pets; Toys for domestic pets; Water toys</td>
<td>Cat toyes; Children's educational toys</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2022</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Dongguan Kaituo Century Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Dongguan Kaituo Century Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 001432, Room 206, Building 6, No. 1 Dongke Road, Dongcheng Street Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEGAL ENTITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>Examinining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN</td>
<td>LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XUANYANHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433979 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100231
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comforters; Coverlets; Bath linen; Bath towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Cotton fabric; Gauze fabric; Gift wrap of textile; Lap rugs; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Textile goods, namely, a synthetic sheet with fragrance for the purpose of inserting into pillow slip and under fitted sheet to emit fragrance; Textile used as lining for clothing
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 23, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Ruxi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Zhengzhou Ruxi Trading Co., Ltd. No.1704,Unit 3,Bldg.14, Budaili Community High-tech Industrial Development Zone Zhengzhou City, Henan CHINA 450001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XIJIMIRUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433980 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100232
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips; Blank forms; Blank lesson plan books; Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Conical paper bags; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dang, Junli Address Dang, Junli No. 10 Hua’an West Road, Zhengding Town Zhengding County, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province CHINA 050000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SFWL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97433981  Application Filing Date  May 29, 2022  Registration Number  7100233
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Lockets; Pendants; Beads for making jewelry; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry chains; Necklaces; Rings
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Mar. 21, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Kexing Jewellery Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Kexing Jewellery Co., Ltd.  31B, Block A, Block B, Xiandaizhichuang bldg., Huaqiang North St., Futian, Shenzhen CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433983</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No

Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the design element in the shapes of a hexagon and a rhombus. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Batteries; Antennas for wireless communications apparatus; Biometric identification apparatus; Computer equipment, namely, wireless cards; Computer hardware, namely, wireless network extenders; Electric cords; Electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; Electric transformers; Electrical conductors; Electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; Flat panel display screens; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; Integrated circuits; Inverters for power supply; Laboratory robots; Optical inspection apparatus; Power cables; Punched card machines for offices; Security surveillance robots; Tactical robots; Teaching robots; Tool measuring instruments; Voltage stabilizing power supply; Wire diameter measuring devices; Wireless adapters for computers; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Wireless telephony apparatus; Downloadable industrial process control software

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use: May 25, 2022

In Commerce: May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co.,Ltd
Address: ShenZhen YueJiang Technology Co.,Ltd 1003,Bldg2, Chongwen Garden,No.3370 Fuguang Community,Liuxian Ave,Taoyuan St Nanshan Shenzhen CHINA 518000

Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: QF-YJ-18
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: DREAMEDIY
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Colourants; Acrylic paints; Colorants for use in the manufacture of soap; Dyes for making soap; Synthetic resin colors
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Boge Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Boge Trading Co., Ltd. No.128, Meidu Road, Zengcheng District Guangzhou CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Lockets; Pendants; Beads for making jewelry; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery made of precious metals; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry chains; Necklaces; Rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Kexing Jewellery Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Kexing Jewellery Co., Ltd. 31B, Block A, Block B, Xiandaizichuang bldg., Huaqiang North St., Futian, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** AKENQIAAROSE

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Cake moulds; Cooking pots, non-electric; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dishers; Garden hose sprayers; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Household gloves for general use; Kitchen containers; Non-electric bottle openers; Non-electric crushers for kitchen use; Pet dishes; Rags for cleaning; Serving scoops; Toilet brush and toilet brush holder sets; Vessels for making ices and ice cream, non-electric

#### International Classes
- 21 - Primary Classes

#### US Classes
- 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

#### International Class Title
Housewares and Glass

#### First Use
Mar. 02, 2022

#### In Commerce
Mar. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Zheng, Donghua
- **Address:** No. 6, Kexiliao Xinsanhou Lane, Nanmen Neighborhood Committee, Huanggang Town, Raoping Co, Guangdong CHINA 515700
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** LEE, RAYMOND KANGMIN
Oeadire

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433993 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100238 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Oeadire has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Airbrush make-up stencils; Clips for name badge holders; Cosmetic pencil sharpeners; Desk file trays; File sorters; Name badge holders; Paper lunch bags; Passport holders incorporating RFID blocking technology; Plastic baseball card holders; Retractable reels for name badge holders
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ganzhou Xinquanqing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Ganzhou Xinquanqing Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 1203-1, Building B2, Ganzhou Intl Enterprise Center, north of Xiangjiang Ave Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YLYHHFY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the trunk of vehicles; Ashtrays for automobiles; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile seat cushions; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive door handle scratch guards; Automotive interior trim; Car interior organizer bags specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Coachwork for motor vehicles; Decorative over-sized key specifically adapted for affixation to automobiles; Headrests for vehicle seats; Windscreen wipers for motor cars

| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |

**First Use** Jan. 22, 2022  **In Commerce** Jan. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Hongfengyang Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Hongfengyang Technology Co., Ltd. 25C, No.4 Zhuohong Golf Garden, No.66 Huangbao Road,Baolong St, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KHAN, AHSEN M |
**TM 11374 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

---

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LAICHAUKIT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97433997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording LaiChauKit has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Airbrush make-up stencils; Clips for name badge holders; Cosmetic pencil sharpeners; Desk file trays; File sorters; Name badge holders; Paper lunch bags; Passport holders incorporating RFID blocking technology; Plastic baseball card holders; Retractable reels for name badge holders |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Feb. 11, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 11, 2022 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Hainan Musenlin Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Hainan Musenlin Trading Co., Ltd. Room 505, Building 3, Nanhai Garden, No. 3 Binhu Road, Longhua District, Haikou City, Hainan CHINA 570100 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KHAN, AHSEN M |

---

13504
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOPINNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97433998 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100241
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Lopinne has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Heels; Loafers; Mules; Sandals; Slippers; Footwear, namely, pumps; Oxford shoes; Rain boots; Running shoes; Women’s shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tianjin Jiefeilong Trading Co., Ltd. Address Tianjin Jiefeilong Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1441, Room 1201, 12th Floor Chenjing Building, Hedong District Tianjin(Yizhongbao IP) CHINA 300161 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TKSLGXCRS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434007 Application Filing Date May 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100242
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper-clips; Blank forms; Blank lesson plan books; Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yan Address Wang, Yan No.2,Gate 2,Unit 5,No.37 Sandao Street, Xinjiang, Pingfang District, Haerbin CHINA 150060 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** IRONGRIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97434012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Knee guards for athletic use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Yang, Wensheng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Yang, Wensheng Room 701, Unit 1, Building 6 Wenchao Yipin Apt., Shangcheng District, Hangzhou CHINA 310000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BARRETT, LEAH N |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ECHANEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434013  Application Filing Date May 29, 2022  Registration Number 7100244
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "ECHANEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desk lamps; Lamp bulbs; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; Lighting fixtures; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Reading lights; Solar powered lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Apr. 01, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chuangfangzhou E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Chuangfangzhou E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 706,Bld 12,nongji Compound,No.1040 Aiguo Rd, Xinyi shequ,Huangbei St,Luohu Shenzhen CHINA 518001
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARRETT, LEAH N
TM 11379
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WOTCSIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434031 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100245 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Wotcsil has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Pants; Pullovers; Scarfs; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Swimwear; Underwear International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use In Commerce Jan. 11, 2022 Jan. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou hesheng dianzi shangwu youxian gongsi Address Hangzhou hesheng dianzi shangwu youxian gongsi Room 01-26, 3F, Building 14 Kejiyuan Rd 20, Baiyang St, Qiantang Dist Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310018 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Gavin/105020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Information
**Mark Literal(s)** GZDIELINGE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97434052
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100246
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording GZDIELINGE has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Automotive body kits comprising external structural parts of automobiles; Automotive interior trim; Automotive parts, namely, transmission seals; Brake systems for vehicles; Land vehicle suspension parts, namely, torsion/sway bars; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Sensors for land vehicles, namely, electric power steering torque sensors, sold as a component of the power steering system; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Tire inflators; Vehicle power train mechanism comprised of clutch, transmission, drive shaft, and differential
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Xuefen,He
- **Address**: Xuefen,He No. 23, New Street, Group 11 Quxia Village, Zhoupi Town Wengyuan County CHINA 512622
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEESHEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434053 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100247
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording MEESHEE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combs; Apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums using high pressure water for home use; Electric combs; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electric fragrance diffusers incorporating night lights; Electric hot combs; Electrical toothbrushes; Make-up brushes; Powder puffs; Toothpaste dispensers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengrun Dang Address Zhengrun Dang Rm 13J, Bldg8, Haiyin changcheng Phase 1 No. 200, Haide 1st Rd, Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOCRUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434056 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100248
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Lingerie; Skirts; Sleepwear; Socks; Swimsuits; Track suits; Trousers; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Football boots; Football boots and studs therefor; Soccer shoes; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 20, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen suyibo Technology Co., Ltd Address Xiamen suyibo Technology Co., Ltd No. 400-101 of seven, Yufu er li Guankou Town, Jimei District Xiamen City, Fujian CHINA 361023 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KAJHDUVQS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434063</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Collages; Book markers; Checkbook and passbook wallets; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Desktop stationery boxes; Desktop organizers; Magnetic bookmarks; Magnetic decals; Mechanical pencils; Office paper stationery; Printed notepads; Stationery boxes; Stationery cases; Wall decals

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shi, Minghui  
- **Address**: Shi, Minghui Shijia, Xihuataou Village, Baisha Road Street, Cixi City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 315300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434069</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100250</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bowling pit mats; Boxing swivels; Climbers' harnesses; Equipment for playing a vertical hoop target game; Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using a cable; Exercising equipment, namely, pulleys; Goalkeepers' gloves; Golf bag covers; Golf bag trolleys; Toy aircraft

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Mar. 08, 2022

**In Commerce** Mar. 08, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Ganzhou Xinquanlong E-Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Ganzhou Xinquanlong E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 402-4, Bldg B16, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, north of Xiangjiang Ave, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BUKER, RACHEL EVE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WELIXIYUB

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automotive interior trim; Cigar lighters for automobiles; Computer laptop mount adapted for use in vehicles; Cup holders for use in vehicles; Fitted vehicle covers for motorcycles, automobiles, motorized golf carts for the purpose of protecting against harsh weather, shielding from bird droppings; Plastic bag holders adapted for use in vehicles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Pushchair hoods; Sleeping berths for vehicles; Window rain guards for cars; Windscreen wipers for motor cars
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use** | In Commerce | Mar. 02, 2022 | Mar. 02, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Zheng, Wen
- **Address**: Zheng, Wen No. 12, Group 1, Fangzui Village, Shilin Town, Wutongqiao District, Leshan City, Sichuan Province CHINA 614000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BUKER, RACHEL EVE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BWESOO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434075
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100252
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Potholders; All purpose portable household containers; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Buckets of woven fabric; Candy boxes, not of precious metal; Clothes pins; Commemorative plates; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Hair detangler combs; Home dental care products for dogs and cats, namely, toothbrush; Pet feeding dishes; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Sports bottle belts for running, hiking, biking; Toilet brush holders; Water bottle belts for running, hiking, biking
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Qiaohong Craft Gift Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Dongguan Qiaohong Craft Gift Co., Ltd. Rm 140,Bldg 72,Xinyi Peninsula Garden, No. 8 Linyang Rd,Shatian Town,Dongguan Guangdong Province CHINA 523000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LYFEIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434079  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022  Registration Number  7100253  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paper-clips; Blank forms; Blank lesson plan books; Calendar desk pads; Calendar desk stands; Conical paper bags; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; Sealing machines for offices; Staples for offices  International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Mar. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Changjiang  Address  Liu, Changjiang  089, Da Liuzhuang, Caohe Township, Huaiyang County, Henan Province  CHINA  466700  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUKER, RACHEL EVE
TM 11388 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLYDANX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434081 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100254
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Buttons; Wigs; Corset busks; Crochet needles; Darning needles; Decorative backpack charms; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair coloring caps; Hair nets; Hair ties; Human hair; Human braiding hair; Slide fasteners; Synthetic braiding hair; Tape for fixing wigs; Hair pieces and wigs; Hem tape; Human hair for making wigs and hair pieces
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xuchang Xiulin Trading Co., Ltd Address Xuchang Xiulin Trading Co., Ltd No. 2, group 4, qianliu village, Shujian Township, Jian'an District, Xuchang City Henan Province CHINA 461111 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220530-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QANATMZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434090 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100255
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Qanatmz has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Towels; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Blanket throws; Coasters of textile; Curtains and towels; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Table linen of textile; Table pads
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xie, Chunmei Address Xie, Chunmei No.1 Tuanjie,Fengcun Village Chayang Town,Dabu County Guangdong CHINA 518129 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220530-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PLATYBELODON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434099 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100256
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue mitts; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Non-stick barbecue grill cooking mats for use on grills; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Toilet tissue holders; Towel rails; Towel rails and rings; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jinxiu City Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jinxiu City Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.502, Bldg. 7, Nanwei Center Nanlong Community, Nanwan Street LonggangDist.,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  DR.FUTON

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97434107
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100257
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Camping mattresses; Futon mattresses; Head rests; Infant beds; Mattress component, namely, elastic gel material located in the top upholstery layer of mattresses sold as an integral component of the mattresses; Mattress cushions; Mattress foundations; Mattress toppers; Nap mats; Sleep products, namely, mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations; Spring mattresses; Straw mattresses
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2019

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Hangzhou Yuanyu Import & Export Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hangzhou Yuanyu Import & Export Trading Co., Ltd. Room 3126, 3rd Floor, No. 588, Shaoxing Road, Gongshu District Hangzhou CHINA 310000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CARLANEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434108</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100258</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Silver; Ear studs; Jewel chains; Jewellery rolls; Jewelry cases; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of silver; Jewelry plated with gold; Rings made in whole or significant part of gold; Sautoir necklaces; Wedding bands |
| International Classes | 14 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 |
| International Class Title | Jewelry |
| First Use | May 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Haifeng Meilong Kareni Jewelry Factory |
| Address | Haifeng Meilong Kareni Jewelry Factory Temple NW. integrity complex F Bldg. 9F Meilong Town, Guangshan Rd. Baogong Haifeng, Shanwei CHINA |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | FH |
| Examining Attorney | HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REKALFO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434117 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100259
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "REKALFO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Footwear; Heels; Sandals; Slippers; Socks; Aqua shoes; Canvas shoes; Clothing, namely, wrap-arounds; Dress shoes; Leisure shoes; Oxford shoes; Rain boots; Shoe straps; Sports shoes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Lijuan Address Huang Lijuan No.2,Xinzhai 5th Lane,Qingkengguan Dist. Qingshan Township, Huilai County Guangdong CHINA 515200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BKBKDAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434148
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100260
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Webcams; Battery chargers; Burglar alarms; Computer hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; Devices for wireless radio transmission; Ear phones; Ethernet switches; Fiber optic cables; Network cards; Portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Radio transmitters and receivers; Safety sensors, namely, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, and combination carbon monoxide and smoke detectors; Transmitters of electronic signals; Wearable computers in the nature of smartglasses; Wireless chargers; Wireless routers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Jiniuba Technology Co., ltd
- **Address**: Shenzhen Jiniuba Technology Co., ltd Floor 3,Building 2,Yiyuantong Industrial Zone,Bantian Street,Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: hytm2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ICHBINGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434151 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100261 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ICHBINGO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armchairs; Furniture; Lockers; Sideboards; Sofas; Bed bases; Bedroom furniture; Book rests; Coat stands; Kitchen cabinets; Office furniture; School furniture; Sleeper sofas; Work benches
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 11, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JIAN, Yingzhi Address JIAN, Yingzhi Room 701, Building 19, Rongchao Garden, Ronghua Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518112 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63675T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HUANANHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434176 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100262
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Megaphones; Subwoofers; Tweeters; Woofers; Aerial amplifiers; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Audio speakers; Audio speakers for automobiles; Bass speakers; Car stereos; DVD machines; Horns for loudspeakers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Personal stereos; Portable DVD players; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li Shuanghui Address Li Shuanghui Building 15, Row 8 to 3 Jinzhong, Banfu Town Zhongshan City CHINA 528400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCLEIDOROVICH, JOANNA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434178 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100263 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Harnesses; Martingales; Animal leashes; Clothing for pets; Collars for cats; Collars for pets; Dog collars; Horse halters; Leads for animals; Leather straps; Pet hair bows

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 30, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cao Jun Address Cao Jun Yuanyang Fengjing Mingdi, Moling Street Jiangning District Nanjing City CHINA 211000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCLEIDOROVICH, JOANNA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KINGWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434222  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022  Registration Number  7100264
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Kingway" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air pumps for automobiles; Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Automobile bodies; Automobile chassis; Brake shoes for vehicles; Bumpers for automobiles; Connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; Couplings for land vehicles; Directional signals for vehicles; Engines for land vehicles; Gearing for land vehicles; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Spoilers for vehicles; Tires for vehicle wheels; Turbines for land vehicles; Upholstery for vehicles; Vehicle suspension springs; Vehicle wheel hubs; Wheel hubs of two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Jan. 05, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DNK MOTOR INC.  Address  DNK MOTOR INC.  939 S ATLANTIC BLVD STE 212  MONTEREY PARK, CALIFORNIA  91754  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NBGJTM223397

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOOKII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "HOOKII" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The word HOOKII has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; Industrial robots; Lawn mowers; Road sweepers; Road sweeping machines, self-propelled; Self-propelled road sweeping machines; Snow ploughs; Street sweeping machines; Weeding machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: May 19, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Orca Innovation Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Orca Innovation Technology Co., Ltd Room 2703, Building B, Block 7 Shenzhen Int'l Inno Val, Dashi Rd, Xili Nanshan Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97434243
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100266
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: HYT
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording HYT has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Aquarelles; Paintings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Framed art pictures; Framed art prints; Framed paintings; Lithographic works of art; Original art pictures on canvas; Paintings and their reproductions; Paintings in the nature of gouaches; Picture mounts of paper; Works of art made of paper
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Apr. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 28, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Dai, Qingbin
- **Address**: No. 49, Tangdong, Dongba Village, Xindu Town, Licheng District, Putian, Fujian, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: SZ DOCKET JZ
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZENZENZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434245 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100267
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Zenzenze has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquarelles; Paintings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Framed art pictures; Framed art prints; Framed paintings; Lithographic works of art; Original art pictures on canvas; Paintings and their reproductions; Paintings in the nature of gouaches; Picture mounts of paper; Works of art made of paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 28, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dai, Qingbin Address Dai, Qingbin No. 49, Tangdong, Dongba Village Xindu Town, Licheng District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ DOCKET JZ

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAGGT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434265 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100268
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Sweatsuits; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic tights; Bath robes; Bicycling gloves; Climbing footwear; Dress straps; Eternity scarves; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Stocking suspenders; Sweat-absorbent socks; Undergarments, namely, waspies; Women's hats and hoods; Women's tops, namely, camis
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sanmenxia Yinuo Education Information Consulting Co., Ltd. Address Sanmenxia Yinuo Education Information Consulting Co., Ltd. Room 1324, Block A, Hubin Building Shanzhou District Sanmenxia CHINA 472000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UERIAJIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434266 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100269 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Cups; Dinnerware; Drinkware; Jugs; Vases; Aquarium ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookware, namely, roasting pans; Drinking cups; Drinking glasses; Drinking straws of glass; Food preserving jars of glass; Glass carafes; Glass jars

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fu Yu Address Fu Yu No. 57, Group 1, Baliqiaozi Village Xingkai Street Kaiyuan CHINA 112300
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97434270  
Application Filing Date: May 30, 2022  
Registration Number: 7100270  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "HOOKII" in stylized font.  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Translation: The word HOOKII has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information

For: Alarm installations and alarms; Batteries for vehicles; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Computer operating programs, recorded; Computer software platforms, recorded, for application development, web hosting, database management, ; Downloadable computer software development tools; Downloadable DVR sideloading software application for downloading DVR-recorded content for viewing on smartphones; Metal detectors; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Portable power chargers; Rearview cameras for vehicles; Security surveillance robots; Video cameras; Wireless chargers

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use: May 19, 2022  
In Commerce: May 19, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Orca Innovation Technology Co., Ltd  
Address: Orca Innovation Technology Co., Ltd  
Building B, Block 7  
Room 2703,  
Shenzhen Int'l Inno Val, Dashi Rd, Xili  
Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen  
CHINA  
518000  
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examiner Information

Examiner: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register  

**Mark Literal(s)**  
AFFEIVUL  

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**  
- **Serial Number**: 97434272  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7100271  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023  

**MARK INFORMATION**  
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**  
- **For**: Bed frames; Beds; Cabinets; Chairs; Chaise longues; Chests of drawers; Couches; Desks; Dressing tables; Love seats; Mattresses; Night tables; Office chairs; Ottomans; Reclining chairs; Shoe cabinets; Sofa beds; Sofas; Stools; Tables  
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 05, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 05, 2022  

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
- **Currently Use**: Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Hongmu Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Shenzhen Hongmu Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1307, Huiyi Building, No. 9 Zhongxin Road, Dalang Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen, CHINA 518035  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA  

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
- **Docket Number**: Sha2111  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
- **Examining Attorney**: WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
SIX SEVEN RESTAURANT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434276</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100272</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RESTAURANT"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use in Commerce**: 2000
- **In Commerce**: 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Noble House Hotels & Resorts, Ltd.
- **Composed of**: Westgroup Partner, LLC, a California limited liability company
- **Address**: Noble House Hotels & Resorts, Ltd. 600 6th Street South Kirkland WASHINGTON 98033
- **Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FURDA, MICHAEL THEODOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREATUREUNKNOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434278 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100273
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video game programs; Downloadable video game software; Downloadable video and computer game programs; Downloadable multiplayer video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 23, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fallis, Tyler DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CreatureUnknown Address Fallis, Tyler 12911 Freedom Dr Fishers INDIANA 46037 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
# Trademark Registration Issued

**Mark Literal(s)**: EPVSERTEKA

---

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434283</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100274</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Type

- **Trademark**
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Cord; Paracord; All-purpose nylon straps; Cloth bags for storage; General utility bags for commercial use; Laundry bags; Plastic ties for home or garden use; Plastic twist ties; Rubber cable ties and straps for fastening and securing objects such as bundles of wire together; Textile bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Jin, Xiaobing
- **Address**: Jin, Xiaobing, 1403 Mian Shui Building, 6th Fu Hua Road, Fu Tian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518046
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WIRRYTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434284 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100275
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed frames; Beds; Cabinets; Chairs; Chaise longues; Chests of drawers; Couches; Desks; Dressing tables; Love seats; Mattresses; Night tables; Office chairs; Ottomans; Reclining chairs; Shoe cabinets; Sofa beds; Sofas; Stools; Tables
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 12, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hongmu Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hongmu Import and Export Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1307, Huiyi Building, No. 9 Zhongxin Road, Dalang Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen CHINA 518035 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434297  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100276
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "sunigo" has no meaning in a foreign language.
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body-building apparatus; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Dolls for playing; Educational toys in the nature of precut felt shapes, felt boards, and felt images for visual learning and imaginative play; Fishing equipment, namely, winging material for fishing jigs and streamers; Golf irons; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Pet toys; Smart plush toys; Stress relief exercise balls; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy robots
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 03, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 03, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZhangJian  Address ZhangJian 1403 tax-free Business Building 6 Fuhua First Road, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CELAVIEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434298 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100277
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CELAVIEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Billfolds; Briefcases; Luggage; Schoolbags; Umbrellas; Wallets; Back packs; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags; Clutch bags; Crossbody bags; Handbags for ladies; Hiking bags; Key pouches; Outdoor umbrellas; Reusable shopping bags; Textile shopping bags; Tote bags; Travelling bags; Waist pouches
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hangzhou Meicheng Trade development Co., LTD Address Hangzhou Meicheng Trade development Co., LTD Rm. 314, Bldg. 2, No.599, Binxing Rd. Changhe St., Binjiang Dist., Hangzhou Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAXTON, EVELYN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LAVYIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434304 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100278
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring photo prints, artwork, customized prints and artwork, customized print on demand products, digital files, poster prints, canvas, framed posters, art prints, art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs, art prints on canvas, canvas for printing, custom paintings, engravings and their reproductions, paintings and their reproductions, printed art reproductions, framed art prints, graphic art prints, graphic fine art prints, photo-engravings, print engravings, graphic prints, photographs, art etchings, art mounts, art pictures, art pictures on canvas, framed art etchings, framed art pictures, framed graphic art reproductions, graphic art reproductions, lithographic works of art, original art pictures on canvas, photographic or art mounts, works of art made of paper, banners of paper, decorative paper centerpieces, graphic prints and representations, paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper, photographic prints, printed graphs, canvas for painting, photographic albums, pictures, adhesive corners for photographs, adhesive-backed photographs, framed and matted art pictures featuring calligraphy, pressed flowers and/or images of pressed flowers, photo stands, photograph stands, enlargements and transparencies, periodicals, pamphlets, brochures, and leaflets, books, and greeting cards, printed photofinishing and order envelopes, greeting folders, printed posters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2021

For Custom design of wearable apparel, clothing, paper goods, home accessories, bags, mugs, puzzles, and gifts based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of accessories, namely, mugs, tote bags and cell phone cases based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of wall art, namely, posters and canvas prints based on personal selections made by the customer; Custom design of home decor, namely, pillow, bedding and blankets based on personal selections made by the customer
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 20, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2021
### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>PREMVY INC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PREMVY INC 510 12 AVE SW APT 514 CALGARY CANADA T2R0X5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CARROLL, DORITT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) DIVERSITY FIRST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434313 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100279
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0123906/1671955 International Registration Number 1671955

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; T-shirts; Tee-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kennedy, Randolph Dennis DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Dennis Kennedy Address Kennedy, Randolph Dennis 2406 Bayfront Dr. Pearland TX 77584 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorneys BRENNER, BRANDI M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VSSMSSA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100280</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording VSSMSSA has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Armbands specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, mobile phones; Audio adapter plugs; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Chargers for smartphones; Head-clip cell phone holders; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Media players; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile phone ring holders; Selfie sticks; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Waterproof cases for smart phones; Wireless charging stands for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 02, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd. Room 402, No. 19, Fengci Road Humen Town Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA  523000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 22HX0381UST

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JOLLYHUGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434329
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100281
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dolls; Baby gyms; Doll costumes; Electric action toys; Infant toys; Infant's rattles; Musical toys; PVC toy figures; Toy animals; Toy furniture
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: OINTEK HK LIMITED
- **Address**: OINTEK HK LIMITED, UNIT 83/F, YAU LEE CENTRE, NO.45 HOI YUEN ROAD, KWUN TONG, KOWLOON, HK, CHINA, 000000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AURAND, MEGAN LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DADAROLLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434331  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7100282  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Roller-skates; Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Ball bearings for in-line skates; Ball bearings for roller skates; Ball bearings for skateboards; Roller and ice skates; Roller coaster wheels; Roller skates; Roller skis; Swim fins; Swimming belts
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 08, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: May 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Dafu Trading Co., Ltd.  
- **Address**: Room B01, Mezzanine, No. 6, No. 8 Zhongshan Avenue West, Tianhe District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000  
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-05-05023
- **Examining Attorney**: AURAND, MEGAN LEE
TM 11417
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ELPREFIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434339 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022
Registration Number 7100283
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Costume masks; Halloween masks; Novelty toy items in the nature of artificial plush animal tails; Party balloons; Party blow-outs; Plastic party hats; Play balls and play balloons; Streamers; Toy jewelry
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Feb. 20, 2022
In Commerce Feb. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Lihong Electronic Commerce Firm
Composed of Junjie Zhang, a citizen of China
Address Yiwu Lihong Electronic Commerce Firm Room 303, Unit 6, Building 11 Yincai 2 District, Futian Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000

Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4796

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BONSTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434356 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100284
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accessory attachments for manually-operated exercise equipment being resistance bands for increasing muscle resistance; Athletic protective knee pads for skateboarding; Beanbags in the form of playthings; Exercise machines for dogs, strengthening legs, toning arms; Fishing tackle containers; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Parlor games; Party balloons; Plush toys; Soft knitted toys; Stress relief balls for hand exercise; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy water guns; Wrist straps for weightlifting
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 27, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Daju Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Daju Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 702, No. 202, Xilin Dongli, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA 361007 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03298

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HUJUSKO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434366</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100285</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "HUJUSKO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: 3D spectacles; Earphones; Microphones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Data cables; Electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Electric door bells; Personal stereos; Photographic flashbulbs; Portable media players; Rechargeable batteries; Ring lights for use in photography; Security devices, namely, mobile image projection device for displaying retinal images; Smart watches; Wireless headsets for smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zou, Jianhua
- **Address**: Zou, Jianhua Xiejia Group, Chuanshan Village, Qulan Town, Hengyang County Hengyang CHINA 421238
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: IPLaw03299

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434382</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100286</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "QingFlow" has no meaning in a foreign language.

---

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Renewal Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23979137</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2018</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2028</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Information technology consulting services; Maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; Off-site data backup; Providing a web site that features information on computer technology and programming; Rental of computer game software; Server hosting; Updating of computer software; Website design consultancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shanghai Yixiao Information Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shanghai Yixiao Information Technology Co., Ltd., Room G1053, 1st Floor, Building 41, No. 398, Heqing Road, Minhang District, Shanghai, CHINA 201100
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOCECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434399 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100287
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Joecor has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bamboo fabric; Chemical fiber fabrics; Cotton fabric; Fabric flags; Felt and non-woven textile fabrics; Flags of textile or plastic; Flax fabrics; Hemp fabric; Jute fabric; Nylon fabric; Nylon flags; Plastic flags; Polyester fabric; Silk fabrics; Woolen fabric
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shang, Jinqiao Address Shang, Jinqiao No.17,31/F,Bldg.1,News Bldg.,No.1002 Shennan Middle Rd., Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SWIBINJIT
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "SWIBINJIT" in stylized font. Above the wording is a stylized design of a broom and four circles.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording SWIBINJIT has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Brooms; Dusters; Broom handles; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Dough scrapers; Hard brooms; Lint brushes; Lint removers, electric or non-electric; Non-metal piggy banks; Pastry cutters; Piggy banks; Pizza paddles; Pizza peels; Pizza stones; Scraping brushes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Shaanxi Yueqixiang Construction Engineering Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shaanxi Yueqixiang Construction Engineering Co., Ltd. No.28, Shidaokou Village, Liucunbao Street, Weiyang District Xi'an, Shaanxi CHINA 710016
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZISDHNEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434434 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100289
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZISDHNEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Mops; Brushes for pets; Carving boards; Cat litter pans; Chocolate molds; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning combs; Dusting or cleaning cloths; Flower baskets; Flower pot holders; Frying pans; Lunch boxes; Rolling pins; Vacuum flasks
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Tongrun Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Tongrun Trading Co., Ltd. Room 201, Unit 2, Building 60 Lingyun 1 Area, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322007 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

STATE OR COUNTRY WHERE ORGANIZED CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XGQH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434440 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100290
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Overcoats; Sweatshirts; Underpants; Brassieres; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing jackets; Coats; Coats made of cotton; Down jackets; Football shoes; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Infant wear; Jumper dresses; Leggings; Outer jackets; Pyjamas; Rainwear; Scarfs; Sleep masks; Sleepwear; Slippers; Sports shoes; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Trousers; Wind coats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruijin Yashige Trading Co., Ltd. Address Ruijin Yashige Trading Co., Ltd. F3, No. 3 Yanzilong Group, Shanshan Village, Shazhoub Town Ruijin CHINA 342506 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03302

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 97434448
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100291
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Brassieres; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Loungewear; Neckties; Nightwear; Overcoats; Pyjamas; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Trousers; Underpants; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing jackets; Coats made of cotton; Down jackets; Foundation garment girdles; Short-sleeve shirts; Wind coats; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Chenglu (Fujian) Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 0705, Building 4, Zhongyuan Jiangbin Garden, Meiling Street, Jinjiang City Quanzhou CHINA 362200
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: IPLaw03303

**Examinining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRICEBUSTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434462 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100292
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3- AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Dollar sign with green body, outlined in black, with black mouth, white and blue eyes, black eyebrows, gray legs, white and black shoes, green arms, green gloves on hands, gray handcuffs around wrist of dollar sign, policeman holding glove of dollar sign with one hand peach, policeman's face is peach with two white and black eyes, wearing a blue hat with yellow shield, red trim, and a black bill, brown hair, light blue button up collar shirt with blue tie, yellow patch on arm with brown outline on sleeve, red chevron on sleeve, peach arm hanging down by side, brown belt with brown gun holster with black snap button, brown ammo pouches on each side of yellow belt buckle, blue uniform pants with red stripe down the leg, black shoes, PRICEBUSTERS start with P and letters appearing to get larger from P to B and U and getting smaller going to the last S, top of letters are green changing to darker green in the middle of the letters, and then changing to black at the bottom of the letters, all letters outlined in white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, peach, green, brown, red, yellow, blue, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture chests; Furniture for children; Furniture of metal; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Furniture, namely, dressers; Furniture, namely, wardrobes; Accent furniture; Bedroom furniture; Buffets being furniture; Computer furniture; Entertainment centers; Futons; Living room furniture; Mirrors; Office furniture; Recliners; Recliners being furniture; Residential and commercial furniture; Seating furniture; Seats; Tables; Television stands; Upholstered furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 05, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Pricebusters LLC  Address  Pricebusters LLC  923 Brown Street  Dalton  GEORGIA  30720  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MIHUKDOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97434474
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100293
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Mihukdol" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Computer keyboards; Electric charging cables; Keyboards for mobile phones; Keypads for use with tablet computers; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers for tablet computers; Smart watches; Sports eyewear; Stands adapted for laptops; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Touch screen pens; Wireless computer mice; Wireless headphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lu, Junqing
- **Address**: No.1 Zhengyi Lane, South Block of Dazhai Yubu Vil., Guiling Town, Jiedong County Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HHRKGHEO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434476</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7100294</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "HHRKGHEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Pickaxes; Fireplace pokers, shovels, and brushes sold as a unit; Gardening scissors; Hand-operated fruit corers; Hand-operated kitchen appliance for dicing, slicing and chopping food; Hand-operated nail extractors; Hand-operated nail pullers; Hand-operated pineapple eye removers; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand tools, namely, bushing drivers; Hand tools, namely, hex keys wrenches; Hand tools, namely, knife sharpeners; Hand tools, namely, nut drivers; Hand tools, namely, pruners; Hand tools, namely, socket sets; Hand tools, namely, socket wrenches; Hand tools, namely, taps; Hand tools, namely, weed diggers; Hand tools, namely, planers, drills and shovels; Hex keys; Paring knives; Ring spanners; Ski edge sharpening tools, hand-operated; Snow shovels; Sport knives; Weeding hoes

- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Fengzhengrui Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Fengzhengrui Trading Co., Ltd. 304, Building 31, Shangyousong Village, Yousong Community, Longhua Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: IPLaw03311
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434478</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: GHAOXING
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording ghaoxing has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Aquarelles; Lithographs; Paintings; Artists' watercolour saucers; Canvas for painting; Drawing boards; Framed paintings; Graphic representations; Lithographic works of art; Paint boxes for use in schools and brushes sold as a unit; Paint trays; Painters' easels; Palettes for painters; Photograph stands; Polyester film for use as a paper substitute for dry toner xerographic imaging, namely, laser printing, color copier printing, dry toner printing, screen printing, and offset printing; Print engravings; Framed art pictures; Printed geographical maps; Printed photographs; Printed posters; Watercolor pictures
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Xiamen Songyuelong Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Xiamen Songyuelong Trading Co., Ltd. Room 3102, No. 350, Changle Road, Huli District, Xiamen CHINA 361000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: IPLaw03312

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examinee**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VITASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434480 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100296
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Vitass" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights; Artificial flower wreaths; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of plastics; Beads for handicraft work; Hair accessories, namely, claw clips; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair accessories, namely, plastic styling inserts that create height and volume on the crown of the head; Wreaths of artificial flowers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Feb. 13, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Weitasi Trading Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Weitasi Trading Co., Ltd. F6, No. 35, Changfu Road, Yibei Industrial Park, Suxi Town, Yiwu CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPLaw03313

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner John M Gartner
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) WFS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434486 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100297
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "WFS" depicted as a series of
individual lines, with the three vertical lines representing the "W" in blue, the one vertical/two horizontal lines
representing the "F" in silver, and the two lines representing the "S" in gold, all on a white background. Color Drawing
Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, silver and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Attorney services; Legal consultation services; Legal consulting services in the field of Commercial Litigation,
Employment, Real Estate and Business Transactions; Legal research; Legal services; Legal services, namely, preparation of
applications for trademark registration; Legal services, namely, providing customized documentation, information, counseling,
advice and consultation services in all areas of Commercial Litigation, Employment, Real Estate and Business Transactions;
Litigation consultancy; Litigation services; On-site legal services; Paralegal services; Preparing and filing incorporation
papers; Preparing and organizing loan closing documents; Professional legal consultations relating to franchising; Providing
customized legal information, counseling, and advice, and litigation services in the field of Commercial Litigation,
Employment, Real Estate and Business Transactions; Providing information in the field of intellectual property legal services;
Providing information in the field of workplace law, legal practices and legal policies via the Internet
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal
services First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wargo, French & Singer LLP Address Wargo, French & Singer LLP 999 Peachtree Street, NE, Floor 26
Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity limited liability partnership State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KSDHOTWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434508 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100298
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ksdhotware has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; Cake molds; Cake pans; Cake servers; Chocolate molds; Cookie cutters; Cookie sheets; Ice cube molds; Kitchen containers; Pastry scrapers; Pastry cutters; Silicone cupcake baking liners
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Kangsidi Household Products Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Kangsidi Household Products Co., Ltd. No.6,Yiheng,Zhongxin Rd,Industrial Zone, Julong Village, Yanbu Dongxiu,Dali Town, Nanhai District,Foshan CHINA 528200 Legal Entity limited company (lttd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00063
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) RYSDIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434516 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100299
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Rysdin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Baths, bathtubs, whirlpool baths and bath installations; Faucet sprayers; Hand held shower heads; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Plumbing fittings, namely, shower control valves; Shower heads; Showerheads and components thereof; Solar powered lamps; Water filters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 27, 2022 In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen shiding Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen shiding Technology Co., Ltd 401-11, plant 2, Baolong plant of Anbo technology, No. 2, Baolong 4th Road, Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CTM2205Y065

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKYDUME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434517 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100300
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Skydume" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Skydume has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Pendants; Bead bracelets; Bridal headpieces in the nature of tiaras; Charm bracelets; Charms for jewelry; Children's jewelry; Costume jewelry; Jewelry for the head; Pet collar accessories, namely, pendants; Pet jewelry; Slapband bracelets; Tie clips; Wedding rings; Wooden bead bracelets
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuning Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Yuning Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Rm. 304, Bldg. C11, Nanjing New Village Minzhi Street, Longhua New District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (Itld.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FRES GREEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434537</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100301</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; Adhesive circular discs for household or stationery purposes for gluing items to a wide variety of surfaces; Adhesive tapes for stationery purposes; Adhesives in the form of tape for stationery; Ball-point pens; Colour pencils; Correcting tape for type; Double-sided adhesive tapes for household use; Glues for office use; Holders for adhesive tapes; Office stationery; Paper tapes; Rubber bands; Sealing compounds for stationery purposes; Stands for pen and pencil.
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ningbo Fres Green Commodity Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Ningbo Fres Green Commodity Co., Ltd. No. 29, Xingke Middle Road Qiaotouhu Street, Ninghai County Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315611
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner Name**: CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MISTLETOE RIDGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97434555</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Grape wine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Amalie Robert Estate, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly Amalie Robert Estate, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>P.O. Box 395, Dallas, OREGON 97338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>OREGON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EZVACBAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434562 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100303
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "EZvacbag" having a rounded box with vertical lines disposed at an upper portion of the letter "E" and the letter "v" having horizontal lines disposed at a bottom portion increasing in width from top to bottom. The background is not a part of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For plastic bags with one-way valves, in which air is evacuated for storing clothing and/or bedding; plastic bags for storage of non-consumable household items; plastic bags for the storage of clothes, blankets, pillows, and/or towels
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sukasa TV LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CRC International Address Sukasa TV LLC 9543 Heinrich Hertz Dr., Suite 4 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92154 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CRC-T0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INVISICIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97434563  Application Filing Date: May 30, 2022  Registration Number: 7100304
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a design of a person swimming across a stylistic curve representing water with the word "Inviscids" in a stylized font appearing below the said design. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation: The wording Inviscids has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; Diving snorkels; Glasses for sports; Goggles for sports; Laboratory equipment, namely, cupels; Magnetically encoded key cards; Power distributing boxes; Scuba goggles; Scuba snorkels; Sports eyewear; Sports glasses; Sports' glasses; Swim goggles; Swimming goggles; Underwater breathing apparatus
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes   US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: May 14, 2022  In Commerce: May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Tang, Ling Qi  Address: Tang, Ling Qi  FLT 7 13/F BLK C,HANG TAI HSE  CHING TAI COURT TSING YI NT, Hong Kong  HONG KONG 999077
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEOSINYIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97434565  Application Filing Date: May 30, 2022  Registration Number: 7100305
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording "LEOSINYIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Clothes drying hangers; Clothes drying racks; Clothes racks, for drying; Dish drying racks; Drying racks for laundry; Drying racks for washing; Frames for drying and maintaining the shape of a clothing item; Height adjustable ceiling-mounted drying racks for laundry; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Shower racks; Spice racks; Wall-mounted drying racks for laundry
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass  First Use: May 09, 2022  In Commerce: May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen Chengyue Technology Co., Ltd.  Address: Shenzhen Chengyue Technology Co., Ltd. 1001-2-F7, Bldg.414,Bagualing Industrial Zone, Bagua 4th Road, Futian Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000
Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LIUPBXER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434567</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;LIUPBXER&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Gaming keypads; Infant toys; Inflatable pool toys; Pet toys; Player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; Playing card game accessories, namely, playing card cases, playing card holders, mats for use in connection with playing card games, playing card shuffling devices and dice; Playing card shuffling device; Playing card shuffling machines; Smart plush toys; Squeeze toys; Stand alone video game machines; Stress relief exercise balls; Stuffed toys; Tabletop games; Talking toys |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | May 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Chuangsen Shengshi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Chuangsen Shengshi E-Commerce Co., Ltd. B311,Bldg.B8,Fenghuanggang 3rd Indu. Zone,Xixiang Street, Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOUNKANW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97434568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording &quot;LounKanW&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Stickers; Document file trays; Document portfolios; File folders; File folders featuring magnetic closures; File pockets for stationery use; General purpose plastic bags; Gift bags; Marking tabs; Notebook covers made of leather; Notebook paper; Office stationery; Photo albums; Scratch pads; Writing utensils |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| **First Use In Commerce** | May 16, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Hubei Zonghe Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. |
| **Address** | Hubei Zonghe Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Room 609, 6th Floor, Elite Building No.39 Huanghu Road, Xisaishan District Huangshi, Hubei CHINA 435000 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | GARTNER, JOHN M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QUINFARY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434571</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "Quinfary" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Comforters; Curtains; Quilts; Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Covers for cushions; Duvet covers; Pillow covers; Sleeping bags; Table mats of textile; Textile place mats |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes 42, 50 |
| US Classes | |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | May 09, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 09, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Fang, Li |
| Address | Fang, Li Rm. 403,Unit 2,Bldg. 6,Donghai Garden, Xincheng Comm.,Nanyuan St., Yuhang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311199 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s):** UPICKDATA
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of the wording "UpickData" in white color, where the "u" has a shorter right-side portion and an orange dot above that short side. Black is for background to show the white and is not a part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing:** Yes
- **Color Claimed:** The color(s) white and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** Providing a web site featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations of users on events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; Providing a web site that provides sports league player statistics; Providing off-track betting facilities; Consulting in the field of sports betting; Sports betting services
- **International Classes:** 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title:** Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce:** Dec. 08, 2021
- **In Commerce:** Dec. 08, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Xoy Asesores en Inversión Independiente S.A.P.I.de C.V.
- **Address:** Xoy Asesores en Inversión Independiente S.A.P.I.de C.V. Av. Providencia 2610 Col. Providencia Guadalajara MEXICO 44630
- **Legal Entity:** Sociedad Anonima Promotora de Inversion de Capital Variable
- **State or Country Where Organized:** MEXICO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney:** CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LMWNFEU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434617 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100310
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; Bird feeders; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery moulds; Cups and mugs; Decorative pail personalized with an individual's name on the lid and decals, stickers, and other items on the pail unique to that individual; Decorative plates; Gardening gloves; Pet feeding and drinking bowls
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Lingming Trading Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Lingming Trading Co., Ltd. 10-2-2, Bldg.016, East Bldg. Kemao Center No. 100 Xiangyun Rd., High-tech Zone Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARBOOTJIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434618 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100311
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tea services not of precious metal; Cleaning brushes for household use; Containers for household use; Cups and mugs; Drinking bottles for sports; Drinking straws; Gumpaste cutters; Hair combs; Kitchen containers; Mixing spoons; Non-electric egg beaters; Non-electric lemon squeezer; Pill boxes for personal use; Shower racks; Stirring rods for beverages; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses; Tea strainers; Trays for domestic purposes; Vacuum bottles; Vaporizers for perfume sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Xinbing Address Huang, Xinbing Building 35, XiajiayuanxiangYuan Development Zone Kunshan CHINA 215300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8-16-65-TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MMNNKK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434638</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100312</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation | The wording "MMNNKK" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Balloons; Puzzles; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Jigsaw puzzles; Novelty plush toys for parties; Party balloons; Play balloons; Play balls and play balloons; Plush dolls; Plush toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Smart plush toys; Soft sculpture plush toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy balloons |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | May 13, 2022 | In Commerce | May 13, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Jiang, Songrong |
| Address | Jiang, Songrong No. 6, Weixing Villager Group, Xiangqun Village, Yanzhou Town, Changning City, Hengyang, Hunan, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | FOSS, KATHERINE M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHINATOWN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434643</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100313</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bookshelves; Cushions; Decorative boxes made of wood; Folding shelves; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Hutches; Inflatable furniture; Looking glasses; Packing containers of plastic material; Plastic cake decorations; Plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing of Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; Seat cushions; Three dimensional ornaments made from plastic; Toy boxes and chests; Works of art made of wood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Taizhou Yuyue Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Taizhou Yuyue Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Room 5-6, Building C31, Lianghuqiao Vil. Yuanqiao Town, Huangyan District, Taizhou Zhejiang | CHINA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | CHISOLM, KEVON |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434644</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100314</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** JKKFDBNSS

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording JKKFDBNSS has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Adhesive cement for hobbyists; Anatomical models for scientific, instructional, and educational purposes; Letter openers of precious metal; Manually-operated credit card imprinters; Nail stencils; Packaging boxes of cardboard; Printed certificates for use as awards; Printed sleeve inserts for CD jewel cases; Printed worksheets in the field of daily planning; Vehicle tire lettering stickers

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Mar. 08, 2022 **In Commerce** Mar. 08, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Ganzhou Biaomeilong E-Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Ganzhou Biaomeilong E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 1106-5, Bldg B4, Ganzhou International Enterprise Center, north of Xiangjiang Ave, Ganzhou, Jiangxi CHINA 341000 **Legal Entity** Limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** CHISOLM, KEVON

---
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**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOYOFO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434651
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100315
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Doorway barriers made of metal; Hinge pin door closers of metal; Magnetic cabinet door catches; Metal clasps for door security hardware; Metal gates and fences; Metal gates and fencing; Metal gates and fencing panels; Metal latch bars; Metal locks for doors; Metal pet doors; Metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Portable metal gates and fencing panels used to control livestock; Removable metal safety swimming pool fencing and fencing gates; Window stops of metal
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use**: May 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Florida Limited Liability Company
- **Address**: Florida Limited Liability Company 1700 SAN PABLO RD. S. STE 404 JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA 32224
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ARTHUR, ALAINA M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434655</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100316</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Babies' bibs of paper; Gift boxes made of cardboard; Office cheque writing and engraving machines; Paintings and their reproductions; Paper coffee filters; Paper party decorations; Papers for household and industrial use; Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Tissues of paper for removing cosmetics; Vehicle bumper stickers

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes | **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 | **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use**: Mar. 02, 2022 **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Bin, Jianfei **Address**: Bin, Jianfei No. 055, Yayaqi Team, Zhenping Village, Yongan Town, Bobai County, Guangxi CHINA 537600 **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIONTU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434657  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100317
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio recorders; Cameras; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Computer hardware and recorded software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Data processors; Digital sound processors; Ear phones; Electronic equipment, namely, transformers, baluns, and cables, all used in connection with computers, computer peripheral devices, televisions, audio-video equipment, closed-circuit TV equipment and telecommunication equipment; IP (Internet protocol) speed dome cameras; Light emitting diode (LED) displays; Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; Loud speaker systems; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Matrix switchers for audio and video signals; OLED (Organic light emitting diode) display panels; Public-address systems and instruments; Simultaneous interpretation receivers; Voting machines; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 05, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FionTu Intelligent Technology(China)Corp. Address FionTu Intelligent Technology(China)Corp. F 19, Unit 1, Bldg No.1, yiluan Bldg Rd No.230, Xixiang Rd, Xinan St Baauan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited corporation State or Country Where Organized CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ARTHUR, ALAINA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SLEBAONOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434667</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100318</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "SLEBAONOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Insulating tapes; Ornaments made of rubber; Rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; Rubber bottle stoppers; Rubber products, namely, mulch made of recycled rubber for use in landscaping and horticulture applications; Rubber sleeves for protecting parts of machinery; Rubber solutions; Silicone rubber; Sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machinery; Thermal insulation covers for storage or transportation of goods, namely, thermal insulating blankets, thermal insulating jackets, thermal insulating textile covers, thermal insulating pallet covers
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber
- **Goods First Use**: May 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zhu, Chuanbao
- **Address**: Zhu, Chuanbao No. 8, Mianhong Avenue, Zhanggou Town, Xiantao, Hubei CHINA 433000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ARTHUR, ALAINA M

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPUAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100319</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "SPUAE" in stylized font. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording "SPUAE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shelves; Boxes of wood or plastic; Packaging containers of plastic; Plastic containers for commercial use, namely, for storing and dispensing bulk foods; Plastic packaging components for containers and cartons, namely, dispensing and closable pour spouts and container and carton closures; Plastic signboards; Plastic tissue box covers; Printed plastic labels for use in identifying and marking the contents of pipes; Toy boxes and chests

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Yu, Jiangyan |
| Address | Yu, Jiangyan No. 1 Haier Road, Laoshan District Qingdao, Shandong CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner | KONSCHAK, CARL A |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COUIDL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434681</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;COUIDL&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hats; Headwear; Shirts; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Uniforms; Bathing suits; Caps being headwear; Down coats; Dust coats; Knitwear, namely, shirts, dresses, sweaters; Men's suits, women's suits; Outer jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Shower caps; Skull caps; Sports jerseys; Swim trunks; Tops as clothing; Wet suits for water-skiing |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Xiamen Zhiying United e-commerce Co., Ltd |
| Address | Xiamen Zhiying United e-commerce Co., Ltd, Unit 608, building 2, No. 768, Qishan North Road, Huli District, Xiamen, Fujian, CHINA 361000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ARTHUR, ALAINA M |

---

**13587**
KITIPAPY

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KITIPAPY

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97434701
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100321
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Birdhouses; Beds for household pets; Cat beds; Cat scratching posts; Dog beds; Nesting boxes for household pets; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees; Pet furniture in the nature of cat condos; Portable beds for pets
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Yao, Chunhui
- **Address**: Yao, Chunhui, No.65 Yuhuangmiao Village, Dangdian Town, Shangcai County, Henan, CHINA 463800
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: WINTER, MELISSA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRUSTISM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434712 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100322
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Trustism has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Growlers; Beer jugs; Coffee cups; Cup lids; Dishers; Double wall cups; Insulated flasks; Insulated mugs; Reusable stainless steel water bottles sold empty; Vacuum bottles; Vacuum mugs; Water bottles sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuyi Trust Stainless Steel Products Co.,Ltd. Address Wuyi Trust Stainless Steel Products Co., Ltd. No.8, Hardware Avenue, Wuyi, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province CHINA 321200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YPMYGSZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434720 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100323 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baskets for household purposes, not of metal; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Canister sets; Electric tooth brushes; Finger brushes for dental care; Holders for shaving brushes; Make-up brush holders; Manual toothbrushes; Shaving brush stands; Shower racks; Toothbrush holders; Toothpaste dispensers; Towel rails; Towel rails and rings
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chuqian Zhang Address Chuqian Zhang No. 32, Shankou Village, Maoshan, Hehua Town, Gaozhou City, Guangdong Province CHINA 525200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117383

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
YISIMAO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97434727
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100324
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YISIMAO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dolls and playsets therefor; Fishing safety harness; Infant toys; Pet toys; Plush dolls; Spinning tops; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toy bears; Toy jewelry; Yoga cushions
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Suzhou Yisimao Garment Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Suzhou Yisimao Garment Co., Ltd, Donghuan RD., 5shangzhuang 161 Room gongyeyuanqu,suzhou, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, TARYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRAIMIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434728 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100325
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CRAIMIL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rakes; Shovels; Spades; Spanners; Cattle shearers; Center punches being hand tools; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand-operated sprayers for insecticides; Hand drills, hand-operated; Hand tools, namely, augers; Hand tools, namely, punches; Hand tools, namely, squares; Hand tools, namely, stamping-out tools; Hand tools, namely, stamps; Handles for hand-operated hand tools; Lifting jacks, hand-operated
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sun, Caixia Address Sun, Caixia Xinwen Pavilion, Xin'anhu Garden, Xin'an Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117378
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZOZBYO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434753  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100326
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "ZOZBYO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Automotive headlamps; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Desk lamps; Floor lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; Lamps for tents; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED light bulbs; Lighting fixtures; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Magnesium filaments for lighting; Pendant lighting fixtures; Solar powered lamps; Street lamps; String lights for festive decoration; Wall lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes  US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use May 25, 2022  In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Yikun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Zhongshan Yikun Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  12 cards, 3rd floor, No. 16, Dongxing Middle Road, Guzhen Town, Zhongshan City  CHINA  528421  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0762

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
MARK Literal(s) AOIZENSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434774 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100327
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AOIZENSEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Air purifiers; Bicycle lights; Electric coffee makers; Electric coffee pots; Faucet handles; Flush levers; Footmuffs, electrically heated; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower mixers; Shower heads; Shower tubs; Taps for washstands; Wood burning stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Haibin Address Xu, Haibin No. 24, Xifen, Pushang Village, Chigang Town, Puning City Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 515300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLAERNIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434780
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100328
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Blaernio has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Candle holders; Candy jars sold empty; Ceramic figurines; Decorating bags for confectioners; Dishers; Empty spray bottles; Fragrance oil burners; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Lunch bags not of paper; Lunch boxes; Ritual flower vases; Soap containers; Toilet paper dispensers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Meng, Qingyu
- **Address**: No. 8, Liutiao, Cuiyuan Street, Chengguan Town, Huixian City, Xinxiang, Henan, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) BXOAEIOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434781 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100329
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Battery charge devices; Chargers for batteries; Electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; In-car telephone handset cradles; Kilometer recorders for vehicles; Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Mobile telephones; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Radar object detectors for use on vehicles; Smartphone mounts; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, an on-board vehicular surveillance system comprised of cameras and monitors for exposing and eliminating the blind spots on both sides of the vehicle; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, back-up sensors and cameras; Wearable global positioning system (GPS)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ruibo Yunshang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ruibo Yunshang Technology Co., Ltd. 701,Bldg. 2,Yincheng Hao Factory No. 69 Xiangshan Ave.,Bao'an District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DONGLUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97434782 | Application Filing Date | May 30, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100330 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DONGLUY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Bamboo curtains; Curtain hooks; Curtain rails; Curtain rings; Curtain rods; Curtain rods, rollers and hooks; Drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods and finials; Indoor window shades; Indoor window shades of paper; Indoor window shades of textile; Interior window coverings, namely, vertical and horizontal louvers; Interior window shades; Metal curtain rails; Metal curtain rods; Non-metal curtain rods

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Huaian Dongluyuan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Huaian Dongluyuan Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1413, 14th floor, Qingchuang Space, No.1 Tongyuan Rd., Cultural Tourism Zone Huaian, Jiangsu CHINA 223200 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
Mark Literal(s)  IGETOOY

Serial Number  97434789  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022  Registration Number  7100331
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Board games; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's multiple activity toys sold as a unit with printed books; Drawing toys; Drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic styluses, and metal particles; Educational card games; Educational toys in the nature of an illustrated wall map; Electronic game equipment with a watch function; Inflatable swimming pools; Jigsaw puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes and boats; Sketching toys; Toy building blocks; Toy construction sets

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes
US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  May 26, 2022  In Commerce  May 26, 2022

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yige Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Yige Trading Co., Ltd.  505,Fulong Bldg.,Changfa Middle Rd.South  Bantian Community,Bantian St.,  Longgang Dist,Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HS&ROXIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434790  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100332
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware; Appliances for removing make-up, non-electric; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Dishers; Fabric beverage sleeves featuring attached muffls to keep hands warm while holding drinks; Fiberglass web for conversion into a variety of industrial and consumer goods; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; Pastry molds; Plastic storage containers for domestic use; Shower racks; Substrates primarily of ceramic and glass for manufacture of light emitting diodes; Swabs and sponges for cleaning medical instruments
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Haihongsheng Information Consulting Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Haihongsheng Information Consulting Co., Ltd. Room 1020-1028, Zhongjian Building, No.2105, Shennan East Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
TM 11467  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TPFHR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434791 Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022 Registration Number  7100333
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wigs; False beards; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Hair weaves; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hairpieces for Japanese hair styling (kamishin); Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head; Toupees; Wig caps
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Qingdao Xinduoyi International Trade Co., Ltd. Address  Qingdao Xinduoyi International Trade Co. , Ltd. No. 201, Yuanjiafen Village, Yanghe Town, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao, Shandong CHINA  266300 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117357
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**: IVGTOP

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs; False beards; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Hair weaves; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hairpieces for Japanese hair styling (kamishin); Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head; Toupees; Wig caps

**International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
**International Class Title**: Fancy Goods

**First Use**: May 01, 2021  
**In Commerce**: May 01, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Qingdao iVogue Hair Products Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: Qingdao iVogue Hair Products Co., Ltd. No. 601, Xiaohang Village, Jiaoxi Town, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266300  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: TUS117361

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QMSSR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434794</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Wigs; False beards; Hair extensions; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair scrunchies; Hair ties; Hair weaves; Hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners; Hairpieces for Japanese hair styling (kamishin); Lace and embroidery, haberdashery ribbons and braid; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Toupee tape for affixing a toupee to the head; Toupees; Wig caps |
| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| First Use | May 15, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 15, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Qingdao Qianmei Hair Products Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Qingdao Qianmei Hair Products Co., Ltd. No. 717, Sunjia Village, Ligezhuang Town, Jiaozhou, Qingdao, Shandong, CHINA 266300 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TUS117358 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | IP, KENNINA NGA-YU |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALONDES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434800
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100336
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air-conditioning installations; Air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; Air filtering installations; Air purification units; Electric air deodorizing apparatus; Electric air driers; Gas scrubbing apparatus; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; Water purifying apparatus and machines
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Alondes Environmental Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Alondes Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. B1001, Innovation Plaza, No. 2007, Pingshan Avenue, Pingshan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518118
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
## Trademark Information

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Yoga blocks; Yoga straps
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 29, 2022

**BASE INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: XPG Sales Ltd
- **Address**: XPG Sales Ltd 15-17557 100 Avenue Surrey BC CANADA V4N6V5
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BROWNE, LUCY E
LTTHLHI

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**: The wording "LTTHLHI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Art prints comprised of digital illustrations originating from photographs; Art prints on canvas; Color prints in the nature of lithographs; Framed etchings; Framed art pictures; Framed art prints; Giclee prints; Lithographic prints; Mounted printed posters; Photographic prints; Printed posters; Prints in the nature of lithographs; Unmounted printed posters

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use**: May 09, 2022

**In Commerce**: May 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Lin, Huibin

**Address**: Lin, Huibin No. 3, Lin Residence, Xipu Village, Linan Town, Xianyou County Putian, Fujian CHINA 351200

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MASCOOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434813  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100339
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording “MASCOOR” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blankets for outdoor use; Cashmere fabric; Children's towels; Crib bumper pads; Door curtains; Glass fiber fabrics; Indoor and outdoor curtains; Kitchen towels; Kitchen towels of cloth; Lap rugs; Pashmina fabrics; Picnic blankets; Silk cloth; Sleeping bags; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 15, 2022 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fan, Zhifu  Address Fan, Zhifu No. 49, Team 6, Linfu Village, Maixin Town, Kailu County Tongliao, Inner Mongolia CHINA 028400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KGKTU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434817 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100340
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Cruets; Dishes; Plates; Pots; Bottles, sold empty; Containers for household use; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Drinking cups sold with lids therefor; Drinking flasks; Fruit bowls; Ice cream scoops; Plastic cups; Soup bowls
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Feb. 26, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shao, Wenling Address Shao, Wenling Team 5, Longba Branch Farm, Longchuan County, Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture CHINA 678700 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00066

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
EIDJIARAY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434827</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100341</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**
Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Construction toys; Electric action toys; Molded toy figures; Play houses; Play houses and toy accessories therefor; Scale model kits; Toy airplanes; Toy boats; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy guns; Toy models; Toy musical boxes; Toy rockets

**International Classes**
28 - Primary Classes
22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**
Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**
Apr. 07, 2022

**In Commerce**
Apr. 07, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

### Currently Use
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

### Owner Name
Guangzhou Zheming Technology Co., LTD

### Address
Guangzhou Zheming Technology Co., LTD Room G238, No. 301 to 353, No.1 Kehua Street, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA 510630

### State or Country Where Organized
CHINA

### Legal Entity
limited company (ltd.)

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

### Examining Attorney
RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIGDRACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434831 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100342 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MIGDRACY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecues; Lampshades; Barbecues and grills; Disinfectant apparatus; Drying apparatus for use in heating, ventilation systems, air conditioning systems and refrigeration systems; Electric footwarmers in the nature of footmuffs; Electric rice cooker; Lanterns for lighting; Roasting jacks; Roasting spits for cooking ovens; Structural framework sold as parts of ovens; Structural metal framework sold as parts of ovens
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sun, Caixia Address Sun, Caixia Xinwen Pavilion, Xin'anhu Garden, Xin'an Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117381

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUUABEARNONN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434832 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100343
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AUUABEARNONN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Socks; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Dance costumes; Fashion hats; Halloween costumes; Headwear, namely, hats, caps; Masquerade costumes; Tops as clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Fengting Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Fengting Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 1001, No.165, Dist 3, Longsheng New Vil, Dalang St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039388T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GUWXOAPIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434839 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100344
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GUWXOAPIY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Face covers being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Fashion masks being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Massage apparatus; Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, masks for use by medical personnel; Respiratory masks for medical purposes; Reusable sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks for dust prevention for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; Sanitary masks made of cloth for protection against viral infection; Surgical masks
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qin, Qiangzhicheng Address Qin, Qiangzhicheng No. 22, Jinjing Road Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District Tianjin CHINA 300000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUIBESO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434841 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100345
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OUIBESO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Haversacks; Keycases; Purses; Umbrellas; Business card cases; Cases for keys; Credit card cases; Gym bags; Key-cases; Key-cases of leather and skins; Key bags; Key cases; Key cases of leather or imitation leather; Key cases; Key pouches; Key wallets; Leather bags; Leather cases for keys; Leather key cases; Pocket wallets; Pouches for holding keys; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; Vanity cases, not fitted
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 27, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhuhai Tingzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhuhai Tingzhou Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1223, No. 1089, North Fenghuang Road, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai CHINA 519000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00068

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FFlowCYE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97434847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "FFOWCYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Decorative mirrors; Display stands; Drawer organizers; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Hand-operated non-metal garden hose reels; Hand mirrors; Mirrors; Personal compact mirrors; Picture and photograph frames; Picture frames; Plastic cases; Storage racks; Towel stands; Umbrella stands; Wall frame for the display of media storage containers

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use**: Apr. 11, 2022

**In Commerce**: Apr. 11, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Heyi Technology Development Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanjing Heyi Technology Development Co., Ltd.  Rm 369-2, North Dist. bldg 19, No. 2, Shangcheng Rd, Yanjiang st, Jiangbei Xinqu Nanjing CHINA 210015
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**

- **CHINA**

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS117389

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97434849
Application Filing Date May 30, 2022
Registration Number 7100347
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OTGUI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97434849
Application Filing Date May 30, 2022
Registration Number 7100347
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "OTGUI" has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information
For Hammocks; Ropes; Tarpaulins; Tents; Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Dust sheets; Outdoor blinds of textile; Tarpaulins made from plastics coated materials
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
International Class Title Cordage and Fibers
First Use Apr. 25, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Gaoyao District Jindu Town Guangheng Waste Recycling Station
Composed of Gaoyao District Jindu Town Guangheng Waste Recycling Station, a Chinese sole proprietorship, composed of Chen, Tugui, a citizen of China
Address Gaoyao District Jindu Town Guangheng Waste Recycling Station No.8&9,1/F of Liang Rongjin's house, Nanjin Highway, Jindu Town, Gaoyao, Zhaoqing CHINA 526100
Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
State or Country CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number TUS117390

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KRODRCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434859 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100348
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KRODRCH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue smoker cooking grids; Butane torches for cooking; Electric espresso machines; Electric outdoor grills; LED landscape lights; LED light strips for decorative purposes; Multi-purpose, electric countertop food preparation apparatus for cooking, baking, broiling, roasting, toasting, searing, browning, barbecuing and grilling food; Portable fire pit cooking grids; Portable fire pits; Propane torches for heating roofing materials

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhongxu Tengda Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhongxu Tengda Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 617, 6th Floor, No. 535, Jihua Road Bantian Community, Bantian Street Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
TM 11483 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OUNVSOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434860 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100349
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OUNVSOI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aluminium and its alloys; Balustrades of metal; Branching pipes of metal; Lead and its alloys; Metal forgings; Metal mine drilling and working platforms; Pegs of metal; Steel sheets; Steel tubes; Structure joint connectors of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Tongcong Information Technology Service Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Tongcong Information Technology Service Co., Ltd. 161-Rm.301, No.106, Lane 1225 Xianxia Road, Changning District Shanghai CHINA 200050 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ZJDIXZSH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97434866</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100350</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Sleepwear; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Bandeau tops; Bibs, not of paper; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Halter tops; Hooded sweatshirts; Knit dresses; Skirts and dresses; Tee shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Yuzhige Beauty and Health Service Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: No. C-203, No. 147, Xinhuang East Road, Hengliang Street, Liuhe District, Nanjing, CHINA 211500
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Sha2110
- **Examining Attorney**: PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Beer; India pale ales (IPAs)  
**International Classes**  32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**  Light Beverages  
**First Use**  Mar. 10, 2021  **In Commerce**  Mar. 10, 2021

## Basis Information
**Currently Use**  Yes

## Owner Information
**Owner Name**  Ministry of Brewing LLC  
**Address**  Ministry of Brewing LLC  5603 Roxbury Place  Baltimore MARYLAND  21212  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  MARYLAND

## Attorney/Correspondence Information
**Docket Number**  1731.40004

## Examining Attorney
**Examining Attorney**  KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUNYGAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434884 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100352
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acoustic and thermal insulation for use in the automotive, HVAC, appliance and commercial interior industries; Adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; Duct tapes; Extruded PVC product used to produce frames, sashes and accessories for use in the manufacture of windows and doors; Heat reflective plastic film to be applied to windows; Masking tape; Non-slip, rubber adhesive-backed bathtub appliques; Opaque plastic film for blocking sunlight; Polyvinylchloride film with an acrylic adhesive for the protection of glass and other fragile surface materials; Rubber adhesive bathtub appliques; Tinted plastic film for use on windows; Tinted plastic films for use on vehicle windows; Unfitted plastic sheeting for use in protecting furniture; Window masking films
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Fengyun Address Guo, Fengyun No. 404,Unit 1,Bldg. 6,South Zone,Jiahe Garden,Wuhe South Road,Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UOPTWliod

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434886
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100353
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording UOPTWliod has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fireplaces; Flashlights; Accessories for fireplaces, namely, air circulation kits consisting primarily of metal ducts and metal adaptors used to increase the amount of heat recovered from the fireplace using a blower or natural convection; Bicycle lights; Desk lamps; Electric fireplaces; Electric kettles; Electronic fireplace dampers; Ethanol fireplaces; Fireplace hearths; Fireplace inserts, namely, heat exchangers; Fireplaces, domestic; Fitted covers for portable fireplaces; Utility lighters for lighting grills, fireplaces and candles; Wall lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 07, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Sun, Yuzi
- **Address**: No. 86, Zhangwei Group, Linhe Village Guanmiao Town, Suyu District Suqian, Jiangsu CHINA 223812
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUFFIN, GRACE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RMCGLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434888 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100354 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RMCGLA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Architectural metalwork; Brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; Door handles of metal; Floor hinges of metal; Hinge pin door closers of metal; Metal hinges; Metal profiles made of steel, iron, nickel, titanium and other metals and their alloys; Metal shower grab bars; Metal trim for buildings; Metallic flanges; Pre-fabricated metal building assembly kits
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RM CLIPWORLD CO LTD Address RM CLIPWORLD CO LTD Room 202, 2nd Floor, No.131 Jinlong Road Dalong Street, Panyu District Guangzhou CHINA 511400 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUFFIN, GRACE M
TM 11489 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZAZHANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434889 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100355
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ZAZHANG has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Burkas; Infantwear; Loungewear; Nightwear; Sweatsuits; Swimwear; Adaptive clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Bra strap cushions; Clothing layettes; Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts; Corsets being underclothing; Maternity sleepwear; Men's underwear; Twin sets; Women's underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 02, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Kale Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Kale Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Bldg. 15, No. 41, Jinlang Rd., Langxia Town, Jinshan Dist., Shanghai CHINA 201516 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039400T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUFFIN, GRACE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VALEHOWL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434894 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100356 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bedroom furniture; Beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Camping tables; Fitted kitchen furniture; Folding beds; Folding chairs; Folding tables; Furniture for house, office and garden; Inflatable furniture; Living room furniture; Office furniture; Pet furniture; Sleeping bag pads
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 07, 2022 In Commerce May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Changqingshu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Changqingshu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm.106-2, 1st Floor, Budong Bldg., EB-03 No. 16 Xiangbin Street, Fengze District Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WTUGJEP

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97434898 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 30, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7100357 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "WTUGJEP" in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Cleaning combs; Cloth for wiping or dusting; Decorating bags for confectioners; Shower racks; Table napkin holders; Tea canisters
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Guangzhou Muyu Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Guangzhou Muyu Trading Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 11, Tangshi 1st Street Kemulang, Tianhe District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TINGWUZHI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434899
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100358
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hammocks; Tents; All-purpose nylon straps featuring hook and loop fasteners; Awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Body bags; Brattice cloth; Commercial nets; Fishing nets; Garment bags for storage; General utility bags for commercial use; Mountaineering ropes; Netting, not of metal or asbestos; Plastic bags with one-way valves, in which air is evacuated for storing clothing and/or bedding; Storage bags made of nylon and canvas for vacuum cleaner accessories

**International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
**International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
**First Use**: Apr. 27, 2022
**In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Liu, Jinli
- **Address**: Liu, Jinli No. 5, Kengkou Vil, Cetian Vil Committe Datang Town, Qujiang District Shaoguan, Guangdong CHINA 512100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US039396T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WTEZMONM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97434901
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100359
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Drinkware; Mugs; Bento boxes; China ornaments; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Dusting or cleaning cloths; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Oven mitts; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Tablemats, not of paper or textile
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wang, Zhanwang
- **Address**: No. 181-1, Shangshan West, Lishan Village, Shanting Town, Xiuyu District, Putian, Fujian, CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US039384T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BURDECKI, ANNA C
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97434902  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100360  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Cardboard cake boxes; Coasters of cardboard; Fabric gift bags; Gift boxes; Packaging containers of cardboard; Paper party decorations; Paper pouches for packaging; Paper products, namely, paper tubes and paper cores; Paper shopping bags; Paper take-away cartons for food; Party favor gift boxes sold empty; Photo stands; Plastic bags for packing; Plastic films used as packaging for food; Plastic food storage bags for household use; Stickers and sticker albums; Table napkins of paper

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use Feb. 08, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Wenzhou Qiaoli International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Wenzhou Qiaoli International Trade Co., Ltd. Room 301, No. 833-835, Xisan Street, Longgang City, Wenzhou, CHINA 325802  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number Koh-ASN00070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QIVIISER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434908  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100361
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile bumpers; Automobile roof racks; Automobile windshields; Brake pads for automobiles; Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Mudguards; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Trailer hitches; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers; Vehicle running boards; Windshield wiper blades
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 24, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wan, Weikun  Address Wan, Weikun No.75, Xieli Village Fenshui Town, Hanchuan City Hubei Province CHINA 431603  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
TM 11496 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ARUGYTEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434920 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100362
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ARUGYTEI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallpapers; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Artificial lawn; Beach mats; Carpet underlays, namely, rug grippers; Carpets and rugs; Decorative wall hangings, not of textile; Door mats; Fur rugs; Rubber bath mats; Rugs, namely, floor runners; Vinyl floor coverings; Wrestling mats; Yoga mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanyang Maiming Trading Co., Ltd. Address Nanyang Maiming Trading Co., Ltd. Room 201, Unit 2, Bldg. 4, Fengfan Golden Shijia, Chezhan South Rd., Wolong District Nanyang, Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEIGEOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434923 Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022 Registration Number  7100363
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording beigeok has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lace; Artificial Christmas garlands; Artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights; Artificial flowers; Artificial flowers of paper; Artificial flowers of plastics; Artificial flowers of textile; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Artificial plants, other than Christmas trees; Outdoor artificial foliage; Wreaths of artificial flowers
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  May 07, 2022 In Commerce  May 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Weifang Daji Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. Address  Weifang Daji Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. 3-1501,Bldg 9, Tiantong Jiu-longwan,No.67 Longshan Rd, Fenghuang St,Fangzi Dist Weifang,Shandong CHINA  261000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Sha2112

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
TM 11498 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DREBEHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434928 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100364
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bullhorns; Computer docking stations; Digital photo frames; Electronic agendas; Flash card readers; Motion-activated cameras; Personal security alarms; Smartphone mounts; USB card readers; Wrist rests for use with computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 13, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yunfang Address Wang, Yunfang Wangli Group, Bandian Village Xishanyi Town, Feidong County Anhui Province CHINA 231616 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ATRIYFUL

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97434938  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100365
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "ATRIYFUL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Bonnets; Bras; Dresses; Hats; Headbands; Pants; Scarfs; Shoes; Track suits; Undergarments; Underpants; Underwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Foundation garments; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use May 17, 2022  In Commerce May 17, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Yang, Caiwang  Address Yang, Caiwang No.7, Dongheng Lane, Nanmen Road, Lianzhou Town, Lianzhou City, Qingyuan, Guangdong, CHINA 513400  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUSENFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434940  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100366
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "AUSENFUL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tassels; Zippers; Arts and crafts findings, namely, plastic wiggly eyes; Arts and crafts findings, namely, pom-poms; Arts and crafts findings, namely, pompoms; Bobbin laces; Cloth patches for clothing; Decorative cording; Fabric appliques; Hook and loop fasteners; Hooks and eyes; Rhinestones other than for making jewelry; Ribbons of textile for packaging and for wrapping; Ribbons, not of paper, for wrapping; Separable fasteners, namely, hook and loop type fasteners and components thereof
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 17, 2022  In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dong, Dongcai  Address Dong, Dongcai No. 14, DengShang, Du Village Haikou town, Dexing City Shangrao, Jiangxi  CHINA  334200  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAYHANC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434941  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100367  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Webcams; Batteries and battery chargers; Computers and computer peripherals; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Electronic docking stations; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Photovoltaic cells and modules; Portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Smartphone mounts; Telepresence robots; Three dimensional (3D) scanners; Wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; Wireless charging stands for smartphones

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 15, 2022  In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhengzhou Beihan Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Zhengzhou Beihan Technology Co., Ltd. 2104,21/F, Jingfeng Int'l Center,No.27, Business Waihuan Rd.,Zhengdong New Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan  CHINA  450018  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLOSSOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100368</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;Blossom&quot; in stylized font.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above the first &quot;s&quot; are two flowers.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Flowerpots; Vases; Cast stone containers for household and garden use; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; Flower and plant cultivation trays; Flower baskets; Flower pot holders; Flower pots; Flower vases and bowls; Garden gnome figurines comprised of terra cotta; Holders for flowers and plants; Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Planters for flowers and plants; Saucers for flower pots |
| International Classes | 21 |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 13, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Cai, Jiebin |
| Address | Cai, Jiebin | 11 of No.5,Matingqian,Xiqianwei Road, Huaishangang, Fengxi District, Chaozhou, Guangdong, CHINA | 521000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHISOLM, KEVON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BYTELIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434944 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100369
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bowls; Cups; Dishware; Baking mats; Cake molds; Cleaning sponges; Cloth for wiping or dusting; Drinking straws; General purpose storage bins for household use; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Insulating jars; Pastry molds; Plastic coasters; Trays for household purposes; Water troughs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuanmengzhe Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yuanmengzhe Technology Co., Ltd. Room 301-D088, Building 2, No. 1, Mawu Road, Baoan Community, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CHAZAIDL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97434949
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100370
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CHAZAIDL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Boxes of common metal; Casting alloys; Joists of iron or steel; Locks of metal for vehicles; Metal bottle stoppers; Metal garment hooks; Metal hardware, namely, double-end swivels; Metal hardware, namely, springs; Metal rivets; Metal tile trim; Metal tool boxes; Sealing alloys; Sponge iron; Steel alloys; Threaded metal rods
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Ma, Zerui
- **Address**: Ma, Zerui No. 49, Limei Township Road, Heping Town, Chaoyang District Shantou, Guangdong CHINA 515825
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: WOLFE, YOUNG J
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434953 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100371
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CLOUREE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Thermo-hygrometers; Webcams; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Alarm central units; Alarm monitoring systems; Alarm sensors; Digital door locks; Electric door bells; Electric door chimes; Electronic door alarms; Fire alarm and emergency evacuation devices, namely, fire alarm control panels, smoke detectors, heat detectors, alarm pull stations, audible and visible notification appliances, strobes, sirens, bells, horns, and speakers; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Smoke alarms; Solar panels for production of electricity
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Lingxian Wulian Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Lingxian Wulian Technology Co., Ltd. 303,3/F,Bldg. 6,Huafu Ind. Park,No.98 Huachang Rd.,Langkou Comm.,Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518109 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CWPCRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434956 Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022 Registration Number  7100372
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adhesive foam pads specially adapted for motorcycle gas tanks for rider protection; Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Bells for motorcycles; Bicycle parts, namely, derailieurs; Engine mounts for land vehicles; Fitted bicycle covers; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Fitted motorcycle covers; Insignia for vehicles; Luggage carriers for automobiles; Mountain bicycles; Pushchair hoods; Stroller covers; Tire repair patches
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  May 13, 2022 In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hainan Pingsuxi Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Hainan Pingsuxi Trading Co., Ltd. Room B1201, Building 2, No.75 Binhai Avenue, Binhai Street,Longhua District Haikou, Hainan CHINA 570100 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLHJYF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434963 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100373 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FLHJYF has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Andirons; Cermets; Decorative centerpieces of common metal; Dumpsters, namely, metal containers for receiving, transporting and dumping waste materials; General purpose metal storage units; Hat-hanging hooks of metal; Metal ember retainer for use on fireplace grates; Metal fencing panels; Metal picture hangers; Poultry cages of metal; Tissue box covers of metal; Wall plaques made of common metal; Wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; Works of art of common metal; Wrought iron decorative artwork
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuanjiahong Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yuanjiahong Electronics Co., Ltd., 09F, Block 2, Yiqi, Liantou Dongfanghuafu, Dongfang Ave., Songgang St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039405T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**TradeMark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** PTYJDT

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97434965
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100374
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording PTYJDT has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Automobile interior accessory, namely, durable and flexible wedge, which can be expanded or contracted, to fill gap between front seat and center console of an automobile preventing objects from dropping into gap; Automobile roof racks; Automotive interior trim; Bumpers for automobiles; Children's safety seats for vehicles; Fitted covers for vehicles; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Hub cap covers; Luggage carriers for vehicles; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Mudguards; Pet safety seats for use in vehicles; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Side view mirrors for vehicles; Spare wheel covers; Spoilers for vehicles; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors; Vehicle parts, namely, sun visors; Vehicle running boards
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: May 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 17, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Pan, Huafu
- **Address**: Pan, Huafu No.23,Xipan,Tangjia Village Committee, Menghe Town, Xinbei District, Changzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 213000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: US039196T

**Examining Attorney**
- **NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GANXULER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "ganxuler" in stylized font, Above "ganxuler" is an irregular star. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Automobiles; Aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Bumpers for automobiles; Electrically-powered motor vehicles; Event data recorders sold as components of land vehicles; Fitted covers for vehicle steering wheels; Motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, vans, sport utility vehicles and structural parts therefor; Pickup truck caps; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Vehicle camera mount; Vehicle seat cushions; Vehicle seat protectors; Vehicle wheels |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | May 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 17, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Ding, Guohua |
| Address | Ding, Guohua No. 16, Group 1, Nongzhuang Village, Zhangjiawei Town, Siyang County Suqian, Jiangsu CHINA 223700 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER |
Jahomieo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434973 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100376 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Jahomieo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Beachbags; Handbags; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Duffel bags; Duffel bags for travel; Faux fur; Gym bags; Messenger bags; Shoulder bags; Tote bags; Travel baggage; Traveling bags; Weekend bags International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Manbuqingnian Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Xiamen Manbuqingnian Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room A5, Room 803, No. 77 Changling Road, Huli District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLAMAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434975 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100377 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording olamar has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Brushes for grooming golf putting greens; Brushes for washing up; Cleaning cloths for camera lenses; Coffee filters not of paper being part of non-electric coffee makers; Cooking utensil, namely, batter dispenser; Funnels for kitchen use; Gun cleaning patches and rags; Hand-operated coffee grinders; Household containers for foods; Personal dispensers for pills or capsules for domestic use; Pet litter boxes; Planter boxes for domestic gardening; Soap brackets; Tea kettles, non-electric; Toilet brushes; Toilet plungers; Tongue brushes

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 26, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fujian Aohan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Fujian Aohan Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 04-6, 2F, Bldg. 4# Xihuahoejia, No. 396 Guxi Rd., Guxi St. Gulou Dist., Fuzhou CHINA 350001 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039381T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
TM 11512 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JASIMKISS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434976 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100378
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Jasimkiss has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Earrings; Jewellery; Pendants; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for the head; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Necklaces; Pet jewelry; Pins being jewelry; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jin, Shunkang Address Jin, Shunkang No. 6, Shiji Road, Mapeng, Xiayuan Village, Quanxi Town, Wuyi County Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 321201 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JIONGXUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434978 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100379
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JIONGXUAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brooms; Clothes racks, for drying; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cooking graters; Dishers; Feeding vessels for pets; Graters for household purposes; Gumpaste cutters; Plastic bag holders for household use; Portable beverage container holder; Portable beverage dispensers; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Sandwich cutters; Toilet brushes; Whisky glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 14, 2022 In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Jionghan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Henan Jionghan Trading Co., Ltd. No. 503, 5th Floor, Unit 3, Building 7, Yard 14, Renmin Road, Jinshui District Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity limited company
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COCCOMEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434982  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022  Registration Number  7100380
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Coccomey has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lunch-boxes; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Containers for household or kitchen use; Electrical toothbrushes; General purpose storage bins for household use; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Non-electric food blenders; Plastic storage containers for household use; Shower racks
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 20, 2022  In Commerce  May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xinyu Chuangrui Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Xinyu Chuangrui Trading Co., Ltd.  No. A941, Chengdong Trade City  High-tech Development Zone  Xinyu, Jiangxi  CHINA  338000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039393T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK LITERAL(s)
KERNFDE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording Kernfde has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand saws; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, hand benders for use on pipes and conduits; Hand tools, namely, nippers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, taps; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Lawn and garden tools, namely, cultivators; Metal-cutting scissors; Nail nippers; Pocket knives; Thin-bladed kitchen knives; Tool holders |
| International Classes | 8 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 23, 28, 44 |
| International Class Title | Hand Tools |
| First Use | May 16, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 16, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Pan, Xiaoyu |
| Address | Pan, Xiaoyu No. 028, Xiawuma Village, Dongtian Village Committee, Lingtian Town, Lingchuan County, Guilin, Guangxi, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI |
TM 11516 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OZNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434984 Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022 Registration Number  7100382
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording ozner has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Toothbrushes; Caddies for holding hair accessories for household and domestic use; Cosmetic spatulas; Cotton ball jars; Electric face cleansing brushes; Exfoliating mitts; Eyebrow brushes; Eyelash brushes; Flat-iron stands; Ice cube moulds; Loofahs for household purposes; Make-up removing appliances; Nail brushes; Pet brushes; Power-operated brush used to clean and exfoliate the skin; Shaving brush stands; Shaving brushes; Soap dispensers; Sponges used for applying make-up; Toothbrush holders
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 27, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Jinyuelin Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Jinyuelin Trading Co., Ltd. 4th Floor, No. 77, Xibin Middle Road Xinglin, Jimei District Xiamen CHINA 361021 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039383T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NEWLIYIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434985 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100383
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Newliyin has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic action toys; Infant toys; Jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; Remote control toy glider, airplane and sailplane equipment, namely, launchers, engines, propellers; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Smart electronic toy vehicles; Smart plush toys; Smart robot toys; Stuffed puppets; Toy tiaras being children's dress-up accessories
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chengdu Xinliying Technology Co., Ltd. Address Chengdu Xinliying Technology Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, Building 1,No. 16-19 Jinpeng Middle Rd,Tianpeng Town,Pengzhou Chengdu,Sichuan CHINA 611900 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039395T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HLOOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434986</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100384</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Translation: The wording HLOOL has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Animal-activated pet feeders that include dispensers for releasing pet toy feeder balls with pet food and pet treats therein; Artificial aquarium landscapes; Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing hygienic wipes and lotions, not for medical purposes; Floating drink holders; Holders for flowers and plants; Household containers for foods; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Kitchen utensils, namely, splatter screens; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Scraping brushes; Sponge holders; Toilet roll holders; Trays for domestic purposes; Window cleaners in the nature of a combination squeegee and scrubber

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**

21 - Primary Classes

**US CLASSES**

2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE**

Housewares and Glass

**First Use** May 24, 2022

**In Commerce** May 24, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Guo, Weiwei

Address: Guo, Weiwei No.81, Gongyuan West Road, Siming District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: US039387T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CANNITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434995  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100385
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Cannity has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Stickers and decalcomanias
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 05, 2022  In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo, Xinfeng  Address Guo, Xinfeng  No. 048, Yizicheng Natural Village, Guanzhen, Wucheng Town, Wuwei County, Chaohu, Anhui  CHINA 238000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039332T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LONSITON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434996  Application Filing Date May 30, 2022  Registration Number 7100386  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Lonsiton has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coveralls; Cummerbunds; Ankle socks; Bicycle gloves; Clothing shields, namely, pads applied to the underarms of shirts, blouses and sweaters; Cross-country mittens; Cycling shorts; Cyclists' jerseys; Ear muffs; Fingerless gloves; Gloves for personal hand conditioning use; Motorcycle gloves; Outdoor gloves; Outdoor mittens; Snowboard mittens
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use May 16, 2022  In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Lingcun  Address Zhang, Lingcun No.1,Attach,No.33, Haojiagou Village, Xuanhua Town, Dengfeng City Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 452400  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIOINY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97434997 Application Filing Date  May 30, 2022 Registration Number  7100387
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "BIOINY" in which the shape of the "Pentagram" is in the letter "b" circle's center. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording BIOINY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic aesthetic skin treatment devices using light emitting diodes, namely, infrared, red, orange, yellow, green, and blue wavelengths for generating light rays; Electronic light therapy apparatus for the skin; Electronic stimulation apparatus for nerves, skin, muscles for physical therapy purposes; Light-based medical devices, namely, a light emitting diode (LED) device for increasing the human body's own production of collagen; Light emitting devices, namely, lamps and LED devices for treatment of a variety of skin conditions; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, a LED (light-emitting diode) light source for medical and aesthetic skin treatments; Ultraviolet lamps for medical purposes
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu, Jinmi Address  Liu, Jinmi No. 10, Gaoxin South Fourth Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province  CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US039369T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JKHOBAIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97434999 Application Filing Date May 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100388
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baskets of common metals; Door stops of metal; Dumpsters, namely, metal containers for receiving, transporting and dumping waste materials; Hardware mounting system comprised of metal brackets for bath accessories and decorative hooks; Metal bathroom hardware, namely, pulls; Metal clasps for door security hardware; Metal door latches; Metal hinges; Metal hooks; Metal shower grab bars; Spring-loaded door closers of metal; Support bracket made of metal for attachment to furniture to support items to be kept in hands' reach, such as a pistol, remote control, flashlight, cell phone, or eyeglasses; Tissue box covers of metal; Towel dispensers of metal; Towel hooks of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 16, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Mante E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Mante E-Commerce Co., Ltd. RM.2104,21F, Bldg.1,Xinqiaolian Plaza, No.106 Wuyi North Rd.,Dongjie St.,Gulou Fuzhou , Fujian CHINA 350000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039015T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROSANART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435020 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100389
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ROSANART" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ROSANART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cushions; Pillowforms; Cat scratching pads; Chair cushions; Chair pads; Decorative window finials; Dining chairs; Fitted fabric furniture covers; Interior textile window blinds; Kneeling pads for household and garden use; Mattress cushions; Ornaments made of textiles; Seat cushions; Sleeping pads; Works of art made of wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Tianluo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Tianluo Trading Co., Ltd. Room 803-6, Floor 8 No.17 Baima North Road, Gulou District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SHINEONER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435024 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100390
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ShineOner" in stylized font. Above the letters is a graphic designed with a water drop shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording ShineOner has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Emeralds; Gems; Jewellery; Jewels; Pendants; Spinels; Jewellery boxes; Jewelry, namely, stone pendants; Neck chains; Precious and semi-precious crystal stones and beads for use in jewelry; Precious gemstones; Rings; Watch crystals; Watch glasses
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangsu Bentuo Intelligent Electromechanical Technology Co., Ltd. Address Jiangsu Bentuo Intelligent Electromechanical Technology Co., Ltd. Room 4038, Building A2, No. 266 Century Avenue, Nantong High-tech Zone Nantong, Jiangsu CHINA 226300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MOLE BEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435229 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100391
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglasses; Microphones; Blank USB flash drives; Cases for smartphones; Computer keyboards; Headsets for telephones; Locks, electric; Mouse scanners; Protective helmets; Smart watches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 08, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Leader Media Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Leader Media Co., Ltd. 144,1F,No.10,Shanghai Rd., Qianwan Bonded Port,Shandong Pilot Free Trade Zone Qingdao Shandong CHINA 266000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YHMALL DECOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97435293</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 31, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100392</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DECOR"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5364422

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For 3D ornaments made from plastic; Pillowforms; Pillows; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Decorative window finials; Holiday ornaments, namely, molded plastic Easter eggs; Household decor and garden ornaments made primarily of textiles and also including beads; Novelty pillows; Ornaments made of textiles; Outdoor holiday decorations made of clear or translucent PVC or polypropylene die cut forms having holiday themed shapes and icons; Party ornaments of plastic; Three-dimensional holiday ornaments made from fabric, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Throw pillows; Wind-driven bird-repelling devices not of metal; Wind chimes

- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: DU, XUEYUAN
- **Address**: DU, XUEYUAN No.2908, 29F, Unit 1, Building 25, No.58 Jinhuai St, Damian, Longquanyi Dist. Chengdu CHINA 610199
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GUROK, GALINA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOS GALANAZOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97435445
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100394
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of LOS GALANAZOS in the mark is THE GOOD LOOKING.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of pre-recorded live musical performances and pre-recorded music videos
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 04, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 04, 2021

- **For**: Downloadable musical sound recordings; Musical recordings
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 04, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 04, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jorge Cruz
- **Address**: 217 E Saint John Dr. Pharr, TEXAS 78577
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: MEXICO

- **Owner Name**: Raquel Cruz
- **Address**: 217 E Saint John Dr. Pharr, TEXAS 78577
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K556125025
- **Examining Attorney**: NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOIEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435519 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100395
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SOIEUS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chucks for hand-operated tools; Clamps for carpenters or coopers; Dies for use with hand operated tools; Hand-operated locking clamp tools; Hand-operated tile spacer removal tools; Hand-tools, namely, wire crimpers; Hand tools, namely, tile cutters; Hand tools, namely, wedges
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOSHAN SUOYI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. Address FOSHAN SUOYI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. P51-4, 1/F No. 28, Wenhua Middle Rd, Chancheng Dist Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-05027
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SPARKLINGBINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435521 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100396 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4816295

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For trucks; trucks configured for cleaning of waste, recycling, and compost containers and dumpsters International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jun. 10, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sparkling Bins Business, LLC Address Sparkling Bins Business, LLC 8511 NW 56th St., Unit C Doral FLORIDA 33166 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ENPROTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435533 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100397
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic control systems for machines
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2012 In Commerce 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENPROTECH CORP. Address ENPROTECH CORP. 4259 E. 49th Street Cleveland OHIO 44125
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 184493

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VERSON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97435535
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100398
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic control systems for machines
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2002
- **In Commerce**: 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ENPROTECH CORP.
- **Address**: ENPROTECH CORP. 4259 E. 49th Street Cleveland OHIO 44125
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 184493

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMIGERMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97435547 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100399
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0129851/1704364 International Registration Number  1704364

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Sep. 02, 2020 In Commerce  Sep. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Amigerman, PLLC Address  Amigerman, PLLC Suite 900 1395 Brickell Ave Miami FLORIDA 33131
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00184-T0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOIEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435550 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100400
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Principal Register Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SOIEUS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Connections for electric lines; Electric connections; Electric connections and connectors; Electrical and electronic connectors; Electrical connection boxes; Electrical connections; Electrical connector housings; Electrical connectors; Electrical controllers; Electrical controlling devices; Electrical header connectors; Electrical receptacles; Electrical terminal blocks; Electrical terminal boxes; Insulated electrical connectors

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOSHAN SUOYI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. Address FOSHAN SUOYI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. D. P51-4, 1/F No. 28, Wenhua Middle Rd, Chancheng Dist. Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-05-05028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOIEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97435582 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100401 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "SOIEUS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baskets of wicker, metal, wood and cloth for household purposes; Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Brushes for pets; Cages for pets; Collapsible fabric storage container for domestic use; Collapsible storage containers for domestic use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Containers for household use for enveloping and packaging domestic waste, including diapers and nappies, for storage and disposal, namely, sanitary waste disposal units comprising tubs or bins with or without reels or cassettes containing wrapping materials for enveloping waste; Cooking utensils, namely, grill covers; Disposable liner pads for animal litter boxes; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Non-electric griddles; Pet feeding dishes; Pet grooming device comprising a built in brush head and an attachment that connects to a water source

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  May 11, 2022 In Commerce  May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FOSHAN SUOYI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. Address  FOSHAN SUOYI INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO., LTD. P51-4, 1/F No. 28, Wenhua Middle Rd, Chancheng Dist, Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22-05-05029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AEBOOCAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97435617 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100402
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "AEBOOCAG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charm bracelets; Choker necklaces; Costume jewelry; Drop earrings; Ear studs; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Gold-plated rings; Jewellery and watches; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold; Pierced earrings; Women's jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  May 30, 2022 In Commerce  May 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Jingyue Jewelry Co., Ltd. Address  Yiwu Jingyue Jewelry Co., Ltd. Room 401,No.956,Danxi North Road  Beijing Street,Yiwu City Zhejiang CHINA  322000 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
TM 11537 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MAD HARE SOCIETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435631 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100403
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital materials, namely, graphic art reproductions featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds; Downloadable audio and video recordings featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds for use in online virtual worlds
**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  Jan. 30, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jan. 30, 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AXCITEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435634 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100404 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale ordering services in the field of axes International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Sep. 2019
For Downloadable computer game software; Mobile computers International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Sep. 2019
For Providing online non-downloadable software for playing games; Web site design International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Sep. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Axcitement LLC Address Axcitement LLC 261 Yacht Club Dr NE Fort Walton Beach FLORIDA 32548 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K556219997

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

**Mark Literal(s)** AIDMI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97435657</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 31, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording Aidmi has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Automobile carpets; Bags specially adapted for yoga mats; Bathroom rugs; Beach mats; Carpets; Disposable absorbent floor pads; Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces and barbecues; Non-slip shower mats; Pet feeding mats; Rubber bath mats; Wallpaper in the nature of roomsize decorative adhesive wall coverings; Wallpapers; Yoga mats; Yoga towel clips for attachment to yoga mats; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Floor Coverings **First Use** May 30, 2022 **In Commerce** May 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shanghai Jingao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. **Address** Shanghai Jingao Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 2542, Building 3, No. 112-118 Gaoyi Road, Baoshan District, Shanghai, CHINA 200000 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SMYOUQE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435679  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100406
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Filing cabinets; Folding shelves; Furniture, namely, showcases; Furniture, namely, wardrobes; Lockers; Plastic boxes; Shelves for storage; Shoe cabinets; Shoe racks; Showshelves

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use May 27, 2022  In Commerce May 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lvliang Suyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Lvliang Suyi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
Rm.501,5/F,Flower,Bird and Fish Market, Changzhi Rd.,Fengshan St.,Lishi Dist., Lvliang City,Shanxi CHINA 033000

Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0592

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97435736  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100407
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized drawing of a hare skull with its right ear dripping. The stylized hare's left eye depicts a spiral and a vertical line in its forehead. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Digital materials, namely, graphic art reproductions featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds; Downloadable audio and video recordings featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds; Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video recordings featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video recordings featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable video recordings featuring artworks of fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs);
Fictional characters made up of specific combinations of attributes, including but not limited to body, nose, hat, clothes, mouth, eyes, ears and backgrounds for use in online virtual worlds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>GENIUS ARTS LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>GENIUS ARTS LLC HC 01 BOX 3830 LARES PUERTO RICO 00669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>PUERTO RICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DESDICHADO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435769 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100408
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "DESDICHADO" in the mark is "Unfortunate".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2214266 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 03, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 03, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REYNA ESTRADA, MARTIN ALBERICO Address REYNA ESTRADA, MARTIN ALBERICO JUAN DE LA COSA # 1358, COLON INDUSTRIAL GUADALAJARA , JALISCO MEXICO 44930 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 14583
Examining Attorney BURKE, JUSTINE N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INVICTOS LEGALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435841 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100409
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "INVICTOS LEGALES" in the mark is "LEGALLY UNDEAFTED".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing legal services in the field of personal injury and litigation
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 30, 2022 In Commerce May 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michael McCready DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Invictos Legales Address Michael McCready 10008 S. Western Ave Chicago ILLINOIS 60643 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 053120220426

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435905 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100411
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The letter "H" in white stylized font presented at an angle inside white and blue circles. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for searching for available laundry machines, receiving notices regarding laundry load status, paying for laundry services; downloadable mobile applications for requesting repairs, refunds, and machine information and support for laundry machines; downloadable mobile application for ordering and scheduling pick-up and delivery of laundry
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ken Hainsworth Company Address Ken Hainsworth Company 1911 E SPRINGFIELD AVE Spokane WASHINGTON 99202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BAUROOM WAVESER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435957 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100412
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BAUROOM WAVESER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee mugs; Coffee scoops; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Flatware, namely, plates and saucers; Pads for cleaning; Plastic coasters; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Serving trays; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Wooden cooking spoons
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 20, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jiansen Juhongming International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jiansen Juhongming International Co., Ltd. Rm.1205, No.4185, Bao'an Avenue, Gushu Community, Xixiang St., Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97435974 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100413
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a crescent shape bisected by three diagonal lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanical contractor services, namely, installing and servicing of mechanical, HVAC, building automation, security and fire alarm systems; Electrical contractor services; Installation of industrial automation equipment; excavation services; general construction contracting
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jul. 01, 1998 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baker Mechanical, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Baker Group Address Baker Mechanical, Inc. 1600 SE Corporate Woods Dr. Ankeny IOWA 50021 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T63205US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** QIYQTIG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97436020</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100414</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Chip card readers; Circuit testers; Computer peripheral apparatus; Electric adapter cables; Electric relays; Electric transformers; Electrical circuit boards; Electrical controlling devices; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Switches, electric; Temperature controllers for handle sensor signals; Temperature sensors; Temperature switches and sensors for monitoring, controlling, and switching hydraulic or pneumatic systems; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, electronic vibration, shock, motion, angle, temperature and voltage monitors

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Apr. 05, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Fude Yuyou Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Fude Yuyou Technology Co., Ltd. 4B82, No.93, Qianjin 2nd Rd., Zone 81, Hexi Community, Xixiang Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518102 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROSANART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436037  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100415
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ROSANART" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ROSANART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Pillowcases; Cloth doilies; Coasters of textile; Fabrics used in home decorative items with inspirational messages imprinted or woven into the fabrics; Place mats of textile; Printers' blankets of textile; Quilt covers; Silk fabric for printing patterns; Table linen of textile; Table pads; Tea towels; Wall hangings of textile
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 16, 2022  In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fuzhou Tianluo Trading Co., Ltd. Address Fuzhou Tianluo Trading Co., Ltd. Room 803-6, Floor 8 No.17 Baima North Road, Gulou District Fuzhou, Fujian CHINA 350001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JLHYXYXH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436065 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100416 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording JLHYXYXH has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone cases; Covers for computer keyboards; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips; Protective cases for laptop computers; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatch straps
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 31, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shantou Jialonghengyu Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shantou Jialonghengyu Electronics Co., Ltd. No. 4, 1st Street, Shanbing Comprehensive Market, Chendian Town, Chaonan Dist. Shantou City CHINA 515100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
**Mark Literal(s)** WHITEVR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436072</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 31, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100417</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the literal element &quot;WHITEVR&quot; in stylized font.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>20857887</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration County</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Body-building apparatus; Croquet sets; Exercise equipment, namely, rowing machines; Exercise equipment, namely, chest expanders; Nets for sports; Spring boards; Toy scooters; Trampolines; Weight lifting equipment, namely, dumbbell, bars, benches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Jiangsu Baoxiang Sports Equipment Co. Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Jiangsu Baoxiang Sports Equipment Co. Ltd No.2 Renmin Road, Yining Town, Jinhu County Huai’an CHINA 211600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE |

13686
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
GYS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436168</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Leggins; Lingerie; Loungewear; Nightshirts; Pajamas for babies, adults, children, women, men; Pants; Robes; Shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Sleepwear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Wang Lili</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>No. 356, Beitai Village, Jiaobei Town Jiaozhou, Shandong CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>PJ4800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZYLABYTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436208 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100419
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation in the field of business process technology implementation and business processes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 24, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZYLABYTE LLC Address ZYLABYTE LLC 137 N. Oak Park Ave. Ste 215 #3402 Oak Park ILLINOIS 60301 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAW-0301.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WANWUOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436226 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100420 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WANWUOTS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft automotive alarms; Baby carriages; Blankets specially adapted for baby strollers; Canopies for baby strollers; Fitted car seat covers; Mirrors for vehicles, namely, rear view mirrors; Safety pads for bicycles; Safety seats for children, for vehicles; Stroller hoods; Windscreen wipers for motor cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Pengjun Address Zhang, Pengjun No. 72, Group 7,Xiadui Village Committe, Dali Town, Dali, Yunnan CHINA 671000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MILLWOOD HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436332 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100421 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of capitalized block letters spelling out "MILLWOOD HOSPITAL" with crossed lines and a dot above the "M" to form an individual. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOSPITAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5041121, 5078038

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Behavioral health services International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 01, 2018 In Commerce May 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UHS of Delaware, Inc. Address UHS of Delaware, Inc. 367 S Gulph Rd King of Prussia PENNSYLVANIA 19406 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): S SNIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97436349  Application Filing Date: May 31, 2022  Registration Number: 7100422
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the literal elements S SNIPS, the S element to the left of the SNIPS element, and said S element having a stylized design. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5193882

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business monitoring services featuring computer network address information management services, namely, managing the addition, modification or deletion of information relating to the computer network addresses of others in order to monitor and analyze click traffic and website visits, sharing, structuring, and monitoring the use of hyperlinks, uniform resource locators, computer network addresses, and traffic to social media accounts and websites; providing a commercial information directory of hyperlinks, uniform resource locators and computer network addresses; providing databases for business purposes to track and monitor hyperlinks, uniform resource locators, and computer users' network addresses via a global computer information network
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jun. 30, 2019  In Commerce: Jun. 30, 2019

For URL telecommunication redirection services, namely, rerouting computer connections from one uniform resource locators or network address to another; providing multiple-user access to data stored electronically in central files for remote consultation, namely, information relating to hyperlinks, uniform resource locators, and computer users' network addresses via a global computer information network
International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 104  International Class Title: Communication
First Use: Jun. 30, 2019  In Commerce: Jun. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>SNIPS MEDIA, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>SNIPS MEDIA, LLC Suite 1200 20 N. Wacker Drive Chicago ILLINOIS 60606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OSLOH 2008

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436382 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100423
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a bicycle rider on top of a platform, between "2008". The platform is comprised of a bird with wings in the center of an "O" and wing bicycle tires on the outside with stylized bicycle chains and ornamentation framing the bird. This entire platform is encased in a stylized circle with the word "OSLOH" centered beneath the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "2008"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jeans
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2008 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Osloh Holdings LLC Address Osloh Holdings LLC 5 W. 37th St, Suite 641 New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OSL1-TM01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLOUSAPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436387  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100424
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "clousape" in stylized font, To the left of the letters is a fan. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording clousape has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dehumidifiers; Fireplaces; Humidifiers; Air-conditioning apparatus; Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Anion generating humidifiers; Dehumidifiers for household use; Electric fans; Electric fans with evaporative cooling devices; Fans for air conditioning apparatus; Humidifiers for household purposes; Portable electric fans; Portable electric heaters; Portable electric warm air dryer; Portable evaporative air coolers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 17, 2022  In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Hoome Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Hoome Information Technology Co., Ltd. Room 1320-1, No. 121, Tongji Road, Jiangbei District, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDA J
**MARK INFORMATION**

 standard character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Jeans
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2008

**BASE INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Osloh Holdings LLC
- **Address**: Osloh Holdings LLC 5 W. 37th St, Suite 641 New York NEW YORK 10018
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: OSL1-TM02

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
Crolanli

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CROLANLI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97436404 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100426 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Floodlights; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Ceiling lights; Decorative lighting in the nature of electrically-illuminated Ceilings, lanterns, corridors, gazebos; Electric fans; Electric fans for personal use; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED lamps; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations for vehicles; Pendant lighting fixtures; Strip lighting for indoor use


Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Shengu Electronic Commerce Co. LTD Address Shenzhen Shengu Electronic Commerce Co. LTD 304-3079, Floor 3, Building 5, No. 3 Fulishi Rd,Silian Community, Henggang St Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518115 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
JLXJYS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436408</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 31, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100427</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Register** Principal

**Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Benches; Mannequins; Bamboo curtains; Display stands; Fishing stools; Furniture for house, office and garden; Indoor blinds; Japanese style arm rests (kyosoku); Living room furniture; Non-metal door handles; Rocking chairs; Stands for flower pots; Storage racks for firewood; Umbrella stands; Umpire chairs

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Mar. 22, 2022

**In Commerce** Mar. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Liu, Yushun

**Address** Liu, Yushun 1 collective household of Malan Mine Ping’an Rd, Yanhe St, Malan Town Gujiao City, Shanxi CHINA 030200

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DKINGZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436409 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100428 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "DKINGZ" in stylized lettering, wherein a stylized crown-shaped design element extends upwardly away from the letter "K," and two Chinese terms positioned to the right of the term "DKINGZ," wherein a horizontally oriented linear design element is positioned between the two Chinese terms. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Dkingz has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to di yì liú and this means king one durian in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frozen fruits; Fruit-based food beverage; Fruit pulps; Fruit purees; Jellies, jams, compotes; Pressed fruit paste International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Jul. 07, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2020
For Coffee; Pancakes; Chocolate; Frozen dessert consisting of fruit and cream or cream substitutes; Fruit jelly candy; Fruit teas; Half-moon-shaped cake of rice containing sweet or semi-sweet fillings (songpyeon); Pounded rice cakes (mochi); Fruit cakes; Moon cakes International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 07, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BON.00724

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
TM 11563
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YATOTOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436446 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100429 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YATOTOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earpicks; Otoscopes; Blood pressure monitors; Dental drills; Ear plugs for noise reduction; Ear plugs for sleeping; Electrical weight loss body belt; Hot or cold therapy wraps; Intraocular speculums; Massage apparatus; Massage balls; Massage sticks; Medical apparatus, namely, an ear wash device in the nature of a container to be filled with appropriate fluid by the user for flushing ear wax from the ear; Surgical masks
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yamei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yamei Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 703, Bldg 116, Shaxiaoxin Second Village Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SANCHEZ RIVERA, MARIA
TM 11564 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436448 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100430
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shaded circle containing a candle design with a bone as its base. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cultured cell bank services for medical transplantation; Medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of human cells; Medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of stem cells; Medical treatment using cultured cells; Stem cell therapy services; Medical treatment of degenerative arthritis, osteonecrosis, Carpal tunnel syndrome, sports injury using cultured cells
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 01, 2019 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DuoGenic StemCells corporation Address DuoGenic StemCells corporation No. 18, Ln. 10, Taiping 21st St. Taiping Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 411021 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P

13700
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RENLXFI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436451 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100431 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rugs; Wallpaper; Anti-slip floor coverings for use on staircases; Area rugs; Artificial lawn; Bathroom rugs; Carpeting for vehicles; Chair mats; Door mats; Floor mats; Gymnasium exercise mats; Gymnastic mats; Rubber mats; Vehicle carpets; Vinyl floor coverings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu, Yushun Address Liu, Yushun 1 collective household of Malan Mine Ping'an Rd, Yanhe St, Malan Town Gujiao City, Shanxi CHINA 030200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436455  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100432
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a geometric figure formed by two circles interlocking with a double helix running through both circles.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cultured cell bank services for medical transplantation; Medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of human cells; Medical services relating to the removal, treatment and processing of stem cells; Medical treatment using cultured cells; Stem cell therapy services; Medical treatment of degenerative arthritis, osteonecrosis, Carpal tunnel syndrome, sports injury using cultured cells
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Feb. 01, 2019  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DuoGenic StemCells corporation  Address  DuoGenic StemCells corporation  No. 18, Ln. 10, Taiping 21st St. Taiping Dist. Taichung City  TAIWAN  411021  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  TAIWAN
Organized  TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NO NOVLEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436479</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a circle with its northwest 180 degree segment formed by 7 dots. A larger N is bisected by the O which overlays the N's diagonal segment. The word "Novlead" starts at the bottom of the left side of the N and extends to just past the bottom of the O. |
| Disclaimer | "NO" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| For | Biotechnology research; Product development in the field of biotechnology; Research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Novlead, Inc. |
| Address | Novlead, Inc. 19925 Stevens Creek Blvd Cupertino CALIFORNIA 95014 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CARROLL, DORITT |
TM 11568 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YZKJ YYDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436492 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100434
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial fingernails; Cosmetic preparations for nail drying; Cosmetic preparations for removing gel nails, acrylic nails, and nail polish; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail decolorants; Nail enamels; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail grooming products, namely, tips, glue, lacquer and glitter; Nail hardeners; Nail polish remover; Nail polishing powder; Nail strengtheners; Nail varnishes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 25, 2022 In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feiyong Huang Address Feiyong Huang No. 129, East Village, Lianzhai Village Tazhuang Town, Minqing County Fujian CHINA 350108 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WWBBWG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436494 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100435 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-skid spikes for vehicle tires; Automobile bumpers; Automobile seat cushions; Automobile windshield sunshades; Automotive interior trim; Brake segments for motor cars; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Cup holders for use in automobiles; Hubs for automobile wheels; License plate frames; Novelty license plate frames; Seat safety harnesses for motor cars; Valves for vehicle tires; Vehicle seat cushions; Vehicle wheel rims and structural parts therefor International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Feb. 21, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huan Liu Address Huan Liu No. 23, Group 1, Jingjiang Village Huotian Township Miluo, Hunan CHINA 414401 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436496 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100436
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters IJ. There are three stylized diamonds between the tops of the letters such that together they comprise the head of a ring. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring jewelry, watches, and precious and semi-precious stones; Retail store services featuring jewelry, watches, and precious and semi-precious stones

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noble Jewelers, Inc. Address Noble Jewelers, Inc. Suite 11 1627 Opelika Rd. Auburn ALABAMA 36830 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N198 002TM
Examining Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WCFCOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436497  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100437
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "WCFCOOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishware; Brushes for basting meat; Cooking pots of paper; Cooking utensil, namely, batter dispenser; Egg yolk separators; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Household containers for foods; Kitchen ladles; Meat tongs; Non-electric fruit squeezers; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Rolling pins; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; Wine openers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 24, 2022  In Commerce May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen wanchengfu Trading Co., Ltd  Address Shenzhen wanchengfu Trading Co., Ltd 2A047, Bldg 2, Phase II, Logistics Zone Packaging, Pinghu St, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** SAIBOYA

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "SAIBOYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Filled ink cartridges for printers; Filled ink cartridges for printers and photocopiers; Filled ink jet cartridges; Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers; Filled edible ink cartridges for printers; Ink cartridges, filled, for printers; Ink jet printer ink; Toner cartridges, filled, for laser printers; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; Toner for copiers

**International Classes** 2 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 6, 11, 16 **International Class Title** Paints **First Use** May 10, 2022 **In Commerce** May 10, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Zhong Shan Bo Ya Printing Technology Limited **Address** Zhong Shan Bo Ya Printing Technology Limited, Area B, 4F, Bldg. B, No. 11 Chenglong Rd., Qianlong Village, Sanxiang Town, Zhongshan, CHINA 528400 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 995086

**Examining Attorney** THOMAS-RIGGS, LESLIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHALKLIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436562 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100439
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal harnesses; Animal harnesses for horses, dogs; Collars for cats; Collars for pets; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals; Dog clothing; Dog collars; Dog collars and leads; Dog leashes incorporating LEDs; Pet clothing incorporating LEDs; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars; Raincoats for pet dogs
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes
US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Mar. 14, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nanning Haoheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Nanning Haoheng Trading Co., Ltd. No. 47 Commercial Street ASEAN Econ. & Tech. Development Zone Nanning, Guangxi CHINA 530105 Legal Entity  limited company
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ZX
Examining Attorney  SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97436564 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100440
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "YrSaMarLar".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording YrSaMarLar has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information
For Footwear; Headwear; Shoes; Skirts; Veils; Body suits for babies, adults, children, women, men; Bridal headpieces as headwear in the nature of veils, fashion hats; Caps being headwear; Children's headwear; Clothing layettes; Clothing wraps; Flower headdresses; Footwear, excluding orthopedic footwear; Headwear for babies, adults, children, women, men; Skullies being headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Guangzhou Yrsamarlar E-Commerce Limited Address Guangzhou Yrsamarlar E-Commerce Limited Room 323-A60, Building 1, No. 1963, Huaguan Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA 510000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 995063

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RINNJIYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436591 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100441
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording rinnjiyy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom furniture; Bedroom furniture; Curtain rails; Curtain rods; Curtain rods, rollers and hooks; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Inflatable furniture; Living room furniture; Outdoor furniture; Pet cushions; Shower curtain rods; Shower rods; Sleeping pads; Storage racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 08, 2022 In Commerce May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Buluming Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Buluming Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, Unit 2, Building 8, Block B Jiang Village, Futian Street, Yiwu City Jinhua, ZheJiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MLOEIRU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436593 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100442
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Fedoras; Hats; Shirts; T-shirts; Underwear; Vests; Baseball caps; Briefs as underwear; Fashion hats; Halter tops; Ladies' underwear; Leather headwear; Strapless bras; Thermal underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 21, 2020 In Commerce May 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Fenghua Address Huang, Fenghua No. 25, Jinxing, Wanfeng Village Nanri Town, Xiuyu District Putian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MJPLBDL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436598  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100443
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Duvets; Brocade flags; Cloth flags; Cotton cloth; Cotton fabric; Golf towels; Mantel runners not of paper; Picnic blankets; Plastic table covers; Slumber bags; Table linen of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile backdrops for use in photography; Textile wall hangings, namely, cloth posters; Turban towels for drying hair
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Apr. 27, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fu Wenlong  Address  Fu Wenlong  No. 52, Group 3, Huoma Village, Maping Township, Wugang, Hunan CHINA  422400  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SARGART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436605 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100444 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Sargart" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank USB flash drives; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer memory devices; Computers and computer peripheral devices; Flash memory card readers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips; Power adapters for computers; Removable hard drive based computer backup systems; Smart watches; Solid state drives; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Boruicheng Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Boruicheng Technology Co., Ltd. 603 Zhongxin Technology Bldg. No.31 Bagua Rd., Futian Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436614</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Barstools; Couches; Bedside tables; Deck chairs; Dining chairs; Dining tables; End tables; Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture; Furniture made from wood or substitutes for wood; Legs for furniture; Office furniture; Rocking chairs; Sofa beds; Spring mattresses; Television stands |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen ruiyasi import and Export Co., Ltd |
| Address | Shenzhen ruiyasi import and Export Co., Ltd |
| D503-f19,Fude center,No.145,Longping E. Pingnan community,Longgang st Longgang Dist,Shenzhen CHINA 518100 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COPELAND, ASHTON L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 315ing It!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436618 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100446
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring outdoor, and survival gear, skis, hunting gear, climbing gear, backpacks, sleeping bags, air rifles, and knives
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 2021 In Commerce Feb. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 315 Survival LLC Address 315 Survival LLC 62 Leucite Ln Divide COLORADO 80814 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K555904708

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436633</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK. **Translation**: The wording "XINLIFE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Articles of protective clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; Bicycle helmets; Eye glasses; Helmet safety lights; Motorcycle goggles; Motorcycle helmet face shields; Motorcycle helmets; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Skateboard helmets; Ski goggles; Solderers' helmets; Spectacles and sunglasses; Storage racks for helmets

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: May 01, 2022

**In Commerce**: May 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Fan, Jiangjiang

**Address**: Fan, Jiangjiang No. 285, Renjiaping Village, Sanjiao Town, Lin County, Lvliang, Shanxi CHINA 033000

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THEODORA MILLER TM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436646</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the literal element &quot;THEODORA MILLER&quot; to the left of the stylized literal element &quot;TM&quot;. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Theodora Miller, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Paintings; Art prints; Printed note cards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Theodora Miller, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Theodora Miller, LLC 2117 Hanover Avenue Richmond VIRGINIA 23220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>RENNIE, GABRIELLE M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHUHEHEAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436686 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100449
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Carrying cases for cell phones; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone covers; Cell phone straps; Hands-free kits for phones; Mouse mats; Mouse pads; PC tablet mounts; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for cell phones; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective covers for tablet computers; Smartphone mounts; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 22, 2022 In Commerce  May 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhu, Zhiteng Address  Zhu, Zhiteng No. 58, Licuotou, Wenli Village, Daitou Town, Xiuyu District Putian 351100 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LOVED CREATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436695  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100450
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CREATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring agates, cufflinks, earrings, jewelry, watches, brooches being jewelry, cuff bracelets, jewelry charms, jewelry chains, necklaces, pearls, rings, synthetic precious stones, tie clips, morse code jewelry, gifts and key chains
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  May 31, 2022  In Commerce  May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dots and Dashes LLC  Address  Dots and Dashes LLC  725 Cool Springs Blvd Ste 600  Franklin TENNESSEE  370672018  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CEDDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436740</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 31, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100451</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5620707 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Economic forecasting services; demographic services, namely, demographic consultation, market reports, and studies for business or commercial purposes; economic forecasting and analysis; demographic consultation and studies; demographic economic forecasting and analysis; preparing economic and demographic economic business and historical reports for others, for business or commercial purposes |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Dec. 1984 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 1984 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. |
| Address | Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 4910 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Suite 208 Washington D.C. 200164368 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 48787-010 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PALM PESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436758 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100452
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 24, 2022 In Commerce May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Govido Global Tekstil Ticaret Limited Sirketi Address Govido Global Tekstil Ticaret Limited Sirketi Kazim Ozalp Mah. Rabat Sk. 3/2 Ankara, Cankaya TURKEY 06680 Legal Entity Türk limited sirket (tls) State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GVD.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LDJXDADI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97436777
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100453
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Axle bearings for land vehicles; Axle boot kits for use with land vehicles; Axles for vehicles; Bands for wheel hubs; Bodies for vehicles; Hub caps; Motorcycle engines; Motorcycle frames; Motorcycle handlebars; Panniers adapted for motorcycles; Rearview mirrors; Saddle covers for motorcycles; Vehicle running boards
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jan. 11, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Liang Di
- **Address**: Room 2004, Building 6, No. 8, Canglan St Longxi Middle Road, Liwan District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEFT CONSULTANTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436789  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100454
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CONSULTANTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consultancy services relating to insurance; Consulting and information concerning insurance; Insurance consultancy; Insurance consultation; Insurance consulting in the field of property insurance; Insurance services, namely, insurance eligibility review and verification and consultation in the property insurance industry
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jun. 04, 2019  In Commerce  Jun. 04, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DEFT IP HOLDINGS LLC  Address  DEFT IP HOLDINGS LLC  201 St. Charles Ave, Ste 114-304  New Orleans  LOUISIANA  70170  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KREFINISH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436801</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark
- **Translation**: The wording "KREFINISH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Paints; Primers; Varnishes; Clear coatings used as paints; Coatings for wood as paints; Fixatives for paints; Pigmented coatings used as paints; Siccatives for paints; Thinners for paints; Undercoating for vehicle chassis; Undersealing for vehicle chassis
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints
- **First Use**: May 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: HANGZHOU KAPA TOOLS CO., LTD.
**Address**: HANGZHOU KAPA TOOLS CO., LTD. 5F, #4 Qiannianzhou Plaza, 2 Haoyuan Rd  Hangzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  311112
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLUEJUNWEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436807  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100456  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording BLUEJUNWEI has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathroom glass holder not of precious metal; Non-electric aromatherapy diffusers for use in showers; Shower caddies; Shower racks; Sponge holders; Strainers for household purposes; Waste bins for household use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 13, 2022  In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhou, Hejie  Address Zhou, Hejie Room 202,Building 6,Jinhe New Village, Keqiao Street, Keqiao District Shaoxing, Zhejiang CHINA 312030  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
TM 11591 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KREFINISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436810 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100457
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "KREFINISH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air brushes for applying colour; Compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics; Electric caulking guns; Electric sanders; Electric screwdrivers; Electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; Electric welding machines; Glue guns, electric; Painting machines; Parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, inflator tips, inflator valves, valve adapters, nozzles, nipples, couplers, connectors and pivots; Pneumatic blow guns for use in a manufacturing process to blow dust off parts, workstations or wherever necessary; Powder coating spray guns; Power-operated polishers; Sanding pads for power-operated sanders; Screwdrivers, electric; Spray guns for paint; Tips for paint spray guns; Vehicle washing machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 30, 2022 In Commerce May 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANGZHOU KAPA TOOLS CO., LTD. Address HANGZHOU KAPA TOOLS CO., LTD. 5F, #4 Qiannianzhou Plaza, 2 Haoyuan Rd Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 311112 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NINE ARCHES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97436819
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100458
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6437421, 6437422, 6407254 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Card Games, Game Cards, Board Games, Table Top Games and Role Playing Games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Oct. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nine Arches Inc.
- **Address**: Nine Arches Inc. Suite 2250 420 Lexington Avenue New York NEW YORK 10170
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COEENOSL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97436831
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100459
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Sails; All-purpose tarpaulins of plastic; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Garment bags for storage; Marine sails and sail handling systems comprising lines and fittings sold as a unit; Protective unfitted liners of vinyl for hot tubs, swimming pools, ponds, spas and industrial tanks; Tarpaulins; Tarpaulins for ships; Unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; Unfitted swimming pool covers

**International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
**International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
**First Use**: Mar. 07, 2022
**In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gao, Xuyan
- **Address**: No. 005, Majiawan Vil. Babao Township, Linxian County, Shanxi CHINA 033299
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ZX

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOMENA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436833</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording Bomena has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cloth bags for storage; Laundry wash bags; Mesh lingerie bags for washing lingerie; Plastic bags with one-way valves, in which air is evacuated for storing clothing and/or bedding; Polypropylene bags used for the storage of personal belongings to prevent or minimize lice infestation; Portable toy storage bag
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
International Class Title Cordage and Fibers
First Use Nov. 09, 2021
In Commerce Nov. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name zhang zhilong
Address zhang zhilong Room 2013, Binjiang No.1, Lengshuitan District, Yongzhou, Hunan CHINA 425000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK LITERAL(s)
CBHIOAPRD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97436835</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100461</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**: The wording cbhioaprd has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Micro-computers; Central processing units (CPU); Computers and computer hardware; Electrical circuit boards; Electronic card readers; Electronic circuit board; Electronic circuit cards; Electronic circuits; Electronic semi-conductors; Flexible flat panel displays for computers; Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; Power strips; Printed circuit boards (PCBs); Printed electronic circuits for apparatus and cards bearing integrated circuits; Wireless routers  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shanghai Xuanxin Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: Shanghai Xuanxin Technology Co., Ltd. 2520, No.618 Xujiahui Road, HuangPu District Shanghai CHINA 201613  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (lt.)  
**State or Country**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COOLHAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436839 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100462 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording COOLHAIR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs; Electric hair rollers; Hair bands; Hair extensions; Hair grips; Hair pieces; Hair pieces and wigs; Hair weaves; Ponytail holders and hair ribbons; Tape for fixing wigs; Wig caps
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use May 16, 2022 In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yan, Siwei Address Yan, Siwei No. 20 Fenggang, Wangzhai Village Shili Town, Guangshan County Xinyang, Henan CHINA 465499 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MIXDAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436843 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100463
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "MIXDAIR" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MIXDAIR has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Eye-shadow; Lipstick; Perfumes; Adhesives for cosmetic purposes; Beauty masks; Breath freshening sprays; Cleaning preparations; Cosmetics for animals; Decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; Essential oils; Facial cleansers; Hair nourishers; Lip glosses; Lip liner; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Make-up foundations; Make-up kits comprised of lipstick, lip gloss; Pressed face powder; Shaving soaps
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 10, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Mixdair Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Mixdair Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Shop 106, Block 9, Xinxingfa Plaza (Phase I), No. 138 Airport Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou CHINA 510403 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RKTMZC220477

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** CYSILPIAR

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording Cysilpiar has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Abrading tools; Blades and brushes for electric hair clippers and trimmers; Boxes specially adapted for the storage of cutlery and flatware; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Dies for use with hand operated tools; Disposable tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons; Drill bits for hand drills; Gardening tools, namely, weeding forks; Hand-operated automotive repair tools, namely, valve holders; Hand saws, namely, hack saws; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand tools, namely, automobile sheet metal dent repair tool; Lawn and garden tools, namely, cultivators; Manually operated shop tools for work on motorcycles, namely, chain breaker tool, chain riveting tool, chain press tool, chain alignment tool, carburetor tuning tool, carburetor tuning gauge set, tire irons, tappet adjustment tools, valve shim tools, tappet feeler gauge, carburetor jet wrenches, clutch holding tool, piston pin removing tool, spring removing tool, timing cover wrench, oil filter wrench, shock absorber wrench, axle wrench, fly wheel pullover tool, clutch puller tool and magneto flywheel pullover tool; Table cutlery, namely, spoons

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 23, 28, 44

**International Class Title** Hand Tools

**First Use** May 14, 2022

**In Commerce** May 14, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Zhongshan Qianyu Department Store

**Composed of** Zhong, Huanxia, a citizen of China

**Address** Zhongshan Qianyu Department Store Room 301, Building 88, Lanbowan Xiyuan Community, West District Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528415

**Legal Entity** SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LRMYMHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436850  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100465
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blousons; Heels; Overcoats; Trousers; Ballet shoes; Dress shoes; Footwear for men; Tee shirts; Women's shoes; Work shoes and boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Mar. 20, 2022  In Commerce Mar. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang, Bowen  Address Jiang, Bowen  No. 011, West Second St. Xiaohan Vil. Dengzhuang Town, Xiangfen, Shanxi CHINA 041500  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Andrew  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DRETUREAM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436854</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Dretuream has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bonnets; Bras; Footwear; Leggings; Shirts; Skirts; Trousers; Baby bottoms; Baby tops; Body suits; Dress straps; Gloves for personal hand conditioning use; Night shirts; Socks and stockings; Swimming costumes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lin, Yali
- **Address**: Lin, Yali No. 57 Shijing, Xingshan Village Jintao Town, Nan'an City Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362314
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436861 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100467
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an Ouroboros (serpent eating its own tail) as a circular seal surrounding a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Non-medicated organic and natural remedy hair and skin beauty care preparations

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 03, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cordova Organics LLC Address Cordova Organics LLC Apt 304 6423 Collins Avenue Miami Beach FLORIDA 33141 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TLK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436876 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100468
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The letters T, L, and K in lower case styled letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Catering services; Restaurant services International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Dec. 31, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Elvis' Cafe LLC Address  Elvis' Cafe LLC  58 3rd Avenue  New York  NEW YORK  10003 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  17700.001US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EICRKODN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436883 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100469
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Eicrkodn" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Bicycle lights; Ceiling fans; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Ceiling light fittings; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Electric luminaires; Lamps for outdoor use; Landscape lighting installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations; Lights for use in growing plants; Pendant lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Junwei Lighting Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Junwei Lighting Co., Ltd. 3 of 42ka, Building 9, Qichen Garden No.288, Chang'an North Road, Henglan Town, Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528478 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FATLBSEV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436886  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100470
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "FATLBSEV" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stickers; Chalkboard label stickers; Children’s wall stickers; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative stickers for cars; Decorative stickers for helmets; Personalized stickers; Removable stickers; Reusable stickers; Stickers and decalcomanias; Stickers and sticker albums; Stickers and transfers; Stickers for use as social distancing markers; Wall stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use May 10, 2022  In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaoyang Danzi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shaoyang Danzi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 26, Group 2, Daihe Village, Yantang Town, Xinshao County Shaoyang, Hunan CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AFTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436892 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100471 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "AFTERS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigarettes; Ashtrays for smokers; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Tobacco jars International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO., LTD Address Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO., LTD #501, Building B1, Quanzhi Zhiihui Park Ligang south Rd., Shajin St., Bao’an Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518104 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CONDA

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97436906 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100472
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design element of an incomplete diamond shape with rounded corners that is formed by two triangle designs consisting of folded line elements. All of which is above the literal element "conda" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "conda" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Palette knives; Spatulas being hand tools; Spatulas for use by artists; Stirring sticks for mixing paint

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. Address NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. No. 291, East of Huandao Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FINSSYEASY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436911  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100473  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording Finssyeasy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Earrings; Costume jewelry; Decorative boxes made of precious metal; Decorative key fobs; Decorative key fobs made of metal; Decorative key fobs, not of metal; Key chains; Key chains comprised of split rings with decorative fobs or trinkets; Key chains for use as jewelry; Key holders being key chains; Leather key chains; Metal key chains; Musical jewelry boxes; Stainless steel jewelry bracelets
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use May 11, 2022  In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yoko Green E-Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Yoko Green E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 202, No. 1, Private Second Lane, Guangyayuan, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518129  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE

13743
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HXMVOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97436914 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100474
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Hxmvoy has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Buttonhooks; Baking mats; Candy boxes; Combs for animals; Cosmetic brushes; Dental floss; Make-up removing appliances; Perfume burners; Piggy banks; Polishing gloves; Scouring pads; Scrubbing brushes; Soap holders; Tea strainers; Trays of paper, for household purposes

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  May 01, 2022 In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhengzhou Chonggang Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Zhengzhou Chonggang Trading Co., Ltd. No.5, Unit 1, Bldg. 67, Guancheng St., Guancheng Hui Nationality Dist., Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA  450000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS117447

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) W&P ECONOMICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436934 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100475
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters W&P above a horizontal line above the word ECONOMICS above another horizontal line such that the word ECONOMICS is situated between two parallel horizontal lines that appear to form a base for the stylized W&P letters that sit on top of it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ECONOMICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Economic forecasting services; demographic services, namely, demographic consultation, market reports, and studies for business or commercial purposes; economic forecasting and analysis; demographic consultation and studies; demographic economic forecasting and analysis; preparing economic and demographic economic business and historical reports for others, for business or commercial purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 1983 In Commerce Nov. 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. Address Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 4910 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Suite 208 Washington D.C. 200164368 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48787-008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436935</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

| Mark Literal(s) | JXXTCYE |

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Gift baskets containing plush toys; Novelty plush toys for parties; Plush dolls; Plush dolls created from children's drawings; Plush toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Smart plush toys; Soft sculpture plush toys; Stuffed and plush toys |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2022 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Julu County Fangtong Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Julu County Fangtong Trading Co., Ltd. 602, Unit 2, Bldg.6, Federation Garden, Healthy West Rd., Julu County, Xingtai, Hebei CHINA 055250 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | TUS117142 |
| Examining Attorney | DEAN, JULES J. |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436936</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording ATWODRICH has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cases for mobile phones; Computer keypads; Cushioned support base specially adapted to prop up laptop computers; Messenger bags especially adapted for holding laptops; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective sleeves for laptop computers; Sleeves for laptops; Wireless headsets for smartphones
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** | Mar. 03, 2022 |
- **In Commerce** | Mar. 03, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dashan Yuan
- **Address**: Dashan Yuan No. 3039, Bao'an North Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518023
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS116789
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NBCGGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97436937</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Arrowheads; Archery bow strings; Archery equipment, namely, arrow nocks; Archery equipment, namely, arm guards, arrow fletching devices, bow cases, non-teleoscopic bow sights, quivers; Archery finger tabs; Golf club covers |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Feb. 17, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 17, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Guangzhou Nabaichuan Advertising Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Nabaichuan Advertising Co., Ltd. No.39, 1F, Weiwu Rd., Zengjiang St., Zengcheng Dist., Guangzhou CHINA 510000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company |
| (ltd.) | |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TUS116711 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FARCETOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436946 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100479
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets; Lamps; Air sterilisers; Anti-splash tap nozzles; Bath tub jets; Electric torches for lighting; Hot water heating installations; Kitchen sinks; Lamps for outdoor use; LED luminaires; Lighting installations; Mixer faucets for water pipes; Vanity top sinks
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 24, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wenzhou Ehatch Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Address Wenzhou Ehatch Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. RM 301, 3/F, Bld 2, No.50, Fengjiang Rd Puzhou Street, Longwan District Wenzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 325000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEAN, JULES J.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97436950</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100480</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>GMEDONM</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; Sneakers; Athletic shoes; Down jackets; Football boots; Leather shoes; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Nursing shoes; Snow boots; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Stiletto heels; Work shoes and boots</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Investment Zone</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Ziqi</td>
<td>No. 9, New Street, Dongyuan Village, Dongyuan Town, Taiwanese Investment Zone Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>DEAN, JULES J.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 97436954 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 31, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7100481 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Zhenuir" in stylized format.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bikinis; Hats; Swimsuits; Tankinis; Beach hats; Bucket hats; Cycling caps; Fascinator hats; Leather shoes; Stocking caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nanjing Kaiying Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nanjing Kaiying Trading Co., Ltd. No. 1, Gezhong Road, Getang Street, Jiangbei New District, Nanjing CHINA 210000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS116686
- **Examining Attorney**: DEAN, JULES J.
AZOEDHOY

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK Literal(s) AZOEDHOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437002 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100482
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AZOEDHOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive interior trim; Bodies for vehicles; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Hub cap covers; Hubs for automobile wheels; Hubs for vehicle wheels; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Sun visors for automobiles; Tyre valves for vehicle tires; Windscreen wipers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Donghai Le Address Donghai Le No. 45, Lejiapeng, Zhuying Village, Taogang Town, Yangxin County, Hubei Province CHINA 435000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EGGTAILZ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97437008</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 31, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100483</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording EggTailz has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Aquarelles; Cardboard; Caricatures; Calendar desk stands; Color prints in the nature of lithographs; Drawing boards; Paint applicators; Painting sets for children; Paintings; Printed books in the field of child; Printed cards bearing universal greetings; Printed children's books; Printed coloring books; Printed comic strips appearing in newspaper, magazine; Printed diplomas for use as novelty awards; Printed flip charts; Watercolor paintings; Writing or drawing books; Liquid paint felt tip marking and coloring applicators; Oil paintings; Painting palettes; Palettes for painters; Printed children's books and dolls sold as a unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Qin Xuan</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Qin Xuan</th>
<th>Room 705, Building C, Mei Lin Shanshuiju</th>
<th>Futian District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>RYM2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SMITH, REBECCA A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUDIOPARTNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437017 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100484
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AUDIO" Translation The wording "AudioPartner" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adapter cables for headphones; Audio cables; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Dust proof plugs for earphone jacks; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile telephones, smart telephones, digital cameras, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants; Protective carrying cases for portable music players; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Screen protectors comprised of plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qu, Rong Address Qu, Rong No.3 South 2 Xiang YouYuanXinCun,LongHua District ShenZhen GuangDong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOBIDAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437022  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100485
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Nobidah" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases for mobile phones; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact disc, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Computer keyboards; Earphones and headphones; Electronic switches for audio and video signals; High definition multimedia interface splitters; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective work gloves; Smartwatch bands; USB hubs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  beihaishinuobidadianzishangwuzerenyouxiangongsi  Address  beihaishinuobidadianzishangwuzerenyouxiongongsi zhongxinghuayuan2huanglidanyuan0403 huoshaochuang93-1hao beihaishi guangxi CHINA  536000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARTNER, JOHN M

13755
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHHOEAV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437023 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100486
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CHHOEAV has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Stress relief exercise balls; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy figures
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 08, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shengyun Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Shengyun Trade Co., Ltd. Rm.239, Bldg.2, No.19 Qiyun West Rd., Heping Community, Pingshan St., Pingshan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116097

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DXDRT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437025</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100487</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Fire escape ladders; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Safety nets; Signs, luminous; Slide calipers; Solderers' helmets; Visors for helmets; Measuring rulers; Motorcycle helmets; Protective glasses; Sun glasses
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: BaoFu Zhao
- **Address**: BaoFu Zhao 1-213 XiaDingLiCun DongYangZhen YuCiQu JinZhong ShanXi CHINA 030600
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OUKEYI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437026</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100488</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "OUKEYI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard; Gift wrapping paper; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper gift wrap; Paper trays for food packaging; Plastic gift wrap; Plastic or paper bags for merchandise packaging; Plastic packaging wrap for commercial or industrial use; Plastic sandwich bags
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Oukeyi Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Oukeyi Trading Co., Ltd. 1003,Block B, Haisong Bldg., No.11Tairan 9th Rd., Tian'an Community, Shatou St. Futian Dist., Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS116123
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - Examining Attorney: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GNGEAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97437027</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording gngeat has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Flower and plant cultivation trays; Flower baskets; Flower bowls; Flower pot holders; Flower pots; Flower vases; Flower vases and bowls; Ice buckets; Ice cube trays; Ice tongs; Mosaic art tiles made of glass and ceramic; Vases of precious metal; Watering cans; Watering pots |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 16, 2022 |
| In Commerce | May 16, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Yang, Sen |
| Address | No. 146, Luxi 10th Group, Luzhou Village, Duotian Town, Xinghua City Taizhou, Jiangsu CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DWYER, JOHN D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KTSTAKEON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437028 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100490
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KTSTAKEON" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cabinet drawers for furniture cabinets; Free-standing drawer unit for organizing items used in braiding shops, barber shops, and styling shops; Non-metal fixtures comprising hooks, support arms, and shelving for hanging general household goods; Packaging materials, namely, rigid plastic trays; Plastic drawer lining material
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 09, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qianli Liao Address Qianli Liao No. 73, Group 1, Maobu Vil., Wulin Town, Honghu, Hubei CHINA 433200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASTERYYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437029  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100491
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "Asteryyy" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric animal nail grinders; Electric manicure sets; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Electric razors and electric hair clippers; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Hand-operated jigsaws; Manicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Pedicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; Vegetable shredders, hand-operated; Vegetable slicers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use Feb. 03, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ying Zhang  Address Ying Zhang Room 110, No.610 Bulong Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116198
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) JEAYELPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437030 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100492
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JEAYELPY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bolsters; Cushions; Pillows; Decorative 3D pillows and cushions; Drawer organizers; Fitted furniture leg covers for floor protection purposes; Floor pillows; Head positioning pillows for babies; Jewellery organizer displays; Neck pillows; Pet cushions; Seat cushions; Shower curtain hooks; Throw pillows; Towel racks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hefei Senyun Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Address Hefei Senyun Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 504, A1 Bldg, Shangdi Apartment, Changjiang W Rd, Shushan Dist, Hefei city CHINA 230000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SCPITW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437031</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100493</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Scpitw" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Xinlong Zhu
- **Address**: Xinlong Zhu 302, Five of No. 56, Jiangnan Jianghai 2nd Rd., Jianghai Dist., Jiangmen, Guangdong CHINA 529000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS116203

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HERKIOCIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437034  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100494
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "HERKIOCIO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; Anti-theft automotive alarms; Anti-theft devices for motor cars; Anti-theft devices for vehicles; Anti-theft locks for use on automobile steering wheels; Anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Back-up warning alarms for vehicles; Brake systems for vehicles; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 14, 2022  In Commerce May 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Shengchaolan Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Shenzhen Shengchaolan Trading Co., Ltd.  405, Bldg.9, Changchun Garden,No. 98, Changchun Middle Road,Guangming District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RUYICZB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437035 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100495
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fire escape ladders; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Safety nets; Signs, luminous; Slide calipers; Solderers' helmets; Visors for helmets; Measuring rulers; Motorcycle helmets; Protective glasses; Sun glasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BaoCheng Zhao Address BaoCheng Zhao 1-213 XiaDingLiCun DongYangZhen YuCiQu JinZhong ShanXi CHINA 030600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HIAKZIKIY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437037 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100496
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HIAKZIKIY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Capelets; Headwear; Neckwear; Scarfs; T-shirts; Turbans; Veils; Belts for clothing; Clothing, namely, neck warmers; Do rags for use as headwear; Neck scarfs; Pashmina shawls; Pocket kerchiefs; Shawls and headscarves; Socks and stockings
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Zaixiang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Zaixiang Technology Co., Ltd. 5th Floor, No. 240-258 (Double), Jiangyi Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510275 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
Mark Literal(s)  OUFOYKFT

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "OUFOYKFT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automotive interior trim; Bodies for vehicles; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Hub cap covers; Hubs for automobile wheels; Hubs for vehicle wheels; Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Sun visors for automobiles; Tyre valves for vehicle tires; Windscreen wipers

International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2022

OWNER INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
Owner Name  Donghai Le Address  Donghai Le No. 45, Lejiapeng, Zhuying Village, Taogang Town, Yangxin County, Hubei Province CHINA  435000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARTNER, JOHN M
TM 11632 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) USHPDVC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437041 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100498
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D decals for use on any surface; Decals; Stickers; Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; Adhesive paper labels; Bumper stickers; Bunting of paper; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Decorative stickers for helmets; Personalized stickers; Pressure sensitive adhesive images in the nature of double-sided tape that can adhere to a surface on one side and receive and retain decorative materials on an opposing side for decorative household purposes; Removable stickers; Reusable stickers; Sticker albums; Sticker books; Stickers and decalcomanias; Vellum paper; Works of art made of paper, namely, origami folding paper and custom manufactured paper; Framed art pictures; Stickers and sticker albums


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Qiyi Tiefang Culture Creative Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Qiyi Tiefang Culture Creative Co., Ltd. Rm 206, Bldg 41, Yongjun Fifth Zone, Bei yuan Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322015 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exposing Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
MVKIOCEN

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437043</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100499</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Mvkiocen" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Flowerpots; Goblets; Beakers, namely, wide-mouthed drinking cups for household use; Beer jugs; Bird feeders; Cleaning cloths; Empty spray bottles; Sports bottles sold empty; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Toothbrush cases
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Feb. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Zuofeng Xie
- **Address**: No. 34, Qinyang, Qinshi Village, Xiamen Township, Fuding, Fujian CHINA 352000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: TUS116202

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HONGZFANG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "Hongzfang" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bedsheets; Bedspreads; Pillowcases; Towels; Bath linen; Cloth napkins for removing make-up; Cushion covers; Dish towels; Face towels of textiles; Quilt covers; Textile handkerchiefs

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** May 08, 2022 **In Commerce** May 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Wu, Xiaohua **Address** Wu, Xiaohua No. 14-1, Machetang, Shanglu Community, Jiangbei Street, Dongyang, Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322134 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GARTNER, JOHN M
**Mark Literal(s)** TUREAC-T

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number** 97437045  **Application Filing Date** May 31, 2022  **Registration Number** 7100501

**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Immunostimulants; Biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; Disinfecting wipes; First aid kits; Medicinal preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases and for use in oncology; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, bacteria-based diseases or disorders, autoimmune diseases or disorders, kidney diseases or disorders, and diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, for the treatment of bacteria-based diseases, and for the treatment of diabetes, and anti-infecive preparations, antiviral preparations, antibiotics, antifungal preparations and vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antivirals; Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral and infectious diseases, for the treatment of cancer; Tumor suppressing agents

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals  **First Use** May 05, 2022  **In Commerce** May 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd  **Address** Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd  Room 502, Building 1, Shunda Commercial Plaza, Suzhou Industrial Park, Jiangsu CHINA 215000  **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA
Mark Literal(s)  PPNECOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437046  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100502
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "PPNECOMS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bakeware; Abrasive gloves for scrubbing vegetables; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Automatic opening and closing trash cans; Automatic pet feeders; Baking cups of paper; Baking dishes; Barbecue forks; Barbecue mitts; Barbecue tongs; Barbecue turners; Basting brushes; Basting spoons; Bath brushes; Bath sponges; Biscuit cutters; Bottles, sold empty; Boxes for sweets; Bread baskets for domestic use; Candy boxes
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Mar. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhoukou Jiuye Trading Co., Ltd.  Address  Zhoukou Jiuye Trading Co., Ltd.  Rm 1003, Bldg B, Changjian New World, Junction of Qingfeng St and Zhoukou Ave, Zhoukou, Henan Province  CHINA  466000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRACTICALWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437053  Application Filing Date May 31, 2022  Registration Number 7100503  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board material made of polyethelene used as a wood substitute; Construction materials, namely, non-metal flooring materials; Flooring comprised of rubber, PVC adapted for physical fitness activities; Non-metal floors comprised primarily of fiberglass, plastic for office buildings, outdoor use; Parquet flooring; Veneer for floors; Vinyl flooring; Vinyl siding; Vinyl tiles; Vinyl windows  International Classes 19 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials  First Use Apr. 16, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Qishiwudu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.  Address Henan Qishiwudu Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.19, 5/F, Unit 2, Building 35 No.90, Zhenghua Road, Jinshui District Zhengzhou City CHINA 450000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEATCRT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437054 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100504
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Immunostimulants; Biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; Disinfecting wipes; First aid kits; Medicinal preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases and for use in oncology; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, bacteria-based diseases or disorders, autoimmune diseases or disorders, kidney diseases or disorders, and diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, for the treatment of bacteria-based diseases, and for the treatment of diabetes, and anti-infective preparations, antiviral preparations, antibiotics, antifungal preparations and vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antivirals; Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral and infectious diseases, for the treatment of cancer; Tumor suppressing agents
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd Address Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd Room 502, Building 1, Shunda Commercial Plaza, Suzhou Industrial Park, Jiangsu CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JEOYOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 97437057  Application Filing Date: May 31, 2022  Registration Number: 7100505  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023

Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "jeoyoo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Hairbrushes; Mugs; Baskets for household purposes; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Cloth for wiping or dusting; Containers for household use; Containers of plastic for storage of feminine products for household or domestic use; Cookery molds; Cosmetic brushes; Garbage cans; Gloves for household purposes; Ice cube moulds; Lunch boxes; Mop wringers; Toilet brushes; Wine pourers; Electrical toothbrushes; Manual toothbrushes

International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

First Use: May 26, 2022  In Commerce: May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Zhang Xianwei  Address: Zhang Xianwei  Group 7, Sihouzhang Village  Jiasong Town, Zhenping County Henan  CHINA  474250

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 5-187657

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TUSCYVK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437060 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100506
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Tuscyvk" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figure toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Halloween masks; Masquerade masks; Novelty toy items in the nature of artificial plush animal tails; Pet toys; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy building blocks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Xingheng Trading Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Xingheng Trading Co., Ltd. No.6, Lane 5, Datang North Rd., Gaozan Vil., Xingtang Town, Shunde Dist., Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS116464

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437062</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100507</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Immunostimulants; Biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; Disinfecting wipes; First aid kits; Medicinal preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases and for use in oncology; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, bacteria-based diseases or disorders, autoimmune diseases or disorders, kidney diseases or disorders, and diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, for the treatment of bacteria-based diseases, and for the treatment of diabetes, and anti-infective preparations, antiviral preparations, antibiotics, antifungal preparations and vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antivirals; Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral and infectious diseases, for the treatment of cancer; Tumor suppressing agents |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | May 08, 2022 | In Commerce | May 08, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd Room 502, Building 1, Shunda Commercial Plaza, Suzhou Industrial Park, Jiangsu CHINA 215000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number    Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LEATCRT-G2

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97437065 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 31, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7100508 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Immunostimulants; Biological preparations for the treatment of cancer; Disinfecting wipes; First aid kits; Medicinal preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases and for use in oncology; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, bacteria-based diseases or disorders, autoimmune diseases or disorders, kidney diseases or disorders, and diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, for the treatment of bacteria-based diseases, and for the treatment of diabetes, and anti-infective preparations, antiviral preparations, antibiotics, antifungal preparations and vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antivirals; Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral and infectious diseases, for the treatment of cancer; Tumor suppressing agents

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes

US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**First Use** May 13, 2022

**In Commerce** May 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd |
| **Address** | Liling biopharmaceuticals (Suzhou) Co., Ltd Room 502, Building 1, Shunda Commercial Plaza, Suzhou Industrial Park, Jiangsu CHINA 215000 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
TM 11643  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  YIBEYYDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437070  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100509
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording YIBEYYDS has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED and HID light fixtures; LED lamps; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs; LED lighting installations; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; LED luminaires; LED safety lamps; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shiwei Li  Address  Shiwei Li  No. 8, Group 7, Laocun Village, Sanli Township, Jianshi County, Hubei Province  CHINA  445300  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TUS116945

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACTION REELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437073  Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022  Registration Number  7100510  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "REELS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gambling machines and gaming machines for gambling including slot machines; Gaming machines, namely, gambling machines for playing poker incorporating preinstalled recorded operating game software therefor sold as a unit; replacement parts for the aforesaid goods  International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Mar. 02, 2013  In Commerce  Mar. 02, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ainsworth Game Technology Limited  Address  Ainsworth Game Technology Limited  10 Holker Street  Newington  AUSTRALIA  2127  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHAN, ASMAT A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ABYSSALY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97437076
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100511
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ABYSSALY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Board material made of polyethylene used as a wood substitute; Construction materials, namely, non-metal flooring materials; Flooring comprised of rubber, PVC adapted for physical fitness activities; Non-metal floors comprised primarily of fiberglass, plastic for office buildings, outdoor use; Parquet flooring; Veneer for floors; Vinyl flooring; Vinyl siding; Vinyl tiles; Vinyl windows
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Apr. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Henan Qingxiang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Henan Qingxiang Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No.24, West Unit, BLDG. 10, Beiyuan Community, No.46, Zhenghua Rd. Jinshui Dist, Zhengzhou CHINA 450000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RORZO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437077 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100512
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Rorzo has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Anti-glare glasses; Antireflection coated eyeglasses; Children's eye glasses; Diving goggles; Eyeglasses; Polarizing spectacles; Protective glasses; Ski glasses; Smartglasses; Sports glasses; Sunglasses and spectacles; Swimming goggles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 15, 2021 In Commerce May 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiangsu Oumeida Trading Co., Ltd. Address Jiangsu Oumeida Trading Co., Ltd. Room 201,No.30,Renyili, Qinhuai District Nanjing CHINA 210000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CHINA

ORGANIZED

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha1903

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
SUNYDOO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97437081
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100513
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording SUNYDOO has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric nail files; Eyelash curlers; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand tools, namely, foundry ladles; Laser hair removal apparatus, other than for medical purposes; Manicure sets; Manicure sets, electric; Pedicure sets; Razors, electric or non-electric; Sterling silver table knives, forks and spoons; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: May 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Yang, Miao
- **Address**: Yang, Miao  
  Room 1402, Huasheng Building, No. 10, Nanbo Avenue, Fuhai Street, Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen  
  CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TUS117438

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAEBIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437109 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100514
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Building games; Controllers for toy cars, planes; Dolls' clothes; Equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; Fidget toys; Gaming equipment, namely, game wheels; Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; Jigsaw puzzles; Knitted toys; Play tents; Playhouses for children; Plush toys; Plush toys with attached comfort blanket; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Stuffed toys; Teddy bears; Toy building blocks; Toy for pets; Toy scooters
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Youmei Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Youmei Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 201,Building A2,Pioneer Park, No. 159 Hangcheng Avenue, Bao'an District, Shenzhen CHINA 518126 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039410T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
Supdeal

Mark Literal(s) SUPDEAL

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437110 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100515
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Covers for smartphones; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile phone screen protectors; Protective films adapted for smartphone lenses; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Screen protectors specially adapted for mobile phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongshuai Lu Address Yongshuai Lu No. 57 Tian Liao Team, Xiaofeng Farm Fulong Town, Fangcheng District Fangchenggang, Guangxi CHINA 538000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039447T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DMJXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437111 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100516
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cruets; Caddies for holding hair accessories for household and domestic use; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; Containers for household use; Grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Menu card holders; Pet brushes; Raised garden planters; Tea balls; Towel rails and rings
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 12, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Dijiexin Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Guangzhou Dijiexin Electronics Co., Ltd. No.288, Huifu West Road, Yuexiu District Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 510120 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) B BAG BILLIONAIRES BIG BAND GANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437113 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100517
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Shirts; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Athletic shirts; Beanies; Bottoms as clothing; Headwear; Hooded sweatshirts; Sweat pants; Tops as clothing; Track suits; Twin sets; Athletic jackets; Clothing jackets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MightyFly Designs LLC Address  MightyFly Designs LLC  6918 S. Michigan Ave.  Chicago  ILLINOIS 60637 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARINEXPLORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437115 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100518
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boats; Rowlocks; Cup holders for vehicles; Portholes; Steering wheels for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Jingwei Address Li, Jingwei No.28-1, Team 8, Houtan Village, Tangdian Street, Xinyi City, Jiangsu Province CHINA 221422 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZHIJUPOR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97437158</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>7100519</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording “ZHIJUPOR” has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Humidifiers; Air filters for air conditioning units; Air purifiers; Electric fans; Fans for HVAC units; LED lamps; Portable air conditioners; Portable electric fans; Portable electric warm air dryer; USB-powered hand warmers
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**: May 26, 2022  **In Commerce**: May 26, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Chuxiong Aiming Trading Co., Ltd.  **Address**: Chuxiong Aiming Trading Co., Ltd.  No.86, Resettlement Community of Wangyin Village, Qinglong Community, Lucheng Tn. Chuxiong City, YunNan  CHINA  675000

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
TM 11654 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNIKRATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437164 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100520
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Unikrate" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bracelets; Clip earrings; Cultured pearls; Ear studs; Gold jewelry; Necklaces; Pearls; Precious metals and their alloys, namely, gold, silver; Rings made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum, diamonds; Women's jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  May 21, 2022 In Commerce  May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongying Dirong Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Dongying Dirong Trading Co., Ltd. No.15, E.Head, Middle Section of Tianxin Commercial St,Dawang Tn, Guangrao County Dongying, Shandong CHINA 257335 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HETZEL, DANNEAN

13794
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOYRUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437170 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100521
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Loyrus" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chairs; Beach chairs; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Dining chairs; Fishing chairs; Folding chairs; Metal chairs; Office armchairs; Office chairs; Reclining armchairs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anji Chuangyang Furniture Co., Ltd. Address Anji Chuangyang Furniture Co., Ltd. 1st Floor, Building 1, Lujia Village Dipu Street, Anji County, Huzhou City Zhejiang Province CHINA 313000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AOiwyui

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437176 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100522
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Aoiwyui" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Nightdresses; Scarfs; Shawls; Shoes; Socks; Swimsuits; Undergarments; Underwear; Wimples; Men's suits, women's suits; Toe socks
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Huijuan Address Chen, Huijuan Shanbian No.50, Nanhu Village Huating Town, Chengxiang District Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
MARK Literal(s) GUTBD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437178 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100523 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D decals for use on any surface; A series of printed books, printed articles, printed handouts and printed worksheets in the field of business; Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; Adhesive labels made of paper; Adhesive packing tape for stationery or household use; Adhesive paper labels; Albums for stickers; Craft glue for stationery or household purposes; Personalized stickers; Removable stickers

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ding, Minfei Address Ding, Minfei No. 30 Xixingqiao, Nanyangba Sandun Town, Xihu District Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-220601-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RONGXU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437199 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7100524
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Rongxu" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Rongxu" has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cloaks; Frocks; Greatcoats; Redingotes; Robes; Tunics; Baselayer tops; Hooded pullovers; One-piece play suits; Shell jackets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanghai Rongxu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shanghai Rongxu Network Technology Co., Ltd. Room 723, Building 39 No.2888, Xinsiping Rd, Fengxian District Shanghai CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  MR.POP'S XXL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97437326 Application Filing Date  Jun. 01, 2022 Registration Number  7100525
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters "MR.POP'S XXL", the letter "O" has an abstract smoke design on it, and the "XXL" is hollow. Disclaimer  "XXL" Name Portrait Consent
The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cigarettes; Ashtrays for smokers; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Tobacco jars
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles First Use  Apr. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO.,LTD Address  Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO.,LT D #501, Building B1,Quanzhi Zhihui Park Ligang south Rd.,Shajin St.,Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen CHINA  518104 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3-220601-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437474 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100526
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a globe tilted to show a portion of the Western Hemisphere with North America centered in the image, the globe including longitude and latitude grid lines; The globe being surrounded by a pair of elliptical orbit lines positioned generally about the equator and a singular elliptical orbital line angularly disposed relative to the pair of orbital lines at the equator and intersecting the same over South America. The singular orbital line being bolder than the pair of orbital lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE GLOBE AND ITS CONTINENTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mortgage financing services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name First World Mortgage Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA First World Mortgage Address First World Mortgage Corporation 127 Prospect Avenue West Hartford CONNECTICUT 06106 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FWorld-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAMPTON BAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97437525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6059006, 5800565, 3661997 and others |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Decorative sign boards and plaques made of wood; Ottomans and cushions |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2021 |

| For | Electric door buzzers; Motion sensors |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | May 01, 2015 |
| In Commerce | May 01, 2015 |

| For | Metal fasteners, namely, miter fasteners |
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| International Class Title | Metal Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2007 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2007 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Home Depot Product Authority, LLC |
| Address | Home Depot Product Authority, LLC 2455 PACES FERRY ROAD Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | PEREZ, STEVEN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEALTH IN HER HUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97437660 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100528
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable mobile application for connecting patients with doctors and booking healthcare appointments; Downloadable mobile application for viewing, attending, and participating in virtual healthcare visits
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 24, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2021
For providing an online community forum for registered users to share information, photos, audio and video content about themselves, to share experiences interacting with the medical community, to receive feedback from peers, to form virtual communities, and to engage in social networking
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Aug. 20, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2019
For providing a website featuring technology that enables patients to find and connect with healthcare providers and health information, and to book healthcare appointments
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Health in Her HUE, Inc. Address Health in Her HUE, Inc. 2914 Pearsall Avenue Bronx NEW YORK 10469 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 112740-0011
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ONGEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97437943
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100529
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for a laboratory information management system (LIMS) featuring tracking test orders and results, providing a portal for physicians to access records, quality control, scheduling and billing, all in the medical field
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Apr. 07, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 07, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Diversified Medical Healthcare, Inc.
- **Address**: Diversified Medical Healthcare, Inc. 6000 Pelham Road Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29615
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CPHMC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438009 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100530
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CPHMC has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Battery chargers; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Head-clip cell phone holders; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Media players; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile phone ring holders; Selfie sticks; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Waterproof cases for smart phones; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging stands for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd. Room 402, No. 19, Fengci Road Humen Town Dongguan CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22HX0436UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GIZNCHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438048  Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022  Registration Number 7100531
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording GIZNCHA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable smartphone and PC tablet stabilizers and mounts; Audio adapter plugs; Battery chargers; Cell phone holders for vehicles; Chargers for smartphones; Head-clip cell phone holders; Holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; Media players; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile phone ring holders; Selfie sticks; Smartphone mounts; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Waterproof cases for smart phones; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging stands for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Dec. 08, 2021  In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd.  Address Dongguan Sishicai Trading Co., Ltd.  Room 402, No. 19, Fengci Road  Humen Town  Dongguan  CHINA  523000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22HX0437UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
CONNECTION YOU TO ALL THE PLACES YOU LOVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97438131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>vehicle rental services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Enterprise Holdings, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>600 Corporate Park Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>51017-219961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RIFF RAFF RICHES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97438294</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7100533</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Recorded game software
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 18, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: High 5 Games, LLC
- **Address**: 1200 MacArthur Blvd, Mahwah, NEW JERSEY 07430
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RIRIE, VERA BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  CAT TO THE FUTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Cat to the Future**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOOD FOR THE EARTH &
GOOD FOR ITS PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97438651 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100535
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Purses; All-purpose carrying bags; Hobo bags; Shoulder bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 16, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2013
For Ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
For Hats; Robes; Scarves; Belts for clothing; Shoulder scarves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Mar. 16, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHARLES PRODUCTS, LLC Address CHARLES PRODUCTS, LLC 12290 WILKINS AVE
ROCKVILLE MARYLAND 20852 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE GO WAY BACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97438678
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100536
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of Two arrows pointing in opposite directions, with the top arrow pointing to the right and the bottom arrow pointing to the left. The bottom horizontal line of the top arrow and the top horizontal line of the bottom arrow are a single, shared line. Written on to the top arrow are the capitalized words "WE GO" and on the bottom arrow are the capitalized words "WAY BACK".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Genealogical research; Genealogy research; Preparation of custom memory books, scrapbooks, personal archives, family archives, wedding albums, diaries, vacation albums, family albums, family histories, photograph albums, birthday albums, and special event albums for others
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Aug. 30, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: We Go Way Back LLC
- **Address**: We Go Way Back LLC, 210 West 94th St., New York, NEW YORK 10025
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHEN, DANIEL HOWE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** UPTOWN MEMORY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97438794</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 01, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100537</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Publicity and sales promotion relating to goods and services available on-line
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 05, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: CHARLES PRODUCTS, LLC
- **Address**: CHARLES PRODUCTS, LLC 12290 WILKINS AVE ROCKVILLE MARYLAND 20852
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: AIKENS, RONALD E

---

**Uptown Memory**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PASSAU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97438906  Application Filing Date  Jun. 01, 2022  Registration Number  7100538
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "PASSAU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Earbuds; Headphones; Smartphones; Batteries, electric; Computer peripheral devices; Digital door locks; Electric door bells; Electric door chimes; Electric navigational instruments; Electronic door alarms; Global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; Portable power chargers; Portable vibration speakers; Power strips; Rechargeable electric batteries; Smart glasses; Smartglasses; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Soundbar speakers; Switches, electric; Video screens; USB charging ports; Video projectors
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 17, 2022  In Commerce  May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Misen(Shenzhen)Science&Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Misen(Shenzhen)Science&Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm 201, Bldg A, No. 1, Qianwan 1st Road, Qianhai Shenzhen HK cooperation zone  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (Ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**Mark Literal(s)** RITAKCDN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97438994</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2022</td>
<td>7100539</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Ritakcdn" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chandeliers; Bicycle lights; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Ceiling light fittings; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Electric luminaires; Lamps for outdoor use; Landscape lighting installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED luminaires; Lighting fixtures; Lighting installations; Lights for use in growing plants; Overhead lamps; Pendant lighting fixtures
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Zhongshan Junwei Lighting Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 3 of 42ka, Building 9, Qichen Garden No.288, Ch'ang'an North Road, Henglan Town Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528478
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FIZZ BAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97439288 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100540 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "FIZZ BAR". Disclaimer "BAR" Translation .

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigarettes; Ashtrays for smokers; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarettes; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Tobacco jars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Apr. 12, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO.,LTD Address Shenzhen Daosen Vaping Technology CO.,LT D #501, Building B1,Quanzhi Zhihui Park Ligang south Rd.,Shajin St.,Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518104 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3-220602-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97439402
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 02, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100541
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording WLOWLOY has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Apparatus for acne treatment; Bandages, elastic; Dental devices for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea; Elastic bandages; Elastic bands that are a component of therapeutic mouthpieces for the prevention of snoring; External nasal dilators; Implants consisting primarily of artificial materials and also including biological materials; Internal nasal dilators; Medical apparatus, namely, plastic film for use in the application of ice bags; Nasal irrigators, electric; Orthopedic device to stretch and exercise the toes and feet; Orthopedic walkers; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for medical purposes; Scraping apparatus for gua sha therapy; Therapeutic mouthpieces for the prevention of snoring
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: lin canyu
- **Address**: lin canyu 2 Zhi Lane, Pingxin Road, Heping Townshi  Heping Town, Chaoyang District  Shantou, Guangdong  CHINA  515154
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIER, DAVID E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97439911</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2022</td>
<td>7100542</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type  | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mortgage banking; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans; Mortgage financing services; Mortgage lending; Wholesale lending services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jun. 2019  In Commerce  Jun. 2019

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Equity Prime Mortgage, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Equity Prime Mortgage, LLC Suite 2250 5 Concourse Parkway, Queens Building Atlanta GEORGIA 30328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SNAPP, TINA LOUISE |

## MARK Literal(s)
EPM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COPPER MOON COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440196 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100543
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of a moon with abstract swirl designs inside it surrounded by stylized stars and abstract swirl designs around the moon all above the word "COPPER" above the word "MOON" above the word "COFFEE". Disclaimer "COFFEE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6016219, 2891961, 5726759 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Coffee beans; Coffee pods


For Cafe services; Restaurant services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 30, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC Address COPPER MOON COFFEE LLC 1503 VETERANS MEMORIAL PARKWAY E Lafayette INDIANA 47905 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 13884.0032
Examining Attorney  HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440493  Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022  Registration Number 7100544
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the outline of a spatula in a flame. Color is not claimed.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For grill tools and utensils, namely, utensils for barbecues in the nature of cooking forks, tongs, spatulas for kitchen use, cooking skewers, and turners; grill tools and utensils, namely, cooking skewers, spatulas for kitchen use, meat tongs; grill utensil sets sold as a combo, namely, grill utensil sets comprised of cooking forks, spatulas for kitchen use, and serving tongs for meat and barbecue; cleaning brushes for barbeque grills; grill scrapers; grill presses; pans, pizza pans, pans used for making food in the nature of beer can chicken; Bottle openers; cutting boards; cleaning brushes for barbecue grills, non-electric griddles, woks; cooking utensils, namely, grilling wire baskets and kabob wire baskets, grill pans, pizza stones, spatulas for kitchen use in the nature of pizza spatulas, pizza stone scrubbers specially adapted for pizza stones, sauce pots, basting brushes, grill presses, bar caddies for holding cleaning brushes, spices, and condiments and for household use; cooking utensils in the nature of wire baskets; fire glass in the nature of small pieces of tempered glass for use as a medium in gas fireplaces or gas fire pits; Tempered glass, not for building, namely, fire glass for indoor and outdoor fire pits

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 31, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2020

For Kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen barbecue islands; replacement parts for kitchen furniture in the nature of ready to assemble mobile kitchen barbecue islands, namely, access doors, storage drawers, door and drawer combos, enclosed cabinets, trash bins, recycling bins, sinks, bar centers, paper towel bins, ice bins, ice chest storage, propane tank bins and storage, trash chutes, grill sleeves, cutting boards, and island vents; kitchen-type cabinets in the nature of kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble kitchen barbecue islands for outdoor use and replacement parts therefore in the nature of access doors, storage drawers, door and drawer combos, enclosed cabinets, trash bins, recycling bins, sinks, bar centers, paper towel bins, ice bins, ice chest storage, propane tank bins and storage, trash chutes, grill sleeves, cutting boards, and island vents; throw pillows; cushions; seat cushions; chair cushions; umbrella stands
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2020</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For grill tools and utensils, namely, grill accessories in the nature of warming trays; grilling grids, namely, cooking grids adapted for barbecue grills, rotisserie trays specially adapted for rotisseries; grill carts in the nature of barbecue grills; grill carriers specially adapted for barbecue grills and for carrying barbecue grills; racks specially adapted for charcoal, electric, or gas grills; charcoal baskets; utensils in the nature of grill grate lifters specially adapted for use with cooking grates adapted for barbecue grills; poultry racks and rib racks specially adapted for charcoal, electric, or gas grills; grill clips specially adapted for charcoal, electric, or gas grills and for use with food; Portable fire pits; fire pit tables, namely, fire tables; fire pit accessories, namely, fire pit inserts in the nature of natural gas fuel burners and propane fuel burners; fireplace accessories, namely, fireplace inserts in the nature of natural gas fuel burners and propane fuel burners; replacement parts for portable fire pits and fire pit tables, namely, fire pans, natural gas fuel burners, propane fuel burners, fire pit lids; faucets; gas regulators; kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands containing kamado grills in the nature of Japanese kitchen furnaces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>11 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Environmental Control Apparatus</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2020</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For lump charcoal; charcoal briquettes; wood heating pellets for fuel; wood pellet fuel; Wood chips for smoking and grilling; fuel products for stoves, grills, and barbeque cooking appliances, namely, wood pellets, wood chips, charcoal briquettes, and lump charcoal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>4 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 6, 15</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Lubricants and Fuels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
 Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
 Owner Name | ShoppersChoice.com, LLC
 Address | ShoppersChoice.com, LLC 8151 Airline Highway Baton Rouge LOUISIANA 70815
 Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
 State or Country Where Organized | LOUISIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
 Docket Number | 25985-48

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
 Examining Attorney | HUTCHISON, DAVID A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97440646 Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number  7100545
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle, divided in the middle, within which is a stylized flower with four petals.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lipstick; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetics and make-up; Face milk and lotions; Facial beauty masks; Fragrances and perfumery; Lotions for face and body care; Make-up removing milk, gel, lotions and creams; Nail enamels; Sun tan lotion
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  May 13, 2022 In Commerce  May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shanghai Molando Biotechnology Co.,Ltd. Address  Shanghai Molando Biotechnology Co.,Ltd. Room 8210,2F of Building 1,No.382 of Bei guan Village,Malu town,Jiading District Shanghai CHINA  201801 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KOVALSKY, LAURA G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** EVOLVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97440734</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Spirits |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| First Use | Nov. 11, 2019 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 11, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | JEKYLL BREWING, LLC |
| Address | JEKYL BREWING, LLC 2855 Marconi Dr, STE 350 Alpharetta GEORGIA 30005 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LARKEY, MICHAEL M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEMI PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440738 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100547
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 29, 2022 In Commerce May 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Yusui Address Lin, Yusui No. 204, Jingcui, Donglin Village, Daitou Town, Xiuyu District, Putian, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97440797 Application Filing Date: Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number: 7100548
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an outline of a heart placed in the middle of the circle. Beneath the heart is an outline of an infinity symbol. A small outline of a circle is placed on top of the heart. All of the foregoing is located inside of a shaded circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Personal lifestyle consulting services International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Personal and legal services First Use: May 06, 2021 In Commerce: May 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: WHEEL OF WILL LLC Address: WHEEL OF WILL LLC 2009 EAST GRAVES ST. MELISSA TEXAS 75454 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 9055MM-2TBF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: AURAND, MEGAN LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GMUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97440985 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100549
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collecting license fees on behalf of independent writers and publishers and making payments to the copyright owners of the music
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 24, 2021 In Commerce May 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guion Partners, Inc. Address Guion Partners, Inc. 590 Madison Ave New York NEW YORK 10022
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RESOLUTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97440988
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 02, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100550
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) units
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Rheem Manufacturing Company
- **Address**: Rheem Manufacturing Company 1100 Abernathy Road, NE, Suite 1700 Atlanta GEORGIA 30328
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 92575-1443

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROATIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97441054 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100551
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ROATIC" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath towels; Bed linen; Canvas fabric; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Fabrics used in home decorative items with inspirational messages imprinted or woven into the fabrics; Handkerchiefs of textiles; Nylon flags; Pillow cases; Shower curtains; Table linen, not of paper
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tang, Kaijin Address Tang, Kaijin No. 31 Houshencuo Xiatang Village, Yuetang, Xiuyu Dist. Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97441336 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100552
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathrobes; G-strings; Leggings; Sleepwear; Undershirts; Body suits; Boxer shorts; Clothing for wear in wrestling games; Lounge pants; Pajama bottoms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Yi Address Zhang, Yi No. 4359, Group 4, Xiajie Village Siwan Town, Xichuan County HeNan Province CHINA 474490 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Kilitn

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97441516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording Kilitn has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>6083508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Tactical pen in the nature of a ballpoint pen incorporating a tactical flashlight; Refills for ballpoint pens; Ballpoint pens; Nibs for pens; Pen clips; Pen holders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>SHENZHEN MOJING NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SHENZHEN MOJING NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 1003-D05, WEST BLOCK, PHASE II, TIANAN INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY PLAZA, FUTIAN, SHENZHEN CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>00989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QUICKCLICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97441711</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100554</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0130220/1704851 International Registration Number 1704851

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graduated rulers for measuring truck loads
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 2007 In Commerce Apr. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name John E. Male Address John E. Male 14300 Schaffer Highway Detroit MICHIGAN 48227 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES Owner Name Scott A. Silberman Address Scott A. Silberman 14300 Schaffer Highway Detroit MICHIGAN 48227 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7947.015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREENA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97441875 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100555 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For organizers for plastic bags being containers for household purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 3-12 Ventures LLC Address 3-12 Ventures LLC 165 N. Canal Street, Apt. 1231 Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31970.242/MM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUSKIN, MATTHEW SEAN
TM 11690 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442401 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100556
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a grid of four squares behind a stylized bird forming the letter "E" in the foreground. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For freight forwarding
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use 2000 In Commerce 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Embassy Cargo, Inc. Address Embassy Cargo, Inc. Suite 502 100 North Center Avenue Rockville Center NEW YORK 11570 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97442423 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100557
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized bird forming the letter "E". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For freight forwarding
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
First Use 2000 In Commerce 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Embassy Cargo, Inc. Address Embassy Cargo, Inc. Suite 502 100 North Center Avenue Rockville Center NEW YORK 11570 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLUWE, CHERYL D
MARK Literal(s) FITCOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97443165 Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2022 Registration Number  7100558
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4935150

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to earn rewards through fitness activity via cryptocurrency and gamification; Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to earn cryptocurrency through calories burned and fitness activities as tracked through a non-downloadable web mobile application, or a wearable tracker device authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Providing a website featuring temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to earn cryptocurrency through calories burned and fitness activities; Providing a website featuring technology that gives computer users the ability to merge blockchain with wearable fitness trackers and offers a global community to help everyone achieve their wellness goals; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in tracking user calories burned, fitness, health and wellness activities; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for allowing users to participate in award, reward and discount programs through tracking of their calories burned and fitness activity, utilizing blockchain and cryptocurrency to facilitate user's goals; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software which allows users to earn cryptocurrency through tracked calories burned and fitness activities

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Mar. 26, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fitcoin, Inc. Address  Fitcoin, Inc. 3217 N. Verdugo Rd. Suite 4 Glendale CALIFORNIA 91208 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FUKEVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97443710 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100559
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FUKEVY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Foundations; Lipstick; Make-up; Mascara; Beauty care cosmetics; Body scrubs; Eye make-up; Facial moisturizers; Foot masks for skin care; Hand masks for skin care; Nail polish; Nail polish remover; Skin creams; Sun tan lotion
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name jiazhen Wu Address jiazhen Wu Group 3, Shaojia Village Huangshantou Town Gongan County,Hubei CHINA 434300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZIXAOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97443730 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100560 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZIXAOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Foundations; Lipstick; Make-up; Mascara; Beauty care cosmetics; Body scrubs; Eye make-up; Facial moisturizers; Foot masks for skin care; Hand masks for skin care; Nail polish; Nail polish remover; Skin creams; Sun tan lotion
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name jiazhen Wu Address jiazhen Wu Group 3, Shaojia Village Huangshantou Town Gongan County, Hubei CHINA 434300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** APLUS+

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97444386</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2022</td>
<td>7100561</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Accordions; Castanets; Flutes; Guitars; Harmonicas; Plectrums; Handbells being musical instruments; Music stands; Percussion instruments; Triangles being musical instruments

**International Classes** 15 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 21, 36

**International Class Title** Musical Instruments

**First Use** May 10, 2022

**In Commerce** May 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Xiao, Yuwei

**Address** Xiao, Yuwei Huangbei Subdistrict, Luohu District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518001

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 22-06-05060

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEALTOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445039 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100562
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, namely, providing space in an online newspaper and dissemination of advertisements for others online and on wireless and mobile devices and by means of email advertising; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing an online website providing consumer product information and product reviews and consumer recommendations via the internet for commercial purposes regarding the goods of others in the fields of consumer electronics, home appliances, books, kitchen gadgets, clothing, home furnishings, pet products, fitness products and other consumer goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Planck, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Patch Media Address Planck, LLC 134 W 29th Street, 11th Floor New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DEALTOWN PATCH

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97445045</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2022</td>
<td>7100563</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4007928, 4014291, 4357839 and others |

**Goods and Services Information**

For Advertising services, namely, providing space in an online newspaper and dissemination of advertisements for others online and on wireless and mobile devices and by means of email advertising; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing an online website providing consumer product information and product reviews and consumer recommendations via the internet for commercial purposes regarding the goods of others in the fields of consumer electronics, home appliances, books, kitchen gadgets, clothing, home furnishings, pet products, fitness products and other consumer goods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Aug. 20, 2016 **In Commerce** Aug. 20, 2016

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Planck, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Patch Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Planck, LLC 134 W 29th Street, 11th Floor New York NEW YORK 10001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 17SUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445447 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100564
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dishcloths; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Cardboard cups; Coffee cups; Cooking pots of paper; Dishers; Disposable chopsticks; Disposable dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls and serving trays; Disposable gloves for home use; Disposable paperboard bakeware; Drinking straws; Garbage pails; Lunch boxes made of plastic; Paper and plastic cups; Paper plates
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jun. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WU, QIONGBIN Address WU, QIONGBIN ROOM 101, UNIT 1, BUILDING 1, NO. 38, XINGHUA, STREET, WUHUA DISTRICT, KUNMING CITY, YUNNAN PROVINCE CHINA 650000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CROWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445472 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100565
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brassards; Buttons; Embroidery; Lace; Needles; Toupees; Wigs; Arm bands; Artificial Christmas wreaths; Artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights; Artificial flowers; Artificial fruit; Artificial garlands; Beads, other than for making jewellery; Brooches for clothing; Decorative cords; Edgings for clothing; False beards; False hair; False moustaches; Frills for attachment to clothing; Gold embroidery; Hair bands; Hair clips; Hair colouring caps; Hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; Hair curling papers; Hair curling pins; Hair elastics; Hair extensions; Hair nets; Hair pins; Hair ribbons; Hair slides; Hair ties; Hand-knitting needles; Hem tape; Human hair; Knitting implements, namely, stitch holders; Lace trimmings; Ornamental novelty badges; Pins, other than jewelry, being hair pins; Pins, other than jewelry, being hat pins; Ribbons for the hair; Sewing kits comprised of needles, thimbles, scissors and thread, sold as a unit; Shoe laces; Silver embroidery; Thread spools for holding sewing threads; Trimmings for clothing; Wreaths of artificial flowers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG REN YAN Address HUANG REN YAN A-605, SHANGJING GARDEN, ZHONGXIN CHENG, LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEILAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445480 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100566
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Confetti; Dice; Dumb-bells; Kites; Shuttlecocks; Skateboards; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Artificial fishing bait; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Building games; Card games; Chest developers; Chest expanders; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Climbers' harness; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Exercise hand grippers; Fishing tackle; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Flying discs; Infant toys; Knee guards for athletic use; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; Playing cards; Plush toys; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scratch cards for playing lottery games; Skipping ropes; Stacking toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Surf boards; Toy building blocks; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toy glowsticks; Toy robots; Toy scooters; Toy vehicles; Toy water guns; Video game consoles; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Water toys; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga blocks; Gut for tennis rackets

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG REN YAN Address HUANG REN YAN A-605, SHANGJING GARDEN, ZHONGXIN CHENG, LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) MMM MMSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445481 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100567
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MMSY" with the image
of three M's of different sizes inside an elliptic rectangle above the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a
feature of the mark. Translation The wording MMSY has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Asphalt; Bricks; Cement; Fireclay; Granite; Lumber; Slate; Artificial stone; Balustrades, not of metal; Building glass;
Building stone; Cement slabs; Door frames, not of metal; Duckboards, not of metal; Fireproof cement coatings; Flagpoles
being structures, not of metal; Floor tiles, not of metal; Folding doors, not of metal; Greenhouse frames, not of metal; Gypsum
for use as building materials; Lime building materials; Mosaic art tiles made of marble; Mosaics made of natural stone and
stone tile; Non-metal decorative moldings and decorative trim for use in building construction; Non-metal mosaic tiles for
building; Non-metal tiles; Palings, not of metal; Pantiles, not of metal; Parquet flooring; Pilings of wood; Potters' clay;
Refractory bricks, not of metal; Refractory construction materials, not of metal; Shutters, not of metal; Stair treads not of
metal; Staircases, not of metal; Statues of stone, concrete or marble; Synthetic roofing shingles; Tile floorings, not of metal;
Veneer for floors; Vinyl flooring; Vinyl tiles; Wall tiles, not of metal; Window frames, not of metal; Windows, not of metal;
Wood panelling; Wood tile floors; Wood veneers; Wooden floor boards; Gravel
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic
Building Materials First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG, YUXIA Address HUANG, YUXIA RM602, NO.10 BLDG, JINSHA HUAYUAN, SHAZUI
ROAD, FUTIAN, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOLLDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445490 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100568 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bacon; Caviar; Charcuterie; Cheese; Ham; Jams; Meat; Milk; Pickles; Poultry; Raisins; Tofu; Albumen for culinary purposes; Aloe vera prepared for human consumption; Canned fish; Canned tomatoes; Canned vegetables; Cocoa butter for food; Condensed milk; Cottage cheese; Cream, being dairy products; Crystallized fruits; Edible oil, namely, vegetable oil, fish oil and coconut oil; Fish fillets; Fruit-based snack food; Fruit pulp; Fruit, preserved; Fruit, processed; Fruits, canned; Hummus chick pea paste; Jellies for food; Lactic acid drinks; Meat, canned; Meat, preserved; Milk beverages, milk predominating; Molluscs, not live; Olive oil for food; Organic coconut oil for use in cooking and food preparation; Peanut butter; Potato chips; Powdered milk; Prepared nuts; Preserved garlic; Processed meat; Processed nuts; Processed peanuts; Sunflower seeds, prepared; Tomato paste; Vegetable-based spreads; Vegetables, preserved
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG REN YAN Address HUANG REN YAN A-605, SHANGJING GARDEN, ZHONGXIN CHENG, LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country

Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI

13846
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LOOLEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Balloons; Confetti; Dice; Dumb-bells; Kites; Shuttlecocks; Skateboards; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Artificial fishing bait; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Building games; Card games; Chest developers; Chest expanders; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Climbers' harness; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Exercise hand grippers; Fishing tackle; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Flying discs; Infant toys; Knee guards for athletic use; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; Playing cards; Plush toys; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scratch cards for playing lottery games; Skipping ropes; Stacking toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Surf boards; Toy building blocks; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toy glowsticks; Toy robots; Toy scooters; Toy vehicles; Toy water guns; Video game consoles; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Water toys; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga blocks; Gut for tennis rackets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examinining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RHUNMI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445520 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100570
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer; Cola; Kvass; Lemonades; Smoothies; Aerated water; Aperitifs, non-alcoholic; Beer-based cocktails; Beer wort; Carbonated water; Cider, non-alcoholic; Cocktails, non-alcoholic; Coconut juice; Coconut water; Energy drinks; Fruit beverages; Fruit juice; Fruit juice concentrates; Fruit juices; Fruit nectars; Grape juice beverages; Herbal juices; Isotonic beverages; Lithia water; Malt beer; Mineral water; Must; Non-alcoholic beer; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; Non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor; Non-alcoholic dried fruit beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; Non-alcoholic rice-based beverages not being milk substitutes; Protein-enriched sports beverages; Soda water; Soft drinks; Sorbets in the nature of beverages; Soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; Sparkling water; Syrups for lemonade; Syrups for making non-alcoholic fruit-flavored beverages; Syrups for making whey-based beverages; Tomato juice beverages; Vegetable-fruit juices; Vegetable juices; Water beverages; Whey beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG REN YAN Address HUANG REN YAN A-605, SHANGJING GARDEN, ZHONGXIN CHENG, LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MOOFUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97445688</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 07, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100571</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;Moofun&quot; in stylized font, which under a bull's head.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Chairs; Cushions; Desks; Furniture; Mattresses; Pillows; Containers for transport, not of metal; Cots for babies; Display stands; Inflatable furniture; Lap desks; Office furniture; Plate racks; Portable desks; School furniture; Screens; Shelves for storage; Standing desks; Work benches |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Happy Bull (Shanghai) Network Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Happy Bull (Shanghai) Network Technology Co., Ltd. Building 4, No. 1558, Xinyang Road, Lingang New Area, Free Trade Pilot Zone, shanghai CHINA 200131 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCBRIDE, THEODORE M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OLV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445699 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100572
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with a breach at the top, a stylized flame is at the breach, the slender and sharp breach at the left of flame, the stylized wording "OLV" at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biocides; Herbicides; Nematocides; Antibacterial hand lotions; Antiseptic cotton; Babies' diapers; Baby diapers; Diapers for dogs; Eyepatches for medical use; Food supplements; Insect exterminating agents; Medicated skin care preparations; Nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements in capsule form for dogs; Powdered milk for babies; Powdered nutritional supplement concentrate; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix and concentrate; Rubbing alcohol; Sanitary knickers; Sanitary napkins; Sanitary pads; Sanitary pants; Sanitary pants for pets; Sanitary tampons; Sanitary towels; Sanitizing wipes; Surgical bandages; Animal feed additives for use as nutritional supplements; Dietary food supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements for endurance sports; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Disinfectants for sanitary purposes; Disposable baby diapers; Disposable sanitizing wipes; Health food supplements; Liquid nutritional supplement; Mineral nutritional supplements; Nappies as baby diapers; Swim diapers for babies
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Oct. 10, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MooBeat Business Inc Address MooBeat Business Inc 830 N Taft Ave Loveland COLORADO 80537
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENJERIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97446025  Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7100573
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Enjerie" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath toys; Battery operated action toys; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Sand toys; Toy animals; Toy cars; Toy guns; Toy pistols; Toy water guns; Water-squirting toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 16, 2022  In Commerce May 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hui, Yuanyuan  Address Hui, Yuanyuan 208A,F2,A1,W. Plaza,Shenzhen N. Station  Zhiyuan Middle Rd., Longhua New Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha190401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 97446059  Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7100574
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Bee pollen for use as a dietary food supplement; Dietary supplements; Homeopathic supplements; Nutritional supplements; Probiotic supplements; Propolis dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals  First Use Dec. 31, 2016  In Commerce May 11, 2018

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Shanks, Brenden  Address Shanks, Brenden  1796 Milton Rd  Napa  CALIFORNIA  94559  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examing Attorney

Examining Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SFG WOOD FIRED SCRATCH MADE EST 2000

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97446391
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 07, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100575
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters "SFG" beneath a flame within a circle with the wording "WOOD FIRED" appearing above the flame and the wording "EST 2000" and "SCRATCH MADE" under the letters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant, restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; catering services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Aug. 25, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 25, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Stonefire Grill, Inc.
- **Address**: Stonefire Grill, Inc. 30401 Agoura Rd., Suite 130 Agoura Hills CALIFORNIA 91301
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YEARDLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97446875 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 07, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100576 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming services in the nature of word games, spelling, word puzzles, and trivia; Online gaming services in the nature of word games, spelling, word puzzles and trivia; Entertainment services, namely, providing online browser-based video games; Providing an on-line computer game in the field of word games, spelling, word puzzles and trivia

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment First Use: Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce: Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: MIDNIGHT DIGITAL LLC Address: MIDNIGHT DIGITAL LLC 155 WILLOWBROOK BLVD STE 110 #2972 WAYNE NEW JERSEY 07470 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country: NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YRUDMBIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97447650 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100577 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "YRUDMBIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Banners of textile; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Cotton towels; Pillow covers; Plastic bunting; Quilt covers; Sleeping bags; Table linen, not of paper; Textile exercise towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Dongxu Wood Industry Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Dongxu Wood Industry Co., Ltd. Nanxinzi Village, Sanlihe Office, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266308 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** AILVAN

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording "AILVAN" in stylized font. Above the letters is a diamond.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Translation** The wording AILVAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Jewellery; Tiaras; Choker necklaces; Chronometric apparatus and instruments; Decorative key fobs made of metal; Leather jewelry boxes; Pet jewelry; Prayer beads; Watches and clocks; Wrist watches  
**International Classes**  
14 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
2, 27, 28, 50  
**International Class Title** Jewelry  
**First Use** May 20, 2022  
**In Commerce** May 20, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. 1-1310,Office Bldg.1# and 2#, Fengshang Milan Community, Gulou District Xuzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 221000  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YLLFFLL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97448266</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Brick siding components, namely, metal track and metal clips; Cask stands of metal; Greenhouses of metal, transportable; Handrails of metal; Jalousies of metal; Metal doorknockers; Metal fence panels; Metal gate stops; Metal letter boxes; Metal locks and keys therefor; Metal railings for fences, balconies, bridges; Metal sash fasteners for windows; Sash fasteners of metal for windows; Step ladders made of metal; Towel hooks of metal |
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| International Class Title | Metal |
| Goods | First Use | Mar. 27, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 27, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Liu, Yushun |
| Address | Liu, Yushun |
| 1 collective household of Malan Mine Ping'an Rd, Yanhe St, Malan Town Gujiao City, Shanxi CHINA 030200 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KUKUPADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97448421</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
<td>7100580</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Massage apparatus for massaging necks and backs; Medical and therapeutic device and apparatus, namely, a force and motion sensing apparatus and assisted exercise machine for the rehabilitation of hands and wrists affected by neuromuscular diseases, disorders, or injuries for home or clinical use; Orthopaedic insoles; Orthopedic device to stretch and exercise the toes and feet; Orthotic inserts for footwear; Posture correction device, namely, an adjustable harness to correct one's posture for medical purposes; Supports for ankle for medical use; Toe separators for orthopaedic purposes; Toe separators for orthopedic purposes

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**First Use** May 31, 2022 **In Commerce** May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Targo Holdings (Guangzhou) Co.,Ltd. **Address** Targo Holdings (Guangzhou) Co.,Ltd. 2001, Building 12, XinCheng Venture Center 400 Xincheng Avenue, Zengcheng District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BATRUG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97448485 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100581
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cloth coasters; Coverlets; Curtains; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Qingpan Address Liang, Qingpan No.502,Group 12,Main Street,Liangwa Vil. Pengying Township,Zhenping County Nanyang City,Henan CHINA 473000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97448486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording &quot;BSRAMZ&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Banners and flags of textile; Cloth coasters; Coverlets; Curtains; Cushion covers; Fabric valances; Individual place mats made of textile; Pillowcases; Shower curtains; Table linen of textile; Table runners of textile; Tapestries of textile; Textile printers' blankets; Toilet tank covers made of fabric or fabric substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Liang, Qingpan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Liang, Qingpan No.502,Group 12,Main Street,Liangwa Vil. Pengying Township,Zhenping County Nanyang City, Henan CHINA 473000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GAGLIARDI, JEANINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOSTIK ATTACHED TO YOUR WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97448600 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100583
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BOSTIK" in white stylized text centered above "ATTACHED TO YOUR WORLD" in white stylized text. There is a green lizard to the left of the "BOSTIK" wording, comprised of several markings on its back appearing in orange. The tips of the paws and tail of the lizard appear in yellow and orange. The eyes of the lizard appear in black. Spots on the head of the lizard and on the bottom and top portions of the back appear in red and orange. All of the forgoing elements appear inside of a dark blue rectangle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, orange, yellow, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 4824628 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 214824628 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 09, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 09, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building materials, not of metal, namely, grout; Mortar for building; Cement; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, bitumen-based roofing sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, bitumen-based pavement sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, bitumen-based wall sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, asphalt-based roofing sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, asphalt-based pavement sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, asphalt-based wall sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, tar-based roofing sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, tar-based pavement sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, tar-based wall sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, clay-based roofing sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, clay-based pavement sealants; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, clay-based wall sealants; Plaster; Pitch; Concrete; Lime building materials; filling and smoothing compounds for walls, floors and ceilings, namely, cement, mortar and grout; patching products for walls, floors and ceilings, namely, spackling compound; patching products for walls, floors and ceilings, namely, filling cement
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 **International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

For Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Paintbrushes; Artists' materials, namely, artists' pens, artists' pencils, artists' pastels, and artists' charcoal; wood glues for household use; Adhesives for household use, namely, for household fabrics

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Industrial chemicals; chemicals for use in the manufacture of adhesives; Adhesives for use in industry; adhesives for ceiling coverings, for floor coverings, for wall coverings; Industrial adhesives for the repair and assembly of objects; Adhesives for wallpaper; Chemical preparations in the nature of chemical de-bonding agents for separating and unsticking for the hobby, craft and plastic modeling industry, the construction industry, and for the developing and manufacturing of packaging; primers, namely, adhesive primers for use in roofing; Solvents for manufacturing adhesives; unprocessed synthetic, acrylic and epoxy resins; Unprocessed plastics

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

For Synthetic resins as semi-finished products in form of pellets, rods, foils, fibers, films and sheets; acrylic resins as semi-finished products in form of pellets, rods, foils, fibers, films and sheets; epoxy resins as semi-finished products in form of pellets, rods, foils, fibers, films and sheets; Packing and insulating materials; Stopping materials, namely, caulking; Sealant compounds for joints; Insulating plaster; Insulating varnish; Adhesive tapes and adhesive tape strips other than for medical, stationery or household use; Waterproof packings for industrial use and for building construction; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, silicone sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, rubber-based sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, resin-based sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, grout sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, polymer sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, adhesive sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Building materials in the nature of coatings, namely, acrylic-based sealants for use on roofs, walls and pavements

International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BOSTIK SA  **Address** BOSTIK SA 420 rue d'Estienne d'Orves Colombes FRANCE 92700  **Legal Entity** société anonyme (sa)  **State or Country Where Organized** FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** BTIK 2207095

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97449302</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
<td>7100584</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a knight in full armor and helmet, the knight wielding a sword and a shield having the text "DI" thereon. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Wipes impregnated with a cleaning preparation; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing compounds for use in garages, workshops, and vehicle repair and maintenance shops; Hand cleaner; Hand cleaning preparations; Non-medicated hand soap

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Jul. 22, 2005 **In Commerce** Jul. 22, 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Dealer Industries, LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Dealer Industries, LLC 2001 110th Street Grand Prairie TEXAS 75050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>2653.006001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449305 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100585
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of knight in full armor and helmet, the knight
wielding a sword and a shield having the text "DI" thereon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online wholesale and retail store services featuring automotive parts and accessories; Online wholesale and retail store
services featuring parts and accessories for repairing, maintaining, cleaning, and reconditioning vehicles; Online wholesale and
retail store services featuring parts and accessories for organizing, maintaining, and cleaning garages, workshops, and vehicle
repair and maintenance shops; Online wholesale and retail store services featuring car wash supplies and accessories; Online
wholesale and retail store services featuring janitorial and cleaning supplies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use May 17, 2022 In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dealer Industries, LLC Address Dealer Industries, LLC 2001 110th Street Grand Prairie TEXAS 75050
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2653.008001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIZLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449423 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100586
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design element consisting two geometric shapes and a stylized wording "MIZLINE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hosiery; Tights; Body shapers; Body stockings; Leg shapers; Stockings; Knee-high stockings; Socks and stockings; Thigh high stockings
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WEARCOM INC Address WEARCOM INC B204-B, 1342, Seongnam-daero, Sujeong-gu Seongnam-si REPUBLIC OF KOREA 13120 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97449498
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 08, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100587
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Charitable services, namely, providing toys to needy children; charitable services, namely, providing school supply kits to children in need containing school supplies of pens, pencils, erasers, markers, crayons, folders, notebooks, paper, pencil sharpeners, paper clips, stickers, pencil sharpeners and rulers; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, and individual instruction in sustainable agricultural, irrigation and environmental training and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Unto, Inc.
- **Address**: Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TEXAS 75075
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 3Rs Slat(41)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449515 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100588
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, providing food to needy persons; providing information about services for providing food, blankets, water and temporary shelters to those in need via a website

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unto, Inc. Address Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TEXAS 75075 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3Rs(43)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number: 97449535  
Application Filing Date: Jun. 08, 2022  
Registration Number: 7100589  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of poverty by organizing and conducting volunteer programs, community service projects, and short-term missionary projects in the fields of disaster relief, humanitarian aid, developmental aid and water projects to benefit those in need; charitable services in the nature of coordination of the procurement and distribution of meals and food packs, agricultural tools, equipment and systems, irrigation systems and kits, seeds and seed packs supplies to people and communities in need and experiencing natural disasters, difficult climate conditions, drought and food shortages

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title: Advertising and Business

First Use: Jul. 01, 2016  
In Commerce: Jul. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Unto, Inc.  
Address: 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200  
Plano  
TEXAS  
75075  
Legal Entity: non-profit corporation  
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 3Rs Slat(35)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RELIEVE SUFFERING | RESTORE DIGNITY | REVEAL HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449555 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100590
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper goods and printed matter, namely, pamphlets, booklets, brochures, leaflets, newsletters, bookmarks, training manuals and printed teaching materials all the foregoing featuring religious and charitable services in the fields of disaster relief, humanitarian aid, developmental aid and water projects to those in need; school supply kits for children in need comprising pens, pencils, erasers, markers, crayons, folders, notebooks, paper, pencil sharpeners, paper clips, stickers, pencil sharpeners, rulers and glue; information kits primarily composed of printed instructional manuals and printed guides featuring information related to religious and charitable services in the fields of disaster relief, humanitarian aid, developmental aid and water projects to those in need; ink pens
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unto, Inc. Address Unto, Inc. 2001 West Plano Parkway, Suite 2200 Plano TEXAS 75075 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3Rs-Slat(16)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)**: GAW

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Baby multiple activity toys; Baby swings; Balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; Board games; Chess sets; Toy aircraft; Toy houses; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor.

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

**In Commerce**: May 06, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Taizhou Lingchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Taizhou Lingchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. No. 9, Xunhui Road, Xunqiao Town, Linhai City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 324100

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 3-220609-2

**Examining Attorney**: WRIGHT, MARCO JABBAR
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
AAA AITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97449703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**  
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**  
- **For**: Asphalt; Bricks; Cement; Fireclay; Granite; Lumber; Slate; Artificial stone; Balustrades, not of metal; Building glass; Building stone; Cement slabs; Door frames, not of metal; Duckboards, not of metal; Fireproof cement coatings; Flagpoles being structures, not of metal; Floor tiles, not of metal; Folding doors, not of metal; Greenhouse frames, not of metal; Gypsum for use as building materials; Lime building materials; Mosaic art tiles made of marble; Mosaics made of natural stone and stone tile; Non-metal decorative moldings and decorative trim for use in building construction; Non-metal mosaic tiles for building; Non-metal tiles; Palings, not of metal; Pantiles, not of metal; Parquet flooring; Pilings of wood; Potters' clay; Refractory bricks, not of metal; Refractory construction materials, not of metal; Shutters, not of metal; Stair treads not of metal; Staircases, not of metal; Statues of stone, concrete or marble; Synthetic roofing shingles; Tile floorings, not of metal; Veneer for floors; Vinyl flooring; Vinyl tiles; Wall tiles, not of metal; Window frames, not of metal; Windows, not of metal; Wood panelling; Wood tile floors; Wood veneers; Wooden floor boards; Gravel

**International Classes**  
19 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
1, 12, 33, 50  
**International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

**First Use** May 10, 2022  
**In Commerce** May 10, 2022

**Basis Information**  
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**  
- **Owner Name**: Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG  
- **Address**: Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG NO.6, ERZHI LANE, XINMING SOUTH ZONE, JINGDU TOWN, CHAONAN DIST., SHANTOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 515000  
- **Legal Entity**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**  
- **Examining Attorney**: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEISON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449713 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100593
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized trademark "heison", which is in a parallelogram. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording heison has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balata; Acoustical insulation barrier panels; Adhesive anti-slip tape for flooring applications; Adhesive bands for sealing cartons for industrial or commercial use; Adhesive bands for sealing pharmaceutical containers; Adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; Adhesive elastomeric tape for placement onto electronic devices to prevent slipping; Adhesive elastomeric tape for placement onto motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, and bicycles to prevent riders from slipping; Adhesive tape for industrial or commercial packing use; Anti-corrosion tape; Building insulation; Caulking materials; Cellular rubber; Chlorinated rubber; Clear sheets of polymeric film to be applied to automotive vehicles to coat and protect the vehicle's finish; Draught excluder strips; Drywall joint tape; Electric, thermal and acoustic insulators; Extruded PVC product used to produce frames, sashes and accessories for use in the manufacture of windows and doors; Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes; Flexible tubes of plastic; Foam supports for floral arrangements; Garden hoses; General purpose silicone rubber sealant; Gum, raw or semi-worked; Hoses for pneumatic tools; Insulated pipe supports; Insulating blankets for hot water heaters; Insulating gloves; Insulating materials; Insulating tapes; Insulating waterproofing membranes; Junctions, not of metal, for pipes; Latex for industrial use; Liquid rubber; Non-metal sealing rings for use as connection seals; Plastic film for packing and stuffing; Raw or semi-worked rubber; Rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; Rubber bags for merchandise packaging; Rubber bands for commercial and industrial uses; Rubber bottle stoppers; Rubber solutions; Silicone rubber; Silicone sealants; Soundproofing materials; Stuffing of rubber or plastic; Synthetic rubber; Vinyl urethane film covering for automobile exteriors; Weatherstripping sealants in the nature of caulk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>17 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Rubber Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG  **Address**  NO.6, ERZHI LANE, XINMING SOUTH ZONE, JINGDU TOWN, CHAONAN DIST., SHANTOU, GUANGDONG, CHINA  515000  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) IMTOSSEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449785 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100594
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cordage; Hammocks; Jute; Ropes; Sails; String; Tarpaulins; Tents; Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile;
Binding twine made of natural textile fibres; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Bottle envelopes of straw; Brattice cloth; Cables,
ot of metal; Cloth bags specially adapted for the storage of diapers; Cords for hanging pictures; Cotton netting; Dust sheets;
Fishing nets; Glass fibers for textile use; Hemp fibres; Hemp for textile use; Hemp nettings; Ladder tapes for venetian blinds;
Laundry bags; Mail bags; Mesh bags for washing laundry; Mountaineering ropes; Net pens for fish farming; Nets for
camouflage; Netting, not of metal or asbestos; Non-metal bands for wrapping or binding; Outdoor blinds of textile; Packing
materials not of rubber, plastics or paper; Packing rope; Packing string; Plastic fibers for textile use; Plastic ties for home or
garden use; Sacks or bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Sails for ski sailing; Sash cords; Snare nets;
Straw ropes; Straw wrappers for bottles; Textile bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging; Twine for nets;
Unfitted vehicle covers; Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal

International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage
and Fibers First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG Address Lolly Wan-Zhu ZHENG NO.6, ERZHI LANE, XINMING SOUTH
ZONE, JINGDU TOWN, CHAONAN DIST., SHANTOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 515000 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TTT TENTIZON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97449798 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100595
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Tentizon" with a big square to the left containing a smaller square, and the smaller square is made up of three "T" letters. Translation The wording Tentizon has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cordage; Hammocks; Jute; Ropes; Sails; String; Tarpaulins; Tents; Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Binding twine made of natural textile fibres; Bivouac sacks being shelters; Bottle envelopes of straw; Brattice cloth; Cables, not of metal; Cloth bags specially adapted for the storage of diapers; Cords for hanging pictures; Cotton netting; Dust sheets; Fishing nets; Glass fibers for textile use; Hemp fibres; Hemp for textile use; Hemp nettings; Ladder tapes for venetian blinds; Laundry bags; Mail bags; Mesh bags for washing laundry; Mountaineering ropes; Net pens for fish farming; Nets for camouflage; Netting, not of metal or asbestos; Non-metal bands for wrapping or binding; Outdoor blinds of textile; Packing materials not of rubber, plastics or paper; Packing rope; Packing string; Plastic fibers for textile use; Plastic ties for home or garden use; Sacks or bags for the transportation or storage of materials in bulk; Sails for ski sailing; Sash cords; Snare nets; Straw ropes; Straw wrappers for bottles; Textile bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging; Twine for nets; Unfitted vehicle covers; Wrapping or binding bands, not of metal
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG, YUXIA Address HUANG, YUXIA RM602, NO.10 BLDG, JINSHA HUAYUAN, SHAZUI ROAD, FUTIAN, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97449989</td>
<td>Jun. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7100596</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a larger circle in a darker shade with "TOP ORIGINATORS" above "SCOTSMAN GUIDE" in a lighter font surrounding a smaller circle in a lighter shade with a wave design. **Disclaimer**: "ORIGINATORS" AND "GUIDE"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3737270, 3232118

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Printed publications, namely, magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2021
- **For** Plaques of wood for use as awards
  - **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2021
- **For** Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes
Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Scotsman Guide Media, Inc.
**Address**: Scotsman Guide Media, Inc. 22118 20th Avenue SE, Suite 129 Bothell, WASHINGTON 98021

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

Examine Information

**Examine Attorney**: MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97449994  Application Filing Date  Jun. 09, 2022  Registration Number  7100597
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a larger circle in a darker shade with "TOP WOMEN ORIGINATORS" above "SCOTSMAN GUIDE" in a lighter font surrounding a smaller circle in a lighter shade with a wave design.  Disclaimer  "WOMEN ORIGINATORS" AND "GUIDE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3232118, 3737270

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed publications, namely, magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending  International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Mar. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021  
For  Plaques of wood for use as awards  International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Mar. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021  
For  Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending  International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Scotsman Guide Media, Inc. Address  Scotsman Guide Media, Inc.  22118 20th Avenue SE, Suite 129 Bothell  WASHINGTON  98021  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**: TOP MORTGAGE LENDERS · SCOTSMAN GUIDE

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a larger circle in a darker shade with "TOP MORTGAGE LENDERS" above "SCOTSMAN GUIDE" in a lighter font surrounding a smaller circle in a lighter shade with a wave design.

**Disclaimer**: "MORTGAGE LENDERS" AND "GUIDE"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3232118, 3737270

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Printed publications, namely, magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Paper

**First Use** Mar. 01, 2021  **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2021

**For** Plaques of wood for use as awards

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Mar. 01, 2021  **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2021

**For** Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines and reports in the field of real estate lending

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Mar. 01, 2021  **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DPMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97450056 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100599
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of a panther head with cross hairs for eyes to the left of the letters "DPMS".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4264730, 4435059, 4709394 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Firearms; Guns; Component parts for guns
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use May 31, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JJE Brands, LLC Address JJE Brands, LLC 3850 FERNANDINA ROAD Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CITIZEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97450093 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100600
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nightclubs; providing an entertainment venue for live music and DJ performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 05, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2015

For Bar and cocktail lounge services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 05, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Milkshake, LLC Address Milkshake, LLC 3927 Main Street, Suite 150 Dallas TEXAS 75226 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35078.007US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner COWARD, JEFFERY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DECKPLATE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97450396</td>
<td>Jun. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7100601</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: El Cid Brewing Company LLC
- **Address**: El Cid Brewing Company LLC 1334 Montera St Chula Vista CALIFORNIA 91913
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: L555087859

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: COPELAND, ASHTON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SUZSUNMAIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97450464  Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022  Registration Number 7100602
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "SUZSUNMAIDE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile bumpers; Automobile door handles; Automotive hood ornaments; Automotive interior trim; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Gear lever knobs for vehicles; Hub cap covers; Land vehicle parts, namely, fenders; Parts of motorcycles, namely, headlight mounts; Plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; Side view mirrors for vehicles, namely, bicycles; Spoilers for automobiles; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers; Vehicle side view mirror covers for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 07, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Wei  Address Wang, Wei No.1998, Jinfeng South Road, Mudu Town, Wuzhong District, Suzhou City, Jiangsu CHINA 215100  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ACHIOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97450867 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100603
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6144618, 5428007

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle gloves; Face coverings being niqabs; Fingerless gloves; Gloves; Gloves as clothing; Knitted caps; Knitted gloves; Ski gloves; Sports caps and hats; Visors being headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 27, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 27, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu City JingFeng Ecommerce Ltd Address Yiwu City JingFeng Ecommerce Ltd Unit No.3, Building 15 Liuqing seven area, Beiyuan Road Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State orCountry Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ4814

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the design of a wave.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bicycle gloves; Face coverings being niqabs; Fingerless gloves; Gloves; Gloves as clothing; Knitted caps; Knitted gloves; Ski gloves; Sports caps and hats; Visors being headwear  
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 22, 39  
**International Class Title** Clothing  
**First Use** Nov. 27, 2017  
**In Commerce** Nov. 27, 2017

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Yiwu City JingFeng Ecommerce Ltd  
**Address** Yiwu City JingFeng Ecommerce Ltd Unit No.3, Building 15 Liuqing seven area, Beiyuan Road Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA  
**Legal Entity** Limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** PJ4816

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK Literal(s)
C202

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97450895</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100605</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bodysuits; Jumpsuits; Leggings; Loungewear; Pants; Shapewear; Socks; Swim wear; Underwear; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Jun. 09, 2022
In Commerce: Jun. 09, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Zhang Kang
Address: Zhang Kang Group 2, Zhangzhai Second Village Fotang Town, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: PJ4818

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEOSLZUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97451201 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100606
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MEOSLZUT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coverlets; Banners of textile; Bath towels; Beach towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Cotton towels; Pillow covers; Plastic bunting; Quilt covers; Sleeping bags; Table linen, not of paper; Textile exercise towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Dongxu Wood Industry Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Dongxu Wood Industry Co., Ltd. Nanxinzh Village, Sanlihe Office, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266308 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GORAN, BRADLEY TAYLOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HAIR MAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97451671  Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022  Registration Number 7100607
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "HAIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying electric hair curling irons; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hair cutting scissors and shears; Blades and brushes for electric hair clippers and trimmers; Electric and battery-powered hair clippers; Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair curling iron; Electric hand-held hair styling iron; Electric irons for styling hair; Hair-removing tweezers; Hair cutters; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hair cutting scissors; Hair trimmers
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use May 06, 2022  In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.  Address EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC. 4858 ROUTE 32  CATSKILL, NY NEW YORK 12414  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHINNA, KARANENDRA S
TM 11742
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) TCCGSABO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97451829  Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022  Registration Number 7100608
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Action figure toys; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, oral language, numbers, counting, colors and alphabet skills sold in a fabric bag which has a clear vinyl window for viewing small trinkets and toys securely contained within the bag itself; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive and counting skills; Children's wire construction and art activity toys; Drawing toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes and boats; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy models

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wan, Yu  Address Wan, Yu No. 1 Kefa Road, Science and Technology Park, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117618

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFFEY, AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOUVSSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97451976 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100609
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOUVSSEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Identity plates of common metal; Metal indicia tabs; Metal name plates; Metal nameplates and door nameplates; Nameplates of common metal; Placards of metal; Signboards of metal; Upright signboards of common metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tang, Limei Address Tang, Limei No. 306, Dongpan Vil, Dongpan Vil, Yuetang Township, Xiuyu District, Putian Fujian CHINA 351100 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US039747T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CALIENDO, COURTNEY MIC
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97452087</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "DCEVERTTO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

**For**

- Stickers
- Banknote clips
- Food wrapping paper
- Gift bags
- Honeycomb paper
- Loose-leaf binders
- Memo pads
- Packaging boxes of cardboard
- Painting sets for children
- Paper party bags
- Paper trays for food packaging
- Printed daily planners
- Printed greeting cards
- Printed invitations made of cardboard
- Wall stickers

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use In Commerce**: May 08, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Hefei Senyun Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Hefei Senyun Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
  Rm 504, A1 Bldg, Shangdi Apartment, Changjiang W Rd, Shushan Dist, Hefei city CHINA 230000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: Vendy

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HOWLPURR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97452160 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7100611
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multicookers; Refrigerators; Air conditioners; Air conditioning units for animal houses, boats and campers; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Combination ozone sanitizer and electric deodorizing units; Cooling units comprised of cold packs, aluminum tiles, and insulated plastic bases, for cooling animals and pets, not for veterinary purposes; Drying apparatus for use in heating, ventilation systems, air conditioning systems and refrigeration systems; Footmuffs, electrically heated; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Hair drying machines for beauty salon use; Heating inserts for pet beds; Portable electric household appliance used to kill bacteria and viruses on food; Sanitizing apparatus using ultraviolet light for sanitizing linens and surfaces of objects not for medical purposes; Toilets for cats that are connected to household plumbing systems; Ultrasonic sterilizers for household purposes; Water purification and filtration apparatus

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 20, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd., Building C,888 west Huaniu Second Road Lingang New Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone Shanghai City CHINA 201306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ESPERANZA QUE NO CONOCE BARRERAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97452429 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7100612
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the wording Esperanza Que No Conoce Barreras in the mark is Hope Knows No Barriers.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6683054

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christian ministry services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trans World Radio Address Trans World Radio P.O. Box 8700 Cary NORTH CAROLINA 27511 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35005.3928

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CITIZENS VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97453025 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 10, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100613 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VIRTUAL ASSISTANT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2765365, 2668486, 2657801 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automated teller machine services; Banking services; Financial information provided by electronic means International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Citizens Financial Group, Inc. Address Citizens Financial Group, Inc. One Citizens Plaza Providence RHODE ISLAND 02903 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 44999.6354

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILIO, LORI ANNE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OZARK MOUNTAIN BISCUIT

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97453402
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100614
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BISCUIT"

**Related Properties Information**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4525370

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Restaurant services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Aug. 2013
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2013

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Used**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Ozarkist Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Ozarkist Enterprises, LLC 929 E Broadway Columbia MISSOURI 65201
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: O144 004TM22
- **Examining Attorney**: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAJIANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97453791 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7100615
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels; Bath gloves; Bath sheets; Bed sheets; Bedspreads; Cloths for removing make-up; Face towels of textiles; Mosquito nets; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Quilt covers; Quilts; Shower curtains; Sleeping bags; Woollen blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use May 05, 2022 In Commerce May 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Yimin Address Chen, Yimin Room 2201 No. 86 Binhu Yili Haicang Dist. Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361026 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLACKTHX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97454366 Application Filing Date Jun. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7100616
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BLACKTHX" in stylized font with a black background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "BLACKTHX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed sheets; Curtains; Bath towels; Lap rugs; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Towels; Travelling rugs; Window curtains
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HENG DE INVESTMENT INC Address HENG DE INVESTMENT INC 1967 Brighton St Apt A San Gabriel CALIFORNIA 91776 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOBII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97454731 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7100617
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Showers; Electric luminaries; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Incandescent light bulbs; Lamp bulbs; Lamps for outdoor use; LED light bulbs; Lighting fixtures; Plumbing fittings, namely, shower control valves; Sconce lighting fixtures; Shower heads; Shower stands; Showerheads and components thereof; Showers and shower cubicles; Tools, components and supplies for use in making signs, namely, fluorescent, HID, LED and incandescent bulbs, lamps and fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liudong Yixuan Address Liudong Yixuan Chemical Lighting Company Building Wenhua Road, Taishan District Tai'an City CHINA 271000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  AIKAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97454746  Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2022  Registration Number  7100618
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bobbins for sewing machines; Coffee extracting machines; Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; Dish washing machines for household purposes; Dry-cleaning machines; Electric egg beaters; Electric fruit presses; Kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; Pedal drives for sewing machines; Power-operated coffee grinders; Servo motors for sewing machines; Sewing machinery; Sewing machines; Sewing machines for household purposes
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
First Use  May 08, 2022  In Commerce  May 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liudong Yixuan  Address  Liudong Yixuan  Chemical Lighting Company Building  Wenhua Road, Taishan District  Tai'an City  CHINA  271000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAPARTSINC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97454842 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7100619
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bobbins for sewing machines; Coffee extracting machines; Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; Dish washing machines for household purposes; Dry-cleaning machines; Electric egg beaters; Electric fruit presses; Kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; Pedal drives for sewing machines; Power-operated coffee grinders; Servo motors for sewing machines; Sewing machinery; Sewing machines; Sewing machines for household purposes; Vacuum cleaners
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 03, 2022 In Commerce May 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liudong Yixuan Address Liudong Yixuan Chemical Lighting Company Building Wenhua Road, Taishan District Tai’an City CHINA 271000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VIGOR_SOURCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97454898</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Showers; Electric luminaries; Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Incandescent light bulbs; Lamp bulbs; Lamps for outdoor use; LED light bulbs; Lighting fixtures; Plumbing fittings, namely, shower control valves; Sconce lighting fixtures; Shower heads; Shower stands; Showerheads and components thereof; Showers and shower cubicles; Tools, components and supplies for use in making signs, namely, fluorescent, HID, LED and incandescent bulbs, lamps and fixtures

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus **First Use** May 08, 2022 **In Commerce** May 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Liudong Yixuan **Address** Liudong Yixuan Chemical Lighting Company Building Wenhua Road, Taishan District Tai’an City CHINA 271000 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOSELINE HERNANDEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455066 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7100621
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Joseline Hernandez Diaz, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of production of musical sound recordings and video recordings; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hernandez Diaz, Joseline DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Hernandez, Joseline Address Hernandez Diaz, Joseline 11077 Biscayne Blvd. STE. 200 Miami FLORIDA 33161 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARKETING AND CUPCAKES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455239 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7100622
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MARKETING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing consulting; Marketing plan development; Marketing research; Advertising, marketing and promotional services related to all industries for the purpose of facilitating networking and socializing opportunities for business purposes; Business marketing services; Business networking; Business networking of peer to peer learning groups of high net worth individuals; General business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; Influencer marketing services; Organizing business networking events in the field of marketing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 15, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mychal Connolly Address Mychal Connolly 61 Pheland Street Springfield MASSACHUSETTS 01109 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
# TM 11757 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK LITERAL(s)
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
THAT CARES HARDER

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97455310 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 13, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100623 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Providing full-service workers' compensation insurance services, namely, underwriting workers' compensation insurance and insurance claims adjusting services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
**First Use**: Aug. 2021
**In Commerce**: Aug. 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Pinnacol Assurance
**Address**: 7501 East Lowry Boulevard Denver COLORADO 80230
**Legal Entity**: Legislated authority
**State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 1006-041

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: KNIEF, MITCHELL IRVIN
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97455349</td>
<td>Jun. 13, 2022</td>
<td>7100624</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)** POLOW DA DON

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jamal F. Jones, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**Goods and Services Information**

For Entertainment in the nature of providing live music concert production; performance of live music by an individual; production of sound and music video recordings; recording studio services, namely, producing sound recordings by electronically combining or adjusting sounds from more than one source, selecting, and arranging music for others; film and video production for others; production of video and music discs and tapes, DVDs and CDs; disc jockey services for parties and events

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Sep. 01, 1999 **In Commerce** Sep. 01, 1999

**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Jamal F. Jones **Address** Jamal F. Jones 295 Cascade Rise Ct. Atlanta GEORGIA 30331 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**Examing Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BRNABIOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97455844  Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2022  Registration Number  7100625
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby blankets; Bath towels; Cloth doilies; Curtains and towels; Fitted bed sheets; Pillow covers; Shower curtains; Table pads; Unfitted fabric furniture covers; Window curtains
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Jun. 03, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang, Wei  Address  Wang, Wei  No.63, Fengmao Village, Fengmao Town  Shanting District, Zaozhuang
City  Shandong Province  CHINA  277200  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
### TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

**TM 11760**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | **97456139** |
| **Application Filing Date** | **Jun. 13, 2022** |
| **Registration Number** | **7100626** |
| **Registration Date** | **Jul. 04, 2023** |
| **Register** | **Principal** |
| **Mark Type** | **Service Mark** |
| **Publication Date** | **Apr. 18, 2023** |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** | **No**  
**Mark Drawing Type** | **3** - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of an outer oval with the word "MARLIN" inside the outer oval at the top and the word "UNIVERSITY" inside the outer oval at the bottom, an image of a fish within a smaller inner oval in the middle of the outer oval, and two solid circles on the right and left side within the outer oval.  
**Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer** | "MARLIN UNIVERSITY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF FISHING WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO TEACH SKILLS IN TACKLE SELECTION, SPECIFIC ANGLING SKILLS, BAIT RIGGING AND PRESENTATION, HANDLING FISH, BOAT OPERATING SKILLS, BASIC NAVIGATION, AND BASIC ELECTRONICS

**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** | 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** | Jan. 31, 2018  
**In Commerce** | Jan. 31, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | Bonnier LLC  
**Address** | Bonnier LLC 517 N. Virginia Avenue Winter Park FLORIDA 32789  
**Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** | 11252-001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** | HAUENSTEIN, HOLLAND LE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOHDAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456411 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7100627
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording BOHDAN has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle-mounted pet seat; Bicycle bells; Bicycle carriers for vehicles; Bicycle mudguards; Bicycle pedal straps; Bicycle pumps; Bicycle wheels; Electric bicycles; Folding bicycles; Frames for bicycles; Front forks for cycles; Hubs for bicycle wheels; Inner tubes for bicycle tyres; Mountain bicycles; Saddlebags adapted for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Kunzhi sports equipment manufacturing Co. , Ltd Address Sichuan Kunzhi sports equipment manufacturing Co. , Ltd 3/F,Bldg. 6,Yutang Intel. Terminal Ind. Park,Fuxing Rd.,Chuannan Lingang Area Luzhou, Sichuan CHINA 646608 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREATE DOPE STUFF AND STAY SUCKA FREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97456564 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7100628
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising consultation; Advertising services; Marketing advisory services; Marketing consulting; Marketing forecasting; Marketing research; Marketing research services; Marketing services in the nature of lead generation; Marketing services, namely, consumer marketing research; Business marketing services; Business networking; Direct marketing services; General business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; Influencer marketing services; On-line business networking services; On-line professional networking services; Organizing business networking events in the field of marketing; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 15, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mychal Connolly Address Mychal Connolly 61 Pheland Street Springfield MASSACHUSETTS 01109
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOSELINE HERNANDEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97457072 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7100629
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Joseline Hernandez Diaz, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and musical entertainment; Audio cassettes featuring music and musical entertainment; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting music and musical entertainment; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable video recordings featuring music and musical entertainment; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Series of musical sound recordings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hernandez Diaz, Joseline DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Joseline Hernandez Diaz
Address Hernandez Diaz, Joseline 11077 Biscayne Blvd. STE 200 Miami FLORIDA 33161 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**MARK Literal(s)** BDDC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97458112</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6718328 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Cups; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Dental floss; Dish drainers; Fitted vanity cases; Make-up brushes; Non-electric aromatic oil diffusers, other than reed diffusers; Powder puffs; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums for home use

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Feb. 23, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 23, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Xingzhiyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Xingzhiyuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. 9A,Unit 2,Bldg. 3,Phase II,Huaye Rose Four Seasons Garden,Minzhi St Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518131 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | SZ-US-0789 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARTNER, JOHN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HONEY BEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458281 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7100631
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gambling machines and gaming machines for gambling including slot machines; Gaming machines, namely, gambling machines for playing poker incorporating preinstalled recorded operating game software therefor sold as a unit; replacement parts for the aforesaid goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ainsworth Game Technology Limited Address Ainsworth Game Technology Limited 10 Holker Street Newington AUSTRALIA 2127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLAlGUuar

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458867 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100632
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dust-pans; Chopstick cases; Cleaning sponges; Dish drying racks; Paper towel dispensers for household use; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Sponge holders; Toilet paper holders; Toilet tissue holders; Window-boxes; Window boxes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Lei Address Wang Lei Room 802 Unit 2 Building 1 Mining Garden Wangguadian Sub-dist Office Feichen city Tai'an City CHINA 271600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HARBOR NETWORKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97458899</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100633</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "NETWORKS" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6339097 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Value-added reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring computer security and information technology products |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 04, 2012 |
| For | Planning, design and management of information technology systems |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 04, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Harbor Networks, Inc. |
| Address | Harbor Networks, Inc. 50 Speen Street, Suite 200 Framingham, MA Massachusets |

**LEGAL INFORMATION**

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | Massachusets |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 400-002tm |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LASHICOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97458990 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100634
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "LASHICOIN" in upper case lettering. There is an incomplete, circular-shaped figure surrounding the letter "L" and partially encircling the left side of the letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of artificial eyelashes and eyelash accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LASHIFY, INC. Address LASHIFY, INC. 11437 Chandler Blvd North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91601 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 117372.0249

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
- STRATEGIC WEALTH ALPHA
- GPS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97459353
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100635
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "STRATEGIC WEALTH ALPHA"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial analyses; Financial analysis; Financial analysis and consultation; Financial evaluation for insurance purposes; Financial information and advisory services; Financial information and evaluations; Financial investment analysis and stock research; Financial planning; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial planning consultation; Financial planning, namely, creating personalized financial strategies for families or family offices, estate and financial advice relating to tax planning services for families or family offices; Financial portfolio analysis services; Financial services, namely, wealth management services; Investment advisory services; Investment management; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuations, and the financial aspects of retirement; Providing investors with financial information; Strategic financial advisory services; Financial retirement plan consulting services; Financial planning for retirement; excluding from all of the foregoing services offering and providing insurance, real estate, and annuity services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Gomes, Antonio
- **Address**: Gomes, Antonio 8858 Fishermen Bay Dr. Sarasota FLORIDA 34231
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ECOTALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97460535  Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022  Registration Number 7100636
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of solar power, solar lights, solar products and panels, and off-grid and sustainable living; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring solar power, solar lights, solar products and panels, and off-grid and sustainable living; Providing on-line newsletters in the field of solar power, solar lights, solar products and panels, and off-grid and sustainable living
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use Aug. 01, 2021  In Commerce Aug. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PV Platforms Inc.  Address PV Platforms Inc.  82 Beaver Ridge  Ottawa  CANADA  K2E6E4  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WILDLY BETTER

Serial Number 97460728  Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2022  Registration Number 7100637
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6629551

For Frozen fruit; pre-packaged frozen fruit; pre-packaged frozen fruit and vegetable mix; fruit-based snack food
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jul. 31, 2020  In Commerce Jul. 31, 2020

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Jasper Wyman & Son  Address Jasper Wyman & Son  P.O. Box 100  Milbridge  MAINE  04658  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MAINE

Docket Number 87100-6014.3

Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DIOFOX

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97460811</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100638</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters of "DIOFOX".
- **Translation**: The wording "DIOFOX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Batteries; Alarm sensors; Baby monitors; Camera cases; Camera tripods; Cameras; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Charging stations for electric vehicles; Diving equipment, namely, helmets; Diving gloves; Diving goggles; Diving snorkels; Diving suits; Electric bark control dog collars; Electric batteries; Electric door bells; Electric storage batteries; Electrical power extension cords; Headphones; Headsets; Microphones; Mouse mats; Webcams; Acceleration sensors; Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Battery monitors; Bicycle helmets; Car batteries; Computer monitors; Computer cameras; Computer monitors; Computer mouse; Diffusers for use in photography; Digital cameras; Disposable cameras; Diving helmets; Drivers' helmets; Electric sensors; Electrical lights for use in professional quality photography; Electronic devices for measuring electric current; Electronic cigar batteries; Face masks for diving; Film cameras; Filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; Flashlights for use in photography; Flashlights with light emitting diodes for use in photography; Goggles for scuba diving; Infrared sensors; LED position sensors; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Loud speakers; Optical sensors; Photoelectric sensors; Pollutant sensors; Pressure sensors; Protective helmets; Rechargeable batteries; Rechargeable electric batteries; Riding helmets; Ring lights for use in photography; Safety helmets; Scuba diving masks; Snowboard helmets; Solar batteries; Solderers' helmets; Soundbar speakers; Speaker microphones; Temperature sensors; Timing sensors; Touchscreen monitors; Touchscreen sensors; Vibration sensors; Video baby monitors; Video cameras; Video monitors; Washing trays for photography; Wireless headphones; Wireless speakers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 21, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 21, 2020

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  MooBeat Business Inc  **Address**  MooBeat Business Inc  830 N Taft Ave  Loveland  COLORADO  80537

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  HOWELL, MATTHEW P
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97460822 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 15, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100639 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: RACLOVE
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Feb. 15, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2020

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: IMNY International Ltd
- **Address**: IMNY International Ltd 336 Central Park Ave, J14 SCARSDALE NEW YORK 10583
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUOPEID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97460852 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7100640
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dresses; Jumpsuits; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Sweaters; Swimwear; Underwear; Ladies' suits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quanzhou Mingyu Global E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Quanzhou Mingyu Global E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 401, Bldg. B, No 30, Yiquan St., Xingfu Community, Linjiang St., Licheng Dist. Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MAKES ME HOPPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97461199</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;HOPPY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Beer |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Aug. 24, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 24, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Arkansas Brewing Company |
| Address | Arkansas Brewing Company P.O. Box 297 Ozark ARKANSAS 72949 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARKANSAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FALK, ERIN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE SURF BEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97461507 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7100642
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BEER”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer, ale, lager, stout, porter, shandy
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Montauk Brewing Company, Inc. Address Montauk Brewing Company, Inc. P.O. Box 1079, 62 South Erie Avenue Montauk NEW YORK 11954 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78282-5930

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUXBALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97462446 Application Filing Date  Jun. 16, 2022 Registration Number  7100643
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Auxbales" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetics; Eyeliners; Make-up; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic preparations; Facial cream; Gels for cosmetic purposes; Massage oil; Nail care preparations; Non-medicated cosmetics; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Private label cosmetics; Skin whitening creams; Wrinkle removing skin care preparations
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jun. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GUANGZHOU MEIJIA ZHINENG KEJI YOUXIAN GONGSI Address  GUANGZHOU MEIJIA ZHINENG KEJI YOUXIAN GONGSI ROOM 318, BUILDING 4, NO. 58, LUOJIA VILLAGE, SECTION SHI LIAN ROAD, DALONG STREET, PANYU DISTRICT GUANGZHOU CHINA Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MEILAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97463028  Application Filing Date  Jun. 17, 2022  Registration Number  7100644
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Balloons; Confetti; Dice; Dumb-bells; Kites; Shuttlecocks; Skateboards; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Artificial fishing bait; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Building games; Card games; Chest developers; Chest expanders; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Christmas trees of synthetic material; Climbers' harness; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Exercise hand grippers; Fishing tackle; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Flying discs; Infant toys; Knee guards for athletic use; Party favors in the nature of small toys; Party games; Playing cards; Plush toys; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Rackets; Remote-controlled toy vehicles; Scratch cards for playing lottery games; Skipping ropes; Stacking toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Surf boards; Toy building blocks; Toy drones; Toy for pets; Toy glowsticks; Toy robots; Toy scooters; Toy vehicles; Toy water guns; Video game consoles; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Water toys; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga blocks
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Jun. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HUANG REN YAN  Address  HUANG REN YAN  A-605, SHANGJING GARDEN, ZHONGXIN CHENG, LONGGANG DIST., SHENZHEN, CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
TM 11779 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MIDDLE BUBBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463036 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100645
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording Middle Bubble.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording Middle Bubble has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alpenstocks; Backpacks; Briefcases; Canes; Handbags; Leathercloth; Muzzles; Purses; Umbrellas; Valises; All-purpose carrying bags; Animal leashes; Backpacks for pets; Belt bags and hip bags; Business card cases; Card wallets; Clothing for pets; Coin purses; Collars of animals; Compression cubes adapted for luggage; Credit card cases and holders; Dog collars; Drawstring bags; Garment bags for travel; General purpose sport trolley bags; Gym bags; Handbag frames; Handbags, purses and wallets; Key cases; Leads for animals; Leather cases; Leather leashes; Luggage tags; Make-up bags sold empty; Motorized suitcases; Net bags for shopping; Pocket wallets; Pouch baby carriers; Reins for guiding children; Reusable shopping bags; School bags; Shoulder bags; Sports bags; Tool bags, empty; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks; Trekking sticks; Trunks being luggage; Umbrella handles; Unfitted vanity cases
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG, YUXIA Address HUANG, YUXIA RM602, NO.10 BLDG, JINSHA HUAYUAN, SHAZUI ROAD, FUTIAN, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BROSOZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463069 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100646
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BROSOZA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Floating drink holders; Laundry baskets; Plastic bath racks; Plastic hand-held shopping baskets; Plastic juice box holders; Soap brackets; Soap holders; Soap holders and boxes; Toilet paper holders; Wall soap dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 13, 2022 In Commerce May 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hong Rong Address Hong Rong No. 401, Xinxiali Santi, Xinli Lane Xinqiao Rd, Xixin Street, Xiangqiao Dist Chaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 521000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PERFORLLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97463080 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100647
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PERFORLLD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Floating drink holders; Laundry baskets; Plastic bath racks; Plastic hand-held shopping baskets; Plastic juice box holders; Soap brackets; Soap holders; Soap holders and boxes; Toilet paper holders; Wall soap dishes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hong Rong Address Hong Rong No. 401, Xinxiali Santi, Xinli Lane Xinqiao Rd, Xixin Street, Xiangqiao Dist Chaozhou, Guangdong CHINA 521000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YOU GO NATURAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97464263</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100648</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | headwear, namely, clothing head coverings, namely, turbans, headbands, and head wraps |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Sep. 2016 |

**In Commerce** Sep. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | YGN Corp. | Address | YGN Corp. 112 S. Haskell Avenue Dallas TEXAS 75226 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4806.0010000 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ALMOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97464434 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100649
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bells for bicycles; Bicycle-mounted pet seat; Bicycle bells; Bicycle mudguards; Bicycle pedal straps; Bicycle pumps; Bicycle wheels; Collapsible bicycles; Electric bicycles; Folding bicycles; Frames for bicycles; Mountain bicycles; Racing bicycles; Rowing bikes; Saddle covers for bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 10, 2022 In Commerce May 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Kunzhi sports equipment manufacturing Co., Ltd Address Sichuan Kunzhi sports equipment manufacturing Co., Ltd. 3/F, Bldg. 6, Yutang Intel. Terminal Ind. Park, Fuxing Rd., Chuannan Lingang Area, Luzhou, Sichuan, CHINA 646608 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GET YOUR DREAM PAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97465429 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100650
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting live and online seminars, courses, workshops, conferences, programs, blogs and ongoing series provided through webcasts in the field of career readiness, workforce development, career development counseling, counseling education, strategic business planning, job hunting, career guides, business mentoring and coaching, business education, finance, engineering, women in engineering, minorities in engineering, engineering design, education, early childhood education, elementary education, secondary education, higher education and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NexHer LLC Address NexHer LLC 4315 50th St NW Suite# 100-2115 Washington D.C. 20016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>&lt;Application Filing Date&gt; Jun. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97466002</td>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>7100651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type: Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Chandeliers; Faucets; Sinks; Ceiling fans; Disinfectant dispensers for toilets; Electric fans; Electric grills; Electric heaters for commercial use; Evaporative air coolers; Lighting fixtures; Portable foot baths; Portable foot baths for use in pedicure salons and day spas; Steam facial apparatus; Wall lamps; Water fountains
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lv, Chunning
- **Address**: Lv, Chunning No. 063, Longjingpu Team Tongxin Village, Hengshan Township Luchuan, Guangxi CHINA 537700
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KRASNOYAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97466494  Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022  Registration Number 7100652  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "Krasnoyar" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Circuit breakers; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electric fuse boxes; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic apparatus, namely, electronic display boards, plasma display boards, electronic display screens; Electronic control gears (ECGs) for LED lamps and light fixtures; Parts for anti-theft automotive alarms, namely, electronic sensors, remote control transmitters and receivers for remotely operating land vehicles; Power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets; Sensor chips for scientific use; Switches, electric

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use May 24, 2022  In Commerce May 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yan  Address Wang, Yan Building 5, Hongli Village, No. 24 Zhenxing Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97466520 Application Filing Date Jun. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7100653
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an abstract H outlined by a patchwork of isosceles trapezoids and triangles, with the triangle at the top right in yellow and the rest in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "H" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Capital investment; Currency exchange services; Financial consulting; Financial evaluation of real estate; Financial management; Financial research; Fiscal valuation; Futures commission merchant services, namely, clearing trades for commodities, futures and foreign exchange; Providing financial information; Securities brokerage; Trust services, namely, investment and trust company services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

For Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Information technology consulting services; Providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MM FUTURE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Address MM FUTURE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 13C, HARVARD Commercial Building,105-111 Thomson Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong CHINA 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BARANDAO, CHERISE DESI
LARFOEK

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation: The wording "LARFOEK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bolsters; Pillows; Figurines of resin; Fitted kitchen furniture; Key racks; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Placards of wood; Shower curtain hooks; Storage racks; Towel racks
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use: May 29, 2022 In Commerce: May 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Yang, Wensheng Address: Yang, Wensheng Attached No. 143, No. 3, Daiji Village, Gedian Township, Huaiyang County Zhoukou, Henan CHINA 466733 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BARRETT, LEAH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LSDGFRIDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97467537 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7100655
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carryalls; Daypacks; Portmanteaus; Satchels; All-purpose athletic bags; Attaché cases; Backpacks for pets; Barrel bags; Change purses; Document cases; Document suitcases; Leather bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Multi-purpose purses; Overnight cases
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Hongbin Address Chen, Hongbin No. 88-2, Beitou, Anbing Village Zhongmen Town, Xiuyu District Putian City, Fujian CHINA 351152 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97468578  Application Filing Date  Jun. 21, 2022  Registration Number 7100656
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of square shape with squiggle followed by the tip of a fountain pen mostly within the square shape; with a representation of a cylinder to the bottom right and overlapping the square shape  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for computers, mobile phones and mobile devices for document management; contract management system comprised of downloadable software for contract management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 15, 2022
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for contract storage and management; providing a contract management system comprised of online non-downloadable software for contract management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use  Jun. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Altova GmbH  Address Altova GmbH  Rudolfsplatz 13a/9  Wein  AUSTRIA 1010  Legal Entity GmbH
State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

The mark consists of box-like structure with a gap in the bottom side, is bifurcated by a horizontal line. The top rectangle includes a circle and dash to the right and the bottom rectangle include a circle and dash to the right therein; below the rectangles there is a circle with lines extending from the circle at the left, right and top sides, with the top side line entering the gap and extending into the bottom rectangle. Color claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Downloadable software for computers, mobile phones and mobile devices for building flexible business database and document management systems

For: Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use building flexible business database and document management systems

Yes

Altova GmbH

AUSTRIA

AUSTRIA

TM111
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S  

13943
TM 11792 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FICOMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469239 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7100658
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Ficoman has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Razors; Abrading tools; Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, spades, hoes; Hand-operated agricultural implements, namely, broadforks; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-operated vegetable peelers; Hand tools, namely, gouges; Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Hand tools, namely, loppers; Knives, forks, and spoons being tableware; Meat tenderizer, namely, a pronged instrument for pounding meat; Non-electric curling irons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yishida Digital Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yishida Digital Technology Co., Ltd. 615, Building 4, Block 1, Buxin Garden No. 2018, Dongxiao Rd., Luohu Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518001 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS117888

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RABOETUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97469504 Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number  7100659
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dishware; Cleaning sponges; Clothes pins; Coffee mugs; Covers for dishes; Decorating bags for confectioners; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Ice cream scoops; Pancake molds; Paper plates and paper cups; Pet feeding dishes; Recipe boxes; Straws for drinking; Trash containers for household use
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  May 26, 2022 In Commerce  May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WUISSKJIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97469524 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100660
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bath products, namely, loofah sponges; Bottle sleeves composed of liquid-absorbing micro fiber fabric; Disposable plastic gloves for general use; Electric face cleansing brushes; Floor wax applicator mountable on a mop handle; Ice cream scoops; Non-electric crushers for kitchen use; Plastic juice box holders; Squeegees for dishes; Trash containers for household use; Trays for use in fingernail polishing

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use May 31, 2022 In Commerce May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Liang Address Zhao, Liang 528, Team 9, Mayuan Village, Touying Town, Yuanzhou District Guyuan, Ningxia CHINA 756000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YANG, KATRINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) END OF WATCH DOES NOT MEAN THE END OF A LEGACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97469957 Application Filing Date: Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number: 7100661
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services
For Online retail store services featuring challenge coins, honor chairs, chairs, pendants, lapel pins, shirts, hats, sweatshirts, drinking glasses, bracelets, place coins, chair coins, Christmas ornaments, keychains, magnets, cigar cutter, patches

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Saving A Hero's Place, Inc. Address: Saving A Hero's Place, Inc. 215 Gonyo Ln Richmond TEXAS 77469 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BEGGS, MONICA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RUZOSNR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97470333 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100662
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "RUZOSNR” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Bangle bracelets; Charms for key rings or key chains; Jewelry watches; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Key chains; Key rings; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Su, Huawen Address Su, Huawen No. 28, Qingwan Village, Shigudong Dong'an Town, Gaozhou City Guangdong Province CHINA 525200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOLO10G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97470409 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100663
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "SOLO10G" in stylized format with a shaded rectangle behind "10G" which has a left side curved to fit around the second "O" in "SOLO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "10G"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0127050/1688606 International Registration Number 1688606

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware; electronic circuits, components and accessories, namely, networking adapters and Network Interface Cards (NICs) for upgrading the network connectivity of personal computers and servers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sonnet Technologies, Inc. Address Sonnet Technologies, Inc. 8 Autry Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 82320-1008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURG, LINDA BOH
Mark Literal(s)  ISLAND BEATS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97470602 Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number  7100664
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Mar. 16, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Lagunitas Brewing Company Address  The Lagunitas Brewing Company  1280 N. McDowell Blvd Petaluma  CALIFORNIA  94954 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LAGU1-344

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROTH, BENJAMIN H.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLUETTI ESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97471509 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100665
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Battery power supplies for medical ventilators; Car batteries; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; DC/AC power converters; Inverters for power supply; Lithium ion batteries; Pantographs being electric current collectors; Photovoltaic cells; Photovoltaic inverters; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Power adapters; Power inverters; Power supplies; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Rechargeable batteries; Thin-film solar (TFS), vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) and Hybrid TFS VAWT off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems composed of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures; Voltage stabilizing power supply
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co., Ltd 19 F, Tower 1, Kaidaer Bldg, Tongsha Rd No.168, XiLi Town, Nanshan District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM202284

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PORXFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97471680 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100666
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Envelope paper; Envelopes for stationery use; Letter paper; Marking pens; Packaging boxes of paper; Paper bags for packaging; Paper gift wrap; Sealing stamps; Sealing wax; Seals for offices; Stickers and decalcomanias; Toilet seat cover paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jing Address Wang, Jing 302, No.5, Zone 3, Songzai Garden Daling Community, Minzhi Street, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MSERIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97471796 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100667
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two shapes of mountains that are designed as two large triangles, each with a smaller triangle within the bottom of the design. A circle appears at the top of the mountains and between each triangle. Below the design appears the literal element "MSERIM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headsets; Audio mixing consoles; Electric navigational instruments; Electronic collars to train animals; Electronic devices for assisting care giving for seniors or people needing assistance comprised of sensors for determining status of person and apparatus for sending electronic alerts to care givers; Inverters; LCD projectors; Loud speaker systems; Loundspeakers with built in amplifiers; Mobile phones; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Recorded computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for database management; Solar cells; Wearable activity trackers; Wireless headsets for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 22, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li,Haimin Address No.19, Building 4, No.142 Huancheng West Road, Lianhu District Xi'an CHINA 710002 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEYOND THE HUNT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97472186</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2022</td>
<td>7100668</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3564435

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Whiskey
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes 47, 49
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Jun. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 09, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sandhill Pines, LLC
- **Address**: Sandhill Pines, LLC 2031 ROAD 207 Big Springs NEBRASKA 69122
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 0004324.0012

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: TARABAN, LAURA KRISTEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OCQOTAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97472802</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "OCQOTAT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Gardening scissors; Hair trimmers; Hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; Hand tools, namely, planers; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Knife sheaths of leather; Metal cutting saws; Nut wrenches; Pin punches; Pruning scissors
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: Jun. 20, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Minghua
- **Address**: Chen, Minghua Room 502, Unit 2, Building 6 Sanbaojiayuan South District Jianggan, Hangzhou CHINA 311201
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HHYZBM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97473647 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100670
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frocks; Headscarves; Leotards; Nighties; Raincoats; T-shirts; Tights; Adult dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails and characters from animated films; Bathing costumes; Children's dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails and characters from animated films; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Halloween costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Leisure suits; Masquerade costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Rain trousers; Swimming costumes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. No. 23, Section 1, Huayang Ave., Huayang St., Tianfu New District, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUOBKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97473675 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100671
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frocks; Leotards; Nighties; Tights; Adult dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails and characters from animated films; Ball gowns; Bathing costumes; Children's dress-up costumes in the nature of mermaid tails and characters from animated films; Cosplay costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Gloves as clothing; Halloween costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Leisure suits; Long sleeve pullovers; Masquerade costumes; Motorcycle rain suits; Swimming costumes; Clothing belts made from imitation leather

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 20, 2022 In Commerce May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. Address Sichuan Dongmantang International Trade Co., Ltd. No. 23, Section 1, Huayang Ave., Huayang St., Tianfu New District, Chengdu, Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SECOND TO NONE MOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97474375 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7100672
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SECOND TO NONE" with an angled bar through "NONE" followed by the word "mom" in script form. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment agency services, namely, temporary placement of child care providers; Nanny referral agency services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 31, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Twinkle Toes Nanny Agency, LLC Address Twinkle Toes Nanny Agency, LLC 2632 NW 43rd Street Suite 1122 Gainesville FLORIDA 32606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0522b.twi

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
Mark Literal(s) Aisinilalao

Serial Number 97475932 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100673 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Aisinilalao has no meaning in a foreign language.

For Electric food blenders for household purposes; Electric hand-held drills; Electric pumps; Embossing printing machines; Generators for wind turbines; Permanent magnet motors; Pond and water garden aeration systems comprising water pumps, air compressors, air blowers and a finned wheel for pressurizing and aerating ponds and aquariums; Portable electric power generators; Power-operated potters’ wheels; Power tools, namely, drill presses; Shearing machines for animals; Solar-powered electricity generators; Soldering apparatus, electric; Tool grinding machines; Wind-powered electricity generators

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 23, 2022 In Commerce May 23, 2022

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Li, Wenqiang Address Li, Wenqiang No. 16, Yulin Village, Gedi Township, Yonghe County, Shanxi Province CHINA 041000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

Docket Number Vendy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ESTUWD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476078 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7100674
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Barbecue mitts; Dish drying racks; Dishes for soap; Knife rests; Napkin holders; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use; Potholders; Serving trays, namely, cabarets; Soap holders; Spice racks; Toilet paper holders; Towel bars; Towel rails and rings; Wine openers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Song, Yu Address Song, Yu No. 169, Dongyugou Village, Linquan Town, Lin County, Shanxi CHINA 033299 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** H HINOVO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97476273</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100675</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Audio speakers; Battery charge devices; Computer docking stations; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Earphones and headphones; Electric batteries; Electrical storage batteries; Electronic cables; Mouse pads; Multimedia projectors; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Smartphone mounts; Smartwatches; Telephone terminals; Virtual reality glasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Shenzhen Yinuo Jiangxing Technology Co., Ltd
Address Shenzhen Yinuo Jiangxing Technology Co., Ltd 1505,bldg 1,Jiufang sq,tiezi Rd Gogle community,xixiang st,Baoan Dist Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number RYM2022

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
HowlPurr

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97476791  Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022  Registration Number 7100676
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swings; Balls for sports; Canine exercise treadmills; Cat toys; Dog toys; Exercise machines; Inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; Inflatable pool toys; Pet toys; Pet toys containing catnip; Play swimming pools; Skateboards; Snow sleds for recreational use; Stuffed and plush toys; Tennis ball throwing apparatus; Toy robots; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 17, 2022  In Commerce May 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd.  Building C, 888 west Huanhu Second Road  Lingang New Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone  Shanghai City  CHINA  201306
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BANDERO PREMIUM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97477063</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 27, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100677</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PREMIUM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Distilled blue agave liquor
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 12, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ROKiT Drinks Imports Inc.
- **Address**: ROKiT Drinks Imports Inc. 3617 Hayden Ave. Suite 105 Culver City CALIFORNIA 90232
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GRYGIEL, JONATHAN C
TM 11812 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MERINO.TECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97477320 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100678
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of design elements resembling a mountain range and a maple leaf. The stylized words "Merino.tech" appear below the design elements. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MERINO TECH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dryer balls sold empty used to disperse disinfectants to articles in a dryer; Dryer balls that are placed in the clothes drying machine with the clothing to assist in the drying process; all of the foregoing made in whole or in part of merino wool; Water bottle belts for hiking
For Athletic ankle braces for medical use; Bariatric socks for medical or therapeutic use; Compression bandages; Compression sleeves for athletic use; Compression socks for medical or therapeutic use; Orthopedic support bandages; Socks for diabetics; Stockings for varicose veins; all of the foregoing made in whole or in part of merino wool
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Oct. 03, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MERINOS USA CORP COMPANY Address MERINOS USA CORP COMPANY 26 Kennedy Blvd Saint Charles NEW JERSEY 08816 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORAN, CAROLINE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SEVEN DOGGY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97478287</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100679</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;DOGGY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Drapery; Bamboo fabric; Bath gloves; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Blankets for household pets; Chemical fiber fabrics; Compressed towels; Cotton fabric; Curtains and towels; Mosquito nets; Picnic blankets; Sleeping bags; Table linen, not of paper; Woollen blankets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Junyi Cao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Junyi Cao  No. 155, Dacaojia Village, Luofeng Subdistrict Office, Zhaoyuan, Shandong CHINA 265400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TUS118033</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DOGGYGO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97478291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Balloons; Dolls; Articles of clothing for toys; Artificial Christmas trees; Balls for sports; Body-building apparatus; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Clockwork toys; Costume masks; Cube-type puzzles; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Petanque balls; Printing toys; Soft knitted toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy food; Toy jewelry
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Junyi Cao
- **Address**: No. 155, Dacaojia Village, Luofeng Subdistrict Office, Zhaoyuan, Shandong CHINA  265400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TUS118036

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUMEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97478292 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 27, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100681 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Absinthe; Arrack; Brandy; Champagne; Mescal; Sake; Vodka; Whiskey; Alcoholic beverages containing fruit; Alcoholic beverages except beers; Alcoholic mixed beverages except beers; Cooking wine; Grape wine; Japanese shochu-based mixed liquor (mirin); Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor (shiro-zake); Japanese white liquor (shochu); Mulled wine; Red wine; Table wines

| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 47, 49 | International Class Title | Wines and Spirits | First Use | Jun. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Junyi Cao **Address** No. 155, Dacaojia Village, Luofeng Subdistrict Office, Zhaoyuan, Shandong CHINA 265400 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS118037

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QETTOPO

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97478500 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100682
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QETTOPO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Cameras; Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance; Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Combination video camera and two-way radio worn on the body for use by law enforcement, military, security personnel; Digital cameras; Infrared cameras; IP (Internet protocol) speed dome cameras; Portable video cameras with built-in videocassette recorders; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Video cassette recorders; Video recorders

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 26, 2022 In Commerce May 30, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Tianyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tianyi Technology Co., Ltd. Room 201, Zhipinchang #32 Xiangyin Rd, Nanlian, Longgang Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)

State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number Sing-G1970

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** 21TOPCEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97478530</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100683</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the literal element "21TOPCEN" in stylized font. With "21" appearing in the color green and "TOPCEN" appearing in the color blue. Above the literal element appears the design of a blue crescent moon with a small blue star at the upper tip of the moon, inside the moon is a stylized letter "T" figure made of thick blue and green lines. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Polymer resins, unprocessed; Unprocessed acrylonitrile butadiene styrene resins; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Unprocessed plastics in all forms; Unprocessed plastics in primary form; Unprocessed polyamide resins; Unprocessed polybutylene terephthalate resins; Unprocessed polycarbonate resins; Unprocessed polyester resins; Unprocessed polyethylene resins; Unprocessed polyphenylene oxide resins; Unprocessed polypropylene resins; Unprocessed polystyrene resins; Unprocessed polysulfone resins; Unprocessed polyurethane resins

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**International Class Title** Chemicals

First Use May 21, 2022

In Commerce May 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Ningbo Jianfeng New Materials Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Jianfeng New Materials Co., Ltd. No. 29, Hehai Road, Binhai New Area, Economic Development Zone, Fenghua Dist. Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315500

**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97478721</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Webcams; Battery chargers; Burglar alarms; Computer hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; Devices for wireless radio transmission; Ear phones; Ethernet switches; Fiber optic cables; Network cards; Portable telecommunication instant messaging devices; Radio receivers and transmitters; Radio transmitters and receivers; Safety sensors, namely, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, and combination carbon monoxide and smoke detectors; Transmitters of electronic signals; Wearable computers in the nature of smartglasses; Wireless chargers; Wireless routers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jun. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Jiuniuba Technology Co., ltd |
| Address | Shenzhen Jiuniuba Technology Co., ltd Floor 3, Building 2, Yiyuantong Industrial Zone, Bantian Street, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | hytm2022 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  LET US TAKE YOU THERE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97479756</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2022</td>
<td>7100685</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Freight logistics management; Logistics management in the field of supply chain management; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; Advertising and marketing services

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**First Use**  Dec. 13, 2021  **In Commerce**  Dec. 13, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Davis EIS Enterprise LLC  **Address**  Davis EIS Enterprise LLC  Suite 200  50 Clinton Street  Hempstead NEW YORK  11550  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  PENNSYLVANIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JOBCASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479839 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100686
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, conducting discussion groups in the fields of personal development, career development, relationship building and social networking; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information about personal development and career development


For Providing on-line personnel recruitment, personnel management information and job search information services; providing an interactive computer database featuring recruitment and employment information, employment advertising, career information and resources, resume creation and posting; consulting services in the fields of employment and recruiting, namely, employment hiring, counseling, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; personnel staffing and recruiting services; providing an interactive web site with information about job seeking; providing an online searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment; job placement services, human resources consulting services; providing on-line networking opportunities for individuals seeking employment; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the fields of business and professional networking; providing online interactive employment counseling


For Downloadable mobile application for personnel staffing and recruiting; downloadable mobile application for posting job vacancies, screening potential job applicants, searching for job vacancies, and submitting applications for job vacancies; downloadable application software for mobile computing devices, namely, providing an internet search engine for obtaining job listings, resume postings, and other job search information; downloadable mobile application for posting, distributing, and viewing employment opportunities, for posting and viewing resumes, for subscribing to job alerts via email, for screening job
applicants by viewing and/or downloading resumes in a resume database, for searching for job opportunities and for applying to jobs

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Mar. 16, 2015 **In Commerce** Mar. 16, 2015

**For** Providing online forums and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; electronic transmission of data, namely, resume transmittal and communication of responses thereto via a global computer network; providing access to computer databases in the field of social networking

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication **First Use** Jan. 30, 2015 **In Commerce** Jan. 30, 2015

**For** Computer services, namely, providing a search engine for obtaining job listings, resume postings, and other job search information via the Internet; providing a website that provides technology that enables users to sign up for job alerts via text and email and apply for jobs; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to organize groups, events, participate in discussions, share information and resources, and engage in social, business and community networking; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for allowing web site users to communicate information of general interest for purposes of social, business and community networking, marketing, recruitment and employment; providing an on line platform for job seekers to sign up for job alerts via text and email and apply for jobs; Providing online non-downloadable computer software platforms for enabling job seekers to sign up for job alerts via text and email and apply for jobs

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Jan. 30, 2015 **In Commerce** Jan. 30, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Jobcase, Inc. **Address** Jobcase, Inc. 7th Floor 201 Broadway Street Cambridge MASSACHUSETTS 02139 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 009177.00019

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YUN PIN XIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97479905 Application Filing Date  Jun. 28, 2022 Registration Number  7100687
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a figure of a person eating noodles with a bowl in hand, the Chinese character Yunpinxian in the middle, and the pinyin "YUN PIN XAIN" below. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  the non-Latin characters that transliterate to "PIN XIAN" and to the wording "PIN XIAN" Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "YUN PIN XIAN" and this means "CLOUD PRODUCT FRESH" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Noodles; Asian noodles; Chow mein noodles; Dried noodles; Fried noodles; Instant chinese noodles; Mix for making combined noodle and sauce dish; Noodle-based prepared meals; Noodles, sauce, dehydrated vegetables, and topping combined in unitary packages; Noodles, seasonings, edible oil, and dehydrated vegetables combined in unitary packages; Processed grains; Rice noodles; Rice vermicelli
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use  Sep. 03, 2020 In Commerce  Sep. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Hong Address  Chen, Hong Rm 2801,28F, China Resources Bldg, No. 5001,Shennan East Rd, Luohu Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLUETTIPOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479929  Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022  Registration Number 7100688
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Battery power supplies for medical ventilators; Car batteries; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; DC/AC power converters; Inverters for power supply; Lithium ion batteries; Pantographs being electric current collectors; Photovoltaic cells; Photovoltaic inverters; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Power adapters; Power inverters; Power supplies; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Rechargeable batteries; Thin-film solar (TFS), vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) and Hybrid TFS VAWT off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems composed of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures; Voltage stabilizing power supply

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 10, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co.,Ltd  Address Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co.,Ltd  19 F, Tower 1, Kaidaer Bldg, Tongsha Rd  No.168, XiLi Town, Nanshan District  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UYGHUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97482436 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100689
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UYGHUR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Curtains; Pillowcases; Towels; Bath linen; Beach towels; Bed sheets; Cloth coasters; Coasters of textile; Pillow cases; Quilt covers; Textile hair drying towels; Travelling blankets; Upholstery fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jingmiao Address Wang, Jingmiao Group 8, Xiazhu Village, Jiangdong Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS118132

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AIXIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97483330 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100690
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls; Card games; Carnival masks; Christmas tree ornaments, namely, bells; Christmas tree skirts; Christmas tree stand covers; Fishing leaders; Fishing lures, namely, plastic worms; Fishing tackle containers; Game cards; Jigsaw puzzles; Lures for hunting or fishing; Parlor games; Play swimming pools; Plush toys; Protective padding for snowboarding; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Spinning tops; Squeeze toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Swimming floats; Terminal tackle; Toy balloons; Toy masks; Toy pistols; Toy telescopes; Toy vehicles; Toys for domestic pets; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails; Yoga bolsters

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 23, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Jiepan Address Zhang, Jiepan b17, Phase 3, Software Park, Jimei District, Xiamen CHINA 362141 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00246

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLORES, SHAKEYLA NO MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97484277
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 30, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100691
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "JOURNAL"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0124911/1684697
- **International Registration Number**: 1684697
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1428321, 1427415

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing online publications in the nature of journals and articles in the field of medical news, medical research, reporting medical developments, and healthcare; providing podcasts in the field of medical news, medical research, reporting medical developments, and healthcare
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 1996

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Massachusetts Medical Society
- **Address**: Massachusetts Medical Society 860 Winter Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: U2229-00147

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CELKUSER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97484733</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 30, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7100692</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording Celkuser has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **Mark**: Blouses; Coats; Dresses; Housecoats; Loungewear; Pajamas; Pants; Skirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bridesmaid dresses; Evening dresses; Hooded sweatshirts; Knit dresses; Knit tops; Ladies' suits
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**

| **First Use** | Oct. 19, 2020 | In Commerce | Oct. 19, 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Huyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Huyue E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 301, Bldg. 3, Jinyucheng Building Changkeng Village, Bantian Street Longgang, Shenzhen CHINA 518129
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: FH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DOORII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97484849 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100693 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "DOORII". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "DOORII" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Webcams; Baby monitors; Batteries for electronic cigarettes; Batteries for lighting; Batteries for vehicles; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Digital door locks; Electric switches; Electric batteries; Electric cables; Electric capacitors; Electric signs; Electric sockets; Electrical adapters; Electrical apparatus, namely, charging stations for charging electric vehicles; Electrical storage batteries; Electronic lock assemblies; Electronic locks; Electronic locks incorporating biometric scanners; Extension cords; Extension cords for use with Generators, RVs, Trailers, Electric Vehicles; Projector lamps; Switches, electric; Acceleration sensors; Accumulators; Accumulators and batteries; Alarm sensors; Biometric locks; Car batteries; Computer switches; Differential switches; Digital projectors; Electric accumulators; Electric accumulators for vehicles; Electric door bells; Electric locks; Electric locks for vehicles; Electric deadbolt locks; Electric storage batteries; Electrical switches; Electrical cells and batteries; Electrical power extension cords; Electromagnetic locks; Ethernet switches; Laptop locks; LCD projectors; Light switches; Lithium secondary batteries; Movie projectors; Optical sensors; Photography projectors; Picture projectors; Pollutant sensors; Power switches; Pressure sensors; Rechargeable batteries; Solar batteries; Sound projectors; Temperature sensors; Time switches; Video baby monitors; Video projectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 27, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MooBeat Business Inc Address MooBeat Business Inc 830 N Taft Ave Loveland COLORADO 80537 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QUIRK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97485127  Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2022  Registration Number 7100694  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hard seltzer
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes  US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits  First Use May 28, 2020  In Commerce May 28, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAD BREWING COMPANY  Address MAD BREWING COMPANY 2501 SOUTHWEST BOULEVARD  KANSAS CITY  MISSOURI  64108  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

MARK LITERAL(S) EVOCATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97487224 Application Filing Date Jul. 03, 2022
Registration Number 7100695 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services, server hosting, and managed hosting services in the nature of hosting the software and websites of others through virtual servers and managed data center facilities; Technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for administration and hosting of public and private cloud computing IT application systems relating to databases, data, the Internet, cloud computing software; Technical support services, namely, providing technical advice in the field of information technology as it pertains to the monitoring, administration and management of cloud-based software application systems; Enterprise class Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), namely, cloud based disaster data recovery services; Computer technology support services, namely, help desk services and diagnosing computer software problems; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting application programming interface (API) software applications of others; Computer security services in the nature of administering digital certificates for servers and smartphones; Electronic storage services, namely, managed computer data storage services; Computer services, namely, managing cloud hosting provider services; Consulting in the field of virtualization technologies for enterprises and businesses; Cloud migration services in the nature of migration of computer software to the cloud for others; Data encryption services for providing security and anonymity for electronically transmitted business data in the nature company credit card transactions; Computer security services, namely, restricting unauthorized network access by users without credentials; Computer disaster recovery planning services; Electronic data back-up services; Computer network design for others, namely, providing hybrid computer networks for others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for server virtualization; Data migration services, namely, migrating data for others after a Demand Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) attack; Computer services, namely, providing dedicated, virtual application servers that customers can scale to the cloud; Research, design and deployment of computer software for others; Research and design of computer infrastructure for others; Computer co-location services, namely, providing facilities for the location of computer servers with the equipment of others; Internet-based application service provider, namely, managing the code, applications, and software for web sites of others; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services, namely, hosting servers for use by others; infrastructure as a service (IAAS)
services, namely, hosting software for customers to order and use dedicated servers on demand; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider service; computer services, namely, server hosting provider services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Nov. 13, 2019  **In Commerce**: Nov. 13, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: EvoDC, LLC  **Address**: EvoDC, LLC  600 W. 7th Street, Suite 500  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90017
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: EVODC1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  SHUMIXUAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97487260  Application Filing Date  Jul. 03, 2022  Registration Number  7100696  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023

Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording shumixuan has no meaning in a foreign language.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spanners; Trowels; Claw hammers; Hand-operated shears; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, hatchets; Hand tools, namely, nippers; Hand tools, namely, nut drivers; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, ratchet wrenches; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers; Hand tools, namely, socket wrenches; Hand tools, namely, taps; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Hex keys; Manicure sets; Ring spanners; Spoons for tea

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools  First Use  Mar. 30, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lin, Shaohua  Address  Lin, Shaohua  No. 80 Houdun, Changfeng Village, Gongchen Street, Lieheng District, Putian  CHINA  351106  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Koh-ASN00273

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97487359 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 03, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100697 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized letters "HC" in a rounded rectangle background. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Computer docking stations; Computer mounts; PC tablet mounts; Power supplies; Protective cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for cell phones; Smartphone mounts; USB charging ports; Wireless chargers; Wireless speakers |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jun. 15, 2022 | In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Shenzhen Hanchen Technology Co.,Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Hanchen Technology Co.,Ltd. Bldg. 101,New Henghui Property,No.2,No.5 Yangchang Industrial Zone,Songgang St. Bao'an,Shenzhen CHINA 518101 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | ZBJ-187849 |
| Examining Attorney | MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOSHALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97487516 Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100698 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "HOSHALL". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "HOSHALL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Batteries for lighting; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Battery performance monitors; Battery testers; Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance; Digital door locks; Electric bark control dog collars; Electric accumulators; Electric batteries; Electric cables; Electric cords; Electric plugs; Electric signs; Electric sockets; Electric switches; Extension cords; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglass lenses; Eyeglass retaining cords; Eyeglasses; Headsets; Mouse mats; Mouse scanners; Webcams; Accumulators and batteries; Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Bass speakers; Closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; Computer mouse; Earpads for headphones; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Electrical power extension cords; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Lithium secondary batteries; Music headphones; Protective eyeglasses; Reading eyeglasses; Rechargeable electric batteries; Solar batteries; Soundbar speakers; Stereo headphones; Wireless headphones; Wireless speakers; Wireless charging mouse pads; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 27, 2019 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MooBeat Business Inc Address MooBeat Business Inc 830 N Taft Ave Loveland COLORADO 80537
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CLINUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97487634  Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2022  Registration Number 7100699  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper; Typewriters; Desk mats; Gift bags; Highlighting markers; Holders for printed notepads; Paint strainers; Painter's mitts; Paper clips; Paper filters for coffee makers; Pen and pencil trays; Plastic wrap; Ring binders; Trash bags; Typewriter printwheels
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 25, 2022  In Commerce May 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jin Yiwen  Address Jin Yiwen  Room 2605, Block 4, Runke Huafu Phase I Xixiang Street, Bao'an District Shenzhen City CHINA 518000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UQME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97488045 Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100700 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "UQME "and the letters "Q" and "M" are incomplete designs, all letters are inside an incomplete ellipse. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chef knives; Flatware being knives, forks, and spoons; Hair cutting scissors; Hand-operated cutting tools, namely, box cutters; Hand tools, namely, drills; Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, pincers; Hand tools, namely, wrenches; Manicure sets; Manually operated hand tools, namely, screwdrivers, shovels, wrenches, hammers; Razors, electric or non-electric
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jun. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Yan Address Wang, Yan 17F, Building 4, Junsheng Xilongshan Garden, No. 1000, Pingdi Section, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US040550T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97488745</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 05, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100701</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** LAUGH OUT LOUD ALWAYS
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Slippers
- **International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 22, 39
- **International Class Title:** Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce:** Jan. 01, 2019

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** WIESNER PRODUCTS INC.
- **Address:** WIESNER PRODUCTS INC., 1333 Broadway, Floor 6, New York, NEW YORK, 10018
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** WIESNER 118

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney:** DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LOSHALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97489866 Application Filing Date  Jul. 05, 2022 Registration Number  7100702 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters of "LOSHALL". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "LOSHALL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D scanners; Batteries; Earbuds; Eyeglasses; Baby monitors; Battery cables; Battery chargers; Digital door locks; Earphones; Earphones and headsets; Electric bark control dog collars; Electric batteries; Electric cables; Electric conductors; Electric plugs; Electric sockets; Electric switches; Electric transformers; Eyeglass frames; GPS navigation device; GPS tracking devices; Keyboards for mobile phones; Measuring glassware; Measuring rules; Measuring spoons; Measuring tapes; Mouse mats; Mouse scanners; Webcams; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless headsets for tablet computers; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Accumulators and batteries; Audio speakers; Bar code scanners; Barcode scanners; Bass speakers; Bicycle helmets; Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance; Car batteries; Computer keyboard controllers; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Computer hardware for IP video surveillance; Diving helmets; Electronic devices for animal locating and tracking programmed to use global positioning systems (GPS) and cellular communications; Image scanners; Laser measuring systems; Laser projection virtual keyboards; Length measuring gauges; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium secondary batteries; Locks, electric; Mechanical keyboards; Mobile telephone batteries; Protective eyeglasses; Protective helmets; Radiation-measuring instruments; Reading eyeglasses; Reading glasses; Rechargeable batteries; Replacement mouse feet; Riding helmets; Safety helmets; Solar batteries; Sports glasses; Sports helmets; Sports training eyeglasses; Sun glasses; Tool measuring instruments; Video baby monitors; Wireless speakers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 22, 2021 In Commerce  Feb. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    MooBeat Business Inc
Address       MooBeat Business Inc  830 N Taft Ave  Loveland  COLORADO  80537

Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    HOWELL, MATTHEW P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: CHEST EX
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHEST"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetic surgery services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jan. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Body Contour Centers, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Sono Bello
- **Address**: Body Contour Centers, LLC 5250 Carillon Point Kirkland WASHINGTON 98003
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 42279.001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEMPLE DES MOUSSES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97491191 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100704 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TEMPLE DE MOUSSES" in the mark is "MOSS TEMPLE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018729128 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Foreign Registration Number 018729128 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 28, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated toiletry preparations; cosmetic preparations and substances for the conditioning, care, fragrancing and appearance of the skin, hands, body, face, eyes, hair, scalp, teeth and nails, namely, fragranced facial moisturizer, fragrance body scrubs, cuticle conditioners, skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes, hair conditioner, skin cleanser, skin lotion; non-medicated soaps; personal cleansing preparations; shower gels; bath gels and non-medicated bath preparations; skin cleansers; skin moisturizers used as cosmetics; skin toners; facial scrubs; body scrubs; exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes and body creams; body creams and body lotions; lip balm; perfumery, eau de parfum, colognes and toilet waters; deodorant preparations, namely, deodorants for personal use, anti-perspirants; cosmetics, colour cosmetics, eye cosmetics, nail cosmetics, lip cosmetics in the nature of lip balm, lipstick; make up removers; cosmetic tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions and skin cleansers; shampoos, hair conditioners, hair lotions; hair perfumes; dentifrices; sun tanning preparations, sun screening preparations; shaving preparations, after shave and pre shave lotions and oils; depilatory preparations; essential oils, oils for toiletry purposes; pomanders; potpourris, fragranced sachets for drawers; room fragrance, room perfume sprays, room scenting sprays, air fragrance reed room perfume diffusers; incense; aromatic plant extracts for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Lamp oils; candles; scented candles; wicks for candles; candle wax, namely, wax for making candles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>4 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | DIPTYQUE S.A.S. |
| Address | DIPTYQUE S.A.S. 34, boulevard Saint Germain Paris FRANCE 75005 |

| Legal Entity | société par actions simplifiée (sas) |
| State or Country Where Organized | FRANCE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YOO, JEANE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TERRES BLONDES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97491195 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100705 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TERRES BLONDES" in the mark is "BLOND EARTH".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018729131 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Foreign Registration Number 018729131 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 28, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated toiletry preparations; cosmetic preparations and substances for the conditioning, care, fragrancing and appearance of the skin, hands, body, face, eyes, hair, scalp, teeth and nails, namely, fragranced facial moisturizer, fragrance body scrubs, cuticle conditioners, skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes, hair conditioner, skin cleanser, skin lotion; non-medicated soaps; personal cleansing preparations; shower gels; bath gels and non-medicated bath preparations; skin cleansers; skin moisturizers used as cosmetics; skin toners; facial scrubs; body scrubs; exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes and body creams; body creams and body lotions; lip balm; perfumery, eau de parfum, colognes and toilet waters; deodorant preparations, namely, deodorants for personal use, anti-perspirants; cosmetics, colour cosmetics, eye cosmetics, nail cosmetics, lip cosmetics in the nature of lip balm, lipstick; make up removers; cosmetic tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions and skin cleansers; shampoos, hair conditioners, hair lotions; hair perfumes; dentifrices; sun tanning preparations, sunscreening preparations; shaving preparations, after shave and pre shave lotions and oils; depilatory preparations; essential oils, oils for toiletry purposes; pomanders; potpourris, fragranced sachets for drawers; room fragrance, room perfume sprays, room scenting sprays, air fragrance reed room perfume diffusers; incense; aromatic plant extracts for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Lamp oils; candles; scented candles; wicks for candles; candle wax, namely, wax for making candles

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15  **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  DIPTYQUE S.A.S.  Address  DIPTYQUE S.A.S.  34, boulevard Saint Germain  Paris  FRANCE  75005  
Legal Entity  société par actions simplifiée (sas)  State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MYZENIVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97491713 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100706 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal fitness training services; Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Personal trainer services; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 29, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MyZeniverse LLC Address MyZeniverse LLC 9630 S Quarterhorse Rd Casa Grande ARIZONA 85193 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN FRIED DESIGN
BARN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97491765 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100707 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DESIGN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4213535

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towels; Kitchen towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use 2014 In Commerce 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kinslow, Amy Address Kinslow, Amy 107 Weldon Drive Hermitage TENNESSEE 37067 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 216319301004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE

13999
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UNI-GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97492056 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100708 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crutches; Orthopedic walkers; Patient walkers; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Quad canes for medical purposes; Robotic exoskeleton suits for medical purposes; Walkers for use by mobility-impaired individuals; Walkers to aid in mobility; Walking aids for disabled persons, namely, walking frames; Walking aids for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu Lianghuan Address Zhu Lianghuan Room 807, Diyimao, Dihe Times Square, Shenhua Avenue, Shangqiu City, Henan CHINA 476200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LEON-KXO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, MELISSA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CAVPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97492238 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100709 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zulay LLC Address Zulay LLC 1050 Kapp Drive Clearwater FLORIDA 33765 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register**

Mark Literal(s)

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a shaded figure formed by an onigiri (rice shaped in a triangle). The figure has stick arms and legs and wears a pair of sunglasses with parallelograms on the lenses representing glare. A semicircle dot appears under each lens of the sunglasses, representing an eye, and circular and oval shaped dots are scattered all over the figure. Underneath the sunglasses is a curved line representing a mouth that is smiling. A quadrilateral with rounded edges is on the belly of the figure with shading representing glare.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Catering services; Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Nov. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Capital Enterprise LLC
- **Address**: Capital Enterprise LLC  4927 Sammy Joe Dr  Fairfax  VIRGINIA  22030

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: K556947963

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) ZCI ROMECX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97493632 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100711 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZCI ROMECX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drawings; Paintings; Art etchings; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for painting; Cartoon prints; Graphic art reproductions; Graphic prints; Photograph albums; Printed graphs; Printed maps; Printed posters; Printed products, namely, menu boards; Printing types; Watercolour pictures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guo Qin Address Guo Qin No. 16, Zhuguo Xinxiang South 1st Lane, Zhuqiao, Jinzaow Town, Chaoyang District, Shantou City, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US040749T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Expiring Attorney SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COSTA PALMAS

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97493664</td>
<td>Jul. 07, 2022</td>
<td>7100712</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of four distinct graphical illustrated groupings of palm frond plants, each angled and placed together to form a square shape. Centered beneath the square which contains the plant depictions, the literal elements of the mark &quot;COSTA PALMAS&quot; are in all capital letters in a bold stylized font.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translation**
The English translation of costa palmas in the mark is coast palms.

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** real estate listing, leasing and brokerage services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** land development and construction services, namely, planning, development, and construction of residential communities, custom residential real estate buildings and amenities, and commercial hospitality facilities; real estate development services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Clothing, namely, t-shirts, golf shirts, tops, tank tops, robes, gloves, jackets; headwear, namely, hats and visors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desarrolladora La Ribera, S. de R.L. de C.V.</td>
<td>Desarrolladora La Ribera, S. de R.L. de C.V. Club de Golf Fonatur Paseo Finisterra 136 Int. 7 San Jose Del Cabo MEXICO BajaCalif</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>2813-002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TQS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97493957  Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022  Registration Number 7100713  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cigarettes; Tobacco; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarettes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Lighters for smokers; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for smokers
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17  International Class Title Smokers' Articles  First Use Apr. 02, 2022  In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Imiracle (ShenZhen) Technology Co., Ltd.  Address Imiracle (ShenZhen) Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm1606, China Resources Qianhai Center T5  No5035 Menghai Ave.,Nanshan Str.,Qianhai  Shenzhen,Guangdong  CHINA  518067
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number yoomarks

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
HowlPurr

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97494052</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Playpens; Beds for household pets; Cat scratching pads; Cat scratching posts; Crate covers for pets; Fixed dispensers not of metal for pet waste bags; Kennels for household pets; Pet caskets; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet furniture; Pet furniture in the nature of cat trees and cat condos; Pet ramps; Pillows for household pets; Portable beds for pets; Portable kennels; Toy boxes and chests

### International Classes
20 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use May 10, 2022
In Commerce May 10, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd.
**Address**: Tail Base (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd. Building C,888 west Huaniu Second Road Lingang New Area, Pilot Free Trade Zone Shanghai City CHINA
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COOK EAT SERVE CRAFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97494680</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
<td>7100715</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring clothing and apparel; On-line retail store services featuring home goods, furnishings, and decor; On-line retail store services featuring wind chimes, planters, bowls, dishes, greeting cards, lanterns, sculptures, and candles; On-line retail store services featuring cookware, pots, pans, canisters, teapots, teacups, spoons, measuring spoons and cups, mortar and pestles, seasoning shakers, utensils, utensil holders, sponge holders
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Artisan Variety LLC
- **Address**: The Artisan Variety LLC 575 6th Ave Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ICE32 G2

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97495169</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2022</td>
<td>7100716</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;G2&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2580231, 3167463, 6556875 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Lubricant products, namely, industrial and automotive chemical lubricant additives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>1 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| First Use | Jun. 20, 2018 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 20, 2018 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | MJ Research and Development, L.P. Composed of MJRD, LLC a Texas limited liability company as General partner |
| Address | MJ Research and Development, L.P. 517 E Mill Street Round Top TEXAS 78954 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED PARTNERSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 0468FV.45576 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney DONINGER, CHRISTOPHER
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GROWING FOR A KINDER FUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97495551 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100717 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fresh fruit and vegetables; Fresh tomatoes; Fresh cherry tomatoes; Fresh grape cherry tomatoes; Raw tomatoes; Unprocessed tomatoes
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Feb. 22, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nature Fresh Farms Sales Inc. Address Nature Fresh Farms Sales Inc. 634 Mersea Rd. 7, RR#5 Leamington, ON CANADA N8H3V8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2913-119

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PILATO, DARREN ANTHONY
What's in your vents?

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHAT'S IN YOUR VENTS?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97496310 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7100718 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning, installing and repairing of exhaust vents in the nature of dryer vents, bathroom vents and kitchen range vents; Sanitizing of air ducts, home interior surfaces and building interior surfaces

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Dryer Vent Guys, LLC Address The Dryer Vent Guys, LLC 5216 Cedar Ridge Dr. Fredericksburg VIRGINIA 22407 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney MOORE, CHRISTINA DONIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MARTALK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97496466 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7100719 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters of "MARTALK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "MARTALK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Walkie-talkies; Batteries for lighting; Batteries for vehicles; Components for laser toner cartridges, namely, replacement drums and rollers; Electric bark control dog collars; Electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; Electric sockets; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic lock assemblies; Electronic locks; GPS navigation device; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Satellite navigational system, namely, a global positioning system (GPS); Smart watches; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Smartwatches; Toner cartridges sold empty; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; Webcams; Accumulators and batteries; Audio speakers; Bass speakers; Battery chargers; Car batteries; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Computer switches; Digital projectors; Digital audio players; Ear pads for headphones; Electrical switches; LCD projectors; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Lithium secondary batteries; Loud speakers; Mobile phone chargers; Movie projectors; MP3 players; MP4 players; Music headphones; Photography projectors; Picture projectors; Portable audio players; Portable media players; Power switches; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone battery chargers; Solar batteries; Soundbar speakers; Unfilled toner cartridges; USB charging ports; Video projectors; Wireless chargers; Wireless charging mouse pads; Wireless headphones; Wireless speakers; Wireless battery chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 21, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NINECOSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97496532 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100720 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NINECOSY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Hats; Heels; Sandals; Scarfs; Shoes; Slippers; Suits; Tee-shirts; Tights; Trousers; Bathing suits; Bathing trunks; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Sports shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jinzhen Tang Address Jinzhen Tang Room 203,Unit 1,Building 96 Taojieling Community, Futian Street, Yiwu Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Ryan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKYEARMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97496651 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100721 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SKYEARMAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Berets; Dresses; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Baseball caps; Bath slippers; Cap visors; Skull caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anhui Taoge Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd Address Anhui Taoge Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd Room 2f-01,building 1,xiangxinchuanggu 2766 Tangkou Road Hefei,Anhui CHINA 230011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC-0155

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MONYANJM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97498292 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100722 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cribs; Baby changing tables; Bar carts; Beach chairs; Bed rests; Camping furniture; Coat hangers; Deck chairs; Jewellery organizer displays; Night tables; Picture and photograph frames; Plant racks; Playpens for babies; Porch swings; Storage and organization systems comprising shelves, drawers, cupboards, baskets and clothes rods, sold as a unit


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Song, Yu Address Song, Yu Room 110,No. 410,Heping Road, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BECHHOFER, YOCHEVED D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SANVONYU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97498314 Application Filing Date  Jul. 11, 2022 Registration Number  7100723 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording Sanvonyu has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Biometric fingerprint door locks; Biometric fingerprint padlocks; Biometric locks; Digital door locks; Electric deadbolt locks; Electric locks; Electric locks for vehicles; Electric padlocks; Electromagnetic locks; Electronic lock assemblies; Electronic locks; Electronic padlocks; Fingerprint padlocks; Laptop locks; Padlocks, electronic International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jun. 05, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Xiamen Musandu E-commerce Co., Ltd. Address  Xiamen Musandu E-commerce Co., Ltd. One of Units 202-8, No. 65, Shanwei Road, Xixi, Phase III, Software Park Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) 9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97498463 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022
Registration Number 7100724 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized house. The mark further consists of the stylized number nine located within the house. Said stylized nine consists of a stylized inner and outer layer. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camcorders; Eyeglasses; Switchboards; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Computer network adapters; Data processing apparatus; Flat panel display screens; Interactive touch screen terminals; Network routers; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Tablet computers; Video projectors; Wearable computer peripherals in the nature of wireless mice; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Home automation hubs comprised of voice-activated speakers, computer hardware, and downloadable software for controlling networked devices in the internet of things (IoT), operating internet-enabled and connected lighting apparatus and home security alarms
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 26, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unionman Technology Co., Ltd Address Unionman Technology Co., Ltd 5 Huitai Road, Huiman High-tech Industrial Park, Huiao Avenue Huizhou, Guangdong CHINA 516000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PET CENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97499071  Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022  Registration Number 7100725  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6674762, 6674761

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet litter box liners; scoops for the disposal of pet waste

For Disposable house training pads for pets
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals  First Use May 19, 2012  In Commerce May 19, 2012

For Animal leashes; rawhide chews for dogs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods  First Use Jul. 31, 2011  In Commerce Jul. 31, 2011

For Pet toys

For Plastic bags for pet waste disposal

For Beds for household pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Jul. 31, 2011  In Commerce Jul. 31, 2011

14019
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cat litter; edible pet treats; Consumable pet chews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>CVS Pharmacy, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CVS Pharmacy, Inc. Mailcode: 1160 One CVS Drive Woonsocket RHODE ISLAND 02895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>RHODE ISLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MCBRIDE, THEODORE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  ICE 32 G2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97499532  Application Filing Date  Jul. 12, 2022  Registration Number  7100726  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the styled word "ICE" with an image of a snowflake and the number "32"; and "G2" beneath it.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

DISCLAIMER  "G2"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2580231, 3167463, 6556875 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lubricant products, namely, industrial and automotive chemical lubricant additives
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use  Jun. 20, 2018  In Commerce  Jun. 20, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MJ Research and Development, L.P.  Composed of  MJRD, LLC a Texas limited liability company as General partner
Address  MJ Research and Development, L.P.  517 E Mill Street  Round Top  TEXAS  78954  Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0468FV.45577

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DONINGER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97499960</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
<td>7100727</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of one set of dotted lines on the left side which starts as a single line at the top with a pair of scissors pointed downwards and which divides into two lines with the left portion curving to the left and being shorter than the other line, and the other set of dotted lines on the right side which starts as a single line at the top with a pair of scissors pointed downwards and which divides into two lines with the right portion curving to the right and being shorter than the other line. <strong>Color Claimed</strong> Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>RBNATION, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>RBNATION, LLC 9913 Sunset Drive Stone Harbor NEW JERSEY 08247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 34316 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | I, DAVID C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) VASOSTAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97501316 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7100728 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 29, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wellness and Health Solutions LLC Address Wellness and Health Solutions LLC 30 N Gould St, Ste R Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97501665</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a Triangle with 5 line strikes on the left side.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Wholesale distributorships featuring wines, spirits, beer, bottled water, soft drinks, mixers, cocktail bar ingredients
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1996

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: J&L Ventures, LLC
- **Address**: J&L Ventures, LLC 7000 Jamesson Road, Suite B Midland GEORGIA 31820
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 18345-0105
- **Examining Attorney**: ORDORNE, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONEPRANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97502397 Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2022 Registration Number  7100730 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "OnePrank" in stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ashtrays; Cigarette holders; Electric cigars; Electronic cigarette lanyards; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic hookahs; Fitted covers for tobacco pipes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Tobacco pipes; Tobacco tins
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles First Use  May 21, 2022 In Commerce  May 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. Address  Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. 1-1310,Office Bldg.1# and 2#,Fengshang Milan Community,Gulou District Xuzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 221000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  IP, KENNINA NGA-YU
MARK LITERAL(s) ZHEGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

**Serial Number** 97502475  **Application Filing Date** Jul. 14, 2022  **Registration Number** 7100731  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Razors; Scissors; Beard trimmers; Ear-piercing apparatus; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hair cutters; Electric nasal hair trimmers; Hand tools, namely, putty knives; Nail files, electric; Needle files; Non-electric fruit peelers; Non-electric pizza cutters; Table knives, forks and spoons for babies  

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 23, 28, 44  **International Class Title** Hand Tools  

**First Use** Apr. 28, 2022  **In Commerce** Apr. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Zhang, Jianping  **Address** Zhang, Jianping No. 15 Houshan, Houshan Village Xiahe Township, Yunxiao County Zhangzhou, Fujian CHINA 363300  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REALITY WITH THE KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97503587 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7100732 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REALITY" Name

Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Carlos King, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, a continuing reality television podcast show broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 14, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name King, Carlos Address King, Carlos c/o KMA Zuckert attn T Carulli 1350 Broadway Suite 2410 New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRIPSKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97504746 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100733 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Gloves; Socks; Swimsuits; Swimwear; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bathing caps; Nipple covers, namely, pasties; Outdoor gloves; Shower caps; Ski masks; Sleep masks; Sleep masks incorporating head phones; Socks and stockings; Swim wear; Swim caps; Swimming costumes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Zhenshang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Zhenshang Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 201, Block A, No. 1, Qianwan Rd 1, Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong cooperation zone Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
TM 11868 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HGHNEILG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505427 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100734 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Draperies; Pillowcases; Bath linen; Bed throws; Blanket throws; Compressed towels; Shower curtains; Sleeping bags for camping; Table pads; Tablemats of textile; Towelling coverlets

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Yimin Address Chen, Yimin No. 76 Sangu Market Guohuan Town, Hanjiang District Putian, Fujian CHINA 351111 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GLACIER BAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507069 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100735 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Power adapters
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Home Depot Product Authority, LLC Address Home Depot Product Authority, LLC 2455 PACES FERRY ROAD Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
TM 11870 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THEODORA MILLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507108 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100736 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Theodora Miller, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Art prints; Printed note cards International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 08, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Theodora Miller, LLC Address Theodora Miller, LLC 2117 Hanover Avenue Richmond VIRGINIA 23220 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNIE, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STELLADORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97507891 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100737 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Special event planning for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stelladora Address Stelladora 15 Coplay Place Mountain Top PENNSYLVANIA 18707 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10066.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BETATREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97508999, Application Filing Date: Jul. 19, 2022, Registration Number: 7100738, Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Calculators; Loudspeakers; Smartphones; Smartwatches; Acceleration sensors; Battery chargers for mobile phones; Cell phones; Earphones and headphones; Electronic apparatus, namely, motion detectors; Electronic timers; Portable listening devices, namely, MP3 players; Smart watches; Smartwatch straps; Wearable activity trackers; Wireless chargers
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38, International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Jun. 28, 2022, In Commerce: Jun. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Xu Kaiqun, Address: Xu Kaiqun 2004, Unit 1, Bldg 17, Upper City, Country Garden Taidong Park, West Daya Bay, Huizhou, Guangdong, CHINA, Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL, Citizenship: CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: hytm2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney: KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MENTOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97509779 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7100739 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MENGTOTO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air sterilisers; Drinking fountains; Electric appliances for making yoghurt; Electric beverage heaters; Electric food warmers; Electric heaters for babies' bottles; Electric kettles; Electric stoves; Heating elements; Hot water heaters; Hot water heating installations; Refrigeration equipment, namely, food and beverage chilling units; Water purifying units, for potable water for domestic, commercial, or industrial use; Water sterilisers

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Hangjia Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. Address Zhejiang Hangjia Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. No.1, Chuangsi Rd Zheshang Huigui Chuangye Chuangxin Park Longshan Town, Jinhua CHINA 321300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EVBYTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511000  Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022  Registration Number 7100740  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitted dashboard covers for vehicles; Land vehicle parts, namely, running boards; Rearview mirrors; Vehicle running boards
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes  US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 28, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 28, 2022

For Chargers for electric accumulators; Plug adaptors; Touch screens
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jun. 28, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVBYTE LIMITED  Address EVBYTE LIMITED  RM A29,24TH FL,NO.706 PRINCE EDWARD RD E KL, HONG KONG  HONG KONG 999077  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, SHANNON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97511466 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7100741 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
 CLAIMED OWNERSHIP OF US REGISTRATIONS 4953419

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 014197461 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 21, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 04, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jun. 04, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Backpacks; Briefcases; Hipsacks; Luggage tags; School bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; All-purpose carrying bags(Based on 44(e)) Purses; Suitcases; Key cases International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jan. 2015 In Commerce Jan. 2015

For On-line retail store services featuring bags, carrying cases, clothing, footwear, headwear, and accessories for bags and clothing; Retail store services featuring bags, carrying cases, clothing, footwear, headwear, and accessories for bags and clothing; Wholesale store services featuring bags, carrying cases, clothing, footwear, headwear, and accessories for bags and clothing International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2015 In Commerce Jan. 2015
For: (Based on Use in Commerce) Footwear; Headwear; Clothing, namely, coats, outer jackets, fleece jackets, fleece vests, hoodies, pullovers, capes, trousers, pants, shorts, skirts, clothing belts (Based on 44(e)) Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, fleece tops, blouses, clothing jerseys, sweaters, cardigans, waistcoats, underwear, stockings, swimwear, bathrobes, dresses, nightwear, training suits, snowsuits, sports jackets, sports pants, sports shirts, sports jerseys, scarves, ties as clothing

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes    US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Jan. 2015
In Commerce: Jan. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes   Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Rains ApS
Address: Rains ApS Jens Olsens Vej 13 Skejby, Aarhus N DENMARK DK-8200
Legal Entity: anpartsselskah (aps)
State or Country Where Organized: DENMARK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RYAN, KELLY MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PERSONALIZED PATIENT CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97512122</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of two abstract figurines above the stylized words Personalized Patient Care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PERSONALIZED PATIENT CARE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Medical services, namely, providing in-center and in-home treatment for patients with kidney disease; medical services, namely, outpatient and inpatient dialysis centers for renal therapy; providing a web site featuring medical information related to dialysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 18, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 18, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Fresenius Medical Care Holdings, Inc. **Address** Fresenius Medical Care Holdings, Inc. Legal Department - Trademarks 920 Winter Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country** NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** FMH0280TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HZQCSJYLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97512678</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100743</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Toothbrushes; Bath products, namely, body sponges; Beer pitchers; Cleaning, dusting and polishing cloths; Cosmetic brushes; Dinnerware, namely, plates; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Food preserving jars of glass; General purpose storage bins for household use; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Kitchen mitts; Non-woven textile wipes for cleaning baby bottles and baby feeding equipment; Plastic storage containers for household or domestic use; Rice chests; Scouring sponges; Electrical toothbrushes

International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | International Class Title | Housewares and Glass

First Use | Jun. 22, 2022 | In Commerce | Jun. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Huang, Jiahui | Address | Huang, Jiahui No. 87, East Village, Beiliu Road Migezhuang Town, Hejian, Cangzhou City Hebei Province CHINA 062450 Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL Citizenship | CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | US072001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LUNLUARAI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97512800</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 20, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100744</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;LUNLUARAI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Automatic pet feeders; Bath products, namely, natural sea sponges; Bathroom holders for holding razors; Boxes for candies; Ceramic figurines; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Cleaning pads; Cooking utensils, namely, grill covers; Dishers; Dust bins; Garden hose sprayers; Ice cube molds; Small animal feeders; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Toiletry sponges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Zeng, Xiaoling
Address | No. 1, Yuxian Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518116
Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship | CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97512879  Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022  Registration Number 7100745  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023

Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of the top triangle of the front of a house with a window in the center of the triangle. Coming down from the triangle are four posts insinuating the shape of the rest of the house. Each of the four posts get longer from left to right. Behind the house is the silhouette of two palm trees, one behind the far left corner of the house, and the second slightly taller palm tree behind the middle right portion of the house. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineering; Design of interior decor; Design of specialty interior and exterior environment settings; Engineering design services; Engineering drawing services; Engineering surveying; Interior design; Interior design consultation; Interior design services; Interior design services including space planning, furniture selection, material and surface selection; Structural engineering design services; Advisory services for others in the field of interior design; Color analysis for purposes of interior design; Provision of technical information in the field of interior design; Technical consulting in the field of interior design

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

First Use Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poole, Erica  Address Poole, Erica  29183 Camellia Lane  Key West  FLORIDA  33043  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KEHE ELEVATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97513076 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7100746 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services to early stage brands, namely, in the field of food and beverages; business consulting services to assist in the development, launch and sale of early stage brands; sales promotion for others; advertising services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through communication media; arranging and conducting marketing promotional events and promotional campaigns; marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others in the food, beverage, and beverage, and nutritional supplement industries via marketing presentations appearing in print media and on web pages, for wholesale advertising purposes; marketing services; telemarketing services; wholesale food distributorship services; marketing consulting services in the field of foods, beverages, and nutritional supplements; wholesale distributorships featuring nutritional foods and beverages, vitamins and minerals, nutritional and dietary supplements, teas and herbs; distributorship services in the fields of food, beverages and nutritional supplements; advertising and promotion services and related consulting; advertising consultation; advertising, marketing and promotion services; business marketing consulting services; business marketing services; marketing consultation in the field of food, beverage and nutritional supplements; arranging and conducting business conferences and trade shows in the field of food and beverage products
For Distribution services, namely, delivery of food, nutritional supplements, and beverages
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jan. 24, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
THE BOTANIST LIVING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97513311</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6466040, 4737885

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring home decor items, furniture, kitchenware utensils and body care preparations
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: THE BOTANIST COMERCIAL S.A.
- **Address**: THE BOTANIST COMERCIAL S.A. 10COLONIA SAN IGNACIO, CALLE 5 RESIDENCIAL VILLA DE SAN IGNACIO, CASA TEGUCIGALPA HONDURAS
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONDURAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 420781.1
- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UTYPING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97514158  Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022  Registration Number  7100748  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer keyboard keycaps; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Keyboards for mobile phones; Mechanical keyboard switches; Mechanical keyboards; Mouse mats; Mouse pads; Programmable locking systems, consisting of electronic cylindrical locksets and keypads; Wrist supports for computer mouse users
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 29, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Huasu Power Technology Co.,Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Huasu Power Technology Co.,Ltd.  201, Xinghua Bldg., NO. 1007 Banxuegang Ave, Ma’antang Community, Longgang Dist.  Shenzhen,Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JFG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97514501</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100749</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: peanut butter, sandwich spread in the nature of pickle-based spread
- **For**: salad dressing, mayonnaise

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Reily Foods Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Reily Foods Company</th>
<th>640 Magazine Street</th>
<th>New Orleans</th>
<th>LOUISIANA 70130</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZIFEEUIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97514904 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2022
Registration Number 7100750 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Nightwear; Pants; Pullovers; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Tee-shirts; Underpants; Bath robes; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Masquerade costumes; Sleep masks; Swim suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 25, 2022
In Commerce Apr. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yuan Guo Address Yuan Guo No. 41, Longguan West Road, Dalang. Longhua District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province CHINA 518109
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SZ-US-0888

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PRAGARI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97515024</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100751</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;PRAGARI&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The wording &quot;PRAGARI&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Backpacks; Haversacks; Purses; Suitcases; Umbrellas; Bags for sports; Handbags; Key bags; Pocket wallets; Reusable shopping bags; School bags; Sports bags; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks; Trunks being luggage

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** May 06, 2022 **In Commerce** May 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Jinzhen Tang **Address** Jinzhen Tang Room 203, Unit 1, Building 96 Taojieling Community, Futian Street, Yiwu Jinhua, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Ryan |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GOMACRO MACROBAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97515612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of three-dimensional product packaging with a cream background comprising the stylized word &quot;GOMACRO&quot;, with &quot;GO&quot; in brown lettering and &quot;macro&quot; in tan lettering. Beneath the letters &quot;MACRO&quot; in &quot;GOMACRO&quot; is the stylized word &quot;MACROBAR&quot; in dark brown lettering. Above the letters &quot;ACRO&quot; in &quot;GOMACRO&quot; is a dark brown oval shape. To the left of the wording is a mosaic design of a brown oval shape that incorporates dark brown chocolate bars, dark brown sun, dark brown foot, brown and light brown trapezoids, brown leaves, light brown hand, light brown seeds, teal heart, teal leaves, teal moon, and teal stars. The dotted outline of the packaging is intended to show the position of the mark and is not part of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>The color(s) brown, tan, cream, dark brown, light brown and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Dietary supplements, namely, protein bars being protein supplements formed and packaged as bars; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements formed and packaged as bars for low FODMAP diet; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Nut-based snack foods; nut-based snack bars; seed-based snack foods; seed-based snack bars; vegan snack foods, namely, nut-based, vegetable-based and seed-based snack bars; soy-free snack foods, namely, nut-based, vegetable-based and seed-based snack bars; dairy-free snack foods, namely, nut-based, vegetable-based and seed-based snack bars; gluten-free snack foods, namely, nut-based, vegetable-based and seed-based snack bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Chocolate-based snack foods; chocolate-based ready-to-eat food bars; grain-based snack bars; grain-based snack foods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 31, 2018</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jan. 31, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Go Macro, LLC
Address Go Macro, LLC 100 Go Macro Way Viola WISCONSIN 54664
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** YKETLXE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number          | 97515825 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 22, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100753 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YKETLXE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bookmarks; Adhesive note paper; Blank note cards; Bookmarks of precious metal; Decorative stickers for cars; Lithographic prints; Memory books; Notebook paper; Paper gift tags; Printed birthday cards; Printed certificates; Printed copybooks; Printed postcards; Sealing wafers; Stamp albums; Stickers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Chen, Yunlei
- **Address**: Chen, Yunlei Fengdu Plaza, No.1 Yingcuibei Rd, Lecong Town, Shunde Dist Foshan, Guangdong CHINA 528300
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22-07-05643

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JV JONVIDESIGN
JONVIDESIGN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97516625
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100754
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the wording "JV" and "JONVIDESIGN" within a stylized heraldic shield. The letters "JV" are within the shield that is topped with a crown and outlined with a geometric trim pattern. There are stylized lions on either side of the shield. At the bottom of the shield is a banner that repeats the wording "JONVIDESIGN" under each of the lions.

**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Translation**: The wording JONVIDESIGN has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footwear; Hats; Hosiery; Mantillas; Neckties; Scarves; Shirts; Veils; Babies' underpants; Bathing suits; Belts for clothing; Bottoms as clothing; Boxer shorts; Foundation garment girdles; Gloves as clothing; Masquerade costumes; Short-sleeve shirts; Tops as clothing; Waterproof jackets and pants; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jiang Wei Li
- **Address**: Jiang Wei Li No. 107, Zone C, Tianhuang Village, Zeguo Town, Wenling City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 317500
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: WZ2022342

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MEIER, SHARON A
TM 11889 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) METROBUSINESS CENTER
SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN BUSINESS CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97519079 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100755 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of the city of Sacramento skyline consisting of three building outlines that together comprise the skyline set in front of the mountains all within a box with rounded corners. To the right of the box are the words "METROBUSINESS CENTER" in a stylized font with a horizontal line superimposed across the letter "O" in the word "METRO" and the letter "B" in the word "BUSINESS". Beneath it, the words "SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN BUSINESS CENTER" appear in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CENTER" and "SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN BUSINESS CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chamber of commerce services, namely, promoting business, tourism, and the economic business development of business owners and professionals in the greater Sacramento area
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce Address Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce 1017 L Street #557 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
MARK Literal(s) LAFFBET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97519558</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100756</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Bottles, sold empty |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jul. 04, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 04, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Liu Jian |
| Address | Room 110, No. 10, Tangwan Road, Tangwei Community, Fuhai St, Baoan Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

JELLYEA

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording JELLYEA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Purses; Baby backpacks; Back packs; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Coin purses; Messenger bags; Ruck sacks; School bags; Small rucksacks; Tote bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anhui Taoge Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd  Address  Anhui Taoge Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd  2f-01, Bldg.1, xiangxinchuanggu, 2766 Tangkou Road, Eco-Tech Development Zone  Hefei, Anhui  CHINA  230011  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
TM 11892  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BHJOYBEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97520920  Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2022  Registration Number 7100758  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue turners; Cake moulds; Cake rests; Cookery moulds; Cookie cutters; Cosmetic brushes; Dumpling moulds for household use; Electric face cleansing brushes; Electrical toothbrushes; Ice cube molds for refrigerators; Kitchen mitts; Non-electric lemon squeezer; Oven to table racks; Pasta makers, hand-operated; Portable cooking kits for outdoor use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use May 01, 2022  In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiao, Haibing  Address Xiao, Haibing 114 Longhua Building, Longteng Garden Longteng Community, Xixiang St., Bao 'an Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGDEO, KARA CECILIA

14056
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALLOZIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97521286</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2022</td>
<td>7100759</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wall lights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Liu Jian
- **Address**: Liu Jian Room 110, No. 10, Tangwan Road Tangwei Community, Fuhai St, Baoan Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** KURAFLEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97521889</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;KURAFLEX&quot; in stylized lettering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>6471254</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Cleaning cloths; Cleaning and polishing cloths; Cloth for wiping or dusting; Cloth for washing floors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Non-woven textile fabrics; Dish towels for drying; Kitchen towels of cloth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>KURARAY CO., LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>KURARAY CO., LTD. 1621, Sakazu, Kurashiki City, Okayama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>1034347-626</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KNIGHT, TROY FRANK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97521957</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2022</td>
<td>7100761</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CONNECT&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Integration Platform as a Service (IPaaS) featuring a suite of computer software tools and processes in the field of e-commerce for facilitating the transfer, syncing, and integration of data between e-commerce platforms and external systems and applications; Computer services, namely, integration of data between e-commerce platforms and external systems and applications; Consulting services in the field of integration platform as a service (IPaaS) in the field of e-commerce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Miva, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Miva, Inc. 16870 W. Bernardo Drive, Suite 100 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LEGAL ENTITY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 9044.025

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RYDOWENNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97523569 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100762 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skateboards; Christmas tree decorations; Dart boards; Dolls for playing; Electronic toy vehicles; Inflatable bath toys; Pet toys; Play balloons; Plush toys; Sand toys; Toy building blocks; Toy cars
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Jianping Address Zhang, Jianping No. 15 Houshan, Houshan Village Xiahe Township, Yunxiao County Fujian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DEFENSE"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0131949/ International Registration Number

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer security services, namely, identifying, verifying and detecting the identity, behavior, and origination of internet traffic of the websites of others for the purpose of preventing fraud and computer generated attacks on global computer networks in the field of computer security, computer networks security, banking, gaming, online advertising, marketing and commerce in a privacy sensitive manner; computer security services, namely, identifying, verifying and detecting the identity, behavior, and origination of internet traffic of the websites of others for the purpose of detecting fraud for electronic funds transfers, credit and debit card and electronic check transactions via a global computer network; computer security services, namely, identifying, verifying and detecting the identity, behavior, and origination of internet traffic of the websites of others for the purpose of detecting fraud for streaming services in the music and connected television industries; computer security services, namely, identifying and preventing malicious code from being injected into online advertising and the networks through which the advertisements are served; computer security threat intelligence consulting in the nature of computer security threat analysis for protecting data and client side computer security services in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, validation and revocation of digital certificates
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Human Security, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA HUMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Human Security, Inc. 111 West 33rd Street, 11th Floor New York NEW YORK 10001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ARTHUR, ALAINA M |
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97525139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** WENSENTE
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Doorplates of metal; House numbers of metal, non-luminous; Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs; Non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration; Non-luminous and non-mechanical signs for roads of metal; Non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal; Placards of metal; Road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; Signboards of metal; Signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; Upright signboards of common metal; Works of art of common metal
- **International Classes:** 6 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title:** Metal Goods
- **First Use in Commerce:** May 01, 2022
- **In Commerce:** May 01, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** Yu, Linghan
- **Address:** No. 263, Neighborhood Committee Dufeng Community, Duwei Town Xianyou County, Fujian CHINA
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney:** OSGOOD, KRYSTINA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BREATH CYCLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97525286 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100765 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CYCLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Indoor cycling instruction; Providing physical fitness and exercise service, namely, indoor cycling and yoga instruction International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 06, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MyZeniverse LLC Address MyZeniverse LLC 9630 S Quarterhorse Rd Casa Grande ARIZONA 85193 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ROMAA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527053 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100766 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters of "ROMAA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ROMAA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Baby monitors; Computer keyboard controllers; Computer keyboard keycaps; Diving suits; Diving gloves; Diving goggles; Diving helmets; Diving snorkels; Electrical apparatus, namely, charging stations for charging electric vehicles; Electrical cables; Electrical circuit boards; Electrical outlets; Electrical plugs; Electrical sockets; Electrical switches; GPS navigation device; Graduated rulers; Graduated rulers for office and stationery; Keyboards for smartphones; Lighting control apparatus; Mouse mats; Photography projectors; Webcams; Wireless battery chargers; Accumulators; Accumulators and batteries; Audio speakers; Bass speakers; Car batteries; Chargers for batteries; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Digital projectors; Drying racks for photography; Earphones and headphones; Electric storage batteries; Face masks for diving; LCD projectors; Light directors and photographic lighting tents, all for use with photographic lighting equipment for professional and high-end photography; Lithium ion batteries; Lithium iron phosphate batteries; Lithium phosphate batteries; Loud speakers; Mobile telephone batteries; Movie projectors; Picture projectors; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Profile projectors; Rechargeable batteries; Skin diving masks; Slide projectors; Solar batteries; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Sound projectors; Stereo headphones; Straight edge graduated rulers; Video baby monitors; Video projectors; Wireless headphones; Wireless speakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 14, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  MooBeat Business Inc  Address  MooBeat Business Inc  830 N Taft Ave  Loveland  COLORADO  80537

Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DNSJB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97527156 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7100767 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile hoods; Automobile windshield sunshades; Fitted car seat covers; Fitted fabric covers for vehicle seat belts; Fitted motorcycle covers; Handlebar controls for mopeds; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Mudguards for motorcycles; Stroller hoods
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Xiang Address Zhang, Xiang No. 31, Wangxi Group Duiqiao Village, Poliang Town, Susong Anqing City, Anhui CHINA 246500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  BRING ON THE SUNSHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97527398  Application Filing Date  Jul. 30, 2022  Registration Number  7100768  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rainbow above the stylized wording "BRING ON THE SUNSHINE".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "BRING ON THE SUNSHINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bikinis; Pajamas; Scarves; Socks; Swimsuits; Infant wear; Knitted caps; Over coats; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's underwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hangzhou Menghong furniture Co., Ltd  Address  Hangzhou Menghong furniture Co., Ltd  Daxi village, dangwan Tn,Xiaoshan Dist  Hangzhou,Zhejiang  CHINA  311200  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country
Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>SHOVICH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97527991</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**: The wording "SHOVICH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Acupressure mats; Acupressure pillows; Artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; Chiropractic instruments; Foot massage apparatus; Hair prostheses; Inflatable life-sized dolls used in sexual activity; Love dolls; Massage apparatus; Massage mitts; Massage apparatus for neck and shoulders; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Sex dolls; Sex toys; Vibromassage apparatus; Vibromassage devices

**International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 26, 39, 44  
**International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**First Use** | May 05, 2022  
**In Commerce**: May 05, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yiruida Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address**: Shenzhen Yiruida Technology Co., Ltd. H408, No. 1, Third Industrial Zone Matian Street, Guangming District Shenzhen CHINA 518000  
**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOCODER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528156</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;HOCODER&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bottle stands; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; China ornaments; Cleaning brushes for household use; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Dishers; Flower pot holders; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Household utensils, namely, graters; Industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; Plastic juice box holders; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Reusable self-sealing lids for household use for bowls, cups, containers and the storage of food; Thermal insulated wrap for cans to keep the contents cold or hot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Zhang, Mingda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Zhang, Mingda No. 9, Diankeng North Road Shanmei Village, Xiamei Town, Nan'an City Quanzhou, Fujian CHINA 362302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PANDIT, ROHINI NMN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PETNOZ LIFE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528618</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "PETNOZ LIFE" with a hexagon design above with a circle in the middle of the hexagon.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LIFE"
- **Translation**: The wording "PETNOZ" has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bottle washing machines; Bread cutting machines; Butter machines; Dough kneading machines for household purposes; Electric kitchen mixers; Meat choppers, electric; Milling machines; Mixing machines; Power-operated flour mills; Electric fruit peelers; Electric vegetable peelers
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Liu, Mingqian
- **Address**: No. 602, Unit 3, Building 3, Jingyayuan, No. 16 Hengcha Road, Zhuhui, Hengyang, Hunan CHINA 421002
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 995429

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examination Attorney**: FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
HHO CARTOON PATCH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97528742</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “CARTOON PATCH” |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Embroidered patches for clothing; ornamental cloth patches |
| International Classes | 26 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fancy Goods |
| First Use | Jul. 13, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 13, 2014 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Jeewarongtakul, Sanya |
| Address | Jeewarongtakul, Sanya 368 Moo 1 Khlong Khut Mueang, Satun THAILAND 91000 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | THAILAND |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97528889 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100773
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two triangles figures with the top angle curved on top of a square in the bottom left and circle in the bottom right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Development and implementation of computer software platforms for abstracting, data modeling, data collection, data ingestion, data quality, data processing, data serving, data activation, data operationalization and data governance to deploy data capabilities within a company through an operating system or application marketplace to provide an end-to-end data ecosystem; Development and implementation of software and technology solutions for the purpose of collection, analysis, and operationalization of data related to an organization's environmental impact International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 17, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Modern Data Company, Inc. Address The Modern Data Company, Inc. 306 Cambridge Ave. Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97531161</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

**For**: Fertiliser for soil and potting soil; Fertilisers; Fertilising preparations; Fertilizers; Fertilizers and manures; Fertilizers for agricultural use; Fertilizers for domestic use; Fertilizers for household plants; Fertilizing preparations; Ammonium chloride fertilizer; Ammonium nitrate fertilizer; Ammonium sulphate fertilizer; Artificial farmyard fertilizers; Blood powder fertilizer; Bone meal fertilizer; Brewers' grain fertilizer; Calcined potassium fertilizer; Calcium silicate fertilizer; Calcium superphosphate fertilizer; Chemical fertilizers; Chemically converted compound fertilizers; Complex fertilizers; Controlled-release fertilizers for gardening; Fish meal fertilizers; Fused phosphate fertilizers; Fused superphosphate fertilizers; Grass fertilizers; Hydroponic fertilizers; Leaf mold fertilizer; Manganese fertilizer; Marine fertilizer; Mineral fertilizers; Mixed fertilizers; Multi-nutrient fertilizers; Natural fertilizers; Nitrogenous fertilizers; Non-chemical bio-fertilizers; Organic fertilizers; Peat fertilizers; Phosphate fertilizers; Plant fertilizers; Potassium chloride fertilizer; Potassium sulphate fertilizer; Rice bran for use as a fertilizer; Sawdust fertilizers; Seaweeds for use as a fertilizer; Sheep manure being fertilizer; Slag fertilizers; Sodium nitrate fertilizer; Superphosphate fertilizers; Urea fertilizer

**International Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**International Class Title**: Chemicals

**First Use**: June 05, 2008

**In Commerce**: October 01, 2018

**For**: Manufacturer representatives in the field of fertilizer distributorship; Manufacturer representatives in the field of agriculture and turf products; Manufacturer representatives in the field of fertilizer products; Manufacturer representatives in the field of turf grass products; Manufacturer representatives in the field of organic green tea and foods products; Manufacturer representatives in the field of home gardening fertilizer products

**International Classes**: 35

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: June 05, 2008

**In Commerce**: October 01, 2018
For Matcha; Tea; Green tea

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 46  
**International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
**First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2018

**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Nousbo Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Nousbo Co., Ltd. 5-102 89 Seoho-ro, Gwonseon-gu Suwon-si REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: NOUS1182-010

**Examiner Information**
- **Examiner**: MORENO, PAUL A
TM 11909  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THRASHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97531695</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
<td>7100775</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Carpeting; Wallcoverings; Automobile carpets; Bath mats; Door mats; Floor mats for automobiles; Meditation mats; Non-slip bathtub mats; Personal exercise mats; Personal sitting mats; Tatami mats; Vehicle carpets; Yoga mat carrying apparatus comprising a central winding core affixed to removable end caps; Yoga mats; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats

**International Classes** 27 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Floor Coverings **First Use** Jun. 25, 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Gao Xin  **Address** Gao Xin  Room 602, unit 1, building 11, xifengju community, No.1 Lianchen street, Dezhou City, Shandong Province  CHINA  253000  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examing Attorney** COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GAINWELL CARES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number       | 97534570 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 04, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100776 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6790321, 6790320 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Charitable services, namely, administering monetary charitable contributions for disaster relief and providing emergency financial assistance to financially needy individuals and families; Charitable services, namely, the distribution of monetary charitable contributions to charities and non-profits; Charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance to disadvantaged persons for health care |

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |

| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |

| First Use | Aug. 09, 2022 | In Commerce | Aug. 09, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Gainwell Technologies LLC Address | Gainwell Technologies LLC 355 Ledgelawn Drive Conway ARKANSAS 72304 |

| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 53721.65 |

| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |

| Examining Attorney | PARDAIS, LEAH R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GAINWELL CARES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97534574 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100777
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "GAINWELL" above the wording "CARES" in stylized fonts primarily in gray, but the letter "A" in "GAINWELL" consisting of a stylized light green arrow pointed upward and to the right, and to the right of the words a stylized design of a hand holding a heart, with the hand in gray and the heart in light green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light green and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6790321, 6790320

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, administering monetary charitable contributions for disaster relief and providing emergency financial assistance to financially needy individuals and families; Charitable services, namely, the distribution of monetary charitable contributions to charities and non-profits; Charitable services, namely, providing financial assistance to disadvantaged persons for health care
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 09, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gainwell Technologies LLC Address Gainwell Technologies LLC 355 Ledgelawn Drive Conway ARKANSAS 72304 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53721.66

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COMPLETE MELATONIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97535736  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 04, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7100778  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "MELATONIN"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5850976, 5850975

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements  
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals  
- **First Use**: Aug. 04, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nutrition Center, Inc.  
- **Address**: Nutrition Center, Inc. 2132 E. Richards Street Douglas WYOMING 82633  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 35509-566453

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FAVADA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97536081</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2022</td>
<td>7100779</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters of &quot;FAVADA&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The wording &quot;FAVADA&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Bird cages; Bird cages for domestic birds; Cupcake molds; Cupcake stands; Cups; Cups and mugs; Feeding vessels for pets; Glass dishes; Glass jars; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Insulated flasks; Insulated vacuum flasks; Insulating flasks; Lunch bags not of paper; Lunch boxes; Lunch pails; Lunch-boxes; Make-up brush holders; Make-up brushes; Make-up removing appliances; Paper towel dispensers for household use; Soap boxes; Soap brackets; Soap dishes; Soap dispensers; Soap holders; Tooth brush cases; Tooth brushes; Tooth brushes, non-electric; Toothbrush cases; Toothbrush head covers; Toothbrush holders; Toothbrushes for animals; Toothbrushes for pets; Vacuum bottles; Vacuum pumps for wine bottles; Wine glasses; Animal activated animal feeders; Animal-activated pet feeders; Automatic pet feeders; Automatic pet feeding bowls; Bird feeders; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Camping grills; Cardboard cups; Cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; Coffee cups; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cookie molds; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Dental care kit comprising toothbrushes and floss; Electric tooth brushes; Electric toothbrushes; Hand-operated grinders; Hand-operated food grinders; Hand-operated pepper grinders; Hand-operated salt grinders; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Ice cube molds; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Non-electric cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes; Non-electric meat grinders; Paper cups; Perches for bird cages; Pet feeding bowls, automatic; Pet feeding dishes; Plastic cups; Sake cups; Small animal feeders; Tea cups

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Mar. 16, 2020

**In Commerce** Mar. 16, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: MooBeat Business Inc  
**Address**: MooBeat Business Inc 830 N Taft Ave  
**Loveland**  
**COLORADO**  
**80537**

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: HOWELL, MATTHEW P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRYSTAL ART GALLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97536461 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7100780 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CRYSTAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture; Decorative mirrors International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Dec. 01, 1999 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RGGD, INC. Address RGGD, INC. 4950 S. Santa Fe Ave. Vernon CALIFORNIA 90058 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RGG.006UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WITHSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537518 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7100781
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Swings; Artificial Christmas trees; Body-training apparatus; Boxing gloves; Carnival masks; Christmas tree decorations; Elbow pads for athletic use; Fishing lures; Fishing tackle; Golf bags; Golf clubs; Knee guards for athletic use; Pet toys; Skipping ropes; Stuffed toys; Toy models; Yoga bolsters; Yoga straps
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 12, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yongshuai Lu Address Yongshuai Lu 9717, Youcheng North District Minqiang Community, Minzhi Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Sha2002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
TM 11916
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OSS OUTRAGEOUS SANDERS SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97537834 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7100782
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two interlocking "SS" contained within the letter "O". On the outside of the "O" reads "OUTRAGEOUS" on the top and "SANDERS SERVICE" on the bottom.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SERVICE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4387502

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring heating and air conditioning tools, plumbing hardware, plumbing tools, lighting hardware, light fixtures, electrical hardware, electrical tools, cabinet doors, cabinet door parts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sanders Supply, Inc. Address Sanders Supply, Inc. 107 E Belding St. Hot Springs ARKANSAS 71901
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L552901196

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WERT, KARL ANTHONY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97540380</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7100783</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**: The wording Busparst has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Cups; Lunch-boxes; Mugs; non-electric cookware, namely, pots, pans, dishes; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Garden hose sprayers; Grass sprinklers; Lawn sprinklers; Make-up removing appliances; Pastry molds; Spray nozzles for garden hoses; Sprinkler heads for lawn sprinklers; Stream deflector nozzles for garden hoses; Swimming pool products, namely, glass granules used in pool filters; Syringes for watering flowers and plants; Tea sets; Works of art of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta

**International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

First Use: Jun. 02, 2022

In Commerce: Jun. 02, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Li, Lihong

**Address**: Li, Lihong  Rm 803-9, Wanshan Bldg, No. 28, Wulong Jiangnan Ave, Shangjie Town, Minhou County Fuzhou, Fujian  CHINA  350100

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: US041855T

**Examining Attorney**: LAPTER, ALAIN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ABRUGA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97540443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Abruga" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Bookmarkers; Crayons; Pencils; Ballpoint pens; Blackboards, drawing boards and easels; Highlighting pens; Marking pens; Stencil plates; Sticker albums; Stickers and sticker albums
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: May 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Wang, Yan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>2A, Block 1, Bldg. 35, Sunshine Palm Garden No. 2057, Qianhai Road, Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MM LIGHT BLAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541572 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100785
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0127005/1699329 International Registration Number 1699329 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4492822, 4857056, 6040386 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring information in the field of energy healing and alternative health, namely, therapeutic touch services and holistic health
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 08, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anthony William, Inc. Address Anthony William, Inc. #898 5379 Lyons Rd Coconut Creek FLORIDA 33073 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOUNUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541894 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100786
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording YouNuo has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal harnesses; Back packs; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags; Gym bags; Hiking sticks; Hunters' game bags; Kit bags; Pet clothing; Shoulder bags; Travel bags; Wallets incorporating RFID blocking technology
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 04, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 04, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Zhong Address Huang, Zhong No.35,Shaobei Village, Lixi Town, Wuning County, Jiujiang City, Jiangxi Province CHINA 332311 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US041792T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRIZANT, JAMES
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 97542057  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 09, 2022  
Registration Number: 7100787  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) PYGLAIUFFFFQG

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation: The wording "PYGLAIUFFFFQG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For: Boots; Gloves; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Sleepwear; Sneakers; Socks; Swimwear; Underwear; Board shorts; Hooded pullovers; Sports pants; Work shoes and boots  
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing  
First Use: Jun. 01, 2022  
In Commerce: Jun. 01, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Chen, Yu  
Address: Chen, Yu  
No. 1, No. 60 Changjiawan Village, Wenfeng District  
Anyang City, Henan CHINA  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

Examiner Information
Examiner: Gagliardi, Jeanine
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOAG.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97543458</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
<td>7100788</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the following: the term &quot;HOAG&quot; in black, lowercase letters followed by an orange, fully shaded dot.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Community health education services, namely, conducting seminars, lectures and educational meetings in the fields of medicine and research and distributing educational materials in connection therewith; development and dissemination of educational materials for others in the field of medicine

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jul. 13, 2022

**In Commerce** Jul. 13, 2022

**For** Hospital and medical services providing inpatient and outpatient treatment in the areas of cancer, heart and vascular, neurosciences, orthopedics, women's health and maternal child services, emergency medicine, diabetes, pulmonary, chemical dependency including treatment and recovery, medical radiology and medical imaging

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Jul. 13, 2022

**In Commerce** Jul. 13, 2022

**For** Medical and scientific research in the field of health, healthcare, disease, and medicine; research and development in the field of health, healthcare, disease, and medicine; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of health, healthcare, disease, and medicine; medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jul. 13, 2022

**In Commerce** Jul. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Address  Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian  One Hoag Drive
Newport Beach  CALIFORNIA  92663
Legal Entity  non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HOAGM-065T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POWERS, ALEXANDER L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BAOBOTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97543911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Beds for household pets; Cat beds; Cushions for lining pet crates; Dog beds; Dog kennels; Dog transport boxes; Inflatable pet beds; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal pet kennel with pet-actuated entry; Pet crates; Pet cushions; Pet grooming tables; Pet ramps; Portable beds for pets; Portable kennels

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes

US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Jan. 15, 2022

**In Commerce** Jan. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hangzhou Fuen e-commerce Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hangzhou Fuen e-commerce Co., Ltd. Rm 2423, 1st F, building 1, No. 11, Guanshan Rd, Pingyao Town, Yuhang Dist, Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VALSOURCE INTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545099 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100790
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintenance and/or repair of valves; Repair, maintenance and modification of valves
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use 1998 In Commerce 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VALSOURCE, LLC Address VALSOURCE, LLC 101 METALS DR. YOUNGSVILLE LOUISIANA 70592 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SDS403

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UIESIVKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545323 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100791
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UIESIVKU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dolls and playsets therefor; Dolls for playing; Exercise machines; Magnetic board games; Model racing car bodies; Party games; Pet toys; Stress relief exercise toys; Toy aircraft; Toy banks; Toy cars; Toy Christmas trees; Toy vehicles, namely, caster boards; Toys, namely, puppets and accessories therefor; Water toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huixingwang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Huixingwang Trading Co., Ltd. 402,4/F,No. 6-1,Ailian Industrial Zone, Zhugushi,Wulian Community,Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518100 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COLORCONTROL IMAGING SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97545608 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100792
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of an open box surrounded by two curved bands to the left of the stylized wording "COLORCONTROL IMAGING SYSTEMS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COLORCONTROL IMAGING SYSTEMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toners; Filled ink cartridges for printers; Filled toner cartridges; Photocopier toner; Printers' ink; Printing ink; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHUHAI NINESTAR MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. Address ZHUHAI NINESTAR MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. ROOM 105-67604 (CENTRALIZED OFFICE AREA) NO.6 BAOHUA ROAD, HENGQIN NEW DISTRICT ZHUHAI, GUANGDONG CHINA 519000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM118764

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) FAYLOTAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97546452 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2022  Registration Number 7100793
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bikinis; Boots; Coats; Sandals; Shoes; Slippers; T-shirts; Trousers; Aqua shoes; Climbing shoes; Polo shirts; Sports shirts; Waterproof footwear; Work shoes and boots
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Jul. 12, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Weidi  Address Li, Weidi  No. 73, Hebei, Xiting Village  Longtian Town  Fuqing City  CHINA  350300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
**TM 11928**  
**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  
**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
TOME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97547628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation**  
The wording Tome has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying electric hair curling irons; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hair cutting scissors and shears; Blades and brushes for electric hair clippers and trimmers; Electric and battery-powered hair clippers; Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers; Electric ear hair trimmers; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair curling irons; Electric hand-held hair styling irons; Electric irons for styling hair; Hair-removing tweezers; Hair clippers; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hair cutting scissors; Hair trimmers

**International Classes**  
8 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
23, 28, 44

**International Class Title**  
Hand Tools

**First Use**  
Jul. 27, 2022

**In Commerce**  
Jul. 27, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.

**Address**  
EZ BEAUTY SUPPLY INC.  
4858 ROUTE 32  
CATSKILL, NY  
NEW YORK  
12414

**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**  
NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PAINTED BY MEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549572 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100795
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Custom paintings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 15, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guisao, Melinda D DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Mel Address Guisao, Melinda D #134 1127 Royal Palm Beach, #134 Royal Palm Beach FLORIDA 33411 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIVIWAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549625    Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022    Registration Number 7100796
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023    Register Principal    Mark Type Trademark    Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No    Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "BIVIWAN" in stylized font with a design logo in front of the mark of a hexagon shield design separated by two diagonal components. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "BIVIWAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Baby scales; Data cables; Knee pads for workers; Protective ear covering shields; Protective helmets for sports; Protective industrial respirators; Protective work gloves; Safety helmets; Video baby monitors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 17, 2022    In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. 9-2-1, No. 7, Building 2, Yinchen Business Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIVIWAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97549641 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100797
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "BIVIWAN" in stylized font having a design logo above of a shield in woven patterns separated into four parts. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "BIVIWAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earphones; Baby scales; Data cables; Knee pads for workers; Protective ear covering shields; Protective helmets for sports; Protective industrial respirators; Protective work gloves; Safety helmets; Video baby monitors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. Address Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. 9-2-1, No. 7, Building 2, Yinchen Business Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Koh-ASN00401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97549650 Application Filing Date   Aug. 15, 2022 Registration Number   7100798
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the letters "BIVIWAN" in stylized font having
a design logo above of a shield in woven patterns separated into four parts. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a
feature of the mark. Translation   The wording "BIVIWAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Chaps; Shirts; Spats; Sweatshirts; Trousers; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear,
pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Infant wear; Outer jackets; Sweat bands
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use
Apr. 17, 2022 In Commerce   Apr. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. Address   Ningbo Bingwen Technology Co., Ltd. 9-2-1, No. 7,
Building 2,Yinchen Business Center, Yinzhou District, Ningbo CHINA 315000 Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   Koh-ASN00402

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97549771</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Vans; Campers; Land vehicles and structural parts therefor; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Automobile customization services; Automobile upfitting services; Custom installation of automobile interiors; Custom rebuilding of existing land vehicles and structural parts therefor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Remote Vans LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Remote Vans LLC 131 E McMicken Ave Cincinnati OHIO 45202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>3002-7004US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CLARK, ROBERT C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
TURNING THE DENTAL INDUSTRY UPSIDE DOWN

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97550227
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100800
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: General and pediatric dentistry services, namely, restorative and cosmetic dentistry procedures, hygienist services, dental consultations, dental implant services, endodontic, periodontic, prosthodontic, oral surgery and orthodontic services, and sedation and general anesthesia dentistry
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Espire Dental Practice, LLC
- **Address**: Espire Dental Practice, LLC Suite 211 7995 E. Prentice Ave. Greenwood Village COLORADO 80111
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 120201.0028
- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLONDETTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97550290 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7100801
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BLONDETTE" in stylized
script lettering that slants upwardly from the left side. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Cocktail lounge services; Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Oct. 28, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rand Tower MN Owner LLC Address Rand Tower MN Owner LLC 318 W. Adams Street, Suite 1915
Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MA702-00204

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ZAKVASKINO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97552320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of a gray/blue smiling cat with blue and white eyes wearing blue overalls. The cat also has white hands, white and gray face, pink on its ears, nose and mouth and black outlining and details. The cat is holding up a glass of blue and white milk, with the glass outlined in black, with a green pasture behind the cat whereas there is a yellow, orange and gray barn surrounded by green bushes on the left and a white and brown spotted cow on the right with green bushes behind the cow, a stylized term &quot;ZAKVASKINO&quot; above the cat written in white stylized font and underlined by a white curved line, on a blue background outlined in yellow with a yellow sun peaking out above the term, with a white background in the upper part of the mark. <strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>The color(s) white, black, blue, yellow, orange, green, pink, brown and gray are claimed as a feature of the mark. <strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Butter; Cheese; Kefir; Yogurt; Cheese curds; Cottage cheese; Cream cheese; Cultured milk; Dairy-based beverages; Dairy-based dips; Dairy-based food beverages; Farmer's cheese; Feta cheese; Fresh unripened cheeses; Margarine; Margarine substitutes; Milk; Mozzarella cheese; Soft cheese; Sour cream; Yogurt drinks; Cheese spreads; Condensed milk; Dairy-based spreads; Fruit-based food beverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| <strong>Currently Use</strong> | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEDRÉ MELTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97552335
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 17, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100803
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “MELTS”
- **Translation**: The English translation of "BEDRÉ" in the mark is "BETTER".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chocolate; Chocolate candies; Filled chocolate; Filled chocolates
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Chickasaw Nation
- **Address**: The Chickasaw Nation 520 E. Arlington Blvd. Ada OKLAHOMA 74820
- **Legal Entity**: federally-recognized Indian tribe
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
**Mark Literal(s)** FRESHBUCKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97553857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 5330074 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Promotional, marketing and advertising services, namely, providing consumer information about vacuum sealing products by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, internet marketing and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communication channels; arranging and conducting an incentive reward program for customers through the distribution of a reward based system for the purpose of promoting the sale of vacuum sealing products |
| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Feb. 18, 2015 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 18, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Sunbeam Products, Inc. |
| **Address** | Sunbeam Products, Inc. 6655 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. Atlanta GEORGIA 30328 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | FoodSaver TM |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CRUZADO, SAMANTHA LEE |
MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**

The mark consists of a circular design that has a large circle in the middle surrounded by an outline with four smaller circles overlapping the edges of the large circle. There are three semicircles going around each smaller circle on the outside.

**Color Claimed**

Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Behavioral health services; Health care; Medical services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Jul. 2019

**In Commerce** Jul. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** ABC MEDICAL, LLC

**Address** ABC MEDICAL, LLC 34 Salem St, Suite 3 Reading

MASSACHUSETTS 01867

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** L551929217

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BELAVI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97554144</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 2022</td>
<td>7100806</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording BELAVI has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6672337, 6767846

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Feb. 28, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 28, 2022

For Canopies of textile or synthetic materials

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

**First Use** Apr. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2022

For Pergolas primarily of metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2022 **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ALDI Inc. **Address** ALDI Inc. 1200 N. Kirk Road Batavia ILLINOIS 60510 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 22263.654

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
BBB SHAPER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97554617</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 18, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100807</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "SHAPER" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Hernia bandages; Hernia trusses; Medical devices for use in treating or diagnosing umbilical hernias and correcting umbilicus shape in babies; Therapeutic apparatus, namely, chemically activated anti-cellulite wraps, ice packs, compresses, and compression bandages; Apparatus for acupressure therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>26, 39, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SILVA, REBECCA CRISTINA CANCEIO DE BULHOES |
| Address | SILVA, REBECCA CRISTINA CANCEIO DE BULHOE S 4272 W RED FLEET CT RIVERTON UNITED STATES 84096 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | BRAZIL |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TAYLOR, DAVID T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TISSTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97555139 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100808
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TISSTING" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Axles for vehicles; Bicycle chains; Bicycle cranks; Bicycle frames; Bicycle handlebars; Bicycle kickstands; Bicycle pedals; Clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; Electric bicycles; Gears for bicycles; Lug nuts for vehicle wheels; Motorcycle handlebars; Mudguards for bicycles; Patches for repairing inner tubes; Pumps for bicycle tires; Rearview mirrors; Saddlebags adapted for bicycles; Shock absorbers for bicycles; Upholstery for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wuhan Jingjia Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Wuhan Jingjia Network Technology Co., Ltd., Rm. 11, 6/F, Unit 1, Building 10B, No. 13, Honggang 2nd Street, Qingshan, Wuhan CHINA 430080 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TZL2022-4326

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KONSCHAK, CARL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THEY'RE A 10 BUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97557030 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7100809
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0132165/1718035 International Registration Number 1718035

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Card games; Parlor games; Party games; Tabletop games

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name What Do You Meme, LLC Address What Do You Meme, LLC 233 Spring Street, 5th Floor West New York NEW YORK 10013 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WANGMUXIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97557203
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100810
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording WANGMUXIA has no meaning in a foreign language.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bookcases; Credenzas; Cupboards; Wardrobes; Bathroom vanities; Bean bag chairs; Camping furniture; Camping tables; Coat racks; Cupboards for tea-things (chadansu); Deck chairs; Dining tables; Dog beds; Dressing tables; Furniture primarily of metal, namely, mirrors, bed frames, dining tables, coffee tables, end tables, desks, display cases, shelving, dog gates, and baby gates; Mirrored cabinets; Movable wall partitions; Night tables; Office tables; Room dividers; Shower chairs
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wang, Wen
- **Address**: Room 1311, No. 55, Zhongwang Road, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US042192T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FAXU PU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97557209 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7100811
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brassieres; Catsuits; Infantwear; Jeans; Pajamas; Brogue shoes; Infants' shoes and boots; Outerwear, namely, coats, hats, gloves; Sports over uniforms; Sports vests; Swim suits; Tops as clothing; Undergarments, namely, waspies; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's hats and hoods
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Jianping Address Zhang, Jianping No.6, Miaoxia, Celei Village Wupixia Town, Anyuan District Pingxiang, Jiangxi CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042186T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  YGDYXAUTOC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97557885  Application Filing Date  Aug. 22, 2022  Registration Number  7100812
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric cables; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electric wire harnesses for automobiles; Electric wires; Electrical adapters; Electrical outlets; Electrical plugs; Junction boxes; Voltage surge protectors; Wire connectors
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 03, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ningbo Yinggui Power Cord Co., Ltd.  Address  Ningbo Yinggui Power Cord Co., Ltd.  No. 7, Hubei Road, Hubei Village, Simen Town, Yuyao City, Zhejiang Province  CHINA  315400  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WORLD PARTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97558578</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100813</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing, namely, sweatshirts, tank tops, pants, jackets |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Sep. 21, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Insomniac Holdings, LLC |
| Address | Insomniac Holdings, LLC 5023 Parkway Calabasas Calabasas CALIFORNIA 91302 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | EDM-US-00294 |
| Examining Attorney | DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD |

---

14117
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HUXLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97558667 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100814
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the designed letters "Huxley". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cord; Ropes; All-purpose nylon straps; All-purpose nylon straps featuring hook and loop fasteners; All-purpose straps comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather; Cargo and carrier equipment for vehicles comprised of synthetic textile materials, excluding artificial leather, namely, tow ropes, tow straps, ratchet tie-down straps, quick release tie down straps, lashing straps, and tarp straps; Cargo slings of rope or fabric; Elastic bands for binding; Nylon strapping or tie downs; Nylon straps for handling loads; Nylon tie down straps; Nylon towing straps; Polypropylene straps for securing bales; Polypropylene straps for securing bundles; Ropes and synthetic ropes
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Yi Address Zhang, Yi 29-02 Jordan Street, Flushing NEW YORK 11358 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KASTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97559265 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100815
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5224016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line electronic newsletters delivered by email featuring information in the field of building security and access control systems; providing on-line electronic newsletters featuring information in the field of building security and access control systems
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

For Installation and maintenance of building security and access control systems, namely, security system equipment; upgrading and installation of computer hardware; repair of computer hardware; repair of building security and access control systems, namely, security system equipment; providing information in the field of repair of building environment and environment control systems in the nature of security system equipment via the Internet
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

For Computer hardware; computer hardware for use in building security systems; access control computer hardware for controlling access to secured areas; downloadable computer software for monitoring and administrating building security systems; downloadable electronic newsletters featuring information in the field of building security and access control systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021
Control of building environmental access and security systems, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; providing information in the field of building security via the Internet; providing information in the field of building environment and environmental control systems, namely, building security, via the Internet; security services for buildings, namely, providing physical access to properties via a remote call-in locking device; monitoring security alarms for security purposes; monitoring environment alarms; alarm response and verification services; emergency response alarm monitoring services, namely, monitoring of alert devices by a remote monitoring center for the dispatch of emergency public health and security services and notification to third parties; consulting services in the field of building security; administration of building security and access control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; operation in the nature of control of building security and access control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; operation of building environmental systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; control of building security and access control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; control of building environmental control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; providing an internet website portal featuring information in the field of building security.

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Mar. 2021
In Commerce Mar. 2021

For Telecommunication services, namely, providing access to pictures, video, alarm status, building plans and other building and security information at a remote station.

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 104
International Class Title Communication
First Use Mar. 2021
In Commerce Mar. 2021

Design and development of security, environmental, and access control systems; programming of computerized security, environmental, and access control systems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing of computerized building security, environmental, and access control system hardware and software problems; upgrading and installation of computer software; maintenance of software for use in building security and access control systems; repair of software for use in building security and access control systems; providing information in the field of maintaining software for use in building security and environmental alarms; computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; providing information in the field of software for building security systems via the Internet.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Mar. 2021
In Commerce Mar. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kastle Systems International LLC
Address Kastle Systems International LLC 6402 Arlington Boulevard Falls Church VIRGINIA 22042
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where VIRGINIA
Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 120044-0010
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KASTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97559290 Application Filing Date  Aug. 22, 2022 Registration Number  7100816 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized tower with the wording "KASTLE" beneath. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELAT ED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4251668, 4250612, 5224016 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line electronic newsletters delivered by email featuring information in the field of building security and access control systems; providing on-line electronic newsletters featuring information in the field of building security and access control systems
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Mar. 2021 In Commerce  Mar. 2021

For  Installation and maintenance of building security and access control systems, namely, security system equipment; upgrading and installation of computer hardware; repair of computer hardware; repair of building security and access control systems, namely, security system equipment; providing information in the field of repair of building environment and environment control systems in the nature of security system equipment via the Internet
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Mar. 2021 In Commerce  Mar. 2021

For  Computer hardware; computer hardware for use in building security systems; access control computer hardware for controlling access to secured areas; downloadable computer software for monitoring and administering building security systems; downloadable electronic newsletters featuring information in the field of building security and access control systems
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 2021 In Commerce  Mar. 2021
ForControl of building environmental access and security systems, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; providing information in the field of building security via the Internet; providing information in the field of building environment and environmental control systems, namely, building security, via the Internet; security services for buildings, namely, providing physical access to properties via a remote call-in locking device; monitoring security alarms for security purposes; monitoring environment alarms; alarm response and verification services; emergency response alarm monitoring services, namely, monitoring of alert devices by a remote monitoring center for the dispatch of emergency public health and security services and notification to third parties; consulting services in the field of building security; administration of building security and access control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; operation in the nature of control of building security and access control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; operation of building environmental systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; control of building security and access control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; control of building environmental control systems for others, namely, monitoring of security alarm systems; providing an internet website portal featuring information in the field of building security

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

ForTelecommunication services, namely, providing access to pictures, video, alarm status, building plans and other building and security information at a remote station

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

ForDesign and development of security, environmental, and access control systems; programming of computerized security, environmental, and access control systems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing of computerized building security, environmental, and access control system hardware and software problems; upgrading and installation of computer software; maintenance of software for use in building security and access control systems; repair of software for use in building security and access control systems; providing information in the field of maintaining software for use in building security and environmental alarms; computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; providing information in the field of software for building security systems via the Internet

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 2021 In Commerce Mar. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kastle Systems International LLC Address Kastle Systems International LLC 6402 Arlington Boulevard Falls Church VIRGINIA 22042 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 120044-0010
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97559292</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation:** The wording "Ecavria" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Bowls; Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups; Cake plates; Cupcake molds; Disposable paperboard bakeware; Disposable table plates; Drinking straws of paper, plastic, bamboo; Flatware being plates and saucers; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Plastic coasters
- **International Classes:** 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title:** Housewares and Glass
- **First Use:** Jun. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Jun. 10, 2022

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** Zhang, Lingling
- **Address:** Zhang, Lingling 15A, Unit 2, Bldg. 9, Jindi Shangtangdao Garden, Bulong Road, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518110
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZAKVASKINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97559415 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7100818
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Butter; Butter substitutes; Buttermilk; Cheese; Cheese spreads; Condensed milk; Cottage cheese; Cream cheese; Cultured milk; Curd; Dairy-based beverages; Dairy-based dips; Dairy-based food beverages; Dairy-based spreads; Farmer's cheese; Feta cheese; Fresh unripened cheeses; Fruit-based food beverage; Kefir; Margarine; Milk; Mozzarella cheese; Soft cheese; Sour cream; Yogurt; Yogurt drinks; Yogurt-based beverages; Cheese curds; Greek yogurt; Milk curd
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bio Brands Inc. Address Bio Brands Inc. 4080 Ocean Avenue Brooklyn NEW YORK 11235 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2208-003TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** STAY·TITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97560165</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 23, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2860789, 1362892 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | toilet seats; hinge feature sold as an integral part of a toilet seat |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Bemis Manufacturing Company |
| Address | Bemis Manufacturing Company 300 Mill Street Sheboygan Falls WISCONSIN 53085 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WISCONSIN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US-BEMIS148A |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SAXTON, EVELYN H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GONE MINIMAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97560325 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100820
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MINIMAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring minimalist lifestyles
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 25, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Junto LLC Address Junto LLC PO Box 4696 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EMERALD PET LITTLE DUCKIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97561048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7100821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "PET LITTLE DUCKIES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6513025, 5230994, 5282793 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 46 **International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products
**First Use** Nov. 29, 2012 **In Commerce** Nov. 29, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Emerald Pet Products
**Address** Emerald Pet Products 2070 N. Broadway, Unit 4128 Walnut Creek, CALIFORNIA 94596
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 3512213.0045

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRESERVING THREADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97561219 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100822
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring clothing and apparel; On-line retail store services featuring home goods, furnishings, and decor; On-line retail store services featuring salad bowls and servers, serving platters, cooking utensils, and ornaments; On-line retail store services featuring platters, planters, bowls, dishes, greeting cards, lanterns, sculptures, and candles; On-line retail store services featuring clothing, napkins, tablecloths, placemats, runners, aprons, and throws
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Artisan Variety LLC Address The Artisan Variety LLC 575 6th Ave Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  DEAR HOLIDAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97561486  Application Filing Date  Aug. 23, 2022  Registration Number  7100823
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring clothing and apparel; On-line retail store services featuring home goods, furnishings, and decor; On-line retail store services featuring salad bowls and servers, serving platters, cooking utensils, and ornaments; On-line retail store services featuring platters, planters, bowls, dishes, greeting cards, lanterns, sculptures, and candles; On-line retail store services featuring ornaments, seasonal decorations, and greeting cards
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Artisan Variety LLC  Address  The Artisan Variety LLC  575 6th Ave  Menlo Park  CALIFORNIA 94025  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WICKERSHAM, JUSTIN SPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** MIRRONA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97562071</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2022</td>
<td>7100824</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "MIRRONA".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | 
|-----|---
| Bathroom mirrors; Bathroom vanity mirrors; Decorative mirrors |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Mirrona LLC
- **Address**: Mirrona LLC 3577 Armfield Farm Dr Chantilly VIRGINIA 20151
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TIKI SLIDERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97563177  Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2022  Registration Number 7100825
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SLIDERS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fast-food restaurant services; Fast-food restaurants; Fast casual restaurants featuring Hawaiian style food
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Camo Hospitality Inc. Address Camo Hospitality Inc. 1800 Vine St Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PURATH, ANICKA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RICFARB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97563648 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7100826
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyewear; Anti-dazzle spectacles; Anti-glare glasses; Cases for children's eye glasses; Cases for spectacles and sunglasses; Cases for spectacles, for pince-nez and for contact lenses; Children's eye glasses; Cyclists' glasses; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Optical glasses; Polarizing spectacles; Protective eyewear; Reading eyeglasses; Safety eyewear; Spectacles and sunglasses; Spectacles, frames and cases; Sports eyewear; Sports training eyeglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 04, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Fengyun Address Zhang, Fengyun Room 602 No.26, Dongming Road, Siming District, Xiamen CHINA 361000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042407T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exposing Attorney FAUCETTE, MAX CLIFFORD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BIOCLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97563893 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100827
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for analyzing medical and health data to generate personalized summaries and clinical insights

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 2020 In Commerce Jun. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BioIntelliSense, Inc. Address BioIntelliSense, Inc. 17301 W. Colfax Avenue, Suite 152 Golden COLORADO 80401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BioIntelliSe

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BZlover

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97565747 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100828
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile wheel cleaning brushes; Bath brushes; Bird feeders; Camping grills; Cleaning cloths; Coffee scoops; Cosmetic brushes; Electric hair combs; Hair brushes; Hose nozzles; Ice cream scoops; Insulated flasks; Natural and synthetic fiber coco liners fitted for plant boxes, plant pots, and plant baskets; Polishing cloths; Terrariums for plants International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 10, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Zhen Address Li, Zhen No. 070, Xiaoguanzhuang Village, Jiulong Town, Zhongmu County, Henan CHINA 451450 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042405T
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BEILITAI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97565991</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Downlights; Humidifiers; Lamps; Air cleaning units; Air filtering installations; Air purifiers; Air sterilisers; Combination ozone sanitizer and electric deodorizing units; Desk lamps; Electric air deodorizers; Electric bladeless fans; Electric bulbs; Electric fans; Electric lamps; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Lamps for outdoor use; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED flashlights; LED lamps; Lighting fixtures; Ozone generators that kill mold and mildew; Ozone sanitizers for air and water; Portable electric fans |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Aug. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Beilitai Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Beilitai Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 2208A, Block B, Hefeng Bldg, No.1040 Meilong Avenue, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | hytm2022 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized images of five (5) different caliber bullets arranged side-by-side decreasing in height from the left to right.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Coffee; Coffee based beverages; Coffee drinks; Beverages made of coffee; Ground coffee; Ground coffee beans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 28, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 28, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>JJE Brands, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>JJE Brands, LLC 3850 Fernandina Road Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STURMAN, MELISSA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FLA TTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97566722 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7100831
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "TTY" below the stylized letters "FLA" with a diagonal line starting at the bottom of the letter "Y". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic briefcases; briefcases; plastic document cases; document cases; shoulder bags; cross body bags; pouches for holding make-up, key and other personal items
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2022
For Stationery; pen cases; passport holders; holders for checkbooks; pen and pencil cases; stationery cases
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 05, 2017 In Commerce Dec. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KING JIM CO., LTD. Address KING JIM CO., LTD. 10-18, Higashi Kanda 2-chome Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 101-0031 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ISHI002.008T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINDEMANN, ROBIN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JUICY SMOOCHIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97567205 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7100832 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics and makeup preparations; Lip gloss
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 19, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BEAUTY 21 COSMETICS, INC. Address BEAUTY 21 COSMETICS, INC. 2021 South Archibald Avenue Ontario CALIFORNIA 91761 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B21C.093T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLANDRIA, WARREN L
TM 11967  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MUGSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97571056  
Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2022 
Registration Number 7100833 
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 
Register Principal 
Mark Type Trademark 
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No 
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "MUGSY" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5077579

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Duffle bags; tote bags; all-purpose utility bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes 
US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 
International Class Title Leather Goods 
First Use Nov. 2020 
In Commerce Nov. 2020

For Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, tops, sweatshirts, sweatpants, caps, hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes 
US Classes 22, 39 
International Class Title Clothing 
First Use Jan. 01, 2015
In Commerce Jul. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tracer Bullet LLC 
Address Tracer Bullet LLC Suite 200 1118 W Fulton Market Chicago ILLINOIS 60607 
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DJB/6528-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ORBBEC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97571304</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100834</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4863166

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Computer cameras; computers with build-in camera for gaming, monitoring, tracking and human-computer interaction; Cases adapted for cameras; USB cables; Computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives; embedded single board computers; printed circuit boards; Power over Ethernet (POE) network component in the nature of printed circuit board

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Orbbec 3D Technology International, Inc.
- **Address**: Orbbec 3D Technology International, Inc. Suite 220 2800 Livernois Rd. Troy MICHIGAN 48083
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: ORB3D106TM2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HAYES, GINA CLARK
#TM 11969 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
DENGSHANYANG

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97571381</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
<td>7100835</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "DENGSHANYANG" has no meaning in a foreign language.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Athletic bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Crossbody bags; Leather bags; Straps for handbags; Travelling bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Jul. 10, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 10, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Yang Zhiwei
- **Address**: Yang Zhiwei No. 78, Hetou village Xiaoguanying Township, Gaobeidian City Hebei Province CHINA 074005
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: JV0046

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, GEORGE M
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

#### Mark Literal(s)
ARCOPLASTBIO BSL-3 CERTIFIED

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97574001
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100836
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Certification Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "ARCOPLASTBIO" with "ARCOPLAST" in blue lower case letters and "BIO" in gray lower case letters, with the word "CERTIFIED" above in gray uppercase letters, and "BSL-3" in gray uppercase letters, all enclosed in a blue diamond border.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "CERTIFIED" AND "BSL-3"
- **Certification Statement**: The certification mark, as used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies that the user has met certifier's standards relating to the installation of wall and ceiling panels in laboratory environments and high-containment facilities for work experience, educational levels and professional competence.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Installation of wall and ceiling panels in laboratory environments and high containment facilities
- **International Classes**: B
- **US Classes**: B - Primary Classes
- **US Class Title**: U.S. Classification of Services Certified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 25, 2010

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Arcoplast, Inc.
- **Address**: Arcoplast, Inc. 106 Crafton Dr. O'Fallon MISSOURI 63367

### Legal Entity
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 5010814-48

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ENERGIZER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97574785 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100837 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and handheld computers for monitoring solar power systems to determine operating status, battery capacity and energy usage International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 15, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Energizer Brands, LLC Address Energizer Brands, LLC 533 Maryville University Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRAVTSOFF, ELENA V N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) _TLNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97574816  Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022  Registration Number 7100838
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Talent management services for creative artists
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2020  In Commerce Jan. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Underscore Talent  Address Underscore Talent Suite 240 8383 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills California 90211  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2300-002.02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TBHATFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97575832 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100839
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Smartwatches; Audio transmitter units; Cell phone covers; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer keyboards; Computer mice; Earphones and headphones; Loud speakers; Microphone stands; Portable media players; Soundbar speakers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Wireless transmitters and receivers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Xiang Address Zhang, Xiang #1002, Unit 1, Building 2, No. 39 Fuzhou South Road, Shinan District Qingdao, Shandong CHINA 266000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US042661T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AVENT, TEAGUE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OPTIMARE SPILLWATCH!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97577364 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100840
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "OPTIMARE" to the left of a generally pentagonal design comprising three shaded circles and two shaded partial circles contained within an outline and arranged in a manner resembling five small spheres surrounding a larger center sphere, all above the stylized wording "SPILLWATCH!". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 302014026273 Foreign Registration Date May 22, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 31, 2024 Foreign Registration Renewal Date May 22, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking being supervision, life-saving, and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, optical detection systems consisting of computers, electro-optical sensors, optical sensors, wireless data transmitters and receivers, and computer network interface devices, all for use in maritime surveillance and monitoring of liquids on surfaces; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely, electric switches, electrical switches, transformers, electric accumulators, voltage regulators, electrical controllers, and electrical controlling devices, all for use in optical detection of liquids on surfaces and maritime surveillance; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers, blank optical data carriers; memories for data processing, namely, computer memories, disc memories, and electronic memories; downloadable software and recorded software, namely, software to connect computer network users and to integrate applications and databases, and software to collect, edit, organize, modify, transmit, store and share data and information, all for use in optical detection of liquids on surfaces and maritime surveillance; data processing computer hardware, and peripherals adapted for use with computers; data processors and computers; apparatus and instruments for high-frequency communications and control engineering, namely, electric sensors, optical sensors, electro-optical sensors, intercoms, all for use in optical detection of liquids on surfaces and maritime surveillance; apparatus and instruments for air transport, namely, computers for managing control devices for aircraft; special purpose containers specially adapted for
navigation apparatus for vehicles; fire-extinguishing apparatus; telecommunications transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; sensors, namely, optical sensors, electro-optical sensors, gas sensors for measuring gas concentration, acceleration sensors, pressure sensors; measuring equipment for special mission aircraft, namely, satellite and inertial navigation systems, flight mechanical data meters for monitoring the function and status of aircraft mechanical systems for flight test purposes, wind and turbulence meters in the nature of anemometers, air chemical meters for trace gas concentration measurements, aeromagnetic meters for measuring magnetic fields, and gravity meters; aircraft data acquisition and processing systems, namely, aircraft data processors for calculating and storing of flight data, and airworthy computers; avionic navigation systems, namely, ILS (instrument landing system), VOR (very-high-frequency omnidirectional radio), MLS (microwave landing system), SSR (secondary surveillance radar), PAR (precision approach radar), and DME (distance measuring equipment); on-board aircraft systems for calibration of radio navigation aids, namely, receivers for radio navigation signals, and aircraft meteorological instruments in the nature of humidity meters, pressure sensors, and temperature sensors; data processing equipment, namely, computers and mass storage units in the nature of external computer hard drives; recorded and downloadable computer programs for use in monitoring aircraft data acquisition and processing systems

International Classes
9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Optimare Systems GmbH Address Optimare Systems GmbH Fischkal 1 Bremerhaven FED REP GERMANY 27572 Legal Entity GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) State or Country

Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 03100992M2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE RAINMAKER PODCAST
WITH VERONICA ROMNEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97577622 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100841
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “RAINMAKER PODCAST” Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Veronica Romney, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of business; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of business
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 15, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2022
For Downloadable podcasts in the field of business
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 15, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LoSoMo, Inc Address LoSoMo, Inc 123 NW 13th St Suite 202 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33432 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANE, SUZANNE M

The Rainmaker Podcast with Veronica Romney
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MORECHIOCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97578353 Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100842
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MORECHIOCE" appearing in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ashtrays for automobiles; Bicycle chains; Bicycle pumps; Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Bumpers for automobiles; Cigar lighters for automobiles; Engine mounts for land vehicles; Insignia for vehicles; Land vehicle parts, namely, running boards; Motorcycle chains; Pannier bags for bicycles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake levers; Parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar grips; Patches for repairing vehicles tires; Rearview mirrors; Saddle covers for motorcycles; Spare wheel covers; Sun blinds adapted for automobiles; Trash containers adapted for use in vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 27, 2021 In Commerce May 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Feimingda Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Feimingda Information Technology Co., Ltd. 207, Building 5, 1970 Science Park Minzhi Community, Minzhi Street Longhua, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J386220963

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) YOUR BRAND IS YOUR POWER. CREATE IT, FIERCELY.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97579243 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100843
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography; Consulting services in the field of photography; Membership club services, namely, providing training to members in the field of content creation, brand identity, strategy and management, photography, graphic design, personal and professional wardrobe styling, and social media management; Professional coaching services in the field of content creation, brand identity, strategy and management, photography, graphic design, personal and professional wardrobe styling, and social media management; Videography services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018
For Advertising copywriting; Brand imagery consulting services; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Marketing consulting; Marketing consulting, namely, development of marketing campaigns for others; Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018
For Personal wardrobe styling consultancy; Personal wardrobe styling services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018
For Graphic design; Graphic design of marketing materials; Consulting in the field of graphic arts design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: THE BRANDING GURU, LLC
Address: THE BRANDING GURU, LLC 2500 Biscayne Boulevard Apt. 1309 Miami FLORIDA 33137
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CUZTOMIZEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97579432 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100844
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom engraved metal medical information identification cards, tags, bracelets and necklaces, not magnetically encoded and not to function as jewelry; Identification tags of metal; Identity plates of common metal; Metal dog tags; Metal name plates; Metal nameplates and door nameplates; Pet collar accessories, namely, fitted silencers for metal pet tags; Works of art of common metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Aug. 16, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Long Address Chen, Long No. 1, Qidong Village, Caiyuan Office Tai Shan District Tai An City, Shandong CHINA 271000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STANWOOD, STEPHEN D
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LAGREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97580132 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100845
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "LAGREE" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4425052, 5737826, 4291320 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; Providing exercise classes and group fitness classes; Providing fitness classes, workout classes, and personal fitness training; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing workout classes, personal fitness training, exercise classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness training services; providing a web site featuring on-line instruction and information in the field of physical exercise and featuring information about instructions for using exercise equipment and exercise machines; providing a web site and online non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the form of social media posts, all featuring information about instructions for using exercise machines, and about fitness and fitness classes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lagree Technologies, Inc. Address Lagree Technologies, Inc. c/o Laski Law 15332 Antioch St., Ste 125 Pacific Palisades CALIFORNIA 90272 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IM, JEAN H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97580159</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td>7100846</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the design of a shield with a stylized person in the middle aiming a bow and arrow toward the top of the shield, with an arc design curving from the left side of the shield over the top of the person to form part of the bow. To the right of the design is the stylized wording &quot;LAGREE FITNESS&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;FITNESS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 5743168, 5737826, 4291320 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Conducting fitness classes; Providing exercise classes and group fitness classes; Providing fitness classes, workout classes, and personal fitness training; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing workout classes, personal fitness training, exercise classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness training services; providing a web site featuring on-line instruction and information in the field of physical exercise and featuring information about instructions for using exercise equipment and exercise machines; providing a web site and online non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the form of social media posts, all featuring information about instructions for using exercise machines, and about fitness and fitness classes

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2022
**In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Lagree Technologies, Inc.
**Address** Lagree Technologies, Inc. c/o Laski Law 15332 Antioch St., Ste 125 Pacific Palisades 90272
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** IM, JEAN H
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97580247</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "NORTHERN NEVADA" and "MEDICAL CENTER"

### Related Properties Information

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4283069, 4565216, 3043670 and others

### Goods and Services Information

| For | Hospital services; Medical services |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2022 |

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: UHS of Delaware, Inc.

**Address**: UHS of Delaware, Inc. 367 S. Gulph Road King of Prussia PENNSYLVANIA 19406

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97580388
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100848
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Ale; Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Lagunitas Brewing Company
- **Address**: The Lagunitas Brewing Company 1280 N. McDowell Blvd. Petaluma CALIFORNIA 94954
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ROTH, BENJAMIN H.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONKOCLOGNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97581122  Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7100849
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical laboratory testing services for diagnostic or treatment purposes that enables DNA-based next-generation sequencing (NGS) testing to detect lymphoproliferative disorders and serve as molecular markers of malignant B or T cells
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Oct. 23, 2022  In Commerce Oct. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BioReference Health, LLC  Address BioReference Health, LLC  481 Edward H. Ross Drive  Elmwood Park  NEW JERSEY  07407  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BREF-143
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PIOKDIOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97582316  Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2022  Registration Number 7100850
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile chassis; Automobile engines; Automotive engine mounts; Brake pads for vehicles; Brake segments for motor cars; Brake shoes for land vehicles; Caps for vehicle fuel tanks; Headlight wipers; Motor car windows; Motors for automobiles; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; Shock absorbing springs for motor cars; Torsion bars for motor cars; Undercarriages for vehicles; Vehicle parts, namely, suspension struts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 09, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng, Jian  Address Zheng, Jian Cheng'ao Village, Huling Town, Ruian, Zhejiang CHINA 325213
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119913

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILIO, LORI ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COMPLETE METABOLISM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97584058</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2022</td>
<td>7100851</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "METABOLISM"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5850976, 5850975

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Sep. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Nutrition Center, Inc.
**Address**: Nutrition Center, Inc. 2132 E. Richards Street, Douglas, WYOMING 82633
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 35509-567763

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOOHU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97584136 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7100852
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "HOOHU" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bras; Dresses; Hats; Shorts; T-shirts; Vests; Crop tops; Dance costumes; Halter tops; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 10, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 10, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Lianzheng Address Chen, Lianzheng No. 7, Xiawutang, Tuanjie Village, Taoyuan Town, Dapu County, Guangdong CHINA 514200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS119941

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PANDIT, ROHINI NMN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97585406</td>
<td>Sep. 09, 2022</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>7100853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of letters HST in a circle with the H made up of two horizontal lines and the end of the H connecting with the bottom of the S and the top of the S connected with the top of the T.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For software design and development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Holo-Sail Technologies Inc. Address Holo-Sail Technologies Inc. 1234 Golden Gate Drive Papillion NEBRASKA 68046 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HOLO0003USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** POEISIS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97585673</td>
<td>Sep. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7100854</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Lacunae Lab
- **Address**: Lacunae Lab 1001 Bridgeway #908 Sausalito CALIFORNIA 94965
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, TINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TZSMUM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97589044</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 13, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100855</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "TZSMUM" in stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording TZSMUM has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dehumidifiers; Faucets; Humidifiers; Multicookers; Showers; Air purifiers; Bread baking machines; Ceiling fans; Coffee machines, electric; Electric fans; LED lamps; Light bulbs; Lighting fixtures; Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Wall lamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Henan Taozuan Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 702, Unit 2, Bldg. 9, Nanxifudi, Dayou Rd, Baisha Town, Zhengdong New Dist. Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SKYLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97589100 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7100856
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live music concerts, live disc jockey concerts, live musical performances, and live music festivals; arranging, organizing, and conducting dance parties and art exhibitions

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 28, 2021 In Commerce May 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Insomniac Holdings, LLC Address Insomniac Holdings, LLC 5023 Parkway Calabasas Calabasas CALIFORNIA 91302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EDM-US-00297

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EL9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97592630 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100857
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 018688346 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2022
Foreign Registration Number 018688346 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 23, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 19, 2032
Foreign Registration Number 321955 Foreign Registration Date May 12, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County NORWAY Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 21, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sports cars; Cars; Motors for land vehicles; Tires for vehicle wheels; Water vehicles, namely, personal jet boats, speedboat, motorboat, canoe, kayak; Steering wheels for vehicles; Electric vehicle, namely, minivan, coupe, sports car, sedan, convertible cars, motorcycles; Motorcycles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, namely, cars, motorbikes, bicycles, cycles, mountain bikes, trucks, tractors, boats; Vehicles, namely, cars, motorcycles, trucks, boats; Motor vehicles, namely, cars, motorcycles, trucks, boats; Land vehicles; Electric motors for land vehicles; Axles for vehicles; Bodies for electric vehicles; Shoe brakes and brake linings for vehicles; Parts for land vehicle, namely, brake calipers, brake systems, bumpers, couplings, differential, drive gears, drive shafts, motors, exchange gear selector, transmission, transmission shafts, hydraulic cylinders, carrying bearings, all for vehicles; Chassis for vehicles; Parts for land vehicle, namely, manual and power steering wheels, safety restraints in the nature of seat belts, seats, sliding roofs, steering column components and parts in the nature of steering units, all for vehicles; Hubs for vehicle wheels; Vehicle wheels; Parts for land vehicle, namely, vehicle window deflectors in the nature of window rain guards, direction indicators in the nature of turn signal levers, doors, hatches in the nature of hatch board; upholstery, handles for doors, horns, rear view mirrors, luggage racks, ski racks, mudguards, snow or antiskid tire chains, head restraints, seat belts, safety seats for children, mud flaps, roof racks, shock absorbing springs, stabilizer sold as a part of steering and suspension systems, steering wheels, steering linkages in the nature of steering gears and rudders, vehicle suspension springs, torsion bars, connecting rods for land vehicles other than parts of motors and engines, windows, window winding mechanisms in the nature of windshield; windshield wipers, all for vehicles; Arm rests for vehicles;
Lead weights for balancing vehicle wheels; Fitted vehicle covers for automobiles for the purpose of protecting against harsh weather, radiator grilles, fluid containers in the nature of oil pans, storage boxes specially adapted for automobiles, spare tire carriers, all being parts of vehicles; Interior trim panels for vehicle bodies

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 **International Class Title** Vehicles

**For** Toy vehicles; scale model vehicles; scale model kits; Toy balance bicycles; Toy scooters; Jigsaw puzzles; Toy drones; Smart robot toys; Game cards; playing cards; Sports equipment, namely, ice hockey sticks, skateboards, skis; Skateboards; Fairground ride apparatus in the nature of ride-on toys; Arcade video game machines; Electric amusement toy car; In-line roller skates; Golf ball carrier in the nature of golf ball sleeves; Body-building apparatus; Machines for physical exercises, namely, exercise bands, training bars, rowing machines

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently** 44E **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** NIO (Anhui) Co., Ltd. **Address** NIO (Anhui) Co., Ltd. Blg. F, Hengchuang Intel. Tech. Park, Susong Rd. 3963, Econ. and Tech. Develop Hefei City CHINA 0 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 0228/0128TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HYPAHEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97593361</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2022</td>
<td>7100858</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SaaS) services and platform as a service (PaaS) services, all of the foregoing featuring computer software for analyzing and monitoring potential cancer signs, symptoms, and drug responses, making treatment recommendation, and discovering drug targets and drugs through artificial intelligence, bioinformatics, and multi-modal data for use by medical professionals, oncologists, scientists and other health systems in the fields of diagnostics, scientific and medical research, healthcare, and pharmaceuticals; Pharmaceutical research and development; Drug discovery services; Software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for pharmaceutical research and drug discovery

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Sep. 13, 2022 In Commerce: Sep. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: HYPAHUB, INC. Address: HYPAHUB, INC. 1256 Riesling Terrace Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 94087
Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 311124.0008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BANSAL, MEGHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LEAD THE WAY IN FAIR PAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97593704 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100859
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in workforce data management and data analytics in the field of tax, human resources, and business intelligence
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Sep. 14, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name First Capitol Consulting, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA First Capitol Consulting, Inc. Trusaic Address First Capitol Consulting, Inc. 3530 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1460 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LTWIFP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLEINMAN, CORINNE ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ANTERO PEAK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97593709
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100860
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0132888/1720991
- **International Registration Number**: 1720991

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Investment advisory services; securities brokerage services; mutual fund brokerage; mutual fund, private fund, and global fund distribution; mutual fund, private fund, and global fund investment services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Artisan Partners Holdings LP
- **Composed of**: Artisan Partners Asset Management Inc., a Corporation organized under the laws of Delaware
- **Address**: Artisan Partners Holdings LP 875 E. Wisconsin Ave. Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53202
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 370823610000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SEARS, DAVID W.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97595319  Application Filing Date: Sep. 16, 2022  Registration Number: 7100861
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of four overlapping drops.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Downloadable software applications, namely, software for communicating with Social Security disability insurance beneficiaries and for allowing and enabling Social Security disability insurance beneficiaries to access, upload and submit documents and information to assist in the administration of federal work programs
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use: Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Allsup, LLC  Address: Allsup, LLC  300 Allsup Place  Belleville  ILLINOIS  62223  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1017124.32
Examining Attorney: BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ALLSUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1731614, 3588542, 3598154 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Downloadable software applications, namely, software for communicating with Social Security disability insurance beneficiaries and for allowing and enabling Social Security disability insurance beneficiaries to access, upload and submit documents and information to assist in the administration of federal work programs

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Sep. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Allsup, LLC **Address** Allsup, LLC 300 Allsup Place Belleville ILLINOIS 62223 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 1017124.32

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HILIVISTEC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97595451
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 16, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100863
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Embroidered reflective patches to be worn on clothing, for the prevention of accidents; Flashing safety lights; Hard hats; Lanyards for safety purposes for fall protection; Portable LED safety lighting devices for personal use for safety purposes; Reflective and illuminated clothing, for the prevention of accidents; Reflective clothing, for the prevention of accidents; Safety equipment, namely, a lifeline system for horizontal or vertical movement to which a worker is attached for protection against fall hazards, composed of line tension indicator, turnbuckle, bars, anchors, harnesses, lanyards, cables, anchorage connectors, carabiners, lifelines, stanchions, shock absorber; Safety eyewear; Safety products, namely, reflective safety bands to be worn on the body
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 03, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 03, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wang, Jing
- **Address**: No. 18, Hezhai Road, Sanjiang Street, Wucheng District, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
TM 11998 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TEMEDARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97596355  Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2022  Registration Number 7100864  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "Temedara" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets; Area rugs; Bath mats; Bathroom rugs; Carpet padding; Carpet tiles made of textiles; Carpets and rugs; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors; Door mats of textile; Fabric bath mats; Oriental non-woven rugs (mosen)  International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title Floor Coverings  First Use Sep. 08, 2022  In Commerce Sep. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Shuo  Address Li, Shuo No. 20, District 2, Dongdatun Village Chengguan Town, Ji County Tianjin CHINA 301900  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-220919-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97599994  Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2022  Registration Number 7100865
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "GANGNAMRI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Barstools; Chairs; Ottomans; Pillows; Sofas; Bed frames; Bunk beds; Reclining chairs; Rocking chairs; Sofa beds
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 02, 2022  In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Zhou, Xiaoling  Address  Zhou, Xiaoling No. 31, Group 5, Baishi Village, Cha'anling Town, Chibi City, Hubei CHINA  437300  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BUSINESS OVERDRAFT PASS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97600277</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2022</td>
<td>7100866</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUSINESS OVERDRAFT"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4626228

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking services</td>
<td></td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td>Aug. 29, 2022</td>
<td>Aug. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Citizens Financial Group, Inc.
- **Address**: Citizens Financial Group, Inc. One Citizens Plaza Providence RHODE ISLAND 02903
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 44999.6396

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: EMILO, LORI ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MURPHY'S LAWYER III LVIII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97604378 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7100867
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield with a standing lion in each of the upper and lower quadrants; the upper left and upper right quadrants are separated from the lower left and lower right quadrants by a fess which contains a sheaf of wheat on the left, a sheaf of wheat on the right and scales of justice in the middle; the left scale on the scales of justice is engraved with the Roman numeral 'III' in stylized font, and the right scale is engraved with Roman numeral 'LVIII' in stylized font; the shield is supported with an acoustic guitar on either side and grounded with a rod that has decorative end caps which taper off; a ribbon protrudes from behind the shield and sits between the guitars and the rod; around the top portion of the shield is a mantle which resembles leafy flames; on top of the shield is a helmet donning a barrister's wig and a crown with a jewel; at the peak of the logo is a banner with the words 'Murphy's Lawyer' in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name "MURPHY'S LAWYER" identifies Christopher John Murphy, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment information services, namely, providing information and news releases about a musical artist; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing music tours in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, providing information about a recording artist via an online network; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Production of audio recording;
Production of musical sound recording; Production of sound recordings; Production of sound and music video recordings; Record production; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Providing entertainment information via a website

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**For**: Audio cassettes featuring music and musical performances; Audio discs featuring music and musical performances; Audio tapes featuring music; Compact discs featuring music; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music anthologies; Downloadable audio recordings featuring music and musical performances; Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to music and musical performances; Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to music and musical performances; Downloadable music files; Musical sound recordings; Video discs featuring music and musical performances; Video tapes featuring music and musical performances; Video and audio recordings featuring music and musical performances; Audio recordings featuring music and musical performances; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Digital media, namely, compact discs, CDs, tape cassettes, audio cassettes, audio tapes, audio discs, records, CD-ROMs, video tapes, video cassettes, video discs, DVDs, DATs, laser discs, downloadable audio files, downloadable video files featuring music and musical performances; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Phonograph records featuring music; Series of musical sound recordings; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**First Use**: Mar. 01, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Murphy, Christopher John

**Address**: Murphy, Christopher John 45-42 41st Street, Apt. 5D Sunnyside NEW YORK 11104

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 910063.0009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFEPAWS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97605118</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dietary supplements for pets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 03, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Greek Island Labs, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Greek Island Labs, LLC Suite 11950 1201 S. Alma School Rd. Mesa ARIZONA 85210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KLUWE, CHERYL D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZJPZYXDHZFC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97605456  Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2022  Registration Number 7100869
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smartwatches; Sunglasses; Audio headphones; Cases for mobile phones; Cellular phones; Mouse pads; Navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board computers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones; Reading eyeglasses; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Aug. 13, 2022  In Commerce Aug. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Jianping  Address Zhang, Jianping  Group 1, Tianbang Village  Donghe Town, Ziyang County  Ankang, Shaanxi  CHINA  725000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SCRICOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97605876 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 24, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100870 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Carnival masks; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Costume masks; Face masks being playthings; Halloween masks; Masquerade masks; Novelty costume masks; Novelty toy face masks; Novelty toys in the nature of fake vampire fangs, hand buzzers, etc. for playing jokes; Theatrical masks; Toy animals; Toy face masks; Toy masks; Toy tiaras; Visors for toy helmets |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Sep. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Fu Yu | Address | Fu Yu Lane 10, Nanchang Second New Village, Xixiang Street Shenzhen CHINA 518126 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QPEANLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97607986 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100871
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "QPEANLE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backdrops comprised of polymeric material being a textile substitute for use in photography; Canvas and muslin backdrops for use in photographic and video production; Cloth banners; Plastic banners; Textile backdrops for use in photography; Vinyl banners
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suzhou qingpingyue e-commerce Co., Ltd Address Suzhou qingpingyue e-commerce Co., Ltd Room 422-139, 4th Floor, Building 4 No. 66 Wangmi Street, Gaoxin District Suzhou CHINA 215000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Chen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) STU BABY CREW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97608986 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100872
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BABY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Albs; ankle boots; aprons being clothing; ascots; babies' pants, underwear; bandanas, neckerchiefs; bath sandals; bath slippers; bath robes; bathing caps; bathing trunks; swimsuits; beach clothes being beachwear; beach shoes; belts being clothing; berets; bibs, not of paper; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; boas being necklets; bodices being lingerie; boot uppers; boots; boots for sports; boxer shorts; brassieres; breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; caps being headwear; chasubles; clothing, namely, shirts, pants, coats, skirts, T-shirt, polo shirts, sports shirts, ties, jackets, sweaters, sweatshirt, hoody, dress, jeans, shorts, leggings, gloves, hat, scarf, suits, tracksuit, vest, jumper in the nature of dresses, sweaters, and coveralls, pyjamas, socks, pullover, nightdress, mini-skirt, cardigan, apron, anorak, blazer, blouse, raincoat, trousers, tank top, underclothing, bathing shorts, bathing suits, bikinis, uniforms and jerseys; clothing for gymnastics, namely, track suits, tank top, jerseys, fitness shorts, gym leggings, gym sweatshirts, gym hoodies, gym t-shirts, short sleeved t-shirts, tights, gym bottoms, leotards, sports bras and gym jackets; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, leather jackets, leather shirts, leather pants, leather shorts, leather skirts, leather leggins and leather top long sleeves; coats; collars being clothing; combinations being clothing in the nature of one-piece undergarments; corselets; corsets being underclothing; cuffs; cyclists' clothing, namely, BIB shorts and tights, jackets and gilets, jersey, T-shirts and tops, shorts and trousers, bras and base layers, socks and overshoes; detachable collars; dress shields; dresses; dressing gowns; ear muffs being clothing; esparto shoes or sandals; fishing vests; fittings of metal for footwear in the nature of heelpieces, toe caps, shoe eyelets; football shoes; footmuffs, not electrically heated, being foot wear; footwear; footwear uppers; fur stole; furs being clothing; gabardines being clothing; galoshes; garters; foundation garment girdles; gloves being clothing; gymnastic shoes; hairdressing capes; half-boots; hat frames; hats; headbands being clothing; headgear for wear, namely, hats, caps being headwear, berets; heelpieces for stockings; heelpieces for footwear; heels; hoods being clothing; hosiery; jackets being clothing; jerseys being clothing; judo uniforms; jumper dresses; karate uniforms; kimonos; knickers; knitwear, namely, shirts, pants, coat, jackets, jumpers in the nature of dresses, sweaters, and coveralls, cardigans, sweater, cowl neck sweater, scarf, knitted hat, headband, knitted gloves, socks; lace boots; layettes being clothing; leggins being leg warmers; leggins being trousers; leotards; liveries being
uniforms; maniples; mantillas; masquerade costumes; mitres being hats; mittens; money belts being clothing; motorists' clothing, namely, gloves, jackets, polo shirts, rain jackets and sweat shirts; muffs being clothing; neck scarves being mufflers; neckties; non-slipping devices for footwear being non-slip soles for footwear; outer clothing, namely, all weather jacket and coat; overalls; overcoats; paper clothing, namely, paper gloves and paper hat; paper hats for use as a clothing item; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; petitcoats; pocket squares; pockets for clothing; ponchos; pyjamas; ready-made linings being parts of clothing; sandals; saris; sarongs; sashes for wear; scarves; shawls; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shoes; short-sleeve shirts; shower caps; ski boots; ski gloves; skirts; skorts; skull caps; sleep masks; slippers; slips being under clothing; sock suspenders; socks; inner soles; soles for footwear; spats; sports jerseys; sports shoes; sports singlets; stocking suspenders; stockings; studs for football boots; stuff jackets being clothing; suits; suspenders; sweat-absorbent stockings; sweat-absorbent underwear; sweat-absorbent socks; sweaters; teddies being under clothing; tee-shirts; tights; tips for footwear; togas; top hats; trouser straps; trousers; turbans; underpants; underwear; uniforms; valenki being felted boots; veils being clothing; visors being headware; waistcoats; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets, waterproof trousers, raincoat, rain cape, waterproof overgloves, waterproof over trousers and waterproof bottoms; welts for footwear; wet suits for water-skiing; wimples; wooden shoes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2016</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>GMG EMPIRE LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>GMG EMPIRE LLC 1150 NW 72 Ave. Suite 455 #6410 Miami FLORIDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>FLORIDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>sbc1982TM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| EXAMINING ATTORNEY                |                      |            |        |                          | Kirchgasser, Ross Leon |            |                                   |         |

14185
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
DA BODAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100873</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Backpacks; Handbags; Purses; Wallets; Change purses; Clutch bags; Crossbody bags; Evening bags; Gym bags; Hiking poles; Hobo bags; Shoulder bags; Sport bags; Tote bags; Wristlet bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Sep. 23, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 23, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Youmi Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Youmi Technology Co., Ltd. 2115, Haitiange, Hailonghuayuan Fenghuang Road, Huangbei Street Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FATHY, DOMINIC
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ALIGN GLOBAL GALLERY

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97611101
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100874
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “GLOBAL GALLERY”

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Hosting an online community web site featuring dental information; providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to post, categorize, track, maintain, and review a gallery of images depicting dental treatment outcomes, and to facilitate users' peer-based recognition of outstanding treatment results
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2020

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Align Technology, Inc.
- **Address**: Align Technology, Inc. 2820 Orchard Parkway San Jose CALIFORNIA 95134
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GRAPE GARDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97613907 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7100875
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GRAPE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jun. 12, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Universal Nutrition Inc Address Universal Nutrition Inc 39-20 Main Street Suite 477 Flushing Queens NEW YORK 11354 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EVEN E EMBERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97618229 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100876
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "EVEN EMBERS" separated by a stylized flame design, which resembles the letter "E" angled sideways, on a rectangular background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cooking utensils and accessories for barbecues, namely, tongs, spatulas, turners, scrapers for cleaning grills, brushes for cleaning grills, brushes for basting food, cooking skewers for holding food, and wire grill baskets; Grilling cookware, namely, wire baskets, bowls, heat and serve serving platters
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Aug. 28, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 12, 2021
For Barbecues and grills; Barbecue Smokers; Charcoal grills; Electric grills; Charcoal table top grills; Gas grills; Fitted covers for barbecue grills; Repair and replacement parts for electric grills, barbecue grills, charcoal grills, gas grills, barbecue smokers, and electric fryers, namely, grates, hoses, knobs, and burners; Portable outdoor fire pits for barbecuing; Portable outdoor fire pits; Grill accessories, namely, fitted covers for barbecue grills; Replacement and structural parts for portable outdoor fire pits, namely, grates, lids, burners, and hoses; Portable outdoor patio heaters using wood pellets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Boltz Group, LLC Address The Boltz Group, LLC Suite A 3204 Skylane Drive Carrollton TEXAS 75006 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 27891-0004
Examining Attorney
WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VAC VISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97619372 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100877 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VAC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vacuum cleaner attachments for cleaning dryer vents; Dryer vent vacuum attachment, namely, a plastic "Y"-shaped attachment for use with vacuum cleaners for cleaning lint filters in dryers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Sep. 08, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greenberg, Evan Shawn Address Greenberg, Evan Shawn 2 Elizabeth Place Lake Hopatcong NEW JERSEY 07849 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63367

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) RAVIRITAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97619960 Application Filing Date  Oct. 05, 2022 Registration Number   7100878
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "RAVIRITAS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Alcoholic beverages containing fruit; Alcoholic beverages, namely, frozen daquiris; Alcoholic mixed beverages except beers
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits First Use  Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RAVIS TEXAS, LLC Address  RAVIS TEXAS, LLC  3416 82nd Street Lubbock  TEXAS  79423 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K555801226

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GERMICK JR., EDWARD JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ELECTRIC SKY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97620838
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 05, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100879
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, tank tops, long-sleeved shirts, pants, hats and beanies
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Insomniac Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: 5023 Parkway Calabasas, Calabasas, CALIFORNIA 91302
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: EDM-US-00298

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exckling Attorney**: DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BE SEXCESSFULL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97622068 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7100880
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sex coaching
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name deGrasse, Nora Address deGrasse, Nora 2474 E Prescott St Gilbert ARIZONA 85298 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LIL WHEELIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97623700  Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2022  Registration Number  7100881
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Manually operated metal working tools for forming compound curves and contours on sheet metal
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools  First Use  Feb. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Heck Industries, Inc.  Address  Heck Industries, Inc.  1498 Old U.S. 23 South  Hartland  MICHIGAN 48358  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HII-202-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GODJOBDO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97624199
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 08, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100882
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footies; Hoodies; Pullovers; Scarves; Shawls; Shirts; Swimsuits; Camouflage shirts; Dress suits; Hooded sweatshirts; Night shirts; Outer jackets; Short trousers; Union suits; Clothing jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Aug. 25, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Huang Wenbiao
- **Address**: Huang Wenbiao No. 435, Huangcuo, Dongwuya, Shanting Township, Xiuyu District Putian City CHINA 351100
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MELINDA GUISAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97624874 Application Filing Date Oct. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100883
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual(s) whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Custom paintings International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guisao, Melinda D Address Guisao, Melinda D 1127 Royal Palm Beach BLVD #538 Royal Palm Beach FLORIDA 33411 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KANLINAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97625025 Application Filing Date Oct. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100884
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KANLINAT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Otoscopes; Sphygmomanometers; Dental instruments, namely, oral irrigators; Ear plugs for sleeping, swimming; Electric massage apparatus for household use; Foot massage apparatus; Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus for massaging necks and backs, feet; Microneedle dermal roller; Teeth protectors for dental purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 24, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Ningyi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Ningyi Technology Co., Ltd. 2307, Block A, Bldg 1, Sangtai Longyuefu No. 77, Fucheng Road, Longgang Street Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NSUS139
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97625333</td>
<td>Oct. 10, 2022</td>
<td>7100885</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LOUNGE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Night club services

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use**: May 2022

**In Commerce**: May 2022

**For** Cocktail lounges; Bar services

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**First Use**: May 2022

**In Commerce**: May 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Milkshake, LLC
**Address**: Milkshake, LLC 3927 Main Street, Suite 150 Dallas TEXAS 75226
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 035078.027US

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**: COWARD, JEFFERY
TM 12020 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) COUIDL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97626595 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100886 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Couidl" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for dehydrating food waste; Drain structures for use in spas, steam rooms and baths; External filtering device for use in a local containment area for removing oil and other contaminants from storm drain effluent as it exits storm water systems; Filters for fluids, namely, for water and area-water solutions; Plumbing fittings, namely, baffle; Plumbing fittings, namely, sink strainers; Plumbing supplies, namely, sink strainers; Sewage treatment plants; Strainers for plumbing drains; Strainers for water lines; Water filtering apparatus; Water filtering units for domestic, commercial, or industrial use; Water filters; Water purification and filtration apparatus; Water treatment equipment, namely, reverse osmosis filtration units; Water treatment equipment, namely, water filtration units; Water treatment equipment, namely, water filtration units and reverse osmosis units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 22, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xiamen Zhiying United e-commerce Co., Ltd Address Xiamen Zhiying United e-commerce Co., Ltd Unit 608, building 2, No. 768, Qishan North Road, Huli District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARTHUR, ALAINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NACELLE POP CHANNEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97626769 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100887
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POP CHANNEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of non-downloadable films, television programs, multimedia entertainment content and videos in the field of pop culture via online streaming services and terrestrial television networks
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 05, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Nacelle Company, LLC Address The Nacelle Company, LLC 2660 W. Olive Ave. Burbank CALIFORNIA 91505 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3165.0233
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, ABBIE
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
ULTRA-BETIC

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97626969</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 11, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100888</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Dec. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2015

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: GVM Associates Inc.
- **Address**: GVM Associates Inc. 30 New York Ave. Westbury NEW YORK 11590
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PUZHIMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97627654 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7100889
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PUZHIMAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Bead bracelets; Bracelets made of embroidered textile; Children's jewelry; Decorative key fobs of leather; Jewelry armoires; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Key holders being key chains; Leather jewelry boxes; Nose rings; Pierced earrings; Silver thread jewelry; Synthetic precious stones; Women's jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Sep. 15, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu, Haibin Address Xu, Haibin No. 4, Xuwu Group, Wengkou Village, Longxian Town, Wengyuan County Shaoguan, Guangdong CHINA 512600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WILLNICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97627985 Application Filing Date  Oct. 11, 2022 Registration Number  7100890
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Willnice" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Respiratory aspirator and anti-choking device; Medical apparatus for diagnosing or treating respiratory conditions; Respirators for artificial respiration; Portable medical devices used for breathing exercises, namely, portable devices used for endogenous breathing exercises and for respiratory muscle training; Medical devices for monitoring oxymetry, gas analysis, vital signs, blood properties and respiratory events and downloadable and recorded software sold as a unit therewith; Air filters for medical ventilators; Silicone gel sheeting for the treatment of scars; Medical treatment apparel; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; Furniture especially made for medical purposes; Massage apparatus and instruments; Medical devices for treating sleep disorders; Medical instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments; Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical, dental or veterinary use; Artificial limbs; Baby bottles; Sex toys; Suture materials
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus First Use  May 19, 2022 In Commerce  May 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RAM.SHAW PTE. LTD. Address  RAM.SHAW PTE. LTD.  73 UPPER PAYA LEBAR ROAD #06-01C CENTRO BIANCO SINGAPORE 534818 Legal Entity  private limited company State or Country Where
Organized  SINGAPORE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
Osteo Bedding

Serial Number  97628274  Application Filing Date  Oct. 11, 2022  Registration Number  7100891
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s)  OSTEO BEDDING

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “BEDDING”

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6362317, 6833572

For  Bolsters; Pillows; Air pillows, not for medical purposes; Bamboo pillows; Head positioning pillows for babies; Inflatable pillows; Latex pillows; Neck-supporting pillows; Neck pillows; U-shaped pillows

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Aug. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 15, 2022

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Name  BRILLANT MAX MOLY INC  Address  BRILLANT MAX MOLY INC  6010 SE ALDER HILL LOOP  PORTLAND  OREGON  97267  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OREGON

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  TUS120587
Examining Attorney  CORDANI, CAITLIN A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** GIFTY

**Trademark Registration Issued**

**Serial Number** 97628307  **Application Filing Date** Oct. 11, 2022  **Registration Number** 7100892  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

**Mark Drawing Type**

4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Combs; Dishware; Hairbrushes; Animal bristles for brush-making; Bath brushes; Bath sponges; Cake brushes; Cake molds; Candy boxes; Cheese graters; Cleaning cloth; Cookery molds; Hair combs; Ice cube molds; Pastry molds

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** May 13, 2022  **In Commerce** May 13, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Junyi Cao  **Address** Junyi Cao  No. 155, Dacaojia Village  Luofeng Sub-district Office  Zhaoyuan, Shandong  CHINA  265400  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** TUS120564

**Examining Attorney** KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF

---

**14206**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHOICY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97628310  Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2022  Registration Number 7100893
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6595165

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Articles of clothing for toys; Artificial Christmas trees; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Clockwork toys; Costume masks; Cube-type puzzles; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Printing toys; Soft knitted toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy food; Toy jewelry
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use May 24, 2021  In Commerce May 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Junyi Cao  Address Junyi Cao No. 155, Dacaojia Village Luofeng Sub-district Office Zhaoyuan, Shandong CHINA 265400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS120567
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
TM 12028 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BANTBOXBIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97630091 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7100894
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cups; Dishware; Plates; Bird feeders; Bird feeding tables; Garlic presses; Holders for toilet paper; Jar openers; Kitchen utensil crocks; Laundry baskets; Lunch bags not of paper; Lunch boxes; Pot and pan scrapers; Shower racks; Water troughs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Lei Address Wang Lei No.265 Jiangdong Middle Rd, Jianye Dist Nanjing CHINA 210019
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PISEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97630217  Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2022  Registration Number   7100895
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording PISEN. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6570085, 6098510, 6713842 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Handles for hand-operated hand tools; Laser hair removal apparatus, other than for medical purposes; Razors, electric or non-electric; Hand-operated cutting tools; Hand-operated hair clippers; Household knives; Table cutlery
International Classes   8 - Primary Classes US Classes   23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use Sep. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GUANGDONG PISEN ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD  Address   GUANGDONG PISEN ELECTRONICS CO., LTD  No. 9, Qinfu 1st St., Jintang Indus Park Niussipu Village, Liuyue, Henggang Town, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen CHINA  Guangdong  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**Mark Literal(s)** PISEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97630221</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2022</td>
<td>7100896</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording PISEN.
- **Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6570085, 6098510, 6713842 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Massage apparatus; Skin moisture analyzers for medical purposes; Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasonic waves for performing aesthetic facial treatment procedures
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GUANGDONG PISEN ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD
- **Address**: GUANGDONG PISEN ELECTRONICS CO., LTD No. 9, Qinfu 1st St., Jintang Indus Park Niusshipu Village, Liuyue, Henggang Town Longgang Dist.,Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
**MARK LITERAL(S)** BRAINRISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97630896</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2022</td>
<td>7100897</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4874804</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2022</td>
<td>4874804</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2022</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>Jun. 06, 2032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Medical apparatus and instruments for treating anxiety by means of promoting relaxation through audiovisual sensory stimulation; medical hypnotherapy device used for relaxation purposes, namely, a device providing audiovisual sensory stimulation for treating anxiety, promoting relaxation, optimizing sleep and pain reduction; non-invasive electronic devices for medical use to promote relaxation, namely, a non-invasive electronic device in the nature of a virtual reality helmet for promoting relaxation through hypnosis for the purpose of treating anxiety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For: Training services in the field of relaxation techniques with virtual reality and hypnotherapy; production of audio-visual and multimedia programs in the nature of audio and video recordings for promoting relaxation, anxiety reduction; Videotaping; providing online non-downloadable music; providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of hypnosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For: Downloadable and recorded virtual reality software for providing, distributing and transmitting audio and video content for purposes of promoting relaxation and anxiety reduction; downloadable and recorded software for the provision, distribution and transmission of audio and video content for purposes of promoting relaxation and anxiety reduction; downloadable and recorded software and computer software applications for mobile devices for providing, distributing and transmitting audio and video content in the field of promoting relaxation, anxiety reduction; Headphones; Virtual reality headsets.
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For   Hypnotherapy services for relaxation purposes, namely, hypnotherapy services for medical purposes; Stress reduction therapy; Music therapy

International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For   Development, updating and maintenance of software in the field of relaxation, anxiety reduction, sleep and pain reduction; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for providing, distributing and transmitting audio and video content for purposes of promoting relaxation, reducing anxiety, promoting sleep and reducing pain; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring software platforms for providing, distributing and transmitting audio and video content for purposes of promoting relaxation, reducing anxiety, promoting sleep and reducing pain

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HYPNO VR Address   HYPNO VR  5 RUE LE GRIESHEIMERBERG LAMPERTHEIM FRANCE 67450 Legal Entity   société par actions simplifiée (sas) State or Country Where Organized   FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2655-104
Examining Attorney   FLINT, DANIEL LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZHFXBK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97633048  Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2022  Registration Number 7100898
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZHFXBK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photo-engravings; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints on canvas; Canvas for painting; Framed paintings; Original art pictures on canvas; Paintings and their reproductions; Print engravings
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Oct. 03, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pingdingshan Junyong Trading Co., Ltd. Address Pingdingshan Junyong Trading Co., Ltd. Room 202, Unit 1, Building 31 Forest Peninsula, Yangzhuang Town Pingdingshan CHINA 467400 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**: LLOOC

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**: The wording "LLOOC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Cabinet doors for furniture cabinets; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Gate hardware, namely, non-metal gate latches; Latches, not of metal; Lock barrels, not of metal; Locks, other than electric, not of metal; Non-metal cabinet door catches; Non-metal cabinet stops; Non-metal door latches; Non-metal hardware, namely, carabiners of plastic; Non-metal latch bars; Non-metal latches; Non-metal locks; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Spring locks, other than electric, not of metal

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 08, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Wang, Peilan **Address**: No. 35-2 Zhongcangshe, Huli District Xiamen, Fujian CHINA 361000 **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: US043746T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97635138</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 2022</td>
<td>7100900</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: HOUSAUSAI

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "HouSauSai" in stylized font. The mark consists of a graphics object with knife and fork inside, underneath the graphics, there is the letters " HouSauSai".

**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Jams; Bean-based snack foods; Coconut fat; Coconut meal; Dried dates; Dried edible mushrooms; Dried fruit-based snacks; Dried fruit mixes; Dried jujube; Dried vegetables; Edible dried flowers; Fermented bean curd; Fish, canned; Fruit-based concentrates for cooking; Fruits, canned

**International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 46

**International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use** | **In Commerce**
--- | ---
Aug. 05, 2022 | Aug. 05, 2022

### Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Wang, Jing

**Address**: Wang, Jing Room 201, No. 1, Cuihuju 20th St., Qifuxin Vil., Shiguang Rd., Panyu Dist. Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA 511495

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NIGHTTIME BOOGIE ASSOCIATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97635566</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100901</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For musical sound recordings; musical video recordings; musical video recordings recorded on computer media; downloadable digital image files containing artwork and text related to a musical artist or musical artists; downloadable music videos for wireless communication devices; downloadable musical audio recordings featuring musical performances; downloadable video recordings featuring musical performances; pre-recorded video recordings featuring musical videos; downloadable musical audio recordings and downloadable musical videos, all online via a global computer network and wireless communication devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Dec. 11, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cameron, Matthew Address Cameron, Matthew 2300 Charlotte Ave., #103 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Shanabelle Records, LLC Address Shanabelle Records, LLC 9171 Wilshire Blvd., #300 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0318

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CODEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97635648 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100902
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED mood lights; Lighted party-themed decorations, electric light decorative strings; Portable electric fans; String lights for festive decoration; USB-powered desktop fans
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jiang Address Wang, Jiang Group 9, Longkou Village Zoumajie Town, Shuangfeng County HuNan Province CHINA 417725 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ABID, NABEELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  NTSHIAB MAPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97635982  Application Filing Date  Oct. 18, 2022  Registration Number  7100903
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “MAPLE”
Translation  The wording "ntshiab" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3-in-1 hair shampoos; Make-up; Aromatic essential oils; Automobile, tire, glass and wheel cleaning preparations; Automotive cleaning preparations; Bar soap; Body creams; Creams for cellulite reduction; Essential oils; Fragranced body care preparations, namely, body scrubs, shower gels; Hair gels; Hair shampoo; Shower creams; Skin whitening creams; Windscreen cleaning liquids
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  Sep. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lei Wang  Address  No. 29, Wangzhuang Village, Yangzhuang Village Committee, Maji Township  Zhecheng County, Henan CHINA  476216  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RYM2022
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AUSTIN OAKS HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97636266 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100904
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an oak tree with the underlined words "AUSTIN OAKS HOSPITAL" to the right of the tree. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "AUSTIN" and "HOSPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospital services; Mental health services; Substance abuse treatment services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 10, 2013 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UHS of Delaware, Inc. Address UHS of Delaware, Inc. 367 S. Gulph Road King of Prussia PENNSYLVANIA 19406 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAROTTA, GABRIELLE CHR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** OSICLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97637857 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Oct. 18, 2022 |
| **Registration Number** | 7100905 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording osicle has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Jewellery; Watches; Cabochons for making jewelry; Caskets for clocks and jewels; Clocks and parts therefor; Jewellery cases; Jewellery, clocks and watches; Mechanical and automatic watches; Sports watches; Watch bands and straps; Watch movements; Watches and straps for watches; Watches containing an electronic game function; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title** Jewelry

**First Use** Aug. 25, 2022

**In Commerce** Aug. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Common Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Address** Shenzhen Common Technology Co., Ltd.  Unit 408, TINNO Bldg, Tongfa South Rd, Xili Community, Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518055  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** US043874T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examinig Attorney** CHISOLM, KEVON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BLCAFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97638420
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100906
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BLCAFE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Stickers; Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Framed art pictures; Magnetic decals; Paper Halloween decorations; Photographic albums; Print engravings; Printed posters; Temporary tattoo transfers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cui, Haiwen
- **Address**: Cui, Haiwen Room 1404, Building 10, City Star Liucheng Town, Huaiyuan County Bengbu City, Anhui CHINA 233400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EAR MUFFS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97639596 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7100907
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design featuring two incomplete and intersecting C-shaped circles, one open on the right side and one open on the left side, with small plus sign designs in the spaces on the right and left sides of the intersecting open circle design, and the term 'EAR MUFFS" directly to the right of the design in stylized text. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive tapes for stationery purposes; Art paper; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Book markers; Boxes of paper; Printed advertising posters; Printed bookkeeping books; Printed business cards; Printed calendars
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 12, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Kaiwensi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Kaiwensi Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Rm. 306, 3/F, Guangshen Medical Building 2023 Shennan East Rd., Nanhu St. Luohu Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, ELIZABETH C
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VOEMPFE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97639648
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100908
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "VOEMPFE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Stickers; Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Framed art pictures; Magnetic decals; Paper Halloween decorations; Photographic albums; Print engravings; Printed posters; Temporary tattoo transfers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2022; Aug. 01, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Cui, Haiwen
- **Address**: Cui, Haiwen Room 1404, Building 10, City Star Liucheng Town, Huaiyuan County Bengbu City, Anhui CHINA 233400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) RNGEDDG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97639923 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7100909
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sleepwear; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Underwear; Baby bodysuits; Clothing, namely, maternity bands; Hooded pullovers; Sports pants; Tank tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
In Commerce Sep. 12, 2022  Sep. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Yi Address Zhang, Yi No. 122, Jiefang Street Shuidong Town, Dianbai County Guangdong Province CHINA 525400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TJTJXRXR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97640035 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7100910
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Jeans; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Babies' trousers; Baby tops; Bathing suits; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumper coveralls, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Denim jackets; Denim pants; Down jackets; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 10, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jing Address Wang, Jing No. 1, Feicuihuating, Yard 11 Shantao Road, High-tech Development Zone Zhengzhou, Henan CHINA 450000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22-10-06095

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97641059 Application Filing Date   Oct. 20, 2022 Registration Number   7100911
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Beer
International Classes   32 - Primary Classes US Classes   45, 46, 48 International Class Title   Light Beverages
First Use   Aug. 29, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   The 21st Amendment Brewery Cafe, LLC Address   The 21st Amendment Brewery Cafe, LLC 2010 Williams Street San Leandro  CALIFORNIA  94577 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   514839.7023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) OZTEMETY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97641943 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7100912
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording OZTEMETY has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6507225

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bingo cards; Card games; Dice games; Educational card games; Equipment sold as a unit for playing card games; Game cards; Game equipment set sold as a unit comprised primarily of a playing board and playing cards and also including rules of play, dry erase boards and erasers, markers, a timer and T-shirts; Gaming chips; Gaming paper, namely, paper printed with regular grid and hexagon patterns for use in playing war games, role playing games and miniature games; Go games; Music box toys; Ordinary playing cards; Playing card cases; Playing cards; Playing cards and card games; Promotional game cards; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; Scratch cards for playing lottery games; Trading card games; Trading cards for games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 24, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Caiying Trading Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Caiying Trading Co., Ltd. Rm 501, No. 69, Gaoao New Village, Yucui Community, Longhua St., Longhua Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 787

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FALL RIVER BREWING CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97642540 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7100913
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREWING CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer, ale and lager
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Oct. 02, 2012 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fall River Brewing Company, Inc. Address Fall River Brewing Company, Inc. 4001 EASTSIDE ROAD Redding CALIFORNIA 96001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLUECK, CHRISTOPHER N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLIGGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97645769 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7100914
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BLIGGLE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jump ropes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Jiaying Address Huang, Jiaying No.9, West Lane 2, Yumaweicuo, Yupu Village, Rongcheng Dist, Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
THE PINK ROOM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97646078</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100915</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Catering; Catering services; Food preparation services; Preparation of food and beverages; Providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; Providing social meeting, banquet and social function facilities; Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Oct. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Alkawther Motivation LLC
- **Address**: Alkawther Motivation LLC 5801 turnberry drive commerce township MICHIGAN 48382
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ONEVIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97646094 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100916
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ONEVIVE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dumbbells
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang, Jiaying Address Huang, Jiaying No. 9, West 2nd Lane, Yumaweicuo, Dongxing Yupu cun, Rongcheng District, Jieyang, Guangdong CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASULLO, MARCO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VOYAGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97646449  Application Filing Date  Oct. 25, 2022  Registration Number 7100917
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "V" "O" "Y" followed by an arrow design that forms the letter "A" followed by the letters "G" "E" "R". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for collecting and managing information, data, and documents related to immigration services and for sending and receiving communications, data, and documents related to immigration services; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for collecting and managing information, data, and documents related to immigration services and for sending and receiving communications related to immigration services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 21, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meltzer Hellrung Software LLC  Address Meltzer Hellrung Software LLC 1 E Wacker Dr, Suite 3700 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8305.301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AMBI"DICK"STROUS FLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97646515</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "FLY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Underwear
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing
- First Use: Sep. 12, 2022
- In Commerce: Sep. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: INTELLIGENT FABRIC TECHNOLOGIES (NORTH AMERICA) INC.
- Address: INTELLIGENT FABRIC TECHNOLOGIES (NORTH AMERICA) INC. UNIT 1 525 DENISON STREET MARKHAM, ONTARIO CANADA L3R1B8
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DINK OR DIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97646982 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100919
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, hats; hoodies; jackets; pants; shirts; shorts; sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; socks; sweatshirts; t-shirts; wrist bands as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CIVILE Apparel, LLC Address CIVILE Apparel, LLC 723 North Rios Ave Solana Beach CALIFORNIA 92075 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LE LABO CAFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97648744</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | “CAFE” |
| Translation | The English translation of LE LABO in the mark is THE LAB. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0129103/1700182 |
| Registration Number | 1700182 |
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4659463, 4659715, 4882718 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cafe services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | May 31, 2017 |
| In Commerce | May 31, 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Le Labo Holding LLC |
| Address | Le Labo Holding LLC 233 Elizabeth Street New York NEW YORK 10012 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AIKENS, RONALD E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KASUNTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97648767 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7100921
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Kasunting has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candlesticks; Cups; Beer glasses; Beer mugs; Candle extinguishers and candlesticks not of precious metal; Candle extinguishers and candlesticks of precious metal; Candle holders; Candle snuffer and tray combination made in whole or in part of precious metal; Candlesticks not of precious metal; Candlesticks of glass; Candy jars sold empty; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee mugs; Cups and mugs; Drinking glasses; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Glass mugs; Indoor terrariums; Tea cozies; Votive candle holders
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Oct. 24, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chumin Zhong Address Chumin Zhong No. 5, Dajiangli Team, Liangxin Village Liangkou Town, Conghua City Guangdong Province CHINA 510900 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** AMERICANAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97648966</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100922</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Financial services, namely, providing stored value accounts in an electronic environment; issuance and financial exchange of virtual currency; Issuance of credit cards through a licensee; Electronic commerce payment service that enables consumers to use loyalty points, reward points and miles to make online purchases, in whole or in part, of goods and services; Electronic commerce payment service that enables consumers to use loyalty points, reward points, and miles

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 01, 2009 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2009

For Sales promotion; Promoting goods and services of others by means of loyalty program, discount program, promotional program and an incentive awards program whereby points are earned or awarded for purchases made by members which can then be redeemed for merchandise, services and travel; provision, organization, operation, administration, and management of a loyalty program, a discount program, a promotional program and an incentive awards program whereby points are earned for purchases made via credit cards which can be redeemed for merchandise, services and travel; provision, organization, operation, administration, and management of a customer incentive loyalty, discount, and reward program featuring information on and access to special events offered to members; promotion of special events of others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2009 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2009

For Transportation of passengers and cargo by air; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of travel

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 01, 2009 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes
## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>American Airlines, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>American Airlines, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD 8B503</td>
<td>1 Skyview Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth</td>
<td>TEXAS 76155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>177306.TBD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HELLMAN, ELI J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  LEKULANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97649517</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The wording "LEKULANG" has no meaning in a foreign language. |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Greatcoats; Hoods; Jerkins; Pyjamas; Shoes; Skirts; Suits; Bottoms as clothing; Cargo pants; Furs being clothing; Knitwear, namely, shirts; Knitwear, namely, dresses; Knitwear, namely, sweaters; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's suits, women's suits; Padded jackets; Tops as clothing

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Xinyang City Xiangbodi Technology Co., LTD |
| Address | Xinyang City Xiangbodi Technology Co., L TD Room 203, Unit 2, Building 2, Jinfuyuan South Section of Zhongyuan Road, Gushi Xinyang City, Henan CHINA 518021 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** LUINCAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**
SUE, ABIGAIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE LE LABO CAFE OF WILLIAMSBURG BROOKLYN N.Y.C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97651324 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7100925
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "THE LE LABO CAFE" above and to the left of the wording "OF WILLIAMSBURG BROOKLYN N.Y.C" written in capitalized and stylized block lettering and presented in a distinctive angled and curved perspective. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CAFÉ OF WILLIAMSBURG BROOKLYN N.Y.C" Translation The English translation of LE LABO in the mark is THE LAB.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0130155/1707071 International Registration Number 1707071 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4659463, 4659715, 4882718 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cafe services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 31, 2017 In Commerce May 31, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Le Labo Holding LLC Address Le Labo Holding LLC 233 Elizabeth Street New York NEW YORK 10012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
153

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97651393
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100926
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Meat thermometers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Semenchuk, Anna
- **Address**: Semenchuk, Anna Apt 85, Lenina 19, POS Oktyabrskiy MOSCOVSKAYA OBLAST RUSSIAN FED. 140060
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: RUSSIAN FEDERATION

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LETSUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652045 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100927
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Assistive listening device for the hearing impaired; Bathtub rails adapted for physically disabled persons; Blood oxygen monitors; Blood pressure monitors; Body fat monitors for medical purposes; Chiropractic instruments; Cosmetic apparatus using ultrasound for performing aesthetic skin treatment procedures; Digital hearing aids; Hearing aids; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face, skin, hair follicles; Massage chairs; Medical devices for monitoring blood properties and respiratory events; Medical devices for treating sleep disorders; Medical instruments, namely, orthopedic apparatus and instruments; Phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, a LED (light-emitting diode) light source for medical and aesthetic skin treatments; Veterinary imaging products, namely, digital video camera connected to a tapered probe useful in viewing ear canals or other cavities of animals for diagnosis and treatment; Vibromassage apparatus; Wheeled walkers to aid mobility

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Aug. 10, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng Ze Technology (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. Address Zheng Ze Technology (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. Rm. B1104, 11th Floor, Bldg B, No. 369 Wulianwang St.,Xixing St.,Binjiang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310052 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HEARUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97652048 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7100928 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dentures; Artificial teeth and protective cups; Blood oxygen monitors; Blood pressure monitors; Centro-medullary nails; Clinical thermometers; Dental and medical drill bits for cutting teeth or bone; Dental crowns; Digital hearing aids; Hearing aids; Lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; Massage apparatus; Massage beds for medical purposes; Medical devices for monitoring blood properties and respiratory events; Medical devices for treating sleep disorders; Medical instruments for recording heart activity; Medical procedure chairs; Nebulizers for respiration therapy; Nerve stimulator apparatus; Physical exercise apparatus for medical purposes; Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical, dental or veterinary use
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Aug. 26, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zheng Ze Technology (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. Address Zheng Ze Technology (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd. Rm. B1104, 11th Floor, Bldg B, No. 369 Wulianwang St.,Xixing St.,Binjiang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97653584</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4587498

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to use interactive educational tools
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use** | Apr. 2008
- **In Commerce** | Apr. 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LEARNEO, INC.
- **Address**: LEARNEO, INC. 2000 SEAPORT BLVD, FLOOR 3 REDWOOD CITY CALIFORNIA 94063
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 03673-2-42

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FRUM MILONE, MARCIE R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: ESPERANTE
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 12, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 12, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Aslin Beer Company
- **Address**: Aslin Beer Company 847 S Pickett St Alexandria VIRGINIA 22304
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 15-TM-24

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PANALUNOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97656157 Application Filing Date  Oct. 31, 2022 Registration Number  7100931
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby head support cushions; Carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Flower-stands; Folding shelves; Furniture, namely, specially reinforced chairs, tables to provide additional defense or protection from attacks, dangerous situations and/or environments; Jewelry organizer displays in the nature of display stands, display boards, trees for displaying and organizing jewelry; Mats for infant playpens; Pet cushions; Seat cushions; Shower curtain rods; Shower seats; Sleeping bag pads; Towel stands; Toy chests
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Aug. 31, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang, Jing Address  Wang, Jing  Mingxincheng 502 Wenjiang District, Chengdu Sichuan CHINA 610000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SENLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97656584  Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022  Registration Number 7100932
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SENLAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for mobile phones; Computer bags; Computer keyboards; Computer peripheral apparatus; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Puyang Shenlan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Puyang Shenlan Trading Co., Ltd. No. 3225, 3rd Floor, Building A, District D, E-Commerce Industrial Park, Puyang City, Henan CHINA 457000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US044318T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97657376 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100933
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "CRART" in stylized font. Contained within the letters "C" and "R" is the design element of a hand. Contained within the letters "RA" is the design element of an eye. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "CRART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery; Beads for handicraft work; Beads for handicraft work, other than for making jewelry; Beads, other than for making jewellery; Decorative cording; Hair bands; Knitting kits comprised primarily of knitting needles and also including yarn, printed knitting patterns; Ribbons for the hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. Address NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. No. 291, East of Huandao Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97657412 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100934 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "CRART" in shaded stylized font. Contained within the letters "C" and "R" is the design element of a hand. Contained within the letters "RA" is the design element of an eye. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "CRART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chenille yarn; Cotton base mixed thread and yarn; Embroidery thread and yarn; Spun wool; Yarn for hand knitting International Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Classes 43 International Class Title Yarns and Threads First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. Address NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. No. 291, East of Huanda Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CRART

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97657493
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 01, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100935
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "CRART" in stylized font. Contained within the letters "C" and "R" is the design element of a hand. Contained within the letters "RA" is the design element of an eye. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation**: The wording "CRART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Stickers; Arts and craft clay kits; Arts and craft paint kits; Canvas panels for artists; Drawing instruments; Drawing paper; Drawing pens; Modeling clay for children; Modelling clay; Moulds for modelling clays; Painting sets for children; Paper Halloween decorations; Party decorations made of paper; Printed children's books and Christmas tree ornaments sold as a unit; Printed embroidery design patterns
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD.
- **Address**: NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. No. 291, East of Huandao Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  CRART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97657668 Application Filing Date  Nov. 01, 2022 Registration Number  7100936
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "CRART" in shaded stylized font. Contained within the letters "C" and "R" is the design element of a hand. Contained within the letters "RA" is the design element of an eye. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "CRART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beads for making jewellery; Bracelets made of embroidered textile; Children's jewelry; Jewellery chains; Jewellery charms; Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; Jewelry making kits; Wooden bead bracelets
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. Address  NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. No. 291, East of Huandao Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA  315000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CRART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97657724 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100937
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "CRART" in stylized font. Contained within the letters "C" and "R" is the design element of a hand. Contained within the letters "RA" is the design element of an eye. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "CRART" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pigments; Color pigments; Direct dyes; Oil paints; Oil paints for use in art; Watercolor paints; Watercolour paints for use in art
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. Address NINGBO CONDA ART MATERIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. No. 291, East of Huanda Road, Daxie Development Zone, Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CACOMVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97659954 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 02, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100938 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CACOMVE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Stickers; Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; Framed art pictures; Magnetic decals; Paper Halloween decorations; Photographic albums; Print engravings; Printed posters; Temporary tattoo transfers
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2022 **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Cui, Haiwen **Address**: Cui, Haiwen Room 1404, Building 10, City Star Liucheng Town, Huaiyuan County Bengbu City, Anhui CHINA 233400
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MASULLO, MARCO
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** JUSTINSTONES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97660712</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Busts of Busts of crystal, china, ceramic, terra cotta, earthenware, glass, porcelain; Capsules of crystal, china, terra cotta, earthenware, glass, porcelain for containing cremation remains or memorabilia; Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes; Decorative crystal prisms; Decorative spheres of Decorative spheres of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, terra cotta, porcelain; Desktop statuary made of Desktop statuary made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain, terra cotta; Figures of Figures of china, crystal, earthenware, terra cotta, glass, porcelain; Ornaments of crystal; Statuettes of Statuettes of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, terra cotta, porcelain

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use In Commerce** Nov. 16, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Wang Lin

**Address** Room 405, building 4, No.495, Yanling Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou CHINA 510630

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** Vendy

**Examining Attorney** LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EUHOMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97661252 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100940
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized letters "EUHOMY" with two hexagons and a curve on the letter "U". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording EUHOMY has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6605639

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dehumidifiers; Humidifiers; Refrigerators; Air-conditioning installations; Air fryers; Air purifiers; Bread baking machines; Cooking ovens; Drinking fountains; Electric air dryers; Electric fans; Electric ice cream makers; Electric pocket warmers for warming hands; Ice making machines; Microwave ovens for cooking
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 02, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NINGBO HOOME INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address NINGBO HOOME INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Room 1320-1 No. 121, Tongji Road, Jiangbei Dist. Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KETCHUM, BRENDAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KERANIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97661904 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100941
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care preparations, namely, shampoo, conditioner, mousse, hair thickening serum, and non-medicated hair restoration accelerator
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 2009 In Commerce Nov. 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Profectus Beauty, LLC Address Profectus Beauty, LLC 1 N. Clematis St., 3rd Floor West Palm Beach FLORIDA 33401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 116114-0048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REGAL BINGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97661994 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100942
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BINGO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5211537, 6098516, 6127564 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bingo game playing equipment; bingo board game
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REGAL GAMES LLC Address REGAL GAMES LLC PO Box 3221 St Charles ILLINOIS 60174
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-5489B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUROK, GALINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLUETTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97662051 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7100943
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BLUETTI" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Electrical outlets; Photovoltaic modules; Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Photovoltaic solar panels for the production of electricity; Photovoltaic systems that convert sunlight into electric and thermal energy; Power controllers; Power supplies; Solar panels for production of electricity; Switchboards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 20, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Poweroak Newener Co., Ltd 19 F, Tower 1, Kaidaer Bldg, Tongsha Rd No.168, XiLi Town, Nanshan District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN SURGICAL COMPANY WWW.AMERICANSURGICAL.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97663796 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7100944
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stacked wording "AMERICAN SURGICAL COMPANY" in a stylized font above the wording "WWW.AMERICANSURGICAL.COM". All the mentioned wording is situated to the right of two triangular images with one triangle intersecting the other. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AMERICAN SURGICAL COMPANY" AND "WWW.AMERICANSURGICAL.COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical sponges, medical and surgical devices for use in cranial, spinal, general, ophthalmologic, orthopedic, and ear, nose and throat surgeries, examinations, and procedures; and surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in cranial, spinal, general, ophthalmologic, orthopedic, and ear, nose and throat surgeries, examinations, and procedures
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 01, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Surgical Company, LLC Address American Surgical Company, LLC 45 Congress Street, Bldg. 4, Suite 153 Salem MASSACHUSETTS 01970 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country MASSACHUSETTS
Where Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) D DISTRICT LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97665560 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100945
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For rental of facilities and equipment for the production of musical and theatrical productions, namely, performance venues; entertainment services, namely, the presentation and production of live theatrical performances and music concerts
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 09, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 09, 2021
For restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 09, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Kessler Enterprise, Inc. Address The Kessler Enterprise, Inc. 4901 Vineland Road, Suite 650 Orlando FLORIDA 32811 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 74236.0002.5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) GROW YOUR PASSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97666070 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100946 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4205776

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing classes and workshops in the field of gardening
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Agri Service, Inc. Address Agri Service, Inc. 3720 Oceanic Way, Suite 204 Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92056 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIEBL, ALEXANDRA SUARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIRTH. MOVIES. DEATH.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97667300  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 08, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7100947  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring photographs, art, and video images in the fields of film, movies, entertainment, and culture; providing a website featuring entertainment information  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: Feb. 13, 2013  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 13, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CINESTATE OPERATIONS LLC  
- **Address**: CINESTATE OPERATIONS LLC  
- **5930 Royal Lane, STE E514  
- **Dallas**  
- **TEXAS**  
- **75230**  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: CNST60-35625

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TAYLOR, DAVID T
**SALES**

**Mark Literal(s)**  SUTMORLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97668000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Bellows being parts of machines; Belt pulleys being parts of machines; Clutches for machines; Electronically and power-operated tools, namely, pullers and components therefor, nut splitters, extractors, separators, spanners and coil spring compressors; Engine mufflers; Exhaust silencers for engines; Lawn and garden string trimmer spools; Lawn and garden tilling machines; Machine parts, namely, blades; Oil centrifuges; Recoil starters for engines other than for vehicles; Spindles being parts of machines; Tool bits for machines; Trench cutters; Weeding machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use            | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Li, Xizhe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Li, Xizhe  No. 21, Xijing Lane, Xicun Village  Xicun Town, Gongyi City  Zhengzhou, Henan  CHINA  450000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BANSAL, MEGHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Printbelle

Mark Literal(s) PRINTBELLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97670874 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100949
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hoodies; Pants; Pyjamas; Shoes; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic shorts; Clothing jackets; Short-sleeve shirts; Sports vests; Sweat suits; Tops as clothing; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longyan Dike Trading Co., Ltd. Address Longyan Dike Trading Co., Ltd. 201, Bldg.7, No.3, Longgong Rd., Donghua Community, Dongxiao Town, Xinluo Dist. Longyan City, Fujian CHINA 364000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHACHT-LEVINE, JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97671807  Application Filing Date  Nov. 10, 2022  Registration Number 7100950
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "A" in a dashed line format with a border of additional dashed lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6393884

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing consulting, namely, consultation regarding the development and execution of marketing campaigns for brands that seek to engage diverse and multi-cultural audiences; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, shareable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, marketing, promotion and advertising brands by supporting curated promotional live and virtual events for targeted audiences; Targeted marketing services; Advertising and marketing consultancy; Affiliate Marketing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 06, 2016 In Commerce Oct. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Intuition Consulting Firm, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Authentique Agency Address The Intuition Consulting Firm, LLC 1100 Spring Street NW, Suite 701 Atlanta GEORGIA 30305 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 063994-00010
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CEAMERE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97672850 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7100951 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording CeaMere has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Scanners; Cleaning cartridges for photocopy machines and computer printers; Drum units for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, copying machines and multifunction electronic devices for use in copying, printing, scanning, video capture and/or transmitting documents and images; Image fuser units for computer printers comprising electro-mechanical rollers for the purpose of transferring toner onto paper; Image transfer kits for computer printers, namely, kits forming parts of printers comprising belts, toner and drums for the purpose of transferring images onto paper; Maintenance kits for scanners comprised primarily of sets of replacement parts for scanners, namely, pick rollers, separation rollers, brake rollers and pad assemblies and also including cleaning kits for scanners comprised of liquid cleaners, cleaning sheets, cleaning papers, cleaning wipes, cleaning cloths and cleaning swabs; Print heads for document printers and plotters; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; Unfilled toner cartridges for printers; Unfilled ink cartridges for photocopy machines or computer printers

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 28, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 22, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Shenzhen Rongjin Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Rongjin Technology Co., Ltd. Rm. 512, Dongmei Bldg, Xiangnan 3rd Zone Minqiang, Minzhi St., Longhua District Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number SNW-GLSX137
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   TAYLOR, DAVID T
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97674568</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s):** GWDZ
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For:** Chandeliers; Electric bladeless fans; Electric window fans; Industrial electric oscillating fans for automatic cleaning of ceilings, light fixtures, ducts and other overhead structures exposed to fibrous airborne contaminants; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED luminaires; Lights for illuminating stairs, doors and other portions of buildings
- **International Classes:** 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 | **International Class Title:** Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce:** Oct. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Used:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name:** Wu, Shuai
- **Address:** Wu, Shuai 602, Block B, Xicheng International, Chengjiao St., Huai'an Rd., Qiaoxi Dist., Shijiazhuang, Hebei CHINA 050000
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examing Attorney:** EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VEBERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97677353 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100953
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording VEBERO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anatomical models for scientific, instructional, and educational purposes; Embroidery design patterns printed on paper; Paper decorative garlands for parties; Plastic disposable diaper bags; Printed Advent calendars; Printed books in the field of memory training activities sold as a unit with two and three dimensional positionable figures; Stencils for decorating home décor; Three dimensional models for educational purposes; Wall decal murals; Wall decals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shanxi Huajinxin Technology and Trade Co., Ltd. Address Shanxi Huajinxin Technology and Trade Co., Ltd. No. 03, 13F, Huashang Chuangzhi Center, Yangqu Ind Park, Shanxi Comp Reform Dist Shanxi CHINA 030032
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97678109 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100954 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular line design forming a liquid droplet. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5351336

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; dietary supplements containing vitamins; nutritional supplements; powdered dietary and nutritional supplement drink mixes; dietary and nutritional supplements in the form of gummies; liquid nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 12, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alcora Corporation Address Alcora Corporation 10000 NW 15 Terrace Doral FLORIDA 33172 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2958076.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOLUTDIF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97678561 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7100955
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dinnerware; All purpose portable household containers; Bathroom fittings, namely, dispensing units for household purposes for dispensing wrapping materials for sanitary waste such as diapers, nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of decorating tubes, couplers and tips; Cake decorating sets sold as a unit comprised primarily of pastry bags, decorating tubes, and couplers; Ceramic sculptures, vases, vessels, bowls, plates and pots; China ornaments; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cork holders; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Holiday ornaments of ceramic, other than Christmas tree ornaments; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup; Works of art made of porcelain

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Sep. 15, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Jing Address Wang, Jing 208A,2/F,Property A1,West Plaza,Shenzhen N.Station,Zhiyuan Mid. Rd.Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** NEVIYA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97678804</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100956</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "NEVIYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dehumidifiers; Downlighters; Candle lamps; Ceiling fans; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Electric fans; Electric kettles; Electric soy milk making machines; Electric waffle maker; Hanging lamps; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; Lighting fixtures; Wall lights

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2022

**In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Chen, Qi

**Address** Chen, Qi 1504,Block 11,Longguang Shuiyuexiyuan, Ronggui Street, Shunde District, Foshan CHINA

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) LANGUGU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97679202 Application Filing Date  Nov. 15, 2022 Registration Number   7100957
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording LANGUGU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fingerpaint; Whitewash; Glass sealers; Oil colors; Oil paints; Tattoo dyes; Tattoo inks; Watercolor paints; Wood preservatives
International Classes  2 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 11, 16 International Class Title  Paints First Use  Sep. 03, 2022 In Commerce  Sep. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Jin Address  Chen, Jin No. 28, Xiacuo, Houlou, Longnan Village Aoqian Town, Pingtan County Fuzhou, Fujian  CHINA  350400 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Chen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  OOCC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97679206  Application Filing Date  Nov. 15, 2022  Registration Number  7100958
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording OOCC has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Guitars; Harmonicas; Plectrums; Guitar capos; Guitar picks; Guitar straps; Guitar strings; Music stands; Musical boxes; Musical Christmas ornaments; Replacement parts and fittings for musical instruments
International Classes  15 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 21, 36  International Class Title  Musical Instruments
First Use  Sep. 02, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chen, Jin  Address  Chen, Jin  No. 28, Xiacuo, Houlou, Longnan Village Aooqian Town, Pingtan County Fuzhou, Fujian  CHINA  350400  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Chen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97680532</td>
<td>Nov. 16, 2022</td>
<td>7100959</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: FALCONX 360

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

**For** Cryptocurrency trading services; Financial brokerage services for cryptocurrency trading; Financial services for the trading of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, options and other derivative products; Financial and investment services for management and brokerage in the fields of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, and other securities, and the investment of funds of others in the fields of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, shares, and other securities; all of the aforementioned services excluding fraud detection, cybersecurity and fraud management services

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**First Use**: Oct. 13, 2022

**In Commerce**: Oct. 13, 2022

**For** Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for managing and trading of digital assets; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing and trading of digital assets; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for managing and trading of digital assets; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for managing and trading of digital assets; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in financial transactions for cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, and other securities; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for trading cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, and options; Technology consultation and research in the field of financial transactions for cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, and options, commodities, futures, and other securities; all of the aforementioned services excluding fraud detection, cybersecurity and fraud management services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Oct. 13, 2022

**In Commerce**: Oct. 13, 2022

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>FalconX Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FalconX Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantum House 75, Abate Rigord Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ta' Xbiex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALTA</td>
<td>XBX1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MALTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>1333.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>WOOD, CAROLINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) FALCONX 360

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97680602 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7100960 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized terms FALCONX 360 having a degree symbol superimposed over the upper portion of the number "0". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryptocurrency trading services; Financial brokerage services for cryptocurrency trading; Financial services for the trading of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, options and other derivative products; Financial and investment services for management and brokerage in the fields of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, and other securities, and the investment of funds of others in the fields of cryptocurrency, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, shares, and other securities; all of the aforementioned services excluding fraud detection, cybersecurity and fraud management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Oct. 13, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 13, 2022

For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for managing and trading of digital assets; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing and trading of digital assets; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for managing and trading of digital assets; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for managing and trading of digital assets; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in financial transactions for cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, and other securities; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for trading cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, and options; Technology consultation and research in the field of financial transactions for cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency assets, digital assets, stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures, and other securities; all of the aforementioned services excluding fraud detection, cybersecurity and fraud management services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Oct. 13, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 13, 2022
**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name   | FalconX Limited |
| Address      | FalconX Limited Quantum House 75, Abate Rigord Street Ta' Xbiex MALTA XBX1120 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | MALTA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1333.006 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WOOD, CAROLINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) QS COMPONENTS QUALITY
RACING ROD ENDS QS COMPONENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97681490</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 17, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100961</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;QS COMPONENTS&quot; in black text above the stylized wording &quot;QUALITY RACING ROD ENDS&quot; in black text, and below the wording is a design representing a rod end bearing comprised of a circle with black outlining and white fill connected to a black shaded rectangle, with a stylized letter &quot;S&quot; in red text with black outlining appearing in the white area of the circle and a red stylized letter &quot;Q&quot; appearing along the inner border of the black outline of the circle, and the stylized wording &quot;COMPONENTS&quot; in white text within the black rectangle.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;COMPONENTS&quot; AND &quot;QUALITY RACING ROD ENDS&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 | International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Mar. 05, 2002 | In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2002 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | QS Components, Inc. | Address | QS Components, Inc. 1725 W Kilgore Ave Muncie INDIANA 47304 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GUROK, GALINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XYZGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97682783 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100962 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balloons; Articles of clothing for toys; Artificial Christmas trees; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Clockwork toys; Costume masks; Cube-type puzzles; Infant toys; Inflatable toys; Pet toys; Printing toys; Soft knitted toys; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy food; Toy jewelry
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Junyi Cao Address Junyi Cao No. 155, Dacaojia Village Luofeng Sub-district Office Zhaoyuan, Shandong CHINA 265400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS121615

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) LAPTOPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97682945 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7100963
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Fly catchers being non-electric whisks; Fly catchers being traps; Fly swatters; Fly traps; Insect traps; Mouse traps; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Rat traps; Ultrasonic pest repellers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 08, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Zhiyan Address Li, Zhiyan No.33, Luoshi Zhengjie, Yingshan County Sichuan CHINA 637710
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TRITIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97683922 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7100964
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5077710

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use as an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, tablet, and web-based environment; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use by financial institutions in managing loan and deposit accounts, in processing credit and debit transactions, and in providing online banking services; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for processing financial transactions; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in tracking and management of commercial transactions on a global computer network; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in tracking and organizing commercial financial transaction data, account management, financial reporting, accounting features, and related information; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in performing electronic business transactions via a global computer network; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in sharing data with others, for performing queries and transactions, and for storing, modifying, transmitting and receiving information in the fields of personal finance, business finance, and banking; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for application and database integration in the fields of electronic payment processing, financial transaction processing, funds transfer processing, funds exchange processing, and processing other forms of value transfer; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via ACH, credit card, debit card, prepaid cards, wireless wallets, mobile wallets, electronic wallets, electronic
check and electronic, mobile and online payments; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing payment and debt transactions in the nature of an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing financial transactions and providing access to banking transaction applications and services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing an integrated suite of software for providing access to banking transactional applications and services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for processing electronic financial transactions that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, tablet, and web based environment; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for fraud detection in the banking and financial services industries; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing cryptocurrency transactions; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for transmitting, displaying and storing transactions, identifications and financial information for use in the financial industry; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for facilitating and verifying financial transactions by electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks and/or mobile telecommunications devices

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 100, 101 **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services

---

**First Use** | Nov. 24, 2020 **In Commerce** | Nov. 24, 2020

---

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** | Yes

---

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** | Episode Six Inc. **Address** | Episode Six Inc. 201 West 5th Street, Suite 1100 Austin TEXAS 78701

**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

---

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** | 11710-00501

---

**Examiner Information**

**Examiner** | LATTUCA, FRANK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TILIMIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97685985
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 21, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100965
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Camera mounts and supports; Computer keyboards; Computer peripheral devices; Laptop locks; Portable LED safety lighting devices for personal use for safety purposes; Sandglasses
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 16, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 16, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Yutang Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Yutang Technology Co., Ltd. A507, Bldg. 1, Factory No. 8, Shabo Ind. Park, Xintian Community, Longhua District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AREY, BRANDON LEON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOPPY PENELope

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97687287
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 22, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100966
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HOPPY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages, except beer; Alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer; Alcoholic beverages, namely, Hard Honey
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Apr. 04, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HIVE2O, LLC
- **Address**: HIVE2O, LLC 1309 COFFEEN AVENUE STE 1200 SHERIDAN WYOMING 82801
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 37446-02
- **Examining Attorney**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
BOOK ROCKSTAR

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 22, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7100967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "BOOK" |

### Goods and Services Information

For Conducting of workshops in the field of book marketing; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of book marketing via a website; Providing on-line training courses in the field of book marketing; Providing education courses in the field of book marketing offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing on-line tutorial videos in the field of book marketing, not downloadable; Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business

| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | Oct. 22, 2020 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 22, 2020 |

### Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

### Owner Information

Owner Name Van Dyke Marketing Co
Address Van Dyke Marketing Co 2407 8th Avenue S. Unit 213 Nashville TENNESSEE 37204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

### Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97691124
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 24, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100968
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bicycle bells; Bicycle carriers for vehicles and parts thereof; Bicycle frames and bicycle handlebar grips; Bicycle handlebar racks; Bicycle handlebars; Bicycle mudguards; Bicycle parts, namely, change-speed gears; Bicycle parts, namely, derailleurs; Bicycle pedals; Bicycle wheels, rims and structural parts therefor; Chains for cycles; Components for bicycles, namely, headlights which provide a rotatable interface between the bicycle fork and the bicycle frame; Electric bicycles; Horns for vehicles; Inner tubes for bicycles; Luggage racks for cycles; Protective covers for bicycle chains; Rearview mirrors; Saddlebags for bicycles; Structural parts of bicycles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Oct. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 04, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Manshanyao Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Room 301, Block D, Liuwei Business Cente Bantian Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: IPP
- **Examiner**: HERR, JENNA FRANCES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97691483 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7100969
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "DA". The letter "D" is formed from a scalene triangle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of life skills, accomplishing goals, and living one's dream; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Armstrong, Daniel DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Daniel Armstrong LLC Address Armstrong, Daniel 6230 Wilshire Blvd. #45 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90048 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HPRXST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97691909  Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2022  Registration Number  7100970
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The word HPRXST has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alloys of precious metal; Bangles; Choker necklaces; Clocks; Costume jewelry; Earrings; Hat jewelry; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry rolls; Pendants; Rings; Shoe jewellery; Watch chains; Wristwatches  International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Oct. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Oct. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lin Jianshan  Address  Lin Jianshan  Rm.805, Bldg.105  Dong'an New Village, Meilie Dist.  Sanming, Fujian  CHINA  365000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ5154

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) QAHTLX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97691912 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100971
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alloys of precious metal; Bangles; Choker necklaces; Clocks; Costume jewelry; Earrings; Hat jewelry; Jewellery charms; Jewellery findings; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry rolls; Pendants; Rings; Shoe jewellery; Watch chains; Wristwatches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Oct. 10, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lu Yongjin Address Lu Yongjin No. 2, Building 19, Wenhua Street Longjin Town, Qingliu County Fujian Province CHINA 365300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ5155

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAVIS, TRENTON MICHAEL
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 97691914  Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2022  Registration Number 7100972
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The word Nxiepud has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Batteries; Batteries and battery chargers; Cameras; Car video recorders; Computer peripheral devices; Covers for smartphones; Digital door locks; Digital photo frames; Dust protective goggles and masks; Eye glasses; Headphones; Multimedia projectors; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Scales; Smartwatches; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Telescopes; Videocameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Oct. 13, 2022  In Commerce Oct. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Lin Jianshan  Address Lin Jianshan  Rm.805, Bldg.105  Dong'an New Village, Meilie Dist.  Sanming, Fujian  CHINA  365000  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number PJ5156

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HCLAIMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97691916 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7100973 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word HCLAIMP has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brushes for washing up; Cleaning cloth; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cosmetic brushes; Cups; Dinnerware; Drinking vessels; Fly traps; Gloves for household purposes; Hair combs; Insulated flasks; Paper towel dispensers for household use; Soap boxes; Soap holders; Tea sets; Tooth brushes; Toothpick holders, not of precious metal International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin Jianshan Address Lin Jianshan Rm.805, Bldg.105 Dong'an New Village, Meilie Dist. Sanming, Fujian CHINA 365000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ5157

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) TCYRHIV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97691918 Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2022 Registration Number  7100974
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The word TCYRHIV has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Balls for sports; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Chess games; Christmas tree ornaments; Dolls; Fishing tackle; Golf clubs; Infant toys; Jigsaw puzzles; Knee guards for athletic use; Magic tricks; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Playing cards; Roller-skates; Toy masks; Toy putty; Video game machines
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Oct. 12, 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lin Jianshan Address  Lin Jianshan Rm.805, Bldg.105 Dong'an New Village, Meilie Dist. Sanming, Fujian CHINA 365000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ5158

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) MBTNFK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97691921 Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2022 Registration Number  7100975
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The word MBTNFK has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Backpacks; Backpacks for carrying babies; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Canes; Cantle bags; Carrying cases; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Garments for pets; Handbags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Multipurpose purses; Parasols; Sling bags for carrying babies; Tote bags; Travel cases; Trunks being luggage; Umbrellas
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lin Jianshan Address  Lin Jianshan  Rm.805, Bldg.105 Dong’an New Village, Meilie Dist. Sanming, Fujian CHINA  365000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PJ5159

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) XMKindfy

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97691959 Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2022 Registration Number  7100976
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blouses; Athletic shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; T-shirts; Working overalls
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Nov. 17, 2022 In Commerce  Nov. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhang, Xiang Address  Zhang, Xiang Dashan Group 3, Xiangqiao Township Qichun County Hubei Province  CHINA  435300 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AVENT, TEAGUE A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ONEPRANK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97692656 |
| Application Filing Date | Nov. 26, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7100977 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the wording "OnePrank" in stylized font. **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Battery operated action toys; Carnival masks; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Fake rubber vomit for playing jokes; Fidget toys; Masquerade masks; Novelty plush toys for parties; Novelty toy face masks; Novelty toy items, namely, fake teeth; Novelty toys for playing jokes; Novelty toys in the nature of placebo sprays for playing jokes; Party blow-outs; Spinning fidget toys; Toy building blocks; Toy Christmas trees |
| **International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Sep. 15, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 15, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Jiangsu Xidaluo Trading Co., Ltd. 1-1310,Office Bldg.1# and 2#,Fengshang Milan Community,Gulou District Xuzhou, Jiangsu CHINA 221000 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | IP, KENNINA NGA-YU |
**Mark Literal(s)** SHSF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97695121</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- The mark consists of the wording "SHSF" in stylized format.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Collars for cats; Collars of animals; Fabric pouches sold empty that may be used to hold dental retainers, sports mouth guards; Leads for animals; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet collars; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet restraining devices consisting of harnesses and/or restraining straps, for use in pet grooming or veterinary care; Pet restraining devices consisting of collars, harnesses, restraining straps, leashes with locking devices for use in pet grooming or veterinary care; Walking canes
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 21, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Wang Lin
- **Address**: Wang Lin Rm. 203, Unit 1, No. 83, Chiwuzhong Rd. Pencheng Office Ruichangshi Jiangxi CHINA 332200
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examineing Attorney**: LEE, DOUGLAS M

---
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## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
THE LARGER THAN LICE TECHNIQUE OF CUTTING-EDGE LICE AND NIT REMOVAL

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97696297</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100979</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Related Properties Information

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5334264, 5316776 |

## Goods and Services Information

**For** Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of lice removal and operating a lice removal business; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of lice removal and operating a lice removal business; Educational services, namely, providing on-line courses in the field of lice removal and operating a lice removal business; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of lice removal and operating a lice removal business; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of lice removal and operating a lice removal business via an online website

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment **First Use**: Dec. 06, 2021 **In Commerce**: Dec. 06, 2021

**For** Lice removal from humans

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services **First Use**: Mar. 02, 2017 **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2017

## Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Larger Than Lice LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Larger Than Lice LLC 6426 80TH STREET, MIDDLE VILLAGE QUEENS NEW YORK 11379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>LTL Slogan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97696355  Application Filing Date: Nov. 29, 2022  Registration Number: 7100980
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a circle containing a cartoon of a smiling girl with freckles and dark hair with two pigtails each tied with a bow wearing a striped high-neck blouse with a cameo broach. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4448948, 0936803, 4452464 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: baked potatoes; chicken nuggets; chili; French fries; processed nuts; sour cream; vegetable salads
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46  International Class Title: Meats and Processed Foods
For: coffee; iced coffee; dipping sauces; desserts being frozen dairy confections; chili seasoning; ketchup; salsa; crackers; sandwiches; tortilla chips

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC  Address: Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC  One Dave Thomas Boulevard  Dublin OHIO 43017  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97697513  
Application Filing Date: Nov. 30, 2022  
Registration Number: 7100981  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): JEWELIGHT

Case Identifiers

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): JEWELIGHT

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures  
International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
International Class Title: Environmental Control Apparatus  
First Use: Dec. 09, 2017  
In Commerce: Dec. 09, 2017

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Jewelight Inc.  
Address: Jewelight Inc., 16765 Crois Notre-Dame, Mirabel, CANADA, J7J2P6  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: JEWL-001_TM

Examing Attorney

Examining Attorney: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HAPEYEMIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97699599</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized term &quot;HAPEYEMIN&quot; which is underscored.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording Hapeyemin has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | 3D spectacles; Spectacles; Sunglasses; Contact lenses; Containers for contact lenses; Corrective glasses; Pince-nez; Spectacle cases; Spectacle chains; Spectacle cords; Spectacle frames; Spectacle lenses |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Sep. 21, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Beautylens Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Beautylens Technology Co., Ltd. Room 301 Building 4, Jinhuitang, Shibei Guihuaping Street, Tianxin District Changsha City, Hunan CHINA 410002 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | US045413T |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | |

Examining Attorney | DAWE III, WILLIAM H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NOVEMBERSUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97699611 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7100983 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Novembersun has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toupees; Wigs; Clown wigs; Electric hair waving implements; Hair clips; Hair pieces; Human hair; Human hair for use as wigs and hair pieces; Wig caps
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use Sep. 09, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Bin Address Zhang, Bin No. 7, Huangjiatun Village, Ligezhuang Town, Jiaozhou City Shandong Province CHINA 266316 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US045439T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** BULBASAUR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97701220</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2022</td>
<td>7100984</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bangles; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Crucifixes as jewellery; Cuff links; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for the head; Key chains; Lapel pins; Medals and medallions; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces; Pendants; Pet jewelry; Rings; Shoe jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** Nov. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd **Address** Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd 7/F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhai street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country** CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** PJ5177

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JIGGLYPUFF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97701226 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 02, 2022 |
| Registration Number | 7100985 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bangles; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Crucifixes as jewellery; Cuff links; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for the head; Key chains; Lapel pins; Medals and medallions; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces; Pendants; Pet jewelry; Rings; Shoe jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**
  - In Commerce: Nov. 02, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd 7/F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhai street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country**: CHINA

**WHERE ORGANIZED**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: PJ5178

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BENKUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97701903 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7100986
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) "BENKUT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; Sterilizers; Air conditioning apparatus and installations; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Cooking ranges; Desk lamps; Electrically heated towel rails; Refrigerating appliances and installations; Space heating apparatus; Water conservation plumbing fixtures, namely, faucets, aerators, showerheads, water saving toilets; Water filtering apparatus International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 19, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen, Zhiqiang Address Chen, Zhiqiang No.9, Shazai Road, Xia Group, Shazai Village, MinZhong Town, Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW

14307
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) POWERSHOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97702071  Application Filing Date  Dec. 02, 2022  Registration Number   7100987  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Pharmaceutical preparations for aiding in transporting fat and removing it from the body; Pharmaceutical preparations for improving energy levels; Pharmaceutical preparations for increasing metabolism; Vitamin supplements; Nutritional supplements
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use   Oct. 24, 2018  In Commerce   Oct. 24, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   THE HEALTHY LIFE COMPANY USA LLC  Address   THE HEALTHY LIFE COMPANY USA LLC 3965 Telegraph Road  Bloomfield Hills  MICHIGAN  48302  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   147089-00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Information
**Mark Literal(s)** MOYADEE

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97705520</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7100988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bangles; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Crucifixes as jewellery; Cuff links; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for the head; Key chains; Lapel pins; Medals and medallions; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces; Pendants; Pet jewelry; Rings; Shoe jewelry

**International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
**International Class Title**: Jewelry
**First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 05, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd
**Address**: Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd 7/F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhai street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000
**Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: PJ5180

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: SINGH, TEJBIR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TRAVELKIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97706586 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 07, 2022 | Registration Number | 7100989 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Handbags; Suitcases; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Duffel bags; Fitted protective covers for handbags, briefcases, valises, suitcases, and briefcase-like portfolios; Shoe bags for travel; Sports bags; Straps for luggage; Tote bags; Travel bags

| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Dec. 11, 2019 | In Commerce | Dec. 11, 2019 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ningbo Travelkin Co., LTD. |
| Address | Ningbo Travelkin Co., LTD. No.398 Middle Jingu Road Yinzhou District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315104 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | hytm2023 |
| Examining Attorney | GAGNER, NICHOLAS M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** Ohio Only Him in Ohio

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97706764
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 07, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100990
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 31, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "OHIO"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Hoodies; Shirts; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Windbreakers; Jerseys being clothing; T-shirts; Warm up outfits; Cloth bibs; Knit jackets; Knitted caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Coates Christian Apparel, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA C.O.A.T.E.S. Christian Apparel
- **Address**: Coates Christian Apparel, LLC 180 Whittlesey Road Tallmadge Ohio 44278
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TMC-0411

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BLAZIKEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97707355 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100991
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Costume jewelry; Crucifixes as jewellery; Cuff links; Earrings; Gold-plated earrings; Jewellery cases; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Jewelry for the head; Key chains; Lapel pins; Medals and medallions; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces; Pendants; Pet jewelry; Rings; Shoe jewelry International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Nov. 05, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd Address Yiwu FeiMeng Jewelry Co., Ltd 7/F, No. 316, Shenzhou Road Houzhai street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

Where Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PJ5189

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) GOOD2GROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97707404 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100992
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "GOOD2GROW" in stylized format with two leaves above the letter "G" in the word "GOOD" and with the wording "GOOD2" stacked above the word "GROW". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0135895/ International Registration Number Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6074923, 4516503, 6449932 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collectible toy figures to be used as drinking tops for bottles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Dec. 15, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name good2grow LLC Address good2grow LLC 2859 Paces Ferry Rd., Suite 2100 Atlanta GEORGIA 30339
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1343147

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  THE HUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97707898  Application Filing Date  Dec. 07, 2022  Registration Number  7100993
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words THE HUB, each word followed by a period, with THE in green and HUB in blue lettering.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing on-line newsletters in the field of living an environmentally conscious lifestyle and sustainable living
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Sep. 02, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bluedot, Inc.  Address  Bluedot, Inc.  21031 Ventura Blvd., Suite 950  Woodland Hills  CALIFORNIA  91364  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10048-00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) X-ACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97708155 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7100994 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "X-ACE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arm guards for baseball; Arm protectors for athletic use; Balls for sports; Exercise equipment, namely, stationary cycles; Fishing tackle; Flying saucers; Golf bag covers; Nets for sports; Padel balls; Play swimming pools; Rackets for tennis, racquetball, squash; Tennis balls; Water squirting toys; Yoga bolsters
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 04, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foshan Xinxuan Trading Co., Ltd. Address Foshan Xinxuan Trading Co., Ltd. No. 141, First F., South Dist., Shidai Mingxuan, No.31, Nanyi Rd., Guicheng St. Nanhai, Foshan CHINA 528200 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
COBBLE & HILL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97708287</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7100995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Window Curtains; shower curtains; table linens of textile; bedding, namely, bed linen |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 42, 50 | International Class Title | Fabrics | First Use | May 01, 2020 | In Commerce | May 01, 2021 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | SILK HOME, INC. |
| Address | SILK HOME, INC. 10 W. 33rd Street, Suite 1030 New York NEW YORK 10001 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: MEDICAL MEDIUM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97709325
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 08, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7100996
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4492822, 4857056, 5126049 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing segments featuring information and advice in the fields of energy healing services, namely, therapeutic touch services, holistic health services, and alternative health and healing delivered by television
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use** in Commerce: Apr. 02, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Anthony William, Inc.
- **Address**: Anthony William, Inc. #898 5379 Lyons Rd Coconut Creek FLORIDA 33073
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
HTONEPOWER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97710080 Application Filing Date | Dec. 08, 2022 Registration Number | 7100997 Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balustrades of metal; Brackets of metal for furniture; Buckles of common metal; Door bolts of metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Furniture casters of metal; General purpose metal storage bins; Magnetic metal hooks; Metal bolts; Metal garment hooks; Metal shelf brackets; Plant hangers of metal; Silicon iron; Stainless steel; Storage pallets of metal
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use Oct. 15, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Shenzhen Wanwuyuan Technology Co., Ltd. **Address** Shenzhen Wanwuyuan Technology Co., Ltd. 302, Unit 1, No.1, Huayuan Bldg.,Longhua Renmin Road,Longhua Street,Longhua Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** SJHUYCEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97710623</td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2022</td>
<td>7100998</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Socks; Fitted shoe or boot covering to protect the shoes or boot from water or other damage; Heavy coats; Japanese sleeping robes (nemaki); Jumper dresses; Long-sleeved shirts; Track pants; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Wind resistant jackets; Clothing, namely, elastic pants containing slimming substances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Huang, zhong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Huang, zhong 7C, Shenya Building, No. 28 Guomao Road Jinmao Street, Longhua District Haikou, Hainan CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PRIZANT, JAMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ASSURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97710813 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7100999
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet seats; elevated toilet seats with support arms and bidet attachments
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Nov. 03, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bemis Manufacturing Company Address Bemis Manufacturing Company 300 Mill Street Sheboygan Falls WISCONSIN 53085 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US-BEMIS164A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney SAXTON, EVELYN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VEANPUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97710814 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7101000 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Veanpus" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alternators; Dynamos; Bearings, as parts of machines; Electric generators; Electric vacuum cleaners; Emergency power generators; Mobile electric power generators; Portable electric power generators; Solar-powered electricity generators; Wind turbines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Lei Address Lv, Lei No.28,Dahui Liuzhuang,Miaoying Neighbhd. Committee,Zhoupeng Office, Yingquan Dist. Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha2022AZ

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IMPULSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97710819 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7101001
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earplugs for hearing protection
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 06, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Safariland, LLC Address Safariland, LLC 13386 International Parkway Jacksonville FLORIDA 32218
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8485-6

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## Mark Literal(s)
VEANPUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97710827</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 09, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Translation**  The wording "Veanpus" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Battery chargers; Chargers for smartphones; Electric storage batteries; Power adapters; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Rechargeable batteries; Smartphone mounts; Solar-powered battery chargers; Solar batteries; Wireless chargers  
**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**  Jan. 01, 2022  
**In Commerce**  Jan. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Lv, Lei  
**Address**  No.28,Dahui Liuzhuang,Miaoying Neighbhd. Committee,Zhoupeng Office, Yingquan Dist. Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236000  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  sha2022AZ

**Examining Attorney**  DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) Veanpus

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97710834 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7101003
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Veanpus" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air humidifiers; Air purifiers; Air sterilizers; Desk lamps; Energy storage plants; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Reading lamps; Sanitizing apparatus using ultraviolet light for sanitizing linens, surfaces of objects not for medical purposes; Solar energy receivers; Solar powered lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lv, Lei Address Lv, Lei No.28,Dahui Liuzhuang,Miaoying Neighbhd. Committee,Zhoupeng Office, Yingquan Dist. Fuyang, Anhui CHINA 236000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sha2022AZ

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Ex mining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FED BREW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97713513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim  | No                              |
| Mark Drawing Type         | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark   | The mark consists of the stylized word, "FED" above the stylized word, "BREW" with a leaf intertwined with the letter, "R". |
| Color Claimed             | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer                | "BREW" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Kombucha tea

| International Classes     | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                | 46                  |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods         |
| First Use                 | Jan. 29, 2021        |
| In Commerce               | Feb. 06, 2021        |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name The Federal Brewing Company, LLC
Address The Federal Brewing Company, LLC 102 South Main Street Federalsburg MARYLAND 21632
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where MARYLAND
Organized MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BOO! BOOKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97716253 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7101005
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOOKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed coupon books
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 12, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC Address Quality Is Our Recipe, LLC One Dave Thomas Boulevard Dublin OHIO 43017 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  FLYZOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97718365 Application Filing Date  Dec. 15, 2022 Registration Number  7101006 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Covers for smartphones; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile phone screen protectors; Protective films adapted for smartphone lenses; Protective films adapted for smartphones; Screen protectors specially adapted for mobile phones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 03, 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yongshuai Lu Address  Yongshuai Lu No. 57 Tian Liao Team, Xiaofeng Farm Fulong Town, Fangcheng District Fangchenggang, Guangxi CHINA 538000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US045776T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KAKIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97719188 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7101007
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording KAKIT has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tarpaulins; Awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials; Awnings of synthetic materials; Awnings of textile; Canopies of textile; Canvas canopies; Covers for boats, not fitted; Nylon tie-down straps; Unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; Unfitted covers for recreational vehicles (RVs); Unfitted covers in the nature of tarpaulins for vehicles; Unfitted vehicle covers; Vehicle covers, not fitted
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Mar. 28, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yichuang Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yichuang Trading Co., Ltd. A601, Bldg B, Qilinyuan, No. 4048 Xilihu, Lihu Community, Xili St, Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995969

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** ARIELLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97721635</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2022</td>
<td>7101008</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Anhidotics; Hemorrhoid preparations; Liquid antipruritic; Nail fungus treatment preparations; Pain relief medication; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Wart removing preparations
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yitong Bada (Shenzhen) International Trade Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Yitong Bada (Shenzhen) International Trade Co., Ltd
  Rm 520-521, Bldg 6, 1970 Science and Technology Park, Minzhi St, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, Guangdong
- **CHINA**: 518000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: US045944T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ESKO LEAF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97721898 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7101009
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ESKO" above the word "LEAF". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LEAF" in class 034

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco; Leaf tobacco
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Feb. 2018 In Commerce May 2018
For Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Feb. 2018 In Commerce May 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OG Grabba LLC Address OG Grabba LLC 6A Northwood Dr BLOOMFIELD CONNECTICUT 06002
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) CAMIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97721964 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7101010
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CAMIER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Purses; Satchels; Clutch bags; Crossbody bags; Evening bags; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hobo bags; Shoulder bags; Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 19, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Jiaqi Address Li, Jiaqi No.42 Tianliaoxia, Ruiming Village, Xianghu Town, Ruijin, Jiangxi CHINA 342599 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS122245

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner GUROK, GALINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** URBAN SOUTH BREWERY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97723568
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 19, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7101011
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "URBAN SOUTH BREWERY" in stylized font. Each word appears on a separate horizontal line. The drop shadow below the word "SOUTH" extends to form the background for the word "BREWERY". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "BREWERY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5008538, 5228588, 6118895 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Tank tops; Clothing jackets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Louisiana Roots, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Urban South Brewery
- **Address**: Louisiana Roots, LLC 1645 Tchoupitoulas St. New Orleans LOUISIANA 70130
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2258
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, YAT SYE I
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
URBAN SOUTH BREWERY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97723573</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "URBAN SOUTH BREWERY" in stylized font. Each word appears on a separate horizontal line. The drop shadow below the word "SOUTH" extends to form the background for the word "BREWERY".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BREWERY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5008538, 5228588, 6118895 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use** | Oct. 01, 2020 | **In Commerce** | Oct. 01, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Louisiana Roots, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Urban South Brewery
- **Address**: Louisiana Roots, LLC 1645 Tchoupitoulas St. New Orleans LOUISIANA 70130
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 2258

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) URBAN SOUTH BREWERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97723579 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7101013
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "URBAN SOUTH BREWERY" in stylized font. Each word appears on a separate horizontal line. The drop shadow below the word "SOUTH" extends to form the background for the word "BREWERY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREWERY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5008538, 5228588, 6118895 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services featuring beer; Taproom services; Taproom services featuring beer brewed on the premises
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Louisiana Roots, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Urban South Brewery Address Louisiana Roots, LLC 1645 Tchoupitoulas St. New Orleans LOUISIANA 70130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2258

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DUTCH BROS COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97725818 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7101014
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized drawing of a windmill with four arms in blue; to the right of windmill is a blue line next to the words "DUTCH BROS" in blue stylized block letters; below "DUTCH BROS" is a stylized horizontal stripe design in yellow, red and blue; the color yellow extends beyond the stripes at the right and becomes a background for the word "COFFEE" in red stylized cursive letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BROS" AND "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store featuring coffee, coffee accessories and beverageware
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 2019 In Commerce Jul. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dutch Bros., LLC Address Dutch Bros., LLC  110 SW 4th Street Grants Pass OREGON 97526 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 69131-164

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DUTCH BROS COFFEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97725832</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2022</td>
<td>7101015</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized drawing of a windmill with four arms in blue; below the windmill are the words &quot;DUTCH BROS&quot; in blue stylized block letters; below these words is a stylized horizontal stripe design in yellow, red and blue; the color yellow extends beyond the stripes at the right and becomes a background for the word &quot;COFFEE&quot; in red stylized cursive letters.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) blue, red, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BROS&quot; AND &quot;COFFEE&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Coffee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Dutch Bros., LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Dutch Bros., LLC 110 SW 4th Street Grants Pass OREGON 97526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OREGON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>69131-165</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>1, DAVID C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DUTCH BROS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97725837 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7101016
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized drawing of a windmill with four arms in blue; below the windmill are the words "DUTCH BROS" in blue curved stylized block letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BROS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Coffee-based beverages
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 2017 In Commerce May 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dutch Bros., LLC Address Dutch Bros., LLC 110 SW 4th Street Grants Pass OREGON 97526 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 69131-169

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**MARK Literal(s)** IGNITECDN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97725891
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 20, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7101017
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Cloud computing featuring software for use in content delivery; Providing an on-line network environment that features technology that enables users to share data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for content delivery
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Oct. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Market Rithm, Inc.
- **Address**: Market Rithm, Inc. 1750 Tysons Blvd Ste 1500 Mclean VIRGINIA 22102
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: K559701679
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, DANIEL PAUL
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97726356</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**
CHOOVEEON

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Acoustical insulation barrier panels; Sound absorbing flooring underlayment; Sound control flooring underlayment; Soundproofing materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>17 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Rubber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Luo, Li
Address: Luo, Li No. 120, Xinli Group, Shijing Slice, Huanyuan Vil., Beisheng Town, Liuyang, Hunan CHINA 410300
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: US046121T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner: BONEN-CLARK, HOPE MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) EL SWING!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97728452 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7101019
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a graphical character including a circle with a curved arrow through the circle with a second circle as an arrow end with three spikes extending from the second circle above the formative words, EL SWING! Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark Disclaimer SWING

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6261380

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by musical band; Production of sound and music video recordings

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thomas Swieringa Address Thomas Swieringa 777 Frahm Pike Celina OHIO 45822 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22,153

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POMEROY-MURPHY, KAITLI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZLhaoiang

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97731057 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7101020
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Satchels; All purpose sport bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Belt bags and hip bags; Cantle bags; Crossbody bags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hobo bags; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Shoulder bags; Slouch handbags; Sports bags; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Dec. 03, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhao, Liang Address Zhao, Liang No.12,Gate 4,East 8th Floor, Kuangquli Yangquan, Shanxi CHINA 045000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YANG, KATRINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CHASSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97731797 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7101021
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CHASSIC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5800341

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aprons; Bath slippers; Bathrobes; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Kerchiefs; Knee highs; Scarves; Shoes; Shorts; Slipper socks; Slippers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 21, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guan jingcui Address Guan jingcui Anhui Feidongxian Mingmenhepan 1#3 106 Anhui CHINA 231600
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURCHAM, NATHAN D
TM 12156 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) KTOTKMOTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97732182 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2022 Registration Number 7101022
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candlesticks; Goblets; Automatic pet feeding bowls; Automatic pet waterers; Beer glasses; Beer mugs; Coffee cups; Cookery molds; Drinking cups and saucers; Drinking vessels; Feeding vessels for pets; Soap holders and boxes; Window cleaners in the nature of a combination squeegee and scrubber; Wine aerators; Wine openers; Wine pourers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Yuanchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Yuanchuan Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. Room 202, Unit 1, Building 50, Lingyun District 2, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA 322000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IB0122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUMMINS, LANCE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WAYANHONG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97734125</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 28, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101023</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation**  The wording WayanHong has no meaning in a foreign language. **Name Portrait Consent**  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Stickers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 23, 2022</th>
<th><strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 23, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Wang, Yan  **Address**  Wang, Yan No. 6, Jiangjia Villager Group, Shuangping Vil., Jianghe Township, Changning City, Hunan Province  CHINA  421500  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  US046265T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  GINSBERG, MICHAEL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DOCUCOURSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97734320
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7101024
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a film reel on the left and a pencil on the right with the word "DocuCourse" centered in between.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For Continuing education services, namely, providing live, on-line, and recorded continuing professional education seminars and courses featuring interviews and accessible by video in the fields of education, advocacy, community, and culture
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 18, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 18, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Be Great Together, Inc.
- **Address**: Be Great Together, Inc. 4741 Central St., Suite 141 Kansas City MISSOURI 64112
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 556633.4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHACHT-LEVINE, JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) C CHEFLIBRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97734829 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7101025
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CHEFLIBRE" having a circular design in front of the mark having three dissimilar tear drop compartments with one containing the letter "C".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of the word "LIBRE" in the mark is "free".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multicookers; Air fryers; Electric casseroles; Electric coffee makers; Electric pressure cookers; Electric rice cooker; Electric skillets; Electric slow cookers; Electric soy milk makers; Electric tea pots; Electric tea kettles; Electric yogurt makers; Fitted covers for barbecue grills; Food steamers, electric; Outdoor cookers for curing food
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tongqi Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Tongqi Technology Co., Ltd. 813, Excellence Times Bldg, No. 27, Xinqiao 3rd Road, Xinqiao St., Baoan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
**TM 12160**

**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)**  
CHEFLIBRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97734886</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101026</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;CHEFLIBRE&quot; having a circular design in front of the mark having three dissimilar tear drop compartments with one containing the letter &quot;C&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Claimed**  
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  

| Translation | The English translation of the word "LIBRE" in the mark is "free". |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dishware; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cheese graters; Containers for household or kitchen use; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Cups and mugs; Cutting boards; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Garlic presses; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Non-electric cooking pot sets; Pizza stones; Pot and pan scrapers; Scoops for serving or portioning cookie dough; Vegetable mashers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**  
Jul. 12, 2022

**In Commerce**  
Jul. 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Tongqi Technology Co., Ltd.  

| Address | Shenzhen Tongqi Technology Co., Ltd. 813, Excellence Times Bldg., No. 27, Xinqiao 3rd Road, Xinqiao St., Baoan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA 518000  

| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.)  

| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA  

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CC |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BURDECKI, ANNA C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) AWM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97735756 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7101027 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paintings; Merchandise bags; Custom paintings; Personal organizers; Printed calendars; Printed coloring books; Printed greeting cards; Printed daily planners; Printed desk calendars; Printed wall calendars

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Dec. 29, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guisao, Melinda D DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ART WALL MEDIA Address Guisao, Melinda D 1127 Royal Palm Beach BLVD #538 Royal Palm Beach FLORIDA 33411 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** FINKKIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97736554</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 29, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101028</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording FINKKIE has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bakeware; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; Animal activated animal feeders; Animal activated livestock waterers; Animal bristles for brush-making; Animal litter boxes; Animal litter pans; Aquarium ornaments; Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; Back scratchers; Basins in the nature of receptacles; Baskets for waste paper littering for household purposes; Bath brushes; Bathroom pails; Biscuit cutters; Bottle openers

- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

- **First Use**: Jan. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 29, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jiang Li
- **Address**: Jiang Li 1410, Building 3, Haiyuan City, Pinghu Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen CHINA 518100

- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97736987 Application Filing Date  Dec. 30, 2022 Registration Number  7101029
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized design of a DNA double helix strand with eleven shaded circles aligned on and below the lower right portion of the design, to the left of four Chinese characters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The English translation of "BAI AO ZHI HUI" in the mark is "COLLECTION OF ALL KINDS OF PROFOUND WISDOM". Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "BAI AO ZHI HUI" and "BAO" means "HUNDRED", "AO" means "PROFOUND", "ZHI" means "WISDOM", and "HUI" means "COLLECTION" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising and marketing; Advertising and publicity services; Collection and systematisation of information into computer databases; Compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; Compiling of information into computer databases; Distribution of samples for publicity purposes; Marketing research services; Online advertising on a computer network; Outdoor advertising; Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Dec. 21, 2022 In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Analytical BioSciences China Limited Address  Analytical BioSciences China Limited  Room 5201, Floor 5, No. 127-1, Zhongguancun North Street, Haidian Dist  Beijing  CHINA  100000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILLANI, MAHREEN A
FLWPCYJ

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97738096 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7101030
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Literal(s) FLWPCYJ

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Goods and Services Information
For Capsules of crystal, china, terra cotta, earthenware, glass, porcelain for containing cremation remains or memorabilia; Cocktail glasses; Cocktail stirrers; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee mugs; Coffee services of ceramic; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cruet stands; Non-electric portable beverage coolers; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Sugar bowls; Toothbrush holders; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Works of art made of porcelain
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Oct. 19, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 08, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Feng, Chunyan Address Feng, Chunyan No. 22, Mupu Village, Pidi Village Committee, Xinfu Town, Hengxian County, Guan CHINA 530322 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TGTM0731

Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) VARIMOUNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97739262 Application Filing Date Jan. 03, 2023 Registration Number 7101031 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal fasteners, namely, metal base plates and self-clinching fasteners pre-installed into base plates

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEM Management, Inc. Address PEM Management, Inc. 103 Foulk Road, Suite 108 Wilmington DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PEM-T101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) IASSIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97741279 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2023 Registration Number 7101032 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5143575

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For systems comprised primarily of devices in the nature of tags and technology-enabled readers with near field communication technology for selecting users and locations for gas detectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 31, 2016 In Commerce May 31, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Industrial Scientific Corporation Address Industrial Scientific Corporation 1 Life Way Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15205 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, ALINA S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97741532 Application Filing Date  Jan. 04, 2023 Registration Number  7101033 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized design of a DNA double helix strand with eleven shaded circles aligned on and below the lower right portion of the design, to the left of four Chinese characters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The English translation of "BAI AO ZHI HUI" in the mark is "COLLECTION OF ALL KINDS OF PROFOUND WISDOM". Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "BAI AO ZHI HUI" and "BAO" means "HUNDRED", "AO" means "PROFOUND", "ZHI" means "WISDOM", and "HUI" means "COLLECTION" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Biological research and analysis; Computer software consultancy; Consultation services relating to computer software; Medical and scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; Pharmaceutical drug development services; Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials; Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; Research and development of new products for others; Scientific laboratory services; Scientific research
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Dec. 20, 2022 In Commerce  Dec. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Analytical BioSciences China Limited Address  Analytical BioSciences China Limited Room 5201, Floor 5, No. 127-1, Zhongguancun North Street, Haidian Dist Beijing CHINA  100000 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILLANI, MAHREEN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WESTSIDE TENNIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97742891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TENNIS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Coaching in the field of tennis; Instruction in the nature of private and group tennis lessons; Tennis instruction; Entertainment in the nature of tennis tournaments; Entertainment in the nature of local tennis tournaments; Organizing, arranging, and conducting tennis events
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2007
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Layton, Michael
- **Address**: Layton, Michael 1018 20th St. D Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90403
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SUTTON, CATHERINE ELIZ
TM 12169 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BEETLES BUILDER GEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97743909 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Registration Number 7101035 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BUILDER GEL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acrylic nail powder or liquid preparations for shaping or sculpting nails; Essential oils; False nails; False nails made of powder and liquid acrylics; False nails made of polymer resin; False nails made of silk; Gels for cosmetic purposes; Nail art pens; Nail art stickers; Nail care kits comprising nail polish; Nail care preparations; Nail gel; Nail glitter; Nail polish; Nail polish base coat; Nail polish protector in the nature of a thin plastic covering applied to nails; Nail polish removers; Nail polish top coat; Nail polishing powder; Nail repair products, namely, nail wraps; Nail strengtheners; Nail tips; Preparations for removing gel nails
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GELAB COSMETICS LLC Address GELAB COSMETICS LLC 1384 POMPTON AVE CEDAR GROVE NEW JERSEY, NEW JERSEY 07009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NBTMZC230062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SEAMLESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97744107 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2023 Registration Number 7101036 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online software solution, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for investment accounting, reconciliation of records between multiple sources of data or transactions, fund accounting for investment funds, analytics and reporting on the investment portfolio of customers and users, tax estimates and tax schedules, national and state security regulatory filings and data preparation
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 05, 2017 In Commerce May 05, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Formidium Corp. DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Sudrania Fund Services Corp Address Formidium Corp. 633 Rogers St, Suite 106 Downers Grove ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARROW, MARY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

### Mark Literal(s)
WEATHER FOR YOUR WORLD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97745370</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 07, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101037</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Weather forecasting; Weather information services; Providing weather information; Providing weather information via a website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Feb. 01, 2001 **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** CustomWeather, Inc. **Address** CustomWeather, Inc. 271 Miller Avenue Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97746481  Application Filing Date  Jan. 09, 2023  Registration Number  7101038  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized design of a DNA double helix strand with eleven shaded circles aligned on and below the lower right portion of the design, to the left of four Chinese characters.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The English translation of "BAI AO ZHI HUI" in the mark is "COLLECTION OF ALL KINDS OF PROFOUND WISDOM".  Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "BAI AO ZHI HUI" and "BAO" means "HUNDRED", "AO" means "PROFOUND", "ZHI" means "WISDOM", and "HUI" means "COLLECTION" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Calculating machines and data processing equipment; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware for high-speed processing and storage of data using multiple CPU’s; Computer hardware for upload, storage, retrieval, download, transmission and delivery of digital content; Computer operating programs, recorded; Downloadable computer operating programs; Downloadable computer operating software; Downloadable computer software for application and database integration; Downloadable computer software for scientific analysis of genetic sequences; Downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, and sharing of data and information
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Dec. 30, 2022  In Commerce  Dec. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Analytical BioSciences China Limited  Address  Analytical BioSciences China Limited  Room 5201, Floor 5, No. 127-1, Zhongguancun North Street, Haidian Dist  Beijing  CHINA  100000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILLANI, MAHREEN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HANCOCK LUMBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 97752341  **Application Filing Date** Jan. 12, 2023  **Registration Number** 7101039  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Service Mark  **Trademark Publication Date** Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a fanciful depiction of a roof line, which is set above the word "HANCOCK" which is set above the word "LUMBER", all of which is set in front of the depiction of several pine trees.  **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  **Disclaimer** "LUMBER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 2961858, 2947450, 2932517 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Lumber

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 12, 33, 50  **International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials

**First Use** Dec. 31, 2005  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2005

**For** Retail store services and online retail store services featuring lumber, lumber shavings, saw dust and bark mulch, a variety of kitchen and bathroom materials and appliances, flooring, windows, doors and other building materials, plumbing supplies, roofing materials, dock systems and items used in home building, remodeling and/or improvement

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Dec. 31, 2005  **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Hancock Lumber Company, Inc.  **Address** Hancock Lumber Company, Inc.  1279 Poland Spring Rd Casco  MAINE  04015  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** MAINE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examinining Attorney** MACIOL, GENE V J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** JOHN RYAN MCGOVERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies John Ryan Mcgovern, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Graphic T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 08, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ma Chi Mo Fa Fa, LLC
- **Address**: Ma Chi Mo Fa Fa, LLC 2329 Street Rd #1056 Bensalem PENNSYLVANIA 19020
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s) HABOWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97753075 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2023 Registration Number 7101041 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brushes for vacuum cleaners; Carpet cleaning machines; Drycleaning machines; Dust separators; Electric lawnmowers; Floor washing machines; Screwdrivers, electric; Vacuum cleaners for household purposes; Vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiahao Auto Industry (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Address Jiahao Auto Industry (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Rm. 806, Block B, South Phase, Longguang Jiujuan Business Center, Longhua District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518131
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** BIRTHDAY MAGIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97753290</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 13, 2023</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101042</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Candles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>4 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | New Moon Beginnings, LLC |
| Address | New Moon Beginnings, LLC 816 Sommerville Drive Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15243 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ALLEN, BIANCA LEIGH |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97754017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5113588 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** filled toner cartridges; filled ink cartridges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>2 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>6, 11, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For advertising, marketing and promotion services in the field of cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; business consulting services in the field of e-commerce relating to cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; product merchandising for others in the field of cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; wholesale ordering services in the field of imaging parts and supplies, namely, cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; wholesale services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of imaging parts and supplies, namely, cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For remanufacturing of consumable imaging supplies, namely, cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines to the order and/or specification of others; refurbishing of consumable imaging supplies, namely, cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; repair and maintenance of printers and copiers; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of the repair of computer hardware, printers, and copiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For shipping and delivery services, namely, pickup, transportation, and delivery of packages, comprising cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines, by various modes of transportation; warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, packaging, and shipping of consumable imaging products, namely, cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; merchandise packaging for others of cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines; recovery and collection, namely, collection services of consumable imaging parts and supplies, personal electronic devices, cartridges and parts for printers, facsimile machines, scanners, and copying machines, for remanufacturing, refurbishment, and recycling

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage **First Use** Feb. 01, 2016 **In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Clover Imaging Group, LLC  **Address** Clover Imaging Group, LLC  4200 Columbus Street  Ottawa ILLINOIS  61350  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 206274-9052

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) D DOMINION ENERGY WIND FOR STUDENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97754150 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2023 Registration Number 7101044 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a "D" like figure with stripes through it beside the words "Dominion Energy", followed by the word "wind" that uses the "I" as a wind mill with the words "For Students" underneath of "wind". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENERGY," "WIND," and "FOR STUDENTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5292983, 6310505, 6247435 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting training, seminars and educational programs in the field of wind energy and distribution of course materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 14, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dominion Energy, Inc. Address Dominion Energy, Inc. 120 Tredegar Street Richmond VIRGINIA 23219 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2000891

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UOLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97754461 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2023 Registration Number 7101045 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "UOLOR" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5368144

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bits for hand drills; Drill bits for hand drills; Electric fingernail polishers; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Hand tools for use in carving or decorating pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables, namely, knives, saws, scoops, chisels and drills; Hand tools, namely, drills; Hand tools, namely, graving tools; Hand tools, namely, planers, drills, shovels; Lawn and garden tools, namely, cultivators; Manicure sets, electric
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 11, 2016 In Commerce May 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Youmei Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Youmei Network Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 305, Blk 1, Lane 11, Xinhe, Shangmug, Pinghu St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

# CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97755390</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 2023</td>
<td>7101046</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

# GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Refrigerators; Air conditioners; Air fryers; Air purifiers; Clothes drying machines; Desk lamps; Electric fans; Electric fireplaces; Electric grills; Electric hair dryers; Electric hot plates; Electric thermo pots; Ice making machines

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**: Nov. 11, 2022 **In Commerce**: Nov. 11, 2022

# BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

# OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Ningbo Youmeng Import and Export Co., Ltd. **Address**: Ningbo Youmeng Import and Export Co., Ltd. Room 4-3, No. 128, Xiangye street Luotuo street, Zhenhai District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA **Legal Entity**: Limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

# ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: DS0124

# EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) BABINEZHA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97755392  Application Filing Date Jan. 16, 2023  Registration Number 7101047  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators; Air conditioners; Air fryers; Air purifiers; Clothes drying machines; Desk lamps; Electric fans; Electric fireplaces; Electric grills; Electric hair dryers; Electric hot plates; Electric thermo pots; Ice making machines
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use Nov. 09, 2022  In Commerce Nov. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Youmeng Import and Export Co., Ltd.  Address Ningbo Youmeng Import and Export Co., Ltd. Room 4-3, No. 128, Xiangye street Luotuo street, Zhenhai District Ningbo, Zhejiang CHINA 315000  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DS0124

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AREY, BRANDON LEON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) THE PERFECT ORDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97760209 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2023 Registration Number 7101048 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ORDER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store and on-line retail store services featuring new and used graphic screen printed equipment, parts and accessories, new and used textile screen printing equipment, parts and accessories, signs and banners and parts and accessories for signs and banners, new and used digital sign equipment, parts and accessories, and embroidery equipment, tools, parts and accessories; equipment warranty services, namely, arranging for the repair or replacement of graphic screen printing equipment, textile screen printing equipment, digital sign equipment and embroidery equipment pursuant to warranty agreements of others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 03, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Graphic Solutions Group, Inc. Address Graphic Solutions Group, Inc. 4601 Spring Valley Road Dallas TEXAS 75244 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GSG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REBOGATEWAY PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97760637 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2023 Registration Number 7101049 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For software as a service featuring software for analyzing real estate market information and providing email alerts to users of market information changes

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 31, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Voxtur Analytics Corp. Address Voxtur Analytics Corp. Suite 300 5404 Cypress Center Dr. Tampa FLORIDA 33609 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 505730018001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) PRIMAFORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97760744 Application Filing Date  Jan. 19, 2023 Registration Number   7101050 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Dietary and nutritional supplements International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 31, 2005 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   eSupplements, LLC Address   eSupplements, LLC  351 E 1750 N Vineyard   UTAH  84059 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) INNERPURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97761183 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2023 Registration Number 7101051 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jun. 01, 1999 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Longstar HealthPro, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Farlong Nutraceutical Address Longstar HealthPro, Inc. 4010 Valley Blvd., #101 Walnut CALIFORNIA 91789 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97761258  Application Filing Date: Jan. 19, 2023  Registration Number: 7101052  Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Principal Register
Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of three white Chinese characters placed within a red vertical half circle. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "HUO SING SU" and this means "ALIVE MIND CONSTITUENT" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Food supplements  International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes US Classes: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Nov. 01, 1998  In Commerce: Nov. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Longstar HealthPro, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Farlong Nutraceutical  Address: Longstar HealthPro, Inc. 4010 Valley Blvd., #101 Walnut CALIFORNIA 91789
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
TM 12187

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97761304 Application Filing Date  Jan. 19, 2023 Registration Number  7101053 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of five Chinese symbols. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "PAI DU" Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "PAI DU YANG YAN BAO" and this means "DISCHARGE TOXIN NOURISH COLOR TREASURE" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Herbal supplements for health, beauty, and weight control
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Jun. 01, 1999 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Longstar HealthPro, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Farlong Nutraceutical Address  Longstar HealthPro, Inc. 4010 Valley Blvd., #101 Walnut CALIFORNIA 91789 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROSEN, BENJAMIN H

14375
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NATIDDY MINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97761485 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 19, 2023 | Registration Number | 7101054 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "MINI" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Chain saws; High pressure washers; Hot melt glue guns; Mechanical lawn mowers; Power-driven wrenches; Power-operated staple guns; Power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers; Power blowers for lawn debris; Power drills; Power operated hedge trimmers; Power tools, namely, drills, routers, circular saws; Steam mops; Swimming pool vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Jan. 05, 2023 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 05, 2023 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | GOOD BALL TECH LIMITED |
| Address | GOOD BALL TECH LIMITED 24B SEABRIGHT PLAZA 9-23 SHELL ST, NORTH POINT Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| Country Where Organized | HONG KONG |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LAPTER, ALAIN J |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97761490
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 19, 2023
- **Registration Number**: 7101055
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CORDLESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Automatic swimming pool cleaners and parts therefor; Chain saws; High pressure washers; Hot melt glue guns; Mechanical lawn mowers; Power-driven wrenches; Power-operated staple guns; Power-operated lawn and garden string trimmers; Power blowers for lawn debris; Power drills; Power operated hedge trimmers; Power tools, namely, drills, routers, circular saws; Steam mops; Swimming pool vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaners

**International Classes**

- 7 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**International Class Title**: Machinery

- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GOOD BALL TECH LIMITED
- **Address**: GOOD BALL TECH LIMITED 24B SEABRIGHT PLAZA 9-23 SHELL ST, NORTH POINT Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LAPTER, ALAIN J
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHITE CASTLE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97762209 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2023 Registration Number 7101056 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0501821, 0962253, 2909902 and others

Goods and Services Information
For Bite size pieces of batter-dipped fish; Chicken products, namely, chicken rings; French fried potatoes; Hash brown potatoes; Mozzarella sticks; Milk shakes; Onion rings and onion chips

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Dec. 31, 1985 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1985

For Dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based wrapper filled primarily with meat, vegetables, cheese and spices; Macaroni and cheese in a crispy batter; Sandwiches; Sandwiches, namely, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, bacon sandwiches, chicken sandwiches, veggie burgers, plant-based sandwiches, fish sandwiches, waffle sandwiches, and breakfast sandwiches; Desserts, namely, bakery desserts; Waffles; Coffee; Hot chocolate

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 1921 In Commerce Jan. 1921

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name White Castle Management Co. Address White Castle Management Co. 555 Edgar Waldo Way Columbus OHIO 43215 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 111755.4-194

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WHITE CASTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97762223 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2023 Registration Number 7101057 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an outline of a stylized castle with the stacked and stylized words WHITE CASTLE centered on the inside of the castle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0501821, 0962253, 2909902 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bite size pieces of batter-dipped fish; Chicken products, namely, chicken rings; French fried potatoes; Hash brown potatoes; Mozzarella sticks; Milk shakes; Onion rings and onion chips
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Aug. 2004 In Commerce Aug. 2004
For Dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based wrapper filled primarily with meat, vegetables, cheese and spices; Macaroni and cheese in a crispy batter; Sandwiches; Sandwiches, namely, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, bacon sandwiches, chicken sandwiches, veggie burgers, plant-based sandwiches, fish sandwiches, waffle sandwiches, and breakfast sandwiches; Desserts, namely, bakery desserts; Waffles; Coffee; Hot chocolate
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 2004 In Commerce Aug. 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name White Castle Management Co. Address White Castle Management Co. 555 Edgar Waldo Way Columbus OHIO 43215 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** WE UNDERWRITE OPPORTUNITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97762774</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 20, 2023</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101058</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Insurance services, namely, underwriting property, casualty, professional liability, surety, health and marine insurance; Reinsurance underwriting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Nov. 02, 2022</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Nov. 02, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Everest Reinsurance Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Everest Reinsurance Company</th>
<th>Warren Corporate Center</th>
<th>100 Everest Way</th>
<th>Warren</th>
<th>NEW JERSEY</th>
<th>07059</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>DELAWARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 12215-01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CASINO OKLAHOMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97764643 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2023 Registration Number 7101059 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CASINO" stacked over the word "OKLAHOMA". A styled spade in three sections with three wavy lines in the center section of the spade rests within the first letter "O" in the word "OKLAHOMA". A styled bar is stacked beneath the word "OKLAHOMA". Disclaimer "CASINO OKLAHOMA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; Providing casino services featuring stored value membership cards for redeeming cash, discounts, and other benefits
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 03, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lenape Entertainment, LLC Address Lenape Entertainment, LLC P.O Box 9 Hinton OKLAHOMA 73047 Legal Entity Limited Liability Company wholly owned by and organized under the laws of the Delaware Nation, a federally-recognized Indian Tribe State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WE SOUND LIKE A BROKEN RECORD BECAUSE OUR RECORD HAS NEVER BEEN BROKEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97771095 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2023 Registration Number 7101060 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing services in the nature of commercial vented roof installation services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 28, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VADA, LLC Address VADA, LLC 3723 North Van Road Olney ILLINOIS 62450 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VAD 3218

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97771356 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2023 Registration Number 7101061 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a hand rolled cigarette with a leaf and smoke emanating from the tip. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 10, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Looseleaf International, LLC Address Looseleaf International, LLC 7901 4th St. N. STE 12069 ST. Petersburg FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 103792.025US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH

14384
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PEOPLEPRODUCTIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97771592</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 27, 2023</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101062</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Business consulting services in the field of organizational effectiveness and productivity solutions

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101, 102

International Class Title: Advertising and Business

First Use: Mar. 2014

In Commerce: Mar. 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: PeopleProductive, Inc.
Address: PeopleProductive, Inc. 17 Cornell Trail Hillsborough NEW JERSEY 08844
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: P2025-2000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: FOSTER, SHATONI ALEXAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MANSION ON O STREET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97771780</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hotel accommodation services; Hotel accommodation, bar and restaurant services; Private residence club services, namely, providing club members temporary accommodations in company owned or leased private residences; Providing extended-stay hotel accommodations |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Feb. 14, 1980 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 14, 1980 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | 2020 O Street Corporation Inc. |
| Address | 2020 O Street Corporation Inc.|
| State or Country Where Organized | DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>0371002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97773883</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2023</td>
<td>7101064</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** PGFPMIFMJ
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Air conditioners; Air purifiers; Dehumidifiers for household use; Electric heating fans; Electronic facial steamers; LED lamps; Solar powered lamps; USB-powered desktop fans; USB-powered humidifiers for household use
- **International Classes:** 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title:** Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use:** Dec. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce:** Dec. 09, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** Xuzhou Shangding Network Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address:** Xuzhou Shangding Network Technology Co., Ltd. Software Market 1#-0102, Science and Technology City, South Jiefang Road, Quanshan Dist., Xuzhou, CHINA
- **Legal Entity:** Limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized:** CHINA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney:** PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97775023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing, namely, SUITS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, TUXEDOS, JEANS, TIES, NECKWEAR AND SHOES |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2014 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TIGLIO MENSWEAR, INC. |
| Address | TIGLIO MENSWEAR, INC. 1333 South Hill Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90015 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BAIRD, MICHAEL |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

## MARK IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97779323 |
| Filing Date    | Feb. 03, 2023 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Registration Number | 7101066 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Metal welding flux
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2015

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lincoln Global, Inc.
- **Address**: Lincoln Global, Inc. 9160 Norwalk Boulevard Santa Fe Springs California 90670
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TM 2004-341
- **Examining Attorney**: SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** GARBERIEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Flashlights; Electric torches for lighting; Electric flashlights; LED flashlights; Tactical flashlights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use** | Jun. 30, 2017 |
- **In Commerce** | Jun. 30, 2017 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Geli Wang
- **Address**: Geli Wang Room 402, No. 7, Minglun Street, Huangpu Guangzhou, Guangdong P CHINA 510715
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 22067-04

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
TM 12202

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) WORK WISER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97780115 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2023 Registration Number 7101068
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coaching and Training Services, namely, providing in person coaching, training, and workshops in the field of mental health for employees, for businesses in the hospitality industry, healthcare sector, engineering firms, and industry agnostic businesses, to improve employee mental health, mindfulness and culture
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 15, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Staples, PH.D. Jennifer Address Staples, PH.D. Jennifer 424 Granelli Avenue Half Moon Bay CALIFORNIA 94019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMCP-CWL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) UT ZEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97783163 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2023 Registration Number 7101069
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "UT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 23, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 23, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ESSE NUTRITION PLUS, LLC Address ESSE NUTRITION PLUS, LLC 4588 PONDEROSA WAY YORBA LINDA CALIFORNIA 92886 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIPA-6955B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CELEBRATE THE PROGRESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97783542</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Real estate agency services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ginger Gillum LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ginger Gillum LLC 700 Ohio Avenue, Apt. A Palm Harbor FLORIDA 34683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4792.1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

**Mark Literal(s)** VARCHAS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97783981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6673938

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Spirits; Distilled liquor
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Jun. 24, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shankar Distillers LLC
- **Address**: Shankar Distillers LLC 300 Enterprise Ct. Bloomfield Hills MICHIGAN 48302
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 96045-25

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
EMERALD ANGEL COMICS LTD

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COMICS LTD"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Printed comics
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Feb. 04, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 07, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Emerald Angel Comics LTD
- **Address**: Emerald Angel Comics LTD 434 W. 18th Street  Tyrone PENNSYLVANIA 16686
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 10110.001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)  THE PICTURE PERFECT MEDICINE CABINET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97788376  Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2023  Registration Number  7101073
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "MEDICINE CABINET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medicine cabinets
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  Apr. 04, 2010  In Commerce  Apr. 04, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fox Hollow Furnishings, LLC  Address  Fox Hollow Furnishings, LLC  6158 Lemona Avenue  Van Nuys CALIFORNIA  91411  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3680.004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLUWE, CHERYL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) DEEPER THAN DOUGH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97788941 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2023 Registration Number 7101074
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of business, entrepreneurship and mental health
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 10, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2022
For Downloadable podcasts in the field of business, entrepreneurship and mental health
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 10, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dirty Dough, LLC Address Dirty Dough, LLC 950 S. Terrace Rd. Apt 247 Tempe ARIZONA 85281
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DD.0006US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DULGER, SUSAN N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97790525  Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2023  Registration Number  7101075
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image of a stylized bird.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1220364  Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 15, 2014  Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 15, 2024  Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Apr. 15, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coats; Footwear; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Blazers; Caps being headwear; Dresses
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yumi International Limited  Address  Yumi International Limited  13 Gorst Road, Park Royal  London UNITED KINGDOM  NW106LA  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, JANET H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** DIYFORU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97790626 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 10, 2023 | Registration Number | 7101076 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "Diyforu" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bracelets; Pendants; Beads for making jewellery; Charms for collar jewelry and bracelet; Clasps for jewelry; Ear studs; Imitation jewellery; Jewel chains; Metal wire for use in the making of jewelry, namely, jewelry cable; Women's jewelry

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** Oct. 08, 2022 **In Commerce** Oct. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Xu, Huan **Address** Xu, Huan No.95, Yingchuan Village Gaojia Town, Qujiang District Quzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 324000 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) ZAMMEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97792347 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2023 Registration Number  7101077
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized word Zammex. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5412872

 GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anhydrides; Polyurethane; Adhesives for industrial purposes; Agar-agar for industrial purposes; Ammonia for industrial purposes; Antimony oxides; Artificial sweeteners for industrial purposes; Chemical products for the fresh-keeping and preserving of food; Chemicals for fermenting wine; Fertilizers and manures; Fire retardant chemicals; Gelatine glue for industrial purposes; Sodium bicarbonate; Titanium oxides; Water purifying chemicals for swimming pools; Unprocessed epoxy resin
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Jul. 19, 2008 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZAMMEX NUTRITION LLC Address ZAMMEX NUTRITION LLC 255 OLD NEW BRUNSWICK RD STE N220 PISCATAWAY NEW JERSEY 08854 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CREATIVE SPARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97794603 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2023 Registration Number 7101078
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sticker books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SOOJIMUS LLC Address SOOJIMUS LLC 16928 28th Ave SE Bothell WASHINGTON 98012
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1932-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COMPTROL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97798524 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 16, 2023 |
| Registration Number | 7101079 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Apr. 18, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Managing workers' compensation insurance claims for others; consulting in the field of workers' compensation insurance claims |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Oct. 31, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 31, 2009 |

| For | Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software for collecting, organizing and analyzing workers' compensation and workplace safety data |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Oct. 31, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 31, 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Osborne Properties Limited Partnership DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Kraus-Anderson Insurance |
| Composed of | sole general partner Osborne Properties GP, LLC, a limited liability company organized under the laws of Minnesota |
| Address | Osborne Properties Limited Partnership 420 Gateway Boulevard Burnsville MINNESOTA 55337 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED PARTNERSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | T308543.US.0 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FLETCHER, TRACY L |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97799572
Application Filing Date: Feb. 17, 2023
Registration Number: 7101080
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s): SOCIALLY CHY

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Business consulting services in the agriculture field
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Mar. 31, 2019
In Commerce: Dec. 03, 2019

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Socially Chy LLC
Address: Socially Chy LLC 42017 W Baccarat Drive Maricopa ARIZONA 85138
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: SociallyChy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) CULTURED AG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97799590 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2023 Registration Number 7101081
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 09, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Socially Chy LLC Address Socially Chy LLC 42017 W Baccarat Drive Maricopa ARIZONA 85138
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SociallyChy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register

Mark Literal(s)  NO BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97799991  Application Filing Date  Feb. 17, 2023  Registration Number   7101082
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "NO BRAND" in block print font above Korean characters in block print font. A design featuring a bird on a tree branch inside of a circular background appears directly below the Korean characters.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The English translation of non-Latin characters in the mark is "It is not a brand. It is a consumer".
Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to BEULAENDEU GA ANIDA, SOBIJA DA and this means "It is not a brand. It is a consumer" in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6898206, 5987312, 6887290 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  40-1238126  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 08, 2017  Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 08, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Essential oils for food flavorings; de-humidifying agents for household use, namely, cleaning agents for household use; fabric softeners for laundry use; bleaching preparations for household use; cosmetics; room fragrancing preparations for household use; perfumery; adhesives for cosmetic use; cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; laundry soap; cleaning preparations for household purposes; laundry detergents; cleaning preparations; detergents for household use, namely, detergents for kitchen purposes; body wash; shampoos; hair rinses; dentifrice; boot cream; shining preparations being polish; shampoo for pets; bleaching preparations for laundry use

International Classes   3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) REALIZING DESTINY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97800548  Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2023  Registration Number 7101083
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Destiny Thomas, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Religious services, namely, prayer meetings; Conducting religious prayer services  International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services  First Use Aug. 14, 2018  In Commerce Aug. 14, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Realizing Destiny LLC  Address Realizing Destiny LLC 784 Holladay Lane Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23455  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** HOSSOME SAUCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97804230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SAUCE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Sauces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hog Haven Farm, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Hog Haven Farm, LLC 4701 Payne Road Columbia VIRGINIA 23038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | RICHARDS, LESLIE L |

| 14408 |
TM 12219  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) HOG HAVEN FARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97804253  Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2023  Registration Number  7101085
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "FARM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring sauces, pork, beef, and other food products; Pop-up retail store services featuring sauces, pork, beef, and other food products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 01, 2014  In Commerce  Jan. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hog Haven Farm, LLC  Address  Hog Haven Farm, LLC  4701 Payne Road  Columbia  VIRGINIA  23038
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) JWLUYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97805026 Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2023 Registration Number  7101086
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chandeliers; Lamps; Lampshades; Automatic faucets; Desk lamps; Electric hair dryers; Floor lamps; Hanging lamps; Lamp bulbs; Lamp finials; Lamps for festive decoration; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; Lights for use in illuminating signs and displays; Pendant lighting fixtures; Stage lighting apparatus; String lights for festive decoration; Ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; Wall lights
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Feb. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zhongshan Junwei Lighting Co., Ltd. Address  Zhongshan Junwei Lighting Co., Ltd.  4/F,7/F,Bldg. D, No.5-4,Kanglong 3rd Rd., Xinmao Industrial Zone, Henglan Town Zhongshan,Guangdong CHINA  528478 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97805877  
Application Filing Date: Feb. 22, 2023  
Registration Number: 7101087  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: Apr. 18, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)
SWIPESTORM

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business intelligence and operations management in the field of restaurants, namely, software for managing restaurant operations, analyzing restaurant data, and improving restaurant performance  
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  
First Use: Feb. 01, 2021  
In Commerce: May 26, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Swipestorm LLC  
Address: Swipestorm LLC 25 N Branford Rd  Wallingford  CONNECTICUT  06492  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: CONNECTICUT

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: FIRST, VIVIAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PRAYERPY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97810315</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Religious services, namely, prayer meetings; Conducting religious prayer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>45 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Realizing Destiny LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Realizing Destiny LLC 784 Holladay Lane Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) SAMPLED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975086 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7101089 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SAMPLED" in black, capital lettering followed by five horizontal pairs of circles and droplets as follows: a blue circle connected to a blue droplet; a yellow droplet separate from a yellow circle staggered to the right beneath the blue circle and the blue droplet; a red circle separate from a red droplet staggered to the right beneath the yellow droplet and yellow circle; a turquoise droplet separate from a turquoise circle staggered to the left beneath the red circle and the red droplet; and a purple circle connected to a purple droplet staggered to the left beneath the turquoise droplet and the turquoise circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, blue, yellow, red, turquoise, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Disclaimer "SAMPLED"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0127475/1711718, A0127434/ , A0127144/ International Registration Number 1711718, , Child Of 97321743

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distribution services, namely, delivery of biological materials used in connection with human gene research International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022
For Preservation of biological materials used in connection with human gene research International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022
For Medical research services; Providing laboratory facilities for medical and scientific research purposes in the nature of a biorepository; Scientific research and consultation pertaining to biological materials used in human gene research International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975346 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7101090
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two interlocking open ended hexagons. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97975065

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information in the field of employee healthcare insurance benefits; Insurance Agency Services in the field of life, health, medical and annuity insurance, insurance brokerage and insurance consultation; Administration of employee benefit plans, namely, life, health, medical and annuity insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CDOC, Inc. Address CDOC, Inc. 11825 N. Pennsylvania Street Carmel INDIANA 46032 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 312175-00020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register

Mark Literal(s) NASHVILLE STAMPEDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975414 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7101091
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NASHVILLE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97290127

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of professional athletes competing in bull riding
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 07, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morris BR Investments, LLC Address Morris BR Investments, LLC 725 Broad Street Augusta GEORGIA 30901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KIEU-NHI NGOC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPRUCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86984639  Application Filing Date  Feb. 12, 2016  Registration Number 7101092
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jul. 13, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86906968

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financing services, namely, providing financing and financial loan consultation in the fields of solar energy, renewable energy sources, energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar, and internet of things devices and service; financing services in the field of alternative energy systems, energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar, and internet of things; providing a website featuring educational information in the field of financing of solar and renewable energy sources, energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar, and internet of things; financing of power equipment for homes, commercial properties, and consumer premises; financial risk management consultation in the field of energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar, and internet of things; financial investment services, namely, administering the issuance, underwriting and distribution of securities; financial asset management in the field of energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar, and internet of things; providing financing or arranging for third-party financing for customers as an incentive to promote energy efficiency projects and the purchase of energy-efficient equipment and appliances to increase energy efficiency and save natural resources

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 01, 2018  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018
Installation referral services in the field of clean solar power and other resource efficient or effective equipment; referral services for installers of solar and renewable energy equipment for homes, commercial properties, and consumer premises; business risk management consultation in the field of energy production, energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar, and internet of things; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others in the field of clean energy production systems, energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment in residential homes, commercial properties, and consumer premises; billing services in the field of clean power systems in residential homes, commercial properties, and consumer premises; value engineering, namely, cost analysis in the nature of cost estimation services for clean power products and systems; energy usage management consultation and energy usage management information as it relates to energy storage, energy efficiency and conservation equipment, related home improvements and other home improvements, renewable resources, water, solar; cost estimation services for clean energy production products and systems, energy efficiency equipment and conservation equipment; leasing of energy efficiency and conservation equipment; rendering technical aid and assistance regarding business management for retail home improvement stores

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 14, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 14, 2022

Installation and maintenance of solar energy based power plants; installation and maintenance of solar thermal installations; repair and installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spruce Finance Inc. Address Spruce Finance Inc. 201 Mission Street, Suite 1100 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 122561-4008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HYDRO AMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87024229 Application Filing Date May 04, 2016 Registration Number 7101093
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 31, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "HYDROAMP" with the
"HYDRO" portion appearing in green and the "AMP" portion appearing in blue. The term "HYDROAMP" is also
overlined and underlined in blue, and a stylized blue water drop appears in the left background of the mark. Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"HYDRO AMP"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1778493 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2016
Foreign Registration Number TMA1,020,966 Foreign Registration Date May 07, 2019 Foreign Application/
Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date May 07, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of online non-downloadable computer software for managing, controlling and assessing hydropower
equipment
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use May 07, 2018 In Commerce May 07, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SUGAR RAY LEONARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87102855  Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2016  Registration Number 7101094  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The Name "SUGAR RAY LEONARD" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 87983599

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxing equipment, namely, boxing gloves
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Feb. 2023  In Commerce Feb. 2023

For Conducting classes and seminars in the field of personal improvement featuring motivational lectures; providing non-downloadable online videos featuring motivational lectures; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable audio, video, images for the purpose of entertainment on a wide variety of entertainment and sports-related topics and subjects, namely, sports, biography, personal achievement
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2003  In Commerce 2003

For Online retail store services featuring clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 2015  In Commerce Oct. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Leonard, Sugar Ray Address   Leonard, Sugar Ray  c/o Elizabeth Campos, Manhattan West  1999 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2500  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90067 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EYESIGHT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87389730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>2017-040185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>6052665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** (Based on 44(e)) Retail store services featuring automobiles, their structural parts and their structural fittings

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, transmitters, multiplexers, for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; computers for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; computer peripherals for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; electronic control instruments and apparatus and their parts and fittings for automobiles; electronic control instruments and apparatus and their parts and fittings for automobile motors; electronic control instruments and apparatus and their parts and fittings for vehicle engines; measuring or testing machines and instruments for measuring and testing of speed, distance, temperature, luminance, radio frequency signals, for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; power distribution or control machines and apparatus for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; rotary converters for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; phase modifiers for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; monitors for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system, namely, monitors for recognizing the environment surrounding a vehicle for use in connection with a driver assist system; display monitors for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system, and LCD monitors for vehicles for use in connection with a driver assist system; speed measuring apparatus for automobiles; electronic cruise control apparatus for automobiles; electronic cruise control apparatus for bicycles; distance measuring apparatus for automobiles, namely, range image analyzer; computer software for monitoring
objects around vehicle and driver bodies in vehicle

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**: Jul. 30, 2012  **In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2012

**Basis Information**

**Currently 44E**: Yes  **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: SUBARU CORPORATION  **Address**: SUBARU CORPORATION 1-20-8, EBISU, SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO JAPAN  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: YKI1-TM.006  **Examining Attorney**: FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OXY GEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87625202 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2017 Registration Number 7101096
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word OXY inside of a jagged edge rectangle above the word GEN inside of a jagged edge rectangle. The rectangle containing the word GEN is shifted slightly to the right of the rectangle containing the word OXY. The rectangles overlap one another at the bottom right corner of the rectangle containing the word OXY and at the top left corner of the rectangle containing the word GEN. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2732383, 5214403

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, distribution of television programs in the nature of dramas, comedies, reality, romance, documentary, crime and criminal investigations, topics of interest related to women and subjects of general human interest; entertainment services, namely, providing television and multimedia programs in the field of dramas, comedies, reality, romance, documentary, crime and criminal investigations, topics of interest related to women and subjects of general human interest; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable videos and television and multimedia programs in the field of dramas, comedies, reality, documentary, crime and criminal investigations, topics of interest related to women and subjects of general human interest provided via global computer and wireless communication networks

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 19, 2017 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  O2 Holdings, LLC
Address  O2 Holdings, LLC  30 Rockefeller Plaza  New York  NEW YORK  10112
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  5120.115964

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87635380</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 05, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 05, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: FRUITRIENTS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0074811/1400067 International
- **Registration Number**: 1400067

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements derived from fruits
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Oct. 2017
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2017

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Simpson Industries, Inc.
- **Address**: Simpson Industries, Inc. 20611 Belshaw Ave. Carson CALIFORNIA 90746
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 075490-5
- **Examining Attorney**: KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RAINFOREST NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87635385</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 05, 2017</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101098</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 05, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NUTRITION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0074884/1399763 International
Registration Number 1399763

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simpson Industries, Inc. Address Simpson Industries, Inc. 20611 Belshaw Ave. Carson CALIFORNIA 90746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 075490-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BEARSTRONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87657123 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2017 Registration Number 7101099
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 13, 2018
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 14, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Pants; Shirts; Sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 12, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lovely, Theodore Address Lovely, Theodore Basement 12 Seidler Street Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07304 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAHLING, KRISTIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LEGENDS PARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87671626 Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2017 Registration Number  7101100
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 23, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "PARK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing facilities for sports competitions, namely, baseball and softball games; providing sports information, namely, current and historical information regarding baseball events, facilities, and personalities
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 06, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 06, 2023
For  Clothing, namely, baseball caps, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and jackets
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Mar. 30, 2023 In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Parkhurst Field Foundation Address  Parkhurst Field Foundation  972 Macarthur Drive  Ballston Spa NEW YORK  12020 Legal Entity  charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  sld-6430-5
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
Mark Literal(s)        DYNE THERAPEUTICS

Case Identifiers
Serial Number       87761748 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2018 Registration Number 7101101 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "THERAPEUTICS"

Goods and Services Information
For Pharmaceutical preparations for treating muscle diseases or disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Mar. 06, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2023

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Dyne Therapeutics, Inc. Address Dyne Therapeutics, Inc. 1560 Trapelo Road Waltham
State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS 02451 Legal Entity CORPORATION

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number D08242000000

Examining Attorney
OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EMERALD FIELDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87799455 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2018 Registration Number 7101102
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 03, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 28, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Novelty items and promotional merchandise, namely, promotional stickers and bumper stickers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable articles in the field of medical developments regarding cannabis
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015
For Novelty items and promotional merchandise, namely, cigar lighters and cigarette lighters
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015
For Clothing and apparel, namely, t-shirts, shirts, hoodies, sweatshirts, beanies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liberty Fields, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Emerald Fields Address Liberty Fields, LLC 27 Manitou Avenue Manitou COLORADO 80829 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 062058.0020
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** IN CONVERSATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87853420
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2018
- **Registration Number**: 7101103
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 11, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 06, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring interviews and subjects relating to current events, politics, music, film, theater, dance, books, fashion, art, design and food; Providing an on-line column featuring interviews and subjects relating to current events, politics, music, film, theater, dance, books, fashion, art, design and food; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable videos and images featuring television shows and entertainment featuring interviews, discussions and subjects relating to current events, politics, music, film, theater, dance, books, fashion, art, design and food transmitted via the Internet, wireless communication networks, and portable and wireless communication devices
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Oct. 14, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 14, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: New York Media LLC
- **Address**: New York Media LLC 75 Varick Street, 4th Floor New York NEW YORK 10013
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 031257.00362

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LA IGLESIA DEL EXITO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88033743 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2018 Registration Number 7101104 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 18, 2019 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 13, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "LA IGLESIA DEL EXITO" in the mark is "THE SUCCESS CHURCH".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services in the field of personal motivational, namely, seminars in the field of personal improvement; Personal coaching services in the field of personal motivation; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Publishing of books, e-books, and audio books in the field of self and personal improvement, personal motivation and success training; Educational services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of self and personal improvement, personal motivation and success training International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 21, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Galactica Group USA Inc Address Galactica Group USA Inc Suite 818 1110 Brickell Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 380569.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PALMETTO CANNABIS COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88082714 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2018 Registration Number 7101105
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 16, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 11, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “CANNABIS COMPANY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated cosmetic cannabinoid oils, namely, topical essential oils, face oils, hair oils, massage oils; non-medicated cosmetic cannabinoid gels, namely, beauty gels, hair gels; non-medicated cosmetic cannabinoid creams, namely, body cream, face cream; non-medicated cosmetic cannabinoid ointments, namely, general purpose moisturizing ointment not for medical use; all the foregoing containing cannabis solely derived from industrial hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2021

For TOPS AS CLOTHING; BOTTOMS AS CLOTHING
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Palmetto Cannabis Company, LLC Address Palmetto Cannabis Company, LLC 164 Widener Road Aiken SOUTH CAROLINA 29803 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELMERS, SARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LYNCHPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88090520 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2018 Registration Number 7101106
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 18, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 14, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunications, namely, electronic transmission of voice, data, images, signals, and messages
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Howard, T. Dashon Address Howard, T. Dashon 301 W. Grand Ave., Ste. 342 Chicago ILLINOIS 60654 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3117.066US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
TM 12241 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88109246 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2018 Registration Number   7101107
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two stylized figures shaking hands with detached shaded circles forming the heads, one figure is medium blue and the figure is other light blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) medium blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0078996/1453496 International Registration Number 1453496

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic funds transfer and payment transaction processing in the nature of merchant services; payment processing and verification services for mobile payments, contactless credit and debit card transactions, loyalty reward card transactions, and bill payment transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors; providing credit and debit card payment processing information by electronic means
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 29, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2018
For Electronic signature verification services using technology to authenticate user identity for authenticating mobile payments, contactless credit and debit card transactions, loyalty reward card transactions, and bill payment transactions with retailers, merchants, and vendors; data encryption services for ensuring the security of contactless transactions with retailers, merchants and vendors, mobile payments, and of credit and debit card information
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 29, 2018 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner ID</strong></th>
<th>Apple Inc.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way Cupertino CALIFORNIA 95014</th>
<th><strong>Legal Entity</strong></th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td><strong>CALIFORNIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>DAHLING, KRISTIN M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 01, 2018</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101108</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2019</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Telemetry components, namely, environmental data acquisition hardware for use in flight termination systems, in radio and microwave-based transmitters, receivers, and transceivers, and in data link printed wiring boards (PWB); Telemetry components for use in flight termination systems, namely, radio and microwave-based transmitters, receivers, and transceivers, data link printed wiring boards (PWB); flight test safety systems composed of hardware for use in live weapon test monitoring, namely, monitoring of critical weapon performance parameters and critical flight test conditions used to determine and initiate flight termination actions; flight test safety systems composed of computer hardware for use in monitoring airborne platforms, namely, air to air, air to ground, and ground to air weapons

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: L3 Technologies, Inc.
- **Address**: L3 Technologies, Inc. 600 Third Avenue New York NEW YORK 10016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 21775.2
- **Examining Attorney**: HELMERS, SARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  RYAN'S RED TITAN
ADVENTURE PAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88144745  Application Filing Date  Oct. 05, 2018  Registration Number  7101109
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 10, 2019
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 05, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "PAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Children's books; Stickers
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Nov. 01, 2018  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Remka, Inc.  Address  Remka, Inc.  12266 QUEENSTON BLVD, SUITE A  Houston  TEXAS  77095
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3155-002/US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DARC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88156934 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2018 Registration Number 7101110
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 12, 2019
Notice of Allowance Date May 07, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintenance of computer software used for protecting data during transmission and storage; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for protecting data during transmission and storage
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Nov. 12, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arcanum Technology Address Arcanum Technology 630 Olympic Dr, Unit C Athens GEORGIA 30601
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13310.4US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SAFERIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88231909 Application Filing Date  Dec. 17, 2018 Registration Number   7101111
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Vehicle and driver telematics services in the nature of providing information concerning safety risks on driver behavior; monitoring live and recorded video of transport employees and passengers and outside of vehicles for safety and risk assessment
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Personal and legal services First Use   Jun. 2019 In Commerce Jun. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Lilee Technology, Inc. Address   Lilee Technology, Inc. 91 East Tasman Drive, Suite 150 San Jose CALIFORNIA 95134 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   LILEE-00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MAJCHER HARTNETT, MEGA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CABINET:

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88241679 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2018 Registration Number 7101112
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 10, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical anti-allergic preparations and substances; Pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; Pharmaceutical preparations for peripheral nervous system; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin wounds; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, bacteria-based diseases or disorders, autoimmune diseases or disorders, kidney diseases or disorders, and diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of heart rhythm disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hormonal disorders and the prevention of osteoporosis; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of kidney diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of musculo-skeletal disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis and asthma; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergies; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating and preventing tendon and muscle injuries and disorders, sports related injuries, and for knee cartilage regeneration; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, a drug delivery system comprising polymer-based oral tablets for the continuous release of a wide variety of therapeutic agents; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, a topical preparation for the treatment of ocular disorders prescribed by

Cabinet:
ophthalmologists, eye surgeons, and optometrists; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, an analgesic for human consumption taken orally; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, anticoagulants; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antidepressants; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antivirals; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, appetite suppressants; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, injectable contraceptives; Pharmaceutical products and preparations against dry skin caused by pregnancy; Pharmaceutical products and preparations for hydrating the skin during pregnancy; Pharmaceutical products and preparations for preventing skin blemishes during pregnancy; Pharmaceutical products and preparations to prevent swelling in the legs; Analgesic and muscle relaxant pharmaceutical preparations

**International Classes**  5 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title**  Pharmaceuticals

**For**  Retail pharmacy services; Retail store services for pharmaceutical and medical supplies

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in connection with the collection, analysis, and sharing of personal medical data; Downloadable mobile applications for use in obtaining prescription and over the counter medications and referrals to healthcare providers; Downloadable mobile applications featuring pricing information for prescription drugs and over the counter medications, for purchasing of prescription drugs and over the counter medications, and for providing information regarding health, prescription drugs and over the counter medications

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Providing online non-downloadable mobile applications for use in obtaining prescription and over the counter medications and referrals to healthcare providers

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101
**International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Patel & Gong, Inc.  **Address**  Patel & Gong, Inc.  30 Florida Ave., N.W., Unit #6  Washington  D.C.  20001

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CABINET:

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88241826
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 26, 2018
- **Registration Number**: 7101113
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 10, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 05, 2020

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "CABINET" followed by a colon ":", in stylized font. The entire mark appears on a rectangle that represents background only.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pharmaceutical anti-allergic preparations and substances; Pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; Pharmaceutical preparations for peripheral nervous system; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin wounds; Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular disorders or diseases, bacteria-based diseases or disorders, autoimmune diseases or disorders, kidney diseases or disorders, and diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of heart rhythm disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hormonal disorders and the prevention of osteoporosis; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of kidney diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of musculo-skeletal disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis and asthma; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergies; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating and preventing tendon and muscle injuries and disorders, sports related injuries, and for knee cartilage regeneration; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, a
drug delivery system comprising polymer-based oral tablets for the continuous release of a wide variety of therapeutic agents; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, a topical preparation for the treatment of ocular disorders prescribed by ophthalmologists, eye surgeons, and optometrists; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, an analgesic for human consumption taken orally; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, anticoagulants; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antidepressants; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antivirals; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, appetite suppressants; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, injectable contraceptives; Pharmaceutical products and preparations against dry skin caused by pregnancy; Pharmaceutical products and preparations for hydrating the skin during pregnancy; Pharmaceutical products and preparations for preventing skin blemishes during pregnancy; Pharmaceutical products and preparations to prevent swelling in the legs; Analgesic and muscle relaxant pharmaceutical preparations

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2020 **In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2020

**For** Retail pharmacy services; Retail store services for pharmacy and medical supplies

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2020 **In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2020

**For** Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in connection with the collection, analysis, and sharing of personal medical data; Downloadable mobile applications for use in obtaining prescription and over the counter medications and referrals to healthcare providers; Downloadable mobile applications featuring pricing information for prescription drugs and over the counter medications, for purchasing of prescription drugs and over the counter medications, and for providing information regarding health, prescription drugs and over the counter medications

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2020 **In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2020

**For** Providing online non-downloadable mobile applications for use in obtaining prescription and over the counter medications and referrals to healthcare providers

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jul. 28, 2020 **In Commerce** Jul. 28, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Patel & Gong, Inc. **Address** Patel & Gong, Inc. 30 Florida Ave., N.W., Unit #6 Washington D.C. 20001

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BREAKFAST BEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88284944 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2019 Registration Number 7101114 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 09, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 06, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring clothing, t-shirts, hats, bags, beverageware, cups, water bottles, and stickers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 2022 In Commerce Oct. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feeled Trips LLC Address Feeled Trips LLC 2700 Ashby Ave. Las Vegas NEVADA 89102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTLLC.0003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 88290555 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2019 Registration Number 7101115
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 14, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 08, 2020

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Trash collecting containers for household use; automated trash cans
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

For trash container structural frames for use with a trash bag for household use
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jan. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name CAMBRIGE OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INC. Address CAMBRIGE OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INC. 15F-B1 167 Dunhua N. Road Taipei TAIWAN 10549 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner McCarthy, Joseph Patri
REVVO

Mark Literal(s) REVVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88317303 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2019 Registration Number 7101116
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Dec. 24, 2019 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 18, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicle maintenance information services using collected tire and vehicle data and featuring the analysis of such tire and vehicle data; vehicle maintenance information services using collected tire and vehicle maintenance data and featuring the analysis of such data for tire and vehicle management purposes
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Jul. 22, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2022
For Tire pressure and temperature monitoring systems comprised of tire pressure monitors, temperature sensors, antennas, GPS antennas, wireless transmitters, and receivers; electronic control apparatus for tire pressure monitoring systems; downloadable computer software for monitoring and regulating tire pressure; electronic signal transmitters, electronic signal receivers; automatic indicators of low pressure in tires; tire performance tracking, monitoring, and management systems comprising pressure, temperature, and tire rotation sensors, electronic transmitters, electronic receivers, electronic display interfaces, and tire wear, history of rotation, pressure, and temperature gauges; tire management systems for uniquely identified tires comprised of tire wear gauges, tire pressure, temperature, and tire type monitors, pressure, temperature, and rotation sensors, antennas, electronic transmitters, and electronic receivers; electronic control apparatus for tire pressure monitoring systems; recorded and downloadable computer software for monitoring and regulating tire pressure and vehicle drive and kinetic information; electronic display interfaces; transmitters of electronic signals; receivers of electronic signals; PDAs (personal digital assistants) and mobile communication terminals comprised of mobile radios, wireless receivers and wireless transmitters; tire pressure indicators
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jul. 22, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 10, 2022
For Design and development of computer algorithms, models and software for tire and vehicle management, benchmarking, and performance optimization purposes; providing non-downloadable web-based computer software for monitoring and regulating tire pressure and vehicle drive and kinetic information; collecting and analyzing tire and vehicle data to ensure proper functioning; collecting and analyzing data for tire and vehicle management purposes to ensure proper functioning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Jul. 22, 2020  **In Commerce** Oct. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** REVVO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  **Address** REVVO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 800 CONCAR DR  SAN MATEO  CALIFORNIA  94402  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 01902.T2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DOUBLE L RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88320172 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2019 Registration Number 7101117
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 14, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 10, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RANCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate property management services of a planned community, and the parks and recreational areas within the community; real estate management services, namely, commercial and homeowner association property management services in the nature of managing common grounds and amenities
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Sep. 03, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2020

For Land development services, namely, planning and laying out of a planned community of mixed use, gated and ungated single and multifamily residential, office, retail, and industrial properties and construction of a planned community of mixed use, gated and ungated single and multifamily residential, office, retail, and industrial properties; grounds maintenance, namely, building maintenance and repair, real estate property maintenance services, installation and maintenance of irrigation systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Sep. 21, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2021

For Grounds maintenance, namely, lawn care, lawn mowing services, and landscaping, namely, garden and flower bed care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Aug. 29, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

## Mark Literal(s)
NASPLUG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88327326</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2019</td>
<td>7101118</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Nasal dilators
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 21, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 21, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: HOGNE AB
- **Address**: HOGNE AB, PLANIAVÄGEN 15, Nacka, SWEDEN, 13154
- **Legal Entity**: AKTIEBOLAG
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 15064-182010

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  PREEXCHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88347515  Application Filing Date  Mar. 19, 2019  Registration Number  7101119
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer services, namely, creating an on-line virtual environment for trading virtual stocks; Computer programming services in the nature of programming virtual stocks for use in online virtual worlds; Providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows users to trade virtual stocks using virtual currency; Providing an online non-downloadable Internet-based system application featuring technology enabling users to trade virtual stocks using virtual currency, share information, rate and review businesses and business ideas, track the value of their virtual investments; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for trading virtual stocks using virtual currency
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Apr. 24, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nousium LLC  Address  Nousium LLC  100 Richards Ave, #211  Norwalk  CONNECTICUT  06854
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ALESSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88350405 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2019 Registration Number 7101120
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 18, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 14, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Oral contraceptives
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 03, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cadence Health, Inc. Address Cadence Health, Inc. 1440 Broadway, Suite 750 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94612 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US-CAD-002A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WINE BAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88361149
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101121
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 08, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 03, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BAR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Candy bars; Chocolate bars; Chocolate candies
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Smith, Michael A.
- **Address**: Smith, Michael A. P.O. Box 3130 Bethlehem PENNSYLVANIA 18017
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Docket Number**: 1829AJ14-3c

- **Examining Attorney**: MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) P

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88363380  Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2019  Registration Number  7101122
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 15, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 10, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized, lowercase letter "p" partially enclosed in a circle, the oval portion of the "p" comprising a leaf.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "P"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Manufacturing process research and consulting in the phosphate industry; research and consulting in the field of phosphorus and phosphate product and co-product manufacturing processes; providing technical information in the fields of phosphate mineral processing and phosphorus and phosphate product and co-product manufacturing processes; technical support services, namely, providing technical advice related to the manufacture of phosphorus, phosphate products, and phosphate co-products, namely, fluorosilic acid (FSA) and manufactured aggregate; technical consulting services in the field of phosphorus and phosphate product and co-product manufacturing; manufacturing process research in the phosphate industry, namely, developing and designing process steps in manufacturing; research in the field of phosphorus and phosphate product and co-product manufacturing processes, namely, developing and designing process steps in manufacturing
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  Apr. 08, 2019  In Commerce  Sep. 27, 2022

For  Manufacturing process engineering in the phosphate industry; engineering in the field of phosphorus and phosphate product and co-product manufacturing processes
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Apr. 08, 2019  In Commerce  Sep. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Novaphos Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY JDCPhosphate, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Novaphos Inc. 3200 County Road 630 West Fort Meade FLORIDA 33841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| **Docket Number** | 25473-081 |

### Examining Attorney

| **Examining Attorney** | QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KCCT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88373145  Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2019  Registration Number 7101123
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 30, 2019  Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 24, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Architectural models; Architectural plans; Architectural plans and specifications
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021
For Architectural and engineering services; Architectural consultancy services; Architectural consultation; Architectural design; Architectural services; Consulting in the fields of engineering and architecture; Professional consulting services in the fields of engineering, land use planning, surveying, landscape architecture, and environmental sciences
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use Jan. 01, 2021  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KCCT Architects DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Karn Charuhas Chapman & Twohey, PC  Address KCCT Architects 1350 Eye Street, NW  Suite 950  WASHINGTON  D.C.  20005  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** AGAMERICAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5508254

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Real estate financing services; Real estate lending services

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Apr. 05, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 05, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: AgAmerica Lending, LLC
- **Address**: AgAmerica Lending, LLC 4030 S Pipkin Rd. Lakeland FLORIDA 33811
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 098172-0172
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LOVE YA MA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 88382802 Application Filing Date: Apr. 12, 2019 Registration Number: 7101125
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Feb. 11, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date: Apr. 07, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the outline of a whale with the words "Love Ya MA" inside it. The "o" in "Love" is also the eye of the whale.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Caps being headwear; Hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing First Use: Jan. 01, 2005 In Commerce: Jan. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Carbini, Angelina Address: Carbini, Angelina 28 Gordon Rd 28 Gordon Road Medford MASSACHUSETTS 02155-1837 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 88382802

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: NKOJO, RHODA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POLAR PARK WORCESTER
MASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88382845 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2019 Registration Number 7101126
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "POLAR PARK WORCESTER MASS" stacked with "POLAR" in an arched form at the top, above "PARK", which is above "WORCESTER", which is above "MASS" at the bottom, with a heart before and after the word "PARK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PARK" AND "WORCESTER MASS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; Cups and mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021

For Entertainment in the nature of baseball games; Providing baseball fields; Rental of stadium facilities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021

For Shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Polar Corp. Address Polar Corp. 1001 Southbridge St. Worcester MASSACHUSETTS 01610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48548.6032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POLAR PARK WORCESTER MASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88382846 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2019 Registration Number 7101127
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a shield design within which are a polar bear in a circle above the words "POLAR PARK WORCESTER MASS" which are stacked with "POLAR" at the top and "MASS" at the bottom, with a heart at the bottom of the shield under the word "MASS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PARK" AND "WORCESTER MASS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shot glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021
For Entertainment in the nature of baseball games; Providing baseball fields; Rental of stadium facilities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021
For Hats; Baseball caps; Baseball caps and hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 11, 2021 In Commerce May 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Polar Corp. Address Polar Corp. 1001 Southbridge St. Worcester MASSACHUSETTS 01610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48548.6033
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** POLAR PARK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 88382847  
Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2019  
Registration Number 7101128  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  
Publication Date Feb. 25, 2020  
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 21, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim No  
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "POLAR" followed by an image of a polar bear in an outlined circle followed by the word "PARK".  
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer "PARK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Mugs; Cups and mugs  
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title Housewares and Glass  
First Use May 11, 2021  
In Commerce May 11, 2021
For Entertainment in the nature of baseball games; Providing baseball fields; Rental of stadium facilities  
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title Education and Entertainment  
First Use May 11, 2021  
In Commerce May 11, 2021
For Fleece pullovers; Sweat shirts; Hooded sweat shirts  
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  
International Class Title Clothing  
First Use May 11, 2021  
In Commerce May 11, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Polar Corp.  
Address Polar Corp. 1001 Southbridge St. Worcester MASSACHUSETTS 01610  
Legal Entity CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 48548.6007

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney BURDECKI, ANNA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POLAR PARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88382848  Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2019  Registration Number  7101129
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark
Publication Date  Feb. 25, 2020  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "POLAR" in an arching
format stacked above the word "PARK".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer
"PARK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Shot glasses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  May 11, 2021  In Commerce  May 11, 2021

For  Entertainment in the nature of baseball games; Providing baseball fields; Rental of stadium facilities
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  May 11, 2021  In Commerce  May 11, 2021

For  Hats; Baseball caps; Baseball caps and hats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39
International Class Title  Clothing
First Use  May 11, 2021  In Commerce  May 11, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Polar Corp.  Address  Polar Corp.  1001 Southbridge St.  Worcester  MASSACHUSETTS  01610
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  48548.6012
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPEAK LIKE A LEADER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88389448 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2019 Registration Number 7101130
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 12, 2019
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 07, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pre-recorded audio and video recordings in the field of personal development and personal improvement
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 02, 2022 In Commerce May 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sinek, Simon Address Sinek, Simon 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 c/o Keats Gatien, LLP Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTY GROUNDS COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88405472 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2019 Registration Number 7101131
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 29, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 24, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BEAUTY GROUNDS" in a stylized font above the word "COFFEE" in a different stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee; Coffee and tea; Coffee based beverages; Coffee drinks; Coffee enhanced with superfoods; Coffee enhanced with vitamins; Coffee-based beverages; Coffee-based drinks; Coffee-based iced beverages; Beverages made of coffee; Beverages with a coffee base; Caffeine-free coffee; Ground coffee beans
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 15, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natasha Sanchez Address Natasha Sanchez 5 Union Square West, 1299 New York NEW YORK 10003
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WHAT’S ON YOUR PHONE?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88413266 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2019 Registration Number  7101132
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 03, 2019
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 29, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Banking services; financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures and other securities, and the investment of funds of others; financial asset management; financial investment analysis and stock research; financial planning and investment advisory services; financial services, namely, raising capital for municipalities, public entities, state and local governments, non-profit entities, and beneficiaries of private activity bonds; insurance agency and brokerage; trust services, namely, investment and trust company services; investment banking services; credit card services, namely, issuance of credit cards and processing of credit card payments
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Oct. 27, 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Stifel Financial Corp. Address  Stifel Financial Corp. One Financial Plaza  501 North Broadway  St. Louis MISSOURI  63102 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  039128.00013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRIMAL KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88418292 Application Filing Date May 07, 2019 Registration Number 7101133
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 17, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 12, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KITCHEN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5093019, 5296750, 5610112

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vinegar
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KRAFT FOODS GROUP BRANDS LLC Address KRAFT FOODS GROUP BRANDS LLC 200 EAST RANDOLPH STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GREEN BREATHE ECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88434283 Application Filing Date  May 16, 2019 Registration Number   7101134
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "GREEN" AND "ECO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Environmentally-friendly air purifying preparations featuring charcoal; Environmentally-friendly odor neutralizers not for personal use featuring charcoal
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Sep. 30, 2019 In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BJ Trading LLC Address  BJ Trading LLC  436 West Commodore Blvd., Unit 7 Jackson  NEW JERSEY 08527 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   87279-8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TAIWA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88436499  Application Filing Date  May 18, 2019  Registration Number  7101135
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Oct.
01, 2019  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 26, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of
"TAIWA" in the mark is "DIALOGUE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable webinars, videos, podcasts and electronic publications, namely, books, presentation outlines, journals,
charts, research papers, case studies, white papers, articles, newsletters, and handbooks in the fields of mindfulness,
meditation, personal transformation, organizational transformation, high performance, health and wellness, entrepreneurship,
law, spirituality, ethics, business communications, business and professional philosophy and conduct by individuals,
businesses, institutions, and government agencies, personal philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions,
and government agencies, leadership, corporate and social values, institutional behavior and culture, corporate governance,
leadership, environmental innovation, organizational development, personal development, corporate culture and business,
cultural, social and environmental responsibility, enterprise and environmental sustainability
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2022
For  Electronic transmission of data and documents via the Internet; data transmission by electronic mail; delivery of data and
messages by electronic transmission; providing online forums in the fields of mindfulness, meditation, personal
transformation, organizational transformation, high performance, health and wellness, entrepreneurship, law, spirituality,
ethics, business communications, business and professional philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions,
and government agencies, personal philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies,
leadership, corporate and social values, institutional behavior and culture, corporate governance, leadership, environmental
innovation, organizational development, personal development, corporate culture and business, cultural, social and
environmental responsibility, enterprise and environmental sustainability; Providing online forums for the transmission of
messages between computer users concerning mindfulness, meditation, personal transformation, organizational transformation,
high performance, health and wellness, entrepreneurship, law, spirituality, ethics, business communications, business and

professional philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, personal philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, leadership, corporate and social values, institutional behavior and culture, corporate governance, leadership, environmental innovation, organizational development, personal development, corporate culture and business, cultural, social and environmental responsibility, enterprise and environmental sustainability; Providing online forums for the transmission of messages between users of mobile phones or other internet enabled devices using computer applications concerning mindfulness, meditation, personal transformation, organizational transformation, high performance, health and wellness, entrepreneurship, law, spirituality, ethics, business communications, business and professional philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, personal philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, leadership, corporate and social values, institutional behavior and culture, corporate governance, leadership, environmental innovation, organizational development, personal development, corporate culture and business, cultural, social and environmental responsibility, enterprise and environmental sustainability; Providing online forums for the transmission of messages between users of mobile phones or other internet enabled devices using computer applications concerning mindfulness, meditation, personal transformation, organizational transformation, high performance, health and wellness, entrepreneurship, law, spirituality, ethics, business communications, business and professional philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, personal philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, leadership, corporate and social values, institutional behavior and culture, corporate governance, leadership, environmental innovation, organizational development, personal development, corporate culture and business, cultural, social and environmental responsibility, enterprise and environmental sustainability; Providing online forums for the transmission of messages between users of mobile phones or other internet enabled devices using computer applications concerning mindfulness, meditation, personal transformation, organizational transformation, high performance, health and wellness, entrepreneurship, law, spirituality, ethics, business communications, business and professional philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, personal philosophy and conduct by individuals, businesses, institutions, and government agencies, leadership, corporate and social values, institutional behavior and culture, corporate governance, leadership, environmental innovation, organizational development, personal development, corporate culture and business, cultural, social and environmental responsibility, enterprise and environmental sustainability; transmitting audio and video data by electronic communications networks

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Empowerment Holdings, LLC Address  Empowerment Holdings, LLC  1187 Coast Village Road, STE 342 Santa Barbara  CALIFORNIA  93108 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  E258.T23655

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88443827</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 23, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of paints; Emulsifiers for industrial purposes; Waterproofing chemical compositions; all the foregoing for use exclusively in the construction and home improvement industries
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Oct. 2019  In Commerce Aug. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Consorcio Comex, S.A. de C.V. Address Consorcio Comex, S.A. de C.V. Blvd. Manuel Avila Camacho #138, PH 1&2 Colonia Reforma Social, Del. M. Hidalgo Mexico MEXICO Legal Entity CORPORATION State

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  IT19715590

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EMILO, LORI ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INTELLIGENCE DELIVERED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER

**Disclaimer** "INTELLIGENCE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For semiconductor chips for use in artificial intelligence applications

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**First Use** Mar. 2023 **In Commerce** Mar. 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** d-MATRiX Corporation
**Address** d-MATRiX Corporation 5201 Great America Parkway, Suite 300 Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95054

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) YARTEMLEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88453133  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2019  Registration Number  7101138
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 07, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 02, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0086874/1479060 International
Registration Number  1479060

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of endothelial diseases and disorders, renal diseases, transplant complications, and hematological, neurological, immunological and inflammation-related disease and disorders; biologics for the treatment of endothelial diseases and disorders, renal diseases, transplant complications, and hematological, neurological, immunological and inflammation-related disease and disorders
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  May 2023  In Commerce  May 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Omeros Corporation  Address  Omeros Corporation  201 Elliott Avenue West  Seattle  WASHINGTON 98119  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  CORDOVA, RAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DESVAC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>88458855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 04, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Veterinary services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Desvac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>23 Boulevard de la Chanterie, ZA Pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ST-BARHELEY-M-D'ANJOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>société par actions simplifiée à associé unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49-49124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>A967-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) XMONDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88460099  Application Filing Date  Jun. 05, 2019  Registration Number  7101140
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  May 05, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 30, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Curl defining preparations; Hair spray; Hair butter; Hair care creams; Hair care lotions; Hair care preparations; Hair care products, namely, heat protection sprays; Hair cleaning preparations; Hair color; Hair colorants; Hair coloring preparations; Hair coloring; Hair creams; Hair curling preparations; Hair detangler preparations; Hair emollients; Hair fixers; Hair glaze; Hair glitter; Hair lotion; Hair masks; Hair nourishers; Hair oils; Hair straightening preparations; Hair styling spray; Hair styling preparations; Hair texture cream; Hair texturizers; Hair tonic; Hair waving lotion; Hair waving preparations; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Shampoo-conditioners; Shampoos; Hair conditioner; Hair conditioners for leaving in hair; Hair dressings for men; Hair dressings for women; Hair dye; Hair mousse; Hair pomades; Hair shampoo; Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair care kits comprising non-medicated hair care preparations, namely, shampoos, conditioners, and hair care preparations; Hair coloring and dyes; Heat protectant sprays for hair; Non-medicated hair serums; Oils for hair conditioning; Styling gels; Styling mousse; Styling sprays for hair curl and frizz reduction; Styling foam for hair; Styling gels for hair curl and frizz reduction; care preparations; Hair conditioning masques; Dry Hair Shampoo; Dry Hair Conditioner; Conditioner Only hair conditioners for use in washing hair

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Mar. 15, 2019  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  X Mondo Hair LLC  Address  X Mondo Hair LLC  c/o Sharma Law PLLC  1000 Dean Street, Suite 20 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11238  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INSPIRED THYME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88466099</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2019</td>
<td>7101141</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** Nov. 01, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of food, cooking, healthy nutrition, and do it yourself tips via an online website; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring food, cooking, healthy nutrition, and do it yourself tips
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
**First Use** Aug. 01, 2019
**In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Inspired Thyme, LLC
**Address** Inspired Thyme, LLC 7062 Tulip Poplar Dr Denver NORTH CAROLINA  28037
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** MAHONEY, PAULA M
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
THE PUBLIC ADJUSTER TIMES

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88487935</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PUBLIC ADJUSTER"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Magazines in the field of public insurance claims adjusting
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: May 2018
- **In Commerce**: May 2018

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Florida Association Of Public Insurance Adjusters, Inc.
- **Address**: Florida Association Of Public Insurance Adjusters, Inc. Suite 1500 9100 South Dadeland Boulevard Miami FLORIDA 33156
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: PERKINS, ELLEN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88490817
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 26, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101143
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 31, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 26, 2020

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Utility locators in the nature of electronic devices for finding hidden or buried pipes or other conductors by sensing magnetic fields emitted therefrom.
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** in Commerce: Jan. 16, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 16, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SeeScan, Inc.
- **Address**: SeeScan, Inc.  Steven Tietsworth, General Counsel  3855 Ruffin Road  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92123
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: GEO US 4

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  CORDLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88493320  Application Filing Date  Jun. 28, 2019  Registration Number   7101144
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  0983718

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  plastics in extruded form for use in further manufacture; plastic film for use in the manufacture of apparel materials, automotive interior materials, sports shoes; plastic film for packing, cushioning, or stuffing purposes, other than for wrapping
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title  Rubber
Goods  First Use  Apr. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TEIJIN CORDLEY LIMITED  Address  TEIJIN CORDLEY LIMITED  I-446, Nagahisa, Nagahisa-cho
Ooda-shi, Shimane  JAPAN  694-0305  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  S24308

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRICKLAND, CODY S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
PHARMACIST AI

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88498230</td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2019</td>
<td>7101145</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The mark consists of the terms &quot;PHARMACIST AI&quot; with &quot;PHA&quot; and &quot;MACIST&quot; in red, and &quot;RX&quot; and &quot;AI&quot; in blue. The &quot;R&quot; in &quot;Rx&quot; is capitalized and the &quot;X&quot; crosses the right leg of the &quot;R&quot; and then continues to underline &quot;MACIST&quot; to create an RX symbol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PHARMACIST AI&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For
Providing an online website featuring non-downloadable software that employs analytics and algorithms that enables users to identify billable clinical pharmacologic interventions and non-pharmacologic interventions and opportunities to improve outcomes for patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Thrifty Drug Stores, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Thrifty Drug Stores, Inc. 6055 Nathan Lane North Plymouth MINNESOTA 55442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 663.22 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SWKS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 88515588
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 15, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101146
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 01, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 26, 2021

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Semiconductor devices; electrical and electronic components, namely, radio transmitters, radio receivers, transceivers, multi-chip modules, front end modules for conditioning radio frequency signals, antenna tuners, communication chipsets, communication modules, antennas, electric sensors and temperature sensors, acoustic filters and acoustic filter assemblies, radio frequency filters, electroacoustic filters, piezoelectric filters, piezoelectric transducers and sensors, surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters, bulk acoustic wave (BAW) filters, film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) filters, circulators, isolators, coaxial resonators, and ceramic oxide based filters; integrated circuits; semiconductor and electronic devices for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity in communications, telecommunications, and audio signal processing equipment; electronic apparatus and devices for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 27, 2023

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Skyworks Solutions, Inc.
- **Address**: Skyworks Solutions, Inc.  5260 California Avenue  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92617
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: SKYWTM.161T
- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88522586 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2019 Registration Number 7101147 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized version of the letters "PRX" in which the "P" and "R" are in deep navy blue and the "X" is formed with a green stroke that crosses the descending diagonal stroke on the "R". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accredited retail specialty pharmacy services, namely, dispensing limited distribution specialty drugs for rare and devastating diseases via courier
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 27, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pantherx Specialty, LLC Address Pantherx Specialty, LLC 24 Summit Park Drive Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15275 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BREADFAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88532740 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2019 Registration Number 7101148 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0093500/1539389 International Registration Number 1539389

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring baked goods; online retail store services featuring baked goods; online retail bakery shops International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 11, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2023
For Coffee; tea; bakery products; bread; crackers; biscuits; bakery desserts; croissants; bread rolls; muffins; pastry, namely, Feteer Meshaltet; brioches; buns; ciabatta bread; focaccia bread; flat bread, namely, aish baladi; shami bread; baguettes; pastries International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 11, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2023
For Bread delivery services; providing a website featuring information regarding food delivery services; food delivery International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Apr. 11, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Breadfast Inc. Address Breadfast Inc. 2035 Sunset Lake Rd., Suite B-2 Newark DELAWARE 19702
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 424233-104
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OBLIVION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88533874 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2019 Registration Number 7101149 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 23, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective eyeglasses; Protective eyewear; Protective glasses; Safety eyewear
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 29, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Radians, Inc. Address Radians, Inc. 5305 Distriplex Farms Drive Memphis TENNESSEE 38141 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner COLLIER, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TAG UP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88545320</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2019</td>
<td>7101150</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2019</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;TAG&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>RFID tags for use in connection with the transportation of medical devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2023</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spink Up, LLC</td>
<td>Spink Up, LLC 100 N. Biscayne Boulevard Suite 3070 Miami FLORIDA 33132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7206-006T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTANG, UDEME U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
SERENE ONE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88550640</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2019</td>
<td>7101151</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Rob Roy
- **Address**: Rob Roy 7135 S Decatur Blvd. Las Vegas NEVADA 89118
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner**: GALBO, AMANDA
**Mark Literal(s)** LONG, LIVEHOUSE

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Adult entertainment services, namely, gentlemen's clubs featuring exotic dancing; Arranging and conducting nightclub entertainment events; Dance events; Entertainment services in the nature of live dance performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Exotic dancing services; Karaoke lounge services; Night club services; Night clubs; Organization of dancing events; Providing karaoke facilities; Social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jul. 23, 2019 **In Commerce** Aug. 06, 2021

**For** Talent agency services; talent management services for musicians; talent management services for actors; talent management services for models; talent management services for dancers; talent recruiting services in the field of entertainment
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Jul. 23, 2019 In Commerce   Jul. 23, 2019

For   Bar services; Cocktail lounges; Coffee and tea bars; Coffee bars; Fast-food restaurant services; Hotel and motel services; Hotel, restaurant and bar services; Pubs; Restaurant and cafe services; Taproom services; Tea rooms; Tea shops; Wine bars; Restaurant services

International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services First Use   Jul. 23, 2019 In Commerce   Aug. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Yang, Jun Address   Yang, Jun 1294 E. Colorado Blvd. Pasadena  CALIFORNIA  91770 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BERNS, LEE ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STARLYNX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88567414 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2019 Registration Number 7101153
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 10, 2019
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 04, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in creating, maintaining, aggregating, analyzing and sharing budgets, financial information and investment information; all the foregoing limited to ASP services in the field of financial services for high net worth individuals, entertainers and athletes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 30, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tri Star Sports and Entertainment Group, Inc. Address Tri Star Sports and Entertainment Group, Inc. 55 Music Square West, 2nd Floor Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 076279-70013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** AVENTINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 88571949 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 08, 2019 | Registration Number | 7101154 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Notice of Allowance Date | May 12, 2020 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Providing online information and news about current events and social trends; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and reports featuring research and analysis on current events, social trends, internet technology, and science

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Apr. 2021 **In Commerce** Apr. 2021

**For** Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of articles and reports featuring research and analysis on current events, social trends, internet technology, science, and other topics of public interest

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Apr. 2021 **In Commerce** Apr. 2021

**For** Providing online information and news about internet technology; providing online information and news about science

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Apr. 2021 **In Commerce** Apr. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Select Equity Group, L.P. **Composed of** Select Equity GP, LLC, a limited liability company of Delaware.

**Address** Select Equity Group, L.P. 380 Lafayette Street New York NEW YORK 10003 **Legal Entity** LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 146446.20
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WEYLCAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88578673 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2019 Registration Number 7101155
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 11, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 06, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catalysts, synthetic catalysts, homogenous catalysts, chemical catalysts, chemical catalysts for oxidation processes; catalysts for biochemical processes, visible ray catalysts, chemical catalysts for synthetic resins, polymerization catalysts, catalysts for hardening purposes, catalysts for improving combustion, catalysts for oxidation processes, catalysts for use in the manufacture of industrial chemicals, catalysts for chemical and biochemical processes, catalysts for use in non-biological processes, crystalline molecular sieve desiccants for use as catalysts in the chemical industry, bleaching chemicals for industrial purposes, bleaching preparations for industrial purposes, biological degradable cleaning agents for use in manufacturing processes, chemical cleaning agents for use in industrial processes, purifying agents for the cleaning of industrial electrolytes, solvent-based cleaning agents for grease removal in manufacturing processes, chemical cleaning agents for use in industrial processes, chemical substances for the preparation of perfumed cleaning agents, detergents for manufacturing processes, chemicals for improvement of detergents

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Jul. 19, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68024-001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ULTRALEAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88597220 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2019 Registration Number 7101156
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 01, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK0000342056 Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2019 Foreign Registration Number UK0003420560 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 01, 2019 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 12, 2029

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical apparatus, namely, computer hardware for providing a physical response to a virtual object; computer hardware and recorded software systems for providing physical responses to gestures in mid air; downloadable computer software, namely, gesture recognition software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2019 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ultrahaptics IP Ltd Address Ultrahaptics IP Ltd The West Wing, Glass Wharf Bristol UNITED KINGDOM BS20EL Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1133.0236

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CATAPULT WE’RE READY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 88606213  Application Filing Date: Sep. 05, 2019  Registration Number: 7101157
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Trademark Publication Date: Aug. 25, 2020
Notification of Allowance Date: Oct. 20, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Non-metal silos
International Classes: 19 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title: Non-metallic Building Materials
First Use: Aug. 26, 2019  In Commerce: Aug. 26, 2019

For: Business operation of bulk material storage containers and silos for others
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jun. 28, 2019  In Commerce: Jun. 28, 2019

For: set-up, namely, the erecting and collapsing of bulk material storage containers and silos
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 103, 106  International Class Title: Construction and Repair
First Use: Jun. 28, 2019  In Commerce: Jun. 28, 2019

For: Delivery of bulk material storage containers and silos; transportation, cargo handling and storage of bulk materials; supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of bulk material goods for others by rail or truck
International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 105  International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Jun. 28, 2019  In Commerce: Jun. 28, 2019

For: General purpose metal storage containers; metal silos
International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title: Metal Goods
First Use: Aug. 26, 2019  In Commerce: Aug. 26, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name 543077 Alberta Ltd. Address 543077 Alberta Ltd. 9175 14 St. NW Edmonton, Alberta CANADA T6P0C9
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 121640-1008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LOS ANGELES GLADIATORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88613393 Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2019 Registration Number 7101158
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOS ANGELES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; backpacks with rolling wheels; all-purpose carrying bags; travel bags; wheeled bags; courier bags; duffle bags; tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jan. 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2020

For Toys, namely, toy action figures and action figure accessories, plush toys, stuffed toy animals

For Posters; event programs; collectible trading cards; stickers; paper stationery; temporary tattoo transfers; pens

For Educational and entertainment services, namely, organization of electronic game competitions; entertainment services in the nature of eSports leagues; entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting eSports exhibitions, competitions and events rendered live and through broadcast and digital media; entertainment services, namely, organizing exhibits composed of interactive displays, participatory activities, live performances, and contests involving eSports; entertainment services in the nature of live eSports performances; entertainment services in the nature of production of live multimedia entertainment content featuring eSports; providing of training services in the field of eSports; fan clubs; educational services, namely, organization of programs and seminars in the field of eSports; providing a web site through which people locate information about tournaments, events, and competitions in the video game field; providing non-downloadable audiovisual content in the field of eSports via the internet; providing information via the internet in the field of eSports featuring news, videos, live scores, statistics, notifications, and commentary; providing on-line digital publications in the nature of articles in the field of eSports via the internet; organizing live fan meetings and conferences in the field of eSports
for entertainment purposes; production of broadcast and digital programs featuring news, eSports information, games, tournaments, exhibitions, competitions and events

**International Classes:** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title:** Education and Entertainment **First Use:** Jan. 2020 **In Commerce:** Jan. 2020

**For:** Clothing, namely, jerseys, hoodies, jackets, pants, shirts, shoes, shorts, sweaters, sweatshirts, t-shirts, headwear, namely, baseball caps, beanies, caps, hats

**International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 22, 39 **International Class Title:** Clothing **First Use:** Jan. 2020 **In Commerce:** Jan. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name:** KSE GLADIATORS, LLC **Address:** KSE GLADIATORS, LLC 1000 CHOPPER CIRCLE DENVER COLORADO 80204 **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized:** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number:** 30803.00003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** THE RESULTS JOURNAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "JOURNAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Guided personal writing journals with various writing prompts; Printed materials, namely, journals featuring personal growth and wellness
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Aug. 26, 2020 **In Commerce** Aug. 26, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Red House Pictures, LLC **Address** Red House Pictures, LLC 54 Tinker Street Suite D Woodstock NEW YORK 12498 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  511.0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
TM 12294  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  PEOPLE STRATEGY
EXECUTION CASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88626669  Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2019
Registration Number  7101160
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "STRATEGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, lectures, workshops and panel discussions, and ongoing television shows in the field of business strategic planning, valuation, finance, sales, marketing and personnel management; Entertainment media production services for television and internet; Entertainment services in the nature of creation, development and production of television programming; Entertainment, namely, production of television programs; Non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the field of business strategic planning, valuation, finance, sales, marketing and personnel management; Providing on-line publications in the nature of magazines in the field of business strategic planning, valuation, finance, sales, marketing and personnel management
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Apr. 25, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gazelles FL, Inc.
Address  Gazelles FL, Inc.  Suite 1400  390 N. Orange Ave  Orlando  FLORIDA  32801
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  108326-04

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RISO, MARK E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COACH YEAH BUDDY BOB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88627682 Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2019 Registration Number  7101161
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 25, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Robert Shelby Giddens, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching services in the field of health and wellness improvement, self-improvement, life-skills improvement, self-fulfillment, interpersonal relationships and interpersonal communication, leadership, and professional and personal development; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of health and wellness improvement, self-improvement, life-skills improvement, self-fulfillment, interpersonal relationships and interpersonal communication, leadership, and professional and personal development via an online website
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Feb. 24, 2020 In Commerce  Feb. 24, 2020
For  Hats; Headwear; Shirts; T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Apr. 14, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Robert Shelby Giddens Address  Robert Shelby Giddens  9305 Brookhill Court Waxhaw  NORTH CAROLINA  28173 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1197-03003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88627756 Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2019 Registration Number   7101162
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "MP" with square boxes sitting to the right. The designs of a symbolic antibody, fullerene, and double helix appear within the square boxes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 8861623, 7927345

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cells for medical or clinical use; diagnostic preparations for clinical or medical laboratory use; diagnostic reagents for clinical or medical laboratory use; diagnostic preparations or reagents for medical use; clinical medical reagents; medical diagnostic reagents Agents, reagents, assays, enzymes, nucleotides, buffers, chemical preparations, and biological preparations for medical use; diagnostic reagents and preparations for medical use; kits containing reagents and a protocol for use thereof for medical purposes; kits comprised of nucleotides, reagents, enzyme substrates, buffers, chemical preparations, biological preparations for medical testing and medical diagnostic purposes; agents, reagents, assays, enzymes, nucleotides, buffers, chemical preparations, and biological preparations for medical use in the fields of medical diagnostics, clinical diagnostics, medical forensics, and laboratory medicine International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use  Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce  Dec. 17, 2005

For Containers for medical waste; Tubes for samples, pipette tips, petri dishes, collection containers for medical laboratory samples, filters for medical laboratory use, pipettes for medical use, all the afore-mentioned goods for medical purposes only; Laboratory articles made of plastic for medical purposes only, namely, containers, tubes International Classes   10 - Primary Classes US Classes   26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use  Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce  Dec. 17, 2005

14510
For   Centrifugal pumps and centrifugal separators; centrifuges

International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title   Machinery
First Use Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2005

For   Biochemicals, namely, precursors for in vitro genetic engineering use; Polypeptides for in vitro research use; 
Monoclonal antibodies for in vitro scientific or research use; Cells for scientific, laboratory or medical research; diagnostic 
preparations or reagents for scientific research; Diagnostic reagents for in vitro testing in clinical laboratories; Reagents for 
testing the sterility of medical equipment; Reagents for testing the sterility of pharmaceuticals and injectable solutions; Agents, 
reagents, assays, enzymes, nucleotides, buffers, chemical preparations, and biological preparations for scientific and research 
use; diagnostic reagents and preparations, other than for medical or veterinary use; Kits containing reagents and a protocol for 
use thereof for non-medical purposes; Agents, reagents, assays, enzymes, nucleotides, buffers, chemical preparations, and 
biological preparations for scientific and research use, diagnostics, diagnostic research, clinical research, drug development, 
pharmaceuticals, laboratory research, scientific research, medical research, life sciences, biology, microbiology, 
biochemistry, agriculture, forensics, and food safety, not for medical or veterinary purposes; Kits comprising nucleotides, 
reagents, enzyme substrates, buffers, chemical preparations, or biological preparations for scientific and research use including 
in the fields of diagnostics, diagnostic research, clinical research, drug development, pharmaceuticals, laboratory research, 
scientific research, medical research, life sciences, biology, microbiology, biotechnology, agriculture, forensics, and food 
safety, not for medical or veterinary purposes

International Classes   1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title   Chemicals
First Use Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2005

For   Providing online retail store services featuring a variety of laboratory equipment, kits, preparations, and instruments

International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and 
Business
First Use Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2005

For   Laboratory apparatus, namely, centrifuges; Laboratory consumables, namely, pipette tips; Laboratory apparatus and 
instruments for testing gas, liquids, or solids; Diagnostic apparatus for the detection of pathogens for laboratory or research 
use; scientific and laboratory apparatus for use in shaking vessels with a reciprocating motion; Laboratory apparatus, namely, 
sample disruption instruments designed to homogenize, grind, or lyse biological samples

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and 
Scientific Apparatus
First Use Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2005

For   Product research and development; research and development for new products for others

International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and 
computer services
First Use Dec. 17, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   MP BIOMEDICALS, LLC Address   MP BIOMEDICALS, LLC 9 Goddard Irvine   CALIFORNIA
92618 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  MPBIO.024T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FLORIDA MUTINEERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88641054 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2019 Registration Number 7101163
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FLORIDA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Key chains
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

For Luggage; All-purpose carrying bags; Bags for use in road travel; Duffle bags; and Travel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

For Towels; Cloth flags
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

For Entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting organized multiplayer video-game competitions rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and through the media of radio, television, and the Internet; Providing a website featuring entertainment news and information in the field of electronic sports and video games; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable video game software that also allows users to upload, share, preview and publish video game content, music and related files; Entertainment services, namely, organizing exhibits composed of interactive displays, participatory activities and contests centered around video gaming; Entertainment services, namely, live performances by video game players; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable videos featuring games being played by others; Organizing electronic sports and video gaming leagues; Production of television and global computer communications programs and network broadcast programs featuring news highlights, electronic sports and video game contests, games, tournaments, exhibitions, competitions and events; and Providing online news, information and commentary in the fields of electronic sports, video gaming, video games, and video game players
**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment **First Use**  Dec. 01, 2019  **In Commerce**  Dec. 01, 2019

**For**  Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Computer keyboard controllers; Computer keyboards; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Headphones; Headsets for use with computers; Mouse pads; and Protective eyewear

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use**  Dec. 01, 2019  **In Commerce**  Dec. 01, 2019

**For**  Hats; T-shirts; Shirts; Pants; Socks; and Jackets

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39 **International Class Title**  Clothing **First Use**  Dec. 01, 2019  **In Commerce**  Dec. 01, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Esports Go LLC  **Address**  Esports Go LLC  2255 Glades Rd, Suite 221A  Boca Raton  FLORIDA  33431

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88641072</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 03, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101164</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2020</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>14 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 27, 28, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Jewelry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Key chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>18 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Leather Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Luggage; All-purpose carrying bags; Bags for use in road travel; Duffle bags; and Travel bags

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** Dec. 01, 2019 **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2019

**For** Towels; Cloth flags

**For** Entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting organized multiplayer video-game competitions rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and through the media of radio, television, and the Internet; Providing a website featuring entertainment news and information in the field of electronic sports and video games; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable video game software that also allows users to upload, share, preview and publish video game content, music and related files; Entertainment services, namely, organizing exhibits composed of interactive displays, participatory activities and contests centered around video gaming; entertainment services, namely, live performances by video game players; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable videos featuring games being played by others; Organizing electronic sports and video gaming leagues; Production of television and global computer communications programs and network broadcast programs featuring news highlights, electronic sports and video game contests, games, tournaments, exhibitions, competitions and events; and Providing online news, information and commentary in the fields of electronic sports, video gaming, video games, and video game players.
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

First Use: Dec. 01, 2019

In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2019

For: Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Computer keyboard controllers; Computer keyboards; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Headphones; Headsets for use with computers; Mouse pads; and Protective eyewear

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use: Dec. 01, 2019

In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2019

For: Hats; T-shirts; Shirts; Pants; Socks; and Jackets

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 22, 39

International Class Title: Clothing

First Use: Dec. 01, 2019

In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Esports Go LLC

Address: Esports Go LLC 2255 Glades Rd, Suite 221A Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WHAT DO WINO?

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88641507
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 03, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101165
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 25, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 21, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Retail store services featuring clothing; On-line retail store services featuring clothing
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Walton, Karen
- **Address**: Walton, Karen PO BOX 593471 SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 782590223
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1530.2199

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SCIENTIA VENTURES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88645830 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2019 Registration Number 7101166
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "VENTURES"
Translation The English translation of "Scientia" in the mark is "Knowledge".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment management; Providing venture capital funding
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Oct. 02, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Ventures III Manager, LLC Address New Ventures III Manager, LLC 3500 Pacific Ave Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23451
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ACADEMICOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88646040  Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2019  Registration Number  7101167
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 25, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Apr. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Academica Corporation  Address  Academica Corporation  6340 Sunset Drive  Miami  FLORIDA  33143
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ALEVEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88656051 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2019 Registration Number 7101168
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 03, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 28, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preparation for the relief of pain; Topical analgesics
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021
For Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bayer HealthCare LLC Address Bayer HealthCare LLC 100 Bayer Boulevard Whippany NEW JERSEY 07981 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CAPITALCENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88656720 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2019 Registration Number 7101169
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 03, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 28, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advisory services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment of funds for others, trustee services, financial planning, and financial management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 16, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heck Capital Advisors, LLC Address Heck Capital Advisors, LLC 315 South Oneida Avenue Rhinelander WISCONSIN 54501 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 168567.00006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 88660181 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 18, 2019 | Registration Number | 7101170 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 17, 2020 | Notice of Allowance Date | May 12, 2020 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "HEALTH SCIENCES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44
International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 24, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2023

For Training in the use and operation of medical devices for administering drugs and consultation relating thereto
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Dec. 09, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES, LLC
Address INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES, LLC 1108 Kings Highway Suite 4 Chester NEW YORK 10918
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 49167-00009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IHS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88660202  Application Filing Date  Oct. 18, 2019  Registration Number  7101171
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 03, 2020  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 28, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 24, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 24, 2023
For  Training in the use and operation of medical devices for administering drugs and consultation relating thereto
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Dec. 09, 2022  In Commerce  Dec. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES, LLC  Address  INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES, LLC  1108 Kings Highway Suite 4 Chester  NEW YORK  10918  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  49167-pend2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IHS INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88660213 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2019 Registration Number 7101172
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Mar. 17, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date May 12, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "IHS" in block letters with a Lorenz attractor to the right and the words "INNOVATION HEALTH SCIENCES" in block letters located beneath. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEALTH SCIENCES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus, namely, infusion and injection devices for administering drugs
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 24, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2023
For Training in the use and operation of medical devices for administering drugs and consultation relating thereto
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 09, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES, LLC Address INNOVATIVE HEALTH SCIENCES, LLC 1108 Kings Highway Suite 4 Chester NEW YORK 10918 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 49167-00011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LITTLE BEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88661911 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2019 Registration Number 7101173
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 03, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 28, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5861958

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spirits
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Looking Glass Spirits Address Looking Glass Spirits 2632 Pennsylvania Street, NE, Suite C Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00921

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>88665517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 23, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of Hand-drawn letters &quot;RE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Packaging materials made of paper, namely, paper for packaging, namely, printed and unprinted stock paper, paper bags, and paper pouches; plastic bags for packaging; Plastic films used as packaging for food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Packaging containers of plastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Flexible metal foils packaging materials for use in the manufacture of pouches, bags and lids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>6 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>American Packaging Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>American Packaging Corporation 100 APC Way Columbus WISCONSIN 53025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>104383.90774</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>FLOWERS, JAY K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
CUCINA ASELLINA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 88665844
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 23, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101175
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 24, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 19, 2020

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CUCINA"
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word "CUCINA" in the mark is "KITCHEN".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bar services; food preparation services; providing of food and drink; restaurant services; restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; wine bars
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 18, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 18, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The ONE Group, LLC
- **Address**: The ONE Group, LLC 1624 Market Street, Suite 311 Denver COLORADO 80202
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 115401.0013
- **Examining Attorney**: FRUM MILONE, MARCIE R
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88668334 Application Filing Date  Oct. 25, 2019 Registration Number  7101176
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 18, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 13, 2020
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0096192/1543478 International Registration Number  1543478 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4827188
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance administration; Insurance brokerage; insurance carrier services; insurance claims administration; insurance claims processing; insurance consultancy; insurance information; insurance and financial information and consultancy services; insurance underwriting consultation; assessing insurance claims; claim adjustment in the field of insurance; administration of insurance contracts; providing information in insurance matters; payment processing services in the field of insurance payments; reimbursement payment processing in the field of insurance claims; insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuance and administration of animal and pet insurance; insurance consulting in the field of animal and pet insurance; charitable fundraising services; advice and assistance in respect of all the aforementioned services; information and consulting services in relation to all the aforesaid services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 07, 2022
For  Consultation and advisory services relating to the health care of pets and animals; Providing information in the fields of animals and pet breeding, selection of the animals and pets, grooming, welfare, health and nutrition
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 07, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   VOX MEDIA, LLC
Address   VOX MEDIA, LLC 1201 CONNECTICUT AVE., NW 12TH FLOOR
WASHINGTON D.C. 20036
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   031257.00737

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IAM O

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88668984 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2019 Registration Number 7101177
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 17, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 12, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized overlapping lettering "IAM" where the letter "I" is larger than the letters "A" or "M" and the stem of the letter "I" also forms the right stroke of the letter "A" and the left stroke of the letter "M". The lettering "IAM" is surrounded by a cursive letter "O" which has a stroke extending to the right that ends with two wave crests. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0096212/1535607 International Registration Number 1535607

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags, namely, backpacks and handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Apr. 22, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2023

For Shoes; and active clothing, namely, athletic tops as clothing, athletic bottoms as clothing, athletic headwear, athletic swimwear, athletic footwear; formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; casual wear, namely, casual tops as clothing, casual bottoms as clothing, casual headwear, casual swimwear, casual footwear; and intimate wear, namely, underwear, lingerie
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 22, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LADUREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88669207 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2019 Registration Number 7101178
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 30, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 25, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Table plates; Basins in the nature of bowls; Coffee services in the nature of tableware; Cups; Tea services in the nature of tableware; Tableware, other than knives, forks, spoons, namely, bowls
For Packaging containers of plastic; Boxes of wood or plastic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Aug. 31, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Laduree International SA Address Laduree International SA 2 Route des Rez, Bas-Intyamon Enney SWITZERLAND Legal Entity société anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 08958265UST1
Examination Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ONE FOR ALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88669445 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2019 Registration Number 7101179
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Whiskey; spirits; alcoholic beverages excluding beer; prepared alcoholic cocktails
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 2018 In Commerce Sep. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eire Born Spirits LLC Address Eire Born Spirits LLC 8F 205 West 19th St. New York NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1101287.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** FENTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88674782</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 30, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole
- Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Robyn Rihanna Fenty, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0092014/1508008 International Registration Number: 1508008
- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 5483535, 5586904, 5586905

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: perfume; hand lotion; body lotion; body cream; beauty cream; beauty lotion; skin soap
- International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- First Use: Aug. 10, 2021
- In Commerce: Aug. 10, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Roraj Trade LLC
- Address: Roraj Trade LLC 400 South Hope Street, Suite 800 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90071
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- Docket Number: FNTY-0879

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
TM 12315 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FENTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88674788 Application Filing Date Oct. 30, 2019 Registration Number 7101181
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 24, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 19, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "FENTY" with the
characters all connected in the form of a maze. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown
in the mark identifies Robyn Rihanna Fenty, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0092019/1507970 International
Registration Number 1507970 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5483535, 5586904, 5586905

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For perfume
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 10, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roraj Trade LLC Address Roraj Trade LLC 400 South Hope Street, Suite 800 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90071
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FNTY-0938
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPARE-IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88678617 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2019 Registration Number 7101182
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Mar. 31, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing events in the nature of trainings, workshops, and conducting contests and programs in the fields of waste reduction and sustainability, waste management and waste processing; Organizing, arranging, and conducting corporate social responsibility, waste reduction and sustainability social entertainment events; Consultation services in the field of employee engagement training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2021 In Commerce 2021

For Scales
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2019 In Commerce Mar. 2019

For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for tracking, measuring, analyzing, displaying, and reporting waste management and waste processing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 2019 In Commerce Jan. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpareIt, Inc. Address SpareIt, Inc. 87 Richardson Road Belmont MASSACHUSETTS 02478
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SRITTM01
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CONCEPT 3

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88681591</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark

**Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts, skirts, tunics, tank tops, dresses, sweaters, pullovers, tracksuits, scarves, jackets and coats, athletic tights, socks

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** Jun. 14, 2020

**In Commerce** Jun. 14, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Small Seeds LLC

**Address** Small Seeds LLC 100 S. Bedford Road Mt. Kisco NEW YORK 10549

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** SMAL-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88684424 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2019 Registration Number 7101184
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2279308, 3704376, 3700953

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Books on the subject of Christian Science, its history and teachings; printed instructional, educational and teaching materials regarding the history and teachings of Christian Science; and printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials relating to nursing care programs, the history of the Foundation and program offerings of the Foundation
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 2019 In Commerce May 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tenacre Foundation Address Tenacre Foundation 953 Great Road Princeton NEW JERSEY 08540
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 49GV-New

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VERSIDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88685215 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2019 Registration Number 7101185
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two half circles of a circle split along on a line
dividing that circle, pushed side by side and centered above the two letter "I"s of the word "VERSIDI" in all capital
lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services in the field of education; Business management consulting, strategic planning and business
advisory services provided to educational organizations, educational institutions and educational professionals; Business
management services, namely, managing office functions in the nature of providing support in enrolling students in the
educational programs for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use May 17, 2023 In Commerce May 17, 2023
For Design, development, and consulting services related thereto in the field of higher education and continuing education;
Designing and developing websites in the field of education for educational institutions; Providing a website featuring non-
downloadable software for professional development, continuing education for educators and higher education
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use May 17, 2023 In Commerce May 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALLIANT INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY Address ALLIANT INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
10455 POMERADO ROAD SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92131 Legal Entity PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
TM 12320 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MS TECHNOLOGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88685454 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2019 Registration Number 7101186
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 03, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 29, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "MS" with an overline
above the right portion of the "M" and all of the "S", all of which is above the stylized wording "MS TECHNOLOGIES".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECHNOLOGIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Genetically-modified agricultural seeds; Genetically-modified agricultural seeds, namely, soybean seeds; Genetically-
modified crop seeds; Genetically-modified agricultural seeds for planting
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural
Products First Use Dec. 31, 2017 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. Address M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. 103 Avenue D West Point IOWA
52656 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCGILL, CIERRA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MS TECHNOLOGIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88685485</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters &quot;MS&quot; with an overline above the right portion of the &quot;M&quot; and all of the &quot;S&quot;, all of which is to the left of the stylized wording &quot;MS TECHNOLOGIES&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;TECHNOLOGIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Genetically-modified agricultural seeds; Genetically-modified agricultural seeds, namely, soybean seeds; Genetically-modified crop seeds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 30, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>M.S. Technologies, L.L.C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. 103 Avenue D West Point IOWA 52656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>IOWA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCGILL, CIERRA L |

14542
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
SNOW BEAST

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88685718</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2019</td>
<td>7101188</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2020</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0096514/1535742 International
**Registration Number**: 1535742

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2023</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2023</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2023</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2023</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2023</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Dulce Bestia LLC
Address   Dulce Bestia LLC 100 Whitefish Hills Drive Whitefish MONTANA 59937

Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   31692.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LOVE IGNITES PEACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88687662</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2019</td>
<td>7101189</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Registration Date** Mar. 31, 2020  
**Notice of Allowance Date** May 26, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** A series of books and written articles in the field of social change and personal awareness
  - **International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
  - **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - **First Use** May 24, 2023  
  - **In Commerce** May 24, 2023

- **For** Education services, namely, providing key-note speeches in the nature of educational lectures, workshops, seminars, conferences, podcasts, and non-downloadable webinars in the fields of social change and personal awareness
  - **International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
  - **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use** Aug. 22, 2022  
  - **In Commerce** Oct. 26, 2022

- **For** Promoting public awareness in the field of social welfare
  - **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
  - **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
  - **First Use** Aug. 22, 2022  
  - **In Commerce** Jan. 18, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** Love Ignites Peace, LLC
- **Address** Love Ignites Peace, LLC 7931 South Broadway, #288 Littleton COLORADO 80122
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number** 808002UST
- **Examining Attorney** MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
| **REASON FOR PUBLICATION** | Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d) |
|---------------------------|------------------------------------------------------------------|

**Mark Literal(s)** POODLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>88689552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Skin moisturizers; general purpose ointment not for medical use; disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene; scented room sprays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>The Center Brands LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>The Center Brands LLC 410 S. Rampart Blvd., Suite 390 Las Vegas NEVADA 89145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MIZEELLE HOWARD, DEZMON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVIQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88691864</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2019</td>
<td>7101191</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** May 26, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hotel accommodation services; Hotel services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes US Classes International Class Title</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes 100, 101 Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 2020 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | EC Ventures Corp. Address | EC Ventures Corp. # 242 265 S. Federal Hwy. Deerfield Beach FLORIDA 334414146 Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | M#00066 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** POODLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88692111</td>
<td>Nov. 14, 2019</td>
<td>7101192</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2020</td>
<td>Apr. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Nutritional supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: Mar. 2021  
In Commerce: Mar. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: The Center Brands LLC  
Address: The Center Brands LLC  410 S. Rampart Blvd., Suite 390  
Las Vegas  
NEVADA  89145  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ROOTS OF KNOWLEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88694537 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2019 Registration Number 7101193
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 24, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 19, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cuff links; Lapel pins; Pendants
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023

For Mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023

For Pencils; Pens
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023

For T-shirts; Ties as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Utah Valley University Address Utah Valley University 800 West University Parkway Orem UTAH 84058
Legal Entity state university State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3486.3.3B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BAMZOO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88699211
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 20, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101194
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 31, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 26, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Kits for building outdoor play equipment; Toy action figures; Toy construction sets; Toy figures; Toy mobiles; Toys in the nature of whirligigs; Toys, namely, kites and accessories for kites, namely, kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails; Construction toys; Mechanical toys; Mechanical action toys; Perpetual motion desk toys; Scale model kits; Toy model kit cars
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Dec. 05, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Graperoot, LLC
- **Address**: Graperoot, LLC 3700 Cathedral Avenue NW Washington D.C. 20016
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WED IN THE WOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 88700885 |
| Application Filing Date | Nov. 21, 2019 |
| Registration Number | 7101195 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 31, 2020 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | May 26, 2020 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Distilled spirits |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 47, 49 |
| International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
| First Use | May 12, 2023 |
| In Commerce | May 24, 2023 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Southern Distilling Company, LLC |
| Address | Southern Distilling Company, LLC 211 Jennings Rd. Statesville NORTH CAROLINA 28625 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TM1247 |
| Examining Attorney | REINHART, MEGHAN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CASHCADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88701290 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2019 Registration Number 7101196
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer game software for gambling machines; Downloadable computer graphics software; Downloadable computer operating software; Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded computer operating software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 21, 2019 In Commerce May 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kramer, Glenn Address Kramer, Glenn 193 Rainbow Street Merritt Island FLORIDA 32952 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CASHCADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88701320  Application Filing Date  Nov. 21, 2019  Registration Number  7101197
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arcade game machines; amusement game machines; casino game machines
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Nov. 21, 2019  In Commerce  May 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kramer, Glenn  Address  Kramer, Glenn  193 Rainbow Street  Merritt Island  FLORIDA  32952  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FARMSIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88701805 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2019 Registration Number 7101198
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 31, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use May 19, 2023 In Commerce May 19, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gusto FTS, Inc. Address Gusto FTS, Inc. 14383 Newbrook Dr., Ste. 300-185 Chantilly VIRGINIA 20151 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K7251/433787

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
TOWNEW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>88706400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 25, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of text "TOWNEW" in stylized form where "TOW" is in a heavier font than "NEW". |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Translation** | The wording "TOWNEW" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Brushes for pets; Diaper pails; Drinking bottles for sports; Dusting brushes; Lint removers, electric or non-electric; Litter trays for pets; Mangers for animals; Pet litter boxes; Toilet utensils in the nature of hand-operated devices for raising and lowering toilet seats; Ultrasonic pest repellers |
| **International Classes** | 21 |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Housewares and Glass |
| **First Use In Commerce** | May 09, 2002 |
| **In Commerce** | May 09, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | TOWNEW INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD |
| **Address** | TOWNEW INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD ROOM 213, 2ND FLOOR BUILDING #1 NO. 835 AND 937 DANGUI ROAD SHANGHAI CHINA 200131 |
| **Legal Entity** | limited company (ltd.) |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | US010037T |
| **Examining Attorney** | PINO, BRIAN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88708336 Application Filing Date   Nov. 27, 2019 Registration Number   7101200
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date   May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a circular white sticker that has been applied to a flat surface and partially peeled back on the upper right, as indicated by the gray shadow. The off-white background is not claimed, and is only shown to provide contrast for the white circle. On the sticker there is a design comprised of four wedge shapes shown in four different colors in varying sizes and degrees of rotation. The yellow wedge is largest and portrayed as generally horizontal. The orange wedge is smaller than the yellow, and appears at an approximately 45 degree angle from the yellow. The purple wedge is smaller than the orange, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the orange. The green wedge is smallest, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the purple wedge. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) yellow, orange, purple, green, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   4029084, 4132131, 5857755 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   All-purpose disinfectants; Nutritional supplement in the nature of a nutrient-dense, protein-based drink mix; Protein dietary supplements; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals First Use   Oct. 2020 In Commerce   Oct. 2020

For   Distilled water
International Classes   1 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title   Chemicals First Use   Mar. 2019 In Commerce   Mar. 2019
For: Fresh potatoes

**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 46

**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products

**First Use**: Oct. 2020

**In Commerce**: Oct. 2020

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: Ahold Delhaize Licensing Sarl

**Address**: Ahold Delhaize Licensing Sarl Rue Jean-François Bartholoni 4-6 Geneva SWITZERLAND 1204

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: 21631-0001

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88708339  Application Filing Date  Nov. 27, 2019  Registration Number  7101201
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a circular white sticker that has been applied to a flat surface and partially peeled back on the upper right, as indicated by the gray shadow. The off-white background is not claimed, and is only shown to provide contrast for the white circle. On the sticker there is a design comprised of four wedge shapes shown in four different colors in varying sizes and degrees of rotation. The yellow wedge is largest and portrayed as generally horizontal. The orange wedge is smaller than the yellow, and appears at an approximately 45 degree angle from the yellow. The purple wedge is smaller than the orange, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the orange. The green wedge is smallest, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the purple wedge.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) yellow, orange, purple, green, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4060272, 4183451, 5857754 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Butter substitutes; Canned meat; Dried beans; Non-dairy creamer; Potato chips; Potato salad; Soup mixes; Bacon bits; Cottage cheese; Cream cheese; Half and half; Sour cream
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Nov. 2018  In Commerce  Nov. 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

MARK LITERAL(S)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88708341 Application Filing Date  Nov. 27, 2019 Registration Number   7101202
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a circular white sticker that has been applied to a flat surface and partially peeled back on the upper right, as indicated by the gray shadow. The off-white background is not claimed, and is only shown to provide contrast for the white circle. On the sticker there is a design comprised of four wedge shapes shown in four different colors in varying sizes and degrees of rotation. The yellow wedge is largest and portrayed as generally horizontal. The orange wedge is smaller than the yellow, and appears at an approximately 45 degree angle from the yellow. The purple wedge is smaller than the orange, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the orange. The green wedge is smallest, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the purple wedge. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) yellow, orange, purple, green, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4060272, 4183451, 5857754 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Barbecue sauce; Crackers; Extracts used as food flavoring; Frozen confections; Frozen waffles; Frozen yogurt; Ice; Oatmeal; Processed oats; Processed unpopped popcorn; Rice cakes; Seasoned coating for meat, fish, poultry; Stuffing mixes containing bread; Tea; Teriyaki sauce; Wheat-based snack foods; Flavored and sweetened gelatins; Packaged meal mixes consisting primarily of pasta or rice; Toaster pastries; frozen entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice; Croutons; Frozen pancakes; Grits
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use Nov. 2017 In Commerce   Nov. 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Ahold Delhaize Licensing Sarl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Ahold Delhaize Licensing Sarl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rue Jean-Francois Bartholoni 4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geneva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where** | SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 21631-0001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88708343 Application Filing Date  Nov. 27, 2019 Registration Number   7101203
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 10, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  May 05, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a circular white sticker that has been applied to a flat surface and partially peeled back on the upper right, as indicated by the gray shadow. The off-white background is not claimed, and is only shown to provide contrast for the white circle. On the sticker there is a design comprised of four wedge shapes shown in four different colors in varying sizes and degrees of rotation. The yellow wedge is largest and portrayed as generally horizontal. The orange wedge is smaller than the yellow, and appears at an approximately 45 degree angle from the yellow. The purple wedge is smaller than the orange, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the orange. The green wedge is smallest, and is rotated approximately 45 degrees from the purple wedge. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) yellow, orange, purple, green, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3931381, 4183451, 5857754 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drinking water; Soft drinks, namely, carbonated soft drinks; Spring water
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Mar. 2019 In Commerce  Mar. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ahold Delhaize Licensing Sarl Address  Ahold Delhaize Licensing Sarl Rue Jean-Francois Bartholoni 4-6 Geneva  SWITZERLAND 1204 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 21631-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MOSSY OAK ELEMENTS
CONTOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88716477 Application Filing Date  Dec. 05, 2019 Registration Number   7101204
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Apr. 07, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date   Jun. 02, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "CONTOUR" AS TO THE
GOODS IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 25

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   5661554, 2003245

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Textile fabric for use in making clothing; textile fabric for use in the manufacturing of garments, bags, jackets, gloves 
and apparel
International Classes   24 - Primary Classes US Classes   42, 50 International Class Title   Fabrics First Use   Feb.
01, 2021 In Commerce   Feb. 01, 2021
For   Non-metal print substrate films, namely, hydrographic film with decorative patterns printed thereon, used for transferring 
inks to hard surfaced three-dimensional objects
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper 
Goods and Printed Matter First Use   Feb. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Feb. 01, 2021
For   Rainwear; headwear; baselayer bottoms; baselayer tops; men's and women's casual apparel, namely, pants, shorts, 
jackets, t-shirts, shirts, gloves, undergarments, and socks; men's and women's hunting and sports apparel, namely, pants, shorts, 
jackets, T-shirts, shirts, gloves, undergarments, and socks
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use   
Apr. 02, 2021 In Commerce   Apr. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Haas Outdoors, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Haas Outdoors, Inc. 26420 East Main Street West Point MISSISSIPPI 39773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MISSISSIPPI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>FLOWERS, JAY K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** 20/20 CHECKING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88718225
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 06, 2019
- **Registration Number**: 7101205
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 06, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 31, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: "CHECKING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Non-business checking account services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Mar. 06, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 06, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Commonwealth Credit Union, Inc.
- **Address**: Commonwealth Credit Union, Inc.
  417 High Street
  Frankfort
  KENTUCKY 40602
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KENTUCKY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SMART BUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88719294 Application Filing Date  Dec. 08, 2019 Registration Number  7101206
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Mar. 23, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  May 18, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BUD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail store services featuring vaporizers, electronic pens, e-liquids, chargers, and storage cases; Wholesale store services featuring vaporizers, electronic pens, e-liquids, chargers, and storage cases; Retail store services featuring in-store order pickup featuring vaporizers, electronic pens, e-liquids, chargers, and storage cases; any CBD in the foregoing goods being solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Novara Solutions Group LLC Address  Novara Solutions Group LLC  po box 454 colts neck NEW JERSEY 07722 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88720648 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2019 Registration Number 7101207
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three arrowheads in a row. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices; non-metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, non-metal fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock; non-metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems; non-metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails; non-metal walkways for livestock handling; non-metal tubes, rods and bars all being components of livestock enclosures; non-metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures; non-metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jul. 20, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2020

For retail store services featuring metal and non-metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices, metal and non-metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock, metal and non-metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems, metal and non-metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails, metal and non-metal walkways for livestock handling, metal and non-metal tubes, rods and bars, all being components of livestock enclosures, metal and non-metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures, and metal and non-metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures; promoting the sale of livestock handling equipment through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material; promoting the sale of livestock handling equipment of others through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 19, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 19, 2019
For custom manufacture of metal and non-metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices, metal and non-metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock, metal and non-metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems, metal and non-metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails, metal and non-metal walkways for livestock handling, metal and non-metal tubes, rods and bars, all being components of livestock enclosures, metal and non-metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures, and metal and non-metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures

**International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title**: Material Treatment

**First Use**: Jun. 25, 2017
**In Commerce**: Jun. 25, 2017

For design and development of livestock handling equipment systems

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Nov. 13, 2020
**In Commerce**: Nov. 13, 2020

For metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices; metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, metal fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock; metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems; metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails; metal walkways for livestock handling; metal tubes, rods and bars, all being components of livestock enclosures; metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures; metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

**International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**First Use**: Apr. 11, 2017
**In Commerce**: Apr. 11, 2017

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Northquip Inc.
**Address**: Northquip Inc. 141 Railway Avenue Woodlands, Manitoba CANADA R0C3H0

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 32831:018US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ARROWQUIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88720689 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2019 Registration Number 7101208
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three arrowheads surrounded by a rectangle to the left of the word "ARROWQUIP". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices; non-metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, non-metal fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock; non-metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems; non-metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails; non-metal walkways for livestock handling; non-metal tubes, rods and bars all being components of livestock enclosures; non-metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures; non-metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jun. 06, 2017 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2017

For retail store services featuring metal and non-metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices, metal and non-metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock, metal and non-metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems, metal and non-metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails, metal and non-metal walkways for livestock handling, metal and non-metal tubes, rods and bars, all being components of livestock enclosures, metal and non-metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures, and metal and non-metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures; promoting the sale of livestock handling equipment through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material; promoting the sale of livestock handling equipment of others through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material
For custom manufacture of metal and non-metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices, metal and non-metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock, metal and non-metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems, metal and non-metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails, metal and non-metal walkways for livestock handling, metal and non-metal tubes, rods and bars, all being components of livestock enclosures, metal and non-metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures, and metal and non-metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 103, 106  **International Class Title** Material Treatment  **First Use** May 18, 2017  **In Commerce** May 18, 2017

For design and development of livestock handling equipment systems

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use** Jun. 01, 2017  **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2017

For metal livestock handling equipment, namely, livestock crushes, squeeze chutes, head gates and components therefor, namely, head bails, rump bars, anti-kick bars, neck lugs and latch devices; metal loading rails for use in fencing for containing livestock, metal fencing panels for corrals for containing livestock; metal cradles for livestock, livestock corrals and corral systems; metal livestock panels, loading ramps, loading chutes, milking bails; metal walkways for livestock handling; metal tubes, rods and bars, all being components of livestock enclosures; metal construction elements being for fencing of livestock enclosures; metal fencing and components therefor being for livestock enclosures

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title** Metal Goods  **First Use** Jun. 01, 2017  **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**   Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Northquip Inc.  **Address** Northquip Inc.  141 Railway Avenue  Woodlands, Manitoba  CANADA  R0C3H0  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 32831:019US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUAILGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88723613 Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2019 Registration Number 7101209
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 14, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 09, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medicated feed for game birds

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 26, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QuailGuard, LLC Address QuailGuard, LLC c/o Joe Crafton 6065 Sherry Lane Dallas TEXAS 75225
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PCQL60-34820

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**MARK LITERAL(s)** RUINED KING: A LEAGUE OF LEGENDS STORY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88725122 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 12, 2019</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101210 Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023 Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
<th>Apr. 14, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date</th>
<th>Jun. 09, 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STORY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3756125, 3815808, 4576135

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; providing online information about video games International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 16, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Riot Games, Inc. Address Riot Games, Inc. 12333 W. Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90064 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 125778.04802

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LITTLE RUBY’S NYC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88734261 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2019 Registration Number 7101211
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 05, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 30, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NYC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; Café services; Restaurant and café services; Coffee shops; Take-out restaurant services; Catering services and restaurants featuring home delivery; Restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Casual dining restaurants; Fast-casual dining restaurants; Quick service restaurants; Snack bar services; Coffee bar services; Coffee-house services; Catering services; Contract food services; Preparation of carry out foods and beverages; Juice bar services; Juice bars in the nature of smoothie bars; Rental of space and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, private events and private luncheons
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 10, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 219 Mulberry, LLC Address 219 Mulberry, LLC 219 Mulberry Street New York NEW YORK 10012
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BUMBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88735930 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2019 Registration Number 7101212
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a hexagon with rounded corners that includes
three lines with rounded corners, which forms the appearance of a beehive, placed to the left of the word BUMBLE.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to organize groups and events, participate
in discussions, and engage in social, business and community networking; computer services, namely, hosting electronic
facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via communication networks;
application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; application service
provider (ASP) featuring digital mapping software for use in the fields of geographic information systems and location-based
services in the nature of computer graphics software and computer software for providing information concerning location of
persons and assets; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the uploading, downloading,
streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over
communication networks; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications for social networking,
creating a virtual community, and transmission of data, text, information, messages, images, graphics, photographic images,
video, audio and audiovisual content; computer services, namely, providing customized web pages featuring user-defined or
specified information, personal profiles, audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing a web site
featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and to
transfer and share such information among multiple websites; hosting an online website community for registered users to
share information, photos, audio and video content for the purposes of personal and social networking, personal and social
introduction, professional introductions, career development, recruitment, networking, business advice, advocacy, dating,
relationships, beauty, fitness, health, mentoring, culture, education, arts, activism, self-improvement, the humanities, personal
empowerment, empowerment of individuals, gender issues, environmental studies, global issues, connecting volunteers to
volunteering opportunities, accessing information regarding providers of social and charitable services, charitable activities
and charitable fundraising programs, enabling users to make charitable gifts or donations; computer design services; computer software design; computer systems design; smartphone software design; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; design of homepages and websites; graphic design services; graphic design of promotional materials; graphic design of internet advertising; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Nov. 19, 2014 **In Commerce** Nov. 19, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Bumble Holding Limited **Address** Bumble Holding Limited 20 Primrose Street The Broadgate Tower, Third Floor London UNITED KINGDOM EC2A2RS **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 29046.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STRENGTH CHANGES
EVERYTHING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>88736097</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 20, 2019</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101213</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Parent Of** | 88979347 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | clothing, namely, t-shirts and hats |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Jun. 30, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 30, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Brian Cygan |
| **Address** | Brian Cygan 531 Telser Road Lake Zurich ILLINOIS 60047 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | CYGAN-201A |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WHAT DO WINO?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 88741188 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 28, 2019 | Registration Number | 7101214 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register            | Principal | Mark Type            | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 03, 2020 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 28, 2020 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark  | The mark consists of the stylized text "WHAT DO" above the stylized lettering "W" and "NO?". Between the below lettering there is a stylized slightly tilted wine glass with wine splashing out from the top of the glass and forming a dot for the characterization of the letter "I". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                             | Retail store services featuring clothing; On-line retail store services featuring clothing |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business First Use | Dec. 31, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 31, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Walton, Karen |
| Address | Walton, Karen PO BOX 593471 SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 782590223 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 1530.2200 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | DEAN, JULES J. |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) REAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88745895 Application Filing Date Jan. 03, 2020 Registration Number 7101215 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 28, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 23, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word "real" in white stylized letters against a red rectangular background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxer shorts; Caps being headwear; Hats; Headwear; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Sports jackets; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweaters; Swimwear; T-shirts; Tops as clothing; Under garments; Underclothes; Underwear; Warm up suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 2021 In Commerce Apr. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REAL ADVISORS, LLC Address REAL ADVISORS, LLC STE 200 8130 Baymeadows Way West Jacksonville FLORIDA 32256 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FIZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88748975 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2020 Registration Number 7101216 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 15, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 10, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “FIZE” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic instruments for use in cardiovascular, urological, surgical, intensive care unit and emergency room procedures; tools for medical diagnostics for use in cardiovascular, urological, surgical, intensive care unit and emergency room procedures; patient monitoring instruments for medical purposes for monitoring hemodynamic balance, fluid balance, urine output, renal output and biomarkers for patient deterioration; electronic monitoring instruments for medical use for monitoring hemodynamic balance, fluid balance, urine output, renal output and biomarkers for patient deterioration International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use May 02, 2023 In Commerce May 02, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FIZE RESEARCH LTD Address FIZE RESEARCH LTD 13 Nahal Meron Street Modiin-Maccabim-Reut ISRAEL Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 07896-T0001A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE YOGURT THAT MAKES ICE CREAM JEALOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88751582 Application Filing Date Jan. 08, 2020 Registration Number 7101217 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 19, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 14, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Yogurt, Yogurts; Greek yogurt
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Oct. 2019 In Commerce Oct. 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REAL GREEK, LLC Address REAL GREEK, LLC 5707 AIRPORT WAY S. Seattle WASHINGTON 98108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VIVA LA TRADICION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88761848 Application Filing Date Jan. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7101218 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 28, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 23, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "VIVA LA TRADICION" in the mark is "LONG LIVE THE TRADITION".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105820-6

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner PARK, JENNY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BUILD A BETTER IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88768119
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 21, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101219
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 25, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 20, 2020

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Downloadable computer software, namely, software for managing, monitoring and organizing information technology infrastructure, scheduling, systems management, message management, backup and recovery, report management, performance management, security management, data access, application development
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FORTRA, LLC
- **Address**: FORTRA, LLC 11095 VIKING DRIVE SUITE 100 EDEN PRAIRIE MINNESOTA 55344
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SULLIVAN, JOHN C
TM 12354 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MORE OR LESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88773514 Application Filing Date  Jan. 26, 2020 Registration Number   7101220 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 27, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 22, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed educational materials in the field of water conservation
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PF Waterworks LP Composed of  Beeken Products GP, LLC (a limited liability company registered in Texas) Address  PF Waterworks LP  16802 Barker Springs Rd., Suite 700 Houston  TEXAS  77084 Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   More Less 2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COMFY CANINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88777824 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2020 Registration Number 7101221 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric space heaters for use in dog houses
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 11, 2009 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Clean Canine Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Web River Group Address Clean Canine Inc 5911 Benjamin Center Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33634 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 88794900  Application Filing Date: Feb. 12, 2020  Registration Number: 7101222
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Jun. 09, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date: Aug. 04, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(’)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the design of three overlapping leaves.
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting conferences, programs, and seminars in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability; Entertainment services, namely, production of media content, namely, videos, documentary films and videos, photographs, still images, and multimedia entertainment content in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107
First Use: May 21, 2019  In Commerce: May 21, 2019

For: Promoting the goods and services of others; Providing consumer product information in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability; Providing consumer product information in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability, namely, how consumer products impact the foregoing
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102
First Use: May 21, 2019  In Commerce: May 21, 2019

For: Providing scientific research information in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability; Providing new product design information in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability; Providing technology information relating to innovations in the fields of food production, crop science, and environmental sustainability
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 19, 2019 In Commerce May 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alltech, Inc. Address Alltech, Inc. 3031 Catnip Hill Road Nicholasville KENTUCKY 40356 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 67985-367238

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  BOS'SHII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88807295  Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2020  Registration Number   7101223
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "BOS'SHII" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dresses; Hats; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Boxer shorts; Denim shorts; Fleece shorts; Panties, shorts and briefs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rudd, Charlotte A.  Address  Rudd, Charlotte A.  6222 Broad Oak Drive  Jackson  MISSISSIPPI  39211
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ga4155

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INFODRAINAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88808100 Application Filing Date  Feb. 24, 2020 Registration Number   7101224
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 21, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 16, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an illustration of a drain underlying
vegetation, the illustration set within a water drop shape, the foregoing to the left of the stylized wording "InfoDrainage".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software for the design, sizing or optimization of water, sewer, storm, and flood management systems, namely,
downloadable applications for use in the design, sizing and optimization of water, sewer, storm, and flood management
systems for the purpose of new construction, repair, maintenance or replacement of water related infrastructure
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 05, 2020 In Commerce  Feb. 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INNOVYZE LLC Address  INNOVYZE LLC  221 SE Ankeny Street PORTLAND OREGON  97214
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1247684

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88808116 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2020 Registration Number 7101225
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 10, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 05, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Factory built metal modular homes equipped with transforming furniture, pods, and eco-friendly technology

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use Dec. 2022 In Commerce Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZenniHome, LLC Address ZenniHome, LLC 1205 E. South Temple Salt Lake City UTAH 84103
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAYSIDO, REBECCA TOLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FOUNTAIN LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88811457 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2020 Registration Number 7101226
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 28, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 23, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health care services, namely, wellness programs in the fields of longevity, aging, cosmeceuticals, aesthetics, hormone replacement, and regenerative technologies; counseling services in the fields of wellness, longevity, nutrition and vitality in the nature of proactive and preventive wellness, longevity and anti-aging therapies and diagnostics, cosmetic skin care services, laser skin rejuvenation, medical aesthetic procedures, weight loss and maintenance, regenerative medicine, nutraceuticals, and medical health bioimaging; providing on-line information, news and commentary in the field of health and wellness relating to longevity, aging, cosmeceuticals, aesthetics, hormone replacement, and regenerative technologies; providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, longevity, aging, longevity, aging, cosmeceuticals, aesthetics, hormone replacement, and regenerative technologies; stem cell therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 31, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fountain Therapeutic Services, Inc. Address Fountain Therapeutic Services, Inc. 800 Corporate Pointe, Suite 350 Culver City CALIFORNIA 90230 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FOUN TM00US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88811461  Application Filing Date  Feb. 26, 2020  Registration Number  7101227
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 28, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 23, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four three-pronged molecule shapes forming a circle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Health care services, namely, wellness programs in the fields of longevity, aging, cosmeceuticals, aesthetics, hormone replacement, and regenerative technologies; counseling services in the fields of wellness, longevity, nutrition and vitality in the nature of proactive and preventive wellness, longevity and anti-aging therapies and diagnostics, cosmetic skin care services, laser skin rejuvenation, medical aesthetic procedures, weight loss and maintenance, regenerative medicine, nutraceuticals, and medical health bioimaging; providing on-line information, news and commentary in the field of health and wellness relating to longevity, aging, cosmeceuticals, aesthetics, hormone replacement, and regenerative technologies; providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, longevity, aging, longevity, aging, cosmeceuticals, aesthetics, hormone replacement, and regenerative technologies; stem cell therapy services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Jan. 31, 2020  In Commerce  Jan. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fountain Therapeutic Services, Inc.  Address  Fountain Therapeutic Services, Inc.  800 Corporate Pointe, Suite 350  Culver City  CALIFORNIA  90230  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FOUN LOGOUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PASTELLO ALTA REPOSTERIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88813722</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2020</td>
<td>7101228</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - An Illustration Drawing which includes word(s)/ letter(s)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the word "PASTELLO" in yellow stylized letters with brown outlined and light shadow above the words "ALTA REPOSTERIA" in white stylized letters inside a brown rectangle.  
**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) yellow, brown and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer** "ALTA REPOSTERIA"  
**Translation** The English translation of "PASTELLO ALTA REPOSTERIA" in the mark is "PASTEL HIGH PASTRY".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of pastry shops; Franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; Pastry and dessert shops; Pastry shops; Restaurant franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of restaurants; Wholesale and retail store services featuring bakery products, bread, bread doughs, confectionery chips for baking, confectionery made of sugar, cookies, cup cakes, pastries, pastrya and pies; Administration of the business affairs of franchises; Assistance in franchised commercial business management; Retail bakery shops  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Aug. 18, 2008  
**In Commerce** Sep. 14, 2022

**For** Bakery desserts; Bakery products; Bakery products, namely, sweet bakery goods; Bread; Bread doughs; Confectionery chips for baking; Confectionery made of sugar; Cookies; Cup cakes; Pastries; Pastry; Pies  
**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 46  
**International Class Title** Staple Foods  
**First Use** Aug. 18, 2008  
**In Commerce** Sep. 14, 2022

**For** Coffee shops; Information and advice in relation to the preparation of meals; Preparation of food and beverages; Providing information and advice on hotels and restaurants to tourists and business travelers; Restaurant and bar services  
**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use** Aug. 18, 2008  
**In Commerce** Sep. 14, 2022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Castelo Vera, Norma Dolores</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Address**       | Comonfort no.53, Col. Centenario,
                   | Hermosillo, Sonora, MEXICO 83260 |
| **Legal Entity**  | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship**   | MEXICO |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>ALC2303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
<td>STOIDES, KATHERINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>88817408</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a perfume bottle. The broken lines depicting the top cap, body and spray system indicate placement of the mark on the goods and are not part of the mark. The mark contains several oval indentations and a single diamond design in the center of the bottle.

**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Fragrances for personal use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: ELCO

**Address**: ELCO 40/48, RUE CAMBON PARIS FRANCE 75001

**Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)

**State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: FLOWERS, JAY K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** KEKE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a blue and red shield with white "KEKE" letters and a white sword contained therein.

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Color Claimed** The color(s) blue, red, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Sanitary sterilizing preparations; Sanitizing wipes, namely, pre-moistened towelettes for sanitizing purposes;
Disinfectant wipes, namely, pre-moistened towelettes for disinfecting purposes; Sterilizing preparations, namely, pre-
moistened towelettes for sterilizing purposes; All-purpose disinfectants; All-purpose sanitizers, namely, sanitizing preparations
for household and commercial use; Sterilising preparations, namely, all-purpose sterilizers; Disposable wipes impregnated
with disinfecting chemicals or compounds for use in households; Disposable sanitizing wipes; Disposable wipes impregnated
with sterilizing compounds

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**First Use** Aug. 29, 2022
**In Commerce** Aug. 29, 2022

**For** bath soaps, cosmetic bath preparations, body creams, body oils, body lotions, body wash, cosmetics, namely, facial
creams, facial lotions, moisturizers for the face, hands and body, skin cleansers and toners; preparations for the hair, namely,
shampoos

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Nov. 16, 2021
**In Commerce** Nov. 16, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WAPPO HILL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88845554
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 24, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101231
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 14, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 29, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Alcoholic beverages except beers; Wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Apr. 17, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 17, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jean-Claude Boisset Wines U.S.A., Inc.
- **Address**: Jean-Claude Boisset Wines U.S.A., Inc. 849 Zinfandel Lane St. Helena CALIFORNIA 94574
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BOIS (3)
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examiner**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
  - **ID**: 14599
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ICA SWIMWEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88852511  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2020  Registration Number  7101232
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 28, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 22, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words ICA SWIMWEAR. The first word
ICA depicts the letter I a little lower than the CA in the mark. The letter I also has four petals above it, resembling a flower
over the dot in the lower case I. The letters CA are depicted higher than the letter I and underneath the letters CA is a
wavy line representing the waves of the ocean. Underneath the wavy line, the word SWIMWEAR is depicted in stylized
cursive font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  SWIMWEAR

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, bathing suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use
First Use  Nov. 22, 2022  In Commerce  Nov. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Delgado, Eliana  Address  Delgado, Eliana  9521 Delaney Creek Blvd Apt 414  Tampa  FLORIDA  33619
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OWCZARSKI, KAREN ESTIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TAILORED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88878927 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2020 Registration Number 7101233
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a pet bowl consisting of trapezoid shape with a deep concave indent in the middle of the bottom side and a shallow concave top side, containing the word TAILORED. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements for animals
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 18, 2022 In Commerce May 18, 2022
For Consumable pet chews; Edible pet treats; Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Apr. 07, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tailored Pet Nutrition, LLC Address Tailored Pet Nutrition, LLC 1 DOCK STREET STAMFORD CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CATT-8012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CLICK. TAP. RELAX.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88880267 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2020 Registration Number 7101234
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For transportation of passengers by vehicle; passenger transportation services, namely, travel by autonomous vehicles; transportation services, namely, coordinating the pickup and dropoff of passengers at designated or directed locations
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
First Use Oct. 08, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Waymo LLC Address Waymo LLC 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 125595.4040

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRETTY & PUMPED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88880871 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2020 Registration Number 7101235
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 25, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 20, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics and make-up
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations First Use May 26, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JONES, VALERIE Address JONES, VALERIE 10 Ford Ct 10 Ford Ct Sicklerville NEW JERSEY 08081 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  VOICE OF NATURE BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88898299  Application Filing Date  May 02, 2020  Registration Number  7101236
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 08, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 03, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BEAUTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Applicator wands for applying make-up; Facial sponges for applying make-up; Powder puffs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Mar. 26, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 26, 2023

For  Tissue paper
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use  Mar. 26, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 26, 2023

For  Cotton buds for cosmetic purposes; Cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with cosmetics
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  Mar. 26, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  VON Beauty Limited  Address  VON Beauty Limited  Flat 3, 2 Hopkins Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  W1F0D  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BON.00278

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88898340 Application Filing Date May 02, 2020 Registration Number 7101237
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 01, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 12, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JANSIK, TAYLOR Address JANSIK, TAYLOR 12864 BISCAYNE BLVD. UNIT 256 MIAMI FLORIDA 33181 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PURILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88900540 Application Filing Date May 05, 2020 Registration Number 7101238
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 08, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 03, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; dietary pet supplements in the form of pet treats; dietary supplements for pets; dietary and nutritional supplements; disinfectant soap; disinfectant waterless soap; disinfectants; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; disinfectants for sanitary purposes; disinfecting handwash; feed supplements for animals and pets; gummy vitamins; hand-sanitizing preparations; nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements for animals and pets; vitamin supplements; vitamins; all purpose disinfectants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 28, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATURES DESIGN PRODUCTS, LLC Address NATURES DESIGN PRODUCTS, LLC 239 2ND AVE. S., 2ND FLOOR ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PURI_20_TM1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, BENJAMIN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AEROSOLVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88900563 Application Filing Date May 05, 2020 Registration Number 7101239
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 08, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 03, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical equipment, namely, a negative pressure tent for isolation of biological substances, germs, viruses, and airborne contaminants; medical equipment, namely, a negative pressure helmet for isolation of biological substances, germs, viruses, and airborne contaminants
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flexsys, Inc. Address Flexsys, Inc. 2205 Commonwealth Blvd. Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91696-0069

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)**  STICK STREET

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88903235</td>
<td>May 06, 2020</td>
<td>7101240</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2020</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Restaurant services  
**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use** Apr. 17, 2023  
**In Commerce** Apr. 17, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Seoul Food Meat Company  
**Address** Seoul Food Meat Company 1400 South Church Street, Ste A Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28203  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Docket Number** 1069/12  
**Examining Attorney** CUELLO, GIDETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STUFFED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88903243 Application Filing Date May 06, 2020 Registration Number 7101241
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 08, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 03, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 17, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seoul Food Meat Company Address Seoul Food Meat Company 1400 South Church Street, Ste A Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1069/14
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CUELLO, GIDETTE
TM 12376 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FLEET ELITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88905643  Application Filing Date May 07, 2020  Registration Number 7101242
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Sep. 08, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 03, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive parts, namely, starters for engines, generators for land vehicles, and alternators
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery
First Use Dec. 2022  In Commerce Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dixie Electric Ltd.  Address Dixie Electric Ltd. 517 Basaltic Road  Concord, Ontario  CANADA L4K4W8
Legal Entity Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 55015.512049

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NDX NATIONAL DENTEX LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88911709  Application Filing Date  May 12, 2020  Registration Number  7101243
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 31, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle design divided into four parts, with the upper right quadrant comprised of a square. The stylized term "NDX" appears to the left of the circle design. The styled term "NATIONAL" over the styled words "DENTEX LABS" appears to the right of the circle design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "NATIONAL" AND "LABS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2688167, 4712985

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetic dental services; oral surgery and dental implant services, namely, all-on-four implant services and dental implant diagnostic services; oral surgery and dental implant services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Aug. 27, 2019  In Commerce  Aug. 27, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NATIONAL DENTEX LABS LLC  Address  NATIONAL DENTEX LABS LLC  1701 Military Trail, Suite 155A  Jupiter  FLORIDA  33458  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0643670

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LIVE KNOTTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88918444 Application Filing Date May 15, 2020 Registration Number 7101244
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts; Baseball caps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James Robert Hicks Address James Robert Hicks 12425 Sterling Trace Ct. Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28277 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1425-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNING, LUKE CASH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KNOTTY LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88918488  Application Filing Date May 15, 2020  Registration Number 7101245
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts; Baseball caps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James Robert Hicks Address James Robert Hicks 12425 Sterling Trace Ct. Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28277 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1425-02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNING, LUKE CASH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88922158
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101246
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 16, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 11, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Oct. 19, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Athletic Propulsion Labs LLC
- **Address**: Athletic Propulsion Labs LLC 9701 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000 Beverly Hills, CALIFORNIA 90212
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 025086-TBA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ULTRACT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88922177  
  **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2020  
  **Registration Number**: 7101247  
  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Publication Date**: Mar. 16, 2021  
  **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 11, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  
  **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark  
  **Mark**: The mark consists of the word "ULTRACT" in stylized form.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footwear  
  **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 22, 39  
  **International Class Title**: Clothing  
  **First Use**: Oct. 19, 2021  
  **In Commerce**: Oct. 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Athletic Propulsion Labs LLC  
  **Address**: Athletic Propulsion Labs LLC 9701 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000 Beverly Hills, CALIFORNIA 90212  
  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 025086-TBA  
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WILLOW MARKETPLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88923217 Application Filing Date May 19, 2020 Registration Number 7101248
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MARKETPLACE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Compilation and provision of online directories for computer software, namely, online software marketplaces that allow browsing of available software applications; Compilation and provision of online directories for computer software add-ons, namely, online software marketplaces that allow browsing of available software add-ons; Compilation and provision of online directories for computer software delivered in a SaaS format, namely, online software marketplaces that allow browsing of available computer software delivered in a SaaS format; Compilation and provision of online business directories for web-accessed computer software, namely, software that provides information relating to buildings and other infrastructure by accessing data from sensors and other data collection hardware installed in buildings and other infrastructure, software that provides workflow management for building management tasks, and software that allows users to book and/or control physical resources within a building; Compilation and provision of online directories for computer software, namely, online software marketplaces that allow browsing of available computer software that provides information relating to buildings and other infrastructure, software that allows users to book and/or control physical resources within a building; Compilation and provision of online directories for computer software, namely, online software marketplaces that allow browsing of available computer software that provides information relating to buildings and other infrastructure, software that allows users to book and/or control physical resources within a building.

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 17, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 17, 2019

For Providing an online service for viewing software applications, including web-based software applications that provide information relating to buildings and other infrastructure by accessing data from sensors and other data collection hardware installed in buildings and other infrastructure, software that provides workflow management for building management tasks, and software that allows users to book and/or control physical resources within a building; Providing an online service for viewing add-ons for software applications that provide information relating to buildings and other infrastructure by accessing data from sensors and other data collection hardware installed in buildings and other infrastructure, software that provides workflow management for building management tasks, and software that allows users to book and/or control physical resources within a building.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 17, 2019</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 17, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  WILLOW IP PTY LTD  **Address**  WILLOW IP PTY LTD  1 FARRER PLACE  LEVEL 21, GOVERNOR PHILLIP TOWER  SYDNEY  AUSTRALIA  2000  **Legal Entity**  PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  930001.207

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner**  CORDOVA, RAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** GARDENGENETICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Agricultural and horticultural products, namely, seeds, natural plants and flowers, unprocessed herbs
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 23, 2004
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 23, 2004

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GardenGenetics LLC
- **Address**: GardenGenetics LLC 131 Mendels Way Bellefonte PENNSYLVANIA 16823
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 80685-1701

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  LUMISTELLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88925708 Application Filing Date  May 20, 2020 Registration Number  7101250
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 29, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 24, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0107216/1625612 International Registration Number  1625612 Parent Of  88984854

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, holiday-themed T-shirts, and pajamas for children related to Christmas; sleepwear; shirts; socks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CCA and B, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA The LumiStella Company Address  CCA and B, LLC Suite 300 3350 Riverwood Parkway Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EUBANK, REBECCA A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
LUMISTELLA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 88925721 | Application Filing Date | May 20, 2020 | Registration Number | 7101251 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 24, 2020 |

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the term "LUMISTELLA" in a stylized font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Parent Of**: 88984939

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: clothing, namely, holiday-themed t-shirts, and pajamas for children related to Christmas; sleepwear; shirts; socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: CCA and B, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The LumiStella Company
- **Address**: CCA and B, LLC Suite 300 3350 Riverwood Parkway Atlanta GEORGIA 30339
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: EUBANK, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LINE-STEIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88927883 Application Filing Date May 21, 2020 Registration Number 7101252
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 29, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 24, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical instrument organizer, specifically an IV line organizer
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 19, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Derrick Moore Composed of Derrick Moore, a citizen of United States Address Derrick Moore 5838 Penrose Ave Dallas TEXAS 75206 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5231DM-ITBF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOX III, LYAL L
YIPPEI

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) YIPPEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88932036 Application Filing Date May 25, 2020 Registration Number 7101253
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; Hand-sanitizing preparations; Antimicrobial hand-sanitizing preparations

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 30, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2022

For Dental gloves; Gloves for medical use; Latex medical gloves; Masks for use by medical personnel; Medical gowns; Medical examination gloves; Nitrile gloves for medical use; Respiratory masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for germ isolation purposes; Sanitary masks for medical purposes; Sanitary masks for medical wellness purposes; Face masks for use by dental care providers; Face masks for use by health care providers

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Nov. 30, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2022

For Disposable plastic gloves for laboratory use; Protecting masks; Protective face masks not for medical purposes; Respiratory masks for non-medical purposes

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 30, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arbuckle Companies, LLC Address Arbuckle Companies, LLC 3042 Durango Dr. Las Vegas NEVADA 89117 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22448.1
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SUNDWASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88937408  Application Filing Date May 28, 2020  Registration Number 7101254
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK00003492691  Foreign Registration Date May 22, 2020
Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date May 22, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pumps, namely, electric pumps; high pressure pumps for cleaning and pollution control; centrifugal pumps; centrifugal process pumps; positive displacement pumps; machines for pressure washing; machines for cleaning surfaces using high pressure water for the purpose of pollution control; machines for cleaning surfaces using pressurized water for the purpose of pollution control; pressure intensifiers, namely, hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; parts of machines, namely, back pressure valves; parts of machines, namely, pressure regulators; industrial cleaning machines utilizing pressure jets for cleaning compressors and equipment for the purpose of pollution control
First Use Jul. 29, 2020  In Commerce Jul. 29, 2020

INTERNATIONAL CLASS TITLE
Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes  Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sundyne, LLC  Address Sundyne, LLC  14845 West 64th Avenue  Arvada  COLORADO  80007
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0014115UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NORTH WATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88937536 Application Filing Date  May 28, 2020 Registration Number  7101255
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a water drop and three circles making the shape of a diamond, spaced far below the wording "NORTH WATER". The water drop at the top of the diamond shape is outlined in Pantone Turquoise 7466 and white inside the outline, with a circle on each side and underneath the water drop all being in Pantone Turquoise 7466. The wording "NORTH WATER" appears with the word "NORTH" above the word "WATER", all with capitalized, sans-serif type, with wide spacing between each letter, and with the "A" in "WATER" appearing without its crossbar and with a ° (degree) symbol appearing above the upper right of the letter "A", all being in Pantone Turquoise 7466. PANTONE is a registered trademark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) turquoise (Pantone 7466) and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "WATER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drinking water; bottled water; carbonated water; flavoured waters
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Apr. 12, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  North Hydration Ltd. Address  North Hydration Ltd.  1500, 850-2nd Street, SW Calgary, Alberta CANADA  T2P0R8 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  15805250-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARDAIS, LEAH R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BIOTRICITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88938414 Application Filing Date May 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101256
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Nov. 03, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 29, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for monitoring vital signs, blood properties and respiratory events; Medical devices for monitoring blood properties, blood oxygen saturation, blood gas concentrations, respiratory events, or vital signs, and also featuring a system consisting of computer hardware, sensors, modem, microprocessor, or GPS for transmitting monitored data through the Internet, as a component of the medical devices; Medical apparatus, namely, fetal and maternal vital sign and physical distress monitors; Wearable monitors used to measure biometric data for medical use; Medical apparatus and instruments for monitoring vital signs, blood pressure, heart rate, ECG, respiration, calories, temperature, physical activity; Medical devices for monitoring blood oxygen saturation, blood gas concentrations, vital signs and respiratory events, and downloadable software for recording, processing and transmitting medical data, for use therewith, sold as a unit
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 02, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016
For Downloaded software and mobile application for healthcare recipients for managing personal health, locating providers of healthcare services, communicating with providers of healthcare services, and obtaining, storing, and sharing personal medical and healthcare records; Computer software, namely, downloadable software and mobile applications for remote monitoring of health data, connecting to monitoring devices and receiving and accessing data and reports, and providing alerts and notifications; Downloadable software for connecting, operating, and managing networked medical devices in the internet of things (IoT); Downloadable software for use on mobile, wireless transmission and cellular communications networked medical devices for monitoring vital signs and biometrics; Computer hardware for use in medical devices for monitoring blood properties, blood oxygen saturation, blood gas concentrations, respiratory events, or vital signs, namely, a system consisting of computer hardware, sensors, modem, microprocessor, or GPS for transmitting monitored data through the Internet, as a component of the hardware, and not sold as a part of the medical devices; Recorded computer software and hardware for use in monitoring and measuring biometric data in the field of health care sold together; downloadable software for medical
professionals and medical patients featuring medical information collected from remote locations via devices that feed information to the software that is processed, exchanged and accessed in real-time by users; downloadable software for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information collected from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed information to software that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions

**International Classes**  
9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**  
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**  
Aug. 13, 2020  
**In Commerce**  
Aug. 13, 2020

For Remote monitoring of data indicative of the health or condition of an individual or group of individuals for medical diagnosis and treatment purposes; Providing medical information to medical professionals in the form of reports in the field of cardiology; Providing personalized healthcare and medical information in the nature of ECG reports; Providing customized medical profiles and medical record analysis and assessments which includes custom tailored outputs about recommended resources and treatments associated with a defined set of symptoms and concerns; Providing medical information to patients and medical professionals in the form of reports and alerts

**International Classes**  
44 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
100, 101  
**International Class Title**  
Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
**First Use**  
Feb. 02, 2016  
**In Commerce**  
Feb. 02, 2016

For Providing online, non-downloadable software for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information collected from remote locations via devices that feed information to the software that is processed, exchanged and accessed in real-time by users; Providing online, non-downloadable software for medical professionals and medical patients featuring medical information collected from remote locations via electronic patient monitoring devices that feed in formation to software that can be accessed in real-time by medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions

**International Classes**  
42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
100, 101  
**International Class Title**  
Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**  
Feb. 02, 2016  
**In Commerce**  
Feb. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
Biotricity Inc.  
**Address**  
Biotricity Inc.  
203 Redwood Shores Pkwy, Suite 203  
Redwood City  
CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  
ADEJUNMOBI, AKIN T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** JINX DRINX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 88941008 | Application Filing Date | May 30, 2020 | Registration Number | 7101257 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Nov. 09, 2021 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 04, 2022 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
**Disclaimer** "DRINKS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Wine-based alcoholic mixed beverages except beers
**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 47, 49
**International Class Title** Wines and Spirits
**First Use** Feb. 27, 2023
**In Commerce** Feb. 27, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** PARTYPACCS INC.
**Address** PARTYPACCS INC. 8608 STILLWOOD LN. AUSTIN TEXAS 78757
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** PARP002US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DD DOLBY AUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88948494 Application Filing Date Jun. 04, 2020 Registration Number 7101258
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 22, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 17, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two upper case letter "D's" facing each other,
to the left of the styled word "DOLBY" and the word "AUDIO" centered below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AUDIO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5709917

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video equipment, apparatus, components and accessories used for generating, processing, measuring,
analyzing, recording, amplifying, enhancing, producing, reproducing, transmitting, storing, controlling, testing, receiving and
playing, audio signals, files, and sounds; sound cards; motherboards; analog and digital sound enhancing apparatus and
downloadable software for use in connection with the processing, recording, reproduction, streaming, transmission, and
reception of electronic or digital signals; downloadable computer programs, downloadable computer software, computer
hardware and electronic components of computers and other digital devices in the nature of cell phones, audio-video receivers,
digital audio players and recorders, media players and recorders, MP3 players, personal digital assistants, cameras,
videocorders, tablet computers, televisions, set top boxes, game players, video game consoles and video monitors used for
generating, processing, measuring, analyzing, recording, amplifying, enhancing, reproducing, transmitting, controlling, testing,
receiving and playing audio signals, files and sounds; downloadable computer programs and computer software for encoding
and decoding of voice and audio signals; computer hardware and downloadable software for use in connection with the
processing, recording, reproduction, broadcasting, streaming, transmission, and reception of electronic or digital signals;
downloadable computer software for use in connecting, controlling and operating audio speakers, audio amplifiers, audio
receivers, sound bars, and home theater systems; downloadable computer software for mobile phones, computer tablets and
personal computers, namely, software for use in operating and customizing audio products and home theater systems;
multi-channel digital sound processors; cinema processors for motion pictures, namely, video processors and sound processors;
surround sound adapter units for use in theaters; cinematographic equipment, namely, cinematographic cameras and projectors;
theater projection equipment, namely, 3D projection equipment being motion picture theater screens, projection screens, movie projectors and 3D movie projectors; digital projection equipment, namely, movie projectors and digital film media servers for storing, scheduling and monitoring of shows locally or remotely; alignment and test equipment, namely, computer component testing and calibrating equipment, sound level meters for use with audio and video equipment used in connection with the processing, recording, reproduction, broadcasting, streaming, transmission, and reception of electronic or digital signals; digital signal processing computer chips; integrated circuits; graphics cards; graphics processors; digital media servers, namely, digital media cinema servers; optical, and digital storage media, namely, preloaded hard drives, solid state drives, and pre-recorded computer discs, compact discs, video discs, audio discs, digital versatile (DVD) discs, digital video discs, DVD discs, and high definition digital discs featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects; pre-recorded high capacity digital and optical discs, ultraviolet discs, optical discs featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects; downloadable video recordings featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects; motion picture cinematographic films featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects; computer hardware and downloadable software, and computer hardware and downloadable software systems for operating interactive TV and over-the-top (OTT) video and audio services, and for generating and displaying video-on-demand programming, visual media, TV programs, digital animation, video clips, film footage and audio data; audio and audio/video receivers, television receivers; audio speakers; audio amplifiers; audio sound bars; headphones; headsets for use with computers and telephones; virtual reality headsets; televisions; video displays, namely, liquid crystal displays, high definition (HD) displays and ultra HD displays; recording and playback equipment, namely, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images; video cameras; video interfaces, namely, interface circuits for video cameras and wearable electronics, namely, wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches and wearable digital electronic devices in the nature of smartwatches comprised primarily of recorded software for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information from smart phones, tablet computers and portable computers, and display screens, and also featuring a bracelet and wristwatch; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer programs for video and computer games for playing and downloadable computer programs for enhancing video and computer games; content creation tool in the nature of downloadable computer software used to create, mix, calibrate, monitor and produce images, signals, videos, and film visual effects for onset viewing; set top boxes; optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data; next generation disc players, namely, universal disc players, optical disc players; computers; personal computers, tablet computers; laptop computers; mobile phones; smart phones; mobile devices, namely, mobile data receivers, mobile computers, Internet-connected digital media receivers and streaming devices; computer servers, over-the-top content (OTT) boxes, namely, set-top boxes; digital media streaming devices; audio-video receivers; electronic apparatus and devices for controlling access to pay television services

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**  Sep. 2019  **In Commerce**  Sep. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
HYDRASTRIP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88949924</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 05, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101259</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2020</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of Electrolytes, Vitamins, Amino Acids, Anti-inflammatory's, Minerals; Nutritional supplements for Hydration and Wellness; Nutritional supplements for Sublingual Absorption; Nutritional supplements in the form of Capsules, Tablets, Powder, Syrups, Gummies, Gels, Film, Liquid Drops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>HYDRAPATCH INC.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>HYDRAPATCH INC. 1460 SCHMIDT LN NORTH BRUNSWICK NEW JERSEY 08902</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH |

---

**Trademark Registration Issued - Principal**

**Mark Literal(s)**: HYDRASTRIP

**Goods and Services Information**
- Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of Electrolytes, Vitamins, Amino Acids, Anti-inflammatory's, Minerals
- Nutritional supplements for Hydration and Wellness
- Nutritional supplements for Sublingual Absorption
- Nutritional supplements in the form of Capsules, Tablets, Powder, Syrups, Gummies, Gels, Film, Liquid Drops

**Basis Information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**
- HYDRAPATCH INC., Address: HYDRAPATCH INC., 1460 SCHMIDT LN, NORTH BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 08902
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION, State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**
- PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MINDHEARTED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>88950979</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 05, 2020</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101260</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2021</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Banners of textile; Cloth banners; Cloth flags; Fabric flags; Flags of textile or plastic

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** Mar. 01, 2023 **In Commerce** Mar. 01, 2023

For Bumper stickers; Magnetic bumper stickers

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Oct. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2022

For Athletic shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Caps with visors; Headwear; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; T-shirts; Tee-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirt

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Nov. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MindHearted, LLC **Address** MindHearted, LLC 117 East 44th Street Savannah GEORGIA 31405

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST

14633
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
INFINIUM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Notice of Allowance Date
Dec. 15, 2020

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For electronic control systems for monitoring and regulating environmental conditions in greenhouses and grow facilities

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: May 18, 2022  
**In Commerce**: May 18, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Integrated Facilities Operations LLC  
**DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA IFO  
**Address**: Integrated Facilities Operations LLC  4600 N. Pecos Street  Denver  COLORADO  80211  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### State or Country Where Organized
COLORADO

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 9518/1

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TITLETOWNFLATS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>88983491</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Child Of | 88409925 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; Assessment and management of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate management services; Rental of apartments |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Mar. 31, 2020 |
| In Commerce | May 10, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Green Bay Packers, Inc. |
| Address | Green Bay Packers, Inc. 1265 Lombardi Avenue Green Bay WISCONSIN 54304 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WISCONSIN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 137173.00105 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | MAHONEY, KATHERINE AIL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BUMBLE BREW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88985069 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2019 Registration Number 7101263
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREW" IN CLASSES 30, 32, AND 33

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 88982723

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Services for providing food and drink; restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 14, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bumble Holding Limited Address Bumble Holding Limited The Broadgate Tower, Third Floor 20 Primrose Street London UNITED KINGDOM EC2A2RS Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country
Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 29046.7011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAHLING, KRISTIN M
MISTIFI

Mark Literal(s)  MISTIFI

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  Register Section 1(d)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   88985086 Application Filing Date  Apr. 17, 2020  Registration Number   7101264
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 11, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 06, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of   88876805

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online journals, namely, blogs featuring articles and photos related to information on cannabis and CBD, including lifestyle, culture, news, products, and ingredients
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   JDEM Properties LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Cannabistry  Address  JDEM Properties LLC Cannabistry  5550 W Touhy, Suite 300  Skokie  ILLINOIS  60077  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HOLISTAPET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88985087 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2020 Registration Number 7101265
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "holistapet" in all lowercase letters with a leaf design above the "a" and "p." Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 88829177

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bandanas; Hats; Hoodies; Leggings; Pants; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweatpants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 02, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHEEF HOLDINGS Address CHEEF HOLDINGS 7250 BANDINI BLVD. #206 COMMERCE CALIFORNIA 90040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C343.T22506

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BE DRIVEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 88985088
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101266
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 17, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 12, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 88946032

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: downloadable computer software for use in connection with autonomous system, devices, and machinery
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 04, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Waymo LLC
- **Address**: Waymo LLC 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94043
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 125595.4038

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner Name**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JORDAN MCGRAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88985092 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2018 Registration Number 7101267
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date May 19, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 14, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Jordan McGraw", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 88244423

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services consisting of providing a website featuring news, reviews and other information relating to a performing and recording musical artist; Fan club services; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by musical artist; Entertainment services, namely, streaming via a global communications network audio and audiovisual material relating to music and musical entertainment
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

For Audio and video recordings featuring musical entertainment; Digital media, namely, audio files and audio and video recordings featuring musical entertainment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pigg Enterprises, LLC Address Pigg Enterprises, LLC 137 N. Larchmont Blvd., #705 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ALL IN MOTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 88985099 Application Filing Date: May 15, 2020 Registration Number: 7101268
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Aug. 25, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date: Oct. 20, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the bottom left quarter of a circle repeated
three times in a row stacked above the upper left quarter of a circle repeated three times in a row with the negative space
between the two rows creating two arrow points on top of the words "ALL IN MOTION" in lower case letters. Color:
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of: 88919086

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Massage apparatus in the shape of balls
International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes US Classes: 26, 39, 44 International Class Title: Medical Apparatus
First Use: Aug. 24, 2022 In Commerce: Aug. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Target Brands Inc. Address: Target Brands Inc. 1000 Nicollet Mall Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55403

Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 202001835

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AMAZON BRAKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88985102 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2019 Registration Number 7101269
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 22, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 88711237

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded software for accessing cloud computing systems and quantum computing systems; downloadable and recorded software for testing, designing, running, deploying, updating, and monitoring the performance of quantum algorithms and quantum computing programs and applications; downloadable and recorded computer operating software for simulating quantum computers; downloadable and recorded software for learning about and developing skills in the field of quantum computing; downloadable and recorded software development tools; downloadable and recorded software development tools for cloud computing; downloadable and recorded software development tools for use in enabling quantum computing by others
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 02, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2019
For cloud hosting of virtual computing environments and quantum computing environments; computer time-sharing services; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications and quantum computing applications and algorithms of others; providing online, non-downloadable cloud computing software for quantum computing for use in building and running algorithms, providing quantum computing simulators, and providing quantum computing development environments; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for quantum computing for use in building and running algorithms, providing quantum computing simulators, and providing quantum computing development environments; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for testing, designing, running, deploying, updating, and monitoring the performance of quantum algorithms and quantum computing programs and applications; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for learning about and developing skills in the field of quantum computing; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for software development; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for cloud computing software
development; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for quantum computing software development; consulting and providing information in the fields of cloud computing, web services, software development, and quantum computing

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services **First Use**: Dec. 02, 2019 **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Amazon Technologies, Inc. **Address**: Amazon Technologies, Inc. 410 Terry Ave N Seattle WASHINGTON 98109 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: TMKM32174

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) (DJ) TRUMENDOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90005193 Application Filing Date  Jun. 16, 2020 Registration Number   7101270
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   “DJ” Name Portrait
Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Trumonda Hilton, whose consent(s)
to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use   Mar. 17, 2023 In Commerce   Mar. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hilton, Trumonda M. Address   Hilton, Trumonda M.  10102 8th Ave S. Apt F48 Seattle  WASHINGTON 98168 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   142872-4001.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNA VIDA MEDITATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90009434 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7101271
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDITATION"
Translation The English translation of "UNA VIDA" in the mark is "ONE LIFE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meditation training; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of meditation; meditation studio services; Providing on-line videos featuring meditation, not downloadable
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023
For meditation therapy and meditation healing therapy services; on-line meditation therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Una Vida LLC Address Una Vida LLC 8912 Little Raven Trail Niwot COLORADO 80503 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
TM 12406 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STRETCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90019208 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2020 Registration Number 7101272
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 06, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 23, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0103364/1595106 International Registration Number 1595106

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial robots constructed of rigid materials for use in supply chain, distribution and logistics; industrial robots constructed of rigid materials for loading and unloading pallets, for use in supply chain, distribution and logistics; Industrial robots and industrial robotic systems, namely, robotics constructed of rigid materials with visual image sensors, and structural parts therefore, for use in supply chain, distribution and logistics; Industrial transportation robots, namely, robots constructed of rigid materials used in lifting installations for the transport of persons and goods, for use in supply chain, distribution and logistics; Automated distribution machines in the form of industrial robots constructed of rigid materials for use in supply chain, distribution and logistics
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Feb. 02, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOSTON DYNAMICS, INC. Address BOSTON DYNAMICS, INC. 200 SMITH ST. WALTHAM MASSACHUSETTS 02451 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 040773.00023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STRETCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90019219 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2020 Registration Number 7101273
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 13, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0103364/1595106 International
Registration Number 1595106

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Self-driving robots constructed of rigid materials for indoor use in the fields of supply chain, distribution and logistics; self-balancing, self-propelled electric vehicle constructed of rigid materials for use in the fields of supply chain, distribution and logistics; autonomous robotic land vehicles constructed of rigid materials for use in the fields of supply chain, distribution and logistics; self-propelled electric vehicles constructed of rigid materials for use in the fields of supply chain, distribution and logistics
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Feb. 02, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOSTON DYNAMICS, INC. Address BOSTON DYNAMICS, INC. 200 SMITH ST. WALTHAM MASSACHUSETTS 02451 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 040773.00025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ABSOLUTE UNLIMITED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90024548 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101274
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 20, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 14, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ABSOLUTE" with a three-quarter circle, around the "ABS" of "ABSOLUTE" with the stylized wording "UNLIMITED" underneath. Color Drawing Yes

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Absolute Unlimited LLC Address Absolute Unlimited LLC 1008 Apollo Circle Round Rock TEXAS 78664 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HIPER CUBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90030197  Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2020  Registration Number  7101275  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 06, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CUBE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer hardware with preinstalled operating system software
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 14, 2020  In Commerce  Sep. 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PIXIA Corp  Address  PIXIA Corp  2350 Corporate Park Drive, Suite 400  Herndon  VIRGINIA  20171
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1239464

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GOLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90036329 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2020 Registration Number 7101276 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 03, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the black stylized word "GOLAN" with a brown smiley face integrated into the letter "O". The color white represents background and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. Color Claimed The color(s) black and brown are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "GOLAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ajvar for use as a condiment, Albumen for culinary purposes, Albumin milk, ground Almonds, Animal marrow for food, Apple purée, preserved Beans, Coconut Butter, Peanut Butter, edible Buttercream, Charcuterie, Cheese, Potato Chips, edible Cocoa butter, desiccated Coconut, Coconut fat, edible Coconut oil, Cream, whipped Cream, Potato Crisps, Curd, Edible birds' nests, Edible fats, Fat-containing mixtures for bread slices, edible Fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats, Fermented vegetables, Milk Ferments for culinary purposes, potato Flakes, Flaxseed oil for culinary purposes, Frosted fruits, Frozen fruits, Fruit jellies, preserved Fruit, Fruit-based snack food, tinned Fruits, Preserved Garlic, unflavored and unsweetened gelatins, Gherkins, Hummus, Jellies for food, Vegetable Juices for cooking, Kefir, Kephir, Koumiss, Kumys, Lecithin for culinary purposes, preserved Lentils, Linseed oil for culinary purposes, Liver pâté, Low-fat potato chips, Margarine, Marmalade, Animal Marrow for food, Meat jellies, Meat, preserved, Meat, tinned, Milk, Albumin Milk, Milk beverages, Milk products excluding ice cream and ice milk and frozen yogurt, Milk shakes, milk of almonds, Vegetable Mousses, preserved Mushrooms, Olive oil for food, preserved Olives, preserved Onions, Palm kernel oil for food, Palm oil for food, pate, Peanut butter, processed Peanuts, peanut milk non-alcoholic beverages, preserved Peas, Pectin for culinary purposes, Pickles, Potato fritters, Poultry, not live, Powdered eggs, Fruit Pulp, Raisins, Rape oil for food, Rennet, fruit Salads, vegetable Salads, Sauerkraut, edible Sesame oil, fruit-based Snack food, Preparations for making Soup, vegetable Soup preparations, Soya beans, preserved, for food, Soya milk, Suet for food, Sunflower oil for food, Tahini, Tofu, Tomato juice for cooking, Tomato purée, Vegetable juices for cooking, Vegetable salads, Vegetable soup preparations, Vegetables, cooked, Vegetables, dried, Vegetables, preserved, Vegetables, tinned, Weed extracts for food, Whey, Whipped cream, White of eggs, Yoghurt, Yogurt, Yolk of eggs, baba gannouj, falafel, tahini sesame seed paste, peanut milk
**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46  **International Class Title**  Meats and Processed Foods  
**First Use**  Feb. 05, 2019  **In Commerce**  Jul. 01, 2021

For  Pita chips, tahini sauce, tabbouleh salad, cucumber sauce, Allspice, yogurt-covered Almonds, Almond paste, Aniseed for use as a flavoring in food and drink, edible Aromatic preparations for food, Artificial coffee, Baking powder, Baking soda, Barley meal, Bean meal, chocolate-based Beverages, cocoa-based Beverages, coffee-based Beverages, Flavorings, other than essential oils, for Beverages, tea-based Beverages, Bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes, starch-based Binding agents for ice cream, Biscuits, Bread, ginger Bread, Bread rolls, Breadcrumbs, Buns, Cake batter paste, Baking powders for making Cake, Cakes, flavorings other than essential oils for Cakes, rice Cakes, Caramels, Celery salt, Preparations made from Cereal, namely, snacks and biscuits, Cereal-based snack food, Cheeseburgers sandwiches, Chicory and chicory mixtures all for use as substitutes for coffee, Chips, Chocolate beverages with milk, Chocolate-based beverages, Chow-chow, Chutneys, Cinnamon, Cocoa, Cocoa beverages with milk, Cocoa spreads, savory sauces used as Condiments, Confectionery made of sugar, Corn flakes, Corn flour, Corn meal, Corn, milled, pop-Corn, Corn, roasted, fruit Coulis, Couscous, Crackers, ice-Cream, cranberry sauce, Cream of tartar for cooking purposes, Cream of tartar for culinary purposes, Curry, Custard, Dressings for salad, Edible ices, coffee Essences, Farinhafood fastes for human consumption, corn Flakes, maize Flakes, oat Flakes, food Flavorings, other than essential oils, Flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes, food Flavourings, other than essential oils, Flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages, Flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes, Flaxseed for use as seasoning, Flour, cake Frosting, Frozen yoghurt, Frozen yogurt, Fruit jelly candy, Garden herbs, preserved, Ground Ginger, Gingerbread, Glucose for culinary purposes, Gluten additives for culinary purposes, Golden syrup, meat Gravies, Groats for human food, Gruel, with a milk base, for food, Halvah, Hominy, Hominy grits, Honey, Husked barley, Husked oats, Ice, natural or artificial, Iced tea, edible Ices, flavor powder for edible Ices, herbal Infusions, fruit jelly confectionery, Ketchup, food Leavening agents, Linseed for use as seasoning, Non-medicated Lozenges, Maize flour, Maize meal, Maize, milled, Maize, roasted, Malt biscuits, Malt extract for food, Mayonnaise, cracker Meal, Muesli, Mustard, Mustard meal, Noodle-based prepared meals, Noodles, processed Oats, Oatmeal, crushed Oats, Pancakes, soya bean Paste, candied Peanuts confectionery, Pepper, Pesto, Petitbeurre biscuits, Piccalilli, Pies, meat Pies, Pizzas, Potato flour for food, Pralines, Puddings, Relish, Rice-based snack food, Rusks, Sandwiches, tomato Sauce, Sauces, food starch used as Sausage binding materials, Seasonings, Processed Semolina, Sorbets, Soya flour, Soya sauce, Spices, starch-based thickeners for Stiffening whipped cream, Sugar, Sugar confectionery, Tabbouleh, Tacos, Tapioca, Tapioca flour for food, Tarts, Tea, iced Tea, Thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs, Tortillas, Turmeric for food, Unleavened bread, Vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes, Vermicelli, ribbon Vermicelli, Wheat flour, Wheat germ for human consumption, Yeast

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46  **International Class Title**  Staple Foods  
**First Use**  Jan. 05, 2019  **In Commerce**  Jul. 01, 2021

For  Aerated water, non-alcoholic Aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic Aperitifs, Cider, non-alcoholic, Cocktails, non-alcoholic, Effervescing tablets for making soft drinks, powders for making Effervescing soft drinks, Non-alcoholic Essences for making non-alcoholic beverages, not in the nature of essential oils, non-alcoholic Fruit extracts used in the preparation of non-alcoholic beverages, non-alcoholic Fruit juice beverages, Fruit juices, non-alcoholic Fruit nectars, Ginger ale, Grape must, unfermented, non-alcoholic Honey-based beverages, extracts of Hops for making beer, Isotonic beverages, fruit Juice, Kvass, Lemonades, Non-alcoholic essences for making non-alcoholic liqueurs, not in the nature of essential oils, Lithia water, Malt beer, Malt wort, Mineral water, non-alcoholic preparations for making Mineral water, Must, non-alcoholic fruit Nectars, Non-
alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of beverages, Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, Non-alcoholic honey-based beverages, Sarsaparilla, Seltzer water, Sherbets in the nature of beverages, Soda water, Sorbets in the nature of beverages, Syrups for beverages, Syrups for lemonade, Table waters, Tomato juice, Vegetable juices, Lithia Water, seltzer Water, Whey beverages

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 45, 46, 48  **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**First Use** Jan. 05, 2019  **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** NHJ Limited Liability Company  **Address** NHJ Limited Liability Company  NHJ Limited Liability Company Suite 302  Wilmington  DELAWARE  19807  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** NJQ.00047

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PRIZANT, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FLY SPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90039146 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2020
Registration Number 7101277 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Apr. 13, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 05, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "SPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hooded sweatshirts for children; Jackets for children; Pants for children; Shirts for children; Sweatpants for children; Sweatshirts for children; T-shirts for children
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fly Sports Inc. Address Fly Sports Inc. 1099 Sanders Drive Moraga CALIFORNIA 94556
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) J-TEMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90044417 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2020 Registration Number 7101278 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 24, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 19, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0103954/1575376 International Registration Number 1575376

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental compounds used in endodontic procedures; Dental restoration compounds; Materials for dental fillings; Materials for tooth restoration
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 01, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ultradent Products, Inc. Address Ultradent Products, Inc. Legal Department Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UPIT0028US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90045812 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2020 Registration Number 7101279 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 27, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "A" within a circular design, in which the left arm of the letter "A" is comprised of a syringe with the plunger extending through the circle to the lower left and the needle extending through the circle to the upper right. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Claimed The color(s) is not is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty consultation services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; Cosmetic skin care services, namely, facials, chemical peels, microdermabrasion, microblading, dermaplaning; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit; Health care services, namely, administering vitamin injections and intravenous hydration therapy; Medical aesthetic procedures, namely, laser hair removal, laser therapy for anti-aging, microneedling services utilizing radiofrequency, body contouring laser treatments, botulinum toxin treatments, microdermabrasion, vein treatments, vein therapy, cellulite treatments, body contouring treatments, injectable filler treatments, facials, and skin care; Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; Medical aesthetic procedures for health and beauty of the body and spirit, namely, neuromodulator injections, dermal fillers, injections to reduce double chins, microneedling; Aesthetic and cosmetic procedures, namely, the injection of dermal fillers to reduce the appearance of facial fine lines and neuromuscular blocking agents to reduce the appearance of facial lines and wrinkles; Hair growth treatments
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: The Art of Anti-Aging, PLLC
Address: The Art of Anti-Aging, PLLC #1436 2823 E. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd Austin TEXAS 78702
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
PXG

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 90049785
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 13, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101280
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 13, 2020
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 08, 2020

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4779101, 4861237, 5005184 and others

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Common metal bands for the identification of pet animals; Metal dog tags; Metal pet tags
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 06, 2021

### Basis Information
**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: PARSONS XTREME GOLF, LLC
- **Address**: PARSONS XTREME GOLF, LLC 15690 N. 83rd Way Scottsdale ARIZONA 85260
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: TM-20-047-US
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examiner**: GALBO, AMANDA

---

**14658**
AT LAST

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AT LAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90051847 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2020
Registration Number 7101281 Registration
Date Jul. 04, 2023

Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Dec. 01, 2020
Notice of
Allowance Date Jan. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of nutrition and eating disorders for athletes and former athletes and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jan. 26, 2023
In Commerce Jan. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Streno and McConville, LLC
Address Streno and McConville, LLC 4545 E. 9th Ave. Ste 330
Denver COLORADO 80220
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Deputy
PETTICAN, NATHANIEL VI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FLEET FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90052033 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2020 Registration Number 7101282 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 30, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2022 In Commerce 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fleetwood, Max Address Fleetwood, Max 4804 Whirlaway Dr Indianapolis INDIANA 46237 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PURE HEAVENLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90052712 |
| Application Filing Date | Jul. 14, 2020 |
| Registration Number | 7101283 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Dec. 15, 2020 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Feb. 09, 2021 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair extensions; Wigs; Hair clips
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes
US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Feb. 2023 In Commerce Feb. 2023

For Eyelash extensions; Artificial eyelashes; Adhesives for affixing artificial eyelashes and eyelash extensions; Adhesives for wigs; Adhesive removers; Hair styling preparations; Hair care preparations; Hair gels; Lip gloss
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes
US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Feb. 2023 In Commerce Feb. 2023

For Laser hair removal device, other than for medical purposes
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes
US Classes 23, 28, 44
International Class Title Hand Tools
First Use Feb. 2023 In Commerce Feb. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pure Heavenly Hair LLC
Address Pure Heavenly Hair LLC 10620 Southern Highlands Pkwy., Ste. 110
Las Vegas NEVADA 89141
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PUREHVN.001T
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
TM 12418 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VANGUARD ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90054244 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2020 Registration Number 7101284 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 07, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ALUMNI ASSOCIATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organization of events, namely, organization of events for cultural purposes; providing a website featuring information on events, namely, events for cultural purposes; event arrangement, namely, events for cultural purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 08, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 08, 2017

For Business networking services; association services, namely, promoting the interests of alumni; Organization of events, namely, organization of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes; providing a website featuring information on events, namely, exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes; event arrangement, namely, exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 08, 2017 In Commerce Nov. 08, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vanguard Music and Performing Arts Address Vanguard Music and Performing Arts 1795 Space Park Dr. Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95054 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0763241

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT

14662
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DD DOLBY VISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90054397 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2020 Registration Number 7101285 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 22, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 17, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two upper case letter "D's" facing each other, to the left of the stylized word "DOLBY" and the word "VISION" centered below. Disclaimer "VISION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cinema processors for motion pictures, namely, video processors; digital media servers, namely, digital cinema servers; motion picture cinematographic films embedded with information for coding, decoding, recording, and playback of imagery data contained therein, featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects, entertainment and general information in the field of drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, science fiction, history, romance, music, and documentary; motion picture cinematographic films featuring fiction and nonfiction works on a variety of topics, and featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects; visual enhancing apparatus in the nature of camera filters, film editing equipment, video editing equipment, video decoders, graphics processors; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for use in connection with the processing, recording, reproduction, broadcasting, streaming, transmission, and reception of electronic or digital signals; video encoders, video decoders, video codecs; downloadable and recorded computer programs, downloadable and recorded computer software, computer hardware used for generating, processing, measuring, analyzing, recording, amplifying, enhancing, reproducing, transmitting, controlling, testing, receiving and playing visual signals, files and images; electronic components for computers; electronic and optical communications instruments and components, namely, digital transmitters; computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software, and computer hardware and downloadable and recorded software for operating interactive TV and Over-The-Top (OTT) video and audio services, and for generating and displaying video-on-demand programming, visual media, TV programs, digital animation, video clips, film footage and audio data; digital signal processing chips; integrated circuits; graphics cards; magnetic, optical, and digital storage media, namely, hard drives, solid state drives, and flash drives, and pre-recorded computer discs, compact discs, video discs, digital versatile discs, digital video discs, DVD discs, and high definition digital discs embedded with information for coding, decoding, recording and playback of imagery data contained therein, featuring education and entertainment, namely, television programs and movies featuring fiction and nonfiction works on a variety of topics, and
featuring music, sound effects, and spoken word; pre-recorded high capacity digital and optical/magneto optical discs, ultraviolet discs, optical and magneto-optical discs embedded with information for coding, decoding, recording and playback of imagery data contained therein, featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects, entertainment and general information; downloadable and recorded video recordings, embedded with information for coding, decoding, recording and playback of imagery data, featuring education and entertainment, namely, television programs and movies featuring fiction and nonfiction works on a variety of topics, and featuring the spoken word, images, music, sound and visual effects; video converters, video adapters, and converter and adapter units for use in theaters; cinematographic equipment, namely, cinematographic cameras and projectors; theater projection equipment, namely, projection screens and movie projectors; digital projection equipment, namely, movie projectors and film servers for storing, scheduling and monitoring of shows locally or remotely; 3D projection equipment, namely, 3D movie projectors; home video projection equipment, namely, projection screens and video projectors; alignment and test equipment for use with video equipment used in connection with the processing, recording, reproduction, broadcasting, streaming, transmission, and reception of electronic or digital signals; televisions; displays, namely, liquid crystal displays, Ultra HD and HD displays; video monitors for home entertainment use and video monitors for professional post-production monitoring; portable recording and playback equipment; video cameras; video interfaces, namely, interface circuits for video cameras and wearable electronics, high-definition multimedia interface cables; electronic cables; speaker cables; display management software, namely, downloadable and recorded software for accessing information in display hardware and input video, and for controlling, viewing and manipulating the display of the video input onto the display; downloadable and recorded computer programs and downloadable and recorded computer software for video and computer games, and for playing and enhancing video and computer games; content creation tool in the nature of downloadable and recorded computer software used to create, mix, calibrate, monitor and produce images, signals, videos, and film visual effects for onset viewing; motion picture theater screens; set top boxes; optical and magneto-optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data; next generation disc players, namely, universal disc players, optical disc players; graphics processors; display management equipment, namely, display screen filters adapted for use with computers, televisions and PC tablets; computers; tablet computers; mobile phones; smart phones; mobile devices, namely, mobile data receivers, mobile computers, Internet-connected digital media receivers and streaming devices; over-the-top content (OTT) boxes, namely, set-top boxes, and video processors; digital media streaming devices; audio-video receivers; Electronic apparatus and devices for controlling access to pay-television services, namely, electronic controlling apparatus for controlling access to pay-television audio services; in-vehicle entertainment systems comprised of video display units and control units thereof; in-vehicle entertainment systems comprising of car televisions, portable media players, radios, and GPS navigation devices

**International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use:** Sep. 2019

**In Commerce:** Sep. 2019

**For**

Digital and electronic transmission of voice, data, sound, music, graphics, images, audio, video, information, and messages; video on demand (VOD) transmission services; Digital media streaming services; Transmission of network and satellite television programming; transmission of downloadable audio-visual media content; Mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of entertainment media content; Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via the Internet or other computer or communications network; communications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images via global communications networks; interactive broadcasting and webcasting services over the internet and
telecommunications networks; consultation relating to the transmission of sound recordings; Telecommunication consultation in the nature of technical consulting in the field of audio, text and visual data transmission and communication

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104  **International Class Title** Communication

**First Use**  Sep. 2019  **In Commerce**  Sep. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation  **Address**  Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation  1275 Market Street  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94103  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  1185978

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SPARROW, MARY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90069864 Application Filing Date Jul. 23, 2020 Registration Number 7101286 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 04, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 29, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized letters "W" and "M" which intersect each other in two places.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefcases; handbags; purses; suitcases; wallets; travelling bags; trunks being luggage; all-purpose carrying bags; evening bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 03, 2023 In Commerce May 03, 2023
For Coats; dresses; footwear; headwear; jumpers; leggings; loungewear; neckwear; pants; shirts; skirts; sleepwear; sweaters; underwear; vests; belts; sweat shirts; tank tops; tee shirts; wristbands as clothing; hooded sweat shirts; outer jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 03, 2023 In Commerce May 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wicked Monkey Corp. Address Wicked Monkey Corp. 2275 Biscayne Blvd Apt 509 Miami FLORIDA 33137 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RATCLIFFE, ROBERT L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CREATEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90071373 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2020 Registration Number 7101287 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Dec. 22, 2020 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 16, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vending machines; kiosks comprised of vending machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, fashion accessories; online wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, fashion accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022
For Custom manufacturing of clothing, fashion accessories; manufacturing services to order and specification for others in the fields of clothing, textiles and fashion accessories; contract manufacturing in the fields of clothing, fashion accessories; manufacturing to order and specification of others of hard goods and soft goods in the field of clothing, apparel, and fashion accessories featuring personalization, customization, automation, and advanced and on-shore manufacturing options; custom 3D printing; 3D garment printing and circular textile knitting for others; etching of clothing; etching of hard goods, namely, fashion accessories; digital printing; screen printing; embroidery services; embossing services, namely, embossing on clothing and metals; textile knitting
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022
For Clothing for adults and children, namely, shirts, jackets, hats, headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUEEN ANGEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90078142 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101288 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms as clothing; Dresses; Swimsuits; Tops as clothing; Bottoms as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men; Tops as clothing for babies, adults, children, women, men
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Johnson, Angel Ni'Cole DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Queen Angel Address Johnson, Angel Ni'Cole 5609 Yolanda Ave 5609 Yolanda Ave #572181 TARZANA CALIFORNIA 91356 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90078142

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, JOSEPH PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90078441 Application Filing Date: Jul. 28, 2020 Registration Number: 7101289 Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Apr. 13, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date: Jun. 08, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized "E" in purple with an equal sign within the lettering and a stylized "Q" in purple. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Business consultation, advisory, and market assessment services with regard to scheduling and workflow management; business consultation and advisory services in the fields of scheduling and workflow management; providing business information concerning scheduling and workflow management; providing business advice, analysis, news, and opinions to consumers in the fields of scheduling and workflow management; marketing services related to scheduling and workflow management; on-line appointment scheduling services and workflow scheduling services
For: Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for scheduling and workflow management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring non-downloadable software for scheduling and workflow management; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable mobile application software for scheduling and workflow management; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems via telephone, e-mail and the internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14671
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RESOURCEQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90078456  Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2020  Registration Number 7101290
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 20, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 15, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "RESOURC" in purple followed by a stylized capital "E" in purple with a purple equal sign within the lettering and a stylized capital "Q" in purple. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business consultation, advisory, and market assessment services with regard to medical device scheduling and medical resource allocation; providing business information concerning medical device scheduling and medical resource allocations; providing business advice, analysis, news, and opinions to consumers in the fields of medical device scheduling and medical resource allocations; marketing services related to medical device scheduling and medical resource allocation; on-line appointment scheduling for medical device scheduling and medical resource allocation

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jun. 19, 2020  In Commerce Jun. 19, 2020

For  Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for medical devices scheduling and medical resource allocation in the nature of medical equipment, human resources, personnel and patient resources, ICU rooms, operating rooms, examination rooms, and physical spaces; software as a services (SaaS) services featuring software for medical devices scheduling and medical resource allocation in the nature of medical equipment, human resources, personnel and patient resources, ICU rooms, operating rooms, examination rooms, and physical spaces; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable mobile application software for medical devices scheduling and medical resource allocation in the nature of medical equipment, human resources, personnel and patient resources, ICU rooms, operating rooms, examination rooms, and physical spaces; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems via telephone, e-mail, and the internet

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jun. 19, 2020  In Commerce Jun. 19, 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BIOALKEMIA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90079350</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 28, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101291</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the word "BIOALKEMIA" resembling Greek letters and where "BIO" is in grey and "ALKEMIA" in blue. To the right of the wording is a small circle within a rectangle within a triangle within a final big circle, all in grey. The color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Color Drawing** Yes
**Color Claimed** The color(s) BLUE AND GREY is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Adhesive chemicals for improving the performance and duration of chemical products for use in industry; Adjuvants for use in the manufacture of food, pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements and household products; Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; Chemical preparations for use in industry; Chemicals for use in the manufacture of food, pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements and household products; Surface active compounds for general use in the industrial arts, namely, as wetting, spreading, emulsifying, dispersing and penetrating agents

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
**International Class Title** Chemicals

**First Use** Jan. 26, 2022
**In Commerce** Jan. 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Bioalkemia LLC
**Address** Bioalkemia LLC 1729 NW 84th Ave Doral FLORIDA 33126
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TU VIDA MI VIDA UNA VIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90083879 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2020 Registration Number 7101292 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 02, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "TU VIDA MI VIDA UNA VIDA" in the mark is "YOUR LIFE MY LIFE ONE LIFE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meditation training; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of meditation; meditation studio services; Providing on-line videos featuring meditation, not downloadable
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 15, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2022
For meditation therapy and meditation healing therapy services; on-line meditation therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 15, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Una Vida LLC Address Una Vida LLC 8912 Little Raven Trail Niwot COLORADO 80503 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DISCOVER ATL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90085198
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 31, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101293
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 23, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 20, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ATL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, t-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau, Inc.
- **Address**: Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau, Inc. Suite 1400 233 Peachtree Street, NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30303
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 011058.031

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HEMPCHAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90087668
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101294
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 12, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 07, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Soil amendments; Organic soil amendments; all of the aforementioned goods containing hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol THC concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 25, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 25, 2020
- **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/21/2018
- **Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/21/2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Adam Chukwudi Igwe
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Water Rock Farming LLC
- **Address**: Adam Chukwudi Igwe 4830 W BLOSSER RANCH RD Pahrump NEVADA 89060
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IRIDIUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90104241  Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2020  Registration Number 7101295
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Sep. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 16, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Folding knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes  US Classes 23, 28, 44  International Class Title Hand Tools  First Use Dec. 29, 2022  In Commerce Dec. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kai U.S.A, Ltd.  Address Kai U.S.A, Ltd. 18600 Southwest Teton Avenue  Tualatin  OREGON 97062
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 530055.20149

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INDEPENDENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**  
| Serial Number   | 90112578 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 13, 2020 | Registration Number | 7101296 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Mar. 02, 2021 |
|-----------------|---------|-------------------------|--------------|-------------------|---------|------------------|--------------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|----------------|--------------|

**MARK INFORMATION**  
**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized wording "INDEPENDENT".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**  
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 1524699, 4267251, 4898367 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**  
**For** Skateboard trucks; skateboard grip tape  
**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use** Oct. 01, 2021  
**In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** NHS, Inc.  
**Address** NHS, Inc. 104 Bronson Street, #9 Santa Cruz CALIFORNIA 95062  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** LEE, YAT SYE I
**Mark Literal(s)** STEMPIRE A COMMUNITY AND RESOURCE HUB FOR BLACK PROFESSIONALS ENGAGED IN STEM MENTORSHIP LEADERSHIP INNOVATION COLLABORATION

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of two top sides of a gold pyramid outlined in black has a gold diamond outlined in black at the top of the pyramid. The two sides of the pyramid each have a black line down the center, parallel to the sides of the pyramid. On the left side of the pyramid, the top has the word "Mentorship" in black. "M" is in uppercase and "entorship" in lowercase. On the left side of the pyramid, the bottom has the word "Innovation" in black. "I" is in uppercase and "novation" in lowercase. On the right side of the pyramid, the top has the word "Leadership" in black. "L" is in uppercase and "eadership" in lowercase. On the right side of the pyramid, the bottom has the word "Collaboration" in black. "C" is in uppercase and "ollaboration" in lowercase. The diamond has four symbols in the center. The top left is a bubbling beaker. The beaker is outlined in black, with gold in the center and black at the top. The bubbles are outlined in black and gold in the center. The top right has an atom, outlined in black and gold in the center. The center of the pyramid is white, with two figures in the center. The left figure is a woman's face in white, with 2 black nostrils, black lips, and black curly hair. The right figure is a man's face in white, with a black mustache, black beard, and black hair. A black horizontal line is below the pyramid. A gold "STEMPIRE" all in uppercase and outlined in black is below the black horizontal line. The "I" is a gold Egyptian column outlined in black, with a black crown-like feature at the center. A black horizontal line below "STEMPIRE". A black "A Community and Resource Hub for Black Professionals Engaged in STEM" is below the black line. "A" is in uppercase, "C" is in uppercase and "ommunity" is in lowercase, "and" is all in lowercase, "R" is in uppercase and "esource" is in lowercase, "H" is in uppercase and "ub" is in lowercase, "for" is all in lowercase "P" is in uppercase and "ofessionals" is in lowercase "E" is in uppercase and "ngaged" is in lowercase, "in" is all in lowercase, and "STEM" is all in uppercase. 

**Color Claimed**
The color(s) gold, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. 

**Disclaimer**
"MENTORSHIP", "INNOVATION", "LEADERSHIP", "COLLABORATION", AND "A COMMUNITY AND
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For charitable services, namely, providing educational and professional materials in the nature of course materials consisting of study guides, presentation slides, videos, and electronic documents and providing non-downloadable webinars, each in the field of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM); Charitable educational services in the nature of tutoring and mentoring students and professionals engaged in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields


For charitable services, namely, providing resources in the nature of online job boards featuring employment opportunities to professionals and students in the field of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: STEMPIRE, Inc. Address: STEMPIRE, Inc. 1783 Forest Drive #335 Annapolis MARYLAND 21401

Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 4090-03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  BOOTPACK FINANCIAL PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90119567  Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2020  Registration Number  7101298
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 19, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 16, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER  Disclaimer  "FINANCIAL PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Estate planning; Investment advice; Financial asset management; Financial planning for retirement; Financial services, namely, wealth management services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Apr. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bootpack Financial Partners, LLC  Address  Bootpack Financial Partners, LLC  2255 S Park Ranch Road Jackson WYOMING 83001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KRAVTSOFF, ELENA V N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PERFEKTDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90120696  Application Filing Date  Aug. 18, 2020  Registration Number  7101299
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 23, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 20, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  electronic devices, namely, microprocessors, light emitting diodes (LEDs), circuit boards, power modules, computer chips and integrated circuits, all used to control lighting fixtures and lamps
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LEDdynamics. Inc.  Address  LEDdynamics. Inc.  296 Beanville Road  Randolph  VERMONT  05060
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LDY-006-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Animal feed supplements, namely, animal feed supplements for agricultural animals being cattle, goat, lamb and pig, the aforementioned specifically excluding cats and dogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 2020 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Purina Animal Nutrition, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Purina Animal Nutrition, LLC 4001 Lexington Avenue North Arden Hills MINNESOTA 55126 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K |

---

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLDEN TICKET
TM 12435 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INSTRUCTIONAL GYM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90124369 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2020 Registration Number 7101301
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 17, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 12, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "INSTRUCTIONAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services about education; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of professional development, motivation and education; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring professional development, motivation and information about education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 23, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 23, 2020
For On-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing classroom and instructional products and wellness products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 15, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Instructional Gym LLC Address Instructional Gym LLC 2510 Ralph Ellison Way NE Washington D.C. 20018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Lasley-812

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRAPSOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90137787 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2020 Registration Number 7101302
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word TRAPSOX in a Stylized Font. Disclaimer "SOX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Briefs; Coats; Footwear; Hats; Headwear; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Stockings; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Underclothes; Undergarments; Undershirts; Underwear; Vests; Body shapers; Boxer briefs; Caps being headwear; Clothing, namely, base layers; Gift packages sold as a unit consisting primarily of a sweatshirt and also including a photo frame, a coffee mug, and a tote bag; Hoodies; Jackets; Long underwear; Tank tops; Thermal underwear; all of the foregoing not relating to sports or a sports team, league, mascot or stadium

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morris, Louis Address Morris, Louis #3192 9951 Atlantic Blvd Ste 322 PMB 1172 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32225 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CODESTACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90142934 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 2020 Registration Number 7101303
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 19, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video production services; educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, and conferences in the field of STEM, coding, and software development, and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith; educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the primary, secondary, and adult level and distribution of course material in connection therewith; educational services, namely, providing online courses of instruction at the primary, secondary, and adult level and distribution of course material in connection therewith; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of video entertainment content recordings and multimedia entertainment content; film and video production consulting services; multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; operation of video and audio equipment for the production of radio and television programs; production of DVDs, videotapes and television programs featuring school events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2018
For Business consulting and information services; distribution of advertising materials in the nature of printed materials, photographs, and video recordings; development, creation, production, distribution and post-production of video commercial-announcement content recording and multi-media commercial-announcement content
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2018
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, computers, and tablets, namely, software for educational data management; downloadable computer software for database management; downloadable database management software for educational data

14687
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2018

For  Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; T-shirts; wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2018

For  Consulting services in the field of hosting computer software applications; consulting services in the field of providing online, non-downloadable software and applications; graphic design of advertising banners and signs; graphic design of advertising brochures for others; graphic design of advertising flyers for others; graphic design of advertising materials; computer software consulting; computer software design for others; consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); design and development of computer software for educational data management; information technology consulting services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in educational data management; software development in the field of student and employee data and project management

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jul. 01, 2018 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  San Joaquin County Office of Education Address  San Joaquin County Office of Education Attn: Operations Division Director  2922 Transworld Dr.  Stockton  CALIFORNIA  95206 Legal Entity  Local Educational Agency State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5221.89

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WIZARD STRIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90150313  Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2020  Registration Number  7101304
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 06, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gaming machines; Gaming machines featuring a device that accepts wagers; Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines for gambling including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Gaming machines that generate or display wager outcomes; Gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming equipment, namely, slot machines with or without video output; Machines for playing games of chance; Slot machines; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Konami Gaming, Inc.  Address  Konami Gaming, Inc.  585 Konami Circle  Las Vegas  NEVADA  89119
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  60518.04369

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FYNN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90151599 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2020 Registration Number 7101305
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 16, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 13, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for managing resident and employee, financial, and healthcare information and data in the field of senior living services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 22, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2022
For Health care services, namely, providing an online database in the field of resident health care treatment information for senior living facilities
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 02, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2021
For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for managing resident and employee, financial, and healthcare information and data in the field of senior living services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 07, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Galerie Technology, LLC Address Galerie Technology, LLC Suite 1780 3424 Peachtree Road NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30326 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GROWING FORWARD, GIVING BACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90152222 Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2020 Registration Number  7101306
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Feb. 16, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 13, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance underwriting for a fraternal benefit society in the fields of life insurance and annuities
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Oct. 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GBU Financial Life Address  GBU Financial Life  4254 Saw Mill Run Blvd. Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA  15227 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3501322.0015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PRECISION SURGERY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 90152361
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101307
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 21, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 16, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “SURGERY”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations employing targeting peptide conjugates for use in visualizing nerves during surgical or medical procedures; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in surgical procedures, namely, to help avoid nerve damage or to facilitate targeted nerve ablation; Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, target-specific peptide conjugates, for use in surgical and medical procedures; Pharmaceutical preparations for fluorescence image-guided surgery; Pharmaceutical preparations for illuminating, labeling, tagging, or targeting nerves; Pharmaceutical preparations for illuminating nerves or other structures during a surgical or medical procedure; Pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of peptide conjugate preparations for image-guided surgery; Pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of peptide conjugate preparations for systemic administration to guide surgical or medical procedures; Pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of nerve-targeting peptides for use in surgical and medical procedures; Pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of peptide conjugates, namely, peptides linked to a cargo molecule comprising a fluorescent moiety, drug, or photosensitizing agent; Pharmaceutical preparations in the nature of peptide conjugates for illuminating, labeling, tagging, or targeting nerves; Pharmaceutical preparations for therapeutic or diagnostic use in surgical or medical procedures

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ALUME BIOSCIENCES, INC.
- **Address**: ALUME BIOSCIENCES, INC. 3210 Merryfield Row San Diego CALIFORNIA 92121
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: PRE_SURG_005
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MADE FOR GOOD, BORN FOR ADVENTURE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90159830 Application Filing Date  Sep. 04, 2020 Registration Number  7101308
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 24, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 19, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring long-sleeved shirts, pants for children and babies, shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children, bottoms as clothing for children and babies, headwear for children, babies and adults, tops as clothing for children and babies, outerwear, namely, coats, vests, pants, hats, gloves, mittens, and snowsuits for children and babies, and clothing, namely, neck warmers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Aug. 19, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 19, 2022

For  Bottoms as clothing for children and babies; Headwear for children, babies and adults; Long-sleeved shirts; Outerwear, namely, coats, vests, pants, hats, gloves, mittens, and snowsuits for children and babies; Pants for children and babies; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Tops as clothing for children and babies; Clothing, namely, neck warmers
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing
First Use  Aug. 19, 2019 In Commerce  Aug. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Iksplor LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Iksplor Address  Iksplor LLC PO Box 12152 Jackson WYOMING  83002 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10-20T US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NAH!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90168617 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2020 Registration Number 7101309
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 24, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 19, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "NAH" with an exclamation point forming the right side of the letter "H". Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gummy vitamins; Edible nutritional supplement gels adapted for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 26, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MathewBrands Inc. Address MathewBrands Inc. 7154 N. University Drive, #271 Tamarac FLORIDA 33321 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EDIBOLTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90177193</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2020</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>7101310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 04, 2023  |

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For non-medicated gummy candies containing jambu extract, namely, acmella oleracea

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>Jan. 07, 2023</td>
<td>Jan. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Electric Daisy Brothers, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Electric Daisy Brothers, LLC 8875 Fleming Grant Rd Sebastian FLORIDA 32976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 55552 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DAWE III, WILLIAM H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CLEANMEASURES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90178245  Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2020  Registration Number 7101311
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0102893/1591149 International
Registration Number 1591149

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing commercial information and advice for clients related to cleaning products, said advice based on the results of environmental sampling and sample analysis in industrial buildings
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use 2020  In Commerce 2020

For Providing technical advice regarding effectiveness of maintenance methods based on results of environmental sampling and analysis
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use 2020  In Commerce 2020

For Environmental sampling and analysis services, namely, testing air and surface samples in industrial buildings, said testing comprised of measuring adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels, taking luminosity readings, and performing biological analyses of live microbial molecule levels on surfaces, floors, fixtures and furnishings
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use 2020 In Commerce 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TASTY FOODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90179573 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2020 Registration Number 7101312
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 23, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TASTY FOODS" with the tail of the letter "Y" in the wording forming a stylized mouth with extended tongue. Disclaimer "TASTY FOODS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soft drinks; Water beverages; Concentrated fruit juice; Fruit juice; Mineral water; Vegetable juices; Vegetable-fruit juices
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Nov. 01, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EMJ Tasty Foods LLC Address EMJ Tasty Foods LLC 601 Brickell Key Drive, Suite 901 Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RISO, MARK E
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 90189601 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2020 Registration Number 7101313
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 16, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 11, 2021

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ENERCEUTICAL

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Nov. 14, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2005

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Martin, William John Address Martin, William John 1634 Spruce Street South Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91030 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examination Attorney
Examining Attorney DAVIS, MARC STEPHEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** KINGS RIVER PACKING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90189675</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;KINGS RIVER&quot; in large font with the word &quot;packing&quot; in a smaller font centered below &quot;KINGS RIVER&quot; and a graphic of half an orange with a star design thereon and a leaf centered above &quot;KINGS RIVER&quot;. Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Fresh citrus fruits |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Oct. 01, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 01, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | KINGS RIVER PACKING, LP Composed of Kings River Packing, LLC, a limited liability company organized under the laws of California |
| Address | KINGS RIVER PACKING, LP 21083 E TRIMMER SPRINGS RD. Sanger CALIFORNIA 93657 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED PARTNERSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 13538.01.T07 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | STOIDES, KATHERINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PLATTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90191460 Application Filing Date  Sep. 18, 2020 Registration Number  7101315
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fresh fruit; Living trees
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 46 International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products First Use  Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CEP Innovation S.A.R.L. Address  CEP Innovation S.A.R.L.  23 rue Jean Baldassini  Lyon, cedex 07 FRANCE  69364 Legal Entity  Société A Responsabilité Limitée (SARL) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  232-018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) A-PON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90192100 Application Filing Date Sep. 18, 2020 Registration Number 7101316
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical instruments, namely, a sample preparation device for medical diagnostic uses; blood component separation apparatus that is a combination of a size-exclusion filtration membrane and microfluidics that enables the collection of whole blood, passive separation of plasma, and dispensing of a metered amount of plasma for immediate or clinical lab-based in vitro diagnostic IVD testing for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 29, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gattaco Inc. Address Gattaco Inc. 26442 Beckman Ct Murrieta CALIFORNIA 92562 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5496.009US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** GATTACO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90192145
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 18, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101317
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 07, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 02, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0106581/1592274 International
- **Registration Number**: 1592274

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Self-contained, disposable diagnostic testing kits consisting primarily of probes, buffers, and reagents to prepare a liquid sample for analysis for medical purposes
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 29, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Gattaco Inc.
- **Address**: Gattaco Inc. 26442 Beckman Ct Murrieta CALIFORNIA 92562
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 5496.004US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IN PURSUIT OF FASHION, FOOD & FUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90201761 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2020 Registration Number 7101318
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of lifestyle, restaurants, shopping, travel, culture, theatre, clothing, museums, and style
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 03, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Styled True, LLC Address Styled True, LLC 2705 30th Street, NE Washington D.C. 20018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TCL THE CREW LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90204552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;LEAGUE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of basketball; Sports training services in the field of sports; sporting events and programs in the field of sports; conducting and arranging sports clinics and camps, coaches clinics and camps, and sporting games in the field of basketball; providing a website in the field of sports; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Grey Space Group, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Grey Space Group, LLC 155 Arlington Ave Somerset NEW JERSEY 08873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CHISOLM, KEVON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HOMESCAPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90206403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 2394872 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Non-metal decks; Non-metal gates and fencing |
| **International Classes** | 19 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 12, 33, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Non-metallic Building Materials |
| **First Use** | Apr. 05, 2023 |
| **In Commerce** | Apr. 05, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | MODERN BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC. |
| **Address** | MODERN BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC. 3500 PHILLIPS AVENUE Toledo OHIO 43608 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | OHIO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 1-62187 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examinee** | MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MUDGAS TUBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90216765 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101321
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 01, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 27, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cylinder containing the terms "MUDGAS
TUBE" with the upper wall of the cylinder comprised of the top part of the "T" and having an end cap on both ends of the
cylinder. Disclaimer "MUDGAS TUBE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Laboratory equipment, namely, a container for collecting and capturing gas samples to be used for laboratory analyses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce May 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Todd COLEMAN Address Todd COLEMAN 13621 N 200 East Road Fairmount ILLINOIS 61841
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STANLEY JR.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90217223</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101322</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "STANLEY JR", in bold block lettering with the "N" in the word "STANLEY" having diagonal stripe in the letter "N" and the "JR". in a smaller font bold black lettering.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0067119, 1273354, 4991543 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Children's garden hand tools and accessories, namely, rakes, hoes, garden spades, trowels, shovels, digging forks and tool aprons; children's hand tools, namely, hammers, screwdrivers, wood files, wood bar clamps, wood spring clamps, pliers and hand saws
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Stanley Logistics, LLC
- **Address**: Stanley Logistics, LLC 1000 Stanley Drive New Britain CONNECTICUT 06053
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Stanley Jr

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STANLEY JR.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90217722 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101323
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "STANLEY JR". in bold block lettering with the "N" in the word "STANLEY" having diagonal stripe in the letter "N" and the "JR". in a smaller font bold black lettering.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1630994

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's toy wood-building kits for building a tool caddy comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a bird house comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a dump truck comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a helicopter comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building an airplane comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a fire truck comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a police car comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a school bus comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a construction truck comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or
children's toy wood-building kits for building an everyday truck comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a catapult comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a forklift comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a wooden maze comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a kid garden bed comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a garden fence comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a greenhouse comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a garden basket comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a recycling truck comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a bulldozer comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a lifting crane comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a hanging plants pot comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a dune buggy comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building an earth moving machine loader comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a cement truck comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a land speed racing car comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a beach dune buggy comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a hydroplane boat comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a treasure chest comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a periscope comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a kaleidoscope comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a motorbike comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a coin bank comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's
Toy wood-building kits for building a soccer/foosball table comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's toy wood-building kits for building a pinball game comprised of preformed wood panels, preformed plastic panels, nails, fasteners, paint, paint brushes and/or wheels; children's take-apart toys, namely, dump trucks, bulldozers, excavators, front loaders, cement trucks, jack hammer trucks, recycling trucks, claw trucks, forklift trucks and road roller trucks; children's plastic role play tools, namely, toy indoor power tools, including, drills, screwdrivers, sanders, saws, jack hammers and jigsaws; toy hand tools, including, screwdrivers, hammers, saws, pliers, levels and wrenches; toy garden power tools, including, chain saws, weed trimmers, hedge trimmers and leaf blowers; toy tool accessories, namely, plastic nuts, bolts, nails, screws and blades; toy workbenches; toy wheelbarrows; toy work apparel accessories, namely, goggles, tool belts, and ear protection/earmuffs; and toy tool boxes and cases

**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods  **First Use**  Oct. 31, 2018  **In Commerce**  Oct. 31, 2018

**Basis Information**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name**  Stanley Logistics, LLC  **Address**  Stanley Logistics, LLC  1000 Stanley Drive  New Britain  CONNECTICUT  06053  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
**Docket Number**  StanleyJr28

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**  PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  AMD INFINITY CACHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90222772  Application Filing Date  Sep. 29, 2020  Registration Number  7101324
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CACHE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1449383, 2449349, 5307079 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Integrated circuits, namely, graphics, video and multimedia integrated circuits; integrated circuit chip sets; cards containing integrated circuits; integrated circuit chips; semiconductor devices; semiconductor chips; semiconductors; computer hardware; microprocessors; microprocessor subsystems comprised of one or more microprocessors; computer hardware subsystems comprised of microprocessor subsystems; microprocessor modules; system-on-a-chip (SOC) processors; graphics processor subsystem, namely, microprocessor subsystems comprised of one or more microprocessors, graphics processing units (GPUs), GPU cores, and downloadable and recorded software for operating the foregoing; supercomputers; computer servers; computer workstations, namely, computers designed for advanced technical or scientific applications and high performance computing applications; digital media streaming devices
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Nov. 30, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.  Address  Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.  2485 Augustine Drive  Santa Clara, CALIFORNIA  95054  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  444-0-00979

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) N2 DISCOVERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90236436 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2020 Registration Number 7101325
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 26, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 21, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recreational religious camps; Recreational camps; Summer camps
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books in the field of religion; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books in the field of Christianity; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books in the field of Christian teachings and development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 10, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2021

For Christian ministry services; Providing spiritual retreats in the field of Christianity, Christian, religious and spiritual development, Christian discipleship, Christian, religious and spiritual ministry, Christian stewardship, congregational, inspirational and religious programs, devotional topics, evangelism, faith, faith formation, lay ministries, leadership, leadership development, leadership formation, leadership skills, ministerial services, personal development, personal piety, personal transformation, prayer, religion, religious congregations, religious education, religious ministry, religious music and worship, religious resources, self-help, spirituality, spiritual formation and spiritual growth; Providing a website featuring information for local church leaders in the field of Christian growth; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals; Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of adolescents
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>N2Discovery, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>3949 LAKERIDGE RUN NASHVILLE TENNESSEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>372142698</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>222632401001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GOODWIN, KATRINA JOYE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 90242087
Application Filing Date: Oct. 08, 2020
Registration Number: 7101326
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Publication Date: Sep. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date: Nov. 16, 2021

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for organizing, categorizing, interpreting, analyzing, storing, and delivering data concerning pharmaceutical prescription claims and related activity for purposes of creating utilization reports, performance auditing, financial analysis, and other informational analysis for use by health plans, pharmacy benefit managers, benefit administrators, and health plan sponsors; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management for in assisting health plans, pharmacy benefit managers, benefit administrators, health plan participants, and health plan sponsors manage prescription and pharmacy benefits; providing online non-downloadable software for use in conducting price comparisons, cost analysis, and price quotations of pharmaceuticals and over the counter medications for health plans, pharmacy benefit managers, benefit administrators, health plan participants, and health plan sponsors; providing online non-downloadable software to assist business administration of pharmacy reimbursement programs and services and health plan participant reimbursement programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for verifying benefits in the field of healthcare insurance services; providing online non-downloadable software application for providing pricing, benefits, and other information about a health plan participant's prescriptions

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Jun. 18, 2021
In Commerce: Jul. 20, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: AultCare Insurance Company
Address: AultCare Insurance Company 2600 Sixth Street SW Canton OHIO 44710
Legal Entity: corporation for profit
State or Country Where Organized: OHIO

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 011251.00089
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number   90243163  Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2020  Registration Number   7101327
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 06, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 01, 2021

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For   Medicated mouthwash
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes  US Classes   5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Mar. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Gurunanda, LLC  Address   Gurunanda, LLC   6645 Caballero Blvd.   Buena Park   CALIFORNIA   90620
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   70194-27200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AQUAMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90243183  Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2020  Registration Number  7101328
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 06, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 01, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medicated mouthwash
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Apr. 12, 2022  In Commerce  Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gurunanda, LLC  Address  Gurunanda, LLC  6645 Caballero Blvd.  Buena Park  CALIFORNIA  90620
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  70194-27400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
**TM 12463 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 90245961 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | May 04, 2021 |

**Mark Literal(s)** DOUGHNUT FLYTES

**Mark Information**

| Mark Literal(s) | DOUGHNUT FLYTES |
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DOUGHNUT" |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Donuts; Doughnut holes; Doughnuts |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | May 02, 2023 |
| In Commerce | May 02, 2023 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Hole Lotta Doughnuts 2, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA HOLE LOTTA DOUGHNUTS |
| Address | Hole Lotta Doughnuts 2, LLC 308 Morganton Blvd., SW Lenoir NORTH CAROLINA 28645 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | T13202 |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  LONG WEEKEND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90250121  Application Filing Date  Oct. 12, 2020  Registration Number  7101330
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gaming equipment, namely, slot machines with or without video output; reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; gaming machines featuring a device that accepts wagers; electronic gaming machines, namely, electronic gaming machines with an embedded recorded software sold as an integral component of the device which accepts a wager
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Mar. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  XIANG SHANG GAMES CO., LTD.  Address  XIANG SHANG GAMES CO., LTD.  4F.-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 No.360, Jianxing Rd., North Dist. Taichung City  TAIWAN  40459  Legal Entity  Limited Company (LTD.)  State or Country Where Organized  TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM1290US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WEST WANTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90250131 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2020 Registration Number 7101331
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming equipment, namely, slot machines with or without video output; reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; gaming machines featuring a device that accepts wagers; electronic gaming machines, namely, electronic gaming machines with an embedded recorded software sold as an integral component of the device which accepts a wager
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XIANG SHANG GAMES CO., LTD. Address XIANG SHANG GAMES CO., LTD. 4F.-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 No.360, Jianxing Rd., North Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 40459 Legal Entity Limited Company (LTD.) State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM1291US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PICK ‘EM ALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90251317 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2020 Registration Number 7101332
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 20, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 15, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of fantasy sports games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MONTY'S CODE, LLC Address MONTY'S CODE, LLC 23320 Huber Ave Torrance CALIFORNIA 90501 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SMONT-001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DISCONNEKT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90257432 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2020 Registration Number 7101333
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 27, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 22, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name All American Pharmaceutical & Natural Foods Corporation Address All American Pharmaceutical & Natural Foods Corporation 2376 Main Street Billings MONTANA 59105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMER-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) URSA SPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90268484 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2020 Registration Number 7101334
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing publications in the nature of online non-downloadable reports in the fields of market, competitive, political, and environmental intelligence, and data and information sourced during remote sensing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 24, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 24, 2020
For Data brokering services for satellite data, optical imagery data, and remote sensing data, namely, procuring of contracts for the purchase and sale of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, remote sensing data, and electro-optical data; competitive intelligence services; negotiation of commercial transactions for third parties; provision of data and information sourced during remote sensing concerning market, competitive, political, and environmental intelligence
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 24, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 24, 2020
For Downloadable reports in the field of market, competitive, political, and environmental intelligence; data and information in the nature of electronic data files featuring market, competitive, political, and environmental intelligence sourced during remote sensing
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 24, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 24, 2020
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring a computer software platform for third parties to request, offer, analyze, and generate reports and information based on data and data sets featuring remote sensing, permitting information, government and business documents, and publicly available information; providing online non-downloadable software for analyzing, manipulating, studying, and reporting on data and data sets including remote sensing, permitting information, government and business documents, and publicly available information; providing online non-downloadable software for integrating multiple datasets based on remote sensing, permitting information, government and business documents, and publicly available information
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Dec. 24, 2020  **In Commerce** Dec. 24, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Ursa Space Systems Inc.  **Address** Ursa Space Systems Inc.  130 E. Seneca Street, Suite 520  Ithaca  NEW YORK  14850  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CLICK COUNTERTOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90271450 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2020 Registration Number 7101335
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COUNTERTOPS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site for countertop wholesalers featuring technology that allows retail customers to create their own countertop solutions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 2020 In Commerce Aug. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NOW1 LLC Address NOW1 LLC 4180 Merritt Dr Cumming GEORGIA 30041 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15115.T001US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NEST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Parent Of | 90977363 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; heating and cooling panels used for indoor heating and cooling purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2011 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Electronic monitors and sensors for monitoring water and humidity levels |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Oct. 25, 2011 In Commerce | Oct. 25, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Google LLC |
| Address | Google LLC 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94043 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 149996-4055. |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KEATING, SHANNON B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SALSA PICANTE
BRAVOPUEBLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90274979 Application Filing Date   Oct. 23, 2020 Registration Number   7101337
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Dec. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date   Feb. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "SALSA", to the left of
the design of a hot pepper, above the stylized wording "PICANTE". All of the foregoing appears above the design of a
military infantry helmet, bearing designs evocative of the Venezuelan flag with five five-sided stars in the center. Under
the helmet is the design of a military grade gas mask, all over an outlined circle, with the design of flames emanating from
the upper left and right of the circle and the design of stylized feathers flanking the sides and joining the lower left and
right corners of the circle. The circle and feathers sit on the design of a base with the stylized wording
"BRAVOPUEBLO" on the front of the base. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) dark brown, orange,
yellow, red, blue, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SALSA PICANTE" Translation
The English translation of "Salsa Picante" and "Bravo Pueblo" in the mark is "Hot Sauce" and "Brave People".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Spices; seasoning salts; edible oils and infused oils for use as food flavoring, not being essential oils;, sauces, and
marinades
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes   46 International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use
Aug. 31, 2020 In Commerce   Oct. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Chef Raffie International, Inc. Address   Chef Raffie International, Inc. 2893 Executive Park Dr. Ste 202
Weston FLORIDA 33331 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) P-SET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90276528 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2020 Registration Number 7101338
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand tools, namely, manual drop-in anchor setting tools for affixing equipment or materials to concrete floors, walls and ceilings by embedding drop-in style anchors into concrete
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jun. 02, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pauuba Tool Works, LLC Address Pauuba Tool Works, LLC 5002 Parker St. Omaha NEBRASKA 68104
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PTW-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PAINTED SHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90276626 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2020 Registration Number 7101339
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable visual and audio recordings featuring musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 2020 In Commerce Sep. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gossard, Stone DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Painted Shield Address Gossard, Stone c/o Krane&Smith 16255 Ventura Blvd. #600 Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Jennings, Mason DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Painted Shield Address Jennings, Mason c/o Krane&Smith 16255 Ventura Blvd. #600 Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WERT, KARL ANTHONY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** TRISHA YEARWOOD

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Trisha Yearwood", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4392102, 4709480, 4857018 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Pet bowls; pet place mats, not of paper or textile

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Apr. 15, 2021

**In Commerce** Apr. 15, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC

**Address** Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC 3310 West End Avenue, Suite 400 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** TENNESSEE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 066236-70086

**Examining Attorney** MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRISHA YEARWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90285215 Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2020
Registration Number  7101341
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Trisha Yearwood", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4392102, 4709480, 4857018 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pet blankets
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes
US Classes  42, 50
International Class Title  Fabrics
First Use  Apr. 15, 2021
In Commerce  Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC
Address  Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC  3310 West End Avenue, Suite 400 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  066236-70087

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRISHA YEARWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90285235 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101342
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Trisha Yearwood", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4392102, 4709480, 4857018 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible pet treats; pet food International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
First Use Apr. 15, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC Address Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC 3310 West End Avenue, Suite 400 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066236-70088

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TRISHA YEARWOOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90285288
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101343
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 09, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 04, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized text "TRISHA YEARWOOD" with an animal paw placed as the tittle of the letter "I".
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Trisha Yearwood", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4392102, 4709480, 4857018 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pet bowls, pet place mats, not of paper or textile
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC
- **Address**: Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC 3310 West End Avenue, Suite 400 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 066236-70091

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRISHA YEARWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90285303 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101344
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "TRISHA YEARWOOD"
with an animal paw placed as the tittle of the letter "I". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or
signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Trisha Yearwood", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4392102, 4709480, 4857018 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr.
15, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC Address Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC 3310 West End Avenue,
Suite 400 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066236-70092

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRISHA YEARWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90285320 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101345
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 04, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "TRISHA YEARWOOD" with an animal paw placed as the tittle of the letter "I". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Trisha Yearwood", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4392102, 4709480, 4857018 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible pet treats; pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Apr. 15, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC Address Trisha Yearwood Enterprises, LLC 3310 West End Avenue, Suite 400 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TENNESSEE
Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066236-70093

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MD 20 20

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90294161 Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2020 Registration Number 7101346
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "MD" placed above the number "2020" with a dog head inserted in the middle of the number so that the number "20" is to the left and the right of the dog's head.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5634607, 3781159, 5588182 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; Flavored malt-based alcoholic beverages, excluding beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE WINE GROUP LLC Address THE WINE GROUP LLC 4596 S. TRACY BLVD. TRACY CALIFORNIA 95377 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90309121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 21, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 21, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Bryant, Daunte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>7124 S. La Cienega Blvd. #2 Inglewood CALIFORNIA 90302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BURDECKI, ANNA C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) J1 CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90321117 Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2020 Registration Number  7101348
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Jan. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of four squares positioned into one large square. There are two large squares positioned diagonally with one in the top left and one in the bottom right that are interlocking in the center of the icon, but do not touch one another. On the lower left and upper right of the icon are two smaller squares and below the icon is the wording "J1 Capital". Disclaimer   "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Financial management in the field of registered investments; Financial planning
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial First Use  Mar. 27, 2023 In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   J1 Capital LLC Address   J1 Capital LLC  3712 Center St.   Cincinnati   OHIO  45227 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SUPER WINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90322235 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7101349
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 03, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beach Mart, Inc. Address Beach Mart, Inc. 2229 S. Croatan Hwy Nags Head NORTH CAROLINA 27959 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B3814 3005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SUPER WINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90322238 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7101350
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tote bags, fanny packs, textile shopping bags, beach bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 17, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beach Mart, Inc. Address Beach Mart, Inc. 2229 S. Croatan Hwy Nags Head NORTH CAROLINA 27959 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B3814 3006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGREDA, SAMANTHA LEIGH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
HUNTINGTON HEALTH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90328164
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 18, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101351
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 09, 2021

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTH" Acquired
- **Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: AS TO "HUNTINGTON"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5421180, 5908525, 5431009 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Health care; hospital services, namely, providing hospital, clinical, surgical and non-surgical medical and health care services; providing medical diagnostic and medical treatment services for a wide variety of diseases and medical conditions; providing health information; medical imaging and radiology services; medical services in the field of cardiology; physical therapy services; speech therapy.

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use In Commerce**: May 03, 2022
**In Commerce**: May 03, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Pasadena Hospital Association, Ltd.
**Address**: Pasadena Hospital Association, Ltd. 100 West California Boulevard Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91105
**Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 40052-148

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  RHINOKORE COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS ENGINEERED TOUGH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90336750  Application Filing Date  Nov. 23, 2020  Registration Number   7101352
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "RHINOKORE COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS ENGINEERED TOUGH" with "RHINOKORE" in 3D font above "COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS," which is inside an elongated polygon above the wording "ENGINEERED TOUGH". To the left of the wording are several polygons inside one another with the profile of a rhinoceros head and flames in the center. The flames protrude beyond the polygon's upper right side.  Disclaimer  "COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS ENGINEERED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rental of water storage tanks, oil and gas drilling fluid storage tanks, storage tanks for frac fluid, storage tanks for frac sand, storage tanks for industrial an oil and gas production waste water, tank for crude oil storage
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rhinokore Composites Solutions (USA), Inc.  Address  Rhinokore Composites Solutions (USA), Inc.  c/o  113 East Highland  Watford City  NORTH DAKOTA  58854  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  NORTH DAKOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, TARYN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** RESINATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 23, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101353</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of the articles in the field of the cannabis lifestyle and the use of hemp and cannabis containing CBD

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment
**First Use**  Nov. 20, 2020
**In Commerce**  Nov. 20, 2020

**For**  Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts and hats

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  22, 39
**International Class Title**  Clothing
**First Use**  May 20, 2021
**In Commerce**  May 20, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Resinate, Inc.
**Address**  Resinate, Inc. 120 Gilboa Street Douglas MASSACHUSETTS 01516
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**  MASSACHUSETTS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE BOTTLE THAT WORKS LIKE A MOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90337673 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2020 Registration Number 7101354
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 08, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 03, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby bottle nipples; Baby bottles
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Nov. 03, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOMTECH INC. Address MOMTECH INC. 2217 MATTHEWS TOWNSHIP PARKWAY SUITE D235 MATTHEWS NORTH CAROLINA 281054819 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20455

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  90343149  Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2020  Registration Number  7101355
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a coffee mug with musical notes coming out of a saxophone and falling down into the cup. The saxophone has its mouthpiece cut off.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Enjoying This Breath Productions L.L.C
Address  Enjoying This Breath Productions L.L.C  3828 Salem Rd., Suite 28  Covington  GEORGIA  300164528
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L542683985

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOPKINS, SARAH COLLEEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NUTRO CHILL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90343832
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 25, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101356
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register Principal**: Mark Type: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 15, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 10, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; Blanket throws; Curtains made of textile fabrics; Curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Mosquito nets; Net curtains; Shower curtains; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; Unfitted coverings of plastic for furniture
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shanghai Homeland Textile Co. Ltd.
- **Address**: Shanghai Homeland Textile Co. Ltd. Floor6,Yongsheng Mansion, No.601 Kangshan Road, Kangqiao, Pudong, Shanghai CHINA 200000
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TOM DIXON.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90349190 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2020 Registration Number 7101357
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "TOM DIXON" with a dot after "DIXON". Name Portrait Consent The name "TOM DIXON" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5649711, 5663569, 3639697 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For household or kitchen containers; beverage glassware; basins in the nature of bowls; sugar basins; bowls; pitchers; plates; cups; mugs; dishes; glass boxes; bread boards and cutting boards; bottle openers; corkscrews; cutting boards; vases; candlesticks; non-electric candelabra; piggy banks; coffee pots; cooking pots; hand-operated pepper mills; tableware, namely, coffee services in the nature of tableware, tea services in the nature of tableware; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons, namely, coffee services in the nature of tableware, tea services in the nature of tableware; trays for domestic purposes; ice buckets; jugs; coffee caddies; cookie jars; cafetieres, being non-electric French presses; decanters; glasses, being drinking vessels and barware; tea pots; whiskey glasses; pint glasses; wine glasses; cocktail glasses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use 2010 In Commerce 2010
For Textiles for use in making household furnishings; textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; decorative blanket throws
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use 2016 In Commerce 2016
For Paper and cardboard; printed matter, namely, books, catalogues, brochures, flyers in the fields of product design, art, and the design of marketing materials; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture, namely, stationery folders, pencil ornaments, pen holders, pencils, pens, desk tides, book-ends, paper weights; artists’ and drawings materials, namely, pens; headed notepaper; informational flyers featuring product design, art, and information about the design of marketing
materials; adhesive materials for office use; brochures about product design, art, and the design of marketing materials; leaflets about product design, art, and the design of marketing materials; bookmarks; document holders; writing and note pads; paperweights; stands for pens and pencils; writing or drawing books; catalogues in the field of product design, art, and the design of marketing materials; printed publications, namely, books, catalogues, brochures, and informational flyers in the fields of product design, art, and the design of marketing materials; stickers; posters; posters depicting works of art; pictures; art and lithographic prints

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
**First Use**: 2010  
**In Commerce**: 2010

**For**:  
- Furniture, mirrors; household furniture; office furniture; garden furniture; armchairs; seats; benches; cushions; desks; easy chairs; footstools; stools; furniture of metal; sofas; seating furniture; stationery cabinets being furniture; chairs; chair cushions; works of art and ornaments and decorations, made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  
**First Use**: 2009  
**In Commerce**: 2009

**For**:  
- Lighting fixtures; lamps and electric bulbs; electric lanterns; ceiling lights; desk lights being lighting fixtures; lighting fixtures for household use; lighting fixtures for commercial use; chandeliers; outdoor lighting, namely, lanterns, wall-mounted lighting fixtures, freestanding lighting fixtures, lighting installations

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus  
**First Use**: 2007  
**In Commerce**: 2007

**For**:  
- Online wholesale and retail store services and wholesale and retail store services featuring non-medicated soaps, perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, cosmetics, toiletries, liquid soap, cosmetic creams, skincare preparations, bath and shower gel, washing liquid for cleaning; Online wholesale and retail store services and wholesale and retail store services featuring air fragrance preparations, joss sticks, candles and wicks for lighting, e-books, electronic publications; Online wholesale and retail store services and wholesale and retail store services featuring lighting, lamps and electric bulbs, lanterns, decorative lighting, ceiling lights, desk lights, lighting fixtures for household use, lighting fixtures for commercial use, chandeliers; Online wholesale and retail store services and wholesale and retail store services featuring outdoor lighting, paper and cardboard, printed matter, photographs, stationery and office requisites except furniture, artists’ and drawings materials, headed notepaper, flyers, adhesive materials, brochures, leaflets, business cards, graphic prints

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
**First Use**: 2007  
**In Commerce**: 2007

**For**:  
- Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; candles

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 6, 15  
**International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels  
**First Use**: 2010  
**In Commerce**: 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examing Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ADVANTYCS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90351012 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2020 Registration Number 7101358
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 06, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 31, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a series of workshops for guiding managers and teams to adopt and practice team interactions and behaviors at high и improving levels of performance and distribution of course materials in connection therewith, namely, course material toolkit featuring leadership models and methodologies; Providing individual и group coaching and training in the field of leadership development; Conducting workshops, classes, training, and coaching in the field of leadership and nurturing effective team dynamics; Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and presentations dealing with communication skills, creative thinking, innovation management, leadership, leading change, strategic planning, team building, и practicing healthy team dynamics; Education services, namely, providing assessments and training programs that help identify and address self-developmental strengths and weaknesses of individuals and teams; Professional education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs; Providing individual и team coaching services in the field of leadership, and providing leadership education, training, and coaching programs to employees work teams, и executives; Professional coaching services in the field of leadership и the encouragement of effective team dynamics; Providing non-downloadable online visual, video и audio content, namely, coaching and training content in the field of team building, team cohesion and effectiveness training, team leadership, the nurturing of effective team dynamics, practicing healthy team dynamics, communication skills, creative thinking, innovation management, leadership, leading change, strategic planning, none of the foregoing offered in the healthcare field
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 30, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>MANAGEMENT DYNAMICS GLOBAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>MANAGEMENT DYNAMICS GLOBAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer Place Newtown, Upper Basildon Reading UNITED KINGDOM RG88JG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>MD-002-TMW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KRAVTSOFF, ELENA V N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FELIPE DANTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90356802 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2020 Registration Number 7101359
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 06, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 31, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "FELIPE" in stylized font with a tilde symbol located over the last letter "E", located above the term "DANTE" in stylized font. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Neckwear; Pants; Shirts; Socks; Suits; Bottoms as clothing; Ties as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 04, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TW & COMPANY, INC. Address TW & COMPANY, INC. 930 Lippitt Dr. Albany GEORGIA 31701
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 849/007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ML

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90357303 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2020 Registration Number 7101360
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6012798, 5643109, 5794482 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outerwear, namely, fur and fur-lined coats, jackets, parkas, capes, shawls, stoles, vests, scarves, gloves, hats, and earmuffs
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 15, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Em-Elle LLC Address Em-Elle LLC 301 University Blvd. Denver COLORADO 80206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Em-Elle/IP
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
TM 12495  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VI BYPASS SYRINGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90358371 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2020 Registration Number 7101361
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BYPASS SYRINGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical syringes; medical apparatus, namely, blood culture collection systems involving containing medical syringes; and medical apparatus, namely, drug delivery systems involving containing medical syringes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 03, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vascular Integrity Address Vascular Integrity 16661 Jamboree Irvine CALIFORNIA 92606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12024.T00US
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NAVENU

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 90359391
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 04, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101362
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 03, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 28, 2021

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "NAVENU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Downloadable computer software in the nature of a mobile application that organizes, consolidates and provides recommendations, reviews and tips by global influencers and celebrities concerning different venues, locations, events, restaurants, bars, hotels, nightclubs, art galleries, museums, retail shops, yoga, fitness and wellness facilities, third party businesses and products around the world, for allowing users to upload, post and display online information and videos for sharing with others for social entertainment purposes, and for linking and connecting to the third party websites of others for purposes of performing electronic business transactions via a global computer network
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 06, 2023

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Navenu, Inc.
- **Address**: Navenu, Inc. 280 Lytton Boulevard Toronto CANADA M5N1R6
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 10530-0012

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: TANNER, MICHAEL R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INTEGRIBOOKS PUBLISHING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number** 90365306
- **Application Filing Date** Dec. 08, 2020
- **Registration Number** 7101363
- **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Service Mark
- **Publication Date** Aug. 09, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 04, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** No
- **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a gray colored, vertically positioned tablet computer that is fused together with an open book. The open book is in gray and is positioned horizontally at the lower portion of the tablet computer, and is laying halfway inside and halfway outside of the tablet computer's screen. The image of the fused tablet computer and open book is located on the left side of the lowercase, stylized wording "INTEGRIBOOKS", which appears in two (2) colors: gray ("INTEGRI") and red ("BOOKS"). The stylized wording "INTEGRIBOOKS" is located immediately above the gray-colored, left-hand justified, stylized wording "PUBLISHING". The colors black and white represent background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing** Yes
- **Color Claimed** The color(s) gray and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer** "PUBLISHING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; Publishing of books, magazines; Publishing of electronic publications; Book publishing; Magazine publishing; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals
- **International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use** Jun. 19, 2022
  - **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2022

For Publishing of advertising texts

- **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
  - **First Use** Sep. 17, 2022
  - **In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Griffin, Hugh E  
Address: Griffin, Hugh E  
5806 Queensloch Dr  
Houston  
TEXAS  
77096  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PACTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90370042</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 09, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101364</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2021</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Package combinations sold together as a kit for blood collection and sampling for medical purposes comprised of blood collection needles, blood sampling tubes and blood sampling tube caps, plastic bags specially adapted for specimen transport, plastic containers specially adapted for storing specimens, thermoform plastic trays, evacuated glass and plastic blood collection tubes, plastic and fiberboard mailing tubes and corrugated fiberboard cartons and chipboard cartons specially adapted for mailing of blood collection samples, and also comprising microscope glass slides, glass bottles, non-woven fiber absorbent pads, swabs for medical use, gauze pads, and adhesive bandages

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 09, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KMKS Partners LLC Address KMKS Partners LLC 960 Chapea Road Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91107
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 14738.21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
TM 12499 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CPAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90372695 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2020 Registration Number 7101365
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Apr. 05, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement The certification mark, as used or intended to be used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies or is intended to certify that the person displaying said mark has completed educational course work requirements and work experience requirements of the certifier, has completed examinations administered by the certifier in a satisfactory manner, has agreed to adhere to the certifier's standards for professional responsibility, continuing education and other post-certification requirements, and is competent in the field of occupational therapy and physical therapy.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Occupational therapy services; medical, physical rehabilitation, and physical therapy services; rehabilitation patient care services which includes inpatient and outpatient care
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified First Use Sep. 01, 2004 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PHYSICAL AGENT MODALITIES PRACTITIONER CREDENTIALING AGENCY, LLC Address PHYSICAL AGENT MODALITIES PRACTITIONER CREDENTIALING AGENCY, LLC 4010 Ivy Drive Nashville TENNESSEE 37216 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PAMP-002UST
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DISNEY PIXAR LIGHTYEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90372894 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2020 Registration Number 7101366
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 08, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 03, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use
Jan. 25, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Disney Enterprises, Inc. Address Disney Enterprises, Inc. 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TULLY, MATTHEW SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** RAISING THE WORLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90384359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Charitable fundraising services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Administration of a program to promote community service; Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Raising the World Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Raising the World Inc. 82 Walkers Hill Tivoli NEW YORK 12583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 20661047 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RINGLE, JAMES W |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) YEMAMA'S ETHIOPIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90389219 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2020 Registration Number 7101368
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 17, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 12, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ETHIOPIE" Translation The English translation of "ETHIOPIE" in the mark is "ETHIOPIA". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies YEMAMA OMER, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods; Pies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use 2021 In Commerce 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ethiopie L. L. C. Address Ethiopie L. L. C. 900 American Blvd E #206 Bloomington MINNESOTA 55420 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HOMESTRETCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90390722</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing online, non-downloadable software for use by real estate agents for customer relationship management, organizing client data and documents, and for lead generation

| **International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| **First Use** | Nov. 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Nov. 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Athena Marketing, LLC |
| **Address** | Athena Marketing, LLC 2715 E. 32nd Street Joplin MISSOURI 64804 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | MISSOURI |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 712091 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MILLER, CHARLES FREDER |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TSL TIMESHARE LOGISTIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90398229 Application Filing Date  Dec. 21, 2020 Registration Number  7101370
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jan. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Open-book/2-parallelogram Graphic with embedded letters of "TSL" and underlying text of "TIMESHARE LOGISTIX". Disclaimer  "TIMESHARE LOGISTIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer programming, namely, programming of property management systems, and rental of computer programs, namely, rental of property management systems
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Dec. 31, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AL3 Technologies, Inc. Address  AL3 Technologies, Inc.  643 High Mountain Rd  Franklin Lakes  NEW JERSEY  07417 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DRIP HARD COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90399619 Application Filing Date: Dec. 21, 2020 Registration Number: 7101371
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Aug. 10, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date: Oct. 05, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "DRIP" with a stylized droplet under the "I" such that the letter appears upside down. Below this is the wording "HARD COFFEE". Color Drawing: Yes Disclaimer: "DRIP HARD COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Nodorft, Alyssa A DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Drip Hard Coffee Address: Nodorft, Alyssa A 7400 N Lamar Blvd Apt 2412 Austin TEXAS 78752 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FIBERPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90401591 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2020 Registration Number 7101372
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Natural recycled wood fiber for use as garden soil
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Dec. 31, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OMS Investments, Inc. Address OMS Investments, Inc. 10250 Constellation Blvd., Suite 2800 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DIALYSIS PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90420295 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2020 Registration Number 7101373
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 03, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIALYSIS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical claims management services, namely, receiving, data entering, and re-pricing of transactions that are originated by physicians, hospitals, and ancillary medical care providers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2019 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Specialty Care Management Company, LLC Address Specialty Care Management Company, LLC 4003 Mechanicsville Road Doylestown PENNSYLVANIA 18902 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 108508.01.9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
DIALYSIS PRIME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90420305</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DIALYSIS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Medical claims management services, namely, receiving, data entering, and re-pricing of transactions that are originated by physicians, hospitals, and ancillary medical care providers
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2019
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2019

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Specialty Care Management Company, LLC
- **Address**: Specialty Care Management Company, LLC 5860 Lower York Road, Building 3, Ste. 3 Lahaska PENNSYLVANIA 18931
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 108508.01.9
- **Examining Attorney**: KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  ARESEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90420914  Application Filing Date  Dec. 28, 2020  Registration Number  7101375
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  May 18, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 13, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use
Oct. 17, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 08, 2022
For  Footwear; Headwear; Belts; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use
Oct. 17, 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kyle Norris  Address  Kyle Norris  4202 Sunray Ln  La Mesa  CALIFORNIA  91941  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L543476971

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INCOMMN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90440079 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2020 Registration Number 7101376
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 14, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services, namely, conducting seminars, workshops, and conferences featuring instructional presentations in various business fields and on various topics related to startups and creating and managing businesses, career development, and social networking; Entertainment and educational services, namely, conducting discussion groups in the fields of career development, relationship building, social networking, business, and startups
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 16, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2023

For Online business networking services; Incubation services, namely, providing access to financing, resources, and connections to freelancers, business executives, start-ups, existing businesses, and non-profits
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 16, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2023

For Computer services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting events and interactive discussions via the Internet; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to organize groups, events, participate in discussions, share information and resources, and engage in social, business and community networking; providing a website featuring temporary use of non downloadable software enabling users to search, locate and communicate with others via electronic communications networks to network, track job opportunities and topics in the field of business, and exchange information; providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web site users to post and display online videos and photos for sharing with others for networking purposes; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, receive access to business resources, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking featuring social media including photos, audio and video content on general topics of business and social interest

14772
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 16, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 16, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DISCOVER, SHARE, AND SHOP
DIFFERENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90445075 Application Filing Date Jan. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101377 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 23, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for shopping that enables users to share content among multiple users in electronic form in the field of E-Commerce
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shopavize, Inc. Address Shopavize, Inc. Suite 1000B 1334 Brittmoore Road Houston TEXAS 77043
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOPENSKI, CLAUDIA ANN
**Serializable Data**

**Serial Number**: 90450206  **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 06, 2021  **Registration Number**: 7101378  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 19, 2021

**Mark Literal(s)**: APPLOVA

**Relevant Information**

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

*For* Food kiosk services, Mobile food kiosk services; Subscription-based order fulfillment services in the field of mobile and kiosk transactions, namely, for previewing food and beverages and for ordering food and beverages for food kiosks and mobile food kiosks

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  **First Use**: Aug. 22, 2019  **In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2019

*For* Interactive computer kiosk systems comprised primarily of computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer touchscreens for use in restaurants for previewing and for ordering food and beverages

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**: Aug. 22, 2019  **In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2019

*For* Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications in connection with ordering for restaurants and for food and beverage providers

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Aug. 22, 2019  **In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Applova Inc.  **Address**: Applova Inc.  3150 Premier Drive, Suite 110  Irving  TEXAS  75063  **Legal Entity CORPORATION**: State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNFIT FOR TV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90452283 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101379 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 31, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of an ongoing reality based television program; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of reality based television via a global network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce May 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elite Enterprise Partners, LLC Address Elite Enterprise Partners, LLC 1817 E Venango St, Ste 110 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19134 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHMOUDI, MARIAM AZIZ
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CMMG RELOADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90460438 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101380 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 31, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of image of a chamber design shown above the stylized word "CMMG" shown above the image of a rifle bullet design, all atop the stylized word "RELOADS". Disclaimer "RELOADS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For arranging and conducting discount programs to enable customers to obtain discounts on goods and services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; providing incentive award programs for customers that provide discount coupons and gift cards for purchase of goods and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CMMG, Inc. Address CMMG, Inc. Suite 300 900 Wilshire Drive Troy MICHIGAN 48084 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 206253-103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CMMG RELOADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90460448  Application Filing Date  Jan. 12, 2021  Registration Number  7101381  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 31, 2021  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RELOADS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For arranging and conducting discount programs to enable customers to obtain discounts on goods and services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; providing incentive award programs for customers that provide discount coupons and gift cards for purchase of goods and services.

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jan. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CMMG, Inc.  Address  CMMG, Inc.  Suite 300  900 Wilshire Drive  Troy  MICHIGAN  48084  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  206253-104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
NEVERMORE PRODUCTIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90463017
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 13, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101382
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 31, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 26, 2021

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PRODUCTIONS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of haunted house and escape room attractions
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 26, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nevermore Productions, LLC
- **Address**: Nevermore Productions, LLC Suite 3 301 Hartzell Drive Fayetteville PENNSYLVANIA 17222
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
**Trademark Registration Information**

**Serial Number**: 90465774  
**Application Filing Date**: Jan. 14, 2021  
**Registration Number**: 7101383  
**Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
**Publication Date**: Aug. 31, 2021  
**Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 26, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: PHILLIPS 66 BUCKS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUCKS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2857873, 2857872

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Gift card transaction processing services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes  
  - US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
  - International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 2021
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Phillips 66 Company
- **Address**: Phillips 66 Company  
  - Intellectual Property - Legal  
  - 2331 CityWest Blvd  
  - Houston  
  - TEXAS  
  - 77042  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: P-2021-0015
- **Examining Attorney**: BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PARANZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90465973</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 14, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101384</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The English translation of "PARANZA" in the mark is "trawler".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Restaurant and bar services | International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| In Commerce | Apr. 07, 2023 | First Use | Apr. 07, 2023 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | BBianco Hospitality LLC | Address | BBianco Hospitality LLC | Suite 703 | 156 West 56th Street | New York, NEW YORK | 10019 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GET PUCKERED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90468044 Application Filing Date Jan. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101385 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 31, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For lip gloss base
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ONE ON ONE FLAVORS, INC. Address ONE ON ONE FLAVORS, INC. 5945 W. Wigwam Avenue Suite 2 las vegas NEVADA 89139 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STREETLEAF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90469189</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2021</td>
<td>7101386</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Aug. 31, 2021

**Allowance Date** Oct. 26, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Streetlights; street lamps; solar streetlights; solar street lamps

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Jan. 06, 2021

**In Commerce** Jan. 06, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Gig Fiber, LLC

**Address** Gig Fiber, LLC Suite 1050 2502 ROCKY POINT DRIVE Tampa FLORIDA 33607

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 29191.6030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HSU, FONG
MARK Literal(s)  RSONIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90469387  Application Filing Date  Jan. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7101387  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 31, 2021  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Music composition and transcription for others; Music composition for others; Music composition services; Music production services; Music publishing services; Music video production; Composition of music for others; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing a website featuring information in the field of music and entertainment; Providing an Internet website portal in the field of music; Providing information in the field of music and entertainment via a website; Providing information in the field of music by means of an Internet website portal; Providing information in the field of music via a website; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing online music, not downloadable; Provision of information relating to music
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of music; Computer services, namely, uploading music to the Internet for others; Providing a website allowing users to download music and music videos; Providing a website allowing users to upload and download music
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** 4KPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Mouth guards for athletic use

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Mar. 15, 2023  
**In Commerce** Mar. 15, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** 4kps LLC  
**Address** 4kps LLC Suite 201 3939 West 50th Street Edina MINNESOTA 55424

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 4KPS0001US02

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**MARK INFORMATION**

Mark Literal(s) EXERGRIP

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Exercise equipment, namely, handle grips for sporting equipment and handholds for use with exercise bands
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 19, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2019
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) M A MINDSET BY DESIGN LIFE AS IT SHOULD BE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90477996  Application Filing Date  Jan. 20, 2021  Registration Number  7101390  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized monogram of the letter "M" inside a square outline. Underneath appear the stylized literal elements "A MINDSET BY DESIGN", beneath which are the stylized literal elements "LIFE AS IT SHOULD BE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Life coaching in the field of personal branding, mindset, and professional development; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, and seminars in the field of personal branding, mindset, and professional development
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  May 04, 2022  In Commerce  May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  A Mindset by Design, LLC  Address  A Mindset by Design, LLC  8500 E. 116th Street  Fishers  INDIANA 46038  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  56783

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KICK IT’N CONVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90478490 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2021
Registration Number 7101391 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 24, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio production services, namely, creating and producing ambient soundscapes, and sound stories for museums, galleries, attractions, podcasts, broadcasts, websites and games; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of sporting events, sports, popular culture; Entertainment services, namely, the presentation of interviews in the nature of providing online interviews featuring Celebrities and Athletes in the field of current events, sports, and popular culture for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs and radio talk shows all in the field of current events, sports, popular culture; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio musical performances by Musical Bands, Actors, Dancer; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music via a website; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of sporting events, sports, popular culture; Production of podcasts; Providing ratings and reviews of podcast content
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kelly, Travis L. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA KICK IT’N CONVERSE Address Kelly, Travis L. 8428 xerxes ave. n. Brooklyn Park MINNESOTA 55444 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SWEETWATER RIFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90479867 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101392 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spirits, excluding wine and whiskey
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sweetwater Brewing Company, LLC Address Sweetwater Brewing Company, LLC 195 Ottley Drive NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30324 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78282-3310

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  RAKSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90480068 Application Filing Date  Jan. 21, 2021 Registration Number   7101393 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 15, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "RAKSI" in bold block letters and the bottom of the word in block letters is cut out by a mountain silhouette. Disclaimer  "RAKSI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Distilled spirits
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits First Use  May 12, 2023 In Commerce  May 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Raksi Spirits Company Address  Raksi Spirits Company 3858 57th St. Boulder COLORADO 80301 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VITRA AESTHETICS CLINIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90485611 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101394 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 21, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 16, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AESTHETICS CLINIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skincare products in the nature of non-medicated skin care preparations; skin rejuvenation products in the nature of non-medicated skin care preparations; skincare treatment protocols in the nature of non-medicated skin care preparations; home facial kits comprised of non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 30, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2023
For Medical spa services in the nature of minimally and non-invasive cosmetic therapies; Medical services, namely, providing non-operative medical procedures
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 05, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MedSpa Management Holdings, LLC Address MedSpa Management Holdings, LLC 192 E Main Street Huntington NEW YORK 11743 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Delaware

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 089071-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ON THE GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90485985 Application Filing Date   Jan. 25, 2021 Registration Number   7101395 Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Nov. 15, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date   Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the words "ON THE GO", with the words "ON THE" in white on one line above the stylized word "GO" in dark blue in which the letters "G" and "O" are interlocking, all against a solid light blue square background. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) light blue, dark blue, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   4853521

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Plastic containers and accessories for travel all sold empty, namely, toothbrush holder, toothbrush holder-soap container combination, toothbrush head covers, empty bottles, dispensers for cleaning and disinfecting solutions, plastic dispenser bottles for personal care sold empty, empty spray bottles, soap dishes, jars for personal hygiene and cosmetic products sold empty, pill cases being boxes for personal use, pill cases for personal use, travel toothbrushes, accessory cases, namely, travel containers for personal articles and personal use, portable cotton swab and cotton ball containers, collapsible travel cups with built in pill case, and carry-on kits principally comprised of bottles sold empty and travel toothbrush; personal protective equipment, namely, disposable latex gloves for general use

International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass First Use   Apr. 06, 2021 In Commerce   Apr. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>M. Jacobs &amp; Sons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>M. Jacobs &amp; Sons 35601 Veronica Livonia MICHIGAN 48150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>TM210014US00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FRANZI E CRATZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90488690 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101396 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 05, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 31, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wine Collection Holdings, LLC Address Wine Collection Holdings, LLC 761 NE 95th Street Miami Shores FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 148272-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HA SNACKS IN LOVE WITH TELUGU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90491181 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101397 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 18, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized characters in the Telugu language followed by the stylized letters "HA". This word is followed by the stylized wording "SNACKS". Below that is the wording "IN LOVE WITH TELUGU". Disclaimer "SNACKS" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "AA" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nut-based snack foods; Pulse-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Jul. 23, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2021
For Sweets; Cereal based snack food; Corn-based snack foods; Grain-based snack foods; Multigrain-based snack foods; Rice-based snack foods; Sugarfree sweets; Sugarless sweets; Wheat-based snack foods
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 23, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VAISHNAVI AGROTECHE PRIVATE LIMITED Address VAISHNAVI AGROTECHE PRIVATE LIMITED DOOR NO. 147/1, MLA LAYOUT RMV 2ND STAGE BANGALORE INDIA
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney PULVERMACHER, TASHA NI
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PINE COURT FOOD COURT

Serial Number 90492838 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101398 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 08, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2022

Mark consists of the stylized wording "PINE COURT FOOD COURT" underneath seven Chinese characters.

Mark includes the following description: "The mark consists of the stylized wording "PINE COURT FOOD COURT" underneath seven Chinese characters."

The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "TIAN TIAN YU GANG MEI SHI CHENG" and this means "DAILY FISHING PORT FOOD COURT" in English.

For Restaurant services; take away restaurant services; carry out restaurant services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 03, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 03, 2023

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Pine Court Sunrise Inc. Address Pine Court Sunrise Inc. 2-39 54th Avenue Long Island NEW YORK 11101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STRENGTH-EATING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90494611 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101399 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 07, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, books and articles in the fields of health, diet, wellness and fitness
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 27, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 27, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alkamind, LLC Address Alkamind, LLC 18 Chaminade Newport Coast CALIFORNIA 92657 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  STYLISH ESQUIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90497625 Application Filing Date  Jan. 29, 2021  Registration Number  7101400 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Oct. 05, 2021  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ESQUIRE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal advice; Personal fashion consulting services  International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Mar. 05, 2017  In Commerce  Apr. 16, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Weyand, Donna R.  Address  Weyand, Donna R.  15708 Golden Creek Rd  Dallas  TEXAS  75248  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BRIDGE Bizness

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90499962 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2021 Registration Number 7101401 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of podcasts; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of music, news, and culture; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing radio shows, podcasts, blogs, and online non-downloadable audio and video recordings and images in the fields of music, news, and culture; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical and spoken word performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music and recording, production and post-production of audio and video media in the fields of news, and culture; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video and films featuring news, and culture
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 2021 In Commerce Feb. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALLOWAY, SWAY Address CALLOWAY, SWAY c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name GRAY, EUGENE Address GRAY, EUGENE c/o Keats Gatien, LLP 120 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 207 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WILSON AUDIO ACOUSTIC DIODE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90504077 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101402
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AUDIO ACOUSTIC DIODE" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "WILSON AUDIO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0111874/1637248 International Registration Number 1637248

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio equipment, namely, loudspeaker feet being structural parts of cabinets for loudspeakers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wilson Audio Specialties, Inc. Address Wilson Audio Specialties, Inc. 2233 Mountain Vista Lane Provo UTAH 84606 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
TAILORED FOR $10M+

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90511071</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2021</td>
<td>7101403</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 23, 2021</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Real estate appraisal; Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultation; Real estate listing; Real estate valuation services; Appraisal of real estate; Leasing of real estate; Rental of real estate

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2021

**In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2021

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: BESPOKE LUXURY VENTURES, LLC
**Address**: BESPOKE LUXURY VENTURES, LLC
903 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
WATER MILL
NEW YORK
11976

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 15778

**Examining Attorney**: CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INFLAT-A-WORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90511206 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7101404
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 28, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 23, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inflatable plastic signs; Inflatable figures for use as outdoor lawn decorations
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Silvertop Associates, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RASTA IMPOSTA Address Silvertop
Associates, Inc. 600 E. Clements Bridge Road 600 E. Clements Bridge Road Runnemede NEW JERSEY 08078
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 838739.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BRANDLIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90514702 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7101405
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 25, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0112049/1626094 International Registration Number 1626094

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Special event planning for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 31, 2010 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2010
For Downloadable software for creating and editing video productions; Downloadable software for video production and streaming; Downloadable software for editing video content; Downloadable software for producing live video content; Downloadable software for recording produced video content; Downloadable software for streaming video; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for viewing brand awareness content and interacting with brands in real time; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for distribution of video events; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for creating and editing video productions; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for hosting and distributing video to consumers; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for hosting virtual events and virtual conferences; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for producing virtual shareholder meetings; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for hosting company communications and meetings; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for selling the products of others via ecommerce with video; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for wholesale commerce; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for distributing webinars; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for distributing video for political campaigns; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for sales education and training;
Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for video training; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for brands to create a video channel for distribution to consumers; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for cloud hosting video content

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Feb. 2023  
**In Commerce** Feb. 2023

**For** Web casting services

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication  
**First Use** Mar. 31, 2010  
**In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2010

**For** Computer services, namely, creating, maintaining, designing and implementing web sites for others; Computer services, namely, designing and implementing web pages for others; Computer services, namely, designing and implementing web sites for others; Computer services, namely, hosting an interactive web site that allows retailers and brands to hold online events for their products; Computer services, namely, providing customized web pages featuring user-defined information; Hosting of digital content on the Internet; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for creating and editing video productions; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for hosting and distributing video to consumers; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for hosting virtual events and virtual conferences; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for producing virtual shareholder meetings; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for hosting company communications and meetings; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for selling the products of others via ecommerce with video; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for wholesale commerce; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for distributing webinars; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for distributing video for political campaigns; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for sales education and training; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for video training; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for brands to create a video channel for distribution to consumers; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for cloud hosting for video content; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for distribution of video events; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for video production and streaming; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for consumers to watch video published by brands; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for editing video content; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for producing live video content; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for recording produced video content; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for streaming video; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for hosting a video conference between remote members; Providing a web hosting platform for others to provide and distribute education courses and training services in the field of brand awareness, sales education, marketing, general education, product and services education

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  
**First Use** Mar. 01, 2010  
**In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BRANDLIVE INC.  
**Address** BRANDLIVE INC. 3303 N MISSISSIPPI AVE, SUITE 200 PORTLAND OREGON 97227

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** BLI417
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POP. POUR. SIP.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90517982 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101406
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "POP.POUR.SIP."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Aug. 01, 2004 In Commerce Jun. 12, 2012 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/01/2008 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/01/2008

For Graphic design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Oct. 01, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2008 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/01/2008 Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/01/2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pierre, Renetrice R DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Wend & Finch, LTD Address Pierre, Renetrice R P.O. Box 551 Winnetka ILLINOIS 60093 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90518251 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2021 Registration Number  7101407
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 14, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 09, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0109477/1607152 International
Registration Number  1607152

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Feb. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2023

For  Distributorship services in the field of dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Feb. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  World Green Nutrition, Inc. Address  World Green Nutrition, Inc.  203 Kelly Dr  San Antonio  TEXAS 78214 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T-12900.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CCCGLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90522081 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7101408
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 10, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0108778/1602026 International Registration Number 1602026 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3444722

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineering consulting services in the field of turbomachinery control
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 19, 2002 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMPRESSOR CONTROLS LLC Address COMPRESSOR CONTROLS LLC 4745 121ST STREET DES MOINES IOWA 50323 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0080-5999

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SCRIBBLE STUFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90523339 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2021 Registration Number  7101409
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 31, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Writing instruments; drawing instruments; stationery items; pencils; pencil grips; pencil toppers, namely, decorations for pencils and erasers for pencils; erasers; pencil sharpeners; pens; highlighters; markers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LaRose Industries, LLC Address  LaRose Industries, LLC  1578 Sussex Turnpike, Building 5  Randolph NEW JERSEY  07869 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  117347-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PYURE MINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90525210 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101410
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized shield design and, to the right of the
design, the wording "PYURE MINI" in stylized form. Disclaimer "PURE MINI"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6186786, 6230152, 6218629 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purification units that internally generate hydroxyls using ultraviolet light to neutralize airborne gasses,
microorganisms, viruses and mold species for commercial and residential use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The PYURE Company Address The PYURE Company 2055 High Ridge Road Bldg. 4 Boynton Beach
FLORIDA 334268714 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9062-T0021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
TM 12545

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CARTE+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90527101 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101411
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date May 10, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Robotic guided transport vehicles; Automatic guided vehicles, Carts; Luggage carts, motorized; mobile carts, namely, trolleys; Goods handling carts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

For Material handling machines, Material handling conveyors, machines for handling materials in the nature of machines for transporting and placing unit items, cases and bins for fulfilling customer orders; Industrial robots for handling materials; Machines, namely, lifting machines for the transport and placement of containers; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Automatic vending machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

For Warehouse storage services; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NextFirst Engineering Technologies Pvt Ltd Address NextFirst Engineering Technologies Pvt Ltd 355, 7th Cross, Wilson Garden, Bengaluru, Karnataka INDIA 560027 Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized INDIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 113603020010

14812
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WOLVERINE TAX AND FINANCIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90530540 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101412
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “TAX AND FINANCIAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Income tax preparation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 16, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wolverine Tax and Financial Address Wolverine Tax and Financial 213 W Liberty St Ste 110 Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) #DEATHTOFBOYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90531334 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101413
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 19, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 14, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For E-books featuring Women's Empowerment recorded on computer media; Downloadable e-books in the field of Women's Empowerment; Downloadable tutorial e-books in the field of Women's Empowerment; Tutorial e-books in the field of Women's Empowerment recorded on computer media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2018 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tiara Phalon Address Tiara Phalon 3611 E. 12th Street #108 Oakland CALIFORNIA 94601 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** KID FITNESS 360

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90531966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 24, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KID FITNESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Advertising and marketing; Advertising, including on-line advertising on a computer network
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 22, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Marcus Brown
- **Address**: Marcus Brown 47 Blackberry Circle Guyton GEORGIA 31312
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Le'Kyra Smith
- **Address**: Le'Kyra Smith 47 Blackberry Circle Guyton GEORGIA 31312
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
Mark Literal(s)  PINWHEEL PRIZES CAT & TIGER

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  90535620  Application Filing Date  Feb. 19, 2021  Registration Number  7101415
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 31, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 26, 2021

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For  recorded computer game software for gaming machines and gaming devices, namely, slot machines and machines which accept a wager
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 11, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 11, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Incredible Technologies, Inc.  Address  Incredible Technologies, Inc.  200 Corporate Woods Parkway  Vernon Hills  ILLINOIS  60061  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  ITSG-0385

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
ART SOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90535879 Application Filing Date  Feb. 19, 2021  Registration Number  7101416
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SOCKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Socks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  F1-Generation GmbH  Address  F1-Generation GmbH  Palmstr. 36  Köln  FED REP GERMANY  50672
Legal Entity  gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BEANTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90546416  Application Filing Date  Feb. 25, 2021  Registration Number 7101417
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jan. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0132959/1721219 International
Registration Number 1721219

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bento boxes; lunch boxes; lunch boxes made of plastic; chopsticks; household containers for food; containers for household or kitchen use
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 30, 2023  In Commerce Apr. 30, 2023
For Table knives, forks and spoons of plastic; Tableware, namely, knives, forks and spoons
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools
First Use Apr. 30, 2023  In Commerce Apr. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Merveille Company, Inc.  Address The Merveille Company, Inc. 520 Zang Street, Suite 215 Broomfield COLORADO 80021
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 45600/002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SO HI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90547806  Application Filing Date  Feb. 25, 2021  Registration Number  7101418
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  May 10, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wines; Spirits; none of the aforementioned goods being liqueurs or fruit-flavored alcoholic beverages
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits  First Use  Oct. 2022  In Commerce  Oct. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SO HI LLC  Address  SO HI LLC  11411 Southern Highlands Pkwy, Suite 335  Las Vegas  NEVADA 89141  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SOHI.0003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SLEEP TIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90547951 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101419
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing back office services, namely, billing services and accounting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 24, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2023
For Information technology support services in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems in the fields of data center management, information technology network management, enterprise mobility management, information technology infrastructure management, off-site data backup and data recovery management, communications software management, and information systems security management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 24, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Value Management Resources, Inc Address Value Management Resources, Inc 29 E Madison Street, Suite 1802 Chicago ILLINOIS 60602 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1886-15297

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PROGRESSIVIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90549028 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101420
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the fields of business, health, finance, personal development, leadership, motivation and inspiration; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of business, health, finance, personal development, leadership, motivation and inspiration; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring health, wealth, health, finance, personal development, leadership, motivation and inspiration
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 12, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Philadelphia Premier Cardiovascular Consultants DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Corrielus Cardiology
Address Philadelphia Premier Cardiovascular Consultants 628 Manor Road Penn Valley PENNSYLVANIA 19072
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, OLIVIA SUNMIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AUSSIE SURF SAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90552148 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101421
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 24, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SURF SAP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surfboard wax; wax intended for use with surfboards, paddleboards, body boards and skim boards
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Apr. 13, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KNS Investments LLC Address KNS Investments LLC 15 Fox Hill Drive Little Silver NEW JERSEY 07739 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 116828104818

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AUSSIE SURF SAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90552184 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101422
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 24, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "AUSSIE SURF SAP"
enclosed within a logo comprising a stylized ocean wave, which incorporates a stylized surfboard at its bottom. The word
"AUSSIE" appears at the center of the image against the background of ocean waves while the words "SURF" and "SAP"
appears within the stylized surfboard, with the word "SURF" displayed atop the word "SAP". Disclaimer "SURF SAP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surfboard wax; wax intended for use with surfboards, paddleboards, body boards and skim boards
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Apr. 13, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KNS Investments LLC Address KNS Investments LLC 15 Fox Hill Drive Little Silver NEW JERSEY 07739
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 116828104818

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STICK WITH SAP!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90552194 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101423
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surfboard wax; wax intended for use with surfboards, paddleboards, body boards and skim boards
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Apr. 13, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KNS Investments LLC Address KNS Investments LLC 15 Fox Hill Drive Little Silver NEW JERSEY 07739 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 116828104818

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
TM 12558 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DRAG BUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90552481 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101424
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 03, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a highly stylized image of the front of a motor vehicle, three drag artists on the vehicle, and the stylized wording "DRAG BUS" on the grill of the vehicle. Disclaimer "DRAG BUS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events in a mobile vehicle
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 15, 2021 In Commerce May 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cloud Rides, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Big Drag Bus Tours Address Cloud Rides, LLC PO Box 331786 Nashville TENNESSEE 372037517 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038925.11914

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RESIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90558041 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101425
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platform for use in content and database management, distributing product marketing, organizing product mailing and fulfillment, analyzing business intelligence, and providing customer service for non-profit organizations, media companies, utility companies, communications companies, direct-to-consumer retail companies, educational institutions, financial services companies, healthcare companies, and insurance companies
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 01, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CDS Global, Inc. Address CDS Global, Inc. 1901 Bell Avenue Des Moines IOWA 50315 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM551

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90558756</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101426</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG NATION STATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER

**Disclaimer** "STATION" AS TO INTERNATIONAL CLASSES 35, 37, AND 43

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For Drinking cups; mugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>21 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Housewares and Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Retail convenience store services; retail store services featuring food, apparel, souvenirs, and novelty items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Vehicle service stations; vehicle fueling services; car washing services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts; headwear; footwear**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Restaurant and café services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WASHINGTON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BURGZAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90560306 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7101427
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BURGZAT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stools
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 23, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CJS Digital Enterprise, LLC Address CJS Digital Enterprise, LLC 361 Red Top Road East Wibaux MONTANA 59353 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJS.001UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRER PEREZ, PAUL ANT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  ARCH RAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90561999 Application Filing Date  Mar. 05, 2021 Registration Number   7101428
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Nov. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Red wine; Rose wine; White wine
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits First Use  Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce  Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arch Ray, LLC Address  Arch Ray, LLC  18927 W FM 580 Lometa  TEXAS  76853 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RAZOR STEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90562444 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7101429
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 16, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STEEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manually-operated pocket-sized knife edge sharpener
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Razor Edge Systems, Inc. Address Razor Edge Systems, Inc. 303 N 17th Ave E Ely MINNESOTA 55731 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 70491.042

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90562756 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7101430
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters "C" and "E" where the lower portion of the "C" forms the middle portion of the "E".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear, namely, basketball shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 13, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 13, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMMON ENEMY LLC Address COMMON ENEMY LLC Unit 1 199 Luquer St Brooklyn NEW YORK 11231 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COMM.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
COZY ESCAPES

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 11, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2023

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cozy Escapes, LLC
- **Address**: Cozy Escapes, LLC 7055 Lansdowne St. Worthington OHIO 43085
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 0718193
- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
REAISON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GLAM PALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90567833 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7101432
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "GLAM PALM" in stylized letters.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair-curlers, electrically heated, other than hand implements; Hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; Electric hair rollers; Hair curlers, electric, other than hand implements; Electric hair cap; Hair curling papers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Aug. 2008 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2014
For Hot air hair brushes; Electrically-heated hair brushes; Electric combs; Electric hair combs; Electric rotating hair brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Aug. 2008 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2014
For Electric hair steamers for household use; Electric hair drying apparatus for household purposes; Hood-type electric hair dryer for household purposes; Hair dryers for household purposes; Hair dryers; Hair steamers for beauty salon use; Electric hair dryers; Electric hair dryer; Hood dryers; Hand-held electric hair dryers; Sterilizers, not for medical purposes; Sterilizing and disinfection apparatus, not for medical purposes; Handpiece pasteurizing device; Hood-type electric device for stimulating hair growth for household purposes; Towel steamers; Hair drying machines for beauty salon use; Towel steamers for hair salons; Portable electric warm air dryer; Nail lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Aug. 2008 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2014
For Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Essential oils; Adhesive for false eyelashes, hair and nails; Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetic preparations for the hair; False eyelashes; False eyebrows; False nails; Preparations for perming and setting the hair; Hair coloring and hair decolorant preparations; Hair care preparations; Hair waxes; Hair waving and setting preparations; Preparations for permanent hair waves; Permanent waving and curling preparations; Perfumery
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 2008 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2014
For Electric eyelash curlers; Hair straighteners, electric; Hair braiders, electric; Electric hair straightening irons; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair curling irons; Curling tongs; Electric irons for styling hair; Electric hair clippers for personal use; Electric depilators for personal use; Electric razors; Hair clippers, electric and battery-powered; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Electrically operated hair clippers; Electric hair clippers; Electric shavers with vibrating blades
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNIL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Address UNIL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 9, Sinnae-ro 23-gil, Jungnang-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 02022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPZ0018TUS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BAKE TO SQUARE ONE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90567844</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 09, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101433</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Bakery desserts, excluding pies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Aug. 27, 2021</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Aug. 27, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Bake to Square One LLC  Address  Bake to Square One LLC  3 Ellerhausen Dr.  Montville  NEW JERSEY  07045  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  WOLD, BARBARA NIELSEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DON'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90568888 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7101434
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DON'S" embedded within the body of the swordfish in all capital, outlined letters.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 20, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Actodyne General, Inc. Address Actodyne General, Inc. 5596 Corporate Ave Cypress CALIFORNIA 90630 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90568888

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WHATEVER THE WEATHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90573083 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101435
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 28, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facial moisturizer with SPF
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 05, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jack Black, L.L.C. Address Jack Black, L.L.C. 551 Southwestern Boulevard Coppell TEXAS 75019
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 043987.2021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** GO SUNWHERE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 90573199 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 11, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101436 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Nov. 02, 2021 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Dec. 28, 2021 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Skin bronzer
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Apr. 05, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 05, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Jack Black, L.L.C.
- **Address**: Jack Black, L.L.C. 551 Southwestern Boulevard Coppell TEXAS 75019
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 043987.2021

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RIPPLE REEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90575130 Application Filing Date Mar. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101437
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 16, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable computer software for entertainment and education via a digital game; Downloadable video game software; Recorded video game software; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, software for entertainment and education via a digital game; Recorded computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, software for entertainment and education via a digital game
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 2022 In Commerce Jul. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOMORROW'S PLAYERS LTD Address TOMORROW'S PLAYERS LTD Waterfront Solrs, Unit 2, 14 Weller St London UNITED KINGDOM SE11QU Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where ENGLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LOW READY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90579934 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101438
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 24, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Low Ready" in stylized font, with the word "Low" stacked above the word "Ready". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags adapted for laptops; bags for cameras and photographic equipment; smartphone cases; protective cases for tablet computers; laptop sleeves; computer bags
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 13, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 13, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Low Ready, Inc. Address Low Ready, Inc. 30251 Golden Lantern #E358 Laguna Niguel CALIFORNIA 92677 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LORE0002LO02
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
**Mark Literal(s)** Hirequest the right people at the right time

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Temporary skilled and unskilled labor placement services; operation of temporary employment businesses; providing business support staff services to temporary employment businesses; franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of a temporary employment business; professional employer organization services in the nature of employee leasing.

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: Jul. 19, 2019

**In Commerce**: Jul. 19, 2019

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 179414.00021

**Examining Attorney**: HA, Pauline T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) H HIREQUEST DIRECT THE
RIGHT PEOPLE AT THE RIGHT TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90582832 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101440
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large stylized letter "H" with an integrated
check mark design across its middle portion. The check mark design appears in green, while the rest of the letter "H" is
blue. The stylized wording "HIREQUEST DIRECT" also appears to the right of the large stylized letter "H", with
"HIREQUEST" appearing in blue above a green rectangle containing the white word "DIRECT". The stylized wording
"THE RIGHT PEOPLE AT THE RIGHT TIME" also appears in green below the large stylized letter "H" and the green
rectangle design. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white and green is/are claimed as a feature
of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Temporary skilled and unskilled labor placement services; operation of temporary employment businesses; providing
business support staff services to temporary employment businesses; franchising, namely, offering business management
assistance in the establishment and/or operation of a temporary employment business; professional employer organization
services in the nature of employee leasing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Jul. 19, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HQ Franchising Corporation Address HQ Franchising Corporation 111 Springhall Drive Goose Creek
SOUTH CAROLINA 29445 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 179414.00022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CENTEREDVR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    90585049 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101441
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Dec. 14, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable virtual reality software for alleviating chronic stress through mindfulness based programs

For  Behavioral health services in the nature of mindfulness based programs for alleviating chronic stress
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Dec. 14, 2020 In Commerce  Dec. 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BEHAVR, LLC Address  BEHAVR, LLC 1690 RING RD. SUITE 110 ELIZABETHTOWN KENTUCKY  42701 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  830630.87010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
TM 12576 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WOMEN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT WE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 90586217 **Application Filing Date** Mar. 17, 2021 **Registration Number** 7101442
**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Service Mark **Publication Date** Aug. 23, 2022
**Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a circle, within which is a stylized image of three trees, below which is the wording "WOMEN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT" in stylized letters, set off between broken horizontal lines, below which is a stylized image of tree roots in which some of the roots form the wording "WE" in stylized letters.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Leadership development training in the field of environmental policy
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Dec. 31, 2020 **In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Lion Guardians **Address** Lion Guardians P.O. Box 9641 Washington D.C. 20016 **Legal Entity** non-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 12900006MA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HEALLIONAIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90586229 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2021 Registration Number  7101443
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing information in the field of spirituality via an interactive website and social media platforms
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Mar. 07, 2023 In Commerce  Mar. 07, 2023
For  Providing information about holistic health featuring information on mental health, physical health, emotional wellness, nutrition, and alternative health and healing via an interactive website and social media platforms; Providing both in-person and online information relating to stress reduction counseling and stress management, for individuals to promote a therapeutic, healing, and holistic lifestyle
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Mar. 07, 2023 In Commerce  Mar. 07, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Heallionaire Inc. Address  Heallionaire Inc. P.O. Box 81 Stony Point NEW YORK 10980 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  90586229

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRU IMANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90590247 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101444
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "IMANI" in the mark is "BELIEF".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blazers; Boots; Dresses; Gloves; Headwear; Jumpsuits; Lingerie; Pants; Sarongs; Shirts; Shorts; Suits; Sweaters; Swimwear; Underwear; Ankle socks; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic skirts; Belts for clothing; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Down jackets; Flip flops; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Jogging pants; Polo shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short sets; Sports bras; Stretch pants; Tank-tops; Tee shirts; Ties as clothing; Headwear, namely, hats and caps; Leather belts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 19, 2016 In Commerce May 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Avitas Naturals, Inc. Address Avitas Naturals, Inc. 7320 E. Fletcher Ave Tampa FLORIDA 33637
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ASPASIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90590567 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 19, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101445 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Feb. 08, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 05, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail bakery shops
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022
For  Coffee shop; café; wine bar; bar and restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 25, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Froet Group LLC Address  Froet Group LLC One Indiana Square, Suite 3500 TAFT STETTINIUS & HOLLISTER LLP Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GEF02-00200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EREBUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90591455</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Sculptures of plastic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Sculptures of metal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>6 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Navarro, Steven
**Address**  Navarro, Steven  2677 Wagon Train Lane  Diamond Bar  CALIFORNIA  91765

**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  20627
**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  RE_MINISTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90592639  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7101447
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jun. 07, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 02, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER  Mark Disclaimer  "MINISTRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparel, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, shorts, hats, baseball caps, and beanies
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use
Jun. 16, 2021  In Commerce  Jun. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RE- Ministry  Address  RE- Ministry  5050 Spring Meadow Ct  Fort Worth  TEXAS  76132  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SIGNAL POINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For downloadable mobile application designed to electronically scan and track product assets for purposes of brand protection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name          | Johnson & Johnson |
| Address             | Johnson & Johnson One Johnson & Johnson Plaza New Brunswick NEW JERSEY 08933 |
| Legal Entity        | CORPORATION       |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>T46176US1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STEIN, JAMES W |

| 14852 |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ENERGY, UPGRADED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) USTHEALTHPROOF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90602867 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101450
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administration of pre-paid health care plans; Organizing pre-paid health care plans; Insurance services, namely, insurance eligibility review and verification and consultation in the health industry; Insurance services, namely, issuance and administration of health insurance; Claims administration services in the field of health insurance; Health insurance cooperative services in the nature of issuing and administration of health insurance; Administration of health reimbursement arrangements; Providing information about healthcare insurance plans; Insurance consultancy services in the area of healthcare

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2020

For Cost management for the health benefit plans of others; Consulting services, namely, to employers, community organizations, brokers and beneficiaries, related to consumer information regarding health care plan options, products and programs in the field of managed care and state and federal medical care programs; Providing health insurance exchanges in the nature of a marketplace that offers purchasers of health insurance a variety of plans from different insurance providers; Business services, namely, independent medical management services and claims administration for medical and ancillary health plans; Business administration of programs intended to lower health care costs and increase business productivity through employee health, wellness, and nutritional changes; Consulting services in the cost management of health care; Managed care services, namely, electronic processing of health care information; Collection and analysis of quality metric data for a network of health care providers for business purposes; Requesting health care provider privileges from health care institutions on behalf of physicians and health care providers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2020
For Providing information in the fields of health and wellness

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  **First Use**: Jan. 2020  **In Commerce**: Jan. 2020

For Providing an interactive web site featuring technology that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and generate health and medical information and reports; Computer services, namely, database development services, namely, configuration and customization of computer databases containing information regarding public health care eligibility; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining computer software for use in connection with the processing and administration of insurance claims; Design, development, and implementation of computer software for use in connection with the processing and administration of insurance claims; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; Data conversion of electronic information; Software as a service (SAAS) services, featuring software for use in health plan administration, compliance, and finances, all in the field of health care; Software as a service (SAAS) services, featuring software for use in patient to provider engagement and reporting, and healthcare data analytics

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Jan. 2020  **In Commerce**: Jan. 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: UST HealthProof Inc.  **Address**: UST HealthProof Inc. 5 Polaris Way  Aliso Viejo  CALIFORNIA  92656

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UP HERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90602949 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101451
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 12, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 07, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of a television and multimedia program series featuring comedy and drama distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; providing online non-downloadable video clips and other multimedia digital content containing audio, video, artwork, and text from and related to a comedy and drama multimedia program
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 05, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation Address Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation 10201 West Pico Boulevard Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90035 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 104533-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EK WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90603466 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101452
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "EK WORLD" in stylized font
below a partial rendition of a smiling sun design featuring two eyes, a mouth, seven sunrays emanating from a curved
rainbow with clouds at both ends.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5752768

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys and playthings, namely, infant toys, stuffed toys, fantasy character toys and action figure toys, plush toys, dolls,
puppets, soft sculpture dolls, teddy bears, board games, card games, chess games, chessboards, checkerboards, checkers,
children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive and counting skills; Games and playthings, namely, action
skill games, board games, card games, building games, educational card games, memory games; Playing cards; Puzzles;
Wooden puzzles; Cardboard puzzles; Magnetic scribbles, namely, drawing toys comprised of drawing boards, magnetic
styluses, and metal particles; Magnetic plush toys; Toy figurines; Freeflowing play gel; Squishable toys, namely, stress relief
exercise toys; Squishable plush toys; Squeeze toys; Spinning fidget toys; Yo-yos; Bric pix, namely, toy building blocks;
Building block toys; Stacking toys and spinning tops; Blind bags containing toys, namely, carry bags sold filled with children's
toys; Games and playthings, namely, action skill games, action target games, arcade-type electronic education video games,
board games, card games, building games, educational card games, electronic educational game machines for children, hand
held units for playing electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor,
promotional game cards, puzzle games; Video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Plastic
character toys; Action figure toys; Toy figures; Articles of clothing for toys, attachable, wearable; Magnetic toy figurines; Bath
and bathtub toys; Toy figures and play sets therefor; Action figures and accessories therefore; Toy figures attachable to mobile
phones, pencils or key rings; Ride-on toys; Balls for sports and balloons; Balls for games; Playing balls; Playground balls;
Rubber balls; Decorations and ornaments for Christmas trees; Christmas stockings; Stacking toys; Building games; Spinning
games, namely, games utilizing spinning tops and spinning fidget toys; Stacking games, namely, games utilizing stacking toys; Dice; Doll beds; Doll clothes; Doll houses and doll rooms; Doll feeding bottles; Dominoes; Electronic game equipment for playing video games, namely, handheld units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Ring games; Rocking horses; Roller skates; Soap bubbles dispenser toys, bubble making wand and solution sets; Hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; Paper face masks; Toy masks, namely, masquerade and Halloween masks; Water squirting toys; Swimming aids, namely, arm floats for recreational use; Swimming kick board flotation devices for recreational use; Swim boards for recreational use; Swim fins; Paper party hats; Tents for play; Teepees for play; Parts and fittings for consumer video game devices, namely, video game interactive remote control units and video game joysticks; Children's toy bicycles other than for transport, toy tricycles for children, toy scooters, ride-on toys, in-line, 4 wheel and learn to grow roller skates, elbow pads for athletic use, knee pads for athletic use, accessories for toy scooters, streamers; Inflatable toys; Face masks being play things; Toy and novelty face masks; Paper face masks being play things

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 23, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Toys and Sporting Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>REMKA, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>REMKA, INC. 12266 QUEENSTON BOULEVARD, SUITE A HOUSTON TEXAS 77095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number    | 3155-002 US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN |
TM 12587 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SUPREMACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90605928 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101453
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Posters made of paper; Printed posters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Supremacy Project LLC Address Supremacy Project LLC 20 Jay St., Ste M02 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKSHOOD, AKEELA MOHAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TRIPWIRE INTERACTIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90606423</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101454</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer: "INTERACTIVE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to learn from peers, share their views, opinions, comments, input and support in the fields of games, video games, and e-sports

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Mar. 14, 2006  
In Commerce: Mar. 14, 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Tripwire Interactive, LLC  
Address: Tripwire Interactive, LLC  
Suite 100  
1775 Woodstock Road  
Rosewell  
GEORGIA  
30075
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 164759013400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CAPSHAW, DANIEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BEFORE YOU CALL YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY, CALL YOUR INSURANCE ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90606596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Legal advisory services in the field of representing property owners against their insurance companies and including claim analysis, litigating insurance claims and working with public adjusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>45 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 21, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 21, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Anthony M. Lopez, P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Anthony M. Lopez, P.A. 2601 S. Bayshore Drive, Suite 1800 Miami FLORIDA 33133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 9345.41719 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BARQUET-HORNBACK, ELEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 12590 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BLACK MENTAL WELLNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90607501 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101456
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank writing journals, printed notebooks, pens

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Black Mental Wellness, Corp. Address Black Mental Wellness, Corp. P.O. Box 90063 Washington D.C. 20090 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE

14862
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WISHLIST OPTICAL WISH IT, WANT IT, WEAR IT!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90608208</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2021</td>
<td>7101457</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of "WISHLIST OPTICAL" in stylized font. "WISLIST" appears in large green font on the top line of text and "OPTICAL" appears in smaller gray text on the second line of text. "WISH IT, WANT IT, WEAR IT!" appears on the bottom line of text in stylized black font. There is a design of gray eyeglasses hanging from the "T" in "WISHLIST." **Color Claimed**
The color(s) green, gray and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "OPTICAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For |
| Retail optical store services |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 01, 2021</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use |
| Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affordable Eye Care Centers LLC</td>
<td>DBA Wishlist Optical</td>
<td>Affordable Eye Care Centers LLC 4407 N Division St. Suite 100 Spokane WASHINGTON 99207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Legal Entity |
| LIMITED |

| State or Country Where Organized |
| WASHINGTON |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney |
| HUSSAIN, TASNEEM |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  POWERED BY PRESENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90608942  Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2021  Registration Number  7101458
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Professional services, namely, sales brokerage services, in the nature of facilitating transactions between buyers and sellers of consumer products consisting of food, beverage, vitamins, dietary supplements, medicinal herbal preparations, personal care and beauty products, household cleaning products, and general household products
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Sep. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 08, 2022
For  Sales promotion for others and retail store services featuring consumer products, namely, food, beverage, vitamins, dietary supplements, medicinal herbal preparations, personal care and beauty products, household cleaning products, and general household products; product merchandising services for others in the field of consumer products, namely, food, beverage, vitamins, dietary supplements, medicinal herbal preparations, personal care and beauty products, household cleaning products, and general household products; business information management services relating to trade spend and deduction management in the field of consumer products, namely, food, beverage, vitamins, dietary supplements, medicinal herbal preparations, personal care and beauty products, household cleaning products, and general household products; business data consolidation and reporting services in the nature of business data analysis and preparation of business reports in the field of consumer products, namely, food, beverage, vitamins, dietary supplements, medicinal herbal preparations, personal care and beauty products, household cleaning products, and general household products; business consulting services in the nature of business management and operational strategy development consulting for others; product consulting services, namely, brand development and brand management services in the field of consumer products, namely, food, beverage, vitamins, dietary supplements, medicinal herbal preparations, personal care and beauty products, household cleaning products, and general household products
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Presence Marketing, LLC
- **Address**: Presence Marketing, LLC  12 Executive Court  South Barrington  ILLINOIS  60010
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 121297-4001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RICKS, AUDREY NICOLE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### MARK Literal(s)
WE PILOT TRANSFORMATIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90609612</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number 7101459</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For business consulting services; business strategic planning services

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|---------------|----------------------------|
| First Use | May 08, 2020 | In Commerce | May 08, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Fast Mora Ltd. |
| Address | Fast Mora Ltd. Prospect House, 28 Great Melton Rd., Hethersett, Norwich, UNITED KINGDOM |
| State or Country Where | UNITED KINGDOM |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | 2345.2001 |

Examining Attorney | GEARHART, JESSICA SHEA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INTEGRITY CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90610129  Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2021  Registration Number 7101460
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “CONNECT”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an internet website portal for use by health insurance agents featuring training courses in the field of healthcare plans
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 17, 2023  In Commerce Jan. 17, 2023
For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in managing the Medicare enrollment process for others, namely, selection, application and enrollment in Medicare plans; Software as a service (SaaS) services for tracking and managing customer relation management; all for use by healthcare insurance agents
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 17, 2023  In Commerce Jan. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Integrity Marketing Group, LLC  Address Integrity Marketing Group, LLC  1445 Ross Avenue 40th Floor Dallas TEXAS 75202  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CONTINUUM [12:00 GMT] TUMI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90614838
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 31, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101461
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 10, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 07, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5662632, 5662633, 5078075 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fragrances; Perfumes; Cologne
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Sep. 17, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 17, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TUMI, Inc.
- **Address**: TUMI, Inc. 10th Floor 499 Thornall Street Edison NEW JERSEY 08837
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE HENRY STICKMIN
COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90614888
Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2021
Registration Number 7101462
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Trademark
Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "COLLECTION"
Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of production of video game software; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Aug. 07, 2020
In Commerce Aug. 07, 2020

For Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone cases; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Downloadable electronic game software for use on personal computers, tablets, mobile devices, and consoles; Downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; Downloadable game software; Downloadable interactive game software; Downloadable video game programs; Downloadable video game software; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Recorded video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Aug. 07, 2020
In Commerce Aug. 07, 2020

For Bathrobes; Briefs; Coats; Leggings; Neckties; Pajamas; Pullovers; Raincoats; Shorts; Sleepwear; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Swimsuits; Undergarments; Underpants; Underwear; Wind-jackets; Ankle socks; Bathing costumes for women; Bathing suits for men; Bow ties; Boxer briefs; Canvas shoes; Footwear for men; Footwear for women; Footwear not for sports; Halloween costumes; Hooded bathrobes; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Hoodies; Knee-high stockings; Knee highs; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Neck scarfs; Pajama bottoms; Sleep pants; Sweat shirts; Tee-shirts; Tee shirts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Innersloth LLC</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Innersloth LLC P.O. Box 2532 Redmond WASHINGTON 98073</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>PEREZ, STEVEN M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PERKOLOGIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90619156 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101463
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Serving coffee and related beverages and food items
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 08, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pacific Perks Coffee, LLC Address Pacific Perks Coffee, LLC 9014 NE ST. JOHN'S RD SUITE 111 VANCOUVER WASHINGTON 98665 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where WASHINGTON
Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Perk
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MICROBES-AS-A-SERVICE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90619533</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 01, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101464</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Biomanufacturing for others, namely, manufacturing of chemicals using biological organisms in the manufacturing process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>40 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2020</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Cemvita Factory Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA Cemvita Factory Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Cemvita Factory Inc. 2450 Holcombe Boulevard, Suite J Houston TEXAS 77021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>200656.003A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VIBE ALCHEMIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90621113 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101465
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headwear; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 20, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kristine Gutierrez Address Kristine Gutierrez 23318 Ingram Ct Valencia CALIFORNIA 91354 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L545464209

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) K INNER CIRCLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Providing online, non-downloadable publications concerning loyalty program activities, namely, special interest publications in the nature of magazines, pamphlets, brochures, catalogues and newsletters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **For** Administration of loyalty incentive rewards program in which points accumulated by customers are used in association with contests, discounts on goods and services, and redemption for goods and service; promotion of wares and services of others by means of loyalty rewards program; Providing promotion program development, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentives; providing marketing research and data analytics services; advertising the wares and services of others through print, website, and direct marketing communications |
| **International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Advertising and Business |
| **First Use** | Sep. 01, 2021 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 01, 2021 |

| **For** Downloadable computer software for use in developing, implementing, managing and measuring a loyalty rewards program; Downloadable computer application software for mobile devices and mobile phones, namely, software for consumers to access, monitor and manage their loyalty program profile and funds in associated stored value accounts; Magnetic coded cards for use with a loyalty rewards program |

| 14874 |
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

For Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer application software for mobile devices and mobile phones, namely, software for consumers to access, monitor and manage their loyalty program profile and funds in associated stored value accounts

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CIRCLE K STORES INC. Address CIRCLE K STORES INC. 1130 West Warner Road, Building B Tempe ARIZONA 85284 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4816.304US01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INNER CIRCLE MEMBERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90624132
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 05, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101467
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: May 03, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 28, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "Inner" in yellow above the word "Circle" in red with the word "Members" in white below within a red rectangular shape that is at a slight diagonal.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: MEMBERS

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing online, non-downloadable publications concerning loyalty program activities, namely, special interest publications in the nature of magazines, pamphlets, brochures, catalogues and newsletters
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For**: Administration of loyalty incentive rewards program in which points accumulated by customers are used in association with contests, discounts on goods and services, and redemption for goods and service; promotion of wares and services of others by means of loyalty rewards program; Providing promotion program development, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentives; providing marketing research and data analytics services; advertising the wares and services of others through print, website, and direct marketing communications
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For**: Downloadable computer software for use in developing, implementing, managing and measuring a loyalty rewards program; Downloadable computer application software for mobile devices and mobile phones, namely, software for consumers to access, monitor and manage their loyalty program profile and funds in associated stored value accounts; Magnetic coded cards for use with a loyalty rewards program
For Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer application software for mobile devices and mobile phones, namely, software for consumers to access, monitor and manage their loyalty program profile and funds in associated stored value accounts; Computer services, namely, providing a website featuring technology that enables companies and organizations to administer and manage an online transaction based loyalty and incentive program via a global computer, wireless or cellular communications network; Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer software for use in developing, implementing, managing and measuring a loyalty rewards program.

For Scientific and computer services

For Scientific and computer services
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SUPR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90627183 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 06, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101468 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Publication Date | Nov. 09, 2021 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 01, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beverages made of coffee; Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes | US Classes  46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | Apr. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Palm IP Holdings, LLC | Address  Palm IP Holdings, LLC | 19 W Elm St | Greenwich | CONNECTICUT 06830 | Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

Examining Attorney  DEAN, JULES J.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NFT CELLARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90628592 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101469
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CELLARS" in International Class 033 and "NFT" in International Class 009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Jul. 20, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2022
For Downloadable multimedia files containing artwork and text relating to wine, wine bottles, wine ingredients, and wine vintage authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 14, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Weltman, Peter S. Address Weltman, Peter S. 450 Vicksburg St. San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94114
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 67994-5
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LIVE LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90638144 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101470
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Bracelets of precious metal; Earrings; Hat jewellery; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece; Necklaces; Rings; Rings being jewelry; Watches and jewelry; Watches made of precious metals or coated therewith; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry; Charity bracelets; Jewellery and watches; Jewelry watches; Sautoir necklaces; Watch bracelets; Wrist watches; Jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shawna Linzy DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lyrics Melody Address Shawna Linzy PO BOX 164041 Fort Worth TEXAS 76161 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STROMBERG CARLSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90642156 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101471
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-metal railings for recreational vehicles and structural parts and replacement parts therefor
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 17, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2023

For camping grills and stakes for staking the camping grills to the ground; non-metal hose caddies for connection to recreational vehicles for holding hoses
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 17, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2023

For bicycle racks for vehicles; bicycle carriers for vehicles; cargo carriers for vehicles; roof racks; tailgates for trucks and SUVs and automotive conversion kits comprised of end plates, cover plates and fasteners to make structural changes for connecting the tailgates to trucks and SUVs; handles for recreational vehicles, namely, grab handle rails for mounting to doors or walls of a recreational vehicle; hand rail grips for railings; trailer jack covers; recreational vehicle landing gears; spare tire carriers for vehicles; chair racks for vehicles; vehicle mountable clothes lines, namely, metal uprights connectable to a vehicle having cords extending therebetwen; vehicle mountable clothes lines, namely, vehicle mountable bracket having a plurality of arms for hanging clothes; recreational vehicle hitch receiver for connection to bumpers; adjustable accessory rear receiver trailer hitches; steps for attachment to recreational vehicles; electric landing recreational vehicle gears; manual recreational vehicle landing gears; and structural parts and replacement parts for all of the aforementioned goods
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Mar. 17, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2023
For printed matter, namely, shelf talkers in the nature of printed advertising boards of cardboard, display signs of cardboard or paper, sign headers in the nature of printed advertising signs of cardboard, display decals, and plastic signage sleeves

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For electric jacks and structural parts and replacement parts therefor

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For non-metal step stools and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; non-metal steps and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; non-metal ladders and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; shower rods; retail display units; display stands; point of purchase displays; display racks; non-metal sign holders; recreational vehicle stabilizers in the nature of plastic wheel chocks

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For on-line retail store services featuring vehicle and recreational vehicle related accessories

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For rubber base pads for recreational vehicles landing gear; rubber wheel chocks

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For manually operated jacks and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; hand tools for use with burning campfires and previously burned campfires, namely, fire pokers to move burning logs and previously burnt logs; jack hitching posts specially adapted for trailer mounted non-hydraulic jacks

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For metal railings; metal step stools; metal ladders; recreational vehicle stabilizers comprised of a pair of telescoping metal tubes having a support base and a support platform; metal bicycle storage racks; metal steps in the nature of stairs of metal; bicycle bunks in the nature of metal raised support bars for receiving a bicycle rack over a trailer A-frame; porches of metal for recreational vehicles; metal ladders for recreational vehicles; metal bunk ladders for recreational vehicles; trailer trays, namely, metal tray configured to be connected to frames of a trailer; metal bottle racks for recreational vehicles for holding liquid propane tanks; and structural parts and replacement parts for all of the aforementioned goods

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Stromberg-Carlson Products, Inc.
Address      Stromberg-Carlson Products, Inc. 2323 Traversefield Drive Traverse City MICHIGAN 49686
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 5572.T0003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STROMBERG STRONG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90642265</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
<td>7101472</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Service Mark Trademark  
**Publication Date** Aug. 09, 2022  
**Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 04, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** non-metal railings for recreational vehicles and structural parts and replacement parts therefor
  
  **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50  
  **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials  
  **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2023  
  **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2023

- **For** camping grills and stakes for staking the camping grills to the ground; non-metal hose caddies for connection to recreational vehicles for holding hoses
  
  **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
  **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass  
  **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2023  
  **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2023

- **For** bicycle racks for vehicles; bicycle carriers for vehicles; cargo carriers for vehicles; roof racks; tailgate for trucks and SUVs and automotive conversion kits comprised of end plates, cover plates and fasteners to make structural changes for connecting the tailgates to trucks and SUVs; handles for recreational vehicles, namely, grab handle rails for mounting to doors or walls of a recreational vehicle; hand rail grips for railings; trailer jack covers; recreational vehicle landing gears; spare tire carriers for vehicles; chair racks for vehicles; vehicle mountable clothes lines, namely, metal uprights connectable to a vehicle having cords extending therebetween; vehicle mountable clothes lines, namely, vehicle mountable bracket having a plurality of arms for hanging clothes; recreational vehicle hitch receiver for connection to bumpers; adjustable accessory rear receiver trailer hitches; steps for attachment to recreational vehicles; electric landing recreational vehicle gears; manual recreational vehicle landing gears; and structural parts and replacement parts for all of the aforementioned goods
  
  **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  
  **International Class Title**: Vehicles  
  **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2023  
  **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2023
For printed matter, namely, shelf talkers in the nature of printed advertising boards of cardboard, display signs of cardboard or paper, sign headers in the nature of printed advertising signs of cardboard, display decals, and plastic signage sleeves

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  **First Use** Mar. 17, 2023  **In Commerce** Mar. 17, 2023

For electric jacks and structural parts and replacement parts therefor

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  **International Class Title**  Machinery

For non-metal step stools and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; non-metal steps and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; non-metal ladders and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; shower rods; retail display units; display stands; point of purchase displays; display racks; non-metal sign holders; recreational vehicle stabilizers in the nature of plastic wheel chocks

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For on-line retail store services featuring vehicle and recreational vehicle related accessories

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For rubber base pads for recreational vehicles landing gear; rubber wheel chocks

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  **International Class Title**  Rubber Goods

For manually operated jacks and structural parts and replacement parts therefor; hand tools for use with burning campfires and previously burned campfires, namely, fire pokers to move burning logs and previously burnt logs; jack hitching posts specially adapted for trailer mounted non-hydraulic jacks

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

For metal railings; metal step stools; metal ladders; recreational vehicle stabilizers comprised of a pair of telescoping metal tubes having a support base and a support platform; metal bicycle storage racks; metal steps in the nature of stairs of metal; bicycle bunks in the nature of metal raised support bars for receiving a bicycle rack over a trailer A-frame; porches of metal for recreational vehicles; metal ladders for recreational vehicles; metal bunk ladders for recreational vehicles; trailer trays, namely, metal tray configured to be connected to frames of a trailer; metal bottle racks for recreational vehicles for holding liquid propane tanks; and structural parts and replacement parts for all of the aforementioned goods

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Stromberg-Carlson Products, Inc.
Address   Stromberg-Carlson Products, Inc. 2323 Traversefield Drive
Traverse City  MICHIGAN  49686
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   5572.T0004US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: CERTIPOL
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0111354/1614121 International
  - **Registration Number**: 1614121

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Surface active agents, namely, emulsifiers, dispersing agents and wetting agents for use in the manufacture of latexes, synthetic rubber, plastic resins, paints and lacquers; dispersing and wetting agents for use in the manufacture of paints and lacquers
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kensing, LLC
- **Address**: Kensing, LLC 2525 South Kensington Avenue Kankakee ILLINOIS 60901
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Docket Number**: 3403.0031
- **Examiner**: LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GENTLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90645292 Application Filing Date   Apr. 14, 2021 Registration Number   7101474
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   May 03, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property   A0111353/1614115 International
Registration Number   1614115

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Chemicals for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, detergents, and cleaning agents
International Classes   1 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title   Chemicals
First Use   Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Kensing, LLC Address   Kensing, LLC 2525 South Kensington Avenue Kankakee ILLINOIS 60901
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   3403.0032
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KOPACOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90645306 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101475
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 03, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0111348/1614122 International Registration Number 1614122

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surfactants for use as an ingredient in the manufacture of detergents, cleaners, cosmetics and toilet preparations
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kensing, LLC Address Kensing, LLC 2525 South Kensington Avenue Kankakee ILLINOIS 60901
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3403.0034
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FORJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90645353 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101476
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0108349/1601471 International Registration Number 1601471

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business and marketing consulting related to community strategy design, community building/recruitment and retention, monetization, maturity models, return on community benchmarking, brand, creative and design, event design, event recruitment, event project management and support, digital marketing strategies, advertising, lead generation and sponsorship design
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 30, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 30, 2023

For Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for online community management, engagement, and communications for professional organizations, industry associations, media organizations, education organizations and corporations; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring CRM, member management including subscription and payment processing, content management, website creation, microsites and landing pages, advertising, marketing campaigns including email and newsletters, virtual events tradeshows and webinars, member networking, discussions and chat, research and survey management, analytics, customer support, and continuing education tracking; Consulting in the design and implementation of computer-based information systems for businesses related to website design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Apr. 10, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>FORJ SOFTWARE, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>FORJ SOFTWARE, INC. 20875 CROSSROADS CIRCLE #100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waukesha</td>
<td>WISCONSIN 53188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 14832          |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHADAB, SETH WILLIG |

14891
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  ACKNOWLEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90645602 Application Filing Date  Apr. 14, 2021 Registration Number  7101477
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, and on-line classes in the fields of hemp, cannabis, art, and culture; organizing community art festivals and cultural events
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 21, 2023 In Commerce  Jan. 21, 2023
For  Providing a website featuring consumer information in the field of art; providing a website featuring consumer information regarding educational services in the field of art and culture; promoting public awareness of the benefits of hemp; consultancy and information services regarding how to promote public awareness of the benefits of cannabis and hemp
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 19, 2023 In Commerce  May 19, 2023
For  Providing a website featuring lifestyle wellness information in the field of hemp
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  May 19, 2023 In Commerce  May 19, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Acknowledge Farms, LLC Address  Acknowledge Farms, LLC  2045 Reed Road  Knoxville MARYLAND  21758 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BESTWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90650204 Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101478
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Bestway", with a capital "B"
followed by the remaining letters in lower case with all block letters outlined.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0117593/1656764 International
Registration Number 1656764 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2756976, 6159473, 5994966 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale and retail store services and web-based catalog services featuring air beds, not for medical purposes,
air cushions, not for medical purposes, air mattresses, not for medical purposes, air pillows, not for medical purposes, air
pumps, hand-operated, all-purpose sport bags, awnings of synthetic materials specially adapted for use with inflatables and
recreational equipment, namely, air floats, backpacks, all-purpose carrying bags, bags especially designed for skis and
surfboards, bath tubs, beach bags, canoes, central vacuum cleaning installations, chairs, chemical test paper, compressed air
machine components, namely, valves, compressed air pumps, disinfectant dispensers for swimming pools and bath tubs,
divers' masks, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming, ear plugs and nose clips for divers and swimmers, filters for non-
medically respiratory mask, frames for supporting swimming pools, hammocks, horizontal and vertical tube connectors, hydro
massage bath apparatus, inflatable bathtubs for babies, inflatable boats, inflatable floats for swimming pool, inflatable
furniture, inflatable pools for recreational use, inflatable ride-on toys, inflatable sofas, inflatable swimming pools, inflatable
toys and structures for recreational use, inflatable water and playground slides, machines and apparatus for cleaning pools,
electric, namely, automatic swimming pool vacuums and cleaners, mast for sailboards, metal swimming pools, non-metal
floating containers for storage, non-metal swimming pools, oars, paddleboards, play balloons, pumps for counter-current
swimming, respiratory masks for non-medical purposes, sleeping bags for camping, sleeping bags for kids, sleeping pads,
sleeping mats, spas in the nature of heated pools, surf skis, surfboards, swim caps, swimming accessories, swimming pool air
floats, swimming pool chlorinating apparatus, swimming pool water cleaning and filtering units, swimsuits, travelling bags,
vacuum pumps, valves as machine components, water filtering apparatus

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**First Use**  Feb. 28, 2022  **In Commerce**  Feb. 28, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Bestway Inflatables & Material Corporation  **Address**  Bestway Inflatables & Material Corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner  STEIN, JAMES W
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** COVERMARK

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 90650911
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 16, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101479
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 30, 2022

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Cosmetic mud mask; facial sheet masks for cosmetic use; age spot reducing creams for cosmetic use; hair shampoo, hair rinse, hair conditioner; cosmetics, namely, lipsticks, eye shadows, cheek rouges, eyebrow pencils, eyeliners, foundation, face powder, solid powder for cosmetic compacts; skin lotion, facial cream, cold cream, cosmetic facial masks; body lotion; cosmetic bath salts; nail enamel remover, nail enamel; eau de cologne, perfumes; perfumery; essential oils for personal use; dentifrices; false nails; false eye lashes; cosmetic soaps, non-medicated soaps for personal use, non-medicated soaps not for personal use, non-medicated soaps for household use, non-medicated soaps for body care, hand cleaners; cosmetic cleansing creams, milk lotion for cosmetic purposes; bath powder for cosmetic purposes; hair gel, hair glaze, hair mousse, hair spray, hair waving preparations
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2017

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Pias Corporation
- **Address**: Pias Corporation 19-3, Toyosaki 3-chome, Kita-ku Osaka JAPAN 531-0072
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 513450

**Examinee Attorney**
- **Examinee Attorney**: EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
MARK 21

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin and body lotions for men; body wash; nonmedicated beard and mustache care preparations, namely, oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Feb. 16, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JAWORT, LINDA Address JAWORT, LINDA 2224 US Highway 87E #43 BILLINGS MONTANA 59101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LINDA JAWORT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  FRESH BAKED BREW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90654398  Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2021  Registration Number  7101481
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Mark Literal(s)  FRESH BAKED BREW
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  “BREW”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ale; beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48
International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Nov. 2020  In Commerce  Nov. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Y BRIDGE BREWING COMPANY LLC  Address  Y BRIDGE BREWING COMPANY LLC  1417 Linden Ave.  Zanesville  OHIO  43701
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  YBDG.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERKINS, ELLEN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90656192</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2021</td>
<td>7101482</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Dietary supplements made with plant based ingredients for general health and well-being; and Nutritional supplements made with plant based ingredients for general health and well-being, to promote flexibility and strength, and maintain muscle

**International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**First Use**: Mar. 16, 2021

**In Commerce**: Jun. 09, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Edica Group Inc.

**Address**: Edica Group Inc. 196 9th Street Collingwood, Ontario CANADA L9Y2G5

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 493-15617

**Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AVIXA XCHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90659259</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2021</td>
<td>7101483</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "EXCHANGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online web directory services featuring hyperlinks to the websites of others; online business networking services; all of the foregoing in the field of commercial audio-visual communications and the commercial audio-visual communications industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use May 04, 2022
In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AVIXA, Inc.
Address AVIXA, Inc. 11242 Waples Mill Rd., Suite 200 Fairfax VIRGINIA 22030
Legal Entity non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 539804

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90659269 Application Filing Date  Apr. 20, 2021 Registration Number  7101484
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design of two lines that form an incomplete polygon in the shape of two overlapping triangles, with the one on the left pointing up and the one on the right pointing down. The design is in yellow, orange, pink, and red gradation from left to right. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) yellow, orange, pink, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing online web directory services featuring hyperlinks to the websites of others; online business networking services; all of the foregoing in the field of commercial audio-visual communications and the commercial audio-visual communications industry
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 04, 2022 In Commerce  May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AVIXA, Inc. Address  AVIXA, Inc. 11242 Waples Mill Rd., Suite 200 Fairfax VIRGINIA 22030
Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  539805

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VELTEN, MALLORY KATE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MRS TEK SMART BOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90661616 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101485
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 12, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TECH SMART BOX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic device comprised of sensors for measuring humidity and air quality for use with mold and fire damage remediation equipment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 10, 2020 In Commerce May 10, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Medeiros De Oliveira, Enio Address Medeiros De Oliveira, Enio 2158 S. Orange Blossom Trail, Suite 101 Apopka FLORIDA 32703 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 210314-1-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOLFE, YOUNG J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IT'S WOMEN'S SPORTS FOR ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90669115 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101486
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts; Shorts; Sweatpants; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Athletic shirts; Athletic shorts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Graphic T-shirts; Gym shorts; Hooded sweat shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Open-necked shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports caps and hats; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Whitworth, Kevin DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Klever Shirtz Address Whitworth, Kevin 304 S Jones Blvd #4893 Las Vegas NEVADA 89107 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STEP IT UP BLACKJACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90671592
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 26, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101487
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 16, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 11, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BLACKJACK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: game equipment and instructions sold as a unit for playing casino card games, namely, a layout cloth for a casino gaming table preprinted with a casino game name, bet placement areas and payouts
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 20, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ken Baker
- **Address**: Ken Baker 7950 West Flamingo Road, Unit 1507 Las Vegas NEVADA 89147
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 11444.T001US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HOME VISION AR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90671738</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101488</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a schematic depiction of a green house separated from the word elements "HOME", "VISION" and "AR" by a green vertical line to the right of the design. The word elements "HOME", "VISION" are in blue and stacked on top each other respectively. The dots above the letter "I" in the wording "VISION" are in the color green. The word element "AR" is in green and positioned under the word element "VISION". Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "HOME" AND "AR" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Downloadable augmented reality software for identifying a home's features and relevant site information |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jan. 22, 2021 | In Commerce | Oct. 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Fire Solutions Group | Address | Fire Solutions Group | 96 S. George Street, Ste 300 | York |
| PENNSYLVANIA | 17401 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 61948-909 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |

| Examining Attorney | SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HOME VISION AR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90671755 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101489
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME" AND "AR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable augmented reality software for identifying a home's features and relevant site information
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 22, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fire Solutions Group Address Fire Solutions Group 96 S. George Street, Ste 300 York PENNSYLVANIA 17401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 61948-910

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinees Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WES DELUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90675582 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101490
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Weston Warncke, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 25, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Warncke, Weston Address Warncke, Weston 2673 Northbrook Dr. Doraville GEORGIA 30340 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W220 001TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
SHATTERFILM+

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90678329
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 28, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101491
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 05, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 30, 2021

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Polyurethane films for use in tempered glass to prevent shattering
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Imporex Glass Tools, Inc
- **Address**: Imporex Glass Tools, Inc 5260 NW 167th Street Miami Lakes FLORIDA 33014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 410125.1
- **Examining Attorney**: CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90681870  Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2021  Registration Number 7101492
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date May 17, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 12, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rounded rectangle in a barrel-like shape, with a circle centered and to the top of the rounded rectangle, with a larger half circle centered to and directly adjacent to the bottom edge of the rounded rectangle; the half circle on the bottom contains a paw print; a narrowing line in a tail-like shape protrudes into the rounded rectangle from the bottom right corner; the color white represents transparency or background and is not part of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0115455/ International Registration Number

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line searchable database featuring referrals in the field of pet care services, pet care service providers, pet training services, and pet check-in services using personalized pet profiles
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 04, 2022  In Commerce Dec. 04, 2022
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for providing users access to pet care services, for connecting pet owners with pet care providers, and for inputting personalized pet profiles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 04, 2022  In Commerce Dec. 04, 2022
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in social networking and blog posting relating to pets and pet care services; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable software for the electronic storage of medical, training and social records of pets that also allows the records to be shared with pet sitters, trainers, dog walkers, veterinarians and other pet service providers
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

First Use: Dec. 04, 2022  In Commerce: Dec. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Barel IP, Inc.  Address: Barel IP, Inc. 257 East 200 South, Suite 1100  Salt Lake City  UTAH  84111
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 4632-011.TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WECool

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90687803 | Application Filing Date | May 03, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101493 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Feb. 15, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 12, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Coolants |
| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 | International Class Title | Chemicals |
| First Use | Apr. 03, 2023 | In Commerce | Apr. 03, 2023 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | DELTA FUEL COMPANY, L.L.C. |
| Address | DELTA FUEL COMPANY, L.L.C. 521 Main Street Natchez MISSISSIPPI 39120 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | LOUISIANA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CANTONE, KERI H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ANALYTICSHQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90688412 Application Filing Date May 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101494
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data mining; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for information and data integration, management, collaboration, algorithmic and human-driven exploration, viewing, modeling, exporting, visualization, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, collection, editing, hosting, encrypting, security, and tracking of data and information; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for storage, computation, processing, and database services; computer services, namely, providing search platforms to allow users to index, integrate, warehouse, mine, process, share, collect, interpret, research, query, visualize, analyze, detect unauthorized access or data breach, data and information security; Providing on-line non-downloadable software information and data integration, management, collaboration, algorithmic and human-driven exploration, viewing, modeling, exporting, visualization, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, collection, editing, hosting, encrypting, security, and tracking of data and information; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in data management, integration, warehousing, mining, interpretation, processing, sharing, collecting, research, queries, visualization, and analysis, data, computer and information security; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for data processing; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for data integration, data warehousing, data mining, data processing, data sharing, data collection, data interpretation, data queries, data visualization, data and information security; Providing on-line nondownloadable software for data processing, computer and information security; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for data integration, data warehousing, data mining, data processing, data
sharing, data collection, data interpretation, data queries, data visualization, data and information security, monitoring of
computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; Data encryption services; Providing a secure, web-based
service featuring technology that enables individuals to remotely create and manage their own accounts so that whatever
private content they upload now can be encrypted, then delivered to their intended recipients, at the time and in the manner
requested; Computer and information security services, namely, monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized
access or data breach; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in computer and
information security services, monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; Providing
online non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for machine learning; Application service provider (ASP)
featuring software using artificial intelligence for machine learning; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software
using artificial intelligence for machine learning; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for syncing, storing,
archiving and backing-up data to cloud servers; Computer software for managing, networking, collaborating within and
providing remote access to databases; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for sharing data, creating data
visualizations, data processing, and analyzing data; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for administration
of computer local area networks, management of computer applications and computer hardware, and computer application
distribution; Providing online non-downloadable computer software development tools, for use in the fields of artificial
intelligence, natural language processing, image content analysis, speech recognition, deep learning, high performance
computing, distributed computing, virtualization machine learning, cluster computing, internet of things, and container
management; Providing online non-downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API)
for use in the fields of artificial intelligence, natural language processing, image content analysis, speech recognition, deep
learning, high performance computing, distributed computing, virtualization, machine learning, cluster computing, and
container management; Technical consulting services in the field of archiving of data for others in the nature of collection and
storage of historical records and documents; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Computer services,
namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; Consulting services in the field of cloud computing
technology, infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) cloud computing technology, software-as-a-service (SAAS) cloud computing
technology, and platform-as-a-service (PAAS) cloud computing technology; Providing virtual computer systems and virtual
computer environments through cloud computing; Technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure
management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and
application systems; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; Cloud
computing featuring software for use in creating web applications, syncing, storing, archiving and backing-up data to cloud
servers; Computer software for managing, networking, collaborating within and providing remote access to databases; Cloud
computing featuring software for use in deploying virtual machines to a cloud computing platform; Cloud computing featuring
software for use in sharing data, creating data visualizations, data processing, and analyzing data; Cloud computing featuring
software for use in administration of computer local area networks management of computer applications and computer
hardware, and computer application distribution; Platform-as-a-service (PAAS), Infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) and
Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for creating web applications syncing, storing,
archiving and backing-up data to cloud servers; Platform-as-a-service (PAAS), Infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) and
Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for managing, networking, collaborating within
and providing remote access to databases; Platform-as-a-service (PAAS), Infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) and Software-as-
a-service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for deploying virtual machines to a cloud computing
platform; Platform-as-a-service (PAAS), Infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) and Software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for sharing data, creating data visualizations, data processing, and analyzing data; Platform-as-a-service (PAAS), Infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) and software-as-a-service (SAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for administration of computer local area networks management of computer applications and computer hardware, and computer application distribution; Computer services, namely, creating cloud-based indexes of information; Providing online, non-downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) for use in the fields of artificial intelligence, natural language processing, image content analysis, speech recognition, deep learning, high performance computing, distributed computing, virtualization, machine learning, cluster computing, internet of things, and container management; Electronic data storage, namely, storage and archival of data, electronic media, and digital content; Cloud computing and data center services for data backup and disaster recovery purposes, namely, electronic storage of data and storage services for archiving electronic data; Electronic data storage services, namely, providing websites for the storage of digital content; Electronic data storage services, namely, providing remote cloud-based server storage to others; Technical consulting services in the field of electronic data storage and archiving of electronic data for others; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS), namely, providing remotely accessible electronic data storage; Electronic data storage services in the nature of technical management of virtual infrastructure storage services; Technical consulting services in the field of archiving of data for others in the nature of electronic storage services for archiving electronic historical records and documents; Computer software for information and data integration, analysis, management, collaboration, algorithmic and human-driven exploration, viewing, modeling, exporting, visualization, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, collection, editing, hosting, security, and tracking of data and information designed for and marketed to governmental, business, or other institutional users, but not to individual consumers, and not distributed through retail channels; Computer service, namely, acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for the collection, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information, not including the design of customized database software for others, the aforementioned services distributed to governmental, business, and other institutional customers and not offered in retail stores; Computer software for collection, editing, analysis, viewing, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, and tracking of data and information for use in the financial and intelligence industries, distributed to governmental, business, and other institutional customers and not sold in retail stores; Business data analysis designed for and marketed to governmental, business, or other institutional users, but not to individual consumers, and not distributed through retail channels; Consulting services concerning use of business data and information by financial institutions, health institutions, nonprofit organizations, legal institutions, commercial entities, and government agencies for business purposes; Data and information analysis consulting services related to business data and information provided by financial institutions, health institutions, nonprofit organizations, legal institutions, commercial entities, and government agencies; All the aforementioned services designed for and marketed to governmental, business, or other institutional users, but not to individual consumers, and not distributed through retail channels; Software-as-a-service (SaaS) featuring software for information and data integration, analysis, management, collaboration, algorithmic and human-driven exploration, viewing, modeling, exporting, visualization, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, collection, editing, hosting, security, and tracking of data and information; Providing online non-downloadable software for information and data integration, analysis, management, collaboration, algorithmic and human-driven exploration,
viewing, modeling, exporting, visualization, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, collection, editing, hosting, security, and tracking of data and information; Computer services in the nature of providing a website with technology, for information and data integration, analysis, management, collaboration, algorithmic and human-driven exploration, viewing, modeling, exporting, visualization, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, collection, editing, hosting, security, and tracking of data and information; Troubleshooting of computer software problems for others; All the aforementioned services designed for and marketed to governmental, business, or other institutional users, but not to individual consumers, and not distributed through retail channels.

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** May 26, 2022 **In Commerce** May 26, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Analytics HQ, LLC **Address** Analytics HQ, LLC 4581 Tench Road Suwanee GEORGIA 30024

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 314-002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PLAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SUMMER'S EVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90696847 Application Filing Date May 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101496
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 22, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, balms, and moisturizers for the skin at the external vaginal area; shower bombs; bath salts, not for medical purpose; non-medicated skin serum
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C.B. Fleet Company, Incorporated Address C.B. Fleet Company, Incorporated 4615 Murray Place Lynchburg VIRGINIA 24502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 75616-3171

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SCHUBERT, HEATHER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CLOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90697260 Application Filing Date May 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101497
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental hygienist services; dental imaging services; urgent dental care center services; oral surgery and dental implant services; dental services, namely, performing restorative and cosmetic procedures
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 09, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2023

For Dental technician services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Apr. 01, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RW MCCOMB DENTAL GROUP 1 Address RW MCCOMB DENTAL GROUP 1 11058 Washington Boulevard Culver City CALIFORNIA 90232 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EL-MCCOMB
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ARC 1OF1 · ANDRE RIVERS COLLECTION·

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90699779  Application Filing Date  May 10, 2021  Registration Number  7101498
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 22, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circular logo with the wording "ARC1OF1" at the top, two shaded dots on the sides, "ANDRE RIVERS COLLECTION" at the bottom and the stylized letters "ARC" in the middle within three concentric circles. Disclaimer  "COLLECTION" Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Andre K Rivers, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Footwear; Headwear; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jun. 30, 2016  In Commerce  Jun. 30, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rivers, Andre  Address  Rivers, Andre  2909 North Bambrey street  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA 19132  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  90699779

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
TM 12633 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ADVENTURES WITH DAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90700104 Application Filing Date May 10, 2021 Registration Number 7101499
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of printed children's books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Trustees of the The Anthony Joseph Policci Trust Composed of Anthony Policci, Donna Carol Stark Policci, Michael Policci, and Devon Policci, all citizens of the United States Address The Trustees of the The Anthony Joseph Policci Trust PO Box 876 Higley ARIZONA 85297 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE COSMETICS COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90700633 Application Filing Date May 10, 2021 Registration Number 7101500
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 22, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "THE COSMETICS COMPANY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0108888/1603151 International Registration Number 1603151

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring fragrances, cosmetics, non-medicated skin care preparations, non-medicated toiletries preparations, non-medicated hair care preparations, candles, and accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 27, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ELC Beauty LLC Address ELC Beauty LLC 7 Corporate Center Drive Melville NEW YORK 11747
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FIELDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90704434 Application Filing Date May 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101501
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Game apparatus, namely, bases, bats, and balls for playing baseball-like indoor and outdoor games; Game apparatus, namely, bases, bats, and balls for playing indoor and outdoor games; Outdoor activity game equipment sold as a unit for playing cornhole, darts, bean bags, ring toss, badminton, flying disc, and beach volleyball; Equipment sold as a unit for playing outdoor target shooting, basketball shooting, bowling, boxing, gymnastic, checkers, tic tac toe, and table tennis games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 25, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhang, Liuxian Address Zhang, Liuxian 8240 S Kyrene Road. Ste 101 Tempe ARIZONA 85284
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPINPOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90705358  Application Filing Date  May 12, 2021  Registration Number  7101502
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 30, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SPINIT INC  Address  SPINIT INC  1725 I ST NW #300  Washington  D.C.  20006  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  02309.0048US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HIGHONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90705651 | Application Filing Date | May 12, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101503 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 01, 2022 | Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 26, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water-resistant backpacks and duffle bags made of natural fibers
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use  Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2023
For Educational services, namely, conducting coaching and seminars in the fields of team building and outdoor survival; providing a website featuring non-downloadable educational and entertaining videos in the fields of team building and outdoor survival
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2023
For Shirts, shorts and pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Joseph Fetzik Address  Joseph Fetzik 633 Kindred Lane Richardson TEXAS 75080 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPARER, KATERINA DOROT

14923
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) YOUNGARTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90706648 Application Filing Date May 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101504
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "YOUNGARTS" in stylized form with a horizontal line above and below.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4807084, 4807083, 5997522 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising to support art and music programs for young persons; accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions and providing grants to students for excellence in the arts and music
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jun. 10, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2021
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of the arts and music in the nature of awards programs and award recipient selection processes; educational and entertainment services, namely, issuing monetary awards to provide incentives to students who demonstrate excellence in the fields of the arts and music; educational services, namely, organizing and conducting lectures, classes, instructional activities, theatrical, dance, literature reading, musical and performing arts performances, exhibitions, programs, activities in the nature of workshops, competitions, classes, seminars, conferences, artist residencies, panel discussions, mentoring, and award ceremonies in the fields of the arts and music for cultural or educational purposes; providing art exhibition and on-line art exhibitions services, namely, exhibitions and presentations of works by visual artists, photographers and filmmakers; organizing and conducting entertainment in the nature of live readings by writers; arranging and providing entertainment in the nature of live musical, theatrical and dance performances by young persons
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jun. 10, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) YOUNGARTS THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARTISTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90706656 Application Filing Date May 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101505
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "YOUNGARTS" in stylized form with a horizontal line above and below and "THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARTISTS" below the lower horizontal line. Disclaimer "THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARTISTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4807084, 4807083, 5997522 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising to support art and music programs for young persons; accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions and providing grants to students for excellence in the arts and music
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of the arts and music in the nature of awards programs and award recipient selection processes; educational and entertainment services, namely, issuing monetary awards to provide incentives to students who demonstrate excellence in the fields of the arts and music; educational services, namely, organizing and conducting lectures, classes, instructional activities, theatrical, dance, literature reading, musical and performing arts performances, exhibitions, programs, activities in the nature of workshops, competitions, classes, seminars, conferences, artist residencies, panel discussions, mentoring, and award ceremonies in the fields of the arts and music for cultural or educational purposes; providing art exhibition and on-line art exhibitions services, namely, exhibitions and presentations of works by visual artists, photographers and filmmakers; organizing and conducting entertainment in the nature of live readings by writers; arranging and providing entertainment in the nature of live musical, theatrical and dance performances by young persons

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts, Inc.
Address  National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts, Inc.  2100 Biscayne Blvd.  Miami  FLORIDA  33137
Legal Entity  non-profit corporation
State or Country  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  142482.01070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) X ISOLFEU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90707535 Application Filing Date May 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101506
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 09, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "X" design to the left of the word "ISOLFEU".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building insulation; Foam insulation for use in building and construction; Insulating materials; Insulating materials, namely, polyurethane foam and polyethylene foam; Material for thermal insulation and fire protection, namely, fire-resistant composite panels made of aramid, glass, carbon or ceramic fibers
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jan. 09, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ISOLFEU NORTH AMERICA INC. Address ISOLFEU NORTH AMERICA INC. 1705-1225 boul. Robert-Bourassa Montreal, Quebec CANADA H3B9A9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59635-1000CA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARMON, RAYMOND E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### MARK LITERAL(s)
**AFFINITY**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90707629
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101507
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 05, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 31, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Art exhibitions; Entertainment services, namely, art exhibitions in the nature of providing a mirrored venue for public display of art and for recreational and leisure purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure and entertainment purposes
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 21, 2021

- **For**: Health care relating to relaxation therapy in the nature of providing a mirrored venue experience; Cognitive therapy in the nature of providing a mirrored venue experience; Meditation therapy in the nature of providing a mirrored venue experience
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 21, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 21, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kongorikishi, Inc.
- **Address**: Kongorikishi, Inc. Suite 220 225 4th Ave. Brooklyn NEW YORK 11215
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1463-010

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinig Attorney**: STEIN, JAMES W
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90708210  Application Filing Date  May 13, 2021  Registration Number  7101508
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  furniture
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use  Mar. 18, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  An Phu Quy Import Export Trading Company Limited  Address  An Phu Quy Import Export Trading Company Limited  72C/6 Binh Thoi Street, Ward 14  District 11  Ho Chi Minh City  VIETNAM  700000  Legal Entity  private limited company

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BOARDING PARTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90709893 Application Filing Date May 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101509
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Mar. 01, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agency services for arranging cruises; Arranging of cruises; Travel booking agencies
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Feb. 2018 In Commerce Feb. 2018
For Hats; T-shirts; Short-sleeve shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 03, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Professional Incentives & Travel Inc. Address Professional Incentives & Travel Inc. 2700 University Blvd West, Suite C Jacksonville FLORIDA 32217 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L546898240
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUIK DETECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90710064 Application Filing Date May 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101510
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DETECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paint; aerosol paint
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Mar. 28, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LA-CO Industries, Inc. Address LA-CO Industries, Inc. 1201 Pratt Boulevard Elk Grove Village ILLINOIS 60007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 077127-0628

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POWER HAMMER PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90711459 Application Filing Date May 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101511
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PRO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic sound pickup for guitars and basses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gibson Brands, Inc. Address Gibson Brands, Inc. 209 10th Ave S, Suite 460 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
WINSURE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90711604</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal windows; chemically treated non-metal windows containing a wood protective coating; protective sealing coatings sold as an integral component of non-metal windows; non-metal doors; chemically treated non-metal doors containing a wood protective coating; protective sealing coatings sold as an integral component of non-metal doors
International Classes: 19 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 12, 33, 50
International Class Title: Non-metallic Building Materials
First Use: Mar. 01, 2023
In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Woodgrain Inc.
Address: Woodgrain Inc. 300 NW 16th Street Fruitland IDAHO 83619
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: OREGON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 10897-5
Examining Attorney: OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90711819 Application Filing Date  May 14, 2021 Registration Number  7101513
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an image of a butterfly.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6201398

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shorts, sweat shirts, hoodies, pants, leggings, sweat pants, jackets, coats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use
Nov. 12, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ellis, Maynard, Walwyn and Associates, LLC Address  Ellis, Maynard, Walwyn and Associates, LLC
253 Ralph Avenue  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11233 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  EMW-007-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REID, MONICA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HOMETOPIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90713347 Application Filing Date May 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101514
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Isn't LLC Address Isn't LLC 1526 Grove Ave Richmond VIRGINIA 23220 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
ASCENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90714161</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 16, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101515</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Entertainment services, namely, external glass elevator rides for sightseeing
**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: Oct. 21, 2021
**In Commerce**: Oct. 21, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SL Green Realty Corp.
- **Address**: SL Green Realty Corp. One Vanderbilt Avenue New York NEW YORK 10017
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 023710082000

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AFTERPARTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90715367  Application Filing Date May 17, 2021  Registration Number 7101516
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, namely, virtual goods in the nature of tickets for music events, sports events, entertainment events and virtual events, and non-fungible tokens, namely, downloadable multimedia files containing artwork and videos relating to music, art and popular culture authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Online retail store services featuring virtual goods in the nature of tickets for music events, sports events, entertainment events and virtual events, and non-fungible tokens, namely, downloadable multimedia files containing artwork and videos relating to music, art and popular culture authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 12, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AFTERPARTY, INC. Address AFTERPARTY, INC. 11228 W. Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90049 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 286-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNCOMMON MESSAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90717878 Application Filing Date May 18, 2021 Registration Number 7101517
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring T-shirts, tote bags, mugs, planners, notebooks, pins
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 07, 2021 In Commerce May 07, 2021
For Footwear; headwear; bottoms as clothing; tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 07, 2021 In Commerce May 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uncommon Message, LLC Address Uncommon Message, LLC 82 Wendell Ave., Suite 100 Pittsfield MASSACHUSETTS 01201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JANSON, ANDREW KYLE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
SOTYKTU

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90718747
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101518
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 18, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment and prevention of auto-immune diseases including psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis
- **International Classes**: 5
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Sep. 14, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 14, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
- **Address**: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 430 E. 29th Street, 14th Floor New York 10016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SAVE POINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90723515  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2021  Registration Number  7101519
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Musical sound recordings; digital media, namely, downloadable audio recordings and CDs featuring music; downloadable digital music
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 07, 2021  In Commerce  May 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MATERIA MUSIC, INC.  Address  MATERIA MUSIC, INC.  800 5th AVE., SUITE 101-707  SEATTLE WASHINGTON  98104  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22720-0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ULTIMATE PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90723721 Application Filing Date May 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101520
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ULTIMATE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4583615

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protectants for automobiles, namely, plastic film for protecting paint and glass; kits containing plastic film for protecting paint and glass
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XPEL, INC. Address XPEL, INC. 711 Broadway St., Suite 320 San Antonio TEXAS 78215 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4844.037US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

MARK Literal(s) THE CHECKROOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90723925 Application Filing Date May 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101521
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outerwear, namely, jackets and coats; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 16, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COAT CHECK CHICAGO LLC Address COAT CHECK CHICAGO LLC 1167 S. Euclid Ave. Oak Park ILLINOIS 60304 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L546903754

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BETTS, MARCYA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a downward arrow beside a dog's face.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparel, namely, shirts and jackets
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2021

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EveryBody Zen Yoga & Fitness  Address  EveryBody Zen Yoga & Fitness  1764 Hickory Knoll  Johns Island  SOUTH CAROLINA  29455  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRIZALONE, SARAH O
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90727733 Application Filing Date May 21, 2021
Registration Number 7101523 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
Disclaimer TAN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring sun-tanning preparations, cosmetic tanning preparations for accelerating, enhancing, or extending tans, and cosmetic tanning preparations containing CBD solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 20, 2019 In Commerce May 20, 2019

For Tanning salon services; cosmetic skin care services in the nature of red light therapy
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 20, 2019 In Commerce May 20, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MJD Enterprises LLC Address MJD Enterprises LLC Suite 110 1880 Braselton Highway Lawrenceville GEORGIA 30043
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner HWANG, JOHN C B
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90729132   Application Filing Date   May 23, 2021   Registration Number   7101524
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Trademark   Publication Date   Mar. 22, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   May 17, 2022
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No   Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the design of a circle with the words "HALIBRAND ENGINEERING" in the outer ring of the circle. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "ENGINEERING"
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   4894086
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Land vehicle parts, namely, axles; Vehicle wheel rims; Vehicle wheel rims and structural parts therefor; Vehicle wheels; Wheel rims; Wheel rims; Wheel rims for motor cars; Wheels
International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44   International Class Title   Vehicles
First Use   Nov. 17, 2022   In Commerce   Nov. 17, 2022
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HOLLEY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS INC.   Address   HOLLEY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS INC. 1801 Russellville Road Bowling Green KENTUCKY  42101   Legal Entity   CORPORATION   State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   123938-0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CORDOVA, RAUL
MARK Literal(s) HALIBRAND ENGINEERING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90729134 Application Filing Date May 23, 2021 Registration Number 7101525
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENGINEERING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0116184/1631635 International Registration Number 1631635 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4894086

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land vehicle parts, namely, axles; Vehicle wheel rims; Vehicle wheel rims and structural parts therefor; Vehicle wheels; Wheel rims; Wheel rims; Wheel rims for motor cars; Wheels
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Nov. 17, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOLLEY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS INC. Address HOLLEY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS INC. 1801 Russellville Road Bowling Green KENTUCKY 42101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 123938-0001
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90729948 Application Filing Date May 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101526
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4905779, 5562715

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For paintball markers, all for recreational use, and structural parts for each of the foregoing
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 09, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Planet Eclipse UK Limited Address Planet Eclipse UK Limited Unit 14 Premier Park Acheson Way, Trafford Park Road Trafford Pk., Manchester UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number P34UT5207US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NORTH WILKESBORO SPEEDWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90730466 Application Filing Date May 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101527
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NORTH WILKESBORO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 90977809, 90978904

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lapel pins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023
For Toys, namely, miniature cars mechanically operated
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name North Wilkesboro Speedway, Incorporated Address North Wilkesboro Speedway, Incorporated 5401 East Independence Boulevard Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11211-00299

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OINK FARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90731217  Application Filing Date  May 24, 2021  Registration Number  7101528  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  entertainment services, namely, providing online casino-style games and games of chance; entertainment services, namely, providing online slot machine-style games; entertainment services, namely, online casino-style gaming
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 2023  In Commerce  Jan. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Digital Gaming Corporation Limited  Address  Digital Gaming Corporation Limited  4th Floor  7/10 Chandos Street, Cavendish Square  London  UNITED KINGDOM  W1G9DQ  Legal Entity  COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  ENGLAND AND WALES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21-0672-US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90734027 Application Filing Date May 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101529
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two Chinese characters in horizontal arrangement. The Chinese characters from left to right are transliterated as "Bai" "Ke" and are translated as "Worship" "Shell" in English. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "BAI KE" and this means "WORSHIP SHELL" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prescription and non-prescription medicines, namely, pills, tablets, capsules, caplets, liquid drops, sachets and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, cardiovascular, oncological, respiratory, gastrointestinal disorders, diseases and conditions; Dietetic foods adapted for medical use; Chinese traditional medicinal herbs; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Drug delivery agents in the form of tablets that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; Injections, namely, injectable pharmaceuticals for the treatment of neurological system related diseases; Mineral, vitamin, or nutritionally enhanced water for medical purposes; Antibiotic ointments; Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical or medical purposes, namely, for the treatment of viral infections and diseases; Drug delivery agents in the form of capsules that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; Balsamic preparations for medical purposes; Medicinal tea; Appetite suppressants for medical purposes; Biochemical preparations for medical use for use in the treatment of viral, metabolic, cardiovascular, oncological, respiratory, gastrointestinal disorders, diseases and conditions; Disinfectants for hygiene purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 20, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2021
For Wholesale store services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; Demonstration of goods and services by electronic means, also for the benefit of the so-called teleshopping and homeshopping services; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; Arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; Marketing services; Market intelligence services; Import-export agency services; Organization of trade fairs; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Mar. 16, 2021  **In Commerce** Mar. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** CHONGQING PHARSCIN PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD. **Address** CHONGQING PHARSCIN PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD. Industrial Park, Rongchang District Chongqing CHINA 402460 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KEAN, AMY C

---

14952
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHADOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90734037 Application Filing Date May 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101530
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Car washing equipment for mechanized automatic car washes for washing the exterior surface of an automobile, namely, friction equipment in the nature of rotating brushes, wraps and miters, high pressure water jets, wash, rinse, wax and vacuum arches, frame assemblies for blowers, pumps, pump stations, prep guns, conveyers, and manifolds
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 31, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JB Development, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Jet Brite Systems Address JB Development, Inc. 590 Kildeer Drive Bolingbrook ILLINOIS 60440 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 45405-127926

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UCHEOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90735920  Application Filing Date: May 26, 2021  Registration Number: 7101531
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "UCHEOM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cruets; Dinnerware; All purpose portable household containers; Bathroom glass holder not of precious metal; Bathroom pails; Cloths for cleaning; Cocktail shakers; Cosmetic brushes; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Household utensils, namely, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins, spatulas, turners, whisks; Kitchen containers; Mixing spoons; Non-electric food blenders; Soap dispensers; Tea infusers; Tooth brushes; Vacuum bottles
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
First Use: Jun. 12, 2021  In Commerce: Jun. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen YuChangRong Industrial Co., Ltd  Address: Shenzhen YuChangRong Industrial Co., Ltd  Rm 6-D, Fl 6, Bldg 6, Longbi Ind Zone,  Bantian Dafapu, Longgang District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SOLANO, CARLITA JAYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EQUIPPED BY HALIBRAND
ENG. CULVER CITY, CALIF.

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 90739642  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2021  
- **Registration Number**: 7101532  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 22, 2022  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 17, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a circular wheel design, with a hubcap in the middle, surrounded by a tire. The words "HALIBRAND ENG" are written in the top half of the tire and the words "CULVER CITY, CALIF" are written in smaller font in the bottom half of the tire. Above the wheel is a semi-circular border with straight vertical lines, containing the words "EQUIPPED BY". **Disclaimer**: "EQUIPPED BY"; AND "ENG." AND "CULVER CITY, CALIF."

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4894086

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Land vehicle parts, namely, axles; Vehicle wheel rims; Vehicle wheel rims and structural parts therefor; Vehicle wheels; Wheel rims; Wheel rims; Wheel rims for motor cars; Wheels
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  
  - **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Nov. 17, 2022  
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 17, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Holley Performance Products Inc.  
- **Address**: Holley Performance Products Inc. 1801 Russellville Road Bowling Green KENTUCKY 42101  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 123938-0001
- **Examining Attorney**: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FACE TO FACE FROM ANY PLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90743455  Application Filing Date May 29, 2021  Registration Number 7101533
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for database management and communication in the nature of connecting businesses with sales leads and potential customers
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use May 2020  In Commerce May 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SendSmart, Inc.  Address SendSmart, Inc. 3303 N Mississippi Ave, #500  Portland  OREGON  97227
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36310-00070

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PODAGOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90743524 Application Filing Date May 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101534
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 22, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education and entertainment services, specifically providing podcasts in the fields of entrepreneurship, business ventures, business strategies, and identifying business opportunities; educational advice in the form of instruction to aspiring entrepreneurs in the areas of attracting investors, starting a business, developing an entrepreneurial mindset, and building sustainable brands; Providing training for entrepreneurship educators in the areas of attracting investors, starting a business, developing an entrepreneurial mindset, building sustainable brands, business ventures, business strategies, and identifying business opportunities, and distribution of training material in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 30, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Whiteboard Advising Address Whiteboard Advising 6370 COCOA LANE APOLLO BEACH FLORIDA 33572 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Podagogy-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
NEWTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90746370 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101535
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 23, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0109630/1607038 International
Registration Number 1607038

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery; Electronic medical device for use in balancing and tensioning ligaments and joints in surgery
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 16, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2021
For downloadable computer software for use in orthopedic joint surgery; computer hardware and downloadable software for use in orthopedic joint surgery; downloadable medical software for use in balancing and tensioning ligaments and joints in surgery
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 16, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exactech, Inc. Address Exactech, Inc. 2320 NW 66th Court Gainesville FLORIDA 32653 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GIANDUIA BOTTEGA SANDRO BOTTEGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90746418 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101536
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized chocolate heart set against a shaded background above the wording GIANDUIA, a line and the wording BOTTEGA SANDRO BOTTEGA. Disclaimer "GIANDUIA" Name Portrait Consent The name Sandro Bottega identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine and spirits, alcoholic beverages, except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Apr. 01, 2020 In Commerce May 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sandro Bottega Address Sandro Bottega Via Tarlazzi 43 Colle Umberto (TV) ITALY 31014 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BOTT00006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NANNYVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90746497</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2021</td>
<td>7101537</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for matching and connecting families with prospective nannies
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Aug. 01, 2022
In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nannyverse
Address  Nannyverse  55 Union Ave  UPPER SADDLE RIVER  NEW JERSEY  07458
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VITADATALINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90748859  Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2021  Registration Number 7101538
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CD recorded with computer program for managing and triaging experimental data of polymerase chain reaction; Downloadable computer programs for managing and triaging experimental data of polymerase chain reaction; Downloadable computer software applications for managing and triaging experimental data of polymerase chain reaction; Downloadable applications programs for managing and triaging experimental data of polymerase chain reaction; Downloadable monitoring software in molecular biology laboratories for developmental purposes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Apr. 16, 2021  In Commerce May 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CREDO DIAGNOSTICS BIOMEDICAL PTE. LTD.  Address CREDO DIAGNOSTICS BIOMEDICAL PTE. LTD. 491B RIVER VALLEY ROAD #06-01 VALLEY POINT SINGAPORE 248373  Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MR4681-96

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** YA QUEEN COSMETICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90751500
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101539
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 06, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 31, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words YA QUEEN COSMETICS written in golden yellow, on stack, and in large, stylized lettering underneath a golden yellow crown with stylized curved lines. The color black represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color gold is claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "COSMETICS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Make-up: Foundation, Concealer, lipsticks, Mascara, Primer, Eyebrow Tint, Eye Liner, Lip Liner, Brushes, Eyeshadow, blush, Skin Care: Wash Face, Serum, Face Cream
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: YA QUEEN FOREVER LLC
- **Address**: YA QUEEN FOREVER LLC 13340 SW 49 St Miami FLORIDA 33175

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ANGOTTI, SALVATORE JOH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INDIRALIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90751949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Information</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Providing spiritual and philosophical guidance in the field of living life, personal growth and development; Spiritual counseling; Providing on-line information in the field of spirituality, self-help, and personal empowerment subject matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Information</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Dominguez, Indira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Dominguez, Indira 11521 Isle of Palms Dr. Fort Myers Beach FLORIDA 33931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number                 | ID 202202 |
| Examine Attorneys             | FRIZALONE, SARAH O |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FOOT CUBBIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90753366 Application Filing Date   Jun. 03, 2021 Registration Number   7101541
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Mar. 29, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   May 24, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Throws; Bed covers; Bed linen; Bed spreads; Bed blankets
International Classes   24 - Primary Classes US Classes   42, 50 International Class Title   Fabrics First Use   May 24, 2023 In Commerce   May 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CLOTH IN A BOX INC. Address   CLOTH IN A BOX INC. 1490 Boul. Hymus Dorval, Quebec CANADA   H9P1J6 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   63222

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BIFTU, BENIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SELINA

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90754172</td>
<td>Jun. 04, 2021</td>
<td>7101542</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bicycle parts, namely, toe clip cages, clip-on trays, clip-on fans, clip-on shoe racks, clip-on phone holders, computer monitor hinges, all of the foregoing being specifically adapted for fixation onto stationary exercise bicycles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2021</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Deers Holdings Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Deers Holdings Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1108 Kane Concourse, Suite 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bay Harbor Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLORIDA 33154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>DHI.004UST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  CORN SEED STORIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90754705  Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2021  Registration Number  7101543
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "STORIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, the provision of podcasts and webcasts featuring food, cooking, eating, comedy, and commentary on food, cooking, eating and comedy delivered by the internet; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring food, cooking, eating, comedy and commentary on food, cooking, eating and comedy; entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos, photographs, and articles in the field of food, cooking, and recipe sharing
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Apr. 27, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2023
For  Providing a website featuring commentary in the field of food preparation, cooking, and recipe sharing
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Apr. 12, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Corn Seed Stories, LLC  Address  Corn Seed Stories, LLC  P. O. Box 630402  Highlands Ranch  COLORADO  80163  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  V VERYTUS HOLDINGS LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90755034  Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2021  Registration Number   7101544
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Principal  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of V in a stylized block letter overlayed on top of ring that is about the same size as the stylized V and underneath are the words VERYTUS HOLDINGS LLC in capital bold letters centered with the stylized V with VERYTUS HOLDINGS on the top and LLC underneath with the LLC flush to the right underneath the "NGS of HOLDINGS and a line beginning at V and ending at the L in the LLC. Disclaimer  "HOLDINGS LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Holding company services, namely, providing business management, providing business administration, developing business promotional campaigns, and providing business organization consulting services for third parties
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 16, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes  

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SUNZ INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC  Address  SUNZ INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC  1301 6TH AVENUE  BRADENTON  FLORIDA  34205  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country  FLORIDA
Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  41362.379735

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
MARK LITERAL(s) DARE TO DREAM MAP: MILESTONES ADVOCACY PREPAREDNESS

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ADVOCACY PREPAREDNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services; Charitable fundraising services, namely, raising funds to administer programs to support children, youth and families in the foster care community; Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 17, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2023
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects; Recruitment and placement of volunteers in the field of foster care; Charitable services, namely, facilitating the administrative coordination of the provision of charitable gifts and services to foster families; Charitable services promoting public interest and awareness for the support of children and youth in foster care as well as their caregivers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 17, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2023
For Providing a website featuring educational information in the field of foster care and the foster care system
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 17, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TM 12680 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SEMPRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90755527
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 04, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101546
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 29, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 24, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of a figure within a circle. The circle is broken by the figure's arm on one side and leg on the other. The word, "SEMPRA" appears in block letters next to the design.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Advertising and promotional services, namely, promotional campaigns for business promoting energy usage management utility services; Providing information in the field of energy efficiency; Providing information about energy efficiency and providing promotional materials about energy efficiency, namely, distribution of advertising materials via email and social media and providing pamphlets, reports and brochures; Providing a website featuring public policy information in the field of energy reform and energy policy; Providing a website featuring information in the field of energy efficiency as it relates to energy conservation and efficient energy usage; Providing a website featuring information in the field of energy efficiency as it relates to energy utilities and energy usage; Retail electricity provider services, namely, providing a service that allows customers to purchase energy, namely, renewable energy; Providing internet-based online ordering services in the field of natural gas; Promoting public awareness for consumers regarding energy usage; Promoting public awareness of a balanced energy approach, namely, how consumers can achieve efficient energy usage; Consulting services in the fields of energy consumption and usage conservation to improve energy efficiency; Consulting services in the field of energy usage management and energy efficiency; Energy use management for others in industrial, commercial, governmental, and residential facilities
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use** in Commerce: Jun. 29, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MESHEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 90758378 |
| Registration Number | 7101547 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 07, 2021 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 29, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | May 24, 2022 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Medical cutting devices; Medical instruments for cutting tissue

| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | May 16, 2023 |
| In Commerce | May 16, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Exsurco Medical, Inc. |
| Address | Exsurco Medical, Inc. 10804 Green Road Wakeman OHIO  44889 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  KING GAZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90759226  Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2021  Registration Number  7101548
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Antwon Bryant, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by dancer and choreographer, and songwriter
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 10, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bryant, Antwon  Address  Bryant, Antwon  23 New Lots Ave apt #2B  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11212
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90761725 Application Filing Date  Jun. 08, 2021 Registration Number  7101549
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jan. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four wing like objects, each with a circle on the top left with the four objects forming into a diamond like shape; the object and circle on the top right appears in the colors black and grey and dark grey, the object and circle on the bottom right appears in the colors dark green and light green, the object and circle on the bottom left appears in the colors black, grey and dark grey, the object and circle on the top left appears in the colors dark blue, blue and light blue; white in the mark represents a background or transparent area and is not a part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark green, green, light green, dark blue, blue, light blue, black, grey and dark grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blank writing journals, printed notebooks, blank notebooks, pens

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Black Mental Wellness, Corp. Address  Black Mental Wellness, Corp.  P.O. Box 90063  Washington  D.C. 20090 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL

TM 12683 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023
14974
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** FAMILYSEARCH GEDCOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER | Disclaimer | "GEDCOM" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2705879

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for exchange of genealogical and family history data featuring text-based file format and programming data structure; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for text-based electronic programming data file structure utilized for organizing, processing, retrieving, and storing genealogical and family history data used with various desktop, mobile and web-based programs |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Jun. 01, 1984 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 1984 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Intellectual Reserve, Inc. |
| Address | Intellectual Reserve, Inc. 50 E North Temple Street, Rm 564 Salt Lake City UTAH 841500005 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | UTAH |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number FR#1588

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examing Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
TM 12685
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  COUNTRY CLUB POUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90765087  Application Filing Date  Jun. 09, 2021  Registration Number  7101551
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 12, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 07, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcoholic beverages, except beer
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes 47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits
First Use  Jul. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Timothy S. Ready  Address  Timothy S. Ready  26565 Agoura Road, ste 200  calabasas  CALIFORNIA 91302  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  cc pour

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALBANO, ASHLEY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90766955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim                     | No              |
| Mark Drawing Type                            | 3               |
| Description of the Mark                      | AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Color Drawing                                | Yes             |
| Color Claimed                                | The color red is claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Goods and Services Information              | Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods of others to determine conformity with certification standards |
| International Classes                        | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                                   | 100, 101        |
| International Class Title                   | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use                                    | Dec. 21, 2020   |
| In Commerce                                  | Dec. 21, 2020   |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use                                | Yes             |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name                                   | Nemo Cert LLC   |
| Address                                     | 353 CHRISTIAN STREET | OXFORD CONNECTICUT 06478 |
| Legal Entity                                 | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized             | CONNECTICUT     |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number                                | 90766955        |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney                          | AURAND, KYLE C  |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  EDEN & ROSE HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90768703 Application Filing Date  Jun. 11, 2021 Registration Number  7101553
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring home decor items; Retail store services featuring cocktail shakers, jiggers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Oct. 05, 2020 In Commerce  Oct. 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chua, Kock Yong Address  Chua, Kock Yong  342 Clementi Ave 5 #03-188 Singapore SINGAPORE 120342 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SINGAPORE
Owner Name  Fernandez, Rosita Marie Address  Fernandez, Rosita Marie  342 Clementi Ave 5 #03-188 Singapore SINGAPORE 120342 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2010667

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NUTHIN FANCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90769321 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101554
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 12, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Provision of information relating to live performances, road shows, live stage events, theatrical performances, live music concerts and audience participation in such events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 2022 In Commerce Aug. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUTHIN FANCY, LLC Address NUTHIN FANCY, LLC 5208 REELS MILL ROAD FREDERICK MARYLAND 21704 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NUF-54053

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GOODBUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90769537 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101555
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 03, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for use in helping consumers locate and purchase products from businesses whose values they are aligned with
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 11, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOODBUY, INC Address GOODBUY, INC 722 E. Bannock St. Boise IDAHO 83712 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CHINA PLAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90771348</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 13, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101556</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;CHINA PLAY&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CHINA&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent Of</th>
<th>90977942</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Curtains; Bed covers; Bed linen; Cotton fabrics; Handkerchiefs of textile; Sleeping bags for babies; Sleeping bags in the nature of sheeting; Tapestries of textile; Wall hangings of textile |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes  | US Classes | 42, 50 | International Class Title | Fabrics |
| First Use | May 10, 2023 |
| In Commerce | May 10, 2023 |

| For | Hammocks; String; Tents; Animal hair; Camouflage nets; Camouflage nets for visual use; Plastic-covered mesh fabric growing bags for growing plants and trees; Plastic fibers for textile use; Textile bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging |
| International Classes | 22 - Primary Classes  | US Classes | 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 | International Class Title | Cordage and Fibers |
| First Use | May 10, 2023 |
| In Commerce | May 10, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Zhejiang Asweets Kids Product Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Zhejiang Asweets Kids Product Co., Ltd. Shangyu Industry Area, Shangyu district, Shaoxing, Zhejiang CHINA 312000 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 01793 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GARTNER, JOHN M
Mark Literal(s) VELOCITY, THE AGENT SUCCESS PROGRAM

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "THE AGENT SUCCESS PROGRAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing marketing services for real estate professionals and agents; Providing marketing solutions for real estate professionals and agents; Providing business planning and marketing solutions for real estate professionals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PODCO Vanguard DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coldwell Banker Vanguard Realty Address PODCO Vanguard 1401 Kingsley Ave. Orange Park FLORIDA 32073 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34113

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| No                       | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN | The mark consists of the stylized wording "NEMO | CERT. " in shades of red. | Yes | The color red is claimed as a feature of the mark. | "CERT."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others to determine conformity with certification standards |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Dec. 21, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 21, 2020 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Nemo Cert LLC |
| Address | Nemo Cert LLC 353 Christian Street Oxford CONNECTICUT 06478 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CONNECTICUT |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 90772270 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | AURAND, KYLE C |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STUMPY MCDOODLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90772961</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2021</td>
<td>7101559</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: entertainment services, namely, providing online casino-style games and games of chance; entertainment services, namely, providing online slot machine-style games; entertainment services, namely, online casino-style gaming
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Digital Gaming Corporation Limited
- **Address**: Digital Gaming Corporation Limited, 4th Floor, 7/10 Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, London, UNITED KINGDOM, W1G9DQ
- **Legal Entity**: COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ENGLAND AND WALES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 21-0766-US
- **Examination Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE IINSPIRATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90774069 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101560
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of wrestling contests; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a professional wrestling and sports entertainment personalities; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a professional wrestling and sports entertainment personalities; Entertainment services, namely, wrestling exhibits and performances by a professional wrestler and entertainer; Providing wrestling news and information via a global computer network; Providing online interviews featuring professional wrestling and sports entertainment personalities in the field of professional wrestling and sports entertainment for entertainment purposes

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 09, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 09, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JLTM, Inc. Address JLTM, Inc. 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

Owner Name Cassandra Lee MacIntosh Address Cassandra Lee MacIntosh 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 254364

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### MARK Literal(s)
NEEDS & WANTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 90774702 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jun. 15, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7101561 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Oct. 11, 2022 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Dec. 06, 2022 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Tea-based beverages; Beverages made of tea; Coffee based beverages; Tea-based beverages with fruit flavoring; Herbal teas
**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 46 **International Class Title**: Staple Foods **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021 **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

**For**: Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Energy drinks
**International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title**: Light Beverages **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021 **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Jenny Bonchak
**Address**: Jenny Bonchak 618 Edmund St. Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27604
**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 033029.002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MOTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90774760 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101562
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Nov. 22, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MOTEK" in the mark is "sweetheart".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Force and motion testing apparatus for physical rehabilitation; force and motion testing apparatus for physical training; medical and therapeutic device and apparatus, namely, an assisted physical exercise machine with built-in force and motion sensing apparatus, all for the rehabilitation of limbs, head and trunk affected by neuromuscular diseases, disorders, or injuries, for home or clinical use; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus for physical training for medical use; motion technology apparatus comprising video cameras, motion sensors, computer hardware, and downloadable operating software for use therewith, all for use in the diagnosis and rehabilitation of musculoskeletal disorders and illnesses; hardware in the nature of electronic muscle stimulators and recorded operating software sold as a unit, all for the stimulation of muscle movement and improvement of gait, locomotion and balance
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use 2000 In Commerce 2000

For Motion technology apparatus and components comprising video cameras, motion sensors, computer hardware, and downloadable operating software for use therewith, all for use in research and scientific analysis of musculoskeletal disorders and illnesses; computer hardware and downloadable software for the measurement of movement of a human body, and for the simulation of muscle movement for the improvement of gait, locomotion and balance; downloadable medical software for the analysis of performance and improvements of human musculoskeletal movements, physical training and rehabilitation; software for real-time musculoskeletal modeling; downloadable software for hardware data synchronization
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2000 In Commerce 2000
For Medical analysis relating to the treatment of persons, namely, analysis of human bodily motion to diagnose
musculoskeletal disorders and illnesses affecting gait, locomotion and balance

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and
agricultural services **First Use** 2000 **In Commerce** 2000

For Providing online non-downloadable software for the measurement of movement of a human body, and for the simulation
of muscle movement for the improvement of gait, locomotion and balance; Providing online non-downloadable medical
software for the analysis of performance and improvements of human musculoskeletal movements, physical training and
rehabilitation; Providing online non-downloadable software for hardware data synchronization; Design and development of
hardware and software for rehabilitation, diagnosis of musculoskeletal disorders and illnesses and research and analysis of
musculoskeletal disorders and illnesses, all in connection with motion technology; motion capture technology consultation
services for others; design and development of hardware and software for the stimulation of muscle movement and
improvement of gait, locomotion and balance; development of software for hardware data synchronization; development of
software for real-time musculoskeletal modeling; medical and scientific research in the field of human movement
performance; Biomedical research services; research and development in the field of human movement performance

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and
computer services **First Use** 2000 **In Commerce** 2000

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Motek Medical B.V. **Address** Motek Medical B.V. Vleugelboot 14 Houten NETHERLANDS 3991CL

**Legal Entity** private limited liability company **State or Country Where Organized** NETHERLANDS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 55798/4658

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SNYDER, NELSON B
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
Hydraulic power unit designed to be attached to a wall of a swimming pool to generate a current against which the user can swim, exercise, engage in physical therapy, or play

**International Classes**
7 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**International Class Title**
Machinery

**First Use**
Jan. 27, 2023

**In Commerce**
Jan. 27, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**
WELLNESS MARKETING CORPORATION

**Address**
WELLNESS MARKETING CORPORATION
17450 College Parkway
Livonia MICHIGAN 48152

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**
187-3012-T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner**
ROJAS, ELINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PINKER TIMES AHEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90774998 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101564
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Make-up
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Too Faced Cosmetics, LLC Address Too Faced Cosmetics, LLC 18231 McDurmott West Irvine, CALIFORNIA 92614 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TOO01-3030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PILO'S BEACH CLUB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90779234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "PILO'S" in stylized lettering under a decorated mask resembling a sugar skull with a heart-shaped nose, dark hair with a flower crown consisting of three flowers, hanging earrings and lipstick. Underneath the word "PILO'S" are the words "BEACH CLUB" in stylized lettering between two palm trees of varied sizes in a pool of water on each side. Disclaimer "CLUB"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5462496

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant; Fast-food restaurant services; Fast-food restaurants; Fast casual restaurants; Fast casual restaurants featuring Mexican food; Pop-up restaurant services; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Self-service restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use May 31, 2021
In Commerce May 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SLG VENTURES LLC
Address SLG VENTURES LLC 12650 SW 77 Ave Miami FLORIDA 33156
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHELAN, JAIME M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PILO'S BEACH CLUB

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 90779245
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 17, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101566
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 08, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 03, 2022

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLUB"

**Related Properties Information**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5462496

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Fast casual restaurants; Fast casual restaurants featuring Mexican food; Fast-food restaurant services; Fast-food restaurants; Pop-up restaurant services; Self-service restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: May 31, 2021
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 2021

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: SLG VENTURES LLC
- **Address**: SLG VENTURES LLC 12650 SW 77 Ave Miami FLORIDA 33156
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90779401  Application Filing Date  Jun. 17, 2021  Registration Number  7101567
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a depiction of an "X" with slanted open ends on the upper right forming into arrows and lower left creating two sides.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fund management in the field of commodities, futures and other securities; Operation and management of commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles; Providing an internet website portal in the field of financial investment information including application, reporting and distributions
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial  First Use  Dec. 08, 2020  In Commerce  Dec. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Net Alpha Financial Systems, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA N-Alpha  Address  Net Alpha Financial Systems, LLC Suite 210 199 W. Brown Street Birmingham MICHIGAN 48009  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1933.014US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DR. HAPPY EGGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90780006 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101568
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Beverly Reed ("Dr. Happy Eggs"), whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Human fertility treatment services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 08, 2018 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reed, Beverly Address Reed, Beverly 201 Timber Lake Way Southlake TEXAS 76092 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N/A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STORY CINEMA CLASSIC
FAIRY TALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90781251 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101569
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a megaphone with three stars on it. There are three more stars to the upper right of the megaphone. The entire aforementioned design is within a shaded square. To the right of the design are the words "STORY CINEMA" in a stylized font above the words "CLASSIC FAIRY TALES" in a stylized font. Disclaimer "STORY CINEMA CLASSIC FAIRY TALES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Slide projectors; Picture projectors; Video projectors; Digital projectors; Multimedia projectors; Slide or photograph projection apparatus; Self-acting focussing projectors; Exposed slide films; Apparatus for the reproduction of images; Playing devices for sound and image carriers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JEONG, Chang Gon Address JEONG, Chang Gon 1503 ho, 201 dong, 393, Pangyo-ro Bundang-gu, Gyeonggi-do Seongnam-si REPUBLIC OF KOREA None Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9115-009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JUANAONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90782610 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7101570
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Packaging machines, for use with cannabis products solely derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pax IP Inc. Address Pax IP Inc. 5605 Rue Cypihot Saint-Laurent, QC CANADA H4S1R3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PAXIOM.0029T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  COMFORT CHECK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90788076  Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7101571
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CHECK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Diagnostic test kits for detection of pregnancy
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHURCH & DWIGHT CO., INC.  Address  CHURCH & DWIGHT CO., INC.  500 Charles Ewing Boulevard  Ewing  NEW JERSEY  08628  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  D-PC-FEM-DIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  MASTERING THE ART OF EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90789017  Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7101572
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 14, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  providing consumer information in the field of cannabis, hemp, cannabis and hemp cultivars and cultivar profiles, cannabis and hemp products, cannabinoids, terpenes, and terpene blends; providing consumer information regarding cannabis products and their effects; providing consumer information in the field of cannabis products, namely, effects-classified cannabis products comprising terpene blends; providing consumer information regarding dispensary locations offering cannabis products; promoting public awareness of the benefits of cannabis, hemp, cannabis and hemp cultivars, cannabis and hemp products, cannabinoids, terpenes and terpene blends
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 27, 2021  In Commerce  Feb. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Resonate Blends LLC  Address  Resonate Blends LLC  26565 Agoura Road Suite 200  Calabasas
CALIFORNIA  91302  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RBLN-004UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90792736 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101573
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a speech bubble graphic that resembles a planetary body. A semi-circular line with beveled ends is superimposed on the bubble to resemble a planetary ring. The midpoint of the line is situated at approximately 300 degrees on an x-y axis.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed matter, namely, pamphlets, brochures, newsletters, journals, magazines, catalogues, prospectuses, flyers, posters, periodicals, book covers, calendars all for teaching purposes in the fields of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture; printed fiction and non-fiction books and novels in the fields of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture; geographical models being terrestrial globes; globes; wall display boards being poster board; printed wall maps and plastic transparencies except apparatus
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

For Training in the use and operation of computers; teaching and educational services, namely, conducting classes and workshops, namely, online classes and workshops in the field of entertainment, namely, literature and music and the distribution of course materials in connection therewith; cultural activities, namely, art exhibitions and organizing poetry and book readings; providing continuing education courses in the field of languages, grammar, the natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, architecture, astronomy; Correspondence courses in the field of languages, grammar, the natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy, architecture; educational services, namely, conducting on-line exhibitions and displays and interactive exhibits in the field of languages, grammar, the natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health,
economic science, geography, music, art, architecture, astronomy; providing interactive learning, namely, tools in the nature of live and on-line non-downloadable recorded classes and web-based seminars in the field of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, art, astronomy, literature and architecture; online training through virtual project groups and interactive exchanging of information with tutors in the field of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, architecture, astronomy; on-line publication of books, magazines, brochures, and journals; production of films, animated cartoons and television programmes; entertainment programmes and shows, namely, entertainment services in the nature of on-going television programmes in the field of children's entertainment and entertainment in the nature of television news shows; publishing and publication of printed products, namely, pamphlets, brochures, newsletters, journals, magazines, catalogues, prospectuses, flyers, posters, periodicals, book covers, calendars all for teaching purposes in the fields of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture; books, printed instructional, educational and teaching materials; educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture; educational services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture; educational services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  Jul. 10, 2022  **In Commerce**  Jul. 10, 2022

**For** Pre-recorded magnetic, optical and digital recording carriers, namely, USB storage devices, SD memory cards, magnetic tapes, optical discs, CD-ROMs, CD-I and DVDs and high definition digital discs for teaching purposes in the fields of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture; downloadable and recorded computer software and downloadable audio and video recordings for teaching purposes in the fields of languages, grammar, natural sciences, mathematics, technology, medicine, health, economic science, geography, music, art, astronomy and architecture

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  Aug. 20, 2022  **In Commerce**  Aug. 20, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  KLETT WORLD LANGUAGES, INC.  **Address**  KLETT WORLD LANGUAGES, INC.  4055 WEST PETERSON AVENUE  SUITE 201  CHICAGO  ILLINOIS  60646  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country**  ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PROTAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90793046 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101574 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Office and organizational supplies, namely, reinforced stationery tabs, file folders, index dividers, paper labels International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Smead Manufacturing Company Address The Smead Manufacturing Company 600 Smead Boulevard Hastings MINNESOTA 55032219 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40725.713US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ROCKY GAP LAKESIDE
GRILLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90793941 Application Filing Date  Jun. 24, 2021 Registration Number   7101575
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "ROCKY GAP", on top of the word
"LAKESIDE", over the word "GRILLE" superimposed over a rectangular border. Disclaimer  "GRILLE" Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  6831469

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant services; Bar and cocktail lounge services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant
services First Use  Apr. 12, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Golden Gaming, LLC Address  Golden Gaming, LLC  6595 S. Jones Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA
89118 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  087918000000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STARS & ROCKETS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>90797425</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 27, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101576</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Dresses; Pants; Shirts; Trousers; Denim jackets; Denim jeans; Hoodies; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweaters; Athletic sweaters; Button down shirts; Camp shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Hooded sweat shirts; Jogging pants; Lounge pants; Polo shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sleep shirts; Sport shirts; Stretch pants; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Turtle neck shirts; Turtle neck sweaters |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Mar. 21, 2023 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 21, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | SOHO APPAREL GROUP INC. |
| **Address** | SOHO APPAREL GROUP INC. 15025 Proctor Ave. City of Industry CALIFORNIA 91746 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T |

---

**Mark** Stars & Rockets
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IMAGERY IS EVERYTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90798934 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101577
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography and video services, namely, video recording services, video mastering services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kelly, Darryl Address Kelly, Darryl 3030 Modesto Ave Oakland CALIFORNIA 94619 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRO4

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90800597  Application Filing Date  Jun. 29, 2021  Registration Number  7101578
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "PRO4" positioned below a fanciful depiction of an arch-shaped open chamber design.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  non-metallic leaching chambers for septic leaching for use with onsite commercial and residential septic systems
International Classes  11  Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Feb. 2023  In Commerce  Feb. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Prinsco, Inc.  Address  Prinsco, Inc.  1717 16th Street NE  Willmar  MINNESOTA  56201  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  65086

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THEOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90801168 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101579
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of THEOS in the mark is GOD.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telescopic sights; Rifle scopes; Mounts for rifle scopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 16, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FX AIRGUNS AB Address FX AIRGUNS AB Sofierogatan 3A Göteborg SWEDEN 41251 Legal Entity aktiebolag (ab) State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18855TM20005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
MARK Literal(s) ALTRUISTIC INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90801706 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101580
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTELLIGENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software using artificial intelligence for leveraging big data and predictive analytics to amplify donor engagement by acquiring, retaining, and upgrading the user's donor community data; Providing a website featuring online non-downloadable software using artificial intelligence for leveraging big data and predictive analytics to amplify donor engagement by acquiring, retaining, and upgrading the user's donor community data; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software using artificial intelligence for leveraging big data and predictive analytics to amplify donor engagement by acquiring, retaining, and upgrading the user's donor community data; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications using artificial intelligence for leveraging big data and predictive analytics to amplify donor engagement by acquiring, retaining, and upgrading the user's donor community data; Software design and development in the nature of developing proprietary algorithms that maximize and monetize non-profits' and donor's communities, as well as for corporations on the forefront of social responsibility; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing data analysis and enrichment reporting for nonprofits' donor communities
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hatch Giving, Inc. Address Hatch Giving, Inc. 10 Parkside Court New York NEW YORK 10970
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, TARYN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** Della Luce

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90804019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 30, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The English translation of Della Luce in the mark is Of the light. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Drinkware |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Nov. 05, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 05, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CLARK CORE SERVICES, LLC |
| Address | CLARK CORE SERVICES, LLC 2205 OLD PHILADELPHIA PIKE LANCASTER PENNSYLVANIA 17602 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CAI2-TM084 |
| Examining Attorney | CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MEET ME AT THE BARRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90808024  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 02, 2021  
- **Registration Number**: 7101582  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 27, 2022  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 21, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5179180

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hats; Leggings; Leotards; Shirts; Socks; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Tank tops
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Xtend Holdings, LLC  
- **Address**: Xtend Holdings, LLC  40 Pine Tree Way  Santa Rosa Beach  FLORIDA  32459  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 12876-078
- **Examining Attorney**: FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RED DOOR COMMUNITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90808543 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101583 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMMUNITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable fundraising; providing a website featuring fundraising information regarding charitable or humanitarian organizations
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 15, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2021
For Educational services, namely, lectures and workshops, in the field of support for cancer patients
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 21, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2021
For PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR SUPPORT COMMUNITIES FOR CANCER PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 15, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2021
For Providing personal support services for patients and families of patients with cancer, namely, support groups, individual emotional counseling sessions
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jul. 15, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Gilda's Club New York City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gilda's Club New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>195 W. Houston St. New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>501 (c)3 non-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SPRUILL, DARRYL M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INVIO HEALTH NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90809367 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101584 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH NETWORK"
Translation The English translation of INVIO in the mark is SENDING.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare services, namely, integrated healthcare services with a network of healthcare providers; healthcare services, namely, treatment of patients through an integrated network of healthcare providers
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 05, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prisma Health Address Prisma Health PRISMA HEALTH LEGAL DEPARTMENT 300 EAST MCBEE AVENUE, SUITE 410 Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29601 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PRIS-103-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THERAFEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90811331  Application Filing Date  Jul. 05, 2021  Registration Number  7101585  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 16, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Analgesic and muscle relaxant pharmaceutical preparations; Analgesic balm; Analgesic preparations; Analgesics; Pain relief medication; Medicated herbal topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment and ointments for the relief of aches and pain; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of musculo-skeletal disorders; Preparation for the relief of pain; Sports cream for relief of pain; Topical analgesic creams; Topical analgesics
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Aug. 08, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  David Newman  Address  David Newman  1324 East Desert Willow Drive  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85048
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** A’CAPPELLA KNOTTY GRAHAMS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90812851</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2021</td>
<td>7101586</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KNOTTY GRAHAMS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6343540

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chocolate covered cookies; Graham crackers
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Aug. 05, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DEBBAS GOURMET, LLC
- **Address**: DEBBAS GOURMET, LLC 2794 N LARKIN AVE FRESNO CALIFORNIA 93727
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinining Attorney**: KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WESTERN AVENUES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90815857 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101587 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 03, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed newspapers; Printed newspapers for general circulation International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 01, 2017 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wollen, Foster Address Wollen, Foster P.O. Box 470811 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94147 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90816226</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 07, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101588</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td>LEARN. LIBERTY.EDU</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "LEARN" and ".EDU"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3906562, 6237312, 6241326 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Education services, namely, providing on-line and in-person courses and instruction in the field of higher education;
- Education services, namely, providing online and in-person courses and instruction in the field of higher education;
- Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of university athletic events

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2013

**In Commerce**: Feb. 03, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Liberty University

**Address**: Liberty University 1971 University Blvd Lynchburg VIRGINIA 24515

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a black square, containing a white spiraling line running through it. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: museum services; entertainment services provided by museums and galleries, namely, displaying primarily vintage photographs of iconic figures or events for public viewing to support and promote under-appreciated photographers

OWNER INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
Owner Name: MUUS Asset Management Co LLC Address: MUUS Asset Management Co LLC TAFT STETTINIUS & HOLLISTER LLP One Indiana Square, Suite 3500 Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTOXY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: MUU01-00201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DELLA LUCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90817430 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101590 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Della Luce" where a design consisting of a half sun comprised of a downward facing half circle with lines extending from the half circle appears centered directly above the words "Della Luce". Translation The English translation of Della Luce in the mark is of the light.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drinkware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 05, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLARK CORE SERVICES, LLC Address CLARK CORE SERVICES, LLC 2205 OLD PHILADELPHIA PIKE LANCASTER PENNSYLVANIA 17602 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CAI2-TM088

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RIVERBANK FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90817662</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2021</td>
<td>7101591</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit union services; Credit unions
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 15, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Windsor Locks Federal Credit Union Address Windsor Locks Federal Credit Union 516 Spring Street Windsor Locks CONNECTICUT 06096 Legal Entity credit union State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INTELLIGENT REFINING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90819352 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2021
Registration Number 7101592 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date May 17, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 12, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “REFINING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Oil refining; Recycling; Refining of metals
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Sep. 25, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Abington Reldan Metals, LLC Address Abington Reldan Metals, LLC 550 Old Bordentown Road
Fairless Hills PENNSYLVANIA 19030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16238.T004US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAN DEN ABEELEN, DEREK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90820258  Application Filing Date  Jul. 09, 2021  Registration Number  7101593  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark

Publication Date  Aug. 23, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the capital letter "B" in the center of a cross inside a seven-pointed star inside a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  belt clasps, namely, belt keepers
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods First Use  Nov. 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 2022

For  holsters; gunbelts; rifle slings; cartridge pouches; cartridge clip pouches; cartridge slides for belts; cartridge cases and pistol rugs in the nature of pistol cases; firearm accessory pouches in the nature of ammunition, magazine and shell shot pouches; duty belts in the nature of gun belts; magazine pouches; ammunition holders; speedloader pouches; stun gun cartridge pouches; aerosol spray holders, namely, pepper spray holders; cases and holders for attachment to duty gear belts International Classes  13 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 9  International Class Title  Firearms First Use  Nov. 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 2022

For  flash light holders; compact weapon light holders International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Nov. 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 2022

For  radio holders International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Nov. 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 2022

15022
For   knife pouches; police baton holders

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools  **First Use**  Nov. 2021  **In Commerce**  Oct. 2022

For   handcuff pouches

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods  **First Use**  Nov. 2021  **In Commerce**  Oct. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Safariland, LLC  **Address**  Safariland, LLC  13386 International Parkway  Jacksonville  FLORIDA  32218  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  8485-6

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRIME SCREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90820567 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7101594 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PRIME SCREEN". To the left of the wording are three circles in a vertical line that are connected to each other. To the left of this design are two circles in a vertical line that are connected to each other. To the left of this design is one circle. Disclaimer "SCREEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic test strips for urine analysis; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; drug testing kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays that test for the presence of drugs and alcohol
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 04, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023
For Untreated multi-drug testing dip cards for drug use testing purposes; multi-drug rapid testing cups for drug use testing purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 04, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wondfo USA Co., Ltd. Address Wondfo USA Co., Ltd. 545 Willowbrook Centre Pkwy., Unit B Willowbrook ILLINOIS 60527 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number INT2-TM14-MC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHOOR, AMIT KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**MARK LITERAL(S)** HYDRATE YOUR BEST MATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90822486</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 12, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101595</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pet beverages; Pet food |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Sep. 2020 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 2020 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Petralyte Corp. |
| Address | Petralyte Corp. 2 N. 6th Place Brooklyn NEW YORK 11249 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 116679729113 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FICKES, JERI J |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90824227 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 12, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101596 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Sep. 06, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 01, 2022 |

### MARK INFORMATION
Mark Literal(s) | ROLLING HILLS TRAVEL CENTER

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer | "TRAVEL CENTER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gambling services; Gaming services in the nature of providing slot machine parlors; Entertainment services, namely, providing slot machine parlors for use by travelers
International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title | Education and Entertainment
First Use | Oct. 15, 2021 In Commerce | Oct. 15, 2021

For Retail store services featuring convenience store items and gasoline
International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title | Advertising and Business
First Use | Oct. 15, 2021 In Commerce | Oct. 15, 2021

For Vehicle service stations; Providing washing and drying laundry facilities to vehicle travelers
International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title | Construction and Repair
First Use | Oct. 15, 2021 In Commerce | Oct. 15, 2021

For Providing public shower and bathroom facilities to vehicle travelers for sanitary purposes
International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use | Oct. 15, 2021 In Commerce | Oct. 15, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Paskenta Band of Nomlaki Indians DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rolling Hills Casino
Address | Paskenta Band of Nomlaki Indians 2655 Everett Freeman Way Corning CALIFORNIA 96021
Legal Entity | federally-recognized Indian tribe
State or Country Where Organized | UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TINYLEMON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 90829665 Application Filing Date: Jul. 15, 2021 Registration Number: 7101597 Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Sep. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date: Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bras; Coats; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Leggings; Nightwear; Socks; Stockings; Trousers; Underpants; Underwear; Vests; Caps being headwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Scarves; Sports singlets; Tank tops
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing First Use: Aug. 03, 2022 In Commerce: Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Jinhua Donglaixi Trading Company Address: Jinhua Donglaixi Trading Company 14281 Legato Ct Eastvale CALIFORNIA 92880 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VALULINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90830588 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101598 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4657615

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cotton applicators in the nature of cotton swabs for dental purposes; dental impression material
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 15, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2010
For Face masks for use by dental care providers; dental bite trays; protective gowns for use by dental care providers; protective jackets for use by dental care providers; rinsing cups specially adapted for dental use; bibs for dental use; patient towels for dental use; dental tray covers made of paper
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 27, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2012
For Disposable dental head rest covers; disposable sterilization pouches of paper for dental use
For disposable sterilization pouches of clear plastic film for dental use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Benco Dental Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Benco Dental Supply Co. 295 CenterPoint Boulevard Pittston PENNSYLVANIA 18640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SWOOP SCOOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>90832416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Pet waste removal services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Apr. 20, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Scoop Troop LLC
Address Scoop Troop LLC 4914 N Mitchell Dr Otis Orchards WASHINGTON 99027
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number S471-0003TMU

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE LOOKOUT AT HOPE LAKE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90832927</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 16, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101600</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3799269

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, wedding receptions, birthday parties, retirement parties and high school proms
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 2023 In Commerce Jan. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greek Peak Holdings, LLC Address Greek Peak Holdings, LLC 2000 NYS Route 392 Cortland NEW YORK 13045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHUKUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90834646 Application Filing Date  Jul. 17, 2021 Registration Number  7101601 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  May 17, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 12, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Computers; Computer hardware; Computer operating programs, recorded; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for diagnosis and treatment of disease; Downloadable computer programs for diagnosis and treatment of disease; Portable media players; Video screens; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 12, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 12, 2021
For   Gardening; Massage; Beauty salon services; Food nutrition consultation; Medical clinic services; Medical and pharmaceutical consultation; Opticians services; Preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists; Rental of sanitary installations; Medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Dec. 12, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shukun (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shukun (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. Rm 303, Bldg 3., No 11, Chuangxin Rd. Beijing CHINA  102200 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WZ2022779

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PLINKO PLANTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90835630 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101602 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLANTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand operated spreaders for seed and dry lawn chemicals
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plinko Planter, LLC Address Plinko Planter, LLC 11035 E 46 Rd. Cadillac MICHIGAN 49601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6207.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** INFORMDX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90836131
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 19, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101603
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 03, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 28, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5825400, 5671336, 5818973 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing medical information, consultancy and advisory services; providing a website featuring online database of medical information; medical and clinical diagnostic testing, monitoring and reporting services; medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of neuropathology, pathology and biopsies
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
  - **First Use**: Feb. 13, 2018
  - **In Commerce**: Feb. 13, 2018

- **For**: Medical laboratory services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Feb. 13, 2018
  - **In Commerce**: Feb. 13, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Inform Diagnostics, Inc.
- **Address**: Inform Diagnostics, Inc. 6655 N. MacArthur Blvd. Irving TEXAS 75039
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 13175709US01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90836432 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101604 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Queen" in a stylized font with a crown on top of the letter "Q" and the "Q" being in the shape of a kettlebell. Disclaimer "QUEEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal fitness training services; Personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning training; Providing personal fitness training for females International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 08, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2021
For Hats; Shirts; Shoes; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Athletic pants; T-shirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 21, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gallagher, Nichole Address Gallagher, Nichole 116 Hays Dr. Sanford FLORIDA 32771 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5980.00002
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EMBRACE THE EIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90836789 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101605 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 24, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of the need for public housing in affluent areas in order for the poor to have more access to quality education
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 15, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Embrace the Eight Address Embrace the Eight 430 N Center Street Joliet ILLINOIS 60435 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FMILOSLAVICH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PILLOWS FOR PAWS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90843770</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PILLOWS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Charitable services, namely, raising money for animal welfare organizations through promotions and/or incentives |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Sep. 16, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 16, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Pillows for Paws, Inc. |
| Address | Pillows for Paws, Inc. 185 E. 85th Street #18C New York NEW YORK 10028 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DUENAS, TAYLOR S |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WHISKER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90845422</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2021</td>
<td>7101607</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;WHISKER&quot; in stylized form with the &quot;W&quot; shaped to resemble the mouth of a cartoon cat and the dot above the &quot;I&quot; shaped to resemble the nose of a cartoon cat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6380992, 6380711 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for tracking of litter box usage |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Apr. 2022 In Commerce | Apr. 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Automated Pet Care Products, LLC |
| Address | Automated Pet Care Products, LLC 1080 W. Entrance Dr. Auburn Hills MICHIGAN 48326 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MICHIGAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3232.0102 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | ZARICK, DIANA G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90845425 Application Filing Date  Jul. 23, 2021 Registration Number  7101608 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized "W" shaped to resemble the mouth of a cartoon cat encircled by a shape that resembles the nose of a cartoon cat.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automated pet appliances, namely, litter boxes; electric cleaning apparatuses for pets, namely, electronic self-cleaning litter boxes; Household electronic devices for pet care, namely, automatic self-cleaning litter boxes specially adapted for use with downloadable software for tracking of litter box usage
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 2022
For  Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for tracking of litter box usage
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 2022 In Commerce  Apr. 2022
For  Providing a website featuring information and advice in the field of pet care health
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  May 05, 2023 In Commerce  May 05, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Automated Pet Care Products, LLC Address  Automated Pet Care Products, LLC  1080 W. Entrance Dr. Auburn Hills MICHIGAN  48326 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3232.0101
Examining Attorney  ZARICK, DIANA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ANGELINK COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90846854 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101609 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 24, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 19, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMMUNITY FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of women's causes to support and empower women in critical areas such as female inequality and injustice, lack of access to capital for women in business and female entrepreneurship, single and homeless mothers, education for girls and women in STEM, underprivileged and minority women, medical research to support for women's health and wellness, as and emergency and disaster relief causes that support women and their families
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2019 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gerry McClure Address Gerry McClure 16610 Firenze Way Naples FLORIDA 34110 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAUTY WEDGES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90847845</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 26, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101610</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1669503 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cosmetic sponges; foam pads, rounds and sticks used for applying, blending and removing cosmetics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | APOTHECARY PRODUCTS, LLC |
| Address | APOTHECARY PRODUCTS, LLC 11750 12TH AVENUE SOUTH BURNSVILLE MINNESOTA 553371297 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1993.539US01 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
ROLLING HILLS TRAVEL CENTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90848494</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2021</td>
<td>7101611</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;ROLLING HILLS&quot; in a certain stylized font centered and situated above the words &quot;TRAVEL CENTER&quot; also in a certain stylized font. The design of a feather is located above the words &quot;ROLLING HILLS&quot; and a geometric design with lines is situated below the words &quot;TRAVEL CENTER&quot;.</td>
<td>&quot;TRAVEL CENTER&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Gambling services; Gaming services in the nature of providing slot machine parlors; Entertainment services, namely, providing slot machine parlors for use by travelers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Retail store services featuring convenience store items and gasoline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Vehicle service stations; Providing washing and drying laundry facilities to vehicle travelers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing public shower and bathroom facilities to vehicle travelers for sanitary purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

15043
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Paskenta Band of Nomlaki Indians DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rolling Hills Casino  
Address   Paskenta Band of Nomlaki Indians  2655 Everett Freeman Way  Corning  
CALIFORNIA   96021
Legal Entity   federally-recognized Indian tribe  
State or Country Where Organized   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AJU MEDICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90848805 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 26, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101612 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Aug. 23, 2022 | Notice of Allowance Date | Oct. 18, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical thread; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in general surgery; suture materials for medical use; orthopedic implants made of artificial materials
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 27, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AJU PHARM CO., LTD. Address AJU PHARM CO., LTD. 600, Gyeongin-ro Guro-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 08213 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 888271-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TANUKI TACTICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90851669  Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2021  Registration Number 7101613  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Principal Register  Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "TACTICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Military and police duty gear, namely, holsters, ammo caddies, namely, ammunition cases and bags, gun holsters, pocket holsters, ammunition magazine holders, gun cases, gun bags, cartridge pouches; tools for weapons, namely, loading strips for revolvers; belts, namely, ammunition duty belts and ammunition cartridge belts, firearm slings, holsters, adapters for fitting holsters, bandoliers for holding ammunition cartridges or ammunition cases, pouches especially adapted for grenades and pouches especially adapted for electric shock weapons; duty gear belts for holding weapons and ammunition for military and law enforcement
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Mar. 31, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2023

For Military and police duty gear, namely, cell phone cases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 31, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2023

For Police baton holders
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 31, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2023

For Cases specially adapted for handcuffs
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Mar. 31, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Stevens, Nathaniel</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA Quick2U</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Stevens, Nathaniel</th>
<th>1955 Versilles Chula Vista, CALIFORNIA 91913</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Stevens, Nanci</th>
<th>DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA Quick2U</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Stevens, Nanci</th>
<th>1955 Versilles Chula Vista, CALIFORNIA 91913</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STARS UP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90852866</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101614</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Amusement game machines; Arcade game machines; Arcade video game machines; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling; Stand alone video game machines; Video game machines
  - **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
  - **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2022

- **For**: Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded game software; Recorded video game software
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2022
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Novomatic AG
- **Address**: Novomatic AG Wiener Strasse 158 Gumpoldskirchen AUSTRIA 2352
- **Legal Entity**: aktiengesellschaft
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 32015.98/JKS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COWIEWIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90853671 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101615 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "COWIEWIE" in stylized font with the "O" having horns. Translation The wording "COWIEWIE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jigsaw puzzles; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Play mats containing infant toys; Play tents; Toy building blocks; Toy microscopes; Toy scooters; Toy telescopes; Toy tricycles for children
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 21, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2022
For Adjustable beds; Bassinets; Cribs for babies; Infant walkers; Mattresses; Non-metal step stools; Playpens for babies; Serving trolleys; Shower chairs; Sleeper sofas; Toy boxes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 05, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Mihai Trading Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Mihai Trading Co., Ltd. 4D1-26, 4th F, Yunsong Building, 33 Tairan 8th Rd., Shatou St., Futian Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorneys ABID, NABEELA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SNAPCALORIE

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Providing information in the field of nutrition
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Apr. 04, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 04, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  PERCEPTIONLABS, INC.  Address  PERCEPTIONLABS, INC.  204 Rivers Edge Drive  Great Falls VIRGINIA  22066  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
TM 12751 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QCUQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90856785 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101617 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric towel warmers; Portable electric foot baths

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Cebaochengyun Trading Co. Ltd. Address Shenzhen Cebaochengyun Trading Co. Ltd. YINGCHUN Road, NANHU Street 2712W, HAIWAILANYIDASHA, No. 12 LUOHU Dist., SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CNF079US50

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JEBUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90857238 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101618 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 31, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distribution of motion picture films; Film distribution; Film production; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos, namely, video presentations of a comedic nature; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of comedy; Motion picture film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coley Enterprises LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coley Address Coley Enterprises LLC 1038 Redtail Road Audubon PENNSYLVANIA 19403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIURPITA, DREW PETER F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AVELI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90857537 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101619 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AVELI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices for removing, eliminating, or reducing the appearance of cellulite; Medical devices for cellulite treatment; Medical devices for surgical and non-surgical aesthetic treatments
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 27, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Revelle Aesthetics, Inc. Address Revelle Aesthetics, Inc. 2570 W. El Camino Real, Suite 310 Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78RW-335292

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BLAZING MAMMOTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90858511 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101620 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, providing online casino-style games and games of chance; entertainment services, namely, providing online slot machine-style games; entertainment services, namely, online casino-style gaming
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 2023 In Commerce Feb. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Digital Gaming Corporation Limited Address Digital Gaming Corporation Limited 4th Floor 7/10 Chandos Street, Cavendish Square London UNITED KINGDOM W1G9DQ Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND AND WALES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21-1001-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SQUEALIN' RICHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90858539</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 30, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101621</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For entertainment services, namely, providing online casino-style games and games of chance; entertainment services, namely, providing online slot machine-style games; entertainment services, namely, online casino-style gaming
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 2022 In Commerce Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Digital Gaming Corporation Limited Address Digital Gaming Corporation Limited 4th Floor 7/10 Chandos Street, Cavendish Square London UNITED KINGDOM W1G9DQ Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND AND WALES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21-1002-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUEEN OF THE CATSKILLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90861678 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101622
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Queen of the Catskills" in
stylized font. The words are outlined and have a shadow behind them. Disclaimer "CATSKILLS" Name Portrait
Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Julie McGuire, whose consent(s) to
register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing, stickers, decals, printed coloring books, coloring books, books, and
general merchandise
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Oct. 12, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McGuire, Julie Address McGuire, Julie Unit 28D 105 Duane Street New York NEW YORK 10007
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NORDIC LAWN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90862897</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101623</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
<th>Aug. 09, 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording NORDIC LAWN in green lettering, underlined in green, and bookended with seven vertical lines of varying height and in varying shades of green, depicting grass, on either side.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LAWN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: artificial lawn
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use**: Nov. 02, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nordic Lawn ApS
- **Address**: Drejergangen 1A, 1. th. Karlslunde DENMARK 2690
- **Legal Entity**: private limited company

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NUTRAVINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90864364 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7101624
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Nutravina" in white on a green
rectangular background with a green leaf above the first "a". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green
and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Vitamin C preparations; Vitamin supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Aug. 31, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RAYMOND GOWERS, Mark Address RAYMOND GOWERS, Mark 11 Chilton Grove Yeovil,
Somerset UNITED KINGDOM BA214AN Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 76498-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FLAMES OF GLORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90864654 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7101625
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement game machines; Arcade game machines; Arcade video game machines; Electronic gaming machines,
namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling; Stand alone video game machines; Video game
machines

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

For Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded game software;
Recorded video game software

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novomatic AG Address Novomatic AG Wiener Strasse 158 Gumpoldskirchen AUSTRIA 2352 Legal
Entity aktiengesellschaft State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32015.99/JKS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE LINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90867039</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2021</td>
<td>7101626</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; Arranging, organizing, hosting and conducting sports competitions, bicycle and cycling races, exhibitions for sporting purposes and sports events; Bicycle and cycling riding camps, classes, training and instruction; Entertainment services, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting of conferences in the field of sports and recreation entertainment; Arranging and conducting of concerts; Arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting birthday and corporate parties; Wedding reception planning and coordination services; Organization of entertainment exhibition events and live theatrical, cinematic, musical, and dance performances; Rental of indoor recreational facilities for playing sports, sports training, and group recreation events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing bicycle racing and exhibitions

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 04, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2021

For Storage services for sports equipment, bicycles and bicycle equipment; Valet services for sports equipment, namely, storage and delivery of bicycles and bicycle equipment; rental of bicycles

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Oct. 04, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2021

For Providing social meeting, banquet and social function facilities; Provision of conference, exhibition and meeting facilities; Rental of facilities for exhibitions

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 04, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>The Line Experience, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>143462-4001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SOUDERS, MICHAEL J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WORTHY IN EVERY SEASON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90869331 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101627
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 14, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maternity clothing, namely, dresses, shirts, pants, skirts, shorts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 21, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Love Taica Address Love Taica 3221 Russwood Ln Garland TEXAS 75044 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 90869331

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIBLE, JONATHON I
TM 12762 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COLORSEED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90872026 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7101628
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 14, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath mats; Fabric bath mats; Floor coverings; Floor coverings made of textiles; Textile bath mats; Non-slip mats for baths
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings
First Use Sep. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 13, 2023

For Duvets; Throws; Towels; Baby blankets; Beach towels; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed sheets; Bed throws; Duvet covers; Hooded towels; Sheet sets; Terry towels; Throws designed to also be wrapped around a person; Towel sheet; Towels of textile; Towels that may be worn as a dress or similar garment; Turkish towel; Bath towels; Blanket throws
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
First Use Sep. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 13, 2023

For Bathrobes; Slippers; Beach cover-ups; Beach footwear; Bath slippers; Disposable slippers; Hooded bathrobes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
First Use Sep. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 13, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Veritas Tekstil Konfeksiyon Pazarlama Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. Address Veritas Tekstil Konfeksiyon Pazarlama Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. Denizli OSB Mah. Fahri Karaca Cad. No:14 Honaz Denizli TURKEY 20330
Entity CORPORATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WHENSIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90875983 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7101629
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 12, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for managing calendars and schedules
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 28, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peter Larsen DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Pete Larsen Address Peter Larsen 6029 18th St N Arlington VIRGINIA 22205 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ROCK-IT GLOBAL EST. 1978

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90876501 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101630
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording ROCK-IT appearing above the stylized word GLOBAL appearing above the stylized wording EST. 1978, all to the left of a circle featuring a star design. Disclaimer "GLOBAL" AND "EST. 1978"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0119241/ International Registration Number

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; transportation management services, namely, planning and coordinating transportation of people and freight for others; freight logistics management; business management in the field of transport and delivery; customs clearance services; monitoring the transportation of people and freight for others for business purposes; providing information and advice relating to the foregoing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021
For freight transportation services; global transportation of freight for others by all available means; cargo and freight handling services; collection, transport, forwarding and delivery of freight; shipping services, namely, air freight shipping services, shipping of goods, freight forwarding, parcel shipping services, airline and shipping services; arranging transport for others; courier services; guarded transportation of valuables; storage, transport and delivery of packing materials; document delivery by non-electric means, namely, delivery of documents containing shipping instructions for others; freight and transport brokerage; aircraft charter brokerage services; warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, and packing for shipment of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others; rental of warehousing facilities and fixed and movable storage containers; vehicle routing by computer on data networks; providing information concerning collection and delivery of assets in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo and delivery containers; warehousing services, namely, storage of goods which are subject to temporary import bonds; providing information and advice relating to
the foregoing services

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 105  **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage  **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021  **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: ROCK-IT CARGO USA LLC  
**Address**: ROCK-IT CARGO USA LLC  5343 Imperial Highway, Unit 900  
Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90045  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 077807-00762

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUEEN'S ORCHARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90879012 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101631
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5105902, 5105901, 3317206 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement game machines; Arcade game machines; Arcade video game machines; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling; Stand alone video game machines; Video game machines
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022
For Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded game software; Recorded video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 19, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novomatic AG Address Novomatic AG Wiener Strasse 158 Gumpoldskirchen AUSTRIA 2352 Legal Entity aktiengesellschaft State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32015.103/JS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SNOW KINGDOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90879069</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101632</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Amusement game machines; Arcade game machines; Arcade video game machines; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling; Stand alone video game machines; Video game machines

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Apr. 19, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 19, 2022

**For** Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded game software; Recorded video game software

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Apr. 19, 2022 **In Commerce** Apr. 19, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Novomatic AG **Address** Novomatic AG Wiener Strasse 158 Gumpoldskirchen AUSTRIA 2352 **Legal Entity** aktiengesellschaft **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 32015.105/JS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90879691 Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2021 Registration Number  7101633
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized bird design with a crown design above the bird's head.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wealth management, investment, insurance and financial advisory services; Broker-dealer financial services in the field of securities, stocks, bonds, and mutual funds
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  May 05, 2023 In Commerce  May 05, 2023
For  Tax advisory services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 05, 2023 In Commerce  May 05, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FAIM Investments, LLC Address  FAIM Investments, LLC  135 S. Madison St. Thomasville GEORGIA 31792 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  32388-0023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SECRETS OF MEDUSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90879850 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 12, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101634 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 29, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "SECRETS OF MEDUSA" in stylized letters having a 3-dimensional appearance, with a stylized spear piercing through the words. The front surface of the letters features a snake-skin pattern texture, and the letters "R" and "S" in the word "SECRETS" and "M" and "E" in the word "MEDUSA" feature bright star-shaped flares. The words appear over a shaded horizontal carrier having an irregular wavy border, and wavy lines resembling snake tails protruding from the upper-left and upper-right corners of the carrier.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Amusement game machines; Arcade game machines; Arcade video game machines; Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling; Stand alone video game machines; Video game machines

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Oct. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Oct. 10, 2022

**For**  Recorded computer game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling; Recorded game software; Recorded video game software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Oct. 10, 2022  In Commerce  Oct. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Novomatic AG  Address  Novomatic AG  Wiener Strasse 158  Gumpoldskirchen  AUSTRIA  2352  Legal Entity  aktiengesellschaft
State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  32015.106/JS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HEFANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90881021 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101635
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 28, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HEFANG has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Needles; Artificial flowers; Breast lift tapes; False hair; Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks; Hair bands; Hat trimmings; Shoulder pads for clothing; Trimmings for clothing
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 06, 2022 In Commerce May 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUN HEFANG Address SUN HEFANG 3-2-401, No.589, Qinglv South Road Xiangzhou District Zhuhai,Guangdong CHINA 519000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
TM 12770 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) .e

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90883410 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101636
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of ".e" in a stylized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Professional staffing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for measuring, estimating, and designing residential and commercial construction projects; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cataloging products and designing, organizing, editing, and making product presentations; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in residential construction, commercial construction, and product design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 2020 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Efficiently, LLC Address Efficiently, LLC 12 Penny Lane Gallatin Gateway MONTANA 59730
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN

15073
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LET US DO THE BUSY WORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90884040
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 16, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101637
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 05, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 30, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Professional staffing services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2022
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for measuring, estimating, and designing residential and commercial construction projects; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cataloging products and designing, organizing, editing, and making product presentations; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in residential construction, commercial construction, and product design
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Efficiently, LLC
- **Address**: Efficiently, LLC 12 Penny Lane Gallatin Gateway MONTANA 59730
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HALLY HAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90885005 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101638
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAIR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0119197/1651662 International
Registration Number 1651662

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hair clips; hair scrunchies; hair extensions
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Feb. 2021 In Commerce Feb. 2021
For hair color, hair care preparations, hair stylizing preparations, hair dye
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 2021 In Commerce Feb. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hally Hair, Inc Address Hally Hair, Inc 1757 Ponus Ridge Road New Canaan CONNECTICUT 06840

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H10242000000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** IA IMAGE AUTHORITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90886741</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2021</td>
<td>7101639</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
<td>May 31, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized "I" and a partial stylized "A" within a darkened rectangle located directly above the word "IMAGE", which is located directly above the word "AUTHORITY".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0119621/1667758
- **International Registration Number**: 1667758

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: custom design of wearable apparel, namely, employee clothing to the order and specification of industrial and commercial enterprises for wear by such employees for identification purposes and job function
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: IMAGEWEAR APPAREL, LLC
- **Address**: IMAGEWEAR APPAREL, LLC 251 LITTLE FALLS DRIVE WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19808
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 040109.15614
- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IA IMAGE AUTHORITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90886750 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2021 Registration Number  7101640
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "I" and a partial stylized "A" within a darkened rectangle located directly above the word "IMAGE", which is located directly above the word "AUTHORITY".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0119621/1667758 International Registration Number 1667758

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For custom manufacturing of wearable apparel, namely, employee clothing to the order and specifications of industrial and commercial enterprises for wear by such employees for identification purposes and job function
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jan. 13, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMAGEWEAR APPAREL, LLC Address IMAGEWEAR APPAREL, LLC 251 LITTLE FALLS DRIVE WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 040109.15614

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HALAL G’S ITS HALAL TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90886820 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101641
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the red outlined and white stylized word
"Halal G's" centered over the yellow stylized words "It's Halal Time" on a black to red gradient background. There is a
yellow, orange and red flame design with a white fork and black to red gradient outline centered between the two "L"
letters in "Halal". But for the color white appearing in the wording "Halal G's" as well as the depiction of the fork, the
color white represents background or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) red, orange, yellow, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"HALAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services and take-out restaurant services all featuring Halal food
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Apr. 25, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Halal GS Corp Address Halal GS Corp 52 Corncrib Lane Levittown NEW YORK 11756 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ACQUITY PREMIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90887738 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101642
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 28, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ACQUITY" in stylized font with the right line of the letter "A" extended to underline the letters "CQUIT"; to the left of the word "ACQUITY" is a hexagon intersected by the word "PREMIER" in stylized font. Disclaimer "PREMIER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Analytical equipment and instruments, not for medical use, for performing biological and chemical separation, purification, screening and identification, namely, liquid chromatography apparatus and instruments for laboratory use and structural parts and structural fittings therefor for laboratory use, mass spectrometry apparatus and instruments for laboratory use and structural parts and structural fittings therefor; chromatography instruments apparatus for laboratory use; chromatography instruments for use in connection with spectrometry instruments for laboratory use; chromatographic systems comprising of pumps, detectors, injectors, autosamplers, gradient controllers, mixing chambers, columns, recorders, fraction collectors and recorded or downloadable operating software, and replacement parts and operating software updates, recorded or downloadable, for laboratory use; laboratory instruments for processing samples with liquid chromatography columns; analytical laboratory instruments for automating sample analyses, diluting samples, tracking and tracing results of sample processing; chromatography columns for laboratory use; laboratory equipment and accessories, namely, chromatography columns, well plates, laboratory vials, and pipettes; recorded or downloadable computer operating software for laboratory analytical instruments; recorded or downloadable computer software for operating, configuring, troubleshooting, and controlling laboratory instruments; recorded or downloadable computer software for collecting, manipulating, analyzing, storing, and reporting data in mass spectrometry or liquid chromatography applications; recorded or downloadable computer software for automating and managing laboratory workflows; recorded or downloadable computer software for analyzing laboratory sample properties

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 05, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)**  
SESAME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90888792</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 18, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101643</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For membership club services in the nature of providing discounts to members in the field of spa, beauty salon, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; membership club services in the nature of providing discounts to members in the field of travel-related products and services of others

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
**First Use**: Feb. 10, 2022  
**In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SESAME UNLIMITED LLC  
- **Address**: SESAME UNLIMITED LLC 200 Hawkins Avenue, Unit 55 Ronkonkoma NEW YORK 11779  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 04151001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ÜNI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90889721 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7101644
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jun. 28, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring Shoes, footwear, socks, tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023
For Footwear; Shoes; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 2023 In Commerce Apr. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Uni LLC Address Uni LLC 11316 Matteson Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90066 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L549418152

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNITLANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90891196  Application Filing Date  Aug. 19, 2021  Registration Number  7101645
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the management of franchisor/franchisees, retail organizations and dealerships; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by franchises for operational management, location overview analysis, management of real estate assets, providing sales information, collection of data, collection of royalties, lead management, providing customer information, conducting marketing surveys, file management, and generation of customizable reports
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Sep. 24, 2021  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  iProject LLC  Address  iProject LLC  1141 N Old World 3rd St  Milwaukee  WISCONSIN  53203  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L549449581

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ALANI SPARKLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90892733 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101646
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPARKLING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0119640/1650911 International Registration Number 1650911 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5591148

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sparkling water
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Oct. 29, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alani Nutrition LLC Address Alani Nutrition LLC 7201 Intermodal Drive Suite A Louisville KENTUCKY 40258 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 193285-02000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MAGIC COOKERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90893053 Application Filing Date  Aug. 20, 2021 Registration Number  7101647
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "COOKERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Food preparation services featuring hot sauces, balsamic vinegars, chili sauces, burritos, sandwiches and hot dogs; restaurant; restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; rental of kitchen worktops for preparing food for immediate consumption
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Aug. 20, 2021 In Commerce  Aug. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Magic Cookery, LLC Address  Magic Cookery, LLC 5701 Gibson Blvd. SE Albuquerque NEW MEXICO  87108 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HONEYCOMB AFTERNOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90893385  Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2021  Registration Number 7101648
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic Rice Paper Holder
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Oct. 28, 2021  In Commerce Oct. 28, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE 3 MILLION (CB) LTD.  Address THE 3 MILLION (CB) LTD. Suite 4 Second Floor Viscount House River Lane Saltney, Chester UNITED KINGDOM CH48RH Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
GREAT BLUE HERON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 90893426 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 20, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101649 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Feb. 08, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 05, 2022 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6206088, 6239949

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Bar services; Coffee shops; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2023

**In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Innovation Development Group, Inc.
**Address**: Innovation Development Group, Inc. 4741 Central #431 KANSAS CITY MISSOURI 64112

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ARCADIA TRAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90893677 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101650
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 21, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6229034, 6191572, 6206713 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money, treats or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Animal carriers; Pet clothing incorporating LEDs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Sep. 15, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PetSmart Home Office, Inc. Address PetSmart Home Office, Inc. Legal Department 19601 N. 27th Avenue Phoenix ARIZONA 85027 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PS1349-C2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "NU" enclosed inside a circle outline.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Rugs
- **International Classes**: 27
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NuStory, Inc.
- **Address**: 137 West 25th Street, 12th floor, New York, NEW YORK 10001
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ARCADIA TRAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90894583 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101652
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 21, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a polygon with the upper three sides outlined in light brown and the lower two sides outlined in black containing a light blue sky with a half moon in white and medium blue sky below which appears ground in light brown and dark brown with a curved path in medium brown and the image of a man walking with a backpack in black and a dog walking in black and the words "ARCADIA TRAIL" in white.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light brown, medium brown, dark brown, light blue, medium blue, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6229045, 6197024, 6229044 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money, treats or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Animal carriers; Pet clothing incorporating LEDs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 15, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PetSmart Home Office, Inc. Address PetSmart Home Office, Inc. Legal Department 19601 N. 27th Avenue Phoenix ARIZONA 85027 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PS1355-C2
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90896776</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 23, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101653</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### Goods and Services Information

| For | Potato chips; Nut-based food bars |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| First Use | Jan. 09, 2023 | In Commerce | Jan. 09, 2023 |

| For | Cookies; Popcorn; Granola-based snack bars; Grain-based food bars |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| First Use | Jan. 09, 2023 | In Commerce | Jan. 09, 2023 |

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Smith, Timothy  
**Address**: Smith, Timothy 6218 North 91st Street Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53225

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Owner Name**: Thacker-Smith, Irene  
**Address**: Thacker-Smith, Irene 6218 North 91st Street Milwaukee WISCONSIN 53225

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 6856-00002 |

**Examining Attorney**  
**CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE**
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
DESIGNED FOR THE FREEDOM TO EXPLORE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**
6257913, 6257912, 6257911 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**Goods and Services**
Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money, treats or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Animal carriers; Pet clothing incorporating LEDs

**International Classes**
18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title**
Leather Goods

**First Use**
Sep. 15, 2020

**In Commerce**
Sep. 15, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
PetSmart Home Office, Inc.

**Address**
PetSmart Home Office, Inc. Legal Department 19601 N. 27th Avenue Phoenix ARIZONA 85027

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**
PS1397-C1

**Examining Attorney**
GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LA OLEADA DE DIAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90900858 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101655
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LA OLEADA DE DIAS" in stylized text. Translation The English translation of "LA OLEADA DE DIAS" in the mark is "THE WAVE OF DAYS".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Suit bags; Crossbody bags; Flight bags; School bags; Tote bags; Travel baggage; All-purpose sports bags; Duffel bags; Evening bags; Hip bags; Straps for carrying all-purpose carrying bags; Weekend bags; Briefbags; Handbags; Shoulder bags; Leather bags; Leather shopping bags; Backpacks; Shopping bags made of skin; Wallets including card holders; Travelling bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dias Global Limited Address Dias Global Limited Suite 3212, 32/F., Tower 1, Times Square Hong Kong
HONG KONG HongKong Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, DIANA ALANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OPTIMISM PAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90901162 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101656
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, wealth management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 04, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DDD Partners, LLC Address DDD Partners, LLC 305 108th Ave. NE, Ste. #102 Bellevue
WASHINGTON 98004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) F FABBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90901470 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101657
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two horizontal lines forming an equal sign with a small square appearing underneath just left of the equal sign, all appearing together to form the letter F. Immediately following this is the word FABBLE in a stylized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring products, namely, music and audio equipment and accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 05, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Photo 4 Less, Inc. Address Photo 4 Less, Inc. 1833 54th Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11204 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GCL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90903645 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101658
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0119242/1669568 International
Registration Number 1669568

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; freight logistics management; business management in the field of transport and delivery; customs clearance services; providing information and advice relating to the foregoing services; business management consultancy in the field of freight and transport brokerage, warehousing services, vehicle routing by computer on data networks and delivery of assets in transit
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 17, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2021
For freight transportation services; global transportation of freight for others by all available means; cargo and freight handling services; collection, transport, forwarding and delivery of freight; shipping services, namely, air freight shipping services, shipping of goods, freight forwarding, parcel shipping services, airline and shipping services; arranging transport for others; courier services; guarded transportation of valuables; storage, transport and delivery of packing materials; document delivery by non-electric means, namely, delivery of documents containing shipping instructions for others; freight and transport brokerage; aircraft charter brokerage services; warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, and packing for shipment of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others; rental of warehousing facilities and fixed and movable storage containers; vehicle routing by computer on data networks; providing information concerning collection and delivery of assets in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, cargo and delivery containers; warehousing services, namely, storage of goods which are subject to temporary import bonds; providing information and advice relating to the foregoing services
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  Nov. 17, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ROCK-IT CARGO USA LLC  Address  ROCK-IT CARGO USA LLC  5343 Imperial Highway, Unit 900 Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90045  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  077807-00769

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
GLITCH SQUAD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 90906496
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 27, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101659
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 05, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 31, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: board games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 2023
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: National Academy of Sciences
- **Address**: National Academy of Sciences 2101 Constitution Avenue NW Washington D.C. 20418
- **Legal Entity**: Congressionally-chartered non-profit organization
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 076983.0041

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FRIDA MOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90976077 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2020 Registration Number 7101660
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 02, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 30, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0099663/1570689 International Registration Number 1570689 Child Of 90138351

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gummy vitamins; Nutritional supplements for promoting lactation; Nutritional supplements for promoting healthy hair; Dietary fiber to aid digestion; dietary and nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements in the nature of nutritionally fortified soft chews; saline solution for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 2021 In Commerce Jan. 2021
For Post-pregnancy abdominal support and compression undergarments; girdles and underwear for medical purposes; lactation massage bars; Post-Partum perineal cleansing apparatus in the nature of an irrigation bottle sold empty for medical use; breast warmer pads for medical purposes; massage apparatus; heating pads for medical purposes; cooling pads for medical purposes; compression garments, namely, waist bands and underwear to provide postpartum support
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Apr. 2015 In Commerce Apr. 2015
For Pillow covers
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jan. 26, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2021
For Nursing pillows

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jan. 26, 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 26, 2021

For Skin masks; breast pads impregnated with essential oils

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 2021 In Commerce  Jan. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fridababy, LLC Address  Fridababy, LLC  82 NE 26th Street, Ste 102  MIAMI  FLORIDA  33137 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  111301.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
SHUT THE HATE UP

TM 12795 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHUT THE HATE UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90976471 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2020 Registration Number 7101661
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 01, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 27, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90329910

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Knit face masks being headwear; clothing, namely, shirts and T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kenneth Cole Productions (LIC), LLC Address Kenneth Cole Productions (LIC), LLC 603 W 50th Street New York NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 045827-01268
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M

15102
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BLUE DOT KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90978037 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2020 Registration Number 7101662
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 14, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 09, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KITCHEN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90200568

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jerky; seaweed extracts for food; dried edible seaweed; broth; mixes for making broths; soup stock; soups and
preparations for making soups; soup
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Oct. 27, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLUE DOT KITCHEN SPC Address BLUE DOT KITCHEN SPC 7793 HANSEN ROAD NE, SUITE
3900 BAINBRIDGE ISLAND WASHINGTON 98110 Legal Entity SPECIAL PURPOSE CORPORATION State or
Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H7682-5002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, DAWN L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>90978320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a repeating pattern of diagonal rows of diamond shapes with beaded borders, each containing an upright "T" directly below an inverted "T" all surrounded by a circle. The mark is used on the entirety or a substantial portion of the surface of the identified goods. Acquired

**Distinctiveness** In whole

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property** A0123118/1666342 International
**Registration Number** 1666342 **Child Of** 90172361

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Jewelry; watches; leather key chains
**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry
**First Use** Aug. 2021 **In Commerce** Aug. 2021

**For** All-purpose carrying bags; briefcases; business card cases; coin purses; cosmetic cases sold empty; handbags; key cases; wallets
**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods
**First Use** Feb. 2021 **In Commerce** Feb. 2021

**For** Tops as clothing; bottoms as clothing; belts; headwear; outerwear, namely, coats, jackets, gloves, scarves; swimwear; footwear
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing
**First Use** Feb. 2021 **In Commerce** Feb. 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   River Light V, L.P. Composed of   CRB, LLC, a limited liability company of Delaware

Address   River Light V, L.P. 11 West 19th Street, 7th Floor New York NEW YORK 10011

Legal Entity   LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   1210997

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AMSTED AUTOMOTIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90978558 Application Filing Date May 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101664
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "AMSTED" with a polygon shape above the letter "A" and the wording "AUTOMOTIVE" below "AMSTED". Disclaimer "AUTOMOTIVE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90687570

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clutches for land vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 12, 2022 In Commerce May 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Means Industries, Inc. Address Means Industries, Inc. 3715 E. Washington Road Saginaw MICHIGAN 48601 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** AMSTED AUTOMOTIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90978562</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101665</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AUTOMOTIVE"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 90687071 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Clutches for land vehicles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: May 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Means Industries, Inc.
- **Address**: Means Industries, Inc. 3715 E. Washington Road Saginaw MICHIGAN 48601
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

MARK Literal(s)  FERNGULLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90978782  Application Filing Date  Jan. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7101666  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 21, 2021  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 16, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  90483490

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  key chains
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 17, 2022

For  Pre-recorded DVDs featuring animated programs, feature films
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Aug. 23, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 23, 2022

For  T-Shirts, sweatshirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Feb. 17, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Machine Media Advisors LLC  Address  Machine Media Advisors LLC  9200 Sunset Blvd., Suite 600  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90069  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  23668-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  KUHN, RIO NICE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) #ITDIDNTCRUSHME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979441 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2021
Registration Number 7101667
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Jun. 28, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90889005

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching services in the field of personal development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use May 04, 2022
In Commerce May 04, 2022
For On-line retail store services featuring T-shirts, mugs, journals, keychains, sweatshirts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use May 04, 2022
In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frequency963, LLC
Address Frequency963, LLC
106 Sea Eagle Drive
Grasonville
MARYLAND 21638
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUHN, RIO NICE
TM 12802 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JUNGLEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979482 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101668
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 28, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "JUNGLEE" in the mark is "wild".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90869149

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ready-to-drink alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 04, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Junglee Address Junglee 95 Pendleton Place Old Bridge NEW JERSEY 08857 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31689/1/1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILLER, CHARLES FREDER
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 90979494
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 14, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 7101669
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 20, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 14, 2021

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)**
WE MAKE THINGS RIGHT

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**
- **Child Of**: 90254904

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Towel bars; towel rings; toilet paper holders; and dispensers for liquid soap
  - **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
  - **First Use**: Oct. 04, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2021

- **For**: Thermostatic mixing valves, namely, shower and tub and shower hot and cold water mixing valves; plumbing fittings, namely, diverter valves; shower heads; shower systems comprised of valves being plumbing fittings and shower heads sold as a unit; shower and shower and tub systems and associated components and accessories therefor, namely, shower and shower and tub systems comprised of thermostatic mixing valves being hot and cold water mixing valves, plumbing fittings in the nature of diverter valves, shower heads, handheld showers and tub spouts; tub faucets; lavatory faucets; kitchen faucets
  - **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 04, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2021

- **For**: A building-wide water monitoring, notification, and control system for enabling users to gather information about the building's water system, including water temperature, humidity, leak detection, for notifying users of problems with the water system, actively controlling water system components, and for analyzing the overall performance of the water system, comprising sensors placed on or near components of the water system, wireless transmitters communicating with the sensors, components of the water system, and wireless receivers disposed at remote locations for wirelessly receiving information about the water system, storing and analyzing the data, and displaying the same to a user
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 04, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Metal robe hooks; fixed towel dispensers of metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>6 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goods First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2021 <strong>In Commerce</strong> Oct. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Symmons Industries, Inc. <strong>Address</strong> Symmons Industries, Inc. 31 Brooks Drive Braintree Massachusetts 02184 <strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> SYM/TM-144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> WILLIS, ALLYSON B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90979548</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** SKURA STYLE S

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the word "SKURA" in large type next to the word "STYLE" in smaller type followed by a stylized "S" in a circle.

**Disclaimer** "SKURA"

**Translation** The English translation of "SKURA" in the mark is "SCOUR".

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Child Of** 90249005

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Wholesale store services featuring sponges, and microfiber cloths; retail store services featuring microfiber cloths

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Aug. 03, 2020

**In Commerce** Aug. 03, 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Skrubby Hub LLC

**Address** Skrubby Hub LLC 23 Bonnie Briar Lane Larchmont NEW YORK 10538

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** SKURA TM006

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PROPERSHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979630 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101671
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90870467

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handyman services, namely, building and home repair and maintenance; building and home maintenance; building and home repair; rodent proofing in the nature of pest control for residential homes and commercial buildings; installation, maintenance, repair, and replacement of garage doors, garage door springs, garage door openers, garage door weather seals, garage door insulation, garage door waterproofing and insulation and related consulting, advisory, and technical support services in the nature of providing technical advice regarding the installation, maintenance, and repair of the aforesaid goods
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 05, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProperShop Group, LLC Address ProperShop Group, LLC 2029 Century Park E, Suite 280 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 218536-5001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979640 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2020 Registration Number 7101672
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 12, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90155228

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, pants, shorts, sweaters, sweatshirts, and sweatpants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 11, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ET Laboratories LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA LEEN Address ET Laboratories LLC 1751 Colorado Boulevard #351 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90041 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DARKMATTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90979644 Application Filing Date  Jul. 01, 2021 Registration Number  7101673 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Nov. 22, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  90806774

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Energy dispersal inserts in the nature of ballistic, bullet, blast, slash and stab resistant inserts for ballistic body armor, body armor carriers, bullet proof vests
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DARKMATTER SCIENCES, LLC Address  DARKMATTER SCIENCES, LLC 1050 UNIVERSITY AVENUE SUITE 3 ROCHESTER NEW YORK 14607 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MO550.124093

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AMORÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979653 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101674
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "AMORE" in the mark is "love".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90785783

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath tissues in the nature of toilet paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novex Products Inc Address Novex Products Inc 2707 Toledo Avenue, Suite A Lorain OHIO 44055
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105173-0033
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WAFANGDIAN SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90979684</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2021</td>
<td>7101675</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) green, light green, red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS&quot; AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO &quot;TE SE NONG CHAN PIN&quot;</td>
<td>The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to &quot;WA FANG DIAN SHI TE SE NONG CHAN PIN&quot; and this means &quot;WAFANGDIAN CITY SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS&quot; in English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Of</th>
<th>90813911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Fresh apples; Fresh cherries; Fresh grapes; Fresh sweet potatoes; Unprocessed foxtail millet |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Oct. 18, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 18, 2021 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>DALIAN TIANLI AGRICULTURE DEVELOPING CO., LTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>DALIAN TIANLI AGRICULTURE DEVELOPING CO., LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangming Village, Zhaotun Country, Wafangdian, Liaoning CHINA</td>
<td>116300 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   DLL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GULIANO, ROBERT N

15119
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DARK HISTORY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90979691</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2021</td>
<td>7101676</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 24, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 24, 2021
**Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 19, 2021

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "HISTORY" IN

**INTERNATIONAL CLASS 041**

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Child Of** 90618190

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, and production of television programming; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring mystery, true crime and storytelling distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of mystery, true crime and storytelling; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of mystery, true crime and storytelling; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** May 19, 2021

**In Commerce** May 19, 2021

**For** Beanies; Hats; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Underwear; Bomber jackets; Jackets; Jogging pants; Tank tops; Hooded sweatshirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** May 19, 2021

**In Commerce** May 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Bailey Sarian LLC  Address  Bailey Sarian LLC  2049 Century Park East Suite 1400  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90067

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BEAUDRY-TORRES, FAITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** Lycra Fitsense

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90979708
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 14, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101677
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 12, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0673321, 2327118, 6136860 and others
- **Child Of**: 90466087

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Polymer base dispersions used in the manufacture of apparel
  - **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Chemicals
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021
- **For**: Polymer base dispersions sold as an integral component of finished clothing products, namely, leggings, underwear, swimsuits, yoga pants, athletic tights, pants and shirts
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2020
  - **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The LYCRA Company LLC
- **Address**: The LYCRA Company LLC 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 300
  - **Wilmington**: DELAWARE 19808
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MAULERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979734 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101678
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 22, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90751082

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of professional athletes competing in football; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of football; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of football via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring football via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing radio programs in the field of football via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring football provided through internet; Organisation of games; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of football; Production of radio and television programmes; Providing sports information via a website; Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of football
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USFL ENTERPRISES, LLC Address USFL ENTERPRISES, LLC 10201 WEST PICO BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90035 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0738115
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979736 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101679
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90751105

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on the internet featuring football; Entertainment services in the nature of professional athletes competing in football; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of football; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television programs in the field of football via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring football via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing radio programs in the field of football via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring football provided through internet; Entertainment in the nature of football games; Organisation of games; Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of football; Production of radio and television programmes; Providing sports information via a website; Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of football; all of the foregoing relating to football or a football team
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USFL ENTERPRISES, LLC Address USFL ENTERPRISES, LLC 10201 WEST PICO BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90035 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  0738115

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CRABAPPLE MARKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979743 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101680
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MARKET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90594556

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; Insulating sleeve holder for bottles; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; Shot glasses; Beverage glassware; Coffee mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022
For Flying discs; Golf ball markers; Golf balls; Golf divot repair tools
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019
For Hats; Shirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Caps being headwear; Golf shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 25, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wishart Walk, LLC Address Wishart Walk, LLC 12650 Crabapple Road, Suite 200 Milton GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

Owner Name Itaska Walk, LLC Address Itaska Walk, LLC 12650 Crabapple Road, Suite 200 Milton GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 27051-0007
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979744 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101681
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 21, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a solid circle with large capital letters CM intertwined with the lower end of the C hooked into the upper left corner of the letter M, the solid circle bordered with a larger thin circle, the circle being symmetrically flanked on either side by scrollwork. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90594568

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; Insulating sleeve holder for bottles; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; Shot glasses; Beverage glassware; Coffee mugs
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022
For Flying discs; Golf ball markers; Golf balls; Golf divot repair tools
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 01, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2019
For Hats; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Caps being headwear; Golf shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 25, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979746  Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2020  Registration Number 7101682
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 16, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date May 11, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a geometric design in the shape of a lower case "B" in gradient shades of blue. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90232206

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer software for browsing the internet; downloadable computer browsing software, namely, downloadable computer software for browsing the global computer network and private networks; downloadable computer search engine software; downloadable electronic mobile device game software; downloadable graphical user interface software; downloadable voice-recognition computer software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 05, 2020  In Commerce Oct. 05, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Microsoft Corporation  Address Microsoft Corporation  255 East Fifth Street, Suite 1900  Cincinnati  OHIO  45202  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STRATI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979748 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101683
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90621423

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 10, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Strati Brands, LLC Address Strati Brands, LLC 3605 North Seventh Street Phoenix ARIZONA 85013
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SB

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 90979749 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101684
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2022

Mark Literal(s)

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a horse with galloping two front legs and the back part of the horse has an inverted fin.

Related Properties Information
Child Of 90621517

Goods and Services Information
For Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 10, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2023

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Strati Brands, LLC Address Strati Brands, LLC 3605 North Seventh Street Phoenix ARIZONA 85013
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number SB

Examing Attorney
Examing Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979752 Application Filing Date May 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101685
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 07, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized heart-shaped apple having the lowercase cursive letter "m" shown therein in negative space.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90742047

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corkscrews; Decanters; Dishes; Mugs; Beverage glassware; Bottle openers; Bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; Candle holders; Charcuterie boards for serving and cutting charcuterie; Coasters, not of paper or textile; Coffee mugs; Coolers for wine; Cutting boards; Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Insulated bags for food or beverage for domestic use; Insulated mugs; Insulating sleeve holder for bottles; Insulating sleeve holders for beverage cans; Non-electric portable beverage coolers; Shot glasses; Thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; Wine coasters of precious metal; Wine decanters; Wine openers

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

For Pens; Stationery; Stickers; Art prints; Bumper stickers; Envelopes for stationery use; Magnetic bumper stickers; Paper bags; Paper stationery; Stickers and transfers

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

For Eyewear; Sunglasses; Magnets

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021
For Candles; Scented candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022
For Hats; Shirts; Shorts; T-shirts; Athletic shorts; Caps being headwear; Caps with visors; Golf shirts; Jerseys; Sweat shirts; Visors being headwear; Wearable blankets in the nature of blankets with sleeves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wishart Walk, LLC Address Wishart Walk, LLC 12650 Crabapple Road, Suite 200 Milton GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA
Owner Name Itaska Walk, LLC Address Itaska Walk, LLC 12650 Crabapple Road, Suite 200 Milton GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 27051-0007
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** N DONE RIGHT PROMISE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90979766  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 04, 2020  
- **Registration Number**: 7101686  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 16, 2021  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 13, 2021

---

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a centered enneagon shape with the letter "N" on the inside shaped as a house and the words "DONE RIGHT PROMISE" circling around the outside of the enneagon with two half shaped lines one on the right and one on the left between the words "DONE RIGHT" and "PROMISE".  
- **Disclaimer**: "PROMISE"

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 90298344

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Real estate management services; assessment and management of real estate; real estate management consultation; real estate rental services, namely, rental of residential housing; real estate service, namely, rental property management; real estate services, namely, property management services for condominium associations, homeowner associations and apartment buildings; real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial property, offices and office space  
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial  
- **First Use**: Dec. 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2021  
- **For**: Information services, namely, providing consumer information to homeowners about service providers available for home repair projects and home maintenance projects; providing client referral programs for commercial and residential plumbing service, electrical service, appliance service, glass repair and installation service, heating and air conditioning service; providing client referral programs for disaster restoration service, namely, restoring building interiors, carpet and furnishings damaged by fire, water, smoke and other disasters and commercial and residential building cleaning and mold prevention service and carpet, upholstery and drapery cleaning, spot, and stain removal service; providing client referral programs for carpet, drapery and upholstery deodorizing service; providing client referral programs for professional lawn and grounds care service; providing client referral programs for residential, commercial, and industrial painting services; providing
client referral programs for gutter installation and repair services, pressure washing services, concrete cleaning services, and carpentry services; providing client referral programs for home repair and general maintenance services; providing client referral programs for residential and commercial cleaning services, including temporary maid services; franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of businesses specializing in residential heating and air conditioning, painting, glass repair and installation, maid and laundry services, appliance repair, electrical services, home repair and general maintenance, plumbing and drain services, carpet, upholstery and drapery cleaning and odor removal, mold inhibition services, lawn care and landscaping, window cleaning and protection, pressure washing, gutter cleaning, real estate management services, commercial and residential pipe inspection services for the detection of leaks, design, installation, maintenance, and repair of outdoor décor and decorative electrical lighting, and window and door installation services; Business services, namely, cooperative purchasing services provided for others in the field of HVAC equipment and supplies

International Classes

35 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101, 102

International Class Title Advertising and Business

First Use Dec. 2021
In Commerce Dec. 2021

For Installation, maintenance and repair of heating and air conditioning equipment; residential, commercial and industrial painting services, namely, painting contractor services; pressure washing services; concrete cleaning services, namely, concrete polishing; carpentry services; installation, repair and replacement of glass windows and doors in buildings and glass windows and windshields in vehicles; maid services; cleaning of residential and commercial premises; ironing and cleaning of clothing; laundry services; installation and repair of household electrical appliances, electrical wiring, outlets, light fixtures, and electrical panels, freezing equipment, and heating equipment; kitchen equipment installation; installation, repair and refurbishment of electrical appliances; electrical repair, maintenance and installation services, namely, electrical repair, maintenance and installation of electrical systems; home repair and home general maintenance services, namely, repair and maintenance of buildings; building construction; installation of kitchen appliances; commercial and residential plumbing services; sewer cleaning services; grease trap cleaning services; drain cleaning services; cleaning services, namely, cleaning and spot and stain removal of carpet, upholstery, and drapery; air-duct cleaning services; building and furniture restoration services, namely, restoring building interiors, carpet and furnishings damaged by fire, water, and natural disasters; carpet repair services in the nature of carpet cleaning and installation; commercial and residential building cleaning services; window cleaning; application of protective window film for residential and commercial buildings and structures, namely, glazing of windows; pressure washing services; gutter cleaning services; installation, maintenance, and repair of outdoor décor, namely, landscape lighting apparatus, Christmas lighting apparatus, deck lighting apparatus, patio lighting apparatus and pool lighting apparatus, and installation, maintenance, and repair of decorative electrical lighting; consulting in the fields of installation, maintenance, and repair of outdoor décor, namely, landscape lighting apparatus, Christmas lighting apparatus, deck lighting apparatus, patio lighting apparatus and pool lighting apparatus, and installation, maintenance, and repair of decorative electrical lighting; installation services, namely, installation of windows, window screens and door screens, glass doors, greenhouses, garage and overhead doors, porch enclosures, patio doors, bathtub and shower enclosures, automobile glass, and replacement glass for commercial and residential buildings; building construction and repair; building construction services; building inspection; building maintenance and repair; cleaning of buildings; construction consultancy; general building contractor services; land development services, namely, planning and laying out of commercial buildings; Residential and building construction consulting; snow removal services; building inspection of commercial and residential buildings in the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>International Class Title: Construction and Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
<td>Mar. 2023</td>
<td>Mar. 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>International Class Title: Transportation and Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>International Class Title: Material Treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
<td>Dec. 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>International Class Title: Scientific and computer services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Dwyer Franchising LLC
Address: Dwyer Franchising LLC 1010 N. University Parks Drive Waco TEXAS 76707
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 1217859
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE DEAD WEATHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979772 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101687 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 07, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 02, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90464236

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical sound and audio visual recordings, namely, downloadable video and audio files and discs featuring performances of musical works
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2009 In Commerce Mar. 2009
For Clothing for men, women and children, namely, t-shirts, tank tops, sweat shirts, sweaters, jackets, hats, cap visors, head bands, scarves, shorts, socks and casual footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 09, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THIRD MIND LLC Address THIRD MIND LLC 16000 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 600 Encino CALIFORNIA 91436 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 240041-00028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BEATRIX COFFEE ROASTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979792  Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2021  Registration Number 7101688  Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 31, 2021  Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 26, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "COFFEE ROASTERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4874485, 5414695  Child Of 90463253

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail market featuring food items, bakery goods, ready to eat meals, coffee and beverages for consumption on or off premises
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Jun. 11, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises, Inc.  Address Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises, Inc.  5419 North Sheridan Rd  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60640  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16760-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
TM 12823  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HIMS & HERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979836 Application Filing Date Aug. 21, 2020 Registration Number 7101689
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 14, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90130455

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Condoms; sex toys
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 14, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hims, Inc. Address Hims, Inc. 2269 Chestnut Street, #523 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94123 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 845230999039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRIZALONE, SARAH O
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** GIRL KNEW YORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90979853</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;NEW YORK&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5999792 Child Of | 90641930 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Jewelry, namely, bracelets, necklaces, earrings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 30, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 30, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Handbags, tote bags, wallets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>18 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Clothing, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, scarves, underwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SERRANO, MARIAH |
| Address | SERRANO, MARIAH 33 Beaches Drive Shirley NEW YORK 11967 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 194848.0TBD1 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DEMOCRATIZE FINANCE FOR ALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979884 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101691
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0117456/1658940 International
Registration Number 1658940 Child Of 90799475

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic financial securities and trading services for others; margin lending, namely, money lending that allows the borrower to invest the money; financial services, namely, investment brokerage and electronic trading services for securities, stocks, bonds, capital investments, and equities; financial investment brokerage services; electronic financial trading services; electronic financial trading services for others via a global computer network; cash management services; issuing of debit cards; debit card transaction processing services; cryptocurrency trading services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 25, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2023

For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software via an online platform for brokerage and trading of investments, securities, stocks, bonds, capital investments, and equities; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer via an online platform for providing information in the field of finance, securities trading, investments, securities brokerage; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems in the financial services industry
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 25, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Robinhood Markets, Inc.  
Address  Robinhood Markets, Inc.  85 Willow Road  Menlo Park  CALIFORNIA 94025
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  1258086

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CHESBANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90979885 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101692 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 14, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 09, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90461018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for conducting electronic banking; Downloadable mobile applications for conducting financial transactions
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 12, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chesapeake Bank Address Chesapeake Bank 35 School Street Kilmarnock VIRGINIA 22482 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 081966.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ASKSUSTAINABLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90979886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 90661656 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Financial information services, namely, providing a database of information and providing financial research about finance and commodity investment advice for opportunities in sustainable and climate-friendly investment products |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Nov. 2022 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 2022 |
| For | Promoting public awareness of global sustainable and climate-friendly investment opportunities |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Nov. 2022 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Sustainable Capital Advisors, LLC |
| Address | Sustainable Capital Advisors, LLC 1875 K Street NW, 4th Floor Washington D.C. 20006 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 12301.0009 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BAL, KAMAL SINGH |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WONDER WITHIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 97001864
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 30, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101694
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 12, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 06, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: downloadable interactive multimedia software featuring audio and video information in the nature of educational audio and video content, discussions of perspectives on particular topics, interviews with subject matter experts, inspiring talks and conversations, and animations and visuals that help explain concepts and topics, all being about questions concerning human life and problems and solutions related thereto
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 06, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 06, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Humane Space, LLC
- **Address**: The Humane Space, LLC 102 Dodge Mountain Road, Rockland, MAINE 04841
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MAINE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 150310563879

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) S1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97004615 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2021 Registration Number 7101695
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "S" and number "1" within a target
shooting symbol. The shaded square background is intended to show placement of the mark only and is not part of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rifle scopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 18, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sightron, Inc. Address Sightron, Inc. 100 Jeffrey Way, Suite A Youngsville NORTH CAROLINA 27596
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 029012.00035

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
PURPLE PHI

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, namely, bumper stickers, window clings in the nature of vinyl static cling decals on which artwork and photos are printed for affixation to windows, decals, posters, greeting cards, and notebooks; printed matter, namely, bumper stickers, window clings in the nature of vinyl static cling decals on which artwork and photos are printed for affixation to windows, decals, posters, and greeting cards; photographs; stationery

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

First Use: Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2021

For Online retail store services featuring art and other creative works, clothing, headgear, goods made of paper, namely, posters, window clings, stickers, decals, and greeting cards, bags, jewelry, household accessories and home items, namely, cups, mugs, water bottles, coasters, personal accessories, namely, keychains, embroidered patches, and lanyards, and writing instruments, namely, pens and pencils

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business

First Use: Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2021

For Clothing for men, women, children and infants, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants; headgear, namely, hats, caps, and visors being headwear; scarves

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing

First Use: Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>WreckaStowe, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>WreckaStowe, LLC PO Box 296 Marina CALIFORNIA 93933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ULTIMATEFUSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97007232 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101697
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0119498/1654921 International Registration Number 1654921 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4583615

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protectants for automobiles, namely, plastic film for protecting paint and glass; kits containing plastic film for protecting paint and glass
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Oct. 31, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XPEL, INC. Address XPEL, INC. 711 Broadway St., Suite 320 San Antonio TEXAS 78215 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4844.038US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WAITING FOR IMPACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97007383 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101698
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of music, musical bands, musicians, entertainers, news, media, and fictional and non-fictional stories
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 17, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2021
For Downloadable podcasts in the fields of music, musical bands, musicians, entertainers, news, media, and fictional and non-fictional stories
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 17, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exactly Right Media, Inc. Address Exactly Right Media, Inc. 1800 N. Vine Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 145552537774

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROCHA, CAMERON R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PITCH NOIRE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice ofAllowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97007673</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2021</td>
<td>7101699</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of two bars decorated with stars, flowers, leaves, diamonds, circles, and curved lines, crossing each other. There is another smaller horizontal bar under the first one. The stylized wording "PITCH NOIRE" is located on the upper part of the design in curved letters and having the vertical line appears between the words. Stippling is for shading purposes only. **Translation** The English translation of the word "NOIRE" in the mark is "BLACK".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, tops as clothing, blouses, sweatshirts, sweaters, hoodies, sweat suits, sweat pants, pants, joggers, bottoms as clothing, leggings, shorts, skirts, shorts, dresses, jackets, track jackets, coats, scarves, headwear, Dad hats, kerchiefs, headbands, footwear, underwear, boxer shorts, briefs as underwear, sports bras, socks, wrist bands as clothing, swimwear and gloves

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Jul. 01, 2020 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** St. Louis, Junior **Address** St. Louis, Junior 4411 church ave apt 3C Brooklyn NEW YORK 11203

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MAKE FITNESS A GAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97008000 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101700
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software development kits (SDK); Downloadable video game software; Downloadable virtual reality game software; Smart watches; Personal electronic devices used to track fitness goals and statistics; Wearable activity trackers; Downloadable augmented reality software for displaying interfaces; Downloadable virtual reality software for displaying interfaces; Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for displaying interfaces; Portable digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, and receiving text, data, and digital files
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Mar. 29, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUR Inc Address YUR Inc 55 E 3rd Ave San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94401 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10097-T0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUMM, WHITLEY ADARA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE NINJA FUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97008627 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101701
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 12, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "Fund"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hedge fund investment services; Financial services, namely, operation and management of hedge funds, commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; Financial services, namely, raising money for the hedge funds of others; Private placements of hedge funds, private equity funds, securities and derivatives for others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 06, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ralph Allen DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TTUUS Trading Address Ralph Allen 12850 Cinqueterre Dr, Venice FL 34293 Venice FLORIDA 34293 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CAMPANION

Serial Number 97009102 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101702
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 07, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

CLAIMED OWNERSHIP OF US REGISTRATIONS 6158966

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for managing business data in the field of childcare services and viewing photographs of children's camp events, activities, and entertainment

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 2019 In Commerce Jan. 2019

For Developing downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for managing business data in the field of child care services and viewing photographs of children's camp events, activities, and entertainment; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining software for managing business data in the field of child care services and viewing photographs of children's camp events, activities, and entertainment

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 24, 2020 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CampMinder, LLC Address CampMinder, LLC 5766 Central Avenue Boulder COLORADO 80301
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) APTRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97011631 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 03, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101703 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 15, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | May 10, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices and apparatus, namely, medical endoscopes, ureteroscopes, ureteroscope image processor and parts and fittings therefor
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes
US Classes 26, 39, 44
International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 04, 2022
In Commerce Jan. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C. R. Bard, Inc.
Address C. R. Bard, Inc. 1 Becton Drive Franklin Lakes NEW JERSEY 07417
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BARD.00714.T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K

15158
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PLANTS ON A MISSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97014412 Application Filing Date  Sep. 07, 2021 Registration Number  7101704
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tofu; Meat substitutes; Vegetable-based snack foods; Vegetarian chili; Vegetarian sausages; Veggie burger patties
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Jul. 22, 2021  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  New Breed Meats, Inc.  Address  New Breed Meats, Inc.  287 East College Avenue  Stanton  KENTUCKY 40380  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21194.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BIO-BLUE REDEFINING GEL MOISTURIZER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97014557 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101705
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GEL MOISTURIZER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin moisturizer masks; Skin moisturizing gel
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 19, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KASIMOVA LLC Address KASIMOVA LLC 2207 2nd Ave. San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, ALEXANDRA M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KOLORÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97014956 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101706
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of KOLORÉ in the mark is color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath soaps; Beauty masks; Cleaner for cosmetic brushes; Cosmetic body care preparations, namely, face oils, facial cleansers, tattoo balm, and facial masks; Cosmetic masks; Hair conditioner; Hair creams; Hair gel; Hair masks; Hair shampoo; Lip balm; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, salves, massage oils, and serums, all containing cannabidiol (CBD) derived from hemp with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis; Skin masks; Sun block; Sunscreen preparations; all of the foregoing excluding hair color
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kolore LLC Address Kolore LLC 331 DETROIT STREET SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94131
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NH NH NH NH NH NH NH
HINCHOLOGY BY NICOLE HINCHMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97015024 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101707
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HINCHOLOGY" below which are the words "BY NICOLE HINCHMAN" in stylized font, around which are eight "NH" forming a circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line training courses in the field of fashion
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2023
For Providing information about fashion via a website; Providing information in the field of fashion trends; Providing news and information in the field of fashion; Social networking services in the field of fashion trends provided via a website
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2021
For Headwear for women; T-shirts for women
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 02, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97015964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Jun. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Too Faced cosmetics, LLC |
| Address | Too Faced cosmetics, LLC 18231 McDurmott West Irvine CALIFORNIA 92614 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TOO01-3032 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | PERKINS, ELLEN J |
| Examining Attorney | PERKINS, ELLEN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ODL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97018920  Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2021  Registration Number 7101709
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an orange circular shape with the letters O, with the center portion filled in, D, with the center portion filled in, and L all in white and in the center of the circular shape. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) orange and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable mobile applications in the field of audio and video broadcasting and programs, namely, mobile application software that enables users to stream television programs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use May 01, 2021  In Commerce May 01, 2021
For  Broadcasting of video and audio programs over the Internet; streaming of audio material on the Internet; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; streaming of video material on the Internet; video broadcasting; video broadcasting services via the Internet
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104  International Class Title Communication
First Use May 01, 2021  In Commerce May 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ODK Media, Inc.  Address ODK Media, Inc. 221 N. Harbor Blvd., Suite E  Fullerton  CALIFORNIA 92832  Legal Entity CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43904-13
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97021269</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 10, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101710</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** TRUVANT FOODS

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER **Disclaimer** "FOODS"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6761653

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Food packaging services, namely, food packaging for others; packaging articles for transportation of foods; warehouse storage; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid |
| International Classes | 39 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 105 | **International Class Title** | Transportation and Storage |
| First Use | Sep. 07, 2021 | In Commerce | Sep. 07, 2021 |

| For | Manufacturing services, namely, custom manufacturing of food products for others; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid |
| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 | **International Class Title** | Material Treatment |
| First Use | Sep. 07, 2021 | In Commerce | Sep. 07, 2021 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Nu-Pak, LLC **Address** Nu-Pak, LLC 38023 Airport Lane Prairie du Chien WISCONSIN 53821 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** WISCONSIN

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LITWITHPRAYER

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97024364</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- For: Printed devotional books, printed prayer journals, and printed day planners, all for Christians
- International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- First Use: Dec. 21, 2020
- In Commerce: Dec. 21, 2020

**Basis Information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**
- Owner Name: Dayne
- Address: Dayne 4361 E Briles Road phoenix ARIZONA 85050
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

**Examining Attorney**
- Examining Attorney: CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CHLOROGLOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97024772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Health food supplements; nutritional supplements; herbal supplements; dietary supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Sep. 08, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 02, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Westman Products, LLC
- **Address**: Westman Products, LLC 1041 Crews Commerce Drive, Suite 100 Orlando FLORIDA 32837
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 8864.41592

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SIISTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97025904 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101713
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle that is outlined by an aqua blue line and a red line with an aqua blue dot and a red dot dividing both lines. The colors appear in a gradient effect from darker to lighter and lighter to darker. Inside the circle is the design of a lightning bolt in red. To the right of the circle is the word "SIISTEM" in uppercase, stylized lettering in the colors aqua blue, light blue, dark blue, and light and dark red. There is a gradient effect from lighter to darker across the word. The double letters "I I" are in red also with a gradient effect, from top to bottom. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) aqua blue, blue, dark blue, red and dark red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BARRIO CEO, LLC Address BARRIO CEO, LLC 8841 Froude Ave Surfside FLORIDA 33154
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILLER, CHARLES FREDER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ART OF THE
DOWNGAUGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97029215</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 15, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101714</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Plastic bags for packaging; Plastic film for packaging; Plastic garbage bags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 23, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>API Industries, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>API Industries, Inc. 2 Glenshaw Street Orangeburg NEW YORK 10962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1121.0087 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WERT, KARL ANTHONY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RAFAEL COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97031393 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101715
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLECTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jackets for women; Pants; Shorts; Skirts; Tops as clothing for ladies; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Women's tops, namely, camis
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 15, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Onward International Inc. Address Onward International Inc. 935 W. 5th Street Azusa CALIFORNIA 91702 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PROUD PARTNER AGENCY
REWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97032219 Application Filing Date  Sep. 17, 2021 Registration Number   7101716
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "PARTNER AGENCY REWARDS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6180262, 6290648, 6180263 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of insurance
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business
First Use  Oct. 27, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company Address  Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company Office of General Counsel, 1-32-305 One Nationwide Plaza Columbus OHIO 432152226
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   81059138

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) Z

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97032531 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101717
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A networked computer from which users can perform on-line actions while keeping their local environment isolated from the on-line actions for protection from malware
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 21, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michael W. Powell Address Michael W. Powell 2194 Highland Falls Court Johnson City TENNESSEE 37615 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 76131.M1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AVELI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97036287 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101718
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "AVELI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aesthetic medical services, namely, removing, eliminating, or reducing the appearance of cellulite; Medical treatments for removing, reducing or eliminating cellulite
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 04, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Revelle Aesthetics, Inc. Address Revelle Aesthetics, Inc. 2570 W. El Camino Real, Suite 310 Mountain View CALIFORNIA 94040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78RW-335292

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CLOUDMED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97036987
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 21, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101719
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 04, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "CLOUDMED" in stylized lettering to the right of a hexagonal design.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0120770/1660028
- **International Registration Number**: 1660028
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6630116

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Revenue recovery services for healthcare providers, namely, collecting reimbursements of unpaid, underpaid, or denied claims from commercial, governmental, and third-party payers; providing financial consulting services concerning revenue recovery for healthcare providers for the purposes of assisting healthcare providers eliminate operational, systemic, or payer-related issues that lead to unpaid, underpaid, or denied claims from commercial, governmental, and third-party payers
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2021

**For** Business services provided to the healthcare industry, namely, the collection, tracking, reporting, and analysis of reimbursement data, clinical data, billing data, and patient demographics to find and recover missed revenue, and process, rebill, and collect missed revenue from commercial, governmental, and third-party payers for healthcare providers; medical records coding services for healthcare providers in the nature of assignment of inpatient, hospital, and physician codes for purposes of reimbursement from commercial, governmental, and third-party payers
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cloudmed Solutions LLC  Address  Cloudmed Solutions LLC  1100 Peachtree Street, Suite 1550  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30309  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  114152-T-024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MAMMA PAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97037047  Application Filing Date  Sep. 21, 2021  Registration Number  7101720
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "PACK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Therapeutic cold therapy packs; Therapeutic hot and cold therapy packs; Therapeutic hot therapy packs
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Oct. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2023

For  Heating and cooling packs filled with chemical substances that react when required to warm or cool the body; Non-medicinal microwavable organic hot and cold breast packs for breastfeeding women
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Oct. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Alexa French  Address  Alexa French  2896 Lee Lynn Court  Youngstown  OHIO  44514  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97038471  Application Filing Date  Sep. 21, 2021  Registration Number  7101721
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized form of the letter "A" inside of a circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of personal and professional growth; Education services, namely, providing seminars, dialogue sessions, conferences, learning journeys, namely, classes, workshops, and field trips in the field of personal and professional growth and becoming a generational leader
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Sep. 29, 2021  In Commerce  Sep. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gen Next  Address  Gen Next  535 Anton Blvd., Suite 1125  Costa Mesa  CALIFORNIA  92626  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRIFFITHS, SYDNEY V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VIRUSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97038685 Application Filing Date  Sep. 22, 2021 Registration Number  7101722
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the wording "VIRUSTAR" in which the letters "VIRU" are black and the letters "STAR" are purple. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black, and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Disinfectants
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes
US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals First Use  Jun. 01, 2017 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MICRO PRIME S DE RL DE CV Address  MICRO PRIME S DE RL DE CV 650 S. Grand Avenue, suite 900 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90017 Legal Entity  SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE
State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OLIVIA LABOMBA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97039344 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101723
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Olivia Ana Ramos, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food preparation services provided by a home chef featuring partial and full meals cooked and served at clients' homes in Manhattan
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ramos, Olivia Address Ramos, Olivia 550W 54th St. Apt 31G NYC NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97039344

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NICHOLSON, KERRY A.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DITTO LITERACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97039734 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101724
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ditto" above the word "literacy" in which a stylized outline of a butterfly appears in the middle of the letter "O" in "ditto. Disclaimer "LITERACY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the field of reading and language arts
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper
Goods and Printed Matter First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2023
For Educational services, namely, providing instruction, training, mentoring, tutoring, coaching, classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of teaching reading and writing, and the distribution of instructional, educational and teaching materials in connection therewith; Consulting services in the field of reading and writing education consisting of instruction and feedback in the implementation and execution of reading and writing lesson material; Providing a website featuring academic resources for educators in the nature of information regarding reading and language arts education strategies and advice for parents, teachers, and school administrators in the field of reading and writing education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2023
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for instruction in the fields of assessment, reading, writing skills and language arts
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  ALLMemphis, Inc.  Address  ALLMemphis, Inc.  1350 Concourse Avenue, Suite 434  Memphis TENNESSEE  38104  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PROTEXT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97041265 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7101725 
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Extruded proteins for use in manufacture of food products and food supplements
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Milk Specialties Company Address Milk Specialties Company 7500 Flying Cloud Drive Suite 500 Eden Prairie MINNESOTA 55344 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19767

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MONET WELLNESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a flower outline representing a lotus flower. Three petals show with the last one in the shape of an abstract person outline, with the stylized wording "MONET WELLNESS" underneath. **Disclaimer**: "WELLNESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Coaching in the field of wellness, fitness, meditation
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 06, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Monet Wellness LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Monet Wellness LLC 100 State Street Apt 312 Hackensack NEW JERSEY 07601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>L550054677</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BIBB, SCOTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GOT CHURCH? THE GIFT OF TOMORROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97042087 Application Filing Date: Sep. 23, 2021 Registration Number: 7101727
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of "GOT CHURCH? THE GIFT OF TOMORROW" in stylized form, with "GOT CHURCH?!" in a rectangle divided between the words, and "THE GIFT OF TOMORROW" underneath.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts; Polo shirts
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing First Use: Mar. 29, 2023 In Commerce: Mar. 29, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Goodrum, Brett Address: Goodrum, Brett 700 Smith St #61070 Houston TEXAS 77002 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)**  THOUGHT OUTLAW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97043636 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 24, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101728 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Oct. 25, 2022 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Headwear; Clothing, namely, tops, shirts, tank tops, bottoms, pants, shorts, dresses, skirts, swimwear, jumpers, rompers, overalls, sweaters, sweat shirts, jackets, coats, beanies, pajamas, hats, socks and t-shirts; Baby clothes, namely, tops, bottoms, and rompers
**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  22, 39
**International Class Title**  Clothing
**First Use**  Apr. 19, 2023
**In Commerce**  Apr. 19, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  Fall West Collective LLC
**Address**  Fall West Collective LLC  201 Wildcat Draw  Buda  TEXAS  78610
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**  59568

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RADICAL IMPACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97044473 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101729
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "R" in white over a purple square background with blunted corners. Color Claimed The color(s) White and Purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cocktail glasses; Cocktail picks; Cocktail shakers; Cocktail sticks; Cocktail stirrers; Cocktail strainers; Countertop holders for paper towels; Dish drying mats; Drying racks for laundry; Drying racks for washing; Ice buckets; Ice cream scoops; Ice cube molds; Ice cube trays; Ice pails; Ice tongs; Wine aerators; Wine bottle cradles; Wine bottle vests specially adapted for decorating wine bottles; Wine buckets; Wine coasters of precious metal; Wine cooling pails; Wine decanters; Wine drip collars specially adapted for use around the top of wine bottles to stop drips; Wine glasses; Wine jugs; Wine openers; Wine pourers; Wine strainers; Wine-tasting pipettes; Wine-tasting siphons; Baking mats; Bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; Clothes drying hangers specially designed for specialty clothing; Clothes drying racks; Clothes racks, for drying; Cooling buckets for wine; Dish drying racks; Drip mats for tea; Dryer balls that are placed in the clothes drying machine with the clothing to assist in the drying process; Electric wine openers; Fitted liners for ice buckets; Frames for drying and maintaining the shape of a clothing item; Height adjustable ceiling-mounted drying racks for laundry; Ladles for serving wine; Non-electric ice crushers; Non-electric wine openers; Non-electric coolers for wine; Pasta drying racks; Place mats of plastic; Plastic place mats; Reusable ice cubes; Sushi rolling mats; Table mats of plastic; Towel bars; Vacuum bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; Vacuum pumps for wine bottles; Vinyl place mats
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Dec. 18, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Umer Farooq  **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA Radical VR inc  **Address**  Umer Farooq  1235 farmstead Dr. Milton  Dr. Milton  CANADA  L9E1K8  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) Z06

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97044741 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101730
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motor land vehicles, namely, automobiles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Nov. 03, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Motors LLC Address General Motors LLC 300 Renaissance Center Detroit MICHIGAN 482653000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** RUGGED APPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97046585
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 27, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101731
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 13, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 08, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "APPS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; testing of computer software and mobile application software in relation to computer security and prevention of computer risks; software and mobile application distribution services in the nature of delivering or deploying software
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Dec. 16, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 16, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Science Applications International Corporation
- **Address**: Science Applications International Corporation Suite 400 12010 Sunset Hills Road Reston VIRGINIA 20190
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 272.0036
- **Examining Attorney**: AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) Q MARGARITA MIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97047750 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101732
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "Q" in stylized font with the word "MARGARITA" below the "Q" and the word "MIX" below the word "MARGARITA". Disclaimer "MARGARITA MIX"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0121013/1658131 International Registration Number 1658131

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-alcoholic mixes used in the preparation of alcoholic cocktails; non-alcoholic cocktail bases; non-alcoholic cocktail mixes
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Nov. 23, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Q Tonic, LLC Address Q Tonic, LLC 20 Jay Street, Suite 630 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 537481.165

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWARZ, KATHLEEN MICH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FINALLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97048740  Application Filing Date  Sep. 28, 2021  Registration Number 7101733
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable software for financial management, facilitating monetary transactions, data management in the fields of banking, finances and accounting; Downloadable computer software, namely, an electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, PDA, and web-based environment; Downloadable mobile applications for financial management, facilitating monetary transactions, data management in the fields of banking, finances and accounting; Downloadable tablet applications for financial management, facilitating monetary transactions, data management in the fields of banking, finances and accounting; Recorded software for financial management, facilitating monetary transactions, data management in the fields of banking, finances and accounting
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes
US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 20, 2023  In Commerce  Jan. 20, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Backoffice.co, Inc.
Address  Backoffice.co, Inc. 78 SW 7th Street Miami FLORIDA 33130
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97049828</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101734</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized uppercase letters of "H" "O" "L" "Y" "H" "O" "U" and "X". Translation | The English translation of the word "HOUX" in the mark is "HOLLY" |

## Goods and Services Information

| For | Blush; Eau-de-toilette; Eyeshadow; Lipstick; Bar soap; Beauty serums; Body lotion; Cosmetic masks; Cosmetic massage creams; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic rouges; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Cosmetic suntan lotions; Cuticle removing preparations; Eau de parfum; Eye liner; Eye make-up; Eye make-up remover; Eye pencils; Eyebrow gel; Facial concealer; Facial cream; Facial creams; Facial lotion; Facial scrubs; Facial washes; False eyelashes; False nails; Hair conditioners; Hair gel and hair mousse; Hair shampoo; Hair spray; Hair styling preparations; Hand cream; Hand lotions; Lip balm; Lip gloss; Lip liner; Liquid eyeliners; Make-up primer; Make-up sets; Shower and bath gel |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Sep. 21, 2021 | In Commerce | Sep. 21, 2021 |

## Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information

| Owner Name | HOLLYHOUX, INC. | Address | HOLLYHOUX, INC. 155 W. WASHINGTON BLVD. SUITE 517 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90015 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

## Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | MAHONEY, PAULA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HOLLYHOUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97049934  Application Filing Date  Sep. 28, 2021  Registration Number  7101735
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized upper case letters "HOLLY" and below it are stylized letters which consists of an upper case "H", lower case letter of "o" and "u" where letter "o" is placed vertically below the stylized letter "u" followed by another stylized uppercase letter "X". Translation
The English translation of the word "HOUX" in the mark is "HOLLY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blush; Eau-de-toilette; Eyeshadow; Bar soap; Beauty serums; Body lotion; Cosmetic masks; Cosmetic massage creams; Cosmetic pads; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic rouges; Cosmetic suncreen preparations; Cosmetic suntan lotions; Cuticle removing preparations; Eau de parfum; Eye liner; Eye make-up; Eye make-up remover; Eye pencils; Eyebrow gel; Facial concealer; Facial cream; Facial creams; Facial lotion; Facial scrubs; Facial washes; False eyelashes; False nails; Hair conditioners; Hair gel and hair mousse; Hair shampoo; Hair spray; Hair styling preparations; Hand cream; Hand lotions; Lip balm; Lip gloss; Lip liner; Liquid eyeliners; Make-up primer; Make-up sets; Shower and bath gel
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Sep. 21, 2021  In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HOLLYHOUX, INC.  Address  HOLLYHOUX, INC.  155 W WASHINGTON BLVD SUITE 517  LOS ANGELES  CALIFORNIA  90015  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JB JINGBANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97050797  Application Filing Date  Sep. 29, 2021  Registration Number  7101736
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "JINGBANG" in the color blue with four Chinese characters below in blue where the first two are bold. To the upper left is the stylized letters "JB" overlapping one another with the "J" in red and the "B" in blue with two concentric circles around the letters where the upper left of the two circles is red and the lower right of the two circles is blue with a break on the left and right where the colors change forming an arrow on each side in the negative space. The white in the mark represents transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) Blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "JB JINGBANG" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "JING BANG MIFENG" and this means "CRYSTAL," "COUNTRY," and "SEAL UP" respectively in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Duct tapes; Gasket sealer for use in plumbing; Joint packings for pipes; Non-metal sealing rings for use as connection seals; Pipe gaskets; Rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; Rubber sleeves for protecting parts of machines; Sealant compounds for joints; Washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; Watertight rings for plumbing pipes
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title  Rubber Goods First Use  Feb. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Guangzhou Jingbang Hydraulic Seal Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Guangzhou Jingbang Hydraulic Seal Technology Co., Ltd.  No. 5, Pacific 1st Road, Xintang Town, Zengcheng District, Guangzhou, Guangdong  CHINA 511340  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  TAIBAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97051194 Application Filing Date  Sep. 29, 2021 Registration Number  7101737
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable open source computer software platform for multi-cloud management
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Nov. 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OpenStack Foundation Address  OpenStack Foundation P.O. Box 1903 Austin TEXAS 787671903
Legal Entity  non-stock, nonprofit corporation State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  551860

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CEDAR SPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97051558 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101738
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health spa services for health and wellness of the body
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 12, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pokagon Gaming Authority Address Pokagon Gaming Authority 58620 Sink Road Dowagiac MICHIGAN 49047 Legal Entity a wholly-owned unincorporated instrumentality of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians of Michigan and Indiana, a federally recognized Indian tribe State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 114207US034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** FLIP N' KLIP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97051865</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 29, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dinnerware, namely, plates, bowls, server platters, cups and saucers, mugs, dish covers; plastic utensils, namely, cups, saucers, plates and bowls; beverageware, beverage glassware; lockable containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass **First Use** Jun. 2022 **In Commerce** Jun. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** AGreenOZZI, LLC **Address** AGreenOZZI, LLC 1130 Ten Rod Road, Suite E206 North Kingstown RHODE ISLAND 02852 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** RHODE ISLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STERLIN, DEBORAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SMITH CHASON COLLEGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97052126 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101740
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLEGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting courses of instruction and clinical teaching in the field of medicine; educational services, namely, conducting long distance learning instruction in the fields of medical imaging and vocational nursing; degree and non-degree training services in the fields of general abdominal diagnostic medical sonography, adult echocardiography, pediatric echocardiography, fetal echocardiography, ultrasound training in obstetrics and gynecology, physics and instrumentation, vascular ultrasound, advanced vascular ultrasound, musculoskeletal ultrasound, invasive and special procedures in ultrasound; degree and non-degree granting services, namely, providing, educational courses of instruction and training in the field of magnetic resonance imaging; degree and non-degree granting services, namely, providing, educational courses of instruction and training in the field of x-ray machine operation and development of x-ray imaging; degree and non-degree granting services, namely, providing, educational courses of instruction and training in the field of patient care technician services; degree and non-degree granting services, namely, providing, educational courses of instruction and training in the field of healthcare administration; educational services in the nature of courses at the university level offering bachelors degrees in the fields of medical imaging, vocational nursing, healthcare administration, and medicine; training services in vocational nursing; general education training in the fields of medical math, English fundamentals of health sciences, medical terminology, and behavioral science; education in the form of providing short-term courses of instruction in IV therapy, musculoskeletal ultrasound, endovaginal ultrasound training, and short term obstetrics training for obstetric nurses; vascular medical training for physicians; providing educational services, namely, conducting seminars and classes in the field of continuing medical education and distributing course material in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 30, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   West Coast Ultrasound Institute, Inc.
Address      West Coast Ultrasound Institute, Inc.  3580 Wilshire Blvd.,
             4th Floor  Los Angeles  ARIZONA  90010
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THRN JEWELRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97055320 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101741
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer JEWELRY

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry and imitation jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use In Commerce In Commerce Jan. 01, 2021 Jan. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Iridescent Jewels LLC Address Iridescent Jewels LLC 8405 Mack Ave Detroit MICHIGAN 48214
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNITED FIRE AND WATER
RESTORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97055449 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101742
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FIRE AND WATER
RESTORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restoration services in the field of water, smoke and fire damage; Building restoration
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and
Repair First Use Oct. 31, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grossarth, Jeffrey N Address Grossarth, Jeffrey N 2774 Arbor Place Cookeville TENNESSEE 38506
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number United F&W

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHAMROCK FOODS
FOUNDATION FAITH FAMILY FRIENDS
FREEDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97055854 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2021 Registration Number 7101743
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word SHAMROCK, with a clover forming
the O, appearing over the words FOODS FOUNDATION which appears over the words FAITH FAMILY FRIENDS
FREEDOM, a vertical line separates each word. Disclaimer "FOODS FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, business administration services being the coordination of the distribution of financial
donations to organizations
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shamrock Foods Company Address Shamrock Foods Company 3900 E. Camelback Road, Suite 300
Phoenix ARIZONA 85018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066185701010
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**MARK Literal(s)** MERRELL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97056505</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3062605, 1835495, 2813757 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Shoe care accessories, namely, refreshers in the nature of odor neutralizing preparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2017</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Shoe care accessories, namely, leather cleaning preparations in the nature of lotions, creams, and oils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2017</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Shoe care preparations, namely, silicone spray in the nature of Waterproofing chemical compositions; Shoe care accessories, namely, protectors in the nature of stain repellents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>1 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Chemicals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2017</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: Wolverine Outdoors, Inc. Address: Wolverine Outdoors, Inc. 9341 Courtland Drive Rockford MICHIGAN 49351
Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: MICHIGAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: YAO, GRETTA

15206
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  VANNA YOUNGSTEIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97059301  Application Filing Date  Oct. 04, 2021  Registration Number  7101745
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bandanas; Jackets; Shirts; Shorts; Sweaters; Tank tops; Hooded sweatshirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Sweat shirts; Tee shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Apr. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Vanna Youngstein  Address  Vanna Youngstein  172 East 4th St., 11B  New York  NEW YORK  10009
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  WERT, KARL ANTHONY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

| Mark Literal(s) | VPM |

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97059605
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 05, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101746
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 04, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 29, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6009305

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For entertainment in the nature of providing television shows, radio shows, and podcasts in the field of news, culture, current affairs, history, non-fiction personal experience stories that discuss or relate to a person, group of people, or culture in an emotional way, documentaries, and science; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of programs for television, radio, and internet; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of news, current affairs, culture, history, music, and science; providing a website featuring photographic, video, audio, and prose presentations and entertainment information featuring news, culture, current affairs, history, non-fiction personal experience stories that discuss or relate to a person, group of people, or culture in an emotional way, documentaries, and science; providing a website featuring information in the fields of education and entertainment for children; on-line electronic newsletters delivered by e-mail in the field of news, current affairs, culture, history, music, and science; providing online newsletters in the field of news, current affairs, culture, history, music, and science via e-mail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2019</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: VPM Media Corporation
- **Address**: VPM Media Corporation 23 Sesame Street North Chesterfield VIRGINIA
- **Legal Entity**: non-stock corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 34073-012
Examining Attorney  WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EXPONENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97059772 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7101747
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Energy drinks; Energy drinks enhanced with nootropics, adaptogens, electrolytes and vitamins; Fruit-flavored beverages; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic water-based beverages also containing nootropics, adaptogens, electrolytes and vitamins; Sports drinks; Sports drinks containing electrolytes; Sports drinks, namely, energy drinks; Sports drinks, namely, performance drinks; Sports drinks, namely, recovery drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use May 26, 2022 In Commerce May 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exponent Energy Inc. Address Exponent Energy Inc. 320 Thames St. Unit 104 London, ON CANADA N6A0E1 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97060125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>OMO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Good and Services Information**

For business administration and management services for physician and medical group employee support programs in the fields of health and wellness, personnel benefits, human resources, healthcare insurance and legal support; managed care services, namely, electronic processing of health care information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For concierge medical services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian |
| Address | Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian One Hoag Drive Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92663 |
| Legal Entity | NON-PROFIT CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | HOAGM-052T |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | FROMM, MARTHA L |
TM 12883 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SANCTUS CAPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97060386 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7101749
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate investment services; real estate acquisition services; real estate procurement for others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022
For Real estate development and construction of commercial and, residential properties; building construction services, namely, repair, improvement, and remodeling; house building and repair, namely, improving, constructing, and renovating commercial and residential real estate properties
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sanctus Capital, LLC Address Sanctus Capital, LLC Suite 2N 29313 Clemens Road Westlake OHIO 44145 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36435-00058

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FUTURE ROADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97060488 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2021 Registration Number 7101750
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online non-downloadable software for receiving data analytics relating to vehicles and vehicle interactions with roadways
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 04, 2022 In Commerce May 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Motors LLC Address General Motors LLC 300 Renaissance Center Detroit MICHIGAN 482653000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97061575</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

Goods and Services Information

| For | Entertainment services in the nature of production of videos providing travel information, tips, reviews, and recommendations; Entertainment services in the nature of production of videos providing vacation information, tips, reviews, and recommendations; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment information; Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of travel via a website; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of travel; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of vacations property and location reviews; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring travel; On-line video journals, namely, vlogs featuring nondownloadable videos in the field of travel; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, blog posts, and videos in the field(s) of travel; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, blog posts, and videos in the field(s) of vacations property and location reviews; Providing a website featuring entertainment information; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, blog posts, and videos in the field of travel; Providing education courses relating to the travel industry |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Apr. 13, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 13, 2022 |

Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

Owner Information

| Owner Name | Educational Strategic Solutions LLC |
| Address | Educational Strategic Solutions LLC 124 Tall Pines Dr Thomasville GEORGIA 31792 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** COTTON BUDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97061837</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "COTTON" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing made of cotton, namely, shirts, undershirts, socks |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 30, 2023 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 30, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Bahour Brothers LLC |
| Address | Bahour Brothers LLC 3167 Abella St La Crescenta CALIFORNIA 91214 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RYAN, KELLY MARIE |
TM 12887 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BE OUTSTANDING AT SOMETHING SIMPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97061870 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101753
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Folders being stationery; folders for papers; markers; notebook dividers; pencils; pens; ball pens; ballpoint pens; coloured pens; file folders; highlighter pens; highlighting markers; highlighting pens; ink pens; loose-leaf binders; office binders; paper folders; paper notebooks; printed calendars; printed monographs in the field of career development and interpersonal skill development; printed monographs of in the field of leadership, management, career enhancement, entrepreneurship, recruitment, and personal development; printed newsletters about career development and interpersonal skill development; printed newsletters about leadership, management, career enhancement, entrepreneurship, recruitment, and personal development; printed newsletters in the field of career development and interpersonal skill development; printed newsletters in the field of leadership, management, career enhancement, entrepreneurship, recruitment, and personal development; printed newsletters in the field of leadership, management, career enhancement, entrepreneurship, recruitment, and personal development; printed periodicals in the field of career development and interpersonal skill development; printed periodicals in the field of leadership, management, career enhancement, entrepreneurship, recruitment, and personal development; printed training materials in the field of career development and interpersonal skill development; printed training materials in the field of leadership, management, career enhancement, entrepreneurship, recruitment, and personal development; printed daily planners; printed day planners; printed desk calendars; printed desk top planners; printed desktop planners; spiral-bound notebooks; stationery folders; wire-bound notebooks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Time To Impact DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Time To Impact Consulting Address</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>TA Time To Impact Consulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time To Impact</td>
<td>TA Time To Impact Consulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Time To Impact Consulting</td>
<td>TA Time To Impact Consulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Time To Impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74  2851 Jessup Road Jessup MARYLAND 20794</td>
<td>Limited LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
TM 12888 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHADED FAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97062388 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101754
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tattooing; Tattooing services; Cosmetic tattooing services; Body piercing; Microblading being eyebrow tattooing services

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 16, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2023

For Tattoo design services; Graphic design services; Jewelry design services; Graphic design; Graphic art design; Commercial art design; Jewelry design; Pendant design

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 16, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaded Fae Tattoos, LLC Address Shaded Fae Tattoos, LLC 1 Washington Mall #1324 c/o Government Center Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2016460

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97062394 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101755
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized diamond with a tattoo gun inside the diamond, flowers and crystals emerging from the tattoo gun, a large fern leaf behind the tattoo gun.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tattooing; Tattooing services; Cosmetic tattooing services; Body piercing; Microblading being eyebrow tattooing services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 16, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2023
For Tattoo design services; Graphic design services; Graphic design; Graphic art design; Commercial art design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 16, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shaded Fae Tattoos, LLC Address Shaded Fae Tattoos, LLC 1 Washington Mall #1324 c/o Government Center Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2016460

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, DOMINIC ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ACTHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97062886 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101756
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 22, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ActHer LLC Address ActHer LLC 4062 Coopers Hill DR SE Smyrna GEORGIA 30080 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOVALSKY, LAURA G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MAKE-IT-MATCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97063470
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 07, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101757
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 16, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 11, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Construction materials, namely, non-metal flooring materials
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TSC International Products, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Tek Stil Concepts
- **Address**: TSC International Products, LLC PO Box 1005 Chatsworth GEORGIA 30705
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2900-3-WM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NO-LIMITS ADVENTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97064216 Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2021  Registration Number  7101758
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the phrase "NO-LIMITS" in stylized lettering and colored white and black, wherein a horizontally oriented white and black design element is positioned within a central portion of the letter "O," wherein the term "ADVENTURE" in stylized lettering and colored white and black is positioned below the letter string "ITS" of the term "LIMITS," wherein all of the above elements are disposed on a green background formed in the shape of a splatter pattern, wherein a black outlining is formed around the periphery of the splatter pattern. The entire mark is on a white background that is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "ADVENTURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Conducting guided tours by buggy, quad bike, catamaran and two-wheeled one-person electric vehicle
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 15, 2014  In Commerce  Mar. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  No Limits ISG Corp  Address  No Limits ISG Corp  18 Bridge Street  Brooklyn  NEW YORK  11201
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BON.00602

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  DETMER, CAROLYN ROSE

15223
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CAREFREE PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97064375 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101759
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administration of a consumer membership program for enabling participants to receive discounts on pet supply products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 12, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GALLAGHER AFFINITY INSURANCE SERVICES, INC. Address GALLAGHER AFFINITY INSURANCE SERVICES, INC. 2850 GOLF ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS ILLINOIS 60008 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01005-83800

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, KELLY CHRISTINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AMP YOUR APPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97064650 Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2021  Registration Number   7101760
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer   "APPS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Admission consulting services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of college admissions and college applications via a website

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tracy H. Ramos  Address  Tracy H. Ramos  1109 Italy Drive  Allen  TEXAS 75013  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
AMP YOUR COLLEGE APPS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AMP YOUR COLLEGE APPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97064658  Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2021  Registration Number 7101761
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "COLLEGE APPS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Admission consulting services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews; Providing on-line courses of instruction in the field of college admissions and college applications via a website
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tracy H. Ramos  Address Tracy H. Ramos 1109 Italy Drive Allen TEXAS 75013  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSCATI, JUSTIN RONALD
**Mark Literal(s)** TAYO

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97065031
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 08, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101762
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 18, 2022

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "TAYO" in the mark is "WE" or "US".

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gumbo; Soup mixes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2022</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online retail grocery store services</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2022</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salsa</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2022</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Tayo, LLC
- **Address**: Tayo, LLC, P.O. Box 901, Roy, UTAH 84067
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: L547211887
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
TM 12897
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TENNEY ^ 110

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97065218 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101763
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TENNEY" with a caret symbol after the "Y", and the numbers 110 below "TENNEY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial consulting; providing financial information; Advise and information concerning business management, investment and business operations; Venture capital services, namely, venture capital financing, investment of venture capital, venture capital advisory services, and the arrangement and management of venture capital funds
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 25, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 25, 2021
For Business consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 25, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 25, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. Address American Family Mutual Insurance Company , S.I. 6000 American Parkway Madison WISCONSIN 53783 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 071295-0383

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ATALCO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97065390</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 08, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101764</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bauxite; alumina

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
**International Class Title** Chemicals

**First Use** Nov. 01, 2021 **In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Concord Resources Limited</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Concord Resources Limited</th>
<th>3 St. James's Square</th>
<th>Level 8</th>
<th>London UNITED KINGDOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited liability private company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 4441248-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GLASSER, CARYN
SPOILED UNIVERSITY

**Mark Literal(s)** SPOILED UNIVERSITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97067421</td>
<td>Oct. 10, 2021</td>
<td>7101765</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Aug. 23, 2022

**Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 18, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
- Bonnets; Pajamas; Robes; Socks; Sweaters; Hoodies; Jackets made in whole or in substantial part of cotton, polyester, wool, satin, silk, cashmere; Pajamas for Women, girls, toddlers, infants, unisex; Shower caps; Sweaters for Women, girls, toddler, infants, unisex; Sweaters made in whole or in substantial part of cotton, polyester, wool, silk, satin, cashmere; T-shirts; T-shirts for women, girls, toddlers, infants, unisex; Vests; Athletic jackets; Baby bottoms; Baseball caps and hats; Body shirts; Bomber jackets; Boxer briefs; Bucket hats; Button down shirts; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Crew neck sweaters; Crew necks; Crop tops; Denim jackets; Down jackets; Ear warmers; Embroidered clothing, namely, hoodies, jackets, jogger suits, long and short sleeve t-shirts, crop tops, sweaters; Fleece jackets; Fleece tops; Gloves for apparel; Graphic T-shirts; Halter tops; Hats; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Headbands; Heavy jackets; Jogging pants; Leather jackets; Leather hats; Pajama bottoms; Panties; Pants; Peacoats; Polo knit tops; Polo shirts; Reversible jackets; Scarfs; Short sets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Skull caps; Sleep shirts; Sleeping garments; Sports bra; Stretch pants; Tank tops; Undergarments; Underpants; Underwear; V-neck sweaters

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use In Commerce** May 01, 2022

**BUSINESS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Spoiled University LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Spoiled University LLC 5544 W 35th St apt 3 Cicero ILLINOIS 60804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FRIZALONE, SARAH O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

15230
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CTVISTA COACH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97068497</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>May 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Scientific data analysis and process control monitoring services in the field of industrial water treatment for quality control purposes
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jun. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ChemTreat, Inc.
- **Address**: ChemTreat, Inc. 5640 Cox Road Glen Allen VIRGINIA 23060
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 6947.147232

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97068498 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101767
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific data analysis and process control monitoring services in the field of industrial water treatment for quality control purposes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ChemTreat, Inc. Address ChemTreat, Inc. 5640 Cox Road Glen Allen VIRGINIA 23060 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6947.147231

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JACKPOT ROYALE FULL HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97068910  Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021  Registration Number 7101768
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark
Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "JACKPOT" AND "FULL HOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gambling services; Online gaming services in the nature of casino gambling; Providing on-line computer games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Apr. 04, 2023  In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023
For Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform;
Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Apr. 04, 2023  In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blueprint Technologies Ltd.  Address Blueprint Technologies Ltd. Fortune House Northgate Terrace,
Northern Road Newark UNITED KINGDOM NG242EU  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country
Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 112450.0122

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinig Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C

15233
TM 12903

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WISH UPON A FAIRYTALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97069055 Application Filing Date Oct. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101769
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gambling services; Online gaming services in the nature of casino gambling; Providing on-line computer games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 21, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2022
For Downloadable computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform;
Downloadable electronic game software; Downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 21, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blueprint Technologies Ltd. Address Blueprint Technologies Ltd. Fortune House Northgate Terrace, Northern Road Newark UNITED KINGDOM NG242EU Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country
Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 112450.0128

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C

15234
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DOZER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97069727 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2021 Registration Number 7101770
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word DOZER in a stylized format encompassed inside a slanted rectangle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Café; Coffee-house and snack-bar services; Coffee shops
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 03, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dozer Coffee, LLC Address Dozer Coffee, LLC 78 Jackson Plaza Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48103
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHARK RESCUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97071798  Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021  Registration Number 7101771
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6203464

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sunglasses; Spectacles and sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Oct. 01, 2022  In Commerce Feb. 28, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beachmark, Inc.  Address Beachmark, Inc. 8th Floor 666 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10012
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

## Mark Literal(s)
ATC OF LAND, AIR & SEA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97072593</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>May 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** | No
**Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
**WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)** | Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the four squares. The top left square contains a stylized letter A. The top right square contains a stylized letter T. The bottom left square contains a stylized letter C. The bottom right square contains the phrase OF LAND, AIR & SEA.
**Disclaimer** | "OF LAND, AIR & SEA"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** | Supply chain management services, namely, purchasing of supply chain management services for others; inventory management services; distributorships featuring aftermarket spare parts, namely, aircraft parts, turbine parts, electrical parts
**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** | 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title** | Advertising and Business
**First Use** | Jul. 2021
**In Commerce** | Jul. 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | Argo Turboserve Corporation
**Address** | Argo Turboserve Corporation 681 5th Avenue New York NEW YORK 10022
**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** | SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97072794 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101773
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized representation of a partial square.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer daughterboards; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer hardware and recorded computer software programs sold as a unit for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Computer hardware for telecommunications; Computer interface boards; Computer monitors; Computer motherboards; Computer mounts; Computer servers; Computer terminals; Computer touchscreens; Computer whiteboards; Desktop computers; Downloadable computer software and firmware for operating system programs; Downloadable computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images, and moving pictures; Downloadable computer software to maintain and operate computer system; Downloadable facilities management software to control building environment, access and security systems; Home and office automation systems comprised of computer hardware, wireless and wired controllers, and downloadable software for automating appliances, HVAC, lighting, security and electronic devices; Mounting brackets adapted for computer monitors; Mounting brackets adapted for computers; PC tablet mounts; Personal computers; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Tablet computer

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 06, 2021 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Qbic Technology Co., Ltd.  
Address  Qbic Technology Co., Ltd. 26F.-12, No. 99, Sec. 1, Xintai 5th Rd. Xizhi Dist. New Taipei City TAIWAN 221416  
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  
State or Country Where Organized  TAIWAN  
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  OT11000057  
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PINO, BRIAN J
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GIRLFRIENDS OF BEATITUDES

Serial Number 97073133 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2021
Registration Number 7101774 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022
Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022

Mark Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6386154

For On-line retail store services featuring journals, notebooks, planners, books, stationery products, apparel and jewelry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Feb. 26, 2018 In Commerce Jun. 25, 2018

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Girlfriends of Beatitudes Publishing, LLC Address Girlfriends of Beatitudes Publishing, LLC C 128 Filbert Ave Wilmington DELAWARE 19805
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

Examining Attorney MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GOD CREATED ME FOR A
REASON NOT A SEASON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97073178  Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2021  Registration Number  7101775
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Apr. 15, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anna L. Peeks  Address  Anna L. Peeks  5915 East West View Drive  Orange  CALIFORNIA  92869
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PEEKS 21.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BACK PORCH POTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97074396 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101776
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a simplistic image of a plant in a pot with the
words BACK PORCH POTS. Disclaimer "POTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Silicone flower and plant pots
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 03, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HHD Ventures LLC Address HHD Ventures LLC 211 N. Grand Ave. B Bozeman MONTANA
597153582 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H. Davies

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POPWAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97075508 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101777
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sporting goods, namely, skateboards; and skateboard accessories, namely, skateboard wheels, grip tape
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 26, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2023
For stickers; decals
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 25, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2023
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, shorts, pants; headwear, namely, hats, caps, beanies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 25, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foster, Roger K. Address Foster, Roger K. 1523 Delaware Avenue Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74104 Legal
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10530.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPEEDIANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97075623 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101778
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headscarfs; Hosiery; Raincoats; Shoes; Underwear; Babies' pants; Dance costumes; Gloves as clothing; Gym suits; Gymnastic shoes; Headwear, namely, hats, caps; Leather belts; Tops as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 29, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN SPEEDIANCE LIFE TECH LIMITED
Address SHENZHEN SPEEDIANCE LIFE TECH LIMITED 1003, BUILDING 3, SUNMAX TECH PLAZA 8 YUEHAI SUBDISTRICT, NANSHAN SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM114564

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SWICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97076763 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101779
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SWICE has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Intercoms; thermostat; electric switches; security control panels and motion detectors; Environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature and includes alarm and reporting functions
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HXT GmbH Address HXT GmbH Stefan-Heym-Str. 4 Panketal FED REP GERMANY 16341 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PINKU KULT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97078937  Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2021  Registration Number 7101780
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable video game programs for mobile devices, personal computers, home video game consoles, and tablet computers; downloadable interactive computer game programs; downloadable computer game software and downloadable video game software; downloadable electronic games via the Internet and wireless devices; downloadable computer application software in the field of games; downloadable interactive computer game and video game programs; downloadable interactive on-line computer games; downloadable multi-player interactive on-line computer games
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jan. 01, 2019
In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022

For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, long sleeve T-shirts, crop-tops, sweatpants and hoodies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing
First Use Jan. 01, 2019
In Commerce Jan. 01, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dream Oni LTD
Address Dream Oni LTD 53 Beaver Avenue Sheffield UNITED KINGDOM S139QH
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FOR MANY YEARS TO COME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97078999 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 18, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101781 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Oct. 25, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cat food; Dog food

International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kormotech LLC Address Kormotech LLC 99 Hudson Street, 5th Floor New York NEW YORK 10013 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMI2-T.e2623

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOVALSKY, LAURA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE TRANSITION NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97079941</td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2021</td>
<td>7101782</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "the", "transition", and "network" aligned on the left side with "the" positioned over "transition" positioned over "network". The "transition" and "network" are shown in a bolder and larger font than the "the". To the right of the "the" and over the "n" and the "s" in "transition" is a design consisting of four interlocking circles with a curved point on one side. The four interlocking circles with a curved point forming a four-pointed star shape in the center. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness

Limitation Statement as to "THE TRANSITION NETWORK"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4940734, 3656748

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Providing support services, namely, organizing and conducting support groups in the field of post-career choices, satisfactions and concerns to help women transition from career and family responsibilities to the next phase of life, but specifically excluding employment counseling and outplacement consultation related thereto for facilitating the return of unemployed workers to the workplace

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 10, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name The Transition Network Address The Transition Network 209 W. 29th Street, Suite 6166 New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MIIUNI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97080604 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101783
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Earrings; Gemstones; Costume jewelry; Ear studs; Jewel pendants; Jewellery cases; Jewellery findings; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Jewelry rolls for storage; Jewelry chains; Precious metals and their alloys; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery; Jade; Necklaces; Pearls; Rings being jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 02, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Miiuni Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Miiuni Technology Co., Ltd. 101/100, New Dongfeng Songgang Baoan Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518127 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAYLESS-DAVIS, MARIAH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MIUNI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97080872 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101784
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smartphones; Smartwatches; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images; Batteries and battery chargers; Blank electronic storage media; Blank USB flash drives; Body armor; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, tablet computers, MP3 players, MP4 players, personal digital assistants; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Earphones and headphones; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electric converters; Electrical adapters; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic card readers; GPS tracking devices; Locks, electric; Personal stereos; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Signal processors; Tablet computers; USB card readers; USB hubs; Wireless charging stands for smartphones; Wireless electronic scales

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 02, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Miiuni Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Miiuni Technology Co., Ltd. 101/100, New Dongfeng Songgang Baon Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518127 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97080922 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101785
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a gradient concentric circle and inside is a pair
of crisscrossed arrows in between the stylized letters "F" and "V".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services in the field of micro-distilled alcoholic spirits
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Jan. 05, 2021 In Commerce May 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fully Vetted Distilling Company Address Fully Vetted Distilling Company 4620 Weaverhall Dr
Fayetteville NORTH CAROLINA 28314 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ROAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    97081030 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101786
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ROAR" slanted upward where the crosshatch of the letter "A" is also slanted upward and pointed at the end.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5773488, 5751474, 5714887 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jun. 29, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2021
For Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic water-based beverages; Powders used in the preparation of soft drinks; Soft drinks, namely, non-alcoholic carbonated beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Jun. 29, 2021 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roar Beverages, Inc. Address Roar Beverages, Inc. 315 Columbia Street Bethlehem PENNSYLVANIA 18015 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56100/7991
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPARX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97081037 Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number   7101787
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/Letter(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of wording "SPARX" in stylized front
with a comma-like design in the upper right corner of the letter "X". Translation   The wording "SPARX" has no
meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Snuff; Chewing tobacco; Cigarette filters; Cigarette tubes; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical
purposes; Electronic cigarette atomizers sold empty; Electronic cigarette cases; Electronic cigarette holders; Electronic
cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of propylene glycol; Electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes and oral vaporizers for
smokers; Electronic cigars; Filter tips for cigarettes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes;
Lighters for smokers; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Smokeless
cigarette vaporizer pipes; Tobacco pipes
International Classes   34 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title   Smokers' Articles
First Use   Apr. 01, 2021 In Commerce   Oct. 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ANDS TRADING FZCO Address   ANDS TRADING FZCO Jebel Ali Free Zone, Building Number LB
19 - Office No. LB190701WS03 Dubai, UNITED ARAB EMIR. 124342 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   ZC230400374

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHOE AND TELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97081389 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101788
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes in the field of product design and innovation; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of product design and innovation; entertainment information
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 14, 2020 In Commerce May 14, 2020
For Downloadable podcasts in the field of product design and innovation; downloadable e-books in the field of product design and innovation; audio books in the field of product design and innovation
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 14, 2020 In Commerce May 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trillicon Valley LLC Address Trillicon Valley LLC P.O. Box 51419 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94303
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRESTIGE RESINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97081486 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7101789
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "RESINS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Unprocessed epoxy resins; Unprocessed polyvinyl acetate resins; Unprocessed silicone resins; Unprocessed composite carbon epoxy resins
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Dec. 02, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 10014133 Canada Inc Address 10014133 Canada Inc 1671 rue galt est Sherbrooke, Quebec CANADA J1J0A5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
WICKED SALTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>97081607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 19, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Retail store services featuring tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, t-shirts, hats, activewear, stickers and jewelry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Claira's Boutique, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Claira's Boutique, LLC 115 River Road South Deerfield MA MASSACHUSETTS 01373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Wicked Salty**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ACTIVSIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083414 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101791
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0122011/1702930 International
Registration Number 1702930

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical imaging apparatus incorporating recorded embedded software for delivering video visual overlays to surgeons during surgery to enhance visual imaging
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 11, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Activ Surgical, Inc. Address Activ Surgical, Inc. 840 Summer Street, Suite 108 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02127 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 124484.20000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GIBBONS, BRIAN R
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97083424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Recorded embedded software for delivering video visual overlays to surgeons during surgical procedures, sold as a component of a surgical imaging apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Activ Surgical, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>840 Summer Street, Suite 108 Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS 02127 DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>124484.20006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| EXAMINING ATTORNEY                      | GIBBONS, BRIAN R |

ACTIVICG
TM 12927 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BLUONLIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083453 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101793
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for facilitating orders from HVAC technicians and contractors to distributors
For downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software featuring an online marketplace for facilitating orders from HVAC technicians and contractors to distributors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bluon Inc. Address Bluon Inc. 18 Bunsen Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102134.030US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W

15260
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BLUON LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083455 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101794
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for facilitating orders from HVAC technicians and contractors to distributors
For Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software featuring an online marketplace for facilitating orders from HVAC technicians and contractors to distributors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bluon Inc. Address Bluon Inc. 18 Bunsen Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102134.031US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SEA-TOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97083599  Application Filing Date  Oct. 20, 2021  Registration Number  7101795
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Smoothies; Smoothies; Fruit juices and fruit drinks; Fruit smoothies; Green vegetable juice beverages; Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Vegetable juices; Vegetable smoothies; Vegetable-fruit juices
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Mar. 30, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JUICE GENERATION, INC.  Address  JUICE GENERATION, INC.  122 East 42nd Street  New York  NEW YORK  10168  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  198264030060

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCARTHY, BRIDGET ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  WARGOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97083835 Application Filing Date  Oct. 20, 2021
Registration Number  7101796
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of in stylized text "WARGOD" and the letter "A" has what appears to be a downward facing sword or dagger in it and the letter "O" is depicted by the Greek letter "Omega" symbol, and has a dagger or sword within it.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-telescopic gun sights for firearms; Sights, namely, open sights for use on firearms
International Classes  13 - Primary Classes
US Classes  2, 9
International Class Title  Firearms
First Use  Mar. 16, 2023
In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Defense Firearms, LLC
Address  Defense Firearms, LLC  3108 North Boundary Blvd. Unit 171  Tampa  FLORIDA
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L551197017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ETERNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97083915 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101797
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 03, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical devices, namely, implantable pulse generators for spinal cord stimulation
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Dec. 19, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name St. Jude Medical, LLC Address St. Jude Medical, LLC One St. Jude Medical Drive St. Paul MINNESOTA 55117 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GRN6971686

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STAY HYPED!

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97084104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Entertainment in the nature of wrestling contests; Entertainment services, namely, wrestling exhibits and performances by a professional wrestler and entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a professional athlete, professional wrestler, and sports entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a professional athlete, professional wrestler, and sports entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, televised appearances by a professional athlete, professional wrestler, and sports entertainer

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | 2016 |
| In Commerce | 2016 |

For Hats; Shirts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | 2016 |
| In Commerce | 2016 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Dean Muhtadi |
| Address | Dean Muhtadi 1000 Jackson St. Toledo OHIO 43604 |
| Legal Entity | |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 258364 |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER |
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CLESOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97084252 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101799
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "CLESOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera tripods; Head-clip cell phone holders; Joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Selfie sticks; Stands adapted for laptops; Stands adapted for tablet computers; Stands for photographic apparatus; Tripods; Tripods for cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 23, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 23, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU ZHONGTIANXIN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address GUANGZHOU ZHONGTIANXIN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ROOM#103, 5-1 5TH QIAOZHONG NORTH RD, LIWAN DISTRICT GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 510163 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ARIBARO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97084261 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101800
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording ARIBARO has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Edible pet treats; Pet food
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Mar. 24, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aribaro LLC Address Aribaro LLC 24 Henry Pl #2 Hackensack NEW JERSEY 07601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ME-498

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BIG NOSE KATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97085082 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101801
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Big Nose Brands, Inc. Address Big Nose Brands, Inc. 1755 N Damen Ave Unit 205 Chicago ILLINOIS 60647 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PDFBILT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97085236  Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2021  Registration Number  7101802
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) services featuring cloud-based non-downloadable computer software and non-downloadable computer software application used to edit, markup, divide, split, link, manipulate, share, collaborate, manipulate, and automate conversion of engineering drawings and project drawings
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Oct. 31, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kenesto Corp.  Address  Kenesto Corp.  1050 Winter Street, Suite 2700  Waltham  MASSACHUSETTS  02451  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T-609645-US
Examining Attorney  GIBBONS, BRIAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ESCOT EMANUEL STEWARD
CHAMPIONS OF TOMORROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97085537 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021
Registration Number 7101803
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized signature of the wording Emanuel
Steward followed by the word ESCOT in bold lettering, then the phrase Champions of Tomorrow underneath in smaller
font and four stars underneath that at the bottom. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s)
shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the fields of fitness, exercise, boxing and mixed
martial arts; Providing exercise classes in the field of boxing; Providing facilities for boxing training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Nov. 01, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2021
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Second Round, Inc. Address Second Round, Inc. 32150 Dorsey Street Westland MICHIGAN 48186
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPOTLYFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97086427 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101804
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for the promotion of employee acquisition, employee retention, increased productivity, employee development, skillling, reskilling and upskilling workers, employee performance management, workplace coaching; Downloadable software for use by individuals to apply to employment opportunities; Downloadable software that enables recruiters and hiring managers to manage the candidate attraction and selection process, namely, talent screening, skills assessment, and compiling data that facilitates the acquisition and management of candidates; Downloadable software based on artificial intelligence to identify skills or work related attributes, to match candidates to jobs, and to identify learning pathways; Downloadable software for mapping skills and occupational trends, understanding what occupations exist and what skills they require; Downloadable software for internal mobility, matching employees or candidates to positions and to learning and development opportunities for upskilling or reskilling; Downloadable software for use by CEOs and Chief People Officers for driving employee engagement

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

For Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software for the promotion of employee acquisition, employee retention, increased productivity, employee development, skillling, reskilling and upskilling workers, employee performance management, workplace coaching; Software as a Service (SaaS) services featuring software for individuals to apply to employment opportunities; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software that enables recruiters and hiring managers to manage the candidate attraction and selection process, namely, talent screening, skills assessment, and compiling data that facilitates the acquisition and management of candidates; Research, design and development of software based on artificial intelligence technology for human resources management and recruitment; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software based on artificial intelligence to identify skills or work related attributes, to match candidates to jobs, and to identify learning pathways; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software for mapping skills and occupational
trends, understanding what occupations exist and what skills they require; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software for internal mobility, matching employees or candidates to positions and to learning and development opportunities for upskilling or reskilling; Software as a Service (SaaS) for use by CEOs and Chief People Officers for driving employee engagement

**International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services

**First Use** | Jul. 01, 2022 | **In Commerce** | Jul. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Alinear, Inc. **Address** | Alinear, Inc. | 516 Quaker Meadows LN | Fort Mill | SOUTH CAROLINA | 29715

**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 4940.0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AABB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97086626 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021
Registration Number 7101805
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Collective Membership Mark Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type
5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/Letter(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of lower case letters "AABB" intertwined.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Indicating membership in an association of physicians and health care professionals
International Classes 200 US Classes 200 - Primary Classes
US Class Title U.S. Classification of Collective Membership Marks
First Use Oct. 2021 In Commerce Oct. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Association of Blood Banks Address American Association of Blood Banks
4550 Montgomery Ave Suite 700, North Tower Bethesda MARYLAND 20814 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where ILLINOIS
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TA724US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, TRAVIS WILLIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WE KNOW JACK!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97087297</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101806</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies JACK FLORENCE, JR., whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Wine
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes
US Classes  47, 49
International Class Title  Wines and Spirits
First Use  Apr. 01, 2023
In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  WE KNOW JACK
Address  WE KNOW JACK  14000 Rockpile Rd  Geyserville  CALIFORNIA  95441
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  2016952

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TARPGUGLIDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97088114 Application Filing Date  Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number  7101807
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  tarpaulins
International Classes   22 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title  Cordage and Fibers First Use  Dec. 23, 2021 In Commerce  Dec. 23, 2021
For  sealing and insulating materials; articles made of rubber for sealing, namely, non-metal seals for use as door seals; non-metallic sealing strips for use as door seals; non-metallic sealing strips being seals for use as door seals; non-metal seals for use in shower doors

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AMZ ONLINE INC Address  AMZ ONLINE INC  5280 SE Federal Hwy  Stuart  FLORIDA  34997
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, RONALD G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97088424</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 22, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a fire hydrant, an outline of a first dog on the left of the fire hydrant, an outline of a second dog on the right of the fire hydrant, and an outline of grass below. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Animal litter pans |
| **International Classes** | 21 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Housewares and Glass |
| **First Use In Commerce** | Apr. 17, 2023 |
| **In Commerce** | Apr. 17, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Rachel, Cari |
| **Address** | Rachel, Cari 1200 Club View Drive Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90024 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | CARI-2101T |
| **Examining Attorney** | MICHOS, JOHN E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PRESERVARIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97088811 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101809
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical device, namely, a synthetic bone graft substitute used for human bone and tissue regeneration and available in granular, putty or gel form
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 01, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Citagenix Inc. Address Citagenix Inc. A-440 O 3300 Autoroute Jean-Noel Lavoie Laval, QUEBEC CANADA H7T2H6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 74896-553808

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
TM 12944 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CAPRINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97089007 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101810
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Floor mats; Rugs; Bathroom mats
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2023
For Pants; Shorts; Socks; Beanies; Bottoms as clothing; Dresses; Hats; Hoodies; Jackets; Knit bottoms; Knit dresses; Knit face masks being headwear; Knit jackets; Knit shirts; Knit skirts; Knit tops; Knitted baby shoes; Knitted caps; Knitted gloves; Knitted underwear; Mittens; Scarfs; Shirts; Skirts; Top coats; Tops as clothing; Neck scarfs; Outdoor mittens; Polo knit tops; Polo shirts; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Red Falcon Ranch Composed of Todd Lane Abraham, a citizen of United States Address Red Falcon Ranch 249 Caprine Lane Bonners Ferry IDAHO 83805 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country IDAHO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5163.3.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
GOLF GRIOT

Mark Literal(s)  GOLF GRIOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97089573  Application Filing Date  Oct. 23, 2021  Registration Number  7101811
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "GOLF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of sports; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of golf; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of golf history; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of politics; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of the African diaspora; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing video segments featuring commentary delivered by the Internet; On-line publications, namely, blogs featuring commentary and advice concerning sports; On-line publications, namely, blogs featuring commentary and advice concerning golf; On-line publications, namely, blogs featuring commentary and advice concerning golf history; On-line publications, namely, blogs featuring commentary and advice concerning history; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of politics; On-line publications, namely, blogs featuring commentary on the African diaspora; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to sports; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to golf; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to golf history; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to history; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of the African diaspora; Providing a website featuring sports information; Providing a website featuring information about golf; Providing a website featuring information about golf history; Providing a website featuring information about the African diaspora.

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Information</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COLUMNS WORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97090285 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101812
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Therapy for psychological and cognitive purposes; Providing information in the field of psychological counseling and treatment
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 17, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Daniel Gordon Ratner Address Daniel Gordon Ratner 2896 Claremont Rd. Shaker Hts. OHIO 44122
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 24528IPT004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97090306 Application Filing Date  Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number   7101813
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a cartoon face drawn with round eyes, line eyebrows, round cheeks, and a curved lines mouth.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcoholic beverages, except beer International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits First Use  Jul. 14, 2021 In Commerce  Jul. 14, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dojo Beverage Co. Address  Dojo Beverage Co.  1411 7th Street  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA  90401 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97090485 Application Filing Date  Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number   7101814
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of two open hands, a reel of film under the hands, a heart between the hands and two circles above the heart.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   clothing, namely, T-shirts, long sleeve shirts, and socks
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use  Apr. 19, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 19, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   P.D.F. and Associates, Inc. Address   P.D.F. and Associates, Inc.  116 Luther Brown Road Colerain NORTH CAROLINA  27924 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   7857-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) Q DEVAUGHAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97091394 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2021 Registration Number 7101815
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Champagne; wines and sparkling wines; red wines; rose wines; sparkling wines; sparkling grape wine; sparkling red wines; sparkling white wines; still wines; white wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use 2021 In Commerce Feb. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Q DeVaughan, LLC Address Q DeVaughan, LLC PO Box 190575 Brookhaven GEORGIA 31119
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** UNITED NUTRITIONAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;NUTRITIONAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5971197, 6317218 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dietary supplements for pets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>United Nutritionals LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>United Nutritionals LLC 467 Gordon Road Robbinsville NEW JERSEY 08691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNITED PAWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97091475</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
<td>7101817</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5971197, 6317218

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for pets
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 06, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name United Nutritionals LLC Address United Nutritionals LLC 467 Gordon Road Robbinsville NEW JERSEY 08691 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STIMON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97092242 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101818
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments for use in tissue and neural tissue for modulating neurological signals; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in tissue and neural tissue for modulating neurological signals and components specially adapted for use therewith; Medical device, namely, an implantable electrical stimulation device for pain control; Medical device, namely, a transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation device for pain control; Medical device, namely, an integral component of an implantable electrical stimulation device for pain control to prevent damage to the device from over discharge comprised of surgical leads; Medical device, namely, integral components of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation device for pain control to prevent damage to the device from over discharge consisting of electrode arrays; Medical electrodes, electrode arrays, leads being other parts and accessories specially adapted for use with an electrical stimulation device for pain control; Medical electrodes, electrode arrays, leads, surgical leads, paddles, and paddle leads for medical devices, namely, implantable electrical stimulation devices; Medical electrodes, electrode arrays, leads, surgical leads, paddles, and paddle leads for medical devices, namely, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation device; Integral components of a medical device that provides electrical therapy stimulation to a patient by way of implantable leads, namely, therapy selection and optimization based on patient input by way of a smart phone and computing device consisting of electrode arrays; Electrical neuromodulation therapy device for pain control, and parts and accessories specially adapted for use therewith, particularly medical electrodes

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Oct. 27, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 27, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DELIGHT BY KARACHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97092358 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101819
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KARACHI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed vegetables and fruit, namely, vegetable cutlets, frozen sweet halwa consisting primarily of carrots, mango chunks, mango pulp, frozen assorted fruits, frozen vegetables; processed food products, namely, prepared dishes consisting primarily of vegetables

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use 2022 In Commerce 2022

For Flour; Indian and Pakistani style frozen breads, namely, frozen flat paratha's, puri, chapatti, triangular pastry with vegetable and soya fillings, vegetable spring rolls, frozen pie and pastry sheets, namely, pie crusts; sandwiches, namely, Bun Kabab, Bun-Kebabs, Halwa-Puri-Chole; baked breads, namely, sheermal, taftaan, kulcha, naan; Frozen snacks, namely, Frozen-yogurt-based snack foods

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use 2022 In Commerce 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name A & Y Food Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. Address A & Y Food Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. Plot # 1, Sector A/3, Karachi Exp Zone Landhi, Karachi PAKISTAN 75150 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PAKISTAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GOOD DAY CHOCOLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97092792  Application Filing Date  Oct. 26, 2021  Registration Number  7101820
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CHOCOLATE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0121980/1661651  International
Registration Number  1661651

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements; Food supplements; Nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements consisting primarily of chocolate containing vitamins; Vitamin supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Dec. 23, 2012  In Commerce  May 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AND-Y-NOT CONFECTIONS INC.  Address  AND-Y-NOT CONFECTIONS INC.  405 EDISON WAY RENO NEVADA 89502  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE BOND EQUITY SUMMIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97093405 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101821
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EQUITY SUMMIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workshops and seminars in the field of gender, race and creating equity in the workplace and educational settings
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2020 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020
For Hats; Pants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bond Educational Group, Inc Address Bond Educational Group, Inc 13401 Redspire Drive Silver Springs MARYLAND 20906 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MINDPATH HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97093522 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101822
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "MINDPATH HEALTH" with a design element consisting of a thought cloud with a circle within. Disclaimer "HEALTH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6014624, 5830339, 6466519 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mental health services; Mental and behavioral health services; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Counseling services in the fields of mental health and substance use disorders recovery and treatment; Substance abuse services, namely, addiction treatment services in the field of substance use disorders, chemical and alcohol dependency and substance use disorders treatment and recovery services, rehabilitation for substance use disorders patients, and drug testing for substance use disorders; Consultation services in the fields of chemical dependency and substance use disorders treatment; Mental health treatment consultation services; Mental health counseling and psychotherapy as it relates to relationships; Cognitive therapy services; Counseling and providing information in the field of mental health and wellness for Alzheimer's and dementia patients and their families; Health care services for treating Alzheimer's, dementia, or memory impairments; Medical and healthcare treatment and services for individuals and families with mental health challenges, developmental disabilities, autism, brain injury, substance use disorders, homelessness, and other medical, social, and economic challenges; Mental health screening services; Behavioral health services; Telemedicine behavioral health services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97093542 Application Filing Date  Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number  7101823
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 26, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 21, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design element consisting of a thought cloud with a circle within.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mental health services; Mental and behavioral health services; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Counseling services in the fields of mental health and substance use disorders recovery and treatment; Substance abuse services, namely, addiction treatment services in the field of substance use disorders, chemical and alcohol dependency and substance use disorders treatment and recovery services, rehabilitation for substance use disorders patients, and drug testing for substance use disorders; Consultation services in the fields of chemical dependency and substance use disorders treatment; Mental health treatment consultation services; Mental health counseling and psychotherapy as it relates to relationships; Cognitive therapy services; Counseling and providing information in the field of mental health and wellness for Alzheimer's and dementia patients and their families; Health care services for treating Alzheimer's, dementia, or memory impairments; Medical and healthcare treatment and services for individuals and families with mental health challenges, developmental disabilities, autism, brain injury, substance use disorders, homelessness, and other medical, social, and economic challenges; Mental health screening services; Behavioral health services; Telemedicine behavioral health services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Feb. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY MANAGEMENT, LLC  
**Address**: COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY MANAGEMENT, LLC 3835 N. FREEWAY BOULEVARD, SUITE 100 SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 95834  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 408969 7007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VIA HEALTH PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97094666 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101824
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospice services; Palliative care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 26, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hospice & Palliative Care Charlotte Region Address Hospice & Palliative Care Charlotte Regi on 7845 Little Avenue Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28226 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 21574-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**Mark Literal(s)** MINDPATH HEALTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97095172</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the purple stylized words "MINDPATH HEALTH" with a design element consisting of a purple thought cloud with a purple circle within. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. **Color Drawing** Yes

**Color Claimed** The color purple is claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "HEALTH"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 6014624, 5830339, 6466519 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Mental health services; Mental and behavioral health services; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Counseling services in the fields of mental health and substance use disorders recovery and treatment; Substance abuse services, namely, addiction treatment services in the field of substance use disorders, chemical and alcohol dependency and substance use disorders treatment and recovery services, rehabilitation for substance use disorders patients, and drug testing for substance use disorders; Consultation services in the fields of chemical dependency and substance use disorders treatment; Mental health treatment consultation services; Mental health counseling and psychotherapy as it relates to relationships; Cognitive therapy services; Counseling and providing information in the field of mental health and wellness for Alzheimer's and dementia patients and their families; Health care services for treating Alzheimer's, dementia, or memory impairments; Medical and healthcare treatment and services for individuals and families with mental health challenges, developmental disabilities, autism, brain injury, substance use disorders, homelessness, and other medical, social, and economic challenges; Mental health screening services; Behavioral health services; Telemedicine behavioral health services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Feb. 10, 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 10, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY MANAGEMENT, LLC
Address  COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY
MANAGEMENT, LLC  3835 N. FREEWAY BOULEVARD, SUITE 100  SACRAMENTO  CALIFORNIA  95834
Legal
Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  408969 7008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
TM 12960 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

MARK Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 97095195 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 27, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101826 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Apr. 26, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Jun. 21, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a design element consisting of a purple thought cloud with a purple circle within. The color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent area and is not part of the mark. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color purple is claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mental health services; Mental and behavioral health services; Counseling in the field of mental health and wellness; Counseling services in the fields of mental health and substance use disorders recovery and treatment; Substance abuse services, namely, addiction treatment services in the field of substance use disorders, chemical and alcohol dependency and substance use disorders treatment and recovery services, rehabilitation for substance use disorders patients, and drug testing for substance use disorders; Consultation services in the fields of chemical dependency and substance use disorders treatment; Mental health treatment consultation services; Mental health counseling and psychotherapy as it relates to relationships; Cognitive therapy services; Counseling and providing information in the field of mental health and wellness for Alzheimer's and dementia patients and their families; Health care services for treating Alzheimer's, dementia, or memory impairments; Medical and healthcare treatment and services for individuals and families with mental health challenges, developmental disabilities, autism, brain injury, substance use disorders, homelessness, and other medical, social, and economic challenges; Mental health screening services; Behavioral health services; Telemedicine behavioral health services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use | Feb. 10, 2022 |
In Commerce | Feb. 10, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NUVENA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97095275 Application Filing Date  Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number  7101827
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Sep.
13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring cakes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business First Use  Feb. 19, 2022 In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2022

For  Cakes
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use
Feb. 19, 2022 In Commerce  Dec. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Take Two LA Composed of  Sheina Benzaquen, a citizen of United States Address  Take Two LA 183
N. Mansfield Ave. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L548636550

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GOI EXPRESS THAI TO-GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97095562 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101828
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Goi express THAI TO-GO" next to an asian woman with prayer hands encircled between two strands of grain. Disclaimer "EXPRESS" AND "THAI TO-GO" Translation The wording "GOI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services; Take-out restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 12, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thai2Go LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Goi Express Address Thai2Go LLC 27316 Fielder Rd. Menifee CALIFORNIA 92584 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney KEAN, AMY C
**Mark Literal(s)** ZAMIN

### MARK INFORMATION

**Trademark Registration Issued** - Principal

**Register Section** 1(d)

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ZAMIN

**Serial Number** 97096546  **Application Filing Date** Oct. 28, 2021  **Registration Number** 7101829

**Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Sep. 13, 2022

**Notice of Allowance Date** Nov. 08, 2022

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For DVD cases; DVD drives; DVD players; DVD recording apparatus; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone pads; Earphone holders for keeping earphones in the ears; Earphones; Earphones for cellular telephones; Headphones; Headphones including attached lanyard; Speaker enclosures; Speaker microphones; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; USB card readers; USB charging ports; USB charging ports for use in vehicles; USB computer security key; USB hubs; USB wireless routers; Adapter cables for headphones; Audio headphones; Audio speaker enclosures; Audio speakers; Audio speakers for automobiles; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Bass speakers; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for laptop computers; Battery chargers for tablet computers; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Battery monitors; Blank USB cards; Blank USB flash drives; Cable television transmitters; Cables, electric; Carrying cases for mobile computers; CD-ROM drives; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for electric batteries; Distribution boxes for electrical power; DVD recorders; Ear pads for headphones; Earpads for headphones; Earphones and headphones; Electric audio playback units with lights and speakers; Flash card readers; Game headphones; Joystick chargers; LED and HID light controls; Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; Loud speaker systems; Loud speakers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Micro USB cables; Micro USB ports; Microchips; MP3 players; MP4 players; Music headphones; Network routers; Noise cancelling headphones; Personal headphones for use with sound transmitting systems; Personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses; Portable DVD players; Portable vibration speakers; Power adapters; Power connectors; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Smartphone battery chargers; Stereo headphones; Sunglasses incorporating wireless speakers and microphones; Television monitors with television tuners; USB chargers adapted for car cigarette lighter sockets; USB computer access control key; Video cables;
Wireless chargers; Wireless headphones; Wireless speakers; Wireless battery chargers; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 15, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2021

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Zamin Service Address Zamin Service 7913 18th Ave, 2nd Floor Brooklyn NEW YORK 11214 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EQUATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97096565 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101830
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sun tan oil
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 24, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walmart Apollo, LLC Address Walmart Apollo, LLC 702 SW 8th Street, MS 0215 Bentonville ARKANSAS 72716 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81440772
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
AVENEW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97096601</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
#### For Arranging finance for construction projects
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

#### For Business project management services for construction projects; Cost management for construction projects
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

#### For Construction consultancy; Construction project management services; Road construction
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Feb. 15, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Avenew Roads LLC
- **Address**: Avenew Roads LLC 6320 Intech Way Indianapolis INDIANA 46278
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 54121-4
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, SANG MIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FAST SCULPT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97096688 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101832
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6119712

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brow cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 2023 In Commerce Jan. 2023

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. Address L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. 10 Hudson Yards New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  KNITSTONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97097005  Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2021  Registration Number  7101833
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Shirts; Polo shirts; T-Shirts for babies, children, adults, women, and men; Graphic T-shirts; Hoodies; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Fleece bottoms; Fleece pullovers; Fleece jackets; Fleece tops; Pullovers; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Athletic sweaters; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Pajamas; Trousers; Shorts; Boxer shorts; Head wear; Scarves; Bandanas; Shawls; Stoles; Socks; Woven bottoms; Woven shirts; Undergarments; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts; Yoga socks; Yoga tops; Aprons; Uniforms; Infantwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Nurse's apparel, namely, scrub-sets in the nature of scrub tops and pants, pullovers, hoodies, sweatshirts, tee shirts, and bottoms, none of the foregoing for surgical purposes; Nurse dresses, not for surgical purposes
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use
Mar. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KNITSTONE LLC  Address  KNITSTONE LLC  83 Berkley Blvd  Iselin  NEW JERSEY  08830  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PRADOS US LLC

** Case Identifiers **
- **Serial Number**: 97097027
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101834
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 20, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 14, 2023

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “US LLC”
- **Translation**: The English translation of "prados" in the mark is "meadows".

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Business management of hotels
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2023

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Prados US, LLC
- **Address**: Prados US, LLC 431 N. Interstate 35 Georgetown TEXAS 78628
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 04293.0005

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ACES & EIGHTS

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 97097299 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 28, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101835 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Sep. 13, 2022 | Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 08, 2022 |

**Mark Information**

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Hats; Socks; T-shirts; Bandanas; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hoodies; Jackets; Jackets and socks; T-shirts for Men, women and children; Tank-tops; Tank tops; Baseball caps and hats; Beach hats; Bomber jackets; Bucket hats; Denim jackets; Fleece jackets; Fleece vests; Footwear, namely, work boots; Gloves as clothing; Graphic T-shirts; Heavy jackets; Heavy coats; Hiking jackets; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Leather hats; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Light-reflecting jackets; Long jackets; Long underwear; Men's socks; Motorcycle jackets; Outer jackets; Rain hats; Reversible jackets; Riding jackets; Rugby shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sweater jackets; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sleeveless jackets; Small hats; Sports caps and hats; Stocking hats; Stretch pants; Suspender belts; Sweat jackets; Tee shirts; Warm up outfits; Women's hats and hoods |

**International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Oct. 24, 2022 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2023

**Basis Information**

Yes

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Hendrickson Jesse J | DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA Aces & Eights Apparel | Address | Hendrickson Jesse J 1877 W 222nd Street Torrance CALIFORNIA 90501 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | JACKSON, MARISSA SHARP |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MICROPEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97097432</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101836</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0115874/1630500 International Registration Number | 1630500 | Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6343086, 6390523, 2180653 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Paints, architectural protective coatings, exterior surface protective coatings, and coatings containing stucco; all of the foregoing comprising antimicrobial additives as an integral component; Antimicrobial agents sold as an integral component of paints, architectural protective coatings, exterior surface protective coatings, and coatings containing stucco |
| International Classes | 2 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6, 11, 16 | International Class Title | Paints |
| First Use | 2022 | In Commerce | 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TROY TECHNOLOGY II, INC. |
| Address | TROY TECHNOLOGY II, INC. 8 VREELAND ROAD FLORHAM PARK NEW JERSEY 07932 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 161940-03561 |
| Examining Attorney | VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PLUMBING PARAMEDICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97097517 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101837
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLUMBING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of businesses
providing commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; franchising, namely, consultation and
assistance in business management, organization and promotion; franchising, namely, franchise consulting, promotion, and
assistance services, namely, offering business management assistance to existing and prospective franchisees in the
establishment and operation of businesses in the field of commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair
services; providing support services to franchise businesses, namely, business management, business administration, business
promotion, and business consulting services

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022
For Plumbing; Plumbing services; Plumbing contractor services; Drain cleaning services; Drain and sewer cleaning and
rootering services

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and
Repair First Use Mar. 12, 2008 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC Address Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC 9750 E. 150th Street,
Suite 500 Noblesville INDIANA 46060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 560255641064
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   HAN, JOANNA Y
TM 12972 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97097520 Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number   7101838
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( ) LETTER( ) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a six point star with a stylized water drop inside the star. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of businesses providing commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; franchising, namely, franchise consulting, promotion, and assistance services, namely, offering business management assistance to existing and prospective franchisees in the establishment and operation of businesses in the field of commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; providing support services to franchise businesses, namely, business management, business administration, business promotion, and business consulting services
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022
For Plumbing; Plumbing services; Plumbing contractor services; Drain cleaning services; Drain and sewer cleaning and rootering services
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair First Use   Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DON'T WORRY, WE'RE HERE TO HELP.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97097521 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101839
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a six point star with a stylized water drop inside the star, all surrounded by a circle and the words "DON'T WORRY, WE'RE HERE TO HELP." Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plumbing; Plumbing services; Plumbing contractor services; Drain cleaning services; Drain and sewer cleaning and rootering services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC Address Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC Suite 500 9750 E. 150th Street Noblesville INDIANA 46060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Indiana Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 560255641068

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HEATING + AIR PARAMEDICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97097523 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101840
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEATING + AIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of businesses providing commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; franchising, namely, franchise consulting, promotion, and assistance services, namely, offering business management assistance to existing and prospective franchisees in the establishment and operation of businesses in the field of commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; providing support services to franchise businesses, namely, business management, business administration, business promotion, and business consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022
For Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems; Heating contractor services; Installation, maintenance and repair of heating systems; Air conditioning contractor services; Installation, maintenance and repair of air-conditioning systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC Address Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC 9750 E. 150th Street, Suite 500 Noblesville INDIANA 46060 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97097525 Application Filing Date: Oct. 28, 2021
Registration Number: 7101841
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023 Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a six point star with a stylized half flame, half snowflake design inside the star.
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of businesses providing commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; franchising, namely, franchise consulting, promotion, and assistance services, namely, offering business management assistance to existing and prospective franchisees in the establishment and operation of businesses in the field of commercial and residential improvement, maintenance, and repair services; providing support services to franchise businesses, namely, business management, business administration, business promotion, and business consulting services
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce: Apr. 18, 2022

For: Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems; Heating contractor services; Installation, maintenance and repair of heating systems; Air conditioning contractor services; Installation, maintenance and repair of air-conditioning systems
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 103, 106
International Class Title: Construction and Repair
First Use: Nov. 10, 2021 In Commerce: Apr. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC
Address   Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC Suite 500 9750 E. 150th Street Noblesville INDIANA 46060
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   560255641059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney   HAN, JOANNA Y
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DON'T WORRY, WE'RE HERE
TO HELP.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101842</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a six point star with a stylized half flame, half snowflake design inside the star, all surrounded by a circle and the words "DON'T WORRY, WE'RE HERE TO HELP." |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems; Heating contractor services; Installation, maintenance and repair of heating systems; Air conditioning contractor services; Installation, maintenance and repair of air-conditioning systems

| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 103, 106 | International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Nov. 10, 2021 | In Commerce | Apr. 18, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC |
| Address | Plumbing Heating Paramedics LLC Suite 500 9750 E. 150th Street Noblesville INDIANA 46060 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | INDIANA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 560255641062 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | HAN, JOANNA Y |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EQUAL LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97097792 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7101843
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfume; Bar soap; Body lotion; Body wash; Essential oils; Essential oils for household use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 18, 2018 In Commerce May 18, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wonderland Puerto Rico, LLC Address Wonderland Puerto Rico, LLC 1250 Ave. Ponce de Leon Edif. San Jose San Juan PUERTO RICO 00907 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where PUERTO RICO Organized PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Portable synthetic, nonmetal playing surfaces for a court-type game played with a net, paddles, and balls

**International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
**International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials

**First Use**: Mar. 26, 2022
**In Commerce**: Mar. 26, 2022

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: PICKLE ROLL, LLC
**Address**: PICKLE ROLL, LLC 4338 EDINGTON RD KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE 379203986
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 03.04029.031

**Examining Attorney**: NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MINKTEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97099227 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101845
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom imprinting of apparel, posters, mugs, tote bags, canvas, framed print, pillows, protective covers for mobile phones and tablets, and blankets; custom embroidering of shirts; Design printing for others; Printing services; Direct-to-garment printing services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vu Duc Vinh Address Vu Duc Vinh Phuc Thang Nghia Hung, Nam Dinh VIETNAM 420000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship VIETNAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YE, CINDY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** Q10

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97099706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Champagne; wine; alcoholic wines; dessert wines; fruit wine; grape wine; red wine; rose wine; rose wines; sparkling wines; sparkling grape wine; sparkling red wines; sparkling white wines; still wine; still wines; sweet wines; table wines; white wines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>33 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Q DeVaughan, LLC **Address** Q DeVaughan, LLC PO BOX 190575 BROOKHAVEN GEORGIA 31119 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** Q104292023

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examine Attorney** SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  THE EGGVENTURERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97100548  Application Filing Date  Oct. 29, 2021  Registration Number  7101847
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing feature length motion pictures and episodic shows in the field of children's entertainment programing delivered by cable, satellite, global computer networks, web-based streaming platforms, connected smart television applications, and over-the-top (OTT) streaming services; production and distribution of television shows and motion pictures intended to be broadcast and transmitted via cable, satellite, global computer networks, web-based streaming platforms, connected smart television applications, and over-the-top (OTT) streaming services; entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production of audio, audiovisual, and multimedia content for children and families; providing a website featuring non-downloadable films, television programs, and episodic and non-episodic audio, audiovisual, and multimedia programs for children and families, via a video-on-demand service; providing online information in the field of entertainment concerning television programs and motion pictures in the field of children's entertainment programing
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Oct. 16, 2022  In Commerce  Oct. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GoldieBlox, Inc.  Address  GoldieBlox, Inc.  2220 Livingston Street, Suite 200  Oakland  CALIFORNIA  94606  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  29050.6000
Examining Attorney  GARTNER, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  KNITSTONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97101176 Application Filing Date  Oct. 31, 2021 Registration Number  7101848
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Comforters; Curtains; Damask; Draperies; Quilts; Shams; Throws; Towels; Baby blankets; Beach towels; Bed pads; Bed sheets; Burp cloths; Cashmere blankets; Children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; Contour sheets; Cot sheets; Curtain linens; Cushion covers; Diaper changing cloths for babies; Dish towels; Fabric flags; Fabric table runners; Fabric valances; Fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; Glass fiber fabrics; Golf towels; Hooded towels; Household linen; Kitchen towels; Mattress covers; Net curtains; Nursing covers; Pet blankets; Picnic blankets; Pillow covers; Place mats of textile; Prayer cloth; Receiving blankets; Sheet sets; Shower curtains; Swaddling blankets; Terry towels; Towel sets; Towels of textile; Wash cloths; Bath towels; Contoured mattress covers

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KNITSTONE LLC Address  KNITSTONE LLC 83 BERKLEY BLVD ISELIN NEW JERSEY 08830
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AQUASIV

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Filters for drinking water; Water filtering apparatus; Water filtering units for personal or family use
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 29, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>AQUASIV LLC Address</th>
<th>1531 Brookvalley Cir.</th>
<th>Mount Juliet</th>
<th>TENNESSEE</th>
<th>37122</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>AQUASIV LLC</td>
<td>AQUASIV LLC</td>
<td>1531 Brookvalley Cir.</td>
<td>Mount Juliet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>AQUASIV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>CLARK, ROBERT C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

15328
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** VALIDCURE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97103143</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 01, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Lighting systems, namely, solid state lighting systems comprising solid-state light emitters, ultraviolet curing lamps; illumination systems comprising solid-state light emitters; UV curing systems comprising solid-state light emitters, UV dryers, for photo polymer polymerization for printing, lithography, coatings, adhesives, processes used in the semiconductor, circuit board manufacture, publishing, packaging, and other manufacturing and processing for industry; fluorescent light systems, namely, solid state ultraviolet illumination systems comprising solid-state light emitters, UV cleaning systems comprising solid-state light emitters, UV sterilization systems comprising solid-state light emitters, curing, sterilization, cleaning, and material ablation; ultraviolet exposure arid curing systems comprising solid-state light emitters for use in materials processing, namely, printed circuit board exposure and curing of inks and coatings used for circuit boards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>11 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 21, 24, 31, 34</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Environmental Control Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Phoseon Technology, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phoseon Technology, Inc. 7425 Northeast Evergreen Parkway Hillsboro OREGON 97124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OREGON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>E066820020US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97103280 Application Filing Date Nov. 01, 2021 Registration Number   7101851
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep.
06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "S" depicted in a double line font
with a circle in the middle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for the promotion of employee acquisition, employee retention, increased productivity,
employee development, skillung and upskilling workers, employee performance management, workplace coaching;
Downloadable software for use by individuals to apply to employment opportunities; Downloadable software that enables
recruiters and hiring managers to manage the candidate attraction and selection process, namely, talent screening, skills
assessment, and compiling data that facilitates the acquisition and management of candidates; Downloadable software based
on artificial intelligence to identify skills or work-related attributes, to match candidates to jobs, and to identify learning
pathways; Downloadable software for mapping skills and occupational trends, understanding what occupations exist and what
skills they require; Downloadable software for internal mobility, matching employees or candidates to positions and to
learning and development opportunities for upskilling or reskilling; Downloadable software for use by CEOs and Chief People
Officers for driving employee engagement

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

For Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software for the promotion of employee acquisition, employee retention,
increased productivity, employee development, skillung and upskilling workers, employee performance
management, workplace coaching; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software for individuals to apply to
employment opportunities; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software that enables recruiters and hiring
managers to manage the candidate attraction and selection process, namely, talent screening, skills assessment, and compiling
data that facilitates the acquisition and management of candidates; Research, design and development of software based on
artificial intelligence technology for human resources management and recruitment; Software as a Service (SaaS) services,
featuring software based on artificial intelligence to identify skills or work related attributes, to match candidates to jobs, and
to identify learning pathways; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring software for mapping skills and occupational
trends, understanding what occupations exist and what skills they require; Software as a Service (SaaS) services, featuring
software for internal mobility, matching employees or candidates to positions and to learning and development opportunities
for upskilling or reskilling; Software as a Service (SaaS) for use by CEOs and Chief People Officers for driving employee
engagement

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and
computer services **First Use** Jul. 01, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Alinear, Inc. **Address** Alinear, Inc. 516 Quaker Meadows LN Fort Mill SOUTH CAROLINA 29715

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 4940.0002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BIFTU, BENIAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CAMP ONE STEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NO ONE UNDERSTANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97103581 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101853
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing video and audio podcasts in the fields of children, siblings, and teens with cancer and to educate families in the areas of self-confidence, courage, emotional support, and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of children, siblings, and teens with cancer and to educate families in the areas of self-confidence, courage, emotional support, and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Children's Oncology Services, Inc. Address Children's Oncology Services, Inc. 213 W. Institute Place, Suite 410 Chicago ILLINOIS 60610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0008900.0011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAN, JOANNA Y
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97103609  Application Filing Date: Nov. 02, 2021  Registration Number: 7101854
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: Nov. 15, 2022

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of silhouettes of people in a circle represented by a circular head and arms that are in an overall rectangular shape with a curved right side overlapping one another; each silhouette is in a different color consisting of orange on the top and purple, light purple, gray, green, yellow, and light brown in clockwise order.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) orange, purple, light purple, gray, green, yellow and light brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Providing day camps and overnight camps for children, teens, and adults who are affected by cancer; recreational camps; summer camps; winter activity camps; wilderness and survival camps; educational day camps, overnight camps, and workshops for children, teens, adults, and families in the field of cancer treatment and emotional support therefor; charitable services in the nature of organizing, arranging and hosting camps and social entertainment retreats, activities and events in the nature of magic shows, dance events, sports competitions, art exhibitions, all for children with cancer and for siblings of children with cancer; charitable services in the nature of organizing, arranging and hosting educational retreats, activities and events in the nature of magic shows, dance events, sports competitions, art exhibitions, educational workshops, all for children with cancer and for families of children with cancer to educate them in the areas of self-confidence, courage and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer; Education services, namely, providing video and audio podcasts in the fields of children, siblings, and teens with cancer and to educate families in the areas of self-confidence, courage, emotional support, and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of children, siblings, and teens with cancer and to educate families in the areas of self-confidence, courage, emotional support, and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer; Providing an on-line virtual camp for children, teens, and adults who are affected by cancer; Providing on-line virtual camps, workshops in the fields of children, siblings, and teens with cancer and to educate families in the areas of self-confidence, courage, emotional support, and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer;
Live-streaming camp and workshops in the fields of children, siblings, and teens with cancer and to educate families in the areas of self-confidence, courage, emotional support, and skills to overcome physical challenges and challenges of dealing with cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Children's Oncology Services, Inc. |
| Address | Children's Oncology Services, Inc. 213 W. Institute Place, Suite 410 Chicago ILLINOIS 60610 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 0008900.0013 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HAN, JOANNA Y |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SLOKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97103946 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101855
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording SLOKA has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Amino acids for nutritional purposes; Dietary supplements in the nature of weight loss powders; Liquid herbal supplements; Mineral supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements; Weight management supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reddy Naturals LLC Address Reddy Naturals LLC 1300 Cobb International Drive NW Suite A Kennesaw GEORGIA 30152 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SPASPELLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104115 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101856
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Make-up brushes; Make-up brush holders; Scrub sponges, Bath sponges; Massage sponges; Facial cleansing sponges; Sponges for applying body powder; Sponges used for applying make-up; Bath products, namely, natural sea sponge; Make-up removing appliances; Applicator wands for applying make-up; Household containers for storing and organizing makeup
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 02, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2022
For Cosmetic soaps; Perfumery; Hair lotions; Beauty masks; Cleaning preparations; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; Deodorants for body care; Dry shampoos; Eau de Cologne; Hair dyes; Hair spray; Hair waving preparations; Shampoos; Shaving preparations; Shaving soap; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Sunscreen preparations; Cosmetic creams; Hand cream; Face creams; Beauty creams; Body creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 02, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VitaMagnifico OU Address VitaMagnifico OU Tehnika 25 Tallinn ESTONIA 10149 Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ESTONIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) REAL GENIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97104504 |
| Application Filing Date | Nov. 02, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101857 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Sep. 27, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 22, 2022 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4888422 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Banking services; Consumer lending services; Mortgage lending; Real estate lending services |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | REAL GENIUS LLC |
| Address | REAL GENIUS LLC 1625 SOUTH CONGRESS AVE SUITE 190 DELRAY BEACH FLORIDA 33445 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 840849.27583 |
| Examining Attorney | NEAL, KELLY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RON MANSETH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97104749 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101858
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ron Manseth, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal coaching services in the field of personal and professional growth and development; Education services, namely, providing retreats in the field self-empowerment and personal development
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 03, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DENOW CENTER OF TRANSFORMATION LLC Address DENOW CENTER OF TRANSFORMATION LLC 21626 South Wisteria Rd. West Linn OREGON 97068 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2016204

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) B.T.R. NATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97105007 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2021 Registration Number 7101859
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6279143

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nut-based food bars; Nut-based snack bars; Nut-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use May 01, 2021 In Commerce May 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Better Brownie Bites, LLC Address Better Brownie Bites, LLC #5604 One Saint Francis Place San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B259 002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURGESS, SAMANTHA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE GRAIN OF THE GAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97106955 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101860
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online and retail store services featuring baseball bats and apparel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 08, 2023 In Commerce May 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cooperstown Bat Company, Incorporated Address Cooperstown Bat Company, Incorporated 118 Main Street Cooperstown NEW YORK 13326 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0638.039B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OONAPETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97107513 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101861
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal harnesses for dogs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 05, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2023
For On-line retail store services featuring dog harnesses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 05, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oonapets LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Oonapets Address Oonapets LLC P O Box 3285 Cashiers NORTH CAROLINA 28717 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97108137</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HOME"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: non-automated liquid detergent dispenser
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MH Dynamics, LLC
- **Address**: 10 Warren Court, Monsey, NEW YORK, 10952
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DKRUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97108636</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Multi-purpose disinfectant cleaner in powder form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LES INNOVATIONS ADAPTIVA INC.  
**Address** LES INNOVATIONS ADAPTIVA INC.  
206, rue Saint-Pierre  
Matane  
CANADA  
G4W2B5  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** INN009-94202

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MONOPOLIO IPA ESPECIAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97109092</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;IPA&quot; AND &quot;ESPECIAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;MONOPOLIO&quot; in the mark is &quot;MONOPOLY&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 5262407, 5262181 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>La Cerveceria de San Luis LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>La Cerveceria de San Luis LLC 267 Bowery, 3F New York NEW YORK 10002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number        | 516892.7014 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney   | EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COMPASSIONATE CARE IS
OUR NORMAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97109097 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7101865
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 2022 In Commerce Nov. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UC Medical Solutions, LLC Address UC Medical Solutions, LLC Suite B 2909 McKinney Avenue Dallas TEXAS 75204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8505.5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASON, JARED MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97109538 Application Filing Date   Nov. 04, 2021 Registration Number   7101866
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the design of a rabbit head.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   sporting goods, namely, skateboards and skateboard accessories, namely, skateboard wheels, grip tape
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods First Use   Mar. 26, 2023 In Commerce   Mar. 26, 2023
For   decals; stickers
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use   Mar. 25, 2023 In Commerce   Mar. 25, 2023
For   clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, shorts, pants; headwear, namely, hats, caps, beanies
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use   Mar. 25, 2023 In Commerce   Mar. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Foster, Roger K. Address   Foster, Roger K. 1523 S. Delaware Ave Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74104 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   10530.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FORTUNE FROG SKILLSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97110739  Application Filing Date  Nov. 05, 2021  Registration Number  7101867
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing online games of chance and wagering games; providing temporary use of non-downloadable game software for gambling
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Mar. 31, 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LIGHT & WONDER, INC.
Address  LIGHT & WONDER, INC.  6601 BERMUDA ROAD  LAS VEGAS  NEVADA  89119
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
TM 13002  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  TRIP(EAZE)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97110906  Application Filing Date  Nov. 05, 2021  Registration Number  7101868
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for arranging and providing reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations in the field of travel agency services; providing a website featuring information in the field of travel agency services; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for arranging and providing reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations in the field of travel agency services; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software for arranging and providing reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations in the field of travel agency services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  May 01, 2022  In Commerce  May 01, 2022

For  Travel booking and contracting services, namely, arranging and providing reservations and bookings for temporary lodging and accommodations; providing temporary lodging information services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Sep. 13, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  grup(ease), LLC  Address  grup(ease), LLC  #205  1643 6th Avenue  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92101
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TTMK FILMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97111314</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2021</td>
<td>7101869</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Claimed</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letters &quot;TTMK&quot; in red stylized font to the left of the word &quot;FILMS&quot; in black stylized font all appearing above a red paint underline.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;FILMS&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Entertainment services, namely, providing advice and information for music, video and film concept and script development; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films |
| International Classes | 41 | Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>May 03, 2023</th>
<th>May 03, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TTMK FILMS, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TTMK FILMS, LLC 1143 Tienken Court Rochester Hills MICHIGAN 48306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CUSSSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97111860 Application Filing Date Nov. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101870
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/Letter(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a word "CUSSSO" in a stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Pants; Shoes; Trousers; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Sports shoes; Leisure shoes; Top coats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cussso Inc. Address Cussso Inc. PO BOX 1659 FORT LEE NEW JERSEY 07024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C

15351
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GENSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113333 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101871
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GenStar". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For photovoltaic charge controllers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 18, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morningstar Corporation Address Morningstar Corporation 8 Pheasant Run Newtown PENNSYLVANIA 18940 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1345.0014T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GENSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113345 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101872
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words GenStar with multiple particles
representing a starburst radiating outward from the word "star". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For photovoltaic charge controllers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 18, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Morningstar Corporation Address Morningstar Corporation 8 Pheasant Run Newtown
PENNSYLVANIA 18940 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1345.0015T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PKNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113699 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101873
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 05, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of bartending, restaurant services, bar services and hospitality services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2010 In Commerce May 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boccato Industries, LLC Address Boccato Industries, LLC 41-27 39th Place Long Island City NEW YORK 11104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHONG, JESSICA EUNKYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DEVELOPED WITH PLASTIC SURGEONS & DERMATOLOGISTS IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97113927 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101874
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized script term "IT" surrounded by a circle; that inner circle is ringed with the text "DEVELOPED WITH PLASTIC SURGEONS & DERMATOLOGISTS," with a dot before the ampersand and after DERMATOLOGISTS. This text is also enclosed by a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DEVELOPED WITH PLASTIC SURGEONS & DERMATOLOGISTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5017968

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Make-up; Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 2021 In Commerce Nov. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. Address L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. 10 Hudson Yards New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ITCOS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** FILLED WITH LOVE BUFFALO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUFFALO"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cupcakes
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Krantz, Karina A
- **Composed of**: Karina A. Krantz, a citizen of United States
- **Address**: Krantz, Karina A
- **43 Gina Mdws East Amherst NEW YORK 14051**
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARMON, RAYMOND E
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97114571 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101876
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty masks; Body lotions; Body scrub; Bubble bath; Cosmetic masks; Cosmetic facial masks; Facial cleansers; Shower gel; Beauty masks for lips; Facial beauty masks
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 01, 2022 In Commerce May 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 9405-7593 INC. Address 9405-7593 INC. 47 CH. DU GRAND-DUC LAC-BEAUPORT, QUEBEC CANADA G3B0M6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BSMT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97115373 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021
Registration Number 7101877
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BSMT" in stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headwear; Shirts; Sweatshirts; Jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 16, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Daylo Holdings Inc. Address Daylo Holdings Inc. 1 N. Johnston Ave., Suite D114 Hamilton NEW JERSEY 08609 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number bsmt

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BASICALLY,

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97116139 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7101878
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottled water
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Jan. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GoBrands, Inc. Address GoBrands, Inc. 537 N 3rd Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19123
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 148354-4000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97116577 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7101879
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized arrow formed by red, yellow, green,
and blue lines appearing to the left of the letters "SU" in black stylized font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The
color(s) red, yellow, blue, green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of cloud computing
infrastructure; providing online non-downloadable publications, namely, blogs and magazines, featuring information, news,
commentary and personal stories in the field of cloud computing infrastructure; providing online non-downloadable videos
featuring information, news, commentary, and personal stories in the field of cloud computing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Jan. 25, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OpenStack Foundation Address OpenStack Foundation P.O. Box 1903 Austin TEXAS 787671903
Legal Entity non-stock nonprofit corporation State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 553964

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SAVVY ADAPTIVE PRACTICE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 97117644 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 10, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101880 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Sep. 13, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 08, 2022 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "SAVVY ADAPTIVE PRACTICE", all in blue capital letters, with "ADAPTIVE PRACTICE" appearing under "SAVVY", and including addition of a circle below the "Y" in "SAVVY", to form an exclamation point. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed |
| The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "ADAPTIVE PRACTICE" |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 6240995, 6501683, 6501681 and others |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | online educational services, namely, providing an online virtual environment featuring adaptive learning assessment and instructional tools and content for teaching math at the primary and high school levels |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jul. 2022 | In Commerce | Jul. 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Savvas Learning Company LLC | Address | Savvas Learning Company LLC Suite 502 15 East Midland Ave. Paramus NEW JERSEY 07652 |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 19-0138 |
| Examining Attorney | PERITZ, SARAH L |
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SCREENPAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97117839
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 10, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101881
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 21, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the text "SCREENPAL" in stylized font positioned to the right of a circular design consisting of one larger and three smaller upward-facing semi-circles containing dots in their centers. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by others for video, screen, and multimedia capture, recording, editing, display, sharing and publication
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Mar. 09, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Big Nerd Software, LLC
- **Address**: Big Nerd Software, LLC 4244 University Way NE # 45085 Seattle WASHINGTON 98145
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 55131-203
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97117842 Application Filing Date   Nov. 10, 2021 Registration Number   7101882
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date   Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a circular design consisting of one larger and three smaller upward-facing semi-circles containing dots in their centers. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property   A0116896/1642593 International Registration Number   1642593

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by others for video, screen, and multimedia capture, recording, editing, display, sharing and publication
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Mar. 09, 2023 In Commerce   Mar. 09, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Big Nerd Software, LLC Address   Big Nerd Software, LLC 4244 University Way NE # 45085 Seattle WASHINGTON 98145 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   55131-204

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GOLDEN, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HOMEARRAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97118547 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7101883
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MIXING BOWLS; HOUSEHOLD STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR FOOD; CANISTER SETS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dorm Buys Inc. Address Dorm Buys Inc. 110 Corporate Drive New Windsor NEW YORK 12553
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31970.206/MM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HA, PAULINE T.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** JOURNEY SPICE CO.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97119082</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 10, 2021</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7101884</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2022</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "SPICE CO." |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Seasonings; Spices; Processed herbs |
| **International Classes** | 30 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Staple Foods |
| **First Use** | Jun. 06, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Enganic Brands Ltd. |
| **Address** | Enganic Brands Ltd. 1550 Larimer St. #468 Denver COLORADO 80202 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | COLORADO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 2017781 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EUROA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97119477</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2021</td>
<td>7101885</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 18, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "EUROA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Plumbing products, namely, shower and bath cubicles shower heads

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** Feb. 01, 2023 **In Commerce** Feb. 01, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Phoenix Industries Pty Ltd **Address** Phoenix Industries Pty Ltd, 926 Mountain Hwy, BAYSWATER AUSTRALIA, VIC3153 **Legal Entity** proprietary company limited by shares **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KOTTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97119485 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101886
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plumbing products, namely, shower and bath cubicles shower heads
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 01, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phoenix Industries Pty Ltd Address Phoenix Industries Pty Ltd 926 Mountain Hwy BAYSWATER AUSTRALIA VIC3153 Legal Entity proprietary company limited by shares State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ZEIT & HAUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97119780 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101887
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ZEIT & HAUS" appearing in all lowercase, stylized lettering. Disclaimer "HAUS" Translation The English translation of ZEIT and HAUS in the mark is TIME and HOUSE.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric pepper grinders; Electric salt grinders

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maksym Chunikhin Address Maksym Chunikhin Chernovola street 30 app 49 Kyiv, Kyiv City UKRAINE Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UKRAINE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MAXFRAME AUTOSTRUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97119833</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "AUTOSTRUT" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** External fixation devices comprised of non-living materials for bones and soft tissue for repairing fractures and non-unions of long bones, limb lengthening, and correction of bony soft tissue deformities; surgical instruments associated with the aforesaid devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Downloadable computer software for calibrating and executing settings on external fixation devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Depuy Synthes, Inc. |
| Address | Depuy Synthes, Inc. 700 Orthopaedics Drive Warsaw INDIANA 46582 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | T46451US1 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SEECHANGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97119920
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 11, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101889
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 04, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 29, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Optical fiber protection systems consisting primarily of microduct, optical cable, and connectors
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 17, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2023

**BASE INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CLEARFIELD, INC.
- **Address**: CLEARFIELD, INC. 7050 Winnetka Avenue N., Suite 100 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55428
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 140796.00065

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ETERNAL DREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97120872 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101890
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball caps; Baseball caps and hats; Clothing, namely, sweatshirts; Clothing, namely, shirts; Clothing, namely, pants; Clothing, namely, tops; Crew neck sweaters; Crew necks; Graphic T-shirts; Hats; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hoodies; Long-sleeved shirts; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 11, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ecosys LLC Address Ecosys LLC 2301 S Broadway Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90007 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SUPER CROWN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97120929 Application Filing Date  Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number  7101891
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  arranging and conducting athletic competitions, namely, street skateboarding events and exhibitions International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Nov. 13, 2021 In Commerce  Nov. 13, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THRILL ONE IP HOLDINGS LLC Address  THRILL ONE IP HOLDINGS LLC  946 WEST 17TH STREET  COSTA MESA  CALIFORNIA  92627 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  SLS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97120932  Application Filing Date  Nov. 11, 2021  Registration Number  7101892
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  arranging and conducting athletic competitions, namely, street skateboarding events and exhibitions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THRILL ONE IP HOLDINGS LLC  Address  THRILL ONE IP HOLDINGS LLC  946 WEST 17TH STREET  COSTA MESA  CALIFORNIA  92627  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97121223 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2021 Registration Number 7101893
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters G and B in stylized script,
overlapping at various points, with curved points of both letters graduating from thin to bold.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Purses; Clutch purses; Leather purses; Small clutch purses; Wrist mounted purses
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 07, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2022
For Heels; Robes; Slippers; Stiletto heels
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Mar. 07, 2021 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nikkia Finklea Address Nikkia Finklea P.O. Box 684 Clarcona FLORIDA 32710 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SERENITY N CHAOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97121455 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2021 Registration Number  7101894
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, t-shirts, tank tops, long sleeve shirts, pants, shorts, sweatpants, sweat shirts, joggers, hoodies, jackets, hats, beanies, and belts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use
Apr. 23, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 23, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Serenity N Chaos LLC Address  Serenity N Chaos LLC  59 Halewaiu Rd.  Wailuku  HAWAII  96793
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  HAWAII

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STERLIN, DEBORAH L
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97123287</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s):** GOD SAID STOP

**Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Backpacks; Handbags

**International Classes:** 18 - Primary Classes

**US Classes:** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41

**International Class Title:** Leather Goods

**First Use:** Sep. 23, 2022

**In Commerce:** Sep. 23, 2022

**For** Headwear; Socks; Bottoms as clothing; Tops as clothing

**International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes:** 22, 39

**International Class Title:** Clothing

**First Use:** Sep. 23, 2022

**In Commerce:** Sep. 23, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name:** Dianne Hammons

**Address:** Dianne Hammons 8616 La Tijera Blvd., Suite 505 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90045

**Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship:** UNITED STATES

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number:** L551204296

**Examining Attorney:** SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NIGHT N DAY BY LAURYN FLORES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97124120 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101896
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, loungewear, tops, shorts, and pants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flores, Lauryn Jade Address Flores, Lauryn Jade 4620 Northwind Rd. Las Cruces NEW MEXICO 88007 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 56634; 8811

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DANYELLI LAURETTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97125827 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101897
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care preparations; Hair mousse; Hair spray; Hair styling preparations; Hair conditioners; Hair shampoo; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 2022 In Commerce Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DLS Global LLC Address DLS Global LLC 500 Pondside Drive, Unit 3B White Plains NEW YORK 10607 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, DEEP K
COUPE

Serial Number: 97127173  Application Filing Date: Nov. 16, 2021  Registration Number: 7101898
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: Nov. 15, 2022

Mark Literal(s): COUPE

For: Chairs; Lounge chairs
International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use: Feb. 01, 2023  In Commerce: Feb. 01, 2023

Currently Use: Yes
Owner Name: Norix Group, Inc  Address: Norix Group, Inc  1144A E State St  No. 125  Geneva  ILLINOIS  60134
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

Examining Attorney: NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FRESH STARTS REGISTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127221 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101899
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REGISTRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recommendations on home goods, housewares, decor as well as life coaches, fitness coaches, interior designers, household organizers, doulas to consumers for commercial purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fresh Starts Registry Address Fresh Starts Registry 11 Cobb Ct Huntington NEW YORK 11743 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97127221

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE BEAD BOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127414 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101900
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trays for domestic purposes, namely, a craft board with grooves for designing and making bead bracelets; Table mats of plastic, Table mats, not for cutting, and not of paper or textile, for crafting and bead design
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 16, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2021
For pliers for crafting and bead design
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 06, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jackson, Natalie Address Jackson, Natalie Ste 3818 2451 Cumberland Pkwy SE Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** THE COSMIC SPIRIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97127435</td>
<td>Nov. 16, 2021</td>
<td>7101901</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** Nov. 29, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "SPIRIT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Gin; Liquor; Spirits and liqueurs

**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 47, 49

**International Class Title** Wines and Spirits

**First Use** Dec. 14, 2021

**In Commerce** Dec. 14, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MONSOON DRINKS DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA DHARMA

**Address** MONSOON DRINKS 6204 Ava Ridge Ave. Las Vegas NEVADA 89141

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
TM 13036

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TECH CAPITAL LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97127680 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101902
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized circle consisting of partially shaded curved triangles with the words "TECH CAPITAL LLC" to the right of the stylized circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECH CAPITAL LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advice relating to investments; Arranging and provision of credit, loans, insurance, currency exchange and travellers cheques; Banking consultation; Banking and financing services; Credit counseling services; Credit union services; Credit and financial consultation; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Investment banking services; Issuing of checks and letters of credit; Merchant banking and investment banking services; Mortgage banking; Payment processing services, namely, credit card and debit card transaction processing services; Providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer,ACH, credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic payments
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 03, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Technology Credit Union Address Technology Credit Union 2010 N. 1st St. San Jose CALIFORNIA 95131 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TECH CU TECHNOLOGY
CREDIT UNION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97127718 Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number  7101903
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "tech CU" to the left of a stylized
circle comprised of partially shaded curved triangles. The words "TECHNOLOGY CREDIT UNION" appear under "tech
CU" and the stylized circle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CU" AND
"CREDIT UNION" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to "tech cu
Technology Credit Union" has become distinctive of the goods/services through the applicant's substantially exclusive and
continuous use of the mark in commerce that the U.S. Congress may lawfully regulate for at least the five years
immediately before the date of this statement; tech cu Technology Credit Union has become distinctive of the
goods/services as evidenced by the ownership on the Principal Register for the same mark for sufficiently similar
goods/services of active U.S. Registration No(s). 5080396

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5080396

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  ATM banking services; Banking and financing services; Charge card and credit card payment processing services;
Checking account services; Credit consultation; Credit counseling services; Credit union services; Credit and financial
consultation; Credit and loan services; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Home banking; Investment banking
services; Merchant banking and investment banking services; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, acquisition,
servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans; On-line banking services; Providing electronic processing of
electronic funds transfer, ACH, credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic payments; Providing personal loans and
lines of credit; Safe deposit box services; Savings account services; Securities brokerage; Banking services featuring the
provision of certificates of deposit; Payment processing services, namely, credit card and debit card transaction processing
services; Providing electronic processing of ACH and credit card transactions and electronic payments via a global computer
network
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2022</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2202</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Technology Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Technology Credit Union 2010 N. 1st St. San Jose CALIFORNIA 95131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>YAO, GRETTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VENC RU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128176 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101904
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile software application featuring technology enabling businesses to manage inventory and client relationships, perform invoicing and bookkeeping tasks, and track profits, accounts payable and accounts receivables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 20, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2021

For software as a service (SaaS) featuring software enabling businesses to manage inventory and client relationships, perform invoicing and bookkeeping tasks, and track profits, accounts payable and accounts receivables
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 20, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vencru Inc Address Vencru Inc 246 Stewart Green SW, Unit #6043 Calgary, Alberta CANADA T3H3C8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59906

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) J.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INTRSCTNL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128449 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101906
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tops as clothing for adults, children and babies

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williams, Zaine M Address Williams, Zaine M 1510 Scott Ave Apt 327 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28203 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHAKE TEMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97128991 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101907
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word SHAKE stacked over the word
TEMP and a thermometer to the left of the stacked words SHAKE TEMP. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SHAKE TEMP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Thermometers not for medical purposes; Food safety monitoring devices, namely, battery free kinetic thermometers;
Meat thermometers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 29, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maverick Industries, Inc. Address Maverick Industries, Inc. 94 Mayfield Avenue Edison NEW JERSEY
08837 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAVERICK 039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PAULO GELATO & CHOCOLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129053 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021 Registration Number 7101908
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GELATO & CHOCOLATE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Pawel Petrykowski, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ice cream shop services in the nature of a restaurant
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAULO GELATO & CHOCOLATE Address PAULO GELATO & CHOCOLATE 1000 N KINGSBURY STREET, APT 207 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MONOLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97129796 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2021
Registration Number 7101909
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal wording "MONOLY" in stylized font shown to the right of a symbol resembling an asterisk. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for transmission of communication; Computer hardware and recorded computer software programs sold as a unit for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Computer network bridges; Data processing apparatus; Downloadable communications software for connecting global computer networks; Downloadable computer search engine software; Downloadable computer software for use in the field of group communication and collaboration for businesses for creating projects and sharing data, files, images and spreadsheets; Downloadable computer software for integrating third party software applications; Downloadable computer software for uploading, downloading, sharing and archiving images, messages, audio, video, data and text content and files, for creating customized personal profiles and for providing search engines for use in group communication and collaboration platforms for businesses; Downloadable computer software for remote telecommunication; Downloadable computer software for administration of computer local area networks; Downloadable computer software for use in providing multiple user access to a global security computer information network; Downloadable computer software for database management in the fields of employee, office, team, organization, and project profiles and information; Downloadable software for sending messages via the internet and for audio and video chat and conferencing; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in group communication, namely, postings, memoranda and instant messaging, file sharing, calendar synchronization, and automated integrations with external service providers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jun. 01, 2021 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Monoly, Inc.
Address: No. 106, 18Fl., 302, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06210
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: IPM.ITU21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: HUGHES, ROSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MONOLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97129895</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 17, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101910</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the literal wording &quot;MONOLY&quot; in stylized font shown to the right of a symbol resembling an asterisk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Providing network communication service for audio and video chat and conferencing; providing services via computer and communication networks in the field of group communication and collaboration for businesses, namely, transmission, sharing, and storage of data, information, spreadsheet, file, image via decentralized communication networks; telecommunications services, namely, personal communication services; providing remote connections to a security computer network for group communication and collaboration for businesses; communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the internet, information services networks and data networks; telecommunication access services; providing telecommunication connectivity services for transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia works; providing multiple use access to global computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information; providing internet chat rooms; transmission of information by electronic communications networks; electronic message transmission; electronic transmission of messages and data; telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphics, sound and video by means of broadband power line or wireless networks; providing access to the internet; providing access to telecommunication networks; provision of access to electronic sites; electronic transmission of mail and messages; providing access to databases; electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>38 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Monoly, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Monoly, Inc. No. 106, 18Fl., 302, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 06210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HURLEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97130266</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 17, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Downloadable software, namely, computer and video game software; downloadable virtual reality software for interactive entertainment and virtual reality gaming; downloadable software to enable the uploading, posting, showing, displaying and sharing of information in the fields of virtual communities, electronic gaming and entertainment via global communication networks or other communications networks with third parties; downloadable software for playing e-sport games; downloadable mobile applications for playing e-sport games; downloadable software featuring virtual currency, namely, computer programs featuring in-game tokens and currency for use in online web and mobile video games; downloadable software for use in creating and participating in virtual environments; downloadable software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks; downloadable software for viewing non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable software for use in electronically storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting non-fungible tokens (NFTs); downloadable software for use in creating, editing and modifying avatars and virtual images that can be posted, shared and transmitted via multi-media messaging (MMS), text messaging (SMS), email, online chatrooms, global communication networks, and other communication networks; downloadable software for creating and broadcasting avatars across online social media and digital platforms; downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring avatars, clothing, pets, vehicles, weapons, tools, toys, sporting equipment, emotes and gestures for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; virtual reality headsets

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Mar. 2023 **In Commerce** Mar. 2023
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15396
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SOBERVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131604  Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021  Registration Number  7101912
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks and data networks; Providing chat lines utilising the internet; Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104
International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Nov. 18, 2021  In Commerce  Nov. 18, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sober Systems, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Sober Network  Address  Sober Systems, Inc 246 Dixie Blvd 215 NW 1st Ave  Delray Beach  FLORIDA 33444  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  760-7 TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  CIGAR HUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97131674  Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2021  Registration Number  7101913
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "CIGAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  wholesale ordering services in the field of cigar accessories, namely, cutters, lighters, travel cases, ashtrays, holders, humidifiers, humidors, hygrometers, as well as drinkware, candles, melts, odor eliminators, air fresheners, golf accessories, and apparel; wholesale store services featuring cigar accessories, namely, cutters, lighters, travel cases, ashtrays, holders, humidifiers, humidors, hygrometers, as well as drinkware, candles, melts, odor eliminators, air fresheners, golf accessories, and apparel
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Oct. 01, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cigar Hub, Inc.  Address  Cigar Hub, Inc.  1 Hillside Drive  Drums  PENNSYLVANIA  18222
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CIGAR HUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97131732 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7101914
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "CIGAR HUB" with the letters "C", "GAR", and "HUB" in black, and with a stylized letter "I" that is a cigar in dark orange, black, and white, with black and white smoke emanating from the top. The words are surrounded by black, beige, and dark orange lines. All other instances of the color white in the mark represent background and/or transparent area only and are not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, beige, dark orange, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CIGAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wholesale ordering services in the field of cigar accessories, namely, cutters, lighters, travel cases, ashtrays, holders, humidifiers, humidors, hygrometers, as well as drinkware, candles, melts, odor eliminators, air fresheners, golf accessories, and apparel; wholesale store services featuring cigar accessories, namely, cutters, lighters, travel cases, ashtrays, holders, humidifiers, humidors, hygrometers, as well as drinkware, candles, melts, odor eliminators, air fresheners, golf accessories, and apparel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cigar Hub, Inc. Address Cigar Hub, Inc. 1 Hillside Drive Drums PENNSYLVANIA 18702 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REED, MAUREEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ADVANTAGE PLAYER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97133196 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7101915
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars and workshops, all in the field of fiscal stewardship for helping businesses be smarter with their money
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joel G. Block Address Joel G. Block 10171 Plymouth Court Parker COLORADO 80134 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
TERRA ARTISAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97134677</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 19, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ARTISAN"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Kitchen containers; Kitchen grinders, non-electric; Kitchen ladles; Kitchen mitts; Kitchen utensil corks; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Kitchen utensils, namely, splatter screens; Abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes; Abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; Basting spoons, for kitchen use; Chopping boards for kitchen use; Containers for household or kitchen use; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Containers for household or kitchen use of precious metal; Crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; Dishers; Dishers for serving or portioning cake, pie, and pastry being kitchen utensils; Dishers for cake, pie, and pastry being kitchen utensils; Funnels for kitchen use; Graters for kitchen use; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Japanese style earthenware mortars for kitchen use (suribachi); Japanese style wooden pestles for kitchen use (surikogi); Ladles for kitchen use; Molcajete and tejolete for kitchen use; Mortars and pestles for kitchen use; Mortars for kitchen use; Non-electric kitchen containers not made of precious metal; Non-electric crushers for kitchen use; Pestles for kitchen use; Portable plastic containers for storing household and kitchen goods; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Scoops for serving or portioning cake, pie, and pastry being kitchen utensils; Serving spoons; Serving scoops; Serving scoops for cake, pie, and pastry being kitchen utensils; Spatulas for kitchen use; Wood chopping boards for kitchen use
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Nov. 18, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 18, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: AP&J Commerce LLC
- **Address**: AP&J Commerce LLC 9357 Lee Hwy FAIRFAX VIRGINIA 22031
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VITURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97135762 Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101917
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of production of video games, computer games, alternate reality games, virtual reality games, and mixed reality games; Entertainment services, namely, conducting alternate reality games via the internet; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online browser-based video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online co-op video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online multiplayer video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online player versus player (PvP) video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; Games equipment rental; Providing a computer game for use network-wide by network users; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable game software; Providing on-line computer games; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of computer and video games; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable game software; Provision of non-downloadable films and movies via a video-on-demand service; Provision of non-downloadable films and television programmes via a video-on-demand service; Rental of computer game programs; Rental of video games; Virtual reality game services provided on-line from a computer network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 11, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Viture Inc. Address   Viture Inc. 2648 International Blvd Ste 115 PMB 14 OAKLAND CALIFORNIA
94601
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   220920T1-US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** VITURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97135808</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Amusement game machines; Amusement machines, namely, hand-held electronic game units adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; Audio and visual headsets for use in playing video games; Computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Computer game joysticks; Controllers for game consoles; Game controllers for computer games; Gaming headsets adapted for use in playing video games; Gaming mice; Hand-held consoles for playing video games; Hand held joy stick units for playing video games; Handheld game consoles; Home video game machines; Joysticks for video game machines; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Portable handheld game consoles incorporating telecommunication functions; Video game consoles; Video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; Video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; Video game interactive remote control units; Video game joysticks; Video game machines for use with external display screen or monitor; Video game machines for use with televisions

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** May 04, 2023
**In Commerce** May 04, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Viture Inc. |
| Address | Viture Inc. 2648 International Blvd Ste 115 PMB 14 OAKLAND CALIFORNIA 94601 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 220920T1-US1 |
| Examining Attorney | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TEE TOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97136027 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7101919
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach towels
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Apr. 29, 2023 In Commerce  Apr. 29, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tee Tops, LLC Address  Tee Tops, LLC 30010 Valley Terrace Dr. 30010 Fulshear TEXAS 77441
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SEDARA MAGNIFY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97136710</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 22, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101920</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "sedara" in the mark is "sedated".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cloud-based network intrusion detection for cybersecurity

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
**First Use**: Feb. 23, 2023
**In Commerce**: Feb. 23, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sedara, LLC
- **Address**: Sedara, LLC  #420  77 Goodell Street  Buffalo  NEW YORK  14203
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 37517.00000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  POWERING AFFORDABLE CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97136904  Application Filing Date  Nov. 22, 2021  Registration Number  7101921
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting educational conferences and programs, training seminars, workshops, and non-downloadable webinars in the field of health, medicine, and pathology, and distribution of training material in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jan. 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 2022

For  Management of medical laboratories for others; computerized database management and referral services in the fields of medical, health and clinical care
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jan. 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 2022

For  Medical and medical clinical diagnostic testing services; providing medical and medical clinical data analytics and bioinformatics services; medical information and medical diagnostic testing information and health care and medical data analysis services; providing a website and online portal for medical and paramedical information; health information services in the fields of medical, health, or clinical care; medical information and medical diagnostics testing information services; medical consultation services; providing health care data analytics and bioinformatics services; providing a website and online portal for medical information in the nature of health and medical assessments and analysis, health care and bioinformatics results and health information
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Jan. 2022  In Commerce  Jan. 2022
For Scientific consultation services in the field of laboratory health tests; medical and scientific research services, namely, conducting medical clinical trials for others; providing a website and online portal for medical laboratory information in the nature of medical and paramedical diagnostic testing and results, clinical trial data, and clinical trial data analytics; providing an internet portal featuring technology enabling computerized online ordering of drug tests and laboratory health tests and exchange of medical information and diagnostic laboratory test results; clinical laboratory diagnostic testing services for scientific research purposes; provision of a website and portal featuring technology enabling temporary use of non-downloadable software for exchange of health and medical information and medical laboratory test results; providing a website featuring technology enabling users to access non-downloadable reports featuring analysis of and results of medical test results, assessments of medical and health risk and bioinformatics information

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use** Jan. 2022  **In Commerce** Jan. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Quest Diagnostics Investments LLC Address Quest Diagnostics Investments LLC Suite 400 2711 Centerville Road Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

**Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 210903

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SHARKHAMMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97137253 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101922
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antiperspirants and deodorants for personal use; Body wash
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 10, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shulton, Inc. Address Shulton, Inc. One Procter & Gamble Plaza Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PersonalCare

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal  
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HTS HUNTERSKY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97140937</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2021</td>
<td>7101923</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** Dec. 06, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of "HTS HUNTERKY" appearing in stylized form. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Protective glasses  
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | International Class Title  
| 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Nov. 30, 2022  
**In Commerce** Nov. 30, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** QEF Design Corp.  
**Address** QEF Design Corp. F8, #10, Jingan Rd., Zhonghe Dist. New Taipei City TAIWAN 235069  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** TAIWAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** QEF.001UST

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examing Attorney** PARDAIS, LEAH R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### MARK Literal(s)
ARA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97141945</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Digital signage display panels for displaying advertisement by others
- International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- First Use: Jul. 26, 2022
- In Commerce: Jul. 26, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: ARA LABS INC.
- Address: ARA LABS INC. 1398 MILLER DRIVE LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90069
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- Docket Number: 67598-0039

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ARYANA REDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97143998 Application Filing Date Nov. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7101925
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name ARYANA REDDY does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamins; Amino acids for nutritional purposes; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Dietary supplements for humans; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Liquid herbal supplements; Mineral supplements; Mineral nutritional supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements; Weight management supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reddy Naturals LLC Address Reddy Naturals LLC Suite A 1300 Cobb International Drive NW Kennesaw GEORGIA 30152 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ENCORE TANKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97146471 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101926
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TANKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal storage tanks
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Aug. 22, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 22, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bravo Beach LLC Address Bravo Beach LLC 512 Center Drive Hampstead NORTH CAROLINA 28443 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21629.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARDAIS, LEAH R
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97146931  Application Filing Date: Nov. 29, 2021  Registration Number: 7101927
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Publication Date: Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: Oct. 11, 2022

Mark Literal(s): X EXPONENT

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Energy drinks; Energy drinks enhanced with nootropics, adaptogens, electrolytes and vitamins; Fruit-flavored beverages; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic water-based beverages also containing nootropics, adaptogens, electrolytes, and vitamins; Sports drinks; Sports drinks containing electrolytes; Sports drinks, namely, energy drinks; Sports drinks, namely, performance drinks; Sports drinks, namely, recovery drinks

International Classes: 32 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 45, 46, 48  International Class Title: Light Beverages
First Use: May 26, 2022  In Commerce: May 26, 2022

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Exponent Energy Inc.  Address: Exponent Energy Inc.  320 Thames St. Unit 104  London, ON CANADA N6A0E1  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 97146941
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 29, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101928
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 16, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 11, 2022

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a large X in university style font with the exponent sign depicted in a right angle in the upper right corner.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- For Energy drinks; Energy drinks enhanced with nootropics, adaptogens, electrolytes and vitamins; Fruit-flavored beverages; Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic water-based beverages also containing nootropics, adaptogens, electrolytes, and vitamins; Sports drinks; Sports drinks containing electrolytes; Sports drinks, namely, energy drinks; Sports drinks, namely, performance drinks; Sports drinks, namely, recovery drinks
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: May 26, 2022
- **In Commerce**: May 26, 2022

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Exponent Energy Inc.
- **Address**: Exponent Energy Inc. 320 Thames St.Unit 104 London, ON CANADA N6A0E1
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CARACOL NATURAL SKINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97148206 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101929
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a snail design inside of a rectangle with the stylized words "CARACOL NATURAL SKINCARE" written below. The word "CARACOL" appears in larger font. The words "NATURAL SKINCARE" appear below in a free hand writing design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CARACOL NATURAL SKINCARE" Translation The English translation of "CARACOL" in the mark is "SNAIL".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Non-medicated cosmetics; Non-medicated toiletry preparations; Non-medicated cleansers, namely, skin cleansers and facial cleansers; Skin lightening creams; Cosmetics sold as an integral component of nonmedicated skincare preparations; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Beauty care cosmetics; Phytocosmetic preparations; Natural cosmetics; Skin moisturizer; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic oils; Face oils; Beauty serums; Skin toners; all the foregoing containing snail mucus filtrate
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 30, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AGRÍCOLA ESCARGOT PREMIUM LIMITADA Address AGRÍCOLA ESCARGOT PREMIUM LIMITADA LAS HUALTATAS 9474 VITACURA, SANTIAGO CHILE 7650179 Legal Entity LIMITED CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHILE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NICORETTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97148654 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101930
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "NICORETTE" in the color blue with the ends of the "N" in a lighter blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1186363, 0992648

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smoking cessation preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

For Chewing gums
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
First Use Feb. 28, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, L.P. Composed of GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare Holdings (US), a Delaware Limited Liability Company; Sanofi-Aventis US, a Delaware Limited Liability Company; and GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare LLC, a Pennsylvania Limited Liability Company Address GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, L.P., Corporation Service Company 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808

Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84106300

15418
Examining Attorney  ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CELESTIAL GLOW SKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97149322 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101931
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SKIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exfoliant creams; Exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Skin moisturizer
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 21, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SALTFULL LLC Address SALTFULL LLC 5211 Argus Lane Richmond VIRGINIA 23230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0232.000002U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CAREMARKETER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For Educational services, namely, providing classes, workshops in the field of marketing and advertising**

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Feb. 15, 2017

**In Commerce** Jan. 21, 2023

**For Marketing and advertising services**

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Feb. 15, 2017

**In Commerce** Feb. 15, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The PPC Agency, LLC

**Address** The PPC Agency, LLC 9517 Thousand Oaks Cir Spring Grove ILLINOIS 60081

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WOWNOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97151114
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 01, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7101933
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 24, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 21, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Web-based programmatic software buying platform services, namely, Platform as a Service (PAAS) featuring software for purchasing electronic billboard advertising
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Wow Media, Inc.
- **Address**: Wow Media, Inc. 6th Floor 6080 Center Drive Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90045
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 65903.435402
- **Examining Attorney**: EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ADVANTAGE PLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97152081 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2021 Registration Number   7101934
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date   Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars and workshops, all in the field of fiscal stewardship for
helping businesses be smarter with their money
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joel G. Block Address Joel G. Block 10171 Plymouth Court Parker COLORADO 80134 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
COACH STRONG

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97154845 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101935
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

Mark Literal(s) COACH STRONG

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COACH"

Goods and Services Information
For Physical fitness assessment services for sports training purposes; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness instruction; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities; Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Physical fitness training services; Counseling services in the field of physical fitness; Providing physical fitness and exercise service, namely, indoor cycling and yoga instruction; Providing facilities for physical fitness and training services in the fields of leadership and confidence building for children; Providing obstacle course training gym facilities; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living; Virtual physical fitness training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 30, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2020

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name ATX MOMPRENEURS LLC Address ATX MOMPRENEURS LLC 3008 Vista Heights Drive Leander TEXAS 78641 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number JPI001TM
Examining Attorney BURCH, JILLIAN RENEE
TM 13070 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JOLLY RANCHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97154900 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2021 Registration Number 7101936
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1684586

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of an amusement park attraction, namely, a themed area; Entertainment services, namely, live appearances by a costumed character; Entertainment services, namely, providing an amusement park ride in the nature of roller coaster ride
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Iconic IP Interests, LLC Address Iconic IP Interests, LLC 16192 Coastal Highway Lewes DELAWARE 199589776 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97155502</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2021</td>
<td>7101937</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 13, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a turtle standing on it's back legs, smiling and wearing a crown on it's head.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Alcohol beverages, except beer |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 47, 49 | International Class Title | Wines and Spirits | First Use | Mar. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TOAN AND COMPANY DISTILLING LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>TOAN AND COMPANY DISTILLING LLC</th>
<th>820 Faulstich</th>
<th>San Jose</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
<th>95112</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | LAW-0103.TM |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DRUNK AUNTIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97156302 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2021 Registration Number 7101938
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring subscription boxes containing clothing and stationery; On-line retail store services featuring clothing; Promoting public awareness of the need for appreciating, honoring and celebrating women; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of apparel, jewelry accessories, household furnishings, keychains, wine glasses, mugs, beach towels, travel tote bags, blankets, beach bags, bookmarks, slippers, robes, wine stoppers, and stationery; Promoting public awareness of the importance of women
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2021 Used Anywhere in Another Form 11-01-2020
Used in Commerce in Another Form 11-01-2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Drunk Aunties LLC Address The Drunk Aunties LLC P.O. Box 595 Claymont DELAWARE 19702 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LIGHT & WONDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97157500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Recorded computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; recorded computer gaming software for gambling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>LIGHT &amp; WONDER, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>LIGHT &amp; WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | JOHNSON, BRITTANY S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LIGHT & WONDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157514 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101940
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online games of chance and wagering games; providing temporary use of non-downloadable game software for gambling
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIGHT & WONDER, INC. Address LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LIGHT & WONDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157529 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101941
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing live, table games of chance and online games of chance featuring progressive jackpots, bonuses, and side bets
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIGHT & WONDER, INC. Address LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LIGHT & WONDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97157538</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Entertainment services, namely, providing live, in-person electronic table games of chance with live dealers
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Oct. 11, 2022
- In Commerce: Oct. 11, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: LIGHT & WONDER, INC.
- Address: LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SAME, SAME, BUT DIFFERENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97157887 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7101943
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0123452/1668672 International Registration Number 1668672

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Card games; Party games; Tabletop games

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name What Do You Meme, LLC Address What Do You Meme, LLC 233 Spring Street, 5th Floor West New York NEW YORK 10013 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  THIS IS LUNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number       97158247  Application Filing Date  Dec. 06, 2021  Registration Number  7101944
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, a multimedia program series featuring comedy, action and adventure distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 13, 2022  In Commerce  Nov. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Turner International Latin America, Inc.  Address  Turner International Latin America, Inc.  1050 Techwood Drive  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30318
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RELIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97159835 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2021 Registration Number 7101945
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ReLIFT" stylized with a capital "R", lower case "e", a capital "L" with the lower part of the letter extended below a capitalized "IFT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0123444/1670130 International
Registration Number 1670130

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Goods handling carts, and parts and accessories for goods handling carts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Apr. 2022
For Power-operated lifting and moving equipment, namely, forklifts, and parts and accessories therefor
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Apr. 2022 In Commerce Apr. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ReLift LLC Address ReLift LLC 110 W. Streetsboro St., Suite 1A Hudson OHIO 44236 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 124015.20000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS FOR LIFE NEW LIFE ROOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97162196 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101946
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a tree with roots and the words PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS FOR LIFE on the top and NEW LIFE ROOTS on the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit teas
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ford, Linzy Address Ford, Linzy 832 SEVEN GABLES CIR-SE PALM BAY FLORIDA 32909 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON

15435
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MEET THE WILSON'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97163101 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101947
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of Entrepreneurship, religion, fashion, news, interviews, health, wealth, human behavior, relationships, comedy, personal growth, and motivation.; Production of podcasts.
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 10, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wilson, Sharie DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Meet The Wilson's. Address Wilson, Sharie 9090 Elk Grove Blvd Elk Grove CALIFORNIA 95624 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97163133</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL appearing to the right of a stylized presentation of a diamond. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "COUNCIL" **Acquired Distinctiveness** In part **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement** as to "WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4826034

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Trade association services, namely, promoting the interests of the diamond industry in the development and implementation of regulatory and voluntary systems to control the trade in diamonds embargoed by the United Nations or covered by the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Apr. 17, 2023 **In Commerce** Apr. 17, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL ASSN. **Address** WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL ASSN. 580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 613 New York NEW YORK 10036 **Legal Entity** not-for-profit corporation **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T128-US0003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NZ NEOZIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97163188 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101949
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NZ NEOZIN"
with "NZ" stacked above "NEOZIN" Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric bicycles; Electric cars; Electric motor cycles; Electrically-powered motor scooters; Electrically-powered motor vehicles; Four-wheeled motor vehicles; Motor scooters; Motor scooters and structural parts therefor; Two-wheeled motor vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZY GLOBAL CO.,LIMITED Address ZY GLOBAL CO.,LIMITED RM H 10/F NEW HENNESSY TOWER 263 HENNESSY ROAD WANC HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TUS112984

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EP TX W WESO STEAKHOUSE
BY CORRALITO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97163371 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7101950
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "EP", "TX" and "WESO
STEEKHOUSE BY CORRALITO" below a stylized bull design. The design consists of a Bull and a flag, featuring the
letter "w" inside a semi circle with the letters "EP" on the left side and the letters "TX" on the right side. Under the semi
circle, there are two lines and under the two lines is the stylized word "WESO" stacked above the word "STEAKHOUSE",
all above the wording "BY CORRALITO" displayed in an upward curve manner. Color Drawing Yes Disclaimer
"EP" "TX" AND "STEAKHOUSE" Translation The English translation of "Corralito" in the mark is "Playpen".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Jun. 23, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Restaurant Administration International LLC Address Restaurant Administration International LLC 5800
Doniphan Dr El Paso TEXAS 79932 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SF2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUMMERY, MARY M
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
SALTY ENDS

## Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97164885</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 09, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## Goods and Services Information
| For | Hats; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Athletic shirts; Beach hats; Body shirts; Tee shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Dec. 20, 2022 | In Commerce | Dec. 20, 2022 |

## Basis Information
| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information
| Owner Name | KMCAICOS LLC |
| Address | KMCAICOS LLC  43 Grinnell Street  Jamestown  RHODE ISLAND  02835 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | RHODE ISLAND |

## Examining Attorney
| Examining Attorney | FAIRBANKS, RONALD L |

---

15440
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Registered Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JAKES FRIENDLY FRESH FUN
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE SINCE 1985

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97165981  Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021  Registration Number 7101952
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark
Publication Date Oct. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "JAKES" with the top of
the letter "J" extending across the letters "AKE" in "JAKES", with the wording "SINCE 1985" in small text below, with
the wording "FRIENDLY FRESH FUN" in curved text forming the top half of a circle around the wording "JAKES
SINCE 1985" and the wording "SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE" in curved text forming the bottom half of the circle.
Color Drawing Yes  Disclaimer "FRESH" AND "SINCE 1985"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3937725, 5798741

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Oct. 12, 2022  In Commerce Oct. 12, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flat Top Road, LLC  Address Flat Top Road, LLC  5040 Addison Cir., Suite 250  Addison  TEXAS
75001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTRD60-35413

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GLISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97166133 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2021 Registration Number 7101953
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Brand logo - Name of Logo is called "GLISH". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sparkling Water International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Feb. 08, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glish Food and Beverages Address Glish Food and Beverages 605 Pavonia Ave Apt 3207 Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FAIRWAYFRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97168626 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7101954
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 01, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5026611, 5026612, 6556649 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of financial services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 13, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2022
For Downloadable podcasts in the field of financial services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 13, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2022
For Transmission of podcasts in the field of financial services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Sep. 13, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation Address Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation 4750 S. Biltmore Lane Madison WISCONSIN 53718 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FIMC-155US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  ARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97169318 Application Filing Date  Dec. 13, 2021 Registration Number  7101955
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 11, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters ara with a white space extending between the letters ara. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Digital signage display panels for displaying advertisement by others
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce  Jul. 26, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ARA LABS INC. Address  ARA LABS INC. 1398 MILLER DRIVE LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  67598-0041

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** VERAQ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97170839 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 14, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101956 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Sep. 13, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 08, 2022 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For SaaS featuring software for the collection, aggregation, curation, organization and analysis of outpatient data and point of care data in the field of healthcare; SaaS featuring software that allows users to access and query a database of curated outpatient data and point of care data and generate reports

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Dec. 2022 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Verana Health, Inc. |
| Address | Verana Health, Inc. 600 Harrison Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S |
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters LDT with an outline of a road bisecting the D and an outline of a truck cab arranged to the right of the T with the words WE MAKE IT WORK arranged under the letters LDT and outline of the truck cab.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Delivery of goods; Delivery of goods by truck; Freight transportation by truck; Freighting services; Truck hauling; Truck transport; Trucking services, namely, hauling of goods; Express delivery of goods by truck

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LDT Transport Corp.
- **Address**: LDT Transport Corp. 16 Carolina Road Apt. 2 Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 35195-T02
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** LDT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Delivery of goods; Delivery of goods by truck; Freight transportation by truck; Freighting services; Truck hauling; Truck transport; Trucking services, namely, hauling of goods; Express delivery of goods by truck

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105

**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**First Use** May 15, 2022

**In Commerce** May 15, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** LDT Transport Corp.

**Address** LDT Transport Corp. 16 Carolina Road Apt. 2 Stamford CONNECTICUT 06902

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** CONNECTICUT

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 35195-T01

**Examining Attorney** PERRY, KIMBERLY B
TM 13093 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ANCHORED VIOLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97171581 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2021 Registration Number 7101959
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 25, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring tops as clothing, bottoms as clothing, tank tops, shirts, dresses, jewelry, and clothing accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bailey, Caitlyn Address Bailey, Caitlyn 500 N 10th St Indianola IOWA 50125 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CUPSHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97173211  Application Filing Date  Dec. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7101960
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5025329, 6218674, 5888458 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bags, namely, tote bags, evening bags, clutch bags, wristlet bags, carry-all bags, leather and imitation leather bags, crossbody bags, handbags, beach bags, shoulder bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Dec. 24, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 24, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nanjing Kapeixi Network Technology Co., Ltd  Address  Nanjing Kapeixi Network Technology Co., Ltd  Jiangning District, Nanjing  Room 802, Building B, No. 9 Jiangnan Road  Jiangsu  CHINA  211100  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  54-00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AMBITIOUS LEGACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97173370 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7101961
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK disclaimer "LEGACY" FOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS 45

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of leadership, entrepreneurship, self-improvement, personal growth, self-fulfillment; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of leadership, entrepreneurship, self-improvement, personal growth, self-fulfillment
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022
For Legal Services; Providing customized and general legal information, counseling, and advice, in the field of intellectual property, business law, trust and estate law and contract law; Providing on-line information in the field of intellectual property legal services and law; Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in trademark and copyright matters, business, estate planning and other legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STPL LLC Address STPL LLC West Tower, 6th Floor 626 RXR Plaza Uniondale NEW YORK 11556 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  EAGLEFANGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97174764 Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number  7101962
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Antiperspirants and deodorants for personal use; Body wash
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 10, 2023 In Commerce  Jan. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shulton, Inc. Address  Shulton, Inc. One Procter & Gamble Plaza C9 Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PersonalCare

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OLD SPICE PRESTIGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97174765 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101963
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antiperspirants and deodorants for personal use; Body wash
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 10, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shulton, Inc. Address Shulton, Inc. One Procter & Gamble Plaza C9 Cincinnati OHIO 45202
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PersonalCare

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BEYOND SUNDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97174898 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101964
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words BEYOND SUNDAY; the letter "O" in the word BEYOND is intersected by a cross symbol; line bursts extend outward from the cross symbol.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing in person, onsite, and virtual classes, retreats, workshops, programs, conferences, podcasts, and seminars in the field of religion and social justice; providing religious instruction; online journals, namely, blogs in the field of religion and social justice; providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of religion and social justice
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2021 In Commerce 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Central Association of the Miraculous Medal Address The Central Association of the Miraculous Medal 475 East Chelten Avenue Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19144 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 111410-5006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLY STEINHATCHEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97175560 Application Filing Date Dec. 16, 2021 Registration Number 7101965
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large stylized "S" placed over a smaller stylized "S" and the phrase "SIMPLY STEINHATCHEE" in stylized lettering placed below the large "S" and to the right of the smaller "S".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For tumblers for use as drinking glasses; non-electric portable beverage coolers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022
For apparel, namely, hats, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hoodies
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 01, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simply Steinhatchee LLC Address Simply Steinhatchee LLC 809 W. Ash Drive Lake City FLORIDA 32055 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21-158-STEIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney KEENAN, CAYLA FAY
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97175641</td>
<td>Dec. 16, 2021</td>
<td>7101966</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in the reporting and managing of incidents of abuse, namely, assault, domestic violence, stalking, rape, incest, trafficking, revenge porn, victimization, harassment, misconduct, and harmful and inappropriate conduct; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in connecting users with crisis centers and organizations for abuse reporting and assistance; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in creating searchable databases of information and data relating to incidents of abuse, namely, assault, domestic violence, stalking, rape, incest, trafficking, revenge porn, victimization, harassment, misconduct, and harmful and inappropriate conduct; Providing on-line non-downloadable database management software in the field of abuse reporting and management; Providing a website featuring technology to connect users with crisis centers and organizations for abuse reporting and assistance
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Oct. 18, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 18, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Voices in Action, Inc.
- **Address**: Voices in Action, Inc. 101 S. First Street, Suite 400 Burbank CALIFORNIA 91502
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 060124403T01

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
**Mark Literal(s)** BARRE & SOUL ACADEMY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97177384</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 17, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7101967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BARRE" AND "ACADEMY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5409181

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Educational services, namely, providing training of teachers and instructors for certification in the field of a fitness method utilizing a combination of light weight training, cardio-vascular training, yoga and meditation, ballet, and pilates
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2021
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Barre & Soul, LLC
- **Address**: Barre & Soul, LLC 38 South High Street Melrose MASSACHUSETTS 02176
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  CHERRY PICKS PRESENTS
SAME SEX EMPOWERED PROVOCATIVE
INTIMACY KNOW WHEN TO STOP SAFETY
VULNERABILITY TRUTH NORMALIZE HOT
SEX POSITIVE NUDITY CONSENT
DESTIGMATIZE CHERRY POP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97180012 Application Filing Date  Dec. 20, 2021  Registration Number   7101968
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 24, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a square box with a pink background with the
words "CHERRY PICKS PRESENTS" in white script letters appearing in the top left corner above a gray outline of a
women's face, facing right with the words "EMPOWERED," "TRUTH," "SAME SEX," "NORMALIZE," "HOT," "SEX
POSITIVE," "VULNERABILITY," "PRIVATE," "PROVOCATIVE," "KNOW WHEN TO STOP..," "INTIMACY,,
"SAFETY," "NUDITY," "CONSENT," and "DESTIGMATIZE" in gray appearing in the top portion of the woman's face,
all appearing over the words "CHERRY POP" in white letters with an outline of a cherry replacing the letter "O" in
between the letters "P" and "P" with the letters "CHE" appearing against a pink background; the letters "RRY" appearing
against an orange background; the first letter "P" appearing against an orange background and the cherry outline and
second letter "P" appearing against a pink background.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) pink, gray,
white and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "SAME SEX", "INTIMACY", AND "NUDITY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  5905212, 5591756, 5905169 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of the experiences, challenges and issues related to
beauty, sex, intimacy, representation and sexuality in media and the cultural impact media has on women of all ages and
gender expression, told from the female perspective and hosted by a rotating group of female and non-binary co-hosts and
guests comprised of actresses, filmmakers, writers, activists, entrepreneurs and executives; Entertainment services, namely,
providing video podcasts in the field of the experiences, challenges and issues related to beauty, sex, intimacy, representation
and sexuality in media and the cultural impact media has on women of all ages and gender expression, told from the female
perspective and hosted by a rotating group of female and non-binary co-hosts and guests comprised of actresses, filmmakers,
writers, activists, entrepreneurs and executives; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos on inspirational or motivational topics for women; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of the experiences, challenges and issues related to beauty, sex, intimacy, representation and sexuality in media and the cultural impact media has on women of all ages and gender expression, told from the female perspective and hosted by a rotating group of female and non-binary co-hosts and guests comprised of actresses, filmmakers, writers, activists, entrepreneurs and executives; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of the experiences, challenges and issues related to beauty, sex, intimacy, representation and sexuality in media and the cultural impact media has on women of all ages and gender expression, told from the female perspective and hosted by a rotating group of female and non-binary co-hosts and guests comprised of actresses, filmmakers, writers, activists, entrepreneurs and executives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Sep. 22, 2020  | **In Commerce** Oct. 04, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Cherry Picks, LLC. **Address** Cherry Picks, LLC. 360 N. La Cienega Boulevard Third Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90048

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** cherry-41

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** I-SCORE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Business risk assessment services, namely, providing risk modeling and risk assessment in the fields of procurement and supply chain management

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**  100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**  Advertising and Business
**First Use**  Oct. 06, 2022
**In Commerce**  Oct. 06, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Interos Inc.
**Address**  Interos Inc.  4040 Fairfax Dr, Suite 800  Arlington  VIRGINIA  22203
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  065939.00011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BECKER, JOSEPH RAPHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HD DOG TRAINING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97181076 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101970
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOG TRAINING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line training in the field of dog training

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 08, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HD Dog Training LLC Address HD Dog Training LLC 7256 Edmunds Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19135 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00377403

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, LAURA KATHLEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VFUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97181180 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101971
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "VFUS" in stylized form, with an underline. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Hosiery; Shoes; Athletic bottoms; Caps being headwear; Sport coats; Sports bra; Yoga pants; Yoga socks; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 05, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU ZUANJIA GARMENT TRADING CO., LTD. Address GUANGZHOU ZUANJIA GARMENT TRADING CO., LTD. 1401-03, 14TH FL, NO. 11-2, XIANCUN RD TIANHE DISTRICT GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 510623 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PROOFOFLEARN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97181288 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7101972
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing online classes, seminars, workshops, training, instruction and mentoring in the fields of non-fungible tokens, blockchain technology, and cryptocurrencies, and distributing course materials in connection therewith; providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of course books, blogs and newsletters in the fields of non-fungible tokens, blockchain technology, and cryptocurrencies
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022
For Providing online non-downloadable software for use in electronically designing, developing, trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and transmitting non-fungible tokens, digital assets and crypto-collectibles; providing online non-downloadable game software; providing online non-downloadable game software for entertainment and educational purposes in the fields of non-fungible tokens, blockchain technology, and cryptocurrencies
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 04, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROOFOFLEARN, INC. Address PROOFOFLEARN, INC. 46 BRIAR PATCH EAST HAMPTON NEW YORK 11937 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66423-566198

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VICTORIOUS HOSTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97182339 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101973
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOSTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Web site hosting services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 09, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stanley, Amanda Address Stanley, Amanda 4601 Ashburner St Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19136
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELMAN, JESSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CENTRIS EZ PAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97182588</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Disclaimer** | "PAY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For processing of loan payments

| **International Classes** | 36 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Insurance and Financial |
| **First Use** | Feb. 10, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Centris Federal Credit Union |
| **Address** | Centris Federal Credit Union  13120 Pierce Street  Omaha  NEBRASKA  68144 |
| **Legal Entity** | federally chartered credit union |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | PERKINS, ELLEN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  PRAXIS 9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97182622 Application Filing Date  Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number  7101975
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3925041

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bicycle cranks; Bicycle parts, namely, cranks; Cranks for bicycles; Structural parts of bicycles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Jan. 2023 In Commerce  Jan. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Praxis Works LLC Address  Praxis Works LLC  207 McPherson St Ste E  Santa Cruz  CALIFORNIA 95060 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SGUP407

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  FORREST, ELIZABETH P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VALUETONER SUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97183379 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7101976
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SUPPLY”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5396497, 5593102

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Filled ink cartridges; Filled ink cartridges for printers; Filled ink jet cartridges; Filled toner cartridges; Filled toner cartridges for photocopiers; Filled toner cartridges for printers; Ink cartridges, filled, for printers; Photocopier toner in cartridges; Toner cartridges, filled, for inkjet printers; Toner cartridges, filled, for laser printers; Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use May 11, 2022 In Commerce May 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FTRADE INC Address FTRADE INC BUSH TERMINAL INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX UNIT 2NA BUILDING 57 BROOKLYN NEW YORK 11232 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEW YORK
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM115595

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE CAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97184146 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101977
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Museum services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The CAT Museum LLC Address The CAT Museum LLC 4600 Churchill Street Shoreview MINNESOTA 55126 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL PAYMENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97184192 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101978
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3610959, 2793590

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for human capital management; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software allowing users to use and to customize computer-assisted processes for time recordation, personnel onboarding, personnel evaluation and credentialing, personnel timekeeping, benefits administration, and managing employer tax credits; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for creating and managing shift schedules, managing employee attendance, managing employee clock-in and clock-out, managing employee leave, processing employee work record data, processing payroll data feeds, and collecting employee attendance information; software as a service (SAAS) featuring employee attendance tracking, schedule tracking, time tracking, and leave tracking software featuring GPS location tracking and geofencing, biometric identification, and facial recognition; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software using artificial intelligence for facial recognition, to clock in and clock out; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for managing, recording, analyzing and preparing reports related to employee shift scheduling data, employee attendance data, requests for sick leave, vacation, paid time off and comparing such date against leave accrual policies; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software that enables recruiters and hiring managers to post job openings, manage the candidate attraction and selection process, administer background checks, conduct and manage employment candidate assessments and questionnaires, evaluate employment candidates for tax credit implications; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for managing, organizing, uploading, and sharing information and documents related to employment hiring, recruitment, placement, staffing, personnel onboarding, and tax credits; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software that enables users to share, access, submit and collect content, images, videos, audio, calendars, resumes, cover letters, onboarding materials, questionnaires, tax credit applications, and other information in electronic form in the nature and field of employment, employment history, recruiting, and new hire onboarding; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for creating and managing benefit plans,
managing employee contributions, managing open enrollment periods, processing employee benefit record data, processing payroll, and regulatory reporting; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for processing employee payroll data feeds and administering employee benefit plans

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use**  May 27, 2021 **In Commerce**  May 27, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Global Payments Inc.  **Address**  Global Payments Inc.  3550 Lenox Road, Suite 3000  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30326  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  052664-0959

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  POWERS, ALEXANDER L
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 97184200  Application Filing Date: Dec. 22, 2021  Registration Number: 7101979
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date: Dec. 27, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date: Feb. 21, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s): OH MY ANNE

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Goods and Services Information
For: Electronic games services provided by means of a global communication network; Provision of on-line entertainment, namely, provision of online video games; Providing on-line computer games; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Online game services provided via mobile applications; Mobile game services, namely, providing online video games via mobile devices
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  First Use: Dec. 05, 2022  In Commerce: Dec. 05, 2022
For: Downloadable virtual reality game software; Downloadable interactive multimedia software for playing games; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; Downloadable electronic game programs; Downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery; Downloadable computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer games programmes downloaded via the internet; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable computer game programmes; Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer software for use in providing multiple user access to a global computer information network; Downloadable mobile game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Recorded game software for mobile phones
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use: Dec. 05, 2022  In Commerce: Dec. 05, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: NEOWIZ
Address: NEOWIZ PANGYO TOWER, 14 Daewangpangyo-ro 645 beon-gil
Bundang-gu Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 013487

Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 15738-200262

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MOBINEURO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97186027 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2021 Registration Number 7101980
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MOBINEURO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording MOBINEURO has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases fitted for medical instruments; Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus for medical purposes; Medical apparatus and instrument for diagnostic use, namely, apparatus for medical diagnostic testing in the fields of cancer or other tissue-based diagnostic testing, cytology and cell-based testing; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in positron emission tomography (PET) imaging; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in positron emission tomography (PET) imaging used to monitor brain, heart and metabolic functions; Medical diagnostic apparatus, analytical apparatus for medical purposes and blood pressure measuring apparatus; Medical imaging apparatus; Nuclear medicine diagnostic imaging apparatus; Radioisotope therapy apparatus and instruments; Radiological apparatus for diagnostic and medical purposes, namely, magnetic resonance imager; Radiological apparatus for medical purposes; Surgical apparatus and instruments; Surgical apparatus and instruments for medical use; Tomographs for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 01, 2023 In Commerce May 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sino Canada Health Engineering Research Institute (Hefei) Ltd. Address Sino Canada Health Engineering Research Institute (Hefei) Ltd. Data Industrial Park, High-tech Zone Building B5, National Health Big Hefei, Anhui CHINA 230088 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
VIVID IV HEALTH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97187069 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 23, 2021 | Registration Number | 7101981 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 17, 2023 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “IV HEALTH”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Intravenous (IV) hydration therapy services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Apr. 22, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 22, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Balk Holdings LLC
- **Address**: Balk Holdings LLC 19 Westmont Dr. NW Grand Rapids MICHIGAN 49504
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: L552238655

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ESTATE PLANNING WITH
HEART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97187103 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2021 Registration Number 7101982
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ESTATE PLANNING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in estate planning matters; Legal services International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 15, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name De Fonte Law, A Professional Corporation Address De Fonte Law, A Professional Corporation 1102 Sanchez Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2249

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  #ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97187344  Application Filing Date  Dec. 23, 2021  Registration Number   7101983
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date  Nov. 29, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable virtual reality game software; recorded virtual reality game software; downloadable computer programs for prerecorded virtual reality games; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; downloadable video game programs; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable mobile game software; computer games programs downloaded via the internet; recorded game software for mobile phones; downloadable computer software featuring gaming instructions; downloadable virtual reality software for playing video games; downloadable software for managing and operating virtual reality games in metaverse
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jul. 07, 2022  In Commerce  Jul. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Clover Games Corp.  Address   Clover Games Corp.  7th Floor (The Asset)  14, Seocho-daero 74-gil, Seocho-gu  Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  06620  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   6770.147956

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PERSUASIVE PITCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97188871 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2021 Registration Number 7101984
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing Consulting Services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Justpositionit! Consulting Composed of Angela Murphy, a citizen of United States Address Justpositionit! Consulting 5929 Flores Avenue LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90056 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGURLEKAR, SAGAR S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BEYOND PLENTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97191756 Application Filing Date  Dec. 27, 2021
Registration Number  7101985
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service
Publication Date  Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Beyond Plenty with the lower case letters
Eyond and lenty in black and with the word Plenty offset below the word Beyond so that the P of Plenty is located under
the letters eyo of Beyond with the upper case letter B in gold and centered within a Blue field shaped like a blue square
beneath and contiguous to a blue triangle pointed upward and with the upper case letter P in gold centered within a Green
field shaped like a green square above and contiguous to a green triangle pointed downward all on a clear background.
Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) Black, Blue, Gold, and Green is/are claimed as a feature of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing live and on-line training, classes, workshops, and conferences in the field of
money management, and personal and business finance; Educational services, namely, conducting training, classes,
workshops, and conferences in the field of money management, and personal and business finance and distribution of course
material in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and
Entertainment
First Use  Jul. 06, 2022
In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BDJAMES, LLC
Address  BDJAMES, LLC  12716 Windy Willows Drive Jacksonville FLORIDA 32225
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  17298-00001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) POCHI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97191904 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101986
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter P, the letter O, the letter C, the letter H and the letter I all in the color turquoise and all in capitol lettering. The word mark sits on top of an artistic representation of a hopping kangaroo. The kangaroo has a body color of bright orange and the details like the eyes and part of the leg are negative space which gives to kangaroo detail. The Kangaroo is in full stride, with the tail extended out and head and eyes facing forward. The leg of the icon has a "P" inspired detail which represents the name of the POCHI brand. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and turquoise is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Fanny packs; Tote bags; Small backpacks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 01, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trenton Elliot Williams Address Trenton Elliot Williams 929 S Lucern Blvd. Los Angeles
CALIFORNIA 90019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VAPX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97192157 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2021 Registration Number 7101987
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "VAPX" to the right of a pinwheel design. There is a cutout in the top interior of the counter of the letter "P" forming a nozzle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nebulizers for medical purposes; Nebulizer for administering medication in the form of a mist inhaled into the lungs, for treatment of asthma; Nebulizer for administering medication in the form of a mist inhaled into the lungs, for treatment of respiratory diseases; Nebulizers for respiration therapy; Atomizers sold empty for medical use
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 15, 2021 In Commerce May 15, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fanpinsi (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. Address Fanpinsi (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd. 7F, 14A, Wutong Island Hangcheng Subdistrict, Baoan District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZDIPA-21109

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97194770 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101988
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0754656, 1496734, 1573340 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scented room sprays; essential oils; aromatherapy sprays comprised of essential oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 05, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meredith Operations Corporation Address Meredith Operations Corporation 1716 Locust Street Des Moines IOWA 50309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 97194856 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 29, 2021 |
| Registration Number | 7101989 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2022 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Oct. 25, 2022 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0754656, 1496734, 1573340 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Metal knobs; non-luminous and non-mechanical metal signs for decoration; decorative metal orbs
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 05, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 05, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Meredith Operations Corporation
- **Address**: Meredith Operations Corporation 1716 Locust Street Des Moines IOWA 50309
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

Mark Literal(s) BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97194894 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2021 Registration Number 7101990
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0754656, 1496734, 1573340 and others

Goods and Services Information
For Gardening tools, namely, trowels, weeding forks, hoes; gardening trowels; rakes; fertilizer scoops
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Dec. 31, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Meredith Operations Corporation Address Meredith Operations Corporation 1716 Locust Street Des Moines IOWA 50309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** STORHM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 97195385 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Dec. 29, 2021 |
| **Registration Number** | 7101991 |
| **Registration Date** | Jul. 04, 2023 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Nov. 22, 2022 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Jan. 17, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property** | A0118009/1645769 International |
| **Registration Number** | 1645769 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Optical fibers sold as a component of fiber optical cables; optical cables; protective sheaths for fiber optical cables; fiber optic wires and cables; fiber optic connectors; fiber optic interconnect cables; wires, fiber optic; cables, fiber optic; optical signaling cables; optical fiber cables; cables for high-speed optical signal transmission; optical communications instruments and components, namely, optical data links; fiber optic instruments, namely, wires and cables for highspeed data transfer for interconnect devices; fiber optic connectors for use with portable and stationary electronic devices; fiberoptic wire and cable, cabling systems comprised of cable and connectors, and parts and fittings therefor, for data, video, power and control |

| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Jan. 05, 2023 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 05, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Mo-Link Technology Limited DBA, AKA, Formerly Mo-Link |
| **Address** | Mo-Link Technology Limited #2245-6900 Graybar Road Richmond, BC CANADA V6W0A5 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **Country Where Organized** | CANADA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BUTTON, JENNIFER JO |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>CONNECT AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97195414</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7101992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 03, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property** | A0118013/1645768 International Registration Number | 1645768 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Optical fibers sold as a component of fiber optical cables; optical cables; protective sheaths for fiber optical cables; fiber optic wires and cables; fiber optic connectors; fiber optic interconnect cables; wires, fiber optic; cables, fiber optic; optical signaling cables; optical fiber cables; cables for high-speed optical signal transmission; optical communications instruments and components, namely, optical data links; fiber optic instruments, namely, wires and cables for highspeed data transfer for interconnect devices; fiber optic connectors for use with portable and stationary electronic devices; fiberoptic wire and cable, cabling systems comprised of cable and connectors, and parts and fittings therefor, for data, video, power and control |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use | Jan. 05, 2023 In Commerce | Jan. 05, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Mo-Link Technology Limited DBA, AKA, Formerly | Mo-Link DBA Mo-Link Address | Mo-Link Technology Limited #2245-6900 Graybar Road Richmond, BC CANADA V6W0A5 Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Legal Authority |
| **Country Where Organized** | CANADA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BUTTON, JENNIFER JO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HCYWOC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97195699 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2021
Registration Number 7101993
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lunchboxes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 05, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hope E-Commerce Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hope E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 109, No. 1, Dongda Road, Fenghuang St, Guangming Dist, Shenzhen CHINA 518132
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BDD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97197407 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7101994
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0754656, 1496734, 1573340 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative wall hangings, not of textile
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Mar. 16, 2017 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2017

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meredith Operations Corporation Address Meredith Operations Corporation 1716 Locust Street Des Moines IOWA 50309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DATING FOR THE SOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97200071 Application Filing Date Jan. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7101995 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring dating and relationship advice, spirituality, marriage, and dating service recommendations.; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the field of dating, dating advice, relationships, spirituality, marriage, and dating service recommendations.
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sanders, Lauren M Address Sanders, Lauren M PO Box 393 Lithia Springs GEORGIA 301229998 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RADAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97200306 Application Filing Date Jan. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7101996 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 12, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Folding knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Dec. 16, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kai U.S.A., Ltd. Address Kai U.S.A., Ltd. 18600 Southwest Teton Avenue Tualatin OREGON 97062
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 530055.20221

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** OUT THE BOX FOR WOMEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97203899</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7101997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "FOR WOMEN" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, mental health awareness and interpersonal communication for women; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, mental health awareness and interpersonal communication for women accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers in the field of self- and personal improvement; Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, and camps in the fields of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, mental health awareness and interpersonal communication for women; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, mental health awareness and interpersonal communication for women; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, and camps in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, mental health awareness and interpersonal communication for women; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, and camps in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, mental health awareness and interpersonal communication for women and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jan. 05, 2022

**In Commerce** Jan. 07, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

15491
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Rogers, Latangela A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Rogers, Latangela A 42200 Margarita Rd #1313 Temecula, CALIFORNIA 92592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PERKINS, ELLEN J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  NATASHA DENONA LOVE
FACE PALETTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97204891 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7101998 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FACE PALETTE" Name Portrait Consent The name NATASHA DENONA identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6762379, 5282666, 6640673, 6663658

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeshadow, blush and makeup highlighter
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 09, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Natasha Denona Trading Ltd. Address Natasha Denona Trading Ltd. Trident Park,Notabile Gardens,No.2-Lvl 3 Mdina Road,Zone 2,Central Business Dist. BIRKIRKARA (B'Kara) MALTA CBD2010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MALTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney SEGAL, MOLLY DANIELA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WAYSTONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97205270 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7101999 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 22, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jun. 22, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prairie West Design, Inc. Address Prairie West Design, Inc. PO Box 39572 Denver COLORADO 80239 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WAYSTONE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PROFUSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97205391
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102000
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 22, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 17, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Fabrics for textile use; interfacing cotton fabric; interfacing fabrics for use as textile in the manufacture of garments, garment collars, cuffs, waistbands, pockets, masks, facings, needlework backing and embroidery
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 28, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CLEANER'S SUPPLY, INC.
- **Address**: CLEANER'S SUPPLY, INC. 1059 Powers Road Conklin NEW YORK 13748
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1633-576

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GIBBONS, BRIAN R
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

## MARK LITERAL(s)
THE (UN)BUSINESS PODCAST

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97206083 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 06, 2022 | Registration Number | 7102001 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Nov. 22, 2022 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 17, 2023 |

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "Podcast"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of business, law, entrepreneurship, women in business, negotiation, and conflict management and resolution |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 18, 2022 | In Commerce | Jan. 18, 2022 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Lieberman & Associates LLC |
| Address | Lieberman & Associates LLC 1422 Grand Street Unit 3E Hoboken NEW JERSEY 07030 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examinating Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PROSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97207055
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 07, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102002
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 11, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 06, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: real estate leasing and rental; real estate management; real estate services, namely, rental property management
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 2020
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2020

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Alliance Realty Partners, LLC
- **Address**: Alliance Realty Partners, LLC 7135 E. Camelback Rd, Suite 360 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85251
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 96735-16

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) C4 SUPERSPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97210383 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2022 Registration Number 7102003 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4761804, 4632279, 4632277 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pre-workout dietary and nutritional supplements for human consumption
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 09, 2022 In Commerce May 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woodbolt Distribution, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Nutrabolt Address Woodbolt Distribution, LLC Suite 150 4407 Monterey Oaks Blvd. Austin TEXAS 78749 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 102866714989

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ODUSAMI, OLUWAKEMI KEH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HAVING A DAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Headwear; Clothing, namely, shirts and tank tops

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Jul. 04, 2022 **In Commerce** Jul. 04, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Staky, Charles **Address** Staky, Charles 2101 Gorham Dr SE East Grand Rapids MICHIGAN 49460

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

PERRY, KIMBERLY B
TM 13139 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LIFESHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97215178 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7102005 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Oct. 21, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HLI Solutions, Inc. Address HLI Solutions, Inc. 701 Millennium Boulevard Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29607 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2078024-6075

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: CONFIDENCE CHECKING
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHECKING"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Banking services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Oct. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: First Commonwealth Financial Corporation
- **Address**: First Commonwealth Financial Corporation 601 Philadelphia Street Indiana PENNSYLVANIA 15701
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4012543
- **Examining Attorney**: BRADLEY, EVELYN W

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97217678
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 13, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102006
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 28, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 25, 2023
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AUKELAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97218678 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7102007 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording Aukelan.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headsets; Audio cables; Capacitive styluses for touch screen devices; Chargers for smartphones; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Data cables; Hard disk drives; Rechargeable batteries; USB hubs; Video cables; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 29, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Aukelan Technology Co., Ltd. Address Dongguan Aukelan Technology Co., Ltd. Room 501, No. 11, Fuqiao Road Dalingshan Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province CHINA 523820 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM116103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GIBBONS, BRIAN R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** KRAZY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97220541</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2022</td>
<td>7102008</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Toagosei Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Toagosei Co., Ltd. 1-14-1, Nishi-Shinbashi Minato-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 105-8419
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 135377.04277

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI

---

15503
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) I’M FOAMiE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97222548 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7102009 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a gnome with a pink nose, white beard, and blue shoes, wearing a blue triangular hat appearing above the stylized wording "i’M" in black with a pink dot forming the tittle of the lowercase letter "i" before the stylized wording "FOAMiE" in black with a blue triangle forming the inside of, and replacing the crossbar of, the letter "A" and with a pink dot forming the tittle of the lowercase letter "i". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink, white, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For installation of building insulation; installation of insulating materials; installation of spray foam insulation
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 17, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HPB FOAM HOLDINGS LLC Address HPB FOAM HOLDINGS LLC 108020 Harney Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68154 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TINOVUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97223851 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7102010 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical clinic services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Oct. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huber, Stefan R. Address Huber, Stefan R. 3217 Jackal Dr. Lorena TEXAS 76655 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
TETTO

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97225084 Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2022 Registration Number   7102011 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The English translation of "TETTO" in the mark is "ROOF".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   retail stores and online retail stores featuring tiny homes
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use  Dec. 2022 In Commerce  Dec. 2022
For   tiny home building construction services
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and Repair First Use  Dec. 2022 In Commerce  Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Pacifica Holdings Group, LLC Address   Pacifica Holdings Group, LLC  4215 Ingleside Avenue San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92103 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   13112001US01
Examining Attorney   CAPSHAW, DANIEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** UDTER BUTTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97226573</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 19, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102012</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Dec. 06, 2022

**Notice of Allowance Date** Jan. 31, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "BUTTER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Artificially butter flavored edible oils not containing butter

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use** Jan. 2022

**In Commerce** Jan. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** S & K Sales, LLC

**Address** S & K Sales, LLC Suite 1 5355 North 51st Avenue Glendale ARIZONA 85301

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 6153-T12

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGER, MELANIE ALYSSA
SWEETECH

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SWEETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97227845 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7102013 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SWEETECH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones; Chargers for electric batteries; Chip card readers; Computer mouse; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Electrical receptacles; Electronic switchers for audio and video signals; Floppy disc drives; Interfaces for computers; Memory expansion modules; Network cards; Radios incorporating clocks; Sound transmitting apparatus; Time clocks; USB cables for cellphones; USB card readers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 31, 2019 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHOU QI JIE Address ZHOU QI JIE Biguiyuan Zhongbin garden, Daliang st., 801, building 13, Zone D, Baoli Shunde Dist., Foshan, CHINA 528300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZC230500013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COLOR INSPIRED BY TRUE EVENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97228959 Application Filing Date  Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number  7102014 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blankets; blanket throws; pet blankets; travelling blankets; lap blankets; bed blankets; blankets for outdoor use International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Aug. 09, 2019 In Commerce  Aug. 09, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  YETI COOLERS, LLC Address  YETI COOLERS, LLC  7601 Southwest Parkway  Austin  TEXAS 78735 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  008117.05863

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CARGO BUDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97229675 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7102015 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "Cargo"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Truck bed storage organizers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jul. 08, 2022 In Commerce Nov. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name One Lung Enterprises LLC Address One Lung Enterprises LLC 9189 Sugarstone Circle Highlands Ranch COLORADO 80130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Cargo Buddy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
THE SPHERE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 97231737
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 21, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102016
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 06, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 31, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Providing on-line non-downloadable software for analyzing ethics and compliance program practice data accompanied by downloadable information, resources, content and insights based on the analyzed data; Providing a website featuring online non-downloadable software that enables users to analyze ethics and compliance program practice data; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analyzing ethics and compliance program practice data accompanied by downloadable information, resources, content and insights based on the analyzed data
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Apr. 12, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2022

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Ethisphere LLC
- **Address**: Ethisphere LLC 6991 E. Camelback Rd., Ste. B-350 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85251
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 10276.1900

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) A100

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97231805 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7102017 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a letter "A" and number "100" with two lines underneath it, all in stylized red font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alejandro Barberena Address Alejandro Barberena 650 NE 32st Miami FLORIDA 33137 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ROCKPILE RIFF RAFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97232938 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7102018 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Apr. 01, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WE KNOW JACK Address WE KNOW JACK 14000 Rockpile Rd Geyserville CALIFORNIA 95441 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2018983

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97234037  Application Filing Date  Jan. 23, 2022  Registration Number  7102019  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Dec. 20, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized scale of justice design formed by a black sword pointing down and a stylized piece of gold wheat in the body of the sword. On each side of the sword is a black diamond shape formed by two triangles, with a green triangle inside the upper portion of the diamond. White in the mark represents a background or transparent area and is not a feature of the mark.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant and bar services; brewpubs
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Apr. 15, 2022  In Commerce  Aug. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Paul J. Romesser  Address  Paul J. Romesser  3 Hurdville Rd  Arcade  NEW YORK  14009  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SWISSBRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97234520 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7102020 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SWISSBRAND" followed by a solid cross shape with a cross-shaped outline. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flasks; Pans; Pots; Basting brushes; Cooking spoons; Household utensils, namely, spatulas, turners; Pasta serving forks; Portable coolers, non-electric; Vacuum bottles; Water bottles sold empty; Kitchen ladles
For Bedspreads; Pillowcases; Towels; Bath linen; Bed linen; Blankets for outdoor use; Fleece blankets; Household linen; Sleeping bags; Travelling blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022
For Barbecues; Cooking ovens; Gas stoves; Portable headlamps
For Cosmetics; Make-up; Perfume; Non-medicinal skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 31, 2019 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2019
For Hammocks; Tents
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Jan. 31, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RECOVERYTHERM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97234521  Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2022  Registration Number  7102021  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Principal Register
Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Massage apparatus; Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage apparatus for massaging injured muscles; Massaging apparatus for personal use; Vibrating apparatus used to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance for health and medical purposes; Electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44
International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Sep. 20, 2022
In Commerce  Sep. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Therabody, Inc.
Address  Therabody, Inc.  6100 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 200  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA 90048
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  76840-1876

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MORAN, CAROLINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  BELE'MONNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97235446  Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2022  Registration Number  7102022  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bedsheets; Curtains; Dining linens; Interior decoration fabrics; Linen for household purposes
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Dec. 03, 2021  In Commerce  Dec. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Channa Monnekulame  Address  Channa Monnekulame  4435 Kentucky Way  Ave Maria  FLORIDA  34142  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  SRI LANKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L550719118

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIOS, SASHA BOSHART
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97236768</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102023</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 13, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a heart-shaped image tilted to the right with the right half of the image in black and the left half of the image in white with an outline in black and a black dot in the middle. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for connecting patrons with local retail stores, restaurants, cafes, and bars that accept virtual currency as payment for purchases; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for helping users find local retail stores, restaurants, cafes, and bars that participate in a loyalty program that rewards users with virtual currency for purchases at such establishments; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for promoting the goods and services of others and for providing information and reviews concerning the goods and services of local retail stores, restaurants, cafes, and bars; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use by local retail stores, restaurants, cafes, and bars to provide nearby consumers with real time incentives to visit and make a purchase; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use by local retail stores, restaurants, cafes, and bars to communicate with regular patrons to incentivize additional visits and purchases; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for identifying high-value potential customers and building customized incentives and offers for those customers; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for small businesses to apply for financing using virtual currency; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to purchase, spend, store, transfer, and exchange virtual currency; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to sign up for and participate in a loyalty program based on the exchange of virtual currency; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to electronically transfer virtual currency between accounts and to third-parties, pay bills, and make loan payments; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use as an electronic wallet.
**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  May 23, 2022  **In Commerce**  May 23, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Backyard Capital, Inc.  **Address**  Backyard Capital, Inc.  134 7th Street, Apt 8  Seal Beach  CALIFORNIA 90740  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  11645-00201

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

MARK LITERAL(S)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97236785  Application Filing Date   Jan. 25, 2022  Registration Number   7102024  Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date   Dec. 27, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date   Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a heart-shaped image tilted to the right with the right half of the image in black and the left half of the image in white with an outline in black and a black dot in the middle.  Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Financial exchange of virtual currency; Electronic transfer of virtual currencies; Loyalty program payment processing services; Investment by electronic means; Financial services, namely, microfinance lending services; Financial services, namely, providing on-line stored value accounts in an electronic environment; Providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing services; Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; Financing loans for small business; Facilitating and arranging for the financing of small business using virtual currency; Processing of electronic wallet payments
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Insurance and Financial  First Use   May 23, 2022  In Commerce   May 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Backyard Capital, Inc.  Address   Backyard Capital, Inc.  134 7th Street, Apt 8  Seal Beach   CALIFORNIA 90740  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   11645-00200
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
BAKE WAY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97236799</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102025</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2023</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "BAKE" and "WAY" in white located one under the other on a stylized bread design in orange with white outlining. The color grey represents background and is not a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BAKE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Spiral pies in the nature of spanakopita, namely, spinach and feta pie in phyllo dough; vegan spiral pies; spiral fruit pies; Spiral pies in the nature of tyropita, namely, Greek cheese pie; croissants; cookies; dough; pastries; crepes; honey cake; chocolate cake; cannoli
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 19, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Lea Foods Inc
- **Address**: Lea Foods Inc 1111 Kirk St Elk Grove Village ILLINOIS 60007
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ETRAX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97238952</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 26, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102026</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Downloadable computer software that permits users to scan equipment identification and input equipment status in the fields of manufacturing, healthcare, aerospace, transportation, hospitality, and education, for transmission to a server to generate compliance reports for the user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2023</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**For** Inspection and evaluation of the goods of others to assure compliance with industry standards in the nature of providing compliance reports to users based upon scans of equipment identification and input of equipment status in the fields of manufacturing, healthcare, aerospace, transportation, hospitality, and education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2023</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: John Daniel Associates, Inc.
- **Address**: John Daniel Associates, Inc. 6201 Steubenville Pike, Suite 210 McKees Rocks PENNSYLVANIA 15136
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 4141-2200274

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PORTARO, ALEXANDRA J
TM 13161 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DART ZONE PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97238979 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7102027 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toy dart launchers and shooters; toy darts
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 05, 2019 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Easebon Services Limited Address Easebon Services Limited 151 Hoi Bun Rd., Ste. 2/F Kwun Tong HONG KONG Legal Entity body corporate State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 69281/0511

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SULLIVAN, JOHN C
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 97239862 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7102028 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DETAIL"

Goods and Services Information
For Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars and workshops in the field of automobiles and automobile maintenance; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of automobiles and automobile maintenance
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 14, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2022
For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 14, 2021 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2022

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Vexa Digital, LLC Address Vexa Digital, LLC 201 W. 5th St. Ste. 1100, Office 56 Austin TEXAS 78701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number VEXA.T.2
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, CINDY EVANS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRILOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97240248 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2022 Registration Number 7102029 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3460478, 2401182, 2437801 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, workshops and training in the field of software development and coding; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of software development and coding

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trilogy Enterprises, Inc. Address Trilogy Enterprises, Inc. Suite 206 911 Ranch Road 620 Lakeway TEXAS 78701 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TEI-022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WANG, YUAN YUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GINS THE SIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97243290 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102030 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; Headbands; Headwear; Jeans; Neckwear; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Suits; Sweaters; T-shirts; Trousers; Heavy jackets; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Jerseys; Jumpers in the nature of sweaters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DELLA PIAZZA RICCARDO Address DELLA PIAZZA RICCARDO Via Leonardo da Vinci, 18 Abano Terme PD ITALY 35031 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LE COUCOU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97243662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of LE COUCOU in the mark is THE CUCKOO.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0134611/1731474 International Registration Number 1731474

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 31, 2016 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Starr Restaurant Organization, L.P. Composed of Starr Restaurant Organization GP, LLC, a Pennsylvania limited liability company Address Starr Restaurant Organization, L.P. 134 Market Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 349140-00188

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 97246633
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102032
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 20, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 15, 2022

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized rendering of three curved bands positioned horizontally in a stack formation with a space between each band.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Related Properties Information

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4464113, 4859975, 4859974 and others

### Goods and Services Information

#### For Prepaid Preventive Maintenance Services Plans for Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems and Home Appliances

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2022

#### For Providing Aerial Photography, Digital Imaging Services via Unmanned Aerial and Land Vehicles and Unmanned Robotics and Other Robotic Inspection Equipment; Training Services in the Piloting and Operation of Unmanned Aerial and Land Vehicles and Unmanned Robotics and Other Robotic Inspection Equipment; Consultation in the Field of Training in the Operation of Unmanned Aerial and Land Vehicles and Unmanned Robotics and Other Robotic Inspection Equipment; Training and Support Services, Namely, Educational Courses Related to the Installation, Operation, and Maintenance of Inspection Tools and Equipment Including Related to the Operation of UAVs and Hardware Related Thereto

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Feb. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2022

#### For Data Acquisition, Collection, and Processing Services for Business Purposes for Data Related to Physical Assets and Physical Infrastructure; Asset Management Services, Namely, Reporting on Current Condition of Physical Assets, Service Histories, Utilization and Optimization of the Assets, and End of Product Life Information, All Related to Physical Assets That Require Periodic Inspection for Operation, Maintenance, Safety and Planning, Including Utility Assets, Energy Assets, Critical Infrastructure, Vegetation Management; Reseller Services, Namely, Distributorship Services in the Field of Unmanned Aerial and Land Vehicles and Unmanned Robotics and Similar Robotic Inspection Equipment; On-Line Retail Store Services, and Telephone Ordering Services
in the field of home appliances, humidifiers, indoor air quality systems, dehumidifiers, plumbing equipment and systems, electrical systems, generators, surge protection systems, thermostats, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and systems; procurement, namely, purchasing of electricity and natural gas for others

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

**For** Technical support services, namely, technical advice related to the installation and maintenance of inspection equipment related to the operation of UAVs and hardware relating thereto; Consultation in the field of repair, installation, and maintenance of unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Custom construction and building renovation; residential construction services, namely, home improvement and remodeling services; electrical contracting services: electrician services, namely, conversion of residential property to use of natural gas; plumbing services; HVAC contractor services; environmental HVAC retrofitting services; installation, maintenance and repair of home appliances, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, water heaters, boilers, indoor air quality systems, plumbing equipment and systems, electrical systems, generators, surge protection systems, thermostats, geothermal heating and cooling systems, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment and systems; duct installation and cleaning services; installation, repair and replacement of generators

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

**For** Safety inspection services for physical assets that require periodic inspection for operation, maintenance, safety and planning, including utility assets, energy assets, critical infrastructure, vegetation management

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

**For** Piloting unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection aerial drones; removal of old appliances for others; delivery of new appliances for others

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

**For** Providing general asset inspection services; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring on-line non-downloadable proprietary software tools that analyze asset and inspection data and provide customer recommendations; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring on-line non-downloadable proprietary software tools that analyze asset and inspection data and provide customer recommendations; Surveying services via light detection and ranging (LIDAR), unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Computer modeling services via light detection and ranging (LIDAR), unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Environmental inspection services via light detection and ranging (LIDAR), unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Product research in the field of unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Technical support services, namely, technical advice and support related to the installation, operation and maintenance of inspection equipment software; technical support services, namely, technical advice related to the operation of inspection equipment in the nature of operation of UAVs and hardware relating thereto; Calibration of equipment, material testing and testing of equipment for accuracy and functionality, all within a laboratory
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Feb. 2022 In Commerce   Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Constellation Energy Corporation Address   Constellation Energy Corporation   1210 Point Street   Baltimore MARYLAND   21231 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   00368883

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HWANG, JOHN C B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized rendering of three curved bands shown in the colors blue, orange and green positioned horizontally in a stack formation with a space between each band. The white background is not a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, orange and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4464113, 4859975, 4859974 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Prepaid preventive maintenance services plans for heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems and home appliances
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
- **First Use**: Feb. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2022

**For** Providing aerial photography, digital imaging services via unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Training services in the piloting and operation of unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Consultation in the field of training in the operation of unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; training and support services, namely, educational courses related to the installation, operation, and maintenance of inspection tools and equipment including related to the operation of UAVs and hardware related thereto
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
- **First Use**: Feb. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2022

**For** Data acquisition, collection, and processing services for business purposes for data related to physical assets and physical infrastructure; Asset management services, namely, reporting on current condition of physical assets, service histories, utilization and optimization of the assets, and end of product life information, all related to physical assets that require periodic inspection for operation, maintenance, safety and planning, including utility assets, energy assets, critical infrastructure, vegetation management; Reseller services, namely, distributorship services in the field of unmanned aerial and land vehicles
- **International Classes**: 15533

and unmanned robotics and similar robotic inspection equipment; On-line retail store services, and telephone ordering services in the field of home appliances, humidifiers, indoor air quality systems, dehumidifiers, plumbing equipment and systems, electrical systems, generators, surge protection systems, thermostats, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and systems; procurement, namely, purchasing of electricity and natural gas for others

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

For Technical support services, namely, technical advice related to the installation and maintenance of inspection equipment related to the operation of UAVs and hardware relating thereto; Maintenance of inspection tools and equipment, namely, unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Consultation in the field of repair, installation, and maintenance of unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; custom construction and building renovation; residential construction services, namely, home improvement and remodeling services; electrical contracting services; electrician services, namely, conversion of residential property to use of natural gas; plumbing services; HVAC contractor services; environmental HVAC retrofitting services; installation, maintenance and repair of home appliances, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, water heaters, boilers, indoor air quality systems, plumbing equipment and systems, electrical systems, generators, surge protection systems, thermostats, geothermal heating and cooling systems, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment and systems; duct installation and cleaning services; installation, repair and replacement of generators

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

For Safety inspection services for physical assets that require periodic inspection for operation, maintenance, safety and planning, including utility assets, energy assets, critical infrastructure, vegetation management

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

For Piloting unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection aerial drones; removal of old appliances for others; delivery of new appliances for others

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage **First Use** Feb. 2022 **In Commerce** Feb. 2022

For Providing general asset inspection services; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring on-line non-downloadable proprietary software tools that analyze asset and inspection data and provide customer recommendations; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring on-line non-downloadable proprietary software tools that analyze asset and inspection data and provide customer recommendations; Surveying services via light detection and ranging (LIDAR), unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Computer modeling services via light detection and ranging (LIDAR), unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Environmental inspection services via light detection and ranging (LIDAR), unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Product research in the field of unmanned aerial and land vehicles and unmanned robotics and other robotic inspection equipment; Technical support services, namely, technical advice and support related to the installation, operation and maintenance of inspection equipment software; technical support services, namely, technical advice related to the operation of inspection equipment in the nature of operation of UAVs and hardware relating thereto; Calibration
of equipment, material testing and testing of equipment for accuracy and functionality, all within a laboratory

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Feb. 2022  **In Commerce**: Feb. 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Constellation Energy Corporation  **Address**: Constellation Energy Corporation  1210 Point Street  Baltimore MARYLAND  21231  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 00368883

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  CONSTELLATION POWERLABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97246643 Application Filing Date  Jan. 31, 2022 Registration Number   7102034 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principa lMark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 20, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4339957, 4339956, 4464112 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Calibration of equipment, material testing and testing of equipment for accuracy and functionality, all within a laboratory
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Feb. 2022 In Commerce  Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Constellation Energy Corporation Address  Constellation Energy Corporation  1210 Point Street Baltimore MARYLAND  21231 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   00368883

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VISTAPAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97247600 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2022 Registration Number 7102035
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring eyeglasses
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TEAGALD GROUP LLC Address TEAGALD GROUP LLC 5600 ROYAL OAK WAY FORT LAUDERDALE FLORIDA 33312 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) UNRUBBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97250267 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2022 Registration Number 7102036
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for use in work time management, work time tracking, work schedule planning, personal time off tracking and planning, management, scheduling and tracking of business trips, managing, scheduling and tracking of workflow assignments, and organizing, managing and tracking of media content created by others
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2023
For Delivery of messages by electronic transmission; Electronic transmission of messages and data; Electronic transmission of voice, data and images by television and video broadcasting; Electronic data transmission; Electronic message transmission; Telecommunication services, namely, wireless telephone services; Telecommunication access services; Transmission of information by electronic communications networks; Delivery of digital music by electronic transmission
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Jan. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2023
For Design, development, and testing services for others in the fields of new food products and new menus; Information technology consulting services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring online, non-downloadable software for use in work time management, work time tracking, work schedule planning, personal time off tracking and planning, management, scheduling and tracking of business trips, managing, scheduling and tracking of workflow assignments, and organizing, managing and tracking of media content created by others; Testing of computers; Testing of materials; Computer design services; Consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; Consulting services in the field of architectural design; Engineering design services; Material testing; Product testing; Product quality testing; Product safety testing; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in work time management, work time tracking, work schedule planning, personal time off tracking and planning, management, scheduling and tracking of business trips, managing, scheduling and tracking of workflow assignments, and organizing,
managing and tracking media of content created by others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2021  **In Commerce** Jan. 16, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  INEWI SP. Z O.O.  **Address**  INEWI SP. Z O.O.  1 Maja 15  Bielsko-Biała  POLAND  43-300  **Legal Entity**  spółka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnością (sp. z o.o.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  POLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  AM.0006TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  TANNER, MICHAEL R
TM 13171 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) Nauox

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251228 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7102037
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Beauty care cosmetics; Body and beauty care cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 30, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nauox, LLC Address Nauox, LLC 118 Oakdale Woods Lane Acworth GEORGIA 30102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IT'S DIFFERENT UP HERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97251832 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7102038
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages, except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Jan. 18, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pernod Ricard USA, LLC Address Pernod Ricard USA, LLC 250 Park Avenue, 17th Floor New York NEW YORK 10177 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0021324.tbd

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LEMON & THYME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97253703</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2022</td>
<td>7102039</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** Feb. 21, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Catering services; Restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 02, 2023</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BKS Hospitality Group, LLC</td>
<td>BKS Hospitality Group, LLC 1120 Thomasville Road, Suite 8 Tallahassee FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BKS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHADAB, SETH WILLIG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  LEMON & THYME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97253725  Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2022
Registration Number  7102040  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized outline of a lemon and a sprig of thyme over the literal element LEMON & THYME.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Catering services; Restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Mar. 02, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 02, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BKS Hospitality Group, LLC
Address  BKS Hospitality Group, LLC  1120 Thomasville Road, Suite 8 Tallahassee  FLORIDA  32303
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BKS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OUCHHH!!!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97253995 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7102041
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "OUCHHH!!!" in stylized font.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For board games; tabletop games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 18, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OUCHHH LLC Address OUCHHH LLC 6206 Arlington Rd., Suite 3 Jacksonville FLORIDA 32211
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DURRETT, THOMAS ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TAILORED FOR YOU
BEHAVIORAL & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97255093 Application Filing Date  Feb. 06, 2022 Registration Number   7102042
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "BEHAVIORAL & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Behavioral health services; Mental health services; Mental health therapy services
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Dec. 24, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TAILORED FOR YOU BEHAVIORAL & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, LLC Address   TAILORED FOR YOU BEHAVIORAL & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, LLC   3505 Echodale Ave Blatimore MARYLAND 21214 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   L553541443

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MNRC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97256386 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7102043
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Renovation of buildings
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 30, 2020 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Minnesota Restoration Contractors, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MNRC Address Minnesota Restoration Contractors, Inc. 12252 Nicollet Ave Burnsville MINNESOTA 55337 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 70857.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97258065 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7102044
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts; sweaters; sports wear, namely, tops and bottoms as clothing; anoraks; overcoats; clothing, namely, tops and bottoms; panties, shorts and briefs; bottoms as clothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 2021 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FirstCanvas Co., Ltd. Address FirstCanvas Co., Ltd. 4th floor 19, Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 04027 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAJO-376TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  CHAMPION FIREWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97258330  Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2022  Registration Number  7102045
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FIREWORKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FIREWORKS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE, WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING FIREWORKS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE, FRANCHISE SERVICES, namely, OFFERING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF FIREWORKS RETAILERS
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jan. 31, 2020  In Commerce  Jan. 31, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  John Martinez  Address  John Martinez  2900 SW 28 Lane, Apt. 806  Miami  FLORIDA  33133  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  30734.6020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Golf training apparatus, namely, golf practice platforms
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Golf Slingshot LLC
- **Address**: Unit 749 12223 Highland Avenue Rancho Cucamonga CALIFORNIA 91739
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: P-BUSH.0002
- **Examining Attorney**: EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**TM 13181**  
**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  
**JUL. 04, 2023**

---

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

---

**Mark Literal(s)**  
MISFITTENS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97258493</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**  
A0124505/1676718 International

**Registration Number**  
1676718

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**

- toys, games, and playthings, namely, plush toys; toys, games, and playthings, namely, plush toys sold in a container; collectible plush toys; toys, games, and playthings, namely, containers featuring plush toys; novelty toys in the nature of surprise toys featuring the identity of a collectible plush toy

**International Classes**  
28 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  
22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**  
Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**  
May 01, 2022

**In Commerce**  
May 01, 2022

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
Basic Fun, Inc.

**Address**  
Basic Fun, Inc.  
301 Yamato Road, Suite 4200  
Boca Raton  
FLORIDA  
33431

**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**  
DELAWARE

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  
073875717376

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97262180 Application Filing Date   Feb. 10, 2022 Registration Number   7102048
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Jan. 03, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date   Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized "X" within a circle, with three
equidistant bars traversing the "X" horizontally.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   5038649, 5586562, 5079178 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   clothing, namely, shirts, pants, leggings, shorts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, tank tops, socks; outerwear, namely, jackets,
parkas, vests, wind-resistant jackets and vests; underwear, namely, boxer shorts, undergarments, bra tops, sports bras;
headwear, namely, headbands, hats, caps, knit face masks; footwear; dresses, skirts, skorts, tights, swimwear, sleepwear,
pajamas, neckwear, gloves, mittens, infant, baby and toddler apparel, footwear and accessories, namely, one-piece garments,
infant sleepers, layettes, rompers, pajamas, sweaters, shirts, pants, shorts, headwear, cloth bibs, booties and socks
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use
Jan. 2023 In Commerce Jan. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TRB Acquisitions LLC Address   TRB Acquisitions LLC 34 West 33 Street New York NEW YORK
10001 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   037123.00170

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
TM 13183  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97262430  Application Filing Date   Feb. 10, 2022  Registration Number   7102049
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date  Jan. 03, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date   Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized rocket ship pointing to the upper right with stylized explosion trailing behind. Two curved bars appear around the base of the rocket ship. A single-line circle with speckled background appears behind the rocket ship and a splatter appears behind the circle.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Energy drinks
International Classes   32 - Primary Classes  US Classes   45, 46, 48  International Class Title   Light Beverages
First Use   Aug. 18, 2022  In Commerce   Aug. 18, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Cryptoblast Enterprises Inc.  Address   Cryptoblast Enterprises Inc.   2339 200th Street  Langley, BC  CANADA  V2Y1A2  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   CRY-TM002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   YE, CINDY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CR-AXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265524 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7102050
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing interactive play areas featuring ax and hatchet throwing; entertainment services, namely, conducting parties for individuals, teams, and groups
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 10, 2021 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rincione Investments, LLC Address Rincione Investments, LLC Suite 18 1623 Central Ave. Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WHITE TURTLE BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97265615 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7102051
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEAUTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic preparations; Facial cleansers; Massage oils; Non-mediated herbal body care products, namely, oils, salves, balms; Non-mediated skin care preparations; Non-mediated skin care preparations, namely, cleansers, balm, oils; Skin and body topical oils for cosmetic use; Skin moisturizer; Beauty balm creams
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 14, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 14, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name White Turtle Beauty Composed of Maria Piotrowski, Sole Proprietor, a Canadian citizen Address White Turtle Beauty 45 Horizon St Brampton, ON CANADA L6P2J2 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HYPERCHARGED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97267847 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2022
Registration Number 7102052
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded
operational game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022
For Recorded computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including
dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; recorded
computer gaming software for gambling
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIGHT & WONDER, INC. Address LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE FORGOTTEN VALLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97269925 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7102053
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, a multimedia program series featuring comedy, action and adventure distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 25, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Turner International Latin America, Inc. Address Turner International Latin America, Inc. 1050 Techwood Drive Atlanta GEORGIA 30318 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PHANTOM GEL STRIKER BY FUN KIWI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97269951</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2022</td>
<td>7102054</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** Jun. 28, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized words "PHANTOM GEL STRIKER by Fun Kiwi" to the left of a picture of a Kiwi bird. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "GEL" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Gel guns being toy guns; Gel balls for toy gel guns |

| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

| First Use | Feb. 16, 2022 | In Commerce | Nov. 29, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | WHITE SAND SRL |
| Address | WHITE SAND SRL Sc A et 2, ap 11 birou E106 Str Nicolae Racota 1 Bucharest ROMANIA 011391 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | ROMANIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NEHMER, JASON ROBERT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CANESTEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97270242 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7102055
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-itch ointment; Athlete's foot preparations; Medicated creams for treating dermatological conditions
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 02, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rexnova LLC Address Rexnova LLC 888 Prospect Street Suite 200 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92037
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAGIT, JACOB FLEMING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WATER CHOMPERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97270859 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7102056
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WATER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Novelty toy items in the nature of a water squirting toy with an animal's head, where water is drawn in and squirted from the mouth of the animal's head; Water toys; Water squirting toys
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Goliath IP Stichting Address Goliath IP Stichting Vijzelpad 80 Hattem NETHERLANDS 8051KR
Legal Entity FOUNDATION State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WaterChomper

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LOWE'S HOMETOWNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97271454 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7102057
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1922425, 3034244, 3097334 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects and events
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 07, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LF, LLC Address LF, LLC 1000 Lowe's Boulevard Mooresville NORTH CAROLINA 28117 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LowesHT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARK AI ULTRA

**Serial Number** 97274655  **Application Filing Date** Feb. 18, 2022  **Registration Number** 7102058  **Registration Date** Jul. 04, 2023  **Principal Register**  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Sep. 06, 2022  **Notice of Allowance Date** Nov. 01, 2022

**Mark Information**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer** "AI"

**Related Properties Information**
**International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property** A0126157/1683717 International  **Registration Number** 1683717

**Goods and Services Information**
**For** Vacuum cleaners and hand-held vacuum cleaners; electric sweepers; robotic vacuum and floor cleaning machines, and replacement parts and fittings therefor; accessories for robotic vacuum cleaners and floor cleaning machines, namely, vacuum cleaner hoses, wands, brushes suction nozzles, and suction nozzle holders; electric mops  **International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  **International Class Title** Machinery  **First Use** Aug. 2022  **In Commerce** Aug. 2022

**Basis Information**
**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name** SharkNinja Operating LLC  **Address** SharkNinja Operating LLC 89 A Street, Suite 100 Needham MA MASSACHUSETTS 02494  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
**Docket Number** 42982.12000

**Examinining Attorney**
**Examinee Attorney** KELLY, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MELODY MADNESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97274662</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "MELODY" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Card games, game cards, printed game cards, game pieces for game play being sold as integral components of board games and card games |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Jul. 08, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 08, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | UT Brands, LLC |
| Address | UT Brands, LLC 5965 Village Way, Suite E105-509 San Diego CALIFORNIA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 104028.0117U |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | WOLFSEN, CHRISTIANNE L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

MARK Literal(s) FUNYAZU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97274858 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number 7102060
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording FUNYAZU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gloves; Hats; Scarves; Shawls; Shoes; Athletic tops and bottoms for yoga; Clothing layettes; Yoga pants; Yoga socks; Yoga tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 10, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dongguan Hengfeng Household Supplies Co., Ltd Address Dongguan Hengfeng Household Supplies Co., Ltd No. 8-9, Anqian Street, Tangbian, Zengbu Village, Chashan Town, Dongguan, Guangdong CHINA 523000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US036186T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  FUNYAZU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97274859  Application Filing Date  Feb. 18, 2022  Registration Number  7102061
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording FUNYAZU has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Anti-slip floor mats; Bags specially adapted for yoga mats; Floor mats for vehicles; Gymnasium exercise mats; Gymnastic mats; Non-slip mats for baths; Yoga mat carrying apparatus comprising a central winding core affixed to removable end caps; Yoga mats; Yoga towel clips for attachment to yoga mats; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings  First Use  Mar. 10, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 10, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dongguan Hengfeng Household Supplies Co., Ltd  Address  Dongguan Hengfeng Household Supplies Co., Ltd  No. 8-9, Anqian Street, Tangbian, Zengbu Village, Chashan Town, Dongguan, Guangdong  CHINA  523000  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US036187T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NORTH BALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97275568 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7102062
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beanies; Hats; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 08, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name North Balm LLC Address North Balm LLC 3531 W. Southland Drive Franklin WISCONSIN 53132
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) XINLIN SHIYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97276019  Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2022  Registration Number  7102063
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a curved ribbon above the stylized wording "XINLIN SHIYE".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "XINLIN SHIYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Model planes; Remote control toys, namely, airplanes; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy aircraft
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Dec. 04, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHANTOU QUMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.  Address  SHANTOU QUMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.  NO. 6, XINJIN ROAD ZHUJIN INDUSTRIAL ZONE, SHANTOU GUANGDONG CHINA  515041  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  VM116458
Examining Attorney  SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) XIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97276025 Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2022 Registration Number   7102064
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized wording "XIL". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Model planes; Remote control toys, namely, airplanes; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy aircraft
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Jun. 07, 2021 In Commerce  Mar. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHANTOU QUMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address  SHANTOU QUMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. NO. 6, XINJIN ROAD ZHUJIN INDUSTRIAL ZONE, SHANTOU GUANGDONG CHINA  515041 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  VM116459

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HAVIN' IT ALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97276052 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2022 Registration Number 7102065
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming equipment, namely, slot machines with or without video output; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and recorded operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; Gaming machines featuring a device that accepts wagers; Electronic gaming machines, namely, electronic gaming machines with an embedded recorded software sold as an integral component of the device which accepts a wager
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 01, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XIANG SHANG GAMES CO., LTD. Address XIANG SHANG GAMES CO., LTD. No.356, Jianxing Rd., North Dist. Taichung City TAIWAN 40459 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM1429US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUIZ SANTIAGO, REBECCA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ALEXIS & GREENBERG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97276281</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 21, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102066</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Squeeze toys; Fidget toys; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Stress relief exercise toys; Spinning fidget toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Commerce Jun. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, dresses; jackets; hats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Commerce Dec. 01, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  ALEXIS & GREENBERG CORP. Address  ALEXIS & GREENBERG CORP. 76 Shore Drive New Windsor NEW YORK 12553 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number  01565

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) 88CRAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97277017 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7102067
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wind chimes
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 04, 2021 In Commerce May 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 88CRAFTSTORE LLC Address 88CRAFTSTORE LLC 30 North Gould Street Sheridan WYOMING 82801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JOLLY RANCHER REMIX TAKE
A FLAVOR RIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278448 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7102068
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "REMIX" in green, from which a
green arrow extends from the bottom of the letter "R" to underline the word "REMIX" and another green arrow extends
top of the letter "X" and crosses above the right half of the word "REMIX". The letter "M" in the word "REMIX"
is represented by a stylized roller coaster track composed of two curving green lines connected by multiple green
horizontal bars with blue between them. To the left of the top arrow and at the top right of the word "REMIX", the stacked
wording "JOLLY RANCHER" appears in white. All the aforesaid appears within a blue rectangular shape that is outlined
in yellow and slightly angled. The wording "TAKE A FLAVOR RIDE" appears in blue below the blue rectangular shape.
Except for the wording "JOLLY RANCHER", the remainder of the white appearing in the mark represents background
and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, green, blue, and
yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing an amusement park ride in the nature of roller coasters
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use May 28, 2022 In Commerce May 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ICONIC IP INTERESTS, LLC Address ICONIC IP INTERESTS, LLC 16192 Coastal Highway Lewes
DELAWARE 199589776 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FRESH AIR FLØRT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97278884 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7102069
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word FLØRT in the mark is "flirt".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; shirts; jackets; T-shirts; pants; hoodies; shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 15, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flørt LLC Address Flørt LLC  1947 Fairmount Ave  Saint Paul  MINNESOTA  55105 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FLO0001US02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  DESIGN TO CO2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97279122  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2022  Registration Number  7102070
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business management consulting
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Apr. 17, 2023  In Commerce  Apr. 17, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  POLARIXPARTNER NORTH AMERICA, INC.  Address  POLARIXPARTNER NORTH AMERICA, INC.  1271 Lakeside Dr  Birmingham  MICHIGAN  48009  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) JONGCOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97279176 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2022 Registration Number 7102071
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Automotive interior trim; Bicycle bells; Fabric car seat buckle protector; Luggage nets for vehicles; Motor scooters; Motorcycle saddlebags; Motorized tailgates for trucks; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; Sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; Transmission mounting plates for land vehicles; Vehicle hoods; Vehicle running boards
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Oct. 27, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 27, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jiang Yingwen Address Jiang Yingwen No.374, Luhe Village, Wukou Town Pingjiang County Yueyang, Hunan CHINA 414500 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLIFFORD, MEGAN NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TUMATU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97280220 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7102072
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TUMATU", where the letters "M", "A" are on two faces of a cube design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "TUMATU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Breast prostheses; Sex dolls
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Mar. 15, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHAO, YI Address ZHAO, YI Rm. 102, Unit 2, Bldg. 9 Binsheng Jinmao Mansion, Binjiang Dist. Hangzhou, Zhejiang CHINA 310000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CJTM506.0109

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  TUMATU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97280226  Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2022  Registration Number  7102073
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "TUMATU", where the letters "M", "A" are on two faces of a cube design.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The wording "TUMATU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls and dolls' clothing; Molded toy figures; Toy animals; Toy masks; Traditionally dressed dolls
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  Mar. 15, 2023  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ZHAO, YI  Address  ZHAO, YI  Rm. 102, Unit 2, Bldg. 9  Binsheng Jinmao Mansion, Binjiang Dist.  Hangzhou, Zhejiang  CHINA  310000  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CJTM506.0110

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HHFFDD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97280707 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7102074
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording HHFFDD has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cutlery, namely, scalers; Disposable razors; Electric fingernail polishers; Electric hair clippers; Electric hair crimper; Electric hair straightening irons; Electrolysis apparatus for hair removal; Epilatory appliances; Hair clippers for children, animals and dogs; Hand-operated agricultural implements, namely, cider presses; Hand-operated atomizers for industrial or commercial use; Hand-operated cutting tools, namely, safety cutters; Hand tools for repair and maintenance of bicycles; Hand tools for use in carving or decorating pumpkins, mini-pumpkins, gourds, and other fruits and vegetables, namely, knives, saws, scoops, chisels and drills; Hand tools for use with burning campfires and previously burnt campfires, namely, fire pokers to move burning logs and previously burnt logs, tongs to pick up burning logs and previously burnt logs; Hand tools, namely, floats for grout, mortar or cement; Hand tools, namely, spokeshaves; Hand tools, namely, weed diggers; Manually-powered motorcycle lift; Manually operated shop tools for work on motorcycles, namely, chain breaker tool, chain riveting tool, chain press tool, chain alignment tool, carburetor tuning tool, carburetor tuning gauge set, tire irons, tappet adjustment tools, valve shim tools, tappet feeler gauge, carburetor jet wrenches, clutch holding tool, piston pin removing tool, spring removing tool, timing cover wrench, oil filter wrench, shock absorber wrench, axle wrench, fly wheel puller tool, clutch puller tool and magneto flywheel puller tool

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 16, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Hao Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Hao Xu Room 301, No. 38, Lane 6988, Humin Road, Minhang District, Shanghai CHINA 201100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>STEIN, JAMES W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NÖHLSTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97280841
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102075
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 07, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 04, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clips specially adapted for use on belts and clothing for the purpose of holding tools; rings specially adapted for use on belts for the purpose of holding tools
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NÖHLSTER LLC
- **Address**: NÖHLSTER LLC 3655 N. Milwaukee St. Denver COLORADO 80205
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 87805-2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GIBBONS, BRIAN R
RE Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RE WELLNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97282333 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7102076
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WELLNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For multi-disciplinary, integrative medical services; alternative medicine services; complementary medical services; holistic health care services; mind-body therapy, namely, cognitive behavioral therapy; biological therapy services featuring the treatment of diseases using biological materials; naturopathic health care services; bioidentical hormone replacement therapy; natural hormone replacement therapy; anti-aging therapy; nutritional counseling featuring holistic approaches and focusing nutrition for the health of core systems, cardio-metabolism, mitochondrial metabolic pathways, and autoimmune disease management; counseling services in the fields of nutrition and lifestyle wellness utilizing written guides; providing healthy lifestyle and nutrition services, namely, personalized assessments, personalized routines, and counseling; intravenous (IV) vitamin therapy services; intravenous (IV) hydration therapy services; sauna services; shockwave therapy
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leigh Gault, PLLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RE Wellness Address Leigh Gault, PLLC 104 Rosalie Ct Clinton MISSISSIPPI 39056 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LEMPOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97283439 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7102077
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smartglasses; Smartwatches; Adapter plugs; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Cases adapted for holding smartwatches; Cell phone battery chargers; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Computer cables; Electric charging cables; Electric shaver chargers; Electrical adapters; Headsets for mobile telephones; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Power adapters for computers; Smart watches; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch straps; Solar-powered battery chargers; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Stands adapted for tablet computers; USB charging ports; Wearable activity trackers; Wireless chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 09, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUOYANG PUTUO WANGLUOKEJI YOUXIANGONGSI Address LUOYANG PUTUO WANGLUOKEJI YOUXIANGONGSI Rm 1125, S&T Bldg, Zhuoyang S&T Park No.21, Xiyuan Road, Jianxi District Luoyang, Henan CHINA 451252 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUKER, RACHEL EVE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MATH MYSTERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97283696 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7102078
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MATH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable education resources, namely, downloadable children's educational worksheets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 01, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mrs J's Resource Creations Pty Ltd Address Mrs J's Resource Creations Pty Ltd PO Box 547 Emu Plains AUSTRALIA 2750 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DROPPYT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Hand-sanitizing preparations |
| **International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Pharmaceuticals |
| **First Use** | Mar. 05, 2023 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 05, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | RIX GLOBAL LLC |
| **Address** | RIX GLOBAL LLC Business Center Sharjah Publishing City Free Zone Sharjah UNITED ARAB EMIR. |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DROPPYT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97286440</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7102080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of an outline of a droplet in the color aqua with the wording "DROPPYT" written across the middle of the droplet in aqua and a curved line appearing inside the lower right portion of the droplet in aqua all on a blue rectangular background. **Color Drawing** Yes **Color Claimed** The color(s) blue and aqua is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Hand-sanitizing preparations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>RIX GLOBAL LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>RIX GLOBAL LLC Business Center Sharjah Publishing City Free Zone Sharjah UNITED ARAB EMIR. Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY <strong>State or Country Where</strong> UNITED ARAB EMIRATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organized</strong></td>
<td>UNITED ARAB EMIRATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examiner** | EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN |

---

15584
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97286945</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 28, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102081</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2023</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The English translation of CAMPURRIANAS in the mark is natives of Campoo. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Biscuits; Cookies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CUETARA, S.L.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CUETARA, S.L. Avda. Hermanos Gómez Cuéarta Núm. 1 VILLAREJO DE SALVANES MADRID SPAIN 28590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTCORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 02136/315542 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA |

---

**CAMPURRIANAS**

**Mark Literal(s)** CAMPURRIANAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) IMPOSSIBLE THINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97286968 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102082
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable cloud-based software for editing digital images; Downloadable mobile applications for editing digital images
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DVLOP Address DVLOP 3073 Lucca Lane San Luis Obispo CALIFORNIA 93401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFE IN MOTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97287703
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102083
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register Principal**: Mark Type
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 17, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 14, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial planning and investment advisory services; financial services, namely, wealth management services; financial and investment services, namely, investment portfolio management, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory, and development; financial consulting and advising in the fields of insurance planning and coordination of tax advisory and estate planning
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 21, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Christy Gatien DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Gatien Strategic Wealth Management
- **Address**: Christy Gatien 10400 NE 4th St., Ste. 400 Bellevue WASHINGTON 98004
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: T295381.US.0

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HUGHES, ROSE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EC70

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97290191
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 01, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102084
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 24, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 21, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Bicycle components, namely, handlebars, wheels, wheelsets, wheel rims, handle bar stems, crankarms, cranksets, seatposts, forks
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jun. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Fox Factory, Inc.
- **Address**: Fox Factory, Inc. 2055 Sugarloaf Circle Suite 300 Duluth GEORGIA 30097
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FOXF/T380US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DEFIANT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97292029</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 02, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102085</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Skateboards; Longboard skateboards
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Defiant Board Society
- **Address**: Defiant Board Society 2505 DOVETAIL DR OCOEE OCOEE FLORIDA 34761

- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MMWAVESOLVED

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97292237
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 02, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102086
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 26, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 20, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0126974/
- **International Registration Number**: 

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Custom manufacturing of wireless communication antennas, radios, and wireless communication systems to the order and specification of others; Manufacturing services for others in the field of wireless radio communications, namely, manufacturing antennas, radios and wireless communication systems
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material
- **Treatment**: First Use - May 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2020

- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the management of network and communication systems; custom design and engineering of wireless radio communication antennas and systems
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 01, 2020
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Pivotal Commware, Inc.
- **Address**: Pivotal Commware, Inc.  1555 132nd Avenue NE  Bellevue  WASHINGTON  98005
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Preparation

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GREEN, ASHLEY ELIZABET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BEDOFU

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97292804
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 03, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102087
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 17, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 14, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "BEDOFU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Real estate investment services; Real estate management
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Mar. 27, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 27, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BeDoFu Group L.L.C.
- **Address**: BeDoFu Group L.L.C. 111 Oxford Blvd Great Neck NEW YORK 11023
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) COIN CONNECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97293368 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7102088
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0127743/1690705 International Registration Number 1690705

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online casino-style games and games of chance; Entertainment services, namely, providing online slot machine-style games; Entertainment services, namely, online casino-style gaming; gaming services in the nature of casino gambling; Entertainment services, namely, providing games of chance via the Internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 21, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DK CROWN HOLDINGS INC. Address DK CROWN HOLDINGS INC. 222 BERKELEY STREET SUITE 501 BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02116 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9119.T074US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
ACTUMUS

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ACTUMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97293526 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7102089
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ACTUMUS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 04, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIMOGES HOLDINGS INC. Address LIMOGES HOLDINGS INC. 2915 Ogletown Road, Ste 3317 Newark DELAWARE 19713 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, LUCY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  EDDIE BAUER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97293798  Application Filing Date  Mar. 03, 2022  Registration Number   7102090
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  0880279, 3634128, 0994152 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Swimwear; bathing suits; rash guards; beach cover-ups; sarongs; shorts; board shorts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Feb. 01, 2023  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EDDIE BAUER LICENSING SERVICES LLC  Address  EDDIE BAUER LICENSING SERVICES LLC 1411 Broadway, 21st Floor  New York  NEW YORK  10018  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** VITAL NURTURE

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97294064</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2022</td>
<td>7102091</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notice of Allowance Date
Mar. 14, 2023

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Non-medicated hair care preparations; Hair shampoos; Hair conditioners
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 26, 2023

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: BigFlySports Inc.
- **Address**: BigFlySports Inc. 3161 State Road Unit 1A, Bensalem, PENNSYLVANIA 19020
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### Docket Number
2019795

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CHÉNGERS

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97295177</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102092</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For** Combined fruit and vegetable purees; Fruit purees; Toddler meals, namely, Frozen, prepared, ready-to-eat, or packaged entrees consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; Vegetable puree; frozen, prepared, ready-to-eat, or packaged meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables
- **International Classes:** 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 **International Class Title:** Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use:** Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** Trina Pratt
- **Address:** Trina Pratt P.O. Box 13992 Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27405
- **Legal Entity:** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship:** UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** SCHAEFER, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) STEMSSORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97295353 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7102093
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable multimedia content being non-downloadable storytelling videos, non-downloadable videos, and other forms of creative expression being non-downloadable videos all in the field of science, technology, and math; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of science, technology, and math
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 19, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Felicia M. Freeman Address Felicia M. Freeman 5807 Southstone Dr Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27406 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RE WELLNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97295511 Application Filing Date   Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number   7102094
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle for a border with two horizontal lines
extending from the interior edge to the middle axis of the circle at the upper right and lower left, with the capitalized
letters R and E offset in the center and stacked above the word "WELLNESS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as
a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "WELLNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For multi-disciplinary, integrative medical services; alternative medicine services; complementary medical services; holistic
health care services; mind-body therapy, namely, cognitive behavioral therapy; biological therapy services featuring the
treatment of diseases using biological materials; naturopathic health care services; bioidentical hormone replacement therapy;
natural hormone replacement therapy; anti-aging therapy; nutritional counseling featuring holistic approaches and focusing
nutrition for the health of core systems, cardio-metabolism, mitochondrial metabolic pathways, and autoimmune disease
management; counseling services in the fields of nutrition and lifestyle wellness utilizing written guides: providing healthy
lifestyle and nutrition services, namely, personalized assessments, personalized routines, and counseling; intravenous (IV)
vitamin therapy services; intravenous (IV) hydration therapy services; sauna services; shockwave therapy
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and
agricultural services First Use Aug. 01, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leigh Gault, PLLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RE Wellness Composed of Leigh Gault Address
Leigh Gault, PLLC 104 Rosalie Ct Clinton MISSISSIPPI 39056 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

15598
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GUAC IT UP!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97296038  Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2022  Registration Number  7102095
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Nov. 08, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Guacamole
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Mar. 2022  In Commerce  Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GoVerden US, Inc.  Address  GoVerden US, Inc.  219 W. Village Blvd.  Laredo  TEXAS  78041  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  4311-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARR, PATRICK CLAYTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BRYN & BELA SKINCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97296485 Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number  7102096
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "SKINCARE" Name
Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Brynne A. Mileski, and Izabella G. Mileski, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beauty balm creams, Beauty care cosmetics, Beauty gels, Beauty serums, Cleansing and polishing preparations, Cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes, Lotions for beards, Lotions for cellulite reduction, Lotions for strengthening the nails, After shave lotions, Anti-aging cleanser, Baby lotion, Baby hand soap, Bar soap, Bath lotion, Bath soaps, Beauty lotions, Beauty soap, Body lotion, Body mask lotion, Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming lotions, Cosmetic suntan lotions, Cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions, Facial beauty masks, Facial cleansers, Facial lotion, Hair care lotions, Hand lotions, Laundry soap, Make-up removing lotions, Massage lotions, Moisturizing body lotions, Non-medicated beauty soap, Non-medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, Non-medicated diaper rash ointments and lotions, Non-medicated foot lotions, Non-medicated hair restoration lotions, Non-medicated liquid soaps, Organic soap bars, Shaving lotion, Skin cleansers, Skin lotions, Toilet soaps
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 10, 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 10, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mileski, Eva Address  Mileski, Eva 325 E High St Sycamore  ILLINOIS  60178 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2301-0230
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CHEF TRISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97296582 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2022 Registration Number 7102097
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHEF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal chef services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 14, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 14, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foodservice LLC Address Foodservice LLC 60 Oakland Drive Oakdale CONNECTICUT 06370
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ROYAL HERITAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Shoe trees
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Tanger Living LLC
- **Address**: Tanger Living LLC 6050 North Central Park Ave. Chicago ILLINOIS 60659
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: T178 003TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PAMWEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 97300825 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 08, 2022 | Registration Number | 7102099 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jan. 24, 2023 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 21, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "PAMWEE" with the letter "P" appearing in uppercase and the remaining letters appearing in lowercase. To the left of the wording is a curved band connected by two parallel lines. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording "PAMWEE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dried flower wreaths; Dried flowers for decoration; Dried plants; Flowers, dried, for decoration |
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Dec. 20, 2021 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 10, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | PAMZUTA COMPANY LIMITED |
| Address | PAMZUTA COMPANY LIMITED No. 9 Duy Tan Dich Vong Hau Cau Giay Hanoi City 100000 VIETNAM |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIETNAM |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | ZC230500030 |
| Examining Attorney | MARTIN, CHRISTINE C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SEE ACOUSTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97300923 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7102100
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineering Services, namely, photo-enabled sound intensity measurements of sound transmission, sound diffraction, sound absorption, sound power and sound emission, that can be used for in-situ performance validation, product and system prototyping, or noise control design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 2022 In Commerce Mar. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tenor Engineering Group Limited Liability Company Address Tenor Engineering Group Limited Liability Company 113 Cherry St # 52397 Seattle WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION
Docket Number 30054.3501

Examining Attorney NEIDISH, HARRISON E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** EC90 ALX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97303353</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bicycle components, namely, handlebars, wheels, wheelsets, wheel rims, handle bar stems, crankarms, cranksets, seatposts, forks

| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |

| First Use | Feb. 09, 2023 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 09, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Fox Factory, Inc. |
| Address | Fox Factory, Inc. 2055 Sugarloaf Circle Suite 300 Duluth GEORGIA 30097 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | FOXF/T387US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OSGNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97303537 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7102102
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OSGNER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chandeliers; Downlights; Lightbulbs; Candle lamps; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Ceiling lights; Desk lamps; Electric lamps; Electric lighting fixtures; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Flood lights; Floor lamps; Hanging lamps; Incandescent lamps; Lamp finials; Lamp shades; Lanterns for lighting; LED and HID light fixtures; LED lamps; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; Lighting fixtures; Spot lights; Standard lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 16, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liang, Difa Address Liang, Difa No. 17 Zhongxing Avenue, Guzhen Town Room 1303, Bldg 13, Yitinghaoyuan Zhongshan, Guangdong CHINA 528400 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BE UNAPOLOGETIC

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97305851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Cosmetics; Lipstick; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics and make-up; Eye make-up; Eyes make-up; Fragrances; Fragrances and perfumery; Lipstick cases; Lipstick holders; Lipsticks; Make-up for the face and body; Make-up preparations for the face and body; Body and beauty care cosmetics

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** May 01, 2022
**In Commerce** May 01, 2022

### Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** Sabreen Cosmetics, Inc **DBA, AKA, Formerly** AKA Sabreen Cosmetics
**Address** Sabreen Cosmetics, Inc 1603 Capitol Avenue Suite 310 368A Cheyenne WYOMING 82001 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**Country Where Organized** WYOMING

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney** FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INTRIGUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 97307528  Application Filing Date: Mar. 11, 2022  Registration Number: 7102104
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: May 03, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date: Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0121826/1661368 International
Registration Number: 1661368

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: biomedical apparatus, namely, hearing aids and structural replacement parts therefor
International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 26, 39, 44  International Class Title: Medical Apparatus
First Use: Mar. 14, 2023  In Commerce: Mar. 14, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Starkey Laboratories, Inc.  Address: Starkey Laboratories, Inc.  6700 Washington Ave S  Eden Prairie, MINNESOTA 55344  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97307994 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7102105
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized overlapping initials, LC.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5372663

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Luggage; Wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Dec. 2022 In Commerce Dec. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luggage Choice LLC Address Luggage Choice LLC 2564 Seawind Way Clearwater FLORIDA 33763
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NODES, CHRISTOPHER JAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) PLAKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97308695 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2022 Registration Number 7102106
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 11, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0121400/1672241 International Registration Number 1672241

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes; Downloadable desktop software application for project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes; Downloadable computer software for use on computers and mobile devices for the creation of lists and checklists; Downloadable computer software for use on computers and mobile devices for use in task and project management, general work management, project tracking, document management, business management, transmission and receipt of data, images, and files, messaging and conversation based contextual sharing of information, organizing and providing a platform for collaboration, sharing of information and interactive discussions to other users, and uploading and transferring files; Downloadable computer software for facilitating the exchange of information via the Internet featuring collaboration tools; Downloadable computer software for use on computers and mobile devices for electronic communications, chats, email and discussions; Downloadable electronic publications, namely, manuals, brochures, newsletters, technical data sheets and product specification brochures in the fields of computer software and information technology; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for users to collaborate and organize projects using a flexible system of boards, lists, and cards to create notes and upload file attachments including images, allow other users to see the information and changes in the information the moment the information is submitted or changed, provide access to search engines for obtaining information requested by users on a global computer network, and provide customized searching to locate specific information requested by users; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for users to organize projects, to collaborate and share perspective on projects, to create lists and
checklists, to comment on ongoing projects, to participate in discussions and receive feedback from others

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: Jan. 31, 2021 **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2021

**For**: Providing multiple-user access to databases featuring data, images, files, and online project management computer programs on data networks via the Internet; Electronic transmission of data, images and files exchanged and shared for project management through telecommunication networks; Providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users concerning the creation of lists and checklists and project management; Providing access to databases; Providing user access to computer programs in data networks; Communication services, namely, electronic transmission of data and documents among users of computers

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**: Communication  
**First Use**: Jan. 31, 2021 **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2021

**For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes; Providing online non-downloadable software for the creation of lists and checklists; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the creation of lists and checklists; Providing online non-downloadable software for task and project management, general work management, project tracking, document management, business management, transmission and receipt of data, images, and files, messaging and conversation based contextual sharing of information, organizing and providing a platform for collaboration, sharing of information and interactive discussions to other users, and uploading and transferring files; Providing online non-downloadable software for facilitating the exchange of information via the Internet featuring collaboration tools; Providing online non-downloadable software for electronic communications, chats, email and discussions; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in building software applications; Consulting services in the field of design and development of computer software; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for the creation of lists and checklists, project management and business knowledge management; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for the creation of lists and checklists, collaboration, project management, and business knowledge management; computer services, namely, providing customized online web pages featuring user-defined information; computer services, namely, hosting a webpage for users to collaborate and organize projects using a flexible system of boards, lists, and cards to create notes and upload file attachments including images, allow other users to see the information and changes in the information the moment the information is submitted or changed, provide search engines for obtaining information requested by users on a global computer network, and provide customized searching of a webpage to locate specific information requested by users; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in building software applications; computer services, namely, providing customizable non-downloadable software allowing users to organize projects, to collaborate and share perspective on projects, to create lists and checklists, to comment on ongoing projects, to participate in discussions and receive feedback from others
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Jan. 31, 2021 In Commerce   Jan. 31, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Nenad Milanovic Address   Nenad Milanovic 2100 Geng Road, Suite 210 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94303 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CROATIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   130491-4004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GOLDEN, JAMES B
Reason For Publication
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRIFECTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97311574 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7102107
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0126638/1704008 International
Registration Number 1704008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For earphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 2022 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Audiolineout LLC Address Audiolineout LLC 2400 SE Ankeny St. Portland OREGON 97214 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 100061080081

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BTWEERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97312495 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 15, 2022 | Registration Number | 7102108 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Principal Register | Principal |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 28, 2023 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 31, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2023 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BTWEERS, LLC Address BTWEERS, LLC 3808 Enclave Ave #06 Sharonville OHIO 45241 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KRAVTSOFF, ELENA V N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FINOBLUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97312940 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7102109
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, financial planning, financial advisory services, wealth management services, retirement planning, investment advisory services, estate planning, financial risk management and insurance planning, financial planning for tax management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 31, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PATRICK FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. Address PATRICK FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. Building 100, Suite 1500 3350 Riverwood Parkway Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2P28.3-010
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHES, ROSE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FINOBLUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the wording "FINOBLUE" in blue stylized text with three blue wave patterns arranged over the letters "NO". | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, financial planning, financial advisory services, wealth management services, retirement planning, investment advisory services, estate planning, financial risk management and insurance planning, financial planning for tax management
International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
First Use | Mar. 31, 2022 | In Commerce | Mar. 31, 2022 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | PATRICK FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. | Address | PATRICK FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. Building 100, Suite 1500 3350 Riverwood Parkway Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
Where Organized | GEORGIA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 2P28.3-020 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | HUGHES, ROSE M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  EDEN DEWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97313145 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 15, 2022 | Registration Number | 7102111 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jan. 31, 2023 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 28, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Nail polish remover; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; Wipes impregnated with nail polish remover; Pre-moistened cosmetic wipes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Jan. 13, 2023  In Commerce  Jan. 13, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Majestic commerce LLC  Address  Majestic commerce LLC 19 Dorset rd  Spring Valley  NEW YORK 10977  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SIEGEL, PAIGE JORDAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MERLINJR RECORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97314564 Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2022  Registration Number   7102112
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a vinyl record topped with a starred wizard hat with the stylized wording "MERLINJR RECORDS" underneath. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "RECORDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail music and record stores

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MerlinJr LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA MerlinJr Records  Address  MerlinJr LLC  206 Spanton Cres Pooler  GEORGIA  31322  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SULLIVAN, JOHN C
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** OSITO

---

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97314609</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "OSITO" in the mark is "little bear".

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jun. 06, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 06, 2022

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: CCG IP, LLC
- **Address**: CCG IP, LLC 1977 West 34th Avenue Denver COLORADO 80211
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MEBANE, ANASTASIA XAVI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TRIAXLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97315000 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2022 Registration Number 7102114
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for networking; Downloadable software for creating and viewing sales listings; Downloadable software for logistics management; Downloadable software for data management; Downloadable software for purchasing resources, equipment, and materials; Downloadable software for project management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 04, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for networking; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for creating and viewing sales listings; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for logistics management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in data management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in purchasing resources, equipment, and materials; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for project management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 04, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Triaxle, LLC Address Triaxle, LLC 1100 North Lackawanna Trail Dalton PENNSYLVANIA 18414
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 09868-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Experiencing Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** OUTWURX - IT JUST WORKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 97316456  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For
Pillows; Air mattresses for use when camping; Camping furniture; Camping mattresses; Camping tables; Hammock stands; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Sleeping bag pads

International Classes
20 - Primary Classes
2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

International Class Title
Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

First Use
Mar. 16, 2023

In Commerce
Mar. 16, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name
Tester, Brett

Address
56 Gablehurst Crescent, Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA, R2N4M5

Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship
CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney
CANTONE, KERI H
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** Zogenix Central

---

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: No

**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s) **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "Zogenix" with a lighter curved lined connecting the letter "G" and "E", with the word "Central" underneath with curved lines around the letter "C".

---

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Providing counseling and consulting in the field of healthcare insurance benefits

**International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**First Use**: Mar. 17, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

**For**: Providing case management services, namely, coordinating medical services

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use**: Mar. 17, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

**For**: Providing a website for communication and for connection of pharmaceutical providers with patients regardless of geographic location

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title**: Communication

**First Use**: Mar. 17, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

**For**: Medication counseling; Medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving medical services for purposes of guiding treatment and assessing program effectiveness; providing personal support services for patients and families of patients, namely, health counseling, psychological and medical counseling and emotional support

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use**: Mar. 17, 2022

**In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2022

---

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | ZOGENIX, INC. |
| **Address** | ZOGENIX, INC. 5959 HORTON STREET, 5TH FLOOR EMERYVILLE CALIFORNIA 94608 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 042073-5 |
| **Examining Attorney** | PERKINS, ELLEN J |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** PEANUT BUTTER MADNESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Chocolate; chocolate bars; chocolate-based ready-to-eat bars; candies; candy; candy bars; chocolates and chocolate based ready to eat candies and snacks; chocolate candies; chocolate confections; confectioneries, namely, chocolate candy; snack foods, namely, chocolate-based snack foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MY MOM GLOW MIDWIFERY & LACTATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318386 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2022 Registration Number 7102118
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the dark purple stylized wording "MY MOM GLOW" above the black stylized wording "MIDWIFERY & LACTATION" next to magenta color flowers with green stems and leaves. The color white represents background and/or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) DARK PURPLE, MAGENTA, GREEN, and BLACK is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MOM" AND "MIDWIFERY & LACTATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Virtual personal coaching services in the field of lactation consulting, parenting, nutrition, newborn care, parenting; Providing information about education in the fields of the postpartum period, breastfeeding, parenting, and newborn care; Education services, namely, providing training in the fields of lactation, baby care, parenting; Educational services, namely, providing classes in the field of health and nutrition; Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring breastfeeding, parenting, newborn care distributed to mobile handsets, which may include video, text, photos, illustrations or hypertext; On-line educational parental training classes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 06, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2016

For Breastfeeding counseling services; Lactation consultancy services; Lactation consulting services; Midwife services; Doula services for birth and postpartum, namely, experienced labor companion who provides the woman and her husband or partner both emotional and physical support throughout the entire labor and delivery; Postnatal care services in the nature of lactation consultancy; Providing breastfeeding information
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 06, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2016
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorney/Correspondence Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LAY'S REPLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97318908  Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2022  Registration Number 7102119
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Jul. 19, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2054791, 0905919, 3150051 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of soccer
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Apr. 24, 2023  In Commerce Apr. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frito-Lay North America, Inc. Address Frito-Lay North America, Inc. 7701 Legacy Drive Plano TEXAS 75024  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) REMADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97322079</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Modeling agency services; Talent management services for models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Made Management LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Made Management LLC 310 Comal St. Suite 220 Austin TEXAS 78702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LEE, CATHERINE ANNE |


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GEMMICC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97323995  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2022  Registration Number  7102121
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "Gemmicc" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Action figure toys; Action skill games; Attachable, wearable, magnetic toy figurines; Bendable toys; Billiard game playing equipment; Cases for toy structures; Chest exercisers; Children's activity tables containing manipulative toys which convert to easels; Children's multiple activity toys; Magnetic building blocks being toys; Matryoshka dolls; Mechanical toys; Novelty noisemaker toys for parties; Plastic character toys; Radio controlled toy cars; Rideable toys and accessories therefor
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Jun. 25, 2022  In Commerce  Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ningbo Gemmicc Toys Co.,Ltd.  Address  Ningbo Gemmicc Toys Co.,Ltd.  No. 45, Hujia East Road, Jiatang Village, Simen Town, Yuyao City, Zhejiang Province, CHINA  315400  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NBTMZC221906

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  LORENZO, GEORGE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97324374</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 22, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102122</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized word "CATELLI"; positioned to the right of the letter "I" in CATELLI, oriented vertically, is the stylized word "BROS"; with CATELLI BROS being depicted in red stylized lettering; below the words CATELLI and BROS are the stylized words "FAMILY OF FOODS" in green stylized lettering. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) red and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "BROS FAMILY OF FOODS" Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4021053, 4177477 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Food products and packaged food products, namely, meats and prepared meats, and not including cheese as a separate food product |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | Dec. 01, 2022 | In Commerce | Dec. 01, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Catelli Bros., Inc. | Address | Catelli Bros., Inc. | 50 Ferry Avenue | Collingswood | NEW JERSEY | 08103 |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 109110-5010 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | STOIDES, KATHERINE |
VOYCEME

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VOYCEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97326917 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7102123
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of books and comics in the field of comics, novels, anime, and manga; Providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

For Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to access electronic books, novels, comics, and manga
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 01, 2020 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VoyceMe, Inc. Address VoyceMe, Inc. 27 Stonywood Dr Commack NEW YORK 11725 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 202201584

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LEADCONNECTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97327287 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2022 Registration Number 7102124
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM)

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 31, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2018

For Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable enterprise software for customer relationship management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for customer relationship management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for platform integration

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 31, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HighLevel Inc. Address HighLevel Inc. 2197 Oakmont Way Eugene OREGON 97401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 266980-0003

Examining Attorney OAKES, ANNA JENNIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HBA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97328577</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: administration and management of plans concerning health insurance and finance; development of health insurance benefit plans for others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For: cost management for the health care benefit plans of others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2019</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: The Health Benefit Alliance LLC
Address: The Health Benefit Alliance LLC 25 Seir Hill Road Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06850
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: L1143/441507

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner: SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HICKORY SUMMIT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97329116</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;HICKORY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | barbecue grills; portable fire pits |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | Nov. 23, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 23, 2022 |

| For | hand operated firewood splitter |
| International Classes | 8 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 23, 28, 44 |
| International Class Title | Hand Tools |
| First Use | Mar. 12, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ThinkFit, LLC |
| Address | ThinkFit, LLC 1721 Beulah Place Richmond Heights MISSOURI 63117 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EB VITALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97329407 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2022 Registration Number 7102127
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green geometric design containing a leaf
placed above the term "EB Vitals" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) a green and black
colors is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for humans; Herbal supplements; Mineral food supplements; Natural herbal supplements;
Nutritional supplement for eliminating toxins from the body; Powdered nutritional supplement concentrate; Vitamin
supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements; Weight management supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Oct. 09, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 09, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jesselle Beauty Couture LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Evea's Beauty Address Jesselle Beauty
Couture LLC 524 Victoria Heights DR Dallas GEORGIA 30132 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SAFEMIND STORAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97329650 Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2022 Registration Number  7102128
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "STORAGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Storage of goods; Moving and storage of goods; Providing self-storage facilities for others; Rental of storage containers; Rental of storage lockers; Transport and storage of goods
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage First Use  Mar. 24, 2022 In Commerce  May 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Transtar Property Management Corporation Address  Transtar Property Management Corporation  2101 East Coast Highway, Suite 110 Corona Del Mar  CALIFORNIA  92625 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examineing Attorney  STEIN, JAMES W
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 97330314
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102129
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 28, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 25, 2023

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, searching for illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, generating requests to remove illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, monitoring attempts to remove illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, reporting attempts to remove illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, improving identification of illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, determining the status of hosts of online retail and commerce websites, and digital content related to goods and services on the Internet, for intellectual property compliance purposes.
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes 100, 101
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: CEARTAS DMCA LIMITED
- **Address**: CEARTAS DMCA LIMITED 20 HARCOURT STREET DUBLIN 2 IRELAND D02H364
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IRELAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 1605.0002
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97330384 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7102130
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word MiM in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mail order catalog services featuring shoes; Retail shoe stores; Wholesale distributorships featuring shoes; Wholesale store services featuring shoes; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring shoes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 28, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2023
For Shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 08, 2023 In Commerce May 08, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Montojo and Movellan, SL Address Montojo and Movellan, SL Calle Isaac Newton no. 4, 5a planta Pabellon de Italia Sevilla SPAIN 41092 Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 122863.00071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97330933  Application Filing Date   Mar. 25, 2022  Registration Number   7102131
Registration Date   Jul. 04, 2023  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Publication Date   Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date   Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the letter "C" surrounded by three arc
segments. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, searching for illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and
services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, generating requests to remove illegal or unauthorized
uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, monitoring attempts to remove
illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy, namely, reporting
attempts to remove illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and consultancy,
namely, improving identification of illegal or unauthorized uses of goods and services; Intellectual property watch services and
consultancy, namely, determining the status of hosts of online retail and commerce websites, and digital content related to
goods and services on the Internet, for intellectual property compliance purposes
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Personal and legal
services First Use   Apr. 25, 2023  In Commerce   Apr. 25, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CEARTAS DMCA LIMITED  Address   CEARTAS DMCA LIMITED  20 HARCOURT STREET
DUBLIN 2   IRELAND  D02H364  Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   IRELAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1605.0003
**Mark Literal(s)** ARTFELT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97331375</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 25, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102132</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Building panels, not of metal; Non-metal building panels incorporating acoustic insulation; Non-metal ceiling panels; Non-metal suspended ceiling systems comprising panels; Plastic reinforced wall panels for use as sound and light barriers; Transportable non-metal soundproof booths; Wall panels not of metal; Wood panelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>19 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 12, 33, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Non-metallic Building Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 2023</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Acoustic baffles for soundproofing purposes; Acoustic insulating materials; Acoustic insulation panels; Acoustical insulation barrier panels; Acoustical tiles; Architectural acoustic products, namely, sound absorbers and diffusers; Semi-finished injection molded products of plastic for use in a variety of industries; Soundproofing materials for buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>17 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Rubber Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 2023</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Artizin LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Artizin LLC 3402 W Miller Rd. Dallas TEXAS 77041</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 11665.00006 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DIRIYAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334604 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102133
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a yellow gold silhouette of a man dressed in a
robe and headdress sitting on a camel. Behind him is a yellow gold path leading to a yellow gold and black castle with a
yellow gold aura above it. Below the castle is the yellow gold stylized wording "DIRIYAH". The design and wording all
appear on a black background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors yellow gold and black are claimed as
a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, Thobes; Hats; Headbands; Jackets; Robes; Scarfs; Shirts; Tee shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Apr. 01, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shritech Consulting, Inc. Address Shritech Consulting, Inc. 2275 Huntington Drive, Number 207 San
Marino CALIFORNIA 91108 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SANAUGAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334943 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102134
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized pattern of two connected arcs inside an oval in the left and the stylized wording "SANAUGAS", in which the horizontal line in the middle of the last "A" is designed as three curves. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SANAUGAS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; Gas burners; Gas furnaces for commercial buildings; Gas furnaces for residential homes; Gas patio heaters; Gas stoves; Gas water heaters; Heaters for warming up portable toilets in cold weather; Heating boilers; Heating inserts for pet beds; Heating installations; Heating systems for residential and commercial buildings comprised of biomass burners, boilers, valves, pipes, manifolds, solar panels, control panels, switches and electrical wire, all sold as a unit; Hybrid water heater; Portable stoves; Range hoods; Water heaters

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 24, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Sanau Gas-Appliances co.,Ltd Address Zhongshan Sanau Gas-Appliances co.,Ltd Tong'nan Dist,G105 Highway Flanks, Dongfeng Town, Zhongshan City CHINA 528425 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SANAUVELCAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97334985
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102135
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 21, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized pattern of two connected arcs inside an oval in the left and the stylized wording "SANAUVELCAN", in which the horizontal line in the middle of the last "A" is designed as three curves and its top is designed as a curve.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "SANAUVELCAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Folding portable charcoal, propane and gas fired barbecues, stoves, and grills; Gas burners; Gas furnaces for commercial buildings; Gas furnaces for residential homes; Gas patio heaters; Gas stoves; Gas water heaters; Heaters for warming up portable toilets in cold weather; Heating boilers; Heating inserts for pet beds; Heating installations; Heating systems for residential and commercial buildings comprised of biomass burners, boilers, valves, pipes, manifolds, solar panels, control panels, switches and electrical wire, all sold as a unit; Hybrid water heater; Portable stoves; Range hoods; Water heaters

**International Classes**
- **11 - Primary Classes**: US Classes 13, 21, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**
- **Environmental Control Apparatus**

**First Use**: Apr. 24, 2023
**In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zhongshan Sanau Gas-Appliances co.,Ltd
- **Address**: Zhongshan Sanau Gas-Appliances co.,Ltd Tong'an Dist, G105 Highway Flanks, Dongfeng Town, Zhongshan City CHINA 528425
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DURASOFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97335362 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7102136
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water softening units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use 2023 In Commerce 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Water Industries, Inc. Address Water Industries, Inc. Suite 124 10700 Corporate Drive Stafford TEXAS 77477 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) HYDROSOFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97335378 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7102137
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water softening units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use 2023 In Commerce 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Water Industries, Inc. Address Water Industries, Inc. Suite 124 10700 Corporate Drive Stafford TEXAS 77477 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** HYDROLINE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97335394</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2022</td>
<td>7102138</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Water treatment equipment, namely, reverse osmosis units
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: 2023
- **In Commerce**: 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Water Industries, Inc.
- **Address**: Suite 124
- **Corporate Drive**: 10700 Corporate Drive
- **Stafford**: Texas
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Texas

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ECOLINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97335412  
  **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 29, 2022  
  **Registration Number**: 7102139  
  **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Publication Date**: Feb. 21, 2023  
  **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 18, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Water treatment equipment, namely, reverse osmosis units  
  **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  
  **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus  
  **First Use**: 2023  
  **In Commerce**: 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Water Industries, Inc.  
  **Address**: Water Industries, Inc. Suite 124 10700 Corporate Drive Stafford TEXAS 77477  
  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97335448</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7102140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Water treatment equipment, namely, cartridge filtration units

**International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

**International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**: 2023

**In Commerce**: 2023

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Water Industries, Inc.

**Address**: Water Industries, Inc. Suite 124 10700 Corporate Drive Stafford TEXAS 77477

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CARBRIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97335469 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7102141
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water treatment equipment, namely, cartridge filtration units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use 2022 In Commerce 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Water Industries, Inc. Address Water Industries, Inc. Suite 124 10700 Corporate Drive Stafford TEXAS 77477 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SNOWMOBILE PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97337009 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2022 Registration Number 7102142
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PIZZA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pizza parlors; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring pizza; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 2022 In Commerce Jul. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SkinnyFats Worldwide LLC Address SkinnyFats Worldwide LLC 6257 Dean Martin Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SKNYFT.0096T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) THE 98

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97338498 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2022 Registration Number 7102143
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Investment of funds; Investment management; Investment clubs; Investment consultation; Investment advice; Investment of funds for women-led businesses; Financial consultation services; Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to women-led businesses; Financial services in the nature of a business investment network funding women-led businesses, namely, providing financing to women-led businesses

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 28, 2022 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The 98 Fund Management, LLC Address The 98 Fund Management, LLC 838 Walker Rd., Suite 21-2 Dover DELAWARE 19904 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  W

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97339126  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2022  Registration Number  7102144
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a rectangle-like shape with rounded corners and "W" written in stylized font and centered inside such rectangle-like shape, wherein a first portion of "W" is adjacent to a left side of such shape and a second portion of "W" is adjacent to a right side of such shape.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Water treatment services
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment
First Use  2023  In Commerce  2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Water Industries, Inc.  Address  Water Industries, Inc.  Suite 124  10700 Corporate Drive  Stafford  TEXAS  77477  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WHITE SHEEP MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97339784 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7102145
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of head of a sheep in black and white coloring with the words "WHITE SHEEP MEDIA" displayed below the sheep's head. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball caps and hats; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Evans, Ryan L Address Evans, Ryan L 2814 Rocking Horse Ln Murfreesboro TENNESSEE 37130
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEPTUNE, EVONNE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  W WATER INDUSTRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340032  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2022  Registration Number 7102146
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "W" inside a shaded rectangle, next to the wording "WATER INDUSTRIES"  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark  Disclaimer  "WATER INDUSTRIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Water treatment services
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  2023  In Commerce  2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Water Industries, Inc.  Address  Water Industries, Inc. Suite 124  10700 Corporate Drive  Stafford TEXAS  77477  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILLIS, ALLYSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) NANUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97340291 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2022 Registration Number 7102147
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of NANUM in the mark is sharing.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fast-food restaurant services; Restaurant and café services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 24, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nanum USA Inc. Address Nanum USA Inc. 2716 NORTHEAST EXPRESSWAY Atlanta GEORGIA 303451807 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** AGSNILove

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97340896</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 31, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of stylized wording "Agsnilove", on top of the "Agsnilove" is a display of necklace shapes on a shelf. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Translation** The wording Agsnilove has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Pendants; Ankle bracelets; Body jewelry; Charm bracelets; Clip earrings; Drop earrings; Ear clips; Ear studs; Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair; Hoop earrings; Jewelry brooches; Jewelry charms; Key chains; Necklaces; Pierced earrings; Rings

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50
**International Class Title** Jewelry
**First Use** Apr. 07, 2022
**In Commerce** Apr. 07, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Guangzhoushi Kunshi Trading Co., Ltd. **Address** Guangzhoushi Kunshi Trading Co., Ltd. Room 1106, No. 23, Zhongshan Eighth Road Liwan District Guangzhou CHINA 510000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HSU, FONG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** E10.9 USA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97341107
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 31, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102149
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 18, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "USA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Metal bolts; Metal nuts; Metal screws
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Earnest Machine Products Company
- **Address**: Earnest Machine Products Company 1250 Linda St. Rocky River OHIO 44116
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1067023US1AT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
TM 13284 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  E8 USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97341122 Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2022 Registration Number  7102150
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Metal bolts; Metal nuts; Metal screws
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Jun. 03, 2022 In Commerce  Jun. 03, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Earnest Machine Products Company Address  Earnest Machine Products Company 1250 Linda St. Rocky River OHIO 44116 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1067022US1AT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SILISINK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97344540</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 03, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102151</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;SILISINK&quot; and a yummy smiley above the letters &quot;ILI&quot; of the &quot;SILISINK&quot;.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Heat-resistant silicone mat which fits over the lip of a stone countertop in front of a sink preventing damage to the countertop |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 | International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Oct. 2021 | In Commerce | Jul. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SiliProducts, LLC |
| Address | SiliProducts, LLC 1733 13th Street South Arlington VIRGINIA 22204 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DIGAN, MATTHEW M |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
HEROES ARROW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97344968</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 04, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102152</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2022</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; Gaming services in the nature of on-line computer games for casino gambling  
**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 100, 101, 107 | **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**: Jan. 06, 2022 | **In Commerce**: Apr. 23, 2023

**For**: Downloadable computer game software; Downloadable computer software for gaming; Downloadable game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable software for enabling betting, gaming and gambling; Downloadable video game software; Recorded computer gaming software for gambling  
**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: Jan. 06, 2022 | **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2023

**For**: Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for gambling  
**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes: 100, 101 | **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Jan. 06, 2022 | **In Commerce**: Mar. 23, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 05266/315634
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  GIFTGET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97346399  Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2022  Registration Number  7102153
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gift boxes; Gift boxes of paper or cardboard; Party favor gift boxes sold empty

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ignatex LLC  Address  Ignatex LLC  2512 Mickelson Ct.  Laredo  TEXAS  78045  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MV MEIERSTONE VINEYARDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97346645</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
<td>7102154</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized, capital letter "M", wherein the legs of the "M" are broken, giving the appearance of the letter "V" from the negative space created, above the word "MEIERSTONE VINEYARDS". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "VINEYARDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Wine |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 47, 49 | International Class Title | Wines and Spirits | First Use | Aug. 20, 2022 | In Commerce | Sep. 02, 2022 |
| For | Entertainment services, namely, wine and food tastings |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment | First Use | Sep. 08, 2022 | In Commerce | Sep. 08, 2022 |
| For | Administering a wine club by means of selecting wines based on consumer expectations and arranging periodic shipment to club members; On-line retail store services featuring wine, apparel, and gift items.; Retail store services featuring wine, apparel, and gift items.; Subscription-based order fulfillment services in the field of wine |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business | First Use | Aug. 20, 2022 | In Commerce | Aug. 21, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  MEIERSTONE VINEYARDS LLC  
Address  MEIERSTONE VINEYARDS LLC  5724 Merrywing Circle  
Austin  TEXAS  78730  
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized  
TEXAS  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY  
Examining Attorney  BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LIQUID RUBBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97347731 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2022 Registration Number 7102155
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design featuring a stylized moose head positioned at the center of a multiple concentric semi-circle shapes with a single line rectangle having a curved lower edge positioned at at the bottom edge of the semi circle shapes. Inside of the single line rectangle is a shaded rectangle having a curved lower edge and which contains the styled wording "LIQUID RUBBER". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LIQUID RUBBER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive sealant and caulking compound; Adhesive sealants for general use; Sealants for buildings; Adhesive sealants for use in construction; Dust proofing sealants; General purpose silicone rubber sealant; Rubber sealant for caulking and adhesive purposes; Waterproof sealants
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber
Goods First Use Aug. 29, 2022 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liquid Rubber Canada Inc Address Liquid Rubber Canada Inc 16-1150 Eighth Line Oakville CANADA L6H2R4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10043213
Examining Attorney OEHRLIN, STEFAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CELLX PT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97347832</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0125964/1680817
- **International Registration Number**: 1680817
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 5897531

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Lasers not for medical use
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 2019
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Coherent, Inc.
- **Address**: Coherent, Inc. 5100 Patrick Henry Drive Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95054
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: C3531-6927
- **Examining Attorney**: KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97348119 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2022 Registration Number   7102157
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANYWORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a light blue heart inside a dark blue 5-sided polygon resembling the shape of a house. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for accessing a comprehensive home management platform; downloadable software for providing information for the management, maintenance, repair, improvement, sale and resale, of real estate; downloadable software for accessing a comprehensive home management platform featuring identifiers for color, finishes and brands of paint used in the home, brand and model number of appliances used in the home, user guides and warranties for a home's appliances, air conditioners, water heaters and other household machines; downloadable software for accessing a comprehensive home management platform featuring reminders for maintenance of a home, a home's appliances, air conditioners, water heaters and other household machines; downloadable software for accessing a comprehensive home management platform featuring links to websites to purchase parts and products for repair and maintenance of a home and a home's appliances, air conditioners, water heaters and other household machines; downloadable software for accessing a comprehensive home management platform featuring builder contacts, home warranty information, and floor plans
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Mar. 08, 2020 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOMEKEY SYSTEMS, INC Address HOMEKEY SYSTEMS, INC  1 North First Street, Suite 600 Phoenix ARIZONA 85004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LUVMOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Antimicrobial cleaners; Personal lubricants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LUVMOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97349400
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102159
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 18, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, vibrators; Sex toys
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: California Exotic Novelties, LLC
- **Address**: California Exotic Novelties, LLC PO Box 50400 Ontario CALIFORNIA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 30783.0016

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SOFTIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97349904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Nonpareils; Candy sprinkles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Hagen, Carmel DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Supernatural Kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hagen, Carmel 95 Horatio, Apt 10C New York City NEW YORK 10014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>22213.008US-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>GALLOWAY, JAMILLA ESPY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MADE FOR A MISSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351266 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7102161
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic devices for the transmission of data, namely, transmitters and receivers for satellite communication systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MISSION MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC Address MISSION MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC 6060 Phyllis Drive Cypress CALIFORNIA 90630 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6137.20004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WUDARSKY, MINDY CHEK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) EXIUS SERIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351626 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7102162
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SERIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reflective and illuminated clothing for identification and safety purposes for the prevention of accident or injury, namely, reflective and illuminated vests, parkas, jackets, sweatshirts, pants, rainwear, t-shirts, overalls, coveralls, jumpsuits, headgear, in the nature of hard hat covers, hoods, protective face masks, nape protectors, neck shades, hats and headbands, and belts; Reflective and illuminated accessories for safety purposes for the prevention of accident or injury, namely, arm and ankle safety bands, gloves, mittens; protective clothing for protection against accidents featuring hydrophilic materials for reducing body temperature
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022
For Work clothing, namely, vests, parkas, jackets, sweatshirts, rainwear, wind resistant jackets, overalls, coveralls, jumpsuits, pants, shorts, hooded sweatshirts, shirts, wristbands, belts, leg gaiters, and t-shirts; outerwear, namely, jackets, sweatshirts, wind resistant jacket
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meeker, Donald Address Meeker, Donald 2080 Broad Street Brooksville FLORIDA 34604 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VIZ-BRITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97351669 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7102163
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reflective and illuminated clothing for identification and safety purposes for the prevention of accident or injury, namely, reflective and illuminated vests, parkas, jackets, sweatshirts, pants, rainwear, t-shirts, overalls, coveralls, jumpsuits, headgear, in the nature of hard hat covers, hoods, protective face masks, nape protectors, neck shades, hats and headbands, and belts; Reflective and illuminated accessories for safety purposes for the prevention of accident or injury, namely, arm and ankle safety bands, gloves, mittens; protective clothing for protection against accidents featuring hydrophilic materials for reducing body temperature
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meeker, Donald Address Meeker, Donald 2080 Broad Street Brooksville FLORIDA 34604 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FISTFUL OF ALIENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97353041 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2022 Registration Number 7102164
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, namely, toy figures; Waterfowl blind bags; Card games; Tabletop games; toy figures, toy vehicles, toy weapons, toy action figures and playsets consisting of the above identified toys and parlor games in the nature of a strategic war game

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hirneisen, Max Address Hirneisen, Max 2D Olympic Drive Reading PENNSYLVANIA 19607 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** RIGHTFULLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97353286
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102165
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 28, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 25, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Reconciling invoices; Data processing services in the field of electronic listings of items for sale; Financial auditing
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 01, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2023

- **For**: Developing and hosting a server on a global computer network for the purpose of facilitating e-commerce via such a server; Providing an online non-downloadable Internet-based system application featuring technology enabling users to manage listings of products for sale on online marketplaces
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 01, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: YML Solutions Inc
- **Address**: YML Solutions Inc 697 Vandam St Valley Stream NEW YORK 11581
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: YML001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BIFTU, BENIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VISIONARIES FILM FESTIVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97354049 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2022 Registration Number 7102166
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three overlapping mountains against a solid background to the left of the words VISIONARIES FILM FESTIVAL against a clear background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FILM FESTIVAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing film festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 27, 2019 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Khanna Media LLC Address Khanna Media LLC 12425 Texas Ave Apt 12 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KENTUCKY ORTHOPEDIC
REHAB TEAM KORT KIDS PEDIATRIC THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97354508 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2022 Registration Number  7102167
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "KORT" underlined and with the words "PEDIATRIC THERAPY" appearing below the underlining; to the right of the word "KORT" appears the stylized word "KIDS"; above the word "KORT" appears the silhouette images of persons in a semi-circle pattern, with the words "KENTUCKY ORTHOPEDIC REHAB TEAM" appearing above the images of the silhouette figures. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "KENTUCKY ORTHOPEDIC REHAB TEAM", "KIDS", AND "PEDIATRIC THERAPY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3224752, 3224756, 6569233 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical rehabilitation services for pediatric patients, namely, physical therapy services, occupational therapy services, speech therapy, aquatic therapy, physical therapy services for the hand, physical rehabilitation services for sports injuries, neurological rehabilitation, vestibular rehabilitation, and orthopedic rehabilitation; behavioral health services featuring social skills therapy; applied behavior analysis therapy services; feeding therapy
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jun. 25, 2022 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SelectMark, Inc. Address  SelectMark, Inc.  4714 Gettysburg Road  Mechanicsburg  PENNSYLVANIA 17055 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  7659.0343
Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ELLAMORIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97357658 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2022
Registration Number  7102168
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The wording
"ELLAMORIA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air fragrance reed diffusers; Air fragrancing preparations; Aromatherapy sprays comprised of essential oils; Fragrances
for automobiles; Reed diffusers comprised of scented oils and also including reeds and a diffuser container
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes
US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title  Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations First Use  Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KIM, SUKJA Address  KIM, SUKJA 501-1205, 72, Jukdong-ro, Yuseong-gu Daejeon REPUBLIC OF KOREA 34127
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GAGNER, NICHOLAS M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SUPERSPORT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97358412</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102169</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Boats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Premier Marine, LLC |
| Address | Premier Marine, LLC 11591 217th Avenue NW Elk River MINNESOTA 55330 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 24379.17 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** FOREVERCUSTOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97358498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 02, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring jewelry
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 25, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Gems One Trading LLC
- **Address**: Gems One Trading LLC 16 W. 46th Street, 6th Floor New York NEW YORK 10036
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PARK, JENNY K
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ZENCON

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97358753</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2022</td>
<td>7102171</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notice of Allowance Date** May 02, 2023

**Mark Information**

**Mark Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Drawer organizers

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** Oct. 25, 2022
**In Commerce** Oct. 25, 2022

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Wigfall, Salic
**Address** Wigfall, Salic 435 Rahway Ave, Apt 1 Elizabeth NEW JERSEY 07202
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** KEAM, ALEX S
TM 13306  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SEAMLESS COMMERCE EXPERIENCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97361443 Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2022 Registration Number  7102172
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “COMMERCE EXPERIENCES”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options using a mobile device at a point of sale; Financial transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; Providing financial risk management services for electronic funds transfer, credit and debit card and electronic check transactions via a global computer network
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  May 03, 2023 In Commerce  May 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AppTech Payments Corp Address  AppTech Payments Corp  5876 Owens Ave, Suite 100  Carlsbad CALIFORNIA  92011 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMA, GABRIELLE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SUDS BUCKET CAR WASH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) LILLIAN M. COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97364993 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7102174
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLECTION"
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring jewelry; Retail jewelry stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 11, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walters Wedding Estates IP, LLC Address Walters Wedding Estates IP, LLC 1851 Turbeville Road Hickory Creek TEXAS 75065 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) INKPOT CREATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97365353 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7102175
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREATIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line training courses in the field of web design
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 19, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 19, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Inkpot Creative, LLC Address Inkpot Creative, LLC 1942 Broadway St., STE 314C Boulder COLORADO 80302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RATEMIPLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97366083 Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2022 Registration Number  7102176
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application for creating, tracking and sharing a personalized health and wellness plan
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 20, 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 20, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MedImpact Healthcare Systems, Inc. Address MedImpact Healthcare Systems, Inc. 10181 Scripps Gateway Court San Diego CALIFORNIA 92131 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BMIMP1270487

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
TM 13311 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  KSOUL KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97373527  Application Filing Date  Apr. 21, 2022  Registration Number   7102177
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant and café services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Sep. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kim, Han  Address  Kim, Han  7250 Mont Blanc Dr.  Germantown  TENNESSEE  38138  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) XIPKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97374605 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7102178
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "XIPKO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical identification cards, not magnetically encoded; Printed novelty identification cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2022
For Cards encoded with security features for identification purposes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 26, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PERSONAL ID CARDS LLC Address PERSONAL ID CARDS LLC 2222 Colonial Rd., Suite 201-104 Fort Pierce FLORIDA 34950 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMCP-MIA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
TM 13313 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) QUICK ROBIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97379471  Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022  Registration Number 7102179
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Feb. 28, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 25, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services  First Use Jun. 25, 2022  In Commerce Jun. 25, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barbara Enterprise LLC  Address Barbara Enterprise LLC  4811 Densmore Ave  Encino  CALIFORNIA 91436  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
TM 13314 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) FRIENDS OF THE METAVERSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97380876 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2022 Registration Number 7102180
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 18, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METAVERSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable image files containing artwork authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 15, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Buena Vista Vision, Inc. Address Buena Vista Vision, Inc. 1350 Old Bayshore Hwy, Suite 520 Burlingame CALIFORNIA 94010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 97380876

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) AVX START-RIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97386584 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102181
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use May 19, 2021 In Commerce May 19, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AG VALLEY COOPERATIVE Address AG VALLEY COOPERATIVE 72133 North Highway 136 Edison NEBRASKA 68936 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AGV 22-3-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** SNAPPER KING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97398142  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 06, 2022  
- **Registration Number**: 7102182  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 13, 2022  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 08, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "SNAPPER"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Processed seafood, namely, fish
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Sep. 16, 2021  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 24, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Northern Fisheries, Ltd.  
- **Address**: Northern Fisheries, Ltd. 2918 East Main Road  
- **Portsmouth**: RHODE ISLAND 02871  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: RHODE ISLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: N31T5467US
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MASTER OF THE LAMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97403309 Application Filing Date May 10, 2022 Registration Number 7102183
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 02, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable and recorded computer game software; downloadable video game programs; downloadable and recorded computer software platforms for social networking; downloadable and recorded interactive video game programs; downloadable electronic game programs and downloadable computer software platforms for social networking that may be accessed via the internet, computers and wireless devices; downloadable and recorded computer software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information in the fields of virtual communities, electronic gaming, entertainment, and general interest via the internet or other communications networks with third parties; downloadable electronic game software for cellular telephones; downloadable electronic game software for wireless devices; and downloadable electronic game software for use with social networking applications and on social networking websites; all of the aforementioned excluding goods relating to the sport of golf and golf-related software and programs

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 23, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Playtika Ltd. Address Playtika Ltd. 8 Hachoshlim St Herzliya Pituach ISRAEL 4672408 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 442013491001

Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
LTC GLOBAL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97403726
- **Application Filing Date**: May 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102184
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 07, 2023
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 02, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of four oblongs that are partially overlapping to form the letters "L", "T", and "C". To the right of these elements is the stylized wording "LTC GLOBAL".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LTC" Acquired Distinctiveness In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "LTC GLOBAL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Insurance brokerage; Financial planning consultation; Financial planning for retirement; Insurance brokerage in the field of life insurance and long term care; Insurance brokerage in the field of health insurance; Financing services; Insurance commission financing; Third party payment administration, namely, insurance claims administration for third parties; Consultation in developing insurance policies for others; Insurance brokerage in the field of disability insurance; Insurance brokerage in the field of supplemental accident insurance
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 17, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LTC Global, Inc.
- **Address**: LTC Global, Inc. 6201 Presidential Court Fort Myers FLORIDA 33919
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 373631.02

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SWORD KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97413832 Application Filing Date May 17, 2022 Registration Number 7102185
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 08, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SWORD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed seafood, namely, fish
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jul. 20, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 22, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Northern Fisheries, Ltd. Address Northern Fisheries, Ltd. 2918 East Main Road Portsmouth RHODE ISLAND 02871 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized RHODE ISLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N31T5470US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TAMILYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97416698 Application Filing Date May 18, 2022 Registration Number 7102186
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 20, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceiling fans; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Lighting fixtures; Ceiling lights
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 23, 2022 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Arranmore Lighting Company, LLC Address Arranmore Lighting Company, LLC 1320 Lovers Lawn Trace Cornelius NORTH CAROLINA 28031 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ANM.T.005.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILL, MARK THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** CORE EXPERT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97426077</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 24, 2022</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>7102187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
**Disclaimer** "EXPERT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Business advisory and consulting services in the field of database management
- **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
- **First Use** Oct. 31, 2021
- **In Commerce** Oct. 31, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** Fortified Data Services, LLC
- **Address** Fortified Data Services, LLC 176 Mine Lake Court, Suite 100 Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27615
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number** 1371/6

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** TENG, SIMON
TM 13322 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) TINA’S CONTINENTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97431031 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2022 Registration Number   7102188
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services featuring wine, beer, and specialty cocktails; cocktail lounge services; taproom services featuring craft beer, wine, and specialty cocktails; wine bars
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Mar. 30, 2023 In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNCO IP, LLC Address  UNCO IP, LLC Suite 2410 609 S. Goliad St. Rockwall TEXAS 75087
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13281.00010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Excluding Attorney  GEBHARDT, JACQUELINE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ARACELI ENDEAVORGT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97432062
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102189
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 20, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 15, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Scientific laboratory research instruments for use in drug discovery, drug development and safety assessments; computer hardware, namely, computer hardware for automated microscopic multi-well plate scanning in the field of high content screening or analysis including robotic automation and control; non-medical imaging apparatus for use in high content analysis including robotic automation and control; computer hardware for operating high content screening systems including robotic automation and control; digital input and output scanners for use in high content analysis; computer hardware for high content screening, namely, hardware for use in high content screening including robotic automation and control; computer hardware for digital imaging, namely, hardware for cell imaging systems; automated microscope hardware for use in laboratory operations; computer hardware, namely, imaging hardware for microscopy; computer hardware, namely, hardware for quantitative image analysis in the field of high content screening and phenotypic profiling; microscopes, namely, automated microscopes for use in research and drug discovery including robotic automation and control; microscopes, namely, fluorescence microscopes including robotic automation and control; microscopes, namely, automated microscopes for use in drug screening and development applications including robotic automation and control

**International Classes**
- **9**: Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **First Use**: Feb. 05, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ARACELI BIOSCIENCES, INC.
- **Address**: ARACELI BIOSCIENCES, INC. 7405 SW Tech Center Drive Suite A160 Tigard OREGON 97223
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: PHO22401US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** THoustars

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97434823</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 30, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2023</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized wording &quot;THOUSTARS&quot; with three five-pointed stars arranged above the&quot; U &quot;from small to large.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Chairs; Furniture; Collapsible platform seats and stools; Folding shelves; Metal shelving; Office furniture; Shoe racks; Tables; Towel racks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2022</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Xu, Chao Address Xu, Chao Rm 402, Unit 1, Building 14, Shengshi Huacheng, Haishu District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang CHINA 315000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number US039357T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) BERRYFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97436314 Application Filing Date May 31, 2022 Registration Number 7102191
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6374559

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Feb. 21, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 21, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Highland Brewing Company, Inc. Address Highland Brewing Company, Inc. 12 Old Charlotte Highway Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HBC-28
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, YAT SYE I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** NATIONWIDE PETRXEXPRESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97441579
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102192
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 02, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 27, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "Nationwide" in blue letters above the word "PetRxExpress" with the aspect "Pet" shown in bold blue, "Rx" shown in light blue, and "Express" shown in green italics.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, light blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PET RX EXPRESS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 6541987, 6637201, 4932588 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Insurance claims processing in the field of pharmacy claims
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 09, 2022
- **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/14/2021
- **Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 07/14/2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company
- **Address**: Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company Office of General Counsel, 1-32-305 One Nationwide Plaza Columbus OHIO 432152226
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 81058472

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) XINLIN SHIYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97445553 Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2022 Registration Number 7102193
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a curved ribbon above the stylized wording "XINLIN SHIYE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "XINLIN" and/or "SHIYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drones; Delivery drones; Photography drones
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 18, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHANTOU QUMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHANTOU QUMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. NO. 6, XINJIN ROAD ZHUJIN INDUSTRIAL ZONE SHANTOU, GUANGDONG CHINA 515041 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM118129

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SORIANO, JASMINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CHESTNUT HEIGHTS OAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97455126 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2022 Registration Number 7102194
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OAK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Engineered hardwood flooring featuring oak
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M S International, Inc. Address M S International, Inc. 2095 North Batavia Street Orange CALIFORNIA 92865 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 101660.0296T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN DENTAL ASSOCIATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97457431 Application Filing Date  Jun. 14, 2022 Registration Number  7102195
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a tooth design and the text "SOUTHERN DENTAL" above the text "ASSOCIATES" with a horizontal line extending outward from each end. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "DENTAL ASSOCIATES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dental care services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jul. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Smile Brands Inc. Address  Smile Brands Inc.  100 Spectrum Center Drive, Suite 1500 Irvine CALIFORNIA  92618 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SMILE-080T1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHELAN, JAIME M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GM-S1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479420 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102196
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5910179, 6266648

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Noise suppressors for guns; component parts for suppressors, namely, end caps
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Feb. 03, 2023 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smith & Wesson Inc. Address Smith & Wesson Inc. 2100 Roosevelt Avenue Springfield MASSACHUSETTS 01104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00214628

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) ULTRA BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97479663 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7102197
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino gaming machines and recorded operational game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022
For Recorded computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; recorded computer gaming software for gambling
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 11, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIGHT & WONDER, INC. Address LIGHT & WONDER, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BARNSHIELD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97490591
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 06, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102198
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 13, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 07, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Twisted X, Inc.
- **Address**: Twisted X, Inc. 1414 S FM 51 Decatur TEXAS 76234
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 11643.37081

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) VIA HEALTH PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97498817 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2022 Registration Number 7102199 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "VIA" centered above the stylized terms "Health Partners". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEALTH PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospice services; palliative care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 26, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hospice & Palliative Care Charlotte Region Address Hospice & Palliative Care Charlotte Region 7845 Little Avenue Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28226 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21574-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** FURBO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97499026</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 12, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102200</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pet food feeders; automatic pet feeding troughs; feeder for pet treats |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Apr. 25, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 25, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Tomofun Co., Ltd. |
| Address | 4F., No. 178, Sec. 3, Minquan E. Rd. Songshan Dist. Taipei TAIWAN 105-95 |
| Legal Entity | limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | TAIWAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 178539100008 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEYS | CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS |
| Examining Attorney | CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RIPTIDE RATCHETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97500764  Application Filing Date  Jul. 13, 2022  Registration Number  7102201  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2023  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER  Disclaimer  "RATCHETS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Metal load binders in the nature of lever load binders and ratchet load binders that may be operated with an electric or battery powered driver

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods
First Use  Dec. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KELLYSRT, LLC  Address  KELLYSRT, LLC  15709 Marshallville St NW  Canal Fulton  OHIO  44614
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3584006US1AT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** MATCHINGHAM GAMES

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97505281
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 15, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102202
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Oct. 04, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 29, 2022

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words MATCHINGHAM GAMES in large, stylized font, wherein the M in GAMES is an artistic rendering of a crown, above both words is a thick line and a large crown.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "GAMES"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Multimedia publishing of software

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 12, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2023

**For**: Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing text relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 12, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 12, 2023

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MATCHINGHAM GAMES LIMITED
- **Address**: MATCHINGHAM GAMES LIMITED 4 Freeman Close Castle Hill Ebbsfleet Valley, Swanscombe Kent UNITED KINGDOM DA101BY
- **Legal Entity**: private limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 08340-0018
TM 13337 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97505283 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2022 Registration Number 7102203 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an artistic rendering of a large crown. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multimedia publishing of software
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 12, 2023 In Commerce May 12, 2023
For Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, and video relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing artwork relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing text relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing audio relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs); Downloadable multimedia file containing video relating to video games authenticated by non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 12, 2023 In Commerce May 12, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MATCHINGHAM GAMES LIMITED Address MATCHINGHAM GAMES LIMITED 4 Freeman Close Castle Hill Ebbsfleet Valley, Swanscombe Kent UNITED KINGDOM DA101BY Legal Entity private limited company
State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 08340-0019
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
BOXVILLE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97509404</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2022</td>
<td>7102204</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Providing self-storage facilities for others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes 100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Boxwell LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Boxwell LLC 6672 Gunpark Dr., Ste 100 Boulder COLORADO 80301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number             | 91500/009 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>PERKINS, ELLEN J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  IQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97513734 Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2022 Registration Number  7102205 Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 07, 2023 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  bait stations, sold empty, for rodents; traps for catching rats, mice and insects; rodent and insect traps, namely, live capture rodent traps, mechanical rodent traps, mechanical rodent traps used with glue boards for attracting and monitoring the presence of rodents, mechanical insect traps used with glue boards for attracting and monitoring the presence of insects; rodent and insect traps, namely, glue coated strips for monitoring rodents and insects; rodent and insect traps, namely, glue-coated strips for catching rodents and insects

For  downloadable mobile application and software for monitoring bait stations and rodent and insect traps, and rodent and insect activity related thereto
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 2018 In Commerce  Oct. 2018

For  providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer and cloud-based software, and non-downloadable web applications, for monitoring bait stations and rodent and insect traps, and rodent and insect activity related thereto; providing an Internet website portal featuring technology for collecting and reviewing data in the field of rodent and insect monitoring and control
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Oct. 2018 In Commerce  Oct. 2018
For traps for wild animals, namely, outdoor traps for moles and burrowing pests

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
**International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**First Use**: Oct. 2018  **In Commerce**: Oct. 2018

**Basis Information**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
**Owner Name**: Bell Laboratories, Inc.  
**Address**: Bell Laboratories, Inc.  6551 North Towne Rd.  Windsor  WISCONSIN  53598  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

**Examining Attorney**
**Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s)  VIZ-COOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97527935  Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2022  Registration Number  7102206  Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 06, 2022  Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Reflective and illuminated clothing for identification and safety purposes for the prevention of accident or injury, namely, reflective and illuminated vests, parkas, jackets, sweatshirts, pants, rainwear, t-shirts, overalls, coveralls, jumpsuits, headgear, in the nature of hard hat covers, hoods, protective face masks, nape protectors, neck shades, hats and headbands, and belts; reflective and illuminated accessories for safety purposes for the prevention of accident or injury, namely, arm and ankle safety bands, gloves, mittens; protective clothing for protection against accidents featuring hydrophilic materials for reducing body temperature
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Dec. 01, 2022  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Meeker, Donald  Address  Meeker, Donald  2080 Broad Street  Brooksville  FLORIDA  34604  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
UIDYGGD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97540133</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 08, 2022</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102207</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jul. 04, 2023</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Ceiling fans; Ceiling fans with integrated lights; Ceiling light fittings; Ceiling lights; Electric bladeless fans; Electric fans; Electric fans for personal use; Electric lanterns; LED and HID light fixtures; Light bulbs; Portable electric fans; USB-powered desktop fans; Ventilating fans for commercial and industrial use; Wearable electric fans

### International Classes
- 11 - Primary Classes
- US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34

### International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus

### First Use
Mar. 30, 2023

### In Commerce
Mar. 30, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Harbin Chengsheng Agricultural Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Harbin Chengsheng Agricultural Technology Co., Ltd. No.2-106, Basement F., Bldg.03-01, Xuefu Classic, No.12 Yanxing Rd., Nangang Dist., Harbin, CHINA 150080

### Legal Entity
- limited company (ltd.)

### State or Country Where Organized
- CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BERTRAND, JOSEPH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MB RECORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97541693 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2022 Registration Number 7102208
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 01, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized literal elements MB underneath which appears the stylized literal element RECORDS. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RECORDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of sound and music video recordings; Music production services; Instruction in the field of music and music production; Consulting in the field of music production
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 23, 2022 In Commerce Oct. 23, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matte Black Records Ltd. Address Matte Black Records Ltd. 1-22 Elway Court Toronto ON CANADA M6B2N8 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 62617

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** ENJOYING EDEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 97550008  Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2022  Registration Number 7102209
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jan. 17, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Card games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use May 03, 2023  In Commerce May 03, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Enjoying Eden, LLC  Address Enjoying Eden, LLC  600 Monroe Green Road  Trion  GEORGIA  30753
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 32860-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
**Mark Literal(s)** KARA-OKE

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chicken; Poultry, namely, chicken; Seasoned chicken
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes 46 **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **US Classes**: 46
- **First Use**: Oct. 19, 2022 **In Commerce**: Oct. 19, 2022

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Foodland Super Market, Limited **Address**: Foodland Super Market, Limited 3536 Harding Avenue, Suite 100 Honolulu HAWAII 96816
  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: HAWAII

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, BRITTANY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** BAKER BEARS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97560057
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 23, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102211
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 08, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 28, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BEARS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0127819/1693034 International
- **Registration Number**: 1693034

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: candy
- **International Classes**: 30
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: May 02, 2023
- **In Commerce**: May 02, 2023

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mederer GmbH
- **Address**: Mederer GmbH Oststrasse 94 Fürth FED REP GERMANY 90763
- **Legal Entity**: gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 15036
- **Examining Attorney**: ADORNO SANTOS, LUZ M.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) XYLOBURST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97591658 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7102212
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chewing gum

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Focus Nutrition, LLC Address Focus Nutrition, LLC 399 N Main, Ste 300 Logan UTAH 84321 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FOCCIP001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) 2TOUGH2FAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97675534 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7102213
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 04, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the fields of business, personal growth, inspirational and motivational stories, and history

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Too Tough to Fail LLC Address Too Tough to Fail LLC #601 14200 Royal Harbour Court Fort Myers FLORIDA 33908 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 78924-3001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Experiencing Attorney BUONGIorno, Christophe
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DELVE DECK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97686655 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2022 Registration Number 7102214
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 11, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DECK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For card game, namely, a card game featuring conversation starter questions
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 16, 2023 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ex-Boyfriend, LLC Address Ex-Boyfriend, LLC 9120 Norwalk Blvd Santa Fe Springs CALIFORNIA 90670 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
BLACK BOX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>97707211</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7102215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Fitting of golf clubs to individual users; Golf club services; Instruction in the nature of golf clinics; Instruction in the nature of golf lessons |
| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | Oct. 13, 2022 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 13, 2022 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | Breakthrough Golf Technology, LLC |
| **Address** | Breakthrough Golf Technology, LLC Suite 184 1850 N. Greenville Ave. Richardson TEXAS 75081 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country** | TEXAS |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examiner** | MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) RASPBERRY RALLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975540 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2022 Registration Number 7102216
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RASPBERRY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97251705

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 01, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Girl Scouts of the United States of America Address Girl Scouts of the United States of America 420 Fifth Avenue New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity congressionally chartered nonprofit corporation State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COHEN, ROBERT ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) OOGIEBEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   97975555 Application Filing Date  Feb. 18, 2022 Registration Number   7102217
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4777995 Child Of  97273636

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Toothbrushes for babies and toddlers
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jan. 2022 In Commerce  Jan. 2022

For  Rubbing compound for medical or therapeutic use, namely, chest rubs
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Sep. 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 2021

For  Teethers; nasal aspirators
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44
International Class Title  Medical Apparatus First Use  Oct. 2022 In Commerce  Oct. 2022

For  Non-medicated balms for use on the skin, nose, and lips
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Sep. 2021 In Commerce  Sep. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Oogie Solutions LLC Address  Oogie Solutions LLC  10101 Molecular Drive Suite 250  Rockville
MARYLAND  20850 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) SLOW WAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975622 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2021 Registration Number 7102218
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97148354

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental devices for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 26, 2017 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Slow Wave, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Slow Wave Address Slow Wave, Inc. 26100 Countryside Drive Spicewood TEXAS 78669 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 149-K001US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STURMAN, JOSHUA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) KAT ZWERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975644 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2021 Registration Number 7102219
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the outline of the front head of a cat with a triangle for a nose appearing above the words "KAT ZWERS". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies KAT ZWERS, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97066203

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of printed fiction books; Series of printed fiction works, namely, novels and books; Sticker books; Printed children's books; Printed coloring books; Printed story books; Series of printed children's books; Series of printed story books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oak Mountain Enterprises, LLC Address Oak Mountain Enterprises, LLC 678 E. Avenida De Los Arboles Thousand Oaks CALIFORNIA 91362 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Francis.002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SIRIGNANO, EMMA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CADENCE ACADEMY MONTESSORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975653 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7102220
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "CADENCE" which appears in a stylized font adjacent to the word "ACADEMY" which appears in a different stylized font. Beneath the term "ACADEMY" is the literal element "MONTESSORI" in a different stylized font in all capital letters. To the left of the term "CADENCE" is a design consisting of the silhouettes of four flying birds in a diagonal configuration with the bottom bird positioned to the left of the letter "C" in the word "CADENCE" and the top bird positioned above the letter "D" in the word "CADENCE". Disclaimer "ACADEMY MONTESSORI"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97050368

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational programs, namely, preschools, excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion; Educational programs, namely, preschools excluding educational curriculum, courses, classes and materials directed to members of the United States military and their families; Educational programs, namely, preschools excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion directed to members of the United States military and their families; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the infant, pre-school and primary levels, excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes and materials directed to members of the United States military and their families; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the infant, pre-school and primary levels excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion directed to members of the United States military and their families
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 2022</th>
<th><strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Cadence Education, LLC  **Address**  Cadence Education, LLC  8800 N. Gainey Center Dr.  Suite 300  Scottsdale  ARIZONA  85258  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  18281/1/58

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) CADENCE ACADEMY MONTESSORI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975654 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2021 Registration Number 7102221
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 02, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ACADEMY MONTESSORI"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97050353

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational programs, namely, preschools, excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion; Educational programs, namely, preschools excluding educational curriculum, courses, classes and materials directed to members of the United States military and their families; Educational programs, namely, preschools excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion directed to members of the United States military and their families; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the infant, pre-school and primary levels, excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the infant, pre-school and primary levels excluding educational curriculum, courses, classes and materials directed to members of the United States military and their families; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the infant, pre-school and primary levels excluding religion-based educational curriculum, courses, classes, materials and subject matter in the field of or related to religion directed to members of the United States military and their families
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Cadence Education, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Cadence Education, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8800 N. Gainey Center Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scottsdale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>18281/1/57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>OAKES, JEFFREY ALLEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s) MI DIARIO EN CINCO MINUTOS**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97975672</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "DIARIO" |
| Translation | The English translation of MI DIARIO EN CINCO MINUTOS in the mark is my diary in five minutes. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 97026740 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Printed journal notebooks with directed questions; printed personalized writing journals; printed matter, namely, journals |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Dec. 01, 2022 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 01, 2022 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Intelligent Change LLC |
| Address | Intelligent Change LLC 8 THE GREEN, SUITE 4000 Dover DELAWARE |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | THOMAS, JULIE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** JUST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97975677</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2021</td>
<td>7102223</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Aug. 23, 2022

**Notice of Allowance Date** Oct. 18, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Child Of** 97036857

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Downloadable software for legal courtroom training, witness preparation, and legal education

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Apr. 30, 2022

**In Commerce** Apr. 30, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** JUST Legal VR, Inc.

**Address** JUST Legal VR, Inc. 775 S. Rivershore Lane Eagle IDAHO 83616

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** JLVR-2-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** TICKLE YOUR TOES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97975682</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102224</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 97156038 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Alcoholic beverages, except beer |
| International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 47, 49 | International Class Title | Wines and Spirits | First Use | Mar. 17, 2023 | In Commerce | Mar. 17, 2023 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Dojo Beverage Co. |
| Address | Dojo Beverage Co. 1411 7th Street Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90401 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MOSKOWITZ, SAMANTHA JA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MIRACLE BUTTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975687 Application Filing Date May 16, 2022 Registration Number 7102225
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97412127

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage apparatus and instruments; Massage apparatus for massaging necks, shoulders, eyes, backs and feet; Massage balls; Massaging apparatus for personal use
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 2022 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PARK, Min Gyu Address PARK, Min Gyu 56-1 Bujeon-ro, Busanjin-gu, 1503, Top Family, Busan REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2146-31TM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

### Mark Literal(s)
MABRY HOME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97975717
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 09, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7102226
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 09, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 04, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HOME"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Child Of**: 97018395

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Interior non-metal window shutters; Non-metal sliding doors
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 29, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 29, 2022

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Houston Shutters, LLC
- **Address**: Houston Shutters, LLC 7052 Grand Blvd., Suite 120 Houston TX 77054
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3162-02100

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) MABRY HOME ESTD. 1998

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975718 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2021 Registration Number 7102227
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 09, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MABRY HOME ESTD. 1998" in stylized font; the word "MABRY" appearing in larger font above the word "HOME"; the word "HOME" having horizontal, upturned lines to the left of the letter "H" and to the right of the letter "E"; the words "ESTD. 1998" appearing below the word "HOME". Disclaimer "HOME ESTD. 1998"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97018392

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interior non-metal window shutters; Non-metal sliding doors
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Dec. 29, 2022 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Houston Shutters, LLC Address Houston Shutters, LLC 7052 Grand Blvd., Suite 120 Houston TEXAS 77054 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3162-02200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GOODHABIT RISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97975724 Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2021
Registration Number    7102228
Registration Date    Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date    Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  97103933

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Perfume, cologne, and fragrances
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes
US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  Sep. 05, 2022
In Commerce  Sep. 05, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Scentbird, Inc.
Address  Scentbird, Inc.  30 Engelhard Drive  Monroe Township  NEW JERSEY  08831
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  101872

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee  LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) WLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975781 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2021 Registration Number 7102229
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 18, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "WLO" and a partial two-dimensional incomplete triangle encompassing the letters "LO", the "O" being partially shaded by two curved bands with a horizontal line positioned partially under the "O", extending to the right and outside of the triangle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0122932/1666321 International Registration Number 1666321 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 6264638 Child Of 97134203

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture made from wood
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use May 25, 2020 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WLO Wood Address WLO Wood 817 S. Horner Boulevard Sanford NORTH CAROLINA 27330
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WORW008TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) GLENNY’S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975783 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2022 Registration Number 7102230
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2023
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97310984

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potato-based snack foods; Potato chips; Seaweed-based snacks; Seed-based snack foods; Snack dips; Snack mix consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; Snack mix consisting of processed seeds; Snack mix consisting of wasabi peas, processed nuts, dehydrated fruit and/or raisins; Snack mix consisting primarily of dehydrated fruit and also including processed nuts, processed seeds, chocolate; Snack mix consisting primarily of dehydrated fruits, processed nuts and also including sesame sticks; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed fruits, processed nuts and/or raisins; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed nuts and salted squash seeds and also including toasted corn; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, and also including seeds, dried fruit, chocolate; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, seeds, dried fruit and also including chocolate; Snack mix consisting primarily of processed seeds and also including processed fruit, processed nuts, chocolate; Snack food dips; Soy-based snack foods; Soy chips; Vegetable-based snack foods

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Feb. 2023 In Commerce Feb. 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRICELESS RESOURCE INC. Address PRICELESS RESOURCE INC. 63 Flushing Ave, Building 11A Brooklyn NEW YORK 11205 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Glenny_01
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SPILS, CAROL A
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** DECK OF SCARLET YOUR MAJESTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 97975786
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102231
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2022
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 18, 2022

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Child Of**: 97432491

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Perfume, cologne, and fragrances; eau de parfum
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2023
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 03, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Scentbird, Inc.
- **Address**: Scentbird, Inc. 30 Engelhard Drive Monroe Township NEW JERSEY 08831
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 101872

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: LEE, DOUGLAS M
TM 13366 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal Register Section 1(d)

Mark Literal(s) DECK OF SCARLET NOT YOUR GIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97975788 Application Filing Date May 27, 2022 Registration Number 7102232
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 97432506

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Perfume, cologne, and fragrances; eau de parfum
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 03, 2023 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2023

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scentbird, Inc. Address Scentbird, Inc. 30 Engelhard Drive Monroe Township NEW JERSEY 08831 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 101872

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Principal
Register Section 1(d)

**Mark Literal(s)** LILY GREENE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97975790</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2021</td>
<td>7102233</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2022</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Child Of**: 97091584

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: NON-MEDICATED HAND SOAPS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; NON-MEDICATED LIQUID SOAPS; BEAUTY SOAPS; BODY CLEANSERS; SKIN CLEANSERS
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Mar. 2022
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Clementine Paper Inc.
- **Address**: Clementine Paper Inc. 5870 West Jefferson Boulevard, Suite C Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: C3337-5010

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

### Mark Literal(s)
CHAMPAGNE IS BASICALLY SPARKLING WATER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing and apparel, namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, tops, hats and caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2018

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Home Edit, LLC
- **Address**: The Home Edit, LLC 1410 51st Avenue North Nashville TENNESSEE 37209
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 706.0032
- **Examining Attorney**: FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

**Mark Literal(s)** PHENOMIC AI

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 88222744
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 10, 2018
- **Registration Number**: 7102235
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Supplemental Mark
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 10, 2019

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AI"

**Foreign Information**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1906075
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jun. 26, 2018
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1121134
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 25, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 25, 2032

**Goods and Services Information**
For: (Based on Use in Commerce) Design and development of computer software for use in cellular detection and diagnostics; (Based on 44(e)) Pharmaceutical research and development; development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; (Based on Use in Commerce) Design and development of computer software with artificial intelligence for analyzing imaging data, namely, microscopy images; providing online non-downloadable computer software, and software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software, for use in cellular detection and diagnostics; providing online non-downloadable computer software, and software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software, with artificial intelligence for analyzing imaging data, namely, microscopy images

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 12, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 12, 2018

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Phenomic AI Inc.
- **Address**: Phenomic AI Inc. 138 Major Street Toronto CANADA M5S2L2
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 024643.00056
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) ANCIENT MAN CON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90230703 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2020 Registration Number 7102236
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 06, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, creating in the nature of developing curriculum for others, hosting, organizing, conducting and presenting live and virtual educational conventions, events, and entertainment with or without audience participation and interaction in the nature of seminars, conferences, panel discussions, in-person forums, debates, educational demonstrations, live show performances, art exhibits and workshops in the field of archaeology, exploration, scientific discoveries, offworlds, resources on this planet and others, the cosmic universe, alternate universes, alternate realities, alien life, unidentified flying objects (UFOs), new scientific discoveries, ancient man, the evolution of mankind, new and exciting thoughts and unique ways of looking at life, video production, book publishing, graphic novel and comic book writing distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Arranging, creating in the nature of special event planning of, hosting, organizing, conducting and presenting live and virtual social entertainment events distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; video production services for the internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 14, 2021 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Savoury's Good Earth Cuisine, Inc. Address Savoury's Good Earth Cuisine, Inc. 611 S. Palm Canyon Dr., Suite 7-442 Palm Springs CALIFORNIA 92264 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 90238572  
Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2020  
Registration Number 7102237  
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023  
Register Supplemental  
Mark Type Trademark  
Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  
Date Amended to Current Register Jan. 27, 2023  
Publication Date Apr. 20, 2021  
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 15, 2021  

Mark Literal(s) 99 SECONDS TO SPACE

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Downloadable musical sound recordings  
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
First Use Dec. 20, 2020  
In Commerce Dec. 20, 2020

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Hot Spring Productions, LLC  
Address Hot Spring Productions, LLC 1942 Broadway St Suite 314C Boulder COLORADO 80302  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) ROOFING SPECIALIST SALES TRAINING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90259181 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2020 Registration Number 7102238
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Apr. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SALES TRAINING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing in-person and online classes, workshops, and seminars in the fields of business development and business improvement for improving communication skills and customer relations; educational services, namely, providing in-person and online classes, workshops, and seminars in the fields of business development and business improvement.
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 16, 2018 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aquila Investment Group, LLC Address Aquila Investment Group, LLC 5901 N. HONOR AVE SUITE 130 Bradenton FLORIDA 34236 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIBAUDO, MICHELLE RACH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

### Mark Literal(s)
THE ONLY TRANSFERABLE VEHICLE ARMOR IN THE WORLD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90327784</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102239</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "VEHICLE ARMOR"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Parts for vehicles, namely, vehicle windscreens and vehicle front, rear, and side windows, all being bullet and vandalism resistant

**International Classes** 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title** Vehicles

**First Use** Jan. 25, 2023

**In Commerce** Jan. 25, 2023

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** TruArmor, LLC

**Address** TruArmor, LLC 32991 N. Thornapple Lane Grayslake ILLINOIS 60030

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 3255.020

**Examining Attorney** DUENAS, TAYLOR S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

**Mark Literal(s)** COLOR-BANNER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90487067</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | (Based on Use in Commerce) Art pictures in the nature of drawings; Art pictures in the nature of paintings; Art pictures in the nature of printed photographs; Art pictures on canvas; Art prints; Art prints on canvas; Decorative paper centerpieces; Graphic art prints; Graphic art reproductions; Graphic fine art prints; Graphic prints and representations; Paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper; Photographic prints; Printed art reproductions; Printed graphs; Framed art pictures; Framed art prints; Original art pictures on canvas |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Jul. 09, 2007 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 09, 2007 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Ed decor Center Inc. |
| Address | 462 Humane Way, Pomona, CALIFORNIA 91765 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CLARK, ROBERT C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) METHODICAL CLEARANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90615648 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2021 Registration Number 7102241
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Apr. 17, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Close quarters combat, close quarters clearance, and close quarters battle instruction; Educational services in the nature of instruction in tactics for use in close quarters combat, close quarters clearance, close quarters battle, and law enforcement operations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 2022 In Commerce Jun. 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tomahawk Strategic Solutions LLC Address Tomahawk Strategic Solutions LLC 4751 Trousdale Dr., Suite 110 Nashville TENNESSEE 37220 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GERMICK JR., EDWARD JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s)  SPECIALIZED SECURITY SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90647820  Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2021  Registration Number  7102242
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark
Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Feb. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "SECURITY SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Technical consulting in the field of cybersecurity risk management training
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jul. 16, 2001  In Commerce  Jul. 16, 2001

For  Computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; Development of software for secure network operations; Monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; Technical support services, namely, 24/7 monitoring of network systems, servers and web and database applications and notification of related events and alerts; Technology consultation in the field of cybersecurity
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Jul. 16, 2001  In Commerce  Jul. 16, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Specialized Security Services, Inc.  Address  Specialized Security Services, Inc.  4975 Preston Park Blvd., Suite 510  Plano  TEXAS  75093
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  L543221582

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) MANUFACTURING-LED-DESIGN-PROCESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90678623</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 28, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102243</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Building construction management services |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Apr. 10, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 10, 2020 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | RPM Team, LLC |
| Address | RPM Team, LLC 6724 Langley Canyon Road Prunedale CALIFORNIA 93907 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | RPM.T.002 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LEE, JANET H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) SLIM TALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90720518 Application Filing Date May 19, 2021 Registration Number 7102244
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 13, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the vertical stylized word "SLIM" adjacent to the stylized horizontal word "TALL" with a tall or long "T". The shaded background is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SLIM" AND "TALL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Leggings; Pants; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Hoodies; Jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 2021 In Commerce Apr. 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Slim Tall LLC Address Slim Tall LLC 1074 S Dahlia St Denver COLORADO 80246 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-01851

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SMART FACILITY ECOSYSTEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Supplemental</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Amended to Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Date Amended to Current Register</th>
<th>Feb. 14, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Business management, consulting and administration; commercial, residential and industrial management assistance; vendor management, namely, procurement in the nature of purchasing maintenance services for others; operational and financial reporting, namely, preparing business reports for others; business project management services for construction projects

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** In Commerce

May 13, 2021 May 13, 2021

For Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring software for use in e-commerce to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in e-commerce, namely, software for work order and purchase order management, contracts, construction related contracts, for asset tracking and asset management related to asset utilization, namely, asset inventory, asset tracking, asset contract expiration, asset utilization tracking, and asset utilization auditing and compliance record-keeping; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for use in e-commerce, namely, software to allow users to perform business management via a global computer network, namely, work order and/or purchase orders management providing product and service pricing automation, tracking sales performance, order fulfillment, shipment and service provider tracking, database management, sales and customer tracking and inventory customization and management, computer software for business billing and cost information tracking and analysis; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for vendor, visitor and credentials management systems; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in managing business contacts, information and relationships; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for managing contact information of third parties, for capturing, recording, organizing and managing business transactions, and for managing social interactions between individuals related to business relationships; Computer services in the nature of providing customized web pages and other data feed formats featuring user-defined information; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for
customer relationship management and customer data management; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for messaging and communications; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for tracking sales performance, and managing customers, orders, and inventory; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for work order and/or purchase orders, tracking deliveries; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for providing a framework to build smart contract applications and services development

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** May 13, 2021  **In Commerce** May 13, 2021

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Noontide Mechanical Services Inc.  **Address** Noontide Mechanical Services Inc.  1494 Gregwood Road Mississauga, Ontario CANADA  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** BAIRD, MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) AUSTINOOTROPICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90741953 Application Filing Date May 28, 2021 Registration Number 7102246
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register May 03, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AUSTINOOTROPICS" in stylized font. "AUSTIN" is in red and "OOTROPICS" is in black. Gray is not claimed as a feature and represents background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements containing nootropics for the purpose of enhancing cognitive function and memory International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 01, 2020 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Garcia, Ruben Address Garcia, Ruben 8721 South Cage Blvd Pharr TEXAS 78577 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2022-02052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLAKESLEE, RICHARD A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) SUBNATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   90783602 Application Filing Date  Jun. 19, 2021 Registration Number  7102247
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  May 22, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized wording "SUBNATION" where "SUB" appears incomplete letters on top line, "NAT" appears on middle line with "N" and "T" appear incomplete letters and "A" is formed by an incomplete triangle, and "ION" appears on bottom line with the "I" and "N" appearing in incomplete letters and the "O" is formed by a power symbol. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  hats, shirts, jackets, sneakers, shoes, pajamas, pants, jumpers in the nature of dresses, sweaters and overalls; coats, jeans, sweatshirts, sweatpants, uniforms, sweaters, swim suits, tee shirts International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jun. 14, 2018 In Commerce  Jun. 14, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Subnation Media, Inc. Address  Subnation Media, Inc.  2205 Campus Drive  Segundo  CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARRISON, RACHEL MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

**Mark Literal(s)** CLASSROOM CLINIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90861133
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 02, 2021
- **Registration Number**: 7102248
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
  - **Date Amended to Current Register**: Mar. 06, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLINIC"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Providing health care information by telephone and the internet; Healthcare services; Mental health counseling; Telehealth services related to mental health, namely, behavioral health services, psychological counseling, counseling services, rehabilitation services, mental health services, and mental health treatment services provided via the Internet or telecommunications networks; Behavioral health services; Psychological counseling; Counseling services, namely, counseling services in the fields of mental health and wellness; Rehabilitation services, namely, mental health rehabilitation services; Provision of behavioral health services by healthcare professionals via the Internet or telecommunications networks, namely, providing telehealth care services, telemedicine, remote health care services, and virtual health care services; Mental health services; Psychological counseling; Psychological counseling in the field of eating disorders and addiction; Mental health treatment for patients; Mental health treatment services; Individual psychotherapy and group mental health therapy services for fostering good mental health, independence, personal relationships and family relationships; Mental health counseling services in the fields of depression, anxiety, mood disorders, self-harm, addiction and eating disorders; Mental health rehabilitation of patients experiencing mood disorders, depression, anxiety, personality disorders, and eating disorders, namely, bulimia and anorexia; Mental health services provided via phone, online chat or videoconferencing; Individual mental health therapy and group mental health therapy services offered via phone, online chat or videoconferencing; School based mental health services; School based telehealth services related to mental health, namely, telemedicine; School based counseling services related to mental health; School based healthcare services delivered through videoconferencing

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101
**US Classes**: 100, 101
**International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
**First Use**: May 05, 2019
**In Commerce**: May 05, 2019

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CLASSROOM CLINIC, LLC
Address   CLASSROOM CLINIC, LLC
16197 IVY AVENUE
BREDA
IOWA
51436

Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   27484.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90863163</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2021</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>7102249</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a bearing frame for an industrial pump. The broken lines are intended to show the position of the mark and are not part of the mark. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0114504/1624823 |
| Registration Number | 1624823 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | a bearing frame for an industrial pump |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Nov. 30, 2020 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 30, 2021 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Cornell Pump Company LLC |
| Address | Cornell Pump Company LLC 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 0080-6003 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 90893391  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 20, 2021  
Registration Number: 7102250  
Registration Date: Jul. 04, 2023  
Register: Supplemental  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Amended to Supplemental Register: Yes  
Date Amended to Current Register: May 12, 2023

Mark Information

Mark Literal(s): DITKA'S GRILL

Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark: Ditka's Grill

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer: “GRILL”

Related Properties Information

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 2783699

Goods and Services Information

For: Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services  
First Use In Commerce: Nov. 02, 2021

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: MIKE DITKA'S - CHICAGO, LLC  
Address: MIKE DITKA'S - CHICAGO, LLC  
TWO MID AMERICA PLAZA, STE 100  
OAKBROOK TERRACE, ILLINOIS  
60181  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) MUTEFLUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97024999 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2021 Registration Number 7102251
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 01, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flutes; Musical instrument tuning apparatus, namely, silencer for flutes and recorders to block the emission of sound when the instrument is played; Mutes for musical instruments; Recorders; Wind instruments
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Jul. 01, 2021 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRANCISCO JOSÉ JUÁREZ SALAS Address FRANCISCO JOSÉ JUÁREZ SALAS CALLE TULIPANES 11 PALOMARES DEL RÍO Sevilla SPAIN 2000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KNIGHT, TROY FRANK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) SANGSTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 97029003 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 15, 2021 | Registration Number | 7102252 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 04, 2023 | Register | Supplemental | Mark Type | Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register | Yes | Date Amended to Current Register | Jan. 23, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spices; Barbecue dry rub; Spice mixes; Spice rubs
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | Aug. 07, 2021 | In Commerce | Aug. 07, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sangster's Coffee, LLC | Address | Sangster's Coffee, LLC Suite 401-565 10945 State Bridge Rd Alpharetta GEORGIA 30022 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2949789-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FITZSIMONS, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTIFULIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97029167 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2021 Registration Number 7102253
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Dec. 27, 2022 Publication Date Jul. 26, 2022 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank journal books; blank notepads; blank writing journals; memory books; printed address books and printed diaries; printed composition books; printed diaries; printed note books; printed notepads; scratch pads; scribble pads
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Feb. 07, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2022
For Hooded sweatshirts; pants; pullovers; shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved T-shirts; sweatpants; sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 16, 2022 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williams, Elizabeth Address Williams, Elizabeth PO Box 720059 Byram MISSISSIPPI 39272 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2021-01402
Examining Attorney JARAMILLO, JAVIER R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) LOCALIZED ENHANCED CIRCULATION RESPONSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97061184 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2021 Registration Number 7102254
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register May 09, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Compression bandages; Compression garments; Compression garments, namely, wraps designed to enhance circulation for the purpose of relieving pain and inflammation; Compression sleeves; Electrotherapy devices for providing transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, infrared heat and compression; Medical compression stockings and tights; Therapeutic compression wraps; Therapeutic apparatus, namely, body limb thermal compression undergarments for relief of muscular and joint pain through targeted thermal application and compression; Therapeutic hot and cold compression wraps
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 22, 2021 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name In.Genu Design Group Inc Address In.Genu Design Group Inc Box 308 393 First Street Collingwood, Ontario CANADA L9Y1B3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) MULTIMEDIA VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97086790 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2021 Registration Number 7102255
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jan. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VIRTUAL ASSISTANT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 5515896, 5986606

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business administration services; Business consulting services; Business management consulting; Post-production editing services for video and audio commercials; Providing office functions International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 2020 In Commerce Oct. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Temark International Inc Address Temark International Inc 4990 E. Mediterranean Dr., Ste. D Sierra Vista ARIZONA 85635 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number L550167594

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) PERFORMANCE MEDIA AS A SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97093443 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2021 Registration Number 7102256
Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 01, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For digital advertising services to optimize search-based advertising through search engines; consulting services for advertisers in the field of search engine optimization for sales promotion
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 2022 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name adMarketplace, Inc. Address adMarketplace, Inc. 19th Floor 1385 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3723.00010
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>97117383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>7102257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a logo with the phrase "CLINGTECH" in a stylized form at the top with the word "BIONICS" beneath it, also in stylized form. The "O" in "BIONICS" is made up of two concentric circles.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 018702285
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Sep. 01, 2022
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 13, 2032

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Plastic suction cups

- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Current 44E: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ClingTechBionics UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
- **Address**: ClingTechBionics UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
  - Grantham-Allee 2-8
  - Sankt Augustin
  - FED REP GERMANY
  - 53757
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 21-1235
- **Examining Attorney**: BECKER, MARY ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

**Mark Literal(s)** TALENT REENGINEERING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>97127236</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 16, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>7102258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 04, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing information in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Cingulate
- **Address**: Cingulate 1800 N Bayshore Dr unit 1001 Miami FLORIDA 33132
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: OESTREICHER, SALIMA PA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s) TECH TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97226742 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2022 Registration Number 7102259 Registration Date Jul. 04, 2023 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 10, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TECH TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY", all in gray stylized font except for the letter "H" in "TECH", which appears in a patchwork of the colors red, orange, yellow, pink, light green, green, light blue and blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray, red, orange, yellow, pink, light green, green, light blue and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 018634061 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 04, 2022 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 07, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences and workshops at the undergraduate, graduate, post graduate and professional level in the fields of engineering, health, business administration, law, videogames, IT, Humanities, language learning, and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TECH EDUCATION RIGHTS AND TECHNOLOGIES SL Address TECH EDUCATION RIGHTS AND TECHNOLOGIES S L Calle Imeldo Seris 34 Sta. Cruz de Tenerife SPAIN 38003 Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

**MARK LITERAL(s)** NO SEX IN TEXAS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 97355817
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 10, 2022
- **Registration Number**: 7102260
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 04, 2023
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: May 12, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Shirts; Hats; Sweatshirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2022
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2022

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NO SEX IN TEXAS LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA NO SEX IN TEXAS
- **Address**: NO SEX IN TEXAS LLC PO BOX 19184 PORTLAND OREGON 97280
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Issued - Supplemental Register

Mark Literal(s)  CHICAGO SMOKE & SAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97449414 Application Filing Date  Jun. 08, 2022 Registration Number  7102261
Registration Date  Jul. 04, 2023 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Apr. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "SMOKE & SAIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Conducting of entertainment events in the nature of cigar smoking parties at venues and on yachts, for others; Organization of entertainment events in the nature of cigar smoking parties at venues and on yachts, for others; Hosting social entertainment events, namely, cigar smoking parties at venues and on yachts, for others; Organization of social entertainment events

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Whitfield, Melissa Address  Whitfield, Melissa P.O. Box 1932 Highland INDIANA 46322 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Whitfield, Torrence Address  Whitfield, Torrence P.O. Box 1932 Highland INDIANA 46322 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BAE SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75827410 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 1999 Registration Number 4113348
Registration Date Mar. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SYSTEMS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 001358985 Foreign Registration Date May 07, 2001 Foreign Application/ Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 14, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Land, air, water, space and amphibious vehicles, namely, automobiles, tanks, all terrain vehicles, motorized and non-motorized land vehicles equipped for the transport and launch and operation of weapons, airplanes, helicopters, unmanned air vehicles, hovercraft, wing-in-ground effect vehicles, boats ships, submarines, unmanned underwater vehicles, submersibles, sea planes, amphibious airplanes, amphibious land vehicles, space vehicles, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Writing instruments; printed matter, namely, manuals, brochures and books all on the subject of land, sea, air, space and amphibious vehicles, and weapons, explosives, firearms, missiles, defense technology, military equipment, electrical, electronic and avionic equipment, and scientific, nautical, navigational, communications, radar, surveying, acoustic, optical, photographic, cinematographic, signaling, teaching, measuring, sensing, and testing apparatus and instruments, and computer software and computer hardware, and engineering consultancy services, and construction, maintenance, repair and refurbishment services; posters, wall charts; maps and navigational charts; instructional training and teaching materials in the fields of design, development, installation, manufacturing, servicing, maintenance, repair, refurbishment, renovation and usage of land, sea, air, space and amphibious vehicles, and weapons, explosives, firearms, missiles, defense technology, military equipment, electrical, electronic and avionic equipment, and scientific, nautical, navigational, communications, radar, surveying, acoustic, optical, photographic, cinematographic, signaling, teaching, measuring, sensing, and testing apparatus and instruments, and computer hardware and computer software; unmounted photographs; decals [; blank paper tapes and cards for recorded computer programs ]
**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** [Firearms;] Ammunition; Projectiles; Explosives; Missiles; Weapons, namely, tear gas weapons, air pistols, tanks, missile launchers, torpedoes, sea mines, anti-aircraft guns, artillery guns, grenades and warheads; Bombs; Howitzers; Bomb sights; Gun sights for firearms; Non-optical and non-telescopic sights, namely, open sights for use on firearms; Missile guidance systems comprising attitude and guidance control units for missiles; Fuses; Fuse setters; Safety and arming units for fuses; Motor ignition delay units; Attitude and guidance control units for missiles, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

**International Classes** 13 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 9 **International Class Title** Firearms

**For** Educational services in the nature of training courses on the subject of avionic systems consisting primarily of the installation, maintenance, repair and operation of avionic systems

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** construction, installation, maintenance, servicing, refurbishment, renovation and repair services, all relating to buildings, civil engineering installations such as bridges, hangars, roads, runways, and test beds for propulsion units for aircraft, rockets and missiles, except that all of the above exclude the manufacture, installation and servicing of baggage handling, claiming and sorting systems, and the servicing of airline boarding bridges; maintenance. servicing, refurbishment, renovation and repair services for aircraft, helicopters, aerial vehicles, air cushion borne vehicles, spacecraft, land vehicles, amphibious vehicles, marine and submersible vehicles, weapons, weapon systems, firearms, missiles, military equipment, avionic systems, electrical and electronic equipment, computers data processors, scientific, nautical, navigational, communications, radar, surveying, acoustic, optical, photographic cinematographic, signaling, measuring, sensing, and testing apparatus, namely, for testing avionics, vehicle controls, and weapons, and instruments, and the parts and fittings within aircraft, telecommunications and transmission apparatus for military use, except that all of the above exclude the manufacture, installation and servicing of baggage handling, claiming and sorting systems, and the servicing of airline boarding bridges; rental and leasing of construction equipment, except that all of the above exclude the manufacture, installation and servicing of baggage handling, claiming and sorting systems, and the servicing of airline boarding bridges

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** Scientific, navigational, nautical, avionic, communications, radar, surveying, electric, electronic, acoustic, optical, photographic, cinematographic, signaling, teaching, measuring, sensing, and testing apparatus and instruments, namely, signal processors, parallel processors, printed circuit boards, display screens, LED displays, liquid crystal displays, multi-function displays, monitors, data display controllers, head up displays for aircraft, laser targeting projectors, information and data projectors, night vision goggles, helmet-mounted displays for displaying information to the wearer, optical and telescopic lens helmet-mounted sights, optical and telescopic lens night sights, telescopes, periscopes, laser range finders, optical and telescopic lens electronic simulated sights; Digital terrain systems consisting of software for storing map and terrain information and for generating maps and terrain images on a display monitor; Computer-based learning systems consisting of computer hardware and training software; Timer devices; Image processors; Apparatus for testing electrical and electronic equipment, namely, cables, electrical leads, power sources, voltmeters, ammeters, test program software and computer
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hardware; Acoustic processors for processing acoustic signals; Sonar arrays; Acoustic counter measure devices, namely, ship and submarine launched countermeasures; Active noise reduction headsets; Active noise reduction apparatus comprising electrical filters, signal generator, loudspeaker, microphone, signal processor, and circuits, namely, update modification circuits, fast fourier transform circuits, arithmetic circuits and inverse fast fourier transform circuits; Active noise reduction apparatus comprising a housing, a power source, electromagnets, vibration sensors, accelerometers, proximity sensors and actuators; Voice recognition software; Sonar detectors; Electrical filters for enhancing speech-related sound and reducing background noise; Electronic interfaces for interfacing weapons to onboard control systems of air, land and marine vehicles; Radar; Radomes; Identification friend or foe (IFF) transponders; Radar jammers; Missile approach warners; Laser warning receivers; Forward looking infra-red (FLIR) sensors; Infra-red counter measures; Infra-red detectors; Laser designator pods; Rotary mirror optical scanners; Radar counter measures; Electronic decoys in the nature of radar decoys and electro-optic tracker decoys; Radar detectors; Radar for identifying, prioritizing, tracking and engaging targets; Local area networks for submarines; Surveillance equipment, namely, cameras, thermal imaging cameras and infra-red sensors; Missile trackers; Flight data recorders; Auto stabilizers; Auto-pilots; "Fly by wire" active controls for air vehicles; Accelerometers; Control surface actuators; Electro mechanical servo actuators; Multiplexors; Cockpit voice recorders; Electronic throttle boxes; Vehicle control panels; Sensors, namely, infra-red sensors, proximity sensors, ultra violet sensors, seeker stabilization rate sensors, precision digital stabilization and pointing sensors, electro magnetic radiation sensors, temperature sensors, gyro sensors, thermal imaging sensors, velocity sensors, environmental sensors and smoke emission detectors; Doppler navigation systems consisting of navigational software, computer hardware, signal transmitters and receivers; Integrated Doppler/GPS navigation systems consisting of navigational software, computer hardware, signal transmitters and receivers; Inertial navigation units; Gyroscopes; Altimeters; Vehicle collision warning alarms; Altitude loss warning alarms; Wind shield warning alarms; Ground proximity warning alarms; Aircraft landing aids; Gyromagnetic directional compasses; Inter-vehicle communication systems consisting of radio transmitters and receivers, and data radio transmitters and receivers and data links, and communication controllers for channel management, and call logging, and encryption and decoding; Intra-vehicle communication systems consisting of radio transmitters and receivers, headsets, electrical cables and wires, and fiber optic cables; Satellite communication systems consisting of satellites, control stations, and ground terminals; Radio transmitters; Radio receivers, namely, airborne audio receivers, airborne laser warning receivers, airborne electromagnetic signal receivers, and ground communication radio receivers; Headsets; Electrical cables and wires; Fiber optic cables; Antennae; In-flight telephones; Modems; Radio modems; Voice encrypters; Voice decoders; Data encryptors; Data decoders; Software-programmable radios; Microwave transmitters; Microwave detectors; Microwave absorbers; Ku-band transmitters; Anechoic chambers; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, camera lenses, lenses for focusing and dispersing electromagnetic energy, optical mirrors, optical signal processors, optical filters, holograms, charge couple devices (CCD) and image processors; Flight simulators; Ship motion simulators; Aerial combat simulators; Weapon simulators; Laboratory robots; Electronic chaff signal dispensers for use in radar defense; Aircraft decoys; Missile decoys; Data processors; Computers; Calculating machines; [ Blank magnetic data carriers and blank floppy, hard and compact recording discs for computers; ] Apparatus for the recording, transmission and reproduction of sounds and images, namely, tape recorders, tape players, video recorders, video players, video cameras, cameras, compact disc recorders, radio transmitters and receivers, electrical cables, fiber optic cables, loud speakers, display screens and monitors, and parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; Computer software for controlling the movement of an aircraft, land vehicle, sea vehicle, missile, spacecraft and weapon system; Computer software for controlling the operation
of an aircraft, land vehicle, sea vehicle, missile, spacecraft and weapon system; Computer software for managing communication networks; Computer software for training users in the maintenance of aircraft, land vehicles, sea vehicles, missiles, spacecraft and weapon systems; Computer software for training users in the use of aircraft, land vehicles, missiles, spacecraft, sea vehicles and weapon systems; Computer software for the detection, identification and interrogation of targets; Computer software for data, image and signal processing; Computer software for combat systems management; Computer software for generating digital maps and terrain; Computer software for testing electrical and electronic systems; Computer software for flight simulation, weapon simulation and aerial combat simulation

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Engineering consultancy; technical consultancy in the fields of aerospace, defense, civil engineering, and marine engineering; environmental consultancy; air traffic control consultancy; air defense consultancy; engineering logistics service; computer software programming services for others; combat systems requirement analysis, design, integration, test, trials and support services; ship design consultancy; submarine design consultancy; circuit board design services; laboratory testing services in the fields of aerospace, defense, civil engineering, marine engineering, weapons and contaminated environments using simulated environments, environmental stress screening, metrology, and calibration of equipment; tool design services; electromagnetic compatibility testing services for military and civilian equipment; avionics systems integration services for aerospace systems; nuclear power consultancy in the fields of safety, nuclear power generation, operational support, waste management, and decommissioning; civil engineering services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** BAE Systems PLC **Address** BAE Systems PLC 6 Carlton Gardens London UNITED KINGDOM SW1Y 5AD **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** GREAT BRITAIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** BAES1-033

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KOVALSKY, LAURA G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** POWERSKIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76048584</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 15, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4235575</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>04254/2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>472189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For [ TRUNKS, TRAVELING AND LEISURE BAGS, namely, ALL-PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS AND HANDBAGS ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>18 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For COMPETITION SWIMWEAR [, SWIMMING CAPS AND SANDALS NOT FOR USE IN ICE HOCKEY OR POWER SPORTS ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ARENA S.P.A. |
| Address | ARENA S.P.A. CONTRADA CISTERNA 84/85 TOLENTINO (MC) ITALY |
| I-62029 | Legal Entity | JOINT STOCK COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ITALY |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The drawing is amended to appear as follows: POWERSKIN in standard character mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | CLARK, ROBERT C
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  MARK

15793
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OÖZEEKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76707045 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2011 Registration Number 4237921
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 17, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 12, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "ooZeeki" with a curved line representing a mouth appearing beneath the letters "oo". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "OOZEEKI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using a cable, shoulder stretcher using resistance cables, chest pulls, and inflatable balls; manually-operated exercise equipment, namely, full upper and lower stretch devices; manual leg exercisers; manually-operated exercise equipment; manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; exercise bands for full body strengthening exercises; manually operated exercise equipment, namely, bungee exercise cords and bands for full body strengthening exercises; aerobic steps; ankle and wrist weights for exercise; exercise platforms; fitness equipment, namely, weighted bars to improve posture and overall fitness; sporting goods, namely, sport straining devices to improve strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; sporting goods, namely, carriers specially adapted for sports balls; sports field training grids; cases specially adapted for sports equipment; and equipment sold as a unit for playing a memory game

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KHADEMI, EHSAN Address KHADEMI, EHSAN 4105 ASPEN STREET CHEVY CHASE MARYLAND 20815 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

## Mark Literal(s)
GORILLA NUTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76707095</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4235582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;GORILLA NUTS&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;NUTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Electrical wire connectors |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jan. 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 2010 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |
| Owner Name | King Technology of Missouri, LLC |
| Address | King Technology of Missouri, LLC 16250 W. Woods Edge Rd. New Berlin WISCONSIN 53151 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | MISSOURI |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Docket Number | ECMI-16 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | PINO, BRIAN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ANIMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76710892 Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2012 Registration Number   4235601
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date   Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "ANIMO" with a stylized bird design forming the dot above the letter "I". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as "HEART" or "COURAGE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number   3591039 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 16, 2005 Foreign Application/Registration County   EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date  Dec. 19, 2013

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  (Based on Use in Commerce) jerseys, polo shirts, horse-riding trousers, horse-riding bomber jackets, pullovers, golf trousers, pants, waistcoats, cardigans, jackets, belts; (Based on 44(e)) clothing for horse-riding, namely, jerkins, shirts, jackets, polo shirts, pullovers, T-shirts; golf clothing, namely, golf caps, golf shirts, golf pants, [ golf skirts, ] golf shorts; [ skirts; ] shirts; blousons; jeans; T-shirts; coats; anoraks; socks; [ stockings; ] tights; neckwear; rainwear; [ underwear; ] headwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ANIMO S.R.L. UNIPERSONALE Address  ANIMO S.R.L. UNIPERSONALE Via Martiri di Marzabotto n. 32 Cassola (Vicenza) ITALY  I-36022 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURNS, ELLEN FERRER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) UH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76711521 Application Filing Date May 17, 2012 Registration Number 4340316
Registration Date May 28, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the interlocking letters "U" and "H" in a stylized beveled font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3114675, 3801457, 3849168, 3895779, 3717202, 3906055, 4097436, 4107135, 3717201 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry, namely, necklaces, [ earrings, watches, ornamental lapel pins, and cuff links; ] key chains of precious metal; key rings of precious metal; [ clocks; ] holiday ornaments of precious metal

For Mugs, cups [, coasters not of paper and not being table linen, souvenir plates, waste baskets, and bottle openers ]

For [ Backpacks, ] tote bags [, duffel bags, souvenir bags, wallets, ID holders; leashes for animals; umbrellas ] ; textile shopping bags

For [ Print materials, namely, magazines, technical publications, sports guides, teaching materials, and course materials in the field of research, education and athletics; printed souvenir programs; ] pens; [ pen sets; pencils; erasers; pencil toppers, namely, decorative pencil-top ornaments; loose leaf binders; bookmarks; book covers; address books; appointment books; calendars; photographic albums; art photographs, namely, photographs that have been computer manipulated and enhanced to
contain graphic elements; photographs; lithographs and prints; paper banners; paper pennants; printed paper handheld signs; paper bags; magnetic boards; paper notepads; note pad holders; scrapbooks; catalogs in the field of academic and athletic courses and academic and athletic goods; series of non-fiction books in the field of research, education, and athletics; newsletters in the field of research, education and athletics; notebooks; composition books; picture books; binders; stationery type portfolios; paper gift wrap; blank cards; non-magnetically encoded gift cards; greeting cards; business cards; writing paper; note paper; postcards; decals; paper labels; bank checks; checkbook covers; rubber stamps; prepaid telephone calling cards, not magnetically encoded: credit cards without magnetic encoding; transferable temporary tattoos; bumper stickers; stickers; posters; party goods, namely, paper party favors, paper napkins and paper party decorations; desk accessories, namely, baskets for desk accessories, desk pads, file trays, desktop organizers, desktop planners, desktop revolving rotary card files, desktop business card holders, and desk calendars; paperweights; letter openers; and printed paper labels for bottled water; letter openers of precious metal; coasters of paper; money clips

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use**: Jan. 2011 **In Commerce**: Jan. 2011

**For**: Educational services, namely, providing college and graduate level courses of instruction, continuing education courses and seminars in the fields of business, accounting, engineering, science, legal, medical, health science, literature, history, art, and math fields; educational services, namely, providing opportunities for students to participate in educational research programs; entertainment services, namely, providing college athletic and sporting events in the fields of football, basketball, soccer, hockey, tennis, volleyball, track and field, and baseball; entertainment services, namely, live performances of dramatic works and live musical performances

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment **First Use**: Jan. 2011 **In Commerce**: Jan. 2011

**For**: Clothing, namely, hats, shirts, pants, sweat pants, sweat shirts, jackets, sweaters, rain coats, bandanas, aprons, ties, belts, socks, shoes, flip flops, and sandals

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39 **International Class Title**: Clothing **First Use**: Aug. 2011 **In Commerce**: Aug. 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: The University of Houston System  
**Address**: The University of Houston System  4800 Calhoun Road  
Houston  TEXAS  77204  
**Legal Entity**: PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 516204.3124

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SCENT STYLER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76712518
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 01, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4405029
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 24, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 09, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SCENT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: dispensing units for air freshener
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 25, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 25, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Air Scent International, a Division of Pestco, Inc.
- **Address**: Air Scent International, a Division of Pestco, Inc. 290 Alpha Drive RIDC Industrial Park Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15238
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 20409-122

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KOZAK, EVIN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SPIN FACTOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77038746 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2006 Registration Number 4237936
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 13, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 07, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a simulated securities exchange game accessible through a global computer network; providing online information in the nature of ongoing multimedia programs featuring audio and video commentary and analysis in the field of finance, entertainment, television, movies, celebrities, comedy, drama, music, news, video games and general interest topics via a global computer network; providing information in the field of entertainment, television programs, movies, celebrities, comedy, drama, music, current events news, and general interest topics, namely, entertainment and pop culture news, in each case, via a global computer network; providing on-line publications in the nature of newsletters featuring commentary in the field of finance, entertainment, investment, celebrities, music, movies, models, entertainers, personalities; providing information in the field of education

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jun. 30, 1999 In Commerce Jun. 30, 1999

For Streaming of audio and video material on the Internet in the field of entertainment, celebrities, music, movies, models, entertainers, and personalities; electronic transmission of messages and data; providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users concerning finance, entertainment, investment, celebrities, music, movies, models, entertainers, and persona

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Jun. 30, 1999 In Commerce Jun. 30, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PATRIOT GUARD RIDERS
"RIDING WITH RESPECT"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77040379 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2006 Registration Number 4426967
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 30, 2007

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the color blue which appears in the background and in the words "PATRIOT GUARD RIDERS"; the color yellow appears in the words "RIDING WITH RESPECT" and in the triangle frame containing the words "PATRIOT GUARD RIDERS"; and the color white appears in the six five-pointed stars in the interior triangle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing and conducting support groups in the field of combat veterans and their families
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 11, 2005 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Patriot Guard Riders, Inc. Address Patriot Guard Riders, Inc. Suite 280A 9175 S. Yale Avenue Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74137 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34985-137479

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MABS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Vehicles, namely, aircraft; brakes for aircraft; braking systems and brake control systems for aircraft, comprised of brakes; aircraft wheels, namely, landing gear wheels; electrically actuated brakes for land vehicles; electrically actuated brakes for aircraft; brake linings for aircraft; brake segments for aircraft; brake shoes for aircraft; brake valves for aircraft; brake rotors, brake calipers and blocks, brake actuators, brake clutches, and brake valves; parts and fittings for brakes and braking system apparatus for aircraft, namely, brake linings, brake disks, brake segments, brake shoes, and brake linings; brake disks for aircraft containing carbon-carbon composite materials; aircraft landing wheel brakes; electric, hydraulic and mechanical controls for aircraft brakes, braking systems, brake control systems, and anti-skid systems; hydraulic brakes for aircraft; hydraulic brake-by-wire brakes for aircraft; analog electrical brakes for aircraft; digital electrical brakes for aircraft; landing gear and landing gear systems for aircraft comprised of brakes and wheels; wheels for aircraft

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

For Paper publications, namely, manuals for use in the installation and repair of brakes, braking systems and braking control systems

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Technical consultation in the field of the manufacture of aircraft parts, namely, wheels, brakes, braking systems and brake control systems, to the order and specification of others
**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Material Treatment

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  MEGGITT AIRCRAFT BRAKING SYSTEMS CORPORATION  **Address**  MEGGITT AIRCRAFT BRAKING SYSTEMS CORPORATION  HOLBROOK LANE  COVENTRY  UNITED KINGDOM  CV64AA  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  MEGG-21592TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MURRAY, DAVID T
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** V VALE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a styled letter "V" followed by the word "VALE".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of "VALE" is "VALLEY".

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/ Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>829448462</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2010</td>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829448420</td>
<td>May 25, 2010</td>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>May 25, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
- Gold; Precious metal alloys; Diamonds; Precious stones, namely, spinel; Iridium; Ingots of precious metal; Olivine; Osmium; Palladium; Platinum; Rhodium; Ruthenium

**International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title**: Jewelry

**For**
- Alkaline metals, namely, potassium, cesium, sodium and lithium and its oxides; Earthy alkaline metals, namely, beryllium, magnesium, calcium, barium, strontium and radium; Rough or semiworked metals and their alloys, namely, rare earth, uranium, antimony, barium, gallium, lithium, radium, selenium, yttrium, rare earth metals; Oxidized alum, bauxite

**International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46

**International Class Title**: Chemicals

**For**
- Import and export of raw materials and products, namely, Alkaline metals, namely, potassium, cesium, sodium and lithium and its oxides, Earthy alkaline metals, namely, beryllium, magnesium, calcium, barium, * and * strontium [ and radium ], Rough or semiworked metals and their alloys, namely, rare earth, uranium, antimony, barium, gallium, lithium, radium, selenium, yttrium, rare earth metals, Oxidized alum, bauxite, Aluminum alloys and ingots, Ores, namely, tin ore, ferrotitanium ore, titanium ore, niobium ore, nickel ore, nickel-silver ore, molybdenum ore, cobalt ore, zinc ore, copper ore, magnesium ore, manganese ore, aluminum ore, nonferrous metal ingots of aluminum, copper, titanium, zinc, nickel, cobalt, and tungsten, common metals and their alloys unwrought for further manufacture, namely, ferrotitanium, niobium, nickel-silver,
molybdenum, magnesium, manganese, semi-worked articles of unrefined nickel, molybdenum, cobalt, zinc, zinc alloys, copper alloys, magnesium, manganese, aluminum, and aluminum alloys, Aluminum alloys, namely, aluminum oxide, Iron ores, unwrought irons and steels, copper alloys and ingots, nickel ingots, aluminum ingots, lead ingots, zinc ingots, tin ingots, titanium alloy ingots, niobium ingots, ingots of white metals, namely, tin, lead, copper, zinc, aluminum and nickel, Gold, Precious metal alloys, [Diamonds,] Precious stones, namely, spinel, Iridium and its alloys, Ingots of precious metal, Olivine, Osmium and its alloys, Palladium and its alloys, Platinum, Rhodium and its alloys, Ruthenium and its alloys)

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** [Mining extraction]

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

**For** [Treatment of metal]

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment

**For** [Chemical research and analysis; Geological research]

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**For** [Aluminum alloys and ingots;] Ores, namely, [tin ore, ferrotitanium ore, titanium ore, niobium ore,] nickel ore, nickel-silver ore, [molybdenum ore, cobalt ore, zinc ore, copper ore, magnesium ore,] manganese ore, [aluminum ore]; nonferrous metal ingots of [aluminum, copper, titanium, zinc,] *and* nickel [cobalt, and tungsten]; common metals and their alloys unwrought for further manufacture, namely, [ferrotitanium, niobium,] nickel-silver, [molybdenum, magnesium,] manganese; semi-worked articles of unrefined nickel, [molybdenum, cobalt, zinc, zinc alloys, copper alloys, magnesium,] manganese, [aluminum, and aluminum alloys; Aluminum alloys, namely, aluminum oxide]; Iron ores; unwrought irons [and steels]; copper alloys and ingots, nickel ingots, [aluminum ingots, lead ingots, zinc ingots, tin ingots, titanium alloy ingots, niobium ingots]; ingots of white metals, namely, [tin, lead,] copper, [zinc, aluminum] and nickel

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** VALE S.A.
**Address** VALE S.A. Avenida Das Americas 700 RIO DE JANEIRO BRAZIL 22640-100
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** BRAZIL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 035801.00264

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN

---

15806
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77421451 Application Filing Date   Mar. 13, 2008 Registration Number   4246197
Registration Date   Nov. 20, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   May 05, 2009
Notice of Allowance Date   Jul. 28, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Computer hardware; computer hardware, namely, computer servers and computer server software sold as a component thereof; computer storage devices, namely, configurable data storage systems comprised of RAID (redundant array of independent disks), SAS (serial attached SCSI), SATA (Serial ATA) and/or JBOD (Just a Bunch of Disks) hard drive backup systems and controllers; software for operation of the foregoing computer server and computer storage devices and structural parts and structural components for all of the foregoing; removable hard drive based computer backup systems; storage network access server hardware; computer storage devices, namely, high-speed storage subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SANMINA CORPORATION Address   SANMINA CORPORATION 2700 N. FIRST STREET SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95134 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SAN-222B

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) REMEDI HEALTHCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77429833  Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2008  Registration Number 4142889
Registration Date May 15, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 05, 2008
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 17, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "HEALTHCARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale institutional pharmacy services, namely, providing pharmaceutical products, medications and prescription drugs to nursing homes, assisted living facilities and other institutions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REMEDI SENIORCARE HOLDING CORPORATION  Address REMEDI SENIORCARE HOLDING CORPORATION One Olympic Place, Suite 600 Towson MARYLAND 21204 Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number REME.00004.T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURNS, ELLEN FERRER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77438075 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2008 Registration Number 4310937
Registration Date Apr. 02, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 25, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational publications, namely, educational textbooks, teacher guides, manuals, posters, and educational booklets in the field of spinal and cranial related ailments
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 1957 In Commerce 1957

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sacro Occipital Research Society International, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA SORSI Address Sacro Occipital Research Society International, Inc. 2184 Channing Way #460 Idaho Falls IDAHO 83404 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77438085 Application Filing Date  Apr. 02, 2008 Registration Number  4310939
Registration Date  Apr. 02, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 27, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chiropractic services, namely, evaluation and treatment of spinal and cranial related conditions
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  1957 In Commerce  1957

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sacro Occipital Research Society International, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA SORSI Address  Sacro Occipital Research Society International, Inc.  2184 Channing Way #460  Idaho Falls  IDAHO  83404 Legal Entity  NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARLSON, KRISTIN ELIZA
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 77469295
- **Application Filing Date**: May 08, 2008
- **Registration Number**: 4317338
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 09, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 23, 2010

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: NUTRISCIENCE
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Nutritional supplements; Vitamins; Mineral supplements; nutritional and dietary supplements; herbal nutritional supplements; [ Food supplements, namely, anti-oxidants; ] [ Homeopathic supplements; ] Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; [ Dietary weight loss supplements; ] Herbal supplements for sports nutrition [ ; Nutritional energy bars for use as a meal substitute; ] [ Nutritional meal replacement powders ]

**International Classes**

- **5 - Primary Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

- **US Classes**: 6, 100, 101, 102

- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2012

**For**: Online retail and wholesale store services, online ordering services, [ and mail order services, ] all featuring Nutritional supplements, vitamins, minerals, nutritional, dietary, or food supplements, [ homeopathic remedies, ] Energy Bars, [ Weight measurement tools, Health and fitness products and fitness accessories; ] providing online directory information services in the fields of, nutrition, sports, current events, health, wellness, and fitness, also featuring hyperlinks to other websites; Online retail store services in the field of health related products featuring vitamins, nutritional supplements [, and homeopathic remedies ]

**International Classes**

- **35 - Primary Classes**: 100, 101, 102

- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2012

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: NutriScience Corporation
- **Address**: NutriScience Corporation 1140 Highland Avenue, Suite 100 Manhattan Beach, CALIFORNIA 90266
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 2466-106
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77501151  Application Filing Date   Jun. 17, 2008  Registration Number   4242190
Registration Date   Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date   Jun. 09, 2009
Notice of Allowance Date   Sep. 01, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized letters "CC" in black and a dot to represent a sports ball.  Color Drawing   Yes  Color Claimed   The color(s) black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Sports apparel, namely, shirts, hats, pants, t-shirts, shorts, headbands, wristbands, socks, jackets, skirts, visors, tank tops, wristbands, long sleeve shirts, mock turtle necks, jerseys, [ shoes, ] sweatshirts, pullovers for both men and women
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes  US Classes   22, 39  International Class Title   Clothing  First Use   Jul. 01, 2012  In Commerce   Jul. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Candice Creations, LLC  Address   Candice Creations, LLC  Unit 900 921 Park Place Ocean City NEW JERSEY 08226  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   CCL2-TM002.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) JOHN WAYNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77520627 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2008 Registration Number 4242195 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 16, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 08, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture, mirrors and picture frames International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 2011 In Commerce Nov. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JOHN WAYNE ENTERPRISES, LLC Address JOHN WAYNE ENTERPRISES, LLC 1631 Monrovia Avenue Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA 92627 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 028121.6TUS7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COMPACTION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. MAKE AN IMPACT...COMPACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77528415 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2008 Registration Number 4261618 Registration Date Dec. 18, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 01, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two winding arrows appearing next to the words "Compaction Technologies, Inc. Make an Impact Compact". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COMPACITION TECHNOLOGIES, INC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Waste compacting machine and replacement parts and components therefor International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Feb. 02, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Compaction Technologies, Inc. Address Compaction Technologies, Inc. 1230 Eagan Industrial Road, Suite 103 Eagan MINNESOTA 55121 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12995.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** COMPACATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. MAKE AN IMPACT...COMPACT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 77528420
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2008
- **Registration Number**: 4264803
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 25, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 01, 2010
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 04, 2011

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two winding arrows appearing next to the words "Compaction Technologies, Inc." Make an Impact Compact".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "COMPACTION TECHNOLOGIES, INC"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Plastic and paper trash compactor bags
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2007
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 12, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Compaction Technologies, Inc.
- **Address**: Compaction Technologies, Inc. 1230 Eagan Industrial Road, Suite 103 Eagan MINNESOTA 55121
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 12995.2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRIME SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77534372 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2008 Registration Number 4187028 Registration Date Aug. 07, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 06, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 01, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workbooks for participants in alcohol and drug treatment programs
For Education and training services, namely, the offering of web-based and classroom training in the field of alcohol and drug abuse for further use in alcohol and drug treatment programs; providing a website featuring education information related to alcohol and drug abuse in the form of non-downloadable text, audio, images, and video for further use in alcohol and drug treatment programs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 08, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2009
For Digital media, namely, optical storage discs featuring information related to alcohol and drug abuse for use in alcohol and drug treatment programs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 16, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prevention Research Institute, Inc. Address Prevention Research Institute, Inc. 841 Corporate Drive, Suite 300 Lexington KENTUCKY 40503 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PRRI-64
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** NBATHUNDERSHOP.COM

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77561573</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 03, 2008</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4237965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1703656, 3478028 and others |

**Goods and Services Information**

For Retail store services, computerized on-line retail store services, online ordering services, electronic retail store services via computer, and electronic mail order catalog services, all featuring an array of basketball-themed merchandise; promoting the goods and services of others by allowing sponsors to affiliate these goods and services with a basketball program; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through the distribution of promotional contests provided over the internet; conducting public opinion poll surveys and public opinion poll surveys in the field of basketball for non-business, non-marketing purposes over the internet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NBA Properties, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NBA Properties, Inc.  Olympic Tower - 645 Fifth Avenue New York NEW YORK 10022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 33997-US-NF |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | COWARD, KATHRYN E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) IC!

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** SPECTACLES; SUNGLASSES; SPECTACLE FRAMES; SPECTACLE CASES; SPECTACLE GLASSES; SPECTACLE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TEMPLES FOR SPECTACLES, SPECTACLE LENSES [ ; CONTACT LENSES ]

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Sep. 05, 2012 **In Commerce** Sep. 05, 2012

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** IC! BERLIN GMBH **Address** IC! BERLIN GMBH WOLFENER STRAßE 32 F BERLIN FED REP GERMANY 12681 **Legal Entity** GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH) **State or Country** GERMANY

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** HHSTM110US

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LAFFMOBB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77590805  Application Filing Date   Oct. 10, 2008  Registration Number 4254201
Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date Aug. 04, 2009  Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   entertainment services, namely, live performances featuring comedy performers, production of live show tours and performances featuring comedy and comedy entertainment;   production of television programs, programs for the internet, all featuring comedy and comedy based entertainment;   a series of television programs, a series of programs for the internet, periodic web-based shows in the nature of specials,   periodic special shows for mobile phones and mobile media all featuring comedy and comedy based entertainment;   entertainment in the nature of a series of vignettes, a series of programs, short shows, [and interstitial programs] all featuring comedy and comedy based entertainment distributed for use on the web, and mobile communications devices;   conducting contests in the field of comedy and comedic videos;   internet services, namely, providing a website [and internet profile pages] featuring comedy, comedians, comedy entertainment, comedy videos, [comedy sound recordings] and other entertainment information
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use 2010  In Commerce 2010

For   [sound recordings, audio visual recordings, DVDs, downloadable sound recordings; all featuring comedy and comedy related entertainment content]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 2012  In Commerce  May 2012

For   Streaming of audio and visual content via a global computer network; providing bulletin boards in the field of comedy and comedy oriented entertainment
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104  International Class Title Communication  First Use 2010  In Commerce 2010
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>[Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Laff Mobb, LLC
- **Address**: Laff Mobb, LLC 2121 Avenue of the Stars #2200 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: LAFF 0810790

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) N.A.R.S. RECORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77669247  Application Filing Date  Feb. 12, 2009  Registration Number  4237992
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Dec. 14, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 08, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "RECORDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing an Internet website portal in the field of music and musical based entertainment; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music; entertainment services, namely, providing information in the field of music; entertainment services, namely, commentary and articles about music; entertainment services, namely, preparing audio and audiovisual content in the field of music and musical based entertainment; all of the aforementioned services being provided on-line via a global computer network
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Sep. 30, 2011  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2011

For  Online retail stores services, namely, providing downloadable prerecorded music and audiovisual recordings via a global computer network
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Sep. 30, 2011  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  N.A.R.S. Records Inc.  Address  N.A.R.S. Records Inc. Prager Metis, 39 Riverside Ave., 1st Fl. Westport CONNECTICUT 06880  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHITTAKER BROWN, TRACY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ANATROPIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77670384</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 13, 2009</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4161554</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jun. 19, 2012</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jun. 09, 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dietary supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Mar. 02, 2012</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Mar. 02, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** GASPARI NUTRA LLC
**Address** GASPARI NUTRA LLC 20066 NE 36TH PL Aventura FLORIDA 33180

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CARLSEN, EMILY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** LSVT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**
- A0016815/1016036 International Registration Number 1016036 Parent Of 77980104

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of speech, physical and occupational therapy**
  - International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2008 In Commerce 2008
- **For Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs and video tapes featuring stretches and exercises**
  - International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2008 In Commerce 2008
- **For Physical and occupational therapy services**
  - International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use 2007 In Commerce 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LSVT Global, Inc.
- **Address**: LSVT Global, Inc. 4720 North Oracle Road, Suite 100 Tucson ARIZONA 85705
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 30303/011
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** NUPLURA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 77684681
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 05, 2009
- **Registration Number**: 4139413
- **Registration Date**: May 08, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 16, 2009
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 08, 2009

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Veterinary preparations for treatment of respiratory diseases; veterinary vaccines
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ELANCO TIERGESUNDHEIT AG
- **Address**: ELANCO TIERGESUNDHEIT AG, MATTENSTRASSE 24A, BASEL, SWITZERLAND, 4058
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ELA 07880 US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SOFTWAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77690531 Application Filing Date  Mar. 13, 2009 Registration Number  4388328
Registration Date  Aug. 20, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 19, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 14, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Medical acoustic shock wave and pressure pulse generators using acoustic energy emitting medical device technology, structural parts and applicators therefore, for treating soft tissue indications and other injuries and not for use as a hearing aid, enhancing sound quality or addressing auditory issues or injuries ]
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 13, 2009 In Commerce  May 02, 2011
For  Medical treatment of soft tissue indications and other injuries utilizing acoustic pressure pulses emitted from a shock wave device or a pulsed acoustic wave generator and not for treating hearing issues, enhancing auditory ability or addressing auditory issues or injuries
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Mar. 13, 2009 In Commerce  May 02, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SOFTWAVE TISSUE REGENERATION TECHNOLOGIES, LLC Address  SOFTWAVE TISSUE REGENERATION TECHNOLOGIES, LLC 251 HERITAGE WALK WOODSTOCK GEORGIA 30188 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LIVE FOR IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77701949 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2009 Registration Number 4326023
Registration Date Apr. 23, 2013 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Feb. 19, 2013 Publication Date Oct. 25, 2011 Notice of
Allowance Date Dec. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, tank tops, long sleeve shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Candice Creations, LLC Address Candice Creations, LLC Unit 900 921 Park Place Ocean City NEW
JERSEY 08226 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW
JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CCL2-TM001.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIWINSKI, HELENE AGNES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
MI.NET

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77742280</td>
<td>May 21, 2009</td>
<td>4139434</td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Computer networks consisting of transceivers, sensors, computer servers and accompanying software used by utility providers to track utility usage, detect leaks, pinpoint outages and provide updates on service restoration

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**: Nov. 2009  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 2009

**For** Hosting an online website used by utility providers to track utility usage, detect leaks, pinpoint outages and provide updates on service restoration

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Nov. 2009  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 2009

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: MUELLER INTERNATIONAL, LLC  
**Address**: MUELLER INTERNATIONAL, LLC SUITE 1200  
**Country**: DELAWARE  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 2021-113

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: OLANDRIA, WARREN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

**MARK Literal(s)** ROMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "ROMI", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Dandruff shampoo; Medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cosmetic bags sold empty; Cosmetic cases sold empty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>18 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Carpet cleaning machines; Steam cleaning machines; Vacuum cleaners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cloths napkins impregnated with a skin cleanser for removing makeup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wholesale and retail store services and on-line retail and wholesale store services featuring cosmetics, cleaning products, and household appliances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes   US Classes   100, 101, 102  
International Class Title   Advertising and Business  
First Use   Oct. 05, 2012  
In Commerce   Oct. 05, 2012

For   [ Eyelash curlers ]

International Classes   8 - Primary Classes   US Classes   23, 28, 44  
International Class Title   Hand Tools  
First Use   Oct. 05, 2012  
In Commerce   Oct. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HAAN, GYUNGHEE  
Address   HAAN, GYUNGHEE  4500 W. VILLAGE PLACE, #2221  
SMYRNA  
GEORGIA  30080  
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LIWINSKI, HELENE AGNES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SONICSURG INNOVATIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77800747</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2009</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4139458</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Surgical Instruments and devices used in Orthopaedic Surgery
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 14, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 14, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SonicSurg Innovations, LLC
- **Address**: SonicSurg Innovations, LLC #286 2161 County Road 540A Lakeland FLORIDA 33813
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 2222.05

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE COOKING MOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77821270 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2009 Registration Number 4246312
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 20, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 15, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COOKING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promotion in the field of food preparation and cooking
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 21, 2009 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANTEN, AMY E Address HANTEN, AMY E 730 S 8th St Unit 504 Sheboygan WISCONSIN 53081
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 173278.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

## Mark Literal(s)
BLUE HAWK

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77852526</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 20, 2009</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4429024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2010</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Protective work gloves |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Feb. 2013 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 2013 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | LF, LLC |
| Address | LF, LLC 1000 Lowe's Boulevard Mooresville NORTH CAROLINA 28117 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | BH4429024 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TRAVELING STANZAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77854652 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2009 Registration Number 4246323
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Nov. 16, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Posters, greeting cards, and printed materials, namely, bookmarks, booklets and brochures in the field of creative writing, poetry and artwork
For Promoting awareness of poetry and graphic design
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 26, 2009 In Commerce Nov. 26, 2009
For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of electronic greeting cards; audio and visual recordings featuring creative writing, poetry and artwork; pre-recorded electronic and digital media featuring creative writing, poetry and artwork
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 18, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kent State University Address Kent State University P.O. Box 5190 Kent OHIO 44242 Legal Entity State University State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KNST 500083U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUSTASON, ANNE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 77880562
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 25, 2009
- **Registration Number**: 4218184
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 02, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 26, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 21, 2011

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(LETTER(S))
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a blue and white distinctive wave design with grey highlighting superimposed over a white grid design on its upper right, and a blue and grey capsule with white highlighting at its center and yellow horizontal bar extending therefrom.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, yellow, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: pharmaceutical preparations, namely, analgesics and sleep aid
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE HOLDINGS (US) LLC
- **Address**: GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE HOLDINGS (US) LLC 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 19808
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 82818640
- **Examining Attorney**: LOWRY, LEIGH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STRATEGYSEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77892575 Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 2009 Registration Number  4222235
Registration Date  Oct. 09, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Nov. 23, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 18, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Securities trading and investing services for others provided by use of a proprietary software to enable users to trade and invest via the Internet
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Feb. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MORGAN STANLEY DOMESTIC HOLDINGS, INC. Address  MORGAN STANLEY DOMESTIC HOLDINGS, INC. 1585 BROADWAY NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  19PS-143215

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEAM, ALEX S
TM 13434 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EXPRESSRELEASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77908805 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2010 Registration Number 4258002 Registration Date Dec. 11, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 25, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaginal anti-fungal preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Oct. 01, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KENVUE INC. Address KENVUE INC. 199 GRANDVIEW RD. SKILLMAN NEW JERSEY 08558 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C-T31900US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BLACKADEMICALLY SPEAKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77914484 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2010 Registration Number 4210433 Registration Date Sep. 18, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 01, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 27, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3927537

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital materials, namely, CDs, DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings featuring educational and entertainment materials featuring an academic tool and framework to socially assess, personally empower, politically challenge, spiritually uplift and culturally engage the masses


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gill, Chandra, PhD. Address Gill, Chandra, PhD. P. O. Box 803468 Chicago ILLINOIS 606803468 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LK686-432111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BLACKADEMICALLY SPEAKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77914499  Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2010  Registration Number 4254309  Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Dec. 07, 2010   Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 01, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program, broadcast via television, radio and the Internet, featuring interviews, discussion, and speeches intended to socially assess, personally empower, politically challenge, spiritually uplift and culturally engage the masses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PhD, Gill, Chandra  Address PhD, Gill, Chandra  P. O. Box 803468  Chicago  ILLINOIS  606803468
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number K7686-432108

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINE, STEVEN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DROPSIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Construction materials in the nature of foam sheeting for use as a building insulation, namely, EPS (expanded polystyrene) insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goods</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CATH SLIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77930470 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2010 Registration Number   4139521
Registration Date  May 08, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date Jan. 04, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 01, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CATH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For epidural needles
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 04, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 04, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SPECTRA MEDICAL DEVICES, LLC Address   SPECTRA MEDICAL DEVICES, LLC 299 BALLARDVALE STREET, SUITE 1 WILMINGTON MASSACHUSETTS 01887 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  054666-0108

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BOARDWALK EMPIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77983417  Application Filing Date  Apr. 30, 2009  Registration Number  4246384
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jan. 12, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 06, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  77726079

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pre-recorded DVDs featuring content from a dramatic television series; prerecorded audio soundtracks on CDs featuring content relating to a dramatic television series

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Home Box Office, Inc.  Address  Home Box Office, Inc.  30 HUDSON YARDS  New York  NEW YORK 10001  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** WICKED CHICKEN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 77983439
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 10, 2009
- **Registration Number**: 4324737
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 23, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 06, 2010
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 18, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHICKEN"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 77868937

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Sep. 12, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 12, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Wicked Group Inc.
- **Address**: The Wicked Group Inc. P.O. Box 133 Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95052
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examine Attorneys**: LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LEGAL KIOSK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85000726 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2010 Registration Number 4239994
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEGAL"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1472847 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2010
Foreign Registration Number TMA817,048 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 07, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 07, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Computer software for file and case management, workflow and document assembly relating to legal, insurance, real estate, telecommunications, cable, utilities and financial service industries ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Providing a secure web-based service that enables users to post, organize and store information in a database accessible through computers, handheld devices, namely, mp3 players, cellular telephones and PDA's to be used in the production, storage and retrieval of documents, reports and other workflow items defined by the user
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 2028505 Ontario Inc. Address 2028505 Ontario Inc. Suite 301 14-1860 Appleby Line Burlington, Ontario CANADA L7L 7H7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85000792 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2010 Registration Number 4242392
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 19, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For nutritionally fortified drinks, drinks fortified with vitamins, minerals and nutrients
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

For non-alcoholic beverages, namely, sports drinks, energy drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nurish Brands, Inc. Address Nurish Brands, Inc. Suite 416 30 N. Saginaw Street Pontiac MICHIGAN 48342 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2239.002US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EPIGRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85021471 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2010 Registration Number 4250482
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Culture media for cultivating human cells for scientific, laboratory or medical research
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 21, 2011 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MERCK KGAA Address MERCK KGAA FRANKFURTER STRASSE 250 DARMSTADT FED REP GERMANY 64293 Legal Entity A KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3075-516

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATE, TARA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  SDBIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85024566  Application Filing Date  Apr. 27, 2010  Registration Number  4276131
Registration Date  Jan. 15, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 28, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 23, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance services, namely, writing property and casualty insurance

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SAFE DEPOSIT BOX INSURANCE COVERAGE, LLC  Address  SAFE DEPOSIT BOX INSURANCE COVERAGE, LLC  25 GROVE STREET  ELGIN  ILLINOIS  60120  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  43238-94025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEVINE, HOWARD B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ARTJAMZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85037161 Application Filing Date May 12, 2010 Registration Number 4248191
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 19, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 26, 2010 In Commerce May 11, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CMA GROUP, LLC Address CMA GROUP, LLC 15630 OLD COLUMBIA PIKE SUITE E300 BURTONSVILLE MARYLAND 20866 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where MARYLAND
Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4248191

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
DATA RANCH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85042212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4226142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;DATA&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Business services, namely, facilities management and technical operation services, namely, providing management and operation of data centers with network and Internet infrastructure and interconnection, said centers providing data security, providing environmental controls and providing power management; business consulting services relating to the operation, administration and management of data centers; business management and operation of data centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>DATA FOUNDRY, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>DATA FOUNDRY, LLC 4100 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD AUSTIN TEXAS 78744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KHAN, ASMAT A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 13447
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DATA RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85042226 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2010 Registration Number  4226143
Registration Date  Oct. 16, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  May 03, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 28, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing telecommunications connectivity services for data transfer or storage; data transfer or reception services via telecommunications means; providing co-location services for voice, video or data communications applications; telecommunications consultation; telecommunication services, namely, providing multiple user access to a global computer network; providing multiple user access to electronic business services of others via a global computer network; providing multiple user access to databases and computer services of others via a global computer network; providing telecommunications consultation services for users regarding telecommunications connectivity and networking related to global computer networks; Data center services, namely, providing telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Aug. 03, 2012 In Commerce  Aug. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DATA FOUNDRY, LLC Address  DATA FOUNDRY, LLC  4100 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD  AUSTIN TEXAS  78744 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DATA RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85042242 Application Filing Date May 19, 2010 Registration Number 4226144
Registration Date Oct. 16, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 03, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data center services, namely, providing storage facilities for others for storage of electronic media and equipment
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 03, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DATA FOUNDRY, LLC Address DATA FOUNDRY, LLC 4100 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD AUSTIN TEXAS 78744 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DATA RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85042280 Application Filing Date May 19, 2010 Registration Number 4226145
Registration Date Oct. 16, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 24, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 19, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer disaster recovery services, namely, rental of workspace in the event that a subscriber's computer facilities become disabled; Financial consulting services relating to the operation, administration and management of data centers; financial management of data centers
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 03, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2012
For Computer colocation services, namely, providing facilities for the location of computer servers and computer equipment with the equipment of others; data warehousing; Application service provider (ASP), namely, providing online hosting and management services for others in relation to computer hardware, computer operating systems and computer application infrastructure; computer leasing; computer facilities leasing; computer disaster recovery services, namely, rental of computers in the event that a subscriber's computer facilities become disabled; Computer services, namely, data recovery services; Computer disaster recovery planning; Computer services, namely, providing a web-based system and online portal for customers to remotely manage, administer, modify and control their end user computer devices, data and software applications; computer consultation services; Hosting of digital content on the Internet; Technical support, namely, monitoring of network systems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 03, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>    DATA FOUNDRY, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>       DATA FOUNDRY, LLC 4100 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD AUSTIN TEXAS 78744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong>                TEXAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>  KHAN, ASMAT A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15856
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) A AIR LEASE CORPORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85043826 Application Filing Date May 20, 2010 Registration Number 4238126
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized globe encompassing a stylized letter
"A" crossed by a jetstream of an ascending airplane, next to the words "AIR LEASE CORPORATION" with the wording
"AIR LEASE" underlined. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LEASE
CORPORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing the acquisition of commercial aircraft; commercial aircraft lease financing; commercial aircraft brokerage;
financial management, namely, commercial aircraft lease management
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial First Use Mar. 03, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2011
For Commercial aircraft fleet management services, namely, tracking, locating and monitoring aircraft for commercial
purposes; commercial aircraft fleet management services, namely, marketing aircraft to potential airlines, negotiating lease and
commercial transactions between aircraft owner and lessee/airline, monitoring airline lessee during lease term for compliance
and performance within lease terms, in the nature of business management services, namely, aircraft management for others;
monitoring insurance compliance, remarketing of commercial aircraft, namely, advertising services, evaluations, information
and researching airline needs, devising fleet plans for airlines, working with brokers and other airline industry personnel for
placement and rebranding of aircraft and conforming aircraft for new lessee/airline needs and desires; arranging and
conducting sales for others of commercial aircraft; promoting the sale of commercial aircraft of others; providing listings of
commercial aircraft for sale, namely, by specialized advertising via portfolio dissemination, providing an on-line searchable
database featuring personal business contacts within airline industry, specialized classified advertising services; locating
commercial aircraft available for purchase or lease
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Mar. 03, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2011
For Commercial aircraft fleet management services, namely, reconditioning of aircraft

International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title: Construction and Repair


For Leasing of commercial aircraft; rental of commercial aircraft; delivery of aircraft in specific maintenance and operation condition and configuration; and delivery of aircraft to owner and/or subsequent lessee/airline following term completion

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title: Transportation and Storage

First Use: Mar. 03, 2011 In Commerce: Mar. 03, 2011

For Providing assessment of compliance with aircraft return conditions, namely, inspection of aircraft

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Air Lease Corporation Address: Air Lease Corporation 2000 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 1000N Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 206381.53.1

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: STRUCK, ROBERT J
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THETHIRDSPACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three equal sized circles, two solid and one in outline, in line horizontally, followed by the words "thethirdspace".  
**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2644099</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2013</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Provision of gymnasium facilities; [ provision of sports amenities, namely, indoor racquet sports facilities and swimming pool facilities; provision of instruction in sport, namely, physical fitness instruction, instruction in racquet sports, gymnastic instruction; ] health club services, namely, providing [ instruction and ] equipment in the field of physical exercise, well-being, and relaxation [ ]; training services relating to physical health and fitness; dance instruction; sporting and cultural activities, namely, organizing community sporting and cultural events; rental of sports equipment; provision of swimming bath facilities, namely, operation of swimming baths; provision of aerobics and other exercise training in classes, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; provision of yoga and pilates instruction; beauty arts instruction; educational services, namely, providing classes and seminars in the field of personal healthcare ]

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

For: [ Medical services; medical clinics; medical health clinic services; physicians' services; physical therapy; medical assistance; plastic surgery; cosmetic treatment, namely, cosmetic skin care services, cosmetic electrolysis, cosmetic face care services; hairdressing; manicuring services; provision of sauna, solarium and public bath facilities; hygienic and beauty care services; beauty salon services; beauty counselling, namely, beauty consultation; physiotherapy and massage; beautification services, namely, manicure and pedicure services, facial treatments, facial makeup application, waxing, electrolysis and hair removal services and depilation; provision of sauna and steam room facilities; hairdressing salon facilities; sun tanning salon services; advisory services relating to health, namely, consulting in the field of health ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>44 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  THE THIRD SPACE GROUP LIMITED  **Address**  THE THIRD SPACE GROUP LIMITED  16-19 CANADA SQUARE  LONDON  UNITED KINGDOM  E145ER  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  ENGLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  064786.0005

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BUTLER, ANDREA P
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 85084511
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 14, 2010
- **Registration Number**: 4238156
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 24, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 20, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing a web-based system and online portal featuring online non-downloadable software which allows users to review, track, audit, and approve for filing, documents containing extensible business reporting language tagging
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Donnelley Financial, LLC
- **Address**: Donnelley Financial, LLC 35 W. Wacker Drive Chicago ILLINOIS 60601
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 077118-946US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TECHNOIMAGING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85084852 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2010 Registration Number 4342927 Registration Date May 28, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Computer software for geophysical exploration; web-based downloadable software for geophysical exploration]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 21, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2011
For Consulting services in the field of geophysical exploration for the oil, gas, mining, and energy industries; providing web-based non-downloadable software for geophysical exploration
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 15, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TechnoImaging, LLC Address TechnoImaging, LLC 4001 South 700 East, Suite 500 Salt Lake City UTAH 84107 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 17216.3

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SURVIVALON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85090322</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 22, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4139724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Men's and women's outerwear, namely, jackets, [ pants, shorts, ] vests, shirts, [ skirts, ] vests [ , blouses, footwear ] |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Mar. 14, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 14, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Pulitzer, Bert |
| Address | Pulitzer, Bert 35 Terrace Avenue Riverside CONNECTICUT 06878 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

| Owner Name | Pulitzer, Elizabeth |
| Address | Pulitzer, Elizabeth 35 Terrace Avenue Riverside CONNECTICUT 06878 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | K697 |
| Examining Attorney | SMITH, BRIDGETT G |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ALIV-EL 100

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85093857</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4143365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;100&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Dietary supplements for male enhancement and sexual function |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Sep. 21, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 21, 2010 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Source One Global Partners, LLC |
| Address | Source One Global Partners, LLC Suite 200 400 W. Erie St. Chicago ILLINOIS 60654 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | SOG-0003-US |
| Examining Attorney | COLLIER, DAVID E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  ELEC. GAS WATER SEWER
TECH COMM. PIPELINE MARKER ABOVE
GROUND FACE INDICATES UNDERGROUND SERVICES PIPELINE MARKER DEPTH
INDICATOR PIPELINE MARKER SADDLE AND STRAP GROUND UNDERGROUND PIPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a cross-section of grass and earth with a sign having a circle and a graduated pole extending therefrom. A pentagon containing the words "SureFind Pipeline Markers" under a smaller circle with the words "GAS", "WATER", "SEWER", "TECH. COMM." and "ELEC." appearing between the circle and the pentagon. The bottom portion of the pole is connected to a pipe. The words "Pipeline Marker Above Ground (Face Indicates Underground Service)", "Pipeline Marker Depth Indicator", "Pipeline Marker Saddle and Strap", "Ground" and "Underground Pipe" appear adjacent to the sign. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "GAS", "WATER", "SEWER", "TECH. COMM.", "ELEC.", "ELECTRICAL", "PIPELINE MARKERS", "DEPTH INDICATOR", "SADDLE" "STRAP", "6' 1' 1'6" 2'0" 2'6" 3'0" 3'6" 4'0" 4'6" 5'0" 5'6"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  safety markers, namely, pipeline markers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  SureFind Pipeline Markers, LLC
Address  SureFind Pipeline Markers, LLC
          2588 S. US Hwy. 83
          Zapata
          TEXAS
          78076
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  T-9788.0
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes   Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate   The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT and The mark consists of a cross-section of grass and earth with a sign having a circle and a graduated pole extending therefrom. A pentagon containing the words "SureFind Pipeline Markers" under a smaller circle is contained within the circle with the words "GAS", "WATER", "SEWER", "TECH. COMM". and "ELEC". appearing between the circle and the pentagon. The bottom portion of the pole is connected to a pipe. The words "Pipeline Marker Above Ground (Face Indicates Underground Service)", "Pipeline Marker Depth Indicator", "Pipeline Marker Saddle and Strap", "Ground" and "Underground Pipe" appear adjacent to the sign.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TEXAS PYTHON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85094945 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2010 Registration Number 4043081 Registration Date Oct. 18, 2011 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 11, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TEXAS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus, namely, interbody spinal and pelvic fusion devices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eminent Spine LLC Address Eminent Spine LLC Suite 100 2004 Ventura Drive Plano TEXAS 75026 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1094.1038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRÓFUGOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85109535 Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2010 Registration Number  4246455
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of "PRÓFUGOS" in the mark is "fugitives".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services in the nature of an ongoing dramatic television series; Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring audio and video content pertaining to an ongoing dramatic television series
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Sep. 03, 2011 In Commerce  Sep. 03, 2011
For  Downloadable television programs provided via a video on demand service, featuring an ongoing dramatic television series
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Sep. 03, 2011 In Commerce  Sep. 03, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HBO OLE PARTNERS Composed of  HBO OLE PARTNERS, a partnership organized under and governed by the laws of the State of New York, with residence in the State of Florida, and comprised by HBO Latin America Holdings LLC, a limited liability company organized under and governed by the laws of the State of Delaware; SPE Latin America Acquisition Corporation, a corporation organized under and governed by the laws of the State of Delaware; and Ole Communications, Inc., a corporation organized under and governed by the laws of the State of Florida. Address  HBO OLE PARTNERS 396 Alhambra Circle, Suite 400 Coral Gables FLORIDA 33134 Legal Entity  PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  WILLIS, PAMELA Y
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ARPIN INTERNATIONAL GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MULTI V WATER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85127865 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2010 Registration Number 4235905
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WATER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2964403

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2010-0039821 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2010 Foreign Registration Number 0884979 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 13, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric refrigerators; electric refrigerators for preserving kimchi; light-wave electric cooking ovens; wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelves; electric cooking ovens; electric freezers; electric clothes dryers; gas ranges; microwave cooking ranges; gas cooktops; electric ranges for household purpose; air purifying apparatus; air conditioners; hot air blowers; humidifiers; electric dehumidifiers; gas grills; dish disinfectant apparatus for household use; non-electric water purifiers for household purposes; electric water purifiers for household purposes; water ionizers for household purposes; water ionizers; water purifiers for household purposes; water purifying apparatus; electric footwarmers; water purification installations; water filters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LG Electronics Inc. Address LG Electronics Inc. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   3449-1505US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MULTI V MINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85127870 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2010 Registration Number 4235906
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MINI”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2964403

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2010-0039822 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2010 Foreign Registration Number 0885039 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 13, 2011
Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric refrigerators; electric refrigerators for preserving kimchi; light-wave electric cooking ovens; wine coolers, namely, refrigerated cabinets containing racks for wine bottles and storage shelves; electric cooking ovens; electric freezers; electric clothes dryers; gas ranges; microwave cooking ranges; gas cooktops; electric ranges for household purpose; air purifying apparatus; air conditioners; hot air blowers; humidifiers; electric dehumidifiers; gas grills; dish disinfectant apparatus for household use; non-electric water purifiers for household purposes; electric water purifiers for household purposes; water ionizers for household purposes; water ionizers; water purifiers for household purposes; water purifying apparatus; electric footwarmers; water purification installations; water filters
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LG Electronics Inc. Address LG Electronics Inc. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BRUNO MARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85128896 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2010 Registration Number 4143492
Registration Date May 15, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "BRUNO MARS" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical sound recordings; audio-visual recordings, namely, compact discs, tape cassettes, audio cassettes, audio tapes, audio discs, phonograph records, CD-ROMs, video tapes, video cassettes, video discs, DVDs, digital audio tapes (DATs), downloadable MP3 files, and laser discs, all featuring music, television and motion picture sound tracks, television programs and motion pictures; downloadable musical sound recordings; downloadable video recordings featuring music; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets and newsletters, all in the field of music and entertainment; compact disc cases and protective covers; face plates for cell phones; sunglasses and sunglasses frames; downloadable music, ring tones, graphics, and electronic games via the Internet and wireless devices; downloadable wireless entertainment software via the Internet and wireless devices, namely, ring tones, screen savers and images, and wallpaper; Providing a website featuring downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips and photographs; providing downloadable prerecorded music, information in the field of music, commentary and articles about music, all online via a global computer network
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 2010 In Commerce May 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARS FORCE TRADEMARKS, LLC Address MARS FORCE TRADEMARKS, LLC 10960 Wilshire Blvd., 5th FL. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  16378.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRIMEIMAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85154723  Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2010  Registration Number 4372905
Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 22, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for use in the medical field, namely, diagnostic-level imaging software compatible with ultrasound, endoscopy, CT scan and other healthcare imaging systems, which allows healthcare providers to capture, store and send images in a digital format
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Jan. 01, 2012  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREENWAY HEALTH, INC.  Address GREENWAY HEALTH, INC.  4301 W. Boy Scout Blvd., Suite 800  Tampa FLORIDA  33607  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06824-11550

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SMARTASSAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85155399  Application Filing Date  Oct. 18, 2010  Registration Number  4252293
Registration Date  Dec. 04, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Immuno-chemical reagents for non-medical purposes, namely, immuno-chemical reagents for use in enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays for pesticide residue analyses, sold in kit form together with test plates and test seals, and not for use in analyzing Drosophila wing somatic mutation and recombination
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HORIBA, Ltd.  Address  HORIBA, Ltd. 2, Miyanohigashi-cho, Kisshoin, Minami-ku  Kyoto  JAPAN 601-8510  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10169034TR

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2986596

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Magazine featuring news and stories in the field of business and career topics of interest to entrepreneurs that were formerly in the military
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: M2V, INC.
- **Address**: M2V, INC. 420 ROUSER ROAD, BLDG. 3, SUITE 101, CORAOPOLIS, PENNSYLVANIA 15108
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 6001/035
- **Examining Attorney**: MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CAPTAIN AMERICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85159397 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2010 Registration Number 4261824
Registration Date Dec. 18, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0854655, 1752691, 1349244 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath products, namely, body sponges; Bath sponges; Beverage glassware; Bottle openers; Bottles, sold empty; Containers for household or kitchen use not of precious metal; Cups; Dishes; Drinking glasses; Electric toothbrushes; Lunch boxes; Lunch pails; Mugs; Non-metal piggy banks; Paper cups; Paper plates; Shot glasses; Sports bottles sold empty; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Toothbrushes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC. Address MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC. IP Department - Trademark Group 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84197-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CAPTAIN AMERICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85159926 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2010 Registration Number 4261827
Registration Date Dec. 18, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0854655, 1752691, 3365289 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; [ Backpacks with rolling wheels; ] Book bags; [ Drawstring bags; ] Handbags; Knapsacks; Messenger bags; Purses; [ School bags; School book bags; ] Tote bags; Wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC. Address MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC. IP Department - Trademark Group 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84195-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CAPTAIN AMERICA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 85159927 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Oct. 25, 2010 |
| **Registration Number** | 4261828 |
| **Registration Date** | Dec. 18, 2012 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Sep. 06, 2011 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Nov. 01, 2011 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Name Portrait Consent** | The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 0854655, 1752691, 1349244 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** [Bath towels; Beach towels;] Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed sheets; Bed spreads; Children's blankets; [Children's towels;] Comforters; [Curtains; Duvet covers;] Pillow covers; Table cloth of textile; Towels
- **International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 42, 50
- **International Class Title** Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC. |
| **Address** | MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC. IP Department - Trademark Group 500 South Buena Vista Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91521 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 84194-US |
| **Examining Attorney** | OH, WON TEAK |

---

**15881**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GANADOR 1-877-7-GANADOR
JACKPOT WINNER JAMES ELLIS GUMBINER
GANADOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85164707 Application Filing Date  Oct. 29, 2010 Registration Number   4235924
Registration Date   Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the wording "GANADOR" above the design of a slot machine with "1-877-7-GANADOR" at the top, the wording "JACKPOT WINNER" above the windows which display the wording "JAMES", "ELLIS", and "GUMBINER" in each, with the wording "GANADOR" displayed below.
Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "GANADOR" in the mark is "WINNER". Name Portrait Consent The name "JAMES ELLIS GUMBINER" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   legal services
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Personal and legal services First Use   Apr. 01, 2010 In Commerce   Apr. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   James Ellis Gumbiner DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA James Ellis Gumbiner & Associates Address   James Ellis Gumbiner 180 N. Michigan Avenue, #2100 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   31717/60001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney   LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WEG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85173503 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2010 Registration Number 4242544
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2685488, 1071772

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric motors for industrial machines and structural and replacements parts therefor; permanent magnet motors and electrical motors, other than for land vehicles; electric motors not for land vehicles; pump motors for commercial, industrial and residential applications and structural and replacement parts therefor; DC and synchronous motors and structural and replacement parts therefor; fractional motors, namely, motors with fractional powers for pumps, ventilation systems, extraction of juice and not for land vehicles; explosion proof electric motors not for land vehicles; high efficiency electric motors not for land vehicles; severe duty and general purpose electric motors not for land vehicles; low voltage electric motors not for land vehicles; medium voltage electric motors not for land vehicles; high voltage electric motors not for land vehicles; slip ring motors not for land vehicles; induction motors not for land vehicles; machine parts being bearings; axial machines, stators being parts of machines; coils for machines, namely, windings for machines; headstock being parts of motors; ring lubrication being parts of machines and engines, namely, machine and ring for lubrication; integral frame alternating current electric motors for machines; electrical generators, turbogenerators and hydrogenerators; variable frequency drives, namely, variable speed drives, frequency inverters to control the speed and torque of electric motors
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use 1961 In Commerce 1988

For Power transformers; electric apparatus and instruments, namely, frequency inverters, electronic controllers for the following, namely, for use with soft-starters, motor control units, electric circuit breakers, medium voltage cubicles, servoconverters, converters and power transformers; programmable controllers, namely, electronic control boards, speed regulators in the nature of electronic speed controllers, Proportional, Integral and Derivative control (PID) regulators; motor
transport units, namely, maneuver and control units for regulating start-up electrical motors, electric fuses, electric contactors, electric relays, electric surcharge relays, electric motor-protection relays, electronic relays, electric control panels, dielectrical transformers, electronic signaling keys, electronic controllers for starters; linking terminals, namely, electronic couplers, and keypads, electric switches and knobs for the aforementioned goods within this class; electrical soft-starters; variable frequency drives, namely, variable speed drives, frequency inversors to control the speed and torque of electric motors; starters for electric motors; soft-starters for motors; structural and replacement parts therefor for the aforementioned goods within this class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name WEG S.A. Address WEG S.A. Av. Prefeito Waldemar Grubba, 3300 Jaraguá do Sul - SC BRAZIL 89256-900 Legal Entity sociedades anônimas (s/a) State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 152UST692/2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney SHARMA, NAPOLEON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRESSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85179011 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2010 Registration Number 4240040
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of presso is "I press" and separately "nearby, close".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-electric coffeemakers, [ and double wall coffeemakers, double wall drinking glasses and ] glass storage jars
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use 1985 In Commerce 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pi-Design AG Address Pi-Design AG Kantonsstrasse 100 Triengen SWITZERLAND 6234 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PURE 110+

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85182162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4272709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 08, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "110+" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Epoxy resin; construction industry adhesives; industrial adhesives for masonry and concrete use |
| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 |
| International Class Title | Chemicals |
| First Use | Oct. 11, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 11, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION |
| Address | THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION MR-045 701 East Joppa Road Towson MARYLAND 21286 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | MARYLAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | PURE 110+ |
| Examining Attorney | HAN, DAWN L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHANGECAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85184045 Application Filing Date  Nov. 23, 2010 Registration Number  4313491
Registration Date  Apr. 02, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 02, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 27, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a series of 7 columns, graduated in height to the 3rd-5th columns and then descending in height with the word "ChangeCast" appearing centered below the columns.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Books and related materials, namely, printed teaching materials in the field of recognizing and coping with the effects of change on individuals and organizations
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Changecast, LLC Address  Changecast, LLC 4 Saint Jude Road Mill Valley  CALIFORNIA  94941
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LXP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85187237 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2010 Registration Number 4230529
Registration Date Oct. 23, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 12, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilets
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AS AMERICA, INC. Address AS AMERICA, INC. 1 CENTENNIAL AVENUE PISCATAWAY NEW JERSEY 08854 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INSPIRATO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85190548 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2010 Registration Number 4154911
Registration Date Jun. 05, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 26, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "inspirato" in the mark is "inspired".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0077376/1423362 International Registration Number 1423362

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of vacation homes and commercial property
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

For Entertainment and recreation services, namely, golf and country club services; physical fitness training services; providing information in both online and non-online form to others regarding entertainment, sporting, and cultural activities and events in particular geographic areas; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events regarding entertainment, sporting, and cultural activities and events in particular geographic areas [ ; providing information in both online and non-online form to others regarding country clubs, night clubs ]
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

For Personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations, running errands and providing customer specific information to meet individual needs, all rendered in business establishments, office buildings, hotels, residential complexes and homes
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011
For Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2011

For Resort lodging services, resort hotels; health resort services, namely, providing food and lodging that specialize in promoting patrons’ general health and well-being; vacation club services, namely, providing temporary lodging accommodations; arranging for access to resort amenities, namely, restaurants; providing information in both online and non-online form to others related to resort lodging services, amenities related thereto, and the availability thereof; providing information in both online and non-online form to others regarding restaurants, and other establishments for the consumption of food and drink; providing information in both online and non-online form to others regarding membership in a luxury residence club featuring temporary accommodations; providing information in both online and non-online form to others related to resort lodging services; private resort club services, namely, provision to club members of temporary accommodations in company owned or leased private residences

International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INSPIRATO LLC Address  INSPIRATO LLC  1544 Wazee Street  Denver  COLORADO  80202 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1356432.1

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  In the statement, line 1, "INSPIRATO, LLC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)" should be deleted, and "INSPIRATO LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWIFT, GILBERT M

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PHYSICAL HOME DEFENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85194315  Application Filing Date  Dec. 09, 2010  Registration Number  4347142
Registration Date  Jun. 04, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Jun. 14, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 09, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "HOME DEFENSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metal door units, security glass for windows, non-metal windows
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

For  Retail services through direct solicitation by dealers directed to end-users featuring home security products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Installation of security doors, windows, alarms, and door reinforcement components
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  [ Electronic home security alarm systems ]
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Metal door units; metal windows; metal security reinforcement braces for reinforcing doors, windows and other openings in buildings; door security hardware made primarily of metal, namely, keys, key cylinders, non-powered door actuators, and metal clasps
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Edward Wayne, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Edward Wayne, Inc. 11750 West 135th Street, #103 Overland Park KANSAS 66221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KANSAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>42534-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CARL III, FRED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  LIVE IN LAYERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85196894 Application Filing Date  Dec. 13, 2010 Registration Number   4226335
Registration Date  Oct. 16, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  May 03, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 28, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "LAYERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bottoms; Foundation garments; [ Halter tops; ] Knitted underwear; Leggings; Long underwear; Loungewear; Pajamas; Sleepwear; Thermal underwear; Tops; Undergarments; Underwear
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   KOMAR LAYERING, LLC Address   KOMAR LAYERING, LLC  90 Hudson Street  Jersey City  NEW JERSEY  07302 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MOJO SPORTSWEAR COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85197988 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2010 Registration Number 4152588
Registration Date Jun. 05, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MOJO SPORTSWEAR COMPANY" with the end of the letter "M" and the top of the letter "J" in "MOJO" resembling fishing hooks. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SPORTSWEAR COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Headwear; Jackets; Shirts; Shorts; Tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2009 In Commerce 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOJO SPORTSWEAR COMPANY INC. Address MOJO SPORTSWEAR COMPANY INC. 42 Business Centre Dr. Suite 101 Miramar Beach FLORIDA 32550 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INNOVID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85198521 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2010 Registration Number 4218521
Registration Date Oct. 02, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date May 17, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 12, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity, commercial information and news of third parties through audio, video, digital and on-line medium; preparing advertisements for others, namely, preparing video advertising and promotional videos for commercial use via the internet and television, mobile communication, digital cable and video-on-demand or downloads; providing advertising services to distribute advertisements for display on Internet, namely, in websites, social conversations over the Internet, e-mails, micro-blogs, blogs, electronic messages, instant messages, text messages, multimedia messages, social networks, status updates, forums, electronic bulletin boards; marketing, promotional and advertising services provided by mobile telephone connections; providing television advertising for others; advertisement and publicity services by television; online advertising and promotional services; On-line advertising and marketing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008
For Computer software programs for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive commercial video; Interactive multimedia software featuring audio and video information for creating, delivering and measuring on-line commercials and advertisements
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  INNOVID, LLC  Address  INNOVID, LLC  30 IRVING PLACE  12 FLOOR  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10003

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  665-44

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** EDITORIALIST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85202651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4396575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</td>
<td>A0129879/1705579, A0129449/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Number</td>
<td>1705579,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>[ retail store services and ] online retail store services featuring women's clothing and accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>EDITORIALIST, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>EDITORIALIST, LLC 8647 EMPIRE GRADE SANTA CRUZ CALIFORNIA 95060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
<td>Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The drawing is amended to appear as follows: EDITORIALIST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
FLYBARRE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85203481
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 21, 2010
- **Registration Number**: 4109992
- **Registration Date**: Mar. 06, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 12, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 07, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0047357/1245293 International
  - **Registration Number**: 1245293

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing fitness and exercise studio services, namely, indoor cycling instruction, personal training and physical fitness classes; counseling services in the field of exercise
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 2010
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: F45 TRAINING INCORPORATED
- **Address**: F45 TRAINING INCORPORATED 801 BARTON SPRINGS ROAD 9TH FLOOR AUSTIN TEXAS 78704
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 30869.104001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FIRST LINE TECHNOLOGY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 85204258 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 22, 2010 |
| Registration Number | 4235943 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 06, 2012 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Aug. 21, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "TECHNOLOGY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | portable thermal insulated bags for foods and beverages; portable ice chests for food and beverages; thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; reusable packaged refrigerant gel packs used to keep food and drinks cold; portable thermal insulated bags, ice chests and containers for keeping food and beverages cold with refrigerant gel packs |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Oct. 02, 2003 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 02, 2003 |

| For | general use medical bags; clothing for animals and domestic pets; wraps for animals and domestic pets; equine wraps; all-purpose carrying bags |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Oct. 02, 2003 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 02, 2003 |

| For | medical cold packs; medical stretchers; medical stretchers for patient transport; hospital beds for use by burn patients; hospital gurneys; air pillows for medical purposes |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | Oct. 02, 2003 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 02, 2003 |

| For | motor vehicle conversions, namely, structural repair parts for trucks, buses and other motor vehicles; hospital carts; racks for vehicles for carrying individuals, stretchers, ramps and emergency supplies |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Oct. 02, 2003 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 02, 2003 |
For **[ Bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, mattress pads, pillow covers and pillow cases ]**

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** **[ hospital beds; storage racks; free standing storage racks; pillows; mattresses; coverings for massage tables]**

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** **[ Cold packs for cooling the body and not for medical purposes; chemically-activated cold packs for cooling the body and not for medical purposes ]**

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** chemical gel for use as an ice substitute

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** protective clothing, namely, clothing for protection against fire; clothing for protection against heat, namely, protective clothing especially made for use in areas of excessive heat; insulating clothing for protection against accident or injury; computer cooling pads for notebooks or computer processing units

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** insulating polymeric shells, namely, macro and micro capsules containing phase change material used for thermal regulation in the manufacture of clothing, footwear and headgear

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** wearable garments and clothing, namely, vests, and wraps; footwear; headgear, namely, hats and caps; wristbands containing a cooling substance to cool the wearer

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**For** ramps, namely, metal ramps for use with vehicles; metal ramps for use as stairs; metal building materials, namely, ramps for entering buildings and loading

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods **First Use** Oct. 02, 2003 **In Commerce** Oct. 02, 2003

**BASE INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** First Line Technology, LLC **Address** First Line Technology, LLC 3656 Centerview Drive, Suite 4 Chantilly VIRGINIA 20151 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** VIRGINIA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800743000090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELENKER, ESTHER ANN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) L & P LOVE & PROMISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85205993 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2010 Registration Number 4398406
Registration Date Sep. 10, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 25, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a heart shape with the text "L & P" within the heart. Below the heart are the words "Love & Promise". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LOVE & PROMISE JEWELERS, CO. Address LOVE & PROMISE JEWELERS, CO. 29 E. MADISON ST. SUITE 1800 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60602 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IMAM, AMEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ONLINE TAX MAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85207792 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2010 Registration Number 4415180
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 18, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ONLINE TAX"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For the provision of tax consulting and tax preparation services over the internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Online Tax Man LLC Address Online Tax Man LLC Suite 1402-171 347 5th Avenue New York NEW YORK 10016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85208900 Application Filing Date Jan. 02, 2011 Registration Number 4238279 Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jun. 21, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "S U S" in red where the two "S" letters are turned upside down. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skateboards

For Arranging and conducting athletic competitions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUSOIX LLC Address SUSOIX LLC 85 8TH AVENUE APT. 5B NEW YORK NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JANICE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** AIREFLEX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 85213913 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 10, 2011 | Registration Number | 4235946 | Registration Date | Nov. 06, 2012 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Aug. 21, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Imitation leather for the manufacture of gloves and not used for the production of saddlery
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2006
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Global Glove and Safety Manufacturing, Inc.
- **Address**: Global Glove and Safety Manufacturing, Inc.
- **13915 Radium Street N.W., Ramsey, MINNESOTA 55303**
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: GG-12-AIRE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
ASKING FORMULA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85214019</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 10, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4332318</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>May 07, 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FORMULA"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Books in the field of interpersonal communications, sales, marketing and customer service**
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2012
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012

- **For Training services in the field of interpersonal communication, sales, marketing and customer services; conducting classes, workshops, and seminars in the fields of interpersonal communications, sales, marketing, and customer services**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2012
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012

- **For [ DVDs featuring recorded speeches, classes, workshops and seminars in the fields of interpersonal communications, sales, marketing and customer service ]**
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2012
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: READY Thinking
- **Address**: READY Thinking 12552 Riverview Road Eden Prairie MINNESOTA 55347
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE
SEAFOOD MSC WWW.MSC.ORG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85214031 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4234592 Registration Date Oct. 30, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words, "Certified Sustainable Seafood MSC www.msc.org" in a horizontal text box to the left of an oval containing a stylized drawing of a combined fish and check-mark design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD" Certification Statement The certification mark, as used (or intended to be used) by authorized persons, certifies (or is intended to certify) that the goods and services meet Certifier's standards of environmentally sustainable practices, minimizing environmental impact, supply chain management, eco-labeling, and overall effective management changes and trends in sustainability best practices.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2718682, 3825252

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fish; seafood; food products made with or from fish; salted fish; fish fillets; preserved fish; tinned fish, fishmeal for human consumption; fish extracts; fish spreads; prepared meals, cooked meals and/or chilled meals, containing fish; pickled fish, frozen fish, fish products being fresh, preserved or frozen, canned fish, farmed fish products, prepared meals containing fish; edible oils and fats; snack foods; frozen foods; shrimps; prawns; shellfish; crustaceans. live fish; live shrimp; live prawns; shellfish; crustaceans; fishfood


For Transportation and distribution of goods; delivery of goods; storage and packaging of goods; shipping services; hire and lease of ships; storage and warehousing of goods; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid. Fish processing services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid

International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified First Use Jul. 2009 In Commerce Jul. 2009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VORTEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85214149 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4372922 Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 26, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agricultural equipment, namely, feed mixers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 17, 2013 In Commerce May 17, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PATZ CORPORATION Address PATZ CORPORATION 917 Business 141 POUND WISCONSIN 54161007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 008972-0048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BURGESS REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85217332 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2011 Registration Number 4246557 Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3474306, 3665244

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of healthcare economics, namely, applying Medicare payment policies for analysis and using Medicare claims databases for research; business consulting services in the field of administration of Medicare reimbursement programs

For Software for pricing claims, analyzing data, researching rates and policies in the field of Medicare reimbursement and healthcare economics

For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for pricing claims, analyzing data, researching rates and policies in the field of Medicare reimbursement and healthcare economics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: The Burgess Group L.L.C.  Address: The Burgess Group L.L.C.  1701 Duke Street, 3rd Floor  Alexandria VIRGINIA  22314  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration: Yes  Correction made to Registration: In the statement, line 1, "The Burgess Group, L.L.C". should be deleted, and "The Burgess Group L.L.C. should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PENN COLOR A WORLD OF COLOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 85218787
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 16, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4238290
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 14, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 10, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the words "Penn Color A World Of Color" adjacent a burst design. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "COLOR"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "PENN COLOR"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0025385/1088035
- **International Registration Number**: 1088035
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3293914

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Color concentrates and pigment dispersions for the coloration of printing inks, coatings, and thermoplastic resins
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Penn Color Inc.
- **Address**: Penn Color Inc. 2801 Richmond Road Hatfield PENNSYLVANIA 19440
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 184572-5014

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BOONE, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GENECAPTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85225739 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4418935 Registration Date Oct. 15, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical sensor that will detect a fluorescent marker on micro arrays that contain synthetic or natural nucleic acids, peptides or proteins for scientific research and or medical diagnostics
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 21, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GeneCapture, Inc. Address GeneCapture, Inc. www.genecapture.com 601 Genome Way Huntsville ALABAMA 35806 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4418935

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ANGRY CHEF

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 85226630 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4218628 Registration Date Oct. 02, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 27, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHEF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Online journals, namely, blogs featuring humorous stories and recipes related to dating, personal relationships, separations, divorces and coping; and entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring humorous stories related to dating, personal relationships, separations, divorces and coping

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 05, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2011

For Providing a website featuring recipes related to dating, personal relationships, separations, divorces and coping

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 05, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Julie Isaacson Address Julie Isaacson 780 Highland Place Highland Park ILLINOIS 60035 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 02483/54471

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PERFEKT BRILLIANCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85230382</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 31, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4254511</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Dec. 04, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "PERFEKT BRILLIANCE" represented in stylized cursive font wherein the word "PERFEKT" appears in smaller size font than , and is located above, the word "BRILLIANCE". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3598921, 3632668, 2852182 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | JEWELRY, namely, GOLD, PLATINUM, TITANIUM AND SILVER JEWELRY | 14 - Primary Classes | 2, 27, 28, 50 | International Class Title | Jewelry | First Use | Apr. 07, 2011 | In Commerce | Apr. 07, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jewelex New York, Ltd. | Address | Jewelex New York, Ltd. | 529 Fifth Avenue, 18th Floor | New York NEW YORK | 10017 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85234589
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4268810
- **Registration Date**: Jan. 01, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 03, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 29, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: plastic lids for foods and beverages; plastic food packaging materials, namely, clamshells; plastic pill molds for making medicine pills; Commercial packaging materials, namely, thermoformed trays for medical device sterile barrier packaging systems, Plastic dividing organizers used for packing inside sterile barrier systems
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: May 31, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2011

- **For**: packaging of custom-designed thermoformed products for transportation for others
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: May 31, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2011

- **For**: contract manufacturing services, namely, the manufacturing of custom-designed thermoformed products
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: May 31, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2011

- **For**: product development and engineering services, namely, the design and engineering of custom-designed thermoformed products for others
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 31, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   SPC RESOURCES, INC.
Address   SPC RESOURCES, INC.
           540 NORTH SECOND STREET
           HARTSVILLE   SOUTH CAROLINA   29550

Legal Entity   CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   SPC338

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NU FINISH RAPID SHINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85234723 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4309575
Registration Date Mar. 26, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 28, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SHINE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3775638, 1148569

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive preparations for cleaning, shining and protecting automobile exterior and interior surfaces
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 06, 2013 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENERGIZER BRANDS, LLC Address ENERGIZER BRANDS, LLC 533 Maryville University Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney LOOK, JEFFREY J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85235280
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 07, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4246589
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 20, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 14, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 09, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: ROUTEHAPPY
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: providing on-line electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computers users in the field of airline travel
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Mar. 19, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY
- **Address**: AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY 45005 AVIATION DRIVE DULLES VIRGINIA 20166
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: R2046-2000

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KELLY, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TIME FOR MOM-ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85237527</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2011</td>
<td>4238332</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Type Trademark

Publication Date Jun. 14, 2011

Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Series of non-fiction books in the field of parenting, personal goal setting, personal development, self-fulfillment, self-awareness, self-knowledge, relationships, balancing parenting and personal life, self-acceptance, self-responsibility, and personal growth

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

First Use Feb. 28, 2008
In Commerce Feb. 28, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Finding Definitions, LLC
Address Finding Definitions, LLC 3408 Ellamont Road Baltimore MARYLAND 21215
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
MARK Literal(s)

TM 13499 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85237809 Application Filing Date   Feb. 09, 2011 Registration Number   4140039 Registration Date   May 08, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date   Jun. 14, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date   Aug. 09, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a blue spiraling sphere. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   books in the fields of science and medicine; printed educational materials, namely, brochures, handouts, worksheets, newsletters, and journals in the fields of science and medicine
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use   Sep. 01, 2008 In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2008

For   educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction and conducting classes, seminars, conferences, meetings and workshops in the fields of science and medicine; providing online newsletters and journals in the fields of science and medicine; providing podcasts and webcasts in the fields of science and medicine
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   Sep. 06, 2011 In Commerce   Sep. 06, 2011

For   [ providing prospective patients with an internet-based directory featuring an interactive database of medical facilities and medical providers ] International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Sep. 06, 2011 In Commerce   Sep. 06, 2011

For   [ pre-recorded DVDs and CD-ROMs in the fields of science and medicine; downloadable podcasts and webcasts in the fields of science and medicine ] International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Sep. 01, 2008 In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2008
For [providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials]

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Sep. 06, 2011  **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: WORLD MOLECULAR IMAGING SOCIETY  **Address**: WORLD MOLECULAR IMAGING SOCIETY

10736 Jefferson Blvd., #185  10736 Jefferson Blvd, #185  Culver City  CALIFORNIA  90230

**Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** AIR COMMAND INTERNATIONAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85239247</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 10, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4248271</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2012</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 11, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a blue-outlined white circle that is the background for a black-outlined white pegasus; across the top of the circle are the black-outlined white letters &quot;AIR COMMAND&quot; in stylized font, and across the bottom of the circle are the black-outlined white letters &quot;INTERNATIONAL&quot; in stylized font.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) white, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Autogyros

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 1992</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 1992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use       | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | AIR COMMAND INTERNATIONAL LLC | Address | AIR COMMAND INTERNATIONAL LLC | N8685 1020TH STREET | RIVER FALLS | WISCONSIN | 540224623 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | WISCONSIN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4248271 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | REGAN, JOHN B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  CUBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85240308  Application Filing Date  Feb. 11, 2011  Registration Number  4335331
Registration Date  May 14, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Telecommunication access services; telecommunications access services, namely, providing access to communication links and communication networks; providing access to telecommunications networks for the provision of communications links; transfer of data and information via telecommunications systems; telecommunication services, namely, providing telecommunications networks for transmission of data and information; telecommunications consultation, namely, consultation services relating to telecommunications, communication networks and transmission of data and information; Providing access to telecommunications networks for accessing hosted operating systems and computer applications through the Internet
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Nov. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2012

For  Computer services, namely, acting as an application services provider for third parties featuring remote hosting of operating systems and computer software applications of others; cloud computing, namely, providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; computer services, namely, providing a virtual computing environment accessible via the Internet for registered users for the purpose of computing computer server capacity; rental of computing and data storage facilities of variable capacity, namely, database servers, to third parties; providing non-downloadable software accessible over a global computer network for use in managing computer applications of others
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Nov. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85242234 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4242651 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For software as a service (SAAS) services in the field of athlete management and training featuring software for the collection, management and comparison of athlete data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 18, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMPSPORT, INC. Address AMPSPORT, INC. 1208 Conway Rd Decatur GEORGIA 30030 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMPS.21001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Column 1, line 1," IGS, Ltd." should be deleted, and Information Growth Strategies, Ltd. AKA IGS, IGS, Ltd. should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) M-GLASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85243246 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4347171
Registration Date Jun. 04, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 26, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3274074, 3715197

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gypsum board
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Apr. 19, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eagle Materials IP LLC Address Eagle Materials IP LLC 5960 Berkshire Lane, Suite 900 Dallas, TEXAS 75225 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32314.94

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CEDAR BAY GRILLING COMPANY LTD.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85243526 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2011 Registration Number 4277965
Registration Date Jan. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a fire design containing a fish above the text "CEDAR BAY GRILLING COMPANY LTD.". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "GRILLING COMPANY LTD."

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1505702 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2010
Foreign Registration Number TMA830370 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 23, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 23, 2027

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Food grade wood planks, namely, wood cooking planks for use in grilling ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Planked salmon, cedar wrapped salmon, frozen seafood appetizers, frozen seafood, seasoned seafood; frozen seafood entrees; fresh seafood, cooked seafood, smoked salmon, frozen meat and vegetable appetizers, chowders and dips
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For [ Seafood condiments, namely, cocktail sauce and tartar sauce ]
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cedar Bay Grilling Company Limited Address Cedar Bay Grilling Company Limited 60 Gates Fish Plant Road Blandford, Nova Scotia CANADA B0J1T0 Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CANADA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 086479-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SnoutStik

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85252155 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4242673
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A006723/1369211 International Registration Number 1369211

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated scented skin balms and non-medicated ointments for pets
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 05, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OPIE & DIXIE, LLC Address OPIE & DIXIE, LLC 581 Canyon Drive Bonita CALIFORNIA 91902 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PREDICTUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85256085 Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2011 Registration Number  4238375
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 02, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 27, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of nondownloadable software allowing users to generate and search for predictive models, model results, and model predictions
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Mar. 07, 2011 In Commerce  Mar. 07, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Poulin Holdings LLC Address  Poulin Holdings LLC  155 Fleet Street  Portsmouth  NEW HAMPSHIRE 03801 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  12926006002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOOK, JEFFREY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WATER BIRD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85257451 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4250668
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WATER" AS TO THE FOLLOWING GOODS "AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL CONTROLS FOR IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS AND SPRINKLER SYSTEMS; FLUID METERS AND GAUGES; WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROLS FOR IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS SYSTEMS; SOLENOID AND ELECTRICALLY OPERATED REMOTE CONTROL VALVES FOR REGULATING THE FLOW OF LIQUIDS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS CONCERNING SPRINKLER SYSTEMS AND IRRIGATION; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR IRRIGATION CONTROL; IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS; LAWN SPRINKLER SYSTEMS COMPRISING PUMPS, VALVES, AND FILTERS; SPRINKLER SPRAY HEADS FOR IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS; SPRINKLER NOZZLES FOR IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS; SPRINKLER PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF, NAMELY, SPRINKLER SUPPORTS AND BASES FOR IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS; DRIPPER IRRIGATION SYSTEMS, COMPRISED OF BUBBLERS AND EMITTERS; SOAKERS, NAMELY, A SPRINKLER HEAD FOR IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS WHICH SOAKS THE GROUND WITH WATER; SPRINKLER SYSTEM FILTERS AND FILTER SCREENS FOR WATER FILTRATION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0032427/1144921 International Registration Number 1144921 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1638034, 0984827, 0999325 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Irrigation sprinklers; sprinkler spray heads for irrigation sprinklers; sprinkler nozzles for irrigation sprinklers; sprinkler parts and fittings thereof, namely, sprinkler supports and bases for irrigation sprinklers; dripper irrigation systems, comprised of bubblers and emitters

For Automatic electrical controls for irrigation sprinklers and sprinkler systems; electric switches; electrical connectors; electric wire; wireless remote controls for irrigation sprinklers systems; radio control transceivers; voltage surge protectors; transformers; thermometers; oscillators

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Oct. 11, 2011 **In Commerce** Oct. 11, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Rain Bird Corporation **Address** Rain Bird Corporation 970 West Sierra Madre Avenue Azusa CALIFORNIA 91702 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 8473-90396

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PROGRESSIVE WASTE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "WASTE SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For solid waste landfill services; collection of bottles, cans, glass, paper, cardboard, and yard waste for recycling

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair **First Use** May 09, 2011 **In Commerce** May 09, 2011

For waste management; energy conversion services, namely, the conversion of landfill gas to electricity, the refining of landfill gas to allow its sale to third parties, the use of landfill gas to generate heat for hydroponic facilities; recycling services

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment **First Use** May 09, 2011 **In Commerce** May 09, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Progressive Waste Solutions Ltd. **Address** Progressive Waste Solutions Ltd. 400 Applewood Crescent, 2nd Floor Vaughan CANADA L4K0C3 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 11820/41

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BORSUK, ESTHER A
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** POWERTHRU

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85262115</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2011</td>
<td>4242695</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: flywheel energy storage system comprised primarily of a flywheel and motor-generator
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2010

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Beaver Aerospace & Defense, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA PowerThru
- **Address**: Beaver Aerospace & Defense, Inc. 11850 Mayfield Livonia MICHIGAN 48150
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: MICHIGAN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 109476-00004

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BLANDU, FLORENTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** DEAD MAN’S HAND
BLACKJACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BLACKJACK"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3478946

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Gaming equipment, namely, gaming tables, and gaming table layouts
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 03, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 03, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Dunow, Mark Theodore
- **Address**: Dunow, Mark Theodore 41 West Highway 14, PMB 1159 Spearfish SOUTH DAKOTA 57783
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** HOME WORKS!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Visitation by school personnel to students' home to foster better communication, closer relationships, increased academic achievement and attendance and decreased behavior problems
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: HOME WORKS-THVP
- **Address**: HOME WORKS-THVP 5501 Delmar Blvd A530 St. Louis MISSOURI 63112
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 535394.9

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**IF YOU SEE KAY**

**TEST IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85265981
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 14, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4238402
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 20, 2011

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use** and **In Commerce**: May 24, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: VINTAGE WINE ESTATES, INC.
- **Address**: VINTAGE WINE ESTATES, INC. 205 Concourse Blvd
- **Santa Rosa**: CALIFORNIA 95403
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) 180S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85266906 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4238409
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2979169, 2955198, 3213934, 2976392 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Head bands; wrist bands; sweat bands; ear bands; compression garments for athletic use, namely, arm bands and leg bands used for warming and cooling; arm warmers; [ jackets for running; running suits; ] running gloves; [ neck warmer-hat-ear band combination; ] excluding distribution and/or sale of the foregoing to or through religious organizations or religious youth ministries

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 180s, Inc. Address 180s, Inc. 208 E. 51st St #342 New York NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0100.0193T
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
MARK Literal(s)  PISTOL ANNIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85267774  Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2011  Registration Number  4151336
Registration Date  May 29, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 02, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 27, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, live musical performances by a musical group; providing a web site featuring pre-recorded musical audio and audio-visual clips, photographs, [news, reviews and other multimedia articles ] in connection with a musical group [ ; and fan club services ]
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Apr. 04, 2011  In Commerce  Apr. 04, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lambert, Miranda  Address  Lambert, Miranda  c/o Greenberg Traurig, LLP  3333 Piedmont Rd., NE, Suite 2500  Atlanta GEORGIA  30305  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  063838010000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) JAY-ONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85267906 Application Filing Date   Mar. 15, 2011 Registration Number   4250702
Registration Date   Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Feb. 07, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date   Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Audio and video recordings featuring music
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Sep. 09, 2010 In Commerce   Sep. 09, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Roland, Jacob Address   Roland, Jacob 11031 BAILEY LANE 11031 BAILEY LANE TAMARAC FLORIDA 33321 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   4250702

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** 180°S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85268570</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 16, 2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4238414</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized characters &quot;180s&quot;, and a circle or degree symbol at the top right of the &quot;0&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2979169, 2955198, 3213934, 2976392 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Head bands; wrist bands; sweat bands; ear bands; compression garments for athletic use, namely, arm bands and leg bands used for warming and cooling; arm warmers; [ jackets for running; running suits; ] running gloves; [ neck warmer-hat-ear band combination; ] excluding distribution and/or sale of the foregoing to or through religious organizations or religious youth ministries |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Feb. 2012 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | 180s, Inc. |
| Address | 180s, Inc. 208 E. 51st St #342 New York NEW YORK 10022 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 0100.0194T |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COWARD, JEFFERY |
TM 13517 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85269935 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4238416
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 14, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco products, namely, cigars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Jun. 01, 2002 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OETTINGER DAVIDOFF AG DBA, AKA, Formerly TA
Address OETTINGER DAVIDOFF AG Rue de Rive 2 Nauenstrasse 73 Genève SWITZERLAND CH-1200
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country SWITZERLAND

Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 552307.15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CRYOCELL INTERNATIONAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85273267 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4238423
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "CRYOCELL
INTERNATIONAL". "CRYOCELL" is in blue and "INTERNATIONAL" is below it in smaller letters in black. An
orange sphere design connects the letters "O" and "C" in the word "CRYOCELL". Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) blue, orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"INTERNATIONAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3496023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Storage of human cells, blood, and tissue for therapeutic, biotechnological, cosmetic, pharmaceutical and medical use
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and
Storage First Use Apr. 01, 2006 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2006
For Human blood, cell, and tissue banking services; collection and preservation of human blood, cells and tissue
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and
agricultural services First Use Apr. 01, 2006 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cryo-Cell International, Inc. Address Cryo-Cell International, Inc. 700 Brooker Creek Boulevard, Suite
1800 Oldsmar FLORIDA 34677 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CCELL.17002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COLANNOINO'S SICILIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85274212 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2011 Registration Number  4309610
Registration Date  Mar. 26, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark do not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  After shave lotions; After-shave; After-shave balms; After-shave creams; After-shave emulsions; After-shave gel; After-shave liquid; After-shave lotions; After-sun gels; After-sun milks; After-sun oils; Aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes; Antibacterial skin soaps; Aromatic body care products, namely, body lotion, shower gel, cuticle cream, shampoo, conditioner, non-medicated lip balm, soap, body polish, body and foot scrub and non-medicatted foot cream; Astringents for cosmetic purposes; Bath oils for cosmetic purposes; Bath powder; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Cleansing creams; Cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes; Cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes; Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; Cosmetic bath salts; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; Cosmetic hand creams; Cosmetic masks; Cosmetic massage creams; Cosmetic milks; Cosmetic nourishing creams; Cosmetic oils; Cosmetic oils for the epidermis; Cosmetic olive oil for the face and body; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations against sunburn; Cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic preparations for protecting the skin from the sun's rays; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming creams; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming lotions; Cosmetic preparations, namely, skin balms; Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin care; Cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare; Cosmetic rouges; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetic soaps; Cosmetic sun milk lotions; Cosmetic sun oils; Cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; Cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Cosmetic suntan lotions; Cosmetic suntan preparations; Cosmetic tanning preparations; Cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics and make-up; Cosmetics in general, including perfumes; Cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions; Cosmetics, namely, lip primer; Cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; Exfoliants for skin, face, arms, legs, feet, torso and hands; Face creams for cosmetic use; Fragranced skin care preparations, namely, balms, balms, salves, butters, oils and shave preparations; Gift
baskets containing non-medicated bath preparations and cosmetic preparations; Grape seed oil for cosmetic use; Greases for cosmetic purposes; Lip balm; Lip balm; Lip cream; Lip gloss; Lip gloss palatte; Lip liner; Lip polisher; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Lotions for skin, lips, hair, hands, feet, face, arms, legs and torso; Mask pack for cosmetic purposes; Moisturizing preparations for the skin; Moisturizing solutions for the skin; Mousse for skin, lips, hair, hands, feet, face, arms, legs and torso; Natural cocoa butter based personal care products, namely, body lotion, shower gel, soap, body polish, body and foot scrub and non-medicated skin creams; Non-medicated balms for use on skin, lips, hair, hands, feet, face, arms, legs and torso; Non-medicated cleansers for personal use, namely, skin clensers, facial cleaners, hair cleansing; Non-medicated cleansers, namely, skin clensers, facial cleaners, hair cleansing; Non-medicated cosmetic skin care preparations consisting of organic coconut virgin oil and coconut virgin oil; Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, balms, and lip balms; Non-medicated lip balm that does not contain beeswax; Non-medicated lip care preparations; Non-medicated lip protectors; Non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; Non-medicated serums for use on hair, lips, face, skin, arms, hands, legs, and feet; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, balms, balms, balms, beeswax formulations, olive oil formulations, balms, butters, oils and after shave preparations; Non-medicated skin creams; Non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy; Non-medicated skin toners; Non-medicated stimulating lotions for the skin; Oils for cosmetic purposes; Plant and herb extracts sold as components of cosmetics; Pomades for hair, lip, face, body and skin; Pre-shave cream; Pre-shave liquid; Retinol cream for cosmetic purposes; Rose oil for cosmetic purposes; Seawater-based skin care preparations for skin renewal; Shave cream; Shaving balm; Shaving cream; Shaving creams; Shaving foam; Shaving gel; Shaving gels; Shaving lotion; Shaving lotions; Shaving mousse; Shaving preparations; Shaving soap; Shaving soaps; Shaving spritz in the nature of a moisturizing solution for shaving; Shea butter for cosmetic purposes; Skin abrasive preparations; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; Skin care preparation, namely, body polish; Skin care preparations, namely, body balm; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum; Skin clarifiers; Skin cleansing; Skin cleansing cream; Skin cleansing lotion; Skin conditioners; Skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes; Skin cream; Skin creams; Skin creams in liquid and in solid form; Skin creams in liquid and solid form; Skin emollients; Skin fresheners; Skin gels for accelerating, enhancing or extending tans; Skin lotion; Skin lotions; Skin masks; Skin moisturizer; Skin moisturizer masks; Skin moisturizing gel; Skin soap; Skin texturizers; Skin toners; Toners; Topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
**First Use** Mar. 23, 2011  
**In Commerce** Mar. 23, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Colannino, Anthony  
**Address** Colannino, Anthony 6436 San Marcos Way Buena Park CALIFORNIA 90620  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SAY IT LIKE IT IS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85274605 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2011 Registration Number  4242753
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 09, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 04, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Greeting cards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  That's All, LLC Address  That's All, LLC 2467 Polo Pl. Birmingham MICHIGAN  48009 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  10143-9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) IL-2 STURMOVIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85282720 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2011 Registration Number 4386192
Registration Date Aug. 20, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 04, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STURMOVIK"
Translation The English translation of "STURMOVIK" in the mark is "ground-attack aircraft".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 30, 2001 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1C-777 LIMITED Address 1C-777 LIMITED 32 Kritis Street Papachristoforou Building, 4th Floor Limassol CYPRUS 3087 Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CYPRUS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T282553.US.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) IGLIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85284916 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4144074
Registration Date May 15, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MOTION PICTURE, VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, namely, CAMERA MOUNTS AND SUPPORTS
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 03, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glidecam Industries, Inc. Address Glidecam Industries, Inc. Suite 10 42 Winter Street Pembroke MASSACHUSETTS 02359 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 130079-0017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FISHER, HANNAH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INFUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85285812 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4246707
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Woks, bamboo steamers; [ basting brushes, bamboo basket with cover for holding and cooking food; ] chopsticks, chopstick rests, tea pots

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tabletops Unlimited, Inc. Address Tabletops Unlimited, Inc. 23000 Avalon Boulevard Carson CALIFORNIA 90745 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GOLDLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85295494 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4053085
Registration Date Nov. 08, 2011 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tax preparation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 21, 2010 In Commerce May 21, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Collective Alliance, LLC Address Collective Alliance, LLC PO Box 130224 Springfield Gardens NEW YORK 11413 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SANSAI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85296966 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4386194
Registration Date Aug. 20, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 14, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "SANSAI" in the mark is "wild mountain vegetable". Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3382708, 3219349

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services, takeout restaurant services and catering services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 2002 In Commerce Feb. 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JIC Foods, LLC Address JIC Foods, LLC 373 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 180 Torrance CALIFORNIA 90501 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 002-00208

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, CALIFORNIA, should be deleted, and, DELAWARE, should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE SIGNATURE

Serial Number 85298164 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4240123
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three perpendicular rectangles superimposed over the words "THE SIGNATURE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3908061, 3372217, 3870708 and others

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 16, 2006 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2006

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name MGM Resorts International Address MGM Resorts International 3600 Las Vegas Boulevard South Las Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Docket Number 145732-00523

Examiner Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHA-CHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85298326  Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2011  Registration Number  4180455
Registration Date  Jul. 24, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 01, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1795371

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  restaurants services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Sep. 2011  In Commerce  Sep. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Checkers Drive-In Restaurants, Inc.  Address  Checkers Drive-In Restaurants, Inc.  Suite 600  4300 West Cypress Street  Tampa  FLORIDA  33607  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  107303012900
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MIDDLE SCHOOL MATTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85300450 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2011 Registration Number 4250789
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 14, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MIDDLE SCHOOL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Integrated research-based strategies and support tools to assess leadership, effective teaching methods, achievement and academic data, and dropout prevention to overhaul the traditional school model, namely, offering of assessments and surveys in the field of educator training and performance for the purpose of improving teaching procedures at the middle school level; platform for middle school transformation through expert and implementation capacity, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring and mentoring in the field of middle school reform; and platform scale and sustainability, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle school reform

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name George W. Bush Foundation Address George W. Bush Foundation 2943 SMU Boulevard Dallas TEXAS 75205 Legal Entity Non-profit Corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0960045.4001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SKYSHOW

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | High definition, moving map system composed of software and hardware provided as an entertainment and information source delivering flight data to passengers via an In-Flight Entertainment system |
| International Classes   | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use               | Nov. 05, 2008 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2008 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Astronics Custom Control Concepts Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Astronics Custom Control Concepts Inc. 130 Commerce Way East Aurora NEW YORK 14052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 032461.00134 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STRONGHOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85307260 Application Filing Date  Apr. 28, 2011 Registration Number   4238515
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 24, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Protective plastic cases, namely, heavy duty chemically resistant polyethylene plastic cases for use in the secure transporting and shipping of goods
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Jul. 16, 2012 In Commerce  Jul. 16, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gemstar Manufacturing, Inc. Address  Gemstar Manufacturing, Inc. 1515 North 5th Street Cannon Falls MINNESOTA 55009 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2011-4769

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VELOCITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85310276 Application Filing Date May 02, 2011 Registration Number 4286580
Registration Date Feb. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0061785/1322957 International
Registration Number 1322957

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medical devices for treatment of strokes, namely, devices for endovascular treatment of cerebrovascular disease; medical devices for treatment of endovascular disease, namely, guide wires
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Penumbra, Inc. Address Penumbra, Inc. One Penumbra Place Alameda CALIFORNIA 94502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6907-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINE, STEVEN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PLATINUM TOUCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85315762 Application Filing Date May 09, 2011 Registration Number 4244301
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TOUCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic amusement games, namely, electronic non-wagering machines for playing games of chance; electronic games of skill, namely, gaming machines; and interactive video game programs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name P & E Technologies, Inc. Address P & E Technologies, Inc. 5140 West Hurley Pond Road Farmingdale NEW JERSEY 07727 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 58860.0014.8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PLATINUM TOUCH II

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85315767</td>
<td>May 09, 2011</td>
<td>4244302</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;TOUCH&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Electronic amusement games, namely, electronic non-wagering machines for playing games of chance; electronic games of skill, namely, gaming machines; and interactive video game programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use
Jan. 05, 2010

In Commerce
Jan. 05, 2010

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Current Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name P & E Technologies, Inc.
Address P & E Technologies, Inc. 5140 West Hurley Pond Road Farmingdale NEW JERSEY 07727

Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 58860.0014.8

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WHETRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85320149</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 13, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4258473</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 01, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 26, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a design figure in the form of the letter "W" located on the right of the words "WHETRON". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | [ Windshield wipers, Rearview side mirrors, ] Backup warning alarms for vehicles [, Vehicle collision avoidance devices, namely, collision alarms for vehicles, Direction signals for vehicles, Dashboards, Auto Parts, namely, rearview mirrors, Vehicle engine controlling devices, namely, engine control units, Vehicle anti-theft devices, namely, car anti-theft alarms, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, motorcycle burglar alarms ] |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Jul. 09, 2006 | In Commerce | Dec. 16, 1982 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | WHETRON ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. |
| Address | WHETRON ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 5F., No.959, Zhongzheng Rd.,Zhonghe Dist New Taipei City TAIWAN 235 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | TAIWAN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | TBUS110017 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KLINE, MATTHEW C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CIRCOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85322085 Application Filing Date May 16, 2011 Registration Number 4238547
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CIRCOR" in stylized letters. A crescent design appears above and below "CIR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic valves; Solenoid valves
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 31, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CIRCOR International, Inc. Address CIRCOR International, Inc. 30 Corporate Drive, Suite 200 Burlington MASSACHUSETTS 01803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1800.TAD0062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CIRCOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85322094 Application Filing Date May 16, 2011 Registration Number 4238548
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CIRCOR" in stylized letters. A
crescent design appears above and below "CIR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Steam valves

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CIRCOR International, Inc. Address CIRCOR International, Inc. 30 Corporate Drive, Suite 200
Burlington MASSACHUSETTS 01803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1800.TAD0062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
TM 13537 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) QUICK DRAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85322558 Application Filing Date May 17, 2011 Registration Number 4265219
Registration Date Dec. 25, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For long underwear; men's underwear; [ swimsuits; ] thermal underwear; underwear; underwear, namely, boy shorts, briefs
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 17, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOMMY JOHN, INC. Address TOMMY JOHN, INC. 100 Broadway, 11th Floor New York NEW YORK 10005 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HOME WORKS! THE TEACHER
HOME VISIT PROGRAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85324052 Application Filing Date May 18, 2011 Registration Number 4238552
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green angled line in the shape of a roof on a home, above the blue words "HOME WORKS!", with a green straight line below the words. The words "THE TEACHER HOME VISIT PROGRAM" in blue centered under the straight green line. The background is white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE TEACHER HOME VISIT PROGRAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Counseling in the field of personal development for students and parents by way of visitations by school personnel to students' homes for the purpose of fostering better communication, closer relationships, increased academic achievement and attendance and decreased behavior problems
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 30, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOME WORKS-THVP Address HOME WORKS-THVP 5501 Delmar Blvd A530 St. Louis MISSOURI 63112 Legal Entity non-profit organization State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 535394.10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CAREMEDS SPECIALTY PHARMACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85324388 Application Filing Date May 18, 2011 Registration Number 4242868
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Registrant Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPECIALTY PHARMACY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Specialized retail pharmacy services for patients with particular medical conditions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SORKIN'S RX LTD. Address SORKIN'S RX LTD. 1981 MARCUS AVENUE, SUITE 225 LAKE SUCCESS NEW YORK 11042 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PHAR

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ARIMISTANE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: An aromastase inhibitor sold as an integral ingredient of nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Aug. 2008
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2008

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HI-TECH PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
- **Address**: HI-TECH PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 6015 Unity Drive, Suite B Norcross GEORGIA 30071
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, JEFFERY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PRECISION PROSPECTING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85339223  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 06, 2011  
- **Registration Number**: 4170383  
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 10, 2012  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 24, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "PROSPECTING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**  
- **For**: Business research services relating to direct marketing and fundraising activities, namely, using the analysis of data and statistical modeling and scoring to predict the probability of marketing results, and providing recommended targeting of prospects for client programs  
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2010  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
- **Owner Name**: DONOR PRECISION, LLC  
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: Formerly Precision Prospecting, LLC  
- **Address**: DONOR PRECISION, LLC 1900 N. Culpeper Road Arlington VIRGINIA 22207  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** S IS FOR SAVINGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85339804
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 07, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4222789
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 09, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 01, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 27, 2011

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: BANKING SERVICES
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.
- **Address**: The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. Mail Stop: PT-PTWR-18-1 Tower at PNC, 300 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 85339804

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, EUGENIA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** INVITELY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GRILL PERFORMANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85353019 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4195741
Registration Date Aug. 21, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GRILL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic briquettes for use in barbecue grills; grill accessories, namely, grill smoker boxes, and grill improvement sets consisting of ceramic briquettes, a smoker box and supporting metal rack for supporting the ceramic briquettes and smoker box sold as a unit
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 05, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Broer, Steve DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Grill Performance International Address Broer, Steve 13117 Calle Caballerosi San Diego CALIFORNIA 92129 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1233T0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SORA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85358122
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4236073
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 21, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 2004
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2004

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SSP AMERICA, INC.
- **Address**: SSP AMERICA, INC. 20408 BASHAN DRIVE SUITE 300 ASHBURN VIRGINIA 20147
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: MCE-101-TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLY GOOD FOOD. SIMPLY GOOD PRICES.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85366249 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2011 Registration Number 4427337 Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail food store services

For Restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shemran, Inc. Address Shemran, Inc. 4001 West Point Loma Boulevard San Diego CALIFORNIA 92110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name CARROLL, DORITT
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
RESISTOR PLUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85366832</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2011</td>
<td>4252423</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Roofing underlayment, namely, a synthetic, water repellent, high strength roof underlayment membrane made of polyolefin for use in protecting the decking and roof attic from moisture intrusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use Sep. 06, 2006  In Commerce Jul. 10, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Holding Soprema  Address Holding Soprema 14, rue de St-Nazaire Strasbourg FRANCE 67100

Legal Entity société anonyme (sa)  State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RESISTOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DITA VON TEESE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85370339  Application Filing Date  Jul. 13, 2011  Registration Number 4262127  Registration Date  Dec. 18, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 06, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  May 01, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3226478

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ CANDLES ]
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15  International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SWEET, HEATHER  Address SWEET, HEATHER  16000 Ventura Blvd., Suite 900  Encino  CALIFORNIA  91436  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SOCIAL NEWS DESK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85371142 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4256078 Registration Date Dec. 11, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 25, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOCIAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable software and applications for use in managing an organization's social media accounts and interactions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 15, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Social News Desk, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Social News Desk Address Social News Desk, Inc. 40 Park Lane NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TEMPUR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85375131
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 19, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242984
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 24, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 20, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1853088, 1926469, 2495299 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 04, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Dan-Foam ApS
- **Address**: Dan-Foam ApS Holmelund 43 Aarup DENMARK DK-5560
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DENMARK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TEMPUR

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STRUCK, ROBERT J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TEMPUR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85375146</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 19, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4242985</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 13, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1853088, 1926469, 2495299 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: stuffed toy animals

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 08, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Dan-Foam ApS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Dan-Foam ApS Holmelund 43 Aarup DENMARK DK-5560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DENMARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: TEMPUR

**Examining Attorney**: STRUCK, ROBERT J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
SOUTH BEACH CANDLE CO.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85376142
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 20, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4200222
- **Registration Date**: Aug. 28, 2012
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: May 15, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CANDLE CO."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: candles, scented wax
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SOUTH BEACH CANDLE COMPANY, INC.
- **Address**: SOUTH BEACH CANDLE COMPANY, INC.
  7950 W. 26th Avenue
  Hialeah
  FLORIDA
  33016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DIGITAL PASSPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85377859 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4246911 Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIGITAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0028060/1110140 International Registration Number 1110140

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games in the fields of media, entertainment, children, parenting, and education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 12, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Common Sense Media Address Common Sense Media 699 8th Street, Suite C150 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94103 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 845316010000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner WHITE, RICHARD F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CARL SPITZER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85378643 Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2011 Registration Number   4243003 Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  Jun. 05, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cutlery, namely, pocket knives, boot knives, hunting knives and collector's knives International Classes   8 - Primary Classes US Classes  23, 28, 44 International Class Title   Hand Tools First Use  Jul. 31, 2012 In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Frost Cutlery Company LLC Address   Frost Cutlery Company LLC 6861 Mountain View Road Ooltewah TENNESSEE 37363 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   115042.00265

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
TM 13556  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SCRIBOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85379625  Application Filing Date  Jul. 25, 2011  Registration Number  4240217  Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  009680521  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2011
Foreign Registration Number  009680521  Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 20, 2011  Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 24, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising services; business management; business administration; providing office functions; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet; providing consumer product information via the internet; advertising and directory services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring links to the websites of others; providing an online commercial information directory on the internet, telephone directory information; sales promotion for others via the internet
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Computers; Computer software for publishers to display content online, for individuals to view content, share content and comment on content displayed on a website; a web widget, namely, computer software for creating Internet links which direct users to targeted content; computer search engine software; computer networks comprised of computers, computer network servers, and computer network adapters; computer programs for publishers to display content online, for individuals to view content, share content and comment on content displayed on a website; computer software for writing computer programs featuring computer programming language; computer hardware; storage and network controllers and devices, namely, computer storage devices, namely, blank flash drives, hard disk drives, CD-ROM drives and magnetic tape drives, local area network hardware in the nature of local area network controllers and local area network drivers; optical discs, magnetic data carriers, CDs, DVDs, USB flash drives, all featuring instructional material relating to computers and to data; digital music downloadable from the internet; downloadable and hand-held electronic directories; none of the above goods in
relation to toys or games ]

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

*For [ Telecommunication information relating to telecommunications and communications services, electronic communications networks, the internet and extranets; providing multiple use access to global computer information networks for transferring and disseminating information and data via computer networks and the internet; directing website traffic for others via internet links to third party websites, namely, providing on-line communications links which transfer the web site user to other local and global web pages; providing access to databases and proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks; consultancy and advisory services in the fields of telecommunications and communications ]

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

*For [ Computer services, namely, interactive hosting services which allow the users to publish and share their own content and images on-line and comment on content; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for creating web widgets that direct users to targeted website content; computer website design and hosting services; research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; provision of search engines, namely, indexing, linking, searching and retrieval capabilities for the internet; internet search engine services; computer consultancy and advisory services all relating to computing services ]

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PERION NETWORK LTD.  **Address**  PERION NETWORK LTD.  HAROKMIM ST. 26  HOLON ISRAEL  5885849  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  ISRAEL

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  GLAP 12178

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

Change in Registration  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  HALMEN, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EDGEMERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85382345 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4231027 Registration Date Oct. 23, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 13, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Faucets
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AS AMERICA, INC. Address AS AMERICA, INC. 1 CENTENNIAL AVENUE PISCATAWAY NEW JERSEY 08854 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
S'MORES ON THE RUN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number  | 85383494 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 28, 2011 | Registration Number | 4138069 | Registration Date | May 08, 2012 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Feb. 21, 2012 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "S'MORES" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Packaged combination comprising of chocolate, graham crackers and marshmallows |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Feb. 2002 | In Commerce | Feb. 2002 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Golden Hire Equity, LLC |
| Address | Golden Hire Equity, LLC 4904 Lake Shore Road Hamburg NEW YORK 14075 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 15916.00000 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | PERKINS, ELLEN J |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HERZ-BELPERRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85384786  Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2011  Registration Number  4138079  Registration Date  May 08, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2727328

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; luxury and fancy jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Mar. 16, 2011  In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  E.J. Landrigan, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Vendura  Address  E.J. Landrigan, Inc.  745 Fifth Avenue  New York  NEW YORK  10151  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TO COOK BEAUTIFULLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85385516 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2011 Registration Number 4236118 Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number MI2011C7697 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2011 Foreign Registration Number 1476656 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 30, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County ITALY Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 30, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gas, electric, wood burning and mixed cooking ranges, cooking ovens, [ cooking tops and stoves; ] exhaust hoods for kitchens; liquid fuel cooking ranges, cooking ovens and stoves [ ; wood and charcoal burning stoves; kitchen sinks ]
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BERTAZZONI S.p.A. Address BERTAZZONI S.p.A. Via Palazzina 6/8 GUASTALLA (RE) ITALY 42016 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ITALY

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 10, "MI2011C00769" should be deleted, and "MI2011C7697" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SENSATIONAL VIDEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85386170 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2011 Registration Number 4236122
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VIDEO" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2868111

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For provision of non-downloadable films and movies via a video-on-demand service
For downloadable films and movies and prerecorded DVDs featuring adult content
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 31, 2003 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sensational Video, Inc. Address Sensational Video, Inc. 7125 N Miami Ave Miami FLORIDA 33150
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SVI.002UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, CHRISTINA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLENIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85387907 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4238771
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 03, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line transportation reservation and travel ticket reservation services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Oct. 29, 2009 In Commerce Nov. 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SIMPLENIGHT, INC. Address SIMPLENIGHT, INC. 20105 NE 21st Court Miami FLORIDA 33179
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SI1020.002e

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** EXPRESS OPTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85388726
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4238782
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 31, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 27, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "OPTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Special ordering services, namely, providing consumer information regarding the availability of cabinets, vanities and furniture storage and organizational systems in a retail setting
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AMERICAN WOODMARK MANAGEMENT COMPANY
- **Address**: AMERICAN WOODMARK MANAGEMENT COMPANY, 400 EAST ORANGETHORPE AVENUE, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92801
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: RSIHOLD.140T
- **Examining ATTORNEY**: YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HUSH BUDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85389616 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4250966
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For sound deadening ear muffs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCHOOL SPECIALTY, LLC Address SCHOOL SPECIALTY, LLC W6316 DESIGN DRIVE GREENVILLE WISCONSIN 54942 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 009316-0863

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a ball device with a plus (+) symbol in the middle and curved lines at the top and bottom. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Message sending and receiving services; Computer-aided transmission of messages and images; Electronic mail; Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; Providing user access to a global computer network; Providing internet chatrooms; Providing access to databases; Voice mail services; News agencies, namely, the transmission of news items to news reporting organizations; Teleconferencing services

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 104

**International Class Title** Communication

**First Use** Feb. 14, 2011

**In Commerce** Jun. 06, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** TRUE THRIVE LIMITED

**Address** TRUE THRIVE LIMITED CRICKET SQUARE, HUTCHINS DRIVE P.O. BOX 2681 GRAND CAYMAN CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1111

**State or Country Where Organized** CAYMAN ISLANDS

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1011-0244-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner** BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 85393098 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2011 Registration Number 4246971
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a ball device with a plus (+) symbol in the middle and curved lines at the top and bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Research and development for new products for others; Computer software design; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Computer virus protection services; Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network; Updating and maintenance of computer software; Installation of computer software; Computer software consultancy; Data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 14, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2012

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name TRUE THRIVE LIMITED Address TRUE THRIVE LIMITED CRICKET SQUARE, HUTCHINS DRIVE P.O. BOX 2681 GRAND CAYMAN CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 1011-0245-US

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**
DR'S FORMULA

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Amended to Current Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cosmetic preparations, namely, anti-wrinkle creams, skin whitening creams, [tooth whitening creams, massage creams, bath lotion, body scrubs,] facial scrubs, facial beauty masks, beauty creams for body care, facial lotion [, shaving lotion, aftershave preparations, hair removing creams, non-medicated massage oils, perfumes, non-medicated foot scrubs, non-medicated foot creams, scented body spray; Hair preparations, namely, hair shampoos, hair gels, hair creams, hair oils ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Valley of the Sun Cosmetics LLC |
| Address | Valley of the Sun Cosmetics LLC 535 Patrice Place Gardena CALIFORNIA 90248 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**Post Registration Information**

| Change in Registration | Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate |
| The drawing is amended to appear as follows: DR'S FORMULA |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | YARD, JOHN S |

**Modifications to Registrations**

| Elements Corrected | MARK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PULL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85396761  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2011
Registration Number  4165860
Registration Date  Jun. 26, 2012  Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wine
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49
International Class Title  Wines and Spirits
First Use  Nov. 10, 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 10, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Continental Vineyards, LLC  Address  Continental Vineyards, LLC  5625 Highway 46 East  Paso Robles
CALIFORNIA  93446
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  86022-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HABEEB, MYRIAH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GATOR ZONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85398402 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4238843
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of irrigation systems, parts, and accessories, outdoor lighting, lawn and garden supplies, and how-to books and DVDs on irrigation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 07, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 07, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SRS DISTRIBUTION INC. Address SRS DISTRIBUTION INC. 7440 S. HWY 121 MCKINNEY TEXAS 75070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T0079US.AP1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GATOR POINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85398409 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4238844
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POINTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of irrigation systems, parts, and accessories, outdoor lighting, lawn and garden supplies, and how-to books and DVDs on irrigation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 07, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 07, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SRS DISTRIBUTION INC. Address SRS DISTRIBUTION INC. 7440 S. HWY 121 MCKINNEY TEXAS 75070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T0078US.AP1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PLEXA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85399694</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 16, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4266588</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2013</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong> Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong> Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes  
- **Foreign Application Number**: 302011037551  
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jul. 12, 2011  
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 302011037  
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 09, 2011  
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: GERMANY  
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jul. 31, 2021

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Medical apparatus for therapeutic purposes, namely, electrodes and *endocardial electrodes*  
  probes for external or implantable pacemaker, defibrillators, and cardioverters; electronic apparatus for electrical stimulation of tissue and nerves, namely, external and implantable pacemakers, defibrillators, cardioverters; circulation support equipment, namely, catheters; resuscitation equipment, namely, electrodes for use in delivering an electrical impulse for maintaining or restarting the heart

**International Classes**  
10 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 26, 39, 44  
**International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently**: 44E  
- **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: BIOTRONIK SE & CO. KG  
- **Address**: BIOTRONIK SE & CO. KG Woermannkehre 1 Berlin FED REP GERMANY  
- **Legal Entity**: kommanditgesellschaft (kg)  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: S3473032

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes  
  **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: In the statement, Column 1, lines 4-10, "Medical apparatus for therapeutic purposes, namely, electrodes and probes for external or implantable pacemaker, defibrillators, and cardioverters; electronic apparatus for electrical stimulation of tissue and nerves, namely, external and implantable pacemakers, defibrillators, cardioverters; circulation support equipment, namely, catheters; resuscitation equipment, namely, electrodes for use in delivering an electrical impulse for maintaining or restarting the heart" is deleted, and
"Medical apparatus for therapeutic purposes, namely, electrodes and endocardial electrodes" is inserted.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BAREFOOT CUTLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85400265  Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2011  Registration Number 4238852
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "CUTLERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cutlery, namely, pocket knives, boot knives, hunting knives and collector's knives

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frost Cutlery Company LLC  Address Frost Cutlery Company LLC  6861 Mountain View Road  Ooltewah  TENNESSEE  37363  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 115042.00278

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AVANTEK MOUNTING SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85400601 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4247017
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOUNTING SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglass frames
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beta Frames LLC Address Beta Frames LLC 1900 Embarcadero Road Suite 100 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94303 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 71083.0003
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RADON SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85400790 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4236169
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangle representing a roof line positioned above the word "RADON", which is in bold letters, positioned above the word "SOLUTIONS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "RADON" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of gas detection, alarm and suppression systems in newly constructed homes and buildings; Installation of new gas detection, alarm and suppression systems in existing homes and buildings
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use Jul. 07, 2007 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2007

For Custom construction of gas detection, alarm and suppression systems in existing and newly constructed homes and buildings; custom construction of gas detection, alarm and suppression systems in existing and newly constructed homes and buildings
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
First Use Jul. 07, 2007 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2007

For Custom design of gas detection, alarm and suppression systems in existing and newly constructed homes and buildings; Radon testing and detecting services, providing information related to radon testing and detection and providing information about radon gas via an internet website
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jul. 07, 2007 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**
TOP CHEF: LAST CHANCE KITCHEN

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3877028, 3968963, 3968964 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

- For: ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, namely, PROGRAMMING IN THE NATURE OF A REALITY COMPETITION TELEVISION SERIES; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMING RELATED TO A REALITY COMPETITION TELEVISION SERIES ONLINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION RELATED TO A REALITY COMPETITION TELEVISION SERIES [ ; AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, namely, PROVIDING PODCASTS IN THE FIELD OF A REALITY COMPETITION SERIES ]
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Nov. 09, 2011
- In Commerce: Nov. 09, 2011

**Basis Information**

- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

- Owner Name: Bravo Media LLC
- Address: Bravo Media LLC 30 Rockefeller Plaza New York NEW YORK 10112
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- Docket Number: 81344518

**Examining Attorney**

- Examining Attorney: CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
TM 13576  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  M4MSEARCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85403618  Application Filing Date  Aug. 22, 2011  Registration Number  4262732
Registration Date  Dec. 18, 2012  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Oct. 22, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dating services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Sep. 07, 2012  In Commerce  Sep. 07, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Fiesta Catering International Ltd.  Address  Fiesta Catering International Ltd.  Babrow Building  The Valley  ANGUILLA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ANGUILLA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CSI019US01

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, line 1, "Fiesta Catering International, Inc." should be deleted, and "Fiesta Catering International Ltd." should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** Y PROBLEMA RESUELTO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 85405392 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 23, 2011 | Registration Number | 4263235 |
| Registration Date | Dec. 25, 2012 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Oct. 09, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The English translation of "Y PROBLEMA RESUELTO" in the mark is "AND PROBLEM SOLVED".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Advertising and promoting the legal services of attorneys for the Hispanic community
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jan. 01, 1986
In Commerce: Mar. 18, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: LOS DEFENSORES, LLC
Address: LOS DEFENSORES, LLC 20101 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 375 Torrance CALIFORNIA 90502
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: WALK-033

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: CORDOVA, RAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CRYSTAL JACKPOTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;JACKPOTS&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Computer software and firmware for games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Gaming machines, namely, electronic slot and bingo machines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>May 07, 2013</td>
<td>May 07, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVERI GAMES INC.</td>
<td>EVERI GAMES INC. 206 WILD BASIN ROAD SOUTH., BLDG B AUSTIN TEXAS 78746</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICHELI, ANGELA M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RAPID WRINKLE REPAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85406759 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4270629
Registration Date Jan. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 23, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WRINKLE REPAIR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0062933/1329516 International Registration Number 1329516

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Facial moisturizer, facial eye cream, facial serum, and facial anti-aging treatments
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 31, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KENVUE INC. Address KENVUE INC. 199 GRANDVIEW RD. SKILLMAN NEW JERSEY 08558
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C-T33997US2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney MADDEN, ANNE THERESE
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
PORABOND

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85407227</td>
<td>Aug. 25, 2011</td>
<td>4254880</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Related Properties Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>International Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0026284/1097794</td>
<td>1097794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Claimed Ownership of US Registrations
1585431, 2497417

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Information</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agilent Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>Agilent Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>5301 STEVENS CREEK BLVD. SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA 95051</td>
<td>CORPORATION DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>115232.0894</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examininng Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BENJAMIN, SARA NICOLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
AUDITMARK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85407731
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4269144
- **Registration Date**: Jan. 01, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 17, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 12, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Software for creating a digital cast-vote-record of election ballots, namely, software that images and stores a copy of the ballot and which records on that image how the ballot was counted, sold as an integral component of election/voting software
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** in Commerce: Sep. 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS CORPORATION
- **Address**: DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS CORPORATION
  215 SPADINA AVENUE, SUITE 200
  TORONTO
  CANADA
  M5T2C7
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ONTARIO

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 78602.0009
- **Examining Attorney**: CRAWFORD, MARY E
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  
PRAYER STREAM

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85408360  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 26, 2011  
- **Registration Number**: 4326041  
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 23, 2013  
- **Register**: Supplemental  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Providing on-line chat rooms, electronic bulletin boards, and on-line forums for the transmission of messages among individual users, public groups, and private groups concerning or involving prayer, prayer requests, words of encouragement, and support

- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104  
- **International Class Title**: Communication

- **First Use in Commerce**: Sep. 28, 2009

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Christian Care Ministry, Inc.  
- **Address**: Christian Care Ministry, Inc.  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 188534

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GREENWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85408693 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4306049
Registration Date Mar. 19, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software for use in the medical field for securing, hosting, transcribing, exchanging, and maintaining medical records of patients by physicians, clinics, and hospitals
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 21, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2010

For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring nondownloadable software in the medical field for securing, hosting, transcribing, exchanging, and maintaining medical records of patients by physicians, clinics, and hospitals
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 21, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREENWAY HEALTH, INC. Address GREENWAY HEALTH, INC. 4301 W. Boy Scout Blvd. Suite 800 Tampa FLORIDA 33607 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06824-11548

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MITTLER, KEVIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRAYER STREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85411361 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2011 Registration Number 4319067
Registration Date Apr. 09, 2013 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Mar. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software development tools; computer software featuring application programming interface (API) for online services for social networking, building social networking applications and for allowing data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; Computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 28, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 28, 2009
For Internet based social networking services; providing social networking services and information about religion, featuring prayer, words of encouragement and support
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 28, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 28, 2009
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable posting, showing, displaying, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the Internet or other communications network for the purpose of connecting individuals, public groups, or private groups for religious purposes, including, prayer, words of encouragement and support
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 28, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 28, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Christian Care Ministry, Inc. Address  Christian Care Ministry, Inc. 4150 W. Eau Gallie Blvd. Melbourne FLORIDA  32934 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ENVERITAS GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 85411616
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 31, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240344
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “GROUP”
- **Translation**: The English translation of "ENVERITAS" in the mark is "IN TRUTH".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production of multimedia entertainment, advertising and informational content; desktop publishing for others
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2010
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2010

- **For**: Strategic business planning, marketing consulting, and market research, all related to print and web information content development and delivery
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2010
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2010

- **For**: Computer services, namely, search engine optimization; computer services, namely, content creation for websites of others
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2010
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Enveritas Group, Inc.
- **Address**: Enveritas Group, Inc. 307-B Falls Street Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA 29601
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 016186/09016

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** KANSAS CITY HOSPICE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85412653  
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2011  
- **Registration Number**: 4311425  
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 02, 2013  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 01, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: “HOSPICE”  
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Public and professional educational programs, namely, classes, lectures, seminars and practical learning experiences in the nature of practicums, fellowships and observation programs whereby participants observe health care professionals and experts in order to learn techniques in the fields of hospice and palliative care, for health care professionals, namely, physicians, nurses, social workers and therapists, as well as the general public  
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
  - **First Use** Aug. 15, 1980  
  - **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 1981

- **For** Grief counseling; providing emotional counseling and support services for clients, patients and family members dealing with a serious or life-limiting illness or disease  
  - **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101  
  - **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services  
  - **First Use** Aug. 15, 1980  
  - **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 1981

- **For** Home health care services; medical services; providing palliative care services and hospice care services in private homes, in assisted living facilities, in nursing facilities, in hospice inpatient facilities and under contract with third parties in other health care facilities; mental health counseling services  
  - **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101  
  - **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
  - **First Use** Aug. 15, 1980  
  - **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 1981

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Kansas City Hospice, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Kansas City Hospice, Kansas City Hospice House, Kansas City Hospice & Palliative Care and Kansas City Hospice & Palliative Care Institute
Address   Kansas City Hospice, Inc.  9001 State Line Road, Suite 300  Kansas City  MISSOURI  64114
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PVR-TC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85413971 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2011 Registration Number 4244450
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 10324168 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 08, 2012 Foreign Application/ Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 08, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Licensing of intellectual property rights ]
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
For Design and development of integrated circuits and computer chips and parts thereof, namely, computer graphics modules, image processing modules [, multimedia modules and multithreaded processing modules ] for inclusion in integrated circuits and computer chips; design and development of computer hardware and software for computer graphics, image processing, multimedia applications [ and multithreaded processors ]
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Imagination Technologies Ltd. Address Imagination Technologies Ltd. Imagination House Home Park Estate, Kings Langley Herts UNITED KINGDOM WD4 8LZ Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country
Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 55593.114
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16020
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: ROUGH RIDER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cutlery, namely pocket, hunting and collector's knives
- **Dec. 31, 1994**
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1994

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
- **Address**: Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. 2320 Winfield Dunn Parkway Sevierville TENNESSEE 37876
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 115059.00135
- **Examining Attorney**: NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POWERING A CLEAN TOMORROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85423664 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4139029
Registration Date May 08, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for converting thermal energy to electrical energy

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COOL/T002US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE TOWN PUMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85424974  Application Filing Date  Sep. 16, 2011  Registration Number  4139115
Registration Date  May 08, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant and catering services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Apr. 01, 1979  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THE TOWN PUMP, INC.  Address  THE TOWN PUMP, INC.  220 S. Rio Vista  Brawley  CALIFORNIA  92227  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1971 2920

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, DOUGLAS M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** LIGHT RAIL PALE ALE

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85427096</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4273061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 08, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer                | "PALE ALE" |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Ale; Beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name          | Smokehouse Brewpub, LLC |
| Address             | Smokehouse Brewpub, LLC 2716 East 38th Street Minneapolis, MINNESOTA 55406 |
| Legal Entity        | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 23-00011 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |

| Examining Attorney | ZAK, HENRY S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BACON BOMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "BACON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Sandwiches
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 46
International Class Title: Staple Foods
First Use: Aug. 21, 2009
In Commerce: Aug. 21, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: DESIMONE, DAVID, II
Address: DESIMONE, DAVID, II 143 Elderberry Lane Central Square NEW YORK 13036
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 69661-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VERSANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85427758 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4240484
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management services in the field of air, rail, ship and truck freight coordination and management, customs clearance, customs brokerage, pick-up and delivery, overnight delivery, distribution, freight forwarding, intermodal services, the coordination and management of intermodal services, logistics and logistics management, transportation brokerage services, communications for logistics and supply chain management, and systems for logistics and supply chain management; skill testing for business purposes; and business management services in the field of the coordination and management of storage and security, supply chain services, the coordination and management of supply chain services, the design of supply chain solutions, quality and safety assessment, the coordination and management of quality and safety programs; project management services for others for business purposes in the fields of return facilities, the coordination and management of return facilities and programs, production line design, layout and implementation and postponement services [ , professional staffing and recruiting services, namely, personnel recruitment and temporary and temp-to-hire staffing ]


For [ Providing user authentication in e-commerce transactions ]

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Aug. 31, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2011

For Distribution services, namely, delivery of automotive parts, food supplies, consumer retail goods, manufacturing goods, clothing, cosmetics, toys, electronics, furniture and appliances; storage of goods; supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; warehousing services; packaging articles for transportation, namely, contract packaging

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 31, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2011
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>[ packaging design ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Scientific and computer services <strong>First Use</strong> Aug. 31, 2011 <strong>In Commerce</strong> Aug. 31, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>VERSANT SUPPLY CHAIN, INC. <strong>Address</strong> VERSANT SUPPLY CHAIN, INC. Building 250 2150 Memphis Depot Parkway Memphis TENNESSEE 38114 <strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>MORENO, PAUL A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GRUPO SCORPIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85428144</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 21, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243251</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: “GRUPO”
- **Translation**: The English translation of "GRUPO" in the mark is GROUP.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Business consultation services; Business development services; Business marketing and direct mail consulting services; Business organization and management consulting; Business relocation consulting; International business consulting services relating to merchandise trading, advertising, domestic and international market research studies, doing business internationally and domestically, etc; New business venture development and formation consulting services; Professional business consulting
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 16, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 16, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SCORPIO ENTERPRISES LLC
- **Address**: SCORPIO ENTERPRISES LLC 28435 Blue Pond Trail Solon OHIO 44139
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: SCORT0101US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
COPANO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85430594</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2011</td>
<td>4121929</td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3691396

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gathering and transmission of natural gas</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Use: Nov. 27, 2001 In Commerce: Nov. 27, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processing, conditioning, and treating of natural gas</td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Material Treatment First Use: Nov. 27, 2001 In Commerce: Nov. 27, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Copano Energy, L.L.C.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Copano Energy, L.L.C. 1001 Louisiana Street, Suite 1000 Houston TEXAS 77002</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Copano Energy, L.L.C.</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Copano Energy, L.L.C. 1001 Louisiana Street, Suite 1000 Houston TEXAS 77002</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Copano Energy, L.L.C. 1001 Louisiana Street, Suite 1000 Houston TEXAS 77002</td>
<td></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number   | 046613.09116          |
| Examinee Attorney| FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J  |

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
TM 13596 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MUNKI MUNKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85433971 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4239005
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MUNKI MUNKI", with one word above the other, with a monkey swinging from the letters "U" and "N" in the lower word. The color brown appears in the monkey, and the color red appears in the words "MUNKI MUNKI", in the monkey's eyes, mouth, belly button, knees and feet. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3063055, 3504598

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel for [ infants, ] toddlers, and children, namely, pajamas, dresses, pants, t-shirts, button-up shirts, overalls, tank tops, bloomers, rompers, skirts and jump suits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 24, 2012 In Commerce May 24, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Creative Apparel Concepts, Inc. Address Creative Apparel Concepts, Inc. 725 Florida Avenue South Golden Valley MINNESOTA 55426 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3001302.0024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WEN SIXTHIRTEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85435615 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4239011
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 20, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date May 15, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2771105, 3715174, 3763818

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care preparations, hair cleansers, non-medicated hair cleansing treatments
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 13, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 24, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jeffrey Alan Deane Address Jeffrey Alan Deane 6444 Fountain Avenue Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 208427.13.4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** 6 WEN SIXTHIRTEEN BY CHAZ DEAN 9

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85435628  
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 29, 2011  
- **Registration Number**: 4239012  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 20, 2012  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 15, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the number 6 followed by the words "WEN SIXTHIRTEEN BY CHAZ DEAN" in stylized form followed by the number "9".  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name "CHAZ DEAN" identifies a living individual, namely, Jeffrey Alan Deane, whose consent is of record.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2771105, 3715174, 3763818

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hair care preparations, hair cleansers, non-mediated hair cleansing treatments  
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2011  
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jeffrey Alan Deane  
- **Owner Address**: Jeffrey Alan Deane 6444 Fountain Avenue Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90028  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 208427.14.2

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE

---

16032
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) UNA BIOLOGICALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85437690 Application Filing Date  Oct. 03, 2011 Registration Number  4240559
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized words "una BIOLOGICALS".
The word "una" is in brown and in all lower-case letters. The word "BIOLOGICALS" is in green and in all upper-case letters. Above the word "una" is a green fern leaf. Under the word "una" is the word "BIOLOGICALS". The wording and fern leaf are set against a white background. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) green, brown, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BIOLOGICALS" Translation  The English translation of "UNA" in the mark is "ONE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED, ORGANIC SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, namely, SKIN SERUM; NON-MEDICATED, ORGANIC SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, namely, SKIN SERUM; ] NON-MEDICATED, ORGANIC SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, namely, CREAMS FOR FACIAL SKIN RENEWAL AND BODY CARE, FACIAL CREAM, [ BODY LOTION, ] CUTICLE CREAM, [ HAND CREAM, ] NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, BODY POLISH, BODY BUTTER, BODY AND FOOT SCRUB, FOOT CREAM, [ ESSENTIAL OILS, ] FACIAL BEAUTY MASKS, [ BODY MASSAGE OILS, FOOT DEODORANT SPRAYS, ] PEDICURE SOAKS, PEDICURE SCRUBS, [ FRAGRANCE ROOM SPRAYS, FRAGRANCE BODY SPRAYS, FRAGRANCE SPRAYS FOR THE FEET; ALL PURPOSE CLEANING SPRAY WITH DEODORIZER FOR YOGA MATS, FLIP FLOPS, ROOMS, INTERIOR OF MOTOR VEHICLES, AND LINENS; AROMATIC EYE MASKS COMPRISING POTPOURRI IN FABRIC CONTAINERS; ] NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED, ORGANIC BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED, ORGANIC BATH CARE PRODUCTS, namely, [ BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BUBBLE BATH, BATH CRYSTALS, ] BODY CLEANSING GRAINS [, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS ]
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Dec. 01, 2007 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Una Biologicals LLC Address  Una Biologicals LLC  Unit 301  7800 Susquehanna Street  Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA  15208 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PATE, TARA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  SLEEVE-IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85438049  Application Filing Date  Oct. 03, 2011  Registration Number  4252604  Registration Date  Dec. 04, 2012  Principal Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0074002/1445011, A0074359/1425361  International Registration Number  1445011, 1425361

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Combination plastic and steel fence component in the nature of a sleeve for use with retaining walls  International Classes  19 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials  First Use  Apr. 2005  In Commerce  Oct. 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Glen Raven, Inc.  Address  Glen Raven, Inc.  1831 NORTH PARK AVENUE  Glen Raven  NORTH CAROLINA  27212  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  79545.1322

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number  85440128  Application Filing Date  Oct. 05, 2011  Registration Number  4236356  Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CHICKEN RIBS SALAD"  Name Portrait Consent  The name "J. CHOW" identifies the pseudonym of a living individual whose consent is of record.

Goods and Services Information

For  Eat-in and carry-out restaurant and catering services, featuring chicken, ribs, chicken salad, wrap sandwiches, and drinks  International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Sep. 09, 1989  In Commerce  Sep. 09, 1989

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  Chou, J. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA J. Chow's Chicken Ribs Salads  Address  Chou, J.  613 Linthicum St.  Rockville  MARYLAND  20851  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  2534LT-1000

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS

USE SHAMPOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85442512 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2011 Registration Number 4239039
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 13, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date May 08, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care preparations, hair cleansers, non-medicated hair cleansing treatments

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 2011 In Commerce Nov. 2011
For Clothing, namely, shirts


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jeffrey Alan Deane Address Jeffrey Alan Deane 6444 Fountain Avenue Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 208427.15.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  ENDURACOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85444330  Application Filing Date  Oct. 11, 2011  Registration Number  4239048
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 03, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0042511/1212403 International Registration Number  1212403

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Towels with cooling properties and cooling effects for therapeutic purposes
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  May 01, 2012  In Commerce  May 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MPUSA, LLC  Address  MPUSA, LLC  110 E. Broward Blvd., Suite 1700  Ft. Lauderdale  FLORIDA 33301
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  32245-1-0
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COWARD, KATHRYN E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
ASK WITHOUT FEAR!

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85446967</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 13, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4244595</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  A series of books, written articles, handouts and worksheets in the field of non-profit governance, regulation and fundraising

- **International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**  Apr. 2008
- **In Commerce**  Apr. 2008

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  THE CONCORD LEADERSHIP GROUP, LLC
**Address**  THE CONCORD LEADERSHIP GROUP, LLC 2435 EAST NORTH STREET, STE 1108-171 GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 29615
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**  SOUTH CAROLINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  6374.01.05

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examing Attorney**  LAVACHE, LINDA M
TM 13605 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TO-GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85448796 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4240623
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publications, namely, articles, magazines, pamphlets and brochures in the field of Judaism and Jewish holidays
For Providing on-line downloadable publications, namely, articles, essays, newsletters, pamphlets, and e-books in the fields of Judaism and Jewish holidays
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2006 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yeshiva University Address Yeshiva University 500 West 185th Street New York NEW YORK 10033
Legal Entity not-for-profit education corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 107572-0008

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Line 1, after not-for-profit, education should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PROTOUCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85448826 Application Filing Date Oct. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4247202
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Commercial machines to wash motor vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 07, 2012 In Commerce May 07, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Delaware Capital Formation, Inc. Address Delaware Capital Formation, Inc. 501 Silverside Road Suite 5 Wilmington DELAWARE 19809 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1816-00243

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, MARY JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** HONEY LIPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Almond milk for cosmetic purposes; Aromatic body care products, namely, body lotion, shower gel, cuticle cream, shampoo, conditioner, non-medicated lip balm, soap, body polish, body and foot scrub and non-medicated foot cream; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Body scrub; Cleansing creams; Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic preparations for protecting the skin from the sun’s rays; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; Cosmetic preparations, namely, skin balms; Cosmetic rouges; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetic soaps; Cosmetic sun milk lotions; Cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics and make-up; Cosmetics in general, including perfumes; Cosmetics, namely, lip primer; Cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; Foot scrubs; Fragranced body care preparations, namely, lip scrubs and lip care preparations; Lip balm; Lip balm; Lip cream; Lip gloss; Lip gloss palate; Lip liner; Lip polisher; Lipstick; Lipstick cases; Lipsticks; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated balms for use on the lips and face.; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, salves, and lip balms; Non-medicated lip balm that does not contain beeswax; Non-medicated lip care preparations; Non-medicated lip protectors; Pomades for the lip and face.; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; Skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes; Skin fresheners; Toners; Wrinkle-minimizing cosmetic preparations for topical facial use

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Colannino, Anthony
Address: Colannino, Anthony
6436 San Marcos Way
Buena Park
CALIFORNIA
90620
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INADA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85449982 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4252717
Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "INADA". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage apparatus; electric massage apparatus; electric massage chairs for household use; electric massage chairs for medical use; physical body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; esthetic massage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 2001 In Commerce Jun. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FAMILY INADA CO., LTD. Address FAMILY INADA CO., LTD. 2-1-3 NISHIMIYAHARA, YODOGAWA-KU OSAKA JAPAN - Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10169010TR

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SMARTACCESS

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Prepaid reloadable debit card services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial Services
- **First Use**: Jan. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., The
- **Address**: PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., The Mail Stop: PT-PTWR-18-1, Tower at PNC, 300 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PENNSYLVANIA 15222
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 85450896

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FRONT PORCH CAROLINA
CHURNED ICE CREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85450976 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2011 Registration Number 4269407
Registration Date Jan. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 20, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date May 15, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rocking chair in a circle above the stylized words "FRONT PORCH" underlined above the stylized words "CAROLINA CHURNED ICE CREAM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CAROLINA CHURNED ICE CREAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ice cream

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ORIGIN FOOD GROUP, LLC Address ORIGIN FOOD GROUP, LLC 306 STAMEY FARM ROAD STATESVILLE NORTH CAROLINA 28677 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 147595

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
SUITEWATCH

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85455431
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 25, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4150235
- **Registration Date**: May 29, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 13, 2012

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Alarm monitoring systems
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 2002
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2002

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Datawatch Systems, Inc.
- **Address**: Datawatch Systems, Inc. 4401 East West Highway, Suite 500, Bethesda, MARYLAND
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 0452.0014T
- **Examining Attorney**: HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EVERLAST PRODUCTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85457081 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4248856
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “PRODUCTIONS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of equipment for use in the production of special events, concerts, television, theater, conventions, conferences, trade shows, social events, philanthropic events, religious events, sports events, fashion shows and business meetings, namely, audiovisual equipment, staging equipment in the nature of stage decks and stage legs, stage scenery, show scenery, camera equipment, lighting equipment, grip equipment, rigging equipment for lifting, moving and securing persons to assist in stunts, acrobatics and fall protection, and special effects equipment, namely, hazers for generating haze in the air to enhance lighting effects, cryogenic fog generating machines, and machines for emitting and distributing confetti; Turnkey special event production services, namely, coordination and assumption of responsibility for the special event production process of others, namely, planning, arranging and consultation for social entertainment purposes; Staging services, namely, audio, video and lighting production services for live events; Social entertainment special event production services, namely setup, rigging and operation of multimedia audiovisual equipment, lighting and event stage scenery for others
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 1999 In Commerce Apr. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Everlast Production, Inc. Address Everlast Production, Inc. 59 SW 12th Avenue Dania Beach FLORIDA 33004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SALEYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85457919  Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2011  Registration Number 4263367
Registration Date Dec. 25, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Oct. 09, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "SALEYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits
First Use May 02, 2012  In Commerce May 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kobrand Corporation  Address Kobrand Corporation 1 Manhattanville Road, 4th Floor Purchase NEW YORK 10577
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 035835-2175

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney LOOK, JEFFREY J
TM 13614 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PROSETTA STONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85460787 Application Filing Date  Oct. 31, 2011 Registration Number  4276905
Registration Date  Jan. 15, 2013 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Apr. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 05, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed materials in the form of look-up tables for comparing and cross-referencing data from patient-reported questionnaires on physical and mental conditions, namely, conditions relating to depression, anxiety, pain, fatigue, physical function and other patient concerns regarding physical and mental feeling and functioning
For  Providing non-downloadable online publications in the form of look-up tables for comparing and cross-referencing data from patient-reported questionnaires on physical and mental conditions, namely, conditions relating to depression, anxiety, pain, fatigue, physical function and other patient concerns regarding physical and mental feelings and functioning; providing online instruction on comparing and linking the results from patient-reported questionnaires on physical and mental conditions, namely, conditions relating to depression, anxiety, pain, fatigue, physical function and other patient concerns regarding physical and mental feelings and functioning
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use  Nov. 26, 2012 In Commerce  Nov. 26, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   PROMIS Health Organization, Inc. Address   PROMIS Health Organization, Inc.  823 Monticello Place Evanston   ILLINOIS  60201 Legal Entity   non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   77777001247
Examining Attorney  STINE, DAVID H
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85461322</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4265570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 25, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "ORIGIN" over the stylized words "FOOD GROUP" with the design of a flower in a circle.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "FOOD GROUP"

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>food distributorship services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Food processing services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: ORIGIN FOOD GROUP, LLC
- **Address**: ORIGIN FOOD GROUP, LLC 306 Stamey Farm Road Statesville NORTH CAROLINA 28677
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 147839
- **Examiner**: SALEMI, DOMINICK J

---

**Reason for Publication**

Trademark Registration Renewed
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MLIVE MEDIA GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85463625 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4335717
Registration Date May 14, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDIA GROUP"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3170806

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROVIDING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE NATURE OF CURRENT EVENTS REPORTING; PROVIDING INFORMATION, NEWS AND COMMENTARY IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT; PROVIDING NEWS AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS; NEWS AGENCIES, NAMELY, GATHERING AND DISSEMINATION OF NEWS; PROVIDING AN INTERNET NEWS PORTAL FEATURING LINKS TO NEWS STORIES AND ARTICLES IN THE FIELD OF CURRENT EVENTS
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 02, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2012
For ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 02, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADVANCE LOCAL MEDIA LLC Address ADVANCE LOCAL MEDIA LLC ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER NEW YORK NEW YORK 10007 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ALM/T091734
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85463763 Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2011 Registration Number   4247617
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012 Register   Supplemental Mark Type   Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register   Yes Date Amended to Current Register   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a rectangular shaped insulation material that narrows in the middle. The dotted lines show the position of the narrowing width and edges which are below the surface of the insulation material and which allows the material to wrap around pipes. The matter shown in dotted or broken lines is not part of the mark. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SMC Industries, Inc. Address   SMC Industries, Inc. 3239 Phoenixville Pike Malvern PENNSYLVANIA 19355 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SPR2-TM002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BELL, MARLENE D
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85463787  Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2011  Registration Number  4247618
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark
Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of two enjoined pieces of insulation material each with an overall rectangular shape that narrows in the middle. The dotted lines show the position of the narrowing width and edges which are below the surface of the insulation material and which allow the material to wrap around pipes. The matter shown in dotted or broken lines is not part of the mark.  Color  Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SMC Industries, Inc.  Address  SMC Industries, Inc.  3239 Phoenixville Pike  Malvern  PENNSYLVANIA 19355  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SPR2-TM003  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
TM 13619 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85463805   Application Filing Date   Nov. 03, 2011   Registration Number   4247619
Registration Date   Nov. 20, 2012   Register   Supplemental   Mark Type   Trademark   Amended to Supplemental Register   Yes   Date Amended to Current Register   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No   Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of two enjoined pieces of insulation material each with an overall rectangular shape that narrows in the middle. The dotted lines show the position of the narrowing width and curved edges which are below the surface of the insulation material and which allow the material to wrap around pipes. The matter shown in dotted or broken lines is not part of the mark. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Insulation for pipes and pipe fittings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SMC Industries, Inc.   Address   SMC Industries, Inc.   3239 Phoenixville Pike   Malvern   PENNSYLVANIA 19355   Legal Entity   CORPORATION   State or Country Where Organized   PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SPR2-TM004
Examining Attorney   BELL, MARLENE D

16057
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85463808 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4247620
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of a rectangular shaped insulation material that curves inward on the sides and the base has a single curve. The dotted lines show the position of the curves which are below the surface of the insulation material and which wrap around pipes. The matter shown in dotted or broken lines is not part of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insulation for pipes and pipe fittings International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Aug. 28, 2008 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SMC Industries, Inc. Address SMC Industries, Inc. 3239 Phoenixville Pike Malvern PENNSYLVANIA 19355 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SPR2-TM005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  FREE FORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85463935 Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2011  Registration Number  4420492
Registration Date  Oct. 22, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Lightweight epoxy putty for use in art-related applications
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use  Sep. 2011  In Commerce  Sep. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Smooth-On, Inc.  Address  Smooth-On, Inc.  5600 Lower Macungie Rd  Macungie  PENNSYLVANIA 18062  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COCOAPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85464603 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4248894
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2808933, 3609069, 2971666 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements, powdered nutritional supplement drink mix, powdered dietary supplement drink mix and nutritionally fortified beverage mix, all made in significant part of cocoa
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Oct. 31, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mars, Incorporated Address Mars, Incorporated 6885 Elm Street McLean VIRGINIA 221013883
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CRYSTAL GEYSER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number:** 85464862
- **Application Filing Date:** Nov. 04, 2011
- **Registration Number:** 4263422
- **Registration Date:** Dec. 25, 2012
- **Register:** Principal
- **Mark Type:** Trademark
- **Publication Date:** Oct. 09, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer:** “GEYSER”

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:** 1128739, 4025252

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For:** BOTTLED WATER
- **International Classes:** 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title:** Light Beverages
- **First Use:** 1990
- **In Commerce:** 1990

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name:** Crystal Geyser Brand Holdings LLC
- **Address:** Crystal Geyser Brand Holdings LLC 10 Pimentel Court
- **Novato** CALIFORNIA 94949
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number:** R2211-02103

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner:** CAPSHAW, DANIEL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
GREEN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Amended to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85465138</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2011</td>
<td>4140524</td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Environmentally sustainable management and business consulting services in the field of training and recruitment

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: Jan. 19, 2010
**In Commerce**: Feb. 18, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: GPM LLC
**Address**: GPM LLC 3380 Garland Ave Fort Wayne INDIANA 46805
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 2027762

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: KLINE, MATTHEW C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** RAVENSCROFT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| **Acquired Distinctiveness** | In whole |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Pianos |
| **International Classes** | 15 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 21, 36 |
| **International Class Title** | Musical Instruments |
| **First Use** | Aug. 08, 2004 |
| **In Commerce** | Aug. 08, 2004 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | SPREEMAN PIANO INNOVATIONS LLC |
| **Address** | 7898 E. Acoma Dr., Suite 105, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | ARIZONA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 059512-0 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate** | Issue New Certificate to: SPREEMAN PIANO INNOVATIONS LLC (Arizona Limited Liability Company) 7898 E. Acoma Dr., Suite 105, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260. |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SONNEBORN, TRICIA L |
Case Identifiers:
- Serial Number: 85467010
- Application Filing Date: Nov. 08, 2011
- Registration Number: 4265585
- Registration Date: Dec. 25, 2012
- Notice of Allowance Date: Oct. 23, 2012

Mark Information:
- Mark: SESSION LAGER
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Publication Date: Apr. 24, 2012

Mark Literal(s):
- SESSION LAGER

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3113041

Goods and Services Information:
- For: Brewed malt-based alcoholic beverage in the nature of a beer; Lagers
- International Classes: 32 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 45, 46, 48
- International Class Title: Light Beverages
- First Use: May 10, 2005
- In Commerce: May 10, 2005

Basis Information:
- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information:
- Owner Name: B C MARKETING CONCEPTS INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA FULL SAIL BREWING COMPANY
- Address: B C MARKETING CONCEPTS INC. 506 COLUMBIA STREET HOOD RIVER OREGON 97031
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized: OREGON

Attorney/Correspondence Information:
- Docket Number: 66254-73

Post Registration Information:
- Change in Registration: Yes
- Correction made to Registration:
  - In the statement, line 1, " B. C. Marketing Concepts, Inc. " should be deleted and " B C Marketing Concepts Inc. " should be inserted.

Examining Attorney:
- Examining Attorney: RUTLAND, BARBARA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** HARN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85467651</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2011</td>
<td>4394595</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2013</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Role playing games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1983
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1983

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Columbia Games Inc. **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: FORMERLY Columbia Games Ltd. (Canada) **Address**: Columbia Games Inc. PO Box 1600 Blaine WASHINGTON 98231 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country**: WASHINGTON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TRACTR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85469208  Application Filing Date  Nov. 10, 2011  Registration Number  4244641
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "TRACTR" to the right of a stylized letter "T" in a circle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3791799, 2163561

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  JEANS, TOPS, JACKETS, OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, LINED AND UNLINED JACKETS, AND ATHLETIC APPAREL, NAMELY, SHORTS AND PANTS
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INDIGO STAR FL LLC  Address  INDIGO STAR FL LLC  3501 S. Ocean Boulevard, Suite 401  Palm Beach  FLORIDA  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALVAREZ, COURTNEY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BOXSCORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85470222 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2011 Registration Number 4363116
Registration Date Jul. 09, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Apr. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Magazines, non-fiction books, pamphlets, brochures and other publications, namely, research reports and newsletters, in the field of refining, gas processing and petrochemicals
For Providing online publications in the nature of online research reports and newsletters in the field of refining, gas processing and petrochemicals
For Providing an online computer database in the field of fuel refining, gas processing and refining petrochemicals
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Dec. 1998 In Commerce Dec. 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gulf Publishing Company Address Gulf Publishing Company 2 Greenway Plaza Suite 1020 Houston TEXAS 77046 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0029271.4009
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CLINICOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85470331  Application Filing Date  Nov. 11, 2011  Registration Number  4171349
Registration Date  Jul. 10, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of an on-line non-downloadable software application for assessment and screening for mental illness, traumatic brain injury and post traumatic stress disorder, and for the purpose of identifying the likelihood of a suicide attempt

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Jul. 15, 2004  In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CLINICOM HEALTHCARE, INC.  Address  CLINICOM HEALTHCARE, INC.  408 HEALTHWEST DRIVE  DOTHAN  ALABAMA  36303  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14238.0006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TENG, SIMON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
SR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: No | **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a globe having longitude and latitude lines, all surrounded by a single line rectangle with the letters "SR" in the middle of the globe with the letters being an acronym of the owner's name. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: LETTER BOXES OF METAL, RINGS OF COMMON METAL FOR KEYS, METAL KEYS FOR LOCKS, METAL SAFES, METAL SAFETY CASHBOXES, CASHBOXES OF METAL, IDENTITY PLATES OF COMMON METAL, METAL SAFETY CASH BOXES WITH ELECTRONIC COMBINATION LOCK, METAL SAFETY KEY BOXES WITH MECHANICAL COMBINATION LOCK, CASHBOXES OF METAL WITH ALARMS, CASHBOXES OF METAL WITH FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM, METAL SAFETY KEY BOXES WITH FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM, ALARmed CASHBOXES OF METAL WITH FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM, ALARMED METAL SAFETY KEY BOXES WITH FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM, METAL LETTER BOXES WITH MECHANICAL COMBINATION LOCK, PRESERVING BOXES OF METAL WITH ELECTRONIC COMBINATION LOCK

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes | **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 | **International Class Title**: Metal

**Goods First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1976 | Jan. 01, 1981

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: SHYH RU METALLIC INDUSTRIAL CORP. | **Address**: SHYH RU METALLIC INDUSTRIAL CORP. NO.1, LANE 721, CHUNG CHENG RD. NEW TAIPEI CITY TAIWAN | **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized**: TAIWAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: 4639-0070
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  JACKSON, WILLIAM D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MMFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85476957 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4270799
Registration Date Jan. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 23, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3931861

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational publications, namely, training manuals, books, hand-outs, workbooks, [ journals, ] playbooks [, worksheets and cards ] in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience; printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience


For [ Education services, namely, providing classes, conferences, presentations, seminars and workshops via computer networks in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience; Educational services, namely, providing a continuing program in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training and stress resilience accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational services, namely, conducting live classes, conferences, presentations, seminars and workshops in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience and distribution of course material in connection therewith; ] developing curriculum for educators and trainers in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience; Providing information relating to educational services [ ; Research in the field of education; Providing on-line newsletters in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience; Providing a website featuring information, non-downloadable publications and non-downloadable audio and video files related to education and training in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience ]
Digital media, namely, CDs [, DVDs ] and downloadable audio and/or video files featuring recorded instructions for mind fitness exercises; Digital media, namely, CDs [, DVDs ] and downloadable audio and/or video files featuring educational information and exercises in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience; Educational software featuring instruction and training in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience; Electronic downloadable publications, namely, articles and newsletters in the fields of cognitive fitness, mind fitness, mindfulness skills training, and stress resilience
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CUDDL DUDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85479426 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2011
Registration Number 4236429
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "DUDS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1151788

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms; Knitted underwear; Leggings; Lingerie; Long underwear; Loungewear; Pajamas; Robes; Sleepwear; Slipper socks; Slippers; Thermal underwear; Tops; Underwear; Wearable blankets in the nature of blankets with sleeves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KOMAR LAYERING, LLC Address KOMAR LAYERING, LLC 90 Hudson Street Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BRUSHPOPPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85479669  Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2011  Registration Number 4178756
Registration Date Jul. 24, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date May 08, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use
Nov. 08, 2011  In Commerce Nov. 09, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wrangler Apparel Corp.  Address Wrangler Apparel Corp.  3411 Silverside Road  Wilmington DELAWARE 198104812  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  REDNECK HORSESHOES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "HORSESHOES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Target games

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Jan. 01, 1989  In Commerce  May 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mazyck, James
Address  Mazyck, James  1747 Wambaw Avenue  Charleston  SOUTH CAROLINA 29412
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HUNGRY GIRL HUNGRY-GIRL.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85481466 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4240713
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "HUNGRY GIRL" on a plate comprised of two concentric circles and surrounded by two stars with a dining fork to the left and the URL "hungry-girl.com" below the plate. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2797288

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cookbooks, [ recipe cards; ] books and survival guides in the field of food and cooking; series of books in the fields of weight management, diet, eating and lifestyle

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hungry Girl, Inc. Address Hungry Girl, Inc. 18034 Ventura Blvd. #503 Encino CALIFORNIA 91316

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BIDDULPH, HEATHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BAKON USA FOOD EQUIPMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85486342  Application Filing Date  Dec. 02, 2011  Registration Number  4287734
Registration Date  Feb. 12, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Nov. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "USA FOOD EQUIPMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery equipment, namely, electric whipping cream machines; electric chocolate enrobing machines and depositors, chocolate and glaze sprayer machines; chocolate tempering machines, chocolate spray and pan coating machines, chocolate moulding machines, and chocolate cutting machines [ ; equipment for bakeries, namely, proofers for dough ]
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

For commercial refrigerators and freezers and structural parts therefor; [ modular insulated panels and doors for walk-in refrigerated enclosures, environmental cooling rooms and freezers; ] refrigeration equipment, namely, rapid food chilling units; commercial cooking and heating units for melting and tempering chocolate, electric chocolate kettles and melters; cold chambers, namely, retarder proofer cabinets and chambers
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For Bakery equipment, namely, hand-operated sprayers for spraying liquids
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BAKON BAKKERIJMACHINES USA CORP.  Address  BAKON BAKKERIJMACHINES USA CORP. 20906 Higgins Ct. Torrance  CALIFORNIA  90501  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   30MR-166767

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GRACEFULL BIRTHING
HEALING PARENTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> midwife services; [acupuncture services;] providing counseling and information in the fields of health, nutrition and wellness, pregnancy, childbirth, and parenting concerning the health of infants and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examinee</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16079</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ELM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85491315 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2011 Registration Number 4314144
Registration Date Apr. 02, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 15, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Towel holders, namely, rails and rings for towels, towel bars; liquid dispensers, namely, dispensers for liquid soap, manually actuated pump dispensers for attachment to containers for use in dispensing liquids
For Shower and tub/shower hot and cold water mixing valves; shower and tub/shower diverter valves; shower heads; shower systems comprising valves and shower heads sold as a unit; shower and shower/tub systems and associated components and accessories therefor comprising hot and cold water mixing valves, diverter valves, shower heads, hand-held shower handles and tub spouts; tub faucets; lavatory faucets; kitchen faucets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Symmons Industries, Inc. Address Symmons Industries, Inc. 31 Brooks Drive Braintree MASSACHUSETTS 02184 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SYM/TM-62

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUNCH, TASHIA AUNGELIK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CRYSTAL LAKE POLICE
INCORPORATED SEPT. 1914

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85491317</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 09, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4185812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 22, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a dark gray shaded rectangular badge with light gray shaded outline, with a light gray shaded banner containing the wording "CRYSTAL LAKE" "INCORPORATED" and "SEPT. 1914" in black above a depiction of a blue shaded oval with a white border, with seventeen white stars and a brown eagle outlined in black with a white head and yellow beak and talons, all appearing above the word "POLICE" appearing in light gray. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) white, brown, yellow, blue, black, light gray and dark gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "CRYSTAL LAKE," "INCORPORATED SEPT. 1914" OR "POLICE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Police and civil protection services; Police protection |
| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| First Use | Dec. 08, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 08, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | City of Crystal Lake |
| Address | City of Crystal Lake |
| State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| 60014 | 100 W. Woodstock Street |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 09016-0001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JACKSON, WILLIAM D |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ALDERWOOD GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 85492462  
Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2011  
Registration Number 4236468  
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark  
Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer "GROUP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Rental services of vacation resorts and interval resort properties
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title Insurance and Financial  
First Use Jun. 1998  
In Commerce 1999  
For Management consulting for vacation resorts, timeshares, interval resort properties, hotels, lodging facilities, vacation real estate, travel clubs and home owners association properties; Business management for resorts and business consultation services associated with the management of resorts, timeshare resorts, hotels, lodging facilities, vacation real estate, travel club properties and owner association properties; Homeowner association and interval owner association management services pertaining to wholly-owned properties, timeshare resorts, hotels, lodging facilities, vacation real estate and travel clubs
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title Advertising and Business  
First Use Jun. 1998  
In Commerce 1999  
For Reservation services for vacation resorts, timeshare facilities, interval resort properties and hotels
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  
International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services  
First Use Jun. 1998  
In Commerce 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name ALDERWOOD RESORT MANAGEMENT, LLC  
Address ALDERWOOD RESORT MANAGEMENT, LLC 42184 MOONRIDGE ROAD, SUITE1  
BIG BEAR LAKE  
CALIFORNIA  
LEGAL ENTITY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number T14977US00
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85494125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4419134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 29, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized butterfly and swirl design. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>charitable fundraising services and financial assistance for programs and services of others for emergency and non-emergency relief projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>CRISTA Ministries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CRISTA Ministries 19303 Fremont Ave. N. Seattle Washington 98133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>127356.0026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MACIOL, GENE V J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85496311 Application Filing Date  Dec. 15, 2011 Registration Number  4252849
Registration Date  Dec. 04, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Wave design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Home textiles, namely, bed covers, quilts, quilts covers, sheet sets, bed sheets, pillowcases, pillow covers, towels, toweling coverlets, bath towels, curtains, mosquito nets; Handkerchief of textile; Fabric for textile use
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Nov. 28, 2008 In Commerce  Nov. 28, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shanghai Shuixing Hometextile Co., Ltd. Address  Shanghai Shuixing Hometextile Co., Ltd. Fengxian District  1487 Hu Hang Road Shanghai CHINA  201401 Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY State or Country  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21050-849

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  RICHARDS, SUSAN ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  VULCANPLUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85499463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4329096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1702855

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computerized plasma cutting machines for use in metal fabrication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MET-COIL SYSTEMS CORPORATION Address  MET-COIL SYSTEMS CORPORATION 260 NORTH ELM STREET WESTFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 01085 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6006-0345

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PROVIDING AND PURSUING ANSWERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85500027 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2011 Registration Number 4239195
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 08, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services, namely, organizing and conducting fundraising events and fundraising projects to support brain tumor research, to promote awareness of brain tumor treatment and to support brain tumor patients and their families
For Charitable services, namely, providing a free online resource in the nature of a website providing brain tumor medical treatment information for brain tumor patients; Charitable outreach programs, namely, providing information and counseling programs in the field of health, medical services and options for brain tumor patients
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 23, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 23, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Brain Tumor Association Address American Brain Tumor Association 8550 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue, Suite 550 Chicago ILLINOIS 606313225 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 49539-356521

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CAPITAL RUNWALK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85500729 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4243481
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 12, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAPITAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4016617

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail sporting goods stores; Retail store services featuring sporting goods
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J STREET 1976, LLC Address J STREET 1976, LLC 310 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 200 CARRBORO NORTH CAROLINA 27510 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16492-G30839

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARL III, FRED
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FungiFoam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85503271</td>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2011</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4336435</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 14, 2013</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: antifungal composition containing tolnaftate for treatment of fungal infections
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Jul. 03, 2012
In Commerce: Jul. 03, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: The Tetra Corporation
Address: The Tetra Corporation
1606 Hults Drive
Eaton Rapids
MICHIGAN
48827
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 20390-135415

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney: ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STELLA BIANCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85504188 Application Filing Date  Dec. 27, 2011 Registration Number  4251454
Registration Date  Nov. 27, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 27, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  May 22, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BIANCO" Translation  The English translation of "STELLA BIANCO" in the mark is "STAR WHITE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wine
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits First Use  Jul. 05, 2012 In Commerce  Jul. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  San Antonio Winery, Inc. Address  San Antonio Winery, Inc. 737 Lamar Street  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90031 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  17-34432

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ZIPFLIGHT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 85504340 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 27, 2011 | Registration Number | 4265675 |
| Registration Date | Dec. 25, 2012 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Jun. 26, 2012 | Publication Date | May 01, 2012 |

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pet toys |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Apr. 18, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 18, 2012 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | DOSKOCIL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. |
| Address | DOSKOCIL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 2300 E. RANDOL MILL ROAD ARLINGTON TEXAS 76011 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | PM-US156064 |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LAW, CHRISTOPHER M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85509561  Application Filing Date: Jan. 05, 2012  Registration Number: 4236519  Registration Date: Nov. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a design of an airplane on top of a design of a boat with an 'S' shaped smoke trail set diagonally in between the two designs and all of which are superimposed on concentric circles.  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Interior design services  International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  First Use: Apr. 01, 2011  In Commerce: Apr. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Yin, Ming Yan  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Asia Skyline Design  Composed of: Ming Yan Yin  Address: Yin, Ming Yan  4163 24th Street  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94114  Legal Entity: SOLE

PROPRIETORSHIP  State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
TM 13651  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PAPER MONEY GUARANTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85509696  Application Filing Date  Jan. 05, 2012  Registration Number  4270924  Registration Date  Jan. 08, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Oct. 23, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “PAPER MONEY”

Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Collectible paper money grading services

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

First Use  Jan. 31, 2005  In Commerce  Jan. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Paper Money Guaranty, LLC  Address  Paper Money Guaranty, LLC  5501 Communications Parkway Sarasota  FLORIDA  34240  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CCG-03-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NGC FIRST RELEASES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85510117 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4263534 Registration Date Dec. 25, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 09, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FIRST RELEASES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coin grading and authentication services International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 29, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROVENANCE NGC LLC Address PROVENANCE NGC LLC 5501 COMMUNICATIONS PARKWAY LAKEWOOD RANCH FLORIDA 34240 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NGC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLINE, MATTHEW C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIDE OF JAMAICA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "JAMAICA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cigars made with Jamaican tobacco
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: 1981
- **In Commerce**: 1981

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Barrington Jamaican Imports, Ltd.
- **Address**: Barrington Jamaican Imports, Ltd. Suite 108 64 Bleecker Street New York NEW YORK 10012
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1069-008us
- **Examining Attorney**: RHIM, ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CHARLES FAZZINO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number   | 85513058 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 10, 2012 | Registration Number | 4274421 | Registration Date | Jan. 15, 2013 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Oct. 30, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Name Portrait Consent | The name in the mark identifies a living individual whose consent is of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**


**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Charles Fazzino | Address | Charles Fazzino 32 Relyea Place New Rochelle NEW YORK 10801 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 35963-323244 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FAZZINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85513063 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4287884 Registration Date Feb. 12, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For luggage
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 2011

For puzzles [, ordinary playing cards ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charles Fazzino Address Charles Fazzino 32 Relyea Place New Rochelle NEW YORK 10801 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35963-323245

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85513712
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 11, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4267068
- **Registration Date**: Jan. 01, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 16, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “OVERSIZE HOLDER”

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2686760

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Albums for coins; coin holders
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 17, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 17, 2008

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: PROVENANCE NGC LLC
- **Address**: PROVENANCE NGC LLC 5501 Communications Parkway, Lakewood Ranch, FLORIDA 34240
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: NGC
- **Examining Attorney**: KLINE, MATTHEW C
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) JAMAICA HERITAGE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  85517400  Application Filing Date  Jan. 16, 2012  Registration Number  4249112  Registration Date  Nov. 27, 2012  Principal Register  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 11, 2012

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "JAMAICA"

Goods and Services Information
For  Cigars made with Jamaican tobacco  International Classes  34 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17  International Class Title  Smokers' Articles  First Use  1981  In Commerce  1981

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Barrington Jamaican Imports, Ltd.  Address  Barrington Jamaican Imports, Ltd.  Suite 108  64 Bleecker Street  New York  NEW YORK  10012  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  1069-010us

Examinaing Attorney
Examining Attorney  RHIM, ANDREW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85523138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4231488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 23, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 19, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Series of fiction books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>McCallister, DeAnrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>McCallister, DeAnrus 16 Parker Terrace Essex CONNECTICUT 06426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>RAPPAPORT, SETH A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INFERENTIAL FOCUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85523143 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4232887 Registration Date Oct. 30, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 14, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing business intelligence services, namely, gathering, analysis and briefing services for providing early warning of global economic, social, political and technological change, as it relates to business, governments and non-profit organizations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INFERENTIAL FOCUS, INC. Address INFERENTIAL FOCUS, INC. PO BOX 360 BELLMORE NEW YORK 11710 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 310177

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85524076 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4236570 Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two isosceles triangles, each set on one point with their longest sides facing each other, about one and one/half inches apart. The triangle on the left is purple, from a curved line one third of the way up from the bottom, and lavender for the two/thirds above that. The triangle on the right is royal blue, from a curved line one third of the way up from the bottom and cadet blue for the remaining two thirds. Each triangle has a shadow resembling a foot at the bottom. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distribution of advertising materials; Distribution of products for advertising purposes; Distribution of prospectuses and samples; inventory management services; order processing services, namely, administrative processing of purchase orders and electronic processing of orders for others; order fulfillment services; logistics services, namely, freight logistics management; transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; transportation logistics services, namely, planning and scheduling shipments for users of transportation services; transportation management services, namely, planning and coordinating transportation of people for others; freight logistics management services; returns processing services in the nature of return management, namely, management of returned merchandise; invoicing; order management services in the nature of order fulfillment services and electronic processing of orders for others; customer service management for others

For Warehousing services; warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, pick-up, and packing for shipment of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others; pick and pack services, namely, merchandise packaging for others; Freight loading services, namely, crossdocking services; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; storage services, namely, storage of goods; freight forwarding services; small parcel shipping services; shipping of goods, namely, less-than-truckload (LTL) and full
truckload (FTL) shipping services; packaging services, namely, merchandise packaging for others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>39 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 105</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Transportation and Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| First Use | Feb. 28, 2007 | In Commerce | Feb. 28, 2007 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: A2BF, Inc.
- **Address**: A2BF, Inc. 150 Stewart Parkway Greensboro GEORGIA 30642
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DR. PATTY’S DENTAL BOUTIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85524768 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4221066 Registration Date Oct. 09, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "DR. PATTY'S" written above the stylized text "DENTAL BOUTIQUE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DENTAL BOUTIQUE" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies April Patterson, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental services, namely, performing restorative and cosmetic procedures; Dentist services International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 22, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dr. April Patterson DDS P.A. Address Dr. April Patterson DDS P.A. 646 N. Federal Highway Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA 33304 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SLIDERMETRIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85524888 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4221067 Registration Date Oct. 09, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "slidermetrix" in black font, with Omnes style font. Under the mark "slidermetrix" are rectangular and square shapes with rounded corners in various grades of red font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for collecting data and analyzing participant responses by displaying content, capturing responses, and analyzing the resulting data

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DIALSMITH, INC. Address DIALSMITH, INC. 1800 NW 169TH PLACE, SUITE B150 BEAVERTON OREGON 97006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DDMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85526199 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2012 Registration Number 4240899 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three hexagonal shapes, each one abutting the other two on two sides, followed by the lowercase letters "ddms". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites in the fields of environmental, [ airspace, cultural ] and energy industries International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name de maximis Data Management Solutions, Inc. Address de maximis Data Management Solutions, Inc. 370 Wabasha St. N., Suite 1310 St. Paul MINNESOTA 55102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DDMS.101/TRA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85526277</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2012</td>
<td>4236576</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHILDREN'S NETWORK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For association services, namely, promoting the interests of camps for seriously ill children; charitable services, namely, providing administration and management of camps for seriously ill children; management of campground facilities**
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Apr. 02, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK, INC.
- **Address**: SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK, INC.  230 East Ave, Suite 107  Norwalk  CONNECTICUT  06855
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: CONNECTICUT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) YOUR24

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85526733 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 27, 2012 | Registration Number | 4239269 | Registration Date | Nov. 06, 2012 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Jul. 31, 2012 | Notice of Allowance Date | Sep. 25, 2012 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | A0028162/1115440, A0028272/International Registration Number 1115440, |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | temporary accommodation, hotel services, namely, providing customized check-in and check-out procedures for guests |

| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |

| First Use | Mar. 01, 2012 | In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2012 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Preferred Guest, Inc. | Address | Preferred Guest, Inc. One StarPoint Stamford MARYLAND 06902 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 0036964 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HOW TO GET A LEGAL JOB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85527873 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2012 Registration Number 4259463 Registration Date Dec. 11, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Oct. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A series of books and written articles in the field of careers; a series of books, written articles, handouts and worksheets in the field of careers; printed matter, namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curriculum, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of careers; publications, namely, books and workbooks in the field of careers; reference books in the field of careers

For Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities; Providing online publications in the nature of an e-book in the field of careers
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 04, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 04, 2011

For Promotional services, namely, conducting launch parties to introduce a new book, author, book publisher or retailer; Providing a job-readiness and career-development website featuring information for collegiate athletes that have graduated or who are graduating; Providing career information; Providing information in the field of nursing careers via the Internet
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 04, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 04, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE SCIENCE OF CLEAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85529318 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2012 Registration Number 4240912 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning of data centers and clean rooms International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 27, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 27, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sterile Environment Technologies, Inc. Address Sterile Environment Technologies, Inc. Suite 201 8018 Sunport Dr Orlando FLORIDA 32809 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0122786

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
**Mark Literal(s)** LORAX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85529744
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 31, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4244808
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 20, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 04, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2072896, 3644888, 3786205 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, amusement park attraction; production and distribution of motion pictures
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes, **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: May 28, 1999
  - **In Commerce**: May 28, 1999
- **For**: motion picture series featuring animated films
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes, **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: 1972
  - **In Commerce**: 1972

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Dr. Seuss Enterprises, L.P.
- **Composed of**: composed of Geisel-Seuss Enterprises, Inc., a California corporation, the general partner
- **Address**: Dr. Seuss Enterprises, L.P. 9645 Scranton Road #130 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92121
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 327009-241

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GREEN CONCEPTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85531144 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2012 Registration Number 4252948
Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3061340

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose cleaners; degreasers, namely, degreasing preparations not used in manufacturing processes for general household and office cleaning
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 10, 2004 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eco Holdings, LLC Address Eco Holdings, LLC 1395 Brickell Avenue, Suite 800 Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RELT-9880

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) IDDEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85531454  Application Filing Date  Feb. 01, 2012  Registration Number   4243581
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register   Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  May 29, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a heart shaped design crowned by a jewel adjacent to the term "IDDEAL" in a script font.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry; Precious gemstones; Precious metals and their alloys; Precious stones
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Feb. 28, 2012  In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  IDD USA, LLC  Address  IDD USA, LLC  535 5TH AVENUE, 20TH FLOOR  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10017  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  084028.00010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PALCOHOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85531611
Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2012
Registration Number 4429370
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013
Principal Register
Mark Type Trademark
Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0042597/1208771 International
Registration Number 1208771

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ethyl alcohol
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Mar. 01, 2013
In Commerce Mar. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phillips, Mark
Address 7840 E Camelback Rd Unit 203
Scottsdale ARIZONA 85251
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MADDEN, ANNE THERESE
TM 13672 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DATE LIKE A GROWNUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85532309 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4236607
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of personal relationships
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Feb. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Happy as Clams, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Date Like a Grownup Address Happy as Clams, Inc. 3916 N Potsdam Ave #2831 Sioux Falls SOUTH DAKOTA 57104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E

16116
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STAT PROFILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85532383 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4420520
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical diagnostic equipment, namely, blood gas analyzers and reagent modules
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jul. 21, 1985 In Commerce Jul. 21, 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nova Biomedical Corporation Address Nova Biomedical Corporation 200 Prospect Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02454 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NOVA.TM.10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BOONE, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LASERBEAMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85532504 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4202456 Registration Date Sep. 04, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jun. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs, toupees, hair for making wigs, hair extensions, hair for placement on the head to thicken hair, all made from human hair; hair ornaments International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods First Use May 2003 In Commerce Jun. 2004
For Hair combs and hair brushes International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 2003 In Commerce Jun. 2004
For Haircare preparations, namely, shampoo, hair conditioner, hair lotions, hair sprays, and hair dressing for fragrant and oily hair; non-medical preparations for the care of the scalp, namely, scalp treatment cream; hair dyes; hair waving preparations International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 2003 In Commerce Jun. 2004
For Hairdressing services and cosmetic skin care services; hairdressing services, namely, placing additional hair on the head to thicken hair International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 2003 In Commerce Jun. 2004
For Electric device for the non-medical and non-surgical application of hair extensions to humans International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use May 2003 In Commerce Jun. 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hairdreams Haarhandels GmbH  **Address**  Hairdreams Haarhandels GmbH  Floraquellweg 9  Graz  AUSTRIA  8051  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  29031.07/JKS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BROWN, TINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** STRAIGHT TALK FOR SENIORS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85533674</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4244833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SENIORS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For providing educational and online information about public policy issues affecting senior citizens

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jul. 29, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 29, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: National Council on Aging, Inc.
- **Address**: National Council on Aging, Inc. Ste. 500 251 18th St. S. Arlington VIRGINIA 22202
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 158185-00101

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WE CARE SOLAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85534029 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2012 Registration Number 4236619
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Generation of electricity from solar energy used for providing reliable lighting, mobile communications and blood bank refrigeration for the purpose of promoting medical health in developing regions
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Mar. 30, 2008 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name We Care Solar Address We Care Solar 2150 Allston Way, Suite 210 Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94705
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1872GG02TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWER, MARGARET G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VICKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85538421 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4251566
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangle with the word "VICKS" across the center. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0867818, 3461443, 0386984 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For sleep aid preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Procter & Gamble Company Address The Procter & Gamble Company One Procter & Gamble Plaza Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-130989/US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VICKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85538438 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4251567
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0867818, 3461443, 0386984 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For sleep-aid preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Procter & Gamble Company Address The Procter & Gamble Company One Procter & Gamble Plaza
Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-000001/US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LICENSELOGIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85538630 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4252971
Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Regulatory compliance consulting for companies and organizations in the field of obtaining and maintaining all required business licenses and permits; monitoring regulatory requirements for companies and organizations in the field of all required business licenses and permits for regulatory compliance purposes; obtaining all required government and regulatory licenses and permits for businesses
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 12, 2011 In Commerce May 12, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LicenseLogix, LLC Address LicenseLogix, LLC 140 Grand Street Suite 300 White Plains NEW YORK 10601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 514027.04640

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) KRAVET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85539614 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4249215
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1240403, 3414023, 2823171

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallpaper; non-textile wall coverings, namely, wall coverings made of paper, grass cloth, vinyl, polymers or fabric; carpeting, rugs, broadloom carpets, area rugs, floor mats, and matting for covering existing floors; materials, namely, carpets, rugs for covering existing floors

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kravet Inc. Address Kravet Inc. 250 Crossways Park Drive Woodbury NEW YORK 11797 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 110290-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ANGELLOY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85540472</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4311718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

For Cobalt alloy sold as an integral ingredient of machine parts, namely, seaming chucks and seaming rolls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Pneumatic Scale Corporation |
| Address | Pneumatic Scale Corporation 10 Ascot Parkway Akron OHIO 44223 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | PSC2012.1 |
| Examining Attorney | BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LIGHT MASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85540957 Application Filing Date  Feb. 13, 2012 Registration Number   4393185
Registration Date  Aug. 27, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jun. 26, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  hair bleach

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. Address  L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc.  10 Hudson Yards  New York  NEW YORK  10001 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MTX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AMSPEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85540997 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4217327
Registration Date Oct. 02, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The wording "AmSpec", with colors being part of the mark. The term "Am" appears in red; the term "Spec" appears in white with a red outlining. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Technical inspection services in the field of petroleum, chemicals, and liquid gas ship cargoes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMSPEC HOLDING CORPORATION Address AMSPEC HOLDING CORPORATION 1249 S. RIVER RD., SUITE 204 CRANBURY NEW JERSEY 08512 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized DE LAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10168905TR

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SERIOUSFUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85541153 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4236653
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "SERIOUS" and "FUN", where the word "SERIOUS" appears in light blue and the word "FUN" appears in dark blue. The "U" in the word "SERIOUS" is comprised of a stylized light blue "U" design with two light blue dots above it. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light blue and dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable fund raising
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 02, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2012
For recreational camps; providing camps for seriously ill children; educational services, namely, training for camp counselors; educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of children's health
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 02, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2012
For association services, namely, promoting the interests of camps for seriously ill children; charitable services, namely, providing administration and management of camps for seriously ill children; management of campground facilities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 02, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK, INC. Address SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK, INC. 230 East Ave, Suite 107 Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06855 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) Ü

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85541165 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4236654
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue stylized "U" design with two blue dots above it. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable fund raising
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 02, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2012

For recreational camps; providing camps for seriously ill children; educational services, namely, training for camp counselors; educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of children's health
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 02, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2012

For association services, namely, promoting the interests of camps for seriously ill children; charitable services, namely, providing administration and management of camps for seriously ill children; management of campground facilities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 02, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK, INC. Address SERIOUS FUN CHILDREN'S NETWORK, INC. 230 East Ave, Suite 107 Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06855 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85543330</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2012</td>
<td>4236676</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of A music treble clef with an eagle feather.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 08, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 08, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Walsh, Rona L. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Rona Yellow Robe
- **Address**: Walsh, Rona L. 3125 59th Ave NE 3125 59th Ave NE Tacoma WASHINGTON 98422
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SUSHI MONSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85544812 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4269714
Registration Date Jan. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 03, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic educational games in the field of math
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 06, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT PUBLISHING COMPANY Address HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT PUBLISHING COMPANY 125 High Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02110
Legal Entity

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CASTELLROIG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 85549966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong> Dec. 11, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Jul. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Alcoholic beverages except beers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BIG JIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85551279 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4384924
Registration Date Aug. 13, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 25, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies James Farnum Robinson, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beers
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Oct. 02, 2012 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smokehouse Brewpub LLC Address Smokehouse Brewpub LLC 2716 East 38th Street Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55406 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 23-00011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEARNEY, COLLEEN
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85551296
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 23, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4251600
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 27, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 10, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 04, 2012

**Mark Information**
- **Mark Literal(s)**: NORTHBOUND SMOKEHOUSE BREWPUB
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SMOKEHOUSE BREWPUB"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Restaurant and catering services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Sep. 20, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 20, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Smokehouse Brewpub LLC
- **Address**: Smokehouse Brewpub LLC 2716 East 38th Street Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55406
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 23-00011

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: ZAK, HENRY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MIDAMERICA ST. LOUIS AIRPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85552548 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4241106
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AIRPORT" Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2797282

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Airport services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Feb. 05, 2003 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name St. Clair County Public Building Commission DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MidAmerica St. Louis Airport
Address St. Clair County Public Building Commission Suite 100 9656 Air Terminal Drive Mascoutah ILLINOIS 62258 Legal Entity body politic and corporate State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STCL MIDAUS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** LOCKTON BENEFITLINK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85555852</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 29, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4419278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BENEFITLINK&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3753000, 3079592, 2624149 and others |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for providing information on employer benefits and wellness plans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Lockton, Inc. |
| Address | Lockton, Inc. 444 West 47th Street, Suite 900 Kansas City MISSOURI 64112 |
| State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** INTELLIGENT AGENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85556126
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 29, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4427403
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing on-line non-downloadable software for collecting, assembling, comparing, analyzing, and compiling sets of structured and unstructured data using natural language understanding
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Vantage Learning (USA), LLC
- **Address**: Vantage Learning (USA), LLC 6805 Route 202 New Hope PENNSYLVANIA 18938
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Vantage Lear
- **Examining Attorney**: JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85556718  Application Filing Date  Feb. 29, 2012  Registration Number 4419280
Registration Date Oct. 15, 2013  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Aug. 14, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 09, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of interlocking chain links forming the letter "B". In the background is a shaded square with rounded corners. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for providing information on employer benefits and wellness plans
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lockton, Inc.  Address Lockton, Inc.  444 West 47th Street, Suite 900  Kansas City  MISSOURI  64112
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RAPID-RCx

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85557837 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2012 Registration Number 4241153
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "RAPID-RCx" with "RAPID" in uppercase italicized letters with an arrowhead design dotting the "I", the "RC" in uppercase letters and the "x" in lowercase. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3612377

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Security services for validating the identification credentials and claimed identities of, and screening and managing access for, visitors to land, buildings, marine vessels, facilities and locations, namely, enabling security personnel to use electronic readers to scan and read identification credentials to validate the authenticity of the identification credentials, and check the identification credentials against lists and data sources; and security services for land, buildings, marine vessels, facilities and locations, namely, securing and controlling visitor access International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 14, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 14, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORTIOR SOLUTIONS, LLC Address FORTIOR SOLUTIONS, LLC 5800 NE Pinefarm Court Hillsboro OREGON 97124 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 126805193626
Examining Attorney PATE, TARA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EIGHT TURN CREPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85557933 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2012 Registration Number 4429418
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 16, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "eight turn crepe" in three rows, with "eight" on top, "turn" in the middle and "crepe" on the bottom. To the left of "eight" are three stylized spherical figures which are almost egg shaped. To the left of "turn" and directly below the aforementioned spherical figures are three more stylized spherical figures. To the left of the word "Crepe" is a spherical figure on the far left and another, slightly larger, spherical figure on the right and with a blank space in the middle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CREPE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 15, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EIGHT TURN HOSPITALITY GROUP, LLC Address EIGHT TURN HOSPITALITY GROUP, LLC 122 EAST 42ND STREET SUITE 2100 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10168 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: Eight Turn Hospitality Group, LLC. 122 EAST 42ND STREET SUITE 2100 NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10168

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE CREATIVE SPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85557963  Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2012  Registration Number  4244967
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses; Advertising services, public relations and marketing services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all public communication means; media production services, namely, video, print and film advertising production; editing of media advertising; creative marketing design services, namely, marketing creative ideation, namely, developing ideas and concepts for marketing communications headlines, sub-headlines and visual materials, design and layout of marketing communications using a variety of mediums, namely, print materials, direct mail, e-mail, web, CD-ROM, broadcast audio and video, and billboard, copywriting, production, letter shop preparation and fulfillment; providing advertising copywriting services for others

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Oct. 31, 2009  In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2009

For  printing services; digital printing services; large format and specialty printing services, offset lithograph printing services; design printing for others; consultation in the field of printing and design printing; bindery services for others, namely, collating, folding, stapling, perforating, cutting and binding of printed, photocopied and typewritten materials

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment
First Use  Oct. 31, 2009  In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2009

For  Graphic design services for advertising, promotional, marketing, and collateral sales material; graphic illustration services; packaging design; design and development of websites for others; product development for others; providing graphic and multimedia design services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Oct. 31, 2009  In Commerce  Oct. 31, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>THE CREATIVE SPACE GROUP INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>THE CREATIVE SPACE GROUP INC. 8043 Sargent Avenue Whittier CALIFORNIA 90602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TCSG-201 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | STINE, DAVID H |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  INDEPENDENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85558592
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 02, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4288050
- **Registration Date**: Feb. 12, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 27, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, tops, tank tops, t-shirts, long-sleeve shirts; pants; [ jeans, ] shorts; sweatshirts and jackets; [ swimwear; ] belts; headwear, caps and beanies; socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: 1978

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NHS, Inc.
- **Address**: NHS, Inc.  104 Bronson Street, #9  Santa Cruz  CALIFORNIA  95062
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MITTLER, KEVIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INDEPENDENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85558600 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4267251
Registration Date Jan. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 16, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0031575/1144251 International Registration Number 1144251 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1524699

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ skateboards; ] skateboard accessories consisting of risers, bearings, axles and mounting hardware; skateboard grip tapes [ ; skateboard decks and flying discs for toss games ]
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use 1978 In Commerce 1978

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NHS, Inc. Address NHS, Inc. 104 Bronson Street, #9 Santa Cruz CALIFORNIA 95062 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MITTLER, KEVIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PIKA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85558845 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4362137
Registration Date Jul. 02, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 12, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 09, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "P" wearing a sombrero hat, next to a stylized letter "I" shaped as a chili pepper on fire next to a stylized letter "K", next to a stylized letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "PIKA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 15, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TORTAS AHOGADAS GUADALAJARA, INC. Address TORTAS AHOGADAS GUADALAJARA, INC. 6042 Santa Fe Avenue Huntington Park CALIFORNIA 90255 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TAGI-201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINK, GINA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FIBERCARTRIDGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number 85559824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date Sep. 18, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3934207, 3934205 |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | EU010390631 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Nov. 04, 2011 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 010390631 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Mar. 01, 2012 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Nov. 04, 2021 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Measuring devices and sensors for measuring in molten mass, in particular in molten metal and molten cryolite; in particular for measuring temperature |
| International Classes 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Heraeus Electro-Nite International N.V. |
| Address | Heraeus Electro-Nite International N.V. Centrum Zuid 1105 Houthalen BELGIUM 3530 |
| Legal Entity | JOINT STOCK COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | BELGIUM |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 10169013TR |
| Examining Attorney | SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85561662 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4239489
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ASSOCIATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to promote and demonstrate excellence in the field of community pharmacy

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Community Pharmacists Association Address National Community Pharmacists Association 100 Dangerfield Road Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314 Legal Entity non-stock corporation State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 329230

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85564913 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4236878
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3479233

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medicated mouth rinse
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Mar. 01, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Triumph Pharmaceuticals Inc. Address Triumph Pharmaceuticals Inc. 12312 Olive Blvd., Ste. 250 St. Louis MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9860-200100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VANDERBILT BUSINESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85565301 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4249374
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Vanderbilt" and "Business" appearing in a stylized manner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BUSINESS" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2666094, 2778959, 4016209 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction and training at the university, graduate and post-graduate level; Providing professional and executive level instruction, classes, seminars and educational conferences in the fields of business and business management; Educational services, namely, conducting informal on-line programs in the fields of business and business management; Educational services, namely, providing on-line seminars in the fields of business and business management
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vanderbilt University, The Address Vanderbilt University, The 305 Kirkland Hall Nashville TENNESSEE 37240 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16093

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
TM 13705 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) 24/7 DAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85566823 Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2012 Registration Number  4249392 Registration Date  Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed matter, namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curriculum, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of fathering and fatherhood skills

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Fatherhood Initiative Address  National Fatherhood Initiative PO Box 37635, PMB 84123 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 191010635 Legal Entity  non-profit organization State or Country Where
Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INSIDEOUT DAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85566845 Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2012 Registration Number  4249393
Registration Date  Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "DAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed matter, namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curriculum, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of fatherhood and fathering skills
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  2005 In Commerce  2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  National Fatherhood Initiative DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA National Fatherhood Initiative, Inc. Address  National Fatherhood Initiative  PO Box 37635, PMB 84123  Philadelphia  PENNSYLVANIA  191010635 Legal Entity  non-profit organization State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NRG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85567745 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4236922
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing assistance in the field of physical fitness training, personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals by the use of cardio training, kettle bells training, weight training, and cycling classes, with music playing during the classes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2006 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NRG HOLDINGS INC Address NRG HOLDINGS INC CU1 333 LAS OLAS WAY FORT LAUDERDALE FLORIDA 33301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10648-0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) H HARB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85568033 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4241314
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black stylized letter "H" with white stylized letters "H", "A", "R", and "B" running horizontally through the middle of the black stylized letter "H", and a grey and red circle around the black stylized letter "H". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, gray and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4143643

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MSI Defense Solutions, LLC Address MSI Defense Solutions, LLC 136 Knob Hill Road Mooresville NORTH CAROLINA 28117 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** EPIONCE WE DELIVER THE BEAUTY OF HEALTHY SKIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 85568521 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 13, 2012 | Registration Number | 4236942 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 06, 2012 | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Aug. 21, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "Epionce" in stylized letters with a tagline below which says "We Deliver the Beauty of Healthy Skin". | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Translation | The wording "EPIONCE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3474375, 2942520 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Topically applied nutraceuticals and dermatologicals, namely, creams, lotions, oils, and gels for the treatment of skin conditions |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use | Jul. 11, 2011 | In Commerce | Jul. 11, 2011 |
| For | Topically applied cosmetics, namely, skin creams, lotions, powders and gels |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Jul. 11, 2011 | In Commerce | Jul. 11, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Episciences, Inc. |
| Address | Episciences, Inc. 10211 W. Emerald Street Boise IDAHO 83704 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | IDAHO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 44469-0004 |
| Examining Attorney | KHAN, AHSEN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HIGH ACHIEVERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85568617 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4236944
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0090117/1500593 International
Registration Number 1500593

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting live and on-line classes, conferences, seminars, webinars, and workshops in the field of professional and personal growth in a business context, business education, sales education, business networking education, business relationship development, referral marketing, and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2000 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name High Achievers Enterprises, LLC Address High Achievers Enterprises, LLC Suite 11 4994 Lower Roswell Rd. Marietta GEORGIA 30068 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42689-103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HIGH ACHIEVER'S NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85568632 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4236945
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NETWORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting live and on-line classes, conferences, seminars, webinars, and workshops in the field of professional and personal growth in a business context, business education, sales education, business networking education, business relationship development, referral marketing, and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2000 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name High Achievers Enterprises, LLC Address High Achievers Enterprises, LLC Suite 11 4994 Lower Roswell Rd. Marietta GEORGIA 30068 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42689-103
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** NATIONAL BIRD-FEEDING MONTH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85570321
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 15, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4229705
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 23, 2012
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 07, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Promoting public awareness for the need to feed and care for wild birds
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Feb. 1994
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 1994
- **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1994.
- **Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1994.

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GLOBAL HARVEST FOODS, LLC
- **Address**: 16000 CHRISTENSEN RD. #300, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98188
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 2024-T27US
- **Examining Attorney**: TRIPI, CYNTHIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NATIONAL BIRD-FEEDING MONTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85570430 Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number  4245093
Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "NATIONAL BIRD-FEEDING MONTH" with the wording "NATIONAL" and "MONTH" in black and the wording "BIRD-FEEDING" in red, and a design comprised of a black outline of a bird feeder having a brown, red and white face, and a black silhouette of a bird on the feeder. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) red, white, black and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness   In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement   As to "NATIONAL BIRD-FEEDING MONTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Promoting public awareness for the need to feed and care for wild birds International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Feb. 2010 In Commerce   Feb. 2010 Used Anywhere in Another Form   The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1994 Used in Commerce in Another Form   The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GLOBAL HARVEST FOODS, LLC Address   GLOBAL HARVEST FOODS, LLC 16000 CHRISTENSEN RD. #300 Seattle WASHINGTON 98188 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2024-T26US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   TRIPI, CYNTHIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NOLA BREWING CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85572114 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4241410
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NOLA BREWING CO" superimposed over stalks of wheat and decorative scrolls. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "NOLA BREWING CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Mar. 03, 2009 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Orleans Lager & Ale Brewing Company, LLC Address New Orleans Lager & Ale Brewing Company, LLC 3001 Tchoupitoulas Street New Orleans LOUISIANA 70115 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HOPITOULAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85572121 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4249442
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Oct. 07, 2009 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Orleans Lager & Ale Brewing Company, LLC Address New Orleans Lager & Ale Brewing Company, LLC 3001 Tchoupitoulas Street New Orleans LOUISIANA 70115 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PANDA J9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HARVEST MOON COSMETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85572518 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2012 Registration Number 4237032
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of a moon in various shades of orange with a fine black border, within which are depicted two black palm trees. The stylized orange color wording "HARVEST MOON" and the stylized black color word "COSMETICS" appear below the design. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COSMETICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3819671

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-wrinkle creams; Bath oils and bath salts; Bath salts; Beard dyes; Body lotions; Body oils; Cosmetic bath salts; Face and body lotions; Facial beauty masks; Hair color; Hair colorants; Hair coloring preparations; Henna for cosmetic purposes; Lip balm; Massage oils; Non-medicated foot cream; Shampoos; Shower and bath gel; Shower creams; Shower gels
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 10, 2011 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HARPER, RODNEY DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA INFINITE EARTH Address HARPER, RODNEY 2854 WEST BAY DR. SUITE 139 BELLEAIR BLUFFS FLORIDA 33770 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Robert Hague

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PARKER UNIVERSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85573290  Application Filing Date  Mar. 19, 2012  Registration Number  4319873
Registration Date  Apr. 16, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date  Jan. 29, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "UNIVERSITY"
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services in the nature of courses at the university level; Educational services in the nature of chiropractic medicine and massage therapy schools; Educational services, namely, conducting lectures, seminars, and laboratory classes in the field of chiropractic medicine and massage therapy
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Oct. 17, 2011  In Commerce  Oct. 17, 2011  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/12/1982  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/12/1982

For  Chiropractic services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Oct. 17, 2011  In Commerce  Oct. 17, 2011  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/12/1982  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/12/1982

For  Baseball caps; Jackets; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Oct. 17, 2011  In Commerce  Oct. 17, 2011  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/12/1982  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 12/12/1982
**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name   | Parker University | Address   | Parker University | 2540 Walnut Hill Lane | Dallas | TEXAS | 75229 | Legal Entity          | non-profit corporation | State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Parker Univ |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FLOWERS, JAY K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) REVISIONEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85574152 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2012 Registration Number 4255391
Registration Date Dec. 04, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 07, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 02, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Counseling in the field of personal development, namely, self-improvement, self-fulfillment, and interpersonal communication; Spiritual counseling
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JILL SYME Address JILL SYME 1725 Long Lake Shores Dr. Bloomfield Hills MICHIGAN 48302
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SYME0101TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATE, TARA J
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** .BIBLE

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording " .BIBLE" with six shaded circles emanating from the period in " .BIBLE". The shaded circles go over the top of the letter "B" in the wording " .BIBLE" to the top of the letter "I" in " .BIBLE".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: " .BIBLE"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Providing information via a global communications network in the fields of Christianity, religion, and the impact of Christian faith on individual lives, the marketplace, and the broader culture
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Mar. 15, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2012

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: American Bible Society
- **Address**: American Bible Society 101 North Independence Mall East, FL8 Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 0005

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: RAPPAPORT, SETH A
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 85579293  Application Filing Date: Mar. 25, 2012  Registration Number: 4345233
Registration Date: Jun. 04, 2013  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Mar. 19, 2013

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "CAPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Private equity fund investment services; equity capital investment services; all the foregoing excluding credit card services

International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Chelline, Eric W  Address: Chelline, Eric W  5525 Beech Ridge Drive  FAIRFAX  VIRGINIA  22030
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examine Agent: GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BEEBLIOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85579424 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2012 Registration Number 4355101
Registration Date Jun. 18, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 16, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Book publishing; publishing of electronic books
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For [ Computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers, tablets and computers, namely, software for interactive publications which allow readers to learn and explore through the use of digital annotations, illustrations and wireless network enabled key word web searches ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Feb. 08, 2013 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crushed Lime Media, LLC Address Crushed Lime Media, LLC 89 Park St #3 Portland MAINE 04101
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 319767.000

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIRIE, VERA BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  POLYFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85579909  Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2012  Registration Number  4267364
Registration Date  Jan. 01, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Oct. 16, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software for selecting equipment for mining processes that use screens, namely, analyzing screen set-up in a mining process and accordingly selecting screen media that complements the extraction and transport equipment for that mining process


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  POLYDECK SCREEN CORPORATION  Address  POLYDECK SCREEN CORPORATION  1790 Dewberry Road  Spartanburg  SOUTH CAROLINA  29307  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  POL-48-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85580924 Application Filing Date  Mar. 27, 2012 Registration Number   4241691
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a dog's head/face which is not breed-specific. Dog has halo over head which is set at an angle upward and to the right. Dog has long ears, one of which extends nearly straight out to the viewer's left and the other up and out about 45 degrees to the viewer's right. Dog has eyes and nose but no mouth. Head shape resembles triangle with soft corners. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property   A0029285/1123148 International Registration Number   1123148 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   3586778

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   [ brushes for pets; ] cages for household pets; cages for pets; [ dog food scoops; electric pet brushes; ] feeding vessels for pets; [ grooming tools for pets, namely, combs and brushes; home dental care products for dogs and cats, namely, toothbrush; ] household storage containers for pet food; [ pet brushes; ] pet feeding and drinking bowls; pet feeding dishes; pet treat jars [ ; scoops for the disposal of pet waste ]
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
For   clothing for domestic pets; collars for pets; [ disposable pet diapers; ] dog apparel; dog clothing; [ dog coats; ] dog collars; dog collars and leads; dog leashes; [ dog parkas; dog shoes; electronic pet collars; ] garments for pets; necklace for dogs; pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; pet clothing; pet collar accessories, namely, [ bells, silencers, safety lights and blinkers, ] pendants and charms; pet collar accessories, namely, charms; [ pet hair ornaments; pet products in the nature of a restraining device, namely, tie-out stakes and tie-out chains; ] pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses [, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices ]; pet tags specially
adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars [ ; rawhide chews for dogs ]

**International Classes**  18 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title**  Leather Goods

**First Use**  Oct. 15, 2007  **In Commerce**  Oct. 04, 2011

**For**  [ clickers for training dogs; ] dog toys; pet toys; pet toys made of rope; toys for domestic pets

**International Classes**  28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title**  Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**  Oct. 15, 2007  **In Commerce**  Oct. 04, 2011

**For**  adhesive note pads; [ art pads; ] blank cards; [ blank journal books; ] [ blank journals; ] [ blank note cards; blank paper notebooks; blank writing journals; ] bumper stickers; [ desk pads; ] disposable housebreaking pads for pets; disposable housebreaking pads for use in training puppies; [ drawing pads; file folders; folders; ] illustrated notepads; [ illustration paper; ink pads; legal pads; memo pads; note cards; note pad holders; note pads; notepads; ] occasion cards; [ paper folders; personalized writing journals; ] plastic bags for disposing of pet waste; [ post cards; postcards and ] greeting cards; [ printed greeting cards with electronic information stored therein; ] scratch pads; [ scribble pads; ] social note cards; [ sticker albums; ] stickers; stickers and transfers [ ; writing implements; writing pads; writing paper; writing slates; writing utensils ]

**International Classes**  16 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title**  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use**  Oct. 15, 2007  **In Commerce**  Feb. 01, 2008

**For**  athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps [ , athletic uniforms ] ; baseball caps and hats; [ belts; ] bottoms; [ button down shirts; camp shirts; children's and infants' cloth bibs; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; collared shirts; golf shirts; ] hats; [ hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; ] hooded sweat shirts; jackets; [ jackets and ] socks; knit bottoms; knit shirts; long-sleeved shirts; pants; [ polo shirts; ] shirts; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; short-sleeved shirts; [ sleep shirts; socks; socks and stockings; sport shirts; sports caps and hats; sweat shirts; sweaters; turtle neck shirts; visors; ] flip-flops [ ; slip-on shoes ]

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39 **International Class Title**  Clothing

**First Use**  Oct. 15, 2007  **In Commerce**  Nov. 15, 2007

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  Dog is Good, LLC  **Address**  Dog is Good, LLC  10531 Humbolt Street  Los Alamitos  CALIFORNIA  90720  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) KEEP CLIMBING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85581111 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4237105
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For - Providing an incentive award program for customers through the issuance of bonus awards and service incentives for frequent air travel, namely, transit lounge facilities for passenger relaxation, a specialized priority airline service with reservation services, enhanced airport ticketing processing, expedited call waiting procedures, priority check-in, priority lobby check-in, dedicated service center and club lanes for elite passengers, specialized priority and expedited security processing, expedited gate handling and aircraft boarding services, enhanced seating accommodations, enhanced personal space including specialized entertainment, computer connections, enhanced meal services and voucher values for elite passengers, priority baggage delivery, enhanced and expedited customer service responses for elite passengers

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 30, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2010

For - Air transportation services; air transportation services featuring a frequent flier bonus program; airport baggage check in services; airport passenger check in services; arranging travel as a bonus program for credit card users; delivery of goods by air and land; providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services and travel ticket reservations; providing flight arrival and departure information

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Sep. 30, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Delta Air Lines, Inc. Address Delta Air Lines, Inc. 1030 Delta Boulevard Atlanta GEORGIA 30354
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1201377
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
EXCITECH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85582981
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4358992
- **Registration Date**: Jun. 25, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 21, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 16, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "EXCITECH" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cutting machines; Drilling machines; Engraving machines; Gas-operated welding machines; Injection moulding machines; Machine tools, namely, powered machines for cutting or shaping or finishing metals or other materials; Milling machines; Plastic jet moulding machines; Power-operated saws; Wood drilling machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Dec. 29, 2005
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 28, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ZHANG XUHUI
- **Address**: ZHANG XUHUI HANYUAN STREET EAST HIGH-TECH INDUSTRY AREA, JINAN CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE CHINA 250000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: GTMXZ2110024
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85584129 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2012 Registration Number   4237208
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the design of a clipper ship. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cigars International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles First Use  May 18, 2005 In Commerce  May 18, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Global Tobacco, LLC Address  Global Tobacco, LLC  2861 Congressman Lane Dallas  TEXAS  76053 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 85584394  
Application Filing Date: Mar. 30, 2012  
Registration Number: 4237235  
Registration Date: Nov. 06, 2012  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Trademark  
Publication Date: Aug. 21, 2012

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a silhouette of a camel.  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Related Properties Information

International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0033639/1163599B, A0033639/1163599A, A0033639/1163599  
International Registration Number: 1163599B, 1163599A, 1163599  
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3580038, 3184009, 3580460 and others

Goods and Services Information

For: Book bags; Briefcases; Cases of imitation leather; Document cases; Document suitcases; Handbags; Leather cases; Leather pouches; Purses; Satchels; Wallets  
International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
International Class Title: Leather Goods  
First Use: Jun. 01, 2006  
In Commerce: Dec. 05, 2010

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: WAN, Jingang  
Address: No.16-170-26, Zhuodaoquannan Road Luonan Street, Hongshan district Wuhan CHINA 430014  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: GZKD-00601-T

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: RIRIE, VERNA BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85584404 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4237237
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a silhouette of a camel. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0033639/1163599B, A0033639/1163599A, A0033639/1163599 International Registration Number 1163599B, 1163599A, 1163599 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3580038, 3184009, 3580460 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts made from imitation leather; Belts made of leather; [ Body linen; ] Boots; Coats; Footwear; Jackets; Pants; Shirts; Shoes; Socks; Suits; T-shirts; Trousers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2006 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WAN, Jingang Address WAN, Jingang No.16-170-26, Zhuodaquannan Road Luonan Street, Hongshan district Wuhan CHINA 430014 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GZKD-00602-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIRIE, VERN A BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  CHANEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85584572  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2012  Registration Number  4237249
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  0195360, 3890159, 1733051 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Protective covers and cases for [ portable media players, portable electronic devices, ] handheld digital devices, personal computers and cell phones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 01, 2010  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chanel, Inc.  Address  Chanel, Inc.  Chanel Legal Department  9 West 57th Street  New York  NEW YORK  10019  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  CHRIS P. CHICKEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85585274  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2012  Registration Number  4237302
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "CHRIS P. CHICKEN" in a stacked format below a design of a chicken.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3000405

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chicken
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Jul. 2007  In Commerce  Jul. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PPC Marketing, Ltd.  Composed of  Pilgrim's Pride Corporation - General Partner  Address  PPC Marketing, Ltd.  1770 Promontory Circle  Greeley  COLORADO  80634  Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FARM TEAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585395 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4241770
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3831746

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information in the field of public policy and elections that affect agricultural interests
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 28, 2006 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name California Farm Bureau Federation Address California Farm Bureau Federation Attn: Political Affairs Division 2600 River Plaza Drive Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95833 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUSTASON, ANNE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CLIMATESMITH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585453 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4237313
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HVAC contractor services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Feb. 02, 2009 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLIMATESMITH, LLC Address CLIMATESMITH, LLC Suite Q 5950 Shiloh Rd East Alpharetta GEORGIA 30005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42863-101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MAGPIE BRIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85585591 Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number  4323160
Registration Date  Apr. 23, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 05, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Gaming machines; hand-held gaming units for use with external display screen or monitor; apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers; and electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager ]
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  May 25, 2009 In Commerce  May 25, 2009

For  [ Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; providing a web-based system and on-line portal for customers to participate in online gaming and mobile device gaming; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; entertainment services, namely, providing games in mobile wireless form; providing a web-based system and online portal for customers to participate in online gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours; providing an online mobile device-based system and mobile device portal for customers to participate in mobile device gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours; provision of advisory, information and consultancy services in the field of online casino gaming; gaming services in the nature of leasing casino games; gaming services in the nature of leasing of gaming machines; and multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, online journals, blogs, software, games, music, and electronic publications in the field of gaming ]
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  May 25, 2009 In Commerce  May 25, 2009

For  Computer hardware; computer software, namely, computer software for gaming purposes on any computerized platform, including online gaming, dedicated gaming consoles, mobile devices, and wireless devices; computer software, namely, gaming software for video game development and operation, including game assets, mathematics, game play, sound effects, and other items embedded in electronic memory devices; gaming software for mobile devices; gaming software for wireless devices; interactive multimedia computer gaming programs; and electronic control systems for linking gaming machines
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38 <strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus <strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>May 25, 2009 <strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>May 25, 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Aspect Group Limited <strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong></td>
<td>FORMERLY LearningDot Corporation <strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Aspect Group Limited</td>
<td>P.O. Box 2681 GT Century Yard, Cricket Sq., Hutchins Dr. George Town</td>
<td>CAYMAN ISLANDS <strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TYPHOON CASH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85585594</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4319912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 16, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 29, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "CASH" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Gaming machines; hand-held gaming units for use with external display screen or monitor; and apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers; electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager

- **International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use** Dec. 11, 2008
- **In Commerce** Dec. 11, 2008

**For** Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; providing a web-based system and on-line portal for customers to participate in online gaming and mobile device gaming; gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; entertainment services, namely, providing games in mobile wireless form; providing a web-based system and online portal for customers to participate in online gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours; providing an online mobile device-based system and mobile device portal for customers to participate in mobile device gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours; provision of advisory, information and consultancy services in the field of online casino gaming; gaming services in the nature of leasing casino games; gaming services in the nature of leasing of gaming machines; and multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, online journals, blogs, software, games, music, and electronic publications in the field of gaming

- **International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
- **First Use** Dec. 11, 2008
- **In Commerce** Dec. 11, 2008

**For** Computer hardware; computer software, namely, computer software for gaming purposes on any computerized platform, including online gaming, dedicated gaming consoles, mobile devices, and wireless devices; computer software, namely, gaming software for video game development and operation, including game assets, mathematics, game play, sound effects, and other items embedded in electronic memory devices; gaming software for mobile devices; gaming software for wireless devices; interactive multimedia computer gaming programs; and electronic control systems for linking gaming machines...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2008</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Aspect Group Limited DBA, AKA, Formerly Formerly LearningDot Corporation
- **Address**: Aspect Group Limited P.O. Box 2681 GT Century Yard, Cricket Sq., Hutchins Dr. George Town Cayman Islands

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: Cayman Islands

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI

16186
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BABY JAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85585609 |
| Filing Date     | Mar. 30, 2012 |
| Registration Date| Nov. 06, 2012 |
| Registration Number | 4237324 |
| Mark Type       | Trademark |
| Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

Name Portrait Consent
The name Baby Jay is the stage name of Jonathan Gutierrez, a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3571423 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For           | Downloadable musical sound recordings; Musical sound recordings; Series of musical sound recordings |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes     | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use      | Dec. 01, 2006 |
| In Commerce    | Dec. 01, 2006 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name    | R MUSIC PROJECTS, LLC |
| Address       | P.O. BOX 623 GALENA PARK TEXAS 77547 |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 15107.1 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | OH, WON TEAK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BE SWEET TO YOURSELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585762 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2012 Registration Number 4237337
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery desserts; Bakery goods; Bakery products; Bakery products, namely, sweet bakery goods
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 01, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SWEET LOREN'S INC. Address SWEET LOREN'S INC. c/o Cooley LLP 1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 700 Washington D.C. 20004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 330445-20001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NUODB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585804 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2012 Registration Number 4237341
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for SQL compliant cloud computing, namely, software for use in database management and add on databases; Computer database management software for use in personalizing the content of e-mail communications; Computer hardware and peripheral devices and computer software for data communication and translating and transmitting data sold therewith; Computer operating software; Computer programs for SQL compliant cloud database software and add on database tools; Computer software for application and database integration; Computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; Computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Computer software for encryption; Computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; Computer software for the databasing, visualization, manipulation, virtual reality immersion and integration of geographic information with on-line member communities; Computer software for SQL compliant cloud database software and add on database tools; Computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; Computer software, namely, an application allowing sales and field service employees to update and receive data stored in an enterprise's computer databases in real time, using a mobile device, with full telephony integration with the telephone and/or software features of the mobile device; Database management software for databases and add-on database tools; Downloadable databases in the field of use with databases and add-on database tools; Downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely, business and tax forms, for use with computer software; Downloadable software for SQL compliant cloud database software and add on database tools; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use with databases and add-on database tools; Enterprise software in the nature of a database for non-transactional data and a search engine for database content
For Cloud computing featuring software for use SQL compliant cloud database software and add on database tools; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Computer services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; Consulting services in the field of cloud computing; Providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; Technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; Technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OULA DANCEMANIA FOR THE SOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585941 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2012 Registration Number 4237352
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3896828

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; Dance instruction; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness instruction; Training of dance instructors
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 21, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OULA, LLC Address OULA, LLC 612 NORTH 1ST STREET STE 2-105 HAMILTON MONTANA 59840 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1373-3 Oula

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GLEN RAVEN LOGISTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85586705 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4249669
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LOGISTICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0670292, 0670286, 2713987 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For freight and transportation logistics management
For freight transport by truck; warehousing services, namely, distribution of packages, raw materials and other freight for others
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 2006 In Commerce Aug. 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glen Raven, Inc. Address Glen Raven, Inc. 1831 NORTH PARK AVENUE Glen Raven NORTH CAROLINA 27212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 79545 1325

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASSIDY, COLLEEN MULCR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HAIR RULES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85586828  Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2012  Registration Number  4237417
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "HAIR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3667226

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beauty salon services; Hair salon services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use May 31, 2010  In Commerce May 31, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hair Rules LLC  Address  Hair Rules LLC  828 9th Avenue Fl 3  New York  NEW YORK  10019  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20450-136360

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OULA DANCEMANIA FOR THE SOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85586897 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4237426
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the silhouette of a dancing woman with the word "OULA" displayed across the dancer's midsection, and the words "DANCEMANIA FOR THE SOUL" displayed underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3896828

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; Dance instruction; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness instruction; Training of dance instructors
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 21, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OULA, LLC Address OULA, LLC 612 NORTH 1ST STREET STE 2-105 HAMILTON MONTANA 59840 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1373-4 Oula

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARK, JENNY K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK LITERAL(S)
HOOK TRIBE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85587309
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4237461
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 21, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bandanas; Bermuda shorts; Board shorts; Cap visors; Collared shirts; Dress shirts; Fishing shirts; Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Knit face masks; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Pants; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Sun visors; Sweat shirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Visors
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HOOK TRIBE, LLC
- **Address**: HOOK TRIBE, LLC 2224 Kent dr 22224 Kent dr Largo FLORIDA 33774
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85587341 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 03, 2012 | Registration Number | 4311936 |
| Registration Date | Apr. 02, 2013 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Jan. 15, 2013 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of A polynesian style fish hook design with a weave pattern inside of the design. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Bandanas; Bermuda shorts; Board shorts; Caps with visors; Collared shirts; Dress shirts; Fishing shirts; Hats; Hooded sweat shirts; Knit face masks; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Pants; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Shorts; Sun visors; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Visors; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Jan. 01, 2012 | In Commerce | Mar. 31, 2012 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | HOOK TRIBE, LLC |
| Address | HOOK TRIBE, LLC 2224 Kent dr 2224 Kent Dr. Largo FLORIDA 33774 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MURRAY, DAVID T |
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85587416 Application Filing Date: Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number: 4241822
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of back-to-back interlocking cs. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 1293398, 1734822, 4074269 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Clothing, namely, coats, jackets, dresses, tops, blouses, sweaters, cardigans, skirts, vests, pants, jeans, belts, swim wear, pareos, [ beach cover-ups, ] hats, [ sun visors, ] scarves, [ shawls, ] ties, gloves, footwear, hosiery [ and socks ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Chanel, Inc. Address: Chanel, Inc. Chanel Legal Department 9 West 57th Street New York NEW YORK 10019 Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EXAMVUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85587970 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4256827
Registration Date Dec. 11, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 25, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and software for medical imaging apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JPI Healthcare Solutions, Inc. Address JPI Healthcare Solutions, Inc. 3555 Veterans Memorial Highway Unit D Ronkonkoma NEW YORK 11779 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EV 2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VINESCAPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85588577 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2012 Registration Number  4288142
Registration Date  Feb. 12, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Nov. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, VINEYARD MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2011
For   VITICULTURE SERVICES, NAMELY, GRAPE GROWING AND CULTIVATION OF GRAPES FOR OTHERS; AND FARMING OF VINEYARDS FOR OTHERS International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Aug. 12, 2010 In Commerce  Aug. 12, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FN VITICULTURE, LLC Address  FN VITICULTURE, LLC  1350 Acacia Drive  Oakville CALIFORNIA  94562 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FAR605/12091

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUTHERN LAWN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of circle design with four lines bending up to the left and four lines bending up to the right, positioned between the word "SOUTHERN" in lower-case lettering and "LAWN" in upper-case lettering.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "LAWN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Grass seeds
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: W S Connelly & Co Inc
- **Address**: W S Connelly & Co Inc 101 Madison Ave Roanoke VIRGINIA 24016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KELLY, AMY C
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** HANDS-FREE VIDEO STREAMING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85589020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "VIDEO STREAMING"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS), namely, hosting software and content for use by others for the use of live and on-demand audio/video streaming
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Sep. 16, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 16, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Swagit Productions, LLC
- **Address**: Swagit Productions, LLC 12801 North Central Expwy, Suite 900 Dallas TEXAS 75243
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 2021590
- **Examining Attorney**: LOTT, JASON E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  LET'S TAUK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85590575</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2012</td>
<td>4434667</td>
<td>Nov. 19, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

**Priority Claimed**  Yes  **Foreign Application Number**  1574428  **Foreign Application Filing Date**  Apr. 05, 2012  **Foreign Registration Number**  TMA852,525  **Foreign Registration Date**  Jun. 05, 2013  **Foreign Application/Registration County**  CANADA  **Foreign Expiration Date**  Jun. 05, 2028

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  (Based on 44(e)) Electronic publishing services, namely, publication of on-line journals, blogs, commentary through text and images on the Internet featuring furniture, decor and lifestyle; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and posts in the field of furniture, decor and lifestyle

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  Jan. 2006  **In Commerce**  Jan. 2006

For  [ (Based on Use in Commerce) (Based on 44(e)) Retail store services, featuring upholstered furniture and slipcovers and cushions therefor ]

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business  **First Use**  Jan. 2006  **In Commerce**  Jan. 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes  Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  3147878 Canada Inc.  **Address**  3147878 Canada Inc.  3553 Saint-Laurent Boulevard  Montreal, Quebec CANADA  H2X2T6  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  088448.117
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BIKE THE COAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 8559120 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4241981
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "BIKE THE COAST", superimposed over a gear sprocket. The words "BIKE" and "COAST" are in thick bold uppercase letters and the word "THE" is in thin bold upper case letters. The words "BIKE THE" are situated above the word "COAST". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organization of bicycle races and bicycle rides; providing a website featuring online sports training and training advice; training services in the field of bicycle races and bicycle rides; providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to bicycling
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2010
For Cyclists' jerseys; hats; t-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 01, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPECTRUM SPORTS MANAGEMENT, INC. Address SPECTRUM SPORTS MANAGEMENT, INC. #454 2058 N. MILLS CLAREMONT CALIFORNIA 91711 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6995.0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PERFECT SLEEPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85591537  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2012  Registration Number  4237620  
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2037182, 0581897

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beds for household pets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Serta, Inc.  Address  Serta, Inc.  2451 Industry Avenue  Doraville GEORGIA 30360  Legal Entity  CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SS30181TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RIVERSTONE COLLECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85591699 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4422637
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 05, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COLLECTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hard wood flooring
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Feb. 01, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name B&M Noble Co. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA DuChateau Address B&M Noble Co. 8480 Miralani Drive San Diego CALIFORNIA 92126 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 453-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** HINDAWI

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85591863</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2012</td>
<td>4245513</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Type** Service Mark

**Publication Date** Sep. 04, 2012

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Publication of academic research articles, scholarly journals, scholarly monographs, and datasets produced from academic research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>May 2000</td>
<td>May 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HINDAWI LIMITED</td>
<td>HINDAWI LIMITED 1 FITZROY SQUARE, THIRD FLOOR ADAM HOUSE LONDON UNITED KINGDOM W1T 5HF</td>
<td>PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of two slightly rounded diamonds that are interlocked.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Publication of academic research articles, scholarly journals, scholarly monographs, and datasets produced from academic research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 2007</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name HINDAWI LIMITED

Address HINDAWI LIMITED 1 FITZROY SQUARE, THIRD FLOOR ADAM HOUSE LONDON UNITED KINGDOM W1T5HF

Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

State or Country UNITED KINGDOM

Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner Attorney GAINOR, BARBARA ANNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
VG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85592001</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 08, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4315961</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2013</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 22, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters "VG" formed together with an arrow at the end of the letter "G" all of which is in the color yellow.
- **Claimed Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Claimed Color**: The color(s) yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: BEN'S DISTRIBUTION CENTER, INC
**Address**: BEN'S DISTRIBUTION CENTER, INC 175 Walnut Ave., Unit 302D Bronx NEW JERSEY 10454
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85592182 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4237627
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the configuration of the packaging for the goods as depicted in the drawing which shows a colored opaque or clear bottle with a lid, the lower portion of which contains six oblong panels which are round on the top and bottom. The lid and outline of the bottle appear in dotted lines to show that they are not claimed as a feature of the mark and only serve to show positioning of the features of the mark on the bottle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to The panels element of the mark

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2233574, 2665061, 4077237 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ketchup; sauces International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jun. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H.J. Heinz US Brands LLC Address H.J. Heinz US Brands LLC P.O. Box 57 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ZANAQUICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85593713 Application Filing Date   Apr. 10, 2012 Registration Number   4245646
Registration Date   Nov. 20, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Antifungal preparations; namely, oils, creams and liquid solutions
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals First Use   Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Prosolutions Center, Inc. Address   Prosolutions Center, Inc. 6303 Blue Lagoon Dr., Suite 400 Miami FLORIDA 33126 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BUSH, KAREN K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** POWERVISION CONFIGURATION STUDIO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85594686</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 11, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4256900</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Dec. 11, 2012</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  - **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
  - **Disclaimer**: "CONFIGURATION STUDIO"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: PC-based computer software for configuring specific display units and enabling users to modify display operation to meet specific owner-defined needs, enabling customization of displayed languages, operating sequence control, diagnostic codes, graphic alarms, color schemes, indicator schemes, content appearance, and creation and testing of multiple display configurations
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 05, 2011
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ENOVATION CONTROLS, LLC  
  - **Address**: ENOVATION CONTROLS, LLC 5311 SOUTH 122ND E. AVE. TULSA OKLAHOMA 74146  
  - **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  - **State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 21-0080

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COMPANIONS FOR HEROES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85594979 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2012 Registration Number 4401045
Registration Date Sep. 10, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 30, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects for U.S. military, first responders, their families and others in need
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 06, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMPANIONS FOR HEROES Address COMPANIONS FOR HEROES 501 Gloucester Street, Suite 102 Brunswick GEORGIA 31520 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 37492.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85595000 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2012 Registration Number 4401046
Registration Date Sep. 10, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 30, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A sitting dog with a heart on his chest looking up at a man saluting that has a heart on his chest. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects for U.S. military, first responders, their families and others in need
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 06, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMPANIONS FOR HEROES Address COMPANIONS FOR HEROES 501 Gloucester Street, Suite 102 Brunswick GEORGIA 31520 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Rossman, William M 16215
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK LITERAL(S)
SUPREME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The mark consists of a scale design above the word &quot;SUPREME&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;SUPREME&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration Country</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 46</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For [Beers; mineral and aerated waters; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups for making beverage]

**International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis Information</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lubna Foods Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Lubna House 164 Garnett Street Bradford UNITED KINGDOM BD39HB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Private Limited Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>3198-501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SINGH, TEJBIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PITFIRE ARTISAN PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85597101 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4370766
Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ARTISAN PIZZA"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3802924

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services featuring gourmet pizza, pasta and salads
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 31, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PIT FIRE, LLC Address PIT FIRE, LLC 1905 Lincoln Blvd. Venice CALIFORNIA 90291 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 423033900107

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  P PITFIRE ARTISAN PIZZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85597152  Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2012  Registration Number  4253532
Registration Date  Dec. 04, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "Pitfire Artisan Pizza", along with the letter "P" inside a flame, all contained within in a diamond shaped box which has a double border. Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "PITFIRE ARTISAN PIZZA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3802924

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant services featuring gourmet pizza, pasta and salads
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PIT FIRE, LLC
Address  PIT FIRE, LLC  1905 Lincoln Blvd.  Venice  CALIFORNIA  90291
Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  423033900106

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
P

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85597187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4253535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 18, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of A stylized letter &quot;P&quot; within a flame. Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Restaurant services featuring gourmet pizza, pasta and salads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 31, 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>PIT FIRE, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PIT FIRE, LLC 1905 Lincoln Blvd. Venice CALIFORNIA 90291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>423033900105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>STOIDES, KATHERINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 13766 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DRYLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85600054 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2012 Registration Number 4250065
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Polymeric fabric laminate used as an intermediate barrier to prevent bulk moisture infiltration in building envelopes and vehicle envelopes

International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Apr. 01, 2007 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Shelter Products, Inc. Address National Shelter Products, Inc. 50 S.E. Bush Street Issaquah WASHINGTON 98027 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5272.T0017US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROMER, ZACHARY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  WILDLIFERS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85600351</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 17, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4306672</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2013</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized depiction of the word "Wildlifers". A depiction of an upright feather forms the center of the inner stems of the uppercase letter "W". The two lowercase letters "i" are dotted by a five-pointed star. The mark features stylized antlers extending from the bottom of the letter "d" and underlining the "ldlf" letters of the mark. A stylized vine with leaves extends from the bottom of the first letter "i" and extends throughout the mark and splits into a figure eight shape tilted at a 90 degree angle, with the top of the figure eight shape pointed up and to the right and the lower portion of the figure eight shape pointing down and left. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Television show production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Braman and Brown Productions, LLC |
| Address | Braman and Brown Productions, LLC 201 E. Santa Rosa Street Victoria TEXAS 77901 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Individual |
| Examinining Attorney | FLOWERS, JAY K |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS/LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized Spartan warrior helmet. Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Color</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3028484 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Vinyl pool liners, namely, fitted vinyl liners for swimming pools |
| International Classes | 19 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 12, 33, 50 |
| International Class Title | Non-metallic Building Materials |
| First Use | Oct. 21, 2004 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 21, 2004 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Factory Direct Liners, Inc. |
| Address | Factory Direct Liners, Inc. 3645 N. Peachtree Road Atlanta GEORGIA 30341 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 170608-3030 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PARKS, KIMBERLY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized Spartan warrior helmet.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3028484

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Pumps, namely, swimming pool pumps in the nature of electrical circulation pumps and electrical filter pumps; and electrical submersible pumps
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: May 10, 2013
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Factory Direct Liners, Inc.
- **Address**: Factory Direct Liners, Inc. 3645 N. Peachtree Road Atlanta GEORGIA 30341
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 170608-3040
- **Examining Attorney**: PARKS, KIMBERLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SPARTAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85600581 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2012 Registration Number 4260794
Registration Date Dec. 18, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 02, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3028484

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pumps, namely, swimming pool pumps in the nature of electrical circulation pumps and electrical filter pumps; and electrical submersible pumps
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Sep. 30, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Factory Direct Liners, Inc. Address Factory Direct Liners, Inc. 3645 N. Peachtree Road Atlanta GEORGIA 30341 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 170608-3050

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKS, KIMBERLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MNI FIXED INCOME BULLET POINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85601309 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2012 Registration Number 4250109
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FIXED INCOME"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2668671, 3145200

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic information services, namely, providing global fixed income market information; financial news information services, namely, providing information for use by others relating to the global fixed income market

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAWKING, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MARKET NEWS Address HAWKING, LLC 80 Broad Street, 5th Floor (PMB #3854) New York NEW YORK 10004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  CARAMIA CONSULTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85601362  Application Filing Date  Apr. 18, 2012  Registration Number  4263774
Registration Date  Dec. 25, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Oct. 09, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CONSULTING"
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Digital imaging services; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Film and video film production; Film and video production; Film and video production consulting services; Film [and video tape film] production; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; Photography; Photography services; Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and film; Production of video discs [and tapes]; Provision of information relating to multimedia publishing; Video production services [ ]; Video tape film production ]
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  May 01, 1997  In Commerce  May 01, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Girolimon, Gary  Address  Girolimon, Gary  PO Box 10079  Bedford  NEW HAMPSHIRE  03110  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Caramia12.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exercising Attorney  SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** WAFFLELOOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Snack cakes
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 21, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Abraco Group, LLC
- **Address**: Abraco Group, LLC, P.O. Box 141873, Coral Gables, FLORIDA, 33114
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ABRA.0016
- **Examining Attorney**: REGAN, JOHN B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  
ESCONDIDO RV RESORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85603752</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 20, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4237710</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "RV RESORT"  
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Recreational park services  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: 1999  
- **In Commerce**: 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Paydar Properties, Inc.  
- **Address**: Paydar Properties, Inc.  
- **P.O. Box**: 9025  
- **La Jolla**:  
- **CALIFORNIA**:  
- **92038**:  

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GOLDEN VILLAGE PALMS RV RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85603824 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2012 Registration Number 4237711
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RV RESORT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational park services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paydar Properties, Inc. Address Paydar Properties, Inc. P.O. Box 9025 La Jolla CALIFORNIA 92038
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OAK CREEK RV RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85604356 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2012 Registration Number 4237716
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “RV RESORT” Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational park services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 1999 In Commerce 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paydar Properties, Inc. Address Paydar Properties, Inc. P.O. Box 9025 La Jolla CALIFORNIA 92038
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAKAI, ADA HAN
MARK Literal(s) LES CABINOTIERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85605106 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4250175
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LES CABINOTIERS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3096913

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches and chronometers
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use 2006 In Commerce 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Richemont International SA Address Richemont International SA Route des Biches 10 Villars-sur-Glâne SWITZERLAND 1752 Legal Entity société anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18224.00029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRAZIER, TAMARA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OH SO GOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85605473 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4302761
Registration Date Mar. 12, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 02, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catering, and providing food and dining services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 31, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNIDINE CORPORATION Address UNIDINE CORPORATION 1000 WASHINGTON STREET SUITE 510 BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** VACATIONER RV PARK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number  85605817  Application Filing Date  Apr. 23, 2012  Registration Number  4237719  Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RV PARK"  Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  Recreational park services  International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  2003  In Commerce  2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  Paydar Properties, Inc.  Address  Paydar Properties, Inc.  P.O. Box 9025  La Jolla  CALIFORNIA  92038
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VACATIONER RV RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85605837 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4237720
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "RV RESORT"
Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational park services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use 2003 In Commerce 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paydar Properties, Inc. Address Paydar Properties, Inc. P.O. Box 9025 La Jolla CALIFORNIA 92038
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NETS B BROOKLYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85608343 Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2012  Registration Number   4237733
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the depiction of a shield with the word "NETS" across the top portion of the shield over the depiction of a basketball on the lower part of the shield with the letter "B" in the middle of the basketball all over the word "BROOKLYN" underneath the shield.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "BROOKLYN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2179494, 2179495, 2603964, 2265340 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio recordings and video recordings featuring entertainment and information in the field of basketball; audio discs, video discs, computer laser discs, pre-recorded audio and video cassettes, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, pre-recorded compact discs, pre-recorded computer laser discs, all featuring entertainment and information related to basketball; computer accessories, namely, mouse pads, mice, disc cases, computer carry-on cases, keyboard wrist pads, computer monitor cardboard frames, all related to basketball; computer programs for viewing information, statistics or trivia about basketball; computer software, namely, screen savers featuring basketball themes; computer software to access and view computer wallpaper; computer browser software for use in viewing and displaying data on the Internet; computer skins, namely, fitted plastic film for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier for computer devices; computer game software; video game software, video game cartridges and video game machines for use with television and video game hand held controllers for use with televisions; wireless telephones; radios, telephones, and cell phone accessories, namely, face plates and cell phone covers; video monitors, computer monitors, binoculars; sunglasses; eyeglass frames; eyewear straps and chains; eyeglass and sunglass cases; magnets; disposable cameras; credit cards and pre-paid telephone calling cards magnetically encoded; downloadable video recordings, video stream recordings, and downloadable audio recordings in the field of basketball provided over the Internet; downloadable computer software for viewing databases of information, statistical information, trivia, polling information, and interactive polling in the field of basketball provided over the Internet; downloadable computer game software; downloadable interactive video games and downloadable trivia game software provided over the internet;
downloadable computer software for use as screensavers and wallpaper, to access and display computer browsers, for use in viewing data on the Internet, for use in designing plastic film computer skins to protect computer monitors, for use in creating avatars for playing games and for use in remotely manipulating computer cursors over the Internet; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, coloring books, game schedules all in the field of basketball provided over the Internet; downloadable catalogs provided over the Internet featuring an array of basketball-themed products; downloadable greeting cards provided over the Internet

**International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | **First Use** | Apr. 30, 2012 | **In Commerce** | Apr. 30, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | BROOKLYN NETS, LLC | **Address** | BROOKLYN NETS, LLC | 168 39th Street, 7th Floor | Brooklyn | NEW YORK | 11232 | **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 34174-US-NF

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NETS B BROOKLYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85608358 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4237734
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of a shield with the word "NETS" across the top portion of the shield over the depiction of a basketball on the lower part of the shield with the letter "B" in the middle of the basketball all over the word "BROOKLYN" underneath the shield. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BROOKLYN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2179494, 2179495, 2603964, 2265340 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, hosiery, footwear, basketball shoes, basketball sneakers, T-shirts, shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, tank tops, jerseys, shorts, pajamas, sport shirts, rugby shirts, sweaters, belts, ties, nightshirts, hats, caps, visors, warm-up suits, warm-up pants, warm-up tops/shooting shirts, jackets, wind resistant jackets, parkas, coats, baby bibs not of paper, head bands, wrist bands, aprons, undergarments, boxer shorts, slacks, ear muffis, gloves, mittens, scarves, woven and knit shirts, jersey dresses, dresses, cheerleading dresses and uniforms, swim wear, bathing suits, swimsuits, bikinis, tankinis, swim trunks, bathing trunks, board shorts, wet suits, beach cover-ups, bathing suit cover-ups, bathing suit wraps, sandals, beach sandals, beach hats, sun visors, swim caps, bathing caps, novelty headwear with attached wigs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BROOKLYN NETS, LLC Address BROOKLYN NETS, LLC 168 39th Street, 7th Floor Brooklyn NEW YORK 11232 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** NETS B BROOKLYN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85608362</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2012</td>
<td>4237735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 06, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES word(s)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the depiction of a shield with the word &quot;NETS&quot; across the top portion of the shield over the depiction of a basketball on the lower part of the shield with the letter &quot;B&quot; in the middle of the basketball all over the word &quot;BROOKLYN&quot; underneath the shield.</td>
<td>&quot;BROOKLYN&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 2179494, 2179495, 2603964, 2265340 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Toys, games and sporting goods, namely, basketballs, golf balls, playground balls, sports balls, rubber action balls and foam action balls, plush balls for games, plastic balls for games, basketball nets, basketball backboards, miniature basketball backboards, pumps for inflating basketballs and needles therefore; golf clubs, golf bags, golf putters, golf accessories, namely, divot repair tools, tees, ball markers, golf bag covers, club head covers, golf gloves, golf ball sleeves, golf putting greens, electronic basketball table top games, basketball table top games, basketball board games, action skill games, adult's and children's party games, trivia information games and electronic video arcade game machines, basketball kit comprised of a net and whistle, dolls, decorative dolls, collectible dolls, toy action figures, bobblehead action figures, stuffed toys, plush toys, jigsaw puzzles, toy building blocks, Christmas tree ornaments and Christmas stockings; toy vehicles in the nature of cars, trucks, trains and vans, all containing basketball themes, novelty foam toys in the shapes of fingers and trophies, toy trophies, playing cards, card games, toy noisemakers, pet toys; beach toys, namely, beach balls, inflatable balls, toy pails, toy shovels, sand toys, sand box toys, water-squirting toys; pool accessories, namely, swim floats, pool floats, toy water rafts, foam floats, swim rings, pool rings, foam rings, body boards, surf boards, swim fins, surf fins, arm floats and water wing swim aids for recreational use; volleyball game kits comprised of ball, net, sidelines and whistle, and water polo game kits comprised of ball, net and whistle; decorative cloth wind socks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 23, 38, 50</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Toys and Sporting Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** | Apr. 30, 2012 | **In Commerce** | Apr. 30, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | BROOKLYN NETS, LLC | **Address** | BROOKLYN NETS, LLC 168 39th Street, 7th Floor Brooklyn NEW YORK 11232 | **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 34174-US-NF5 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NETS B BROOKLYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85608381 Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2012 Registration Number  4237737
Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the depiction of a shield with the word "NETS" across the top portion of the shield over the depiction of a basketball on the lower part of the shield with the letter "B" in the middle of the basketball all over the word "BROOKLYN" underneath the shield. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BROOKLYN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2179494, 2179495, 2603964, 2265340 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services in the nature of ongoing television and radio programs in the field of basketball and rendering live basketball games and basketball exhibitions; the production and distribution of radio and television shows featuring basketball games, basketball events and programs in the field of basketball; conducting and arranging basketball clinics and camps, coaches clinics and camps, dance team clinics and camps and basketball games; entertainment services in the nature of personal appearances by a costumed mascot or dance team at basketball games and exhibitions, clinics, camps, promotions, and other basketball-related events, special events and parties; fan club services; entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring multimedia material in the nature of television highlights, interactive television highlights, video recordings, video stream recordings, interactive video highlight selections, radio programs, radio highlights, and audio recordings in the field of basketball; providing news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the field of basketball; on-line non-downloadable games, namely, computer games, video games, interactive video games, action skill games, arcade games, adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and trivia games; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines, guides, newsletters, coloring books, and game schedules of others on-line through the Internet, all in the field of basketball; providing an online computer database in the field of basketball.
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BROOKLYN NETS, LLC Address  BROOKLYN NETS, LLC  168 39th Street, 7th Floor  Brooklyn NEW YORK  11232 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  34174-US-NF8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PEARLEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85610339 Application Filing Date  Apr. 27, 2012 Registration Number   4261063
Registration Date Dec. 18, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Oct. 02, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Toy candy dispensers


For   Candy; Candy for food; Sweets


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Sweet N Fun Ltd. Address   Sweet N Fun Ltd. 401-403 Houston Centre, 63 Mody Rd. TST East, Kowloon
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   REGAN, JOHN B
TM 13786 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WORLD ELITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85614759 Application Filing Date May 02, 2012 Registration Number 4274747
Registration Date Jan. 15, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 30, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3353757

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, party and special event planning, arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment, sporting, or cultural events; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, party and special event planning, arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment, sporting, or cultural events, and providing customer-specific information related thereto

For Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, personal shopping services; hotel concierge services; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, personal shopping services and providing customer-specific information related thereto; security printing, namely, encoding identification information on products; monitoring of computer systems for security purposes; fraud detection services in the field of payment cards for on-line purchasing; investigation and surveillance services relating to identity theft as it relates to the safety of persons and entities
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Oct. 11, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2011

For Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, travel and tour ticket reservation services and making reservations and bookings for transportation; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, travel and tour ticket reservation services, making reservations and bookings for transportation, and providing customer-specific information related thereto
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, making reservations and bookings for physical and beauty treatments at salons and health spas; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, making reservations and bookings for physical and beauty treatments at salons and health spas, and providing customer-specific information related thereto</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, making restaurant and hotel reservations; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, making restaurant and hotel reservations and providing customer-specific information related thereto</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name:** MasterCard International Incorporated  **Address:** MasterCard International Incorporated  2000 Purchase Street  Purchase  NEW YORK  10577  **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number:** A-9222

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WORLD ELITE MASTERCARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85614772 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2012 Registration Number   4274748
Registration Date  Jan. 15, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Oct. 30, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1186117, 3353757, 3357874 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, party and special event planning, arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment, sporting, or cultural events; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, party and special event planning, arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment, sporting, or cultural events, and providing customer-specific information related thereto

For  Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, personal shopping services; hotel concierge services; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, personal shopping services and providing customer-specific information related thereto; security printing, namely, encoding identification information on products; monitoring of computer systems for security purposes; fraud detection services in the field of payment cards for on-line purchasing; investigation and surveillance services relating to identity theft as it relates to the safety of persons and entities
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Oct. 11, 2011 In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2011

For  Personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, travel and tour ticket reservation services and making reservations and bookings for transportation; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, travel and tour ticket reservation services, making reservations and bookings for transportation, and providing customer-specific information related thereto
For personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, making reservations and bookings for physical and beauty treatments at salons and health spas; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, making reservations and bookings for physical and beauty treatments at salons and health spas, and providing customer-specific information related thereto.

For personal services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, namely, making restaurant and hotel reservations; concierge services to meet the individual needs of premier customer card holders and travelers, namely, making restaurant and hotel reservations and providing customer-specific information related thereto.

For hotel and restaurant services.
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85614933
- **Application Filing Date**: May 02, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4255415
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 04, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 23, 2012

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: ROLLING BONES
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: game equipment sold as a unit for playing parlor games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2012

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: SimplyFun, LLC
- **Address**: SimplyFun, LLC 11245 SE 6th St., Suite 110 Bellevue, Washington 98004
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Washington

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 34577-TM1063
- **Examining Attorney**: ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85615070 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2012  Registration Number  4297566
Registration Date  Mar. 05, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four yellow overlapping circles in a flower-like configuration, with peaks at the outermost point of each circle.  Color Claimed  The color(s) yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Jan. 31, 2009
In Commerce  Sep. 10, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KENDRA SCOTT, LLC  Address  KENDRA SCOTT, LLC  3800 NORTH LAMAR BOULEVARD SUITE 400  AUSTIN  TEXAS  78756  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  KSCT010US

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  The drawing is amended to appear as follows: Publish New Cut ISSUE NEW CERTIFICATE TO: KENDRA SCOTT, LLC, DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, 3800 N. LAMAR BLVD. SUITE 400, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78756

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WELLS, KELLEY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GREY SAIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85617059</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4264044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 25, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 09, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Beer |
| **International Classes** | 32 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 45, 46, 48 |
| **International Class Title** | Light Beverages |
| **First Use** | Sep. 2011 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | B C Marketing Concepts Inc. |
| **DBA, AKA, Formerly** | DBA Full Sail Brewing Company |
| **Address** | B C Marketing Concepts Inc. 506 Columbia Street Hood River OREGON 97031 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | OREGON |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 66254-65 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| **Change in Registration** | Yes |
| **Correction made to Registration** | In the statement, line 1, B. C. Marketing Concepts, Inc., should be deleted, and B C Marketing Concepts Inc. should be inserted. |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | POWERS, ALEXANDER L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85618938 Application Filing Date May 07, 2012 Registration Number   4264179
Registration Date Dec. 25, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 09, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized image of a sailboat sail. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1685507

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 27, 1987 In Commerce Sep. 27, 1987
For Beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; Brewed malt-based alcoholic beverage in the nature of a beer International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Sep. 27, 1987 In Commerce Sep. 27, 1987

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name B C Marketing Concepts, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Full Sail Brewing Company Address B C Marketing Concepts, Inc. 506 Columbia Street Hood River OREGON 97031 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66254-64

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, should be deleted, and B C MARKETING CONCEPTS, INC., should be inserted. In the statement, line 2, "DBA FULL SAIL BREWING COMPANY"
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SKI FOR LESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85619797 Application Filing Date May 08, 2012 Registration Number 4239516
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting the services of others by conducting and administering a program featuring discount vouchers for the services of participating businesses for mutual customers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 29, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jackson's Food Stores, Inc. Address Jackson's Food Stores, Inc. 3450 Commercial Court Meridian IDAHO 83642 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06289-0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) YOUR FAMILY-OWNED JEWELER ~ TRUSTED FOR GENERATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85620576 Application Filing Date May 09, 2012 Registration Number 4246060
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For RETAIL JEWELRY STORE SERVICES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REEDS JEWELERS, INC. Address REEDS JEWELERS, INC. 2525 SOUTH 17TH STREET
WILMINGTON NORTH CAROLINA 28401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEBSTER, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GUC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85623686 Application Filing Date May 12, 2012 Registration Number 4393506
Registration Date Aug. 27, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 23, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "GUC" in stylized letters in the color green (Pantone color PMS355U, equivalent to CMYK color model C95 M0 Y100 K0, equivalent to RGB color code R0 G153B102). Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green (Pantone color PMS355U, equivalent to CMYK color model C95 M0 Y100 K0, equivalent to RGB color code R0 G153B102) is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Circuit boards; printed circuit boards; integrated circuits; semiconductor devices; embedded memory integrated circuits, namely, embedded circuits cards with programming used for in-system programming to present a complete system on chip; magnetic optical discs, optical disks and floppy disks for computers with computer software for use in customizing integrated circuits and in manufacturing customized integrated circuits, integrated circuits and integrated circuit layouts, central processing units, microprocessor units and embedded central processing units; computer software for use in customizing integrated circuits and in manufacturing customized integrated circuits, integrated circuits and integrated circuit layouts, central processing units, microprocessor units and embedded central processing units; computer memories, computer software for electrical engineering circuit design; central processing units; computer hardware microprocessors; embedded central processing units, namely, an electrical controller within a central processing unit
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 25, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2013

For Design, testing and analysis of integrated circuits for others; computer software programming services; design, testing and analysis of computer software system and programs for others; and design, testing and analysis of embedded memory integrated circuits, namely, encoding circuit cards with programming used for in-system programming to present a complete system on chip
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 25, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2013
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>GLOBAL UNICHIP CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL UNICHIP CORP. NO.10, LI-HSIN 6TH RD.</td>
<td>GLOBAL UNICHIP CORP. NO.10, LI-HSIN 6TH RD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HSINCHU SCIENCE PARK</strong></td>
<td><strong>HSINCHU SCIENCE PARK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HSINCHU CITY 300</strong></td>
<td><strong>HSINCHU CITY 300</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAIWAN</strong></td>
<td><strong>TAIWAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16257
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BRAIN BREW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BIOSIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85627744 Application Filing Date  May 17, 2012 Registration Number  4271726 Registration Date  Jan. 08, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 23, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Body creams; Body lotions; ] Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Skin creams; Skin lotions
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 25, 2011 In Commerce  Jan. 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KABUSHIKI KAISHA NOEVIR DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA NOEVIR CO., LTD. Address  KABUSHIKI KAISHA NOEVIR  6-13-1 Minatojima Naka Machi Chuo-ku  Kobe, Hyogo  JAPAN  650-8521 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1003-0033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLANDU, FLORENTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CHARLESTONED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4111785

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Retail store services featuring clothing, accessories and paper goods; online retail store services featuring clothing, accessories and paper goods
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jul. 19, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 19, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Greg Peralta
- **Address**: Greg Peralta 2427 Rice Pond Road Charleston SOUTH CAROLINA 29414
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: PER-2635-2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner Name**: CORWIN, KEVIN SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) YARDPUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85630053 Application Filing Date  May 19, 2012 Registration Number  4291518
Registration Date  Feb. 19, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Dec. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Scoops for the disposal of pet waste
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Mar. 08, 2009 In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  She-Edison L.L.C. Address  She-Edison L.L.C. 6850 S. Harvest Ct. Aurora COLORADO 80016 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1377.15001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE SALT FREE FLAVOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85633342 Application Filing Date May 23, 2012 Registration Number 4237829
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “SALT FREE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food seasoning and spices
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 09, 2012 In Commerce May 09, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name B&G Foods North America, Inc. Address B&G Foods North America, Inc. Suite 110 Four Gatehall Drive Parsippany NEW JERSEY 07054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3709483.0704

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STRATACEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85633422 Application Filing Date May 23, 2012 Registration Number 4246095
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4081899, 3706396, 3892901

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 622921 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 16, 2011 Foreign Application/ Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparation for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stratpharma AG Address Stratpharma AG Aeschenvorstadt 57 Basel, CH-4051 SWITZERLAND 000000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ga3960
Examine Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DAILY AB WORKOUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85637056 Application Filing Date May 29, 2012 Registration Number 4239529
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile devices, personal computers, consoles, tablets, televisions, namely, software for fitness instruction
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 27, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAILY WORKOUT APPS, LLC Address DAILY WORKOUT APPS, LLC 16526 WEST 78TH STREET, #199 EDEN PRAIRIE MINNESOTA 55346 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DAILY WORKOUTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85637319  Application Filing Date May 29, 2012  Registration Number 4239531
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile devices, personal computers, consoles, tablets, televisions, namely, software for fitness instruction

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DAILY WORKOUT APPS, LLC  Address DAILY WORKOUT APPS, LLC  16526 WEST 78TH STREET, #199  EDEN PRAIRIE  MINNESOTA  55346  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85637814 Application Filing Date May 29, 2012 Registration Number 4370890
Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three capitalized letter "C"s that resemble
three tree branches and one capitalized letter "T" at the bottom that resembles the tree trunk. Capitalized "CT" is located at
the lower right of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal hides; Backpacks; Bags for sports; Garment bags for travel made of leather; Leather and imitation leather;
Leather and imitation leather bags; Leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; Travel bags;
Travelling bags; Umbrellas
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 05, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2012

For Sleeping bags
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Feb. 05, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2012

For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Footwear; Hosiery
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Feb. 05, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CT Outdoor L.L.C. Address CT Outdoor L.L.C. 4448 S 2700 E Holladay UTAH 841243787 Legal
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6894-001
Examining Attorney   KHAN, ASMAT A
Mission IPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number | 85640275  
Application Filing Date | May 31, 2012  
Registration Number | 4285581  
Registration Date | Feb. 05, 2013  
Register | Principal  
Mark Type | Trademark  
Publication Date | Nov. 20, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Disclaimer | "IPA"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3998595

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | beers  
International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes  
US Classes | 45, 46, 48  
International Class Title | Light Beverages  
First Use | Aug. 28, 2009  
In Commerce | Aug. 28, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Mission Brewery, Inc.  
Address | Mission Brewery, Inc. 1441 L Street San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101

Legal Entity | CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | MISN.T008US

Examining Attorney | SINGH, TEJBIR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Nutritional supplements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Trademark Registration Renewed**

**Mark Literal(s)** SCIENCE THAT MAKES SENSE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85640323
- **Application Filing Date**: May 31, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4237852
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 06, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 21, 2012

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring nutritional supplements
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 1998
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 1998

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Cassh Holdings, LLC
- **Address**: Cassh Holdings, LLC 3305 N. Delaware Street Chandler ARIZONA 85225
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 753745.00008
- **Examining Attorney**: GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M

---

16270
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GOOSEBUMPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85640623</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2012</td>
<td>4427465</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3682293, 2019991, 3547510 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application featuring children's games and activities

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Sep. 01, 2009
In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Scholastic Inc.
Address: Scholastic Inc. 557 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10012
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 020843.0200

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
**Trademark Registration Renewed**

**Mark Literal(s)** YAMMY YAMMY

### Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 85643162 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jun. 05, 2012 |
| **Registration Number** | 4237871 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 06, 2012 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Aug. 21, 2012 |

### Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### Goods and Services Information

| **For** | Dolls; Plush dolls; Stuffed and plush toys |
| **International Classes** | 28 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Feb. 22, 2011 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 22, 2011 |

### Basis Information

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### Owner Information

| **Owner Name** | Beecrazee, Inc. |
| **Address** | Beecrazee, Inc. 7065 PARAMOUNT BLVD PICO RIVERA CALIFORNIA 90660 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA |

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| **Docket Number** | 7032TM14 |

### Examining Attorney

| **Examining Attorney** | CARROLL, DORITT |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GO AHEAD PLAY WITH YOUR FOOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85643200
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 05, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4369886
- **Registration Date**: Jul. 16, 2013
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 21, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 16, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: [Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Children's headwear; Hats;] Hooded sweat shirts; [Shirts; Socks; Sweat suits;] T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Beecrazee, Inc.
- **Address**: Beecrazee, Inc. 7065 PARAMOUNT BLVD PICO RIVERA CALIFORNIA 90660
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 7032TM13

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** METAbank

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85643314
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 05, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4382273
- **Registration Date**: Aug. 13, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: May 28, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Banking services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: META PLATFORMS, INC.
- **Address**: META PLATFORMS, INC. 1601 WILLOW ROAD MENLO PARK CALIFORNIA 94025
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1290159

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCDOWELL, MATTHEW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SCIENCECINEMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85645438 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2012 Registration Number 4250226
Registration Date Nov. 27, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring a search engine for video files highlighting leading-edge research produced by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) National Laboratories, other DOE research facilities, and the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 08, 2011 In Commerce Feb. 08, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U.S. Department of Energy Address U.S. Department of Energy GC-62, 6F-048 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. Washington D.C. 20585 Legal Entity FEDERAL AGENCY State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S-120,054

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** D

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the image of a stylized "D" superimposed on a fanciful design of arrows and swirls.  
**Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Cigars  
**International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17  
**International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles  
**First Use**: Dec. 2009  
**In Commerce**: Dec. 2009

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: M&D WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.  
**Address**: M&D WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. Dept. 16 1811 Spillman Drive BETHLEHEM PENNSYLVANIA 18015  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: US61/D&DDES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** UNHOLY COCKTAIL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 85645463
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 07, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4264680
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 25, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 09, 2012

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Cigars
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Sep. 2009
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2009

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: M&D WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
- **Address**: M&D WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 1911 SPILLMAN DRIVE DEPT. 16 BETHLEHEM PENNSYLVANIA 18015
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: US61/UNHOLYC

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, RONALD G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** COQUI EL ORIGINAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85646072</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 07, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4419457</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 2013</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 04, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "EL ORIGINAL" |
| Translation | The English translation of "COQUI" in the mark is "TREE FROG". |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | On-line retail and retail store services featuring jewelry |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Apr. 09, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 14, 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Natalio Barquet, Inc. |
| Address | Natalio Barquet, Inc. 200 Calle de la Fortaleza San Juan PUERTO RICO 009011611 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | PUERTO RICO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 103094-0102 |
| Examining Attorney | FLOWERS, JAY K |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DO MORE.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 85648818
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 11, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4411906
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 01, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 30, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 25, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: manufacture of conduits, struts, bridge hangers and fiberglass housings to the order and specification of others
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: Jan. 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Champion Fiberglass, Inc.
- **Address**: Champion Fiberglass, Inc. 6400 Spring Stuebner Road Spring Texas 77389
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: E9479.B63815

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) A SMART PLACE TO BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85651367 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4279746
Registration Date Jan. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit unions
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 2011 In Commerce Feb. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PEACH STATE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION Address PEACH STATE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 1505 Lakes Parkway, Suite 100 LAWRENCEVILLE GEORGIA 30043 Legal Entity FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK Literal(s)
GET THE POWER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

#### Standard Character Claim
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

#### Mark Drawing Type
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For
Providing information and consulting in the field of recycling and sorting equipment and systems

#### International Classes
40 - Primary Classes

#### US Classes
100, 103, 106

#### International Class Title
Material

#### Treatment
First Use: Sep. 01, 2012
In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

#### Owner Name
CP Manufacturing, Inc.

#### Address
CP Manufacturing, Inc. 6795 Calle de Linea San Diego CALIFORNIA 62154

#### Legal Entity
CORPORATION

#### State or Country Where Organized
CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

#### Docket Number
CP-001TM

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Exposing Attorney: ZAK, HENRY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GRIPMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85653752 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2012 Registration Number 4237888
Registration Date Nov. 06, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylised lettering "GRIPMAX". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; Automobile wheel shields; Casings for pneumatic tires; Inner tubes; Patches for repairing inner tubes; Pneumatic tyres and inner tubes for motorcycles; Spare tire carriers for vehicles; Structural parts for airplanes; Tire pumps; Tire retreading caps; Tire tubes for vehicles; ] Tires; [ Tires for children's bicycles; Treads for retreading tires for civil engineering vehicles; Treads for retreading tyres; Tubular tires; Tyre repair patches; ] Tyres [ and inner tubes ] for the wheels of forestry vehicles; [ Valves for vehicle tires; ] Wheels
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use May 08, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QINGDAO GRIP TYRE CO., LTD. Address QINGDAO GRIP TYRE CO., LTD. 1202-2-1, HAILI GARDEN, TONGAN ROAD QINGDAO CHINA 266000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ICE TEAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85654524 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2012 Registration Number 4330849
Registration Date May 07, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 19, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ICE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2233474

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing and advertising in the field of ice fishing and outdoor services and products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 1997 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Clam Corporation Address Clam Corporation 12135 Brockton Lane North Rogers MINNESOTA 55369 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15473119

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine THOMAS, JULIE


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85656830 Application Filing Date  Jun. 20, 2012 Registration Number  4282856
Registration Date Jan. 29, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Nov. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a dolphin to the left of a pinwheel, two candles and arch designs. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  water chillers; Chillers for machine tools; heat pipe heat exchangers; panel air conditioners; Industrial chillers; precision chillers, namely, chillers for photoelectric semiconductors; [ freezers; ] thermoelectric module air conditioners; cooling air dryers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wexten Precise Industries Co., Ltd. Address  Wexten Precise Industries Co., Ltd.  No. 2, Ln. 495, Guozhong Rd., Dali Dist. Taichung City 41260 TAIWAN Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  73496.052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FREAKS!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the term &quot;FREAKS!&quot; written in a stylized font where the bottom portion of each letter and exclamation point (&quot;!&quot;) is dark shaded and outlined and the top portion of each letter is mottled with specs with a light and outlined background. The letters &quot;REAKS&quot; along with the &quot;!&quot; are all slightly smaller in size from the letter &quot;F&quot; and the mark is written in such a way as to appear to go up from the lower left hand corner diagonally to the top right hand corner.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises; adult novelty items, namely, dildos; adult masturbation sleeves that allow for the discreet collection of human sperm |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | Sep. 21, 2011 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 21, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shubin, Steve A. |
| Address | 300 Texas Longhorn Trail Dripping Springs TEXAS 78620 |

| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | ILFO034US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FREAKS!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85660107 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4283025
Registration Date Jan. 29, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises; adult novelty items namely dildos; adult masturbation sleeves that allow for the discreet collection of human sperm
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 21, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shubin, Steve A. Address Shubin, Steve A. 300 Texas Longhorn Trail Dripping Springs TEXAS 78620
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ILFO033US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
ROSAPENE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "Rosapene" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 954525
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Feb. 24, 2012
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 954525
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 24, 2012
- **Foreign Country/Registration County**: NEW ZEALAND
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 24, 2022

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Cosmetic reparations for care, treatment and beautification of the skin, [scalp, nails, and hair; cosmetics; essential oils;] cosmetic rosehip oil

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
**International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently **44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Trilogy Natural Products Limited
- **Address**: Trilogy Natural Products Limited, Level 6, Chelsea House, 85 Fort Street, Auckland Central, NEW ZEALAND, 1010
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW ZEALAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: AJP-0104

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
SHUTTERSTOCK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85660492
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 25, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4286040
- **Registration Date**: Feb. 05, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 20, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "SHUTTERSTOCK" in which the letter "O" consists of two stylized brackets. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0046367/1243504
- **International Registration Number**: 1243504
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3084900

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Licensing of intellectual property, namely, reproduction rights for images, photographs, stock photographs, archival photographs, art reproductions, film, video, animation, graphic designs, clip art, news images, audio data and illustrations; licensing of images, photographs, stock photographs, archival photographs, art reproductions, film, video, animation, graphic designs, clip art, news images, audio data and illustrations to others via computer networks and global communications networks; licensing of films, video, visual content and audiovisual content for others; all of the foregoing for use in the fields of electronic and print publishing, graphic design, advertising, product packaging, multimedia, film, television and live performances

- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: May 02, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 02, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SHUTTERSTOCK, INC.
- **Address**: SHUTTERSTOCK, INC. 350 Fifth Avenue, 21st Floor New York NEW YORK 10118
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 128460-29
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VOCALINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85660502</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 25, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4286042</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2013</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Language translation and interpretation services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | VOCALINK, LLC |
| Address | VOCALINK, LLC 10801 Mastin Boulevard, Suite 580 Overland Park KANSAS 66210 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 523092.5 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CASSIDY, COLLEEN MULCR |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** AGRUTEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3315408

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: thermoplastic sheeting for use in landfills and industry as lining for tanks and ponds
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber
- **Goods First Use**: Jan. 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: "AGRU" KUNSTSTOFFTECHNIK GESELLSCHAFT M.
- **Address**: "AGRU" KUNSTSTOFFTECHNIK GESELLSCHAFT M. ING.-PESENDORFER-STR. 31 BAD HALL AUSTRIA 4540
- **Legal Entity**: GMBH
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 032484
- **Examining Attorney**: MAI, TINA HSIN
TM 13827 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SHUTTERSTOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85660632 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4286055
Registration Date Feb. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SHUTTERSTOCK", in which the
letter "O" consists of two stylized brackets. The first 7 letters of the word, "SHUTTERSTOCK", to wit, "S", "H", "U",
"T", "T", "E" and "R" and the stylized "O" are red; the letters "S", "T", "C" and "K" are gray. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In
whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3084900

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Licensing of intellectual property, namely, reproduction rights for images, photographs, stock photographs, archival
photographs, art reproductions, film, video, animation, graphic designs, clip art, news images, audio data and illustrations;
licensing of images, photographs, stock photographs, archival photographs, art reproductions, film, video, animation, graphic
designs, clip art, news images, audio data and illustrations to others via computer networks and global communications
networks; licensing of films, video, visual content and audiovisual content for others; all of the foregoing for use in the fields
of electronic and print publishing, graphic design, advertising, product packaging, multimedia, film, television and live
performances
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal
services First Use May 02, 2012 In Commerce May 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHUTTERSTOCK, INC. Address SHUTTERSTOCK, INC. 350 Fifth Avenue, 21st Floor New York
NEW YORK 10118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 128460-30
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE

16293
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SAFEPOCKET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wallets
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 31, 2006
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2006

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Product and Marketing Development LLC
- **Address**: Product and Marketing Development LLC 6206 Sweet Clover Lane, Caledonia, MICHIGAN 49316
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SUM006 T300

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE NEXT BIG THING JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT SMALLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85663229 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4415749
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 20, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 15, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Cartoon prints ]
For Audio recordings featuring music; Children's educational music CDs and DVDs; Compact discs featuring music; Sound recordings featuring music
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 08, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 13, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FULP, CHARLES Address FULP, CHARLES 1300 NORTH LUMINA AVENUE WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH NORTH CAROLINA 28480 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00011-NEXTB

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TY-GARD 2000

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85664970
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 29, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4291894
- **Registration Date**: Feb. 19, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 04, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1375855

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: HIGH TENSILE PLASTIC SHEETS USED AS A LOAD RETAINING BULKHEADING MATERIAL FOR GENERAL FREIGHT
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber
- **Goods First Use**: Dec. 31, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: WALNUT INDUSTRIES, INC.
- **Address**: WALNUT INDUSTRIES, INC. 1356 ADAMS ROAD BENSELEM PENNSYLVANIA 19020
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 008046.00060
- **Examining Attorney**: ZAK, HENRY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TY-PATCH 2000

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85664982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 29, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4291895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2868828 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>HIGH TENSILE PLASTIC SHEETS USED AS A LOAD RETAINING BULKHEADING MATERIAL FOR GENERAL FREIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name      | WALNUT INDUSTRIES, INC. |
| Address         | WALNUT INDUSTRIES, INC. 1356 ADAMS ROAD BENSELEM PENNSYLVANIA 19020 |
| Legal Entity    | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized          | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>008046.00061</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>ZAK, HENRY S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RARE DISEASE CHAMPION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85666672
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 02, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4413114
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 08, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 23, 2013

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “RARE DISEASE”

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Charitable fundraising services for promoting research, education and other activities relating to rare diseases
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Uplifting Athletes, Inc.
- **Address**: Uplifting Athletes, Inc. 8 Atkinson Drive Unit 574, Doylestown, PENNSYLVANIA 18901
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 99994-0341

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLD, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WBI ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85667312  Application Filing Date  Jul. 02, 2012  Registration Number  4291992  Registration Date  Feb. 19, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Dec. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Managing the production and operations of natural gas properties for others; energy management services, namely, operation of pipelines, natural gas dehydration systems, compressor stations, metering stations, and energy facilities for others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jun. 29, 2012  In Commerce  Jun. 29, 2012  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999

For Pipeline maintenance services; construction planning; construction of natural gas dehydration systems, natural gas compressor stations, metering stations, and energy facilities; construction project management services; pipeline laying, construction and maintenance
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Jun. 29, 2012  In Commerce  Jun. 29, 2012  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999

For Transmission of gas through pipelines; Storage, distribution, and transportation of liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, natural gas liquids and oil
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage  First Use  Jun. 29, 2012  In Commerce  Jun. 29, 2012  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as
early as 03/00/1999

For Generation of power through operation of pipelines, natural gas dehydration systems, compressor stations, metering stations and energy facilities for others; oil production services; gas production services; processing of natural gas, natural gas liquids, and oil

International Classes  40  - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  Jun. 29, 2012  In Commerce  Jun. 29, 2012  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999

For Gas meter reading and data analysis; pipeline inspection services; design of pipelines, natural gas dehydration systems, natural gas compressor stations, gas metering stations, and energy facilities

International Classes  42  - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Jun. 29, 2012  In Commerce  Jun. 29, 2012  Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999  Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/00/1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  MDU Resources Group, Inc.  Address  MDU Resources Group, Inc.  1200 WEST CENTURY AVENUE BISMARCK  NORTH DAKOTA  58503  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  124152-4000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LATTUCA, FRANK J
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AND SERVICES

Serial Number 85668159 Application Filing Date Jul. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4292044 Registration Date Feb. 19, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 04, 2012

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Disclaimer "SERVICES"

For Electrical contractor services; Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment; Installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use; Plumbing contractor services; Repair and installation services, namely, the installation of heating, cooling and environmental control systems primarily using solar energy, renewable energy resources and rainwater


Currently Use Yes

Owner Name ALEXA AIR, INC. Address ALEXA AIR, INC. 5010 North Cortez Avenue TAMPA FLORIDA 33614

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PACIFIC STANDARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
**Serial Number** 85670377  **Application Filing Date** Jul. 06, 2012  **Registration Number** 4426379  **Registration Date** Oct. 29, 2013  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Dec. 04, 2012  **Notice of Allowance Date** Jan. 29, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Alcoholic beverages except beers  **International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 47, 49  **International Class Title** Wines and Spirits  **First Use** May 31, 2012  **In Commerce** May 31, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** GP Wine Works LLC  **Address** GP Wine Works LLC 100 St. Helena Hwy South  St. Helena  CALIFORNIA 94574  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DATA RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85671615 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4300849 Registration Date Mar. 12, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 25, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DATA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4226142, 4226143, 4226144 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building construction and construction management services; consulting services in the field of data center construction and construction operations; construction services, namely, planning and developing a lay out for the construction of data center buildings; and real estate development and redevelopment services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jul. 2010 In Commerce Jul. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DATA FOUNDRY, LLC Address DATA FOUNDRY, LLC 4100 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD AUSTIN TEXAS 78744 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SONGS OF FAITH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85672320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4427498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Principal Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 26, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SONGS"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Song books
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 19, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: McKenzie, Claudel B. 
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Double Oak Press
- **Address**: McKenzie, Claudel B. 60 Silvers Ave Jasper GEORGIA 30143
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OMEGAACTIV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85673835 Application Filing Date  Jul. 11, 2012 Registration Number  4427503 Registration Date  Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4031409

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional and food supplements containing Omega Fatty Acids; ingredients for nutritional and food supplements containing Omega Fatty Acids, namely, edible fish oils for medical purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use  Apr. 11, 2011 In Commerce  Apr. 11, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Omega Protein Corporation Address Omega Protein Corporation 2105 City West Blvd., Suite 500 Houston, TEXAS 77042 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  000321-0002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON TARGETED THERAPIES IN CANCER

**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number   | 85676264 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 13, 2012 | Registration Number | 4257812 | Registration Date | Dec. 11, 2012 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Trademark | Publication Date | Sep. 25, 2012 |

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

**Related Properties Information**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4167116, 4123331

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** Publications, namely, magazines, journals, newsletters, monographs, articles, and printed supplements to such printed publications in the fields of oncology, medicine, and healthcare


**For** Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines, journals, newsletters, and articles in the field of oncology, medicine, and healthcare


**For** Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, journals, newsletters, and articles in the field of oncology, medicine, and healthcare


**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | INTELLISPHERE, LLC | Address | INTELLISPHERE, LLC 2 CLARKE DRIVE CRANBURY NEW JERSEY 08512 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**Examiner Information**

Examiner Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85677596 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4312263 Registration Date Apr. 02, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 15, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences and training programs in the fields of renewable energy and energy efficiency practices and technologies

For licensing of technology and intellectual property, namely, patents, trademarks, and software, in the field of energy
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 30, 1991 In Commerce Nov. 30, 1991

For basic and applied research and development in the areas of photovoltaics, wind energy, concentrating solar power, geothermal, electricity infrastructure, building efficiency, biomass, hydrogen vehicles and fuel cells, advanced vehicles and fuels, biosciences, chemical and materials science, energy systems integration and computational science; development of new technology for others in the areas of photovoltaics, wind energy, concentrating solar power, geothermal, electricity infrastructure, building efficiency, biomass, hydrogen vehicles and fuel cells, advanced vehicles and fuels, biosciences, chemical and materials science, energy systems integration and computational science
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 16, 1991 In Commerce Sep. 16, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U.S. Department of Energy Address U.S. Department of Energy GC-62, Room 6F-048 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. Washington D.C. 20585 Legal Entity FEDERAL AGENCY State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) C4H

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85681343 Application Filing Date  Jul. 19, 2012  Registration Number  4398717  Registration Date Sep. 10, 2013  Principal Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jun. 25, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects for U.S. military, first responders, their families and others in need

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Apr. 08, 2012  In Commerce  Apr. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  COMPANIONS FOR HEROES  Address  COMPANIONS FOR HEROES  501 Gloucester Street, Suite 102  Brunswick  GEORGIA  31520  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  37492.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CALIFORNIA INFINITY
HARMONY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85685816 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4351594 Registration Date Jun. 11, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 15, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CALIFORNIA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3942268, 3942177

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Red wine; Red wines; Sparkling fruit wine; Sparkling grape wine; Sparkling wines; Still wines; Table wines; White wine; Wine; Wines; Wines and liqueurs; Wines and sparkling wines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Infinity Winery Corporation DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA California Infinity Winery Address Infinity Winery Corporation 260 Newport Center Dr., 3rd Floor Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92660 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCY, AMY ALFIERI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TWIST. POUR. DIP.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85686829 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4429717 Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 01, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 26, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Salsa

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRITO-LAY NORTH AMERICA, INC. Address FRITO-LAY NORTH AMERICA, INC.  7701 Legacy Drive Plano TEXAS 75024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SONNEBORN, TRICIA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NEXTFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85687500 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2012 Registration Number 4404549 Registration Date Sep. 17, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 06, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 01, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Safety seats for infants and children for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 01, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARTSANA S.P.A. Address ARTSANA S.P.A. Via Saldarini Catelli, 1 Grandate (Como) ITALY 22070
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2709026US1AT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  SCS RMC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85691303 Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2012 Registration Number  4316502 Registration Date  Apr. 09, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Jan. 22, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3852977, 3899065, 2039935 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business services, namely, facilities management of the technical operations of environmental control measures by means of an online system that allows users to view, program, operate computer-based information systems including software, hardware and communication devices to provide secure data access, to command and automate equipment, sensors, security cameras, GPS locations, and meters, to scrutinize data, to provide customized alerts, reports and analysis with electronic devices for facilities management

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STEARNS, CONRAD AND SCHMIDT, CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC. Address  STEARNS, CONRAD AND SCHMIDT, CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC. 3900 Kilroy Airport Way, Suite 100 Long Beach CALIFORNIA  908066816 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NATURE-THROID

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 85697781 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2012 Registration Number 4416987
Registration Date Oct. 15, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 30, 2013

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A semi oval above the word "NATURE" and below the word "THROID". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4160761

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Drug delivery agents in the form of tablets that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 28, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name RLC LABS, INC. Address RLC LABS, INC. 1850 Riverview Drive Phoenix ARIZONA 85034 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE MARK OF EXCELLENCE AWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85699358 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4409785
Registration Date Oct. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 16, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "THE MARK OF" with horizontal lines above and below, above the stylized wording "EXCELLENCE" over swirled lines above the stylized wording "AWARDS" with horizontal lines above and below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AWARDS" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of rental housing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 1993 In Commerce May 01, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RENTAL HOUSING ASSOCIATION, INC. Address SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RENTAL HOUSING ASSOCIATION, INC. 5675 RUFFIN RD., STE. 310 SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92123
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AKTANA

Serial Number 85700469 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4312952
Registration Date Apr. 02, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 15, 2013

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0031738/1135009 International Registration Number 1135009

For software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring, measuring, analyzing, and helping to improve sales

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 05, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2012

Currently Use Yes

Owner Name Aktana, Inc. Address Aktana, Inc. 207 Powell Street, Suite 800 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94102
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Docket Number 072457-10060

Examining Attorney DAHLING, KRISTIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ECODROP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85703173 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2012 Registration Number 4424077 Registration Date Oct. 29, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 13, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3729991, 3897649

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trimaco, Inc. Address Trimaco, Inc. 3800 East 91st Street Cleveland OHIO 44105 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36115-0212

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, SUSAN ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MESKLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 85704155 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 15, 2012 |
| Registration Number | 4316925 |
| Registration Date | Apr. 09, 2013 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Publication Date | Jan. 22, 2013 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The English translation of "meskla" in the mark is "ground".

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property** A0067378/1371795

**Registration Number** 1371795

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dips; Food package combinations consisting primarily of cheese, meat and/or processed fruit; Meat-based snack foods

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 46

**International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use** Dec. 31, 2010

**In Commerce** Dec. 31, 2010

**For** T-shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing

**First Use** Jul. 31, 2009

**In Commerce** Jul. 31, 2009

**For** Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**First Use** Apr. 01, 2009

**In Commerce** Apr. 01, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MESKLA ENTERPRISES LLC

**Address** MESKLA ENTERPRISES LLC 238 E. MARINE CORPS DRIVE, SUITE 202 HAGATNA GUAM 96910

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country** GUAM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 4211.02-005
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** LOGICAL SYSTEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> procurement, namely, purchasing control systems integration equipment, manufacturing and construction materials for others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> general construction contracting; construction management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Design of industrial automation and machine control systems for others, comprising computers and computer software, and consulting services in conjunction therewith; engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  LSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85705019  Application Filing Date  Aug. 16, 2012  Registration Number  4427604
Registration Date  Nov. 05, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The letters "LSI" in all capital letters with three horizontal bars positioned to the right thereof.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2657476, 2667467

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  procurement, namely, purchasing control systems integration equipment, manufacturing and construction materials for others  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Aug. 15, 1985  In Commerce  Aug. 15, 1985

For  general construction contracting; construction management  International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Aug. 15, 1985  In Commerce  Aug. 15, 1985

For  Design of industrial automation and machine control systems for others, comprising computers and computer software, and consulting services in conjunction therewith; engineering  International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Aug. 15, 1985  In Commerce  Aug. 15, 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LOGICAL SYSTEMS, LLC  Address  LOGICAL SYSTEMS, LLC  7950 Stage Hills Boulevard  Bartlett  TENNESSEE  38133  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CUSTOM BADASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85709358 Application Filing Date Aug. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4426519
Registration Date Oct. 29, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 28, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4043311

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic effect pedals for use with sound amplifiers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 28, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 28, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dunlop Manufacturing, Inc. Address Dunlop Manufacturing, Inc. 170 Industrial Way Benicia CALIFORNIA 94510 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PARTS MASTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85710892  
  **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 23, 2012  
  **Registration Number**: 4340050  
  **Registration Date**: May 21, 2013  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Publication Date**: Dec. 04, 2012  
  **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 29, 2013

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
  **Disclaimer**: "PARTS"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1621083, 1711515, 1963347 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Flashlights  
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34  
  **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus  
  **First Use**: Nov. 15, 2012  
  **In Commerce**: Nov. 15, 2012

**For**: [Hand tools for use in the repair, servicing and modification of land vehicles and marine craft, namely, screwdrivers; wrenches in the nature of open end, box end, ratchet-style, and socket wrenches; pliers; and bit drivers]  
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44  
  **International Class Title**: Hand Tools  
  **First Use**: Nov. 15, 2012  
  **In Commerce**: Nov. 15, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance, Inc.  
  **Address**: Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance, Inc. 2706 Treble Creek San Antonio  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS  
  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BEE GOOD TO YOUR LIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85710944 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4351668
Registration Date Jun. 11, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 13, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 08, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lip balm
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 05, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MADRE LABS, LLC Address MADRE LABS, LLC 17400 Laguna Canyon Rd., Suite 400 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 150.000-0292

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HAMILTON METALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85712722 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4382684
Registration Date Aug. 13, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "METALS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0034187/1153074 International Registration Number 1153074

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corrosion resistant alloy drill pipes of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium for use in well boring
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Sep. 1982 In Commerce Sep. 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENERGY ALLOYS GLOBAL SOLUTIONS - AMERICA Address ENERGY ALLOYS GLOBAL SOLUTIONS - AMERICA 1500 CITWEST BLVD., SUITE 700 HOUSTON TEXAS 77042 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
TM 13857 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CARE SELECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85713362 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4280018
Registration Date Jan. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "SELECT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3690173

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pest control

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Copesan Services, Inc. Address Copesan Services, Inc. W175 N5711 Technology Drive Menomonee Falls WISCONSIN 53051 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-11807

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLD, BARBARA A

16326
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SCORING LAB

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 85715110 Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 2012 Registration Number 4334151
Registration Date May 14, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 26, 2013

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylistic beaker, tilted to the right, shown as half full, with a dot centered at the bottom in the full portion and a dot to the right of the mouth of the beaker; all to the left of the word, "scoring", in a stylistic lowercase font, next to the word, "lab", in the same font, but starting from a higher position. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SCORING"

Related Properties Information
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4188302, 4217561

Goods and Services Information
For Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for simulation based training in the field of banking and financial institution management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name BANKERSLAB, INC. Address BANKERSLAB, INC. 1521 CONCORD PIKE #303 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number ScoringLb Lg

Examiner Information
Examiner Name KEAN, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MISSION BREWERY 1913 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 2007 SHIPWRECKED DOUBLE IPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85716662
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 29, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4353023
- **Registration Date**: Jun. 18, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 02, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "MISSION BREWERY 1913 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 2007 SHIPWRECKED DOUBLE IPA" with a torn flag in the middle of the wording featuring a skull with an eye patch and a cross with four arms of equal length to the right of the skull.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BREWERY 1913 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 2007" AND "DOUBLE IPA"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4250072, 3998595, 4031231

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: beers
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Dec. 02, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mission Brewery, Inc.
- **Address**: Mission Brewery, Inc. 1441 L Street San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: MISN.T010US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OLANDRIA, WARREN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TRAMMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85716925 Application Filing Date  Aug. 30, 2012 Registration Number  4331538
Registration Date  May 07, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 19, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1366113, 3425006

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sulfuric acid, sulfur, [ diammonium phosphate, monoammonium phosphate, ammonium polyphosphate, granular phosphate, phosphate rock,] fertilizers, [ urea fertilizers, ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, ] anhydrous ammonia, [ potash, potassium chloride, potassium nitrate, phosphoric acid, magnesium oxide, borax pentahydrate, cumene, ethylene, butadiene, propylene, styrene, and toluene ]
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use  Apr. 1973 In Commerce  Apr. 1973
For  [ Coal, ] petroleum coke [, butane fuel, isobutane fuel, benzene fuel, paraxylene fuel, methanol fuel, ethanol fuel, xylene, orthoxylene, raffinate, raffinate-l ]
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15 International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels
First Use  Feb. 1987 In Commerce  Feb. 1987

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TRAMMO, INC. Address  TRAMMO, INC. 12th Floor 8 West 40th Street New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  91339.00033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MEIER, SHARON A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PIZZA RING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;PIZZA&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant services; Delicatessens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2000 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Pizza Ring Corporation Address</th>
<th>Pizza Ring Corporation 111 Elm St. Somerville MASSACHUSETTS 02144 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SWIFT, GILBERT M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PACTERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85718464 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2012 Registration Number 4324205
Registration Date Apr. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 05, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outsourcing in the field of information technology; Outsourcing in the field of research and development, namely, product globalization, software product testing, hardware device testing and mobile technology; Outsourcing in the field of business process solutions; Business consulting service in the field of information technology
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 09, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. Address PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. BUILDING C-4, NO. 66 XIXIAOKOU ROAD HAIDIAN DISTRICT BEIJING CHINA 100192 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: PACTERA
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Consulting in the field of information technology
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Nov. 09, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 09, 2012

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD.
- **Address**: PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. BUILDING C-4, NO. 66 XIXIAOKOU ROAD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, CHINA 100192
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CAYMAN ISLANDS

**Examinining Attorney**

- **Examineer Attorney**: KHAN, ASMAT A
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)

**NATURE'S TOUCH**

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3685774, 2526366, 3755614 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | tea-based beverages; tea |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | May 07, 2012 |
| In Commerce | May 07, 2012 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Kwik Trip, Inc. |
| Address | Kwik Trip, Inc. 1626 Oak Street La Crosse WISCONSIN 546022107 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WISCONSIN |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 051456-0225 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POOLHOST.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85724189 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2012 Registration Number  4413356
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to access applications that create and manage sports pools
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jun. 13, 2002 In Commerce  Jun. 13, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PoolHost.com Address  PoolHost.com B148 12340 Seal Beach Blvd. Seal Beach CALIFORNIA  90740 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13-27203

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BIOS GOLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85724937</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2012</td>
<td>4427749</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GOLD"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Olive oils
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2009
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Olybio Foods Best of Nature, Inc.
- **Address**: Olybio Foods Best of Nature, Inc. 5990 W. Touhy Avenue, Niles, ILLINOIS 60714
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
LONDON INTERNATIONAL AWARDS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85726090
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 11, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4427754
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2013

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "INTERNATIONAL AWARDS"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing incentives to individuals and companies to demonstrate excellence in the field of advertising, marketing and communications through the issuance of awards
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2003

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: INTERNATIONAL AWARDS, INC.
- **Address**: INTERNATIONAL AWARDS, INC. 2 BAY CLUB DRIVE APT 3J BAYSIDE NEW YORK 113602919
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: IAWA-1157448

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOLTZ, ALLISON A
Case Code

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85729002
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 14, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4404919
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 17, 2013
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 01, 2013

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Human resource services, namely, facilitating electronic communications for individuals to contact attorneys or law firms in regards to the individual's court case, all in the nature of providing email services and electronic data transmission services to individuals so that they may electronically contact attorneys and law firms regarding their court cases
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: May 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: The Legal Network, Inc.
- **Address**: The Legal Network, Inc. 207 W. Broad St. Statesville NORTH CAROLINA 28677
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** U&F-BOOST!

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85730715</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4377717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 12, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 07, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bacteria tablets for water treatment |
| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 |
| International Class Title | Chemicals |
| First Use | Jan. 25, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 25, 2012 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | BIOMICROBICS, INC. |
| Address | BIOMICROBICS, INC. 16002 W. 110TH ST. LENEXA KANSAS 66219 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KANSAS |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 060873446931 |

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AYALA, LOURDES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LITHICHROME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85731809 Application Filing Date Sep. 18, 2012 Registration Number 4424223
Registration Date Oct. 29, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 13, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Solvent-based colorants for use on stone statuary, tombstones, and memorial markers; solvent-based colorant dispersions for use in surface coating compositions; solvent-based penetrating sealer coatings for use on stone statuary, tombstones, and memorial markers; solvent-based clear stone sealer coatings
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Jan. 01, 1936 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1936

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Precision Mastermade Paints, Inc., Cleveland Lithichrome Division of Address Precision Mastermade Paints, Inc., Cleveland Lithichrome Division of 8040 East Alliance Parkway Joplin MO 648047961 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEIER, SHARON A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SINISTER MINISTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85733365
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 19, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4408435
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 24, 2013
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 26, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 23, 2013

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing wedding officiant services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: JUST BE REAL LLC
- **Address**: JUST BE REAL LLC 3700 W FLAMINGO ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89103
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85735273 Application Filing Date  Sep. 21, 2012 Registration Number  4353161 Registration Date  Jun. 18, 2013 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a cat design primarily white with black outlining and brown shading, a beige bandage on the forehead of the cat, green eyes, yellow fang, blue shading over the right eye, a purple sling holding the right arm, a beige bandage over on the left front foot, the neck and the tail, the right arm of the cat in a purple sling, and gray spikes coming out of the tail. The cat is sitting on a black chest with blue shading and the chest is situated in a brown mound of dirt with a few green strands of grass in the dirt. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) white, black, blue, brown, green, purple, gray, yellow and beige is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Entertainment Services, namely, a glow in the dark miniature golf course, video game arcade, redemption game arcade, namely, an amusement arcade featuring games that dispense tickets which may be redeemed for prizes, and conducting birthday parties

International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment First Use   May 2004 In Commerce   May 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TRY PLAN B, LLC Address   TRY PLAN B, LLC 3700 W. FLAMINGO ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89103 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85735294</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2012</td>
<td>4353162</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the design of a clown. The clown has orange and yellow flaming ears, a blue and purple hat with a light blue glowing pom pom at the top and a green brim. The clown's face and teeth are a shade of blue, the clown has red lips and tongue, a red nose, green eyes with black details, dark blue and dark black shading around the eyes and red accents are around the entire head.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Claimed** The color(s) blue, light blue, red, green, purple, yellow, black and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Entertainment Services, namely, a glow in the dark miniature golf course, video game arcade, redemption game arcade, namely, an amusement arcade featuring games that dispense tickets which may be redeemed for prizes and conducting birthday parties |
| International Classes | 41 | Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | May 2004 |
| In Commerce | May 2004 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** TRY PLAN B, LLC
**Address** TRY PLAN B, LLC 3700 W. FLAMINGO ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89103
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TSNN TRADE SHOW NEWS NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85736615 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 24, 2012 | Registration Number | 4427816 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 05, 2013 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2013 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "TSNN" is orange with a slight reflection of the bottom portion of the letters below, next to the words "Trade Show News Network" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRADE SHOW NEWS NETWORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line directory information service featuring information regarding upcoming trade shows, meetings, seminars, and exhibitions, that promotes the trade shows, meetings, seminars, and exhibitions of others by providing links to the websites of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 1995 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trade Show News Network, Inc. Address Trade Show News Network, Inc. Suite 180 175 N. Patrick Blvd Brookfield WISCONSIN 53045 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EBP SUPPLY SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85737340  Application Filing Date  Sep. 25, 2012  Registration Number  4404655
Registration Date  Sep. 17, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 02, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date  May 28, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SUPPLY SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Maintenance and/or repair of janitorial equipment, warewash systems, and laundry dispensing systems  International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Oct. 15, 2012  In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  IMPERIAL BAG & PAPER CO. LLC  Address  IMPERIAL BAG & PAPER CO. LLC  255 ROUTE 1 AND 9  JERSEY CITY  NEW JERSEY  07306  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  26809.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EBP SUPPLY SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85737346 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4404656
Registration Date Sep. 17, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 02, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date May 28, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "EBP" in uppercase, stylized lettering, under which are the words "SUPPLY SOLUTIONS" in upper and lower case stylized lettering, and above which is a line that slightly curves over the top of the "E" in "EBP" and ends in an arrow facing the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUPPLY SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintenance and/or repair of janitorial equipment, warewash systems, and laundry dispensing systems

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMPERIAL BAG & PAPER CO. LLC Address IMPERIAL BAG & PAPER CO. LLC 255 ROUTE 1 AND 9 JERSEY CITY NEW JERSEY 07306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26809.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
Mark Literal(s) EBP SUPPLY SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85737347 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4415936
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 02, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date May 28, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "EBP" in upper case, stylized lettering, under which are the words "SUPPLY SOLUTIONS" in upper and lower case stylized lettering, and above which is a line that slightly curves over the top of the "E" in "EBP" and ends in an arrow facing the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUPPLY SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distributorship services in the field of commercial paper products and packaging, disposable kitchen and health care supplies, cleaning supplies, commercial kitchen supplies, and equipment to end users in the industrial, health care, janitorial, and food service industries

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMPERIAL BAG & PAPER CO. LLC Address IMPERIAL BAG & PAPER CO. LLC 255 ROUTE 1 AND 9 JERSEY CITY NEW JERSEY 07306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26809.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HOLSTON'S KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85739664 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4427828
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 14, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HOLSTON'S" underlined and above the word "KITCHEN", which is flanked by two shaded circles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 12, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KBS Amusements, Inc. Address KBS Amusements, Inc. 812 Parkway, STE 105 Gatlinburg TENNESSEE 377383220 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68237.M1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
PLYMOUTH MEETING MALL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85741608</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2012</td>
<td>4349505</td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2013</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Acquired</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>“MALL”</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** SHOPPING CENTER SERVICES, NAMELY, LEASING AND MANAGEMENT OF SHOPPING CENTER SPACE; REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, LEASING AND MANAGEMENT OF OFFICE SPACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SHOPPING CENTERS, NAMELY, OPERATING SHOPPING CENTER SPACE FOR SELLERS AND CONSUMERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF LESSEES OF SHOPPING CENTERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, AUDIO AND VISUAL PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND THROUGH A VARIETY OF MEANS [ AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** [ COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY, MOBILE PHONES, PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS, AND HANDHELD COMPUTERS TO BE USED WITH SATELLITE AND GPS NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR THE PROVISION AND RENDERING OF MAPS, TENANT LISTINGS, AND RELATED INFORMATION CONCERNING RETAIL AND DINING ESTABLISHMENTS LOCATED WITHIN SHOPPING CENTERS AND TO ENABLE THE TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION, DATA, AND SALES OFFERS FOR BUSINESS AT SHOPPING CENTERS ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>May 25, 2011</td>
<td>May 25, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  PLYMOUTH GROUND ASSOCIATES LP  
**Composed of**  PLYMOUTH GROUND ASSOCIATES LLC, A PENNSYLVANIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Address**  PLYMOUTH GROUND ASSOCIATES LP  
One Commerce Square, Suite 1000  2005 Market Street  PHILADELPHIA  PENNSYLVANIA  19103  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

**State or Country Where Organized**  PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  541137

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GODFREY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85743843 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4404669
Registration Date Sep. 17, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 12, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word “GODFREY” in black followed by a
right-facing chevron, blue on one side, black on the other, with a white highlight. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) black, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In
part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "GODFREY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising agencies; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Nov. 01, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Godfrey Advertising Inc. Address Godfrey Advertising Inc. 40 N. Christian Street Lancaster
PENNSYLVANIA 17602 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 29135-0012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M

16350
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COOL NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85744639 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4342350
Registration Date May 28, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation and repair of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 16, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALEXA AIR, INC. Address ALEXA AIR, INC. 5010 North Cortez Avenue TAMPA FLORIDA 33614
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TALL TAILS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85744961 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4429853
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 18, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0034590/1156335 International
Registration Number 1156335

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pet blankets
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 25, 2013
In Commerce Jul. 25, 2013

For Beds for household pets; pet cushions; pillows for household pets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jul. 25, 2013 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 3T BRANDS, INC. Address 3T BRANDS, INC. 172 SOUTH BROADWAY WHITE PLAINS NEW YORK 10605 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 306943-US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CROKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85745810 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2012 Registration Number 4378966
Registration Date Aug. 06, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 21, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CROKER" in capital letters situated
inside a diamond-shaped outline. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fire prevention consultation; Consultation services in the nature of developing fire safety action plans for businesses
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal
services First Use Jun. 13, 1975 In Commerce Jun. 13, 1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Croker Fire Drill Corporation Address Croker Fire Drill Corporation 235 Brooksite Drive Hauppauge
NEW YORK 11788 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13425-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PMBUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85748498</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 08, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4402671</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Sep. 17, 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Collective Membership Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letters &quot;PMBUS&quot; with a vertical oval outline on the &quot;BUS&quot; portion and a crescent shaped design intertwined with the &quot;M&quot; and extending into the oval outline under the &quot;BU&quot; letters. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Indicating membership in Power Management Bus Implementers Forum |
| International Classes | 200 |
| US Classes | 200 - Primary Classes |
| US Class Title | U.S. Classification of Collective Membership Marks |
| First Use | Oct. 05, 2004 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 05, 2004 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | System Management Interface Forum, Inc. |
| Address | System Management Interface Forum, Inc. Suite 130 501 W. President George Bush Highway Richardson TEXAS 750801141 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | SMIF200TMUS |
| Examining Attorney | MURRAY, DAVID T |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BAR FLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85755696</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4391032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bicycle parts, namely, [ handle bars ] [, seats, pedals, ] [ and ] accessory mounts for bicycles |
| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 15, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | AMERICAN CYCLE SYSTEMS, INC. |
| Address | AMERICAN CYCLE SYSTEMS, INC. 230 E. Pomona Avenue Monrovia CALIFORNIA 91016 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 101-2 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | REIHNER, DAVID C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BEE CITY USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85759534  Application Filing Date: Oct. 22, 2012  Registration Number: 4375146
Registration Date: Jul. 30, 2013  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: May 14, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "BEE" AND "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public interest and awareness in pollinator friendly habitats, promoting public interest and awareness in the keeping of honey bees, and promoting public awareness of the need for bee friendly habitats; promoting the interest of local beekeepers by encouraging governments to collaborate with local beekeeping chapters to celebrate and raise awareness of the contribution honey bees and other pollinators make to the world by promoting pollinator-friendly habitats and beekeeping in urban and suburban communities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: THE XERCES SOCIETY, INC.  Address: THE XERCES SOCIETY, INC. 628 NE Broadway, Suite 200 Portland OREGON 97232
Legal Entity: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: XRS 404

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BUNCH, TASHIA AUNGELIK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) 10 STRAWBERRY STREET
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  9198-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  AUNT BESSIE'S EST. 1958
FINEST QUALITY MEATS RIBLETS PORK
RIBLETS GREAT APPETIZER OR ENTREE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85761227  Application Filing Date  Oct. 02, 2012  Registration Number   4424287
Registration Date  Oct. 29, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 13, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "AUNT BESSIE'S" in red and outlined in black and "EST . 1958" in red all in a white rectangle outlined in black; below is a red banner outlined in white containing the stylized words "FINEST QUALITY MEATS" in white, below that is the stylized words "RIBLETS" in red and outlined in white and black inside of a yellow and tan rectangle outlined in red and black with the wording "PORK RIBLETS" in white on a black band; below that is the wording "GREAT APPETIZER OR ENTREE!" in white on the left side of the package. Six pork riblets in brown and black and three red and yellow tomatoes are on a black and silver grill with orange coals on the right hand side of the package with a banner in gold color and outlined in brown; the left side of the mark has a red background and the entire mark is outlined with a white and black rectangle.  Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) white, yellow, red, gold, brown, orange, silver, black and tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "EST. 1958 FINEST QUALITY MEATS RIBLETS PORK RIBLETS GREAT APPETIZER OR ENTREE!" AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF RIBLETS AND TOMATOES  Name Portrait Consent  The name "Aunt Bessie" does not identify a living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2626024, 3518217, 2051556 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pork; pork ribs; meat; frozen entrees consisting primarily of meat; prepare entrees consisting primarily of meat; packaged entrees consisting primarily of meat; frozen meat, namely, pork
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Jul. 20, 2012  In Commerce  Jul. 20, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   C.K.F. Foods, Inc. 
Address   C.K.F. Foods, Inc. 1204 W Northwest Hwy Palatine ILLINOIS 60067
Legal Entity   CORPORATION 
State or Country Where Organized   ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   309822-30

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LUCILLE INDIA PALE ALE UNFILTERED DRAFTBEER SEATTLE GEORGETOWN BREWING CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85761351 Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4427897 Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "UNFILTERED DRAFT BEER Lucille INDIA PALE ALE SEATTLE GEORGETOWN BREWING CO." inside concentric oval designs. A single five-pointed star design appears between the wording "UNFILTERED DRAFT BEER" and "Lucille". The wording "UNFILTERED DRAFT BEER" curves beneath the top portion of the innermost oval and "GEORGETOWN BREWING CO." curves along the bottom portion of the innermost oval. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer. "UNFILTERED DRAFT BEER", "INDIA PALE ALE", "SEATTLE" OR "GEORGETOWN BREWING CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Apr. 19, 2010 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shortround Corporation Address Shortround Corporation 5200 Denver Ave S Seattle WASHINGTON 98108 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) Pactera

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85761591 Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4324536
Registration Date Apr. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 05, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "PACTERA" in the color blue and two horizontal triangles in the color red forming an arrow or flag shape design extending from the upper right corner of the letter "t" through to the end of the letter "e". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outsourcing in the field of information technology; Outsourcing in the field of research and development, namely, product globalization, software product testing, hardware device testing and mobile technology; Outsourcing in the field of business process solutions; Business consulting service in the field of information technology
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 09, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. Address PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. BUILDING C-4, NO. 66 XIXIAOKOU ROAD HAIDIAN DISTRICT BEIJING CHINA 100192 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 25833-6000
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PACTERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85761592 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 23, 2012 | Registration Number | 4324537 |
| Registration Date | Apr. 23, 2013 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Feb. 05, 2013 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "PACTERA" in the color blue and two horizontal triangles in the color red forming an arrow or flag shape design extending from the upper right corner of the letter "t" through to the end of the letter "e". | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of information technology
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Nov. 09, 2012 | In Commerce | Nov. 09, 2012 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. Address PACTERA TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL LTD. BUILDING C-4, NO. 66 XIXIAOKOU ROAD HAIDIAN DISTRICT BEIJING CHINA 100192 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, ASMAT A
**Trademark Registration Renewed**

**Mark Literal(s)** VELVET BY GRAHAM & SPENCER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0045281/1233746, A0033541/1150089
- **International Registration Number**: 1233746, 1150089
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3208030, 3300862, 3787913

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Retail store services, wholesale distributorship services, on-line retail store services, and telephone order services all in the fields of clothing, footwear, scarves, jewelry, watches, sunglasses, housewares, and leather goods

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 2005
- **In Commerce**: May 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Velvet, LLC
- **Address**: Velvet, LLC 3961 Landmark Street Culver City CALIFORNIA 90232
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 68635.01700

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ULRICH, NANCY G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK Literal(s)
AMERICAN BEVERAGE ASSOCIATION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number   | 85762100 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 24, 2012 | Registration Number | 4332080 | Registration Date | May 07, 2013 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Feb. 19, 2013 |

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “ASSOCIATION”
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of the non-alcoholic beverage industry

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business | First Use | Jul. 15, 2004 | In Commerce | Jul. 15, 2004 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: American Beverage Association
- **Address**: American Beverage Association 1275 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Ste. 1100 Washington D.C. 20004
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 12851.0004

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: IMAM, AMEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85763409 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2012 Registration Number 4427907
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0034548/1157440 International Registration Number 1157440

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Irrigation products, namely, electronic irrigation controllers used in residential and commercial irrigation systems, excluding motor controls and electrical distribution equipment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 1991 In Commerce 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Toro Company Address The Toro Company 8111 Lyndale Avenue South Bloomington MINNESOTA 55420 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 883TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THINK-ERCISE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85765175  Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2012  Registration Number 4357842
Registration Date Jun. 25, 2013  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 09, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational materials comprising puzzles, dice, colorful pieces of plastic for creating designs and printed cards sold as a unit
   For Children's interactive educational books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kolbe Corp DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Resources for the Gifted, Inc.  Address Kolbe Corp 2355 E. Camelback Road, Suite 610 Phoenix ARIZONA 85016  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ARFCOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85767301 Application Filing Date Oct. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4357893
Registration Date Jun. 25, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 09, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Appliques in the form of decals; Decals; Decorative decals for vehicle windows; Flags and pennants of paper; Magnetic bumper stickers


For Ammunition; Ammunition bags; Ammunition casings; Ammunition for firearms; Ammunition magazines and component parts for ammunition magazines; Automatic firearm ammunition belts; Belts adapted for ammunition; Cartridge belt filling machines; Cartridge belts; Cartridge pouches; Cartridge shot pouches; Case covers for firearms; Cases for large size ammunition; Component parts for pistols; Component parts for rifles; Component parts for shotguns; Covers for firearms; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching accessories to a firearm; Firearm hand guards; Firearm sights; Firearms; Gun and rifle cases; Gun barrels; Gun belts; Gun cases; Gun mounts; Gun stocks; Hand gun accessories, namely, belt clips for securing a gun without the use of a holster; Magazines for weapons; Mobile gun mounts; Muzzle breaks that screw onto a rifle barrel; Non-telescopic gun sights for firearms; Pistol cases; Rifle barrels; Rifle covers; Rifle hand grips; Rifle hand guards; Rifle magazine clamps; Rifle mounts; Rifle stocks; Shell belts; Shell casings; Shot belts; Shot pouches; Silencers for firearms; Weapon cases for firearms

International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Oct. 01, 2006 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2007

For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Belts; Body shirts; Button down shirts; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Capri pants; Cargo pants; Hunting pants; Hunting shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Pants; Shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sports shirts; T-shirts; Ties
**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** Oct. 01, 2006 **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** AR15.com LLC **Address** AR15.com LLC 6162 Route 96 Farmington NEW YORK 14425 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** BI-T83

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TORO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85769995 Application Filing Date  Nov. 02, 2012 Registration Number  4317277
Registration Date  Apr. 09, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Jan. 22, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The English translation of "TORO" in the mark is "bull".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0035560/1183440 International Registration Number  1183440 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1287819, 0755846, 0529845 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vehicles, namely, trucks, multi-purpose utility vehicles, lawn and garden tractors and structural parts of the foregoing International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  1920 In Commerce  1920

For  Outdoor landscape maintenance equipment and light earth working machinery, namely, mowers and riding lawn mowers and machines for grading, leveling, scarifying, slicing, aerating, boring, seeding, fertilizing, rolling, trenching and raking; suction type pick-up machines for leaves, grass cuttings and debris; power-operated turf and yard care machines, namely, aerators, stump grinders, log splitters, sweepers, mulchers, edgers, trimmers, sand trap and sports field groomers, blowers and combination blowers and vacuums for leaves and debris; greens roller machines for use on golf greens, tennis courts and bowling greens; snow throwers, snow removal machines, namely, snow blowers, snow plows, plow blades for snow plows and electric rotary snow brooms; turf and yard care machines, namely, vehicle-mounted, power-operated sprayers for applying fertilizers or pesticides to turf; top dressing machines, namely, vehicle-mounted mechanical spreaders for distributing dressing material upon turf; and structural parts of the foregoing International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  1914 In Commerce  1914

For  Irrigation equipment and components, namely, sprinklers, valves, spray nozzles, valve actuators, pressure regulators, water emitters for drip lines, plastic irrigation hoses, drip tape, spray heads, sprinkler nozzles, sprinkler supports and bases, drippers, emitters, soakers, sprinkler system filters, and replacement parts of the foregoing
Environmental Control Apparatus

For: Electronic controllers for irrigation systems, soil moisture sensors; electronic controllers for regulating soil moisture content; computer programs for calculating parameters of an irrigation system; control valves for regulating the flow of liquids, namely, water flow control valves; remote controls for irrigation systems; timers for use with irrigation systems; software that allows irrigation site managers to remotely view current operational information concerning irrigation controllers at various irrigation sites and remotely alter watering schedules.

Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: 1973
In Commerce: 1973

International Classes

11 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34

International Class Title

Electronic controllers for irrigation systems, soil moisture sensors; electronic controllers for regulating soil moisture content; computer programs for calculating parameters of an irrigation system; control valves for regulating the flow of liquids, namely, water flow control valves; remote controls for irrigation systems; timers for use with irrigation systems; software that allows irrigation site managers to remotely view current operational information concerning irrigation controllers at various irrigation sites and remotely alter watering schedules.

Environmental Control Apparatus

First Use: 1973
In Commerce: 1973

International Classes

9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title

Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

First Use: 1994
In Commerce: 1994

International Classes

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: The Toro Company
Address: The Toro Company 8111 Lyndale Avenue South  Bloomington MINNESOTA  55420
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 863TM

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: STEIN, JAMES W

16371
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SAVVYMMAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85773838 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2012 Registration Number 4420834
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultation services in the field of electronic mail and messaging services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Aug. 21, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2012

For Computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of e-mail and instant messaging services of others; computer services, namely spam filtering services in the nature of filtering of unwanted e-mails; computer virus scanning for protection and protection services; and messaging continuity services, in the nature of hosting electronic messaging services for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Aug. 21, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ITSAVVY LLC Address ITSAVVY LLC 313 SOUTH ROHLWING ROAD ADDISON ILLINOIS 60101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 205121-20

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SAVVYGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85773874 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2012 Registration Number 4383092
Registration Date Aug. 13, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 28, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of the repair of computer hardware associated with information technology (IT) systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 21, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2012
For Computer services, namely, remote monitoring and management of the information technology (IT) systems of others; computer services, namely, on-site management of information technology (IT) systems; professional computer services, namely, network analysis, LAN/WAN design, wireless engineering, virtualization and computer project management; consulting services in the fields of selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 21, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MT & ASSOCIATES LLC Address MT & ASSOCIATES LLC 313 SOUTH ROHLWING ROAD ADDISON ILLINOIS 60101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 205121-20/sa

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LOGOUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85775251 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 2012 Registration Number 4364301
Registration Date Jul. 09, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line ordering services featuring clothing with custom embroidered logos
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 07, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Logoup.com, Inc. Address Logoup.com, Inc. 2501 NW 34th Place #32 Pompano Beach FLORIDA 33069 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06031201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) REDWOLF ROCK.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85783206 Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2012 Registration Number  4367902
Registration Date  Jul. 16, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Apr. 30, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized words "REDWOLF ROCK.COM" to the right of a stylized wolf head. The head appears red as does the wording "RED" and ".COM", while the wording "WOLF" and "ROCK" appear grey. The color white represents background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ROCK.COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Excavation services; Maintenance and/or repair of backyard rock walls and retaining walls International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Mar. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kc Jepperson Llc DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Red Wolf Rock Walls Address  Kc Jepperson Llc  PO BOX 72  178 E 100 N WALLSBURG UTAH 84082 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEIPZIG, MARC J

16375
Dishwalla

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DISHWALLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85785901 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2012 Registration Number 4395180
Registration Date Sep. 03, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 18, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Compact discs featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 01, 1995 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dishwalla Composed of George Pendergast (USA), Scott Alexander (USA), James Wood (USA), Rodney Cravens (USA) Address Dishwalla 1481 Manzanita St Carpinteria CALIFORNIA 93013 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NANOHEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85789213 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2012 Registration Number 4371653
Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a SAAS platform for software support and IT support, comprising proactive problem prevention capabilities and automated problem resolution technology

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 01, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HFN, Inc. Address HFN, Inc. 514 East Timpanogos Circle Building G, Suite 2100 Orem UTAH 84097 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2730.0002-00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
Case Identifiers

Serial Number  85793011  Application Filing Date  Dec. 03, 2012  Registration Number  4335009
Registration Date  May 14, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Feb. 26, 2013

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For  Providing current event news via a global computer network; Interactive online web journals featuring local news, lifestyles, entertainment and education and goings on about town

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Nov. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2011

For  Providing information, news and commentary in the field of business, technology and national and international politics, news on current events and on economic, legislative, and regulatory developments as it relates to and can impact businesses

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Nov. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2011

Basis Information

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name  American City Business Journals, Inc.  Address  American City Business Journals, Inc.  120 West Morehead Street, Suite 400  Charlotte  NORTH CAROLINA  28202  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number  ACBJ/T092590

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TOM ADAPTIVE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85793018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4399053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "Tom Adaptive Business Solutions" stacked vertically (with the first letter of each word being bolder than the rest of the word), all to the right of a graphic design suggestive of four file folders fanning out, the word "TOM" is in all capital letters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ADAPTIVE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4198573, 1159526

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Computer software and utilities, namely, a collection of integrated, adaptive software programs for use in supply chain management, accounting, business management and analysis, logistics management, time management, project costing management, resource management, materials management, job management, business efficiency, asset management, tax management, order management, distribution management, production and import management, general ledger, shop floor control, equipment management, inventory control, order entry, accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll, purchasing management, work flow management, commission management, asset management, bank account management and customer sales in the field of accounting, distribution, manufacturing and professional services that are specifically designed to allow changes and modifications tailored to the end user's needs
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GENESISTEMS, INC.
- **Address**: GENESISTEMS, INC. PO Box 367 Overgaard ARIZONA 85933
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 2971.007
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NOVOCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85793884 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2012 Registration Number 4420877
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Silicone solvents for industrial and commercial use; silicone solvents for use in manufacturing silicone rubber
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Sep. 10, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smooth-On, Inc. Address Smooth-On, Inc. 5600 Lower Macungie Road Macungie PENNSYLVANIA 18062 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) YESCALATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85794880 Application Filing Date: Dec. 05, 2012 Registration Number: 4371863
Registration Date: Jul. 23, 2013 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Publication Date: May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the term YESCALATE in block capital letters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. The uppermost horizontal member in the last E in YESCALATE is detached and raised relative to the rest of the letter E. To the right of the first raised member is a second raised member that is similar to the first raised member but which appears slightly elevated with respect to the first raised member. Thus, the upper member of the T, the upper member of the E and the second raised member form a series of steps that increase in height from left to right. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of sales methods, sales management, and sales improvement International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Nov. 01, 2012 In Commerce: Nov. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Teligent Corporation Address: Teligent Corporation 404 Lee Place Exton PENNSYLVANIA 19341
Legal Entity: CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 39802-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MOMENTUM PAWN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85796369
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 06, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4412272
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 01, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 16, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PAWN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pawn brokerage; Pawn shops
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 02, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 02, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MOMENTUM PAWN, INC.
- **Address**: MOMENTUM PAWN, INC. 2502 HARRY WURZBACH SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 78209
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: T-9755.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** UNIVISTA INSURANCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85798050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4372093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 07, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "INSURANCE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Insurance agency and brokerage; Insurance information and consultancy; Insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Dec. 04, 2006 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 04, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | UNIVISTA INSURANCE CORPORATION |
| Address | UNIVISTA INSURANCE CORPORATION 221 SW 42ND AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR MIAMI FLORIDA 33134 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | FLORIDA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 2022135 |
| Examining Attorney | IN, SUNG HYUN |
TM 13910 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) UNIVISTA INSURANCE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 85798053 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2012 Registration Number 4372094 Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 07, 2013

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal elements "UNIVISTA INSURANCE" written in stylized form where in "UNIVISTA" is written in blue color and below that "INSURANCE" is written in red color as shown in the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red & blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INSURANCE"

Goods and Services Information
For Insurance agency and brokerage; Insurance information and consultancy; Insurance underwriting services for all types of insurance International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 04, 2006 In Commerce Dec. 04, 2012

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name UNIVISTA INSURANCE CORPORATION Address UNIVISTA INSURANCE CORPORATION 221 SW 42ND AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR MIAMI FLORIDA 33134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country FLORIDA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 2022135

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney IN, SUNG HYUN

16385
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PAPARAZZI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85799033 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4372168
Registration Date Jul. 23, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized version of the word "PAPARAZZI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics, namely perfumes, cologne, and eau de toilettes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 13, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 13, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SO FRENCH PERFUME LLC Address SO FRENCH PERFUME LLC 8299 NW 30TH TERRACE MIAMI FLORIDA 33122 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) KENSINGTON DEVELOPMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85804218  Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2012  Registration Number 4375955
Registration Date Jul. 30, 2013  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date May 14, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “DEVELOPMENT”

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4102188, 4102191, 4102459 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing assisted living facilities  International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services  First Use Jan. 31, 2013  In Commerce Jan. 31, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kensington Senior Living, LLC  Address Kensington Senior Living, LLC  11921 Freedom Drive, Suite 950 Reston VIRGINIA 20190  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CENTRAL PARK PHOTO SAFARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85804890 Application Filing Date  Dec. 18, 2012 Registration Number   4344550
Registration Date  May 28, 2013 Register Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register   Yes Date Amended to Current Register   Apr. 10, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "PHOTO SAFARI"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4097413, 4120951

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workshops and seminars in the field of photography International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Nov. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   New York City Photo Safari Address   New York City Photo Safari  9101 96th Street Woodhaven NEW YORK 11421 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   VALLILLO, MELISSA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) 44

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85810547 Application Filing Date  Dec. 26, 2012 Registration Number   4376444
Registration Date  Jul. 30, 2013 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  May 14, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized number "44". The two fours are facing in opposite direction of each other and are side by side. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Baseball gloves
International Classes   28 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title   Toys and Sporting Goods First Use   Sep. 01, 2011 In Commerce   Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TTS FORTY FOUR SPORTS, LLC Address   TTS FORTY FOUR SPORTS, LLC 40 SOUTH MAIN 20TH FLOOR MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38103 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   9808T-200421

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DIVE ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85810754 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2012 Registration Number 4426719
Registration Date Oct. 29, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 04, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 30, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Rash guards; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DIVE ARMY Composed of Adams, Taylor Marie, INDIVIDUAL, UNITED STATES ; Adams, Christopher, INDIVIDUAL, UNITED STATES ; Adams, Ronald L, INDIVIDUAL, UNITED STATES Address DIVE ARMY 936 DAVIS STREET VACAVILLE CALIFORNIA 95687 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DIV01-2005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85814228 Application Filing Date Jan. 02, 2013 Registration Number 4380205 Registration Date Aug. 06, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 21, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design creating a stylized uppercase letter "A" and a stylized uppercase letter "C" located within a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0042988/1209910 International Registration Number 1209910

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational vehicles, namely, motor homes
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REV RECREATION GROUP, INC. Address REV RECREATION GROUP, INC. 1031 US 224 E. DECATUR INDIANA 46733 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** IHOSPITALIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Computer software for medical billing, charge capture, and insurance claims processing
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Comprehensive Medical Management, Ltd.
- **Address**: Comprehensive Medical Management, Ltd. 600 One Riverfront Place 300 Dave Cowens Drive Newport KENTUCKY 41071
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 39021-0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CONSUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85820184 Application Filing Date  Jan. 10, 2013 Registration Number   4384031 Registration Date Aug. 13, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 28, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2040047, 3085118, 3733958

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Snails
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  1976 In Commerce  1976

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Roland Foods, LLC Address  Roland Foods, LLC  71 West 23rd Street, 15th Floor  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  70010 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  396490

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MARKETING NATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85821142 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2013 Registration Number 4391738 Registration Date Aug. 27, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 11, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “MARKETING”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For The bringing together of consumers and providers of a variety of goods and services in the field of marketing for commercial purposes via the Internet; online business networking of peer to peer learning groups to share ideas, expertise, and best practices in the field of marketing and marketing automation

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADOBE INC. Address ADOBE INC. 345 PARK AVENUE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FIX ON SIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85825740 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2013 Registration Number 4410292 Registration Date Oct. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 16, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Denture adhesives; Materials for artificial teeth
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 12, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2012
For Artificial teeth; Artificial teeth and caps; Dental clips for securing pre-existing dentures; Dental implants; Dentures; Fixation implants comprised of artificial material; Flexible partial dentures; Implants consisting of artificial materials; Surgical implants comprising artificial material
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 12, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 12, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Todd E. Shatkin, DDS Address Todd E. Shatkin, DDS 2495 Kensington Avenue Buffalo NEW YORK 14226 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HYPIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85829900 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2013
Registration Number 4424499 Registration Date Oct. 29, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2012-105773 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2012
Foreign Registration Number 5584449 Foreign Registration Date May 24, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date May 24, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Radiation detectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rigaku Corporation Address Rigaku Corporation 3-9-12 Matsubara-cho Akishima-shi, Tokyo JAPAN 196-8666 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM1892US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PRESIDENTIAL RECORDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85831595
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 24, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 4410366
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 01, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Jul. 16, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RECORDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 1989
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1989
- **For**: Hats; Jackets; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Socks
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 1989
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1989

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Presidential Wear
- **Address**: Presidential Wear, P.O. Box 20011, 9900 SPECTRUM DR, Houston, TEXAS 77225
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 85831595

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** STOUT TANKS AND KETTLES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TANKS AND KETTLES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Metal storage tanks; Vats of metal
- **International Classes**: 6 - PrimaryClasses
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Nov. 2009
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 04, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Stout Tanks and Kettles, LLC
- **Address**: Stout Tanks and Kettles, LLC 16490 SW 72nd Ave. Portland OREGON 97224
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CARLSON, KRISTIN ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) KITCHEN CLASSICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85834997 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2013 Registration Number 4421007 Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "KITCHEN" above the word "CLASSICS" in blue stylized script. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KITCHEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soups
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CSC Brands LP Composed of Campbell Finance 2 Corp., a Delaware corporation Address CSC Brands LP One Campbell Place Camden NEW JERSEY 08103 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 122416US343

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate THE MARK IS AMENDED TO APPEAR AS FOLLOWS: PUBLISH NEW CUT.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NAWCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85835389 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2013 Registration Number 4428130 Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3138761

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of others for the purpose of certification in the fields of wound care and ostomy

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF WOUND CARE, INC. Address NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF WOUND CARE, INC. 11817 CRESTVIEW BLVD KOKOMO INDIANA 46901 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28588/159690

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZAK, HENRY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TIMELESS TRUTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85836080 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2013 Registration Number 4428134 Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; body detergents in the nature of skin cleanser; hair styling gels; face creams; skin moisturizing creams; hand creams; facial masks; facial cleaning creams; bath lotions; shampoos; hair conditioners; body soaps; fragrances; essential oils; non-medicated bath preparations, namely, bath tea bags; and breath mints for use as a breath freshener; non-medicated skin care preparations; permanent wave lotions; hair dyes; skin whitening creams; hair care creams; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, blemish balm creams; skin whitening preparations, namely, serums and capsules for cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 31, 2003 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JOLA INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. Address JOLA INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. NO. 177, LAINAN ST., YANCHENG DIST. KAOHSIUNG 803 TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where TAIWAN

ORGANIZED TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VER-194TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BERTUCCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85836762 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2013 Registration Number 4402991 Registration Date Sep. 17, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BERTUCCI" and a chevron thereunder. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For watches; watch bands; watch guards; boxed watch sets comprising of a watch and an alternate watch band

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Apr. 30, 2005 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MH Bertucci, Inc. Address MH Bertucci, Inc. 1300 Skokie Hwy Suite 102 Gurnee ILLINOIS 60031
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35045/158720

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EPROGEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85839796  Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2013  Registration Number  4403019
Registration Date  Sep. 17, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail store services featuring motor vehicle parts and accessories
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Aug. 2002  In Commerce  Aug. 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Robert's Diesel Works, Inc.  Address  Robert's Diesel Works, Inc.  906 W. Gore Street  Orlando  FLORIDA 32805
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  118962

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STEEL COWGIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85840862 Application Filing Date  Feb. 05, 2013  Registration Number  4399869
Registration Date  Sep. 10, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date  Jun. 25, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Blouses; Hats; Jackets; Pants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Schrieffer, Regina  Address  Schrieffer, Regina  406 S. College Street  Hahira  GEORGIA  31632  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHUO, EMILY M


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TLR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Customs brokerage services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Freight logistics management; Transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; Consulting services in the field of transportation logistics and freight logistics management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Freight forwarding services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BACKYARD SKILLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85843022 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2013 Registration Number 4400016
Registration Date Sep. 10, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 25, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, hands-on activities and programs in the field of learning skills to develop environmental solutions at the household and community level

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EcoCenter, Inc. Address EcoCenter, Inc. 32701 Alipaz St. San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26674-00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GREEN FEAST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85843024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4400017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting a farm to table event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use              | Yes                                                                                           |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name                  | EcoCenter, Inc.                                                                                   |
| Address                    | EcoCenter, Inc. 32701 Alipaz St. San Juan Capistrano, CALIFORNIA 92675                         |
| Legal Entity               | non-profit corporation                                                                          |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA                                                                                   |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number             | 26674-00005                                                                                   |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney        | I, DAVID C                                                                                     |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WAFFLETOWN USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85843104 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2013 Registration Number 4403131
Registration Date Sep. 17, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "USA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1225582

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GEC, INC. Address GEC, INC. 2113 PLEASURE HOUSE ROAD VIRGINIA BEACH VIRGINIA 23455 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0079312

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  LIFE & FOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85845638</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4414010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Literal(s)</td>
<td>LIFE &amp; FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;FOOD&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Albumin dietary supplements; Alginate dietary supplements; Calcium supplements; Casein dietary supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements for endurance sports; Dietary and nutritional supplements used for weight loss; Dietary beverage supplements for human consumption in liquid and dry mix form for therapeutic purposes; Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplement drink mixes; Dietary supplement for eliminating toxins from the intestinal tract; Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for controlling cholesterol; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Dietary supplements in the nature of weight loss powders; Enzyme dietary supplements; Flaxseed dietary supplements; Flaxseed oil dietary supplements; Food supplements; Food supplements, namely, anti-oxidants; Glucose dietary supplements; Gummy vitamins; Health food supplements; Herbal supplements; Herbal supplements for sleeping problems; Homeopathic supplements; Lecithin for use as a dietary supplement; Linseed dietary supplements; Linseed oil dietary supplements; Liquid nutritional supplement; Liquid protein supplements; Liquid vitamin supplements; Mineral food supplements; Mineral nutritional supplements; Mineral supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Natural supplements for treating depression and anxiety; Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; Nutritional supplement for eliminating toxins from the body; Nutritional supplement for eliminating toxins from the intestinal tract; Nutritional supplement in the nature of a nutrient-dense, protein-based drink mix; Nutritional supplement shakes; Nutritional supplements; Pollen dietary supplements; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; Prenatal vitamins; Propolis dietary supplements; Protein supplements; Vegan liquid protein supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements; Vitamin drops; Vitamin fortified beverages; Vitamin oils for human consumption; Vitamin supplement in tablet form for use in making an effervescent beverage when added to water; Vitamin supplements; Vitamin tablets; Vitamins; Weight management supplements

International Classes      | 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Duncan Zheng   DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Way More Media
Address   Duncan Zheng   6 Weatherill Rd
Markham, Ontario   CANADA   L6C2N7

Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship   CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  
ONE LOVE FEST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85845689</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2013</td>
<td>4428178</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FEST"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Organizing community festivals featuring primarily yoga, workshops, dance and also providing music
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: Aug. 06, 2011  
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 06, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Schwenker, Kenneth  
- **Address**: Schwenker, Kenneth 8581 Santa Monica Blvd Los Angeles, CALIFORNIA 90069  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  H

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85847544  Application Filing Date  Feb. 12, 2013  Registration Number  4403334  Registration Date  Sep. 17, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Jul. 02, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "H" in stylized font appearing in one color and a design consisting of a square appearing around the same literal element "H", wherein the background color extends beyond the literal element "H" and the design element square forming a larger square. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal services  International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Jul. 01, 2008  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hernandez Law Firm  Address  Hernandez Law Firm  4841 S. Jackson Rd.  Edinburg  TEXAS  78539  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TAYLOR SWIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85849233 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2013 Registration Number 4428188
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized rendition of the literal element "TAYLOR SWIFT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name "TAYLOR SWIFT" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4251697, 3439210, 3812828 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fragrances; Perfume; Eau de parfum; Non-medicinal preparations for the care of the skin, scalp, body and hair; Non-medicinal toiletries
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 06, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TAS RIGHTS MANAGEMENT, LLC Address TAS RIGHTS MANAGEMENT, LLC SUITE 108256 718 THOMPSON LANE NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 114547.032A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TERRY TOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85849596 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2013 Registration Number 4417752
Registration Date Oct. 15, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 30, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TERRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed blankets; Towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Sep. 01, 1988 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1988
For Pajamas; Robes; Slippers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 1988 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TERRY TOWN CORPORATION Address TERRY TOWN CORPORATION 8851 KERNS STREET STE 100 SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 921546298 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1123803

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NATIONAL REGISTRY OF PROFESSIONAL GOLF INSTRUCTORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85852217 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2013 Registration Number 4428200
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of golf instruction

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Instructor Certification Program LLC Address Instructor Certification Program LLC 3839 MCKINNEY AVE STE 155-208 DALLAS TEXAS 75204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHIMPF, TIMOTHY O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) REEF BASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85854246 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 19, 2013 |
| Registration Number | 4430239 | Registration Date | Nov. 05, 2013 |
| Register | Supplemental | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Amended to Supplemental Register | Yes | Date Amended to Current Register | Sep. 13, 2013 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Substrate for marine aquariums

| International Classes | 19 - Primary Classes US Classes | 1, 12, 33, 50 |
| International Class Title | Non-metallic Building Materials |
| First Use | Jan. 31, 2004 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 31, 2004 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Red Sea Fish Pharm Ltd |
| Address | Red Sea Fish Pharm Ltd 8 Hamada Street Herzlia Pituach ISRAEL 46733 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | ISRAEL |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | TN0330246 |
| Examining Attorney | ERVIN, INGA MARIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ALPHANISTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85854466 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2013 Registration Number 4410655
Registration Date Oct. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 16, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching services in the field of lifestyle; Personal, professional and life coaching services in the field of lifestyle, relationships, professional development, leadership, independence and how to live life like an alpha female; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring articles in the field of lifestyle advice, relationships, food and recipes, and general interest topics
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Reid, Maryann Address Reid, Maryann Alphanista LLC 7901 4th St N. STE 4000 St Petersburg FLORIDA 33702 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number REID 1909746

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ADE ADVANCED OPTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85855599 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2013 Registration Number 4428215
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ADVANCED OPTICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4123007

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For rifle scope mounts, rifle scope rings; Gun, pistol, and rifle cases; Firearm attachments, namely, mounts for attaching gun sights to a firearm; Rifle rails, namely, quad rails, picatinny rails and weaver rails; Non-telescopic guns sights for firearms; sights, namely, open sights for use on firearms; component parts for rifles; rifle cartridges; rifle covers; rifle sheaths; rifle slings; rifle straps; rifles and parts thereof; firearm sights; sight protectors for firearms; gun belts; gun cleaning brushes; gun locks; gun mounts; wiping rods for guns; airsoft guns not for recreational use; ammunition; Belts and holsters specially adapted for firearms; bags specially adapted to hold guns; cartridge shot pouches; rifle slings; accessories, namely, brushes, rods, pull-throughs, closer cups, shell extractors, and decappers; firearm attachments, namely, mounts, modular external rail systems for attaching accessories to firearms, rifle rings, swivels for attaching accessories to a firearm; and bipods and stands for firearms

International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Mar. 16, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2011

For Hunting binoculars, rifle scopes, Gun scopes, Telescopic gun sights; [ spotting scopes; ] optical lens sights; optical lenses; optical or telescopic lens sights; Laser Rangefinders; [ archery equipment, namely, telescopic bow sights; ] telescopic gun sights; [ night vision goggles; ] laser pointing device for use with firearms; [ laser speed detectors; lasers not for medical use; radar guns for police work; radar guns for sporting events; ] Brake fluid testers; Antifreeze testers; [ Battery testers; Automotive measuring instruments, namely, water temperature gauges, air fuel/ratio gauges, boost gauges, vacuum gauges and exhaust gas temperature gauges; ] [ Water meters; test meters for measuring water quality; water level indicators, ] liquid analyzers [; temperature controllers for warming and cooling medical and surgical liquids, equipment and instruments; fiber optic instruments, namely, microscopes for viewing cables; Fiber-optic cables; Prisms for optics purposes ] [; and electronic and electrical test and measurement instruments, namely, analog multimeters and digital multimeters ]
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 16, 2011 In Commerce  Mar. 16, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Liu, Haoqian Address  Liu, Haoqian  404 Beavercreek Rd, Ste 239  Oregon City  OREGON  97045 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  85286440

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  ARANT, LUCY B
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85857298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4410765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 16, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Lime building materials
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1853
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: CHAUX DE SAINT ASTIER
- **Address**: CHAUX DE SAINT ASTIER, LIEU-DIT LA JARTHE, SAINT-ASTIER, FRANCE, 24110
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 2801-44
- **Examining Attorney**: MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GET ON ISLAND TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85861344 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2013 Registration Number 4421259
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate brokerage services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Belcher, Addie L. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Whitten Real Estate Address Belcher, Addie L. 136 S. Cut Off Rd. Port Aransas TEXAS 78373 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TELLERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85862670 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 28, 2013 | Registration Number | 4414356 |
| Registration Date | Oct. 08, 2013 | Registration Date | Oct. 08, 2013 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2705802

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Restaurant services
International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101 International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services First Use | Jun. 28, 1999 In Commerce | Jun. 28, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Brothers Vending, Inc. Address | Brothers Vending, Inc. 577 Main Street Islip NEW YORK 11751
Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 12345-8

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POSHMARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85863260 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2013 Registration Number 4414373
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0069567/1383349 International Registration Number 1383349

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application to allow users to upload, post, display, organize, browse, buy and sell apparel and accessories from members of an on-line community
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 30, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2011
For Computer services, namely creating an on-line community for registered users to browse, buy and sell apparel and accessories, to engage in social networking and to engage in real-time shopping sharing, buying and selling of themed apparel and accessories; providing a website featuring technology to enable registered users to engage in real-time shopping, sharing, buying and selling of themed apparel and accessories
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 30, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poshmark, Inc. Address Poshmark, Inc. 203 Redwood Shores Pkwy Redwood City CALIFORNIA 94065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 127047205882

16424
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POSH PARTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85863295 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2013 Registration Number 4414375
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 23, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0069568/1382017 International Registration Number 1382017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely creating an on-line community for registered users to engage in real-time shopping sharing, buying and selling of themed apparel and accessories; providing a website featuring technology to enable registered users to engage in real-time shopping, sharing, buying and selling of themed apparel and accessories
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 12, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poshmark, Inc. Address Poshmark, Inc. Fl 8 203 Redwood Shores Pkwy Redwood City CALIFORNIA 94065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 127047205882

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BARRY BAGELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85864514  Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2013  Registration Number  4421336
Registration Date  Oct. 22, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  “BAGELS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bagels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bagel Place, Inc.  Address  Bagel Place, Inc.  3715 King Road  Toledo  OHIO  43617  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  G4220160610

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BARRY BAGELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85864521 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2013 Registration Number 4421337
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAGELS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail bakery shops; Retail bakery shops
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Oct. 31, 1979 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bagel Place, Inc. Address Bagel Place, Inc. 3715 King Road Toledo OHIO 43617 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
TM 13950 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BARRY BAGELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85864527 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2013 Registration Number 4421338
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “BAGELS”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Delicatessen services; Restaurant services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 31, 1979 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bagel Place, Inc. Address Bagel Place, Inc. 3715 King Road Toledo OHIO 43617 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number G42220160610

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BARRY BAGELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BARRY BAGELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85864532 Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2013 Registration Number  4421340
Registration Date  Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "Barry" in a stylized font above a rectangular shape containing a stylized image of a bagel in the lower right portion of the rectangle above the word "BAGELS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BAGELS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online retail bakery shops; Retail bakery shops
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bagel Place, Inc. Address  Bagel Place, Inc. 3715 King Road  Toledo  OHIO  43617 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  G42220160610

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ORNDORFF, LINDA B
TM 13953 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ALLIANCE FOR SAFE ONLINE PHARMACIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85864534 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2013 Registration Number 4394205
Registration Date Aug. 27, 2013 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jun. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ALLIANCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing lectures, seminars and disseminating informational materials in connection therewith on the topic of safely obtaining pharmaceutical drugs by means of the internet
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 2009 In Commerce Nov. 2009
For Public advocacy to promote awareness of safely obtaining pharmaceutical drugs by means of the internet; association services, namely, promoting the interests of pharmacies, pharmacists, individuals obtaining pharmaceuticals, patients and their advocates, public health organizations, pharmaceutical companies, boards of pharmacy, and other health care providers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 2009 In Commerce Nov. 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacies Address Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacies Suite 400 1050 K. Street N.W. Washington D.C. 200014448 Legal Entity NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 978340.39620

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUONG, ANGELA GAW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BARRY BAGELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85864536 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2013 Registration Number 4421341
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Barry" in a stylized font above a rectangular shape containing a stylized image of a bagel in the lower right portion of the rectangle above the word "BAGELS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BAGELS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Delicatessen services; Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bagel Place, Inc. Address Bagel Place, Inc. 3715 King Road Toledo OHIO 43617 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number G42220160610

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
TM 13955 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MYERS BIGEL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85866862</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 05, 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4414592</td>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK DRAWING TYPE**

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 2842856 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Legal services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>45 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>MYERS BIGEL, P.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>MYERS BIGEL, P.A. 4140 Parklake Avenue Suite 600 RALEIGH NORTH CAROLINA 27612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 1000-4 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET |

---

16434
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SPEAKall!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85867101 Application Filing Date  Mar. 05, 2013 Registration Number  4428333
Registration Date  Nov. 05, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "SPEAK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer application software for tablet computers and mobile devices, namely, software for augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) in autism and other developmental disabilities
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 09, 2011 In Commerce  Dec. 09, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Purdue Research Foundation Address  Purdue Research Foundation 1281 Win Hentschel Boulevard West Lafayette INDIANA 47906 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  The drawing is amended to appear as follows: SPEAKall!

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ROSE INCOME TAX SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85870763  Application Filing Date  Mar. 08, 2013  Registration Number  4428410
Registration Date  Nov. 05, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "INCOME TAX SERVICES"  Name Portrait Consent  The name "ROSE" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bookkeeping; Income tax preparation; Payroll administration and management services; Payroll processing services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Payroll Plus Corporation  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA ROSE INCOME TAX SERVICES  Address  Payroll Plus Corporation  17304 Norwalk Blvd  17304 Norwalk Blvd  Cerritos  CALIFORNIA  90703  Legal Entity

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85876492 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2013 Registration Number 4411151
Registration Date Oct. 01, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 16, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0062965/1337892 International Registration Number 1337892

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring firearms, ammunition, firearm sights and related goods and accessories; retail store services featuring firearms, ammunition, firearm sights and related goods and accessories International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 15, 2008 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Primary Arms, L.L.C. Address Primary Arms, L.L.C. 3219 S Sam Houston Pkwy East Houston TEXAS 77047 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PA-Class 35

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner HAN, DAWN L
TM 13959 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CENTS OF RELIEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85877001 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2013 Registration Number 4421485
Registration Date Oct. 22, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects that aim to promote global awareness about human trafficking and commercial sex industry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Centsofrelief, Inc. Address Centsofrelief, Inc. PO Box 149811 Orlando FLORIDA 32814 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CEN-1-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SILKGLOVE
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic hand creams; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions

- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes

- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2010

- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2013

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Vitamins For Life
- **Address**: 1806 Bellmore Street, Oakhurst, NEW JERSEY 07755
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**Examiner Information**

- **Examiner**: GLASSER, CARYN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFTPLUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85877577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4421527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 22, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Anti-aging creams; Anti-wrinkle cream; Beauty creams; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Face and body beauty creams; Face creams; Face creams for cosmetic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Vitamins For Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Vitamins For Life 1806 Bellmore Street Oakhurst NEW JERSEY 07755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GLASSER, CARYN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** OPTIMUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** DELMARVA POWER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 85880856 **Application Filing Date** Mar. 20, 2013 **Registration Number** 4428689 **Registration Date** Nov. 05, 2013 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Service Mark **Publication Date** Aug. 20, 2013

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "POWER" Acquired **Distinctiveness** In whole

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3406663, 2081517, 3240836 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** [ Business operation and management of power production and generation and related facilities; ] providing information and advice regarding the efficient use of energy; business consulting services in the field of efficient energy use, energy management and conservation on behalf of residential, [ wholesale, ] industrial and commercial customers; promoting the interests of energy conservation and energy management via the provision of information and economic incentives to electricity users; business consulting services in the field of energy conservation; business consultation services in the field of energy use, conservation and management; business consultation services, namely, assessment of existing energy systems

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Apr. 2005 **In Commerce** Apr. 2005

**For** Public utility services in the nature of natural gas, and electrical power distribution to residential, [ wholesale, ] industrial and commercial customers; distribution and utility services in the nature of transmission of electric energy and energy capacity; consultation services in the field of energy distribution

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage **First Use** Apr. 2005 **In Commerce** Apr. 2005

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** PEPCO HOLDINGS LLC **Address** PEPCO HOLDINGS LLC 701 9TH STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON D.C. 20068 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ATLANTIC CITY ELECTRIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85880877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4428690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "ELECTRIC"

Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3254787, 3382844, 3264304 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Business operation and management of power production and generation and related facilities; providing information and advice regarding the efficient use of energy; business consulting services in the field of efficient energy use, energy management and conservation on behalf of residential, wholesale, industrial and commercial customers; promoting the interests of energy conservation and energy management via the provision of information and economic incentives to electricity users; business consulting services in the field of energy conservation; business consultation services in the field of energy use, conservation and management; business consultation services, namely, assessment of existing energy systems

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Apr. 2005
In Commerce: Apr. 2005

For: Public utility services in the nature of natural gas, and electrical power distribution to residential, wholesale, industrial and commercial customers; distribution and utility services in the nature of transmission of electric energy and energy capacity; consultation services in the field of energy distribution

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 105
International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Apr. 2005
In Commerce: Apr. 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: PEPCO HOLDINGS LLC
Address: PEPCO HOLDINGS LLC 701 9TH STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON D.C. 20068
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 00207827

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CANTOR, JILLIAN REDDIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SOLID REP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 85884821 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 24, 2013 |
| Registration Number   | 4425348 |
| Registration Date     | Oct. 29, 2013 |
| Register              | Principal |
| Mark Type             | Service Mark |
| Publication Date      | Aug. 13, 2013 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Attorney services; Consulting in the field of intellectual property licensing; Copyright management; Copyright management consultation; Intellectual property consultation; Legal services, namely, intellectual property consulting services in the field of identification, strategy, analytics, and invention; Legal services, namely, preparation of applications for trademark registration; Legal services, namely, trademark maintenance services; Legal services, namely, trademark searching and clearance services; Licensing of advertising slogans and cartoon characters; Licensing of architectural drawings to others; Licensing of computer software; Licensing of intellectual property; Licensing of intellectual property in the field of copyright, trademark, trade secret, know how, patent; Licensing of software for management of intellectual property; Litigation services; Patent licensing; Providing assistance in the prosecution of trademark applications; Providing information in the field of intellectual property; Providing on-line information in the field of intellectual property; Providing on-line information in the field of intellectual property legal services

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**First Use** Nov. 10, 2012 **In Commerce** Dec. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SOLID REP LLC **Address** SOLID REP LLC P.O BOX 400 BAYAMON PUERTO RICO 00960

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** PUERTO RICO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MYOPORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85890693</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 29, 2013</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4428826</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Dice games
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 08, 2012

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Carma Games, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Carma Games
- **Address**: Carma Games, LLC PO Box 1022
- **Riverside**, CONNECTICUT 06878
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SWISHMAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85890955 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2013 Registration Number 4428836
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SWISHMAIL", with "SWISH" in blue and "MAIL" in black, and a white envelope with blue outlines and connected to a blue curve, and a black curve crossing the blue curve. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing e-mail services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Jan. 06, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2001
For Web site hosting services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 06, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Websak, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Swishmail Address Websak, LLC 4225 203RD ST Bayside NEW YORK 11361 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinig Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**TM 13969 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GAMLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85894260
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 4428882
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording GAMLA has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: 1983
- **In Commerce**: 1984

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Royal Wine Corporation
- **Address**: Royal Wine Corporation  63 Lefante Way  Bayonne  NEW JERSEY 07002
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GAMLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85894386 Application Filing Date  Apr. 03, 2013 Registration Number  4428884
Registration Date  Nov. 05, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word GAMLA and a design consisting of
two concentric circles. The central circle contains a cluster of grapes on a branch and irregular circles shapes along the
lower quadrant and irregular shapes on either side of the grape cluster.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The wording gamla has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wines
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title  Wines and Spirits First
Use  1983 In Commerce  1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Royal Wine Corporation Address  Royal Wine Corporation 63 Lefante Way Bayonne NEW JERSEY
07002 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRAWFORD, MARY E
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SUPERPATH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85896483</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2013</td>
<td>4428889</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Type** Service Mark

**Publication Date** Aug. 20, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4335133, 3055836

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Surgical services, namely, providing information and surgical support in the field of hip replacement surgery

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2012

**In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MICROPORTE ORTHOPEDICS HOLDINGS INC.

**Address** MICROPORTE ORTHOPEDICS HOLDINGS INC. 5677 Airline Road Arlington TENNESSEE 380029501

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TM-117

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ALI, STEPHANIE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SPIN THE SHOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85903089 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2013 Registration Number 4408868
Registration Date Sep. 24, 2013 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 05, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tabletop games

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UT BRANDS LLC Address UT BRANDS LLC Ste. E105-109 5965 Village Way San Diego CALIFORNIA 92130 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 104028.010US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) XOOLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85907763 Application Filing Date  Apr. 18, 2013 Registration Number  4458185
Registration Date  Dec. 31, 2013 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Oct. 15, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  011415239 Foreign Application Filing Date  Nov. 28, 2012
Foreign Registration Number  011415239 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 22, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date  Nov. 28, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric lamps and lights, namely, lighting fixtures, portable utility lights, reading lights, electrical lamps; light modules, namely, LED light modules in the nature of lighting fixtures and installations for lights which can be lined up next to each other
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
For  Presentation of goods and services offered on the Internet for wholesale and retail purposes and for advertising purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Light-emitting diodes, in particular strip-mounted electric light-emitting diodes, being pre-configured electronic components used for illumination and for assembly into lamps; light-emitting diodes for illuminating, in particular, strip-mounted light-emitting diodes that can be arranged in a row; electric storage batteries, electrical storage batteries, nickel cadmium storage batteries; electric cables; optical fibers; optical lanterns; frames for photographic transparencies, namely, photographic slide transparencies; illuminated posters in the nature of luminous signs in the shape and format of a poster; electric switches, electric power supply units, in particular low-voltage power supply units
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Telecommunications, namely, local and long distance transmission of voice, data, graphics and video by means of broadband optical or wireless networks, providing internet access via broadband optical or wireless networks, wireless telephone services; providing access to information on the Internet, namely, providing multiple user access to proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the internet, namely, providing multiple user access to proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks; providing telecommunications channels for teleshopping-services; e-mail data services; providing user access to information on the internet, namely, providing multiple user access to proprietary collections of information by means of global computer information networks

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LED-Linear GmbH Address  LED-Linear GmbH Pascalstrasse 9  Neukirchen-Vluyn  FED REP GERMANY  47506 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney  LOVELACE, JAMES B
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MARKET SANDWICH

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  85909078  Application Filing Date  Apr. 19, 2013  Registration Number  4418701
Registration Date  Oct. 15, 2013  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 30, 2013

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "SANDWICH"

Goods and Services Information
For  Sandwiches  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use
First Use  Oct. 2007  In Commerce  Oct. 2007

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  E.A. Sween Company  Address  E.A. Sween Company  16101 West 78th Street  Eden Prairie  MINNESOTA  55344  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  185582000997

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OSCARWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85925159 Application Filing Date May 07, 2013 Registration Number 4428926
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0123411/1668024 International Registration Number 1668024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For baking pans; barbecue grill toppers, namely, woks, pizza pans, griddles, roasting racks and hot dog racks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dudley, Debra Address Dudley, Debra 749 Priceville Road Bonnieville KENTUCKY 42713 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28840-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MITTLER, KEVIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85928365 Application Filing Date May 10, 2013 Registration Number 4532200 Registration Date May 20, 2014 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 04, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "S" and "K" enclosed in a circle. The letter "S" is attached to the top left part of the circle. The letter "K" is located in the center of the circle and is attached to the bottom of the letter "S". The top left stem of the letter "K" is hidden. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic brushes, eyebrow brushes, cosmetic brush sets International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 03, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2013

For [ Make-up powder, blush, cosmetics, namely, compacts, foundation, eye shadow, face powder, facial makeup, foundation makeup, lip gloss, makeup, mascara, nail enamels, skin bronzer, non-medicated serums for use on eyelashes and eyebrows ] International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 03, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2013

For [ Cosmetician and makeup artist services, providing information in the field of cosmetics analysis, providing information in the field of make-up application and artistry ] International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 03, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: TARGET BRANDS, INC.  
**Address**: TARGET BRANDS, INC. 1000 NICOLLET MALL, TPS-3165 MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA 55403  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 201502515

## Post Registration Information

**Change in Registration**: Yes

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: HALMEN, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ANIMAL MEDICAL CENTER OF MID-AMERICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85938405 Application Filing Date May 21, 2013 Registration Number 4430288
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANIMAL MEDICAL CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Veterinary services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Humane Society of Missouri Address Humane Society of Missouri 1201 Macklind Avenue St. Louis MISSOURI 63110 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** DROMEDARY

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Processed pimientos

**International Classes**
29 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
46

**International Class Title**
Meats and Processed Foods

**First Use**
Dec. 31, 1994

**In Commerce**
Dec. 31, 1994

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
MOODY DUNBAR, INC.

**Address**
MOODY DUNBAR, INC.  2000 WATERS EDGE DR STE 21
JOHNSON CITY  TENNESSEE  37604

**Legal Entity**
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**
TENNESSEE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**
49125.00

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**
SYNDER, NELSON B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
NATURAL MATE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85943486
- **Application Filing Date**: May 28, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 4430296
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 14, 2013

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Natural sweetener
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 08, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Natural Mate Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Natural Mate
- **Address**: Natural Mate Inc. 117 Fieldcrest Avenue Edison NEW JERSEY 08837
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PAI INDUSTRIES PAI

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a shield outlined in blue, then black, then white, then blue again, then lastly black, listed as seen from the exterior to the interior, and consisting of a blue top portion containing five white five-point stars shaded in black, with the middle portion of the shield consisting of the term, "Pai INDUSTRIES" in white and shaded in black on a red banner extending across the shield and outlined in white with black trim, with the lower portion of the shield containing the letters "pai" in black within a black gear symbol with white interior set on a white background with red vertical stripes shaded in black extending from the bottom of the banner and angling around the gear.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "INDUSTRIES"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1317582, 4281430, 3148173

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Motor vehicle parts and accessories, namely, front axle parts, namely, rod ends, steering levers, axle bearings for land vehicles, washers, tie rod ends, king pin sets consisting of king pins, hub seals, wheel cups, drag links; clutch parts, namely, clutch discs, pressure plates, intermediate plates; transmission parts for land vehicles, namely, cover assemblies, clutches, gears, shaft assemblies, cover assemblies, shift forks, bushings, main shaft, countshafts; land vehicle parts, namely, drive shafts, universal joints; land vehicle parts, namely, differential assembly parts, namely, power divider cams, wedge sets, ring and pinion sets, pinion shafts, bushings, bull gears; land vehicle parts, namely, power steering parts, namely, pumps, steering box brackets, reservoirs; land vehicle parts, namely, brake and wheel parts, namely, brake adjustors, bushings, cams brake shoes, diaphragms; automobile accessories, namely, air horns, side view mirrors; land vehicle parts, namely, windshield wiper assemblies comprised of motor assemblies, body and arm assemblies, blade assemblies, and control valves; motor vehicle parts for land vehicles, namely, cables, namely, throttle cables, and clutch release cables.
International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes   19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title   Vehicles
First Use   Dec. 01, 2012 In Commerce   Dec. 01, 2012
For   T-shirts, sweat shirts, jackets, caps
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use
Dec. 01, 2012 In Commerce   Dec. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   PAI INDUSTRIES, INC. Address   PAI INDUSTRIES, INC. 950 NORTHBROOK PARKWAY SUWANEE GEORGIA 30024 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POWER TUBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85948525  Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2013  Registration Number 4430315
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2013  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Battery packs; Battery packs for recharging mobile electronic devices, namely, cell phones, tablet computers, multimedia players and electronic games; Cell phone battery chargers; Chargers for batteries; Rechargeable electric batteries; Renewable battery system to provide backup power
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Oct. 01, 2010  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN BAOJIA BATTERY TECHNOLOGY CO., Address SHENZHEN BAOJIA BATTERY TECHNOLOGY CO., BUILDING 7,FUQIAO INDUSTRIAL ZONE 1 QIAOTOU COMMUNITY,FUYONG STREET BAO'AN DISTRICT,SHENZHEN CHINA 518103  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZH2022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE PROMISE OF MEDICINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85975409 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2010 Registration Number 4140392
Registration Date May 08, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 01, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 85075125

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare, hospitals, and medical services; medical clinics, medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes, mental health services; [hospice;] home health care services; nursing services; managed health care services; providing medical and health information; health care in the nature of maintenance organizations
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 18, 2010 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Johns Hopkins Health System Corporation Address The Johns Hopkins Health System Corporation Suite 300 1812 Ashland Avenue Baltimore MARYLAND 21287 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND
Owner Name The Johns Hopkins University Address The Johns Hopkins University 113 Garland Hall 3400 North Charles Street Baltimore MARYLAND 21218 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43571-7
Examining Attorney HENRY, NAKIA D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) C. WONDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85976208 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4140395
Registration Date May 08, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "C" with the word "WONDER" inside and a period to the right of it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0026500/, A0026536/1094439 International Registration Number 1094439 Child Of 85285586

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C WONDER LICENSING, LLC Address C WONDER LICENSING, LLC 1333 Broadway 10th Floor New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 135944-00104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHEGG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85976511  Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2010  Registration Number 4140413
Registration Date May 08, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 15, 2011
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3191844  Child Of 85189699

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chegg, Inc.  Address Chegg, Inc. 3990 Freedom Circle Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95054  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 107246-0113

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

## Mark Literal(s)
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85977847 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 25, 2012 | Registration Number | 4298327 | Registration Date | Mar. 05, 2013 | Register | Principal | Service Mark | Publication Date | Dec. 18, 2012 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "JOURNAL"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0408379, 4104191, 1368347, 1498049 and others
- **Child Of**: 85524883

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing information and news to mobile devices in the fields of entertainment, culture, sports, education, and current events relating to technology and finance; publishing of electronic publications; publication of magazines; publication of financial reports; providing news and information in the fields of entertainment, culture, sports, education, and current events relating to technology and finance; providing news in the nature of current events; providing news in the nature of current events to mobile devices; providing news and information in the fields of entertainment, culture, sports, education, and current events relating to technology and finance via the Internet and on-line; providing current events information via the Internet and on-line electronic communications networks; providing news and information in the nature of current events, entertainment, culture, and education reporting; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of daily and weekly news, news and current events reviews, management, finance, and technology; [distribution of radio programs for others; ] educational and entertainment services, namely, continuing video programs in the fields of news, current events, entertainment, culture, sports, education, and current events relating to technology and finance accessible by audio, video, and computer networks; production of television programs; [production of radio programs; providing on-going radio programs featuring news, and current events; ] providing on-going television programs featuring news, and current events; providing a website featuring information in the fields of entertainment, culture, sports, education, and current events relating to technology and finance; providing a website featuring blogs in the field of daily and weekly news and current events

## International Classes
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 11, 1998
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 11, 1998

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CROSSLAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85978004 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4265876
Registration Date Dec. 25, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 13, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date May 08, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 85305351

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Relocation services for laboratories; project management for business purposes for analytical laboratories conducting scientific research, quality control, regulatory compliance and testing services; business management of analytical laboratories; consulting in the field of business management of analytical laboratories; business consulting services, namely, application and method consulting for analytical laboratories in the nature of identification of customer objectives and goals and providing strategic recommendations for complementing people, process and technology; consulting services, namely, providing business information and business management advice to others for maintaining and extending the life cycle and productivity of analytical laboratory equipment; business management of analytical laboratories, namely, managing and administering contracts with third party vendors of analytical laboratories


For Repair of analytical laboratory instruments and equipment; installation and re-installation of analytical laboratory instruments and equipment; preventative maintenance for analytical laboratory instruments and equipment


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

16471
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Address: Agilent Technologies, Inc. 5301 STEVENS CREEK BLVD. SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA 95051
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 115232.0337

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: GOODMAN, WENDY BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LOVE BEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85978844 Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2011 Registration Number  4326017
Registration Date  Apr. 23, 2013 Register    Principal Mark Type    Service Mark Publication Date  Jan. 24, 2012
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  85400235

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distributorships in the field of beverages for restaurants and retail businesses; retail services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of beverages; online retail store services featuring beverages
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 2011 In Commerce  Sep. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Andrews Distributing Company Address Andrews Distributing Company 2730 Irving Blvd. Dallas TEXAS 75207 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53310K009US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) N

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85980045 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4416133
Registration Date Oct. 08, 2013 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 01, 2013
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 26, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "N". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4046199 Child Of 85504943

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of the near field communications and wireless communications industry and promoting near field communications and wireless communications standards development activity, including cooperative research activities and joint development of standards for computer software developers; arranging and conducting business conferences and business meetings in the field of computer software development, information technology and business management

For Development of voluntary standards for facilitating interoperability in the field of near field communications and wireless communications; providing a website for the dissemination of technological information in the fields of near field communications and wireless communications; computer services, namely, development and establishment of testing specifications and procedures in the fields of near field communications and wireless communications
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 30, 2006 In Commerce Jun. 21, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ORTHOSLEEVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85980046
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 21, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4430086
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 28, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 85809017

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Compression leg sleeves for medical use
- **First Use**: Jun. 14, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 14, 2013

**INTERNATIONAL CLASSES**
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DR.’S OWN, LLC
- **Address**: DR.’S OWN, LLC 5923 FARNSWORTH COURT CARLSBAD CALIFORNIA 92008
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 11165626US01
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** HAUTE HIPPIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85980095
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 10, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4430096
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2013
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 20, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 14, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3651794, 3751566
- **Child Of**: 85443147

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, dressing gowns
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HAUTE HIPPIE HOUSE, LLC
- **Address**: HAUTE HIPPIE HOUSE, LLC 156 FIFTH AVE, 10TH FLOOR New York NEW YORK 10010
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: T-9596-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HWANG, JOHN C B
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** AMERICAN CUT

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85980363</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2012</td>
<td>4428978</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "American Cut" in large all-caps.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**

- **Child Of**: 85790379

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2012

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: American Cut IP, LLC
- **Address**: American Cut IP, LLC 450 Seventh Avenue, 42nd Floor New York, New York, 10123
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examing Attorney**: BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SIJOIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86063872 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2013 Registration Number 4521328
Registration Date Apr. 29, 2014 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 11, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biological bone tissue intended for subsequent implantation [ ; surgical implants comprising living bone tissue; implants for use in the sacroiliac joint composed of living autograft material, living allograft material, or living allograft and autograft material and other living biocompatible materials ]
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 29, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2013

For Bone implants composed of artificial materials; sacroiliac joint implants comprising natural, non-living materials; medical devices and apparatus, namely, surgical implants comprised primarily of artificial material and incorporating processed bone tissue for use in surgery; medical devices, namely, sacroiliac joint implants composed of artificial materials incorporating allograft materials, allograft material, or allograft and autograft material and other biocompatible materials
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Jan. 29, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2013

For Medical services in the field of surgery on the sacroiliac joint
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 29, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VGI MEDICAL, LLC Address VGI MEDICAL, LLC 11651 87th Street Largo FLORIDA 33773
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VGTM-2425.11
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) W

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86084211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4533311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a stylized letter "W" on a square panel spaced in front of a mostly obscured second panel. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2820679

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For hand-operated tools for metal concrete forms, namely, form scrapers, sprayers, form tighteners, wall aligners of moving wall forms, form pullers, and form strippers

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes
US Classes 23, 28, 44
International Class Title Hand Tools

For metal concrete forms [and replacement parts therefor;] accessories for metal concrete forms, namely, form ties, pins for coupling forms, wedges, clips, [bolts, blocks, adapters for attaching plywood to forms, vent bucks, chutes, splash shields, window molds, lintel cones, anchor straps, and rod supports,] all made primarily of metal

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Western Forms, Inc
Address Western Forms, Inc
6200 Equitable Road Kansas City MISSOURI
641201394 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 45714
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VIA RAPIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86090133 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2013 Registration Number 4533660
Registration Date May 20, 2014 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 04, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "VIA RAPIDA" in the mark is "FAST LANE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance brokerage services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 18, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2012
For [ Fingerprinting services; Notary public services ]
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Aug. 18, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joe Militello Address Joe Militello 956 W Robinhood Dr, 11 Embarcadero West, #220 Stockton CALIFORNIA 95207 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HALMEN, KATHERINE E
TM 13995 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** NETOWL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
**Serial Number** 75393522  **Application Filing Date** Nov. 20, 1997  **Registration Number** 2664915  **Registration Date** Dec. 24, 2002  **Register** Principal  **Mark Type** Trademark  **Publication Date** Oct. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** No  **Mark Drawing Type** 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** computer software for searching electronic text which combines advanced information retrieval, automatic indexing and automated hypertext authoring and manuals licensed therewith

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use** Jul. 01, 1996  **In Commerce** Feb. 28, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** GENERAL DYNAMICS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, INC.  **Address** GENERAL DYNAMICS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, INC. 3150 FAIRVIEW PARK DRIVE FALLS CHURCH VIRGINIA 22042  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** 320001-00175

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** PESKA, KEVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LENDLEASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75542573 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 1998 Registration Number 2565547
Registration Date Apr. 30, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 03, 2001
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 26, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to class 36 only

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate management for multi-family housing, shopping centers, and retail stores; arranging financing services for the purchase of or investment in real estate by others; financial management; financial brokerage, namely, investments
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 02, 1998 In Commerce Jul. 02, 1998
For Disseminating and preparing advertising; business advisory and management consultation; business administration, namely, monitoring investments in real estate, and monitoring real estate properties
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 02, 1998 In Commerce Jul. 02, 1998
For Architectural design; engineering; construction engineering; landscape engineering; construction drafting; industrial design; conducting technical project studies in the field of real estate
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 02, 1998 In Commerce Jul. 02, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LENDLEASE CORPORATION LIMITED Address LENDLEASE CORPORATION LIMITED LEVEL 14, TOWER THREE, INTERNATIONAL TOWERS, SYDNEYEXCHANGE PLACE, 300 BARANGAROO AVENUE BARANGAROO NSW AUSTRALIA 2000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA
### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 65762-4000

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>In the statement, a standard character claim is inserted. The drawing is amended to appear as follows: LENDLEASE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** STRASER, RICHARD A

### MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements Amended</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF MARK</th>
<th>Elements Corrected</th>
<th>MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION OF MARK</td>
<td></td>
<td>MARK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CLICQUOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75569651  
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 14, 1998  
- **Registration Number**: 2643217  
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 29, 2002  
- **Register Principal**: Mark Type  
- **Trademark Publication Date**: Dec. 07, 1999  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 29, 2000

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1201370, 1751483 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: champagne  
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 47, 49  
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits  
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2000  
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MHCS  
- **Address**: MHCS 9 avenue de Champagne 51200 Epernay FRANCE  
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ EN COMMANDITE SIMPLE (SCS)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: MHCS 9608412

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EXCHANGING TIMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75575830 Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 1998 Registration Number 2635721
Registration Date Oct. 15, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 20, 2000
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 12, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For NEWSLETTERS * DELIVERED VIA-EMAIL * [ NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, INFORMATION SHEETS, LEAFLETS, TRANSCRIPTS AND CIRCULARS ]
FEATURING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE SALE AND EXCHANGE OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS AND INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1031 Corp. Address 1031 Corp. 100 Springhouse Drive, Suite 203 Collegeville PENNSYLVANIA 19426 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 019671.0021.

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the heading and statement, Class 016 is reclassified to 041, and, In the statement, column 1, line 4-8, should be deleted, and Column 2, lines 1-3, should be deleted, and, newsletters delivered via e-mail featuring information pertaining to the sale and exchange of real estate investments and information, should be inserted

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  MARK TYPE
TM 13999  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TERRAZAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75648110 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 1999 Registration Number 2646157
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 05, 2000
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 28, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Nov. 1999 In Commerce Dec. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BODEGAS CHANDON S.A. Address BODEGAS CHANDON S.A. Avenida Ortiz de Ocampo 2839 Buenos Aires ARGENTINA C1425DSD Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARGENTINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BOCH 0900562

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AN, GI H
**Mark Literal(s)** TERRAZAS DE LOS ANDES

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75648113
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 24, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2646158
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 21, 2000

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "LOS ANDES"
- **Translation**: The words "TERRAZAS DE LOS ANDES" means "terraces of the Andes".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: WINES
  - **US Classes**: 47, 49
  - **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
  - **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BODEGAS CHANDON S.A.
- **Address**: BODEGAS CHANDON S.A. Avenida Ortiz de Ocampo 2839 Buenos Aires ARGENTINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BOCH 0900563
- **Examining Attorney**: AN, GI H
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

**For** [Providing management consulting services utilizing computer software and databases for use in strategic project decision-making regarding development, expansion consolidation, location, and relocation of facilities and their operations]

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Jun. 07, 2000 **In Commerce** Jun. 07, 2000

**For** [Computer software and databases for management use in strategic project decision-making regarding development, expansion, consolidation, location, and relocation of facilities and their operations]

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Jun. 07, 2000 **In Commerce** Jun. 07, 2000

## Basis Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DEALTEK, LTD.</td>
<td>809 4th Avenue Farmville VIRGINIA 23901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEALTEK, LTD.</td>
<td>809 4th Avenue Farmville VIRGINIA 23901</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEAL-0002-T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Post Registration Information

**Change in Registration** Yes **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate** In the heading, and in the statement, Column 1, line 8, "Class 009" is deleted, and "Class 042" is inserted.

## Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney** ROSSMAN, MARY JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WARRIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75709270 Application Filing Date May 19, 1999 Registration Number 2729466
Registration Date Jun. 24, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 02, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 24, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For processed hops, namely, dried hop cones, pelletized hops and hop extracts for making beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 27, 1999 In Commerce Sep. 27, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YAKIMA CHIEF RANCHES, L.L.C. Address YAKIMA CHIEF RANCHES, L.L.C. P.O. 480 Zillah
WASHINGTON 98953 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "INC". should be
deleted, and L.L.C. should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ISAACSON, VIRGINIA T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STACOOLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75726780 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 1999 Registration Number 2649823
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 09, 2001
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1992097, 1261783

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For GOLF GLOVES
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 01, 2001 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACUSHNET COMPANY Address ACUSHNET COMPANY 333 Bridge Street Fairhaven MASSACHUSETTS 02719 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: STACOOLER

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENNINGS, PATRICK J
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 75788224  
Application Filing Date: Aug. 30, 1999  
Registration Number: 2655303  
Registration Date: Dec. 03, 2002  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark  
Publication Date: May 07, 2002

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  
Acquired Distinctiveness: In whole

Related Properties Information

International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0031170/1140006  
International Registration Number: 1140006

Goods and Services Information

For: ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF FINANCIAL ANALYSTS  
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  
First Use In Commerce: Dec. 31, 1992  
In Commerce: Dec. 31, 1992

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: CFA INSTITUTE  
Address: CFA INSTITUTE  915 East High Street  Charlottesville  VIRGINIA  22902  
Legal Entity: NON-STOCK CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: VIRGINIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 516861.00034

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: DALIER, JOHN DAVID
## TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 75794554
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 08, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2688940
- **Registration Date**: Feb. 18, 2003
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 11, 2000
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 04, 2000

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "PEPPERONI"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: PIZZA [ ; DESSERT PIZZA; WRAPS; DESSERT WRAPS; SANDWICHES ]
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 1999
- **For**: [ RESTAURANT SERVICES; CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS FEATURING HOME DELIVERY ]
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 1999

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pizza Inn, Inc.
- **Address**: Pizza Inn, Inc. 3551 Plano Parkway The Colony TEXAS 75056
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 32080-150749

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KING, LINDA M

---

**PEPPERONI MAX**

**Mark Literal(s)**: PEPPERONI MAX
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DAYTON DRAGONS
PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL TEAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "DAYTON DRAGONS PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL TEAM" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 16, "DAYTON" AND "PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL TEAM" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASSES 21, 25, AND 28 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For HOUSEWARES AND GLASS;, namely, [ PLASTIC CUPS, PAPER CUPS, BEER MUGS, ] [ GLASS MUGS, PORCELAIN MUGS, CERAMIC MUGS, ] BEVERAGEWARE, [ PORTABLE COOLERS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, ] [ COFFEE CUPS, BEVERAGE CONTAINERS SOLD EMPTY, namely, DRINKING WATER BOTTLES, ] [ DRINKING GLASSES, COMMEMORATIVE PLATES, WASTEPAPER BASKETS, PORCELAIN STATUES, VASES, MEAL TRAYS, SERVING TRAYS, NOT OF Precious Metal, DISHES, TRASH CANS, CANDLESTICKS, NOT OF Precious Metal, ] FOAM INSULATING SLEEVE HOLDERS FOR BEVERAGE CANS [, BOTTLE OPENERS, BOWLS, ICE BUCKETS, NON-ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES, LUNCH BOXES AND THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR BEVERAGES ]

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | May 03, 1999 |
| In Commerce | May 03, 1999 |

For TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS;, namely, BASEBALLS, MINIATURE SOUVENIR BASEBALL BATS, [ BASEBALL BATTING GLOVES, BASEBALL GLOVES, INFLATABLE TOYS, TOY BASEBALL BATTING HELMETS, ] GOLF BALLS, [ GOLF TEES, GOLF CLUB HEAD COVERS, swim FLOATS FOR RECREATIONAL USE, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, STUFFED TOYS, ] FLYING DISCS [, TOY BANKS, BALLOONS ],[ BOARD GAMES,] [ CARD GAMES, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND YO YOS ]

| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | May 03, 1999 |
| In Commerce | May 03, 1999 |
For PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER; [namely, WRITING PAPER, NOTE BOOKS, NOTE PADS, PENCIL HOLDERS, PENS, NON-ELECTRIC ERASERS, PENCILS, AUTOGRAPH BOOKS, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BASEBALL TRADING CARDS, BUMPER STICKERS, LITHOGRAPHS, BOOKMARKS, STICKER ALBUMS, PAPER PENNANTS, REFERENCE BOOKS OF INTEREST TO BASEBALL FANS, CHECK BOOKS, BINDERS, TRAVEL GUIDE BOOKS, BLANK CARDS, CATALOGS OF INTEREST TO BASEBALL FANS, CHECK BOOK COVER, PAPER CONTAINERS, DECALS, ENVELOPES, STATIONERY FOLDERS, DESK PADS, BOND PAPER, COPY PAPER, NEWSPRINT PAPER, PAPER NAME BADGES, PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, PAPER WEIGHTS, PICTURES, POSTERS, PRINTED AWARDS, PRINTED GUIDES OF INTEREST TO BASEBALL FANS, BASEBALL DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRES, BASEBALL SCORE BOOKS, PRINTED SURVEY ANSWER SHEETS, PAPER IDENTIFICATION TAGS AND PRINTED SOUVENIR GAME TICKETS]

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 03, 1999 In Commerce May 03, 1999

For CLOTHING; [namely, SHIRTS, SHORTS, TEE SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JOGGING SUITS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, JACKETS, SWEATERS, VESTS, PANTS, PONCHOS, VISORS, HATS, CAPS, CLOTH BIBS, TIES, PAJAMAS, BABY PANTS, BABY BOOTIES AND SHORT SETS, SWEATSHIRTS, MITTENS, GLOVES, KNITTED HATS, SCARVES, HOSIERY, WRIST BANDS, HEAD BANDS, ROBES, APRONS, SHOES, CLOTH DIAPER SETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, JUMPSUITS, SWEATPANTS, OVERALLS, BANDANAS, BEACHWEAR, BATHING SUITS, BELTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, BLOUSES, COATS, DRESSES, GYM SUITS, HEAD WEAR, LEATHER JACKETS, JERSEYS, PULLOVERS, ROMPERS, RAINWEAR, PARKAS, NIGHT SHIRTS, V-NECK SWEATERS AND KNIT SHIRTS]

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 03, 1999 In Commerce May 03, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Palisades Arcadia Baseball LLC Address Palisades Arcadia Baseball LLC 639 WEST END AVENUE, #14A NEW YORK NEW YORK 10025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21307-120

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOHR, AMY C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GARDEN SHOP

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>75863913</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 03, 1999</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2747660</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2003</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 25, 2001</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement | The stippling is for shading purposes only and does not indicate color. The lining contained in the wording GARDEN is for shading purposes only and does not indicate color. The flower design is lined for the color yellow. **Disclaimer** | "GARDEN" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **Lawn and garden watering products, namely, sprinklers, watering gun sprayers, and sprinkler heads** |
| **International Classes** | 21 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | **International Class Title** | Housewares and Glass |
| **First Use** | Dec. 1999 | **In Commerce** | Dec. 1999 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | LE YUAN INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD | **Address** | LE YUAN INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD No. 10, Fang Tung Road Fang Yuan Hsiang Chang Hua Hsien TAIWAN | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | TAIWAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 7022.208.001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CHHINA, KARANENDRA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TRACIE MARTYN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75864295 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 1999 Registration Number 2569005
Registration Date May 14, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Feb. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin care treatment salon services and cosmetic and color analysis, namely, analysis of the color, tone, texture and appearance of the skin and underlying tissues and the care and treatment of the skin and tissue through electrical stimulation of nerves, tissues, and muscle as well as traditional methods of skin care treatment and makeup application

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jun. 01, 1984 In Commerce Feb. 01, 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TRACIE MARTYN, INC. Address TRACIE MARTYN, INC. 139 Fifth Avenue, Second Floor New York NEW YORK 10010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CARASYST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75918347 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2000 Registration Number 2529104
Registration Date Jan. 15, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 23, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Computer software for use in database management in the field of nursing homes and assisted living facilities] *
Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management in the field of nursing homes and assisted living facilities *

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 01, 1999 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CVSC, LLC Address CVSC, LLC 648 MIMOSA BLVD. ROSWELL GEORGIA 30075 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21581.1

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the heading Class 9 is deleted and Class 42 is inserted. In the statement, column 1, lines 5-8, is deleted, and Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management in the field of nursing homes and assisted living facilities, is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected MARK TYPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CELLGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75941077 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2000 Registration Number 2776035
Registration Date Oct. 21, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 26, 2000
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Magnesium hydroxide [ -based slurries ] used in the manufacture of pulp and paper products
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Feb. 01, 2000 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARTIN MARIETTA MAGNESIA SPECIALTIES, LLC Address MARTIN MARIETTA MAGNESIA SPECIALTIES, LLC Suite 220 8140 Corporate Drive Baltimore MARYLAND 27607 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 47748-75569

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BRIAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHARMED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>75980429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Of</td>
<td>75576191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>CALENDARS, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Spelling Television Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SMITH, REBECCA A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MARC NEW YORK ANDREW
MARC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75982243 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2000 Registration Number 2647906
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "NEW YORK" Name Portrait Consent The name "ANDREW MARC" identifies a living individual
whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1221846 Child Of 76179977

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Based on Use in Commerce -- Outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ANDREW MARC IPCO LLC Address ANDREW MARC IPCO LLC 512 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 281340023004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAIRD, MICHAEL
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
ECLAT

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75982532</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 25, 1998</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2657734</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Translation | The term "ECLAT" is French for "sparkle". |

### Related Properties Information

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1725781 | Child Of | 75439983 |

### Goods and Services Information


**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics **First Use** Aug. 1991 **In Commerce** Aug. 1991

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ECLAT TEXTILE CO., LTD.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>ECLAT TEXTILE CO., LTD. 10F-3, NO. 80 SEC. 2 CHANG AN E. RD. TAPEI TAIWAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>MR929-1268</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MATTHEWS, AMOS THOMAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** GETTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Books, [ booklets, handbooks, manuals, brochures, pamphlets, scholarly papers, research papers, white papers, catalogues, monographs, bibliographies, thesauruses, indices, magazines, journals ] and newsletters, all relating to the arts and humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composed of</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correction made to Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RHIM, ANDREW

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/aka , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HAMLET QUALITY FOODS
SINCE 1920 QUALITY FOODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76014399  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2000  Registration Number  2660153
Registration Date  Dec. 10, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 11, 2001
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark is presented in a special form drawing. Disclaimer "QUALITY FOODS SINCE 1920 QUALITY FOODS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  HAMS AND PROCESSED MEATS
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FRESH MARK, INC.  Address  FRESH MARK, INC.  1888 Southway Street, SE  Massillon  OHIO 44648

Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  62082-563561

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHITTAKER BROWN, TRACY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76027945</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2000</td>
<td>2647942</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1594230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** lacrosse equipment, namely, lacrosse sticks, lacrosse balls, arm pads, gloves, shoulder pads; lacrosse sticks, balls, [nets] and rule books sold as a unit, and lacrosse sticks, balls and nets sold as individual components for playing an athletic indoor or outdoor game

- **International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
  - International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
  - First Use 1974
  - In Commerce 1974

- **For** decals and stickers

- **International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - First Use 1974
  - In Commerce 1974

- **For** clothing, namely, shirts, hats, pants, shorts, jackets, and sweatshirts

- **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes 22, 39
  - International Class Title Clothing
  - First Use 1982
  - In Commerce 1982

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>WM. T. BURNETT IP, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>WM. T. BURNETT IP, LLC 1500 BUSH STREET BALTIMORE MARYLAND 21230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>4956/TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LUCCHES SINCE 1883

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76034734 Application Filing Date  Apr. 26, 2000 Registration Number  2449162
Registration Date  May 08, 2001 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 13, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer  "SINCE 1883" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to "LUCCHESE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1864775, 1835901, 0916764, 1796383 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Luggage, namely, [ suitcases, briefcases, ] carry-on bags, duffel bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use  Jul. 15, 1988 In Commerce  Jul. 15, 1988
For  [ Belts; ] Footwear, namely, boots and shoes; clothing, namely, shirts, [ dress shirts, ] casual shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets [ overcoats, pants, jeans, suits, ] [ dresses, ] [ vests, skirts ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lucchese, Inc. Address  Lucchese, Inc. 40 Walter Jones Boulevard El Paso TEXAS 79906 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  72607-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, SONYA B
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PHYSICIAN'S PRACTICE

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76035485</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2000</td>
<td>2603533</td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 14, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### Goods and Services Information

**For** publications, namely a magazine relating to business, marketing, financial and general practice management for physicians

- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use**: Oct. 1990  **In Commerce**: Oct. 1990

**For** computer services, namely, providing on-line magazines relating to business, marketing, financial and general practice management for physicians via a global computer network

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Oct. 1990  **In Commerce**: Jan. 2000

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: MULTIMEDIA HEALTHCARE COMMUNICATIONS LLC
- **Address**: MULTIMEDIA HEALTHCARE COMMUNICATIONS LLC  2 CLARKE DRIVE  CRANBURY  NEW JERSEY  08512
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: MIZEELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) APARTMENT ZERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76037037 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2000 Registration Number 2770597
Registration Date Oct. 07, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 15, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "APARTMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring furniture and home furnishings
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 1999 In Commerce Oct. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Apartment Zero, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA apartment zero Address Apartment Zero, Inc. 2813 north edison st. Arlington VIRGINIA 22207 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLD, BARBARA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TRADEBOOK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76058237
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2666943
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 24, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 13, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 05, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2114653

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING A SECURITIES TRADING SYSTEM;
  ELECTRONICALLY PROVIDING THE SERVICES OF A SECURITIES TRADING BROKER;
  OBJECTIVELY RATING SECURITIES;
  INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCE AND NEWS, INCLUDING PROVIDING
  ANALYSES OF SECURITIES MARKETS AND MODELS THAT OBJECTIVELY RATE SECURITIES
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 09, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bloomberg L.P.
- **Composed of**: Bloomberg Inc., a Delaware corporation, its general partner
- **Address**: Bloomberg L.P. 731 Lexington Avenue New York NEW YORK 10022
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TRADEBOOK

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "corporation" should be deleted, and limited partnership should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SPILS, CAROL A
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
SYMA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76072882
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 19, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2619631
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 17, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 25, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 04042/1995
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Mar. 28, 1995
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: SWITZERLAND
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Mar. 28, 2005

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** RENTAL OF BUILDING EQUIPMENT USED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF SHORT-TERM BUILDINGS
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **For** RENTAL OF TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS FOR EXPOSITIONS, CONFERENCES, SHOWS AND SPORTS EVENTS
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **For** METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, CONSTRUCTION BEAMS AND PANELS OF METAL USED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF SHORT-TERM BUILDINGS FOR EXPOSITIONS, CONFERENCES, SHOWS AND SPORTS EVENTS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL
  - **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Syma Intercontinental AG
- **Address**: Syma Intercontinental AG Dorf Kirchberg SWITZERLAND CH-9533
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 115706.04600
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE DIAMOND CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76091764 Application Filing Date  Jul. 17, 2000 Registration Number   2512175 Registration Date   Nov. 27, 2001 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 04, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Plumbing services
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  May 01, 1999 In Commerce  May 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   AQUILA INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC Address  AQUILA INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC  5901 N. HONORE AVE SUITE 130 SARASOTA FLORIDA 34236 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SLIPLESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76110562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2727643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | [ Metal drill pipe and ] associated metal drill pipe supports for use in oil and gas well drilling |
International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
International Class Title | Metal |
Goods First Use | Jul. 23, 2001 |
In Commerce | Jul. 23, 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | IRONGATE RENTAL SERVICES, LLC |
Address | IRONGATE RENTAL SERVICES, LLC 6003 Cunningham Road HOUSTON TEXAS 77041 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | 10989.003 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | OH, WON TEAK |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 76112677 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Aug. 18, 2000 |
| **Registration Number** | 2660323 |
| **Registration Date** | Dec. 10, 2002 |
| **Principal Register** | |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | May 22, 2001 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Aug. 14, 2001 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0004402/0885245 International
- **Registration Number**: 0885245

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Vascular stents for vascular, cardiovascular, coronary, and biliary applications
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 2001
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: COVIDIEN LP
- **Address**: COVIDIEN LP 15 HAMPShIRE STREET MANSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 02048
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: T-H-KN-01078

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DALIER, JOHN DAVID
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 76128000 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 14, 2000 | Registration Number | 2573096 |
| Registration Date | May 28, 2002 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Mar. 05, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1057260, 1719591, 1797868, 1057265, 0955967, 1822830, 1057266, 1055313, 1581521, 1799433, 1980821, 1750222, 1057264, 1055315, 1055320, 1625617, 1747502, 1617698, 1055317, 1055322, 1055318, 2068319, 1059687, 1741015, 1055319, 1677563 and others |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, BASEBALL GAMES, COMPETITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS RENDERED LIVE, THROUGH BROADCAST MEDIA INCLUDING TELEVISION AND RADIO AND VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR A COMMERCIAL ON-LINE SERVICE; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND RELATED TOPICS AND PROVIDING FOR INFORMATIONAL MESSAGES RELATING THERETO; PROVIDING MULTI-USER INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES, ALL VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR A COMMERCIAL ON-LINE SERVICE |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes US Classes | 100, 101, 107 International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. |
| Address | Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. 1271 Avenue of the Americas New York NEW YORK 10020 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 21307.098 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MAYERSCHOFF, GLENN E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
INSULGEL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| **Serial Number** | 76133980 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Sep. 22, 2000 |
| **Registration Number** | 2566909 |
| **Registration Date** | May 07, 2002 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Publication Date** | Feb. 12, 2002 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Completion chemicals for use in the oil and gas industry, namely, insulating packer fluids; brine-based insulating viscosified fluids for reducing heat transfer in a variety of applications in the oil and gas industry, namely, for use as a packer fluid to minimize cool down of oil and gas as it is being produced and in pipelines as oil and gas is being transported

| **International Classes** | 1 |
| **US Classes** | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Chemicals |
| **First Use** | Mar. 1999 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 1999 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | BAKER HUGHES HOLDINGS LLC |
| **Address** | BAKER HUGHES HOLDINGS LLC 17021 ALDINE WESTFIELD ROAD HOUSTON TEXAS 77073 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country** | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| **Docket Number** | GRN 6672297 |
| **Examining Attorney** | BROWN, BRIAN D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRINTER ACTIVE WEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76146556 Application Filing Date  Oct. 13, 2000 Registration Number  2648227
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "ACTIVE WEAR"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  SE/00-07015 Foreign Application Filing Date  Sep. 19, 2000 Foreign Registration Number  347426 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 06, 2001 Foreign Application/Registration County  SWEDEN Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 06, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For clothing, namely, [ coats, ] [ underpants, boxer shorts, shorts, ] fleece pullovers; [ and pants, ] sweatshirts, [ sweatpants, running and jogging suits, ] tops, bottoms, suits, [ blazers, ] jackets, quilted jackets, and [ coats, pants, ] [ trousers, skirts, dresses, ] sweaters [, ] [ socks, hosiery, lingerie, undergarments, sleepwear, foundation garments, footwear, ] [ headwear ] International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Texet AB Address  Texet AB Jupitervägen 2 Upplands Väsby SWEDEN SE-194 43 Legal Entity JOINT-STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NW130737.000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** U.S. LUBRICANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76154061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2623383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;LUBRICANTS&quot; Acquired Distinctiveness In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</strong></td>
<td>A0010632/0948388 International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>0948388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>MOTOR OIL AND NON-CHEMICAL MOTOR OIL ADDITIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>4 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 6, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Lubricants and Fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 19, 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Amalie AOC, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composed of</strong></td>
<td>Packers Acquisition Co. a Florida corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Amalie AOC, Ltd. 1601 McCloskey Boulevard Tampa FLORIDA 336056710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>54883/40542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
OSTA-PEK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76160104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2652513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Plastic in the form of bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes for use in the manufacturing of spinal prostheses

| International Classes | 17 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 |
| International Class Title | Rubber |
| Goods First Use | Oct. 1995 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 2000 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Co-Ligne AG |
Address | Co-Ligne AG UTOQUAI 43 Zurich SWITZERLAND CH-8008 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | 19381 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | BUCHANAN WILL, NORA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ONE ATOM AT A TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76169030 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2000 Registration Number 2767349
Registration Date Sep. 23, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 09, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 02, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For SCIENTIFIC IMAGING AND ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT, NAMELY, A THREE-DIMENSIONAL ATOM PROBE MICROSCOPE

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CAMECA INSTRUMENTS, INC. Address CAMECA INSTRUMENTS, INC. 91 MCKEE DRIVE MAHWAH NEW JERSEY 07430 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMTCA-104US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DO DESTINY OUTREACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76173584 Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2000 Registration Number  2648293
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a person climbing a tree above the clouds.
Disclaimer  "OUTREACH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2490089

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, customized development of educational programs, curricula, and training programs for others, and conducting seminars, workshops, and classes in the field of personal development and vocational instruction, using a mix of technology, entertainment and various types of media, offered both online and in person

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 1999 In Commerce  Apr. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Destiny Outreach Address  Destiny Outreach  1507 E. 53rd Street, #431  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60615
Legal Entity  NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76176189 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2000 Registration Number 2647473
Registration Date Nov. 05, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jun. 18, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For GASKETS AND SEALS MADE ENTIRELY OR PRIMARILY OF METAL FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMETIC GASKET, INC. Address COMETIC GASKET, INC. 8090 Auburn Road Concord OHIO 44077 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CMTZ500005US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAUERS, WILLIAM J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VISA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76184109 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2650375
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 09, 2001
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing and headwear, namely, T-shirts, [ sweaters, sweatshirts, ] pullover shirts, sportshirts, [ denim shirts, ] jackets, [ coats, ] caps, hats [, visors ] [ and headbands ]

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Visa International Service Association Address Visa International Service Association 900 Metro Center Boulevard Foster City CALIFORNIA 94404 Legal Entity MEMBERSHIP CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6300

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FORTALUXE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76187280 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2000 Registration Number 2672923
Registration Date Jan. 07, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 07, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 30, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0110365/1612287 International Registration Number 1612287

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dishes, bowls, cups, saucers, pitchers, mugs, platters not made of precious metal, ramekins, sugar bowls, tea pots and coffee pots not made of precious metal, gravy boats, butter boats, creamers, and compotes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fortessa Tableware Solutions, LLC Address Fortessa Tableware Solutions, LLC 20412 Bashan Drive Ashburn VIRGINIA 20147 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 48305.0114

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TRIGGERFOAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76200822 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2001 Registration Number 2685415 Registration Date Feb. 11, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For expandable foam adhesives for general bonding and repair, in the construction industry
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Dec. 15, 2000 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2000

For polyurethane spray foam for bonding, sealing, insulation, stopping leaks, controlling radon, confining asbestos particles and deadening sound
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION Address THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION 701 EAST JOPPA ROAD PATENT DEPT, MR045 TOWSON MARYLAND 21286 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TRIGGERFOAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WONG, CONRAD WAI-PAC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POWERFOAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76200823 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2001 Registration Number 2780050 Registration Date Nov. 04, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 22, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 14, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For expandable foam adhesives for general bonding and repair, in the construction industry

International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Dec. 15, 2000 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2000

For polyurethane spray foam for bonding, sealing, insulation, stopping leaks, controlling radon, confining asbestos particles and deadening sound

International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION Address THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION 701 EAST JOPPA ROAD PATENT DEPT, MR045 TOWSON MARYLAND 21286 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number POWERFOAM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VANISHPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76201985  Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2001  Registration Number 2661771  Registration Date Dec. 17, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Sep. 24, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2070833

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical Devices; namely, medical syringes, blood collection tube holders, catheters, [ dental needle devices, and disposable containers for sharp medical devices ]
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Retractable Technologies, Inc.  Address Retractable Technologies, Inc.  511 Lobo Lane  Little Elm  TEXAS  75068  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized TExAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 575329.00308

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE RATING BUREAU OF CALIFORNIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76204371 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2604071 Registration Date Aug. 06, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date May 14, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2337171

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely providing information related to workers' compensation insurance, specifically, providing information and consultation regarding workers' compensation insurance rates, rating experience information, coverage data, employer classifications, statistics; and providing an on-line computer database in the field of workers' compensation insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Mar. 25, 1976 In Commerce Mar. 25, 1976

For [ Electronic database in the field of workers' compensation insurance recorded on computer media ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Mar. 23, 1995 In Commerce Mar. 23, 1995

For [ legal consultation and legal information regarding insurance laws and regulations in the field of workers' compensation insurance ]
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Mar. 25, 1976 In Commerce Mar. 25, 1976

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California  
**Address**: Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California  
1901 Harrison Street, 17th Floor  
Oakland  
CALIFORNIA  
94612

**Legal Entity**: UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 217343584196

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

**Change in Registration**: Yes  
**Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is corrected to appear as follows: Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California, and a standard character claim is being inserted  
**Correction made to Registration**:  
In the statement, Column 1, line 2, through line 3, "CALIFORNIA NOT-FOR-PROFIT ASSOCIATION" should be deleted, and CALIFORNIA UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIATION should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

**Elements Corrected**: CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76205415  Application Filing Date  Feb. 05, 2001  Registration Number  2573322
Registration Date  May 28, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1876695, 2012889, 1865313, 1879043, 2007273, 2109321 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Nov. 1992  In Commerce  Nov. 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THE BASEBALL CLUB OF SEATTLE, LLLP  Address  THE BASEBALL CLUB OF SEATTLE, LLLP 1250 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH  SAFECO FIELD  SEATTLE  WASHINGTON  98134  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21307.098

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76205600 Application Filing Date  Feb. 06, 2001 Registration Number   2665477
Registration Date   Dec. 24, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date   Oct. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For full line of financial and banking services

International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial
First Use   Mar. 15, 2000 In Commerce   Mar. 15, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., The Address   PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., The Mail Stop: PT-PTWR-18-1 Tower at PNC, 300 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222 Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   76205600

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KANG, JANE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1560470, 1576468, 1253034 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Paper goods and printed matter, namely, trading cards, posters, stickers, decals, temporary tattoos, bumper stickers, scorebooks, scorecards, printed baseball [ games ] * game * programs, [ magazines and ] books featuring baseball, [ stationery folders, book covers, calendars, greeting cards, ] gift wrapping paper, [ paper gift and paper party bags, paper coaters, paper napkins, paper tablecloths, pens, pencils, and non-electric erasers ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use** Apr. 12, 1966
**In Commerce** Apr. 12, 1966

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ATLANTA NATIONAL LEAGUE BASEBALL CLUB, LLC |
| Address | ATLANTA NATIONAL LEAGUE BASEBALL CLUB, L.C. 755 Battery Avenue SE Atlanta GEORGIA 30339 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 21307.098 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Correction made to Registration | In the statement, Column 1, line 9, "games" should be deleted, and, "game" should be inserted. |
Examining Attorney  VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ROYAL KONA-COFFEE FOR ROYALTY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76222196</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2001</td>
<td>2614597</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 03, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;KONA&quot; and &quot;COFFEE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0962153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Coffee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>HAWAII COFFEE COMPANY, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>HAWAII COFFEE COMPANY, LLC 1555 KALANI STREET HONOLULU HAWAII 96817</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>HAWAII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>0628-2T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SPRUILL, DARRYL M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  OECONNECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76234579  Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2001  Registration Number  2648558
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0071782/1389064  International
Registration Number  1389064

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a world wide web site for facilitating commercial business transactions, namely, providing online databases of information about automotive parts and the purchase and sale of automotive parts
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Dec. 04, 2000  In Commerce  Dec. 04, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  OEConnection LLC  Address  OEConnection LLC  4205 Highlander Parkway  Richfield  OHIO  44286
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  OEC1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FUNDIFIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76234900 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2776260 Registration Date Oct. 21, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 31, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software for use by child support enforcement agencies and financial institutions to share data on child support obligors for the purpose of collecting child support payments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INFORMATIX, INC. Address INFORMATIX, INC. 2535 Capitol Oaks Drive, Suite 340 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95833 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21815.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PROSLEEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76235736 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2001 Registration Number 2665557
Registration Date Dec. 24, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 30076558.4/1 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2000 Foreign Registration Number 30076558 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 04, 2001 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 31, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical instruments for interstitial thermo therapy of biological tissue
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OLYMPUS WINTER & IBE GMBH Address OLYMPUS WINTER & IBE GMBH KUEHNSTRASSE 61 Hamburg FED REP GERMANY 22045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country GERMANY
Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40635.335US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76238485</td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2001</td>
<td>2573396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 28, 2002</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "OAKLAND"

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1560962, 1615855, 1267687, 1267861, 1530675, 1234697, 1257146, 1523854, 1570831, 1642131, 1263825, 1951990 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, namely, STUFFED TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, [BEAN BAG TOYS, BEAN BAGS, ] CHECKER SETS, BOARD GAMES, DART BOARDS AND DART BOARD ACCESSORIES, TOY [CARS AND ] TRUCKS, [INFLATABLE BASEBALL BATS, ] TOY BASEBALL BATS, BALLOONS, PUZZLES, TOY TATTOOS, DECORATIVE WIND SOCKS, MINI BATS, [VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, ] [HAND HELD VIDEO AND ELECTRONIC GAMES,] BASEBALLS AND HOLDERS FOR BASEBALLS, AUTOGRAPHED BASEBALLS, BASKETBALLS, [PLAYGROUND BALLS, RUBBER ACTION BALLS, ] GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUB COVERS, [GOLF CLUB BAGS, GOLF PUTTERS, ] BASEBALL BATS, MITTS, [CATCHER'S MASKS, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF NOISE MAKERS,] AND CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 1992

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Athletics Investment Group LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA The Oakland Athletics Baseball Company
- **Address**: Athletics Investment Group LLC 7000 Coliseum Way Second Floor Oakland CALIFORNIA 94621
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 21307.098
Examining Attorney
LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76244617 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2001 Registration Number 2712700
Registration Date May 06, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 11, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of an incomplete star.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1748631, 2082732, 1114369, 0805802, 1476271, 1485610, 1530535, 0883810, 1085711, 1642768 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, TRADING CARDS, POSTERS, [ STICKERS, ] DECALS, TEMPORARY TATTOOS, BUMPER STICKERS, [ SCOREBOOKS, SCORECARDS, ] GAME PROGRAMS, [ MAGAZINES AND ] BOOKS FEATURING BASEBALL, [ STATIONERY FOLDERS, ] [ BOOK COVERS, ] [ CALENDARS, GREETING CARDS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, PAPER GIFT AND PARTY BAGS, ] [ PAPER COASTERS, ] [ PAPER NAPKINS, ] [ PAPER TABLECLOTHS, ] PENS, PENCILS [ NON-ELECTRIC ERASERS, ] [ AND UNGRADUATED RULERS ]
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 04, 1999 In Commerce Nov. 04, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOUSTON ASTROS, LLC Address HOUSTON ASTROS, LLC 501 CRAWFORD STREET #500 HOUSTON TEXAS 77002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21307.98/MEL
Examining Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MANHUNT

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2240414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Computer dating services via adult personal advertisements on the Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MHNEXT, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>131 Dartmouth Street 3rd Floor BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M15372000100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examiner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CIRANDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 15, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2645397</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2002</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For [ DRIED FRUITS, FRUIT PULP/PUREE, ] VEGETABLE OIL
International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods
First Use | Oct. 27, 2000 | In Commerce | Oct. 27, 2000 |

For [ FRESH COCONUT, GRAINS, LENTILS, MILLET, NUTS, PULSES, SEEDS, SOYBEANS AND FLAX ]
International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 46 | International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products
First Use | Aug. 28, 2000 | In Commerce | Aug. 28, 2000 |

For [ BASMATI RICE, ] COCONUT FLAKES, HONEY, [ SEASALT, ] [ SUGARS, ] AND NATURAL SWEETENERS
International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods
First Use | Jan. 24, 2001 | In Commerce | Jan. 24, 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | Ciranda Inc. | Address | Ciranda Inc. 708 Second Street Hudson WISCONSIN 54016 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized | WISCONSIN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | 524251.14 |

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration | Yes |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | JOHNSON, DARLENE DREAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DUROC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76264955 Application Filing Date May 31, 2001 Registration Number 2655936 Registration Date Dec. 03, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Publication Date Sep. 10, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) Certification Statement The certification mark, as used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies that the swine meets the certifier's standards for pedigree in accordance with standards developed by the certifier and subject to Certifier's approval.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swine International Classes A US Classes A - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Goods Certified First Use 1883 In Commerce 1883

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Swine Registry Address National Swine Registry 2639 Yeager Road West Lafayette INDIANA 47906 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 400465-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LINCOSKI JR, JOHN T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76266755 Application Filing Date  Jun. 05, 2001 Registration Number  2648716
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a fanciful representation of a bird bath with a decorative finial spouting water.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  statues of stone with decorative water fountains
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Jul. 01, 1996 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 1996
For  Decorative water fountains
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Jul. 01, 1996 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Massarelli's Lawn Ornaments, Inc. Address  Massarelli's Lawn Ornaments, Inc. 500 South Egg Harbor Road Hammonton NEW JERSEY 08037 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROBINSON, JOHANNA B
# Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Renewed

## Mark Literal(s)

**HIGHLAND**

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76267017</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2001</td>
<td>2653721</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**

No

**Mark Drawing Type**

1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

## Goods and Services Information

**For TRUCK GRAB HANDLES; LOADING RAMPS FOR VEHICLES; VEHICLE ACCESSORIES FOR CARRYING AND SECURING CARGO, NAMELY, CARGO BARS, LOAD BARS, CLAMSHELL CARGO CARRIERS, VEHICLE ROOF BARS, BASKET CARRIERS, AND BICYCLE CARRIERS**

**International Classes**

12 - Primary Classes

US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**

Vehicles

**First Use**

Nov. 1994

**In Commerce**

Nov. 1994

**For TOW STRAPS; TOW ROPES; WINCH STRAPS; CARGO NETS; TRUCKBED NETS; TARP COVERS; SOFT ROOF-TOP CARGO CARRIERS; STRETCH CORDS; WEBBED CARGO SECUREMENTS, NAMELY, TIE DOWNS, LASHING STRAPS, AND LUGGAGE STRAPS**

**International Classes**

22 - Primary Classes

US Classes 1, 2, 19, 22, 42, 50

**International Class Title**

Cordage and Fibers

**First Use**

Nov. 1994

**In Commerce**

Nov. 1994

**For METAL TIE DOWN HARDWARE, NAMELY, BUCKLES, HOOKS, AND RATCHETS; METAL TOW HOOKS; METAL VEHICLE ANCHOR POINTS, NAMELY, EYEBOLTS, HOOKS, AND CLEATS**

**International Classes**

6 - Primary Classes

US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50

**International Class Title**

Metal Goods

**First Use**

Nov. 1994

**In Commerce**

Nov. 1994

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**

Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**

HORIZON GLOBAL AMERICAS INC.

**Address**

HORIZON GLOBAL AMERICAS INC. 47912 Halyard Drive Plymouth Michigan 48170

**Legal Entity**

CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**

DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**

25475-00414
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** IDI DISTRIBUTORS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 76275223 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 25, 2001 |
| Registration Number | 2655978 |
| Registration Date | Dec. 03, 2002 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Publication Date | Sep. 10, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "DISTRIBUTORS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | Distributorship services featuring the insulation products of others

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jul. 1990 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 1990 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Insulation Distributors, Inc. |
| Address | Insulation Distributors, Inc. 8303 Audubon Road Chanhassen MN 55317 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 55788.002001 |
| Examining Attorney | CLARK, GLENN G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HUIDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76280065 Application Filing Date Jul. 03, 2001 Registration Number 2668305 Registration Date Dec. 31, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 08, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1279336 Foreign Registration Date May 28, 1999 Foreign Application/Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date May 27, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilets; portable toilets; toilet seats; flushing toilet tanks; level controlling valves in toilet tanks; toilet bowls; bath tubs; lavatory basins; washbasins; bath fittings and installations, namely, bath tub jets; hot air bath fittings, namely, hot air blowers; sanitary apparatus and installations, namely, pipes being parts of sanitary facilities; showers; bath tubs for sitz baths; flushing apparatus, namely, flushing levers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUIDA SANITARY WARE CO. LTD. Address HUIDA SANITARY WARE CO. LTD. 7 HUIDA RD, HUANGGEZHUANG, FENGNAN DIST TANGSHAN CHINA 063307 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WANG/T0003US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M

16556
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** 1020

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAFTING PAPER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearprint Paper Company, Inc.</td>
<td>Clearprint Paper Company, Inc. 510 Broad Hollow Road Melville NEW YORK 11747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3887.018 ean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TM 14056 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** 1000H

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 76281031
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 03, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2662176
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 17, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 24, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: DRAFTING PAPER
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: 1933

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Clearprint Paper Company, Inc.
- **Address**: Clearprint Paper Company, Inc. 510 Broad Hollow Road
  Melville NEW YORK 11747
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 3887.018 ean

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
GRAND CHAMPION

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76303728</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 23, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2676863</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 21, 2003</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | * boneless turkey products * |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | 1970 | In Commerce | 1970 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | JENNIE-O TURKEY STORE, LLC | Address | JENNIE-O TURKEY STORE, LLC 2505 WILLMAR AVE SW WILLMAR MINNESOTA 56201 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

| Change in Registration | Yes | Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate | Statement(s): Column 1, line 5 "boneless products" is inserted. |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | TINYK, MICHAEL D |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** LIANO

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76306621</td>
<td>Aug. 29, 2001</td>
<td>2671495</td>
<td>Jan. 07, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 1989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Cesari S.r.l.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cesari S.r.l. Via Stanzano N. 1120 (Bologna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ITALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | WFG-8431 |

**Post Registration Information**

| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Correction made to Registration | In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "Italy Corporation" should be deleted, and "Italy Limited Liability Company" should be inserted. |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | ORNDORFF, LINDA B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BAYONET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76310720 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2001 Registration Number 2733066
Registration Date Jul. 01, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 14, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 06, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Combination bucket/hammer for earth-moving machines and attachments
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Oct. 01, 2001 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNDERWOOD, LOWELL A. Address UNDERWOOD, LOWELL A. P.O. Box 520 Prosper TEXAS 75078 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RECS2767TMUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ROGERSOUND LABORATORIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;LABORATORIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR PLAYING, RECEIVING, TRANSMITTING, UPLOADING, DOWNLOADING, REPRODUCING AND RECORDING INFORMATION, SOUNDS AND IMAGES, NAMELY, AUDIO AND VIDEO SPEAKERS, TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISC PLAYERS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS AND TURNTABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 01, 1970</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROGERSOUND LABS LLC</td>
<td>ROGERSOUND LABS LLC</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | RSL-201

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | PIGNATELLO, ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** QUARTER MASTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clutches for high-performance racing vehicles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1980
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1980

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Quarter Master Industries, Inc.
- **Address**: Quarter Master Industries, Inc. 510 Telser Road Lake Zurich ILLINOIS 60047
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ROTH, JASON I
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK LITERAL(S)
REA TESTBUSTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76326049</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 09, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2654034</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>2246194, 2372330</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Series of educational books in the field of test preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 10, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 10, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | LSC COMMUNICATIONS BOOK LLC |
| Address | LSC COMMUNICATIONS BOOK LLC 4101 Winfield Road Warrenville ILLINOIS 60555 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 077122.1330 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S. |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
YOGAFITNESS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76327771
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2647543
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 05, 2002
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to**: Supplemental Register
- **Yes**
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Jul. 31, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2254335, 1921647, 2167784

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, TRAINING SESSIONS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF FITNESS, HEALTH, YOGA, ATHLETICS, MOTIVATION TRAINING, TAI CHI, PILATES, AND BODY-MIND-SPRIT TRAINING
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BE SQUARED, LLC
- **Address**: BE SQUARED, LLC  401 N. Birch Rd. #903  Fort Lauderdale  FLORIDA 33304
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 60314-160647
- **Examining Attorney**: DONNELL, RICHARD S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NATIONAL ADVERTISING
REVIEW BOARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76343843 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2001 Registration Number 2651799
Registration Date Nov. 19, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 27, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "REVIEW BOARD" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and investigative services, namely, analyzing, investigating and evaluating decisions involving truth or accuracy of in the field of advertising
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 1971 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1971

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BBB NATIONAL PROGRAMS, INC. Address BBB NATIONAL PROGRAMS, INC. 1676 International Drive Suite 550 McLean VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) NARB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76343846 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2001 Registration Number 2654118
Registration Date Nov. 26, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 03, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting and investigative services, namely, analyzing, investigating and evaluating decisions involving truth or accuracy in the field of advertising
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Apr. 01, 1971 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1971

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BBB NATIONAL PROGRAMS, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA BBB National Programs Address
BBB NATIONAL PROGRAMS, INC. 1676 International Drive, Suite 550 McLean VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity
NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HEROCLIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HEROClix

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  76351184  Application Filing Date  Dec. 18, 2001  Registration Number  2780324  
Registration Date  Nov. 04, 2003  Register Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 31, 2002  
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 25, 2003

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0128957/1699531  International
Registration Number  1699531

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  game equipment, namely, collectible miniature toy figurines and accessories, and role playing equipment in the nature of game book manuals

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use  May 01, 2002  In Commerce  May 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  WIZKIDS/NECA, LLC  Address  WIZKIDS/NECA, LLC  603 SWEETLAND AVENUE  HILLSIDE NEW JERSEY  07205  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  96699-00016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PARK 'N FLY PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76351469  Application Filing Date  Dec. 20, 2001  Registration Number  2649212
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1111956

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vehicular parking adjacent to airports; and transportation of passengers and luggage by bus, van, limousine, shuttle bus, automobile, and/or other land vehicular means

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage  First Use  Aug. 1994  In Commerce  Aug. 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PARK 'N FLY SERVICE, LLC  Address  PARK 'N FLY SERVICE, LLC  2060 MT. PARAN ROAD, N.W., SUITE 207  ATLANTA  GEORGIA  30327  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country

Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  134740.02000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOLD, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76351890  Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2001  Registration Number 2649218
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicular parking adjacent to airports; and transportation of passengers and luggage by bus, van, limousine, shuttle bus, automobile, and/or other land vehicular means

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105  International Class Title Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PARK 'N FLY SERVICE, LLC  Address PARK 'N FLY SERVICE, LLC  2060 MT. PARAN ROAD, N.W., SUITE 207  ATLANTA  GEORGIA  30327  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country

Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 134740.02000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLD, BARBARA A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
PARK 'N FLY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76353151</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2666170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 24, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1111956 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For |
| Vehicular parking adjacent to airports; and transportation of passengers and luggage by bus, van, limousine, shuttle bus, automobile, and/or other land vehicular means |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>39 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 1977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use |
| Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | PARK 'N FLY SERVICE, LLC |
| Address    | PARK 'N FLY SERVICE, LLC 2060 MT. PARAN ROAD, N.W., SUITE 207 ATLANTA GEORGIA 30327 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 134740.02000 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | GOLD, BARBARA A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OMAHA POLICE OFFICER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76353705 Application Filing Date Dec. 26, 2001 Registration Number 2659050
Registration Date Dec. 10, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 17, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an eight-pointed badge with a buffalo standing on top. The center of the badge is a circle containing the seal of the City of Omaha which depicts two persons (a frontiersman on the left and a Native American on the right) separated by a seal bearing a buffalo head. A sun sets behind the figures, and harvested food sits at their feet. In a circle around the seal are the words "Omaha Police Officer".
Disclaimer "OMAHA POLICE OFFICER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Police and civil protection services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 31, 1941 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1941

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name City of Omaha Address City of Omaha Suite 804 1819 Farnam Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68183
Legal Entity MUNICIPAL CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7091-0004
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BLUEDOLPHIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76354237
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 02, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2666176
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 24, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 01, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Lining and Stippling Statement**: The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2065098, 2234143, 2125132

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: ON-LINE PUBLICATION IN THE NATURE OF EMAIL UPDATES AND SUMMARIES OF MAGAZINES TO ASSIST CONSUMERS IN SAMPLING, PURCHASING AND MANAGING MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 18, 2001
- **In Commerce**: May 18, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BLUE DOLPHIN COMMERCE LLC
- **Address**: BLUE DOLPHIN COMMERCE LLC 4 HIGH RIDGE PARK STAMFORD CONNECTICUT 06905
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: CONNECTICUT
- **Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M201-009-03

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinating Attorney**: COREA, ANDY I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) WELLSHIELD INTERIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76360351 Application Filing Date  Jan. 18, 2002 Registration Number  2639411 Registration Date  Oct. 22, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date  Jul. 30, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer  "INTERIOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wellborn Cabinet, Inc. Address  Wellborn Cabinet, Inc. 38669 Highway 77 Ashland ALABAMA 36251 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  W0616-086496

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FINE, STEVEN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTMAS CANDYLANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76363734 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2002 Registration Number 2649296 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "CHRISTMAS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For amusement parks, namely, rides, holiday themed shows and arcades
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 1982 In Commerce Nov. 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HERSEY ENTERTAINMENT & RESORTS COMPANY Address HERSEY ENTERTAINMENT & RESORTS COMPANY 27 W. CHOCOLATE AVENUE HERSEY PENNSYLVANIA 17033 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITTAKER BROWN, TRACY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>PROSPERA CREDIT UNION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76364081
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 29, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2712107
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 29, 2003
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 27, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "CREDIT UNION"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "PROSPERA" is "prosperous".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Credit union services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: PROSPERA CREDIT UNION
- **Address**: PROSPERA CREDIT UNION 4830 NORTH BALLARD ROAD APPLETON WISCONSIN 54913
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4406-00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OPEN DOORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76365571 Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2002 Registration Number  2713021
Registration Date  May 06, 2003 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 11, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For printed materials, namely newsletters, church bulletin inserts, brochures, flyers, postcards and booklets for church workers featuring information about strengthening, training, and encouraging Christians around the world persecuted for their faith in Jesus Christ, and motivating the Christian church in the free world to identify with and support the persecuted church; address labels; calendars; bumper stickers; stationery; stamp pads; stickers; pencils; pens
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Oct. 01, 1972 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 1972
For educational services, namely conducting live courses and lectures relating to the promotion of Jesus Christ and featuring information about strengthening, training, and encouraging Christians around the world persecuted for their faith in Jesus Christ, and motivating the Christian church in the free world to identify with and support the persecuted church
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Oct. 01, 1972 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 1972
For prerecorded audiotapes and prerecorded videotapes featuring information about strengthening, training, and encouraging Christians around the world persecuted for their faith in Jesus Christ, and motivating the Christian church in the free world to identify with and support the persecuted church; cassette tapes and compact discs featuring Christian teaching and music of inspiration
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 01, 1972 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 1972
For evangelistic and ministerial services relating to the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and strengthening, training, and encouraging Christians around the world persecuted for their faith in Jesus Christ, and motivating the Christian church in the free world to identify with and support the persecuted church
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  
First Use  Oct. 01, 1972  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 1972  
For  clothing, namely T-shirts, polo shirts, and caps

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  
Oct. 01, 1972  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 1972

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Open Doors International  Address  Open Doors International  2953 South Pullman Street  Santa Ana  CALIFORNIA  92799  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TINGLEY, JOHN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76369653 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2002 Registration Number 2659217
Registration Date Dec. 10, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 17, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an eight-pointed badge with a buffalo standing on top. The center of the badge is a circle containing the seal of the City of Omaha which depicts two persons (a frontiersman on the left and a Native American on the right) separated by a seal bearing a buffalo head. A sun sets behind the figures, and harvested food sits at their feet.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Police and civil protection services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 31, 1941 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1941

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name City of Omaha Address City of Omaha Suite 804 1819 Farnam Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68183
Legal Entity MUNICIPAL CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7091-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PARTICLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76370217 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2002 Registration Number 2713047
Registration Date May 06, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 11, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Architectural and landscape electric lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Dec. 18, 2001 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE TORO COMPANY Address THE TORO COMPANY 8111 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH BLOOMINGTON MINNESOTA 55420 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1026TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE FLINT JOURNAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76375799 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2002 Registration Number 2686020
Registration Date Feb. 11, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "JOURNAL" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Daily newspaper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 05, 1876 In Commerce Apr. 05, 1876

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADVANCE LOCAL MEDIA LLC Address ADVANCE LOCAL MEDIA LLC ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER NEW YORK NEW YORK 10007 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ALM/T009701

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COLUMBIA'S ORIGINAL "1905" SALAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76383725 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2002 Registration Number 2674811
Registration Date Jan. 14, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 22, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "ORIGINAL" and "SALAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Salad, namely, a salad consisting of lettuce, ham, cheeses, tomato, olives, and dressing for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Columbia Food Service Company, Inc. Address Columbia Food Service Company, Inc. 2025 East 7th Avenue Tampa FLORIDA 33605 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2020845-101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HURRICANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76384542  Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2002  Registration Number  2746373
Registration Date  Aug. 05, 2003  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  May 13, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Heavy duty material handling equipment, namely vacuum-type loaders, usually trailer or skid mounted and powered by engines of at least 25 horsepower, used in commercial or industrial settings to move liquids or solids and discharge such materials into a dump truck, trash receptacle, or other container, for use primarily in roofing, painting and sandblasting applications; and replacement parts, accessories and attachments therefore, namely hoses, nozzles, couplings, filters, timers and wear plates
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
First Use  Nov. 14, 1995  In Commerce  Nov. 14, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INDUSTRIAL VACUUM EQUIPMENT CORPORATION  Address  INDUSTRIAL VACUUM EQUIPMENT CORPORATION  N7959 Birch Rd.  ISONIA  WISCONSIN  53036  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State  WISCONSIN

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  CAIN, CATHERINE P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 76389511 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 01, 2002 | Registration Number | 2674903 |
| Registration Date | Jan. 14, 2003 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Publication Date | Oct. 22, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a partial globe design represented by diagonal stripes against a black diamond background. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | License verification and credentials evaluation of foreign-educated health care professionals, other than physicians |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CGFNS INTERNATIONAL, INC. |
| Address | CGFNS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 3600 MARKET STREET PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA 191042651 |
| Legal Entity | NON-PROFILE CORPORATION |
| State or Country | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3860T03064US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GOODSAID, IRA J |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76391235
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2711038
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 29, 2003
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 04, 2003

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: GREETING CARDS
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 16, 1998

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: POSTY CARDS, INC.
- **Address**: POSTY CARDS, INC. 1600 Olive Street Kansas City MISSOURI 64127
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 32570-US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GEARIN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PROJECT CRIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76392912  Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2002  Registration Number  2723685
Registration Date  Jun. 10, 2003  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Mar. 18, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "PROJECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, training teachers in learning strategies across the curriculum and across K-12 grade levels, and distribution of course materials in the nature of training manuals, posters, and other paper support material provided therewith

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Sep. 01, 1979  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 1986

For  [ Retail store services, online retail store services, and mail order catalog services featuring promotional goods, namely, water bottles, coffee mugs, T-shirts, and computer supplies ]

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Sep. 01, 1979  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EMPOWER LIFELONG LEARNING, INC.  Address  EMPOWER LIFELONG LEARNING, INC.  19000 SE Lafayette Hwy Dayton  OREGON  97114  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Project CRIS

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALVES, RICHARD R
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** STOWERS INSTITUTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**
WILLIS, PAMELA Y
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76398516</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 22, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2704259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2500693, 0958574, 1206873, 0827102, 1865980, 0648087, 0929938, 1835704, 1072497, 1061958, 2211065, 1267491, 2109250, 1260713, 2103468, 2540084, 1117051 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>PREPARATION TO SHINE AND PROTECT TIRES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ENERGIZER AUTO, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>44 OLD RIDGEbury ROAD DANbury CONNECTICUT 06810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
HMK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76399047
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 27, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2776637
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 21, 2003
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 29, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 21, 2003

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing; namely shirts, pants, sweaters, sweatshirts, jackets, vests, socks, hats, gloves, and mittens; and shoes and boots; namely snowmobile boots, winter boots, and shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CSC DISTRIBUTION, INC.
- **Address**: CSC DISTRIBUTION, INC. 1537 OSPREY DRIVE HOOD RIVER OREGON 97031
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STEPHENS, SONYA B
Mark Literal(s) DENTAQUEST

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76400297 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2002 Registration Number 2686273
Registration Date Feb. 11, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prepaid financing and administration of pre-paid dental health plans, underwriting insurance for prepaid dental health care services; insurance services, namely, underwriting, administration, financing [ and brokerage ] of dental insurance; and administering dental insurance through a dental maintenance organization

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 01, 1998 In Commerce Dec. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DENTAQUEST LLC Address DENTAQUEST LLC 465 MEDFORD STREET BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02129 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S14102022500

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNKIST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76402560</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2749729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 20, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0072087, 1224371 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** EXPORT COOPERATIVE SERVICES, NAMELY, EXPORTING OF FRESH FRUIT FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES AND COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE AREA OF FRESH FRUIT

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Oct. 10, 1907

**In Commerce** Oct. 10, 1907

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SUNKIST GROWERS, INC. |
| Address | SUNKIST GROWERS, INC. 27770 N. Entertainment Dr., Fourth Floor Valencia CALIFORNIA 91355 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A |

---

16592
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MATRIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76407561 Application Filing Date May 14, 2002 Registration Number 2755480
Registration Date Aug. 26, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 03, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For industrial grease not for retail sale for use as a lubricant for the bearings of industrial machinery
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels
First Use Feb. 16, 2000 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WHITMORE MANUFACTURING, LLC Address WHITMORE MANUFACTURING, LLC 930 WHITMORE DRIVE ROCKWALL TEXAS 75087 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WHI00041

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHEM-AD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76413137 Application Filing Date May 29, 2002 Registration Number 2780512
Registration Date Nov. 04, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 12, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 04, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Positive displacement pumps
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EVOQUA WATER TECHNOLOGIES LLC Address EVOQUA WATER TECHNOLOGIES LLC IP DEPT TRADEMARKS TEWKSBURY 210 Sixth Avenue, Suite 3300 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15222 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALT, JILL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) YOUNG AMERICAN PLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76432209 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2002 Registration Number 2777527 Registration Date Oct. 28, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 05, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "PLAN" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For insurance underwriting in the field of life
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use 1973 In Commerce 1973

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLOBE LIFE INC. Address GLOBE LIFE INC. 3700 S. STONEBRIDGE DRIVE MCKINNEY TEXAS 75070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

MARK Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76444087 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2002 Registration Number 2731884
Registration Date Jul. 01, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 08, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE AREA OF CHARITABLE AND NON-CHARITABLE FUND RAISING
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 12, 2002 In Commerce Aug. 12, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Compass Group, Inc. Address The Compass Group, Inc. 124 Quay Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S6912

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** AHI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76445837</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 26, 2002</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2774986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2003</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Fishing tackle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 23, 38, 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 09, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 09, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Hong, Ben C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Hong, Ben C. 14020 South Western Avenue Gardena CALIFORNIA 90249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney WELL, CHRISTOPHER WIL
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  SOUTHERN HOME DESIGNS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 76455138
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 25, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2779255
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 04, 2003
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 12, 2003

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "HOME DESIGNS"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: residential design services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2002

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Southern Home Designs, Inc.
- **Address**: Southern Home Designs, Inc. Suite 101 301 South Salem Street Apex NORTH CAROLINA 27502
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 5053-001

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CUSACK WHOLESAL MEATS
PURVEYORS OF FINE MEATS SINCE 1933

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76462074 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2002 Registration Number 2773391
Registration Date Oct. 14, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 22, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling and lining shown in the drawing are features
of the mark and are not intended to indicate color or shading. Disclaimer "WHOLESAL MEATS" and
"PURVEYORS OF FINE MEATS SINCE 1933"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING MEATS AND POULTRY
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Dec. 1979 In Commerce Dec. 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CUSACK WHOLESALE MEAT COMPANY Address CUSACK WHOLESALE MEAT COMPANY
301 SW 12TH STREET OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA 73109-5615 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or
Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 014373-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  BOZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76475419  Application Filing Date  Nov. 29, 2002  Registration Number  2777762
Registration Date  Oct. 28, 2003  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 05, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  automotive vehicle wheels and rims
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Feb. 07, 2001  In Commerce  Feb. 07, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Boze Alloys, Inc.  Address  Boze Alloys, Inc.  23352 Peralta Drive, Unit 2  Laguna Hills  CALIFORNIA  92653  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  07-18332

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VOGLER, ANN LINNEHAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ARCH WIRELESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78021672</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 17, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2664576</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "WIRELESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Hand held wireless messaging and paging devices:
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Sep. 25, 2000
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 25, 2000

- For Wireless messaging and paging services via a global computer network, radio frequency networks and satellite transmission:
  - **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 104
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
  - **International Class Title**: Communication
  - **First Use**: Sep. 25, 2000
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 25, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SPOK, INC.
- **Address**: SPOK, INC. 6th Floor 5911 Kingstowne Village Parkway Alexandria VIRGINIA 22315
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 42387-217822

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, Column 1, lines 1 through 4, "THE BANK OF NEW YORK (NEW YORK CORPORATION) ONE WALL STREET NEW YORK, NY 10286" should be deleted, and, "ARCH WIRELESS OPERATING COMPANY, INC. 1800 WEST PARK DRIVE WESTBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS 01581" should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TRU PROTECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>78030127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2679022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>May 07, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>PROVIDING WARRANTIES FEATURING NON-PRORATED COVERAGE FOR REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, INCLUDING PRODUCT AND LABOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>OWENS CORNING INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>OWENS CORNING INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, LLC One Owens Coming Parkway Toledo OHIO 43659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>TMK-1816-US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>WILLIAMS, IRENE D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ONE A DAY KIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78053318 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2001 Registration Number 2602975
Registration Date Jul. 30, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 12, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date May 07, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of ONE A DAY in a straight line with the letter A superimposed over the number 1; the number 1 is slanted with a shadow outline; the word KIDS is in an italicized shadowed font directly below DAY. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color. Disclaimer "KIDS" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "ONE-A-DAY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0821897, 2312429, 1177770, 0523578, 2298852, 1248113, 0634318 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Aug. 06, 2001 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bayer HealthCare LLC Address Bayer HealthCare LLC 100 Bayer Boulevard Whippany NEW JERSEY 07981 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT, and a stippling statement and mark description are inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Amended  LINING/STIPPLING STATEMENT  Elements Corrected  LINING/STIPPLING STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78057014</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2738923</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2003</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type Service Mark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 25, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For Medical Imaging Services |
| International Classes 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes 100, 101 |
| International Class Title Scientific and computer services | First Use Jun. 01, 2001 |
| In Commerce Jun. 01, 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name Oregon Imaging Center | Address Oregon Imaging Center 1200 Hilyard Street Suite 330 Eugene OREGON 97401 |
| Legal Entity CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized OREGON |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number N/A |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney ALT, JILL C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) INTELLIGENTSIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78060507 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 2001 Registration Number 2599643 Registration Date Jul. 23, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 09, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee and coffee beans
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 01, 1996 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1996
For Coffee roasting and processing
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jul. 01, 1998 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTELLIGENTSIA COFFEE INC Address INTELLIGENTSIA COFFEE INC. 1850 WEST FULTON STREET CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60612 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5123/12

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRONT, MITCHELL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CANERA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 78064831
- **Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2764127
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 16, 2003
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 09, 2001

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: expensive, high-end jewelry and diamonds, namely loose diamonds, rings, bracelets, earrings and necklaces
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 08, 2001
- **In Commerce**: May 17, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CANERA, INC.
- **Address**: CANERA, INC. 631 S. Olive Street, Ste 950 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ZGUARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RIMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78065365 Application Filing Date May 23, 2001 Registration Number 2659494
Registration Date Dec. 10, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 17, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wastepaper baskets; trash bins; baskets made of plastic; pails; [ bath racks; ] shower caddies; paper towel holders; multi-purpose containers for household use; [ decorative, multi-purpose, non-metal storage boxes, bins, baskets and pails; ]multi-purpose mobile baskets; flat roller boxes and roll top bins for household and kitchen use

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Aug. 11, 1960 In Commerce Dec. 04, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUPESA S.A. Address LUPESA S.A. EDIFICIO ESCOTIA PLAZA PISO 9 CALLE 51 AVENIDA FEDERICO BOYD PANAMA PANAMA 00000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where PANAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43115-0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SPIN ACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78075558</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 25, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 26, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For earth moving machines, namely hydraulic excavators
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Mar. 19, 2002 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 19, 2002 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | LBX Company LLC |
| Address | LBX Company LLC 2004 Buck Lane Lexington KENTUCKY 40511 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 067557-00024 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) T-4

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  78086285 Application Filing Date  Oct. 01, 2001 Registration Number  2663318
Registration Date  Dec. 17, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 24, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Combination gun polish and bluing composition
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  1963 In Commerce  1963

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brownells, Inc. Address  Brownells, Inc. 200 South Front Street Montezuma IOWA 50171 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BI-T21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78089930 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2001 Registration Number 2652042
Registration Date Nov. 19, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 27, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed materials, namely, posters, flyers, brochures, cards, printed guides and instructional, educational and teaching materials featuring information on corporate labor relations and managing campaigns for a union-free workplace
For Providing research information in the field of business management consulting, labor relations, and the management of campaigns for a union-free workplace
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 1988 In Commerce May 1988
For [ Prerecorded audiovisual materials, namely, compact discs, audio tapes, video tapes and DVDs featuring information on corporate labor relations and managing campaigns for a union-free workplace ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 1988 In Commerce May 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LRI MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC. Address LRI MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC. 7850-E South Elm Place Broken Arrow OKLAHOMA 74014342 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where OKLAHOMA
Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAB655/01839
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GENESYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ACCO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78095530</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2001</td>
<td>2625260</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul. 02, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Providing extended warranties on environmental conditioning equipment, critical process equipment and related control equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>Financial</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance and</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### For Environmental conditioning and critical process systems contracting services; installation, maintenance, repair, replacement and retrofit of environmental apparatus, environmental apparatus control equipment, critical process apparatus and critical process control equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td></td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### For Custom manufacture of sheet metal, ducts, piping, environmental conditioning systems and critical process systems for others; and chemical treatment of air and water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td></td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### For Energy consulting services; mechanical engineering; custom design and engineering of environmental conditioning systems and critical process systems; commissioning of environmental conditioning systems and critical process systems; maintenance of computer software related to environmental conditioning and critical process digital control systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   ACCO ENGINEERED SYSTEMS, INC.  
Address   ACCO ENGINEERED SYSTEMS, INC.  
Walnut St.  
Pasadena  
CALIFORNIA  
91101  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   08-21495

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes  
Correction made to Registration   In the statement, Column 1, line 2, "DELAWARE" should be deleted, and, "CALIFORNIA" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TIDESLIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78099206 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2001 Registration Number 2780666
Registration Date Nov. 04, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 19, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 11, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For mooring products for docks and watercraft, namely, non-metal mooring buoys, non-metal dock cleats
For mooring products for docks and watercraft, namely, metal mooring buoys, metal floating docks, metal dock cleats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baluha, Mark R Address Baluha, Mark R 5690 Hackett Road Saginaw MICHIGAN 486039612 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** DESIGN RANCH

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;DESIGN&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Graphic art design services for others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>May 1998</td>
<td>May 1998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Ranch, Inc.</td>
<td>Design Ranch, Inc.</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>402048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) JEWISH HERITAGE TOURS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78145631 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2002 Registration Number 2732195 Registration Date Jul. 01, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 08, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "JEWISH" and "TOURS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale travel tour services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 21, 1980 In Commerce Mar. 21, 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IWORLD OF TRAVEL LTD., FORMERLY ISRAM WHOLESALE TOURS AND TRAVEL LTD.
Address IWORLD OF TRAVEL LTD., FORMERLY ISRAM WH OLESALE TOURS AND TRAVEL LTD. 300 SW 1ST AVE. #155 FORT LAUDERDALE FLORIDA 33301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59044-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DALIER, JOHN DAVID
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) OWN YOUR ROOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78169835 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2002 Registration Number 2775667
Registration Date Oct. 21, 2003 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 29, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS FOR IMPROVING PRESENTATION SKILLS
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 13, 2001 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EDC COMMUNICATIONS, LLC Address EDC COMMUNICATIONS, LLC 1069 Ringwood Avenue, Suite 301 Haskell NEW JERSEY 07420 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EDCC-02-UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOYNER, CHARLES G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TEQUILA AMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   78179937   Application Filing Date   Oct. 30, 2002   Registration Number   2761934
Registration Date   Sep. 09, 2003   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Trademark   Publication Date   Jun. 17, 2003

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No   Mark Drawing Type   1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer   "TEQUILA"   Translation   The English translation of the word "AMATE" in the mark is "LOVE YOURSELF".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   tequila
International Classes   33 - Primary Classes   US Classes   47, 49   International Class Title   Wines and Spirits   First Use   Apr. 28, 1999   In Commerce   Aug. 08, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Monsalve Agraz, Carlos A.   Address   Monsalve Agraz, Carlos A.   Calle Napoles #3103 Col. Providencia Guadalajara, Jalisco   MEXICO   44600   Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL   Citizenship   MEXICO
Owner Name   Jimenez Ahedo, Juan C.   Address   Jimenez Ahedo, Juan C.   # 1481 COL SAN WENCESLAP PASEO DE LA NOBLEZA   MEXICO   45110   Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL   Citizenship   MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   4997-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   WEIMER, CAROLINE FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AGLIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72385675 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 1971 Registration Number 933148 Registration Date May 02, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) Translation THE WORD "AGLIA" IS A LATIN NAME OF A BUTTERFLY.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FISHING LURES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHELDONS', INC. Address SHELDONS', INC. 626 CENTER STREET ANTIGO WISCONSIN 544092496 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63787-2
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ALBERT EINSTEIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 73217760
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 1979
- **Registration Number**: 1216122
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 09, 1982
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 17, 1982

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational Services-Namely, Conducting a Medical School [and Hospital]
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: 1955
- **In Commerce**: 1955

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yeshiva University
- **Address**: Yeshiva University 500 W. 185th Street New York NEW YORK 10033
- **Legal Entity**: NOT-FOR-PROFIT EDUCATION CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 107572-0003

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: In the statement, Column 2, line 2-3. "AND HOSPITAL" is deleted. **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, column 1, lines 1 and 2, "CORPORATION" should be deleted, and "NOT-FOR-PROFIT EDUCATION CORPORATION" should be inserted.
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** STROMGREN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 73231137
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 13, 1979
- **Registration Number**: 1210371
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 28, 1982
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 06, 1982

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Knee, Ankle and Shin-Splint Supports
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 21, 1978
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 30, 1978

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CRAMER PRODUCTS, INC.
- **Address**: CRAMER PRODUCTS, INC. 28100 TORCH PARKWAY, SUITE 700 WARRENVILLE ILLINOIS 60555
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KANSAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 13684-728
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EASY UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73244593 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 1979 Registration Number 1219538
Registration Date Dec. 07, 1982 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jul. 29, 1982 Publication Date Dec. 07, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Steel Shelves
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 32 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Oct. 04, 1977 In Commerce Oct. 04, 1977

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENGINEERED PRODUCTS, A PAPE COMPANY Address ENGINEERED PRODUCTS, A PAPE COMPANY 9883 40th Avenue South Seattle WASHINGTON 98118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 290011.201
BOSELLI

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) BOSELLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73248412 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 1980 Registration Number 1220037
Registration Date Dec. 14, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 21, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Textile Fabric for Making Clothes and [Scarves,] Draperies [, Wall Coverings and] for Upholstery
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use 1898
In Commerce 1968

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name E. BOSELLI & C. S.R.L. Address E. BOSELLI & C. S.R.L. VIA REPUBBLICA 80 OLGIATE COMASCO (COMO) ITALY 22077 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where ITALY Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0924-1309-TM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EVERFRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73250079 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 1980 Registration Number 1219651
Registration Date Dec. 14, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 30, 1981

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rug and Room Deodorizer
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use
Jan. 18, 1980 In Commerce Jan. 18, 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RUG DOCTOR, LLC Address RUG DOCTOR, LLC 2201 West Plano Parkway Suite 100 Plano TExAS 75075 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6040-0040TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIABENOW, ERIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TILTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73272680 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 1980 Registration Number 1235214
Registration Date Apr. 19, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 25, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parts for racing automobiles-namely, springs, swing axles, suspension structures, flywheels, clutches, and brakes
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 20, 1975 In Commerce Jun. 20, 1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tilton Engineering Inc. Address Tilton Engineering Inc. 25 Easy Street Buellton CALIFORNIA 93427
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 018588-0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HEMPEN, JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   73288589 Application Filing Date  Dec. 05, 1980 Registration Number   1220247
Registration Date Dec. 14, 1982 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date   Sep. 21, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rum

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Destileria Serralles, Inc. Address  Destileria Serralles, Inc. Urb. Central Mercedita 151 Avenida Principal Mercedita PUERTO RICO 007151333 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  PUERTO RICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   25843.000
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Baseball Caps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AD MARKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73291516 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 1980 Registration Number 1225932
Registration Date Feb. 01, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 09, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Marker", apart from the mark as shown.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Opaquing Pens, Fine Line Art Pens, Felt Marking Pens and Articles' Paper Pads

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHARTPAK, INC. Address CHARTPAK, INC. 510 Broad Hollow Road Ste 205 Melville NEW YORK 11747 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3887.018 ean

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MATTHEWS, AMOS THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) GROUNDWORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73293653 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 1981 Registration Number 1215911 Registration Date Nov. 09, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 17, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wallcoverings Made of Vinyl, Paper and Polymers International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 20, 37 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Feb. 07, 1972 In Commerce Feb. 07, 1972


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KRAVET INC. Address KRAVET INC. 250 Crossways Park Drive Woodbury NEW YORK 11797 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 110290.0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) JUGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   73293934 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 1981 Registration Number 1220639 Registration Date Dec. 21, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 28, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball Softball, Tennis and Football Throwing Machines, Baseball and Softball Batting Practice Screens and Cages, Practice and Playing Balls for Baseball, Softball, Tennis and Football Games, and Gloves and Bats for Baseball and Softball Games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Jan. 15, 1975 In Commerce Jan. 15, 1975
For Electronic Ball Speed Measuring Apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 26 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 1975 In Commerce Jan. 1975
For [Baseball and Softball Uniforms and Shoes]
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use May 15, 1977 In Commerce May 15, 1977

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JUGS SPORTS, INC. Address JUGS SPORTS, INC. 11885 SW Herman Rd. Tualatin OREGON 97062 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 122358176944

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73305560</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 1981</td>
<td>1235386</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 1983</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>[Creams and Fondants for Use in the Manufacture of Candy and Bakery Goods and] Flour Mixtures for Use in the Manufacture of Bakery Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 1926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>RICH PRODUCTS CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>RICH PRODUCTS CORPORATION ONE ROBERT RICH WAY BUFFALO NEW YORK 14213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | PRICE, JERRY L |

**Mark Literal(s)**

FEATHERFLUFF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MULTIFILAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>73306024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 16, 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1216494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 16, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Mark Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Magnet Wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 1981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>MWS Precision Wire Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MWS Precision Wire Industries 3000 Camino Del Sol Oxnard CALIFORNIA 93030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>M016.T07285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ASTRAFLAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73307207 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 1981 Registration Number 1215686
Registration Date Nov. 09, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 17, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Industrial Burners

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Combustion Corporation Address General Combustion Corporation 5201 N ORANGE BLOSSOM TRIAL Orlando FLORIDA 32810 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number sld-797-255
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LOADHANDLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73308453 Application Filing Date May 04, 1981 Registration Number 1215489
Registration Date Nov. 09, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 17, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer THE WORD "LOAD" IS DISCLAIMED APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric Alternators

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRESTOLITE ELECTRIC INCORPORATED Address PRESTOLITE ELECTRIC INCORPORATED 30120 Hudson Drive Novi MICHIGAN 48377 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 89T095

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: LOADHANDLER In the statement, a standard character claim is inserted.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PERMACOLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73319326 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 1981 Registration Number 1221649 Registration Date Dec. 28, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 05, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MORGAN ADHESIVES COMPANY Address MORGAN ADHESIVES COMPANY 4560 DARROW ROAD STOW OHIO 44224 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MACT-58275

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MATTHEWS, AMOS THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TUF-TRED

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73322815</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 1981</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1220916</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 1982</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Plywood Panels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>19 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 1981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SWANSON GROUP, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SWANSON GROUP, INC. 2635 Old Hwy 99 South Roseburg OREGON 97471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OREGON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>880132.217</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) EVENFLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73326838 Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 1981 Registration Number 1233606
Registration Date Apr. 05, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled Aug. 30, 1989
Publication Date Jan. 11, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 03226500, 11941710 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby Training Cups, Caps and Units Consisting of a Training Cup Cap and Bottle
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First
Use Apr. 23, 1956 In Commerce Apr. 23, 1956

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Evenflo Company Holdings, LLC Address Evenflo Company Holdings, LLC 3131 Newmark Drive
Miamisburg OHIO 45342 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92965.00001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>STX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 09404660, 11564870

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Golf Clubs

International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

First Use: Jan. 1981
In Commerce: Jan. 1981

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: WM. T. BURNETT IP, LLC
Address: WM. T. BURNETT IP, LLC 1500 BUSH STREET BALTIMORE MARYLAND
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 1508/TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examiner Attorney: RUPP, TERESA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MINIT LITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73337134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1219640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>The word &quot;Lite&quot; is disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Charcoal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>4 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Lubricants and Fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name       | ROYAL OAK ENTERPRISES, LLC |
| Address          | ROYAL OAK ENTERPRISES, LLC |
| 1 ROYAL OAK AVENUE | ROSWELL, GEORGIA 30076 |
| Legal Entity     | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 11325-3420 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MIDWEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73340790 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 1981 Registration Number 1223261
Registration Date Jan. 11, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 19, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Midwest", apart from the mark as shown.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 11891940

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical Service Equipment-Namely, Metered and Unmetered Circuit Breaker and Fusible Panelboards, Metered and Unmetered Power Outlets With and Without Over-Current Protection, Time Clock Controlled Power Centers, Transfer Switches, Terminal Boxes and Enclosures
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 26 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 1981 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1981

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD Address ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD AFFOLTERNSTRASSE 44 ZURICH SWITZERLAND CH-8050 Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ABB 11881 US
Examining Attorney GLYNN, GERALD T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DYNA MED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   73341353 Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 1981 Registration Number   1215448
Registration Date  Nov. 09, 1982 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 17, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Poison Antidote Kit Comprising a Universal Antidote of Commonly Ingested Poisons and Supplies to Administer the Remedy ]
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Dec. 1973 In Commerce  Dec. 1973

For  Medical Apparatus-, namely, Spine Boards, [Ladder Splint Kit, Air Splints,] Disposable Obstetrical Kit Comprising Necessary Instruments and Supplies for Emergency Delivery of a Baby, and Stethoscopes
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Dec. 1975 In Commerce  Dec. 1975

For  [Flashlights]
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Dec. 1975 In Commerce  Dec. 1975

For  Sphygmomanometers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Dec. 1975 In Commerce  Dec. 1975

For  [Clothing-, namely, Jackets]
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing
First Use  Dec. 1975 In Commerce  Dec. 1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>GALLS, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>GALLS, LLC 1340 RUSSELL CAVE ROAD LEXINGTON KENTUCKY 40505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 89570-2 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate | Issue New Certificate to: | GALLS, LLC (Delaware Limited Liability Company) 1340 RUSSELL CAVE ROAD, LEXINGTON KY 40505 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73345638 Application Filing Date Jan. 15, 1982 Registration Number 1233552 Registration Date Apr. 05, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 11, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 00753650, 11681480 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Luggage-Namely, Garment Bags for Travelling, Duffle Bags, and Leather Key Fobs]
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 15, 1980 In Commerce Aug. 15, 1980

For [Golfbag Covers]

For [Plastic Shopping Bags]

For Sport Shirts, Bathrobes, [Warm-Up Suits,] Beach Jackets, Swim Trunks, Tennis Shorts, Skirts, Women's and Children's Socks, and Sun Visors

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lacoste Alligator S.A. Address Lacoste Alligator S.A. 6, rue Cornavin Geneva SWITZERLAND 1201

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LCA 8900531
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16647
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** JOE SAINT MICHAEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 73347259
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 26, 1982
- **Registration Number**: 1247922
- **Registration Date**: Aug. 09, 1983
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: May 17, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name "Joe Saint Michael" is merely fanciful and does not identify the name of any particular individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment Services-Namely, Live Vocal and Instrumental Performances Rendered by a Musical Group
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 14, 1970
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 1971

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DePuglio; Joseph M. DBA, AKA, Formerly d.b.a. Joe Saint Michael
- **Address**: DePuglio; Joseph M. 6 TALL TREE COURT Trenton NEW JERSEY 08618
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 144642.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LIABENOW, ERIC J
TM 14141 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73361141 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 1982 Registration Number 1218611
Registration Date Nov. 30, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 07, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement: The stippling is for shading purposes only and not intended to indicate color.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 08397440, 09135480

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Broad Based Financial Services-Namely, Credit Card and Debit Card Services, Cash Disbursement Services, Traveler's Check Services[, Check Verification Services, Check Cashing Card Services]
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 1960 In Commerce Mar. 1960

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Visa International Service Association Address Visa International Service Association 900 METRO CENTER BLVD FOSTER CITY CALIFORNIA 94404 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) Z

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73362824 Application Filing Date May 03, 1982 Registration Number 1256683
Registration Date Nov. 08, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Lining and Stippling Statement The lining on the drawing is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer Software-Namely, Programs Recorded on Magnetic Discs and Instruction Manuals Sold Therewith
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 18, 1980 In Commerce Jul. 18, 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZENITH ELECTRONICS LLC Address ZENITH ELECTRONICS LLC 2000 MILLBROOK DRIVE LINCOLNSHIRE ILLINOIS 60069 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60055.00099

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner ATTORNEY SZOKE, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CANTERBURY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73375792 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 1982 Registration Number 1241083 Registration Date Jun. 07, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Park Model Travel Trailers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19 International Class Title Vehicles First Use May 1982 In Commerce May 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DNA ENTERPRISES Address DNA ENTERPRISES 2470 E. Kercher Rd Goshen INDIANA 46526
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 395482.13
Examining Attorney JUDGE, CONNIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** REELMASTER

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73380770</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 19, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1256645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | A0042224/1206359 International |
| Registration Number | 1206359 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Mowing Machines |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 23 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Aug. 09, 1982 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 09, 1982 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TORO COMPANY, THE |
| Address | TORO COMPANY, THE 8111 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH BLOOMINGTON MINNESOTA 55420 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 921TM |
| Examining Attorney | WU, CRYSTAL |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** AFTA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 73382498
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 30, 1982
- **Registration Number**: 1255757
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 01, 1983
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 09, 1983

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 06074110

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: After Shave Lotion
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 51
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Sep. 24, 1953
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 24, 1953

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY
- **Address**: COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY 300 Park Avenue New York NEW YORK 10022
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DON MIGUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73737050 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 1988 Registration Number 1743395
Registration Date Dec. 29, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 05, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Translation THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "DON MIGUEL" IN THE MARK IS "MISTER MICHAEL".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MEXICAN FOOD; NAMELY, FROZEN BURRITOS
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jun. 01, 1984 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DON MIGUEL MEXICAN FOODS, INC. Address DON MIGUEL MEXICAN FOODS, INC. 333 South Anita Drive Orange CALIFORNIA 92868 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CERARICA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 73816645
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 1989
- **Registration Number**: 1737922
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 08, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 15, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 137099
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 1989
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 2383395
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 28, 1992
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: JAPAN
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 28, 2002

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: FULL LINE OF WAXES SOLD IN BULK FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE AS A RAW MATERIAL
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CERA RICA NODA CO., LTD.
- **Address**: CERA RICA NODA CO., LTD. 7202, Nakatsu, Aikawa-machi, Aikou-gun Kanagawa-ken JAPAN
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 10168998TR

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NELSON, EDWARD H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** STONKOTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 73828632 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 02, 1989 | Registration Number | 1697228 |
| Registration Date | Jun. 30, 1992 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Mar. 10, 1992 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1487280, 1306662 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
TWO COMPONENT EPOXY-RESIN BASED COATINGS FOR USE AS PROTECTIVE FLOOR COATINGS AND IN PROTECTING OTHER HORIZONTAL SURFACES, USED IN NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND IN REPAIR AND RENOVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS; EPOXY-RESIN FLOORING COATING MATERIALS FOR USE IN NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND IN REPAIR AND RENOVATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS,
PARTICULARLY FOR USE OVER CONCRETE

| International Classes | 2 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 12, 16 | International Class Title | Paints | First Use | Jan. 05, 1984 | In Commerce | Jan. 05, 1984 |
| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6, 12 | International Class Title | Chemicals | First Use | Jan. 05, 1984 | In Commerce | Jan. 05, 1984 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | STONCOR GROUP, INC. | Address | STONCOR GROUP, INC. 1000 East Park Avenue Maple Shade NEW JERSEY 08052 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 076110.66001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MANDIR, FREDERICK M |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 73833342
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 23, 1989
- **Registration Number**: 1739504
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 15, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 22, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS IN THE NATURE OF POWER DISTRIBUTION APPARATUS
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 1985
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 1985

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
- **Address**: CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION 2745 AVONDALE AVENUE TOLEDO OHIO 43607
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GLYNN, GERALD T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) STONSET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74008265 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 1989 Registration Number 1691045
Registration Date Jun. 09, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1487280, 1306662

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For GROUT; NAMELY, THREE-COMPONENT EPOXY-BASED GROUTS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL APPLICATIONS
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 12 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jan. 01, 1952 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1952
For EPOXY HARDENERS, CHEMICAL EPOXY ADDITIVES, EPOXY CURING AGENTS, EPOXIES FOR USE AS COMPONENTS IN MIXTURES, CHEMICAL SOLVENTS ALL SOLELY FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL APPLICATIONS
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Jan. 01, 1952 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1952

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STONCOR GROUP, INC. Address STONCOR GROUP, INC. 1000 East Park Avenue Maple Shade NEW JERSEY 08052 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 076110.73001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANDIR, FREDERICK M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 74012732
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 19, 1989
- **Registration Number**: 1735699
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 24, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 12, 1991
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 04, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1450348, 1541652, 1524329, 1534449 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: wallets, totebags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 3
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: 1987
- **In Commerce**: 1987

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
- **Address**: HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY, INC. 3700 W JUNEAU AVE MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN 53208
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 9143-0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CLARUS MEDICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74017041 Application Filing Date Jan. 08, 1990 Registration Number 1775799 Registration Date Jun. 08, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 04, 1990 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 23, 1991

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "MEDICAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medical unit comprising fiber optic contact probes, laser catheters, [angioplasty catheters, ] and parts thereof [and computer programs for operation and control of medical apparatus ]
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Mar. 09, 1992 In Commerce Mar. 09, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLARUS MEDICAL, LLC Address CLARUS MEDICAL, LLC Suite 110 13355 -10th Ave North Plymouth MINNESOTA 55441 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, CARYN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  MU PHI GAMMA KAPPA
ALPHA THETA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   74044434 Application Filing Date  Apr. 02, 1990 Registration Number   1730959
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists, in part, of Greek letters that transliterate to "MU
PHI GAMMA" and "KAPPA ALPHA THETA" and a crest design.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  0292053, 0562630, 0563190, 1518865 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  jewelry; namely, rings and charms
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  28 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  1959 In
Commerce  1959

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KAPPA ALPHA THETA FRATERNITY, INC. Address  KAPPA ALPHA THETA FRATERNITY, INC.
8740 Founders Road Indianapolis INDIANA 46268 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  044839-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KREBS, CATHERINE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) MU PHI GAMMA KAPPA
ALPHA THETA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74044441 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 1990 Registration Number 1731194
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists, in part, of Greek letters that transliterate to "MU
PHI GAMMA" and "KAPPA ALPHA THETA" and a crest design.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0292053, 0562630, 0563190, 1518865 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For clothing; namely, sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 1981
In Commerce 1981

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KAPPA ALPHA THETA FRATERNITY, INC. Address KAPPA ALPHA THETA FRATERNITY, INC.
8740 Founders Road Indianapolis INDIANA 46268 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 044839-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KREBS, CATHERINE K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)**

- The mark consists, in part, of Greek letters that transliterate to "MU PHI GAMMA" and "KAPPA ALPHA THETA" and a crest design.

**Description of the Mark**

- The mark consists, in part, of Greek letters that transliterate to "MU PHI GAMMA" and "KAPPA ALPHA THETA" and a crest design.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**

- 0292053, 0562630, 0563190, 1518865 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** housewares; namely, beverage mugs, plates, candy containers, decanters, and drinking glasses

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 30, 33, 50

**First Use** 1929

**In Commerce** 1929

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** KAPPA ALPHA THETA FRATERNITY, INC.

**Address** KAPPA ALPHA THETA FRATERNITY, INC.

- 8740 Founders Road
- Indianapolis, INDIANA

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** INDIANA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 044839-2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- KREBS, CATHERINE K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** IONSCAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74045795</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1723320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>641858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 04, 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>TMA377316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>spectrometers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SMITHS DETECTION INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SMITHS DETECTION INC. 2202 Lakeside Blvd. Edgewood MARYLAND 21040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 10168898TR |
| Examining Attorney | JUDGE, CONNIE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) PRESIDENTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74048561 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 1990 Registration Number 1686632
Registration Date May 12, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 27, 1990

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The circular design appearing above the word “PRESIDENTE” is comprised of two concentric circles, the outer circle is red and the inner circle is gold. The inner gold circle forms a background on which a stylized representation of a sheave of wheat rests in its center and is the color blue. To either side of the blue sheave of wheat appears a crescent which is also blue. Lining and Stippling Statement The drawing is lined for the colors gold, red and blue and color is claimed as feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of the word "PRESIDENTE" in the mark is "president".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1203812, 0929712

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use
1980 In Commerce 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cerveceria Nacional Dominicana, S.A. Address Cerveceria Nacional Dominicana, S.A. Autopista 30 de Mayo esq. San Juan Bautista Santo Domingo DOMINICAN REP Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 79801.0601

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: Publish New Cut
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SIGIKID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74052661 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 1990 Registration Number 1731110
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number S49338/28WZ Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 1989 Foreign Registration Number 1155339 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 06, 1990 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 07, 1999

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [figurines made of leather]
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use 1968 In Commerce 1974

For [figurines made of textile, figurines made of jute cloth, figurines made of plush]
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use 1968
In Commerce 1974

For children's multiple activity toys; toy animals and dolls made of plush; dolls made by artists; dolls made of plastic; collectors' dolls; doll accessories; doll clothing; wooden children's toys; namely, wooden trains, yo-yos, airplanes, animals on wheels, rattles, toy cars and trucks, puzzles, doll houses, toy clocks and telephones
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use 1968 In Commerce 1974

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SIGIKID GMBH Address SIGIKID GMBH AM WOLFGARTEN 8 MISTELBACH FED REP GERMANY 95511 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>030087.00017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATTLE, KENNETH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) KEMPEROL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74052672 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 1990 Registration Number 1730468
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1135463 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 28, 1989 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 07, 1998

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For chemicals used in the building industry; namely, cement and concrete preservatives, and cement and concrete waterproofing preparations; adhesives used in the building, automotive, furniture, electronics, textile, leather, metal, ceramics, wood, paper, cardboard, and plastics processing industries; unprocessed plastics used in the building industry, especially in the form of masses, granulates, chips, powders, liquids and dispersions
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 12 International Class Title Chemicals
For goods made of plastics (semi-worked) for the building industry; namely, plastic sheets or films (other than for wrapping) for use in the building industry; packing, stopping and insulating materials for the building industry; plastic materials for making tight and/or hydrophobic and for sealing in the building industry, especially for treatment of base materials, roofs, streets, embankment-type dams (fill dams), concrete dams, and for sealing and/or jointing bridges, tunnels, swimming pools and sanitary facilities
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 12 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KEMPER SYSTEM GMBH & CO. Address KEMPER SYSTEM GMBH & CO. HOLLANDISCHER STRASSE 32-36 D-3502 VELLMAR 3 FED REP GERMANY 34246 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 34974.102
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  MANDIR, FREDERICK M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74058167  Application Filing Date  May 11, 1990  Registration Number  1712617
Registration Date  Sep. 01, 1992  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  May 07, 1991
Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 30, 1991

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a silhouette of the stealth aircraft.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ prerecorded video tapes regarding aeronautics ] [, and sunglasses ] (( * providing on-line non-downloadable videos regarding aeronautics *) )

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NORTHRUP GRUMMAN SYSTEMS CORPORATION  Address  NORTHRUP GRUMMAN SYSTEMS CORPORATION  2980 Fairview Park Drive  Falls Church  VIRGINIA  22042  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NORTH-249T

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the heading Cl. 9 is deleted and Cl. 42 is inserted; and in the statement, column 1, lines 5, 6, and 7 is deleted and providing on-line non-downloadable videos regarding aeronautics, is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SARAI, BALDEV S

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  MARK TYPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POWER MELT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74093353 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 1990 Registration Number 1783155
Registration Date Jul. 20, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 29, 1992
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 22, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "MELT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ice melting compound
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 6 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Apr. 01, 1993 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ossian, Inc. Address Ossian, Inc. P.O. Box 4076 Davenport IOWA 52802 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T01884US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VLCEK, TOMAS V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VOLUMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74108511 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 1990 Registration Number 1730640
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For fuel pumps and parts therefor, for internal combustion engines for land vehicles

For fuel pumps and parts therefor, for internal combustion engines for marine vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 23 International Class Title Machinery First Use Oct. 10, 1990 In Commerce Feb. 28, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Holley Performance Products Inc. Address Holley Performance Products Inc. 1801 Russellville Road Bowling Green KENTUCKY 42101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 123938-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINE, STEVEN R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CHICAGO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74110719</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 30, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1768705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 04, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0847465, 1268495, 1529600 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: clothing; namely, shirts, [ shorts, ] [dresses, jogging suits, socks, underwear], jackets, [sweaters, vests] [ pants, ] [ ponchos, visors, raincoats, ] hats, caps, [bibs, two-piece diaper sets, baby pants, baby booties and short sets, ties, men's and women's formalwear, pajamas,] sweatshirts, [mittens, gloves, knitted headwear, scarves, hosiery, wristbands, headbands, robes, aprons] [ and shoes ] to promote a professional baseball team

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Chicago White Sox, Ltd. Composed of composed of Chisox Corporation, a Delaware corporation |
| Address | Chicago White Sox, Ltd. 333 West 35th Street Chicago ILLINOIS 60616 Legal Entity LIMITED |

| Partnership State or Country Where Organized | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 21307.98/MEL |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<p>| Examining Attorney | SMITH, JEFFREY |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lining and Stippling Statement</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Regency Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** DUPLO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74113039</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 05, 1990</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1738056</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 1992</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1333998 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | computer printers and copying machines for black and white and colored prints [, and bar code readers ] |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | First Use | Apr. 1954 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 1975 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Kabushiki Kaisha Duplo DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA Duplo Corporation Address | Kabushiki Kaisha Duplo 4-1-6 Oyama, Chuo-ku, Sagamihara-shi, Kanagawa JAPAN - Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| Where Organized | JAPAN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 10169003TR |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JEFFRIES, STEPHEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COLT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74114840 Application Filing Date Nov. 13, 1990 Registration Number 1687665
Registration Date May 19, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 25, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hearing protectors for a wide variety of uses such as on firing ranges, at airports or for industrial use
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 44 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Nov. 1989 In Commerce Nov. 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COLT'S MANUFACTURING IP HOLDING COMPANY LLC Address COLT'S MANUFACTURING IP HOLDING COMPANY LLC 545 New Park Avenue West Hartford CONNECTICUT 06110
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CFL0091TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFIELD, JULIA HARDY

16676
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) A TO Z RENTALL AND SALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74120546 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 1990 Registration Number 1763285
Registration Date Apr. 06, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 29, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S) LETTER(S) Disclaimer "RENTALL AND SALES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ rental of exercise apparatus, recreational equipment, public address systems, overhead projectors, portable movie screens, microphones, amplifiers, audio-mixers and special effects lighting equipment ]
International Classes Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 1956 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1956

For rental of paint and wallpapering equipment, automotive tools, dehumidifiers, plumbing equipment and contractors' equipment
International Classes Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 01, 1956 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1956

For rental of moving equipment such as hand trucks, hand carts and dollies [ ; rental of car top carriers ]
International Classes Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 01, 1956 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1956

For rental of [ party and banquet supplies, folding tables and chairs, ] lawn and garden equipment, household cleaning and maintenance equipment, hand and power tools
International Classes Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 1956 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1956

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RENTAL MAX LLC Address RENTAL MAX LLC 124 N. SCHMALE ROAD CAROL STREAM ILLINOIS 60188 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  042553-0128

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, ANDREW D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PERFEKT-IT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** liquid polishing preparations and pads sold as a unit for removing defects in the exterior painted surface of motor vehicles

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 4, 29
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Nov. 06, 1990
**In Commerce** Nov. 06, 1990

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** 3M COMPANY **Address** 3M COMPANY 3M Center, 2501 Hudson Road St. Paul MINNESOTA 55144 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 15406

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HINES, CARYN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** MANTISSA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 74128122 | **Application Filing Date** | Jan. 04, 1991 | **Registration Number** | 1691181 | **Registration Date** | Jun. 09, 1992 |

**Principal Mark Type** Trademark

**Publication Date** Mar. 17, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |

| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | tilt tray sorters and conveyors |

| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |

| US Classes | 23 |

| International Class Title | Machinery |

| First Use | Jun. 30, 1986 |

| In Commerce | Jun. 30, 1986 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Mantissa Corporation |

| Address | Mantissa Corporation c/o MacCord Mason PLLC 2733 Horse Pen Creek Road, Suite 101 Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27410 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |

| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3308-006 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JONES, WENDY MARIE |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
NURSERY PRO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74136281</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1728751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 03, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: fertilizer for domestic use
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 10
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Jan. 1984
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 1984

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: CENTRAL GARDEN & PET COMPANY
- **Address**: CENTRAL GARDEN & PET COMPANY CG&P LEGAL DEPARTMENT 711 EAST MISSOURI AVE, SUITE 200 PHOENIX ARIZONA 85014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner**: HOLTHUSEN, MARGARET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FRENCH-AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN THE UNITED STATES, INC.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 74137429
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 08, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1731508
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN THE UNITED STATES, INC." Acquired Distinctiveness

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1290581, 1260463, 1260464

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: chamber of commerce services; namely, fostering economic, commercial and financial relations between France and the United States
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 101
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: 1980
- **In Commerce**: 1980

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: French-American Chamber of Commerce in the United States, Inc.
- **Address**: French-American Chamber of Commerce in the United States, Inc. 33 W. 46th Street, Suite 800 New York NEW YORK 10036
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 95-10080

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEVY, PATRICK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** ATOMIX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74140420
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 19, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1731967
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 22, 1991
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 14, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: fuel additive
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Sep. 05, 1991
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 05, 1991

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SHERMAN, MARK
- **Address**: SHERMAN, MARK P.O. BOX 51000 PHOENIX ARIZONA 85076
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FFI ATOMUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MILTON, PRISCILLA W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CAMPBELL HAUSFELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74145310 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 1991 Registration Number 1730627
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1008733, 1008734

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For air compressors and air tools; namely, inflators, drain cleaners, blow guns, staplers, nailers, ratchets, impact wrenches, impact sockets, spray guns, chisels, hammers, drills, cutters, sanders, polishers, die grinders, engine cleaners, grease guns, caulking guns, rivet guns, saws, shears, punch/flange tools, air hoses and hose and tool connectors and fittings
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 23 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 30, 1916 In Commerce Aug. 30, 1916
For portable metal tanks for storage of and carrying compressed air

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAT INDUSTRIES, LLC Address MAT INDUSTRIES, LLC 6700 WILDLIFE WAY LONG GROVE ILLINOIS 60047 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 143563

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVY, MICHAEL S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
RELENTLESS MANAGEMENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 74146452 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 11, 1991 | Registration Number | 1735162 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 24, 1992 | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| | | | | Publication Date | Sep. 01, 1992 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Lining and Stippling Statement**: The mark is lined for the colors gray and red.
- **Disclaimer**: "MANAGEMENT"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For talent management services; namely, business and creative management of the careers of singers, songwriters, musicians and other entertainers

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business |
| **First Use**: Sep. 11, 1990 |
| **In Commerce**: Sep. 19, 1990 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Birnbaum, Jeffrey L.
- **Address**: Birnbaum, Jeffrey L. 140 Riverside Drive, #9N New York NEW YORK 100242605
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HUDSON, BARBARA
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  
MAKILA

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74150545</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 25, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1730644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** airplanes, non-explosive space boosters, boats and engines for automobiles, trucks and motorcycles

**International Classes**  
12 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**First Use** 1983  
**In Commerce** 1985

**For** gas turbine motors for airplanes [and boats]

**International Classes**  
7 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**First Use** 1983  
**In Commerce** 1985

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**  
SAFRAN HELICOPTER ENGINES

**Address**  
SAFRAN HELICOPTER ENGINES  
BORDES CEDEX  
FRANCE  
64511

**Legal Entity**  
SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS)

**State or Country Where Organized**  
FRANCE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**  
405597US

**Examiner Information**

**Examining Attorney**  
FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FUTERRA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74154492
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 05, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1743935
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 29, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 07, 1992
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 30, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: wood fiber mats; namely, for erosion control and ground cover
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 12, 42
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 1991

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TERRA-MULCH PRODUCTS, LLC
- **Address**: TERRA-MULCH PRODUCTS, LLC, 750 LAKE COOK ROAD, SUITE 440, BUFFALO GROVE, ILLINOIS 60089
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: AIM0232TUS

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: ISSUE NEW CERTIFICATE
- **To**: WWJ, LLC, 1002 BUCKS INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, STATESVILLE, NC 28677, A NORTH CAROLINA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) M & I

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74172417 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 1991 Registration Number 1753601
Registration Date Feb. 23, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Dec. 01, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For silicon controlled rectifier speed drives; drilling rig top drives used for controlling the speed of the drill string; and traction motors; all for use in oil, gas and chemical exploration; on gas and oil drilling rigs; and in electrical power co-generation and other industrial and commercial electrical power, instrumentation and control systems

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 23 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jan. 02, 1982 In Commerce Jan. 02, 1982

For electrical power, instrumentation and control equipment; namely, low and medium voltage metal clad and metal enclosed switch-gear; motor control centers; motor starters; circuit breakers; disconnect switches both fused and unfused; generator controls; drilling rig control systems use for monitoring different functions of drilling rig operations; monitoring and control apparatus for monitoring hazardous conditions and shutting down electrical and mechanical systems when conditions reach pre-determined level; all for use in the oil, gas and chemical production, distribution and manufacturing industries; on gas and oil drilling rigs; and in electrical power co-generation and other industrial and commercial electrical power, instrumentation and control systems

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 26 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 02, 1982 In Commerce Jan. 02, 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARMINE, FERRELL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SOLAIA ANTINORI MARCHESI
L. E P. ANTINORI FIRENZE TE DUCE PROFICIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining and Stippling Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BUREAU OF EDUCATION & RESEARCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For conducting classes, training and seminars in the field of education for professional educators

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Sep. 1981

**In Commerce** Sep. 1981

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Bureau of Education & Research, Inc.

**Address** Bureau of Education & Research, Inc. 915-118th Avenue S.E. Bellevue WASHINGTON 98009

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 026529-4001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney COONEY PORTER, KATHLEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ELASTINITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74186981  Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 1991  Registration Number 1735659  Registration Date Nov. 24, 1992  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 21, 1992  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 14, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-kinkable core material for coronary guide wires and dilation catheters
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes  US Classes 44  International Class Title Medical Apparatus  First Use Sep. 06, 1991  In Commerce Nov. 25, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABBOTT CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS, INC.  Address ABBOTT CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS, INC. 3200 LAKESIDE DRIVE SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA 95054  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GRN4975007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANDIR, FREDERICK M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FRAPPUCCINO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Trademark Registration Renewed**

| Mark Literal(s) | RICCAR |

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74193839</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1758052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | vacuum cleaners |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Mar. 1985 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 1985 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TACONY CORPORATION |
| Address | TACONY CORPORATION 1760 GILSINN LANE FENTON MISSOURI 63026 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 18626-00079 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TE, JEREZ |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CLARKSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74194997 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 1991 Registration Number 1736708
Registration Date Dec. 01, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 08, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1412165

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services; namely, providing courses of instruction at the college level
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Mar. 19, 1896 In Commerce Mar. 19, 1896
For caps; T-shirts; shorts; sweatshirts; fleece sweatshirts and pants; boxer shorts; visors; infant and toddler clothing; namely,
T-shirts, diaper covers, socks, boxer shorts, sweat shirts, sweat pants, booties; cloth bibs; children's warm-up suits; head wear;
athletic jerseys; sweaters
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 1965
In Commerce 1965

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLARKSON UNIVERSITY Address CLARKSON UNIVERSITY 8 CLARKSON AVENUE P.O. BOX 5540 POTSDAM NEW YORK 13699 Legal Entity NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where NEW YORK
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 243473.01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BISHOP, JOAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  PRIONEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74205427</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 20, 1991</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1744160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 1993</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 1993</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 1993</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | chemicals; namely, polypeptide fractions used in the pharmaceutical industry | |
|International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6 | International Class Title | Chemicals | First Use | May 24, 1991 | In Commerce | May 24, 1991 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes | |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | PENTAPHARM AG | Address | PENTAPHARM AG  DORNACHERSTRASSE 112  AESCH BL  SWITZERLAND | Legal Entity | AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)  State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 4662-2308 | |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | NASH, LAURA | |

| 16696 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DUAL-FLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 74205874 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 23, 1991 |
| Registration Number | 1730655 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 10, 1992 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Aug. 18, 1992 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hand operated transfer pump for fuels, oil, chemicals and the like
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 23 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Sep. 1983 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 1983 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Great Plains Industries, Inc. |
| Address | Great Plains Industries, Inc. 5252 East 36th Street Wichita KANSAS 672203205 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KANSAS |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 716995.13 |
| Examining Attorney | JONES, WENDY MARIE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** FRANGIBOLT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number      | 74206090 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 23, 1991 | Registration Number | 1732648 | Registration Date | Nov. 17, 1992 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Aug. 25, 1992 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For safety release separation apparatus used in aerospace, deep ocean and other safety environmental applications

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 26 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific |

Apparatus **First Use** | Sep. 01, 1990 | **In Commerce** | Oct. 19, 1990 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ENSIGN-BICKFORD AEROSPACE & DEFENSE COMPANY | Address | ENSIGN-BICKFORD AEROSPACE & DEFENSE COMP ANY 640 HOPMEADOW STREET SIMSBURY CONNECTICUT 06070 |

Legal Entity | CORPORATION |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | EBA0264TUS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | GLYNN, GERALD T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THE TRACKING PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74210207 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 1991 Registration Number 1736488
Registration Date Dec. 01, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 08, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For printed matter; namely, posters and newsletters on global, cultural, environment and social topics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tracking Project, Inc., The Address Tracking Project, Inc., The 5403 Corrales Road Corrales NEW MEXICO 87048 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92918.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
THE STONE PONY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74211795</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 15, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1749456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 12, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>T-shirts, jackets, sweatshirts and caps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MADISON ASBURY RETAIL, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MADISON ASBURY RETAIL, LLC C/O MADISON MARQUETTE 1000 Maine Avenue, SW Washington D.C. 20024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>T-6174-US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BONNET, ODETTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CHEMFCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74214514 Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 1991 Registration Number  1748897
Registration Date  Jan. 26, 1993 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Publication Date  Nov. 03, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1522121

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For storage of industrial chemical waste; arranging the disposal of chemical waste; and, transportation of industrial chemical waste from generators thereof to authorized disposal sites
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  Mar. 21, 1988 In Commerce  Mar. 21, 1988

For management of industrial chemical waste
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Mar. 21, 1988 In Commerce  Mar. 21, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  UNIVAR SOLUTIONS USA INC. Address  UNIVAR SOLUTIONS USA INC. 3075 HIGHLAND PARKWAY, SUITE 200 DOWNERS GROVE ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TAYLOR, JYLL SMITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CRIMSON

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74218280</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 1991</td>
<td>1706111</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chemicals for metal plating nonconducting surfaces</td>
<td>1 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>Apr. 03, 1989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>DDP SPECIALTY ELECTRONIC MATERIALS US 8, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>DDP SPECIALTY ELECTRONIC MATERIALS US 8, LLC 974 CENTRE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>TMK001189US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>NASH, LAURA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) RATIONALMED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   74224747 Application Filing Date  Nov. 22, 1991 Registration Number  1727239
Registration Date  Oct. 27, 1992 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Aug. 04, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer programs for use in the fields of health care, pharmacology and related benefits and claims analysis

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EXPRESS SCRIPTS STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT, INC. Address  EXPRESS SCRIPTS STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT, I NC.  ONE EXPRESS WAY ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63121 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, GLENN G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  BIOTENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   74231821  Application Filing Date  Dec. 19, 1991  Registration Number  1739407
Registration Date  Dec. 15, 1992  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Sep. 22, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1329910

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  antibacterial, enzymatic oral care preparations; namely, medicated toothpaste and mouthwash
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  18, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Dec. 19, 1983  In Commerce  Dec. 19, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE (US) IP LLC  Address  GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE (US) IP LLC  251 Little Falls Drive  Corporation Service Company  Wilmington DELAWARE  19808  Legal Entity  PRIVATE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  81241878
Examining Attorney  LEVINE, HOWARD B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PIXAR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>74235593</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 07, 1992</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>1729056</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 03, 1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Publication Date** Aug. 11, 1992

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No **Mark Drawing Type** 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** computer programs for use in computer graphics applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use** Apr. 15, 1985 **In Commerce** Apr. 15, 1985

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** PIXAR **Address** PIXAR 1200 PARK AVENUE EMERYVILLE CALIFORNIA 94608 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 28350-US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** LEE, SUSAN
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74240618</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
AYSO

### Mark Information

#### Claimed Ownership of US Registrations
1043776, 1043775, 1288395

#### Goods and Services Information

**For** association services in the promotion and development of youth soccer in the United States

**International Classes**
- 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**
  - 100

**International Class Title**
Scientific and computer services

**First Use**
May 1991

**In Commerce**
May 1991

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**
Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**
American Youth Soccer Organization

**Address**
American Youth Soccer Organization
19700 S Vermont Ave., Suite 103
Torrance, CALIFORNIA 90502

**Legal Entity**
NON-PROFIT CORPORATION

**State or Country**
CALIFORNIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**
8941-100172-16706

**Examining Attorney**
JUDGE, CONNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN NEEDLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74242038 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 1992 Registration Number 1739948 Registration Date Dec. 15, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 22, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "AMERICAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For headwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 1986 In Commerce Nov. 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN NEEDLE Address AMERICAN NEEDLE 1275 Busch Parkway Buffalo Grove ILLINOIS 60089 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00130T00010U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHALLOCK, COLLEEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** BOSTON UNIVERSITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>74243561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 05, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1776230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 23, 1993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;UNIVERSITY&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquired Distinctiveness</strong></td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> jewelry; namely rings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong> glassware; namely, beverageware, and [ vases ]</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong> leather portfolios</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>18 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>3, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong> cloth pennants</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong> games and playthings; namely, [ Christmas tree ornaments ]</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong> stationery, portfolios and notebooks; pencils and [ playing cards ]</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For educational services; namely, providing courses of instruction at the undergraduate and graduate level and entertainment services in the nature of athletic events

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  
**First Use**  May 26, 1869  **In Commerce**  May 26, 1869

For [ashtrays]

**International Classes**  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 **International Class Title**  Smokers' Articles

**First Use**  1869  **In Commerce**  1869

For clothing, namely, sweatshirts, sweatpants, T-shirts, jerseys, shorts, hats, socks, [underwear] and jackets

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 **International Class Title**  Clothing  
**First Use**  1869  **In Commerce**  1869

For metal license plates

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  50 **International Class Title**  Metal Goods  
**First Use**  1980  **In Commerce**  1980

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  TRUSTEES OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY  **Address**  TRUSTEES OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY  One Silber Way  Boston  MASSACHUSETTS  02215  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  MASSACHUSETTS

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

**Change in Registration**  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examinng Attorney**  DUBOIS, SUSAN L
TM 14197 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DOTTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74244531 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 1992 Registration Number  1774276
Registration Date  Jun. 01, 1993 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 09, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  skirts, blouses, pants, jackets, swimsuits, beachwear garments; namely, blouses, coverups, tops, dresses and caftans
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  1963
In Commerce  1963

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CINTAM LIMITED Address  CINTAM LIMITED PYKETREE BUSINESS CENTRE, SUITE 3 INDUSTRY STREET, ZONE 5, CENTRALBUSINESS SANTA VENERA CBD MALTA 5030 Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MALTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  715382.73

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  WEIGALL, CHARLES

16710
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) VULCAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74245175 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 1992 Registration Number 1750911
Registration Date Feb. 09, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 17, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For carbon black for use in the rubber, plastic, ink and coating industries
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 6 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Aug. 09, 1948 In Commerce Aug. 09, 1948

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CABOT CORPORATION Address CABOT CORPORATION Two Seaport Lane, Suite 1300 Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02210 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VULCAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) POWER TO GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74253316 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 1992 Registration Number 1728828
Registration Date Nov. 03, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 11, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For lubricants and fuel additives for internal combustion engines used in land vehicles; namely, race cars, motorcycles, carts and radio-controlled scale and model vehicles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Sep. 10, 1982 In Commerce Sep. 10, 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Klotz Special Formula Products, Inc. Address Klotz Special Formula Products, Inc. 7424 FREEDOM WAY FORT WAYNE INDIANA 46818 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CMTZ500036US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALT, JILL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) A-C CARBAMIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s)  FROSTIN PRIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74259765  Application Filing Date  Mar. 27, 1992  Registration Number  1733391
Registration Date  Nov. 17, 1992  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 25, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  non-dairy icing and filling for cakes, pies and other desserts, that also may be consumed as is

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SAPUTO CHEESE USA INC.  Address  SAPUTO CHEESE USA INC.  10700 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE 400  MILWAUKEE  WISCONSIN  53226  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  213102-5141

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHANAHAN, WILLIAM PATR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) COUNTRY ESTATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74292373 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 1992 Registration Number 1771475 Registration Date May 18, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 23, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non metal fencing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nebraska Plastics, Inc. Address Nebraska Plastics, Inc. P.O. Box 45 700 West Hwy 30, PO Box 45 Cozad NEBRASKA 69130 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, JYLL SMITH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PIR INTERNATIONAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;INTERNATIONAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For wholesale sale by catalogue of floor coverings; namely, carpet, tapestries and rugs; of furniture; namely, chairs, lamps, chests, tables and sofas; of decorative accessories; namely, pictures, vessels, baskets, clocks, pillows, linens, mirrors and art objects

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Aug. 01, 1992

**In Commerce** Aug. 01, 1992

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** PEERLESS IMPORTED RUGS

**Address** PEERLESS IMPORTED RUGS 3033 North Lincoln Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60657

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** WEBER, BRIAN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) FLEX H/A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74312208 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 1992 Registration Number 1772896
Registration Date May 25, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 02, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Lining and Stippling Statement The lining is a feature of the mark and is not intended to indicate color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For prosthetic implants for the ear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDTRONIC XOMED, INC. Address MEDTRONIC XOMED, INC. 6743 Southpoint Drive N Jacksonville FLORIDA 32216 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T4082US

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate THE DRAWING IS AMENDED TO APPEAR AS FOLLOWS: FLEX H/A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) SPINNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74321289 Application Filing Date Oct. 09, 1992 Registration Number 1780650
Registration Date Jul. 06, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 13, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing training and instruction to others by simulating an outdoor bicycle workout completed indoors on a stationery bicycle
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Mar. 1982 In Commerce Mar. 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAD DOGG ATHLETICS, INC Address MAD DOGG ATHLETICS, INC 2111 Narcissus Ct. Venice CALIFORNIA 90291 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) T F

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74322544 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 1992 Registration Number 1800945
Registration Date Oct. 26, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 03, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pickled beancurd puffs, preserved szechuan vegetables, and other dried and pickled vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Sep. 29, 1992 In Commerce Sep. 29, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SZE CHUAN FOOD PRODUCTS CO., LTD. Address SZE CHUAN FOOD PRODUCTS CO., LTD. No. 19-1, Ln. 230 Zhongzheng 3rd Rd., Yingge Dist. New Taipei City TAIWAN 239003 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FIPO-170TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLUE, RACHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DIEHARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74333603 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 1992 Registration Number 1781544
Registration Date Jul. 13, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 20, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0031224/1150179 International
Registration Number 1150179 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1696168

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For footwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Advance Stores Company, Incorporated Address Advance Stores Company, Incorporated 5008 AIRPORT ROAD Roanoke VIRGINIA 24012 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1238D03001-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BONNET, ODETTE
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74352785</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 1993</td>
<td>1797646</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 1993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s):** UNLOAD PLUS
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:** 1695876

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For:** operating system utility computer programs and reference manuals, sold together as a unit
- **International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes, US Classes 38
- **International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use:** Dec. 17, 1986
- **In Commerce:** Dec. 17, 1986

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name:** BMC SOFTWARE, INC.
- **Address:** BMC SOFTWARE, INC. 2103 CITYWEST BLVD  Houston TEXAS 77042
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number:** 60009-1(US70)

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney:** COHEN, JEFFREY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) CURRICULUM ASSOCIATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74358299 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 1993 Registration Number 1797802
Registration Date Oct. 12, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 20, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "ASSOCIATES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational books regarding a variety of topics, and catalogs therefor

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CURRICULUM ASSOCIATES, LLC Address CURRICULUM ASSOCIATES, LLC 153 RANGEWAY ROAD NORTH BILERICA MASSACHUSETTS 018622010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) LEADING AUTHORITIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74360313  Application Filing Date  Feb. 19, 1993  Registration Number  1801272
Registration Date  Oct. 26, 1993  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 03, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  arranging for speakers on a wide array of subjects
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Mar. 1991  In Commerce  Apr. 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LEADING AUTHORITIES, INC.  Address  LEADING AUTHORITIES, INC.  Suite 200  1725 Eye Street Washington  D.C.  20006  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LAI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALT, JILL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) HUB’S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74362674 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 1993 Registration Number 1801280
Registration Date Oct. 26, 1993 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 03, 1993

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restaurant and carry out food services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUB’S LICENSE PARTNERS Composed of Angie Thanoukos, USA Vickie Thanoukos, USA Peter Thanoukos, USA Bill Thanoukos, USA Address HUB’S LICENSE PARTNERS 5540 N. LINCOLN AVENUE CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60625 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYERSCHOFF, GLENN E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** EVENFLO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>72151576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 21, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>756407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 10, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>0322650, 0716212 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Brushes for Cleaning Feeding Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 14, 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 14, 1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Evenflo Company Holdings, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Evenflo Company Holdings, LLC 3131 Newmark Drive Miamisburg OHIO 45342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>92965.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** UNDERWOOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 72163442 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 25, 1963 | Registration Number | 759785 | Registration Date | Nov. 05, 1963 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0044765, 0691019 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Canned Foods-Namely, Deviled Ham, [Clams,] [Sardines,] [Clam Chowder,] and Meat Spread,[and Canned and Bottled Clam Juice] |

| International Classes | 1, 5, 29, 30, 31, 32 | US Classes | 46 - Primary Classes | US Class Title | Foods and Ingredients of Foods |

| First Use | Apr. 02, 1959 | In Commerce | Apr. 02, 1959 | Used Anywhere in Another Form | AT LEAST THE YEAR 1867 AS TO A "REPRESENTATION OF A DEVIL," PICTURED IN VARIOUS FORMS; JUNE 1, 1937 AS TO THE WORD "UNDERWOOD" AND THE REPRESENTATION OF A DEVIL IN A DIFFERENT FORM, ON DEVILED HAM. Used in Commerce in Another Form |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | William Underwood Company |

| Address | William Underwood Company |

| FOUR GATEHALL DRIVE |

| SUITE 110 |

| PARSIPPANY |

| NEW JERSEY |

| 07054 |

| Legal Entity | voluntary association |

| State or Country Where | MASSACHUSETTS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3709483-0300 |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)**  
ACCO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>72377245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 27, 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>948963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 19, 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 0794648, 0107772 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | PUBLICATIONS; NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS |
| **International Classes** | 16 |
| **US Classes** | 38 - Primary Classes |
| **US Class Title** | Prints and Publications |
| **First Use In Commerce** | Jan. 1969 |
| **First Use Jan. 1969** | |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | FKI INDUSTRIES INC. |
| **Address** | FKI INDUSTRIES INC. 2077 Convention Cntr Concourse, Ste 175 Gateway Center Building One College Park GEORGIA 30337 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country** | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | CRO830/20272 |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
TORQUE-HUB

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 72379105
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 18, 1970
- **Registration Number**: 949279
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 26, 1972

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark**: Torque-Hub
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: THE WORD "HUB" IS DISCLAIMED APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: PLANETARY GEAR BOXES
  - **International Classes**: 7
  - **US Classes**: 23 - Primary Classes
    - **US Class Title**: Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools, and Parts
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 1970

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FAIRFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
- **Address**: FAIRFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 2400 Sagamore Parkway South LAFAYETTE INDIANA 47903
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: DAN194178US
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
  - **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: THE DRAWING IS AMENDED TO APPEAR AS FOLLOWS: TORQUE-HUB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) THERMALINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72384130 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 1971 Registration Number 964532 Registration Date Jul. 24, 1973 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HEATED CONNECTORS FOR OUTDOOR WATER SERVICE SYSTEMS
International Classes 6 US Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Class Title Hardware and Plumbing and Steamfitting Supplies First Use Apr. 21, 1970 In Commerce May 06, 1970

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WCM INDUSTRIES, INC. Address WCM INDUSTRIES, INC. 2121 Waynoka Road Colorado Springs COLORADO 80915 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 278375-00183
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Renewed

### Mark Literal(s)
AMERICAN BIRDS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 72387991 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 31, 1971 |
| Registration Number | 939253 |
| Registration Date | Jul. 25, 1972 |
| Register | Supplemental |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Amended to Supplemental Register | Yes |
| Date Amended to Current Register | Mar. 28, 1972 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | [ MAGAZINES ] * PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE MAGAZINES ABOUT BIRDS *
International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
First Use | Feb. 1971 |
In Commerce | Feb. 1971 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC. |
| Address | NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC. 225 Varick Street, 7th Floor New York NEW YORK 10014 |
| Legal Entity | NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 23733.002 |

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration | Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate |
In the statement, Column 2, line 1, "MAGAZINES, in CLASS 16" is deleted, and PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE MAGAZINES ABOUT BIRDS in CLASS 41 is inserted. In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "CORPORATION" is deleted, and NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION is inserted.

### MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected | DBA/AKA , MARK TYPE , CITIZENSHIP , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) DO-IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72390251 Application Filing Date Apr. 26, 1971 Registration Number 944028 Registration Date Oct. 03, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MOLDS FOR CASTING METAL FISHING EQUIPMENT

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DO-IT CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Inception Outdoors Address DO-IT CORPORATION 501 N. STATE STREET DENVER IOWA 50622 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZAK, HENRY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) ETHAN ALLEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72391527</td>
<td>May 10, 1971</td>
<td>972404</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 1973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Portrait Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;ETHAN ALLEN&quot; IS THE NAME OF THE EARLY AMERICAN PATRIOT WHO IS NOW DECEASED.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0737146, 0381746

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PICTURES, PAINTINGS AND PRINTS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Prints and Publications</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETHAN ALLEN GLOBAL, INC.</td>
<td>ETHAN ALLEN GLOBAL, INC. ETHAN ALLEN DRIVE DANBURY CONNECTICUT 06813</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>204210/US009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) E-I-M

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72392915 Application Filing Date May 24, 1971 Registration Number 947161 Registration Date Nov. 14, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For VALVE OPERATORS
International Classes 7 US Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Class Title Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools, and Parts Thereof First Use Apr. 07, 1950 In Commerce Apr. 07, 1950

For ELECTRICAL CONTROLS FOR VALVE OPERATORS
International Classes 9 US Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Class Title Electrical Apparatus, Machines, and Supplies First Use Apr. 07, 1950 In Commerce Apr. 07, 1950

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT VALVE AUTOMATION, INC. Address EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT VALVE AUTOMATION, INC. 19200 Northwest Freeway Houston TEXAS 77065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 29511F801US
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) TAYLORBURGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72405613 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 1971 Registration Number 945956 Registration Date Oct. 24, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0061356, 0881797 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PREPARATION AND SERVING OF SPECIALY PREPARED SANDWICHES, AS PART OF RESTAURANT SERVICES
International Classes 42 US Classes 100 - Primary Classes US Class Title Miscellaneous First Use 1956 In Commerce 1956

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TAYLOR PROVISIONS COMPANY, THE Address TAYLOR PROVISIONS COMPANY, THE P.O. BOX 5108 63 PERRINE AVENUE TRENTON NEW JERSEY 08638 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 144017.01800
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** CAESARS PALACE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>72415187</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 10, 1972</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>951262</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Jan. 23, 1973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0907693, 0907696 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For [ DICE AND ] PLAYING CARDS | US Classes | 22 - Primary Classes | US Class Title | Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods | First Use | Aug. 05, 1966 | In Commerce | Aug. 05, 1966 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CAESARS LICENSE COMPANY, LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>CAESARS LICENSE COMPANY, LLC ONE CAESARS PALACE DRIVE LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89109</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 08004124 |

---

16735
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Renewed

Mark Literal(s) UNIVIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 71159122  Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 1922  Registration Number 162372  Registration Date Dec. 12, 1922  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lubricating Oils

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION  Address EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 5959 LAS COLINAS BOULEVARD IRVING TEXAS 75039  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM26429US00
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** TREE SEAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>71594721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>566829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 18, 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>0271583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>NEUTRAL NON-CAUSTIC GRAFTING AND PRUNING COMPOUND FOR SEALING CUTS IN TREES AND PLANTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Class Title</td>
<td>Protective and Decorative Coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 1925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>CENTRAL GARDEN &amp; PET COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CENTRAL GARDEN &amp; PET COMPANY CG&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>711 EAST MISSOURI AVE, SUITE 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>PHOENIX ARIZONA 85014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16737
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Renewed

**Mark Literal(s)** PROTEK-SORB "121"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial Trademark Registration Renewed

MARK Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73275840 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 1980 Registration Number 1237217
Registration Date May 10, 1983 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 15, 1983

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the geographically descriptive outline of the contiguous states of The United States of America, apart from the mark as shown.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For JEWELRY-NAMELY, [ TIE TACKS (( TIE CLIPS, CUFF LINKS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL )) AND ] BRACELET CHARMS
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 1971 In Commerce May 1971

For DRINKING GLASSES, CUPS (( AND PEWTER MUGS, ))
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 28, 33 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 1971 In Commerce Mar. 1971

For UMBRELLAS, ([ LADIES’ HANDBAGS AND PURSES, BILLFOLDS ]) AND GARMET BAGS FOR TRAVEL

For [ Towels-Namely, Golf Bag Towels and Beach Towels ]
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 1971 In Commerce Mar. 1971

For [ All Types of Sporting Goods Used in Connection with the Game of Golf-Namely, Golf Bags, Golf Bag Covers, Golf Bag Tags, Golf Balls, Golf Clubs, and Golf Irons ]
For [ BOOKS PERTAINING TO THE GAME OF GOLF (( AND PLAYING CARDS )) ]

**International Classes**  16 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  **First Use**  Jul. 1976  **In Commerce**  Jul. 1976

For  [ Ash Trays and Cigarette Lighters ]

**International Classes**  34 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 8, 9, 17  **International Class Title**  Smokers' Articles  **First Use**  Mar. 1970  **In Commerce**  Mar. 1970

For  MEN'S AND LADIES' CLOTHING-NAMELY, GOLF GLOVES, (( GOLF SHOES, T-SHIRTS, )) SWEATERS, (( JACKETS, )) SHIRTS COATS NECKTIES, (( HATS, SUN VISORS, SHORTS, SCARFS, )) BELTS, AND SOCKS,

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  39  **International Class Title**  Clothing  **First Use**  Apr. 1969  **In Commerce**  Apr. 1969

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Augusta National, Inc.  **Address**  Augusta National, Inc.  2604 WASHINGTON RD  Augusta  GEORGIA  30904  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  934232199893

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SULAIMAN, NAIM NADE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)

Mark Literal(s) COASTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90152798 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2020 Registration Number 6465207
Registration Date Aug. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 06, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; Wine punch; Wine punches; Wine spritzers; Wine-based aperitifs; Wine-based drinks; Fruit wine; Grape wine; Honey wine; Mulled wine; Rose wine; Sparkling fruit wine; Sparkling grape wine; Still wine; Strawberry wine; White wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 10, 2021 In Commerce May 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name mccaslin brian j Address mccaslin brian j 1639 w grand ave #303 1639 w grand ave #303 chicago ILLINOIS 60622 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)

Mark Literal(s) COASTAL SPRITZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90152804 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2020 Registration Number 6465208
Registration Date Aug. 24, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2021 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 13, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPRITZ"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; Wine punch; Wine punches; Wine spritzers; Fruit wine; Grape wine; Honey wine; Mulled wine; Red wine; Rose wine; Sparkling fruit wine; Sparkling grape wine; Still wine; Strawberry wine; White wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use May 10, 2021 In Commerce May 10, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name mccaslin Brian j Address mccaslin Brian j 1639 w grand ave #303 1639 w grand ave #303 chicago ILLINOIS 60622 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)

Mark Literal(s) JAMILA MARIAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90347184</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2020</td>
<td>6715277</td>
<td>May 03, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration Date: May 03, 2022
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Date Cancelled: May 31, 2023

Publication Date: Feb. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jamila Mariama Jones, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Women's apparel, namely, dresses, suits, shirts, skirts, pants, shorts, sweaters, blouses, jackets, coats and jeans
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: May 31, 2016
In Commerce: May 31, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Jamila Mariama, Inc.
Address: Jamila Mariama, Inc. 136 Erasmus Street Apt #2E Brooklyn NEW YORK 11226
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MCBRIDE, CAMERON L
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86117873</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4618727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "TV" |

Related Properties Information

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2509312, 2461485, 3899216 and others |

Goods and Services Information

| First Use | Mar. 24, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 24, 2014 |

International Classes

| International Class Title | Communication |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 104 |

For Telecommunications, namely, the electronic transmission of data, sound, text, images and video by means of fiber optics, coaxial cable, satellite, transmission media, and via wireless devices [ . ] * ; * Cable television communications services, namely, the interactive distribution and transmission of analog and digital format television programs, video, audio, music, program listings and data via cable networks, satellite, computers, the global computer network, fiber optics networks, wireless networks and devices that enable communications; pay-per-view television and video transmission services; video-on-demand television transmission services; and interactive television broadcasting and transmission services providing access to information from third-party sources and the global computer network; providing broadband internet access; providing broadband internet access services to end users; providing multiple-user access to a global computer network [ , and providing virtual private network (VPN) services ] ; providing communications connections to local and wide area computer and telephone network systems [ , and providing electronic mail services ] [ . ] * ; * Telephone services, namely, local and long-distance domestic and international telephone services, voice over internet protocol communications services, local and long-distance transmission of voice, sound, data, text, images and graphics by means of prepaid telephone calling cards; video and voice conferencing and transmission services; [ electronic messaging and ] call forwarding services; [ paging services; electronic mail services; ] electronic transmission of data, sound, images and video to support distance education networks.
For [ Providing online data storage, namely, electronic storage and retrieval of electronic digital content and data transmitted and retrieved via the Internet; electronic storage of messages and data using encryption and decryption methods; storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data retrieved and transmitted over the Internet ]

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 24, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2014

For [ Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems for hardware and software that access the Internet and global computer networks via telephone, electronic mail, fiber and coaxial cable; technical support, namely, providing computer facilities for the electronic storage and retrieval of digital data; data storage and retrieval; electronic backup services for computer hard drive data, and electronic storage services for archiving electronic data ]

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 24, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC Address Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC 12405 Powerscourt Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36095-134146

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 1, "L.L.C." is deleted, and ", LLC" is inserted. In the statement, line 7 and line 22, "," is deleted, and ";" is inserted. In the statement, line 19-20, ", and providing virtual private network (VPN) services" is deleted. In the statement, line 21-22, ", and providing electronic mail services" is deleted. In the statement, line 27, "electronic messaging and" is deleted. In the statement, line 27-28, "paging services; electronic mail services" is deleted. In the heading and statement, Class 39 and Class 42 is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)
- Partial

Mark Literal(s)  CHARTER SPECTRUM
INTERNET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    86117881  Application Filing Date    Nov. 13, 2013  Registration Number    4618728
Registration Date    Oct. 07, 2014  Register    Principal  Mark Type    Service Mark  Publication Date    Apr. 29, 2014
Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 24, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type    4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer    "INTERNET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2509312, 2461485, 3899216 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Telecommunications, namely, the electronic transmission of data, sound, text, images and video by means of fiber optics, coaxial cable, satellite, transmission media, and via wireless devices [ . ] * ; * Cable television communications services, namely, the interactive distribution and transmission of analog and digital format television programs, video, audio, music, program listings and data via cable networks, satellite, computers, the global computer network, fiber optics networks, wireless networks and devices that enable communications; pay-per-view television and video transmission services; video-on-demand television transmission services; and interactive television broadcasting and transmission services providing access to information from third-party sources and the global computer network; providing broadband internet access; providing broadband internet access services to end users; providing multiple-user access to a global computer network [, and providing virtual private network (VPN) services ] ; providing communications connections to local and wide area computer and telephone network systems [, and providing electronic mail services ] [ . ] * ; * Telephone services, namely, local and long-distance domestic and international telephone services, voice over internet protocol communications services, local and long distance transmission of voice, sound, data, text, images and graphics by means of prepaid telephone calling cards; video and voice conferencing and transmission services; [ electronic messaging and ] call forwarding services; [ paging services; electronic mail services; ] electronic transmission of data, sound, images and video to support distance education networks
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication
For [ Providing online data storage, namely, electronic storage and retrieval of electronic digital content and data transmitted and retrieved via the Internet; electronic storage of messages and data using encryption and decryption methods; storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data retrieved and transmitted over the Internet ]

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 105
International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Mar. 24, 2014
In Commerce: Mar. 24, 2014

For [ Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems for hardware and software that access the Internet and global computer networks via telephone, electronic mail, fiber and coaxial cable; technical support, namely, providing computer facilities for the electronic storage and retrieval of digital data; data storage and retrieval; electronic backup services for computer hard drive data, and electronic storage services for archiving electronic data ]

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Mar. 24, 2014
In Commerce: Mar. 24, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC
Address: Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC 12405 Powerscourt Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63131
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 36095-134143

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate: In the statement, line 1, "L.L.C." is deleted, and ", LLC" is inserted. In the statement, line 7 and line 22, ",." is deleted, and ";" is inserted. In the statement, line 19-20, ", and providing virtual private network (VPN) services" is deleted. In the statement, line 21-22, ", and providing electronic mail services" is deleted. In the statement, line 27, "electronic messaging and" is deleted. In the statement, line 27-28, "paging services; electronic mail services" is deleted. In the heading and statement, Class 39 and Class 42 is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: KING, LINDA M
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>REASON FOR PUBLICATION</strong></th>
<th>Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e) - Partial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>CHARTER SPECTRUM VOICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86117884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4618729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;VOICE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>2509312, 2461485, 3899216 and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Telecommunications, namely, the electronic transmission of data, sound, text, images and video by means of fiber optics, coaxial cable, satellite, transmission media, and via wireless devices [ . ] &quot;; &quot; Cable television communications services, namely, the interactive distribution and transmission of analog and digital format television programs, video, audio, music, program listings and data via cable networks, satellite, computers, the global computer network, fiber optics networks, wireless networks and devices that enable communications; pay-per-view television and video transmission services; video-on-demand television transmission services; and interactive television broadcasting and transmission services providing access to information from third-party sources and the global computer network; providing broadband internet access; providing broadband internet access services to end users; providing multiple-user access to a global computer network [, and providing virtual private network (VPN) services ]; providing communications connections to local and wide area computer and telephone network systems [, and providing electronic mail services ][ . ] <em>:</em> Telephone services, namely, local and long-distance domestic and international telephone services, voice over internet protocol communications services, local and long distance transmission of voice, sound, data, text, images and graphics by means of prepaid telephone calling cards; video and voice conferencing and transmission services; [ electronic messaging and ] call forwarding services; [ paging services; electronic mail services; ] electronic transmission of data, sound, images and video to support distance education networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For [ Providing online data storage, namely, electronic storage and retrieval of electronic digital content and data transmitted and retrieved via the Internet; electronic storage of messages and data using encryption and decryption methods; storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data retrieved and transmitted over the Internet ]

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 24, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2014

For [ Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems for hardware and software that access the Internet and global computer networks via telephone, electronic mail, fiber and coaxial cable; technical support, namely, providing computer facilities for the electronic storage and retrieval of digital data; data storage and retrieval; electronic backup services for computer hard drive data, and electronic storage services for archiving electronic data ]

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 24, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC Address Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC 12405 Powerscourt Drive St. Louis MISSOURI 63131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36095-134151

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 1, "L.L.C." is deleted, and ", LLC" is inserted. In the statement, line 7 and line 22, ",." is deleted, and ";" is inserted. In the statement, line 19-20, ", and providing virtual private network (VPN) services" is deleted. In the statement, line 21-22, ", and providing electronic mail services" is deleted. In the statement, line 27, "electronic messaging and" is deleted. In the statement, line 27-28, "paging services; electronic mail services" is deleted. In the heading and statement, Class 39 and Class 42 is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M

16749
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)
- Partial

**Mark Literal(s)**  CHARTER SPECTRUM
INTERNET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86117913</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 13, 2013</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4618732</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2014</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;CHARTER SPECTRUM&quot;, with a triangular arrow point to the right of the &quot;M&quot; in the word &quot;SPECTRUM&quot; and the word &quot;INTERNET&quot; below the word &quot;SPECTRUM&quot;.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2509312, 2461485, 3899216 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Telecommunications, namely, the electronic transmission of data, sound, text, images and video by means of fiber optics, coaxial cable, satellite, transmission media, and via wireless devices [. ] * ; * Cable television communications services, namely, the interactive distribution and transmission of analog and digital format television programs, video, audio, music, program listings and data via cable networks, satellite, computers, the global computer network, fiber optics networks, wireless networks and devices that enable communications; pay-per-view television and video transmission services; video-on-demand television transmission services; and interactive television broadcasting and transmission services providing access to information from third-party sources and the global computer network; providing broadband internet access; providing broadband internet access services to end users; providing multiple-user access to a global computer network [, and providing virtual private network (VPN) services ] ; providing communications connections to local and wide area computer and telephone network systems [, and providing electronic mail services ] [. ] * ; * Telephone services, namely, local and long-distance domestic and international telephone services, voice over internet protocol communications services, local and long distance transmission of voice, sound, data, text, images and graphics by means of prepaid telephone calling cards; video and voice conferencing and transmission services; [ electronic messaging and ] call forwarding services; [ paging services; electronic mail services; ] electronic transmission of data, sound, images and video to support distance education networks

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For [ Providing online data storage, namely, electronic storage and retrieval of electronic digital content and data transmitted and retrieved via the Internet; electronic storage of messages and data using encryption and decryption methods; storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data retrieved and transmitted over the Internet ]

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

For [ Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems for hardware and software that access the Internet and global computer networks via telephone, electronic mail, fiber and coaxial cable; technical support, namely, providing computer facilities for the electronic storage and retrieval of digital data; data storage and retrieval; electronic backup services for computer hard drive data, and electronic storage services for archiving electronic data ]

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC Address  Charter Communications Holding Company, LLC 12405 Powerscourt Drive  St. Louis  MISSOURI  63131 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  36095-134152

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, line 1, "L.L.C." is deleted, and ", LLC" is inserted. In the statement, line 7 and line 22, "," is deleted, and ";" is inserted. In the statement, line 19-20, ", and providing virtual private network (VPN) services" is deleted. In the statement, line 21-22, ", and providing electronic mail services" is deleted. In the statement, line 27, "electronic messaging and" is deleted. In the statement, line 27-28, "paging services; electronic mail services" is deleted. In the heading and statement, Class 39 and Class 42 is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)
- Partial

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87010929 Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2016 Registration Number  5515674
Registration Date  Jul. 10, 2018 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  May 15, 2018

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Chinese characters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "SAI MA HUI" Translation  The English translation of the Chinese characters in the mark is “The Hong Kong Jockey Club”. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to ”Xiang Gang Sai Ma Hui” and this means ”The Hong Kong Jockey Club“ in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  303712310 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2016
Foreign Registration Number  303712310 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 14, 2016 Foreign Application/ Registration County  HONG KONG Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 14, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Club services, namely, night club services, health clubs for physical exercise; social club services, namely, arranging, organizing, and hosting social events, get-togethers, and parties for club members; club recreation services, namely, dance club services, comedy club services; party planning services; leisure centre services, namely, providing facilities for recreation activities; provision of performing arts theater facilities; presentation of live show performances and live musical band performances; cabaret services; provision of recreational facilities; ] Organizing and arranging of sporting events, activities and competitions, namely, horse racing, [ horseback riding, soccer games, tennis matches, basketball games, golf tournaments; ] organising and conducting exhibition of horse, animals and horse racing events for entertainment, education and cultural purposes; [ arranging and conducting sports activities in the field of soccer, equestrian, tennis, golf and cultural activities; arranging and conducting conferences in the field of education, culture, sports and entertainment for non-business and non-commercial purposes; education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops and provision of training and instruction all relating to sports, ball games, golf, archery, physical fitness, martial arts, yoga, swimming, painting, floral arrangement, dancing, cooking, calligraphy, aerobics, scuba diving, nutrition, massage, physiotherapy, beauty therapy, make up techniques, arts and music; ] production and distribution of radio and television programmes; production of television
programmes relating to horse racing, [ lotteries and betting; show production services; booking of seats for shows; theatres and cinemas facilities; ] museum services; [ discotheque services; entertainment in the nature of fashion show services; health club and sports club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; provision of sports, swimming pool and diving facilities; ] rental of sports apparatus and equipment; rental of stadium facilities; rental of movies and films for entertainment purpose; provision of horse racing and horse-riding facilities; horse riding instruction services; horse training services; training of animals; betting services relating to horse; [ providing non-downloadable simulation betting, horse racing and football related games via internet or mobile telecommunication platform; providing on-line interactive computer games; providing entertainment services in the field of interactive games by means of a global computer network; ] production and distribution of motion picture films, animations, cartoons; production and distribution of videos, DVDs, CD-ROMs all featuring motion pictures; betting services; [ gaming services in the nature of casino gaming; gambling services; conducting and operating of lotteries and lottery in the form of drawing of balls; provision of betting, gaming and gambling facilities; betting, gaming and gambling results services; providing betting services via the Internet or mobile telecommunication network; rental of betting, gaming and gambling apparatus, equipment and machines; ] provision of information relating to betting services, horse-racing, * and * horse training, [ entertainment, recreation, sporting, social and cultural activities; providing sports and entertainment information via internet or mobile telecommunication platform; ] publication of magazines, newspapers, books and printed matter; providing non-downloadable electronic online publications in the nature of e-books, on-line magazines in the field of horse-racing, betting, horse training, [ entertainment, sporting, social and cultural activities; ] lending library services; radio and television entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing radio and television programs in the field of horse racing, equestrian, soccer matches, orchestral performances and dramas; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services in this class

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For  Telecommunication services featuring the provision of access to information on betting, gaming, gambling and lotteries; electronic transmission of information and data by the Internet, optical telecommunication networks or wireless telecommunication networks; provision of telecommunications access and links to computer databases and the Internet; data transmission services via telecommunications networks; transmission of messages, information, documents and images by telecommunications means; wireless telecommunications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by wireless communication networks; audio and video broadcasting via the Internet or mobile telecommunication platform; radio broadcasting services; television broadcasting; simulcasting broadcast television over global communication networks, the Internet and wireless networks; news agencies, namely, news agency services for electronic transmission; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services in this class

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**  Communication

For  [ Design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of application software for mobile and handheld devices, smart phones, smartwatches; computer hardware and software consulting services in the field of design and development of computer hardware and software; multimedia and audio-visual software consulting services; computer programming; consultation and technical support in the nature of installation, administration, and troubleshooting of problems arising in developing computer systems, databases and applications; providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; creating and maintaining web-sites; providing search engines for obtaining data via
communications networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software to enable users to program audio, video, text and other multimedia content, including music, concerts, videos, radio, television, news, sports, games, gambling, horse racing, cultural events, and entertainment-related programs; hosting on-line web facilities to enable users to program the scheduling of audio, video, text and other multimedia content, including music, concerts, videos, radio, television, news, sports, games, gambling, horse racing, cultural events, and entertainment-related programs; computer services for creating indexes of information, sites and other resources available on global computer networks for others; computer services relating to searching, browsing and retrieving information, sites, and other resources available on global computer networks for others; computer services, namely, providing temporary non-downloadable software for organizing content of information provided over a global computer network according to user preference; rental of computer software; packaging design; graphic arts design; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services in this class]

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently**  44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  The Hong Kong Jockey Club  **Address**  The Hong Kong Jockey Club  One Sports Road, Happy Valley Hong Kong  HONG KONG  **Legal Entity**  company of limited liability by guarantee  **State or Country Where Organized**  HONG KONG

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes  **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**  In the statement, class 41 is updated and class 42 is canceled per the Board Order dated May 23, 2023.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

**Elements Corrected**  GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
The mark consists of the stylized wording "JEWELRIESHOP" and the design of a round gemstone. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and services information:

For: Amulets; Badges of precious metal; Bracelets; Brooches; Beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; Jewelry and imitation jewelry; Jewelry findings; Jewelry making kits; Jewelry Chains; Charms; Tie Clips; Cloisonné jewellery; Diamonds; Earrings; Gold thread jewelry; Hat ornaments of precious metal; Jewelry; Jewelry cases; Key rings of precious metal; Medallions; Necklaces; Ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; Paste jewellery; Precious stones; Rings; Semi-precious stones; Shoe ornaments of precious metal; Silver ornaments in the nature of jewelry; Thread jewelry of precious metal; Watches

International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50
International Class Title: Jewelry
First Use: Jan. 01, 2009
In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2009

For: Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; Advertising; Commercial information and advice for consumers; Business information; Business inquiries; Business management and organization consultancy; Presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; Demonstration of goods; Distribution of samples; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Goods import-export agencies; On-line advertising on a computer network; Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; Administrative processing of purchase orders; Sales promotion for others;

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Jan. 01, 2009
In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elements Corrected</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 7(e)
- Partial

Mark Literal(s) SYSTEM X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87653124 Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2017 Registration Number 5629167
Registration Date Dec. 11, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Jun. 26, 2018 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2018

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SYSTEM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0135855/ , A0135620/ International
Registration Number ,

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicle corrosion inhibiting preparations in the nature of a coating; Rust preventatives in the nature of a coating; Resin-based coatings for use on roofs, walls and pavements; Clear coating protectant for aluminum surfaces; Coating compositions in the nature of paint for industrial applications; Coating compositions in the nature of paint containing thermosetting resins and thermoplastic resins used to coat metal products, for industrial applications; Sealer coatings for use in marine, aviation, automotive, solar panels, industrial and equipment; Stone sealer coatings; Clear coatings used as paints; Exterior surface protective coatings; Architectural protective coatings; Anti-corrosive coatings; Protective coatings for display screens; Anti-chipping coatings, namely, stone guard coatings for vehicle bodies; Coatings in the nature of industrial sealants for waterproofing and surface hardening; Glass coatings and tint laminations; Corrosion inhibiting paint type coatings for commercial marine use
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Feb. 04, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2010
For Chrome polish; Car polish; Furniture polish; Automobile polish :

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 04, 2010 In Commerce Feb. 04, 2010
For Application of protective coatings; Application of coatings to buildings; Painting and applying coatings to building interiors and building exteriors }
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Feb. 04, 2010  In Commerce  Feb. 04, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Element 119 LLC  Address  Element 119 LLC  PO Box 100  Thomaston  CONNECTICUT  06787  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, line 5 "Resin-based coatings for use on roofs, walls and" is deleted, lines 6, 7, and 8 is deleted; line 9 "industrial applications" is deleted; line 10 "stone sealer coatings" is deleted; line 11 "architectural protective coatings" is deleted; line 12 "protective coatings for display screens" is deleted; line 17 "polishing wax" is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RALDEINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>71574767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>METHYL IONONES IN THE FORM OF LIQUID ODORIFEROUS MATERIAL USED AS PERFUME INGREDIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | GIVAUDAN SA | **Address** | GIVAUDAN SA 5, CHEMIN DE LA PARFUMERIE VERNIER SWITZERLAND 1214 | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized** | SWITZERLAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | GRISA-558 |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
DOBBS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>71619620</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 05, 1951</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>566665</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 11, 1952</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
<th>In part</th>
<th>Distinctiveness Limitation Statement</th>
<th>&quot;DOBBS&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 0513066, 0174832 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: MEN'S HATS, CAPS, OVERCOATS, SPORT COATS, NECKTIES, MUFFLERS, GLOVES, AND LEATHER SHOES; WOMEN'S HATS, DRESSES, SUITS AND COATS

International Classes: 25, US Classes: 39 - Primary Classes
US Class Title: Clothing
First Use in Commerce: Jul. 1908

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: RHE HATCO, INC.
Address: RHE HATCO, INC. 601 MARION DRIVE GARLAND TEXAS 75042
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 3718513.0002
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUXILEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72104170 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 1960 Registration Number 740516 Registration Date Nov. 13, 1962 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Registration Number 489,028 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 24, 1960 Foreign Application/ Registration County FRANCE

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brakes; Shock Absorbers; Aircraft Pressurization Systems
International Classes 12 US Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Class Title Vehicles First Use Apr. 15, 1959 In Commerce Apr. 15, 1959

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THALES AVIONICS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SAS Address THALES AVIONICS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SAS 41, BOULEVARD DE LA REPUBLIQUE CHATOU FRANCE 78400 Legal Entity SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TAES00001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMITHERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72131629 Application Filing Date Nov. 08, 1961 Registration Number 740722 Registration Date Nov. 13, 1962 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0684150

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Low Calorie Canned Meat Balls, Low Calorie Canned Cheese Sauce, Low Calorie Canned Tuna Salad, Low Calorie Canned Chicken a la King, Low Calorie Canned Gravy, Low Calorie Canned White Sauce, Bottled Salad Dressing, Low Calorie Powdered Custard Dessert, Bottled Beef Tea Broth, Seasoning Salt, Chili sauce, and Bottled Fish and Chips Sauce

International Classes 1, 5, 29, 30, 31, 32 US Classes 46 - Primary Classes US Class Title Foods and Ingredients of Foods First Use Sep. 16, 1958 In Commerce Sep. 16, 1958

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KENT PRECISION FOODS GROUP, INC. Address KENT PRECISION FOODS GROUP, INC. 11457 OLDE CABIN ROAD ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SNOW'S

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>72134302</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>740724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 00533838 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Sardines and ] Corn Chowder
| International Classes | 1, 5, 29, 30, 31, 32 |
| US Classes | 46 - Primary Classes |
| US Class Title | Foods and Ingredients of Foods |
| First Use | Jan. 03, 1956 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 03, 1956 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | BUMBLE BEE FOODS, LLC
Address | BUMBLE BEE FOODS, LLC 280 10th Avenue San Diego
| CALIFORNIA 92101 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 2008.03-003
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MISS WEBRIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   72135276 Application Filing Date  Jan. 05, 1962 Registration Number   740699 Registration Date  Nov. 13, 1962 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Name Portrait Consent The mark is a fictitious name such as is used in the cosmetic field.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0534461, 0565501, 0701556

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FIBERWEB HOLDINGS LIMITED Address FIBERWEB HOLDINGS LIMITED FORSYTH HOUSE, 211-217 LOWER RICHMOND ROAD RICHMOND ON THAMES LONDON UNITED KINGDOM TW9 4LN Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 74934-292
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ULTRA WHITE 90

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 72137449
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 07, 1962
- **Registration Number**: 740437
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 1962
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clays for Coating and Filling Paper and Paperboard
- **International Classes**: 19
- **US Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Class Title**: Raw or Partly Prepared Materials
- **First Use**: Jan. 05, 1962
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 1962

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: IMERYS KAOLIN, INC.
- **Address**: IMERYS KAOLIN, INC. 100 MANSELL COURT EAST, SUITE 300 ROSWELL GEORGIA 30076
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: BRAQ-J3883
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DELTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72137842 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 1962 Registration Number 740589 Registration Date Nov. 13, 1962 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines for Counting Articles
International Classes 9 US Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Class Title Measuring and Scientific Appliances
First Use Nov. 06, 1961 In Commerce Nov. 06, 1961

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Delta Engineering Corporation Address Delta Engineering Corporation 3 FREEDOM WAY WALPOLE MASSACHUSETTS 02081 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WESTON WOODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

**Goods and Services Information**
- For: BOOKS, [BOOKLETS AND PAMPHLETS,] FILMSTRIPS AND MOTION PICTURES, AND SOUND FILMSTRIP SETS CONSISTING OF FILMSTRIPS AND SOUND RECORDINGS
- International Classes: 9, 16, 28
- US Classes: 38 - Primary Classes
- US Class Title: Prints and Publications
- First Use: Mar. 1956
- In Commerce: Mar. 1956

**Basis Information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**
- Owner Name: WESTON WOODS STUDIOS, INC.
- Address: WESTON WOODS STUDIOS, INC. 557 Broadway
- New York
- 10012
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72372345 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 1972 Registration Number 947063 Registration Date Nov. 14, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLOR BLUE WHICH IS DISCLAIMED APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0825947

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, PRECISION GRINDERS, [ COMMUTATOR UNDERCUTTERS, SLOTTING FILES AND SCRAPERS, COMMUTATOR SAWS AND CUTTERS, ] [ PRECISION GRINDERS WITH DUST COLLECTORS, ] [ MICA UNDERCUTTERS, SAWS AND MILLING CUTTERS; SMALL TOOLS; NAMELY, SLOTTING FILES, SLOTTER AND SCRAPER, HAND BLOWERS; ] [ CLEANER ACCESSORIES; NAMELY, SPRAYERS; ] [ WIRE INSULATION STRIPPERS; NAMELY, ] [ BRUSH TYPE STRIPPERS, ROTARY TYPE STRIPPERS, ] [ HAND TYPE STRIPPERS, ] [ LEVER TYPE STRIPPERS, BENCH TYPE STRIPPERS, HOT BLADE AND THERMAL TYPE STRIPPERS, ] [ WIRE SKINNERS AND STRAIGHTENERS, ARMOUR CABLE CUTTERS, ] [ HOT BLADE STRIPPERS ] [ FOR REMOVING THE INSULATION FROM ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS, CABLE RIPPERS AND CABLE AND WIRE CUTTERS, INDIVIDUAL BLADES FOR WIRE STRIPPERS; ] [ MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES; NAMELY, LIVE CENTERS, ETCHERS, MARKERS; ] [ WIRE CONNECTORS; NAMELY, CRIMP TOOL AND ELECTRICIANS' PLIERS, ] ELECTRIC CONNECTOR DRIVERS, CONNECTOR APPLICATION MACHINES [ ; ELECTRICIANS’ TOOLS AND SUPPLIES; NAMELY, FISH TAPES AND REELS, FISH TAPE WINDERS, FISH TAPE LEADS AND BALLS, PULLING ELBOWS FOR ELECTRICAL USE, AND FUSE PULLERS ]
International Classes 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 21, 28 US Classes 23 - Primary Classes US Class Title Cutlery, Machin...
International Classes  22  US Classes  7  - Primary Classes  US Class Title  Cordage  First Use  Jan. 18, 1965  In Commerce  Jan. 18, 1965

For  MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT; NAMLY, COMMUTATOR CEMENT; [ WIRE INSULATION STRIPPERS; NAMLY, BRUSHES AND HEATING ELEMENTS; MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES; NAMLY, DEMAGNETIZERS; ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES; NAMLY, ELECTRONIC DIMMERS; ELECTRICAL APPARATUS; NAMLY, FOOT SWITCHES, FUSE CLIP CLAMPS, FUSE REDUCERS, DEMAGNETIZERS; ] WIRE CONNECTORS; NAMLY, SCREW-ON TYPE CONNECTORS [, SET SCREW CONNECTORS, INSULATORS; ELECTRICIANS' TOOLS AND SUPPLIES; NAMLY, CONNECTORS ]; FLUORESCENT FIXTURE HANGERS, FUSE CLIP CLAMPS, FUSE REDUCERS]

International Classes  7, 9, 11, 12, 15  US Classes  21  - Primary Classes  US Class Title  Electrical Apparatus, Machines, and Supplies  First Use  Jan. 18, 1965  In Commerce  Jan. 18, 1965

For  ELECTRICIANS' TOOLS AND SUPPLIES; NAMLY, PULLING LUBRICANTS


For  [ MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT; NAMLY, ABRASIVE RESURFACERS USED WITH GRINDERS FOR GRINDING CAST IRON AND STEEL COMMUTATORS AND SLIP RINGS, COMMUTATOR RESURFACERS, ABRASIVE BRUSH SEATERS FOR SEATING CARBON BRUSHES AND CLEANING COMMUTATOR AND SLIP RINGS, FLEXIBLE ABRASIVES ]

International Classes  3  US Classes  4  - Primary Classes  US Class Title  Abrasives and Polishing Materials  First Use  Jan. 18, 1965  In Commerce  Jan. 18, 1965

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC.  Address  IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC.  BECKER PLACE  Sycamore  ILLINOIS  60178  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SEACUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applicant disclaims the word &quot;CUT&quot; apart from the trademark as shown, this disclaimer being submitted without any acknowledgement of any surrender of common law rights.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>US Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNDERWATER CUTTING ELECTRODES</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VICTOR EQUIPMENT COMPANY</td>
<td>VICTOR EQUIPMENT COMPANY 16052 SWINGLEY RIDGE ROAD CHESTERFIELD MISSOURI 63017</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1486.0319T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE PULLEY PLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72393237  Application Filing Date May 26, 1971  Registration Number 947375  Registration Date Nov. 14, 1972  Principal Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  Disclaimer THE WORD "PULLEY" IS DISCLAIMED APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CONSULTATION AND DESIGN SERVICES FOR MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT  International Classes 42  US Classes 100 - Primary Classes US Class Title Miscellaneous First Use May 11, 1971  In Commerce May 12, 1971

For CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT  International Classes 37  US Classes 103 - Primary Classes US Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 11, 1971  In Commerce May 12, 1971

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VAN GORP CORPORATION  Address VAN GORP CORPORATION  1410 Washington Street  Pella IOWA  502191502  Legal Entity CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2309
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KONDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72394593 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 1971 Registration Number 947211 Registration Date Nov. 14, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For UNIVERSAL, TURRET AND SPECIAL MILLING MACHINES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OTARRE, S.L. Address OTARRE, S.L. B SAN ANTOLIN, S/N. ELGOIBAR (GUIPUZCOA) SPAIN 20870 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized STATELESS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CUC-TM-2
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) W-C

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 72395227 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 1971 Registration Number 947333 Registration Date Nov. 14, 1972 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For STABILIZERS FOR CREAM FILLINGS AND ICINGS
International Classes 30 US Classes 46 - Primary Classes US Class Title Foods and Ingredients of Foods First Use Mar. 15, 1971 In Commerce Apr. 09, 1971

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROFILE FOOD INGREDIENTS, LLC Address PROFILE FOOD INGREDIENTS, LLC 1151 TIMBER DRIVE ELGIN ILLINOIS 60123 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 06821/11825
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NEO-NAP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72397103</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 1971</td>
<td>947074</td>
<td>Nov. 14, 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 14, 1972</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For ORGANO METAL CHEMICALS, TO WIT, METAL SALTS OF NAPHTHENIC AND NEODECANOIC ACIDS IN FORMS LENDING THEMSELVES TO USE AS ADDITIVES, CATALYSTS AND DRIERS IN PAINTS, PLASTICS, RESINS, SILICONES, POLYESTERS, AND OTHER PROTECTIVE COATINGS, INKS, LUBRICANTS, CORE OILS, FUEL OILS, OXO ALCOHOLS, CAULKING COMPOUNDS, FLOOR COVERINGS, AND THE LIKE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>US Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>Chemicals and Chemical Compositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 21, 1971</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 1971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMG AMERICAS, INC.</td>
<td>OMG AMERICAS, INC. 811 Sharon Dr. Westlake OHIO 44145</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>003724/13924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RUNNERS ROOST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 73193046
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 13, 1978
- **Registration Number**: 1217027
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 16, 1982
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 24, 1982

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: Applicant disclaims exclusive rights in the term "Runners" apart from its use in the mark as shown.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES-NAMELY, PROMOTING AND SPONSORING RUNNING EVENTS
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 1977
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 17, 1978

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: RUNNER'S ROOST, LLC
- **Address**: RUNNER'S ROOST, LLC 1685 S. Colorado Blvd, Unit J Denver COLORADO 80222
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: R. Garth Fer
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STOCK CAR RACING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  73250361 Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 1980  Registration Number  1216645
Registration Date  Nov. 16, 1982  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Periodical-Namely, a Magazine
International Classes  16  -  Primary Classes  US Classes  38  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use  Apr. 1966  In Commerce  Apr. 1966

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MOTOR TREND GROUP, LLC  Address  MOTOR TREND GROUP, LLC  831 S. Douglas Street  El Segundo  CALIFORNIA  90245  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  039134.00300
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 73263584
- **Application Filing Date**: May 27, 1980
- **Registration Number**: 1216457
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 16, 1982
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 24, 1982

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: No claim is made to exclusive use of "Clearchannel" apart from the mark as shown.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Two-Way Radios
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 09, 1980
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 1980

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: E. F. Johnson Company
- **Address**: E. F. Johnson Company 1440 Corporate Drive Irving TEXAS 75038
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: T51189US00
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOTAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73275903 Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 1980 Registration Number 1217025
Registration Date Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer No claim is made to the exclusive use of "Technology" apart from the mark as shown.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Applying Protective Finishes to Vehicles
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jan. 02, 1980 In Commerce Jan. 02, 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOTAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC. Address TOTAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC. 65 TERENCE DRIVE PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15236 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0248-080218
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
TRANSCONTINENT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 73289355
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 11, 1980
- **Registration Number**: 1217057
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 16, 1982
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 24, 1982

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Distributorship Services in the Field of Phonograph Records, Tapes and Related Accessories
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: 1962
- **In Commerce**: 1962

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Transcontinent Record Sales, Inc.
- **Address**: Transcontinent Record Sales, Inc. 1762 MAIN STREET Buffalo NEW YORK 14208
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1042998
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYDRISINOL CREME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>73290748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1216308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 16, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer The word "Creme" is disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Emollient Skin Softner
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 18, 51
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Apr. 1942 In Commerce May 1942

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bausch Health Ireland Limited
Address Bausch Health Ireland Limited 3013 Lake Drive, Citywest Business Campus Dublin Ireland D24PPT3
Legal Entity Private Company State or Country Where Organized Ireland
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRAMESPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73295073 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 1981 Registration Number 1216670 Registration Date Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artist's Materials-Namely, a Device for Use in Mounting Artwork in Frames

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRAMETEK, LLC Address FRAMETEK, LLC 2852 INDUSTRIAL AVE HUBBARD OREGON 97032 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4028-18
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EG EDISON GIOCATTOLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   73299984 Application Filing Date  Mar. 06, 1981 Registration Number   1216901 
Registration Date  Nov. 16, 1982 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 
Publication Date  Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer  Applicant disclaims the word "Giocattoli" separately and apart from the mark. Translation  The word "Giocattoli" is translated as "toys".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolls, Baby Dolls, Puppets, Marionettes, Masks, Toy Weapons and Toy Ammunition
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Edison Giocattoli Societa per Azioni DBA, AKA, Formerly  d.b.a. Edison Giocattoli S.p.A. Address  Edison Giocattoli Societa per Azioni Via MEUCCI 1 BARBERINO DI MUGELLO (FIRENZE) ITALY  50031
Legal Entity  limited company State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T15588
TM 14260 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLACK ICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73304742 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 1981 Registration Number 1216820
Registration Date Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outdoor Camping Apparel-Namely, Parkas, Vests, [booties,] Mittens, and Pants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORTS LIMITED Address HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORTS LIMITED SUITES 2111-13, 21/F PRUDENTIAL TOWER THE GATEWAY HARBOUR CITY, TSIMSHATSUI, KOWLOON HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 131079
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 73308994 | Application Filing Date | May 06, 1981 | Registration Number | 1216586 | Registration Date | Nov. 16, 1982 | Register | Principal | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Aug. 24, 1982 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Luminaires |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control |
| Apparatus | First Use | Feb. 20, 1981 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 20, 1981 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | CURRENT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS, LLC |
| Address | CURRENT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS, LLC |
| | 1975 NOBLE RD. BUILDING 338, NELA PARK |
| | EAST CLEVELAND OHIO 44112 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AXI-FLOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73309211</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 07, 1981</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>1216411</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 16, 1982</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 24, 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Air Cleaner for Aircraft Internal Combustion Engines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>23, 31</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Machinery</th>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 14, 1981</th>
<th><strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 14, 1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** PUROLATOR FACET, INC. **Address** PUROLATOR FACET, INC. 8439 TRIAD DRIVE GREENSBORO NORTH CAROLINA 27409 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 500521 |

---

**TM 14262 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73310990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 18, 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1216589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 16, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 24, 1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | THE MARK IS A STYLIZED PROFILE OF A UNIT OF COLUMN PACKING MATERIALS. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Lining and Stippling Statement** | THE SHADING IN THE MARK IS A PART OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** | Filter Media-Namely, Tower Packing Material for Industrial Smoke Stack Scrubbers, Factional Distillers, and the Like |
| **International Classes** | 11 |
| **US Classes** | 31 |
| **International Class Title** | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Nov. 27, 1980 |
| **In Commerce** | Nov. 27, 1980 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | RASCHIG JAEGER TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION |
| **Address** | RASCHIG JAEGER TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION 1611 PEACHLEAF STREET HOUSTON TEXAS 77039 |
| **Legal Entity** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 466800-00355 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I BLUES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73313140 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 1981 Registration Number 1216830
Registration Date Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 292,535 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 16, 1975 Foreign Application/Registration County ITALY Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 17, 1995

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAX MARA FASHION GROUP S.r.l. Address MAX MARA FASHION GROUP S.r.l. Via del Carmine, 10 10122 Torino ITALY Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38787-0020
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHUR-CLENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73313557 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 1981 Registration Number 1216325
Registration Date Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sterile, Nonpyrogenic Skin-Wound Cleansing Solution
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 18 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 27, 1981 In Commerce Mar. 27, 1981

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ConvaTec Inc. Address ConvaTec Inc. 200 Headquarters Park Drive Skillman NEW JERSEY 08558
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CVT05-30082
TM 14266  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROBBINS & MYERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  73315629  Application Filing Date  Jun. 19, 1981  Registration Number  1216367
Registration Date  Nov. 16, 1982  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "Robbins", the word "Myers" and a stylized ampersand. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  05195800, 06161570, 05098390

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Hoists for Cranes, End Trucks for Cranes, and Drive Units for Cranes, Rolling Diaphragm Linear Actuators, Electric Motors Not for Land Vehicles, ] Progressing Cavity Pumps, Grinder Pumps, Hand Pumps, Solids Handling Centrifugal Pumps, Hydrostatic Variable Speed Drives for Pumps, and Rotors and Stators for Oil Well Drilling Motors
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 1980  In Commerce  Apr. 1980
For  [ Liquid Sensing Probe in the Nature of a Capacitator Responding to Changes in the Contents of a Pipeline; Automatic Pinch Valves and Variable Speed Controls for Electric Circulating Fans ]
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Vibration Eliminating Pipe Joints of Rubber and Expansion Joints for Pipes, Primarily of Rubber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>17 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods</td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Hand Wheel Pinch Valves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>6 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods</td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ROBBINS & MYERS INC **Address** ROBBINS & MYERS INC 5870 Poe Avenue, Suite A DAYTON OHIO 45414 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 580988-001US

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MOTHER AND CHILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 73320516 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 24, 1981 | Registration Number | 1216638 | Registration Date | Nov. 16, 1982 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Aug. 24, 1982 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property | Z1231679/0837388 | International Registration Number | 0837388 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Jewelry |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | RICHLINE GROUP, INC. | Address | RICHLINE GROUP, INC. 1385 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10018 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THALITONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73324538 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 1981 Registration Number 1216341
Registration Date Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Diuretic and Antihypertensive Agents
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 18 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CASPER PHARMA LLC Address CASPER PHARMA LLC 2 TOWER CENTER BLVD SUITE 1101 EAST BRUNSWICK NEW JERSEY 08816 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized NEW JERSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** UNIT RIG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 73330008
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 28, 1981
- **Registration Number**: 1216423
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 16, 1982
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 24, 1982

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: The word "Rig" is disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 08741620, 09261170

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Off-Highway Trucks
  - **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 19
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 1981
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 1981
- **For**: [ Draw Works for Drilling Rigs ]
  - **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
  - **International Class Title**: Machinery
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 1981
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 1981

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CATERPILLAR GLOBAL MINING EQUIPMENT LLC
- **Address**: CATERPILLAR GLOBAL MINING EQUIPMENT LLC 100 N.E. Adams Street Peoria ILLINOIS 61629
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 099615-0137

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SUPERSAVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  73336511  Application Filing Date  Nov. 09, 1981  Registration Number  1216594
Registration Date  Nov. 16, 1982  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric Lamps-Namely, Fluorescent and Incandescent Lamps
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21  International Class Title  Environmental Control

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LEDVANCE LLC  Address  LEDVANCE LLC  200 BALLARDVALE ST.  WILMINGTON
MASSACHUSETTS  01887  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRULLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 73337573 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 17, 1981 | Registration Number | 1216623 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 16, 1982 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 24, 1982 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Translation | The mark, "Grulla", is a Spanish word which, in English means "crane", a bird. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Shotguns | International Classes | 13 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 9 | International Class Title | Firearms | First Use | Dec. 31, 1972 | In Commerce | Dec. 31, 1972 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | GRULLA ARMAS, S.L. | Address | GRULLA ARMAS, S.L. | AVENIDA OTAOLA, 13 | EIBAR | SPAIN 20600 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | SPAIN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73351030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1217042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 16, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES DEPICTING WORKS OF FINE ART USING A LIVE CAST AND INCLUDING MUSIC AND NARRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 1981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>FESTIVAL OF ARTS OF LAGUNA BEACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FESTIVAL OF ARTS OF LAGUNA BEACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650 Laguna Canyon Road</td>
<td>Laguna Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92651</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 104339.0007U |

16796
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LIFE GAME ENTERPRISES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 73354410 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 15, 1982 |
| Registration Number | 1216687 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 16, 1982 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 24, 1982 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | No claim is made to exclusive use of the words "Life" and "Enterprises" apart from the mark as shown. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Books and Booklets Pertaining to Health Counseling Including Printed Programs Relating to Physical and Mental Well-Being and Fitness |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 38 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Dec. 02, 1981 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 02, 1981 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Rosen, AM |
| Address | Rosen, AM 5580 West 1st Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | AMROS-57351 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIFE GAME ENTERPRISES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   73354547 Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 1982 Registration Number  1217077
Registration Date   Nov. 16, 1982 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 1982

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer No claim is made to exclusive use of the words "Life" and "Enterprises" apart from the mark as shown.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing Health Consulting Services Relating to Physical and Mental Well-Being
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rosen; AM Address Rosen; AM 5580 West 1st Street Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMROS-57352
TM 14275

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BENEFICIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 73454980 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 1983 Registration Number 1731483
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 04, 1985

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FANCIFUL REPRESENTATION OF A RAINBOW. Lining and Stippling Statement THE LINES SHOWN IN THE MARK ARE A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DO NOT INDICATE COLOR.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0736916, 1190937, 1250663, 1251836, 1196422, 1190936, 1225267, 1251330, 1202957

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For EXTENSION OF CREDIT THROUGH [ ISSUANCE OF CREDIT CARDS; SMALL LOANS, INSTALLMENT LOANS AND INSTALLMENT CREDIT SERVICES; COMMERCIAL, RETAIL, CONSUMER AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES AND INSURANCE SERVICES; NAMELY, DIRECT UNDERWRITING AND REINSURANCE] OF LIFE AND ACCIDENT AND HEALTH AND PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 01, 1983 In Commerce Nov. 01, 1983

For [ PREPARATION OF INCOME TAX RETURNS]

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 1983 In Commerce Nov. 01, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name BENEFICIAL COMPANY LLC Address BENEFICIAL COMPANY LLC 26525 N. RIVERWOODS BLVD. METTAWA ILLINOIS 60045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, Column 1, in lines 10-16, "issuance of credit cards; retail, and reinsurance" is deleted. In the statement, Column 2, lines 1 through 2, "and health and property and casualty" is deleted, in Column 1, line 15, after Life and is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  TAYLOR, CRAIG D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHAWNEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73688537  Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 1987  Registration Number 1730668
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date May 16, 1989

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 74800096

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ BEER STEINS, PLASTIC MUGS, CERAMIC MUGS, CAN INSULATORS AND GLASSES ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 01, 1980 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1980

For [ CHANGE PURSES AND GOLF BAG AND LUGGAGE TAGS ]
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 3 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jan. 01, 1985 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1985

For [ POOL TOWELS AND GOLF TOWELS ]
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 01, 1983 In Commerce Feb. 01, 1983

For [ LETTER OPENERS, BUMPER STICKERS, DECALS, POSTCARDS, PENS AND POSTERS ]
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 38 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 01, 1980 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1980

For [ EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR GOLF, TENNIS, BOATING, TRAP SHOOTING, SWIMMING, RACQUETBALL, SKIING, HIKING, FISHING, VOLLEYBALL, HORSEBACK RIDING, BICYCLING, CANOEING, MINIATURE GOLF, CAMPING, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, WEIGHT ROOMS, PRESENTING THEATRICAL MUSICALS AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, LECTURES, AND PRESENTATIONS OF CULTURAL DISPLAYS ]
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 1978 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1978 For LIGHTERS AND ASH TRAYS

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 8 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Jan. 01, 1980 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1980 For SPOONS

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Jan. 01, 1986 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1986 For RESORT HOTEL SERVICES, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR CONFERENCES, RETAIL STORE SERVICES SPECIALIZING IN GOLF, SKI AND OTHER SPORTING EQUIPMENT AND BABYSITTING AND CHILD CARE SERVICES

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 107 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 1940 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1940

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHAWNEE HOLDING, INC. Address SHAWNEE HOLDING, INC. ONE RIVER ROAD PO BOX 67 SHAWNEE-ON-DELAWARE PENNSYLVANIA 18356 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODSON, MICHAEL E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KORYO HAND ACUPUNCTURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73786357</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 1989</td>
<td>1730858</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;HAND ACUPUNCTURE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>ACUPUNCTURE APPARATUS; NAMELY, NEEDLES FOR ACUPUNCTURE; CAUTERIZATION APPARATUS AND MASSAGE APPARATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| US Classes | 44  
**International Class Title** | Medical Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>44E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAE-WOO, YOO</td>
<td>TAE-WOO, YOO 807, 1 DONG HANYANG, APT. 32-5 BANPO-DONG, SEOCHO-KU SEOUL REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>212/3/082</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>MANDIR, FREDERICK M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ONCE UPON A TIME . . .

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74016652
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 05, 1990
- **Registration Number**: 1730699
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: computer software used in the education of children
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 1987
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 1987

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: COMPU-TEACH, INC.
- **Address**: COMPU-TEACH, INC. 2717 Western Avenue, Unit 8010 Seattle WASHINGTON 98121
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 512730-8006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RAUEN, JAMES A
TM 14279 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JOLIE DE VOGUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74040600 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 1990 Registration Number 1730530
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 31, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Translation The English translation of the words "JOLIE DE" in the mark is "pretty of".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For make-up; namely, fluid make-up, compact powder make-up, translucent facial powder, compact blush, eye shadow, mascara, liquid eye liner, eye liner pencils, lip liner pencils, nail lacquers, skin moisturizer lotion, skin cleansing cream, hydrating skin lotion, firming masks, skin firming drops, night and eye cream
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 12, 1983 In Commerce Sep. 12, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'ORÉAL S.A Address L'ORÉAL S.A 14 RUE ROYALE PARIS FRANCE 75008 Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITAKER, LAURIE
TM 14280 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEMATECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74045243 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 1990 Registration Number 1731790
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For association services; namely, promoting the interests of the semiconductor industry by providing services to conduct research and development of manufacturing techniques for said industry.

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 04, 1987 In Commerce Aug. 07, 1987

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SEMATECH, INC. Address SEMATECH, INC. 2706 MONTOPOLIS DRIVE AUSTIN TEXAS 78741 Legal Entity NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SEMA:011

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration THE DRAWING IS CORRECTED AO APPEAR AS FOLLOWS: SEMATECH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARKS, MARTIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SAS/CONNECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74056620</td>
<td>May 07, 1990</td>
<td>1730701</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Mar. 12, 1991

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** user manuals for computer programs for use in the field of networking
  - **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 38
  - **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - **First Use**: Oct. 12, 1989
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 12, 1989
- **For** computer programs for use in the field of networking
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 12, 1989
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 12, 1989

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SAS INSTITUTE INC.
- **Address**: SAS INSTITUTE INC. SAS Campus Drive Cary NORTH CAROLINA 27513
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TINGLEY, JOHN C
**Case Identifiers**

| **Serial Number** | 74073046 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jun. 27, 1990 |
| **Registration Number** | 1732215 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 10, 1992 |
| **Register** | Supplemental |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Amended to Supplemental Register** | Yes |
| **Date Amended to Current Register** | Jun. 15, 1992 |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Dec. 10, 1991 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Mar. 03, 1992 |

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** | No |
**Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
**Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a blue O-ring surrounding the socket of the fluorescent lamp holder. The dotted lines in the drawing serve only to show the marks position on the goods. **Lining and Stippling Statement** | The drawing is lined for the color blue. |

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** | fluorescent lamp parts; namely, holders in the nature of O-rings surrounding the socket |
**International Classes** | 11 - Primary Classes |
**US Classes** | 21 |
**International Class Title** | Environmental Control Apparatus |
**First Use** | Jul. 1990 |
**In Commerce** | Jul. 1990 |

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** | LCD LIGHTING, INC. |
**Address** | LCD LIGHTING, INC. 31 EAST HIGH STREET EAST HAMPTON CONNECTICUT 06424 |
**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
**State or Country Where Organized** | CONNECTICUT |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** | LSI0121TUS |

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** | RUBEL, ELLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HELIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74082826 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 1990 Registration Number 1732024 Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 02, 1991 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 25, 1991

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electronic devices and apparatus which measure the optical, thermal, electrical or magnetic properties of a composition of matter for sensing and assaying organic and inorganic materials

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 26 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 11, 1991 In Commerce Nov. 11, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HELIX BIOMEDICAL ACCESSORIES, INC. Address HELIX BIOMEDICAL ACCESSORIES, INC. 114 14TH STREET, STE H SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11250.4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RATTNER, HEIDI
**Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8**

**Mark Literal(s)** CHOOZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>74083199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>edible dog food snacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS, INC. CG&amp;P LEGAL DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 WEST OSBORN ROAD</td>
<td>PHOENIX ARIZONA 85013 Legal Entity CORPORATON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LEVY, MICHAEL S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
SIMPLEX

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 74083768 Application Filing Date | Aug. 01, 1990 Registration Number | 1730587 Registration Date | Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 Publication Date | Aug. 18, 1992 |

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | lip salve |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes US Classes | 18 International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals First Use |
| Mar. 01, 1989 In Commerce | Mar. 01, 1989 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | SIMPLEX MEDICATED SALVE Address | SIMPLEX MEDICATED SALVE 138 S. DOWNING STREET DENVER COLORADO 80209 Legal Entity | ASSOCIATION State or Country Where Organized | UNITED STATES |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BLOHM, LINDA E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VIDEO PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74085530 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 1990 Registration Number 1731494
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 21, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "VIDEO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For packaging video and audio cassettes; and manuals to the order and specifications of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 101, 105 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use May 01, 1990 In Commerce May 01, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUCCESS PARTNERS HOLDING CO. Address SUCCESS PARTNERS HOLDING CO. 200 SWISHER ROAD LAKE DALLAS TEXAS 75065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 87563.0104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BILLINGS, JESSIE W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WHITE-LUX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOBILE INSTRUMENT SERVICE & REPAIR

Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74088334</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 15, 1990</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1731629</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark Information
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "INSTRUMENT SERVICE & REPAIR" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole |

Goods and Services Information
For maintenance and repair services in the field of medical instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>37 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>103</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basis Information
| Currently Use | Yes |

Owner Information
| Owner Name | Mobile Instrument Service & Repair, Inc. |
| Address | Mobile Instrument Service & Repair, Inc. 333 Water Avenue Bellefontaine OHIO 43311777 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

Attorney/Correspondence Information
| Docket Number | 670059.201 |

Examining Attorney
| Examining Attorney | POMPEY, TINA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SARA MICHAELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74091555 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 1990 Registration Number 1730536
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 24, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Name Portrait Consent The name "SARA MICHAELS" in the mark does not identify a
particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bath sponges, natural sea sponges, loofah sponges, sponge massagers, bath brushes, nail brushes and body brushes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 29, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Apr. 01, 1989 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1989
For bath pillows
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 32 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not
Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 01, 1989 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1989
For skin soap, and shower and bath gel
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning
Preparations First Use Apr. 01, 1989 In Commerce Apr. 01, 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMMONWEALTH SOAP & TOILETRIES, Inc. Address COMMONWEALTH SOAP &
TOILETRIES, Inc. 661 QUEQUECHAN STREET FALL RIVER MASSACHUSETTS 02721 Legal Entity
CATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T004994

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VLCEK, TOMAS V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CROSSPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74101059 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 1990 Registration Number 1731500
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1034054, 1021654

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial management services; namely, acquisition and management of venture capital for businesses; financing services and acquisition financing services in the following industries: medical health care; biotechnology; computers; computer equipment; computer software; communications; communication equipment; semiconductor devices; semiconductor equipment; automation and control systems; namely, digital appliance controls, electron beam scanning microscopes, motion analysis instrument systems, and gas detection systems; waste management systems; namely, waste compactors and containers for the commercial airline industry, chemical reprocessing equipment and related supplies for the semiconductor industry, and ozone

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Nov. 09, 1972 In Commerce Nov. 09, 1972

For business management services and business consulting services in the fields of business development and business acquisitions in the following industries: medical health care; biotechnology; computers; computer equipment; computer software; communications; communication equipment; semiconductor devices; semiconductor equipment; automation and control systems; namely, digital appliance controls, electron beam scanning microscopes, motion analysis instrument systems, and gas detection systems; waste management systems; namely, waste compactors and containers for the commercial airline industry, chemical reprocessing equipment and related supplies for the semiconductor industry, and ozone
cooling tower water treatment systems and monitoring systems; ] business-to-business distribution systems; namely, [ automotive parts and accessories warehouse club, value added reseller and systems integrators for CAD systems, ] telecommunications accessory and supply products offered though a direct response catalog, computer accessories and data communications products offered through a direct mail catalog, [ and a warehouse club for office and computer-related products; and equipment leasing]

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business  **First Use**  Nov. 09, 1972  **In Commerce**  Nov. 09, 1972

For  new product development services in the fields of medical health care[; biotechnology; computers; computer equipment; ] computer software; communications; communication equipment; semiconductor devices; semiconductor equipment; automation and control systems; namely, [ digital appliance controls, electron beam scanning microscopes, motion analysis instrument system, and gas detection systems; waste management systems; namely, waste compactors and containers for the commercial airline industry, chemical reprocessing equipment and related supplies for the semiconductor industry, and ozone cooling tower water treatment systems and monitoring systems; ] business-to-business distribution systems[; namely, automotive parts and accessories warehouse club, value added reseller and systems integrators for CAD systems, telecommunications accessories and supply products offered through a direct response catalog, computer accessories and data communication products offered through a direct mail catalog, and a warehouse club for office and computer-related products, and equipment leasing]

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Nov. 09, 1972  **In Commerce**  Nov. 09, 1972

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  CROSSPOINT CAPITAL PARTNERS, LP  **Address**  CROSSPOINT CAPITAL PARTNERS, LP  2500 Sand Hill Road  Suite 300  Menlo Park  CALIFORNIA  94025  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  115542-T-009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SUMMERFIELD, CYNTHIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REMODELING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74102475 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 1990 Registration Number 1731008
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For magazine for the professional remodeling industry
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 38 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 01, 1985 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANLEY WOOD MEDIA, INC. Address HANLEY WOOD MEDIA, INC. ONE THOMAS CIRCLE, N.W. WASHINGTON D.C. 20005 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ABE068USA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERSHKOWITZ, MERYL LOU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WATTSAVER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>74106358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1732006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 19, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>electric motors not for land vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>7 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 1991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Leeson Electric Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Leeson Electric Corporation P.O. Box 241 Grafton WISCONSIN 530240241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>23571-294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>WILLIAMS, IRENE D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74106441 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 1990 Registration Number 1730723
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 16, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hand-held electric hair dryers and parts therefor, and hot air piks for use with hand-held electric hair dryers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 44 International Class Title Environmental Control
Apparatus First Use Nov. 1990 In Commerce Nov. 1990
For electric hair styling appliances; namely, curling irons and hot combs and parts therefor
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 40, 44 International Class Title Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 1990 In Commerce Nov. 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HELEN OF TROY LIMITED Address HELEN OF TROY LIMITED Bishop's Court Hill, Suite 1 The Financial Services Centre St. Michael BARBADOS BB14004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized BARBADOS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JUDGE, CONNIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74108711  Application Filing Date  Oct. 24, 1990  Registration Number  1730538
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  anal care preparations; namely, suppositories; sleeping medication, vitamins, and minerals, analgesics, antacids, antihistamines, diet aids, digestive aids, food supplements, laxatives
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  18  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Apr. 1974  In Commerce  Apr. 1974

For  [ antiperspirants, hair shampoo, oral hygiene products; namely, dentifrices, mouthwashes, dental rinses, dentures cleansers, denture adhesive creams, and denture creams, baby oil, deodorants, hair conditioners, hair sprays, skin care lotions, and sun protections and tanning lotions, and eye care preparations; namely, eye drops ]
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Jan. 1975  In Commerce  Jan. 1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  L. Perrigo Company  Address  L. Perrigo Company  515 Eastern Avenue  Allegan  MICHIGAN  49010
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOMEPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74119557 Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 1990 Registration Number  1731157
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/Letter(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  brushes; namely, dishwashing brushes for use on pots and pans, bottles, thermoses and percolators; scrubbing brushes for use on vegetables; cosmetic brushes, including hand and nail brushes; toilet brushes; cleaning brushes; mops; namely, wet sponge and dust mops; and brooms
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  29 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Mar. 15, 1991 In Commerce  Apr. 05, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RUBBERMAID COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS LLC Address  RUBBERMAID COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS LLC  6655 PEACHTREE DUNWOODY ROAD  ATLANTA  GEORGIA  30328 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EXPRESS SNACKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74120751 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 1990 Registration Number 1731357
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer " SNACKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dried fruits; namely, turkish apricots, banana chips, pineapple tidbits, nuts; namely, cashew pieces, mixed nuts salted, pistachios, and combination mixes comprised of dried fruits, processed nuts and raisins
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Aug. 08, 1990 In Commerce Aug. 08, 1990
For chocolate raisins, yogurt covered raisins, chocolate peanuts, chocolate almonds, yogurt covered peanuts, combination mixes comprised of candy covered nuts and candy covered fruits, candy, chocolate pretzels, yogurt pretzels, and chocolate covered jelly rings
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 08, 1990 In Commerce Aug. 08, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNITED NATURAL FOODS, INC. Address UNITED NATURAL FOODS, INC. 313 Iron Horse Way Providence RHODE ISLAND 02908 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate A standard character claim is inserted, and THE MARK IS AMENDED AS FOLLOWS: EXPRESS SNACKS, and, In the statement, column 2, after line 9, "No claim is made to the exclusive right to use SNACKS apart from the mark as shown" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIRMAN, DONNA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ONE TOUCH SYSTEMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74124442</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 17, 1990</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1730730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;TOUCH SYSTEMS&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For computer systems comprising computers, computer programs, processor/memory cards, disk controller cards, communications cards, graphics cards, touch monitors, keyboards, response keypads, liquid crystal displays, microphones, microprocessor-based cards, site controllers and modems, all used for training and educational purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 26, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ONE TOUCH SYSTEMS, INC.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>ONE TOUCH SYSTEMS, INC.</th>
<th>2346 Bering Drive</th>
<th>SAN JOSE</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>ROSENBURGH, ELISSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAYLESS SHOESOURCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74125947 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 1990 Registration Number 1731803
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 28, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The drawing is lined for the colors yellow and orange.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1155940

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail shoe store services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 20, 1983 In Commerce Feb. 20, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RETAIL BRANDS ACQUISITION COMPANY LLC Address RETAIL BRANDS ACQUISITION COMPANY LLC 4910 CORPORATE CENTER DRIVE, SUITE 210 LAWRENCE KANSAS 66047 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEEGARS, GERALD C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CARTA BLANCA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Translation | The English translation of the words "CARTA BLANCA" in the mark is "white letter". |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0775513, 0595653, 1097665 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing for men, women and children; namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, golf shirts, jackets, sweaters, pants, hats, socks, belts and aprons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|----|--------------------------|----------|-----------|----------|------------|----------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Cervezas Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma S.A. de C.V.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cervezas Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma S.A. de C. V. Av. Alfonso Reyes 2202 Nte - Bellavista Monterey, Nuevo Leon MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Country Where Organized | MEXICO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | CRVZ 1811026 |

| Examining Attorney |
| STOIDES, KATHERINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCHOOL MINDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74131098 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 1991 Registration Number 1730736 Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 17, 1991

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "SCHOOL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software and instruction manuals sold as a unit through direct marketing to schools for school administration; namely, administrative accounting and keeping of faculty and student records


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHALKABLE, INC. Address CHALKABLE, INC. 739 NORTH UNIVERSITY BLVD., SUITE 2000 MOBILE ALABAMA 36608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANCINI, CYNTHIA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CIAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74131134 Application Filing Date  Jan. 17, 1991  Registration Number  1732112 Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Nov. 26, 1991 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  footwear


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Stilman Immobiliare SRL  Address  Stilman Immobiliare SRL  Sona (VR) Frazione Palazzolo  Loc Castagne  ITALY  Legal Entity  SOCIETÀ A RESPONSABILITÀ LIMITATA (SRL)  State or Country Where  ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  G96-053

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHAW, THOMAS V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALPHA FACTOR AF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74135758 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 1991 Registration Number 1732114
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 10, 1991 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 03, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists in part of the stylized letters "AF".
Lining and Stippling Statement The lines in the drawing are merely design features and are not intended to indicate color.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1238440, 1514596, 1565282, 1499712, 1238439 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For men's, women's and children's tee shirts, sleeveless competition shirts, jackets, pullovers, briefs, tights, shorts, trunks, pants, bodysuits, warm-up suits, leotards and shoes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IT'S GREEK TO ME, INC. Address IT'S GREEK TO ME, INC. 520 MCCALL ROAD MANHATTAN KANSAS 66502 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, SUSAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STATOIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74142785 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 1991 Registration Number 1730486
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1589545, 1617284, 1635876

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 139807 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 28, 1989 Foreign Application/ Registration County NORWAY Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 28, 1999

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [chemicals; namely, olefins for the manufacture of synthetic resins; synthetic resins; namely, polyethylenes, polypropylenes and related resins predominantly made from ethylene and/or propylene for industrial use in the manufacture of packaging, textiles, industrial articles and other plastic products]
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For [management of petrol stations; field development services in the marketing of petroleum industry, technology and products; namely, market surveys for advertising programs; petroleum industry technology services; namely, market surveys, market analysis, analysis, formalization of sales strategies, product and service placement, identification of target market advertising programs]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For [building, installations, maintaining and repairing services related to oil platforms]
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For transportation of crude oil, heavy fuel oil, dry gas petroleum products and storage of fuel oil

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 105 **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

For refining of crude oil and processing of the products of that refining, as well as processing of dry gas, natural gas and natural gas liquids; processing of petro-chemical products

**International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**: Material Treatment

For petrol, petroleum, petroleum products; namely, crude oils; LNG - liquified natural gas, LPG - liquified petroleum gas, [butane and propane,] motor and aviation gasolines, kerosene, jet fuels, [naphthas,] distillates (heating oil/diesel oil/marine diesel), light fuel oils, heavy fuel oils, bunker oils, [lube base oils, lubricating oils, white oils, transformer/ hydraulic oils, greases, process oils, cokes, bitumen, solvent oils, rust preventers] and dry gas

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

For semimanufactured plastics in extruded form; namely, pellets made of extruded synthetic resins used by the plastic manufacturing industry for making finished plastic products

**International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title**: Rubber Goods

For exploration of oil and gas; oil field exploration; engineering and research deep water technology services, exploration and field development services; engineering services related to deep water technology; planning services related to building of oil platforms; oil well testing

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: STATOIL ASA **Address**: STATOIL ASA P.O. BOX 300 FORUS N-4001 STAVANGER NORWAY **Legal Entity**: PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: NOT PROVIDED

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 6821S-4

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BODSON, MICHAEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SING, SPELL READ & WRITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74143276 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 1991 Registration Number 1731017
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists, in part, of an open book, a musical score and a treble clef. Lining and Stippling Statement The lining is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.
Disclaimer "SING, SPELL READ & WRITE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational kits primarily composed of printed instructional manuals and workbooks, audio and visual cassette tapes, and posters for use in developing children's literacy
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 38 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jan. 01, 1984 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAVVAS LEARNING COMPANY LLC Address SAVVAS LEARNING COMPANY LLC 221 RIVER STREET HOBOKEN NEW JERSEY 07030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUTHEY, LYNN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FOREVER BRASS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74143706</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 01, 1991</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>1731968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 24, 1991</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 17, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| **Disclaimer** | "BRASS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** electrolytic metal plating composition to be used as a finish for plumbing, bathroom trim and accessories

| **International Classes** | 1 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 6 | **International Class Title** | Chemicals |
| **First Use** | Mar. 15, 1991 | **In Commerce** | Mar. 15, 1991 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | BRASSTECH, INC. |
| **Address** | BRASSTECH, INC. 2001 E. CARNEGIE AVE.  Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 927055531 |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 330-3001-T |
| **Examining Attorney** | FIRST, VIVIAN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANGLER'S EDITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74149985 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 1991 Registration Number 1731575
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "ANGLER'S"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1484599, 1484590 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For credit card services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Mar. 11, 1991 In Commerce Mar. 11, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FIRST NATIONAL OF NEBRASKA, INC. Address FIRST NATIONAL OF NEBRASKA, INC. 1620 DODGE STREET STOP 3290 OMAHA NEBRASKA 68197 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANSTON, KATHLEEN MARY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74153468 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 1991 Registration Number  1730487
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement  The lining in the mark is a feature of the mark, and does not indicate color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For biochemicals; namely, antigens, epitopes, and antisera for medical research use; medical diagnostic preparations; namely, hypersensitivity (DTH) skin test antigens and/or antibodies; vaccines for use in humans; namely, AIDS vaccines and malaria vaccines; viral insecticides for agricultural use
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  18 First Use  Apr. 02, 1985
In Commerce  Apr. 02, 1985

For biochemicals; namely, antigens, epitopes, and antisera for scientific research use
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  6 First Use  Apr. 02, 1985
In Commerce  Apr. 02, 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PROTEIN SCIENCES CORPORATION Address  PROTEIN SCIENCES CORPORATION  1000 RESEARCH PARKWAY  MERIDEN  CONNECTICUT  06450 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PSCO 1800117

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney  BROOKE DEVLIN, SLOAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OF THE MOMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74154854</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 08, 1991</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1732116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 1991</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | ladies' intimate apparel; namely, underwear, panties, sleepwear, leggings, short sets, pajamas, and lingerie |
International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Jul. 1991 |
In Commerce | Jul. 1991 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | AGE GROUP LTD. | Address | AGE GROUP LTD. | 180 Madison Avenue, 4TH FLOOR | New York | NEW YORK | 10016 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | AGE-10.1-001 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | BUTLER, MIDGE FAE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STREGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74156591 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 1991 Registration Number  1731724
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Translation  The word "STREGA" is an Italian word which translates into "witch" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  entertainment services in the nature of airplane racing
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Sep. 1982 In Commerce  Sep. 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Destefani, Bill G. Address  Destefani, Bill G. PO Box 22808 Bakersfield CALIFORNIA 93390 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TINGLEY, JOHN C
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
KRINKLE ICICLES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74161159</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1732140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;ICICLES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>For artificial icicles for Christmas tree and holiday decorations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 1991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>J. Kinderman &amp; Sons, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Brite Star Manufacturing Co., Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>J. Kinderman &amp; Sons, Inc. 2900 South 20th Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KRISP, JENNIFER MARIE |

---
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DEFEND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>74161976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 31, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For  insecticides and ectoparasiticides for use on livestock and domestic pets
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Apr. 14, 1992  In Commerce  Apr. 14, 1992

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name  INTERVET INC.  Address  INTERVET INC.  2 Giralda Farms  Madison  NEW JERSEY  07940  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney  MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74168417 Application Filing Date May 20, 1991 Registration Number 1731023
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of children's education
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 38 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use May 01, 1991 In Commerce May 01, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CARSON-DELLOSA PUBLISHING, LLC Address CARSON-DELLOSA PUBLISHING, LLC 7027 ALBERT PICK ROAD GREENSBORO NORTH CAROLINA 27409 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRENDDEL, CHARLES M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WALLBAGGER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BUSHEE, LINDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ETHIC
EPISCOPUS:CIBU:ET:POTU:BE NEDICIT.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74171604  Application Filing Date May 31, 1991  Registration Number 1731472
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Translation The English translation of the words "ETHIC EPISCOPUS CIBU ET POTU BE NEDICIT." in the mark is "And now bishop food and drink bless."

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 534858  Foreign Registration Date Oct. 05, 1990  Foreign Application/ Registration County ITALY  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 06, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47  International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TENUTE SELLA & MOSCA, S.P.A Address TENUTE SELLA & MOSCA, S.P.A I PIANI 07041 ALGHERO ITALY  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 134564.01000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MONTRE ROYALE DE GENEVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74172096</td>
<td>Jun. 03, 1991</td>
<td>1730970</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;MONTRE&quot; and &quot;GENEVE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | watches, watch parts, and miniature clocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Societe Anonyme de la Montre Royale
Address | Societe Anonyme de la Montre Royale
6, place des Eaux-Vives
Geneve
SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | 8T12648567

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | HINES, CARYN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE MORE YOU SHOP THE MORE YOU SAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74174541 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 1991 Registration Number 1731826
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For grocery store retail services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 1987 In Commerce Dec. 1987

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUPERVALU LICENSING LLC Address SUPERVALU LICENSING LLC 11840 VALLEY VIEW RD EDEN PRAIRIE MINNESOTA 55344 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEIGALL, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JANUS WORLDWIDE FUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74175392 Application Filing Date Jun. 12, 1991 Registration Number 1731583
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "WORLDWIDE FUND"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1469365, 1469367, 1576768, 1434216, 1591265 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For mutual fund investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use May 15, 1991 In Commerce May 15, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JANUS INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LLC Address JANUS INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LLC 151 Detroit Street Denver COLORADO 80206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 970741
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ESNY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTES ISOTONER CORPORATION</td>
<td>TOTES ISOTONER CORPORATION</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 International Boulevard</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>45246 Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUTLER, MIDGE FAE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QSC&V

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74179094 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 1991 Registration Number 1731830
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1259677

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restaurant services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McDONALD'S CORPORATION Address McDONALD'S CORPORATION One McDonald's Plaza
Oak Brook ILLINOIS 60523 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KREBS, CATHERINE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GARST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number  | 74180431 |
| Application Filing Date | Jun. 28, 1991 |
| Registration Number | 1731441 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 10, 1992 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Jun. 16, 1992 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | agricultural seed; namely, corn [alfalfa, forage sorghum, grain sorghum, sorghum Sudangrass, soybeans canola, millet, and sunflower seed] |
International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 1, 46 |
International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
First Use | Jul. 27, 1983 |
In Commerce | Jul. 27, 1983 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG |
Address | SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG Schwarzaldee 215 Basel SWITZERLAND CH-4058 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | IPA202084 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | SHANAHAN, WILLIAM PATR |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** POLYNESIAN TREASURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74182448
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 05, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1731362
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Disclaimer**: "POLYNESIAN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: food products; namely, cured beef
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use** in Commerce: May 31, 1991
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 1991

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MONTALVAN'S SALES
- **Address**: MONTALVAN'S SALES
- **City**: 2225 S. Castle Harbour Place
- **State or Country Where Organized**: Ontario
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: MSI-215

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WHITAKER, LAURIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  RITE-NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74182495  Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 1991  Registration Number 1731405  Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992  Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0923281

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOYD ASSETS CO.  Address BOYD ASSETS CO. 1912 FARMER BROTHERS DRIVE NORTHLAKE TEXAS 76262  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PBOYDA.05033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MASON, MICHAEL C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SCRUPLES RENEWAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 1567852, 1361295, 1359992

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: hair conditioner for adding sheen to hair; hair permanent wave kits
- International Classes: 3
- Primary Classes: US Classes 51
- International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning
- Preparations First Use: Feb. 16, 1990
- In Commerce: Feb. 16, 1990

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Scruples Professional Salon Products, Inc.
- Address: Scruples Professional Salon Products, Inc., 20411 Imperial Valley Dr., Houston, TEXAS 77073
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: 28562.0.7
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MICHELOB GOLDEN DRAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74184554 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 1991 Registration Number 1731458
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "GOLDEN DRAFT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1607588, 0120157, 1257070, 1257788, 1042451, 0513140, 1022200, 1542798 and others

 GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For beer

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anheuser-Busch, LLC Address Anheuser-Busch, LLC ONE BUSCH PLACE St. Louis MISSOURI 63118 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 31958.1904
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIRMAN, DONNA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LA SUBASTA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74185525</td>
<td>Jul. 16, 1991</td>
<td>1731035</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The English translation of the words &quot;LA SUBASTA&quot; in the mark is &quot;THE AUCTION&quot; or &quot;THE AUCTION SALE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For newspapers for general circulation featuring a listing of items for sale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASE INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | La Subasta, Inc. | Address | La Subasta, Inc. 6120 TARNEF DR., SUITE 110 Houston TEXAS 77074 |

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 7063.04 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COONEY PORTER, KATHLEE |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: PARTY TREAT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 74193459
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1731410
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0830274

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: frozen desserts; namely, ice cream and sherbet and frozen confections
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Jul. 1985
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 1985

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: WELLS ENTERPRISES, INC.
- **Address**: WELLS ENTERPRISES, INC.  ONE BLUE BUNNY DRIVE  LE MARS  IOWA  51031
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 318319
- **Examining Attorney**: MIRMAN, DONNA
TM 14327 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74193901  Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 1991  Registration Number 1731843
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 07, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "T".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For chemical testing and analysis services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 1989  In Commerce Nov. 1989  Used Anywhere in Another Form First used in another form in March, 1980  Used in Commerce in Another Form First used in commerce in another form in March, 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TEI Analytical, Inc. Address TEI Analytical, Inc. 7177 N. Austin Niles ILLINOIS 60648 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 127800-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FISHER, HANNAH M
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74199914</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0038271/1204942 International Registration Number | 1204942 |
|-----------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1336748, 1344702, 1176760, 1342738, 0776292, 1339079, 1367314, 1431429 and others |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | breakfast drink mixes and bottled drinking water |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Jan. 30, 1987 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 30, 1987 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | WESTERN FAMILY FOODS, INC. |
| Address | WESTERN FAMILY FOODS, INC. 6700 S. W. Sandburg Street Tigard OREGON 97223 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | MCLEOD, LINDA K |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TRISTAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74200777</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 05, 1991</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1730673</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1483098 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | kitchen utensils and tools; namely, slicers, slicing sets [, peelers, parers, pizza cutters, shrimp devainers, long handle forks; and barbecue utensils and accessories; namely, long handle forks, tongs and turners ] |
| International Classes | 8 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 23, 28, 44 | International Class Title | Hand Tools | First Use | May 1991 | In Commerce | May 1991 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | LIFETIME BRANDS, INC. |
| Address | LIFETIME BRANDS, INC. 1000 Stewart Avenue Garden City NEW YORK 11530 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | BODSON, MICHAEL E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOMLINSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74200873 Application Filing Date Sep. 05, 1991 Registration Number 1731164
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0760224, 1334177

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For cup, lid, straw, condiment and napkin dispensers for the food service industry
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Oct. 01, 1990 In Commerce Oct. 01, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOODSERVICES BRAND GROUP, LLC (F/K/A COHG ACQUISITION, LLC) Address
FOODSERVICES BRAND GROUP, LLC (F/K/A COHG ACQUISITION, LLC) 60 EAST 42ND STREET SUITE 2220 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10165 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60215.4224

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GREEN TURF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74201658 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 1991 Registration Number 1730497
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For fertilizer and combination fertilizer and herbicide and fertilizer and insecticide
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 10 International Class Title Chemicals First Use 1963 In Commerce 1963

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNITED INDUSTRIES CORP Address UNITED INDUSTRIES CORP Suite 300 1 Rider Trail Plaza Drive Earth City MISSOURI 63045 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 733986

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOON, TAE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SWISS THERAPY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>74202782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 12, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1730556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;SWISS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>eye packs, eye masks, facial packs and facial masks, all for toilet or cosmetic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 27, 1989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>GEISTLICH PHARMA AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>GEISTLICH PHARMA AG BAHNHOFSTRASSE 40 WOLHUSEN SWITZERLAND CH-6110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>1194-546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BUSH, KAREN K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) XTRALUME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74203551 Application Filing Date  Sep. 16, 1991 Registration Number  1730908
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  fluorescent lighting fixtures, fluorescent electric lights, electric lights, luminaires, light fixtures, and light fixture reflectors and shields
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  21 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Aug. 01, 1991 In Commerce  Sep. 10, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LEGION LIGHTING CO., INC. Address  LEGION LIGHTING CO., INC. 221 Glenmore Ave. Brooklyn NEW YORK  11207 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ZULIEVE, ANDREW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VISICON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74204655
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 18, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1730792
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1,158,379
- **Foreign Registration Date**: May 04, 1990
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: GERMANY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 29, 1999

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: electronic adjustment devices for the headlights of motor vehicles
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently**: 44E
- **Yes**

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: VisiCon Automatisierungstechnik GmbH
- **Address**: VisiCon Automatisierungstechnik GmbH Gottfried-August-Burgerstrasse 30 D-3704 Gleichen OT Wollmarshausen FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 11881-3070

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCLEOD, LINDA K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MINIVAC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74205169</td>
<td>Sep. 19, 1991</td>
<td>1730880</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PUBLICATION DATE** Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>gas evacuators; namely, air filters and purifiers for medical use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRST USE** Jun. 05, 1991

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MICROTEK MEDICAL, INC.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>MICROTEK MEDICAL, INC.</th>
<th>370 WABASHA STREET N. ST. PAUL MINNESOTA 551021390</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COFIELD, JULIA HARDY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HANGTOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74213559 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 1991 Registration Number 1731478
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1096929

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use
Apr. 13, 1991 In Commerce Apr. 13, 1991 Used Anywhere in Another Form First used in another form on October 18, 1975 Used in Commerce in Another Form

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOEGER WINERY, INC. Address BOEGER WINERY, INC. 1709 Carson Road Placerville CALIFORNIA 95667 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9516

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney APPLEWHITE, FRANCINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** REED LITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74216197
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1730521
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: color concentrates for thermoplastics
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints
- **First Use**: Feb. 22, 1991
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 22, 1991

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CLARIANT AG
- **Address**: CLARIANT AG ROTHAUSSTRASSE 61 MUTTENZ SWITZERLAND CH-4132
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
TRADITIONAL VALUES COALITION

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74217178</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 30, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;COALITION&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services; namely, conducting seminars pertaining to moral, religious and social public policy issues, and distributing educational materials in connection with those issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 1986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | TRADITIONAL VALUES COALITION
Address | TRADITIONAL VALUES COALITION 100 S. ANAHEIM BLVD. SUITE 350 ANAHEIM CALIFORNIA 92805
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country | CALIFORNIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 0696

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
PVL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 74223590
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 20, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1730656
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: conveyors, conveyor belts, and parts and fittings therefor
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 1989
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 1990

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: METSO NORWAY AS
- **Address**: METSO NORWAY AS BORGESKOGEN 15 STOKKE NORWAY 3160
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORWAY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3498-00459

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FIRST, VIVIAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SCOTCH BONNET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74225567</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "SCOTCH BONNET" and the outline of the peppers |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | pepper sauce |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Dec. 1987 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 1989 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TERFLOTH TRADE MARKS LIMITED |
| Address | TERFLOTH TRADE MARKS LIMITED  P. O. BOX HM 2826 HAMILTON HM LX BERMUDA |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | BERMUDA |
| Where Organized | BERMUDA |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate | The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | APPLEWHITE, FRANCINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOREVER FLORALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74227010 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 1991 Registration Number 1731268
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer "FLORALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For artificial flowers, leis, head leis, wrist and ankle leis, garlands and hair clips comprised primarily of artificial flowers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trade West, Inc. Address Trade West, Inc. 501 Sumner Street, Suite 621 Honolulu HAWAII 96817
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, JYLL SMITH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEEP COVE SPRINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74227925 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 1991 Registration Number 1731462
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SPRINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bulk and bottled spring water

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DEEP COVE SPRINGS, INC. Address DEEP COVE SPRINGS, INC. 605 S. MORGAN STREET ROXBORO NORTH CAROLINA 27573 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DECS0400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BATTLE, KENNETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MONTEREY CHICKEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74230755
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 12, 1991
- **Registration Number**: 1731377
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "CHICKEN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: food products; namely, charbroiled chicken breast topped with barbecue sauce, bacon, cheese, diced tomato, and green onions for consumption on or off the premises and not packaged and sold in interstate commerce
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1985
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 1985

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BRINKER INTERNATIONAL PAYROLL COMPANY, L.P.
- **Composed of**: BIPC Management, LLC, Delaware limited liability company
- **Address**: BRINKER INTERNATIONAL PAYROLL COMPANY, L .P. 3000 Olympus Boulevard Dallas TEXAS 75019
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BRNK-19801-U

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: APPLEWHITE, FRANCINE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ARCHFORM DESIGN

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>74243336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;DESIGN&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>expanded polystyrene shapes used by architects for making models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>17 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>35, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Rubber Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>CARPENTER CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>5016 Monument Avenue Richmond VIRGINIA 23230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>0218189-0319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>STINE, DAVID H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRENWYTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74243343 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 1992 Registration Number 1731136
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1560933

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For architectural concrete masonry building materials; namely, blocks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OLDCASTLE APG NORTHEAST, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TRENWYTH INDUSTRIES
Address OLDCASTLE APG NORTHEAST, INC. ONE CONNELLY ROAD EMIGSVILLE PENNSYLVANIA 17318
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1175-169
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RENTOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SWANSON

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 74246842
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 18, 1992
- **Registration Number**: 1730616
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: food supplements; namely, aloe vera gel preparations and vitamins
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 18
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 1969

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Swanson Health Products
- **Address**: Swanson Health Products 4075 40TH AVENUE SW Fargo NORTH DAKOTA 58104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH DAKOTA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: S4017.630101

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BATTLE, KENNETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** UNI-FLOW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number   | 74247641 Application Filing Date | Feb. 13, 1992 | Registration Number | 1730661 Registration Date | Nov. 10, 1992 Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 Publication Date | Aug. 18, 1992 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | industrial drum and pail unloading machines |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 23 | International Class Title | Machinery | First Use | Dec. 01, 1975 In Commerce | Dec. 01, 1975 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | IMMCO, LLC | Address | IMMCO, LLC 2601 GLENALMOND COURT POWHATAN VIRGINIA 23139 Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 012510.01595 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | CHUNG, SARAH L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LONE STAR STEAKHOUSE & SALOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74248262 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 1992 Registration Number 1731247
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1155907, 1318227

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For clothing; namely, men's and women's sport shirts, sweat shirts, polo shirts and caps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSF5 CACTUS, LLC Address LSF5 CACTUS, LLC 5055 W. Park Blvd., Suite 500 Plano TEXAS 75093 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM1328US25

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration IN THE STATEMENT, COLUMN 1, LINE 1 AFTERSTAR, ""," SHOULD BE INSERTED. IN THE STATEMENT, COLUMN 1, LINE 1, " INC." SHOULD BE DELETED.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARKS, MARTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUCASEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74249039  Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 1992  Registration Number 1730830
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For mounts, brackets and supports designed for securing televisions, computer equipment and like equipment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Jan. 01, 1950  In Commerce Jan. 01, 1950

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lucasey Manufacturing Corporation  Address Lucasey Manufacturing Corporation  2744 East 11th Street Oakland CALIFORNIA 94601  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-929

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANTIAGO TORRES, BLAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** M-1

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74249196</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 1992</td>
<td>1731312</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For **golf clubs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use **Apr. 1963** In Commerce **Apr. 1963**

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: TAYLOR MADE GOLF COMPANY, INC.  
**Address**: TAYLOR MADE GOLF COMPANY, INC. 5545 FERMI COURT CARLSBAD CALIFORNIA 92008  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: SEEGARS, GERALD C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PY-O-MY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>74250293</td>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 1992</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0558182

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | [ mixes for making brownies, frosting mixes, and ] macaroni and cheese |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | May 15, 1975 | In Commerce | May 15, 1975 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | GILSTER-MARY LEE CORPORATION | Address | GILSTER-MARY LEE CORPORATION 1037 State Street Chester ILLINOIS 62233 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | T14160A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney | FRONT, MITCHELL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** D-VIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>74252220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> computer utility software for network management and instruction manuals, sold as a unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apparatus</strong></td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>D-LINK SYSTEMS, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HUDSON, BARBARA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) P.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>74252591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1731070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>1257250, 1600776, 1243623 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>publications; namely, newsletters in the field of optics, lasers, fiber optics, electro-optics, imaging and optical computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter</td>
<td>First Use Mar. 17, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>LAURIN PUBLISHING CO., INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>LAURIN PUBLISHING CO., INC. P.O. Box 4949 Pittsfield MASSACHUSETTS 01202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>230963-30782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>WEBER, BRIAN W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOOMERANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74252689 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 1992 Registration Number 1731670
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For automated facsimile retrieval and transmission services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 104 International Class Title Communication First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOOMERANG.COM, INC. Address BOOMERANG.COM, INC. 2450 EMBARCADERO WAY PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA 94303 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 83937-578797

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REIHNER, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** POPPI AL'S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74254257  Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 1992  Registration Number 1731426
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  pizza

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poppi Al's, Inc.  Address Poppi Al's, Inc.  7750 Allentown Boulevard  Harrisburg  PENNSYLVANIA 17112  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-358

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE MCCARL WAY

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74255333</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 1992</td>
<td>1731660</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>mechanical contracting services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Construction and Repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Primary Classes</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McCarl's Inc.</td>
<td>McCarl's Inc. 1413 Ninth Avenue Beaver Falls PENNSYLVANIA 15010</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>920140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUPO, ANTHONY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** UCARFLOC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74255378</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1730515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0802528, 1116260 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For polymers for use as a flocculant in waste water treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>1 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Chemicals</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Mar. 30, 1983</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 1985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SPECIALTY PRODUCTS US, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SPECIALTY PRODUCTS US, LLC 2211 H.H. DOW WAY MIDLAND MICHIGAN 48674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Atty. Reg. N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SCOTT PETERSEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74256577
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 18, 1992
- **Registration Number**: 1731389
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Name**: SCOTT PETERSEN
- **Portrait Consent**: The name "SCOTT PETERSON" is not a living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 0712592, 1220195, 0964769

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: cheese; meat products; namely, wieners, frankfurters, bacon, sausage, bologna, salami, olive loaf, pickle and pepper loaf, luncheon loaf, bratwurst, braunschweiger, ham, corned beef, roast beef
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: 1921

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: INTERNATIONAL FISH & MEAT USA, L.L.C.
- **Address**: INTERNATIONAL FISH & MEAT USA, L.L.C. 6 DUBLIN LANE OWENSBORO KENTUCKY 42301
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 75591-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BATTLE, KENNETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   74256686 Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 1992 Registration Number  1731429
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  candy  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HERSHEY CHOCOLATE & CONFECTIONERY LLC Address  HERSHEY CHOCOLATE & CONFECTIONERY LLC 8001 ARISTA PLACE, SUITE 430 BROOMFIELD COLORADO 80021 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BATTLE, KENNETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RHYTHMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 74258899 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 1992 Registration Number 1731139
Registration Date Nov. 10, 1992 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wall panels
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 12 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
First Use Oct. 21, 1987 In Commerce Oct. 21, 1987

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AWI LICENSING COMPANY Address AWI LICENSING COMPANY 802 WEST STREET WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUNG, SARAH L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POLY-PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>74259299</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 26, 1992</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>1731259</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1992</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | shoe soles |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Feb. 1992 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 1992 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Meramec Group, Inc. | Address | Meramec Group, Inc. | 338 Ramsey Street | Sullivan | MISSOURI |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | MISSOURI |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | THME POLYUS |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CORNELIUS, ANNE L |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SWEET AND INNOCENT COLLECTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 74262781
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 1992
- **Registration Number**: 1731348
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 10, 1992
- **Register Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 1992

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Disclaimer**: "COLLECTION"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: collectible porcelain dolls
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 15, 1991
- **Mar. 01, 1992**

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Heritage Mint, Ltd.
- **Address**: Heritage Mint, Ltd. P.O. Box 13750
- **Scottsdale ARIZONA 85267**
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 4420.13
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KAREN KANE LIFESTYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74262974  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 1992  Registration Number  1731263
Registration Date  Nov. 10, 1992  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 1992

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  Name
Portrait Consent  "KAREN KANE" is a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1480864, 1303865

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  jackets, blouses, skirts, pants, dresses, shorts, T-shirts, shoes, belts and sweaters
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 02, 1992  In Commerce  Mar. 02, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KAREN KANE, INC.  Address  KAREN KANE, INC.  2275 EAST 37TH STREET  LOS ANGELES  CALIFORNIA  900581427  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORNELIUS, ANNE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOYAL AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75243588 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 1997 Registration Number 2647611
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For life, health and disability insurance underwriting services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 1955 In Commerce Jul. 1955

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Loyal American Life Insurance Company Address Loyal American Life Insurance Company 301 E. Fourth Street Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GR3400IP0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALVES, RICHARD R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T|O|S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 75275543 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 16, 1997 | Registration Number | 2527735 |
| Registration Date | Jan. 08, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 30, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Mar. 03, 1998 | Notice of Allowance Date | May 26, 1998 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For modular office furniture and partitioning for organizing and defining the elements of a work area and components thereof, namely, privacy screens, tables, desks, conferences tables, shelving, filing cabinets, mobile personal filing cabinets; office seating, namely, executive chairs, secretarial chairs, casual desk chairs, drafting chairs and posture chairs

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
First Use Jun. 1997
In Commerce Jun. 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TEKNION LIMITED
Address TEKNION LIMITED 1150 FLINT ROAD TORONTO, ONTARIO CANADA M3J 2J5
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 205161-0033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney STINE, DAVID H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HEATWAVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75304379
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 09, 1997
- **Registration Number**: 2647616
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: swimwear, shorts, coverups, pants, T-shirts, shirts, and dresses
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: 1987
- **In Commerce**: 1987

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ottman, Sheila
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Heatwave Sunwear
- **Address**: Ottman, Sheila 26561 Saddlehorn Lane, Laguna Hills, CALIFORNIA 92653
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 37633-02

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THESA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75346086 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 1997 Registration Number 2649679
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 18, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 10, 1999

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer programs, namely, programming system software, database system software, and operating system software; computer databases recorded on CD-ROM and other high capacity media, featuring text on research literature topics and related bibliography information in the fields of computers, science, philosophy, and technology
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 12, 2002 In Commerce Aug. 12, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barber, C. Bradford Address Barber, C. Bradford 74 SPY POND PKWY ARLINGTON MASSACHUSETTS 02474 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CELESTIAL SEASONINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75360291 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 1997 Registration Number 2473890
Registration Date Jul. 31, 2001 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 14, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 07, 1999

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SEASONINGS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1252371, 1488724, 1973872, 1994688, 2014131, 1002970, 1485255, 1252373, 1932644, 1252372

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For [ aromatherapy products, namely, body oils and lotions for massage, bath oils, lotions and gels, aromatherapy scented oils, and kits consisting essentially of such products ] International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 23, 1999 In Commerce Oct. 23, 1999

For retail store and mail order services featuring food and beverages for consumption on and off premises, household and gift items, books, clothing [, dried and live herbs, cosmetics and aromatherapy products] International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 1978 In Commerce 1978

For [ aromatherapy products, namely, candles and essential oils] International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels First Use Mar. 15, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 15, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4600 Sleepytime Drive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLORADO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONTINUOUS HEALTH IMPROVEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 75376937 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 21, 1997 | Registration Number | 2649683 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 28, 2001 | Notice of Allowance Date | Nov. 20, 2001 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "HEALTH IMPROVEMENT" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational publications, namely, books, pamphlets, brochures and periodicals in the fields of health education, health promotion, disease management and health care

| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Mar. 12, 2002 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2002 |

For Information services, namely, a global computer network web site providing information in the fields of health education, health promotion, disease management and health care

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Mar. 12, 2002 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2002 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Healthwise, Incorporated |
Address | Healthwise, Incorporated |
| 2601 N. BOGUS BASIN ROAD | BOISE |
| IDAHO | 83702 Legal Entity | NON-PROFIT CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | IDAHO |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 06358-0012 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TAPPAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75408962
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 22, 1997
- **Registration Number**: 2647629
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register Principal**: Trademark
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1226464, 0510406, 0518997

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: SPLIT SYSTEM AND PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONERS AND HEAT PUMPS; FORCED AIR FURNACES; AIR HANDLERS; HOUSEHOLD ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANERS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE GOODS
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 1998
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 1998

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ELECTROLUX HOME PRODUCTS, INC.
- **Address**: ELECTROLUX HOME PRODUCTS, INC.
- **Legal Department**: 10200 David Taylor Dr.
- **Charlotte, NORTH CAROLINA**: 28262
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 03904.009433

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WEBVAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75410498 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 1997 Registration Number 2649698
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 01, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 24, 1999

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computerized on line retail services in the field of grocery, fresh and prepared foods, and drug store and general merchandise; retail department stores;[ and wholesale distributorships featuring fresh foods and groceries]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jun. 02, 1999 In Commerce May 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALIZA LLC Address ALIZA LLC C/O 800-885 WEST GEORGIA STREET VANCOUVER CANADA V6C 3H1 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NOZA10.003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOUGHRAN, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CONICAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> CATALYTIC CONVERTERS CONTAINING CATALYST SUBSTRATES FOR CLEANING EXHAUST; CATALYTIC CONVERTERS FOR TREATING EXHAUST OF HEATING INSTALLATIONS AND OTHER EXHAUST GASES; CATALYTIC CONVERTERS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES; CATALYTIC CONVERTERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES AND OTHER LAND VEHICLES; CATALYTIC CONVERTERS FOR TREATING GASES IN POWER PLANTS AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS; CATALYTIC CONVERTERS FOR USE IN TREATING GASES IN GAS TURBINES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **For** ELECTRONIC MONITORING DEVICES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH CATALYTIC CONVERTERS TO MONITOR TEMPERATURE, COMPOSITION OF EXHAUST AND TO MONITOR AND CONTROL THE HEATING OF THE CONVERTERS; ELECTROMECHANICAL CONTROLS FOR USE WITH CATALYTIC CONVERTERS |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE CANCER NEWSMINUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75454675 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 1998 Registration Number 2649707
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 12, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 04, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "CANCER NEWS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A SERIES OF [ TELEVISION, RADIO AND ] ON-LINE PROGRAMS FEATURING INFORMATION RELATED TO CANCER
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 03, 2000 In Commerce Jun. 25, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VITAL OPTIONS INTERNATIONAL Address VITAL OPTIONS INTERNATIONAL 4419 Coldwater Canyon Ave., Suite I Studio City CALIFORNIA 91604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where CALIFORNIA
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MADDEN, ANNE THERESE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
URBAN WORLD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75464200</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 07, 1998</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2647635</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2476924

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of film and musical performances, spoken word and live performances and motion picture film festivals, all featuring the works of emerging and established artists of minority ethnic groups

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 1997
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 1997

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: URBANWORLD FOUNDATION, INC.
- **Address**: URBANWORLD FOUNDATION, INC. 609 Greenwich Street, 6th Floor NEW YORK NEW YORK 10014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: NEW YORK

### ATTYORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 010805.0200

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: GUNAWARDHANA, SONALI P

---

16906
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>DOLLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Cavalier, Wanda Askins |
| Address | Cavalier, Wanda Askins 21281 Spruce Mission Viejo CALIFORNIA 92692 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATURAL SPLASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75516797 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 1998 Registration Number 2649733 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Nov. 06, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 29, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottled drinking water
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Apr. 02, 2000 In Commerce May 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Premium Waters Inc. Address Premium Waters Inc. Ste. 100 2100 Summer Street Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55413 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T063733.US.0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUGHITT, ELIZABETH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAYOLIVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75518106 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 1998 Registration Number 2649736 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 13, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 06, 1999

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists, in part, of a design of olive leaves and olives. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling in the drawing is for shading purposes only. Disclaimer "MAYO" and "OLIVA" Translation MAYO is an English language colloquial expression meaning "mayonnaise". The English language translation of OLIVA is "olive".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mayonnaises International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 1997 In Commerce Apr. 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Niza Sociedad Anonima Address Niza Sociedad Anonima Las Heras No. 440 San Luis ARGENTINA

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARGENTINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6140-200037/ EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOWLIN' GOURMET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75546522 Application Filing Date  Sep. 02, 1998 Registration Number  2649747
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Nov. 02, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 25, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ pet foods, pet cookies and ] pet treats
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 46 International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products First Use  Nov. 1999 In Commerce  Nov. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ETON NATURAL PRODUCTS, LLC Address  ETON NATURAL PRODUCTS, LLC  21700 OXNARD STREET SUITE 1750 WOODLAND HILLS CALIFORNIA  91367 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  20658-16

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  In the statement, column 2, line 1, " pet foods, pet cookies and' should be deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRAY, CAROLYN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENVIRONMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75563463 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 1998 Registration Number 2649755
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 13, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For BEDROOM, DINING ROOM, LIVING ROOM, OUTDOOR, OCCASIONAL AND UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE; CHAIRS, TABLES, BEDS, WARDROBES, BOOKCASES, ARMOIRES, DRESSERS AND SOFAS; PICTURE FRAMES AND MIRROR FRAMES MADE PREDOMINANTLY OF WOOD
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Apr. 18, 2002 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE ENVIRONMENT, LLC Address THE ENVIRONMENT, LLC 5955 S WESTERN AVE LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90047 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   75566040 Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 1998 Registration Number   2649756
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 25, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 17, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a three-dimensional store fixture featuring fanciful representations of a heart in a bear, and broken lines depicting stitching marks around a heart, used as a portion of the trade dress in retail stores.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring stuffed toy animals and plush toy animals, and accessories therefor, [ CD ROMs, audio cassettes, jewelry, newsletters and brochures for children, newsletters and brochures relating to stuffed and plush toy animals, stickers, purses and ] carrying cases for plush toy animals, stuffed toy animals and accessories therefor, namely, section of the store which provides assistance to customers in the selection of stuffed and plush toy animals and accessories therefore
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Aug. 1999 In Commerce  Aug. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13940.57905

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  In the statement, Column 1, before line 1, "BUILD-A-BEAR WORKSHOP, L.L.C. (DELAWARE CORPORATION), 1964 INNERBELT BUSINESS CENTER DRIVE, ST.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MATTHEWS, AMOS THOMAS
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75598150  Application Filing Date  Dec. 02, 1998  Registration Number  2649766
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 07, 1999  Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 29, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Production of pre-recorded [ video tapes, video cassettes and ] video discs and pre-recorded [audio tapes, audio cassettes and ] audio discs
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Feb. 26, 2002  In Commerce  Feb. 26, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FOX MEDIA LLC  Address  FOX MEDIA LLC  10201 WEST PICO BOULEVARD  LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA  90035  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  81086605

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRAY, CAROLYN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SHAREDOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Document data transfer and physical conversion from one media form to another for others via a global computer information network or other network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NAME YOUR OWN PRICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    75610935 Application Filing Date  Dec. 23, 1998 Registration Number  2647673
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bill payment services, namely, payment processing for use in connection with making reservations and transportation
booking, by means of a global computer network, [ by mail, and courier ]
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial First Use Apr. 1998 In Commerce Apr. 1998
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; providing information and bill
payment services, including payment processing, in connection with making payment and transportation bookings, by means
of a global computer network, [ by mail and courier ]
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and
Storage First Use Apr. 1998 In Commerce Apr. 1998
For Providing temporary lodging information and reservations by means of a global computer network, [ by mail and
courier; ] travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging; printing tickets for air travel
and lodging for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Apr. 1998 In Commerce Apr. 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRICELINE.COM LLC Address PRICELINE.COM LLC 800 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NORWALK
CONNECTICUT 06854 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  3000484.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SMIGA, HOWARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** Lighthouse Imaging

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75615652
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 05, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2647675
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register Principal**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "IMAGING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Custom Photographic Laboratory and Digital Imaging Services, Namely, Film Processing, Development of Display Transparencies and Duplicate Transparencies, Development of Prints and/or Slides from Photographic Film, Laminating and Mounting of Photographs, Electronic Imaging and Scanning Services, and Development of Large Digital Prints and Graphics for Use in Trade Shows and Displays
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: Mar. 31, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 31, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Professional Photographic Services, Inc.
- **Address**: Professional Photographic Services, Inc. 3016 Home Street, Mishawaka, INDIANA 46545
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: PPS-T0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOUGHRAN, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BITPLANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75618203 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 1999 Registration Number 2647676 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 04842/1998 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 1998 Foreign Registration Number 457397 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 22, 1998 Foreign Application/ Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 18, 2008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Books, ] manuals, [ journals, ] brochures featuring devices to acquire images or software to measure, interpret, improve or manage digital images
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF IMAGE ACQUISITION AND IMAGE PROCESSING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF BIOLOGY, PHARMACOLOGY, MEDICINE, AND SURGERY
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Software programs used to visualize, measure, interpret, or manipulate digital images
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For PROGRAMMING, CUSTOMIZING, INSTALLING AND UPDATING SOFTWARE USED TO VISUALIZE, MEASURE, INTERPRET, IMPROVE OR MANAGE DIGITAL IMAGES; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF SOFTWARE PROBLEMS FOR THE ABOVE-MENTIONED SOFTWARE VIA TELEPHONE, INTERNET, FAX OR IN PERSON; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF IMAGE ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
*International Classes*: 42 - Primary Classes  
*US Classes*: 100, 101  
*International Class Title*: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently**: 44E  
- **Yes**

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Bitplane AG  
- **Address**: Bitplane AG Technoparkstrasse 1 CH 8005 Zurich SWITZERLAND  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 989597

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes  
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, Column 2, line 16, "12-22-2008" should be deleted, and, "11-18-2008" should be inserted.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, JAMES B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EMPEROR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>75626668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 25, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2647680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>ABALONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Dover Fisheries, PTY. Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Dover Fisheries, PTY. Ltd. 23 Wilson Street Royal Park, South Australia 5014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>60966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
CAFE JAPENGO

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 75630148 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 28, 1999 | Registration Number | 2647681 | Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "CAFE"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: RESTAURANT SERVICES
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Sep. 15, 1989
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 15, 1989

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hyatt Corporation
- **Address**: Hyatt Corporation 14th Floor 71 S. Wacker Drive Chicago ILLINOIS 60606
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 307866-4
- **Examining Attorney**: PESKA, KEVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROLLA-BRUSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75631507  Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 1999  Registration Number 2649777
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 21, 2000  Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 13, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For non-electric hair curlers with a detachable handle
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title Fancy Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M HEAD, LLC  Address M HEAD, LLC  416 NORTH CANON DRIVE  BEVERLY HILLS CALIFORNIA  90210  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 003873.T001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LINQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   75636926 Application Filing Date   Feb. 09, 1999 Registration Number   2647682
Registration Date   Nov. 12, 2002 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   watches, clocks, jewelry
International Classes   14 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title   Jewelry First Use   May 1999 In Commerce   May 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Movado LLC Address   Movado LLC  Silverside Carr Executive Center  501 Silverside Road  Wilmington DELAWARE 19809 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   335871-20000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CROCKETT, CYNTHIA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CATEPURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75653095 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 1999 Registration Number 2649785
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 04, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 27, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, herbal supplements, vitamins, minerals, and herbal extracts, enzymes, essential oils, and standardized catechin extracts of green tea for use as dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 19, 1999 In Commerce Feb. 19, 1999

For Essential oils for use in manufacturing cosmetic products; and herbal extracts, enzymes, essential oils, and standardized catechin extracts of green tea sold as a component part of cosmetic products
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Feb. 19, 1999 In Commerce Feb. 19, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAVESTA LIFESCIENCES PTE. LTD. Address SAVESTA LIFESCIENCES PTE. LTD. 77 ROBINSON ROAD #16-00, ROBINSON 77 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE 068896 Legal Entity LIMITED EXEMPT PRIVATE COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CATEPURE
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRYLON TSF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75666388 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 1999 Registration Number 2526475
Registration Date Jan. 08, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 16, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 896438 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 1998
Foreign Registration Number TMA530327 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 21, 2000 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 21, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction, installation, and repair services in the field of telecommunication towers and telecommunication tower systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For TELECOMMUNICATIONS ANTENNAE TOWERS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS TOWER SYSTEMS COMPRISED *PRIMARILY* OF METAL COMPONENTS AND INCLUDING ANTENNA TOWERS, ANTI-FALL APPARATUS, COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNAE, SAFETY EQUIPMENT, COMMUNICATIONS SHELTERS, COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMISSION AND RECEIVING DEVICES, TRANSMISSION LINES AND ATTACHMENTS THEREFOR
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Engineering and design services in the field of telecommunication towers and telecommunication tower systems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TRYLON TSF INC. Address   TRYLON TSF INC. 4120 YONGE STREET, SUITE 310 NORTH YORK, ONTARIO CANADA M2P 2B8 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   134175.0002

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate   ISSUE NEW CERTIFICATE TO: TRYLON TSF INC., CANADA CORPORATION, 4120 YONGE STREET, SUITE 310, NORTH YORK, ONTARIO, CANADA M2P 2B8 ISSUE NEW CERTIFICATE TO: TSF INC., CANADA CORPORATION, 4120 YONGE STREET, SUITE 310, NORTH YORK, ONTARIO, CANADA M2P 2B8 Correction made to Registration   In the statement, Column 1, lines 3 and 4, should be deleted, and, "165 COMMERCE VALLEY DRIVE WEST, SUITE 110, THORNHILL, ONTARIO, CANADA L3T 7V8" should be inserted, and, In the statement, Column 1, line 7, before the word OF, "PRIMARILY" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   STRASER, RICHARD A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VULCAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75675837 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 1999 Registration Number 2649794 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 04, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 26, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line electronic database in the fields of science, technology, medicine and health, and computer programming on global computer networks, wide-area networks and local-area networks; computer programming for others; design of multimedia computer software for others; providing information in the fields of science, technology, medicine and health, and computer programing via websites on global computer networks; web-hosting services; computer software development services for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 01, 2001 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VULCAN LLC Address VULCAN LLC 505 5TH AVENUE, SUITE 900 SEATTLE WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75687099</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, shirts, jeans, t-shirts, vest, sweaters, jackets, socks, caps [ and visors ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC |
Address | OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC 4300 E. Fifth Avenue COLUMBUS OHIO 4300 E. F |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country Where | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number | BUGL-111-327 |
Examiner | SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PIR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75694541</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 1999</td>
<td>2647705</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Pulsatility value monitor for real-time monitoring of pulsating arterial blood flow through tissue for medical use
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Datex-Ohmeda, Inc.
- **Address**: Datex-Ohmeda, Inc. 3030 Ohmeda Drive Madison WISCONSIN 53707
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 150424

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75697534 Application Filing Date May 04, 1999 Registration Number 2649803
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 09, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 02, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For desktop marker boards, desktop tack boards, clipboards, phone support trays; document supports for use with office furniture, namely, document file racks and trays, document support clips and holders, lap trays for writing, and support stands for supporting racks, trays, clips and desktop accessories; and desktop organizers
For furniture, non-metal storage bins, and desktop picture frames
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 07, 1999 In Commerce Jun. 07, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haworth, Inc. Address Haworth, Inc. One Haworth Center 1400 Highway M-40 Holland MICHIGAN 49423 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 001030.14639

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DONNELL, RICHARD S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75718045
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 01, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2649816
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 22, 2000
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 16, 2000

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: hot water heaters and water treatment units for commercial and industrial use
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: QUIKWATER, INC.
- **Address**: QUIKWATER, INC. 8939 W. 21ST ST. SAND SPRINGS OKLAHOMA 74063
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) XO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75735726 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 1999 Registration Number 2647727
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2185363 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 1998
Foreign Registration Number 2185363A Foreign Registration Date Dec. 24, 1998 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 24, 2008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household and bath accessories, namely, toothbrush holders, shower rails, soap holders, soap dispensers, tumblers, toilet paper holders, facial tissue holders, toilet brushes, towel rails and racks; [ all purpose household containers; hair brushes; ] beverage glassware; [ porcelain mugs and knobs; and earthenware mugs and doorknobs ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, namely, sinks, baths, toilet bowls, showers, taps; [ electric radiators for heating buildings; electric lighting fixtures; lamps; and replacement parts for all the aforesaid goods ]
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For Metal hardware, brassware, chromeware, namely pipes and tubing, and replacement parts for all the aforesaid goods
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>  LBIP Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>  LBIP Limited Wickhams Cay 1, Road Town Mill Mall, Suite 6 TORTOLA BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong>  COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong>  VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  057738-22051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>  OH, WON TEAK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  AMERICANS FOR INTERNATIONAL AID AND ADOPTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75764855  Application Filing Date  Jul. 30, 1999  Registration Number  2647745  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  Disclaimer  "INTERNATIONAL AID AND ADOPTION"  Acquired Distinctiveness  In part  Distinctiveness  Limitation Statement  as to "AMERICANS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational assistance for children for secondary education in the nature of financial assistance through individual charitable sponsorships and direct funding
For  International relief services for children, namely, providing medical supplies, clothing, toys, school supplies; adoption placement services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Dec. 31, 1983  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Americans for International Aid and Adoption  Address  Americans for International Aid and Adoption  2151 Livernois Suite 200 Troy MICHIGAN 48083  Legal Entity  NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  079161-0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   75767290 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 1999 Registration Number   2649848
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 22, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 14, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Plastic exterior trim and decking system comprising panels, posts, beam and joists
International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Aug. 03, 1999 In Commerce  Aug. 03, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   W.M. TINDER, INC. Address   W.M. TINDER, INC. 7911 NOTES DRIVE MANASSAS VIRGINIA 20109 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   08463.99996

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LONG & GROWING HAIR SPECIALIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75767339  Application Filing Date  Aug. 04, 1999  Registration Number  2647748
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  May 28, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "HAIR SPECIALIST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair care products, namely, hair shampoos, conditioners, gels, creams, styling lotions, sprays and depositing treatments
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 01, 1994  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1994
For  Personal hair care services for men, women and children, namely, hairdressing, hair styling, hair coloring, hair cutting, hair washing, hair conditioning, hair straightening, permanents and scalp treatments
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 01, 1994  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pidwerbecki, Louise Marie  DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA Louise Marie Longhairs  Address  Pidwerbecki, Louise Marie  655 Yonge Street  Toronto, Ontario  CANADA  M4Y 1Z3  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGGINS, ROBERT H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CAPITAL BRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75776007  Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 1999  Registration Number  2647753
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Disclaimer  "BRAND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Unprocessed Fresh Fruit and Unprocessed Fresh Vegetables
International Classes  31 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 46  International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products  First Use  Sep. 1967  In Commerce  Sep. 1967

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Capital City Fruit Inc.  Address  Capital City Fruit Inc.  1505 North Avenue  Norwalk  IOWA  50211
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1050350/7630

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DEJESUS, YSA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MARKETSTREET.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75777977
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 17, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2649856
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 05, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 28, 2001

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: LICENSING OF INTERACTIVE DATABASE MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 22, 1995
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 15, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MARKETSTREET.COM, INC.
- **Address**: MARKETSTREET.COM, INC. 5512-17TH AVENUE NW SEATTLE WASHINGTON 98107
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 630147.201

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: OSBORNE, STANLEY I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HERSHEYS.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75780374</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 1999</td>
<td>2649859</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>May 09, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>HERSHEYS.COM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0054041, 0863592, 1250914, 2067082 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer services, namely, providing on-line information through web sites on global computer networks in the field of fundraising through food distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For** entertainment and education services in the nature of interactive games and activities all available via web sites on global computer networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2002</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** [ computerized on-line retail and ordering services in the field of candy, confectionery, baking, sweet snack food, and giftware products ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2002</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** computer services, namely, providing on-line information through web sites on global computer networks in the field of food, food preparation, food distribution, recipes, and information and news about chocolate, candy, confectionery, baking, and sweet snack food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2002</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DATA BECKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75783642 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 1999 Registration Number 2647757
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 04, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "DATA"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 39511147 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 27, 1995 Foreign Application/ Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 31, 2005

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data processing devices as well as equipment composed thereof, namely, [ electric and non-electric typewriters,] computer game instruction manuals; printed matter, namely, reference quide and educational books for data processing, general feature magazines, printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials for data processing [ ; plastic containers for storage of books, booklets, compact disc, DVDs and papers; ] plastic bags for packaging of books, booklets, software in retail boxes and papers in retail boxes

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Publication of books and magazines

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Data processing devices as well as equipment composed thereof, namely, word processors, computers and instructional manuals sold as a unit; electric and electronic calculating machines as well as equipment composed thereof, namely, calculators; electric and electronic devices as well as equipment composed thereof for the supervision, testing and remote control of industrial work processes, namely, remote cursor controls for computers; computer programs for data processing; computer software for data processing; interactive video games of virtual reality comprised of computer hardware and software; audio and video tape recorders; [ video cassette recorders; blank magnetic data carriers; ] compact and audio discs featuring computer software for data processing, music recordings, audio books and computer games; blank, floppy and hard discs for computers; optical discs; and computer game discs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  [ Computer programming for others, leasing computer facilities, and leasing computers ]

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Data Becker GmbH & Co. KG  Address  Data Becker GmbH & Co. KG  Merowingerstrasse 30  40223 Dusseldorf  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NHL-NP-47-TD

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PENGUIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75799516 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 1999 Registration Number 2647763
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number AM1652/99 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 1999
Foreign Registration Number 182809 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 24, 1999 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRIA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 30, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For GOODS MADE FROM METAL, NAMELY SCREWS, BOLTS, METAL COTTER PINS, METAL FASTENERS IN THE NATURE OF TACKS, PEGS WALL PLUGS, CRAMPS, NUTS, NAILS, SHIMS AND HINGES; SEMI-FINISHED TUBES AND ROD ASSEMBLIES MADE FROM METAL INTENDED FOR FURTHER MANUFACTURE FOR USE IN STANDS FOR POSTERS AND FLAGS; METAL STANDS FOR POSTERS AND FLAGS COMPRISED OF METAL TUBES AND RODS; METAL STANDS FOR POSTERS AND FLAGS AND PARTS THEREOF
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BEST SYSTEMS GMBH Address BEST SYSTEMS GMBH RUDOLF WAISENHORN G. 13 1235 VIENNA AUSTRIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 865182
Examining Attorney LINCOSKI JR, JOHN T
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ZIPPY GRIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>75800330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2649880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 19, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**Goods and Services Information**
- For: plastic clips for resealing bags and sacks and for mounting documents and pictures
  - International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - International Class Title: Housewares and Glass
  - First Use: Nov. 14, 2001
  - In Commerce: Nov. 14, 2001

- For: plastic clips for securing sheets of paper and other materials and for marking pages in a book
  - International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
  - First Use: Nov. 14, 2001
  - In Commerce: Nov. 14, 2001

**Basis Information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**
- Owner Name: Elson, Edward E.
- Address: Elson, Edward E. 4356 Claytor Circle Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92807
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**
- Examining Attorney: HORRALL, PATRICIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75801051 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 1999 Registration Number 2647765
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 11, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2193071 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 26, 1999 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 29, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin moisturizing lotion, skin toners, perfume, eau de cologne, toilet water;[ talcum powder; ] foam and salts for the bath and shower, toilet soaps; body deodorants; cosmetics, namely, skin foundation,[ lipstick, blush, mascara, eye liner, eyebrow pencil, rouge, ] body creams, skin care and cleansing preparations, namely, milks, lotions and gels for the body, face, eyes and hands, hand lotion, body lotion, [ sun care preparations, namely, sun block, sun protection cream, ] after shave lotion; shaving foam and shaving creams; preparations for hair care, namely, hair shampoo; hair lacquers; [ hair coloring; ] hair conditioners; hair gel; and [ hair decolorant preparations; permanent waving and curling preparations; ] essential oils for personal use, [ dentifrices, antiperspirants; and deodorants for personal use ]
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For [ Spas; beauty salons; hairdressing; massage; health care; providing information and consultation in the field of beauty treatments ]
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  MOLTON BROWN LIMITED  
**Address**  MOLTON BROWN LIMITED 28 JAMESTOWN ROAD THE TERRACE LONDON UNITED KINGDOM NW1 7AP  
**Legal Entity**  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  38963/423921

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes  
**Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**  In the statement, Column 1, line 1-4, "METWELL LTD. (UNITED KINGDOM LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 50 QUEEN ANNE STREET LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM W1M 0HQ" is deleted, and MOLTON BROWN LIMITED (UNITED KINGDOM PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY) 28 JAMESTOWN ROAD, THE TERRACE LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, NW1 7AR is inserted. In the statement, Column 1, line 7, "TALCUM POWDER" is deleted. In the statement, Column 1, line 10-11, "LIPSTICK, BLUSH, MASCARA, EYE LINER, EYEBROW PENCIL, ROUGE" is deleted. In the statement, Column 1, line 15-17, "SUN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SUN BLOCK, SUN PROTECTION CREAM" is deleted. In the statement, Column 1, line 20, "HAIR COLOR-" is deleted. In the statement, Column 2, line 1, "ING" is deleted. In the statement, Column 2, line 2-6, "HAIR DECOLORANT PREPARATIONS; PERMANENT WAIVING AND CURLING PREPARATIONS; DENTRIFICES, ANTIPERSPIRANTS; AND DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE" is deleted. In the statement, Column 2, line 8-11, "SPAS; BEAUTY SALONS; HAIRDRESSING; MASSAGE; HEALTH CARE; PROVIDING INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF BEAUTY TREATMENTS" is deleted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BORSUK, ESTHER A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIESTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75804115 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 1999 Registration Number 2647767
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The lining shown in the drawing is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color or shading. The stippling shown in the drawing is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2234239

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For conducting bonus card incentive awards programs to promote casino services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NP OPCO LLC Address NP OPCO LLC 1505 SOUTH PAVILION CENTER DRIVE LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89135 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAJU, RADHIKA P

16948
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FIESTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75804187  Application Filing Date  Sep. 16, 1999  Registration Number  2647768
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Lining and Stippling Statement  The stippling shown in the drawing is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color. The lining shown in the drawing is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color or shading.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2234239

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cassino services, providing facilities for non-gaming video arcade games, providing amusement centers and arcades, and entertainment services in the nature of arranging, conducting, and providing facilities for special events

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NP OPCO LLC  Address  NP OPCO LLC  1505 SOUTH PAVILION CENTER DRIVE  LAS VEGAS NEVADA  89135  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RAJU, RADHIKA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STARTECH.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Lining and Stippling Statement** The mark is lined for red, which appears in the lower right semi-circle of the drawing; purple, which appears in the next adjacent (middle) semi-circle of the drawing; and yellow, which appears in the thin, outside semi-circle.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer furniture

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50

**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**First Use** May 29, 1999

**In Commerce** Nov. 01, 1999


**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 29, 1999

**In Commerce** Nov. 01, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Startech.Com Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Startech.Com Ltd 45 Artisans Crescent London Ontario CANADA N5V 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>940409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>RUPP, BRIAN A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHR INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75823927 Application Filing Date Oct. 18, 1999 Registration Number 2649893
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 11, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 24, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "INC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 1999 In Commerce Jul. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name S.H.R. & THE SIMMONS JEWELRY GROUP, LLC. Address S.H.R. & THE SIMMONS JEWELRY GROUP, LLC. 462 SEVEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, SONYA B
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL VACATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75826975 Application Filing Date  Oct. 19, 1999 Registration Number  2647781
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "VACATIONS" Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2271260

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  TRAVEL SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING TRANSPORTATION
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  Mar. 01, 1997 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 1997

For  TRAVEL SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING ACCOMMODATIONS
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Mar. 01, 1997 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ALG VACATIONS CORP. Address  ALG VACATIONS CORP. 7 CAMPUS BLVD. NEWTOWN SQUARE PENNSYLVANIA 19073 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  16173-45

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BILLINGS, JESSIE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHEN THE FUTURE IS JUST TOO IMPORTANT TO LEAVE TO CHANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75827804 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 1999 Registration Number 2649898
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 14, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 06, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CAREER PLACEMENT SERVICES
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For CAREER COUNSELING SERVICES
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DANIELSKI, JAMES J. Address DANIELSKI, JAMES J. 362 S. Harvey Street Plymouth MICHIGAN 48170 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOUGHRAN, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   75832482 Application Filing Date  Oct. 27, 1999 Registration Number   2649902
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Nov. 06, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 29, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement  The stippling in the drawing is for shading purposes only and is not intended to represent color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   COMPONENTS MANUFACTURED FROM METAL AND CERAMIC COMPOSITE MATERIALS, NAMELY MOTION CONTROL ASSEMBLIES, PLATES, BEAMS, FRAMES, HOUSINGS AND STAGES, FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SEMICONDUCTOR CAPITAL EQUIPMENT, FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS, ROBOTIC INDUSTRIAL DEVICES, AND PRECISION MOTOR CONTROL AND OPTICAL DEVICES

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 1999 In Commerce  Oct. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   II-VI DELAWARE, INC. Address   II-VI DELAWARE, INC. 1105 N. MARKET STREET SUITE 1300 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   150287-00111

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NEXT GENERATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 75835817 |
| Application Filing Date | Oct. 28, 1999 |
| Registration Number | 2649906 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Principal Mark Type | Trademark |
| Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | May 15, 2001 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Aug. 07, 2001 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Lining and Stippling Statement** In the drawing the mark is lined, in part, for the color red to indicate back and left side reflective colored lighting; but the mark is not limited by color.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Commercial and institutional food service furniture and fixtures; namely, cafeteria and buffet display and serving tables and counters, delicatesse and foodstore service counters and cabinets, set-up and work tables, open and closed cabinets and cabinet bases, and kiosks and product display and service merchandisers

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
**First Use** Jul. 31, 2002
**In Commerce** Jul. 31, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Duke Manufacturing Company
**Address** Duke Manufacturing Company 2305 N. Broadway St. Louis MISSOURI 63102
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized** MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** DKE 8979

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STINE, DAVID H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EKADURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75841625 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 1999 Registration Number 2649910
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 05, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 27, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For SYNTHETIC RESINS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SHEET MOLDING COMPOUND
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Feb. 20, 2002 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INEOS COMPOSITES IP, LLC Address INEOS COMPOSITES IP, LLC 1209 ORANGE STREET THE CORPORATION TRUST COMPANY, CORPORATION, TRUST CENTER WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUPP, BRIAN A
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75854705</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2647797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "SADDLERY" |
| Name Portrait Consent | The name "DALE MARTIN" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For equestrian related goods, namely tack, bridles and saddles

| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Feb. 1998 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 1998 |

**Basis Information**

Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Equibrand Corporation |
| Address | 3500 West Highway 377 Granbury TEXAS 76048 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | EQBD60-33784 |
| Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75857467  Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 1999  Registration Number 2647801
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 26, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1748133

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 00608017  Foreign Registration Date Oct. 29, 1993  Foreign Application/ Registration County ITALY  Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 13, 2000  Foreign Renewal Expiration Date Nov. 30, 2010  Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jun. 18, 2001

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For DIE-CASTING MACHINES, METAL LOADERS AND EXTRACTORS OF FINISHED PIECES FOR THE ABOVE MENTIONED MACHINES, DEBURRING AND TRIMMING PRESSES
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ITALPRESSEGAUSS S.P.A. Address ITALPRESSEGAUSS S.P.A. VIA TRENTO 178 CAPRIANO DEL COLLE, BRESCIA ITALY 25020  Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where ITALY

ORGANIZED
ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number D5108-00014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINE, DAVID H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SECURITYLINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75862765 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 1999 Registration Number 2649929
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 27, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 19, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1994469, 2130913

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of wireless and wireline home automation, lighting and PC/networking control, home entertainment automation and motion detector systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 28, 1999 In Commerce Aug. 31, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADT SECURITY SERVICES, INC. Address ADT SECURITY SERVICES, INC. 1501 Yamato Road IP Law Department Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- **IVIS**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 75863386
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 03, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2649930
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 11, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 05, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Downloadable computer software for use in tracking information about travel, tourism, and countries generating significant travel to the United States
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 07, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 07, 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: U.S. TRAVEL ASSOCIATION
- **Address**: U.S. TRAVEL ASSOCIATION 1100 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.; SUITE 450 WASHINGTON D.C. 20005
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 85392.0013
- **Examining Attorney**: ALVES, RICHARD R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLOOMSXPRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75864580 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 1999 Registration Number 2649932
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 16, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 08, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wholesale distributorships featuring fresh flowers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLOOMSXPRESS, INC. Address BLOOMSXPRESS, INC. 1617 NW 84th Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33126 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number H0008/5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRITICAL SOFTWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75865304 Application Filing Date Dec. 18, 1999 Registration Number 2649934
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 03, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 25, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "SOFTWARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software used to test fault tolerant enterprise information systems; Fault tolerant enterprise information system software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 1998 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Critical Software Address Critical Software Parque Industrial de Taveiro, Lote 48 Coimbra PORTUGAL 3045504 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PORTUGAL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 079622.4013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROCKETT, CYNTHIA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TEC4

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>75867434</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Dec. 09, 1999</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2647808</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 30, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></th>
<th>39943511.5/0</th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 23, 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>39943511</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 26, 1999</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS FOR USE IN PROCESS CONTROL IN POWER PLANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>[ COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND GENERATION OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS FOR USE IN PROCESS CONTROL IN POWER PLANTS; RENTAL OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS FOR USE IN PROCESS CONTROL IN POWER PLANTS ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently</strong></th>
<th>44E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL GMBH &amp; CO. KG</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL GMBH &amp; CO. KG OTTO-HAHN-RING 6 MÜNCHEN FED REP GERMANY 81739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED PARTNERSHIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| **Change in Registration** | Yes |
Examining Attorney   WILSON, REID M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEATTLE STORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75872591 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 1999 Registration Number 2649940
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 25, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 17, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "SEATTLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio, video, computer and laser discs, pre-recorded audio and video cassettes, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, pre-recorded compact discs, pre-recorded computer discs, all related to basketball; computer accessories, namely mouse pads, mice, disc cases, computer carry-on cases, keyboard wrist pads, computer monitor cardboard frames, all related to basketball; computer programs featuring information, statistics or trivia about basketball; computer operating systems in the field of basketball, computer software featuring basketball, namely screen savers; video game software, video game cartridges and video game machines for use with televisions; radios and telephones; binoculars; sunglasses, eyeglass frames, eye wear straps and chains, eyeglass and sunglass cases; magnets


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WNBA Enterprises, LLC Address WNBA Enterprises, LLC 450 Harmon Meadow Boulevard Secaucus NEW JERSEY 07094 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ARLINGTON PARK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75872671</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 15, 1999</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2649941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 25, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PARK&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1643066, 1643067 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Entertainment services, namely, air shows, amusement centers, amusement parks, animal exhibitions, arranging and conducting athletic competitions, automobile races, ballet performances, live performances by a musical band, basketball games, boxing facilities, providing casino facilities, circuses, polo club services, live music concerts, dog races, dog shows, horse races, providing entertainment facilities, namely sports arenas, providing facilities for recreation activities, gymnastics performances, handicapping for sporting events, hockey games, conducting horse races, horse showings, laser shows, light shows, magic shows, orchestra performances, providing facilities for recreational services, roller derbys, track and field competitions and organizing festivals featuring a variety of activities, namely, sporting events, art exhibitions, flea markets, ethnic dances and the like |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | CHURCHILL DOWNS INCORPORATED |
| Address | CHURCHILL DOWNS INCORPORATED SUITE 400 600 N. HURSTBOURNE PARKWAY LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY 40222 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KENTUCKY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | ZT742-15035 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
**Mark Literal(s)** BLUBBERBUSTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>75880590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2649946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 05, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>weight reduction diet planning and supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 20, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>eHealth International, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>eHealth International, Inc. 2800 Elliott Ave. #1430 Seattle WASHINGTON 98121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
<td>ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DANCING HORSE RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75882746 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 1999 Registration Number 2647826
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "RANCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For living animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, live flowers, food stuffs for animals, Paso Fino horses, Spanish Moss and live mistletoe
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use May 22, 1994 In Commerce May 22, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luxor, Nicole Honait Address Luxor, Nicole Honait P.O. Box 2233 Paso Robles CALIFORNIA 93447
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE CHOICE IS YOURS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| **Serial Number** | 75886839 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jan. 04, 2000 |
| **Registration Number** | 2649952 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Jan. 08, 2002 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Apr. 02, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CURRENCY TRADING FOR OTHERS, ELECTRONIC COMMODITY TRADING FOR OTHERS, SECURITIES TRADING SERVICES VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK, FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF RATES OF EXCHANGE OF CURRENCY

| **International Classes** | 36 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Insurance and Financial |
| **First Use** | Mar. 2000 |
| **In Commerce** | Mar. 2000 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | CUREX INNOVATIONS, LLC |
| **Address** | CUREX INNOVATIONS, LLC 120 West 45th Street, 22nd Floor New York NEW YORK 10036 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 23640-038 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MCMORROW, JANICE LEE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIMEVAL WHIRL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75889637
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 06, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2649963
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 07, 2000
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 30, 2001

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "WHIRL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely an amusement park attraction

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
**First Use**: Apr. 01, 2002
**In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Disney Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: Disney Enterprises, Inc.  500 South Buena Vista Street  Burbank  CALIFORNIA  91521
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AMOS, TANYA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DELTAWEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75895789 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 1999 Registration Number 2647835
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automatic flow control devices for industrial applications, namely severe service valves, gate valves, butterfly valves, ball valves, angle valves, globe valves, mixing valves, dampers and diverters

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 29, 1997 In Commerce Aug. 29, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DELTAVALVE, LLC Address DELTAVALVE, LLC PHEASANT HOLLOW BUILDING PARK BLDG. 11, 9894 SOUTH JORDAN GATEWAY SANDY UTAH 84070 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9312.9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CF CHEFS, INC.

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75898340
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 18, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2647840
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "INC."

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For**: soups; dips, and potato chips
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 23, 1999

**For**: food flavorings, namely, gravies, sauces, salsa and cereal based chips
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 23, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CF Chefs, Inc.
- **Address**: CF Chefs, Inc. 4030 Black Gold Drive Dallas TEXAS 75247
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: S23077

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DEJESUS, YSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURE SIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75902984 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2000 Registration Number 2647848 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Mar. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements, mineral supplements

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUTRAMARKS, INC. Address NUTRAMARKS, INC. 1500 KEARNS BOULEVARD, SUITE B200 PARK CITY UTAH 84060 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIM, YONG OH

16976
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SIGEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75908735
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 02, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2649981
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 11, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 04, 2001

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: MANUFACTURE AND PROCESSING OF SUBSTRATES FOR OTHERS, SUCH AS CONDUCTIVE, SEMICONDUCTIVE AND NON-CONDUCTIVE WAFERS AND LAMINATED MULTI-LAYER WAFERS
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: Mar. 1999
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Silicon Genesis Corporation
- **Address**: Silicon Genesis Corporation 145 Baytech Drive San Jose CALIFORNIA 95134
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 83020-608831

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SMOKIN' JOE'S SMOKEHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75912458  Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2000  Registration Number  2647861
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Disclaimer  "SMOKEHOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Meats including smoked meats
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Jun. 01, 1999  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Melmar Concessions, Inc.  Address  Melmar Concessions, Inc.  9427 Jane Ct. N.  Lake Elmo
MINNESOTA  55042  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COREA, ANDY I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRO PAC HAIRBALL REDUCTION FORMULA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 75912744 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 08, 2000 |
| Registration Number | 2647862 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Principal Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "HAIRBALL REDUCTION FORMULA" |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1610709, 2111347 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CAT FOOD
| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Oct. 2000 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 2000 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Midwestern Pet Foods, Inc. |
| Address | Midwestern Pet Foods, Inc. 9634 Hedden Rd. Evansville |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | INDIANA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 001500-00126 |
| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIELDNET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75914974 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2000 Registration Number 2649992
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 01, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 24, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for routing and distribution in the gas, water and electric utility industry
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2001 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLEVEST SOLUTIONS INC. Address CLEVEST SOLUTIONS INC. 13911 WIRELESS WAY SUITE 100 RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA V6V 3B9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T63142US56NJ

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MATTHEWS, AMOS THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CARDIOMEND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75915841 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2000 Registration Number 2649993
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 21, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 13, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For surgical instruments, namely tooling for performing repairs and reconstruction of diseased heart valves
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 2001 In Commerce Jan. 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cardiomend, L.L.C. Address Cardiomend, L.L.C. 7605 Maryland Ave St. Louis MISSOURI 63105
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DONINGER, CHRISTOPHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIT-FOR-BIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75915976 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2000 Registration Number 2649995
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 20, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For DIGITAL SOUND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY RECORDERS, EDITORS, PLAYERS, CODES, METALLIC CABLES, OPTICAL CABLES, PREAMPLIFIERS, DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS, POWER AMPLIFIERS, AUDIO TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS AND DIGITAL TO AUDIO CONVERTERS
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 2000 In Commerce Apr. 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 360 Systems Address 360 Systems 3281 Grande Vista Drive Newbury Park CALIFORNIA 91320
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 090-007
Examining Attorney BILLINGS, JESSIE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVERYPLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 75916173 | Application Filing Date | Feb. 11, 2000 | Registration Number | 2649996 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Nov. 27, 2001 | Notice of Allowance Date | Feb. 19, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS, BROCHURES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, ALL RELATING TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN NETWORK COMPUTING
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper

For [ COMPUTER HARDWARE, ] COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH NETWORK COMPUTING, NETWORK CONNECTED SERVERS, GATEWAYS AND DEVICES, PERVERSIVE COMPUTING, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS, MOBILE COMPUTING AND WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF DATA
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For DESIGN, TESTING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN NETWORK COMPUTING
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
Address INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
New Orchard Road Armonk NEW YORK 10504

State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) J2SE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75918307  Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2000  Registration Number 2649997
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 13, 2001  Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DEVELOPING AND EXECUTING OTHER COMPUTER PROGRAMS ON COMPUTERS, COMPUTER NETWORKS, AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, [ AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN NAVIGATING, BROWSING, TRANSFERRING INFORMATION, AND DISTRIBUTING AND VIEWING OTHER COMPUTER PROGRAMS ON COMPUTERS, COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Dec. 04, 1999  In Commerce Dec. 04, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ORACLE AMERICA, INC.  Address ORACLE AMERICA, INC. 500 ORACLE PARKWAY REDWOOD SHORES CALIFORNIA 94065  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRAY, CAROLYN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75922579 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2000 Registration Number 2650002
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 05, 2000 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 27, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Office Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 07, 2000 In Commerce Nov. 07, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haworth, Inc. Address Haworth, Inc. One Haworth Center 1400 Highway M-40 Holland MICHIGAN 49423 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 001030.14639
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name GOLDEN, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** P.R.I.M.E. PERIODONTAL, RESTORATIVE, IMPLANT, METHODS FOR EXCELLENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "PERIODONTAL, RESTORATIVE, IMPLANT METHODS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Educational services, namely, providing instruction concerning periodontics, implantology, and dental restoration |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | Oct. 31, 1996 |
| **In Commerce** | Oct. 31, 1996 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Reichman, Linda H. |
| Address | Reichman, Linda H. 16091 Sims Road, STE 201 Delray Beach FLORIDA 33484 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 5547.3100 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | THOMPKINS, TRICIA M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SIGNAL HILL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75935394
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650019
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 27, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 19, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational services, namely conducting workshops and individual instruction in the field of leadership, sales, financing, mergers, organizational development and corporate governance
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jul. 05, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SIGNAL HILL CAPITAL GROUP LLC
- **Address**: SIGNAL HILL CAPITAL GROUP LLC
  300 East Lombard Street
  Suite 1700
  BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21202
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 306549.3

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCAULEY, BRENDA N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHEESE STEAKS MADE WITH BROTHERLY LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   75940735 Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2000 Registration Number  2650031
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Oct. 30, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 22, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 07, 2002 In Commerce  Jan. 07, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Philly's Own, LLC Address  Philly's Own, LLC  7100 Hayvenhurst, Suite 101 Philly's Own, LLC, c/o Ari Demiral & Co.  Van Nuys  CALIFORNIA  91406 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  018712/14

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KIM, YONG OH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHROMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75942551 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2000 Registration Number 2647895
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1613449

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colorants in the form of powders, liquids or resin concentrates and pre-colored compounds incorporating resins, liquid carriers, colorants and/or other additives all for use in the manufacture of thermoplastic products
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Mar. 11, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 11, 1999
For [ colorant and additive mixing and dispensing machinery for use in the manufacture of thermoplastic products ]
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 11, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 11, 1999
For chemical compounds and chemical unprocessed and synthetic additive concentrates in the form of powders, liquids or resin carriers designed to enhance physical properties and improve processing for use in the manufacture of thermoplastic products
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Mar. 11, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 11, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHROMA COLOR CORPORATION Address CHROMA COLOR CORPORATION 1615 LEE STREET SALISBURY NORTH CAROLINA 28144 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  26234-pendin

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CINETIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75955518 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2000 Registration Number 2647899
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 99815484 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 1999
Foreign Registration Number 99815484 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 04, 1999 Foreign Application/ Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 04, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ material handling trucks and fork lift trucks ]
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Machines and machine tools for use in the field of automation, namely, assembly line machines for assembling and fastening parts and industrial parts washing machines; motors and engines used in lifting and hoisting apparatus, not for land vehicles; non-electrical machine couplings and transmissions and parts thereof; lifting and hoisting apparatus, namely, pulley blocks, lift blocks, cranes, derricks, hoists, and load platform lifts; machine parts, namely, shuttles, control chains, drive belts, transmissions; pulleys and roller bearings; mechanical controls for machines; compressors; packaging machines; industrial manipulator machines; industrial robots; hoppers for mechanical loading and unloading of materials; conveyors and conveyor belting; hydraulic and mechanically-operated jacks; vibrators for industrial use; material handling machines for unloading, loading, sorting, packaging, tying, conveying and stacking of items or material
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Installation, repair and maintenance services in the field of integrated material handling systems; repair of industrial instruments and tools
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For engineering and civil engineering services, professional consultation in the field of automation

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

For [ Common metals and their alloys sold in bulk form for further manufacture; non-electrical metal wire and cable; metal pipes and tubing; metal transport pallets; metal load decks; metal straps for material handling; metal material handling pallets ]

International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title: Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: FIVES Address: FIVES 3 rue Drouot PARIS FRANCE 75009 Legal Entity: SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) State or Country Where Organized: FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 5022

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: STINE, DAVID H
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BABY SWEDISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>75981149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2650048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Child Of**: 76137236

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

- **For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BABY FINNISH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 75981150
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650049
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 26, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 18, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Child Of**: 76135590

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: baby-orientated tote bags and backpacks
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
  - **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirt, sweatshirts, and hats
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126
- **Examining Attorney**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BABY CHINESE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75981151
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650050
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 19, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 11, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 76136973

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
  - **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirt, sweatshirts, and hats
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BABY ARABIC

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 75981153
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650051
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 19, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 11, 2002

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

### Related Properties Information
- **Child Of**: 76137246

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks
- **International Classes**: 18
  - **Primary Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

- **For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats
- **International Classes**: 25
  - **Primary Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126
- **Examining Attorney**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BABY ENGLISH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 75981154
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650052
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 16, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 09, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Child Of**: 76137241

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks

- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

**For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto, CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126
- **Examining Attorney**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BABY LATIN

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>75981155</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Sep. 22, 2000</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2650053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;BABY&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| **Child Of** | 76137245 |

**Goods and Services Information**

For baby-orientated tote bags and backpacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>18 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Leather Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2001</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirt, sweatshirts and hats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2001</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>FLUENT BABY, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>19PV-140126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CARTY, GEORGIA A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BABY KOREAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  75981156 Application Filing Date  Sep. 22, 2000 Registration Number  2650054
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 19, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 11, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "BABY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  76137244

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Sep. 06, 2001 In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2001
For  clothing for babies, infants and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use
Sep. 06, 2001 In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FLUENT BABY, INC. Address  FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  19PV-140126

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARTY, GEORGIA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BABY JAPANESE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75981157  
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000  
- **Registration Number**: 2650055  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 26, 2002  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 18, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**  
- **Child Of**: 76136958

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: baby-orientated tote bags and backpacks  
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods  
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats  
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 39  
- **International Class Title**: Clothing  
- **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.  
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC.  P.O. Box 61053  Palo Alto  CALIFORNIA 94306  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126
- **Examining Attorney**
- **Examiner**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BABY FRENCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75981158</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 22, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650056</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td><strong>Trademark</strong> Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BABY&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 76136957 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For baby-orientated tote bags and backpacks

| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title | Leather Goods |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|-----------------|----------------------------|
| First Use             | Sep. 06, 2001        | In Commerce | Sep. 06, 2001   |

For clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|--------|----------------------------|
| First Use             | Sep. 06, 2001        | In Commerce | Sep. 06, 2001   |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>FLUENT BABY, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FLUENT BABY, INC.  P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>19PV-140126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CARTY, GEORGIA A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BABY ITALIAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 75981159
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650057
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 09, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 02, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BABY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Child Of**: 76136962

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
  - **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **For**: clothing for babies, infants, and toddlers, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Sep. 06, 2001
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: FLUENT BABY, INC.
- **Address**: FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 19PV-140126

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CARTY, GEORGIA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LATIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75981721 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 1998 Registration Number 6020908
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 04, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 31, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 75466264

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For catheters used for occlusion and removal of thromboemboli
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 01, 1997 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LeMaitre Vascular, Inc. Address LeMaitre Vascular, Inc. 63 Second Avenue Burlington
MASSACHUSETTS 01803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ATMI-1670-AM

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: LeMaitre Vascular, Inc. (Delaware corporation) 63 Second Avenue, Burlington MA 01803.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COFIELD, JULIA HARDY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STANLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75982610 Application Filing Date Jun. 12, 1998 Registration Number 2650062
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 21, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 14, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of ONE WORD "STANLEY" IN NOTCHED RECTANGLE DESIGN.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1273354, 1789042, 1378189, 1630994 and others Child Of 75501302

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ umbrellas; ] nylon, canvas and leather bags for tools sold empty; nylon, canvas and leather athletic bags; [ nylon, canvas and leather beach bags; ] nylon, canvas and leather book bags; nylon, canvas and leather carry-on bags; nylon, canvas and leather duffel bags; nylon, canvas and leather tote bags; nylon, canvas and leather travel bags [ ; nylon, canvas and leather shopping bags ]
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Sep. 1999 In Commerce Sep. 1999
For [ desk requisites, namely, pens, pen and pencil desk sets; wooden desk boxes for storing stationary, pens, pencils, and paper clips ]
For flashlights
For [ eyeglasses; ] sunglasses, safety goggles [ ; and lenses ]
For anoraks; boxer shorts; caps; coats; gloves; hats; jackets; night shirts; pants; shirts; shorts; socks; sweat shirts; sweaters; t-shirts; turtlenecks; and footwear


For metal ladders


BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name STANLEY LOGISTICS, L.L.C. Address STANLEY LOGISTICS, L.L.C. 1000 STANLEY DRIVE NEW BRITAIN CONNECTICUT 06053 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number BSS/US264006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY

17005
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRESH FINANCIAL THINKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>75982703</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 17, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Child Of     | 75767028 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Banking services, namely, providing checking accounts and savings accounts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name      | Loblaws, Inc. |
| Address         | Loblaws, Inc. 22 St. Clair Avenue Toronto CANADA M4T 2S7 |
| Legal Entity    | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KIM, YONG OH |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Z ZENRIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number: 75982755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date: Feb. 17, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number: 2650067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date: Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register: Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type: Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date: Feb. 27, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date: May 22, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Of: 75643870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For: PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS CONTAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGRAPHIC MAPS; PRE-RECORDED COMPUTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFTWARE CONTAINING GEOGRAPHIC MAPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes: 9 - Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title: Electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use: Mar. 01, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use: Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name: ZENRIN CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address: ZENRIN CO., LTD. 1-1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muromachi Kokurakita-Ku, Kitakyushu-Shi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity: JOINT STOCK CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized: JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number: CPA10610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney: HALL, ALLISON E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EXCELLENCE IN COLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76000181 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2000 Registration Number 2647911
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For COLORANTS IN THE FORM OF POWDERS, LIQUIDS OR RESIN CONCENTRATES AND PRE-COLORED COMPOUNDS INCORPORATING RESINS, LIQUID CARRIERS, COLORANTS AND/OR OTHER ADDITIVES ALL FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF THERMOPLASTIC PRODUCTS
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Mar. 11, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 11, 1999
For CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS AND CHEMICAL UNPROCESSED AND SYNTHETIC ADDITIVE CONCENTRATES IN THE FORM OF POWDERS, LIQUIDS OR RESIN CARRIERS DESIGNED TO ENHANCE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND IMPROVE PROCESSING FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF THERMOPLASTIC PRODUCTS
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Mar. 11, 1999 In Commerce Mar. 11, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHROMA COLOR CORPORATION Address CHROMA COLOR CORPORATION 1615 LEE STREET SALISBURY NORTH CAROLINA 28144 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26234-pendin

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76004952 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2647912
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Feb. 01, 2000 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAK VINEYARDS PTY LTD. Address MAK VINEYARDS PTY LTD. 311A Maroondah Hwy P.O.Box 1136 Healesville AUSTRALIA 3777 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAKV1-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEJESUS, YSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76005305 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2647913
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Feb. 01, 2000 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAK VINEYARDS PTY LTD. Address MAK VINEYARDS PTY LTD. 311A Maroondah Hwy Healesville AUSTRALIA 3777 Legal Entity AUSTRALIAN CORPORATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAKV1-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEJESUS, YSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIDEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76007299 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2647916
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1522211 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 1999
Foreign Registration Number 1522211 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 14, 2001 Foreign Application/ Registration County CHINA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 13, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computers, central processing units, notebook computers, portable computers; photographic, motion picture, video and 35mm cameras; electromagnetic coils, electric irons, videophones, VCD players, facsimile machines, mobile telephones, televisions, video tape recorders, audio-video radios, audio tape recorders, and phonographs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MIDEA GROUP CO., LTD. Address MIDEA GROUP CO., LTD. NO. 6 MIDEA AVENUE, BEIJIAO B26-28F, MIDEA HEADQUARTER BUILDING SHUNDE, FOSHAN CHINA Legal Entity COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, Column 1, lines 1-2, "CORPORATION" is deleted, and "LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY" is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BROWN'S DAIRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76009076</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650081</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 29, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "DAIRY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Dairy products, excluding ice cream ice milk and frozen yogurt
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Jul. 2000
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: EAST SIDE JERSEY DAIRY, INC.
- **Address**: EAST SIDE JERSEY DAIRY, INC. 5750 S HARDING ST. INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46217
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 9157

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GRAY, CAROLYN C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BROWN'S DAIRY SMOOTH AS VELVET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76009077 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2000 Registration Number 2650082
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 06, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 29, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DAIRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dairy products, excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EAST SIDE JERSEY DAIRY, INC. Address EAST SIDE JERSEY DAIRY, INC. 5750 S HARDING ST. INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46217 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9158

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRAY, CAROLYN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INTERACTIVE INTELLIGENCE
CUSTOMER INTERACTION CENTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 76009467 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 24, 2000 | Registration Number | 2650083 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Oct. 09, 2001 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 01, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "INTERACTIVE" and "CUSTOMER INTERACTION CENTER"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2153003, 2118235 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer telephony software, namely, computer and telecommunications programs for combining and integrating voice and data communications with computer technologies; for controlling, monitoring, analyzing, recording, providing, programming, interacting with and responding to voice or electronic information; for controlling internal and external voice and data communication for an organization's computer system; and for handling and integrating an organization's directory services, operator services, administrative services, reporting services, answering services, call routing, call distribution, out calling services, voice response and customized, customer specific applications in the customer service field, and instruction manuals sold or distributed therewith as a unit

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | INTERACTIVE INTELLIGENCE, INC. | Address | INTERACTIVE INTELLIGENCE, INC. 7601 Interactive Way Indianapolis INDIANA 46278 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | INDIANA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 007320-00015 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | VOGLER, ANN LINNEHAN |
**TM 14471 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RADIOMETRICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76015885
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2647929
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**:
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: ELECTRICAL DEVICE TESTING FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPLIANCE WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY GOVERNMENTAL STANDARDS
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 1983
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 1983

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Radiometrics Midwest Corp.
- **Address**: Radiometrics Midwest Corp. 12 E. Devonwood Avenue Romeoville ILLINOIS 60446
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 00011

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examine Attorney**: HICKEY, TONI Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AQUABOOST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76019130 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2000 Registration Number 2650818
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Apr. 22, 2002 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microprocessor-based pumping system controllers for use in residential applications, namely, for jet pumps used for homes on municipal water systems and designed for problems associated with low or inconsistent water pressure
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 31, 2001 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOURDS PUMPS, INCORPORATED Address GOURDS PUMPS, INCORPORATED 240 Fall Street Seneca Falls NEW YORK 13148 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 84-182

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney HALL, ALLISON E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COMPLIANCE NET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76020697 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2000 Registration Number 2647933
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services, namely, providing educational information and legal resources for use in the healthcare industry via a website on the Internet
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Sep. 01, 1998 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Latham & Watkins LLP Address Latham & Watkins LLP 355 South Grand Avenue Los Angeles
CALIFORNIA 90071 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOGLER, ANN LINNEHAN
## Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 76021119 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Apr. 06, 2000 |
| **Registration Number** | 2650100 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Jul. 31, 2001 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Oct. 23, 2001 |

## Mark Information

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| **Disclaimer** | "PHARMACEUTICALS"

## Related Properties Information

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 2113923 |

## Goods and Services Information

| **For** | VITAMINS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND HOMEOPATHIC FORMULATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF |
| **IMPAIRED EYESIGHT, IMPAIRED HEARING, INDIGESTION,] COUGH, COLD, FLU, ALLERGY, SINUS |
| **INFECTIONS, [ MUSCULAR ACHES, MUSCULAR PAIN, MUSCULAR STRAIN, ABDOMINAL PAIN, HEADACHES, |
| **MIGRAINE, FEVER, ADDICTION TO SMOKING, MOTION SICKNESS, NAUSEA, SLEEPLESSNESS,] SNORING, [ |
| **INCONTINENCE, ATHLETE'S FOOT, WRINKLES, DRY SKIN, LOSS OF MEMORY, WEIGHT LOSS, LACK OF |
| **ENERGY AND LACK OF ENDURANCE ]** |
| **International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Pharmaceuticals |
| **First Use** | Sep. 01, 2001 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 01, 2001 |

## Basis Information

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

## Owner Information

| **Owner Name** | Green Pharmaceuticals, Inc. |
| **Address** | Green Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 591 Camarillo Ave., Ste A Camarillo CALIFORNIA 93012 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | OREGON |

## Examining Attorney

| **Examining Attorney** | JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE |

---
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MENTAL WEIGHT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76029003</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 18, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650112</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Educational services, namely, organization of conferences in the field of the treatment of obesity |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2002 | In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2002 |

| For | Medical clinics providing consultations regarding obesity and treatment of obesity |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2002 | In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2002 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Larocque, Maurice | Address | Larocque, Maurice 1420, Le Prohon Street Montreal, Quebec CANADA H4E 1N9 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CANADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | T-10805 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LE, KHANH M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE NUMBER MONSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76032388 Application Filing Date  Apr. 24, 2000  Registration Number  2647950
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 12, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing information in the fields of entertainment and education rendered via computer by means of a global computer network
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jun. 01, 1999  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  COOLMATH.COM, INC.  Address  COOLMATH.COM, INC.  122 East 42nd Street, Suite 1611  New York  NEW YORK  10168  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  14/06919

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLARK, ROBERT C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE PERFORMER SERIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76033524</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 25, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer               | "THE" and "SERIES" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For                     | ELECTRICAL LIGHTING FIXTURES AND ELECTRICAL LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR USE IN HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS |
| International Classes   | 11 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes              | 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 |
| International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use               | Nov. 30, 2001 |
| In Commerce             | Nov. 30, 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name       | HUBBELL LIGHTING, INC. |
| Address          | HUBBELL LIGHTING, INC. 701 Millennium Boulevard |
| Greenville       | SOUTH CAROLINA |
| Legal Entity     | COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | CONNECTICUT |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number     | 2078024 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | LOTT, JASON E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NETHOTELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76036308 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2000 Registration Number 2647959
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 09, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 179122 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 23, 1998 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRIA Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 30, 2008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, HOTEL AND TOURISM COMPANIES, OVER THE INTERNET; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS, AND IN PARTICULAR TOURISM COMPANIES OVER THE INTERNET ]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For [ TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCIES; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF TRAVEL TOURS; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY TICKETING AND MAKING RESERVATIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION ]
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage

For PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION REGARDING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING VIA THE INTERNET; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TEMPORARY LODGING; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A DATABASE FEATURING WORLDWIDE HOTELS AND HOTEL ROOM AVAILABILITY
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WILD RODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76036427 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2000 Registration Number 2650117
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 18, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 12, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "ROD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computerized on-line retail services in the field of street rods, hot rods, parts, and services, apparel; dissemination of advertising in the form of classified ads for others via a global computerized network
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 19, 2001 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2001
For Electronic publications, namely, magazines featuring world class custom street rods and hot rods, namely, automobiles, vintage and classic automobiles, electronic publications, namely, magazines featuring world class builders, designers and collectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 19, 2001 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2001
For Providing a web site featuring articles on various topics relating to street rods, hot rods, custom vintage and classic automobiles
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 19, 2001 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Modica, Dennis James Address Modica, Dennis James 16641 Ludlow St. Granada Hills CALIFORNIA 91344 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ERVIN, INGA MARIE
E-LOADER

TM 14480 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) E-LOADER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76039657 Application Filing Date May 03, 2000 Registration Number 2650820
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register May 28, 2002 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programs for the installation of software and the data exchange in networks, application software for weighing measurements

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name METTLER-TOLEDO GMBH Address METTLER-TOLEDO GMBH IM LANGACHER 44 GREIFENSEE SWITZERLAND 8606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MTI1877-183
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BILLINGS, JESSIE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ATOMIC FIREBALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76041387</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 05, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2647972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 09, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Aug. 31, 1998 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 31, 1998 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | FERRARA CANDY COMPANY |
| Address | FERRARA CANDY COMPANY |
| 1 TOWER LANE | SUITE 2700 |
| OAKBROOK TERRACE | ILLINOIS |
| 60181 | Legal Entity |
| CORPORATION | State or Country Where |
| ILLINOIS | Organized |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 00138/ |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL |
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SUNBORN FLOWERS

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76042249</td>
<td>May 04, 2000</td>
<td>2650127</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 13, 2001</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- Disclaimer: "FLOWERS"

### Goods and Services Information

- For: [flower seeds, live plants and] natural flowers
- International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 1, 46
- International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products
- First Use: Jun. 15, 2002
- In Commerce: Jun. 27, 2002

### Basis Information

- Currently Use: Yes

### Owner Information

- Owner Name: Flower Village Cia. Ltda.
- Address: Flower Village Cia. Ltda. Quito ECUADOR
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: ECUADOR

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- Docket Number: 212260.59

### Examining Attorney

- Examining Attorney: MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUNRISE GROWERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76043332 Application Filing Date May 08, 2000 Registration Number 2647976
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 15, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "GROWERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
First Use Feb. 01, 1998 In Commerce Feb. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUNRISE GROWERS, INC. Address SUNRISE GROWERS, INC. 701 WEST KIMBERLY AVENUE, SUITE 210 PLACENTIA CALIFORNIA 92870 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 65580/13

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AMOS, TANYA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POWER ON DEMAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76046603 Application Filing Date May 11, 2000 Registration Number 2647985
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For RENTAL OF ELECTRIC GENERATORS
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material
Treatment First Use Nov. 1997 In Commerce Nov. 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kohler Co. Address Kohler Co. 444 Highland Drive Kohler WISCONSIN 53044 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02224-000-00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRASER, RICHARD A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** YOUR CLASSIC RIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76048593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 15, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2650134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 30, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 22, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>[ vehicle rental services and ] short and long term storage of vehicles for others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>WITTENBORN, DALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>WITTENBORN, DALE 2711 Warwick Blvd.  Kansas City MISSOURI 64108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 4752.001; Dk

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MATEJA, JOANNA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FED USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76049083 Application Filing Date May 15, 2000 Registration Number 2647991
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Principal
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Dec. 27, 2001 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For brokerage in the field of insurance, namely, auto, commercial, health, and life insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 15, 2000 In Commerce May 15, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FED USA RETAIL, INC. Address FED USA RETAIL, INC. 4450 SOJOURN DRIVE, SUITE 500 ADDISON TEXAS 75001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22606/0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FED USA INSURANCE/FINANCIAL SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplemental Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BANDWIDTH NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76050649 Application Filing Date May 17, 2000 Registration Number 2650137
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 19, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date May 14, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "BANDWIDTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEPHONE VOICE MESSAGING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; PAGING SERVICES; VIDEO TELECONFERENCING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND DATA; WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING AND FAXSIMILE MAIL SERVICES; AND NETWORK CONFERENCING SERVICES
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SENTRE, INC. Address SENTRE, INC. 401 WEST A STREET, SUITE 2300 SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105466-07

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TERRELL, MARIESSA REBE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RADIUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76050796</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2647994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For | [ Investment banking and investment consultation in the field of business mergers and acquisitions; ] venture capital lending and venture capital investment, namely, private equity investments in venture stage businesses |
International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
First Use | Mar. 22, 1999 | In Commerce | Mar. 22, 1999 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name | RADIUS VENTURES, L.L.C. | Address | RADIUS VENTURES, L.L.C. | 400 MADISON AVENUE, 8TH FLOOR | NEW YORK | NEW YORK | 10017 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION | State or Country
Where Organized | DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney | YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIVERSATEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76051907 Application Filing Date May 17, 2000 Registration Number 2650138
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 17, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For WOVEN OLEFIN FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND REPAIR OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR FURNITURE, WALL COVERINGS, AWNINGS, BOAT COVERS, BOAT SAILS, UMBRELLAS, AND CUSHIONS

For OLEFIN YARN

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TWITCHELL TECHNICAL PRODUCTS, LLC Address TWITCHELL TECHNICAL PRODUCTS, LLC 4031 Ross Clark Circle Dothana ALABAMA 36303 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15620-0001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "ALABAMA" should be deleted, and DELAWARE should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARCUS, JAMES M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) F

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76059338
- **Application Filing Date**: May 30, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2648011
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 07, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 798196
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jan. 07, 2000
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: ITALY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 18, 2009

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Handbags, shoulder bags, suitcases, briefcases, duffel bags, attache cases, clutch bags, tote bags, garment bags for travel, rucksacks, trunks for travel, wallets, purses, business card cases, credit card cases, keycases, cosmetic bags sold empty, umbrellas
- **International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **For** Articles of clothing for men, women and children, namely, pullovers, cardigans, sweaters, jumpers, jackets, parkas, swimwear, blouses, shorts, T-shirts, dresses, men's suits, coats, raincoats, overcoats, overalls, underwear, vests, hosiery and panty-hose, shawls, scarves, neckties, gloves, belts for clothing, shoes, boots, sandals, slippers, clogs, hats and caps
- **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SALVATORE FERRAGAMO S.P.A.
- **Address**: SALVATORE FERRAGAMO S.P.A., VIA DEI TORNABUONI, 2, FLORENCE, ITALY
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 022209-2022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DDF

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76061850
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 02, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2648017
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 27, 2001

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 39976147.0/0
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Dec. 02, 1999
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 39976147
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 10, 2000
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: GERMANY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 31, 2009

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electronic radio direction finders
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ROHDE & SCHWARZ GmbH & CO. KG
- **Address**: ROHDE & SCHWARZ GmbH & CO. KG
  Muehldorfstrasse 15 Muenchen FED REP GERMANY 81671
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 4100-0111T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RAUEN, JAMES A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SMARTSUB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>serial number</th>
<th>application filing date</th>
<th>registration number</th>
<th>registration date</th>
<th>register</th>
<th>mark type</th>
<th>date cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76064988</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2000</td>
<td>2650161</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO EQUIPMENT NAMELY SUBWOOFERS</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use: May 23, 2002
In Commerce: May 23, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THIEL AUDIO PRODUCTS COMPANY</td>
<td>THIEL AUDIO PRODUCTS COMPANY 1026 NANDINO BLVD. ATTN: GORNIK LEXINGTON KENTUCKY 40511</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Country Where Organized
KENTUCKY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOOTBALLPEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76069458 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2000 Registration Number 2648029
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, namely, dissemination of advertising and promoting the goods and services of others by placing advertisements and promotional displays in an electronic site accessed through computer networks; on-line ticket agency services for football, sporting events and other entertainment events; retail store services, namely, providing on-line retail store services in the field of football, sports and sporting goods; business consultation, namely, assisting others in the operations or functions of an on-line business and consultation in the use and operation of on-line business; providing computerized on-line ordering of sporting goods, apparel, memorabilia and accessories; providing a directory of information available on a global network relating to football and sports

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 31, 1999 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1999

For Computer services, namely, creating indexes of information, sites, and other resources available on computer networks; hosting the websites of others; information services, namely, providing football and sports news, current events, reference materials and other general information via an on-line global computer network

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 31, 1999 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDIAPEDIA, INC. Address MEDIAPEDIA, INC. 5405 Alton Parkway #5A-355 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
TM 14495

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SSANGWHACHA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76070035</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 13, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 23, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For nutritional drink mix for vigorousness, vitamin supplements, nutritional drink mix for use as a meal replacement, capsule containing ginseng powder for medicinal use, additives for nutritional purpose, medicinal decoction for supplementing vital energy, nutritional drink flavored with tea, herb teas for medicinal purposes, herbal teas for medicinal purposes, ginseng for medicinal use

**International Classes**

| 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |

**First Use** Mar. 2001

**In Commerce** Mar. 2001

For herb tea for food purposes, herbal tea for food purposes, iced tea, tea and tea-based beverage with fruit flavoring

**International Classes**

| 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |

**International Class Title** Staple Foods

**First Use** Mar. 2001

**In Commerce** Mar. 2001

**BASES INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** HANKOOK SIN YAK PHARM. CO., LTD. **Address** HANKOOK SIN YAK PHARM. CO., LTD.

805-15 Joongsan-ri, Yangchon mycon  Nonsan-si, Choongcheongnam-do, 320 850  REPUBLIC OF KOREA **Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 00-356T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YUKON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76072595 Application Filing Date Jun. 19, 2000 Registration Number 2648036
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For crossbows
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 18, 1998 In Commerce Nov. 18, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HORTON ARCHERY, LLC Address HORTON ARCHERY, LLC 4430 Crystal Parkway Kent OHIO 44240 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HOR.T0014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
CHAIRBRELLA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76072776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 19, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 22, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>umbrellas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>18 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Mahco, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Mahco, Inc. 1202 Melissa Drive Bentonville ARKANSAS 72712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ARKANSAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ARXX

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 76075062
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 21, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650175
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 11, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 05, 2002

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Building components, namely plastic webs for use in prefabricated units comprised of polystyrene panels connected by plastic webs for forming and constructing concrete walls; and building components, namely prefabricated units comprised of polystyrene panels connected by plastic webs for forming and constructing concrete walls
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**/ **In Commerce**: Nov. 27, 2000

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: AIRLITE PLASTICS CO.
- **Address**: AIRLITE PLASTICS CO. 6110 ABBOTT DRIVE OMAHA NEBRASKA 681102805
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 91365-740252

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STORK'S NEST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76075687</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | computer services, namely, providing an on-line computer database of electronic digitized photographs and an on-line database of patient medical reports and related information |
| International Classes    | 42 |
| US Classes               | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title| Scientific and computer services |

| First Use | 1999 |
| In Commerce | 1999 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name                  | Baptist Healthcare System, Inc. |
| Address                    | Baptist Healthcare System, Inc. |
|                           | 4007 Kresge Way |
|                           | Louisville |
|                           | KENTUCKY |
| Legal Entity               | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | KENTUCKY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 450W/00011 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EPPS, TONYE R |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KOBOLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76076868
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 26, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650178
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 12, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 07, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR PHOTO, FILM, TELEVISION STUDIOS AND THEATER, NAMELY, SPOTLIGHTS, FLOODLIGHTS, GLOBES, LIGHT STANDS AND LIGHT MOUNTS
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 11, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 21, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BRON KOBOLD PRODUKTIONS GESSELLSCHAFT MBH
- **Address**: HANS-URMILLER-RING 17, WOLFRATSHAUSEN, FED REP GERMANY
- **82515 Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 99-3980

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, SEAN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FACIAL SILK CREME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76080599 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2000 Registration Number 2650182
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 05, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 28, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "FACIAL" and "CREME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicated skincare preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STALLEX SKIN CARE, INC. Address STALLEX SKIN CARE, INC. 2624 STATE HIGHWAY 80
BURLINGTON FLATS NEW YORK 13315 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PIGNATELLO, ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WE IMPROVE THE PRODUCTS THAT IMPROVE YOUR BRANDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>76084431</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 10, 2000</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2650193</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2001</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 03, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>VITAMINS; MINERAL, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>INNOPHOS NUTRITION, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>INNOPHOS NUTRITION, INC. 259 PROSPECT PLAINS ROAD BUILDING A CRANBURY NEW JERSEY 08512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>DEFORD, JEFFREY S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76086367</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

#### Standard Character Claim
No

#### Mark Drawing Type
1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

#### Disclaimer
"CLASS ACTION"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Written materials, namely, pamphlets and brochures concerning the class action litigation process

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use** Jun. 13, 2000

**In Commerce** Nov. 10, 2000

**For** [Public interest legal advocacy services, namely, presenting positions on behalf of class members on matters concerning settlement of class action lawsuits and engaging in litigation to represent the interests of both class members on whose behalf class action lawsuits are brought and the general public; and providing information to the public concerning class action litigation and the class action litigation process via an internet web site]

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jun. 13, 2000

**In Commerce** Nov. 10, 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Class Action Watch

**Address** Class Action Watch 3160 College Avenue Suite 203 Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94705

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** CAW0983

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

**Change in Registration** Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** RIRIE, VERN A BETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) U-FLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76087221</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 10, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Metal stud runners and steel channels |
| International Classes | 6 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 |
| International Class Title | Metal Goods |
| First Use | Sep. 11, 1996 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 11, 1996 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | 9178-7838 QUEBEC INC. |
| Address | 9178-7838 QUEBEC INC. 9272 du Prado St. Leonard, QUEBEC CANADA H1P 3E3 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 88135.00001 |
| Examining Attorney | SHIELDS, JULIE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIRECT SPORTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76089248</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 17, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2648081</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim  No  
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark is marked for red (maroon) by its outer lines with a grey-silver shading between the lines to create a mirror or shining effect. Letters are in black at a 10 degree angle.  
Disclaimer  SPORTS  
Acquired Distinctiveness In part  
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to DIRECT SPORTS

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Mail order services, telephonic retailing services, wholesale distributor services and mail order catalog services in the field of softball and baseball sporting goods and equipment, namely, balls, bats, bases, homeplates, radar guns, training devices, batting cages, ball pitching machines, umpire protective equipment, catchers masks and chest protectors, batters protective helmets, batting and fielding gloves, customized baseball and softball uniforms, equipment bags, sports adhesive wrapping tape, and related technical paraphernalia such as toe guards and team first aid kits

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  
International Class Title  Advertising and Business

First Use  Nov. 22, 1996  In Commerce  Nov. 22, 1996

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Direct Sports, Inc.  
DBA, AKA, Formerly  FORMERLY Eastern Gun & Supply Co., Inc.  
Address  Direct Sports, Inc.  703 Federal Street (Route 219 N)  Rich Creek  VIRGINIA  24147  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Experiencing Attorney  FINE, STEVEN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKIN GARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76092382 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2648089 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 23, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 134,229 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2000 Foreign Registration Number 134229 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 03, 2001 Foreign Application/Registration Country ISRAEL Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 24, 2007

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Soaps for use on the face and body, perfumery; ] essential oils for personal use; [ hair and ] body lotion; [ bath foam; shampoos, hair gels, conditioners; ] cosmetics, namely, creams, milks [ and moisturizers ] for use on the face and body; [ powder for body use; make-up preparations; ] non-medicated preparations for solar radiation; non-medicated preparations for repelling jellyfish [ ; deodorants for personal use; dentifrices ]
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANO BRUNO'S ENTERPRISES LTD. Address SANO BRUNO'S ENTERPRISES LTD. 8 HACHARASH HOD HASHARON 45241 ISRAEL Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where ISRAEL
Organized ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4542S-200024

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the Statement, Column 2, a standard character claim is inserted, and, the drawing is amended to appear as follows: SKIN GARD
Examining Attorney  TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
LONGHORN GLASS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76094620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;GLASS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Manufacture of glass containers to the order and specification of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Longhorn Glass Manufacturing, L.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composed of</td>
<td>Glass Container Corporation, a Delaware corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Longhorn Glass Manufacturing, L.P. ONE BUSCH PLACE ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63118 Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>31958.xxxx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>NEVILLE, JAMES B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** E PIPELINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76094921</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 24, 2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650210</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 31, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
**Description of the Mark** | The mark consists in part of a representation of an eye surrounded by a stylized "E". | **Disclaimer** | "E" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | business development services for government contractors via a global computer network, namely, business consultation in the field of contracts, qualifications, networking and solicitation response |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business | First Use | Sep. 01, 2000 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2000 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | INTERNATIONAL DATA BASE CORP. |
| Address | INTERNATIONAL DATA BASE CORP. 15 British American Boulevard Latham NEW YORK 12110 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | RPSP.T-019 |
| Examining Attorney | MILTON, PRISCILLA W |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FREEBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76095619 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2000 Registration Number 2650212 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 04, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 26, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wheelchairs, electric wheelchairs and electrically-powered carts and scooters for use by elderly and disabled persons
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Nov. 20, 2000 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAXHEALTH CORPORATION Address MAXHEALTH CORPORATION 15F-6, No. 81 Hsin Tai Wu Road, Sec. 1 Hsi Chih, Taipei Hsien TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where TAIWAN
Organized TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINE, DAVID H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OPTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76095819 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2000 Registration Number 2650213 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 17, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For GAS OUTDOOR COOKING GRILLS
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Empire Comfort Systems, Inc. Address Empire Comfort Systems, Inc. 918 Freeburg Avenue Belleville ILLINOIS 62222 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EMCO OPNDUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINE, DAVID H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRAGGSTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76097511 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2000 Registration Number 2650215 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 23, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 15, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electric gas discharge laser producing ultraviolet light for use in the telecommunications industry in the fabrication of optical fiber modules for wavelength division multiplexing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name II-VI DELAWARE, INC. Address II-VI DELAWARE, INC. 1105 NORTH MARKET STREET SUITE 1300 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number C3531-5092

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76101305</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 01, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650219</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 24, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 17, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Digital video programs for maximizing the performance of digital video discs (DVD) |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Jun. 12, 2002 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 12, 2002 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Joe Kane Productions, Inc. |
| Address | Joe Kane Productions, Inc. 12526 Otsego Street  Valley Village  CALIFORNIA  91607 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 24049-06 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHISOLM, KEVON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JKP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76101306 Application Filing Date Aug. 01, 2000 Registration Number 2650220
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 24, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 17, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital video programs for maximizing the performance of digital video discs (DVD)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 12, 2002 In Commerce Jun. 12, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joe Kane Productions, Inc. Address Joe Kane Productions, Inc. 12526 Otsego Street Valley Village CALIFORNIA 91607 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 24094-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHOCKWAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76111711 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2000 Registration Number 2648129
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1901566, 2388945 Parent Of 75983600

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on the Internet; providing online electronic
greeting cards;] providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for multimedia authoring that allows users to
record, combine, manipulate and play audio, video, graphics, images, greetings cards, cartoons, and animations; providing
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software featuring tools to create, manipulate and distribute puzzles, greeting
cards, games and contests; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software consisting of end-user player
technology of saving and downloading data and programming
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jul. 1999 In Commerce Jul. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADOBE INC. Address ADOBE INC. 345 PARK AVENUE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95110 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COREA, ANDY I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNSHINE BLEND

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76112089
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 18, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2648130
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BLEND"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: WASHED AND TRIMMED VEGETABLES, NAMELY, GREEN BEANS AND CARROTS; AND GREEN BEANS, WAX BEANS AND CARROTS
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Jan. 1998
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 1998

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CURATION FOODS, INC.
- **Address**: CURATION FOODS, INC. 1099 E STREET SAN RAFAEL CALIFORNIA 94901
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, DARLENE DREAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EDGE OF THE PLATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76112170</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 18, 2000</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650244</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Cakes, cheesecakes, and bakery products

|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|----|---------------------------|--------------|----------|-----------|-------------|-----------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TCF CO. LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TCF CO. LLC 26901 MALIBU HILLS ROAD CALABASAS CALIFORNIA 91301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>C2902-5046</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TM 14517
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OPTIONS BY BROILMASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76112760 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2000 Registration Number 2650245
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 17, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For GAS OUTDOOR COOKING GRILLS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Empire Comfort Systems, Inc. Address Empire Comfort Systems, Inc. 918 Freeburg Ave. Belleville ILLINOIS 62222 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EMCO OPTIUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINE, DAVID H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IMHS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76112983 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2000 Registration Number 2648132
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Orthopaedic fixation apparatus, namely, intramedullary nail and instruments for use therefor, namely, hip screw nails, set screws, lag screws, bone screws, compression screws, templates, sterilization cases, reamers, torque wrenches, screwdrivers, drill sleeves and guide pins
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 25, 1991 In Commerce Apr. 25, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smith & Nephew, Inc. Address Smith & Nephew, Inc. 1450 Brooks Road Memphis TENNESSEE 38116 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CPA10511

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOLUTIONARY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76113674  Application Filing Date  Aug. 22, 2000
Registration Number   2650246
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark
Date Cancelled    May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 12, 2002  Notice of Allowance Date  May 07, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER TRAINING
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes
US Classes   100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes
US Classes   100, 103, 106
International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, APPLICATIONS AND SECURITY,
  NAMELY, COMPUTER NETWORK, SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS SECURITY ASSESSMENTS AND ANALYSIS;
  MONITORING THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS OF OTHERS AND PROVIDING BACK-UP COMPUTER PROGRAMS
  AND FACILITIES, INCLUDING, MONITORING DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS AND
  SYSTEMS, SURVEILLANCE OF COMPUTER NETWORK AND SYSTEM USER TRAFFIC; AND COMPUTER
  NETWORK, SYSTEM AND APPLICATION INTRUSION DETECTION AND DISABLEMENT AND PROVIDING
  ALERTS REGARDING SUCH INTRUSIONS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, ENCRYPTION AND
  AUTHENTICATION OF DATA; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND
  PROGRAMMING DEPLOYMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, APPLICATIONS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS
  FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF SYSTEM INTEGRATION, INSTALLATION AND
  IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES, SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE,
  WEBSITES AND COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes
US Classes   100, 101
International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use    Yes
### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: NTT Security (US) INC.  
**Address**: NTT Security (US) INC. 9420 Underwood Ave.  
**OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68114**  
**Legal Entity**: Corporation  
**State or Country Where Organized**: Connecticut

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 15902.10014

### Examining Attorney

**Examining Attorney**: SLOAN, CYNTHIA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNATIONAL DECISION SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76114774 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2000 Registration Number 2650248
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 09, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 02, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0011218/0955555 International
Registration Number 0955555

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Training relating to use of computer software for pricing, credit application, portfolio management, accounting and end of lease activities for use in the leasing and finance industry
For Computer software maintenance services; consulting in the field of computer software for pricing, credit application, portfolio management, accounting and end of lease activities for use in the leasing and finance industry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTERNATIONAL DECISION SYSTEMS, INC. Address INTERNATIONAL DECISION SYSTEMS, INC. 220 South Sixth Street, Suite 700 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55402 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLD, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNATIONAL DECISION SYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76115178  Application Filing Date  Aug. 23, 2000  Registration Number 2650251
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 09, 2002  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 02, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0011218/0955555 International
Registration Number 0955555

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for pricing, credit application, portfolio management, accounting and end of lease activities for use in the leasing and finance industry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INTERNATIONAL DECISION SYSTEMS, INC. Address INTERNATIONAL DECISION SYSTEMS, INC. 220 South Sixth Street, Suite 700 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55402 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLD, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STARTING CONVERSATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76115284 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2000 Registration Number 2650252
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 08, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 02, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business marketing consulting services; advertising agency services; promoting the goods and services of others by preparing and placing advertisements in various print media; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through the distribution of printed material; developing promotional campaigns for business
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 21, 2000 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roman/Peshoff, Inc. Address Roman/Peshoff, Inc. 432 N. Superior St. Toledo OHIO 43604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-15028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, AIISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOD CHASERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76115979 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2000 Registration Number 2648140
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "GOD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For NEWSLETTERS PROMOTING THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST

For AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS PROMOTING THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 1998 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hope Direction and Encouragement Ministries, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Tommy Tenney
Address Hope Direction and Encouragement Ministries, Inc. P.O. Box 3355 Pineville LOUISIANA 71361 Legal Entity NONPROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRUM MILONE, MARCIE R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOLLISTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76117011 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2000 Registration Number 2648144
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0003674/0877627 International
Registration Number 0877627

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry, namely, bracelets and necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 27, 2000 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABERCROMBIE & FITCH TRADING CO. Address ABERCROMBIE & FITCH TRADING CO. 6301 FITCH PATH NEW ALBANY OHIO 43054 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the Statement, Column 2, a standard character claim is inserted, and, In the Statement, Column 2, lines 1-3, is deleted, and the drawing is amended to appear as follows: HOLLISTER

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOINIERE, MONIQUE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
DEVINE COLOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76117254
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650258
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register Principal**: Mark Type
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 24, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 16, 2001

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "COLOR"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**:
  - **house paint**
    - **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
    - **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
    - **International Class Title**: Paints
    - **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2001
    - **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2001
  - **[ color selection consulting services ]**
    - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
    - **US Classes**: 100, 101
    - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
    - **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2001
    - **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SWIMC LLC
- **Address**: SWIMC LLC 101 W. PROSPECT AVENUE CLEVELAND OHIO 441151075
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: US20181E

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BEYER JR, BROOKE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE GUY IN THE SKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76117708 Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 2000 Registration Number 2650259
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 15, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 09, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CAPS, HATS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORT PANTS AND T-SHIRTS
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 05, 2002 In Commerce Jul. 05, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hellyer, Clifford L. Address Hellyer, Clifford L. 2290 Gose Pike Danville KENTUCKY 40422 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2012KP734PA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, SONYA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FILTERCHECK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76118056 Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 2000 Registration Number 2650827
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 23, 2001 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automated system comprised primarily of a filter wash device, fluid hoses, debris sensor, debris capture basket, particle count display, and control computer for cleaning used oil filters and recovering and analyzing debris collected therefrom
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Apr. 03, 2000 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GasTops Ltd. Address GasTops Ltd. 1011 Polytek Street Ottawa, Ontario CANADA K1J 9J3 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 02811.0030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRODY, DANIEL S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FOLDBOAT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76120370
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 31, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650266
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 13, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 05, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Collapsible boats
- **International Classes**: 12
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jul. 08, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 08, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ALEX R. KAYE AND FRANCES KAYE, BOTH U.S. CITIZENS, AS TRUSTEES OF THE ALEX R. KAYE AND FRANCES KAYE TRUST
- **Address**: ALEX R. KAYE AND FRANCES KAYE, BOTH U.S. CITIZENS, AS TRUSTEES OF THE ALEX R. KA 88 Shearer Drive Atherton CALIFORNIA 94027
- **Legal Entity**: LIVING TRUST
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 7723-19
- **Examining Attorney**: STINE, DAVID H
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 76121522 |
| Registration Number | 2648151 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 05, 2000 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Publication Date | May 29, 2001 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Mark Literal(s) | HONEYBUNS |
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, [ sweatshirts, pants, sweatpants ] and hats |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | 1989 |
| In Commerce | 1989 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Honeybuns Apparel, Inc. |
| Address | Honeybuns Apparel, Inc. 58-131 Maika Way Haleiwa HAWAII 96712 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | HAWAII |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | RAW401 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMERIMARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76123906 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 07, 2000 | Registration Number | 2648156 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "AmeriMark" with a swoosh design beneath it. Lining and Stippling Statement | The lining in the drawing is not a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Mail order catalog services, computerized on-line ordering services, and direct response retail services by means of print advertisements in the fields of clothing, shoes, purses, hats, clothing accessories, jewelry, watches, cosmetics, perfumes, fragrances, vitamins and mineral supplements, nutritional supplements, herbal remedies, body supports, homeopathic pharmaceuticals, beauty aides, health care appliances and implements, supporters and braces, general merchandise, wigs, toupees and hairpieces, personalized apparel, blankets and remembrances for infants and children, gifts, and miscellaneous household items | International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business | First Use | Aug. 14, 2000 | In Commerce | Aug. 14, 2000 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | AMERIMARK DIRECT LLC | Address | AMERIMARK DIRECT LLC 6864 Engle Road Cleveland OHIO 44130 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACTIVEGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76127254 Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2000 Registration Number 2650283
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 18, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 12, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software applications for direct use or use in a service bureau environment, namely, computer software programs which provide for computer network, system and application security assessments and analysis; computer network, system and application security protection and security management; monitoring data communications on computer networks and systems; surveillance of computer networks' and systems' user traffic; privacy of data communications and transactions conducted on computer networks and systems; computer network, system and application intrusion detection, disablement, alerts and response; and management of secure computer networks, systems and applications; and computer software programs which monitor and assist companies with virus detection and removal and encryption and authentication of data

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NTT SECURITY (US) INC. Address NTT SECURITY (US) INC. 9420 UNDERWOOD AVE.
OMAHA NEBRASKA 68114 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15902.10008

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SLOAN, CYNTHIA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76127654</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2000</td>
<td>2650284</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF PAINT FOR TANKS AND VESSELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Jun. 30, 2002 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PENTAIR WATER POOL AND SPA, INC.</td>
<td>PENTAIR WATER POOL AND SPA, INC. 1620 HAWKINS AVENUE SANFORD NORTH CAROLINA 27330</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87463.020377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BELL, MARLENE D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mark Literal(s) SEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76128656 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2000 Registration Number 2648164
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software for use in the call center industry, for performance management, for use in the telemarketing and telemanagement fields

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TPG TeleManagement, Inc. Address TPG TeleManagement, Inc. 2909 N 118th Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68164 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 826590.00TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WONG, CONRAD WAI-PAC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ICE SKATING INSTITUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76130387 Application Filing Date  Sep. 18, 2000 Registration Number  2648169
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Books and manuals pertaining to ice skating and test standards
For  Entertainment services in the nature of ice skating programs
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 1962 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1962
For  Providing trade information
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 01, 1962 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1962
For  Association services, namely promoting the interests of those associated with ice skating
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 01, 1962 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1962

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ICE SPORTS INDUSTRY Address  ICE SPORTS INDUSTRY 6000 CUSTER ROAD BUILDING 9 PLANO TEXAS 75023 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
**MARK LITERAL(S)**

The mark consists of a design of an apple casting a heart-shaped shadow. The stippling is a feature of the mark to indicate shading and does not indicate color.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 2136663

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For Educational services, namely conducting classes, workshops and seminars on the subject of personal health and wellness and the distribution of materials in connection therewith**

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 1996
- **In Commerce**: May 1996

**For [Computerized online ordering services featuring self-testing health products]**

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 1996
- **In Commerce**: May 1996

**For Medical diagnostic testing and health screening services; providing data to others from a computer database in the field of health care, namely, facilitating exchange of information between and among consumers and physicians, health care clinics, hospitals, health maintenance organizations, pharmacies and pharmaceutical manufactures through computerized online health risk appraisals, personal health risk appraisals, personal health profiles and tracking tools to enable customers to monitor, manage and maintain their personal health**

- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 1996
- **In Commerce**: May 1996
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes 

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Impact Health Biometric Testing, Inc Address  Impact Health Biometric Testing, Inc  1009 West Ninth Avenue, Suite A  KING OF PRUSSIA  PENNSYLVANIA  19406 Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country

Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  68598US001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  The drawing is amended to appear as follows: Publish New Cut. The mark description is amended.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BETANAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76133301 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2648185
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Application Number 1669068 Foreign Application Filing Date May 22, 2000 Foreign Registration Number 1669068 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 24, 2001 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date May 22, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colorants for use in the manufacture of food
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints
For Chemical additives used in the manufacture of [pharmaceutical preparations and] dietetic substances
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For [Animal feed additives for non-nutritional purposes for use as a flavoring, ingredient or filler; animal feed]
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DSM IP ASSETS B.V. Address DSM IP ASSETS B.V. HET OVERLOON 1 HEERLEN NETHERLANDS 6411 TE Legal Entity A BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP VAN DE State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4662-2112-dm
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner  DALIER, JOHN DAVID
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ELIZABETHAN FARE

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76133470</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### Goods and Services Information
| For | special event planning services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 15, 2000 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 30, 2000 |

### Basis Information
| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information
| Owner Name | Elizabethan Fare LLP |
| Composed of | Elizabeth Harris and David Warner Both US Citizens |
| Address | Elizabethan Fare LLP P.O. Box 105 Putney VERMONT 05346 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP |
| State or Country Where Organized | VERMONT |

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
| Docket Number | 164 |

### Examining Attorney
| Examining Attorney | JACOBI, WILLIAM P |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NUTRAJUICE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76134204
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 25, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2648189
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Disclaimer**: "JUICE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: PROCESSED FRUITS, VEGETABLES, AND JUICES IN THE FORM OF ENCAPSULATED POWDERS SOLD DIRECTLY TO INDIVIDUAL CONSUMERS THROUGH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Feb. 12, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 12, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: INE ACQUISITION SUB, LLC
- **Address**: INE ACQUISITION SUB, LLC 6101 W. Courtyard Dr, Bldg 5, Suite 100 Austin TEXAS 78730
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VIRAVAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76135510
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 26, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650302
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 09, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 01, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cough and cold product, namely [drops, ] liquid [, tablets ] and chewable tablets [, lozenges, capsules, medicated transdermal patches, and nasal spray formulations ]
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Jan. 02, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 02, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: STAYMA CONSULTING SERVICES, LLC
- **Address**: STAYMA CONSULTING SERVICES, LLC PO BOX 5607 ALPHARETTA GEORGIA 30023
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 025129-046

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Experaining Attorney**: FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
OMNIEDIT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76135747
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 26, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650303
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 06, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 29, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: computer software used to facilitate the transmission and reception of video-encoded data
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 27, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 27, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: XORBIT, INC.
- **Address**: XORBIT, INC. 8545 Willow Wisp Ct Laurel MARYLAND 20723
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 008900/00007

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BREATHBUSTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76135928
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650304
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 21, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 13, 2001

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pet food
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use** and **In Commerce**: Feb. 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Mars, Incorporated
- **Address**: Mars, Incorporated 6885 Elm Street McLean VIRGINIA 22101
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number: 76136109</td>
<td>Application Filing Date: Sep. 27, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number: 2650305</td>
<td>Registration Date: Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date: Nov. 13, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date: Feb. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim: No</td>
<td>Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1658916, 2324861, 1684438, 2280835,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2338990, 1296204, 2322243, 0861554,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1292273, 1433887, 1656178, 1118575,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280832, 1010450 and others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For: AIR CONDITIONING EVAPORATIVE COOLING UNITS FOR COMPUTER ROOMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use: Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name: MUNTERS CORPORATION</td>
<td>Address: MUNTERS CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210 Sixth Street S.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Myers, FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal Entity: CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number: 140336471495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney: STINE, DAVID H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FLUENT BABY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76137247</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2000</td>
<td>2650306</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Apr. 09, 2002  **Notice of Allowance Date** Jul. 02, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>FLUENT BABY</td>
<td>&quot;BABY&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Baby-oriented tote bags and backpacks

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** Sep. 06, 2001  **In Commerce** Sep. 06, 2001

**For** Dolls and doll accessories; games and playthings, namely a card game in the nature of a memory game to develop the foreign language capabilities of babies, infants and toddlers

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use** Sep. 06, 2001  **In Commerce** Sep. 06, 2001

**For** Books and printed matter, namely, flash cards, workbooks posters and printed instructional, educational and teaching materials to develop the foreign language capabilities of babies, infants and toddlers

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use** Sep. 06, 2001  **In Commerce** Sep. 06, 2001

**For** Providing educational information in the field of languages and language instruction for babies, infants and toddlers

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Aug. 27, 2001  **In Commerce** Aug. 27, 2001

**For** Computer software for use in facilitating the development of foreign language capabilities of babies, infants and toddlers; pre-recorded multimedia video tapes, compact disks, CD-ROMs and DVDs featuring entertainment and instruction for developing the foreign language capabilities of babies, infants and toddlers

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Sep. 06, 2001  **In Commerce** Sep. 06, 2001
For: Clothing for babies, infants and toddlers, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts and hats

**International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes:** 22, 39  **International Class Title:** Clothing  **First Use:** Sep. 06, 2001  **In Commerce:** Sep. 06, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name:** FLUENT BABY, INC.  **Address:** FLUENT BABY, INC. P.O. Box 61053 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306  **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized:** CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number:** 19PV-140126

**Examining Attorney:** CARTY, GEORGIA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76138459 Application Filing Date  Oct. 02, 2000 Registration Number    2648203
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type    2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1541770

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  processed mushrooms; processed nuts, namely, peanuts; pickles, processed bamboo shoots; and canned and dry fruits
International Classes   29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  noodles; [ soy sauce; ] tea and flour
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Cao Nguyen, Inc. Address    Cao Nguyen, Inc.  2668 North Military Avenue  Oklahoma City
OKLAHOMA 73106 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  22195.2

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, Column 2, line 1, "soy sauce" is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TINYK, MICHAEL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76138860 Application Filing Date  Sep. 29, 2000 Registration Number  2648204
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/LETTER(S)

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  300254776/10 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2000
Foreign Registration Number  30025477 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 31, 2000 Foreign Application/Registration County  GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 31, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dental polishing materials, namely, dental polish, dental abrasives; [ dental filling materials, namely, alloys of precious metals for dental purposes, dental amalgams, fillings for teeth, restoration compounds; dental cements, dental wax, disinfecting for dental instruments; dental rinse; ] all purpose disinfectants

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
For  [ Surgical and diagnostic apparatus and instruments for ENT, facial surgery, orthopedics and neurosurgery, namely, scalpels, drills, cutters, high-speed cutters, shavers, saw blades, bone screws, screw drivers, mirrors, mirror handles, forceps, ] implants, [ stethoscopes, diamond burs, steel burs, tungsten carbide burs; x-ray apparatus; ] dental apparatus and instruments, namely, orthodontic instruments; periodontal and tooth cleaning instruments; filling instruments; planing instruments; drilling instruments; cutting and reducing instruments; reamers; abrasive diamond instruments and other tools for tooth treatment and oral surgery, namely, scalers, [ knives, peridontal chisels, ] elevators, bone curvettes, bone files, extracting forceps, needle holders, scissors, [ carvers; ] endodontic instruments, namely, files and reamers, [ handles for endodontic instruments, ] excavators, root canal fillers, spreaders, [ finger pluggers; ] tungsten carbide burs, cutters and finishing instruments, polishing instruments, steel burs and cutters, tungsten carbide cutters, shaping instrument; [ dental bite trays; containers systems comprised primarily of fluid drainage tubing, syringes, ] aluminum blocks, bur blocks, and cassettes for rotary and hand instruments storage and sterilization; root canal anchors, [ parapulpal posts; dental connecting elements in the nature of
bridges; artificial teeth, inlays; sealing caps; root posts and root post systems comprised primarily of root posts, cylindrical and tapered files, matching burs, repair posts, ceramic root posts, root posts of zirconium oxide, cassettes for storage and sterilization; dental implants; veterinary instrument, namely, stethoscopes, diamond burs, steel burs, tungsten carbide burs; x-ray apparatus; breast, hand, arm, leg, finger, toe prosthesis; dental polishing materials, namely, dental hand pieces; dental prosthetic materials, namely, dental bridges, dental crowns, artificial teeth; dental turbines; micromotors for dentists and laboratories; ultrasonic apparatus; ultrasonic instruments

**International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 26, 39, 44 **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus

**For** Power operated machine tools, namely, shaving tools with fixed or exchangeable blades made of hard cutting material in the nature of lathes, planers, rasps, drills, turning tools, countersinking and debarring tools, thread cutting tools, milling tools, saws, blades for power saws, and super finishing tools in the nature of aircraft burs and sintered diamonds for power operated machine tools

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

**For** Mouthwash and non-chemical all purpose cleaners

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Hand operated machine tools, namely, shaving tools with fixed or exchangeable blades made of hard cutting materials in the nature of planers, rasps, drills, turning tools, countersinking and debarring tools, thread cutting tools, and milling tools, saws, and blades for hand saws, and super finishing tools in the nature of aircraft burs and sintered diamonds for hand operated machine tools

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 23, 28, 44 **International Class Title** Hand Tools

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 117655.00108

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) O-TREND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76142523 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2000 Registration Number 2648212
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF FUNCTIONABILITY, USABILITY, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF SUBSCRIBERS' WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS
For BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND BUSINESS RESEARCH, NAMELY, MONITORING, TRACKING AND EVALUATING THE FUNCTIONABILITY, USABILITY, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF SUBSCRIBERS' WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS; PREPARING BUSINESS REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF THE FUNCTIONABILITY, USABILITY, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF SUBSCRIBERS' WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS
For COMPUTER CONSULTATION AND COMPUTER DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FUNCTIONABILITY, USABILITY, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN THE FIELD OF FUNCTIONABILITY, USABILITY, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF FUNCTIONABILITY, USABILITY, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>OpinionLab, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>OpinionLab, Inc. 549 W. Randolph Street Suite 401 Chicago ILLINOIS 60661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>10171-860US1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>RUPP, BRIAN A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 14547 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TELEZYGOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76144007 Application Filing Date Oct. 10, 2000 Registration Number 2648217
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 831461 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2000
Foreign Registration Number 831461 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 12, 2000 Foreign Application/ Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 12, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metallic building materials, namely, connectors, pins, plates, keepers, clamps, locks not of metal, lock parts not of metal, stoppers not of metal, closures not of metal, plugs, studs, sheets, panels, frames, gutters, skirting, clips, tracks, strips, brackets, pipes, fasteners, collars, valves, disks, canoe clips, and parts therefor for the construction, fit out and maintenance of commercial buildings, retail buildings, industrial buildings, hotels, hospitals, airports, public buildings, housing and mobile housing and for building, commercial, industrial, transport, storage, packaging, construction and housing use
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Threaded and non-threaded non-metal fasteners, namely, locks not of metal, non-metal lock parts, clips, connectors, collars, pins, keepers, clamps, stoppers and closures not made of metal; furniture; non-metallic packaging containers for commercial, industrial and retail use; packaging containers for commercial, industrial, retail use being principally non-metallic
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Remote activation apparatus, remote control apparatus and signaling apparatus, all for use with fasteners, seals, locks, vending machines, merchandise security, containers, closures, caps, corks, product assembly, product servicing, manufacturing, building assembly, pipes, valves, cables, connections, electronic component assembly, and parts therefor; apparatus, namely, infrared remote control devices, radio frequency remote control devices, ultrasound remote control devices, induction remote control devices, microwave remote control devices, wireless telephones, wireless personal electronic devices
and wireless computers for carrying out one or more of the following - navigating, locating, diagnosing, reporting, controlling, transmitting, energizing and recording, and parts therefor; computer software for operating systems and application programs, control systems and interface systems for third party communications and database systems in the field of building, commercial, industrial, transport, storage, packaging, construction and housing, and computer hardware

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Metal building materials, namely, studs, sheets, panels, frames, gutters, skirting, clips, tracks, strips, brackets, pipes and metal fasteners, and parts therefor for the construction, fit out and maintenance of commercial buildings, retail buildings, industrial buildings, hotels, hospitals, airports, public buildings, housing and mobile housing and for building, commercial, industrial, transport, storage, packaging, construction and housing use; small items of metal hardware, namely, connectors, collars, pins, plates, keepers, clamps, locks of metal, metal lock parts, clips, stoppers of metal, closures of metal, canoe clips and plugs for the construction, fit out and maintenance of commercial buildings, retail buildings, industrial buildings, hotels, hospitals, airports, public buildings, housing and mobile housing and for building, commercial, industrial, transport, storage, packaging, construction and housing use; threaded and non-threaded metal fasteners; good of common metal, namely, bolts, nuts, screws, strips, disks and valves, for the construction, fit out and maintenance of commercial buildings, retail buildings, industrial buildings, hotels, hospitals, airports, public buildings, housing and mobile housing and for building, commercial, industrial, transport, storage, packaging, construction and housing use; packaging containers of metal for the storage and transportation of goods; packaging containers predominantly of metal for the storage and transportation of goods

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TELEZYGOLOGY, INC.  **Address**  TELEZYGOLOGY, INC. Unit 2C  1017 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago  ILLINOIS  60607  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TM006

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  REGAN, JOHN B
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 76145064
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 10, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650319
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 01, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 26, 2002
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: CSG SMARTLINK
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2412900, 2337678, 2402567 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Computer software programs, namely computer software programs which provide an interface and data communications method that allows customers to build applications using the open standards of the extensible markup language (XML) to communicate with other core applications and systems of the applicant to organize request and reply records on the data stream
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 27, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 27, 2000

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: CSG Systems, Inc.
- **Address**: CSG Systems, Inc. 169 Inverness Dr W, Suite 300 Englewood COLORADO 80112
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: T003398.US.0
- **Exchanging Attorney**: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PERFORMANCE MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76150112 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2000 Registration Number 2648234
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "MEDIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Series of non-fictional books regarding education on maximizing human potential in the fields of sports and business ]
For Pre-recorded audio and video cassettes featuring education on maximizing human potential in the fields of sports and business
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 18, 1999 In Commerce Dec. 22, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Performance Media, L.L.C. Address Performance Media, L.L.C. 320 W. Medlock Drive, #205 Phoenix ARIZONA 85013 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner GORMAN, MAUREEN B
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76153932</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2000</td>
<td>2650328</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s):** BONFIRE
- **Standard Character Claim:** No
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For:** Restaurant and bar services including the on-premises offering of food and drink
- **International Classes:** 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 100, 101
- **International Class Title:** Scientific and computer services
- **First Use:** Oct. 01, 2001
- **In Commerce:** Oct. 01, 2001

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use:** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name:** TODD ENGLISH TRADEMARKS, LLC
- **Address:** TODD ENGLISH TRADEMARKS, LLC 222 LEWIS WHARF BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02110
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country:** DELAWARE

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney:** TAMBOURINO, ANTHONY J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MOJO MAIL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76154709
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 25, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650329
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 16, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 08, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "MAIL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING ADVERTISING ON GLOBAL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; ASSISTING ADVERTISERS IN IDENTIFYING AND BEING INTRODUCED TO POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA AN ONLINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; TRACKING RESPONSES TO ADVERTISING DISSEMINATED VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; TARGETING ADVERTISING TOWARD SELECTED USERS OF GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS BY DELIVERING CUSTOMIZED E-MAIL MESSAGES TO SUCH USERS
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 2000
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Mediaplex, Inc.
- **Address**: Mediaplex, Inc. 160 Spear Street, 15th Floor San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 239-0428US

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GARDERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76159914 Application Filing Date Nov. 06, 2000 Registration Number 2648264
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1565183, 1910606

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For legal services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 06, 2000 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP Composed of Mark W. Bayer, Stuart E. Blaugrund, Chris Converse, Amy C. Dinn, Mark Edwards, Ronald M. Gaswirth, Kenneth R. Glaser, Carrie B. Hoffman, Steven Lockhart, Colin Martin and others, all U.S. citizens Address Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP 1601 Elm Street Suite 3000 Dallas TEXAS 75201 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19033-3006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acquired Distinctiveness</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EVOLON

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 76163449
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 09, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2648274
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 16, 2002

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**Foreign Information**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 30004926
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jan. 25, 2000
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: GERMANY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jan. 25, 2010

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: non-woven fabrics as parts of bandages and wound dressing material
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **For**: Non-woven fabrics as semi-finished material for surgeon's garment
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Carl Freudenberg
- **Address**: Carl Freudenberg Hohnerweg 2 - 4 D-69469 Weinheim FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: KG
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**Post Registration Information**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ON-PREMISE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76163489</td>
<td>Nov. 09, 2000</td>
<td>2648275</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>ON-PREMISE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>1896429</td>
<td>employment services, namely permanent and temporary placement of personnel; work force management services</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Oct. 1992</td>
<td>Oct. 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name               | SFN PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LLC | Address | SFN PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LLC | 2050 SPECTRUM BOULEVARD | THE LAW DEPARTMENT | FORT LAUDERDALE | FLORIDA 33309 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>YONTEF, DAVID ERIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76163546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;LIGHT&quot; and &quot;INC.&quot;</td>
<td><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>For</strong> INTEGRATED LASER SYSTEMS FOR NON-MEDICAL INDUSTRIAL CUTTING, WELDING, DRILLING, TRIMMING, SCRIBING, AND ENGRAVING APPLICATIONS; NON-MEDICAL LASER COMPONENTS, NAMELY LASER OPTICS, GAS DISCHARGE LAMPS, FLASHLAMPS, QUARTZ TUBING, ELECTRODES, RODS, CONNECTORS AND LAMP CONNECTION HARDWARE, FLOWTUBES, FLOWPLATES, LASER CAVITIES, LASER HEAD BLOCKS, LASER RODS AND ROD ASSEMBLIES, LASER BEAM SWITCHES, MIRRORS, LENSES, LENS PROTECTORS, PARTICLE FILTERS, WATER FILTERS, COOLING DEVICES AND CO2 LENSES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 1984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>DIRECTED LIGHT INC.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>DIRECTED LIGHT INC.</th>
<th>633 RIVER OAKS PARKWAY</th>
<th>SAN JOSE</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA 95134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 50054320.000 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | PENDLETON, CAROLYN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REFORMATION PRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76166015 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2000 Registration Number 2650336
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 26, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date May 21, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "PRESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed publications, namely, magazines, books, pamphlets, brochures, newsletters, and journals, featuring information related to the reform faith, Biblical studies, issues confronting the church, interaction of faith and culture, and church/school curricula

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Presbyterian Lay Committee, Inc. Address Presbyterian Lay Committee, Inc. 136 Tremont Park Drive Lenoir NORTH CAROLINA 28645 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66917-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76167705 Application Filing Date  Nov. 17, 2000 Registration Number   2650339
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Oct. 30, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 22, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement  The stippling in the drawing indicates shading and is not a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction, classes, and tutoring for pre-school and elementary students in the fields of grammar, social skills, exercise, nutrition, health, geography, history, science, mathematics, reading, spelling, languages, social studies, music, and art; educational services namely, providing classes and courses of instruction in the fields of grammar, social skills, exercise, nutrition, health, geography, history, science, mathematics, reading, spelling, languages, social studies, music, and art; and distribution of course materials in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Dec. 1999 In Commerce  Dec. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KINDERCARE EDUCATION LLC Address  KINDERCARE EDUCATION LLC 650 NE HOLLADAY STREET PORTLAND OREGON 97232 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, DOUGLAS M
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76167944</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  **First Use**: Jun. 20, 2002  **In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2002

**For** DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT VIA MULTI-USER GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  **First Use**: Jun. 20, 2002  **In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Miller, William J.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Miller, William J. 12839 South 34th Court Phoenix ARIZONA 85044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 008413-00011 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HALLORAN, COLLEEN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ABL SURSUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composed of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining Attorney
CHOINIERE, MONIQUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LABORCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76168397 Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2000 Registration Number 2650342
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 16, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 08, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance administration; health insurance administration; administration of preferred provider plans in the field of healthcare
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 29, 2001 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDICA HEALTH PLANS Address MEDICA HEALTH PLANS 401 Carlson Parkway MINNETONKA MINNESOTA 55305 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 54401.00065

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ROYAL SUPREME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76170389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2650345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "SUPREME"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: frozen seafood
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use** | Jun. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: International Pacific, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Pacific Supreme Company
- **Address**: International Pacific, LLC 19300 South Hamilton Avenue Suite 160 Gardena CALIFORNIA 90248
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 13472

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRONTPOINT PARTNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76172194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2650346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 30, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 22, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
Standard Character Claim | No
Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer | "PARTNERS"

**Goods and Services Information**
For | investment management and financial advisory services
International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes
US Classes | 100, 101, 102
International Class Title | Insurance and Financial
First Use | Feb. 2001
In Commerce | Feb. 2001

**Basis Information**
Currently Use | Yes

**Owner Information**
Owner Name | FrontPoint Partners, LLC
Address | FrontPoint Partners, LLC Two Greenwich Plaza Greenwich CONNECTICUT 06830
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
Docket Number | 001005-T-004

**Examing Attorney**
Examining Attorney | FOLMAR, WINSTON TODD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GET UP & GO!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76174621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>1922492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel agency services, namely making reservations and booking for transportation for owners and prospective owners of interests in time share resorts</td>
<td>International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jul. 31, 1999 In Commerce Jul. 31, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel agency services, namely making reservations and bookings for time share accommodations and for temporary housing services in connection with the development and sale of interests in time share resorts</td>
<td>International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 31, 1999 In Commerce Jul. 31, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>WYNDHAM VACATION RESORTS, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>WYNDHAM VACATION RESORTS, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Harbor Drive</td>
<td>Orlando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td>32821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>AMOS, TANYA L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 14565 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76175248 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2000 Registration Number 2648297
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "MINNESOTA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2139471, 2212589, 2122148, 2091986, 2098142 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, providing on-line magazines and newsletters in the field of basketball, and providing on-line coloring books, drawings and pictures for coloring; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for displaying audio and/or visual recordings of or relating to professional basketball, for viewing statistics, trivia and information in the field of basketball, for viewing or accessing video games, trivia games, action skill games, arcade games, adult and child party games and board games, and for viewing or accessing computer screensavers, wallpaper, browser skins and cursors
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 28, 1995 In Commerce Oct. 28, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Minnesota Timberwolves Basketball Limited Partnership Composed of COMPOSED OF Taylor Sports Group, Inc., a Minnesota corporation Address Minnesota Timberwolves Basketball Limited Partnership 1725 Roe Crest Drive North Mankato MINNESOTA 56002 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where
Organized MINNESOTA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Column 1, line 2, "partnership" should be deleted, and limited partnership should be inserted.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GOODSAID, IRA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BIG TWIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 76175519 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 05, 2000 | Registration Number | 2650355 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Feb. 12, 2002 | Notice of Allowance Date | May 07, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- Disclaimer: "BIG"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Hamburger sandwiches
- International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 46
- International Class Title: Staple Foods
- First Use: Sep. 2001
- In Commerce: Sep. 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Hardee's Food Systems, Inc.
- Address: Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. 100 N. Broadway, Suite 1200
- St. Louis, MISSOURI 63102
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: NORTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: 60062.00043

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BET EVENT PRODUCTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76177776 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2000 Registration Number 2648306
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "EVENT PRODUCTIONS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1661992, 1701181, 2297349, 2258785, 1511259 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Special event planning and conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of music, video, television and film festivals, shows and concerts and celebrity awards shows

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLACK ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA BET Address BLACK ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION LLC BUSINESS & LEGAL AFFAIRS ONE BET PLAZA, 1235 W STREET N.E WASHINGTON D.C. 20018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Qualahnia Su

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>SHIPMENTVISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>76178138</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 07, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2650361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer software and hardware, namely, software and hardware for management of inbound and/or outbound inventory, shipment management; tracking and product management from origin to destination, calculation, projection, monitoring and updating of transit times, tracking and management of on-site storage; consumption rates and replenishment projections, order and shipment timing, monitoring inventory, management reports, alerts exceptions, and statistics; performance measures and computer assisted analysis

| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Jan. 20, 2001 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 20, 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Transentric LLC |
| **Address** | Transentric LLC Mail Stop 1580 1400 Douglas Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68179 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76179036 Application Filing Date  Dec. 11, 2000 Registration Number  2648309
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Paper and cardboard goods, namely, cardboard floor display units for merchandising products, paper banners, cardboard boxes, postcards, notebook paper, calendars, posters, stationery, and catalogs in the field of action sports related goods; stickers and adhesives for stationery or household purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MEIOS, INC. Address  MEIOS, INC. 3375 MISSION AVENUE SUITE H OCEANSIDE CALIFORNIA 92058 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  60652-2/T125

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### MARK LITERAL(S)
SOUTHERN NIGHTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76180404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Rental of prerecorded video cassettes and discs featuring films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Zheng Limited, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Zheng Limited, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2205 Cheshire Bridge Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atlanta GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>2170914-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>RINGLE, JAMES W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MARCONE WORLD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76180514</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>printed matter, namely, magazines in the field of home appliances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Co. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Marcone Appliance Parts Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Co. 2300 Clark Avenue St. Louis MISSOURI 63103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | MCAP 5710 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | NELSON, EDWARD H |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
A LIFEGUIDE BIBLE STUDY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76180704
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 14, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2648319
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BIBLE STUDY"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1489276, 1908451

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: RELIGIOUS BOOKS, LEAFLETS, AND BROCHURES
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 26, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 26, 1999

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship/USA
- **Address**: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship/USA PO Box 7895 6400 Schroeder Road Madison WISCONSIN 537077895
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1030776-0000

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, Column 1 line 1 "Wisconsin" is deleted and Illinois is inserted.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NEGRON CACHO, LUIS F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMC2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76180854 Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 2000 Registration Number  2648321
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1855555, 2142157, 2405733, 2405732 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  financing services for intelligent storage systems, capable of network communication comprising processors, memories, operating software, data storage units, and software for managing and controlling data
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  1992 In Commerce  1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DELL INC. Address  DELL INC. ONE DELL WAY ROUND ROCK TEXAS 78682 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRASER, RICHARD A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PHOENIX SUNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No              |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Acquired Distinctiveness | In part          |
| Distinctiveness Limitation Statement | as to "PHOENIX"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1861768 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cybercasting services in the nature of providing on-line chat rooms and on-line interactive chat rooms with guests for transmission of messages among computer users concerning the field of basketball; broadcasting programs over the internet relating to the promotion of the sport of basketball |
| International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 104 |
| International Class Title | Communication |
| First Use | Oct. 28, 1995 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 28, 1995 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Suns Legacy Partners, LLC |
| Address    | Suns Legacy Partners, LLC 201 East Jefferson Street Phoenix ARIZONA 85004 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CLARK, ROBERT C |

17129
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T TRENTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76183194 Application Filing Date  Dec. 18, 2000 Registration Number   2648327
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date   May 07, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   COMPUTER HARDWARE, SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS, EMBEDDED SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS, INDUSTRIAL COMPUTERS, INTEGRATED CIRCUIT BOARDS, COMPUTER HARDWARE IN THE NATURE OF PASSIVE BACKPLANES, COMPUTER HARDWARE IN THE NATURE OF ACTIVE BACKPLANES, COMPACT PERIPHERAL-COMPONENT-INTERCONNECT (PCI)-BASED SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS, COMPUTER CABLES, PERIPHERAL CABLES, AND TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Trenton Technology, Inc. Address   Trenton Technology, Inc. 2007 Beechgrove Place Utica NEW YORK 13501 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   REGAN, JOHN B
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76187756</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 2000</td>
<td>2648338</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;WORLDWIDE, INC.&quot;</td>
<td>LOUNGE LIZARD WORLDWIDE, INC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For Advertising for others via on-line electronic communications; Advertising agencies**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jul. 11, 2000
  - **In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2000

- **For Computer services, namely, designing and implementing web sites for other**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Jul. 11, 2000
  - **In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Lounge Lizard Worldwide, Inc. | Address | Lounge Lizard Worldwide, Inc. | 31 West Main Street, Suite 212 Patchogue NEW YORK 11772 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 7842 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HINES, REGINA C |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SLOW AGED

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76188654</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Principal Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>May 02, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "AGED"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Rum
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Sep. 16, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 16, 2000

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Compania Licoerica de Centroamerica, SA
- **Address**: Compania Licoerica de Centroamerica, SA  Scotia Plaza, 11th Floor  Federico Boyd Ave. and 51st Street  Panama  PANAMA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PANAMA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 2T2...
- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FETCHBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76188913 Application Filing Date  Jan. 03, 2001
Registration Number   2650384 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002
Principal Mark   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Mark Type   Date Published  Feb. 05, 2002
Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 30, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  electronic storage of remote computer data
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105
International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BOX, INC. Address  BOX, INC. 4440 El Camino Real Los Altos CALIFORNIA 94022
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  076895009141

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  Issue New Certificate to: BOX, INC. (Delaware Corporation)
4440 El Camino Real, Los Altos CA 94022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DREYFUS EXPRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76189695 Application Filing Date  Jan. 04, 2001 Registration Number  2648347 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1998965 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  financial services; namely, a voice activated automated account access line that provides the ability for mutual fund shareholders to obtain account information, namely, the ability to create a personal portfolio with information that is regularly accessed, effect purchases and sales of mutual fund shares, order fund documents, and speak to customer and account representatives

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BNY MELLON SECURITIES CORPORATION Address  BNY MELLON SECURITIES CORPORATION  240 GREENWICH STREET  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10286 Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  16-10097-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLIFY THE SUPPLY CHAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76189890 Application Filing Date Jan. 03, 2001 Registration Number 2648348 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 04, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "SUPPLY CHAIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING WEB-BASED AND CLIENT-SERVER BASED COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR OTHERS FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE FIELD, NAMELY, SUPPLY CHAIN AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS FOR TRACKING, CONTROLLING, AND MANAGING INVENTORY, PHYSICAL RESOURCES, AND THE PURCHASING PROCESS, OPERATING ROOM SCHEDULING APPLICATIONS, PATIENT CHARTING, MONITORING AND REPORTING APPLICATIONS, AND ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS, INCLUDING GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, FIXED ASSET, AND EMPLOYEE PAYROLL

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 11, 2000 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PREMIER HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE, LP Address PREMIER HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE, LP 13034 BALLANTYNE CORPORATE PLACE CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA 28271 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JACKCON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76191487</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 09, 2001</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2650389</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For COMMUNICATION JACKS AND CONNECTORS, NAMELY, RJ11 JACKS, RJ45 JACKS, FILTERED JACKS, LED JACKS, SURFACE MOUNT JACKS, MULTIPOINT JACKS, SHIELDED JACKS, UNSHIELDED JACKS, KEYSTONE JACKS AND UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS (USB) CONNECTORS

| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | May 2001 | **In Commerce** | May 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | RIA ELECTRONIC, INC. | **Address** | RIA ELECTRONIC, INC. | 200 TORNILLO WAY | TINTON FALLS NEW JERSEY | 07712 | **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION | **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW JERSEY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE CHAMBER WITH THE STRIPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76192104
- **Filing Date**: Jan. 10, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650841
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 05, 2002
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Drawing Type**: TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For PARTS FOR DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, NAMELY, ELONGATED MOLDED POLYMER CHAMBERS, SUBSTANTIALLY ARCH-SHAPED IN CROSS-SECTION, INSTALLED IN SERIES WITH SIMILAR CHAMBERS UNDERGROUND BENEATH BACKFILL, FORMING BURIED RESERVOIRS BENEATH PAVED OR TRAFFICKED AREAS FOR COLLECTING, STORING, FILTERING AND DRAINING STORMWATER OR RAINWATER

**International Classes**
- 11 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
- 13, 21, 23, 31, 34

**International Class Title**
- Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use**
- Jan. 03, 2001

**In Commerce**
- Jan. 03, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, INC.
- **Address**: ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, INC. 4640 TRUEMAN BOULEVARD HILLIARD OHIO 43026
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 03739-T0023A
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CANYON RANCH SPACLUB

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "SPA CLUB"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1409026, 1608449, 1350012

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL AND MENTAL CONDITIONING; DEVELOPING AND CONDUCTING CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS, SELF-MOTIVATED PHYSICAL TRAINING AND GENERATION OF POSITIVE MENTAL ATTITUDES
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 1999
- **For**: FITNESS RESORT AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; FOOD NUTRITION CONSULTATION; COUNSELING IN THE FIELDS OF BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION AND STRESS MANAGEMENT; HAIR DRESSING AND SKIN CARE SALON SERVICES; MANICURE AND PEDICURE SERVICES
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CR LICENSE, LLC
- **Address**: CR LICENSE, LLC 8600 E. ROCKCLIFF ROAD TUCSON ARIZONA 85750
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 41008-1
# TM 14584 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
MAINE COTTAGE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2198045, 2292633

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: [ HOUSE PAINT; INTERIOR PAINT; FURNITURE PAINT ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>6, 11, 16</td>
<td>Paints</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 1997</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**: TEXTILES OF WOOL, COTTON, LINEN AND BLENDS THEREOF, NAMELY, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS, BED LINEN, PILLOW COVERS AND CUSHION COVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**For**: FURNITURE, NAMELY, CHAIRS, TABLES, BEDS, BUREAUS, STANDS, ARMOIRES, CABINETS, AND BOOKSHELVES OF WOOD, CANE, WICKER, RATTAN, [ METAL AND ] COMBINATIONS THEREOF; MIRRORS, SHELVES AND PICTURE FRAMES; PILLOWS, CUSHIONS AND FITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 1989</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 1989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: BESPOKE COLOR COMPANY, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MAINE COTTAGE

**Address**: BESPOKE COLOR COMPANY, LLC 133 GIBRALTER AVENUE ANNAPOlis MARYLAND 21401

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  MR4275-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examing Attorney  MICHOS, JOHN E
GOT INSULIN?

Mark Literal(s) GOT INSULIN?

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76193567 Application Filing Date Jan. 16, 2001 Registration Number 2648369 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promote public awareness of educational and recreational opportunities available to people affected by diabetes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 1998 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Diabetic Youth Foundation Address Diabetic Youth Foundation 5167 Clayton Road, Ste. F Concord CALIFORNIA 94521 Legal Entity NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney NEVILLE, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MISS SIXTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76194684
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 16, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648374
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 30, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 972242
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Aug. 30, 2000
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 0674559
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 30, 2000
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: BENELUX
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Aug. 30, 2010

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Goods made of leather and imitation of leather, namely, handbags, tote bags, carry-on bags, haversacks, rucksacks, briefcases, suitcases, luggage, trunks, purses, wallets, pocketbooks, key cases, and umbrellas
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **For**: Eye glasses, sunglasses, and cases, chains and frames for eyeglasses and sunglasses
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MISS SIXTY INVESTMENTS SA
- **Address**: MISS SIXTY INVESTMENTS SA 17 RUE BEAUMONT LUXEMBOURG LUXEMBOURG L-1219
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LUXEMBOURG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 30115-100820

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: BRUNO, JAMES A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WATER\STATS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76199595
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 26, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648399
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic statistical database in the field of water utility, quality, water treatment, distribution systems, finance, and revenue, recorded on computer media
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 04, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 1996

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: American Water Works Association
- **Address**: American Water Works Association  6666 West Quincy Avenue Denver COLORADO 80235
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 010084-0123

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KREBS, CATHERINE K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NOTEMAP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76202148</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 29, 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650411</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>computer software for use in organizing and outlining information, primarily for use in the legal field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | RELX INC. |
| Address    | RELX INC. |
| Attn:      | Trademark Department |
|            | 9443 Springboro Pike |
|            | Miamisburg |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO 45342 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AWRICH, ELLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>KALPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 76202854 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 29, 2001 |
| Registration Number | 2650416 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Oct. 30, 2001 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 22, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CORPORATE TRAINING SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING, SALES, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SECRETARIAL AND COMPUTER SKILLS, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Dec. 31, 2001 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 31, 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | CYNERGE CONSULTING, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA KALPA SOLUTIONS |
| Address | CYNERGE CONSULTING, INC. 31 NORTH SAGINAW STREET PONTIAC MICHIGAN 48342 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 068061.00002 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ENGEL, MICHAEL L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIRST AMERICAN PRINTING
AND DIRECT MAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76204643 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2001 Registration Number 2648417
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "PRINTING AND DIRECT MAIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mailing list preparation for direct mail advertising
For COMMERCIAL PRINTING SERVICES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW INDIANS Address MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW INDIANS P. O. BOX 6010 CHOCTAW MISSISSIPPI 39350 Legal Entity FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED INDIAN TRIBE State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40700-230467

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STOPTECH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76206378
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 08, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650427
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 04, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 26, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Distributorships, retail and on-line retail store services featuring products in the field of law enforcement, security and safety; retail services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of law enforcement, security and safety; telephone and on line order-taking services for others in the field of law enforcement, security and safety
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 18, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: StopTech, Ltd.
- **Address**: StopTech, Ltd. 365 Industrial Drive Harrison OHIO 45030
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: AYALA, LOURDES
TM 14592 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UPSWING PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76207119 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2001 Registration Number 2648421
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three triangular-shaped pages stacked. The
bottom page is black, the upper two pages are white, and the upper two pages are upturned at the corner. The word
"UpSwing" appears along the upper side of the stack of three pages. Lining and Stippling Statement The lettering
"Upswing" appears in the color red in the mark. Disclaimer "PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting seminars and workshops in the field of business management and distributing
course materials in connection therewith, namely course materials consisting of binders containing printed seminar notes,
video tapes, audio tapes and compact discs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Sep. 28, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2000
For Business management consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Sep. 28, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dollschnieder, Stephanie Address Dollschnieder, Stephanie 402 Marie Lane Manchester MISSOURI
63011 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, SONYA B

17149
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOLUCIENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76207342 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2001 Registration Number  2650431
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Sep. 11, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 04, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business management consulting services, namely providing strategic information and planning, marketing intelligence, and analysis in the nature of health care cost and performance data, and health care process and outcomes information for health care payers, providers, employers, consultants and pharmaceutical companies
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jan. 01, 2001 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MERATIVE US L.P. Address  MERATIVE US L.P.  100 PHOENIX DRIVE  ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN  48108 Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MTV-620
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SWEENEY, MEGAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHAKESPEARE'S GLOBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76208632 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2648425
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2440022

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2258480 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2001
Foreign Registration Number 2258480 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 22, 2001 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 19, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; ] JEWELRY [, JEWELS, PRECIOUS STONES; CLOCKS, WATCHES, SUN DIALS AND CHRONOMETERS; ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL, BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY BOXES AND CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE HOLDERS AND SNUFFERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLESTICKS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CIGARETTE CASES, HOLDERS AND LIGHTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; FIGURINES AND STATUETTES OF PRECIOUS METAL, MONEY CLIPS OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAPKIN RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL, NUTCRACKERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, PIGGY BANKS OF PRECIOUS METAL, SERVING PLATTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, SCULPTURES OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA INFUSERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA SERVERS AND TEA POTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, TROPHIES OF PRECIOUS METAL ]

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SHAKESPEARE GLOBE TRUST, THE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SHAKESPEARE GLOBE TRUST, THE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21 NEW GLOBE WALK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONDON SE1 9DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>TM 00273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>COOK, WILLIAM B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIMO VIGNERA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76209640</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 13, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2648432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the words "Primo Vignera" on two rectangles with slanted bottom edges. The left rectangle, with bottom edge that slants up to the right, is colored red. The right rectangle, with bottom edge that slants down to the right, is colored green. **Disclaimer** | "PRIMO" |
| **Translation** | The English translation of "PRIMO" is "BEST". |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Ground beef, ground pork and other beef and pork products, namely, processed, cooked or seasoned beef and pork |
| **International Classes** | 29 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Meats and Processed Foods |
| **First Use** | Aug. 28, 2000 |
| **In Commerce** | Aug. 28, 2000 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Kenosha Beef International Ltd. |
| **Address** | Kenosha Beef International Ltd. 3111 - 152nd Avenue Kenosha WISCONSIN 53144 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | WISCONSIN |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 7709-41 |
| **Examining Attorney** | TINYK, MICHAEL D |

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FUTURITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76210081
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 14, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648435
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Underwriting and administration of life insurance, and investment advisory services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 17, 1998
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 17, 1998

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DELAWARE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
- **Address**: DELAWARE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
  1601 Trapelo Road, Suite 30
  Waltham  MA 02451
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: S1410.20073U
- **Examining Attorney**: FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) D-ET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76210751 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2001 Registration Number 2648445 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS TO ASSIST DIABETICS IN MANAGING AND TREATING THEIR CONDITION


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES CARE & EDUCATION SPECIALISTS Address ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES CARE & EDUCATION SPECIALISTS 200 W. MADISON ST. SUITE 800 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60606
Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38905-104271

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAST, PAUL FRANCIS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OMNI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76211396</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: [Dispensing equipment, namely, equipment that dispenses soldering flux and past in conjunction with solder for use in the metal fabrication field; supplies, namely, syringes, plungers, needles, caps and cartridges for use in with aforementioned dispensing equipment]

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For: Flux, namely, metal and chemical fluxes for use in soldering and brazing, brazing and soldering pastes, kits containing metal and chemical flux; flux formed into shapes for manufacturing applications

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For: Filler metal, namely, brazing and soldering filler metal and metal alloys formed into wires, rings, and formed shapes and kits containing filler metal and metal alloys

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | Omni Technologies Corporation
Address | Omni Technologies Corporation 334 Calef Highway Epping NEW HAMPSHIRE 03042
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized | NEW HAMPSHIRE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | 1618.050
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLASTIC PLUS+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76212435 Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2001 Registration Number   2648451
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer  "PLASTIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  plastic bags for merchandise packaging
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use   Feb. 06, 2001 In Commerce  Feb. 06, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  REVOLUTION SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS, LLC Address  REVOLUTION SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS, LLC  8801 FRAZIER PIKE LITTLE ROCK ARKANSAS  72206 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ARKANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   68912.0031.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TIMBERLAKE, EDWARD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MINDS OF MEDICINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76212942 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2001 Registration Number 2648454
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical and Healthcare services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Aug. 08, 2000 In Commerce Aug. 08, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HENRY FORD HEALTH SYSTEM Address HENRY FORD HEALTH SYSTEM OFFICE OF LEGAL AFFAIRS ONE FORD PLACE, 4B DETROIT MICHIGAN 482023450 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEGENDARY LADIES OF ROCK & ROLL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76213764 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2001 Registration Number 2648458 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "LADIES OF ROCK & ROLL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live performances by musicians, singers and dancers International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 First Use Nov. 02, 2000 In Commerce Nov. 02, 2000 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boyd Gaming Corporation Address Boyd Gaming Corporation Attn: Mr. Lou Nunziata 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 113046.00261

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLOOM STIMULATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76217185 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2001 Registration Number 2650846
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Nov. 26, 2001 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For fertilizer for agricultural and domestic use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Jun. 30, 1999 In Commerce Jun. 30, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hydrodynamics International, Inc. Address Hydrodynamics International, Inc. 5711 Enterprise Drive Lansing MICHIGAN 48911 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PIGNATELLO, ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76222629 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 02, 2001 | Registration Number | 2648497 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type |Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Acquired Distinctiveness | In whole |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Swim masks
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 | International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | Nov. 1998 | In Commerce | Nov. 1998 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Big Time Toys, LLC | Address | Big Time Toys, LLC | 708 BERRY ROAD, SUITE B | Nashville TENNESSEE 37204 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | TENNESSEE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number N-7029

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAST, PAUL FRANCIS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINTER X GAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76223417 Application Filing Date Mar. 12, 2001 Registration Number 2648501
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "WINTER" and "GAMES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2123110, 2312118, 2061218, 2104924, 2211559, 2126126, 2089996 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For * DOWNLOADABLE * COMPUTER [ AND VIDEO ] GAMES * FOR CELL PHONES *

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPORTS CONTENT CREATION LLC Address SPORTS CONTENT CREATION LLC 2525 E. CAMELBACK ROAD, SUITE 850 PHOENIX ARIZONA 85016 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, column 1, line 1, before computer downloadable is inserted and after games, for cell phones is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRUNO, JAMES A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRYOLATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76223745 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2001 Registration Number 2650453
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 04, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 26, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Freezer for industrial use
For Laboratory equipment, namely, freezers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2002 In Commerce Mar. 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC. Address THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC. 81 WYMAN STREET WALTHAM MASSACHUSETTS 02454 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 87333-609

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
LEARNING TOGETHER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76225192
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 16, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650455
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 22, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 16, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "LEARNING"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2282819

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: PRINTED BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, READING BOOKS, WORKBOOKS, AND PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS ALL ON VARIETY OF TOPICS FOR USE BY BOTH TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IN ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 1997
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 1998

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: WLC, L.L.C
- **Address**: WLC, L.L.C  5509-B W. FRIENDLY AVE  SUITE 205  GREENSBORO  NORTH CAROLINA  27410
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: REIHNER, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOTEVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76226158 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2001 Registration Number 2650461
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 09, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wholesale distributorship services, in the field of consumer electronic products, parts, repair parts and accessories therefore, chemicals, illumination and horological instruments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Star Light Electronics, LLC Address Star Light Electronics, LLC 480 Broad Avenue Ridgefield NEW JERSEY 07657 Legal Entity LIABILITY LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 372-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINK, GINA M
**TM 14608**

**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

---

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PETNATION

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76226452</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2001</td>
<td>2650462</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 25, 2001</td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: prefabricated and modular dog houses and prefabricated and modular houses for pets/livestock
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Oct. 26, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 27, 2001

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SPECTRUM BRANDS PET LLC
- **Address**: SPECTRUM BRANDS PET LLC ONE RIDER TRAIL PLAZA DRIVE SUITE 300 EARTH CITY MISSOURI 63045
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examinee Attorney**: CRAVEN, PAUL S

---

17167
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MICRO FINISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76227245 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2001 Registration Number 2650468
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 11, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 04, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "FINISH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For multipurpose adhesive and cementitious compounds for application in flooring or sub-flooring, including for example compositions adapted for patching or leveling flooring comprised of concrete, plywood, asphalt, ceramic marble, stone, slate and the like
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use May 01, 2001 In Commerce May 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ROYAL ADHESIVES AND SEALANTS, LLC. Address ROYAL ADHESIVES AND SEALANTS, LLC.
WLB - Law - Trademarks 2001 West Washington Street South Bend INDIANA 46628 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T2018-54/US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MADDIE’S FUND MADDIE THE PET RESCUE FOUNDATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76227603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2648526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;FUND&quot; and &quot;THE PET RESCUE FOUNDATION&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Providing information in the area of animal welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>THE DUFFIELD FAMILY FOUNDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>THE DUFFIELD FAMILY FOUNDATION 6160 Stoneridge Mall Road, Suite 120 Pleasanton CALIFORNIA 94588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>NON-PROFIT CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>24055.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CHOINIERE, MONIQUE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 14611 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PARK NICOLLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76229017 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2001 Registration Number 2648536
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1387829, 1397997, 2001823

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational Services, Namely, Providing Classes, Workshops, and Seminars Regarding Health, Fitness, and Wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Sep. 15, 2000 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Park Nicollet Health Services Address Park Nicollet Health Services  6500 Excelsior Boulevard  St. Louis Park  MINNESOTA  55426 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH CUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERMAN, RUSS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PARK NICOLLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76229018 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2001 Registration Number 2648537
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1387829, 1397997, 2001823

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable Fund-Raising Services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 15, 2000 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Park Nicollet Health Services Address Park Nicollet Health Services 6500 Excelsior Boulevard St. Louis Park MINNESOTA 55426 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERMAN, RUSS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FOEN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76232139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Machines for coating metal strip sold as a unit and power operated equipment for coating metal strip, namely sink rolls, end caps, touch roll rigs, sink roll rigs, lower arm castings; metal strip coating machine parts, namely, sink roll stands, bearing housings, bearing levers, graduated hand wheels for stabilizer roll movement, air knife lifting device, cable trays, air knife bodies, air knife frames, air knife head piece, air knife bearing, hand wheels, and air knife stands

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery First Use Jul. 1973 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1992

For Equipment for coating metal strip, namely preheaters

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 1973 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1992

For Junction boxes, electrical panels and control panels with screens for use with equipment for coating metal strip

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 1973 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1992

For Manufacturing of equipment for coating metal strip to the order and specification of others

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Material Treatment First Use Jul. 1973 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1992

For Engineering and design services for equipment for coating metallic strip, and technical consulting services in the field of metallic coating

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 1973 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1992

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Fontaine Engineering und Maschinen GmbH
Address: Industriestr. 28, Postfach 3210
D-40748 Langenfeld
FED REP GERMANY

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KHAN, ASMAT A

Docket Number: 010127
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AFAP

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76232764</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Apparel, namely, hosiery |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Mar. 04, 2001 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 04, 2001 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | Uniq & Casual, Inc. |
| Address | Uniq & Casual, Inc. 16342 Elza Dr. Hacienda Heights CALIFORNIA 91745 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | 1068/301 |

**Examinee Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 76232970
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648552
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: newsletters in the fields of cancer research and the treatment and prevention of cancer
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Mar. 1999
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Board of Regents, The University of Texas System
- **Address**: Board of Regents, The University of Texas System 201 West 7th Street Austin TEXAS 78701
- **Legal Entity**: STATE AGENCY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examing Attorney**: HORRALL, PATRICIA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POWER SELLERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76234220 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2648557
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SELLERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing customer support services concerning online account management and use of online services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
For Providing dedicated technical assistance in the field of account management and use of online services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jun. 1999 In Commerce Jun. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name eBay Inc. Address eBay Inc. 2025 Hamilton Avenue San Jose CALIFORNIA 95125 Legal Entity
CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76234779 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2001 Registration Number 2650488
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 15, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 09, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publications, namely, [ books, ] pamphlets, brochures, newsletters, [ journals, magazines, ] handbooks, manuals and programs in the field of athletic activities; printed award certificates and artwork in the field of athletic activities; printed school supplies, namely, [ writing tablets, ] pens [ , pencils, erasers and book covers ]
For Entertainment services, namely, coordinating competitions and exhibitions for college and university athletic games, exhibitions and training events
For Clothing, namely, sweat-suits, [ jerseys, ] shirts, jackets [ shorts, gloves, mittens, scarves, socks, shoes and swim wear ]
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of member colleges' and universities' athletic programs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

17177
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>HORIZON LEAGUE, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>HORIZON LEAGUE, INC. 201 SOUTH CAPITOL AVENUE, SUITE 500 INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>NOT-FOR-PROFIT ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorney/Correspondence Information</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>159208.00006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>AMOS, TANYA L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIAMOND GRIP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 76234917 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 26, 2001 |
| Registration Number | 2648559 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Register Principal | Mark Type Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "GRIP" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | FLOCKEDLINED LATEX GLOVES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | 1982 |
| In Commerce | 1982 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Eagle Home Products, Inc. |
| Address | Eagle Home Products, Inc. One Arnold Drive Huntington NEW YORK 11743 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BUENO SIZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76235813</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2001</td>
<td>2648561</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;BUENO&quot; is &quot;good&quot;, &quot;kind&quot;, &quot;simple&quot;, &quot;fine&quot;, &quot;right&quot;, &quot;sound&quot;, &quot;funny&quot;, &quot;amusing&quot;, &quot;surprising&quot; or &quot;amazing&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1842523, 1197032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | RESTAURANT SERVICES |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | 100, 101 |
| US Classes | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | May 30, 2000 |
| In Commerce | May 30, 2000 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Taco Bueno Restaurants, Inc. | Address | Taco Bueno Restaurants, Inc. | Park West 1, 1605 LBJ Freeway Suite 800 | Farmers Branch | TEXAS | 75234 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUSSAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76236264 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2001 Registration Number 2648563
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For VODKA
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Mar. 1993 In Commerce Mar. 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McCORMICK DISTILLING CO., INC. Address McCORMICK DISTILLING CO., INC. One McCormick Lane Weston MISSOURI 64098 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1993.100; Dk

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEJESUS, YSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRETTY WOMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76237553 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2648569
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nail and manicure products, namely, artificial fingernails, [ nail glue remover; nail treatment preparations, namely, nail strengtheners, nail sealer for use over fingernail polish or bare nails, nail hardener and topcoat; ] nail enhancement kits comprised of [ adhesive strengthener for applying artificial nails and nail tips, nail polish, ] fingernail art and design products for use on fingernails, namely, [ foils, glitters, striping tape, water decals, ] stickers, [ charms, dangles, airbrush stencils; and paints and acrylic sculpturing kits comprised of liquid acrylic nails, acrylic nail powder, primer, nail glue and acrylic nail forms, lipsticks, lip liners and other related products ]

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 15, 1998 In Commerce Sep. 15, 1998

For Manicure implements, namely, [ tweezers, artificial nail cutters, scissors for cutting nails, ] fingernail files and buffers, [ cuticle pushers, cuticle scissors, cuticle cutters, eyebrow curlers, eyelash curlers, ] artificial nail applicator sticks, pedicure files and buffers, [ toe nail clippers, sapphire file, slanted nail cutter, manicure and pedicure blocks, artificial nail removal applicator, nail polish remover applicator ] and adhesive applicator stick


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UPTOWN WINK LLC Address UPTOWN WINK LLC 725 Arizona Avenue Suite 206 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAMBOURINO, ANTHONY J
Reason For Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROSURGE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 76237627 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2001 Registration Number 2648570
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

Foreign Information
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 30076559.2/1 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2000 Foreign Registration Number 30076559 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 04, 2001 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 31, 2010

Goods and Services Information
For Medical instruments, namely probes for use in treating tumors by means of interstitial thermo therapy of biological tissue
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

Basis Information
Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Celon AG medical instruments Address Celon AG medical instruments Rheinstrasse 8 14513 Teltow FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 40635.334US1

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney WELLS, KELLEY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TODD ENGLISH’S BONFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76238071 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2650495
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 19, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 11, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 01, 2001 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TODD ENGLISH TRADEMARKS, LLC Address TODD ENGLISH TRADEMARKS, LLC 222 LEWIS WHARF BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6134

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAMBOURINO, ANTHONY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76238777 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2001 Registration Number 2648578
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROVIDING FRONT-END COMPUTERIZED DATA PROCESSING; COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND MANAGING DATA THROUGH IMAGE PROCESSING LANGUAGE; DATA PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, AUTOMATIC PROCESSING OF LARGE VOLUMES OF IMAGES AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNAL VISUALIZATIONS

For PROVIDING SATELLITE IMAGERY ANALYSIS; DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING GEOSPATIAL DATA TOOLS DESIGNED TO PROCESS AND ANALYZE SATELLITE IMAGERY FOR OTHERS; DEVELOPING SOFTWARE TOOLS WHICH ASSIST THE PROCESSING OF SATELLITE DATA FOR OTHERS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Applied Coherent Technology Corporation Address Applied Coherent Technology Corporation 112 Elden Street Suite K Herndon VIRGINIA 20170 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WAHLBERG, STACY B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK Literal(s)
RADER PROGRAMS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76240072</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Register</td>
<td>Supp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Jul. 18, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- Disclaimer: "PROGRAMS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Psychiatric treatment services including Eating Disorders and Depression
- International Classes: 42
- US Classes: 100, 101
- International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
- First Use: Dec. 11, 1997
- In Commerce: Dec. 11, 1997

### BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Rader Programs
- Address: 26560 Agoura Road #108 Calabasa CALIFORNIA 91302
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK Literal(s)
SHOPPER INSIGHTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76243302</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "SHOPPER" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Providing business marketing information services, specifically, providing information to retailers in the fields of consumer purchasing and consumer preferences; cooperative marketing services, namely providing strategies designed to improve the sales and profits of retailers

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2000

**In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** PEPSICO, INC. **Address** PEPSICO, INC. 700 Anderson Hill Road Purchase NEW YORK 10577

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NORTH CAROLINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 83970 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** GLEASON, THOMAS J
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLOR WITH PLANTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76246407 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2001 Registration Number 2648613 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1827638

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely providing on-line newsletters in the field of plants and gardening; providing information and consultation in the field of plants and gardening via the global computer network International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 15, 1997 In Commerce Dec. 15, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bailey Nurseries, Inc. Address Bailey Nurseries, Inc. 1325 Bailey Road Saint Paul MINNESOTA 55119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8081.0175TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PHARMPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76248239  Application Filing Date  Apr. 25, 2001  Registration Number  2650517
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 18, 2001  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 12, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Processing of pharmaceuticals for others, namely, utilizing specific equipment and an ordered process to prepare the pharmaceutical for packaging and sale
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment
First Use  Aug. 22, 2002  In Commerce  Aug. 22, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FRONTIDA BIOPHARM, INC.  Address  FRONTIDA BIOPHARM, INC.  1100 ORTHODOX STREET PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA 19124  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6318.470

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SPORTSTOP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76248886
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 30, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650518
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 16, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 09, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For brake rotor kits comprised of a pair of slotted 2-piece 282 X 25mm or 282 X 28mm high performance directional vane floating rotors pre-mounted to a hard black anodized 7075 T-6 billet aluminum hats, a floating drive pin and anti-rattle hardware with all goods being in commerce.

- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: May 04, 2001
- **In Commerce**: May 04, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CWD, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CENTRIC PARTS
- **Address**: CWD, LLC 127 Public Square, Suite 5300 Cleveland OHIO 44114
- **Legal Entity**: LLC
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1762307.428

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, column 1, line 1, STOPTECH, LLC should be deleted, and, STOP TECHNOLOGIES, LLC should be inserted.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STRASER, RICHARD A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HAYLEY MATTHEWS

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 76249456 |
| **Application Filing Date** | May 02, 2001 |
| **Registration Number** | 2650520 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Jan. 01, 2002 |
| **Notice of Allowance Date** | Mar. 26, 2002 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| **Name Portrait Consent** | The name in the mark does not identify a living individual. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** [ Men's and ] women's clothing, namely tops, blouses, shirts, [ T-shirts, ] pants, shorts, skirt, dresses, jackets, [ coats ] and suits

| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Jun. 01, 2001 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 01, 2001 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | CYRUS KNITS, LTD. |
| **Address** | CYRUS KNITS, LTD. 525 SEVENTH AVENUE, SUITE 801 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10018 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW YORK |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | LEE, DOUGLAS M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MMET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76249541 Application Filing Date May 01, 2001 Registration Number 2650521 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Nov. 27, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 19, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes only.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2249022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D photogrammetric image analysis and visualization software that can import and process multiple images from multiple spaceborne and airborne sensors for the geographic information systems markets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L3HARRIS TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Address L3HARRIS TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 1025 WEST NASA BOULEVARD MELBOURNE FLORIDA 32919 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T413-3-62102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITCHIE, BRANDEN ROBER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLFERSGUIDE.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>76249750</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2648628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| **Acquired Distinctiveness** | In whole |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 1544033, 2148503 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | providing information in the field of golf via a website on a global computer network |
| **International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| **First Use** | Aug. 24, 1998 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 15, 1999 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Golfer's Guide Marketing Solutions, LLC |
| **Address** | Golfer's Guide Marketing Solutions, LLC  
52 New Orleans Road, Suite 300  
Hilton Head Island  
SOUTH CAROLINA  
299284788 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 225009/0020 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MEGABRIGHT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76253501  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 04, 2001  
- **Registration Number**: 2650523  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002  
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 02, 2001  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 25, 2001  

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: optoelectronic devices, namely, light emitting diodes, photodiodes, laser diodes, silicon carbide semiconductor wafers
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- **First Use**: Apr. 24, 2002  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 24, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CREELED, INC.  
- **Address**: CREELED, INC. 39870 EUREKA DRIVE NEWARK CALIFORNIA 94560  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 3394-T002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RAPTOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76254485</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>May 09, 2001</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2650525</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 04, 2001</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 26, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Computer software for vehicle performance and fuel economy simulation  
**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Mar. 04, 2002  
**In Commerce** May 13, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Southwest Research Institute  
**Address** Southwest Research Institute 6220 Culebra Road P.O. Drawer 28510 San Antonio TEXAS 782385166  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examing Attorney** THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HALL CHARLES HALL CONSTRUCTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76254997 Application Filing Date May 09, 2001 Registration Number 2650526
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 11, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "CONSTRUCTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For commercial construction services, namely, construction of commercial and residential buildings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hall, Charles G. IV Address Hall, Charles G. IV 535 S. Plainfield Road Suite A Willowbrook ILLINOIS 60527 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CHALL-01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, EUGENIA K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
E3

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76256697
- **Application Filing Date**: May 14, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650530
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 08, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 02, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Synthetic fibers for use in reinforcing portland cement and concrete
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use**: May 30, 2002
- **In Commerce**: May 30, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG
- **Address**: ZUGERSTRASSE 50 CH-6340 BAAR SWITZERLAND
- **Legal Entity**: AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 109306(50269
- **Examining Attorney**: ALVES, RICHARD R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLEAN CRUNCH!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76256775
- **Application Filing Date**: May 15, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650531
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 11, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 05, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2345139

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: BREAKFAST CEREALS
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 26, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kashi Company
- **Address**: Kashi Company One Kellogg Square PO Box 3599 Battle Creek MICHIGAN 49016
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: GO LEAN CRUNCH!

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: COREA, ANDY I
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ROCKEM DEAD DECOYS

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76257493</td>
<td>May 16, 2001</td>
<td>2650535</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Apr. 16, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "DECOY"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Hunting decoys for a variety of game and waterfowl
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: May 10, 2002
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2002

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Achepohl, Gary R.
- **Address**: Achepohl, Gary R. 558 Linden Elmhurst ILLINOIS 60126
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: DONNELL, RICHARD S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
WORLDGEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76257985</td>
<td>May 16, 2001</td>
<td>2650537</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Nov. 13, 2001

### Notice of Allowance Date
Feb. 05, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Simulation software that models synthetic environments for aviation and military training purposes

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Aug. 01, 2001

**In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: THE BOEING COMPANY
- **Address**: THE BOEING COMPANY 2201 SEAL BEACH BOULEVARD SEAL BEACH CALIFORNIA 907401515
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 03071-4900.0
- **Examining Attorney**: KREBS, CATHERINE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  3-D CHANGE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76258201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 16, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>3-D CHANGE, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>3-D CHANGE, INC. 5 Pine Tree Drive, Suite 300 Westampton NEW JERSEY 08060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>Q1016/30001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>DAWE III, WILLIAM H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** XJ SERIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76258490</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SERIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For computer software enabling retrieval, modification, routing and processing of data stored on computers via direct computer terminal or network access, via use of a global computer network, via telephony and interactive voice response technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| First Use | Nov. 01, 2000 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 01, 2000 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name          | eServices Group, Inc. |
| Address             | 7340 Executive Way, Suite M, Frederick, MARYLAND 21704 |
| Legal Entity        | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | MARYLAND |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHOE, KELLY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76260853 | Application Filing Date | May 21, 2001 | Registration Number | 2648692 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2218500

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  computer programs for use in testing and diagnosing problems with computer network and wireless communications
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TELEDYNE LECROY, INC.  Address  TELEDYNE LECROY, INC.  1049 CAMINO DOS RIOS THOUSAND OAKS  CALIFORNIA  91360  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  251T2001002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BILLINGS, JESSIE W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GALLERY 138

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76261982 Application Filing Date May 24, 2001 Registration Number 2648695
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "GALLERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For organizing and conducting art exhibitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2000 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2000
For art gallery services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2000 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maxwell, Brookie Address Maxwell, Brookie 138 West 17th Street, 5TH FLOOR New York NEW YORK 10011 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 30696.000011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney JONES, YVONNE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76263359 Application Filing Date  May 25, 2001 Registration Number  2648700
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Glass for commercial and residential buildings; glass for commercial and residential buildings having protective [ and/or hydrophobic ] coating; glass for commercial and residential buildings treated to control light characteristics; float glass; [ ceramic insulated glass; ] heat strengthened glass; insulating glass; laminated glass; patterned glass; security glass; and tempered glass
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  1970 In Commerce  1970

For  Glass windows, rear view mirrors, side mirrors and visor mirrors for vehicles; glass windows for vehicles treated to control light characteristics; [ glass windows for vehicles with a protective or hydrophobic coating; ] [ vehicle parts and accessories, namely, grilles, appliques, reflectors, bezels, ] [ fascias, ] [ rub strips, liftgate moldings, pillars, glass run channels, door frame moldings, belt moldings, sail panels, body side moldings, mud flaps, claddings, ] [ step pads, ] [ rocker panels, wheel lips, ] [ wheel covers, ] [ ditch moldings, cowls and window surround moldings ]
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  1969 In Commerce  1969

For  Finished glass for use in furniture, namely, [ ceramic decorated glass, ] float glass, laminated glass, mirrors, [ non-glare glass, ] patterned glass, plate glass, [ solar control coated glass ] [ and tempered glass; picture frame glass; and mirrors ]
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  1985 In Commerce  1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES, LLC  Address  GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES, LLC  2300 HARMON AUBURN HILLS  MICHIGAN  48326
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COOPER, CHRISTINE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEASE HARBOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76265358 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2001 Registration Number 2648708
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Lease Harbor" and a design of a lighthouse and skyscrapers. The color of the lighthouse and skyscrapers design is blue. Disclaimer "LEASE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line storage of lease and real estate documents via a repository which also permits retrieval and editing functions by users
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Oct. 01, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2000
For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for real estate lease and portfolio administration and management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 01, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lease Harbor LLC Address Lease Harbor LLC 414 North Orleans Street, Suite 709 Chicago ILLINOIS 60610 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12-16500-750

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
YOU GOT GAME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76267365</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2001</td>
<td>2650556</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Type
Service Mark

### Date Cancelled
May 26, 2023

### Publication Date
Jan. 08, 2002

### Notice of Allowance Date
Apr. 02, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS FOR THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE PRODUCTS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS, NON-PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS AND HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES AND DISSEMINATING ADVERTISING MATTER IN CONJUNCTION THEREWITH

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Apr. 05, 2001

**In Commerce** Apr. 05, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** GERSOVITZ, GERALD

**Address** GERSOVITZ, GERALD 182 HOWARD STREET SUITE 005 SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94105

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** R1689-03001

**Examining Attorney** BRODY, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76267439 Application Filing Date  Jun. 05, 2001 Registration Number  2648719
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  FINANCIAL CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO NEW AND SMALL BUSINESSES IN THE FIELD OF CAPITAL FUNDING AND INVESTMENTS
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Oct. 27, 2000 In Commerce  Oct. 27, 2000

For  TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF WORK SKILLS, LIFE SKILLS AND EMOTIONAL SKILLS FOR AT-RISK YOUTH
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT SERVICES FOR AT-RISK YOUTH; BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; [ BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING FOR OTHERS SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING, PUBLIC RELATIONS, FINANCIAL ADVICE, ACCOUNTING ADVICE, LEGAL ADVICE, HUMAN RESOURCES AND REAL ESTATE ]
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Juma Ventures Address  Juma Ventures 131 Steurt Street, Suite 201 San Francisco  CALIFORNIA 941051230 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  83096-240030
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76268109 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2001 Registration Number 2648724
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING FLOORING, UPHOLSTERY, AND FABRIC MATERIALS; AND RETAIL FLOORING, UPHOLSTERY, AND FABRIC MATERIAL STORES
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 02, 1995 In Commerce Jan. 02, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emser Tile, LLC Address Emser Tile, LLC 8431 Santa Monica Boulevard Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 70300-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWNE, DAYNA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SERENITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76270154 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2001 Registration Number 2650560
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 26, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 18, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PATTERN GLASS FOR THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 21, 2002 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2002
For PATTERN GLASS FOR SHOWER DOORS AND SHOWER PANELS, CUTTING BOARDS, TABLE TOPS, PARTITIONS, CABINET DOOR INSERT, STORE DISPLAYS AND SHELVING
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 21, 2002 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CARDINAL FG COMPANY Address CARDINAL FG COMPANY 200 South Sixth Street 775
PRAIRIE CENTER DRIVE Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55402 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 44046.323.9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARTY, GEORGIA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LIFEDESK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76271449 Application Filing Date  Jun. 15, 2001 Registration Number  2648739
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Providing information on topics regarding employee productivity ]
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business First Use  Mar. 01, 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 1999
For  Providing information on health and wellness
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services First Use  Mar. 01, 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WorkCare Group, The Address  WorkCare Group, The  4077 Blufton Mill Rd  Free Union  VIRGINIA 22940 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WCG.102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STOIDES, KATHERINE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
HURRICANE BRAVO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76275123</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 25, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: ENGINE DRIVEN, TRAILER MOUNTED, HIGH VOLUME PUMP FOR DELIVERING WATER TO WATERING EQUIPMENT USED IN CONSTRUCTION AND FOR DE-WATERING LARGE PONDS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jun. 1974
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 1976

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SURVIVOR'S TRUST, CREATED UNDER THE RICHARD F. KLEIN AND DOROTHY E. KLEIN 1992 FAMILY TRUST DATED JULY 22, 1992
- **Address**: 816 SOUTH CUCAMONGA AVENUE ONTARIO CALIFORNIA 91761
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 101998.0002T

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE MOST PROFITABLE 4" ON YOUR COUNTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76275146 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2001 Registration Number 2650570
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 30, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 22, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pens
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREETING PENS LLC Address GREETING PENS LLC 1116A HARPETH INDUSTRIAL CT. FRANKLIN TENNESSEE 370642224 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CSP

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 76275547 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2001 Registration Number 2648755
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

Goods and Services Information
For COMPACT LOW FREQUENCY HORIZONTAL VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEM COMPRISED OF A LIGHTWEIGHT FLOATING MASS, ANGLED CABLES, LOWER FLANGE, HORIZONTAL MOTION DAMPING-DASHPOT AND DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name TECHNICAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION Address TECHNICAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 15 CENTENNIAL DRIVE PEABODY MASSACHUSETTS 01960 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number T072020006US
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INTEGRITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>76275776</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 21, 2001</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>2648758</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Composting machines for agricultural waste management; machines for the separation of manure into solids and liquids for use in the agricultural waste management industry

| **International Classes** | 7 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 | **International Class Title** | Machinery |
| **First Use** | Jan. 01, 2001 | **In Commerce** | Jan. 01, 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Nutrient Control Systems, Inc. |
| **Address** | Nutrient Control Systems, Inc. 4755 Innovation Way Chambersburg PENNSYLVANIA 17201 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 21012-0001 |
| **Examining Attorney** | PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DURKAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76275781 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2001 Registration Number 2522681
Registration Date Dec. 25, 2001 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 02, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpets
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOHAWK CARPET DISTRIBUTION, LLC Address MOHAWK CARPET DISTRIBUTION, LLC 160 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL BLVD CALHOUN GEORGIA 30701
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76277301 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2001 Registration Number 2650573
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 30, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 22, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROVIDING FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY - ASSISTING ENTREPRENEURS IN OBTAINING LOAN FINANCING AND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 16, 2001 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2001
For [ PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY -- NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES ]
For [ EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY -- PROVIDING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES REGARDING OBTAINING FINANCING AND PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION REGARDING CREATING AND BUILDING A BUSINESS AND FOR PROVIDING INVESTMENT INFORMATION TO INVESTORS AND POTENTIAL INVESTORS IN NEW BUSINESSES AND DISTRIBUTING REFERENCE AND COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH ]
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 16, 2001 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2001
For PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION REGARDING CREATING AND BUILDING A BUSINESS
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 16, 2001 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHERI'S RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76279344 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2648774 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark "SHERI'S RANCH" and a woman wearing a hat and a shawl around her arms. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes and does not indicate color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely caps, robes and shirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 12, 2001 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RESORT ENTERTAINMENT COMPANIES, LLC Address RESORT ENTERTAINMENT COMPANIES, LLC C/O 1875 CENTURY PARK EAST SUITE 800 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, CHRISTINA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE RESORT AT SHERI'S RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76279345 Application Filing Date  Jul. 02, 2001 Registration Number  2648775 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes and does not indicate color.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely caps, robes and shirts International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use Jan. 12, 2001 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RESORT ENTERTAINMENT COMPANIES, LLC Address  RESORT ENTERTAINMENT COMPANIES, LLC C/O 1875 CENTURY PARK EAST SUITE 800 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, CHRISTINA B

17223
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FASTFRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76280439  Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2001  Registration Number 2650578  Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002
Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Oct. 23, 2001  Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 15, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators, Air cooling units for refrigerators
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Jul. 2001  In Commerce Jul. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LG Electronics Inc.  Address LG Electronics Inc. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0630-1282T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STINE, DAVID H
TM 14660  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  DE LAGE LANDEN LL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76280595  Application Filing Date  Jul. 02, 2001  Registration Number   2648780  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the words "DE LAGE LANDEN" and a stylized "LL" design.  Disclaimer  "DE LAGE LANDEN"  Translation  The words "DE LAGE LANDEN" can be translated from Dutch as "The Low Countries".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2483994

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financing services
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Insurance and Financial  First Use  Mar. 1999  In Commerce  Mar. 1999

For leasing of office equipment
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Advertising and Business  First Use  Mar. 1999  In Commerce  Mar. 1999

For leasing of construction equipment
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title   Construction and Repair  First Use  Mar. 1999  In Commerce  Mar. 1999

For leasing of vehicles
International Classes   39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title   Transportation and Storage  First Use  Mar. 1999  In Commerce  Mar. 1999

For leasing of medical equipment
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Mar. 1999  In Commerce  Mar. 1999

17225
For leasing of computers

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

First Use: Mar. 1999
In Commerce: Mar. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: DE LAGE LANDEN OPERATIONAL SERVICES, LLC
Address: DE LAGE LANDEN OPERATIONAL SERVICES, LLC 1111 OLD EAGLE SCHOOL ROAD WAYNE PENNSYLVANIA 19087
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: NO1088TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76280596 Application Filing Date  Jul. 02, 2001
Registration Number 2648781 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002
Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized design of the letters "LL”.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financing services  International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Mar. 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 1999
For  Leasing of office equipment
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business First Use  Mar. 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 1999
For  Leasing of construction equipment
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and
Repair First Use  Mar. 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 1999
For  Leasing of vehicles
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and
Storage First Use  Mar. 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 1999
For  Leasing of medical equipment
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and
agricultural services First Use  Mar. 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 1999
For  Leasing of computers
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services First Use  Mar. 1999 In Commerce  Mar. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: DE LAGE LANDEN OPERATIONAL SERVICES, LLC
Address: DE LAGE LANDEN OPERATIONAL SERVICES, LLC
       1111 OLD EAGLE SCHOOL ROAD
       WAYNE
       PENNSYLVANIA
       19087

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: NO1187TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
TM 14662

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EASY TRUST PLANNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76280731 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2001 Registration Number 2650860 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 26, 2002 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed materials, namely, a pre-need funeral planning kit comprised of partially printed forms, informational brochures and instruction sheets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLOBAL ATLANTIC FINANCIAL COMPANY Address GLOBAL ATLANTIC FINANCIAL COMPANY 20 Guest Street Brighton MASSACHUSETTS 02135 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney FROMM, MARTHA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SPACE GANG ASTEROID
PUNCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES &quot;PUNCH,&quot; &quot;ALL NATURAL JUICE DRINK&quot; and &quot;100% VITAMIN C&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Fruit drinks and fruit juices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 26, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 26, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Pan American Grain Mfg. Co., Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>PUERTO RICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>PANAMERICAN-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ASTEROID PUNCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76281420</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 06, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2648786</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Disclaimer | "PUNCH" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Fruit drinks and fruit juices |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Pan American Grain Mfg. Co., Inc. |
| Address | Pan American Grain Mfg. Co., Inc. Parque Industrial Amelia Calle Claudia #9 Esq. Beatriz Guaynabo PUERTO RICO 00968 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | PUERTO RICO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | PANAMERICAN- |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ASTEROID PUNCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76281421 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2001 Registration Number 2648787 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer "PUNCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit drinks and fruit juices
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Where Organized PUERTO RICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PANAMERICAN-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPACE GANG GRAPE GALAXY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76281422 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2001 Registration Number 2648788 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "GRAPE," "ALL NATURAL JUICE DRINK" and "100% VITAMIN C"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit drinks and fruit juices
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

WHERE ORGANIZED

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PANAMERICAN-
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GRAPE GALAXY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRAPE GALAXY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76281424 Application Filing Date Jul. 06, 2001 Registration Number 2648790 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Disclaimer "GRAPE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fruit drinks and fruit juices

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PANAMERICAN-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRAWBERRY KIWINOVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76281574</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2001</td>
<td>2648791</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;STRAWBERRY&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For Fruit drinks and fruit juices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION


ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number PANAMERICAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GRAB-A-BLOCK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76281587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>non-metal connectors used in pallets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>ORBIS CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ORBIS CORPORATION 1055 CORPORATE CENTER DRIVE OCONOMOWOC WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>720886.00054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BENZMILLER, ANDREW J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The color green equivalent to Pantone Matching System 342 is claimed as to the area that appears in black in the drawing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial services, namely investment consultation, financial, estate and retirement analysis, consultation and planning, and insurance services, namely consultation in the field of life, property and casualty, and long-term care insurance</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHICOSKI, JENNIFER D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE FARMERS MARKET
EXCLUSIVELY AT GIANTEAGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76282203 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2648795 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "FARMERS MARKET" and "EXCLUSIVELY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1298171, 1287433, 2049764, 1323818, 1949612 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roasted nuts; [ processed garlic used as a vegetable, not seasoning; processed artichokes; ] candied nuts; processed pumpkin seeds; [ candied fruit; ] processed sunflower seeds; yogurt covered raisins; dried soybeans; salads, except macaroni, rice and pasta salad; and cole slaw
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Dec. 31, 1995 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1995
For [ Fresh nuts; raw and fresh vegetables; ] fresh herbs [ ; fresh mushrooms; and fresh fruits ]
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
First Use Dec. 31, 1995 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1995
For [ Minced garlic; ] croutons [ ; and bread sticks ]
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods
First Use Sep. 1998 In Commerce Sep. 1998
For Apple cider
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 1999 In Commerce Sep. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76282488
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 09, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648798
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Lining and Stippling Statement**: The stippling showing in the drawing is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.
- **Translation**: The mark may be translated as "KEY TO BEAUTIFUL SKIN."

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2473850, 2402309

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: [ Hair combs, ] cosmetic compacts sold empty, cosmetic brushes and cosmetic sponges
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 23, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 23, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shiseido Company, Ltd.
- **Address**: Shiseido Company, Ltd. 7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-Ku Tokyo JAPAN 104-8010
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 6379

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEIZEAR, LISA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPINAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76282631 Application Filing Date  Jul. 10, 2001 Registration Number  2650583 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Nov. 13, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 05, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Yarns, threads
International Classes  23 - Primary Classes US Classes  43 International Class Title  Yarns and Threads First Use  Jul. 25, 1984 In Commerce  Jan. 20, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KURASHIKI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA DBA, AKA, Formerly  TA Kurabo Industries Ltd. Address  KURASHIKI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 7-1, Hommachi, Kurashiki-shi Okayama-Ken JAPAN 710-0054 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM22-0111

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  In the statement, Column 1, line 2, (Trading as Kurabo Industries Ltd.) should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MATTHEWS, AMOS THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VICARIOUS VOYAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76282933</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 11, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;VOYAGE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLEGE-LEVEL STUDENTS TAKING COLLEGE-LEVEL EDUCATIONAL COURSES AND INSTRUCTION ABOARD A SHIP TRAVELING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AND CORRESPONDING WITH K-12 GRADE STUDENTS DURING THE TRAVELS OF THE COLLEGE-LEVEL STUDENTS WHILE TRAVELING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Institute for Shipboard Education
Address  Institute for Shipboard Education  2243 Centre Ave, Ste 300 Fort Collins  COLORADO  80526
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  311378200001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
THE HALLELUJAH DIET

---

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76282950</td>
<td>Jul. 03, 2001</td>
<td>2648803</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type: Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;DIET&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services: Providing integrated nutritional, physical and spiritual information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1993</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

| Owner Name | Hallelujah Acres, Inc. |
| Address   | Hallelujah Acres, Inc. Post Office Box 2388 Shelby NORTH CAROLINA 28151 |

### Legal Entity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### State or Country Where Organized

| NORTH CAROLINA |

---

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>HAZ-7-TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>TAMBOURINO, ANTHONY J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

17244
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UBITH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76283280 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2648806 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, VACCINES FOR THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY CONDITIONS; [ AND DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS FOR CLINICAL, VETERINARY AND MEDICAL USE ]
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 07, 2001 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name United Biomedical, Inc. Address United Biomedical, Inc. 25 Davids Drive Hauppauge NEW YORK 11788 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1004263.192U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FLEXILASTIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76283349
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 11, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648808
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Mortar
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Jun. 22, 1984
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 22, 1984

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Flextile Ltd.
- **Address**: Flextile Ltd. 121 30th Street Toronto CANADA M8W 3C1
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 25232-911

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** REBOOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76284036  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 13, 2001  
- **Registration Number**: 2648810  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Training courses dealing with assistive technology in the fields of computers, computer repair, computer programming and computer refurbishing
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use In Commerce**: 1996 1997

- **For** Repair and refurbishing of computers
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
  - **First Use In Commerce**: 1996 1997

- **For** Recycling of computers
  - **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
  - **First Use In Commerce**: 1996 1997

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Touch the Future, Inc.  
  - **Address**: Touch the Future, Inc. 4508 Bibb Blvd Suite B10 Tucker GEORGIA 30084  
  - **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
  - **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinng Attorney**: FINK, GINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KITTY WITTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76284127 Application Filing Date Jul. 11, 2001 Registration Number 2648811 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Angela Moore, Inc. Address Angela Moore, Inc. PLAZA DEL MAR 254 SOUTH OCEAN BOULEVARD MANALAPAN FLORIDA 33462 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33008-163694

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERMAN, RUSS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** QUICK-6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | FOOTBALL, MADE WITH A SYNTHETIC OUTER COVERING AND AN INFLATABLE INNER BLADDER |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| **First Use** | Dec. 05, 2001 |
| **In Commerce** | Dec. 05, 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | YOMEGA CORP. |
| Address | YOMEGA CORP. 1 Corporate Drive Grantsville MARYLAND 21536 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | MASSACHUSETTS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TAMBOURINO, ANTHONY J |

17249
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76285466 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2001 Registration Number 2648822 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "RADIO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2361253

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Radio production and programming, entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of programs for presentation on radio

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2001 In Commerce May 2001

For Radio broadcasting services

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use May 2001 In Commerce May 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Clear Channel Identity, Inc. Address Clear Channel Identity, Inc.  200 East Basse Road San Antonio TEXAS 78209 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22187.1063

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76285589
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 16, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650590
- **Registration Date**: Mar. 19, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 11, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 19, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "RADIO"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2361253

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Radio production and programming; entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of programs for presentation on radio
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: May 2001
  - **In Commerce**: May 2001
- **For**: Radio broadcasting services
  - **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
  - **International Class Title**: Communication
  - **First Use**: May 2001
  - **In Commerce**: May 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Clear Channel Identity, Inc.
- **Address**: Clear Channel Identity, Inc. 200 East Basse Road San Antonio TEXAS 78209
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 22187.1064

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE UNITED STATES POTATO BOARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76285972</td>
<td>Jul. 18, 2001</td>
<td>2648827</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Acquired Distinctiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;BOARD&quot;</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>2102703</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF POTATO PRODUCERS BY INCREASING CONSUMER DEMAND FOR POTATOES AND POTATO PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Science and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>National Potato Promotion Board, The DBA, AKA, Formerly</th>
<th>DBA United States Potato Board</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Potato Promotion Board, The 7555 East Hampden Avenue</td>
<td>Denver COLORADO 80231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>AGENCY ESTABLISHED BY ACT OF CONGRESS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 96-670</td>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney BROWNE, DAYNA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OSIRIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76286617 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2001 Registration Number 2648834 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MOBILE INTEGRATED AUDIO SYSTEM, COMPRISED OF SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIER, ELECTRICAL WIRES, WIRING HARDWARE AND BATTERY CASE ALL CONTAINED IN A BACKPACK

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEIOS, INC. Address MEIOS, INC. 3375 MISSION AVENUE SUITE H OCEANSIDE CALIFORNIA 92058 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60652-2/T117

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DM DONGMING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76286963 Application Filing Date  Jul. 18, 2001 Registration Number  2648837 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Translation  The term "DONG MING" is a transliteration for Chinese characters which mean "EAST" and "BRIGHT". Name Portrait Consent  The name "Dong Ming" does not identify a living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1411201 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 21, 2000 Foreign Application/Registration County  CHINA Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 20, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Leather shoes; leather clothes, namely, leather jackets, leather coats, leather pants, leather overcoats, leather skirts, leather vests, leather hats; long coats, shoes, trousers, overcoats, parkas, body shirts, neckties and winter gloves International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HEBEI DONGMING INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD Address  HEBEI DONGMING INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD NO. 6 (TRADE) XINGHUA ROAD, TRADING TOWER, XINJI CITY, HEBEI PROVINCE, CHINA 052360 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PEKS-48739

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  OSLICK, SCOTT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEE, TOUCH AND EXPLORE
SCIENCE FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76287227  Application Filing Date  Jul. 18, 2001  Registration Number  2648841  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Disclaimer  "SCIENCE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1797784

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  educational books in the field of science, printed educational and teaching materials in the area of science
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  May 08, 2001  In Commerce  May 08, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Scitt, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Science for Today and Tomorrow, Inc.  Address  Scitt, Inc.  1840 East 12th Street  Mishawaka  INDIANA  46544  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  304-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BOAGNI, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Xcitech

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76288508 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2001 Registration Number 2648846 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "XCITEC", the "X" being written in upper case and remaining letters written in lower case; the letters "XCI" are blue, and the letters "TEC" are grey; color is claimed as a feature of the mark. A blue semi-oval arches around the letter "X" and over the top of the letters "XCITE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 39963675 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 16, 1999 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 31, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For user training for data processing systems
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For business consulting * in the field of operational and strategic purchasing *
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Development and design of computer programs for others * in the field of operational and strategic purchasing *, consulting services in the field of data processing systems, licensing of intellectual property, and technical consulting in the field of computers
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly   AKA IBM CORPORATION Address   INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION NEW ORCHARD ROAD ARMONK NEW YORK 10504
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   21074

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate   In the statement, Column 1, line 5, after consulting "in the field of operational and strategic purchasing" is inserted, and, line 10, after other "in the field of operational and strategic purchasing" is inserted. Correction made to Registration   In the statement, Column 1, lines 3 and 4, should be deleted, and, "Einsteinring 22, D-85609 Ascheim b. Muenchen, Germany" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   CHOINIERE, MONIQUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  COLOR ME HUMAN PLAYERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76288998  Application Filing Date  Jul. 24, 2001  Registration Number  2648849  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  Disclaimer  "HUMAN PLAYERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of production of educational plays and projects concerning and depicting local and global social issues  International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 01, 1994  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Color Me Human Players, Inc.  Address  Color Me Human Players, Inc.  124 SHERMAN AVE  TAKOMA PARK  MARYLAND  20912  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  96101.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ESTRADA, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WOOD GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76289357
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 24, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648856
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "GROUP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Well drilling and production equipment, namely, submersible pumps and motors, gas separators, switch boards, valves, wellheads, water well pumps, progressive cavity pumps, and seal sections, for use in connection with downhole installations; downhole temperature and pressure sensors; variable speed drives; well monitoring equipment, namely, equipment for measuring surface power, temperature, pressure and flow; horizontal pumping systems comprising a submersible pump, thrust changer and electric motor, all mounted in a protective framework, for use in oilfield and industrial applications; turbines; gas turbines; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods * oil well equipment, namely, packers for anchoring well tools in a well bore "
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 1990
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 1990

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: John Wood Group PLC
- **Address**: John Wood House Greenwell Road Aberdeen SCOTLAND AB12 3AX
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 066372.0107

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: In the statement, Column 2, line 6, after, goods " oil well equipment, namely, packers for anchoring well tools in a well bore " should be inserted.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LION SHARE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 76289708 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Jul. 24, 2001 |
| **Registration Number** | 2648859 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Aug. 20, 2002 |

## MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| **For** | Charitable fund raising |
| **International Classes** | 36 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 102 |
| **International Class Title** | Insurance and Financial |
| **First Use** | Sep. 26, 2001 |
| **In Commerce** | Sep. 26, 2001 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | GUIDING STARS LICENSING COMPANY, LLC |
| **Address** | GUIDING STARS LICENSING COMPANY, LLC 145 PLEASANT HILL ROAD SCARBOROUGH MAINE 04074 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 80273-0001 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WE KNOW PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76289722 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2001 Registration Number 2648860 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For occupational aptitude testing services and personality testing services, namely personality and individual behavior assessment

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 2001 In Commerce Feb. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Personalysis Corporation Address Personalysis Corporation 675 Bering Drive, Suite 630 Houston TEXAS 77057 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HO-T02321US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76290083 Application Filing Date  Jul. 24, 2001 Registration Number  2648861 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed matter, namely posters, art prints, lithographic prints, mounted photographs, art reproductions, stationery, blank cards, greeting cards, art books, and art pamphlets
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Feb. 01, 1999 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 1999
For  Online retail and wholesale store services featuring printed goods, namely, posters, art prints, lithographic prints, mounted photographs, art reproductions, stationery, blank cards, greeting cards, art books and art pamphlets
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Feb. 01, 1999 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Grand Image, Ltd Address  Grand Image, Ltd 4730 Ohio Avenue South Seattle  WASHINGTON  98134
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1711-2-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BORA, ROGER H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DOCTOR'S LIBIDO LIFT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76291397</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Topical preparation, namely, a testosterone enhanced product to enhance and promote sexual performance, endurance, and desire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>5 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 18, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Mesko, Charles A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>12411 Wolfe Boulevard  Millersport  OHIO  43046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | MESK-14-119 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MOVING MEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Furniture slides for moving furniture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Telebrands Corp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Telebrands Corp. 79 Two Bridges Road Fairfield NEW JERSEY 07004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | PENDLETON, CAROLYN A |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COMPLETE INSIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76293530  Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2001  Registration Number  2648878
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "COMPLETE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consulting services in the field of business management
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  May 29, 2001  In Commerce  May 29, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PREMIER HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE, LP  Address  PREMIER HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE, LP 13034 BALLANTYNE CORPORATE PLACE  CHARLOTTE  NORTH CAROLINA  28271  Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) F

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76293636  Application Filing Date  Aug. 01, 2001  Registration Number  2648879
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1906150, 0980537, 1906148, 0982669 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ bath products, namely loofah sponges ]
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Nov. 1999  In Commerce  Nov. 1999

For  binders,  [ photo albums, ] stationery, paper coasters  [ , paper napkins ]
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Nov. 1999  In Commerce  Nov. 1999

For  [ body lotion, soap, shampoo, conditioner, bath shower gel ]
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Nov. 1999  In Commerce  Nov. 1999

For  laundry services for clothing and clothing accessories
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Nov. 1999  In Commerce  Nov. 1999

For  [ shower caps ]
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Nov. 1999  In Commerce  Nov. 1999
For hotel services and making hotel reservations for others; restaurant services

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Nov. 1999  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: ACCOR MANAGEMENT US INC.  
**Address**: ACCOR MANAGEMENT US INC. 137 NATIONAL PLAZA, SUITE 300, UNIT 306 NATIONAL HARBOR MARYLAND 20745  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: DONNELL, RICHARD S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** IPS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76293788
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 03, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648880
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 02, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Multi-purpose bonding adhesives having a plastic or elastomeric base and adapted for use with various materials including plastics, [ceramics,] rubber, metal, [glass,] paper, leather, cloth, [ wallpaper, ] wood, concrete [and plaster]
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Aug. 1954
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 1954

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IPS Corporation
- **Address**: IPS Corporation, 17109 South Main Street, Gardena, CALIFORNIA 90248
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 211654-00009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HICKEY, TONI Y
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIRECT CONNEX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76294190
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 01, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648882
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 04, 2001

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 30, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DIRECT CONNEX, LLC
- **Address**: 2650 HANLEY ROAD SUITE 100 ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63144
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MATEJA, JOANNA S
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MY WIPES

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 76295305 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2650610
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 26, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date May 21, 2002

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "WIPES"

Goods and Services Information
For pre-moistened towelettes for cleaning
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jan. 05, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2002

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name TOP BRASS, INC. Address TOP BRASS, INC. 1001 MOHAWAK ST. WITTENBERG WISCONSIN 54499 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 266/107

Examining Attorney GAST, PAUL FRANCIS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KEEP YOUR BALANCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76295445</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 03, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650611</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2001</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For **LEGAL SERVICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 2001</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Arent Fox LLP</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Arent Fox LLP 1050 Connecticut Ave Washington D.C. 20036</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>902901.00000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | FAINT, MARY CATHERINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EZASHLAND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76296377</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 0927573, 1753501, 0927572

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: PROVIDING ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES TO THE CHEMICAL, FOUNDRY, SEMICONDUCTOR, TRANSPORTATION, AEROSPACE, BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION, PACKAGING AND CONVERTING, REINFORCED PLASTIC COMPOSITES, MARINE, AND INDUSTRIAL WATER TREATMENT INDUSTRIES AND TO INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS IN GENERAL FOR PURCHASING CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS, SYNTHETIC RESINS, SPECIALTY RESINS, ADHESIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS, RAW MATERIALS AND PRODUCT INGREDIENTS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING
- International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Advertising and Business
- First Use: Feb. 02, 2001
- In Commerce: Feb. 02, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: ASHLAND LICENSING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLC
- Address: ASHLAND LICENSING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPE RTY LLC 5200 BLAZER PARKWAY DUBLIN OHIO 43017
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: VAN HORN, TAWANDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  VIRTLAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 02, 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services; namely, the presentation of simulated laboratory experiments which enable students to explore, interact with, and build laboratory simulations, using personal computer tools

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107
International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Jun. 01, 2001
In Commerce  Jun. 28, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | N Simonson & Company |
| Address | N Simonson & Company 3115 Bagley Avenue, #8 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

LEGAL INFORMATION
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  201/513

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TAMBOURINO, ANTHONY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DX DESTINY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 76297414 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 09, 2001 | Registration Number | 2648904 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Acquired Distinctiveness | In part | Distinctiveness Limitation Statement | as to "DX" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2564838 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | AM radio transmitters for commercial radio broadcasting, and parts therefor |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Sep. 25, 2000 | In Commerce | Sep. 25, 2000 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | GATESAIR, INC. | Address | GATESAIR, INC. SUITE 101 5300 KINGS ISLAND DRIVE MASON OHIO 45040 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 38399/04281 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CAIN, CATHERINE P |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATTY BOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76297783 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2001 Registration Number 2648907
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "BOND"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR STYLING GEL, ADHESIVE FOR USE WITH HAIR PIECES
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Mar. 06, 1992 In Commerce Mar. 06, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RAPHA TREE BEAUTY USA INC Address RAPHA TREE BEAUTY USA INC 119-01 15TH AVENUE COLLEGE POINT NEW YORK 11356 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2574-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SHEETZ Z-CARD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76298569</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650622</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 04, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: AS TO "SHEETZ"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2103303, 1274635 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For providing prepaid payment cards redeemable for purchases in registrant's retail stores and service stations

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Nov. 02, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 02, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Sheetz of Delaware, Inc.
- **Address**: Sheetz of Delaware, Inc. 200 B. Bayard Bldg. Concord Plaza, 3411 Silverside Road Wilmington DELAWARE 19810
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 86824-1
- **Examining Attorney**: BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KINDLE CREATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76298863 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2001 Registration Number 2648915
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "CREATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For figurines of fabric, plaster and resin

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Byers' Choice, Ltd. Address Byers' Choice, Ltd. 4355 County Line Road Chalfont PENNSYLVANIA 18914 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BYR-182US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEPHENS, SONYA B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** QUICK TWIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76298866</td>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2650623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2001</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>May 07, 2002</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim**  | No                      | **Mark Drawing Type**  | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| **Disclaimer**                | "TWIST"                 |                        |                        |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** mechanical coupling pins for printed circuit board test fixtures |
| **International Classes**     | 9 - Primary Classes     |
| **US Classes**                | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38      |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use**                 | Aug. 01, 2001           |
| **In Commerce**               | Aug. 01, 2001           |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use**             | Yes                     |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name**               | H+W Test Products       |
| **Address**                  | H+W Test Products 58 Industrial Court Seekonk MASSACHUSETTS 027712017 |
| **Legal Entity**             | CORPORATION             |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | RHODE ISLAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number**            | H3T1222US               |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney**       | PENDLETON, CAROLYN A    |
### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76299487
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 13, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648918
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: ELECTRONIC SIGNS FEATURING LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES (LED's)
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 31, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LUMINII PURCHASER, LLC
- **Address**: LUMINII PURCHASER, LLC 7777 N. MERRIMAC AVENUE, NILES, ILLINOIS 60714
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 9206-98933
- **Examining Attorney**: WEIMER, CAROLINE FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SBTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76299713 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2001 Registration Number 2648919
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For TRAINING SOFTWARE, NAMELY HIGH-END INTERACTIVE SIMULATION-BASED SOFTWARE FOR TRAINING IN THE OPERATION OF AIRCRAFTS AND OTHER TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES IN THE AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE INDUSTRIES
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 1999 In Commerce Oct. 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Simgraph Inc. Address Simgraph Inc. 3131 St-Martin West Blvd, Suite 540 Laval, Quebec CANADA H7T2Z5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Column 1, line 2, ARMAND-FRAPPIERT should be deleted, and, ARMAND-FRAPPIER should be inserted. In the statement, Column 1, line 4, QUEBEC, CANADA H7V 4BF should be deleted, and, (QUEBEC) H7V 4B4, CANADA should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FISHER, LA TONIA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SOLOBUG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For computer programs that automate the process of reporting feature request, and defects and bugs over a world wide network of computers, and over the networks, to a database which logs and tracks the feature requests and which logs and tracks defects and bugs, wherein such programs send customizable data and executable code as a binary file which automatically is entered into an existing database, such programs are customizable so as to use the user's or customer's product names and user's or customer's defect and bug reporting terminology, allow file attachments to be sent with defect and bug reports, and capture the user's or customer's computer information for ease in tracking configuration-specific issues

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
|-----------------------|---------------------|------------|
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Mar. 10, 1997 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 10, 1997 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>PERFORCE SOFTWARE, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>PERFORCE SOFTWARE, INC. 400 NORTH FIRST AVENUE MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA 55401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CHOE, KELLY |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** IQINVISION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76300951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>digital cameras for use with computers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name      | IQinVision, Inc. |
| Address         | IQinVision, Inc. 33122 Valle Road San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92675 |
| Legal Entity    | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | IQINV-61217 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | FISHER, LA TONIA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE BISHOP OF RIESLING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Name Portrait Consent | Applicant confirms that the picture of the mark is not of a living individual. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0114461, 1142801 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Wines |
International Classes | 33 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 47, 49 |
International Class Title | Wines and Spirits |
First Use | Feb. 19, 2001 |
In Commerce | Feb. 19, 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | ZIMMERMANN-GRAEFF & MULLER GMBH & CO. KG |
Address | ZIMMERMANN-GRAEFF & MULLER GMBH & CO. KG BARLSTRASSE 35 ZELL/MOSEL FED REP GERMANY D-56856 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED PARTNERSHIP |
State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | MAHONEY, PAULA M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ART OF ACCELERATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76301077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2648931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Business consulting services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>May 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>May 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>CAPGEMINI AMERICA, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>CAPGEMINI AMERICA, INC. 79 Fifth Avenue, 3rd Floor NEW YORK NEW YORK 10003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correction made to Registration</strong></td>
<td>In the statement, Column 1, lines 3 and 4, should be deleted, and, “750 Seventh Avenue, 18th Floor, New York, NY 10019” should be inserted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GARNER, CHRISTINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOXFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76301765 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2001 Registration Number 2648939
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PRINTING SERVICES
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 01, 1991 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ELECTRONIC IMAGING SERVICES, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA VESTCOM RETAIL SOLUTIONS Address ELECTRONIC IMAGING SERVICES, INC. 2800 CANTRELL ROAD LITTLE ROCK ARKANSAS 72202 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARTY, GEORGIA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** O’DONNELL RACING FUEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76302021
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 20, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2648942
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Disclaimer**: "RACING FUEL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Racing fuel for model engines
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Feb. 13, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 13, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HOBBICO, INC.
- **Address**: HOBBICO, INC. 2904 RESEARCH ROAD CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS 61822
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE, DOUGLAS M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
IRA MAX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76303153
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 22, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650641
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 26, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 18, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "IRA"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY FINANCIAL INVESTMENT SERVICES
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 2002
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TRANSAMERICA CORPORATION
- **Address**: TRANSAMERICA CORPORATION 6400 C Street SW MS 3590 CEDAR RAPIDS IOWA 52499
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ROSSMAN, MARY JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76303848 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2001 Registration Number 2648953
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer "UNIVERSITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ JEWELRY namely CLOISONNE AND LAPEL PINS; WATCHES; CLOCKS; BRACELETS; EARRINGS, RINGS AND NECKLACES ]

For [ PLASTIC BEVERAGE CONTAINERS ]

For EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES AT THE UNIVERSITY AND POST GRADUATE LEVELS; LIBRARY SERVICES; AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITION

For [ APRONS; BEACHWEAR; SHORTS; PANTS; FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, HOCKEY, AND BASEBALL JERSEYS; INFANT AND TODDLER SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SOCKS, AND SLEEP WEAR; HATS; MITTENS AND SPORTS JERSEYS; YOUTH APPAREL, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, AND SPORTS JERSEYS; DRESS SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; TURTLENECKS; SWEATERS; WOMEN'S LINGERIE AND ACTIVEWEAR, NAMELY, SWEATSHIRTS AND SWEAT PANTS; MENS AND WOMEN'S FLEECE SHIRTS AND PANTS; MENS AND WOMEN'S SLEEP WEAR; MENS BOXER SHORTS; GLOVES; MITTENS; SOCKS; TIES; SCARVES; INFANT BIBS; AND FOOTWEAR ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 1998</th>
<th><strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 1998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Corporation of Gonzaga University, The DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Gonzaga University  
**Address**  Corporation of Gonzaga University, The Gonzaga University 502 E Boone Ave Spokane WASHINGTON 99258  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  GO2-110

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examiner**  HERMAN, RUSS
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 76304635
Application Filing Date: Aug. 20, 2001
Registration Number: 2648957
Registration Date: Nov. 12, 2002
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 20, 2002

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

Goods and Services Information

For: vitamin, mineral and nutritional dietary supplements in tablet, [ capsule and powder ] form exclusively for human consumption

International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
First Use: Nov. 04, 1997
In Commerce: Nov. 04, 1997

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: FOODSTATE, INC.
Address: FOODSTATE, INC. P.O. Box 5244
Manchester NEW HAMPSHIRE 03108
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: HALL, MICHAEL E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JOURNEY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76306726</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 29, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 26, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 21, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For                      | plastic mugs |
| International Classes    | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title| Housewares and Glass |
| First Use                | Jan. 18, 2002 |
| In Commerce              | Jan. 18, 2002 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name         | WILLIAMS PLASTICS LLC |
| Address            | WILLIAMS PLASTICS LLC 1501 OAKTON ELK GROVE ILLINOIS 60007 |
| Legal Entity       | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | INDIANA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | O LEAR, MICHELLE R |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INTERNET DOCMAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>76306863</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 29, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2648969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| **Disclaimer** | "INTERNET" |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 1750366 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Providing a service in the nature of temporary use of non-downloadable software, through a website on global computer networks permitting 401K managers to generate customizable printable documents relating to retirement plans and retirement plan investments; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software wherein retirement plan information may be entered and then transferred to the user's recordkeeping system using data transfer protocol

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| **First Use** | Nov. 2000 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 2000 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| **Owner Name** | McKay Hochman Co., Inc. |
| **Address** | McKay Hochman Co., Inc. 15 Corporate Circle Albany NEW YORK 12203 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW YORK |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| **Docket Number** | 1741.004 |
| **Examining Attorney** | COREA, ANDY I |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLF ACCESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76307104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2648970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;GOLF&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Promoting the goods and services of others through the distribution of discount cards and coupons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Access VG, L.L.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Access VG, L.L.C. 1012 West Beardsley Place Salt Lake City UTAH 841191522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UTAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>01550-20987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>RAUEN, JAMES A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AXEDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76307629 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2648978
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING INTELLIGENT DEVICES TO ENTERPRISE COMPUTING APPLICATIONS WHICH ALLOWS REMOTE ACCESS FOR CONTROLLING, SERVICING, MANAGING, AND MONITORING THE INTELLIGENT DEVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION BETWEEN SUCH INTELLIGENT DEVICES AND ENTERPRISE COMPUTING APPLICATIONS; GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK-BASED SOFTWARE FOR INTERACTIVE PUBLISHING OF REAL-TIME INFORMATION TO AND FROM INTELLIGENT DEVICES
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 14, 2002 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AXEDA CORPORATION Address AXEDA CORPORATION 25 FORBES BLVD. SUITE 3 FOXBORO MASSACHUSETTS 02035 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number A0470.5006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TINGLEY, JOHN C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TERROR TAIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76308809
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 04, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650653
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 12, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 07, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fishing Lures
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: V & G, L.L.C.
- **Address**: V & G, L.L.C. 210 Charles Court Slidell LOUISIANA 70129
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MOLINOFF, JEFFREY S.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GT H20

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76310851</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2001</td>
<td>2648995</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>&quot;H20&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY WATER SPRAYS, WATER FOUNTAINS AND WATER MISTERS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PlayCore IP Sub, Inc.</td>
<td>PlayCore IP Sub, Inc. Suite 1000 Volunteer Building Chattanooga TENNESSEE 37402</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENNINGS, PATRICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SNOWBATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76311160 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2001 Registration Number 2648999
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software used for the automated conversion of image files from one image format to another
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 01, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACCUSOFT CORPORATION Address ACCUSOFT CORPORATION 4001 North Riverside Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33603 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Accusoft

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IMAGE3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76315188 Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2001 Registration Number 2650660
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 19, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 11, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FACE MASKS FOR USE WITH MEDICAL BREATHING DEVICES
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 22, 2001 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PHILIPS RS NORTH AMERICA LLC Address PHILIPS RS NORTH AMERICA LLC 6501 LIVING PLACE PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38610

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PINEHURST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76316952 |
| Application Filing Date | Sep. 26, 2001 |
| Registration Number | 2649018 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Principal Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1601470, 2367370, 1663828, 1517264, 1594515 and others |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Non-metal jewelry boxes |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Oct. 31, 1997 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 31, 1997 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Pinehurst, LLC |
| Address | Pinehurst, LLC 80 CAROLINA VISTA DRIVE VILLAGE OF PINEHURST NORTH CAROLINA 28374 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 9982.2 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | STOIDES, KATHERINE |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76317089 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 24, 2001 Registration Number</th>
<th>2649019 Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002 Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023 Publication Date</th>
<th>Aug. 20, 2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;MEDIA&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>books featuring religious themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Mary Foundation, The Address</th>
<th>Mary Foundation, The P.O. Box 16101 Fairview Park OHIO 44126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | MARY-D |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GO SPOT GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76318187</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 26, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2650665</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 04, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>SPOT REMOVER FOR GENERAL HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name     | PACER TECHNOLOGY | Address | PACER TECHNOLOGY 3281 E. Guasti Street, Suite 260 Ontario CALIFORNIA 91761 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | JENKINS JR, CHARLES L |

17302
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BITY BEAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76318707
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 27, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2649025
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "BEAR"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2395812, 2034121, 1990314, 2509608, 2001808, 2010870, 2395813 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: CHILDREN'S FICTION AND ACTIVITY BOOKS
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Dec. 08, 1995
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 1995

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AMERICAN GIRL, LLC
- **Address**: AMERICAN GIRL, LLC 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD M1-1518 EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, MICHAEL P

17303
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TURQUOISE VILLAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76319682 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2001 Registration Number 2642499
Registration Date Oct. 29, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 06, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "TURQUOISE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring Zuni Indian Jewelry, Turquoise and Silver Indian Jewelry, Indian Art and Native American Crafts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 1978 In Commerce 1978

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MOYACHUN TRADING LLC Address MOYACHUN TRADING LLC PO Box 109 Vanderwagen NEW MEXICO 87326 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, BENITA P
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
NEXGEN BY MEDECO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76320471</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 11, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;NEXGEN&quot; in black block letters, except for the &quot;X&quot; which is slightly larger and is colored red and there is a black border on the right and bottom sides of the X which gives a three-dimensional appearance to the &quot;X&quot;. There is a white line that crosses horizontally through the upper-center of the &quot;X&quot;. The &quot;X&quot; is placed on a white round platform. The front and sides of the lower edge of the platform is colored black. Under the &quot;EN&quot; of &quot;NEXGEN&quot; is the phrase &quot;BY MEDECO&quot; in black block letters. The colors red and white are claimed. A color print of the mark and design are attached for your reference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1090698, 2158321, 2269370, 1860802, 0938079 and others |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | ELECTRO-MECHANICAL CYLINDER LOCKS AND KEYS |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Oct. 31, 2001 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 31, 2002 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | ASSA ABLOY HIGH SECURITY GROUP INC. |
| Address | ASSA ABLOY HIGH SECURITY GROUP INC. 3625 ALLEGHANY DRIVE P.O. BOX 3075 SALEM VIRGINIA 24153 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | VIRGINIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 037584-110 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BORSUK, ESTHER A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BREATHERVILLE, USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76321499 Application Filing Date Oct. 05, 2001 Registration Number 2649037
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Information services in the field of asthma and allergies provided by means of a Web site on the global computer network
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 01, 2001 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Allergy & Asthma Network Mothers of Asthmatics Address Allergy & Asthma Network Mothers of Asthmatics 8201 Greensboro Dr Ste 300 Mclean VIRGINIA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAUEN, JAMES A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SENIOR SERENITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNO RADIO GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76323975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2649044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "UNO RADIO GROUP" below a circle in black which is surrounded by a grey ring and includes portions of 4 other rings within the black circle. |
| Disclaimer | "RADIO GROUP" |
| Translation | The English translation of "UNO" is "one". |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Radio Broadcasting Services |
| International Classes | 38 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 104 |
| International Class Title | Communication |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 1998 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 1998 |

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Arso Radio Corporation |
| Address | Arso Radio Corporation RD 24 Luis Munoz Marin Ave. Caguas PUERTO RICO 00725 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE |
MARK Literal(s)  JITTERS 'N FITZ

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76324258 Application Filing Date  Oct. 09, 2001  Registration Number  2649045
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising agency and character licensing services for the financial and investment services markets utilizing proprietary, fictional characters
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Sep. 28, 2001  In Commerce  Sep. 28, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tom Lochray Inc.  Address  Tom Lochray Inc.  5645 10th Avenue South  Minneapolis  MINNESOTA  55417  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HERRELL, ROBERT R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAPPY'S GREEN TEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76324551 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2001 Registration Number 2649047
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "GREEN TEA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For green tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Sep. 10, 2001 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H & K Products, Inc. Address H & K Products, Inc. 10246 Road P Columbus Grove OHIO 45830
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1-15565

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOUGHRAN, BARBARA ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MILD DAZE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DEEP GROOVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76328019</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 22, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2649066</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For prerecorded compact discs [ and prerecorded audio tapes ] featuring music

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
|-----------------------|---------------------|------------|-------------------|--------------------------|
| First Use | Dec. 21, 2000 | In Commerce | Jan. 12, 2001 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CREATIVE MARKETING &amp; WORLDWIDE SALES GROUP, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CREATIVE MARKETING &amp; WORLDWIDE SALES GROUP, INC. 320 EAST CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE 204-119 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEVADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 2686-002.TM |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SNAPP, TINA LOUISE |
TM 14741 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) V-WAH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76329642 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2001 Registration Number 2649072
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2266755

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For guitar sound effectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 25, 2002 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roland Corporation Address Roland Corporation 2036-1, Nakagawa Hosoe-cho Kita-ku Hamamatsu Shizuoka JAPAN 4311304 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRELL, ROBERT R

17313
TM 14742 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOP 20 ON 20

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76330871 Application Filing Date Oct. 29, 2001 Registration Number 2650866
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jul. 08, 2002 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AUDIO PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC, SPORTS, TALK, NEWS AND DATA VIA SATELLITE AND VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 25, 2001 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SIRIUS XM RADIO INC. Address SIRIUS XM RADIO INC. 1221 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, 36TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10020 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE Organized

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: TOP 20 ON 20

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLD, BARBARA A
## Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  
EHR EXECUTIVE HEALTH RESOURCES

### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 76330944  
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 29, 2001  
- **Registration Number**: 2649080  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002  
- **Register Principal**:  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTH RESOURCES"

### Goods and Services Information

**For Educational services, namely, providing clinical education and training to physicians and hospital managed care personnel in the fields of utilization review, case management, medical cost management, and quality assurance**

- **International Classes**: 41  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 28, 1998

**For Medical cost management; health care cost review; and business consultation in the field of health care management**

- **International Classes**: 35  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 28, 1998

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: EXECUTIVE HEALTH RESOURCES, INC.  
- **Address**: EXECUTIVE HEALTH RESOURCES, INC.  
  15 CAMPUS BOULEVARD  SUITE 200  NEWTOWN SQUARE  PENNSYLVANIA  19073  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: GEARIN, AMY L
**TM 14744 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**
JUL. 04, 2023

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DISABILITYSUPPORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76332218
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 31, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2650870
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 14, 2002
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2348040, 1657885

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial counseling services, namely, financial counseling advice occasioned by disability
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 21, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ayco Company, L.P., The
- **Composed of**: Hambre, Inc., a corporation of the State of New York
- **Address**: Ayco Company, L.P., The 321 Broadway Saratoga Springs NEW YORK 12866
- **Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 101227.00095

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BILLINGS, JESSIE W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
TICKETS.COM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76332516
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 31, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2649091
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "TICKET.COM" and a stylized elliptical design.
- **Disclaimer**: "TICKETS.COM"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Online ticketing and information services, namely, arranging for tickets for shows and other entertainment events and the provision of information relating to shows and other entertainment events, all via global computer network
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 1997
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 1997

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TICKETS.COM, LLC
- **Address**: TICKETS.COM, LLC 535 ANTON BOULEVARD, SUITE 250 COSTA MESA CALIFORNIA 92626
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 307441
- **Examining Attorney**: GLYNN, GERALD T
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76332561</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2001</td>
<td>2649093</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: CHAMPIONSHIP NMRO MUD RACING
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "CHAMPIONSHIP" and "MUD RACING"

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Entertainment in the nature of mud racing races for motor sports enthusiasts; conducting entertainment exhibitions in the field of mud racing for motor sports enthusiasts
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 1988
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 1988

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: BONNIER LLC
- **Address**: BONNIER LLC 517 N. VIRGINIA AVENUE WINTER PARK FLORIDA 32789
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 18719-49
- **Examining Attorney**: SAIITO, KIM TSUKIYO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
THE NESTER

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76332882
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 02, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2604723
- **Registration Date**: Aug. 06, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 27, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 14, 2002

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: mechanical machine for inverting containers
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Oct. 17, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 17, 2001

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Haas, Dick
- **Address**: Haas, Dick R.R. #1 Box 194 Le Roy ILLINOIS 61752
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 50365-90

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76333507  Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2001  Registration Number 2649101
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "HOSPITAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1061426, 1163106, 1112508

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For COUNSELING AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENT PATIENTS
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use 1972  In Commerce 1972

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UHS OF DELAWARE, INC. Address UHS OF DELAWARE, INC. 367 SOUTH GULPH ROAD KING OF PRUSSIA PENNSYLVANIA 194060958  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12622-60107

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEGRON CACHO, LUIS F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIRST AMERICAN PLASTIC MOLDING ENTERPRISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76334065  Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2001  Registration Number 2649104
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "PLASTIC MOLDING ENTERPRISE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF PLASTIC ITEMS TO THE ORDER OR SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Nov. 1993 In Commerce Nov. 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FIRST AMERICAN PLASTIC MOLDING ENTERPRISE  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA FIRST AMERICAN PRINTING AND DIRECT MAIL Composed of THE MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW INDIANS, A FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED INDIAN TRIBE, PURSUANT TO 63 FR 71941 AND THE INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1934 AND QUAD INC., A MISSISSIPPI CORPORATION Address FIRST AMERICAN PLASTIC MOLDING ENTERPRISE #1-2 Choctaw Trail Ocean Springs MISSISSIPPI 39564 Legal Entity JOINT VENTURE State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** A AVALON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>76334329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2649107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Livery services, namely limousine services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Virgin Fish, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Avalon Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Virgin Fish, Inc. 6160 Bristol Parkway STE B Culver City CALIFORNIA 90230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>07426-1-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>AMOS, TANYA L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## MARK LITERAL(S)
SIMSMART

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76334823</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 05, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2649111</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1700350

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Computer software programs, namely real-time object-oriented dynamic process simulator for industrial process design validation, process control system checkout, and personnel training, and instructional manuals sold as a unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name HOWDEN CANADA INC. Address HOWDEN CANADA INC. 488 BASALTIC ROAD CONCORD, ONTARIO CANADA L4K 5A2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 1491.0023T

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner BRACEY, KAREN E
TM 14752 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SILICON DATA VAULT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76336418 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2649121
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SILICON DATA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HARDWARE BASED DATA SECURITY DEVICE, NAMELY COMPUTER HARDWARE THAT PREVENTS UNAUTHORIZED READS AND WRITES TO A COMPUTER'S HARD DISK DRIVE BY INCORPORATING A CUSTOM SILICON CHIP
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 22, 2001 In Commerce Mar. 22, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Secure Systems Limited Address Secure Systems Limited Level One 16 Ord Street Western Perth AUSTRALIA 6005 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CPA11362

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALI, STEPHANIE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIG RIG OWNER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76336745 Application Filing Date  Nov. 13, 2001 Registration Number  2650873
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Jul. 19, 2002 Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  MAGAZINES DEVOTED TO THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RANDALL-REILLY, LLC Address  RANDALL-REILLY, LLC 3200 Rice Mine Rd. N.E. Tuscaloosa ALABAMA  35406 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  25356.0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELL, CHRISTOPHER WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONTOUR PROBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76336790 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2650874
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jul. 30, 2002 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For laser sensor for use in three-dimensional scanning
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Feb. 12, 1999 In Commerce Feb. 12, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Perceptron, Inc. Address Perceptron, Inc. 47827 Halyard Drive Plymouth MICHIGAN 481702146
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12827-012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  UR3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76337868 Application Filing Date  Nov. 13, 2001 Registration Number  2649126
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adult novelty items, namely, sexual massage apparatus and imitation sexual organs; imitation animal organs; dildos; massage devices, namely devices for massaging or vibrating portions of the face and body; devices for aiding in copulation and masturbation, namely, reproductions of parts of the male and female anatomy; blow up dolls; body prostheses; electrical appliances for massaging the body; vibrators; sleeve on and for vibrators; and artificial skin for the foregoing products
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Jul. 01, 2001 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Health Devices Corporation Address  Health Devices Corporation  11933 Vose Street  North Hollywood  CALIFORNIA  91605 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  31437.0016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIRIE, VERA BETH
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76341408</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 2001</td>
<td>2649145</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** RPU WE PLEDGE, WE DELIVER

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** PUBLIC UTILITIES IN THE NATURE OF DISTRIBUTING ELECTRICITY AND SUPPLYING WATER

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105  
**International Class Title** Transportation and Storage  
**First Use** Apr. 09, 1998  
**In Commerce** Apr. 09, 1998

**For** PUBLIC UTILITIES IN THE NATURE OF GENERATING ELECTRICITY AND WATER

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title** Material Treatment  
**First Use** Apr. 09, 1998  
**In Commerce** Apr. 09, 1998

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** City of Rochester  
**Address** City of Rochester 201 Fourth Street SE Rochester MINNESOTA 55904

**Legal Entity** MUNICIPAL CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** MINNESOTA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** WELLS, KELLEY L
### Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 76341571 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Nov. 26, 2001 |
| **Registration Number** | 2649146 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| **Publication Date** | Aug. 20, 2002 |

### Mark Information

| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |

### Mark Literal(s)

- **CLASSIC CANDIES**

### Goods and Services Information

- **For** confectionary products, namely, candy
- **International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 46
- **International Class Title** Staple Foods
- **First Use** Sep. 24, 2001
- **In Commerce** Sep. 24, 2001

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name** SUGAR MEMORIES, L.L.C.
- **Address** SUGAR MEMORIES, L.L.C.  7480 BROOKPARK RD. Cleveland OHIO 44129
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** OHIO

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number** DDIAT0109US
- **Examining Attorney** ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
**Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8**

**Mark Literal(s)** CRAZY MOUNTAIN RANCH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76342163
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 27, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2649150
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "RANCH"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For recreational services, namely, providing facilities for flyfishing, hunting, snow mobiling, horseback riding, cross country-skiing, bicycling and horse drawn sleighing**
- **International Classes**: 41
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 1994
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 1994

- **For day ranch services in the nature of providing a sheltered mountain setting for [ family outings, picnics and weddings; ] hosting private parties; lodging services; restaurant services**
- **International Classes**: 42
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Dec. 1994
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 1994

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Philip Morris USA Inc.
- **Address**: Philip Morris USA Inc. 6601 West Broad Street Richmond VIRGINIA 23230
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHORIPDONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76342899 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2001 Registration Number 2649156
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The lining is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color. Translation The Korean characters in the mark transliterate to "CHO RIP DONG" and this means "boy wearing straw hat" in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1927032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 01, 1996 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SEOUL SHIK POOM, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Seoul Trading USA Co. Address SEOUL SHIK POOM, INC. 360 South Van Brunt Street Englewood NEW JERSEY 07631 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12-6675-T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COREA, ANDY I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SCHMIDT'S RESTAURANT UND SAUSAGE HAUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76348128 |
| Application Filing Date | Dec. 13, 2001 |
| Registration Number | 2649186 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "RESTAURANT UND SAUSAGE HAUS" |
| Translation | The English translation of "UND" is "and". The English translation of "HAUS" is "house". |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1973796 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant Services
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | May 1998 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | J. Fred Schmidt Packing Company |
| Address | J. Fred Schmidt Packing Company 240 E. Kossuth Street Columbus OHIO 43206 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 77379.11-15 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney | KING, CHRISTINA B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VICWEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76351716 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2001 Registration Number 2649215
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists, in part, of a stylized letter "V".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1669134

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For METAL SIDING, NAMELY, ROLL-FORMED STEEL SIDING FOR BUILDINGS
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal
Goods First Use May 1995 In Commerce May 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VICWEST INC. Address VICWEST INC. 5050 South Service Road, Unit 200 BURLINGTON,
ONTARIO CANADA L7L5Y7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 038875.00036

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWYERS, MATTHEW H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76352358  Application Filing Date  Dec. 26, 2001  Registration Number  2649220
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial consultation, advice, management and trust services in the fields of personal trusts and retirement plans
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  May 25, 2001  In Commerce  May 25, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SPINNAKER TRUST F/K/A RAM TRUST COMPANY  Address  SPINNAKER TRUST F/K/A RAM TRUST COMPANY  123 FREE STREET  PORTLAND  MAINE  04101  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  25987-6179

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DONNELL, RICHARD S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** COMFORT LET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>76354613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 04, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2649232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim | No
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For | Lancets for use in blood sugar testing
International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes
US Classes | 26, 39, 44
International Class Title | Medical Apparatus
First Use | Jun. 21, 2001
In Commerce | Jun. 21, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name | EXELINT International Co. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA EXEL International
Address | EXELINT International Co. 2500 Santa Fe Ave. Redondo Beach CALIFORNIA 90278
Legal Entity | CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number | 21-44087

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | HALL, MICHAEL E
TM 14764
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRAYS WELL WITH OTHERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76354655</td>
<td>Dec. 26, 2001</td>
<td>2649234</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>T-shirts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name        | World Library Publications a division of J.S. Paluch Co, Inc. |
| Address           | World Library Publications a division of J.S. Paluch Co, Inc. 3708 River Road Suite 400 Franklin Park ILLINOIS 60131 |
| Legal Entity      | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LORENZO, GEORGE M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEDICIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trademark Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, dermatological preparations, medicated skin care preparations, anti-acne preparations, antibiotic preparations, antifungal preparations, anti-infective preparations, corticosteroid preparations, medicated shampoos, preparations for treatment of inflammatory skin disorders, preparations for treatment of pediculosis, preparations for treatment of rosacea [, and preparations for treatment of pigmentation disorders, uneven pigmentation and actinic aging ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Arranging and conducting educational conferences in the field of dermatology |
|--------------------------------|
| **International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
| **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | Nov. 1994 |
| **In Commerce** | Nov. 1994 |

| For | Cosmetic preparations, namely, skin creams and lotions |
|--------------------------------|
| **International Classes** | 3 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| **International Class Title** | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| **First Use** | Aug. 14, 1989 |
| **In Commerce** | Aug. 14, 1989 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Medicis Pharmaceutical Corporation  
**Address**: Medicis Pharmaceutical Corporation  
400 Somerset Corporate Blvd. Legal Dept. Bridgewater  
NEW JERSEY  08807  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes  
**Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH CUT

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LOHR, AMY C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** REPCENTRIC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76355705</td>
<td>Jan. 08, 2002</td>
<td>2649244</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Goods and Services Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
<td>financial information and investment advisory services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### For:
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102
First Use: Sep. 28, 2001 In Commerce: Sep. 28, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: ADVISOR GROUP HOLDINGS, INC. **Address**: ADVISOR GROUP HOLDINGS, INC. 20 E. THOMAS ROAD SUITE 2000 PHOENIX ARIZONA 85012 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 149586-045

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE INTERNET BROADWAY DATABASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76356400</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 07, 2002</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2649246</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "THE INTERNET BROADWAY DATABASE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing historical and current information relating to theatre, theatres and theatre productions
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: THE BROADWAY LEAGUE INC.
- **Address**: THE BROADWAY LEAGUE INC. 729 Seventh Avenue, 5th Floor New York NEW YORK 10019
- **Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 45740-428
- **Examining Attorney**: COOPER, CHRISTINE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Y.E.S.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76356642 Application Filing Date  Jan. 09, 2002 Registration Number  2649247 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, insurance underwriting, insurance claims administration, and insurance agencies, all in the field of property, casualty, [ life, ] automobile, [ boat, farm and ranch, flood, workers compensation, mortgage protection, renters, townhouse, condominium, and homeowners ]


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE Address FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE 6301 OWENSMOUTH AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR WOODLAND HILLS CALIFORNIA 91367 Legal Entity INTER-INSURANCE EXCHANGE State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FARM:052

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
YOU'RE ESSENTIAL TO SAFETY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76356643 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 09, 2002 |
| Registration Number | 2649248 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, insurance underwriting, insurance claims administration, and insurance agencies, all in the field of property, casualty, [life, automobile, boat, farm and ranch, flood, workers compensation, mortgage protection, renters, townhouse, condominium, and homeowners]

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Oct. 2000 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 2000 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE |
| Address | FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE 6301 OWENSMOUTH AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR WOODLAND HILLS CALIFORNIA 91367 |
| Legal Entity | INTER-INSURANCE EXCHANGE |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | FARM:053 |
| Examining Attorney | PRICE, WANDA KAY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RENZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76357833 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2002 Registration Number 2649253 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1688581

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment Services - Namely Vocal and Instrumental Performances by a soloist or musical group
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 1990 In Commerce Oct. 20, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hines, Jr., Lorenzo DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Renz Entertainment Group Address Hines, Jr., Lorenzo P.O. Box 4521 Foster City CALIFORNIA 94404 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEARIN, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76358081  Application Filing Date  Jan. 14, 2002  Registration Number  2649254
Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2107270, 1050587

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  syrups for making slush-type soft drinks
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Jul. 1968  In Commerce  Jul. 1968

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHILLY WILLEE NATIONAL, INC.  Address  CHILLY WILLEE NATIONAL, INC.  80 INDUSTRIAL LOOP, NORTH BUILDING 2  ORANGE PARK  FLORIDA  32073  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country  GEORGIA
Where Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  297737/00004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RADEMACHER, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MATTERSPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76358146 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2002 Registration Number 2649255 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for document and information management used in providing professional services to clients

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Work Products, Inc. Address Work Products, Inc. 19112 QUIVER RIDGE DRIVE LEESBURG VIRGINIA 20176 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KANG, JANE C
TM 14773 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAD ONE 1

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76359730 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2002 Registration Number 2649261 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2225952

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper, vellum, paper laminates and other like paper materials used for architectural and engineering computer drawings, plans and plots

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AGFA NV Address AGFA NV SEPISTRAAT 27 2640 MORTSEL BELGIUM Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BELGIUM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  H HAMMER HEAD CUSTOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76361173</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 22, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2649276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "CUSTOM" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For furniture and cabinets
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Sep. 04, 1992 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 04, 1992 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Erwin, Reginald L. |
| Address | Erwin, Reginald L.  P.O. Box 728  Stokesdale  NORTH CAROLINA  27357 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 02958.0002 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | VAN HORN, TAWANDA |
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MARKET STREET

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76361258</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 2002</td>
<td>2651891</td>
<td>Nov. 19, 2002</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 29, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MOUNTAIN WEST BRANDS, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MOUNTAIN WEST BRANDS, LLC 744 EAST 400 SOUTH SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 84102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>UTAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

| Docket Number | 7636 |

### Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>COOPER, CHRISTINE H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## MARK LITERAL(S)
OFFICE CHOICE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76362100
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 23, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2649282
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**
- **Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "office"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Direct broadcast satellite transmission services
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Jan. 1995
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 1995

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DIRECTV, LLC
- **Address**: DIRECTV, LLC 2260 East Imperial Highway El Segundo CALIFORNIA 90245
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: DTV-02338
- **Examining Attorney**: TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU?

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76362315</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 2002</td>
<td>2649286</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Register** Principal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and delivery of personal property by air, rail, boat and motor vehicle</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 07, 2002</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Parcel Service of America, Inc.</td>
<td>United Parcel Service of America, Inc. 55 Glenlake Parkway, NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State or Country Where Organized**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEATING, MICHAEL P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAFESTYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76363036  Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2002  Registration Number  2649289  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Principal Register  Trademark  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dairy based beverages
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Apr. 11, 2000  In Commerce  Apr. 11, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cafe Mocha Blend, Inc.  Address  Cafe Mocha Blend, Inc.  12559 Lakeshore North  Auburn  CALIFORNIA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  TINYK, MICHAEL D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BAKER'S PREFERENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76363199 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2002 Registration Number 2649292 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flour based mixes for preparing baked or grilled foods
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Nov. 05, 2001 In Commerce Nov. 07, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dorothy Dawson's Food Products, Inc. Address Dorothy Dawson's Food Products, Inc. 251 W. Euclid Jackson MICHIGAN 49203 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Dorothy Daws

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PESTWEB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76363350 Application Filing Date  Jan. 24, 2002 Registration Number  2649295 Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For distributorship services in the field of chemicals and pesticides, and chemical and pesticide applicators
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 15, 1996 In Commerce  May 08, 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Univar USA Inc. Address   Univar USA Inc.  17425 NE Union Hill Road REDMOND WASHINGTON 98052 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE BOB & TOM SHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76365045 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2002 Registration Number 2649303 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "SHOW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Dec. 1986 In Commerce Dec. 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bob & Tom, LLC Address Bob & Tom, LLC 2700 Market Tower 10 Market Street Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 009204.00000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEJESUS, YSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FREEDOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76365131 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2002 Registration Number 2649304 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0066306/1351918 International Registration Number 1351918

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For boat club services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 1989 In Commerce 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FREEDOM FRANCHISE SYSTEMS, LLC Address FREEDOM FRANCHISE SYSTEMS, LLC 897 E. Venice Ave. Venice FLORIDA 34285 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FBC001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine DEJESUS, YSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EW.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76366204 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2002 Registration Number 2649314
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2103091

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For INTERACTIVE ONLINE SERVICES ACCESSED VIA COMPUTER PROVIDING INFORMATION ON MOVIES, TELEVISION, PUBLISHING, MUSIC, MULTIMEDIA AND VIDEOS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, LLC Address ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, LLC 1716 LOCUST STREET DES MOINES IOWA 50309 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney LAUTERBACH, JODI D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTSWORLD.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76369949 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2002 Registration Number 2649333
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and directory services, namely promoting the services of others engaged in providing online gambling services, by providing a directory of gambling service providers, placing advertisements in such directory, and providing such directory via a global computer network
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 11, 2002 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FLOWPLAY, INC. Address FLOWPLAY, INC. 114 Alaskan Way South, Ste. 100 Seattle WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number F5681-5012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, MARY JO
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76371375</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 16, 2002</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2649340</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>INTERACTIVE EDGE, LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>INTERACTIVE EDGE, LLC 23 WEST 18TH STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | POWERS, ALEXANDER L |

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** IE INTERACTIVE EDGE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
REACH OUT AND DANCE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76371895</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2649343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely conducting training in dance for primary level students and distributing course materials in connection therewith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | CUYAHOGA VALLEY YOUTH BALLET |
| Address | CUYAHOGA VALLEY YOUTH BALLET P.O. Box 3131 Cuyahoga Falls OHIO 44223 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 2658 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MANDIR, FREDERICK M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STEEL WRITER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76376005 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2002 Registration Number 2650885
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 08, 2002 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2056476

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PAINT MARKERS
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Marking, Inc. Address American Marking, Inc. 2435 Vale Drive Birmingham ALABAMA 35244
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11-3458R

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## MARK Literal(s)
GOT SALT?

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76376903
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 04, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2649356
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "SALT"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2382206

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electrolytic chlorine generator for use in sanitizing of swimming pools, spas, hot tubs, waste water, drinking water, cooling tower treatment water, oil rig treatment water, waterfalls and ponds
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 08, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 27, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TMI Salt Pure Corporation
- **Address**: TMI Salt Pure Corporation
- **P.O. Box 433
- **Manchester, WASHINGTON 98353**
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TMIS-2-29542
- **Examining Attorney**: ALT, JILL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ACCU WASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76377050  Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2002  Registration Number  2649357
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "WASH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vehicle Wash Services
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Nov. 12, 2001  In Commerce  Nov. 12, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NATIONAL CARWASH SOLUTIONS, INC.  Address  NATIONAL CARWASH SOLUTIONS, INC.  1500 SE 37TH STREET  GRIMES  IOWA  50111  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AccuwashTran

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  COOPER, CHRISTINE H
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  WE PAIR WINE WITH LIFE

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 76380270
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 11, 2002
- **Registration Number**: 2649367
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Retail store services, available through computer communications or in-store, featuring fine and collectable vintage wine, champagne and spirits, and related accessories namely, corkscrews, stemware, textile goods, gift baskets, wooden collectable boxes, and candles
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 29, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 29, 2001

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Great Grapes, LLC
- **Address**: Great Grapes, LLC 8877 N. Scottsdale Road Suite 406 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85253
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: V 223.002
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIELDS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAZAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 76384360 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 28, 2002 |
| Registration Number | 2649370 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 12, 2002 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 20, 2002 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property | A0006817/0912051 |
| International Registration Number | 0912051 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Jan. 02, 1998 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 02, 1998 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Mazama Capital Management, Inc. |
| Address | Mazama Capital Management, Inc. One S.W. Columbia Street, Suite 1500 Portland OREGON 97258 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OREGON |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 054412-2300 |
| Examining Attorney | DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE MATRIMONIAL STRATEGIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76402795  Application Filing Date May 02, 2002  Registration Number 2649372
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For legal newsletters
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALM GLOBAL PROPERTIES, LLC  Address ALM GLOBAL PROPERTIES, LLC  150 EAST 42ND STREET MEZZANINE LEVEL NEW YORK NEW YORK 10017
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 29765.00004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSTER, STEVEN R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TINK’S

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76417360</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 31, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>3982945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 27, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 04, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1207374 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Human odor cover scents for use in hunting and scents used as hunting lures; hunter's scent camouflage; hunting powder used in indicating wind direction; human scent eliminator and camouflage scent for use in hunting

| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | 1975 |
| In Commerce | 1975 |

**For** Scent eliminating laundry detergent for use associated with hunting and outdoor recreation; Scent eliminating shampoo and soap for use associated with hunting and outdoor recreation; scented dryer sheets

| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | 1975 |
| In Commerce | 1975 |

**For** Rope and cordage

| International Classes | 22 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Cordage and Fibers |
| First Use | 1975 |
| In Commerce | 1975 |

**For** [ Gun barrel oil; hunting bow oil ]

| International Classes | 4 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 6, 15 |
| International Class Title | Lubricants and Fuels |
| First Use | 1975 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

---

17366
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARUKYO MEISAKU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76704100 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2010 Registration Number 4242148
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 27, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 22, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized design featuring a circle within a
looping curved line, all in red and the area between the circle and looping curved line being white, followed by the design
of two Japanese characters in black, followed by the wording "MARUKYO" in black, the wording "MARUKYO" is over
a rectangle of venetian red which fades right to left to white. Below is the wording "MEISAKU" in black. Below the word
"MEISAKU" is a white cup with shading sitting on a wood grain coaster of seal brown and chocolate brown in the cup is a
sap green substance. Overlapping the coaster is a plate having a rosewood red boarder and shaded sangria red. On the
plate are 6 white packages, three having a red stripe and three having a green stripe, and featuring a circle within a looping
curved line, all in red, followed by the design of five Japanese characters in black on the left side and Japanese letters on
the right side. Some of the lettering of the packages is covered by other packages. Over the packages are three flower
shaped buns colored wheat, two circular shaped buns colored wheat and ochre, and two tapered buns colored wheat on the
edges and burgundy in the centers with wheat colored specs. On the right hand side is a hexagon, partially covered by the
plate, the hexagon having an outer boarder of mauve on the top and raspberry on the bottom, an inner boarder of magenta
and an inner boarder of copper. Inside the hexagon is a large olive drab circle and a smaller olive drab circle below the
larger circle. On the large circle are two lines of Japanese characters. In the center of the hexagon are Japanese characters,
the center of the hexagon being white. On the right inside the hexagon is a vertical banner colored crimson at both ends
and fading to orange then yellow at the center. On the banner are two sets of Japanese characters separated by a bullet
point. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black, venetian red, white, seal brown, chocolate brown,
sap green, rosewood red, sangria red, green, wheat, burgundy, mauve, raspberry, magenta, olive drab, copper, ochre,
orange, crimson and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS
THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "MEIKA NO TORIAWASE", "NIHONCHA NI YOKUAU", "MATHCA MANJU" AND
"SOBA MANJU" AND THE DESIGN OF THE MANJU AS IT APPEARS ON THE PLATE Translation The English
translation of "MEISAKU" is inscription make, "Aji no" is of taste, "Meika no toriawase" is assortment of the famous
kind of pastries, "Nihoncha ni yokuau" is well matched with Japanese tea, "Mathca manju" is bun stuffed with the powdered green tea flavored bean jam, "Soba manju" is bun stuffed with the buckwheat flour flavored bean jam.

**Transliteration** The two non-Latin characters before "MARUKYO" transliterate into "Marukyo", which is part of Applicant's name. The non-Latin characters over the olive drab circle of the mark transliterate into "Meika no toriawase" and "Nihoncha ni yokuau", which means assortment of the famous kind of pastrie and well matched with Japanese tea in English. The non-Latin characters on the white background in the hexagon transliterate into "AJI No" and "Meisaku", which means of taste and inscription make in English. The non-Latin characters on the green striped packages transliterate into "Mathca Manju", which means bun stuffed with the powdered green tea flavored bean-jam in English. The non-Latin characters on the red striped packages transliterate into "Soba Manju", which means bun stuffed with the buckwheat flour flavored bean-jam in English.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3518722, 3464885

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bun with bean-jam filling (Manju)

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods **First Use** Apr. 01, 2010

**In Commerce**  Apr. 01, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MARUKYO SEIKA KABUSHIKI KAISHA **Address** MARUKYO SEIKA KABUSHIKI KAISHA 2002-2, Hatagasaki Yonago-shi, Tottori JAPAN **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** KOH-0319

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LAPTER, ALAIN J
Mark Literal(s) MARUKYO DORAYAKI

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 76704101 Application Filing Date: Aug. 11, 2010 Registration Number: 4242149 Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023 Publication Date: Feb. 28, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date: Apr. 24, 2012

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a stylized design featuring two cakes, one broken open to show a filling partially covering the second, the cakes having a copper colored top with a wheat colored interior, the filling is maroon with wheat colored bits, on the two cakes is a flower design colored brown, above the two cakes is a quadrilateral featuring a circle within a looping curved line, all in red over and the area between the circle and looping curved line being white followed by the design of two Japanese characters in black, followed by the wording "MARUKYO" in black. Below is the wording "DORAYAKI" in black. Below the word "DORAYAKI" are Japanese characters in black and two rectangles offset from the center one rectangle in black with red Japanese characters and the other in yellow to green with black characters, at the top of the two rectangles is a yellow Japanese character with a black outline. Under the rectangles is a green leaf with fruits colored jasmine and redwood, the lower portion of the quadrilateral having a yellow-green boarder with a stylized design of olive drab and lime fading upward to yellow including curved lines of yellow and olive drab and a circle of yellow-green and yellow. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) white, copper, wheat, maroon, brown, red, black, yellow, green, jasmine, redwood, yellow-green, olive drab and lime is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "DORAYAKI" AND "KURI TAPPURI IN JIBSEI TSUBUAN", THE WORDING DORAYAKI, AND THE DESIGN OF THE BAKED RED BEAN CAKE (DORAYAKI) Translation: "DORAYAKI" means "baked red bean cake". "MARKUYO" is part of Applicant's name. Transliteration: The two non-Latin characters before MARUKYO transliterate into "Marukyo", which is part of Applicant's name. The non-Latin characters in the center of the mark transliterate into "Darayaki", which means "baked red bean cake" in English. The non-Latin characters in green and black rectangles transliterate into "Kuri Tappuri In Jibsei Tsuwan", which means "the homemade half smashed bean jam with fully chestnut" in English.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   76706663 Application Filing Date  Mar. 07, 2011 Registration Number   4242154
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 13, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   lighting fixtures for studio

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   JEM Studio Lighting, Inc. Address  JEM Studio Lighting, Inc.  15424 Cabrito Road  Van Nuys  CALIFORNIA 91406 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MSR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76707878 Application Filing Date  Jun. 07, 2011 Registration Number  4239551
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "MSR" diagonally positioned inside of an irregular shaded, shape design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2002789

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Motorcycle accessories, namely, travel bags and tool bags sold empty
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

For  Motorcycle structural parts and accessories, namely, roost deflectors, bike stands, drive chains, [ cross bar pads, ] brake and clutch lever guards
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles

For  Kidney belts and chest protectors for motocross; knee and elbow guards for use in the sport of motocross
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Motorcycle helmets and goggles
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Motorcycle apparel, namely, women's and men's pants, jackets, jerseys, gloves, socks, tops, t-shirts, hats, boots, sweatshirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ST. ANTHONY, LLC. Address   ST. ANTHONY, LLC. 1551 WEST AMERICAN WAY PAYSON UTAH 84651 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   58521-1030US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BUONGIorno, CHRISTOPHE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ZYXOGEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 76708860
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 26, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242162
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 31, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 27, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Plastic spray nozzles
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Nov. 30, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2012

#### For Machine parts, namely, nozzles which are parts of power-operated sprayers; parts for pneumatic blow guns, namely, nozzles
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Nov. 04, 2011
- **In Commerce**: May 23, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ZYXOGEN, LLC
- **Address**: ZYXOGEN, LLC 222 SECOND AVENUE NORTH SUITE 416 NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37201
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 029986.53925
- **Examining Attorney**: ERVIN, INGA MARIE
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76709162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4239563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  No

**Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**  The "Future Forward College" service mark consists of a circular design with a centered rectangular horizontal banner extending beyond the circle with ribbon-cut two pointed ends. The banner contains two lines of stylized font with "future" in lower case letters and "FORWARD" in upper case letters on the top line of a shaded background. "COLLEGE" appears in upper case letters on the second line of an unshaded background. The bottom portion of the banner is unshaded. **Color Claimed**  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**  "COLLEGE"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  Educational services, namely, providing online and in person classes, seminars, and workshops at the post-secondary level

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**First Use**  Sep. 07, 2011

**In Commerce**  Sep. 07, 2011

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  The Trustees of Wake Technical Community College

**Address**  The Trustees of Wake Technical Community College 9101 Fayetteville Road Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 276035696

**Legal Entity**  POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

**State or Country Where Organized**  NORTH CAROLINA

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  14427.2

**Examining Attorney**  HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TURFBRANDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76710737</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4239574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>4239574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Advertising signs of coated paper or cardboard
- International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- First Use: May 11, 2011
- In Commerce: May 11, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Current Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: TurfBrands, LLC
- Address: 2804 James Redman Pkwy., Suite 104, Plant City, FLORIDA 33566
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: IMAM, AMEEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GREEN PLATE KITCHEN
YUMMY · HEALTHY · PLATES TO GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76710840 Application Filing Date  Mar. 08, 2012 Registration Number  4239575
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design of a circular plate with a fork and
knife, the words "GREEN PLATE KITCHEN" with a leaf design above the letter "i", and the words
"YUMMY-HEALTHY- PLATES TO GO" underneath the design of the plate. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "KITCHEN", "HEALTHY" AND "PLATES TO GO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3946593

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  food preparation services featuring properly proportioned, healthy meals
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant
services First Use  Apr. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CELEBRATE BRANDS, LLC Address  CELEBRATE BRANDS, LLC PO Box 10 Porter  TEXAS 77365
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  68336-571100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TIMEFLIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76711006 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2012 Registration Number 4239577
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable audio recordings featuring music and music-based entertainment; audio recordings featuring music and music-based entertainment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 13, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 13, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Timeflies Music LLC Address Timeflies Music LLC 488 Madison Avenue, 18th Floor c/o Franklin, Weinrib, Rudell & Vassallo New York NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEROSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76711110 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4239583
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing non-downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances via an internet website
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2001 In Commerce 2001
For Musical sound recordings; downloadable musical sound recordings; audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2001 In Commerce 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Young, Theresa M. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA T.Y. Productions, Ferosh LLC Address Young, Theresa M. 430 NW 88th Terrace Ferosh LLC Et Portal FLORIDA 33150 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20000495

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>76715948</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 04, 2014</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5082421</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2014</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Real estate investment services; real estate investment trust services; real estate services, namely, managing commercial real estate; operating services in the nature of commercial real estate management; leasing of commercial real estate

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Insurance and Financial  
**First Use** May 10, 2016  
**In Commerce** May 10, 2016

**For** Business management in the field of operating commercial real estate

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** May 10, 2016  
**In Commerce** May 10, 2016

**For** Commercial real estate development

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title** Construction and Repair  
**First Use** May 10, 2016  
**In Commerce** May 10, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>MONOGRAM RESIDENTIAL TRUST, INC.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>MONOGRAM RESIDENTIAL TRUST, INC. 5800 GRANITE PKWY., SUITE 1000 PLANOLTEXAS75024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 141691-3003

---

17381
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MRT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76715949 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2014 Registration Number 5082422
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 16, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 11, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the overlaid stylized initials "MRT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate investment services; real estate investment trust services; real estate services, namely, managing commercial real estate; operating services in the nature of commercial real estate management; leasing of commercial real estate
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use May 10, 2016 In Commerce May 10, 2016
For Business management in the field of operating commercial real estate
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use May 10, 2016 In Commerce May 10, 2016
For Commercial real estate development
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use May 10, 2016 In Commerce May 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MONOGRAM RESIDENTIAL TRUST, INC. Address MONOGRAM RESIDENTIAL TRUST, INC. 5800 GRANITE PKWY., SUITE 1000 PLANO TEXAS 75024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized MARYLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 141691-3004
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SILENCER SUBSONIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76717477 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5083856 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jul. 17, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SUBSONIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ammunition

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SMITH & WESSON INC. Address SMITH & WESSON INC. 2100 ROOSEVELT AVENUE SPRINGFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 01104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HEMPSTILE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 76717990  
  **Application Filing Date**: May 07, 2015  
  **Registration Number**: 5082424  
  **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
  **Publication Date**: Jun. 21, 2016  
  **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 16, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
  **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "HEMPSTILE" in stylized font.  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4568452

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Non-medicated toilet and cosmetic preparations, beauty, toiletries, and cosmetic products, namely, solid and liquid soaps, body butter, massage oil bars, shampoo bars, fresh facial masks, beauty masks, non-medicated lip care preparations, spa waxes for massaging and moisturizing body, skin scrubs, body perfume, bath bombs primarily made of bath salts, bath foam, liquid shampoos and hair conditioners; gift baskets primarily of solid and liquid soaps, body butter, shampoo bars and beauty masks; all goods containing hemp
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
  **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
  **First Use**: Jun. 10, 2014  
  **In Commerce**: Jun. 10, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: RAD Soap Co., LLC  
  **Address**: RAD Soap Co., LLC 8 Wolfert Avenue Albany NEW YORK 12204  
  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76718246</td>
<td>Jul. 10, 2015</td>
<td>5082425</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE CAPITAL LETTERS "E" AND "F". THE LETTER "E" IS FACING BACKWARDS AND IS CONNECTED TO THE FORWARD FACING LETTER "F".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Musical instrument accessories, namely, guitar straps
- **International Classes** 15 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 2, 21, 36
- **International Class Title**: Musical Instruments
- **First Use**: Dec. 12, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 09, 2016

**For** CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, BELTS
- **International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 15, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 09, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: FARMER'S EMPIRE, INC.
- **Address**: FARMER'S EMPIRE, INC. 5333 BALBOA BLVD., APT. 241 ENCINO CALIFORNIA 91316
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: EF_434

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DNE LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76718406 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5079972
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LABS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer security consultancy in the field of identity management meant to identify and eliminate vulnerabilities in digital transactions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 01, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DNE Technologies, LLC Address DNE Technologies, LLC 107 Ortegon Ave Caparra Gallery Bldg., Suite 211 Guaynabo PUERTO RICO 00966 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country PUERTO RICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0826.2004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  76718407 Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2015 Registration Number  5079973
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized scroll. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer security consultancy in the field of identity management meant to identify and eliminate vulnerabilities in digital transactions
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Oct. 01, 2013 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DNE Technologies, LLC Address  DNE Technologies, LLC Caparra Gallery Bldg., Suite 211 107 Ortegon Ave Guaynabo PUERTO RICO 00966 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country  PUERTO RICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0826.2003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPEED SPEED AND STRENGTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76718916 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5079974 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "SPEED" with the stylized words "SPEED AND STRENGTH" directly below and with the word "AND" having a line directly above and below the word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorcycle helmets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 06, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2013
For Clothing, namely, jackets, shirts, gloves all of the foregoing sold to powersport vehicle users or through powersport-specific retailers, powersport-specific trade shows, or powersport-specific races; Shoes and boots all of the foregoing sold to powersport vehicle users or through powersport-specific retailers, powersport-specific trade shows, or powersport-specific races

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tucker-Rocky Corporation, Inc. Address Tucker-Rocky Corporation, Inc. 103 Foulk Road, Suite 202 Wilmington DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 262943

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorneys DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CONTAINS SUSTAGRAIN
ULTRA-HIGH FIBER WHOLE GRAIN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77118976</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2007</td>
<td>5082426</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Sep. 07, 2010
**Notice of Allowance Date** Jan. 15, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
**Word(s)/ Letter(s)** Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
**Disclaimer** "CONTAINS" AND "ULTRA-HIGH FIBER WHOLE GRAIN"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 2412216, 2817660

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Processed barley, namely, flour, flakes, kernels, chopped, toasted, coated and heat treated; flour

**International Classes** 30
**Primary Classes** US Classes 46
**International Class Title** Staple Foods
**First Use** Jun. 2005
**In Commerce** Jun. 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Ardent Mills, LLC
**Address** Ardent Mills, LLC 1875 LAWRENCE STREET Denver COLORADO 80202
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 505138.120
**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DOREL FINE FURNISHINGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77171202 Application Filing Date May 02, 2007 Registration Number 4239587
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FINE FURNISHINGS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DOREL INDUSTRIES INC./LES INDUSTRIES DOREL INC. Address DOREL INDUSTRIES INC./LES INDUSTRIES DOREL INC. 1255 GREENE AVENUE, SUITE 300 MONTREAL CANADA H3Z2A4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43010-327446

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE PENINSULA ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77401347 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2008 Registration Number 4242182
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 07, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ACADEMY" AS TO CLASS 41

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1320035, 1321445, 2648386 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the fields of sightseeing, event planning, shopping, and culinary experiences; arranging and conducting workshops in the fields of culinary arts, sightseeing, event planning, shopping; arranging and conducting seminars in the fields of culinary arts, sightseeing, event planning, shopping; educational services, namely, conducting classes in the fields of culinary arts and event planning
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 2007 In Commerce Dec. 2007
For arranging of tours; escorting of travelers
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Dec. 2007 In Commerce Dec. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PENINSULA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (USA), INC. Address PENINSULA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (USA), 1 NC. 1209 ORANGE STREET CORPORATION TRUST CENTER WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 023211.00027
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIFFTIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77456258 Application Filing Date Apr. 23, 2008 Registration Number 4242185
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 10, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 02, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The mark "RIFFTIME" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing educational and entertainment services, namely, musical performances, audiovisual performances in the field of music, and musical instruction, all on-line via a global computer network; providing a web site featuring musical and audio performances, videos, images and other audiovisual and multimedia materials, all in the field of musical performances; providing commentary, and other information regarding entertainment and cultural resources, namely, cultural events, all on-line via a global computer network; entertainment services, namely, providing prerecorded and transmitted music, audio, images, video, audiovisual performances and recordings, and multimedia performances and recordings, all in the field of musical performances, all on-line via a global computer network

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FANFARE ENTERTAINMENT LLC Address FANFARE ENTERTAINMENT LLC 263 Hatch Lane, Suite 200 BURLINGAME CALIFORNIA 94010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 09995

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "RIFFTIME, LLC" should be deleted, and, FANFARE ENTERTAINMENT LLC should be inserted. The original owner is corrected to appear as

17395
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PIKO HAWAIIAN LONGBOARD WEAR

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77469878</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>3912685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 31, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the name &quot;Piko Hawaiian Longboard Wear&quot;, with the name &quot;Piko&quot; in larger font and stacked on top of and centered above &quot;Hawaiian Longboard Wear&quot;, with a coiled image of a wave above &quot;Piko Hawaiian Longboard Wear&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;HAWAIIAN LONGBOARD WEAR&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as &quot;belly-button&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2013165 |

**Goods and Services Information**

For Clothing, headwear, and clothing accessories, namely, shirts, baseball caps, hats, [ visors, shorts, ] tops, [ socks, pants, sweaters, ] sweatshirts, [ sweat shorts, suit, dress shirts, dresses, jackets, ] t-shirts [, knitted caps, and knit shirts ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 1994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Kamakura, Kevin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Kamakura, Kevin 630-A 10th Avenue Honolulu HAWAII 96816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Morisato, Wade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Morisato, Wade 630-A 10th Avenue Honolulu HAWAII 96816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examiner Information**

| Examining Attorney | TENG, SIMON |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JOHN WAYNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77520637 Application Filing Date  Jul. 11, 2008 Registration Number   4242196 Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jun. 16, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 08, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the signature of the late "John Wayne", the deceased internationally known movie star. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Furniture, mirrors and picture frames
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Oct. 2010 In Commerce Oct. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JOHN WAYNE ENTERPRISES, LLC Address JOHN WAYNE ENTERPRISES, LLC 1631 Monrovia Avenue Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA 92627 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 028121.0006T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77546207  Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2008  Registration Number   4242203
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register     Principal  Mark Type     Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 13, 2009  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 08, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a drawing of a coiled snake in the center of an outlined three-sided shield with shaded upper corners.  Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Footwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Columbia Insurance Company  Address   Columbia Insurance Company  1314 Douglas Street, Suite 1400 Omaha  NEBRASKA  681021944  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   00082-T0074A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FRAZIER, TAMARA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOP FRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77579927 Application Filing Date Sep. 26, 2008 Registration Number 4242215
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 23, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 15, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRESH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0761016, 1646961

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals used in floriculture, namely, chemical preparations for the treatment of cut flowers; preservatives for flowers; nutrients for cut flowers
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Nov. 2008 In Commerce Nov. 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Topco Holdings, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Topco Holdings, Inc. Address Topco Holdings, Inc. 7711 GROSS POINT ROAD SKOKIE ILLINOIS 60077 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUDEMAN, JESSICA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  KINZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77604823 Application Filing Date  Oct. 31, 2008 Registration Number  4242222
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 23, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 15, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a narrowing ray extending through the word "KINZE". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0015750/1001114 International Registration Number  1001114 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1064403, 1229318, 2334608 and others Parent Of  77978350

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Grain carts International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  May 2012 In Commerce  May 2012
For  Seed monitors for use with agricultural seed planters International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 2010 In Commerce  Feb. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kinze Manufacturing, Inc Address  Kinze Manufacturing, Inc. 2172 M Avenue Williamsburg IOWA 52361 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T57263US02

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FINE, STEVEN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEHAVIORAL ARCHITECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77632513 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2008 Registration Number 4242224
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 30, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 22, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEHAVIORAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3293652, 3570486

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing counseling, behavioral therapy and behavioral treatment in the fields of autism and developmental disabilities

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name California Unified Service Providers, LLC Address California Unified Service Providers, LL C Suite 1000 25500 Hawthorne Blvd. Torrance CALIFORNIA 90505 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 38276.00000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE ADVENTURES OF THUMBS UP JOHNNIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77647799 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2009 Registration Number 4242229 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 28, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 21, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prerecorded compact discs and digital video discs for education and entertainment of children; Digital and electronic media, namely, pre-recorded digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital disks for education and entertainment of children; children's educational computer software and children's entertainment computer software incorporating music, video, live action, animation, and interactive components; audio and video recordings featuring music and animation
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 25, 2009 In Commerce Oct. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BAIN KLENKE, MICHELLE Address BAIN KLENKE, MICHELLE 18 BRIGHTON WAY ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63105 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7340.1.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEEPERs

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77668967 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2009 Registration Number 4242248
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 09, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LARIVIERE, GRUBMAN, P.C. Address LARIVIERE, GRUBMAN, P.C. 270 El Dorado Street MONTEREY CALIFORNIA 93940 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LGT1867

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ICED TEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77669788 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2009 Registration Number 4242249
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 09, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Divot repair tools; Golf accessory pouches; Golf ball markers; Golf tees
For Golf caps; Golf shirts; Tee shirts; Visors

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YU, DALI Address YU, DALI 25N. FAIR OAKS AVE. PASADENA CALIFORNIA 91103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALBAVISIÓN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77671731</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 17, 2009</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4242251</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2009</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the word "ALBAVISIÓN", written in lower case orange letters against a black background, above which is drawn a design comprised of five tubular arches radiating from the lower right corner of the design to the upper half of the left border of the design. The arches are dark orange with light orange highlights, and are drawn against an orange field, the upper right and lower borders of which are shaded in darker hues of orange.
- Color Drawing: Yes
- Color Claimed: The color(s) orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For production and distribution of television programs in the fields of news, sports, comedy and drama; entertainment services, namely, providing on-going television programs in the fields of news, sports, comedy and drama via cable, satellite, the Internet and over the air
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Nov. 2010
- In Commerce: Nov. 2010

- For television broadcasting services
- International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 104
- International Class Title: Communication
- First Use: Nov. 2010
- In Commerce: Nov. 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Televideo Services, Inc.
- Address: Televideo Services, Inc. Suite 400 Miami FLORIDA 33129
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   PRATER, JILL I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CONFESS YOUR SINS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>77672010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4242252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of classified ad listings
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Mar. 20, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 20, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HEAVENLY SINS LLC
- **Address**: HEAVENLY SINS LLC 525 7th Avenue, Room 1601 New York NEW YORK 10018
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TE/5593-10
- **Examining Attorney**: JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOPHREAKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77674771  Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2009  Registration Number 4242255
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 16, 2009  Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 08, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "NOPHREAKIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tobacco products, accessories, and smoking articles, namely, cigars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17  International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Sep. 05, 2012  In Commerce Sep. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RSL Blunt Productions S.A.  Address RSL Blunt Productions S.A. APDO 5790-1000 San Jose COSTA RICA  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized COSTA RICA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 99378.13

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ECOASIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77681621 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2009 Registration Number 4242259
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 09, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2009

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness of the need for renewable energy and of the need for strategic planning and implementation of renewable energy for residential developments, academic campuses and enterprise parks; business venture development and formation consulting services for the renewable energy industry; consultation in the field of energy efficiency; energy and renewable energy usage management; and home and business energy assessment services for the purpose of determining energy efficiency or usage management


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Geovada LLC Address Geovada LLC 310 Foothill Road Gardnerville NEVADA 89460 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOBALFOUNDRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77681771 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2009 Registration Number 4242261
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 30, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a sphere in shades of orange and yellow, with rings on the sphere's surface composed of small circles in shades of white, yellow and orange that appear at several geometric angles; with a shadow under the sphere in orange; and with the single word "GLOBALFOUNDRIES" to the right of the sphere, with the letters "G L O B A L" in orange and the letters "F O U N D R I E S" in gray. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, yellow, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Semiconductors, processed semi-conductor wafers, and integrated circuits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLOBALFOUNDRIES INC. Address GLOBALFOUNDRIES INC. P.O. Box 309, Ugland House MAPLES CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED Grand Cayman CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1104 Legal Entity EXEMPTED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2570-00004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUSTASON, ANNE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOBALFOUNDRIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77681783 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2009 Registration Number 4242262
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 30, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a sphere, with rings on the sphere's surface composed of small circles that appear at several geometric angles; with a shadow under the sphere; and with the single word "GLOBALFOUNDRIES" to the right of the sphere. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Semiconductors, processed semi-conductor wafers, and integrated circuits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLOBALFOUNDRIES INC. Address GLOBALFOUNDRIES INC. P.O. Box 309, Ugland House MAPLES CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED Grand Cayman CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1104 Legal Entity EXEMPTED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2570-00006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUSTASON, ANNE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** K.O.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>77689341</td>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 12, 2009</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2009</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>[ After-shave; Bath oils and bath salts; Bath soaps; Cosmetics; Deodorants and antiperspirants; Eau de colognes; Eau de perfume; ] Eau de toilette; [ Face and body creams; Face and body lotions; Hand creams; Hand lotions; Make-up; ] Perfumes and colognes; Shower and bath gel [ ; Skin creams; Skin lotions ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 18, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Palm Beach Beauté, LLC</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Palm Beach Beauté, LLC</td>
<td>124 North Swinton Ave.</td>
<td>Delray</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33444</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>35987.0009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BLANDU, FLORENTINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE DRUG FIGHTER SAYS NO DRUGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77713008 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2009 Registration Number 4239606
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "THE DRUG FIGHTER SAYS NO DRUGS" in RED with the design of a man with BROWN face and hands wearing a BLACK body suit with a WHITE belt buckle and a centered WHITE circle on the chest having a small YELLOW and RED stripe and RED letters "D" "F", a BLACK half mask with a centered WHITE circle having a small YELLOW and RED stripe and RED letters "D" "F", and a BLACK helmet sitting beside his left foot with a red "D" and "F". BLACK shadows appear at the man's feet. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, red, yellow, brown, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figures; Action figures and accessories therefor; Action skill games; Action-target games; Action-type target games; Arrows; Baby multiple activity toys; Bath toys; Bathtub toys; Battery operated action toys; Bendable toys; Bindings for alpine skis; Caps for toy pistols; Cases for action figures; Cases for toy structures; Cases for toy vehicles; Cat toys; Children's activity tables containing manipulative toys which convert to easels; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's multiple activity tables; Children's multiple activity toys; Children's multiple activity toys sold as a unit with printed books; Children's play cosmetics; Children's wire construction and art activity toys; Climbing skins for use with touring skis; Clockwork toys; Clothes for European dolls; Clothes for Japanese traditional dolls; Collectable toy figures; Costume masks; Covers for golf clubs; Covers for ski bindings; Crib toys; Divot repair tools; Doll clothing; Doll costumes; Dolls and dolls' clothing; Dolls' clothes; Drawing toys; Driving practice mats; Edges of skis; Educational toys for teaching math principles to children, namely, manipulative blocks for displaying patterns and groupings; Educational toys in the nature of an illustrated wall map; Electric action toys; Electric educational toy used to demonstrate alternative energy sources; Electronic action toys; Electronic educational game machines for children; Electronic learning toys; Electronic novelty toys, namely, toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; Electronic toy building blocks that light up as a night light; Electronic toy vehicles; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Equipment sold as a unit for playing action
type target games; Fantasy character toys; Fitted covers for non-motorized golf carts; Fitted head covers for golf clubs; Fitted protective covers for swing sets; Flippers for use in scuba diving; Flying saucers; Flying toys using electrostatic levitation; Golf accessory pouches; Golf accessory, namely, support for holding a golf club; Golf bag covers; Golf bag pegs; Golf bag tags; Golf bags; Golf bags with or without wheels; Golf ball markers; Golf ball retrievers; Golf ball sleeves; Golf balls; Golf club bags; Golf club covers; Golf club heads; Golf club holders for use on a driving range or golf course; Golf club inserts; Golf club shafts; Golf club swing aids, namely, target laser and lights; Golf club swing aids, namely, golf club balancing scales and scale parts thereof, to analyze, fit and/or make golf clubs; Golf clubs; Golf flags; Golf gloves; Golf irons; Golf putter covers; Golf tee markers; Golf tees; Golf towel clips for attachment to golf bags; Golf training equipment, namely, a golf training cage; Grip tapes for golf clubs; Hand grips for golf clubs; Hand-powered non-mechanical flying toy; Harnesses specially adapted for carrying snowboards, skis and skateboards; Head covers for golf clubs; Impact markers in the nature of pressure sensitive reusable impact labels for attachment to the head of a golf club to indicate where the club hits the ball; Infant action crib toys; Lever action toys; Mechanical action toys; Mobiles for children; Model cars; Model toy steam engines; Model toy steam operated traction engines; Modeled plastic toy figurines; Modular foam prefabricated miniature golf courses and putting surfaces; Non-motorized golf carts; Paper airplanes; Play mats for use with toy vehicles; Play sets for action figures; Plush toys; Pop up toys; Portable ski carriers; Positionable printed toy figures for use in games; Positionable printed toy figures for use in puzzles; Positionable three dimensional toys for use in games; Positionable toy figures; Positionable two dimensional toys for use in games; Printing toys; Protective athletic cups; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; Protective covers for rackets; Protective padding for playing KARATE, MARTIAL ARTS; Protective padding for skateboarding; Protective padding for snowboarding; Protective supports for shoulders and elbows; Pull toys; Punching toys; Push toys; Putting practice mats; Radio controlled model vehicles; Radio controlled toy vehicles; Radio transmitters for use with radio-controlled toys; Ride-on toys; Rubber action balls; Rubber character toys; Sand toys; Sandbox toys; Scale model airplanes; Scale model vehicles; Scrapers for skis; Scuba equipment, namely, spearfishing harpoon guns; Scuba equipment, namely, spring activated spearguns; Scuba fins; Scuba flippers; Sketching toys; Ski bags; Ski bindings; Ski bindings and parts therefor; Ski brakes; Ski cases; Ski covers; Ski edges; Ski poles; Ski ropes; Ski scrapers; Ski sticks; Ski wax; Skis; Snow ski; Soft sculpture plush toys; Soft sculpture toys; Sole coverings for skis; Squeezable squeaking toys; Squeeze toys; Stacking toys; Stands specially adapted for holding golf clubs; Storage racks for ski and sports equipment; Stuffed and plush toys; Stuffed toy animals; Stuffed toy bears; Stuffed toys; Surf skis; Tables especially adapted for supporting model trains; Talking electronic press-down toy; Talking toys; Tennis racquets, baseball bats, cricket bats, golf clubs and hockey sticks; Toy action figures; Toy action figures and accessories therefor; Toy airplanes; Toy and novelty face masks; Toy armor; Toy boats; Toy buildings and accessories therefor; Toy butterfly nets; Toy cap pistols; Toy cars; Toy clocks and watches; Toy construction sets; Toy figures; Toy film cartridges and viewers; Toy foam novelty items, namely, foam fingers and hands; Toy furniture; Toy gliders; Toy glockenspiels; Toy guns; Toy harmonicas; Toy holsters; Toy hoop sets; Toy houses; Toy mailboxes; Toy masks; Toy mobiles; Toy model cars; Toy model guitars; Toy model hobbycraft kits; Toy model kit cars; Toy model train sets; Toy model vehicles and related accessories sold as units; Toy modeling dough; Toy music boxes; Toy noisemakers; Toy pianos; Toy pianos, sold as a unit with printed books in the field of music education; Toy pistols; Toy prism glasses; Toy record players; Toy robots; Toy rockets; Toy scooters; Toy sling planes; Toy snow globes; Toy stamps; Toy swords; Toy tools; Toy trains and parts and accessories therefor; Toy vehicle track sets and roadways and accessories therefor; Toy vehicles; Toy vehicles and accessories therefor; Toy vehicles with transforming parts; Toy watches;
Toy water globes; Toy weapons; Toy whistles; Toy wind socks; Toy xylophones; Toy zip guns; Toy, namely, battery-powered computer game with LCD screen which features animation and sound effects; Toys designed to be attached to car seats, strollers, cribs, high chairs; Trolley bags for golf equipment; Two and three dimensional positional game figures that may be affixed to clothing; Water ski rope bridges; Water skis; Wax for skis; Waxing brushes for skiing and snowboarding

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

**First Use**: Mar. 06, 1988 **In Commerce**: Mar. 06, 1988

**For**: A-shirts; After ski boots; Apres-ski shoes; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bathing costumes; Bathing costumes for women; Belts; Bibs not of cloth or paper; Body shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camp shirts; Caps; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overalls, sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Children's headwear; Cloth bibs; Cloth bibs for adult diners; Cloth bibs for use by senior citizens or physically- or mentally-challenged persons; Cloth diapers; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded elbow compression sleeves being part of an athletic garment; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Clothing for wear in judo practices; Clothing for wear in wrestling games; Clothing, namely, arm warmers; Clothing, namely, base layers; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Clothing, namely, hand-warmer; Clothing, namely, khakis; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Clothing, namely, neck tubes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Clothing, namely, wrap-arounds; Corsets; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Dance costumes; Dress shirts; Dusters; Eyeshades; Fishing vests; Fitted shoe or boot covering to protect the shoes or boot from water or other damage; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Fleece vests; Flight suits; Foulards; Golf caps; Golf cleats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Golf shoes; Golf spikes; Golf trousers; Halloween costumes; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Head wear; Hooded sweat shirts; Hoods; Hunting vests; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Infant cloth diapers; Infant wear; Jerseys; Knit shirts; Leather belts; Leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; Long sleeved vests; Long-sleeved shirts; Mantles; Masquerade costumes; Masquerade costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Mufflers; Night shirts; Non-disposable cloth training pants; Open-necked shirts; Over shirts; Paper hats for use as clothing items; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for tights, gussets for stockings, gussets for bathing suits, gussets for underwear, gussets for leotards and gussets for footlets; Parts of clothing, namely, underarm gussets; Party hats; Perspiration absorbent underwear clothing; Pique shirts; Polo shirts; Protective metal members for shoes and boots; Quilted vests; Rugby shirts; Scientific and technological apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, uniforms; Shifts; Shirt fronts; Shirt yokes; Shirts; Shirts for suits; Short sets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Shoulder wraps; Ski and snowboard shoes and parts thereof; Ski bibs; Ski boot bags; Ski boots; Ski gloves; Ski jackets; Ski masks; Ski pants; Ski suits; Ski suits for competition; Ski trousers; Ski wear; Skiing shoes; Sleep shirts; Sport shirts; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Surf wear; Swaddling clothes; Sweat shirts; Swim wear; Swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; Swimming costumes; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Tennis wear; Ties; Tops; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Turtle neck shirts; Underarm clothing shields; Vest extenders; Vested suits; Vests; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; Wind shirts; Wind vests; Wraps; Yoga shirts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes  US Classes   22, 39  International Class Title   Clothing  First Use  
Mar. 06, 1988  In Commerce   Mar. 06, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   AUGUSTUS, FRANKLIN J. P.  Address   AUGUSTUS, FRANKLIN J. P.  P. O. BOX 57041  NEW ORLEANS  LOUISIANA  70157  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   DAHLING, KRISTIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STREET SOLDIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77722083  Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2009  Registration Number 4242282
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 19, 2010  Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 14, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of An image of a helicopter facing forward with a stylized version of the words "STREET SOLDIER" under the helicopter. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Martial arts gloves; karate gloves; wrestling gloves; boxing gloves, toy action figures, trading card games
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012
For Posters; event and competition programs; photographs; postcards; trading cards
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012
For [ Entertainment services rendered by a professional mixed martial arts athlete in the nature of personal appearances, mixed martial arts matches, live stage shows and performances featuring mixed martial arts ]
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rampage MMA, Inc. Address Rampage MMA, Inc. 23016 Lake Forest Drive Suite A-195 Laguna Hills CALIFORNIA 92653 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MEDIAMOBZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77741410  Application Filing Date  May 20, 2009  Registration Number  4242286
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 04, 2010  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 29, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Operating on-line marketplaces featuring buyers and producers of video and other forms of media
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jun. 01, 2010  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MediaMobz, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  FORMERLY Bid4Vid, Inc.  Address  MediaMobz, Inc.  Suite 530  1875 S. Grant Street  San Mateo  CALIFORNIA  94403  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
**TM 14835**
**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
PACKTIGER HYBRID

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77804017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HYBRID"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3463475

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Machines for manufacturing and dispensing packing materials
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Aug. 05, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Sealed Air Corporation (US)
- **Address**: Sealed Air Corporation (US) 2415 Cascade Pointe Boulevard Charlotte, NORTH CAROLINA 28208
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 012986/09344
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESULTIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77804029 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2009 Registration Number 4242305
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 06, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For antiparasitic preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ELANCO US INC. Address ELANCO US INC. 2500 INNOVATION WAY GREENFIELD INDIANA 46140 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
TM 14837 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZOOBLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77822309 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2009 Registration Number 4239612
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3442523

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1,450,671 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2009
Foreign Registration Number TMA817,131 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 08, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 08, 2027
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1,450,671 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 2009
Foreign Registration Number TMA789,542 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 02, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 02, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For toys, games and playthings, namely, collectible marbles, collectible game pieces, namely, marbles that transform into toy figures; action figure play sets with movable parts; character figures, namely, toy animal figures with movable parts and accessories therefor
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For [ entertainment services, namely, development, production and distribution of animated television series; entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of television programs and interactive television programs in the fields of animated and live-action entertainment; entertainment services, namely, providing on-going cartoons, short films and television programs in the field of children's entertainment for on-line distribution, transmission and broadcast through computer networks and video services ]
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title   Education and Entertainment

For [prerecorded audio and visual videos, CDs, tapes and DVDs featuring fictional characters and activities for children, movies, television programs featuring children's entertainment, music, instructions sold as a unit]

International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Spin Master Ltd. Address   Spin Master Ltd. 225 King Street West, Suite 200 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5V3M2 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CANADA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRANSLATION WORKSPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77837401 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2009 Registration Number 4242316
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 27, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 21, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "TRANSLATION WORKSPACE" with two arrows forming a circle surrounding two circles containing figures of people in them positioned to the left of the wording in the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRANSLATION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0018141/1044626 International Registration Number 1044626 Parent Of 77982440

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing bill payment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 01, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2010
For Telecommunications services, namely, providing online chat, online bulletin boards, and online message boards featuring topics of general interest in the field of multilingual businesses and the rendering of professional services; network conferencing services provided on a website on a global computer network to enable buyers and sellers of professional services to negotiate and collaborate on multilingual business projects from any location]
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Mar. 01, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIONBRIDGE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC Address LIONBRIDGE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC 1050 WINTER STREET SUITE 2300 WALTHAM MASSACHUSETTS 02451 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9129.T025US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOINER, KATINA JACKSON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DURAMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77837533 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2009 Registration Number 4242317
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 28, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wear parts for hammermills, namely, hammers, tips, inserts, teeth, screens, grates, rods, bearings, flails, bolts, nuts, pins, lock collars, spacers, cutter bars, conveyor belts, rollers, pulleys, anvils, mills, mill shafts, wear plates, and rotors, excluding the foregoing for sale or use in connection with the marine, down-hole drilling and industrial pump industries
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Feb. 2010 In Commerce Apr. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GRINDER WEAR PARTS, INC. Address GRINDER WEAR PARTS, INC. 2062 20TH AVE., SE LARGO FLORIDA 33771 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VDR402

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WESTERN INTERNATIONAL MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77855991 Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2009 Registration Number 4242326
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 23, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 18, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL MEDIA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2980141, 3059686

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ARRANGING FOR AND PURCHASING NETWORK, SPOT AND CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO AND INTERNET ADVERTISING TIME, PRINT ADVERTISING IN MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS, DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING AND OUTDOOR MEDIA ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, DEVELOPING MULTIMEDIA PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS FOR BUSINESS, AND CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING THERETO; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 2011 In Commerce Mar. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name US International Media, LLC Address US International Media, LLC 3415 S. Sepulveda Blvd., 8th Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90034 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLUEKNIGHT ENERGY PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77866177 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2009 Registration Number 4242329
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 03, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Transportation, storage and terminalling of crude oil and other petroleum based products, namely, asphalt, natural gas liquids and refined petroleum products for others
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Nov. 25, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLUEKNIGHT ENERGY PARTNERS, L.P. Composed of COMPOSED OF BLUEKNIGHT ENERGY PARTNERS G.P., L.L.C., A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IS THE GENERAL PARTNER Address BLUEKNIGHT ENERGY PARTNERS, L.P. 6060 American Plaza TULSA OKLAHOMA 74136 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 077638.0147
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISINGER, REBECCA MILE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENCOMPASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77867993 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2009 Registration Number 4242330
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 13, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 08, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose disinfectants; Disinfectants for sanitary purposes; Odor neutralizing preparations for general use on various surfaces
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Dec. 01, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2010
For Carts
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Dec. 01, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2010
For Floor stripping/cleaning preparation; Glass cleaners
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Dec. 01, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ecolab USA Inc. Address Ecolab USA Inc. 1 Ecolab Place Saint Paul MINNESOTA 55102 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WELLS, CHRISTOPHER WIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MANTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77888695  Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2009  Registration Number 4239628
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 1327685  Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2009
Foreign Registration Number 1327685  Foreign Registration Date Oct. 23, 2009  Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA  Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 23, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed matter, namely, books in the field of fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education; publications, namely, books, featuring fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education; books, magazines, newsletters, journals, periodicals and catalogues in the field of fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education; photographs, pictures, posters, instructional and teaching materials in the field of fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education; book covers

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Electronic books and publications, namely, books featuring fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education, recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic books and publications, namely, books, featuring fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education; audio books featuring fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and
memoirs, excluding religious education; downloadable podcasts in the field of fiction, non-fiction describing an event or series of events or specific case studies of a historical nature in the field of biographies, narrative non-fiction and memoirs, excluding religious education

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently**  **44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  MACMILLAN PUBLISHERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  **Address**  MACMILLAN PUBLISHERS INTERNATIONAL LIMIT  ED  Hampshire International Business Park  Cromwell Place, Lime Tree Way  BASINGSTOKE, HAMPShIRE  UNITED KINGDOM  RG24 8YJ  **Legal Entity**  PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  WHITE, RICHARD F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SUNPROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77900544 Application Filing Date  Dec. 23, 2009 Registration Number   4239633
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "SUNPROJECT" in stylized lettering. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Manual and motorized window coverings for exterior use, namely, non-metal blinds, shades, louvers and shutters and parts and fittings therefor; manual and motorized window coverings for interior use, namely, non-metal window shutters and parts and fittings therefor; non-metal exterior coverings for greenhouse glass, namely, blinds, shades, louvers and shutters; non-metal interior coverings for greenhouse glass, namely, shutters; non-metal exterior coverings for skylights, namely, blinds, shades, louvers and shutters; non-metal interior coverings for skylights, namely, shutters
International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Oct. 23, 2010 In Commerce  Oct. 23, 2010
For  Manual and motorized window coverings for exterior use, namely, metal blinds, shades, louvers, shutters and parts and fittings therefor; manual and motorized window coverings, namely, metal shutters for interior use and parts and fittings therefor; metal coverings for greenhouse glass for exterior use, namely, blinds, shades, louvers and shutters; metal coverings for greenhouse glass for interior use, namely, metal shutters; metal coverings for skylights for exterior use, namely, blinds, shades, louvers and shutters; metal coverings for skylights for interior use, namely, metal shutters
International Classes   6 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Oct. 23, 2010 In Commerce  Oct. 23, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  7912854 CANADA INC. Address  7912854 CANADA INC.  3530 DES ENTREPRISES BLVD. TERREBONNE, QUEBEC CANADA  J6X4J8 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CANADA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NAVIBOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77900711  Application Filing Date  Dec. 24, 2009  Registration Number  4239634
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  40-0859946  Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 07, 2012  Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 07, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS IN THE NATURE OF AUTOMATED HOUSEHOLD VACUUM CLEANERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, [ ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES, ] ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANERS, [ BAGS FOR ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANERS, ] BRUSHES FOR ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANERS [, ELECTRIC MIXERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, AND AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS ]
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.  Address  Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.  129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  03940-T0007A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INKA BUNNY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77907478  Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2010  Registration Number 3825103  Registration Date Jul. 27, 2010  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date May 11, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a side view of an entirely outlined bunny, the word "INKA" is located within the bottom half of the bunny, and the word "BUNNY" is located outside of the bunny's body next to its paw. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms; Fabric sold as an integral component of finished clothing items, namely, bathing suits and bikinis; Hoods; Jackets; Jerseys; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for tights, gussets for stockings, gussets for bathing suits, gussets for underwear, gussets for leotards and gussets for footlets; Short sets; Tops; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wraps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use Dec. 15, 2008  In Commerce Dec. 06, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mary Hellen Campos  Address Mary Hellen Campos  1771 N.E. 181st Street  North Miami Beach  FLORIDA 33162  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3825103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C

17435
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PISMO BEACH CUSTOM SURFBOARDS SURF SHOP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>77909407</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jan. 11, 2010</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>4242337</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 13, 2012</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th><strong>Publication Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 01, 2010</th>
<th><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 27, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of black border, white then blue inside border, white inside followed with blue lettering stating "Pismo Beach Surf Shop" with middle stating "Custom Surfboards" in black.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PISMO BEACH" AND "SURF SHOP"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jan. 11, 1962
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 11, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Bookout, William A.  
  **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Pismo Beach Surf Shop
  **Address**: Bookout, William A.  
  **470 Price St**  
  **Pismo Beach**  
  **CALIFORNIA**  
  **93449**
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77911997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** THE POWER TO SEE IN THE DARK
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Flashlights; hands free lighting, namely, head mounted lights and hat mounted lights; helmet mounted lights; tool mounted lights; clip-on lights
- **International Classes:** 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title:** Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use:** Jan. 2012
- **In Commerce:** Jan. 2012

- **For:** Head wear; Head wear with integrated lights
- **International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 22, 39
- **International Class Title:** Clothing
- **First Use:** Jan. 2012
- **In Commerce:** Jan. 2012

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Used:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** Waters Industries, Inc.
- **Address:** Waters Industries, Inc. 213 West Main Street West Dundee ILLINOIS 60118
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** ILLINOIS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** 7122-96538
- **Examinee:** Saito, Kim Tsukiyo
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STILL POINT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 77914536
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 19, 2010
- **Registration Number**: 4242342
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 30, 2010
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 25, 2011

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For wellness and health-related products, namely, lasers for therapeutic purposes
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Weisbart, Paul
- **Address**: 440 Kakura Road Haiku HAWAII 96708
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 007132.00008

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LONDONER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77917816 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2010 Registration Number 4242343 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 08, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 03, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese [and butter]
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Nov. 02, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADAMS FOOD LIMITED Address ADAMS FOOD LIMITED BARNFIELDS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SUNNYHILLS, ROAD LEEK, STAFFORDSHIRE UNITED KINGDOM ST13 5SP Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1814.060UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
TM 14851 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEDGENERATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77927482 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2010 Registration Number 4242346
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 10, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 05, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare benefit management services; health insurance underwriting and administration
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Aug. 21, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDIMPACT HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS, INC. Address MEDIMPACT HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS, INC. 10181 Scripps Gateway Ct San Diego CALIFORNIA 92131 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BMIMP1061453

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: MedImpact Healthcare Systems, Inc. 101815 Scripps Gateway Court San Diego, CA 92131 A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRUIT OF LEGENDARY
PERFECTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77932833</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Fresh vegetables

| International Classes | 31 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 46 |
| International Class Title | Natural Agricultural Products |
| First Use | Feb. 28, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 28, 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | PACIFIC TRELLIS FRUIT, LLC |
| Address | PACIFIC TRELLIS FRUIT, LLC 5108 E. CLINTON WAY, SUITE 108 FRESNO CALIFORNIA 93727 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 68759-00003 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  DXM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  77935609  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2010  Registration Number  4242352
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 22, 2010  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 17, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  motor vehicle suspension system
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Feb. 24, 2010  In Commerce  Feb. 24, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  International Truck Intellectual Property Company, LLC  Address  International Truck Intellectual Property Company, LLC  2701 Navistar Drive  Lisle  ILLINOIS  60532  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T10795 1034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PERMABOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77937592  Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2010  Registration Number 4242353
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 16, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "PermaBond" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For treatment of materials, namely, affixing permanent ceramic patch barcodes to glass and laser etching barcodes into polypropylene patches affixed permanently to polypropylene for the purposes of identification
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Material Treatment  First Use Nov. 15, 2010  In Commerce Jan. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TWD TradeWinds, Inc.  Address TWD TradeWinds, Inc. 10555 86th Ave. Pleasant Prairie WISCONSIN 53158  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLINICAL CONTOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77939017 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2010 Registration Number 4242355
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hospital beds

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Med-Mizer, Inc. Address Med-Mizer, Inc. 80 Commerce Drive Batesville INDIANA 47006 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19201-17

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Coda

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77939627 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2010 Registration Number 4242357
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 11, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "CODA" in combination with a design element. The design element is a circle within a larger circle that is bisected such that the lower half of the outer circle is darker than the upper half of the outer circle, the shading of the lower half of the inner circle matches that of the upper half of the outer circle, and the upper half of the inner circle matches the background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobiles and structural parts therefor; electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; battery electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; extended range electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; rechargeable electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; apparatus for locomotion by land, air, namely, cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 16, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EXERGONIX, INC. Address EXERGONIX, INC. 101 SE 30TH STREET LEE'S SUMMIT MISSOURI 64082 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 50475/7241

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
CODA AUTOMOTIVE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 77940464  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 19, 2010  
- **Registration Number**: 4242360  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "CODA AUTOMOTIVE" in combination with a design element. The design element is a circle within a larger circle that is bisected such that the lower half of the outer circle is darker than the upper half of the outer circle, the shading of the lower half of the inner circle matches that of the upper half of the outer circle, and the upper half of the inner circle matches the background. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "AUTOMOTIVE"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Automobiles and structural parts therefor; electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; battery electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; extended range electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; rechargeable electric automobiles and structural parts therefor; apparatus for locomotion by land, namely, cars  
- **International Classes**: 12  
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

### First Use/In Commerce
- **First Use**: Mar. 16, 2012  
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 16, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: EXERGONIX, INC.  
- **Address**: EXERGONIX, INC. 101 SE 30TH STREET  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 50476/7241

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinining Attorney**: FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   77950274 Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2010 Registration Number   4239637
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized cyrillic characters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Meditsinskiy Ofis" and this means "Medical Office" in English. Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  General feature magazine in the field of medicine International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jun. 01, 2007 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Moo Publishing Corp. Address  Moo Publishing Corp. P.O. Box 230181 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11223 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TURNER, JASON FITZGERA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAIR MINUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77961956 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2010 Registration Number 4242374
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 11, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAIR"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 006443105 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 17, 2008 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 07, 2017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair preparations, namely, soaps, shampoos, hair lotions, lacquers, gels, setting preparations, creams International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 2012 In Commerce Jan. 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DIFFULICE SARL Address DIFFULICE SARL Place Chauderon 18 1003 Lausanne SWITZERLAND Legal Entity société à responsabilité limitée (sarl) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8T15670557

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
TM 14860 TRADENMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JOIN THE SCHOOL LUNCH
REVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77983035 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2009 Registration Number 4242384
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 22, 2009 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 16, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 77795969

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Catering for schools
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 2007 In Commerce Aug. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REVOLUTION FOODS, PBC Address REVOLUTION FOODS, PBC 985 3RD STREET OAKLAND CALIFORNIA 94607 Legal Entity PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13405-002
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WORKSHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77983251 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2010 Registration Number 4242385 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 25, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 20, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A red block of color with the text "WORKSHOP" written within the block in white. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 77923893

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand tools, namely, cutters in the nature of bolt cutters; inspection tools in the nature of tongs and pincers International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Feb. 02, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TEKTON, INC. Address TEKTON, INC. 3707 ROGER B CHAFFEE SE GRAND RAPIDS MICHIGAN 49548 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 107229-0133

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, REBECCA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CARBONLITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>77983377</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 03, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 77931579 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Recycling |
| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Material |
| Treatment | First Use Sep. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CARBONLITE HOLDINGS, LLC Address CARBONLITE HOLDINGS, LLC 10250 CONSTELLATION BLVD. SUITE 2820 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90067 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | HPCIND001TD1 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | KEATING, MICHAEL P |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
TASTY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 78015388
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 04, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650700
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 29, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 23, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Sep. 2000
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: 126 Bake Corporation
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: AKA TASTY CAFE
- **Address**: 126 Bake Corporation
- **Madison Avenue**
- **New York**
- **NEW YORK**
- **10016**
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: T0001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**  No  
**Mark Drawing Type**  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**  Data storage systems, comprised of computer hardware and software for computer data storage and user manuals sold together as a unit  
**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use**  Jun. 13, 2002  
**In Commerce**  Jun. 13, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**  DELL INC.  
**Address**  DELL INC. ONE DELL WAY ROUND ROCK TEXAS 78682  
**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**  019417-00070

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  WELTSCH, KEITH A
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78017979 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2000 Registration Number 2649382 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 29, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "CIGARETTES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For cigars; cigarettes; cigarette papers; cigarette lighters, cases and holders, not of precious metals; tobacco
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Jun. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CMB DISTRIBUTION, LLC Address CMB DISTRIBUTION, LLC 16212 SW 92 AVENUE PALMETTO BAY FLORIDA 33157 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 118874-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JBILY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 78021022
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 14, 2000
- **Registration Number**: 2650705
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 11, 2001
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 05, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Travel Bags, namely garment bags, bridal bags, and pouched organizer bags
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: JBILY PRODUCTS, INC.
- **Address**: JBILY PRODUCTS, INC. 181 HOWE STREET METHUEN MASSACHUSETTS 01844
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 59196

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
PUNCTSURE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>78023959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 31, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 19, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 11, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No                                            |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)     |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: medical apparatus, namely, ultrasonic apparatus for location of blood vessels and flow therein
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 03, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 03, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Inceptio Medical Technologies, LC
- **Address**: Inceptio Medical Technologies, LC 630 S. Komas Drive, Suite 204 Salt Lake City UTAH 84108
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 2765-TM1513U

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SENSEI METHODOLOGY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78040661</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 27, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2650718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 26, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;METHODOLOGY&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of the Japanese word &quot;SENSEI&quot; in the mark is &quot;MASTER&quot; OR &quot;TEACHER&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Financial analysis and consultation services, namely, financing for start-up technology companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Business management and consultation services for start-up technology companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Sensei Partners LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Sensei Partners LLC 325M Sharon Park Drive, Suite 106 Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BODSON, MICHAEL E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INVIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78041086 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2000 Registration Number 2649399
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial analysis and consultation
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 23, 1993 In Commerce Apr. 03, 1995
For Business management consulting services, namely, analysis of corporate goals and resources, development of strategic
operational plans and assessment of results, and general management advice to clients; market analysis
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 23, 1993 In Commerce Apr. 03, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Invia Consulting Inc. Address Invia Consulting Inc. 96 Fifeshire Road, Suite 502 Toronto Ontario CANADA M2L 2X9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 17502.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BERK, STEVEN R
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
AYCOFN

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78042778</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2649401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1670575, 1816132, 1648328, 1803407, 1993216

### Goods and Services Information
**For**: Providing a website featuring financial planning information and featuring website links to other content providers in the field of financial planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 07, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 07, 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**: Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for assessment and tracking of financial planning priorities and data aggregation in employer sponsored retirement plans including educational software in the field of financial planning; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software under individual access codes and passwords to financial planning software to model future financial goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 07, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 07, 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information
**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
**Owner Name**: Ayco Company, L.P., The
**Composed of**: Hambre, Inc., a New York Corporation
**Address**: Ayco Company, L.P., The 321 Broadway Saratoga Springs NEW YORK 12866
**Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
**Docket Number**: 101227.00082
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEN POCKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  78045824  Application Filing Date  Jan. 31, 2001  Registration Number  2650728  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Sep. 04, 2001  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 27, 2001

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "PEN POCKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pen Holder Pocket
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  May 01, 2002  In Commerce  May 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Moses, Fred N.  Address  Moses, Fred N.  1304 Capital Avenue  Plano  TEXAS  75074  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CMOSE.0003
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOYNER, CHARLES G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOAD HAWG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   78048497  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2001  Registration Number  2650732
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 12, 2002  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 04, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "LOAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hydraulically actuated aircraft hopper load leveling, door opening and hopper auger system comprised of a hydraulic
door opener, hydraulic pump and motors coupled to the aircraft hopper auger designed for installation on aircraft and for a
quick removal and reinstallation process
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Nov. 01, 2000  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mid-Continent Aircraft Corporation  Address  Mid-Continental Aircraft Corporation  1601 Highway 84
Hayti  MISSOURI  63851  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRAVEN, PAUL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEXMUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  78054708 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2001 Registration Number  2650738
Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 26, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date  May 21, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing services, namely, music production services for the utilization of musical compositions and recordings by composers and performers over the internet and through direct sales and marketing

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Feb. 05, 2002 In Commerce  Feb. 05, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  McNeal, William W. Address  McNeal, William W. 101 S. Main Lockhart TEXAS  78644 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REAL ESTATE CHARITABLE FOUNDATION A UNIQUE GIVING OPPORTUNITY FROM THE GREATER KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78057649 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2001 Registration Number 2649426 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of blue lettering, a gold arch and a gold baseline. Disclaimer "REAL ESTATE CHARITABLE FOUNDATION" AND "GREATER KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For consultation regarding charitable gifts of real estate, namely, assisting individuals to make gifts of real estate for charitable fund raising purposes; real estate brokerage directed to donors who wish to convert such real estate to cash to be used as charitable gifts for purposes selected by the donors

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 01, 2001 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Greater Kansas City Community Foundation Address The Greater Kansas City Community Foundation 1055 Broadway, Suite 130 Kansas City MISSOURI 641051595 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country MISSOURI

Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 391101(1.3)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POSITIVE THERAPY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78059686 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2001 Registration Number 2649433
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "THERAPY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Counseling in the fields of personal, spiritual and social growth
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jan. 01, 2001 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yasmin Headley Address Yasmin Headley 11 The Park London UNITED KINGDOM W55NE Legal
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number E-1001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE GIFT OF FASHION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78064648 Application Filing Date May 21, 2001 Registration Number 2650750
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 09, 2001 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 01, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail clothing store services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 2001 In Commerce Nov. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Express, LLC. Address Express, LLC. One Limited Parkway Attn: Nicolette Hudson Columbus OHIO 43230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EXP1121

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMERISPEC HOME INSPECTION SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78065086 Application Filing Date May 22, 2001 Registration Number 2649445
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Disclaimer HOME INSPECTION SERVICE

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1497266 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FRANCHISING SERVICES, NAMELY OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, AND MANAGEMENT SUPPORT IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF HOME AND BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICE BUSINESSES

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 31, 1988 In Commerce May 31, 1988

For HOME INSPECTION SERVICES

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 31, 1988 In Commerce May 31, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERISPEC L.L.C. Address AMERISPEC L.L.C. 3839 FOREST HILL-IRENE RD. MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38125 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HICKEY, SUSAN E
TM 14878 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ARMALOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78066875 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2001 Registration Number 2649453
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Residential flooring materials, namely, laminate flooring designed to be installed using a special installation system
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jan. 15, 2001 In Commerce Feb. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AHF, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AHF PRODUCTS Address AHF, LLC 3840 HEMPLAND ROAD MOUNTVILLE PENNSYLVANIA 17554 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3064-223

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>78068193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>2649459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>CLOTHING; NAMELY, SHIRTS, TEE SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JERSEYS, V-NECK PULLOVERS, HATS AND VISORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>BOYD SPORTS, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>BOYD SPORTS, LLC 3540 LINE DRIVE KODAK TENNESSEE 37764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>21307-120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ULTRA GOLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) | Disclaimer | "GOLD" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Pigmented coatings in the nature of a paint for metal, wood, and masonry surfaces, exterior and interior.

International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Mar. 08, 2001 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES, INC. Address PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES, INC. ONE PPG PLACE PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15272 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney WEBSTER, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M MAVERICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78071119 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2001 Registration Number 2649469
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2451920, 1868082, 2044304, 1717573

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For integrated circuits
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2000 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cirrus Logic, Inc. Address Cirrus Logic, Inc. 800 W. 6th Street AUSTIN TEXAS 78746 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CIRR025US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AROMA DE SOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78072455 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2001 Registration Number 2649472 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Translation The English translation of the word "DE SOL" in the mark is "OF THE SUN".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fabric Softener International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 01, 1997 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Colgate-Palmolive Company Address Colgate-Palmolive Company 300 Park Avenue New York NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78073256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 10, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>2649483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Two-way radios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC. 43rd Floor 500 West Monroe Street Chicago ILLINOIS 60661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BROWNE, DAYNA J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VISA STUDENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  78077235  Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2001  Registration Number  2649499
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer  "STUDENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Financial services, namely, banking, bill payment services, credit card services, debit card services, [charge card services], pre-paid card services offered through cards with stored value, electronic credit and debit transactions,[ cash disbursement, cash replacement rendered by credit card and debit cards], electronic cash transactions, check verification, check cashing, deposit access and automated teller machine services, point of sale and point of transaction services, transaction authorization and settlement services, payment processing services, credit card and debit card verification, payment transaction authentication and verification services, [travel insurance underwriting services, financial records management,] electronic funds transfer[ and currency exchange services,] dissemination of financial information via a global computer network
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Aug. 2001  In Commerce  Aug. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Visa International Service Association  Address  Visa International Service Association  900 Metro Center Boulevard, M1-11A  Foster City  CALIFORNIA  94404  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6414

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VISA STUDENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78077243 Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2001 Registration Number 2649500
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "STUDENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services namely conducting programs in the field of [ media, ] money [ and travel ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Visa International Service Association Address Visa International Service Association 900 Metro Center Boulevard Foster City CALIFORNIA 94404 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KNOWLEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78079086 Application Filing Date Aug. 14, 2001 Registration Number 2650780
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 12, 2002 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 04, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disc jockeys for parties and special events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 31, 2001 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McDonald, Chris Address McDonald, Chris 30 Cooley Ave 2nd Floor Middletown CONNECTICUT 06457 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FLIGHT JACKET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CUSTARD'S LAST STAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78081980 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2001 Registration Number 2649515
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes only.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ice cream, frozen custard, frozen confections, milk shakes, flavored popcorn, and hot dog sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Custard's Last Stand, Inc. Address Custard's Last Stand, Inc. 1950 NW 7 Hwy Blue Springs MISSOURI 64014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCRAY, RENEE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYDRO PULSE NASAL / SINUS IRRIGATION SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>78082270</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 01, 2001</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>2649516</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2002</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) |
| Disclaimer | "NASAL / SINUS IRRIGATION SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Medical device, namely, a nasal irrigation system comprising a pulsatile nasal irrigator and a sinus/nasal irrigator tip |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | Sep. 2000 In Commerce Feb. 16, 2001 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | NEILMED PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. |
| Address | NEILMED PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 601 Aviation Boulevard Santa Rosa CALIFORNIA 95403 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | LOTT, JASON E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INFOGLIDE SOFTWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78082810 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2001 Registration Number 2649517
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SOFTWARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2434584

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software, namely software for searching for and detecting similarities in data contained in electronic databases, for use in the field of electronic commerce, business to business data exchanges, business to consumer data exchanges, and computer fraud

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 20, 2001 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2001
For Product development services and consulting services for others for similarity searching of electronic data; Technical support services for the similarity searching of electronic data, namely troubleshooting problems and error correction support for computer software via telephone, via global communications networks, and in person; Providing information for the similarity searching of electronic data via telephone, via global communications networks, and in person; Search services for similarity searching of electronic data, namely providing a similarity search engine for searching electronic data

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 20, 2001 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FAIR ISAAC CORPORATION Address FAIR ISAAC CORPORATION 181 METRO DRIVE SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FAIR:427
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INFOGLIDE SOFTWARE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 78082817
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 06, 2001
- **Registration Number**: 2649518
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "SOFTWARE"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2434584

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Computer software, namely software for searching for and detecting similarities in data contained in electronic databases, for use in the field of electronic commerce, business to business data exchanges, business to consumer data exchanges, and computer fraud

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: Jul. 20, 2001

**In Commerce**: Jul. 20, 2001

**For** Product development services and consulting services for others for similarity searching of electronic data; Technical support services for the similarity searching of electronic data, namely troubleshooting problems and error correction support for computer software via telephone, via global communications networks, and in person; Providing information for the similarity searching of electronic data via telephone, via global communications networks, and in person; Search services for similarity searching of electronic data, namely providing a similarity search engine for searching electronic data

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Jul. 20, 2001

**In Commerce**: Jul. 20, 2001

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  NA MAMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  78083861  Application Filing Date  Sep. 13, 2001  Registration Number  2649523  Registration Date  Nov. 12, 2002  Registration Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  Translation  The English translation of the word "Na Mamo" in the mark is "Black Hawaiian honey creeper (Drepanis pacifica)".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services in the nature of Hawaiian hula and Polynesian dance festivals and live Hawaiian and Polynesian music concerts, educational services, namely providing cultural workshops in the field of Hawaiian and Polynesian cultural International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jun. 01, 1995  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Na Mamo  Address  Na Mamo  6217 Denny Avenue  North Hollywood  CALIFORNIA  91606  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, REBECCA A
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) E HULA MAU

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 78083863 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2001 Registration Number 2649524 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "HULA" Translation The English translation of "E HULA MAU" is "THE HULA LIVES" or "THE HULA IS EVERLASTING"

Goods and Services Information
For Conducting Polynesian entertainment exhibitions in the nature of hula festivals; entertainment, namely, live Hawaiian music concerts; educational services, namely, conducting workshops in the field of Polynesian culture International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 1995 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1995 For Clothing, namely shirts, jackets and sweatshirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 1995 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1995

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Na Mamo Address Na Mamo 6217 Denny Avenue North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91606 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney JACOBI, WILLIAM P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SANDRICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78083941 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2001 Registration Number 2649527
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decorative concrete coating for resurfacing, restoration, and waterproofing
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Apr. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Richards, Scott M Address Richards, Scott M 5-B 224-24 Union Turnpike Bayside NEW YORK 11364 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Nab

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNATIONAL LEATHERSIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78089839 Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2001 Registration Number 2649550
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL LEATHER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of gay leather modeling contests

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRAZIER, MARK Address FRAZIER, MARK 2641 Heatherwood Drive Dallas TEXAS 75228 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MATSON USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78092624 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2001 Registration Number 2649559
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive battery accessories, namely voltage surge protectors, battery terminals, battery cables, jumper cable leads and battery chargers; electric powered soldering irons; automotive electronic memory retention devices, namely, a plug adapter that connects a vehicle power system to an external power source to maintain continuous power to a vehicle's electronic devices in the event of primary battery power loss
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 1997 In Commerce Nov. 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VANAIR MANUFACTURING, INC. Address VANAIR MANUFACTURING, INC. 10896 WEST 300 NORTH MICHIGAN CITY INDIANA 46360 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B7-4866

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WEDDING WINDOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78096670 Application Filing Date Dec. 05, 2001 Registration Number 2649579
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "WEDDING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information regarding planning, organizing, reporting or otherwise communicating about a Wedding
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Dec. 05, 2001 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WEDDING WINDOW, INC. Address WEDDING WINDOW, INC. 26 BESSOM STREET MARBLEHEAD MASSACHUSETTS 01945
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 28028-00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
### Case Identifiers

**Serial Number**: 78097049  
**Application Filing Date**: Dec. 06, 2001  
**Registration Number**: 2649583  
**Registration Date**: Nov. 12, 2002  
**Register**: Principal  
**Mark Type**: Trademark  
**Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
**Publication Date**: Aug. 20, 2002

### Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)**: HELICOPTER ANNUAL  
**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)  
**Disclaimer**: "ANNUAL"  
**Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Membership directories of the applicant's helicopter association  
**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
**First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 1983  
**In Commerce**: Feb. 1983

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: Helicopter Association International, Inc.  
**Address**: Helicopter Association International, Inc.  
1635 Prince Street  
Alexandria  
VIRGINIA  
223142818  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 038399.13842

**Examining Attorney**

**MCCRAY, RENEE D**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURPRISE BALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78103182 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2002 Registration Number 2649629 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "BALL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys and novelty items, namely, figures shaped by wrapped paper that contain party favors so that the person unwrapping them will receive several gifts within one container
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 01, 1982 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pollett, Arin G. Address Pollett, Arin G. 2680 Brush Creek Road Santa Rosa CALIFORNIA 95404 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
- **Disclaimer**: "MEMS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Consulting services on the subjects of Micromechanics, Microfluidics, Biosciences and Chemical systems
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Jan. 17, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 17, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: MEMS Insight
- **Address**: MEMS Insight 325 Sharon Park Drive #632 Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: KOVALSKY, LAURA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BENSONWOOD HOMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78104006 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2002 Registration Number 2649640 Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) Disclaimer "HOMES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Timber frame building construction services International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use 1996 In Commerce 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Benson Woodworking Company, Inc. Address Benson Woodworking Company, Inc. 6 Blackjack Crossing Walpole NEW HAMPSHIRE 03608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BWCTM102US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROMOTE FOR LESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78104014  Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2002
Registration Number 2649641  Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002
Principal Register
Mark Type Service Mark
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom imprinting of names, messages and artwork onto novelty products
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title Material
Treatment First Use Jan. 01, 1994
In Commerce Jan. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Howibe Group Inc
DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Promote For Less
Address Howibe Group Inc 10708 Wingate Tampa FLORIDA 33624
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAR STUFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMOKREST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78110499  Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2002  Registration Number 2649664
Registration Date Nov. 12, 2002  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 20, 2002

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meats
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use May 19, 1989  In Commerce May 19, 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Foods Group, LLC  Address American Foods Group, LLC 1120 Lake Avenue Fairmont MINNESOTA 56031  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RED DRAGON YOGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78642682 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2005 Registration Number 5079975
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 23, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The color red appears in the dragon design and the word "RED". The color black appears in the words "DRAGON YOGA". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors black and red are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "YOGA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting yoga instructional classes, seminars, conferences, workshops and retreats International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 30, 2002 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Red Dragon Yoga, Inc. Address Red Dragon Yoga, Inc. 438 Miller AVE Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RDYOGA.001T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NUTRITIONAL COMPASS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 78659649
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2005
- **Registration Number**: 4239643
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "NUTRITIONAL"

---

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 536777
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 23, 2005
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: SWITZERLAND
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 23, 2015

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Dietetic foods adapted for medical use; food for babies and infants; food for medically restricted diets for use by invalid patients; food for medically restricted diets for use by nursing mothers; dietary supplements for nursing mothers for medical use; nutritional and dietary supplements in gel form for medical use; vitamin preparations; mineral food supplements; medicated confectionery; high nutritional vitamin and mineral food supplements formed and packaged as bars for medical use; vitamin and mineral food supplements in the form of meal replacement energy bars for medical use

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**For**: Preserved, dried and cooked vegetables; preserved, dried and cooked mushrooms; preserved, dried and cooked fruit; meat, poultry, game, and fish, all in the form of extracts, soups, jellies, spreads, preserves, ready-to-serve frozen meals and ready-to-serve dehydrated meals; jams; eggs; milk; cream; butter; cheese; soy milk for use as a milk substitute; milk-based beverages containing cocoa, chocolate, coffee or malt; yogurts; soy-based food beverage used as a milk substitute; edible oils and fats; protein for use as a food additive; non-dairy creamers; sausages; charcuterie; peanut butter; soups; preparations for making soups, namely, concentrates; broth; beef, chicken and vegetable stock cubes; bouillon; broth-based soup, namely, consommés

- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
Coffee; coffee extracts used as flavoring; prepared coffee-based beverages; iced coffee; coffee substitutes; extracts of coffee substitutes used as flavoring; chicory based coffee substitutes; tea; tea extracts used as flavoring; non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; iced tea; malt extracts for food; malt for food purposes; cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; chocolate; chocolate food beverages not being dairy-based or vegetable based; chocolate-based beverage mixes in powder or liquid concentrate form; confectionery, namely, candies and toffees; sweets; sugar; chewing gum; natural sweeteners; bakery products; bread; yeast; pastry; biscuits; cakes; cookies; wafers; bakery desserts; puddings; ice cream; flavored water ices; sorbet; frozen confections; frozen cakes; flavored soft ices; frozen desserts, namely, fruit ice and frozen dessert consisting of dairy-based ice cream substitute; frozen yogurts; powder mixes for making ice cream, water ices, sorbets, frozen confections, frozen cakes, soft ices and frozen yogurts; honey and honey substitutes; breakfast cereals; muesli; corn flakes; ready-to-eat cereal derived food bars; ready-to-eat processed cereals; rice; pasta; noodles; frozen, packaged or prepared entrees consisting primarily of rice or pasta; pizzas; sandwiches; oven-ready prepared dough; sauces; soy sauce; ketchup; aromatizing seasonings for food; edible spices; condiments, namely, chutneys, pepper sauce, pickled ginger, and relish; salad dressings; mayonnaise; mustard; vinegar

Still water; drinking water, namely, effervescent water, carbonated water, and processed water; spring water; mineral water; flavored water; fruit-flavored and fruit-based drinks; fruit and vegetable juices; fruit nectars; lemonades; non-alcoholic beverages in the nature of soft drinks; syrups, fruit extracts and essences not in the nature of essential oils for making non-carbonated non-alcoholic soft drinks; soy-based beverages not being milk substitutes; non-alcoholic malt-based beverages; isotonic beverages

For Coffee; coffee extracts used as flavoring; prepared coffee-based beverages; iced coffee; coffee substitutes; extracts of coffee substitutes used as flavoring; chicory based coffee substitutes; tea; tea extracts used as flavoring; non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; iced tea; malt extracts for food; malt for food purposes; cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; chocolate; chocolate food beverages not being dairy-based or vegetable based; chocolate-based beverage mixes in powder or liquid concentrate form; confectionery, namely, candies and toffees; sweets; sugar; chewing gum; natural sweeteners; bakery products; bread; yeast; pastry; biscuits; cakes; cookies; wafers; bakery desserts; puddings; ice cream; flavored water ices; sorbet; frozen confections; frozen cakes; flavored soft ices; frozen desserts, namely, fruit ice and frozen dessert consisting of dairy-based ice cream substitute; frozen yogurts; powder mixes for making ice cream, water ices, sorbets, frozen confections, frozen cakes, soft ices and frozen yogurts; honey and honey substitutes; breakfast cereals; muesli; corn flakes; ready-to-eat cereal derived food bars; ready-to-eat processed cereals; rice; pasta; noodles; frozen, packaged or prepared entrees consisting primarily of rice or pasta; pizzas; sandwiches; oven-ready prepared dough; sauces; soy sauce; ketchup; aromatizing seasonings for food; edible spices; condiments, namely, chutneys, pepper sauce, pickled ginger, and relish; salad dressings; mayonnaise; mustard; vinegar

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

Still water; drinking water, namely, effervescent water, carbonated water, and processed water; spring water; mineral water; flavored water; fruit-flavored and fruit-based drinks; fruit and vegetable juices; fruit nectars; lemonades; non-alcoholic beverages in the nature of soft drinks; syrups, fruit extracts and essences not in the nature of essential oils for making non-carbonated non-alcoholic soft drinks; soy-based beverages not being milk substitutes; non-alcoholic malt-based beverages; isotonic beverages

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOMBSHELL BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78761635 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2005 Registration Number 4242390
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEAUTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hair accessories, namely, a bulky bearing with fastener that clips to and props up a high hair style
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 25, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 25, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bombshell Beauty, Inc. Address Bombshell Beauty, Inc. 331 Rockmeade Drive Wilmington DELAWARE 198102517 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNDERDOODLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85001034  Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2010  Registration Number  4242393
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 17, 2010  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 26, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "UNDERDOODLES". A stylized representation of an owl is superimposed over the word "DOODLES". The letters "o" in the word "DOODLES" make up the stylized eyes of the owl. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Underwear sold exclusively through high-end boutiques, high-end retail stores, and Applicant's website

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ALMOND, FRANK  Address  ALMOND, FRANK  2233 N. LAKE DRIVE  MILWAUKEE  WISCONSIN  53202  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  US-ALM-001A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PLANETLOVEMATCH.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85027537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 28, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**: Dating and social network services over the internet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2010</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For**: Instant messaging services; audio and video broadcasting services over the internet; providing e-mail services; video conferencing; video-on-demand transmission services; web conferencing services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>100, 101, 104</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2010</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Global Marketing Resources, Inc.
- **Address**: Global Marketing Resources, Inc. Suite M 1415 Pinehurst Road Dunedin FLORIDA 34698
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BULLSEYE BONUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85028974 | Application Filing Date | May 03, 2010 | Registration Number | 4242410 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Mar. 22, 2011 | Notice of Allowance Date | May 17, 2011 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BONUS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: gaming devices, namely, slot machines with or without video output
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Dec. 01, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SG GAMING, INC.
- **Address**: SG GAMING, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUSTIN TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85029395 Application Filing Date May 04, 2010 Registration Number 5082428
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 01, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 85982793

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guru Animation Studio Ltd. Address Guru Animation Studio Ltd. 110 Spadina Avenue Suite 500 Toronto CANADA M5V2K4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 32438.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSAID, IRA J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SECURESEND

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number** 85029889
- **Application Filing Date** May 04, 2010
- **Registration Number** 4242411
- **Registration Date** Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date** Feb. 08, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date** Apr. 05, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** computer software for storing electronic data, backing up and archiving electronic data
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** Oct. 03, 2012
- **In Commerce** Oct. 03, 2012

- **For** remote online backup of electronic data
- **International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
  100, 101
- **US Classes** 100, 101
- **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
- **First Use** Oct. 03, 2012
- **In Commerce** Oct. 03, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name** Xenoscience, Inc.
- **Address** Xenoscience, Inc. P.O. Box 15567 Phoenix ARIZONA 85060
- **Legal Entity** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized** ARIZONA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number** 7208-TM/SM-3

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration** Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney** SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCHALTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85032458 | Application Filing Date | May 07, 2010 | Registration Number | 4242413 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Jan. 11, 2011 |

Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 08, 2011

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim No | Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of an incomplete diamond formed by two halves with the tops being rounded cut outs in the colors white and blue, and outlined in black, and the wording "SCHALTER" in black. |
| Color Drawing Yes | Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

Disclaimer "SCHALTER" Translation The English translation of "Schalter" in the mark is "switch".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Commutators

| International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011 |

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name PEÑA NAVARRETE, LUIS CARLOS Address PEÑA NAVARRETE, LUIS CARLOS REFORMA # 151, OTE., COL. REFORMA MONTERREY, NL MEXICO 64000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examiner ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TIDY TINS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85032534 Application Filing Date May 07, 2010 Registration Number 4242414
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 22, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TINS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic containers for domestic use, namely, containers for small miscellaneous hardware items and containers for small miscellaneous office supplies
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use May 05, 2010 In Commerce May 05, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE HILLMAN GROUP, INC. Address THE HILLMAN GROUP, INC. 10590 HAMILTON AVENUE CINCINNATI OHIO 45231 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91226.16

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
N5 CONTOUR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85044941
- **Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2010
- **Registration Number**: 4242419
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 25, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3768683, 3772768

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CALERES, INC.
- **Address**: CALERES, INC. 4040 Civic Center Drive, Suite 430 San Rafae
- **CALIFORNIA**: 94903
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: ip-000061

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ICESURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85056959 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2010 Registration Number 4242426
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sales promotion services for third parties; reseller services, namely, distributorship services in the field of ice, ice machines, beverage dispensing units and beverage equipment, refrigeration equipment, namely, food and beverage chilling units and walk-in refrigerators, coolers and freezers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Use May 2010 In Commerce May 2010

For Installation, repair and maintenance of ice machines, beverage dispensing units and beverage equipment and related accessories, refrigeration equipment, namely, food and beverage chilling units and walk-in refrigerators, coolers or freezers

For rental and leasing of refrigeration equipment, namely, food and beverage chilling units and walk-in refrigerators, coolers, and freezers; refrigerator rental; rental of freezers

For rental and leasing of ice machines for medical and therapeutic purposes

For rental and leasing of ice machines for food preservation purposes

17509
For rental and leasing of ice machines and beverage dispensing units for food preparation purposes

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use**: May 2010  
**In Commerce**: May 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: EASY ICE, LLC  
**Address**: EASY ICE, LLC  
925 W. WASHINGTON, SUITE 100  
MARQUETTE MICHIGAN  
49855  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: HIGM021T009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  NAKED BY ESSATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85059617  Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2010  Registration Number  4242430
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3430691

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair care preparations; Hair cleaning preparations; Hair relaxing preparations; Hair styling preparations
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Apr. 18, 2010  In Commerce  Apr. 18, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ESSATIONS, INC.  Address  ESSATIONS, INC.  70 NORTH STREET  PARK FOREST  ILLINOIS  60466  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark RegistrationCancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FSPM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85061197 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2010 Registration Number 4242431
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial consulting services to charities
For Business consulting services to pension plans

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Creger, Bradford Address Creger, Bradford Suite 235 700 N. Central Ave. Glendale CALIFORNIA 91203 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85067636 Application Filing Date  Jun. 21, 2010 Registration Number   4240002
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2144831, 2774603, 3690974 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 30163907 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jun. 21, 2010
Foreign Registration Number 30163907 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 09, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County HONG KONG Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Industrial chemicals; ethanol ]
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For  Storage and transportation of refined petroleum products
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
For  Treatment of materials, namely, blending of refined petroleum products; fuel refining services; refining of petroleum products
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For  Diesel fuel; bio-diesel fuel; home heating oil; unleaded gasoline; mid-grade gasoline; premium gasoline; industrial grease and oils; industrial lubricants; refined petroleum products, namely, refined petroleum, ultra low sulfur diesel fuel, biodiesel fuel; petroleum, raw or refined
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15 International Class Title  Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NOBLE TRADING CO LIMITED Address  NOBLE TRADING CO LIMITED  COMMERCE HOUSE, WICKHAMS CAY 1 P.O. BOX 3140 ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS VG1110 Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  065696.001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
**Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8**

**Mark Literal(s)** BUCKBOARD CATERING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85067955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- Disclaimer: "CATERING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Restaurant, bar and catering services
- International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101
- International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services
- First Use: Dec. 31, 1999
- In Commerce: Dec. 31, 1999

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Cameron Saylor
- Address: Cameron Saylor 626 Shoppers Lane Covina CALIFORNIA 91723
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: 7311.1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: HAYES, GINA CLARK
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
APALLO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85070699
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 24, 2010
- **Registration Number**: 4242435
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 16, 2010
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 11, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Canes and walking sticks
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Palo, Matti
- **Address**: Palo, Matti 419 N. Tallowwood Dr. Covington TEXAS 70433
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 15870-200001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHY-GLOSS 5

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85072603  Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2010  Registration Number 4242438
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 24, 2010  Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 19, 2010

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTHY GLOSS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hair styling preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 01, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. Address L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. 10 Hudson Yards New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SSC 5050-399

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THINKING OUT OF THE BOX E = MC2 ENIS MEGA COUNSEL/COMMUNICATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85089870 Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2010 Registration Number  4242447 Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jan. 11, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 08, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "E=MC2 ENIS MEGA COUNSEL/COMMUNICATIONS THINKING OUT OF THE BOX", and the design of a bisected triangle forming a variation of a completed image of the nine dots puzzle, with each of the nine dots emphasized, and with different portions of the literal element of the Mark appearing in conjunction with the image on three separate visual planes and in different sizes of font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "COUNSEL" AND "COMMUNICATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Economic consulting and information for the industrial and commercial sectors for planning, organizing, monitoring and carrying out unique and complex projects in different sectors of one or several companies; Economic forecasting and analysis; Information about political elections; Political consultancy; Providing a website featuring information about political issues; Providing an on-line searchable database for political campaigns which allow users to collect and analyze political information electronically; Providing information and news in the field of business, namely, information and news on current events and on economic, legislative, and regulatory developments as it relates to and can impact businesses; Providing information in the field of economics
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 07, 2012 In Commerce  Sep. 07, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Enis, Ben M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Enis, Ben M. 1231 Panini Drive Henderson NEVADA 89052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>065251-00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** YOUNG COMPOSERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "YOUNG COMPOSERS"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of musical composition
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: NATIONAL YOUNG COMPOSERS CHALLENGE, INC.
- **Address**: NATIONAL YOUNG COMPOSERS CHALLENGE, INC. 2009 VENETIAN WAY WINTER PARK FLORIDA 32789
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 07015.052793

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUMPERLINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85103212 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2010 Registration Number 4242468
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Operating and assisting in the operation of a distribution center or warehouse facility, featuring management of returned merchandise and order fulfillment services, container inventory control and management, namely, tote replenishment, pallet sorting and trailer-stripping, business auditing of shipment accuracy, and data collection and management for use in the field of distribution center and warehouse facility management; business consulting and management services relating to the operation of a distribution center or warehouse and supply chain processes; employment hiring, recruiting, placement and staffing services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 12, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2012
For Loading and unloading cargo
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Sep. 12, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williamson Industries, Inc. Address Williamson Industries, Inc. 1900 N 18TH ST STE 701 Monroe LOUISIANA 71201 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPECTRA-PLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85104186 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2010 Registration Number 4242471
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 25, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For SUNSCREEN CREAM
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 30, 2011 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H-E-B, LP Composed of HEBCO GP, L.L.C., a Texas limited liability company, its sole General Partner
Address H-E-B, LP 646 SOUTH FLORES SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 78204 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIT KITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85106849 Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2010 Registration Number  4242478
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "KITS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, printed puzzles, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets in the fields of literacy, reading comprehension and language development; Packaged kits comprising printed instructional, educational and teaching materials for educational activities in the fields of literacy, reading comprehension and language development
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  2005 In Commerce  2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHILD CARE RESOURCE CENTER OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA STARTING POINT Address  CHILD CARE RESOURCE CENTER OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY 4600 EUCLID AVENUE SUITE 500 CLEVELAND OHIO 44103 Legal Entity  NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CLEVE-46789

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOING GREEN SAVES GREEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85108543 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2010 Registration Number 4240013
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green and dark green two-dimensional globe surrounded by a white circular border that contains the words "GOING GREEN" in dark green above the globe and the words "SAVES GREEN" in dark green below the globe, where the first "S" in "SAVES" is a dollar sign. All of the foregoing elements appear inside a green circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, dark green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GREEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Solar powered attic fans
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Apr. 10, 2010 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AIR VENT INC Address AIR VENT INC 3556 Lake Shore Road Buffalo NEW YORK 14219 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

MARK Literal(s) HOGHEDZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85110397 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2010 Registration Number 4242483
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 16, 2010 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital music downloadable from the internet and digital music CDs
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 03, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Massengill Family Trust Composed of Richard Kemp Massengill, Co-Trustee, citizen USA, Esther S. Massengill, Co-Trustee, citizen USA Address Massengill Family Trust 644 Hymettus Ave. Leucadia CALIFORNIA 92024 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IGNITING MINDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85116668 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2010 Registration Number 4242495
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 08, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the fields of math and science for secondary and high school students

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Electric Company Address General Electric Company 901 Main Ave Norwalk
CONNECTICUT 06851 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLD CUTS WITHOUT SHORTCUTS.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85119645 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2010 Registration Number 4242498
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 15, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese; Processed meats, namely, slicing meats sold in delicatessens
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Dec. 31, 1984 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frank Brunckhorst Co., L.L.C. Address Frank Brunckhorst Co., L.L.C. 24 Rock Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 117-296

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEM-HOWEY, AISHA YAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BIO-LINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85129488</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 14, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Polymer-based trimmer line for use in power weed trimmers |
| International Classes | 22 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Cordage and Fibers |
| First Use | Feb. 13, 2012 |
| In Commerce | May 18, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Laser Sales Inc. |
| Address | Laser Sales Inc. 1717 Oxford Street East London CANADA N5V2Z5 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 0083819.0016 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FALK, ERIN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NEKTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85136898  Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2010  Registration Number  4242516
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 03, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  May 29, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0104240/1618576  International Registration Number  1618576

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drums and electronic musical keyboards
International Classes  15 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 21, 36  International Class Title  Musical Instruments
For  MIDI controllers, namely, MIDI keyboards for the recording of MIDI data, and software drivers and control software for communication between controller and digital audio workstation software
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nektar Technology, Inc  Address  Nektar Technology, Inc  6350 Laurel Canyon Blvd, Suite 200  North Hollywood  CALIFORNIA  91606  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHURCH'S SOUTHERN SWEET
FRESHLY BREWED TEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85146998 Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2010 Registration Number  4242522
Registration Date    Nov. 13, 2012 Register    Principal Mark Type    Trademark Date Cancelled    May 26, 2023
Publication Date    Feb. 01, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date    Mar. 29, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    No Mark Drawing Type    3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark    The mark consists of a design of circles inside of which appear the
words "CHURCH'S SOUTHERN SWEET" and the word "TEA" to the left of which are two leaves, one of which
contains the words "FRESHLY BREWED". Color Claimed    Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"SOUTHERN SWEET FRESHLY BREWED TEA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3519711, 2721849, 3519703 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Tea-based beverages
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title    Staple Foods First Use
Aug. 18, 2010 In Commerce    Aug. 18, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Cajun Funding Corp. Address    Cajun Funding Corp. 980 Hammond Drive, Suite 1100 Atlanta GEORGIA 30328 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized    DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85152507</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 14, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** TWO OLD HIPPIES PEACE, LOVE & ROCK N' ROLL
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of a stylized peace sign above the words "TWO OLD HIPPIES", and within concentric ovals, and a banner containing the words "PEACE, LOVE & ROCK N' ROLL" located across the concentric ovals.
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For Retail and on-line retail store services featuring clothing for men and women, personal accessories, musical instruments, namely, guitars, guitar parts, and guitar accessories, books of sheet music, and recorded music**
  - **International Classes:** 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes:** 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title:** Advertising and Business
  - **First Use:** Jun. 30, 2009
  - **In Commerce:** Jun. 30, 2009

- **For clothing, namely, [ shirts, tops, ] hats, caps**
  - **International Classes:** 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes:** 22, 39
  - **International Class Title:** Clothing
  - **First Use:** Jun. 30, 2009
  - **In Commerce:** Jun. 30, 2009

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** TWO OLD HIPPIES GUITARS, LLC
- **Address:** TWO OLD HIPPIES GUITARS, LLC
- **1615 HWY 86 SPIRIT LAKE IOWA 51360**
- **Legal Entity:** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized:** IOWA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** T0437-1002

**Post Registration Information**

- **Change in Registration:** Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PATHEVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85159794 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2010 Registration Number 4242531
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 12, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "PATHEVO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Career counseling; Education information; Educational assessment; Providing a web site that features information on attending college and university with an emphasis on newly enrolled students; Providing information on-line relating to educational opportunities; Vocational guidance
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008
For [ Providing career information ]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008
For [ Computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; Computer software platforms for personalized exploration and life planning, covering education, careers, finance and health; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for personalized exploration and life planning, covering education, careers, finance and health; Downloadable webinars in the field of personalized exploration and life planning, covering education, careers, finance and health ]
For [ Computer software development; Customized software development services; Design and development of computer software; Design and development of on-line computer software systems; Design, development and implementation of software; Design, development, installation and maintenance of computer software; Design, installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in competitions, showcase their skills, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, engage in social
networking and improve their talent; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking featuring personalized exploration and life planning exercises, covering education, careers, finance and health; Computer services, namely, providing a web-based system and online portal featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to access training, education, testing and certification materials in the field of engineering, computers and technology, health and medicine, science and mathematics, education and training, business and management, arts and humanities, and social and behavioral sciences; Computer services, namely, providing search platforms to allow users to request content from and receive content to a mobile device; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Data mining; Design and development of multimedia products; Providing a website featuring technology that enables subscribers to transfer files to and from a file transfer protocol server; Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to upload their own formatted content into a structured database for viewing by a community of other users and subscribers; Providing a website that enables users to subscribe to coaching, mentoring, and/or educational services and to enable users to author and publish instructional content for others.]

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

First Use: Jun. 30, 2012  
In Commerce: Jun. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION  
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION  
Owner Name: Owen Software Development Company, Limited DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Owen Software  
Address: Owen Software Development Company, Limited 2101 Gaither Road Suite 200 Rockville MARYLAND 20850  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized: MARYLAND

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION  
Change in Registration: Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY  
Examining Attorney: BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ASSA ABLOY OPENINGS STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OPENINGS STUDIO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2954625

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for door and hardware specification writing and hardware coordination; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for door and hardware specification writing and hardware coordination

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ASSA ABLOY Sales and Marketing Group, Inc. Address ASSA ABLOY Sales and Marketing Group, In c. 110 Sargent Drive New Haven CONNECTICUT 06514 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 043948-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REQUIREMENTS LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85177140 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2010 Registration Number 4242553
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 03, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation services, namely, providing computer programming templates, functional programming blocks, and pre-programmed links between functional programming blocks to users to enable user development and generation of computer software for use by the business' users (internal or external) for purposes of operations, sales, marketing, risk management, compliance, governance and collaboration
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Software as a service services featuring software for providing user access to information concerning the development and generation of computer software for use in businesses as well as access to information concerning the functions and application of such business software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Sep. 15, 2009 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMPLIANCEMETRIX, INC. Address COMPLIANCEMETRIX, INC. 4954 NAPLES PLACE SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9500.301.US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T-TOUCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85180471 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2010 Registration Number 4240041
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number T1014710F Foreign Registration Date Sep. 11, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County SINGAPORE Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 11, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising; Charitable services, namely, providing financial advice to financially distressed individuals; Organizing of charitable collections, namely, organizing fundraising services and events to raise funds in the field of community service projects
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For [ Printed publications, namely, newsletters, journals and books in the field of business and financial matters; periodic publications, namely, periodicals in the field of business and financial matters; printed reports featuring business and financial matters ]
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Entertainment in the nature of on-going video programs in the field of news; provision of news in relation to education, training, entertainment or sporting and cultural activities; news reporters services; On-line library services, namely, providing electronic library services by means of a computerized database containing information extracted from newspapers via an on-line computer network; Information and advisory services relating to current events in the nature of providing news reporter services entailing news analysis and news commentary about current events; publication of reviews and critiques; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; providing non-downloadable on-line electronic publications in the nature of journals and books in the field of business and finance; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on-line featuring business and financial matters; non-downloadable web-based publication in the nature of journals
consisting primarily of periodic articles in the fields of business and finance; providing news feeds as part of news reporters services; publication of text, audio, video and graphic works online featuring news, diaries, commentary, photos, poetry, mini-essays, project updates, non-fiction and fiction; production of television news programs for broadcasting; On-line journals, namely, weblogs and blogs featuring business and finance; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; Charitable service, namely, academic mentoring of school age children; charitable services, namely, conducting classes seminars, and training sessions in the field of financial advice for financially distressed individuals; educational services, namely, classes and seminars in the field of financial and business matters; educational services, namely, classes and seminars in the field of financial and business matters; training services in the field of financial and business matters; arranging and conducting of educational conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums and training workshops all in the fields of business and finance

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Charitable services, namely, providing business management and administration services, and organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  [ Downloadable electronic publications, namely, newsletters, journals, books, in the field of business and financial matters; electronic publications in computer readable form, namely, newsletters, journals, books in the field of business and financial affairs recorded on computer media; electronic publications in machine readable form, namely, newsletters, journals, books in the field of business and financial matters recorded on computer media ]

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently** 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TEMASEK HOLDINGS (PRIVATE) LIMITED **Address**  TEMASEK HOLDINGS (PRIVATE) LIMITED 60B Orchard Road #06-18 Tower 2  The Atrium@Orchard  Singapore  SINGAPORE  238891  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**  SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  875146

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
TM 14940 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MTM MONSTER TRUCK MAFIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85180910 Application Filing Date Nov. 19, 2010 Registration Number 4242558
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a skull with a hat and fangs with
the stylized text "MTM Monster Truck Mafia" inside the hat. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Jackets; [ Pants; ] Shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Monster Truck Entertainment Address Monster Truck Entertainment 465 Gibbon Rd Central Point
OREGON 97502 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI

17539
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
GANJA JUICE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85184103</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 2010</td>
<td>4242562</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 10, 2012

### Notice of Allowance Date
Sep. 04, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Breath freshener
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DKG Group Corp.
- **Address**: DKG Group Corp. 3148 E. La Palma Avenue, Suite J Anaheim
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 39060-20001
- **Examining Attorney**: STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YING KEE TEA HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85185820 Application Filing Date  Nov. 28, 2010 Registration Number  4242566
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Mar. 27, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 22, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Chinese Characters above wording "YING KEE TEA HOUSE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TEA HOUSE" OR "THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO CHA CHONG" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Ying Kee Cha Chong" and this means "Ying's Tea House" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail and wholesaling services, namely, retail store services, wholesale distributorship services featuring tea and tea beverages; sales promotion services for tea; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 1988 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2009
For Tea; iced tea; tea-based beverages; tea bags; non-medicated tea bags; packaged tea other than for medicinal use
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use 1988 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ying Kee Tea House (Trademarks) Limited Address Ying Kee Tea House (Trademarks) Limited 8/F, Wah Shing Centre, 5 Fung Yip Street Siu Sai Wan, Hong Kong HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FHKI-1309-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITE, RICHARD F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHELSEA'S LIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85189223 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2010 Registration Number 4242571
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 14, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "CHELSEA" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational publications, namely, brochures, booklets and teaching materials in the fields of child security and safety
For Educational services, namely, conducting training, educational workshops and seminars in the fields of child security and safety and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of information, brochures, and guides in the fields of child security and safety; Publication of printed matter
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 25, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2010
For Lobbying services, namely, promoting the interests of children and minors in the fields of legislation and regulation; Promoting public awareness of the need for state and local child safety and security laws
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 25, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2010
For Consulting services in the field of public safety; Providing information in the field of child safety
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 25, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2010
For Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts

International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 25, 2010  In Commerce  Mar. 25, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chelsea's Light Foundation  Address  Chelsea's Light Foundation  12463 Rancho Bernardo Rd.  #519  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92128  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  44643-401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHELSEA'S LIGHT
FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85189237 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2010 Registration Number 4242572
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 14, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Chelsea's Light Foundation" logo with flame over the "I". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FOUNDATION" Name Portrait Consent The name "Chelsea" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational publications, namely, brochures, booklets and teaching materials in the fields of child security and safety
For Educational services, namely, conducting training, educational workshops and seminars in the field of child security and safety and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of information, brochures and guides in the fields of child security and safety; Publication of printed matter
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 15, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2010
For Lobbying services, namely, promoting the interests of children and minors in the fields of legislation and regulation; Promoting public awareness of the need for state and local child safety and security laws
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2010
For Consulting services in the field of public safety; Providing information in the field of child safety
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 15, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2010
For Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Mar. 15, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chelsea's Light Foundation Address Chelsea's Light Foundation 12463 Rancho Bernardo Rd. #519 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92128 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 44643-402

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
NON SCALPEL FACELIFT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85196003</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2010</td>
<td>4242588</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
May 10, 2011

### Notice of Allowance Date
Jul. 05, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Non-mediated skin care preparations; Non-mediated skin care preparations, namely, skin tightening creams and skin care preparations for tightening the skin

**International Classes**
3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**
Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use**
Jan. 05, 2012

**In Commerce**
Jan. 05, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
NG, KENDRICK

**Address**
NG, KENDRICK 205 W NORMAN AVE ARCADIA CALIFORNIA 91007

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
RICHARDS, SUSAN ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GENE SECRET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85197008  Application Filing Date  Dec. 14, 2010  Registration Number  4242589
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 10, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 05, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Anti-wrinkle creams; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, anti-wrinkle skin care preparations
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use  Jan. 05, 2012  In Commerce  Jan. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NG, KENDRICK  Address  NG, KENDRICK  205 W NORMAN AVE  ARCADIA  CALIFORNIA  91007  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RICHARDS, SUSAN ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  WINE BY NUMBERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85199753  Application Filing Date  Dec. 16, 2010  Registration Number  4242593
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 07, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "WINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcoholic beverages except beers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bastianon, Lynn  Address  Bastianon, Lynn  593 Buckeye Court  Santa Rosa  CALIFORNIA  95409
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INFINITIVEVISION OPTICS
PRECISION IN SIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85202059 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2010 Registration Number 4240050
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of 2 curved bars, one above the other, both in the
color blue, which are above the wording "INFINITIVEVISION" in dark blue, which is above the wording "OPTICS" in dark
blue; below that wording is the wording "PRECISION IN SIGHT" in a grey/blue color. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "OPTICS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 9511742 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 25, 2011 Foreign Application/
Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 10, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Intraocular lenses for surgical implantation
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name InfiniteVision Optics SAS Address InfiniteVision Optics SAS 4 rue Boussingault Strasbourg FRANCE
F-67000 Legal Entity société par actions simplifiée (sas) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 035556.00038

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIRST LINE TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85204398 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2010 Registration Number 4240053
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "FIRST LINE TECHNOLOGY" in stylized font, shown to the right of a stylized box having a starburst design on its top, with a chevron-shaped arrow pointing to the center of the design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For portable thermal insulated bags for foods and beverages; portable ice chests for food and beverages; thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; reusable packaged refrigerant gel packs used to keep food and drinks cold; portable thermal insulated bags, ice chests and containers for keeping food and beverages cold with refrigerant gel packs ]

For general use medical bags; clothing for animals and domestic pets; wraps for animals and domestic pets; equine wraps; all-purpose carrying bags ]
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2008

For medical cold packs; medical stretchers; medical stretchers for patient transport; hospital beds for use by burn patients; hospital gurneys; air pillows for medical purposes ]
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2008

For motor vehicle conversions, namely, structural repair parts for trucks, buses and other motor vehicles; hospital carts; racks for vehicles for carrying individuals, stretchers, ramps and emergency supplies ]
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008
For  [ Bed sheets; fitted bed sheet covers; bed flat sheets; mattress pads; pillow covers and pillow cases ]

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008
For  [ hospital beds; storage racks; free standing storage racks; pillows; mattresses; coverings for massage tables ]

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008
For  [ Cold packs for cooling the body and not for medical purposes; chemically-activated cold packs for cooling the body and not for medical purposes ]

For  chemical gel for use as an ice substitute

International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title  Chemicals First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008
For  protective clothing, namely, clothing for protection against fire; clothing for protection against heat, namely, protective clothing especially made for use in areas of excessive heat; insulating clothing for protection against accident or injury; computer cooling pads for notebooks or computer processing units

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008
For  insulating polymeric shells, namely, macro and micro capsules containing phase change material used for thermal regulation in the manufacture of clothing, footwear and headgear

International Classes  17 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title  Rubber Goods First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008
For  [ Wearable garments and clothing, namely, vests, and wraps; footwear; headgear, namely, hats and caps; wristbands containing a cooling substance to cool the wearer ]

For  ramps, namely, metal ramps for use with vehicles; metal ramps for use as stairs; metal building materials, namely, ramps for entering buildings and loading

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Oct. 02, 2008 In Commerce  Oct. 02, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>  First Line Technology, LLC  <strong>Address</strong> First Line Technology, LLC  3656 Centerview Drive, Suite 4 Chantilly  VIRGINIA  20151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  800743-TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong>  Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong>  BELENKER, ESTHER ANN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SNAPGENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85207932 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2010 Registration Number 4242604
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 03, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0039469/1188019 International
Registration Number 1188019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for facilitating molecular biology procedures
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 20, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 20, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GSL Biotech Address GSL Biotech 5211 S. Kenwood Ave. Chicago ILLINOIS 60615 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RED STICK POKER ROOM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POKER ROOM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, casino gaming
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc.
- **Address**: Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc. 3980 Howard Hughes Parkway Las Vegas NEVADA 89169
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: PN0110081TUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
DIVINE COVENANT RINGS

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COVENANT RINGS"

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Rings
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use** in Commerce: Aug. 06, 2012

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Divine Covenant Rings, Inc.
- **Address**: Divine Covenant Rings, Inc. 436 Redbrick Dr. Chesapeake, VIRGINIA 23325
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LO-LO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85215458  Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2011  Registration Number  4242611  Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "LO-LO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aromatic body care products, namely, body lotion, non-medicated lip balm, body and foot scrub and non-medicated foot cream; Body and beauty care cosmetics; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Cosmetic hand creams; Cosmetic preparations for body care; Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Hand cleaners; Hand cream; Hand creams; Hand lotions; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  US Classes  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Aug. 05, 2007  In Commerce  Aug. 15, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BAR-MAIDS, LLC INC.  Address  BAR-MAIDS, LLC INC.  26407 NE RAWSON ROAD  BRUSH PRAIRIE WASHINGTON 98606  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALEM-HOWEY, AISHA YAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OTC BULLETIN BOARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    85218467 Application Filing Date  Jan. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4240057 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0025372/1098679 International Registration Number 1098679

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, providing an online web site with quotation and trade information for unlisted publicly traded equity securities; providing an online web site with financial investment and market information; financial services, namely, providing for others a quote submission platform that allows users to submit, update and receive quotations and other indications of trading interest for individual financial securities on a real-time basis

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 31, 1988 In Commerce May 24, 1990

For [ On-line retail store services featuring market and trading data reports, company directories and company profiles ]


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. Address Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. 1735 K Street NW Washington D.C. 20006 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18110-TM1019
## POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

| Change in Registration | Yes |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SAN DIEGO ZOO GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85220951 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2011 Registration Number 4242617 Registration Date Mar. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 08, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ZOO" OR "GLOBAL" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "SAN DIEGO ZOO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1828336, 1946914, 2206289 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For charitable fundraising services; charitable fundraising services related to animals, plants, wildlife, habitats, research, breeding and conservation
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 09, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2011 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 00/00/1965. Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 00/00/1965.

For zoos; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing exhibits, live shows, camps, classes, events, programs, and lectures in the fields of animals, plants, wildlife, habitats, research, breeding, and conservation; and disseminating information and educational materials in connection therewith; guided zoo tours; arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 09, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2011 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 00/00/1965. Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 00/00/1965.
For scientific research; biological and zoological research; scientific research and consulting relating to wildlife conservation, wildlife sanctuaries, and environmental protection; scientific research services in the fields of life sciences, species and habitat sustainability, biomimicry, and worldwide field projects to benefit endangered species and habitats

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: Nov. 09, 2011  
**In Commerce**: Nov. 09, 2011  
**Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 00/00/1965.  
**Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 00/00/1965.

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Zoological Society of San Diego  
**Address**: Zoological Society of San Diego  
P.O. Box 120551  
San Diego  
CALIFORNIA  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: T13912US00

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: FRAZIER, TAMARA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  JUAN VALDEZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85223473  Application Filing Date  Jan. 21, 2011  Registration Number  4242620  Registration Date  Sep. 27, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized image of a mule's head next to the face of a man, both within a geometric shape. The wording "JUAN VALDEZ" appears beneath the geometric shape in a stylized format.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3341118, 3499615

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  milk-based beverages containing coffee
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods  First Use  Mar. 08, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2012
For  coffee, coffee based food products and beverages, namely, coffee-based beverages containing milk, prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Mar. 08, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Federación Nacional de Cafeteros de Colombia DBA, AKA, Formerly  AKA National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia  Address  Federación Nacional de Cafeteros de Colombia Calle 73 No. 8-13, Torre B, Piso 11 Bogota  COLOMBIA  0  Legal Entity  non-profit association  State or Country Where Organized  COLOMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WEBSTER, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LE CIRQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85223485 Application Filing Date  Jan. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4242621 Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangular design having two portions, with the top portion containing a pastoral view depicting a French vineyard with a foothill and a mountain in the background, located directly above the second portion, which contains the term "LE CIRQUE" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "LE CIRQUE" in the mark is "THE CORRIE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use  Jul. 16, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LES VIGNERONS DE TAUTAVEL VINGRAU Address LES VIGNERONS DE TAUTAVEL VINGRAU 24 avenue Jean Badia Tautavel FRANCE 66720 Legal Entity Société coopérative agricole State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  159/13

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARMA, NAPOLEON K
TM 14958 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRANDPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85230931  Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2011  Registration Number 4242629
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date May 22, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for providing online advertising, populating web sites with information, tracking web site usage and facilitating commercial transactions, revenue sharing and electronic commerce over a global computer network

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARAnet, Inc.  Address ARAnet, Inc. 850 Fifth Street South Hopkins MINNESOTA 55343  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 49273.2.28

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  I WANNA SIN WITH YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85232114  Application Filing Date  Feb. 02, 2011  Registration Number  4242631  Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes  International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Mar. 20, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 20, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HEAVENLY SINS LLC  Address  HEAVENLY SINS LLC  525 7th Avenue, Room 1601  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10018  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TE/5593-11

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PATE, TARA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLIENTRAK!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85232236 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2011 Registration Number 4242632
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 02, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING DATA USED TO MANAGE RECORDS AND FOR MANAGING INFORMATION OF BUSINESSES, SAID BUSINESSES IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL GROOMING FOR PEOPLE AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND BEAUTY-RELATED SERVICES FOR PEOPLE
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 01, 1998 In Commerce Jun. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nuco, Inc. Address Nuco, Inc. 3110 Lenox Oval Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15237 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RUBBERTRAX

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85233894
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 03, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242637
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 10, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 06, 2012

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Floor panels not of metal
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: SWISSTRAX, LLC
- **Address**: SWISSTRAX, LLC, 205 BORING DRIVE, DALTON, GEORGIA, 30721
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 010021
- **Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OPPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;oppa&quot; in the mark is &quot;jubilant celebration&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Wearing apparel, namely, shirts, blouses, camisoles, tights, bras, underpants, robes, sleep pants, jackets, vests, coats, dresses, skirts, pants, shorts, jeans, rompers and shapewear, namely, girdles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Just One LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Just One LLC 1410 Broadway 3rd Floor New York NEW YORK 10018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | THOMAS, JANICE |

**MARK**

OPPA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOEL PUBLISHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85239084 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4242645
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PUBLISHING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For printed matter, namely, a series of novels, books and screenplays, all in the field of fictional stories

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noel Publishing, Inc. Address Noel Publishing, Inc. 21733 Rose Hollow Dr. Southfield MICHIGAN 48075 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LET'S HAVE SOME FUN!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85246283 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4242657
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Casino services; casino services featuring a customer loyalty program that provides benefits to reward repeat customers; entertainment in the nature of live performances by professional entertainers; providing information in the fields of entertainment and gambling
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2011 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Boyd Gaming Corporation Address Boyd Gaming Corporation Attn: Mr. Lou Nunziata 6465 South Rainbow Boulevard Las Vegas NEVADA 89118 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEVADA
Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 113046.00263

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

MARK LITERAL(s) BNY MELLON COMPOSITE DR INDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85247253 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4242659
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMPOSITE DR INDEX"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3866559, 3585488 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ADVICE, FUNDS INVESTMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 18, 2009 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON Address THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON 240 Greenwich Street NEW YORK NEW YORK 10286 Legal Entity CHARTERED BANK State or Country Where
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11-043-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BNY MELLON CLASSIC ADR INDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85247258  Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2011  Registration Number  4242660
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 17, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CLASSIC ADR INDEX"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3866559, 3585488 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ADVICE, FUNDS INVESTMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Sep. 30, 2009  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON  Address  THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON  240 Greenwich Street  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10286  Legal Entity  CHARTERED BANK  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11-042-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IAPPRECIATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85250884  Application Filing Date  Feb. 24, 2011  Registration Number 4242667
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 05, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3603353, 3709205, 3595651 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, classes and workshops for recognition and incentive award programs for administrators, managers, and participants about formal and informal recognition techniques including improving effectiveness of award presentations
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name O.C. Tanner Company  Address O.C. Tanner Company 1930 South State Street  Salt Lake City  UTAH 84115  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2837.3.78

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85255558  Application Filing Date   Mar. 02, 2011  Registration Number   4242682
Registration Date   Nov. 13, 2012  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Feb. 14, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date   Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letter "X" having a cusp-like contour formed at an upper end of one of the inclined legs of the "X" with a circular contour above the cusp-like contour.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   COMPUTER KEYBOARD, COMPUTER MOUSE, BLANK COMPUTER HARD DISKS, OPTICAL DATA READER, RANDOM ACCESS STORAGE, NAMELY, COMPUTER RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY AND READ ONLY MEMORY, VIDEO SCREEN, EARPHONE, AUDIO SPEAKER, SPEAKER, LOUDSPEAKER, STEREO, VIDEO RECORDER, DIGITAL AUDIO SYNTHESIZER, DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS, AUDIO OR VIDEO TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT, DIGITAL PHOTO FRAME, WIRELESS PHONE, MOBILE PHONE, MOBILE PHONE JACKET, VIDEOPHONE, HANDS-FREE MOBILE PHONE, INTERNET EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, NETWORK BRIDGES, ETHERNET CONVERTERS, AMPLIFIERS, ACCESS POINT ROUTERS, ANTENNAS, CABLES AND POWER SUPPLIES, ANTENNA, SATELLITE GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS, COMMUNICATION HUBS, NETWORK SIGNAL CONVERTER, NETWORK ROUTER, COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TRANSCEIVERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS, ELECTRICAL PLUG, ELECTRICAL SOCKET, ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR, POWER SUPPLY, BATTERY CHARGERS, CHARGER FOR MOBILE PHONE, BATTERY CHARGER, BATTERY, TELEPHONE, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER DATA MANAGEMENT, BLANK OPTICAL DATA CARRIER, CAMERA, VIDEO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEVISION AND COMPUTER MONITORS AND TELEVISIONS, VIDEO RECORDER, VIDEO GAME CONSOLE FOR USE WITH EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREENS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 02, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUANG, PO-CHIN Address HUANG, PO-CHIN 29F-2, NO. 22, GUANGMING RD., BEITOU DIST. TAIPEI CITY TAIWAN 112 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MR3315-489

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CE WEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85255805  Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2011  Registration Number  4242683
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Oct. 25, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "CE WEEK" with each letter within a circle.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "CE WEEK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of consumer electronics and distribution of printed materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic format on the same topics; educational forums relating to consumer electronics
For  arranging and conducting trade shows and trade show exhibitions in the field of consumer electronics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CT LAB GLOBAL MEDIA LLC  Address  CT LAB GLOBAL MEDIA LLC  100 S Juniper St, 3rd Floor PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA 19107  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PINO, BRIAN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GLAMOURIETY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85257316
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 03, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242685
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 19, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 13, 2011

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0025920/1089323 International
- **Registration Number**: 1089323

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 11, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Benefit Cosmetics LLC
- **Address**: Benefit Cosmetics LLC, 225 Bush Street, 20th Floor, San Francisco, CALIFORNIA 94104
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exchanging Attorney**: WILLIS, PAMELA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLEXXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85267320 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4242713
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 02, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer networking equipment and computer networking software, namely, network switches, computer software for monitoring network switches and computer software for configuring network switches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 17, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT LP Address HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT L P 11445 COMPAQ CENTER DRIVE WEST HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLEXXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85267337 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4242714
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 09, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "PLEXXI" with overlapping "X" design with a central diamond and a diamond design atop of the "I". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer networking equipment and computer networking software, namely, network switches, computer software for monitoring network switches and computer software for configuring network switches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 17, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT LP Address HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT L P 11445 COMPAQ CENTER DRIVE WEST HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) XX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85267353 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4242715
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 02, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 27, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of overlapping "Xs" with a central diamond. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer networking equipment and computer networking software, namely, network switches, computer software for monitoring network switches and computer software for configuring network switches
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 17, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 17, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT LP Address HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT L P 11445 COMPAQ CENTER DRIVE WEST HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
YUMZ GOURMET FROZEN YOGURT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85267828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4242717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**
"GOURMET FROZEN YOGURT"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**
3935658

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; Retail store services featuring frozen yogurt, desserts and apparel; Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of frozen yogurt shop and retail store featuring frozen yogurt, desserts, apparel and headwear; retail store services featuring headwear

**International Classes**
35 - Primary Classes
50, 51

**US Classes**
100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**
Advertising and Business

**First Use**
Feb. 24, 2010

**In Commerce**
Nov. 25, 2010

**BASE INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
YFY, LLC

**Address**
YFY, LLC 10091 Park Run Drive, Suite 190 Las Vegas NEVADA 89145

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**
ILLINOIS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**
66129-70001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YUMZ GOURMET FROZEN
YOGURT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85267850 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4242718
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangular shape enclosing the design of soft-serve frozen yogurt with the end of a spoon sticking out of it and the stylized text "YUMZ GOURMET FROZEN YOGURT" to the right of the design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GOURMET FROZEN YOGURT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3935658

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; Retail store services featuring frozen yogurt, desserts and apparel; Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of frozen yogurt shop and retail store featuring frozen yogurt, desserts, apparel and headwear; retail store services featuring headwear
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 24, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 25, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YFY, LLC Address YFY, LLC 10091 Park Run Drive, Suite 190 Las Vegas NEVADA 89145 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 66129-70004
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EFFERVESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85268577</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 16, 2011</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>4242720</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2011</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Mouthwash; Toothpaste
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Apr. 25, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 05, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Carol K Alvarado, D.D.S., PC
- **Address**: Carol K Alvarado, D.D.S., PC 3010 Philfall Houston TEXAS 77098
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 3046-2

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZAPWELDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85269392 Application Filing Date   Mar. 17, 2011  Registration Number  4242725
Registration Date   Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 02, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date   Sep. 27, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Laser welding machines
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes   13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title   Machinery
First Use   Aug. 02, 2012 In Commerce   Aug. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Guild International, Inc. Address   Guild International, Inc.   7273 Division St. Bedford OHIO 44146
Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   22305-00015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 43 MINI BEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85270550 Application Filing Date   Mar. 18, 2011 Registration Number   4240094
Registration Date   Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "43 MINI BEER" shown
in off-white text against a brown background. The wording "MINI BEER" is shown slightly above and to the right of the
number "43". The rectangular shape of the background in the drawing is not part of the mark. Color Drawing   Yes
Color Claimed   The color(s) off-white and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   2634384

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Wine, liquors and spirits
International Classes   33 - Primary Classes US Classes   47, 49 International Class Title   Wines and Spirits First
Use   Aug. 10, 2010 In Commerce   Aug. 10, 2010

Basis INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   DZ LICORES, S.L.U. Address   DZ LICORES, S.L.U. C/ SICILIO, 10 - POLIGONO INDUSTRIAL
LOS, CAMACHOS 30369 CARTAGENA - MURCIA SPAIN Legal Entity   COMPANY State or Country Where   SPAIN
Organized   SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   8159-0011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   EISINGER, REBECCA MILE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOTOR TREND CERTIFIED VEHICLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85272713 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4242740
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "MOTOR TREND" in stylized form over the words "CERTIFIED VEHICLES" with a caliper image consisting of a measuring instrument in the form of a trophy to the left of the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MOTOR" AND "CERTIFIED VEHICLES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2367705, 3183684, 3694080

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administering extended warranty and extended coverage for vehicle service contracts in the field of automobiles
For Provision of information and advice to consumers regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased that represent the best consumer choice within the automotive field
For Providing certification services in connection with the certification of pre-owned vehicles, namely, testing, analysis and evaluation of the automobiles of others for the purpose of certification
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 30, 2011 In Commerce May 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OMICSOFFICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85274583 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2011 Registration Number 4242752
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 09, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for use in data management, integration, data analysis and data mining in the field of genomics, proteomics and drug discovery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Integromics, S.L. Address Integromics, S.L. BIC Granada, Avda. de la Innovación, 1 ES-18100 Armilla SPAIN Legal Entity sociedad de responsabilidad limitada (sl) State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 170865005290

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Experiencing Attorney STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZEBRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85275688 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2011 Registration Number 4242756
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an online, non-downloadable, internet-based software application featuring technology for internal processing and external client interface for peer reviews, independent medical examinations and medical bill reviews in the fields of healthcare utilization management and review services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 21, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 21, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCMC, LLC Address MCMC, LLC Suite 203 300 Crown Colony Drive Quincy MASSACHUSETTS 02169 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1001844.4668

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ZEBRA MAKING DECISIONS
BLACK AND WHITE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85276023</td>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2011</td>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4242759</td>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the word "ZEBRA" is on top, and the "E" in "ZEBRA" is in the shape of zebra stripes. The tagline underneath "ZEBRA" reads "MAKING DECISIONS BLACK AND WHITE". **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Providing an online, non-downloadable, internet-based software application featuring technology for internal processing and external client interface for peer reviews, independent medical examinations and medical bill reviews in the fields of healthcare utilization management and review services | **International Classes** | 42 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 | **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services | **First Use** | Oct. 21, 2011 | **In Commerce** | Oct. 21, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | MCMC, LLC | **Address** | MCMC, LLC Suite 203 300 Crown Colony Drive Quincy MASSACHUSETTS 02169 | **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | **State or Country Where Organized** | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 1001844.4669 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | WOOD, CAROLINE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STORMADMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85279886 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4242771
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 09, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing tracking services and information concerning tracking of measured loads of bulk debris material in transit, namely, vehicles, trailers, drivers, machinery, construction and demolition equipment, and cargo and related materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Transport Tracking, LLC Address Transport Tracking, LLC 1501 Easy Street Austin TEXAS 78746
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOCATION INC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85281173</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2011</td>
<td>4243750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 06, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website on a global computer network featuring business directories and information regarding the demographics and economics climate in a particular chosen geographic area; and providing a website featuring information about and advertisements for the goods and services of others in geographic locations selected by the user; Providing an accessible database featuring the demographics and economics climate in a particular geographic area


For Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to enter and access preferences regarding geographic locations and comparing the information regarding the characteristics of those geographic locations to determine similarly compatible geographic locations; Providing a website featuring a search engine for the information regarding the characteristics of a particular chosen geographic area; Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining maps, directories and information regarding the characteristics of a particular chosen geographic area on a global computer network

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 30, 2000 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LOCATION INC. GROUP CORPORATION Address LOCATION INC. GROUP CORPORATION 120 Front Street, Suite 420 WORCESTER MASSACHUSETTS 01608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country RHODE ISLAND
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SMART FLYING (SMALL AIRCRAFT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85282029  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2011  Registration Number  4242784
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Sep. 27, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 22, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FLYING" AND "SMALL AIRCRAFT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Airplane chartering
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage  First Use  May 23, 2012  In Commerce  May 23, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Toto, Joseph  Address  Toto, Joseph  18 Old Cedar Lane  South Yarmouth  MASSACHUSETTS  02664  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNYDER, NELSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SERV-A-SYST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85285865</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Counterbalance modular torsion spring assembly device for countertops, allows positioning at variable service heights and is comprised primarily of a metal modular torsion spring connectible to the countertop, a tube containing the modular torsion spring, rollers, and follower arms and cams
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use**: Apr. 14, 2011
- **In Commerce**: May 17, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SOUTHCO, INC.
- **Address**: SOUTHCO, INC. 210 NORTH BRINTON LAKE ROAD  CONCORDVILLE PENNSYLVANIA 19331
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: SOUT-672US

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BE THE ONE TO SAVE A LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85286205  Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2011  Registration Number 4242798
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 01, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 26, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry, namely, bracelets
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use May 2011  In Commerce May 2011

For beverageware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass  First Use May 2011  In Commerce May 2011

For tote bags, back packs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  International Class Title Leather Goods  First Use May 2011  In Commerce May 2011

For lap blankets, blanket throws, and blankets for outdoor use
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics  First Use May 2011  In Commerce May 2011

For clothing for men, women and children, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, shorts, tank tops, hooded pullovers, jogging suits, warm-up suits, sweaters, jackets, wind resistant jackets, coats, raincoats, sunvisors, caps, hats, belts, and scarves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use May 2011  In Commerce May 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: National Marrow Donor Program
Address: National Marrow Donor Program
           500 N 5th St.
           Minneapolis
           MINNESOTA
           55401

Legal Entity: non-profit corporation
State or Country Where Organized: COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BIBBINS, ODESSA B

17596
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KiaroLED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85287043 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2011 Registration Number 4242801
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 09, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 04, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For LED luminaires for general area lighting such as street lighting, parking lot lighting, and architectural area lighting

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EYE Lighting International of North America, Inc. Address EYE Lighting International of North America, Inc. 9150 Hendricks Road Mentor OHIO 440602146 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16148-000028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85288929</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2011</td>
<td>4242803</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s):** INTERACTION MONITOR
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer:** "MONITOR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For:** Computer programs for remotely monitoring and managing servers, gateways, and other computer devices
- **International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce:** Feb. 02, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name:** Interactive Intelligence, Inc.
- **Address:** Interactive Intelligence, Inc. 7601 Interactive Way Indianapolis INDIANA 46268
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** INDIANA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number:** 7320-411
- **Examining Attorney:** TOOLEY, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PERINATAL RESOURCES INC.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85290468</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 08, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4242807</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of two inverted, intersecting isosceles triangles forming a third inverted isosceles triangle at the intersection, in which the word "PERINATAL" is above the word "RESOURCES" and both words are above the upper triangle, and the word "INC." is above the lower triangle. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer | "PERINATAL RESOURCES INC." AS TO CLASS 9 AND "PERINATAL" AND "INC." AS TO CLASS 41 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Educational services in the nature of seminars and programs in the field of perinatal medicine |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment | First Use | Feb. 1983 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 1983 |
| For | [ Pre-recorded CDs and DVDs featuring perinatal medicine, ] Downloadable webinars in the field of perinatal medicine |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | First Use | Apr. 2012 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Perinatal Resources, Inc. |
| Address | Perinatal Resources, Inc. 5515 Scioto Darby Road, Suite 303 Hilliard OHIO 43206 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 032424-02US1 |
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, Page 1, line 4, "PRE-RECORDED CDS AND DVDS FEATURING PERINATAL MEDICINE," is deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MILTON, PRISCILLA W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MUSIC ROW HERE WE GO!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85290705
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242810
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 17, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 13, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MUSIC ROW"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services in the nature of an on-going reality based television program
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 2011
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Bazel Group, Inc.
- **Address**: The Bazel Group, Inc. 2817 West End Avenue # 126-149 Nashville TENNESSEE 37203
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HAPPY HOME CHILD LEARNING CENTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85292052</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "CHILD LEARNING CENTER" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the pre-school and primary levels; summer recreational and educational camps; conducting educational programs for pre-teens; and educational publications, namely, educational texts, workbooks, worksheets, and instructional manuals distributed in conjunction with such services, camps and programs

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Mar. 04, 1994 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 04, 1994 |

For child care services; day care services; before and after school extended day care services

| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Mar. 04, 1994 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 04, 1994 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Happy Home Christian Leadership Academy for Early Learners Inc. |
| DBA, AKA, Formerly | Happiness Home Child Learning Center, Inc. |
| Address | Happy Home Christian Leadership Academy for Early Learners Inc. 5001 Seminary Road, Suite 109 Alexandria VIRGINIA 22311 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | VIRGINIA |

**Where Organized**

VIRGINIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 51073.0002 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | MCMORROW, JANICE LEE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BELLWETHER COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION WHERE EASY ADDS UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85292760 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4242811
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 23, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of three arches that get progressively larger from left to right, the first two arches colored green and the third blue; over the block letter word "BELLWETHER" in blue; over the block letter words "COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION" in green; over the words "WHERE EASY ADDS UP." presented in a script font in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3172412, 3172413

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit union services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bellwether Community Credit Union Address Bellwether Community Credit Union 425 Daniel Webster Highway Manchester NEW HAMPSHIRE 03104 Legal Entity credit union State or Country Where Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BCCU-T005AX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOVALSKY, LAURA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  TRAINING LAW
ENFORCEMENT TO SURVIVE THE STREETS
NEW MEXICO FALLEN HEROES JAMES MCGRANE JR DEPUTY SHERIFF OFFICER
STREET SURVIVAL TRAINING SHERIFF
SHERIFF'S DEPART S BERNALILLO C NEW MEXICO ALILLO COUNTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85292882 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4240119
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TRAINING LAW ENFORCEMENT TO SURVIVE THE STREETS" around an oval containing the stylized wording "NEW MEXICO" and "FALLEN HERO" and six stars with four points in the outer band. The inside oval contains a stylized part of an American flag as the background containing the stylized wording "JAMES MCGRANE JR", "DEPUTY SHERIFF", "OFFICER STREET SURVIVAL TRAINING", above a star-shaped Sheriff's badge containing the stylized wording "SHERIFF" on the top of the badge and the stylized wording "SHERIFF'S DEPART", "T" "ALILLO COUNTY" and two stars in the outer band, vertical lines on the second band, and the stylized wording "S BERNALILLO C" and "NEW MEXICO" on the inner band. There is a band across the badge next to a photograph of a policeman wearing a hat, shirt, tie and badge. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRAINING LAW ENFORCEMENT", "NEW MEXICO", "DEPUTY SHERIFF", "OFFICER STREET SURVIVAL TRAINING", "SHERIFF", "SHERIFF'S DEPART", "BERNALILLO", OR "COUNTY" Name Portrait Consent The name "JAMES MCGRANE JR" and the likeness (or "portrait") do not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fund raising to provide funds to train police officers in the state of New Mexico
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Officer Street Survival Training  
**Address**: Officer Street Survival Training  P.O. Box 37337  5904 Arvilla NE  Albuquerque  NEW MEXICO  87173737  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMANRUYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85295947 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4240121
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of
"AMAN" in the mark is PEACE or PEACEFUL. The wording "AMANRUYA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2828188, 3341763, 3133393 and others

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number T1104269C Foreign Registration Date Apr. 04, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County SINGAPORE Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 04, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate services, namely, arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate, assessment and management of
real estate, leasing of real estate, real estate appraisal, rental property management; provision of housing accommodation,
namely, real estate acquisition services; provision of information relating to real estate property; real estate property leasing;
real estate property management; real estate property consultancy services; real estate agency services; real estate property
brokerage services; real estate management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMAN GROUP S.À.R.L. Address AMAN GROUP S.À.R.L. GRABENSTRASSE 17 BAAR SWITZERLAND 6340 Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME À RESPONSABILITÉ LIMITÉE State or Country
Where Organized SWITZERLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAUFMAN, LAURIE R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOCAL COMMUNITY, GLOBAL REACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85298632 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2011 Registration Number 4242820
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 16, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business networking; General business networking referral services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by passing business leads and referrals among group members; On-line business networking services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Association for Corporate Growth, Inc. Address The Association for Corporate Growth, Inc. 125 South Wacker Drive Suite 3100 Chicago ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POWERCAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85298729  Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2011  Registration Number 4242821
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2011  Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 25, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hardware and software for calculating a user's energy expenditure and intensity during exercise using sensed heart rate data, and heart rate sensors for use therewith

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SRAM, LLC  Address SRAM, LLC  1000 W. FULTON MARKET, 4TH FLOOR  CHICAGO  ILLINOIS  60607  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IP 170.3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GNAW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85299115
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 19, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242822
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 24, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 19, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Tethers comprising primarily a multipurpose strap and a clip that are secured to an object for holding children's utensils, such as children's teethers
- **International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BKD ACQUISITION, INC.
- **Address**: BKD ACQUISITION, INC. 2021 9th Street SE Dyersville ILLINOIS 52040
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 836426.00494

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEENER GRINDER PUMPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85299851 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2011 Registration Number 4242823 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GRINDER PUMPS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hydraulic pumps; Submersible pumps; Centrifugal pumps; Vacuum pumps; Electric pumps; Compressed air pumps; Pneumatic pumps; Suction pumps; Sewage pumps; Lubricating pumps; Oil pumps for use in motors and engines; Water pumps for spas, baths, whirlpools, swimming pools, water filtering units International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use May 01, 2011 In Commerce May 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZOELLER TAIWAN COMPANY LIMITED Address ZOELLER TAIWAN COMPANY LIMITED NO. 26, GUIFENG ST., TAISHAN DIST. NEW TAIPEI CITY TAIWAN 24312 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-757

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GIANNI BITTACI

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85300638</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 21, 2011</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>4240128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark <strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of a silhouette of a man playing golf with the wording "GIANNI BITTACI" below the design.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name "GIANNI BITTACI" does not identify a living individual.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Body shirts; Button down shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Mar. 19, 2009
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ronald D. Horn
- **Address**: Ronald D. Horn 1209 W. Kearney Blvd. Fresno 93706
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BORSUK, ESTHER A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
T&N PHOTO

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85302563
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 22, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242826
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 04, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 29, 2011

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PHOTO"

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Photographs; custom printed photos; and mounted photos
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Apr. 28, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2012

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kenneth Martay
- **Address**: 3333 Wallingford Ave. N. Apt. 411
- **City**: Seattle
- **State**: WASHINGTON
- **Zip**: 98103
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

#### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 59483-3

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T&N PHOTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85302571 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4242827
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 04, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 29, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PHOTO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kenneth Martay Address Kenneth Martay 3333 Wallingford Ave. N. Apt. 411 Seattle WASHINGTON 98103 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 59483-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC


## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
LYRIX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85304063
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 25, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240131
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 24, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3720221, 3674644

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing, namely, tops and t-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 25, 2009

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HYBRID PROMOTIONS, LLC
- **Address**: HYBRID PROMOTIONS, LLC 10700 Valley View St. CYPRESS CALIFORNIA 90630
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 102360.0033T
- **Examining Attorney**: PEETE, KYLE C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** H

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85304767</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2011</td>
<td>4242834</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 27, 2011</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized lowercase letter "h". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Seed Treatment Services; Seed Coating Services; Seed Pelleting Services
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
- **First Use**: Jan. 10, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Holly Seed, LLC
- **Address**: Holly Seed, LLC P.O. Box 764 Sheridan WYOMING 82801
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SHARMA, NAPOLEON K

---
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BALL UP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85309109
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 30, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242844
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 27, 2011
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 22, 2011

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4207047, 4199500, 3409186, 4199501

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing, namely, men's and unisex t-shirts, sport shirts, rugby shirts, shirts for use in shooting, woven and knit shirts, shirts, polo shirts, pants, tank tops, jerseys, shorts; men's and women's and youth combo clothing packages, namely, sweatshirts, sweatpants, warm-up suits, warm-up pants, warm-up tops, uniforms; men's, women's and youth outerwear, namely, jackets, wind resistant jackets, parkas, coats, sweaters; undergarments, namely, boxer shorts, underwear; men's and unisex pants, namely, board shorts, slacks, pants, shorts; men's and unisex sleep apparel, namely, pajamas, nightshirts; women's apparel, namely, jersey dresses, dresses, skirts, cheerleading dresses and uniforms, bikinis, tankinis, beach cover-ups, bathing suit cover-ups, bathing suit wraps; men's and unisex swim wear, bathing suits, swimsuits, swim trunks, bathing trunks, wet suits; headwear, namely, beach hats, sun visors, hats, caps, visors, swim caps, bathing caps, headbands; footwear, namely, basketball shoes, basketball sneakers, sandals, beach sandals; clothing accessories, namely, ear muffs, gloves, mittens, scarves, wrist bands, aprons, belts, ties, socks, baby bibs not of paper; infant and toddler apparel, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, shorts, pants, hats, jumpers, rompers, layettes and one-piece garments for children; men's and women's performance apparel, namely, uniforms, shirts, pants, dresses, skirts, shorts, hats, pants, sweat shirts, sweat pants, jerseys, t-shirts, shoes and socks

### International Classes
- **25 - Primary Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### First Use
- **Mar. 13, 2011**

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorney/Correspondence Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Q QUIRKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85312026 Application Filing Date  May 04, 2011 Registration Number   4240135
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "Q" with the word "QUIRKY" below. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property   A0026988/1101858, A0026988/1101858A, A0031892/1137311A, A0031892/1137311 International Registration Number   1101858, 1101858A, 1137311A, 1137311 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   3960507

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Product development and research, new product design, engineering services for others and consultation relating thereto; innovation consulting services, namely, advising others in the areas of product development; computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities and engage in social networking about contributions of ideas, suggestions and comments for enhancing product design and development and bringing products to market
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 2010 In Commerce Dec. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   QUIRKY IP LICENSING, LLC Address   QUIRKY IP LICENSING, LLC 321 West 44th Street, Suite 1000 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where   UNITED STATES
Organized   UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   QRKY 8177
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  YONTEF, DAVID ERIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCENT-PLUG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85313846 Application Filing Date May 05, 2011 Registration Number 4243752
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 17, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For electric air freshener fragrance dispensers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 03, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Yankee Candle Company, Inc. Address The Yankee Candle Company, Inc. 16 YANKEE CANDLE WAY SOUTH DEERFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 01373 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where MASSACHUSETTS Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHOINKWICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85315420 Application Filing Date May 09, 2011 Registration Number 4242853
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Frozen confections; ice cream sandwiches

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRETTY PRETTY IP LLC Address PRETTY PRETTY IP LLC c/o Big Gay Ice Cream 69 Charlton, suite 656 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
TM 15009 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEEDING HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85315468 Application Filing Date May 09, 2011 Registration Number 4242854
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 11, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 06, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 85976871

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic publications, namely, books featuring cooking recipes recorded on computer media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 21, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gita Patel Address Gita Patel 7 Partridge Road Etna NEW HAMPSHIRE 03750 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PTL00002UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L

17622
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STITCHPLAY DESIGNS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85315926 Application Filing Date May 09, 2011 Registration Number 4242856
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 03, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 29, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DESIGNS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed matter, namely, books and instruction manuals in the field of needlearts

For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, on-line classes and seminars in the area of needlearts, providing a web site featuring information in the area of needlearts

For Downloadable electronic books and instruction manuals in the field of needlearts; Downloadable electronic books and manuals for mobile devices, personal computers, consoles and tablets, namely, in the field of needlearts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name StitchPlay Designs LLC Address StitchPlay Designs LLC 4003 Edgefield Court Austin TEXAS 787319932 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 77910-0101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARMA, NAPOLEON K
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 85318165  Application Filing Date: May 11, 2011  Registration Number: 4242861  Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  Publication Date: Mar. 20, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date: May 15, 2012

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLC GEL

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer: "GEL"

Goods and Services Information
For: Animal health products, namely, nutritional supplements for cows to help maintain liver health
International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals  First Use: May 01, 2011  In Commerce: May 01, 2011

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Nich Marketers, Inc.  Address: Nich Marketers, Inc.  1333 College Avenue  Gulf Breeze  FLORIDA  32563  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: FLORIDA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 717975.8

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LITTLE WONDERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85329708
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 5080155
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Non-medical, ultrasound imaging services
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Oct. 20, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 20, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Twin City Ultrasound DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Little Wonders
- **Address**: Twin City Ultrasound Suite B 112 Boeykens Place Normal ILLINOIS 61761
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: ILLINOIS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LLM RENEGADE SNACKS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 85331186 |
| Application Filing Date | May 26, 2011 |
| Registration Number | 4242878 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Dec. 06, 2011 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 31, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "SNACKS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Dried fruits |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | Jun. 15, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Steve Martin |
| Address | Steve Martin 1812 E Jordan Avenue Fresno CALIFORNIA 93720 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
| Examining Attorney | DEFORD, JEFFREY S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PATERN ENABLED DEVELOPMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85333668 Application Filing Date  May 31, 2011 Registration Number  4242886
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENABLED" AND "DEVELOPMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business training; Computer education training services; IT training services International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Mar. 31, 2012 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2012 For  Computer consultation; Computer software development and computer programming development for others; Customized software development services; Providing information in the fields of technology and software development via an on-line website International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Mar. 31, 2012 In Commerce  Mar. 31, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Global Technology Consulting Group, Inc. Address  Global Technology Consulting Group, Inc.  1418 Horseshoe Circle  Milford  MICHIGAN  48381 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOOTOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85337950  Application Filing Date  Jun. 03, 2011  Registration Number  4242892
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 10, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "HooToo" in blue, with two horizontal paralleling lines crossing the four letters "O"; the color white represents background and is not a part of the mark.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  computer accessories, namely, computer cameras and IP (Internet protocol) cameras
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jul. 01, 2010  In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SUNVALLEYTEK INTERNATIONAL, INC.  Address  SUNVALLEYTEK INTERNATIONAL, INC. 46724 LAKEVIEW BLVD  FREMONT  CALIFORNIA  945386529  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country
Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  BIDDULPH, HEATHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DISTRIBUTION BY DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85340109  Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2011  Registration Number 4242896
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 22, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "DISTRIBUTION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management and consulting services relating to product distribution, operations management services, cost and productivity management services, logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain, production systems, brand selection, supply and demand forecasting and product distribution processes, and distribution solutions for others

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Network Services Company  Address Network Services Company Suite 200 1100 E. Woodfield Road Schaumburg ILLINOIS 60173  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE WILLIS CLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Musical sound recordings; musical video recordings; prerecorded audio and audio/visual media, namely, prerecorded compact discs, audio cassettes, videocassettes, DVDs and phonograph records featuring music, comedy, dance, concerts, family and children's entertainment; prerecorded audio and audio/visual media in digital formats, namely, musical data in digital form downloadable from a global computer or mobile phone network; software featuring music, comedy, dance, concerts, family, and children's entertainment; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; multimedia data recorded on CD-ROM and in digital form featuring a music, comedy, dance, concerts and family and children's entertainment
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use**: Sep. 28, 2010 **In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: WILLIS CLAN TOURING, LLC **Address**: WILLIS CLAN TOURING, LLC 1495 BIG MARROWBONE RD. ASHLAND CITY TENNESSEE 37015 **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country**: TENNESSEE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 19878-013162
- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  SLEEPTRACKER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85342783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4240172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</strong></td>
<td>A0027555/1103729 International Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>3099046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>portable and wearable devices, namely, watches with alarms, portable alarm clocks, to awaken individuals based on sleep cycles, portable and wearable devices, namely, watches with alarms and portable alarm clocks to awaken individuals during shallow sleep cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>14 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 27, 28, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>portable and wearable medical apparatus for detecting physiological conditions in a sleeping person indicative of the person's sleep cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>10 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>FULLPOWER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>FULLPOWER TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 1200 PACIFIC AVENUE, SUITE 300 SANTA CRUZ CALIFORNIA 95060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>150134.02401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JOCKTALK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85344646  Application Filing Date  Jun. 13, 2011  Registration Number  4242903
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 05, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website for entertainment purposes where users can view and post photos and videos featuring amateur and professional athletes, and sports personalities; providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable journals in the field of sports; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring sports
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 15, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2012

For  [ Online social networking services provided through a sports community website; providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes ]
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Mar. 15, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2012

For  [ Telecommunication services, namely, providing online and telecommunication facilities for real-time interaction between and among users of computers, mobile and handheld computers, and wired and wireless communication devices, enabling registered fans to receive updates from their favorite athletes on the internet and on mobile applications, enabling registered users to send and receive messages via email and instant messaging; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among registered users ]
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication  First Use  Mar. 15, 2012  In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2012

For  [ Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to upload and share user-generated sports videos, photos, news and information; providing a website featuring technology that enables users to create, share, access sports-related contents, namely, videos, photos, blogs, activities and events; Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions and engage in social networking in the field of sports ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  FOUR PLUCKS, LLC  
**Address**  FOUR PLUCKS, LLC  2618 SAN MIGUEL DR., SUITE 462  
**NEWPORT BEACH  CALIFORNIA  92660**  
**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  102013-0001

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  TRIPI, CYNTHIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPAGHETTATA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85344647 Application Filing Date Jun. 13, 2011 Registration Number 4242904
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 23, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 18, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, aprons

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barilla G. e R. Fratelli - Società per Azioni Address Barilla G. e R. Fratelli - Società per Azioni Via Mantova 166 Parma ITALY Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0006417.0085

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KORKS BY KORK-EASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85347688 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2011 Registration Number 4242910
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 06, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 01, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "KORKS," under which the wording "BY KORK-EASE" is found. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3266176, 3681962, 3721885 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FOOTWEAR AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, BELTS, DRESSES, GLOVES, JACKETS, NECKWEAR, NIGHTWEAR, PANTS, SUITS, SWIMWEAR, SKIRTS, TOPS, BOTTOMS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, UNIFORMS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, COATS, WRISTBANDS, SOCKS, HOSIERY, T-SHIRTS, SCARVES, CAPS, VESTS, AND PULLOVERS
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Columbia Insurance Company Address Columbia Insurance Company 1314 Douglas Street, Suite 1400 Omaha NEBRASKA 681021944 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00051-T0017A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KORK-EASE MADE IN U.S.A. SINCE 1953

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85347707 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2011 Registration Number 4242911
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 06, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 01, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "KORK-EASE", under which is the wording "MADE IN U.S.A.," and finally under that is the wording "SINCE 1953". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MADE IN U.S.A" OR "SINCE 1953"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3266176, 3681962, 3721885 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FOOTWEAR AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, BELTS, DRESSES, GLOVES, JACKETS, NECKWEAR, NIGHTWEAR, PANTS, SUITS, SWIMWEAR, SKIRTS, TOPS, BOTTOMS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, UNIFORMS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, COATS, WRISTBANDS, SOCKS, HOSIERY, T-SHIRTS, SCARVES, CAPS, VESTS, AND PULLOVERS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Columbia Insurance Company Address Columbia Insurance Company 1314 Douglas Street, Suite 1400 Omaha NEBRASKA 681021944 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00051-T0018A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KORK-EASE U.S.A. SINCE 1953

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85347712 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2011 Registration Number 4242912
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 06, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 01, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "KORK-EASE" under which is
the underlined wording "U.S.A." and finally under which is the wording "SINCE 1953". Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S.A" OR "SINCE 1953"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3266176, 3681962, 3721885

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FOOTWEAR AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, BELTS, DRESSES, GLOVES, JACKETS, NECKWEAR,
NIGHTWEAR, PANTS, SUITS, SWIMWEAR, SKIRTS, TOPS, BOTTOMS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, UNIFORMS,
SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, COATS, WRISTBANDS, SOCKS, HOISIERY, T-
SHIRTS, SCARVES, CAPS, VESTS, AND PULLOVERS
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Columbia Insurance Company Address Columbia Insurance Company 1314 Douglas Street, Suite 1400
Omaha NEBRASKA 681021944
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00051-T0019A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HEBE SOPHIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85349097 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4242914
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 29, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "HEBE" in the mark is "GODDESS OF YOUTH".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4023593

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 11, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 11, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novus, Inc. Address Novus, Inc. Los Ninos Industrial Park 655 Cubitas St. Guaynabo PUERTO RICO 00969 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TATOES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85354247 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2011 Registration Number 4240178
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TATOES" above the image of a boy on in-line skates holding a potato in his hand. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TATOES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fresh potatoes
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Jan. 01, 1997 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TATOES LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Del Christensen & Sons Address TATOES LLC PO Box 1579 18400 SW Rd 24 Mattawa WASHINGTON 99349 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MEDSPRING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85358666  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 28, 2011  
- **Registration Number**: 4242929  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 31, 2012  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 27, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "MEDSPRING" with a V shaped design atop of the letter "I".  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Services of providing outpatient medical care; counseling services in the subjects of health and wellness  
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services  
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2011  
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CRG Operating Company, LLC  
- **Address**: CRG Operating Company, LLC 3267 Bee Caves Road, Suite 107 - 511 Austin TEXAS 78746  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ICR CONSUMIBLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85362684 Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4242940 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 20, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "ICR" with the "I" and "R" in black, and the "C" in purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and red. Falling from the top of the letter "C" is a single droplet in blue, green and yellow. Under "ICR" is the stylized word "CONSUMIBLES" in black, above a puddle in the colors purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, blue, yellow, red, purple, green and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CONSUMIBLES"
Translation The English translation of "consumibles" in the mark is "consumables".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wholesale and retail online store services featuring computers and computer accessories, printer cartridges, and toner; trade intermediary, namely, assisting others in the field of selling products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 02, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 02, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ICR CONSUMIBLES S.A. DE C.V. Address ICR CONSUMIBLES S.A. DE C.V. A-6, SAN DIEGO OCYOACAC PRIVADA MEXICO TACUBA 26 MEXICO D.F. MEXICO 11290 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALIGNCOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85362713 Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4240189 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reagents for research purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use May 01, 2010 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Advanced BioMatrix, Inc. Address Advanced BioMatrix, Inc. P.O. Box 502403, San Diego, CA 92150 14413 Rock Rose San Diego CALIFORNIA 92127 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITTAKER BROWN, TRACY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ELEOS TECHNOLOGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85369184 Application Filing Date Jul. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4242964 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "eleos technologies" within a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECHNOLOGIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Internet-based transportation management services for shippers and their transportation service providers, such as carriers, freight brokers, third-party logistics providers, and freight forwarders International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 31, 2011 In Commerce May 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eleos Technologies, LLC Address Eleos Technologies, LLC 9 Venetian Ct. Simpsonville SOUTH CAROLINA 29681 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ELE-3-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHDESIGNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85370411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4108411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 30, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Custom design and development of original artwork namely customized fashion dolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Wendy Hench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Wendy Hench 13046 Racetrack Road Tampa FLORIDA 33626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>61098-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>MICHELI, ANGELA M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 15031 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FT COMMERCIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85372309 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4242974 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMMERCIAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2023180, 3520379, 0660002 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic tiles
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Aug. 13, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 13, 2012 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/15/1954. Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/15/1954.

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Florida Tile, Inc., Address Florida Tile, Inc., 998 Governors Lane, Suite 300 Lexington KENTUCKY 40513 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FTI-T0005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CATCH THE WAVE THE
ULTIMATE YOGURT EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85373986 Application Filing Date Jul. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4242981 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wave with a cup with yogurt to the left hand side of the words "CATCH THE WAVE" and the words "the ultimate yogurt experience" underneath the words "CATCH THE WAVE " and a wave. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "YOGURT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For FROZEN YOGURT; FROZEN YOGURT CONFECTIONS; FROZEN YOGURT PIES AND CAKES International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Oct. 28, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2011

For FROZEN YOGURT SHOP SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A RESTAURANT International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 28, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Catch the Wave LLC Address Catch the Wave LLC 1131 Old Country Road Plainview NEW YORK 11803 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM952

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBBINS, ODESSA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DARK HORSE BREWING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85374462 |
| Application Filing Date | Jul. 18, 2011 |
| Registration Number | 5080156 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BREWING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer, ale, lager, stout and porter
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48
International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Oct. 31, 1997 In Commerce Oct. 31, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mor-Dall Enterprises, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Dark HorseBrewing Company
Address Mor-Dall Enterprises, Inc 511 South Kalamazoo Avenue Marshall MICHIGAN 49068
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 206033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELLO, ZACHARY R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PURE COMFORT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85375925
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 20, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242988
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 07, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 03, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Shoes
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 2010
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Beacon Footwear, Inc.
- **Address**: Beacon Footwear, Inc. 2325 Barnbridge Road St. Louis MISSOURI 63131
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BSCI PUREUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STINE, DAVID H
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Door lites, side lites and transom lites, all in the nature of glass and plastic panels for doors and door entranceways; door lites, side lites and transom lites in the nature of glass and plastic panels which are sold as an integral component of non-metal entry doors and door entranceways.
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: May 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 2012

- **For**: Door lites, side lites and transom lites in the nature of glass and plastic panels which are sold as an integral component of metal entry doors and door entranceways.
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: May 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Masonite International Corporation
- **Address**: Masonite International Corporation 2771 Rutherford Road Concord, Ontario CANADA L4K2N6
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 26240.637
- **Examining Attorney**: KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOKYO TIMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85377650 Application Filing Date: Jul. 21, 2011 Registration Number: 4242996 Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023 Publication Date: Jun. 19, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date: Aug. 14, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of "TOKYO" and "TIMES" and an Asian character stacked one on top of another on a rectangle background. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "TOKYO" Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to Higashi and this means East in English.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number: 5349707 Foreign Registration Date: Aug. 27, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County: JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date: Aug. 27, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing on-line non-downloadable newspapers; Providing on-line non-downloadable general feature magazines; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of newspapers and magazines in the fields of Japanese news, politics, policy, sports, business, technology, entertainment, arts, leisure, and travel, and information International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 107 International Class Title: Education and Entertainment First Use: Jan. 07, 2009 In Commerce: Jan. 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: VENTURE CAPITAL PARTNERS LLC Address: VENTURE CAPITAL PARTNERS LLC 93 SOUTH JACKSON STREET SEATTLE WASHINGTON 98104 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: NEW MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 28097.0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
STAR FRIENDLY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85377959
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 21, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4242998
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 22, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 17, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Yellow optical filters for use in outdoor lighting installations
  - **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Nov. 26, 2009
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 27, 2012
- **For**: Yellow optical filters used to reduce blue light in optical devices
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Nov. 26, 2009
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 27, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Korry Electronics Co.
- **Address**: Korry Electronics Co. 11910 Beverly Park Road Everett WASHINGTON 98204
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85378417  Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2011  Registration Number 4243001  Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "H" followed by the stylized character Uring (i.e., Latin letter "U" with ring above), with the "U" portion formed by the cupped fingers of the design of a hand. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services  First Use Sep. 27, 2012  In Commerce Sep. 27, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HU MASTER HOLDINGS LLC  Address HU MASTER HOLDINGS LLC  100 Deforest Ave  East Hanover NEW JERSEY 07936  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 101835

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NAVITECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85379591 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4243004 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical device navigation technologies, namely, adjustable tubes to guide an instrument into the brain, guidance devices for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner or computed tomography (CT) scanner, brain biopsy instruments, catheters to introduce or remove material from the brain, skull based anchors used to hold an implanted device in the brain, and drug infusion ports for the brain, all for use in brain surgery

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Sep. 07, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OLD BULL LEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85380612 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4243009 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 27, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 26, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, men's shorts, excluding goods made of denim

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mockingbird industries, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Old Bull Lee Address Mockingbird industries, Inc. 1021 N. Sepulveda Blvd Suite S Manhattan Beach CALIFORNIA 90266 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) METAGRID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85381087 Application Filing Date Jul. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4243010 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 27, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for network security, identity management, and network management; Computer software for application and database integration; Computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Computer software platforms for network security; Computer software for network traffic management and network-based storage; Enterprise software in the nature of a database for non-transactional data and a search engine for database content; Computer software for information and data caching and information and data management; Computer software for grid computing, namely, providing seamless access to computing power, memory and data storage capacity distributed across a multiple network-based computing devices


For Cloud computing services in the field of network security; Computer services for others, namely, optimization of scalability and performance of web sites, remote and on-site management of cloud computing software and systems, computer network configuration, software maintenance, and orchestration and execution of workflow and jobs on a grid-based platform; Software development services for others in the field of network traffic management; Consulting services in the fields of cloud computing and network security; Software development and programming services for others; Application service provider (ASP) featuring non-downloadable software for use in database management and network security; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software in the field of network security

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 28, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 28, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLADEPOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85382452 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4240223 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For NON-LUMINOUS, NON-MECHANICAL PRINTED ADVERTISING SIGNS NOT OF METAL, NAMELY, GROCERY AISLE SIGNS AND RETAIL IN-STORE SIGNS
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Nov. 2009 In Commerce Nov. 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VALASSIS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. Address VALASSIS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 19975 Victor Parkway Livonia MICHIGAN 48152 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWING FINDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85382910 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4243016 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SWING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Golf club swing aid apparatus comprising of a grip, restraining transition bar, shaft, and an audio indicator for the purpose of teaching a repetitive and improved golf swing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADAMS CLEVEOPHIS Address ADAMS CLEVEOPHIS 404 ENCINITAS BLVD 427 404 ENCINITAS BLVD 427 ENCINITAS CALIFORNIA 92024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADAPTIVE ADVENTURES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85383999 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4240229 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "ADAPTIVE ADVENTURES" to the right of a globe enclosing a stylized representation of a bird (resembling both an eagle and a dove) and a snow-covered mountain landscape and above a stretch of multiple waves of water all surrounded by an incomplete oval shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "ADAPTIVE ADVENTURES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, training instructors and volunteers in the field(s) of teaching and coaching alpine skiing, cross country skiing, cycling, hand cycling, kayaking, water skiing, wakeboarding and other sports and recreational activities to children, teens, adults and military service veterans with physical, visual, cognitive and/or intellectual disabilities or impairments; providing educational outreach presentations, demonstrations, expositions, classes, conferences, seminars, workshops and information and advice on creating sports and recreational activities for children, teens, adults and military service veterans with physical, visual, cognitive and/or intellectual disabilities or impairments; Education and recreational services namely, conducting courses of instruction, programs, clinics, camps, lessons, rides, races and other recreational events for children, teens, adults and military service veterans with physical, visual, cognitive and/or intellectual disabilities or impairments in alpine skiing, cross country skiing, snowboarding, sled hockey, snowmobiling, hand cycling, cycling, rock climbing, hiking, fishing, water skiing, wakeboarding, swimming, whitewater rafting, camping, snorkeling, scuba diving, sailing, kayaking, canoeing, softball, basketball, lacrosse, martial arts, horseback riding, golfing, tennis, triathlon, track and field events and other outdoor recreational and athletic activities; athletic training services, namely, training, coaching and developing amateur and non-professional elite level athletes of all ages with physical, visual, cognitive and/or intellectual disabilities or impairments
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REAL TIME FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85384052 Application Filing Date  Jul. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4243025 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health club services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nine Mile Fitness DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Real Time Fitness Address Nine Mile Fitness
bjstevens72@gmail.com 1095 East Nine Mile Road Pensacola FLORIDA 32514 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLIENT HEAVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85384433 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4243027 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLIENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 08, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC Address ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 2001 BUTTERFIELD ROAD SUITE 500 DOWNERS GROVE ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROAD READY CASES RACKS
STANDS BUILT FOR THE RIGORS OF THE
ROAD WWW.ROADREADYCASES.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85386893 Application Filing Date  Aug. 02, 2011  Registration Number  4240233
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the image of a badge with the wording
"ROAD READY" and WWW.ROADREADYCASES.COM in the lower section of the badge, over a stylized roadway
which ends in a target containing the wording "CASES RACKS STANDS" on its outer ring, with small circles between
the words. The phrase "BUILT FOR THE RIGORS OF THE ROAD" is in the top portion of the badge, over a line
separating the top and bottom badge sections. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "CASES RACKS STANDS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3486921

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases for musical instruments; musical keyboard cases; guitar cases; cases for musical instruments, namely, guitar
combo cases; cases for musical instruments, namely, pedal board cases; drum cases; musical instrument stands
International Classes  15 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 21, 36  International Class Title  Musical Instruments
First Use  2003  In Commerce  2003
For  Wood or plastic cases; display stands; stands in the nature of furniture; ornaments of wood, namely, wood ribbon; small
cabinet with lockers; carts for computers in the nature of furniture; containers, not of metal or paper, for storage or transport;
chests for toys
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use  2003  In Commerce  2003
For Carrying cases specially adapted for DJ lighting gear and electric lights; stage lighting cases; stage lamps and lanterns

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34

**International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**First Use** 2003 **In Commerce** 2003

For Effect rack systems, namely, cases and effect racks for sound mixing apparatus, audio amplifiers, video monitors and laptop computers; slant rack systems, namely, cases and slant racks for sound mixing apparatus, audio amplifiers, video monitors and laptop computers; cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, microphone cases, guitar amp cases, turntable cases, and compact disc player cases; stands specially adapted for audio equipment, namely, DJ turntable coffins and compact disc player coffins; LP cases; compact disc cases; DJ work stations, namely, cases, effect racks and slant racks for sound mixing apparatus, audio amplifiers, video monitors and laptop computers; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Sound system stands, namely, microphone stands and speaker stands; cases for musical equipment, namely, audio tuners and receivers, amplifiers, and audio speakers

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** 2003 **In Commerce** 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Cipex International Limited **Address** Cipex International Limited 12662 Corral Place Santa Fe Springs CALIFORNIA 90670 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MITTLER, ROBIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REYNOLDS WRAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85387917 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4240235
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0765763, 0677909, 0748101 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pan liner consisting of a parchment paper layer and an aluminum foil layer
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REYNOLDS CONSUMER PRODUCTS LLC Address REYNOLDS CONSUMER PRODUCTS LLC 1900 WEST FIELD CT. LEGAL DEPARTMENT LAKE FOREST ILLINOIS 60045 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 077409.1268
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85389969 Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4240238 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For educational services, namely, developing curriculum for educators in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success; educational services, namely, teacher training in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; consultation in the field of educational systems to improve the educational experiences of Latino students; educational services, namely, conducting lectures in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success; providing educational needs assessment services for Latino students; and providing analysis services in the field of education, namely, providing data-driven analysis of the educational condition of Latino college students for others


For Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium relating to Latinos; association services, namely, promoting the interests of Latinos; promoting public awareness of the need for Latino education; promoting public awareness of Latino education; promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with Latinos; promoting the goods and services of others by providing hypertext links to the web sites of others


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong>  Excelencia in Education, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong>    Excelencia in Education, Inc. Suite 1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City</strong>       Washington D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong>      District of Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zip Code</strong>   20005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Legal Entity | non-profit corporation                           |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALASS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85390012</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2011</td>
<td>4240239</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of four horizontal lines, one on top of the other with diminishing size from top to bottom to the left of the letter "A" in the word "ALASS".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** printed materials, namely, written articles in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Jun. 2008
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2008

- **For** educational services, namely, developing curriculum for educators in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success; educational services, namely, teacher training in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success provided on a real-time basis during classroom instruction; consultation in the field of educational systems to improve the educational experiences of Latino students; educational services, namely, conducting lectures in the field of teaching methods for improving Latino student success; providing educational needs assessment services for Latino students; and providing analysis services in the field of education, namely, providing data-driven analysis of the educational condition of Latino college students for others
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 2008
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2008

- **For** Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line medium relating to Latinos; association services, namely, promoting the interests of Latinos; promoting public awareness of the need for Latino education; promoting public awareness of Latino education; promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with Latinos; promoting the goods and services of others by providing hypertext links to the web sites of others
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Excelencia in Education, Inc. Address   Excelencia in Education, Inc. Suite 1001 1156 15th St. NW Washington D.C. 20005 Legal Entity   non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized   DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   153948.00102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WRINKLEMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85390191  Application Filing Date Aug. 04, 2011  Registration Number 4243048
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, 
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0030789/1127801  International
Registration Number 1127801

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated cosmetic preparations with anti-aging ingredients
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes  US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations  First Use Sep. 2011  In Commerce Sep. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name University Medical Pharmaceuticals Corp.  Address University Medical Pharmaceuticals Corp.  88
Maxwell Irvine California 92618  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized California

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMPSON, HEATHER
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
STRATEVISE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85390452 Application Filing Date | Aug. 05, 2011 Registration Number | 4243049 Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Principal Mark Type Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 Publication Date | Jan. 03, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date | Feb. 28, 2012 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Business development services; business consulting services; advisory services for preparing and carrying out commercial transactions
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 05, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 05, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Stratevise LLC
- **Address**: Stratevise LLC 303 Wyman Street Suite 300 Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, KATHRYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRATEVISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85390455 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2011 Registration Number 4243050
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 03, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "STRATEVISE" contained within
an open circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business development services; business consulting services; advisory services for preparing and carrying out
commercial transactions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Oct. 05, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stratevise LLC Address Stratevise LLC 303 Wyman Street Suite 300 Waltham MASSACHUSETTS
024511208 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, KATHRYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OVERNIGHT SIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85393731 Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2011 Registration Number 4240247
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of the moon against a square-shaped starry background. On the moon are three stars above an eyebrow and eye. To the right of the eye is the stylized text "Overnight Sight" in which "sight" is underneath the "Over" in "Overnight". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes only. Disclaimer "OVERNIGHT SIGHT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optometric services, namely, orthokeratology therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 01, 2008 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephen, William Address Stephen, William 5885 Gunn Hwy Tampa FLORIDA 336254007 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number stephen

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85394007</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 10, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243065</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consist of a design component and a literal component. The design component is a shaded, foot-ball shape with light, wavy lines running through it, within which are the words &quot;Cooler Savers&quot; in stylized, light, capital lettering on two lines. Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;COOLER&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

For Disposable plastic liner for ice chest or coolers to protect the inside of cooler from stains and smells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 06, 2012</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jan. 06, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

| Owner Name | Smith, Michael |
| Address | Smith, Michael 297 Knollwood Creek Onalaska Texas 77360 |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | CORDOVA, RAUL |

---

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** COOLER SAVERS
TM 15056 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATURAMIST BY HUBMAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85394261 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4243071
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3577012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric and battery operated aromatherapy units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUBMAR INTERNATIONAL INC. Address HUBMAR INTERNATIONAL INC. 1200 BEAULAC ST-LAURENT CANADA H4R1R7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLASSIC BY HUBMAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85394270 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4243072
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3577012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric and battery operated aromatherapy units
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 01, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUBMAR INTERNATIONAL INC. Address HUBMAR INTERNATIONAL INC. 1200 BEAULAC ST-LAURENT CANADA H4R1R7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GUIDELINES POCKETCARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 85394427 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 10, 2011 | Registration Number | 4240249 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 28, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of a cube with arrows pointing away from each corner of the cube, with the word "GUIDELINES" in a stylized font positioned to the right of the cube, with a stylized letter "L" in the form of a right angle arrow. The word "Pocketcard" appears in a smaller, stylized font, underneath the "GUIDE" portion of the word "GUIDELINES". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Disclaimer** "GUIDELINES POCKETCARD"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Publications, namely, brochures and booklets in the field of medical information directed to health care professionals

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** Jan. 31, 2009 **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** International Guidelines Center **Address** International Guidelines Center Suite 105 106 Commerce Street Lake Mary FLORIDA 32746 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MACFARLANE, JAMES W
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VITALBULK

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85394951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4243076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register Principal</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dietary supplements; Vitamins
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Jan. 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: VITALBULK LLC
- **Address**: VITALBULK LLC 440 Kings Village Road Scotts Valley CALIFORNIA 95066
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 2838
- **Examining Attorney**: MITTLER, ROBIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZOOMERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85395124 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2011 Registration Number 4243077
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement Park Services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zoomers FEC, Inc. Address Zoomers FEC, Inc. 17051 Safety Street Ft. Myers FLORIDA 33931
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20123.0009

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INLIVIN'

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85395396 Application Filing Date  Aug. 11, 2011 Registration Number  4243078
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Publications, namely, books, pamphlets, and newsletters in the field of listing and reviewing products, services, and events related to wellness, nutrition, fitness, spiritual practices, sustainability, personal growth and accomplishment, food and drink, dining, and travel

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Burton, Adam Newman Address  Burton, Adam Newman Jacob Van Lennepkade 304 Amsterdam NETHERLANDS 1053NG Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CLAYTON, CHERYL A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
QBP SCALAR ENERGY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85397790
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 15, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240263
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Laminated minerals used as an adherent to jewelry and small personal accessories
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Nov. 2009
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2009

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Quantum Biophysics Inc.
- **Address**: 16326 Kalli Way, Dade City, FLORIDA 33523
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) B-REDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85398327  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2011  Registration Number 4240264
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dip mixes; Prepared and prepackaged meals and entrees consisting primarily of egg with one or more of meat, fish, poultry, vegetable, cheese or onion; Prepared entrees consisting primarily of vegetables, soups, fruit salads and vegetable salads; Preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; Preserved, dried and cooked vegetables; Preserved, dried, cooked and grilled vegetables; Preserved, frozen, dried or cooked vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use May 01, 2011  In Commerce Aug. 15, 2011

For Food condiment consisting primarily of ketchup and salsa; Hot chili pepper sauce; Hot sauce; Picante sauce; Pico de Gallo sauce; Salsa; Sauce mixes; Tomato-based salsa
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2011  In Commerce Aug. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Saucedo Family LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA The Stand Address Saucedo Family LLC 109 N Holladay Seaside OREGON 97138  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized OREGON

Owner Name Jose M Saucedo Address Jose M Saucedo 1920 s columbia st Seaside OREGON 97138  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Saucedo Tami L Address Saucedo Tami L 1920 s columbia st Seaside OREGON 97138  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PACIFIC NORTHFRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85398576 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2011 Registration Number 4243094
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Gloves for apparel; Scientific and technological apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, uniforms; Viscous gel polymer sold as a component of finished custom cushioned footwear for non-orthopedic purposes and apparel
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2008 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UP PORTLAND, LLC Address UP PORTLAND, LLC 23 NW 5TH AVE PORTLAND OREGON 97209 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LONG & FOSTER'S HOME SERVICE CONNECTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85399331 Application Filing Date Aug. 16, 2011 Registration Number 4240266
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the image of a house divided into three sections arranged horizontally. The top section is in the color red and consists of the top half of the house with a slanted roof and a chimney extending above the roof on the right hand side. Below the top section in red is a second section consisting of a narrow horizontal stripe in the color yellow. Below the yellow stripe is the third section of the house consisting of a rectangle in the color blue. Inside the red section of the house are images in white of an electrical plug and attached cord, a paint brush and a hammer. The electrical plug is suspended by its attached cord from inside the center of the top of the house. Within the electrical plug is an arc in the color red. The paint brush is displayed in the top section of the house leaning to the left at a 45 degree angle from the line forming the right side of the house. The handle of the paint brush extends downward, at an angle into the yellow stripe and top portion of the blue rectangle. The bristles of the paint brush are in red. The hammer is displayed in the top section of house leaning to the right at a 45 degree angle from the line forming the left side of the house. The handle of the hammer extends downward at an angle into the yellow stripe. Within the blue rectangle is a white truck displayed in a side view with the cab of the truck facing the right side of the rectangle. The window of the truck and the rims of the four wheels of the truck are in blue. To the right of the house are the words "LONG & FOSTER'S HOME SERVICE CONNECTIONS" in three parallel lines. "LONG & FOSTER's" is in upper and lower case letters on the top line. "HOME SERVICE" is in all capital letters on the second line and "CONNECTIONS" is in all capital letters on the third line. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red, white and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOME SERVICE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2822740, 2939112, 3209977 and others
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an online business directory via the telephone and the internet pertaining to local, regional and national vendors of moving and relocation, home building and contracting, appraisal, inspection, design, decoration, furnishing, repair, maintenance, improvement, cleaning, landscaping, security, financial, and lifestyle products and services offered in specific geographic areas; promoting the goods and services of others by providing online information and information via the telephone pertaining to vendor discounts

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 15, 2011 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Long & Foster Companies, Inc. Address The Long & Foster Companies, Inc. 14501 George Carter Way Chantilly VIRGINIA 20151 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2061568

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TAYLOR MADISON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85399963 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4240271
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark DateCancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eyeglass frames; Frames for spectacles and sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 2010 In Commerce Jun. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eyesguys LLC Address Eyesguys LLC 11 Hillside Road Danbury CONNECTICUT 06811 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85400040  Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2011  Registration Number 4131399
Registration Date Apr. 24, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular design comprised of geometric figures, with a polygon in the center of the design, surrounding by three rings of quadrilaterals, with six quadrilaterals in the ring closest to the center, twelve quadrilaterals in the next ring, and eighteen quadrilaterals in the outermost ring. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3583042

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric wire and cable
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 1994 In Commerce Apr. 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRYSMIAN CABLES AND SYSTEMS USA, LLC
Address PRYSMIAN CABLES AND SYSTEMS USA, LLC 4 TESSENEER DRIVE HIGHLAND HEIGHTS KENTUCKY 41076
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GE3010TM0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GEOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85400335 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4240272
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RETAIL MANAGEMENT AND EFFICIENCY FOR TRANSPORTATION, WAREHOUSING, INVENTORY AND STORE LEVEL OPERATIONS

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GENERAL MILLS MARKETING, INC. Address GENERAL MILLS MARKETING, INC. Number One General Mills Blvd. Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55426 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 85175US001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PINK FIZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85400472 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4240275
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Amended to Principal Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jun. 08, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel for women and children, namely, shirts, pants, skirts, jackets and pajamas International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HLL DESIGN, INC. Address HLL DESIGN, INC. 13732 FRANCISCO DRIVE LA MIRADA CALIFORNIA 90638 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HLLDE-002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNITED STUDIOS OF SELF
DEFENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85401339 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4232409
Registration Date Oct. 30, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled Jun. 01, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 14, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "United Studios of SELF
DEFENSE" in black at the top of the mark. Beneath the wording is a yellow, orange and red sun. A green tree with a
brown trunk and black Chinese lettering are superimposed on the sun. The background of the sun consists of horizontal
black and white stripes in varying widths and the foreground of the image is a black and white checkerboard. . Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, orange, red, green, brown, black and white is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STUDIOS OF SELF DEFENSE" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT
MEAN "SHAOLIN MARTIAL ARTS" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Shaolin
Ch'uan Fa" and this means "Shaolin Martial Arts" in English. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1752925, 1758349, 3470475

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Martial arts instruction; Operating of martial arts' schools; Operating of martial arts' studios
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Jan. 24, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2003 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark
was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 01/24/2003
Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be
registered at least as early as 01/24/2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   United Studios of Self Defense, Inc. Address   United Studios of Self Defense, Inc. 6980 OBannon Drive 200 Las Vegas NEVADA 89117 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOT DAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85401622  Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2011  Registration Number 4243108
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Components for gaming machines that generate or display wager outcomes, namely, controllers, displays, button panels, bolsters, electrical wiring, and computer hardware and software associated therewith; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming machines
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 06, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SG GAMING, INC. Address SG GAMING, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLiER, DAVID E
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85401624 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2011 Registration Number 4243109
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Components for gaming machines that generate or display wager outcomes, namely, controllers, displays, button panels, bolster, electrical wiring, and computer hardware and software associated therewith; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming machines
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 06, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SG GAMING, INC. Address  SG GAMING, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) C B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85401859 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 18, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243112</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a partial solid circle with 3 intersecting partial rings. Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Seismic monitoring, mapping and surveying services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101 International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>2011 In Commerce</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name SAExploration, Inc. Address SAExploration, Inc. 1160 Dairy Ashford Road Suite 160 Houston TEXAS 77079 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 24407.0105US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney I, DAVID C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  HYL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three stylized letters "HYL" on the left, a flame design and a person with welding mask on the right.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "HYL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electric arc welders; Electric soldering apparatus; Electric soldering irons; Electrolysis apparatus for electroplating purposes; Welding electrodes; Welding torches
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 02, 2009
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 02, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SHENZHEN HUAYILONG ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
- **Address**: SHENZHEN HUAYILONG ELECTRIC CO., LTD. EAST 6/F, 4/F, 1/F, BLDG 3, SECTION 5 THE HONGHUALING IND AREA, LIU XIAN RD NANSHAN DIST, SHENZHEN CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company (Ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 18B-64913-N5
- **Examining Attorney**: MADDEN, ANNE THERESE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ILLUSION SHOWER PAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85402547 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2011 Registration Number 4243118
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SHOWER PAN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shower pans
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Feb. 28, 2009 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TILE REDI LTD Address TILE REDI LTD 4450 NW 126TH AVENUE CORAL SPRINGS FLORIDA 33065 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 825343-279

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
TINY'S GIANT

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85402865
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 19, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240282
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3980421

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2011</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candied nuts; Cooking oil; Fruit and vegetable salads; Fruit salads; Garden salads; Legume salads; Nut-based snack foods; Potato salad; Pre-cut vegetable salad; Roasted nuts; Salad oil; Salads, namely, vegetarian, meat, fish; Sandwich spread, namely, salty, sweet, vegetarian, fruit, vegetable, meat, fish, herbal, spiced; Snack mix consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; Vegetable salads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of Cafe and Sandwich Shop, Bar; On-line ordering services in the field of restaurant take-out and delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2011</td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages made of coffee; Bread and pastry; Breakfast cereals; Coffee; Coffee and tea; Cooking sauces; Hot sauce; Iced coffee; Pasta; Pasta salad; Pasta sauce; Pastries; Ready-made sauces; Rice salad; Salad dressings; Salad sauces; Sandwiches; Sauces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Cafe and restaurant services; Catering for the provision of food and beverages; Coffee bars; Coffee shops; Coffee-house and snack-bar services; Fast-food restaurants; Preparation of food and beverages; Restaurant; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Serving of food and drink/beverages; Take-out restaurant services

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services **First Use** Jun. 18, 2011 **In Commerce** Jun. 18, 2011

For Fruit beverages; Fruit-based beverages; Lemonade; Soft drinks, namely, sodas [; Syrup for making lemonade; Syrups for beverages ]

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages **First Use** Jun. 18, 2011 **In Commerce** Jun. 18, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** TINY’S GIANT, LLC **Address** TINY’S GIANT, LLC 5th Floor 187 Lafayette Street New York NEW YORK 10013 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RICHARDS, LESLIE L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
Plant UV

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85403510</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Plant UV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated sun care preparations; Sun block; Sunscreen cream
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: May 16, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: COOLA, LLC
- **Address**: COOLA, LLC 6023 Innovation Way Suite 110 Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92009
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 81488460

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: COWARD, KATHRYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INDAER INDUSTRIAL AERONAUTICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85404573 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2011 Registration Number 4240295
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "INDAER Industrial Aeronautica"; to the left of the phrase there are 2 dark triangles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INDUSTRIAL AERONAUTICA" Translation The English translation of "Industrial Aeronautica" in the mark is "Aeronautic Industry".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction of plants for the manufacture, assembly and repair of airplanes and parts and components thereof International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jun. 30, 2009 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2009

For Design, development for others of industrial processes in the field of aeronautics; technical consulting services in the field of aeronautical engineering International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 30, 2009 In Commerce Jun. 30, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Industrial Aeronautica S.A. Address Industrial Aeronautica S.A. Calle 16 # 41-210 Of. 905, Edif Compania Medellin COLOMBIA

LEGAL ENTITY CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLOMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 237352-00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BORSUK, ESTHER A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AZTLÁN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85404950  Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2011  Registration Number 4243132
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The English translation of "Aztlán" in the mark is "ancestral home of Nahua-Aztec people".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes  US Classes 45, 46, 48  International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 08, 2012  In Commerce Sep. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AIRMEDICA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  Address AIRMEDICA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  1805 N. Carson St. Suite H 1 Carson City NEVADA 89701  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOUCHING COMMUNITIES,
TOUCHING LIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85405356 Application Filing Date Aug. 23, 2011 Registration Number 4240298
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Oct. 05, 2009 In Commerce Oct. 05, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MGM Grand Detroit, LLC Address MGM Grand Detroit, LLC 3799 Las Vegas Boulevard South Las
Vegas NEVADA 89109 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 45737.00040

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
TM 15082 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SALTY PAWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85406278 Application Filing Date  Aug. 24, 2011 Registration Number  4240305
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring pet products accessible on-line and by telephone, facsimile and mail order
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 01, 1994 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SALTY PAWS, INC. Address  SALTY PAWS, INC. 1200 WEST RETTA ESPLANADE F-8 PUNTA GORDA FLORIDA 33950
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85407256  Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2011  Registration Number 4243771
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2012  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTHCARE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1909984

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of written articles, newspapers, white papers, research reports in the field of professional healthcare programs; on-line journals, namely, blogs concerning professional healthcare programs; on-line publication in the nature of a non-downloadable magazine in the field of professional healthcare programs and directed to healthcare providers; providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of written articles, white papers, research reports in the field of professional healthcare programs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VENDOME MEDQUEST, LLC  Address VENDOME MEDQUEST, LLC  237 West 35th Street St  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10001  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1513739.4041
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOVLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85407307 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4243144
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Floor mats for vehicles
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Aug. 05, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novline, LLC Address Novline, LLC Shchialkovo, Moskovskaya Street Administrative Building, Office 301 Moscow RUSSIAN FED. 141112 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where RUSSIAN FEDERATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63147

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MENUVATIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85407676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 25, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Software for making digitally interactive menus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Interactive Menu Technologies, L.L.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Imenutech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBA</td>
<td>Address Interactive Menu Technologies, L.L.C. 2245 South State Street Suite 1200-1B Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VYTASM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85408075 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4243149
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 18, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Horton, Ryan C. Address Horton, Ryan C. 15823 Muirfield Drive Odessa FLORIDA 33556 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3107.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHURCH OF THE RotATING MASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85408146  Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2011  Registration Number  4243150
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 07, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  promoting the use of bicycles as a means of transportation
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ROTATING MASS MEDIA, LTD.  Address  ROTATING MASS MEDIA, LTD.  3483 SAXONBURG BOULEVARD PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15238  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARKER, JUSTINE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TIPS & TRICKS...FOR HUNGRY CHICKS!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 85408167
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 26, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240318
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** [ Providing non-downloadable newsletters via email featuring information about food, reviews, nutritional and dietary information, recipes, food finds and suggestions, and providing general news and information regarding dining and nutrition, weight management and weight loss to consumers ]

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 24, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 24, 2003

**For** [ Online computer services, namely, providing a website featuring information about nutritional and dietary information, providing general news and information regarding nutrition, weight management and weight loss to consumers via an online computer network, via one or more websites ]

- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jan. 24, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 24, 2003

**For** [ Online computer services, namely, providing a website featuring general news and information about food, restaurant reviews, food item reviews, recipe reviews, food finds, cooking information and recipes to consumers via an online computer network, via one or more websites ]

- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jan. 24, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 24, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PETIT POMME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85408201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4243152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;PETIT POMME&quot; is &quot;SMALL APPLE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>1157382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Infants and toddlers wear, namely, coats, dresses, suits, sweaters, rompers, pants, booties, jump suits, pram sets consisting of jackets and pants, and overalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Renzo Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Renzo Company, Inc. 2351 N. 25th Avenue Franklin Park ILLINOIS 60131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GARTNER, JOHN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**reason for publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**mark literal(s)** DANALEVI POWERBOATS

**case identifiers**
| Serial Number   | 85408781 |
| Application Filing Date | Aug. 26, 2011 |
| Registration Number   | 4240321 |
| Registration Date   | Nov. 13, 2012 |
| Register             | Principal |
| Mark Type            | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled       | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date     | Aug. 28, 2012 |

**mark information**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "POWERBOATS"
- Name: DANALEVI

**goods and services information**
- For: Boats
- International Classes: 12 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- International Class Title: Vehicles
- First Use: Oct. 01, 2008
- In Commerce: Oct. 01, 2008

**basis information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**owner information**
- Owner Name: Hartman, Ross
- Address: Hartman, Ross 732 Daniel Shays Hwy Belchertown MASSACHUSETTS 01007
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**examining attorney**
- Examining Attorney: MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCRAP-IT MAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85410266 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4243161
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 14, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Junk removal and transportation services, namely, removing, handling, and transporting scrap metal
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 21, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lonnie Wiest Address Lonnie Wiest 2902 Wimpole Court Louisville KENTUCKY 40218 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AP043/2011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EZ OUT SAFETY STIRRUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85410448 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4240330
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SAFETY STIRRUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stirrups
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JT INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC. Address JT INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 12607 SOUTHEASTERN AVE. INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46259 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10046-199

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
# Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85410862</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4243163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)

ELECTRIMAP

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Software for scientific and engineering analysis in the oil, gas and utilities industries
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 10, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 10, 2012

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Gannett Fleming, Inc.
- **Address**: Gannett Fleming, Inc. 207 Senate Avenue Camp Hill PENNSYLVANIA 17011
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 20916-0012
- **Examining Attorney**: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NEW ORLEANS ORIGINAL QUEEN CAKES DECADENCE AT IT'S FINEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85411286 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4240341
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of concentric ovals beginning in the center with a green oval followed by a thin white oval, a thick yellow oval and a thin purple oval respectively. The words "NEW ORLEANS" in purple is at the top of the design within the yellow oval. The word "ORIGINAL" in dark green is at the top of the green oval above the word "QUEEN" which extends through the green oval but extends over the white and into the yellow oval on both ends. The letter "Q" is rose, is outlined in purple and has a purple, green and yellow jester's hat on top, the letter "U" is orange, the letter "E" is yellow, the second letter "E" is green and the letter "N" is blue. The letter "Q" in "QUEEN" is shadowed in black, and letters "UEEN" in "QUEEN" are outlined in purple and shadowed in black. The word "CAKES" is white with a rose outline and is below the word "QUEEN". The phrase "DECADENCE AT IT'S FINEST" is purple and curves along the bottom of the yellow oval. Two rose fleur de lis symbols flank each side of the phrase. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, green, dark green, blue, orange, rose, white, purple and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NEW ORLEANS ORIGINAL QUEEN CAKES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods, namely, cinnamon rolls
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 21, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Love Big, LLC Address Love Big, LLC 513 Hart Street Tallahassee FLORIDA 32301 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** N

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85411456</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 31, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Principal Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 01, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 26, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a blue capital "N" with a blue moon shaped swoosh surrounding it. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) Blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light engines; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring |
| International Classes | 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 | International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus |
| First Use | May 01, 2006 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | HUBBELL LIGHTING, INC. | Address | HUBBELL LIGHTING, INC. | 701 Millennium Boulevard Greenville | SOUTH CAROLINA | 29607 | Legal Entity | COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | CONNECTICUT |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 2078024 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BUTLER, MIDGE FAE |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WHEN YOUR BRAND DEMANDS A BETTER CLEAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85411486
- **Application Filing Date**:Aug. 31, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243167
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 07, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 03, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cleaning of offices, and commercial and medical buildings
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Sep. 15, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 15, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Coverall North America, Inc.
- **Address**: Coverall North America, Inc. 350 SW 12th Avenue Deerfield Beach FLORIDA 33442
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 19427.00123
- **Examining Attorney**: HELLMAN, ELI J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: SRRPG - SISTEMA DE REPLICACION Y RESGUARDO DE PROYECTOS GEOCIENTIFICOS
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SISTEMA DE REPLICACION Y RESGUARDO DE PROYECTOS GEOCIENTIFICOS"  
  The English translation of "SRRPG - Sistema de Replicacion y Resguardo de Proyectos Geocientificos" in the mark is Replication and Archiving System for Geoscientific Projects.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Net Brains I, LP  
  DBA, AKA, Formerly: Net Brains I, LP  
  Composed of: Net Brains, Inc. a corporation of Texas and Consolidated Technology Investments LLC, a limited liability company organized under the laws of Nevada.
- **Address**: Net Brains I, LP  
  50 Briar Hollow Lane, Suite 200E  
  Houston  
  TEXAS  
  770279328

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FRENCH, CURTIS W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85412527
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 31, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243176
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 14, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 10, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of stylized letters "w", "y".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Buckles of common metal; cable junction sleeves of metal; door fittings of metal; metal bins; metal flanges; metal nuts; metal pipe fittings; metal pipes; metallic materials for railway tracks; metals and metal alloys; non-electric cables of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for building purposes
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal
- **Goods First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 05, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NINGBO XINYANG WEIYE IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD.
- **Address**: NINGBO XINYANG WEIYE IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD. 16-10 FLOOR, CHINA HONG INT'L CENTER NO717 ZHONGXING ROAD
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85414140  Application Filing Date  Sep. 02, 2011  Registration Number  4243186
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized design of mountains. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROVIDING STADIUM FACILITIES FOR SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF SPORTING EVENTS AND ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND, DANCE PERFORMANCES, ORCHESTRAL PERFORMANCES [ , PLANNING ARRANGEMENT OF SHOWING MOVIES, ELECTRONIC LIGHTING, AND LASER DISPLAYS ]; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, TELEPHONE AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING [ SEMINARS AND ] COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF TRADE SHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Aug. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CENTURYLINK COMMUNICATIONS, LLC  Address  CENTURYLINK COMMUNICATIONS, LLC  100 CENTURYLINK DRIVE  MONROE  LOUISIANA  71203  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  60-201810US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85414155 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2011 Registration Number 4243187
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 14, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized design of mountains. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ARENA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR BUSINESS EVENTS, CONSUMER SHOWS, TRADE SHOWS, ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES, COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, PUBLIC EVENTS, SPORTING EVENTS AND TOURNAMENTS, EDUCATIONAL EVENTS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CENTURYLINK COMMUNICATIONS, LLC Address CENTURYLINK COMMUNICATIONS, LLC 100 CENTURYLINK DRIVE MONROE LOUISIANA 71203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60-201820US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHEF ON FIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85414529 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2011 Registration Number 4243192
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 14, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried roasted garlic for use as a seasoning; dried roasted onions for use as a seasoning

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Transistor Corp. Address General Transistor Corp. 5300 Beethoven St. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90066 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
ON THE GRIND

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ON THE GRIND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

*Serial Number* 85414713  *Application Filing Date* Sep. 02, 2011  *Registration Number* 4240362  
*Registration Date* Nov. 13, 2012  *Register* Principal  
*Mark Type* Trademark  
*Date Cancelled* May 26, 2023  
*Publication Date* Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

*Standard Character Claim* Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
*Mark Drawing Type* 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

*For* Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms  
*International Classes* 25 - Primary Classes  
*US Classes* 22, 39  
*International Class Title* Clothing  
*First Use In Commerce* Jun. 15, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

*Currently Use* Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

*Owner Name* CLARK, JUSTIN  
*Address* CLARK, JUSTIN 2205 W SWANN AVE TAMPA FLORIDA 33606  
*Legal Entity* INDIVIDUAL  
*Citizenship* UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

*Examining Attorney* STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ARRIVA GROUPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85414953 Application Filing Date Sep. 05, 2011 Registration Number 4240363
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Arriva Groups", with the word "Arriva" in black lettering and the word "Groups" in red lettering with black outline around it. The design is comprised of a black line at the bottom extending further to the right than the words and a black arrow point on the right end of the line, the word "Groups" in large red italic letters flush left above the arrow and a smaller word "Arriva" in normal black font style flush left above "Groups. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GROUPS" Translation The English translation of "ARRIVA" in the mark is "ARRIVES".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring coupons, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2011 In Commerce May 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Clark, Gilbert U. Address Clark, Gilbert U. 18560 McConnell Way Leesburg VIRGINIA 20176 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WEBSTER, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HEARTH ARTISAN BREAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85415335  Application Filing Date  Sep. 06, 2011  Registration Number  4243195
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 14, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ARTISAN BREADS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bakery goods; Bakery goods, namely, breads, pastries, cookies, pies, cakes, and sandwiches; Coffee  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Jan. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HEARTH WOOD FIRED BREAD  Address  HEARTH WOOD FIRED BREAD  802 Ship Pond Road  Plymouth  MASSACHUSETTS  02360  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRUCK, ROBERT J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
R2X

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85415665
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 06, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243197
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 14, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 10, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3691524, 2686005

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Carpet padding
- **International Classes**: 27 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 20, 37, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Floor Coverings
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Columbia Insurance Company
- **Address**: Columbia Insurance Company
  
  1314 Douglas Street, Suite 1400
  
  Omaha, NEBRASKA 681021944
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 60197.8147

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FAIRVILLA MEGASTORE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85415683</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;MEGASTORE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Retail store and on-line retail store services featuring apparel, lingerie, fantasy-wear, costumes, shoes, books, magazines, DVDs, novelties and gifts |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jul. 31, 1997 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 31, 1997 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Murphy Organization, Inc. |
| Address | The Murphy Organization, Inc. 105 Candace Drive, Unit 109 Maitland FLORIDA 32751 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KERTGATE, AMY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIAL LAWYERS FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85415764 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2011 Registration Number 4240382
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRIAL LAWYERS"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jul. 30, 1999 In Commerce Jul. 30, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rose Walker, L.L.P. Address Rose Walker, L.L.P. 3500 Maple Ave., Suite 900 Dallas TEXAS 75219
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1190-3001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FREDS AT BARNEYS NEW YORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85417225 Application Filing Date Sep. 07, 2011 Registration Number 4243203
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal
Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "FREDS" in large uppercase letters above the terms "AT BARNEYS NEW YORK" in smaller uppercase letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NEW YORK"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2144170

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services, catering services, carry-out restaurant services, bar services, and wine bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 1993 In Commerce Sep. 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABG-BARNEYS, LLC Address ABG-BARNEYS, LLC 1411 BROADWAY, 4TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLSON, KRISTIN ELIZA
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85417440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s):** CHD
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of the letters "CHD" with a kite-like asterisk after the "D".
- **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For:** Community outreach and social service programs designed to enhance quality of life, namely, case management services in the form of coordination of social, psychological and rehabilitation services for children and families and dispute mediation for children and families; community resource programs in the nature of case management services in the form of coordination of social, psychological and rehabilitation services for the elderly and dispute mediation for the elderly; case management services in the form of coordination of social, psychological and rehabilitation services for the homeless; case management services in the form of coordination of social, psychological and rehabilitation services, companionship services, and group homes for individuals with physical and intellectual disabilities; juvenile justice assistance programs in the nature of case management services in the form of coordination of educational, legal, social and psychological services for adjudicated juveniles; mental health and addiction assistance community programs in the nature of case management services in the form of coordination of social, psychological and rehabilitation services for the mentally ill or addicted, and case management services in the form of coordination of social, psychological and rehabilitation services for the mentally ill and post-incarcerated individuals participating in social enterprise programs.

**International Classes:** 45 - Primary Classes

- **US Classes:** 100, 101

**International Class Title:** Personal and legal services

**First Use:** Jan. 01, 1976

**In Commerce:** Jan. 01, 1976

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use:** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    Center for Human Development, Inc.
Address       Center for Human Development, Inc.
              322 Birnie Avenue
              Springfield  MASSACHUSETTS  01107

Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  06572-30077

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STARGARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85417986 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2011 Registration Number 4240399
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-theft devices for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 15, 1992 In Commerce Apr. 15, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALDS, Inc. Address ALDS, Inc. 7373 Mohawk Street La Mesa CALIFORNIA 91941 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STYLE LAB SL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85418070 Application Filing Date  Sep. 08, 2011 Registration Number   4243205
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 21, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "STYLE LAB" in brown vertically, the letters "SL" in white with a brown back ground with a pink bar directly under the letters "SL". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) brown, pink, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Comforters; Sheet sets
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics First Use  Nov. 02, 2011 In Commerce  Nov. 02, 2011

For  Accent pillows; Novelty pillows
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Nov. 02, 2011 In Commerce  Nov. 02, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  E & E Co., Ltd. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA JLA Home Address  E & E Co., Ltd.  45875 Northport Loop E Fremont CALIFORNIA  94538 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PLANK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85418560  
  **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 09, 2011  
  **Registration Number**: 4243206  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Trademark  
  **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 17, 2012  
  **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 13, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An Illustration Drawing Which Includes Word(s)/Letter(s)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal element "PLANK" underneath an image of a skull and crossbones where the skull has an eye patch, tied head-scarf and hat. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3972317, 3359126

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: beverages, namely, beers, ales, and malt liquors  
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  
  **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: May 17, 2011  
  **In Commerce**: May 23, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Clipper City Brewing Co., LP  
  **Composed of**: Hugh Sisson, a United States citizen  
  **Address**: Clipper City Brewing Co., LP  
  **Suite B**: 4615 Hollins Ferry Road  
  **Baltimore**: MARYLAND  
  **21227**:  
  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED

### PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: CCB129US
- **Examining Attorney**
  - **KON, ELISSA GARBER**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STERNSAVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85418940 Application Filing Date  Sep. 09, 2011 Registration Number  4243208
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 27, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mounting blocks for polyethylene electrical sonar transducers used with boats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Johnson, Scott Address  Johnson, Scott  408 Greenbrier Road  Half Moon Bay  CALIFORNIA 940192220 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SEJ-301

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NUGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85419334 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2011 Registration Number 4240414
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
For Hats; Hunting shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Sweatshirts; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROJECTILE MANAGEMENT, LLC Address PROJECTILE MANAGEMENT, LLC 30555 SOUTFIELD ROAD, SUITE 200 SOUTFIELD MICHIGAN 48076 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
TM 15115
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IMANI MILELE CHILDREN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85419847 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243212
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 05, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "IMANI" wherein the letters "IM" are written in green color, "NI" are written in blue color and the letter "A" is written in stylized red font having an image of sun in yellow color behind it. Below that the words "MILELE" and "CHILDREN" are written in orange color as shown in the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, red, blue, yellow, orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHILDREN" Translation The English translation of "IMANI MILELE" in the mark is EVERLASTING FAITH. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical choir
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 10, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 07, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gospel Messengers Address Gospel Messengers Lusaka Zone 6 Makindye 1 Parish Makind D Kampala UGANDA 97116 Legal Entity unincorporated association State or Country Where Organized UGANDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLOCK FUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85420176 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243214
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Liquid animal feed supplements

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manna Pro Products, LLC Address Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Spirit 40 Park Dr. Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03409-00601
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIFE-LYTES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85420195 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243215
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin and electrolyte additives for drinking water for animals
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Manna Pro Products, LLC Address Manna Pro Products, LLC 707 Spirit 40 Park Dr. Chesterfield MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03409-00600

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AIR ZOOMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85420229 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243216
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "AIR ZOOMER" with a target with motion track in the background. The first letter "O" is the center of the target. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, namely, toy guns, toy weapons

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHAP MEI PLASTIC TOYS MFY LTD. Address CHAP MEI PLASTIC TOYS MFY LTD. Unit 541, 5/F., Sino Industrial Plaza 9 Kai Cheung Road, Kowloon Bay Kowloon HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HKIP 123TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examin ing Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PICK - A - BAGEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85420828 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4240422
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BAGEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services, delicatessen services, featuring, ready made food for consumption on or of the premises, and catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 1989 In Commerce Aug. 1989

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name m & n llc DBA, AKA, Formerly pick a bagel Address m & n llc nusbaum ariey dov moshe 719 eastern pk st3 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11213 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TIELKE'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85421663 Application Filing Date  Sep. 13, 2011 Registration Number   4240429
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TIELKE'S" in red lettering with a red heard forming the apostrophe. A yellow cloud-like design outlined in black forms the background of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Yellow, Red, Black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sandwiches
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 1990 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tielke Sandwiches, Inc. Address  Tielke Sandwiches, Inc. 1700 Square Turn Blvd. Norfolk NEBRASKA 68701 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  16274

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POLZER, NATALIE M
**Mark Literal(s)** YOKOZUNA TERIYAKI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85421861</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of an image of a crouching sumo wrestler with a mischievous smile, standing in a small circular dojo with one arm outstretched in a pose, thumb down. Beneath are the words &quot;Yokozuna Teriyaki&quot; with orange dots between the letters of &quot;Teriyaki&quot;. The sumo wrestler is skin tone with red cheeks, a blue top knot, a yellow ceremonial waist belt with brown, red, and orange decoration, standing in a brown and orange circle. The word &quot;Yokozuna&quot; is in black with a light orange line extending from the &quot;Y&quot; and &quot;a&quot;. &quot;Teriyaki&quot; is black lettering with dark orange dots between each letter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) orange, red, yellow, skin tone, brown, blue, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;TERIYAKI&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;YOKOZUNA&quot; in the mark is &quot;grand champion sumo wrestler&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Fast-food restaurant services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Sep. 05, 2007 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 05, 2007 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ICURIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85422178  Application Filing Date  Sep. 14, 2011  Registration Number  4243222
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 03, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing online development and dissemination of educational materials of others in the field of elementary and secondary education; educational services, namely, providing an online interactive web site for the dissemination of educational materials and information of others, in the field of elementary and secondary education, among multiple users by means of the global computer network; educational services, namely, providing online electronic databases on a global computer network featuring information in the field of education
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 2011

For  Providing an online interactive web site featuring technology for the transfer of educational materials and information of others, in the field of elementary and secondary education, among multiple users by means of the global computer network; creating and developing online electronic databases on a global computer network featuring information in the field of education
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Nov. 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KNOVATION, INC.  Address  KNOVATION, INC.  3600 PARK 42 DRIVE, SUITE 125A  CINCINNATI OHIO  45241  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TH3350IP0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PD PEAU D'OR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85422309 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4243223
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 28, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PEAU D'OR" below the letters "PD", with the letters "PD" enclosed in an ornamental square border. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PEAU"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body and beauty care cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; Essential oils; Perfumery; Skin gels for accelerating, enhancing or extending tans; Skin lotions; Soaps for body care; Sun creams; Sun-tanning oils and lotions; Tanning and after-sun milks, gels and oils
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 15, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Peau d'Or International B.V. Address Peau d'Or International B.V. Herengracht 574 Amsterdam 1017 CJ NETHERLANDS Legal Entity besloten vennootschap (b.v.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
TM 15124 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PETSPYJAMAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85423961 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4240452
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 10236231 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2011
Foreign Registration Number 010236231 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 07, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 02, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Insurance advice, information, and brokerage, all in connection with animals ] International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For [ Retail store services and ] on-line retail store services featuring pet products; advertising and promotional services; [ business information services; ] all provided on-line from a computer database or from the internet [ ; compilation of advertisements for use as or on web pages on the internet; provision of business information relating to the retailing of goods and services for others ] International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Telecommunications portal services; Internet access services in the field of provision of items and services for pets; booking and information services provided via the internet and telecommunications services for the purposes of enabling users to transfer personal and pet identity data to, and share personal and pet identity data with, and among, multiple websites and within the fields of social networking for pets and their owners, social introduction for pets and their owners and pet dating; information and booking services provided via the internet and telecommunications services for the purpose of care and training of pet animals
**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104  **International Class Title** Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** PETSPYJAMAS LIMITED  **Address** PETSPYJAMAS LIMITED  24 Chiswell Street  LONDON UNITED KINGDOM  EC1Y 4YX  **Legal Entity** COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0519680-117

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SALEMI, DOMINICK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EXOTIC TREASURES

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85424556</td>
<td>Sep. 16, 2011</td>
<td>4243234</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 17, 2012
**Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 13, 2012

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Components for gaming machines that generate or display wager outcomes, namely, controllers, displays, button panels, bolsters, electrical wiring, and computer hardware and software associated therewith; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming machines

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Aug. 06, 2012
**In Commerce** Aug. 06, 2012

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SG GAMING, INC. **Address** SG GAMING, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COLLIER, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INCEPTIONEERING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85424834
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 16, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240457
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Software design and development
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 02, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Inceptioneering
- **Address**: Inceptioneering 6414 127th Ave Fennville MICHIGAN 49408
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LANG EXTERIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85426534 Application Filing Date  Sep. 19, 2011 Registration Number  4240474
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "EXTERIOR" Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2600642

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  NON-METAL WINDOWS; AND VINYL AND WOOD SIDING

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lang Exterior, Inc. Address  Lang Exterior, Inc. 2323 West 59th St Chicago ILLINOIS 60636 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAPA ENZO'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85426910  Application Filing Date  Sep. 20, 2011  Registration Number  4243245
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 07, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Refrigerated deli pizza

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Topco Holdings, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  Topco Holdings, Inc.  Address  Topco Holdings, Inc. 7711 GROSS POINT ROAD  SKOKIE  ILLINOIS  60077  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where  WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FITCULTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85427760 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4240485
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, an on-going series featuring fitness, nutrition, sports and exercise provided through television, radio, satellite, film, internet, audio and video media; Production of television programs, radio programs and cinematographic films; Providing educational services, namely, providing on-line seminars in the fields of fitness, sports, nutrition, play and exercise via a website; Online publication of journals and events postings in the fields of fitness, nutrition, sports, play and exercise; Educational services, namely, conducting lectures, seminars, and workshops in the fields of fitness, nutrition, sports, play and exercise; Entertainment services, namely, providing video blogs and podcasts in the fields of fitness, nutrition, sports and exercise; Educational services, namely, conducting lectures, seminars, and workshops in the fields of fitness, nutrition, sports, play and exercise; Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of fitness; Entertainment in the nature of sports competitions; Summer camps; Recreational camps; Physical fitness training; Providing classes in the field of fitness, namely, fitness boot camps and fitness obstacle courses
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 02, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jackson, Gordon Address Jackson, Gordon 4011 Laurel Springs Way SE 4011 Laurel Springs Way Smyrna GEORGIA 30082 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE MUSCLE BEHIND THE MECHANICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85428018  Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2011  Registration Number 4240490
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable computer software for managing business logistics via a global communication network in the field of information technology, including support, call tracking, job scheduling, service management, procurement, inventory control, asset tracking, service level agreement notifications and warnings, project management and project management and execution
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jul. 29, 2011  In Commerce Jul. 29, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE REYNOLDS AND REYNOLDS COMPANY  Address THE REYNOLDS AND REYNOLDS COMPANY  ONE REYNOLDS WAY  KETTERING OHIO 45430  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country
Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RR.208001
Examiner FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BALCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a cross device above the word "BALCO".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 200700104
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Dec. 21, 2001
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: HONG KONG
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 21, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Watches; clocks; stop watches; horological and chronometric apparatus and instruments, and parts therefor; parts for watches; parts for clocks
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Balco Switzerland SAGL
- **Address**: Via Pentate 16 CH-6850 Mendrisio SWITZERLAND
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: ADW4445TUS

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, line 4, " CHROMOMETRIC" should be deleted, and CHRONOMETRIC should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DOG TOYS FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85428505 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4243253
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 20, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date May 15, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOG TOYS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog toys

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C. B. Worldwide, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Mammoth Pet Products Address C. B. Worldwide, Inc. 38 Laurel Mountain Road Mammoth Lakes CALIFORNIA 93546 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAMM20282TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRUTH REALITY JUSTICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85429583 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4240502
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, sweaters, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, tops, bottoms, belts, footwear, headwear, jackets, pants, socks, wristbands

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eldred, Stephen Address Eldred, Stephen P.O.Box 185 Temecula CALIFORNIA 92593 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZAK, HENRY S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CONTINUE THE CARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85429793
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 22, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243256
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 28, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 24, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Healthcare, nursing services, hospices, palliative care services, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, physical rehabilitation, hospitals and home healthcare services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Oct. 2009
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2009

- **For**: Assisted living facilities
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Oct. 2009
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kindred Healthcare, Inc.
- **Address**: Kindred Healthcare, Inc. 680 South Fourth Avenue Louisville KENTUCKY 40202
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 040832.18395

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BONUS JACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85429922 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4240504
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0722380, 1016137, 1139000 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hamburger sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Nov. 17, 2010 In Commerce Nov. 17, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jack in the Box Inc. Address Jack in the Box Inc. 9357 Spectrum Center Boulevard San Diego CALIFORNIA 92123 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 07DK-222544

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COWARD, KATHRYN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FINGER TIPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAGNUM CLOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85431430 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4240510
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLOCK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clocks * excluding wristwatches *
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 02, 2010 In Commerce May 03, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAGNUM CLOCK INC Address MAGNUM CLOCK INC 4210 MORREN WAYLAND MICHIGAN 49348 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 6, after "CLOCKS" "EXCLUDING WRISTWATCHES" is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RETURN IN 30

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85432438
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 26, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240517
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of Shield with white and black outline. Top third of crest has white capital letters "RETURN IN" on red background. Bottom two thirds of crest has white numbers "30" on blue background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white, blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1367465
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 18, 2010
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: AUSTRALIA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 18, 2020

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Car wash; car washing
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Cargromers Queensland Pty Ltd
- **Address**: Cargromers Queensland Pty Ltd 10 Binary St Yatala AUSTRALIA 4207
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner**: ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLANETAMEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85433000 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4240519
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; Coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jun. 01, 1997 In Commerce Feb. 09, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Planetarium Travels, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Planetamex Address Planetarium Travels, Inc. 108 West 81st Street New York NEW YORK 10024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RICKY'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85433146 Application Filing Date Sep. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4240521
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ricky Kenig, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2492099

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Oct. 01, 2009 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUSSDORF, GLENN, MR. Address NUSSDORF, GLENN, MR. 14 EAST 81ST STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RADEMACHER, MARK A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FLO-N-BREW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85433459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 27, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Compost containers for household use primarily for brewing compost tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>HGCI, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>HGCI, INC. 3993 HOWARD HUGHES PARKWAY, SUITE 250 LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CEZANNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85434050 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4240527
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission; Typeface fonts recorded on magnetic media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 21, 1996 In Commerce May 21, 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name P22 Type Foundry, Inc. Address P22 Type Foundry, Inc. P.O. Box 770 Buffalo NEW YORK 14213 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1073-47

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RICKY'S NYC LOOKING GOOD!
FEELING GOOD!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85434101
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 28, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240528
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "NYC"
- **Name**: Portrait Consent
  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ricky Kenig, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2492099

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Retail store services featuring cosmetics, skin and hair care products, hair accessories, plastic cosmetics cases, costumes and jewelry
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 24, 1989
- **In Commerce**: May 24, 1989

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NUSSDORF, GLENN, MR.
- **Address**: NUSSDORF, GLENN, MR. 14 EAST 81ST STREET
- **NYC**: NEW YORK
- **NEW YORK**: 10028
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RADEMACHER, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROAD TO RECOVERY V
VALLEY HOPE ASSOCIATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85434219 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4240529
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "ROAD TO RECOVERY" inside a shaded rectangle carrier with solid outline above a stylized letter "V" inside a circle. To the left and right of the "V" are clouds. Below the clouds is a horizontal line forming a horizon above a windy road. At the bottom of the mark, below the windy road, are the stylized words "VALLEY HOPE ASSOCIATION". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes only. Disclaimer "ASSOCIATION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0964847, 2816748, 2907660

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Comprehensive biopsychosocial treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicted and alcohol addicted patients
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use 1992 In Commerce 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Valley Hope Association Address Valley Hope Association P.O. Box 510 Norton KANSAS 67654
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOST HIGHWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85434257 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4240530
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distributorship of music; distribution of musical sound recordings and video recordings, namely, distributorship of musical sound recordings and video recordings; advertising and promotion services and related consulting services; advertising and publicity services; [association services, namely, promoting the interests of musicians, singers, songwriters, musical performers and artists; computerized on-line ordering featuring general merchandise and general consumer goods; computerized on-line ordering services in the field of music; computerized online retail store services in the field of music; computerized on-line gift ordering services which matches the gift giver's requirements with the gift recipients wants and needs; conducting an on-line tradeshow exhibition, in the field of music, musical concerts and videos; mail order catalog services featuring CD's, cassettes, DVD's, clothing, and general merchandise;] on-line retail store services featuring downloadable pre-recorded music and audio-visual content, clothing, and general merchandise; organization of promotions using audio-visual media; preparing audio-visual displays for music advertising; preparing audio visual presentations for use in advertising; [arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of music and entertainment; arranging and conducting fairs and exhibitions for business and advertising purposes; promoting and conducting trade shows in the field of music;] promoting the concerts of others; promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with concerts and musical events; promoting the goods of others by preparing and placing advertisements in an electronic magazine accessed through a global computer network; providing information about the goods and services of others via a global computer network; retail store services available through computer communications and interactive television featuring CD's, [cassettes,] DVD's, videocassettes and licensed merchandise

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 22, 2001 In Commerce May 22, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  UMG Recordings, Inc.  Address  UMG Recordings, Inc.  2220 Colorado Avenue  Santa Monica  CALIFORNIA  90404

Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ELITE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85434790</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 28, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4240534</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "ELITE WEALTH MANAGEMENT" in black to the right of a brown and white fleur-de-lis design. |
Color Drawing | Yes |
Color Claimed | The color(s) brown, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
Disclaimer | "WEALTH MANAGEMENT" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and investments
International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
First Use | May 28, 2004 |
In Commerce | May 28, 2004 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Elite Wealth Management Inc |
Address | Elite Wealth Management Inc Suite 100 1014 Market Street Kirkland WASHINGTON 98033 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
State or Country Where Organized | WASHINGTON |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | KEAM, ALEX S |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE DC SCOOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85435469 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4240537
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of organizing a community festival featuring an ice cream and other frozen confections tasting competition, an ice cream eating contest, sampling of ice cream and other frozen confections, live musical performances, art, and children's activities

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EDENS Limited Partnership Composed of EDENS GP, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
Address EDENS Limited Partnership Suite 1000 1221 Main Street Columbia SOUTH CAROLINA 29201 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 035225/09006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLIENT RELATIONSHIP INDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85435845 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4240539
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting services in the field of business organization and management; Business brokerage services; namely, business valuations, mergers, business acquisitions, and business succession planning
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 03, 2008 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FP TRANSITIONS, LLC Address FP TRANSITIONS, LLC 4900 MEADOWS ROAD SUITE 300 LAKE OSWEGO OREGON 97035 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where ORGANIZED OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FPT401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85436026</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2011</td>
<td>4240541</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the design of a frame. Inside the frame is an oval antique frame with the image of a Mexican hacienda in it, the same Mexican hacienda appears in the background behind the frame along with the design of a man working the agave plants. Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>1215844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>1269712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Alcoholic beverages except beers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 44E</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Fabrica de Aguardientes de Agave La Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Fabrica de Aguardientes de Agave La Mexicana, S.A. de C.V. Carretera Arandas - Leon Rancho Llano Grande Km 2.5 Arandas, Jalisco MEXICO 47180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>sociedad anonima (sa de cv))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>DOMBROW, COLLEEN M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACOUPOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85436755 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4240550
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable acoustical panels for use in a concert, theater or presentation setting
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Jul. 21, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TEXAS SCENIC COMPANY, INC. Address TEXAS SCENIC COMPANY, INC. 8053 POTRANCO RD SAN ANTONIO TX 78251 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-128495.7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  AERO ACCURAY EXCHANGE
IN RADIATION ONCOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85436970  Application Filing Date  Sep. 30, 2011  Registration Number   4240551
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle enclosing a stylized crescent intersected by two diagonal lines which meet below the crescent, next to the word "AERO". The design and the word are underlined, and above the words "ACCURAY EXCHANGE IN RADIATION ONCOLOGY". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "EXCHANGE IN RADIATION ONCOLOGY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3306635, 3306634, 3378543 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  organizing and arranging of seminars, conventions, symposiums, online courses, information exchange through seminars, conventions, symposiums, online courses and attendant web discussions, and training courses in the field of radiation oncology and for delivering radiation to tumors by technologies incorporating image guided/intensity modulated radiation therapy and technologies incorporating stereotactic body radiation therapy and stereotactic radiosurgery; organization and management of exhibitions for educational purposes; education services, namely teaching and training services through classes, seminars, workshops, and attendant web discussions in the field of oncology and radiotherapies; publication of texts including online publication thereof, namely, publication of texts in the field of medical research and development; publishing and editing of books, technical papers and periodicals


For  association services, namely, promoting the interests of medical and technical society and online community comprising interdisciplinary group of medical professionals including physicians, surgeons, medical physicists, radiation therapists, dosimetrists, radiation oncology nurses, and administrators

For medical research and development in the field of radiation oncology and for delivering radiation to tumors by technologies incorporating image guided/intensity modulated radiation therapy and technologies incorporating stereotactic body radiation therapy and stereotactic radiosurgery; hosting an on-line community web site featuring practices, innovations, and to exchange clinical and technical information, and to exchange treatment experiences in radiation oncology and for delivering radiation to tumors by technologies incorporating image guided/intensity modulated radiation therapy and technologies incorporating stereotactic body radiation therapy and stereotactic radiosurgery; technology consultation in the field of medical equipment for use in radiation oncology; scientific and technological research; analysis and research services in the field of radiation oncology; technical consultation and research, namely, providing research in connection with information technologies for the improvement of radiation oncology

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 30, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Accuray Incorporated Address Accuray Incorporated 1310 Chesapeake Terrace Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 94089 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 207291.559.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85437767</td>
<td>Oct. 03, 2011</td>
<td>4240561</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Mark Literal(s):** SE
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark:** The mark consists of stylized letters "SE". **Color Claimed:** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For:** Forged brake components, namely, levers, jaws rings, wear plates, keys, connections, push rods, eyes, clevises, corner caps, bolster gib, roping staples, hangers, socket extensions, reference blocks, links, door lock fillers, cross ridge brace feet, vibrator brackets and assemblies, loop hangers, mounting plates and shoes for railroad braking equipment
- **International Classes:** 12
- **US Classes:** 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title:** Vehicles
- **First Use:** May 01, 2000
- **In Commerce:** May 01, 2000

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use:** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name:** Wabtec Holding Corp.
- **Address:** Wabtec Holding Corp. 1001 Air Brake Avenue Wilmerding PENNSYLVANIA 15148

- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney:** GOLDEN, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85438738 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4240567
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3014742

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For BATHROOM MIRRORS
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jun. 2010 In Commerce Jun. 2010

For ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR THE BATHROOM

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brasstech, Inc. Address Brasstech, Inc. 2001 E. Carnegie Ave. Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92705 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 156-3114-T #
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- COCKTAILS FOR A CAUSE
- HAND-TO-HAND GIVING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85438911
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 04, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240569
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register Principal**: Mark Type
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Charitable services, namely, coordination of events held several times a year at which attendees bring goods which are donated to other local charitable organizations
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Feb. 2011
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Cocktails For a Cause Inc.
- **Address**: Cocktails For a Cause Inc. 1690 South Garfield Street Denver COLORADO 80210
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
TM 15155 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COCKTAILS FOR A CAUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85438945 Application Filing Date Oct. 04, 2011 Registration Number 4240571
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of small handprints in the shape of a martini
glass, with handprints inside the glass in the shape of an olive and handprints inside the olive shaped to look like a
pimento. Underneath the martini glass is the word "Cocktails" written in cursive lettering with a capital "C" and all of the
other letters in lower case, and underneath that is the phrase "FOR A CAUSE" in all capital letters. Color is a feature of
the mark. The handprints making the martini glass shape are light and dark turquoise blue, the handprints making the olive
shape inside the martini glass are green, the handprints depicting the pimento are orange, the word "Cocktails" is orange
and the words "FOR A CAUSE" are brown. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light and dark
turquoise blue, green, orange and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, coordination of events held several times a year at which attendees bring goods which are
donated to other local charitable organizations
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Feb. 2010 In Commerce Feb. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cocktails for a Cause Inc. Address Cocktails for a Cause Inc. 1690 South Garfield Street Denver
COLORADO 80210 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUNN LEWIS, LAKEISHA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GREENLEAF CENTER FOR SERVANT LEADERSHIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85439564  Application Filing Date  Oct. 05, 2011  Registration Number  4240576
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Registration Type  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CENTER FOR SERVANT LEADERSHIP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Promoting public awareness for the understanding and practice of servant leadership by individuals and organizations  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jul. 15, 1998  In Commerce  Jul. 15, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership  Address  Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership  133 Peachtree Street, NE  Lobby Suite 350  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30303  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5595-00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PUBLIC EYE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85440180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4243288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Aug. 26, 2012 **In Commerce** Aug. 26, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Hillcrest Media, LLC **DBA, AKA, Formerly** DBA Domain Theory, LLC **Address** Hillcrest Media, LLC 701 Washington Ave. North Suite 111 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55401 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** MINNESOTA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LUDEMAN, JESSICA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROMEDICA BIXBY HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85440866 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2011 Registration Number 4240580
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOSPITAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3062522, 3966382, 3150664 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For health care services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 26, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 26, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROMEDICA HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. Address PROMEDICA HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 100 MADISON AVE. TOLEDO OHIO 43604 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where OR
Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 207534

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGROFF, MARILYN IZZI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
PROMEDICA HERRICK HOSPITAL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;HOSPITAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3062522, 3966382, 3150664 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: health care services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use**: Jun. 24, 2011  
**In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: PROMEDICA HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.  
**Address**: PROMEDICA HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 100 MADISON AVE. TOLEDO OHIO 43604

**Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 207539

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: VENGROFF, MARILYN IZZI
TM 15160 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STABLCOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85441266 Application Filing Date  Oct. 06, 2011 Registration Number  4240585
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed circuit boards including a carbon-based composite laminate sheet
For  Carbon and graphite based composite laminate sheets for use in the construction of printed circuit boards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Stablcor Technology, Inc. Address  Stablcor Technology, Inc. SUITE 900 17011 BEACH BLVD HUNTINGTON BEACH CALIFORNIA 92647 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  C6-02380

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MY SIDEWALKS ON SCOTT
FORESMAN READING STREET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85442213 Application Filing Date Oct. 07, 2011 Registration Number 4240592
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "READING" Name
Portrait Consent The name SCOTT FORESMAN does not identify a living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0839932, 1997483

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational publications, namely, textbooks, teacher guides, worksheets, flash cards, educational learning cards, activity cards, story books, lesson plans, assessments, charts and posters all in the field of language arts for use in elementary school education
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For CDs for use in elementary school education, featuring educational materials in the field of language arts
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAVVAS LEARNING COMPANY LLC Address SAVVAS LEARNING COMPANY LLC 221 RIVER STREET HOBOKEN NEW JERSEY 07030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 85442794  Application Filing Date: Oct. 08, 2011  Registration Number: 4240597  
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  
Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - An Illustration drawing which includes Word(s)/ Letter(s) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the words "RENOVATION" and "REALTY" wherein a hammer forms the "T" in "RENOVATION" and the "L" in "REALTY". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: "REALTY" for International Classes 35 and 36 and "RENOVATION REALTY" for International Class 37

Goods and Services Information

For Appraisal and evaluation of real estate; Appraisal of real estate; Evaluation of real property; Providing an Internet website portal offering information in the fields of real estate concerning the purchase and sale of new and resale homes and condos; Providing information in the field of real estate by means of linking the web site to other web sites featuring real estate information; Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Real estate appraisal; Real estate appraisal and valuation; Real estate brokerage; Real estate consultancy; Real estate consultation; Real estate listing; Real estate valuation services; Real estate valuations


For Advertising of commercial or residential real estate; Real estate advertising services; Real estate marketing analysis; Real estate marketing services in the field of residential properties


For Construction and renovation of buildings; Custom construction and building renovation; Housing services, namely, repair, improvement, and construction of residential real property; Providing information in the field of home renovations and repairs; Real estate development; Renovation and restoration of buildings; Renovation in the field of residential properties

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Renovation Realty, Inc.
Address  Renovation Realty, Inc. 7777 Alvarado Rd, Ste 602 La Mesa CALIFORNIA 91942
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   RERE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine  PATE, TARA J

17794
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLADIATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85443200 Application Filing Date Oct. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4243306
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PESTICIDES
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Aug. 02, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FMC CORPORATION Address FMC CORPORATION 1735 Market Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19103 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 120-10163148

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHEBRAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85443681 Application Filing Date Oct. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4240600
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital media, namely, downloadable audio files, downloadable print files, downloadable video files featuring information and strategies for business owners
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 15, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dennery Marks Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SheBrand Address Dennery Marks Inc. Suite 2650 8306 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90211 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALVAREZ, COURTNEY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  KNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85445470  Application Filing Date  Oct. 12, 2011  Registration Number  4243314
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 28, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line development and dissemination of educational materials and micro curriculum content in the field of elementary and secondary school education, applications, professional learning services and content infrastructure platforms and online publication of educational materials and educational research materials in the field of elementary and secondary school education
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Feb. 03, 2012 In Commerce  Feb. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KNOVATION, INC.  Address  KNOVATION, INC.  3630 PARK 42 DRIVE, SUITE 125A  CINCINNATI  OHIO  45241  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TH3350IP0001
Examining Attorney  BIDDULPH, HEATHER ANN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
FLAVOR BOMBS

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85445691</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 12, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243317</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 15, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FLAVOR"

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0038578/1187688 International
- **Registration Number**: 1187688

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Flavor enhancers used in food products; Flavored ice blocks; Flavourings for butter; Food flavorings, namely, infused oils, not being essential oils; Garden herbs, preserved; Pesto |

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Giovannina Jennifer Bellino | Address | Giovannina Jennifer Bellino | 9 soundview lane | Sands point | NEW YORK | 11050 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MCMORROW, RONALD G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE ULTIMATE TRAVEL PILLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85445866 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243780
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 17, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRAVEL PILLOW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For inflatable travel pillow
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Mar. 15, 2008 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HiGear Design Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA TravelRest Address HiGear Design Inc. 20 Val Vista Rd. Mill Valley CALIFORNIA 94941 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 050887404T01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MADE BY MILK

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 17, 2012  
**Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 13, 2012

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

For [Public advocacy to promote awareness of the importance of consuming milk; contests and incentive award programs to promote the sale of dairy products of others;] promoting public awareness in the packaging, container and carton fields  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Aug. 01, 2012  
**In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2012

### Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** EVERGREEN PACKAGING LLC  
**Address** EVERGREEN PACKAGING LLC  
5350 POPULAR AVENUE, SUITE 600  
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE  
38119  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number** 70866-4000  
**Examiner** BESCH, JAY C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK Literal(s)
MASTER BRANDS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85446932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 22, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BRANDS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Wholesale distributorships featuring wines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>MASTER BRANDS HOLDINGS INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>MASTER BRANDS HOLDINGS INC. 464 Heritage Road, Suite G Southbury CONNECTICUT 06488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SPARACINO, MARK V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAFE FOR PEOPLE, PETS & THE PLANET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85449394 Application Filing Date  Oct. 17, 2011  Registration Number  4243781
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Mar. 22, 2012  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  All purpose cleaning preparation with deodorizing properties
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Jan. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LEC CUSTOM PRODUCTS, INC.  Address  LEC CUSTOM PRODUCTS, INC.  7 KENVIEW BLVD. BRAMPTON, ONTARIO  CANADA  L6T 5G5  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  04937.20US01
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DODGE BIDPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85450629 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2011 Registration Number 4243334
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 29, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0291900, 2070375, 2120977

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging of commercial contracts, namely, providing a website that allows users to submit contract bids on construction projects
For Providing information on construction projects via a website
For Downloadable software application in the field of construction that allows the user to submit bids on construction projects

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DODGE DATA & ANALYTICS LLC Address DODGE DATA & ANALYTICS LLC 300 American Metro Blvd. Suite 185 Hamilton NEW JERSEY 08619 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1720.12.US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KHAN, AHSEN M
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 85455082  Application Filing Date: Oct. 25, 2011  Registration Number: 4243345  Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  Publication Date: Apr. 03, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date: May 29, 2012

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)
VALUE................DELCIVERED!

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Chemical preparations for stabilizing soil and dust  International Class Title: Chemicals  First Use: Sep. 01, 2009  In Commerce: Jun. 01, 2011

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Soil Solutions Limited  Address: Soil Solutions Limited  The Catalyst Silicon Avenue  40 Cyber City  MAURITIUS  72201  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: ISLE OF MAN

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney: FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YLON-A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85455091 Application Filing Date Oct. 25, 2011 Registration Number 4240641
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an "A" in a circle, preceded by "YLON-A".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 003025141 Foreign Registration Date May 02, 2000 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date May 02, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags specially adapted for transporting swimming gear; bags specially adapted for transporting diving gear; bags specially adapted for transporting fins and monofins; Gymnastic apparatus and sporting articles, namely, balls for sports; flippers for swimming; Play articles for swimming pool, namely, pool rings, arm floats for recreational use; Surf boards; Water skis; Swimming caps; Triathlon suits; Monofins, namely, swim fins
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For [ goggles for swimming; face masks for diving; diving suits; ] snorkels
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For [ Clothing, namely, socks, shorts, pants, dresses, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, swimsuits, underwear; footwear; headgear, namely, hats, visors and caps ]
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRONTIER MARKET SCOUTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85456216 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4240645
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRONTIER MARKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, mentoring, and seminars in the field of international business, international policy, and international finance and investing; Providing courses of instruction at the graduate and post-graduate level

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The President and Fellows of Middlebury College Address The President and Fellows of Middlebury College Middlebury VERMONT 05753 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country VERMONT

Owner Name Sanghata Global Address Sanghata Global 2-6 Cannon Street London UNITED KINGDOM EC4M6YH Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GEORGIA PECANS FIT! ALL SEASONS · ALL REASONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85456913 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2011 Registration Number 4240647
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a pecan in the center of a circle with the words "GEORGIA PECAN FIT" followed by an exclamation point located above the pecan at the top of the circle and the phrases "ALL SEASONS" and "ALL REASONS" below the pecan at the bottom of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF A PECAN

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed pecans; shelled pecans
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Jul. 2007 In Commerce Jul. 2007
For promoting the goods of Georgia's pecan growers and Georgia's agricultural commodities
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 2007 In Commerce Jul. 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Department of Agriculture Address Department of Agriculture 19 Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr., S.W. ATLANTA GEORGIA 30334 Legal Entity STATE AGENCY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 093299000018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUILDING INNOVATION.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85457016 Application Filing Date  Oct. 26, 2011 Registration Number  4243348
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  May 01, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 26, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Building" with a capital "B", "Innovation" with a capital "I" and a period at the end of the mark. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concrete building materials, namely, slabs, panels and planks
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2012

For Installation, maintenance and repair of concrete construction machinery
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2012

For Design and development of concrete building materials
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Spancrete Group, Inc. Address  The Spancrete Group, Inc. N16 W23415 Stoneridge Dr. Waukesha WISCONSIN 53188 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1090.21640

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85457023</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 26, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243349</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 08, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 03, 2012</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>BUILDING INNOVATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Concrete building materials, namely, slabs, panels and planks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Installation, maintenance and repair of concrete construction machinery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Design and development of concrete building materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>The Spancrete Group, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>The Spancrete Group, Inc. N16 W23415 Stoneridge Dr. Waukesha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>1090.21637</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 15178 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DJ LAZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85457933 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4240650
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DJ" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Lazaro Mendez, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Audio and video recordings featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Audio recordings featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Compact discs featuring music; Digital materials, namely, albums and cds featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Digital media, namely, downloadable music featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable MP3 files and MP3 recordings featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable video recordings featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Downloadable live and pre recorded musical performances via the internet and wireless devices; Musical recordings; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Pre-recorded CDs featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser disks and DVDs featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Pre-recorded digital media featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Pre-recorded digital video discs featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Pre-recorded electronic and digital media featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Pre-recorded video discs, video recording and video tapes featuring live and pre recorded musical performances; Prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; Prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; Prerecorded video tapes featuring music; Series of musical sound recordings

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 1991 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 15179
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOMIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85459996 Application Filing Date Oct. 31, 2011 Registration Number 4227551
Registration Date Oct. 16, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date May 29, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable industrial mixer for mixing liquids in the pharmaceutical and chemical industries
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use May 01, 2012 In Commerce May 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AQUATECH INTERNATIONAL, LLC Address AQUATECH INTERNATIONAL, LLC 1 FOUR COINS DRIVE CANONSBURG PENNSYLVANIA 15317 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property**: A0030685/ , A0030801/1134314
- **International Registration Number**: 1134314
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3995186, 2105579

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Footwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SKECHERS U.S.A., INC. II
- **Address**: SKECHERS U.S.A., INC. II 228 MANHATTAN BEACH BLVD. MANHATTAN BEACH CALIFORNIA 90266
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 210859.23036
- **Examining Attorney**: SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FAIRY GODMOTHER PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85460351  Application Filing Date: Oct. 31, 2011  Registration Number: 4240655
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the words "Fairy Godmother Project" with a magic wand and stars. "Fairy Godmother" appears in light blue. "Project" appears in dark blue". The wand appears in orange and yellow. The stars appear in orange and yellow.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) light blue, dark blue, yellow, orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer: "PROJECT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable Fundraising Services
International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Insurance and Financial
First Use: Mar. 01, 2011  In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2011

For Charitable services, namely, providing meal preparation services to families suffering with illness
International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services
First Use: Mar. 01, 2011  In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: FAIRY GODMOTHER PROJECT  Address: FAIRY GODMOTHER PROJECT  602 William Street, #2B FREDERICKSBURG VIRGINIA 22401  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: NB7000.1217

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZJ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 85461217  Application Filing Date: Nov. 01, 2011  Registration Number: 4240657
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a box enclosing the stylized cursive letters "ZJ". The colors grey, green and black appear in the box and letter designs. The color white appears as a background and is not a part of the design. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) green, black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: On-line retail store services and retail store services all featuring jewelry
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 2497.21650

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes  Correction made to Registration: In the statement, line 6, "First Use 6-19-1998; In Commerce 06-19-1998" should be deleted, and First Use 6-0-2009; In Commerce 6-0-2009" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MORENO, PAUL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MODERN TRIBE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85462366
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 02, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243365
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 24, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 19, 2012
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TRIBE"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Parent Of**: 85977238

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Education and training services consisting of conferences and workshops regarding the art and business of freelancing and small business entrepreneurship
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: LIQUID WEB, LLC
- **Address**: LIQUID WEB, LLC 2703 ENA DRIVE LANSING MICHIGAN 48917
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 26212-0027c
- **Examining Attorney**
  - **Examining Attorney**: ROACH, APRIL K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THETA ALPHA KAPPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85462489</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4240660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Association services, namely, promoting the interests of college and university level undergraduate and graduate students, faculty and other related members of the association who have distinguished themselves professionally and/or academically in the disciplines of Religious Studies and/or Theology

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Theta Alpha Kappa, The National Honor Society for Religious Studies and Theology

**Address** Theta Alpha Kappa, The National Honor Society for Religious Studies and Theology  Dept. of Religion, TCU Box 298100  Ft. Worth  TEXAS  76129

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SENSODETECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85463270 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4240664
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 010115707 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 08, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medical diagnostic apparatus using sound stimuli for diagnosing a state of a central nervous system of a subject independent of a state of mind; diagnostic apparatus using sound stimuli for diagnosing neuropsychiatric and psychiatric disorders and diseases and other related medical diagnostic use; diagnostic apparatus using sound stimuli for determining effects on the central nervous system of preparations for medical purposes; medical diagnostic apparatus using sound stimuli for diagnosing psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia, autism, ADHD, Asperger's syndrome, bipolar disease, depressive disorders and other related psychiatric disorders and diseases; medical diagnostic apparatus using sound stimuli for diagnosing psychiatric diseases using a neurophysiological method based on Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) technique to identify brainstem response patterns

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For diagnostic apparatus, for laboratory or research use, using sound stimuli for diagnosing a state of a central nervous system of a subject independent of a state of mind; diagnostic apparatus, for laboratory or research use, using sound stimuli for diagnosing psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia, autism, ADHD, Asperger's syndrome, bipolar disease, depressive disorders and other related psychiatric disorders and diseases; diagnostic apparatus, for laboratory or research use, using sound stimuli for diagnosing psychiatric diseases using a neurophysiological method based on Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) technique to identify brainstem response patterns]
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For: Medical services, medical evaluation and medical screening services relating to diagnosing psychiatric disorders and diseases like schizophrenia, autism, ADHD, Asperger's syndrome, bipolar disease, depressive disorders and other related psychiatric disorders and diseases; providing medical diagnostic decision supporting services in the nature of medical diagnostic decision support reports relating to diagnosing psychiatric, neuropsychiatric disorders and diseases and medical diagnostic decision support reports relating to pharmacological studies using Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) technique to identify brainstem response patterns

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For: Scientific and technological services, namely, research relating to diagnosing psychiatric and neuropsychiatric disorders and diseases using sound stimuli for diagnosing a state of a central nervous system of a subject independent of a state of mind; research and development services in the field of neuroscience; scientific studies of the central nervous system for pharmacological studies; scientific research consultation in the field of the central nervous system; providing scientific analysis in the nature of reports relating to diagnosing psychiatric, neuropsychiatric disorders and diseases and pharmacological studies using Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) technique to identify brainstem response patterns

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: SensoDetect AB
Address: SensoDetect AB, Skiffervägen 12, Lund, SWEDEN
Legal Entity: COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 104TM-200324

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CORNEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85463834  Application Filing Date  Nov. 03, 2011  Registration Number   4240667
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metal fence post fasteners for electric fence wire
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Vosika, Corey  Address  Vosika, Corey  P.O. Box 102, 112 4th Street SE  Warner  SOUTH DAKOTA 57479  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Vosika, Sandy  Address  Vosika, Sandy  P.O. Box 102, 112 4th Street SE  Warner  SOUTH DAKOTA 57479  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  41790-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CAPRESSO COFFEE A LA CARTE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85464768
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 04, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243372
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 14, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 10, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COFFEE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electric coffee brewers; Electric coffee machines; Electric coffee makers; Electric coffee makers; Electric coffee pots
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Nov. 04, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 04, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: JURA ELEKTROAPPARATE AG DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA JURA-CAPRESSO
- **Address**: JURA ELEKTROAPPARATE AG KAFFEEWELTSTRASSE 10 NIEDERBUCHSITEN SWITZERLAND CH-4626
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: T11-452-JUR

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CUSTOMER PRIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85465365  Application Filing Date  Nov. 05, 2011  Registration Number  4240668
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business training consultancy services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Goddard, Melinda K. M.  Address  Goddard, Melinda K. M.  Upper Shoal Bay, PO Box 1639  The Valley, ANGUILLA  AI2640  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DENKA MBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85466408 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2011 Registration Number 4243380
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 05, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "DENKA MBS" written in a stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0896712, 2985608, 3754853 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Unprocessed plastics in all forms; methyl methacrylate butadiene-styrene copolymer resins; polymerization plastics
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Jul. 12, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DENKA COMPANY LIMITED Address DENKA COMPANY LIMITED 1-1, NIHONBASHI-MUROMACHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN Legal Entity COMPANY LIMITED State or Country JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 120776DCL016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** Fyste

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  
The mark consists of the wording "FYSTE" in stylized form.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Translation** The wording FYSTE has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; Automobile power steering system leak sealants; Brake fluid; Calibrating and quality control fluids for blood analyzers; Catalysts for use in the oil processing industry; Chemical additives for motor fuels; Chemical additives for oil well drilling fluid; Chemical additives for oils; Chemical oxidants for use in the manufacture of printed circuits; Chemical preparations in the nature of actuators and enhancers of the natural organic decomposition of fat, oils, and greases; Chemical preservatives for use in manufacture of soap and vegetable oils; Chemicals for use in the field of oil exploration and production; Chemicals used in oil drilling; Chemicals, namely, selective catalytic reduction fluids for diesel motors and engines; De-icing fluids; Detergent additive for use with motor oil; Detergent additives for fuels; Engine decarbonising chemicals; Ethanol; Fatty-acid based diesel fuel conditioners; Fatty-acid based gasoline fuel conditioners; Fluid cracking catalysts; Fuel injection cleaner chemical additive; Heat transfer fluids for industrial use; Oil dispersants; Oil reclamation fluid for the separation of crude oil from soil and water; Power steering fluid; Silicone fluids; Water purifying chemicals for swimming pools; Windshield antifreeze fluids; Windshield de-icer fluids

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals  
**First Use** Feb. 18, 2012  
**In Commerce** Feb. 18, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Beijing Aolizhuxing Petrochemical Co., Ltd  
**Address** Beijing Aolizhuxing Petrochemical Co., Ltd Room 868, Wanshang Mansion No.22 Shijingshan Road, Shijingshan District, Beijing CHINA  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FYSTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85466744 Application Filing Date  Nov. 08, 2011 Registration Number  4243382
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 12, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "FYSTE" in stylized form.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "FYSTE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Adhesive removers; All purpose cleaning preparations; Ammonia for cleaning purposes; Automobile carpet and upholstery cleaning preparations; Automobile polish; Automobile polishes; Automobile tire cleaning and polishing preparations; Automobile, tire, glass and wheel cleaning preparations; Automotive cleaning preparations; Biotechnological chemical and spray cleaners for industrial and household applications such as stain removal, odor elimination, and bioremediation of many types of organic and hydrocarbon-based materials; Biotechnological cleaning solution for eliminating odors, breaking down organics, and removing stains; Canned pressurized air for dusting and cleaning purposes; Canned pressurized gases for dusting and cleaning purposes; Carburetor and choke cleaning preparations; Carpet cleaning preparations; Chrome polish; Cleaning agents and preparations; Cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces; Cleaning and polishing preparations; Cleaning and shining preparations for plant leaves; Cleaning and washing preparations; Cleaning fluid for typewriter type; Cleaning preparations; Cleaning preparations containing microbial enzymes, used to preserve drain systems and waterways; Cleaning preparations for cleaning surfaces; Cleaning preparations for cleansing drains; Cleaning preparations for household purposes; Cleaning preparations for medical ventilator equipment, tubing, masks; Cleaning swabs for household purposes; Cleaning, polishing and scouring preparations; Cleaning, scouring and polishing preparations and substances; Cleaning, washing and polishing preparations; Cleaning and polishing preparations; Cleaning swabs for household purposes; Cuticle removing preparations; Eyeglass lens cleaning solutions; Floor polish; Foam cleaning preparations; Furniture polish; General purpose cleaning, polishing, and abrasive liquids and powders; Glass cleaners; Glass cleaning preparations; Glue removers; Gum removing preparations; Gun-cleaning preparations; Hand cleaning gels; Hand cleaning preparations; Household cleaning preparations; Leather cleaning preparations; Leather polishes; Leather preserving polishes; Metal polishing and cleaning preparations; Oils for cleaning purposes; Paint remover; Paint removing compositions; Paint, lacquer and varnish removing compositions; Polishing powders;
Polishing preparations; Polishing stones; Polishing wax; Polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Polymer sealant for cleaning, shining and protecting automobile exterior surfaces; Preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle surfaces; Preservative creams for leather; Shining preparations; Stain removers; Stain removing preparations; Stone polishes; Varnish removers; Waterless spray for the cleaning and waxing of vehicles; Wax for removing body hair; Wax strips for removing body hair; Windscreen cleaning liquids

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
**First Use**  
**In Commerce**  

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Beijing Aolizhuxing Petrochemical Co., Ltd  
**Address** Beijing Aolizhuxing Petrochemical Co., Ltd  
Room 868, Wanshang Mansion No.22 Shijingshan Road, Shijingshan District, Beijing CHINA 100000  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE ORTHOPAEDIC SPINE AND JOINT CENTER AT LAKEWOOD RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85467849  Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2011  Registration Number 4235208
Registration Date Oct. 30, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled Jun. 01, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 03, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date May 29, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "The Orthopaedic Spine and Joint Center" above a horizontal line, with the words "at Lakewood Ranch" below the line, and with a design consisting of a series of dashes of varying sizes and shades grouped to form interlocking circles above and behind the word "The". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ORTHOPAEDIC SPINE AND JOINT CENTER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2955306, 3541104, 3908715 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare; Medical services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jul. 28, 2009  In Commerce Jul. 28, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UHS of Delaware, Inc. Address UHS of Delaware, Inc. 367 South Gulph Road  King of Prussia PENNSYLVANIA 194060958 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 053160.0453

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  WIRE RAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85468111 Application Filing Date  Nov. 09, 2011  Registration Number  4243386
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 24, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Theft alarm for pivot irrigation systems
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Nov. 09, 2011  In Commerce  Jul. 31, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LINDSAY CORPORATION  Address  LINDSAY CORPORATION  18135 BURKE STREET  OMAHA NEBRASKA  68022  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  06260-5304

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, line 1, "Indiana corporation" should be deleted, and Indiana limited liability company should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORWIN, KEVIN SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CITY 212

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85469019 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4240676
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3104741

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BRASSTECH, INC. Address BRASSTECH, INC. 2001 E. Carnegie Ave. Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92705 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 156-3113-T#2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ELDERS WINTER MEDICINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Herbal topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment and ointments for the relief of aches and pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17833
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLOCK SHOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85469563 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4243785
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 30, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online newsletters relating to lifting products in the oil and gas industries

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Crosby Group LLC Address The Crosby Group LLC P.O. Box 3128 Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74101
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CRO830/11414

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POLICE PISTOLCRAFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85471127 Application Filing Date  Nov. 12, 2011 Registration Number  4240680
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing information in the field of self-defense
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Mar. 01, 2006 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Saber Group, Incorporated Address  Saber Group, Incorporated  268 Main Street #138  North Reading MASSACHUSETTS  01864 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney  REIHNER, DAVID C
TM 15198
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIZTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85472155  Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2011  Registration Number  4240684
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For carrying cases, holders, protective cases, [ armbands, ] clips specially designed for carrying handheld digital devices [ and for holding laptop computers ] ; battery chargers, battery packs, electrical connectors, wires, cables, adaptors; chargers for use in automobiles, [ fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection, ] earphones [], earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions and pads, cord management systems and earphone extension cords [], and wireless devices, namely, mouses and keyboards for use with tablet computers, handheld computers, laptop computers, cell phones, video cameras and portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2006  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BYTECH IP HOLDINGS LLC Address BYTECH IP HOLDINGS LLC 2585 West 13th Street Brooklyn NEW YORK 11223  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, ANDREA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEEP DIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85472187 Application Filing Date Nov. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4243786
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Mar. 21, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, namely, measuring online advertising campaign performance for others, by means of electronically gathering, analyzing and reporting data concerning the composition, viewing patterns, and click through and other action choices of persons viewing the online advertising
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 31, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Exponential Interactive, Inc. Address Exponential Interactive, Inc. 5858 Horton Street, Suite 300 Emeryville CALIFORNIA 94608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EXPO-007

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UGL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85472711 Application Filing Date Nov. 15, 2011 Registration Number 4240687
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3649484, 3948356, 3625489

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1222193 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 01, 2008 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 01, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate management services; financial asset management services; real estate services, namely, property management services for commercial property; real estate project management services; real estate consultancy services; real estate brokerage; real estate listing; providing information in the field of real estate via the internet; financial analyses; corporate finance services, namely, strategic corporate financial advisory services; financial property portfolio management, mortgage brokerage; information, advisory and consultancy services, namely, financial advice and consultancy services ]
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Bogies for railway cars [ ; buffer couplings for railway rolling stock; railway carriages; railway couplings; engines for land vehicles; locomotives; rolling stock for railways; brakes for land vehicles; shock absorbers for land vehicles; railway cars, namely, sleeping cars and dining cars; wheels; wagons; land vehicles ]
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For [ Human resources management services; personnel management; payroll processing services; office administration; procurement services, namely, purchasing infrastructure, and equipment, materials and labor services for infrastructure projects for others; business project management services for others in the fields of infrastructure, construction and maintenance; Business auditing services, business management services, namely, facilities management of technical operations and management on behalf of commercial real estate enterprises by supplying office requisites; Business services, namely, facilities management of technical operations; business consultation and advisory services for others in the field of facilities management; accounting services; data management, namely, data processing services ]

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For [ Building construction services; construction of buildings, bridges, roadways, pipelines, transmission lines, dams, harbours, refineries, power stations, substations, railways, pumping stations, water treatment plants, water waste treatment plants, telecommunication installations, factories, beneath ground construction work; plumbing services; utility services, namely, providing water and sewer services; installation of electrical wiring; advisory services related to construction, namely, technical advice related to the repair of buildings, bridges, roadways, pipelines, transmission lines, dams, harbours, refineries, power stations, substations, railways, pumping stations, water treatment plants, water waste treatment plants, telecommunication installations, factories; maintenance of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land; maintenance of industrial facilities, namely, industrial buildings; installation and maintenance of electronic security apparatus; maintenance of power generators and power distribution machines and apparatus; installation and maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; installation and maintenance of traffic equipment and systems; construction, installation and maintenance of ventilation systems; lift and elevator maintenance services; installation and maintenance of air-conditioning systems; installation and maintenance of railway signalling and controls; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; building construction project management services for mining extraction services, construction and maintenance of railways, and for IT hardware installation ]

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For [ Project management of transport systems and operations, namely, management of vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications network and technology; transportation consulting services; transportation and delivery services by air, road, rail and sea ]

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

For [ Custom fabrication of machinery and equipment of general product lines in the field of weaponry, land vehicles, and railway transportation; providing manufacturing information and supervision for the custom fabrication of general product lines in the field of weaponry, land vehicles, and railway transportation ]

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment
For [Engineering services; engineering project management services; architectural project management services; computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of IT software design, development, installation, IT hardware design and development, and website hosting for others]

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  UGL PTY LIMITED  
**Address**  UGL PTY LIMITED  40 MILLER ST, LEVEL 10  NORTH SYDNEY, NSW  AUSTRALIA  2060  
**Legal Entity**  PROPRIETARY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  319772.TBD

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KELLY, AMY C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ASSOCIATES IN PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING & COACHING APC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85474126 Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2011 Registration Number  4240695
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ASSOCIATES IN PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING & COACHING" in red-brown; to the right of wording is a yellow and gold compass having a black and white face with a red needle; the stylized letters "APC" are shown in gold on the inside cover". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) yellow, gold, black, white, red-brown and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "ASSOCIATES IN PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING & COACHING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clinical mental health counseling services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Sep. 01, 2000 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Associates in Professional Counseling Charles R. Polcaster PHD PC Address  Associates in Professional Counseling Charles R. Polcaster PHD PC  7804 W. College Drive Suite 2NE Palos Heights  ILLINOIS  60463 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ECONOMIC DAMAGE QUANTIFICATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85475265 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2011 Registration Number 4243789
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 05, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0027318/1102279 International Registration Number 1102279

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accounting services; Consulting and information concerning accounting; Forensic accounting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 24, 2010 In Commerce May 24, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRAPESEED ENGLISH FOR CHILDREN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85476209 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2011 Registration Number  4243406
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 05, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "GRAPE"; underneath it is the stylized word "SEED" and a vine with leaves on the end running through the letters "E", "E" and "D" in "SEED"; and underneath the word "SEED" there is a nearly complete circle forming an arch over a circle with two prongs at the bottom and the stylized words "ENGLISH FOR CHILDREN". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  ENGLISH FOR CHILDREN

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0035289/1161284 International Registration Number  1161284 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4003192, 3998941, 4003191 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  AUDIO, VISUAL AND AUDIO/VISUAL RECORDINGS FOR USE IN INSTRUCTION IN CONNECTION WITH ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Sep. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GrapeSEED Media LTD. Address  GrapeSEED Media LTD.  20B, Fortis Tower, 77 Gloucester Road  Wan Chai  HONG KONG Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  103645.2140

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARL III, FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GO RADIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85476761 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2011 Registration Number 5082433
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RADIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Internet broadcasting services; Internet radio broadcasting services; radio broadcasting services; streaming of audio material on the Internet, on mobile telephones or on other electronic or digital communications networks; Providing an Internet website portal for Internet radio broadcasting services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WESTWOOD ONE, LLC Address WESTWOOD ONE, LLC 3280 PEACHTREE ROAD NW SUITE 2200 ATLANTA GEORGIA 30305 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
TOUCH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85477323
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 20, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4219444
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 02, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 31, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 01, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 26, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer application software for medical image analysis and reporting, namely, software for radiologists
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Medken LLC
- **Address**: Medken LLC 511 N Washington Ave Marshall TEXAS 75670
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Moehrle-Touc

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTY9.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85477485  Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2011  Registration Number 4240705
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BEAUTY" in all caps with a
stylized numeric number "9" immediately following, slightly larger than the letters, with a sideways heart attached to the
top/right of the number "9", followed by ".com" in much small letters  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature
of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottles, sold empty; Compacts sold empty; Cosmetic brushes; Empty spray bottles; Eyebrow brushes; Lip brushes;
Make-up brushes; Non-metal aerosol cans sold empty; Perfume atomizers, sold empty; Perfume sprayers; Perfume sprayers
sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title
Housewares and Glass  First Use Oct. 06, 2011  In Commerce Mar. 20, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REACTION RETAIL, LLC  Address REACTION RETAIL, LLC  18761 North Frederick Road
Gaithersburg MARYLAND 20879  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBBINS, ODESSA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AQUAGUARD BOOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85478393 Application Filing Date Nov. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4243411
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 08, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Aquaguard Boot" and the representation of a boot, with the word "Boot" overlayed on the image. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BOOT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3936610, 1187320, 3936454

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical articles, including, external coverings for wounds, dressings, casts, and body openings made by incisions, access sites, ports, drainage tubes, access lines, or catheters
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 31, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TIDI PRODUCTS, LLC Address TIDI PRODUCTS, LLC 570 ENTERPRISE DRIVE NEENAH WISCONSIN 54956 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4169.064

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85478399
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 21, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4243412
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 08, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 03, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "Boot" superimposed on the image of a boot.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BOOT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Medical articles, including, external coverings for wounds, dressings, casts, and body openings made by incisions, access sites, ports, drainage tubes, access lines, or catheters
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Mar. 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: TIDI PRODUCTS, LLC
- **Address**: TIDI PRODUCTS, LLC
  570 ENTERPRISE DRIVE
  NEENAH
  WISCONSIN
  54956
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 4169.062
- **Examining Attorney**: KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEY PERFORMANCE GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85479346 |
| Application Filing Date | Nov. 22, 2011 |
| Registration Number   | 4240709 |
| Registration Date     | Nov. 13, 2012 |
| Register             | Principal |
| Mark Type            | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled       | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date      | Aug. 28, 2012 |

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of on a black background, on the left side there is the word "Key", followed by the word "Performance". Below these two words there is the word "Group".
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- Disclaimer: "PERFORMANCE GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Advertising agencies specializing in marketing, digital marketing and information systems consisting of business consulting, outsourcing and marketing and advertising solutions; Marketing consulting, namely, data processing, information gathering, diagnostic and evaluation, scoring, targeting, content customization, messaging, analytics, monitoring; business management relating to marketing, information systems, communication, client relationship, sales, human resources, production and research
- International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 102
- International Class Title: Advertising and Business
- First Use: Jan. 03, 2011
- In Commerce: Jan. 03, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Yohan, Stern
- Address: Yohan, Stern 5015 Pacific Avenue 5015 Pacific Avenue Marina Del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STEAKBURGER PHONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85480182 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2011 Registration Number 4243791
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 17, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer PHONE

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2370185, 2586843

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Novelty telephone
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 17, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steak n Shake LLC Address Steak n Shake LLC 107 South Pennsylvania Street Suite 400 Indianapolis INDIANA 46204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SNSC-93

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OZOGRIPI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85481368 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4240712
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vinyl tile that has non-skid backing
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TOMARKET GLOBAL, INC. Address TOMARKET GLOBAL, INC. 1141 HOLLAND DRIVE SUITE 23 BOCA RATON FLORIDA 33487 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05210.006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRUISIN' CRUTCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85481665 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4243418
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 08, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CRUTCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For crutch pads
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Go Steady LLC Address Go Steady LLC 590 Kearney Road Burlington WISCONSIN 53105 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 8591/15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GORILLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85481972 Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4243420
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 01, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 26, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ceramic alloy used in dental crowns; Dental crowns; Dental fixtures, namely, prefabricated parts for crowns, bridges and pontics; Mouth guards for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use May 01, 2012 In Commerce May 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kainos Dental Technologies, LLC Address Kainos Dental Technologies, LLC Suite 308B 1884 San Miguel Drive Walnut Creek CALIFORNIA 94596 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11281

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMPLOYEE HEAVEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85482859 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4243425
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 08, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EMPLOYEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 08, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC Address ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 2001 BUTTERFIELD ROAD SUITE 500 DOWNERS GROVE ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SJ SAN JOSUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85483051 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4240718
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "San" in the mark is "Saint". The wording "Josue" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1231032 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 28, 2011
Foreign Registration Number 1282814 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 30, 2012 Foreign Application/ Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 28, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fabrica de Aguardientes de Agave La Mexicana, S.A. de C.V. Address Fabrica de Aguardientes de Agave La Mexicana, S.A. de C.V. Carretera Arandas - Leon Rancho Llano Grande Km 2.5 Arandas, Jalisco MEXICO 47180
Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa de cv)) State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEQUIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85483080 Application Filing Date Nov. 29, 2011 Registration Number 4243426
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 08, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 03, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Aperitif wines; Aperitifs with a wine base; Cooking wine; Fortified wines; Fruit wine; Honey wine; Kits for making wine; Korean traditional rice wine; Natural sparkling wines; Port wines; Prepared wine cocktails; Red wine; Red wines; Rose wine; Sparkling fruit wine; Sparkling grape wine; Sparkling wines; Still wines; Strawberry wine; Sweet wines; Table wines; Tonic sweet grape wine containing extracts from ginseng and conchona bark (ninjin-kinatetsu wine); White wine; Wine; Wine coolers; Wine punch; Wine punches; Wine-based beverage, namely, piquette; Wine-based drinks; ] Wines [ ; Wines and fortified wines; Wines and liqueurs; Wines and sparkling wines; Wines derived from grapes grown in California, labeled and advertised in compliance with California laws for wines ]
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Dec. 15, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Delicato Vineyards Address Delicato Vineyards 12001 S Highway 99 Manteca CALIFORNIA 95336
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, Lines 4 through 15, is deleted, and Wines is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAUFMAN, LAURIE R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUTHERAN WORLD RELIEF
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. LASTING PROMISE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85484537 Application Filing Date Dec. 01, 2011 Registration Number 4240721
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue and green flame design to the left of the wording "LUTHERAN WORLD RELIEF" in black appearing over the wording "SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. LASTING PROMISE." in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "LUTHERAN WORLD RELIEF"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3263889, 3263888

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely charitable fund raising for needy persons throughout the world and providing grants to local, national and international organizations providing humanitarian aid to needy persons throughout the world, charitable fund raising consulting services; Charitable fundraising for the purpose of providing sustainable sources of clean water to people in need both domestically and internationally; Providing grants to grassroots organizations and volunteer services for providing humanitarian assistance and emergency relief to disadvantaged people worldwide; Charitable fund raising; accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions; providing information in the field of charitable monetary giving; Charitable fund services, namely, accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions for the prevention of disease and death; Charitable services, namely, accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions, providing financial assistance to meet the needs of individuals for the purpose of providing food, shelter, education, and access to health care to those in need
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2011
For Promotion and coordination of assistance in the field of international development and relief, namely, developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations; Developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organizations; promoting public awareness for the need to educate individuals about malaria, to prevent malaria and to treat malaria victims throughout the world
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2011</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** CORUS INTERNATIONAL, INC. **Address** CORUS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 700 LIGHT STREET BALTIMORE MARYLAND 21230 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** MARYLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 30587-321690

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HALMEN, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

MARK Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- Serial Number: 85486862
- Application Filing Date: Dec. 05, 2011
- Registration Number: 4240732
- Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012
- Principal Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark
- Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
- Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of A boy angel flying above a cloud using a rolling pin on the top of the cloud as if kneading baking dough. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods
- International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 46
- International Class Title: Staple Foods
- First Use: Dec. 2002
- In Commerce: Dec. 2002
- Used Anywhere in Another Form: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1989
- Used in Commerce in Another Form: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1989.

For Bakery services, namely, the manufacture of bakery products to order and/or specification of others
- International Classes: 40 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 103, 106
- International Class Title: Material Treatment
- First Use: Dec. 2002
- In Commerce: Dec. 2002
- Used Anywhere in Another Form: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1989.
- Used in Commerce in Another Form: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 02/00/1989.

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Angel's Bakeries, Inc.
- Address: Angel's Bakeries, Inc. 110 Raskulinecz Road Carteret NEW JERSEY 07008
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85486913  Application Filing Date  Dec. 05, 2011  Registration Number   4243800
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 18, 2012  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two semi-circles of different sizes, the smaller one towards the top and the larger one towards the bottom with a vertical line connecting the two semi-circles. There are three short, straight, horizontal lines and two crooked, longer horizontal lines between the two semi-circles.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3491027, 3506971, 3407849 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Amulets; Clocks and watches; Collectible coins; Commemorative coins; Cuff links and tie clips; Dress watches; Gold; Jewellery; Jewellery and watches; Jewelry for attachment to clothing; Jewelry in the nature of arm bands; Jewelry watches; Jewelry, namely, dog tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; Key chains as jewellery; Medals; Neck chains; Necklaces; Non-monetary coins; Ornamental lapel pins; Ornamental pins; Ornamental pins made of precious metal; Pendants; Real and imitation jewellery; Tie clips; Tie clips of precious metal; Tie pins; Watches; Watches and clocks; Watches and jewellery; Watches and jewelry; Watches and straps for watches; Watches, clocks; Watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry  International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry  First Use  Feb. 19, 1982  In Commerce  Feb. 19, 1982

For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic uniforms; Baseball caps; Baseball caps and hats; Baseball uniforms; Bomber jackets; Caps; Caps with visors; Coats; Ear bands; Earbands; Gloves as clothing; Golf caps; Golf shirts; Hat bands; Hat bands; Hats; Head sweatbands; Head wear; Headbands; Headbands against sweating; Headbands for clothing; Headgear, namely, caps, hats, skullies, and visors; Headwear; Heavy coats; Heavy jackets; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts for men; Hoods; Jackets; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Neckties;
|-----------------------|----------------------|------------|--------|---------------------------|----------|-----------|-------------|-------------|-------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** La Unidad Latina, Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, Inc.  
**Address** La Unidad Latina, Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, Inc. PMB #39, 511 Sixth Avenue New York NEW YORK 10011  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEE, JANET H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85486946</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 05, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3022158, 2996253 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Parquet wood flooring, wood trim, wood tile flooring and wooden flooring having a protective coating component; engineered wood flooring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>19 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Anderson Hardwood Floors, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Anderson Hardwood Floors, LLC 616 EAST WALNUT AVENUE P.O. DRAWER 2128 DALTON GEORGIA 30722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 44050.5292 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LAW, CHRISTOPHER M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMERICA'S STEM CELL BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85488049 Application Filing Date Dec. 06, 2011 Registration Number 4243802
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 26, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STEM CELL BANK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cryogenic storage of adult adipose derived stem cells
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Nov. 20, 2008 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2008
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Cryostem Corporation Address American Cryostem Corporation 188 East Bergen Place Red Bank NEW JERSEY 07701 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1998-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ENDUROFLOW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85488100 | Application Filing Date | Dec. 06, 2011 | Registration Number | 4243441 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | May 15, 2012 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jul. 10, 2012 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Electric meters; Flowmeters; Gas meters; Water meters
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Spire Metering Technology, LLC
- **Address**: Spire Metering Technology, LLC 249 Cedar Hill St. Marlborough MA MASSACHUSETTS 01752
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 84253
- **Examining Attorney**: HERMAN, RUSS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DAINA FALK THE HUNGRY FAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85488807</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2011</td>
<td>4243443</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "DAINA FALK", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of on-going television programs in the field of food, culture, music and sports events;
Entertainment services, namely, an on-going series featuring video, interviews, commentary and food and product demonstrations provided through webcasts, broadcast television, cable and satellite transmission and website transmission;
Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of food, culture, music and sports; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing television series, video segments, shows and programs featuring commentary, food and product demonstrations, interviews, news, sports, music delivered by television, radio, satellite, online, the Internet and live;
Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, interviews, editorials, commentary in the field(s) of food, culture, music and sports; Providing a website featuring entertainment information;
Providing an Internet website portal in the field of entertainment, cultural and sporting events

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Dec. 27, 2011
In Commerce: Dec. 27, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: D3F, LLC
Address: D3F, LLC 242 West 14th Street, #2 New York NEW YORK 10011
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes
Correction made to Registration: In the statement, line 1, "Daina Falk (United States individual)" should be deleted, and "D3F, LLC (Delaware limited liability company)" should be inserted.
Examining Attorney  CHUO, EMILY M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ALDERWOOD GROUP PERSONALIZED. INNOVATIVE. RESULTS.

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>identifier</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85492463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of Design of a tree in the style of a roof and a house with the wording "THE ALDERWOOD GROUP PERSONALIZED INNOVATIVE RESULTS". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "GROUP"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Rental services of vacation resorts and interval resort properties

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Jun. 1998
  - **In Commerce**: 1999

**For**: Management consulting for vacation resorts, timeshares, interval resort properties, hotels, lodging facilities, vacation real estate, travel clubs and home owners association properties; Business management for resorts and business consultation services associated with the management of resorts, timeshare resorts, hotels, lodging facilities, vacation real estate, travel club properties and owner association properties; Homeowner association and interval owner association management services pertaining to wholly-owned properties, timeshare resorts, hotels, lodging facilities, vacation real estate and travel clubs

- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jun. 1998
  - **In Commerce**: 1999

**For**: Reservation services for vacation resorts, timeshare facilities, interval resort properties and hotels

- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
  - **First Use**: Jun. 1998
  - **In Commerce**: 1999

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 85492988  Application Filing Date: Dec. 12, 2011  Registration Number: 4243452
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: May 15, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date: Jul. 10, 2012

Mark Literal(s): DL

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a red, stylized letter "D" that contains a stylized letter "L". The color white is used to indicate background or transparent portions and is not part of the mark.
Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For: Wafer level and single-wafer technology processing, namely, treatment of semiconductor wafers; manufacturing services for others in the nature of semiconductor packaging processing; semiconductor wafer-level processing; manufacturing services for others in the nature of integrated circuit packaging processing; manufacture of semiconductors, semiconductor wafers and integrated circuits for others; manufacture of integrated circuit boards and wafers to the order and specification of others; etching of semiconductor wafers; etching of integrated circuits

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Dawning Leading Technology Inc.  Address: Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township  Miaoli County  TAIWAN  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: TAIWAN

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 4-1760

Examiner Information

Examining Attorney: ESTRADA, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Basis Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of a red, stylized letter &quot;D&quot; that contains a stylized letter &quot;L&quot;. The color white is used to indicate background or transparent portions and is not part of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Design of semiconductor packages for others; design of semiconductor substrates; design of semiconductor packaging; design of integrated circuits for others; testing of semiconductors and related products; consulting in the field of semiconductor packaging technology; consulting services in the field of semiconductor electro-mechanical engineering

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Aug. 20, 2012  **In Commerce** Aug. 20, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dawning Leading Technology Inc.</td>
<td>Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1761</td>
<td>ESTRADA, LINDA M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DL-TEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85493070 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243455
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "DL-TEK" in stylized lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wafer level package comprising silicon wafers; semiconductor devices; semiconductor substrates; structured semiconductor wafers; products featuring semiconductor package, namely, computer hardware in the nature of wireless access point devices; integrated circuit chips; integrated circuits; electronic integrated circuits; circuit boards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dawning Leading Technology Inc. Address Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4-1762

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DL-TEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85493098 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243456
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "DL-TEK" in stylized lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wafer level and single-wafer technology processing, namely, treatment of semiconductor wafers; manufacturing services for others in the nature of semiconductor packaging processing; semiconductor wafer-level processing; manufacturing services for others in the nature of integrated circuit packaging processing; manufacture of semiconductors, semiconductor wafers and integrated circuits for others; manufacture of integrated circuit boards and wafers to the order and specification of others; etching of semiconductor wafers; etching of integrated circuits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dawning Leading Technology Inc. Address Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4-1763

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DL-TEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85493142 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243457
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "DL-TEK" in stylized lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design of semiconductor packages for others; design of semiconductor substrates; design of semiconductor packaging; design of integrated circuits for others; testing of semiconductors and related products; consulting in the field of semiconductor packaging technology; consulting services in the field of semiconductor electro-mechanical engineering

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dawning Leading Technology Inc. Address Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4-1764

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DLTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85493185 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243458
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red, stylized letter "D" that contains a stylized letter "L" with both letters situated directly to the left of the term "tek" in grey, stylized lettering. The color white is used to indicate background or transparent portions and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wafer level package comprising silicon wafers; semiconductor devices; semiconductor substrates; structured semiconductor wafers; products featuring semiconductor package, namely, computer hardware in the nature of wireless access point devices; integrated circuit chips; integrated circuits; electronic integrated circuits; circuit boards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dawning Leading Technology Inc. Address Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4-1765

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DLTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85493209 Application Filing Date Dec. 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243459
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a red, stylized letter "D" that contains a stylized letter "L" with both letters situated directly to the left of the term "tek" in grey, stylized lettering. The color white is used to indicate background or transparent portions and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wafer level and single-wafer technology processing, namely, treatment of semiconductor wafers; manufacturing services for others in the nature of semiconductor packaging processing; semiconductor wafer-level processing; manufacturing services for others in the nature of integrated circuit packaging processing; manufacture of semiconductors, semiconductor wafers and integrated circuits for others; manufacture of integrated circuit boards and wafers to the order and specification of others; etching of semiconductor wafers; etching of integrated circuits
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Aug. 20, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 20, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dawning Leading Technology Inc. Address Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4-1766
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DLTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85493217</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2011</td>
<td>4243460</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  | May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date | Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a red, stylized letter "D" that contains a stylized letter "L" with both letters situated directly to the left of the term "tek" in grey, stylized lettering. The color white is used to indicate background or transparent portions and is not part of the mark. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) red and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | Disclaimer | "TECH" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design of semiconductor packages for others; design of semiconductor substrates; design of semiconductor packaging; design of integrated circuits for others; testing of semiconductors and related products; consulting in the field of semiconductor packaging technology; consulting services in the field of semiconductor electro-mechanical engineering

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Scientific and computer services | First Use | Aug. 20, 2012 | In Commerce | Aug. 20, 2012 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Dawning Leading Technology Inc. Address | Dawning Leading Technology Inc. No.118, Jhonghua Rd., Jhunan Township Miaoli County TAIWAN Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 4-1767

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POWER ANALYTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85493423 Application Filing Date  Dec. 12, 2011 Registration Number   4240770
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARKDisclaimer  "ANALYTICS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3118508

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software for real-time monitoring, analysis and predictive control of electrical power distribution system infrastructures for micro grids, smart grids, and mission critical facilities such as data centers, network operations centers, transportation systems, commercial and specialized facilities, such as hospitals, casinos, water treatment plants, and oil/gas/petrochemical exploration and refining operations, military and national security facilities, public infrastructure, pharmaceutical production, and electrical generation and transmission systems to ensure uninterrupted operations of said infrastructures and the critical processes they support
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Apr. 18, 2005 In Commerce   Apr. 18, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PAC GLOBAL, INC. Address  PAC GLOBAL, INC.  609 WILLOW AVENUE HOBOKEN NEW JERSEY  07030 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  131971-00056

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERRY, KIMBERLY B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
AUTONOMIC TECHNOLOGIES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85494824</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a depiction of a knot and the words "AUTONOMIC TECHNOLOGIES". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "AUTONOMIC TECHNOLOGIES" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For research and development, namely, design, engineering and testing, of medical devices for the management and treatment of neurological disorders

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Feb. 2009 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 2009 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | REALEVE, LLC |
Address | REALEVE, LLC 2600 S. RANEY EFFINGHAM ILLINOIS 62401 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 3519886.0007 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | MANOR, THOMAS M |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s) EYE SKIN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85494988</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 22, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "EYE" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Sunglasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 06, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name | NATIONAL DISPLAY MARKETING, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA National Display Marketing, Inc. |
| Address | NATIONAL DISPLAY MARKETING, INC. 31811 Pacific Hwy So. #B-241 Federal Way WASHINGTON 98003 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | WASHINGTON |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney | SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE |

---

17880
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HONOLULU FAMILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85495040 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4243808
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 27, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1487553

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic publications, namely, magazines featuring family lifestyles recorded on computer media
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pacific Basin Communications, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Honolulu Family Magazine Address Pacific Basin Communications, LLC Suit202 1000 Bishop Street Honolulu HAWAII 96813 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACROSS THE STREET AROUND THE WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85498451 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2011
Registration Number 4240792
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 22, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1169718

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Videography services; Videotaping legal depositions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use May 31, 1999 In Commerce May 31, 1999

For Litigation support services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use May 31, 1999 In Commerce May 31, 1999

For Video conferencing services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use May 31, 1999 In Commerce May 31, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ralph Fink & Associates, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Fink and Carney Address Ralph Fink & Associates, Inc. 39 W. 37th Street New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country NEW YORK
Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 479495US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KLAXON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85499883 Application Filing Date Dec. 20, 2011 Registration Number 4243477
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 19, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Emergency response alarm monitoring services, namely, monitoring of alert devices by a remote monitoring center for the dispatch of emergency public health and security services and notification to third parties

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN MESSAGING SERVICES, LLC Address AMERICAN MESSAGING SERVICES, LLC 1720 LAKEPOINTE DRIVE SUITE 100 LEWISVILLE TEXAS 75057 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35621-0000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85500528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 22, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 17, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Consists of</td>
<td>standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, jeans, pants, shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, skirts, dresses, sweaters, coats, jackets, shorts, hats, scarves, gloves, shoes, and headwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 31, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>TOTALPLAY S.A.S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TOTALPLAY S.A.S BARRANQUILLA BARRANQUILLA COLOMBIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TOTALPLAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CITYSIDE ARCHIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85501456 Application Filing Date  Dec. 21, 2011    Registration Number   4240800
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012    Register Principal    Mark Type Service     Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Cityside Archives", all in yellow, below a cityscape made up of vertical black bar code type lines. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ARCHIVES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging for pickup, delivery, storage and transportation of documents, packages, freight and parcels via ground and air carriers; Copying of documents; Copying of documents for others; Document copying tasks; Document reproduction; Duplication of documents; Filing documents or magnetic-tapes; Records management services, namely, document indexing for others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2010
For Archival services, namely, collection and storage of historical records and documents; Document delivery; Document delivery; Electronic document and e-mail archiving services; Electronic storage of files and documents; Physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jun. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2010
For Document destruction; Document shredding services
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Jun. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SERVICE INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85501902 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4240804 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SERVICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services, namely, conducting workshops, courses, training, classes and conferences in the field of providing and improving customer services, business management, ethics and compliance, loss prevention and asset protection, security, expense reduction, health and safety, risk management, human resources and branding, including the distribution of course materials in the connection therewith


For marketing research, analysis, reporting and consultation services in the field of providing and improving quality customer service, merchandising, transactional accuracy and efficiency, product quality, branding, business misconduct and noncompliance; site evaluations services and mystery shopping services intended to evaluate customer services, quality control, business performance, compliance with legislations, regulations and organizational procedures


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name In-Touch Insight Systems, Inc. Address In-Touch Insight Systems, Inc. 400 March Road Ottawa, Ontario CANADA K2H3H4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ORCA HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85502290 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4243485
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 29, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for providing health information

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

For On-line information services in the field of health and healthcare

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

For Providing a web site featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing health information

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 01, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ORCA HEALTH, INC. Address ORCA HEALTH, INC. 126 WEST SEGO LILY DRIVE SUITE 195 SANDY UTAH 84070 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18837.33

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 should be deleted and Orca Health, Inc. (Delaware Corporation) 126 West Sego Lily Drive, Suite 195 Sandy, UT 84070, should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DECIDEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85503452  Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2011  Registration Number 4243489
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 22, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 17, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "DECIDEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jan. 01, 2012  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NIEUWBOURG, PHILIPPE  Address NIEUWBOURG, PHILIPPE LA TANAILIE LA GOULAFRIERE FRANCE 27390 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RAVE & REVIEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85504468 Application Filing Date Dec. 27, 2011 Registration Number 4243816
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 24, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line promotion of [ computer networks and ] websites; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring coupons, rebates, [ price-comparison information, ] product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information; Promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring reviews and raves; Promoting the goods and services of others by reviews, testimonials; Promoting, advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2008 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Heilman, Leanne Address Heilman, Leanne PO Box 2565 Everett WASHINGTON 98213 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
TM 15245 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BAR & BOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85504809 Application Filing Date  Dec. 28, 2011 Registration Number  4243818
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 25, 2012 Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of horse and dog races; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing access to programs featuring sporting and athletic events delivered by television; Providing off-track betting facilities
For  Bar services; Cocktail lounge services; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Tavern services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Dec. 04, 2011 In Commerce  Dec. 04, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Global Gaming LSP, LLC Address  Global Gaming LSP, LLC  1921 Cradduck Rd. Suite 200 Ada OKLAHOMA  74820 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NETGAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85504921 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2011 Registration Number 4243492
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 29, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 24, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3657643, 3803077

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology (IT) systems of others; Consulting services in the field of computer-based information systems for businesses; Providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NETGAIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS COMPANY, LLC Address NETGAIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS COMPANY, LLC 484 EAST MIAMI STREET P.O. BOX 460 DEGRAFF OHIO 433180460 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NET-003 TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85505354
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 29, 2011
- **Registration Number**: 4240823
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a depiction of the moon with two curve linear designs on the surface.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

#### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 2575860
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Mar. 18, 2011
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Mar. 18, 2021

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: employment agency services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Warbey, Stuart
- **Address**: Warbey, Stuart 1, Blicks Close, Hullavington Chippenham, Wiltshire ENGLAND SN146HQ
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED KINGDOM

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEADLOCKUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85505509 Application Filing Date  Dec. 29, 2011 Registration Number  4243494
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 12, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line searchable database featuring information concerning known bad commercial sales leads that allows authorized users to self-categorize their online sales leads to identify the leads, and/or lead providers, to eliminate potentially fraudulent sales leads, and identify providers that supply a significant number of such potentially fraudulent leads
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Idatafy LLC Address  Idatafy LLC Suite A 240 North Block Ave. Fayetteville ARKANSAS 72701
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RED HOPTOBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85507902 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 03, 2012 | Registration Number | 4243501 | Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Jun. 05, 2012 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jul. 31, 2012 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Paper goods, namely, decals, posters, paper coasters, and postcards ]
For [ Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, caps, jerseys, jackets, fleece pullovers, and socks ]
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Belgium Brewing Company, Inc. Address New Belgium Brewing Company, Inc. 500 Linden Street Fort Collins COLORADO 80524 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FATHY, DOMINIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WYTHE WILL TZETZO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85508371 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2012 Registration Number 4240830 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2962288, 3094900

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distributorship services in the field of fine confections, sweets and gourmet foods International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 21, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 21, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUN VALLEY RAISINS, INC. Address SUN VALLEY RAISINS, INC. 9595 SOUTH HUGHES FRESNO CALIFORNIA 93706 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 25746-7035

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VITAL SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85510328 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4243507 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose disinfectants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vital Solutions, LLC Address Vital Solutions, LLC 3755 Fiscal Court, Suite B West Palm Beach FLORIDA 33404 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VITAL SOLUTIONS

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "VITAL" in blue, the word "SOLUTIONS" in green and a green leaf above the letter "i" in the word "VITAL".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SOLUTIONS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: All purpose disinfectants
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Sep. 14, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 14, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Vital Solutions, LLC
- **Address**: Vital Solutions, LLC 3755 Fiscal Court, Suite B West Palm Beach FLORIDA 33404
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: VSOL-8003

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LAT 32

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 31, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: credit union services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Jun. 25, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 25, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LATITUDE 32 FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
- **Address**: LATITUDE 32 FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 1845 SAM RITTENBERG BOULEVARD CHARLESTON SOUTH CAROLINA 29407
- **Legal Entity**: FEDERALLY CHARTERED CREDIT UNION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INVENTORY HAWK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85515437 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2012 Registration Number 4240855 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INVENTORY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cloud computing featuring software for use in assisting businesses with the management of inventory data, inventory imagery, sales leads, client and customer relations (CRM), sales, invoicing, vendor relations, vendor data, online shopping, sales tools, sales team task management, research analyses, electronic publishing of inventory content, integration with third party sales and commerce engines, application programming interfaces (APIs), data storage, search and historical inventory and sales archiving
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 02, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 23, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dugandzic, Kaz Address Dugandzic, Kaz 13931 Morrison St. Sherman Oaks CALIFORNIA 91423 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIVELY GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85515803 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4243526 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 03, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For editing or recording of sounds and images; post-production editing services in the field of videos, television commercials and films; video editing; special effects animation services for film, television commercials and video; entertainment, namely, preparation of special effects; animation production services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIVELY GROUP, LLC Address LIVELY GROUP, LLC 575 LEXINGTON AVE. NEW YORK NEW YORK 10022 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BLUR 1200452
Examiner Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ULTRA-SOFT PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85517164 Application Filing Date Jan. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4243530 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 05, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3489426

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable incontinence liners [ and briefs ] International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Dec. 31, 2005 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDLINE INDUSTRIES, LP Address MEDLINE INDUSTRIES, LP THREE LAKES DRIVE NORTHFIELD ILLINOIS 60093 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00786-1-2360

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MIGHTY GREEN LAWN CARE

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85517215
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 16, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4240860
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GREEN LAWN CARE"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Lawn care
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2007
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2007

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Mighty Green Lawn Care, Inc.
- **Address**: Mighty Green Lawn Care, Inc. 115 Argo Park Drive, Suite 5 Trussville ALABAMA 35173
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ALABAMA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GUMNUMB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85517265 Application Filing Date Jan. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4240861 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3175708

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For topical anesthetic
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 25, 2006 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crosstex International, Inc. Address Crosstex International, Inc. 10 Ranick Road Hauppauge NEW YORK 11788 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85521148 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2012 Registration Number 4240878 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry, namely, bracelets and pins; jewelry boxes; key chains
For Charitable fundraising consulting services, namely, assisting organizations and individuals to establish and maintain fundraisers and monetary charitable contribution programs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fundraising For A Cause, Inc. Address Fundraising For A Cause, Inc. 6203 Johns Rd, Suite 3 Tampa FLORIDA 33634 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERMAN, RUSS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MATRIFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85521686  Application Filing Date  Jan. 20, 2012  Registration Number  4240882  Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Refractory castable mixes, not of metal

International Classes  19 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials  First Use  Feb. 01, 2006  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Allied Mineral Products, Inc.  Address  Allied Mineral Products, Inc.  2700 Scioto Parkway  Columbus OHIO 43221  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  013949

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOUTH ARCHITECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85523483 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4240890 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 10326064 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 10, 2011 Foreign Registration Number 010323064 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 20, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Perfume, eau de toilette; gels, salts for the bath and the shower not for medical purpose; toilet soaps, body deodorants; cosmetics, namely, ] creams, [ milks, lotions, gels and powders ] for the face, body and hands [ ; non-medicated sun care preparations; makeup preparations; shampoos; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for hair styling and hair care; hair lacquers; hair colouring and hair decolorant preparations; permanent waving and curling preparations; essential oils for personal use ] International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'Oreal Address L'Oreal 14 Rue Royale Paris FRANCE 75008 Legal Entity société anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20321.00716

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85525090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 19, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

| Claim | Standard Character Claim | No |
| Type | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |

**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of two letter “E”s leaning against each other and the words "EPONYMOUS" and "NEW YORK". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "NEW YORK"

### Goods and Services Information

| For | Bags, namely, handbags, shoulder bags, clutches, wallets and luggage |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Mar. 07, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 07, 2012 |

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

| Owner Name | Eponymous Life LLC |
| Address | Eponymous Life LLC 1220 Park Avenue New York NEW YORK 10128 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | FIRST, VIVIAN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85525235  Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2012  Registration Number  4240897  Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circular design where a large shaded circle holds a smaller circle comprised of the letter "G" formed by a broken white line acting as the radius of the circle entering from the right side. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Web-based non-downloadable software provided via subscription for the storing, management, organization and integration of real estate property information; Computer technology support services for subscribers of web-based service for the storing, management, organization and integration of real estate property information, namely, help desk services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GEOLENS, LLC  Address  GEOLENS, LLC  7180 W 117TH AVE  SUITE G  BROOMFIELD COLORADO  80020  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  96285-830133

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- **GRAIN TRAIN**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85525630</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Canceled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 17, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 11, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GRAIN"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bread and other bakery products
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Perfection Bakeries, Inc.
- **Address**: Perfection Bakeries, Inc. 350 Pearl Street Fort Wayne INDIANA 46802
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VOCOLLECT VOICEEXPRESS

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 85526567  Application Filing Date: Jan. 27, 2012  Registration Number: 4243560  Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  Publication Date: Jul. 10, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date: Sep. 04, 2012

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property: A0028315/1109459
International Registration Number: 1109459
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3372208, 3871179, 4038937 and others

Goods and Services Information
For: Software interface between a mobile terminal and a host computer system for use in the field of computer-generated voice and voice recognition technologies and applications
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Mar. 05, 2012
In Commerce: Mar. 05, 2012

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: Vocollect, Inc.
Address: Vocollect, Inc. 703 Rodi Road Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15235
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: H029199

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: ULRICH, NANCY G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOTHIN' BUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85526892 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4240902 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0067362/1358879 International Registration Number 1358879

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Granola and granola-based snacks, oat-based snacks, organic granola-based and oat-based snack bars, granola-based snack bites, oat-based snack bites and granola-based snack bits to use with yogurt or other foods
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Mar. 31, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NOTHIN' BUT LLC Address NOTHIN' BUT LLC 9 BOUMAR PLACE ELMWOOD PARK NEW JERSEY 07407 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NBF 0001 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIREFLOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85526918 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4240903 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Hire" in Orange and to the right of the word "Hire", the word "Flow" in Gray. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Orange and Gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personnel contract management, payroll processing and outsourcing services for contingent workforce, contractors and employees; consulting services in the field of staffing, employment recruiting and outsourcing services; personnel placement and recruitment services for temporary and permanent positions

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BRAINHUNTER COMPANIES, LLC Address BRAINHUNTER COMPANIES, LLC 2001 Route 46 Waterview Plaza, Suite 310 Parsippany NEW JERSEY 07054 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALLEN, SUSAN EILEEN BI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IMA WORLD HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85528027 Application Filing Date  Jan. 29, 2012 Registration Number  4240905 Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle outlined in the color blue. The interior of the circle is in white. Within the white interior are four "V" shaped lines at right angles to each other that come together to form a cross in the color white within the negative space between the four "V" shaped lines. The first "V" shape is in the color green and is positioned in the upper left hand quadrant of the circle, with the longer end of the "V" extending upward and bisecting the blue outline of the circle at the top. The second "V" shape is in the color orange and is positioned in the upper right hand quadrant of the circle, with the longer end of the "V" extending rightward and bisecting the blue outline of the circle midway on the right side. The third "V" shaped line is an upside down "V" in the color gray and is positioned in the lower left hand quadrant of the circle with the longer end of the "V" extending leftward and bisecting the blue outline of the circle midway on the left side. The fourth "V" shaped line is an upside down "V" in the color blue with the longer end of the "V" extending downward and bisecting the blue outline of the circle. To the left of the green "V" shape is a small solid dot in the color green. To the right of the orange "V" shape is a small solid dot in the color orange. To the left of the gray "V" shape is a small solid dot in the color gray. To the right of the blue "V" shape is a small solid dot in the color blue. The positioning of the small solid dots together with the "V" shapes creates the appearance of the heads and uplifted arms of four people in a circle, one in green, one in orange, one in gray and one in blue. To the right of the blue circle are the words "IMA WORLD HEALTH" displayed on one line. The letters "IMA" are in all capital letters in the color green. The words "World Health" are in upper and lower case letters in the color gray. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, green, orange, gray and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "WORLD HEALTH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3650167, 3351764
### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For charitable services, namely, procuring and distributing donated medicines and medical supplies and technical assistance in the nature of healthcare consulting for emergency health care and development programs

**International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use**: Jan. 25, 2012  **In Commerce**: Jan. 25, 2012  **Used Anywhere in Another Form**: The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/26/2007.

**Used in Commerce in Another Form**: The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 03/26/2007.

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: CORUS INTERNATIONAL, INC.  **Address**: CORUS INTERNATIONAL, INC.  700 LIGHT STREET  BALTIMORE  MARYLAND  21230  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 30587-

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
IMINERVA.COM THE WISDOM OF OUR AGES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85528310
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 30, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4240907
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a yellow and orange profile of a female forming a shape of a sun within a yellow and orange circle. The text "IMINERVA.COM" appears in purple to the right of female's profile. The wording "THE WISDOM OF OUR AGES" appears in black underneath the letters "NERVA.COM". All this appears against a white background. There is an image of a yellow and orange sun to the right of the wording with sweeping purple and orange sunbeams against a grey background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) purple, grey, yellow, orange, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of Women’s issues, namely, health, finances, retirement, career changes, travel, literature and family relations via an online website**
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 21, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 21, 2011

- **For Providing an on-line forum for Women of an age of approximately 50 and older regarding health, finances, retirement, career changes, travel, literature and family relations**
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 104
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Jun. 21, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 21, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: iMinerva, LLC
- **Address**: iMinerva, LLC 3961 Fairview Downers Grove ILLINOIS 60515
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinining Attorney**: THOMAS, JANICE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMOKED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85528999 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4243570 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 19, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 14, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Eye make-up
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 31, 2012 In Commerce May 31, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. Address L'Oreal USA Creative, Inc. 10 Hudson Yards NEW YORK NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALI ISABELLA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85529334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4240913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "ALI ISABELLA", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; providing a website featuring entertainment information and news on a recording artist and her musical performances and personal appearances; entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring non-downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips and photographs featuring a recording artist and her musical performances and personal appearances

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Feb. 10, 2011

**In Commerce** Feb. 10, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Alisma Entertainment Group LLC

**Address** Alisma Entertainment Group LLC c/o Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz PC 488 Madison Avenue New York NEW YORK 10022

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 020535.0700

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HAN, DAWN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEDIA-DOSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85530278 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2012 Registration Number 4243572 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 15, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 10, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; Antibacterial pharmaceuticals; Antiemetics; Cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; Dermatological pharmaceutical products; Drug delivery agents consisting of compounds that facilitate delivery of a wide range of pharmaceuticals; Homeopathic pharmaceuticals for use in the treatment of pediatric otitis, external otic inflammation, conjunctivitis, keratitis, rhinitis, allergy, nausea, diarrhea, croup, malaise, cough, cold, upset stomach, fever, gas, acidity, constipation, itching, dermatitis, jaundice, mumps, and acne; Inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; Intravenous fluids used for rehydration, nutrition and the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; Ocular pharmaceuticals; Pharmaceutical anti-allergic preparations and substances; Pharmaceutical antitussive-cold preparations; Pharmaceutical preparation for the treatment of gout; Pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; Pharmaceutical preparations for ocular or intraocular surgery; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of disorders of the nervous system, the immune system, the cardio-vascular system, the metabolic system, the respiratory system, the musculo-skeletal system, the genitourinary system, for the treatment of inflammatory disorders, for use in dermatology, oncology, hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation, in ophthalmology and for gastroenterological disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of heart rhythm disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hormonal disorders and the prevention of osteoporosis; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis and asthma; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating diabetes; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; Pharmaceutical preparations for wounds; Pharmaceutical products for ophthalmological use; Pharmaceuticals, namely, anti-infectives; Potassium preparations for pharmaceutical purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Asepsis Pharmaceuticals Inc.  Address  Asepsis Pharmaceuticals Inc.  1584 Independence Blvd.  Sarasota FLORIDA  34234  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DI STEFANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85530994 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2012 Registration Number 4240927
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green oval-shaped background with a grey border and black shadow. The oval contains a stylized map of Italy divided into three segments, with segments colored dark green, white, and red. The words "Di Stefano" written in a cursive script are superimposed on top of the oval and map. The words are white with a black shadow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, dark green, grey, white, black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE GEOGRAPHICALLY DESCRIPTIVE DESIGN OF ITALY" Translation The English translation of "Di Stefano" in the mark is "Stefano's". Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese; Marinated cheese
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Di Stefano Cheese Co., LLC Address Di Stefano Cheese Co., LLC 1485 E. Third Street Pomona CALIFORNIA 91766 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHI LUXE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85531072 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2012 Registration Number 4243575
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3756737, 3426769, 3829683 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair shampoos and conditioners; Hair styling gel; Hair styling preparations; Hair styling spray; Hair-washing powder
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Farouk Systems, Inc. Address Farouk Systems, Inc. 250 Pennbright Drive Houston TEXAS 77090
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIGEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong> 85531739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong> Feb. 02, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong> 4240935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong> Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong> Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong> Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong> May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong> Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong> 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> antigen adjuvants for use in veterinary vaccines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong> 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong> Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong> Jul. 31, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong> Jul. 31, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Newport Laboratories, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong> Newport Laboratories, Inc. 1520 Prairie Drive Worthington MINNESOTA 56187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> T06957US00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> REINHART, MEGHAN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUNIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85531813 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4240936
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a baby sitting with both arms opened and the word "JUNIOR" appearing below the design element with the dot of the letter "I" appearing above the left foot of the baby. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2400588

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For baby wipes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 11, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 11, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Walton & Post, Inc. Address Walton & Post, Inc. 8105 N.W. 77 Street Miami FLORIDA 33166 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 445.8242.18

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H

17924
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MONEY MAESTRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85535424 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4240956
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MONEY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing conferences, seminars, courses, workshops and information therewith in the field of estate planning and self development, with all of the foregoing excluding credit cards, debit cards, payment cards, automatic teller machines (ATMs), point of sale payment terminals, ATM services, electronic funds and currency transfer services, credit services, payment services, banking services and other financial products and services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 07, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kris Miller Address Kris Miller 33756 Keith Avenue Hemet CALIFORNIA 70116 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Kris Miller

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBBINS, ODESSA B
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
DIGICAMHISTORY.COM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85536458</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2012</td>
<td>4240959</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PUBLICATION DATE
Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK. **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In whole.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Providing an educational website featuring information on the history of digital cameras, as well as photographs of the many different types of digital cameras throughout history.

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes. 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment. **First Use**: Sep. 05, 2001. **In Commerce**: Sep. 05, 2001.

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes.

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Carter, Rodger **Address**: Carter, Rodger 2292 Walnut Ct  Xenia  OHIO  45385. **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL. **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: IN, SUNG HYUN.
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 85536767
Application Filing Date: Feb. 08, 2012
Registration Number: 4240961
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

Mark Literal(s): PRINTVIS

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information

Foreign Registration Number: 003722246
Foreign Registration Date: Jan. 20, 2006
Foreign Application/Registration County: DENMARK
Foreign Expiration Date: Mar. 26, 2014

Goods and Services Information

For: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instrument, namely, apparatus and instruments for transforming, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers, blank recordable optical discs; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus, all goods for the prepress, press, post-press and printing industry; apparatus and instruments for regulating or controlling electricity.
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information

Currently 44E: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: NOVAVISION SOFTWARE A/S
Address: NOVAVISION SOFTWARE A/S Banegaardsgade 14 DK-8300 Odder DENMARK
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DENMARK

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COPA BANANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85537176 Application Filing Date  Feb. 08, 2012 Registration Number  4243606
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 17, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 11, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BANANA" Translation
The English translation of "COPA" in the mark is CUP.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ice cream
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HARRIS TEETER, LLC Address  HARRIS TEETER, LLC 701 CRESTDALE ROAD MATTHEWS NORTH CAROLINA 28105 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  61148-431410

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHIH, SALLY
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "This is" in color black is positioned on top the word "HOT" in color black is below and the letter "O" is replace by the design outline of the sun in orange with the letters "NY" in color black is positioned inside the sun outline. **Color Drawing**: Yes **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "NY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: A-shirts; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Body shirts; Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camouflage shirts; Camp shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; Clothing shields, namely, pads applied to the underarms of shirts, blouses and sweaters; Collared shirts; Dress shirts; Fishing shirts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Hunting shirts; Knit shirts; Leather shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Night shirts; Open-necked shirts; Over shirts; Pique shirts; Polo shirts; Rugby shirts; Scientific and technological apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, uniforms; Shirt fronts; Shirt inserts, namely, dickies; Shirt yokes; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts and slips; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Shirts for suits; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sleep shirts; Sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; Snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; Sport shirts; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Turtle neck shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39 **International Class Title**: Clothing **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2007 **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes
## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th><a href="http://www.lineitupusa.com">www.lineitupusa.com</a></th>
<th>PO BOX 347</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>NEW YORK</th>
<th>10029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Castro Jose</td>
<td>Castro Jose</td>
<td>PO BOX 347</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>10029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATURE Refined

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85538441 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4240976
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1335707

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dehydrated vegetables, mushrooms and fruits for industrial and institutional use
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Sep. 01, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2011
For Dried herbs for industrial and institutional use
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Sep. 01, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Silva International, Inc. Address Silva International, Inc. 523 N Ash Street Momence ILLINOIS 60954
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MMACK10 MIXED MARTIAL ARTS NANTUCKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85538870 Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2012 Registration Number  4240981
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized text "MMACK10" above the literal elements "MIXED MARTIAL ARTS NANTUCKET". To the left of all the wording is a stylized Taurus astrological symbol and to the right of all the wording is a representation of Nantucket Island. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MIXED MARTIAL ARTS NANTUCKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rash guards; Shirts; Shorts; T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jul. 01, 2011 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ruiz, Edwin Address  Ruiz, Edwin PO Box 714 Hyannis Port MASSACHUSETTS 02647 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Ocasio, James Address  Ocasio, James 4 Hull Lane Nantucket MASSACHUSETTS 02554 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KOLACZ, KATHLEEN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WIREHOUSE PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85539269 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4243613
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 12, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WIREHOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, options, commodities, futures and other securities, and the investment of funds of others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 08, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC Address ARBOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 2001 BUTTERFIELD ROAD SUITE 500 DOWNERS GROVE ILLINOIS 60515 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
COCINA LATINA FRIJOLES A LA MEXICANA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85539538</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 10, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243614</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "LATINA FRIJOLES A LA MEXICANA" **Translation** The English translation of the mark is "Latin kitchen Mexican-style beans".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Canned beans; canned beans and vegetables **International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods **First Use** Mar. 05, 2012 **In Commerce** Mar. 05, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name BUSH BROTHERS & COMPANY **Address** BUSH BROTHERS & COMPANY 1016 EAST WEISGARBER ROAD KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE 37909 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** TENNESSEE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 1030822-140

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** COCINA LATINA FRIOLES NEGROS MACHACADOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 15287 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COCINA LATINA FRIOLES CHARROS MACHACADOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85539590 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4243616
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 05, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LATINA FRIOLES CHARROS MACHACADOS" Translation The English translation of the mark is "Latin kitchen mashed cowboy-style beans”.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canned beans; canned beans and vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Mar. 05, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BUSH BROTHERS & COMPANY Address BUSH BROTHERS & COMPANY 1016 EAST WEISGARBER ROAD KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE 37909 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1030822-143
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C

17936
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COCINA LATINA PINTOS A LA DIABLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85539621 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4243617
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 12, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LATINA PINTOS A LA DIABLA" Translation The English translation of the mark is "Latin kitchen devilled pinto beans".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canned beans; canned beans and vegetables
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Mar. 05, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BUSH BROTHERS & COMPANY Address BUSH BROTHERS & COMPANY 1016 EAST WEISGARBER ROAD KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE 37909 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1030822-144

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)   APA AICP THE AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION'S PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PLANNERS MAKING GREAT COMMUNITIES HAPPEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85539810 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2012 Registration Number  4240985
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a shaded box containing the term "APA" in white letters in the upper left of the image, a shaded box containing the term "AICP" in white letters in the lower left, and the words "The American Planning Association's Professional Institute" and "American Institute of Certified Planners" vertically centered, to the right of the two boxes, below which the words "Making Great Communities Happen" are placed in italic text. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "THE AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION'S PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PLANNERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1514948, 4129247, 4025810, 3880250, 1514947, 2465683 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Association services, namely, promoting the interests of urban planners
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 2007 In Commerce  May 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  American Planning Association Address  American Planning Association Suite 1200 205 North Michigan Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2050846-0108
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85540270 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2012 Registration Number 4243620
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and software used for data storage
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 06, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nexsan Technologies Incorporated Address Nexsan Technologies Incorporated 325 E. Hillcrest Drive, Suite #150 Thousand Oaks CALIFORNIA 91360 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4262/2006

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, Nexsan Technologies, Inc., should be deleted, and, Nexsan Technologies Incorporated, should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SLUMBER UNIVERSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85540459 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2012 Registration Number 4243622
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 12, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath sheets; Bath towels; Bed and table linen; Bed blankets; Bed linen; Bed linen and table linen; Bed sheets; Bed skirts; Bed spreads; Bed throws; Comforters; Coverlets; Draperies; Duvet covers; Duvets; Fitted bed sheets; Flat bed sheets; Hand towels; Pillow cases; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Pillowcases; Quilt covers; Quilts; Shams; Sheet sets; Shower curtains; Table and bed linen; Towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Feb. 20, 2011 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mytex, L.L.C. Address Mytex, L.L.C. 700 Bishop Street, Suite 1104 Honolulu HAWAII 96813 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1552-5TM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NIGHTLY BREATHABLE MASQUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85540463
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 12, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4243828
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MASQUE"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3960125

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NUCERITY INTERNATIONAL, INC.
- **Address**: NUCERITY INTERNATIONAL, INC. 7880 SAN FELIPE SUITE 200 HOUSTON TEXAS 77063
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: NC037TMUS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I STREET PRESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85541029 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4240995
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "street press" all in lower case letters to the left of a stylized letter "i" all above a line with the words "A COMMUNITY WRITING & PUBLISHING CENTER". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "I STREET PRESS" AND "A COMMUNITY WRITING & PUBLISHING CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops and training in the fields of book writing, editing, design, marketing, and self-publishing and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 19, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2011
For Digital on-demand printing services of books and other documents; Printing of books
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Nov. 19, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sacramento Public Library Authority Address Sacramento Public Library Authority 828 I Street Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95814 Legal Entity joint powers agency State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JEB AND THE BEANSPROUT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Trademark Registration Cancelled** - Section 8
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Computer application software for smartphones, mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, personal computers, namely, software for games; Computer game software; Interactive game programs; Interactive game software
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** Oct. 04, 2011
- **In Commerce** Aug. 29, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** AKKADIAN ENTERPRISES
- **Address** AKKADIAN ENTERPRISES 7175 W. POST ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89113
- **Legal Entity** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number** 215985

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GALACTICASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85541198  Application Filing Date  Feb. 13, 2012  Registration Number  4243625
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 03, 2012  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer application software for smartphones, mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, personal computers, namely, software for games; Computer game software; Interactive game programs; Interactive game software
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Oct. 04, 2011  In Commerce  Aug. 29, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AKKADIAN ENTERPRISES  Address  AKKADIAN ENTERPRISES  7175 W. POST ROAD  LAS VEGAS  NEVADA  89113  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  215982

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPOOL NO. 72 CLOTHING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85541406 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4240999
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "Spool No. 72 Clothing Company" with an arrow at the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CLOTHING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spool No. 72 LLC Address Spool No. 72 LLC 671 Meadow View Drive Ellensburg WASHINGTON 98926 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SPLN-2-57829
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KNITTING PARADISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85542879 Application Filing Date  Feb. 14, 2012 Registration Number   4241010
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register    Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "KNITTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users
International Classes   38 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 104 International Class Title   Communication
First Use Jan. 24, 2004 In Commerce Jan. 24, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   VERTICALSCOPE INC. Address   VERTICALSCOPE INC. 111 PETER STREET, SUITE 700
TORONTO, ONTARIO CANADA M5V2H1 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ONTARIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   77779-021

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MANOR, THOMAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HAIKU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TÍO JUAN'S MARGARITAS
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85543912 Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2012 Registration Number  4241019
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "TIO JUAN'S" located
above the stylized wording "MARGARITAS" located above the stylized wording "MEXICAN RESTAURANT". The
wording "MEXICAN RESTAURANT" appears inside an oval. All the foregoing wording appears centered above a sun
design with a human face. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"MARGARITAS MEXICAN RESTAURANT" Translation  The English translation of "TIO JUAN'S" in the mark is
"Uncle Juan's". Name Portrait Consent  The name "TÍO JUAN" does not identify a living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4076844, 4079836, 3145936 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bar services; Restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant
services First Use  2000 In Commerce  2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Margaritas Management Group, Inc. Address  Margaritas Management Group, Inc.  Suite 200  273 Locust
Street  Dover  NEW HAMPSHIRE  03820 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  119038-20
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WAYBEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85544467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4241023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
For Poultry, namely, Fresh and Frozen Chicken, Fresh and Frozen Turkeys, Turkey Products namely, Cooked Turkey Breasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>29 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 1947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**
Yes

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>GORDON COMMODITIES, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>GORDON COMMODITIES, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 GROVE WAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLINTON, CONNECTICUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>CONNECTICUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exchanging Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>GARTNER, JOHN M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GO RADIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85544711 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2012 Registration Number 5082435
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Registration Number 5082435 Principal Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 26, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "GO RADIO" with the "O" in the "GO" in the shape of a record wearing headphones. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "RADIO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Internet broadcasting services; Internet radio broadcasting services; radio broadcasting services; streaming of audio material on the Internet, on mobile telephones or on other electronic or digital communications networks; Providing an Internet website portal for Internet radio broadcasting services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WESTWOOD ONE, LLC Address WESTWOOD ONE, LLC 3280 PEACHTREE ROAD NW SUITE 2200 ATLANTA GEORGIA 30305 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SLURPEE LITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85544991 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4243637
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 24, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 18, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LITE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3596696, 0829177, 3151476 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Semi-frozen soft drinks for consumption on or off the premises
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Mar. 23, 2012 In Commerce May 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 7-Eleven, Inc. Address 7-Eleven, Inc. 3200 Hackberry Road Irving TEXAS 75063 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM0378

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOT SHOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85545087 Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2012 Registration Number  4241030
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Calendars
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ian Edgar (Liverpool) Ltd Address  Ian Edgar (Liverpool) Ltd Units 2 & 3, Heather Close Lyme Green Business Park Macclesfield, Cheshire UNITED KINGDOM SK110LR Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BOOTSTRAP
WWW.BOOTSTRAPWORLD.ORG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85545589 Application Filing Date  Feb. 17, 2012 Registration Number   4241038
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of a black circle with a blue center with an image of a brown boot with a dark brown sole and dark brown trim, to the left of the design appears the word "BOOTSTRAP" in bold black capital letters with a Greek letter Lambda in white in the middle of the second letter "O" the word "BOOTSTRAP" appears above a thick black line, which is above the web address "www.bootstrapworld.org" in smaller black lower case letters. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, black and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0032102/1144390 International Registration Number  1144390

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, the use of proprietary standards-based curriculum to teach students how to create computer game programs using purely algebraic and geometric concepts; training and instructing school officials and after school administrators regarding the integration into algebra classes and technology programs proprietary standards-based curriculum to teach students how to create computer game programs using purely algebraic and geometric concepts

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 01, 2009 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2009

For  Downloadable educational computer software based on a standards-based curriculum to teach students how to create computer game programs using purely algebraic and geometric concepts

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 01, 2009 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  EMMANUEL SCHANZER  **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA Bootstrap  **Address**  EMMANUEL SCHANZER Apartment 502 601 Holland Lane Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  Bootstrap

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ICON PANEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85546289 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2012 Registration Number 4243644
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 07, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 02, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PANEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Business services, namely, consumer research and consulting related thereto; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; Marketing consulting, namely, provision of consumer panels to provide feedback on products and services and to generate, optimize, build upon and react to new ideas for products and services; Online business research services that allow users to share opinions with a marketing research company related to everyday consumer products and services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ideas to Go, Inc. Address Ideas to Go, Inc. 1 Main Str SE 5th Floor Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55414
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ICON INNOVATIVE CONSUMER NETWORK

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85546329
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4243646
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 07, 2012
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 02, 2012

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of abstracted human figures with trapezoidal bodies and circular heads, arranged in a circle and alternating clockwise in the colors blue, green, red, and purple, with the figures adjacent to the other in a spokes-of-a-wheel arrangement, next to the word "iCoN", with the letters "iC" and "N" in black and the "o" in blue, and a dot above the "i" also in blue, and with the wording "Innovative Consumer Network" in black below the word "iCoN". The color white appearing in the mark represents background and/or transparent area and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, green, red, purple, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "CONSUMER NETWORK"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; Consumer marketing research and consulting related thereto; Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth communications; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; Marketing consulting, namely, namely, provision of consumer panels to provide feedback on products and services and to generate, optimize, build upon and react to new ideas for products and services; Online business research services that allow users to share opinions with a marketing research company related to everyday consumer products and services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 31, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEASELOBSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85546921  Application Filing Date  Feb. 19, 2012  Registration Number  4241053
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  downloadable software in the nature of mobile application assisting in the selection of, and calculating the cost to, leasing real property
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Feb. 08, 2012  In Commerce  Feb. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Protect A Lease, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Lease Lobster  Address  Protect A Lease, Inc.  3975 Hwy 290 E Ste A  Dripping Springs  TEXAS  78620  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POWER, MARGARET G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SAFE STEP WALK-IN TUB CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85547017 Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2012 Registration Number  4241054
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "WALK-IN TUB CO."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3630113, 3630114

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For bath tubs; bathtubs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SAFE STEP WALK-IN TUB, LLC Address  SAFE STEP WALK-IN TUB, LLC 402 BNA DRIVE, SUITE 350, BUILDING 100 NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37217 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLOHM, LINDA E
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85547048
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 20, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4225007
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 16, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 30, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 31, 2012

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
ECO24/7

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
For
- Business consulting and planning advisory services in the field of energy efficiency facilities design; conducting energy audits of commercial and industrial facilities for the purpose of improving energy efficiency; consultation in the field of energy efficiency; consulting services in the field of energy usage management and energy efficiency; consulting services in the fields of energy consumption and usage conservation to improve energy efficiency; efficiency experts; energy auditing; energy usage management; provision of information, advice and consultancy in relation to energy efficiency

**International Classes**
- 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**First Use**
Apr. 30, 2010

**In Commerce**
Apr. 30, 2010

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Bes-Tech Inc.
- **Address**: Bes-Tech Inc. 6916 North 97th Cir. BLDG. B, Ste. J Mailbox 13 Omaha NEBRASKA 681223037
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRESH LIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85547180</td>
<td>Feb. 20, 2012</td>
<td>4241057</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 010594323 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2012
Foreign Registration Number 010594323 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 22, 2012
Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 26, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical damp-proofing preparations, namely, moisture absorbers
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HUMEX, S.A. Address HUMEX, S.A. Ctra. La Canonja, nave 4 La Canonja SPAIN 43110 Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUNCH, TASHIA AUNGELIK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLOG CRUSHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85547853 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4243651
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 31, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 25, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CLOG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plumbing services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gillece Services, L.P. Composed of Gillece Heating and Cooling, Inc., Pennsylvania corporation
Address Gillece Services, L.P. 3000 Washington Pike Bridgeville PENNSYLVANIA 15017 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2778

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  APPLIED PROCESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85547889  Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2012  Registration Number  4243831
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Aug. 28, 2012  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Metal heat treating services by means of austempering, salt bath quench, to produce hardened metals for use in motorized vehicles, trucking, construction, mining, railway, shipping, wind turbines, weapons, heaving equipment, bridges, aeronautics, drilling power tools, and rigging
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  1984  In Commerce  1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Applied Process, Inc.  Address  Applied Process, Inc.  12202 Newburgh Road  Livonia  MICHIGAN 48150  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  115197-4000
Examining Attorney  MITTLER, ROBIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EYEMAGINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Computer services, namely, creating, maintaining, designing and implementing web sites for others; Computer services, namely, creating, maintaining, designing, and implementing websites for others in the field of ecommerce; Computer services, namely, designing and implementing ecommerce websites for others; Computer services, namely, providing customized web pages featuring user-defined information; Computer services, namely, search engine optimization; Computer site design; Computer website design; Creating and designing web pages for others; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Creating home pages for others; Creating web pages for others; Creating, designing and maintaining web sites; Design and creating web sites for others; Design and development of computer game software and virtual reality software; Design and development of computer software; Design of home pages, computer software and web sites; Design of homepages and websites; Design, creation, hosting, maintenance of websites for others; Designing websites for others; Designing, creating, maintaining, and hosting ecommerce websites for others; Displaying the web sites and images of others on a computer server; Graphic design services for websites; Planning, design, development, maintenance and optimization of online websites for third parties; Tracking and reporting of online website performance to determine the technological effectiveness of the websites for non-business purposes; Updating websites for others; Web publishing, namely, creating a website and uploading it onto an Internet server; Website design and development for others; Website development for others; Website usability testing services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101 **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Mar. 20, 2003 **In Commerce** Mar. 20, 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   EYEMAGINE Technology LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA EYEMAGINE Address   EYEMAGINE Technology LLC PO Box 515381 #87921 6681 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90051 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN

17966
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAURYCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85549748 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2012 Registration Number 4243655
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 10, 2012 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dolls and related doll accessories therefor

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLAYMATES INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED Address PLAYMATES INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED 23RD FLOOR, THE TOY HOUSE, 100 CANTON ROAD Tsimshatsui, Kowloon HONG KONG Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PTOY-12

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALTAVENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85550758 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4241084
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, providing a web site for others that automates party and entertainment events management information consisting of sustainability performance data, participant activities, exhibitor bookings, and supplier marketplaces for event services and products; Creating an on-line community for event stakeholders for the purpose of organizing, planning, and delivering events; Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to connect with other people in their neighborhood or city for any number of user-specified reasons, including providing a service or organizing an event; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in the management of event sustainability performance, participant activity, exhibitor booking, and supplier marketplace; Special event styling services; Technical support services, namely, 24/7 monitoring of network systems, servers and web and database applications and notification of related events and alerts
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 05, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wilhelm Wang DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TRANSREG Address Wilhelm Wang 440 Lafayette Avenue Westwood NEW JERSEY 07675 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85551059  Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2012  Registration Number  4241087
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal Mark Type  Certification Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Certification Statement  The certification mark, as used by authorized persons, certifies that the services are being performed by those who meet certifier's education and training standards, who have successfully completed examinations administered by certifier, and are competent to administer or direct others in the installation of cabling systems.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  cabling system installation
International Classes  B  US Classes  B - Primary Classes US Class Title  U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use  2005  In Commerce  2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  COMMUNICATION CABLES, LLC Address  COMMUNICATION CABLES, LLC 135 Crossways Park Drive  Woodbury  NEW YORK  11797 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  29365/60065

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 1 OAK O N E O F A K I N D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85551590 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4241093
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the number "1" adjacent to the word "OAK" above the words "ONE OF A KIND"; the depiction of an oak leaf appears to the left of the letter "O" in "OAK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3485936

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Night clubs

For Bar services; Cocktail lounge services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Sep. 15, 2007 In Commerce Dec. 13, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Butter IPH, LLC Address Butter IPH, LLC 410 West 14th Street, 2nd Floor New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 1 OAK NEW YORK - LAS VEGAS ONE OF A KIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85551598 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4241094
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a representation of a shield with talons wrapped around the edges of the upper and lower portions of both sides of the shield, with "1 OAK" appearing vertically in the center area, "NEW YORK - LAS VEGAS" appearing along the left edge and "ONE OF A KIND" appearing along the right edge; the depiction of an oak leaf appears to the left of the letter "O" in "OAK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NEW YORK" OR "LAS VEGAS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3485936

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Night clubs
For Bar services; Cocktail lounge services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 2011 In Commerce Dec. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Butter IPH, LLC Address Butter IPH, LLC 410 West 14th Street, 2nd Floor New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITIY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 1 OAK ONE OF A KIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85551599 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2012 Registration Number 4241095
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a representation of a shield with talons
wrapped around the edges of the upper and lower portions of both sides of the shield, with "1 OAK" appearing vertically
in the center area and "One of a Kind" along the right edge; the depiction of an oak leaf appears to the left of the letter "O"
in "OAK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3485936

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Night clubs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and

For Bar services; Cocktail lounge services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Sep. 15, 2007 In Commerce Dec. 13, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Butter IPH, LLC Address Butter IPH, LLC 410 West 14th Street, 2nd Floor New York NEW YORK
10014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MERIMNAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85554050 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2012 Registration Number 4241119
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MERIMNAO" in the mark is "to be anxious".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Christian ministry services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 10, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE FELLOWSHIP AT CINCO RANCH, INC. Address THE FELLOWSHIP AT CINCO RANCH, INC. 22765 Westheimer Parkway Katy TEXAS 77450 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2762-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FINELITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85554101
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 27, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 5080157
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Architectural electric lighting fixtures
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 30, 1991
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 1993

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Finelite, Inc
- **Address**: Finelite, Inc 30500 Whipple Road Union City CALIFORNIA 94587
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BAIRD, MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENVIRO TABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85554252  Application Filing Date  Feb. 27, 2012  Registration Number  4241121
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "TABS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Odor eliminating tablets comprised of microorganisms and enzymes to be dissolved in water and used to digest organic waste
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use  Nov. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ECO GLOBAL SALES GROUP, INC.  Address  ECO GLOBAL SALES GROUP, INC.  4582 N. Hiatus Rd.  Sunrise  FLORIDA  333517988  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRETZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85554421 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2012 Registration Number 4229435
Registration Date Oct. 23, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 07, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1676718

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jul. 05, 1970 In Commerce Jul. 05, 1970
For Hand tools, namely, hammers; Hand tools, namely, jeweler's tools, consisting of hammers, holders, jeweler's stakes, and anvils; Manually operated hand tools, namely, jeweler's tools, consisting of hammers, holders, jeweler's stakes, and anvils

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRETZ DESIGN, LLC Address FRETZ DESIGN, LLC P.O. Box 1010 20 Elm Street Bucksport MAINE 04416 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53816/064479

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONNECTED WOMEN OF INFLUENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85554839 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2012 Registration Number 4241127
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "WOMEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business networking services for women, namely, a membership group promoting business connections between professional women; promoting the goods and services of the members; organizing, conducting and hosting monthly meetings and special meetings among members for the purpose of developing business networking relationships and connections; providing business networking opportunities in the nature of gatherings to educate members on how to promote their business; providing facilities and a live forum for business women to exchange business ideas, referrals, contacts and information and advice for the promotion of business networking; providing round table groups for business women in the nature of members gathered together for a discussion of a subject related to business for business networking and business contact purposes; providing peer to peer advisory groups in the nature of members exchanging knowledge, ideas and experiences for business networking and business contact purposes; panel forum events in the nature of members meeting with a small group of experts in a topic of choice and engaging in an intellectual exchange of ideas in a conversational manner for the promotion of business networking
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bergquist, Michelle Address Bergquist, Michelle Ste 105 6965 El Camino Real Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92009 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOGA VIDA MOVEMENT FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85556647 Application Filing Date Feb. 29, 2012 Registration Number 4241139
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "YOGA" and "VIDA" separated by the top portion of a stick figure with arms raised and against a background that is rectangular at the top and triangular at the bottom, all above the wording "Movement for Life". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "YOGA" Translation The English translation of "VIDA" in the mark is LIFE.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3977009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information in the field of exercise training; Yoga instruction
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 03, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YOGA VIDA, LLC Address YOGA VIDA, LLC 99 UNIVERSITY PLACE, 6TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATE, TARA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BUSINESS FUNDAMENTALS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85557216
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 01, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241145
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUSINESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Checking account services; Savings account services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Oct. 18, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 18, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bank of America Corporation
- **Address**: Bank of America Corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **100 North Tryon Street**
- **Charlotte, NORTH CAROLINA 28255**

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 50195.1808.8

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EZ BINS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85557692
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 01, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241149
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BINS"

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Business merchandising display services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Lil' Drug Store Products, Inc.
- **Address**: Lil' Drug Store Products, Inc. 1201 Continental Place NE Cedar Rapids IOWA 52402
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: T2953100-222

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HARVEST TRAIL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wine; Wines

- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Mar. 29, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 29, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Terravant Wine Company, LLC
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Harvest Trail Cellars
- **Address**: Terravant Wine Company, LLC 35 Industrial Way Buellton CALIFORNIA 93427
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEYSTONE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85558377 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4241159
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business services, namely, consulting services in the field of digital measurement, social media, and online advertising

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Keystone Solutions, LLC Address Keystone Solutions, LLC Suite 202 #114 12460 Crabapple Road Alpharetta GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4K10-3-010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOVALSKY, LAURA G
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 85559180  Application Filing Date: Mar. 02, 2012  Registration Number: 4241165
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  H. D. SMITH

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Henry Dale Smith, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: wholesale drug distributorship services
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: 1954  In Commerce: 1954

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: H. D. SMITH, LLC  Address: H. D. SMITH, LLC  3063 Fiat Ave.  Springfield  ILLINOIS  62703  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MUSIC WITH MARGIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85560150 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241174
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MUSIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's Music Education and Development Services, namely, conducting classes featuring live teacher directed participation in songs, rhythm and rhymes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WARNER, MARJORIE B. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA an individual Address WARNER, MARJORIE B. 64 Winthrop Road Chester CONNECTICUT 06412 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Warner --001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILTON, PRISCILLA W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLACK MIRROR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85560340</td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2012</td>
<td>4241180</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "BLACK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tire dressings
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
Cleaning Preparations International Class Title Cosmetics and
First Use Feb. 03, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TRANS-MATE, LLC
Address TRANS-MATE, LLC 13 STERLING ROAD NORTH BILLERICA MASSACHUSETTS 01862
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 588735

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUNNY-SIDE UP GARDENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85560495 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241183
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GARDENS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gardening Kits for indoor and outdoor planting composed primarily of seeds for fruits and vegetables, seeds for flowers, seeds for trees and also including soil, wooden plant ID stakes, growing instructions, growing journal, pencil and planter
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Aug. 01, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BACKYARD SAFARI COMPANY LLC Address BACKYARD SAFARI COMPANY LLC 303 CAMPBELL RD. COVINGTON GEORGIA 30014 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE

17986
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- **THE COLLEGE WORKSHOP**
- **SINCE 1988**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85561237
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 06, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241197
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of an owl perched upon a pencil encircled by inner and outer rings containing the words "the college workshop" and "since 1988".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Lining and Stippling Statement**: The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.
- **Disclaimer**: "WORKSHOP" OR "SINCE 1988"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "THE COLLEGE WORKSHOP"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2616701, 2573056

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: educational services, namely, providing classes to prospective college students regarding the selection of, and application to, colleges and universities; admission consulting services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 1996
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 1996

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Eden Feuer
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA The College Workshop
- **Address**: Eden Feuer 3104 E. Camelback Road, PMB 835 Phoenix ARIZONA 85016
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 6219-SM-8

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOX ON DEMAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85562441</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;BOX ON DEMAND&quot;, where the word &quot;BOX&quot; is in white letters set inside a red, box-shaped rectangle, and the words &quot;ON DEMAND&quot; are in black letters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BOX&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4089747 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For distributorship services in the field of equipment for manufacturing corrugated boxes |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes          | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use          | Apr. 19, 2011 |
| In Commerce        | Apr. 19, 2011 |
| For maintenance of equipment for manufacturing corrugated boxes |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes          | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use          | Apr. 19, 2011 |
| In Commerce        | Apr. 19, 2011 |
| For leasing of equipment for manufacturing corrugated boxes |
| International Classes | 40 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes          | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Material Treatment |
| First Use          | Apr. 19, 2011 |
| In Commerce        | Apr. 19, 2011 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name         | WESTROCK BOX ON DEMAND, LLC |
| Address           | WESTROCK BOX ON DEMAND, LLC 1000 ABERNATHY ROAD NE ATLANTA GEORGIA 30328 |
| Legal Entity      | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  12134

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CLAYTON, CHERYL A

17989
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VOTE SCIENTIFICALLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85563576 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2012 Registration Number 4241240
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VOTE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information about political elections
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 06, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SU, XIAOQIANG Address SU, XIAOQIANG 43335 Luzon Ct Fremont CALIFORNIA 94539 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
Mark Literal(s): G

Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 85563815
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 08, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241241
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized letter "G" with an arch serving as the horizontal line (bar) of the "G" in the color orange.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Medical device and apparatus, namely, general anesthesia apparatus and equipment for use in patient care
- **International Classes**: 10
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 27, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 27, 2012

Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: GRADIAN HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC.
- **Address**: GRADIAN HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC. 915 BROADWAY, SUITE 1001 NEW YORK NEW YORK 10010
- **Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

Examiner Information
- **Examining Attorney**: STOIDES, KATHERINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CENTER FOR TALENT INNOVATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85564218</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2012</td>
<td>4241248</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "CENTER FOR TALENT INNOVATION". To the top right corner of the figure is a partial sunburst design. The word "CENTER" and the sunburst are above the words "FOR TALENT" which are centered above the word "INNOVATION". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "CENTER FOR TALENT INNOVATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business research services using focus groups in the field of employee issues
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 16, 2011 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COQUAL INC. Address COQUAL INC. 142 W 57TH STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10019
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, MARY JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THIS IS MY HOSPITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85564455 Application Filing Date Mar. 08, 2012 Registration Number 4241252
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOSPITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hospitals; walk-in medical centers; collection and preservation of human blood; blood banks; diagnostic medical imaging services; surgery; obstetric and gynecology services; orthopedic services; pain management services; occupational therapy services; emergency medical center; behavioral health services; children's hospitals; medical services related to the treatment of diabetes; ostomy clinic; cardiac services and cardiology services; wound healing and hyperbaric services; oncology services; cardiac, pulmonary, children's and outpatient rehabilitation services; home health care services; wellness and health related-consulting services; massage therapy services; nutrition counseling
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 2010 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NCH Healthcare System, Inc. Address NCH Healthcare System, Inc. 350 7th Street North Naples FLORIDA Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35048/04001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLACZ, KATHLEEN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a depiction of lungs. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** | 3892250, 3510488, 3971335 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Patient education services, namely, providing lectures, workshops, conferences, and programs in the field of lung cancer and distributing course materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational lectures, workshops, conferences and programs for public policy leaders concerning the need for greater support and resources for lung cancer research

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Mar. 2012

**In Commerce** Mar. 2012

**For** Promoting public awareness of lung cancer and reducing the stigma associated with the disease and providing information therefor; Developing grassroots volunteer projects for charitable organizations that bring volunteers and partners together to achieve coordinated campaigns for action on vital lung cancer issues

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Mar. 2012

**In Commerce** Mar. 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Lung Cancer Alliance |
| **Address** | Lung Cancer Alliance 1700 K Street NW, Suite 660 Washington D.C. 20006 |
| **Legal Entity** | non-profit corporation |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | WASHINGTON |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 291134.132 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BROTHERHOOD BANK &
TRUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85565112 Application Filing Date  Mar. 09, 2012 Registration Number  4241260
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BANK & TRUST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  banking services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jun. 1979 In Commerce  Jun. 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BANK OF LABOR BANCSHARES, INC. Address  BANK OF LABOR BANCSHARES, INC. 756 MINNESOTA AVENUE KANSAS CITY KANSAS 66101 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  781.005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KOLACZ, KATHLEEN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIAMONDS FOR COST, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85565349 Application Filing Date  Mar. 09, 2012 Registration Number  4241264
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal elements "DIAMONDS FOR COST, LLC", where the word "DIAMONDS" is above the words "FOR COST, LLC", and where a horizontal line is positioned between the word "DIAMONDS" and the words "FOR COST, LLC", and where an image of a diamond is superimposed at the top of the letter "O" in the word "DIAMONDS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "DIAMONDS FOR COST, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Diamonds
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  May 01, 2012
In Commerce  May 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Diamonds for Cost, LLC Address  Diamonds for Cost, LLC  708 Cherokee Plaza  Centre  ALABAMA 35960 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  202768301003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GROVE CITY GARAGE DOOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85566180 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4241277
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GARAGE DOOR"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Door repair services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 21, 1999 In Commerce May 21, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grove City Garage Door, Inc. Address Grove City Garage Door, Inc. 11560 Burro Lane Orient OHIO 43146 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRONT 9 TOUR "DEVELOPING A GAME FOR LIFE"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85566567  Application Filing Date Mar. 12, 2012  Registration Number 4241285
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "FRONT 9" above the wording "TOUR" in which a golf tee forms the letter "T" and a golf ball forms the center of the letter "O" above the wording "DEVELOPING A GAME FOR LIFE" next to stylized boy swinging a golf club. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes only. Disclaimer "FRONT 9 TOUR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organization of golf games for kids ages 7 to 18
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 01, 2004  In Commerce Nov. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Front 9 Tour Address Front 9 Tour P.O. Box 44554 Shreveport LOUISIANA 71134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLETCHER, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  OGX ORGANIC RECYCLING
NOPEVA.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85566608  Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2012  Registration Number  4241286
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a green oval with an arrow at the top facing right and an arrow at the bottom facing left on a white background. The text "OGX" appears in large green letters in the middle of the oval with the wording "organic recycling" in smaller green letters beneath and "nopeva.com" below that in green letters that curve along the inside bottom of the oval. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "ORGANIC RECYCLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Recycling services, namely, collecting food waste and organic waste for purposes of converting it to feedstock and compost
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Natural Organic Process Enterprises LLC  Address  Natural Organic Process Enterprises LLC  9318 Greenford Dr  Richmond  VIRGINIA  23294  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCDOWELL, MATTHEW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  · POLICE · FORT WORTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85566690  Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2012  Registration Number   4241287
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the design of a shield with the words ". POLICE · FORT WORTH" surrounding a stylized star in the center, with the design of a panther walking in grass on top of the shield. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "POLICE" Acquired Distinctiveness   In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement   As to "FORT WORTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Municipal law enforcement, namely, police services
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes   US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Personal and legal services  First Use   1912  In Commerce  1912

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   City of Fort Worth  Address   City of Fort Worth City Attorney's Office   200 Texas Street   Fort Worth  TEXAS   76102  Legal Entity   texas home rule municipal corporation  State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLAIR, JASON PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) · POLICE · FORT WORTH 1912
2012 PANTHERBADGE CENTENNIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85566967 Application Filing Date  Mar. 12, 2012 Registration Number   4241295
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the design of a shield with the words "· POLICE · FORT WORTH" surrounding a stylized star in the center, with the design of a panther on the grass on top of the shield. Below the words "· POLICE · FORT WORTH" are the words "1912 2012 PANTHER BADGE CENTENNIAL". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "POLICE", "BADGE CENTENNIAL", "1912" AND "2012" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  As to "FORT WORTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Municipal law enforcement, namely, police services International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jan. 2012 In Commerce  Jan. 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  City of Fort Worth Address  City of Fort Worth City Attorney's Office  200 Texas Street  Fort Worth TEXAS  76102 Legal Entity  texas home rule municipal corporation State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLAIR, JASON PAUL
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number: 85567197  Application Filing Date: Mar. 12, 2012  Registration Number: 4241298
Registration Date: Nov. 13, 2012  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of black chopsticks holding a red color fish inside a black martini glass on a white circle encircled within a black and white border. The mark appears on a black background.
Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) black, white, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Restaurant services featuring Japanese influenced cuisine, namely, sushi, sake, wine, and beer and also Southwestern influenced cuisine
International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services
First Use: Nov. 30, 2000  In Commerce: Nov. 30, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: BROKERS BAR & GRILL, LLC  Address: BROKERS BAR & GRILL, LLC  17025 N. Scottsdale Road, Ste 190  Scottsdale  ARIZONA  85255  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: PHMC1041-004
Examining Attorney: HESIK, APRIL ANNE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SUPERQUICK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85568235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: A series of books, written articles, handouts and worksheets in the field of entrepreneurship, business, law, website development, social media, e-commerce, internet and mobile phone strategies, marketing and business solutions

**International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50

**International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**First Use**: Dec. 01, 2010

**In Commerce**: Feb. 13, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: van Dam, Margot Nicole

**Address**: van Dam, Margot Nicole PO BOX 583 OJAI CALIFORNIA 93024

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) N NOBLE SYSTEMS
CUSTOMER CONTACT TECHNOLOGIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85568241 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4241318
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a series of gray dots forming an arrow and the word "NOBLE" appearing in blue and word "SYSTEMS" appearing in yellow. The words "CUSTOMER CONTACT TECHNOLOGIES" appears in gray below "NOBLE SYSTEMS". A stylized "N" inside an incomplete circle appears in gray in the background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray, blue, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SYSTEMS" AND "CUSTOMER CONTACT TECHNOLOGIES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2270554, 2835357, 3359069 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a web hosting platform for automatic processing, management and routing of inbound and/or outbound voice calls; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; Technical consulting services in the field of computer telephony integration; and Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining an on-line web site for others for accessing software for operation of a call center
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 30, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noble Systems Corporation Address Noble Systems Corporation Suite 300 1200 Ashwood Parkway Atlanta GEORGIA 30338 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NOBL-T026US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, PAMELA Y
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ENJOY THE WINE!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85568581
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 13, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241326
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** educational services, namely, conducting seminars and programs in the field of wine, wine and food pairing, wine history, wineries, and viniculture; entertainment services, namely, wine and food tastings; entertainment services, namely, wine tastings
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Drown Corp.
- **Address**: Drown Corp. 14 Stratford Court East Amherst NEW YORK 14051
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LOOK, JEFFREY J
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TRACEUR

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85568729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Shirts

**International Classes**
25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
22, 39

**International Class Title**
Clothing

**First Use In Commerce**
Jan. 02, 2012

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**
Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**
David Nicolas Williams Belle

**Address**
David Nicolas Williams Belle
17 Allée du Béguinage
Lisses

**FRANCE**

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
FRANCE

**Owner Name**
Gregory Adam Dunlap

**Address**
Gregory Adam Dunlap
18565 NW Nelscott St.
Portland
OREGON

**Legal Entity**
INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**
UNITED STATES

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**
Dunlap-TMTra

**Examining Attorney**
EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M. NICOLE VAN DAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85568738 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4241330
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "M. NICOLE VAN DAM" in the mark identifies "MARGOT NICOLE VAN DAM", a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3201764, 3430595, 3418114

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boots; Rain boots; Sandals and beach shoes; Water proof boots

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name van Dam, Margot Nicole Address van Dam, Margot Nicole PO BOX 583 OJAI CALIFORNIA 93024 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVACHE, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OPTICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85568741 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4241331
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic video surveillance products, namely, electronic components of security systems and video surveillance and security software; Video cameras for surveillance and security
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 06, 2012 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BASTION SECURITY INC. Address BASTION SECURITY INC. 15618 SW 72ND AVE. PORTLAND OREGON 97224 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SONG HAY DOUBLE HAPPINESS ORANGES

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85569121</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4241348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: No  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording, "SONG HAY DOUBLE HAPPINESS ORANGES", in green outlined in white, all within the design of a shaded orange rectangle with curved corners.  
**Color Drawing**: Yes  
**Color Claimed**: The color(s) ORANGE, GREEN and WHITE is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer**: "ORANGES"  
**Translation**: The English translation of "SONG HAY" in the mark is "DOUBLE HAPPINESS".

### Goods and Services Information

**For**: Fresh fruit  
**International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 1, 46  
**International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products  
**First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 1991  
**In Commerce**: Dec. 1991

### Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name**: The Corotto Company, Inc.  
**Address**: The Corotto Company, Inc. P.O. Box 445 Edison CALIFORNIA 93220  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: 14607-01B

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney**: GOLD, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIGHT TURN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85570150 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number 4241368
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 16, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2009
For Counseling in the field of developing, strengthening and sustaining well-balanced families and family relationships; Organizing and conducting support groups in the field of Adoption, post-adoption, guardianship, post-guardianship, and parenting children who have experienced trauma and loss
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 16, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2009
For Information in the field of parenting concerning the health of children
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Dec. 16, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Right Turn, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Right Turn Address Right Turn, LLC Suite 230 124 South 24 Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLAN. FOCUS. DELIVER. A BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85570204 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number 4241370
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business Marketing Consulting Services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2003 In Commerce May 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EXCEL Marketing Partners, Inc. Address EXCEL Marketing Partners, Inc. PO Box 215 Lake Bluff ILLINOIS 60044 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIGHT TURN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85570220 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number 4241371
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Right Turn", with the first "R" converted into roadsing-style arrow pointing to the right. The "R" arrow is orange (specifically Pantone 144) while the other letters are black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and orange (specifically Pantone 144) is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 16, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2009
For Counseling in the field of developing, strengthening and sustaining well-balanced families and family relationships; Organizing and conducting support groups in the field of adoption, post-adoption, guardianship, post-guardianship, and parenting children who have experienced trauma and loss
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 16, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2009
For Information in the field of parenting concerning the health of children
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Dec. 16, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    Right Turn, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Right Turn
Address     Right Turn, LLC Suite 230 124 South 24 Street Omaha NEBRASKA 68102
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country    NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85570324 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number 4241372
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized shield with a line extending diagonally from the bottom left corner to the top right corner and above the line is the letter "K" and below the line is the letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1933156, 1939707, 1937110 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consultancy services; business risk assessment services; business risk management consultation; business advice and information; business consultation services; consulting services in the field of human resources development, namely, for the promotion of employee retention, career growth, and increased productivity for employees and employers; human resources consultation; providing cost containment programs and services for others in the fields of In the fields of Insurance, Business Expenses, Loss Prevention, Audit and Insurance Claims Management, Workplace Safety, and Compliance with Workplace Guidelines and Standards
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 1974 In Commerce 1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kraus-Anderson, Incorporated Address Kraus-Anderson, Incorporated 501 South Eighth Street Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55404 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4241372
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85570332 Application Filing Date  Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number  4241374
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized shield with a white line extending diagonally from the bottom left corner to the top right corner and above the line is shaded in red with the letter "K" in white and below the line is shaded in black with the letter "A" in white. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1939711, 1933167, 1933166 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business management consultancy services; business risk assessment services; business risk management consultation; business advice and information; business consultation services; consulting services in the field of human resources development, namely, for the promotion of employee retention, career growth, and increased productivity for employees and employers; human resources consultation; providing cost containment programs and services for others in the fields of Insurance, Business Expenses, Loss Prevention, Audit and Insurance Claims Management, Workplace Safety, and Compliance with Workplace Guidelines and Standards
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  1975 In Commerce  1975

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kraus-Anderson, Incorporated Address  Kraus-Anderson, Incorporated  501 South Eighth Street Minneapolis  MINNESOTA  55404 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INCLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85571120 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2012 Registration Number 4241388
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine club services featuring periodic shipments of wine to members
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage
First Use Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GCW ACQUISITIONCO, LLC Address GCW ACQUISITIONCO, LLC 19698 8TH STREET EAST #B SONOMA CALIFORNIA 95476 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLUTINA BY PETE MOSS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85571511 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2012 Registration Number 4241396
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word "Flutina" consisting of the capital
letter "F" formed out of a sixteenth note. Underneath "Flutina" are the words "by Pete Moss". Color Claimed Color is
not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in
the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Flutes
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments
First Use Jul. 01, 2002 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SpokeSinger Prints Composed of Daniel Abernethy, USA Judy Abernethy, USA Address SpokeSinger
Prints 7320 20th Ave NE Seattle WASHINGTON 98115 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country
Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 133701243194

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLUTINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85571532  Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2012  Registration Number  4241397
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "Flutina" consisting of the capital letter "F" formed out of a sixteenth note.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Flutes
International Classes  15 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 21, 36  International Class Title  Musical Instruments
First Use  Jul. 01, 2002  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SpokeSinger Prints  Composed of  Daniel Abernethy, and Judy Abernethy, are both United States citizens.
Address  SpokeSinger Prints  7320 20th Ave NE  Seattle  WASHINGTON  98115  Legal Entity  SOLE

PROPRIETORSHIP
State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  133701243194

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RUTLAND, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T TAI-LURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85571537 Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2012 Registration Number   4241398
Registration Date   Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a scripted letter "T" with the word "Tai-lure" below it. A design of curving lines appears around the "T" and below "Tai-lure". Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Belts; Boot accessories, namely, fitted decorative covers for boots; Bottoms; Clothing, namely, cowls and smoke ring scarves; Corsets; Eyeshades; Gloves as clothing; Hats; Jackets; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra; Pants; Rompers; Scarves; Shirts; Shoe accessories, namely, fitted decorative covers for shoes; Shoes; Short sets; Skirts and dresses; Swimwear; Tops; Under garments; Undergarment accessories, namely, removable silicone buttock enhancer pads; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's shoes
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use
Dec. 01, 2010 In Commerce   Feb. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Taylor, Sheletha R DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Tai-lure Address   Taylor, Sheletha R  3318 Kilgore ST Houston  TEXAS  77021 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ELMO THE MUSICAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85571603 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2012 Registration Number 5082436
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 12, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date May 07, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MUSICAL" FOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3577766, 2458022, 2646137 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Books featuring educational themes and entertainment directed to children, parents and families
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper

For Musical recordings, audio recordings, video recordings, DVDs, all featuring educational themes and entertainment directed to children, parents and families; downloadable electronic books featuring educational themes and entertainment directed to children, parents and families
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 31, 2013 In Commerce May 31, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sesame Workshop Address Sesame Workshop One Lincoln Plaza New York NEW YORK 10023
Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Page 1, lines 15-20 should be deleted. In the statement, the Disclaimer Statement should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
PAYNET PORTFOLIO RISK MANAGER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85572094</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Principal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Jun. 27, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "PORTFOLIO RISK MANAGER" |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2527263, 2705306, 3970901 and others

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Financial information services

| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Sep. 03, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 03, 2009 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Knowledge Works, Inc. |
| Address | Knowledge Works, Inc. Suite 250 5750 Old Orchard Road SKOKIE ILLINOIS 60077 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 2949264.39 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney KOLACZ, KATHLEEN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RED GIANT ELEMENT
BREWING COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85572404 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2012 Registration Number  4241420
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the text "Red Giant" framed by a brush stroke
outlined box, above a separate brush stroked outlined box with the text "Element Brewing Company". Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement  The stippling is for shading purposes
only. Disclaimer  "BREWING COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Oct. 2009 In Commerce  Dec. 16, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Element Brewing Company Address  Element Brewing Company  16 Bridge St  Millers Falls
Massachusetts  01349 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
Massachusetts

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAXERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85572529 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2012  Registration Number  4241422
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4082147

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical software for picture archiving and communication system (PACS)
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 15, 2009  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2009

For  Digital enhancement and manipulation of radiological data by means of computerized software for use in the field of radiology diagnosis
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Sep. 15, 2009  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PaxeraHealth Corp.  Address  PaxeraHealth Corp.  300 Washington Street  Newton  MASSACHUSETTS 02458  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  PAXETM03

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "Paxeramed Corp, Massachusetts Corporation" should be deleted, and Paxeramed Corp., Delaware Corporation should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85572586 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2012 Registration Number 4241426
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3096977

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of an on-going reality based television program
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rubin, Allen Address Rubin, Allen 19615 Redbeam Ave Torrance CALIFORNIA 90503 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARL III, FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRENCH CHARMED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85572727 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2012 Registration Number 4241430
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRENCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail store services featuring home decor and gifts; Retail gift shops; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring home decor and gifts
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 28, 2009 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CLIFFORD-LONGLEY, ROCHELE Address CLIFFORD-LONGLEY, ROCHELE 58211 CHRISTY ROAD PO BOX 310 PLYMOUTH WASHINGTON 99346 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 798.000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAKE YOUR WRISTS LOOK TERRIFIC!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85572730 Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 2012 Registration Number  4241431
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Bracelets made of cloth, nylon, cotton; Nylon ankle bracelets; Nylon bracelets
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Nov. 19, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2011

For Wristbands
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 19, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michelle D. Jenkins DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Wristerrific, LLC Address Michelle D. Jenkins 1396 Woodhurst Drive Rock Hill SOUTH CAROLINA 29732 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FISH YOU'LL BRAG ABOUT FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85572784
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 19, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241436
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Conducting fishing charters
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Deborah Ann Fishing DBA, AKA, Formerly
- **DBA**: Deborah Ann Fishing
- **Composed of**: Larry Gusto, a United States citizen
- **Address**: Deborah Ann Fishing PO Box 893 Bath MAINE 04530
- **Legal Entity**: SOLE
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MAINE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SINCERE HOME DECOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85573456  Application Filing Date  Mar. 19, 2012  Registration Number  4241446
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a picture of a house with the text "Sincere Home Decor" on it with the letter "S" stylized as smoke coming from the chimney, Chinese text above the text "Sincere Home Decor" to the right, and an underline below the house and text. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "HOME DECOR" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO JIA JU JIAN CAI  Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to HONG NIAN JIA JU JIAN CAI and this means "SINCERE HOME DECOR" in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4093377

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail and on-line retail store services featuring home remodeling supplies, home furnishings, kitchen and bath cabinets, countertops, vanity tops, appliances, bathroom fixtures, windows, kitchen and bath faucets, toilets and tubs, floor and wall tiles, hardwood and laminate flooring
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Feb. 01, 2012  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sincere Plumbing & Hardware Supply, Inc.  Address  Sincere Plumbing & Hardware Supply, Inc.  225 Market Street  Oakland  CALIFORNIA  94607  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RN STAFF COUNCIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85573633 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2012 Registration Number 4241451
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a heart monitor display line touching the letter "R" and followed by the wording "RN STAFF COUNCIL". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "RN STAFF COUNCIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Labor unions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 1999 In Commerce May 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RN Staff Council Office and Professional Employees International Union, Local 40 Address RN Staff Council Office and Professional Employees International Union, Local 40 33 Crocker Boulevard Mt. Clemens MICHIGAN 48043 Legal Entity labor union local State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85573716</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reason For Publication

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)

OLP

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For** Lenses sold as integral components of eyeglasses, spectacles, [ contact lenses, ] eyewear, sunglasses [, goggles for sport, safety goggles, motorcycle goggles, night vision goggles, computer screen filters, optical filters and optical reflectors; Anti-reflective lenses; Ophthalmic lenses; Optical lenses; Spectacle lens blanks; Spectacle lenses ]
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** | Mar. 12, 2012 | In Commerce | Mar. 12, 2012

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Photoprotective Technologies, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Photoprotective Technologies, Inc.
- **Address**: Photoprotective Technologies, Inc. 6610 Topper Ridge San Antonio TEXAS 78233
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: MICHELI, ANGELA M
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CLOTH ROADS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85573783  
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 19, 2012  
- **Registration Number**: 4241459  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "CLOTH" and "ROADS" separated by a stylized hand with a piece of yarn connecting the two words starting at the midpoint of the right leg of the "H" in the word "Cloth" and weaving its way through the fingers of the hand to the top left of the letter "R" in the word "Roads".  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
- **Disclaimer**: "CLOTH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring handmade textiles and yarn, handmade items made from handmade textiles and yarn, notions and publications about textiles  
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2011  
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ClothRoads LLC  
- **Address**: ClothRoads LLC  Unit 104  306 N. Washington Ave  Loveland  COLORADO  80537  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 3702

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FINK, GINA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ATOMIC DAWG

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85573809</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 19, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4243676</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 07, 2012</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DOG"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jun. 09, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 09, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: The Atomic Dog, LLC
- **Address**: The Atomic Dog, LLC 1525 E. 9 Mile Rd. 300-1 Ferndale MICHIGAN 48220
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 300-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JUN, WON KYUNG WENDY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KNOWLEDGE COUNTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85573823 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2012 Registration Number 4241461
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Knowledge Counts" in blue and outlined in white, backed by a swath of green rays or lines extending from a point in the upper left to the lower right area, which fan-out, creating a comet tail effect, all on a blue background Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, green, white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educating at senior high schools; Providing courses of instruction at the high school level
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 11, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Soundation, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Knowledge Counts Address Soundation, Inc. 29045 Old Carriage Ct Agoura Hills CALIFORNIA 91301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MARTIN, EUGENIA K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WESTERNGECO
GEOSOLUTIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85574031 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 20, 2012 |
| Registration Number | 4241467 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 28, 2012 |

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3409206 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Database management in the field of oil and gas exploration and production

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jun. 15, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2010 |

**For** Licensing of a data library of information on subsurface geological formations and structures in the field of oil and gas exploration and production; software licensing field of oil and gas exploration and production utilizing software for reservoir and production engineering, geology, drilling, petrophysics and geophysics

| International Classes | 45 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Personal and legal services |
| First Use | Jun. 15, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2010 |

**For** Technical consulting services in the field of oil and gas exploration and production utilizing software for reservoir and production engineering, geology, drilling, petrophysics and geophysics

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Jun. 15, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2010 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** WesternGeco LLC
**Address** WesternGeco LLC 10001 Richmond Avenue Houston TEXAS 77042
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** STC-WG-85574
 Examining Attorney    ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ON-SITE PODIATRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85574055</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 20, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4241470</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PODIATRY" Acquired
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For **Podiatry services**

- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jun. 2005
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: On-Site Care, LLC
- **Address**: On-Site Care, LLC 7600 France Ave S. Suite 1100 Edina MINNESOTA 55435
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IDD INSTORE DESIGN DISPLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85574073</td>
<td>Mar. 20, 2012</td>
<td>4241471</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "INSTORE DESIGN DISPLAY" in all capital letters stacked and to the right of the capital letters "IDD", with the vertical line of the second "D" partially obscured. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "IN STORE DESIGN DISPLAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distributorship services in the field of retail store display items, such as shelving, hangers, display racks, mannequins, and showcases; Business consultation in the field of merchandising systems, namely, providing consultation on business strategy, business concepts, business development and logistics management for merchandising systems
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 20, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2012

For Design and engineering of in-store retail merchandising displays and store fixtures; Consultation in the field of engineering for merchandising systems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 20, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EDGE CAPITAL HOLDINGS, LLC
Address EDGE CAPITAL HOLDINGS, LLC 105 WEST 26TH AVENUE NORTH KANSAS CITY MISSOURI 64116
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43830
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TERRIFIC PAPERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85574213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 20, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>4241478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;PAPERS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Computer paper, stationery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goods and Printed Matter</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>TREND enterprises, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>TREND enterprises, Inc. 300 Ninth Avenue, S.W. St. Paul MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>818.234US01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>IM, JEAN H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T SHOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85574226 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2012 Registration Number 4241480
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SHOT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS TO ASSIST WITH ENERGY

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ISLAND TRUST LLC Address ISLAND TRUST LLC 2141 LOGAN ST CLEARWATER FLORIDA 33765 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ZEN SPORTS BALM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85574792
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 20, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241497
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SPORTS BALM"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3730990

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Balms for medical purposes; Balms for pharmaceutical purposes; Analgesic balm; Herbal topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment and ointments for the relief of aches and pain; Medicated balms for treatment of muscle aches and pains; Medicated lip balm; Multipurpose medicated antibiotic cream, analgesic balm and mentholated salve; Topical analgesic creams; Topical analgesics
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Zen Enterprises LLC
- **Address**: Zen Enterprises LLC, 9061 W Sahara Ave Suite 105, Las Vegas, FLORIDA 89117
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ZENCBD.0001T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHARMA, NAPOLEON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BENEFIT CALIBRATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85574941 Application Filing Date  Mar. 20, 2012 Registration Number  4241499
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BENEFIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advisory services in the field of employee benefits for group healthcare and business insurance offered to employees in
addition to standard benefits such as medical, dental, life insurance including short term disability, long term disability, cancer
insurance, accidental death and dismemberment; Consulting services in the field of state and federal employee benefit plans
concerning insurance and finance; Pharmaceutical benefit management services; Pharmacy benefit management services;
Providing information in the field of employee financial benefit plans; Providing information in the field of employee financial
benefit plans and administration of employee financial benefit plans for clients via the Internet
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHAMPION HUMAN CAPITAL, LLC Address  CHAMPION HUMAN CAPITAL, LLC  12800
MIDDLEBROOK ROAD SUITE 490 GERMANTOWN MARYLAND 20874 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MUDDER NATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85575337  Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2012  Registration Number  4241513
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4131912, 4131913, 3810118

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing an entertainment website featuring information and blogs concerning endurance and obstacle challenges, events and training
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Nov. 15, 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 15, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SPARTAN RACE, INC.  Address  SPARTAN RACE, INC.  234 CONGRESS STREET  5TH FLOOR
BOSTON  MASSACHUSETTS  02110  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  386499-00600

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE INSPIRATIONAL CANVAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85575483 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241515
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANVAS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art prints; Graphic art prints

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cook, Evie Address Cook, Evie 28372 Mount Stephen Ave Canyon Country CALIFORNIA 91387
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, MARY JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOLUDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85575516  Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2012  Registration Number   4241519
Registration Date   Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation   The wording "SOLUDE"
has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Coffee
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes  US Classes   46  International Class Title   Staple Foods  First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   LUXE Coffee, LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA SOLUDE COFFEE LLC  Address   LUXE Coffee, LLC
3 Brook Street   3 Brook Street   Norwalk   CONNECTICUT   06851  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIONET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85575590 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241521
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2953261, 2950026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION CONTROLS, NAMELY, AUTOMATED CONTROL SYSTEMS AND CONTROLLER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING AND CONTROLLING EQUIPMENT AND PROCESSES FOR BIOREACTORS, FERMENTATION SYSTEMS, AND BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 01, 2003 In Commerce Apr. 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NEW ENGLAND CONTROLS, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly TA NECI Address NEW ENGLAND CONTROLS, INC. 9 OXFORD ROAD MANSFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 02048 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BROAD.103T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANTOMARTINO, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SS SCENTED STUDIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85575651 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241523
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters, "SS", inside a box, which is above the word "SCENTED" which is above the word "STUDIO". On either side of the word "STUDIO" is a horizontal line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SCENTED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath salts; Body butter; Body lotion; Body sprays; Cologne; Fragrances; Perfume
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Oct. 01, 2011 In Commerce Oct. 14, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scented Studio LLC Address Scented Studio LLC 3437 South Broadway Englewood COLORADO 80113 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLACZ, KATHLEEN L
TM 15391 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOULROCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85575799 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241528
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "sOulROCKs" font appears and has the look of a bob wired fence font "sOulROCKs" is one word 3 colors for "sOulROCKs"are light grey, charcoal grey and red 1st letter "s" in "sOulROCKs" is Lower Case and is light Grey color 2nd letter "O" in "sOulROCKs" is Upper Case and is Charcoal Grey color 3rd letter "u" in "sOulROCKs" is Lower Case and is Light Grey color 4th letter "l" in "sOulROCKs" is Lower Case and is Light Grey color 5th letter "R" in "sOulROCKs" is Upper Case and is Charcoal Grey color 6th letter "O" in "sOulROCKs" is Upper Case and is RED color 7th letter "C" in "sOulROCKs" is Upper Case and is Charcoal Grey color 8th letter "K" in "sOulROCKs" is Upper Case and is Charcoal Grey color 9th letter "s" in "sOulROCKs" is Lower Case and is Charcoal Grey color. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light grey, charcoal grey, red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body Adhesive Jewelry, namely, Adhesive Jewelry, that maybe affixed directly to the body and skin without a link or chain, Body Jewelry, Face Jewelry, Amulet Nail Jewelry, Broaches, Charms, Jewelry Pendants, Costume Jewelry, Body Adhesive Jewelry, namely, Adhesive Jewelry, that also can be attached to earrings, Diamond Jewelry, Gemstone Jewelry, Gold Jewelry, Cameos Jewelry, Ivory Jewelry, Precious Stones Jewelry, Stainless Steel Jewelry, Silver Jewelry, Platinum Jewelry, Bronze Jewelry, Bracelets, Hair jewelry in the nature of jewelry for use in the hair, Jewelry for attachment to clothing, ID Bracelets, ID Necklaces, Imitation Jewelry, Watches, Rings, Earring, Necklaces, Belly Chains Jewelry, Ankle Chains Jewelry, Women's Jewelry, Men's Jewelry, Children's Jewelry, Jewelry for Animals, Jewelry Boxes of metal, Jewelry Boxes of non-metal, Jewelry Boxes, and Jewelry Cases


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Chynna New York Incorporated
Address: Chynna New York Incorporated 12548 Evington Point Drive
Riverview FLORIDA 33579
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COTTON MIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85575806 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241529
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COTTON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For LAUNDRY DETERGENTS BOTH POWDERS AND LIQUIDS AND FABRIC SOFTENERS, FABRIC REFRESHENERS, BOTH SOLID AND LIQUID, LINEN SPRAYS International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 01, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Theochem Laboratories, Inc. Address Theochem Laboratories, Inc. 7373 Rowlett Park Dr Tampa FLORIDA 33610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SCENT OF SEDUCTION

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 85575892 |
| Registration Number | 4241534 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 21, 2012 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 28, 2012 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "SCENT" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Fragrance-based personal products that contain proprietary pheromone blends for men and women, namely, perfumes, colognes, hair shampoo, hair conditioner, massage oils, massage candles, hand lotions, body lotions, face creams, body creams, linen sprays, body sprays, body and face shimmer and pheromone sprays |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Dec. 2011 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 2011 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jackson, John |
| Address | Jackson, John PO Box 3977 Parker COLORADO 80134 |
| Legal Entity | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examing Attorney | SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  RUNNING USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85575955  Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2012  Registration Number  4241542  Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "USA" and a single five-pointed star in blue, and the wording "RUNNING" and three horizontal lines in red. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "RUNNING" OR "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Conducting workshops and seminars in running and running-related events, products, and services; Encouraging amateur sports and physical education by organizing, sanctioning, conducting, regulating and governing amateur athletic programs and activities; Providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness; Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of running; Providing information on physical exercise; Providing information relating to sports and sporting events; Providing news and information in the field of sports; Providing online newsletters in the field of running via e-mail; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of running and running-related events, products, and services
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jul. 01, 2008  In Commerce  Feb. 08, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Running USA, Inc.  Address  Running USA, Inc.  150  2462 John R Road  Troy  MICHIGAN  48083
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85576181 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241550
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized depiction of a robot in gray, with a black outline and black eyeballs, white fingers and eyes and a red antenna tip. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) gray, black, white and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3710179, 3743733, 3733302

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring and optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites and online marketing campaigns; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for analyzing inbound marketing tactics, search engine optimization, social media analysis and tracking, content marketing brand monitoring, conversion rate optimization, keyword research and tracking, reputation management, vertical and regular search results tracking, link research and analysis, and inbound marketing workflow, and for use in database management in the field of inbound marketing analysis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 22, 2010 In Commerce Apr. 22, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SEOmoz, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SEOmoz Address SEOmoz, Inc. 1100 2nd Ave, Suite 500 Seattle WASHINGTON 98101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WATERFORDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85576194 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number 4241551
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "WATERFORDE" written in a wave shape to the right of a drop of liquid. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Latex medical gloves
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Sep. 28, 1995 In Commerce Sep. 28, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pro-Stat Inc. Address Pro-Stat Inc. 285 Pierce Street Somerset NEW JERSEY 08873 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CISCO VISUAL NETWORKING

INDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85576358 Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2012 Registration Number   4241560
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "NETWORKING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3709076, 3759451, 3978293 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information about the growth and use of IP (Internet protocol) communications networks worldwide and about the impact of video, social networking and advanced collaboration software applications on the use of communications networks
International Classes   38 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Cisco Technology, Inc. Address    Cisco Technology, Inc. 170 West Tasman Drive San Jose CALIFORNIA  95134 Legal Entity    CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized    CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   23764-00071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney    CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KAMA’AINA MAGAZINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85576762 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2012 Registration Number 4241572
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MAGAZINE"
Translation The English translation of "KAMA’AINA" in the mark is local, native or long-term Hawaii residents, regardless of racial background.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publications, namely, magazines in the fields of entertainment, real estate, features stories and island living as pertains to Hawaiians and or Polynesians
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Oct. 01, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emanuel, Jill Naomi DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Kama’aina Magazine Address Emanuel, Jill Naomi 209 S. Stephanie Street Ste. B310 Henderson NEVADA 89012 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GREENLIFE GROCERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85576914 Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2012 Registration Number   4241576
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the word "GREENLIFE" in stylized font, with
the dot above the "I" in "GREENLIFE" depicted as a strawberry, all over a horizontal bar which is broken by the word
"GROCERY" in smaller block letters and the bottom of the "F" in "GREENLIFE". Color Claimed   Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "GROCERY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   2836248

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Retail grocery store services; Retail delicatessen services
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and
Business First Use   Jul. 10, 1999 In Commerce   Jul. 10, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Address   AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 410 TERRY
AVENUE NORTH SEATTLE WASHINGTON 98109 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LOBO, DEBORAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CSAW CHAINSAW SAFETY AWARENESS THAT WORKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85576975 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2012 Registration Number 4241581
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The color black appears in the wording "CSAW" and "THAT WORKS" and in the rectangle. The color orange appears in the wording "CHAINSAW SAFETY AWARENESS". The colors black, grey and orange appear in the depiction of a chainsaw. The color grey also appears inside the rectangle.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, grey and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "CHAINSAW SAFETY AWARENESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging professional workshops and training courses in the field of chainsaw safety
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 31, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ohio Forestry Association, Inc. Address Ohio Forestry Association, Inc. 1100-H Brandywine Blvd. Zanesville OHIO 437017303 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DODGE'S SOUTHERN STYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85577214 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2012 Registration Number 4241590
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a chicken to the left of the words with a fork in the left hand and a mitt on the right. The word "Dodge's" appears to the right of the chicken in a cloud-like outline with the words "Southern" and "Style" directly beneath it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "SOUTHERN STYLE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1702322, 2328094, 2331232 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail grocery and convenience store services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name D & H Company Address D & H Company P.O. Drawer 1688 E. Main Tupelo MISSISSIPPI 388021688 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSISSIPPI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 208-120
Examiner Attorney WEBSTER, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE ART OF DINING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85577794 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4241603
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DINING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publications, namely, books, brochures, pamphlets featuring restaurant guide information, food preferences and recipes according to geographic area
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 01, 2005 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bateman, Joy Address Bateman, Joy 394 N. Perkins Memphis TENNESSEE 38117 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 606296.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STOIDES, KATHERINE
TM 15403 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPECIAL ENQUIRY DETAIL:
ENGAGED TO KILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85578385 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2012 Registration Number 4241623 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4162466

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer game programs; computer game software; computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; computer programs for video and computer games; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable electronic game programs; electronic game programs; electronic game software; electronic game software for cellular telephones; electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; electronic game software for wireless devices; game software; Interactive game software; interactive multimedia computer game program; interactive video game programs; video game software

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name G5 HOLDINGS LIMITED Address G5 HOLDINGS LIMITED 5/1, MERCHANTS STREET VALETTA MALTA VLT1171 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where MALTA Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number G268.T12193

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASSIDY, COLLEEN MULCR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VENTURETECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 85578757 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 23, 2012 | Registration Number | 4241640 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 13, 2012 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 28, 2012 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and training services featuring classes, seminars and conferences in the field of oil field equipment installation, operation, maintenance and troubleshooting

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Keast, Larry G. Address Keast, Larry G. 6901 Alabonson Road Houston TEXAS 77088 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHAT BAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85578894 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2012 Registration Number  4241643
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BAG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying computer tablets
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  May 2011 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHAT Bag LLC Address  CHAT Bag LLC  40 Oak Hill Lane  St. Peters  MISSOURI  63376 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTIAN OUTFITTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85579570 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2012 Registration Number 4241654
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OUTFITTERS"
Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Barber, Dewey Wayne Address Barber, Dewey Wayne 204 Thomas Street Odum GEORGIA 31555
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CWF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85580174 Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2012 Registration Number  4241667
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "C", "W", "F" in stylized form with the arm of the "C" connected to the first leg of the "W". The "W" is broken into 3 sections with a leg on each side with a diamond center. The "F" is broken into a top arm and lower leg half. The top arm of the "F" is connected to the last leg of the "W" with the leg of the "F" a short distance below the top half. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of the production and exhibition of professional wrestling events rendered live; providing wrestling news and information via a global computer network
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Aug. 05, 2008 In Commerce  Aug. 05, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CONTINENTAL WRESTLING FEDERATION INCORPORATED Address  CONTINENTAL WRESTLING FEDERATION INCORPO RATED 5150 E. PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY 2ND FLOOR LONG BEACH CALIFORNIA 90804 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOLDEN, JAMES B
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized text "IKS" surrounded by 1 crescent on top and 1 crescent on bottom.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1612667

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Knives, saws and blades as parts of industrial machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 24, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: International Knife & Saw, Inc.
- **Address**: International Knife & Saw, Inc. 1435 N. Cashua Dr Florence SOUTH CAROLINA 29501
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WISENUT SEARCHWISE, SEARCH WISER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85580448  Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2012  Registration Number  4241678
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three items. The first item consist of a dark blue colored word, "WISE" written in uppercase and the second word "nut" written in lowercase in orange. The second item consist of a box surrounded by long dark blue triangles with an orange ball at the bottom right corner of the box. The third item consist of the phrase "searchwise, search wiser" written in lowercase with dark blue color and located under the first item.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) dark blue and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels ]
For  Enterprise software in the nature of a database for non-transactional data and a search engine for database content
For  [ Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network; Searching and retrieving information, sites, and other resources available on computer networks for others ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Wisenut, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Wisenut, Inc.  
Address   Wisenut, Inc. 5/6F DTC Tower, 676 Sampyeong-dong, Bundanggu, Seongnamsi  
Country Where Organized   REPUBLIC OF KOREA 463-400  
Legal Entity   CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   3180-001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ERVIN, INGA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BROTHERS WORD MC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85581249 Application Filing Date  Mar. 27, 2012 Registration Number  4241701
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Collective Membership Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle having within it the image of a skull superimposed over several leaves, with a cobweb on the forehead of the skull and rain drops coming from the leaves, and with the word "BROTHERS" displayed in all capital letters in an arched rectangle positioned above the circle, the word "WORD" displayed in all capital letters in an arched rectangle positioned below the circle, and the letters "MC" displayed in all capital letters in a rectangle positioned to the right of the circle. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MC"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2606846

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Indicating membership in a social club for motorcycle riders
International Classes  200 US Classes  200 - Primary Classes US Class Title  U.S. Classification of Collective Membership Marks First Use  2001 In Commerce  2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brothers Word M/C, Inc. Address  Brothers Word M/C, Inc.  19623 NE 164th Street  Kearney MISSOURI  64060 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  THE JAM CATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85581375  Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2012  Registration Number 4241704
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3631172

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services in the nature of music programs for schools; Entertainment in the nature of on-going television programs in the field of a cartoon
   International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
   First Use Feb. 01, 2007  In Commerce Jun. 15, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Jam Cats  Address  The Jam Cats  28 Bennington Drive  Flanders  NEW JERSEY  07836  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T

ExM 18073
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIREPARTNERS INVESTING IN PEOPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85582279 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2012 Registration Number 4241720
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three graduated boomerangs to the left of the words "HirePartners" and underneath those words are the words "investing in people" in a smaller font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing personnel recruitment services and human capital management outsourcing services; Professional staffing and recruiting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hire Partners, LLC Address Hire Partners, LLC Ste 310 5550 W. Executive Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33609 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number hire
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUSTASON, ANNE C
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  SEERAT

---

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Nov. 13, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2012</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the term "SEERAT" in script form with a wavy underline. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Structural parts for automobiles; Structural parts for motorcycles; Structural parts for trucks; Structural parts for vans
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Feb. 04, 1997
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 04, 1997

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Mission Trading Company Inc DBA AKA Formerly DBA MTC PARTS
- **Address**: Mission Trading Company Inc 6001 University Ave. Ste.278 Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95852
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 15800
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MOMS WHO NEED WINE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85582700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;MOMS WHO NEED WINE&quot; and a design of a woman with multiple arms holding a newspaper, a frying pan, a vacuum cleaner, a leash attached to a dog, a grocery bag and a computer; a baby sits atop the woman's head; the woman is also kicking a soccer ball and wearing a purse and a tool belt; a thought bubble containing a wine glass appears to the right of the woman's head.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3904060 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing on-line e-zines in the fields of motherhood and wine, featuring reviews and social entertainment events |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes            | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use             | Mar. 13, 2012 |
| In Commerce           | Mar. 13, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name        | Momicillin Publishing LLC |
| Address           | Momicillin Publishing LLC 63 Little Pond Rd Northborough MASSACHUSETTS 01532 |
| State or Country Where Organized | MASSACHUSETTS |
| Legal Entity      | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SALEM-HOWEY, AISHA YAS |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CARGO PLUS INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85583513 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2012 Registration Number 4241742 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CARGO" AND "INC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shipping of goods International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use 1997 In Commerce 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nunez Rodriguez, Juan Alberto Address Nunez Rodriguez, Juan Alberto 1290 Summit Way Mechanicsburg PENNSYLVANIA 17050 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Vigal-Nunez, Marthurie Address Vigal-Nunez, Marthurie 1290 Summit Way Mechanicsburg PENNSYLVANIA 17050 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
MY LINES ARE CONSEALED

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85584330</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Wrinkle removing skin care preparations |
| International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 1994 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 1994 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | KNIGHT DISTRIBUTING CO INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA REGENCY COSMETICS |
| Address | KNIGHT DISTRIBUTING CO INC. 12506 Bravington Rd. 12506 Bravington Rd. Huntersville NORTH CAROLINA 28078 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DISCOVER THE TRUTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85584588 Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number  4241753
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, a continuing educational religious show broadcast over cable television
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2007 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yahweh's Restoration Ministry Address  Yahweh's Restoration Ministry  11608 CR 4031 Holts Summit MISSOURI  65043 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GIFTABLE TREASURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Rectangular green background, three white and black monoliths on the background, each monolith depicted in perspective view with a white left side and black right side, and the monoliths defining the remaining lower and right hand borders of the mark. The white background outside of the green background and remaining border of the mark is not part of the mark

Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green, black & white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Building construction; Building construction services; Construction and renovation of buildings; Construction and repair of buildings; Construction of buildings

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106

First Use  Jun. 06, 2011  In Commerce  Jun. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  T. MORRISSEY CORPORATION
Address  T. MORRISSEY CORPORATION  Suite 301  3740 OCEANIC WAY  OCEANSIDE  CALIFORNIA  92056

Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  667.301US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
TM 15420 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEMPLAR CANDLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585374 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4241768
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CANDLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Indio Products, Inc. Address Indio Products, Inc. 5331 E. Slauson Avenue Commerce CALIFORNIA 90040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 160426-00012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CACTUS JACK'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585385 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4241769
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "CACTUS" JACK does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing of loans; Loan financing
For Automobile dealerships; Retail store services featuring motor vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CACTUS JACKS HOLDINGS, LLC Address CACTUS JACKS HOLDINGS, LLC 2440 WEST CAMELBACK ROAD PHOENIX ARIZONA 85015 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 030903.0001
Examiner BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEMPLAR CANDLE

CASs IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85585427 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2012 Registration Number 4241771
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "TEMPLAR CANDLE" with a
shield surrounding the "T" in the word "TEMPLAR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "CANDLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candles
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Indio Products, Inc. Address Indio Products, Inc. 5331 E. Slauson Avenue Commerce CALIFORNIA 90040
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 160426-00011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
TM 15423 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIVE LIFE FAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85586305 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2012 Registration Number 4241789
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organisation and provision of sports installations for figure and speed skating championships
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2009 In Commerce May 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name J&M Productions LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA National Speedskating Circuit Address J&M Productions LLC 3812 114th Ave E Edgewood WASHINGTON 98372 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
Mark Literal(s) CS

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No

Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized combined letter "C" and letter "S".

Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Air-intake tubes and filters for after-market installation of automotive engines

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 19, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name CorkSport Performance, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CorkSport Address CorkSport Performance, LLC 910 W 11th Street Unit-B 910 W 11th Street Unit-B Vancouver WASHINGTON 98660 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney JACKSON, WILLIAM D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NEW COORDINATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85587258 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4241814
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TRELIANT, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly Formerly Treliant Risk Advisors, LLC Address TRELIANT, LLC 1255 23RD STREET, N.W. - SUITE 500 WASHINGTON D.C. 20037 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORWIN, CHARLOTTE K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ERSI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85587675 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4241831
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For House and building demolition services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, INC. Address ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, INC. 5857 FISHER ROAD EAST SYRACUSE NEW YORK 13057 Legal Entity CORPORATION State NEW YORK

ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3657.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney PAPPAS, MATTHEW JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE CHIPPEWA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85587723 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4241832
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sandwiches

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Express Cafe & Bakery, LLC Address The Express Cafe & Bakery, LLC 39 Barnard Street Savannah GEORGIA 31401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EDWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85587882 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4241838
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sweepstakes services provided over a global computer network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 29, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2012

For Computer services, namely providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 29, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 29, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Publishers Clearing House LLC Address Publishers Clearing House LLC 300 Jericho Quadrangle, #300 Jericho NEW YORK 11753 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAFÉJO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85588246  Application Filing Date  Apr. 03, 2012  Registration Number  4241841
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired
Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric coffee makers
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 01, 2007  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2007

For  Coffee
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods
First Use  Jan. 01, 2007  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aquabrew, Inc.  Address  Aquabrew, Inc.  1161 N Anaheim Blvd  Anaheim  CALIFORNIA  92801  Legal
Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RADEMACHER, MARK A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Q-CONTROL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85588290 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2012 Registration Number 4241843
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services in the field of management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jun. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Venture Industrial Products, Inc. Address Venture Industrial Products, Inc. 525 S.E. Oldham Parkway
Lee's Summit MISSOURI 640812931 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENDURANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85588533 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2012 Registration Number 4241846
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Internal combustion engines for outdoor equipment, namely tractors
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008
For Internal combustion engines for outdoor equipment, namely walk behind lawn mowers, riding lawn mowers and snow blowers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Jan. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BRIGGS & STRATTON, LLC Address BRIGGS & STRATTON, LLC 12301 WEST WIRTH STREET WAUWATOSA WISCONSIN 53222 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 70350-4087
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QUIK-TO-FIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85588626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4241853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 1040675 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Frozen meat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 08, 1965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>AdvancePierre Foods, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>AdvancePierre Foods, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ARKANSAS 72762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |

18094
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KITCHENABILITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85588864  Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2012  Registration Number  4241862
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, workshops, training, and classes in the fields of food, cooking, nutrition, meal preparation, and recipes and distribution of training material in connection therewith; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, newsletters, pamphlets, and informational materials in the fields of food, cooking, nutrition, meal preparation, and recipes
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 03, 2012  In Commerce  Jan. 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  COCHRAN, NISA BURNS  Address  COCHRAN, NISA BURNS  632 CAREN DRIVE  VIRGINIA BEACH  VIRGINIA  23452  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  063457.0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BAKER, JORDAN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SUN BLOCKER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85589312</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2012</td>
<td>4241869</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Foil bubble film used as a thermal barrier

**International Classes**  
17 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50

**International Class Title**  
Rubber

**Goods**  
First Use  
Apr. 01, 2010

**In Commerce**  
Apr. 01, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
HGCI, INC.

**Address**  
HGCI, INC. 3993 HOWARD HUGHES PARKWAY, SUITE 250 LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89169

**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**  
NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOUR TRAINING IS NOW COMPLETE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85589913 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241902
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The words "Your training is now complete!" in cursive fonting. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities; Providing assistance, personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living; Providing fitness and exercise facilities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012
For Providing assistance, fitness evaluation and consultation to individuals to help them make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to improve health
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 01, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brian R Cook DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Get In Shape Franchise Inc Address Brian R Cook Suite C 117 West Central St. Naitck MASSACHUSETTS 01760 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERFARMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85589972 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241906
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online retail store services, featuring non-medicated nutritional supplements and cosmetics
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 20, 2004 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Interfarma Corporation, Inc. Address Interfarma Corporation, Inc. 12170 SW 128th Ct. Miami FLORIDA 33186 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 118090

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEB & DAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85589976 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2012 Registration Number  4241907
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beach bags; Book bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Purses; Shoulder bags; Tote bags; Wallets
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Starlight Accessories, Inc. Address  Starlight Accessories, Inc. Suite 800 10 West 33rd Street New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TESTTAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85590179 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241920
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software and hardware for administering and managing data collection, test, compliance, and GPS tracking activities
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 05, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marsh, James E Address Marsh, James E 1316 W Cavedale Drive Phoenix ARIZONA 85085 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LANDCAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85590503 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241948
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing real estate listings and real estate information via the Internet
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Nov. 22, 2009 In Commerce Nov. 22, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LANDCAST LLC Address LANDCAST LLC 2016 41st Ave E Seattle WASHINGTON 98112
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**

**JUL. 04, 2023**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85590549
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 05, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241952
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a large yellow upright goalpost and inside this large goalpost is a red numeral "1" that is outlined in white with a gray upside-down goalpost above the numeral and a gray rightside-up goalpost below the numeral and with a black background in the space between the goalposts, and the words "FIRSTDOWN PLAYBOOK" in white overlapping the bottom portion of the large yellow goalpost.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, white, black, gray and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PLAYBOOK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Computer software, namely, a mobile software application allowing professional and amateur American football coaches to select certain American football plays
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 05, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PLAYBOOK TECH, INC.
- **Address**: PLAYBOOK TECH, INC. 141 TWILIGHT BLVD. SHARPS CHAPEL TENNESSEE 37866
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 139729.K004U

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIRSTDOWN PLAYBOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85590553 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2012 Registration Number 4241953
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLAYBOOK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software, namely, a mobile software application allowing professional and amateur American football coaches to select certain American football plays
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 05, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLAYBOOK TECH, INC. Address PLAYBOOK TECH, INC. 141 TWILIGHT BLVD. SHARPS CHAPEL TENNESSEE 37866 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 139729.K002U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INSTANT.NET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "NET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Computer software for use in creating and developing other computer programs and in building applications for use on the internet

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use: Dec. 01, 2002
In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Diaspark Inc.
Address: Diaspark Inc.  Suite 1  515 Plainfield Avenue  Edison  NEW JERSEY  08817
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: Phanda 0100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROCAWEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85590974 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2012 Registration Number  4241974
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2681721, 2434124, 4015973 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bags, namely, handbags, purses, shoulder bags, knapsacks, [ diaper bags ] and messenger bags; wallets, luggage, credit card holders
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Dec. 31, 2002 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ICON DE HOLDINGS LLC Address  ICON DE HOLDINGS LLC  2711 Centerville Rd., #400
Wilmington  DELAWARE  19808 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinings Attorney  PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKYLAR LUNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85591191 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2012 Registration Number 4241985
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "LUNA" in the mark is "Moon".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3800901

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pajamas; Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
In Commerce Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKYLAR CLOTHING, INC. Address SKYLAR CLOTHING, INC. 466 Foothill Blvd., #218 La Canada CALIFORNIA 91011 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GET RIGHT OR GET LEFT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Management of performing and recording artists

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Sep. 06, 2011

**In Commerce** Apr. 02, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** GROGL MANAGEMENT LLC

**Address** GROGL MANAGEMENT LLC	Kennith Aytch Jr.  P.O. Box 704  Coram  NEW YORK  11727

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** LORENZO, GEORGE M
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
GLADIATOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85591225
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4241992
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: motorcycle windshields
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Feb. 2010
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2010

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: National Cycle, Inc.
- **Address**: National Cycle, Inc. 2200 S. Maywood Drive Maywood ILLINOIS 60153
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 00325000142

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CIRQUE DU JOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85591316  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2012  Registration Number  4241999
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "CIRQUE DU JOUR" in the mark is "CIRCUS OF THE DAY".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Circus performances; Educational services, namely, conducting workshops in the fields of circus skills and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Nov. 18, 1998  In Commerce  Nov. 18, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cirque du Jour, LLC  Address  Cirque du Jour, LLC  3845 Bellewater Blvd  Riverview  FLORIDA  33578
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHHINA, KARANENDRA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLEAR VISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85591326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Insurance underwriting and administration services in the field of life insurance

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102

International Class Title Insurance and Financial

First Use Mar. 01, 2012

In Commerce Mar. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Eagle Life Insurance Company

Address Eagle Life Insurance Company 6000 Westown Parkway West Des Moines IOWA 50266

Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 21800.0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ERVIN, INGA MARIE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FREEDOM PLUS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85591691
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4242020
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Providing comprehensive consumer debt resolution services, namely, [ debt settlement, ] debt counseling, debt management consultation [ and credit counseling ]; consumer information services, namely, providing a website featuring articles about finance, debt management and resolution
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial Services
- **First Use**: Jan. 11, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 11, 2012

- **For**: Providing consumer information and making referrals to service providers in the fields of finance and debt management and resolution, debt relief [ , student loan debt and consolidation, and mortgage assistance ]
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business Services
- **First Use**: Jan. 11, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 11, 2012

- **For**: Providing online consumer debt resolution, personal finance [ and budgeting ] tools, namely, providing temporary use of a web-based software application for use in personal finance, [ budgeting ] and debt resolution
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and Technical Services
- **First Use**: Jan. 11, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 11, 2012

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: FREEDOM FINANCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT, LLC
- **Address**: FREEDOM FINANCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT, LLC 1875 GRANT STREET, SUITE 400 SAN MATEO CALIFORNIA 94402
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 12156-601200
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK Literal(s)
RSB

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85591891
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4242029
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Bibles
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Yahweh’s Restoration Ministry
- **Address**: Yahweh’s Restoration Ministry 11608 CR 4031 Holts Summit MISSOURI 65043
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MISSOURI

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CREW SAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85592376 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2012 Registration Number 4242033
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal shelter structures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RED DOG MOBILE SHELTERS, LLC (DELAWARE) Address RED DOG MOBILE SHELTERS, LLC (DELAWARE) 4604 GREENWICH PLACE AMARILLO TEXAS 79119 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KDELECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85593800 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4242039
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific and technological services, namely, compound screening and profiling in the field of drug discovery for scientific research and analysis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 01, 2007 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION Address EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION 42501 ALBRAE STREET FREMONT CALIFORNIA 94538 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3810.10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SCANMAX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85593909</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4242041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Scientific and technological services, namely, compound screening and profiling in the field of drug discovery for scientific research and analysis |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2007 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 01, 2007 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION |
| Address | EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION 42501 ALBRAE STREET FREMONT CALIFORNIA 94538 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 3810.11 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVERYDAY FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85595048 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2012 Registration Number 4242044
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FINANCIAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automated teller machine services; bill payment services; check cashing; electronic funds transfer; issuing stored value cards; loan financing; financing and loan services; money order services; money wiring services; [ telephone calling card services; ] insurance brokerage in the field of automobile insurance
For Retail store services featuring stored value cards, [ telephone calling cards and ] postage stamps; tax preparation

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Checksmart Financial Company Address Checksmart Financial Company Suite 100 5165 Emerald Parkway Dublin OHIO 43017 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORENO, PAUL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BROMOSCAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85597767 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2012 Registration Number 4242047
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific and technological services, namely, compound screening and profiling in the field of drug discovery for scientific research and analysis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION Address EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION 42501 ALBRAE STREET FREMONT CALIFORNIA 94538 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3810.12

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTMAS VALLEY HAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85598479  Application Filing Date Apr. 16, 2012  Registration Number 4243846
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 11, 2012  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "HAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hay
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46  International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flowerree Hay And Grain LLC  Address Flowerree Hay And Grain LLC  57764 Fossil Lake Road Christmas Valley OREGON  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WRIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85600576 Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2012 Registration Number 4242053
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized word "Wright" with one horizontal line underscoring the letters "ri" and one horizontal line underscoring the letters "ht". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2590408, 4083547, 2613811

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pneumatic door closers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hampton Products International Corporation Address Hampton Products International Corporation 50 Icon Foothill Ranch CALIFORNIA 92610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1297-186.701

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINE, STEVEN R

18120
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRIGHT IDEAS, BRILLIANT FUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85601701 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2012 Registration Number 5082437
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 07, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 72632 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2011
Foreign Registration Number 68824 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 27, 2012 Foreign Application/
Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 24, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 68285 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 13, 2012 Foreign Application/
Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 12, 2021
Foreign Registration Number 67992 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 13, 2012 Foreign Application/
Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 12, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Printed educational publications for a variety of disciplines in the fields of pre-school, primary and secondary education, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books, story books, puzzle books, teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets; books, booklets and manuals in the fields of teacher training and teaching skills; books and pamphlets in the field of mastering the English language; printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the fields of math, science, social studies, English, Spanish and other languages; printed teaching activity guides in the fields of math, science, social studies, English, Spanish and other languages
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2016
For (Based on 44(e)) Providing workshops, seminars and courses for the training of teachers and for providing teaching skills; providing workshops, seminars and courses in the field of school management and administration; providing workshops, courses, seminars and classes in the field of mastering the English language, developing competitiveness for life, learning to learn, and strengthening computer capabilities; educational services, namely, developing educational models for others for teaching English to children in pre-school, elementary school, junior high and high school; educational services, namely, providing learning programs and strategies for implementation; educational services, namely, developing educational methods for others based on pedagogic principles; educational services, namely, offering of assessments and surveys in the field of educator training and performance for the purpose of improving teaching procedures; providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education issues; providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education; teaching at elementary schools; teaching at junior high schools; teaching at high schools; educational services, namely, professional coaching of teachers in the field of teaching methods

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For (Based on 44(e)) Consultancy services in the fields of school management and administration; management and administration of schools; business operation, business administration and office functions

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For (Based on 44(e)) Communication by electronic computer terminals; communications by computer terminals; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals; broadcasting of video and audio programming over the Internet; communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the internet, information services networks and data networks; transmission and distribution of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the Internet; providing Internet access; streaming of audio material on the Internet

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes  Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AMCO EDUCACION, S.A.P.I. DE C.V. Address  AMCO EDUCACION, S.A.P.I. DE C.V. AVENINIDA VALLARTA 6503 INTERIOR B23 B24 PLANTA ALTA CONCENTRO, ZAPOPAN, JALISCO MEXICO 45010 Legal Entity  INVESTMENT PROMOTION COMPANY WITH VARIABLE CAPITAL State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROMER, ZACHARY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ART OF RUNNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85602524 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2012 Registration Number 4242060
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RUNNING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic and sports event services, namely, arranging, organizing and conducting race, run and walk events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 10, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COLOR ME RAD PRODUCTIONS, INC. Address COLOR ME RAD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 59 W 100 S SLC UTAH 84010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEADHUNTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85602635 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2012 Registration Number 4242061
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0033297/1148698 International
Registration Number 1148698

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Drug discovery services; pharmaceutical research services; scientific and technological services, namely, compound screening and profiling in the field of drug discovery for scientific research and analysis
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION Address EUROFINS DISCOVERX CORPORATION 42501 ALBRAE STREET FREMONT CALIFORNIA 94538 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3810.13

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SANGATI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85603975 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2012 Registration Number 5080158
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 24, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SANGATI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 827491760 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 18, 2007 Foreign Application/Registration County BRAZIL Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 18, 2017
Foreign Registration Number 827491778 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 18, 2007 Foreign Application/Registration County BRAZIL Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 18, 2017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machines for moving, milling and grinding of grains and pet food
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Retail store services featuring machines for moving, milling and grinding of grains and pet food accessible on-line and by telephone, facsimile and mail order
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANGATI BERGA S/A Address SANGATI BERGA S/A TRAV SANGATI 101 ALVARO WEYNE FORTALEZA CEARA BRAZIL CEP60340- Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PORTUGAL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SECONDARY RECOVERED MATERIALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85618227  Application Filing Date  May 07, 2012  Registration Number  4243853
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 13, 2012  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "RECOVERED MATERIALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  conversion of recyclable raw materials into biomass or environmentally friendly fuel cubes and waste management services
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  Jul. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MLMC II HOLDINGS LLC  Address  MLMC II HOLDINGS LLC  4420 BEACON CIRCLE  WEST PALM BEACH  FLORIDA  33407  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONDO UNIVERSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85618897 Application Filing Date May 07, 2012 Registration Number 4243855
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "UNIVERSITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For educational services, namely, seminars and website instruction in the field of real estate sales and distribution of written course materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Jul. 21, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 21, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CERTIFIED HOLDINGS LLC Address CERTIFIED HOLDINGS LLC 1718 CAPITOL AVENUE CHEYENNE WYOMING 820014528
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 079145

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85622756 Application Filing Date May 11, 2012 Registration Number 5080159
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the phrase "WIN" in red with orange curved lines appearing above the and below the "W". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 010852358 Foreign Application Filing Date May 02, 2012
Foreign Registration Number 010852358 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 31, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date May 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing links to the web sites and databases of others featuring content in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; entertainment services, namely, providing online entertainment in the nature of computer gaming contests, games of chance and online interactive computer games; non-downloadable on-line electronic newsletters in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment, delivered by e-mail; entertainment services, namely, provision of online gaming, arranging and organizing of contests, games of chance and interactive games via the internet and providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; arranging, organizing and conducting entertainment services in the form of online contests and games of chance via the internet; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games, lottery services and online interactive computer games and online gaming services, via a global communications network; provision of information in the field of online gaming services accessible via a global computer network; provision of information online from a computer database or from the Internet in relation to online gaming, amusement and entertainment services; entertainment services, namely, sports betting services; entertainment services, namely, providing online interactive games featuring multiplayer and single player formats via computer or communication networks; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games, lottery services and interactive gaming services, via a global communications network; provision of the aforesaid services in electronic or computerized form; provision of the aforesaid services on-line from a
computer database or the Internet; provision of information relating to gaming services accessible via a global computer network; provision of information online from a computer database or from the Internet in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Computer gaming software; computer gaming software downloadable from or distributed via the Internet; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data and/or images in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) for sharing data and content in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information in the fields of online gaming and sports betting via computer and communication networks; downloadable electronic publications in the form of newsletters provided on-line from databases or the Internet containing information specifically in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; communications software for use in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; interactive multimedia computer game programs; interactive computer systems comprised of computer hardware and computer software for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia gaming applications; magnetically encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded prepaid cards, charge and discount cards; magnetically encoded loyalty scheme cards; magnetically encoded cards for use in connection with promotion schemes

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks and the Internet in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; providing telecommunications connection to the Internet and electronic databases, for use specifically for gaming, amusement and entertainment services and for providing online entertainment in the nature of computer gaming contests, games of chance and interactive games; transmission of information over a global computer network such as the Internet in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; telecommunications services dedicated to retailing goods and providing services through interactive communications with customers, namely, providing telecommunication connections to the Internet or databases for online gaming and sports betting customers; internet broadcasting and transmission of interactive television, interactive news, interactive sport, interactive entertainment, interactive games, quizzes and/or competitions; providing access to a database storing information relating to a variety of goods and services in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; providing Internet access in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; providing electronic telecommunications connections, namely, provision of a connection between websites and television viewers via an interactive television portal in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; providing access to databases in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; providing access to computer databases in the fields of social networking; providing online forums for communication on topics of general interest, gaming, amusement and entertainment; information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services; rental of access time to global computer networks for the purpose of accessing information databases in the field of gaming, amusement and entertainment services; all the aforesaid
services provided via the Internet; provision of information relating to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**: Communication

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 44E | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ELECTRAWORKS LIMITED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ELECTRAWORKS LIMITED SUITE 6, ATLANTIC SUITES EUROPORT AVENUE EUROPORT GIBRALTAR GX111AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>GIBRALTAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 130403522060 |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | HALMEN, KATHERINE E |

---

18130
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOLDMINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85623484  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2012  Registration Number  4242086
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Aug. 31, 2010  In Commerce  Aug. 31, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Winery Exchange, Inc.  Address  Winery Exchange, Inc.  500 Redwood Blvd, Suite 200  Novato  CALIFORNIA  94947  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOSS REVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85624362 Application Filing Date  May 14, 2012 Registration Number  4242089
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized fist on an outstretched arm holding a cell phone above the words "Boss Revolution". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0034181/ International Registration Number  Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3136468, 4148829

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Prepaid telecommunications services, namely, telephone services including providing prepaid minutes to use on telephone devices; making payments for pre-paid long distance calling services for recharging minutes; financial services, namely, providing virtual calling card services via the Internet; wireless telephone payment services, namely, wireless telephone minutes
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Dec. 01, 2008 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2008

For  Telecommunication services in the nature of providing telephone services, including via prepaid calling minutes and pinless prepaid services
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication First Use  Dec. 01, 2008 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   IDT TELECOM, INC.  
Address   IDT TELECOM, INC. 550 BROAD STREET  NEWARK  NEW JERSEY  07102  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EQUIPMENT FOR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85626973 Application Filing Date May 16, 2012 Registration Number 4242095
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintenance and repair of medical diagnostic equipment; Repair of medical machines and apparatus; Repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of repair of medical equipment

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
First Use May 03, 2012 In Commerce May 03, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harmon,Craig M DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Cardiotronix Address Harmon,Craig M 1289 Tinderbox Lane NW Kennesaw GEORGIA 30144 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WILD EAGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85628998 Application Filing Date May 18, 2012 Registration Number 4242098 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized arrangement of the words and letters, "WILD EAGLE", together with a fanciful eagle graphic. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4169359, 4169360

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry, jewelry pins, and key chains as jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Dollywood Company Composed of a Tennessee Joint Venture, composed of Herschend Family Entertainment Corporation, a Missouri Corporation, and Dolly Parton Productions, Inc., a California Corporation Address The Dollywood Company 2700 Dollywood Parks Blvd. Pigeon Forge TENNESSEE 37863 Legal Entity JOINT VENTURE State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 060684-00317

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAPPAPORT, SETH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GROM SOCIAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85632192 Application Filing Date May 22, 2012 Registration Number 4242103
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle outlined in black and green with a yellow center with a three- dimensional letter “G” in green on top, followed by a square box in black containing the letter "R" in green, followed by the letter "O" in the shape of the world in blue and green with a tower antenna on top, followed by a square box in black containing the letter "M" in green and the word "SOCIAL” in yellow contained in a black rectangular box. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, blue, yellow and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOCIAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website on the internet for the purpose of social networking for entertainment purposes; internet-based social networking services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use May 22, 2012 In Commerce May 22, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GROM SOCIAL, INC. Address GROM SOCIAL, INC. 2060 NW BOCA RATON BOULEVARD SUITE 6 BOCA RATON FLORIDA 33431 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4186U.000003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TILTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85632379
- **Application Filing Date**: May 22, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4242104
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 28, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Feeding accessories and tableware for children and individuals with special or assistive needs, namely, cups and lids
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 10, 2007
- **In Commerce**: May 10, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ALW HOLDINGS LLC
- **Address**: ALW HOLDINGS LLC 2400 HISTORIC DECATUR 107-126 SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92106
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
TM 15471 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEQUILOCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85640371 Application Filing Date May 31, 2012 Registration Number 4242111
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3195620, 3528249

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Prepared alcoholic cocktail

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARTINEZ DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MARTINEZ BRANDS
Address MARTINEZ DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC. 221 E WALNUT STREET SUITE 230 PASADENA CALIFORNIA 91101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00-03-1285b

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 85644691
Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2012
Registration Number 4243870
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012
Register Supplemental
Mark Type Service Mark
Amended to Supplemental Register Yes
Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 25, 2012
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

Mark Literal(s) WHOLE HEALTH APPROACH

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Medical clinics and psychiatric services for the treatment of eating disorders provided through hospital and outpatient services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Aug. 01, 2003
In Commerce Aug. 01, 2003

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Walden Behavioral Care, Inc.
Address Walden Behavioral Care, Inc. 9 Hope Avenue, Suite 500 Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02453
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Post Registration Information
Change in Registration Yes
Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, LLC should be deleted and INC should be inserted and Limited Liability Company should be deleted and Corporation should be inserted; and line 2 should be deleted and 880 Main Street, 2nd Floor should be inserted.

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney ALI, STEPHANIE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 1001 QUOTATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85647891 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2012 Registration Number 4243872
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 24, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "QUOTATIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williams, Day R. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Day R. Williams, Attorney at Law Composed of Day R. Williams, U.S. citizen Address Williams, Day R. 1601 Fairview Drive #C Carson City NEVADA 897015860 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QUIETSTOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85649063 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2012 Registration Number 4243873
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Oct. 01, 2012 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Portable stoves
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 20, 2012 In Commerce May 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sixygear, Inc. Address Sixygear, Inc. 9132 four winds way Skokie ILLINOIS 60076 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  
NORTH COLORADO MED EVAC

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Amended to Supp. Register</th>
<th>Date Amended to Current Register</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MED"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Emergency medical transport services via aircraft
- **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 105
- **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2008

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: BANNER HEALTH
- **Address**: 2901 N. CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 160, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

**Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 190347

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examiner Name**: SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
NORTH COLORADO MED EVAC

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 85649603
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 12, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 4243876
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 13, 2012
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 26, 2012
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MED"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Emergency medical services provided on an aircraft; emergency medical response services; medical services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2008
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2008

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BANNER HEALTH
- **Address**: BANNER HEALTH 2901 N. CENTRAL AVENUE SUITE 160 PHOENIX ARIZONA 85012
- **Legal Entity**: NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 190344

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIMACO SUPERTUFF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85652042  Application Filing Date  Jun. 14, 2012  Registration Number  4242123  Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4161844

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  all purpose disinfectants; all-purpose household and commercial disinfectants; all-purpose disinfectant spray; disinfectants for sanitary purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Oct. 11, 2010  In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2010
For  Cleaning preparations; all purpose cleaning preparations; carpet cleaners; stain removers; cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces; house wash, namely, multi-surface exterior cleaning preparations for houses and other structures; cleaning preparations for exterior and interior building walls and surfaces
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Oct. 11, 2010  In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  2300 GATEWAY, INC.  Address  3800 East 91st Street  Cleveland  OHIO 44105  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  36115-0217

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BARBER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85655774 Application Filing Date Jun. 19, 2012 Registration Number 4242130
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Poultry
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BARBER FOODS, LLC Address BARBER FOODS, LLC 56 MILLIKEN STREET PORTLAND MAINE 04012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MAINE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BACK 2R COMMUNITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85663867 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2012 Registration Number 5082441
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 07, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 04, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BACK 2R COMMUNITY" appearing in blue with the "2R" in purple and the "U" in "COMMUNITY" in purple. Above the wording appears a semi-circle in purple and blue on the left and yellow on the right. The top of the semi-circle is the design of a rooftop appearing in yellow. Under the roof is a yellow window. Under the window is a handprint appearing in yellow, blue, purple, and red with a green design in the shape of a United States map appearing inside the palm of the hand. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, purple, green, red and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE MAP OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Social media services, namely, providing business information and marketing consulting in the field of social media; Charitable services, namely, developing and managing the charitable giving programs of others; Promoting the goods and services of others through the distribution of printed pamphlets, t-shirts and posters
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rosee Entertainment, LLC Address Rosee Entertainment, LLC 244 Fifth Avenue, #2660 c/o Christine C. Washington, Esq. New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KIT4ME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register Principal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
First aid kits for domestic or other non-professional use

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**First Use** Sep. 01, 2016
**In Commerce** Sep. 01, 2016

**Basis Information**
Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** JWEP Enterprises LLC
**Address** JWEP Enterprises LLC 299 Park Avenue, 6th Floor New York NEW YORK 10171

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** 615-T005-10-

**Examining Attorney** GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 85673317
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 10, 2012
- **Registration Number**: 5082443
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 05, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 06, 2015

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Pillow protectors, namely, pillow covers
- **International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fabrics
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 04, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 04, 2016

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: BEDDING ACQUISITION, LLC
- **Address**: BEDDING ACQUISITION, LLC 60 E. 42nd Street, #1250
- **New York**: NEW YORK 10165
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: HOLLAN.175

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIT FOR ANYTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85682252 Application Filing Date Jul. 19, 2012 Registration Number 4243878 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Headwear; Shorts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RokFit, Inc. Address RokFit, Inc. 5908 Megans Way Edmond OKLAHOMA 73034 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WEEBOOKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85704685 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2012 Registration Number 5082447
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 12, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 07, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic publications, namely, interactive children's books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WEESCHOOL, INC. Address WEESCHOOL, INC. 6295 GREENWOOD PLAZA BLVD, SUITE100 GREENWOOD VILLAGE COLORADO 80111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 512598

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) J RAG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85724212 Application Filing Date Sep. 09, 2012 Registration Number 5080162
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RAG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Men's and women's denim jeans, shirts, jackets, t-shirts, skirts, sweats, tank tops, sweaters

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name chemoul Patrick Address chemoul Patrick 6753 hollywood blvd Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARTNER, JOHN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FINEBLANKPLUS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85735000</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2012</td>
<td>4983434</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>1,577,380</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 11, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Foreign Registration Number | TMA904,166 | Foreign Registration Date | May 21, 2015 | Foreign Application/Registration County | CANADA | Foreign Expiration Date | May 21, 2030 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For (Based on 44(e)) Automotive parts, namely, brake backing plates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>12 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For (Based on 44(e)) Providing online and printed consumer information about automotive parts, namely, brake backing plates, their installation and maintenance and the stamping process used in their manufacture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For (Based on 44(e)) Distribution services, namely, delivery of automotive parts, namely, brake backing plates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>39 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 105</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Transportation and Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For (Based on 44(e)) Custom manufacturing of automotive parts, namely, brake backing plates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>40 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 103, 106</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Material Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| Currently 44E | Yes | Currently Use | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FAMILYHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85770620 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2012 Registration Number 5082452
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 01, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing web sites featuring information in the field of marriage counseling, and developing, strengthening and sustaining successful marriages; providing web sites featuring information in the field of parenting concerning intrafamily relationships; providing web sites featuring information in the field of life challenges, namely, emotional and spiritual support; providing web sites featuring information in the field of safety, namely, automotive safety, workplace safety, public safety, toy safety, child safety, consumer product safety, and firearm safety; providing web sites featuring information in the field of Christian values; providing web sites featuring information in the field of love, romance, and interpersonal relationships; providing web sites featuring information in the field of interpersonal relationships geared towards moms, dads, and parents; providing web sites featuring information in the field of self-improvement; providing web sites featuring information in the field of inspirational stories about men, women, boys and girls; providing web sites featuring information in the field of baby names; providing web sites featuring information in the field of children, namely, adopting children
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 29, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2016

For Providing web sites featuring information in the field of parenting concerning the health and nutrition of children and drug and alcohol awareness; providing web sites featuring information in the field of health; providing web sites featuring information in the field of pregnancy health issues
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 29, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2016

For Providing a website featuring a media aggregator and search engine for Internet content, namely, website content, web videos, and podcasts of others; computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in and initiate discussions; providing web sites featuring information in the field of homes, namely, interior design; creating an online community for users to participate in and initiate discussions, namely, providing an online network service that enables
users to share data in the field of home living

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Sep. 29, 2016  **In Commerce** Sep. 29, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Deseret Digital Media, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Deseret Digital Media, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55 North 300 West, Suite 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City</strong></td>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UTAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 17965.30 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SHINER, MARK W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

18155
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FAMILYHOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85770622</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2012</td>
<td>5082453</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2013</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "FamilyHow" with a speech bubble with three circles inside to the right of the stylized word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing web sites featuring information in the field of marriage counseling, and developing, strengthening and sustaining successful marriages; providing web sites featuring information in the field of parenting concerning intrafamily relationships; providing web sites featuring information in the field of life challenges, namely, emotional and spiritual support; providing web sites featuring information in the field of safety, namely, automotive safety, workplace safety, public safety, toy safety, child safety, consumer product safety, and firearm safety; providing web sites featuring information in the field of Christian values; providing web sites featuring information in the field of love, romance, and interpersonal relationships; providing web sites featuring information in the field of interpersonal relationships geared towards moms, dads, and parents; providing web sites featuring information in the field of self-improvement; providing web sites featuring information in the field of inspirational stories about men, women, boys and girls; providing web sites featuring information in the field of baby names; providing web sites featuring information in the field of children, namely, adopting children
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Sep. 29, 2016
In Commerce Sep. 29, 2016
For Providing web sites featuring information in the field of parenting concerning the health and nutrition of children and drug and alcohol awareness; providing web sites featuring information in the field of health; providing web sites featuring information in the field of pregnancy health issues
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Sep. 29, 2016
In Commerce Sep. 29, 2016
For providing a website featuring a media aggregator and search engine for Internet content, namely, website content, web videos, and podcasts of others; computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in and initiate discussions; providing web sites featuring information in the field of homes, namely, interior design; creating an online community for users to participate in and initiate discussions, namely, providing an online network service that enables users to share data in the field of home living

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: Sep. 29, 2016  **In Commerce**: Sep. 29, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Deseret Digital Media, Inc.  **Address**: Deseret Digital Media, Inc.  55 North 300 West, Suite 500  Salt Lake City  UTAH  84101  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 17965.31

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: SHINER, MARK W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** QX40S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>85804187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FOREIGN INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>011429991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, sport utility vehicles, crossover utility vehicles, electric land vehicles, and structural parts therefor; License plate frames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong> 12 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> Nissan Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Address Nissan Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha No. 2 Takaracho, Kanagawa-ku Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa JAPAN 220-8623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> W-12-3652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>STEIN, JAMES W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
BONTIMA

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>583880</td>
<td>Mar. 06, 2009</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fungicides; Herbicides; Insecticides</td>
<td>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 44E | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syngenta Participations AG</td>
<td>Syngenta Participations AG Schwarzwaldallee 215 Basel</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPA202297</td>
<td>COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Mark Literal(s)** SOCIALKEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85840329</td>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 04, 2013</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>252035</td>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>252035</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>May 04, 2015</td>
<td>Foreign Application/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication of printed matter, books and newsletters; on-line publication of newsletters, periodicals and instructional and informational material, other than for advertising purposes; online publication of printed matter other than for advertising purposes; arranging and conducting of educational conferences, congresses, symposiums, seminars, training courses, instruction and lectures in the field of computer programming, user interface components, computer programming languages, customizing software application development, open source software frameworks and related information; arranging special events for social entertainment purposes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| For                              |               | Presentation of companies on the Internet and other media, namely, in connection with customer relationship management, customer engagement and lead generation services; sales promotion for others; market research for others on digital networks; market research and analysis services; media monitoring services, namely, monitoring social media and other Internet and mobile platform media for customer-specified topics, gathering relevant content on those topics, and providing documentation and analysis of that media content to others for business purpose; arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; multimedia advertising agency services; merchandising agency services, namely, advertising, sales research and market studies and analysis; arranging and conducting of exhibitions and trade fairs for industrial, commercial and advertising purposes; business management services; advisory services relating to advertising and marketing; business management and organization consultancy, in particular, development of business concepts; business
management advisory and consultancy services; business consultancy and advisory services; business management assistance

to commercial or industrial firms in the conduct of their business; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing of

services; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of goods; administrative processing of purchase orders;

business research for others, namely, conducting research in computer files, in databases, on the Internet and on computer

networks with regard to business information concerning third parties and goods and services provided by third parties;

compilation of data and information into computer databases; systemization of data into computer databases; compilation of

statistics; office functions, namely, administration and indexing of data and information for business purposes; office

functions, namely, creating indexes of information, websites and other information sources for business purposes; compilation

of data, in particular, image, audio and/or video data in computer databases for business purposes.

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Computers and data-processing apparatus; downloadable computer software and computer software recorded on data

media for the scanning, displaying, processing and output of multimedia data on computer networks, including the Internet,

and on mobile terminals; downloadable computer software to facilitate communicating online and through other shared

networks and for customizing computer application user interfaces; downloadable software for generating embeddable code

for websites, for the purpose of creating, customizing, deploying, scheduling, tracking, analyzing and managing online content

on users' websites, on social media websites and other online forums; downloadable software for creating and deploying

customized interactive content on social profiles; computer software development tools; website development software;

computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Licensing of computer systems and software; online social networking services for others

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Personal and legal services

**For**  Computer software consultancy; design and analysis of computer systems for posting images, links, videos, text and

other brand content, for retrieving, sorting, filtering and moderating user generated content and online communications, for

managing brand content on social media websites and social networks and for analyzing, retrieving and managing the

performance of brand engagement; data conversion of computer programs and data; maintenance of computer software;

monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; providing search engines for the internet;

rental of computer software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for generating embeddable code

for websites, for the purpose of creating, customizing, deploying, scheduling, tracking, analyzing and managing online content

on users' websites, on social media websites and other online forums and for analyzing, retrieving and managing the

performance of brand engagement; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for creating and deploying

customized interactive content on social profiles

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101 **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  SALESFORCE, INC.  Address  SALESFORCE, INC.  SALESFORCE TOWER, 415 MISSION ST, 3RD FL  SAN FRANCISCO  CALIFORNIA  94105  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BALLOON HEAD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85841461  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 05, 2013  
- **Registration Number**: 5082460  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 04, 2014  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 29, 2014

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; Denim jackets; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Hooded sweat shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Polo shirts; Rugby shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Woolly hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 39  
- **International Class Title**: Clothing  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2013  
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lockhart, Thomas J  
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA BalloonHeadLLC.  
- **Address**: Lockhart, Thomas J  
- **2nd Ave**: New York  
- **NEW YORK**: 10035  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WICKED GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "GAMES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes
US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Jan. 22, 2016
In Commerce  Jan. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Global Gaming Group, Inc.
Address  Global Gaming Group, Inc. 3035 E. Patrick Lane, Suite 14 Las Vegas, NEVADA 89120
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLOWERS, JAY K
TM 15493 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAINT BY CANDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85851389 Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2013 Registration Number   5082467
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 30, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 24, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Arts and crafts kits comprising trays having photographs as a base wherein a customer uses candies to create a mosaic of the photograph in candies; do-it-yourself art kits for making mosaic pictures; mosaic art kits having photographs wherein the photograph is reproduced with candies; mosaic kits having candies for making mosaic pictures; kits for creating mosaic photographs of candies or other foods


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ryan Roessler Address  Ryan Roessler  666 Dunee Road, Suite 1601 Northbrook  ILLINOIS  60062
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  RYA-T-13-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RUTLAND, BARBARA A

18165
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85851863 Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2013 Registration Number   5080169
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Wholesale store services featuring antique and handcrafted home accessories and specialty goods in the field of home décor, home furnishings, gifts, holiday accessories, textile art, carpets, rugs, architectural elements, antique doors, farmland antiques, grain sacks, pottery, religious artifacts
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use  Apr. 30, 2005 In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use    Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TESSERA, INC. Address   TESSERA, INC.  2617C WEST HOLCOMBE BLVD., SUITE 142 HOUSTON  TEXAS  77025 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TESS/501US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VAMPIRE DUCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85856583 Application Filing Date Feb. 21, 2013 Registration Number 5082468
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 30, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 24, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video game discs, cartridges, and software for mobile devices, personal computers, consoles, and tablets; electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; electronic game software; computer game programs; downloadable computer game programs; interactive game programs; interactive game software; cinematographic apparatus; protective carrying cases specially adapted for phones and handheld computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 23, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 23, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AnotherTake LLC Address AnotherTake LLC 2055 Swenson Road Washington Island WISCONSIN 54246 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12825

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESTORE MAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85860733 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2013 Registration Number 5082469
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 16, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 10, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements for animals; Dietary supplements for pets; Dietary supplements for Dogs; Nutritional supplements in capsule form for dogs
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jan. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vireo Systems Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Vireo Systems Address Vireo Systems Inc. 305 Williams Ave Madison TENNESSEE 37115 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 111026301201

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUREUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85863111 Application Filing Date Feb. 28, 2013 Registration Number 5082470
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 25, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 22, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, public relations, publicity, sales promotion, and marketing services; search engine marketing services; business research and consultancy related to media; media buying services, namely, negotiating and purchasing time and space for the delivery of advertising through various digital, interactive, print, outdoor, digital outdoor and broadcast media; business research, investigation, and consultancy services; business advisory services; business planning and business strategy services; business management and administration services; production of advertising matter and commercials; market research and market analysis; market support services, namely, providing market reports and studies; statistical analysis and compilation of data for business purposes; social media strategy and marketing services; direct marketing; online advertising and marketing services; word of mouth marketing; compiling of information into databases; management of databases; analysis of advertising; analysis of delivery on online advertising; rental of advertising space; advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, including social media, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, shareable, or viral communications channels; business consulting, information, research and analytics services in connection with the planning, purchasing, placement and optimization of online, interactive, television, cable, broadband, mobile, and related new media inventory; advertising and marketing consulting services relating to the use of digital platforms and media; business consultation services relating to the internet and web sites, namely, providing technical information, research and analysis services in connection with the planning, purchasing, placement, analysis and optimization of online, interactive, television, cable, broadband, mobile, outdoor, digital outdoor and related new media advertising and marketing content; analysis of technical data in the field of advertising and marketing; information, research, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforementioned services

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015
For Software for use in network and database management; software for the planning, purchasing, placement, analysis and optimization of online, interactive, television, cable, broadband, mobile and related new media inventory and content; software for planning and booking advertisements; computer software for use in connection with providing advertising services over a global computer network; computer software for providing the serving of advertisements, analysis of website traffic and targeting based on user behavior on behalf of others on the global computer network; computer software for obtaining and analyzing search data and managing search advertisements for others on the global computer network; downloadable data, text, audio, graphic images, and video featuring advertising and marketing provided from computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; marketing software for administering and analyzing marketing surveys; computer software for analyzing the delivery of online advertising

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

For Web site design; creating, hosting and maintaining web sites; internet and web site services, namely, technical consultancy and advisory services in relation to the design and development of computer technology and software for use in planning, purchasing, placement, analysis and optimization of online, interactive, television, cable, broadband, mobile and related new media inventory and content; design and development of databases; software development; computer system design and analysis; design and development of information and communications technology; providing technical information and advice about the design and development of computer software and computer networks; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking; providing temporary use of online nondownloadable applications and software tools for use in network and database management; hosting computer databases; software as a service featuring software use in network and database management; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for database management; information, research, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforementioned services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name WPP Properties Composed of Young & Rubicam Inc., a Delaware corporation, and Y&R Properties Holding One LLC, a Delaware limited liability company Address WPP Properties 100 Park Avenue New York NEW YORK 10017 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 007512-9999-

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARY MAGIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85866024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>general purpose household cleaners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>International Products Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>International Products Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 Connecticut Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY 080164105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 40134-(t/b/a |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BIBB, SCOTT |

18171
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOVEALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85867071</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 05, 2013</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082474</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 23, 2013</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 17, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A series of books, written articles, handouts and worksheets in the field of self help and personal growth; Educational publications, namely, hand-outs, workbooks, and flash cards in the fields of self help and personal growth; Greeting cards; Printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the field of self help and personal growth; Stationery


For Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of self help and personal growth; Education services, namely, providing classes, and workshops in the field of self help and personal growth; Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring personal growth and self-actualization, such presentations being for entertainment purposes only; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing non-downloadable audio and video segments featuring music, and prose delivered by the Internet; Interactive on-line training services in the field of self help and personal growth; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring self help and personal growth; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the field(s) of self help and personal growth; Providing education courses in the field of self help and personal growth offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 08, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2016

For Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting personal growth and self help
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2016</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 08, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Caps; Hats; Jackets; Knit shirts; Polo shirts; Scarves; Shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2016</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Weissenberg, Catherine</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Weissenberg, Catherine</th>
<th>P.O. Box 30676</th>
<th>Santa Barbara</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA 93110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 16250 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SPARACINO, MARK V |

18173
### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: VALETTA EDGER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "EDGER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Edging stone made of concrete
- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
- **First Use**: Jan. 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Oldcastle Building Products, Inc.
- **Address**: Oldcastle Building Products, Inc. c/o Oldcastle Law Group 900 Ashwood Pkwy., Suite 600 Atlanta GEORGIA 30338
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examiner**: CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BROKENWINGHEDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85870120 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2013 Registration Number 5082476
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 23, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 17, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial analysis and consultation
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 19, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 19, 2016
For Education services, namely, providing live and on-line seminars, classes, workshops in the field of financial analysis
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 19, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 19, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RiskDoctor, Inc. Address RiskDoctor, Inc. 3020 Carbon Place #102 Boulder COLORADO 803016169
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1949-20

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRATOTAINMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85870121 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2013 Registration Number 5082477
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 23, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 17, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 31, 2015 In Commerce May 31, 2015
For Computer game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 31, 2015 In Commerce May 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stratotainment, LLC Address Stratotainment, LLC P.O. Box 118 Cedar Park TEXAS 78630 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
**Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8**

**Mark Literal(s)** CAFÉ LEARN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85871081
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 08, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 5082478
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 15, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Dec. 10, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LEARN"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Consulting services in the field of higher education administration**
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use** in Commerce: Sep. 01, 2015
- **For Computer software platforms for delivering online courses and educational materials**
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use** in Commerce: Sep. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: O'Donnell Learn, LLC
- **Address**: One Dock Street
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 823-01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SALMOSAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85872656  Application Filing Date  Mar. 11, 2013  Registration Number  5080170  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "SALMOSAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4058043

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  UK0000146630  Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 03, 1992  Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 04, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Veterinary preparations for destroying parasites; veterinary preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and infections caused by parasites in fish and livestock; Disinfectants, namely, all-purpose disinfectants; disinfectants for water used in aquaculture and livestock production
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BENCHMARK ANIMAL HEALTH LTD  Address  BENCHMARK ANIMAL HEALTH LTD BENCHMARK HOUSE, 8 SMITHY WOOD DRIVE SHEFFIELD UNITED KINGDOM S35 1QN  Legal Entity

PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  07500.0679US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLAIR, JASON PAUL
Mark Literal(s)  KEN L

Mark Type  Trademark

Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

Publication Date  May 24, 2016

Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 19, 2016

Application Filing Date  Mar. 14, 2013

Registration Number  5082481

Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016

Serial Number  85876746

Color Drawing  Yes

Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, red, yellow, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue background with the white letters "Ken" and "L", separated by a circle in outlined & shadowed type with an illustrated yellow head of a puppy dog with red tongue, black nose, and black eyes set in white above the letters.

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4667856

For  Dog biscuits; Dog food; Dog treats; Edible chews for dogs

International Classes  31 - Primary Classes

US Classes  1, 46

International Class Title  Natural Agricultural Products

First Use  Jan. 02, 2016

In Commerce  Jan. 02, 2016

Currently Use  Yes

Owner Name  RETROBRANDS U.S.A. L.L.C.

Address  RETROBRANDS U.S.A. L.L.C.  1771 BLOUNT ROAD SUITE 203  POMPANO BEACH  FLORIDA  33069

Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

Examining Attorney  TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T THINKITY | SPLIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85882619 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2013 Registration Number 5082485
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 06, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 01, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a thought bubble with the stylized
letter "T" inside surrounded by smaller bubbles with the stylized text "thinkity | split" beneath the design. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and
manage social networks, accounts, and connections to existing and emerging application programming interfaces (APIs)
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jun. 04, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 13, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thinkity Split, LLC Address Thinkity Split, LLC 315 6th Ave Santa Cruz CALIFORNIA 95062 Legal
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>85885106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 13, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; retail store service featuring home accessories; retail store services featuring home décor accessories, pottery wares, bath and body products, candles, stationery, and paper goods; retail store services featuring gardening products and accessories and related natural and organic products and accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: The Bailey Group, Inc.
- **Address**: The Bailey Group, Inc. 200 West Germantown Pike Plymouth Meeting PENNSYLVANIA 19462
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 116614-00104
- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOSQUIRIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   85889139 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2013 Registration Number  5080172
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 13, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  001061159 Foreign Registration Date  Feb. 22, 2000 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 01, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vaccines
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, S.A. Address GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, S.A. RUE DE L'INSTITUT 89 RIXENSART BELGIUM B-1330 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized BELGIUM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  81240085
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85893307  Application Filing Date  Apr. 02, 2013  Registration Number  5082489
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 17, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "kik" in green and the dot in blue.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3866940

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software for use with mobile devices, namely, computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones for downloading, displaying, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing and organizing text, sound, images, audio files and video files
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 2010  In Commerce  Apr. 2010
For  Wireless messaging services; transmission, delivery and reception of text, sound, images, audio files and video files between computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Apr. 2011  In Commerce  Apr. 2011
For  Providing an interactive website featuring online non-downloadable software that enables users to download, display, transmit, receive, edit, extract, encode, decode, play, store and organize text, sound, images, audio files and video files
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Nov. 2012  In Commerce  Nov. 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIERARCHY COUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85894634 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2013 Registration Number 5080174
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COUTURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Men's and Women's Clothing, namely, Pants, Jeans, Shorts, Tops, Shirts, T-Shirts, Blouses, Vests, Skirts, Jackets, Coats, Sweatshirts, Sweatpants

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KB Trends, Inc. Address KB Trends, Inc. 1100 S HOPE ST #612 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90015 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALESKOW, DAVID HOWARD
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART LIVING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85895426</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the phrase &quot;SMART LIVING&quot; in black lettering appearing beneath a design comprised of four wedge shapes in yellow, orange, purple and green, shown in varying sizes and degrees of rotation, all appearing below a 90 degree angle representing a rooftop in black.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) black, yellow, orange, purple and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3929962, 3228459, 3945850 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Non-metal clamps; Non-metallic bottle stoppers; Plastic clips for sealing bags |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Aug. 2015 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | AHOLODELHAIZE LICENSING SARL |
| Address | RUE JEAN-FRANCOIS BARTHOLONI 4-6 GENEVA SWITZERLAND 1204 |
| | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | SWITZERLAND |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 21631-0001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FALK, ERIN M |
TM 15512 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMART LIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85895430 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2013 Registration Number 5082491
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 24, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the phrase "SMART LIVING" in black lettering appearing beneath a design comprised of four wedge shapes in yellow, orange, purple and green, shown in varying sizes and degrees of rotation, all appearing below a 90 degree angle representing a rooftop in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, yellow, orange, purple and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3929962, 3228459, 3945850 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Baking dishes; Bottle openers; Brushes for basting meat; Cake pans; Coasters not of paper and not being table linen; Cocktail picks; Confectioners' decorating bags; Cookie sheets; Cooking skewers; Cookware, namely, pots and pans; Cookware, namely, roasting pans; Cookware, namely, steamers; Cooling racks for baked goods; Corkscrews; Drinking straws; Funnels; Household utensils, namely, graters, turners, whisks, kitchen tongs, vegetable mashers, ice cream scoops, strainers, spatulas; Ice cube trays; Mixing spoons; Rolling pins; Serving trays; Shot glasses; Slotted spoons
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 2015 In Commerce Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AHOLD DELHAIZE LICENSING SARL Address AHOLD DELHAIZE LICENSING SARL RUE JEAN-FRANCOIS BARTHOLONI 4-6 GENEVA SWITZERLAND 1204 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21631-0001
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  TO US THERE ARE NO FOREIGN MARKETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 85898164 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 08, 2013 | Registration Number | 5080176 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes
Foreign Application Number 1,617,604
Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2013
Foreign Registration Number TMA901280
Foreign Registration Date Apr. 16, 2015
Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA
Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 15, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For (Based on 44(e)) (Based on Use in Commerce) Investment dealer services, namely, dealing in securities as a market maker and in trading commodities, securities, options, futures, equities and fixed income products in the US and overseas markets; Acting as a broker and dealer of equity and debt securities; Financial trading services, namely, trading of commodities, securities, options, futures, equities and fixed income products; Acting as a broker and dealer of foreign exchange of currencies; Underwriting equity and debt securities; Financial advisory services relating to corporate finance, restructuring, mergers and acquisitions and including financial analysis and opinions; Financial and investment research services; Financial and investment counseling services; Insurance brokerage services; Estate planning services; Financial Asset and wealth management services; Investment consultation services; Investment brokerage services; Financial Portfolio management services; Provision of information relating to financial and investment matters
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For (Based on 44(e)) (Based on Use in Commerce) Printed publications, namely, reports and slide show presentations in the field of investments, equity and debt securities, corporate finance; Printed publications, namely, reports and slide show presentations in the field of portfolio management, insurance brokerage and estate planning
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For (Based on Section 44(e)) Providing online nondownloadable electronic publications, namely, reports and video presentations, slide show presentations, webinar presentations in the field of investments, equity and debt securities, corporate finance; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, reports and video presentations, slide show presentations, webinar presentations in the field of portfolio management, insurance brokerage and estate planning

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

For (Based on 44(e)) (Based on Use in Commerce) Electronic downloadable publications, namely, reports and slide show presentations, video presentations in the field of investments, equity and debt securities, corporate finance; Electronic downloadable publications, namely, reports and slide show presentations, video presentations in the field of portfolio management, investment brokerage and estate planning

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Aug. 14, 2013  
**In Commerce** Aug. 14, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes  
**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: CANACCORD GENUITY GROUP INC.  
**Address**: CANACCORD GENUITY GROUP INC. 609 GRANVILLE STREET SUITE 2200 VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA V7Y1H2  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 32525/60009

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FUNCTIONALIZE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85908541 Application Filing Date Apr. 18, 2013 Registration Number 5082495
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 17, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 12, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, creating an online community for users to participate in discussions and forums, transmit messages, share content, and engage in social networking
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 06, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Functionalize, Inc. Address Functionalize, Inc. 7650 SE 27th Street, #414 Mercer Island WASHINGTON 98040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AMH-186

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  RESTRICTED USE PROTEIN PRODUCTS CERTIFIED V VALIDUS FCI FACILITY CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85911367  Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2013  Registration Number  4871083
Registration Date  Dec. 15, 2015  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Certification  Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jan. 07, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 04, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circle bisected by a leafed stem separating an upper black portion and a lower white portion. White leaves extend into the upper black portion and black leaves extend into the lower white portion. The words "RESTRICTED USE PROTEIN PRODUCTS CERTIFIED" appear in white on the black portion above the white leaves and a stylized "V" and stylized "FCI" appear in black on the white portion below the black leaves. The word "VALIDUS" appears in black below the stylized "V" and the words "FACILITY CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE" appear in black below the stylized "FCI". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "RESTRICTED USE PROTEIN PRODUCTS CERTIFIED" AND "FACILITY CERTIFIED INSTITUTE" Certification Statement  The certification mark, as intended to be used by authorized persons, is intended to certify that the facility, and the animal feed and animal feed ingredients produced at the facility, are in compliance with the Food and Drug Administration's regulations (21 C.F.R. 589.2000) restricting use of mammalian protein products in ruminant feed.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3269489, 3792759, 3726472 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal feed production; animal feed ingredient production
International Classes  B  US Classes  B - Primary Classes  US Class Title  U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use  Sep. 2013  In Commerce  Sep. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WM MAGNANIMUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 85914987 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 25, 2013 | Registration Number | 5080177 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the letters "WM", the letter "M" appearing over the letter "W", in stylized format, below of which appears the word "MAGNANIMUS" in stylized letters. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

FOREIGN INFORMATION

| Priority Claimed | Yes | Foreign Application Number | 011741303 | Foreign Application Filing Date | Apr. 16, 2013 |
| Foreign Registration Number | 11741303 | Foreign Registration Date | Nov. 05, 2015 | Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Apr. 16, 2023 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Apfghans; Bath linens; Bath towels; Bed blankets; Bed linen and table linen; Blanket throws; Comforters; Crib bumpers; Curtains; Draperies; Dust ruffles; Duvet covers; Eiderdowns; Handkerchiefs; Household linen; Kitchen towels; Oven mitts; Pillow covers; Pillow shams; Pot holders; Quilts; Shower curtains; Tapestries of textile; Tea towels; Textile wall hangings; Unfitted fabric furniture covers; Upholstery fabrics |
| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes US Classes | 42, 50 | International Class Title | Fabrics |
| For | Aprons; Ascots; Babies' pants; Bathing caps; Bathing suits; Beachwear; Berets; Bibs not of paper; Blouses; Boas; Bodices; Bonnets; Bottoms; Braces; Cap peaks; Caps; Cloaks; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the inside of clothing for storage and safekeeping of personal items; Coats; Collars; Corsets; Cuffs; Cyclists' jerseys; Detachable collars; Dress shields; Dresses; Dressing gowns and bath robes; Ear muffs; Finished textile linings for garments; Fishing vests; Girdles; Gloves as clothing; Hats; Headbands for clothing; Headgear; Namely, hats and caps; Headwear; Jackets; Jeans; Jeggings; Namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Jerseys; Knit dresses; Knit jackets; Knit skirts; Knit tops; Knitted caps; Knitted gloves; Layettes; Leggings; Leotards; Liveries; Mantillas; Masquerade costumes; Mittens; Motorcycle gloves; Motorcycle jackets; Motorcycle rain suits; Muffs; Neckties; Outer jackets; Overcoats; Pajamas; Pants; Pantyhose; Paper hats for use as clothing items; Paper shoes used when going through metal detectors to keep feet and socks clean; Parkas; Pelerines;
pelisses; petticoats; pocket squares; rain coats; robes; saris; scarves; shawls; shawls and headscarves; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shorts; shower caps; singlets; slips; spats; stocking suspenders; stockings; stoles; stuff jackets; suits; suspenders; sweaters; T-shirts; teddies; tights; togas; tops; trousers; turbans; underclothing; underpants; underwear; uniforms; veils; waistcoats; waterproof jackets and pants; wet suits; wet suits for waterskiing and sub-aqua; wimples; wooden shoes

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

For  Figurines of common metal; Works of art of common metal

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  MAGNANIMUS, INC.  **Address**  MAGNANIMUS, INC. Ave. Federico Boyd y calle 51 Torre Universal, piso 3 Ciudad de Panamá PANAMA  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  PANAMA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CASSIDY, COLLEEN MULCR
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 85920669 Application Filing Date May 01, 2013 Registration Number 5082496 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 24, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 19, 2013

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TECH"

Goods and Services Information

For Vending machines International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 18, 2013 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2016

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name E-filliate, Inc. Address E-filliate, Inc. 11321 White Rock Road Rancho Cordova CALIFORNIA 95742 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number 11120.022

Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Kitchen utensils and utensils for household purposes, namely, food scoops, serving spoons, serving forks; containers for household or kitchen use; animal food and water bowls and basins; food and water dispensers for animals, namely, non-mechanized pet waterers and pet feeders in the nature of portable water and pet food dispensers for pets; material for brush-making; grooming material for animals, namely, combs and brushes; non-metal baskets for domestic use, namely, baskets for animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For Animal leashes; collars and harness for animals; animal carriers; baskets for animals; clothing for animals; whips for animals |
| **International Classes** | 18 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| **International Class Title** | Leather Goods |

| For Bed covers for animal beds |
| **International Classes** | 24 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 42, 50 |
| **International Class Title** | Fabrics |
For Toys for household pets; play balls, play balloons; play swimming pools for animals; plush toys

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Beds and cushions for household pets; kennels for household pets; cages for household pets; litter boxes for animals; pens in the nature of play yards for animals; non-metal safety gates for animals; plastic lids for pet food cans

International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TALISMAN BRANDS, INC. Address TALISMAN BRANDS, INC. 1013 CENTRE ROAD, SUITE 403-B WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19805 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 67070-0182

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OH, WON TEAK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE HURDLER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 85922995
- **Application Filing Date**: May 03, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 5082498
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Oct. 01, 2013
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 26, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: cigars
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Jul. 24, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 24, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: I.D. Graibe Cigar Company, LLC
- **Address**: I.D. Graibe Cigar Company, LLC P.O. Box 901088 Homestead FLORIDA 33090
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLOKK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85928944  Application Filing Date May 10, 2013  Registration Number 5082499
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 17, 2013  Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 11, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interactive kiosks, digital signage monitors, light emitting diode (LED) displays, and public access computer terminals comprising computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer operating software, for use in sales and marketing the goods and services of others; interactive informational kiosks, digital signage monitors, light emitting diode (LED) displays, and public access computer terminals for capturing and displaying information of others
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Apr. 01, 2015  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Birgeoglu, Zubair  Address Birgeoglu, Zubair  251 Little Falls Drive  Wilmington  DELAWARE  19808
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VFI-7030-US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** UNREASONABLE FORCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85935081</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 17, 2013</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 19, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 14, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For paintball equipment and accessories, namely, paintball launchers, paintball mock suppressors, paintball fore grips, paintball shrouds; paintball rail integration systems comprised primarily of a mounting rail, a series of ridges, and a T-shaped cross section interspersed with flat spacing slots, which allow accessories such as paintball tactical lights, paintball launchers, to be mounted on paintball guns; air soft rail integration systems comprised primarily of a mounting rail, a series of ridges, and a T-shaped cross section interspersed with flat spacing slots, which allow accessories such as air soft laser sights, air soft tactical lights, air soft launchers, to be mounted on air soft guns; paintball gun mounts, paintball laser sights, paintball magazines; air soft and paintball hoses, which allow for remote attachment of paintball and air soft guns to an air tank which is not mounted on the air soft or paintball gun; paintball barrels, paintball barrel tips, paintball internal gun parts, paintball slings, paintball sling mounts, and paintball bipods; air soft equipment and accessories, all for recreational purposes, namely, airsoft launchers, optics, namely, air soft gun sights and air soft gun scopes, air soft fore grips, air soft slings, air soft sling mounts, and air soft bipods, all of the foregoing for recreational purposes

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Apr. 2016 **In Commerce** Apr. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Moss Brothers Inc.  **Address** Moss Brothers Inc.  510 Garyray Drive  North York, Ontario  CANADA M9L1R1  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 072410.xxxx
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) APEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85943392 Application Filing Date  May 28, 2013 Registration Number  5082503
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 11, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date  May 06, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tobacco Products, Namely, Electronic Cigarettes and Cartomizers
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles
First Use  Aug. 06, 2016 In Commerce  Aug. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nu Mark LLC Address  Nu Mark LLC  6603 West Broad Street  Richmond  VIRGINIA  23230 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BORSUK, ESTHER A
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85946793</td>
<td>May 30, 2013</td>
<td>5082504</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** | Jul. 16, 2013  **Notice of Allowance Date** | Sep. 10, 2013

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Golf club heads; Head covers for golf clubs; Golf bags
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 16, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: WELLNESS INTERACTIVE BRANDING, LLC
- **Address**: WELLNESS INTERACTIVE BRANDING, LLC 12795 STONEBROOK DRIVE DAVIE FLORIDA 33330
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SODOI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85962277  Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2013  Registration Number 5082508
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Jun. 03, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 13, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mail order catalog services featuring coffee, coffee-based beverages, tea, tea-based beverages, baked goods, snacks, candy, food, and food and beverage themed gifts; Mobile retail store services featuring coffee, coffee-based beverages, tea, tea-based beverages, baked goods, snacks, candy, food, and food and beverage themed gifts; On-line retail store services featuring coffee, coffee-based beverages, tea, tea-based beverages, baked goods, snacks, candy, food, and food and beverage themed gifts; Retail store services featuring green and eco-friendly products in the nature of coffee, coffee-based beverages, tea, tea-based beverages, baked goods, snacks, candy, food, and food and beverage themed gifts; Retail store services featuring coffee, coffee-based beverages, tea, tea-based beverages, baked goods, snacks, candy, food, and food and beverage themed gifts accessible on-line and by telephone, facsimile and mail order


For Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cheesecakes for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises; Bakery goods, namely, bread, rolls, donuts, muffins, scones, cookies, pastries and pies; Beverages made of coffee; Caffeine-free coffee; Candies; Chocolate candies; Chocolate covered roasted coffee beans; Chocolates and chocolate based ready to eat candies and snacks; Coffee and tea; Coffee based beverages; Coffee beans; Coffee flavored syrup used in making food beverages; Coffee pods; Coffee-based iced beverages; Frozen dessert consisting of fruit and cream or cream substitutes; Fruit ice; Fruit jelly candy; Fruit pies; Fruit teas; Fruit turnovers; Gift baskets containing candy; Ginger tea; Ginseng tea; Grain-based snack foods; Granola snacks; Green coffee; Green tea; Ground coffee beans; Iced coffee; Iced tea; Instant coffee; Japanese green tea; Pastries with fruit; Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; Roasted coffee beans; Sugar-coated coffee beans; Tea; Tea bags; Tea for infusions; Tea pods; Tea-based beverages; Unroasted coffee; Yogurt-covered fruit
|------------------------|----------------------|------------|----|---------------------------|--------------|----------|---------------|-------------|-------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  sodoi coffee, Inc.  **Address**  sodoi coffee, Inc.  2438 Durant  Berkeley  CALIFORNIA  94704  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  2013sodoi

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examing Attorney**  PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMAZILIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85963682 Application Filing Date Jun. 19, 2013 Registration Number 5080181
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1630351 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2013
Foreign Registration Number 1630351 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 01, 2015 Foreign Application/ Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 01, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Natural sweetener
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 2352216 ONTARIO LIMITED Address 2352216 ONTARIO LIMITED 1062 CAITLIN CRES. KINGSTON, ONTARIO CANADA K7P 2S3 Legal Entity LIMITED CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 034373-00000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MELODY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85968839 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2013 Registration Number 5080182
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 08099492 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 19, 2008 Foreign Application/Registration County COLOMBIA Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 24, 2020
Foreign Registration Number 92146774 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 28, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County COLOMBIA Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 18, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose cotton swabs for personal use; Baby hand soap; Baby lotion; Baby oil; Baby powder; Baby shampoo; Baby wipes; Non-medicated diaper rash cream; Non-medicated diaper rash ointments and lotions; Shampoos for babies; Soaps for babies
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Laboratorios Incobra, S.A. Address Laboratorios Incobra, S.A. Calle 46 No. 46-117 Barranquilla Atlantico COLOMBIA Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa) State or Country Where Organized COLOMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZUTANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85977519 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2010 Registration Number 4243706
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 16, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "ZUTANO" in the mark is "what's his name" in Spanish.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2298535, 2393246, 1718303 and others Child Of 85003037

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For plates, cups and bowls; plates, cups and bowls made of melamine; room décor, namely, decorative laundry hampers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Nov. 30, 2011 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2011

For window treatments in the nature of curtains, draperies, sheers, swags and valances; room décor, namely, works of art in the nature of textile fabric wall hangings
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Apr. 30, 2011 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2011

For lamps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZUTANO GLOBAL INC. Address ZUTANO GLOBAL INC. 686 BELLEVILLE AVENUE NEW BEDFORD MASSACHUSETTS 02745 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16499004UST4
## POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

| Change in Registration | Yes |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | KEARNEY, COLLEEN |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Child Of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85977556</td>
<td>Jul. 29, 2011</td>
<td>4243710</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>85385238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Basis Information**: Currently Use: Yes

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Sports bras
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Intelliskin USA, LLC
- **Address**: Intelliskin USA, LLC 20162 SW Birch Street Suite 125 Newport Beach, CALIFORNIA 926600787
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: AIKENS, RONALD E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOD DELIVERS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85977560</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2011</td>
<td>4243711</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 10, 2012  
**Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 06, 2012

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 85397094 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of faith-based interpersonal skills and education for children and adults; Educational services, namely, conducting on-line exhibitions and displays and interactive exhibits in the field of faith-based, interpersonal skills and education for children and adults; Educational services, namely, conducting live and on-line classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of faith-based curriculum development, namely, a faith-based, interpersonal skills approach to the teaching of children and adults, and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, conducting live and on-line classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of faith-based curriculum development, namely, a faith-based, interpersonal skills approach to the teaching of children and adults and distribution of printed materials in connection therewith in hard copy or electronic format on the same topics; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for educators; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the field of faith-based interpersonal skills instruction; Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of faith-based, interpersonal skills and education; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of faith-based, interpersonal skills and education for children and adults via an online website

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Sep. 05, 2012  
**In Commerce** Sep. 05, 2012

For Business consulting services in the field of curriculum development for faith-based educational institutions and schools; Education leadership development; Public advocacy to promote awareness of a faith-based, interpersonal skills approach to the teaching of children and adults
**International Classes**  
35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**  
Advertising and Business

**First Use**  
Sep. 05, 2012

**In Commerce**  
Sep. 05, 2012

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
MAYBE, LLC

**Address**  
MAYBE, LLC  
228 County Road 616  
Athens  
TENNESSEE  
37303

**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  
GEORGIA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  
92596-100S

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  C. WONDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85977571 Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2010 Registration Number 4243712
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0023797/1082027 International
Registration Number 1082027 Child Of 85105534

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For umbrellas; [briefcase-type portfolios;] luggage tags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For [Key fobs not of metal]
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 2011 In Commerce Nov. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name C WONDER LICENSING, LLC Address C WONDER LICENSING, LLC 10th Floor 1333 Broadway
New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 135944-00104

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Blandu, Florentina
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WILD BILL'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85977677 Application Filing Date  May 03, 2011 Registration Number  4243727
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Oct. 25, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 20, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  85310952

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tobacco, namely, pipe tobacco
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles
First Use  Dec. 31, 2011 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mazin G. Samona Address  Mazin G. Samona 1238 Anderson Court Clawson MICHIGAN 48017
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAMA CLEVENZA'S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>85977757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4243733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 03, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name "MAMA CLEVENZA" does not identify a living individual.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**Child Of**: 85258033

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For clothing and apparel, namely, shirts, hats, and aprons

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 39  
- **International Class Title**: Clothing  
- **First Use**: Oct. 02, 2012  
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 02, 2012

For restaurant services

- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101  
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services  
- **First Use**: May 01, 2011  
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Butler, Tammy  
- **Address**: Butler, Tammy 328 Bayshore Drive Miramar Beach FLORIDA 32550  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: RAPPAPORT, SETH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Rumbera Network El
Emporio Del Network

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85977798 Application Filing Date May 12, 2011 Registration Number 4243737
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 27, 2011 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 21, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the word "Rumbera", which appears in yellow with heavy black borders and white shading over the top portion of the word. The word "NETWORK" appears below the right hand portion of the word "Rumbera" in white with heavy black borders. The words, "EL", "EMPORIO" and "DEL" appear in black with soft white borders below the left hand portion of the word "Rumbera". The word "NETWORK" appears in white with soft black borders below the words "EL" and "EMPORIO". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "NETWORK" Translation The English translation of "Rumbera" in the mark is a female dancer of the rumba. The English translation of "EL EMPORIO DEL" is the emporium of.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 85319539

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, production of sporting, musical, educational and cultural shows for radio and television
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

For Advertisement and publicity services by television, radio, mail
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

For Cable television broadcasting; Communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks and data networks; Radio broadcasting; Television broadcasting
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pidela Holdings, Inc.
Address  Pidela Holdings, Inc. Suite 800 201 S. Biscayne Blvd. Miami FLORIDA 33131
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  PANAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  7438.8393.15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JANICE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHROMEBOOK PIXEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85984216  Application Filing Date  Feb. 21, 2013  Registration Number  5082511
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jun. 03, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  85856307

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer hardware; computers; laptop computers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Feb. 21, 2013  In Commerce  Feb. 21, 2013
For  Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware problems
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Feb. 21, 2013  In Commerce  Feb. 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GOOGLE LLC  Address  GOOGLE LLC  1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY  MOUNTAIN VIEW  CALIFORNIA  94043  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GT-0557-US-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTYSIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86003152 Application Filing Date Jul. 05, 2013 Registration Number 5082515 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 24, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 19, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 24, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jarrow Formulas, Inc. Address Jarrow Formulas, Inc. 1824 South Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90035 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGROFF, MARILYN IZZI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHAT'S IN YOUR HOT DOG?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86010700 Application Filing Date Jul. 15, 2013 Registration Number 5082517 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Nov. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For packaged hot dogs sold at retail
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use May 31, 2015 In Commerce May 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Applegate Farms, LLC Address Applegate Farms, LLC 750 Rt. 202 South, Suite 300 Bridgewater NEW JERSEY 08807-5530 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALLOWAY, CHRISTINA DE
TM 15537 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FULLERTON BAY RESIDENCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86011465 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2013 Registration Number 5080184 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 29, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RESIDENCES"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4370638

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number T1309718E Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2013 Foreign Registration Number T1309718E Foreign Registration Date Jun. 18, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County SINGAPORE Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 18, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management, marketing and promotion services; business management of hotels; business and organization consultancy services; business administration; business secretarial services; business appraisals; business surveys; market surveys; accounting services; advertising services, rental of advertisement hoardings and billboards; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from department stores or supermarkets in the field of paints, varnishes and lacquers, personal hygiene products, soaps, perfumery, cosmetics, hair and body lotions, essential oils, cleaning and bleaching preparations, candles, pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations, ironmongery and small items of metal hardware, cutlery, razors and hand tools, spectacles and sun glasses, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, jewellery, silverware, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, musical instruments, magazines, books and printed matters, cards, paper and cardboard products, pictures, stationery, typewriters and office requisites, leather and imitations of leather and goods made from these materials, handbags, purses, wallets, leather holders, bags, luggage, umbrellas, clothing, footwear, headgears, mirrors, picture frames, coat hangers, place mats, furniture, household or kitchen utensils, textiles, dressmaker's articles, carpets and rugs, bed and table covers, games, playthings and sporting articles, foodstuffs and beverages, meat, fish, poultry and game, preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jams and fruits sauces, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour, bread and cakes,
condiments, fresh fruit and vegetables, beer, mineral water, fruit juices and other non-alcoholic drinks, alcoholic beverages, floral products, tobacco, smokers' articles and matches; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of paints, varnishes and lacquers, personal hygiene products, soaps, perfumery, cosmetics, hair and body lotions, essential oils, cleaning and bleaching preparations, candles, pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations, ironmongery and small items of metal hardware, cutlery, razors and hand tools, spectacles and sun glasses, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, jewellery, silverware, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, musical instruments, magazines, books and printed matters, cards, paper and cardboard products, pictures, stationery, typewriters and office requisites, leather and imitations of leather and goods made from these materials, handbags, purses, wallets, leather holders, bags, luggage, umbrellas, clothings, footwear, headgears, mirrors, picture frames, coat hangers, place mats, furniture, household or kitchen utensils, textiles, dressmaker's articles, carpets and rugs, bed and table covers, games, playthings and sporting articles, foodstuffs and beverages, meat, fish, poultry and game, preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jams and fruits sauces, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour, bread and cakes, condiments, fresh fruit and vegetables, beer, mineral water, fruit juices and other non-alcoholic drinks, alcoholic beverages, floral products, tobacco, smokers' articles and matches, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in a wholesale outlet, retail outlet, from a general merchandise catalogue on-line or by mail order; demonstration of goods for promotional or advertising purposes; distribution of samples; sales promotion by distributing promotional souvenirs; arranging, conducting and organizing exhibitions for business and commercial purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial advertising purposes; rental of office machines and equipment; provision of business bureau facilities; commercial information services; business advisory and business consultancy services relating to franchising; personnel recruitment services, employment agency services, employment outplacement services and personnel management services; organization of trade fairs and product shows for commercial advertising purposes; outdoor publicity services; public relations; rental of advertising space; business research; sales promotion for others; dissemination of advertising matter; shop window dressing; rental of billboards; advertising; shopping mall services, namely, sales promotion for others, business promotion services and commercial information and advice for consumers; provision of information, consultancy services and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Restaurant services and dining services, namely, café services and catering services; self-service and fast food restaurant services; bar services; cocktail lounge services; hotel cocktail lounge services; wine bar services; services rendered by cafeterias, cafes, snack bars, sandwich bars, canteen, coffee bars, coffee shops and tea rooms; reservation services for others for booking accommodation and meals at hotels and restaurants; catering services; providing temporary accommodation; provision of temporary accommodation by way of housing, hotels and rooms other than the letting of apartments or houses; services rendered by hotels, motels, boarding houses and holiday camps, namely, providing temporary accommodations; provision of temporary lodgings, hotel rooms, food and drink; preparation of food and drink; temporary accommodation reservation services; agency for hotel reservation; agency for temporary accommodation reservation; child care services, day nurseries and creche facilities; provision of conference facilities; providing facilities for hosting of exhibitions; provision of exhibition facilities; provision of facilities for exhibitions; providing information relating to preparation of foods and beverages and catering services on-line from a computer database or via the Internet or extranets; providing information relating to hotel,
motel, restaurants and bars services on-line from a computer database or via the Internet or extranets; provision of temporary office accommodation, namely, leasing of portable metal and non-metal buildings for use as temporary office space; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently** 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Precious Treasure Pte Ltd  **Address** Precious Treasure Pte Ltd  1 Fullerton Square,  Singapore
SINGAPORE  049178  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 32153535-000

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ATL BLACK HOLLYWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86020349 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2013 Registration Number 5082518 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 14, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ATL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertisement and publicity services by television, radio, mail; Advertisement and publicity services by radio and internet; Advertisement for others on the Internet; Advertisement via mobile phone networks; Advertising and business services, namely, securing airtime on all forms of media communications stations, systems, networks, and services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising and commercial information services, via the internet; Advertising and marketing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atl Black Hollywood Address Atl Black Hollywood 1223 Mannbrook Dr. cwdavis27@gmail.com Stone Mountain GEORGIA 30083 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANAHAN, WILLIAM PATR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86022015 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2013 Registration Number 5080187 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a brown circle with smaller circles and ovals of yellow, pink, blue, red, white and green, attached to the larger brown circle. A brown irregular shadow outline also appears around the brown circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown, green, blue, yellow, white, red and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 011910882 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2013 Foreign Registration Number 011910882 Foreign Registration Date May 19, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 18, 2023
Foreign Registration Number 0932384 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 31, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County BENELUX Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 28, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alarm clocks; Jewelry, namely, anklets; Badges of precious metal; Bracelets; Brooches; Cases for watches; Jewelry chains; Costume jewelry; Charms; Chronographs for use as watches; Chronometrical instruments; Clocks; Clocks and watches; Cuff links; Earrings; Jewelry; Jewelry cases; Key rings of precious metals; Lockets; Medals; Necklaces; Ornamental pins; Pearls; Rings; Statues of precious metal; Statuettes of precious metal; Stopwatches; Tie clips; Tie pins; Watch bands; Watch cases; Watch chains; Watches; Wristwatches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Animal apparel; purses; satchels; overnight bags; make-up bags sold empty; wash bags for carrying toiletries; tote bags; backpacks; handbags; suitcases; Umbrellas and parasols; Carry-all Bags; Beach bags; Boxes of leather or leather board; Briefcases; Business card cases; Canvas shopping bags; Cases, of leather or leather-board; Handbags; Key cases; Pocket wallets; Rucksacks; School bags; Suitcases; Textile shopping bags; Travelling bags; Umbrella covers; Vanity cases, not fitted

**International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title**: Leather Goods

For Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes, namely, textile serviettes and tea towels; Bed covers; Plastic table covers; Bath linen, except clothing; Bed blankets; Bed clothes in the nature of bed linen, bed spreads and pillow cases; Bed covers of paper; Bed linen; Coasters of textile; Covers for cushions; Curtain holders of textile material; Curtains of textile or plastic; Face towels of textile; Flags, not of paper, namely, cloth flags; Flannel; Furniture coverings of plastic; Unfitted furniture coverings of textile; Handkerchiefs of textile; Household linen; Unfitted fabric covers for furniture; Mattress covers; Napkins, of cloth, for removing make-up; Non-woven textile fabrics; Pillowcases; Place mats, not of paper; Furniture coverings made of plastic materials; Quilts; Serviettes of textile; Bed sheets; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Sleeping bags in the nature of sheeting; Table linen, not of paper; Fabric table runners; Tablecloths, not of paper; Tablemats, not of paper; Place mats of textile material; Towels; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Wall hangings of textile

**International Classes**: 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 42, 50 **International Class Title**: Fabrics

For Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, jams, compotes; Dairy-based spreads containing edible fats for bread slices; Fruit-based snack food; Fruit chips; Fruit jellies; Fruit, preserved; Fruit salads; Jellies for food; Low-fat potato chips; Marmalade; Milk shakes; Nuts, prepared; Peanut butter; Peanuts, processed; Potato chips; Raisins; Whipped cream; Yogurt

**International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 46 **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

For Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Neck-supporting air pillows, not for medical purposes; Armchairs; Baby changing mats; Bedding, except linen, namely, bed mattresses, pillows and bolsters; Beds; Beds for household pets; Bins, not of metal; Bins of wood or plastic; Book rests; Bottle caps, not of metal; Bottle closures, not of metal; Bottle racks; Bungs in the nature of bottle stoppers, not of metal; Cabinets; Chests for toys; Wood chopping block tables; Clothes hooks, not of metal; Coat hangers; Coat hooks, not of metal; Coat stands; Cupboards; Cushions; Deck chairs; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; Desks; Divans; Door bells, not of metal, non-electric; Door bolts not of metal; Door fittings, not of metal; Fans for personal use, non-electric; Flower-pot pedestals; Flower-stands; Furniture; Hat stands; High chairs for babies; House numbers, not of metal, non-luminous; Inflatable publicity objects; Interior textile window blinds; Kennels for household pets; Non-metal key holders for hanging keys; Knife handles, not of metal; Knobs, not of metal; Mats for infant playpens; Mattresses; Nameplates, not of metal; Packaging containers of plastic; Pet cushions; Picture frames; Pillows; Plastic key rings; Playpens for babies; Screw tops, not of metal, for bottles; Seats; Sleeping bags for camping; Sofas; Tables; Umbrella stands; Wind chimes; Works of art, of wood, wax, plastic or plastic; Bean bag chairs

**International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Essential oils; After-shave lotions; Air fragrancing preparations; Antiperspirants; Aromatic oils; Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Beauty masks; Body lotion; Breath freshening sprays; Breath freshening strips; Cakes of toilet soap; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic dyes in the nature of hair and beard dyes; Make-up kits comprised of cosmetics; Cosmetic pencils; Cosmetic preparations for baths; Cosmetics; Decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; Deodorant soap; Depilatories; Eau de Cologne; False eyelashes; False nails; Perfumery in the nature of fragrances for personal use; Gift sets comprised of perfumery in the nature of fragrances for personal use; Hair lotions; Hair spray; Lip glosses; Lipsticks; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Make-up; Make-up powder; Make-up preparations; Mascara; Mouth washes, not for medical purposes; Nail art stickers; Nail care preparations; Nail polish; Nail varnish; Perfumes; Shampoos and shower gel; Shaving preparations; Skin soap; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; Toilet water; Non-medicated toiletries

**International Classes**

3 - Primary Classes

US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; dessert mixes made for bakery goods; Bread; Ices; Sugar, honey, treacle; Sauces being condiments; Spices; Bread; Bread rolls; Cake mixes being powder; Cereal bars; Cereal-based snack food; Cereal preparations, namely, dessert mixes for bakery and breakfast cereals; Chewing gum; Corn Chips; Chocolate-based beverages; Chocolate-based beverages with milk; Cocoa-based beverages; Cocoa products, namely, cocoa powder; Cocoa beverages with milk; Coffee; Coffee-based beverages; Coffee beverages with milk; Flavorings for coffee; Coffee flavoured syrup used in making beverages; Corn flakes; Cotton candy; Crackers; Custard; Edible ices; Frozen yoghurt; Fruit coulis; Fruit jelly candy; Frozen confections, namely, freeze bars; Fudge; Gingerbread; High-protein cereal bars; Ice cream; Ice cream drinks; Jelly beans; Ketchup; Lollipops; Marshmallows; Mayonnaise; Muesli; Noodle-based prepared meals; Oat-based snack food; Oat flakes; Oatmeal; Pancakes; Pasta; Pasta sauce; Pepper; Pizzas; Popcorn; Powders for ice cream; Quiches; Ravioli; Rice-based snack food; Rice cakes; Sandwiches; Sauces; Seasonings; Sorbets; Spaghetti; Spices; Sugar; Tacos; Tea; Tea-based beverages; Toffees; Tomato sauce; Tortillas; Waffles; Ice milk

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes

US Classes 46

**International Class Title** Staple Foods

For Downloadable computer game software for video and computer games; Downloadable computer game programs which can be downloaded via social media; Computer peripheral devices; Downloadable image files containing photographic images and artwork, and text in the field of video and computer games; Downloadable image files containing photographic images and artwork, and text in the field of video and computer games offered via social media; Downloadable music files; Downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of e-books, online magazines, online newspapers, electronic journals, and podcast transcripts in the field of computer and video games; Headphones; Musical juke boxes; Microphones; Baby monitors; Mouse pads; Portable media players; Portable telephones; Sound recording, transmitting and reproduction apparatus; Spectacle cases; Spectacle frames; Sunglasses; Telephone apparatus; Blank USB flash drives; Video game cartridges; Cases for mobile phones, tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; Video game software; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs; Downloadable interactive multimedia computer game programs offered via social media; Downloadable computer software for mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices in the field of social media for the creation and exchange of user-generated content, marketing research, and also for transmission of electronic communications and also for posting advertisements; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in the field of social media for the creation and exchange
of user-generated content, marketing research, and also for transmission of electronic communications and also for posting
advertisements; Downloadable computer application software featuring video and computer games; Computer application
software for mobile phones, portable media players, tablets, handheld computers and other electronic mobile devices, namely,
software for video and computer games; Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, tablets,
handheld computers and other electronic mobile devices, namely, software for video and computer games offered via social
media; Mobile phone accessories and charms, namely, danglers for mobile phones; Eyewear; Eyeglasses; Mobile phone
accessory charms; Mobile phone covers; Radios incorporating alarm clocks; bags adapted for laptops

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Clothing, namely, Aprons, Babies' pants, Bath robes, Bathing trunks, Belts, Beach clothes, namely, beachwear, bathing
suits, swimsuits, and bathing trunks, Bibs, not of paper, Boas, Brassieres, Clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards, Clothing
of imitations of leather, namely, jackets and pants; Clothing of leather, namely, jackets and pants; Coats, Dresses, Dressing
gowns, Ear muffs, Gloves, Hosiery; Jackets, Jerseys, Jumper dresses, Knitwear, namely, knit tops, knit skirts, and knit socks;
Leggings; Leg warmers Masquerade costumes, Mittens, Money belts, Neckties, Outer clothing, namely, ear muffs, gloves,
pullovers, overcoats, Scarves, Ties, vests, waistcoats; Stockings; Pants, Pullovers, Pajamas, Ready-made clothing, namely,
Character costumes for use in children's dress up play, in role-playing games and in the amusement industry, Clothing for
sportswear in the nature of sport uniforms, sports shirts, sport coats, sport shirts, sport stockings, sports bras; sports jackets,
sports jerseys and breeches for sports, sports over uniforms, tracksuits; sports pants, sports shirts with short sleeves, sports
shoes, sports singlets, sports vests, sports caps and hats, jogging suits, warm up suits, rugby tops, rugby shorts, golf shirts;
Lingerie, Nightwear in the nature of nightshirts, night gowns and nightdresses; one piece garments for children; jumpsuits; one
piece garments for adults, namely, sleepwear and loungewear; t-shirts, sweatshirts, and shorts; Shirts; Shower caps, Skirts,
Sleep masks, Socks, Sweaters, Swimwear, Tee-shirts, Tights; Trousers, Underpants, Underwear, Vests, Waterproof clothing,
namely, waterproof jackets and pants; footwear, namely, Beach footwear, Bath sandals, Bath slippers, Beach shoes, Boots,
Boots for sports, Esparto shoes and sandals, Sandals, Shoes, Slippers; headgear, namely, Bandanas, Bathing caps, Berets,
Caps, Hats, Headbands, Paper hats for use as clothing items; Halloween costumes

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 22, 39
**International Class Title** Clothing

**For** Metal safes; metal money boxes; Door knockers of metal; Door stops of metal; Key chains of common metal; Locks of
metal for bags; Locks of metal, other than electric; Safety cashboxes of metal; Screw tops of metal for bottles; Signs, non-
luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; Statues of common metal; Statuettes of common metal; Key rings of common metal

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
**International Class Title** Metal Goods

**For** Non-alcoholic cordials; Fruit beverages and fruit juices; Syrups and other preparations for making beverages, namely,
fruit drinks; Aerated water; Aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; Aperitifs, non-alcoholic; Beer; Cider, non-alcoholic; Cocktails,
non-alcoholic; Fruit juice; Frozen fruit drinks; Frozen slush drinks, namely, smoothies; Ginger ale; Isotonic beverages;
Lemonades; Mineral water; Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages;
Non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; fruit drink beverages; Effervescing powders for making soft drinks; Frozen Fruit
beverages; Frozen fruit based beverages; Smoothies; Soda water; Sorbets in the form of beverages; Syrups for beverages;
Syrups for lemonade; Table waters; Tomato juice; Vegetable juices; Drinking waters
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: King.com Limited  
Address: King.com Limited  
Aragon House 4th Floor, Dragonara Road  
St.Julian's  
STJ3140  
MALTA  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: MALTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 17054.63US01

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DATAWATCH REPORT MINING SERVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86025499 Application Filing Date  Jul. 31, 2013   Registration Number   5082519 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016   Principal Register   1 Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jul. 08, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 02, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "REPORT MINING SERVER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Computer software for transforming reports stored in document management systems into other, manipulable and accessible formats; computer software for document capture, management, editing, formatting International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 19, 2002 In Commerce  Dec. 19, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Datawatch Corporation Address   Datawatch Corporation 4 Crosby Drive Bedford MICHIGAN 01730 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOVE THEM LONGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86032511 Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2013 Registration Number 5082521
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 31, 2013 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 25, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pet food, pet edible treats and chews, and pet beverages
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Sep. 09, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BETTER CHOICE COMPANY INC. Address BETTER CHOICE COMPANY INC. 4025 TAMPA ROAD SUITE 1117 OLDSMAR FLORIDA 34677 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 79238.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LEVEL ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86032542
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 5082522
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register Principal Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 21, 2014
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 18, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Installation of solar panels**
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Jul. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Level Solar Inc.
- **Address**: Level Solar Inc. 527 Hudson Street, Suite 20-170 New York NEW YORK 10014
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: K0516.20000U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRODY, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SLIDE WINDOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86034200  Application Filing Date Aug. 09, 2013  Registration Number 5080188
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 402013005299  Foreign Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2013
Foreign Registration Number 5688196  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 25, 2014  Foreign Application/ Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 25, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobile phones; Computer application software for mobile phones for receiving and transmission of message in the nature of data, text, language, sound, image and video; Cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MICROSOFT CORPORATION  Address MICROSOFT CORPORATION  255 East Fifth Street, Suite 1900 Cincinnati OHIO 45202  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKS, KIMBERLY L
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
WACKANOMORE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86036376
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 13, 2013
- **Registration Number**: 5082523
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 07, 2014
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 04, 2014

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Plastic sheeting for preventing weed growth
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber
- **Goods First Use**: Jul. 30, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 30, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Wyrostek, Timothy
- **Address**: Wyrostek, Timothy 6061 N Billman Curtice OHIO 43412
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 738.0004

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE BRAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86044859 Application Filing Date Aug. 22, 2013 Registration Number 5080189
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK0000265577 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 26, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 11, 2023
Foreign Registration Number UK0000265577 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 26, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 11, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vitamin preparations; mineral preparations for medical use; nutrients and nutriments in capsule for lethargy, weakness, and malnourishment; vitamin, mineral and protein substances for use in the manufacture of foods and pharmaceuticals; nutritional supplements for athletes and sports people, all of the foregoing not relating to baseball or softball or to a baseball or softball team, league, mascot, event or stadium
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NTA Foods Ltd Address NTA Foods Ltd P O Box 7351 LEICESTER UNITED KINGDOM LE20YU
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SHORT SIMPLE TREATMENT.
LASTING LUNG IMPROVEMENT.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86051144</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 29, 2013</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082526</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2014</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Medical devices for treating obstructive lung diseases; medical apparatus and instruments for treating obstructive lung diseases |
| International Classes | 10 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 26, 39, 44 |
| International Class Title | Medical Apparatus |
| First Use | Jul. 2016 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | NUVAIRA, INC. |
| Address | NUVAIRA, INC. 3750 ANNAPOLIS LANE NORTH SUITE 105 MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA 55447 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 24450-2008 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY |
| Examining Attorney | DWYER, JOHN D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WISEWEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86051956  Application Filing Date  Aug. 29, 2013  Registration Number  5082527
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 21, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 18, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Health monitoring devices, namely, blood pressure monitors, thermometers and pedometers; Medical apparatus for monitoring vital signs of patients
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes  US Classes  26, 39, 44  International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CAREPREDICT, INC.  Address  CAREPREDICT, INC.  324 S. UNIVERSITY DRIVE  PLANTATION  FLORIDA  33324  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CAP-18-1523

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARANT, LUCY B
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
KINABIs

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86058309</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 06, 2013</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080191</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **The mark consists of the stylized word "KINABIs". Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4393280

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Small decorative ornaments or charms made of rubber, plastic, glass, fabric, electrical components, stones, or metal for use as accessories for attachment to tablet computers, smart phones, laptop computers, and personal digital assistants; Small decorative ornaments or charms made of rubber, plastic, glass, fabric, electrical components, stones, or metal for use as accessories for attachment to headphones, earphones, karaoke machines, cash registers, baby monitors, audio speakers, cameras, video cameras, stereo headphones, in-ear headphones, and radios; Small decorative ornaments or charms made of rubber, plastic, glass, fabric, electrical components, stones, or metal for use as accessories for attachment to bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain tablet computers, handheld computers, personal computers, MP3 players, cameras, headphones, earphones, and cameras

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2012
**In Commerce**: Jun. 20, 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: MATTEL, INC.
**Address**: MATTEL, INC. 333 CONTINENTAL BLVD. EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WACKY-TIVITIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86060140 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2013 Registration Number 5080192
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1620327 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2013
Foreign Registration Number TMA916347 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 07, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 07, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, games and playthings, namely, viscous play gel compound used for amusement, compressible play balls, sports balls, construction toys, water toys, squeeze toys, arts and crafts colored sand kits, moulding and sculpting materials and products, namely, granular, mouldable substance that can be moulded, sculpted and formed into any shape, children's multiple activity toys, modeling clay and compounds for use by children, namely, toy modeling dough, play sand, children's educational toys for developing fine motor skills, sand toys, toy sand sculpting tools, toy sand moulding tools, toy putty, toy putty sculpting tools, toy putty moulding tools, sand box toys; toy and novelty item in the nature of stream materials and viscous compounds and novelty pressurized dispenser of the stream material, sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spin Master Ltd. Address Spin Master Ltd. 225 King Street West, Suite 200 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5V3M2 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BINTSKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86063047 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2013 Registration Number 5082530
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 21, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 16, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marine ropes impregnated with wax and oil for use on coffer dams in a marine or similar environment
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 26, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stevenson-Seeley, Inc. Address Stevenson-Seeley, Inc. 1039 W. Venango Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11815.21

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I GOT 99 PROBLEMS BUT A FISH AIN'T ONE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86064668 Application Filing Date Sep. 13, 2013 Registration Number 5080193
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Bandanas; Belts; Footwear; Hats; Jackets; Pants; Pullovers; Rainwear; Shorts; Socks; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Ties; Underwear; Vests
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 06, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2012

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name FUNHOUSE TSHIRTS Composed of Scott Cerkoney, USA Address FUNHOUSE TSHIRTS 20031 JACANA CT CANYON COUNTRY CALIFORNIA 91351 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLEAN EASIER. CLEAN FASTER. CLEAN BETTER.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86070695 Application Filing Date  Sep. 20, 2013 Registration Number   5082531
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 21, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 18, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim    Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpet cleaning machines; Electric floor polishing machines and apparatus; Electric sweepers; Electric vacuum cleaners and their components; Floor buffers; Floor cleaning machines; Pads for floor polishing machines; Steam cleaning machines; Steam cleaning machines in the nature of steam mops
For All purpose cleaning preparations; Biotechnological cleaning solution for eliminating odors, breaking down organics, and removing stains; Carpet cleaning preparations; Carpet shampoo; Cleaning, polishing and scouring preparations; Disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use; Floor finishing preparation; Floor polish; Floor stripping or cleaning preparation; Floor wax; Furniture polish; Impregnated cleaning, dusting or polishing cloths; Soaps for household use; Spot remover; Stain removing preparations
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title    Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   Sep. 30, 2014 In Commerce   Sep. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   SHARKNINJA OPERATING LLC Address   SHARKNINJA OPERATING LLC Suite 100 89 A Street Needham  MASSACHUSETTS 02494 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where   DELAWARE
Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   42982-12293
MARK INFORMATION

Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of five green circles adjacent to one other in a horizontal line; three of the five circles are concentric with green shaded centers surrounded by white; two of the circles contain no shading and white centers.

Color Drawing: Yes

Color Claimed: The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Travel information services; providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services; providing reviews of travel service providers, travel destinations and travel tours via computer networks and global information networks; providing an on-line searchable computer database featuring information on transportation, travel and travel route planning

International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 105
International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Nov. 11, 2013
In Commerce: Nov. 11, 2013

For: Providing lodging and restaurant information services; providing reviews of hotel accommodations and restaurants via computer networks and global information networks; providing online reviews of local attractions via the Internet, namely, providing online reviews of restaurants, hotels and resorts that provide meals and accommodations that provide meals and accommodations via computer networks and global information networks

International Classes: 43 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Hotel and restaurant services
First Use: Nov. 11, 2013
In Commerce: Nov. 11, 2013

BASE INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: TripAdvisor LLC
Address: TripAdvisor LLC 400 1st Avenue Needham MASSACHUSETTS 02494
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86073188 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2013 Registration Number 5082535
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 08, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 02, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of five circles adjacent to one other in a horizontal line; three of the five circles are concentric with shaded centers surrounded by white; two of the circles contain no shading and white centers. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel information services; providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services; providing reviews of travel service providers, travel destinations and travel tours via computer networks and global information networks; providing an on-line searchable computer database featuring information on transportation, travel and travel route planning
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Nov. 11, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2013

For Providing lodging and restaurant information services; providing reviews of hotel accommodations and restaurants via computer networks and global information networks; providing online reviews of local attractions via the Internet, namely, providing online reviews of restaurants, hotels and resorts that provide meals and accommodations via computer networks and global information networks
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 11, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TripAdvisor LLC Address TripAdvisor LLC 400 1st Avenue Needham MASSACHUSETTS 02494
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TRP-694-US
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SINBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86082252 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2013 Registration Number 5080195
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "SINBO" in gray, stylized lettering with a red circle within the letter "O" in the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The word(s) "SINBO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 200740771 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 18, 2008 Foreign Application/Registration County TURKEY Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 26, 2017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrically-powered kitchen appliances for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food, electric mixers for household purposes, electric food blenders for household purposes, electric knives, electric meat grinders, electric food slicers, electric pepper mills, electric salt mills, sewing machines, dishwasher machines, spin dryers not heated, clothes washing machines, electric vacuum cleaners and their components, carpet cleaning machines and their bags, hoses and parts
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Devices for heating, namely, heating installations; vapor producing installations, namely, humidifiers; electric stoves, electric heating fans, portable electric fans, electric radiators, portable electric heaters, boilers for central heating and natural gas installations, gas boilers, burners, heaters for baths, heat pumps, heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels, cookers, air-conditioning installations and apparatus, fans for air-conditioning, ventilators, air-conditioning apparatus for vehicles; air sterilisers and purifying devices, installations and their parts and accessories for residences; exhaust hoods for kitchens, refrigerators, deep freezers, ice boxes, ice machines, electric pressure cookers, electric rice cooker, electric frying pans, electric food steamer, toasters, electric sandwich makers, electric deep fryers, electric grills, electric cooking ovens, electric popcorn poppers, electric autoclaves, electric coffee and tea machines, electric tea kettles, electric water boilers, electric kettles and their parts; electric clothes drying machines for household purposes, electric hair-dryers, hand drying apparatus for washrooms
Environmental Control Apparatus

For Non-electric egg and cheese slicers, non-electric pizza cutters, non-electric vegetable and fruit peelers, non-electric vegetable slicers, hand tools for personal use, namely, electric and non-electric razors, razor blades, electric shavers, electric hair removing devices, electric hair straightener, electric hair crimper, electric hair clippers, electric hair curling irons, electric hair straightening irons, scissors, eyelash curlers; pedicure and manicure implements, namely, nail scissors, nail files, cuticle pushers, tweezers; manicure implements, namely, nail files, scissors, and cuticle pushers, sold with cases; irons, namely, electric and steam irons, electric clothing pressing machines for commercial dry cleaning and laundry purposes

Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deima Elektromekanik Ürünler Insaat Spor Malzemeleri İmalat Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Şirketi
Address Deima Elektromekanik Ürünler Insaat Spor Malzemeleri İmalat Sanayi ve Ticaret An Cihangir Mahalle Gövercin Cd. No:4 Avcilar - Istanbul TURKEY

Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

EXAMINATION ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN

Docket Number 1285-695

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COUNTRY ROADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86102443 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2013 Registration Number 5082544
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 04, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 29, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Filtered cigars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Sep. 08, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAP Trademarks, LLC Address HAP Trademarks, LLC 11301 Heidi Drive Midlothian VIRGINIA 23112 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STAGE COACH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86102444</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Oct. 26, 2013</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5082545</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2014</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Filtered cigars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>34 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 8, 9, 17</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Smokers' Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2016</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: HAP Trademarks, LLC
Address: HAP Trademarks, LLC 11301 Heidi Drive Midlothian VIRGINIA 23112

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OLD MILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86102445 Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2013 Registration Number 5082546
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 04, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 29, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Filtered cigars
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Sep. 08, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAP Trademarks, LLC Address HAP Trademarks, LLC 11301 Heidi Drive Midlothian VIRGINIA 23112 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRAC LINER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 86105280 | Application Filing Date | Oct. 30, 2013 | Registration Number | 5083859 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Supplemental | Mark Type | Trademark | Amended to Supplemental | Register | Yes | Date Amended to Current Register | Aug. 18, 2016 | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes | Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "LINER" |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes | Foreign Application Number | 1649872 | Foreign Application Filing Date | Oct. 29, 2013 |
| Foreign Registration Number | TMA920,377 | Foreign Registration Date | Nov. 17, 2015 | Foreign Application/Registration County | CANADA | Foreign Expiration Date | Nov. 17, 2030 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Geomembrane liner used to store liquids for hydrocarbon well operations

| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 | International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | LAYFIELD GROUP LTD. | Address | LAYFIELD GROUP LTD. 11603-180 Street Edmonton, Alberta CANADA T5S2H6 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1989-37US |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LATTUCA, FRANK J |
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KABALONE KOREAN
ABALONE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 86141333
Application Filing Date: Dec. 11, 2013
Registration Number: 5080197
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a design that is composed of three wavy, circular shapes, one within the other, the outer most shape being light blue, the middle shape being medium blue, and the inner most shape being dark blue. Within the inner most shape is a semi-circular shape with a curled tail in a white color, and within this semi-circular shape are five white dots in a relatively horizontal position. Below the above-mentioned design is the word "Kabalone" written in blue, and below this word are the words "Korean abalone" written in gray.
Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) light blue, medium blue, dark blue, blue, white, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer: "KOREAN ABALONE"

Foreign Information
Foreign Registration Number: 40-1072138
Foreign Registration Date: Nov. 27, 2014
Foreign Application/Registration County: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
Foreign Expiration Date: Nov. 27, 2024

Foreign Registration Number: 40-1070185
Foreign Registration Date: Nov. 17, 2014
Foreign Application/Registration County: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
Foreign Expiration Date: Nov. 17, 2024

Goods and Services Information
For: Non-living abalones; Food products made from abalones, namely, retort pouched abalones, frozen abalones, chilled abalones, salted abalones, salted-dried abalones, and smoked abalones; Preserved abalones, Dried abalones, Canned abalones, Salted and fermented abalones, namely, jeotgal; Food products made from fish and shellfish, namely, retort pouched fish and shellfish, frozen fish and shellfish, chilled fish and shellfish, salted fish and shellfish, salted-dried fish and shellfish, and smoked fish and shellfish; Preserved fish and shellfish, Dried fish and shellfish
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 46
International Class Title: Meats and Processed Foods
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Live abalones, Fresh abalones, Live fish and shellfish, Live oysters, Live shellfish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>31 - Primary Classes <strong>US Classes</strong> 1, 46 <strong>International Class Title</strong> Natural Agricultural Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** National Fisheries Research and Development Institute  
**Address** National Fisheries Research and Development Institute 216, Gijanghaean-ro, Gijang-eup Gijang-gun, Busan  
**State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  
**Legal Entity** korean national government entity

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 99999.0005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EGO-LESS WORKPLACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86141989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 12, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "WORKPLACE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
Business consulting services in business leadership development and business management; Business management consulting

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

First Use Jan. 28, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 28, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Miller, John J. Address Miller, John J. 9251 Golf Course Road Sugarcreek OHIO 44681

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number 55562-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GROUNDFORCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86146190</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 2013</td>
<td>5080198</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1631766
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jun. 19, 2013
- **Foreign Registration Number**: TMA940908
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 14, 2016
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 14, 2031

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: consulting services in the fields of political strategy and marketing
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GROUNDFORCE DIGITAL LTD.
- **Address**: GROUNDFORCE DIGITAL LTD. c/o Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP One Main Street West Hamilton, Ontario CANADA L8P4Z5
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 33056-459901

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LAGUNA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86156591
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 02, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 4960663
- **Register Date**: May 17, 2016
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 30, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 04, 2014
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 29, 2014

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "Laguna" in the mark is "Lagoon".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Automobiles
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Jun. 05, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 05, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: VANDERHALL MOTOR WORKS, INC.
- **Address**: VANDERHALL MOTOR WORKS, INC. 2365 MOUNTAIN VISTA LANE PROVO UTAH 84606
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UTAH

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) II REALTII

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86162873 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2014 Registration Number 5082558 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 05, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 30, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the depiction of two inverted droplets, each encasing the letter "i", to the right of "REALTII". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "REALTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate research services, namely, providing information about available properties and property listings and the prices of said properties; real estate services, namely, real estate brokerage services, real estate valuation services, providing a website featuring information in the field of real estate, providing information in the field of real estate; providing an on-line computer database and information in the field of real estate; providing computer databases featuring searchable indexes of real estate information, real estate property listings and links to third-party real estate agency websites.

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Feb. 03, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2016

For Real estate advertising services; referral services in the field of real estate; real estate agent referral services; real estate marketing services, namely, on-line services featuring tours of residential and commercial real estate; providing consumer information in the field of real estate; real estate marketing services, namely, on-line services featuring tours of commercial and residential real estate; advertising the wares and services of others; promoting the wares and services of others via an on-line electronic communications network by means of providing links to the websites of others in the fields of real estate, general consumer merchandise and general consumer services; operating online marketplace for sellers and buyers of goods and services the fields of real estate and general consumer services via an on-line electronic communications network; operating online marketplaces for sellers of goods and services in the field of real estate; providing consumer information in the fields of home maintenance, decoration and sales; providing on-line directory information services also featuring hyperlinks to other websites; providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; business research services in the field of real estate, namely, summarizing and providing information related to real estate markets and market trends.
For:
Providing online non-downloadable software for use by others in designing and creating webpages; hosting webpages for others; providing online non-downloadable consumer data storage software for administering, managing, storing, retrieving and coordinating the storage of data files in the area of real estate; providing online non-downloadable computer database software for administering, managing, retrieving and coordinating the storage of data files featuring information in the field of real estate; computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network, wide area networks and local area networks; providing customized searching and retrieving of real estate related information at the customer's specific request via the Internet.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TTTT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86168553 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2014 Registration Number 5082560 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 07, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 07, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized intersecting letter "T"s. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services for making, processing and reconciling payment transactions with credit cards, debit cards, gift cards, cash, and other payment forms; financial analysis services in the fields of payment processing, payment tracking, customer relations and loyalty programs, and business optimization; financial services for processing payment transactions based on the location of a consumer; financial services for making and processing payments through social networks; financial services for others for reconciling payment transactions based on credit cards, debit cards, gift cards, and other forms of payment
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 01, 2012 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2012
For Business management services and business consulting featuring business analytic tools relating to payment processing and tracking; customer relations and loyalty program tools for businesses, namely, providing incentive award programs for customers through the issuance and processing of loyalty coupons for frequent use of participating businesses, administration of a customer loyalty program through the establishment of rules and standards by which customers achieve loyalty status, by aggregating and anonymizing customer transactional and locational behavior analytics, and by incentivizing the sharing of award programs and specific offers among customers; providing a database featuring product data and consumer data for commercial purposes; advertising, marketing and promotion services; business management and business administration consultancy services featuring analytic tools relating to customer location data, customer recognition, and security; administration of customer loyalty programs which provide discounts and status incentives, namely, free items and discounts on items in subsequent transactions and visits for others; consumer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes, namely, administration of frequent user program that allows merchants to redeem points for awards; business analytic services related to industry pricing; Business consulting featuring business analytic tools relating to
processing payment transactions based on the location of a consumer; market research studies, namely, analytic services regarding consumer behavior, market research studies, namely, gathering and reporting of consumer location data for others

**International Classes** 35 - **Primary Classes** 100, 101, 102  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business  **First Use** Oct. 01, 2012  **In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2012

**For** Computer hardware and software for making and processing payment transactions with credit cards, debit cards, gift cards, cash, and other payment forms; financial software and accessories for facilitating, authorizing, and settling financial transactions between merchants and consumers and between consumers and other consumers for mobile device terminals, cash registers, and other point of sale systems, namely, portable computing devices with internet connectivity, phones, smartphones, tablet computers, computers, touchscreens, computer terminals, electronic or computing eyeglasses, and interactive computer kiosks comprising computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer operating software; analytic tools relating to payment processing and tracking, namely, portable computing devices with internet connectivity, phones, smartphones, tablet computers, computers, touchscreens, computer terminals, electronic or computing eyeglasses, and interactive computer kiosks comprising computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer operating software for tracking sales and purchase history; customer relations and loyalty program tools for businesses, namely, portable computing devices with internet connectivity, phones, smartphones, tablets, computers, touchscreens, terminals, electronic or computing glasses, and interactive computer kiosks comprising computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer operating software, for creating, designing, attributing and distributing incentives and sales offers; optical character recognition software; software for use in facilitating payment transactions; software for inventory management; software for obtaining alternatives to paper signatures in a financial transaction; software for generation and delivery of electronic receipt; software for determining the location of a consumer; software relating to processing payment transactions based on the location of a consumer; software for collecting consumer behavior; software relating to processing payment transactions based on consumer behavior

**International Classes** 9 - **Primary Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use** Oct. 01, 2012  **In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2012

**For** Providing electronic transmission of payment transactions and related information, merchant-customer communications, and advertising and promotional materials via a global computer network; providing electronic transmission of financial and business information between and among customers and businesses; providing electronic transmission of consumer location data via a global computer network

**International Classes** 38 - **Primary Classes** 100, 101, 104  **US Classes** 100, 101, 104  **International Class Title** Communication  **First Use** Oct. 01, 2012  **In Commerce** Oct. 01, 2012

**For** Cloud computing featuring software for use in facilitating, processing, managing, and verifying financial transactions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in facilitating, processing, managing, and verifying financial transactions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to gather consumer behavior data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to track consumer location; data conversion services, namely, image recognition and optical character recognition services relating to credit cards, checks, financial instruments, and identification cards
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services  
First Use: Oct. 01, 2012  
In Commerce: Oct. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Tantrum Street LLC  
Address: Tantrum Street LLC  
Wright Connatser PLLC  
2929 Canton Street  
Dallas  
TEXAS  
75226  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CERVECERIA CIELITO LINDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86173984 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2014 Registration Number 5080202 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CERVECERIA"
Translation The English translation of "CERVECERIA CIELITO LINDO" in the mark is "CUTE SLIGHT HEAVEN BREWERY".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1581145 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 16, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 21, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Taproom services featuring a thematic brewery
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MÉXICO LINDO Y QUERIDO BRANDS, S.A. DE C.V. Address MÉXICO LINDO Y QUERIDO BRANDS, S.A. DE C.V. HIDALGO #2074 GUADALAJARA MEXICO 44600 Legal Entity SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7035/005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE SHADOWBOXERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86175190 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2014 Registration Number 5082562 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an internet website featuring information about the service mark owner's upcoming musical performances; providing a website featuring non-downloadable pre-recorded music and videos featuring music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 28, 2009 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2009
For Pre-recorded CDs, DVDs and vinyl record albums featuring music; downloadable pre-recorded music and videos
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 18, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 18, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Shadowboxers LLC Address The Shadowboxers LLC 620 Glen Iris Drive, NE, Apt. 214 Atlanta GEORGIA 30308 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DENNIS, SETH OWEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86178221 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2014 Registration Number 5082563 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 29, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 23, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of two dog's heads in black, white and brown, the ears and face being brown and outlined in black, except the nose is black. The eyes are outlined in black, with black irises and white pupils. The dog face on the left is dark brown in color, while the dog face on the right is light brown in color and contains long black eyelashes Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) brown, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travelbags, Boston bags, all purpose sports bags, carry-on bags, garment bags for travel, brief cases, felt and leather pouches, golf shoe bags and cases for travel, backpacks, handbags, shoulder bags, purses, wallets; pet clothing, pet accessories, namely, leads and collars; umbrellas, parasols International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Aug. 31, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2013

For Men's and women's golf wear, namely, gloves; golf clubs, head covers for golf clubs, golf bags, golf bag covers, golf club cases, golf balls, golf tees, golf gloves, golf ball bags, golf tee bags, golf ball markers and ball mark repairs, namely, divot repair tools, golf accessory pouches; stuffed toy animals International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 31, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2013

For Men's and women's golfwear, namely, polo shirts, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pullovers, tops, vests, sweaters, turtlenecks, crew necks, jackets, suits, coats, pants, trousers, shorts, skirts, warm-up suits, rain suits, socks, neckties, mufflers, mittens; hats, caps, sun visors, visors, headbands; belts; swimsuits, swimcaps; golf shoes; sandals International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 31, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
## OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Two and One Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>2-22, Harumi 3-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Legal Entity</strong></th>
<th>JOINT STOCK COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Docket Number</strong></th>
<th>T45352</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>DYER, ERIN ZASKODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINE GROWLERVILLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86192181 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2014 Registration Number 5082570
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 24, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 19, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine bars

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WINERY EXCHANGE, INC. Address WINERY EXCHANGE, INC. 500 REDWOOD BLVD., SUITE 200 NOVATO CALIFORNIA 94947 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BOONE, JOHN C
TM 15570 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAFAYETTE CREAMERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86194542 Application Filing Date Feb. 14, 2014 Registration Number 5082572
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 15, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 09, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CREAMERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverages consisting principally of milk; Chocolate milk; Cows' milk; Half and half; Milk; Milk drinks containing fruits; Milk-based beverages with chocolate; Strawberry milk; Vanilla milk
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce May 21, 2016
For Ice cream; Ice cream bars; Ice cream desserts; Ice cream sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce May 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lafayette Creamery LLC Address Lafayette Creamery LLC 6544 Lindenhurst Dr. Kalamazoo MICHIGAN 49009 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AYALA, LOURDES

Lafayette Creamery
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) R.N.A.POWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86196023 Application Filing Date  Feb. 18, 2014  Registration Number  5082573
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 20, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [Cosmetics, namely, soaps, lipsticks, foundations, blushers, and cosmetic white face powders; perfume and essential oils for personal use;] non-medicated skin care preparations for the cleaning, care and beautification of the skin not including tanning preparations or tanning moisturizers [; non-medicated hair care preparations for cleaning, care and beautification of the scalp and hair ]
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Dec. 31, 2015  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Procter & Gamble Company  Address  The Procter & Gamble Company  One Procter & Gamble Plaza Cincinnati  OHIO  45202  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM-521679/US

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, Column 1, line 4, through line 8, "Cosmetics, namely, soaps, lipsticks, foundations, blushers, and cosmetic white face powders; perfume and essential oils for personal use non-medicated hair care preparations for cleaning, care and beautification of the scalp and hair" is deleted, and non-medicated skin care preparations for the cleaning, care and beautification of the skin not including tanning preparations or tanning moisturizers is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE OBVIOUS CHOICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86197848 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2014 Registration Number 5082576
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 15, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 09, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for accessing information and making reservations in the field of travel, transportation, lodging and customer loyalty and rewards programs in connection therewith; computer software for mobile devices for accessing information and making reservations in the field of travel, transportation, lodging and customer loyalty and rewards programs in connection therewith
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation and providing information concerning travel and providing travel information over computer networks, global communication networks and mobile networks; customer services, namely, providing confirmations of bookings for transportation via email
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Feb. 2014 In Commerce Feb. 2014
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary accommodations; providing accommodation information services; making reservations and bookings for temporary accommodations and providing accommodation information over computer networks, global computer communication networks and mobile networks; customer services, namely, providing confirmations of bookings of temporary accommodations via email
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 2014 In Commerce Feb. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hotels.com, LP  **Composed of**  Hotels.com, LP, a Texas limited partnership, composed Hotels.com GP, LLC, a limited liability company of Texas  **Address**  Hotels.com, LP  5400 LBJ Freeway, Suite 500  Dallas  TEXAS  75240

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  **State or Country Where Organized**  TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DONN-IT-ON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86202209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical device to assist in donning compression hosiery for people with reduced mobility
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Apr. 01, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Assistive Design Concepts LLC Address Assistive Design Concepts LLC 4203 Cardinal Grove Blvd Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27617 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1739-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ULTRA HIGH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86204656 Application Filing Date  Feb. 26, 2014 Registration Number   5082581
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 06, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 03, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Lighter fluid, butane fuel; Butane for smoking purpose
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15 International Class Title   Lubricants and Fuels
First Use   Sep. 06, 2016 In Commerce   Sep. 06, 2016
For   Tobacco, namely, cigars, cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, manufactured tobacco; Smokers' articles, namely, ashtrays for smokers, lighters for smokers, filter tubes, keystones for pipes, cigar storage tubes, cigar glue, tobacco pipes, hookahs, bongs, glass pipes, pipe racks for tobacco pipes, matches, butane lighters, gas containers for lighters, lighter cases, lighter parts, butane holder for use in lighters, cigarette paper, rolling papers, cigarette holders, gas containers for cigar lighters, cigar cutters, cigar piercers, cigar and cigarette cases, gas lighters
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title   Smokers' Articles
First Use  Sep. 06, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GRIGG KELLOCK Address   GRIGG KELLOCK  10755 - 69TH AVENUE EDMONTON, ALBERTA CANADA  T6H2C9 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  35378R

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JILLIAN BEANSTALK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86211612 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 05, 2014 | Registration Number | 5082583 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Jul. 22, 2014 | Notice of Allowance Date | Sep. 16, 2014 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use Aug. 05, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MATTEL, INC.
Address MATTEL, INC. M1-1518 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMARTREREACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86211841 Application Filing Date  Mar. 05, 2014 Registration Number   5080204
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing; advertising and marketing consultancy; advertising, marketing, and customer targeting consultancy services, market research data collection services, business analytics services for others, namely, conducting statistical analysis for business purposes, delivering multi-channel solutions for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others, provided by means of direct and indirect methods of advertising and marketing communications, including via e-mail, direct mail, database appends, lead generation, identification and profiling, monitoring, scoring, engagement, re-engagement, nurturing, analysis, and reporting, telemarketing, social media, search engines, printed materials, the internet, mobile, electronic and digital channels, and live and virtual events; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; providing demand creation and lead generation activities and services
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use  Aug. 28, 2013 In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   INFORMA MEDIA, INC. Address   INFORMA MEDIA, INC. 605 3RD AVENUE 21ST FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10158 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  PCRUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86215552 Application Filing Date  Mar. 09, 2014 Registration Number  5082584
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 12, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 07, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  In vitro diagnostic kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and molecular assays for the detection of pathogenic Eukaryotic and Prokaryotic organism; in vitro gender prediction test kit; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic agents, preparations and substances for veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary use; medical diagnostic reagents for the analysis of DNA and RNA; diagnostic agents, preparations and substances for medical or veterinary purposes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Aug. 16, 2016

For  Diagnostic kits consisting primarily of probes, buffers and reagents for use in DNA and RNA testing; medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of DNA and RNA samples; medical bags adapted for and sold with medical, surgical and veterinary instruments; kits containing components for the extraction of nucleic acids, namely, DNA or RNA, from biological samples
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Aug. 16, 2016

For  Diagnostic preparations or reagents for scientific or research use; diagnostic preparations for clinical, veterinary or medical laboratory use; assays and reagents for use in molecular research; biochemicals, namely, genetic identity tests comprised of reagents; bio-chemicals, namely, precursors for in vitro diagnosis use; genetic identity tests comprised of reagents; biochemical reagents commonly known as probes, for detecting and analyzing molecules, DNA or RNA; chemical preparations for scientific purposes; reagent for chemical analyses; reagents for use in scientific apparatus for molecular analysis; diagnostic preparations for clinical or medical laboratory use
For Scientific apparatus and instruments for DNA and RNA analysis; scientific apparatus and instruments for the detection and extraction of DNA and RNA from blood, bone marrow, concentrated urine, swabs and tissue matter; molecular detection kit for detection of Prokaryotic or Eukaryotic DNA and RNA isolated from clinical samples; diagnostic agents, preparations and substances for veterinary purposes; scientific apparatus and instruments for heat denaturation of proteins, DNA and RNA; column separation of DNA and RNA; scientific apparatus and instruments for removing amplification inhibitors from DNA and RNA samples; diagnostic apparatus for the detection of pathogens for laboratory or research use; laboratory instrument for the detection of pathogens and toxins in a biological sample for research or clinical use; computer hardware and software and electronic-based instruments for the or interpretation of molecular scans; diagnostic apparatus for the detection of DNA and RNA; laboratory instrument for the detection of pathogens in DNA or RNA samples for research and clinical diagnostic; diagnostic apparatus for the detection of pathogens for laboratory or research use; testing sample collection equipment, namely, tubes, tapes, wipes and swabs for use in clinical diagnostic testing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Biogal Galed Labs Acs Ltd Address Biogal Galed Labs Acs Ltd Kibbutz Galed Kibbutz Galed ISRAEL
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ASTRO PETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86233020  Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2014  Registration Number  5082588
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 29, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 23, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer game software for gaming machines including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Computer software and firmware for games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals; Gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming machines
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 04, 2016  In Commerce  May 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EVERI GAMES INC.  Address  EVERI GAMES INC.  4TH, FLR382494-000014  206 WILD BASIN ROAD SOUTH., BLDG B - AUSTIN  TEXAS  78746  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name  KERTGATE, AMY L

18280
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** S'WICHED

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86239645</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 02, 2014</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5082591</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2014</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2014</td>
<td><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></td>
<td>S'WICHED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Restaurant services  
**International Classes**  
43 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  
100, 101  
**International Class Title**  
Hotel and restaurant services  
**First Use**  
May 24, 2016  
**In Commerce**  
May 24, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  
Nellies Restaurant Group, Inc.  
**Address**  
Nellies Restaurant Group, Inc.  
33650 6th Ave S., Suite 230  
Federal Way  
WASHINGTON  
98003  
**Legal Entity**  
CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**  
WASHINGTON

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  
NRGI-2-53120

**Examining Attorney**  
TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86247529 Application Filing Date  Apr. 09, 2014 Registration Number  5080206
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  3025512 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 24, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 09, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Non-metal drain stoppers for sinks; fitted picnic baskets of plastic or wood; laundry hampers for domestic or household use; containers for household or kitchen use; household utensils, namely, spatulas, strainers, colanders, graters, kitchen tongs, rolling pins, whisks, garlic presses, pastry brushes, sieves, vegetable mashers, and ladles; cleaning articles, namely, cleaning pads, steel wool, polishing cloths, dusting cloths, cloths for cleaning glass, cleaning cloths of micro-fiber material, dusters, and squeegees; combs; cleaning sponges; lint brushes; hair brushes; make-up brushes; dish brushes; floor brushes; scrubbing brushes; toilet brushes; toilet brush holders; toilet paper holders; toothbrushes; electric toothbrushes; toothbrush holders; toothbrush containers; brooms; mops; dust bins; bins for household refuse; litter bins; waste bins with a pedal; laundry baskets; non-metal baskets for domestic use; buckets; clothes pegs; clothes drying hangers; dish drying racks; drying racks for washing; kitchen chopping boards
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Removable mats or covers for sinks; non-metal handles for brushes and brooms; clothes hangers; coat hangers; pedestals for plant pots
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    RUDGE, CHARLES

Address    RUDGE, CHARLES

Address    117 SUGDEN ROAD

Address    LONDON

Address    UNITED KINGDOM

Address    SW11 5ED

Legal Entity    INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship    UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number    4708.18

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney    BLAIR, JASON PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADENA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86250206 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2014 Registration Number 5082595
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 29, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 23, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Golf club services; golf driving range services; golf instruction; organization of golf tournaments; providing golf facilities

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TSG US GP Inc. Address TSG US GP Inc. 455 Magna Drive Aurora, Ontario CANADA L4G7A9
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** A

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86250215  
  **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2014  
  **Registration Number**: 5082596  
  **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
  **Register**: Principal  
  **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
  **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
  **Publication Date**: Jul. 29, 2014  
  **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 23, 2014

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
  **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
  **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an encircled letter "A" with an arrow. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Golf club services; golf driving range services; golf instruction; organization of golf tournaments; providing golf facilities  
  **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
  **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
  **First Use**: Jun. 26, 2015  
  **In Commerce**: Jun. 26, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: TSG US GP Inc.  
- **Address**: TSG US GP Inc. 455 Magna Drive Aurora, Ontario CANADA L4G7A9  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOAKER SNAKE SOAK YOUR SOIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86251451 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2014 Registration Number 5082597
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 02, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an image of a flower pot with a coiled snake inside, with its head emerging from the pot, with the bottom part of the snake's body in white, and the top portion of the snake's body in green and white, with a brown eye, with flower leaves representing its lips, and the wording "SOAKER SNAKE" in green and brown below and "SOAK YOUR SOIL" further below in green. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, brown and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOAKER" AND "SOAK YOUR SOIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Garden devices, namely, hoses for watering garden plants comprised of a tube that is inserted into the soil and filled with water

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SOAKER SNAKE, LLC Address SOAKER SNAKE, LLC 263 MICHENER COURT WEST SEVERNA PARK MARYLAND 21146 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIVESPOTS.COM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86255384
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 17, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082598
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 13, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 10, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3903573

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Online portal services in the nature of providing information about classes in the field of scuba diving activities
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HDI Ventures, LLC
- **Address**: HDI Ventures, LLC 180 Golfstream Way Dania Beach FLORIDA 33004
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 36474-70
- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TENSO-SET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86261100 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2014 Registration Number 5082601
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 02, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable and quick-releasing electric motor bases for material handling machinery, electric pumps and motors used in HVAC equipment
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Aug. 16, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REGAL BELOIT AMERICA, INC. Address REGAL BELOIT AMERICA, INC. 200 STATE STREET BELOIT WISCONSIN 53511 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILTON, PRISCILLA W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MI SECRETO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86267575 Application Filing Date Apr. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5082603
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 16, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 11, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MI SECRETO" in the mark is "my secret".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Dec. 11, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lamar Creations, Inc. Address Lamar Creations, Inc. 6502 NW 16th Street Plantation FLORIDA 33313
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIEN GIANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86271988 Application Filing Date May 05, 2014 Registration Number 5082604
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanic's lien filing services; Legal document preparation services in the construction industry
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 22, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ATLAS44, LLC Address ATLAS44, LLC SUITE 100 8603 E. ROYAL PALM RD. SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA 85258 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 206301608684

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ATLAS44

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STARTINGPOINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86280888 Application Filing Date May 14, 2014 Registration Number 5082608
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 31, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 86978702

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software, downloadable software and mobile application software for event management, event planning, event scheduling, and event coordinating, and for collection, tracking, and sharing of event information and project information for recreational, social and community groups

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Upper Quadrant, Inc. Address Upper Quadrant, Inc. 1835 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 200 Reston VIRGINIA 20191 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60027-6001.0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, LAUREN ELAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ESCAPE TRAVEL LIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86292229 Application Filing Date May 27, 2014 Registration Number 5082610
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 14, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 09, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3256216

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rum
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Nov. 16, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ISLAND IP ACQUISITIONS, LLC Address ISLAND IP ACQUISITIONS, LLC 1209 ORANGE STREET WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2109-26T
Examining Attorney SAPPENFIELD, ANN ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MYPERMISSIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86293807  Application Filing Date  May 28, 2014  Registration Number  5082612
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software for management of online personal privacy; Computer software for management of privacy in a mobile electronic device
For  Security services for the management of personal privacy over the Internet
For  Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for the purpose of reviewing analytics pertaining to online user behavior; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring analytics software pertaining to online user behavior; Analysis of privacy compliance of online service providers; Testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of others for the purpose of certification, namely, for the purpose of certification of service providers who comply with privacy guidelines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Online Permissions Technologies LTD.  Address  Online Permissions Technologies LTD.  68 Harakevet St. Tel Aviv  ISRAEL  6777021  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ISRAEL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MPM-T-101-US
Examining Attorney  JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KCF E FLAME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86295558</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2014</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082613</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized letters KCF inside a shaded circle on the left, the stylized letter e inside another shaded circle in the middle with the word "Flame" on its right. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "E FLAME"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Ashtrays; Cigarettes; Cigars; Computerized cigarette lighters; Electronic cigarette lighters; Flints for lighters; Cigarette lighters not of precious metal, not for automobiles; Matches; Smoker's articles, namely, filter tubes; Tobacco
**International Classes** 34 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 2, 8, 9, 17
**International Class Title** Smokers' Articles
**First Use** Jun. 01, 2014
**In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** KWONG CHAK FAT MANUFACTORY LTD.
**Address** KWONG CHAK FAT MANUFACTORY LTD.
RM 1408, 14/F., FO TAN INDUSTRIAL CENTRE
NO 26-28 AU PUI WAN STREET,
FO TAN
SHATIN, N.T.
HONG KONG
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized** HONG KONG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** VM51891

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86296389 Application Filing Date May 30, 2014 Registration Number 5082614
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 21, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 16, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio recording and production; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic and prose presentations featuring musical entertainment and news on musical recording artists; Live performances by a musical group; Presentation of live show performances; Song writing services for non-advertising purposes
For Audio discs featuring music; Digital materials, namely, CDs, DVDs, downloadable audio files featuring music and musical performances; Digital media streaming devices; Downloadable MP3 files and MP3 recordings featuring music and musical entertainment; Downloadable music files; Downloadable musical sound recordings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Thomas, Keith Address Thomas, Keith 9007 Perimeter Lofts Circle Atlanta GEORGIA 30346 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WHITE SUN

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86296535</td>
<td>May 30, 2014</td>
<td>5080207</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## FOREIGN INFORMATION
| Priority Claimed | Yes | Foreign Application Number | 1679177 | Foreign Application Filing Date | May 30, 2014 |
| Foreign Registration Number | TMA935114 | Foreign Registration Date | Apr. 18, 2016 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | CANADA | Foreign Expiration Date | Apr. 18, 2031 |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Operation of a retail clothing store, namely, retail store services featuring clothing |

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently 44E | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Pollock, Wanda | Address | Pollock, Wanda 420 Sierra Morena Court S.W. Calgary, Alberta CANADA T3H3A6 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | CANADA |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 109375 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KERTGATE, AMY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) L.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86297154 Application Filing Date Jun. 01, 2014 Registration Number 5082615
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 29, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 23, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "L" in large writing where the bottom of the "L" cuts through the middle of the woman running and has three (3) right facing arrowheads at the end. The "L" is partially covered with the silhouette of a woman running. The woman running has her left arm forward in a V shape and the right arm reaching back. The hair of the running woman consists of four (4) large braids flowing back as if the woman is running. The running woman has shadings to outline parts of her legs, bust, arms, and chin. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, hats and caps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Langlois, Joi Address Langlois, Joi 600 S. Spring St. Unit 409 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90014 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86304150  Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2014  Registration Number 5082618
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 19, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 14, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORLD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a teardrop with a symbol in the middle of the teardrop that is created by combining the capital letters "E" and "H". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction project management services in the field of renewable energy efficiency and, in particular, hydroelectric power facilities
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106  International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Enduring Hydro LLC  Address Enduring Hydro LLC Suite 600 5425 Wisconsin Avenue Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 281120.102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWAB, CHAU CRISTIA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEMPO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86314009 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2014 Registration Number 5082623
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized bicyclist enclosed within a circular element containing a stylized leaf featuring electric spark element adjacent to the word "TEMPO" written in a heavy san-serif slanted font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Mar. 24, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Far East Electric Bicycle Company Limited Address Far East Electric Bicycle Company Limited 7F Chuangs Enterprises Bldg Wanchai HONG KONG Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FEEBCO-TEMPO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLOR MIRACLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86314387 Application Filing Date  Jun. 19, 2014 Registration Number  5082624
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "COLOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair treatment preparations
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 15, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  L'Oreal Address  L'Oreal 14 Rue Royale Paris FRANCE 75008 Legal Entity  société anonyme (sa)
State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** POWER TO THE CREATORS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86314770
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 19, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082625
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 29, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 23, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** entertainment services in the nature of the development, creation, design, production, postproduction, and distribution of audio, video, digital, and multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services, namely, multimedia program series in a variety of genres, namely, sports, fashion, food, comedy, action, adventure, dance, music, gaming, and popular culture, distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; production and creation of entertainment in the nature of films, videos, movies, audio recordings and music recordings; electronic entertainment media production services, namely, film, video, music, and digital content production; online digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; talent development services, namely, providing training and mentorship in the fields of singing and acting for persons seeking careers in the field of entertainment
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2014

- **For** promotional services in the field of audio, video, digital, and multimedia entertainment content; production and creation of advertising materials in the nature of films, videos, movies, audio recordings, and music recordings; electronic advertising media production services, namely, film, video, music, and digital content production; online advertising services; talent management; talent development services, namely, providing networking opportunities for persons seeking careers in the field of entertainment
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2014

- **For** design of multi-channel computer networks for delivery via the internet, wireless networks and mobile networks
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2014
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>FULLSCREEN, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>FULLSCREEN, LLC 12180 MILLENIUM DRIVE PLAYA VISTA CALIFORNIA 90094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>61805-230527</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KUNG, KAELEI ELIZABETH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  RDN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86316114 Application Filing Date  Jun. 20, 2014 Registration Number  5082626
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; vitamin and mineral supplements; chocolate based ready to drink protein supplement shakes; dairy based meal replacement drink mixes for dietary use for boosting energy and for weight loss and dietary supplement drink mixes; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; dairy based meal replacement drinks for dietary and nutritional use for boosting energy and for weight loss; meal replacement powders for dietary and nutritional use for boosting energy and for weight loss; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix for use as a meal replacement; and ready to drink protein supplement shakes
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 46, 44, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TOTAL WEST BEACH ONE, LP Composed of  Brody Beach, United States of America; Todd West Jr., United States of America Address  TOTAL WEST BEACH ONE, LP  174 Yale Street  Houston  TEXAS  77007 Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SHUL02-00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEE THINGS DIFFERENTLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86318132 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2014 Registration Number 5082628
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, developing, arranging and conducting classes and programs in the field of data science; Educational services, namely, training educators in the field of data science and providing curricula in connection therewith
For Consultancy and advisory services relating to data, namely, consulting in the fields of marketing, sales, operation, and product design particularly specializing in the use of analytic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Consultancy and advisory services relating to the use of data by businesses and organizations, namely, consultation services in the field of company, business sector and industry data and research; Business data analysis; Business analytics and data visualization services to assist organizations with marketing and decision making
For Design and development of computer software; Development of algorithms to discern influence within an organization based upon social relationships within an organization and electronic information within an organization

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: DATASCOPE ANALYTICS LLC
Address: 180 W ADAMS, SUITE 801
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 029239-9006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SECURIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86322346 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2014 Registration Number 5082629
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cutlery; axes; knives; tools, namely, hand-operated cutting, impact, and rescue tools, namely, axes and tomahawks, hand-operated breaking tools for breaking locks and doors, hunting tools, namely, hunting knives
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Apr. 01, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DRD TACTICAL LLC Address DRD TACTICAL LLC 6987 LAURA STREET LYONS FALLS NEW YORK 13368 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3119287

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DECADE DEVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86323381 Application Filing Date Jun. 27, 2014 Registration Number 5082630
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 22, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DEVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advisory services relating to business management and business operations; business consulting and information services; business consulting and management in the field of clinical trials, namely, clinical data and regulatory submission management on behalf of medical, biopharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to assist them with clinical research, clinical trials and applications for drug approval; business development consulting services; marketing the goods and services of others; providing an on-line database providing business intelligence in the fields of medical devices, pharmaceuticals and life sciences; providing consulting services in the field of regulatory submission management to medical companies to assist them with applications for medical device approval; providing online business management services including accounting, marketing, business project management, and business development

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smith, Steven W DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Decade Devices Address Smith, Steven W 1440 4th Street Alameda CALIFORNIA 94501 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
# REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

# MARK LITERAL(S)
AMINO AID

# CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86324082</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 30, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "AMINO"

# GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dietary supplements for human consumption containing amino acids in significant part
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Aug. 16, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 16, 2016

# BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

# OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Surrender Labs, LLC
- **Address**: Surrender Labs, LLC 2364 SE 17th Terrace Homestead FLORIDA 33035
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

# ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 0121731
- **Examining Attorney**: TRIPI, CYNTHIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPINFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86324586 Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2014 Registration Number   5013417
Registration Date Aug. 02, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 31, 2023
Publication Date  Nov. 25, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baking ovens; Commercial cooking ovens; Convection ovens; Cooking ovens; Electric cooking ovens; Combination microwave and convection oven; Induction ovens; Microwave ovens
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use  Sep. 03, 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Remco Technologies, Inc. Address  Remco Technologies, Inc.  3000 NE 19th st Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA  33305 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PIVOT WHEELZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86325049  Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2014  Registration Number  5082632
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 17, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "PIVOT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dollies, namely, a lifting mechanism for locking a snow vehicle track or ski into a moveable, elevated position off the ground
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Oct. 01, 2014  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ronald T Thomsen  Address  Ronald T Thomsen  146 Hidden Waters Lane  Kalispell  MONTANA  59901
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TTN-003TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARKS, KIMBERLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLY THE SMOOTHEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86330615 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2014 Registration Number 5082638 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 14, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 09, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rum
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Nov. 16, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Island Company, LLC Address Island Company, LLC 312 Clematis Street, Suite 401 West Palm Beach FLORIDA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 067913.01010

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney SAPPENFIELD, ANN ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NUCLEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86333833 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2014 Registration Number 5082639 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 04, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Intercoms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CloudTalk, Inc. Address CloudTalk, Inc. 325 Pembroke Road Bala Cynwyd PENNSYLVANIA 19004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 30876-7

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COYOTL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86339582 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 2014 Registration Number 5082642 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 09, 2014 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 03, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "coyotl" in the mark is "coyote".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4237983

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Affiliate marketing; Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; Business consultancy; Business consultation and management regarding marketing activities and launching of new products; Business planning; Business services, namely, developing fundraising campaigns for others; Consulting services in business organization and management; Consulting services in the field of managing intellectual properties; Consulting services in the field of search engine optimization; Development of marketing strategies and concepts; New business venture development and formation consulting services; Providing business information via a web site; Special event planning for business purposes; Web site traffic optimisation

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nolan, Matthew Address Nolan, Matthew PO Box 21548 Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55421 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  S.O.P.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86340189  Application Filing Date  Jul. 17, 2014  Registration Number  5082644  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Dec. 09, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 03, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Airline passenger security screening services; Airport baggage security inspection services; Baggage inspection services for security purposes; Baggage security inspections for airlines; Bomb detection services; Detective investigations; Guard services; Police and civil protection services; Security control of persons and luggage in airports; Security guarding for facilities; Security inspection services for others; Security services, namely, conducting recovery operations for the recovery of property and personnel; Security services, namely, providing executive protection; Security services, namely, providing security assessments for businesses and governmental agencies; Security threat analysis for protecting public safety
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Dec. 2015  In Commerce  Dec. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Garrison & Sloan, Inc.  Address  Garrison & Sloan, Inc.  17940 S.W. 168th Street  Miami  FLORIDA 33187  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  G&S-T002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOREVER FOOTPRINTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number   86342469 Application Filing Date  Jul. 20, 2014 Registration Number   5080212 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a grey heart covering half of a pink heart and half of a blue heart, with the hearts having white outline and with tiny white-colored baby footprints trekking from left-to-right across all three hearts and the words "FOREVER FOOTPRINTS" in grey. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) grey, pink, blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, providing emotional support services for families that have suffered a pregnancy or infant loss
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jun. 20, 2014 In Commerce  Jun. 20, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Forever Footprints DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Orange County Walk to Remember Composed of  The following are all US citizens: (1) Ryan Farnsworth - Executive Director; (2) Kristyn Von Rotz - Co-Founder and Board Member; (3) Kari Poucher - Secretary of the Board; (4) Ciara Johnson - Board Member; (5) Beth Spiegel - Treasurer of the Board; (6) Allison DeGeorge - Board Member; and (7) Todd Snider - Board Member. Address   Forever Footprints 151 Kalmus Drive, Suite L-4 Costa Mesa  CALIFORNIA  92626 Legal Entity  charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   JBiPLaw_FF00
Examining Attorney   CORDOVA, RAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HR HUMAN RESOURCES ASSISTANT VHR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a five pointed star created from the repeated wording "HUMAN", "RESOURCES", "ASSISTANT", "VHR" and "HR", wherein some of the repeated wording appears to get smaller and smaller until it is no longer legible. Shading also appears around a portion of the outline of the star.  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
- **Disclaimer**: "HR", "HUMAN RESOURCES" AND "ASSISTANT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Education services, namely, providing classes, workshops and mentoring to students in the field of human resource management to assist students in building workforce readiness skills and learning about human resource management careers, and providing training sessions to educators in the field of human resource management training and distribution of course material in connection therewith
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  - US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 09, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 09, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Society For Human Resource Management, Long Island Chapter, Inc.  
- **Address**: Society For Human Resource Management, Long Island Chapter, Inc. 1800 Duke Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 074971.00006
- **Examining Attorney**: FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86343581 Application Filing Date Jul. 21, 2014 Registration Number 5080214 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a double helix design comprised of overlapping curved and wavy grey lines, with the interior elements depicted by three green horizontal lines to the left of three orange horizontal lines. The white areas depict background and are not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey, green and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 012832663 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 29, 2014 Foreign Registration Number 12832663 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 25, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 29, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and promotion services; business consultancy; compilation of information into databases; business research; marketing, planning of marketing strategies; trade and promotional marketing including marketing research and marketing studies; dissemination and retrieval of business information and data, namely, performance marketing, affiliate marketing and online advertising; business/commercial management of communication networks, namely, the operation and administration of telecommunication systems and networks for others; business information services; business services provided on line from a computer database or the internet, namely, providing computer databases regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of products and services of others; compilation of advertisement for use as web pages on the Internet; business recommendation services, namely, analyzing consumer behavior and facilitating online advertising; provision of commercial information; marketing services agency; business account management, namely, administration, billing and reconciliation of accounts on behalf of others; business data analysis; business data analysis for the provision of advice in relation to business security; marketing information; marketing consultancy; marketing forecasting; marketing studies; marketing analysis; marketing research; business consultancy services related to marketing; advertising agency services; affiliate marketing services; affiliate
For Computer software for optimizing online advertising for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; computer hardware; electronic publications downloaded or downloadable via the Internet or other remote communications device, namely, newsletters, journals and books in the field of performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; Electronic data files downloaded or downloadable via the Internet or other remote communications device featuring data for analysing consumer behaviour and facilitating online advertising; interactive entertainment software, namely, game software for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; social networking software for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; community software for optimizing online advertising for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; virtual worlds software for optimizing online advertising for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; education software featuring instruction in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; entertainment software for optimizing online advertising for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; marketing software for monitoring user behaviour through advertising for use in performance marketing and affiliate marketing; computer software for monitoring user behaviour through advertising for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; computer software for market research for performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; computer software for business security, namely, software for ensuring the security of electronic communications; computer software for collecting, analysing and reporting business consultancy information for use in performance marketing, affiliate marketing and online advertising; computer software for affiliate marketing for analysing consumer behaviour and facilitating online advertising; computer software for affiliate marketing network services for analysing consumer behaviour and facilitating online advertising.

For Software development, design, maintenance, software programming, engineering, research and writing; advisory and consultancy services relating to computer software and computer software development, design, maintenance, consultancy, programming, engineering, research and writing; computer software development, design, maintenance, consultancy, programming, engineering, research and writing; computer and video games development; development of computer software for advertising; development of computer software for marketing; development of computer software for market research; development of computer software for business security; development of computer software for business consultancy; development of computer software for affiliate marketing; development of computer software for affiliate marketing network services; creation of computer graphics; computer game design; design and development services in relation to computer and video games and interactive entertainment products in the nature of computer software; Design services relating to the production of computer and video games and interactive entertainment products for tablets, laptops, handheld computer game consoles and mobile telephones, namely, interactive visual display systems in the field of performance marketing, affiliate marketing and advertising services; social network software and virtual worlds software development, hosting and management of computer software applications of others; hosting online web facilities for others for performance marketing,
affiliate marketing and advertising services; creating, maintaining and hosting marketing and advertising websites of others; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for others for organizing and conducting online meetings; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for others for organizing and conducting interactive discussions; software design services in the field of advertising and marketing; computerised information storage

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> AWIN LTD. <strong>Address</strong> AWIN LTD. 2 Thomas More Square, 4th Floor London UNITED KINGDOM E1W1YN <strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong> 57-00003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> JACKSON, WILLIAM D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAND O'LAKES, INC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86352486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 30, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 23, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a picture of a globe to the right of &quot;Land O'Lakes, Inc.&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;INC.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>1007859, 3172349, 3166483 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Educational services, namely, providing internships and apprenticeships in the field of agriculture and food production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Land O'Lakes, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Land O'Lakes, Inc. 4001 Lexington Avenue North Arden Hills MINNESOTA 55126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GYM X-CHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86352798 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5082650 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GYM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software via the Internet for electronic devices, mobile phones, portable media players, and handheld computers for accessing information on a global computer network for facilitation and communication of data transmission in the field of social networking; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for real-time delivery of data, messages, location, photographs, links, text, and other related data to facilitate connecting users to a social network focused in the field of health, fitness, gyms, nutrition, supplements, workouts, exercise, and related expertise


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kramer Fitness Technology, LLC Address Kramer Fitness Technology, LLC 370 CR 22900 Paris TEXAS 75460 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2180-0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKYCAST SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86354355 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2014 Registration Number 5082652 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 06, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For In-flight entertainment services, namely, providing passengers during air travel with pre-recorded movies, video programs and music for playing by airline passengers by means of in-flight entertainment players
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Skycast Solutions Inc. Address Skycast Solutions Inc. P.O. Box 34628 #74808 Seattle WASHINGTON 981241628 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 93466-15

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney STIGALL, MATTHEW THOMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CONTE CUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86355889 Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 2014 Registration Number  5082653
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee capsules containing coffee for brewing
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use  May 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jun. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Advanced Business Concessions Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Conte Coffee Company Address  Advanced Business Concessions Inc 1042 Springfield Avenue New Providence NEW JERSEY 07974 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MUSIC FROM THE STREETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86358740 Application Filing Date: Aug. 06, 2014 Registration Number: 5082655
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Jan. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date: Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer: "MUSIC"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of: 86977205

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Audio recordings featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable ring tones, graphics and music via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable video recordings featuring music; Musical recordings; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Phonograph records featuring music; Sound recordings featuring music; Video recordings featuring music

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: MUSIC FROM THE STREETS LLC Address: MUSIC FROM THE STREETS LLC 4136 Del Rey Ave. Marina del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney: SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FROM CHAOS COMES
CLARITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86360251 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2014 Registration Number 5080219
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing graphic and multimedia design services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 03, 2013 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oceandrum LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zydeco Design Address Oceandrum LLC 231 2nd Street Excelsior MINNESOTA 55331 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY-CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 251434

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney HERMAN, RUSS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIS MEDICAL IMAGING SOLUTIONS

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MIS" in teal with two curved lines in black crossing the front of it. The name "Medical Imaging Solutions" is in black at the bottom of the logo. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) teal and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MIS MEDICAL IMAGING SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Repair services for medical diagnostic imaging, clinical and biomedical equipment

BASE INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 626 OPCO, LLC Address 626 OPCO, LLC 1395 NW 17TH AVE., SUITES 113 & 114 DELRAY FLORIDA 33445 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNKLEMAN, SARAH E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
LA SALLE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86363672</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Translation | The English translation of "La Salle" in the mark is the "room". |

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3485056 |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

| Foreign Registration Number | 326882 |
| Foreign Registration Date | May 21, 2004 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | FRANCE |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Dec. 13, 2013 |
| Foreign Renewal Expiration Date | Dec. 13, 2023 |
| Foreign Registration Renewal Date | Dec. 13, 2013 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Airplanes; All terrain vehicles (ATVs); Antitheft devices for vehicles; Automobile engines; Automobiles; Automobiles and structural parts therefor; Bicycles; Boats; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in cars; Cargo storage bins especially adapted to fit in trucks or SUVs; Cell phone cases adapted for bicycles; Drones; Electric bicycles; Electric cars; Electric motorcycles; Fishing boats; Inflatable boats; Luggage racks for cycles; Luggage racks for motor cars; Luggage specially adapted for use on motorcycles; Motorboats; Recreational jet boats; Recreational vehicles, namely, campers; Scooters; Snowmobiles; Tire inflators; Tires; Tracked wheelchairs; Tractors; Trucks; Vehicles for the physically handicapped and those of reduced mobility

| International Classes | 12 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 |
| International Class Title | Vehicles |

### BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E | Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | DATA ACCESS |
| Address | DATA ACCESS |
| | 57 rue d'Amsterdam |
| | PARIS |
| | FRANCE |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FRANCE |

---

18329
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRESHFAME MOVEMENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86364029
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 12, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082660
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 06, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 03, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beanies; Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 02, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: THANG, CHAMROEUN
- **Address**: THANG, CHAMROEUN 14424 Valerio St B4 VAN NUYS CALIFORNIA 91405
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE LAZY PIG BBQ AND CATERING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86364410 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2014 Registration Number 5082661
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 02, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 28, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording, "THE LAZY PIG BBQ & CATERING", in red around yellow and green concentric circles with a yellow outline around the outer edge. Inside the yellow circle is a cartoon pink pig with black and gray hooves, wearing black sunglasses, holding a brown beverage with a red umbrella, and sitting in a red and gray chair. The entire mark is outlined in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, yellow, green, pink, gray, black and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "BBQ & CATERING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 28, 2016 In Commerce May 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harris, Ken Address Harris, Ken 17530 Waters Lane Dumfries VIRGINIA 22026 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Harris, Betty Address Harris, Betty 17530 Waters Lane Dumfries VIRGINIA 22026 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Docket Number LAZY PIG BBQ
Examining Attorney PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OSTEOGROUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: bone wax for use in surgical procedures; hemostatics for medical purposes; bone void filler consisting of biological and natural materials
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Oct. 04, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Hemostasis, LLC
- **Address**: Hemostasis, LLC 5000 Township Parkway St. Paul MINNESOTA 55110
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, NICOLE A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GATOR DUST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Seasonings
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: AMERICAN SCREENING, L.L.C.
- **Address**: AMERICAN SCREENING, L.L.C. 9742 St. Vincent Avenue, Suite 100 SHREVEPORT LOUISIANA 71106
- **State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JULIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OSCURIDAD TOTAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86367223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 14, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration County</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The English translation of "OSCURIDAD TOTAL" in the mark is "COMPLETE DARKNESS".

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
**Priority Claimed** Yes | **Foreign Application Number** | 1513244 | **Foreign Application Filing Date** | Aug. 05, 2014 |
| **Foreign Registration Number** | 1508065 | **Foreign Registration Date** | Aug. 05, 2014 |
| **Registration County** | MEXICO | **Foreign Expiration Date** | Aug. 05, 2024 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Entertainment services in the nature of an on-going television game show; television and video entertainment featuring a television game show via a global communications network; entertainment services in the nature of non-downloadable videos and images featuring a television game show transmitted via the Internet and wireless communication networks

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 | **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |

**For** Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs featuring television game shows; digital media, namely, pre-recorded CDs featuring music from television game shows and musical performances; digital media, namely, pre-recorded downloadable audio and video recordings featuring television game shows; downloadable television shows and video recordings featuring television game shows

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 44E** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Televisa, S.A. de C.V.  
Address  Televisa, S.A. de C.V.  
Edificio A Piso 4, Colonia Zedec  
Avenida Vasco de Quiroga 2000  
Santa Fe  
MEXICO  
01210  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  
MEXICO  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LA CUEVA DEL LOBO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86367259  Application Filing Date  Aug. 14, 2014  Registration Number  5080223
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "LA CUEVA DEL LOBO" in the mark is "THE WOLF CAVE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  1513247  Foreign Application Filing Date  Aug. 05, 2014
Foreign Registration Number  1508066  Foreign Registration Date  Aug. 05, 2014  Foreign Application/Registration County  MEXICO  Foreign Expiration Date  Aug. 05, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of an on-going television show featuring comedy and pranks; television and video entertainment featuring a television show via a global communications network; entertainment services in the nature of non-downloadable videos and images featuring a television show featuring comedy and pranks transmitted via the Internet and wireless communication networks
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Televisa, S.A. de C.V.  Address  Televisa, S.A. de C.V.  Edificio A Piso 4, Colonia Zedec  Avenida Vasco de Quiroga 2000  Santa Fe  MEXICO  01210  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examination Attorney  FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) H BY HALSTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86367544 Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2014 Registration Number 5082664
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 31, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2393797, 3621452, 2588723 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry; Watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 04, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H LICENSING, LLC Address H LICENSING, LLC 1333 BROADWAY 10TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 135944-00101
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FURYU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86371796 Application Filing Date Aug. 20, 2014 Registration Number 5082666
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 13, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 10, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photo printing paper; Photo printing sticker paper; Photo printable labels; inking sheets for photo booths
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 01, 2007 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2014
For Photo booths and interactive photo kiosks for rendering photographic stickers and prints; Software for picture creation, sharing and storage
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2007 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2014
For Providing online non-downloadable software for use in hosting and storing digital images, photographs and photo albums
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 01, 2007 In Commerce Nov. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FURYU CORPORATION Address FURYU CORPORATION 2-3, Uguisudani-cho, Shibuya-ku Tokyo JAPAN 150-0032 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26720-433075

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HALMEN, KATHERINE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KIDROBOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86373579</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 20, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0047582/1248644 International</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1248644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>2926356, 4306171, 3444478 and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Protective covers and cases for mobile phones, tablet computers, and laptops; face plates and back plates for mobile phones, tablet computers, and laptops; mobile phone and tablet computer accessories, namely, cases, accessory charms, snap-on covers, phone holders, and phone straps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | KIDROBOT, LLC |
| Address | KIDROBOT, LLC Suite 220 520 Zang Street Broomfield COLORADO 80021 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 79848.0070 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TOKYO SMOKE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86374525</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 22, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Consists of</td>
<td>standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 1690184 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Aug. 19, 2014 |
| Foreign Registration Number | TMA935408 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Apr. 20, 2016 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | CANADA |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Apr. 20, 2031 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Clothing articles and wear for men, women and children, namely, suits, dresses, blazers, coats, jackets, trousers, anoraks, overcoats and jeans; hosiery, namely, stockings, nylon stockings, socks; shirts, polo shirts, t- shirts, sweatshirts, pullovers, sweaters, knitted sweaters, caps, hats, ties, bow-ties, cuffs, gloves, bathing suits, bikinis, swimsuits, bathing caps, shorts and bermuda shorts; underwear for men and women, namely, panties, bras, slips, nightgowns, nightshirts, housecoats, pajamas; braces, belts, stoles and scarves |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>44E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | TS-IP HOLDINGS LTD. |
| Address | TS-IP HOLDINGS LTD. 2500-10220 103 AVE. NW EDMONTON, ALBERTA CANADA T5J0K4 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CANADA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | T0234-5002 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REVIVAL OF DETROIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86377146 Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2014 Registration Number  5082670
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 28, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 22, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Christian ministry services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Mar. 03, 2013 In Commerce  Mar. 03, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Educational Media Foundation Address  Educational Media Foundation  5700 West Oaks Boulevard
Rocklin  CALIFORNIA  95765 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3EDU-4026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAYES, LAURIE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIECO TITAN PRODUCTS INC
WEIGH STATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86377874 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2014 Registration Number 5082671
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 04, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "RIECO TITAN PRODUCTS INC
WEIGH STATION" with the words "RIECO PRODUCTS INC TITAN" appearing in white lettering on a blue diamond
outlined in white and superimposed on a green and white sign bearing the words "WEIGH STATION" in white lettering,
with the outline in gray of a route marker behind the green and white sign. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The
color(s) blue, white, green and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PRODUCTS INC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric trailer tongue jacks
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title
Machinery First Use Apr. 30, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2015

For Trailer-mounted non-hydraulic jacks
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use
Apr. 30, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rieco-Titan Products, Inc Address Rieco-Titan Products, Inc. 965 Lambrecht Road Frankfort
ILLINOIS 60423 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZAK, HENRY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TAKE ‘N PLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86378714 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 2014 Registration Number 5082673
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobile gaming systems comprised primarily of computer software, hardware and mobile tablets or similar mobile devices in which game content is connected and displayed for usable, transportable continuous game play
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use May 08, 2014 In Commerce May 08, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SG GAMING, INC. Address SG GAMING, INC. 6601 BERMUDA ROAD LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89119 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  PHOBOPHOBIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86378762 Application Filing Date  Aug. 27, 2014 Registration Number  5082674
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Graphic T-shirts; T-shirts; tops; wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use Sep. 08, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Silvertop Associates, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Rasta Imposta Address  Silvertop Associates, Inc. 600 E. Clements Bridge Road  Runnemede  NEW JERSEY  08078 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEAR EVERYTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86378816 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 2014 Registration Number 5082675
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graphic T-shirts; T-shirts; tops; wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 08, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Silvertop Associates, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rasta Imposta Address Silvertop Associates, Inc. 600 E. Clements Bridge Road Runnemede NEW JERSEY 08078 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE PROCESS SUCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86382500  Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2014  Registration Number 5082677
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, production of videos featuring interviews and testimonials of individuals concerning their personal experience with the legal system; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of video, and films; Provision of non-downloadable documentary and drama films via a video-on-demand service; Entertainment services, namely, multimedia production services; Entertainment, namely, production of audiovisual works in the nature of videos; Film and video production; Film production; Media production services, namely, video and film production; Motion picture film production; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and postproduction services in the fields of video and films; Production of films; Production of television programs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Aug. 31, 2016  In Commerce Aug. 31, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HELLION HOLDING CO.  Address HELLION HOLDING CO. Suite 307 1200 EAST HIGH STREET Pottstown PENNSYLVANIA 19464  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Hellion R-14
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SURGEOBITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86384963
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 04, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082679
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 27, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 24, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Medical device placed in patient's mouth during surgical procedures to prevent mouth damage
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 05, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Surgovations, LLC
- **Address**: Surgovations, LLC 110 Fairway Run Forsyth GEORGIA 31029
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 31287-0004
- **Examining Attorney**: ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN
TM 15639  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIRROR MY VISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86386349 Application Filing Date  Sep. 05, 2014 Registration Number  5082680
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Decals; decals and stickers for use as home decor; vinyl static cling decals on which letters, words and symbols are printed for affixation to mirrors and other glass surfaces

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mirror My Vision, LLC Address  Mirror My Vision, LLC  6828 Laird Avenue  Reynoldsburg  OHIO  43068 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WATRJ 103

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHIANG, TIFFANY YOUNG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PROMISED LAND IMPERIAL IPA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86386437</td>
<td>Sep. 05, 2014</td>
<td>5082681</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>May 26, 2015</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "IMPERIAL IPA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Beer

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**First Use** Apr. 16, 2004 **In Commerce** Mar. 29, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** RIPPLE BY THE BAY LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MAGNOLIA BREWING COMPANY

**Address** RIPPLE BY THE BAY LLC 500 LINDEN STREET FORT COLLINS COLORADO 80524 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALTA MOTORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86388853 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2014 Registration Number 5082683
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 11, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 06, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOTORS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0076435/1410480 International
Registration Number 1410480

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorcycles; motorcycles for motocross
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Dec. 12, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOMBARDIER RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS INC. Address BOMBARDIER RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS INC. 726, ST-JOSEPH STREET VALCOURT, QUEBEC CANADA J0E 2L0 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13615117UST1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYDRO PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86389845  Application Filing Date  Sep. 09, 2014  Registration Number  5082686
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 03, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 31, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hot water heaters
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 30, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2016

For  Electric control devices for energy consumption management
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 30, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Steffes Corporation  Address  Steffes Corporation  3050 Highway 22 North  Dickinson  NORTH DAKOTA  58601  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH DAKOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  S72.22-0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FREESKIING WORLD TOUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86392099 Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2014 Registration Number 5080226
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "FREESKIING WORLD TOUR" in stylized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FREESKIING" AND "TOUR" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing sporting events, namely, skiing races, competitions and exhibitions; conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of skiing races, competitions and events; organizing exhibitions for skiing races, competitions and events; entertainment in the nature of skiing races

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HALE-WOODS, NICOLAS, MR. Address HALE-WOODS, NICOLAS, MR. RUE DU VOISINAND 9 LUTRY SWITZERLAND Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship SWITZERLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRACTICA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86392191  Application Filing Date: Sep. 11, 2014  Registration Number: 5082687
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Dec. 29, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date: Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The English translation of "PRACTICA" in the mark is "PRACTICE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Business consulting services in the fields of business operation, business administration, office functions, and office design, all of the aforesaid services pertaining to medical offices
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Midmark Corporation  Address: Midmark Corporation  60 Vista Drive  Versailles  OHIO  45380  Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: MIDTF-655T2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FROMM, MARTHA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of an Asian style junk ship shown in red with white lines with red outlines of waves.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3400490, 1653810, 4185936 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | canned fish; sesame oil |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | Mar. 31, 2013 | In Commerce | Mar. 31, 2013 |
| For | fish sauce; candy |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | May 31, 2014 | In Commerce | May 31, 2014 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Anhing Corporation |
| Address | Anhing Corporation P.O. Box 2679 San Gabriel CALIFORNIA |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 12491.21 |
| Examining Attorney | PEETE, KYLE C |
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JOINESTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86394579 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2014 Registration Number 5082691
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 07, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of data, messages and information; Providing online electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users concerning rankings, reviews, referrals, and recommendations relating to membership services, business organizations and service providers
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JOINESTY, INC. Address JOINESTY, INC. 30 E. Huron Street, Apt. 4509 Chicago ILLINOIS 60611
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GRENAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86396199 Application Filing Date  Sep. 16, 2014 Registration Number   5082694
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 15, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  May 10, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2886209

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number  012722096 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2014
Foreign Registration Number  012722096 Foreign Registration Date  Aug. 20, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 24, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leisure centers in the nature of health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; fitness centers in the nature of health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; providing gymnasiums, namely, operating, running, and management of gymnasiums; gymnasiums services; provision of swimming facilities; provision of recreational facilities; gymnasium services, namely, provision of facilities relating to gymnastics, weight training, body building, aerobics, and physical exercise; instructional services relating to gymnastics, weight training, body building, aerobics, physical exercise, physical rehabilitation, diet, nutrition, health, and beauty; provision of advice relating to gymnastics, weight training, body building, aerobics, and physical exercise; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops relating to gymnastics, weight training, body building, aerobics, physical exercise, physical rehabilitation, diet, nutrition, health and beauty; provision of information, advisory, and consultancy services in respect of all of the aforementioned

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 44E**  Yes  **Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Grenade (UK) Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Grenade (UK) Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**  014469-9585

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAISON DE BEAUTÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86397224 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2014 Registration Number 5082695
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 28, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 23, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "MAISON DE BEAUTE" in the mark is "HOUSE OF BEAUTY".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beauty, hair, cosmetic and personal care products, namely, make-up, bath and shower products, namely, bath soap, manicure and pedicure products and cosmetic accessories, namely, nail polish
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dr. Organics LLC Address Dr. Organics LLC 7000 Boulevard East Suite M11B Guttenberg NEW JERSEY 07093 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MONSTERS BE GONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86397247 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2014 Registration Number 5082696
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 04, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bubble bath
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Provide, Provide, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Not Soap Radio Address Provide, Provide, LLC Suite 775 8424 A Santa Monica Blvd. West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90069 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1295-33

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ST8LINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86398855 Application Filing Date Sep. 18, 2014 Registration Number 5082698
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date May 05, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, headwear, footwear, tops, bottoms; Clothing, namely, T-shirts, shirts, cardigans, blouses, body suits, coats, jackets, pants, skirts, dresses, belts, hats, scarf, gloves, kimonos, muffs, suits, tunics, waistcoats, vests, sleepwear, jumpsuits, shorts, sweatshirts, underwear, pajamas, lingerie, corsets, bras, bustiers, body stockings, hot pants, camisoles, suspenders, chemises, hosiery, thigh high stockings, garter belts, pantyhose, leggings, tights, socks, stockings, long Johns, singlets, swimwear, bikinis, sarongs, ponchos, pullovers, bandanas, polo shirts, fake fur jackets and coats, sweaters, hoods, anoraks, hooded sweaters, wind resistant jackets, tank tops, slippers, neckwear, mittens, rainwear, parkas, overalls, jogging suits; denim clothing, namely, jeans, skirts, shirts, hats, shorts, dresses, trousers, jackets and coats; suede and leather clothing, namely, gloves, trousers, skirts, jackets, coats, hats, belts, shirts, dresses, lingerie; linen clothing, namely, dresses, trousers, jackets, shirts, blouses; knit wear, namely, jersey and heavy knitwear, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, and sweatshirts; footwear, namely, flip flops, sandals, dress shoes, athletic shoes, boots, sneakers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 868 Brands LLC Address 868 Brands LLC PO Box 637 Calverton NEW YORK 11933 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUDEMAN, JESSICA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DYNAMIC DISPATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86399763 Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2014 Registration Number 5082699
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 31, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Energy usage management


For Electric control devices for energy consumption management

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 30, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steffes Corporation Address Steffes Corporation 3050 Highway 22 North Dickinson NORTH DAKOTA 58601 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH DAKOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S72.22-0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCOUTINTERXECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86400415 Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2014 Registration Number 5082702
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 22, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for network security; computer software for identifying, correlating, and managing threat intelligence
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2014 In Commerce Sep. 2014
For Computer software consultation; computer systems integration services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for identifying, correlating, and managing threat intelligence
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 2014 In Commerce Sep. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lookingglass Cyber Solutions, Inc. Address Lookingglass Cyber Solutions, Inc. 10740 Parkridge Blvd, Suite 200 Reston VIRGINIA 20191 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 320309-20001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GENXLIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86405822 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2014 Registration Number 5082703
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 31, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GENXLIFT". In the mark, the word "GENXLIFT" appears with the letters "GEN" and "LIFT" in gray and the letter "X" in bold print in blue and slightly larger than the other letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic and plastic surgery
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 15, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Paradise Valley Skin Products, LLC Address Paradise Valley Skin Products, LLC 5410 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite F-100 Paradise Valley ARIZONA 85253 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7080-21 PV S

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRENNAN, KEVIN GERARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIV FIERCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86408323 Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2014 Registration Number 5082704
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "Liv Fierce" with the "L" and
"F" intertwining and an eyeball over the word "Fierce". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, hats, shorts, shirts, jackets, socks, sneakers, shoes, pants, sweatshirts, sweatpants, hooded sweatshirts,
headbands, wristbands, T-shirts, underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gallagher, Thomas Address Gallagher, Thomas 408 Worthington Ridge Berlin CONNECTICUT 06037
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86410086 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5082706
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 25, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Relational database management software; computer programs in the nature of a programming language and associated utilities; computer software for performing recursive queries and functions; computer software providing programming language to manage relational databases; computer software for creating, managing, editing, sharing, accessing, and delivering textual and graphic information, locally and remotely, in the field of computer programming, coding, and software development; computer software for use in developing computer programming, coding, and software development for use by local and remote users and workgroups; computer software for facilitating workgroup collaboration, document, project, and database creation and management, all in the field of computer programming, coding, and software development
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 16, 2016 In Commerce May 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kodowa, Inc. Address Kodowa, Inc. 337 S. Fremont Street, Suite 111 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94403
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 29244.6002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTELL, BRITTANY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86410087 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5082707
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 25, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in relational database management; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software in the nature of a programming language and associated utilities; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in performing recursive queries and functions; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software providing programming language to manage relational databases; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in creating, managing, editing, sharing, accessing, and delivering textual and graphic information, locally and remotely, in the field of computer programming, coding, and software development; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in developing computer programming, coding, and software design for use by local and remote users and workgroups; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software to facilitate workgroup collaboration, document, project, and database creation and management, all in the field of computer programming, coding, and software development; website hosting services in the field of computer programming, coding, and software development
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 24, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kodowa, Inc. Address Kodowa, Inc. 337 S. Fremont Street, Suite 111 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94403
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 29244.6002
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALA-SCALP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86410647 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5082708
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 07, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a two-tone swirl preceding the stylized words
"ALA-SCALP". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4470486

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For PRESCRIPTION SKIN CREAM FOR THE TREATMENT OF SKIN IRRITATIONS
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CROWN LABORATORIES, INC. Address CROWN LABORATORIES, INC. 349 LAFE COX DRIVE
JOHNSON CITY TENNESSEE 37604 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized
DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SQAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86411104 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2014 Registration Number 5082709
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal exercise mats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Finish Strong Corporation Address Finish Strong Corporation 10 Glenmere Lane Commack NEW YORK 11725 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
TM 15659 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CARDIAC CHEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86411759 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2014 Registration Number 5082710
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHEF" Name Portrait
Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Healthcare educational services, namely, providing educational demonstrations in the field of cooking and providing nutrition programs, namely, classes and seminars in the field of nutrition
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 2010 In Commerce Aug. 2010
For Healthcare nutrition programs, namely, consulting in the field of nutrition
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 2010 In Commerce Aug. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NYU WINTHROP HOSPITAL Address NYU WINTHROP HOSPITAL 259 FIRST STREET MINEOLA NEW YORK 11501 Legal Entity NON-PROFIT CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 64571/18

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1 should be deleted and "Winthrop-University Hospital Association (New York Not-For-Profit Corporation) should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86412626</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 02, 2014</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082712</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 25, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of interlocking lines that appear as waves.
Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Medical information services, namely, providing information related to diabetic pain and pain management; providing a website featuring information on diabetic pain and pain management
International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services | First Use | Nov. 30, 2014 | In Commerce | Nov. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | VIATRIS SPECIALY LLC | Address | VIATRIS SPECIALY LLC 3711 COLLINS FERRY ROAD MORGANTOWN WEST VIRGINIA 26505 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country
Where Organized | DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOX TELEVISION GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86414234 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2014 Registration Number 5082713
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 14, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FOX" appearing in between searchlight designs, which appears above the wording "TELEVISION GROUP". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TELEVISION GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of production and distribution of television programs; entertainment services, namely, provision of on-going multimedia programs in the field of action, comedy, drama and music distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FOX MEDIA LLC Address FOX MEDIA LLC 10201 WEST PICO BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90035 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81311522/CA2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TUMBLE POINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86419103 Application Filing Date Oct. 09, 2014 Registration Number 5082714
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date May 05, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Integral component of the ammunition, namely, wound cavity

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Velocity Manufacturing Company, LLC Address Velocity Manufacturing Company, LLC 523 E. Wall Street Fort Scott KANSAS 66701 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SHARKPOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86419440
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 09, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082715
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 17, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 12, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Trademark Registration**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bags for umbrellas; Beach bags; Beach umbrellas; Beach umbrellas; Cases for keys; Key bags; Key cases; Key cases; Key cases of leather or imitation leather; Key pouches; Key wallets; Key-cases; Key-cases of leather and skins; Leather cases for keys; Leather key cases; Leather key chains; Parasols; Patio umbrellas; Pouches for holding keys; Pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 05, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 11, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shark Pods DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Shark Pods LLC
- **Address**: 130 Olive Mill Lane, Santa Barbara, CALIFORNIA 93108
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
GENIE IN A BOTTLE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86420157</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 10, 2014</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082716</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Hair extensions
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 29, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Ashe, Tia
- **Address**: Ashe, Tia P.O. Box 237 Woodstock NEW YORK 12498
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 2041.0001

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: RAPPAPORT, SETH A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FAMILIES FIRST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number: 86422920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date: Oct. 14, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number: 5080233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register: Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the words &quot;FAMILIES FIRST&quot;, preceded to left by a tree design incorporating two human figures as the tree trunk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer: &quot;FAMILIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 1497259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Charitable fundraising services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes: 36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes: 100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title: Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use: Nov. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce: Nov. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Printed publications, namely, publications in the nature of books, pamphlets, and brochures containing information for families in transition and on topics related to substance abuse prevention and rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use: Nov. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce: Nov. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Educational services, namely, conducting seminars and workshops for families in transition, including on topics of divorce, adoption, foster care, and pregnancy; educational services, namely, conducting seminars and workshops on topics related to substance abuse prevention and rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes: 100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title: Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use: Nov. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce: Nov. 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| For Counseling services, namely, providing information and counseling for individuals and families in the field of personal development concerning self-fulfillment, interpersonal communication, and self-improvement; providing information and counseling in the field of personal and intra-family relationships; providing information and counseling in the field of intra-family relationships as they relate to divorce and separation; providing emotional counseling, emotional support, emotional counseling information and emotional support information to pregnant individuals and their partners; adoption and foster care
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>45 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Personal and legal services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Families First, Inc.
**Address** | Families First, Inc. 1105 West Peachtree Street, N.E. Atlanta GEORGIA 30309
**Legal Entity** | non-profit corporation
**State or Country Where Organized** | GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** | 99993-829415

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  COLORS OF SPECTRUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86429835 Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2014 Registration Number  5082719
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Health care services in the nature of providing memory care, namely, memory care programs for residents of independent living, assisted living, memory care and congregate care facilities
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2015
For  Providing independent living, assisted living and congregate care facilities, namely, activity programs for residents of independent living, assisted living, memory care and congregate care facilities
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Spectrum Retirement Communities, LLC Address  Spectrum Retirement Communities, LLC  4600 S. Syracuse St., 11th Floor  Denver  COLORADO  80237  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MINI STYLE HACKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86430048 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2014 Registration Number 5082721
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 07, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 06, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STYLE" "MINI"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats; Dresses; Footwear; Headwear; Jackets; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Swimwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2013 In Commerce Jul. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mini Style Hacker Composed of Collette Wixom, U.S. citizen Address Mini Style Hacker 28447 Incline Lane Santa Clarita CALIFORNIA 91390 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where CALIFORNIA
Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSAID, IRA J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** QUAD ALEHOUSE BEER
STUDY HALL

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86430560</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2014</td>
<td>5082722</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Dec. 22, 2015  **Notice of Allowance Date** Feb. 16, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim** No
- **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a shield with the words "Quad Alehouse" above two sideways right triangles above an angle over a diamond with a glass of beer inside the diamond with a banner underneath with the words "Beer Study Hall". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer** "ALEHOUSE" AND "BEER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For** Bar services featuring craft beer

#### International Classes
- 43 - Primary Classes

#### US Classes
- 100, 101

- **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use** May 2015
- **In Commerce** May 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name** Gaslamp Tavern, LLC
- **Address** Gaslamp Tavern, LLC 868 5th Avenue San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney** PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HANFANG TCM ESSENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86434470 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2014 Registration Number 5082723
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 31, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HANFANG" next to Chinese characters contained within parentheses, next to the wording "TCM ESSENCE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TCM ESSENCE" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "HANFANG" which has no direct translation but "HAN" means "Chinese" and "FANG" means "formula" in English

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements; dietary supplements; food supplements; health food supplements; herbal supplements; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; herbal topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment and ointments for the relief of aches and pain; liquid herbal supplements; natural herbal supplements; nutritional supplement shakes; nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements in the form of capsules, tablets, caplets, powder, syrups, gummies and gels; powdered nutritional supplement concentrate; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix and concentrate; vitamin and mineral supplements; vitamin supplements; vitamin tablets
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 10, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BAICAO AMERICA INC. Address BAICAO AMERICA INC. Unit 201 206 POINSETTIA PINE CT Tampa FLORIDA 336124365 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUSTDRIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86435719 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2014 Registration Number 5082724
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 31, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date May 26, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software and hardware to facilitate communication, data exchange, network access, and content streaming between mobile devices and a vehicle infotainment system
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 12, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LENNY INSURANCE LIMITED Address LENNY INSURANCE LIMITED ABBEY ROAD C/O JAGUAR LAND ROVER LIMITED, COMPANY SECRETARY COVENTRY UNITED KINGDOM CV3 4LF Legal Entity PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND AND WALES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number:** 86436854
- **Application Filing Date:** Oct. 28, 2014
- **Registration Number:** 5080237
- **Registration Date:** Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date:** Aug. 30, 2016

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s):** LEON

- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Foreign Information**

- **Priority Claimed:** Yes
- **Foreign Application Number:** 402014007216
- **Foreign Application Filing Date:** Oct. 27, 2014
- **Foreign Registration Number:** 1186173
- **Foreign Registration Date:** Jun. 22, 2016

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For:** Mobile phones

- **International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes

- **US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

- **International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

- **Currently:** 44E

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name:** LG Electronics Inc.
- **Address:** LG Electronics Inc. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336

**Legal Entity:** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized:** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** 0630-6138US1

- **Examining Attorney:**

  - Examining Attorney: I, DAVID C

**Reason for Publication**

- Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s):** LEON
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "SECURITY"

## Goods and Services Information

For **Legal services**, namely, intellectual property consulting services in the field of identification and analytics; litigation support services, namely, conducting electronic legal discovery in the nature of reviewing electronically stored information that could be relevant evidence in a lawsuit; litigation support services; providing an online searchable database in the field of litigation support and for collecting, storing, sharing, reviewing, searching, managing, categorizing and coding litigation support documents; monitoring of computer systems for security purposes; providing security assessments of information systems; analyzing and resolving cyber incidents and security breach incidents

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use**: Nov. 30, 2014

**In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2014

For **Computer consulting services** in the field of cybersecurity; Computer services, namely, monitoring, testing, analyzing, and reporting on the Internet traffic control and content control of the websites of others; computer forensic services; data encryption and encoding services; electronic data storage; development of customized software for others for use in risk assessment, information security, business analysis, computer security and security breach analysis; computer services, namely, on-line scanning, detecting, quarantining and eliminating of viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, adware, malware and unauthorized data and programs on computers and electronic devices; computer diagnostic services; providing an online searchable database in the field of computer forensics, cybersecurity and the elimination of computer viruses

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Nov. 30, 2014

**In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2014

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: FIDELIS CYBERSECURITY, INC.
Address: FIDELIS CYBERSECURITY, INC. 4416 East West Highway, Suite 310 Bethesda MARYLAND 20814
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 113696-0174

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAIR YOGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Essential oils for hair care; Hair oils; Oil baths for hair care; Oils for hair conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOOTY SALVAGE LEAVING
NO BOTTOMS UNTouched

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86446008  Application Filing Date  Nov. 05, 2014  Registration Number  5082731
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 04, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BOOTY
SALVAGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Boat rental; boat storage; marine salvage consulting services
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and
Storage  First Use  May 15, 2015  In Commerce  May 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Booty Salvage  Address  Booty Salvage  292 Wekiva Park Dr  Sanford  FLORIDA  32771  Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHANG, KATHERINE S
## TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

**JUL. 04, 2023**

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86447030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Business marketing consulting services; market research services; conducting business, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and market research surveys; business consulting services in the field of analyzing consumer data to improve consumer experience at an electronic commerce website; business consulting services in the field of customer satisfaction and business consulting services in the field of customer loyalty for the electronic commerce sales and services industry; business marketing services provided to marketing campaigns, namely, the collection and analysis of marketing campaign data for business purposes; business consultation and advertising and marketing in the fields of business data collection and analysis and marketing campaign data collection and analysis; marketing consulting in the field of planning, optimizing results and evaluating effectiveness of marketing campaigns.

| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| First Use | Feb. 05, 2013 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 05, 2013 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: WaJao Inc.  
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Retention Science  
- **Address**: WaJao Inc. #104 2601 Ocean Park Blvd. Santa Monica  
- **CALIFORNIA 90405**  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADTracker

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86447554 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2014 Registration Number 5080238
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer monitoring service which tracks application software performance, performs periodic maintenance and provides reports and alerts concerning such performance; Development of customized software for others for use in risk assessment, information security, business analysis, audit and audit planning, and sales management; Development of software for secure network operations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Nov. 01, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Davis, William C DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Logic Banking Address Davis, William C
www.logicbanking.com 1000 Business Center Circle Suite 224 Thousand Oaks CALIFORNIA 91320 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERSTELLAR RECORDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86447830 Application Filing Date  Nov. 07, 2014 Registration Number  4916812
Registration Date  Mar. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 31, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "RECORDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Audio speakers that may be attached with adhesive to the abdominal area of pregnant women for the purpose of transmitting music or sounds to the fetus, not for medical purposes; Audio tapes featuring music; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Children's educational music CDs and DVDs; Compact disc players; Compact discs featuring music; Compact discs featuring music and spoken word in the form of poetry; Computer hardware and software for processing digital music files; Computer programs for processing digital music files; Computer software featuring musical sound recordings and musical video recordings; Computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; Computer software for processing digital music files; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Digital music system that synchronizes digital music files stored on a home unit and a car unit; Digital music systems that synchronizes digital radio files stored on a home unit, a car unit, or portable unit and that may be backed up to an internet depository; Downloadable music files; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable ring tones, graphics and music via a global computer network and wireless devices; Electrical cables for musical instruments; Electrical pickups for use with musical instruments; Electrical voice intracommunications systems comprising control stations, interface modules, frames, controller cards, connectors, power supplies, panels and mountings for use in the production of live musical performances, theatre, and other live events; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, cellular phones, communication devices, computers, laptops, music players, mp3 players, compact disc players, cassette tape players, headphones, musical instruments; Juke boxes; Machine readable computer programs for use in the reproduction of music; Music headphones; Music recordings sold as a kit with a mask; Music-composition software; Musical instrument adaptors; Musical instrument amplifiers; Musical instrument
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connectors; Musical recordings; Musical sound recordings; Musical video recordings; Phonograph records featuring music; Prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; Prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; Prerecorded video tapes featuring music; Protective carrying cases for portable music players; Series of musical sound recordings; Sound recordings featuring musical compositions; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation; Wireless communication device featuring voice, data and image transmission including voice, text and picture messaging, a video and still image camera, also functional to purchase music, games, video and software applications over the air for downloading to the device; Audio recordings, namely, musical sound recordings; Audio tapes featuring spoken word in the field of poetry and storytelling; Downloadable musical sound recordings via the internet and wireless devices; Downloadable ring tones via the internet and wireless devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| First Use | Feb. 01, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Interstellar Records, Inc. **Address** | Interstellar Records, Inc. 3887 W. Sundale Way Bartlett TENNESSEE 38135

**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** | TENNESSEE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAUSEMATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86452054 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2014 Registration Number 5082735
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 14, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 09, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, charitable fundraising for others
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 01, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CAUSEMATES, INC. Address CAUSEMATES, INC. 16192 COASTAL HIGHWAY LEWES DELAWARE 19958 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EDVOCAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86452360 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2014 Registration Number 5082736
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information about education; providing online information relating to education services; providing online computer databases about education; Providing online computer databases relating to education services; Providing online publications in the nature of newsletters, periodic research and activity reports and news articles in the field of education; Providing online printed educational materials, namely, tests, assessments, and lesson plans on topics of professional interest in the fields of education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2014
For On-line professional networking services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2014
For Downloadable mobile application for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information in the fields of professional networking for educators; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of education; downloadable written articles on topics of professional interest in the field of education; downloadable research reports and activity reports on topics of professional interest in the field of education; Downloadable presentations in the form of audio files, audio recordings, multimedia video files, video recordings and downloadable documents, on topics of professional interest in the field of education; Downloadable educational course materials, namely, tests, assessments, and lesson plans on topics of professional interest in the field of education; downloadable mobile application that provides web-based access to applications and services through a web-operating system or portal interface
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 06, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2014

For Social networking services in the field of education provided via a website; Internet-based social networking services for educators

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EdVocal, LLC Address EdVocal, LLC 6840 Ellen Creek Rd. Teton Village WYOMING 83025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26891-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86452365 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2014 Registration Number 5082737
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized apple design depicting and/or incorporating the letter "E". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information about education; providing online information relating to education services; providing online computer databases about education; Providing online computer databases relating to education services; Providing online publications in the nature of newsletters, periodic research and activity reports and news articles in the field of education; Providing online printed educational materials, namely, tests, assessments, and lesson plans on topics of professional interest in the fields of education
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2014
For On-line professional networking services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2014
For Downloadable mobile application for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information in the fields of professional networking for educators; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of education; downloadable written articles on topics of professional interest in the field of education; downloadable research reports and activity reports on topics of professional interest in the field of education; downloadable presentations in the form of audio files, audio recordings, multimedia video files, video recordings and downloadable documents, on topics of professional interest in the field of education; Downloadable educational course materials, namely, tests, assessments, and lesson plans on topics of professional interest in the field of education; downloadable mobile application that provides web-based access to applications and services through a web-operating system or portal interface
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jul. 06, 2014 In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2014

For  Social networking services in the field of education provided via a website; Internet-based social networking services for educators

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Sep. 18, 2014 In Commerce  Sep. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EdVocal, LLC Address  EdVocal, LLC  6840 Ellen Creek Rd.  Teton Village  WYOMING  83025 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  26891-004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YARD, JOHN S
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ALTITUDE CROP INNOVATIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86452546  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 12, 2014  
- **Registration Number**: 5082739  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: May 12, 2015  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 07, 2015

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
- **Disclaimer**: "CROP INNOVATIONS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Wholesale store services featuring agricultural chemicals, including fertilizer, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides  
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ALTITUDE CROP INNOVATIONS, LLC  
- **Address**: ALTITUDE CROP INNOVATIONS, LLC  
- **Attention**: General Counsel  
- **Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 86452930  
Application Filing Date: Nov. 13, 2014  
Registration Number: 5082740  
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  
Publication Date: Apr. 14, 2015  
Notice of Allowance Date: Jun. 09, 2015  
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023

Mark Literal(s): WE KNOW INNOVATION

Mark Information

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Legal services

International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Personal and legal services

First Use: Aug. 24, 2016

In Commerce: Aug. 24, 2016

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Middleton & Reutlinger, P.S.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Middleton Reutlinger

Address: Middleton & Reutlinger, P.S.C. Suite 2600 401 S. Fourth Street Louisville KENTUCKY 40202

Legal Entity: professional services corporation

State or Country Where Organized: KENTUCKY

Examing Attorney

Examing Attorney: MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FACES OF DYSLEXIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86454675 Application Filing Date  Nov. 14, 2014  Registration Number  5080239
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "DYSLEXIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Association services, namely, promoting public awareness of dyslexia
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Oct. 01, 2014  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Schauder, Denise  Address  Schauder, Denise  2315 Oak Links Ct  Houston  TEXAS  77059  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  25598

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANJARL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86455548 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2014 Registration Number 5082744
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a ribbon-like shape and a circle on the left of the mark; upper-case letters "ANJARL" on the right of the mark; and three Chinese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "an-jie-yu" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preparation of microorganisms for applications other than medical and veterinary use; leakage fillers, namely, micro-molecular polymer based leakage fillers for filling leaking oil and gas wells in oil and gas production; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; enzymes for chemical purposes; petroleum dispersants; oil dispersants; carbonic hydrates; profile-control plugging agent, namely, micro-molecular polymer based profile-control plugging agent for controlling and plugging leaking oil and gas wells in oil and gas production
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Apr. 20, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Anjarl Oiltech Corporation Address Anjarl Oiltech Corporation 10998 S Wilcrest Dr, Suite 210 Houston TEXAS 77099 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
GARGANTUAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dust pans
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use** | Jul. 31, 2015
- **In Commerce** | Jul. 31, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: RUBBERMAID COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS LLC
- **Address**: RUBBERMAID COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS LLC, 6655 PEACHTREE DUNWOODY ROAD, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HABIT STACKING

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86462819</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to</td>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 19, 2016 Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring self-help and personal development |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Sep. 13, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 13, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Oldtown Publishing LLC |
| Address | Oldtown Publishing LLC 210 Summit Road Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW JERSEY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 0134 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | GILBERT, REBECCA L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) H BY HALSTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86464987 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2014 Registration Number 5082749
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2393797, 2166353, 2588723

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Timepieces; women's and men's cuff bracelets; costume jewelry; jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 04, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name H LICENSING, LLC Address H LICENSING, LLC 1333 BROADWAY 10TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 135944-00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WORLD OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86465150 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2014 Registration Number 5080241
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of mountain background having the phrase
"world outdoor products" displayed across the mountain illustration. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature
of the mark. Disclaimer "OUTDOOR PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Outdoor furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 01, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name World Outdoor Products, Inc. Address World Outdoor Products, Inc. 14020 Central Ave., #540 Chino
CALIFORNIA 91710 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALBRIDGE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86465796 Application Filing Date Nov. 26, 2014 Registration Number 5080242
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring information in the field of client investment holdings and transactions; providing an online computer database on global computer networks in the field of client investment holdings and transactions; Financial services, namely, coordination of a client's investment portfolio's maintenance, trading, rebalancing, and tax management needs, with said services being for use by financial organizations with their client investment holdings and transactions; providing an online computer web site that provides financial transaction data and financial account management data, with said services being provided to financial organizations for use with their client investment holdings and transactions
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jun. 29, 2004 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2004
For Preparing financial reports for others, namely, providing portfolio accounting and reporting services; data and document management services, namely, business records management related to financial institutions; all of the aforementioned services being provided to financial organizations for use with their client investment holdings and transactions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 29, 2004 In Commerce Jun. 29, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALBRIDGE SOLUTIONS, INC. Address ALBRIDGE SOLUTIONS, INC. Suite 103 1009 Lenox Drive Building 4 Lawrenceville NEW JERSEY 08648 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13-10133-US
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CM CONNECTIVEMEDIA
CONNECTING YOU TO RESULTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86465893
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 26, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082751
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 31, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 26, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design of a stylized "C" and "M" comprised of dots connected with short straight lines, the "C" in red, the "M" in grey; the wording "CONNECTIVEMEDIA" with "CONNECTIVE" in red and "MEDIA" in grey; and the wording "CONNECTING YOU TO RESULTS" in grey.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) RED AND GREY is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Advertising and marketing consultancy; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising, marketing and promotion services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: May 15, 2014
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Connective Media, LP
- **Composed of**: Connective Media, L.P., a partnership organized under the laws of Pennsylvania, composed of Connectiv Media, LLC, a Pennsylvania Limited Liability Company
- **Address**: Connective Media, LP 180 Fort Couch Road Suite 410 Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 152411050
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 74906
- **Examining Attorney**: DAHLING, KRISTIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JAMES F.C. HYDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name Portrait Consent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOLD LOVE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86468748 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2014 Registration Number 5082753
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 27, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 22, 2015

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Crew neck sweaters; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sweaters; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Dec. 01, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Fletcher, Michael A. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Bold Love Apparel Address Fletcher, Michael A. 9233 riverside pkwy apt. 5F Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74137 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

Owner Name Fletcher, Michael A. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Fletcher, Michael A. Address Fletcher, Michael A. 9233 Riverside Pkwy Apt 5F Tulsa OKLAHOMA 74137 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** POINT & SEAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86469033
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 02, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082754
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 03, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 31, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Silicone based sealants and adhesives
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber
- **Goods First Use**: Sep. 06, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 06, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HENKEL IP & HOLDING GMBH
- **Address**: HENKEL IP & HOLDING GMBH
  Henkelstrasse 67
  Duesseldorf
  FED REP GERMANY
  40589
- **Legal Entity** Limited Liability Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Kipping
- **Examining Attorney**: RICHARDS, SUSAN ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G SCRAWL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86470166 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2014 Registration Number 5080243
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 402014008168 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2014 Foreign Registration Number 1142334 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 11, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 11, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smart watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information; Watches; Wrist watches; Smart Watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Jewelry, namely, smart wrist bands comprised primarily of a wristband and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Bracelets comprised primarily of a bracelet and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Rings comprised primarily of a ring and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Ear rings comprised primarily of earrings and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Necklaces comprised primarily of a necklace and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Jewelry comprised primarily of jewelry and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks;
and other computer and electronic communication networks; Smart watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information; Wearable digital electronic devices comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information from smart phones, tablet computers and portable computers; Watch chains; Watchbands; Electronic watches; Parts for watches; Necklaces of precious metal; Bracelets of Precious metal; Key rings for precious metal; Rings of Precious metal

**International Classes**  14 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 27, 28, 50  **International Class Title**  Jewelry

For Smart phones; Mobile phones; Portable communication apparatus, namely, handsets, walkie-talkies, satellite telephones, personal digital assistants and portable multimedia players; Electronic handheld units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages; Electronic wearable units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages; Monitors, not for medical use, to measure, monitor, record, and transmit physiological and biometric data such as heart rate, pulse, body temperature, perspiration, blood pressure, and sleep patterns, as well as time, distance, pace, calories burned, and other fitness measurements; Head-mounted video displays; Wearable mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; wearable computers; Wearable computer peripheral devices; Wearable telecommunication apparatus, namely, wearable computer hardware for telecommunication; Wearable electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments, namely, audio recorders and players, and video players; Wearable portable media players; Wearable video and computer monitors; Remote control apparatus, namely, remote controls for radios, televisions and stereos; Computers; Laptop computers; Tablet computers; Monitors for computers; Headsets for telephones and computers; Downloadable electronic other publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of electronics; Television Receivers; Universal serial bus drives; Portable hard disk drives for computers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Network monitoring cameras for surveillance; Electronic displays, namely, digital signage; Digital color printers; Scanners; Mouses for computers; Car speakers; Projectors

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently**  44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  LG Electronics Inc.  **Address**  LG Electronics Inc.  128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu  Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  07336  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  0630-6176US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  REINHART, MEGHAN M

---

18413
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G Pen

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86470171 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2014 Registration Number 5080244
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PEN"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 402014008168 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2014 Foreign Registration Number 1144472 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 23, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration Country KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 23, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Smart watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information; Watches; Wrist watches; Smart Watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Jewelry, namely, smart wrist bands comprised primarily of a wristband and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Bracelets comprised primarily of a bracelet and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Rings comprised primarily of a ring and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Ear rings comprised primarily of earrings and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Necklaces comprised primarily of a necklace and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Smart Jewelry comprised primarily of jewelry and also featuring functions that allow for the measurement/analysis/storage/transfer of the wearer's physiological/biological/activity data; Watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks;
and other computer and electronic communication networks; Smart watches comprised primarily of a wristwatch also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information; Wearable digital electronic devices comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information from smart phones, tablet computers and portable computers; Watch chains; Watchbands; Electronic watches; Parts for watches; Necklaces of precious metal; Bracelets of Precious metal; Key rings for precious metal; Rings of Precious metal

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Smart phones; Mobile phones; Portable communication apparatus, namely, handsets, walkie-talkies, satellite telephones, personal digital assistants and portable multimedia players; Electronic handheld units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages; Electronic wearable units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages; Monitors, not for medical use, to measure, monitor, record, and transmit physiological and biometric data such as heart rate, pulse, body temperature, perspiration, blood pressure, and sleep patterns, as well as time, distance, pace, calories burned, and other fitness measurements; Head-mounted video displays; Wearable mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; wearable computers; Wearable computer peripheral devices; Wearable telecommunication apparatus, namely, wearable computer hardware for telecommunication; Wearable electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments, namely, audio recorders and players, and video players; Wearable portable media players; Wearable video and computer monitors; Remote control apparatus, namely, remote controls for radios, televisions and stereos; Computers; Laptop computers; Tablet computers; Monitors for computers; Headsets for telephones and computers; Downloadable electronic other publications in the nature of newsletters in the field of electronics; Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management, use in electronic storage of data; Software interfaces for use in connection with multi health devices to record health conditions; Television Receivers; Universal serial bus drives; Portable hard disk drives for computers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Network monitoring cameras for surveillance; Electronic displays, namely, digital signage; Digital color printers; Scanners; Mouses for computers; Car speakers; Projectors

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOOGLE LLC Address GOOGLE LLC 1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA 94043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 149995-4020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHANGE YOUR GAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86470809 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2014 Registration Number 5082755
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 01, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headsets for use with game consoles; headsets for use with controllers for game consoles; headsets for use with handheld units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor

For Earphones; headphones; headsets for use with computers; headsets for use with mobile devices, namely, smartphones, MP3 players, tablets and PDAs; wireless and wired communication devices for voice, data or audio transmission; microphones; digital sound processor; parts for headsets, namely, speaker plates; audio mixer, namely, tournament mixer; audio speaker, namely, sound bar; loudspeakers; downloadable files featuring audio settings for manipulating sound; sound cards for computers and video games; computer software for the manipulation of sound files; computer software to improve performance of headsets; computer mice; mouse pads; keyboards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Voyetra Turtle Beach, Inc. Address Voyetra Turtle Beach, Inc. 4th Floor 44 South Broadway White Plains NEW YORK 10601 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 40ZE-201806

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WINTER, MELISSA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHOCO CRO COFFEE FRESH BAKED PASTRY ST-MARC CAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86471112 Application Filing Date  Dec. 04, 2014 Registration Number  5082756
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Collective Service Mark Trademark Date
Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Sep. 22, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 17, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an interior circle containing a series of triangular designs, as well as the words "FRESH BAKED PASTRY" and "ST-MARC CAFÉ". The interior circle is surrounded by three additional circles. The band of the outermost circle contains the stylized words "CHOCO CRO" and "COFFEE", as well as a depiction of two clovers. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "FRESH BAKED PASTRY", "CAFÉ" AND "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chocolate-based beverages in the nature of chocolate food beverages not being dairy-based or vegetable based; beverages made of coffee; beverages made of tea; bread; bread filled with chocolate; coffee; pies; sandwiches; and bread containing cooked foods

For Coffee shop services; cafe restaurant services; cafe services; cafeteria services; canteen services; snack-bar services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; bakery restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Dec. 15, 2015 In Commerce  Dec. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Saint Marc Holdings Co., Ltd. Address  Saint Marc Holdings Co., Ltd. 173-104 Hirata Kita-ku, Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken JAPAN Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVERY DECISION MATTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86475004 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2014 Registration Number 5082760
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Market research; market analysis; consumer research; consultancy services regarding marketing strategies; tests and evaluations of the effects of marketing; marketing services; advertising services; development of marketing strategies and concepts; business research; market research services relating to advertising; consulting regarding marketing strategy; market research services relating to advertising

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 15, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2013

For Computer program and computer software for evaluating consumer behavior and for aggregating and analyzing sales data and consumer purchasing qualitative and quantitative data in the fields of market research, market analysis, consumer research and trademark analysis; computer hardware

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 15, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2013

For Design, development, maintenance and updating of computer program and computer software; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer program and computer software for market research, market analysis, consumer research and trademark analysis; product research and development; new product design services; surveying; database design and development

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 15, 2013 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   IPSOS NORM AB  Address   IPSOS NORM AB  HÄLSINGEGATAN 49  STOCKHOLM  SWEDEN
SE-113 31  Legal Entity  AKTIEBOLAG  State or Country Where Organized  SWEDEN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   DANTZLER, LAUREN ALEXA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOOD RING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86475185 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2014 Registration Number 5080248
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOOD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software that enables users to connect to a local population through preference matching and suggested mood related activities
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 05, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beehive.Com, LLC Address Beehive.Com, LLC 15615 Alton Parkway, Suite 185 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRACKMASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86475840 Application Filing Date  Dec. 09, 2014 Registration Number  5082762
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Power operated asphalt, concrete, brick, ceramic, glass, masonry, metal, refractory, stone, terrazzo, tile, wall, rag, rail and cut-off saws, excluding for use in the oil and gas industry
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Jul. 29, 2016 In Commerce  Jul. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Edgewise Tools, LLC Address  Edgewise Tools, LLC  2033 173rd Ave NE  Redmond  WASHINGTON  98052 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  EDOL-2-53582

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  HUNT, LEE BURTON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  VIRTUOUS WOMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86478540  Application Filing Date  Dec. 12, 2014  Registration Number  4976002
Registration Date  Jun. 14, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 28, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER  Mark Disclaimer  "WOMAN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3513263

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Bathing suits; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Hats; Jeans; Ladies' suits; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Pants; Scarves; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Socks; Socks and stockings; Stretch pants; Sweat pants; Sweat suits; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Toboggan hats, pants and caps; Track suits; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Yoga pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 01, 1990  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hardnett A Fitzgerald  Address  Hardnett A Fitzgerald  713 Chatsworth Dr  Accokeek  MARYLAND 20607  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PANOPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86485839 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2014 Registration Number 5082769
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 07, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate consulting services; investment services, namely, private equity investment services and venture capital investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PANOPLY PROPERTIES LLC Address PANOPLY PROPERTIES LLC Unit 5 18 Cooper Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02113 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 139492.0000X

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 133

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86486760 Application Filing Date Dec. 19, 2014 Registration Number 5082771
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 22, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 05, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2015
For Caps; Shirts; Tops
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 27, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 27, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 133 FILMusic Group, LLC Address 133 FILMusic Group, LLC PO Box 372 Laguna Beach CALIFORNIA 92652 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHIANG, TIFFANY YOUNG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUNT BUTLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86487450 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2014 Registration Number 5082773
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the black words "HUNT BUTLER" displayed with random stray white splotching giving a distressed appearance, below a white image of two oak leaves paired together stem to stem imprinted on an orange bowtie background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HUNT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ticket reservation and booking services for recreational and leisure events, namely, hunting
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 21, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hunt Butler, Inc. Address Hunt Butler, Inc. W3468 Long Crossing Rd Rio WISCONSIN 53960 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
TM 15705  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOTHING IS EASY YOU DECIDE EZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86488260 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2014 Registration Number 5082775
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 08, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "Z" vertically overlapping a stylized letter "E" with a circular design around such letters. Extending inward from the circle are two line segments that form a prohibition symbol with the stylized letter "Z". The words "NOTHING IS EASY" and "YOU DECIDE" are contained within the circular design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Decals; Decals and stickers for use as home decor; Decorative decals for vehicle windows
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Nov. 18, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nothings Easy, LLC Address Nothings Easy, LLC 5 Mockingbird Path Dartmouth MASSACHUSETTS 02747 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) APEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86488600  Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2014  Registration Number 5082776
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sport knives

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Buck Knives, Inc.  Address Buck Knives, Inc. 660 S. Lochsa Street  Post Falls  IDAHO 83854  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNET OF AWARENESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86489122 Application Filing Date Dec. 23, 2014 Registration Number 5082777
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTERNET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking, supervising, lifesaving, and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, A/D converters, audio amplifiers, analog audio front-ends, analog switches, audio/video player ICs, bus bar wiring, data converters, DC/DC converters, potentiometers, display and LED drivers, low dropout regulators, low voltage differential signalers, precision measuring apparatus for measuring electrical quantities, supervisors and comparators for power management circuitry, portable audio devices, MP3-players, AAC-players, WMA-players, OGG-players, MP4-players and power management devices, PMUs, lighting, supervisors and comparators, LDOs, DC/DC converters, LED drivers and back lights, RF products, high and low frequency receivers, transmitters and transceivers, rotary encoders, data acquisition front-ends, low power A/D converters and high performance A/D converters; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Electronic apparatus and instruments for the input, storage, processing, transmission and output of data, namely, flexray/automotive bus bar wiring, industrial bus bar wiring, electrical and data interfaces, computer peripherals and hard drives, silicon wafers; Electronic control apparatus and instruments for control of electronic and electric devices and machines in the field of media, environmental monitoring, infrastructure management, manufacturing, energy management, medical and healthcare systems, building and home automation, transportation, large scale deployments; Semiconductor elements; Transistors; Diodes; integrated circuits; electronic circuits; semiconductor circuits; Microprocessors and microcomputers; Electronic sensors for electricity, light, heat, temperature, pressure; Test equipment for electronic circuits; test equipment for testing electronic circuits and devices, namely, circuit testers, continuity test apparatus for electrical circuits; electrotechnic devices and components of telecommunications and communication technology, namely, phones, cell phones, mobile phones; Apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing of sounds and images; Digital recording media, namely, digital video discs featuring music, video or data; Calculators, data processing apparatus, hardware for data processing, computers; Computer software, data processing computer programs, namely, computer software for use in database management, word
processing; data processors and computers; RFID chips, RFID labels, RFID readers; Remote control apparatus for control
electronic and electric devices and machines in the field of media, environmental monitoring, infrastructure management,
manufacturing, energy management, medical and healthcare systems, building and home automation, transportation, large
scale deployments; electronic locating devices for locating persons, pets, animals and things radio frequency, GPS or radio
waves; and remote monitoring apparatus; Electric and electronic devices and apparatus for teleoperation and telepresence,
namely, computer monitors, cameras, remote controls

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ams AG Address ams AG Tobelbader Str. 30 Unterpremstätten AUSTRIA 8141 Legal Entity
CORPORATION CORPORATION AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EPPINGTM0071

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GIRLS GOT GRIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86490254 Application Filing Date Dec. 24, 2014 Registration Number 5082778
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 14, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, PURSES, WALLETS, BACKPACKS, TOTE BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, GYM BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, UMBRELLAS
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jul. 20, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2016

For ADHESIVE LETTERS FOR SIGNS; DECALS; PAPER SIGNS; PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS AND BOOKLETS FEATURING A SERIES OF FICTIONAL BOOKS AND NON-FICTIONAL STORIES AND CHARACTERS IN THE FIELD OF SELF-HELP, BOOKS FEATURING PERSONAL ADVICE, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, SCRAP BOOKS, BOOKS ABOUT CRAFTS, PUZZLE BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS, BOOKMARKS, NOTE PAPER, PENS, PRINTED INVITATIONS AND STATIONERY, RUBBER STAMPS, STICKERS, AND TRADING CARDS; WRITING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, PENS, PENCILS, COLORED PENCILS, GEL ROLLER PENS; HIGHLIGHTER PENS, MARKERS, ARTISTS' PENS, CRAYONS, PENCIL SHARPENERS; ERASERS; PENCIL AND PEN CASES AND BOXES
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Jul. 20, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2016

For CLOTHING NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, CAMISOLES, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, DRESSES, JACKETS, COATS, PARKAS, SWEATPANTS, LEGGINGS, PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SWIMWEAR, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, CAPS, GLOVES, MITTENS, UNDERWEAR, SCARVES, SOCKS, Headbands, Slippers, Infant Clothing In The Nature Of BabY One Piece Clothing and Pajamas, Active Apparel In The Nature Of Shorts and Pants and Shirts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 20, 2016</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 20, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIS INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNER INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>GIRLS GOT Grit, LLC</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>GIRLS GOT Grit, LLC</td>
<td>8236 WOOSTER PIKE</td>
<td>CINCINNATI</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>45227</td>
<td>Limited Liability Company</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</td>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>GI084.100001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>KHAN, AHSEN M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AXION DIGITAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86492157 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5080250
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIGITAL"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2638894 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 11, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County ARGENTINA Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 11, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; consulting services in the field of communication
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAN AMERICAN ENERGY GROUP, S.L. Address PAN AMERICAN ENERGY GROUP, S.L. ARBEA CAMPUS EMPRESARIAL, EDIFICIO 1, CTRA FUENCARRAL A ALCOBENDAS M603, 3,8KM, 28108 ALCOBENDAS MADRID SPAIN Legal Entity SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 513538350USv

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTELL, BRITTANY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATIONAL STEEL RULE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86492198 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5080251
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STEEL RULE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For cutting dies for machine tools used in steel rule diecutting, including rotary and serrated steel rule, cutting rule, perforating rule, creasing rule
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jan. 01, 1981 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1981

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NSR Enterprise Management LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA National Steel Rule Address NSR Enterprise Management LLC 2770 NORTH BEACH ROAD UNIT A-1 ENGLEWOOD FLORIDA 34223 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2014-NSR-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JACKSON, WILLIAM D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WILD 5X WILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86493893 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2014 Registration Number 5082781
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "5X"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming devices, namely, gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines, with or without video output; Gaming equipment, namely, slot machines with or without video output; Gaming machines; Gaming machines featuring a device that accepts wagers; Gaming machines for gambling; Gaming machines including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Gaming machines that generate or display wager outcomes; Gaming machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals; Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines, namely, electronic slot and bingo machines; Machines for playing games of chance; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; Slot machines


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Konami Gaming, Inc. Address Konami Gaming, Inc. 585 Konami Circle Las Vegas NEVADA 89119
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60518-3359

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

| Mark Literal(s) | TYLINA |

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86494495 |
| Application Filing Date | Jan. 02, 2015 |
| Registration Number | 5082783 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Feb. 16, 2016 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Apr. 12, 2016 |

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Baking utensils, namely, baking pans and baking tools in the nature of cake pans, muffin pans, cookie sheets, cookie cutters, fondant cutters, rolling pins, cupcake molds, cake brushes, cake decorating bags and tips, and decorative icing applicators |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Aug. 10, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 10, 2016 |

| For | Bakery goods, namely, mixes for bakery goods, including cakes, cookies, biscuits, breads, and dry batter mixes; pre-made frostings, fondants, candy sprinkles, and icing |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Dec. 10, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 10, 2014 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | AMERICAN CRAFTS L.C. |
| Address | AMERICAN CRAFTS L.C. 588 W. 400 S. LINDON UTAH 84042 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | UTAH |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 41719-1246US |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TARGET SPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86495655 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5082784 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "target sports" written in yellow on a red background, except the letter "o" of the word "sports". The letter "o" represents a white target on a red background.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, yellow, white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "SPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gun firing ranges; educational services, namely, instruction in firearm use; entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of range shooting; providing a website featuring blogs and online non-downloadable publications in the nature of news articles in the field of firearms
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016
For Authorized to grant permits for use of firearms, namely, providing testing, analysis and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others for the purpose of certification and recertification in the field of firearm use
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Target Sports LLC Address Target Sports LLC 1654 US 60/84 Clovis NEW MEXICO 88101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OCEAN DELIGHT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86496033</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 06, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082785</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Dec. 29, 2015</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
<th>Feb. 23, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Frozen seafood; frozen fish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>29 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Meats and Processed Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2015</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jul. 31, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>STAVIS SEAFOODS LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>STAVIS SEAFOODS LLC</th>
<th>212 NORTHERN AVENUE</th>
<th>FIRST PIER WEST, SUITE 305</th>
<th>BOSTON</th>
<th>MASSACHUSETTS</th>
<th>02210</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>MASSACHUSETTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>04803.0003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examinining Attorney</th>
<th>CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) X DIGIEXAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86497331  Application Filing Date  Jan. 07, 2015  Registration Number  5082787  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Register  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "X" adjacent to a circular dot both of which are colored burgundy red and dark pink followed by the word "DigiExam" in black letters.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) burgundy red, dark pink and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Data and database management for others, namely, the input, processing, checking, storage and retrieval of computer data; computerized file management; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; providing consumer services, namely, consumer research and information regarding recreational and entertainment services, travel services, and merchants and shops; preparation and compilation of statistics for educational electronic testing services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  May 01, 2015  In Commerce  May 01, 2015

For  Computer software for processing, storing, retrieving and supervising computerized educational testing information; blank magnetic data carriers for use with educational testing services; data communications apparatus, namely, backup drives for computers, data protection backup units comprising computer hardware, and data processing hardware; electronic control systems for use with electronic educational testing, namely, a computer software platform for administering electronic educational examinations; electronic data storage devices, namely, high-speed storage subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network; electronic devices for programming electronic testing services in the nature of a computer software platform for administering electronic educational examinations
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 01, 2015  In Commerce  May 01, 2015

For  Computer services, namely, searching computer files for others; electronic storage of data; installation and update of computer software; electronic scanning of documents; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; hosting of websites; rental of web servers; recovery of computer data and backup services; computer programming services, namely, the design and development of computer programs; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring educational testing
modules, database management and administration of educational testing software applications

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  **First Use**: May 01, 2015  **In Commerce**: May 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: DigiExam Solutions Sweden AB  **Address**: DigiExam Solutions Sweden AB  Drottninggatan 81 A  Stockholm  SWEDEN  SE-11160  **Legal Entity**: AKTIEBOLAG (AB)  **State or Country Where Organized**: SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 109611-0101

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SASDEF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86497396  Application Filing Date  Jan. 07, 2015  Registration Number  5082788  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jun. 02, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 28, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing self-defense classes; educational services, namely, classes and seminars in the field of situational awareness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Jan. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Postil, Michael  Address  Postil, Michael  140 Via Yella  Newport Beach  CALIFORNIA  92663  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LIQUIDBRICKS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 86497426
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 07, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082789
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 22, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 16, 2016

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Currency Trading; Currency Exchange Services; Currency Transfer Services; Financial Services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network for direct digital real property transactions, fractional ownership transactions and usage of real property transactions; financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network for direct digital personal property transactions, fractional ownership transactions and usage of personal property transactions; offering real estate fractional ownership programs to others; offering real estate properties, boats and yachts, and farms fractional ownership programs to others; Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network.
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2016

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Boschin, Luigi
- **Address**: Boschin, Luigi 1950 S. Ocean Drive, Suite 7L Hallandale FLORIDA 33009
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CANADA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 420-2002-US
- **Examining Attorney**: HALMEN, KATHERINE E
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTENTIONAL LIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86500220 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083866 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 05, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting conferences, seminars and workshops in the fields of Christian living and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing programs featuring discussion of Christian living and presentations by Dr Randy Carlson delivered by radio
For Digital media, namely, CDs and DVDs featuring education and advice on living a Christian life

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Family Life Communications Inc. Address Family Life Communications Inc. 7355 N. Oracle Rd Tucson ARIZONA 85704 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2131-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIGNIANT FLIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86500920 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5082791 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2698270

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable cloud computing software for facilitating and accelerating the transmission and retrieval of large digital files


For Software as a service (SAAS) services, featuring cloud computing software for facilitating and accelerating the transmission and retrieval of large digital files into and out of cloud storage; hybrid cloud computing technology and system services, namely, integration of public and private cloud computing environments

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 23, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 23, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Signiant, Inc. Address Signiant, Inc. 91 Hartwell Avenue Lexington MASSACHUSETTS 02421

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1099.400.11

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s):** 3D COVERAGE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86501046</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082792</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer:** "COVERAGE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Payment processing services in the field of traffic, parking and toll road payments; Financial and Credit Risk management services and related consulting services for the fleet-leased vehicle industry; Financial risk management services for rental car and fleet customers of third party vehicle use

**International Classes** | 36 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Insurance and Financial Services

**First Use** | Jan. 31, 2015 | **In Commerce** | Jan. 31, 2015 |

**For** Promotion of financial and insurance services, on behalf of third parties; Insurance claims auditing services; Financial record-keeping for insurance risk management and regulatory compliance purposes; Business risk management; Business risk management consultation; Conducting employee incentive award program to promote on the job driver safety; Vehicle fleet monitoring services for safety purposes; Traffic violation data processing services for rental car and fleet customers; Business risk management services for rental car and fleet customers of third party vehicle use; Traffic violation workflow business management for rental car and fleet customers; Preparation of business reports in the nature of reports and citations regarding violations of customers of fleet and rental car companies to such companies

**International Classes** | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business Services

**First Use** | Jan. 31, 2015 | **In Commerce** | Jan. 31, 2015 |

**For** Consulting services in the field of driver safety for the vehicle leasing and fleet management industry; Vehicle and driver telematic services in the nature of providing information concerning safety risks on driver behavior to consumers and automobile insurance companies

**International Classes** | 45 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Personal and legal Services

**First Use** | Jan. 31, 2015 | **In Commerce** | Jan. 31, 2015 |
For computer services, namely, hosting an interactive web site that allows users to upload, store and maintain automotive repair records, manage online records of services performed on their vehicles, and receive automated service; Reminders, safety alerts, recall alerts, and special discount offers; Safe driving services, namely, providing an interactive website featuring technology enabling vehicle owners to access reports on safe and unsafe driving via the internet

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** Jan. 31, 2015  **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** LEASEPLAN CORPORATION N.V.  **Address** LEASEPLAN CORPORATION N.V. GUSTAV MAHLERLAAN 360 AMSTERDAM NETHERLANDS 1082 ME  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country** NETHERLANDS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** 94108-0086

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** BHUPATHI, TARA LUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SIMMONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86503463 Application Filing Date  Jan. 14, 2015  Registration Number   5080258  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  0532319, 2810380, 2022446

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bed sheets
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Jul. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dreamwell, Ltd.  Address  Dreamwell, Ltd.  2451 Industry Avenue  Doraville  GEORGIA  30360  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  SSB0623TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, WILLIAM D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LN2K

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86504677 Application Filing Date  Jan. 15, 2015 Registration Number  5082796 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing a website featuring online articles, checklists, templates, forms, presentations, and instructional writing, for use by legal professionals in the fields of legal ethics, malpractice claim avoidance and defense, and professional liability
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 2015 In Commerce  Apr. 2015

For Providing a website featuring information in the field of legal ethics, malpractice claim avoidance and defense, and professional liability
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jan. 2015 In Commerce  Apr. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Klevens, Shari L. Address  Klevens, Shari L.  1900 K Street NW  Washington  D.C.  20006 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Owner Name  Evans, J. Randolph Address  Evans, J. Randolph  1900 K Street NW  Washington  D.C.  20006 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAWYERS NEED TO KNOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86504684  Application Filing Date   Jan. 15, 2015  Registration Number   5082797  Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023  Publication Date   Dec. 29, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date   Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   providing a website featuring online articles, checklists, templates, forms, presentations, and instructional writing, for use by legal professionals in the fields of legal ethics, malpractice claim avoidance and defense, and professional liability
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107  International Class Title   Education and Entertainment  First Use   Dec. 2014  In Commerce   Apr. 2015

For   Providing a website featuring information in the field of legal ethics, malpractice claim avoidance and defense, and professional liability
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Personal and legal services  First Use   Dec. 2014  In Commerce   Apr. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Klevens, Shari L.  Address   Klevens, Shari L.  1900 K Street NW  Washington  D.C.   20006  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   UNITED STATES

Owner Name   J. Randolph Evans  Address   J. Randolph Evans  1900 K Street NW  Washington  D.C.   20006  Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUTHI 14/92

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86505231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LUTHI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, T-shirts, jerseys, hats, knit beanies, hooded sweatshirts, sweaters, jeans, leggings, underwear, socks, belts, sneakers, wristbands

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 20, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Luna, Bryan Address Luna, Bryan 6721 Washington Ave Apt 25L Ocean Springs MISSISSIPPI 39564 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship HONDURAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86505807  Application Filing Date  Jan. 16, 2015  Registration Number  5082799  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jun. 16, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 11, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  bedding, namely, blankets and throws

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Siny Corp.  Address  Siny Corp.  1725 E. Delavan Drive  Janesville  WISCONSIN  53547  Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  WISCONSIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13062

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOUNTAIN PIRATES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86507264 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5082802 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 02, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 28, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic footwear; beach footwear; belts; bottoms; button down shirts; coats; coats for men and women; flip flops; footwear; footwear for men and women; gloves; headwear, namely, hats, caps, beanies, visors and head bands; hooded sweatshirts; jackets; jeans; knit shirts; pajamas; pants; shirts; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; shorts; ski gloves; ski jackets; ski pants; ski trousers; ski wear; skirts and dresses; snowboard gloves; snowboard jackets; snowboard pants; snowboard trousers; socks; sweat shirts; sweaters; sweatpants; swimwear; T-shirts; tank tops; tops; women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meek, Dave Address Meek, Dave 580 8 Mile Creek Road Florence MONTANA 59833 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name Houg, Cole Address Houg, Cole 2127A Kent Street Missoula MONTANA 59801 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CURRENTS & CURRENCIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86507283 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 19, 2015 | Registration Number | 5082803 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

Publication Date | Jan. 26, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 22, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Providing information in the nature of non-downloadable podcasts in the field of advertising, marketing, promotions, public relations, and business management to provide insight into cultural changes to support business, communication and innovation efforts; Providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of white papers in the field of advertising, marketing, promotions, public relations, and business management to provide insight into cultural changes to support business, communication and innovation efforts |


For | Advertising services; business consultation services |


For | Providing downloadable electronic publications in the nature of white papers in the field of advertising, marketing, promotions, public relations, and business management to provide insight into cultural changes to support business, communication and innovation efforts; providing information in the nature of downloadable podcasts in the field of advertising, marketing, promotions, public relations, and business management to provide insight into cultural changes to support business, communication and innovation efforts |


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Mindsailing LLC  
Address: Mindsailing LLC  
   901 Second Street South  
   Minneapolis  
   MINNESOTA  
   55415  
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized: MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 42158

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: TANNER, MICHAEL R
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86507317</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2015</td>
<td>5082804</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8**
- **Mark Literal(s)** SEA FOAM
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Trademark Registration Cancelled**

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Alcohol free foam hand sanitizer
- **International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use** Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** Sea Hawk Systems, LLC
- **Address** Sea Hawk Systems, LLC P.O. Box 480236 Fort Lauderdale FLORIDA
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number** S2224/30002
- **Examiner** ZAK, HENRY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOREST FAIRY TALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86509615 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5082805 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Mar. 22, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas trees, artificial Christmas wreaths, artificial Christmas garland, Pre-lit artificial Christmas trees, Pre-lit artificial Christmas wreaths, pre-lit artificial Christmas garland, Christmas stockings, Christmas tree decorations, Christmas tree ornaments, Christmas tree ornaments in the nature of tree toppers, tinsel for decorating Christmas trees, Christmas tree stands, Christmas tree skirts, Christmas tree ornament hangers and hooks

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AT HOME STORES, LLC Address AT HOME STORES, LLC 1600 E PLANO PARKWAY PLANO TEXAS 75074 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13-0129

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MIDNIGHT PLUME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86509725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**  
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**  
For Artificial Christmas trees, artificial Christmas wreaths, artificial Christmas garland, Pre-lit artificial Christmas trees, Pre-lit artificial Christmas wreaths, pre-lit artificial Christmas garland, Christmas stockings, Christmas tree decorations, Christmas tree ornaments, Christmas tree ornaments in the nature of tree toppers, tinsel for decorating Christmas trees, Christmas tree stands, Christmas tree skirts, Christmas tree ornament hangers and hooks

**International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods  
**First Use**: Jun. 01, 2016  
**In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name**: AT HOME STORES, LLC  
**Address**: AT HOME STORES, LLC 1600 E PLANO PARKWAY PLANO TEXAS 75074  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number**: 13-0129  
**Examining Attorney**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEPPERMINT JAZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86509786 Application Filing Date  Jan. 21, 2015 Registration Number  5082808 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Mar. 22, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Artificial Christmas trees, artificial Christmas wreaths, artificial Christmas garland, Pre-lit artificial Christmas trees, Pre-lit artificial Christmas wreaths, pre-lit artificial Christmas garland, Christmas stockings, Christmas tree decorations, Christmas tree ornaments, Christmas tree ornaments in the nature of tree toppers, tinsel for decorating Christmas trees, Christmas tree stands, Christmas tree skirts, Christmas tree ornament hangers and hooks
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods First Use  Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AT HOME STORES, LLC Address  AT HOME STORES, LLC 1600 E PLANO PARKWAY  PLANO TEXAS 75074 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13-0129

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REVAMPPANELS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86511760 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5082811 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 07, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For metal products, namely, metal panels, to be used as components in buildings, fences, gates, doors, railings, and walls International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Feb. 23, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 23, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Revamp Panels, LLC Address Revamp Panels, LLC 519 W. 16th Ave Spokane WASHINGTON 99203 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number R084-0004TMU

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WORLD'S GLOBAL STYLE NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86514336 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5082814 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GLOBAL STYLE NETWORK"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4144916

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, fashion shows; training services in the field of fashion; educational services, namely, providing conferences, events, seminars, courses and workshops in the field of fashion; providing interactive news information on-line from computer databases or the Internet in the field of entertainment, education, and fashion culture; provision of information relating to education, entertainment and fashion culture for accessing via communication and computer networks; information relating to education, entertainment and fashion culture provided on-line in the form of a computer database or from the Internet; entertainment information services relating to fashion, style, beauty, textiles, cosmetics, decorating, furnishing provided online from computer databases or the Internet; publication and publishing of magazines, newspapers, guides and books; publishing and publication services, namely, publication of books, guides, newsletters and magazines relating to fashion, style, beauty, textiles, cosmetics, decorating, furnishing, media and advertising, news and reviews; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; custom writing services for non-advertising purposes in the fields of fashion, beauty and style; commissioned custom writing services for non-advertising purposes in respect of material for publication on-line from computer databases or from the Internet; educational information provided by means of the Internet and on-line computer databases in the field of entertainment; provision of information and advisory services relating to entertainment media on-line from a computer database or the Internet; organizing cultural and recreational activities; educational and training services, namely, providing training, conferences, events, seminars, courses and workshops in the fields of fashion, style, beauty, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and furnishing; conducting of educational workshops and seminars in the fields of fashion, style, beauty, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and furnishing; providing information about education relating to fashion, fashion styles, beauty and cosmetics via computer networks; information and advisory services
relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jul. 18, 2016 **In Commerce** Jul. 18, 2016

**For** SERVICES IN USE IN COMMERCE Marketing and advertising services; market research services; business data analysis; business monitoring and consulting services, namely, data and behavior analysis to provide strategy, insight, and marketing guidance, and for analyzing, understanding and predicting behavior and motivations, and market trends in the fields of business, finance, entertainment, fashion, style, beauty, current affairs, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and home furnishing; promoting the goods and services of others by placing advertisements and promotional displays in electronic sites accessed through telecommunications or computer networks; on-line computer services, namely, providing information regarding goods and services of others in the nature of an information and buyer's guide relating to the subject matter of style, beauty and fashion by means of electronic computer communications systems; provision of business information relating to the entertainment, fashion, beauty, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and furnishing industries; providing business data analysis; interpretation services in the nature of business advice and analysis of business and industry trends information; providing business economic forecasting analysis; business analysis of markets; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business analysis; advertising and marketing services, namely, the provision of information relating to advertising; administration, processing and organizing electronic information services, namely, compiling and maintaining an on-line database of information and data in the fields of business, finance, entertainment, fashion, style, beauty, current affairs, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and home furnishing; administration, processing and organizing electronic information services in the field of business, for retrieval and access by subscribers; collection and compilation of information into computer databases in the fields of business, finance, entertainment, fashion, style, beauty, current affairs, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and home furnishing; compilation and provision of trade and business price and statistical information; compilation and systemization of information in data banks; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; compilation of business directories; compilation of statistics for business or commercial purposes; compilation, production and dissemination of advertising matter; management and compilation of computerized databases; services comprising the recording, transcription, composition, compilation and systemization of written communications and recordings, as well as the compilation of mathematical or statistical data; services consisting of the registration, collection, transcription, compilation and systemization of written communication and data; interactive information provided on-line from computer databases or the Internet in the field of business; educational information provided by means of the Internet and online computer databases in the field of business; administration, processing and organizing electronic information services, namely, compiling of information into computer databases in the fields of business, finance, entertainment, fashion, style, beauty, current affairs, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and home furnishing; promotion of commodities and display of goods in the nature of product presentation to the public; providing consumer product advice relating to fashion apparel, beauty care products, and cosmetics; information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Jul. 18, 2016 **In Commerce** Jul. 18, 2016

18461
For Information services relating to current fashion news and fashion reviews

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use**: Jul. 18, 2016 **In Commerce**: Jul. 18, 2016

For Fashion design services; graphic design services; design of fashion designs, prints and graphics for others; programming services given on-line, namely, computer programming; provision of information relating to fashion design, fashion style design, textile design, cosmetics research, interior decorating, and furnishings design; hosting of websites; website design services; computer timesharing; rental and leasing of computers; commissioned technical writing services concerning the Internet and on-line computer services; information services relating to fashion design, fashion style design, and cosmetics research; interactive information provided on-line from computer databases or the Internet in the fields of fashion design, fashion style design, and cosmetics research; information services provided on-line from computer databases or the Internet relating to fashion design, fashion style design, and cosmetics research; information relating to fashion design, fashion style design, and cosmetics research, provided on-line in the form of a computer database via the Internet; providing an on-line computer database in the field of fashion design, fashion style design, and cosmetics research information; electronic storage and retrieval of data in the fields of business, finance, entertainment, fashion, style, beauty, current affairs, textiles, cosmetics, decorating and home furnishing; information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Jul. 18, 2016 **In Commerce**: Jul. 18, 2016

---

**OWNED INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: WGSN Limited  **Address**: WGSN Limited c/o Top Right Group Limited The Prow, 1 Wilder Walk London UNITED KINGDOM W1B5AP  **Legal Entity**: COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 69936.0001.4

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: PARKS, KIMBERLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERVISION GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86516464 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080260 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "INTERVISION" where the letter "V" appears as a check mark and the entire word is over the work "GLOBAL". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GLOBAL"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 013234919 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2014 Foreign Registration Number 013234919 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 04, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 08, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For inspection lights, namely, digital inspection lights; machine vision lighting devices for use in inspecting components, assemblies, products and product packaging

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Installation, commissioning, updating, maintenance and repair of digital photo image processing systems; Installation, commissioning, updating, maintenance and repair of image acquisition apparatus

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Cameras; optical instruments and apparatus, namely, laser scanners, photo diodes, spectrometers and colorimeters; image acquisition apparatus, namely, digital photo image processing machines, vision cameras, smart vision cameras, inline inspection cameras, thermal imaging cameras, time of flight cameras and lens for machine vision; computer graphics software; computer software for image acquisition, analysis, processing and display; computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; Programmable Logic Controller (PLC); optical lenses; optical filters; instruments and apparatus for controlling image acquisition, analysis, processing and display, namely, digital inspection systems, image processors, and raster image
processors; inspection mirrors; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods, namely, power cables

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**: Laser marking services, namely, laser engraving and color laser marking; Custom manufacture of robotic automation systems for use in manufacturing industry

**International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106

**International Class Title**: Material Treatment

**For**: Engineering services; installation, commissioning, updating, maintenance and repair of computer software; quality evaluation and development of computer software and digital photo image processing converters; monitoring of products in production, packaging machines and manufacturing machinery for quality control purposes; 3 dimensional inspection pipeline inspection services; Inspection services, namely, non-medical, ultrasound imaging services; Design and development of computer software and hardware for digital signal processing; Design, selection, implementation and use of monochrome and color control hardware and software for measurement; Laser scanning services, namely, 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional photo scanning; Digitization of documents; Technology supervision and inspection in the field of product quality control evaluation and development of computer software and image acquisition apparatus; inspection and testing of cans, tins, food packaging, packaging, apparatus, manufacturing machinery for quality control; technical environmental inspection services; 3D and stereo inspection of manufactured goods services for quality control; thermal radio tomographic imaging services; x-ray pipeline inspection services; color measurement services, namely, measurement evaluation in the field of color analysis for purposes of internal design; technical supervision and inspection in the field of product quality control; information, advice and consultancy in relation to the aforesaid

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: INTERVISION GLOBAL LTD

**Address**: INTERVISION GLOBAL LTD BUNKER HILL, WELSH ROAD, OFFCHURCH, UNIT 1 LEAMINGTON SPA, WARWICKSHIRE UNITED KINGDOM CV33 9BE

**Legal Entity**: PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Docket Number**: IVGLTM01

**Examining Attorney**: SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE MASTER'S CHISEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86517288 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5082818 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 23, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 18, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pre-recorded DVDs featuring physical fitness and exercise cycling program; Pre-recorded DVDs featuring exercise, fitness, dietary information and instruction; computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data, in the field of exercise, fitness, dietary information and instruction
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 16, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 29, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beachbody, LLC Address Beachbody, LLC 400 Continental Blvd. Suite 400 El Segundo CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 127162/PP-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  IEOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86519018  Application Filing Date  Jan. 30, 2015  Registration Number  5082820  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chemical gasoline additives
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

For  Gas exploration
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STARTWELL ENERGY CO.LTD.  Address  STARTWELL ENERGY CO.LTD.  15-8091 WILLIAMS RD  Richmond, BC  CANADA  V7A1G4  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
Case Identifiers
Serial Number   86519173  Application Filing Date   Jan. 30, 2015  Registration Number   5082821  Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023  Publication Date   Jun. 23, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date   Aug. 18, 2015

Mark Literal(s)   GLIFT

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Goods and Services Information
For   Batteries and battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone battery chargers; data cables; electric cables; USB cables; Audio cables; speaker cables; video cables; Adapter plugs; audio speakers; wireless audio speakers; headphones; earphones; computer peripherals; battery packs; computer covers
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes  US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use   May 26, 2015  In Commerce   May 26, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use   Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name   Beritco LLC  Address   Beritco LLC 1113 Luckie Ct  Cheyenne  WYOMING  82001  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   WYOMING

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney   PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) L LEGACY MAP DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86519213 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2015 Registration Number 4854281 Registration Date Nov. 17, 2015 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 31, 2023 Publication Date Sep. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a ring centered on the front face of a shield; a stylized "L" positioned within the ring; a curved band positioned adjacent to the "L" within the ring; the words "LEGACY MAP DESIGN" positioned beneath the shield design, where the wording "MAP design" is positioned below the word "LEGACY" with the crossbar of the "A" in "LEGACY" being omitted; and a curved band crossing through the "AC" of the word "LEGACY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LEGACY" OR "DESIGN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial planning; multi-generation financial planning, namely, multi-generation estate strategies and multi-generation business strategies services; financial services, namely, financial strategy services in the nature of financial analysis and consultation relating to financial strategies, strategic financial advisory services, and financial planning relating to creating personalized financial strategies; financial services, namely, wealth management; financial services, namely, financial asset management and cash management services; financial services, namely, financial planning for retirement and estate planning services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 31, 2013 In Commerce May 31, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Legacy Map Design, LLC Address Legacy Map Design, LLC Room 218 1400 Terradyne Drive Andover KANSAS 67002 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KANSAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALL ABOUT AUTISM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86520869  Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2015  Registration Number 5082822
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "AUTISM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing autism spectrum disorder programs and health programs for communities for educational and entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Apr. 01, 2015  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015
For Marketing services, namely, promotional services for non-profit and charitable organizations; Promoting autism spectrum disorder programs and health programs for communities; Organizing events in the nature of autism spectrum disorder programs and health programs for communities for business purposes; Promoting collaboration within the scientific, research and provider communities to achieve advances in the field of autism treatment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Apr. 01, 2015  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Muller-Eckart, Heidi  DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA All About Autism, Inc. Address Muller-Eckart, Heidi 13725 Metcalf Avenue No. 301  Overland Park  KANSAS 66223  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86521657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: COOSTR
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: coasters, not of paper and other than table linen
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Coostr, LLC
- **Address**: 10 Marlton Pond Road
- **City**: Hamilton Square
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 688817.0002

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: SAPPENFIELD, ANN ELIZA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PAKLITE ELITE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86522759
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 03, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082825
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 29, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 23, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ELITE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hunting knives; Side arms, not including firearms, namely, hunting knives; Sport knives
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 19, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Buck Knives, Inc.
- **Address**: Buck Knives, Inc. 660 S. Lochsa Street Post Falls IDAHO 83854
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PUMP 2 PURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86522914 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5082827
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 23, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 18, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For drinking water filtration and purification units, sold together with an empty water bottle, for personal use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Seychelle Environmental Technologies, Inc. Address Seychelle Environmental Technologies, Inc. 32963 Calle Perfecto San Juan Capistrano CALIFORNIA 92657 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHATKAZZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86523510 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5082829
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a sandwich with the bun in yellow and light brown colors with dark brown spots. The center of the sandwich is dark yellow and brown with brown spots. The sandwich is outlined in black. The term "CHATKAZZ" is in stylized font in the color white with black outlining and runs through the center of the sandwich. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, black, yellow, brown and light brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "CHATKAZZ" in the mark is "Scrumptious".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Burgers contained in bread rolls; pizzas; garlic bread; frankfurter sandwiches; sandwiches; samosas; stuffed pastries in the nature of Kachori; seasoning mixes for making biriyani seasoning; cream puffs; spices; wafers; biscuits; ketchup; sauces
For Providing of food and drink, restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 07, 2007 In Commerce Aug. 22, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M/S B B DAIRY PRODUCTS Address M/S B B DAIRY PRODUCTS 1 MUKHI ESTATE, NEAR PETROL PUMP DAJWA DISTRICT VADODARA INDIA 391310 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country INDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LANDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86525890 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5082833
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 24, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangle with a diagonal line through it, where the lower half is shaded with the word "LANDER" written in the bottom. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective covers, cases, screen protectors, fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, battery chargers, batteries, carrying cases, accessory connection and electrical cables, headphones, hands-free devices, stands, electronic docking stations, communication hubs, keyboards, computer switches, computer network adapters and bags all of the foregoing for use with mobile electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, and personal digital assistants
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 06, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NLU PRODUCTS, L.L.C. Address NLU PRODUCTS, L.L.C. 2801 N. THANKSGIVING WAY, SUITE 300 LEHI UTAH 84043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 453 AND A HALF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86525942 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5082834
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring current events and non-downloadable articles relevant to the sporting goods industry
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 02, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN SPORTS LICENSING, LLC Address AMERICAN SPORTS LICENSING, LLC 345 Court Street Coraopolis PENNSYLVANIA 15108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43626-6

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YONI EGGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86526088 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5080264
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags in the nature of all purpose carrying bags for clothing and shoes
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013
For Clothing, namely, hats, shirts, sweatshirts, pants, under garments, socks, shoes, and jackets
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Organic Blood Address Organic Blood 8463 Magnolia Dr Jonesboro GEORGIA 30238 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNKLEMAN, SARAH E
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
FLEX & SHOW THE WORLD WHO YOU ARE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86526744
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 06, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082835
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 01, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For T-shirts, tanks tops, hooded sweatshirts, hats, sweat head bands, sweat pants, yoga pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jones, Christopher
- **Address**: 1050 Bandera St, Lehigh Acres, FLORIDA 33974
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Brooks, Danielle
- **Address**: 1050 Bandera St, Lehigh Acres, FLORIDA 33974
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Evo Fitness

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86527343 Application Filing Date Feb. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5082837
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 07, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; consulting services in the fields of fitness and exercise; counseling services in the field of physical fitness; personal fitness training services; personal fitness training services and consultancy; personal fitness training services featuring aerobic and anaerobic activities combined with resistance and flexibility training; physical fitness conditioning classes; physical fitness consultation; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness training of individuals and groups; physical fitness training services; providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness; providing a website featuring information on exercise and fitness; providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to fitness; providing fitness and exercise facilities; none of the aforesaid services relating to rock climbing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Evo Fitness, LLC Address Evo Fitness, LLC 1415 East Bay Avenue Newport Beach CALIFORNIA 92661 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  EVOFITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86527564  Application Filing Date  Feb. 06, 2015  Registration Number  5082838
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 07, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "evo fitness" with the first three letters spelled in green and the rest of the letters spelled in blue. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Conducting fitness classes; consulting services in the fields of fitness and exercise; counseling services in the field of physical fitness; personal fitness training services; personal fitness training services and consultancy; personal fitness training services featuring aerobic and anaerobic activities combined with resistance and flexibility training; physical fitness conditioning classes; physical fitness consultation; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness training of individuals and groups; physical fitness training services; providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness; providing a website featuring information on exercise and fitness; providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to fitness; providing fitness and exercise facilities; none of the aforesaid services relating to rock climbing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Evo Fitness, LLC  Address  Evo Fitness, LLC  17777 Main Street  Irvine  CALIFORNIA  92614  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNET SALES 20 GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86528184 Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2015 Registration Number  5080265
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "INTERNET SALES" AND "GROUP"
Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the automotive field for motor vehicle retailers
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Aug. 11, 2008 In Commerce  Aug. 11, 2008
For  Business consulting service in the field of motor vehicle retailers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Internet Sales 20 Group LLC Address  Internet Sales 20 Group LLC  131 West Merchant Street  Audubon NEW JERSEY  08106 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  DS04

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 7 MINUTE WELLNESS FOR EXPECTING AND NEW MOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86528433  Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2015  Registration Number 5082841
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "WELLNESS FOR EXPECTING AND NEW MOMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Physical educational services, namely, providing physical fitness instruction and training programs in the areas of fitness and exercise
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment  First Use Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in performing physical exercises and featuring instruction in the fields of exercise and fitness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Johnson & Johnson Health & Wellness Solutions, Inc.  Address Johnson & Johnson Health & Wellness Solutions, Inc. 130 South First Street Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48104  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ORIENTAL ZEN TEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86528718 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5082842
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an outline of a person in the sitting position with a single leaf inside his body, with two outlines of old Chinese-style cloth next to each other above the person and a traditional Chinese square-shaped stamp with four Chinese characters written inside the square underneath the person, and with two Chinese characters on each side of the person, where the English word "Oriental" is underneath the characters on the left and the English words "Zen Tea" are underneath the characters on the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ORIENTAL," "TEA," OR THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "DONG FANG" OR "CHA" Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Dong Fang," "Chan Cha," and "Fan Jing Shan Xian Ming" and this means "Oriental," "Zen Tea," and "Fan Jing Mountain is a Place Where Spirits Live" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li, Jian Address Li, Jian 3011 Par Rd Sebring FLORIDA 33872 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03659

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86528984 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5082843
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular border with shaded portions on the left, right and bottom sides. A circle appears inside of the border with shaded portions. The word "HIT" appears inside of the circle in an italicized font. The letters "H" and "T" are capitalized. The dot in the letter "I" is shaded. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, treadmills, elliptical trainers, lateral trainers, stationary cycles, weight lifting and strength machines, and multipurpose stretching apparatus to enhance flexibility and to exercise, rehabilitate and improve performance of specific body movements and activities
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name True Fitness Technology, Inc. Address True Fitness Technology, Inc. 865 Hoff Road O'Fallon MISSOURI 63366 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILLIS, PAMELA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SELF E SELF EVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86529242 Application Filing Date  Feb. 09, 2015 Registration Number   5082844
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the literal element "SELF" with a lower case
"E" to the right and inside a disconnected circle all above the wording "SELF EVOLUTION" in a smaller font. Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals First Use  May 05, 2015 In Commerce  May 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Selfe LLC Address   Selfe LLC  1225 N Country Club Rd Indianapolis  INDIANA  46234 Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   0623537

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   DUONG, SUI QUAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Rienble.9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86529541 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5082845
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "RIENBLE.9" in black stylized Korean Font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; clutch bags; credit card cases; handbags; handbags for ladies; handbags for men; leather handbags; leather shopping bags; messenger bags; pouches of leather; shoulder bags; tote bags; traveling bags; wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 20, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jin-Hyun Lee Address Jin-Hyun Lee #502 - 104 Heungin-dong, Jung-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BORSUK, ESTHER A
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86529559</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2015</td>
<td>5080266</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** HEALTHY COOKING PRODUCTS

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "COOKING PRODUCTS"

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Baking mats

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Nov. 01, 2014

**In Commerce** Nov. 01, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Jones, Michael

**Address** PO Box 6931 Glendale ARIZONA 85312

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS

---
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIGNATURE KITCHENS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86531412 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5082847
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KITCHENS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For processed nuts, snack mix consisting primarily of processed fruits and nuts; jellies, peanut butter, fruit preserves, jams, marmalade; flaked and shredded coconut; non-dairy coffee creamers; cheese, applesauce, cranberry sauce; canned whole and diced tomatoes, stewed tomatoes, whole peeled tomatoes, tomato paste and sauce; no-stick cooking oil and vegetable-based cooking and baking oil in spray dispensers; vegetable protein bits having a bacon flavor; processed beans, namely, black beans, pinto beans, kidney beans, garbanzo beans, green beans, refried beans; canned pork and beans; soup, soup broths, namely, chicken and beef; potatoes, namely, processed potatoes, hash brown potatoes, frozen French fried potatoes, instant potatoes, mashed potatoes, potato-based snack foods; sauerkraut; pickles; processed fruits and vegetables; frozen fruit and vegetables; frozen, canned and bottled fruit and vegetables; bagged, canned or bottled vegetables, dried vegetables; processed water chestnuts; garden salads, fruit salads; fruit-based snack foods; hamburgers, chili; onion rings; corned beef; poultry; meat; bacon strips; seasoned meat, seafood, fish, poultry, or vegetables; canned tuna, canola oil, vegetable oil, processed edamame; canned fruit, canned salmon, canned vegetables, apple sauce, non-dairy creamer, processed tomatoes, processed potatoes, namely, hash brown patties and French fries, processed chopped and/or sliced vegetables; flavored broth; processed beans; canned corned beef; frozen and/or canned prepared meals consisting primarily of meats and/or vegetables; roasted shelled nuts; processed olives; pickles; sauerkraut; vegetable oil; dairy whipped topping; vegetable oil cooking spray; processed vegetables, namely, frozen or canned; canned tuna and candied fruit snacks, dried beans, edible cooking oil, Parmesan cheese; grated Parmesan and Romano cheese; fruit preserves, marmalades, and jams; canned tomatoes; vegetable shortening; canned chili with beans
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 12, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2016
For artificial sweeteners

**International Classes**   1 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title**  Chemicals

**First Use**  Nov. 24, 2015  **In Commerce**  Nov. 24, 2015

For Semi-sweet chocolate baking chips; candies; relish; macaroni and cheese dinners; cold breakfast cereal, muesli; hot breakfast cereal; instant oatmeal; cocoa; rice-based, cereal-based, granola-based, potato-based, corn-based, candy-based and grain-based snack food and snack bars; soft pretzels; bread, hamburger rolls, hot dog rolls, bagels, English muffins, bread crumbs, stuffing; brownies and brownie mix; croissants; waffles; pancakes; croutons; corn starch for food; cakes, cake dough and mixes; candy cake decorations; cookies; graham crackers; chocolate candies; pastries; puddings and instant puddings; cheesecake; marshmallows; confectionery chips for baking; pie crusts; crackers; salt; vinegars, namely, flavored, balsamic and white distilled vinegars; salad dressings; pure olive oil; honey; mustard; ketchup; mayonnaise; sauces, namely, sauces for barbecued meat, barbeque sauce, Worcestershire sauce, marinades, cocktail, picante and pepper sauces; capers; Sloppy Joe sauce; steak, soy, and taco sauce; chocolate syrup; tea, beverages made of tea; coffee and instant coffee, flavored coffee; frozen confections, flour; sugar and sugar substitutes; seasoned coating mixtures for foods; gravy; noodles, chow mein noodles; noodles and sauce mixes combined in unitary packages; noodles, sauce, and processed vegetables combined in unitary packages; processed corn; corn meal; tacos and taco shells; garlic bread and toast; rice, rice-based snack foods; macaroni and cheese; macaroni salad; pasta; prepared pasta, ravioli, tortellini; pasta and tomato sauces, namely, marinara sauce, mushroom sauce, and meat sauces; pizza. salsa. hamburger sandwiches; sandwiches; relish-based sandwich spread; corn flakes; raisin bran cereal; rice mix; cake mix, croutons, marshmallows, processed cereal, seasoned coating mix for meat and poultry, stuffing mix containing bread, table syrup, pudding; cones for ice cream, cookies, flour, food starch, granola-based snack bars, gravy mix, seasonings, sugar, table salt, taco shells, frozen pizza, snack crackers, canned prepared meals consisting primarily of pasta and served with cheese; refrigerated dough; extracts used as flavorings; canned gravy; bread; bakery products, namely, fruit pies, pies filled with pudding and cream pies, buns and breads; spices; chocolate chips; frozen confections; honey; bread crumbs; hot cocoa mix; pickle relish; pancake mix; tea and edible cake decorations

**International Classes**  30 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  46 **International Class Title**  Staple Foods **First Use**  Aug. 03, 2015  **In Commerce**  Aug. 03, 2015

For Fruit-flavored drinks and juices, namely, cranberry, non-alcoholic cranberry cocktail, apple juice, orange juice, grape juice, lemonade, lime, pineapple, grapefruit, prune, tomato, berry punch, fruit punch; apple cider

**International Classes**  32 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  45, 46, 48 **International Class Title**  Light Beverages **First Use**  Aug. 03, 2015  **In Commerce**  Aug. 03, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Safeway Inc.  **Address**  Safeway Inc.  5918 Stoneridge Mall Road  Pleasanton  CALIFORNIA  94588

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROCSKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86532353 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5082848
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 01, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a flying bird with colors in blue, light blue, green and yellow on top of the stylized word "ROCSKY" with color in blue, light blue, green and yellow. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, light blue, green and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The word(s) "ROCSKY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for toy airplanes; controllers for toy planes; electronic controllers for toy planes; electronic action toys and action figures sold as integral components of electronic action toys; fitted covers specially adapted for toy planes; remote control toy airplanes and action figures sold as integral components of toy airplanes; toy airplanes and action figures sold as integral components of toy airplanes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Dec. 01, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rocsky Technology Limited Address Rocsky Technology Limited Flat H, 27/F., Block 2 Carado Garden Shatin New Territories HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 26853

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIRIE, VERA BETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BOX CLEVER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86532991</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080269</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes |
| Foreign Application Number | 1713473 |
| Foreign Application Filing Date | Feb. 02, 2015 |
| Foreign Registration Number | TMA942083 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Jun. 29, 2016 |
| Foreign Application/Registration County | CANADA |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Jun. 29, 2031 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For advertising services, namely, designing and creating for others online interactive media advertisements, and related designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others; advertising services, namely, designing and creating for others advertising copy; advertising services, namely, designing, creating for others digital media images and text, namely, advertising copy; consulting services for evaluation and development of corporate identity and brand identity, and promotion of online brand identity; advertising services for others, namely, direct marketing of the wares and services of others by means of electronic mail messages; Business administration services, namely, services relating to web-site development; Advertising services, namely, designing and creating for others advertising copy; Design services for others in the fields of brand names and logos, corporate identities; Brand consultancy services; brand creation services; brand development, generation and implementation of a marketing concept for the establishment and further development of brands; brand evaluation services; brand management, brand positioning services; brand strategy consultancy; Business consulting services relating to brands, namely, brand identity, brand evaluation, brand equity, strategic planning, and brand development; conducting market research, namely, conducting consumer focus groups and conducting brand market research surveys; Market research and business consulting services in the field of brand development for wares and services; Brand imagery consulting and branding services, namely, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses; marketing and advertising services, namely, developing marketing strategies plans and marketing concepts for others and developing advertising strategies and plans and advertising concepts for others; Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; Advertising, marketing and promotion services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others and promoting,
advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses; Advertising services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others; Brand concept and brand development services for individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Online marketing, advertising strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites; Online marketing, advertising strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites; Search engine marketing and optimization; Search engine optimization; Consultation services in the field of search engine optimization; Search engine-based online marketing services, namely, search engine optimization for others, keyword research and analysis, analyzing and providing reports on positions and strategies regarding the benefits of internet search engine use, development and execution of internet search engine marketing campaigns, developing, managing and monitoring online pay-per-click search and online marketing campaigns, consulting to others in respect of the aforementioned services; Business Internet marketing services namely, website design, development and redesign, search engine marketing services, search engine marketing services, search engine optimization services, search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies, Internet market research, strategies for generating business leads online, online marketing campaigns, developing, managing and monitoring online pay-per-click search campaigns; all of the foregoing services performed for the benefit of others; Consulting services in the field of internet marketing; consulting services in the field of search engine optimization; social media website optimization, search marketing optimization, marketing services for managing internet visibility, and marketing services for managing internet presence; search engine optimization services; Distributorship and retail outlet services of computer hardware parts and accessories; Retail outlet services of computer servers, computers, computer hardware, computer storage systems, computer backup systems and printers; warranty service, namely, processing warranty registration documents for others in the field of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, cases, skins, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers, and computer software; Distributorship and retail outlet services of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, cases, skins, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers, and computer software; consulting services to assist with the promotion of applications for mobile devices; business consulting services to audit strategy for, develop strategy for, plan, and execute social media marketing and advertising campaigns; business management services, namely, providing information technology workflow solutions to private and public sector organizations, business management, operations management, change management, competitive positioning, and strategic planning services to government and business; business management consulting services, namely, strategic planning, application development and implementation, project management, change management, technical architecture, functional architecture and web-based solutions for brand development; Distributorship of mobile applications for others

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Computer software, namely, mobile applications for accessing, updating and receiving email, text, photos, images and video stored in an enterprise's computer database in real time, using a mobile device, namely, smart phones and tablet computers; Software, namely, software development tools for the creation of online and mobile applications and client interfaces; software, namely, mobile applications for use as a database in the field of human resources; downloadable Human
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Resources solutions through web platforms, namely, computer software for use in the field of human resources and employee management for customized job descriptions, customized performance evaluations, recruiting and applicant tracking, time and attendance management, and learning management, and instructional materials provided therewith, namely, printed instructional materials packaged with the software and downloadable electronic instructional materials

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software, namely, mobile applications for accessing, updating and receiving email, text, photos, images and video stored in an enterprise's computer database in real time, using a mobile device, namely, smart phones and tablet computers; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software, namely, software development tools for the creation of online and mobile applications and client interfaces; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software, namely, mobile applications for use as a database in the field of human resources; Web site development for others, namely, technical consultation in the area of digital content, online interactive media, and designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others; web site development for others, namely, creation of web site architecture in the form of a site map to determine web site structure; web site development for others, namely, creation of comprehensive web page layouts or design templates to determine the look and feel of a web site; web site development for others, namely, implementation of web site design, web site text formatting, image manipulation and creation of digital image output files suitable for generating and displaying web pages; Web site development for others, namely, technical consultation in the area of digital content, online interactive media, and designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others; web site development for others, namely, creation of web site architecture in the form of a site map to determine web site structure; web site development for others, namely, creation of comprehensive web page layouts or design templates to determine the look and feel of a web site; web site development for others, namely, implementation of web site design, web site text formatting, image manipulation and creation of digital image output files suitable for generating and displaying web pages; computer consulting services for others, namely, the authoring, creation, and adaptation of application program software which provides web site functions, namely, the functions of a database, and the communication, display, and the making available online of web pages; computer services, namely, designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others featuring online interactive media advertisements; computer services, namely, designing and creating for others graphic designs which express and depict a brand name and artwork depicting a logo or design; computer services, namely, designing, creating for others graphic designs which express and depict a brand name and artwork depicting a logo or design; Computer services, namely, creating and maintaining web sites for others; Computer services, namely, designing and implementing web sites for others; Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining an on-line web site for others to create, design, build, develop and maintain websites; Computer services, namely, managing web sites for others; Graphic design; document data transfer from one computer format to another, namely, reformatting written documents, digital images and compilations of thereof, all in preparation for commercial printing; computer services, namely, designing and creating for others graphic designs which express and depict a brand name and artwork depicting a logo or design; Design services for others in the fields of graphic design of business stationery and promotional materials; Graphic design services; Providing a mobile website for creating, renting, and hosting mobile websites for businesses; Web and mobile site development for others; Strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites for technological purposes; Strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites for technological purposes;
Information technology (IT) services, namely, computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy; information services in the field of information technology, namely, integration; Technical IT services, namely, the administration, registration, assignment and management of computer network information, network addresses, demographic information of network addresses and domain names; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services; Information technology (IT) services, namely, computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation of computer software; maintenance of computer programs; software engineering for others; testing of computer installations; testing of computer programs; testing of computers; testing of computing equipment; updating of computer programs; updating of computer software; writing of computer programs; writing of computer software; maintenance of computer software; Installation of, maintenance of, technical support in the nature of technical advice related to the installation of, repair of, servicing of computer software; technical support in the nature of technical advice related to the operation of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers; Computer consulting services and information technology services to assist with the design, development, deployment, and management of websites formatted for access via mobile devices; computer consulting services and information technology services to assist with the design, development, deployment, management of applications for mobile devices; computer consulting services to audit strategy, develop strategy, planning, and execution of social media marketing and advertising campaigns; Computer consulting and technical support services in the nature of technical advice related to the installation of computer software; technical support services in the nature of technical advice related to the operation of computers, computer hardware, computer networking equipment and services, telephony systems, telecommunication equipment, and IP telephony; updating of computer software; integration of computer systems and networks; monitoring the computer systems of others for technical purposes and providing back-up computer programs and facilities; computer design and testing services; computer data recovery; computer programming for others; Computer consulting services, namely, providing information technology workflow solutions to private and public sector organizations, information technology consulting services, namely, strategic planning, application development and implementation, project management, change management, technical architecture, functional architecture and web-based solutions development; Providing web based non-downloadable Human Resources solutions through web platforms, namely, computer software for use in the field of human resources and employee management for customized job descriptions, customized performance evaluations, recruiting and applicant tracking, time and attendance management, and learning management; Design and development of mobile applications for others; technical support in the nature of technical advice related to the development of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, cases, skins, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers, and computer software; technical support services in the nature of technical advice related to the development of computers, computer hardware, computer software, computer networking equipment, telephony systems, telecommunication equipment, and IP telephony

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name:** Box Clever Incorporated  
**Address:** Box Clever Incorporated 5347 - 75 Street Edmonton, Alberta CANADA T6E0W4  
**Legal Entity:** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized:** CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number:** 15802283-002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney:** MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86533009 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5080270 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS( )/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a parallelogram with a triangle touching the right side corner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1713474 Foreign Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2015 Foreign Registration Number TMA942109 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 29, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 29, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services, namely, designing and creating for others online interactive media advertisements, and related designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others; advertising services, namely, designing and creating for others advertising copy; advertising services, namely, designing, creating for others digital media images and text, namely, advertising copy; consulting services for evaluation and development of corporate identity and brand identity, and promotion of online brand identity; advertising services for others, namely, direct marketing of the wares and services of others by means of electronic mail messages; Business administration services, namely, services relating to web-site development; Advertising services, namely, designing and creating for others advertising copy; Design services for others in the fields of brand names and logos, corporate identities; Brand consultancy services; brand creation services; brand development, generation and implementation of a marketing concept for the establishment and further development of brands; brand evaluation services; brand management, brand positioning services; brand strategy consultancy; Business consulting services relating to brands, namely, brand identity, brand evaluation, brand equity, strategic planning, and brand development; conducting market research, namely, conducting consumer focus groups and conducting brand market research surveys; Market research and business consulting services in the field of brand development for wares and services; Brand imagery consulting and branding services, namely, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses; marketing and advertising services, namely, developing marketing strategies plans and marketing concepts for others and developing advertising strategies and
plans and advertising concepts for others; Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; Advertising, marketing and promotion services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others and promoting, advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses; Advertising services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others; Brand concept and brand development services for individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Online marketing, advertising strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites; Online marketing, advertising strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites; Search engine marketing and optimization; Search engine optimization; Consultation services in the field of search engine optimization; Search engine-based online marketing services, namely, search engine optimization for others, keyword research and analysis, analyzing and providing reports on positions and strategies regarding the benefits of internet search engine use, development and execution of internet search engine marketing campaigns, developing, managing and monitoring online pay-per-click search and online marketing campaigns, consulting to others in respect of the aforementioned services; Business Internet marketing services namely, website design, development and redesign, search engine marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization services, search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies, Internet market research, strategies for generating business leads online, online marketing campaigns, developing, managing and monitoring online pay-per-click search campaigns; all of the foregoing services performed for the benefit of others; Consulting services in the field of internet marketing; consulting services in the field of search engine optimization; social media website optimization, search marketing optimization, marketing services for managing internet visibility, and marketing services for managing internet presence; search engine optimization services; Distributorship and retail outlet services of computer hardware parts and accessories; Retail outlet services of computer servers, computers, computer hardware, computer storage systems, computer backup systems and printers; warranty service, namely, processing warranty registration documents for others in the field of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, cases, skins, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers, and computer software; Distributorship and retail outlet services of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, cases, skins, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers, and computer software; consulting services to assist with the promotion of applications for mobile devices; business consulting services to audit strategy for, develop strategy for, plan, and execute social media marketing and advertising campaigns; business management services, namely, providing information technology workflow solutions to private and public sector organizations, business management, operations management, change management, competitive positioning, and strategic planning services to government and business; business management consulting services, namely, strategic planning, application development and implementation, project management, change management, technical architecture, functional architecture and web-based solutions for brand development; Distributorship of mobile applications for others

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
For Computer software, namely, mobile applications for accessing, updating and receiving email, text, photos, images and video stored in an enterprise's computer database in real time, using a mobile device, namely, smart phones and tablet computers; Software, namely, software development tools for the creation of online and mobile applications and client interfaces; software, namely, mobile applications for use as a database in the field of human resources; downloadable Human Resources solutions through web platforms, namely, computer software for use in the field of human resources and employee management for customized job descriptions, customized performance evaluations, recruiting and applicant tracking, time and attendance management, and learning management, and instructional materials provided therewith, namely, printed instructional materials packaged with the software and downloadable electronic instructional materials

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software, namely, mobile applications for accessing, updating and receiving email, text, photos, images and video stored in an enterprise's computer database in real time, using a mobile device, namely, smart phones and tablet computers; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software, namely, software development tools for the creation of online and mobile applications and client interfaces; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software, namely, mobile applications for use as a database in the field of human resources; Web site development for others, namely, technical consultation in the area of digital content, online interactive media, and designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others; web site development for others, namely, creation of web site architecture in the form of a site map to determine web site structure; web site development for others, namely, creation of comprehensive web page layouts or design templates to determine the look and feel of a web site; web site development for others, namely, implementation of web site design, web site text formatting, image manipulation and creation of digital image output files suitable for generating and displaying web pages; Web site development for others, namely, technical consultation in the area of digital content, online interactive media, and designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others; web site development for others, namely, creation of web site architecture in the form of a site map to determine web site structure; web site development for others, namely, implementation of web site design, web site text formatting, image manipulation and creation of digital image output files suitable for generating and displaying web pages; computer consulting services for others, namely, the authoring, creation, and adaptation of application program software which provides web site functions, namely, the functions of a database, and the communication, display, and the making available online of web pages; computer services, namely, designing, creating, and implementing web sites for others featuring online interactive media advertisements; computer services, namely, designing and creating for others graphic designs which express and depict a brand name and artwork depicting a logo or design; computer services, namely, designing, creating for others digital media images and text, namely, graphic designs which express and depict a brand name and artwork depicting a logo or design; Computer services, namely, creating and maintaining web sites for others; Computer services, namely, designing and implementing web sites for others; Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining an on-line web site for others to create, design, build, develop and maintain websites; Computer services, namely, managing web sites for others; Graphic design; document data transfer from one computer format to another, namely, reformatting written documents, digital images and compilations of thereof, all in preparation for commercial printing; computer services, namely, designing and creating for others graphic designs which express and depict a brand name and artwork depicting a logo or design; Design services for
others in the fields of graphic design of business stationery and promotional materials; Graphic design services; Providing a mobile website for creating, renting, and hosting mobile websites for businesses; Web and mobile site development for others; Strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites for technological purposes; Strategy and planning services for the purpose of improving and optimizing third party websites for technological purposes; Information technology (IT) services, namely, computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy; information services in the field of information technology, namely, integration; Technical IT services, namely, the administration, registration, assignment and management of computer network information, network addresses, demographic information of network addresses and domain names; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services; Information technology (IT) services, namely, computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation of computer software; maintenance of computer programs; software engineering for others; testing of computer installations; testing of computer programs; testing of computers; testing of computing equipment; updating of computer programs; updating of computer software; writing of computer programs; writing of computer software; maintenance of computer software; Installation of, maintenance of, technical support in the nature of technical advice related to the installation of, repair of, servicing of computer software; technical support in the nature of technical advice related to the operation of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers; Computer consulting services and information technology services to assist with the design, development, deployment, and management of websites formatted for access via mobile devices; computer consulting services and information technology services to assist with the design, development, deployment, management of applications for mobile devices; computer consulting services to audit strategy, develop strategy, planning, and execution of social media marketing and advertising campaigns; Computer consulting and technical support services in the nature of technical advice related to the installation of computer software; technical support services in the nature of technical advice related to the operation of computers, computer hardware, computer networking equipment and services, telephony systems, telecommunication equipment, and IP telephony; updating of computer software; integration of computer systems and networks; monitoring the computer systems of others for technical purposes and providing back-up computer programs and facilities; computer design and testing services; computer data recovery; computer programming for others; Computer consulting services, namely, providing information technology workflow solutions to private and public sector organizations, information technology consulting services, namely, strategic planning, application development and implementation, project management, change management, technical architecture, functional architecture and web-based solutions development; Providing web based non-downloadable Human Resources solutions through web platforms, namely, computer software for use in the field of human resources and employee management for customized job descriptions, customized performance evaluations, recruiting and applicant tracking, time and attendance management, and learning management; Design and development of mobile applications for others; technical support in the nature of technical advice related to the development of computer hardware, computers, computer networks, computer peripheral devices and accessories, namely, cases, skins, USB and data communication hubs, monitors, keyboards and speakers, and computer software; technical support services in the nature of technical advice related to the development of computers, computer hardware, computer software, computer networking equipment and services, telephony systems, telecommunication equipment, and IP telephony
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

*Currently 44E*  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

*Owner Name*  Box Clever Incorporated  *Address*  Box Clever Incorporated  5347 - 75 Street  Edmonton, Alberta  CANADA  T6E0W4  *Legal Entity*  CORPORATION  *State or Country Where Organized*  CANADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

*Docket Number*  15802283-001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

*Examining Attorney*  MAI, TINA Hsin
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TIME TO MAKE THINGS BETTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86533904 Application Filing Date  Feb. 12, 2015 Registration Number  5082850
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring online non-downloadable computer software featuring survey tools and report generators for data processing of community programs and projects; Providing a means to track volunteer hours, job training hours and other hours of work and education by companies, charities, organizations and individuals, namely, providing online non-downloadable software for tracking volunteer hours, job training hours and other hours of work and education by companies, charities, organizations and individuals
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Sep. 06, 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Treetop Commons, LLC Address  Treetop Commons, LLC P.O. Box 2100 Lakeland FLORIDA 33806
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TRTOP.15002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GODWOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86534001 Application Filing Date Feb. 13, 2015 Registration Number 5082851
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting fitness classes; educational services, namely, providing classes and seminars in the field of religious instruction, biblical instruction, and physical fitness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 15, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shelby Levy Address Shelby Levy 1698 Covington Ridge Auburn ALABAMA 36830 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10176.1000US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FOR TEA’S SAKE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86534295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 13, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Non-electric tea pots; thermal insulated beverage containers; mugs; drinking glasses; drinking vessels; tumblers for use as drinking glasses; bowls; saucers; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; pitchers, namely, glass iced tea pitchers; drinking glasses, namely, iced tea drinking glasses; whisks; tea strainers; scoops; tea balls; tea infusers; tea caddies; tea canisters; trivets, serving trays; non-electric heaters for teapots

**International Classes** 21 - Housewares and Glass

**US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**First Use** Jun. 26, 2016

**In Commerce** Sep. 14, 2016

**For** Tea; tea blends; tea bags; loose tea; tea-based beverages; herbal tea-based beverages

**International Classes** 30 - Staple Foods

**US Classes** 46

**First Use** Jun. 26, 2016

**In Commerce** Sep. 14, 2016

**For** Tea bars; tea houses, tea rooms; preparation of food and beverages

**International Classes** 43 - Hotel and restaurant services

**US Classes** 100, 101

**First Use** Jun. 26, 2016

**In Commerce** Sep. 14, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Giftcraft Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>8550 Airport Road Brampton, Ontario CANADA L6T5A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RELIEFOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86536104 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5082856
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicated lotions, creams and ointments; analgesics; dietary, nutritional, and herbal supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

For Non-medicated lotions, creams and ointments for body, hair and face
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Systems4Health, LLC Address Systems4Health, LLC 7491 Ridgefield Lane Lake Worth FLORIDA 33467 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 088365-00005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** P.U.R.E.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86536258</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | A-shirts; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic pants; Athletic shirts; Babies' pants; Balloon pants; Baseball caps and hats; Body shirts; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Camp shirts; Capri pants; Cargo pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; Clothing shields, namely, pads applied to the underarms of shirts, blouses and sweaters; Collared shirts; Denims; Dress shirts; Fascinator hats; Fashion hats; Fishing shirts; Fur hats; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hats; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Headgear, namely, for men, women, and children; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hoods; Hoods; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Night shirts; Open-necked shirts; Over shirts; Pique shirts; Polo shirts; Rain hats; Shirt fronts; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts and slips; Shirts for suits; Shirts for adults, men, women, and children; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; Small hats; Sport shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Stocking hats; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Toboggan hats; Top hats; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's hats and hoods; Yoga shirts |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | May 10, 2009 |
| In Commerce | May 10, 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| Currently Use | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INFLUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86536452 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5082857
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For cases for mobile devices, namely, smart phones, cell phones, tablets, laptops, and tablet cases; wireless routers stands and wireless router docks used in close proximity to mobile devices, internet connected wireless tablet computers, and desktop computers to enhance signal performance; computer hardware, namely, fitted films in the form of stickers to enhance wireless connectivity and signal performance of routers and mobile devices

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 2015 In Commerce Dec. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Influx, LLC Address Influx, LLC 301 W 11th Street Vancouver WASHINGTON 98660 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 107529-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PHOTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86536992 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5082858
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use May 08, 2014 In Commerce Aug. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACTUAL BREWING COMPANY, LLC Address ACTUAL BREWING COMPANY, LLC 655 North James Road Columbus OHIO 43219 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IZE

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86537030 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5080274
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 144115680 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 2014 Foreign Registration Number 144115680 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 04, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 04, 2024

Goods and Services Information
For Software and mobile applications for connected electronic devices for communicating between connected devices, controlling connected devices, for controlling and monitoring electronic devices and electronic systems in the field of connected health and wellness and home automation; software and mobile applications for home surveillance and home security, home monitoring and control of electronic apparatus and home appliances, home energy management, remote management and control for personal health and wellness apparatus; software and mobile applications for connected electronic apparatus for controlling and remotely operating vehicles, vehicle systems and vehicle components, and for monitoring, tracking and communicating with vehicles; computer networks for connecting and operating electronic apparatus and home appliances; residential gateways; set top boxes; sensors for the control, monitoring and remote control of electronic apparatus and home appliances; electric sensors; connected sensors; sensors for the Internet of Things; sensors for connected health and wellness apparatus; authentication devices, namely, encoded identity cards, and magnetically encoded identification badges in the nature of encoded smart cards containing programming used for user authentication and identification, authentication devices for telecommunications networks, namely, authentication computer servers, electronic token and electronic encoded or magnetic chip cards, access control equipment, biometric devices for identification via fingerprint, voice and pupil detectors, fingerprint scanners; smart watches in the nature of wearable electronic apparatus comprised primarily of a watch, software and display screens for displaying, measuring, recording, organizing, analyzing, manipulating, sending and receiving data, text, images and audio files; smart glasses in the nature of wearable electronic apparatus comprised primarily of eyeglasses, software and display screens for displaying, measuring, recording, organizing, analyzing, manipulating, sending and receiving data, text, images and audio files; smart glasses in the nature of wearable electronic apparatus comprised primarily of eyeglasses,
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for connected electronic apparatus for communicating between connected devices, controlling connected devices, for controlling and monitoring electronic devices and electronic systems in the field of connected health and wellness and home automation; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for home surveillance and home security, home monitoring and control of electronic apparatus and home appliances, home energy management, remote management and control for personal health and wellness apparatus

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Technicolor Delivery Technologies  Address  Technicolor Delivery Technologies  1-5 rue Jeanne d'Arc Issy-Les-Moulineaux  FRANCE  92130  Legal Entity  société par actions simplifiée (sas)  State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  67070-0233

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MILTON, PRISCILLA W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CANTANDO SE ALEGRAN
CIELITO LINDO LOS CORAZONES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86537641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "CANTANDO SE ALEGRAN CIELITO LINDO LOS CORAZONES" in the mark is "SINGING CUTE LITTLE HEAVEN REJOICE THE HEARTS".

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1578730
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1559509
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jul. 30, 2015
- **Registration County**: MEXICO
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 17, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Beer; Bottled drinking water; Essences for the preparation of mineral waters; Fruit drinks and fruit juices; Fruit nectars; Mineral waters; Preparations for making beverages, namely, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS; Soda water; Table waters; Vegetable juices

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MÉXICO LINDO Y QUERIDO BRANDS, S.A. DE C.V.
- **Address**: MÉXICO LINDO Y QUERIDO BRANDS, S.A. DE C.V.  HIDALGO #2074  GUADALAJARA  MEXICO  44600
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MEXICO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: PEREZ, STEVEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MYHEALTH DIRECT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86538402</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2015</td>
<td>5082862</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Feb. 16, 2016  
**Notice of Allowance Date** Apr. 12, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Disclaimer** "DIRECT"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Operating on-line marketplaces featuring scheduling systems for healthcare services and other support services for providers of healthcare services  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Sep. 20, 2016  
**In Commerce** Sep. 20, 2016

**For** Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assisting consumers and healthcare providers in scheduling healthcare appointments by means of an electronic calendaring and reservation system  
**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  
**First Use** 2009  
**In Commerce** 2009

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** My Health Direct, Inc.  
**Address** My Health Direct, Inc.  
102 Woodmont Boulevard, Suite 400  
Nashville, TENNESSEE  
37205  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 071732-0027

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KEELEY, ALISON REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIVE NOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86538421 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5080276
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "LIVE NOW" to the right of a stylized design depicting three shaded triangles placed together to form three quarters of a shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1695906 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 29, 2014 Foreign Registration Number TMA919,925 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 10, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 10, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management services of food service preparation for retirement homes, extended care facilities and long term care facilities, medical, health, and nursing care facilities for retirement homes, extended care facilities and long term care facilities, and retirement homes, extended care facilities and long term care facilities for others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Provision of health care, nursing care, and medical care for retirement homes, extended care facilities and long term care facilities; providing long-term care facilities; providing extended care health care facilities
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Food preparation services for retirement homes, extended care facilities, and long term care facilities; provision of retirement homes
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**   Chartwell Master Care LP  
**Address**   Chartwell Master Care LP Suite 700 100 Milverton Drive  
Mississauga, Ontario  CANADA  

**Legal Entity**   LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  
**State or Country Where Organized**   CANADA  

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**   47917-3043  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**   HUNT, LEE BURTON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NATURE FIRST. RESULTS ALWAYS.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
Serial Number 86539222  
Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2015  
Registration Number 5082863  
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark  
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  
Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015  
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Non-medicated acne treatment preparations; Skin lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations; body lotions; facial lotions; body scrubs; facial scrubs; body wash; Personal deodorants; perfume; Body sprays; body creams  
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
First Use Dec. 09, 2014  
In Commerce Dec. 09, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name THE LAB & CO.  
Address THE LAB & CO. 6450 LUSK BLVD STE. E105 SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92121  
Legal Entity CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney CAPSHAW, DANIEL
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86539288</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: SPIN CHICAGO
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHICAGO"

**Related Properties Information**

- Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 3137891, 3756003, 3756002

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Providing amusement facilities, namely, table tennis facilities
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: SPIN GLOBAL HOLDINGS LLC
- **Address**: SPIN GLOBAL HOLDINGS LLC 304 PARK AVENUE SOUTH NEW YORK NEW YORK 10010
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYDRO FLAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86540977  Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2015  Registration Number 5082868
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HYDRO" in block print and a flame like design in the middle with the word "FLAME" to the right of the design.  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insulating sleeves and non-metal seals and gaskets for use in piping and conduits in floors and walls
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title Rubber

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Securus, Inc.  Address Securus, Inc.  11545 West Bernardo Ct., #206  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92127
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PC-3433T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEACON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86541175 Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5082869
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 21, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For magazines in the field of the history and current events news of the American Jewish community

For Providing on-line magazines in the field of the history and current events news of the American Jewish community
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 2014 In Commerce Nov. 2014

For Downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of the history and current events news of the American Jewish community
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 2014 In Commerce Nov. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Museum of American Jewish History Address Museum of American Jewish History 101 South Independence Mall East Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066402-04001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "National Museum of American Jewish History" should be deleted, and Museum of American Jewish History should be inserted.
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86541857  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 21, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5082871  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 28, 2015  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 22, 2015

### Reason for Publication
- Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- PRESIDIO

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Finishes, namely, lacquers and varnishes for interior wood surfaces; and coatings in the nature of finishes for metal surfaces  
- **International Classes**: 2  
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16  
- **International Class Title**: Paints  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2016

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Gemini Industries, Inc.  
- **Address**: Gemini Industries, Inc. 2300 Holloway Drive El Reno OKLAHOMA 73036  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OKLAHOMA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 2693-043  
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PROGRESSION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86541858</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Finishes, namely, lacquers and varnishes for interior wood surfaces; and coatings in the nature of finishes for metal surfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>2 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>6, 11, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Gemini Industries, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Gemini Industries, Inc. 2300 Holloway Drive El Reno OKLAHOMA 73036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>OKLAHOMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 2693-045

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>WHERE YOU ARE IS WHO YOU ARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| **CASE IDENTIFIERS**           |
| **Serial Number**              | 86543138                     |
| **Application Filing Date**    | Feb. 23, 2015                |
| **Registration Number**        | 5082873                      |
| **Registration Date**          | Nov. 15, 2016                |
| **Register**                   | Principal                     |
| **Mark Type**                  | Trademark                    |
| **Date Cancelled**             | May 26, 2023                 |
| **Publication Date**           | Jul. 07, 2015                |
| **Notice of Allowance Date**   | Sep. 01, 2015                |

| **MARK INFORMATION**           |
| **Standard Character Claim**   | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type**          | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  |

| **GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION** |
| **For** Ad server, namely, a computer server for storing advertisements and delivering advertisements to websites; Electronic equipment for point-of-sales (POS) systems, namely, point-of-sale terminals, bar code readers, optical readers, advertisement display monitors, keyboards, printers, scanners, radio transmitters, radio receivers, computer hardware, and computer operating software |
| **International Classes**      | 9 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes**                 | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title**  | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use**                  | Feb. 01, 2015 |
| **In Commerce**                | Feb. 01, 2015 |

| **BASIS INFORMATION**          |
| **Currently Use**              | Yes |

| **OWNER INFORMATION**          |
| **Owner Name**                 | SONATA USA Corp |
| **Address**                    | Floor 2 747 Third Avenue New York NEW YORK 10017 |
| **Legal Entity**               | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW YORK |

| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**         |
| **Examining Attorney**        | VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GRATI-FLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86543372 Application Filing Date  Feb. 23, 2015 Registration Number  5082874
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 21, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Sep. 16, 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 16, 2015

For Catering services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Sep. 16, 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 16, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Grati-Fly Address  Grati-Fly Apt D5 811 Walton Ave. Bronx NEW YORK 10451 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRAND ELITE REALTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86543820 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5082875
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 28, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 22, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARKDisclaimer "REALTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate investment services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 21, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grand Elite Realty LLC Address Grand Elite Realty LLC PO Box 640022 Bayside NEW YORK 11364
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ¿ENERATIONS THE GAME?

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86543824 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5082876
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 04, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The mark consists of the wording "generations the game" with a question mark at the end and an inverted question mark forming the letter "G" in Generations with the color purple appearing the letters "G" and "t" in "Generations" and in the letter "m" in "Game"; the color teal appearing in the letter "e" in "Generations" and the letter "e" in "The"; the color red appearing in the letter "n" in "Generations" and in the letter "e" in "Game"; the color orange appearing in the letters "e" and "s" in "Generations" and in the letter "T" in "The"; the color blue appearing in the letter "r" in "Generations", the letter "G" in "Game", and the "question mark" following "Generations"; the color green appearing in the letter "a" in "Generations" and in the letter "a" in "Game"; the color brown appearing in the letter "I" in "Generations" and the letter "h" in "The"; and the color yellow appearing in the letter "o" in "Generations". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple, teal, red, orange, blue, green, brown and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "THE GAME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For board games for the family

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Marna Hayden Address Marna Hayden 312 Shauna Way Nazareth PENNSYLVANIA 18064 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1528.3(4)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOOGLE CARDBOARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86546192
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 25, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082882
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 01, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2954071, 2884502, 4202570

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: virtual reality headsets and viewers; software for developing and interfacing with virtual reality software; software, namely, mobile application for setting up, configuring, viewing and running virtual reality software
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GOOGLE LLC
- **Address**: GOOGLE LLC
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMIES LA VIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86546467 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5082883
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "AMIES LA VIE" in the mark is "FRIENDS FOR LIFE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring apparel, footwear, headwear, bags, belts, scarves, glasses, watches, hair accessories, headbands, vintage and new clothing, house wares and jewelry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013
For Women's clothing, namely, shorts, pants, leggings, undergarments, swimwear, skirts, dresses, denims, jackets, coats, vests, sweaters, t-shirts, blouses, and shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Amies La Vie Address Amies La Vie 7513 Fountain Avenue, Suite 202 West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90046 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOGLU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86546591</td>
<td>Feb. 26, 2015</td>
<td>5082884</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2016</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Smokers' articles, namely, adjustable tubes for smoking herbs
International Classes | 34 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 8, 9, 17 | International Class Title | Smokers' Articles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Spartak LLC | Address | Spartak LLC | 358 Oak Knoll Drive | Manalapan | NEW JERSEY | 07726 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number | 247077.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
## Mark Information

**Mark Literal(s)** THE EXACT RIGHT WAY

## Case Identifiers

| **Serial Number** | 86546746 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Feb. 26, 2015 |
| **Registration Number** | 5080279 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Service Mark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Aug. 30, 2016 |

## Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

For business management of parking facilities for others  
**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
**First Use**: Oct. 01, 2014  
**In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2014

## Basis Information

**Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

**Owner Name**: PROPARK, INC.  
**Address**: PROPARK, INC. ONE UNION PLACE HARTFORD CONNECTICUT 06103  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number**: TM1167US00  
**Examining Attorney**: BELL, MARLENE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CUARTO COLORADO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of square with 36 smaller squares inside in white, carne, magenta, mustard, purple, yellow, ochre, orange, red, pumpkin, old pink, light pink, to the bottom of, the black wording &quot;cuarto colorado&quot;.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) black, white, carne, magenta, mustard, purple, yellow, ochre, orange, red, pumpkin, old pink, and light pink, is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;cuarto colorado&quot; in the mark is &quot;red room&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Animal skins and hides; Harnesses and saddlery; Leather and imitation leather; Traveling bags; Trunks and suitcases; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods


For A-shirts; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; After ski boots; American football bibs; Anglers' shoes; Ankle boots; Ankle socks; Anoraks; Anti-sweat underwear; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apres-ski shoes; Aprons; Aqua shoes; Artificial flower headdresses; Ascots; Babushkas; Balaclavas; Ball gowns; Bandanas; Barber smocks; Baselayer bottoms; Baselayer tops; Basketball sneakers; Bath sandals; Bath slippers; Bathrobes; Beachwear; Beanies; Bed jackets; Berets; Bermuda shorts; Bikinis; Birding vests; Blazers; Bloomers; Blouses; Blousons; Board shorts; Boas; Boat shoes; Bodices; Body linen; Body shapers; Body shirts; Body stockings; Body suits for babies, children, adults; Boleros; Bolo ties; Bomber jackets; Bonnets; Boot accessories, namely, fitted decorative covers for boots; Boot cuffs; Booties; Boots; Bottoms; Bottoms for babies, children, adults; Bow ties; Braces; Brassieres; Breeches for wear; Bridesmaid dresses; Briefs; Bucket caps; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Bustiers; Bustle holder bands for obi (obiage); Bustles for obi-knots (obiage-shin); Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camisettes; Camisoles; Camp shorts; Canvas shoes; Cap visors; Capelets; Capes; Capes for use in salons and barber shops; Capri pants; Caps; Caps with visors; Cardigans; Cargo pants; Chaps; Chasubles; Chef's coats; Chef's...
hats; Chemises; Clam diggers; Cloaks; Clogs; Cloth bibs; Coats; Coifs; Collars; Corsets; Coveralls; Coverups; Crew necks; Crop pants; Crop tops; Culottes; Cummerbunds; Custom made to measure suits for men and women; Deck-shoes; Denim jackets; Denims; Detachable collars; Detachable neckpieces for kimonos (haneri); Disposable slippers; Disposable underwear; Down jackets; Down suits; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Dress straps; Dress suits; Dresses; Dressing gowns and bath robes; Drivers; Dry suits; Dusters; Ear warmers; Earbands; Embossed soles and heels of rubber or of plastic materials; Espadrilles; European football bibs; Fabric belts; Fashion hats; Fedoras; Fight shorts for mixed martial arts or grappling; Fingerless gloves; Fitted shoe or boot covering to protect the shoes or boot from water or other damage; Flight suits; Flip flops; Flood pants; Flower headdresses; Foam pedicure slippers; Football boots; Football shoes; Footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner trousers, trousers and footwear; Foullards; Frocks; Full-length kimonos (nagagi); Gaberdines; Gaiters; Gauchos; Gift packages sold as a unit consisting primarily of a sweatshirt and also including a photo frame, a coffee mug, and a tote bag; Gloves; Gowns; Graphic T-shirts; Half-boots; Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Halter tops; Handball shoes; Hats; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Headbands; Headgear, namely, hats, caps; Heavy coats; Heavy jackets; Heels; Helmet liners; High rain clogs (ashida); Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweatshirts for babies, children, adults; Hoods; Horse-riding boots; Horse-riding pants; Hosiers; Housecoats; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Infant sleepers; Infant wear; Infant wearable blankets; Infants' shoes and boots; Insoles; Jacket liners; Jackets; Jackets made in whole or in substantial part of silk, wool, cashmere, cotton; Jandals; Japanese sleeping robes (nemaki); Japanese split-toed work footwear (jikatabi); Japanese style clogs and sandals; Japanese toe strap sandals (asaara-zori); Jeans; Leggings, namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Jerkins; Jerseys; Jodhpurs; Juniper dresses; Jumpsuits; Kaftans; Kimonos; Knee-high stockings; Knickers; Knit face masks; Knitted underwear; Korean outer jackets worn over basic garment; Korean topcoats; Ladies' boots; Ladies' suits; Ladies' underwear; Layettes; Leather belts; Leather boots; Leather coats; Leather hats; Leather headwear; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Leather shirts; Leather shoes; Leather skirts; Leather slippers; Leather vests; Leg warmers; Leggings; Leotards; Light-reflecting coats; Light-reflecting jackets; Lingerie; Live flower headdresses; Livers; Loafers; Long jackets; Long johns; Long sleeve pullovers; Long sleeved vests; Long underwear; Long-sleeved shirts; Loungewear; Mantillas; Maternity clothing, namely, dresses, pants, skirts, shirts, shorts, Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's dress socks; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's underwear; Miniskirts; Mittens; Moccasins; Mock turtle-neck sweaters; Mocknecks; Money belts; Monokinis; Muscle tops; Neck gaiters; Neck scarfs; Neckties; Nightwear; Non-slip socks; Over-trousers; Overalls; Overcoats; Overshoes; Pajamas; Panties; Pants; Pant suits; Panty hose; Paper aprons; Pareos; Peacoats; Plastic baby bibs; Platform shoes; Play suits; Plimsolls; Ponchos; Pullovers; Pumps; Quilted vests; Rain boots; Rain coats; Rain hats; Rain jackets; Rain slickers; Rain suits; Rain trousers; Rain wear; Raincoats; Rainproof jackets; Rainwear; Removable collars; Reversible jackets and tops; Robes; Rubber and latex costumes for use in the fashion industry; Rubber shoes; Sandals and beach shoes; Sarees; Scarfs; Serapes; Shampoo capes; Slippers; Sneakers; Snow boarding suits; Snow boots; Snow pants; Snow suits; Socks; Socks and stockings; Spats; Stiletto heels; Stockings; Stoles; Stretch pants; Suede jackets; Sun protective clothing, namely, dresses, pants, skirts, shorts.; Sun sleeves; Sundresses; Surf wear; Sweaters; Swim caps; Swim wear; Swimming caps; Swimming costumes; Swimwear; Tams; Tank tops; Tankinis; Tee shirts; Thermal underwear; Thong beachwear; Thong footwear; Thong underwear; Ties; Tights; Track suits; Trench coats; Trouser socks; Tube skirts; Tube tops; Tunics; Turbans; Turtle neck shirts; Turtleneck pullovers; Turtleneck sweaters; Turtlenecks; Undergarments; V-neck sweaters; Valenki; Vests; Viscors; Volleyball jerseys; Waist bands; Waist belts; Waistcoats; Walking shorts; Warm up outfits; Water proof boots; Water repelling boots; Water repelling footwear; Water repelling leather boots; Water repelling leather shoes and
boots; Water socks; Waterproof footwear; Waterproof leather boots; Waterproof leather shoes; Waterproof leather shoes and boots; Wellington boots (wellies); Wind coats; Wind pants; Wind resistant jackets; Wind shirts; Wind suits; Wind vests; Wind-jackets; Wind-resistant vests; Windcheaters; Windshirts; Winter boots; Winter coats; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's foldable slippers; Women's hats and hoods; Women's shoes; Women's tops, namely, camis; Women's underwear; Work shoes and boots; Woven dresses; Woven or knitted underwear; Woven skirts; Woven tops


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARIANELA BALBI Address MARIANELA BALBI CONDARCO 1192 BUENOS AIRES ARGENTINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ARGENTINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  NODLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86547502  Application Filing Date  Feb. 26, 2015  Registration Number  5082888
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 21, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic sensors for tracking a user's movement, motion and gestures for the remote control of computers, smartphones, tablet computers, televisions, digital media players, and thermostats; embedded and downloadable operating software for electronic sensors, electronic input devices and personal electronic devices, but excluding software for data protection

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nod, Inc.  Address  Nod, Inc.  2811 Mission College Blvd. 7th floor  Santa Clara  CALIFORNIA  95054
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  022056-04374
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCRAY, RENEE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZERO DSP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86547702 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5080281
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4590623, 4489899, 4489903 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric motorcycles; Motorcycles and structural parts therefor; Motorcycles for motocross
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Nov. 06, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 06, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zero Motorcycles, Inc. Address Zero Motorcycles, Inc. 380 El Pueblo Drive Scotts Valley
CALIFORNIA 95066 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Zero Motorcy

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  HAPPY AGAIN SOLUTIONS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86547929</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "SOLUTIONS" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Hand-operated grinders; tea strainers; mops

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  
First Use  Jul. 15, 2016  
In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2016

**For**  Menthol for pharmaceutical purposes; Preparation for the relief of pain; Herbal topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment and ointments for the relief of aches and pain; Aromatherapy lotions for treating headaches, relieving stress, curing insomnia

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  
First Use  Jul. 15, 2016  
In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2016

**For**  Soaps for personal use; Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions

International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  
US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  
International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  
First Use  Jul. 15, 2016  
In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Furrer, Julie |
| Address | Furrer, Julie 3006 Segovia Way Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92009 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RENTAILOR RENT THAT FITS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86548666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For RENTAILOR, RENT THAT FITS</td>
<td>Real estate services, namely, online listing of rental properties, providing rental property information to potential tenants, and providing back office solutions for landlords and property managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Online advertising of rental properties</td>
<td>International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>The Williams Company, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The Williams Company, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>505 Fox Crossing Blvd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knoxville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37923 Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>03.01026.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>PENDLETON, CAROLYN A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RENTAILOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86548676  Application Filing Date  Feb. 27, 2015  Registration Number  5082892
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 11, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 06, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Real estate services, namely, online listing of rental properties, providing rental property information to potential tenants, and providing back office solutions for landlords and property managers
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Jul. 15, 2016  In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2016
For  Online advertising of rental properties
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Jul. 15, 2016  In Commerce  Jul. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Williams Company, LLC  Address  The Williams Company, LLC  505 Fox Crossing Blvd  Knoxville TENNESSEE  37923
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  03.01027.019

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RENT THAT FITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86548692 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5082893
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 04, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate services, namely, online listing of rental properties, providing rental property information to potential tenants, and providing back office solutions for landlords and property managers

For Online advertising of rental properties

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Williams Company, LLC Address The Williams Company, LLC 505 Fox Crossing Blvd Knoxville TENNESSEE 37923 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03.01028.019

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRONTIER HARVEST
ALASKAN JACK’S

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a black-and-white rectangle, with the words "ALASKAN JACK’S" appearing in the black font color inside the rectangle. Behind that rectangle, there is a black half-circle with two white stripes going around. Between the stripes appears the wording "FRONTIER HARVEST" in the white font color. Inside the half-circle appears a gray, white and black image of a fish superimposed over the yellow sun, the blue skies and the black mountains.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white, black, blue, gray and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0052736/1275268
- **International Registration Number**: 1275268

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Frozen seafood and fish
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Jun. 15, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Alaskan Jack's Seafood Corporation
- **Address**: Alaskan Jack's Seafood Corporation 1877 Penn Mar Ave. South El Monte CALIFORNIA 91733

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: ALASKA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 071817 -7002
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OOUMM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86549932</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Mar. 02, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5082899</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2015</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Aromatherapy fragrance candles; Candles; Candles and wicks for candles for lighting; Perfumed candles  
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15  
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels  
- **First Use**: Jan. 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Maria Bosoni  
- **Address**: Maria Bosoni 1bis avenue de Löwendal Paris FRANCE 75007  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: FRANCE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: JUN, WON KYUNG WENDY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VISION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86551614 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5082901
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 04, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Foot baths for use in pedicure salons and day spas

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EARTHLITE, LLC Address EARTHLITE, LLC 990 JOSHUA WAY VISTA CALIFORNIA 92081
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20005.C136

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PP PRIMATE PRODUCTS, INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86551906 Application Filing Date  Mar. 03, 2015 Registration Number   5080282
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO STYLIZED LETTER "P"S IN THE CENTER OF AN OVAL AND THE TERM "Primate Products, Inc." CENTERED BELOW THE DESIGN. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "PRIMATE PRODUCTS, INC."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  1489935

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Collars for animals; Pet restraining devices consisting of pole and collar and restraining chair for use in veterinary care and medical research studies
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods First Use  Jul. 31, 1981 In Commerce  Jul. 31, 1981
For  Animal training
For  Laboratory cages for animals
For  Animal breeding; Animal husbandry; Genetic testing of animals for diagnostic or treatment purposes
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Jul. 31, 1981 In Commerce  Jul. 31, 1981
For Boarding for animals

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services **First Use**: Jul. 31, 1981 **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 1981

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: PRIMATE PRODUCTS, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA PPI **Address**: PRIMATE PRODUCTS, INC. 34200 DOCTORS HAMMOCK ROAD IMMOKALEE FLORIDA 34142 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: DAHLING, KRISTIN M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SENDERO GATEWAY APARTMENT HOMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86552267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The English translation of "SENDERO" in the mark is "PATH".

**Goods and Services Information**
Providing a website featuring news and information about community sporting, cultural and current events

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Jan. 2014 **In Commerce** Jan. 2014

**Basis Information**
Yes

**Owner Information**
Rancho Mission Viejo, LLC **Address** Rancho Mission Viejo, LLC P.O. Box 9, 28811 Ortega Highway San Juan Capistrano, CALIFORNIA 92693 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
Docket Number 242372.34 SE

**Examining Attorney**
LEIPZIG, MARC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYLION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86553013 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5082904
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 28, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting collaboration within the scientific research and medical communities to achieve advances in the field of nutrition; promoting the exchange of information and resources within the scientific research and medical communities to achieve advances in the field of nutrition
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 20, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name World Health Action Address World Health Action 315 S. Coast Hwy 101, U-87 Encinitas CALIFORNIA 92024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68369-00200
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYLION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86553039 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5082905
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an interactive website allowing users to access and manage their personal health information; providing non-downloadable online software allowing users to access and manage their personal health information; scientific study and research in the field of nutrition
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 20, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name World Health Action Address World Health Action 315 S. Coast Hwy 101, U-87 Encinitas CALIFORNIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 68369-00300
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZURICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86553063 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5080285
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software platforms for mobile devices for taking donations, on-site check-ins, sale of merchandise, subscription sign ups, event registrations, memberships and other goods and services for organizations and their members in the field of membership organization and association services
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 04, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2014
For Design and development of mobile commerce software for associations and membership organizations
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 04, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GRAVITATE SOLUTIONS, LLC Address GRAVITATE SOLUTIONS, LLC 625 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET #310 ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA 22314 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  HYLION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86553064 Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2015 Registration Number  5082906
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 28, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring information about nutrition
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Sep. 20, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  World Health Action Address  World Health Action 315 S. Coast Hwy 101, U-87 Encinitas CALIFORNIA 92024 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  68369-00400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COOMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86553415 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5080287
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters of the word "COOMO" forming a body of a fish. A map of the world is visible within the letters of the word "COOMO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for making travel reservations, planning and mapping itineraries, and making transportation, entertainment, hotel, and dining reservations; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for providing peer recommendations and ratings associated with travel landmarks and tourist venues; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for providing travel cost estimations and currency conversions
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 31, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COOMO TRAVEL LLC Address COOMO TRAVEL LLC 5204 Lions Gate Ln Killeen TEXAS 76549
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BAND OF HANDS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86554333  
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 05, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5082909  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 28, 2015  
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 22, 2015

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing on-line employment opportunities, namely, matching employers with persons seeking freelance or temporary jobs, errands, tasks, or on demand crowds; organizing business networking events in the field of matching employers with persons seeking freelance or temporary jobs, errands, tasks, or on demand crowds; providing on-line employment information in the field of matching employers with persons seeking freelance or temporary jobs, errands, tasks, or on demand crowds; providing a web site that features an on-line market for users to list offered or wanted personal and business assets and skills for hire, rent, sale or auction transacted on the basis of predefined performance and closing terms and conditions; providing an employer with candidates or potential employees to fill temporary, contract and permanent positions; and providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment relevant to temporary and freelance jobs
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BAND OF HANDS, INC.  
- **Address**: BAND OF HANDS, INC.  11212 Promesa Dr.  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92124  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHANGING THE WAY
AMERICA BUYS CARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86554669  Application Filing Date  Mar. 05, 2015  Registration Number  5082910
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 28, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 22, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Auction management services provided to others over an on-line web site accessed through a global computer network; auction services; on-line auction services; on-line auction services for cars
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Aug. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  AUTOLUTION VENTURES, LLC  Address  AUTOLUTION VENTURES, LLC  18520 NW 67th Avenue, #257  Miami  FLORIDA  33015  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  350258.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ME GUSTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86555793 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5080289
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "ME GUSTA" with the device of a cow in a circle in the upper right corner. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "ME GUSTA" in the mark is "I LIKE".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1425583 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 13, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County MEXICO Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 28, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For milk beverages with high milk content; milk; butter; milk products, excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; milk powder; cheese; yogurt

International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GANADEROS PRODUCTORES DE LECHE PURA, S.A.P.I. DE C.V. Address GANADEROS PRODUCTORES DE LECHE PURA, S.A .P.I. DE C.V. KM. 37.5 AUTOPISTA MEXICO-QUERETARO CUAUTITLAN IZCALLI MEXICO 54730 Legal Entity Promoting Investment Company (Sociedad Anonima Promotora de Inversion - S.A.P.I.) State or Country Where Organized MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BELICA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86558622
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 10, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080291
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1581090
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Feb. 23, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 16188963
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Mar. 04, 2016
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: MEXICO
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 23, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beers, expressly excluding any other kind of beverages
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently**: 44E

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CERVECERIA 5 DE MAYO S.A.P.I. DE C.V
- **Address**: CERVECERIA 5 DE MAYO S.A.P.I. DE C.V Prolongacion de la 4 Sur No. 504 Atlixco, Puebla MEXICO 74200
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: MEXICO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 0010551UST1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Exposing Attorney**: COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HELLO DARLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86558663  Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2015  Registration Number  5082915
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 28, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 22, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "HELLO" above the
stylized word "DARLING".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wedding dresses; wedding gowns
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use
May 01, 2016  In Commerce  May 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Heidi Elnora-Birmingham, LLC  Address  Heidi Elnora-Birmingham, LLC  2024 Morris Avenue
Birmingham  ALABAMA  35203  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  207181301001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VISUAL VENDOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86559121</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2015</td>
<td>5082916</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 26, 2016  **Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: "VENDOR"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, desktop computers and handheld computers, namely, software for the gathering and storage of field intelligence and opinion data, for the management of data gained from field intelligence and survey work, for data collection, for requesting information and verifying the information, for use in obtaining information about consumers habits and their opinions on consumer products, for business surveys, for transmitting business surveys, responses to surveys, and collecting survey responses, all in the field of business management; computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information, all in the field of business management; computer software for gaining field intelligence, namely, data about consumer products and services, all in the field of business management.

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**First Use** Aug. 2016  **In Commerce** Aug. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Maximum Impact Advertising Inc.
- **Address**: Maximum Impact Advertising Inc.  Box 149  13000 S TRYON ST STE F  CHARLOTTE  NORTH CAROLINA  282787602
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: WAN-244-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VISUAL VENDOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86559124 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5082917
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VENDOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing; advertising and marketing consultancy; advice on the analysis of consumer buying habits and needs provided with the help of sensory, quality and quantity-related data; business research and surveys; collection and analysis of quality metric data for consumer packaged goods for business purposes; collection of market research information; conducting business and market research surveys; conducting business research and surveys; conducting business surveys; conducting market surveys; consultation services in the field of company, business sector and industry data and research; consumer survey services; market reports and studies; market research; market research and market intelligence services; providing market intelligence services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maximum Impact Advertising Inc. Address Maximum Impact Advertising Inc. Box 149 13000 S TRYON ST STE F CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA 282787602 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WAN-244-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRAFFIC AUTHORITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86559687 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5082918
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 27, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 22, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRAFFIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Workshops and webinars for educating others regarding online advertising and generating an increase in web traffic for business purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 05, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Streamlined Marketing Systems, Inc. Address Streamlined Marketing Systems, Inc. 113 S. Monroe Street Tallahassee FLORIDA 32301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 91146A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QB FOOTBALL DUEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86559747 Application Filing Date  Mar. 10, 2015 Registration Number  5082919
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 18, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 13, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "FOOTBALL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Games, namely, table top games, board games and components therefor

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  John W. DeLine Address  John W. DeLine  3518 S. Hudson Street Denver COLORADO 80237 Legal
Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  302-08

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALEMI, DOMINICK J

18560
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** QB DUEL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86559758</td>
<td>Mar. 10, 2015</td>
<td>5082920</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Games, namely, table top games, board games and components therefor

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes 22, 23, 38, 50

- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50

- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods

- **First Use**: Sep. 14, 2016

- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: John W. DeLine

- **Address**: 3518 S. Hudson Street Denver COLORADO 80237

- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 320-07

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROBOTAXI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86560107 Application Filing Date  Mar. 11, 2015 Registration Number  5083869
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 08, 2016 Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  UK0000307588 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 07, 2014 Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 07, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Car Rental; Vehicle Rental; Hired Car Transport; Taxi Transport; Transport of Passengers; Provision of hired vehicles for the transport of passengers
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ROBOTAXI LTD Address  ROBOTAXI LTD HILLSIDE FARM, FIELD LANE, KIRK IRETON ASHBOURNE UNITED KINGDOM DE63LN Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  48261/6932

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIPLE DROP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86561020 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5083870
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Compounded drug formulations for use in ophthalmological treatment regimens; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmological treatment regimens
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HARROW IP, LLC Address HARROW IP, LLC 42309 WINCHESTER ROAD, SUITE E TEMECULA CALIFORNIA 92590 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 109554672701

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PFL PROFESSIONAL FUTSAL LEAGUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86561773
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 12, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082923
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 18, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Oct. 13, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letters "PFL" with the words "PROFESSIONAL FUTSAL LEAGUE" in a smaller stylized font beneath "PFL"; to the left of the wording is a rectangle with the silhouette of a person kicking a ball. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PROFESSIONAL FUTSAL LEAGUE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Organizing and conducting athletic competitions and games in the field of futsal
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jan. 10, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2015
- **For**: Association services, namely, promoting the interest of futsal clubs and promoting interest in the game of futsal
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Jan. 10, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2015
- **For**: Clothing, namely, jerseys, shirts, scarves, T-shirts
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PROFESSIONAL FUTSAL LEAGUE LLC
- **Address**: PROFESSIONAL FUTSAL LEAGUE LLC, 2601 AVENUE OF THE STARS, SUITE 300, FRISCO, TEXAS 75034
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: FUTS-39028US
Examining Attorney  SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALLVAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86562656</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082926</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 18, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Vacuum cleaners |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2016 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Rocky Mountain Vacuum Brokers LLC |
| Address | Rocky Mountain Vacuum Brokers LLC 8498 S Welby Farm Road #A West Jordan UTAH 84088 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where | UTAH |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT |
**TM 15817**

**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  
**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MEAT WITHOUT THE MIDDLEMAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86562972</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Vegetarian food products in the nature of plant-based protein meat substitutes  
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods  
- **First Use**: Aug. 31, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: GREENLEAF FOODS, SPC  
- **Address**: GREENLEAF FOODS, SPC 180 W Park Ave, Suite 300 Elmhurst ILLINOIS 60126  
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIAL PURPOSE CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 1514231.4057

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DENNIS, SETH OWEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LADY LUCK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86563152
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 13, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082928
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 04, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 09, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bracelets; charms; clocks; cloisonne pins; cuff links; earrings; necklaces; rings; watches
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Jul. 25, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 25, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Isle of Capri Casinos, Inc.
- **Address**: Isle of Capri Casinos, Inc. 600 Emerson Drive, Suite 300 St. Louis MISSOURI 63141
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ARANT, LUCY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART/RG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86563361</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 2015</td>
<td>5082929</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 04, 2015 **Notice of Allowance Date** Sep. 29, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4525440, 4623554, 4623555

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** computer hardware, namely, customized broadband modems and computer networking modems; electronic computer peripheral communications devices; remote controls for use in home automation, namely, for lighting, HVAC, security, safety, webcam activity monitoring, and other home monitoring and control applications

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 2012 **In Commerce** May 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ADTRAN, INC. **Address** ADTRAN, INC. 901 EXPLORER BOULEVARD NW HUNTSVILLE ALABAMA 35806

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/Correspondence INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 00A067401024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BOULTON, KELLY F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOULAGE ROUGE STUDIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86565835 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5082932
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STUDIOS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Services of a make-up artist; services of a special effects make-up artist
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 30, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Emma K R Arvanitas-Monahan Address Emma K R Arvanitas-Monahan 1538 NW 51st Street, No. 7 Seattle WASHINGTON 98107 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KALLIPSO ROSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86565844</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 16, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082933</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Name Portrait Consent KALLIPSO ROSE identifies Emma K R Arvanitas-Monahan, a living individual whose consent is of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Services of a make-up artist; services of a special effects make-up artist

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

First Use Jun. 30, 2013

In Commerce Feb. 28, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Emma K R Arvanitas-Monahan

Address Emma K R Arvanitas-Monahan 1538 NW 51st Street, No. 7

Seattle WASHINGTON 98107

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NAPA VALLEY GRAND CREW
VINEYARD MANAGEMENT EST 1993

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86566087 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5082934
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 13, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Napa Valley" in black above
stone columns with an arch above them, both in gray. On the middle of the arch in a gray rectangle is the wording "EST.
1993" in black. On each side of the rectangle with the wording is a gray rectangle. Underneath the rectangle with the
wording on the arch is a small rectangle in white the bottom of which touches the bottom of the arch. At the point where
each column meets the arch is a bunch of grapes and part of a vine, both in gray. Underneath the arch and between the
columns leading behind them is a path in gray. On both sides of the columns and the arch and heading behind them is a
vineyard with the ground in white. On the vineyard closer to the arch and columns are rows of grapes in green on vines in
dark gray over ground in light brown. At the beginning of each row is a brown stick in a vertical position. Behind the path,
and seen between columns and under the arch is a vineyard in green. Above the vineyard is a sunset in orange. Behind the
front left vineyard is a small mountain in brown with a dark gray layer on top. Behind the front right vineyard is a small
mountain in dark gray. Underneath all of the design elements is the wording "GRAND CREW" in black. Inside each of
the letters is white inner lining. Underneath the wording "GRAND CREW" is the wording "VINEYARD
MANAGEMENT" in black. Inside each of the letters is white inner lining. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The
color(s) black, gray, dark gray, white, green, light brown, brown, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "NAPA VALLEY", "EST. 1993", OR "VINEYARD MANAGEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, hats, jackets, sweatshirts, shorts, pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Dec. 18, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Jordan, Robert
Address: Jordan, Robert PO Box 2121 Napa CALIFORNIA 94558
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: WIENER, MICHAEL A

18573
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PnP LOYALTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86567838 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5082935
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 11, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 06, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PnP Loyalty" in black and charcoal gray. A blue gradient sideways triangle with a white plug and cord twisted in the shape of a triangle inside the blue gradient triangle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) Blue, white, black and charcoal gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "LOYALTY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administration of a consumer loyalty program to promote restaurant services and retail services of others; Business data analysis
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 2015 In Commerce May 2015
For Computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 2015 In Commerce May 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PnP Loyalty, LLC Address PnP Loyalty, LLC 5223 Willis Ave Dallas TEXAS 75206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUPONTHEFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86570757 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5082936
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 11, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 06, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "suponthefly" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing rod holders; Fishing rod racks; Inflatable ride-on toys; Paddle boards; Paddle surfboards; Paddles for use with surfboards; Pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, inflatable ride-on toys; Stand-up paddle board carrying straps sold as a unit with the paddle board; Stand-up paddle boards; Stand-up surf paddles; Surf paddles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name suponthefly LLC Address suponthefly LLC PO Box 1572 Ellicottville NEW YORK 14731 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WEST ENGAGEMENT CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86570978 Application Filing Date  Mar. 20, 2015 Registration Number   5082937
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "ENGAGEMENT CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Revenue cycle management services, namely, medical billing support services, accounts receivable billing services, and business analytics; business management; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to the health care industry, namely, business management, practice management, health record management and patient management, including scheduling, automated monitored patient biometrics capturing and reporting, screenings, surveys, billing, accounts receivable, and business analytics in the field of healthcare; business management, namely, issuing patient reminders, namely, appointment, follow-up, medication, health screening and payment reminders; arranging of managed care contractual services in the fields of diagnostic imaging, home health care, durable medical equipment, specialty pharmacy, and diagnostic lab services; health care cost containment; health care cost review; managed care services, namely, electronic processing of health care information; managed care services, namely, utilization review and pre-certification services; management of health care clinics for others; medical claims management services, namely, receiving, data entering, for transactions that are originated by physicians, hospitals, and ancillary medical care providers; strategic business consulting services, business networking services and business administrative services, namely, patient registration, scheduling, bill generation and tracing, issuing payment reminders, accounts receivable billing services and accounts payable billing administration, purchasing administration and financial reporting services for healthcare providers


For  Telecommunication services, namely, two-way electronic messaging and transmission of voice, data and documents, in the field of healthcare; providing a web site for electronic transmission of messages among users in the field of healthcare concerning medical practice management, electronic health records management, revenue cycle management, and medical billing; providing a web site for synchronous and asynchronous communication and for connection of physicians with patients
regardless of medical organization or geographic location; providing multiple-user access for healthcare providers to a global
computer information network-based medical practice information system resident on or linked to central servers that permits
data input and connectivity for patient registration, scheduling, bill generation and tracing, financial and business
administration services and healthcare practice financial reporting

International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 104
International Class Title: Communication

For: Providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and
counseling; providing a web site containing information for employers, employees, and retirees regarding health and wellness;
providing an internet website portal in the field of healthcare for the purpose of medical practice management by physicians
and healthcare providers

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Medical, beauty and
agricultural services

For: Online non-downloadable, Internet-based software application for collecting, managing and automating patient
healthcare and healthcare information; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting Internet-based software for use
by others for use in medical practice management, electronic health records management, revenue cycle management, and
medical billing in the field of healthcare; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for medical
practice management, revenue cycle management in the field of healthcare; providing a website that gives users the ability to
review various print, photographic, audio and video content posted by others, and engage in social, business and community
networking; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions,
engage in social networking, and request and provide feedback

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
International Class Title: Scientific and
computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: INTRADO CORPORATION
Address: INTRADO CORPORATION 11808 MIRACLE HILLS DRIVE
OMAHA NEBRASKA 68154
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: JACKSON, SHA-KARA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AETNA LEAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86571230 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5082938
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 07, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1939424, 2286358, 2780655

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health care cost review and containment services; health care utilization management and review services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aetna Inc. Address Aetna Inc. 980 Jolly Road Blue Bell PENNSYLVANIA 19422 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVOTRUTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86572890 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080296
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2015-022064 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 5783296 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 31, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 31, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags, namely, folding briefcases, shoulder bags, Gladstone bags, briefcases, suitcases, carry-on bags, trunks, handbags, Boston bags, backpacks, rucksacks; pouches, namely, business card cases, document cases, key cases, wallets, vanity cases sold empty
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Clothing, namely, coats, parkas, blousons, jackets, pants, shirts, t-shirts and polo shirts made of cut and sewn knitted cloth, dresses, skirts, blouses, hats and caps, gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Toray Kabushiki Kaisha (Toray Industries, Inc.) Address Toray Kabushiki Kaisha (Toray Industries, Inc.) 1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi 2-chome Chuo-ku Tokyo JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 17960
Examining Attorney  ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOTEL SPACEPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86573286 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080297
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOTEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hotel services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 31, 2014 In Commerce Oct. 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name D.V. Inc Address D.V. Inc 906 N. Date St. Truth or Consequences NEW MEXICO 87901 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** XOLOGY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86574209</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 24, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, appetite suppressants, anticoagulants and antidepressants; pharmaceutical preparation for the treatment of gout; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of heart rhythm disorders; dietetic food and substances, namely, bread and crackers adapted for medical use; dietetic drinks, namely, tea adapted for medical use; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; protein supplements

- International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52

International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals

First Use: Feb. 03, 2015
In Commerce: Feb. 03, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Podlife Inc
- Address: Podlife Inc Suite #U2527 Jack Northrop Avenue Hawthorne CALIFORNIA 90250
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: KELLY, JOHN M
**Trademark Registration Cancelled** - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ILOVE GIRLS BASKETBALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86574234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a basketball with wings and a crown on top the basketball; the text "I Love Girls Basketball" curved below. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "GIRLS BASKETBALL" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of Girls Basketball |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Sep. 12, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 12, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Newell, Charece |
| Address | Newell, Charece 63 Country Drive East Staten Island NEW YORK 10314 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY |

---

18583
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** YOPLOSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86574315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: fruit smoothies  
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48  
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages

- **First Use**: Jun. 27, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 27, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Origin Food Group, LLC  
- **Address**: Origin Food Group, LLC P.O. Box 7621 Statesville NORTH CAROLINA 28687  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
TM 15832 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GERM-X EVERYWHERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86574321 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5082944
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2139736

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hand sanitizing and disinfecting preparation with anti-bacterial and anti-microbial properties
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VI-JON, LLC Address VI-JON, LLC 8515 PAGE AVENUE ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63114 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18920-200016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COMMODITY CARNIVAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86575883 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2015 Registration Number   5082946
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COMMODITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing financial information in the field of financial trading of futures, options, swaps, and other derivative contracts, commodities management, and markets; financial information provided by electronic means in the field of commodities management, and markets; providing a website featuring information in the field of financial trading of futures, options, swaps, and other derivative contracts, commodities management, and markets
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, conducting fairs not for commercial purposes and educational programs in the field of commodities management, and markets; educational services, namely, conducting educational programs in the field of financial trading of futures, options, swaps, and other derivative contracts, commodities management, and markets; education services, namely, conducting classes and seminars featuring learning activities in the form of games, programs and competitions for children in the field of financial trading of futures, options, swaps, and other derivative contracts, commodities management, and markets; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for playing educational games for children in the field of financial trading of futures, options, swaps, and other derivative contracts, commodities management, and markets; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for playing educational games for children in the field of financial trading of futures, options, swaps, and other derivative contracts, commodities management, and markets
For downloadable game software in the nature of mobile applications for playing educational games for children in the field of, commodities management, and markets; computer game application software for mobile phones, handheld computers, personal computers and other wireless and interactive media devices for educational purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc.  Address  Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc.  20 S. Wacker Dr.  Chicago  ILLINOIS  60606  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  13439-

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINGLE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SPLENDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86577267</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 26, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For provision of a web site featuring commercial information on shopping and price comparison information; conducting incentive reward programs to promote the purchase of goods and services of others in a wide variety of fields; administering discount programs to enable participants to obtain discounts on the products and services of others; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of third parties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For downloadable software applications for analyzing comparative shopping data and tracking price comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Cartera Commerce, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Cartera Commerce, Inc. One Cranberry Hill Lexington MASSACHUSETTS 02421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR |

---

18588
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OPUZZO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86578577  Application Filing Date  Mar. 27, 2015  Registration Number  4974550  Registration Date  Jun. 07, 2016  Principal Register  Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  Jun. 01, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 25, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "OPUZZO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring games, packaging for 3D puzzles, 3D puzzles, cards, and computer games  International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Feb. 16, 2016  In Commerce  Feb. 16, 2016

For  Baseball caps, Jackets, Pants, Shirts, dresses and Shoes  International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Feb. 16, 2016  In Commerce  Feb. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Thomas A. Rasheed  Address  Thomas A. Rasheed  14310 Mallard Dr.  Homer Glen  ILLINOIS  60491  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ROSENBLATT, ANNA HASSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WIRE WORMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86579207 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5082955
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WIRE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric wire organizer, namely, customizable fabric to cover wires to prevent tangling and for personalization purposes for use with personal electronic devices and medical devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 09, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jane Kroby Braden Address Jane Kroby Braden 2941 Upton Street, N.W. Washington D.C. 20008
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 036407.00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DEMCO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86579633</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2015</td>
<td>4869867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 15, 2015</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 31, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 29, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "DEMCO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Electronic equipment, namely, transformers, baluns, cables used in connection with computers, computer peripheral devices, televisions, audio-video equipment, closed-circuit TV equipment and telecommunication equipment; Free-space optics transmission systems, Ethernet switches and routers, and software sold both as components thereof and separately, namely, software adapted and arranged for operating, installing, testing, diagnosing and managing the forgoing telecommunication equipment; Metal cabinets specially adapted to protect telecommunications equipment in the nature of fiber optic cables. Telecommunications equipment, namely, fiber-optic transceivers, fiber optic repeaters, converters and optimizers, wave division multiplexers, free-space optics transmission systems, switches including Ethernet switches and routers, fiber-to-the-home and ethernet-over-VDSL access aggregators, terminators and repeaters, and remote presence management products, namely, switches, and console, alarm, sensor and power management devices; Wireless digital electronic apparatus to secure and protect data and images on all forms of wireless equipment including mobile telecommunications equipment using an automatic synchronization process and alarm notification of the loss or theft of the wireless equipment including mobile telecommunications equipment

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jun. 01, 2002 **In Commerce** Jun. 01, 2002

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** DEMCO International, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA DEMCO **Address** DEMCO International, LLC 2421 Tech Center Court, Ste. #104 Las Vegas NEVADA 89128 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEMANTIC FLUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86579741 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5082956
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software and firmware for data collection and streaming; computer software and hardware for data collection and streaming; computer software for application and database integration; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; computer software platforms for managing sensor networks; computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; facilities management software, namely, software to control building environment, access and security systems


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lucomm Technologies Inc. Address Lucomm Technologies Inc. 14400 Bel Red Rd #208 Bellevue WASHINGTON 98007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAL, KAMAL SINGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONCISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86583197 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5080298
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services; public relations services; market research services; business management and organisation consultancy services; business consultancy and business information services; business strategy, analysis and research services; accountancy services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Iris Nation Worldwide Limited Address Iris Nation Worldwide Limited 185 Park Street London UNITED KINGDOM SE19DY Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 013898788
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONCISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86583224 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5080299
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CONCISE" inside an oval design.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 013899455 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 013899455 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 13, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 31, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services; public relations services; market research services; business management and organisation consultancy services; business consultancy and business information services; business strategy, analysis and research services; accountancy services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Iris Nation Worldwide Limited Address Iris Nation Worldwide Limited 185 Park Street London UNITED KINGDOM SE19DY Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 013898788
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOLBOO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Restaurants; Restaurants featuring Korean food; Restaurant chain services; Food cooking agency; Food and drink catering; Japanese restaurants; Bakeries; Chinese restaurants; Cafes; Cafeterias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  6951NC-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HETZEL, DANNEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  PURE COMPLEXION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86585899  Application Filing Date  Apr. 02, 2015  Registration Number  5082960
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 04, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "COMPLEXION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4584501

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bath brushes; Bath sponges
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Paris Presents Incorporated  Address  Paris Presents Incorporated  Suite 100  1950 Innovation Parkway Libertyville  ILLINOIS  60048  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RENTMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86586071 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5082961
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 25, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of beds; Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; Rental of cooking apparatus; Rental of food service equipment; Rental of furniture; Rental of small kitchen appliances
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 24, 2016 In Commerce May 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ken Schimpf DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rentmart Address Ken Schimpf 5269 Sunset Ridge Dr. Mason OHIO 45040 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 043 Rentmart

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner RUTLAND, BARBARA A
TM 15844 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THAT'S THAT MESS!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86586859 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083874
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Oct. 12, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 25, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Jackets; Jeans; Loungewear; Sleepwear; Socks; Sweaters; T-shirts; Tank tops; Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 01, 2012 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Williams, Margaret Address Williams, Margaret 2631 Bending Elm Cove Cordova TENNESSEE 38016 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) URGE GASTROPUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86589508 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2015 Registration Number 4989862
Registration Date Jun. 28, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 01, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GASTROPUB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer, ale, stout
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jul. 2015 In Commerce Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 3LB RESTAURANT CONCEPTS, LLC Address 3LB RESTAURANT CONCEPTS, LLC 2928 BURNET DRIVE ESCONDIDO CALIFORNIA 92027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MSALE-011T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DR. PHARM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86590481 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5082965
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Dr." followed by an outline of a shape of a plus sign followed by the wording "pharm". The colors black and/or white represent background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PHARM" Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cleaning, polishing and scouring preparations; Essential oils; Cosmetics; Cosmetics for the face and body; Mask pack for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, blemish balm creams; Sun-block lotions
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 2009 In Commerce Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SAMPOONG INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD Address SAMPOONG INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD B01 Riverhill, 110, Achasan-ro 78-gil Gwangjin-gu Seoul 143-802 REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IPDNY-113TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNITED FLEXIBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86590812 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5082966
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 08, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer “FLEXIBLE”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic parts of industrial plastic hoses, namely, flexible connectors, hose assemblies, bellows, expansion joints, and couplings; Non-metal parts of industrial non-metal hoses, namely, flexible connectors, hose assemblies, bellows, expansion joints, and couplings
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber

For Metal parts of industrial metal hoses, namely, flexible connectors, hose assemblies, bellows, expansion joints, and couplings
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U.S. Hose Corp Address U.S. Hose Corp 815 Forestwood Drive Romeoville ILLINOIS 60446 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRAY BUT LOOKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86593218 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5082968
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 13, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bandanas; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liseno, Joseph Address Liseno, Joseph 197 River Road South Deerfield MASSACHUSETTS 01373
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1399-0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOSTRIDE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86593276</td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2015</td>
<td>5082969</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Mar. 22, 2016 **Notice of Allowance Date** May 17, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For clothing, namely, tank tops, sweatshirts, pullovers, zippered sweatshirts and jackets, long sleeved shirts, short sleeved t-shirts, hats, sweat pants, workout pants

- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Sep. 13, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 13, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: JJJ Fitness LLC
- **Address**: JJJ Fitness LLC 36 Husted Lane Greenwich CONNECTICUT 06830
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: JJJ 0002
- **Examining Attorney**: LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86593425  Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2015  Registration Number 5082970
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For sub-surface safety valves for flow shutoff in subterranean wells
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 29, 2016  In Commerce Aug. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Baker Hughes Incorporated  Address Baker Hughes Incorporated  P. O. Box 4740  Houston  TEXAS 772104740
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86593476 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5082971
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "UNO" in the mark is "one".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for authenticating documents, and authenticating personal identification data
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Sep. 06, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Giovanni Laporta Address Giovanni Laporta 467 Whippendell Road Watford, Herts ENGLAND WD187PS Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship GREAT BRITAIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANNIE PHILLIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86593578 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5080304
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "ANNIE PHILLIPS", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 013882841 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 13882841 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 09, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 27, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household or kitchen accessories, utensils and containers, namely, bakeware, baking containers, baking dishes, basins, bottle openers, cooking pans, cooking pots, cutting boards, food storage containers, kitchen containers, ccoolbags being a portable cooler, wine covers, lunch boxes, mixing bowls, sandwich boxes, serving bowls, spaghetti tongs, sports bottles sold empty, stew pans, glass storage jars, strainers, sugar bowls, utensil jars of earthenware, glass, porcelain and plastic, vegetable dishes, whisks, mashers, wine buckets, watering cans, vases, ceramic tissue box holders, tea pots, spatulas salad bowls, salad tongs, rubber gloves, picnic baskets and boxes sold empty, oven mitts, tea cosies, glass, cookie, insulating, mason and cotton ball jars, flower pots, fragrant oil burners, incense burners, serviette rings, place card holders not of precious metal, coasters, not of paper and other than table linen, barbeque mitts, baskets, candle holders, candy boxes, ceramic ornaments, containers for potpourri being dishes; bathroom accessories, namely, bathroom utensils being soap dishes and toothbrush holders, bathroom pails; tableware accessories, namely, coffee services, tea sets, scoops, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, namely, beverage glassware, porcelain flower pots and mugs, earthen ware mugs and saucepans; crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays, egg cups, coffee cups, tea cups, cup holders in the nature of a bath accessory, ramekins, sauceboats not of precious metal, saucers, soup bowls, salad dishes, porcelain crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays, plates, bowls, mugs, cups, saucers; melamine crockery, namely,
pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays, egg cups, coffee cups, tea cups, cup holders in the nature of a bath accessory, ramekins, sauceboats not of precious metal, saucers, soup bowls, salad dishes; paper plates

**International Classes**  21 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

For Carpets; wall-to-wall carpets; rugs; mats and matting; linoleum for covering existing floors; floor coverings; non textile wall hangings; wall paper; textile wall coverings

**International Classes**  27 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  
**International Class Title** Floor Coverings

For Trunks and travelling bags; Briefcases; Credit Card holders; Handbags; Rucksacks; Purses; wallets; Umbrellas; Parasols; Walking sticks; Clothing for animals; outdoor umbrellas; wine carriers; cosmetic bags sold empty; wash bags for carrying toiletries

**International Classes**  18 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
**International Class Title** Leather Goods

For Textiles and textile goods, namely, textile covers for duvets, unfitted textile covers for furniture, textile curtain pelmets, textile fabrics for making clothes, textile fabric for making blankets, textile fabrics for making into household textile articles being furnishings, textile fabric for the manufacture of curtains, textile pillowcases, textile table napkins, textile cushion covers, textile place mats, textile serviettes, textile sheet sets, textile tissues being handkerchiefs, fabric textiles for upholstery, throws, fitted toilet seat covers, towels, bed linen, comforters, comforter sets, quilts, bed valances; bed covers; covers for mattresses; plastic table covers; textile table covers; covers for pillows; covers for cushions; textile fabrics for use in making household furnishings; tapestries made of textile materials being hangings for covering walls, textile wall hangings; curtains; beach towels; textile materials for use in the manufacture of blinds, textile materials to be used in making blinds, curtain tie backs, kitchen towels, tea clothes, runners, throws, wash clothes, placemats and coasters; plastic and textile shower curtains

**International Classes**  24 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  42, 50  
**International Class Title** Fabrics

For Stationery, namely, notebooks, greeting cards, place cards, folios, pens, pencils and erasers; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; printed matter, namely, paper signs; book binding material; photographs; plastic materials for packaging, namely, plastic film; notecards; gift wrap paper; gift wrapping paper; gift bags; gift boxes; paper gift tags; stationery sets consisting of writing paper, envelopes, pens, pencils, erasers, pencil sharpeners and drawing rulers; sharpeners, namely, pencil sharpeners; sticky tape; stationery push pins; art prints on paper; art prints on canvas; paper storage boxes; paper place mats; paper serviettes; paper napkins

**International Classes**  16 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Picture frames; plastic and wooden storage boxes; mirrors; furniture, namely, sofas, beds, headboards for beds, tables and chairs; pillows and cushions; garden furniture; wood, textile, plastic, and fabric tissue box holders; gift package decorations made of plastic

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Protective and decorative casings and covers for portable electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, laptop computers, tablet computers, media players, cameras, audio playback devices and radio receivers, photographic equipment, namely, film, cameras, tripods, binoculars, smartphones, spectacles and sunglasses, earphones, and portable devices for the display of electronically published materials

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For applying surface decoration to fabrics; dyeing garments and textiles; textile printing; pattern printing, including pattern printing for wall coverings, floor coverings, textiles and fabric; printing of images and patterns on objects; printing of decorative patterns on gift wrap

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

For Articles of clothing, namely, shoes, socks, tights, beach wear, swimwear, swim cover-ups, hats, bow ties, belts, waistcoats, one piece suits, bath robes, cummerbunds, cravats, nightgowns, pajamas, underwear, namely, bras; pants; men's pants and vests; shoulder wraps; slippers; articles of outer clothing, namely, coats, jackets, blousons, vests, sweaters, pullovers, jumpers, cardigans, shorts, trousers, denim trousers, denim jeans, corduroy trousers, shirts, t-Shirts, polo shirts, rugby shirts, gloves, scarves and ties; Collars; dresses; tops; sweatshirts; skirts; leggings; leotards; wetsuits; skiwear

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Annie Phillips Address Annie Phillips 139 Cheviot Gardens London UNITED KINGDOM NW21QB

Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 1005.48.MH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES

18610
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NORTH AMERICAN LIFEVUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86593838 Application Filing Date  Apr. 10, 2015 Registration Number   5082972
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to "NORTH AMERICAN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2584727, 2808138, 2584728

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance services, namely, the underwriting and administration of final expense whole life insurance policies
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Aug. 21, 2015 In Commerce  Aug. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sammons Financial Group, Inc. Address  Sammons Financial Group, Inc.  8300 Mills Civic Parkway  West Des Moines  IOWA  50266 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T59752US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PINGSPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86596173 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5080307
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer Software, namely, downloadable mobile applications to enable attendees to search for electronic dance music events, access information related to electronic dance music events, access specialized electronic dance music event features, locate and interact with other electronic dance music event users, and share messages, images, and other data for use in social networking related to electronic dance music events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 21, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PingSpin, Inc. Address PingSpin, Inc. 24307 Magic Mountain Parkway #218 Valencia CALIFORNIA 91355 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DS6.5

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86596343 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5082975
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 22, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2234789

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Piano keyboards, pianos, harpsichords, electronic musical keyboards, electronic pianos
International Classes 15 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 21, 36 International Class Title Musical Instruments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Steinbuhler, David Address Steinbuhler, David 215 W Walnut Street Titusville PENNSYLVANIA 16354 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86596725</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: T-shirts
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing
- First Use: Sep. 13, 2016
- In Commerce: Sep. 13, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Hutton, Bruce
- Address: Hutton, Bruce 250 Avenida Monterey 250 San Clemente CALIFORNIA 92672
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examining Attorney: JOHNSON, DANIELLE ERIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DAMARAMAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86598200 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5080309
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring musical performances distributed to mobile handsets, which may include video, text, photos, illustrations or hypertext; Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing a website that displays various requests, reviews, recommendations, rankings, trackings, votes, and information relating to uncreated, unreleased, new, special, popular, and rare products, services, and events in the fields of pop culture, entertainment, education, and sports, all exclusively for non-business and non-commercial transactions and purposes; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, workshops and panel discussions, and ongoing television and radio shows all in the field of music or poetry; Entertainment in the nature of an ongoing special variety, news, music or comedy show featuring music or poetry broadcast over television, satellite, audio, and video media; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by a musical artist; Entertainment in the nature of live radio personality performances; Entertainment in the nature of live stage performances in the nature of music or poetry in the field of entertainment by an individual; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of music or poetry; Entertainment in the nature of orchestra performances; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Richardson, Damarquis Darriell DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA DamaramaD Address Richardson, Damarquis Darriell 6657 Cindy Lynn Lane Memphis TENNESSEE 38141 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HETNET SERVICES CLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86598249  Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2015  Registration Number 5083877
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Trademark
Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Dec. 14, 2015  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatuses for transmission of communications; broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; computer hardware for controlling and coordinating cellular networking devices, base stations, and networking infrastructure devices; computer hardware for telecommunications; computer software and hardware for controlling and coordinating cellular networking devices, base stations, and networking infrastructure devices; contingency response communication system designed to provide radio interoperability, streaming video, wireless Internet, and VOIP phone; software and hardware for managing elements of a network; telecommunication base stations; telecommunications and data networking hardware, namely, devices for transporting and aggregating voice, data, and video communications across multiple network infrastructures and communications protocols; telecommunications and data networking hardware and software for orchestrating and coordinating wireless telecommunication base stations and wired telecommunication devices; telecommunications hardware and software for monitoring and alerting remote sensor status via the Internet

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use May 11, 2016  In Commerce May 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Parallel Wireless, Inc.  Address Parallel Wireless, Inc. 100 Innovative Way, Suite 3410 Nashua  NEW HAMPSHIRE 03062  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PWS80021USTM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STUDIO M FINE WINES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86599577 Application Filing Date  Apr. 16, 2015 Registration Number  5080310
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the cursive word "studio", in the upper left hand corner. Then a large stylized "M" in the center of the mark. the stylized words "Fine Wines", in the lower left hand corner. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "STUDIO" AND "FINE WINES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring wine; Retail store services featuring wine
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Studio M Fine Wines Address  Studio M Fine Wines Unit 912  1400 McKinney Street Houston  TEXAS 77010 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DA VINCI BODY BOARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;DA VINCI BODY BOARD&quot; in red and where the letter &quot;O&quot; in the word &quot;BODY&quot; has a black dot and lines that represents a person.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;BODY BOARD&quot;</td>
<td>A fitness device, namely, apparatus featuring resistance bands for improving strength, toning, conditioning, and balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Da Vinci BodyBoard, LLC</td>
<td>Da Vinci BodyBoard, LLC 256 Fuller Mountain Rd Ferrisburgh VERMONT 05456</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | |
|-------------------| |
| HOLTZ, ALLISON A  | |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FIDELLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86601252 Application Filing Date  Apr. 17, 2015 Registration Number   5082983
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The wording "FIDELLI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Casa International Inc. Address   Casa International Inc. PO Box 1103, Ground Floor, DMS House Genesis Place, Dr. Roy's Drive George Town CAYMAN ISLANDS Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized   CAYMAN ISLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2890.018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) A ALCHEMIX

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The letter "A" in block form with the word "Alchemix" on the line below it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Collodion for pharmaceutical purposes in the nature of Regular Collodion in the nature of nitrocellulose and Flexible Collodion in the nature of nitrocellulose sold to pharmaceutical companies that manufacture topical medical preparations, and over the counter wart removers, corn and callous removers, liquid bandages
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Apr. 02, 2015
In Commerce Apr. 02, 2015

For Nitrocellulose resin for the manufacture of rotogravure and flexographic packaging inks, quick drying lacquer finishes, fingernail polishes; nitrocellulose for use in DNA slides; nitrocellulose used for pyrotechnics, gun ammunition; bases of nitrocellulose and resin solutions used to produce food packaging inks and wood finishes; bag in box containers of battery acid sold in bulk; unprocessed acrylic soluble resins, plasticizers, and solutions consisting of polyester, polyamide, maleic, polyketone, cellulose ester, urethane, and acrylic in the nature of unprocessed synthetic resins for use in various applications in the building, packaging, pharmaceutical, automotive, fireworks and cosmetic industries; active chemical ingredients, namely, Regular Collodion in the nature of nitrocellulose and Flexible Collodion in the nature of nitrocellulose, for use by pharmaceutical companies in the manufacture of topical medical preparations in the nature of over the counter wart removers, corn and callous removers, liquid bandages
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Apr. 02, 2015
In Commerce Apr. 02, 2015
For Custom manufacture of general product lines in the fields of coatings, ink, and converting industries

**International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**: Material Treatment **First Use**: Apr. 02, 2015 **In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2015

For Gelled alcohol used as chafing fuel for cooking and heating

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels **First Use**: Apr. 02, 2015 **In Commerce**: Apr. 02, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: NITRO QUIMICA CORPORATION **Address**: NITRO QUIMICA CORPORATION RUA DOUTOR JOSE ARTHUR NOVA, 951 SAO PAULO BRAZIL 08090000 **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION **State or Country**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: TOY, JOSHUA SPENCER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RALLY4HUNGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86602240 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5080312
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of of the term "Rally 4 Hunger" with the terms "Rally" and "Hunger" in green and the number "4" in blue. A yellow and white tennis ball appears at each end of a blue arching line that starts at the top of the letter "R" in "Rally" and ends on top of the "r" in "Hunger". A yellow and white tennis ball appears within the letter "g". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, blue, yellow and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing, arranging and conducting tennis events, the proceeds of which are donated to charity; Tennis instruction International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 15, 2014 In Commerce May 15, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smith, Stacey Troy DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Rally4Hunger Address Smith, Stacey Troy 36313 Cedarwood Drive Prairieville LOUISIANA 70769 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
PURPLE FEET WINES

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WINES"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Import agency and wholesale distributorship featuring wine and spirits
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 1997
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 1997

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WINEBOW, INC.</td>
<td>WINEBOW, INC. 4800 COX RD, SUITE 300 GLEN ALLEN VIRGINIA 23060</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
PURPLE FEET WINES A MEMBER OF THE WINEBOW GROUP

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;Purple Feet Wines&quot;; underneath are the words &quot;A member of The Winebow Group&quot; followed by a vertical solid line and a circular design, depicting a wine stain.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;A MEMBER OF&quot; AND &quot;GROUP&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3207896, 2071562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Import agency and wholesale distributorship featuring wine and spirits</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2015</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WINEBOW, INC.</td>
<td>WINEBOW, INC. 4800 COX RD, SUITE 300 GLEN ALLEN VIRGINIA 23060</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LENOZO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86602880 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5082988
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 08, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for mobile phones; Nautical and photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, underwater housings for cameras, underwater enclosures for cameras and underwater enclosures for photographic lenses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 2015 In Commerce Nov. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LENOZO, ANTHONY S. Address LENOZO, ANTHONY S. 19-69 STEINWAY STREET ASTORIA NEW YORK 11105 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VANDAL STOP PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86603521 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5080317
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VANDAL PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toilet paper dispensers; Paper towel dispensers; Soap dispensers; Toilet seat cover paper dispensers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Oct. 01, 2009 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Adamis, Robert Address Adamis, Robert 1053 Blue Ridge Avenue Chico CALIFORNIA 95973 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Bailey, Thorson W. Address Bailey, Thorson W. 1053 Blue Ridge Avenue Chico CALIFORNIA 95973 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Heckman, Douglas Address Heckman, Douglas 1053 Blue Ridge Avenue Chico CALIFORNIA 95973 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M-100

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86603600 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5082989
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nutritional supplements in liquid form
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Jul. 06, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2015
For Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated soft drinks, energy drinks, sports drinks, and fruit juice drinks; energy drinks and sports drinks enhanced with vitamins, minerals, nutrients, amino acids and/or herbs
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jul. 06, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Monster Energy Company Address Monster Energy Company 1 Monster Way Corona CALIFORNIA 92879 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HANBEV.3488T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MADERO STEAK HOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86605569 Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2015 Registration Number  5080318
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of shaded rectangle containing the large uppercase stylized word "MADERO" and, beneath it, the smaller uppercase stylized words "STEAK HOUSE". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "STEAK HOUSE" Translation  The English translation of "MADERO" in the mark is "a stout length of sawn timber made in a wide variety of sizes and used for many purposes".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Restaurant, bar, café, and cafeteria services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Nov. 17, 2015 In Commerce  Nov. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MADERO S.A. Address  MADERO S.A. Av. Jaime Reis, 262, São Francisco Curitiba, Paraná BRAZIL 80510-010 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  391818-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86605905 Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2015 Registration Number   5082991
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail electricity provider services that allow customers to purchase electricity and monitor electricity usage
First Use  Sep. 21, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2016
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business
For  Installation, maintenance and repair of solar equipment
First Use  Sep. 21, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2016
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Level Solar Inc. Address  Level Solar Inc. 527 Hudson Street, Suite 20-170 New York NEW YORK 10014 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  K0516.20002U
Examining Attorney  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUST B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86605973 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5082992
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 17, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "JUST B" in stylized font with
the "B" inside a shaded circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive
development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to
business leaders; business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive
development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and
executives
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Mar. 09, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JUST B SUCCESSFUL Address JUST B SUCCESSFUL 11111 SCOTTSDALE ROAD # 205B
SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA 85254 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  DIY DONUTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86605987  Application Filing Date  Apr. 22, 2015  Registration Number  5083879
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Apr. 22, 2015  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "DONUTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Donuts
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Sep. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Donut Friend, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Donut Friend  Address  Donut Friend, Inc.  111 W. 7th St. #901  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90014  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BERNIE MEV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86607555</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 23, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name "BERNIE MEV" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3562886, 4528078

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Handbags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Oct. 2015 In Commerce  Oct. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ELIYA, INC. Address  ELIYA, INC. 1029 Teaneck Road, 3B Teaneck NEW JERSEY 07666 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAVIVANT THE ROAD TO HEALTH

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) red and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes
Foreign Application Number 40-2015-0028
Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 17, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 1151387
Foreign Registration Date Dec. 30, 2015
Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 30, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Processed and dried red ginseng; fermented, processed red ginseng; jellies, namely, red ginseng; red ginseng capsule, not for medical purpose; dried red ginseng in powder form; red ginseng concentrates used as ingredients of foods; processed and dried lingshi mushroom; fermented, processed lingshi mushroom; lingshi mushroom capsule, not for medical purpose; dried lingshi mushroom in powder form; lingshi mushroom concentrates used as ingredients of foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEE, AIN
Address LEE, AIN KCC-Switzen Apt., 402-301 208, Gimpohangang 2-ro, Gimpo-si Gyeonggi-do, 143-847 REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

Owner Name KGEC Europe, s.r.o.
Address KGEC Europe, s.r.o. Tihuvka 193/22, 621 00 Brno- Oresin CZECH
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CZECH REPUBLIC

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2001-110
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BADASS POWER COOKIE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim         | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type                | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER |
| Disclaimer                       | "POWER COOKIE" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and frozen confections for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises; Cookies; Gluten-free desserts, namely, cookies; Vegan cookies

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes 46

**First Use**

Jun. 01, 2013

In Commerce

Jun. 01, 2013

**Basis Information**

Currently Use Yes

**Owner Information**

Owner Name EverYoung Natural Foods

Address EverYoung Natural Foods 6890 Ridge Rd Sodus NEW YORK 14551

Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALL-THE-RAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86616722 Application Filing Date May 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083006
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 01, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MATTEL, INC. Address MATTEL, INC. M1-1518 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** UNISOLDER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86616893</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 01, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080320</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 2015-42485
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: May 01, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 5857839
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jun. 10, 2016
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: JAPAN
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 10, 2026

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Gold solder; Hard solder; Silver solder; Soft solder; Solder wire; Resin flux cored solder
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: JAPAN UNIX CO., LTD.
- **Address**: JAPAN UNIX CO., LTD. 2-12-12, Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo JAPAN
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 18042

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examing Attorney**: CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKIDMARKS SHOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86617762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "SHOW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Education and entertainment services, namely, in the nature of television, audio and video multimedia program series featuring subjects of general human interest distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; providing entertainment information to others via a global computer network
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107
US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
First Use: Jun. 24, 2015
In Commerce: Jun. 24, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Bailey, Meggan
Address: Bailey, Meggan 5709 40th St Lubbock  TX  79407
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney: HOLTZ, ALLISON A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** 7 ACCELERATORS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86618454</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 04, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Educational publications, namely, books, workbooks and handouts in the fields of sales training, marketing and business strategy

| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| First Use | Apr. 15, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 15, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | MR3, LLC |
| Address | 10985 1st Avenue North Plymouth MINNESOTA 55441 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | MINNESOTA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MILTON, PRISCILLA W |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BEAUTIFUL BRUSHES /
REMARKABLE RESULTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86618860</td>
<td>May 04, 2015</td>
<td>5083009</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 26, 2016  
**Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BRUSHES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Makeup brushes
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: May 2015
- **In Commerce**: May 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ARTIS, LLC
- **Address**: ARTIS, LLC  480 Academy Hill Road  Red Hook  NEW YORK  12571
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 00673/312261

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YATRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86621089 Application Filing Date May 06, 2015 Registration Number 4880399 Registration Date Jan. 05, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 28, 2023 Publication Date Oct. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "YATRA" is "travel, journey or voyage with spiritual significance".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 26, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Modgil Capital LLC Address Modgil Capital LLC 3150 North Lake Shore Drive 26 A Chicago ILLINOIS 60657 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10134-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAYDOWN REWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86621451 Application Filing Date May 06, 2015 Registration Number 5083882
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 28, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REWARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Electronic payment processing services in the field of higher education loan payments
For Promoting and administering incentive awards and customer loyalty programs through the promotion of the goods and services of others; Promoting the use of credit cards and debit cards that allow users to redeem earned rewards points to reduce loan debt

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MORGAN STANLEY DOMESTIC HOLDINGS, INC. Address MORGAN STANLEY DOMESTIC HOLDINGS, INC. 1585 BROADWAY NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19PS-143215

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HESIK, APRIL ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  WOMB SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86622221  Application Filing Date  May 07, 2015  Registration Number  5083011
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 12, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Biscuits; Biscuits and bread; Cereal based snack food; Cookies; Cookies and crackers; Crackers; Grain-based food bars also containing vitamins; Grain-based snack foods; Granola-based snack bars; Multigrain-based snack foods; Quinoa-based snack foods; Ready to eat, cereal derived food bars; Rice-based snack foods; Snack cakes; Wheat-based snack foods; Fortified cereal bars
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Nov. 01, 2014  In Commerce  Oct. 26, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ERZO FUNCTIONAL FOODS, LLC  Address  ERZO FUNCTIONAL FOODS, LLC  407 VANDERBILT AVE  BROOKLYN  NEW YORK  11238  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRAND-IT GLOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86622676 Application Filing Date May 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083013
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GLOVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Disposable nitrile gloves for general use; Disposable nitrile gloves for use in the automotive, construction, beauty and salon industries
For disposable nitrile gloves for medical use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nick Santana Address Nick Santana 41000 Walrus Way Palmdale CALIFORNIA 93551 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03900002TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRATER, JILL I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BONSAI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86623241</td>
<td>May 08, 2015</td>
<td>5083014</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 05, 2016</td>
<td>May 31, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: Standard Character Mark

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wasabi snack foods, namely, popcorn, popcorn clusters, grain-based chips, and cookies
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 18, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LESSEREVIL LLC
- **Address**: LESSEREVIL LLC 41 Eagle Road Danbury CONNECTICUT 06810
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CONNECTICUT

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: LSEVIL T19AU

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLUSH ORGANIC SKIN CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86623601</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 08, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "PLUSH" in magenta pink stylized font outlined in white, and the words "ORGANIC SKIN CARE" in stylized purple letters below it. To the left of the wording is the figure of a woman with purple, black and white hair, and purple, black and white lips. Color Drawing | Yes
Color Claimed | The color(s) purple, black, magenta pink and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer | "ORGANIC SKIN CARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Aromatic body care products, namely, body lotion, shower gel, cuticle cream, shampoo, conditioner, non-medicated lip balm, soap, body polish, body and foot scrub and non-medicated foot cream; Body and beauty care cosmetics all the aforementioned of which are made from organic materials
International Classes | 3 - Primary Classes US Classes | 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 | International Class Title | Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use | May 01, 2016 | In Commerce | May 28, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Mary Ann Pennington-Ward DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA Plush Organic Skin Care | Address | Mary Ann Pennington-Ward 102 East Cowpen Lake Point Road HAWTHORNE FLORIDA 32640
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VS ERRRBODY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86624062 Application Filing Date May 08, 2015 Registration Number 5080322
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DETROIT VS EVERYBODY LLC Address DETROIT VS EVERYBODY LLC C/O HERTZ SCHRAM PC 1760 S. TELEGRAPH ROAD, #300 BLOOMFIELD HILLS MICHIGAN 48302 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12140-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VINATLAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86624235  Application Filing Date May 08, 2015  Registration Number 5083017
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 29, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 24, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49  International Class Title Wines and Spirits  First Use Mar. 16, 2016  In Commerce Mar. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vincity LLC  Address Vincity LLC  555 4th Street #106  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94107  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Vincity/VINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinig Attorney ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WONDERWALL!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- Serial Number: 86624529
- Application Filing Date: May 10, 2015
- Registration Number: 5083018
- Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
- Publication Date: Nov. 24, 2015
- Notice of Allowance Date: May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Protective coatings, namely, polymer coatings for interior walls, gypsum walls, wood surfaces, metal surfaces, and glass surfaces that render said surfaces resistant to permanent markings; Protective coatings, namely, polymer coatings for interior walls, gypsum walls, wood surfaces, metal surfaces, and glass surfaces which allows said surfaces to function as dry-erase boards
- International Classes: 2 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 6, 11, 16
- International Class Title: Paints
- First Use: Jan. 26, 2016
- In Commerce: Jan. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Lotus Chemicals Co.
- Address: Lotus Chemicals Co. 12430 Old Galveston Rd.; Unit #E7 Webster TEXAS
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: WILKE, JOHN
TM 15890 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INDUSTRIAL ATHLETICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86625328 Application Filing Date  May 11, 2015  Registration Number  5083885
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes
Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 26, 2016  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Protective tops and bottoms for industrial work worn for protection against accidents and fire
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 26, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 26, 2016
For  Ankle socks; Anklets; Anti-perspirant socks; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic pants; Bandanas; Belts; Camouflage vests; Clothing extension used to extend the normal size range of clothing items to accommodate pregnancy size changes; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Clothing, namely, arm warmers; Clothing, namely, athletic sleeves; Clothing, namely, base layers; Clothing, namely, cowl necks and smoke ring scarves; Clothing, namely, crops; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Clothing, namely, hand-warmer; Clothing, namely, knee warmers; Clothing, namely, maternity bands; Clothing, namely, neck tubes; Clothing, namely, thobes; Clothing, namely, wrap-around; Crop pants; Denims; Drawers; Gloves as clothing; Graphic T-shirts; Headbands for clothing; Hoods; Jackets; Jackets and socks; Jeans; Jogging pants; Lab coats; Leather belts; Long jackets; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's underwear; Outer jackets; Over coats; Padded jackets; Pants; Perspiration absorbent underwear clothing; Rain coats; Rainproof jackets; Reversible jackets; Shell jackets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Socks; Sweat-absorbent underwear; T-shirts; Thermal socks; Thermal underwear; Topcoats; Tops; Tops for Industrial work; Trench coats; Underwear; Vests; Wrist bands; Wristbands

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>RS1WORKLETE, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>RS1WORKLETE, LLC 951 20TH STREET, SUITE 540 DENVER COLORADO 80201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 230330298718 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, line 1 should be deleted, and "Strong Arm Technologies, Inc. (Delaware corporation)" should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HETZEL, DANNEAN |

18653
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART RESISTANCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86625413
- **Application Filing Date**: May 11, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083020
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 12, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 08, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: manually-operated exercise equipment
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IKT, LLC
- **Address**: IKT, LLC 7320 West Willow Avenue Peoria ARIZONA 85381
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 6217-T1
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examiner**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
  - **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO

---

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART RESISTANCE

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: manually-operated exercise equipment
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IKT, LLC
- **Address**: IKT, LLC 7320 West Willow Avenue Peoria ARIZONA 85381
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 6217-T1
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examiner**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
  - **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO

---

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART RESISTANCE

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: manually-operated exercise equipment
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IKT, LLC
- **Address**: IKT, LLC 7320 West Willow Avenue Peoria ARIZONA 85381
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 6217-T1
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examiner**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
  - **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO

---

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART RESISTANCE

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: manually-operated exercise equipment
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: IKT, LLC
- **Address**: IKT, LLC 7320 West Willow Avenue Peoria ARIZONA 85381
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 6217-T1
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examiner**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
  - **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  VITAMINS JUST GOT TASTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86626376   Application Filing Date  May 12, 2015   Registration Number   5083022
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Trademark   Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 01, 2015   Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Biscuits; Biscuits and bread; Cereal based snack food; Cookies; Cookies and crackers; Crackers; Grain-based food bars also containing vitamins; Grain-based snack foods; Granola-based snack bars; Multigrain-based snack foods; Quinoa-based snack foods; Ready to eat, cereal derived food bars; Rice-based snack foods; Snack cakes; Wheat-based snack foods; Fortified cereal bars
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46
International Class Title   Staple Foods First Use Nov. 01, 2014   In Commerce   Oct. 26, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ERZO FUNCTIONAL FOODS, LLC Address   ERZO FUNCTIONAL FOODS, LLC  407 VANDERBILT AVE  BROOKLYN  NEW YORK  11238 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LEASER, ANDREW C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMALL BATCH MASS. MADE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86626443</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 04, 2015</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Sake

**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 47, 49 **International Class Title** Wines and Spirits **First Use** Apr. 03, 2015 **In Commerce** Feb. 19, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Kura LLC **DBA, AKA, Formerly** AKA Dovetail Sake **Address** Kura LLC 99 Felton Street, Rear Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02453 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** MASSACHUSETTS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WOODROW STUDIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86626678 Application Filing Date May 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083026
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STUDIOS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing Consulting Services, Marketing Strategy, Marketing Planning, Marketing Management, Advertising Services, Media Buying advice, Marketing Agency
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chief MO, LLC Address Chief MO, LLC 538 E 330 S American Fork UTAH 84003 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number J0261e1tm

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEMME GRAVIÈRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86626838 Application Filing Date May 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083027
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized underlined words "FEMME GRAVIÈRE" which appear in the form of a signature with sporadic ink blots around the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FEMME" Translation The English translation of "graviere" in the mark is "gravel" (adj.).

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottoms for women's sportswear; Footwear for women; Hooded sweatshirts for women's sportswear; Shorts for women's sportswear; Sweaters for women's sportswear; Sweatpants for women's sportswear; Tops for women's sportswear; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Women's tops, namely, camis
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Sep. 09, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SCRAPES & GRAVEL, INC Address SCRAPES & GRAVEL, INC 155 WEST WASHINGTON BLVD, SUITE 815 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90015 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRAY BUT LOOKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86628104 Application Filing Date May 13, 2015 Registration Number 5083029
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 18, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 13, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liseno, Joseph Address Liseno, Joseph 197 River Road South Deerfield MASSACHUSETTS 01373
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1399-0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) "BEEFMUSIC"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86628710 Application Filing Date May 13, 2015 Registration Number 4870745
Registration Date Dec. 15, 2015 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled Jun. 01, 2023
Publication Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Real Beef Music Group Inc Address Real Beef Music Group Inc 310-10 140th Street Jamaica NEW YORK 11436 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRINGER, DANIEL S
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86629219</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 14, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to Principal Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Jul. 17, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: ".COM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, jackets, and hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: May 15, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 08, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Muller, Kristopher
- **Address**: Muller, Kristopher 5383 Emerson Road Brooksville FLORIDA 34601
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DS5.1

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86629679
- **Application Filing Date**: May 14, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083035
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 01, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 26, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2234789

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Piano keyboards, pianos, harpsichords, electronic musical keyboards, electronic pianos
- **International Classes**: 15 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 21, 36
- **International Class Title**: Musical Instruments
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Steinbuhler, David
- **Address**: Steinbuhler, David 600 N Brown St Titusville PENNSYLVANIA 16354
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
SPIEGEL

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86630298
- **Application Filing Date**: May 14, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083886
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 22, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Sewing machines
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use in Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 01, 2015

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Spiegel, LLC
- **Address**: Spiegel, LLC 1 Liberty Plaza 35th Floor New York NEW YORK 10006
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 5539-65/3673

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BANKLINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86630354 Application Filing Date May 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083037
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 06, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business advice and information relating to loans, finance and capital

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LANTIGUA CONSULTING, INC. Address LANTIGUA CONSULTING, INC. 16850 COLLINS AVENUE SUITE 112-656 SUNNY ISLES FLORIDA 33160 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Lantigua001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLTZ, ALLISON A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PRIVACY ACE

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed
- **Disclaimer**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Blank USB flash drives; Computer game programs; Computer memories; Computer operating programs; Computer operating software; Computer peripheral devices; Computer software for application and database integration; Laptop computers; Portable media players; Smartphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2015

**BASE INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Qiigame (shanghai) Network Technology Development Co.,Ltd.
- **Address**: Qiigame (shanghai) Network Technology Development Co., Ltd., Rm.412, Building 1, No. 88, Chenhui Road, Zhangjiang High-tech Park, Pudong, New District, Shanghai, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RAPPAPORT, SETH A
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MEDIA WALKER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;Media Walker&quot; in stylized font to the left of a design of a foot which contains a triangle and has 3 curved lines above the left most toe. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&quot;MEDIA&quot;</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For | Data processing equipment, Smart network routers for use with music, Computer monitor, Network communication equipment, namely, wireless Internet adapter, Ethernet adapters, wireless Internet switches, and Ethernet switches, Loudspeaker, Electronic monitoring device primarily comprised of integrated circuit module used to control cameras, carbon dioxide levels, temperature, and humidity, Audio/video receiver, Audio transmitting device, namely, digital media servers, computer hardware in the nature of digital media renderers, audio speakers, radio receivers and digital voice recorder, Recording device, namely, audio or sound recording apparatus and video recording apparatus, Wireless sound and audio adaptors for streaming sound and audio to other electronic devices, Video Camera, Portable media player, Transistor radio, Camera, Household remote controller for IoT system, Sound alarm, Headphones, Baby monitor, Network monitor, namely, computer hardware for monitoring, capturing, viewing and analyzing network traffic via wireless or Ethernet connectivity |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| **First Use** | Jan. 05, 2016 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 05, 2016 |

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | i-Trinetech Co., Ltd. |
| Address | i-Trinetech Co., Ltd. 10th Floor No. 108, Minquan Road, Xindian District New Taipei City TAIWAN |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TAIWAN |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

| Docket Number | RHP0074TUS |
Examining Attorney  MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEDIA WALKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86630829 Application Filing Date May 15, 2015 Registration Number 5083040
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Media Walker" in stylized font to the right of a design of a foot which contains a triangle and has 3 curved lines above the right most toe. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MEDIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data processing equipment, Smart network routers for use with music, Computer monitor, Network communication equipment, namely, wireless Internet adapter, Ethernet adapters, wireless Internet switches, and Ethernet switches, Loudspeaker, Electronic monitoring device primarily comprised of integrated circuit module used to control cameras, carbon dioxide levels, temperature, and humidity, Audio/video receiver, Audio transmitting device, namely, digital media servers, computer hardware in the nature of digital media renderers, audio speakers, radio receivers and digital voice recorder, Recording device, namely, audio or sound recording apparatus and video recording apparatus, Wireless sound and audio adaptors for streaming sound and audio to other electronic devices, Video Camera, Portable media player, Transistor radio, Camera, Household remote controller for IoT system, Sound alarm, Headphones, Baby monitor, Network monitor, namely, computer hardware for monitoring, capturing, viewing and analyzing network traffic via wireless or Ethernet connectivity
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 05, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name i-Trinetech Co., Ltd. Address i-Trinetech Co., Ltd. 10th Floor No. 108, Minquan Road, Xindian District New Taipei City TAIWAN Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RHP0075TUS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AIR-BLOWN TEXTURE MIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86632554 Application Filing Date May 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083042
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TEXTURE MIST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair styling preparation
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L'Oreal Address L'Oreal 14 Rue Royale Paris FRANCE 75008 Legal Entity société anonyme (sa)
State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLD & BROWN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86632591
- **Application Filing Date**: May 18, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083044
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 19, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 15, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Non-medicated skin care preparations; Non-medicated sun care preparations
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2016
- **Aug. 04, 2016**

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Branded Futures LLC
- **Address**: Branded Futures LLC 1642 Wilcox Ave Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HSU, FONG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
MYGOLFSHIRTS.COM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86632721</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4874173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 06, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Clothing, namely, shirts, tops, hats, headwear |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2014 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2015 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Dupoux, Fernanda |
| Address | Dupoux, Fernanda 600 N. Forest Creek Dr. St Augustine FLORIDA 32092 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an image of stylized golf player with golf stick in hand in green color and player's head is in orange color.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) green and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing, namely, shirts, tops, hats, headwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Dupoux, Fernanda
- **Address**: Dupoux, Fernanda 600 N. Forest Creek Dr. St Augustine FLORIDA 32092
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FAN CREEK CAPITAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86633080</td>
<td>May 18, 2015</td>
<td>5083045</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CAPITAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Financial services, namely, capital investment services, venture capital services in the nature of venture capital financing, and asset management services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Fan Creek Capital, LLC
- **Address**: Fan Creek Capital, LLC 30600 Telegraph Road, Suite 2345 Bingham Farms MICHIGAN 48025
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 28464-4

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SAND DRAGON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86633364 Application Filing Date May 18, 2015 Registration Number 5080325
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 3102445 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2015
Foreign Registration Number U0003102445 Foreign Registration Date Jul. 03, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 02, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Water treatment equipment, namely, pumps for use in irrigation systems; Machines for tank cleaning at wastewater treatment plants; Structural or replacement parts for all the aforesaid goods
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Water treatment equipment, namely, water filtration units and reverse osmosis units; Water treatment equipment, namely, grit washing machines; Dewatering machines for use in treatment of liquids including water, industrial effluent and sewage; Water treatment equipment, namely, cartridge filtration units, ultraviolet sterilization units, waste water treatment tanks; Water purification, sedimentation and filtration apparatus for clarification, thickening and filtration of water, waste water and industrial water in water treatment systems and process water streams and drained or partially drained basins; Apparatus for tank cleaning, namely, separators for the cleaning and purification of liquids; Structural or replacement parts for all the aforesaid goods
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>HYDRO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SHEARWATER HOUSE, CLEVEDON HALL ESTATE VICTORIA ROAD CLEVEDON UNITED KINGDOM BS217RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ATIBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86635103 Application Filing Date May 19, 2015 Registration Number 5080326
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ATIBAL" in a stylized block font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ATIBAL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gun scopes; Rifle scopes; Telescopic gun sights
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2013 In Commerce May 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ATIBAL SIGHTS LLC Address ATIBAL SIGHTS LLC 15446 W Eugene Terrace Surprise ARIZONA 85379 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Q

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86635235 Application Filing Date May 19, 2015 Registration Number 5083049
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 06, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 01, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a triangle with black, blue and green sides with the capital letter "Q" in green with a blue shadow next to the right side of the triangle on the upper portion in superscript. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting, management, and planning services in the field of leadership development and change aptitude measurement

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kevin M. Jennings Address Kevin M. Jennings 1614 East Kathleen Road Phoenix ARIZONA 85022
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DYSON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 86635984 |
| Registration Number | 5083888 |
| Application Filing Date | May 20, 2015 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Amended to Supplemental Register | Yes |
| Date Amended to Current Register | Sep. 07, 2016 |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "DYSON" is a stylized lower case font. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3562764, 2892039, 3495149 |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
| Foreign Registration Number | 6305528 |
| Foreign Registration Date | Aug. 29, 2008 |
| Foreign Application/ Registration County | EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) |
| Foreign Expiration Date | Sep. 24, 2017 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
| For | Air purifying preparations; air freshening preparations; sterilizing preparations |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title | Pharmaceuticals |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | DYSON TECHNOLOGY LIMITED |
| Address | DYSON TECHNOLOGY LIMITED TETBURY HILL MALMESBURY, WILTSHIRE UNITED KINGDOM SN16 0RP |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | UNITED KINGDOM |
| Where Organized | UNITED KINGDOM |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
| Docket Number | 42466-24140. |
| Examining Attorney | REIHNER, DAVID C |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86636397</td>
<td>May 20, 2015</td>
<td>5083053</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** | Mar. 08, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MART"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Retail vending services featuring food and beverages
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Apr. 30, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Pine State Trading Co.
- **Address**: Pine State Trading Co. 100 Enterprise Ave. Gardiner MAINE 04345
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MAINE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RENATA VITA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86638300 Application Filing Date May 21, 2015 Registration Number 5083054
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "RENATA VITA" does not identify a living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HANDBAGS AND ACCESSORIES, LINGERIE, JEWELRY, JEWELRY BOXES, JEWELRY HOLDERS, JEWELRY DISHES, WALL ART, SIGNS, FRAMES FOR WALL ART AND SIGNS, APPAREL FOR PETS SUCH AS LEASHES, COLLARS, BOWLS, AND PET COATS AND SWEATERS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Renata Vita LLC Address Renata Vita LLC 10955 Granada Lane Overland Park KANSAS 66211
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1056.001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VIGILAR IMPERIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86638629 Application Filing Date May 22, 2015 Registration Number 5083055
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 13, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "VIGILAR IMPERIO" in the mark is "TO GUARD THE EMPIRE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headgear, namely, hats and caps; pajamas, sleepwear; night gowns; swimsuits; bikinis; blouses; boxer shorts; dress shirts; footwear; neckwear; pants; polo shirts; shirts; shorts; skirts and dresses; sweat pants; sweat shirts; sweat shorts; T-shirts; underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cervantes, Jesus Address Cervantes, Jesus 209 South Hampton Street Anaheim CALIFORNIA 92804
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAHLING, KRISTIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUPER SPROUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86639923 Application Filing Date  May 22, 2015 Registration Number   5083057
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a solid circle in the color black, with a leaf in
the color white following the inside contour of the circle along the upper half, and containing the words "SUPER" in the
color green and "SPROUT" in the color white, all surrounded by a second leaf in the color green following the outside
contour of the circle along the lower half and ending in a large leaf above the circle. Color Drawing Yes Color
Claimed The color(s) black, green, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SUPER SPROUT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food supplements and nutritional supplements made from vitamins, minerals and trace elements for use in foods and
beverages, as part of foods and beverages, or provided in capsule, solid, powdered or tablet form; powdered dietary food
concentrates in the nature of dietary food supplements; vitamins, mineral supplements, health food supplements; food
supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietetic foods, namely, powdered fruit and vegetables adapted for medical
use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title
Pharmaceuticals First Use Jan. 05, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2016
For Fruit and vegetable products in freeze dried form, namely, freeze-dried fruits and freeze-dried vegetables ground into
powdered food; powdered fruits and vegetables being apple, blueberry, strawberry, lemon, carrot, broccoli sprouts, broccoli,
ginger, beetroot, kale, kale sprouts, wheatgrass, wheatgrass sprouts, barley grass, barley grass sprouts and combinations
thereof; vegetable extracts for food being apple, blueberry, strawberry, lemon, carrot, broccoli sprouts, broccoli, ginger,
beetroot, kale, kale sprouts, wheatgrass, wheatgrass sprouts, barley grass, barley grass sprouts and combinations thereof being
frozen, frosted, preserved, processed, dried, cooked or crystalized vegetables extracts for use in prepared meals or food
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes, US Classes: 46

International Class Title: Meats and Processed Foods

First Use: Jan. 05, 2016, In Commerce: Jan. 05, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: JUICES INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD
Address: JUICES INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD
           PO BOX 398
           BEENLEIGH QLD 4207  AUSTRALIA

Legal Entity: proprietary company (pty.)
State or Country Where Organized: AUSTRALIA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 0100003A

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CIRCUIT BREAKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86640721  Application Filing Date  May 26, 2015  Registration Number  5083058
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Sep. 01, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Sep. 21, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MATTEL, INC.  Address  MATTEL, INC.  M1-1518  333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD  EL SEGUNDO  CALIFORNIA  90245  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, BRIDGETT G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
PULVER-ICER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86640724</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Sep. 21, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MATTEL, INC.
- **Address**: MATTEL, INC. M1-1518 333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NBA ALL STAR 2016 TORONTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    86641465 Application Filing Date May 26, 2015 Registration Number 5083060
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized depiction of a hat containing a stylized depiction of a five pointed star with claw marks at the top. Beneath appears the stylized wording "NBA ALL-STAR" above the wording "2016" which is in turn above the stylized wording "TORONTO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TORONTO" AND "2016" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement AS TO "ALL-STAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment and educational services in the nature of ongoing television and radio programs in the field of basketball and rendering live basketball games and basketball exhibitions; the production and distribution of radio and television shows featuring basketball games, basketball events and programs in the field of basketball; conducting and arranging basketball clinics and camps, coaches clinics and camps, dance team clinics and camps and basketball games; entertainment services in the nature of personal appearances by a costumed mascot or dance team at basketball games and exhibitions, clinics, camps, promotions, and other basketball-related events, special events and parties; fan club services; entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring multimedia material in the nature of television highlights, interactive television highlights, video recordings, video stream recordings, interactive video highlight selections, radio programs, radio highlights, and audio recordings in the field of basketball; providing news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the field of basketball; on-line non-downloadable games, namely, computer games, video games, interactive video games, action skill games, arcade games, adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and trivia games; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines, guides, newsletters, coloring books, and game schedules of others on-line through the Internet, all in the field of basketball; providing an online computer database in the field of basketball
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 2015</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 10, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>NBA Properties, Inc.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>NBA Properties, Inc.</th>
<th>OLYMPIC TOWER - 645 Fifth Avenue</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>10022</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | RINGLE, JAMES W |

---

18688
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMILING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86642040 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2015 Registration Number  5083061
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Audio-video receivers; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cell phone covers; Computer bags; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Data synchronization cables; Earphones and headphones; Electric cables and wires; Electric navigational instruments; Electronic animal confinement unit comprising transmitters, electrical transformers, wires, and receiver collars; Mouse pads; Network routers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Set-top boxes; Stands for photographic apparatus; Tripods for cameras; Webcams; laptop batteries, charger, power bank charger, blank USB disc, Light emitting diodes (LEDs)
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Sep. 15, 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wang, Chris Address  Wang, Chris Fuhong Road Futian District 27th Floor World Trade Plaza Shenzhen CHINA  518033 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POWELL, LINDA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GERM-X EVERYWHERE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86642266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 25, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;germ-X&quot; in distinctive font placed immediately above the word &quot;everywhere&quot; in smaller font. The letters &quot;g&quot;, &quot;e&quot;, &quot;r&quot;, &quot;m&quot; and the hyphen and the word &quot;everywhere&quot; are in black. The letter &quot;X&quot; is in red. The word &quot;germ-X&quot; is set off by a white backing and gray drop shadow to create a raised effect. Below the words &quot;Germ-X everywhere&quot; is a gray elliptical swoosh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Drawing</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>The color(s) black, white, grey and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
<td>2139736</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>hand sanitizing and disinfecting preparation with anti-bacterial and anti-microbial properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>VI-JON, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>VI-JON, LLC 8515 PAGE AVENUE ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>18920-200017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GARRISON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86642613 Application Filing Date  May 27, 2015 Registration Number   5083063
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Oct. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the mark consists of the word "GARRISON" with a flag appearing at the top of the first "R" in the word. The color black appears in the word "GARRISON"; the color red appears in the flag design; the color blue appears in the flag design; the color gray appears in the flag pole design and border of the flag design; the color white appears in the background of the mark and in the sun and snowflake elements of the flag design. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white, red, blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3544984, 3544986, 3623550

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Microwave ovens; Refrigerators

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HDS IP HOLDING, LLC Address   HDS IP HOLDING, LLC  3400 CUMBERLAND BLVD., SE ATLANTA GEORGIA 30339 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized   NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney   MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GARRISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BUILT FOR THE FUTURE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date: May 28, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number: 5083067</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register: Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type: Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date: Dec. 01, 2015</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date: Jan. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Providing on-line non-downloadable software for enterprise, government and educational resource planning, human capital and financial management, recruiting and analytics for commercial use; cloud application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, programming, and maintaining custom software applications for others in the fields of business, government and educational resource planning, human capital and financial management, recruiting and analytics; research and development and consultation related thereto in the field of cloud software applications

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101  
International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

First Use: Jun. 08, 2015  
In Commerce: Jun. 08, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Workday, Inc.  
Address: Workday, Inc. 6230 Stoneridge Mall Road  
Pleasanton  CALIFORNIA  94588

Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 40532-237377

Examining Attorney: PINO, BRIAN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SPENSA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86644528
- **Application Filing Date**: May 28, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080329
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Design and development of software and hardware for agriculture
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 07, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 07, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Spensa Technologies, Inc.
- **Address**: Spensa Technologies, Inc. 1281 Win Hentschel Blvd  West Lafayette INDIANA 47906
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CRYPTOMANCER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86644731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 28, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Role playing game equipment in the nature of game book manuals
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 28, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Walker, Chad M.
- **Address**: Walker, Chad M. 2183 Hendon Ave Saint Paul MINNESOTA 55108
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIH, SALLY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
TRACSTOP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86645243</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 29, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: overhead door stops of plastic; overhead door stops of wood
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes 20, 22, 25, 32, 30
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 22, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Richard A. Mishler
- **Address**: Richard A. Mishler 320 North Plum Street Gnadenhutten OHIO 44629
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: MISH.T.1

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: HALMEN, KATHERINE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BENATIVE SMATOOS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86645600</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083070</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  No  
**Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  
The mark consists of the letters "BeNative" in black above the stylized letters "SMATOOS". The stylized letters "SMATOOS" contains the letters "SMAT" in black and the touching letters "OO" in orange followed by the letter "S" in black. Above the letters "BeNative" is a play button in red with two parallelograms in yellow on each side of the play button. The play button figure consists of a red circle with a triangle in the middle. Below the stylized letters "SMATOOS" are five parallelograms in orange. The stylized letters, parallelograms, and play button are inside a square with straight outer edges and rounded internal edges. The square is orange at the bottom and fades into yellow at the top. The white represents transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Color Drawing**  Yes  
**Color Claimed**  The color(s) yellow, red, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Computer programs featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; downloadable educational software featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Computer game programmes; Computer software featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Educational software for recorded smart phone featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Educational computer programmes featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Computer programmes for games; Educational programs for recorded smart phone featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; recorded computer programs for featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Computer software featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; recorded computer programs for featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Downloadable mobile application software featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Downloadable application software for smart phone for featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Application software for smart phone featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Downloadable electronic newspapers for providing information in foreign education; Application software for mobile terminals for educational software featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history; Downloadable software by portable communication device featuring instruction in language, mathematics, science and history
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 21, 2014  In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Smatoos, Inc.  Address  Smatoos, Inc.  (Guro-dong, ACE Twin Tower 2 Cha)  8-808, 273, Digital-ro, Guro-gu  Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5567-0025TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINE IN TRANSLATION

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a white wine glass filled with red wine with a red wave or a slosh of wine in the shape of a spiral; within the red wine is a red map of the world; the wording "WINE IN TRANSLATION" is below the wine glass in white font; The black background is not a feature of this mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "WINE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Providing a web site featuring travel information and commentary; Providing a website featuring information on travel; Providing an on-line computer database in the field of travel information services; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of travel; Providing links to web sites of others featuring travel International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name SAGOSKIN, ARTHUR W. Address SAGOSKIN, ARTHUR W. 7554 Green Valley Road Fredericksburg MARYLAND 21701 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BHUPATHI, TARA LUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GERM-X EVERYWHERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86648235 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083074
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 25, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "germ-X" in distinctive font placed immediately above the word "everywhere" in smaller font. The word "germ-X" is set off by a backing and drop shadow to create a raised effect. Below the words "Germ-X everywhere" is an elliptical swoosh. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2139736

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hand sanitizing and disinfecting preparation with anti-bacterial and anti-microbial properties
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VI-JON, LLC Address VI-JON, LLC 8515 PAGE AVENUE ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63114 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18920-200018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPIRAL BREWERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86648521  Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2015  Registration Number  5083075
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 01, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "BREWERY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Nov. 17, 2015  In Commerce  Jan. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Spiral Brewery LLC  Address  Spiral Brewery LLC  1450 Truax Circle  Hastings  MINNESOTA  55033
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAMBDARICH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86648900 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083076
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Optical transceivers; telecommunications devices and accessories, namely, telecommunication transmitters and receivers; optical fibers; fiber optics communications equipment, namely, fiber optics, fiber optic cables, fiber optic connectors, and fiber optic transmitters and receivers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 29, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 29, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OE Solutions America, Inc. Address OE Solutions America, Inc. 560 Sylvan Avenue, 1st Floor Englewood Cliffs NEW JERSEY 07632 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 035477

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWAB, CHAU CRISTIA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIAMONDS OF LONDON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86649297 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083077
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DIAMONDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring jewelry made in substantial part of diamonds

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name London Jewelers, Inc. Address London Jewelers, Inc. Suite 2026 6909 N. Loop 1604 E San Antonio TEXAS 782475308 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T-11158.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MULTICOPTER WAREHOUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86650460 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083891
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 30, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WAREHOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring radio-controlled toy vehicles and aircrafts for hobby and aerial photography purposes; Retail store services featuring radio-controlled toy vehicles and aircrafts for hobby and aerial photography purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Multicopter Warehouse, LLC Address Multicopter Warehouse, LLC 7045 S. Fulton Stree Suite 250 Centennial COLORADO 80112 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MCW 35

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOOD PLUS FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86651395 Application Filing Date Jun. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5083080
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services, including fundraising to provide clothing, gear and services to families in need nationwide; providing in kind grants for clothing, gear and services to families in need nationwide International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 04, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2016
For Charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of in-kind donations of clothing, child care and safety products from the general public, retailers and businesses to needy people; Charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of in-kind donations of parenting workshop services and prepaid transit and grocery cards from the general public and service providers to needy people International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 04, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Baby Buggy, Inc. Address The Baby Buggy, Inc. 306 West 37th Street, 8th Floor New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 33999/01230

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE PASSION PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86651488 Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2015 Registration Number  5083081
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 01, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Education and training services namely, classes, courses, workshops and seminars in the field of personal and professional branding
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jul. 06, 2016 In Commerce  Jul. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PageTurner, LLC Address  PageTurner, LLC 4211 North Lightning Drive Appleton WISCONSIN 54913 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WOOD, CAROLINE
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RAINPATH

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86651949 Application Filing Date Jun. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5083082
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For consulting services in the field of marketing services for new brands, products, organizations/company culture and business strategy consultation for helping the growth of an enterprise
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 2015 In Commerce Nov. 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name William A. Finnegan DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA RainPath Enterprises Address William A. Finnegan 4977 Lake Forest Drive Peninsula OHIO 44264 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 26626

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86652526</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2015</td>
<td>5083083</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>BEWHO CLOTHING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CLOTHING&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

| For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, headwear and footwear; Tee shirts; Tank Tops; Tunics; Long sleeve pullovers; Sweat shirts; Hooded sweat shirts; Pants; Sweat pants; Headgear, namely, hats and caps |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Reitz, Aury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Reitz, Aury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | BIBB, SCOTT |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ABDUCTEDSKATEBOARDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86652765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SKATEBOARDS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Skateboards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class</td>
<td>28 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes US</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ABDUCTEDSKATEBOARDS
- **Composed of**: Craig Ramsay, USA; Michael Strang, USA
- **Address**: Abducted Skateboards 5605 88Th Avenue, Kenosha, WISCONSIN 53144
- **Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country**: WISCONSIN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PERFECTPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86652903 Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5083086
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 25, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 20, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others for the purpose of certification and re-certification in the field of paint and coatings application
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES, INC. Address PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES, INC. One PPG Place City Of Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15272 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1T15670710

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUBBLES U

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86653292 Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5083087
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BUBBLES" in a stylized format with the first "B" in blue, the "U" in green, the second "B" in orange, the third "B" in yellow, the "L" in blue, the "E" in green and the "S" in orange and a large, stylized "U" in the background in the color purple. Color Drawing Yes COLOR CLAIMED The color(s) blue, green, orange, yellow and purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0054388/1282468 International Registration Number 1282468

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING CONCEPTS FOR AND PRODUCING EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS, EDUCATIONAL RADIO PROGRAMS, DVDS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT, INTERNET VIDEOS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT; EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE EDUCATIONAL TV PROGRAMS, RADIO PROGRAMS, AND FILMS VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES FOR EDUCATING CHILDREN

For COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS AND COMPUTER GAMES FOR USE WITH TABLET COMPUTERS AND SMARTPHONES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 2006 In Commerce Sep. 2006
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Edutainment Media Group, LLC Address Edutainment Media Group, LLC 210 Hillsboro Technology Drive Deerfield Beach FLORIDA 33441 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 154551012100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FICKES, JERI J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ARC NAPKIN HOLDER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86654146</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "NAPKIN HOLDER"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Napkin holders **International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 **International Class Title** Housewares and Glass **First Use** Jun. 19, 2016 **In Commerce** Jun. 19, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Tod DesJardins **Address** Tod DesJardins 13422 Hummingbird St NW Andover MINNESOTA 55304 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOO HOTEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86654384 Application Filing Date  Jun. 08, 2015 Registration Number   5080331
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   “HOTEL” Translation
The wording “YOO” has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  00002654237 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 20, 2013 Foreign Application/ Registration County   UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Feb. 26, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management of hotels; hotel management service; hotel management for others; management of hotel incentive programs of others; managing and operating resort hotels and business conference centers of others; business management of hotels; administrative hotel management; secretarial services provided by hotels; providing information and advice on the price, specification and availability of goods; location and purchase of goods to match customers specification; retail store services, wholesale store services, wholesale ordering services, catalogue ordering services, mail order services and online retail store services, in relation to furniture, mirrors, picture frames, non-metal cotter pins, photograph frames, arbors, baby changing tables and mats, bamboo, bath pillows, bins, Moses baskets, mattresses, bean bags, magazine holders, cabinets, cupboards, desks, clothes stands and rails, coat pegs and racks, shelves, bookcases, cushions, decorative baskets, figurines, sculptures, statues and busts, filing cabinets, fitted kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, garden furniture, indoor blinds, bins, headrests, window shutters, floor cushions, pillows, kennels, scale models, ornaments, soft furnishings, storage units and boxes, stuffed animals, wine racks, lamps, lampshades, carpets, rugs, mats; demonstration of goods; shop window dressing; goods import-export agencies; marketing research, conducting marketing studies; auction services; administrative processing of purchase orders; purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of goods and labor contracting services; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; consulting services in the field of purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of wine and other alcoholic beverages
For Provision of hygienic and beauty care; health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit; health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services; health spa services, namely, body wraps, mud treatments, seaweed treatment, hydrotherapy baths, and body scrubs; health resort services, namely, providing food and lodging that specialize in promoting patrons' general health and well-being; massage salon and sauna services; information and advisory services relating to health care provided by Internet, databases or other electronic means; provision of spa facilities; manicuring; beauty spa services; beauty treatment services; beauty salon services; advisory and information services relating to diet, healthcare, beauty and hygiene, health spa advice; health and aftercare advice services in connection with health club services; provision of hot spa tub, steam room and sunbed facilities for hygiene and relaxation purposes; health clinic services featuring physiotherapy, podiatry, osteopathy and massage services; hairdressing salons, hairdressing services; provision of hydrotherapy pool facilities; health resort services all relating to medical services; rest home services; curative establishments, namely, physical therapy; sanatorium services; convalescent home and health care services; health resort services all relating to medical services; physiotherapy; hydrotherapy baths; osteopathy; hairdressing; massage therapy services; nursing services; beauty salon services; beauty consultations and demonstrations; medical clinic services; manicure services; nutrition analysis and consultations; pedicure treatments; health care relating to relaxation therapy; reflexology services; sun tanning salon services; spa bath services; steam room services; sauna services; stress management services; hypnotherapy services; lifestyle advice relating to matters of health and beauty; medical testing services, namely, fitness evaluation

For Hotel services; resort hotels; hotel catering services; operation, management, and rental of apartments, hotels, hotel rooms, motels, and temporary accommodation; restaurant, bar and catering services; wine club services for the provision of food and drink; expert and consultancy services and activities in area of appraisal and classifications of wines and other alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages and their use and consumption in combination with food and/or cigars; cocktail lounge and bar services; services for providing food and drink; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to these services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yoo Holdings Limited Address Yoo Holdings Limited 2 Bentinck Street London UNITED KINGDOM W1U2FA Legal Entity limited corporation State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLANDRIA, WARREN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** YOO2

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86654391</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 08, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "YOO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 00002651707
- **Foreign Registration Date**: May 24, 2013
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Feb. 12, 2023

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Business management of hotels; hotel management service; hotel management for others; management of hotel incentive programs of others; managing and operating resort hotels and business conference centers of others; business management of hotels; administrative hotel management; secretarial services provided by hotels; providing information and advice on the price, specification and availability of goods; location and purchase of goods to match customers specification; retail store services, wholesale store services, wholesale ordering services, catalogue ordering services, mail order services and online retail store services, in relation to furniture, mirrors, picture frames, non-metal cotter pins, photograph frames, arbors, baby changing tables and mats, bamboo, bath pillows, bins, Moses baskets, mattresses, bean bags, magazine holders, cabinets, cupboards, desks, clothes stands and rails, coat pegs and racks, shelves, bookcases, cushions, decorative baskets, figurines, sculptures, statues and busts, filing cabinets, fitted kitchen furniture, bedroom furniture, garden furniture, indoor blinds, bins, headrests, window shutters, floor cushions, pillows, kennels, scale models, ornaments, soft furnishings, storage units and boxes, stuffed animals, wine racks, lamps, lampshades, carpets, rugs, mats; demonstration of goods; shop window dressing; goods import-export agencies; marketing research, conducting marketing studies; auction services; administrative processing of purchase orders; purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of goods and labor contracting services; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; consulting services in the field of purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of wine and other alcoholic beverages.
**For Provision of hygienic and beauty care; health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit; health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services; health spa services, namely, body wraps, mud treatments, seaweed treatment, hydrotherapy baths, and body scrubs; health resort services, namely providing food and lodging that specialize in promoting patrons’ general health and well-being; massage salon and sauna services; information and advisory services relating to health care provided by Internet, databases or other electronic means; provision of spa facilities; manicuring; beauty spa services; beauty treatment services; beauty salon services; advisory and information services relating to diet, healthcare, beauty and hygiene, health spa advice; health and aftercare advice services in connection with health club services; provision of hot spa tub, steam room and sunbed facilities for hygiene and relaxation purposes; health clinic services featuring physiotherapy, podiatry, osteopathy and massage services; hairdressing salons, hairdressing services; provision of hydrotherapy pool facilities; health resort services all relating to medical services; rest home services; curative establishments, namely physical therapy; sanatorium services; convalescent home and health care services; health resort services all relating to medical services; physiotherapy; hydrotherapy baths; osteopathy; hairdressing; massage therapy services; nursing services; beauty salon services; beauty consultations and demonstrations; medical clinic services; manicure services; nutrition analysis and consultations; pedicure treatments; health care relating to relaxation therapy; reflexology services; sun tanning salon services; spa bath services; steam room services; sauna services; stress management services; hypnotherapy services; lifestyle advice relating to matters of health and beauty; medical testing services, namely, fitness evaluation**

**For Hotel services; resort hotels; hotel catering services; operation, management, and rental of apartments, hotels, hotel rooms, motels, and temporary accommodation; restaurant, bar and catering services; wine club services for the provision of food and drink; expert and consultancy services and activities in area of appraisal and classifications of wines and other alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages and their use and consumption in combination with food and/or cigars; cocktail lounge and bar services; services for providing food and drink; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to these services**

**For Health resort services all relating to medical services; rest home services; curative establishments, namely physical therapy; sanatorium services; convalescent home and health care services; health resort services all relating to medical services; physiotherapy; hydrotherapy baths; osteopathy; hairdressing; massage therapy services; nursing services; beauty salon services; beauty consultations and demonstrations; medical clinic services; manicure services; nutrition analysis and consultations; pedicure treatments; health care relating to relaxation therapy; reflexology services; sun tanning salon services; spa bath services; steam room services; sauna services; stress management services; hypnotherapy services; lifestyle advice relating to matters of health and beauty; medical testing services, namely, fitness evaluation**

**For Hotel services; resort hotels; hotel catering services; operation, management, and rental of apartments, hotels, hotel rooms, motels, and temporary accommodation; restaurant, bar and catering services; wine club services for the provision of food and drink; expert and consultancy services and activities in area of appraisal and classifications of wines and other alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages and their use and consumption in combination with food and/or cigars; cocktail lounge and bar services; services for providing food and drink; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to these services**

**For Medical, beauty and agricultural services**

**For Hotel and restaurant services**

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Yoo Holdings Limited  **Address**  Yoo Holdings Limited  2 Bentinck Street  London  UNITED KINGDOM  W1U2FA  **Legal Entity**  limited corporation  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  OLANDRIA, WARREN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OLIVE OIL HUES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86654711 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083090
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "OLIVE OIL HUES" with shadowing around "HUES" and the design of three olives with three leaves attached to the olive stems. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "OLIVE OIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 26, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Namaste Laboratories, L.L.C. Address Namaste Laboratories, L.L.C. 8th Floor South 310 S. Racine Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 111325.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WATCHMUSIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86654733 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083892
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 12, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 86980085

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 302014073692 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2014 Foreign Registration Number 302014073692 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 14, 2015 Foreign Application/ Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 31, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable pre-recorded live music, and non-downloadable television programs and movies about music and children's entertainment via a video-on-demand service; digital audio and multimedia publishing services; rental of cinematographic films, video films and musical recordings; production of musical performances; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable television programs and movies about news, sports, comedy, and dramatic presentations via a video-on-demand service

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, storing, transmitting, organizing, manipulating, and reviewing data and audio files; computers, computer networking hardware, set top boxes, smartphones; downloadable image files containing audio and video relating to sporting, cultural, artistic, television and motion picture activities and events; computer software for downloading music and sound; interactive multimedia software featuring prerecorded audio and video information for other digital entertainment; pre-recorded video entertainment, namely, compact discs and DVDs featuring dramatic motion pictures; interactive multimedia software featuring music and television programs about children's entertainment for education and entertainment; pre-recorded video and audio tapes, sound recording disks, digital versatile
disks (DVDs) featuring music, dramatic motion picture films and television programs about music, and children's entertainment; blank audio tapes, sound recording disks; computer peripheral equipment and computer programs for transmission and reception of audiovisual content from a global telecommunication network or over telephones; digital music downloaded from the Internet, and films and television programs featuring children's entertainment; interactive multimedia software featuring pre-recorded audio and video information for motion pictures; interactive multimedia software featuring games, dramatic motion picture films and television programs about news, sports, music, comedy, and dramatic presentations for education and entertainment; pre-recorded video and audio tapes, sound recording disks, digital versatile disks (DVDs) featuring games, dramatic motion picture films and television programs about news, sports, comedy, and dramatic presentations; computer peripheral equipment and computer programs for transmission and reception of television programs, motion picture films from a global telecommunication network or over telephones; downloadable video game software, computer game software, and films and television programs featuring sports, cultural events, news, dramatic presentations, motion picture films and television programs featuring documentary subject matter, and art provided via a video-on-demand service

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Telecommunications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, and the Internet; secure transmission of data and sounds by telecommunication networks, global computer networks or the Internet; streaming of live music via a video-on-demand service on the Internet; video streaming services via the Internet, featuring television programs, independent films and movies; video broadcasting and transmission services via the Internet, featuring television programs, films and movies

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  **International Class Title**  Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  WATCHEVER Group S.A.  **Address**  WATCHEVER Group S.A.  103 Rue Anatole  Levallois-Perret FRANCE  92300  **Legal Entity**  société anonyme (sa)  **State or Country Where Organized**  FRANCE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  32537/8157

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DURAFORCE XD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86655158  Application Filing Date  Jun. 08, 2015  Registration Number  5083091
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 17, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4725235, 4116289, 4343668

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cell phones; Cellular phones; Mobile phones

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KYOCERA INTERNATIONAL, INC.  Address  KYOCERA INTERNATIONAL, INC.  8611 BALBOA AVE.  SAN DIEGO  CALIFORNIA  92123  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5095TM-227
Examining Attorney  HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OURPLAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86655266 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5080333
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile phones, computers, tablet computers, smart watches and other media platforms, namely, software for social networking, dating, communicating, planning activities, organizing activities, finding activities, finding people, matching with people, and meeting people

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OurPlan Labs, Inc. Address OurPlan Labs, Inc. 2109 Broadway, Suite 1710 New York NEW YORK 10023 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZIMMERMAN, GAYNNE GEOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOME GENIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86655699 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083093 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "HOME GENIUS" and the capital letter "G" looks like a house. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armchairs; Benches; Chairs; Desks; Furniture; Furniture of metal; Jewelry organizer displays; Lockers; Office furniture; Sideboards
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Nov. 08, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HONGKONG HOMEGENIUS INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED Address HONGKONG HOMEGENIUS INTERNATIONAL COMPA NY LIMITED 146 WAI YIR ST KWUN TONG KL Hong Kong CHINA 11491 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Y YABA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86657236 Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2015  Registration Number   5080334
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "Y" in black, a Chinese character in black, and the word "YABA" in black in stylized font, and a logo design which consist of carton fish facing upward with dark blue outlining and eye, the inside of the fish is white at top and the bottom consists of light blue water.
Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, white, dark blue, and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The word(s) "YABA" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "BA" and this means "lord" or "ruler" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Frozen seafood; processed seafood, canned seafood
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  May 10, 2015  In Commerce  May 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Koi Koi Trading, Inc. Address  Koi Koi Trading, Inc. 1146 Vail Ave., Montebello  CALIFORNIA  90640
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1129-T-KKTi

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOCKEYMOMS.ORG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86657574 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083094
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "hockey moms.org" with a hockey stick incorporated in the "Y" of "hockey" and a hockey puck incorporated in the "O" of moms. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOCKEY MOMS.ORG"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for rating and reviewing sporting arenas
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 02, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2016
For Online social networking services concerning ice sporting arenas
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Sep. 02, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2016
For Providing an on-line forums for transmissions of messages among computer users concerning ice sporting arenas
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Sep. 02, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carol S. Wolfe Address Carol S. Wolfe 13 Olmsted Road Scarsdale NEW YORK 10583 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  S 04

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86657577 Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2015 Registration Number   5083095
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a white circle with a thick blue border
containing the stylized letters "S 04" in white on a blue rectangular background with curved edges and a blue horizontal
band extending from the right of the letter "S" to the edge of the blue border. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  PAPER PLATES AND PAPER CUPS; PLASTIC COASTERS FOR BEER GLASSES
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use   Mar. 23, 2016 In Commerce   Mar. 23, 2016

For  ATTACHÉ CASES; BEACH BAGS; WALLETs; SHOPPING BAGS; PURSES; HANDBAGS; UMBRELLAS;
RUCKSACKS; SCHOOLBAGS; PARASOLS
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods
First Use   Mar. 23, 2016 In Commerce   Mar. 23, 2016

For  OFFICE REQUISITES, NAMELY, RING BINDERS, NOTEPADS, SPIRAL BOUND NOTEBOOKS, NOTEPAD
BOXES AND NOTEPAPER CUBES; CASES FOR STATIONERY; CARDBOARD COASTERS FOR BEER GLASSES;
PICTURES AND PHOTOGRAPHS; PENCILS; PENS; PAPER PADS; STATIONERY; DESK PAPER AND FILE TRAYS;
PAMPHLETS AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS; FLAGS OF PAPER; PEN HOLDERS; FIGURINES AND
STATUETTES OF PAPER MÂCHÉ; CALENDARS; POSTERS; PORTRAITS; POSTCARDS; PAPER TABLE COVERS;
GRAPHIC ART PRINTS; MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title   Paper
For CASES FOR MOBILE PHONES

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

For CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, DRESSES, SUITS, LAYETTES, SWIMSUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BATHROBES, BIKINIS, DRESS HANDKERCHIEFS IN THE NATURE OF POCKET KERCHIEFS, MASQUERADE COSTUMES, BELTS, NECKERCHIEFS, GLOVES, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JACKETS, HOODS, TIES, ASCOTS, BIBS NOT OF PAPER, COATS, PULLOVERS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, UNDERWEAR AND RAINCOATS; FOOTWEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND CAPS; SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, SPORTS SHIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SPORTS PANTS, SPORTS STOCKINGS AND SPORTS SHOES; SCARVES

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

| First Use | Mar. 23, 2016 | In Commerce | Mar. 23, 2016 |

| BASIS INFORMATION |
| Currently Use | Yes |

| OWNER INFORMATION |
| Owner Name | FUßBALLCLUB GELSENKIRCHEN-SCHALKE 04 E.V. |
| Address | FUßBALLCLUB GELSENKIRCHEN-SCHALKE 04 E.V. . ERNST-KUZORRA-WEG 1 45891 GELSENKIRCHEN FED REP GERMANY 45891 |
| Legal Entity | eingetragener verein (e.v.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

| ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION |
| Docket Number | 301382-00015 |

| Examining Attorney |
| PERRY, KIMBERLY B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTIQE APPAREL CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86657871 Application Filing Date  Jun. 10, 2015 Registration Number   5080335
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Sportiqe Apparel Co." and star within a shield design. The color red appears as background in the shield design. The color white appears in the words "Sportiqe Apparel Co.", the white star and the border on the shield design. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "APPAREL CO."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0082473/1453219 International Registration Number 1453219

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Caps; Golf shirts; Hats; Headwear; Jackets; Knit shirts; Polo shirts; Pullovers; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Sport shirts; Sweat shirts; Sweaters; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sportiqe, LLC Address  Sportiqe, LLC   c/o Weiss Brown PLLC  6263 N Scottsdale Rd STE 340 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85250 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1100.0012
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of words of "Mr. Donothing". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Stationery; Note books; Notepads; Calendars; Stickers; Posters; Paper bags; Paper boxes; Gift boxes; Plastic bags for packaging; Paper bags for packaging; Paper banners; Paper labels; Telephone calling cards, not magnetically encoded; Letterhead paper; Postcards; Picture cards; Money clips; Cartoon prints; Paper
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 08, 2015

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: JEISHA CO., LTD.
- **Address**: JEISHA CO., LTD. Sungseo building 3F (Shindang-dong),1208 Dalgubeol-daero, Dalseo-gu Daegu REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 2160-017

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) H2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For providing information relating to water usage efficiency for the purpose of the conservation of water resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For providing scientific information relating to the conservation of water resources |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Jul. 25, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Jul. 25, 2016 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction made to Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner | FROMM, MARTHA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86657928 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083099
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized man in a prone position in which most of his body is flat to the ground to sleep or rest. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Stationery; Note books; Notepads; Calendars; Stickers; Posters; Paper bags; Paper boxes; Gift boxes; Plastic bags for packaging; Paper bags for packaging; Paper banners; Paper labels; Telephone calling cards, not magnetically encoded; Letterhead paper; Postcards; Picture cards; Money clips; Cartoon prints; Paper
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Apr. 08, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JEISHA CO., LTD. Address JEISHA CO., LTD. Sungseo building 3F (Shindang-dong),1208 Dalgubeol-daero, Dalseo-gu Daegu REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2160-018

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKILL HOUSE LEARNING

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86658506 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083103
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LEARNING"

Goods and Services Information
For Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of English as a second language for businesses and individuals
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Skill House Learning Inc. Address Skill House Learning Inc. Unit 202 117 Winston St. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARVEL FOCUS DESK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86659067 Application Filing Date Jun. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5083104
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DESK"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1544481, 3459068, 1619485

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desks
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 29, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Marvel Group, Inc. Address The Marvel Group, Inc. 3843 W. 43rd Street Chicago ILLINOIS 60632 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 23518-4

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BECOME A DRONESMITH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86659246
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 11, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083106
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 23, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 19, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Robots for personal, educational and hobby use and structural parts therefor
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Mar. 25, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 25, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DRONESMITH TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
- **Address**: DRONESMITH TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  118 CORPORATE PARK DR. SUITE 123  HENDERSON  NEVADA  89074
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ULTAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86659718 Application Filing Date  Jun. 11, 2015 Registration Number   5080336
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number   5812987 Foreign Registration Date  Dec. 11, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County  JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date  Dec. 11, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Axle bearings for land vehicles; hub bearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; ball bearings for land vehicles; roller bearings for land vehicles; parts of bearings for land vehicles; shaft couplings for land vehicles; universal joints for land vehicles; constant velocity joints for land vehicles; propeller shafts for land vehicles; automatic tensioners for land vehicles; automatic tensioners for power transmission chains for land vehicles; automatic tensioners for power transmission belts for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; belt pulleys for land vehicles; idling pulleys for land vehicles; ball screws for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing for land vehicles; automobiles; structural automobile parts; motorcycles; structural motorcycle parts; bicycles; structural bicycle parts; axles for land vehicles; automobile engines; differential gears for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles
International Classes   12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
For Electric actuators for land vehicle engines, steerings, and brakes; rocker arms for land vehicle engines; engine parts, namely, in-wheel motor units including motor, reducer, and bearings
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E    Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PYXIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86662509 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5080337
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1728986 Foreign Application Filing Date May 20, 2015
Foreign Registration Number TMA939481 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 01, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 01, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software for accessing and analyzing geospatially referenced information
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name the PYXIS innovation inc. Address the PYXIS innovation inc. 13 Windsor Street Kingston, Ontario CANADA K7M4K4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20102-TM1013

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MYCIRCLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86662871 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5083108
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 03, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for online dating and professional and social networking; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application in the field of online dating and professional and social networking, namely, for sending status updates to subscribers and uploading and downloading electronic files to share with others

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MYCIRCLES MEDIA, INC Address MYCIRCLES MEDIA, INC 17275 Collins Ave Apt 712 Sunny Isles Beach FLORIDA 331603445 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DJ PAUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86663129 Application Filing Date Jun. 15, 2015 Registration Number  5080338
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  “DJ” Name Portrait
Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Composition of music for others; Entertainment information services, namely, providing information and news releases about a musical artist; Entertainment services by a musical artist and producer, namely, musical composition for others and production of musical sound recordings; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by a recording artist; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a celebrity; Entertainment services, namely, providing information about a recording artist via an online network; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes featuring celebrities via a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, providing video podcasts in the field of reality shows; Entertainment services, namely, providing webcasts in the field of reality shows; Music composition services; Music production services; Production of audio recording; Production of musical sound recording; Production of musical videos; Production of sound and music video recordings; Production of sound recordings; Providing a website for entertainment purposes featuring music, videos and information about a recording artist; Record production

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 1990 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examine Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) APEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86664367 Application Filing Date Jun. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5083112
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "APEX". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cartridges sold filled with liquid comprised of flavorings for electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, and smokeless electronic cigarette
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Aug. 06, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nu Mark LLC Address Nu Mark LLC 6603 W. BROAD STREET RICHMOND VIRGINIA 23230
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BLACK OLIVE OIL

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86664540</td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2015</td>
<td>5083114</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 19, 2016 **Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 15, 2016

### Mark Information

**Trademark Registration Cancelled**

**Mark Literal(s)** BLACK OLIVE OIL

**Description of the Mark**
The mark consists of the stylized wording "BLACK OLIVE OIL" and the design of three olives with stems and that are attached to an olive branch with three leaves. The wording in the mark is black. The olives are black, except for the highlights thereon, which are gray. The olive stems, branch and leaves are green. The white in the drawing represents background areas only and is not part of the mark.

**Color Claimed**
The color(s) black, gray and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Color Drawing** Yes

**Disclaimer** "BLACK OLIVE OIL"

### Goods and Services Information

**For** Hair care preparations

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use** Nov. 23, 2015 **In Commerce** Nov. 23, 2015

### Basis Information

**Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information

**Owner Name** Namaste Laboratories, L.L.C. **Address** Namaste Laboratories, L.L.C. 8th Floor South 310 S. Racine Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60607 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** ILLINOIS

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

**Docket Number** 111325.2

**Examiner** LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRIENDYOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86665058  Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2015  Registration Number 5083115
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks by awarding purchase points for credit card use, distributing coupons, and conducting promotional contests; Facilitating the exchange and purchase of services and products of third parties via computer and communication networks; Online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Operating on-line marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and/or services; Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging goods and services with other users; Providing a website for commercial purposes featuring ratings, reviews, referrals and recommendations relating to businesses, restaurants, service providers, events, public services and government agencies, parks and recreational areas, religious organizations and nonprofit organizations; Providing consumer information, namely, compilations, rankings, ratings, reviews, referrals and recommendations relating to businesses, restaurants, service providers, events, public services and government agencies, parks and recreational areas, religious organizations and nonprofit organizations; Advertising, marketing and promotion services, namely, providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to retail website of others, and special offers for the goods and services of others; Marketing services; Promoting the goods and services of others by arranging for businesses to affiliate their goods and services with the goods and services of third parties by means of sponsorship relationships
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Sep. 15, 2016  In Commerce Sep. 15, 2016

For Computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, editing, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing and otherwise providing electronic media and information via computer and communication networks; Software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via global communication networks; Computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; Computer search engine software; Computer software for accessing, browsing and searching
online databases; Computer software for personal information management, and data synchronization software; Computer software development tools; Computer software development tools for use in creating social networking interfaces, building social networking applications, creating data retrieval, and uploading, accessing and managing social networking interfaces and applications; software for building, uploading, accessing and managing social networking applications, and for associated data retrieval; computer software platforms for social networking; Downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, artistic performances, poetry, and dramatic readings; Downloadable motion pictures, television shows, webisodes and video recordings featuring musical and artistic performances, dramas, documentaries, comedies, reality show programming, fashion shows, talent shows, sports, celebrity appearances, and interviews; Downloadable computer and video games; computer and video game software; Interactive computer and video game programs; Computer software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, streaming, linking or otherwise providing electronic media or information in the fields of virtual communities, social networking, entertainment and general interest; Downloadable software application that enables users with Internet-connected electronic, mobile and computing devices to view and play online videos, engage in social networking activities, and access other services; Computer application software for mobile phones, smartphones, handheld computing devices, portable media players, handheld mobile digital electronic devices, tablet computers, and personal digital assistants (PDAs) featuring technology that enables users to view online videos, engage in social networking activities, and access online social networking services, online website services, and online entertainment services

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Sep. 15, 2016 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2016

**For** On-line social networking services

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services **First Use** Sep. 15, 2016 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Sapitula, Archimedes **Address** Sapitula, Archimedes 700 Newark Ave., APT 609 Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07306 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNI-SLIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86666484 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083117
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical syringes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MHC Medical Products, LLC Address MHC Medical Products, LLC 8695 Seward Road Fairfield OHIO 45011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MPHA-63-134
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** G

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86666569</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 18, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083118</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the letter &quot;g&quot; in black and stylized form, with five colored circles appearing to the left of the &quot;g&quot; in a semi-circle. The colors of the circles are magenta, yellow, orange, light blue and dark blue.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) magenta, yellow, orange, light blue, dark blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Downloadable mobile applications for use by professional, personal and social groups to connect with their members, share and exchange pictures, videos, documents and messages, and communicate with group members and schedule events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>May 04, 2015</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 04, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Trunk Media, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Trunk Media, Inc. 8 Westwood Road Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28803</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CLARKE, NANCY L |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GROUPDINI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 86666572
- Application Filing Date: Jun. 18, 2015
- Registration Number: 5083119
- Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
- Publication Date: Feb. 09, 2016
- Notice of Allowance Date: Apr. 05, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Downloadable mobile applications for use by professional, personal and social groups to connect with their members, share and exchange pictures, videos, documents and messages, and communicate with group members and schedule events
- International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- First Use: May 04, 2015
- In Commerce: May 04, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: Trunk Media, Inc.
- Address: Trunk Media, Inc. 8 Westwood Road Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28803
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: NORTH CAROLINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HATCHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86666716 Application Filing Date  Jun. 18, 2015 Registration Number   5083120
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Feb. 23, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Artistic sculptures in the nature of plaster intaglios mounted on acrylic that can be hung on a wall
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title   Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use   Jul. 05, 2016 In Commerce   Jul. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Lilah Jurgens Address   Lilah Jurgens 1320 Philip Street New Orleans LOUISIANA 70130 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CENSIBLE ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86666729 Application Filing Date  Jun. 18, 2015 Registration Number   5080339
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the literal elements "CENSIBLE ENERGY" written in stylized form one below the other wherein the letter "C" and the letter "S" of the word "CENSIBLE" is depicted as a cent and dollar symbol in blue color and the word "ENERGY" is in green color wherein the first letter "E" is attached to letter "C" of the word "CENSIBLE" and letter "N" of the word "ENERGY", a horizontal line passes through the letters "E R G". Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) blue and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer   "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing cash and other rebates for use by energy utility customers for the purchase of energy-efficiency goods or services
For   Processing energy utility customer rebates for purchase of energy-efficient goods and services, and promoting the goods of others, namely, providing coupons, rebates and vouchers to energy utility customers for energy-efficient goods of others

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Yampa Valley Electric Association, Inc. Address   Yampa Valley Electric Association, Inc. PO Box 771218 Steamboat Springs COLORADO 804771218 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized   COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MONTY MONSEES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86669314
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 21, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083123
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Dec. 22, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 16, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to upload, download, share and sell custom and branded digital publications
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 16, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 16, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Simpson, Andrew Edward</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Simpson, Andrew Edward</th>
<th>7487 Saginaw Way</th>
<th>Citrus Heights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**California**: 95610

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Quillen, Linda Caroline</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Quillen, Linda Caroline</th>
<th>7487 Saginaw Way</th>
<th>Citrus Heights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**California**: 95610

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WILSON, MARYNELLE WEST
**Mark Literal(s)** ALUMACOVERS.COM

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86669322
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 21, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5052433
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 04, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 30, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 19, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design using two triangular shapes appearing as a mirror image of each other, with the right triangle filled in to become one solid triangle shape appearing as a reverse of the left shape, with stylized wording reading "AlumaCovers.com" beneath the two triangular shapes.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GCS AMERICA, INC.
Address   GCS AMERICA, INC. 6185 Magnolia Ave #23 ATTN. ALUMACOVERS Riverside CALIFORNIA 92506
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where   NEVADA
Organized
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2015-859
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BROWN, TINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIVITAX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86669487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Tax preparation services in the nature of tax preparation, filing tax claims and returns, and preparation of tax accounts for cross-border withholding tax recovery
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: May 01, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: May 01, 2016

- **For** Providing on-line non-downloadable software for streamlining tax documentation for cross-border withholding tax recovery process
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: May 01, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: May 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Taxback Limited
- **Address**: Taxback Limited 333 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 2415 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IRELAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SCHWAB, MATTHEW DAVID
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EL FUMADOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86669798 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5083125
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Oct. 20, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "EL FUMADOR" in the mark is "THE SMOKER".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Aug. 18, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Don Sebastiani & Sons International Wine Negociants Address Don Sebastiani & Sons International Wine Negociants P. O. Box 1248 Sonoma CALIFORNIA 95476 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4606

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARER, KATERINA DOROT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AMELEO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86670137</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2015</td>
<td>5083128</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 05, 2016  **Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 01, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Business consultation services; Business development consulting services; Business development services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2016  **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Hotze, Ulrich
- **Address**: Rheinbabenallee 44 14199 Berlin  FED REP GERMANY

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 350312.1

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: The drawing is corrected to appear as follows: AMELEO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examinaing Attorney**: NEWKIRK, MERIDITH E.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VASO SPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86670213 Application Filing Date Jun. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5083129
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPORT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MUSCLEPHARM CORPORATION Address MUSCLEPHARM CORPORATION 4721 Ironton Street, Unit A Denver COLORADO 80239 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86670837  Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2015  Registration Number  4979745
Registration Date  Jun. 14, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 30, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 22, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a piece of pie with smooth edges and a little dollop on top.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer application messaging software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers and related mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to communicate with each other, message between buyers of printable 3D models and 3D printing services and the sellers who list aforementioned services for sale, and solicit each other to perform a range of printable 3D modeling and 3D printing services; Computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers and related mobile devices, namely, software that allows users to plan, announce, invite others to attend and evaluate real world meetings and events, manage, organize and share printable 3D models, pictures, and other digital data, list available 3D models, facilitate the sale of goods and services to others via the Internet, provide reviews and feedback about buyers and sellers of printable 3D models and 3D printing services such as cost and prices of sellers' goods and services, buyers' and sellers' efficiency, delivery, and overall shopping experience, make and receive payments for goods and services, access information and listings of peer-to-peer 3D printing service, and engage in social networking
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Jan. 29, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Treatstock Inc.  Address  Treatstock Inc.  40 East Main Street Suite 900 Newark  DELAWARE  19711
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIVITAX PART OF THE TAXBACK GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86670900 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5083130
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a pie chart with blue, red and black fragments, with a black arrow, pointing up at the left side of the pie, all to the left of the wording "DiviTax" in bold black letters, and wording "Part of The Taxback Group" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tax preparation services in the nature of tax preparation, filing tax claims and returns, and preparation of tax accounts for cross-border withholding tax recovery
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2016 In Commerce May 01, 2016
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for streamlining tax documentation for cross-border withholding tax recovery process
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 01, 2016 In Commerce May 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taxback Limited Address Taxback Limited 333 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 2415 Chicago ILLINOIS 60601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IRELAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWAB, MATTHEW DAVID
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GROUPDINI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86671122 Application Filing Date Jun. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5083131 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "groupdini" in stylized form in black, with five colored circles appearing to the left of the "g" in a semi-circle. The colors of the circles are magenta, yellow, orange, light blue and dark blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) magenta, yellow, orange, light blue, dark blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for use by professional, personal and social groups to connect with their members, share and exchange pictures, videos, documents and messages, communicate with group members and schedule events International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 04, 2015 In Commerce May 04, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trunk Media, Inc. Address Trunk Media, Inc. 8 Westwood Road Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CLARKE, NANCY L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOKWORKS THE SELF-PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86671476
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 23, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080341
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "THE SELF-PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For providing online information in the field of publishing; membership club services, namely, providing information in the field of publishing
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 31, 2013
- **In Commerce**: May 31, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BookWorks LLC
- **Address**: BookWorks LLC 5 Beekman Place New York NEW YORK 10022
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 1028.5(US)

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**MARK Literal(s)** COZYPONY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86672227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: UK0000311157
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 00003111578
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Sep. 04, 2015
- **Application/Registration County**: UNITED KINGDOM
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jun. 03, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Audio cables; Audio speakers; Bass speakers; Cable and wiring plates in the nature of protective sheaths for electrical cable and wiring; Cable broadcast transmission machines and apparatus; Cable connectors; Cable jump leads; Cable modems; Cable television converters; Cable television transmitters; Cables for electrical or optical signal transmission; Cables for optical signal transmission; Cables, electric; Carrying cases for mobile computers; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Cell phones; Cellular phones; Computer apparatus, namely, a converter that superimposes an Ethernet signal on an existing cable; Connecting electrical cables; Connection cables; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Data cables; Data synchronization cables; Ducting for electric cables; Electric cables; Mouse mats; PC tablet mounts; PC tablets; Tablet computer

**International Classes**

- 9 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: JIANBIN YAN
- **Address**: JIANBIN YAN XIANGYUZHONGYANG GARDEN NO 66, NONG YUAN ROAD, FUTIAN SHENZHEN CHINA 518000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KILLER BEE WARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86672685 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083134
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "KILLER BEE WARE" in black above a design of a bee in yellow, black, and white with its wings outstretched. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) white, black, yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bib overalls for hunting; Camouflage gloves; Camouflage jackets; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Camouflage vests; Fishing shirts; Fishing vests; Fishing waders; Hunting boot bags; Hunting boots; Hunting jackets; Hunting pants; Hunting shirts; Hunting vests; Outdoor gloves; Outdoor mittens

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SENDERO SPORTS GROUP, INC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA KILLER B WARE Address SENDERO SPORTS GROUP, INC 13821 Turkey Hollow Trail Austin TEXAS 78717 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KILLERB100T
Examining Attorney RAPPAPORT, SETH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FITPAK

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic household or domestic food containers sold empty for attachment to and use with all-purpose carrying bags; insulated containers sold empty for storing and carrying food and beverages in all-purpose carrying bags, for household or domestic use; containers sold empty for storing and carrying food and beverages in all-purpose carrying bags, for household or domestic use; kits of containers sold as a unit and empty for storing and carrying food and beverages in all-purpose carrying bags, for household or domestic use; lunch bags with securements for holding food containers, beverage containers, hydration bottles, shaker cups, freezer blocks, freezer gel containers and combinations thereof
For Tote bags with food containers, freezer block, freezer gel container and shaker cup all sold as a unit; all-purpose carrying bags which feature removable food containers, beverage containers, hydration bottles, shaker cups, freezer blocks, freezer gel containers and combinations thereof
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jun. 2014 In Commerce Jun. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fit & Fresh, Inc. Address Fit & Fresh, Inc. Suite 200 201 West 103rd Street Indianapolis INDIANA 46290 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0858-0204
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLMAN LUCIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86674610 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2015 Registration Number 5083143
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized black wording "COLMAN
LUCIA" and the stylized design of a crown and yellow star. The crown is outlined in black with a white interior. Other
than as described, the color white represents background, outlining, shading, and/or transparent areas and is not part of the
mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the
mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring children apparel, accesories, footwear, toys, furniture, room decor, luggage, and
books
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Colman & Lucia Address Colman & Lucia 5819 SW 34th St. Miami FLORIDA 33155 Legal Entity
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FUTURES OF PALM BEACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86674631  Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2015  Registration Number 5083144
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PALM BEACH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing personal support services for patients and families of patients, namely, emotional counseling, emotional support, family support, intervention support

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services

For PROVIDING MENTAL REHABILITATION FACILITIES; REHABILITATION OF ALCOHOL ADDICTED, DRUG ADDICTED, AND NARCOTIC ADDICTED PATIENTS; REHABILITATION FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PATIENTS AND FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PATIENTS WITH CO-OCCURRING DISORDER; REHABILITATION PATIENT CARE SERVICES; MEDICAL EVALUATION AND CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS FOR PATIENTS RECEIVING MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL REHABILITATION SERVICES FOR PURPOSES OF GUIDING TREATMENT AND ASSESSING PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS; MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES; COUNSELING IN THE FIELD OF MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS; MENTAL HEALTH THERAPY SERVICES; MENTAL HEALTH SCREENING SERVICES; PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION, TESTING AND SERVICES; PSYCHOTHERAPY AND PSYCHOTHERAPY COUNSELING FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS IN INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY SESSIONS; MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY AS IT RELATES TO RELATIONSHIPS; DRUG AND ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION SERVICES; BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES; HEALTH CARE SERVICES, namely, WELLNESS PROGRAMS; HYPNOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR MEDICAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL PURPOSES; SERVICES RENDERED BY A DIETICIAN; ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ADDICTION RELAPSE PREVENTION THERAPY AND ADDICTION RECOVERY COACHING; PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT AND THERAPY, NAMELY, COUNSELING, FOR EATING DISORDERS; MENTAL HEALTH THERAPY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF DUAL DIAGNOSIS TREATMENT; AND RELATED SERVICES, NAMELY, THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION SERVICES INCORPORATING DANCE, MUSIC, AND MOVEMENT
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Sep. 26, 2012 In Commerce   Sep. 26, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GMH Tequesta Holdings, LLC Address   GMH Tequesta Holdings, LLC  701 Old Drive Highway Tequesta FLORIDA  33469 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   15-1099

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FALK, ERIN M
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GUARDIAN ANTI-BULLYING SOFTWARE

**Serial Number** 86674651 **Application Filing Date** Jun. 25, 2015 **Registration Number** 5083145

**Registration Date** Nov. 15, 2016 **Register** Principal **Mark Type** Trademark **Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023

**Publication Date** Jan. 26, 2016 **Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "ANTI-BULLYING SOFTWARE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer application software for tablet computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, and smartphones, namely, software for a mobile application used to allow individuals to enter reports on bullying and harassment

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Sep. 17, 2016 **In Commerce** Sep. 17, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Simple People Studios, Inc. **Address** Simple People Studios, Inc. 511 E. 1st Street, Unit 78 Huxley IOWA 50124 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** IOWA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T57810US00

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BAKER, JORDAN A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** G

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a circle with five stars above and below with two lines within the center of outer circle, surrounding capital letter "G" with wings.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer application software for tablet computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, and smartphones, namely, software for a mobile application used to allow individuals to enter reports on bullying and harassment

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  
**First Use** Sep. 17, 2016  
**In Commerce** Sep. 17, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Simple People Studios, Inc.  
**Address** Simple People Studios, Inc. 511 E. 1st Street, Unit 78  
Huxley, IOWA 50124  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** IOWA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** T57811US00

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BAKER, JORDAN A
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86675072</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 26, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5083147</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Food supplements and nutritional drink supplements containing food-grade diatomaceous earth for human and animal consumption; topical mineral supplements, namely, creams, lotions and powders containing food-grade diatomaceous earth for topical use for the promotion of healthy skin
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Dec. 14, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 14, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Steven Dale Sapp
- **Address**: Steven Dale Sapp, 12326 River Road, Fort Myers, FLORIDA 33905
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MUCHA, JOHN EVAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FI2 SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86675519 Application Filing Date Jun. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5083148
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infective products for veterinary use; antimicrobial preparations for inhibiting microbiological decomposition in food, beverages, animal feed and pharmaceuticals; cleaning preparations, namely, odor eliminators not for personal use; cleaning preparations, namely, odor neutralizers not for personal use; deodorizing cleaning preparations; deodorizing products, namely, all purpose deodorizer preparations for household, commercial and industrial use; odor neutralizing preparations for general use on various surfaces; odor neutralizing preparations for use on carpets, soft surfaces, hard surfaces, air; odor neutralizing sprays for carpets, upholstery, hard surfaces, soft surfaces, air; odor neutralizing wipes for hard surfaces, skin
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016
For All purpose cleaning preparations; automobile carpet and upholstery cleaning preparations; automobile, tire, glass and wheel cleaning preparations; automotive cleaning preparations; carpet cleaning preparations; cleaning agents and preparations; cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces; cleaning and washing preparations; cleaning preparations; cleaning preparations for cleaning surfaces; cleaning preparations for household purposes; cleaning preparations that eliminate bacteria that cause products to age or produce foul odors; decalcifying and descaling preparations for cleaning household products; general purpose cleaning, polishing, and abrasive liquids and powders; glass cleaning preparations; household cleaning preparations; odor removers for pets; preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle surfaces; sponges impregnated with cleaning preparations; tooth cleaning preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016
For Chemical preparations, namely, degreasing and cleaning solvents; chemical preparations, namely, sprays, liquids, powders for use in preventing odors, mold and mildew from building up on outdoor furniture, carpets and cushions; chemical products for preventing scale; chemical products for the fresh-keeping and preserving of food; flower preservative; plant food; preservatives for cut flowers; substances for preserving cut flowers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>1 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Chemicals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Bio Distribution Group LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Bio Distribution Group LLC 2722 Starfall Dr La Crescenta CALIFORNIA 91214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>BAKER, JORDAN A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
RESISTANCE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86676248 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 26, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083151 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Principal Mark Type | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Nov. 17, 2015 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 12, 2016 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Accessories for electronic goods and communications apparatus, namely, protective cases and covers for portable electronic goods, namely, cell phones, tablets, portable media players
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: May 11, 2016
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: MobileStyle, Inc.
- **Address**: MobileStyle, Inc. 16081 Nippet Lane Moreno Valley CALIFORNIA 92551
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MUCHA, JOHN EVAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) P PRINCCETTA FOREVER TOGETHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86676591 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5083152
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "P" which consists of a half ellipse with one square and two rectangles. The words "PRINCCETTA" forever together appear beneath the letter "P". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "PRINCCETTA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery and precious stones

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kristal Diamonds LTD Address Kristal Diamonds LTD P.O.Box 174 P.O.Box 174 Mitspe Adi ISRAEL 1794000 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRAISE N' FIELDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86677181 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2015 Registration Number 5083155
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BRAISE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and catering services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 27, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 27, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lane, Karakul Lanell Address Lane, Karakul Lanell 269 S. Beverly Dr. Unit #162 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90212 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DENNIS, SETH OWEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SENITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86677346 Application Filing Date  Jun. 29, 2015 Registration Number  5080346
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  2015-035556 Foreign Application Filing Date  May 14, 2015 Foreign Registration Number  1151053 Foreign Registration Date  Dec. 28, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date  Dec. 28, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beauty masks; Beauty soap; Body lotions; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic soaps; Cosmetics; Cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; Essential oils; False eyelashes; Lipsticks; Liquid bath soaps; Make-up foundations; Make-up removing preparations; Mascara; Non-medicated toiletries; Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations; Perfumes; Shampoos; Tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  COREANA COSMETICS CO., LTD. Address  COREANA COSMETICS CO., LTD.  6, Samgok 2-gil Seonggeo-eup, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si Chungecheongnam-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  4409CC-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TOME OF THE SUN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86677650
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 29, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083158
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 26, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line reviews of computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Production of video and computer game software; Providing a web-based system and on-line portal for customers to participate in on-line gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours for recreational computer game playing purposes; Provision of information relating to electronic computer games provided via the Internet; providing online news and information in the field of computer games; arranging and conducting computer game competitions; Providing on-line electronic publications, namely, magazines and newsletters, not downloadable, in the field of computer games
- **International Classes**: 41
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 20, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 20, 2015

- **For Computer game cartridges and discs; Computer game cassettes; Computer game programs; Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game software; Computer game software for use with personal computers, home video game consoles used with telecommunications and arcade-based video game consoles; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Recorded computer gaming software for recreational and video game playing purposes; Computer programs for pre-recorded games; Computer programs for video and computer games; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile and cellular phones, laptop, handheld computers, tablet computer, handheld wireless devices; Recorded computer game programs; pre-recorded motion picture and television films in the field of children's entertainment and computer games
- **International Classes**: 9
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Apr. 28, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 28, 2016
BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Hong Kong NETEASE Interactive Entertainment Limited
Address: Hong Kong NETEASE Interactive Entertainment Limited 1/F, Xiu Ping Commercial BLDG 104 Jervois ST Sheung Wan HONG KONG
Legal Entity: LIMITED COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KEAM, ALEX S
TM 15997 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CUDA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86678143 Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2015 Registration Number 5083159
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hydraulic pumps; machine parts, namely, cylinders; power jacks; power-operated and hydraulic tools, namely, pullers, shop presses, clamps, splitters, spreaders, torque wrenches, cutters, crimpers
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Dec. 18, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPX FLOW, Inc. Address SPX FLOW, Inc. 13320 Ballantyne Corporate Place Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28277 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 87352.20045

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
SCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Coffee shops; restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Feb. 19, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 19, 2015

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Saha, Subir
- **Address**: Saha, Subir 768 Old Raritan Road, Edison, New Jersey 08820
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) D LIFTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86678598 Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2015 Registration Number  5083163
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "LIFTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STAVINGA, HENRY Address  STAVINGA, HENRY  1950 LAKE AVENUE  LARGO  FLORIDA  33771 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3319.2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE


TM 16000 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SAVEFAVOR.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86678625 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5080348
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "SAVEFAVOR" with "FAVOR" in a tilted shaded rectangle. The stylized text ".COM" appears in the shaded rectangle beneath "FAVOR".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer ".COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; On-line retail department store services; On-line wholesale and retail store services in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; Retail store services in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Supermarkets; Retail department stores; Retail stores services in the fields of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; Retail food stores; Retail stores featuring foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies;
Retail beauty stores; Retail healthcare stores; Retail apparel stores; Retail shoes and bags stores; Retail appliances stores; Retail sporting goods stores; Retail discount store services in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; Retail convenience stores; Retail shops featuring gifts, coffee, flowers, candy, ice cream, cupcake, jewelry, dietary supplements and meal replacements; Retail store services featuring ice cream for consumption off the premises; Retail bakery stores; Retail coffee shops; Retail cupcake shops; Retail candy stores; Retail delicatessen services; Retail gift stores; Retail jewelry stores; Retail pharmacy services; Retail drug stores; Retail bath and faucets stores; Retail blinds and decor stores; Retail building materials stores; Retail doors and windows stores; Retail electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware stores; Retail flooring and area rugs stores; Retail heating and cooling systems stores; Retail kitchen stores; Retail lawn and garden stores; Retail lighting and ceiling fans stores; Retail outdoor living stores; Retail paint stores; Retail plumbing stores; Retail storage and organization stores; Retail tools and hardware stores; Retail music and record stores; Retail book store services; Self-serve frozen yogurt shop services; Self-serve retail bakery shops; Water vending machine services; Wholesale and retail store services in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; Wholesale distributorships in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware; Wholesale food distributorship services; Wholesale store services in the field of food, foods for babies, toys for babies, diapers for babies, gear for babies, beauty, healthcare, apparel, shoes and bags, appliances, bath and faucets, blinds and decor, building materials, doors and windows, electrical household appliances, electrical tools and digital hardware, flooring and area rugs, heating and cooling systems, kitchen, lawn and garden, lighting and ceiling fans, outdoor living, paint, plumbing, storage and organization, tools and hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2015</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Savefavor Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Savefavor Inc. Unit 160 13217 Jamboree Road Tustin CALIFORNIA 92782</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SNABB, SANDRA MARIE |

---

18784
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BANKERS SPEAK UP

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86679243</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jun. 30, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BANKERS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
- Education services, namely, conducting educational classes, seminars and courses in the field of personal finances and distribution of materials in connection therewith, as well as educating current and future bank employees by providing programs and presentations about issues related to the banking industry

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use**: Jul. 17, 2014
**In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2014

**For**
- Public advocacy to promote awareness of the positive impact banks have on the economy, as well as the communities and customers they serve

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**First Use**: Jul. 17, 2014
**In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2014

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: American Bankers Association
- **Address**: American Bankers Association 1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW Washington D.C. 20036
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE NEWS CLAN

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86679299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jun. 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "NEWS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Website utilizing common social media communication, with news reporting and commenting with discussion regarding entertainment, people, celebrities, style, opinion, humor with the discussions utilizing multi media audio, video and display content
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Feb. 28, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 28, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Kristina Mulle
- **Address**: Kristina Mulle 261 Beach 141st Street Rockaway Park NEW YORK 11694
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TM-thenewsccl

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THENEWSCOAN.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86679323 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5080350
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Website utilizing common social media communication, with news reporting and commenting with discussion regarding entertainment, people, celebrities, style, opinion, humor with the discussions utilizing multi media audio, video and display content
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 28, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kristina Mulle Address Kristina Mulle 261 Beach 141st Street Rockaway Park NEW YORK 11694
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-thenewscalan

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BANKERS SPEAK UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86679343 Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5083167
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the gray capitalized word "BANKERS" appearing above the black bolded words "Speak Up". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BANKERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, conducting educational classes, seminars and courses in the field of personal finances and distribution of materials in connection therewith, as well as educating current and future bank employees by providing programs and presentations about issues related to the banking industry
For Public advocacy to promote awareness of the positive impact banks have on the economy, as well as the communities and customers they serve

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Bankers Association Address American Bankers Association 1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW Washington D.C. 20036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHALEE
# Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
BANKERS SPEAK UP

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the white capitalized word "BANKERS" appearing above the white bolded words "Speak Up". The color black is for background purposes only and is not claimed as part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "BANKERS"

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Education services, namely, conducting educational classes, seminars and courses in the field of personal finances and distribution of materials in connection therewith, as well as educating current and future bank employees by providing programs and presentations about issues related to the banking industry.
  - **International Classes**: 41
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2014

- **For**: Public advocacy to promote awareness of the positive impact banks have on the economy, as well as the communities and customers they serve.
  - **International Classes**: 35
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 17, 2014

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: American Bankers Association
- **Address**: American Bankers Association 1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW Washington D.C. 20036
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BANKERS SPEAK UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86679396  Application Filing Date Jun. 30, 2015  Registration Number 5083169
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type Service  Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the blue capitalized word "BANKERS" appearing above the blue bolded words "Speak Up". Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BANKERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, conducting educational classes, seminars and courses in the field of personal finances and distribution of materials in connection therewith, as well as educating current and future bank employees by providing programs and presentations about issues related to the banking industry


For Public advocacy to promote awareness of the positive impact banks have on the economy, as well as the communities and customers they serve


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Bankers Association  Address American Bankers Association 1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW Washington D.C. 20036  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAPPAPORT, SETH A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOVISM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86679754 Application Filing Date  Jun. 30, 2015 Registration Number  5083170
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four connected arrows to the left of the stylized wording "LOVISM". "LOVISM" is stylized with hearts forming the various letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charms in precious metals or coated therewith; jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Feb. 16, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 16, 2016
For  Cups; mugs; statues of glass, porcelain, and china
For  Art prints; greeting cards; posters; stickers
For  Hats; hooded sweatshirts; shorts; socks; T-shirts; underwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SQUARING THE LIFE CURVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86679846</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Medical alarm monitoring services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes
US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Oct. 2013
In Commerce Oct. 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Foresite Healthcare, LLC
Address Foresite Healthcare, LLC  4240 Duncan Avenue, Suite 200 St. Louis MISSOURI  63110
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BARN LIGHT CAPITAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86679850</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 01, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083172</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jan. 26, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;CAPITAL&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Advice relating to investments; Capital investment; Capital investment consulting; Capital investment services; Consultancy of capital investment; Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, consultation, advisory and development; Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services; Management of a capital investment fund; Providing working capital financing to small businesses and small business owners; Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>36 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Nov. 01, 2015  
In Commerce Aug. 23, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Barn Light Capital LLC | Address | Barn Light Capital LLC | 304 Castle Pines Drive South | Castle Rock | COLORADO | 80109 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where Organized | COLORADO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | AL423.T-0001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CROWLEY, PAUL C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLAVORMAX II

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86680000 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083173 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4117977

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cartridges sold filled with liquid comprised of flavorings for electronic cigarettes and smokeless electronic cigarette
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Oct. 01, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nu Mark LLC Address Nu Mark LLC 6603 W. BROAD STREET RICHMOND VIRGINIA 23230 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURGANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86680129 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083174 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "SURGANT" presented in dark blue stylized font, to the left of which sits a design of a dark blue stylized ant. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerial cables for heavy currents; Audio cables; Battery cables; Battery starter cables; Cable and wiring plates in the nature of protective sheaths for electrical cable and wiring; Cable broadcast transmission machines and apparatus; Cable connectors; Cable jump leads; Cable modems; Cable television converters; Cable television transmitters; Cables and fibres for the transmission of sounds and images; Cables for electrical and optical signal transmission systems; Cables for optical signal transmission; Cables, electric; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone auxiliary cables; Cell phone backplates; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone covers; Cell phone straps; Cell phones; Chargers for batteries; Coaxial cables; Connection cables; Data cables; Electric cables and wires; Electric wires and cables; Electrical cables; Fiber optic cables; Radio relay cables; Threaded cable connectors of metal
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 05, 2015 In Commerce May 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhongshan Auxus Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Zhongshan Auxus Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 4F, C Building, No.2, Tangxia Street, Dabu Village, Sanxiang Town, Zhongshan CHINA 528463 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALASHEVICH, JASON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WAIST QUEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86680197  Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2015  Registration Number 5083175  Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "WAIST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Waist trimmer exercise belts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Taylor, Kiesha  Address Taylor, Kiesha PO BOX 6941 Providence RHODE ISLAND 02940  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BREWDOG

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86680640</td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2015</td>
<td>5080353</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The mark consists of the following: a shield design in blue with a white inner bar outline and with white broken spots, and with the wording &quot;BREW DOG&quot; in white and a design of a dog in white and blue inside the shield.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;BREW&quot;</td>
<td>3673652, 3677198, 3673690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BREWDOG PLC</td>
<td>BREWDOG PLC BALMACASSIE COMMERCIAL PARK ELLON, ABERDEENSHIRE SCOTLAND AB418BX</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>4029-07 Brew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LAPTER, ALAIN J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AGILE FUND SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86680844 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083180 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FUND SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advisory, analysis, consulting and management services in the fields of finance and accounting, investment and asset management, cash management, financial reporting, financial planning and financial due diligence; financial services, namely, operation and management of commodity pools, hedge, venture capital, private equity and other collective investment vehicles and advisers, and trade processing of financial instruments for others, namely, securities, options, futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; financial advisory and consultancy services, namely, financial reporting services; financial analysis and providing reports, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for financial purposes; administration of financial affairs, namely, financial administration of accounting services to others; investment monitoring, reporting and analysis services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

For Business advisory, consulting and management services in the fields of the business operations, strategic planning, financing, equity and debt investment, cash management, finance and accounting, marketing, business administration, tax, regulatory compliance, business planning and business due diligence; outsource business provider in the fields of business, finance, operations, marketing, business administration, tax, management and accounting, namely, providing business management, financial, operational, marketing, business administration, tax and accounting personnel to businesses of all sizes; preparation of financial, operational, marketing, business administration, tax and management reports for others for business purposes; financial and operational record-keeping for regulatory compliance and other business purposes; advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others through all communication means; preparing financial reports for others for business or commercial purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2015</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TILLMAN PES, LLC  **Address**  TILLMAN PES, LLC  2211 YORK RD.  SUITE 200  OAK BROOK  ILLINOIS  60523  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  MISSOURI

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  3667.03

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALLY CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86680898
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 01, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080354
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Genetic testing for medical purposes; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Jun. 15, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ally Clinical Diagnostics, Inc.
- **Address**: Ally Clinical Diagnostics, Inc. Suite 180 2099 Valley View Lane Farmers Branch TEXAS 75234
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SELECT REGISTRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86680912 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083181 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REGISTRY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2604084

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests of innkeepers; marketing services for the inns and small hotels of others


For Agency services for the reservation of temporary accommodation; providing temporary housing accommodations; providing a website featuring information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 19, 2000 In Commerce Oct. 19, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IIA/Select Registry, Inc. Address IIA/Select Registry, Inc. 295 Seven Farms Drive, Suite C-279 Charleston SOUTH CAROLINA 29492 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 98349

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TARCU, CATHERINE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIPAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86681333 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 02, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083182 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Jan. 26, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 22, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property  A0060893/1315775 International Registration Number 1315775

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bipolar electrocautery hand-held actuators for medical purposes
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Sep. 22, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BIPAD, LLC Address BIPAD, LLC 110 Ocean Blvd Point Lookout NEW YORK 11569 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALASHEVICH, JASON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMEAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86682248 Application Filing Date  Jul. 02, 2015 Registration Number  5083184 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  May 31, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic interface software that enables a patron to place an order and pay for an order at a restaurant and enables interaction between patrons at a restaurant; Electronic transaction display interfaces that enable restaurant patrons to place an order and pay for an order at a restaurant and enables interaction between patrons at a restaurant
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 29, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 29, 2016
For  Providing services in the field of electronic transactions, namely, providing online non-downloadable electronic interface software that enables a patron to place an order and pay for an order at a restaurant and enables interaction between patrons at a restaurant
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Jan. 29, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  E-MEAL, LLC Address  E-MEAL, LLC  50 Ward Hill Avenue  Haverhill  MASSACHUSETTS  01835
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  43240-000400

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FLIGHTHOUSE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86684191</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 06, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083189</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Feb. 02, 2016</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
<th>Mar. 29, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a white, blue, and brown house with grey wings attached on both sides, gold stars, with a gold and white banner with "FLIGHTHOUSE" in black. The black background is not part of the mark. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) white, blue, brown, gold, grey, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | First Use | Dec. 15, 1989 | In Commerce | Dec. 15, 1989 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | CREATE MUSIC GROUP, INC. |
| Address | CREATE MUSIC GROUP, INC. 1400 N. CAHUENGA BLVD. LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90028 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HSU, FONG |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROPHIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86684784 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5080360 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "PROPHIS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 013629878 Foreign Registration Date May 07, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 09, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial information, data, advice and consultancy services; financial information services provided by access to a computer database; preparation of financial reports; financial risk profiling; financial risk management International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Business assistance, advisory and consultancy services; management consultancy; business risk assessment services; advisory services relating to business risk management; preparation of business reports for others; preparation of economic reports for others; Business information and data management and exploration services, namely, the collection, analysis, viewing, organization, modification, auditing or compilation of data and information for business purposes International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For computer software for producing financial models; computer software for use in risk profiling; computer software for collection, editing, analysis, viewing, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, and tracking of data and information; computer software that provides integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Design and development of computer software and computer software applications; installation and customization of computer applications software; application services provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; engineering services for applications on large and medium-sized computer systems; computer services featuring technology with capability of data integration, analysis, management and exploration, namely, the integration, modeling, collection, analysis, viewing, organization, modification, book marking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, hosting, querying, auditing, and tracking of data and information; computer service, namely, acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for the collection, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PROPHIS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED Address  PROPHIS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED  LION SQUARE  RED LION HOUSE  LONDON  UNITED KINGDOM  WC1R4GB  Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JAVA WISE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86685052  Application Filing Date  Jul. 07, 2015  Registration Number  5083192  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jan. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "JAVA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary protein supplement in the form of powdered creamer for use in coffee, tea, and hot chocolate
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals  First Use  Jul. 17, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SMART NUTRITION, LLC  Address  SMART NUTRITION, LLC  C/O Legalinc Corporate Services Inc.  600 GRANT STREET, STE 660 #B  PITTSBURGH  PENNSYLVANIA  15219  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  802.035

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SABLE, ERIC MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEUKEMIA & LYMPHOMA SOCIETY STUDENT SERIES LEARNING TO MAKE SOMEDAY TODAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86685568 Application Filing Date Jul. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083194 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a drop design followed by the wording "LEUKEMIA & LYMPHOMA SOCIETY STUDENT SERIES LEARNING TO MAKE SOMEDAY TODAY". A vertical line divides the phrases "LEUKEMIA & LYMPHOMA SOCIETY" and "STUDENT SERIES LEARNING TO MAKE SOMEDAY TODAY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STUDENT SERIES" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "LEUKEMIA & LYMPHOMA SOCIETY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4050888, 2396611, 4050887 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fund raising International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, Inc. Address The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, Inc. 1311 Mamaroneck Avenue White Plains NEW YORK 10605 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 491451
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SOFIA MILAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86685792  Application Filing Date  Jul. 07, 2015  Registration Number  5080361  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  1710662  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 13, 2015
Foreign Registration Number  TMA943053  Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 12, 2016
Registration County  CANADA  Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 12, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair extensions, add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair; wigs
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes  US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50  International Class Title  Fancy Goods
For  Brushes and combs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  1563540 Alberta Ltd.  Address  1563540 Alberta Ltd.  617 Todd Link Road  Edmonton, Alberta CANADA  T6R3C5  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  103585-002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AWESOME KID SQUAD!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86687186 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083197 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three child cartoon characters in front of a circular shape with the words "Awesome Kid Squad!” across the front. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Books and printed instructional teaching materials in the field of social emotional health consisting primarily of flash cards, posters, printed visual supports and related DVDs, sold as a unit

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name How To Make And Keep Friends, LLC Address How To Make And Keep Friends, LLC One Industrial Drive One Tyngsboro MASSACHUSETTS 01719 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ZRIINEW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</th>
<th>A0060600/1317262</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1317262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</td>
<td>3585744, 3463719</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions, including anti-aging serum, moisturizer, exfoliator, skin cream and facial cream; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Cosmetics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Sep. 08, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Zrii LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Zrii LLC  14183 South Minuteman Drive Draper UTAH 84020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ZRII.004T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LAPTER, ALAIN J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZRIINEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86687423 Application Filing Date Jul. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083199 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized "ZRIINEW". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3585744, 3463719

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions, including anti-aging serum, moisturizer, exfoliator, skin cream, facial cream; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 08, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zrii LLC Address Zrii LLC 14183 South Minuteman Drive Draper UTAH 84020 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZRII.010T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DESIGNS BY KATHY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86687691</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 09, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the words "DESIGNS BY" in capital, bold letters are located above and slightly to the left of the word "KATHY", which is written in script with an upward slope. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "DESIGNS" |
| Name Portrait | "KATHY" |
| Consent | The name "KATHY" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 4447008 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Ceramic mugs; candle holders; dishes; decorative baskets for domestic use |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Aug. 2012 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 2012 |

| For | Pillows; decorative wooden sign boards and wall plaques made of wood; decorative boxes made of wood; picture frames; mirrors |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 |
| International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Aug. 2012 |
| In Commerce | Aug. 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Primitives by Kathy, Inc. |
| Address | Primitives by Kathy, Inc. 1817 William Penn Way Lancaster PENNSYLVANIA 17601 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | PENNSYLVANIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | PBK 1002 |
| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLEX HIGH A BLENDED HIGH SCHOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86687938 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5083203 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "FLEX HIGH" with the words "A BLENDED HIGH SCHOOL" below, above all the wording is a depiction of a rising sun and hills. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FLEX HIGH" AND "BLENDED HIGH SCHOOL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing classes in the fields of science, information technology, communications technology, English and math at the K - 12th grade level

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIFELONG LEARNING ADMINISTRATION CORPORATION Address LIFELONG LEARNING ADMINISTRATION CORPORATION 177 HOLSTON DRIVE LANCASTER CALIFORNIA 93535 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DESERT-56841

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** UNITED METHODIST HOMEWORKS

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Convalescent homes; Nursing homes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical, beauty and agricultural services</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Providing assisted living facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name United Methodist Homes of New Jersey
Address United Methodist Homes of New Jersey 3311 State Route 33 Neptune NEW JERSEY
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number UMHNJ

Examining Attorney PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 2 ANDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86688195 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5083205 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register PrincipalMark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine made from ingredients not including pears
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 12, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Martinez, Andres Address Martinez, Andres 262 NW 41 Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33126 LegalEntity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 350315.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEZCALERIA LOS AMANTES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86688266 Application Filing Date  Jul. 09, 2015 Registration Number   5083206 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "MEZCALERIA"
Translation   The English translation of "LOS AMANTES" in the mark is "THE LOVERS".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   3330788

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Restaurant and bar services
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services First Use   Sep. 15, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CARBALLIDO, IGNACIO Address   CARBALLIDO, IGNACIO 1055 RIVER ROAD, APT S307 EDGECOWER NEW JERSEY 07020 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CROWLEY, PAUL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BELDOUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86689105 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083208 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "BELDOUX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Aug. 02, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bev Artistry LLC Address Bev Artistry LLC 11 Sunshine Ave Riverside CONNECTICUT 06878 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIZPLANVIDEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86689351 Application Filing Date Jul. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083894 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Apr. 21, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital media, namely, downloadable audio and video files featuring company business plans
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 14, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bower & Associates, LLC Address Bower & Associates, LLC 2918 FM 620 N #295 Austin TEXAS 78734 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1026.0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  V.A.S.T.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86689403 Application Filing Date  Jul. 10, 2015  Registration Number   5083209 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized rendering of the letters "V.A.S.T.". The "V" is a stylized rendering of a bridge support.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Prefabricated metal bridges, namely, aluminum bridges

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  American Custom Metals, Inc.  Address  American Custom Metals, Inc.  334 Cherry Creek Lane  Rochester NEW YORK  14626  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  AM067.96249

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86689797  Application Filing Date: Jul. 10, 2015  Registration Number: 5083211  Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  Publication Date: Feb. 09, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date: Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a circle containing the stylized word "SPIKE", a straight horizontal line above the wording starting on the left border of the circle and extending to the center, and a straight horizontal line with a circular shape at the end starting at the upper right border of the circle. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: edible treats for dogs; edible treats for pets  International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 46  International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products  First Use: Jul. 2015  In Commerce: Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: PPN INVESTMENTS 1 LTD.  Address: PPN INVESTMENTS 1 LTD. 435-44550 SOUTH SUMAS ROAD CHILLIWACK, BRITISH COLUMBIA PENNSYLVANIA V2R5M3  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1352-239

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LOCALITY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86690517</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2015</td>
<td>5083213</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bar and restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jul. 15, 2015
- **In Commerce**: May 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Edwards, Jennifer M
- **Address**: Edwards, Jennifer M 6581 ROOKERY ROAD FORT COLLINS COLORADO 80528
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86691325</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GOURMET"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2692792, 2916050, 3889626

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Soups
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Garden Fresh Gourmet, LLC
- **Address**: Garden Fresh Gourmet, LLC 1220 East 9 Mile Road Ferndale MICHIGAN 48220
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 222222-US-00

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examiner**: KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KITCHEN TOOLS FOR MEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86691595 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2015 Registration Number 5083215 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Kitchen Tools for Men" within a partial frame and above an abstract depiction of a bull and a curved line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KITCHEN TOOLS FOR MEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cutlery, namely, knives; butcher knives; carving knives; chef knives, filleting knives, fish slicing kitchen knives; fruit knives; hand tools, namely, knife sharpeners; household knives; kitchen knives; knife sharpeners; paring knives; non-electric fruit peelers; non-electric vegetable peelers; Hand-operated slicers; non-electric shavers; flatware, namely, forks, knives, and spoons International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Robert Campbell Address Robert Campbell 7736 SE Harmony Rd. Milwaukie OREGON 97222 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Campbell.401

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VENGROFF, MARILYN IZZI
TM 16039  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  TAKING CARE OF YOUR CAR
SHOULDN'T TAKE OVER YOUR LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86692357  Application Filing Date  Jul. 14, 2015  Registration Number  5083216  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Franchising services, namely, business consultation in the establishment and operation of shops dealing in mechanical repair and maintenance services in the field of motor vehicles; retail store services featuring automotive mufflers, pipes, brakes, and shock absorbers; operation of a business for others, namely, automobile repair and maintenance shops
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  May 18, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 09, 2015

For  Mechanical repair and maintenance services for motor vehicles; automobile maintenance services, namely, conducting oil changes
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  May 18, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 09, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Meineke Car Care Centers, LLC  Address  Meineke Car Care Centers, LLC  440 S. Church Street, Suite 700 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA  28202  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  74988.0025.9

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HISER, CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GIGATO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86693067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Downloadable software for allowing users to access online connected computer, electronic, and mobile networks
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jul. 14, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 04, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Mavin, Inc.
- **Address**: Mavin, Inc. 2555 Park Blvd Suite 26 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: DEFord, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86693068 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083218 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letter "G" inside a circle, the arm and shelf of the letter "G" are comprised of three rectangles of decreasing size from top to bottom stacked upon each other, the circle has a line running from the top right border to the bottom left terminating at the lower inside part of the letter 'G', darker shading appears to the right of the line slowly getting lighter as it moves around the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The colors white and gray represent shading and are not part of the mark

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for allowing users to access online connected computer, electronic, and mobile networks International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 14, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mavin Inc. Address Mavin Inc. 2555 Park Blvd Suite 26 Palo Alto CALIFORNIA 94306 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  EGGS & BALLOONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 86694473 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 15, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083222 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Dec. 01, 2015 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 26, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Electronic game programs; Electronic game software; Electronic game software for cellular telephones; Electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Electronic game software for wireless devices; Game software; Video and computer game programs; Virtual reality game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 02, 2016 In Commerce May 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GnomaSoft Ltd Address Gnomasoft Ltd Unit 117 P.O. 828 Orion Mall, Palm Street Victoria, Mahe SEYCHELLES Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SEYCHELLES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUNT, LEE BURTON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NIMBU INDIAN GRILL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86694790</td>
<td>Jul. 16, 2015</td>
<td>5083224</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Register** Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled Publication Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;INDIAN GRILL&quot;</td>
<td>The English Translation of the word &quot;NIMBU&quot; in the mark is &quot;LIME&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Go India Foods Inc</td>
<td>Go India Foods Inc</td>
<td>SYOSSET NEW YORK 11791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>195411248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) S A SALT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86694942 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5083225 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "A SALT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON" shown within and bordering a circle. The circle design also contains an image of a salt shaker figure holding a fork with a large letter "S" on the shaker. Within the circle design appears an oval which surrounds the salt shaker figure. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of humorous videos for the Internet; Providing on-line videos featuring comedy, not downloadable International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Olsen, Robert Address Olsen, Robert 11918 Louise Ave 7 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90066 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 195412569

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  F.I.T. FASHION INSPIRE TRAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86695368  Application Filing Date  Jul. 16, 2015  Registration Number  5083227  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FASHION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts, dresses, t-shirts, shorts, and jackets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SIGNORELLI, LLC  Address  SIGNORELLI, LLC  6363 REGENT ST.  HUNTINGTON BEACH  CALIFORNIA  90255  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  207566-9005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TWOHIG, SHANNON MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIQUIDXCREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86695417 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 16, 2015 |
| Registration Number | 5083228 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Dec. 15, 2015 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Feb. 09, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "liquidXcream", where the "X" is formed by the crossing stems of two martini glasses. There is also a stylized depiction of liquid flowing out of each martini glass. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Catering of food and drinks; Catering services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Nov. 04, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Nov. 04, 2015 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | liquidXcream, LLC |
| Address | liquidXcream, LLC 6615 Boynton Beach Blvd. #363 Boynton Beach FLORIDA 33437 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HUDSON, TAMARA BREE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE FLYING ACOUSTIC CIRCUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86695530 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5080364 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “ACOUSTIC”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M.A. Hagerman Brewing Company, L.L.C. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lost Rhino Brewing Company
Address M.A. Hagerman Brewing Company, L.L.C. 21730 Red Rum Drive, Suite 142 Ashburn VIRGINIA 20147
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, YAT SYE I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TCS COLLEGE CONNECTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86696344 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5083230 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a front-facing silhouette of a male person with his face consisting of three colored vertical sections, the left most is manila, the middle is light brown, and the right most is dark brown, wearing a black graduation cap that has the white letters "TCS" on it and a hanging yellow tassel, and the word "COLLEGE" in black centered over the word "CONNECTED" in black at the bottom of the silhouette. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) manila, light brown, dark brown, yellow, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COLLEGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Caps; Jackets; Jerseys; Pants; Shirts; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Visors

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tate's Consultant Services, LLC Address Tate's Consultant Services, LLC Suite E #619 30251 Golden Lantern Laguna Niguel CALIFORNIA 92677 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TCS COLLEGE CONNECTED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86696377 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5083232 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a front-facing silhouette of a male person with his face consisting of three colored vertical sections, the left most is manila, the middle is light brown, and the right most is dark brown, wearing a black graduation cap that has the white letters "TCS" on it and a hanging yellow tassel, and the word "COLLEGE" in black centered over the word "CONNECTED" in black at the bottom of the silhouette. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) manila, light brown, dark brown, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COLLEGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for sports; Book bags; Carry-all bags; Handbags; School book bags; Schoolchildren's backpacks; Small backpacks International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Jun. 22, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tate's Consultant Services, LLC Address Tate's Consultant Services, LLC Suite E #619 30251 Golden Lantern Laguna Niguel CALIFORNIA 92677 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOSTRAMANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86696623  Application Filing Date  Jul. 17, 2015  Registration Number  5083233  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 01, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date  Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cream cheese
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Sep. 07, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 07, 2016

For  Bread and pastry; coffee; sandwiches
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods
First Use  Sep. 07, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 07, 2016

For  Restaurant and café services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Sep. 07, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 07, 2016

For  Fruit juices
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Sep. 07, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nostramana LLC  Address  Nostramana LLC  PO Box 8146  Paramus  NEW JERSEY  076538146  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WET N WILD 1 STEP WONDER GEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86696705 Application Filing Date Jul. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5083234 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "1 STEP" AND "GEL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1158712, 2337607

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nail enamels; Nail gel; Nail polish
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARKWINS BEAUTY PRODUCTS, INC. Address MARKWINS BEAUTY PRODUCTS, INC. 22067 FERRERO PARKWAY CITY OF INDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91789 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 900164

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TAYOB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86699557  Application Filing Date  Jul. 21, 2015  Registration Number   5083238  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016
Register       Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim     No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the stylized wording "TAYOB" in bold capital letters with a smiling and laughing chickpea wearing a fez in place of the "O". Color Claimed     Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "TAYOB" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dolmas; Falafel; Hummus; Tzatziki
International Classes   29 - Primary Classes  US Classes   46  International Class Title   Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zora, Tanya  Address Zora, Tanya  101 N. Verdugo Rd. #11594  P.O. BOX 11594  Glendale  CALIFORNIA  91206  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
WOOL PERFORM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86700287
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 21, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083241
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 02, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 29, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WOOL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing, namely, men's and women's wool base layers; wool clothing, namely, undershirts, tights, leggings, pants, shirts, knit shirts, zip jackets, hooded sweatshirt, lounge pants, and lounge jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 25, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 25, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc.
- **Address**: Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 220 N.W. Broadway Portland OREGON 97209
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 39801

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAGICK PROCESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86700429</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**
"PROCESS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: spiritual wellness services, namely, holistic body and mind therapies; spiritual retreat center programs in the field of holistic wellness

**International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services

**First Use**: Aug. 22, 2016 **In Commerce**: Aug. 22, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Aja Malibu, LLC **Address**: Aja Malibu, LLC 1821 Latigo Canyon road Malibu CALIFORNIA 90265

Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** R6 SERIES

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86700795</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jul. 22, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083244</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Jan. 26, 2016</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
<th>Mar. 22, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letter "R" to the left of the stylized number "6" next to the slanted diagonal word "SERIES".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SERIES"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Air powered tools, namely, impact wrenches, ratchet wrenches, grinders, drills, screwdrivers, sanders, needle scalers, flux chippers, riveting hammers
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jul. 07, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2015

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: JPW Industries Inc.
- **Address**: JPW Industries Inc. 427 New Sanford Road La Vergne TENNESSEE 37086
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 033292.79580
- **Examiner**: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** R8 SERIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86701208
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 22, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083245
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 26, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized letter "R" to the left of the stylized number "8" next to the slanted diagonal word "SERIES".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SERIES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air powered tools, namely, impact wrenches, ratchet wrenches, grinders, drills, screwdrivers, sanders, needle scalers, flux chippers
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Jul. 07, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 07, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: JPW Industries Inc.
- **Address**: JPW Industries Inc. 427 New Sanford Road LA Vergne TENNESSEE 37086
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 033292.79580
- **Examining Attorney**: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) R12 SERIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86701243 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5083246 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "R" to the left of the stylized number "12" next to the slanted diagonal word "SERIES". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SERIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air powered tools, namely, impact wrenches, ratchet wrenches, grinders, drills, screwdrivers, sanders, and spray guns
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Jul. 09, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JPW Industries Inc. Address JPW Industries Inc. 427 New Sanford Road LAVERGNE TENNESSEE 37086 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 033292.79580

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) APKUDO HIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86701476  Application Filing Date  Jul. 22, 2015  Registration Number  5083247  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4636814

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Testing, analysis, and evaluation of mobile phones, tablet computers, and computer software for mobile phones and tablet computers
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Aug. 2014  In Commerce  Mar. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  APKUDO, INC.  Address  APKUDO, INC.  3500 BOSTON STREET, #333  BALTIMORE MARYLAND  21224  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  23523-440785

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) P

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86701930 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080367 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "P" in black inside a white circle outlined in black enclosed by a yellow rectangle with rounded edges, all of which is against a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile application software for connecting drivers and proprietors of private parking locations; Downloadable mobile application software for automated scheduling of parking location services; Downloadable mobile application software for coordinating private parking location, availability and permission International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 08, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ParkAt, LLC Address ParkAt, LLC c/o The Law Office of Kevin M. Welch P.O. Box 494 Hermosa Beach CALIFORNIA 90254 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HAIFL-T9160

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIOGUARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION

Foreign Registration Number: 0685489
Foreign Registration Date: Mar. 21, 2016
Foreign Application/Registration County: SWITZERLAND
Foreign Expiration Date: Jul. 24, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Medical instruments and apparatus, including for therapeutic purposes, namely, diagnostic apparatus for cardiological purposes; electro-medical apparatus and parts thereof, namely, probes for temperature measuring; medical electrodes and probes, temperature probes for medical use; catheters, medical guiding catheter; medical guidewires
International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 26, 39, 44
International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: BIOTRONIK SE & Co. KG
Address: BIOTRONIK SE & Co. KG Woermannkehre 1 Berlin FED REP GERMANY
12359
Legal Entity: kommanditgesellschaft (kg)
State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

ATTORNEY/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 067243-0021

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration: Yes
Correction made to Registration: In the statement," SWITZERLAND " should be deleted, and European Community should be inserted. In the statement, lines 10 through 12, should be deleted, and "PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON EUROPEAN UNION APPLICATION NO. 013678271, FILED 01-26-2015, SWISS REG. NO. 0685489, DATED 03-21-2016, EXPIRES 07-24-2025" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examing Attorney: MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SALTO MOBILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86703806 Application Filing Date  Jul. 24, 2015 Registration Number  5080370 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "MOBILE"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  14408777 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 23, 2015 Foreign Registration Number  14408777 Foreign Registration Date  Dec. 08, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 23, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic locks; electronic door closing systems comprised of encoded magnetic key cards, magnetic encoded card readers, electronic door openers, electronic encryption units, and electronic closing devices, namely, electronic door closers and electronic lock cylinders; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for interfacing with electric locks; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for control of access to restricted areas
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Salto Systems, S.L. Address  Salto Systems, S.L. Arkotz, 9 Oiartzun, Guipúzcoa SPAIN  20180 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  UPM 0745 US
Examiner Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUSTIN MOBILE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86703816 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5080371 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MOBILE"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 14408728 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 23, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 14408728 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 08, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 23, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic locks; electronic door closing systems comprised of encoded magnetic key cards, magnetic encoded card readers, electronic door openers, electronic encryption units, and electronic closing devices, namely, electronic door closers and electronic lock cylinders; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for interfacing with electric locks; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for control of access to restricted areas

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Salto Systems, S.L. Address Salto Systems, S.L. Arkotz, 9 Oiartzun, Guipúzcoa SPAIN 20180 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number UPM 0746 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BB BRICKELL BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86704312 Application Filing Date  Jul. 24, 2015 Registration Number  5083250 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of mirror image of stylized letter "B" adjacent to stylized letter "B" followed by the words "Brickell Bank". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BRICKELL BANK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brickell Bank Address  Brickell Bank 1395 Brickell Avenue Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity  a banking corporation State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  27982.0011

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIG POINT TECHNOLOGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86704379 Application Filing Date Jul. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083251 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized circle having four dots spaced 90° apart along the circle and located to the left of the words "DIG POINT TECHNOLOGY" displayed in an arch pattern. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TECHNOLOGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Nov. 30, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HI-TECH THERAPY PRODUCT, INC. Address HI-TECH THERAPY PRODUCT, INC. P.O. BOX 2227 BONITA SPRINGS FLORIDA 34133 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ROSEN-54895
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
PACO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86704913
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 26, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083252
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 09, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 05, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "PACO" in the mark is "peace."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Providing and updating a financial index
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Sep. 21, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Fort, Timothy L.
- **Address**: Fort, Timothy L. 5773 E. Mahalia Way Bloomington INDIANA 47408
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Forrer, John J.
- **Address**: Forrer, John J. 3408 Cameron Mills Road Alexandra VIRGINIA 22305
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TANGLED TREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86705100 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5083253 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016
Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "tangled tree" in between two halves of a circle comprised of stylized combination of branches and leaves. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried fruits; processed nuts; trail mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, and also including dried fruit
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Sep. 18, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2015
For Fresh nuts
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Sep. 18, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2015
For Granola; trail mix consisting primarily of granola, and also including dried fruit and processed nuts; chocolate-coated nuts
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Sep. 18, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nash-Finch Company Address Nash-Finch Company 7600 France Avenue South Edina MINNESOTA 55435 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0183.0276US0
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOMECARE NATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86705904 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5083254 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HOMECARE" with the image of a house as part of the "H" and curved lines to the right and left of "NATION". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOMECARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For In-home health care services; in-home nursing services; in-home caregiver services, namely, physical therapy; well-being check-ups, namely, medical house call check-ups, well-being check-ups; Home medical equipment rentals featuring beds, lifts, oxygen and respiratory tanks and systems, apnea machines, crutches, canes, walkers, commodes, continuous positive airway pressure patient ventilation equipment, therapeutic ventilators and masks, accessories and supplies, hospital bed accessories, bathroom aids, diabetic monitors and supplies, all specifically for medical treatment use
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jun. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HomeCare Nation, LLC Address HomeCare Nation, LLC 619 N Harrison Street Algonquin ILLINOIS 60102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HCN-T-15-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TIME-RELEASED FRESHNESS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86707109</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2015</td>
<td>5083257</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4042765, 4171763, 4656758</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;TIME-RELEASED&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
<td>DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Colgate-Palmolive Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Colgate-Palmolive Company</th>
<th>300 Park Avenue</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>NEW YORK</th>
<th>10022</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>CORPORATION</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>DELAWARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>HUDSON, TAMARA BREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARIA'S GREEK DELIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86707345 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5083258 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GREEK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Greek pastry, namely, tiropita; Greek filo products, namely, spanakopita

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grecian Delight Foods, Inc. Address Grecian Delight Foods, Inc. 1201 Tonne Road Elk Grove Village ILLINOIS 60007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86707393 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080374 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized, slightly off-set, letters "D" and "V" superimposed over a stylized mountain range. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottling services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Apr. 16, 1984 In Commerce Apr. 16, 1984

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Diablo Valley Packaging, Inc. Address Diablo Valley Packaging, Inc. 2373 North Watney Way Fairfield CALIFORNIA 94533 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRAGMATIC BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86707610 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5083259 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Architectural services; architectural design; engineering; consulting in the fields of engineering and architecture; interior design services; graphic design services; and residential and commercial building design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 10, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JOHNSON NATHAN STROHE, P.C. Address JOHNSON NATHAN STROHE, P.C. 1600 WYNKOOP ST., SUITE 100 DENVER COLORADO 80202 Legal Entity PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION State or Country COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CONCIERGE CHOICE AWARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86708098 Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2015 Registration Number  5083260 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "Concierge Choice Awards" written in dark brown letters along the outside of a large dark brown letter "C". A second, taupe letter "C" is overlaid on top of the dark brown letter "C", and a light brown letter" A" is next to the second letter "C". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark brown, light brown, taupe, and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CONCIERGE" AND "AWARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, contest and incentive award programs designed to reward program participants who demonstrate excellence in the field of visitor hospitality through the issuance of awards recognizing individuals, businesses, and institutions which create superior visitor experiences for their guests, in INT. CLASS 41
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Miller, David L. Address  Miller, David L. 498 Seventh Ave, 10th Floor New York NEW YORK 10018
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinaing Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZOMBIE TREAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86708190 Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2015 Registration Number 5083261 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Zombie Tread" appearing in all capital letters and stylized font with the letter "O" in "Zombie" being replaced with the design of a zombie head. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TREAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive deck grips for surfboards

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matheson, Matthew Andrew Address Matheson, Matthew Andrew 25A Nebula St Sunshine Beach AUSTRALIA 4567 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNIQ LUXURY EXPERIENCES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86711325 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5083267 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “LUXURY EXPERIENCES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For aircraft brokerage; art brokerage; financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing, and management of homes and condominiums; yacht brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

For entertainment services, namely, providing information in the field of entertainment and leisure activities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

For infomediary services, namely, facilitating transactions between buyers and sellers through providing buyers with information about sellers, goods, and/or services; membership club services in the nature of providing discounts to members in the field of travel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

For personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015
For travel services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage **First Use** Nov. 12, 2015 **In Commerce** Nov. 12, 2015

For making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services **First Use** Nov. 12, 2015 **In Commerce** Nov. 12, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** UNIQ Holdings, LLC  **Address** UNIQ Holdings, LLC  30100 Town Center Dr. #O-450  Laguna Niguel  CALIFORNIA  92677 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRIT WATER OUTFITTERS USA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86711508 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5083268 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a tan raised ring with the stylized wording "GRIT WATER OUTFITTERS USA" in white going around the top, with white bird footprints below the wording on both the left and right side. In front of the ring is the three dimensional image of an animal skull with antlers colored white. Behind the skull is the image of a brown rifle with a black scope and barrel going up and to the right, crossed over the image of a brown fishing pole and reel with a black hook and orange bait going up and to the left. Above the skull in the middle of the ring on top is the image of a black and white feather with a spear with a brown handle and a gray tip going through it to the right. The background inside the ring is colored a gradient of red and orange. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) tan, red, orange, white, gray, brown and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "OUTFITTERS USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing guide services provided in the bays of the Gulf of Mexico and near shore, namely, the Gulf Coast shores of the United States, and limited hunting trips in the nature of hunting guide services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Martin, Terry M Address Martin, Terry M P.O. BOX 122 CARRABELLE FLORIDA 32322 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZTB ZAK THE BAKER · WYNWOOD, MIAMI ·

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86711555 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5080376 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "ZTB" in large font interlocking in the center of a circular design with the words "ZAK THE BAKER" inside the top of the circle and the words "WYNWOOD, MIAMI" in the bottom of the circle. A dot on either side of the circle separates the words "ZAK THE BAKER" from "WYNWOOD, MIAMI", and a comma separates the word "WYNWOOD" from the word "MIAMI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "WYNWOOD" AND "MIAMI" Name Portrait Consent The name "ZAK THE BAKER" identifies Zak Stern, whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods and bakery desserts for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 31, 2014 In Commerce May 31, 2014
For Restaurant and café services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 31, 2014 In Commerce May 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZAK THE BAKER, LLC Address ZAK THE BAKER, LLC 405 NW 26th Street Miami FLORIDA 33127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZAK.001UST
Examining Attorney  ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BE YOURSELF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86711814 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5083270 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COSMETICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blush; Cosmetics; Cosmetics and make-up; Eye shadow; Eyeliner; Eyeliner pencils; Facial make-up, namely, Powder Foundation; Foundation; Foundation make-up; Lip balm; Lip gloss; Lip liner; Lipstick; Liquid foundation; Make-up foundations; Make-up primer; Mascara; Skin bronzer
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 22, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Valerstain, Deborah Address Valerstain, Deborah 21235 NE 9th Court North Miami Beach FLORIDA 33179 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 350604.1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SANDER, DREW MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GUOC100

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86712438 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083271
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GuoC100" with a downward facing chevron above the letter "O", and each "0" has a dot inside it. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "GUOC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; Boarding houses; Cafés; Canteen services; Coffee-house and snack-bar services; Hotels; Providing campground facilities; Providing of food and drink; Providing temporary lodging at holiday camps; Snack-bars; Tea rooms
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Mar. 05, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUANGZHOU HESHUN CATERING MANAGEMENT LIMITED Address GUANGZHOU HESHUN CATERING MANAGEMENT LIMITED SUITE 1401, BLDG A, NO. 157 LINHEXI RD TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA
Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM64263

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ASTEROID ALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86712461 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083272
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ALE" FOR THE GOODS IN CLASS 21

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beverage glassware
For Hats; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lawrenceville Brewery, Inc. Address Lawrenceville Brewery, Inc. 3525 Liberty Avenue Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15201 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35751-0001
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EXPRESS LENDING SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86712986 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083273
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "EXPRESS" above "LENDING SERVICES" to the right of a house on top of an arc. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EXPRESS LENDING SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, mortgage planning; Financial services, namely, mortgage refinancing; Mortgage lending; Mortgage services, namely, buyer pre-qualification of mortgages for mortgage brokers and banks; Mortgage procurement for others; Mortgage brokerage services, namely, origination, acquisition, servicing, securitization and brokerage of mortgage loans
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EXPRESS LENDING SERVICES, INC. Address EXPRESS LENDING SERVICES, INC. 1999 N. University Drive, Suite 201 Coral Springs FLORIDA 33071 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 087054-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DISCOVER YOUR INNER GEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86713561 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5080378
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SQUARE EGG ENTERTAINMENT, INC. Address SQUARE EGG ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 4310 E GRAYTHORN AVE PHOENIX ARIZONA 85044 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where ARIZONA
Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
L'OLIO EXCLUSIVE BLEND OF HERBS AND NATURAL OILS

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86715260</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;L'OLIO&quot; in gold and above the wording &quot;EXCLUSIVE BLEND OF HERBS AND NATURAL OILS&quot; in green. The letter &quot;L&quot; in &quot;L'OLIO&quot; is in front of a figure/image of a jug that is slightly tipped to the right and in green color. The punctuation mark, apostrophe, is in the image/likeness of a single drop, oil, that is green in color. Color Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) green and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;L'OLIO&quot; in the mark is &quot;THE OIL&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

| For                      | Natural aromatherapy oils for treating headaches, relieving stress and anxiety, inducing sleep, improving memory, cognitive performance and focus, and improving skin, hair and general well-being |
| International Classes    | 5 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes               | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| International Class Title| Pharmaceuticals |
| First Use                | May 01, 2014 |
| In Commerce              | May 01, 2014 |

### Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>L'Olio Aromatherapy LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>L'Olio Aromatherapy LLC 272 West Milton Avenue Rahway NEW JERSEY 07065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Examining Attorney

| Examining Attorney | KING, LINDA M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BETTERBAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86715863 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5083897
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 15, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adjustable elastic bands for binding and tensioning fasteners therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 International Class Title Cordage and Fibers First Use Aug. 10, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nite Ize, Inc. Address Nite Ize, Inc. 5660 Central Avenue Boulder COLORADO 80301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 53479.283

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZOLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86715927 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5080386 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Production of television programs, recorded and live-streamed; video production services, live and recorded
For Production of advertising matter and commercials; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; production of television commercials, live and recorded
For Downloadable audio, visual and audiovisual files and recordings, featuring multimedia entertainment, programs and content relating to lifestyle news, weather, current events, travel, business, technology, sports, community, politics, and promotions
For Telecommunications services, namely, voice, video and data transmissions provided through the use of cable television, fiber optic networks and wireless communication networks; television and radio transmission and broadcasting services; subscription television broadcasting services; television and radio transmission services; broadcasting and delivery of audio, video, and multimedia content by means of wireless communication, the Internet, electronic communications networks, and computer networks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Telephone and Data Systems, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Telephone and Data Systems, Inc. 30 N. LaSalle Street, Suite 4000 Chicago ILLINOIS 60602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PERRY, KIMBERLY B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLIQUE STREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86716190 Application Filing Date Aug. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5083898 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 10, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marketing consulting, namely, digital advertising and marketing consisting of internet marketing services and permission based email marketing services that help clients acquire consumers and re-market content to them International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fetch Deals, Inc. Address Fetch Deals, Inc. 228 Park Ave S # 29051 New York NEW YORK 10003 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Clique Strea Examining Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHATEAU RANCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86716729</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 06, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083279</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 05, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "RANCH" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | On-line retail store services featuring home decor, women's clothing, furniture, jewelry, and accessories |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Aug. 04, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 01, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Chateau Ranch, LLC |
| Address | Chateau Ranch, LLC 800 W. Main Denison TEXAS 75020 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KHAN, AHSEN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHOEMERANG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86716822 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5083280
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Shoemerang" with the "M" in the word being depicted by a double arch and the whole word being on a curve. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SHOE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoe Trees

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shoemerang, LLC Address Shoemerang, LLC 571 Edgemere Ct. Bloomfield Hills MICHIGAN 48304
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1851-001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TALENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86716827  Application Filing Date: Aug. 06, 2015  Registration Number: 5083281
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Jan. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date: Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the word "TALENT" in an italicized font, having a vertical portion of the first "T" elongated. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Metal ceilings, metal joists, metal studs, metal building boards, metal battens, and metal floor tiles
International Classes: 6 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title: Metal Goods
First Use: Apr. 06, 2005  In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Foshan Hualong Aluminium Industry Co., Ltd.  Address: Foshan Hualong Aluminium Industry Co., Ltd.
Renhe Juris., Gaoming District  Foshan  CHINA  528511  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WOOD, CAROLINE
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SPOONING CHOCOLATE

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CHOCOLATE"

**Goods and Services Information**
For Chocolate and chocolates; Chocolate for confectionery and bread; Chocolates and chocolate based ready to eat candies and snacks; Cocoa-based condiments and seasonings for food and drink; Frozen hot chocolate; Hot chocolate; Hot chocolate mixes
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2013

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: CelebriDucks, Inc.
- **Address**: CelebriDucks, Inc. 28 Mountain View Avenue San Rafael CALIFORNIA 94901
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: IN18798-49

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: MIZELE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPOONING CHOCOLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86717432 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5080389
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "CHOCOLATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee cups; Coffee cups, tea cups and mugs; Coffee mugs; Coffee stirrers; Crockery, namely, pots, dishes, drinking cups and saucers, bowls, serving bowls and trays; Cups and mugs; Demitasse sets comprised of cups, saucers and stirring spoons sold as a unit; Drinking cups and saucers; Earthenware mugs; Food and beverage cooling and heating receptacles containing heat exchange fluid for household purposes; Frames for drying and maintaining the shape of a clothing item; Glass mugs; Mugs; Mugs, not of precious metal; Sculptures of ceramic or earthenware
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CelebriDucks, Inc. Address CelebriDucks, Inc. 28 Mountain View Avenue San Rafael CALIFORNIA 94901 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GITGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86717881 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083284
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for field service management, namely, locating vehicles, managing worker activity, schedule and dispatch work, and integrating with inventory, billing, accounting and other back-office systems, for use with mobile devices, wearable computers, sensors, and non-mobile devices; Downloadable mobile applications for field service management, namely, locating vehicles, managing worker activity, schedule and dispatch work, and integrating with inventory, billing, accounting and other back-office systems

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gitgo, LLC Address Gitgo, LLC 412 North Main St. #100 Buffalo WYOMING 82834 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WYOMING

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 24898

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INK N IVY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86717953 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083285
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Nov. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 06, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bottle Cap Management Group, LLC Address Bottle Cap Management Group, LLC Legal Department 500 Archdale Drive Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28217 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BC - 00002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney MCDOWELL, MATTHEW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOTEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86718199 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083286
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags; Canvas shopping bags; Clutch bags; Clutches; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Diaper bags; Fashion handbags; Handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hobo bags; Key bags; Leather and imitation leather bags; Leather handbags; Messenger bags; Satchels; Shoulder bags; Tote bags; Travel bags; Wristlet bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TAT TRADING INC Address TAT TRADING INC 920 Country Club Dr. Suite 1C Moraga CALIFORNIA 94556 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAIR IS FABRIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86718209 Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083287
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair care products, namely, hair sprays, hair care lotions, hair conditioners and hair gel; cosmetics and cleaning preparations, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, namely, laundry bleach, laundry detergents and laundry wax; soaps, namely, antiperspirant soaps, body soaps, bath soap and hand soap; hair lotions; dentifrices, face and body creams, toilettries, namely, body washes, shampoos, body moisturizers, aroma products, namely, cologne and eau de parfum; perfumes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 25, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DECIEM BEAUTY GROUP INC. Address DECIEM BEAUTY GROUP INC. 517 RICHMOND STREET EAST TORONTO, ONTARIO CANADA M5A 1R4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T075720022US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KERTGATE, AMY L
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HOLORAM

**Case Identifiers**
| Serial Number | 86718225 | Application Filing Date | Aug. 07, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083288 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | **Mark Type** | Trademark | **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Jan. 19, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Mar. 15, 2016 |

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Foreign Information**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 014100515
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: May 21, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 014100515
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Oct. 09, 2015
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 21, 2025

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 23, 2014

**Basis Information**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: EQUISALUD, S.L.
- **Address**: EQUISALUD, S.L. Polígono Areta, Calle H, 2A-31620 Huarte SPAIN
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SPAIN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 350638.1

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BETTER SLEEP. BETTER YOU.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 86718979
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 08, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083289
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 01, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bed pillows; Pillows
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: May 11, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: SKILLOW PILLOWS LLC
- **Address**: 94 HACKENSACK PLANK ROAD WEEHAWKEN NEW JERSEY 07086
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOMEBODY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86718990   Application Filing Date Aug. 08, 2015   Registration Number 5083290
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016   Register Principal Mark Type Trademark   Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016   Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for communications between landlords and tenants, processing and tracking rent payments, communicating and tracking maintenance requests, and communicating and tracking apartment search requests
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38   International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus   First Use Feb. 01, 2015   In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harrison, Peter T.   Address Harrison, Peter T. 523 East 14th Street Apt 4B New York NEW YORK 10009   Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL   Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KANJUTSU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86719690  Application Filing Date: Aug. 10, 2015  Registration Number: 5080390
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation: The wording "KANJUTSU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed: Yes  Foreign Application Number: 2015-015548  Foreign Application Filing Date: Feb. 20, 2015  Foreign Registration Number: 5776670  Foreign Registration Date: Jul. 03, 2015  Foreign Application/Registration County: JAPAN  Foreign Expiration Date: Jul. 03, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Teaching in the field of arts, sports, and teaching knowledge about personal development; Providing of seminars in the field of personal development; Providing seminars, exhibitions and conferences for educational or cultural purposes in the field of human development; Arranging conferences and events for promotion of cross-fertilization in the field of sports and cultures; Publishing electronic publications, namely, books, papers, essays and proposals; Publishing of books; Motion picture film production; Production of radio and television programs; Providing entertainment services in the nature of music, dances and art performance
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: NOH JAE SOO Address: NOH JAE SOO 502, 3-17-26, Nishiwaseda, Shinjuku-ku  Tokyo  JAPAN
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 56987-1
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VIDGET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86719718
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 10, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083291
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 01, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: desks, chairs, stools
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use In Commerce**: Aug. 18, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Viggi Kids, Corp.
- **Address**: Viggi Kids, Corp. PO box 1344 Fairport NEW YORK 14450
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 111998-5

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HINES, REGINA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CHAMELEON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Archery equipment, namely, arrow nocks
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: NOCKOUT OUTDOORS LLC
- **Address**: NOCKOUT OUTDOORS LLC 148 CHUCKWAGON DR.
- **LAVERNIA TEXAS 78121 Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: DOUB-KO36UST

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
FOOD ROOF

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "FOOD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Fresh Vegetables, fresh herbs and flowers grown at a rooftop farm located in an urban area
- International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 1, 46
- International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products
- First Use: Dec. 04, 2012
- In Commerce: Dec. 04, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Urban Harvest STL
- Address: Urban Harvest STL 915 Olive Street, Suite 1503 St. Louis MISSOURI 63101
- Legal Entity: non-profit corporation
- State or Country Where Organized: MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GATEWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86721299  Application Filing Date Aug. 11, 2015  Registration Number 5083300
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, developing, arranging and conducting standardized educational programs to prepare students for entry level oil and gas rig positions; educational services, namely, developing standardized curriculum for others to train students for entry level oil and gas rig positions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2015  In Commerce 2015
For Developing voluntary educational standards for oil and gas rig worker training programs for the purposes of accreditation and awarding certificates of accreditation in connection therewith; accreditation services, namely, evaluating colleges and training providers to determine whether their training programs for students seeking entry level oil and gas rig positions conform to an established standard
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2015  In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name International Association of Drilling Contractors
Address International Association of Drilling Contractors Suite 760 10370 Richmond Avenue Houston TEXAS 77042
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IADC1690

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIRIE, VERA BETH
**Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8**

**Mark Literal(s)** PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86721704
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 11, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080393
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "Portfolio Recovery Associates, LLC" in dark blue. Centered on top of these words are 3 overlapping squares. A light blue square is attached above a yellow square. On top of the blue and yellow squares, a green square is centered to the right. **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, green, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4066512, 4319755, 4636394 and others

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Debt recovery and collection agencies
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial Services
- **First Use**: Jul. 16, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 16, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PRA Group, Inc.
- **Address**: PRA Group, Inc. Office of General Counsel 120 Corporate Blvd Norfolk VIRGINIA 23502
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
CARBON X

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86722145</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083302</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the literal elements "CARBON" in black and an "X" in blue within a blue hexagon. The white represents background and is not part of the mark.
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: carbon; carbonates; carbonic hydrates; carbonic acid; magnesium carbonate; lime carbonate; activated carbon for industry; activated charcoal; carbon black for industrial purposes; carbon disulfide; carbon tetrachloride; plastics, unprocessed; artificial resins, unprocessed
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Feb. 19, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 19, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: CarbonX B.V.
- **Address**: CarbonX B.V. Amstelplein 1 Amsterdam NETHERLANDS 1096HA
- **Legal Entity**: besloten vennootschap (b.v.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NETHERLANDS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: MMTM09
- **Examining Attorney**: BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARKET PLACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86722785 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083305
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Market Place" in a circle that is open on the left and right sides with scalloping along the inside top of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Floor coverings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USGH, INC. Address USGH, INC. 1840 EASTCHESTER DRIVE SUITE 208 HIGH POINT NORTH CAROLINA 27265 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9862-006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
MARKET PLACE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86722840</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 12, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 08, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | floor coverings |
| International Classes | 27 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 | International Class Title | Floor Coverings |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2016 | In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2016 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | USGH, INC. |
| Address | USGH, INC. 1840 EASTCHESTER DRIVE SUITE 208 HIGH POINT NORTH CAROLINA 27265 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 9862-007 |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MURRAY, DAVID T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REALYTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86724057 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2015 Registration Number 5083310
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring technology enabling users to access on-line automated insight into real estate property taxes using predictive analytics; providing a website featuring analytics technology enabling users to obtain on-line market data for real estate property valuations; providing an interactive website featuring technology for real estate informatics and enabling users to obtain a real property predictive analysis of the property valuation for tax appeals and for general real estate market data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 13, 2016 In Commerce May 13, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TURBOAPPEAL, INC. Address TURBOAPPEAL, INC. 200 W. MADISON, SUITE 1800 CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
TM 16108 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAND SLIDERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86724321 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2015 Registration Number 5083311
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Electronic game programs; Electronic game software; Electronic game software for cellular telephones; Electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Electronic game software for wireless devices; Game software; Video and computer game programs; Virtual reality game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prettygreat Pty Ltd. Address Prettygreat Pty Ltd. Level 10 488 Queen St Brisbane QLD 4000 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVINE, HOWARD B
FOLLOW YOUR APPETITE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FOLLOW YOUR APPETITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86724498  Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2015  Registration Number   5083312
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Restaurant services
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services
First Use   May 24, 2016  In Commerce   May 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Nellies Restaurant Group, Inc.  Address   Nellies Restaurant Group, Inc.  33650 6th Avenue S., Suite 230 Renton  WASHINGTON  98003  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   NRGI-2-54129

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OPTIM WORKSPACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86724518 Application Filing Date  Aug. 13, 2015 Registration Number  5083313
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "WORKSPACE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business relocation services; employee relocation; moving and relocation services, namely, planning and implementing moves of homes and offices; relocation services for business
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Feb. 29, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 29, 2016
For  Furniture moving; moving and storage of goods; moving company services; moving van services; transport services, namely, local and interstate moving services; packing, crating and warehousing services; packing articles for transportation; shipping of goods; storage and delivery of goods; transportation of goods
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage First Use  Feb. 29, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Graebel Vanlines Holdings, LLC Address  Graebel Vanlines Holdings, LLC 12790 Merit Drive Bldg. 9, Suite 400 Dallas TEXAS 75251 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PANODIAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86724921
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 14, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083317
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 12, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 08, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "PANODIAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Bread knives; Chef knives; Kitchen knives; Knives; Paring knives; Vegetable knives
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
  - **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
  - **First Use**: Sep. 02, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 02, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Han, Fei
- **Address**: Han, Fei 12A, LiHai Building No.12 DuJuanShanDong St., NanShan Dist. ShenZhen, GuangDong CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
TM 16112 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Luggage; traveling trunks, valises, holdalls; trolley cases in the nature of rolling luggage; unfitted vanity cases; attache cases, pilots' bags in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; backpacks, leather and imitation leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Computer software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data, namely, downloadable applications for smartphones, tablet computers, e-readers and other mobile or stationary handheld computers; computers for storing, transmitting and display of data and images; cases for photographic equipment, computer carrying cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Internet service provider; providing telecommunications connections to the Internet; providing electronic telecommunication connections, namely, wireless communication networks and communications by mobile phones; radio communications, provision of portals on the Internet, namely, providing an on-line forum for online check in and electronic drop off of luggage; telecommunication gateway services; transmission of digital files; communications by computer terminals; telecommunications routing and junction services; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18904
For Designing, updating, and rental of computer software and mobile software applications; providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in database management and for use in electronic storage of data, in the field electronic drop off of luggage; IT services, namely, development, programming and implementation of software, development of computer hardware, design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer software; updating of computer software; repair, installation, duplication, maintenance of computer software

International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 104

International Class Title: Communication

For International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

Basis Information

Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: RIMOWA ELECTRONIC TAG GMBH
Address: RIMOWA ELECTRONIC TAG GMBH NEUER WALL 10 HAMBURG FED REP GERMANY 20354
Legal Entity: GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG (GMBH)
State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 197065

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NAUGHTY BOY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86726168  Application Filing Date Aug. 15, 2015  Registration Number 5052617
Registration Date Oct. 04, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Anti-sweat underwear; Bathing suits for men; Body suits for men; Bolo ties; Bottoms for men; Bow ties; Boxer briefs; Boxer shorts; Clothing, namely, cowls and smoke ring scarves; Coats for men and women; Custom made to measure suits for men and women; Eternity scarves; Footwear for men; Footwear for men and women; Head scarves; Headwear for men; Hooded sweatshirts for men; Infinity scarves; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Men's dress socks; Men's suits; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's underwear; Neck scarves; Pajamas for men; Pants for men; Scarves; Shirts for men; Silk scarves; Suspender belts for men; Sweaters for men; Sweatpants for men; Sweatshirts for men; T-shirts for men; Tops for men; Trousers for men; Underwear; Underwear, namely, boy shorts; Woven shirts for men
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Aug. 01, 2015  In Commerce Aug. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Adams, Patricia DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Patricia Adams Address Adams, Patricia 4092 east palm beach drive Chandler ARIZONA 85249 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
AIRLUX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86726447</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5066940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 200970466
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Mar. 30, 2011
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: TURKEY
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 29, 2019

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Air deodorant; Air deodorizer
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: BIOCURA Kozmetik Kimya SAN. DIS. Tic. LTD. STI. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AIRLUX / CAPERFUME/ SCENTRACTIVE / GLIZA
- **Address**: BIOCURA Kozmetik Kimya SAN. DIS. TIC. LT D. STI. 1237 E Warner Ave Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92705-544
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: TURKEY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: Airlux2021-1

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PARADIGM LTC MAKING A
DIFFERENCE IN LONGTERM CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86726810 Application Filing Date  Aug. 17, 2015
Registration Number  5083320
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 10, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the phrase "PARADIGM LTC" in black, with
the letters "P" and "LTC" capitalized. To the left side of the letter "P" is an image of three hexagons, shaded in blue,
placed so that two of the hexagons are lined up one above the other and the third one is placed to the left of them. Below
the phrase "PARADIGM LTC" is the phrase "MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN LONGTERM CARE" in black stylized
font; the white in the mark represent background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and are not part of the mark.
Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "LTC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Marketing consulting services, specifically for marketeers, manufacturers of products, and service providers in the field
of long term care; Marketing consulting services, specifically for senior care providers, geriatrics providers, eldercare and
nursing home providers; Marketing consulting services, specifically for the assisted living industry, the hospital industry, and
the pharmaceutical industry; Marketing consulting services, specifically for the medical devices industry and durable medical
equipment companies; Marketing consulting services, specifically for educational program providers and long term care
providers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101, 102
International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Aug. 17, 2015
In Commerce  Aug. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Paradigm LTC LLC
Address  Paradigm LTC LLC
1 Hans Voji Drive
Franklin Park
NEW JERSEY
08823
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTELLISENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86727012 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5083322
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 010778141 Foreign Registration Date Aug. 31, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 02, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blankets, electrically heated; Electric blankets; Electric duvets; Electric warming pads and Electric bedwarmers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Jul. 2011 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TENACTA GROUP S.p.A Address TENACTA GROUP S.p.A Via Piemonte, 5/11 Azzano San Paolo (BG) ITALY 24052 Legal Entity società per azioni (spa) State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number F5572-00020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Ex cram ing At tor ney JOHNSON, DANYTHE ELIZA
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a dial being turned. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for social media platform for creating and sharing audio content

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pallotone, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Pallotone Address Pallotone, LLC 9818 bolton village ct Fairfax VIRGINIA 22032 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EDWARD ALBERT DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86727798 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5083326
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of lower case lettering reading "edward albert design" with the letters "d", "l", "b" and "t" all having an exaggerated height, the letter "g" falling below the bottom line of the other letters and the dot on the letter "i" being of an exaggerated height. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DESIGN" Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Edward Albert Harpham, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Salt and pepper mills; Salt and pepper shakers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2016

For Furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2016

For Lamps
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harpham, Edward Albert Address Harpham, Edward Albert 6845 N. Laureen Ave. Fresno CALIFORNIA 93710 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name  Clark, Karen Gay  Address  Clark, Karen Gay  6845 N. Laureen Ave.  Fresno  CALIFORNIA  93710
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  989000.016
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERRY, KIMBERLY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEAR BITES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86728417 Application Filing Date Aug. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083328
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BITES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Dec. 2015 In Commerce Dec. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hershey Canada Inc. Address Hershey Canada Inc. 5750 Explorer Drive Mississauga, Ontario CANADA L4W0B1 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VICKY.HSIEH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86729283 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5080400
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "VICKY HSIEH" in stylized font, together with a dot at the bottom between them. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangle bracelets; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Broaches; Bronze jewelry; Children's jewelry; Chokers; Costume jewelry; Earrings; Imitation jewellery; Jewelry; Jewelry for the head; Key chains as jewelry; Necklaces; Pearls; Pet jewelry for cats and dogs; Precious and semi-precious stones; Rings; Silver; Watches and jewellery
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Aug. 21, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lingling, Xie Address Lingling, Xie No. 12-1, Wuyi Group Gongxing Village, Chendong Town Yongding, Fujian CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAPPY NAKED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86729630 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5080401
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with the words "HAPPY NAKED" in the center. "HAPPY" is over "NAKED" like it was a fraction. Under the "HAPPY NAKED" is a semi circle to look like a smile. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bars of soap, liquid soap, body lotion
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 05, 2014 In Commerce May 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pure Earth Soaps, LLC Address Pure Earth Soaps, LLC 529 S Oaks Dr Springfield MISSOURI 65809
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86730264</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Aug. 19, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5083333</th>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th>Principal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Not claimed as a feature of the mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Mark Literal(s)**

The mark consists of three pentagons of varying sizes. The largest pentagon is to the left of the other two pentagons, and the smallest pentagon is above the medium-sized pentagon. The upper, right corner of the largest pentagon is touching the upper, left corner of the smallest pentagon, and the lower, right corner of the largest pentagon is touching the upper, left corner of the medium-sized pentagon.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Retail stores featuring sporting goods, athletic shoes and apparel, uniforms, and athletic equipment, all relating to the sport of soccer; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of sporting goods, athletic shoes and apparel, uniforms, and athletic equipment, all relating to the sport of soccer.

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Dec. 08, 2015 **In Commerce** Dec. 08, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** United World Soccer, Inc. **Address** United World Soccer, Inc. 8001 S Orange Blossom Trail Suite 524 Orlando FLORIDA 32809 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 21059.055382

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESPINOMICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86730287 Application Filing Date  Aug. 19, 2015 Registration Number  5080402
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  013686902 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 16, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 28, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Jan. 28, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising services, online advertising on computer networks; business management in the veterinary field; Business administration in the veterinary field
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Downloadable computer software applications for use as a spreadsheet to obtain statistics on the use of vaccines of pigs accessible via the internet and via wireless devices; Applications and computer software for use as a spreadsheet to obtain statistics on the use of vaccines of pigs accessible via mobile telephones and other mobile carriers; Computer software applications for mobile telephones or other mobile carriers for providing guidance to users in veterinary protocols
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Veterinary services; Professional consultancy and advice not relating to the conduct of business in the veterinary field, namely, Veterinary consultations provided via telephone, online chat and e-mail; Assistance in the veterinary field, namely, conduct of protocols to permit the animal owner and/or veterinarian to follow up on treatment and to obtain advice
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Ceva Sante Animale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Ceva Sante Animale 10 Avenue de La Ballastiere Libourne FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>33500</strong></td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> société anonyme (sa) <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> FRANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>457685-8117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>FRAZIER, TAMARA G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEARCAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86730373  Application Filing Date  Aug. 19, 2015  Registration Number  5083334
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 12, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Distilled spirits
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits  First Use  Aug. 15, 2016  In Commerce  Aug. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Jane Brands LLC  Address  Jane Brands LLC  MB 4470  297 Kinsbury Grade, Ste. 100  Stateline NEVADA  89449  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Jane Brands

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LIVE IN THE SWEET SPOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86730390  Application Filing Date  Aug. 19, 2015  Registration Number  5083335
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 12, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  audio speakers; wireless audio speakers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Nov. 02, 2015  In Commerce  Nov. 02, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Samsung Electronics America, Inc.  Address  Samsung Electronics America, Inc.  105 Challenger Road Ridgefield Park  NEW JERSEY  07660  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FROMM, MARTHA L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** METONIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Flashlights; headlamps; spotlights
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Ourth, Ryan
- **Address**: Ourth, Ryan 2360 Richmond Dr Wheaton ILLINOIS 60189
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LET'S BE FRANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86732924 Application Filing Date Aug. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5080403
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts and T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 01, 2007 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kyser, Frank Stephen Address Kyser, Frank Stephen 7101 Offshore Drive Maumee OHIO 43537
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15048

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86733020  Application Filing Date  Aug. 21, 2015  Registration Number  5080404
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical business consulting services for physicians, hospitals and out-patient care facilities, excluding medical records maintenance and management business consulting services
For  Medical equipment repair services, namely, repairing specialty and surgical instruments, power systems, rigid scope systems and flexible scope systems for hospitals, physicians, veterinarians and out-patient care facilities and maintenance services, namely, providing a maintenance program for the care and maintenance of specialty and surgical instruments, power systems, rigid scope systems and flexible scope systems for hospitals, physicians, veterinarians and out-patient care facilities
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  Nov. 30, 1991  In Commerce  Nov. 30, 1991
For  Medical software for managing and tracking of allograft tissue, surgical implants and medical devices; Medical software for assisting healthcare facilities manage compliance with The Joint Commission, HIPAA, and FDA, excluding medical records maintenance and management software; pre-owned fiber optic cables, video monitors, cameras and printers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jan. 2007  In Commerce  Jan. 2007
For  Medical consulting services for hospitals and out-patient care facilities in the field of disease infection control, excluding medical records maintenance and management consulting services
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Jun. 04, 2013  In Commerce  Jun. 04, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IOT NEXUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86734044 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5080407
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "IOT"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1708973 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 1708973 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 22, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 29, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programs for use in database management; Computer software for data connectivity of a network of physical objects and devices embedded with electronics, software and sensors; Proximity detectors; Radio frequency identification readers (RFID readers); Radio frequency identification tags (RFID tags)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Hosting of software as a service (SaaS) for data connectivity of a network of physical objects and devices embedded with electronics, software and sensors
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 10th Dimension Solutions Pty Ltd Address 10th Dimension Solutions Pty Ltd 1/29 Prospect Rd SUMMER HILL NSW 2130 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ONLYLYON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86734666 Application Filing Date  Aug. 24, 2015 Registration Number  5080408
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  12/3922139 Foreign Registration Date  May 24, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County  FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date  May 24, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  pharmaceutical preparations for treating bacteria-based diseases, cardiovascular disorders, digestive disorders, diabetes, reproductive disorders, mental disorders, nervous systems disorders, respiratory disorders, and skin disorders; veterinary preparations, namely, medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals, vitamins and dietary food supplements for animals; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic foods for medical use, food for babies; medical plasters, materials for wound dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants for sanitary purposes; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; medicated bath preparations; sanitary pads, knickers or towels; pharmaceutical preparations for treating bacteria-based diseases, cardiovascular disorders, digestive disorders, diabetes, reproductive disorders, mental disorders, nervous systems disorders, respiratory disorders, and skin disorders; medicinal herbs; herbal teas for medical use; parasiticides; dietetic sugar for medical use; alloys of precious metal for dental use
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, sweatshirts, pajamas, sweaters, dresses, underwear, footwear, headwear; caps and hats; shirts; Clothing of leather or clothing of imitations of leather, namely, pants, shirts, jackets, shoes, belts; belts; Fur clothing, namely, fur cloaks, fur coats, fur jackets, fur hats, fur muffls and fur stoles; gloves; scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; slippers; beach shoes, ski boots or boots for sports; underwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PUREGLO LIGHTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86734809 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083348
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIGHTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lighting fixtures
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 18, 2016 In Commerce May 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Innotec, Corp. Address Innotec, Corp. 441 E. Roosevelt Ave., Suite 100 Zeeland MICHIGAN 494641279 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 088992.new

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUDGET & GOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86735172 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083351
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0072766/1397066 International
Registration Number 1397066

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cables, electric; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players, personal digital assistants; Cell phone battery chargers; Data cables; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, cord management systems, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones; Earphones and headphones; Electric cables and wires; Electric charging cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 03, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FU AN PRODUCTS INC Address FU AN PRODUCTS INC 7115 132ND PL SE #1517 NEWCASTLE WASHINGTON 98059 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CERTINN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86735316  
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 24, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5080409  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: educational services, namely, training related to business innovation, business planning, business management and business organization, and distribution of training materials in connection therewith  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: Dec. 17, 2014  
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 17, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Innovekt, Inc.  
- **Address**: Innovekt, Inc.  
P.O. Box 249  
Harrison  
TENNESSEE  
37341  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 27726-0001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: ROSENBLATT, ANNA HASSE
TM 16134 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ELECTRIC SHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86735390 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083352
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ELECTRIC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Home warranty services, namely, arranging for repair and replacement of home electrical systems and parts thereof provided by others pursuant to service agreements
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 03, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2015
For Repair or maintenance of home electrical systems and parts thereof
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 03, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NextEra Energy, Inc. Address NextEra Energy, Inc. 700 Universe Boulevard Juno Beach FLORIDA 33408 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number JON GIBBONS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUILDING BROADCAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86735562 Application Filing Date Aug. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083354
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BUILDING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of other electronic devices and systems
For Remote monitoring of the functioning and use of electronic devices and systems that assist in controlling heating, cooling, ventilation, dehumidification, and security systems in commercial buildings; Providing a website featuring technology enabling users to remotely view, monitor, program, operate and control electronic devices and systems that assist in controlling heating, cooling, ventilation, dehumidification, and security systems in commercial buildings
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prime Systems Integration, Inc. Address Prime Systems Integration, Inc. 191 South Orange Street Orange CALIFORNIA 92866 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3IPPS1.0001U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** YATES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86735835
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 25, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083899
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 31, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "YATES" within a black outlined rectangle.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Investment casting wax, unfilled investment casting wax, investment casting wax for use in the precision investment casting industry; Paste injectable pattern wax, liquid injectable pattern wax, non-filled casting wax, and casting wax, all of the foregoing consisting of blends of waxes, resins, rosins, that is, engineered wax formulations, suitable for industrial application
- **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
- **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
- **First Use**: Jan. 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: REMET PIC, INC.
- **Address**: REMET PIC, INC. 210 Commons Road Utica NEW YORK 13502
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 032896.100
- **Examining Attorney**: MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LA CATRINA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86736306 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2015 Registration Number 5080410
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LA CATRINA" and the design of a skull with a neck and shoulders, eyes, nose, mouth with black stitches, hair, and a heart on the forehead, and wearing a necklace, eyeshadow, earrings, and a hat with a feather and roses. The color black is in the outlining of the skull, hat, flowers, feather, hair, heart, eyes, earrings, and necklace, and in the eyeshadow, nose, mouth, and eyes. The color white is in the skull, neck, shoulders, eyes, hair, and feather. The color dark magenta is in the wording "LA CATRINA", the bottom portion of the hat, in the heart and necklace, and in the roses. The color hot pink is in the top portion of the hat, the mouth, the eyeshadow, and the earrings. The color peach is in the roses. The color light golden yellow is in the roses and heart. The color light blue is in heart. The color aqua is in the feather, hair, and eyes. The color light yellow is in the earrings, the face, and in the "L" in "LA" and the dot over the "I" in "CATRINA". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, dark magenta, hot pink, peach, light golden yellow, light blue, aqua and light yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "La Catrina" in the mark is "elegant women".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Churros; Frozen dessert consisting of fruit and cream or cream substitutes; Ice cream

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name La Catrina Artesanal LLC Address La Catrina Artesanal LLC 4901 W Expressway 83 Ste 155 McAllen TEXAS 78503
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLOTHBOUND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86736566 Application Filing Date Aug. 25, 2015 Registration Number   5083355
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Employment recruiting services; On-line business networking services; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities; Providing on-line employment placement services, namely, matching resumes and potential employers via a global computer network
For   Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for employment search, placement, and recruiting, human resources management, matching resumes with potential employers, communicating between employers and prospective employees, and providing information regarding employers and prospective employees
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 04, 2015 In Commerce May 04, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TELCOASIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86736574 Application Filing Date  Aug. 25, 2015 Registration Number  5080411
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Heat exchangers, namely, evaporative cooling heat exchangers for telecommunication and information technology facilities not being parts of machines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Munters Corporation Address  Munters Corporation  79 Monroe Street  Amesbury  MASSACHUSETTS 01913 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  140336493843

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BURKE, LAUREN ELAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PADDLECROSSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86737366 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5083356
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boats, Canoes, Canoe paddles, Cartop canoe and kayak carrier kits, Kayaks, Kayak-like boats, Kayak paddles, Oars, Outrigger paddles, Rafts, Sculls
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2016
For Balls for sports, Nets for sports, Lacrosse balls, Lacrosse gloves, Lacrosse sticks, Lacrosse stick handles, Lacrosse stick heads, Paddle boards, Paddle surfboards, Paddles for use with surfboards, Rubber balls, Sport balls, Stand-up paddle boards, Stand-up surf paddles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2016
For T-shirts, hats, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, pants, athletic pants, shorts, athletic shorts, board shorts, swimsuits, wetsuits, shoes, athletic shoes, water proof shoes, sandals and beach shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Diercksmeier, Robert Address Diercksmeier, Robert 4316 E Desert Cove Ave Phoenix ARIZONA 85028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHWAB, CHAU CRISTIA H

18937
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ISOLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86737416 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5083357
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the mark The mark consists of word "ISOLE" in stylized capital letters, with
raindrops of various sizes in the letter "O" in the word "ISOLE" Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark. Translation The English translation of the word "ISOLE" in the mark is "ISLANDS".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath accessories, namely, cup holders; Bath brushes; Rails and rings for towels; Rails and rings for towels, not of
precious metal; Shower racks; Toilet brush holders; Toilet brushes; Toilet paper dispensers; Toilet paper holders; Toilet
plunger holders; Toilet plungers; Towel bars; Towel rails and rings; Towel rails and rings, not of precious metal; Towel rings
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 16, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2016

For Bathroom and shaving mirrors; Bathroom vanities; Mirrors enhanced by electric lights; Shower curtain hooks; Shower
curtain rings; Shower curtain rods; Shower seats; Towel hooks not of metal; Towel racks; Towel stands; Towel stands
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title
Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 16, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 16, 2016

For Bathtubs and shower trays; Bidet taps; Bidets; Drain structures for use in spas, steam rooms and baths; Faucet handles;
Faucet sprayers; Faucets; Fitted liners for baths and showers; Flexible pipes being parts of bath plumbing installations;
Flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; Hand held shower heads; Hand showers; Hand-held showers;
Kitchen sink sprayers; Kitchen sinks; Mixer faucets for water pipes; Plumbing fittings, namely, aerators for faucets; Plumbing
fittings, namely, faucet filters; Plumbing fittings, namely, shower control valves; Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower mixers;
Plumbing fixtures, namely, shower sprayers; Plumbing fixtures, namely, sink sprayers; Plumbing fixtures, namely, sink traps;
Portable toilets; Shower and bath cubicles; Shower bases; Shower doors; Shower faucet extensions; Shower head sprayers;
Shower heads; Shower mixing valves; Shower panels; Shower platforms; Shower stands; Shower trays; Shower tubs; Showers;
Single lever fixtures for lavatories and sinks; Sink drainer system comprised of a drain tray, sink mount, kick stand and rod;
Sink pedestals; Sinks; Sinks integrated into counters or countertops; Tap water faucets; Taps; Toilet accessories, namely,
handles that are affixed to toilet seats; Toilet accessories, namely, plastic handles that are affixed to toilet seats; Toilet bowls; Toilet conversion kits for converting a single-flush toilet into a dual-flush toilet; Toilet seat adaptors for children in the nature of a plastic device that is specially adapted to rest on a toilet seat; Toilet seats; Toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; Toilet tank balls; Toilet tanks; Toilets; Urinal screens; Urinals; Vanity top sinks; Water control valves for faucets

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus **First Use** Jan. 16, 2016 **In Commerce** Jan. 16, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Bath For Living Inc. **Address** Bath For Living Inc. 8900NW 35th Lane Suite 140 Doral FLORIDA 33172 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  DAQ IN THE BOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86737725  Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2015  Registration Number  5083358
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Alcoholic beverage produced from a brewed malt base with natural flavors; Alcoholic beverages containing fruit; Alcoholic beverages except beers; Alcoholic beverages, namely, Agave Wine; Alcoholic cocktail mixes; Alcoholic cocktails in the form of frozen pops; Alcoholic fruit beverages; Alcoholic fruit cocktail drinks; Alcoholic malt coolers; Alcoholic mixed beverages except beers; Flavored brewed malt beverage; Fortified wines; Fruit wine; Prepared alcoholic cocktail; Prepared wine cocktails; Red wine; Rose wine; White wine; Wine coolers; Wine punch; Wine-based beverage, namely, piquette; Wine-based drinks; Wines and fortified wines; Wines and liqueurs
International Classes  33 - Primary Classes  US Classes  47, 49  International Class Title  Wines and Spirits  First Use  Apr. 18, 2014  In Commerce  Apr. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  In The Box Beverages, LLC  Address  In The Box Beverages, LLC  109 E. 17th Street, Suite 104 Cheyenne  WYOMING  92001  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ÜMPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86738088  Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2015  Registration Number 5083359
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an abstract leaf design with the term "UMPA" underneath. The letter "U" in "UMPA" features an umlaut. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; non-alcoholic dietary supplemental drink shots
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 01, 2015 In Commerce May 23, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Umpa USA Inc. Address Umpa USA Inc. 2564 Pyramid Pines Dr. Henderson NEVADA 89052 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOLIDAY HUGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86738508 Application Filing Date  Aug. 26, 2015 Registration Number  5083362
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "HOLIDAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable services, namely, coordination of the collection and distribution of holiday gift donations from the general public to needy individuals
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Nov. 10, 2015 In Commerce  Nov. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Container Store, Inc. Address  The Container Store, Inc. 500 Freeport Parkway Coppell TEXAS 75019 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHIMPF, TIMOTHY O
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YIN 2 MY YANG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86738963</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2015</td>
<td>5083367</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information in the fields of lifestyle, style, fashion, travel and nutrition

- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 04, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Sophie Bickley
- **Address**: Sophie Bickley 1 Westfield Rd Bedford NEW YORK 10506
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

- **Owner Name**: Charlotte Bickley
- **Address**: Charlotte Bickley 1 Westfield Rd Bedford NEW YORK 10506
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 05146/309369

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CITIZEN GRIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86739284 Application Filing Date Aug. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5083369
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Greeting cards; Posters; Stationery International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015
For On-line retail store services featuring greeting cards, posters, stationery, hats, t-shirts, headwear and shirts; Retail stores featuring greeting cards, posters, stationery, hats, t-shirts, headwear and shirts International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015
For Hats; Headwear; Shirts; T-shirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stallings, Grayson Address Stallings, Grayson 2200 S. College Ave Ft. Collings COLORADO 80525
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, KRISTIN MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ORGANIC VITALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86740057</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type       | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER |
| Disclaimer              | "ORGANIC" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For                       | Cafe featuring organic food; Organic juice bar services |
| International Classes     | 43 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use                 | Feb. 15, 2015 |
| In Commerce               | Feb. 15, 2015 |
| For                       | Cold pressed organic vegetable juice; Cold pressed organic fruit juice |
| International Classes     | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes                | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use                 | Feb. 15, 2015 |
| In Commerce               | Feb. 15, 2015 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name          | Inner Discipline |
| Address             | po box 266 |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |
| Legal Entity        | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | MARCY, AMY ALFIERI |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OCEAN RAISED

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86740416
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 28, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083371
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 19, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 15, 2016

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hats; Shirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Aug. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Langer, Chris
- **Address**: Langer, Chris 510 47th Avenue, N. St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33703
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HALMEN, KATHERINE E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BRENTON WOOD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86740624</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2015</td>
<td>5083374</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** May 17, 2016  **Notice of Allowance Date** Jul. 12, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
**Name Portrait Consent** The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "BRENTON WOOD", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; Entertainment services in the nature of live performances by a music group; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music, video, and films; Production of musical sound recording  
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** Feb. 1963  
**In Commerce** Feb. 1963

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Alfred Jesse Smith  
**Address** Alfred Jesse Smith 10058 Desert Mallow Moreno Valley CALIFORNIA 92557  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** PEREZ, STEVEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOD IS GOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86740774  Application Filing Date Aug. 28, 2015  Registration Number 5083375  
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For License plate frames  
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes  US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 01, 2016  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016
  
For Adhesive labels; ballpoint pens; cases specially adapted for holding and carrying books  
  
For Magnets  
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Jun. 01, 2016  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016
  
For Metal license plates  
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes  US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title Metal Goods  
First Use Jun. 01, 2016  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FELTS, WILLIAM L.  Address FELTS, WILLIAM L.  5596 AUTUMN RIDGE DRIVE  NEWBURGH INDIANA 47630  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, LAUREN ELAN
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86741170</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2015</td>
<td>5083378</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Attachments for cameras and smart phones, namely, extension poles and selfie-sticks
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: LEEZ SCIENTIFIC LLC
- **Address**: LEEZ SCIENTIFIC LLC 832 Linbard Lane Vestavia, ALABAMA 352262814
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LIL COMPANY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86741372
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 29, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083379
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 26, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COMPANY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Safety belts and seat belts for use in shopping carts and non-motorized carts; Shopping cart safety belts; Harnesses for use in shopping carts
- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Sep. 21, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Taylor, Patricia
- **Address**: Taylor, Patricia 8563 Capricorn Way San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92126
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: PERU

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CARDIGRAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86741632 Application Filing Date  Aug. 30, 2015 Registration Number   5083380
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register    Principal Mark Type     Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Business cards; Cards bearing universal greetings; Christmas cards; Collectable trading cards; Correspondence cards; Embroidery design patterns; Graphic art prints; Graphic art reproductions; Graphic prints and representations; Greeting cards; Greeting cards having a Christian message; Holiday cards; Invitation cards; Motivational cards; Occasion cards; Paper hang tags; Paper identification tags; Picture cards; Trading cards
International Classes   16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title     Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use  Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Johnson Richardson, Emeka D. DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Passionate Butterfly Address  Johnson Richardson, Emeka D.  302 Walsenburg Dr Durham NORTH CAROLINA  27712 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLAPSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86741733 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5083381
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring pet and animal supplies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MEDIACRUNCH, INC. Address MEDIACRUNCH, INC. 200 CONTINENTAL DRIVE SUITE 401 NEWARK DELAWARE 19713 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNYDER, NELSON B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VIA TECHNICAL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86741950
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 31, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083382
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 01, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 26, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TECHNICAL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: VIA Technical, LLC
- **Address**: VIA Technical, LLC  591 Camino De La Reina  Suite 929  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92108
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QUIT LIKE A CHAMPION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86742170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 31, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Promoting public awareness of cancer through education, advocacy, prevention, and patient and family services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>American Cancer Society, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>American Cancer Society, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Williams Street</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
<td>30303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>not-for-profit corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>A0090-954324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>NELSON, EDWARD H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KINETICS OF CHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86742214 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5083384
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For business consulting services in the field of organizational change management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 08, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deborah A. Peluso Address Deborah A. Peluso PO Box 272002 Columbus OHIO 43227 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Tiffany Wulf Address Tiffany Wulf 8038 Ravine Run Dr. Columbus OHIO 43235 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4014295-2006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTSGURU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86742668 Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2015  Registration Number  5083385
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer application software for users to create, post and review user-generated video opinions and comments, in a social network platform dedicated to sports

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SportsGuru Inc. Address  SportsGuru Inc.  621 E. 11th Street, Apt 1B  New York  NEW YORK  10009
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  204823/US001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PARANORMAL FILES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86742733
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 31, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083387
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 01, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 26, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “PARANORMAL”

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring investigative shows provided through the Internet, webcast, and cable television
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Browen, Colin
- **Address**: Browen, Colin 306 W Harpel Dr Sioux Falls SOUTH DAKOTA 57105
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: RADEMACHER, APRIL LUED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86742914 Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2015 Registration Number  5083389
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mattresses
International Classes   20 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Mar. 28, 2016 In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2016

For Online retail store services selling mattresses
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Mar. 28, 2016 In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   TUFT & NEEDLE, LLC Address   TUFT & NEEDLE, LLC 735 GRAND AVENUE PHOENIX ARIZONA  85007 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   SS70015TUS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REAWAKENING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86742944 Application Filing Date Aug. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5083390
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LUNA VINEYARDS, LLC Address LUNA VINEYARDS, LLC 2921 SILVERADO TRAIL NAPA CALIFORNIA 94558 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LUNA 00016
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
TM 16162  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEDICATION TO MEDICATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86743134  Application Filing Date  Aug. 31, 2015  Registration Number  5083391
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic shirts; Bottoms; Hooded sweat shirts; Jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Polo shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sport shirts; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tops

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BB PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, LLC  Address  BB PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, LLC  #104-441 20235 N. CAVE CREEK RD  PHOENIX  ARIZONA  85024  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Dedication T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
FIRST LOOKS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86743565</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 01, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083392</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: clothing, namely, leggings
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 29, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kayser-Roth Corporation
- **Address**: Kayser-Roth Corporation 104 Corporate Center Boulevard Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27408
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 25250.300
- **Examining Attorney**: DUBOIS, SUSAN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REBELLION AGAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86743834 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083393
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blouses; Bottoms; Caftans; Dresses; Jackets; Loungewear; Pants; Shorts; Skirts; Slacks; Sleepwear; Tops; Vests

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNLIMITED AVENUES INC. Address UNLIMITED AVENUES INC. Suite 1900 1407 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NO CARDS. NO POINTS. NO NONSENSE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86743928 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083394
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing customer loyalty, appreciation, incentive awards, rewards, discount and member programs, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; providing incentive award programs for customers through issuance and processing of loyalty points, discount coupons, gift cards and cash awards for purchase of goods and services; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ADVANCE AUTO INNOVATIONS, LLC Address ADVANCE AUTO INNOVATIONS, LLC 5008 Airport Road Roanoke VIRGINIA 24012 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
**TM 16166**
**TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE**  
**JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  
MARKET ADAPTIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86744129
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 01, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5069870
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 25, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: Jun. 01, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 03, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 28, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER
- **Disclaimer**: "MARKET"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial planning, namely, the creation of personal strategies to achieve financial independence
- **International Classes**: 36
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PINNACLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT
- **Address**: PINNACLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT 3300 S MARKET ST, STE 404 ROGERS ARKANSAS 72758
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA

---

**MARKET ADAPTIVE**

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial planning, namely, the creation of personal strategies to achieve financial independence
- **International Classes**: 36
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: PINNACLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT
- **Address**: PINNACLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT 3300 S MARKET ST, STE 404 ROGERS ARKANSAS 72758
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARKANSAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 1912 PIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86744231  Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2015  Registration Number  5083395
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 03, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 28, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring coffee distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; entertainment information; providing information about education; recreation information; providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the field of coffee
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Sep. 30, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STARBUCKS CORPORATION  Address  STARBUCKS CORPORATION  2401 Utah Avenue South Seattle  WASHINGTON  98134  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EFORMIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86744262 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083396
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software application for compliance management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Compliance Systems Automation, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA EFORMIX Address Compliance Systems Automation, LLC #2312 1111 Brickell Bay Drive Miami FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INSPIRATION SCIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86744483 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083397
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in analyzing data from educational institutions and applying predictive analytics in order to optimize academic outcomes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Sep. 13, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 13, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Civitas Learning, Inc. Address Civitas Learning, Inc. 100 Congress Suite 400 Austin TEXAS 78701
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CIVL008US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROTECT WHAT YOU LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86744660  Application Filing Date  Sep. 01, 2015  Registration Number  5083398
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby bodysuits; Leg warmers; Leggings; Socks; Tights

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ULC IP Holdings, LLC  Address  ULC IP Holdings, LLC  48 WEST 38TH STREET  48 WEST 38TH STREET  New York  NEW YORK  10018  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where
Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SMART TERRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86744797   Application Filing Date  Sep. 02, 2015   Registration Number  5080418
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Trademark   Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK   Disclaimer  "TERRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baby layettes for clothing; Bathing suits; Coats; Dungarees; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Jackets; Jeans; Jerseys; Leather belts; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pullovers;Scarves; Shirts; Shoes; Singlets; Suits; Sweaters; Swimsuits; Tee shirts; Tights; Trousers; Underwear; Wedding dresses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HANGZHOU HAN'S TRADE CO., LTD   Address  HANGZHOU HAN'S TRADE CO., LTD   ROOM 5018, 5016, 5020, 5022, NO.26 QINGCHUN ROAD, XIACHENG DISTRICT HANGZHOU, ZHEJIANG CHINA   Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)   State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  VM65503
Examining Attorney  MICHOS, JOHN E
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONNECTIDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86745069 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083400
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer dating services; Dating services; Dating services provided via a global computer network; Dating services, namely, providing an on-line computer database featuring single people interested in meeting other single people; Internet based social networking, introduction, and dating services; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services; Internet-based social networking services; On-line social networking services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Praescripto, LLC Address Praescripto, LLC 25 Watergate Drive, Suite 200 Amawalk NEW YORK 10501 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0284.3.0004.
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHAT WILL YOU MAKE TODAY...EXCUSES OR PROGRESS!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86745217 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083401
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4759082

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, wheeled transverse frame bars with resistance bands

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frog Fitness, Inc. Address Frog Fitness, Inc. 7 Doe Run Drive The Woodlands TEXAS 77380 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FROG_WHAT_SC

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Q HELP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86745235 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5080419
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2015-0017323 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 1133639 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 02, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 02, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Computer software for mobile phones for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Computer application software for mobile phones for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Downloadable computer programs for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Operating system programs; Computer application software for mobile phones and tablet computers for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Computers; Computer software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Smart phones; Portable communications apparatus, namely, handsets, walkie-talkies, satellite telephones and personal digital assistants; Audio components, comprising surround sound speakers, Loud speakers, tuners, sound mixers, equalizers, audio recorders, and radios; Apparatus for the recording/transmission or reproduction of sound and images; Television receivers; Wearable smart phones; Mobile phone cases; Portable speakers; Portable chargers for mobile phones; Ear phones; Wireless headphones; Wireless headsets
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: LG ELECTRONICS INC.  
Address: LG ELECTRONICS INC. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul 07336  
Legal Entity: CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: 3449-2399US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SUAREZ, MARIA VICTORIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAVÉE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86745477</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 02, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083403</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation: The English translation of “Lavée” in the mark is “Washed”.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Aromatic body care products, namely, body lotion, shower gel, cuticle cream, shampoo, conditioner, non-medicated lip balm, soap, body polish, body and foot scrub and non-medicated foot cream; Conditioners; Hair conditioner; Hair conditioners; Hair oils; Hair shampoo; Hair shampoos and conditioners
International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use In Commerce: Jan. 15, 2016
In Commerce: Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: HUANG, HENG
Address: HUANG, HENG 15815 24TH AVE N, UNIT E PLYMOUTH MINNESOTA 55447
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FIREFLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86745800 Application Filing Date  Sep. 02, 2015 Registration Number   5083404
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hand tools, namely, fuse pullers; hand tools, namely, fuse pullers with an integrated voltage detector
International Classes   8 - Primary Classes US Classes   23, 28, 44 International Class Title   Hand Tools First Use   Jul. 21, 2016 In Commerce   Aug. 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   HD Electric Company Address   HD Electric Company   1475 Lakeside Drive   Waukegan   ILLINOIS 60085 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   3191D-200037

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FEMEROS

**Case Identifiers**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86746577</td>
<td>Sep. 03, 2015</td>
<td>5083405</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jan. 26, 2016  **Notice of Allowance Date** Mar. 22, 2016

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Dietary supplements; dietary supplements used to promote and enhance female sex drive
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Aug. 31, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 20, 2016

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Ultimate Media Systems Inc.
- **Address**: Ultimate Media Systems Inc. 3853 Northdale Blvd. #352 Tampa FLORIDA 33624
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**Examinining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THIRSTY PET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86746891 Application Filing Date  Sep. 03, 2015 Registration Number   5083406
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  May 03, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "PET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  light beverages
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chris M. Nero Address  Chris M. Nero  1 S. CHURCH SUITE 1200 c/o Pet Water LLC  TUCSON ARIZONA 85701 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86746959 Application Filing Date  Sep. 03, 2015 Registration Number   5080420
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Japanese characters. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "BUTTER" Translation  The English translation of "Shiawase Butter" in the mark is "Happy Butter". Transliteration  Japanese characters in the mark that transliterate to "Shiawase Butter".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number   5426126 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 15, 2011 Foreign Application/Registration County  JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 15, 2021 Foreign Registration Renewal Date  Jul. 15, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  potato chips and potato-based snack foods flavored with butter
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CALBEE, Inc. Address  CALBEE, Inc. 1-8-3 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku  Tokyo  JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LAW, CHRISTOPHER M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CARAMEL CONUNDRUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Retail store services featuring caramels and candy; Online retail store services featuring caramels and candy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Caramels; Candy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CARBORID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86747560 Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5083408
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemicals used in industry, namely, chemicals for the removal of carbon from produced oil or water
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Mar. 07, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chemical Conditioning Services, Inc. Address Chemical Conditioning Services, Inc. 803 Old Yoakum Road Cuero TEXAS 77954 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLANDRIA, WARREN L
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86747587</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2015</td>
<td>5083409</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Restaurant services; Restaurants
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jul. 29, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 29, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Saigon Streats, LLC
- **Address**: Saigon Streats, LLC 5513 Hillsman Farm Lane Haymarket VIRGINIA 20169
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: GALAN, MATTHEW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WIDOW'S WALK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86747718  
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 04, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5083410  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**Publication Date**: Jan. 26, 2016  
**Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Distilled Spirits  
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 47, 49  
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits  
- **First Use**: Sep. 21, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 21, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GREEN RIVER SPIRITS COMPANY, LLC  
- **Address**: GREEN RIVER SPIRITS COMPANY, LLC  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SOUTH CAROLINA

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 045600.153

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BAD BLOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86747773 Application Filing Date  Sep. 04, 2015 Registration Number  5083411
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Distilled Spirits
International Classes   33 - Primary Classes US Classes  47, 49 International Class Title   Wines and Spirits First Use   Sep. 21, 2016 In Commerce   Sep. 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GREEN RIVER SPIRITS COMPANY, LLC Address   GREEN RIVER SPIRITS COMPANY, LLC  7410 NORTHSIDE DRIVE, SUITE 200 NORTH CHARLESTON SOUTH CAROLINA  29420 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  045600.53

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ABI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86748228 Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5080422
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, providing insurance administration, insurance brokerage, and insurance information, all of the foregoing marketed exclusively to lawyers, judges, law students, other legal professionals and personnel, legal entities comprised of the foregoing, family members of the foregoing, and members of an association that promotes the interests of the legal profession and lawyers, judges, law students and other legal professionals
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use 1990 In Commerce 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Bar Association Address American Bar Association 321 North Clark Street Chicago ILLINOIS 60654 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 126677-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ABI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86748250 Application Filing Date  Sep. 04, 2015 Registration Number  5080423
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "ABI" in white and outlined in blue in front of blue horizontal stripes. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insurance services, namely, providing insurance administration, insurance brokerage, and insurance information, all of the foregoing marketed exclusively to lawyers, judges, law students, other legal professionals and personnel, legal entities comprised of the foregoing, family members of the foregoing, and members of an association that promotes the interests of the legal profession and lawyers, judges, law students and other legal professionals
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  1990 In Commerce  1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  American Bar Association Address  American Bar Association  321 North Clark Street  Chicago ILLINOIS  60654 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  126677-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE QUACK ATTACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, providing an ongoing radio program in the field of sports and sporting events
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 31, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 05, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Alpha Media LLC
- **Address**: Alpha Media LLC, Suite 750, 1211 S.W. 5th Avenue, Portland, OREGON 97204
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 86085.0024
- **Examining Attorney**: COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMERGENCY BIKINI SYSTEM
EBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86748909  Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2015  Registration Number 5080424
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized image of a woman wearing a
bikini inside a circle with a decorative outline. The circle is surrounded by the words "EMERGENCY", "BIKINI",
"SYSTEM" and "EBS", each within an irregular outline. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "BIKINI"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 1710477  Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 1710477  Foreign Registration Date Jul. 29, 2015  Foreign Application/ Registration County AUSTRALIA  Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 29, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathing costumes; bathing costumes for women; bathing suits; bathing suits for men; bathing trunks; bikinis; board
shorts; bottoms; bras; briefs; cap peaks; cap visors; caps; caps with visors; g-strings; hats; lingerie; polo shirts; rash vests;
shirts; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; short-sleeved shirts; sports shirts; surf wear;
sweatsuits; swim suits; swim trunks; swim wear; swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; swimming costumes; swimming trunks;
swimsuits; swimwear; t-shirts; tank tops; tank-tops; tankinis; tee shirts; thong beachwear; thong underwear; underpants;
derwear; wetsuits
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39  International Class Title Clothing  First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes  Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Australian Consolidated Media Pty Ltd DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Emergency Bikini System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Australian Consolidated Media Pty Ltd 5 Sunset Ave Woolgoolga NSW AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CHANG, KATHERINE S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LONGEVITY ANTIOXIDANTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86748931 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2015 Registration Number 4981989
Registration Date Jun. 21, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANTIOXIDANTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements made in significant part of antioxidants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 01, 1988 In Commerce Sep. 01, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MDR Fitness Corp Address MDR Fitness Corp 14101 NW 4 ST Sunrise FLORIDA 33325 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MANHATTAN ISLAND LIVING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86748935 Application Filing Date Sep. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5083415
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 26, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Magidoff, David Address Magidoff, David 2004 Apex Ave 11 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90039
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOTAL MASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86749409 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083416
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 08, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MASS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use May 18, 2016 In Commerce May 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Redefine Nutrition, LLC Address Redefine Nutrition, LLC 3615 Francis Circle, Suite 100 Alpharetta GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05036-0003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUNKLEMAN, SARAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADARZA BIOSYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86749665 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5080426
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BIOSYSTEMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biosensor technology, namely, biochemistry assays for use in chemical analysis, biological analysis or patterning for scientific, laboratory or medical research use
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 16, 2008 In Commerce May 07, 2009
For Medical instruments, namely, biosensors for detecting the presence of multiple molecular substances simultaneously, for scientific, research and medical diagnostic use
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use May 16, 2008 In Commerce May 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Adarza BioSystems, Inc. Address Adarza BioSystems, Inc. 2184 Welsch Industrial Court St. Louis MISSOURI 63146 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 079619496711

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADARZA BIOSYSTEMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86749668 Application Filing Date  Sep. 08, 2015 Registration Number  5080427
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of A triangle centered inside a three-dimensional glass disc, located to the left of the term "ADARZA BIOSYSTEMS" in stylized script, with the "ADARZA" term appearing in larger font and located directly above the "BIOSYSTEMS" term appearing in smaller font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BIOSYSTEMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biosensor technology, namely, biochemistry assays for use in chemical analysis, biological analysis or patterning for scientific, laboratory or medical research use
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use  Jun. 08, 2009 In Commerce  Jun. 08, 2009
For Medical instruments, namely, biosensors for detecting the presence of multiple molecular substances simultaneously, for scientific, research and medical diagnostic use
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use  Jun. 08, 2009 In Commerce  Jun. 08, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Adarza BioSystems, Inc. Address  Adarza BioSystems, Inc.  2184 Welsch Industrial Court  St. Louis MISSOURI 63146 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  079619496710

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PHANTOM OF THE KILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86749814 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083419
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Game programs for mobile phones downloadable via the Internet; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 18, 2016 In Commerce May 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GUMI INC. Address GUMI INC. 4-34-7 NISHI-SHINJUKU, SHINJUKU-KU TOKYO 160-0023 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 067233-0056

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SELL UP, SURF'S UP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86749881 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083420
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs for wiper blade retailers and parts managers to promote the sale of wiper blades; Providing incentive award programs for wholesale customers through the distribution of prepaid stored value cards for the purpose of promoting and rewarding loyalty; Providing incentive award programs for wholesale customers through the issuance and processing of contest points for a free vacation trip

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trico Products Corporation Address Trico Products Corporation 3255 West Hamlin Road Rochester Hills MICHIGAN 48309 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1762307.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRAZIER, TAMARA G
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RUCKUS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86750169</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 08, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083421</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 26, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the literal elements "RUCKUS" inside a rectangular border.  
**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Incubation services, namely, providing work space containing business equipment to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Aug. 28, 2015  
**In Commerce** Sep. 02, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Mass Avenue Makerspace, LLC  
**Address** Mass Avenue Makerspace, LLC 875 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 101  
**Indianapolis** INDIANA 46204  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** INDIANA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** XXX

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86750343</td>
<td>Sep. 08, 2015</td>
<td>5083423</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of three &quot;x&quot;s stacked on top of each other. Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Belts; Coats; Hats; Pants; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Underwear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Rodriguez, Ricardo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Rodriguez, Ricardo 31 North Street C2 Bronx NEW YORK 10468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PRATER, JILL I |

18997
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86751119 Application Filing Date  Sep. 09, 2015 Registration Number  5083425
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a side view of a heraldic lion design standing on its hind legs, with both paws stretched forward, and wherein there is no shading. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Belts; Blouses; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Jackets; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Underwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mays TFJ Realty, LLC Address  Mays TFJ Realty, LLC Suite 500 485 Seventh Avenue New York City NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Simon039

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FIGURE SLIM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86751181 Application Filing Date  Sep. 09, 2015 Registration Number  5083426
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 24, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "Figure Slim" below a slim silhouette figure of a female holding a string with three spheres. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "SLIM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Leggings; Shapewear; Tops; Waist bands
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use Oct. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Figure Slim, Inc Address  Figure Slim, Inc #4V 665 Thwaites Place Bronx NEW YORK 10467 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WANG, WEN HSING
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MFLIXWORLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86751200
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 09, 2015
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5083427
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 26, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Streaming of audio, video, audiovisual, and text material on the Internet
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Apr. 29, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 03, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Argha Services, Inc
- **Address**: Argha Services, Inc 200 4488 North Shallowford Road Atlanta GEORGIA 30338
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Argha-TM001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POLISCAPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86751293 Application Filing Date  Sep. 09, 2015 Registration Number   5083428
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing programs and shows featuring news in the form of political debate/commentary delivered by either television, radio, satellite, or the Internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Admirand, John Rutger Address  Admirand, John Rutger  577 Powerville Road  Boonton  NEW JERSEY 07005 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WILKE, JOHN
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ABRA

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86751403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep, 09, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov, 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb, 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar, 29, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: dietary and nutritional supplements for athletic performance enhancement
  - **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
  - **First Use**: Apr, 30, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Apr, 30, 2016

- **For**: athletic apparel, namely, t-shirts, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Apr, 30, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Apr, 30, 2016

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Abra Laboratories LLC
- **Address**: Abra Laboratories LLC
  - 3651 NW 6th Street
  - Deerfield Beach
  - FLORIDA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SNAPDRAGON NAVIGATOR

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86751714</td>
<td>Sep. 09, 2015</td>
<td>5083431</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 10, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;NAVIGATOR&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4143305, 4601875, 3894134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer software, namely, flight controller software for drones</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2016</td>
<td>Jul. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | |
|---------------||
| Yes           | |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualcomm Incorporated</td>
<td>Qualcomm Incorporated 5775 Morehouse Drive San Diego</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | |
|---------------||
| 032592        | |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HEATHER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FRUITDUST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86751762 Application Filing Date  Sep. 09, 2015 Registration Number   5080429
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dried fruit; dried fruit mixes; dried fruit-based snacks; dried fruits in powder form; freeze-dried fruits; fruit based snack food; fruit granules for use in prepared meals or food
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title   Meats and Processed Foods
First Use  Sep. 02, 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 02, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Awesome Food Distribution Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA American Freeze Dry Address   Awesome Food Distribution Inc. Suite 1008 1122 E. Pike Street Seattle  WASHINGTON  98122 Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLAIR, JASON PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUMAN CONDITION LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86753191 Application Filing Date Sep. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5080430
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others Business support services, namely, business consulting to start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations Incubation services, namely, providing work space containing business and technology equipment to start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015
For Prototype fabrication of new products for others
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015
For Product research and development
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Human Condition Global, LLC Address Human Condition Global, LLC 222 Broadway, 19th floor New York NEW YORK 10038 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4140
Examining Attorney ABRAMS, JACQUELINE WIL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** A BETTER WAY TO MANAGE PROPERTIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86753460
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 10, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083436
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 26, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Mar. 22, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing a website that gives computer users the ability to manage rental properties online, including, listing rental properties, tenant screening, allowing tenants to pay rent online, allowing landlords to review tenant payment histories, managing digital rental applications and leases, managing maintenance requests, and handling communication between tenants, prospective tenants, and landlords
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Sep. 09, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 09, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ERENTPAY LLC
- **Address**: ERENTPAY LLC 2705 Jansen Ave. Las Vegas NEVADA 89101
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: ERP.0003T
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SHARPER JR, SAMUEL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYPERDISK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86754181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Computer hardware and computer software that emulates complete hard drive functionality and provides real-time provisioning and execution of operating system images directly on end point devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>ManTech International Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>ManTech International Corporation 12015 Lee Jackson Highway Fairfax VIRGINIA 22033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>4107-4003T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examing Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GALAN, MATTHEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 16208 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYPERDISK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86754235 Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5083439
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others that provides real-time, simultaneous provisioning of one or more operating system images for use in cyber development, testing, integration, training and fielding; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that provide real-time, simultaneous provisioning of one or more operating system images for use in cyber development, testing, integration, training and fielding activities
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 15, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ManTech International Corporation Address ManTech International Corporation 12015 Lee Jackson Highway Fairfax VIRGINIA 22033 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4107-4004T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GALAN, MATTHEW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  KEEPZIT KOOLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86754252 Application Filing Date  Sep. 11, 2015 Registration Number  5083440
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "COOLER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coolers for wine; Insulated containers for beverage cans for domestic use; Portable beverage container holder; Portable beverage coolers; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CDP Promotions, LLC Address  CDP Promotions, LLC  4448 Lamont St  San Diego  CALIFORNIA 92109 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  THE DIFFERENCES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86754415  Application Filing Date  Sep. 11, 2015  Registration Number  5080432
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  1737615  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 16, 2015
Foreign Registration Number  TMA942387  Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 05, 2016  Foreign Application/Registration County  CANADA  Foreign Expiration Date  Jul. 05, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  advertising agency services; market research studies; marketing analysis services; developing and collection of market research information and the analysis of market research data and statistics
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Quarry Integrated Communications Inc.  Address  Quarry Integrated Communications Inc.  1440 King Street North  St. Jacobs, Ontario  CANADA  N0B2N0  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  65037-0314

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BODYPACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86754529 Application Filing Date Sep. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5080434
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 083617421 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 12, 2008 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 12, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags; traveling bags; school bags, school satchels; rucksacks, backpacks; beggar's bags, namely, shoulder bags, messenger bags, drawstring pouches; tuck boxes, namely, trunks; purses, pocket wallets; sports bags, except those adapted for the goods they are designed to carry; duffel bags; attaché cases, briefcases; briefcases, trunks, traveling bags; saddlery; holdalls
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MML Address MML 300 rue des Carrieres Taluyers FRANCE 69440 Legal Entity société par actions simplifiée (sas) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 04774.T116US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TARESO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86754998 Application Filing Date Sep. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5067077
Registration Date Oct. 25, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 27, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "TARESO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Design and development of computer hardware and software; Research and development and consultation related thereto in the field of science and engineering; Research and development in the field of science and technology studies; Research and development of computer software; Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of science and engineering; Scientific and technological services, namely, development of new technology in the field of information processing and computing, physics, quantum mechanics, engineering, microsystems; Scientific research and development; Scientific research consulting in the field of science, technology, engineering, and science and technology studies

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 06, 2014 In Commerce Feb. 10, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tareso, LLC Address Tareso, LLC 10482 Baltimore Ave, Suite 280 Beltsville MARYLAND 20705
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REIHNER, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NODDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86756141 Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083448
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 22, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NODDO" in blue stylized font, and immediately above three orange arrows that create the form of a sphere. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) orange and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "NODDO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Human resources management; Management on behalf of industrial and commercial enterprises in terms of supplying them with office requisites; Outsourcing services in the nature of arranging procurement of goods for others; Payroll administration and management services; Payroll processing services; Personnel management; Personnel placement; Personnel recruitment services and employment agencies; Planning concerning business management, namely, searching for partners for amalgamations and business take-overs as well as for business establishments; Providing information pertaining to procurement, buying, selling and tendering information and opportunities relating to goods, services, and construction via computer, computer networks, telephone, the internet or electronic mail; Purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of goods and labor contracting services; Rental of vending machines; Vending machine services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUDOJAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86756751 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5083450
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for audio discovery; downloadable software for social networking; Downloadable software for communication
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AudoJam, Inc. Address AudoJam, Inc. 20 Miller St., No. A Morristown NEW JERSEY 07960 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 126365-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BL BOOK & LEARN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86756952</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 15, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080436</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;BOOK &amp; LEARN&quot; in red stylized letters. The logo centered above the words consists of the letters &quot;BL&quot; in white stylized script within a red square with rounded corners. The letter &quot;L&quot; is superimposed over the letter &quot;B&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;BOOK &amp; LEARN&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>1650672</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Aug. 28, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>1604844</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Providing a website featuring resources, namely, a website featuring primarily non-downloadable publications in the nature of brochures and booklets in the field of opportunities for academic study, principally in foreign countries, and also featuring non-downloadable software for use, principally by educational institutions and travel agents, in promoting, researching, comparing, pricing and booking academic courses, primarily in foreign countries |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 44E | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Mundo Joven Propiedad Intelectual, S.A. de C.V. |
| Address | Mundo Joven Propiedad Intelectual, S.A. de C.V. Calle 22 Num. Ext. 43 Col. San Pedro de los Pinos México, D.F. MEXICO 03800 |
| Legal Entity | sociedad anonima (sa de cv)) |
| State or Country Where Organized | MEXICO |
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  08611.0102

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THOMAS GENE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86757036  Application Filing Date  Sep. 15, 2015  Registration Number  5083452
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bath towels; bed covers; bed linen; bed sheets; linen; pillow cases
International Classes  24 - Primary Classes  US Classes  42, 50  International Class Title  Fabrics  First Use  Feb. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Odelia LLC,  Address  Odelia LLC,  614 Wal Mart Dr PMB 118  Farmington  MISSOURI  63640  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHEETAH ORION

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86757818 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5080437
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Advertising and promotional services; business marketing consultation, namely, providing marketing research and analysis services in the field of online marketing; business marketing consultation, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; business marketing services in the nature of developing advertisements which are distributed via the Internet; Consulting services in the fields of marketing, advertising, and advertising campaign strategy, advertising management, and advertising analytics in the nature of analyzing the effectiveness of advertising campaigns; advertising agency services; Advertising services, namely, development, execution, and management of advertising campaigns and branding strategies for others; Digital advertising services for others; management of digital advertising; analytics for digital marketing to determine relevant facts about online users and customers; Advertising analytics and management services, namely, to ensure accountability and improve advertising effectiveness


For Software platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring software for tracking website activity and for managing and monitoring the performance and effectiveness of websites, online advertising and online marketing campaigns; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in advertising analytics, tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, and optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns, and keyword search performance; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in decision, support, analytics and optimization of interactive advertising and digital media; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in generating online marketing programs; providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for analyzing the effectiveness of targeted marketing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2015</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 16, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CHEETAH MOBILE INC.
- **Address**: CHEETAH MOBILE INC. PO Box 309, Ugland House, Grand Cayman, CAYMAN ISLANDS, KY1-1104
- **Legal Entity**: exempted limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CAYMAN ISLANDS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FRAZIER, TAMARA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86757824 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5080438
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with an arrow end in the middle.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and promotional services; business marketing consultation, namely, providing marketing research and analysis services in the field of online marketing; business marketing consultation, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; business marketing services in the nature of developing advertisements which are distributed via the Internet; Consulting services in the fields of marketing, advertising, and advertising campaign strategy, advertising management, and advertising analytics in the nature of analyzing the effectiveness of advertising campaigns; advertising agency services; Advertising services, namely, development, execution, and management of advertising campaigns and branding strategies for others; Digital advertising services for others; management of digital advertising; analytics for digital marketing to determine relevant facts about online users and customers; Advertising analytics and management services, namely, to ensure accountability and improve advertising effectiveness
For Software platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring software for tracking website activity and for managing and monitoring the performance and effectiveness of websites, online advertising and online marketing campaigns; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in advertising analytics, tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, and optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns, and keyword search performance; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in decision, support, analytics and optimization of interactive advertising and digital media; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in generating online marketing programs; providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for analyzing the effectiveness of targeted marketing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101 International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  CHEETAH MOBILE INC.  **Address**  CHEETAH MOBILE INC. PO Box 309, Ugland House  Grand Cayman  CAYMAN ISLANDS  **Legal Entity**  exempted limited company  **State or Country Where Organized**  CAYMAN ISLANDS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FRAZIER, TAMARA G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOVE IT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86758021 Application Filing Date  Sep. 16, 2015 Registration Number   5083454
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "MOVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Power jacks, namely, power pallet jacks, power operated pallet lifting jacks; band saws; hoists and structural component parts for hoists
International Classes   7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Apr. 09, 2013 In Commerce  Apr. 09, 2013
For  Chain hoists used for lifting; Chain hoists used for lifting and raising construction and building materials namely, pipes, and steel beams

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pitts, H. Michael Address  Pitts, H. Michael  119 Beagle Drive  Manalapan  NEW JERSEY  07726 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MASSAGE WAREHOUSE
MASSAGE · SPA · SALON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86758832 Application Filing Date  Sep. 16, 2015 Registration Number   5083456
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word mark "MASSAGE WAREHOUSE"; after the word "MASSAGE" is a circle with a stylized representation of a flower and the the word "WAREHOUSE" follows; underneath "WAREHOUSE" in a smaller font are the words "MASSAGE SPA" and "SALON" with a dot between each word. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MASSAGE SPA SALON" Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  As to "MASSAGE WAREHOUSE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4474840, 4475378

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For MAIL ORDER CATALOG AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING MASSAGE PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES, PHYSICAL THERAPY AND REHABILITATION PRODUCTS, BEAUTY PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS (NON-MEDICAL), HAIRCARE PRODUCTS
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Nov. 03, 2015 In Commerce  Dec. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Scrip, Inc. Address  Scrip, Inc. 360 Veterans Parkway, Suite 115 Bollingbrook ILLINOIS 60440 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  336712-9/MAS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NADUR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86758857 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5080443
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "NADUR" in the mark is "Nature".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 014544671 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 13, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 10, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics applicators, namely, applicators sold empty for applying cosmetics, blush, foundation, eyeshadow for the face; Cosmetics brushes; Sponges used for applying make-up; Containers for cosmetics, namely, compacts sold empty
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Bags, namely, handbags, tote bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Cosmetic bags sold empty
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Stencils for use when applying make-up, namely, eyebrow stencils
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Skincare cosmetics, namely, cosmetics sold as an integral component of non-medicated skincare preparations; Anti-aging skincare preparations, namely, anti-aging creams, toner, moisturizer, serums; hair care preparations; perfume; soaps; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; essential oils; makeup; toners and lotions for hair; toners and lotions for skin; Skin moisturizers; facial masks; Beauty serums; make-up preparations; non-medicated toilet preparations, namely, skin cleanser; toilet articles, namely, shampoo, shower gel, soap; preparations for the cleaning, care and beautification of the skin, hands, scalp and body; shampoos; preparations for the hair; hair lotions, hair gels, hair creams, hair sprays; deodorants for personal use; Skin fresheners; shaving preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations, namely, pre-shave and after-shave gels,
creams, lotions, balms; depilatory preparations; make-up removing preparations; Nail paint; Nail polish removers; Nail primer; Room fragrances; Fragrance emitting wicks for room fragrance; Refills for electric room fragrance dispensers; Room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Retail store services in the field of hair and beauty products; consumer product advice in the field of cosmetics

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Consultation services in the field of cosmetics, namely, on-line make-up consultation services and in-person make-up consultation services; Advice relating to cosmetics, namely, cosmetic analysis; color analysis for cosmetic purposes; Consultancy relating to cosmetics, namely, beauty consultation services in the selection and use of cosmetics; Cosmetic make-up services, namely, in-person make-up consultation and application services

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Candles; Perfumed candles; Fragranced candles

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Maison Danu Limited Address Maison Danu Limited 88 Harcourt Street Dublin IRELAND 2 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized IRELAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number 1-HMC-031-T- 

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATOORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86759450 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5080447
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 013846101 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 013846101 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 06, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 17, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat, poultry and game; meat extracts; charcuterie; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; edible oils and fats; soups and potato crisps; pates and foie gras; Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of meat; Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of fish; Ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of vegetables; Fish, not live; Milk; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; Prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes
International Classes: 29 - Primary Classes US Classes: 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For recipe books; travel books; books relating to food and drinks; Printed recipe cards and recipe pamphlets; printed travel guidebooks; printed informational cards relating to food and drinks
International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising services provided via the Internet; production of television and radio advertisements; accountancy; auctioneering; data processing; provision of business information; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, fruits, vegetables, meat, fish, cheese, charcuterie, pasta, dairy products, bread, drinks, flour, confectionery, spices, oils, vinegars, preserves, grains, pulses, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a grocery store, by mail order, online, mobile or by means of telecommunications; organization, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes, namely, arranging and
conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of food and beverages; Organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; public opinion polling; retail store services featuring food and ingredients, alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, household cleaning products, food hampers, and kitchenware; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes, namely, promoting the goods of others; business information, advisory and consultancy services; Wholesale distributorship services featuring fish, meat, fruit, vegetables, foodstuffs, baked goods, dairy products, cheese, pasta, herbs, oils, spices, breads, and drinks; Wholesale distributorship services for restaurants, delicatessens, caterers, namely, the provision of fruits, vegetables, meat, fish, cheese, charcuterie, pasta, dairy products, bread, drinks, flour, confectionery, spices, oils, vinegars, preserves, grains, and pulses

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For fresh fruits and vegetables, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; agricultural seeds; Malt for brewing and distilling; food and beverages for animals, namely, mixed animal feed

**International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 46 **International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products

For Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; bread, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, spices; ice; sandwiches; pizzas; fresh and dried pasta; Noodle-based prepared meals; flour; Preparations made from cereals, namely, breakfast cereal; pastry and confectionery made from sugar; Edible ices; Condiments, namely, sauces; pies and pasta dishes, namely, pasta salads; packaged meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

For Downloadable electronic publications, namely, recipe cards and recipe pamphlets, travel guidebooks and informational cards relating to food and drinks

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Fruit smoothies; vegetable smoothies; vegetable drinks; fruit drinks

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 45, 46, 48 **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Natoora Limited  
**Address** Natoora Limited  Unit 8, Discovery Business Park  St. James Road  London UNITED KINGDOM  SE164RA  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 365730.00005

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  F FISHWITHME.NET. SAVE. LEARN. FISH.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86759801  Application Filing Date  Sep. 17, 2015  Registration Number  5080449
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a blue square with curved edges with a
stylized white letter "F" appearing within the square, with the bottom of the letter "F" forming a curved white fish hook.
The stylized wording "FISHWITHME.NET" appears to the right, with the wording "FISHWITHME" in dark gray, with
the bottom of the letter "F" forming a curved dark gray fish hook, and the wording ".NET" in blue. The stylized wording
"SAVE. LEARN. FISH." appears below in dark gray. All other instances of the color white in the mark represent
background only and are not claimed as features of the mark.  Color Drawing   Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) blue,
dark gray, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "FISH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback
from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of recreational fishing
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services  First Use   Aug. 01, 2014  In Commerce   Aug. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Fishwithme.net Corp.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Fishwithme.net  Address   Fishwithme.net Corp.  6425
Spring Brook Road  Rockford  ILLINOIS  61114  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized
ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRISCH, HANNA CHO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** USER GENERATED CONTENTMENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86759969
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 17, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083458
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 16, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 12, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring the benefits of having users of an online system or service generate content
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Aug. 02, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 02, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Goodblogs, LLC
- **Address**: Goodblogs, LLC 1305 College Drive Decorah IOWA 52101
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: IOWA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 23070-3-1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CROWLEY, PAUL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIO BOOMERS NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86760708 Application Filing Date Sep. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083460
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NUTRITION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For nutritional supplements; dietary supplements; herbal supplements; vitamin supplements; mineral supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Patel, Manish Address Patel, Manish 6380 Commerce Drive Westland MICHIGAN 48185 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Patel, Alpesh Address Patel, Alpesh 6380 Commerce Drive Westland MICHIGAN 48185 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLINSCOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86760857 Application Filing Date Sep. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083461
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to access, query and manage health and medical data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Halfpenny Technologies, Inc. Address Halfpenny Technologies, Inc. Building B Suite 200 960 Harvest Drive Blue Bell PENNSYLVANIA 19422 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 389059-113

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MASTERS OF CASUAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86761132  Application Filing Date  Sep. 18, 2015  Registration Number   5083463
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 16, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Casual shoes, unrelated to golf
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Sep. 12, 2015  In Commerce  Jul. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Obre, Eric  Address  Obre, Eric  593 Graceland Drive  Laguna Beach  CALIFORNIA  92651  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MONLANDER M U.S.A EST. 2015

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86762074 Application Filing Date Sep. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5083464
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "MONLANDER M U.S.A EST. 2015" presented in white stylized font, all set against a shield design. The shield design has a red top and blue bottom separated by a white horizontal line, and is outlined in black and white. The word "MONLANDER" appears in the red portion of the shield, while all other wording in the literal element appears in the blue portion of the shield. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, blue, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "U.S.A EST. 2015"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Monlander, Chantz Address Monlander, Chantz 137 yellowstone drive 308 charlottesville VIRGINIA 22903 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALASHEVICH, JASON K
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JABURRITOS

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86762335 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5080453 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 24, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "JABURRITOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For Food and drink catering; Food preparation; Preparation of food and beverages; Providing of food and drink; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Serving food and drinks International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name FC NIKKEI HOLDINGS, LLC Address FC NIKKEI HOLDINGS, LLC 650 SOUTH MAIN STREET LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

Examiner Information
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONCERTO IP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86762580 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5080454
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "IP"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 00003100388 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 00003100388 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 22, 2015 Foreign Application/ Registration County GREAT BRITAIN Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 22, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in intellectual property matters; Patent agent and patent attorney services; Trademark agent and trademark attorney services; Intellectual property legal services, namely, intellectual property litigation services, intellectual property litigation support services, intellectual property alternative dispute resolution services, intellectual property alternative dispute resolution support services, intellectual property licensing services, intellectual property legal services related to intellectual property transactions, domain registration services, domain name alternative dispute resolution services, business name alternative dispute resolution services, intellectual property searching services in the nature of trademark and patent searching services, public record intellectual property investigation services, legal services in the nature of intellectual property registration renewal services, intellectual property paralegal services, legal services in the nature of intellectual property records services, namely, establishing and maintaining intellectual property records for others, legal services in the nature of managing patent and trademark portfolios for others
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Lawrence, Malcolm Graham  Address Lawrence, Malcolm Graham  Torrells Hall  Shellow Road Willingale  UNITED KINGDOM  CM50SP  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HLLM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86762732 Application Filing Date  Sep. 21, 2015 Registration Number   5083465
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "HLLM" stylized in the shape of a heart. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Jackets; Socks; Sweatpants; T-shirts
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Douglas, Andre Address  Douglas, Andre 138 n 62nd st Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19139 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO THIS WEEKEND? DIDYOUWEEKEND IS YOUR PLACE TO FIND AND SHARE WEEKEND FUN! DYW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86763044 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5080458
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO THIS WEEKEND?" above and in a larger font than the words "Didyouweekend is your place to find and share weekend fun!" which is above three suitcase icons with the letters "D" "Y" and "W" in each suitcase, respectively. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the field(s) of weekend events and activities available by geographic location

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DiMaggio, Richard Address DiMaggio, Richard 6 Berkley Rd. Glenville NEW YORK 12302 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 438T3758
Examining Attorney ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VENDSWIFT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86763778 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080459
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 01722837 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 18, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 1722837 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 19, 2016 Foreign Application/ Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 18, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for the purpose of giving users the ability to order and pay for, and subsequently obtain, beverages and/or snacks from certain vending machines
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Coca-Cola Amatil (Aust) Pty Ltd Address Coca-Cola Amatil (Aust) Pty Ltd 40 Mount Street Coca-Cola Place - L14 North Sydney, NSW 2060 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CCA/VENDSWIF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ORB

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86763939</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 22, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080460</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: News agencies, namely, gathering and dissemination of news in the field of current events relating to food, water, energy, health, education, environment, trade, and governance through digital means, namely, multimedia, text, and audio; providing news and commentary in the field of current events relating to food, water, energy, health, education, environment, trade, and governance through digital means, namely, multimedia, text, and audio
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2015

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: ORBmedia Inc.
- **Address**: ORBmedia Inc. 2609 Klingle Rd, NW Washington D.C. 20008
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 94559-1000
- **Examiner Attorney**: HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MICROGLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86763949 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080461
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing business and professional training to entrepreneurs in the form of online courses, workshops, and distributing course material in connection therewith

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Leah Goold-Haws Address Leah Goold-Haws 1407 Jen Way, CA 96001 Redding CALIFORNIA 96001 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LGH-TM-MG-92

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86764170 Application Filing Date  Sep. 22, 2015 Registration Number  5083472
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 15, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  May 10, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of The word "STRASS" having a depiction of a
star between the letters "R" and "A". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 162613 Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 26, 2007 Foreign Application/ Registration County PANAMA Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 26, 2017

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Berets; Bermuda shorts; Blouses; Boots; Bras; Caps; Clogs; Coats; Corsets; Dresses; Footwear; Garters; Girdles; Hats; Jackets; Nightgowns; Panties; Pants; Petti-pants; Petticoats; Robes; Sandals; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Skirts; Slippers; Sneakers; Socks; Stockings; Suits; Sweaters; Sweatshirts; Tights; Visors
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Intratex, S.A. Address Intratex, S.A. Calle 16, entre Santa Isabel y Roosevelt Zona Libre de Colon
PANAMA Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa) State or Country Where Organized PANAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BENECLICK!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86764200 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5083473
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring non-downloadable employee benefits software for selecting health, retirement, and life insurance products
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 30, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company Address Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company 1295 State Street Springfield MASSACHUSETTS 01111 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 07718-020800

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DEFORD, JEFFREY S
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Construction of facilities, structures, living quarters, and utility buildings, production modules and subsea modules in the oil and gas industry; Construction of modular buildings

**International Classes**  37 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title**  Construction and Repair  
**First Use**  Oct. 30, 1998  
**In Commerce**  Oct. 30, 1998

**For** Analysis and consultation pertaining to job site safety; Consultation services concerning homeland safety and security issues; Consultation services in the field of the safety needs of commercial and industrial companies; Consulting in the field of workplace safety; Consulting services in the field of public safety; Consulting services in the field of state and federal regulatory compliance requirements for personnel safety; Providing information concerning homeland safety and security issues

**International Classes**  45 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  100, 101  
**International Class Title**  Personal and legal services  
**First Use**  Oct. 30, 1998  
**In Commerce**  Oct. 30, 1998

**For** Custom manufacture of modular components for modular buildings

**International Classes**  40 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**  100, 103, 106  
**International Class Title**  Material Treatment  
**First Use**  Oct. 30, 1998  
**In Commerce**  Oct. 30, 1998

**For** Armored doors of metal; armoured doors of metal; Blast-resistant casement windows of metal for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings; Blast-resistant doors and windows of metal for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings; Blast-resistant doors of metal for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings; fasteners of metal for blast-resistant casement windows for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings; Fittings of metal for blast-resistant windows for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings; Floating metal islands for commercial and industrial storage, platform, or shelter purposes; Metal components for blast-resistant metal protective and security window shutters for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings, namely, slats, shutterboxes, side frames, end caps, crank handles, pull straps, side tracks, ball bearings and installation hardware, namely,
rollers, rails, cables, carriers, pins, locks, clips, brackets and screws; blast-resistant metal interior storm windows for forced entry/ballistic resistant buildings; Metal shelter structures; Metal storage shelters; Metallic armoured doors; Metallic fire doors; Modular metallic buildings; Pre-fabricated houses of metal; Pre-fabricated metal houses for fire and blast resistant office/living quarters

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods  **First Use**  Oct. 30, 1998  **In Commerce**  Oct. 30, 1998

For Leasing of portable modular metal and modular non-metal structures for use as fire and blast resistant office/living quarters; Rental of portable modular buildings

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services  **First Use**  Oct. 30, 1998  **In Commerce**  Oct. 30, 1998

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Alta S. Baker  **Address**  Alta S. Baker  1115 Safe Haven Drive  Jennings  LOUISIANA  70546  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GIFTOMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86764649  Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2015  Registration Number 5080463  
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  
Translation The English translation of "tomo" in the mark is "friend" and "social".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Business data analysis; Gift registry services; (Based on Use in Commerce) Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising services, namely, promoting the gift cards of others; Computerized on-line gift ordering service which matches the gift giver's requirements with the gift recipient's wants and needs; Online advertising and promotional services; Promotional services, namely, promoting the goods of others by means of operating an online platform with hyperlinks to the goods and services of others.; Retail shops featuring wide variety of goods and services sold by others

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2015  In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Giftomo, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA giftomo.com  
Address Giftomo, LLC 109 Plymouth Ave San Carlos  CALIFORNIA  94070  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J

19047
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86764692 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080464
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of letter "A" with a ring around the center directly above the "A" in capital letters "C", "A", "P". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting the interests, goals and objectives of Chinese American physicians through education, programs, practice, publications, and communications in the areas of practice management and quality patient care
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Association of Chinese American Physicians USA, Inc. Address Association of Chinese American Physicians USA, Inc. 3370 Prince Street Suite 703 Flushing NEW YORK 11354 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 360 PRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86764697</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2015</td>
<td>5080465</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "360"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 402015007043 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 1168858 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 24, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 24, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Watches; Parts and fittings for watches; Wrist watches; Electronic clocks and watches; Jewelry, namely, bracelets; Watchbands; Control clocks, namely, master clocks; Watches with the function of wireless communication; Watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smartphones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watches incorporating cameras and MP3 players, and that communicate data to smart phones and PDAs; Wearable digital electronic devices comprised primarily of a wristwatch and also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, data and information from smart phones, tablet computers and portable computers

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry

For Smart phones; Displays for smart phone, namely, liquid crystal display (LCD) and light emitting diode (LED) displays; Mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; Wireless headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Wireless headsets for mobile phone; Wireless headsets for smartphone; Digital settop boxes; Leather cases for mobile phone; Leather cases for smartphone; Flip covers for mobile phone; Flip covers for smartphone; Application software for operating communication devices; Software for operating mobile phones; Software for television for use in language localization, by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning for
television programs; Tablet computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Wearable computers; Computer; Printers for computer; light emitting diode (LED) displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Portable computers; Rechargeable electric batteries; Battery chargers; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers; electronic Displays for television receiver; Audio component system composed of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, stereo tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio recorders, radio receivers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Earphones; Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) players; Portable media players; Audio speakers; wireless cameras; Computer software for virtual reality game; Wearable telecommunication devices for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages, namely, wearable walkie-talkies and satellite telephones; Head-mounted video display apparatus

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  
**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LG ELECTRONICS INC.  
**Address** LG ELECTRONICS INC. 128, Yeou-i-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0630-6526US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BAKER, JORDAN A

19050
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALWAYS ON: THE TRAIL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 86765376
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 23, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080469
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4793448

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing customized on-line web pages and data feeds featuring user-defined information, which includes blog posts, new media content, other on-line content, and on-line web links to other websites
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Feb. 09, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 09, 2016

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: CBS Broadcasting Inc.
- **Address**: CBS Broadcasting Inc. 51 West 52nd Street New York NEW YORK 10019
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: LATTUCA, FRANK J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
JASPERCUSSION CYMB SIZ.GET IT? GET IT!

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86765551</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Cymbals; Percussion instruments; Percussion instruments, namely, cymbals
- **International Classes**: 15 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 21, 36
- **International Class Title**: Musical Instruments
- **First Use**: Jan. 20, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 20, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Jaspercussion, Inc
- **Address**: Jaspercussion, Inc 1629 Cottonwood Street Broomfield COLORADO 80020
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: STRINGER, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RE-U-ZIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86765589 Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2015 Registration Number  5083480
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "RE-U-ZIP" with the letter "I" further stylized to resemble a zipper pull graphic, all between two horizontal lines. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  reusable zipper with adhesive backing used with dust control barriers and enclosures for environmental separation and containment in industrial, residential and commercial applications

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  RE-U-ZIP LLC Address  RE-U-ZIP LLC #1 1333 9th St Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90401 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MALASHEVICH, JASON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HK THE HIP & KNEE CENTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86765696 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080470
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "H" and "K" in a solid circle
followed by a vertical line and the accompanying text "The Hip & Knee Center". Color Claimed Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HIP & KNEE CENTER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Surgical services, namely, hip and knee replacements
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Palmer, Shawn Address Palmer, Shawn 1412 Carlisle Drive Inverness ILLINOIS 60010 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESONATE 360

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86765771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "360"

FOREIGN INFORMATION

Foreign Registration Number | 014590186 | Foreign Registration Date | Mar. 07, 2016 | Foreign Application/Registration County | EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) | Foreign Expiration Date | Sep. 24, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Audio receivers; Audio speakers; Portable audio speakers; Wireless audio speakers; Smart phones; Mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; Wireless headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Wireless headsets for mobile phone; Wireless headsets for smart phone; Digital settop boxes; Leather cases for mobile phone; Leather cases for smart phone; Flip covers for mobile phone; Flip covers for smart phone; Application software for operating communication devices; Tablet computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Wearable computers; Computers; Printers for computer for documents or photos; LED displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Portable computers; Wireless headsets for tablet computer; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers; Audio component system composed of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio recorders, radio receivers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Earphones; Digital Versatile Disc players; Portable media players

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name    LG ELECTRONICS INC.  
Address      LG ELECTRONICS INC.  
             128, Yeou-i-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu  
             Seoul  
             REPUBLIC OF KOREA  
             07336  
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  
State or Country Where Organized  
             KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  0630-6548US1  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BAKER, JORDAN A  

19056
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SPEAKER BOTTLEPOP

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86765855</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Sep. 23, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5080473</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | **Disclaimer** | "SPEAKER" |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></th>
<th>402015005122</th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jul. 09, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1181925</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Audio receivers; Audio speakers; Portable speakers; Wireless speakers; Smart phones; Mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; Wireless headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Wireless headsets for mobile phone; Wireless headsets for smart phone; Digital settop boxes; Leather cases for mobile phone; Leather cases for smart phone; Flip covers for mobile phone; Flip covers for smart phone; Applications software for operating communication devices; Tablet computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Wearable computers; Computer; Printers for computer; LED displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Portable computers; Wireless headsets for tablet computer; Rechargeable batteries; Battery chargers; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers; Audio component system composed of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, radio tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio recorders, radio receivers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Earphones; Digital Versatile Disc players; Portable media players |
| **International Classes** | 9 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| **International Class Title** | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| <strong>Currently 44E</strong> | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>LG ELECTRONICS INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>LG ELECTRONICS INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128, Yeouidaero, Yeongdeungpo-gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>0630-6555US1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SHANAHAN, WILLIAM PATR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GPLAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86766047 Application Filing Date  Sep. 23, 2015 Registration Number  5080474
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  40-2015-0055 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 23, 2015 Foreign Registration Number  1172497 Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 14, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 14, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Watches; Parts and fittings for watches, namely, watch springs; Wrist watches; Electronic clocks and watches; Jewelry, namely, bracelets; Watchbands; Control clocks; Watches with the function of wireless communication; Watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watches incorporating cameras and MP3 players, and that communicate data to smart phones and PDAs
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Smart phones; electronic display interfaces for smart phone; mobile phones; wearable smart phones; wireless headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; headphones for cellular phones and portable media players; wireless headsets for mobile phone; wireless headsets for smart phone; digital set top boxes; leather cases for mobile phone; leather cases for smart phone; flip covers for mobile phone; flip covers for smart phone; Application software for operating communication devices; Software for operating mobile phones; Software for television for use in language localization, by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning for television programs; Tablet computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Wearable computers; Computers; Printers for computer; LED Displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Portable computers;
Rechargeable batteries; Battery chargers; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers; LED and LCD Displays for television receiver; Audio component system composed of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio recorders and radio receivers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Earphones; DVD players; Portable media players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** GOOGLE LLC  **Address** GOOGLE LLC  1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY  MOUNTAIN VIEW  CALIFORNIA  94043  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MUSIC-TO-GO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86766106 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080475
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 402015005121 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 014585971 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 16, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 24, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather cases for mobile phones; Leather cases for smart phones; Flip covers for mobile phones; Flip covers for smart phones; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Printers for computer; light emitting diode (LED) displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Rechargeable batteries; Battery chargers; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LG ELECTRONICS INC. Address LG ELECTRONICS INC. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu
Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized REPUBLIC OF KOREA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0630-6579US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;uwearhemp&quot; in cursive with a little pot leaf above the &quot;u&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hats; Pants; Shorts; T-shirts; Underwear; all of the foregoing made in whole or substantial part of hemp</td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>22, 39</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2015</td>
<td>Nov. 27, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Rusty</td>
<td>#48 4801 North State Street Ukiah</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>95482</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dicello, David</td>
<td>#48 4801 North State Street Ukiah</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>95482</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRUCK, ROBERT J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INSATOR

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86766326  Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2015  Registration Number 5080477
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
Foreign Registration Number 0064480  Foreign Registration Date Apr. 25, 2016  Foreign Application/Registration County KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 25, 2026

Goods and Services Information
For Computer programs for use in video analytics; Computer programs for use in video processing; Computer programs for use in database management in mobile devices, computers and computer servers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Computer software development for video processing; Computer software development for device management; Database design and development in the field of video analytics, video processing and device management; Cloud computing featuring software for use in analysis of video, video processing and data management in the field of video analytics, video processing and device management; Installation and maintenance of computer software in the field of video analytics, video processing and device management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in analysis of video, video processing and data management in the field of video analytics, video processing and device management
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services

Basis Information
Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name SAMSUNG SDS CO., LTD.  Address SAMSUNG SDS CO., LTD. 125, Olympic-ro 35-gil, Songpa-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  721962

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) L’ÉCORCÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86766454 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080478
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "L’ÉCORCÉ" in the mark is "something from which the bark has been removed".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 53553/2015 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 674315 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 16, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 25, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee, coffee extracts, coffee-based beverages, iced coffee; coffee substitutes, extracts of coffee substitutes, prepared coffee substitute based beverages; chicory based coffee substitute; tea, tea extracts, tea-based beverages; iced tea; malt extracts for food; malt for food purposes; cocoa, cocoa-based beverages; chocolate, chocolate-based beverages; chocolate-based preparations, namely, chocolate-based beverage mixes in powder or liquid concentrate form; confectionery, namely, pastilles, sweets, candies; sugar; chewing gum, not for medical purposes; bakery products, bread, yeast, pastry; cookies, cakes, wafers, caramels; desserts, namely, bakery desserts; puddings; edible ices, water ices, sherbets, frozen confections, frozen cakes, ice cream, frozen yogurts; honey and honey substitutes; cereal for breakfast, muesli, corn flakes, cereal bars, ready to eat cereals; rice, pasta, noodles; pizzas; sandwiches; food dough mixtures and cake dough ready to be baked; sauces, soy sauce; ketchup; edible spices, salad dressings, mayonnaise; mustard; vinegar
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Societe des Produits Nestle S.A. Address Societe des Produits Nestle S.A. Case Postale 353 1800 Vevey SWITZERLAND Legal Entity société anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  82145.1358

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 86766558 | Application Filing Date | Sep. 23, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083482 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Dec. 01, 2015 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jan. 26, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a lightning bolt crossing a wheat stalk above a water droplet. Above the lightning bolt and wheat stalk are three overlapping squares. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Cream cheese |
| International Classes | 29 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Meats and Processed Foods |
| First Use | Sep. 07, 2016 | In Commerce | Sep. 07, 2016 |
| For | Bread and pastry; coffee; sandwiches |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Sep. 07, 2016 | In Commerce | Sep. 07, 2016 |
| For | Restaurant and café services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101 | International Class Title | Hotel and restaurant services |
| First Use | Sep. 07, 2016 | In Commerce | Sep. 07, 2016 |
| For | Fruit juices |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Sep. 07, 2016 | In Commerce | Sep. 07, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Nostramana LLC
Address: Nostramana LLC PO Box 8146 Paramus NEW JERSEY 076538146
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUCKPAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86766709 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083483
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "LUCKPAD" in stylized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerosol dispensers for medical use; Pulse meters; Massage apparatus; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in surgery; Feeding bottles; X-ray apparatus for medical use; Hearing aids for the deaf; Artificial limbs; Medical, surgical and orthopaedic implants made of artificial materials; Suture materials
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Luckcome Technology Inc., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Luckcome Technology Inc., Ltd. 201, 2F, No.1 Zhongjian Industrial Bldg. No.18 Yanshan Rd., Shekou, Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen CHINA Guangdong Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUCKBABY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86766710 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083484
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 16, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "LUCKBABY" in stylized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerosol dispensers for medical use; Pulse meters; Massage apparatus; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in surgery; Feeding bottles; X-ray apparatus for medical use; Hearing aids for the deaf; Artificial limbs; Medical, surgical and orthopaedic implants made of artificial materials; Suture materials

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Luckcome Technology Inc., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Luckcome Technology Inc., Ltd. 201, 2F, No.1 Zhongjian Industrial Bldg. No.18 Yanshan Rd., Shekou, Nanshan Dist. Shenzhen CHINA Guangdong Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ELLINGER FATHY, JESSIC

19070
**Case Identifiers**

**Serial Number**: 86767038  
**Application Filing Date**: Sep. 24, 2015  
**Registration Number**: 5083485  
**Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
**Publication Date**: Feb. 16, 2016  
**Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 12, 2016

**Mark Information**

**Mark Literal(s)**: PROTEIN FOR THE MIND, BODY & SOUL

**Goods and Services Information**

**For**: Nutritional supplement in the nature of a nutrient-dense, protein-based drink mix  
**International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals  
**First Use**: Jul. 11, 2016  
**In Commerce**: Jul. 11, 2016

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name**: Fuelgood Protein  
**Address**: Fuelgood Protein 6CD 50 West 67Th Street New York NEW YORK 10023  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number**: US-FGP-001A

**Examiner Information**

**Examiner Attorney**: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M30

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86767340  Application Filing Date  Sep. 24, 2015  Registration Number   5080480
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  402015005516  Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 23, 2015
Foreign Application Number  1166929  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 14, 2016  Foreign Application
Foreign Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 14, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Watches; Parts and fittings for watches; Wrist watches; Electronic clocks and watches; Bracelets being jewelry; Watchbands; Control clocks; Watches with the function of wireless communication; Watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Bracelets being jewelry that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watches incorporating cameras and MP3 players, and that communicate data to smart phones and PDAs
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Smart phones; electronic display interfaces for smart phones; Mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; Wireless headphones for cellular phones and portable media players; Headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Wireless headphones for mobile phone; Wireless headphones for smart phone; Digital set top boxes; Leather cases for mobile phone; Leather cases for smart phone; Flip covers for mobile phone; Flip covers for smart phone; Application software for operating communication devices; Software for operating mobile phones; Software for television for use in language localization, by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning for television programs; Tablet computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Wearable computers; Computers; Printers for computer; Light Emitting Diode (LED) Displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Portable...
computers; Rechargeable batteries; Battery chargers; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers; electronic Light Emitting Diode (LED) Displays for television receiver; Audio component system composed of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, stereo tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio recorders and radio receivers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Earphones; DVD players; Portable media players

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** LG ELECTRONICS INC.  
**Address** LG ELECTRONICS INC.  128, Yeou-i-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  07336  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**  
**Docket Number** 0630-6613US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** LATTUCA, FRANK J
TM 16258 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M40

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86767341 Application Filing Date  Sep. 24, 2015 Registration Number  5080481
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  402015005516 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jul. 23, 2015 Foreign Registration Number  1166197 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 10, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 10, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Watches; Parts and fittings for watches; Wrist watches; Electronic clocks and watches; Bracelets being jewelry; Watchbands; Control clocks; Watches with the function of wireless communication; Watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Bracelets being jewelry that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; Watches incorporating cameras and MP3 players, and that communicate data to smartphones and PDAs

International Classes  14 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For  Smart phones; electronic display interfaces for smart phones; Mobile phones; Wearable smart phones; Wireless headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Headsets for cellular phones and portable media players; Wireless headsets for mobile phone; Wireless headsets for smart phone; Digital set top boxes; Leather cases for mobile phone; Leather cases for smartphone; Flip covers for mobile phone; Flip covers for smartphone; Application software for operating communication devices; Software for operating mobile phones; Software for television for use in language localization, by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning for television programs; Tablet computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors, namely, digital signage monitors and LCD monitors; Wearable computers; Computers; Printers for computer; Light Emitting Diode (LED) Displays; Leather cases for tablet computer; Flip covers for tablet computer; Portable
computers; Rechargeable batteries; Battery chargers; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras, namely, for surveillance; Television receivers; electronic Light Emitting Diode (LED) Displays for television receiver; Audio component system composed of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, stereo tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio recorders and radio receivers; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Earphones; DVD players; Portable media players

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LG ELECTRONICS INC. **Address** LG ELECTRONICS INC. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0630-6609US1

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LATTUCA, FRANK J
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ISOTECH42

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86767474</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 24, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Ready to drink, flavored, water-based isolate drinks and beverages enhanced with vitamins, minerals, supplements and nutrients
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: May 30, 2016
- **In Commerce**: May 30, 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: VITAMIN SHOPPE PROCUREMENT SERVICES, LLC
- **Address**: VITAMIN SHOPPE PROCUREMENT SERVICES, LLC 300 HARMON MEADOW BOULEVARD SECAUCUS NEW JERSEY 07094
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 119137256362

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EXPERIENCE 360 REALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86768247 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2015 Registration Number 5083489
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Creation in the nature of film and video production that involves immersive virtual reality content for businesses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greenfish Labs, LLC Address Greenfish Labs, LLC 342 N. Queen Street Lancaster PENNSYLVANIA 17603 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MZ TREE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86769699 Application Filing Date Sep. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5080484
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Educational and entertainment services for children, namely, providing interactive play areas, instructional classes in the field of music, literature, storytelling and social gatherings for children; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive children's stories; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by actors and singers; Entertainment in the nature of live stage performances in the nature of concerts and plays in the field of children's entertainment by an individual; Entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by an actor; Entertainment services in the nature of organizing social entertainment events; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing multimedia program featuring children's art, music, literature and storytelling distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable playback of music via global communications networks; Entertainment services, namely, storytelling; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Organizing events in the field of children's music and storytelling for cultural or educational purposes; Providing entertainment information via a website
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name mUSe Production, LLC Address mUSe Production, LLC 2503 Lakeshore Dr. Sheboygan WISCONSIN 53081 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WISCONSIN
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   20150925MGTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MURRAY, GEORGE WILLIAM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Hairy & Merry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring pet products; Retail pet stores

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name S.Paw Resorts LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Hairy & Merry Address S.Paw Resorts LLC 1970 COLUMBIA ST. #205 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
Owner Name Morgan, Christopher T Address Morgan, Christopher T 1 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Howell, Sumrall J Address Howell, Sumrall J 1 San Diego CALIFORNIA 92101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) S SIGNIFY | MAKE MEANING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86771241  Application Filing Date  Sep. 28, 2015  Registration Number  5083495
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "S" with the word "Signify" below it, a vertical line to their right and to the right of it the tagline "Make Meaning". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, customer relations, online community building and digital word of mouth communications

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rolfe, Paige  Address  #402  1836 Parnell Ave.  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90025  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I-POST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Arbors and trellises made of wood; Non-metal fence posts; Non-metal fencing panels; Non-metal gates and fencing; Non-metal railings for fence use; Semi-worked wood; Wood posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JABURRITOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86772965  Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2015  Registration Number 5080489
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service  Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the logo is a picture of a stylized sushi roll character, facing the viewer and wearing a sombrero with the word "JABURRITOS" below it. The character has two arms and two legs which are all black on the outside while the hands and all three fingers are white. The right hand and arm are pointed down while the left hand and arm are pointed at the viewer. The body of the character is roughly square with rounded corners. The front of the character is white with a red center which is also roughly square-shaped with rounded corners. The sombrero is mostly white with a black and white mexican design all around the brim. Below the character is the name of the Logo "JABURRITOS" in all caps and one dot centered before the first letter and one centered after the last letter. The letters "JA" are black while the letters "BURRITOS" are in the same red as the center of the character.
Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "JABURRITOS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food and drink catering; Food preparation; Preparation of food and beverages; Providing of food and drink; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Serving food and drinks
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FC NIKKEI HOLDINGS, LLC  Address FC NIKKEI HOLDINGS, LLC  650 SOUTH MAIN STREET LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89101
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** P-PUTTY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86773332
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 30, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083500
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 01, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 26, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Animal attractant scents
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Aug. 25, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 25, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Funk, Christopher Eugene
- **Address**: Funk, Christopher Eugene 393 Banks Fort Road Strasburg VIRGINIA 22657
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 98066

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, NICOLE A
Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86773507  
Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2015  
Registration Number 5080491  
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Trademark  
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016  

Mark Literal(s) 3Ohm3

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of vegetable glycerin; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes

International Classes 34 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17  
International Class Title Smokers' Articles

First Use Nov. 08, 2014  
In Commerce Nov. 08, 2014

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name 3ohm3 Industries, LLC  
Address 3ohm3 Industries, LLC 12964 W. Harvard Ave. Denver COLORADO 80228  
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

Examining Attorney
Exchanging Attorney SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mark Literal(s)</strong></th>
<th>5580 DRIPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86773902</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Sep. 30, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5080492</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal <strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark <strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** | No | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of a silhouette rabbit head with "5580" positioned near a center of the rabbit head and "DRIPS" positioned below the "5580"; ink splatters extend radially outward from the rabbit head and ink drips extend downward from a left side of the rabbit head. **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**Goods and Services Information**

**For** | Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

**International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** | 22, 39 | **International Class Title** | Clothing **First Use** | Jun. 07, 2015 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** | 5580 DRIPS **DBA, AKA, Formerly** | DBA 5580 DRIPS **Composed of** | Anthony Paul Ramirez Sr (US); Nancy Cristerna Ramierz (US); and Anthony Paul Ramirez Jr (US). **Address** | 5580 DRIPS 500 W Graham Ave #447 Lake Elsinore CALIFORNIA 92530 **Legal Entity** | PARTNERSHIP **State or Country Where Organized** | CALIFORNIA

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** | BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DETTO FATTO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86773993 Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5080493
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "DETTO FATTO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "DETTO FATTO" in the mark is "no sooner said than done".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 014597967 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 01771672 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 01, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date May 31, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicle safety equipment, namely, electronic tire pressure monitors, automatic indicators of low pressure in tires International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ORANGE ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. Address ORANGE ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. 5F., NO.29, KEYA RD. CENTRAL TAIWAN SCIENCE PARK TAICHUNG CITY 42881 TAIWAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6174-0119US1
Examing Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BACK A YARD CARIBBEAN GRILL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86774038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description of the Mark: The mark consists of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the words &quot;Back A Yard&quot; in orange with a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>navy blue border and a yellow and red fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arriving from the &quot;r&quot; in &quot;Yard&quot;, above the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>words &quot;Caribbean Grill&quot; in navy blue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) orange, yellow, red, and navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;CARIBBEAN GRILL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For                       | Restaurant services; Restaurant services        |
|                          | featuring caribbean cuisine; Restaurant         |
|                          | services, including sit-down service of food    |
|                          | and take-out restaurant services                 |
| International Classes    | 43 - Primary Classes                            |
| US Classes               | 100, 101                                        |
| International Class Title| Hotel and restaurant services                    |
| First Use                | May 23, 2016                                    |
| In Commerce              | May 23, 2016                                    |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes  |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name          | Back A Yard Caribbean American Grill, Inc.      |
|                    | DBA, AKA, Formerly: Back A Yard                 |
| Address            | Back A Yard Caribbean American Grill, Inc.      |
|                     | 3537 Kifer Rd. Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95051     |
| Legal Entity        | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized    |
|                     | CALIFORNIA                                      |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number       | Back A Yard                                    |
|                     |                                                |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SNAPP, TINA LOUISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BACK A YARD CARIBBEAN GRILL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86774060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CARIBBEAN GRILL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring caribbean cuisine; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services.
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: May 23, 2016
- **In Commerce**: May 23, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Back A Yard Caribbean American Grill, Inc. **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Back A Yard
- **Address**: Back A Yard Caribbean American Grill, Inc. 3537 Kifer Rd. Santa Clara, CALIFORNIA 95051
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: Back A Yard
- **Examiner Information**
  - **Examining Attorney**: SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KINGCUTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86774519 Application Filing Date  Oct. 01, 2015 Registration Number  5083503
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Men's grooming services featuring Haircuts, shaves, massages

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes Us Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KINGCUTS LLC Address  KINGCUTS LLC 1479 GENERAL BOOTH BLVD. #108 VIRGINIA BEACH VIRGINIA 23454 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SEAL-N-GO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 86774688       | Application Filing Date | Oct. 01, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083504 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Apr. 05, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | May 31, 2016 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Leak sealant fluids for use in air conditioning systems and refrigeration systems
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Sep. 09, 2016 **In Commerce**: Sep. 09, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: DIVERSITECH CORPORATION
- **Address**: DIVERSITECH CORPORATION 3039 Premiere Parkway, Suite 600 Duluth Georgia 30097
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 15257403-004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MICHELI, ANGELA M
TM 16274 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MNB WEALTH MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86774834 Application Filing Date  Oct. 01, 2015 Registration Number  5083505
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "WEALTH MANAGEMENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Annuity services, namely, account and investment administration; Brokerage services for stocks and bonds; Financial trust planning; Insurance and financial information and consultancy services; Investment management
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MNB Bancorp Address  MNB Bancorp  300 East Main St. Milford MASSACHUSETTS 01757 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T005339

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
YOLIPOPZ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86775213</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 01, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083506</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 01, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring latest news, stories, and interviews in pop culture, including music, lifestyle, movies, and TV
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 18, 2013 **In Commerce**: Jan. 18, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Santos, Yoliani **Address**: Santos, Yoliani 338 Sunburst LN Greenwood INDIANA 46143 **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOMAZING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86775354 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5083507
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 08, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 03, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fresh tomatoes
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products
First Use May 05, 2016 In Commerce May 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GLASS INVESTMENTS PROJECTS, INC. Address GLASS INVESTMENTS PROJECTS, INC. 2776-64TH STREET DELTA CANADA V4L 2N7 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 60266-0017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DMEK IN A BOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86775587 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5080496
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The acronym "DMEK" above the words "IN A" above the word "BOX" all in capital letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corneal transplant surgery practice kit designed to aid the corneal surgeon in simulating a corneal transplant surgery in a wet lab setting, and comprising surgical instruments, namely, surgical tubes, 15 degree angle blades, cannulas, syringes, tying forceps, corneal forceps, sterile sleeves, surgical eye spears, ophthalmic solution, 27 gauge needle, sterile drape towel, gauze, surgical skin maker, dropper bottles, 3 mL locking syringes, keratome, suction catheter tubing, and Artificial sockets
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name University of Iowa Address University of Iowa 105 Jessup Hall Iowa City IOWA 52242 Legal Entity state university State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T57864US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUNT, LEE BURTON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s) PATHWAY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86775886</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2015</td>
<td>5080498</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized upper case letter "P" on the left of the stylized letters "athway".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Eye glasses; Sun glasses
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jun. 09, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: UM, JUN-YOUNG
  - **Address**: 33, Gucheonmyeon-ro 62-gil, Gangdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
  - **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
  - **Citizenship**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
- **Owner Name**: KIM, KYUNG-MIN
  - **Address**: #302, 27-3, Gangnam-daero 114-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
  - **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
  - **Citizenship**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BAKER, JORDAN A

---

**PATHWAY**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIM FORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86775935 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083508
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRIM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Weight loss supplement; herbal weight loss supplement
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Oct. 01, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rothkranz, Markus Address Rothkranz, Markus 83 Princeville Lane Las Vegas NEVADA 89113
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIGITAL DETAILS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86775959
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 02, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083509
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 01, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "DIGITAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, a multimedia program series featuring crime stories and general entertainment in the nature of drama and forensic science distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media.
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Nov. 21, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Cable News Network, Inc.
- **Address**: Cable News Network, Inc. One CNN Center, 10N Atlanta GEORGIA 30303
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TITAN-S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86776045 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083510
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric welding machines and replacement parts
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Oct. 2015 In Commerce Oct. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sumig Soluções Para Solda e Corte Ltda Address Sumig Soluções Para Solda e Corte Ltda Av. Angelo Corsetti 1281 Caxias do Sul, RS BRAZIL Legal Entity sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada (ltda) State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** 2.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number: 86776305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date: Oct. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number: 5083511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register: Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type: Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date: Mar. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date: Apr. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark: The mark consists of The number and decimal &quot;2.0&quot; in white font inside a solid-color hexagon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0053835/1301821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Number: 1301821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4712488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For: Natural sweetener; Powdered sugar; Raw sugar; Sugar; Sugar and sugar substitutes; Sugar substitutes; Edible salt; Flavored salt; Honey; Honey; Honey substitutes; Maple syrup; Salt; Table salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes: 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title: Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use: Jan. 02, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce: Aug. 19, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use: Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name: Foods 2.0, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address: Foods 2.0, Inc. 1111 E. Citrus Street, Unit 4 Riverside CALIFORNIA 92507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity: CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized: NEVADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number: Foods 2.0 he</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney: JUN, WON KYUNG WENDY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OXY-AID

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number** 86776373
- **Application Filing Date** Oct. 02, 2015
- **Registration Number** 5080500
- **Registration Date** Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Trademark
- **Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For** Nasal dilators
- **International Classes** 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title** Medical Apparatus
- **First Use** Sep. 30, 2015
- **In Commerce** Sep. 30, 2015

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use** Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name** RESPITEC
- **Composed of** RENE A LOVATO - US CITIZEN, RENE S LOVATO - US CITIZEN, MICHELLE LOVATO- US CITIZEN, VELDA LOVATO - US CITIZEN
- **Address** RESPITEC 2704 LOS ALTOS DR. SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95121
- **Legal Entity** PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney** STIGLITZ, SUSAN R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COFFEE-DIPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86776562 Application Filing Date Oct. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083512
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biscotti; Biscuits; Cookies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 05, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BEKKER, CHRISTO, J DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Coffee-Dips Address BEKKER, CHRISTO, J 22268 Road 211 22268 Road 211 FRIANT CALIFORNIA 93626 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ULTIMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86779199 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5083516
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Artificial Christmas trees; Pre-lit artificial Christmas trees
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Nov. 03, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name General Foam Plastics Corporation Address General Foam Plastics Corporation 4429 Bonney Rd., Suite 500 Virginia Beach VIRGINIA 23462 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T06701-US-00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HISER, CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLACEMAKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86779791 Application Filing Date Oct. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5080503
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing an interactive website that awards points to local business patrons whereby the website users may exchange points earned at local businesses for promotional items consisting of coupons, rebates, discounts or special offerings on goods and/or services provided by local businesses; providing an interactive website that allows businesses to participate in the network of local businesses that offer points to local business patrons
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 02, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 02, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Supportland LLC Address Supportland LLC PO Box 28578 Portland OREGON 97228 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  OPACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86780138  Application Filing Date  Oct. 06, 2015  Registration Number  5080506
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  2015-093347  Foreign Application Filing Date  Sep. 28, 2015  Foreign Registration Number  5840905  Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 15, 2016  Foreign Application/Registration County  JAPAN  Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 15, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, skin whitening creams for pharmaceutical purposes, skin whitening lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, anti-aging creams for pharmaceutical purposes, anti-aging lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, sunscreen creams for pharmaceutical purposes, sunscreen lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, after-sun creams for pharmaceutical purposes, after-sun lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, medicinal hair growth creams, medicinal hair growth lotions, dietary supplements for humans, medicinal hair growth tablets, herbal male enhancement capsules, skin creams for pharmaceutical purposes, skin lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, medicinal hair growth preparations, medicinal preparations for stimulating hair growth

International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Cosmetics, soaps, perfumes, skin whitening lotions, skin whitening creams, skin whitening preparations, skin whitening soaps, anti-aging creams for cosmetic use, anti-aging lotions for cosmetic use, anti-aging moisturizers, anti-aging skin care preparations, sunscreen creams for cosmetic use, sunscreen lotions for cosmetic use, after-sun creams for cosmetic use, after-sun lotions for cosmetic use, hair growth creams for cosmetic use, hair growth tonics for cosmetic use, hair growth shampoo for cosmetic use, hair growth conditioners for cosmetic use, hair growth rinses for cosmetic use, hair growth soaps for cosmetic use, hair nourishers for cosmetic use, antiperspirants for personal use, deodorant for personal use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>3 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>EWI LAB CO., LTD.</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>EWI LAB CO., LTD.</td>
<td>4-1 YOTSUYA, SHINJUKU-KU, 401 KOJIMA BUILDING TOKYO JAPAN 160-0004</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>GRIFFIN, JAMES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CAUGHT HERE. MADE HERE.  
ENJOYED HERE.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86780755</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 07, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>United States sourced processed fish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Meats and Processed Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>High Liner Foods Incorporated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>High Liner Foods Incorporated 100 Battery Point, P.O. Box 910 Lunenburg, Nova Scotia CANADA B0J2CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 206576 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SCHWAB, MATTHEW DAVID |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATURE'S PRINCIPLES
SIMPLE, BASIC, NATURALLY!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86781278 Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2015 Registration Number   5083520
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the words "Nature's Principles" in brown with
white shading, above an incomplete infinity sign in brown with white shading. Below the infinity symbol, the words
"simple, basic, naturally!" appear in a smaller brown stylized font. The apostrophe in the word "Nature's" and the stem of
the exclamation mark in "naturally!" are replaced with a brown leaf The wording appears inside a light green oval, with a
brown-colored shadow on the bottom half of the oval and white dots used to outline the inside edge of the oval. Color
Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) brown, light green, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Biodegradable paper pulp-based plates, bowls and cups
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass First Use  Sep. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   AMERCAREROYAL, LLC Address   AMERCAREROYAL, LLC 420 CLOVER MILL ROAD EXTON
PENNSYLVANIA 19341 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized
PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   AACRL.0516

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  OCEAN FITNESS A HEALTHY HABIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86781304  Application Filing Date  Oct. 07, 2015  Registration Number  5080507
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three lines of words, with the design of a vertical oar to the left of the words. To the right of the oar in large capital letters is the word "OCEAN" with the design of a wave inside the "O". Directly below the word "OCEAN" is the word "FITNESS" in large capital letters. Below "FITNESS" is a horizontal design of a stand-up paddleboard, viewed from the side with a tail fin on the left end. Below the paddleboard are the words "A HEALTHY HABIT" in smaller capital letters. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jan. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ocean Fitness LLC  Address  Ocean Fitness LLC  3095 Canal Bridge Road  3  JOHNS ISLAND  SOUTH CAROLINA  29455  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, WILLIAM D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) L’ORÉAL SKIN EXPERT PARIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the language "L’ORÉAL SKIN EXPERT/PARIS" in stylized form.
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- Disclaimer: "PARIS" AND "SKIN"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
- Priority Claimed: Yes
- Foreign Application Number: 014519871
- Foreign Application Filing Date: Aug. 28, 2015
- Foreign Registration Number: 014519871
- Foreign Registration Date: Dec. 16, 2015
- Foreign Application/Registration County: EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
- Foreign Expiration Date: Aug. 28, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Cosmetics, namely, creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, the body and the hands; non-medicated sun care preparations, namely, sun-tanning milks, gels and oils and after-sun preparations
- International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently 44E: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: L’Oreal
- Address: 14 Rue Royale Paris FRANCE 75008
- Legal Entity: société anonyme (sa)

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BINDER WINDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86782194 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083904
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 22, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand tools, namely, hand tool for winding ratchet straps
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools First Use Mar. 27, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lankota Group, Inc. Address Lankota Group, Inc. 270 West Park Avenue Huron SOUTH DAKOTA 57350 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized SOUTH DAKOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZOONOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86782218  Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2015  Registration Number 5083522
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 15, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0056380/1291968 International Registration Number 1291968

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reagents, namely, siRNA and RNAi reagents used in life science research and development, not for diagnostic use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Nov. 16, 2015  In Commerce Nov. 16, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DHARMACON, INC.  Address DHARMACON, INC. 2650 CRESCENT DRIVE SUITE 100 LAFAYETTE COLORADO 80026 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRATOS, MARK STEVEN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 86782550  Application Filing Date: Oct. 08, 2015  Registration Number: 5080509
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording of "C2BPROMO.com YOU PRICE IT. WE DELIVER IT." and "C2B" on a Price Tag with arrows to illustrate the pricing process from "C" (consumer) to "B" (Business).  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer: “C2B PROMO.COM”

Goods and Services Information

For: Computerized on-line gift ordering service which matches the gift giver's requirements with the gift recipient's wants and needs; Computerized on-line ordering featuring general consumer merchandise; Computerized on-line ordering services in the field of promotional products, branded merchandise and customized items; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of promotional products, branded merchandise and customized items; Marketing and branding services, namely, providing customized communication programs to obtain consumer insights and develop branding strategies; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services; On-line price monitoring and adjusting for customers of travel related purchases; Online advertising and marketing services in the field of promotional products, branded merchandise and customized items; Online advertising and marketing services in the field of promotional products, branded merchandise and customized items via wireless networks for display on mobile devices; Online advertising and promotional services; Online media monitoring services using computer software to automatically monitor internet websites and online publications for customer-specified topics and to capture relevant content on those topics, and providing documentation and analysis of that online content to others for business purposes; Online service for connecting social network users with retailers for the purpose of facilitating discounted purchases; Preparation of customized promotional and merchandising materials for others; Promoting, advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Promotional services, namely, promoting the goods of others by means of providing online coupons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of shape of a bell with a crack in middle.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- For **mugs for drinking**
  - **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2014

- For **tote bag**
  - **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
  - **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2014

- For **decorative magnets**
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2014

- For **clothing, namely, tee shirts**
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 04, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Philadelphia Independents, LLC
- **Address**: Philadelphia Independents, LLC  35 N. 3rd Street Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19106
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DREAMWEAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86785216 Application Filing Date Oct. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083526 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, caps, hats, skirts, dresses, tops, t-shirts, leggings, gowns, jeans, shorts, jackets, sweaters, wrist bands, triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 27, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dreamweave Inc. Address Dreamweave Inc. Apt 9 2811 W 235Th Street Torrance CALIFORNIA 90505 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEVINE, HOWARD B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK Literal(s)
HONEY HOLE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86785700 |
| Application Filing Date | Oct. 13, 2015 |
| Registration Number | 5083527 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Apr. 12, 2016 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | Jun. 07, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Artificial fishing baits
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Mountain Witch Tea Company
- **Address**: Mountain Witch Tea Company PO Box 1497 Big Bear Lake CALIFORNIA 92315
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examing Attorney**: DEFORD, JEFFREY S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized design of a knot formed around a central vertical bar all within a rectangular border with the ends of the knot extending to the corners of the rectangular border.</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For All-purpose athletic bags; all-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; haversacks; tote bags; hand bags; beach bags; duffel bags; shoulder bags

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>18 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Leather Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Cases adapted for cell phones, computers, laptop computers, and tablet computers; carrying cases for cell phones, computers, laptop computers, and tablet computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Hats; headbands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lee Heimert</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Lee Heimert 23 Saddle Road Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06851</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>UNITED STATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

19120
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  MR3885-10

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MAIHOS, JESSIE ANDREA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPIROSENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86787426 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5080515
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 014027775 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 09, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date May 05, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring instruments adapted for medical use, namely, medical instruments for measuring and displaying lung capacity, inspiration and expiration flow rates and volumes such as forced expiratory flow (FEF), forced expiratory volume in 1 sec (FEV1) and Flow-Volume Curve of subjects, temperature and CO2 concentration of inhaled and exhaled air; Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical instrument for respiratory diagnostics and monitoring purposes; Medical instruments for use in asthma, COPD, cystic fibrosis and other respiratory diseases; medical apparatus for testing lung function; Spirometers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Scientific measuring instruments for measuring flow, volume, temperature and CO2 concentration not for medical use; Apparatus and equipment for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Data processing apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Medical equipment rental
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
For Design of computer hardware and software; Hardware and software development services

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PARI GmbH Spezialisten für effektive Inhalation Address PARI GmbH Spezialisten für effektive Inhalation Moosstrasse 3 82319 Starnberg FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)

State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2008207-2006

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MYSPIROSENSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86787441 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5080516
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 014027841 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 09, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date May 05, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Measuring instruments adapted for medical use, namely, medical instruments for measuring and displaying lung capacity, inspiration and expiration flow rates and volumes such as forced expiratory flow (FEF), forced expiratory volume in 1 sec (FEV1) and Flow-Volume Curve of subjects, temperature and CO2 concentration of inhaled and exhaled air; Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, medical instrument for respiratory diagnostics and monitoring purposes; Medical instruments for use in asthma, COPD, cystic fibrosis and other respiratory diseases; medical apparatus for testing lung function; Spirometers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Scientific measuring instruments for measuring flow, volume, temperature and CO2 concentration not for medical use; Apparatus and equipment for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Data processing apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Medical equipment rental
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
**For** Design of computer hardware and software; Hardware and software development services

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 16301 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOBURDEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86787597 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083530
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 22, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Video editing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Noburden Address Noburden Ste 7J 1500 Washington St 07030 NEW JERSEY 07030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROMELOG

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86787925  Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2015  Registration Number 5080518
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
Priority Claimed Yes  Foreign Application Number 15/4213212  Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 154213212  Foreign Registration Date Sep. 28, 2015  Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE  Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 28, 2025

Goods and Services Information
For Anti-diabetic preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

Basis Information
Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Sanofi  Address Sanofi  54 rue La Boétie  75008 Paris  FRANCE  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number SYN 1507399

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney DESAI, BRIN ANDERSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEEDLING SAVIOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86787959 Application Filing Date Oct. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083532
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SEEDLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Garden plant seedling protective device, namely, non-metal plant protectors
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Apr. 11, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name F. Jonathan Zusy Address F. Jonathan Zusy 70 Eagle View Drive Durango COLORADO 81303 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZUSY-T0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLUB15 GOLF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86789352 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5083533
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GOLF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring information relating to golf and fitness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 12, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Club15 Golf, LLC Address Club15 Golf, LLC 110 Hillside Drive Mount Holly Springs PENNSYLVANIA 17065 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIDE TO SURVIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86789768 Application Filing Date Oct. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5080519
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, and hats; all of the foregoing excluding clothing designed or promoted specifically for the winter sports of skiing or snowboarding
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fortino, Nicholas W.T. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Zombie Motor Co. Address Fortino, Nicholas W.T. PO Box 1927 Orange CALIFORNIA 928561927 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUTTADAURO, JULIE MARI
**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 15, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 07, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Mega Mobile Inc
- **Address**: Mega Mobile Inc 130 Lothrop Street Beverly MASSACHUSETTS 01915
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  WORD OF DREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86791388  Application Filing Date  Oct. 18, 2015  Registration Number   5083540
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 22, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a design made up of four curved lines above the stylized wording WORD OF DREAM. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed linen; Bedspreads; Calico; Cotton fabric; Eiderdown covers; Fabrics for textile use; Flannel; Mattress covers; Pillowcases; Sheet sets; Textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JIANGSU MENGZHIYU BEDCLOTHES CO., LTD.  Address  JIANGSU MENGZHIYU BEDCLOTHES CO., LTD.  CHUANGANG INDUSTRIAL AREA  TONGZHOU DISTRICT, NANTONG CITY  JIANGSU PROVINCE  CHINA  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   VM66875

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEACH PARTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86792032 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5083541
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 15, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a rectangular device with a black background. The bottom of the design has three rectangular label-like devices that appear in red and contain the words PEACH PARTY in white in each rectangular design. The center label design also contains, on the left and right side, the words AL FAKHER in gray above Arabic characters, and the wording SPECIAL EDITION below in black color and within a gray rectangle. A crown, circle, and banner design is above the term AL FAKHER, and the circle contains Arabic characters, and the banner contains the wording AL FAKHER, all in gray and red. Above the red labels are numerous peach half sections in which the skin of the peach appears in the colors reddish orange with orange flesh, brown center and brown stem and a green leaf. There are numerous whole peach designs which appear in the colors reddish orange to orange with a green leaf. Associated with the peach designs are numerous orange droplet designs. Also interspersed throughout the design are numerous plum designs which appear in the color purple and all have one green leaf design attached thereto. Appearing throughout the design are nine maracas, five of which are larger in size and four which are smaller in size. The maracas are all colored the same, namely, the handle portion in tan, the circular portion of the musical instrument being orange and yellowish orange with green and white indicia. Appearing in the overall design are numerous white playing cards which either have a red heart design or a black spade design. Also interspersed throughout the design are tiny white musical note symbols as well as musical clef symbols. Located at the bottom of the design are two white hookahs which have white circular bubbles emanating therefrom. There are other circular bubbles in groups located throughout the design. A red vine like strand appears to connect the hookah devices. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red, gray, reddish orange, orange, brown, green, purple, tan, yellowish orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PEACH" OR "SPECIAL EDITION" Translation The English translation of Al Fakher in the mark is Luxury. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to Al Fakher and this means Luxury in English.
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2782619, 4430942, 4615985

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  molasses tobacco, flavored tobacco, hookah parts, namely, hookah foil, hoses, bowls, and accessories, namely, hookah stems, hookah hose tips, and hookah tongs; Hookahs; Smokers' articles, namely, hookah charcoal, electronic cigarettes; flavorings for tobacco

International Classes  34 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title  Smokers' Articles

First Use  Nov. 15, 2015  In Commerce  Nov. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Al Fakher International Co. Address  Al Fakher International Co.  P.O. Box 309  Ugland House  Grand Cayman  CAYMAN ISLANDS  KY1-1104  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CAYMAN ISLANDS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86794519</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 21, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080522</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized image of an apple with two head silhouettes | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Education services, namely, providing classes in the field of nutrition, weight loss, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle; Personal coaching services in the field of nutrition, weight loss, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Dec. 08, 2014 | In Commerce | Dec. 08, 2014 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | PERFECT SOLUTIONS NUTRITION AND WEIGHT LOSS LLC |
| Address | PERFECT SOLUTIONS NUTRITION AND WEIGHT LOSS LLC 16610 San Pedro Ave San Antonio TEXAS 78232 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GOODMAN, WENDY BETH |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** URBAN JACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86794617  
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 21, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5080523  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 26, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes  
- **Foreign Application Number**: 014690952  
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2015  
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 014690952  
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Feb. 17, 2016  
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)  
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Oct. 19, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Nutritional supplements; medicated anti-bacterial and medicated face, hand and skin washes; medicated skin care preparations for the face, hands and skin; abrasive fluids for dental use; abrasive materials for dental use other than floss; abrasive media for dental purposes other than floss; abrasive pads for dental use; abrasive paste for dental use; abrasive powder for dental use; abrasive substances for dental use other than floss; dental abrasives; adhesive compositions and preparations for dental use; adhesives for affixing dental prosthesis; adhesives for dental use; medicated anti-microbial, antiseptic and medical mouthwash preparations for oral hygiene purposes; coloring reagents for revealing dental plaque; cotton for dental purposes; dental bonding material; medicated dental health gum; dental rinses, medicated; tablets for dental use in indicating tartar on the teeth  
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals  
- **For** Non-mediated toiletries; body deodorant, shower gel; body wash, facial cleanser, facial scrub, facial wash, hand wash; non-medicated skincare preparations; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist spray; spot remover sticks; skin moisturizers; body lotion, body moisturizer, facial moisturizer; non-medicated shave serum; shaving gel, shaving oil, shaving foam, shaving spritz, shaving soap, shaving stones; after-shave; after-shave gel, after-shave balm; hair removal preparations and creams, depilatory preparations, depilatory wax; hair wax; hair care preparations; shampoo, conditioner, hair gel, hair spritz, hairspray; perfumery; eau de toilette; essential oils; cosmetics; dentifrices
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For   Cutting and edged tools and implements, namely, nail and toenail clippers and tweezers, all being hand operated; razors; safety razors; electric shavers; dry electric shavers; blades for razors; plastic razor blade dispensers; cases for razors and for dry electric shavers; scissors; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods

International Classes   8 - Primary Classes US Classes   23, 28, 44 International Class Title   Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   AGL Global Limited Address   AGL Global Limited  51-53 Stert Street Abingdon Oxfordshire UNITED KINGDOM OX143JF Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   ENGLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   URBAN JACK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney   RINKER, ANTHONY MICHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) C-UK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86794657 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5080524
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "C-UK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Esthetic massage apparatus; Anaesthetic masks; Vibromassage apparatus; Massage apparatus; Physiotherapy apparatus, namely, apparatus for acupressure therapy, apparatus for magnet therapy; Galvanic therapeutic appliances, namely, electrical stimulation apparatus for skin for rehabilitative purposes; Hearing aids for the deaf; Masks for use by medical personnel; Artificial skin for surgical purposes; Orthopedic articles, namely, orthopedic belts, orthopedic footwear, orthopedic supports; drug pulverizer, namely, pill and tablet crushers
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 01, 2011 In Commerce May 08, 2014

For Grating machines for vegetables; Disintegrators for chemical processing; Presses, namely, electric fruit presses for household use; Food Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Grinders/crushers, electric, for household purposes; Fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; Household Bean Juice Maker, namely, juice machines; Mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated, namely, electric food mills; drug pulverizer in the nature of a machine for industrial and commercial applications
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Feb. 01, 2011 In Commerce May 08, 2014

For Wash face milk; Cosmetic spicery, namely, fragrances for cosmetic use; Sunscreen preparations; preventing crimple cream, namely, anti-wrinkle creams; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetics; Beauty masks; Skin whitening creams; Cream for whitening the skin; removing spot cream, namely, age spot reducing cream
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Feb. 01, 2011 In Commerce May 08, 2014
BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Beijing SinoBillion United Technology Development Co., Ltd
Address  Beijing SinoBillion United Technology Development Co., Ltd Room 207, Second Floor, Building 11 No. 40 Beiyuan Road, Chaoyang District Beijing CHINA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  6746-0101US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HESIK, APRIL ANNE
TM 16312  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  VEKTA.5

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86795127  Application Filing Date  Oct. 21, 2015  Registration Number  5069984
Registration Date  Oct. 25, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 30, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 14, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "VEKTA.5" in capital letters in a stylized font in black and white. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Radio controlled toy vehicles and related accessories sold as units

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wee, Robert  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Kraken RC  Composed of  Kraken RC, a California sole proprietorship, composed of Robert Wee, a citizen of the United States. Address  Wee, Robert  38365 Innovation Ct. Suite 901 Murrieta  CALIFORNIA  92563  Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBOIS, SUSAN L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OVER 40 ROCKS!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86795204
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 21, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080525
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Clothing, namely, shirts, tee shirts, sweatpants, sweatshirts, shorts, jackets, hats
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Nov. 25, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Impax
- **Composed of**: Robert A Rudelic and Sheryl G Rudelic, both United States citizens
- **Address**: Impax 944 Market Street, Suite 511 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94102
- **Legal Entity**: PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: STRINGER, DANIEL S
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86795322</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Voltage detector; voltage detector for detection of a live high voltage power line
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jul. 26, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 26, 2016

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: HD Electric Company
- **Address**: HD Electric Company 1475 Lakeside Drive Waukegan ILLINOIS 60085
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ILLINOIS

## Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: 3191D-200039

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF DOING NOTHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86795438 Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5083548
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer; Beer, ale and lager; Beers; Brewed malt-based beers; Flavored beers; Malt beer; Pale beer; Wheat beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use May 11, 2016 In Commerce May 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name North Ocean Imports LLC Address North Ocean Imports LLC Suite 148A 100 East Linton Boulevard Delray Beach FLORIDA 33483 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) V VIMASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86795682 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080526
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized representation of the letter "V" followed by the literal element "VIMASTER". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 829335587 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 08, 2009 Foreign Application/Registration County BRAZIL Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 08, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical opacifiers for glass microspheres, and glass frosting chemicals
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vimaster Industria e Comercio de Componentes de Vidro Ltda Address Vimaster Industria e Comercio de Compone ntes de Vidro Ltda Km 81,5 - Pinhal - CEP 13315-000 Rodovia Dom Gabriel Paulino Bueno Couto Cabreúva BRAZIL Legal Entity SOCIETE POR QUOTAS DE RESPONSABILIDADE LIMITADA State or Country
Where Organized BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number DANADV-T0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUONGIORNO, CHRISTOPHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURROGATE STEPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86795852 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080527
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SURROGATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Escrow management for gestational surrogacy
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 18, 2013 In Commerce Dec. 18, 2013
For Maternal surrogacy services, namely, matching and coordinating assisted reproductive technology pregnancies including matching intended parent(s) with gestational carriers; maternal surrogacy services, namely, coordinating gestational carrier pregnancies
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 28, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Surrogate Steps, LLC Address Surrogate Steps, LLC 115 Franklin Tpke, No.313 Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SSL-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VORX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86796949  Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2015  Registration Number  5080530
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  267469  Foreign Registration Date Jan. 01, 2015  Foreign Application/Registration County  ISRAEL  Foreign Expiration Date Aug. 13, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Provision of commercial and business contact information; personnel recruitment; employment agencies; personnel placement; providing information relating to personnel recruitment; recruitment of temporary personnel; presentation of companies on the Internet and other media, namely, preparing and placing of advertisements; providing an on-line commercial information directory on the Internet; providing employment information; personnel recruitment agencies; on-line advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising in the field of personnel recruitment; personnel recruitment consultancy; human resources management; information services relating to jobs and career opportunities, namely, providing career information; Online business networking services; business marketing services; advertising and promotion services; providing an online searchable database featuring employment opportunities, inter alia, via websites and applications; providing information about and making referrals concerning products, services, events and activities, namely, providing consumer product information; job placement services, human resources consulting services; business research and survey services; monitoring services, namely, tracking online references to businesses, organizations and business topics for advertising purposes; promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; facilitating transactions between buyers and sellers by providing consumer product information about goods and services of others; providing online career networking services and information in the fields of employment, recruitment, job resources, and job listings; providing online interactive employment counseling; Electronic commerce services, namely, promoting the sale of goods and services of users by providing an online community for advertising and marketing for consumers and businesses
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Mordechai, Liat  **Address**  Mordechai, Liat  Ma'agal Hashalom 27/30  Rishon Lezion  ISRAEL  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  ISRAEL

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BIBBINS, ODESSA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEPTEMBER SKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86797385</td>
<td>Oct. 23, 2015</td>
<td>5083550</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Apr. 19, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "SKIN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body wash; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Deodorant for personal use; Essential oils; Exfoliant creams; Eye cream; Hair care preparations; Hair conditioners; Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; Perfume; Scented body lotions and creams; Shampoos; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Jun. 01, 2016
In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name September Skin, LLC
Address September Skin, LLC 21315 Goldenrod Ln Rogers MINNESOTA 55374
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ROWCLUB

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86797702
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 23, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083908
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to**: Supplemental Register
- **Yes**
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Oct. 23, 2015
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Conducting fitness classes; providing physical fitness and exercise instruction services that emulate the regime of professional rowers, namely, indoor rowing, functional fitness, posture, cardiovascular training, strength training, flexibility training and lifestyle training. Providing health club facilities, namely, a space to prepare for training and a space to train with instructors on specified equipment and apparel as described above
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2015

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: BFFicient Co
- **Address**: BFFicient Co 47 Belden Pl San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94104
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BAGLINI, KAREN
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number 86798196  Application Filing Date Oct. 23, 2015  Registration Number 5083553
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Dietary supplements, namely, liquid dietary supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes  US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use Feb. 24, 2016  In Commerce May 23, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Umpa USA Inc.  Address Umpa USA Inc. 2564 Pyramid Pines Dr. Henderson NEVADA 89052 Legal
Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MERU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86798345 Application Filing Date Oct. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083554
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All purpose sport bags; Athletic bags; Backpacks; General purpose bags for carrying yoga equipment; Sling Bags; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Briefcases; Briefcases for documents; Business cases; Carry-all bags; Carry-on bags; Carrying cases; Carrying cases for documents; Cosmetic cases sold empty; Courier bags; Document cases; Document suitcases; Duffel bags; Garment bags for travel; Gym bags; Handbags; Haversacks; Luggage; Luggage and trunks; Non-motorized, collapsible luggage carts; Overnight bags; Overnight cases; Roll bags; Rucksacks; Shoulder bags; Sport bags; Suitcases; Tote bags; Travel bags; Travel cases; Valises; Waist bags; Wheeled bags; Wheeled duffle bags; Wheeled tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 29, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUP US 1, LLC Address SUP US 1, LLC 1209 ORANGE STREET WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  JD JEFY DIAMOND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Name Portrait Consent</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized combined letters &quot;JD&quot; in black, with the letter &quot;J&quot; forming the vertical stem in the letter &quot;D&quot;, above the stylized wording &quot;Jefy Diamond&quot; in black with the dot in the letter &quot;i&quot; surrounded by stylized rays to resemble a sun. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For  Handbags; Handbags for ladies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASE INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>YIWU RUIWO Clothes &amp; Accessories CO., LTD</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>YIWU RUIWO Clothes &amp; Accessories CO., LTD 4th floor, unit 1, Building 1 166, Chunhan District 3, Beiyyuan Area YiWu CHINA 322000 Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>FRISCH, HANNA CHO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEACH II FOLLOW YOUR CURIOSITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86799068  Application Filing Date Oct. 26, 2015  Registration Number 5083556
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 29, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring products and services ratings of others in the field of education-related services recommended by consumers
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Sep. 06, 2016  In Commerce Sep. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang, Kaoru  Address Wang, Kaoru #5 8 W. 119th New York NEW YORK 10026 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA

19153
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 86800049 |
| Application Filing Date | Oct. 27, 2015 |
| Registration Number | 5083559 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Apr. 05, 2016 |
| Notice of Allowance Date | May 31, 2016 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**
- Goods import-export agencies; Auctioneering; Sales promotion for third parties; Purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of goods and labor contracting services; Marketing services; Computerized file management; Advertising services; Publicity agents; Conducting marketing studies; Commercial information and directory agency

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** May 25, 2015

**In Commerce** Jun. 17, 2016

**For**
- Computers; Computer peripheral devices; Pedometers; Intercoms; Headphones; Cameras; Stereoscopes; Video screens; Eyeglasses; Batteries, electric

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 25, 2015

**In Commerce** Jun. 17, 2016

**For**
- Research and development of new products for others; Biological research; Meteorological information; Industrial design; Design of interior decor; Consulting services in the field of cloud computing; Provision of search engines for the Internet; Computer software design; Off-site data backup

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101

**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**First Use** May 25, 2015

**In Commerce** Jun. 17, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| Currently Use | Yes |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Dlodlo Technologies Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>150115UTM-DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  AIRCLENZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86800875</td>
<td>Oct. 27, 2015</td>
<td>5083560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For All purpose deodorizing preparations for household, commercial or industrial use; All purpose disinfecting and deodorizing preparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 01, 2016</td>
<td>Aug. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael E. Reed</td>
<td>Michael E. Reed</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRENCH, CURTIS W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ECOPRODUCTS LIMITED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86801159 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5083909
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 29, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LIMITED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Development of water treatment programs for water purification

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EcoProducts Limited, LLC Address EcoProducts Limited, LLC 701 First Street Clayton IOWA 52049
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized IOWA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 18055.0024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAZZELLA, BRANDY BARRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YHT MALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86801330 Application Filing Date Oct. 27, 2015 Registration Number 5080536
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of six Chinese words, three English letters, "Y", "H" and "T" and one English word "Mall" in stylized design. One Chinese word is designed inside a circle in the color of white with red background. The other five Chinese words were in stylized design in the color of red. The three English letters "Y" "H" "T" and one English word "Mall" were connected together in the color of grey. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, grey, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "YANG", "HUO", "TONG", "SHANG", AND "CHENG"
Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "yang", "huo", "tong", "shang", "cheng" and this means "foreign", "goods", "channel", "shop", "mall" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a searchable online advertising website and informational guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors via the internet in the field of household items and health products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Min Yang Address Min Yang 2975 Postwood Dr San Jose CALIFORNIA 95132 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLAWLESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86801577 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5083564
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Golf balls

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN SPORTS LICENSING, LLC Address AMERICAN SPORTS LICENSING, LLC 345 Court Street Coraopolis PENNSYLVANIA 15108 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 43626-6

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OFFICESUITE PHONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86801806 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5083565
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PHONE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4043306, 4176438, 4762097

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunication services, namely, providing access to a network for use by others for the purpose of sending and receiving voice, audio, real-time images, text, and data
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Jul. 18, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 18, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WINDSTREAM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES, LLC Address WINDSTREAM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICE S, LLC 4001 RODNEY PARHAM RD. LITTLE ROCK ARKANSAS 72212
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLESST YOU'RE BLESST, LIVE LIKE IT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86801876  Application Filing Date  Oct. 28, 2015  Registration Number  5083566
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 29, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "BLESST" in large stylized font centered over the words "You're Blesst, Live Like It". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic shorts; board shorts; graphic T-shirts; gym shorts; hats; head sweatbands; headwear; jeans; rash guards; shirts; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved T-shirts; shorts; socks; sports caps and hats; sweatbands; swimwear; underwear; warm up suits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Blesst Fitness LLC  Address  Blesst Fitness LLC  No. 4 Wainwright Street  Rye  NEW YORK  10580
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  Vesuvio

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  ORTIGA PALMER, RAMONA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
THE FROG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86803845</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 29, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083568</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Exercise equipment, namely, wheeled transverse frame bars with resistance bands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>22, 23, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Toys and Sporting Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Frog Fitness, Inc.
Address Frog Fitness, Inc. 7 Doe Run Drive The Woodlands TEXAS 77380
Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FROG_SC_TM2

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TWISTED MEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86804588 Application Filing Date  Oct. 30, 2015 Registration Number  5044118
Registration Date Sep. 20, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 31, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEDIA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and computer software programs for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jun. 29, 1999 In Commerce Jun. 29, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Twisted Media, Inc. Address Twisted Media, Inc.  3315 Linda Vista Rd Glendale  CALIFORNIA  91206
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NANO SILVER TOOLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86805166 Application Filing Date Oct. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5080540
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "NANO SILVER" in horizontal stylized
lettering with a design comprised of five circles in the center of the letter "O" in "NANO" and with the word "TOOLS" in
vertical stylized lettering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NANO
SILVER TOOLS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4658328

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hand-held electric hair dryers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Sep. 2013 In Commerce Sep. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONAIR LLC Address CONAIR LLC ONE CUMMINGS POINT ROAD STAMFORD
CONNECTICUT 06902 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNET. REIMAGINED.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86805243 Application Filing Date Oct. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5083569
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTERNET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software for managing access and use of online content; electronic devices for interfacing with a router to manage access and use of Internet and wireless content accessible from the router; computer software for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; parental control software for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; electronic devices and computer hardware for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; computer software that provides an Internet content filter or other Internet safety feature to personal computing, mobile communication, and information devices; electronic devices and computer hardware that provides an Internet content filter or other Internet safety feature to personal computing, mobile communication, and information devices

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CIRCLE MEDIA LABS INC. Address CIRCLE MEDIA LABS INC. 1104 NW 15th Avenue, Suite 400 PORTLAND OREGON 97209 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US-INTX-148A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CIRCLE GO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4893392

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For computer software and downloadable mobile applications for managing access and use of online content; computer software and downloadable mobile applications for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; parental control software and downloadable mobile applications for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; and computer software and downloadable mobile applications that provides an Internet content filter or other Internet safety feature to personal computing, mobile communication, and information devices

For software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing access and use of online content; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring parental control software for use in monitoring and restricting internet and computer activity across global and private computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks; and software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that provides an Internet content filter or other Internet safety feature to personal computing, mobile communication, and information devices
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CIRCLE MEDIA LABS INC. Address   CIRCLE MEDIA LABS INC. 1104 NW 15th Avenue, Suite 400 PORTLAND OREGON 97209 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   US-INTX-149A

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BUSH, KAREN K
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CASTALECA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86805590</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "CASTALECA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Auto accessories, namely, side mirror protective and vanity covers; Auto aftermarket accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Rearview mirrors; Rearview mirrors for automobiles; Vehicle side view mirror cover; Steering wheel covers for automobiles; Steering wheel covers; Vehicle parts, namely, steering wheels; Windscreen wipers; Headlight wipers; Vehicle camera mount; Brakes for vehicles; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof; Child restraints for vehicle seats; Clutch linings for land vehicles; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Glass windows for vehicles; Horns for vehicles; Parachute packing mats

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use**: Feb. 15, 2013
**In Commerce**: Aug. 23, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Shen Zhen Castaleca Co.Ltd
**Address**: Shen Zhen Castaleca Co.Ltd Room 317, Jin Du Shang Wu Da Sha Xue Gang Da Dao, Ban Tian, Shen Zhen, CHINA
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: CR16197USTM

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: MAYER, DAVID COREY
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BUFFALO PEAKS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86805726
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 31, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083910
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Oct. 31, 2015
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Beer
- **International Classes**: 32 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 45, 46, 48
- **International Class Title**: Light Beverages
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: South Park Brewing LLC
- **Address**: South Park Brewing LLC 297 U.S. Highway 285 Fairplay COLORADO 80440
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ROSENTHAL, AARON ELI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PHOTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86806791 Application Filing Date Nov. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5083575
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hearing aids; assistive listening devices for the hearing impaired
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EarLens Corporation Address EarLens Corporation 4045-A Campbell Avenue Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94025 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1023002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, GEORGE M
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
WAINER FAMILY FARM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86807804</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 03, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Educational and entertainment services, namely, farm tours; providing educational demonstrations in the field of farm products, services, and techniques; providing educational cooking demonstrations and instruction; and arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting private social entertainment events for others
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Apr. 15, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 15, 2016

#### For Fresh fruits, vegetables, herbs, and live plants
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Jun. 15, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 15, 2016

#### For Farming services in the field of fruits, vegetables, herbs, flowers, and other plants
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

#### For Providing farm to table meals, namely, food preparation services featuring local produce
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Aug. 20, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 20, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 16341 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEOPLE HELPING BRING
PEOPLE HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86808162 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083578
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit union services and related financial services, namely, lending and deposit account services; Credit and debit card services, namely, payment processing services for purchases, cash advance services, ATM banking services, bill paying services, electronic funds transfers of balances, and credit and debit card verification services; Online banking services; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, servicing, and refinancing of residential mortgage loans and commercial real estate loans; Credit and loan services, namely, origination, servicing, and refinancing of home equity loans, student loans, vehicle purchase loans, construction loans, business loans, and debt consolidation loans; Investment management and investment advisory services; Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing and administration of life, home, auto, health, long term care, disability, and accident insurance; Financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, mutual funds, retirement accounts, and real estate investment trusts
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use May 01, 2016 In Commerce May 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit Union Address Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit Union P.O. Box 2097 Universal City TEXAS 781482097 Legal Entity federally chartered credit union State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4924.003US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, AMANDA ROBYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEOPLE HELPING PROTECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86808202 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083579
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Credit union services and related financial services, namely, lending and deposit account services; Credit and debit card services, namely, payment processing services for purchases, cash advance services, ATM banking services, bill paying services, electronic funds transfers of balances, and credit and debit card verification services; Online banking services; Mortgage banking services, namely, origination, servicing, and refinancing of residential mortgage loans and commercial real estate loans; Credit and loan services, namely, origination, servicing, and refinancing of home equity loans, student loans, vehicle purchase loans, construction loans, business loans, and debt consolidation loans; Investment management and investment advisory services; Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuing and administration of life, home, auto, health, long term care, disability, and accident insurance; Financial and investment services, namely, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, mutual funds, retirement accounts, and real estate investment trusts
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use May 09, 2016 In Commerce May 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit Union Address Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit Union P.O. Box 2097
Universal City TEXAS 781482097 Legal Entity federally chartered credit union State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4924.004US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSEN, AMANDA ROBYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLY WELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86808309  Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2015  Registration Number 5083580
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cook books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jason Enterprises, Inc. Address Jason Enterprises, Inc. 11445 Cronhill Drive Owings Mills MARYLAND 21117 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
TM 16344  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BULGEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86808672  Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2015  Registration Number 5080542
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "Bulgeo". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Bulgeo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Bass speakers; Battery cases; Carrying cases for cell phones; Carrying cases for mobile computers; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Desk or car mounted units incorporating a loudspeaker to allow a telephone handset to be used hands-free; Earphones and headphones; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglass chains; Headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Headsets for use with computers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Music headphones; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Spectacle cases; Sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 17, 2015  In Commerce May 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Huang Biqing  Address Huang Biqing No.87, Wuchunyang, Shidong Village, Jiangkou Town, Hanjiang Dist., Putian, Fujian, CHINA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 710.416.22

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE PREMIER OUTCOMES-DRIVEN PROVIDER NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86808895</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 04, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to</td>
<td>Supplemental Register Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for healthcare outcomes collection and reporting, administration of insurance claims, delivering telehealth services to patients and their families, connecting patients and providers to facilitate referral and practice management in the field of healthcare

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Apr. 01, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 01, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | MAP Health Management, LLC |
| Address | MAP Health Management, LLC 1114 Lost Creek Blvd., Fifth Floor Austin TEXAS 78746 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 0037-0215 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH |
The Trademark Registration for "READYSET!" has been cancelled due to inactivity. The registration number is 5083581, and it was cancelled on May 26, 2023. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. It was filed on November 4, 2015, and registered on November 15, 2016. The mark is currently used for rental of professionally staffed and furnished offices, pre-built suites, executive suites, and conference rooms. The mark's first use in commerce was on June 2016, and it is used in commerce in the same year. The mark can be found in International Classes 36 and US Classes 100, 101, and 102. The company Executive Workspace, LLC is the owner, and the mark was filed on a Docket Number of EWL0101TUS. The examining attorney is NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI.
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIX SALON STUDIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86809574 Application Filing Date  Nov. 04, 2015  Registration Number  5083583
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 26, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "MIX" in which the "I" is also the right arm of the "M"; below is the wording "SALON STUDIOS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "SALON STUDIOS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beauty salons
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mix Salon Studios LLC  Address  Mix Salon Studios LLC  1007 Pendleton Street  Greenville  SOUTH CAROLINA  29601  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
COOKIE DOUGH YO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86810869</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 05, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083585</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COOKIE DOUGH"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For**: Chewing gum

| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 | International Class Title | Staple Foods | First Use | Dec. 2015 | In Commerce | Dec. 2015 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Project 7, Inc.
- **Address**: Project 7, Inc. 302 N El Camino Real, Suite 216, San Clemente, CALIFORNIA 92672
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 107211.02
- **Examining Attorney**: MACFARLANE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ROIKO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86812058</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 06, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
Translation | The wording "ROIKO" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For | Cell phone covers; Clear protective covers specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, cell phone; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players |
International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
First Use | Oct. 26, 2015 |
In Commerce | Oct. 26, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name | NEWBILITY INC. |
Address | NEWBILITY INC. 85 PAINTED TRELLIS IRVINE CALIFORNIA 92620 |
Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number | 133815.10001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney | CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE |
**Case Identifiers**

- **Serial Number**: 86812915
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 07, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083590
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 12, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 07, 2016

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplements; Health food supplements; Herbal supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Nov. 07, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 03, 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: BEAUTYWELLNESSOVER40 CORP
- **Address**: BEAUTYWELLNESSOVER40 CORP, LENOX HILL, 217E 70TH ST. #36, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LADD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86814281 Application Filing Date  Nov. 09, 2015 Registration Number  5083914
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 06, 2016 Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pharmaceutical research and development services; medical research and development services in the field of treatments for cancer, infectious diseases, and immune disorders
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  May 27, 2014 In Commerce  May 27, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aduro Biotech, Inc. Address  Aduro Biotech, Inc. 740 Heinz Avenue Berkeley CALIFORNIA  94710
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  11FX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M&C GOLD KEY AWARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86814924 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5080547
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Registration Principal Mark Type Certification Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized incomplete outline depiction of a key. To the right of the key design and abutting its right edge is the stylized and stacked wording "M&C GOLD KEY AWARD". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AWARD" Certification Statement The certification mark, as used by persons authorized by the certifier, certifies that the services provided have exceeded the certifier's minimum standards for quality services in connection with the operation of a conference and meeting facility.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1950151

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing conference and meeting facilities
International Classes B US Classes B - Primary Classes US Class Title U.S. Classification of Services Certified
First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NorthStar Travel Media, LLC Address NorthStar Travel Media, LLC 100 Lighting Way, 2nd Floor Secaucus NEW JERSEY 07094 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
JACK + G

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86814955
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 10, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 4988559
- **Registration Date**: Jun. 28, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Apr. 12, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Bangles; Bracelets; Earrings; Jewelry; Necklaces; Rings; Semi-precious and precious stones
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2015

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Jack And G, LLC
- **Address**: Jack And G, LLC 345 ELDERT STREET Apt 319 Brooklyn NEW YORK 11237
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 20221003

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
KING SHOTCRETE SOLUTIONS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86815448  
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 10, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5080548  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "KING" above the word "SHOTCRETE" above the word "SOLUTIONS". The fanciful design of a hose and nozzle runs underneath the word "KING", around to the left of the word "SHOTCRETE", and stopping to the left of the word "SOLUTIONS". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "SHOTCRETE SOLUTIONS"

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes  
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1752390  
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Oct. 28, 2015  
- **Foreign Registration Number**: TMA939055  
- **Foreign Registration Date**: May 27, 2016  
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: CANADA  
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: May 27, 2031

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For (Based on Use In Commerce)**: Concrete and concrete mix, namely, shotcrete  
  - **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50  
  - **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials  
  - **First Use In Commerce**: 2014

- **For**: (Based on 44(e))(Based on Use in Commerce) conducting equipment training and safety training in the use and operation of construction equipment  
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
  - **First Use In Commerce**: 2014

- **For**: (Based on Use in Commerce) Promotion of construction machines of others, namely, concrete mixing, preparing, spraying and placing machines; reseller services, namely, distributorship services featuring construction machines, namely, concrete mixing, preparing, spraying and placing machines  
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes  
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business  
  - **First Use In Commerce**: 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes  
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ZUGERSTRASSE 50 BAAR SWITZERLAND CH-6341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>66919-0231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BLOHM, LINDA E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPARKLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86815803 Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083593
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Feb. 09, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4899492

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For downloadable computer software that allows users to interact online with information and media that other users share related to information about and discounts on goods and services of others
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 29, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 29, 2016
For providing a website that features technology that enables internet users to interact online with information and media that other users consolidate and share related to information about and discounts on goods and services of others; computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to share and organize information and media related to information about and discounts on goods and services of others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 29, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 29, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CO.SI VENTURES, INC. Address CO.SI VENTURES, INC. 1642 Wilcox Avenue Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90028 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number COSIV-003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MEDICAID MIGRATION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 86815825 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 10, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083916 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Supplemental | Mark Type | Service Mark | Amended to |
| Supplemental Register | Yes | Date Amended to Current Register | Sep. 12, 2016 | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "MEDICAID"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Insurance services, namely, providing screening and enrollment assistance services for the purpose of enrolling qualified individuals in government-sponsored health insurance
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Nov. 10, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 10, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Benestream, Inc.
- **Address**: Benestream, Inc. Suite 605 220 East 23rd Street New York NEW YORK 10010
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 000388/00100
- **Examining Attorney**: BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRECISION SPORT SCIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86816005  Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2015  Registration Number 5083594
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service  Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "SPORT SCIENCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic training services; Consulting services in the fields of fitness and exercise; Physical fitness assessment services; Providing fitness instruction services in the field of exercise, fitness, sports, exercise science, and sport science; Providing fitness training services in the field of exercise, fitness, sports, exercise science, and sport science; Providing information in the field of exercise training; Sports training services
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2015  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2015
For Bodywork therapy; Information relating to massage; Massage therapy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 01, 2015  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRECISION SPORT INSTITUTE LLC  Address PRECISION SPORT INSTITUTE LLC  788 DOUGLAS AVENUE REDWOOD CITY CALIFORNIA 94063  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number PSS-T001US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MYEDUCRATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86816210 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5083597
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Subscription-based order fulfillment services in the field of educational items and resources
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALABRESE, SHERRIE Address CALABRESE, SHERRIE 4010 DOWNEY CT. ORLANDO FLORIDA 32822 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INQUIRING MINDS WANT TO GROW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86816213 Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5083598
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 07, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Subscription-based order fulfillment services in the field of educational items and resources
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALABRESE, SHERRIE Address CALABRESE, SHERRIE 4010 DOWNEY CT. ORLANDO FLORIDA 32822 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MOJA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86816744  Application Filing Date  Nov. 11, 2015  Registration Number  5080550
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "MOJA" in the mark is "one".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bags for climbers specially adapted for holding climbing equipment; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, climbing cams and anchors made of metal; Mountaineering and rock climbing equipment, namely, spring-loaded camming devices (SLCDs); Mountaineering climbing belts; Yoga blocks; Yoga mats; Yoga straps
For  Athletic pants; Athletic shorts; Belts; Jackets; Pants; Shorts; Sports pants; T-shirts; Yoga pants
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Apr. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Moja Outdoors, Inc.  Address  Moja Outdoors, Inc.  955 Morro Street  San Luis Obispo  CALIFORNIA  93401  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PANNA

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86817273</td>
<td>Nov. 11, 2015</td>
<td>5083604</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>May 10, 2016</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a rectangle outlined in the color black with a white background, containing the word "PANNA" in the color black. The black rectangle also contains a smaller rectangle in the colors blue and green displaying a stylized depiction of a man positioned to kick a soccer ball. The stylized man is in the color white, while the soccer ball is in the colors black and white. 
**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) green, blue, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. 
**Disclaimer** "PANNA" 
**Translation** The term "PANNA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Back packs; Backpacks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Fanny packs; Sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; Small backpacks; Sports packs

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 
**International Class Title** Leather Goods 
**First Use** Oct. 01, 2015 
**In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2016

**For** Soccer ball goal nets; Soccer ball knee pads; Soccer balls; Sport balls

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods 
**First Use** Oct. 01, 2015 
**In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2016

**For** Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Baseball caps and hats; Sports caps and hats; Sports jerseys

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 
**International Class Title** Clothing 
**First Use** Oct. 01, 2015 
**In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19195
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACTION PUZZLE TOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86817305  Application Filing Date Nov. 11, 2015  Registration Number 5083605
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "ACTION PUZZLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game programs; Computer game software; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game programs; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile and cellular phone; Electronic game programs; Electronic game software; Electronic game software for cellular telephones; Electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Electronic game software for wireless devices; Game software; Interactive game programs; Interactive game software; Recorded computer game programs; Video and computer game programs; Video game software; Virtual reality game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Dec. 01, 2015  In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Com2us Corporation  Address Com2us Corporation 12F A-dong, BYC Highcity B/D 131 Gasan-digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE BELIEF ROADMAP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 86817570 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 12, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083917 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Supplemental | Mark Type | Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register | Yes |
| Date Amended to Current Register | Aug. 24, 2016 | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of attaining happiness |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Aug. 12, 2016 | In Commerce | Aug. 12, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Gersper, Matthew B. | Address | Gersper, Matthew B. | 149 Grand Bay Drive | Mooresville | NORTH CAROLINA | 28117 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | GERMT1502 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | AWRICH, ELLEN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ESTO ES EE WINE OF ARGENTINA PREMIUM MALBEC MENDOZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86818097 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083606
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 31, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a grey circle with two black inner circles;
inside the circle are the letters "EE" in black facing opposite directions; above the circle are the words "ESTO ES" in
black stylized letters and above the words "ESTO ES" are the words "WINE OF ARGENTINA" in burgundy stylized
letters of smaller size. Below the circle is the word "PREMIUM" in grey stylized letters and below it appears a burgundy
ribbon with two white inner ribbons and the word "MALBEC" in white stylized letters; below the burgundy ribbon is the
word "MENDOZA" in black stylized letters of smaller size and the representation of a mountain in grey and white colors.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey, black, burgundy and white is/are claimed as a feature of the
mark. Disclaimer "MALBEC MENDOZA PREMIUM" AND "WINE OF ARGENTINA" Translation The English
translation of "ESTO ES" in the mark is "THIS IS".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wines and sparkling wines

International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First
Use Mar. 31, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grupo Peñaflor S.A. Address Grupo Peñaflor S.A. Arenales 460, Vicente López Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA 1638 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARGENTINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 153538-00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HARVEST BLENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86818435</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 12, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083607</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLENDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods, namely, bread

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pepperidge Farm, Incorporated Address Pepperidge Farm, Incorporated 595 Westport Avenue Norwalk CONNECTICUT 06851 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 114114-US-37

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEPPERIDGE FARM HARVEST BLENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86818456 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083608
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BLENDS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0688816

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods, namely, bread
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pepperidge Farm, Incorporated Address Pepperidge Farm, Incorporated 595 Westport Avenue Norwalk CONNECTICUT Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 114114-US-37

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUPER PUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86818602 Application Filing Date Nov. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5083610
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 14, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing consulting services in the field of facilitating the planning, buying, and selling of media
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Direct Response Media, Inc. Address Direct Response Media, Inc. 2033 San Elijo Ave #585 Cardiff CALIFORNIA 92007 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YIYATOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86820377  Application Filing Date  Nov. 14, 2015  Registration Number  5080555
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "YIYATOO". The "A" in
"YIYATOO" is depicted as an incomplete triangle with a horizontal line extending from the bottom of each side of the
triangle underneath the letters "YIY" and "TOO". The "OO" in "YIYATOO" is depicted as semi-circles. The letters "YIY"
and "TOO" are in red and orange. The letter "A" is red, orange, and yellow. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The
color(s) red, orange, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Acoustic membranes; Batteries and battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Camera cases; Cameras; Cases adapted
for mobile phones; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Cell phones; Computer peripheral devices; Data cables; Data
processing apparatus; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Ear phones; Headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile
phones; Headsets for mobile telephones; Headsets for telephones; Headsets for use with computers; Mobile phones; Telephone
headsets; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jul. 08, 2014  In Commerce  Jul. 08, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Liu Yifeng  Address  Liu Yifeng  No.037,JingLin Road,XiaoGang Farm  HongHu,HuBei  CHINA  433200
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CELAPREV

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86821323</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 16, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Dietary supplements for human consumption

- International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
- First Use: Dec. 16, 2015
- In Commerce: Dec. 16, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: Alter Salus, LLC
- Address: Alter Salus, LLC 1130 Mitchell Jellison Dr Elkhart INDIANA 46516
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: INDIANA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- Examinining Attorney: RICHARDS, SUSAN ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UF2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86821632 Application Filing Date Nov. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5083620
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Polyurethane leather
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016
For Polyurethane coated polyester/rayon blended textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of residential and commercial furniture and accessories, automobile, recreational vehicles, and boat interiors, wall coverings
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ultrafabrics, LLC Address Ultrafabrics, LLC 303 South Broadway, Suite 201 Tarrytown NEW YORK 105915410 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 25037-001 MM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s) IWISHME

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 86822157 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 16, 2015 | Registration Number | 5083621 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Apr. 19, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jun. 14, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Body stockings; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Corselets; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Dance costumes; Halloween costumes; Leggings; Lingerie; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Nightgowns; Pajamas; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pantyhose; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for tights, gussets for stockings, gussets for bathing suits, gussets for underwear, gussets for leotards and gussets for footlets; Robes; Shapewear; Swim suits; Swim wear; Underwear; Vests; Waist cinchers; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Dec. 07, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 07, 2015 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | DaoRu Sun |
| Address | DaoRu Sun Hong Jing Chun Tian Hua Yuan 1 Dong Hong Ji Middle Rd Long Gang |
| District | Shenzhen |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INDUSTRY-READY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86822435 Application Filing Date  Nov. 17, 2015 Registration Number  5083922
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 15, 2016 Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Vocational education in the fields of industrial plant or equipment operations, such as power plant or oil refinery operations; on-line training in the field of industrial plant or equipment operations, such as power plant or oil refinery operations; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of industrial plant or equipment operations, such as power plant or oil refinery operations
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jun. 02, 2014 In Commerce  Jun. 02, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ansari, Akhtar Address  Ansari, Akhtar 5348 Vegas Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89108 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ROGUE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86822508</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Watches

- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use**: Mar. 23, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 23, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: EDB Sales & Marketing
- **Address**: EDB Sales & Marketing 116 N. Franklin Turnpike Ramsey NEW JERSEY 07446
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: TM-1845-16
- **Examining Attorney**: FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNVESTMENT ENERGY GROUP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86824134</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080561</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a yellow and white rising sun design atop the blue stylized word "SUNVESTMENT" which sits atop the stylized yellow words "ENERGY GROUP".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "ENERGY GROUP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and investments
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: May 01, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 12, 2015

- **For**: Renewable energy, namely, solar energy, wind energy and geothermal energy
  - **International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15
  - **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels
  - **First Use**: May 01, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 12, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Sunvestment Group, LLC
- **Address**: Sunvestment Group, LLC. 125 TECH PARK DRIVE ROCHESTER NEW YORK 14623
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUNVESTMENT ENERGY GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86824139 Application Filing Date   Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number   5080562
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023 Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "ENERGY GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and investments
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Insurance and Financial First Use   May 01, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 12, 2015
For   Renewable energy, namely, solar energy, wind energy and geothermal energy
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 6, 15 International Class Title   Lubricants and Fuels First Use   May 01, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Sunvestment Energy Group, LLC. Address   Sunvestment Energy Group, LLC. 125 TECH PARK DRIVE ROCHESTER NEW YORK 14623 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BIBB, SCOTT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RORAIMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86824361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
<td>The English translation of &quot;RORAIMA&quot; in the mark is &quot;GREEN PEAK&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
<td>14787816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>14787816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 18, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
<td>EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 12, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Alcoholic beverages, namely, gin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>33 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Wines and Spirits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Barberton Consultores e Serviços LDA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Barberton Consultores e Serviços LDA. Rua do Esmeraldo, 47, Piso 3 Zona Franca de Madeira Funchal, Madeira PORTUGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMART MIRROR

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Supplemental Mark Type</th>
<th>Amended to Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Date Amended to Current Register</th>
<th>Sep. 08, 2016</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Foreign Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>402015003978</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 29, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>1158656</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2016</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 03, 2026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

For RV antennae for cars; Complex black box apparatus for car navigation, namely, electronic data recorders; Black box monitor for cars, namely, electronic data records; Black box camera for cars, namely, recording devices connected to a camera on or in a vehicle; Communications apparatus for vehicles, namely, Satellite and microwave communications apparatus to transmit communications from a vehicle to another vehicle, or from a vehicle to a satellite, two-way radios; car video recorders; electronic sensors for detecting lateral distance in cars; electronic lateral safety sensor for cars for sensing obstructions around a car; vehicle safety equipment, namely, cameras for vehicles; Rear view cameras for vehicles; Car attachable video receiving apparatus, namely, video monitor; Car attachable communication apparatus, namely, cellular phone; Car navigation computers; Media players for automobiles; Displays in meters for automobiles, namely, displays for electronic instrument cluster; Black box for cars, namely, electronic data recorders; Apparatus for reproducing image for cars; Car televisions; Display devices for vehicles, namely, electronic instrument cluster, digital instrument panel and digital dashboard

**International Classes**

9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZENBU SHAKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86824621 Application Filing Date   Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number   5083624
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Registration Date   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Mar. 08, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   May 03, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "SHAKE" Translation
The English translation of "ZENBU" in the mark is "all encompassing".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Whey, rice and vegan based meal replacement shakes for weight management and nutritional supplement shakes
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   MADRE LABS, LLC Address   MADRE LABS, LLC 17400 Laguna Canyon Rd., Suite 400 Irvine CALIFORNIA 92618 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   0257

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exercising Attorney   MUCHA, JOHN EVAN
TM 16379  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HYBRID WATCH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86824625</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5083926</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 09, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></th>
<th>2015-0040984</th>
<th><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Jun. 03, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1183618</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 10, 2026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Software for mobile phones, namely, software for receiving and transmission of messages in the nature of data, text, language, sound, image and video; Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for receiving and transmission of messages in the nature of data, text, language, sound, image and video; Downloadable computer software for use as a spreadsheet and word processing; Computer operating systems and computer operating programs; Computer application software for smart phones and wrist smart phones, namely, software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; Computer software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently 44E** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>LG ELECTRONICS INC.</th>
<th><strong>Address</strong></th>
<th>LG ELECTRONICS INC. 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA 07336</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| **Docket Number** | 0465-5202US1 |
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HYBRID SMART WATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86824631 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number   5083927
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Supplemental Mark Type   Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register   Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 09, 2016 Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed   Yes Foreign Application Number  2015-0041293 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jun. 04, 2015 Foreign Registration Number   1201047 Foreign Registration Date   Sep. 06, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date   Sep. 06, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Audio components, namely, audio electronic components, namely, surround sound systems; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Television receivers; Portable audio speakers; Earphones; Personal headphones for use with wireless sound transmitting systems
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   LG ELECTRONICS INC. Address   LG ELECTRONICS INC.  128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA  07336 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   0465-5203US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMILE ADJUSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86824979 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5080564
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for use by dental, medical and veterinary service providers and their patients in an interactive format that calculates payment plans from multiple payment options selected by the patient or responsible billing party
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 05, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name OrthoBanc, LLC Address OrthoBanc, LLC 2835 Northpoint Blvd. Hixson TENNESSEE 37343 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 23558011501b

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUPERSPARE BY STEMCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86825139 Application Filing Date  Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number  5083625
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Apr. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2275460, 1016820, 0788516

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  spare tire carriers for vehicles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use  Mar. 15, 2016 In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  STEMCO PRODUCTS, INC. Address  STEMCO PRODUCTS, INC. 300 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD LONGVIEW TEXAS 75602 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  115762.0066

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TWIN LAKES TANKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86825263 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083928
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 23, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TANKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pressure vessels, namely, pressure vessels being parts of tanks that are parts of compressors and that store air temporarily for the compressors
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Sep. 16, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MAT INDUSTRIES, LLC Address MAT INDUSTRIES, LLC 6700 WILDLIFE WAY LONG GROVE ILLINOIS 60047 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 143572

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRINGER, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  TEACHING KIDS GOOD CHARACTER!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86826739  Application Filing Date  Nov. 20, 2015  Registration Number  5083929
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 15, 2016  Date Cancelled  May 31, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4278607

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of character building via an online website
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Oct. 01, 2014  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cummings IV, Earl D  Address  Cummings IV, Earl D  1933 Woodberry Ave.  Shreveport  LOUISIANA 71106-8550  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NASHVILLE BIKE WEEK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86827019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BIKE WEEK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For Exhibitions in the nature of a festival for motorcycle enthusiasts consisting of displays of motorcycles and sales of promotional products and also providing vendor booths, contests and games; entertainment services, namely, live music concerts**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2012
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2015

- **For Clothing, namely, shirts and hats**
  - **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 22, 39
  - **International Class Title**: Clothing
  - **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2012
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Superflow Entertainment, Inc.
- **Address**: Superflow Entertainment, Inc. 1023 Winding Way White House TENNESSEE 37188
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: BUTLER, ANDREA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SECURITYIQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86827317 Application Filing Date Nov. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5083630
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer network administration software, namely, software for identifying risk to computer network applications and database security, analyzing and evaluating identity data, compliance management, access request, password management, user provisioning, security analytics and reporting, and for auditing and monitoring computer network and database security; computer software for monitoring and reporting on security policies, information technology (IT) controls, and security breaches and other unauthorized activities conducted via a global computer network
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 15, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SailPoint Technologies, Inc. Address SailPoint Technologies, Inc. 11120 Four Points Dr., Suite 100 Austin TEXAS 78726 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6027-01300

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LYMPHCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86828596 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5083632
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "LYMPHCARE" followed
by a stylized heart. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing medical analysis services and
educational services on lymphology
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BSN Medical GmbH Address BSN Medical GmbH Quickbornstraße 24 Hamburg FED REP
GERMANY D-20253 Legal Entity gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh) State or Country Where Organized
GERMANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STANDING 8 STOUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86828804 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080568
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "STOUT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jul. 25, 2014 In Commerce May 13, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cerevisiae Industries, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Boxing Bear Brewing Co. Address Cerevisiae Industries, LLC 10200 Corrales Rd. NW Albuquerque NEW MEXICO 87114 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MDI PRODUCTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86829116
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 23, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080569
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PRODUCTS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Parts molding, namely, plastic injection molding of parts
- **International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Material
- **Treatment First Use**: Oct. 06, 2001
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 30, 2001

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MDI Products, LLC
- **Address**: MDI Products, LLC 10045 102nd Terrace Sebastian FLORIDA 32958
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 617690-108

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MDI PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86829132 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080570
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an incomplete oval which lays sideways. A design comprised of six polygons appears in the left side of the oval. The letters "mdi" appear in a large bold next to the polygon design. The word "products" appears in a smaller font directly under the letters "mdi". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parts molding, namely, plastic injection molding of parts
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Apr. 2002 In Commerce Apr. 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MDI Products, LLC Address MDI Products, LLC 10045 102nd Terrace Sebastian FLORIDA 32958
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 617690-109
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOCAL TASTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86830479 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5083634
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 03, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for selecting alcoholic beverages and food
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 19, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 19, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Local Taste Corp. Address Local Taste Corp. 139 Betsy Brown Road Portchester NEW YORK 10573
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLAB LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86831042 Application Filing Date  Nov. 24, 2015  Registration Number   5083636
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 03, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   Jun. 28, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing an on-line forum for salon owners and managers
International Classes   38 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 104 International Class Title   Communication
First Use   Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Stefanie Fox Coaching LLC Address   Stefanie Fox Coaching LLC  4898 Stonybrook Blvd.  Hilliard
OHIO  43026 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   38678.0001 0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BODRI, JOHN PETER
TM 16393 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWORD OF THE MUSKETEERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86832202 Application Filing Date Nov. 25, 2015 Registration Number 5083637
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Gaming machines for gambling including slot machines or video lottery terminals; Reconfigurable casino gaming machines and operational game software therefor sold as a unit
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 05, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Address AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 10 Holker St The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) NEWINGTON NSW 2127 AUSTRALIA 2127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EBAUGH, MICHAEL THOMAS
TM 16394 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEEP JUNGLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86832608   Application Filing Date  Nov. 25, 2015   Registration Number  5083638
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016   Register  Principal   Mark Type  Trademark   Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2016   Notice of Allowance Date  May 03, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air humidifying apparatus; Electric lighting fixtures; Fixtures for incandescent light bulbs; Infrared lamp fixtures; Infrared lighting fixtures; Lighting fixtures
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes   US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34

For  Thermostats
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes   US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Zipda Group LLC   DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Pidaz   Address  Zipda Group LLC  2163 Silent Rain Drive  Colorado Springs  COLORADO  80919
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PERRY, KIMBERLY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HIGH-PAYING-JOBS PORTAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86833211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** "PORTAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Vocational education in the fields of industrial plant or equipment operations, such as power plant or oil refinery operations; on-line training in the field of industrial plant or equipment operations, such as power plant or oil refinery operations; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of industrial plant or equipment operations, such as power plant or oil refinery operations

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** Jun. 02, 2014

**In Commerce** Jun. 02, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ansari, Akhtar

**Address** Ansari, Akhtar 5348 Vegas Drive Las Vegas NEVADA 89108

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** JACKSON, STEVEN W
TM 16396  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86833728  Application Filing Date: Nov. 30, 2015  Registration Number: 5080574
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service  Mark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the outline of a red circle with the red outline of an hour glass design inside of it. The color white appearing in the drawing of the mark represents background and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Distributorship services in the field of semiconductor furnaces and parts therefor
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Aug. 21, 1997  In Commerce: Aug. 21, 1997

For: Technical support services, namely, providing technical advice in the field of installing, repairing and maintaining semiconductor furnaces
International Classes: 37 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 103, 106  International Class Title: Construction and Repair
First Use: Aug. 21, 1997  In Commerce: Aug. 21, 1997

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Kokusai Semiconductor Equipment Corporation  Address: Kokusai Semiconductor Equipment Corporation
2460 North First Street, Suite 290  San Jose  CALIFORNIA  95131  Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 67636-6001.0
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  P A EMBRACE ABNORMALITY
2015

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86833755  Application Filing Date  Nov. 30, 2015  Registration Number  5080575
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "PA" (which is an acronym for PATHOLOGY APPAREL) with the design of an incomplete gear between them, and the design of a crown of thorns in the shape of a kettle bell within the gear, with the wording "EMBRACE ABNORMALITY" printed in the gear, and "2015" between the crown of thorn design and the bottom of the gear.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "2015"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hats; Shorts; Socks; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Vaughn, Tyler  Address  Vaughn, Tyler  5453 Old Shell Road #101  Mobile  ALABAMA  36608  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 86834179
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 30, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083934
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 08, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring food, cooking, recipes and meals provided through the internet; entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing webisodes in the field of cooking and food via a global computer network
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Anixter, Ashley
- **Address**: Anixter, Ashley 21541 N. 78th Street Scottsdale ARIZONA 85255
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MILTON, PRISCILLA W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JACKS & JILLS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86834567 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5083935
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 22, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of lumberjacking; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of human interest stories, namely, professional lumberjacking, professional lumberjacking competitions, professional lumberjacking training, and daily life of professional lumberjacks
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 15, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Northbound Pictures, Inc. Address Northbound Pictures, Inc. 11010 Deerwood Dr. SE Lowell MICHIGAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 47950/192130

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 86834850
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 30, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083642
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: May 10, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jul. 05, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Arranging and conducting educational conferences; Charitable services in the nature of providing fitness instruction in the field of music and movement and yoga; Developing educational lesson plans for others in the field of music and movement and yoga; Developing educational manuals for others in the field of music and movement and yoga; Development and dissemination of printed educational materials of others in the field of music and movement and yoga; Education and entertainment services, namely, ongoing television public service announcements and ongoing television programs in the field of music and movement and yoga; Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Education services, namely, mentoring in the field of music and movement and yoga; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the fields of music and movement and yoga; Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, workshops in the field of music and movement and yoga; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of music and movement and yoga; Education services, namely, providing tutorial sessions in the fields of music and movement and yoga; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of music and movement and yoga; Education services, namely, training educators in the field of music and movement and yoga and providing curricula in connection therewith; Educational and entertainment services for children, namely, providing interactive play areas, instructional classes in the field of music and movement and yoga and social gatherings for children; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about music and movement and yoga accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational and entertainment services, namely, programs about plastic surgery services combining traditional western medicine practices with holistic therapies, accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive children's stories; Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of music and movement and yoga; Educational
services, namely, conducting seminars, lectures, teleseminars, teleclasses, and workshops in personal awareness; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, workshops in the field of music and movement and yoga and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the field of music and movement and yoga; Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for teachers; Educational services, namely, providing a continuing prerecorded audio program in the field of music and movement and yoga accessible over the internet; Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the primary level; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of music and movement and yoga via an online website; Entertainment and educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars, lectures, workshops and panel discussions, and ongoing television and radio talk shows all in the field of public interest concerning music and movement and yoga; Entertainment in the nature of dance performances; Entertainment in the nature of live performances by musical artist; Entertainment in the nature of live stage performances in the nature of children's music and movement in the field of music and yoga by an individual; Entertainment services in the nature of live audio performances by musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances by musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live vocal performances by musical artist; Entertainment services in the nature of live music and movement and yoga performances; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of live music and movement and yoga; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band; Entertainment, namely, live performances by musical bands; Entertainment, namely, live performances by rock groups; Leadership development training in the field of music and movement and yoga; Live performances by a musical group; Live performances featuring prerecorded vocal and instrumental performances viewed on a big screen; Organizing community festivals featuring primarily children's music and movement and also yoga and pre-recorded musical videos viewed on a big screen; Presentation of live show performances; Presentation of musical performances; Production of musical videos; Production of sound and music video recordings; Providing advice and information in the field of educational and entertainment activities and events for children; Providing after school educational programs for children in grades pre-school, kindergarten; Providing an in-person entertainment forum in the field of music and movement and yoga; Providing classroom instruction at the pre-school, kindergarten level using music and movement and yoga principles; Providing education courses in the field of music and movement and yoga offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance; Providing education in the field of music and movement and yoga rendered through video conference; Providing fitness training services in the field of music and movement and yoga; Providing information in the field of children's education; Providing information relating to educational and entertainment activities and events for children; Providing on-line resource guides for relatives concerning children in the fields of education, recreation, and entertainment; Providing on-line videos featuring music and movement and yoga, not downloadable; Yoga instruction

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** Aug. 10, 2016 **In Commerce** Aug. 10, 2016
For Education kits consisting primarily of compact discs featuring children's educational music, music, musical performances and printed posters featuring instruction on movement and yoga

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jul. 01, 2016 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2016

**For** Providing a website allowing users to download music and music videos; Providing a website allowing users to upload and download music; Providing a website that gives users the ability to purchase downloadable music

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services **First Use** Aug. 18, 2016 **In Commerce** Aug. 18, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** BKI Corp. **Address** BKI Corp. 127 Hommelville Road Saugerties NEW YORK 12477 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** THOMAS, AMY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QUAKER CITY MALTING CO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86835111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer  "MALTING CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brewed malt-based alcoholic beverages in the nature of a beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes 45, 46, 48 | International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  Sep. 09, 2016 | In Commerce  Sep. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  QUAKER CITY MERCANTILE, INC. | Address  QUAKER CITY MERCANTILE, INC. 114-120 S. 13TH STREET PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA 19107 | Legal Entity  CORPORATION | State or Country Where  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  142636-00101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHEATLEY, TRAVIS DWIGH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  RESCUE RESTORE  
REGENERATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86835719 Application Filing Date  Dec. 01, 2015  Registration Number  5080579  
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "REGENERATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cosmetic preparations for skin care  
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Sep. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Elaine Sterling Enterprises, LLC  Address  Elaine Sterling Enterprises, LLC  Suite 300  4840  atlanta  GEORGIA  30342  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
TM 16403 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIKRAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86836620 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5080580
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number UK0000306402 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 17, 2014 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 14, 2024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bath foam; bath oil; bath gel; bath soap; bath herbs; body cream; body emulsions; body oil; body scrub; body sprays; body creams; body moisturisers; body oil spray; body shampoos; perfumed body lotions; aftershave creams; after-shave gel; after-shave lotions; aromatic oils; aromatic oils for the bath; non-mediated bath additives; non-mediated bath creams; non-mediated bath lotions; non-mediated bath powders; body powder; bubble bath; cleaning preparations for personal use; eau de cologne; essential oils; essential oils for use in air fresheners; facial cream; foaming bath gels; fragrances; fragrances for personal use; hand cream; non-mediated hand lotion; lip balm; skin moisturizer; non-mediated bath oils; non-mediated hair shampoos; non-mediated shampoos; non-mediated soaps; non-mediated toiletries; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; room fragrances; room fragrancing preparations; shampoos; shower gel; skin cream; skin lotion; soap; soaps; non-mediated toiletries
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kit Kemp Address Kit Kemp 21 Golden Square London UNITED KINGDOM W1F9JN Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRUM MILONE, MARCIE R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CHEEKY GIRL SPREAD GOOD FORTUNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86837154  Application Filing Date  Dec. 02, 2015  Registration Number   5080581
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fortune cookies
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes  US Classes   46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   CHEEKY GIRL ENTERPRISES LTD.  Address  CHEEKY GIRL ENTERPRISES LTD.  1000 N. TAYLOR AVE  OAK PARK  ILLINOIS  60302  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROGUE LEGACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86837377 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5080582
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 1639102 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 14, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 14, 2030

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes; Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game programs; Computer game software; Computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer game software for personal computers and home video game consoles; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer game software for use with personal computers, home video game consoles used with televisions and arcade-based video game consoles; Computer software, namely, game engine software for video game development and operation; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Downloadable electronic game programs; Downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, personal computers, gaming consoles; Electronic game programs; Electronic game software; Electronic game software for cellular telephones; Electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; Electronic game software for wireless devices; Game software; Interactive game programs; Interactive game software; Interactive video game programs; Video and computer game programs; Video game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Lee, Kenny
Address: Lee, Kenny 303-21 Hillcrest Avenue 303 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M2N7K2

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship: CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MOUSEINATOR

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86837470  
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 02, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5080583  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes  
- **Foreign Application Number**: 1709990  
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Jul. 28, 2015  
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1709990  
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Jul. 28, 2015  
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: AUSTRALIA  
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Jul. 28, 2025

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Mouse traps  
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pinder, Daryl  
- **Address**: Pinder, Daryl 46 Lawson Street Bendigo AUSTRALIA  
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
- **Citizenship**: AUSTRALIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ZIMMERMAN, GAYNNE GEOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWIMWEAR GALLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86837855 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083938
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Oct. 11, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SWIMWEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services in the field of swimsuits, beach cover-ups, swim caps, swim goggles, fins and nose clips, snorkels and floats
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jul. 16, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fleet Street Ltd. Address Fleet Street Ltd. 18 Englehard Avenue Avenel NEW JERSEY 07660 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number FL-254

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBBINS, ODESSA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAMPFIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86838086 Application Filing Date Dec. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5083646
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 22, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date May 17, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For CIGARS
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use Jul. 25, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SWISHER INTERNATIONAL, INC. Address SWISHER INTERNATIONAL, INC. 459 EAST 16TH STREET Jacksonville FLORIDA 32206 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SW-434-TM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, ERIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JAHNETICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86839554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a black and white circle containing a white root structure with black outlining, extending up into a white DNA strand with black outlining as the trunk, extending up into the top of a tree, white in color with black outlining; the foregoing is overlapping a white sun with yellow, red and green rays; below the foregoing appears the term "JAHNETICS" in black, stylized font; the remaining white areas in the mark are not claimed as a feature of the mark and indicate background. | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) black, white, red, green, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; T-shirts |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Carson Jay McCarty | Address | Carson Jay McCarty | 840 Waller St #5 | San Francisco | CALIFORNIA 94117 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI |
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GET ON BOARD

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86839645 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5080587
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1731603 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 05, 2015
Foreign Registration Number TMA941514 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 22, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County CANADA Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 22, 2031

Goods and Services Information
For Education services in the nature of workshops and seminars and training in the field of board governance provided to current and potential board directors with a focus on board diversity
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

Basis Information
Currently 44E Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name The Jeffery Group Ltd. DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Canadian Board Diversity Council Address The Jeffery Group Ltd. 180 Bloor Street West, Suite 502 Toronto, Ontario CANADA M5S2V6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 55822558-5US

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney WILLIS, PAMELA Y
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DROPGEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86841044 Application Filing Date  Dec. 07, 2015  Registration Number  5080589
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "DROPGEAR".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wireless device accessories, namely, cases adapted for mobile phones and display screen protectors for providing protection, shade, and privacy specially adapted to personal electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones, and tablets
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jun. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wireless Paradise Franchising  Address  Wireless Paradise Franchising  10600 Chevrolet Way Suite 106 Estero  FLORIDA  33928  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney  PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THERMAL CHARGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86841657 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5083941
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 02, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Heating unit for refrigerant charging cylinders
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 10, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fish, Craig Address Fish, Craig 1533 C.R. 268 Vickery OHIO 43464 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Coles, Edwin M. Address Coles, Edwin M. 636 Dancing Creek Rd. Monroe VIRGINIA 24574 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TFish

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OMNINOVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86841714 Application Filing Date Dec. 07, 2015 Registration Number 5016778
Registration Date Aug. 09, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 28, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OMNINOVA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Abdominal belts containing built-in speakers for purposes of transmitting music/sounds/educational material to a fetus and built-in pockets in which to carry audio transmitters; Adapter plugs; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery packs; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, CELL PHONES, MP3 PLAYERS, AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; Cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; Cell phones; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Connection cables; Digital cameras; Downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; Downloadable ring tones, graphics and music via a global computer network and wireless devices; Home theater systems comprising DVD PLAYERS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS ; Keyboards for mobile phones; Loud speakers; Multimedia projectors; Network routers; Protective cases for audio equipment in the nature of SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, AUDIO MIXERS; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers; Robots for personal or hobby use; Slide projectors; Sound projectors and amplifiers; Sound systems comprising remote controls, amplifiers, loudspeakers and components therefor; Stands adapted for stereos and audio speakers; TV monitors; Wave reflectors for acoustic speakers, lighting apparatus, and air flow devices; Wireless adapters for computers; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; Wireless routers; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Abdominal belts containing built-in speakers for purposes of
transmitting music/sounds/educational material to a fetus and built-in pockets in which to carry audio transmitters; Abdominal belts containing built-in speakers for purposes of transmitting music/sounds/educational material to a fetus and built-in pockets in which to carry audio transmitters; Audio speakers; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, loud speakers for automotive audio systems; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereo equipment; Audio equipment for vehicles, namely, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; Bass speakers [ ; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer peripherals; Computer hardware, namely, wireless network extenders; Computer hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic equipment, namely, transformers, baluns, and cables, all used in connection with computers, computer peripheral devices, televisions, audio-video equipment, closed-circuit TV equipment and telecommunication equipment; Hands free kits for phones; Public address (PA) and sound system accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, speaker boxes and sound mixers ]

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
|-----------------------|--------------------|------------|-------------------|--------------------------|

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Current Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** SHENZHEN AOZHUO LINGHANG CO., LTD. **Address** SHENZHEN AOZHUO LINGHANG CO., LTD. SUITE B201 3/F. FULIZHEN BUILDING 1 KEFA RD, NANSHAN SHEN ZHEN, GUANGDONG CHINA 518000 **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** FTM-T0253

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TOTAL HEALTHCARE MD

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86841885
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 08, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083943
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "HEALTHCARE MD"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Health care services; Medically supervised preventative medicine, as health care services, namely, pre-diabetes/diabetes diagnostic testing and counseling, weight loss programs that may include appetite suppressants, supplements
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: May 05, 2015
- **In Commerce**: May 05, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Pharma Managing Services
- **Address**: Pharma Managing Services 4270 Carlos Court, Spring Hill FLORIDA 34607
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIGH RISE FIRE PROTECTION CORP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86842047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;FIRE PROTECTION CORP&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Fire protection system installation services; fire alarm installation and repair; installation and maintenance of fire detection systems; installation, maintenance and repair of fire protection systems including monitoring systems and similar systems; installation of fire alarm and alert systems; installation and maintenance of fire prevention equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>HIGH RISE FIRE PROTECTION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>HIGH RISE FIRE PROTECTION CORP. 144 21ST STREET BROOKLYN NEW YORK 11232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>4816757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>TAYLOR, DAVID T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIGH RISE FIRE AND SECURITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86842075  Application Filing Date  Dec. 08, 2015  Registration Number  5083945
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Aug. 04, 2016  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FIRE AND SECURITY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Fire protection system installation services; fire alarm installation and repair; installation and maintenance of fire detection systems; installation, maintenance and repair of fire protection systems including monitoring systems and similar systems; installation of fire alarm and alert systems; installation and maintenance of fire prevention equipment
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair First Use  Feb. 10, 1992  In Commerce  Feb. 10, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HIGH RISE FIRE PROTECTION CORP.  Address  HIGH RISE FIRE PROTECTION CORP.  144 21ST STREET  BROOKLYN  NEW YORK  11232  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TAYLOR, DAVID T
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HONOLULU PRIDE

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education and Entertainment Services, namely, providing gay pride educational, social and cultural events; Organizing gay pride parades and gay pride festivals containing music, dance, arts, crafts, food and other entertainment
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hawaii LGBT Legacy Foundation Address Hawaii LGBT Legacy Foundation #1201 1022 Prospect Street Honolulu HAWAII 96822
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HAWAII

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROBERTSON, DEIRDRE G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ETCHED LIGHTNING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86842800 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5083947
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 18, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Works of art made of wood

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Images SI Inc. Address Images SI Inc. 109 Woods Of Arden Road Staten Island NEW YORK 10312
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M MOSSO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86843301 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5080592
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design element of an "M" in
stylized form above the literal elements "MOSSO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, hats, and shoes, all used in relation to the fields of games and sports; Sportswear,
namely, tops and bottoms; Sports shoes; Martial arts uniforms; Singlets; Robes, used for martial arts; Bathing suits; Gloves
used in sport; Sports jerseys; Sports sweaters; Socks, stockings and tights, all used for playing sports; Leggings; Track suits;
Sweat-shirts; Belts, for use in martial arts and martial arts uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Aug. 01, 2008 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zeng, Jian Qiang Address Zeng, Jian Qiang Fengze District NO68 Lane 52, Houban Street Quanzhou
CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, DOUGLAS M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LED SUPER STORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "SUPERSTORES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Wholesale store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **Advertising and Business First Use** Dec. 2015 **In Commerce** Feb. 22, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Post, David Address Post, David 10001 Vista Pointe Drive Tampa FLORIDA 33635 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney YARD, JOHN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QUAE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86844332 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5080594
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a yellow sun with a serrated border, around which is a corresponding white border, and a thin white circle within the sun. The stylized wording "Quae" appears across the sun going to the right in black, with the "Q" appearing in the middle of the sun and white in the center of the "Q". The bottom tail of the letter "Q", the bottom, right and upper right sides of the letter "U" and the letters "AE" in the word "Quae" have a white border. A green leaf with white bordering appears at the tail of the "Q". With the exception of the mark's black lettering, the color black represents the background and is not part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, yellow and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organic vegetable juice and organic fruit juice
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Nov. 01, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 07, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney CHARLON, BARNEY LAWREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE NEWS BEHIND THE NEWS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86844411 Application Filing Date Dec. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5080595
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment Services, namely, providing ongoing radio and video programs and weekly online newsletter emails in the field of public affairs via a Global Computer Network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 06, 2004 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2004
For Cable Broadcasting Services, namely, providing telecommunication access to radio and video programs in the field of public affairs via a Global Computer Network
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Jan. 06, 2004 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Association of Women Address American Association of Women 742 Washington Blvd. Marina Del Rey CALIFORNIA 90292 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MODERN AMERICAN MUSCLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86844809 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083652 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motorcycles and structural parts therefor

For Clothing, namely, shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Polaris Industries Inc. Address Polaris Industries Inc. 2100 Highway 55 Medina MINNESOTA 55340
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15174.148US0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEG CRAMP RX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86845529 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5083949
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 14, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal supplements; Homeopathic pharmaceuticals for use in the treatment of leg cramps; Homeopathic supplements; Medicinal herbal preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GENEXA INC. Address GENEXA INC. Suite X-106 949 W Marietta St NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30318 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 196300-01000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, EUGENIA K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRYAN'S DRY RUBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86845856 Application Filing Date Dec. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5080597
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of edging is in yellow, middle edging in white, and inner edging in black. There is an outer ring or circle in yellow and orange resembling flames, the inner circle is black with white and gray resembling smoke. The wording "Bryan's Dry Rubs" is centered in the inner circle with yellow letters with red outlining. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, orange, red, black, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DRY RUBS" Name Portrait Consent The name "BRYAN'S" shown in the mark identifies a living individual, applicant Bryan Jones, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spice rubs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jones, Bryan K Address Jones, Bryan K 1140 W. Stacey Lane Tempe ARIZONA 85284 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMI2-T.e274

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HELLO CREATIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86846423 Application Filing Date  Dec. 11, 2015 Registration Number  5083653
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  May 24, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CREATIVE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising agencies, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Sep. 20, 2016 In Commerce  Sep. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arnold, Jay Address  Arnold, Jay 1500 Walnut Street, 6th Floor Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19102
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIRECT ENERGY HOME

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86846616
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 11, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080600
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENERGY HOME"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Retail electricity provider services, namely, providing a service that allows customers to purchase energy, namely, electricity; home energy assessment services for the purpose of determining energy efficiency or usage management
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Nov. 19, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2015
- **For**: Installation, maintenance, and repair services in the fields of plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, electrical wiring, outlets, light fixtures, switches, electrical panels, and energy efficiency; home energy assessment services for the purpose of determining home improvements needed to improve energy use and efficiency
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
  - **First Use**: Nov. 19, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Nov. 19, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: DIRECT ENERGY MARKETING INC.
- **Address**: DIRECT ENERGY MARKETING INC. 12 Greenway Plaza, Suite 250 Houston TExAS 77046
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: DETM110

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SYRONSONGS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86846740 Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2015 Registration Number 5083654
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 03, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 28, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 20, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name syronsongs, inc. Address syronsongs, inc. 195 Sawyer Town Rd. Moyock NORTHERN CAROLINA 27958
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
TM 16429 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) E-COURSE LAUNCH FORMULA
WITH KATHRYN HOCKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86847401 Application Filing Date Dec. 13, 2015 Registration Number 5080604
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "E-COURSE LAUNCH FORMULA WITH KATHRYN HOCKING" appearing between two design elements consisting of various triangles.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "E-COURSE LAUNCH FORMULA"
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "KATHRYN HOCKING", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting educational courses in the nature of classes, seminars and workshops in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Dissemination of educational material of others in the field of electronic and correspondence educational courses; Educational instruction, namely, providing courses of instruction in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Educational services, namely, providing educational courses in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Providing educational information in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses for the purpose of academic study; Publication of educational materials in the nature of guides, books, checklists, manuals and planners in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Publication of educational texts in the field of creating, conducting and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Providing information, including online information, about creating, conducting and launching electronic and correspondence courses; Providing information, including online information, dealing with entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; Arranging courses of instruction in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Providing courses of instruction in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Providing courses of training in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Electronic publication of information of others on a wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network for students and electronic course providers for the purpose of learning how to create, conduct and launch a successful electronic course; Providing online non-downloadable electronic publications on the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Online
Publication of electronic books and journals for others; Online publication of multimedia material for others; Publication of blogs and journals; Publication of books; Publication of journals; Publication of manuals; Publication of texts other than publicity texts; Business training and executive coaching services in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Provision of information relating to training in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Conducting seminars in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Conducting workshops for the purpose of training others in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Life coaching services in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses; Providing mentoring services in the field of creating and launching successful electronic and correspondence courses

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment  **First Use**  Aug. 30, 2015  **In Commerce**  Aug. 30, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  The Trustee of the K & H Hocking Family Trust, an Australian family trust, the trustees comprising K & H Hocking Holdings Pty Ltd., an Australian proprietary limited company **Address**  The Trustee of the K & H Hocking Family Trust, an Australian family trust, the t  8 Fairford Terrace Semaphore Park, SA  AUSTRALIA  5019  **Legal Entity**  proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HERMAN, RUSS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUND MIRRORING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86847741
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 14, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083951
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 29, 2016
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 014882261
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Dec. 09, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 014882261
- **Foreign Registration Date**: May 04, 2016
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 09, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Television receivers; Display panel for television; Monitors, namely, computer, television, video, and touchscreen monitors; Computer software for wireless content delivery between televisions and electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, smart phones, tablet computers, portable media players and handheld computers; Computer software for controlling the operation of televisions and for transmitting, receiving, playing and manipulating audio files and multimedia contents between televisions and electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, smart phones, tablet computers, portable media players and handheld computers via wireless communication networks; Mobile phone display screens; Smart phones

**International Classes**
- **9 - Primary Classes**
- **21, 23, 26, 36, 38**
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
- **Address**: SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SUH 0461 US
TM 16431 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE COST MANAGEMENT ECOSYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86848242 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083656
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a green circular ring with seven different length spokes in green asymmetrically emanating from the central circular ring; having an orange full-color circle inside the green ring but not completely filling the ring; with three spokes having an orange full-color circle at the end of the spoke, two spokes having a larger green full-color circle at the end of the spoke, and the other two spokes having the largest circles in the form of circular green rings; to the right of that design is a vertical green bar and to the right of that in orange block letters are the words "THE COST MANAGEMENT ECOSYSTEM"; the mark appears on a white background but white is not a color of the mark and the mark may be used on backgrounds of varying color. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COST MANAGEMENT ECOSYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, seminars, classes and conferences in the fields of finance, accounting and operations data, and business processes that integrate the use of these and distribution of training materials in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 21, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2015
For Providing business advice and information in the field of finance, accounting and operations data, and business processes that integrate the use of these
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 21, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

AMERICAN TIRE OUTLET

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 86848375
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 14, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083953
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Mark Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 15, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TIRE OUTLET"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Tire patches; Tires for vehicles

- **International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
- **International Class Title**: Vehicles
- **First Use**: Aug. 11, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 11, 2015

For Tire retreading; Tire rotating and balancing

- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Aug. 11, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 11, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Abouna, Nazhat
- **Address**: Abouna, Nazhat 881 Woodhaven Dr. Commerce Township MICHIGAN 48390
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: P30966
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTS MOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86848563 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083954
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Internet-based social networking services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Nov. 30, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GameDay Productions, Inc. Address GameDay Productions, Inc. 1441-C Suite 300 Euless TEXAS 76040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, ANDREA P
TM 16434 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTS MOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86848572 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083955
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about families and sports accessible by means of television, web-based applications, mobile phone applications; Information relating to entertainment and education provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, videos in the field(s) of families and sports
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 30, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GameDay Productions, Inc. Address GameDay Productions, Inc. 1441-C Suite 300 Euless TEXAS 76040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, ANDREA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTS MOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86848575 Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2015 Registration Number 5083956
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising agencies specializing in management consultation, corporate sponsorship, custom content production, promotion via TV/Digital/Print, public relations, and event execution; Advertising agencies, namely, promoting the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 30, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GameDay Productions, Inc. Address GameDay Productions, Inc. 1441-C Suite 300 Euless TEXAS 76040 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, ANDREA P
**Mark Literal(s)** BESTWAY

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "Bestway" and a device of two semicircles containing a variant of letter "B".  
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; aerosol dispensers not for medical use; cloths for cleaning; containers for household or kitchen use; hand-operated brush used to clean skin; make-up removing appliances; shaving brushes; sponges used for applying make-up; toothbrushes; electric toothbrushes

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

**First Use** Aug. 01, 2016  
**In Commerce** Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Shenzhen Baiwei Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.
Address: Shenzhen Baiwei Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.  
Floor 3, Building 101, Guangdong  
No.19-1 Anye Rd, Henggang Town, Longgang, Shenzhen, CHINA  
518115

Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: KUNG, KAELIE ELIZABETH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BOOZY BACON

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86849386
- **Application Filing Date**: Dec. 15, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5083661
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 28, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 23, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BACON"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bacon
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Dec. 02, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 02, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: AMBOY GROUP, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BOOZY BACON
- **Address**: AMBOY GROUP, LLC ONE AMBOY AVENUE WOODBRIDGE NEW JERSEY 07095
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIG CHEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86849958 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5083665
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For children's books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BIG CHEER, LLC Address BIG CHEER, LLC 21610 W 54th St. Shawnee KANSAS 66226 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EGOISTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86850073 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5080609
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "EGOISTA" in the mark is "SELFISH".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 014841721 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 27, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 014841721 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 24, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 27, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags for clothes; bags for school; garment bags for travel; beach bags; beauty cases; briefcases for documents; bum bags; business card cases; canvas bags; card wallets; carriers for suits, shirts and dresses; cases for keys; casual bags; cosmetic bags; credit card cases; document suitcases; driving license cases; duffel bags; evening handbags; flight bags; game bags; gent's handbags; gym bags; handbags, purses and wallets; key wallets; luggage trunks; rucksacks; school bags; school knapsacks; shopping bags; sport bags; suitcases; wallets; umbrellas
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Toys and playthings, namely, electronic remote-controlled toy vehicles; model cars; ride-on toy vehicles; scale model vehicles
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Recorded content, namely, prerecorded computer game discs; Information technology equipment, namely, downloadable computer game programs; interactive multimedia computer game program; video game programs; educational apparatus and simulators, namely, simulators for driving or control of vehicles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently</strong></td>
<td>44E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A.</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. via Modena, 12 Sant'Agata Bolognese BO ITALY</td>
<td>40019</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>877956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BUSH, KAREN K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUMBOLDT CHOCOLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86850123  Application Filing Date  Dec. 15, 2015  Registration Number  5083957
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 26, 2016  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "HUMBOLDT CHOCOLATE" written in distressed cargo crate font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "CHOCOLATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chocolate  International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods  First Use  Oct. 01, 2014  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  JHG Enterprises LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Humboldt Chocolate  Address  JHG Enterprises LLC 425 Snug Aly Ste B Eureka  CALIFORNIA  95501  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ALI, STEPHANIE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUMBOLDT CHOCOLATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86850132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Amended to Current Register Sep. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of &quot;HUMBOLDT CHOCOLATE&quot; written in distressed cargo crate font with &quot;CHOCOLATE&quot; listed below. One star placed on each side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;CHOCOLATE&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>30 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 01, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>JHG Enterprises LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Humboldt Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>JHG Enterprises LLC 425 Snug Aly Ste B Eureka CALIFORNIA 95501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>ALI, STEPHANIE MARIE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KAFFETO GOURMET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86852278 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5080613
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GOURMET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Instant coffee

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALTARO CORP. Address ALTARO CORP. 116 TAPPAN LANDING ROAD TARRYTOWN NEW YORK 10591 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARLYLE, SHAUNIA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BROADBAND GUITAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86853720</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;GUITAR&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Teaching services, namely, providing one-on-one online guitar and bass lessons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently Use</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Broadbandguitar.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Broadbandguitar.com PO Box 9362 San Jose CALIFORNIA 95157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | COLLOPY, DIANE PATRICI |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOM CREAN'S 18/35 A TRUE IRISH HERO DINGLE BREWING COMPANY N S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86853926 Application Filing Date  Dec. 18, 2015 Registration Number  5083669
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a black and white image of a man wearing a
sweater and a hat where the man has a pipe in his mouth. Below the man appears four concentric circles where the outer
circle is shaded light grey on the left side and slowly transitions to dark grey on the right side, the next outermost circle
is black, the next outermost circle is gold with white highlights, and the innermost circle is shaded black. The circles form a
compass where in the outer light grey and dark grey circle a black "N" appears offset at the top of the circle and a black
"S" appears offset at the bottom of the circle with black hash marks around the light grey and dark grey circle representing
points on the compass. Extending from the innermost black circle and pointing to the "N" at the top and the "S" at the
bottom is the compass needle shaded half in black and half in grey. At the top of the gold circle appears the wording "A
TRUE IRISH HERO" in black. Along the bottom of the gold circle appears the wording "DINGLE BREWING
COMPANY" in black. In the innermost black circle appears the gold word "TOM" above the white word "CREAN'S"
above the gold wording "18/35". The apostrophe in "CREAN'S" is replaced with a design of a white pipe. The word
"CREAN'S" appears larger than the other text and its black background extends horizontally in front of the gold and outer
black circles. The light grey portion of the left side of the outer circle extends around the outer part of the word
"CREAN'S". The dark grey portion of the right side of the outer circle extends horizontally above and below the word
"CREAN'S". The color white outside the image of the man or the circles represents the background and is not claimed as a
feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) grey, dark grey, light grey, gold, black and
white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "DINGLE BREWING COMPANY" Name Portrait
Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4632924

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Beer

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

First Use  Jul. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  O'SULLIVAN, JERRY  Address  O'SULLIVAN, JERRY  GORTONORA  DINGLE, CO KERRY  IRELAND  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  IRELAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SCHIMPF, TIMOTHY O
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OCEAN BURST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86854692</td>
<td>Dec. 19, 2015</td>
<td>5083670</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** May 31, 2016  **Notice of Allowance Date** Jul. 26, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of literal elements &quot;OCEAN BURST&quot; written in stylized form wherein a swoosh like image representing a wave is placed over the word &quot;BURST&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Natural fruit flavoured drink with seaweed extract |
| International Classes | 32 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 45, 46, 48 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages |
| First Use | Jun. 15, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Oceana Organics and Clada Group |
| Address | Oceana Organics and Clada Group Mausrevagh, Kilcoona Headford IRELAND |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | IRELAND |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BUSH, KAREN K |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

Serial Number: 86855288  
Application Filing Date: Dec. 21, 2015  
Registration Number: 5083672  
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  
Publication Date: May 17, 2016  
Notice of Allowance Date: Jul. 12, 2016  
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Business management  
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title: Advertising and Business  
First Use: Aug. 01, 2016  
In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Stenver, Palle  
DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Consultant  
Address: Stenver, Palle  
Kildebroende Landevej 48  
Greve DENMARK 2670  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: DENMARK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NEONIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86856004</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 21, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083673</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Computer application software for mobile phones and tablets, namely, software for the use of such mobile phones and tablets in a single location to link together for automatic lighting, messages, pictures and other images, and advertising purposes |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Aug. 23, 2016 | In Commerce | Aug. 23, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Neonic Corporation | Address | Neonic Corporation 10514 Bayou Gulch Road Colorado Springs COLORADO 80134 Legal Entity | CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 7383.002 |
| Examining Attorney | JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MORI ROSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86856410 Application Filing Date Dec. 21, 2015 Registration Number 5080616
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MORI ROSEN" in stylized font, where the letter "R" is stylized as a wave; three Chinese characters that transliterate as "Sen Miao Miao", are located above the word "ROSEN". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "MORI ROSEN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Sen Miao Miao" and this has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air fragrancing preparations; Beauty masks; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Cosmetics; Cosmetics for animals; Creamy rouges; Essential oils; Perfumes; Scouring solutions; Soaps for personal use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Nov. 21, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FRANCE MORI ROSEN GROUP SHARES CO., LTD. Address FRANCE MORI ROSEN GROUP SHARES CO., LTD. Chase Business Centre, 39-41 Chase Side London UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PAINTER, VALERIYA SHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DDSKY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86856485 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080617
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "DDSKY" in stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "DDSKY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio speakers; Biometric fingerprint door lock; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Electronic control gears (ECGs) for LED lamps and light fixtures; Off-grid power and deep cycle battery storage systems comprised of batteries, charge controllers and inverters with integrated LED bulbs and LED light fixtures for solar, thin-film solar (TFS), vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT), installations; Portable LED safety lighting devices for personal use for safety purposes; Scales; Smartphone mounts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen siruihua Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen siruihua Electronics Co., Ltd. Room 604, Unit 3, Bldg B, Minkang Garden Minkang RD, Minzhi St., Longhua New Dis. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RHIM, ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86857335</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 22, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083675</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For self-coiling watering hoses; garden hoses
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods First Use Mar. 07, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HGCI, INC. Address HGCI, INC. 3993 HOWARD HUGHES PARKWAY, SUITE 250 LAS VEGAS NEVADA 89169 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUCHA, JOHN EVAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BELLA VENETO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86858343</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2015</td>
<td>5080620</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of the word "BELLA VENETO" in the mark is "beautiful Venetian".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Furniture
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

- **First Use**: Aug. 02, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 02, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Amini Innovation Corp.
- **Address**: Amini Innovation Corp. 8725 Rex Road Pico Rivera CALIFORNIA 90660
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 15-31019

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FANTASKIN.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86858509 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080622
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring skin care products, health supplements
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 15, 2005 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nuconcept Group LLC Address Nuconcept Group LLC 335 Mockingbird Ln Morganville NEW JERSEY 07751 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FANTASKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86858603 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080623
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin care products, namely, lotion, cream, serum, moisturizer, mask, shampoo, conditioner, cosmetics for women, men, and babies
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 16, 2005 In Commerce Aug. 16, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nuconcept Group LLC Address Nuconcept Group LLC 335 Mockingbird Ln Morganville NEW JERSEY 07751 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAGT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86858621 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080624
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2015-062288 Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 5808257 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 20, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 01, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Gas turbines, not for land vehicles; starters for motors and engines; AC motors, and their parts, not for land vehicles; DC motors, and their parts, not for land vehicles; AC generators; DC generators
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Power distribution and control machines and apparatus, namely, electrical power distribution units and power distributing control boxes; rotary converters; phase modifiers; inverters
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MITSUBISHI POWER, LTD. Address MITSUBISHI POWER, LTD. 3-1, MINATOMIRAI 3-CHOME, NISHI-KU, YOKOHAMA-SHI, KANAGAWA JAPAN 220-8401 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country

Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM13380US00

19300
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POINTBREAK ETFs

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86859201 Application Filing Date Dec. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080625
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two waves and the sky within the shape of a diamond, followed by the words "POINTBREAK ETFs". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For mutual fund investment services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pointbreak Holdings, Inc. Address Pointbreak Holdings, Inc. 915 Creed Road Oakland CALIFORNIA 94610 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
MARK Literal(s) LEWI BAT KOHEN PRODUCTIONS

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording, "LEWI BAT KOHEN PRODUCTIONS" in white and pink lettering outlined in black, to the right and below the design of a black, pink and white butterfly with three pink Hebrew letters in-between the black antennae of the butterfly which is resting on a grey, white and black daisy, with black and pink ribbons above and below the wording, all superimposed over an abstract background comprised of grey and white three dimensional triangles and diamonds. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) WHITE, BLACK, PINK AND GREY is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PRODUCTIONS" Translation The English translation of the words "BAT KOHEN" in the mark is "DAUGHTER OF THE PRIEST". Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "KOHEN" and this means "PRIEST" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Motion picture films, DVDs, books and e-books featuring religious education, religious history, religious culture, ancient religious lifestyle, religious prayer services, religious ceremonies, family life, wife homemakers, topics of interest about and for children, overcoming domestic violence, foods, cooking, and preparation of religious foods, women's health, divorce, marital relations, single women, single women's social life, financial consultation for men, women and families, religious history, history of the Twelve Tribes of Israel, world history, and topics relating to religion


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEWI BAT KOHEN LLC Address LEWI BAT KOHEN LLC PO BOX 207 CODE-1044 TRENTON NEW JERSEY 086020207 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GOLD, BARBARA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRIDELIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86861088 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2015 Registration Number 5080633
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canes and walking sticks; Walking canes
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Technical Vision Inc. Address Technical Vision Inc. 74 Stagecoach Road Pipersville PENNSYLVANIA 18947 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TVI TM 01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE DEVIL'S DAUGHTERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86861427  Application Filing Date  Dec. 30, 2015  Registration Number  5080636
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment rendered by a musical group, namely, entertainment in the nature of live visual and audio performances by a musical group; live performances by a musical group; Providing an Internet website portal in the field of music; Entertainment services, namely, live, televised and movie appearances by a musical group; Entertainment services, namely, personal appearances by a musical group
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  May 07, 2011  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2011
For  Audio and audio visual recordings in the form of compact discs and records featuring music and digital downloadable music files, downloadable ringtones; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital discs featuring music and musical performances; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances in the nature of musical performances
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 07, 2011  In Commerce  Dec. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Moon, Mysti  Address  Moon, Mysti  PO Box 10551  Phoenix  ARIZONA  85064  Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BHUPATHI, TARA LUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COTAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86862000</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 30, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080637</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Hats; Pants; T-shirts
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing
- First Use: Dec. 01, 2013
- In Commerce: Dec. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Hernandez, Benny
- Address: Hernandez, Benny 13795 Borden Ave Sylmar CALIFORNIA 91342
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

- Owner Name: Rentaria, Jaime
- Address: Rentaria, Jaime 13795 Borden Ave Sylmar CALIFORNIA 91342
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CANANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86862744 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5080638
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized bird head design inside an
incomplete circle to the left of the stylized word "CANANY". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the
mark. Translation The wording "CANANY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accounting services; Advertising services; Business consultancy; Computerized file management; Import and export
agencies; Personnel management consultancy; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services; Retail veterinary pharmacy services; Sales promotion for third parties; Sponsorship search
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102
International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Nov. 18, 2014 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN BAKER AV DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN BAKER AV
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 6/F, BLDG A, HUAYUAN INDUSTRIAL PARK 1ST INDUSTRIAL AREA,
FENGHUANG, FUYONG ST. BAO'AN DIST, SHENZHEN, CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM66221
Examining Attorney GALAN, MATTHEW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TURNING POINT COFFEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86863167 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5080639
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Registration Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "COFFEE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coffee
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Turning Point Coffee, LLC Address Turning Point Coffee, LLC 2044 Mission St. Unit 4 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LenzFlip Flip the Lens Keep the Label

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86863239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;LENZFLIP&quot; in black, stylized uppercase letters. To its right hand side are two half arches, with the left one illustrated in the color grey and the right one in color yellow. Below &quot;LENZFLIP&quot; is the grey tagline &quot;flip the lens keep the label&quot; in a stylized font. <strong>Color Drawing</strong> Yes <strong>Color Claimed</strong> The color(s) black, grey, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Lenses for sunglasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>FIBIK USA, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FIBIK USA, INC. 3137 TIGER RUN COURT, SUITE 112 CARLSBAD CALIFORNIA 92010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWEET N SQUEEZED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86863313 Application Filing Date Dec. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5083960
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 27, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concession stands featuring fruits and beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sweet N Squeezed LLC Address Sweet N Squeezed LLC Unit 82 3 Greenwich Drive Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07305 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILTON, PRISCILLA W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALL 8'S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
Priority Claimed Yes **Foreign Application Number** 1732083 **Foreign Application Filing Date** Nov. 03, 2015
**Foreign Registration Number** 1732083 **Foreign Registration Date** Jun. 01, 2016 **Foreign Application/Registration County** AUSTRALIA **Foreign Expiration Date** Nov. 03, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager **International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. **Address** Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A, Pinnacle Office Park, 85 Epping Road, North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** AUSTRALIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KNOW YOUR VOICE THE SINGER'S OASIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86863860 Application Filing Date Jan. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5080643 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a purple circle with an aqua "V" brush stroked across it, which extends above the wording "THE SINGER'S OASIS" appearing in purple; below this appears the wording "KNOW YOUR" in purple above "VOICE" in purple. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) purple and aqua is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SINGER'S"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 15, 2006 In Commerce Jul. 15, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kimberly Ann Franklin DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Know Your Voice Address Kimberly Ann Franklin 4712 Main Street Unit C Lisle ILLINOIS 60532 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney BAGLINI, KAREN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PANMAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86864105 Application Filing Date: Jan. 03, 2016 Registration Number: 5080645 Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023 Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Brassieres; Caps; Coats; Footwear; Shawls; Shirts; Stockings; Sweaters; Underwear; Baby layettes for clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: SHENZHEN GUDAN TECHNOLOGY TRADING CO., LTD. Address: SHENZHEN GUDAN TECHNOLOGY TRADING CO., LTD. 12F, HUICHAO TECHNOLOGY BUILDING, NO.12 JINHAI ROAD, XIXIANG STREET, BAOAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity: LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RICHARDSON, JENNIFER D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRLOOTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86864141 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2016 Registration Number   5080646 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brassieres; Caps; Coats; Footwear; Shawls; Shirts; Stockings; Sweaters; Underwear; Baby layettes for clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LONG, CHEN Address LONG, CHEN NO. 142-1, XIHUTOU BEIGAO VILLAGE, LICHENG DISTRICT PUTIAN FUJIAN CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDSON, JENNIFER D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIMWOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86864145 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5080647 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brassieres; Caps; Coats; Footwear; Shawls; Shirts; Stockings; Sweaters; Underwear; Baby layettes for clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HANGZHOU LONGTE IMP AND EXP CO.,LTD Address HANGZHOU LONGTE IMP AND EXP CO., LTD ROOM 2501, BUILDING 6, SHIJI HUACHENG,NO#650, DAQISHAN ROAD, TONGLU HANGZHOU CITY CHINA 311500 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDSON, JENNIFER D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REPOU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86864317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 04, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The word(s) "REPOU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Carrying cases for cell phones; cases for mobile phones; cell phone backplates; cell phone battery chargers; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; cell phone faceplates; cell phone straps; cellular phone accessory charms; usb chargers for batteries
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes
US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 01, 2016
In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Nowkin LLC
Address  Nowkin LLC 36 Berkley Dr 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr # 17996 Houston DELAWARE 77043
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IMOKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86864321 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5083685 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) "IMOKO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; cases for mobile phones; cell phone backplates; cell phone battery chargers; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; cell phone faceplates; cell phone straps; cellular phone accessory charms; usb chargers for batteries
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nowkin LLC Address Nowkin LLC 36 Berkley Dr 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr. # 17996 Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWAG'R

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86864883 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5080649 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the phrase "SWAG'R" in stylized, upper case letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mobile engagement software platform allowing businesses to communicate promotional content to mobile telephone users utilizing geo-location and gamification technologies at predictable locations and events
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Swag'r Inc. Address Swag'r Inc. 1314 NW Irving St #508 Portland OREGON 97209 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86865042 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5080650 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tools for loading weapons, namely, ammunition magazine loaders
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Nov. 24, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 24, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PLATE, LLC Address PLATE, LLC 4235 SE 20TH PLACE, B402 CAPE CORAL FLORIDA 33904 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CHRPLA-TM01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
**Mark Literal(s)** RED VEST

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Rental of drones; Transportation and storage of goods; Animal rescue services, namely, removing animals from harm and transporting them to shelters; Bicycle rental; Boat rental; Boat chartering; Boat cruises; Boat rental; Boat storage; Boat towing services; Booking of seats for travel; Bus transport; Car rental, garage and parking space rental; Car transport; Cargo ship transport; Cargo unloading; Delivery of goods; Delivery of goods by mail order; Delivery of newspapers; Distribution of energy; Electricity distribution; Emergency auto or truck towing; Emergency roadside assistance services, namely, towing, winch-out and key delivery services; Emergency truck towing; Flight planning services; Food delivery; Freight brokerage; Freight forwarding; Freight forwarding services; Freight loading services; Freight ship transport; Freight train transport; Freight transport by ship; Furniture moving; Hired car transport; Junk removal; Launching of satellites for others; Laundry pick-up and delivery services; Leasing of automobiles; Leasing of boat slips; Leasing of cars; Leasing of mobile food kiosk vehicle; Leasing of motor vehicles; Leasing of pallets for industrial and commercial use; Leasing of trucks; Leasing of vehicles; Loaning and rental of aeroplanes; Mailbox rental; Making reservations and bookings for transportation; Marine transport; Medical tourism services, namely, making transportation reservations and bookings for travel to another country in order to obtain health care; Medical transport services; Message delivery; Moped rental; Motor coach rental; Motor vehicle sharing services, namely, providing temporary use of motor vehicles; Motorcycle rental; Moving and storage of goods; Moving van services; Moving van transport; Newspaper delivery; On-line computer services for storing content items selected by users from Internet web pages; On-line transportation reservation and travel ticket reservation services; Organisation of travel; Organization of travel and boat trips; Organization of trips; Organizing travel for others; Packing, crating and
Warehousing services; Parcel delivery; Parcel shipping services; Parking garages services; Parking lot services; Passenger transport; Pick up, delivery and storage of personal property; Pizza delivery; Plane chartering; Postal services, namely, parcel delivery, packaging articles for transportation, rental of mailboxes; Postal, freight and courier services; Pre-paid air ambulance transport services; Providing a website featuring information in the field of postal codes; Providing a website featuring information on airport parking; Providing driving directions for travel purposes; Providing flight arrival and departure information; Providing ocean transportation, storage and delivery services; Railway transport; Rental car reservation; Rental of aircraft; Rental of aircraft engines; Rental of airplanes; Rental of bicycles; Rental of boats; Rental of cars; Rental of deep water diving suits; Rental of diving bells; Rental of electric cars; Rental of freezers; Rental of garage space; Rental of GPS equipment for navigational purposes; Rental of GPS-equipped vehicles, namely, scooters, electric cars and bicycles; Rental of horses for transportation purposes; Rental of mechanical parking systems; Rental of motor homes; Rental of motor racing cars; Rental of motor vehicles; Rental of moving vans; Rental of navigational systems; Rental of packaging equipment; Rental of pallets; Rental of parking spaces; Rental of scooters for transportation purposes; Rental of traction vehicle and trailers; Rental of vehicle roof racks; Rental of vehicles; Rental of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by air; Rental of vehicles used as displays at events; Rental of vessels; Rental of warehouse space; Rental of warehouses; Repossession services, namely, physical removal of repossessed items from debtors' possession; Rescue services; River transport by boat; River transport by ship; Storage of blood; Storage of goods; Storage, distribution, and transportation of liquefied petroleum gas; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of documents, packages, raw materials, and other freight for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Taxi transport; Taxi transport for people in wheelchairs; Transmission of oil or gas through pipelines; Transport by aircraft; Transport by land; Transport of passengers; Transport reservation; Transport, delivery, packaging, and storage of goods, namely, precision machine tools; Transportation and delivery services, namely, same day shipment services; Transportation of passengers and passengers' luggage; Transportation reservation services; Transportation services, namely, checking of baggage; Transportation services, namely, providing a private highway for others; Transportation services, namely, providing shuttle services for golfers; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; Travel assistance services, namely, arranging for the emergency replacement of airline tickets; Travel booking agencies; Travel guide and travel information services; Travel information; Travel information services; Travel route planning; Trolley services for others; Truck hauling; Valet parking; Vehicle parking; Vehicle rental; Vehicle sharing services, namely, providing temporary use of car; Vehicle towing; Vessel transport; Warehousing information; Water distribution; Water distribution and supply; Water supply; Water supply and distribution services; Water supplying; Yacht and boat charter services

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**First Use** Nov. 26, 2014 **In Commerce** Nov. 26, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** L&H Enterprises of U.S., LLC **Address** L&H Enterprises of U.S., LLC 2218 NE 7TH ST. Hallandale Beach FLORIDA 33009 **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) APICI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86865595 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5083687 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) "APICI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; cases for mobile phones; cell phone backplates; cell phone battery chargers; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; cell phone faceplates; cell phone straps; cellular phone accessory charms; usb chargers for batteries; light emitting diodes (LEDs)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nowkin LLC Address Nowkin LLC 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr. # 17996 Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WILLIAM C. FOX HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86865718 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5080652 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A winking fox laying down and resting its face on its right paw with the words "William C. Fox" below it, and the words "Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc." below that. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC." Name Portrait Consent The name "WILLIAM C. FOX" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For HVAC contractor services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 01, 1980 In Commerce Aug. 01, 1980

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fox, William C. Address Fox, William C. #4 703 Van Rossum Ave. Edgewater Park NEW JERSEY 08010 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEASE-A-LIKE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86866478 Application Filing Date Jan. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5083688 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financing relating to automobiles
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lewis J. Seiden Composed of Lewis Seiden, a Californian sole proprietorship, composed of Lewis Seiden, a citizen of the United States Address Lewis J. Seiden 23031 Ventura Blvd Ste #102 Woodland Hills CALIFORNIA 91364 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
REVIEWQ

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| Serial Number | 86868228 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 07, 2016 | Registration Number | 5083690 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Jul. 19, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Sep. 13, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for information management and content management in food and supplement industries

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes 100, 101

**US Classes**: 100, 101

**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**First Use**: Oct. 01, 2015

**In Commerce**: Sep. 12, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: TOPHAM, PHILIP S

**Address**: TOPHAM, PHILIP S 2021 NANTUCKET PLACE TUSTIN CALIFORNIA 92780

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KUNIZAKARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86868453 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5080654 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "KUNIZAKARI" in stylized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "KUNIZAKARI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3953032

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2015122759 Foreign Application Filing Date Dec. 14, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 5855710 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 03, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 03, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sake; tonic liquor flavored with Japanese plum extracts (umeshu); liqueurs; spirits; alcoholic beverages except beers; alcoholic fruit extracts
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nakano Shuzou Kabushiki Kaisha DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Nakano Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. Address Nakano Shuzou Kabushiki Kaisha 2-24 Higashihonmachi Handa-shi, Aichi-ken JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM13367US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESTLESS PALATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86868540 Application Filing Date Jan. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5083691 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 31, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pub, bar and restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hospitality USA Holdings, LLC Address Hospitality USA Holdings, LLC 1155 Brittmoore Road Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number HUSA-0030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KONRAD+KING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86869131 Application Filing Date  Jan. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5080656 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business consultation services in the fields of product design, industrial design, user experience (UX) design, design strategy, information architecture, interaction design, visual design in the nature of sketches, stories, and other forms of visual thinking, user experience, and user research; strategic business planning; business marketing; corporate identity marketing; market research consulting services; processing, gathering, and synthesizing of business information in the field of usability research; business research services in the nature of user experience research to create and improve the usability of, and interaction with, technology


For  Product research, planning, development and design of new products and services for others; Interface design services, namely, user experience (UX) design and interaction design for websites and mobile applications; Industrial design services; Research in the field of information architecture; Visual design services in the nature of designing visual elements for on-line, broadcast, print, outdoor and other communication media for others; development of computer user research methods, computer usability inspection methods, and computer end user testing methods

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Sep. 28, 2015 In Commerce  Oct. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Christopher Konrad Consulting, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Konrad + King Address  Christopher Konrad Consulting, LLC  5560 La Jolla Blvd. Ste. B  La Jolla  CALIFORNIA  92037 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SABLE, ERIC MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SENEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86869232 Application Filing Date Jan. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5080657 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SENEO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Light emitting diode (LED) displays; Measuring instrumentation and apparatus, namely, digitizers; Parts for anti-theft automotive alarms, namely, electronic sensors, remote control transmitters and receivers for remotely operating land vehicles; Scales; IP Camera; Wireless Charging Pad; Headsets for use with telephones, cellular and mobile phones, computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN QIANHAI PATUOXUN NETWORK&TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. Address SHENZHEN QIANHAI PATUOXUN NETWORK&TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. B102, BLDG 6, JINFANGHUA PARK, NO.49 WUHE, RD, LONGGANG SHENZHEN CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 100395-US-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  CUBOID

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86869748  
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 08, 2016  
- **Registration Number**: 5080659  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes  
- **Foreign Application Number**: 014947493  
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Dec. 22, 2015  
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 014947493  
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Apr. 13, 2016  
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN UNION  
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 22, 2025

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic cigarettes; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; Cigarette cases; Lighters for smokers; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17  
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Joyetech Europe Holding GmbH  
- **Address**: Joyetech Europe Holding GmbH, Genereal-Guisan-Strasse 6, 6303 Zug, SWITZERLAND  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: TA243.0002

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BETTER MEAT FOR ALL.

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86869777</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 08, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083692</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 10, 2016</td>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jul. 05, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>processed meat, meat-based snack foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>29 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>retail store services featuring processed meat, snack foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

| Owner Name | VSC HOLDINGS, LLC | Address | VSC HOLDINGS, LLC N6928 JOHNSONVILLE WAY SHEBOYGAN WISCONSIN 53085 | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY | State or Country Where | Organized | VERMONT |

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>019280-0559</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>FAIRBANKS, RONALD L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOPALM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86870641 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5080661 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for contact lenses; Contact lens cases
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 12, 2013 In Commerce May 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name harris, ai Address harris, ai 15 23018 arlington ave torrance CALIFORNIA 90501 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Owner Name harris, steven Address harris, steven 15 23018 arlington ave torrance CALIFORNIA 90501 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLAYERS PARADISE SLOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86870722 Application Filing Date Jan. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5083694 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 17, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SLOTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing games and slot machines for playing games of chance, games of skill and games of mixed skill and chance; entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact through social games for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services in the form of online contests, tournaments, games of skill, games of chance and games of mixed skill and chance; provision of online non-downloadable software featuring games and slot machines for playing games of chance, games of skill and games of mixed skill and chance played via global online social networks
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Address AINSWORTH GAME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 10 Holker St The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) NEWINGTON NSW 2127 AUSTRALIA 2127 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 21709003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MIHUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86870856</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Translation** The wording "MIHUA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Computers and computer hardware; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; mobile phones; cases for mobile phones; Cell phone cases; USB cables; Power supplies; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Electric connections and connectors; Blank USB flash drives; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Portable computers; Carrying cases for mobile computers; Telephone headsets; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Electronic control gears (ECGs) for LED lamps and light fixtures

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 18, 2015

**In Commerce** May 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Xianming Zhang

**Address** Xianming Zhang 1301 Building 1, Tangshuiwei Erqu Minzhi Street, Baoan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship** CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** CANTONE, KERI H
**COOKING AMERICANA**

### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86871190
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5083961
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 18, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "COOKING"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment in the nature of live performances by cooking show host; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of cooking
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jun. 24, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ELIZABETH DIANNE LINDERMAN
- **Address**: ELIZABETH DIANNE LINDERMAN  51 SOUTH STAGE ROAD  MEDFORD  OREGON  97501
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 1429L.12
- **Examining Attorney**: CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SNACK AND JILL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86871250 Application Filing Date Jan. 11, 2016
Registration Number  5080665 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016
Register   Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line reviews of restaurants
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jul. 13, 2011 In Commerce Jul. 13, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cruz, Jill Address Cruz, Jill 2540 Eastill Dr Jacksonville FLORIDA 32211 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CLUB DULCE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "CLUB"
- Translation: The English translation of "DULCE" in the mark is "SWEET".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For: Entertainment services, namely, cabarets
- International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 100, 101, 107
- International Class Title: Education and Entertainment
- First Use: Apr. 28, 2016
- In Commerce: Apr. 28, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- Owner Name: RCI Hospitality Holdings, Inc.
- Address: RCI Hospitality Holdings, Inc. 10959 Cutten Road Houston TEXAS 77066
- Legal Entity: CORPORATION
- State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- Examining Attorney: STRINGER, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SAVORY GROUNDS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86872914
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 12, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5083963
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 23, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Meat substitutes
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use**: Feb. 10, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE S.A.
- **Address**: CASE POSTALE 353 1800 VEVEY SWITZERLAND
- **Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 82145.2254

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NEON ENERGY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86873105 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5080671 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Construction, installation and repair of heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems; Construction, installation and repair of energy-efficient aluminum systems, namely, office partitions, folding systems, rolling shutters, curtain walls, thermal opening systems, opening systems, thermal sliding systems, sliding systems; Construction, installation and repair of LED (light emitting diode) lighting systems
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106
International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 15, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2009
For Survey and design of heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems; Survey and design of energy-efficient aluminum systems, namely, office partitions, folding systems, rolling shutters, curtain walls, thermal opening systems, opening systems, thermal sliding systems, sliding systems; Survey and design of LED (light emitting diode) lighting systems
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 15, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Neon Energy USA Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA NEONENERGY SOLUTIONS Address Neon Energy USA Inc. 1930 SUITE 18101 VON KARMAN AVENUE IRVINE CALIFORNIA 92612 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAUNDERS, ANDREA DAWN
TM 16492 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEAUTY BRAINS & MUSCLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86873424 Application Filing Date Jan. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5083964 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 14, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Beauty Brains" and the ampersand symbol then separated by a barbell image and the word "muscles" underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leggings; Tank-tops; Tee-shirts; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Hooded sweat shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Browne, Ebony, P Address Browne, Ebony, P P.O. BOX 1041 APPLE VALLEY CALIFORNIA 92307 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86873653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 13, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s):** NATION OF Z
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Goods and Services Information

- **For:** Computer game programmes; Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones
- **International Classes:** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title:** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use:** Jan. 20, 2016
- **In Commerce:** Jan. 20, 2016

## Basis Information

**Currently Use:** Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED
- **Address:** LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED
- **Address:** RM C 21/F CENTRAL 88, 88 DES VOEUX RD
- **Hong Kong:** HONG KONG
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized:** HONG KONG

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AGE OF Z

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86873659 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5083701 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game programmes; Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED Address LONG TECH NETWORK LIMITED RM C 21/F CENTRAL 88, 88 DES VOEUX RD Hong Kong HONG KONG 999077 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VISUALFLO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86873801 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5080673 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For medical imaging services, namely, analyzing of digital images for medical purposes
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 02, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

For 3D printing
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Apr. 02, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dimensional Medical Technologies, LLC Address Dimensional Medical Technologies, LLC 3064 Tanglewood Dr. Clearwater FLORIDA 33761 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TERRACOMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86873911 Application Filing Date  Jan. 13, 2016 Registration Number  5080675 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two vertically inverted triangles intersecting at the tips. Centered beneath these two triangles is the capitalized text "Terracomo". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The English translation of "TERRACOMO" in the mark is "AS EARTH".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Attaché cases; Briefcase-type portfolios; Briefcases; Briefcases and attache cases; Handbags; Leather shopping bags; Luggage; Toiletry cases sold empty; Tote bags; All purpose sport bags; Leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods First Use  Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Hari Pal Singh Bassi DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Acme Leathercraft Composed of  Hari Pal Singh Bassi, Indian Citizen Address  Hari Pal Singh Bassi 294/1, CHATTARPUR PAHARI NEW DELHI, DELHI INDIA 110074 Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  INDIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLACK SAPPHIRE BAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Canceled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dyes for use in the manufacture of pond and lake dye

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lake Restoration, Inc. Address Lake Restoration, Inc. 12425 Ironwood Circle Rogers MINNESOTA 55374 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5814.009US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHELI, ANGELA M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DIENITRO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; Non-chemical additives for fuels; Non-chemical additives for motor fuels; Non-chemical gasoline additives; Non-chemical engine treatments and additives for engine oils, gasoline and diesel fuels, transmission fluids and cooling systems; Non-chemical engine treatments and additives for engine oils, gasoline and diesel fuels, transmission fluids and cooling systems; Non-chemical gasoline additives

**International Classes** 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**First Use** Mar. 23, 2006  **In Commerce** Dec. 17, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Duarte, Noelia M  **Address** Duarte, Noelia M P.O. BOX 1022 New York NEW YORK 10274  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** PARAGUAY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NOCTURNE BAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86874423  Application Filing Date  Jan. 13, 2016  Registration Number  5083703  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Jun. 07, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dyes for use in the manufacture of pond and lake dye

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Lake Restoration, Inc.  Address  Lake Restoration, Inc.  12425 Ironwood Circle  Rogers  MINNESOTA  55374  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  5814.008US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  B BIG PAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86876068 Application Filing Date  Jan. 14, 2016 Registration Number  5080679 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two wings in black and gold curving outwards, leaving a large gap at the top. A bold capital "B" in black appears between the wings. The wording "BIG PAY" appears in black at the bottom. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) gold and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  UK0000314377 Foreign Application Filing Date  Jan. 11, 2016 Foreign Registration Number  UK0000314440 Foreign Registration Date  Apr. 08, 2016 Foreign Application/ Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Jan. 11, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Handbags, purses and wallets
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
For  Perfumes, eau de colognes and aftershaves
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For  Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  Clothing, namely, t-shirt; sweatshirt; shirt; jumpers; vest top; jacket; pants suit; pants; trousers; jeans; shorts; sweatpants; skirt; blouse; under wear; shoes; boots; high heels shoes; hats; dresses; scarfs; gloves; socks; sweatband; coats; ponchos; cardigan; tie; dressing gown; tuxedo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Currently 44E</strong></th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Mark Andrew St. Christopher Welsh **DBA, AKA, Formerly** | TA big pay **Composed of** | Mark Andrew St. Christopher Welsh, a citizen of England | **Address** | Mark Andrew St. Christopher Welsh | 37 evergreen avenue | Horwich, Bolton | ENGLAND | **Legal Entity** | SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP | **State or Country Where Organized** | ENGLAND |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Q

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86877166 Application Filing Date Jan. 15, 2016 Registration Number 5080683 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Q" in stylized lettering on a shaded circle background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Go-kart; Off-road vehicles; dune buggies; Tractors for agricultural purposes; Golf cars, being vehicles; sports cars; Trolleys; Water scooters; Racing cars; Snowmobiles; All-terrain vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Apr. 28, 2009 In Commerce Jul. 04, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhejiang Qiye Scooter Co., Ltd. Address Zhejiang Qiye Scooter Co., Ltd. Cultural & Tourism Products Industrial Zone Wuyi 321200 Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 160002UTM-Q

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEIPZIG, MARC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WISEOWL INTERNATIONAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 86877690 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 16, 2016 | Registration Number | 5083709 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Jun. 07, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Aug. 02, 2016 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Disclaimer | "INTERNATIONAL" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Workshops and seminars in the field of New Thought spirituality and related topics; Conducting workshops and seminars in New Thought spirituality and related topics; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of New Thought spirituality and related topics; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of New Thought Spirituality and related topics; Education services, namely, providing lectures, seminars, workshops, classes, demonstrations, retreats, training and interactive in-person discussion groups in the fields of New Thought spirituality and related topics; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of New Thought Spirituality and related topics; Providing on-line training lectures, seminars, workshops, classes, demonstrations, retreats, training and interactive in-person discussion groups in the field of New Thought Spirituality and related topics

| International Classes | 41 | Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment | First Use | Mar. 21, 2015 | In Commerce | Aug. 03, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**
| Owner Name | Smith, Tonya Branch | Address | Smith, Tonya Branch | P.O. Box 921084 | Peachtree Corners | GEORGIA 30010 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney | SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) B BICOASTAL BOOSTERS, LLC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86877752 Application Filing Date Jan. 16, 2016 Registration Number 5083710 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "B BICOASTAL BOOSTERS, LLC." in stylized font with the letter "B" appearing in two shades of blue (light blue over dark blue) with a light blue and a dark blue wavy line extending out to the right and left of the letter "B", respectively. This appears above the wording "BICOASTAL" in gray, which appears above the wording "BOOSTERS, LLC." in gray. The color white in the mark merely constitutes background and is not a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BOOSTERS, LLC."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Explosive fuses used in mining
International Classes 13 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 9 International Class Title Firearms First Use Sep. 20, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bicoastal Boosters, LLC Address Bicoastal Boosters, LLC 19803 Avenida Deseo Walnut CALIFORNIA 91789 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FANAGIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86877845 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5083711 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 26, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 20, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose carrying bags which feature a removable insert for holding a breast pump; All-purpose athletic bags; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; All purpose sport bags; Amenity bags sold empty; Athletic bags; Back packs; Backpacks; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks with rolling wheels; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags of leather for packaging; Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Bags for carrying babies' accessories; Bags for sports; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Belt bags; Belt bags and hip bags; Book bags; Briefcases; Bum bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Fashion handbags; Fitted protective covers for handbags, briefcases, valises, suitcases, and briefcase-like portfolios; Garment bags for travel; Garment bags for travel made of leather; Gentlemen's handbags; Handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags for men; Handbags, purses and wallets; Kit bags; Leather bags; Leather bags and wallets; Leather bags for merchandise packaging; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather handbags; Leather shopping bags; Luggage; Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; Luggage label holders; Luggage tags; Luggage and trunks; Mesh shopping bags; Messenger bags; Pouches and bags sold empty for attachment to backpacks; Protective fitted liners for backpacks and luggage; Purses and wallets; Reusable shopping bags; Reusable textile produce bags to carry produce from grocery stores and farmer's markets; Roll bags; Sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; School bags; School book bags; Shoe bags for travel; Shopping bags with wheels attached; Shoulder bags; Sling bags; Sling bags for carrying infants; Small bags for men; Sport bags; Sports packs; Straps for handbags; String bags for shopping; Suit bags; Suitcases; Textile shopping bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tote bags; Travel bags; Traveling bags; Travelling bags; Valises; Waist bags; Waist packs; Wallets and wallet inserts; Wash bags for carrying toiletries; Wrist mounted carryall bags; Wristlet bags; Baby backpacks; Baby carrying bags; Baggage tags; Barrel bags; Beach bags; Beachbags; Canvas shopping bags; Carry-all bags; Clutch bags; Clutch purses; Clutches; Daypacks; Duffel bags for travel; Duffel bags; Evening handbags; Evening bags; Folding briefcases; Gym bags; Hiking bags; Key pouches; Leather briefcases; Make-up bags sold empty; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Multi-purpose purses; Overnight
suitcases; Shaving bags sold empty; Slouch handbags; Toiletry cases sold empty; Tool bags, empty; Tool pouches, sold empty; Travel baggage; Travelling trunks; Trunks and suitcases; Trunks; Umbrellas; Waist pouches; Wallets; Weekend bags; Wheeled messenger bags; Wheeled tote bags; Wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine; Wine carrying cases

**International Classes** | 18 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | **International Class Title** | Leather Goods

**First Use** | Jul. 01, 2016 | **In Commerce** | Jul. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | HK SISTEL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED | **Address** | HK SISTEL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED | Room801, Building 9B, Mingzhi Street, Shenzhen, CHINA | **Legal Entity** | LIMITED COMPANY | **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOHASLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86878007 Application Filing Date Jan. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5083712 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LOHASLY" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquarium lights; Arc lamps; Ceiling lights; Chandeliers; Electric lamps; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Flares; Headlights for automobiles; Lamp glasses; Lamp reflectors; LED light bulbs; Light bulbs; Light bulbs, electric; Light bulbs, electric; Light diffusers; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Safety lamps for underground use; Street lamps; Sun lamps; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Film stage lighting apparatus; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jiazhineng Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jiazhineng Network Technology Co., Ltd. 720, Haifa Bldg., Bldg.# 17, Changkeng Rd. Bantian Sub-dist., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOWONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86878934 Application Filing Date  Jan. 19, 2016 Registration Number  5080691 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "Gowone" in stylized font.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "GOWONE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of images; Cameras; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer peripheral devices; Computer software and firmware for operating system programs; Computer hardware and computer software programs for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia applications; Converters, electric; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; Encoded smart cards containing programming used for entrance guard; Eyeglasses; Filters for respiratory masks; Integrated circuits; Locks, electric; Power wires; Rechargeable electric batteries; Remote control transmitter for radio-controlled devices; Theft alarms; Blank electronic chip cards; Electrical and electronic burglar alarms
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Dec. 11, 2013 In Commerce  Dec. 11, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gowone Science and Technology (ShenZhen) Co., LTD. Address  Gowone Science and Technology (ShenZhen) Co., LTD. 18F, Longxiangge, Longzhu A Zone Longzhu Rd., Buji St., Longgang Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEMCASE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86878977 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5080692 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "LEMCASE" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LEMCASE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cake molds; Containers for household or kitchen use; Dishers; Jugs; Napkin holders; Potholders; Tea strainers; Toilet plungers; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jul. 10, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ShenZhen Milabao Houseware Co., Ltd. Address ShenZhen Milabao Houseware Co., Ltd. No. 5, Loujiao Road, Liulian Community Pingdi Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RILAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86879181 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5080693 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Rilan Roppolo, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio and video recordings featuring music and vocal performances; Audio and video recordings featuring vocal performances by a pop artist; Downloadable MP3 files and MP3 recordings featuring music and vocal performances; Pre-recorded digital media devices featuring music and vocal performances; Pre-recorded electronic media devices featuring music and vocal performances; Sound recordings featuring music and vocal performances
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roppolo, Rilan Address Roppolo, Rilan 190 Sauve Road River Ridge LOUISIANA 70123 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) APPLAUSE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86879639  Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2016  Registration Number 5080694  Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brand evaluation services, namely, evaluating internet media and marketing of goods and services of others; consulting services, namely, providing multiple media internet marketing strategies; online market and social media analysis, namely, analyzing and compiling data to measure the effect of advertising initiatives through online market and social media outlets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ApplauseTV, Inc. Address ApplauseTV, Inc. 80 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1807  New York  NEW YORK 10011  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105978/1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s)**: FORSYS, INC.
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "INC."

Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Computer software for cloud computing and business and computer analytics
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2015

Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: FORSYS, INC.
- **Address**: FORSYS, INC. 6036 Stevenson Blvd Fremont CALIFORNIA 94538
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

Examing Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) U/PAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86880227 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2016
Registration Number 5080695 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016
Principal Register
Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line social networking services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes
US Classes
First Use May 02, 2014
In Commerce May 02, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hirai, Kyle S Address Hirai, Kyle S 205 DEANZA BLVD. #143
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COCOMERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86880442 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5083969 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Oct. 07, 2016 DateCancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "COCOMERO" in the mark is "watermelon".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROJECT CRUSH ACQUISITION CORP LLC Address PROJECT CRUSH ACQUISITION CORP LLC 927 S. SANTA FE AVENUE LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TELARRA LABS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording "TELARRA LABS" in dark blue letters. Above the wording is an abstract image of a flame represented by curved bands in light and dark blue. The color white is not claimed as a feature of the mark and merely appears as a transparent background.  
**Color Drawing** Yes  
**Color Claimed** The color(s) dark blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
**Disclaimer** "LABS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Nutritional supplements  
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes** 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals  
**First Use** Jul. 20, 2016  
**In Commerce** Jul. 20, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Antares & Associates, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Telarra Labs  
**Address** Antares & Associates, Inc 8811 SW Maple Court Tigard OREGON 97223  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** OREGON

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKIUSA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86881069 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5083970 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 16, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "SKIUSA" the letters "SKI" in the color blue in bold font and the letters "USA" in the color red. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation for travelers

International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016

For Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging; Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and booking for temporary lodging for other travel agencies, travel suppliers, and corporations, via on-line computer networks

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKI USA VACATIONS, LLC Address SKI USA VACATIONS, LLC 1395 BRICKELL AVE. SUITE 900 MIAMI FLORIDA 33131 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA

Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 087515-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHIT LICIOUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86881184 Application Filing Date: Jan. 20, 2016 Registration Number: 5083717 Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023 Publication Date: Jun. 28, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date: Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the wording "WHIT" with the letters "W", "H", and "T" in glittering pink and white with black background, and with the "I" represented by an open tube of lipstick with the tube in gray and the lipstick in pink, and the wording "LICIOUS" in white, gray, and black beneath "WHIT". Between the words "WHIT" and "LICIOUS" is an open human mouth with pink and white lips and with white teeth showing. Color Drawing: Yes Color Claimed: The color(s) white, pink, gray, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Cosmetic preparations, namely, lipsticks, lip gloss, lip liners, and lip balms International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use: Oct. 09, 2013 In Commerce: Feb. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: WATKINS, WHITNEY Address: WATKINS, WHITNEY #636 2800 RIVERVIEW RD BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA 35242 Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86881237 Application Filing Date Jan. 20, 2016 Registration Number   5083718 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 04, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an uppercase "B" incorporated into a design featuring two hummingbirds, with wings outstretched, resting on either side and facing inward, such that the beaks are pointing toward the bottom portion of the "B", and a decorative feature adorning the lower portion of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jun. 08, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Better Skin Care, LLC Address Better Skin Care, LLC PO Box 84 Locust Valley NEW YORK 11560
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10067/310004
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KELITCH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86881728
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 21, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080697
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bracelets; Necklaces; Rings being jewelry
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: KELITCH INC.
- **Address**: KELITCH INC. 1201 ORANGE ST., STE 600 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19899

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
DOEHLER INGREDIENTS - UNIQUE LIKE NATURE.

### Case Identifiers
| Serial Number  | 86882152 | Application Filing Date | Jan. 21, 2016 | Registration Number | 5080698 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "INGREDIENTS"

### Foreign Information
- **Priority Claimed**: Yes
- **Foreign Application Number**: 014897797
- **Foreign Application Filing Date**: Dec. 11, 2015
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 014897797
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Apr. 18, 2016
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Dec. 11, 2025

### Goods and Services Information
- **For Natural colors for the food and beverage industry, namely, food dyes**
- **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
- **International Class Title**: Paints

- **For Essential oils, food and beverage flavorings prepared from essential oils**
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

- **For Artificial sweeteners, emulsifiers, vitamins, vitamin and mineral supplements, proteins and fibers for the use in the manufacture of food and beverages for the food and beverage industry**
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

- **For Flavorings and extracts used as flavoring for food and beverages, other than essential oils; natural sweeteners; fruit based natural sweeteners; natural sweeteners based on stevia; plant extracts used as flavoring for food and beverages; processed cereals and malt extracts for making food and beverages for use in the food and beverage industry**
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

### Basis Information
- **Currently 44E**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Döhler GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Döhler GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Riedstrasse 7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64295 Darmstadt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>878005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BLANDU, FLORENTINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BULLSHARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86882162 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5083719 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer, ale and lager; Black beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jun. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Galveston Bay Beer Company, Inc. Address Galveston Bay Beer Company, Inc. 12900 FM 3436 Dickinson TEXAS 77539 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUPREME MR 240

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86882185 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5080699 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SUPREME"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 15012339 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2016 Foreign Registration Number 015012339 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 06, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 19, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Television receivers; Display panel for television; Monitors, namely, computer, television, video, and touchscreen monitors; Computer software for television, namely, software for measuring motion quantity in moving pictures and applying different frequencies to monitors or screens according to the measured motion quantity to enable providing clearer pictures by improving residual image; Mobile phone display screens; Smart phones

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Address Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA 443-742 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SUH 0473 US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EYELOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86882259 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5083720 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0065723/1352180 International Registration Number 1352180

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing medical and health care information to improve understanding about dry eye disease and its treatment
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Aug. 26, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NOVARTIS AG Address NOVARTIS AG CH4002 BASEL SWITZERLAND Legal Entity AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (AG) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BINGGO TRANSPORTATION SERVICE LLC WE ARE THE GUYS THAT HAVE THE TRUCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86882677 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5083722 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BINGGO" where the letters "BING" are in blue stylized font and the letters "GO" are in red, capitalized, stylized font. The words "TRANSPORTATION SERVICE LLC" appear below in smaller, black, stylized font. The stylized image of a stretch of black road, with a broken yellow line down the center, curls between "BING" and "GO" and extends to an arrow at the upper right side of the design. The words "WE ARE THE GUYS THAT HAVE THE TRUCKS" appear in black stylized font along the top side of the stretch of road. Two black musical notes appear to the upper right of the words. The white in the mark is mere background and is not claimed. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, red, black and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRANSPORTATION SERVICE LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Delivery of goods by truck; Truck transport
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Apr. 06, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BingGo Transportation Service LLC Address BingGo Transportation Service LLC 1501 South Loop 288, 104-184 Denton TEXAS 76025 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STONEHOME BREWING CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86882961 Application Filing Date Jan. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5083723 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREWING CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Microbrewery services
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

For Restaurant and bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stonehome LLC Address Stonehome LLC 100 North Main Avenue Watford City NORTH DAKOTA 588540451 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH DAKOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number STON-003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
TM 16524

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KATICA LIVING VIBRANTLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86883174 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5083725 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 28, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The nickname "KATICA" shown in the mark identifies Kathy Rivera Wallace, a living individual, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of personal wellness, life balance, and healthy lifestyle
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Katica Holdings, LLC Address Katica Holdings, LLC 542 Douglas Ave Dunedin FLORIDA 34698
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 95200.0002
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VICTORIAN NAIL SPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86883422 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5080702 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "VICTORIAN" above the wording "Nail Spa". To the left is a crown. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NAIL SPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic skin care services; day spa services, namely, nail care, manicures, pedicures and nail enhancements; nail care services; skin care salons
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 24, 2014 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AZN Nails & Spa, Inc. Address AZN Nails & Spa, Inc. 10577 Sw 6th st Pembroke Pines FLORIDA 33025 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MARYANNE GREAT
RELATIONSHIPS BEGIN WITHIN!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86883504</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Jan. 22, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080703</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Aug. 30, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: No

Mark Drawing Type: 3 - An Illustration Drawing Which Includes Word(s)/Letter(s)

Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized word "MARYANNE". A curved line appears next to the letter "M" in "MARYANNE" to form a heart. Below all of this is the phrase, "GREAT RELATIONSHIPS BEGIN WITHIN!" in stylized form.

Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Name Portrait Consent: "MARYANNE" identifies Maryanne Comaroto, a living individual whose consent to register is made of record.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring advice concerning personal relationships, such advice being for entertainment purposes only

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes

US Classes: 100, 101, 107

International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

First Use: Jan. 01, 2004

In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Comaroto, Maryanne

Address: Comaroto, Maryanne Suite 124 336 Bon Air Center Greenbrae CALIFORNIA 94904

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL

Citizenship: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: BROWN, TRICIA LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLUE TANGERINE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86883577 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5080704 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Web site hosting services; Computer services, namely, creating, maintaining, designing and implementing web sites for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 15, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bray Web Development, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Blue Tangerine Solutions, Inc. Address Bray Web Development, Inc. Suite 105 2020 W. Eau Gallie Blvd Melbourne FLORIDA 32935 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 172036

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENJAMIN, SARA NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLUE TANGERINE SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86883666 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5080705 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "BLUE TANGERINE SOLUTIONS" combined with a side view of a tangerine slice rendering. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Web site hosting services; Computer services, namely, creating, maintaining, designing and implementing web sites for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 15, 2007 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bray Web Development, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Blue Tangerine Solutions, Inc. Address Bray Web Development, Inc. Suite 105 2020 W. Eau Gallie Blvd Melbourne FLORIDA 32935 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 170235

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENJAMIN, SARA NICOLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86884910 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5080707 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Chinese characters that transliterate as "YOMEISHU". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "YOMEISHU" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3852032, 3936131, 4849542

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 0800892 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 13, 1968 Foreign Application/ Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 13, 2018

Foreign Registration Number 0836699 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 31, 1969 Foreign Application/ Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 31, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, medicinal tonics for the improvement of poor appetite, gastroenteric weakness, poor blood circulation, chills, fatigue, weak constitution and weakness following disease
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Liquors, wines, Chinese brewed liquors, Chinese mixed liquors, Chinese white liquors, and herbal liquors
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yomeishu Seizo Co., LTD</td>
<td>NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yomeishu Seizo Co., LTD</td>
<td>16-25 Nanpeidaicho Shibuya-ku, Tokyo JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Stock Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19384
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  R REDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86885044 Application Filing Date  Jan. 25, 2016 Registration Number   5080708 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Jul. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "R REDS" with the design of a cross placed over the letter "R" above the word "REDS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3712342

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number   8194318 Foreign Registration Date  Dec. 08, 2009 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date  Apr. 02, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Parts and fittings for land, air and sea vehicles, namely, steering wheels, wheel rims, wheels, knobs for gearboxes and boots for knobs for gearboxes, pedals, safety belts for vehicle seats, airbags, suspensions, brakes, handbrakes, bumpers, spoilers, sunroofs, side mirrors and rearview mirrors for vehicles, windscreen wipers, seats, headrests and seat covers for vehicles, safety seats for children, for vehicles, luggage carriers, ski carriers, snow chains, side pockets for vehicle doors, anti-theft devices and alarms for vehicles, vehicle door hinges, door sill protectors for vehicle doors
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Momo S.r.l. Address  Momo S.r.l. Via Winckelmann, 2 Milano ITALY I-20146 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T39861US0
Examining Attorney  SWAIN, MICHELE LYNN
TM 16531 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWERV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86886018 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5083727 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Camera mounts and supports
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 02, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Raffi Mahserejian Address Raffi Mahserejian 4938 Topanga Cyn Blvd. Woodland Hills CALIFORNIA 91364 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15-30079

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, LAUREN ELAN

19387
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLACE-N-STICK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86886341 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5083971 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jul. 26, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carpet tiles
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings First Use Mar. 18, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Garland Sales, Inc. Address Garland Sales, Inc. 1800 Antioch Road Dalton GEORGIA 30721 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 23065-108279

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLEVISIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86886445 Application Filing Date  Jan. 26, 2016
Registration Number  5083729 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016
Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to consult for medical services over the telephone and the
Internet through the use of personal computers, smartphones, tablets, mobile and wireless devices, and other
telecommunication devices
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Scientific and
computer services
First Use  Jan. 18, 2016
In Commerce  Jan. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Telemerge, Inc. Address  Telemerge, Inc. Suite 5 2144 Priest Bridge Ct. Crofton MARYLAND 21114
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
TM 16534 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86886502 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2016 Registration Number   5080710 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of four Chinese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO “JIN RONG” Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to “FENG HUANG JIN RONG” and this means “PHOENIX FINANCE” in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Computer game programmes downloadable via the Internet; Computer game programs; Computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Computer operating programs, recorded; Computers; Data processing apparatus; Downloadable computer game programs; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of book, magazine and manual in the field of computer software consultation, cloud computing, telecommunications, insurance, financing, capital investment, business management and real estate management services; Downloadable video recordings featuring music, self-improvement, mathematics instruction, computer software consultation, cloud computing, telecommunications, insurance, financing, capital investment, business management and real estate management services; Laptop computers; PC tablets; Recorded computer operating programs; Tablet computers
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Mar. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 14, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   QINGDAO PHOENIX NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CORP., LTD. Address   QINGDAO PHOENIX NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CORP., LTD. HONG YUAN COMMUNITY, BEI ZHAI STREET LAOSHAN DISTRICT, QINGDAO CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   CHINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86886612 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5080711 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four Chinese characters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO “JIN RONG” Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to “FENG HUANG JIN RONG” and this means “PHOENIX FINANCE” in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alternative dispute resolution services; Detective agency services; Legal research; Legal research; Legal services; Licensing of computer software; Licensing of intellectual property; Litigation services; Missing person investigations; Monitoring burglar and security alarms; On-line social networking services; Personal background investigations; Legal services, namely, providing customized information, counseling, advice and litigation services in all areas of international law International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 14, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name QINGDAO PHOENIX NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CORP., LTD. Address QINGDAO PHOENIX NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CORP. , LTD. HONG YUAN COMMUNITY, BEI ZHAI STREET, LAOSHAN DISTRICT, QINGDAO CITY, SHANDONG PROVINCE, CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLOHM, LINDA E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BDRMS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Advertising of real estate on the Internet for others
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 26, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 26, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Suited Connector, LLC
- **Address**: Suited Connector, LLC 8776 E. Shea Blvd., #B3A-462 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85260
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ROSENBLATT, ANNA HASSE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MESSAGE SPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86887334 Application Filing Date Jan. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5083730 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic and sports event services, namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting marathon races; Entertainment in the nature of marathon races and running races; Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of running and marathon racing; Entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting an array of athletic events rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

For Athletic tops and bottoms for runners and marathon participants; Footwear; Hats; Headbands; Hooded sweat shirts; Jackets; Jerseys; Jogging pants; Leggings; Pants; Running suits; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sports bras; Sports pants; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Yoga pants; Baseball caps International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Message Sports, LLC Address Message Sports, LLC P.O. Box 92563 Southlake TEXAS 76092 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GIRLS CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86887597 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5080715 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the styled words of "girls Club" and between the styled words is an arrow connecting the two words together. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GIRLS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 15, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEE CHIAO HSUAN Address LEE CHIAO HSUAN 19295 E. WALNUT DR. N. SUITE G CITY OF INDUSTRY CALIFORNIA 91748 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 216668

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  RECOVERY CENTER FOR
WOMEN OF THE PALM BEACHES

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No
Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "RECOVERY CENTER FOR
WOMEN OF THE PALM BEACHES" with a schematic depiction of a flower and with the words "FOR WOMEN" in
script.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "RECOVERY CENTER FOR
WOMEN OF THE PALM BEACHES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rehabilitation for women substance abuse patients
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Jun. 18, 2013  In Commerce  Jun. 18, 2013

OWNER INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
Owner Name  BEHAVIORAL HEALTH OF THE PALM BEACHES, LLC
Address  BEHAVIORAL HEALTH OF THE
Palm Beaches, LLC  950 N. FEDERAL HIGHWAY SUITE 115
POMPANO BEACH FLORIDA  33062
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  B1236/30020

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  MHR MENTAL HEALTH REHAB OF THE PALM BEACHES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86887830  Application Filing Date  Jan. 27, 2016  Registration Number  5080717  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016
Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "MENTAL HEALTH REHAB OF THE PALM BEACHES" beneath the larger letters "MHR" with a design of two wavy lines to the left. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "MENTAL HEALTH REHAB OF THE PALM BEACHES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Rehabilitation for substance abuse patients
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use  Dec. 12, 2014
In Commerce  Dec. 12, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BEHAVIORAL HEALTH OF THE PALM BEACHES, LLC
Address  BEHAVIORAL HEALTH OF THE PALM BEACHES, L LC  950 N. FEDERAL HIGHWAY  SUITE 115  POMPANO BEACH  FLORIDA  33062
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  B1236/30022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBRAY, KATHERINE M
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86888054 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5083732 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "M" comprised of 3 separate solid block figures. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Athletic and sports event services, namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting marathon races; Entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting an array of athletic events rendered live and recorded for the purpose of distribution through broadcast media; Entertainment in the nature of marathon races and running races; Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of running and marathon racing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016
For Athletic tops and bottoms for runners and marathon participants; Baseball caps; Footwear; Hats; Headbands; Hooded sweat shirts; Jackets; Jerseys; Jogging pants; Leggings; Pants; Running suits; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sports bras; Sports pants; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Yoga pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Message Sports, LLC Address Message Sports, LLC P.O. Box 92563 Southlake TEXAS 76092 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOVENOTES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86888152 Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5083733 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Mar. 07, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lovenotes App LLC Address Lovenotes App LLC denise@stages.co 200 Princeton South Corp Cent, Suite 110 Ewing NEW JERSEY 08628 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 111025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BADGE RANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86888481 Application Filing Date   Jan. 27, 2016 Registration Number   5080718 Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register      Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023 Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "BADGE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Computer services, namely, providing a website featuring technology that enables users to organize, sort and compile digital credentials and their connected resources across computer networks, based on perceived importance or relevance, and to display such information
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Mar. 26, 2014 In Commerce   Oct. 16, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Concentric Sky, Inc. Address   Concentric Sky, Inc. 1045 Willamette Street Eugene OREGON 97401 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   OREGON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   T298311.US.0

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUREROUTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86889394  Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2016  Registration Number 5083735  Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunication services in the nature of transmission of text, data, graphics, sound and video by means of wireless networks, namely, identification of the network operator of the intended recipient to facilitate transmission of text, data, graphics, sound or video to that recipient
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104  International Class Title Communication
First Use Sep. 01, 2014  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mblox Incorporated  Address Mblox Incorporated 1100 Abernathy Road  Suite 1200  Atlanta  GEORGIA 30328  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VRY WRM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86889431 Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5083972 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 14, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Men's and women's apparel, namely, base layers, gloves, scarves, hats, caps, hosiery, jeans, sweat suits, sweatshirts, sweat pants, pants, shorts, shirts, T-shirts, suits, vests, sweaters, pajamas, robes, underwear, loungewear, socks, swimsuits, neckwear, belts; footwear; men's and women's outerwear, namely, coats, jackets, parkas, ponchos and raincoats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name D.P.I. Imports Inc. Address D.P.I. Imports Inc. 90 Spence Street Bay Shore NEW YORK 11706 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIEBL, ALEXANDRA SUARE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS EAT $5 PIZZAS!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86889798
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 28, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080721
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring pizza, calzones, salads and sub sandwiches; Restaurant services, including sit-down service of food and take-out restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Apr. 19, 2007
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 19, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Michael's Pizza, Inc.
- **Address**: Michael's Pizza, Inc. 329 Seven Mile Ferry Road Cunningham TENNESSEE 37052
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TENNESSEE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 086

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WASSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86890280  Application Filing Date Jan. 28, 2016  Registration Number 5080722  Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, hats, pants, jackets, leggings, bathing suits, belts, sneakers, flip flops, sandals, gloves, sweatshirts, scarves, underwear, jeans, shorts, skirts, tank tops, dresses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wassy Worldwide, LLC  Address Wassy Worldwide, LLC  3940 S. Ridgeley Dr  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90008  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3716-US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUONG, SUI QUAN
TM 16548 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEAM HUMMUS TH ALL THE MEDITERRANEAN STARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86892120 Application Filing Date Jan. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5080724 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a pair of concentric circles with the outer circle containing the words "TEAM HUMMUS" at the top of the outer circle, two small darkly colored stars on the left and right center portions of the outer circle, the words "ALL THE MEDITERRANEAN STARS" at the bottom portion of the outer circle. The inner circle contains a larger lighter colored star superimposed over the letters "TH". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HUMMUS" AND "MEDITERRANEAN"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 015048788 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 27, 2016 Foreign Registration Number 015048788 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 10, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 27, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cafeterias; Food and drink catering; Restaurants; Self service restaurants; Snack-bars; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JAZAL INVESTMENTS LTD. Address JAZAL INVESTMENTS LTD. INTERSHORE CHAMBERS ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BR. VIRGIN ISLANDS Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.) State or Country VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

19405
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   TRI.1065

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SCHMIDT, JOHN JOSEPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VISION SERPENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86892305 Application Filing Date Jan. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5080725 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment, namely, live music concerts; Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vision Serpent Composed of Sean Wood (US), Brian Underkoffler (US), Christopher Passarella (US), James Bennett (US) Address Vision Serpent 21 Merrywood Rd Wappingers Falls NEW YORK 12590 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROFITWALK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86892777 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5083740
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 28, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface
For Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for retail, industrial, hospitality, and service businesses at local, district, and regional levels that incorporates data driven analytics and embedded behavioral best practices to determine managerial compliance and business performance levels at the time of use; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that guides users to optimize business operations, improve profit, reduce operating expenses, and yield a return on investment; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for enterprise-wide behavior modification generated from accountability monitoring and non-compliance notification; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for retail, industrial, hospitality, and service businesses at local, district, and regional levels that incorporates data driven analytics and embedded behavioral best practices to determine managerial compliance and business performance levels at the time of use; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that guides users to optimize business operations, improve profit, reduce operating expenses, and yield a return on investment; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enterprise-wide behavior modification generated from accountability monitoring and non-compliance notification; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for retail, industrial, hospitality, and service businesses at local, district, and regional levels that incorporates data driven analytics and embedded behavioral best practices to determine managerial compliance and business performance levels at the time of use; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application that guides users to optimize business operations, improve profit, reduce operating expenses, and yield a return on investment; Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for enterprise-wide behavior modification generated from accountability monitoring and non-compliance notification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2016</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Smart Retail Solutions LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Smart Retail Solutions LLC 8357 E. Del Camino Drive Scottsdale ARIZONA 85258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | FALK, ERIN M |

19409
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NAKAVA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86892825  
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 01, 2016  
- **Registration Number**: 5080727  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Nakava" in stylized font. A design that depicts a tribal face is placed above the character "v".  
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Kava tea for non-medicinal purposes; herbal food beverages containing kava  
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 46  
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
- **First Use**: May 25, 2005  
- **In Commerce**: May 25, 2005

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Nakava LLC  
- **Address**: Nakava LLC 1723 Avenida Del Sol Boca Raton FLORIDA 33432  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examinee Attorney**: BOULTON, KELLY F
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CIRCLE HOOK IPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86892856 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5083741
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "IPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BAKFISH Brewing Company Composed of Brian Allen, United States citizen, and Kris Szecsy, United States citizen Address BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP 1231 E. Broadway Pearland TEXAS 77581 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEFYING GRAVITY DOUBLE IPA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86892953 Application Filing Date Feb. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5083742
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOUBLE IPA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BAKFISH Brewing Company Composed of Brian Allen, United States citizen, and Kris Szeczy, United States citizen Address BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP 1231 E. Broadway Pearland TEXAS 77581 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOAT ROPER BROWN PORTER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86892990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer               | "BROWN PORTER"              |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For                     | Beer                       |
| International Classes   | 32 - Primary Classes       |
| US Classes              | 45, 46, 48                 |
| International Class Title | Light Beverages         |
| First Use               | Mar. 14, 2016              |
| In Commerce             | Mar. 14, 2016              |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name        | BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BAKFISH Brewing Company Composed of |
| Owner Name        | Brian Allen, United States citizen, and Kris Szeczy, United States citizen Address BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP 1231 E. Broadway Pearland TEXAS 77581 Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized TEXAS |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HACK, ANDREA R |

19413
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I TELL YOU WIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86892995 Application Filing Date  Feb. 01, 2016 Registration Number  5083744
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 07, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA BAKFISH Brewing Company Composed of  Brian Allen, United States citizen, and Kris Szeczy, United States citizen Address  BAKS Brewing Ventures, LP  1231 E. Broadway  Pearland  TEXAS  77581 Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  HACK, ANDREA R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOBBLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86893258</td>
<td>Feb. 01, 2016</td>
<td>5080728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Registration Date</strong></th>
<th><strong>Register</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mark Type</strong></th>
<th><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 12, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a word bubble containing the word "GOBBLE".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

- **Foreign Registration Number**: 1641733
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Aug. 19, 2014
- **Registration County**: AUSTRALIA
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Aug. 19, 2024

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Dried fruits; dried fruit products, namely, dried fruit-based snack bars; mixes of processed nuts and dried fruits; prepared snacks made from dried fruit; currants; raisins; snack mixes consisting primarily of processed fruits, processed nuts and/or raisins; dried fruit-based snacks; dried fruit mixes; processed fruits

**International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 46 **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Murray River Organics Pty Ltd
**Address**: Murray River Organics Pty Ltd Level 1 360 Little Collins Street Melbourne AUSTRALIA Victoria3
**Legal Entity**: proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)
**State or Country**: AUSTRALIA

**WHERE ORGANIZED**

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
ACRATO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86893886 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5080730
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized term "ACRATO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purifying apparatus and machines; Aquarium lights; Bicycle lights; Commercial dryers and warewashers sold as a unit for washing and drying food plates, bowls, pots, pans and food preparation and cookwares, glasses and utensils; Cooking rings; Cooking tunnels; Electric grills; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Lamps; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Luminous house numbers; Searchlights; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Aug. 05, 2014 In Commerce Aug. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Mylord Business Service Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Mylord Business Service Co., Ltd Rm 2116, Block A, Huiyicheng, Xinhu Road Xixiang Street, Bao'an District Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUDSON, TAMARA BREE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
1 V 1

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86895033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5083746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 16, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Soccer goals; Trolley bags specially adapted for soccer equipment
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Jun. 24, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Jeremy Kristin Huffman
- **Address**: Jeremy Kristin Huffman 1632 1st Avenue Court NW Hickory NORTH CAROLINA 28601
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: T84001/US

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COMIC BOOK HISTORIANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86895686 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5083974
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital media, namely, CD'S, DVD'S, downloadable videos featuring comic book history
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 16, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Grand, Alexander Address Grand, Alexander PO Box 1859 Rocklin CALIFORNIA 95677 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
TM 16560 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOFILY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86895833  Application Filing Date  Feb. 03, 2016  Registration Number  5083747
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jun. 28, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "MOFILY" in black to
the right of four black brackets with two overlapping triangles displayed therein in yellow, orange, red, pink, purple,
brown, green, and blue resembling prisms. The white portions represent background or transparent areas and are not
claimed as features of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) black, yellow, orange, red, pink,
purple, brown, green, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cameras; camera mounts and supports; camera straps
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LEEZ SCIENTIFIC LLC  Address  LEEZ SCIENTIFIC LLC  832 Linbard Lane  Vestavia  ALABAMA 352262814
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
 Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) Funtime Tees

CASE IDENTIFIERS
 Serial Number 86896029 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5083748
 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
 Publication Date Jun. 28, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
 Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TEES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
 For Gloves; Hats; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Underwear; T-shirts
 International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
 Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
 Owner Name Funtime Tees Inc Address Funtime Tees Inc suite 260 2071 Flatbush avenue brooklyn NEW YORK 11234 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
 Examining Attorney LE, KHANH M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOCALTHINKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86896268 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080733
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "glocalthinking" in stylized letters in the color blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 15030431 Foreign Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2016
Foreign Registration Number 15030431 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 14, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 22, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Digital video, audio, and multimedia publishing services; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring human resources; Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, brochures, and text in the field(s) of human resources; Publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; Publishing of electronic publications; Non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals, and text in the field of human resources management
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings, and CDs featuring and promoting human resources management; Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals, and text in the field of human resources management; Downloadable video recordings featuring human resources management; Electronic publications, namely, books, magazines, manuals, and journals featuring human resources management recorded on computer media; Pre-recorded video discs, video recording and video tapes featuring human resources management
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Data transmission and reception services via telecommunication means; Providing chat lines utilising the internet

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Meta4 Spain, S.A. Address Meta4 Spain, S.A. Ctra. La Coruña, km 24,200 Edificio Roma, Rozabella, 8, Las Rozas Madrid SPAIN 28230 Legal Entity sociedad anonima (sa) State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number TM8405US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RUDYCLUB ONLY-NO-SMOKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86896468 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080734
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RUDYCLUB ONLY-NO-SMOKERS" in black and a representation of a red bowtie on the top portion of the "D" in "RUDYCLUB". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 014630446 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 014630446 Foreign Registration Date Feb. 12, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 30, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses and seminars of instruction in the field of stopping or reducing smoking or using tobacco; Providing information in the field of education, namely, providing information about tuition; organizing exhibitions for sporting and cultural purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Messina, Alessandro Address Messina, Alessandro Via Taranto, 19 00182 ROMA ITALY Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RUDY NON-SMOKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86896483 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080735
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RUDY NON-SMOKERS" in black and a representation of a red bowtie on the top portion of the "D" in "RUDY". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "NON-SMOKERS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 014695209 Foreign Application Filing Date Oct. 20, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 014695209 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 16, 2016 Foreign Application/ Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 20, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses and seminars of instruction in the field of stopping or reducing smoking or using tobacco; Providing information in the field of education, namely, providing information about tuition; organizing exhibitions for sporting and cultural purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Messina, Alessandro Address Messina, Alessandro Via Taranto, 19 00182 ROMA ITALY Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
TM 16565 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BABE SAFARI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86896486 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080736
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, jewelry and accessories
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 2015 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2015
For Swimsuits; T-shirts; Yoga shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stephanie Spirovski and Jolene Dickerson DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Babe Safari Composed of Stephanie Spirovski and Jolene Dickerson, each an individual and a U.S. citizen Address Stephanie Spirovski and Jolene Dickerson 1964 SW Mill St. Terrace PORTLAND OREGON 97201 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country

Where Organized OREGON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ENGEL, MICHAEL L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RUDY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86896492 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 03, 2016 |
| Registration Number | 5080737 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** | No |
**Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
**Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the word "RUDY" in black and a representation of a red bowtie on the top portion of the "D". |
**Color Drawing** | Yes |
**Color Claimed** | The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION
**Priority Claimed** | Yes |
**Foreign Application Number** | 014528152 |
**Foreign Application Filing Date** | Sep. 03, 2015 |
**Foreign Registration Number** | 014528152 |
**Foreign Registration Date** | Feb. 10, 2016 |
**Foreign Application/Registration County** | EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) |
**Foreign Expiration Date** | Sep. 03, 2025 |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** | Educational services, namely, providing courses and seminars of instruction in the field of stopping or reducing smoking or using tobacco; Providing information in the field of education, namely, providing information about tuition; organizing exhibitions for sporting and cultural purposes |
**International Classes** | 41 - Primary Classes |
**US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 |
**International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently 44E** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** | Messina, Alessandro |
**Address** | Messina, Alessandro Via Taranto, 19 00182 ROMA ITALY |
**Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
**Citizenship** | ITALY |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney** | GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INFORMATION
INFORUDY ONLY-TO-STUDENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86896505 Application Filing Date Feb. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080738
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "INFORUDY ONLY-TO-STUDENTS" in black and a representation of a red bowtie on the top portion of the "D" in "INFORUDY". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ONLY-TO-STUDENTS"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 014528202 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 03, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 014528202 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 25, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 03, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses and seminars of instruction in the field of stopping or reducing smoking or using tobacco; Providing information in the field of education, namely, providing information about tuition; organizing exhibitions for sporting and cultural purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Messina, Alessandro Address Messina, Alessandro Via Taranto, 19 00182 ROMA ITALY Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship ITALY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BACKHOME BIOTEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86897085 Application Filing Date Feb. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5080741
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BIOTEC"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3728702

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 053390263 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 08, 2005 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 08, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jun. 03, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For APPARATUS AND DEVICES FOR ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION OF ANIMALS, NAMELY, ENCODED ELECTRONIC CHIP CARD CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED TO IDENTIFY ANIMALS, AND TRANSPONDERS AND READERS FOR ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Virbac S.A. Address Virbac S.A. 1ère Avenue - 2065 m - L.I.D. CARROS FRANCE 06516 Legal Entity société anonyme (sa) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 026730.TBA
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BIT FIGS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86897659
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080745
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Collectable toy figures
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 21, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 21, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Culture Pirates LLC
- **Address**: Culture Pirates LLC 19 Henry Dr Hudson, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03051

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: NEW HAMPSHIRE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VAPING REBORN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86897911
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 04, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5083753
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jun. 28, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Aug. 23, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "VAPING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of propylene glycol; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of vegetable glycerin; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes, US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 - International Class Title Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 22, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: E-ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS, LLC
- **Address**: E-ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS, LLC 20 Thorndal Circle Darien CONNECTICUT 08620
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: SW-444-EAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DOGS RUN FARM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86898096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FARM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Farming services in the field of vegetables; Farming services in the field of fruit; Farming services in the field of eggs
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: May 16, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Coleman, Robert S.
- **Address**: Coleman, Robert S. 293 Dogs Run Trail Dryfork WEST VIRGINIA 26263
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SEVERSON, JUSTIN

---

---
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TILFORD'S WOOD FIRED PIZZA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86898105</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 04, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083975</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Oct. 05, 2016</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;WOOD FIRED PIZZA&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and/or operation of mobile restaurant, restaurant, and catering businesses; Mobile retail store services featuring pizza and sandwiches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2016</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Sep. 04, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Pizza; Sandwiches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>30 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Staple Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2016</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Catering services; Mobile restaurant services; Restaurant services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2016</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Aug. 21, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Tilford's Franchise, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>7606 South Cove Circle, Centennial COLORADO 80122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** COLORADO

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>15000.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>JACKSON, STEVEN W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TUBE GUARD ULTIMATE FLAT PROTECTION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86898332</td>
<td>Feb. 05, 2016</td>
<td>5080749</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;TUBE GUARD ULTIMATE FLAT PROTECTION&quot; in stylized lettering with a black rectangle design. The wording &quot;TUBE GUARD&quot; appears in black lettering and the wording &quot;ULTIMATE FLAT PROTECTION&quot; appears in orange lettering inside the black rectangle design. The color white represents background, shading and transparent areas in the mark and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) black and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer: &quot;TUBE&quot; AND &quot;ULTIMATE FLAT PROTECTION&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Inner tubes for motorcycle tires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Squatch Racing, Inc. Address Squatch Racing, Inc. 5121 Dusty Rose Way Rancho Cordova CALIFORNIA 95742 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LM LADY IN MOTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86898343  Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2016  Registration Number 5080750
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "LM" within a square design with a border, above the stylized wording "Lady In Motion". The "LM" is stylized such that the "L" forms the left side of the "M". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing  First Use Feb. 01, 2016  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PhysBros, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Lady In Motion  Address PhysBros, LLC  2626 S. Oakland Ave  2626 S. Oakland Ave  Lakeland  FLORIDA  33803  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTEGRASHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86899100 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5083755
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jun. 28, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer hardware and software for data security
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 2015 In Commerce Mar. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M2 Systems Corporation Address M2 Systems Corporation 500 Winderley Place, Suite 226 Maitland FLORIDA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIDesign

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86899390 Application Filing Date Feb. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5080752
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graphic design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SIDesign and Printing, LLC Address SIDesign and Printing, LLC 1525 Canaan Road Andrews TEXAS 79714 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86899643 Application Filing Date   Feb. 05, 2016 Registration Number   5083756
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Jun. 28, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   Aug. 23, 2016
MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "MATTE"
GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cosmetics and make-up
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   May 23, 2016 In Commerce   May 23, 2016
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Haven Beauty, Inc. Address   Haven Beauty, Inc. Suite 320 1 Spectrum Pointe Dr. Lake Forest CALIFORNIA 92630 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   16830.356
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SLED HOCKEY FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86900000 Application Filing Date Feb. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5080753
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SLED HOCKEY" and "FOUNDATION" with two hockey sticks, one such hockey stick entering from the top right of the mark and the other from the bottom left, meeting in the center of the mark between the words "HOCKEY" and "FOUNDATION" and facing opposite directions to re-create the image of a hockey face-off, all shown against a quadrilateral with a curved corner at the upper left and lower right corners, and a pointed corner at the upper right and lower left corners. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SLED HOCKEY" AND "FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, promoting awareness of the sport of adaptive sled hockey for individuals with disabilities International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 03, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 03, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Sled Hockey Foundation, Inc. Address The Sled Hockey Foundation, Inc. 9 Sagebrush Lane Lancaster NEW YORK 14086 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GOFAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86900474  Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2016  Registration Number 5083757
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried fruit and vegetables; Nut-based snack foods; Processed chickpeas; Processed, edible seaweed; Seed-based snack foods
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Feb. 01, 2016  In Commerce Feb. 22, 2016
For Granola snacks; Granola-based snack bars; Processed oats; Rice-based snack foods; Wheat-based snack foods
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Feb. 01, 2016  In Commerce Feb. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Eltak Ventures, LLC  Address Eltak Ventures, LLC  445 Rivergate Drive  Richmond  VIRGINIA  23238
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRIPI, CYNTHIA
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
A MODERN UNIVERSITY WITH DEEP ROOTS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86900727</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Educational services, namely, courses at the pre-college, university, undergraduate, graduate, doctoral, post-doctoral and professional levels; continuing education and professional development courses and programs
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 13, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ADELPHI UNIVERSITY
- **Address**: ADELPHI UNIVERSITY 1 South Avenue, P.O. Box 701 Garden City NEW YORK 115300701
- **Legal Entity**: not-for-profit educational corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 12962-48

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HVAC JACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86900893
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 08, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5083976
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Aug. 26, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "JACK"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: mechanical lifts
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Feb. 04, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 04, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: HVAC-Jack, L.L.C.
- **Address**: HVAC-Jack, L.L.C. 6162 South Seneca Wichita KANSAS 67217
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KANSAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: Crumpler

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HALMEN, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VERSA BY DAVID'S BRIDAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86901221 Application Filing Date Feb. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5080756
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BRIDAL"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2817374, 3017372, 2426973

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Formal wear, namely, bridesmaids gowns, special occasion dresses; gloves, shawls, capes, wraps, shrugs, cover-ups, sashes, garters and slips, and head pieces, namely, headbands and veils
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name David's Bridal, Inc. Address David's Bridal, Inc. 1001 Washington Street Conshohocken PENNSYLVANIA 19428 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMARTERFRESH

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86901575
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 09, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080759
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Principal Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Bidets
- **International Classes**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 15, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SELLE HOLDINGS LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly SMARTERFRESH LLC
- **Address**: 6719 WILLOW CREEK ROAD BOWIE MARYLAND 20720
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THEY MATTER VETERANS 4 VETERANS -HOUSING-FOOD-EDUCATION-JOBS- PRIDE INDEPENDENCE WE CARE WWW.V4VCORP.COM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86901664</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2016</td>
<td>5080760</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of an image of a shield, with the words &quot;THEY MATTER&quot; featured on top of it. Within the inside, curved top of the shield appear the words &quot;VETERANS 4 VETERANS&quot;. Within the bottom left of the shield appear the words &quot;HOUSING -FOOD -&quot; and within the bottom right of the shield appear the words &quot;EDUCATION-JOBS&quot;. Just inside the shield appears the American flag at the very top. Below it appears the word &quot;PRIDE&quot; above the image of a graduation cap. Below the graduation cap appears the word &quot;INDEPENDENCE&quot;. Below the entire shield, appears the words &quot;WE CARE&quot; stacked on top of &quot;www.V4VCORP.com&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;VETERANS&quot;, &quot;HOUSING FOOD EDUCATION JOBS&quot; AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE AMERICAN FLAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Goods Services</th>
<th>Charitable services, namely, accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions in order to provide housing assistance to homeless veterans and veterans in need of financial assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>VETERANS 4 VETERANS CORPORATION DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA V4V CORP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>VETERANS 4 VETERANS CORPORATION 4204 Alderwood Dr. Pace FLORIDA 32571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>LAWRENCE, SUSAN KASTRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUMBOLDT BRANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86902864 Application Filing Date Feb. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5083977
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 15, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BRANDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertisement and publicity services by internet, radio, flyers, cinema, television, newspaper, mail, magazines, mobile device e-mail, text, and blog, bill boards, labels, apparel and signs
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 02, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLENDED BIOHEALTH, INC Address BLENDED BIOHEALTH, INC 170 BONAVENTURE BOULEVARD #106 WESTON FLORIDA 33326 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ga5073
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MATCHACAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86902904 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5080762
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1721413 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 14, 2015
Foreign Registration Number 1721413 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 12, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 14, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aircraft; Water vehicles, namely, hydrofoil boats supported by single or multi hulls, and structural parts therefor; Amphibious vehicles; ATVs (all terrain vehicles); Land vehicles and structural parts therefor; Motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, vans, sport utility vehicles and structural parts therefor; Motorized mobility scooters; Motors and engines for land vehicles; Railbound vehicles; Space vehicles; UTVs (utility terrain vehicles)
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Advertising and promotional services; Compilation of business directories; Compilation, production and dissemination of advertising matter; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Rental of advertising space; Retail store services featuring vehicles
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matchacar Pty Ltd Address Matchacar Pty Ltd 21 Old Aberdeen Place West Perth AUSTRALIA 6005
Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number matchacar
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MAZZELLA, BRANDY BARRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DALIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86904123 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5080764
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, and athletic uniforms; Athletic tops and bottoms for women; Blazers; Blouses; Blousons; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Capri pants; Cardigans; Chemises; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing extenders for vests for women; Clothing extension used to extend the normal size range of clothing items to accommodate pregnancy size changes; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, and jumpers; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the body as a decorative piece of clothing with utility; Clothing items, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the inside of clothing for storage and safekeeping of personal items; Clothing straps for dresses for women; Clothing, namely, crops; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Clothing, namely, neck tubes; Clothing, namely, wrap-arounds; Clothing for women, namely, blouses, and skirts; Coats of denim; Collars; Combinations; Crop tops; Denim jackets; Dress pants; Dress shields; Dress shirts; Dress straps; Dress suits; Dresses; Dresses for women; Women's Dresses; Dressing gowns and bath robes; Eternity scarves; Flower headdresses; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Gowns; Halter tops; Head wraps; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Infinity scarves;Jeans; Knit dresses; Knit shirts; Knit skirts; Ladies' suits; Masquerade costumes; Masquerade costumes and masks sold in connection therewith; Maternity clothing for women, namely, skirts, pants, and dresses; Maternity leggings, namely, leggings featuring built-in maternity bands; Neck scarfs; Neck scarves; Neckerchiefs; Neckties; Night gowns; Nightdresses; One piece garment for infants and toddlers; Pajama bottoms; Pajamas for women; Pants for women; Parkas; Parts of clothing, namely, gussets for tights, gussets for stockings, gussets for bathing suits, gussets for underwear, gussets for leotards and gussets for footlets; Pettipants; Running suits; Scarves; Shawls; Shawls and headdress; Shawls and stoles; Shawls for women made in whole or in substantial part of silk, cashmere, cotton; Shirt inserts, namely, dickies; Shirts; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children;
Shirts for women; Short sets; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Shorts for women; Shoulder scarves; Shoulder wraps; Silk scarves; Skirt suits; Skirts; Skirts and dresses; Slacks; Sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; Sliding shorts; Sports shirts; Stocking hats; Sundresses; Sweaters; Sweaters for women made in whole or in substantial part of wool, cotton, or polyester; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; T-shirts for women; Tank tops; Tank-tops; Trousers for women; Tube dresses; Turbans; Turtleneck sweaters; Wedding gowns; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's tops, namely, camis; Woven bottoms; Woven dresses; Woven skirts

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing  **First Use**  Jun. 12, 1996  **In Commerce**  Jun. 12, 1996

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Kaktus Sportswear, Inc.  **Address**  Kaktus Sportswear, Inc.  390 Starke Rd.  Carlstadt  NEW JERSEY  07072  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CUCCIAS, MATTHEW JAMES
# TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86904218</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2016</td>
<td>5083760</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 05, 2016</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4708294, 4707324

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions; accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions to support minority-owned and women-owned businesses; charitable fundraising; charitable fundraising to support minority-owned and women-owned businesses; on-line charitable fundraising; on-line charitable fundraising to support minority-owned and women-owned businesses
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Jun. 13, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 13, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ConnXus, Inc.
- **Address**: ConnXus, Inc. 5155 Financial Way Mason OHIO 45040
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 40036-0014

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MUPUTRAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86904226 Application Filing Date  Feb. 10, 2016 Registration Number  5080765
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  1596860 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 16, 2014 Foreign Application/ Registration County  AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date  Dec. 15, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-skid chains for vehicle tires
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles
For Camping furniture
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Multitrax Pty Ltd Address  Multitrax Pty Ltd PoBox 335 Chirn Park AUSTRALIA  4215 Legal Entity  PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY (P/L OR PTY. LTD. State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENDLESSPARTS.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86904735 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080766
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electrical switches; Internal cooling fans for computers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cary, Justin Address Cary, Justin 2408 little elm TEXAS 75068 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YMABS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86904913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to</td>
<td>Supplemental Register Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Aug. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. 
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Research and development services in the field of antibodies; research and development services in the field of antibody technology; laboratory research and analysis services relating to the production of antibodies; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, and testing in the field of antibodies, and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services in the field of antibodies
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Jun. 2013 In Commerce Jan. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Y-mAbs Therapeutics, Inc. 
Address Y-mAbs Therapeutics, Inc. 750 Third Avenue, 9th Floor New York NEW YORK 10017 
Legal Entity CORPORATION 
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Examining Attorney ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REBATE TRACKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86905060  Application Filing Date  Feb. 11, 2016  Registration Number   5080767
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "REBATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software for real estate purchasing and leasing services featuring an interactive purchasing broker website for offering, negotiating and accepting terms, for preparing a contract and closing package and for rebating the buyer
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title   Scientific and computer services  First Use  Feb. 10, 2016  In Commerce  Feb. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   American Rebate Realty  Address   American Rebate Realty  2413 W. Algonquin Road  Algonquin  ILLINOIS  60102  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   3145-0004

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLUE ACTION CONSULTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86905388 Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080768
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BLUE ACTION
CONSULTING" and a design comprised of two curved lines with the left line having a dot above it. The curved lines and
dot have shadows. The color orange appears in the lower left curved line, in the dot, and in the word "ACTION". The
color blue appears in the upper curved line, in the word "BLUE", and in the word "CONSULTING". The color gray
appears in the shadows of the designs in the mark. The white in the drawing represents background areas only and is not
part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray, blue and orange is/are claimed as a feature
of the mark. Disclaimer "CONSULTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services in the field of sales, marketing, business process re-engineering, and customer relationship
management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Nov. 19, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blue Action Consulting, LLC Address Blue Action Consulting, LLC 853 Castlebay Drive Cincinnati
OHIO 45245 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OISF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86906527
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 12, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080772
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "O" "I" "S" "F", with the letter "I" replaced by a traditional image of a radio or television broadcast antenna. Seven lightning bolts are used to depict electromagnetic waves radiating from the tip of the antenna.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3942874, 3942872

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Educational and entertainment services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, and events in the fields of open source security technology and distribution of training materials in connection therewith.
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2008
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2008

- **For**: Providing information on software development and support in the field of open source security technology; computer services, namely, hosting an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, share information, and engage in social networking services in the field of open source security technology; computer services, namely, hosting an online community website featuring shared communications between community members interested in open source security technology; computer consultation and design of computer software for others, namely, creation, testing, analysis, and evaluation of open source security technology to assure compliance with computer industry standards.
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
  - **First Use**: Aug. 01, 2008
  - **In Commerce**: Aug. 01, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Open Information Security Foundation Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Open Information Security Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>416 Main Street, Suite 3, Lafayette, INDIANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 14733.0003 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | I, DAVID C |

19457
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOLDOVAN ACADEMY
EXCELLENCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86906622  Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2016  Registration Number 5083765
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a dragonfly flying to the left of "Moldovan Academy" above the stylized text "Excellence in Early Childhood Education". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Child care services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 01, 2007  In Commerce Sep. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Moldovan Academy, Inc. Address Moldovan Academy, Inc. 19201 Sonoma Hwy #247 Sonoma CALIFORNIA 95476  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BURKE, LAUREN ELAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WILDBREADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CASE IDENTIFIERS</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86907419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARK INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of word &quot;WILDBREADS&quot; and a partially-shaded incomplete rectangular design.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FOREIGN INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>971651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>bread and bakery products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 44E</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Wild Breads Pty Ltd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>WBP0002TA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examing Attorney</td>
<td>RHIM, ANDREW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHEF MACA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86907774 Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2016 Registration Number  5080778
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name "Chef Maca" identifies Mary Carmen Martinez a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing an online computer database to consumers featuring information about recipes, ingredients and cooking information
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Jan. 04, 2014 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Martinez, Mary Carmen DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Chef Maca Address  Martinez, Mary Carmen 2313 Lockhill Selma #221 San Antonio TEXAS 78230 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QUISTAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86908003 Application Filing Date Feb. 15, 2016 Registration Number 5080779
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Marquis Donte Foreman, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, live musical performances and personal appearances by a musical artist; audio and video recording services by a musical artist; providing prerecorded non-downloadable musical entertainment and music videos and a website via a global computer network
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 02, 2004 In Commerce May 02, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foreman, Marquis Donte Address Foreman, Marquis Donte 2117 Easy Street Waco TEXAS 76704
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FINNEGAN, TIMOTHY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  EDATAPRO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86908173  Application Filing Date  Feb. 15, 2016  Registration Number  5058252
Registration Date  Oct. 11, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 31, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Reviewing environmental data, analyzing the data in connection with environmental laws and regulations, and preparing environmental compliance reports
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Jun. 01, 2003  In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Stewart, Michael T  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA eDATAPro  Address  Stewart, Michael T  6004 Perkins Rd Suite A-1  Baton Rouge  LOUISIANA  70808  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PINC DINC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86908502 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2016 Registration Number 5080780
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2213665 Foreign Registration Date Nov. 09, 1999 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Nov. 09, 2009 Foreign Renewal Expiration Date Nov. 09, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Confectionery, namely, chewing gum, lollipops, mints, chocolates, candy, candy bars, sweetmeats, ice creams, ice lollies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hitchin, John Address Hitchin, John 286 Peel House 30 The Downs Altrincham UNITED KINGDOM WA142PU Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/RESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T160302

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DENTON SAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86908586 Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2016 Registration Number  5083768
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an apple with sap dripping with a bee flying and "Denton Sap" written underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DENTON"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skin cream
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 20, 2016 In Commerce Sep. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Day, Douglas Address Day, Douglas 5036 Atlantic Dr. Denton TEXAS 76210 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
AUTHENTIC ATHLETIC APPAREL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86908799</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three triangular shaped prisms. The prism on the left contains a depiction of a soccer player. The prism in the middle contains a depiction of a basketball player. The prism on the right contains a depiction of a football player. Under the prism on the left is the term "AUTHENTIC". Under the prism in the middle is the term "ATHLETIC". Under the prism on the right is the term "APPAREL".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "AUTHENTIC ATHLETIC APPAREL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring donated athletic apparel
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Oct. 31, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 31, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Managers on a Mission
- **Address**: Managers on a Mission 6318 Cambridge St. Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55416
- **Legal Entity**: non-profit corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 39155.00001

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FREIGHTPOP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86909405 Application Filing Date: Feb. 16, 2016 Registration Number: 5080783
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Software for management of supply chains, transportation, and shipping of goods
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use: Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Horizon Technology LLC Address: Horizon Technology LLC 1 Rancho Circle Lake Forest CALIFORNIA 92630 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WASSY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86909532 Application Filing Date Feb. 16, 2016 Registration Number 5080784
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "WASSY" with a fox head over the top of it. The Fox has a crown that sits crooked on its head. The Fox's right eye is winking. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, hats, pants, jackets, leggings, bathing suits, belts, sneakers, flip flops, sandals, gloves, sweatshirts, scarves underwear, jeans, shorts, skirts, tank tops, dresses

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wassy Worldwide, LLC Address Wassy Worldwide, LLC 3940 S. Ridgeley Dr. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90008 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3716-US1
Examining Attorney DUONG, SUI QUAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WARRIOR METHOD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Amended to Current Register</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86909872</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 2016</td>
<td>5083979</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Providing on-line magazines in the field of self defense, martial arts, and their related lifestyles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Feb. 14, 2016  **In Commerce** Feb. 14, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Perminder Sanghera-Sidhu  
Address 1705 5th Street, Apt. B  
Alameda, CALIFORNIA 94501  
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney DIXON, JENNIFER HAZARD
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SQDeal

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86909902 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080785
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SQDeal", with letter "S" in red, white "Q" is inside a red bag, and four orange letters "Deal". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, red, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "SQDeal" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Blank USB flash drives; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer keyboards; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Digital photo frames; Electric accumulators; Electric navigational instruments; Flash lamps; Headphones; Laptop computers; Mobile phones; Scanners; Stands for photographic apparatus; Sunglasses; Telescopes; Theft alarms; USB card readers; Video monitors; Electronic book readers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 06, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 06, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Micropromo Technology Co.,LTD Address Shenzhen Micropromo Technology Co.,LTD Taihua mingzhu, Building A.,25F Baoan 80 District Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KZR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86911372 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5067505
Registration Date Oct. 25, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled Jun. 01, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dental prostheses; Dental bridges; Dental caps; Dental crowns; Dental prostheses
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Keivan Sarraf, DDS, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Kairos Dental Lab Address Keivan Sarraf, DDS, Inc 1212 Beverly View Dr Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROBOTS WITH RADIOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86911428 Application Filing Date Feb. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080796
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of music composition for others, audio recording and production, audio mastering, and audio post-production services, namely, production of custom music and sound effects for films, television shows, video games, and online multimedia entertainment; audio production, namely, performing sound editing, sound design, and sound mixing for films, television shows, video games, and online multimedia entertainment; Multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 21, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bell, Claire Address Bell, Claire 934 President Street Apt 4B Brooklyn NEW YORK 11215 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEREZ, STEVEN M
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifier</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86912739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish Date</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Downloadable mobile applications for playing online interactive games
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 15, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Onkore, Inc.
- **Address**: Onkore, Inc. 1060 Lakeview Way Emerald Hills CALIFORNIA 94062
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: JACKSON, STEVEN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRYSTAL AUDIOVIDEO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86913012 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5080799
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AUDVIDEO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio electronic components, namely, surround sound systems; Audio speakers; Loudspeaker systems; Lousdpeakers; Loudspeakers with built in amplifiers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Surge protectors; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2002 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tsakiris, Vasileios Address Tsakiris, Vasileios Mavili 32 Gerakas GREECE 15344 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship GREECE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DISRUPTOR STREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86913088 Application Filing Date  Feb. 19, 2016 Registration Number   5080800
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "STREAM"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   4248338, 4665885, 4840850

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about gaming, accessible by means of online video

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Disruptor Beam, Inc. Address   Disruptor Beam, Inc.  161 Worcester Rd. Framingham
MASSACHUSETTS 01702 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   2016-1781

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ONE-TOUCH NAVIGATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86913117 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5083780
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NAVIGATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Virtual reality software for navigating a virtual reality environment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IMMERSACAD CORPORATION Address IMMERSACAD CORPORATION 121 N CONCORD ST. KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE 37919 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 03.01293.027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FORTUS LABORATORY BILLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86913168 Application Filing Date Feb. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5080801
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer "LABORATORY BILLING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Billing services in the field of healthcare; medical billing; medical billing support services; outsource provider in the field of medical billing services; business consulting services in the field of revenue cycle management services in healthcare; strategic business management consultation and business advisory services provided to healthcare providers; business analytics in the field of healthcare; data processing services in the field of healthcare; accounting services
For Application service provider featuring software for use in healthcare billing and financial transactions; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications for use in the management and analysis of insurance operations, billing, invoicing, accounts receivable, reporting, reconciliation, revenue analytics, and forecasting; consultation services for computer systems and applications related to healthcare transaction and reporting information, financial, and insurance operations; data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data in the field of healthcare financial transactions and reporting
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 11, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 9103503 Canada Inc. Address 9103503 Canada Inc. 302-5101 rue Buchan Montreal (Quebec) CANADA H4P1S4 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 7394-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
#### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

#### Mark Literal(s)
POLITICAL PLOTS REVEALED

#### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86913445
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 19, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5083782
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 19, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Sep. 13, 2016

#### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POLITICAL PLOTS"

#### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Entertainment, namely, a continuing political commentary news show broadcast over cable television
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 21, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 21, 2016

#### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

#### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Name**: HERRING NETWORKS, INC.
- **Address**: HERRING NETWORKS, INC. 4757 Morena Boulevard San Diego CALIFORNIA 92117
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

#### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
TM 16615 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAROLINA ROOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86914150 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5080802
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CAROLINA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing boutiques and online retail clothing boutiques

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carolina Roots Boutique DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Carolina Roots Boutique Address Carolina Roots Boutique 8715 Waynick Dr Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27617 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC

19479
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SWEET PUFF

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 86914269 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Feb. 20, 2016 |
| **Registration Number** | 5080803 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| **Mark Type** | Principal |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Aug. 30, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Dietary supplements

| **International Classes** | 5 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 |
| **First Use** | Jan. 01, 2016 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 01, 2016 |

**For** Tobacco; Chemical flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges

| **International Classes** | 34 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 2, 8, 9, 17 |
| **First Use** | May 15, 2014 |
| **In Commerce** | May 15, 2014 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** National Valley Distribution, Inc.

**Address** National Valley Distribution, Inc. 2515 North "W" Street Pensacola FLORIDA 32505

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 200-1700

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** CORWIN, KEVIN SCOTT
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LA SUPPLEMENTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86914302 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5080804
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SUPPLEMENTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 19, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LA Supplements, LLC Address LA Supplements, LLC Suite 102 #273 2733 North Power Road Mesa ARIZONA 85215 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VALLILLO, MELISSA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GREEK EMPIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86914345 Application Filing Date Feb. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5080805
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail clothing stores

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greek Empire, LLC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Greek Empire Address Greek Empire, LLC. PO Box 13308 Maumelle ARKANSAS 72113 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where ARKANSAS
Organized ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RIGHTSWEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86914912 Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2016 Registration Number  5080806
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use  Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bufalo, Lucas DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA RightsWear Clothing Address  Bufalo, Lucas  416 Saltire Dr Rockton  ILLINOIS  61072 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HSU, FONG
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86915044</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 22, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080807</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Mark Literal(s)**: HOOKED ON FISH
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FISH"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dry spice rub for meats and fish
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: ROUSSEAU, SCOTT B
- **Address**: 4 PATRIOT WAY, MELROSE, MASSACHUSETTS 02176
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BOOSTER-B

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86915277  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2016  Registration Number  5080808
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary and nutritional supplements containing B complex vitamins
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Jan. 18, 2016  In Commerce  Feb. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WORK-DAY HEALTH LLC  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA WORK-DAY  Address  WORK-DAY HEALTH LLC  6116 S. 33RD DR. PHOENIX  ARIZONA  85041  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BORSUK, ESTHER A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HELPMEBUILD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86915725 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5080810
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and marketing consultancy; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Operating on-line marketplaces featuring home interior and exterior furnishings, namely, Rugs and Carpets, Artworks and Artifacts in the nature of wall art, wall accents, and Vintage Decor, Bar Cabinets, Bean Bags Filled/Unfilled, Cabinets, shelves and wardrobes, Ceiling lights, Center Tables, Chairs, Clocks, Coffee and Accent Tables, Console tables, Credenzas, Cushions and Pillows, Floor Lamps, Bar Accessories in the nature of Table ware and Ashtrays, Bar Cabinets, Barware, Ceramics in the nature of pottery and planters, Cutlery, Drinkware, Tableware, Trays, Vases, Kitchen Appliances, Kitchenware, Bed Sets, Beds, Home Appliances, Bath Accessories, Bath Mats, Cleaning Equipment and Cleaning Appliances, Hangers and Hooks, Towels, Candles, Lights, Fragrances, Gifts, Handicrafts, Home Accents, Lanterns, Mirrors and Mirror Frames, Photo Frames, Planters, Sculptures, Table lamps, Wall Lights, Bar Furniture, Outdoor Accessories in the nature of outdoor sitting chairs, and swings, Outdoor Furniture, Outdoor Tables, Sun Loungers, Desk Accessories, and recliners

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 20, 2004 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HELP ME BUILD VENTURES Composed of PRASOON SHRIVASTAVA and SHWETA SHRIVASTA, both Citizens of India Address HELP ME BUILD VENTURES C1B, 123, Carlton Estate-1, DLF-V Gurgaon, Haryana INDIA 122002 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized INDIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVAPIT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86915802 Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2016 Registration Number  5080811
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 11, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Barlin, Dara DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA DARE Consulting Address  Barlin, Dara  3115 Garden Avenue  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90039 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHERY, JEFFREY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LA NUTRITION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86915845  Application Filing Date  Feb. 22, 2016  Registration Number  5083785
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 26, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 20, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "NUTRITION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail store services featuring health foods, dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, herbs, vitamins, sports nutrition products, fitness products and apparel, cosmetics
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Sep. 06, 2016  In Commerce  Sep. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NUTRAFIRST, INC.  Address  NUTRAFIRST, INC.  2622 DEBOLT ROAD  UTICA  OHIO  43080
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HARD-HITTING AND IN YOUR FACE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86915854 Application Filing Date Feb. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5080812
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing entertainment shows featuring news, broadcasts, commentary, and talk radio delivered by television, radio, satellite, internet and live
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wave Enterprises, LLC Address Wave Enterprises, LLC Box 281 14747 N Northsight Blvd., STE 111 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85260 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

| Mark Literal(s) | LULUDE B |

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 86915975 |
| Application Filing Date | Feb. 22, 2016 |
| Registration Number | 5080813 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a small boy outlined in black with white arms, legs, face, and stomach, brown hair, blue eyes and eyebrows, a red shirt outlined in black featuring a white circle containing a red "B", blue pants outlined in black with white trim on the bottom, white socks outlined in black, red and white shoes outlined in black with gray soles. Behind the boy is a pink outline of a shoe-like shape with white dashed lines inside the edges of the shape. To the right of the boy and inside the shoe shape are three Chinese characters with the first character is green, the second character is red, and the third is yellow. Below the characters and inside the shoe shape is the wording "LULUDE" in white with the two letters "L" in two red rectangles, the two letters "U" in two blue rectangles, the letter "D" in a green square, and the letter "E" in a red rectangle. Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) brown, black, white, red, blue, gray, green, yellow, and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Transliteration | The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "lulude" and this has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Abayas; Adhesive bras; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; After ski boots; American football bibs; Anglers' shoes; Ankle boots; Ankle socks; Anklets; Anoraks; Anoraks; Anti-perspirant socks; Anti-sweat underclothing; Anti-sweat underwear; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apres-ski shoes; Aprons; Aqua shoes; Artificial flower headdresses; Ascots; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic footwear; Bottoms for babies, adults, children, women, men; Bow ties; Children's cloth eating bibs; Children's headwear; Children's underwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' cloth bibs; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; Gloves; Infant sleepers; Infant wear; Infant wearable blankets; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Infants' shoes and boots; Infants' trousers; Japanese toe-strap sandals (asaura-zori); Shoes for babies, adults, children, women, men; Short trousers |
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Qimiao Qian Address   Qimiao Qian No.275,Hangtou Village Hangtou Town Jiande,Zhejiang CHINA 31600 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   VIGIL, JACOB EUGENE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOMIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86916093  Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2016  Registration Number 5080814
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "MOMIUS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby tops; Bathrobes; Bottoms for babies, adults, children, women, men; Caps; Children's cloth eating bibs; Children's underwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Down jackets; Dress shirts; Dresses that may also be used as towels; Dressing gowns and bath robes; Infant wearable blankets; Infants' shoes and boots; Loungewear; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Negligees; Overcoats; Shawls and stoles; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Shoes; Shoes for babies, adults, children, women, men; Shorts; Skirts and dresses; Socks; Suits; Suits of leather; Surf wear; Sweaters; Sweaters for babies, adults, children, women, men; Sweatshirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Swimsuits; Swimwear; T-shirts; Tops for babies, adults, children, women, men; Trousers; Trousers for babies, adults, children, women, men; Underwear; Wedding gowns

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hansong Chen  Address Hansong Chen  Room 205,Block C2,Building C  Haoye Huating, Xingye Rd, Xixiang BaoAn, Shenzhen  CHINA  518100  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WOTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86916438 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5083787
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word(s) "WOTEK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Self-balancing motor scooter
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NowKin LLC Address NowKin LLC 10685-B Hazelhurst Dr. # 17996 Houston TEXAS 77043 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHINER, MARK W
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AZKADENYA

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86916516</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 23, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080815</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Application</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
<td>015134869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>015134869</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/ Registration County</strong></td>
<td>EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 28, 2026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| **Standard Character Claim** | No          | **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark**  | The mark consists of the stylized tilted word "azkadenya" colored purple. Above this is an incomplete tilted rectangular border with curved corners colored purple. Gaps appear on the left and right side of the border. Appearing inside the border in each corner is a purple colored flower. In the center of the border is the stylized purple colored Arabic script that transliterates to "azkadenya". **Color Drawing** | Yes |
| **Color Claimed**            | The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** | The wording "azkadenya" has no meaning in a foreign language. **Transliteration** | The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "azkadenya" and this has no meaning in a foreign language. |

### FOREIGN INFORMATION

| **Priority Claimed** | Yes               | **Foreign Application Number** | 015134869 |
| **Foreign Application Filing Date** | Feb. 22, 2016 |
| **Foreign Registration Number** | 015134869 |
| **Foreign Registration Date** | Jun. 28, 2016 |
| **Foreign Application/ Registration County** | EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Cafeterias; Cafés; Canteen services; Food and drink catering; Restaurants; Snack-bars; Self service restaurants

| **International Classes** | 43 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Hotel and restaurant services |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently 44E** | Yes |

---

19495
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Eat Group Holding Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Eat Group Holding Limited Craigmuir Chambers, P.O Box 71 Road Town, Tortola BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS VG1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
<td>VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where</strong></td>
<td>VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>TRI.1069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>TENG, SIMON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE PURPLE BUTTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86916930  Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2016  Registration Number 5080817
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized figure of the upper torso of a person in the middle of a pair of hands, with the words "THE PURPLE BUTTON" written underneath the hands with both the design and literal elements on a background of a shaded rounded corner square. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For accelerated data capture software in the field of patient safety for use on mobile phones and medical mobile devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 2013  In Commerce Mar. 04, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CRG Medical, Inc.  Address CRG Medical, Inc. Suite 2800 9700 Bissonnet St  TEXAS 77036 Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEDNARZ, DUSTIN THOMAS
### Re Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ELITE TELECOM

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86917746</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2016</td>
<td>5080821</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TELECOM"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Audio teleconferencing; International telephone services; Internet telephony services; Telecommunications reseller services, namely, providing long distance telecommunication services; Telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling cards
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Oct. 16, 2003
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 16, 2003

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Network Enhanced Telecom, LLP DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA NetworkIP Composed of Vector Net Holdings, LLC, organized under the laws of Delaware; Network Holding, LLP, organized under the laws of Texas; Peter R. Pattullo-U.S. citizen; Go Code Blue, Ltd, organized under the laws of Texas
- **Address**: Network Enhanced Telecom, LLP General Counsel 119 W. Tyler Street Suite 100 Longview TEXAS 75601
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

- **Mark Literal(s)**: JUNGLEST

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86918009</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 24, 2016</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5083790</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 19, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Jerseys; Shoes; Bottoms; Cyclists' jerseys; Jackets; Sports jerseys; Tops
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use** in Commerce: Jul. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: YUKIHARA HO  
  - **Address**: YUKIHARA HO laketown 1-18-26 koshigaya JAPAN 3430828  
  - **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
  - **Citizenship**: JAPAN
- **Owner Name**: Zhang Qinghai  
  - **Address**: Zhang Qinghai hongyuanhuayuan Ihaolou laixi CHINA 266600  
  - **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  
  - **Citizenship**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIG 3

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86918442 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5080825
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BIG" and the numeral "3" with three slanted bars to the left of and overlapping the "B" in the word "BIG". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machine shop services, namely, machining parts for others; metal stamping; custom manufacture of machining equipment; custom manufacture of molds for use in industry; custom manufacture of industrial shipping and storage structures; custom manufacture of automotive shipping and storage racks; welding
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Apr. 1979 In Commerce Apr. 1979

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Big 3 Precision Products, Inc. Address Big 3 Precision Products, Inc. 2923 South Wabash Avenue Centralia ILLINOIS 62801 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 940.00183

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CAPTURE. COMPUTE. CONNECT.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86918498</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2016</td>
<td>5080826</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES 

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the words "CAPTURE. COMPUTE. CONNECT." with three circles above with stylized designs in each. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For supply chain management services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For manufacturing services, namely, manufacturing services for others in the fields of consumer electronics, automotive components, security, communications, and optical components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2016</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For design of optical components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2016</td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** JABIL INC.  
**Address** JABIL INC. 10560 DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. ST. N. ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA 33716  
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 63219-CAPTUR

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLATPACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86918573 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5083981
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mountable apparatus specially adapted to hold pre-folded combat trauma tourniquets for rapid acquisition and deployment thereof
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hauptman, Jonathan Address Hauptman, Jonathan 206 McClellan St Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19148 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Henry, Andrew Address Henry, Andrew 206 McClellan St Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19148 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOARD CERTIFIED IN INTEGRATIVE PEDIATRICS, BCIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86918734 Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5080827
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOARD CERTIFIED IN INTEGRATIVE PEDIATRICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of integrative pediatrics to determine conformity with certification standards
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 07, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE, INC. Address AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE, INC. 2750 E Sunshine St Springfield MISSOURI 65804 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, ANDREA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REAL COOKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86918856  Application Filing Date Feb. 24, 2016  Registration Number 5083793
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "COOKING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Toys, namely, toy food decorating kits, toy chocolate dispensers, toy food molding kits, and prepackaged ingredients for use by children in playing with the aforesaid toy kits that create drawings and decorations on edible surfaces; craft and activity toys, namely, toy food decorating kits, toy chocolate dispensers, toy food molding kits, and prepackaged ingredients for use by children in playing with the aforesaid toy kits; craft and activity toys that create edible items; toy baking kits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sky Rocket Toys, LLC  Address Sky Rocket Toys, LLC  12910 Culver Blvd. Suite F  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA 90066  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S4667-5017

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLYT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86919100  Application Filing Date  Feb. 25, 2016  Registration Number  5054161
Registration Date  Oct. 04, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 30, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4763775

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electronic hookahs; Oral vaporizers for smoking purposes; Smokeless cigar vaporizer pipes; Smokeless cigarette vaporizer pipe; Smokers' oral vaporizer refill cartridges sold empty; Tobacco grinders
International Classes  34 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 8, 9, 17
International Class Title  Smokers' Articles
First Use  Sep. 05, 2014  In Commerce  Sep. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FLYTLAB LLC  Address  FLYTLAB LLC  8033 W Sunset Blvd, Suite 124  West Hollywood  CALIFORNIA  90046
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EPIC FULFILLMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86919949 Application Filing Date Feb. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5080831
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “FULFILLMENT”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distributorship services in the field of medical goods; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials, promotional items, and pharmaceutical samples to health care providers for advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 31, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2011
For Warehousing services, namely, storage, distribution, packing, and shipping of medical goods; transport and delivery of medical goods
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Mar. 31, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mission Pharmacal Company Address Mission Pharmacal Company 10999 IH 10 West, Suite 1000 San Antonio TEXAS 78230 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 4825.105US1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
TM 16640 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLOTHING+

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86921029 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5080832
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services related to the development of marketing and business strategies for textile-integrated electronics; supply chain management services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2001 In Commerce Jul. 2015
For manufacturing services, namely, manufacturing services for others in the field of textile-integrated electronics
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use 2001 In Commerce Jul. 2015
For Product design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2001 In Commerce Jul. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jabil Circuit, Inc. Address Jabil Circuit, Inc. 10560 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. St. N St. Petersburg FLORIDA 33716 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 63219-CLOTHI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
WINGSVIDEOSUSA.COM

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86921144</td>
<td>Feb. 26, 2016</td>
<td>5080833</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of custom designed with wings on either side, circle in the middle and the silhouette of a photographic drone inside the circle. Name "WingsVideosUSA.com" is also within the circle.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For Aerial photography; Aerial Videography**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

- **For Aerial Surveillance services**
  - **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

- **For Search and Rescue services**
  - **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 105
  - **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

- **For Aerial mapping and surveying services; aerial inspection services carried out to assess structural integrity**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **First Use**: Dec. 15, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Soundbyte Digital Audio Productions, Inc
- **Address**: Soundbyte Digital Audio Productions, Inc 421 N 7Th St, 3Rd Fl Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19123
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HONEST ECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86921604 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5080835
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ECO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recreational services in the nature of guided nature and eco tours
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2014
For Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts *, for the purpose of promoting the trademark owner's recreational services in the nature of guided nature and eco tours provided under the trademark owner's mark only *
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Honest Eco LLC Address Honest Eco LLC 201 William Street Key West FLORIDA 33040 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, after line 4, ", for the purpose of promoting the trademark owner's recreational services in the nature of guided nature and eco tours provided under the trademark owner's mark only " inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRODY, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRIPLE PHASE TRAINING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86921989 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5080837
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a representation of an I-beam colored yellow.
On the I-beam are two hoists. One is blue on the far left with grey wheels and the other is yellow on the far right with grey
wheels. The blue hoist has two parts of wire rope colored grey that descend down the mark to a yellow and black load
block with a grey hook. The hook is partially lifting up the top of the "T" in the word "TRAINING". The yellow hoist has
a single part of wire rope that travels down to a blue ball with a grey hook. The blue ball and hook are attached to the "G"
in the word "TRAINING" and it is elevated slightly. "TRIPLE PHASE TRAINING" is spelled out from the top down.
"TRIPLE" is in big block yellow letters with grey dots on all of the edges of the letter representing rivets. It is positioned
in between the two hoists under the top I-beam. "PHASE" is spelled out in thinner blue font and is in between the two
lines of wire rope. "TRAINING" is in yellow and takes up the entire bottom of the mark and has the top of the "T" and the
"G" of the word "TRAINING" being lifted. The font is very similar to the word "TRIPLE" and has the same grey dots
representing rivets. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, blue, black, and grey is/are claimed as
a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "TRAINING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INTERNATIONAL, INC. Address INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 9428 OLD PACIFIC HWY WOODLAND WASHINGTON 98674 Legal Entity
CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86922112 Application Filing Date   Feb. 27, 2016 Registration Number   5083799
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date   Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation   The English translation of "TU" in the mark is "YOU".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Mezcal; Rum; Tequila
International Classes   33 - Primary Classes US Classes   47, 49 International Class Title   Wines and Spirits First Use   Jul. 16, 2016 In Commerce   Jul. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   J. Schweitz Holding B.V. Address   J. Schweitz Holding B.V. P.O. Box 1198 Harderwijk NETHERLANDS 3840BD Legal Entity   Besloten Vennootschap State or Country Where Organized   NETHERLANDS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   CHOSID, ROBIN S

19513
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIZTA CEO AKA MR. REALLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86922195 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5080839
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Matthew Moore, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical sound recordings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matthew Moore Address Matthew Moore 7568 Espie Cove Memphis TENNESSEE 38125 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Examinee QUIGLEY, LINDA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 55 BUNGEE RAMEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86922986 Application Filing Date Feb. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5080841
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "55" AND "RAMEN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Jan. 2011 In Commerce Jan. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 55 Bungee Ramen, Inc. Address 55 Bungee Ramen, Inc. 3435 Wilshire Blvd Suite 1040 Los Angeles
CALIFORNIA 90010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
TM 16647 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TREEFORT NATURALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86923079 Application Filing Date  Feb. 29, 2016 Registration Number  5054547
Registration Date  Oct. 04, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 28, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "NATURALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bar soap; Body lotions; Body scrub; Non-medicated herbal body care products, namely, body oils, salves, and lip balms
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Feb. 08, 2012 In Commerce  Feb. 08, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Treefort Naturals DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Treefort Naturals Composed of  Jessica Eveleigh, US Citizen Address  Treefort Naturals 188 Norwich Ave C2 71 Evergreen Terrace Colchester CONNECTICUT 06415
Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)   DOODLENOODLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86923231   Application Filing Date   Feb. 29, 2016   Registration Number   5080843
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016   Register   Principal   Mark Type   Service Mark   Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.   Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Charitable fundraising services by means of selling t-shirts to raise funds for schools
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes   US Classes   100, 101, 102   International Class Title   Insurance and Financial
First Use   Feb. 12, 2016   In Commerce   Feb. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Giauque Enterprises, LLC   Address   Giauque Enterprises, LLC   18521 E. Queen Creek Rd, Suite 105-2
Queen Creek   ARIZONA   85142   Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY   State or Country Where
Organized   ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
TM 16649 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86923320 Application Filing Date Feb. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5083800
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 19, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two oval border lines, inside which is a
stylized "S" and a stylized "C", the upper part of the "C" hooked through the lower part of the "S". The color black
represents background and/or shading only and is not claimed as part of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, administration of settlement option benefits derived from lottery, estate, note, and periodic
payment proceeds; business liquidation services; annuity underwriting
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and
Financial First Use Apr. 19, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Settlement Capital Corporation Address Settlement Capital Corporation 14755 Preston Road, Suite 610
Dallas TEXAS 75254 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7910.204

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATIONWIDE CUSTOMPAK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86924219 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5083804
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3801671

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance services, namely, underwriting, issuance and administration of commercial liability and property insurance
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jul. 06, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company Address Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company Office of General Counsel, 1-35-205 One Nationwide Plaza Columbus OHIO 432152226 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JUN, WON KYUNG WENDY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STNTV THE SOCIAL TELEVISION NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86924708 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5080846
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "STNTV". The letters "TV" are taller than the letters "STN". The letter "V" has three curved lines over a circle to signify a digital signal being broadcast. The wording "THE SOCIAL TELEVISION NETWORK" appears below the letters "STNTV". The rectangle represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "SOCIAL TELEVISION NETWORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preparing advertisements for others, namely, preparing video advertising and promotional videos for commercial use via the internet and television, digital cable and video-on-demand or download
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016
For Transmission and delivery of television programs and promotional videos via the internet through digital and social media channels
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SPX Productions, LLC Address SPX Productions, LLC 637 S 48th St, Bldg 425, Ste 102 Tempe ARIZONA 85281 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDSON, JENNIFER D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMERICAN DANCER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86924827 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5080848
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Magazines in the field of recreational and competitive dance

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name USA DANCE, INC. Address USA DANCE, INC. PO Box 152988 Cape Coral FLORIDA 33915
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0010-278950

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PINEAPPLE JACK'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86925050 Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2016 Registration Number  5080850
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Bar services; Restaurant services
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services First Use   Oct. 01, 1999 In Commerce   Oct. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Anthony Capomaccio Address   Anthony Capomaccio 8630 Belcastro Street Las Vegas NEVADA 89113 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SCHWAB, CHAU CRISTIA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ICHERUB MONITOR |
MEASURE | MAXIMIZE CHILDCARE
MANAGEMENT ON THE CLOUD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86925107  Application Filing Date  Mar. 01, 2016  Registration Number   5080851
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of four stick figures forming a half circle and a
curved line with the literal element "iCherub" positioned below the curved line, the literal element "monitor | measure |
maximize" positioned below the literal element "iCherub", and the literal element "childcare on the cloud" positioned
below the literal element "monitor | measure | maximize".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer  "CHILDCARE ON THE CLOUD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing necessary tools to manage childcare center's day-to-day transactions, manage the accounts/parents/guardian information and related contact information, child's information, parent's daily report, child's daily health check, staff information, staff credentials, staff professional development, child's attendance and observation standards featuring head-start and Pre-K standards, child's immunization management with CDC compliance, staff conference preparation, agreements/contracts management, task and events management, email communication to parents and staff, comprehensive reports, dashboards, training, consulting and software development;
Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in necessary tools to manage childcare center's day-to-day transactions, manage the accounts/parents/guardian information and related contact information, child's information, parent's daily report, child's daily health check, staff information, staff credentials, staff professional development, child's attendance and observation standards featuring head-start and Pre-K standards, child's immunization management with CDC compliance, staff conference preparation, agreements/contracts management, task and events management, email communication to parents and staff, comprehensive reports, dashboards, training, consulting and software development
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2016</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** iCherub LLC  
**Address** iCherub LLC  12 Penns Trail, Suite 462  Newtown  PENNSYLVANIA  18940

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** PENNSYLVANIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** TTA28862

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ORNDORFF, LINDA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DOUMEES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86925332 Application Filing Date Mar. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5083982
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 26, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dating services; Dating services provided via mobile application; Dating services provided via website; Dating services, namely, providing an on-line computer database featuring single people interested in meeting other single people; Matchmaking services; Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; Online social networking services in the field of dating provided via a website; Online social networking services in the field of dating; Computer dating services; Internet based social networking, introduction, and dating services; Internet-based dating, social introduction and social networking services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZFILINGS, INC. Address ZFILINGS, INC. 825 Columbia Street South Pasadena CALIFORNIA 91030 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMI2-T.e367

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBOIS, MICHELLE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86925754 Application Filing Date: Mar. 02, 2016 Registration Number: 5080854
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a design of a goat head with patches all over it. The goat also has horns. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use: Oct. 01, 2013 In Commerce: Oct. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: The Funky Goat Address: The Funky Goat 5761 Lyons Road Dublin VIRGINIA 24084 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  STREETCAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86925784  Application Filing Date  Mar. 02, 2016  Registration Number  5080855
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business consulting services relating to the integration of the areas of business process technology, organizational learning, change management, and operational sustainability
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Apr. 25, 2012  In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Streetcat Media, LLC  Address  Streetcat Media, LLC  Apt. 4054  790 Huff Road NW  Atlanta  GEORGIA 30318  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  IN, SUNG HYUN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WGROUP.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86925949 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5080856
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "WGROUP" with the letter "W" in red and the wording "GROUP" in black. The overlap between the letters "W" and "G" appears in white. The wording "WGROUP" is followed by a red period. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consultation; Executive search and placement services; Outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for businesses; Outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others in the field of information technology; Cost assessment services; Business consulting services relating to the integration of areas of business process technology, organizational learning, change management, and operational sustainability; Business organization and operation consultancy; Consulting services in the field of human resources; placement of staff, providing business support staff services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 02, 2004 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2004
For IT Consulting services; Consulting in the field of IT project management; Consulting in the field of IT Strategy and strategic planning; Consulting services in the fields of selection, implementation and use of computer software and hardware systems, for associated vendors and for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Feb. 02, 2004 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name W Group Inc. Address W Group Inc. 150 N. Radnor Chester Road Suite A230 Radnor PENNSYLVANIA 19087 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HD VEST INVESTMENT SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86926122 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5080857 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INVESTMENT SERVICES" Name Portrait Consent "HD VEST" identifies Herbert D. Vest, who is a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2047321

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial investment services, namely, professional money management services, retirement financial and estate planning services, financial portfolio management, and financial investment, security, commodity and stock brokerage services International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 31, 1983 In Commerce Jul. 22, 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AVANTAX WEALTH MANAGEMENT, INC. Address AVANTAX WEALTH MANAGEMENT, INC. 6333 N. STATE HIGHWAY 161 IRVING TEXAS 75038 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Texas

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HD VEST ADVISORY SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86926166 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5080858
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ADVISORY SERVICES"
Name Portrait Consent "HD VEST" identifies Herbert D. Vest, who is a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2047321

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial investment services, namely, investment advisory services, professional money management services, retirement financial and estate planning services, financial portfolio management, and financial investment, security, commodity and stock brokerage services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AVANTAX WEALTH MANAGEMENT, INC. Address AVANTAX WEALTH MANAGEMENT, INC. 6333 N. STATE HIGHWAY 161 IRVING TEXAS 75038 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VSYNC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86926577 Application Filing Date Mar. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5080859
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in project management, project collaboration, and sharing and synchronizing of project-specific calendars, timesheets, maps, and documents
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 2015 In Commerce Mar. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Virtus Software Solutions, LLC Address Virtus Software Solutions, LLC Suite B1 2111 E. Baseline Rd. Tempe ARIZONA 85283 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10108-2

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CASTRO, GIANCARLO
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SAN PIN WANG

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86926812</td>
<td>Mar. 02, 2016</td>
<td>5080861</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Jul. 26, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of three Chinese characters above the wording &quot;SAN PIN WANG&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to &quot;San Pin Wang&quot; and this means &quot;Three Flavor King&quot; in English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Bar and cocktail lounge services; Bar and restaurant services; Bar services; Café; Café and restaurant services; Café services; Café-restaurants; Cafés; Catering; Catering for the provision of food and beverages; Catering in fast-food cafeterias; Catering of food and drinks; Catering services; Fast-food restaurants; Fast-food restaurants and snackbars; Hotel accommodation services; Hotel and motel services; Hotel and restaurant services; Hotel services; Hotel, bar and restaurant services; Hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; Hotel, restaurant and bar services; Hotel, restaurant and catering services; Hotels; Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Restaurants; Arranging temporary housing accommodations; Bar and restaurant services; Cafeteria and restaurant services; Café and restaurant services; Café-restaurants; Catering in fast-food cafeterias; Cocktail lounge buffets; Coffee bars; Coffee and juice bar services; Coffee-house and snack-bar services; Fast-food restaurants; Fast-food restaurants and snackbars; Food and drink catering; Hotel accommodation services; Hotel and restaurant services; Hotel, bar and restaurant services; Hotel, restaurant and bar services; Hotel, restaurant and catering services; Hotel, bar and restaurant services; Hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; Hotel, restaurant and bar services; Hotel, restaurant and catering services; Hotels; Restaurant; Restaurant and bar services; Restaurant and café services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant and hotel services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Restaurant, bar and catering services; Self service restaurants; Self-service restaurant services; Tea bars; Wine bars |
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services  
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   LIUXIA HUANG DBA, AKA, Formerly TA San Pin Wang Address   LIUXIA HUANG San Pin Wang  
735 W Duarte Road, #208 Arcadia  CALIFORNIA  91007 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   CHINA  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BLANE, SUZANNE M  

19534
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEATBALL REPUBLIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 86926858 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 02, 2016 | Registration Number | 5080862 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register       | Principal | Mark Type      | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date  | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEATBALL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and catering services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Dec. 15, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 03, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Meatball Republic LLC Address Meatball Republic LLC 44146 Calle Ciuita Temecula CALIFORNIA 92592 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOR YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86927046 Application Filing Date Mar. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080864
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Biscuits; Bread; Cakes; Candy; Chewing gum; Chocolate covered nuts; Cocoa; Coffee; Cookies; Corn chips; Honey; Ice; Ice cream; Noodles; Pastries; Tea
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jul. 01, 2005 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KUAI KUAI CO., LTD. Address KUAI KUAI CO., LTD. NO.48, TUNG-YUAN RD., CHUNG LI DIST. TAO YUAN CITY 320 TAIWAN Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized TAIWAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VM70666

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUYERPRICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA Buyer Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Dashboard Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  IHIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86927458</td>
<td>Mar. 03, 2016</td>
<td>5080866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a design of a house composed of the stylized letters &quot;IHI&quot; under a roof featuring the letter &quot;S&quot; streaming below the second letter &quot;I&quot; depicting a driveway.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2011</td>
<td>Feb. 07, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey, Watson</td>
<td>Ramsey, Watson 4080 Grand Ave Deland FLORIDA 32720</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GARDNER, DAWNA BERYL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VERIARTS

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86927661</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 03, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080867</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Art appraisal; Art brokerage; Consultation in art as an investment
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 02, 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: VERIARTS CORP
- **Address**: VERIARTS CORP Apt. 5 1375 Sacramento Street San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94109
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: TRATOS, MARK STEVEN

---

19539
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MILDGENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- Serial Number: 86928714
- Application Filing Date: Mar. 04, 2016
- Registration Number: 5080872
- Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
- Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- Standard Character Claim: No
- Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized word "MILDGENT" with two square designs placed above the letter "M" and a leaf design extending from the bottom of the letter "T", with shading inside the letters "D", "G" and "E".
- Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- Translation: The wording "Mildgent" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- For: Anti-itch ointment; Antiallergic medicines; Chemical preparations for treating mildew; Depuratives for the body; Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; Dietary food supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Drug delivery agents in the form of capsules that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; Food supplements, namely, anti-oxidants; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for intestinal disorders; Nutritionally fortified beverages for medical purposes; Pharmaceutical preparation for skin care; Vaginal washes; Wart removing preparations
- International Classes: 5 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- International Class Title: Pharmaceuticals
- First Use: Mar. 01, 2016
- In Commerce: Mar. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- Owner Name: FUYUAN HEALTH TECH (HONGKONG) CO, LIMITED
- Address: FUYUAN HEALTH TECH (HONGKONG) CO, LIMITE D OFFICE UNIT B ON 9/F THOMSON, COMM BLDG 8 THOMSON RD, HONG KONG
- Legal Entity: LIMITED COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: HONG KONG

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- Docket Number: VM70819
- EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FACTA ANIMAL WELFARE
HUMANE CERTIFIED SCIENCE BASED
WWW.FACTALLLC.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86928986 Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2016 Registration Number  5080873
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "FACTA" above the wording "ANIMAL WELFARE" above the word "HUMANE" above the word "CERTIFIED" above the wording "SCIENCE BASED" above the website address of "WWW.FACTALLLC.COM", all inside a rectangular border with curved edges.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "ANIMAL WELFARE HUMANE CERTIFIED SCIENCE BASED"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4528284, 4592207

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal welfare audit services, namely, review and analysis of a company's animal welfare business policies and business systems, the preparation, organization and presentation of animal welfare business audit results, and advice on regulatory and customer business audit processes, policies and strategy
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Feb. 24, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 24, 2016 Used Anywhere in Another Form  The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/28/2013. Used in Commerce in Another Form  The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/28/2013.

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Verassure LLC, a division of Frost PLLC Address  Verassure LLC, a division of Frost PLLC Suite 3300 425 W. Capitol Ave. Little Rock ARKANSAS 72201 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  ARKANSAS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF

19542
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BASEBOLI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86929031 Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2016 Registration Number  5080874
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Sandwich wraps; Sandwich wraps made of dough; Wrap sandwiches
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use  Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Black, Richard William DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Basboli Address  Black, Richard William  2509 NE 19th Avenue Wilton Manors FLORIDA 33305 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, LIEF ANDREW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FACTA ANIMAL WELFARE
HUMANE CERTIFIED WWW.FACTALLC.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86929037 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5080875
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "FACTA" above the wording "ANIMAL WELFARE" above the word "HUMANE" above the word "CERTIFIED" above the website address of "WWW.FACTALLC.COM", all inside a rectangular border with curved edges. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ANIMAL WELFARE HUMANE CERTIFIED"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4528284, 4592207

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Animal welfare audit services, namely, review and analysis of a company's animal welfare business policies and business systems, the preparation, organization and presentation of animal welfare business audit results, and advice on regulatory and customer business audit processes, policies and strategy
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 24, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 24, 2016 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/28/2013. Used in Commerce in Another Form The mark was first used in commerce in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 05/28/2013.

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Verassure LLC, a division of Frost PLLC Address Verassure LLC, a division of Frost PLLC Suite 3300 425 W. Capitol Ave. Little Rock ARKANSAS 72205 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARKANSAS
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONNXUS CARES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86929629  Application Filing Date  Mar. 04, 2016  Registration Number  5083807
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "CONNXUS" with a large "X"
inside a heart and the word "CARES" in script under the "US" in "CONNXUS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4708294, 4707324

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions; accepting and administering monetary charitable
contributions to support minority-owned and women-owned businesses; charitable fundraising; charitable fundraising to
support minority-owned and women-owned businesses; on-line charitable fundraising; on-line charitable fundraising to
support minority-owned and women-owned businesses
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ConnXus, Inc.  Address  ConnXus, Inc.  5155 Financial Way  Mason  OHIO  45040  Legal Entity
CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  40036-0015

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THERA-GLIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86930227 Application Filing Date Mar. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5080877
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Range of motion medical device, namely, a hand and foot medical device providing a range of motion for pre and post surgery designed to assist the patient with increasing range of motion with and without resistant bands
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jan. 02, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sorbel, Shayna Address Sorbel, Shayna 63 Ambroise Newport Coast CALIFORNIA 92657 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinining Attorney JACKSON, SHA-KARA E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIMPLY RADIANT AWARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86930279 Application Filing Date  Mar. 05, 2016 Registration Number  5080878
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "RADIANT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Repair and installation services, namely, the installation of heating, cooling and environmental control systems primarily using solar energy, renewable energy resources and rainwater

For  Telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission of voice, video, messages and data; transmission, reception, and processing of sound and video via computer networks

For  Electronic storage of electronic media, namely, digital and analog data, images, text, audio, and video data; providing online non-downloadable software for recording, viewing, storing, sharing and analyzing online data; computer services, namely, providing an internet site featuring technology that facilitates the monitoring and control, from a remote location by wired or wireless communication, of devices for environmental monitoring and control, namely, thermostats, temperature, humidity and environmental sensors, heating, cooling and climate control equipment, occupancy sensors, alerts, and climate data; non-downloadable computer software for mobile phones, tablets and other wireless devices, namely, software for use in recording, viewing, storing, sharing and analyzing digital and analog data, and electronic media

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Energy Environmental Corporation
Address   Energy Environmental Corporation  8295 S Krameria Way
Centennial  COLORADO  80112
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OCTOBERMOON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86930487 Application Filing Date Mar. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5080881
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "OCTOBERMOON". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-glare glasses; Baby monitors; Breathing apparatus for divers, namely, rebreathers; Diving gloves; Ear plugs for divers; Face masks for diving; Goggles for sports; Headphones; Life jackets; Nose clips for divers and swimmers; Rechargeable electric batteries; Spectacles; Waterproof survival suits for the prevention of drowning
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 05, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Weisitong Technology Co.,ltd Address Shenzhen Weisitong Technology Co.,ltd Rm 412,No.38, Wuhe South Road Nankeng Community?Bantian Street Shenzhen,Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
Evolcast

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86930679</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for sales forecast management.
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 16, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Evolcast
- **Address**: Evolcast 61 rue de la Cerisaie, Massy, FRANCE 91300
- **Legal Entity**: société par actions simplifiée (sas)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: Flowers, Jay K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIYOKO'S KITCHEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86931651 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5080884
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MIYOKO'S KITCHEN" and design. The design consists of an oval with four inward notches and within the oval is the term "MIYOKO'S" curved downward above the term "KITCHEN" which is curved upward. Above the term "MIYOKO'S" are fanciful swirls, one on each side of a stylized plant, between the terms are fanciful swirls, one on each side of a stylized plant, a dot flanks each end, and below the term "KITCHEN" are fanciful swirls one on each side of a stylized plant. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "KITCHEN" Name Portrait Consent The name shown in the mark identifies Miyoko Schinner, whose consent to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vegan cheeses made from processed nuts; vegetable-based spreads
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Sep. 05, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miyoko's Kitchen Address Miyoko's Kitchen 1966 Sir Francis Drake Blvd. Fairfax CALIFORNIA 94946 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 059126411T01

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G TOGU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86931864 Application Filing Date Mar. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5080886
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TOGU", the left is a stylized letter "G" inside a shield and a crown on the top. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "TOGU" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothes hooks of metal; Door closers of metal, non-electric; Door handles of metal; Door panels of metal; Door stops of metal; Fittings of metal for furniture; Fittings of metal for windows; Hinges of metal; Hooks of metal for clothes rails; Knobs of metal; Locks of metal, other than electric; Metal chains; Metal door bolts; Metal door viewers; Metal hardware, namely, springs; Pipes of metal; Reinforcing materials of metal for buildings; Runners of metal for sliding doors; Towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; Metal window pulleys

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jan. 08, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZHANG, YING Address ZHANG, YING UNIT 303 SHANYU BUILDING 9 HUANNAN XINCHENG NANCUN TOWN PANYU DIST GUANGZHOU CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** I SALUMI DI ITALO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOREIGN INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Application/Registration County</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEGA FRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86934776  Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2016  Registration Number 5080893
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "FRESH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air deodorizing preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals  First Use Mar. 01, 2015  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alpha Aromatics  Address Alpha Aromatics 290 Alpha Drive Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15238
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INNOVATE THE HUSTLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86934895 Application Filing Date Mar. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5080895
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, developing, organizing and conducting training programs and workshops that help ex-convicts and persons with substance abuse disorders develop career and entrepreneurial skills through mentorship and training software

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Recovery Through Entrepreneurship Center Inc. Address Recovery Through Entrepreneurship Center Inc. 9 Garden Place Brooklyn NEW YORK 11201 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where
Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TWENTYFIVEONE OUTDOORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86935213 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5080896
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OUTDOORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Sweatshirts; Athletic shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Button down shirts; Camouflage gloves; Collared shirts; Fishing shirts; Golf shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hunting shirts; Knit shirts; Long-sleeved shirts; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Outdoor gloves; Polo shirts; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports caps and hats; Tee shirts; Toboggan hats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Davis, Joshua Don DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TwentyfiveOne Outdoors Address Davis, Joshua Don 943 Stokley Court Atmore ALABAMA 36502 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Davis, Cynthia Allen DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA TwentyfiveOne Outdoors Address Davis, Cynthia Allen 943 Stokley Court Atmore ALABAMA 36502 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WIREFENCESTAPLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86935237 Application Filing Date   Mar. 10, 2016 Registration Number   5080897
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness   In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   On-line retail store services featuring fence staplers and fence staples to affix fence to wood posts, both pneumatic and gas powered tools
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Oct. 01, 2010 In Commerce   Oct. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Scintiprox, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Wire Fence Stapler Address   Scintiprox, Inc. 841 Sulphur Lick Rd  Frankfort KENTUCKY  40601 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
TM 16684 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VERSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86936534 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080903 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "VERSEN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewelry; Body jewelry; Clip earrings; Costume jewelry; Jewelry clips for adapting pierced earrings to clip-on earrings; Necklace and earring combinations that can be worn separately or as one piece International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 11, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 11, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wei'erSEN Science Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Wei'erSEN Science Co., Ltd. Qianhai Shenzhen-HK Cooperation Zone Room 201 Block A No. 1 QianWan 1st Road Shenzhen CHINA 518000 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIU, PHILIP HUAI-EN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PANOERA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86936556 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080904
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "PANOERA" in a stylized form. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "PANOERA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising services; Demonstration of goods; Import and export agencies; Marketing services; On-line advertising on computer communication networks; On-line ordering services featuring Cameras; Organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Pay per click advertising; Promotional marketing services using audiovisual media; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Sales promotion for others; all of the aforementioned services in relation to cameras, cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments, electromagnetic coils, hologram apparatus, power supplies, slide or photograph projection apparatus, stands for photographic apparatus, tripods for cameras, viewfinders, photographic, cinematographic cameras
For Cameras; Cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; Electromagnetic coils; Hologram apparatus; Power supplies; Slide or photograph projection apparatus; Stands for photographic apparatus; Tripods for cameras; Viewfinders, photographic; Cinematographic cameras

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: ZEKINO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
**Address**: ZEKINO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED Unit A 17/F Goodwill Industrial Building 36-44 Pak Tin Par Street Tsuen Wan NT HONG KONG  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: BAKER, JORDAN A

19562
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ZYSTERT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86936583</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 11, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080905</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
**For** Audio-video receivers; Baby monitors; Bags adapted for laptops; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Blank USB flash drives; Burglar alarms; Camcorders; CD players; Chargers for batteries; Communications software for connecting computer network users, global computer networks; Computer bags; Computer cameras; Display screen filters adapted for use with computers, televisions, PC tablets; DVD players; Electric door bells; Electric navigational instruments; Electronic anti-theft system comprised of a bar code scanner that allows manufacturers to temporarily disable electronic goods during the manufacturing process and allows retailers to enable such goods upon receiving the purchase price for the goods; Electronic book reader; Electronic and optical communications instruments and components, namely, cable television transmitters; Flashlights for use in photography; Fluorescent screens; Galvanic batteries; Global positioning system (GPS); Headphones; Lens hoods; Light emitting diodes (LEDs); Loudspeaker cabinets; Mobile telephones; Optical filters; Photographic filters; Portable LED safety lighting devices for personal use for safety purposes; Portable media players; Portable photography equipment, namely, reflectors, tripods, light stands and supports and bags specially adapted for these goods; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for smartphones; Remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos; Shutter releases; Tablet computer; Telephone sets; Tripods for cameras; Video baby monitors; Video telephones; Videorecorders; Weighing apparatus and instruments; Sunglasses

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Jan. 04, 2016 **In Commerce** Jan. 04, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Shenzen Zhuoyue Chuangxing Technology Co., Ltd
Address  Shenzen Zhuoyue Chuangxing Technology Co., Ltd
          Rm 306, An'juyuan, No. 12, Shangmeilin Kaifeng North Rd., Futian District, Shenzhen, CHINA
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HD VEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86936948 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080907
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent "HD VEST" identifies Herbert D. Vest, who is a living individual whose consent is of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2047321

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial investment and insurance services, namely, insurance brokerage, professional money management services, retirement financial and estate planning services, financial portfolio management, and financial investment, security, commodity and stock brokerage services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Dec. 31, 1985 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1985

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AVANTAX WEALTH MANAGEMENT, INC. Address AVANTAX WEALTH MANAGEMENT, INC. 6333 N. STATE HIGHWAY 161 IRVING TEXAS 75038 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NATURE STIX

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86937129
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080908
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "STICKS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Treats in the nature of pet food for animals; Edible pet treats for animals
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use**: Oct. 12, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 12, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Healthy Pets, Inc.
- **Address**: Healthy Pets, Inc. 34501 Seventh Street Union City CALIFORNIA 94587
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 214-082TM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DISCOVER THE SECRET TO CAPTIVATING SKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86937136 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5083809
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements comprised of vitamins and minerals
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Powders used in the preparation of fruit-based beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alticor Inc. Address Alticor Inc. 78-2M 7575 Fulton Street East Ada MICHIGAN 49355 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMID 41334
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACTODAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86938170 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5080910
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education and entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of ongoing television programs in the field of family management and relationships; Education services in the nature of courses at the university level; Education services in the nature of early childhood instruction; Education services, namely, one-on-one mentoring in the field of mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; Education services, namely, pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction, vocational instruction, mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops for individuals with developmental disorders or learning disabilities; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle and high school reform; Education services, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) classroom instruction; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; Education services, namely, providing online cognitive assessments and training programs that help identify cognitive strengths and weaknesses of an individual; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; Education services, namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction at international schools; Education services, namely, training educators to teach through service learning and civic engagement and providing curricula in connection therewith; Educational counseling services to assist students in planning and preparing for further education; Educational services, namely, developing
curriculum for educators; Educational services, namely, providing web-based and classroom training for certification of teachers and continuing education for teachers and principals; Fitness boot camps; Arranging and conducting educational congresses; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized in-company leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing public and in-company keynote presentations to business leaders; Business education and training services, namely, developing customized leadership and executive development programs, providing executive coaching services, and providing business education programs to employees and executives; Career counseling, namely, providing advice concerning education options to pursue career opportunities; Charitable services in the nature of providing fitness instruction in the field of acting, sports, physical fitness, yoga, pilates, running, jogging, aerobics, weight training and aquatic sports; Charitable services, namely, providing vocational education in the fields of construction and flight training to obtain pilot's license, providing career guidance, and providing group coaching in the field of leadership development to disadvantaged youth; Computer education training services; Conducting fitness classes; Conducting after school educational enhancement tutoring programs; Consulting services in the fields of fitness and exercise; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the legal, medical, accounting, and real estate fields; Counseling services in the field of physical fitness; Education services, namely, pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction, vocational instruction, mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops for individuals with any learning challenges, learning disorders, disabilities and/or mental conditions including but not limited to autism, dyslexia, dyscalculia, dysgraphia, ADHD; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the field of mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; Education services, namely, providing tutoring in the fields of mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, tutoring, and mentoring in the field of middle and high school reform; Education services, namely, providing mentoring, tutoring, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; Education services, namely, providing panel discussions in the field of acting, sports, physical fitness, yoga, pilates, running, jogging, aerobics, weight training and aquatic sports; Educational services, namely, developing and conducting workouts, workshops, presentations, retreats, and personal training in right-brain fitness; Educational services, namely, providing cognitive fitness programs for seniors; Encouraging amateur sports and physical education by organizing, sanctioning, conducting, regulating and governing amateur athletic programs and activities; Entertainment and education services in the nature of a series of short shows featuring news, instructional information, variety and comedy distributed to mobile handsets, which may include video, text, photos, illustrations or hypertext; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of on-line competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment in the nature of providing an informational and entertainment website in the fields of celebrity gossip, entertainment, sports and fitness; Golf fitness instruction; Information in the field of parenting concerning education of children; Information relating to entertainment and education provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; Interactive educational and entertainment services, namely, providing a web-based virtual educational theme-park
featuring mathematics, science, history, art, philosophy, engineering, language arts, grammar, reading comprehension, creative writing, computer programming, graphic design, architecture, computer science, law, foreign language, technology, astronomy, chemistry, biology, physics, kinesiology and psychology; On-line education credit and degree evaluation and comparison services; Organization of seminars; Organizing live exhibitions and conferences in the fields of education, culture, sports and entertainment for non-business and non-commercial purposes; Organizing on-line exhibitions and conferences in the fields of education, culture, sports and entertainment for non-business and non-commercial purposes; Personal fitness training services; Personal fitness training services and consultancy; Personal fitness training services featuring aerobic and anaerobic activities combined with resistance and flexibility training; Personal fitness training services, namely, providing cross-training instruction to tennis players, based on pilates methods and tennis techniques, in a studio or on a tennis court; Physical education services; Physical fitness assessment services; Physical fitness conditioning classes; Physical fitness consultation; Physical fitness instruction; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing exercise classes, body sculpting classes, and group fitness classes; Physical fitness studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities; Physical fitness training of individuals and groups; Physical fitness training services; Physical fitness training services using pilates apparatuses, pilates training techniques and tennis techniques to improve core strength, endurance and match play for tennis players in order to prevent tennis-related injuries and assist in the rehabilitation process of injured tennis players; Providing fitness and exercise facilities; Providing fitness and exercise studio services, namely, pilates instruction and training; Providing fitness and exercise studio services, namely, providing pilates apparatuses and tennis training equipment; Providing fitness instruction services in the field of acting, sports, physical fitness, yoga, pilates, running, jogging, aerobics, weight training and aquatic sports; Providing fitness training services in the field of acting, sports, physical fitness, yoga, pilates, running, jogging, aerobics, weight training and aquatic sports; Providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness; Providing a web site featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations of users on events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; Providing a web site that features information about online higher education resources; Providing a website featuring information in the fields of education and entertainment for children; Providing a website featuring information on exercise and fitness; Providing an interactive website featuring information and links relating to fitness; Providing an on-line computer database featuring information regarding exercise and fitness; Providing an on-line computer database featuring information regarding exercise and fitness before and after pregnancy; Providing classes, seminars, workshops, and training for parents, instructors, and other individuals in the field of education for individuals with autism and other developmental disorders; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the fields of fitness, exercise, boxing, kick boxing and mixed martial arts; Providing continuing business education courses; Providing continuing dental education courses; Providing continuing legal education courses; Providing continuing medical education courses; Providing continuing nursing education courses; Providing facilities for acting, sports, physical fitness, yoga, pilates, running, jogging, aerobics, weight training and aquatic sports; Providing general fitness and mixed martial arts facilities that require memberships and are focused in the fields of general fitness, exercise, and mixed martial arts; Providing information about education; Providing information about online education; Providing information and news in the field of teaching methodology and education; Providing information in the field of children's education; Providing information in the field of literacy, reading, sign language, education, training, early childhood instruction and tutoring related to hearing and speech disabilities via the Internet; Providing information in the field of literacy, reading, sign language, education, training, early childhood instruction and tutoring related to hearing and speech disabilities via the Internet; Providing information on teaching
methodology and education issues to music educators; Providing information relating to education services; Providing information relating to education services for children; Providing on-line resource guides for relatives concerning children in the fields of education, recreation, and entertainment; Providing personal fitness training for acting, sports, physical fitness, yoga, pilates, running, jogging, aerobics, weight training and aquatic sports; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to corporate clients to help their employees make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise alterations in their daily living; Providing personal training and physical fitness consultation to individuals to help them make physical fitness, strength, conditioning, and exercise improvement in their daily living; Providing physical fitness and exercise service, namely, indoor cycling and yoga instruction; Providing voice-overs for tapes, records and other recorded media for entertainment and education purposes; Research in the field of education via the internet; Teaching, training, tutoring and courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate level

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment **First Use**  Oct. 01, 1994 **In Commerce**  Oct. 01, 1994

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  ACTODAY Foundation, Inc **DBA, AKA, Formerly**  DBA ACTODAY **Address**  ACTODAY Foundation, Inc  2870 Peachtree Rd. 848  Atlanta  GEORGIA  30305 **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION **State or Country**  GEORGIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SEVERSON, JUSTIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DALILIANA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86938221 Application Filing Date Mar. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5080911
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "Daliliana" in the mark is "My Directory".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line business directories featuring middle eastern businesses; Providing on-line web directory services featuring hyperlinks to the websites of others; Providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Daliliana LLC Address Daliliana LLC 5130 Raymond ave 5130 Dearborn Heights MICHIGAN 48125
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUBIN, DAVID I
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FOX LITE PRO

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86938384</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2016</td>
<td>5080912</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "LITE PRO"

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Hinks, Andrew
- **Address**: Hinks, Andrew PO Box 2029 Darwin AUSTRALIA 0800
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: AUSTRALIA

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOYEINN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86938419 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2016 Registration Number 5080913
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Toyeinn" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Toyeinn" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer peripheral devices; Electricity limiters; Electronic controllers used to reduce electricity power consumption; Voltage regulators for electric power which reduce electricity consumption; Covers for electric outlets; Low voltage electrical power supplies; Switches, electric; Voltage regulators for vehicles; High voltage electric switch plates; Voltage stabilizers; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 03, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Toye Technology Company limited Address Shenzhen Toye Technology Company limited Floor 4, Plant 6, Huanglai Co. Yanchuan Road, Songgang Street Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SKYRAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86939476 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2016 Registration Number 5080916
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Skyray" with italic font; Red, light blue colors. Red is used in the logo "S" of the trademark, light blue is used for the letters "kyray". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Multi-element and customized spectrum analyzers for measuring elemental content of material utilizing x-ray fluorescence technology
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2001 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Skyray Instruments USA Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Skyray Address Skyray Instruments USA Inc 1717 N. Akard Street Ste 2520 Dallas TEXAS 75201 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney MCPHERSON RAYBURN, SHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPARTAN EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86939483 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2016 Registration Number 5083810
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 05, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular frame containing the front view of a silhouette of a combat helmet on a splattered background to the left of the words "SPARTAN EDGE" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3922752, 4210042, 4593296

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting training, classes, seminars, workshops and online courses in the fields of physical fitness, mental fitness, leadership, team building, and obstacle course creation and distribution of curricula and training material in connection therewith; Educational services, namely, providing training of teachers, educators and schools for certification in the fields of physical fitness, mental fitness, leadership, team building, and obstacle course creation; Arranging and conducting youth sports programs in the fields of obstacle courses, athletic events, sporting events and competitions, physical fitness, mental fitness, leadership, team building, and obstacle course creation; Entertainment in the nature of obstacle courses, athletic events, sporting events and competitions; Arranging, organizing and conducting obstacle courses, athletic events, sporting events and competitions; Summer camps; Sport camps; Operation of summer camps and sports camps; Educational services, namely, conducting camps in the fields of physical fitness, mental fitness, leadership, team building, and obstacle course creation and distribution of curricula and training material in connection therewith
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jul. 12, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   SOUTH OCEAN FUNDING, LLC  
Address   SOUTH OCEAN FUNDING, LLC  9350 CONROY WINDERMERE ROAD   WINDERMERE   FLORIDA  34786  
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
Country Where Organized   FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   386499-00034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RILAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86939521 Application Filing Date Mar. 14, 2016 Registration Number 5080917
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Rilan Roppolo, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball caps and hats; Sweatshirts; T-shirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use No. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rilan Roppolo Address Rilan Roppolo 190 Sauve Road River Ridge LOUISIANA 70123 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INFORMATION. SECURITY. HANDLED.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86939752
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 14, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080919
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "INFORMATION SECURITY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BSI AMERICA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INC.
- **Address**: BSI AMERICA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INC. 12950 WORLDGATE DRIVE, SUITE 800 HERNDON VIRGINIA 20170
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 43275-000400
- **Examining Attorney**: SWIFT, GILBERT M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MONOJOY

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mark Information**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the wording "MONOJOY" in stylized form with the bottoms of the letter "N" and letter "J" connected and the letters "NOJ" inside an oval.

**Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Translation** The wording "MONOJOY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**Goods and Services Information**

For [Beard clippers; Crimping irons; Curling tongs; Cuticle nippers; Cuticle tweezers; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Ear-piercing apparatus; Eyelash curlers; Fingernail polishes, electric or non-electric; Hair-removing tweezers; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; ] Manicure sets; [Manicure sets, electric; ] Nail clippers, electric or non-electric [ ; Nail files; Nail files, electric; Non-electric curling irons; Pedicure sets; Razors, electric or non-electric ]

**International Classes** 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44

**International Class Title** Hand Tools

**First Use** Feb. 15, 2016

**In Commerce** Feb. 15, 2016

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** SHENZHEN GEKAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

**Address** SHENZHEN GEKAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD NO.101,102,201,202 BLDG.A1 BLUESKY TECH. PARK, BAO'AN, SHENZHEN CHINA 518000

**Legal Entity** LIMITED COMPANY (ld)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** DH

**Examining Attorney** SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WREN BRIDAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86940511 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2016 Registration Number 5080923
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BRIDAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring bridal goods; Retail bridal stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WREN, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Wren Bridal Address WREN, LLC 1910 Towne Centre Blvd. Ste 2103 Annapolis MARYLAND 21401 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country MARYLAND
Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUXION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86940696 Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2016 Registration Number 5080924
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 2015-110023 Foreign Application Filing Date Nov. 10, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 5836802 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 01, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 01, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Semiconductor manufacturing machines, namely, ion implanters for manufacturing semiconductors
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nissin Ion Equipment Co., Ltd. Address Nissin Ion Equipment Co., Ltd. 575, Kuze-Tonoshiro-cho Minami-ku, Kyoto JAPAN 601-8205 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NION 1602118

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OITOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86941542  Application Filing Date Mar. 15, 2016  Registration Number 5080925
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "OITOM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; Cases adapted for holding watches; Chronographs for use as watches; Chronometers; Clocks and watches, electric; Movements for clocks and watches; Watch bands and straps; Watch cases being parts of watches; Watch chains; Watch glasses; Watchbands; Watches; Jewelry watches; Parts for watches; Sports watches
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50  International Class Title Jewelry  First Use Jul. 01, 2015  In Commerce Oct. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Liu Chang cheng  Address Liu Chang cheng Rm.802,B Blk.,No.3Bldg.,Bihai futong city Xixiang Subdistrict, Bao'an Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDOWELL, MATTHEW J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LACE UP SON CHARLOTTE
FAMILY 5K

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86942812 Application Filing Date Mar. 16, 2016 Registration Number 5080927
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "LACE", with the space in the letter "A" in the shape of a star, set above the word "UP" set above the word "SON", all of which are set inside a polygon shape surrounded by a border created by a shoelace, which is knotted at the base of the polygon and the ends of which are held in fists set on each side of the polygon. Centered above the polygon is the wording "CHARLOTTE". Centered below the polygon is the wording "FAMILY" above the wording "5K" which has three horizontally oriented triangles on each side pointing toward the center. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHARLOTTE" AND "FAMILY 5K"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4769801, 4769800

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services by means of running and walking events
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Mar. 16, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trustees of the Steve Smith Family Foundation Composed of Stevonne L. Smith, a U.S. citizen and Angela P. Smith, a U.S. citizen Address Trustees of the Steve Smith Family Foundation P.O. Box 77401 Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28271 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7201.006
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
TM 16703  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GUERRILLA ADVOCACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86942858  Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2016  Registration Number  5080928  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "ADVOCACY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing services, namely, development of individualized education plans and supporting documents to ensure that children with disabilities get the education and related services to which they are legally entitled
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 21, 2013  In Commerce  Mar. 21, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beverly Fleisher, PhD, LLC  Address  Beverly Fleisher, PhD, LLC  4980 Cloister Drive  Rockville  MARYLAND  208523373  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BRODY, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  REDNECK EXPRESS PARTY
BUS SERVICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86943016  Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2016  Registration Number   5080930
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EXPRESS PARTY BUS SERVICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Transportation of passengers and/or goods by bus
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title Transportation and Storage  First Use  Mar. 01, 2005  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Redneck Express Llc  Address  Redneck Express Llc  1807 Buol Drive  Bangor  WISCONSIN  54614
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DANIELLE ERIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE LAST CASK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATURALRAYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86943303 Application Filing Date: Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number: 5080939
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Registrar: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "NaturalRays". The top of the first "r" comprises a speaker design, and the design of three sound waves appears to the upper right of the "s". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: 3D spectacles; Bags adapted for laptops; Binoculars; Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Camcorders; Computer hardware; Converters for electric plugs; Digital photo frames; Earphones; Electric wire and cable; Electronic agendas; Eyeglasses; Global positioning system (GPS); Goggles for sports; Headphones; Light emitting diodes (LEDs); Loudspeakers; Megaphones; Microphones; Mobile telephones; Parking meters; Pince-nez; Portable media players; Portable radios; Portable vibration speakers; Protective helmets for sports; Radios; Radiotelephony sets; Rechargeable electric batteries; Satellite navigational system, namely, a global positioning system (GPS); Solar panels for the production of electricity; Teleprompters; Telescopes; Vibration dampeners for electronic audio equipment; Burglar alarms; Fire alarms; Gas alarms; Smoke alarms; Sound alarms; Whistle alarms; Wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems, namely, remote metering systems, gas and liquid cylinders, vehicle tracking devices, energy and utility systems, security systems, and lighting systems

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Shenzhen LingDong Network Co., Ltd Address: Shenzhen LingDong Network Co., Ltd No. 5-3, 2nd Zone, Hourui Xinniu Huangtiian Village, Xixiang Town Baoan District, Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: CHINA
Examining Attorney   LOTT, MAUREEN DALL
TM 16707 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  G&I HOMES A CLAYTON COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86943424 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number  5080943
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "G&I HOMES A CLAYTON COMPANY". The wording "G&I" appears within a white square with black outlining with the letters "G" and "I" in red and the "&" in black with white outlining. The word "HOMES" appears below in white within a black rectangle. The wording "A CLAYTON COMPANY" appears below in black with a white background and a design of a black roof appearing over the word "CLAYTON". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) white, red, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "HOMES" AND "COMPANY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4884498

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail outlets featuring manufactured homes and modular homes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CMH Homes, Inc. Address  CMH Homes, Inc. 5000 Clayton Road Maryville TENNESSEE 37804
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  71656.M1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 86943588
Application Filing Date: Mar. 17, 2016
Registration Number: 5080946
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Service Mark
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)
NATIONAL GET FIT DON'T SIT DAY

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "NATIONAL" AND "DAY"

Goods and Services Information
For: promoting public awareness of the health benefits of maintaining an active lifestyle
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101, 102
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
First Use: Apr. 14, 2015
In Commerce: Apr. 14, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: American Diabetes Association, Inc.
Address: American Diabetes Association, Inc. 1701 N. Beauregard Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22311
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: OHIO

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 109783.30419

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRATSTORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86943761 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080952
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store featuring downloadable and printed reports and publications, in the field of current events, geopolitics, economics, security, and military matters on a global basis
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 17, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 17, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RANE NETWORK INC. Address RANE NETWORK INC. 510 5TH AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, JENNIFER MCGAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GREENSMOOTHIEGIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86943772 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080953
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles, blog posts, and recipes in the field of health and wellness; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of healthy eating, wellness and nutrition; Educational services, namely, conducting classes and workshops in the field of healthy eating, wellness and nutrition

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Openshaw, Robin Address Openshaw, Robin 151 East 1520 North Orem UTAH 84057 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUSPICIOUS FISH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal and social services in the fields of health, mental health, personal development, wellness and recovery, namely, health care services, namely, wellness programs
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Feb. 22, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 11, 2015
For clothing, namely, t-shirts and sweatshirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Auspicious Fish, Inc. Address Auspicious Fish, Inc. 815 N Homestead Blvd. #218 Homestead FLORIDA 33030 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AIRE VUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86943882  Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016  Registration Number 5080957
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Inflatable figures for use as outdoor holiday decorations; Inflatable plastic signs; Inflatable publicity objects
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Apr. 15, 2008  In Commerce Apr. 15, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Above All Advertising  Address Above All Advertising  825 college blvd  c/o Steven W. Webb, Esq. Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92057  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) D DEAL FORUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86943939 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080959
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "DEAL FORUM" to the right of three concentric circles with a stylized letter "D" in the center, which is cut off by the circles on the bottom and overlaps the two inner circles at the top. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DEAL FORUM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, training assistance in preparing and presenting funding presentations and referrals to potential investors; educational services for potential, start-up and early stage businesses, namely, conducting lectures, seminars, and workshops about start-up funding, entrepreneurship, product development, business development, business strategy, management, leadership and investment basics
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 11, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2016
For Business services, namely, matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding, and matching potential customers with entrepreneurs offering products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 11, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wayne Brown Institute Address Wayne Brown Institute 120 South Main Street Salt Lake City UTAH 84101 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 47284/12
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FIONDA, LAURA ELIZABET
TENDER LAND
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRADEMARKS A TO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86944063 Application Filing Date  Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number   5080962
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "TRADEMARKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services; Trademark monitoring; Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in trademark matters; Legal services, namely, trademark maintenance services; Legal services, namely, trademark searching and clearance services; Legal services, namely, preparation of applications for trademark registration; Providing assistance in the prosecution of trademark applications
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Feb. 14, 2012 In Commerce  Apr. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bolmarcich, Gene DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Law Offices of Gene Bolmarcich Composed of  Gene Bolmarcich Address  Bolmarcich, Gene  107 North Lake Shore Drive  Brookfield  CONNECTICUT  06804 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRANDS THAT MATTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86944157 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080967
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mail order catalog services, online retail store services, and retail store services, all featuring bicycles and bicycle parts, clothing, accessories, and bicycle-related goods International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 18, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMAIN.COM, INC. Address AMAIN.COM, INC. 424 OTTERSON DRIVE, SUITE 160 CHICO CALIFORNIA 95928 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, JEANIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZEALITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86944248 Application Filing Date   Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080969
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cell phone straps; Digital photo frames; Electric door bells; Electrical adapters; Global positioning system (GPS); Headphones; Keyboard covers; Letter scales; Mouth guards for sports; Ohmmeters; Pedometers; Portable media players; Protection masks; Protective films adapted for computer screens; Protective helmets for sports; Rechargeable electric batteries; Reflective safety vests; Riding helmets; Safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; Scales; Sleeves for laptops; Smartglasses; Solar batteries; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Temperature indicators; Thermometers, not for medical purposes; Warning bells; Wearable activity trackers; Electrical outlet plates; Electrical outlet tester
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MA, LAN Address MA, LAN NO 1403, DUTY FREE BUSINESS BLDG, NO 6 FUHUA 1 RD, FUTIAN DIST, SHENZHEN CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VES VISITOR ENTRY SYSTEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86944364</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5080971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the letters "VES" surrounded by a shield. On the right outside of the shield, the words "Visitor Entry System" appear. |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| **Disclaimer** | "VISITOR ENTRY SYSTEM" |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for recording visitors entering a school or other establishment to a cloud service

| **International Classes** | 42 |
| **Primary Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Scientific and computer services |
| **First Use** | Jan. 01, 2016 |
| **In Commerce** | Jan. 01, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Advanced Computer Solutions Group |
| **Address** | Advanced Computer Solutions Group #140 521 Fellowship Road Mount Laurel NEW JERSEY 08054 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW JERSEY |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MY PERFECT PARTY
PLAN.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86944384 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080972
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PARTY PLAN.COM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a searchable website featuring the goods and services of other vendors
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 07, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name My Perfect Party Plan Inc. Address My Perfect Party Plan Inc. 67400 Medano Rd Cathedral City CALIFORNIA 92234 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EBAUGH, MICHAEL THOMAS
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BROTHERS BROWN

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86944572 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080974
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BROTHERS"

Goods and Services Information
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 01, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2014

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Brown, Paul Address Brown, Paul 13727 Chandler Blvd Sherman Oaks CALIFORNIA 91401 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** XJ

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86944701</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 17, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters &quot;XJ&quot; forming the design of an umbrella.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Animal skins; Backpacks; Canes and walking sticks; Clothing for pets; Fur pelts; Handbags; Haversacks; Mountaineering sticks; Pocket wallets; Umbrellas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>18 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Leather Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use   | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Zhejiang Zengbo Textile Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Zhejiang Zengbo Textile Co., Ltd. Rm.0804-1, Keqiao Global Business Bldg. Keqiao Dist. Shaoxing, Zhejiang CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PARKER, JUSTINE D |

19606
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHELSEA LEIFKEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86944724 Application Filing Date Mar. 17, 2016 Registration Number 5080976
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "CHELSEA LEIFKEN", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring a variety of consumer goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHELSEA LEIFKEN Address CHELSEA LEIFKEN 9663 Santa Monica Blvd, Suite 1280 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90210 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DSH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86944831 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080982
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "DSH" with two wavy lines inside of a circle representing the letter "S". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric lamps; Flashlights; Lamps; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Pocket searchlights; Pocket search lights; Safety lamps for underground use; Searchlights; Sockets for electric lights; Electric lamps; Electric torches for lighting; Safety lamps for underground use
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 11, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wang Rong Address Wang Rong Rm.102,Cell 3,Bldg.19th,W.Yanling Dist. St. Yanjiao Development District Sanhe, Hebei CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESTORING PEOPLE
REBUILDING FAMILIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945026 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080986
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing programs that aim to improve the lives of formerly incarcerated persons, their families, and those at risk for incarceration
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 09, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GeorgiaCALLS, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Aggaros, Inc Address GeorgiaCALLS, Inc 1705 Enterprise Drive, Suite A Buford GEORGIA 30518 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where GEORGIA
Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney JACKSON, STEVEN W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOLDEN RULE BAR-B-Q EXPRESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BAR-B-Q EXPRESS" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3511739, 3511746, 3511734 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Restaurant services; Take-out restaurant services |
| International Classes | 43 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Hotel and restaurant services |
| **First Use** | Feb. 01, 2016 |
| **In Commerce** | Feb. 01, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | KEMP, BRIAN DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GOLDEN RULE BBQ & GRILL |
| Address | KEMP, BRIAN 810 WATTERSON CURVE BOX 426 TRUSSVILLE ALABAMA 35173 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL |
| **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | JOINER, KATINA JACKSON |
**MARK LITERAL(S)** TOGETHER WARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86945170
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 18, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080989
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "WARE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Plastic containers with lid attached by ring for storing and organizing household and kitchen goods
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Jan. 28, 2004
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 28, 2004

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Bogdanovich, Ron
- **Address**: Bogdanovich, Ron 7055 Laurel Oak Dr. Suwanee GEORGIA 30024
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 0628-05TM
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
  - **Examining Attorney**: CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMAIL TOOLBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945269 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080990
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EMAIL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Information, advisory and consultancy services relating to business and management or business administration, including such services provided on line or via the internet

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name John J Brogan III Address John J Brogan III 1153 Bergen Parkway #455 Evergreen COLORADO 80439 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HELP YOUR SHELVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945437 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080991
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom fabricated roll out shelves, custom drawer inserts, and custom shelf dividers, all for existing cabinets
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Oct. 03, 2014 In Commerce Oct. 03, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Joseph Otto Enterprises, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Help Your Shelves Address Joseph Otto Enterprises, LLC 20984 Cedar Drive NW Oak Grove MINNESOTA 55011 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 24579.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAITO, KIM TSUKIYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945445 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080992
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized "G" within three concave circles. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For real estate development services in the fields of multi-unit apartment building and mixed-use projects
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Mar. 18, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GD 2.0 Holdings, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA GroundFloor Development Address GD 2.0 Holdings, LLC 8117 Preston Road Suite 300 Dallas TEXAS 75225 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1335.1002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SWIFT, GILBERT M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR BMX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945446 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080993
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mail order catalog services, online retail store services, and retail store services, all featuring bicycles and bicycle parts, clothing, accessories, and bicycle-related goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMAIN.COM, INC. Address AMAIN.COM, INC. 424 OTTERSON DRIVE, SUITE 160 CHICO CALIFORNIA 95928 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, JEANIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ATLANTA BEER FESTIVALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945488  Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016  Registration Number 5080994
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "ATLANTA BEER FESTIVALS", with "ATLANTA" appearing above a beer mug, "BEER" superimposed on a banner over the beer mug, and "FESTIVALS" appearing below the beer mug. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "ATLANTA BEER FESTIVALS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of beer festivals and other large events, namely, holiday, music and food festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes, all involving food and alcoholic beverages
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2011  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Full Pint Productions, LLC  Address Full Pint Productions, LLC  Suite B 498 North Highland Ave., NE Atlanta GEORGIA 30307  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Full Pint
Examiner ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STOP SELLING & START LEADING!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945627 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5080996
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing motivational and educational classes, instruction, seminars, workshops and speeches in the field of sales and leadership training; Educational services, namely, conducting motivational and educational classes, seminars and workshops in the field of sales and leadership training and distribution of course materials in connection therewith in printed or electronic format; Educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of sales and leadership training via an online website

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

For Downloadable podcasts in the field of sales training; Downloadable webinars in the field of sales training

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Calvert, Debra A DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA People First Productivity Solutions Address Calvert, Debra A 17705 Hale Ave Suite I-5 Morgan Hill CALIFORNIA 95037 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) URBAN WESTERN WEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86945697  Application Filing Date  Mar. 18, 2016  Registration Number  5080998
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "WESTERN WEAR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring western wear, western apparel, and footwear; Retail store services featuring western wear, western apparel, and footwear
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Jan. 01, 2010  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bures, Anthony  Address  Bures, Anthony  5223 Chantilly Lane  Houston  TEXAS  77092  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BOULTON, KELLY F
TM 16734 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRUBURBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945703  Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016  Registration Number 5080999
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "GRUBURBS" above a cloche. The cloche has 3 lines behind it and to the right of it to indicate that the cloche is moving. There's a light colored triangle strip down the left front side of the cloche. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Food delivery  International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105  International Class Title Transportation and Storage  First Use Jun. 30, 2014  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gruburbs, Inc.  Address Gruburbs, Inc. 70 Atlantic Ave  Marblehead  MASSACHUSETTS 01945  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney BUTTON, JENNIFER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEAVING LIGHTLY GETTING YOUR AFFAIRS IN ORDER SO ALL YOU LEAVE BEHIND IS LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86945734 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number 5081000
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Leaving Lightly" in cursive font with the letter "L" appearing in pink and orange and the remaining letters appearing in black. The word "Leaving" appears above the word "Lightly" and below the word "Lightly" appears the words "Getting Your Affairs in Order So All You Leave Behind is Love" in black lettering. Three orange and pink butterflies appear to the right of the word "Leaving". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) pink, orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed correspondence course materials in the field of organizing one's affairs before death International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016
For Educational services, namely, conducting seminars in the field of organizing one's affairs before death and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kraft, Janet Lee Address Kraft, Janet Lee 38860 Cedar Valley Dr. Lake Villa ILLINOIS 60046 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86945839 Application Filing Date   Mar. 18, 2016 Registration Number   5081007
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a three-dimensional configuration of an air freshener with a circular shape and with a circular cut-out in the center. The shading in the drawing is not intended to indicate color. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Acquired Distinctiveness   In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Air fragrancing preparations; automotive air fragrancing preparations; fragrances for automobiles; air fresheners, namely, air fragrancing preparations; automotive air fresheners, namely, fragrances for automobiles; air freshening solids for automobiles, namely, fragrances for automobiles
International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use   2010 In Commerce   2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   KAZARMSHCHIKOV, VADIM Address   KAZARMSHCHIKOV, VADIM 641 N HAWLEY RD WAUWATOSA WISCONSIN 53213 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MADRX MADAWASKA PHARMACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86946244 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5081013
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MADRX" flanked by four horizontal lines (two to the left and two to the right) above the wording "Madawaska Pharmacy," all within a horizontally elongated oval. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MADAWASKA PHARMACY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3817553

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software for use in connection with refilling prescriptions, identification of pills, researching and obtaining information about medicine, medication, discounts on medications, and clinical trials and research, viewing news, articles, photographs, and videos related to health, medicine, and medications, and asking questions and receiving or viewing answers related to health, medicine, and medications

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Madawaska Pharmacy, LLC Address Madawaska Pharmacy, LLC 104 Main Street Madawaska MAINE 04756 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MAINE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MADRX-T002XX

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GARCIA, CLAUDIA
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) XINGQIJIA

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86946251 Application Filing Date Mar. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5081014
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "Xingqijia" in a designed style. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "Xing", "qi" and "jia" in the mark is "eagerness", "felicity" and "excellence", respectively.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Alarm installations and alarms; Alarm monitoring systems; Batteries and battery chargers; Cameras; Gloves for laboratory purposes; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Power supplies; Remote controls for household use for television, stereos, radios; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Smartwatches; Wireless communication device featuring voice, data and image transmission including voice, text and picture messaging, a video and still image camera, also functional to purchase music, games, video and software applications over the air for downloading to the device; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Automated systems, namely, software, hardware and communications devices for planning, scheduling, controlling, monitoring and providing information on transportation assets and parts thereof; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer hardware and software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; Home and office automation systems comprising wireless and wired controllers, controlled devices, and software for lighting, HVAC, security, safety and other home and office monitoring and control applications; Home and office electrical power automation systems comprising wireless and wired controllers, controlled devices, and software for appliances, lighting, HVAC, security and other home and office electrical power monitoring and control applications; Protective work gloves; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Security alarm controllers; Software for monitoring and controlling communication between computers and automated machine systems; Telecommunications hardware and software for monitoring and alerting remote sensor status via the Internet.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>9 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2016</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Xingqijia Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: Shenzhen Xingqijia Technology Co., Ltd, No.1 Building, Fujing Garden, Nanling Cun, Buji Street, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KUNKLEMAN, SARAH E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CENTAURI CIPHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86946556 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5081018
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CIPHER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical records coding services for others in the nature of assignment of diagnostic and procedural codes for purposes of reimbursement from insurance
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 07, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CENTAURI HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. Address CENTAURI HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. 16260 N. 71st Street, Suite 350 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85254 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2661.0027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CENTAURI GAP MAP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86946560 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5081019
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GAP MAP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business services provided to the healthcare industry, namely, the collection, reporting, and analysis of healthcare quality data for business purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 07, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CENTAURI HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC Address CENTAURI HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC 16260 N. 71st Street, Suite 350 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85254 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2661.0027

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONNECT EVERY MOMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86946588 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5081020
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Social media strategy and marketing consultancy focusing on helping clients create and extend their product and brand strategies by building virally engaging marketing solutions; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels; Marketing and consulting services in the field of promoting and tracking the goods, services, and brands of others through all public communication means; On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services; Providing business information in the field of social media; Providing marketing consulting in the field of social media
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Troxell, Edward K Address Troxell, Edward K PO Box 747 Graton CALIFORNIA 95444 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARKER, JUSTINE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ESTEEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86946628  Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2016  Registration Number  5081022
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "esteem" with a shaded two-petal and single stigma flower symbol on the top of the wording. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplements; Dietary supplements for human consumption; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary food supplements; Food supplements; Health food supplements; Mineral food supplements; Mineral nutritional supplements; Natural herbal supplements; Nutritional supplements; Protein supplement shakes; Protein supplements; Vitamin supplements; Weight management supplements; all of the foregoing for humans
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Jan. 27, 2009  In Commerce  Feb. 27, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Esteem, Inc.  Address  Esteem, Inc.  98 South State Street  La Verkin  UTAH  84745  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRELL, STEVEN WAYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SAVING GRACE CHURCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86946858 Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2016 Registration Number  5081028
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "CHURCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Christian ministry services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jul. 01, 2014 In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Saving Grace Church Address  Saving Grace Church  221 North Kennebec  Anaheim  CALIFORNIA 92807 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRINGER, DANIEL S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SISHOT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86947041</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5068206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 27, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Bathing suits; Caps; Coats; Dust coats; Footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Gloves; Jumpers; Knit shirts; Masquerade costumes; Overcoats; Pants; Pantyhose; Pullovers; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Underwear; Wedding dresses; Clothing layettes; Outer jackets |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce |
| Jan. 01, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SUZHOU ZHENGNIAO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY |
| Address | SUZHOU ZHENGNIAO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY B901,CGN SUZHOUSCIENCE ANDTECHNOLOGYBLDG, GUSU DIST. SUZHOU CHINA 215008 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | JACKSON, STEVEN W |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SENIOR PROCRASTINATION PACKAGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86947124
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 21, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081031
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SENIOR" AND "PACKAGE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Admission consulting services, namely, consulting in the field of college admissions, specifically, college selection, completing admissions applications, and preparation for college admission interviews
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Lee, Clement Justin
- **Address**: Lee, Clement Justin, 5020 Campus Dr. Newport Beach, CALIFORNIA 92660
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAHONEY, PAULA M
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PLUMBER MATE WATER SYSTEMS

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86947165
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 21, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081033
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "PLUMBER" AND "WATER SYSTEMS"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Filters for drinking water; Water conditioning units; Water filters; Water softening units; Water treatment equipment, namely, water filtration units
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 09, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2016

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Safe Water Alliance, LLC.
- **Address**: Safe Water Alliance, LLC. 2535 N.E. 36 Avenue Ocala FLORIDA 34470
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
TM 16747 Trademark Official Gazette JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUNBELT STAFFING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947312 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5081036
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SUNBELT STAFFING" with a sun design in between the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "STAFFING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 2004 In Commerce Apr. 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SOLIANT HOLDINGS, LLC Address SOLIANT HOLDINGS, LLC 1979 LAKESIDE PARKWAY SUITE 800 TUCKER GEORGIA 30084 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REEVES, APRIL ELIZABET
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRESH SHRIMP USA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86947411</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 21, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081038</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim** No
- **Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a geometric shape that is square at the top and round at the bottom. Just within the inner perimeter at the top of the geometric shape is the wording "FRESH SHRIMP USA". Just below the wording is a stylized shrimp design. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer** "FRESH SHRIMP USA"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Shrimp, not live
- **International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 46
- **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use** Jan. 31, 2012
- **In Commerce** Jan. 31, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** FRESH SHRIMP USA LLC
- **Address** FRESH SHRIMP USA LLC 11955 SW Aventino Dr. Port St Lucie FLORIDA 34987
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** FLORIDA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** LEE, JEANIE H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BOURBON SHOT CANDIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947569  Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2016  Registration Number 5081041
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOURBON" AND "CANDIES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakery goods; Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and frozen confections for retail and wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises; Bakery goods, namely, candies; Bakery products, namely, sweet bakery goods; Candies; Candy; Candy containing alcoholic beverage content and flavor; Chocolate candies; Sweets
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Feb. 01, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name More Than Cake LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY Perfect Harmony Catering, LLC Address More Than Cake LLC 150 West Main Street Georgetown KENTUCKY 40324 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized KENTUCKY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PIB MO'BETTAH DOUBLE INDIA PALE ALE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947608 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5081044
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DOUBLE INDIA PALE ALE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pacific Islander Beer Company LLC Address Pacific Islander Beer Company LLC Suite B 8665 Argent St Santee CALIFORNIA 92071 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86947670 Application Filing Date  Mar. 21, 2016 Registration Number  5081046
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the capital letter "A" attached to the capital letter "G" below it with an outline around the whole mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Comic books; Comic magazines; Comic strips; Comic strips' comic features; Prints; Art prints; Cartoon prints; Color prints; Graphic prints; Graphic art prints; Graphic fine art prints; Lithographic prints; Photographic prints; Pictorial prints International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter  First Use  Feb. 28, 2016  In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anything Goes Comics Address  Anything Goes Comics  2584 Blue Heron Trace  Marrero  LOUISIANA 70072 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, DOUGLAS M
TM 16752 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SALES SENTINEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947725 Application Filing Date Mar. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5081047
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SALES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing training for insurance sales representatives
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 01, 2008 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2008
For Business consulting services relating to the qualification and management of insurance sales representatives
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2008 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONVEY HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. Address CONVEY HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. 100 SE 3RD AVENUE 26TH FLOOR FT. LAUDERDALE FLORIDA 33394 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CVU0011TA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAPPENFIELD, ANN ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTELLIGROW

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86947852
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 21, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081051
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Downloadable virtual goods, namely, computer programs featuring dolls representing babies and toddlers, and accessories, clothing and furniture for these dolls for use in online virtual worlds
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use in Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: 3N1 Creative LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY TEXAS
- **Address**: 3N1 Creative LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY T EXAS 17350 STATE HIGHWAY 249 Houston TEXAS 77064
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOEGIRLPEDIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86947942</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
<td>5081053</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "Moe" in the mark is "vitality".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line publication in the nature of an interactive encyclopedia in the field of articles, reference guides, brochures, and manuals on the use of and contribution to an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Oct. 11, 2010 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2012 Used Anywhere in Another Form The mark was first used anywhere in a different form other than that sought to be registered at least as early as 10/11/2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JEFFERY CHANG Address JEFFERY CHANG HALF APT 202 56 EAST GREEN STREET CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS 61820 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WENWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947955 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081054
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "WenWin" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "WenWin" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Underwear; Outer clothing, namely, jackets, coats; Panties; Sports singlets; Bodices; Corselets; Corsets; Underpants; Brassieres; Slips; Clothing, namely, shirts; Babies' pants; clothing layettes; Berets; Caps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Wenhaosheng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Wenhaosheng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Rm 910, Huishang Center Jiahuixincheng Fuming Rd, Futian St, Futian Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518048 Legal Entity limited company (Ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAM, ALEX S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CLOUDLANDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947958 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081055
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software consultancy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jan. 03, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 03, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Waidhofer, Ben Address Waidhofer, Ben 2107 Owl Meadow St Folsom CALIFORNIA 95630 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAGIFT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86947964</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
<td>5081057</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  Aug. 30, 2016

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "Magift" in stylized format.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "Magif"t has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Jewelry cases of precious metal; Bracelets; Jewelry, namely, necklaces; Jewelry; Jewel pendants; Hat ornaments of precious metal; Earrings; beads for making jewelry; Watch bands; Wristwatches

**International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50

**International Class Title**: Jewelry

**First Use**: Feb. 20, 2016

**In Commerce**: Feb. 20, 2016

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Li Feng
- **Address**: Market of Talents Building  Bao’an North Road, Luohu Dist  Shenzhen  CHINA

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ROSEN, AMANDA ROBYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) S SUNGLORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86947994 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081060
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "SUNGLORY" with the depiction of a dragon in place of the letter "O". A shaded circle appears above the wording with a letter "S" and the image of a sun within. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread boards; Cake molds; Garlic presses; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Pie servers; Baking mats; Basting spoons; Confectioners' decorating bags; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookery molds; Cookie cutters; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Drinking bottles for sports; Mixing spoons; Pastry cutters; Pastry molds; Potholders; Rolling pins, domestic; Waffle irons, non-electric
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 10, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Bai Address Chen Bai No.17-1, Zhenqian Street, Tangya Town, Jindong District, Jinhua Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MALLVOLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948014 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081061
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "Mallvoler" in a designed style. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue mitts; Candlesticks; China ornaments; Dishwashing brushes; Drinking vessels; Fitted vanity cases; Glass bowls; Glass boxes; Glass carafes; Glass dishes; Glass floor vases; Glass jars; Glass mugs; Glass pans; Glass rods; Glass storage jars; Kettles, non-electric; Kitchen mitts; Mugs; Oven mitts; Pans; Porcelain cake decorations; Porcelain eggs; Porcelain flower pots; Porcelain mugs; Tea cosies; Toilet brush holders; Toilet brushes; Toilet paper dispensers; Toilet paper holders; Toilet plunger holders; Toilet plungers; Toilet roll holders; Toilet sponges; Toilet tissue holders; Coffee mugs; Containers for household use, namely, glass bulbs; Cooking utensil, namely, batter dispenser; Cooking utensils, namely, barbecue branders; Cooking utensils, namely, grill covers; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; Cooking utensils, namely, wire baskets; Cooking spoons; Cups and mugs; Decorative centerpieces of porcelain; Decorative crosses of porcelain; Dripping pans; Earthenware mugs; Figures of porcelain; Figurines of porcelain; Holiday ornaments of porcelain; Household utensils, namely, graters; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Household utensils, namely, skimmers; Household utensils, namely, spatulas; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Household utensils, namely, turners; Jars for jams and jellies of porcelain; Kitchen utensil crocks; Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Kitchen utensils, namely, pouring and straining spouts; Kitchen utensils, namely, splatter screens; Metal pans; Ornaments of porcelain; Plaques of porcelain; Rotating holders for kitchen utensils; Serving scoops; Statuettes of porcelain; Tea kettles; Water tanks for live fish; Works of art made of porcelain; Works of art of porcelain

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  JIAN XIN  
**Address**  JIAN XIN  4F, Zone B, Research Inst of Tsinghua U. Hi-new Tech and Industry Park, Nanshan Shenzhen CHINA  518057  
**Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship**  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  COLLOPY, DIANE PATRICI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JMC BRANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86948041 Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number  5081062
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "BRANDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising agency services; Advertising and business management consultancy; Advertising and promotion services and related consulting; Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Analysis of market research data and statistics; Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals; Business monitoring services, namely, tracking web sites of others to provide details about user click traffic or visits to the web site; Business monitoring and consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing, sales, operation, product design, particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; Digital advertising services; Market research; Media buying advice, namely, advising the client how much media time, and at what times the client should be purchasing advertising; Media monitoring services, namely, monitoring print media, television, radio, and other media for customer-specified topics, gathering relevant content on those topics, and providing documentation and analysis of that media content to others for business purposes; Media planning, namely, advising the client on the correct times and stations to advertise based on media analysis of the market for that media; Providing public sector business and market intelligence; Public relations; Analysis of market research data and statistics; Providing consulting services in the field of facilitating the planning, buying, and selling of media
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 08, 2010 In Commerce  Jan. 08, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MYSTERY MATCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948052 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081063
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MATCH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer game software; downloadable computer game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Oct. 02, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 13, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Outplay Entertainment Ltd. Address Outplay Entertainment Ltd. 27 Stafford Street Edinburgh UNITED KINGDOM EH37BJ Legal Entity private limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12703-0101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KELLY, JOHN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DAIRY DEALER BUY - SELL - TRADE - SAVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86948148</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
<td>5081065</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a Holstein cow head looking straight ahead; written below the image is "DAIRY DEALER BUY - SELL - TRADE - SAVE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DAIRY DEALER" AND "BUY" AND "SELL" AND "TRADE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 05, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dairy Dealer LLC Address Dairy Dealer LLC PO Box 3686 Roswell NEW MEXICO 88202 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW MEXICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PILLS IN A POUCH CHANGING LIVES...ONE POUCH AT A TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86948180 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 22, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081066 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the black wording "pills in a pouch" with the blue "u" in "pouch" holding orange, beige, and blue pills, above a blue font that reads "changing lives...one pouch at a time". | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) blue, orange, beige, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "PILLS IN A POUCH" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Arranging of managed care contractual services in the fields of diagnostic imaging, home health care, durable medical equipment, specialty pharmacy, and diagnostic lab services; Retail pharmacy services |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Mar. 15, 2016 | In Commerce | Mar. 15, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | LeAnn Causey Boyd | Address | LeAnn Causey Boyd 407 Bienville Street Natchitoches LOUISIANA 71457 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | PAQUIN, SAMUEL ROBERT |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
SPIN POINT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86948206
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 22, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081067
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "POINT"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Archery arrow points
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 22, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 29, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ETHICS ARCHERY
- **Address**: ETHICS ARCHERY 2664 Sam Houser Rd. Vale NORTH CAROLINA 28168
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: PERRY, KIMBERLY B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KUSH EMPIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86948279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publish Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of a large capital &quot;K&quot; with a crown above to the left of it. To the right are the letters &quot;U&quot;,&quot;S&quot;,&quot;H&quot; in the same font as the &quot;K&quot;, below in a different font is the word &quot;EMPIRE&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Tops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Hernandez, Samuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Hernandez, Samuel Apt 6H 1548 East New York Ave Brooklyn NEW YORK 11212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>PARKS, KIMBERLY L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANEWKODI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948285 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081070
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "Anewkodi". The letter "A" features a shape that looks like a two hole button laying in the middle. The letters "A" and "E" are connected and stylized in a manner so that it looks like the letter "N" is displayed. The right portion of the letter "W" and left portion of the letter "K" are merged. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Anewkodi" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags adapted for laptops; Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Blank USB flash drives; Cell phone covers; Cell phone cases; Computer cursor control devices, namely, computer mouse; Computer peripheral devices; Display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to electronic devices, namely, laptops, cell phones and personal digital assistants; Distance measuring apparatus; Electrical plugs and sockets; Eyeglasses; Headphones; Portable media players; Power supplies; Remote controls for televisions; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Set-top boxes; Smart watches; Stereoscopes; Telescopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 20, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN DU KAI LE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN DU KAI LE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD XILI STREET, NANSHAN DISTRICT NO.3, 2/F, BUILDING 10, JIUXIANGLING INDUSTRIAL, AREA, YANHE ROAD SHENZHEN CITY CHINA 518000 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948298 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081071
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "REX" in green. The "X" is depicted by a green dinosaur. The background of the mark is in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Concrete pouring and forming for buildings and other commercial or public concrete structures
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use May 01, 1999 In Commerce May 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REX Concrete INC. Address REX Concrete INC. Suite 108 375 Collins Rd Cedar Rapids IOWA 52402 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IOWA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MS. REAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948384 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081072
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "Ms. Real" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Footwear; gym pants; hats; leather pants; lingerie; pants; shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; shorts; t-shirts International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 04, 2009 In Commerce Apr. 10, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Patterson, Ella M. Composed of Ella Patterson, a citizen of the United States Address Patterson, Ella M. 136 S. Laurel Springs Dr DeSoto TEXAS 75115 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TENDERFORK MARKET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948402 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081073
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MARKET"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bread
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TenderFork Market Composed of Chiara Adorno, a citizen of the United States Address TenderFork Market 808 D Carolina Street Vallejo CALIFORNIA 94590 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AIM ALL IN MAKEUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948411 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081074
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "AIM" is in all caps with the letter "I" resembling a lip stick. The word "ALL IN MAKEUP" is written out in caps under the word "AIM". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "MAKEUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Makeup, lipsticks, eyeshadows, foundation, mascara, eye liner, lip liner, blush, face primer, eye brow gels, eye brow pencil, lip gloss
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name All In Makeup LLC Address All In Makeup LLC 206 6666 Sepulveda Blvd Van Nuys CALIFORNIA 91411 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CASE IQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948513 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081076
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CASE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services to assist insurance providers in addressing customer complaints in accordance with applicable rules and regulations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONVEY HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. Address CONVEY HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. 100 SE 3RD AVENUE 26TH FLOOR FT. LAUDERDALE FLORIDA 33394 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CVU0001TA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAPPENFIELD, ANN ELIZA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIN ROLLO NI TAPUJOS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86948530 Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number  5081077
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of the words "SIN ROLLO NI TAPUJOS" in the mark is "WITHOUT STORY OR SUBTERFUGE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ongoing television talk show

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Univision Network Limited Partnership Composed of  its sole general partner Univision Communications Inc., a corporation of Delaware. Address  The Univision Network Limited Partnership 9405 N.W. 41st Street Miami FLORIDA 33178 Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CRENNAN, KEVIN GERARD
TM 16773 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MESA VERDE RV RESORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86948541 Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number  5081078
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "RV RESORT"
Translation  The English translation of the word "MESA VERDE" in the mark is "GREEN TABLE".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing campground facilities
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Feb. 27, 2003  In Commerce  Feb. 27, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mary Elizabeth Lowe Address  Mary Elizabeth Lowe  35303 US HWY 160  35303 Mancos
COLORADO
Owner Name  Michael Lowe Address  Michael Lowe  35303 US HWY 160  Mancos  COLORADO
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE LAZY CHICKEN ROTISSERIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948629  Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016  Registration Number 5081081
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "THE LAZY CHICKEN ROTISSERIE" on three lines within a semi-circle. The depiction of a chicken wearing shorts reclined a hammock hanging between two palms trees appear below the wording within the circle. A shadow appears below the hammock. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CHICKEN ROTISSERIE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use May 01, 2007 In Commerce May 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE LAZY CHICKEN CORPORATION  Address THE LAZY CHICKEN CORPORATION  1099 EAST BUTLER ROAD  GREENVILLE  SOUTH CAROLINA  29607  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country
Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Lzc-2-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOUNTAIN LAUREL BED & BREAKFAST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948670 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081084
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BED & BREAKFAST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed and breakfast inn services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Sep. 28, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Johns, Linda Ann Address Johns, Linda Ann 127 N. Williamson Rd. Blossburg PENNSYLVANIA 16912 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GORMAN HEALTH GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948688 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081085
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HEALTH GROUP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing training for insurance sales representatives; and providing training and education in the fields of health care and insurance
For Business consulting services relating to the qualification and management of insurance sales representatives; assisting insurance providers in managing their membership rolls and financial data; assisting organizations in complying with insurance plans rules and regulations; assisting insurance providers in addressing customer complaints in accordance with applicable rules and regulations; and providing information and analysis of events, publications, rules and regulations in the fields of health care and insurance

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CONVEY HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. Address CONVEY HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. 100 SE 3RD AVENUE 26TH FLOOR FT. LAUDERDALE FLORIDA 33394 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE
Where Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CVU0003TA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SAPPENFIELD, ANN ELIZA
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
LUCKYME.MAYBE?

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86948727</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Luckymemaybe, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>90f glenda trace suite 460, 90f glenda trace suite 460, Newnan, Georgia 30265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Web site services featuring on-line dating club
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2009
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2009

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HECKLER DESIGN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86948732 Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number   5081088
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer   "DESIGN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   File holders
For   Furniture; residential furniture; commercial furniture; desks
For   Computer holders, namely, carrying cases for tablet and mobile computers and cell phones; computer enclosures, namely, protective covers, security enclosures and cases for tablet and mobile computers and cell phones; point-of-sale terminals; stands for point-of-sale terminals and accessories; cash drawers; tablet computer stands; headphone stands; computer display stands and risers; mobile device and cell phone stands, trays and coasters; electronic computer locks; computer cable security locks; printer stands

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hecktech, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly   DBA Heckler Design Address   Hecktech, Inc. Suite 120 2115 S. 11th Ave Phoenix ARIZONA 85007 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1235.01.04
Examining Attorney   ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
H

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86948743
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 22, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081091
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
  The mark consists of a stylized letter "H". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Furniture; residential furniture; commercial furniture; desks</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2010</td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer holders, namely, carrying cases for tablet and mobile computers and cell phones; computer enclosures, namely, protective covers, security enclosures and cases for tablet and mobile computers and cell phones; point-of-sale terminals; stands for point-of-sale terminals and accessories; cash drawers; tablet computer stands; headphone stands; computer display stands and risers; mobile device and cell phone stands, trays and coasters; electronic computer locks; computer cable security locks; printer stands</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2010</td>
<td>Jun. 17, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hecktech, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Heckler Design
- **Address**: Hecktech, Inc. Suite 120 2115 S. 11th Ave Phoenix ARIZONA 85007
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEATORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948827 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081095
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "seatore". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "seatore" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air purifying apparatus and machines; Coffee machines, electric; Gas scrubbing apparatus; Humidifiers; Kettles, electric; Microwave ovens; Multicookers; Water purifying apparatus and machines; Baking ovens; Cooking ovens

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name XU, TING Address XU, TING RM 501, BLDG 1, SIHAI, NO 19, SIHAI RD NANSAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, JEANIE H
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86948842  Application Filing Date: Mar. 22, 2016  Registration Number: 5081096  Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: hines vernon douglas  Address: hines vernon douglas  14710 gulf blvd 507  st petersburg  FLORIDA 33708  Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BURNS, ELLEN FERRER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZEALITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948843 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081097
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Zealite" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beard clippers; Crimping irons; Curling tongs; Depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; Eyelash curlers; Fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; Gardening trowels; Hair-removing tweezers; Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; Hand tools, namely, fruit pickers; Hand tools, namely, grafting tools; Manicure sets; Manicure sets, electric; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Nail files; Nail files, electric; Pedicure sets; Razors, electric or non-electric

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MA, LAN Address MA, LAN NO 1403, DUTY FREE BUSINESS BLDG, NO 6 FUHUA 1 RD, FUTIAN DIST, SHENZHEN CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHOSID, ROBIN S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86948921 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081102
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of two silhouettes of women's heads facing each. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beef jerky
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Two Chicks Specialty Goods Address Two Chicks Specialty Goods #C 41 Clark Street San Rafael CALIFORNIA 94901 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) URBAN EDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86948932  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2016  Registration Number   5081103
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an interactive real estate website which promotes apartment properties through offering prospective tenants property descriptions, text, price, location, maps and other information that would be influential to a prospective tenant in making a rental decision
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use Oct. 01, 2009  In Commerce Oct. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Urban Edge Realty LLC  Address Urban Edge Realty LLC  3rd Floor  12 West 23rd Street  New York NEW YORK 10010  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
WONDER VALLEY RANCH RESORT

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86949055 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 22, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081109 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "RANCH RESORT"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Resort hotel services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jan. 1972
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 1972

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Western Camps Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Wonder Valley Ranch Resort, River Way Ranch Camp
- **Address**: Western Camps Inc. 6450 Elwood Rd Sanger CALIFORNIA 93657
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
# Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
CIRCLEBACKLENDING

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86949077
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 22, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081110
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "CIRCLEBACKLENDING" with arrows forming an incomplete circle. The words "CIRCLE" and "LENDING" are in the color blue while the term "BACK" is in the color orange. The arrows are in the colors blue and orange.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) orange and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Financial services, namely, money lending; Investment by electronic means; Capital investment services; Commercial lending services; Consumer lending services; Credit and loan services; Electronic loan origination services; Financial information provided by electronic means in the field of investments; Financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Jan. 18, 2012
- **In Commerce**: May 16, 2012

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: CircleBack Lending, Inc.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: FORMERLY CircleBack Lending LLC
- **Address**: CircleBack Lending, Inc. 777 Yamato Road, Suite 400 Boca Raton FLORIDA 33431
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: BRADLEY, EVELYN W
TM 16787  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINTER WHITE WEDDING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949154  Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016  Registration Number 5081113
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "WEDDING"  Acquired
Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3829853

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Party and wedding reception planning, coordination and consultation services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PRIORY HOSPITALITY, INC.  Address PRIORY HOSPITALITY, INC. 614 Pressley Street  Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15212  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ELECTRO KICKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949259 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081118
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KICKS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shoes
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bertini, Michael, S Address Bertini, Michael, S 40357 Cambridge St Murrieta CALIFORNIA 92563
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURF RIDER PIZZA CAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86949272</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
The mark consists of "SURF RiDER PiZZA CAFE" in stylized font, the words "SURF RiDER" rests on top of the words "PiZZA CAFE". The word "RiDER" is slightly lower than "SURF", and "PiZZA" is in large sized font and "CAFE" is in small sized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PIZZA CAFE" Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant, café, and cocktail lounge services; Bar services; Take-out restaurant services; Catering services and restaurants featuring home delivery; Restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Casual dining restaurants; Food and drink services through food trucks
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Aug. 18, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HARD WORK TOO
Address HARD WORK TOO 2225 HANCOCK STREET SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92110
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPA COVERS PLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949281 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081120
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register PrincipaMark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SPA COVERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitted spa covers
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use 1997 In Commerce 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brian R. Rejniak DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA SPA COVERS PLUS Address Brian R. Rejniak P.O. Box 17577 Anaheim Hills CALIFORNIA 92817 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DAWE III, WILLIAM H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OPAH GREEK FLAVOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86949312
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 22, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081124
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "GREEK"
- **Translation**: The English translation of "Opah" in the mark is a "Greek expression of delight or fun".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Restaurant services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1990
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1990

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Saidi, Max
- **Address**: Saidi, Max 109 La Escalera San Antonio TEXAS 78261
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86949315
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 22, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081125
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a special design on left side forming an interlocking "C" and "S" with the top portion shaping the letter "C" that is blue in color and the bottom portion in black to form the letter "S". Center and right side of mark fashioned with words "CALTAC" in blue and "SECURITY" in black with horizontal black lines on both sides of "SECURITY".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SECURITY"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Security guard services; Security guarding for facilities
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Jul. 21, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 21, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: CALTAC Security
- **Address**: CALTAC Security 1079 Sunrise Ave. Suite B25 Roseville CALIFORNIA 95661
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURF RIDER PIZZA CAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949320 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081126
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design feature depicting a male figure
holding a surfboard with his hands horizontally across his body, the top half of the surfboard is shaded and the lower half
of the surfboard is not shaded. The figure has a curl in the front of his shaded hair and his eye, eyebrow, and mouth lined
in black. Beneath the surfboard a portion of the figure's shaded shirt is visible and his shorts. To the right of the design
feature is "SURF RiDER PiZZA CAFE" in stylized font. "SURF RiDER" rests on top of "PiZZA CAFE". The word
"RiDER" is slightly lower than "SURF", and "PiZZA" is in large sized font and "CAFE" is in a small sized font. Color
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PiZZA CAFE" Acquired Distinctiveness In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement As to "SURF RIDER PIZZA CAFE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant, café, and cocktail lounge services; Bar services; Take-out restaurant services; Catering services and
restaurants featuring home delivery; Restaurant services, namely, providing food and beverages for consumption on and off the
premises; Casual dining restaurants; Food and drink services through food trucks
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant
services First Use Aug. 18, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 18, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HARD WORK TOO Address HARD WORK TOO 2225 HANCOCK STREET SAN DIEGO
CALIFORNIA 92110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGLETON, RUDY RENWIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  OCCASION KIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86949340  Application Filing Date  Mar. 22, 2016  Registration Number   5081127
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal   Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "KIDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing boutique retail store services featuring clothing for children and babies, namely, caps, hats, clothing made from leather, coats, collar protector, collars and shoulder wraps, detachable collars, dresses, dressing gowns, earmuffs, furs, gloves, headbands, hoods, jackets, jerseys, jumper dresses, knitwear, leggings, outerclothing, overalls, pants, parkas, ponchos, pullovers, pajamas, scarves, shirts, shorts, short-sleeve shirts, skits, socks, stockings, suits, sweaters, tee-shirts, tights, trousers, jeans, denims, pants, tops, snowsuits, swimwear, hooded sweatshirts, jogging pants, leather pants, sweat pants, blouses, booties, boots, footwear, lace boots, sandals, shoes, and slippers
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  First Use  Sep. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Occasion Kids Inc.  Address  Occasion Kids Inc.  23 Atlantis Cove  Newport Coast  CALIFORNIA  92657
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   1853-1602041

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALLU MINIATURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949357 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081128
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MINIATURE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing for children and babies, namely, caps, hats, leather jackets, leather vests, leather coats, leather shorts, leather skirts, leather dresses, leather hats, coats, collars and shoulder wraps, detachable collars, dresses, dressing gowns, earmuffs, fur coats, fur hats, fur jackets, gloves, headbands, hoods, jackets, jerseys, jumper dresses, knit long sleeve shirts, knit short sleeve shirts, knit t-shirts, knit tank tops, knit shorts, knit pants, knit skirts, knit dresses, knit hooded sweatshirts, knit jackets, knit sweaters, leggings, outer jackets, outer coats, outer puff jackets, outer ponchos, overalls, pants, parkas, ponchos, pullovers, pajamas, scarves, shirts, shorts, short-sleeve shirts, skirts, socks, stockings, suits, sweaters, tee-shirts, tights, trousers, jeans, denims, tops, snowsuits, swimwear, hooded sweatshirts, jogging pants, leather pants, sweat pants, blouses, booties, boots, footwear, lace boots, sandals, shoes, and slippers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Occasion Kids Inc. Address Occasion Kids Inc. 23 Atlantis Cove Newport Coast CALIFORNIA 92657
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1853-1602042

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIDDEN TREASURES FOUNDATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949397 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081129
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "HIDDEN" in the color black; followed by a teal butterfly with a black capital letter "R" incorporated into each of the four butterfly wings, the butterfly body is black and slightly resembles a female form; followed by the word "TREASURES" in black; the word "FOUNDATION" in black sits above the word "TREASURES". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FOUNDATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, organizing and developing projects that aim to promote global awareness about human trafficking and commercial sex industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 01, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HIDDEN TREASURES FOUNDATION Address HIDDEN TREASURES FOUNDATION HIDDENTREASURESFOUNDATION.ORG 5694 MISSION CENTER ROAD #366 SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92108
Legal Entity charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALVAREZ, COURTNEY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VBE ENERGY DRINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949428 Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5081130
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized design comprised of a square box containing a solid box, containing four vertical columns of nine solid dots of increasing size from bottom to top, above the letters, "vbe", in a large font, above and right-aligned with the words, "energy drink" in a much smaller font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ENERGY DRINK"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 901168726 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 21, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County BRAZIL Foreign Expiration Date Dec. 21, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business consulting services in the field of the commercialization of raw water; On-line retail store services featuring bottled mineral water and syrups and preparations for beverages; On-line wholesale store services featuring bottled mineral water and syrups and preparations for beverages; Retail store services featuring bottled mineral water and syrups and preparations for beverages; Wholesale store services featuring bottled mineral water and syrups and preparations for beverages
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Blue Beverages Envasadora Ltda. Address Blue Beverages Envasadora Ltda. R Angelo Poles 940, JD Tokio Tatui, SP BRAZIL 18279353 Legal Entity sociedade por quotas de responsabilidade limitada (ltda) State or Country Where Organized BRAZIL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VBE Logo
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FANTASY HOLIDAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949461  Application Filing Date Mar. 22, 2016  Registration Number 5081131
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "FANTASY HOLIDAY" in blue stylized script on the bottom of a blue ribbon with white highlights throughout, which is wrapped around a blue Christmas tree that is comprised of white snowflakes and white stars, with a large white star at the top of the tree. The mark is against a blue background. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HOLIDAY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acetylene flares; Aquarium lights; Arc lamps; Beverage-cooling apparatus; Burners for lamps; Ceiling lights; Chandeliers; Component parts of water cooling towers in the nature of wire mesh hangers for securing slat fill; Cooling installations for tobacco; Cooling installations for water; Discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; Diving lights; Electric holiday lights; Electric lamps; Electric light bulbs; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electric torches for lighting; Evaporative air coolers; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Filaments for electric lamps; Flares; Flashlights; Fluorescent lighting tubes; Freezers; Gas lamps; Germicidal lamps for purifying air; Globes for lamps; Ice boxes; Ice chests; Ice cream freezers; Ice machines and apparatus; Ice making machines; Ice cube making machines; Industrial cooling apparatus, namely, compax coolers; Laboratory lamps; Lamp casings; Lamp chimneys; Lamp glasses; Lamp globes; Lamp mantles; Lamp reflectors; Lamp shades; Lamps; Lampshade holders; Lanterns for lighting; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; Light bulbs; Light diffusers; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Luminous house numbers; Luminous tubes for lighting; Magnesium filaments for lighting; Milk cooling installations; Oil lamps; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Pocket searchlights; Refrigerated shipping containers; Refrigerating appliances and installations; Refrigerating cabinets; Refrigerating chambers; Refrigerating display cabinets; Refrigerators; Safety lamps for underground use; Searchlights; Sockets for electric lights; Standard lamps; Street lamps; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus; Thermoelectric cooler/heater for food and beverages; Ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Walk-in refrigerators; Water coolers; Water cooling towers; Electric Chinese lanterns
International Classes   11 - Primary Classes
US Classes   13, 21, 23, 31, 34
International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use   Mar. 22, 2016
In Commerce   Mar. 22, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Yang Fude
Address   Yang Fude
Room 8#605, Zhengfeng Haoyuan
Qiaotou Town
Dongguan
CHINA
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
reason for publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

mark literal(s)
MAKE LIFE EASIER, KNOW WHAT'S IN YOUR PRODUCTS

Case Identifiers
Serial Number  86949491  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number  5081135
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For  Flower essences for cosmetic purposes; Moisturizing body lotions; Body scrub; Essential oils
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use  Dec. 29, 2015  In Commerce  Dec. 29, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  The Chemical Free Me  Address  The Chemical Free Me  Suite 201  300 Brickstone Sq  Andover  MASSACHUSETTS  01810  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney  LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BVFW BRAZOS VALLEY FASHION WEEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86949494 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number  5081136
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "BRAZOS VALLEY FASHION WEEK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment in the nature of fashion shows; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nikki Pederson Talent LLC Address  Nikki Pederson Talent LLC  204 S. Parker Avenue  Bryan  TEXAS 77803
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CITYRAIDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949550 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081138
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baby layettes for clothing; Boots; Boots for sport; Bow ties; Brassieres; Corselets; Dresses; Gloves; Headwear for babies, adults, children, women, men; Heels; Hosiery; Insoles for footwear; Jumpers; Neckties; Pajamas; Pullovers; Pajamas; Rain boots; Sandals; Scarves; Scarves; Shawls; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Slippers; Socks; Soles for footwear; Sports shoes; Stockings; Sweaters; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Underclothing; Underpants; Waistbands; Wedding dresses; Bottoms; Dusters; Eyeshades; Jackets; Ties; Tops

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Zhisheng Address Chen Zhisheng No.81, Shangbao, Xiabao Village Xiaoqiao Town Jian’ou CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MANGUBAT, ALEXANDER GE
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NOURSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86949579</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 23, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized word "NOURSE" above two Chinese characters that transliterate to "wei shi". A design of a cat's head in profile facing to the left appears above the "RSE" in the word "NOURSE", with the line forming the back of the cat's head curving down and underneath the word "NOURSE". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** The word "NOURSE" has no meaning in a foreign language. **Transliteration** The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "wei shi" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Live animals; Dog biscuits; Fodder; Pet food; Edible chews for animals; Beverages for pets; Sanded paper for pets; Aromatic sand for pets

**International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 46 **International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products

**First Use** Aug. 06, 2011 **In Commerce** May 26, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shanghai Chowsing Pet Product Co. Ltd. **Address** Shanghai Chowsing Pet Product Co. Ltd. Rm 3001, 3/F, 15th Bdg, No. 600-602 Lincang St, Zhujin Town, Jinshan Dist. Shanghai CHINA **Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BTIF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Cups; Cups and mugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>21 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Housewares and Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 10, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ECOCITY J&amp;B, INC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ECOCITY J&amp;B, INC 77 LAS TUNAS DR #204B ARCADIA CALIFORNIA 91007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LEASER, ANDREW C |

19696
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SKYEYARC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 16805  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YEELIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949601  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number 5081147
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "YEELIGHT" in stylized format. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "YEELIGHT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lamps; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; Lights for vehicles; Microwave ovens as a cooking apparatus; Refrigerating machines and installations; Air conditioning installations; Regulating accessories for water supply, namely, metered valves; taps in the nature of faucets; Toilet bowls; Dish disinfectant apparatus for industrial purposes
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Dec. 30, 2015
In Commerce Dec. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qingdao Yeelink Information Technology Co., Ltd. Address Qingdao Yeelink Information Technology Co., Ltd.  Rm B4, 10/F, B Blk, Qingdao International Innovation Park, Kewei Rd, Laoshan Dist  Qingdao, Shandong  CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "Qingdao Yilianke Information Technology Limited Company" should be deleted and Qingdao Yeelink Information Technology Co., Ltd., should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LUDEMAN, JESSICA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  COVVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86949630   Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016   Registration Number   5081152
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016   Register   Principal   Mark Type  Service Mark   Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No   Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of five letters spelling "COVVO". The letter "V" is listed twice in sequence and appears in the form of a two check marks made up of a series of dots, with the first "V" in green dots and the second "V" in blue dots. The remaining letters are presented in a gray stylized font. Color Claimed  Yes   Color Claimed  The color(s) Gray, Green and Blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business technology software consultation services; Computer technology consultancy; Computer technology support services, namely, help desk services; Consulting in the field of information technology; Consulting in the field of telecommunications technology; Information technology consulting services; Outsource service provider in the field of information technology consulting; Outsource service providers in the field of information technology technology
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101   International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Jun. 01, 2009   In Commerce  Jun. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Covvo Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Covvo   Address  Covvo Inc  301 West Platt Street, Ste.14 Tampa  FLORIDA  33606   Legal Entity  CORPORATION   State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney  HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEGACY EXHIBITS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949704 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081155
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "Legacy" in capital letters, with the letter "A" appearing in blue and the appearance of an upside down V and the remaining letters in black. The letter "E" appears as three horizontal bars. Underneath and shifted to the right is the word "Exhibits", in capital letters and in black, in a smaller font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EXHIBITS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Legacy Exhibits, LLC Address Legacy Exhibits, LLC 1720 Sunningdale Lane Hanover MARYLAND 21076 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIDDEN TRAILS
MOTORSPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86949719  Application Filing Date   Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number   5081156
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No
Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a stylized rectangular carrier in black with a gray border. Within the upper portion of the rectangular carrier is a stylized yellow rectangle holding the stylized wording "HIDDEN TRAILS" in black. Below the yellow rectangle and within the carrier is the stylized wording "MOTORSPORTS" in white and black followed by three stylized yellow chevron shapes. All other uses of white in the drawing represent background areas and are not features of the mark. Color Drawing   Yes
Color Claimed   The color(s) yellow, black, gray and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "MOTORSPORTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Dealerships in the field of motorcycles, personal watercraft and all terrain vehicles
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102
First Use   Jan. 01, 2013  In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Hidden Trails Motorsports of Charleston, LLC
Address   Hidden Trails Motorsports of Charleston, LLC
P.O. Box 2436 Charleston WV 25334  702 Morris Street  Charleston  WEST VIRGINIA  25301
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WEST VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   TOY, JOSHUA SPENCER JO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  KAREAUDITS, CERTIFIED SENIOR CARE AUDITORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86949759 Application Filing Date   Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number   5081160
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the round shape design featuring The Tree Of Life in the middle with capital letters wording "CERTIFIED SENIOR CARE AUDITORS" on the second inner circle. Stylized wording "KareAudits" is written across the mark and overlapping the mark. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "CERTIFIED SENIOR CARE AUDITORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   In-home support services to senior persons, namely, geriatric care management services in the nature of the coordination of necessary services and personal care for older individuals
International Classes   45 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Personal and legal services First Use   Jul. 23, 2015 In Commerce   Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   AFFINITY GROUP, INC. Address   AFFINITY GROUP, INC. 2158 45TH ST #201 HIGHLAND INDIANA 46322 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SMITH, REBECCA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RS MOBIPREG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949815 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081162
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pipeline repair system, namely, pipeline repair and reconstruction machines for cleaning, clearing, and lining the interior of existing water, wastewater, or industrial manufacturing pipelines with cured-in-place pipe systems for the repair or reconstruction of existing conduits, pipelines, potable water pipes and passageways
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 14, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name THE CHARLES MACHINE WORKS, INC. Address THE CHARLES MACHINE WORKS, INC. 1959 W. FIR AVENUE PERRY OKLAHOMA 730770066 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 20172.102TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ZIMMERMAN, GAYNNE GEOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949848 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081164
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery cables; Battery chargers; Battery packs; Cell phone cases; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone covers; Cell phone straps; Cell phones; Earphones and headphones; Electric cables; Electronic card readers; Electronic memory card readers; Emergency warning lights; Kitchen timers; Loudspeakers; Power adapters; Telephone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Head-clip cell phone holders
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Chongxu Address Chen Chongxu NO.11,Xiamao New Industry Zone,Baiyun Guangzhou CHINA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE-RICHARDSON HA, BRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NC OFF ROAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949865 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081167
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "NC OFF ROAD" in styled uppercase lettering. The letters "NC" appear in the center of a mountain with a stream into the landscape above the wording "OFF ROAD". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "OFF ROAD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Car and truck wheels and tires; car and truck accessories, namely, wheel rims, fender flares, steps for attachment to vehicles, roll bars, fitted truck bed liners, fitted seat covers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wholesale Direct Tires LLC Address Wholesale Direct Tires LLC 3731 Thurston Ave, Suite 101 Anoka MINNESOTA 55303 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) · 5 STAR OFS, LLC · 5 STAR OFS, LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86949963 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081168
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "5 STAR OFS, LLC" in an arch forming the top of a circle and the same wording repeated and forming the bottom of the circle; between each set of wording, on the right and left side of the circle, is a shaded circle being a dot. Inside the circle formed by the wording and the dots are five five-point stars forming a pentagon. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "5 STAR" AND "LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Waste saltwater and waste produced water disposal services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 08, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 08, 2015
For waste management
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Dec. 08, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 5 Star OFS, LLC Address 5 Star OFS, LLC 350 Pine Street Suite 240 BEAUMONT TEXAS 77701
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRELL, STEVEN WAYNE
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANYTIME ANALYST

Case Identifiers

Serial Number 86949993 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081170
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ANALYST"

Goods and Services Information

For Temporary personnel services; Business management and consultation in the field of case management, integrated justice, data conversions, and business intelligence; Analyzing and compiling business data; Advice and information concerning commercial business management; Advice relating to the organisation and management of business; Assistance in management of business activities; Assistance with business management and planning; Business administration and management; Business administration and office work; Business administration consultancy; Business advice and information; Business consultation services, namely, business process improvement and enterprise architecture design; Business data analysis; Business management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Beaird Business Solutions Address Beaird Business Solutions B3-456 5760 Legacy Dr Plano TEXAS 75024 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRUSTRIGHT STUDENT LOAN SERVICES A BRIGHT PATH FOR YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950000 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081173
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a bright sun shining over the horizon, lighting a pathway; the text "TrustRight Student Loan Services A Bright Path for Your Financial Future". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STUDENT LOAN SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal document preparation services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Aug. 19, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Trust Right Higher Education Loan Services LLC Address Trust Right Higher Education Loan Services LLC Ste. 203 2500 Quantum Lakes Drive Boynton Beach FLORIDA 33426 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BORSUK, ESTHER A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JIRVANA WORKSHOPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86950045</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 23, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081174</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "WORKSHOPS" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing workshops in the field of personal growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Matt Misuraca |
| Address | Matt Misuraca Suite 11 74133 El Paseo East Palm Desert CALIFORNIA 92260 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | HWANG, JOHN C B |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SERPE-CO CERTIFIED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86950089  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number  5081176
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark  Disclaimer  "CERTIFIED GENERAL CONTRACTORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  General building contractor services
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Mar. 15, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SERPE-CO  Address  SERPE-CO  1730 S. Federal Highway #321  Delray Beach  FLORIDA  33483
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
TM 16818 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TIME-EFFICIENT FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86950102 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number  5083990
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Jul. 29, 2016 Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "FITNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring physical fitness training; personal fitness training services; physical fitness consultation; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness training services; providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of physical fitness training; providing a website featuring information on exercise and fitness; providing an on-line computer database featuring information regarding exercise and fitness; providing on-line videos featuring physical fitness training, not downloadable; providing on-line publications in the nature of articles in the fields of exercise and fitness; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring exercise and fitness; educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about exercise and fitness accessible by means of radio, television, satellite, audio, video, web-based applications, mobile phone applications, computer networks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TeamKattouf Nutrition LLC Address  TeamKattouf Nutrition LLC  5000 Old Buncombe Rd  Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA  29617 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TRATOS, MARK STEVEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  BUFFALO CREEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86950114  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number  5081177
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Men's, ladies' and children's garments, namely, shirts, pants, shorts and jackets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pulse Creations Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA PULSE CREATIONS INC  Address  Pulse Creations Inc.  1410 BROADWAY, SUITE 1904  1410 NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10018  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NICE TOUCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950138  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number 5083813
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 05, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For disposable remote control cover
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Sep. 10, 2016  In Commerce Sep. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nice Touch LLC  Address Nice Touch LLC 4611 East Shea Boulevard Suite 230 Phoenix ARIZONA 85028  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 027771-00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  F

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86950278
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 23, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081179
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the image of a burgundy jumping horse with the pink letter "F" on its side.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) burgundy and pink is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: veterinary services and medical imaging for horses
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 06, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Brendan W. Furlong, M.V.B., Equine Veterinarian, P.A.
- **Address**: Brendan W. Furlong, M.V.B., Equine Veterinarian, P.A.  P.O. Box 16  Oldwick  NEW JERSEY  08858
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country**: NEW JERSEY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CANTONE, KERI H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CELINA TEXAS EST. 1876

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950363 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081183
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a horizontal, black line above the word "CELINA" written in black, above a second horizontal, black line and a gold banner outlined in black containing two black stars and the word "TEXAS" written in black, above the wording "EST. 1876" written in black, all before a gold tuft of wheat; the color white represents background and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CELINA TEXAS EST. 1876"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting economic development in the City of Celina, County of Collin, State of Texas, United States of America

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CITY OF CELINA Address CITY OF CELINA 142 N. Ohio Street CELINA TEXAS 75009 Legal Entity municipal corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BYB WELLNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950414 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081185
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WELLNESS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in self awareness; Conducting workshops and seminars in health and wellness; Education services, namely, providing individual and group coaching, seminars, workshops, programs and presentations in the field of health and wellness; Educational services, namely, conducting individual and group coaching, seminars, workshops, programs and presentations in the field of health and wellness; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of health and wellness; Personal coaching services in the field of health and wellness; Professional coaching services in the field of health and wellness; Providing classes, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of health and wellness; Workshops and seminars in the field of health and wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 19, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BYB Wellness, LLC Address BYB Wellness, LLC 903 NE Dove Lane Lawton OKLAHOMA 73507
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CROSSRATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950438 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081186
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services, namely, investment risk mitigation services, financial risk mitigation intermediary services, risk mitigation investment data services and financial risk measurement services for financial institutions
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Sep. 01, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crossrate Technologies LLC Address Crossrate Technologies LLC c/o Seyfarth Shaw LLP 131 S. Dearborn, Suite 2400 Chicago ILLINOIS 60603 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)   H HEALTH PLAZA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86950439  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number   5081187
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a green circle design with a white and green stylized "H" overlaying the design. Within the circle design and above the stylized "H" is a white circle. Underneath the circle design and stylized "H" is the wording "HEALTH PLAZA" in green. Apart from the stylized "H" and circle design, the color white in the mark merely represents transparent background.  Color Drawing   Yes  Color Claimed   The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer   "HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Dietary supplements
International Classes   5 - Primary Classes   US Classes   6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title   Pharmaceuticals  First Use   Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce   Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   LUX-MART HOLDINGS INC.  Address   LUX-MART HOLDINGS INC.  3501 Kingbird Crt  Mississauga ON L5L 2P9  CANADA  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONVERSION E - LEARNING ACADEMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950454 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081188
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CONVERSION" in capital letters on a white background. All letters are bold black, with the exception of the letter "O" and a stylized letter "N". The upper two quadrants of the letter "O" are gray, the lower right quadrant is red and the lower left quadrant is black. There is a white space between each quadrant. The word "CONVERSION" is underlined by a gray stroke, which increases in width to the right and turns upward at a 90 degree angle after the letter "O". The upward stroke forms the first line of a stylized letter "N". Approximately two-thirds of the way up the first line of "N" the gray stroke is intersected by a diagonal white line. The remainder of the letter "N" is red. The middle line of the letter "N" extends to the bottom of the letter. The last line of the letter "N" is an upward pointing arrow which extends above the first line of the letter "N". Beneath the gray stroke, the phrase "E - LEARNING ACADEMY" is spelled in gray letters. The letter "E" is lower case and the words "LEARNING ACADEMY" are upper case. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white, black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "E-LEARNING ACADEMY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing on-line orientation and testing in the field of commercial truck driving; Educational services, namely, providing continuing professional education courses in the field of commercial truck driving; Continuing education services, namely, providing live and on-line continuing professional education seminars in the field of commercial truck driving; Vocational education in the fields of commercial truck driving


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: Conversion Interactive Agency, LLC
Address: Conversion Interactive Agency, LLC
52'10 Maryland Way, Suite 301
Brentwood, TENNESSEE 37027
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: BAKER, JORDAN A

19720
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CSIA ROADSHOW EST 1983

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86950463  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number  5081189
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an inverted pentagon with the word "ROADSHOW" running across a banner in the center and the word "CSIA" underneath, with three images of a chimney placed horizontally above the word "ROADSHOW" and the words "EST 1983" across the top.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "EST 1983"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting courses in the field of chimney sweeping
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Feb. 24, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chimney Safety Institute of America, Inc.  Address  Chimney Safety Institute of America, Inc  2155 Commercial Drive  Plainfield  INDIANA  46168  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950573 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081194
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an indoor facility to be used by naval, military and other governmental agencies, and commercial and other organizations, for maritime training and offshore survival training

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brotherhood International Enterprises, LLC Address Brotherhood International Enterprises, LLC 433 Mill Stone Road Chesapeake VIRGINIA 23322 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) L SWIMWEAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number 86950574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number 5081195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal Mark Type Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark The mark consists of a single wave between the letter &quot;L&quot; and the word &quot;Swimwear&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer &quot;SWIMWEAR&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Clothing, namely, shirts, swimwear, sweatshirts, sweaters, hoodies, shorts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name Bethany Ludlam Address Bethany Ludlam Unit #1272 1335 Kingsley Avenue Orange Park FLORIDA 32067 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name Hunter Ludlam Address Hunter Ludlam Unit #1272 1335 Kingsley Avenue Orange Park FLORIDA 32067 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number 16-046-TM-IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86950668</td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2016</td>
<td>5081198</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**

Aug. 30, 2016

**Reason for Publication**

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAVERICK UNBRANDED

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "UNBRANDED"

**Goods and Services Information**

For Athletic shorts; Beanies; Belts; Caps; Footwear; Hats; Headwear; Jackets; Jeans; Knit shirts; Shorts; Slacks; Socks; Sweaters; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Swimwear; T-shirts; Tank tops; Woven shirts; Hooded sweatshirts

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 15, 2015

**Basis Information**

Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Wood, John C.
- **Address**: Wood, John C. 8580 Garden Valley Ct. Las Vegas NEVADA 89178
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
CONVERSION ON-BOARDING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86950689</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "CONVERSION" in gray capital letters on a white background. The phrase "ON-BOARDING" is in bold black capital letters directly below the word "CONVERSION". To the left of the words is a stylized arrow in red. The arrow begins with an upward parallelogram which merges into a downward line at an angle, which merges with an upward arrow which reaches the top of the mark. |
| Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) red, white, black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "ON-BOARDING" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to prepare pre-hire paperwork for commercial truck drivers |
| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Oct. 17, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 17, 2015 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Conversion Interactive Agency, LLC |
| Address | Conversion Interactive Agency, LLC 5210 Maryland Way, Suite 301 Brentwood TENNESSEE 37067 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TENNESSEE |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BAKER, JORDAN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VIFORCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950691 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081200
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an inverted triangle containing an overall triangular shape comprised of smaller triangles, above the wording "VIFORCE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Desktop computers, namely, gaming computers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 05, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ViaTech LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA ViForce Gaming Address ViaTech LLC 1108 AR Davis Rd Seymour TENNESSEE 37865 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where TENNESSEE
Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWITCH TO THE #1 NATURAL SPORTS DRINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86950711 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081201
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "#1 NATURAL SPORTS DRINK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Energy drinks; Energy drinks enhanced with electrolytes; Energy drinks enhanced with vitamins; Energy drinks enhanced with minerals; Energy drinks enhanced with nutrients; Isotonic drinks; Sports drinks International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Mar. 15, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BA Sports Nutrition, LLC Address BA Sports Nutrition, LLC Suite 401 17-20 Whitestone Expressway Whitestone NEW YORK 11357 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "New York" should be deleted, and "Delaware" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MESSICK, TABITHA LEE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CM4

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86950732 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number   5081202
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized graphic of the letters "CM4" where the second half (right side) of the "M" also serves as the upper portion of the "4", the top right peak of the "M" protrudes slightly higher than the "C" and left peak of "M", and bottom right tail of the "M" extends much further below the left tail of the "M" and there is a horizontal line through it in order to form the "4", and the bottom right tail of the "M" ends in a 45-degree point to the right. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "CM4" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3865677, 3868543

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; Carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, cell phones, PDAs, and mobile phones; Carrying cases specially adapted for pocket calculators and cellphones; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for personal digital assistants (PDA)
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use    Jul. 21, 2009 In Commerce    May 25, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Catalyst Medium Four, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CM4, Inc Address Catalyst Medium Four, Inc Suite 122  500 East 4th St Austin  TEXAS  78701 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SHEN, ELIZABETH S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CM4

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950740 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081203
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3865677, 3868543

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Carrying cases for cell phones; Carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, cell phones, PDAs, and mobile phones; Carrying cases specially adapted for pocket calculators and cellphones; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for personal digital assistants (PDA)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 21, 2009 In Commerce May 25, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Catalyst Medium Four, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA CM4, Inc Address Catalyst Medium Four, Inc Suite 122 500 East 4th St Austin TEXAS 78701 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, ELIZABETH S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAG-200

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86950839 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number  5081206 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements containing magnesium International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes   6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals First Use  Jan. 03, 1988 In Commerce  Jan. 03, 1988

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Allergy Research Group LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Optimox Address  Allergy Research Group LLC  2300 S. Main Street  South Salt Lake  UTAH  84115 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  78430-5

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIO CLOVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950853 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081207 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Bio Clover" in the font of Script MJ Bold, and a symbol of an antibody which is a Y shaped protein, is connected to the top of the letter "I" in the word "Bio". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mouthwash International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 24, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chang, Shiuan-Tang DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Immunoglobal Solution Address Chang, Shiuan-Tang 1512 Hollenbeck Ave Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 94087 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Tsai, Chih-Ming DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Immunoglobal Solution Address Tsai, Chih-Ming 1512 Hollenbeck Ave Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 94087 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOOK, JEFFREY J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  ALPHA SCIENTIFIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 86950869 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 23, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081208 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SCIENTIFIC"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing business information regarding battery chargers and electric power supplies via a website
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 17, 1988
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 17, 1988

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Alpha Scientific Electronics, Inc.
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA Alpha Scientific
- **Address**: Alpha Scientific Electronics, Inc. 1868 National Ave. Hayward CALIFORNIA 94545
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUSHMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950893 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081209
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Refrigerators
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Nov. 08, 2002 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DP REFRIGERATION PTY LTD Address DP REFRIGERATION PTY LTD 3 CONTOUR CLOSE RESEARCH VICTORIA AUSTRALIA 3095 Legal Entity PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY State or Country AUSTRALIA
Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRENCH, CURTIS W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FARPLUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86950940  Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number  5081211
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Batteries; Battery chargers; Bullet resistant vests; Cameras; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Digital photo frames; Electronic pens; GPS navigation device; Headphones; Laptop computers; Portable media players; Smartphones; Smartwatches; Solar batteries; Sports helmets; Sunglasses; Tripods; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile telephones, smart telephones, digital cameras, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 13, 2015  In Commerce  Apr. 13, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHENZHEN ERWUBA E-COMMERCE CO.,LTD  Address  SHENZHEN ERWUBA E-COMMERCE CO.,LTD F,BLOCKB,GUOQI BUILDING SHANGBU SOUTH RD.,NANYUAN ST.,FUTIAN SHENZHEN CHINA
Legal Entity  LIMITED COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YUI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950944 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081212
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "YUI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts; Bow ties; Brassieres; Camisoles; Coats; Corselets; Corsets; Dresses; Gloves as clothing; Knit tops; Leather belts; Scarfs; Skirts; Suits; T-shirts; Tank tops; Tights; Tops; Trousers; Underpants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 19, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gao Zheng Address Gao Zheng No.2,Donghuan 2nd Road,Yousong Community, Longhua Street Office, Baoan, Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TONYWELL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JAVA TOWN CAFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86950967 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number  5081214
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "JAVA TOWN CAFE" with a stylized coffee cup as the letter "O". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "JAVA" AND "CAFE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee and tea bars
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services First Use  Oct. 13, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Java Town Cafe, LLC Address  Java Town Cafe, LLC  501 E. Market Street  Alliance  OHIO  44601
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  WI-3340

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIZOERADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950972 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081215
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acoustic sound alarms; Battery chargers; Cameras; Cell phone covers; Cell phones; Computer peripheral devices; Flash lamps; GPS navigation device; Headphones; Loud speakers; Power supplies; Rechargeable electric batteries; Remote controls for radios, televisions and stereos; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB charging ports for use in vehicles; Vehicle traffic signals; Wireless chargers; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players; Chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatuses; Data cables; Portable media players
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 10, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Baizhuoruide Information Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Baizhuoruide Information Technology Co., Ltd 1702 Meihe Bldg, Hebei Village Xinhe Str, Bantian Str, Longgang Dist Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HONG TAIL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86950997 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081217
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beach coverups; Bras; Camisoles; Caps; Coats; Corsets; Culottes; Cyclists' jerseys; Dresses; Jackets; Overcoats; Scarfs; Skirts; Sleepwear; Suits; Sweaters; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Tights; Tops; Trousers; Underwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
Nov. 19, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 19, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
TM 16846 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NUMBERF

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951026 Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5081218
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Streaming of audio, video and audiovisual material on the Internet; electronic transmission of multimedia content via the Internet
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tweli, Inc. Address Tweli, Inc. 6004 Highland Drive Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 45XT-240034

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, CHRISTINA B
TM 16847 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) { HAIR · POTHECARY }
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR HEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86951031 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number  5081219
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "HAIRPOTHECARY" with a dot in between "HAIR" and "POTHECARY", and with front and back braces surrounding the word, and with the phrase "SPECIALIZING IN HAIR HEALTH" underneath the word "HAIRPOTHECARY". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "SPECIALIZING IN HAIR HEALTH"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hair salon services, namely, individualized hair consultation and treatments for the improvement, management, volume, strength, nourishment, and protection of hair
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Aug. 16, 2013 In Commerce  Sep. 05, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HAIRPOTHECARY INC. Address  HAIRPOTHECARY INC. 30 STATION STREET BROOKLINE MASSACHUSETTS 02445 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  HP - 0104

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86951036 Application Filing Date  Mar. 23, 2016 Registration Number   5081220
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the number sign design with the letter "F" incorporated into the lower right portion. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Streaming of audio, video and audiovisual material on the Internet
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication
First Use  May 01, 2015 In Commerce  May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tweli, Inc. Address  Tweli, Inc. 6004 Highland Drive Chevy Chase MARYLAND 20815 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  45XT-240033

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KING, CHRISTINA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  TOP RETURN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86951090  Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2016  Registration Number   5081222
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "TOPRETURN" with a
curved band stretching over the "O" in "TOP" to the second "R" in "RETURN" and a short horizontal bar under the letters
"UR" in "RETURN". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording
"TopReturn" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cookers, namely, electric slow cookers, electric rice cookers, gas cookers; Heaters, electric, for babies' feeding bottles;
Electric Toasters; Coffee machines, electric; Air sterilisers; Drying apparatus for use in heating and refrigeration systems, use
in chemical processing, use in fodder and forage; Water purifying apparatus and machines; Lamps; Air purifying apparatus and
machines; Air-humidifying apparatus
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title
Environmental Control Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yingtuo Science and Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Yingtuo Science and Technology
Co., Ltd.  Rm 710, Pengfeng Apt., Bantian  HekanVillage, Bantian St, Longgang Dist.  Shenzhen  CHINA  Legal Entity
limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinng Attorney  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
HOMEGOODS KITCHEN TOOL
SCHOOL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86951162</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
<td>5081223</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "KITCHEN TOOL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Retail department store services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: HomeGoods, Inc.
- **Address**: HomeGoods, Inc. 770 Cochituate Road Framingham MASSACHUSETTS 01701
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 46784/475870

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROCAROLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951201 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081226
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ROCAROLA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aerials; Audiovisual receivers; Batteries, electric; Cell phones; Radiotelephony sets; Smartwatches; Theft alarms; Video baby monitors; Walkie-talkies; Wearable activity trackers; Burglar alarms; Educational apparatus, namely, manipulative blocks used as teaching aids for the visualization of math concepts; Visual recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and animation
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 18, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Rongwu Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Rongwu Technology Co., Ltd. Booth 2B401-402, Pacific Market Huafa North Road, Futian District Shenzhen CHINA 518033 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TAYLOR, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MACK'S TENDERS ON-THE-GO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOME ACHIEVER PROGRAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951287 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081229 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME" AND "PROGRAM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EquiFi Corporation Address EquiFi Corporation 15466 Los Gatos Blvd, Suite 109-211 Los Gatos CALIFORNIA 95032 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LIVE OAK WOODWORKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86951288  Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2016  Registration Number  5081230
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two leaves inside an oval with the words "LIVE OAK" on the top of the oval and "WOODWORKING" at the bottom.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "LIVE OAK WOODWORKING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Woodworking  International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment  First Use  Mar. 31, 2015  In Commerce  Aug. 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Live Oak Woodworking, LLC  Address  Live Oak Woodworking, LLC  1503 US HWY 280 West  Plains GEORGIA  31780  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENHANCE HEALTH NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951338 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081231 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "ENHANCE" (in all capital letters), "Health" and "Network" and an irregular quadrilateral shape that is wider on the right side of the shape. The shape is in the color green on the left side and changes to a lighter color green in the middle and a yellow-green color on the right side of the irregular quadrilateral. The word "ENHANCE" is in the color white inside the irregular quadrilateral. The words "Health Network" are in the color gray below the irregular quadrilateral. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, light green, yellow-green, white, and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEALTH NETWORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For healthcare services, namely, integrated healthcare services with a network of healthcare providers
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 09, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name RPN, LLC Address RPN, LLC 2021 Transformation Drive, Suite 1100 Lincoln NEBRASKA 68508
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86951360</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
<td>5081233</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
- Aug. 30, 2016

### Reason for Publication
- Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- ENHANCE HEALTH NETWORK

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "ENHANCE" (in all capital letters), "Health", and "Network" and an irregular quadrilateral shape that is wider on the right side of the shape. The word "ENHANCE" is inside the irregular quadrilateral. The words "Health Network" are below the irregular quadrilateral.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimers**: "HEALTH NETWORK"

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: healthcare services, namely, integrated healthcare services with a network of healthcare providers
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Nov. 09, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 09, 2015

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: RPN, LLC
- **Address**: RPN, LLC 2021 Transformation Drive, Suite 1100, Lincoln, NEBRASKA 68508
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEBRASKA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: RYDLAND, STEPHANIE DIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF YOUR IP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86951576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "IP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal consultation services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes
US Classes  100, 101
International Class Title  Personal and legal services
First Use  Aug. 25, 2012
In Commerce  Sep. 26, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  One3 IP Management, P.C.
Address  One3 IP Management, P.C. 1560-1 Newbury Rd., #327 Newbury Park CALIFORNIA 91320
Legal Entity  professional corporation
State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3IP3IP.0002U

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADD THE SOCKS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951592 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081237
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized words "ADD THE SOCKS" with the first two words in emphasized typeface above the third word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use by or in connection with automobile dealerships for promoting the sale of accessories

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AIM GROUP, LLC Address AIM GROUP, LLC 200 ADELL BOULEVARD SUNNYVALE TEXAS 75182 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRELL, STEVEN WAYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNITED ATHLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951618 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081238
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the expression "UNITED ATHLE" in a slightly stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 4252514 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 19, 1999 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 19, 2009 Foreign Renewal Expiration Date Mar. 19, 2019 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jan. 06, 2009

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, polo shirts, parkas, sweat shirts, sweat pants, overalls, pants, jackets, sweaters, shoes, pajamas, robes, undergarments and rompers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CAB Co. LTD. Address CAB Co. LTD. 38-6 2 Chome Meieki Nakamura, Nagoya JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 939_236

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PINO, BRIAN J
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86951634</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
<td>5081239</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** DECORATING GENIUS SYSTEM

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**: "DECORATING" AND "SYSTEM"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Providing on-line videos featuring interior design and decorating advice, strategies, and step-by-step guidance, not downloadable; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of interior design and decorating; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of interior design and decorating advice, strategies, and step-by-step guidance; Providing education courses in the field of interior design and decorating offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**First Use**: Jun. 30, 2014
**In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: Interiors by Donna Hoffman, LLC
**Address**: Interiors by Donna Hoffman, LLC 1081 Country Hills Road Yardley PENNSYLVANIA 19067
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number**: IDH 002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: RAJA, AMER YASIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86951645  Application Filing Date: Mar. 24, 2016  Registration Number: 5081241
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a line drawing representing a traditional rosette-style decorative architectural piece featuring a thick square outline defining the edges, with an interior floral design having a total of eight oval petal elements in two sets of fours representing four outer petals and four inner petals, distributed evenly around a 8-pointed star centered on a interior circle representing the interior parts of the flower element.
Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing on-line videos featuring interior design and decorating advice, strategies, and step-by-step guidance, not downloadable; Providing a web site featuring non-downloadable instructional videos in the field of interior design and decorating; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of interior design and decorating advice, strategies, and step-by-step guidance; Providing education courses in the field of interior design and decorating offered through online, non-downloadable videos and instructor assistance
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Interiors by Donna Hoffman, LLC  Address: Interiors by Donna Hoffman, LLC  1081 Country Hills Road Yardley  PENNSYLVANIA  19067  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: IDH 003
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STEELFIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951702 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081246
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 302015106503 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 30, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 302015106503 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 13, 2016 Foreign Application/Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 30, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household or kitchen utensils, namely, rolling pins, colanders, cooking sieves and sifters, cake brushes, basting brushes, food basters, spatulas, dishes, serving scoops, mixing spoons, kitchen tongs, strainers, cooking spoons, basting spoons, serving spoons, spoon rests, cooking forks, serving forks, corkscrews, vegetable mashers, trivets, and turners; Containers for household or kitchen use; Brush-making materials; Steelwool; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes, namely, beverage glassware, porcelain mugs, earthenware mugs, and saucepans; Non-electric cooking apparatus, namely, skillets, crepe makers, and spring forms; cooking utensils, namely, non-electric griddles; Cooking pot sets; Non-electric steaming apparatus for cooking, namely, food steamers; Non-electric pressure cookers; Pans; Frying pans; Dripping pans; Saucepans; non-electric griddles for a cooking utensils; Pots; Pot lids; Non-electric woks; Graters for kitchen use; Cookie cutters; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Pastry cutters; Non-electric kitchen devices for extruding, namely, juicers; Non-electric kitchen devices for grating; Non-electric kitchen devices for grinding, namely, ceramic grinding beads for use in wet milling; Non-electric kitchen devices for mashing, namely, vegetable mashers; Non-electric kitchen devices for scraping, namely, scraping brushes; Insulated containers for food or beverage for domestic use; Dishware; Covers for dishes; Baskets for domestic use; Bowls; Cake molds; Cookery molds; Hand operated machines for squeezing, namely, non-electric fruit squeezers; Non-electric kitchen devices for pressing, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for draining or pressing liquids from a food can; Rolling pins, domestic; Mixers for kitchen and household purposes, non-electric; cooking sifters for household utensil use; Baking tins, namely, pie, muffin, cake and baked goods tins sold empty for domestic use; Trays for domestic and kitchen serving purposes
**International Classes**  21 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  **International Class Title**  
Housewares and Glass

**For**  Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, namely, electric cookware, namely, broilers, crepe makers, cupcake makers, food warmers, griddles, grills, hot plates, pans, pots, skillets, and saucepans; Electric kitchen machines for cooking, namely, ovens; Cooking apparatus and installations, namely, cooktops; Cookers, namely, electric rice cookers, electric pressure cookers, and electric slow cookers; electric steaming apparatus for cooking; Soup cooker, namely, electric cooking pot; Electric frying pans; Electric woks; electric deep frying machine; electric indoor kitchen grills; roasting spits for cooking grills; electric roasting device for cooking; Induction electric cooking plate; electric stove top; electric and gas kitchen stoves; Kettles, electric; Bread baking machines; Electrically-heated mugs

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  13, 21, 23, 31, 34  **International Class Title**  
Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 44E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Genius GmbH  **Address**  Genius GmbH  Im Dachsstück 8  65549 Limburg  FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity**  gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  078998.000YY  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WRIGHTGRID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951726 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081247
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Public solar-powered wireless transmitter and receiver stations; electrical apparatus, namely, public solar-powered charging stations for charging mobile electronic devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 2015 In Commerce Feb. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WrightGrid LLC Address WrightGrid LLC 28 Dane Street Somerville MASSACHUSETTS 02143
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number W106520000US
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WRIGHTGRID

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a stylized square comprised of 4 smaller squares with the design of a star in the center to the left of the word &quot;WRIGHTGRID&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Public solar-powered wireless transmitter and receiver stations; electrical apparatus, namely, public solar-powered charging stations for charging mobile electronic devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>Feb. 2015</td>
<td>Feb. 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WrightGrid LLC</td>
<td>WrightGrid LLC 28 Dane Street Somerville MASSACHUSETTS 02143</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W106520001US</td>
<td>WIENER, MICHAEL A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LI XIU XIAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951805 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081251
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words of "Li Xiu Xian" are sitting at the background is an carton image of foot with five circles representing the toes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Li Xiu Xian" has no meaning in a foreign language. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Li Xiu Xian", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medicinal creams for skin care; Medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Sep. 12, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Li XiuXian Address Li XiuXian 2715 Pine St. Rosemead CALIFORNIA 91770 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POWERED BY THE SUN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86951810  Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2016  Registration Number  5081252
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized power switch with the terms
"POWERED BY THE SUN".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer
"POWERED BY THE SUN"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Public solar-powered wireless transmitter and receiver stations; electrical apparatus, namely, public solar-powered
charging stations for charging mobile electronic devices
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and
Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Sep. 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WrightGrid LLC  Address  WrightGrid LLC  28 Dane Street  Somerville  MASSACHUSETTS  02143
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  MASSACHUSETTS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  W106520002US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE SKATERS EDGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86951914</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;SKATERS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Sports equipment for hockey, namely, skates, skate blade covers, chest, elbow, knee, leg, hand, and shoulder pads, bags specially adapted for hockey equipment, and ice skate guards |
| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
| First Use | 2009 |
| In Commerce | 2009 |

| For | Apparel, namely, hockey jerseys, t-shirts, shorts, and hats |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | 2009 |
| In Commerce | 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Skater's Edge, LLC |
| Address | The Skater's Edge, LLC 603-B Edwardia Drive Greensboro NORTH CAROLINA 27409 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NORTH CAROLINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 957444-2 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CRENNAN, KEVIN GERARD |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MILAN FARMS MMK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86951973 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081255
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MILAN FARMS"
above the lettering "MMK" with a circular design featuring lines and flowers resembling fields to the left. Color
Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FARMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Saffron for use as a food seasoning
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kordestani, Milan Address Kordestani, Milan P.O. Box 687 Menlo Park CALIFORNIA 94026 Legal
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MYRTLE GROVE VENTURES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86951999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  **Disclaimer** "VENTURES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Financial services, namely, business fundraising for others; Incubation services, namely, providing financing to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profits; Venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies

**International Classes** 36 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Insurance and Financial

**First Use** Mar. 10, 2016  **In Commerce** Mar. 10, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Myrtle Grove Ventures LLC  **Address** Myrtle Grove Ventures LLC  228 Park Avenue South  No. 83098 New York  NEW YORK  10003  **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where**

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SNABB, SANDRA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FUCHS FRIENDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86952010 Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number   5081257
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness  In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  as to "FUCHS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness of corneal dystrophy International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 01, 1998 In Commerce  Oct. 27, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Corneal Dystrophy Foundation Address  The Corneal Dystrophy Foundation  6066 McAbee Rd San Jose  CALIFORNIA  95120 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SCHIMPF, TIMOTHY O
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
RED CAPITAL GROUP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86952039
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 24, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081259
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "RED" directly to the left of the stacked words "CAPITAL" directly over "GROUP", wherein the "O" in "GROUP" is a sphere.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "CAPITAL GROUP"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Commercial mortgage lending and banking services; commercial banking services; real estate asset management services; loan financing services; securities brokerage services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Feb. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Red Capital Group, LLC
- **Address**: Red Capital Group, LLC 10 W. Broad St., 8th Floor Columbus OHIO 43215
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 14232-30-999
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TAPPIN' ROOTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952047 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081260
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with a sunburst in the background with roots growing in the earth and the words "TAPPIN' ROOTS" below. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ROOTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fertilizers; Plant growth nutrients; Natural fertilizers; Organic fertilizers
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
First Use Jan. 01, 2013 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dandelion Enterprises, LLC Address Dandelion Enterprises, LLC Building A 2975 Dutton Ave. Santa Rosa CALIFORNIA 95407 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number Dandelion/TR
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M

19768
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BAY WELD BOATS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952154 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081262
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WELD BOATS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom manufacture of boats
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use May 07, 2002 In Commerce May 07, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BAY WELDING SERVICES INC Address BAY WELDING SERVICES INC PO BOX 534 Homer ALASKA 99603 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BOSTON BALLS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86952210
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 24, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081265
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BOSTON"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Providing of food and drink; Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; Restaurant and bar services
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Oct. 25, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 25, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Ianniccheri, Anthony R.
- **Address**: PO Box 841, Fiskdale, MA 01518
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examinining Attorney**: DAWE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLUE MOON EXPEDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86952238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer: "EXPEDITIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Yacht chartering services; Yacht and boat charter services; Conducting fishing charters
International Classes: 39 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 105
International Class Title: Transportation and Storage
First Use: Jan. 15, 2015
In Commerce: Jan. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Eleven IP Holdings, LLC
Address: Eleven IP Holdings, LLC Suite 403 221 North Hogan Street Jacksonville FLORIDA 32202
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE USA EXCHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952246 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081267
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online social networking services in the field of business
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Jan. 2015 In Commerce Jan. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The USA Exchange, Inc. Address The USA Exchange, Inc. 2033 Main St, Ste 505 Sarasota FLORIDA 34237 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE USA EXCHANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952251 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081268
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized red, white, and blue American flag featured beside the words "THE USA EXCHANGE" written in gray, red and blue against a white background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray, red, white, blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "USA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online social networking services in the field of business
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jan. 2015 In Commerce Jan. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The USA Exchange, Inc. Address The USA Exchange, Inc. 2033 Main St, Ste 505 Sarasota FLORIDA 34237 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POOPIE PICKERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952256 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081269
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PICKERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dog waste removal services
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 01, 2010 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poopie Pickers LLC Address Poopie Pickers LLC 5152 W. 88th Place Oak Lawn ILLINOIS 60453
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRUSTEDFLASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 86952294 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 24, 2016 | Registration Number | 5083814 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | May 24, 2016 | Notice of Allowance Date | Jul. 19, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer memory devices
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Aug. 01, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Spyrus, Inc. Address Spyrus, Inc. 1860 Hartog Drive San Jose CALIFORNIA 951312203 Legal Entity CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SPY-116US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952328  Application Filing Date  Mar. 24, 2016  Registration Number 5081271
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service  Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of three stacked curve lines. The top line is in brown and has an additional slight curve on the left side and an incomplete circle on the right. The middle curved line is in blue. The bottom curved line is in brown. The stacked lines are meant to resemble the top of a circular building. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) brown and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Television transmission and broadcasting services; communications by fiber optic networks; satellite transmission
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104  International Class Title Communication
First Use Jan. 01, 1995  In Commerce Jan. 01, 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pacific Television Center, Inc.  Address Pacific Television Center, Inc.  www.pactv.com  3440 Motor Avenue  Los Angeles  CALIFORNIA  90034  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number B13752001200

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952362 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081274
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a black and white silhouette of a woman's
hair, with a red flower with green leaves located towards the upper left of the hair. Around the silhouette's neck is a
traditional Hawaiian lei with 10 colored flowers going around from left to right in the order of yellow, pink, purple and
violet, blue and red, pink and purple, maroon and orange and blue, blue and yellow, maroon and pink, blue and orange,
orange and tan, and yellow, orange and blue, all with green leaves behind. Below the silhouette is the word "LEI"
capitalized in black font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, maroon, green, yellow, pink,
purple, blue, orange, tan, and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine; White wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First
Use Sep. 01, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Don Julio Kim Vineyards, LLC Address Don Julio Kim Vineyards, LLC 650 Delancey Street, #418 San
Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner WOOD, CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PVP PREMIUM VINYL PLANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952404 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081277
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of the letters "PVP" with the "V"
overlapping the two "P's" on either side. A diagonal line goes through each of the "P's" from lower left to upper right and
two diagonal lines go through the left portion of the "V" from lower left to upper right. Below this design is the wording
"PREMIUM VINYL PLANK". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"PREMIUM VINYL PLANK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vinyl flooring, vinyl tiles, wooden flooring and non-metal floors
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic
Building Materials First Use Oct. 01, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HERITAGE OF HARVEST, LLC Address HERITAGE OF HARVEST, LLC 2505 ANGELCREST DR
HACIENDA HEIGHTS CALIFORNIA 91745 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM 365.120

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LYING ON ICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952409 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081278
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Musical sound recordings
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 12, 2013 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lying On Ice Address Lying On Ice PO Box 2023 Monument COLORADO 80132 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COOALITY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952440 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081281
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal window and door screens
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials First Use Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

For Non-metal screw hole plugs; Wood knobs
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

For Common metal hardware, namely, pulls, knobs, and hinges
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jan. 15, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fenestration Solutions, Inc. Address Fenestration Solutions, Inc. 2240 Main St. #28 Chula Vista CALIFORNIA 91911 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T14600US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DINALLO, KEVIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PEACE POUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952541 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081284
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Body and beauty care cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 10, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name May White LLC Address May White LLC 275 Old Frame Road Smithfield PENNSYLVANIA 15478
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VANSTON, KATHLEEN MARY
TM 16886 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OKONES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952555 Application Filing Date Mar. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5081286
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "OKONES" in stylized font, with a dot appearing inside each letter "O" to form a design of a pair of eyes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amulets; Bracelets; Brooches; Charms; Cuff links; Earrings; Jewellery; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry chains; Jewelry rolls; Key chains as jewellery; Key rings of precious metal; Lapel pins; Lockets; Necklaces; Presentation boxes for jewelry; Rings; Rings; Tie clips; Tie pins; Amulets; Necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qi, Ling Address Qi, Ling No.8, Renmin Rd., Tuanfeng Town Tuanfeng County Huanggang, Hubei CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STONES & GOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952656 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081287
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "STONES & GOLD" in stylized font with a stylized diamond superimposed on the letter "O" in the word "STONES". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "STONES & GOLD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services and online retail store services in the field of jewelry, including jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 27, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 27, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Golden Jewelry, Inc. Address Golden Jewelry, Inc. 650 South Hill Street, Suite 717 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEMI, XHENETA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CUPCAKES & CONDOMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952661 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081288
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CONDOMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing workshops and trainings in the field of HIV/AIDS and sexual health for the purpose of empowering women and girls

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Red Pump Project DBA, AKA, Formerly FORMERLY The Red Project Collective Address The Red Pump Project 1507 E. 53rd St. #303 Chicago ILLINOIS 60615 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ONUOHA, UKACHUKWU FRED
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STONES & GOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86952668  Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number  5081289
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "STONES & GOLD" in stylized font with a stylized diamond superimposed on the letter "O" in the word "STONES".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "STONES & GOLD"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Customized design services in the field of jewelry, including jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Apr. 27, 2015  In Commerce  Apr. 27, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Golden Jewelry, Inc.  Address  Golden Jewelry, Inc.  650 South Hill Street, Suite 717  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90014  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ADEMI, XHENETA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WANTYE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized word "WANTYE" to the right of a design composed of a curved line appearing above a T-shaped image, with the bottom of the T shape curving to the right. | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. | Translation | The wording "WANTYE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Arc lamps; Bread baking machines; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; Lighting tubes; Bakers' ovens; Bicycle lights; Ceiling lights; Coffee machines, electric; Coffee roasters; Electric Chinese lanterns; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electric toasters; Headlights for automobiles; Incandescent lamps; Lanterns for lighting; Lights for vehicles; Luminous tubes for lighting; Pocket searchlights; Safety lamps for underground use; Searchlights

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 | International Class Title | Environmental Control Apparatus | First Use | Mar. 01, 2013 | In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2013 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Shenzhen Yunda New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Yunda New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. 705, Bldg. 8, Dongfangming Industrial Town, No.83, Dabao Rd., 33 Dist.,Baoan Dist., Shezhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE CHEMICAL FREE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952718 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081294
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CHEMICAL FREE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Essential oil blends, skin moisturizer, shaving lotion, flower essences for cosmetic purposes, scented room sprays made with essential oils, non-medicated herbal body salves, skin lotions; non-medicated skin care preparations; all of the aforementioned goods made from chemical-free ingredients
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 10, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Verro, Danielle Address Verro, Danielle 6 Keystone Way Andover MASSACHUSETTS 01810 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Viscose, Angela Address Viscose, Angela 265 Main St West Newbury MASSACHUSETTS 01985 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEGGS, MONICA L
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OAK FOREST PATHFINDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management, and accounting
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: May 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 31, 2014

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Oak Forest Ventures
- **Address**: Oak Forest Ventures 100 Front St Ste 500 Conshohocken PENNSYLVANIA 19428
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIFESTYLE MOTIVES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86952805  Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number  5081298
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of "Lifestyle Motives" is curved along the top of the logo. There is a woman in the Lord of the Dance yoga pose in front of a lotus-shaped mandala. Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "LIFESTYLE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Nutrition counseling
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services  First Use  Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  White, Natasha  Address  White, Natasha  #B9  1600 Maple Avenue  Hillside  NEW JERSEY  07205
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MORPHOLIO CRIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86952815  Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number   5081299
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CRIT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer application software for mobile devices for messaging comments, annotations, mark-ups, and sketches over photos, images, graphics, and sketches which can be saved and transmitted
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use  Apr. 01, 2015  In Commerce  May 19, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Morpholio, LLC  Address  Morpholio, LLC  106-223  4441 Six Forks Road  Raleigh  NORTH CAROLINA  27609
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JONES, JACQUELYN ANDRE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ASYNCHRONY LABS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952859 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081301
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LABS" Acquired
Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement as to "ASYNCHRONY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4944175, 4944174, 2579373

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, design, development, integration, and implementation of computerized systems and networks for others; design, development, and implementation of computer software for others; consultation regarding computerized information systems, computer technology, and computer planning for others; creating, maintaining, and providing access to a global computer network database for multi-user and multi-point electronic collaboration among individuals for the development of computer software for others; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Computer systems integration services; digital imaging and document data transfer and physical conversion from one media form to another; computer hardware and software consulting services; installation and maintenance of computer software; consulting services in the fields of computers, computer software, and telecommunications technology; Data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jun. 03, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WORLD WIDE TECHNOLOGY HOLDING CO., INC. Address WORLD WIDE TECHNOLOGY HOLDING CO., INC. 1 World Wide Way Maryland Heights MISSOURI 63046 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 1023190.140

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CHUO, EMILY M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WORLDXBAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86952861</td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2016</td>
<td>5081302</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | METAL STORAGE SHELVING AND RACK SYSTEMS COMPRISING PALLETS, SHELVING, DIVIDERS, CONTAINERS, DECKING, PALLET SUPPORT BARS AND STORAGE RACK PROTECTORS |
| International Classes | 20 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 | International Class Title | Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified |
| First Use | Jul. 28, 2015 | In Commerce | Jul. 28, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Worldwide Material Handling Products, LLC | Address | Worldwide Material Handling Products, LLC | C 32 Forestwood Drive | Romeoville | ILLINOIS | Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | ILLINOIS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 20623-204009 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86952862 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number  5081303
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three shaded squares arranged in an "L" with two squares in a vertical column on the left side of the design and the third square on the lower right side of the design, and a non-shaded circle in the upper right side of the design.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in computer software development and software utility tools development; computer services, namely, computer software development and development of software utility tools for others; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for content management, content creation, content publishing, content filtering, content selection, content aggregation, content categorization, and content searching; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in management, creation, publishing, filtering, selection, aggregation, categorization, and searching of Internet content; creation, design, and development of web sites for third parties
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Oct. 01, 2007  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  METABAHN, LLC  Address  METABAHN, LLC  6767 Old Madison Pike, Ste 450  Huntsville ALABAMA  35806  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  201652.00002
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BUTLER, ANDREA P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HURRICANE WORLDWIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952871 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081304
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "WORLDWIDE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live musical performances; Entertainment services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the field of music

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Laurel, Alex Address Laurel, Alex 19526 Babington St Santa Clarita CALIFORNIA 91351 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LONGWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952884 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081306
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "LONGWIN" in black below a design in orange of a highly abstract design suggesting both a dragon head and tree inside a circle. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LONGWIN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Crystals used for metaphysical and psychic purposes; Busts of crystal; Cake toppers of crystal; Capsules of crystal, china, terra cotta, earthenware, glass, porcelain for containing cremation remains or memorabilia; Decorative crystal prisms; Decorative centerpieces of crystal; Decorative crosses of crystal; Desktop statuary made of crystal; Figures of crystal; Figurines of crystal; Ornaments of crystal; Plaques of crystal; Plaques of crystal for use as awards; Sculptures of crystal; Statues of crystal; Statuettes of crystal; Wall plaques made of crystal; Works of art of crystal

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIU SHENGSHENG DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Pujiang Longsheng Crystal Arts & Crafts Factory
Address LIU SHENGSHENG 3F, Building No.6 Middle Crystal Ind Agglomeration Area Pujiang, Zhejiang CHINA 322200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** IDEAL FRESH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number 86952886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong> Mar. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong> 5081307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong> Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong> Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong> Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong> May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong> Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer** "FRESH"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 4841413, 4841412

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Food package combinations consisting primarily of cheese, meat and/or processed fruit; Garden salads; Packaged meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables
- **International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 46
- **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use** Jan. 2013
- **In Commerce** Jan. 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name** Ideal Foods, LLC
- **Address** Ideal Foods, LLC PO Box 370817 Las Vegas NEVADA 89137
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** NEVADA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number** IDEAL.0009T

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney** GOODSAID, IRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALL SYSTEMS MESSENGER & TRUCKING CORPORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952893 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081308
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MESSENGER & TRUCKING CORPORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Transportation and delivery services, namely, same day shipment services
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use May 15, 1998 In Commerce May 15, 1998

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name All Systems Messenger & Trucking Corporation Address All Systems Messenger & Trucking Corporation 3391 Merrick Rd. Wantagh NEW YORK 11793 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IDEAL FRESH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86952894 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081309
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FRESH"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4841413, 4841412

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cracker and cheese combinations; Sandwiches; Wrap sandwiches; Packaged meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ideal Foods, LLC Address Ideal Foods, LLC PO Box 370817 Las Vegas NEVADA 89137 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number IDEAL.0010T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSAID, IRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RESCUE REVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86953083 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number  5081314
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "RESCUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for marketing, tech oriented solutions, namely, connecting animal rescue organizations with potential donors and persons looking for pets and arranging for the adoption of rescued animals, and fundraising services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Dec. 18, 2014 In Commerce  Dec. 18, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rescue Revolution LLC Address  Rescue Revolution LLC  10133 White Oak Ave  Saint John  INDIANA 46373 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  MICHIGAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**TM 16904 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023**

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ARCH STREET CAPITAL ADVISORS, LLC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86953084
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081315
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CAPITAL ADVISORS, LLC"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial asset management; Financial consultation in the field of Islamic finance; Financial due diligence services in the field of real estate; Financial restructuring services; Investment advisory services; Investment consultation in the fields of sharia-compliant investments; Real estate acquisition services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate investment services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: 2003
- **In Commerce**: 2003

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Arch Street Capital Advisors, L.L.C.
- **Address**: Arch Street Capital Advisors, L.L.C. 19 East Elm Street Greenwich CONNECTICUT 06830
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 007209-0004

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CRCC COMMUNITY CRCC
   ASPIRE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86953165 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number  5081317
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the following: a circle, where the upper left portion is light orange and the bottom right portion is dark orange, featuring a white, diagonally positioned line running from the top right to the lower left portion of the circle. The stylized wording "CRCC COMMUNITY" is presented in black font on the on the upper left outside edge of the circle. The stylized wording "CRCC" is presented in white font inside the bottom right portion of the circle, and the stylized wording "ASPIRE" is presented in light orange font on the outside of the circle to the right. The white background is used to show placement, and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The colors light orange, dark orange, white, and black are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "COMMUNITY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  2648444, 2549708

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing online databases featuring information relating to employers and employees and places of employment International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Oct. 15, 2015 In Commerce  Oct. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor Certification Address  Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor Certification 1699 East Woodfield Road, Suite 300 Schaumburg ILLINOIS 60173 Legal Entity  CORPORATION

State or Country Where Organized  ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  168752.00014
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REBOOT REPAIR REBIRTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953202 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081318
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, courses, workshops, seminars, lectures and motivational speaking in the field of self help and transformation
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 31, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Battle, Jamila R Address Battle, Jamila R 2820 Peachleaf St. Raleigh NORTH CAROLINA 27614
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
Reason for publication: Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s): MORPHO + LUNA

Case Identifiers
- Serial Number: 86953260
- Application Filing Date: Mar. 25, 2016
- Registration Number: 5081321
- Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
- Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Foreign Information
- Foreign Registration Number: UK0000303909
- Foreign Registration Date: Jan. 23, 2014
- Foreign Application/Registration County: UNITED KINGDOM
- Foreign Expiration Date: Jan. 23, 2024

Goods and Services Information
- For: Bottoms; Bottoms for lounging and leisure, both for adults and children; Footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Headwear; Japanese sleeping robes (nemaki); Kimono; Loungewear; Nightwear; Pajamas; Pants; Robes; Shirts; Sleep masks; Sleepwear; Slippers; Sweatpants; Sweatpants for adults and children; Sweatshirts; Sweatshirts for adults and children; Tops; Tops for lounging and leisure, both for adults and children; Baby doll pyjamas; Bath robes; Bath slippers; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing

Basis Information
- Currently 44E: Yes

Owner Information
- Owner Name: Morpho and Luna ltd.
- Address: Morpho and Luna ltd. 65-69 Lots Road London UNITED KINGDOM SW10ORN
- Legal Entity: Limited company (ltd.)
- State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

Examining Attorney
- Examining Attorney: LEE-RICHARDSON HA, BRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAJOR’S SMOKEHOUSE
SALUTE THE SAUCE!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953298  Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number 5081323
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of pink pig with white teeth, a black mouth and
black hooves. The pig is wearing black sunglasses with white reflections, a red scarf on its neck and a green and brown
military camouflage hat. The pig is saluting. The stylized wording "Major's Smokehouse" is written above the pig in red
lettering with black outline. The black stylized wording "Salute the sauce!" is on the right side of pig. The image all
appears on a yellow polygon background. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) black, white, red, pink,
yellow, brown, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SMOKEHOUSE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barbecue sauce
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use
Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Major's Smokehouse Llc  Address Major's Smokehouse Llc 2701 # D Lisenby Ave  Panama City
FLORIDA 32405 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEST BURGER IN THE VALLEY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86953313 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081324
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fundraising services, by means of organizing, arranging and conducting fundraising programs in the form of food contests for the benefit of non-profit organizations
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Dec. 20, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 20, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Summer Tuesdays, Inc. Address Summer Tuesdays, Inc. 101 Water Street South Stillwater MINNESOTA 55082 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 64648/476653

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRINGER, DANIEL S
TM 16910   TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE   JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REGAL PET SERVICES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86953314 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number  5081325
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "PET SERVICES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Pet sitting
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cox, Lori DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Regal Pet Services Address  Cox, Lori  6 Big Dipper Court Newport Beach  CALIFORNIA  92663 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  STRINGER, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ENERGY NAVIGATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953324 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081327
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4548267, 3885248, 4614269 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Training with respect to the implementation, use and operation of computer software
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Dec. 2006 In Commerce Dec. 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 3ES INNOVATION INC. Address 3ES INNOVATION INC. 250 2ND STREET SW #800 CALGARY CANADA T2P0C1 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10478-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**Case Identifiers**

| Serial Number | 86953336 |
| Application Filing Date | Mar. 25, 2016 |
| Registration Number | 5081328 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENERGY"

**Related Properties Information**

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4548267, 3885248, 4614269 and others

**Goods and Services Information**

For development of customized computer software for others for use in the oil and gas industry and oil and gas investing; providing engineering information with respect to investing in the oil and gas industry; consulting with respect to the implementation and integration of computer software with new or existing business processes and other computer software; technical support with respect to the installation, troubleshooting, and administration of computer software; updating of computer software.

| International Classes | 42 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Scientific and computer services |
| First Use | Dec. 2006 |
| In Commerce | Dec. 2006 |

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: 3ES INNOVATION INC.
- **Address**: 3ES INNOVATION INC. 250 2ND STREET SW #800 CALGARY CANADA T2P0C1
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CANADA

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number**: 10478-1

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: RIEPEL, CHRISTINA MAXI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BUTT UP FLY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86953347
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081329
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BUTT UP"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: A-shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Balloon pants; Bathing suits; Beach cover-ups; Beachwear; Bermuda shorts; Bikinis; Blazers; Blouses; Body shapers; Body shirts; Body stockings; Body suits for women; Bottoms; Bottoms for women; Bras; Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camouflage jackets; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Camouflage vests; Capelets; Capes; Capri pants; Capris; Cardigans; Cargo pants; Clothing, namely, crops; Coats; Coats made of cotton; Coats of denim; Collared shirts; Corduroy trousers; Crew neck sweaters; Crew necks; Crop pants; Crop tops; Culottes; Denim jackets; Denims; Down jackets; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Dress suits; Dresses; Dresses for women; Dressing gowns; Evening dresses; Evening gowns; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Fleece bottoms; Fleece pullovers; Fleece shorts; Fleece vests; Fur coats and jackets; Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Gym suits; Halter tops; Heavy coats; Heavy jackets; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts for women; Jackets; Jackets and socks; Jackets for women; Jeans; Jerkins; Jerseys; Jogging outfits; Jogging pants; Jogging suits; Jump suits; Jumper dresses; Jumpers; Jumpsuits; Knee-high stockings; Knit bottoms; Knit dresses; Knit jackets; Knit shirts; Knit skirts; Knit tops; Ladies' suits; Ladies' underwear; Leather coats; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Leather shirts; Leather skirts; Leather vests; Leggings; Leotards; Leotards and tights for women; men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; Long jackets; Long sleeved vests; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Miniskirts; Mock turtle-neck sweaters; Mocknecks; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Motorcycle jackets; Nightwear; Open-necked shirts; Outer jackets; Over shirts; Over-trousers; Overalls; Panties; Panties, shorts and briefs; Pants; Pique shirts; Ponchos; Rash guards; Reversible jackets; Rompers; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts for women; Short trousers; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Shorts for women; Shoulder wraps; Skirt suits; Skirts; Skirts and dresses; Slacks; Sleeping garments; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sleeveless jerseys; Smoking jackets; Sport shirts; Sports bra; Sports bras; Sports jackets; Sports jerseys; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; Sports pants; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Stockings;...
Stretch pants; Suede jackets; Sun leggings; Sun sleeves; Sundresses; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; Sweaters; Sweaters for women; Sweatpants; Sweatpants for women; Sweatshirts; Sweatshirts for women; Sweatsuits; Swimsuits; Swimwear; T-shirts; T-shirts for women; Tank tops; Tank-tops; Tap pants; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Tennis dresses; Tights; Tops; Tops for women; Track jackets; Track pants; Track suits; Tracksuits; Training suits; Trench coats; Trousers; Trousers for women; Tube dresses; Tube skirts; Tube tops; Tunics; Turtle neck shirts; Turtleneck pullovers; Turtleneck sweaters; Turtlenecks; Underpants; Underwear; V-neck sweaters; Vests; Warm up outfits; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind shirts; Wind-jackets; Windcheaters; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Women's ceremonial dresses; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's tops, namely, camis; Woven bottoms; Woven dresses; Woven shirts for women; Woven skirts; Woven tops; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39

**International Class Title** Clothing **First Use**

Mar. 25, 2016 **In Commerce** Mar. 25, 2016

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** YJK TM LLC **Address** YJK TM LLC 4701 SANTA FE AVE. VERNON CALIFORNIA 90058

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANGEL CARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953425 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081331
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "ANGEL CARE" presented in stylized font, with the word "ANGEL" in dark blue font and the word "CARE" in light blue font. The literal element is underlined with a tan line, and is set against a design of tan wings. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) dark blue, light blue, and tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CARE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cremation services; Funeral arrangement services; Funeral service undertaking; Conducting funeral ceremonies; Funeral ceremony services accompanying cremation
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Jun. 01, 2003 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SIERRA VIEW FUNERAL CHAPEL AND CREMATORY, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Angel Care Cremation & Burial Address SIERRA VIEW FUNERAL CHAPEL AND CREMATORY , INC. 6201 FAIR OAKS BLVD CARMICHAEL CALIFORNIA 95608 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALASHEVICH, JASON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONVERSION INTERACTIVE AGENCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953457 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081333
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CONVERSION" in capital letters on a white background. All letters are bold black, with the exception of the letter "O" and a stylized letter "N". The upper two quadrants of the letter "O" are gray, the lower right quadrant is red and the lower left quadrant is black. There is a white space between each quadrant. The word "CONVERSION" is underlined by a gray stroke, which increases in width to the right and turns upward at a 90 degree angle after the letter "O". The upward stroke forms the first line of a stylized letter "N". Approximately two-thirds of the way up the first line of "N" the gray stroke is intersected by a diagonal white line. The remainder of the letter "N" is red. The middle line of the letter "N" extends to the bottom of the letter. The last line of the letter "N" is an upward pointing arrow which extends above the first line of the letter "N". Beneath the gray stroke, the words "INTERACTIVE AGENCY" are spelled in gray capital letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) red, white, black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INTERACTIVE AGENCY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Recruitment and placement of personnel in the field of commercial truck drivers; Employment recruiting consultation; Employment recruiting services; Personnel placement and recruitment; Professional staffing and recruiting services; Providing on-line interactive employment counseling and recruitment services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Conversion Interactive Agency, LLC Address Conversion Interactive Agency, LLC 5210 Maryland Way, Suite 301 Brentwood TENNESSEE 37027 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE
Examining Attorney   BAKER, JORDAN A
TM 16916 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  NORTH AMERICAN PRIZM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86953465  Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number  5045655
Registration Date  Sep. 20, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 31, 2023
Publication Date  Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness  In part
Distinctiveness Limitation Statement  As to "NORTH AMERICAN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3441675, 4479996, 4747654 and others

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Annuity services, namely, the financial management and administration of annuity accounts; Administration of annuities, namely, payout and distribution of annuity funds
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Mar. 15, 2007  In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sammons Financial Group, Inc.  Address  Sammons Financial Group, Inc.  8300 Mills Civic Parkway  West Des Moines  IOWA  50266  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T59754US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorney  RAJA, AMER YASIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROVIDING CLARITY. CREATING WEALTH.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953537 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081338
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial services featuring planning and investment advisory services and wealth management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Crystal Clear Finances, Inc. Address Crystal Clear Finances, Inc. Suite 103 30 Century Hill Drive
Latham NEW YORK 12110 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE-RICHARDSON HA, BRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TIP TOP POMADE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953576 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081341
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "POMADE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair pomades
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Malott, Mark Address Malott, Mark 10242 Lurline Drive Huntington Beach CALIFORNIA 92646
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOFFMAN, DAVID AARON
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
GREAT LAKES PIPE AND SUPPLY COMPANY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86953596</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of concentric circles, each attached to straight, diagonal lines to the left of the words "GREAT LAKES PIPE AND SUPPLY COMPANY". |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "GREAT LAKES PIPE AND SUPPLY COMPANY" |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Distribution services, namely, delivery of pipe, fittings, and valves used for the conveyance of liquid, gas, and electricity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>39 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 04, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GREAT LAKES PIPE AND SUPPLY COMPANY L.L.C.
Address GREAT LAKES PIPE AND SUPPLY COMPANY L.L.C. 1633 S. HANOVER ST HASTINGS MICHIGAN 49058
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 201468

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exanimating Attorney LATTUC, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEENIXFIRE BRANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953617 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081343
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "FEENIXFIRE" appearing above the stylized wording "BRANDS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "BRANDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Marinades; Sauces for barbecued meat; Barbecue dry rub; Dipping sauces; Dry spice rub for meats and fish; Food seasonings; Grilling sauces; Spice rubs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCDOWELLSLLC Address MCDOWELLSLLC 1175 Crystal Spring Drive Rossville TENNESSEE 38066 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OPEN SEAS COFFEE ROASTERS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86953631</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 25, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081344</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a circular design element comprising of one inner circle and three circular bands of varying widths around it. On the top of the inner circle is the wording "OPEN SEAS". On the bottom of the inner circle is the wording "COFFEE ROASTERS". Across the middle of the inner circle are three layers of waves with a coffee cup floating on the top wave layer and three wavy horizontal lines (representing steam) coming from the cup.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "COFFEE ROASTERS"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Coffee; Coffee beans
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
- **First Use In Commerce**: Nov. 14, 2015
- **First Use In Commerce Date**: Jan. 07, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Roszell Coffee Co, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Open Seas
- **Address**: Roszell Coffee Co, LLC 107 Storm Haven Ct. Stevensville MARYLAND 21666
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  OPINIONSHIELD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86953655 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number  5081346
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for capturing specific customer and business transaction receipt information just after the point of transaction using a Short Message Service (SMS) or Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) format that bundles the text receipt of purchase and the hyperlink allowing the software to capture the consumer's opinion statement about the transaction, for integrating captured customer and business transaction receipt information in order to create an electronic opinion statement form, for integrating captured customer and business transaction receipt information in order to create a purchase transaction statement, for publishing customer and business transaction receipt information, for generating customer perspectives of transactions through collected purchase support information, for integrating the capturing of transaction receipt information into a transaction system, for converting a consumer transaction statement into a numeric score and issuing corresponding grades to a business, for creating a combined overall grade for merchant services and customer transactions, for integrating collection of transaction receipt information into financial transaction systems, for allowing businesses to search and view a customer's reputation history with merchants, for allowing customers to search and view a business' reputation history with consumers, for capturing and archiving electronic consumer and business receipt information about purchase transactions, for collecting and publishing feedback regarding a purchased product or service, for collecting and publishing feedback regarding a business involved with a purchase transaction, for mitigating potential liability and financial exposure of consumers and publishers and businesses with respect to articulated transaction experiences, for authenticating electronic transactions for internally and externally regulating publication of transaction opinions, for collecting and archiving feedback on behalf of a purchaser regarding their purchase transaction and transaction experience, and for archiving feedback on behalf of a purchaser regarding their purchase transaction and transaction experience.
**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Nov. 22, 2015  **In Commerce**  Nov. 22, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  OpinionShield  **Address**  OpinionShield  5001 Birch St.  Newport Beach  CALIFORNIA  92660  **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TTA28077

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SCHIMPF, TIMOTHY O
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DELAWARE TRIBE OF INDIANS LENAPE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86953739
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081347
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) 
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "DELAWARE TRIBE OF INDIANS" appearing in a curved form at the upper curve of the seal and "LENAPE" at the bottom curve of the seal, with separated horizontal bars forming a circle between the design and the words, with designs in the following clockwise order: a mask, a sail, a tree trunk, a turtle, a footprint, and a Latin cross. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "DELAWARE TRIBE OF INDIANS" AND "LENAPE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Managing and promoting tribal business development; association services, namely, promoting the interests of the Delaware Tribe of Indians; promoting public awareness of historical and cultural heritage of the Delaware Tribe of Indians; promoting the interests of members of the Delaware Tribe of Indians members concerned with preservation of the history and artifacts of the Delaware Tribe of Indians and the cultural heritage of the Delaware Tribe of Indians
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Delaware Tribe of Indians
- **Address**: Delaware Tribe of Indians 170 NE Barbara Avenue Bartlesville OKLAHOMA 740062746
- **Legal Entity**: Federally Recognized Native American Tribe
- **State or Country Where Organized**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 20870.01
- **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**: DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRETZEL COVERED
CHOCOLATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953769 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5083992
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For A soft pretzel bun filled with chocolate and other fillings
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Oct. 01, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Oloroso LLC Address Oloroso LLC 5269 West Pico Blvd Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90019 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MILTON, PRISCILLA W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) B.CATCHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953798  Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number 5081349
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of underlined "B.CATCHER", the underline with a break separating the underline in the middle, and waves in between of the separated underline. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Earrings; Jewellery; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Pearls; Precious metals; Rings; Watch and clock springs; Watch bands and straps; Watch faces; Watches; Jewellery chains; Jewellery plated with precious metals; Neck chains

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Aukey E-Business Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Aukey E-Business Co., Ltd. P09 Room 102, Longgang District Huanan City, Electronic Trading Building Shenzhen CHINA  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STIGALL, MATTHEW THOMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ISFCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953837 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081350
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Standardized testing to determine professional competency in the field of forensics; training services in the field of computer forensics; computer education training in the field of forensics
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 2004 In Commerce Jul. 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Raytheon Cyber Solutions, Inc. Address Raytheon Cyber Solutions, Inc. 870 Winter Street Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02451 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 073721

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DESAI, BRIN ANDERSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953885 Application Filing Date Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5081351
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a representation of a transmitting radio wave, consisting of a yellow egg yolk at the bottom left representing a circle and two red and orange-striped bacon strips in 90 degree arcs which emanate from the circle to the right. The egg yolk has a reflection of a four pane window, in white. The letters "B"-"I"-"T"-"E" appear below the transmitting radio wave icon in black lettering. The background color is a light grey. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, red, orange, black, light grey and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about food and nutrition accessible by means of audio, web-based applications, mobile phone applications, computer networks, podcast-hosting networks
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 06, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Foundation for National Progress DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Mother Jones Magazine Address Foundation for National Progress 222 Sutter Street Suite 600 San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94108 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
TM 16928  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86953971  Application Filing Date: Mar. 25, 2016  Registration Number: 5081352
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register:  Principal Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for fraud detection, fraud prevention, and fraud analytics; design and development of computer software for fraud detection, fraud prevention, and fraud analytics
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services
First Use: Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: PAYPAL, INC.  Address: PAYPAL, INC.  2211 NORTH FIRST STREET  SAN JOSE  CALIFORNIA 95131  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 72010

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes  Correction made to Registration: In the statement, Column 1, line 1," Simility (California Corporation)" should be deleted, and Simility, Inc. (Delaware Corporation) should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VANMO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86953989 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5081354
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "VANMO" with the letter "M" superimposed over the letter "O" and a miscellaneous symbol appearing inside the letter "A". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Contact lenses; Containers for contact lenses; Corrective glasses; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglass chains; Eyeglass cords; Eyeglass frames; Eyeglasses; Pince-nez; Pince-nez cords; Safety goggles; Spectacle lenses; Sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 20, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WANG YIYONG Address WANG YIYONG Xiachen Street, Jiaojiang District No. 468, Chenhong Village Taizhou, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OAO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954013 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5081355
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "OAO" encompassed by a large water droplet comprised of many smaller water droplets of various shapes and sizes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accessory for manually-operated exercise equipment, namely, accessory attachment to increase muscle resistance; Athletic equipment, namely, striking bags; Athletic supporters; Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Bags specially adapted to carry yoga equipment; Body-building apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Cases specially adapted for sports equipment; Costume masks; Exercise balls; Exercise doorway gym bars; Exercise equipment, namely, straps that are affixed to doors for performance of various exercises using body weight resistance; Exercise machines; Fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness activities and for carrying a yoga mat; Fitness equipment, namely, a weighted bar to improve posture and overall fitness; Inflatable pool toys; Knee guards for athletic use; Manually-operated exercise equipment; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Pet toys; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Stress relief exercise balls; Stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness purposes; Stuffed and plush toys; Toy robots; Toy vehicles; Vibrating apparatus used in fitness and exercise programs to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical performance; Virtual reality headsets and helmets adapted for use in playing video games; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Water toys; Wrist guards for athletic use; Yoga accessories, namely, yoga mat carrying apparatus comprising a central winding core affixed to removable end caps; Yoga blankets; Yoga blocks; Yoga blocks made of foam, cork, bamboo for use in meditation, yoga, and fitness practice; Yoga boards; Yoga bolsters; Yoga cushions; Yoga mats; Yoga slings specially adapted to carry yoga equipment; Yoga straps; Yoga straps for use in meditation, yoga, and fitness practice; Yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>28 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 23, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Toys and Sporting Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2014</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  
Longhai City Chenghan E-Business Co., Ltd.

**Address**  
Longhai City Chenghan E-Business Co., Ltd.
No. 3, Pingjiang Road Pingning Development Area, Bangshan Town Longhai City, Fujian CHINA 363199

**Legal Entity**  
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**  
CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  
HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RELAX ARTIST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954020 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5081356
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basins; Bowls; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Brooms; Buckets; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning combs; Cleaning rags; Cleaning sponges; Cruets; Cups; Cups and mugs; Dishes; Garbage cans; Gardening gloves; Gloves for household purposes; Ironing boards; Kitchen containers; Kitchen mitts; Lunch boxes; Plates; Pots; Saucepan scourers of metal; Scouring pads; Shoe horns; Shoe shine cloths; Steel wool for cleaning; Trash cans; Urns; Vases; Washing boards; Bottle openers; Cooking pots; Drinking cups and saucers; Glass dishes; Non-electric carpet sweepers; Paper cups; Paper plates; Plastic cups; Plastic plates; Scoops; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Wine openers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN INSMART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN INSMART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD No.611, Building 2, Minle Ind. Park Minzhi Subdistrict, Longhua New District Shenzhen CHINA 51813
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNI-FAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954026 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5081357
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Basins; Bowls; Boxes for dispensing paper towels for household use; Brooms; Buckets; Cleaning cloth; Cleaning combs; Cleaning rags; Cleaning sponges; Cruets; Cups; Cups and mugs; Dishes; Dishes for soap; Garbage cans; Gardening gloves; Gloves for household purposes; Ironing boards; Kitchen containers; Kitchen mitts; Lunch boxes; Plates; Pots; Saucepan scourers of metal; Scoops; Scouring pads; Shoe horns; Shoe shine cloths; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants; Steel wool for cleaning; Trash cans; Urns; Vases; Washing boards; Bottle openers; Coffee scoops; Cooking pots; Covers for dishes; Drinking cups and saucers; Flower bowls; Flower pots; Flower vases; Fruit bowls; Glass bowls; Glass dishes; Kitchen urns; Non-electric carpet sweepers; Paper cups; Paper plates; Plastic cups; Plastic plates; Salad bowls; Serving dishes; Soup bowls; Stands for dishes; Sugar bowls; Watering pots; Wine openers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN INSMART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN INSMART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD No.611, Building 2, Minle Ind. Park Minzhi Subdistrict, Longhua New District Shenzhen CHINA 51813
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OUTOWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86954077 Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number  5081358
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "OUTOWIN" in a designed style, the right half part of the second "O" is made of a sector shape at the upper and a mosaics shape at the lower. The right-upper of the letter "N" forms by two triangles combination and each has an arcuate edge. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D spectacles; Audio- and video-receivers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Camcorders; Computer peripheral devices; GPS navigation device; GPS tracking devices; Headphones; Mouse pads; Radios; Recording and playing devices for sound and image carriers; Global positioning system (GPS)
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Chenye International Technology Co., Ltd. Address  Shenzhen Chenye International Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.903, Bldg.133, Zhangkeng Zone 1 Minzhi Sub-district, Longhua New Dist. Shenzhen CHINA 518131 Legal Entity  Limited Company State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, REBECCA ANN
TM 16934 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GSpot

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954110 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5081359
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized a letter "G" with a circle at the top of the letter, and the word "GSPOT" to the right of the stylized letter "G." Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "GSPOT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accelerometers; Apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; Calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; Car navigation computers; Car video recorders; Clinometers; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer hardware for upload, storage, retrieval, download, transmission and delivery of digital content; Computer software platforms for collection, analysis, transmission, storage and sharing of acceleration and angular velocity and speed and location data of vehicle; Computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; Data processing apparatus; Downloadable computer software for collection, analysis, transmission, storage and sharing of acceleration and angular velocity and speed and location data of vehicle; Level gauges; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Sensors and detector units for use in controlling the actuation and operation of automotive safety apparatus and equipment; Slope indicators; Speedometers; Vehicle safety equipment, namely, back-up sensors and cameras" (emphasis added)
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 02, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He Yongqi Address He Yongqi No.71,Qinghuaci Street Nankai Dist.,Tianjin CHINA 300101 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEDNARZ, DUSTIN THOMAS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86954195</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 26, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081364</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a design comprised of two roofs with chimneys, one of the roofs appearing below the other as the flipped and reverse image of the other. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing information in the field of real estate via the Internet; Providing a website featuring an on-line searchable database of information regarding real estate based on investment potential; Providing neighborhood real estate information via the Internet; Providing ratings in the field of real estate and neighborhoods in the context of real estate, namely, providing ratings for real property to assist users in determining the real estate investment value of the property based on market conditions and trends
- **International Classes**: 36
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Jan. 22, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 07, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Fedchyshyn, Mark David
- **Address**: Fedchyshyn, Mark David 361 Ontario Street Toronto CANADA M5A2V8
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CANADA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CHIANG, TIFFANY YOUNG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GARDENS ORTHODONTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954198 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number 5081365
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ORTHODONTICS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Orthodontic services International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 09, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gardens Orthodontics, LLC Address Gardens Orthodontics, LLC 11798 Valencia Gardens Avenue Palm Beach Gardens FLORIDA 33410 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where FLORIDA
Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHIANG, TIFFANY YOUNG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OBJETIVO FAMA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86954223 Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2016 Registration Number  5081366
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of "Objetivo Fama" in the mark is "Objective Fame."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment, namely, a continuing Spanish-language talent contest show broadcast over television, satellite, audio, video media and the Internet
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Sep. 15, 2003 In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Es Televisión, Corp. Address  Es Televisión, Corp. 383 Ave. FD Roosevelt San Juan PUERTO RICO 009128131 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  PUERTO RICO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SILHOUETTE PRODUCTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86954228  Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2016  Registration Number  5081367  Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PRODUCTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment media production services for motion pictures, television and Internet; Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Silhouette Productions LLC  Address Silhouette Productions LLC  2175 Spink Street NW  Atlanta GEORGIA  30318  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAKE THE SMART ENERGY CHOICE.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954387 Application Filing Date Mar. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5081373
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ENERGY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jan. 20, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERICAN SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA AMERICAN SOLAR
Address AMERICAN SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. 11501 COLUMBIA PARK DRIVE WEST #201 JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA 32258 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86954406</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 27, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mark Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>SLEEP OVER STICK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;STICK&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods and Services</th>
<th>Non-medicated skin care preparations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Basis Information

| Currently Use | Yes |

## Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Rachelle Miller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Rachelle Miller  P.O. Box 225  Boulder  COLORADO  80306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL  UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Examining Attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>TOY, JOSHUA SPENCER JO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)       CORAM DEO PHOTOGRAPHY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86954468  Application Filing Date   Mar. 27, 2016  Registration Number   5081375
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register        Principal  Mark Type    Service Mark  Date Cancelled    May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PHOTOGRAPHY"
Translation   The English translation of "CORAM DEO" is "In the presence of God".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For       Photography; Photography services; Wedding photography services
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use Mar. 10, 2014  In Commerce Mar. 10, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name       Clark, Andrew S.  Address       Clark, Andrew S.  19415 99th Street Court East  Bonney Lake WASHINGTON  98391  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROVIDENTIA CONSULTING, LLC "FORESIGHT TO DELIVER SOLUTIONS FOR OUR CLIENTS ANCHORED IN SOUND PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES"

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954491 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081376 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter, "P" in the word "Providentia" and is attached to the top of an anchor. The words "Consulting" and letters, "LLC" is to the right of the anchor as well as the sentence, "Foresight to deliver solutions for our clients anchored in sound project management principles". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CONSULTING, LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of IT project management International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 27, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harrington, Keith DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Providentia Consulting, LLC Address Harrington, Keith 3750 W Whitehawk Ct Anthem ARIZONA 85086 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
TM 16943
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) T.Y.S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954505 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081377
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylised words "T." "Y." "S" and the right side of the word "Y" was taken place by a bulb like device. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accent lights for indoor use; Arc lamps; Automotive lighting headlights for vehicles; Backup lights for land vehicles; Bicycle lights; Ceiling lights; Chandeliers; Desk lamps; Downlighters; Electric Chinese lanterns; Electric lamps; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Fixtures for incandescent light bulbs; Flashlights; Globes for lamps; Headlights for automobiles; Incandescent lamps; Incandescent lamps and their fittings; Incandescent light bulbs; Lamp bulbs; Lamp casings; Lamp glasses; Lamp globes; Lamp mantles; Lamp shades; Lamps; Lamps for outdoor use; Lampshade holders; Lanterns for lighting; LED light bulbs; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; Light bulbs; Light bulbs, electric; Lighting fixtures; Lights, electric, for Christmas trees; Running lights for land vehicles; Safety lamps for underground use; Searchlights; Sockets for electric lights; Spotlights; Vehicle brake lights; Vehicle headlights; Wall lights; Electric torches for lighting
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use Mar. 27, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 27, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Guangzhou Taoyansuo E-Commerce Co.,Ltd Address Guangzhou Taoyansuo E-Commerce Co.,Ltd Room 1002, No. 1068 Xingang Dong Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SHUANGSHUO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954527 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081378
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 RegisterPrincipal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a butterfly, above the word "Shuangshuo" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The individual word "Shuang" loosely translates in English as "Double" or "Two". The wording "Shuangshuo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ankle bracelets; Bangle bracelets; Bangles; Body jewelry; Bracelets; Broaches being jewelry; Bronze jewelry; Ear clips; Ear studs; Earrings; Imitation jewellery; Jewellery, clocks and watches; Jewelry; Jewelry watches; Jewelry findings; Jewelry ornaments; Necklaces; Pierced earrings; Rings; Watches, clocks, jewelry and imitation jewelry; Wedding rings; Women's jewelry; Memorial jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Feb. 20, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Shuangshuo Jewelry Co., Ltd. Address Yiwu Shuangshuo Jewelry Co., Ltd. 5F-013 5F-014 5F-015 International Trade City Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL 7

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954547 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081380
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GLOBAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the field of state and federal regulatory compliance, state and federal regulatory filings, public relations, business continuity and safety; Business risk management consultation; Disaster recovery services, namely, business planning and business continuity consulting; Public relations; Public relations consultancy; Regulatory submission management, namely, assisting others in preparing and filing applications for chemical facility anti-terrorism and DOT HAZMAT security plans with governmental regulatory bodies
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 29, 2014 In Commerce Sep. 29, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global 7 Environmental Health & Safety Corp Address Global 7 Environmental Health & Safety Corp 2944 N.W. 156th St. Edmond OKLAHOMA 73013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where OKLAHOMA
Organized OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL 7

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954550 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081381
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GLOBAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business training; Business training in the field of regulatory compliance for OSHA, HAZWOPER, safety and emergency response
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 29, 2014 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global 7 Environmental Health & Safety Corp Address Global 7 Environmental Health & Safety Corp 2944 N.W. 156th Edmond OKLAHOMA 73013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
TM 16947 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GLOBAL 7

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954553 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081382
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GLOBAL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consultancy on regulations on safety at work; Consulting services in the field of public safety; Consulting services in the field of state and federal regulatory compliance requirements for personnel safety; Analysis and consultation pertaining to job site safety
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Aug. 29, 2014 In Commerce Aug. 29, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Global 7 Environmental Health & Safety Corp Address Global 7 Environmental Health & Safety Corp 2944 N.W. 156th Edmond OKLAHOMA 73013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where OKLAHOMA
Organized OKLAHOMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KÜDZOO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86954563</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** providing a loyalty and rewards program that provides access to goods and services deals, discounts, and giveaways, as well as scholarship opportunities, concert tickets and once in a lifetime experiences, all based on the grades and other academic achievements of students

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
**First Use**: Jan. 2014
**In Commerce**: Jan. 2014

**For** Downloadable mobile application for a loyalty and rewards program that provides access to goods and services deals, discounts, and giveaways, as well as scholarship opportunities, concert tickets and once in a lifetime experiences, all based on the grades and other academic achievements of students

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
**First Use**: Jan. 2014
**In Commerce**: Jan. 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Kudzoo, Inc.
- **Address**: Kudzoo, Inc. 9 ANTHONY DRIVE MALVERN PENNSYLVANIA 19355
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 306628-00002

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LAPTER, ALAIN J
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86954565
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081384
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized design of a flower formed by overlapping leaves, the design is centered over the image of an open book. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: providing a loyalty and rewards program that provides access to goods and services deals, discounts, and giveaways, as well as scholarship opportunities, concert tickets and once in a lifetime experiences, all based on the grades and other academic achievements of students
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2014

- **For**: Downloadable mobile application for a loyalty and rewards program that provides access to goods and services deals, discounts, and giveaways, as well as scholarship opportunities, concert tickets and once in a lifetime experiences, all based on the grades and other academic achievements of students
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Jan. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2014

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Kudzoo, Inc.
- **Address**: Kudzoo, Inc. 9 ANTHONY DRIVE MALVERN PENNSYLVANIA 19355
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: 306628-00003

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KÜDZOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954568 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081385
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized design of a flower formed by overlapping leaves, the design is centered over the image of an open book, the word "KUDZOO" centered under the design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For providing a loyalty and rewards program that provides access to goods and services deals, discounts, and giveaways, as well as scholarship opportunities, concert tickets and once in a lifetime experiences, all based on the grades and other academic achievements of students

For Downloadable mobile application for a loyalty and rewards program that provides access to goods and services deals, discounts, and giveaways, as well as scholarship opportunities, concert tickets and once in a lifetime experiences, all based on the grades and other academic achievements of students

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kudzoo, Inc. Address Kudzoo, Inc. 9 ANTHONY DRIVE MALVERN PENNSYLVANIA 19355
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 306628-00004

19853
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LISTARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954597 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081386
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 5734593 Foreign Registration Date Jan. 23, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County JAPAN Foreign Expiration Date Jan. 23, 2025 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Jan. 23, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions; advertising and information distribution services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the global computer network; providing consumer product and service information via the Internet; promoting the goods and services of others over the Internet; providing an online business information directory on the Internet; computerized database management; promoting and advertising information about the professional services of others; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases featuring classified listings and want ads; computer services, namely, providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases featuring consumer information on a wide variety of topics of general interest to the consuming public
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Providing online interactive bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users concerning classified listings and listings for announcements, events, classes, meetings, activities, housing, real estate, roommates, rentals, for sale advertisements, want ads, employment, resumes, volunteerism, services, community, personals, politics, family, arts and information on a wide variety of topics of general interest to the public; providing on-line forums and discussion groups for transmission of messages among computer users concerning health, family, arts, politics, leisure, romance, work and information on a wide variety of topics of general interest to the public; electronic mail services, electronic mail subscription services; and electronic transmission of messages, data and images
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>38 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101, 104</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 44E</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Gupta, Sunil</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Gupta, Sunil</td>
<td>1-15-7-503, Hiroo Shibuya, Tokyo</td>
<td>JAPAN 150-0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SINGH, TEJBIR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RUBI'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86954687 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number   5081391
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a pink hand with beige and white fingernails holding a red hot dog in a beige hot dog bun with the stylized word "RUBI'S" written in a yellow stylized font on top of the hot dog, and red ketchup and yellow mustard oozing from each side of the hot dog. The pointer and pinky fingers are adorned with a single gold ring and a blue diamond ring, respectively. On the wrist is a gold watch. All elements of the mark are outlined in black.  Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) beige, blue, black, white, mustard yellow, red, pink and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Delicatessen services; Restaurant services; Restaurant services featuring hot dogs, pretzels, and soda; Restaurant services, namely, providing of food and beverages for consumption on and off the premises; Snack bars; Snack-bar services; Fast-food restaurants and snack bars; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes   43 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Hotel and restaurant services
First Use   Aug. 15, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Rubi's Gourmet, LLC  Address   Rubi's Gourmet, LLC  301 Huntington Ave.  Boston  MASSACHUSETTS 02115  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exhanging Attorney   BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
MONTECITO SKIN CARE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86954699</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2016</td>
<td>5081393</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

## MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**
"SKIN CARE"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Skin care products, namely, facial cleansers, anti-wrinkle serums, and eye creams

**International Classes**
3 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**
1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**
Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**First Use**
Sep. 01, 2013

**In Commerce**
Sep. 01, 2013

## BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**
Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**
25/7 Supplements, LLC

**Address**
25/7 Supplements, LLC 3053 Calvert Ct Camarillo CALIFORNIA 93012

**Legal Entity**
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**
CALIFORNIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examination Attorney**
CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YUGUO FARMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954734 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081394
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FARMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dried edible mushrooms
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LEI, YUGUO Address LEI, YUGUO NO1 HONGQI ROAD,ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE SUIZHOU CHINA 441300 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STRUGGLE MADE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954737 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081395
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts, Jogger Pants, Hooded Sweatshirts, Snapback Hats, Beanie Hats

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Smith, Dennis Address Smith, Dennis 55 Dakota St. San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94107 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) D.I.V.A. DYNAMIC - INTENSE - VICTORIOUS- ACCOMPLISHED BECOME THE DIFFERENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954833 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081397
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of four different female silhouettes which appear above the word "DIVA". The term "DIVA" appears with each letter separated by a period and the entire word is positioned above the phrase word "DYNAMIC INTENSE VICTORIOUS ACCOMPLISHED". In between each word of the phrase "DYNAMIC INTENSE VICTORIOUS ACCOMPLISHED" is a hyphen. Below the phrase "DYNAMIC INTENSE VICTORIOUS ACCOMPLISHED" is the phrase "BECOME THE DIFFERENCE". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fitness boot camps International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Fortitudine Llc Address Fortitudine Llc 113 Mystic Vineyard Lane Anderson SOUTH CAROLINA 29621 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CALIENDO, COURTNEY MIC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUTOVIN AN ADESA COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954873 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081401
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized version of the word "AUTOVIN" where the stylized "A" extends through the "T" and points to the dot above the "I" and the words, "AN ADESA COMPANY" appear underneath. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business services, namely, preparing reports containing inventory and audit information for the automobile industry, and business consultation related thereto
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 20, 2015 In Commerce May 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AUTOVIN, INC. Address AUTOVIN, INC. 11299 NORTH ILLINOIS STREET CARMEL INDIANA 46032 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROOKSHIRE, DAVID AARO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GROOVAROO DANCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954901 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081403
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized kangaroo with a baby with three sprouts of hair in the pouch. The stylized wording "GROOVAROO DANCE" is to the right of the kangaroo. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "DANCE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Line dance instruction and fitness training for parents who wish to dance with their babies in slings or carriers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Team Kangagroove Composed of Miguelito Sumayao (U.S.); Amber Knutson (U.S.) Address Team Kangagroove 510 Stratford Court #206B Del Mar CALIFORNIA 92014 Legal Entity PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KINSPIRATION ART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954915 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081405
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail consignment stores featuring art

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kinspiration Art, LLC Address Kinspiration Art, LLC 624 Woodvalley Drive Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIA 15238 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SCOOT LIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86954929  Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016  Registration Number  5081406
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "LIGHTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring motorcycle lights; On-line retail store services featuring motorcycle headlights

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Toscano, Edward  Address  Toscano, Edward  120 Olive Street  Huntington Station  NEW YORK  11746
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AIKENS, RONALD E
TM 16962  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VELATINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86954945  Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016  Registration Number  5081407
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "VELATINO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the nature of movies and television programs in the field of a wide variety of topics and subjects relating to Latino culture via the Internet
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Feb. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Velatino Inc.  Address  Velatino Inc.  16192 Coastal Highway  Lewes  DELAWARE  19958  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REFINE REFINE REFINE
REFINE ENTIRENET. DISCOVER DISTILL
DEVELOP DELIVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954948 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081408
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circular design comprised of four arrows in
green, orange, blue, and dark gray with the wording "ENTIRENET." displayed in the center with "ENTIRE" in blue and
"NET." in gray. Each of the four aforementioned arrows has a light green, light orange, light blue, and gray oval,
respectively, and displays the wording "REFINE" in the same color as the larger arrow upon which it is set. To the right of
the larger design is a green magnifying glass aligned with the wording "DISCOVER" in green, above two orange
opposite-facing arrows aligned with the wording "DISTILL" in orange, above three blue dots connected with two blue
lines aligned with the wording "DEVELOP" in blue, and a dark gray star aligned with the wording "DELIVER" in dark
gray. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, orange, blue, dark gray, gray, light green, light orange,
and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business advisory services, consultancy and information
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Entirenet, LLC Address Entirenet, LLC Suite 210 14450 NE 29th Place Bellevue WASHINGTON 98007
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SMITH, CYNTHIA RINALDI
TM 16964

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FP FRENCHE FURNITURE PAINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86954963 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081409
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the acronym "FP" in a white stylized font and in a tan circle, stacked on top of the word "FRENCHE" in tan font, outlined in black and underlined in tan and stacked on top of the words "FURNITURE PAINT" in black font all encompassed within a tan ornate rectangle design with a white background within it and the remaining white outside the ornate rectangle design is background and not claimed as part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors tan, black and white are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FURNITURE PAINT" Translation The English translation of the word "FRENCHE" in the mark is "FRENCH".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4714922

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coatings used for furniture finishing
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Apr. 2015 In Commerce Apr. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name One Urban Lane, LLC Address One Urban Lane, LLC 757 Grimes Bridge Road Roswell GEORGIA 30075 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEE, REBECCA ANN

19869
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COAST TO COAST ANTIQUES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86955027 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number  5081410
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "ANTIQUES"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line retail store services featuring antiques and collectables

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Coast to Coast Antiques Composed of  Steve Young - USA Address  Coast to Coast Antiques 70 Green Road Newport NEW HAMPSHIRE 03773 Legal Entity  SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where
Organized  NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUCCA ALLA MODA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955046 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081411
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the phrase "LUCCA" in black uppercase
letters and large print, followed by "ALLA MODA" in grey stylized letters in smaller print below it. On each side of the
phrase "ALLA MODA" is a short grey horizontal line. To the right of the phrase is a hummingbird with an orange head,
purple upper wing, blue lower wing, light blue stomach, two shade green tail. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) black, grey, orange, purple, blue, light blue, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation
The English translation of "ALLA MODA" is "fashionable".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Web design, website development, graphic design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lucca Alla Moda Corporation Address Lucca Alla Moda Corporation 2696 McFarland Rd, Suite 116
Rockford ILLINOIS 611076833 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LIWINSKI, HELENE AGNES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UKPEAGVIK IñUPIAT CORPORATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955139 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081414 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a drawing of an owl above "UKPEAGVIK IñUPIAT CORPORATION", stacked one on top of the other. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CORPORATION"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Consulting in the field of procuring government contracts for the purchase of goods and labor contracting services International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015

For Land management, namely, mining extraction and extraction of oil and gas; construction services, namely, building construction, construction of schools, housing, and commercial buildings; real estate development, construction of buildings and construction management services; hazardous clean-up services, namely, emergency cleanup of fuel, chemicals and cargo from marine vessels International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015

For Emergency pickup, transportation and unloading of fuels, chemicals and cargo for marine vessels; marine transportation services, namely, emergency pickup, transportation and unloading of fuel, chemicals and cargo from marine vessels in peril; distribution and supply of potable water; rental of vehicles International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015
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For Oil field exploration, survey, inspection and analysis services; architectural design services in the field of commercial and residential buildings

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015

For Hotel and temporary lodging services

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 2015 In Commerce Aug. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UKPEAGVIK IÑUPIAT CORPORATION Address UKPEAGVIK IÑUPIAT CORPORATION Suite 801 3201 C ST Anchorage ALASKA 995033934 Legal Entity ALASKA NATIVE CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALASKA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 142536

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AXIOM FLOORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86955148  Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016  Registration Number  5081415
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FLOORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  General contracting services in the field of flooring
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair  First Use  2008  In Commerce  2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Axiom Floors, Inc  Address  Axiom Floors, Inc Suite #243  12472 Lake Underhill Rd  Orlando  FLORIDA 32828  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MALYSZEK, KIMBERLY RAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CA S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955220 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081421
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "CA" and "S" in a styled font within a circle design with a styled border. The border contains a repeating pattern of three (3) half circles with an outline displayed on the outer edge of a rectangle followed by a centered dot. The interior of the circle displays two (2) tomahawk axes crossing directly in the center of the circle and slightly overlapping the styled circular border, dividing the interior of the circle into four (4) parts, with the ends of the axe blades containing two (2) stripes and the bottom portion of the axe handles containing a crisscross design. Two stylized feathers appear at the top of each axe handle where it meets the blade. The letters "CA" appear in the top portion of the interior of the circle, a vaporizer pen appears in the right portion of the interior of the circle, a letter "S" appears in the bottom portion of the interior of the circle shown on a shield with a dot appearing on each side of the shield, and a fire on top of firewood appears in the left portion of the interior of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic cigarettes; Tobacco substitutes; Smokeless cigarette vaporizer pipe; Smokeless cigar vaporizer pipes; Oral vaporizers for smoking purposes; Hookahs; Electronic hookahs; Electronic shishas in the nature of electronic hookahs; Electronic cigars; Electronic smoking pipes; Cartomizers, namely, combination electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; Atomizers sold as a component of electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarette and electronic cigar carrying cases; Boxes for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigarette accessories; Cigarette and cigar carrying cases and boxes; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of propylene glycol; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of vegetable glycerin; Cartridges and refill cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; Liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Smoker's mouthpieces for electronic cigarettes and electronic cigars; Matches; Cigar and cigarette lighters not for land vehicles; Electronic cigarette lighters; Smoker's articles, namely, filter tubes, cigar storage tubes, containment clips used to keep a cigar from falling apart, rehydration tubes, hookah charcoal, hookah and
cigarette mouthpieces and ash trays; Tobacco water pipes; Tobacco pipe cleaners; Tobacco grinders; Tobacco jars; Tobacco pouches; Tobacco; Flavorings for tobacco, other than essential oils; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes

**International Classes**  34 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 8, 9, 17  **International Class Title**  Smokers' Articles

**First Use**  Jun. 04, 2015  **In Commerce**  Jun. 04, 2015

**For**  Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, polo shirts, button down shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, coats, belts, jeans, pants, baby tee shirts, tops, dresses, blouses, skirts, thermal shirts, shorts, socks, suits, ties, robes, swim wear, rainwear, sleep wear, underwear, scarves, bandanas, beanies, hats, and caps; Footwear, namely, shoes and boots

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing  **First Use**  Jun. 04, 2015  **In Commerce**  Jun. 04, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  St. Marie, Ruben  **Address**  St. Marie, Ruben  13675 Ruby Cir.  Victorville  CALIFORNIA  92392  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  AWRICH, ELLEN
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAROLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86955232 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number  5081424
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bathing suits; Belts; Belts for clothing; Belts made from imitation leather; Belts made of leather; Belts made out of cloth; Belts of textile; Belts that are designed to accommodate pregnancy size changes; Bikinis; Blazers; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Dress suits; Dresses; Dresses for women, children, babies; Dresses made from skins; Dresses that may also be used as towels; Dresses, namely, All type of women dresses; Dressing gowns; Dressing gowns and bath robes; Hat bands; Hats; Hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Jackets; Jackets and socks; Jackets for babies, adults, children, women, men; Jackets incorporating backpacks; Pants; Pants for Adult, women, men, children, babies; Rompers; Scarves; Shirt fronts; Shirt inserts, namely, dickies; Shirt yokes; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts and slips; Shirts for suits; Shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Short overcoat for kimono (haori); Short sets; Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Skirt suits; Skirts; Skirts and dresses; A-shirts; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Babies trousers; Balloon pants; Belts; Belts for clothing; Bermuda shorts; Bib shorts; Biketards; Board shorts; Body shirts; Bomber jackets; Boxer shorts; Boxing shorts; Bridesmaid dresses; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, nam
trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Button down shirts; Button-front aloha shirts; Camouflage
jackets; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Camp shirts; Capri pants; Cargo pants; Chemisettes; Children's and infant's
apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Children's and infants' apparel treated
with fire and heat retardants, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing for
athletic use, namely, padded pants; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shirts; Clothing for athletic use, namely, padded
shorts; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants,
jumpers; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts,
pants, jumpers; Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets,
shirts, pants, jumpers; Clothing, namely, Skirts, dresses, shirts, Blazers, jackets, pants, shorts, bathing suits, hats; Clothing,
namely, Skirts, dresses, shirts, jumpsuits, rompers, pants, shorts, bathing suits, hats; Clothing, namely, Skirts, dresses, shirts,
pants, shorts, bathing suits, hats; Collared shirts; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Crop pants; Culottes; Cycling
shorts; Dance pants; Denim jackets; Denims; Down jackets; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Evening dresses; Fashion hats; Fight
shorts for mixed martial arts or grappling; Fishing shirts; Fleece shorts; Flood pants; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns,
tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and
footwear; Fur jackets; Fur coats and jackets; Golf shirts; Golf shorts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts;
Graphic T-shirts; Gym pants; Gym shorts; Heavy jackets; Henley shirts; Hiking jackets; Hooded sweat shirts; Horse-riding
pants; Hunting jackets; Hunting pants; Hunting shirts; Infant and toddler one piece clothing; Jackets; Jeggings, namely, pants
that are partially jeans and partially leggings; Jerkins; Jogging pants; Jumper dresses; Kaftans; Knit dresses; Knit jackets; Knit
shirts; Knit skirts; Leather belts; Leather hats; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Leather shirts; Leather skirts; Leather belts; Leg
shielding device, attachable to and detachable from a person's pants, comprised of padding to shield the legs from flying debris
when mowing with a string trimmer; Light-reflecting jackets; Long jackets; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Maternity
clothing, namely, dresses, pants, shirts, skirts, shorts; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Moisture-wicking
sports shirts; Money belts; Motorcycle jackets; Night shirts; Non-disposable cloth training pants; Non-disposable cloth training
pants; Nurse dresses; Open-necked shirts; Outer jackets; Over shirts; Padded jackets; Padding jackets; Panties, shorts and
briefs; Pareos; Petti-pants; Pinafore dresses; Pinafores; Pique shirts; Pleated skirts for formal kimonos (hakama); Pocket
squares; Pocket squares; Polo shirts; Rainproof jackets; Ramie shirts; Redingotes; Reversible jackets; Riding jackets; Rugby
shirts; Rugby shorts; Safari jackets; Sheepskin jackets; Shell jackets; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Short sets; Short-sleeve
shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Shortalls; Shoulder wraps; Shrugs; Singlets; Ski jackets; Ski
pants; Skirts and dresses; Skorts; Sleep pants; Sleep shirts; Sleeved or sleeveless jackets; Sleeves worn separate and apart from
blouses, shirts and other tops; Sliding shorts; Smoking jackets; Snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; Snow pants;
Snowboard jackets; Snowboard pants; Sport shirts; Sports jackets; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves;
Sports shirts with short sleeves; Stretch pants; Stuff jackets; Suede jackets; Sun protective clothing, namely, bikini cover ups;
Sun protective clothing, namely, dresses, pants, shirts, skirts; Suspender belts for men; Suspender belts for women; Sweat
jackets; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat shorts; T-shirts; T-shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Tabards; Tankinis;
Tap pants; Tap pants; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Tennis dresses; Toboggan hats, pants and caps; Toboggan hats, pants and caps;
Track jackets; Track pants; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt
or scarf; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Travel
clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Travel clothing contained
in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Travel clothing contained in a package
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comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Trekking jackets; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon
tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon
shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Tube dresses; Tube skirts; Turtle neck shirts; Tuxedo belts; Twin sets;
Underwear, namely, boy shorts; Waist belts; Walking shorts; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wearable garments and clothing,
namely, shirts; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wedding dresses; Wind pants; Wind shirts; Wind-jackets;
Windcheaters; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's ceremonial dresses; Women's clothing,
namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women's clothing, namely,
shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Woven dresses; Woven shirts; Woven shirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Woven
skirts; Wrap belts for kimonos (datemaki); Wraparound skirts; Wrist bands; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts; Zoot suits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
<th>First Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 01, 2014</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Larole LLC  **Address** Larole LLC  450 Lexington Ave PO BOX 1302  New York  NEW YORK  10163

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
TM 16971 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRASHFONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955344 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081427
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jun. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LG Ventures LLC Address LG Ventures LLC 3570 E 12th Ave Denver COLORADO 80206 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CANNAFAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
EMPLOYMENTFONE

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86955367
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 28, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081429
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Advertising, marketing and promotion services
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2015

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: LG Ventures LLC
- **Address**: LG Ventures LLC 3570 E 12th Ave Denver COLORADO 80206
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GANDARA, KEYLA MARIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COPY TAKEOUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955541  Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016  Registration Number 5081432
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer “COPY”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Copy writing for advertising and promotional purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2009 In Commerce Jan. 10, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name DiJohn, Linda  Address DiJohn, Linda P.O. Box 16552548 Sioux Falls SOUTH DAKOTA 57186
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRYE, KIMBERLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRILLIANT PAIN ING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86955680 Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number   5081434
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a circle filled with a star within. The outline of
the circle and the star are both in color orange. The words "Brilliant Painting" occupy middle section of this design and in
color grey. A painting brush in color grey and orange replaces the letter 'T' in the word 'Painting' as part of the design. The
entire mark is on a white background. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) orange, gray and white is/are
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer   "PAINTING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Painting; Painting and applying coatings to building interiors and building exteriors; Painting contractor services;
Painting of residential and commercial buildings, cabinets, doors, windows, trims, garage floor and other surfaces; Painting,
interior and exterior; Decorative interior house painting services; Drywall and painting contractor services; House painting
International Classes   37 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Construction and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Brilliant Painting & Remodeling Services, LLC Address   Brilliant Painting & Remodeling Services , LLC
10601 Manchaca Road #9107 Austin   TEXAS   78748 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or
Country Where Organized   TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   100032802016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MURRAY, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BRILLIANT PAINTING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86955687</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;PAINTING&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Painting; Painting and applying coatings to building interiors and building exteriors; Painting contractor services; Painting of residential and commercial buildings, cabinets, doors, windows, trims, garage floor and other surfaces; Painting, interior and exterior; Decorative interior house painting services; Drywall and painting contractor services; House painting |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Jan. 28, 2008 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 28, 2008 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Brilliant Painting & Remodeling Services, LLC |
| Address | Brilliant Painting & Remodeling Services , LLC |
| 10601 Manchaca Road #9107 | Austin |
| TEXAS | 78748 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 100032802016 |
| Examining Attorney | MURRAY, DAVID T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SAND APPAREL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955726 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5081438
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized sun, the upper portion of which is yellow, the middle portion of which is orange and the lower portion of which is violet with triangular rays emanating from the sun, the upper rays are yellow, the middle rays are orange, and the lower rays are blue; flying black birds with wings extended appear in the upper portion of the sun and blue waves appear in the lower portion of the sun; the word "SAND" appears in large black capitalized letters with white outlines in the middle portion of the sun without the horizontal element of the letter "A", and the capitalized word "APPAREL" underneath in smaller black letters with white outline; there is a black background with two white concentric circles encircling the sun. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, orange, violet, blue, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "APPAREL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts and beachwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matthew C. Greezicki Address Matthew C. Greezicki 934 Whispering Ridge Lane Bel Air MARYLAND 21015 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SEAMLESS TRANSITION

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86955742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principle</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TRANSITION"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing temporary housing accommodations
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes 100, 101
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Mar. 11, 2005
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 11, 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Franklin, Grasiela
- **Address**: Franklin, Grasiela
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES
- **Unit**: 1 West Roxbury, MA 02132
- **kittyfranklin@seemlesstransition.com**
- **530 Weld Street"**

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 307US01T
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, TINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LIVEPOR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86955769</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 28, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>The wording &quot;Livepor&quot; has no meaning in a foreign language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Chewing tobacco; Cigar and cigarette boxes; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders; Cigarettes; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes not for medical purposes; Electronic cigarettes; Pipe tobacco; Snuff; Tobacco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>34 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 8, 9, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Smokers' Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>May 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Shenzhen Yosta Technology Co.,Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Shenzhen Yosta Technology Co.,Ltd Room 806 Building 8 West Ring Rd Bantian Street Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>limited company (ltd.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCMORROW, RONALD G |

---

**19888**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ARTSu

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86955789  Application Filing Date  Mar. 28, 2016  Registration Number  5081443
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "ArtSu". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation  The wording "ArtSu" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Belts; Blouses; Caps; Cheongsams (Chinese gowns); Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Gloves as clothing; Neckties; Pajamas; Scarfs; Shawls; Shoes; Socks; Suits; Sweaters; Swimming trunks; Swimsuits; Tops; Trousers; Trunks; Underwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Nov. 21, 2015  In Commerce  Nov. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Weishibida freight forwarder Co.,Ltd  Address  Shenzhen Weishibida freight forwarder Co.,Ltd No.21-23, Dongxing Bldg,No.1,Lane8,South of Xiasha, Fuwei Community, Fuyong, Baoan  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARKS, KIMBERLY L
TM 16981 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RISING GIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955915 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081446
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/Letter(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "RISING GIRL".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "GIRL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Braids; Curling pins; False hair; Fringes; Hair extensions; Human braiding hair; Toupees; Wigs; False moustaches; Hair
bands; Hair barrettes; Hair colouring caps; Hair curlers, other than hand implements; Hair curling papers; Hair grips; Hair nets;
Hair pins; Wigs, hairpieces, and add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use May 11, 2015 In Commerce May 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Qixian Huataihong Industry Co., Ltd. Address Qixian Huataihong Industry Co., Ltd. Jingsan Road, Xi
District Qixian, Henan CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A

19890
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HENGLING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86955923 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081447
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "HENGLING" and four Chinese characters below the word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO ELECTRONIC Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "HENG LING DIAN ZI" and this means "FOREVER TOP ELECTRONIC" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Batteries, electric; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Chargers for electric batteries; Digital photo frames; Electronic pens; Headphones; Photocopiers; Smartwatches; Wire connectors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 23, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 23, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN FOREVERTOP ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY LTD Address SHENZHEN FOREVERTOP ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY LTD Floor 5, No.2, Furong Road 7 Shajing Town SHENZHEN CHINA 518125 Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VORMOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86955942 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number  5081448
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Agates; Amulets; Beads for making jewellery; Beads for making jewelry; Boxes of precious metal; Bracelets; Brooches; Charms; Cloisonne pins; Diamonds; Earrings; Emerald; Gold, unwrought or beaten; Hat ornaments of precious metal; Ivory jewelry; Jade; Jewellery; Jewellery cases; Jewellery cases of precious metal; Jewellery chains; Jewelry; Jewelry findings; Jewelry ornaments; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Paste jewelry; Pearls; Pins being jewelry; Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Precious stones; Rings; Semi-precious stones; Tie clips; Wristwatches; Jewelry of yellow amber; Silver, unwrought or beaten
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Mar. 28, 2016 In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Putian Chengxiang Mokale E-Commerce Co., Ltd Address  Putian Chengxiang Mokale E-Commerce Co., Ltd Fenghuangshan Street, Chengxiang District Rm 601, Bldg 2, No.756, Lichengnan Ave. Putian CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARSH, BRANDON NELSON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NEIGHBOR 2 NEIGHBOR SHUR FINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86955988 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number  5081449
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "Neighbor 2 Neighbor" in blue text flanked by blue stars with a white background and blue perimeter, the wording "Shur Fine" in white text contained within a red oval with white trim, on a blue background with a white line below the oval and three stars on both sides of the white line. Above the wording "Neighbor 2 Neighbor" is a neighborhood scene with white houses with blue doors and windows, a blue sky background and green trees and grass in the foreground. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed
The color(s) blue, white, red, and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable fund raising

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Associated Grocers of New England, Inc. Address  Associated Grocers of New England, Inc.  11 Cooperative Way Pembroke NEW HAMPSHIRE 03275 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  21592/95606

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86956037  Application Filing Date   Mar. 29, 2016  Registration Number   5081450
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Trademark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a profile design of a fish with four small air bubbles near its mouth, inside an inverted semi-circle shape resembling the shape of a fishbowl, all inside an inverted teardrop design.  Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Downloadable mobile applications for determining ratio of males to females at social venues
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes  US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use   Mar. 25, 2016  In Commerce   Mar. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   ShareFish App  Address   ShareFish App  206 Chamberlain Street  Raleigh   NORTH CAROLINA   27607
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LEE, IN PYO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HARRIER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86956077</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 29, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081452</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Computer security service, namely, restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities; computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2016</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 09, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Harrier Professional Services, Inc.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Harrier Professional Services, Inc.</th>
<th>1228 East 7th Ave.</th>
<th>Tampa</th>
<th>FLORIDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1582-0001 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GENTRY HOTEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956119 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081453
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOTEL"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hotel accommodation services; Hotel services; Hotels; Providing hotel accommodation; Resort hotel services; Resort lodging services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 14, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gentry Hotel LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Gentry Hotel Address Gentry Hotel LLC PO Box 1057 CHARLESTON SOUTH CAROLINA 29402 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERKINS, ELLEN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ORIGENERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956141 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081455
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ORIGENERE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical preparations for medical purposes, namely, acne medications and treatment preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff, namely, dandruff hair masks; hair growth stimulants; medicated hair care preparations, namely, medicinal hair growth preparations, medicated shampoos and conditioners, medicated hair growth retardant tonics; dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamin preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 2006 In Commerce Jul. 2006
For Non-medicated cosmetic products and preparations, namely, anti-wrinkle cream, body creams and lotions, body masks, creams and lotions for cellulite reduction, essential oils for personal use; facial masks; facial scrubs, moisturizing lotions, creams and gels for hydrating the skin, skin toners, skin whitening cream; skin-cleaning lotion and cleaning milk, and soaps; non-medicated hair care preparations and creams, namely, adhesives for affixing false hair, hair balsam, hair cream, hair lotions and oil, revitalizing hair masks, hair growth retardant preparations, hair styling gel, hair tonics, shampoos and conditioners
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Jul. 2006 In Commerce Jul. 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 8283141 Canada Inc. Address 8283141 Canada Inc. 2680 Matheson Blvd. East, Suite 102 Mississauga, ON CANADA L4W0A5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THRILLGOOD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956209 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081457
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Branding and marketing for clients, namely, management and marketing of brands for businesses and /or individuals; Marketing consulting, namely, developing strategies for digital marketing and branding
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gould, Morgan Address Gould, Morgan #C 4603 Woodwell Las Vegas NEVADA 89147 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Semo, Klifton Address Semo, Klifton #C 4603 Woodwell Las Vegas NEVADA 89147 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ROLL-MASTER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86956439
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 29, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081463
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Metal casters; Wheels being component parts of metal casters; Metal casters for hand carts, grocery carts, bakery racks, and laundry carts
- **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
- **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 1999
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 1999

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Roll-Master Corporation
- **Address**: Roll-Master Corporation 920 Schriewer Street Seguin TEXAS 78155
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 39151.0001
- **Examining Attorney**: SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROLL-MASTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956442 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081464
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "ROLL-MASTER" having horizontal striations superimposed over the words. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Metal casters; Wheels being component parts of metal casters; Metal casters for hand carts, grocery carts, bakery racks, and laundry carts
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Jan. 01, 1999 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Roll-Master Corporation Address Roll-Master Corporation 920 Schriewer Street Seguin TEXAS 78155
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 39151.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: CSIA EDUCATION ROADSHOW
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "EDUCATION"

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Educational services, namely, conducting courses in the field of chimney sweeping
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Feb. 24, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2016

## BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Chimney Safety Institute of America, Inc.
- **Address**: Chimney Safety Institute of America, Inc. 2155 Commercial Drive Plainfield INDIANA 46168
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOREVERETAINERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86956578 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number  5081469
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Orthodontic retainers; Orthodontic realignment systems comprised of orthodontic retainers and braces
International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus
First Use  Mar. 24, 2016 In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Carter, David Address  Carter, David 456 Fury's Ferry Road Augusta GEORGIA 30907 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VVS TEAM VVS GLOBAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956644 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081471
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "VVS" interlinking in a vertical like pattern in the design of the earth. A design of laurel leaves appear on each side of the earth rising from a diamond at the bottom of the earth. Below the earth design appear the words "TEAM VVS GLOBAL" with horizontal lines above and below the wording, and containing a small shaded circle at each end and curves in the center of each line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts; Coats; Gloves; Hats; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Underclothes; Hooded sweatshirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dante L. Marable Address Dante L. Marable 2607 Agustwood Dr. Columbus OHIO 43219
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Douglas L. Rodgers Address Douglas L. Rodgers 2607 Agustwood Dr. Columbus OHIO 43219
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Albert Watson III Address Albert Watson III 2607 Agustwood Dr. Columbus OHIO 43219
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EAST TEXAS FOOD BANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956682 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081473
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wheat leaf with 7 leaves on the left with
"EAST TEXAS FOOD BANK" in a stacked design. Each word starts with a capital letter. Color Claimed Color is not
claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EAST TEXAS FOOD BANK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services in the nature of coordination of the procurement and distribution of food donations from the general
public to needy persons
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Aug. 01, 2011 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name East Texas Food Bank Address East Texas Food Bank 3201 Robertson Road Tyler TX 75701
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEYIGA, ADETAYO JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SWEET SAVAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956688 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081474
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, gowns, lingerie, bathing suit, jackets, dresses, shorts, Halloween costumes, dancing costumes, bathing costumes for women, costumes for use in role-playing games, costumes for use in children's dress up play, Halloween costumes and mask sold in connection therewith, costumes for use in the amusement industry, dance costumes, masquerade costumes, swimming costumes with bra cups, shirts, skirts, hats, socks, sweaters, corsets, sandals, heels, belts, scarves, ties, bow ties, vest, jeans, stockings, and gloves
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gonzales, Emilrica Address Gonzales, Emilrica 11133 Tiara St. North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91601 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956722 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081475
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the black and white word "LOVE" across a
black and white punching fist. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and white is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring silverware
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and
Business First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Love Punched Address Love Punched 4256 Conquistador Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92056 Legal
Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Expiring Attorney SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MMOYT MAKE MÔONEY ON YOUR TERMS THE ENTREPRENEUR HUSTLE - BE YOUR OWN BOSS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No  
**Mark Drawing Type** 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  
**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of an arm throwing up money made to resemble a tree with the initials "MMOYT" across the hand. The words "Make Money On Your Terms" appear next to the tree and the words "The Entrepreneur Hustle - Be Your Own Boss" appears below. **Color Claimed**. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Business training in the field of third party retail websites, e-commerce, business and coaching; Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of business and e-commerce; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, field trips in the field of third party retail websites, e-commerce, leadership, business and coaching; Entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of third party retail websites, business, e-commerce and coaching; Organizing events in the field of third party retail websites, e-commerce, business and coaching for cultural or educational purposes; Peer to peer coaching services in the field of third party retail websites, e-commerce, business and coaching

**International Classes** 41  
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**First Use** Mar. 03, 2016  
**In Commerce** Mar. 03, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Ramadhan, Hatsutaro  
**Address** Ramadhan, Hatsutaro  
**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  
**Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LUDEMAN, JESSICA ANN
TM 16999 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEMAND FOR UNMANNED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86956782 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081480
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, providing courses, seminars, panels, conferences, and online classes in the fields of aeronautics, unmanned aerial systems, unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomy, and drones; and arranging and conducting educational conferences dealing with aeronautics, unmanned aerial systems, unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomy, and drones
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. Address American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. 1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500 Reston VIRGINIA 201914344 Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number AIAA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Name STEIN, JAMES W

19909
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FUNDRAISING WIZARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86956792  Application Filing Date   Mar. 29, 2016  Registration Number   5081481
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer   "FUNDRAISING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Charitable fundraising
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101, 102  International Class Title   Insurance and Financial
First Use   Jan. 30, 2016  In Commerce   Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Fundraising Wizard, LLC  Address   Fundraising Wizard, LLC   PO Box 487   Glen   NEW HAMPSHIRE 03838  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ·DAVE'S· GOURMET
ALBACORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86956880 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number  5081484
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GOURMET ALBACORE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Canned fish International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods First Use  Apr. 01, 1992 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gourmet Canning Company Address  Gourmet Canning Company #3 1124 54Th Ave East Fife WASHINGTON 98424 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CHIANG, TIFFANY YOUNG
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
YOUNG HEAVY SOULS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86956925 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 29, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081486 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Compact discs featuring music; Musical recordings; Musical video recordings; Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; Audio tapes featuring music; Digital music downloadable from the Internet; Downloadable music files; Phonograph records featuring music

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** | May 06, 2011 | **In Commerce** | May 06, 2011

**For** Sweatshirts; Graphic T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 22, 39

**International Class Title**: Clothing

**First Use** | May 06, 2011 | **In Commerce** | May 06, 2011

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name**: McFerrin, Matthew Michael

**Address**: McFerrin, Matthew Michael 27620 South Bridle Hills Dr Farmington Hills MICHIGAN 48336

**Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Examining Attorney**: CALLAGHAN, BRIAN P
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86956928</td>
<td>Mar. 29, 2016</td>
<td>5081487</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Type**
- Service Mark Trademark

**Date Cancelled**
- May 26, 2023

**Publication Date**
- Aug. 30, 2016

**Reason for Publication**
- Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
- MASON DIXIE BISCUIT CO.

**Mark Information**
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- Disclaimer: "BISCUIT CO."

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Packaged frozen premade biscuits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2014</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant services serving traditional southern United States cuisine featuring biscuit sandwiches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2014</td>
<td>Nov. 02, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**
- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**
- Owner Name: MDBC, LLC
- DBA, AKA, Formerly: Mason Dixie Biscuit Company
- Address: MDBC, LLC 1775 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 950, Washington, D.C. 20006

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**Examining Attorney**
- Examining Attorney: JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
FIN/CODE

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the wording &quot;FIN/CODE&quot; in stylized letter with the forward slash partially comprising the letter &quot;C&quot; and a left pointing arrow forming the inside of the letter &quot;O&quot;. The color silver appears in the wording &quot;FIN/CODE&quot; and the color white represents transparent background areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) silver is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use             | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>FinCode Technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FinCode Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2040 Wells Road Apt 1D Orange Park FLORIDA 32073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney        | CROWLEY, PAUL C |
MARK Literal(s) PICK CLIP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957046 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081491
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Pickclip" with a graphic of a guitar pick. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "PICK" AND THE REPRESENTATION OF A GUITAR PICK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sautoir necklaces
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 15, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name James Lucas Address James Lucas 5578 Bradna Drive Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90043 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAHRENKOPF, PAUL E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRADEMARK BURGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957057  Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016  Registration Number 5081492
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "TRADE BURGER MARK" arranged in the order "TRADE" above "BURGER" above "MARK", the word "TRADE" arranged in a half circle round on the top and the word "MARK" in a half circle the round on the bottom like stylized hamburger buns and the word "BURGER" between them. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BURGER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sandwiches; Hamburger sandwiches; Hot dog sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Mar. 08, 2016  In Commerce Mar. 08, 2016
For Fast-food restaurant services; Restaurant services; Restaurants featuring home delivery; Take-out restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 08, 2016  In Commerce Mar. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Soseb LLC  Address Soseb LLC  110 Thompson St  New York  NEW YORK  10012  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 9261-005
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attornay FINK, GINA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GEM + REMEDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86957086 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number  5081493
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "GEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry comprised at least in part of gems
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Schmalie Entertainment, Inc. Address  Schmalie Entertainment, Inc.  555 S. Muirfield Road  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90020 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  4210-101

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BAN THE BOARD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number** 86957231
- **Application Filing Date** Mar. 29, 2016
- **Registration Number** 5081496
- **Registration Date** Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Trademark
- **Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Non-metal ramps for use with vehicles
- **International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use** Oct. 12, 2013
- **In Commerce** Oct. 12, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name** RACE RAMPS, LLC
- **Address** RACE RAMPS, LLC N102 W19400 WILLOW CREEK RD
- **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number** 5137-00175

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney** CLARK, ROBERT C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ATW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957238 Application Filing Date Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number 5081497
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "ATW". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ATW" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries; Battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse; Data synchronization cables; Earphones and headphones; Electric cables; Electric navigational instruments; Electronic animal confinement unit comprising transmitters, electrical transformers, wires, and receiver collars; Mobile phones; Mouse pads; PC tablets; Power adapters; Set-top boxes; Slide or photograph projection apparatus; USB cables; Wireless routers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 23, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 23, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He Lin Address He Lin 202, Building 6, Yalan Pavilion Shangchuan Road, Baoan Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAIR BY HARPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957502 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5081501
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HAIR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom construction of wigs
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Sep. 07, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harper, Kamilah Address Harper, Kamilah 1420 Paramount Drive Suite G Huntsville ALABAMA 35806 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
**MARK Literal(s)** B B BOSSY BAKERY BOUTIQUE

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of an African American Woman with a light Afro hairstyle and diamond nose ring, wearing a business suit and stiletto heels. She is holding a tray of cookies with her right hand, left hand is on her waist. She is standing to the right side of a table that has four cupcakes and three tiered cake on it. The top and bottom layers of the cake are striped, and the middle layer is a solid color with two stylized capital letter "B". The top layer of the cake has a flower on the front of it. Above the table are the words "Bossy Bakery Boutique". "Bossy Bakery" is in cursive format and "Boutique" is in print format. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "BAKERY BOUTIQUE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Baked goods, namely, Cookies, Cakes, Cupcakes, Frosting, Muffins, Pies, Pastries, Bread; Sweet sauces and sauces for use with desserts and baked goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Colbert, India
- **Address**: Colbert, India 4277 East 124th St Cleveland OHIO 44105
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examine Attorneys**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TASTYSALT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86957540 Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number  5081503
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, hats, t-shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, shorts, pants, socks

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Berry, Jason Address  Berry, Jason  4570 Snowfall Cir. Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92056 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Owner Name  Berry, Kristin Address  Berry, Kristin  4570 Snowfall Cir. Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92056 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KBW FINANCIAL STAFFING & RECRUITING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86957646
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 30, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081506
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "KBW" in large, bold brown font with a stylized rectangular form to the left of it. The rectangle is split in half diagonally by a curvy white line, and the top right half of the rectangle is light green, while the bottom left of the rectangle is brown. The mark also consists of the words "FINANCIAL STAFFING & RECRUITING" in a light green stylized font, appearing below the rectangle and "KBW".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white, light green, and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "FINANCIAL STAFFING & RECRUITING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary, contract and permanent finance and accounting staffing needs of businesses; Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services for finance and accounting professionals; Employment outplacement services for finance and accounting professionals; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment for finance and accounting professionals; Providing networking opportunities for finance and accounting professionals seeking employment
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2005
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Kroll Becker & Wing, LLC
- **Address**: Kroll Becker & Wing, LLC 5 Bedford Farms Drive, Suite 304 Bedford NEW HAMPSHIRE 03110
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW HAMPSHIRE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SALES SEARCH PARTNERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957713 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5081507
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "SALES SEARCH PARTNERS" in a bold, blue font with a configuration resembling an eyeball above it wherein the top and bottom of the eyelids are dark blue and the left and right sides of the globe design are gray while the landmasses of the globe are light blue. The center of the eyeball configuration is a sphere resembling the Earth. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SALES SEARCH PARTNERS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary, contract and permanent sales staffing needs of businesses; Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services for sales professionals; Employment outplacement services for sales professionals; Providing an on-line searchable database featuring employment opportunities and content about employment for sales professionals; Providing business networking opportunities for sales professionals seeking employment
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sales Search Partners, LLC Address Sales Search Partners, LLC 5 Bedford Farms Drive Suite 304 Bedford NEW HAMPSHIRE 03110 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BLKOPS INC.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86957719</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "INC."

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Personal fitness training services; Physical fitness instruction
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: May 15, 2015
- **In Commerce**: May 15, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Dark Ops LLC
- **Address**: Dark Ops LLC 3106 Kennett Pike Wilmington DELAWARE 19807
- **Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KHAN, AHSEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HI-ROLLR RED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957814 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5081509
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "RED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits First Use Sep. 01, 2008 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yorkville Cellars Address Yorkville Cellars 25701 Highway 128 P.O. Box 3 Yorkville CALIFORNIA 95494 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BASIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86957818 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5081510
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "Basique" in the mark is "Basic".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric toothbrush replacement heads

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Haus Essentials LLC Address Haus Essentials LLC 19 Kent Hills Ln Wilton CONNECTICUT 06897
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANTZLER, LAUREN ALEXA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ONE BUFFALO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86957890  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2016  Registration Number   5081515
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer   "BUFFALO"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations   4844126, 4909663, 4839691

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Providing information and commentary in the field of real estate development  International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title   Construction and Repair  First Use   Oct. 15, 2014  In Commerce   Oct. 15, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Pegula Sports & Entertainment, LLC  Address   Pegula Sports & Entertainment, LLC  199 Scott Street  Buffalo  NEW YORK  14204  Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   105396.37
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney   KIDWELL WALKER, JACLYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BACHAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86958067 Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number  5081521
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "BACHAC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Advertising and promotional services; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Promoting the parties and special events of others; Arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; Providing marketing and promotion of special events; Special event planning for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Special event planning for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  May 01, 2014 In Commerce  May 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Balliram, Anganie Address  Balliram, Anganie 2011 SW 96th Terrace Miramar FLORIDA 33025
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  ABalliramNS
Examining Attorney  KERTGATE, AMY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BACHAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86958140 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5081523
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "BACHAC" in stylized capital letters, the right side of the "A"s are elongated; and there is an ant positioned on top of and between the first two letters "A" and "B"; an ant positioned on top of and between the third and fourth letters "C" and "H"; and an ant positioned on the bottom of and between the last two letters "A" and "C". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "BACHAC" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and promotional services; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others; Promoting the parties and special events of others; Arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows and events for business purposes; Providing marketing and promotion of special events; Special event planning for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2014 In Commerce May 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Balliram, Anganie Address Balliram, Anganie 2011 SW 96th Terrace Miramar FLORIDA 33025
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ABalliramS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ALLEGIANCE LAW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86958159  Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016  Registration Number 5081524
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "LAW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Legal services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Jan. 01, 2009  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jason Lundberg  Address Jason Lundberg  871 Page Street  San Francisco  CALIFORNIA  94117
Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
**MARK LITERAL(S)** FH WELLINGTON PROPERTIES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86958305
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 30, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081525
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "F" and "H" above the wording "WELLINGTON PROPERTIES". A silhouette of a stylized horse forms part of the letter "H", and the wording "WELLINGTON PROPERTIES" has a line above and below it. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "WELLINGTON PROPERTIES"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Real estate agency services; Real estate brokerage; Real estate listing
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Sep. 2015
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Francis Hoet LLC
- **Address**: 14565 Belmont Trace, 801 Wellington FLORIDA 33414
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 12057-2
- **Examining Attorney**: IM, JEAN H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  G2G GAP TO GAP BAT COMPANY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86958327  Application Filing Date  Mar. 30, 2016  Registration Number  5081527
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "G2G", stacked on top of the words "Gap to Gap" inside of a baseball diamond, with the words "Bat Company" sloping upward outside of the baseball diamond, between home plate and first base.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "GAP TO GAP" "BAT COMPANY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baseball bats
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50  International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use  Feb. 2015  In Commerce  Feb. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  G2G-Gap To Gap  Composed of  James McGinley-USA Rafael Rodriguez Jr-USA
Address  G2G-Gap To Gap  2 Danbury Lane  Bristol CONNECTICUT 06010  Legal Entity  PARTNERSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  CONNECTICUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LUDEMAN, JESSICA ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** 10BELOW ICE CREAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer**  "ICE CREAM"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Ice cream

**International Classes**  30 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  46

**International Class Title**  Staple Foods

**First Use**  Jul. 17, 2015

**In Commerce**  Jul. 17, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  10 Below Ice Cream Inc.

**Address**  10 Below Ice Cream Inc.  10 Mott Street, Suite #1  New York  NEW YORK  10013

**Legal Entity**  CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**  NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TBLW 6326

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) M MOMOWALLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86958687 Application Filing Date Mar. 30, 2016 Registration Number 5081531
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "MOMOWALLET", "MOMO" and "WALLET" are written in two different fonts. To the left of the wording is a design of a wallet that has a heart pattern, and the letter "M" in a circle where a snap would be on a wallet. There are two wireless signals being emitted from the top right corner of the wallet. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable mobile applications for advertising the goods and services of others
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 16, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 25, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Polonsky-Forood, Natalie Address Polonsky-Forood, Natalie 1219 Vancouver Ave. Burlingame CALIFORNIA 94010 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SERENDIPITY A PLEASANT SURPRISE TO YOUR PAYROLL SOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86958710 | Application Filing Date | Mar. 30, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081532 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 | Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the silhouettes of three women in the colors purple and green with a purple arch in the background; to the right is the wording "SERENDIPITY A PLEASANT SURPRISE TO YOUR PAYROLL SOLUTION" in stylized font in the color black. | Color Drawing | Yes |
| Color Claimed | The color(s) purple, green, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Payroll administration and management services |
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Feb. 15, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 15, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Serendipity Payroll Inc |
| Address | Serendipity Payroll Inc 28202 Cabot Rd Ste 300 Laguna Niguel CALIFORNIA 92677 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | CALIFORNIA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SAKAI, ADA HAN |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BSPECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86959044 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5081536
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BSPECT" while the letter "B" is in a designed form surrounded by a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business information and inquiries; Business consultancy; Business consultation; Business information and inquiries; Commercial consultancy; Commercial information and directory agency; Import-export agency services; Media planning, namely, advising the client on the correct times and stations to advertise based on media analysis of the market for that media; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; Advertising and publicity services; Business management assistance; Commercial information and advice for consumers; Industrial management assistance; Internet advertising services; Organisation of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes; Organizing exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; Providing business information via a web site; Rental of advertising time on communication media; Sales promotion for others; Web site traffic optimisation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 21, 2012 In Commerce Apr. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BSPECT CO.,LTD Address BSPECT CO.,LTD RM805(694) 8/F EAST TOWN BLDG 41 LOCKHART RD,WAN CHAI HONG KONG HONG KONG Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NOVAKOVIC, MIROSLAV
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MANNA FREIGHT SYSTEMS, INC.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86959399  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2016  Registration Number  5081538
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "FREIGHT SYSTEMS, INC."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4759262

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Freight transportation consultation in the field of freight transportation by truck, rail, air and ocean
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  May 15, 1991  In Commerce  May 15, 1991

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  PILOT AIR FREIGHT, LLC  Address  PILOT AIR FREIGHT, LLC  314 NORTH MIDDLETOWN ROAD LIMA PENNSYLVANIA  19037  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELLO, ZACHARY R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NHDJR TRANSPORT INC.

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86959635</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Mar. 31, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081540</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>&quot;TRANSPORT INC.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Freight transportation by truck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>39 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>NHDJR TRANSPORT INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>NHDJR TRANSPORT INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BAKER, JORDAN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AETRIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86959720 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5081542
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All terrain vehicles; Cars; Carts; Land vehicles; Motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, vans, sport utility vehicles and structural parts therefor; Motor vehicles, namely, concept motor vehicles; Motor vehicles, namely, custom hot rods; Motorized golf carts; Off-road vehicles; Utility terrain vehicles (UTVs); Autonomous cars; Electric cars; Electric motors for motor cars; Electrically-powered motor vehicles; Fitted covers for motorized golf cart vehicles; Four-wheeled motor vehicles; Go carts; Golf cars; Sports utility vehicles; Trolleys
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hahm EV Corporation Address Hahm EV Corporation Suite 190 9465 Garden Grove Blvd. Garden Grove CALIFORNIA 92844 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSAID, IRA J
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOPPY JOE

For Cooked potatoes; prepared dishes consisting primarily of vegetables, namely, cooked potatoes topped with sloppy Joe sauce; prepared appetizers, namely, cooked potatoes; prepared appetizers, consisting primarily of cooked potatoes and also including sloppy Joe sauce

International Class(es) 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

First Use Mar. 03, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2015
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DEFENDER REPELLENT SYSTEMS

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 86959880
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 31, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081547
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "DEFENDER REPELLENT SYSTEMS" underneath a chevron logo.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "REPELLENT SYSTEMS"

**Related Properties Information**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3856360

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Waterproofing chemical compositions for articles of leather
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2010

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: ENGINEERED CUSTOM COATINGS, LLC
- **Address**: ENGINEERED CUSTOM COATINGS, LLC
  1002 HICKORY STREET
  PEWAUKEE
  WISCONSIN
  53072
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**
- **Docket Number**: 3728.002

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: ANDERSON, CASSONDRA CR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86960030 Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number   5081551
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an orange circle with a black and orange hand holding a black and orange wrench within the circle. A black gear is disposed about the outer perimeter of the circle. The color white in the mark represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not claimed as feature of the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) orange and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Power tools and equipment, namely, log splitters, chain saws, pole saws, post hole diggers, multi-purpose pressure washers, tillers, lawn mowers, electric lawn trimmers, snow blowers and snow throwers; water pumps for use in water treatment equipment for purposes of irrigation and water transfer or removal; internal combustion engines for power generation other than for land vehicles; electric generators
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Apr. 01, 2013 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Frictionless World LLC Address  Frictionless World LLC Suite 600  1100 W. 120th Ave. Westminster COLORADO  80234 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   686009UST

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INEBRIATION STATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960131 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5081554
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bar services; bar services, namely, service of beer via self-serve taps; bar services featuring an assemblage of self-serve beer taps where consumers can select and pour their own beer from one of the taps
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Mar. 30, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Geis Hospitality, LLC Address Geis Hospitality, LLC 2017 East 9th Street Cleveland OHIO 44115
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GEIS-55975

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRINGER, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CELLPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86960333  Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2016  Registration Number  5081559
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of The words "cellpoint" in lower case with a ribbon-like feature emanating from the top of the lower case "i" in "cellpoint" and ending above the "c" in "cellpoint".  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  repair and refurbishment services for mobile phone, mobile phone components, and tablet components
For  testing and inspection of mobile phones, mobile phone components, and tablet components

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cellpoint Corporation  Address  Cellpoint Corporation  130 Newport Center Drive, Suite 210  Newport Beach  CALIFORNIA  92660  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IKARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960379 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5081560
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Association services, namely, promoting awareness of community development opportunities to the genocide survivors of Cambodia and their children

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name International Khmer Assembly, Inc DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA IKARE Address International Khmer Assembly, Inc 1404 Concordia Ave St. Paul MINNESOTA 55104 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized MINNESOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLOPY, DIANE PATRICI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LE’NIER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "Le'Nier" in the mark is "Deny".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Body and beauty care cosmetics
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use** Jan. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce** Jan. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Hurd, Dominique
- **Address**: Hurd, Dominique 2315 Kemper Ln Cincinnati OHIO 45206
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MURRAY, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NICOLE DIARY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86960444</td>
<td>Mar. 31, 2016</td>
<td>5081564</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Portrait Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the word &quot;NICOLE DIARY&quot; in stylized letters; a stylized design creates the letter &quot;O&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**
Clothing, namely, bottoms; Shoes; Hats; Hosiery; Gloves as clothing; Scarfs; Leather belts; Wedding dresses; Coats; Trousers

**International Classes**
25 - Primary Classes
**US Classes**
22, 39
**International Class Title**
Clothing
**First Use**
Oct. 01, 2015
**In Commerce**
Oct. 01, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**
Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**
Shenzhen Jie Le Science and Technology Co., Ltd.
**Address**
Shenzhen Jie Le Science and Technology Co., Ltd., C2-1806, Ji Da Garden, Zhong Xing Road, Bu Ji Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
**Legal Entity**
limited company (ltd.)
**State or Country Where Organized**
CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**
VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NICOLE DIARY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960450 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5081565
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "NICOLE DIARY" in stylized letters; a stylized design creates the letter "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Name Portrait Consent The name "NICOLE DIARY" shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising; Direct mail advertising services; on-line advertising on a computer network; Demonstration of goods; Business advice and information; import-export agency services; Procurement, namely, purchasing nail polish, false nails, nail care preparations, nail art stickers and clothing for others; marketing; search engine optimization for sales promotion; web site traffic optimization
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jie Le Science and Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jie Le Science and Technology Co., Ltd. C2-1806, Ji Da Garden, Zhong Xing Road Bu Ji Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** WUAMBO

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "WUAMBO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bodices; Brassieres; Coats; Gloves as clothing; Hats; Jackets; Scarves; Shawls; Shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Socks and stockings; Sports jerseys; Swim trunks; Swimsuits; Tops; Trousers; Underclothing; Underpants; Underwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Oct. 09, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 20, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Tai Da Trading Co., LTD
- **Address**: Shenzhen Tai Da Trading Co., LTD  203, NO.16, Lane 4, Daguangkan Village  Bantian Subdistrict Longgang District  Shenzhen City  CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Exṣnaing Attorney**: MONINGHOFF, KIM TERESA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARSUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960626 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2016 Registration Number 5081569
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bags of leather for packaging; Bags and holdalls for sports clothing; Bags for carrying babies' accessories; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Bags for sports; Bags for umbrellas; All purpose sport bags; All-purpose athletic bags; All-purpose carrying bags; All-purpose carrying bags which feature a removable insert for holding a breast pump; All-purpose reusable carrying bags; Amenity bags sold empty; Animal carriers; Animal game bags; Athletic bags; Baby carrying bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Beach bags; Belt bags; Belt bags and hip bags; Book bags; Boston bags; Bum bags; Cantle bags; Canvas shopping bags; Carry-all bags; Carry-on bags; Chalk bags; Charm bags (omamori-ire); Clutch bags; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Courier bags; Diaper bags; Dolly bags; Drawstring bags; Dry bags; Duffel bags; Duffel bags for travel; Duffle bags; Evening bags; Flight bags; Garment bags for travel; Garment bags for travel made of leather; General purpose bags for carrying yoga equipment; General purpose bags for holding dance equipment; General purpose sport trolley bags; General use physician bags sold empty; Gladstone bags; Grip bags; Gym bags; Hard-sided and soft-sided carry-on bags and gym bags; Hiking bags; Hip bags; Hobo bags; Horse tail bags; Hunters' game bags; Hunting bags; Key bags; Kit bags; Knitted bags, not of precious metals; Knitting bags for carrying and holding knitting supplies; Knitting pouches, namely, functional sacks for holding and carrying yarn while knitting; Leather bags; Leather bags and wallets; Leather bags for merchandise packaging; Leather bags, suitcases and wallets; Leather and imitation leather bags; Leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; Leather shopping bags; Make-up bags sold empty; Men's clutch bags; Mesh shopping bags; Messenger bags; Military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; Overnight bags; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Pommel bags; Pouches and bags sold empty for attachment to backpacks; Reusable shopping bags; Reusable textile produce bags to carry produce from grocery stores and farmer's markets; Roll bags; Sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; Saddle horn
bags; Saddlery, namely, horn bags; School bags; School book bags; Shaving bags sold empty; Shoe bags for travel; Shopping bags made of skin; Shopping bags with wheels attached; Shoulder bags; Sling bags; Sling bags for carrying infants; Small bags for men; Souvenir bags; Sport bags; Sports bags; Sportsman's hunting bags; String bags for shopping; Suit bags; Textile shopping bags; Toiletry bags sold empty; Tool bags sold empty; Tool bags, empty; Tote bags; Travel bags; Traveling bags; Travelling bags; Waist bags; Wash bags for carrying toiletries; Weekend bags; Wheeled bags; Wheeled duffle bags; Wheeled messenger bags; Wheeled shopping bags; Wheeled tote bags; Wine bags with handles for carrying or holding wine; Wrist mounted carryall bags; Wristlet bags

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**First Use** Jan. 01, 2016  **In Commerce** Jan. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Chang Che-Wei  **Address** Chang Che-Wei 150-15 72 Rd, Apt#5F Kew Garden Hills NEW YORK 11367  **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship** TAIWAN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FAVOLOOK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86960688 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 01, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081570 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of The stylized wording "FAVOLOOK" has no meaning in a foreign language. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation | The wording "FAVOLOOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Baby layettes for clothing; Coats; Corselets; Corsets; Culottes; Cyclists' jerseys; Dresses; Gloves; Knit tops; Leather belts; Overcoats; Panties, shorts and briefs; Scarfs; Skirts; Sleepwear; Suits; Tank tops; Tights; Tops; Trousers; Underwear; Women's underwear
International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing | First Use | Nov. 28, 2015 | In Commerce | Nov. 28, 2015 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Shenzhen Sellmore E-Commerce Co.,Ltd
Address | Shenzhen Sellmore E-Commerce Co.,Ltd #201, Building A No.1, Qianwan 1st Road Qianhai Shengang Cooperation Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized | CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AuroKer

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960695 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081572
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "AuroKer" and the black background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baseball gloves; Batting gloves; Bite sensors; Body-building apparatus; Boxing gloves; Elbow guards for athletic use; Exercise equipment, namely, chest pulls; Fencing gloves; Fishing tackle; Fitness machines and equipment, namely, weights, treadmills, rowing machines, stair stepping machines, resistance machines, stationary cycles; Handle grips for sporting equipment; Jump ropes; Kidney belts for sports; Knee guards for athletic use; Manually-operated exercise equipment for physical fitness purposes; Reels for fishing; Shin guards for athletic use; Skipping ropes; Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, mixed martial arts gloves, punching mitts, and shin guards; Waist trimmer exercise belts; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, sport balls; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, dumbbells; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise weights; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment, namely, kettle bells
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name COMPANY NAME:SHENZHEN GERODA INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT & FORWARDING CO., Ltd
Address COMPANY NAME:SHENZHEN GERODA INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT & FORWARDING CO., Ltd
ROOM 503 BLOCK 4,SHENG MING JU DISTRICT MIN ZHI STREET,BAOAN AREA SHENZHEN CHINA 518110
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960697 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081573
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an incomplete designed "S" and three curved lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Acoustic conduits; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cassette players; Horns for loudspeakers; Loudspeakers; Megaphones; Microphones; Portable media players; Sound reproduction apparatus; Sound transmitting apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 05, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ningbo Sheng Jing Commercial & Trading Co., Ltd Address Ningbo Sheng Jing Commercial & Trading Co., Ltd. No. 777-18 Qiming Road Panhuo Street Ningbo Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAJUBI, ELIZABETH N
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86960708 Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number  5081574
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "EMY". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  3D printers; Air filters for automobile engines; Air filters for mechanical purposes; Air filters for motorcycle motors and engines; Blades for power saws; Blades for power tools; Carburetors; Drill bits for rock drilling; Dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; Filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; Glaziers' diamonds being parts of machines; Milling cutters; Milling cutters for milling machines; Oil filter adapters; Oil filters for mechanical purposes; Oil filters for motors and engines; Polishing discs for automated wet-polishing multi-head machines; Tool bits for machines; Tool grinding machines; Chasers; Core drilling bits; Dynamo brushes; Electric knives; Filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; Floor polishing machines; Gear cutters; Grinding and polishing machines; Machine tool holders; Machine parts, namely, blades; Milling cutters; Pads for floor polishing machines; Plow blades for vehicles; Power saw blades; Rice or barley polishing machines
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery First Use  Apr. 25, 2013 In Commerce  Sep. 24, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen yimai E-commerce co.,ltd. Address  Shenzhen yimai E-commerce co.,ltd. ROOM.3004 Pengnian office,Nanhu St,Luohu Dist  Shenzhen,GuangDong  CHINA Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FORBEX EXPORT CORPORATION WORLD-WIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86960735  Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016  Registration Number  5081575
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized globe centered on North and South America. Above the globe is an upside down checkmark. The globe is intersected by a grid. In the center of the globe are the literal elements "FORBEX" over the literal elements "EXPORT CORPORATION". Underneath the globe is a check mark. Underneath the check mark are the literal elements "WORLD-WIDE". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "EXPORT CORPORATION WORLD-WIDE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Export agency services for the goods of others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Mar. 27, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 27, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Castillo, Ana  Address  Castillo, Ana  P.O.Box 527  Port Washington  NEW YORK  11050  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MURRAY, DAVID T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEPETS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86960744 Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number  5081576
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "Depets". On the top of letter "p" is a puppy dog, and there is a bone in the front of dog. On the top of the letter "s" is a cat. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Animal clothing for pigs, dogs, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves; Backpacks for pets; Belly bands for dogs, cats, horses; Coats for cats; Collars for cats; Collars for pets; Dog apparel; Dog bellybands; Dog clothing; Dog coats; Dog collars; Dog collars and leads; Dog leashes; Dog parkas; Dog shoes; Garments for pets; Horse tack, namely, bridles, reins, leads, bits, stirrup leathers, girth straps, lunge lines, halters; Neckwear for dogs; Pet accessories, namely, canvas, vinyl and leather pouches for holding disposable bags to place pet waste in; Pet accessories, namely, specially designed canvas, vinyl or leather bags attached to animal leashes for holding small items such as keys, credit cards, money or disposable bags for disposing of pet waste; Pet clothing; Pet clothing for pigs, dogs; Pet clothing, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves; Pet collar accessories, namely, bells, silencers, safety lights and blinkers, pendants and charms; Pet collar accessories, namely, bows and charms; Pet collar accessories, namely, charms; Pet hair bows; Pet hair ornaments; Pet products in the nature of a restraining device, namely, tie-out stakes and tie-out chains; Pet products, namely, pet restraining devices consisting of leashes, collars, harnesses, restraining straps, and leashes with locking devices; Pet restraining devices consisting of collars, harnesses, restraining straps, leashes with locking devices for use in pet grooming or veterinary care; Pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes or collars
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  May 18, 2014 In Commerce  Oct. 19, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Shenzhen Jinshida Commerce and Trade Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen Jinshida Commerce and Trade Co. Ltd., Floor 3, No.A1-A3, Zone 44 Anle Village, Xinghua 1st Road, Bao'an, Shenzhen, CHINA 518000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>MAI, TINA HSIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

19961
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNREFINED PUBLISHING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960757 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081577
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PUBLISHING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publishing of books, e-books, and audio books

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Cadigan, Kyle Address Cadigan, Kyle 1820 Pennebaker Way Apt. 205 Manteca CALIFORNIA 95336
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WOOD, CAROLINE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MYDEVICELOCK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86960894</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 01, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081579</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Computer software for authenticating digital signatures; Computer software for authenticating digital signatures that may be downloaded from a global computer network; Computer software platforms for authenticating digital signatures; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for authenticating digital signatures

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** Jun. 13, 2014 **In Commerce** Dec. 23, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** James Forero **Address** James Forero 483 Salam Street Paramus NEW JERSEY 07652 **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** MyDeviceLock

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A MILLIONAIRE TO HAVE A MATCHMAKER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960915 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081580
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dating services
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Jersey Singles, Inc. Address New Jersey Singles, Inc. 6 Nicholson Key Colts Neck NEW JERSEY 07722 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REINHART, MEGHAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GENDERFLUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86960997 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081581
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, shirts, hats and pants
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GENDERFLUX, LLC Address GENDERFLUX, LLC 6107 Elena Way Woodstock GEORGIA 30188
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86961012 Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number   5081582
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of A black circle with an arrow pointing up from the top center. There is a line through the center of the stem of the arrow that is the same width as the arrowhead. A cross extends out from the bottom left of the circle at approximately the 7:00 p.m. position, and an arrow extends out from the bottom right of the circle at approximately the 5:00 p.m. position. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Clothing, namely, shirts, hats and pants
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use   Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce   Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   GENDERFLUX, LLC Address   GENDERFLUX, LLC  6107 Elena Way  Woodstock  GEORGIA  30188
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MEGI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86961037 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081583
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "MEGI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, and counting skills; Dog toys; Dolls; Stuffed dolls and animals; Stuffed puppets; Stuffed toys; Toy building blocks; Toy animals; Toy figures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ulrica Corporation Address Ulrica Corporation 3048 Deerfield Pl, #A Chino Hills CALIFORNIA 91709 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number US-160314
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SURFACE CONNECTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86961124 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081585 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of cabinet doors; Refinishing of countertops, bathtubs and cabinets International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Jul. 01, 1999 In Commerce Jul. 01, 1999

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Surface Works, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Surface Connection Address Surface Works, Inc. 2175 Manana Drive Dallas TEXAS 75220 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAHONEY, PAULA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CANNAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86961723 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081593
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business management consulting
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 07, 2013 In Commerce May 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CANNAR, INC. Address CANNAR, INC. 3408 52ND AVE NE TACOMA WASHINGTON 98422
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRADLEY, EVELYN W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEYONDTHEBUMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86961755  Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016  Registration Number  5081594
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
The mark consists of three circles pink, brown, green from left to right within a white background. There is a silhouette of a pregnant woman in a white background facing to the right in the pink circle. There is a baby in a blanket that is folded and tied together in a white background inside the brown circle. There is a woman holding a baby, in a white background, and facing left in the green circle. Underneath, the words "beyondthebump" are centered in a white background. The word "beyond" is in pink. The word "the" is in brown. The word "bump" is in green. Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) pink, brown, green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting educational conferences; Community outreach services provided to pregnant women, namely, providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to pregnant women; Conducting educational exhibitions in the nature of pregnancy; Organizing events in the field of pregnancy for cultural or educational purposes; Providing information and news in the field of current events relating to pregnancy
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Mar. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Motherhood Matters LLC  Address  Motherhood Matters LLC  249 HOLLYWOOD AVENUE  ROCHESTER  NEW YORK  14618  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3693-MM
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LORENZO, GEORGE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  PRESAVA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86961805  Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016  Registration Number  5081595
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "PRESAVA".
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail apparel stores; Retail clothing boutiques; Retail clothing stores; Retail consignment stores in the field of clothing, accessories; Retail department store services; Retail discount store services in the field of clothing, accessories; Retail jewelry stores; Retail outlets featuring clothing, accessories; Retail store services featuring clothing, accessories; Mobile retail store services featuring clothing, accessories; On-line retail consignment stores featuring clothing, accessories; On-line retail department store services; On-line retail gift shops; On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others; Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing, accessories

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Elizabeth M. Douge  Address  Elizabeth M. Douge  270 Merrick Road  Rockville Center  NEW YORK 11570  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TVPAGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86961936 Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number 5081599
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized rendering of a computer screen with a play button in the center of the screen followed by the word "tvpage" on the right. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4267200

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for graphical applications, namely, for the creation, management, delivery, selecting, navigating, editing and viewing of digital media, namely, video, graphics and sound; Computer software for encoding, transmitting, and receiving of pictures, video, text, and/or audio over local and global networks; Encoding and decoding apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 06, 2012 In Commerce Feb. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name TVPAGE, INC. Address TVPAGE, INC. 6827 Nancy Ridge Dr. San Diego CALIFORNIA 92121

LEGAL ENTITY CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6077-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MACIOL, GENE V J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86961940 Application Filing Date  Apr. 01, 2016 Registration Number   5081600
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of Stylized rendering of a computer screen with a play button in the center of the screen. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software for graphical applications, namely, for the creation, management, delivery, selecting, navigating, editing and viewing of digital media, namely, video, graphics and sound; Computer software for encoding, transmitting, and receiving of pictures, video, text, and/or audio over local and global networks; Encoding and decoding apparatus
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 06, 2012 In Commerce  Feb. 06, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TVPAGE, INC. Address  TVPAGE, INC. 6827 Nancy Ridge Dr. San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92121
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  6078-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MACIOL, GENE V J
### Mark Literal(s)
EPIC WIPES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86962015
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 01, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081601
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "EPIC WIPES" in a lower case, stylized font, with the open center of the letter "P" in "EPIC" formed by a pine tree shape.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "WIPES"

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0061815/1332681

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing compounds for personal hygiene use
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Encore, LLC
- **Address**: Encore, LLC 523 Q Street Sacramento CALIFORNIA 95811
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WYOMING

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** Aibousa

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86962029</td>
<td>Apr. 02, 2016</td>
<td>5081604</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 | Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the stylized wording "AiBOUSA", there is a red "loving heart" on top of the letter "I". | Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. | Translation | The wording "AiBOUSA" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Armbands specially adapted for personal electronic devices, namely, mobile phones, MP3 players; Backdrops especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers; Battery charge devices; Carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, MP3 players and personal digital assistants; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Disposable keyboard covers; Electronic charging devices for tablet PCs that also include features to secure and disinfect the tablet PCs; Keyboard covers; Notebook computer carrying cases; Renewable battery system to provide backup power

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus | First Use | Sep. 08, 2015 | In Commerce | Mar. 07, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | SHEN ZHEN WIDOBO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD | Address | SHEN ZHEN WIDOBO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD 1FA, Bldg B, 326 Plant, Dabutou Rd., Nandafu, Guanlan St., Longhua New Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA |

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MICHOS, JOHN E |

| Examining Attorney | 19976 |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LETIGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86962031 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 02, 2016 | Registration Number | 5081605 | Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Waist bags; Pocket wallets; Leather boxes for storing greeting cards; Baby carrying bags; Travelling bags; Briefcases; Travel baggage; Cosmetic bags sold empty; Rucksacks; Bags for sports; Pouch baby carriers; Business card cases; Alpenstocks; Canes; Dog leashes; Collars for animals; Animal clothing for pigs, dogs, namely, shirts, skirts, scarves, coats; Dog coats
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Apr. 18, 2012 |
| In Commerce | Apr. 18, 2012 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | CHENGZHI ZHANG |
| Address | CHENGZHI ZHANG No.311 Huangping Zu Jing Ping Pian Jing Cun Chengtanjiang Town Liuyang City Hunan CHINA |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | GEARHART, DAVID JAMES |

19977
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRESAWIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962139 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5081607
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "cresawis" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "cresawis" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio speakers; Cell phone cases; Headphones; Monopods for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones, personal digital assistants; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; USB cables
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 28, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zuo, XiaoFeng Address Zuo, XiaoFeng Room 509, Bldg 24, Fengherili Garden Renmin Road, Minzhi, BaoAn District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COUNTRY HI HI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962245 Application Filing Date Apr. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5081608
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of A stylized version of the words COUNTRY HI with a buck silhouette in the middle of the "O" of the word country. Another stylized version of "HI" with a capital "H" and the "I" being a lower case, with the H and the I merged into one letter. The box around the stylized "HI" consists of the letter "C" with one facing forward and the second one facing backwards. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kahoohanohano, Elizabeth AK Address Kahoohanohano, Elizabeth AK 4520 E. Baseline Rd. Apt#2097 Phoenix ARIZONA 85042 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GOGOGOODIE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86962344
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 03, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081610
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Artificial Christmas garlands; Bath toys; Carnival masks; Children's dress up accessories, namely, toy helmets for play; Children's multiple activity toys; Children's play cosmetics; Christmas dolls; Christmas stockings; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; Costume masks; Craps game playing equipment; Decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for children made of felt; Doll clothing; Doll costumes; Dolls and doll accessories, namely, clothing for dolls, doll rooms, doll beds, doll houses, toy fabrics and linens for dolls and strollers for dolls; Mountaineering equipment, namely, hook and ring combinations; Play figures; Stuffed puppets; Stuffed and plush toys; Toys, namely, children's dress-up accessories; Paper face masks; Toy and novelty face masks

- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Oct. 10, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 10, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: SHILIN ZHOU
- **Address**: SHILIN ZHOU No.39,Qianjin Rd, Ligang Town Huazhou, Guangdong CHINA 518109
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BLAIR, JASON PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE THICK LOOPER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962438 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5081613
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manually operated micro glue applicator tip

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Alfter, Kenneth C. Address Alfter, Kenneth C. W623 Washington Road Hartford WISCONSIN 53027
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KOLODNER, LOUIS FRANCI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANSWET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962485 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5081614
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized "Answet" Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed blankets; Bed linen; Cloths for removing make-up; Face towels of textile; Handkerchiefs of textile; Knitted fabric; Mattress covers; Pillow shams; Pillowcases; Place mats, not of paper; Quilts; Sleeping bag liners; Table linen, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Textile goods, namely, a synthetic sheet with fragrance for the purpose of inserting into pillow slip and under fitted sheet to emit fragrance; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Fabric table runners

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AN, YANLING Address AN, YANLING NO. 21, CHEZHAN STREET, XIJIE VILLAGE, GAOYANG TOWN, GAOYANG COUNTY, BAODING CITY, HEBEI CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL

19982
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86962486 Application Filing Date  Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number  5081615
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "Y" drawn to appear on top of the letter "T". Three lines appear surrounding the combination of "YT". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tea
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use 2013 In Commerce 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Your Tea International Group Ltd. Address  Your Tea International Group Ltd. 534 Church Street Richmond Melbourne  AUSTRALIA 3131 Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  05451

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GUGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962488 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5081616
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "GuGe" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Boxer shorts; Brassieres; Hosiery; Panties; Socks; Sports singlets; Underwear

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIU, LIKANG Address LIU, LIKANG ROOM 301, SEAT 2, BUILDING 4, HAIYUEJU, NANPUHAIBIN GARDEN, LUOPU STREET, PANYU GUANGZHOU CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962522 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5081617
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2013 In Commerce Sep. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kay Technologies, LLC Address Kay Technologies, LLC 5835 Washington Blvd. Culver City CALIFORNIA 90232 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HOME OF THE HAPPY DOLLAR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86962545</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 03, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081618</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Aug. 30, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Installation of doors and windows; Installing siding; Roofing services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes 100, 103, 106
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Jan. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Brandywine Exteriors Corp.
- **Address**: Brandywine Exteriors Corp. 2004 Foulk Rd, Suite #5 Wilmington DELAWARE 19810
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRANEYWELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962550 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5081619
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized "GRANEYWELL" with a round ball
shape on top of the characters, symbolizing a person playing a ball. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of
the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alarm monitoring systems; Batteries; Battery chargers; Burglar alarms; Camcorders; Car video recorders; Computer
cursor control devices, namely, computer mouse; Computers; Smoke detectors; Switches, electric; Theft alarms; Video
recorders; Electric door bells
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jie Xing Guan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Jie Xing Guan Electronic
Technology Co., Ltd. unit 501, 5fl, JingXuan Indus PK 7 bldg Donghuan 1st rd. Longhua St. Longhua New Shenzhen,
CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BRESNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962608 Application Filing Date Apr. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5081621
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Corselets; Pyjamas; Sports singlets; Swimsuits; Tights; Underpants; Underwear; Vests; Lingerie accessories, namely, removable silicone breast enhancer pads used in a bra
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 12, 2014 In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Changquan Liang Address Changquan Liang Liangweizi,No.30,Longcheng Town Xiao xian district, Suzhou City,Anhui Suzhou CHINA 235200 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICHOS, JOHN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAYCOLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86962657 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number  5081623
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Amulets; Bracelets; Charms; Cloisonne pins; Earrings; Jewelry; Necklaces; Paste jewellery; Rings; Tie pins; Works of art of precious metal; Jewellery chains; Jewelry ornaments; Ornamental pins
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Mar. 16, 2015 In Commerce  Aug. 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Quzhou MayColor E-Commerce Co., Ltd Address  Quzhou MayColor E-Commerce Co., Ltd NO.199 KECHENG DISTRICT,HEHU 3 ROAD QUZHOU CHINA  324000 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MEIBEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Beads for making jewelry; Bracelets; Charms; Clasps for jewelry; Jewellery; Jewelry findings; Key rings of precious metal; Metal wire for use in the making of jewelry, namely, jewelry cable; Necklaces; Pearls; Necklaces; Pearls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HARVESTED FOR YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86962912 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5081628
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For corn-based chips
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 06, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HELLO DELICIOUS BRANDS, LLC Address HELLO DELICIOUS BRANDS, LLC 707 SKOKIE BOULEVARD SUITE 580 NORTHBROOK ILLINOIS 60062 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11213-14

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHEN, ELIZABETH S
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** URBST

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86962984</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2016</td>
<td>5081629</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized word "URBST".
- **Color**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark
- **Translation**: The wording "URBST" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Backpacks especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers; Battery chargers; Blank flash memory cards; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Converters for electric plugs; Data cables; Electronic memory card readers; Flash card readers; Memory cards; Monopods used to take photographs by positioning a smartphone or camera beyond the normal range of the arm; Power cables; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; USB card readers; USB cables; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; Blank flash memory cards; Converters
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 04, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 04, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Huang Guang Chao
- **Address**: LuoHu BuXin JinZhouHuaYuan Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: CROWLEY, PAUL C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LANDED DESIGN SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86963015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclaimer</strong></td>
<td>&quot;DESIGN SOLUTIONS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Providing an interactive web site featuring resume writing information to facilitate preparation of resumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Downloadable templates for resumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Landed Design Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Landed Design Solutions 86 Island Drive Middletown RHODE ISLAND 02842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>RHODE ISLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>043020231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEAM BEAUTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86963073 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number  5081638
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized text "Team Beauty". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Life coaching services in the field of physical and mental wellness International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Team Beauty Address  Team Beauty  1912 N 47th St McAllen  TEXAS  78501 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CLARAPHI

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Financial services, namely, wealth management services; Financial advice and consultancy services; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial analysis and research services; Financial information and advisory services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial portfolio analysis services; Financial retirement plan consulting services; Financial securities exchange services
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use**: Oct. 08, 2012
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 21, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Claraphi Capital, LLC
- **Address**: Claraphi Capital, LLC 17837 29th Avenue NE Lake Forest Park WASHINGTON 98155
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NINE15

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86963099
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 04, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081641
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Website design and development for others
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: Mar. 01, 2011
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 01, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NINE15
- **Address**: NINE15 5517 Cherokee Draw Austin TEXAS 78738
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CL CLEARWATER LABRADORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86963127 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5081642
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "C" and "L", where the L overlaps the lower section of the letter "C". Below the acronym is the phrase "CLEARWATER LABRADORS" in a stylized font with the first letter of each word capitalized. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "LABRADORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Kennel services, namely, dog breeding services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Nov. 15, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nieckula, Lara Address Nieckula, Lara 18501 Le Claire Ave Country Club Hills ILLINOIS 60478
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PRICE, WANDA KAY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  bSMART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86963137 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number  5081643
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Development of customized software for others for use in risk assessment, information security, business analysis, audit and audit planning, and sales management
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Mar. 20, 2015 In Commerce  Mar. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Butchko, Inc. Address  Butchko, Inc.  17575 N Eldridge Pkwy, Bldg A  Tomball  TEXAS  77377 Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCDOWELL, MATTHEW J

19998
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DUTCH BROS.COFFEE
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86963201 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5081644
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue lid and a design shown on the side of a portion of a cup consisting of: the words "DUTCH BROS." in blue, the word "COFFEE" in red with a yellow border, a stylized windmill in blue and white, stylized tulips in blue with alternative red and yellow flowers, and the words "GUARANTEED TO SATISFY" in white letters with blue borders overlapping over a stripe design consisting of yellow, red and blue stripes. The broken lines show the position of the lid and the design on the cup, and Applicant makes no claim for the shape of the cup or lid. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, white, yellow, and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "COFFEE" Acquired Distinctiveness In part Distinctiveness Limitation Statement AS TO "DUTCH BROS. COFFEE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2335803, 2901318, 3885865

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mugs; drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; travel mugs; coffee canisters and canister sets; non-electric coffee presses International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012
For Coffee and coffee-based beverages, tea and tea-based beverages, cocoa, ice cream drinks, coffee beans International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012
For Shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, vests, aprons, bibs not of paper, hats, visors, shorts, pants, socks International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2012 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2012
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>43 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Hotel and restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1997</td>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** | Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** | Dutch Bros. LLC |
| **Address** | Dutch Bros. LLC 110 SW 4th Street Grants Pass OREGON 97526 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | OREGON |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** | KHAN, ASMAT A |
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
DELEX SYSTEMS, INC. X

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "Delex Systems, Inc." with the greek letters "Delta" and "X" superimposed thereover.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "SYSTEMS, INC."

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Security consulting services in the field of geopolitical security assessment and risk analysis
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use in Commerce**: May 28, 1970

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: ZENETEX LLC
**Address**: ZENETEX LLC 2001 L STREET, NW SUITE 650 WASHINGTON D.C. 20036
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
**State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 06680017.001

**Examining Attorney**
CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WB ENSEMBLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86963538 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5081646
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an internet website portal for on-line trading and analytic tools for financial instruments, stocks, exchange traded funds, bonds, options, commodities, futures, securities, shares, and derivative instruments
International Classes [36 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WallachBeth Capital, LLC Address WallachBeth Capital, LLC 100 Wall Street, Suite 6600 New York NEW YORK 10005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 459080-8001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PERRY, KIMBERLY B
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LAKE HAIR DON'T CARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86963753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Women's and children's clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, hats, shoes, sweatshirts, footwear, shorts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 01, 2015
- **May 01, 2015**

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: ShopForBags, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Katydid
- **Address**: ShopForBags, Inc. 2311 Farrington Street Dallas TEXAS 75207
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: OH, WON TEAK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RIVER HAIR DON'T CARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Women's and children's clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, hats, shoes, sweatshirts, footwear, shorts

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Sep. 01, 2015
In Commerce: Sep. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: ShopForBags, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly: DBA Katydid
Address: ShopForBags, Inc.  2311 Farrington Street  Dallas  TEXAS  75207
Legal Entity: CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: OH, WON TEAK
**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86963823</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 04, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
BEACH HAIR DON'T CARE

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Women's and children's clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, hats, shoes, sweatshirts, footwear, shorts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>ShopForBags, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBA, AKA, Formerly</td>
<td>Katydid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>ShopForBags, Inc. 2311 Farrington Street Dallas TEXAS 75207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>TEXAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | OH, WON TEAK |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LET'S C.H.A.T

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 01, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Person, Robyn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Person, Robyn 3647 Idaho Avenue Dallas TEXAS 75216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>OH, WON TEAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BC BEICHONG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86964002 Application Filing Date   Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number   5081659
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the stylized wording "BC BeiChong";
in the "BC" portion the letter "C" wraps around the letter "B" and this sits atop of "BeiChong". Color Claimed Color is
not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "BeiChong" has no meaning in a foreign language.
Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular
living individual.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agate and sardonyx; Beads for making jewelry; Bracelets; Brooches; Charms; Cloisonne pins; Earrings; Jewellery
chains; Jewelry; Jewelry ornaments; Key rings of precious metal; Necklaces; Paste jewelry; Pearls; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use
May 05, 2014 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu City Tong Zhen Jewelry Company Limited Address Yiwu City Tong Zhen Jewelry Company Limi
ted Building 50 Kongcun one District, Jiangdong Street Yiwu, Zhejiang CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NAHSHEON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86964092 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5081663
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "Nahshon" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Counters and marbles for games; Game apparatus, namely, bases, bats, and balls for playing baseball-like indoor and outdoor games; Kite reels; Kites; Magic tricks; Marbles for games; Marionettes; Model toy vehicles; Playground slides; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Puppets; Ring games; Rocking horses; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Sports equipment, namely, rotating interfaces specially adapted for attaching snowboards to bindings; Tables for indoor football; Toy boats; Toy building blocks; Toy cars; Toy models


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name He Yue e Address He Yue e No.29 Second Group Yuezhong Village Chema Town Xiangyin County Hunan CHINA 414600 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JENKINS JR, CHARLES L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I-READY CENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86964164  Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016  Registration Number 5081666
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an internet website portal featuring planning tools, templates, training videos, instructional materials, training guides, implementation guides and tips, models and profiles, and research and reports, all related to analytical, diagnostic and instructional programs and assessments in the fields of academic performance evaluation and intervention

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Curriculum Associates, LLC  Address Curriculum Associates, LLC 153 Rangeway Road North Billerica MASSACHUSETTS 01862 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HONOR THE TEAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86964247  Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2016  Registration Number  5081668
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bathing suits; Belts; Caps; Footwear; Gloves; Headwear; Jerseys; Jogging suits; Muscle tops; Shirts; Shorts; Socks; Sweatshirts; Tank tops; Tee shirts; Underwear; Warm up suits; Hats; Sports shirts; Tee shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Resendez, Nicholas  Address  Resendez, Nicholas  26858 Almond Ave.  Redlands  CALIFORNIA  92374
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NUNLEY, CHRISTOPHER MI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRANTASTIC

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
| Serial Number | 86964274 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 05, 2016 |
| Registration Number | 5081669 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jun. 06, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Frantastic, LLC
- **Address**: Frantastic, LLC suite 210 2700 South Quincy Street Arlington VIRGINIA 22204
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGINIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examiner Name**: FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZENLOCATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86964315 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number   5081670
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For    Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others as a Store Finder or Store Locator System for a website
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services First Use  Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CLEVERIFIC INC Address  CLEVERIFIC INC  27 W ANAPAMU ST  #304 SANTA BARBARA CALIFORNIA  93101 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEDNARZ, DUSTIN THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ON THE ROPES BOXING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86964324 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5081671
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOXING"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing boxing lessons to businesses, their clients and employees and private lessons to individuals during their non-business hours
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016
For T-shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Athletic pants; shorts; hats
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name On The Ropes Boxing, LLC Address On The Ropes Boxing, LLC 10630 OAK ST Los Alamitos CALIFORNIA 90720 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner BLOHM, LINDA E
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SOGRAND

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86964401
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 05, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081674
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; Solar-powered all-weather lights
  - **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 31, 34
  - **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2015
- **For**: Motion sensitive security lights; Security lights for outdoor use
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
  - **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2015
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2015

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Sogrand Industry, Inc.
- **Address**: Sogrand Industry, Inc. #201 1000 South State Street Lockport ILLINOIS 60441
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RUSKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86964492 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5081675
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a sheep's head with two curling horns with simple outline of chin and nose and underneath the word "RUSKIN" in capital letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Feb. 18, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ruskin LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Ruskin Address Ruskin LLC 6503 Lochmoor Drive San Diego CALIFORNIA 92120 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MUCHA, JOHN EVAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VLADMAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86964838 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5081683
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Building construction; Painting contractor services; Construction, maintenance and renovation of property
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Nov. 01, 1992 In Commerce Nov. 01, 1992

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vladimir Fulman Address Vladimir Fulman 6909 112 Street Forest Hills NEW YORK 11375 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RAJA, AMER YASIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEEP YOUR FOOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86964851 Application Filing Date  Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number   5081684
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Christian ministry services
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  2010 In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Burnett, Alaina L. Address  Burnett, Alaina L.  12323 W. Walker St.  West Allis  WISCONSIN  53214
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NEHMER, JASON ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965047 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5081690
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "BW" in which the letter
"B" is the color gray and the letter "W" is the color orange with a gray shape above the letters which all taken together
suggesting a boat. The mark is on a black background which is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing
Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gray and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom manufacture of boats
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material
Treatment First Use May 07, 2002 In Commerce May 07, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BAY WELDING SERVICES INC Address BAY WELDING SERVICES INC PO BOX 534 Homer
ALASKA 99603 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOGWASH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965073 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5081691
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services; bar services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Butters Enterprises, LLC Address Butters Enterprises, LLC 582 Sutter Street San Francisco
CALIFORNIA 94102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86965298  Application Filing Date: Apr. 05, 2016  Registration Number: 5081692
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an outline of a mouse head and ears with a check mark inside the mouse head. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Beverageware; household containers for food or beverages; sports bottles sold empty
International Classes: 21 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title: Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Disney Enterprises, Inc.  Address: Disney Enterprises, Inc.  500 South Buena Vista Street  Burbank CALIFORNIA  91521  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CASE, LEIGH CAROLINE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EXECUTIVE FINANCIAL LITERACY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86965385</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 05, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER **Disclaimer** "FINANCIAL LITERACY"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Printed educational materials in the field of finance, financial decision-making, and financial management; Printed publications, namely, books, written articles, newsletters, handouts, and worksheets in the field of finance, financial-decision making and management

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter **First Use** May 28, 2016 **In Commerce** May 28, 2016

**For** Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of financial decision-making and management; professional coaching services in the field of financial decision-making and management; Non-downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, written articles, newsletters, handouts and worksheets in the field of finance, financial decision-making, and management

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment **First Use** May 28, 2016 **In Commerce** May 28, 2016

**For** Downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, written articles, newsletters, handouts and worksheets in the field of finance, financial decision-making, and management; audio books in the field of finance, financial decision-making, and management; audio books in the field of finance, financial decision-making and management recorded on computer media

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** May 28, 2016 **In Commerce** May 28, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Executive Financial Literacy, Inc.
Address  Executive Financial Literacy, Inc.  5111 N. Avenida De Castilla Tucson ARIZONA  85718

Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  ARIZONA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  SFL/TM-108

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of Bold stylized "LS" connected together and characters "LAMASTON" underneath the "LS". Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

| Translation | The wording "LAMASTON" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | 3D spectacles; Baby monitors; Cases for smartphones; Digital photo frames; Parking meters; Rechargeable electric batteries; Smartglasses; Smartwatches; Telescopes; Earphones and headphones; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile telephones, smart telephones, digital cameras, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants |

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |


**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | WU, YUFENG |

| Address | WU, YUFENG #16A, SEAT A, BLDG 5, ZHONGHAIXIANHUAFU, SONGGANGSHAJIANG RD, BAOAN DIST, Shenzhen, CHINA |

| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |

| Citizenship | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MAKHDOOM, SAIMA |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CASUAL CLOTHING FOR THE EXTREME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965578 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081694
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, sweatshirts, jackets, footwear, hats and caps

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Timothy Meissner Address Timothy Meissner 14318 SE Summit Dr. Clackamas OREGON 97015
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TMI2-T.e183

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 86965613  Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016  Registration Number 5081697
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOCHAN

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Accent lights for indoor use; Air purifiers; Air purifiers; Aquarium lights; Arc lamps; Battery-operated night lights; Bicycle lamps; Book lights; Candle lamps; Ceiling light fittings; Ceiling lights; Chandeliers; Diving lights; Electric bulbs; Electric clothes rack for drying clothing; Electric hair dryers; Electric hot-water bottles; Electric light bulbs; Electric lighting fixtures; Electric lighting fixtures, namely, sconces; Flashlights; Floor lamps; Hair dryers; Halogen lamps; Humidifiers; Infrared illuminators; Lamp bulbs; Lamps; LED light bulbs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED underwater lights; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Outdoor lighted Christmas-themed ornaments; Outdoor portable lighting products, namely, headlamps; Portable utility lights; Reading lights; Sconce lighting fixtures; table, floor, street lamps

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Feb. 16, 2014  In Commerce Sep. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name Wenjing Li  Address Wenjing Li  C102, Building 2, Lvyin Huating No. 381, Guandong Road, Longhua Baoan, Shenzhen  China  518109  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BYGZB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965624 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081698
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bakeware; Baking mats; Barbecue mitts; Bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; Camping grills; Cheese graters; Cleaning rags; Coffee services; Colanders; Containers for household use; Cookery molds; Cooking spoons; Cookware, namely, pots and pans; Corkscrews, electric and non-electric; Cups; Dinnerware, namely, plates, cups and saucers; Dish drying racks; Dishware; Egg separators; Garlic presses; Graters for kitchen use; Hand-operated grinders; Household utensils, namely, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins, spatulas, turners, whisks; Ice cube molds; Jar openers; Lemon squeezer; Lunch boxes; Non-electric food mixers; Oven mitts; Pastry cutters; Pie servers; Plastic coasters; Potholders; Rolling pins; Salt and pepper shakers; Serving scoops for ice cream; Squeegees; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Washing brushes; Whisks; Work gloves


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WANG, ZHICAO Address WANG, ZHICAO WANJIAGROUP, ZHUSHAN VILLAGE DAGANG TOWN, LINCHUANDISTRICT FUZHOUCHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VFLYYY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965635 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081700
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Vflyyy" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Can openers, non-electric; Cutlery, namely, forks, spoons, and knives; Penknives; Sharpening stones; Spoons; Sugar tongs; Table forks; Vegetable slicers; Fruit knives; Hand tools, namely, foundry ladles; Kitchen knives; Serving knives

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Fulaiweichuang Technology Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Fulaiweichuang Technology Co., Ltd.
No.89, Fu'er Road Fuyong Sub-district, Bao'an District Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PATEL, SAMIR RAMESH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FIGHT THE FISH, NOT THE BOARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965717 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081705
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fishing equipment, namely, portable outriggers in the nature of planer boards
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name B. J. Ayers Address B. J. Ayers P.O. Box 374 145 Ranger Road Fancy Gap VIRGINIA 24328 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE LAZY RANGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965719 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081706
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coatings for wood as paints; House paint; Interior paints; Paint primers; Paints for arts and crafts; Coating compositions in the nature of paint for industrial applications; Paint for use in the manufacture of furniture
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use Aug. 28, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vintiquities Limited Address Vintiquities Limited 26 Portsmouth Road Camberly, Surrey UNITED KINGDOM GU151JX Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, BARBARA TROFFKI
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86965760</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No |
| Mark Drawing Type | AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of "Mesinton" in a stylized font. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Translation | The wording "Mesinton" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; Electric food blenders; Electric fruit presses; Electric meat grinders; Electric soldering irons; Electric whisks for household purposes; Tin openers, electric |
| International Classes | 7 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 |
| International Class Title | Machinery |
| First Use | Mar. 25, 2016 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 25, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Shenzhen Aixuan Technology Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Shenzhen Aixuan Technology Co., Ltd.  RM1338, 13F, Block A,Haiwaizhuangshi Bldg  Zhenhua Road, Futian District  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA |
| Legal Entity | Limited company (ltd.) |
| State or Country Where Organized | CHINA |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | LOBO, DEBORAH E |

---

**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STYLECLASSEDGE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86965769</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 06, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For: Hair styling; Make-up application services; Providing on-site beauty services, namely, hair styling and make-up application services; Beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use**: Nov. 11, 2011

**In Commerce**: Nov. 11, 2011

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Legaspi, Geraldine

Address: Legaspi, Geraldine 8638 Beacon Ave. Seattle WASHINGTON 98118

Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL

**Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: LOBO, DEBORAH E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK Literal(s)
DEBT COLLECTION FORUM

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86965794</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 06, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5083997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2016</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Educational services, namely, conducting workshops, seminars, and conferences in the field of financial services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Oct. 01, 2015 | In Commerce | Oct. 01, 2015 |

### BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Jarman, Nicholas |
| Address | Jarman, Nicholas 7106 WHISPER CREEK DR WENTZVILLE MISSOURI 63385 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | ZAK, HENRY S |
Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 86965822
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 06, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081712
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016
- **Mark Literals**: ROWENRESOURCES

Reason for Publication

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: Zak, Henry S

Trademark Official Gazette

JUL. 04, 2023
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GO THERE, PAINT THAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86965864  Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016  Registration Number 5081714
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Art prints; Paintings; Water colours; Custom paintings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McLain, Karen  Address McLain, Karen  2161 E. Junction St  Apache Junction  ARIZONA  85119  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark RegistrationCancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** POINTCLUB

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86965952</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5083998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amended to</td>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Promoting the goods and services of others through the issuance of gift cards obtained via an online rewards site where consumers can take surveys online and on their mobile devices, and get paid for their time with gift cards for the goods and services of others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jun. 01, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Innovate MR, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Innovate MR, LLC 16000 Ventura Blvd Suite 806 Encino CALIFORNIA 91436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CRAWFORD, MARY E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  GET RIGHT GURU'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86965997  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2016  Registration Number  5081716
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Clothing, namely, hats, scarves, gloves, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, t-shirts, socks, sweat pants, sweat shirts, underwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes 22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Jul. 01, 2014
In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Rose, Dominique  Address  Rose, Dominique  3rd Floor  219 Martin Street  Hartford  CONNECTICUT 06120  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELLO, ZACHARY R
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AUDYLIYA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Combs; Electric combs; Electric hair combs; Hair combs; Mane brushes

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50

**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass
**First Use** Mar. 04, 2016
**In Commerce** Mar. 04, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name xian wu Address xian wu 5A401.,Garden City No.122,Mingxiu Road Nanning CHINA 532000

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
**Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney BELLO, ZACHARY R
TM 17121
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHATAWASTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86966127 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081719
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "WHAT A WASTE" in lower case, with the "A" in italics, with a fork horizontally over the words, with a "WW" ribbon design wrapped around the fork.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Promoting public awareness regarding nutrition and hunger
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 30, 2013 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name National Foundation To End Senior Hunger Address National Foundation To End Senior Hunger 1004 Duke Street Alexandria VIRGINIA 22314 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM

20038
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MARSHALL MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP (MMF)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86966182 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081721
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing and conducting educational study groups in the field of leadership development for transatlantic relations International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 04, 1982 In Commerce Jan. 04, 1982

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REIHNER, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86966297  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2016  Registration Number   5081723
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a small circle located inside and towards the top of a larger circle. Each of the circles have horizontal lines going through them  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0057976/1310113  International Registration Number  1310113

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  design and development of custom lighting devices and projects using light emitting diodes as the light source  International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Mar. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Lighting Science Group Corporation  Address  Lighting Science Group Corporation  Suite 204  1350 Division Road  West Warwick  RHODE ISLAND  02893  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  031385.61464

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** KILT ‘EM ALL

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86966536</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Beer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| First Use       | Feb. 2012 |
| In Commerce     | Apr. 2012 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name   | Lager Heads Brewing Company, LLC |
| Address      | Lager Heads Brewing Company, LLC 325 W. Smith Road Medina OHIO 44256 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | JMJI010 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | DANG, PETER T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADD-VERSE CARDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86966612 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081728
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CARDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable electronic greeting cards
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 12, 1975 In Commerce Sep. 14, 1983

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Schofield, Joseph L. Address Schofield, Joseph L. #F122 278 Main St West Haven CONNECTICUT 06516 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinating Attorney LIEBL, ALEXANDRA SUARE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  NOBLE LIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86966651  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2016  Registration Number  5081730
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Digital media, namely, CDs, downloadable audio and video files featuring music
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Mar. 02, 2015  In Commerce  Apr. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Chapman, Brandon  Address  Chapman, Brandon  4805 Summer Ave  Albuquerque  NEW MEXICO 87110  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

Owner Name  Rodriguez, Michael  Address  Rodriguez, Michael  4805 Summer Ave  Albuquerque  NEW MEXICO 87110  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86966777 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081732
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a circle with two white curving lines originating from the bottom and fading into the upper portion of the green circle and resembling a curving road. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automotive maintenance and repair
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Dec. 16, 2010 In Commerce Dec. 16, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUNNYVALE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE, INC. Address SUNNYVALE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE, INC. 15 PIONEER WAY MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA 94041 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEELEY, ALISON REBECCA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ILOVETERANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86966793  Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2016  Registration Number  5081734
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable fundraising services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Mar. 09, 2016  In Commerce  Apr. 06, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Bauer, Douglas  Address  Bauer, Douglas  PO Box 13081  Albany  NEW YORK  12212  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BUCKSHOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86966853
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081737
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Chemical flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use** in Commerce: Jun. 29, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 29, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Buckshot Vapors Inc.
- **Address**: Buckshot Vapors Inc. 3100 Airway Ave, Suite 142 Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CORNWELL, ANDREA B
### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Amended to Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86967002</td>
<td>Apr. 06, 2016</td>
<td>5083999</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2016</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "DILLMAN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Barbecue mitts; Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; Cake molds; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning cloths; Cleaning rags; Cleaning sponges; Coffee services; Drinking vessels; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Kitchen mitts; Oven mitts; Pepper mills; Salt and pepper mills; Strainers for household purposes; Tea services; Thermally insulated containers for food
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Qianhai Dillman Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen Qianhai Dillman Technology Co., Ltd. Rm.201, Bldg A No.1 Qianwan 1st Rd., Qianhai New Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KOSHORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86967006 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number  5081742
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Batteries, electric; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Chargers for electric batteries; Flashlights for use in photography; Galvanic cells; Headphones; Loudspeakers; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Smartglasses; Smartwatches; Solar batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Tripods; Wires, electric; Accumulator jars
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 01, 2014 In Commerce  May 20, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Power Plus Electronics Co., Ltd Address  Shenzhen Power Plus Electronics Co., Ltd 705#Er Dong,Shanghenglang New Indus Zone Dalang, Longhua Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ADVOCATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967022 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081743
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic bags; Baby backpacks; Back packs; Backpacks; Backpacks; Backpacks for pets; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for sports; Barrel bags; Beachbags; Belt bags; Book bags; Briefcases; Briefcases; Briefcases; Chalk bags; Courier bags; Crossbody bags; Daypacks; Diaper bags; Drawstring bags; Dry bags; Duffel bags; Duffel bags for travel; Evening bags; Evening handbags; Folding briefcases; Gym bags; Handbags; Handbags for ladies; Handbags, purses and wallets; Hiking rucksacks; Hobo bags; Hunting bags; Leather bags; Leather handbags; Luggage; Messenger bags; Overnight bags; Ruck sacks; Rucksacks; Satchels; School bags; School book bags; School satchels; Schoolbags; Schoolchildren's backpacs; Shoulder bags; Small backpacks; Small rucksacks; Sport bags; Sports bags; Tote bags; Travel baggage; Travel bags; Travelling bags; Travelling bags; Waist bags; Waist packs; Wallets; Weekend bags; Wheeled bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 02, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wu Yongfu Address Wu Yongfu TaishangQu LuoyangZhenbeiGongyeQu Quanzhou CHINA 362000
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) B4LIFE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86967023 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number  5081744
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized letters "B4Life". Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases for photographic apparatus; Cases for smartphones; Cell phone straps; Current rectifiers; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Dictating machines; Electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; Electrical plugs and sockets; Identity cards, magnetic; Life jackets; Protection and safety apparatus, namely, inflatable flotation devices; Protective covers for smartphones; Protective helmets for sports; Signs, luminous; Thermometers not for medical purposes
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 15, 2015 In Commerce  Feb. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yan, Le Yuan Address  Yan, Le Yuan No. 10 Gaoxin South 4th Rd, Nanshan Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong
China Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CR-1683-USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINAIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967032 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081746
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "WINAIT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer peripheral devices; Recording and playing devices for sound and image carriers; Digital video recorders; PC digital video recorders; Personal video recorders (PVRs); Camcorders; Cameras; Control system for the remote observation, management and operation of cranes, comprising computers, software, electromechanical controls, and video display screens; Lenses for astrophotography; Headphones; Spectacles; Contact lenses; Sunglasses; Chargers for electric batteries; Electric batteries; Integrated circuit cards and components; memory cards for video game machines
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jul. 20, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 11, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WINAIT TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED Address WINAIT TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED ROOM 806 ,8F, Qiche Buiding, Zhenhua Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCBRIDE, THEODORE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86967037 Application Filing Date   Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number   5081747
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of geometric shaped elephant with a swirl for the trunk. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Business consulting and information services
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business First Use   Jul. 01, 2014 In Commerce   Jul. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Thaker, Anand Address   Thaker, Anand 3042 Shinnecock Hills Dr Johns Creek GEORGIA 30097
Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OTTPLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967039 Application Filing Date Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number 5081748
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "OTTPLE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Baking mats; Barbecue mitts; Bath brushes; Cinder sifters, for household use; Clothes brushes; Colanders; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cookie cutters; Cosmetic brushes; Cosmetic spatulas; Electric combs; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; Electric tooth brushes; Floor brushes; Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Garlic presses; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Household utensils, namely, sieves; Household utensils, namely, pot and pan scrapers, rolling pins, spatulas, turners and whisks; Ice cream scoops; Ice cube moulds; Jugs; Kitchen mitts; Nozzles for watering hose; Oven mitts; Pepper mills; Scrubbing brushes; Shaving brush stands; Tea infusers; Wine tasters; Wood chopping blocks; Hand-operated coffee grinders; Make-up removing appliances


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yuanchuang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Yuanchuang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd 926 Jixinge, Kaililai Building Buji Street, Longgang District Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MANLENO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967097 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081751
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized English wording "MANLENO". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Briefcases; Handbags; Key cases; Pocket wallets; Rucksacks; Suitcases; Travelling bags; Travelling bags; Backpacks; Leather bags; Trunks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use May 21, 2010 In Commerce May 21, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Copuma Industrial Co.,Ltd Address Shenzhen Copuma Industrial Co.,Ltd Room 303, No. 7, 5th Lane, Area 3 Xinrui Hourui village, Xixiang St., Bao'an dist. Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RUTLAND, BARBARA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** STELLA KIDS YOGA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86967138
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081755
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the literal, stylized elements "STELLA KIDS YOGA" where the literal elements "KIDS" are overlaid on four balloons, one letter each.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "KIDS YOGA"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Yoga instruction
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Jan. 22, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 26, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Stella Kids Yoga LLC
- **Address**: Stella Kids Yoga LLC 988 Oak St. San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94117
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DAHLING, KRISTIN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FRESH PARADISE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86967158
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081758
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Hats; Jackets; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tank tops; Graphic T-shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Sports caps and hats; Sweat jackets; Sweat pants
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 20, 2016
- **In Commerce**: May 28, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Young, Branden M
- **Address**: Young, Branden M 10500 Canyon Sage Drive El Paso TEXAS 79924
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SEATAY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86967161
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081759
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of wording "SEATAY" in a stylized form, on the left side of the word is a figure designed as a samurai helmet.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "SEATAY" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Blank integrated circuit cards; Card readers for magnetically encoded cards; Cases adapted for computers; Computer cursor control devices, namely, computer mouse; Computer gaming software for recreational game playing purposes; Computer memories; Computer peripheral devices; Computer operating programs, recorded; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Disks, magnetic; Downloadable computer game programs; Electric navigational instruments; Keyboard covers; Laptop computers; Mouse pads; Portable media players; Recorded computer game programs; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Tablet computers; Wrist rests for use with computers; Computer monitors; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 18, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 05, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DongGuan BeiHuan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd
- **Address**: DongGuan BeiHuan Electronic Technology Co., Ltd 2/F, A building, No.88 Xia Fu Road Sukeng Village, ChangPing Town DongGuan City CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ENGEL, MICHAEL L

---

20057
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NICHOLANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967169  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number 5081761
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Security guard services; Security services, namely, providing executive protection; Security guarding for facilities; Personal security consultation; Security consultancy
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Personal and legal services
First Use Feb. 03, 2016  In Commerce Feb. 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nichols, Sonja  Address Nichols, Sonja 3712 Sedgewood Circle Charlotte NORTH CAROLINA 28211
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHILLIPS, WENDELL SHAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  Dltsli

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86967171 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5081762 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Baking mats; Cake molds; Chocolate molds; Coffee grinders, hand-operated; Cooking utensils, namely, grills; High temperature nylon and polyethylene pan liners that help prevent food from sticking to the pan while storing, warming and cooking food; Ice cube molds; Ovenware International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass First Use  Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  LIU LICHENG Address  LIU LICHENG 3/F,Buld B 103# Xinhua 2th Rd, 21 Qu,Baoan Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA 518000 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  C160412
Examining Attorney  PAINTER, VALERIYA SHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LONTTI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967287 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081765
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LONTTI" in stylized form with a part of the letter "N" missing. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "LONTTI" in the mark is lump.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alarm monitoring systems; Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Batteries, electric; Cameras; Card readers for magnetically encoded cards; Computer-controlled apparatus for testing and measuring temperature and humidity; Computer memory devices; Computer monitors; Computer peripheral devices; Data processing apparatus; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Downloadable computer game programs; Earphones; Eyeglasses; Hologram apparatus; Microprocessors; Portable telephones; Remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; Satellite-aided navigation systems; Technical measuring, testing and checking apparatus and instruments for measuring, testing and checking the temperature, pressure, quantity and concentration of gas and liquids; Transmitters of electronic signals

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 09, 2015 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ye, Hong Address Ye, Hong Jingyi Company 3013# Taibai Road, Luohu Dist., Shenzhen, CHINA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  DRINK-O-TRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86967292 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5081766
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 25, 2014 In Commerce  Apr. 25, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Prodigal Creative LLC Address  Prodigal Creative LLC #1209  8601 Lincoln Blvd  Los Angeles CALIFORNIA  90045 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEYS
Examining Attorney  RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FJQXZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967375 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081768
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "fjqxz" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators, electric; Anti-glare glasses; Chargers for electric batteries; Electric buzzers; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglasses; Filters for respiratory masks; Flashing safety lights; Gloves for protection against accidents; Goggles for sports; Luminous signs; Odometers; Portable media players; Protective face masks not for medical purposes; Protective helmets; Protective helmets for sports; Respiratory masks for non-medical purposes; Safety goggles; Sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 08, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chijiu Outdoor Sport Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Chijiu Outdoor Sport Co., Ltd 206 2/F No.1 Lane 1 South Bank New Vil. Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CHARM STAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967391 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081769
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coats for men and women; Pullovers; Shirts; Short-sleeve shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; Tee-shirts; Trousers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Xu Shuping Address Xu Shuping No.124 Zhonggang St., Zhonggang Township, Yihuang County Fuzhou, Jiangxi CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 7364-120
Examining Attorney FLOWERS, JAY K
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>SPENCER VLADIMIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86967427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Portrait Consent</td>
<td>The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Clothing, namely, sweaters, shirts, dresses, pants, shorts, shoes and sneakers |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Feb. 2015 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 2015 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Ally Spencer Studio, LLC |
| Address | Ally Spencer Studio, LLC 415 East 37th Street 36A New York NEW YORK 10016 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | NEW YORK |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | ASSL255120 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | FALK, ERIN M |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FAREGROUNDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967432  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number 5081772
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Branding services, namely, consulting, development, management and marketing of brands for businesses and/or individuals
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use May 01, 2015  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016
For Computer website design; Graphic design services
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use May 01, 2015  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Faregrounds, LLC  Address Faregrounds, LLC Suite 828 1600 Genessee St Kansas City MISSOURI 64102  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86967444 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5081773
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "WinLa" in a oval. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cases for spectacles, for pince-nez and for contact lenses; Eye glasses; Eyeglass cords; Eyeglass frames; Optical glasses; Spectacle cases; Spectacle frames; Spectacle lenses; Sunglass lenses
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Feb. 18, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yiwu Maishang Import and Export Co., Ltd Address  Yiwu Maishang Import and Export Co., Ltd  778#, Chengdian South Road,Choujiang Road (In Yiwu Fengzen Jewelry Factory) Yiwu CHINA Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  TAKING EMERGENCY
NURSING PRACTICE AND TRIAGING THE
TRUTH WITHIN CASES!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86967450</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 07, 2016</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5081776</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Consulting services concerning legal matters in the medical field; Paralegal services; Providing case management services, namely, coordinating legal, medical, physical, social, personal care and psychological services for law firms; Legal services, namely, providing legal consultation in the area of health issues by a legal nurse

| **International Classes** | 45 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 100, 101 |
| **International Class Title** | Personal and legal services |
| **First Use** | Jun. 01, 2015 |
| **In Commerce** | Jun. 01, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Druse Consulting Firm |
| **Address** | Druse Consulting Firm 104 Munson Street Port Chester NEW YORK 10573 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | NEW YORK |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CELEBRITY ARMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967492 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081779
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Perfumes; Cologne; Non-medicated skin care preparations; Body lotions
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Apr. 15, 2009 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2015
For Clothing, namely, Tops, bottoms, socks, hats, belts, shoes, Scarfs, jackets, Lingerie, Headwear and Undergarments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Celebrity Army LLC Address Celebrity Army LLC 115 23890 Copper Hill Dr Valencia CALIFORNIA 91354 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Claimed Ownership of US Registrations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examinee</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AMERISHADES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967504 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081782
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom design of window treatments, shades, blinds, shutters, curtains based on personal selections made by the customer

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 08, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AMERISHADES LLC Address AMERISHADES LLC 121 Maitland Ave Hawthorne NEW JERSEY 07506 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMBRACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967506 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081783
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0058511/1301015 International
Registration Number 1301015 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2589678

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bird food; Food for animals
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Feb. 2001 In Commerce Feb. 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MANNA PRO PRODUCTS, LLC Address MANNA PRO PRODUCTS, LLC 707 SPIRIT 40 PARK DRIVE CHESTERFIELD MISSOURI 63005 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country MISSOURI

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 3409-TBD

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTELLICASTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86967507 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5081784
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing web-based, non-downloadable software for conducting restaurant operations and for determining and documenting vehicle reimbursement rates

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Intellicasting LLC Address  Intellicasting LLC  4242 Reserves Place  Mason  OHIO  45040 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MONSETY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86967517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
Translation | The wording "Monsety" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Athletic equipment, namely, hand wraps; Exercise equipment, namely, abdominal boards; Exercise equipment, namely, shoulder stretcher using resistance cables; Exercise equipment, namely, straps that are affixed to doors for performance of various exercises using body weight resistance; Exercise balls; Exercise bars; Hoops for rhythmic sportive gymnastics; Jump ropes; Lacrosse balls; Physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands, training bars; Roller coaster wheels; Rubber balls; Sporting goods and equipment for speed training, namely, rings, cones, speed ladders, coaching sticks, training arches, ankle bands, resistance chutes, hurdles; Yoga blocks; Yoga blocks made of foam, cork, bamboo for use in meditation, yoga, fitness practice; Yoga mats |
International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |
First Use | Feb. 01, 2013 |
In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2013 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Shenzhen MaoZhuoLaoShu Technology Co., Ltd DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Shen Zhen Mao Zhuo Lao Shu Ke Ji You Xian Gong Si Address | Shenzhen MaoZhuoLaoShu Technology Co., Ltd NanHu, RenMinNanLu XinAnDaSha8A Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country | CHINA |
Where Organized | CHINA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | ADEYIGA, ADETAYO JANET |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LUSTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967581 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081790
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring attendees at parties, gatherings and social events linked to websites and social meeting websites
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016
For Digital signage
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016
For Printing of photographic images from digital media
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016
For Computer services, namely, electronic digitizing of photographic images by means of wireless technologies and social media websites
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MONOCHROMA CO. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA LUSTER Address MONOCHROMA CO. 55 WASHINGTON STREET, 329 BROOKLYN NEW YORK 11201 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country DELAWARE
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  1386-3

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  THOMPSON, HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHERE MEN SHOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- For: Custom made to measure suits for men
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing
- First Use: Aug. 31, 2015
- In Commerce: Aug. 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
- Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- Owner Name: Where Men Shop, LLC
- Address: Where Men Shop, LLC Bldg. 2 Suite B6 27490 Ranch Road 12 Dripping Springs TEXAS 78620
- Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- Examining Attorney: NELSON, EDWARD H
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
THE REALM OF DECORATION

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86967619
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081792
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Feb. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 01, 2016

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Kellogg, Craig Athan
- **DBA, AKA, Formerly**: DBA The Realm of Decoration
- **Address**: 545 East 12th Street, 2c New York NEW YORK 10009
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DON'T BUY BEER FROM STRANGERS.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967629 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081793
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and bar services, including restaurant carryout services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jun. 29, 2010 In Commerce Jan. 13, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 7th Brewing Company, LLC Address 7th Brewing Company, LLC 47 Washington Street DOVER NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELLMAN, ELI J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967663  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number 5081794
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letter "A" in gray with the horizontal bar of the "A" consisting of a red paintstroke. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) gray and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For art gallery services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2015  In Commerce May 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ansbach Artisans, Inc.  Address Ansbach Artisans, Inc. 1974 Wilson Pike  Franklin TENNESSEE 37067
Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 125012-00250

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ROSYBOA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967723 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081796
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programmes for document management; Computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; Computer programs for searching remotely for content on computers and computer networks; Computer programs for user interface design; Computer programs for using the internet and the worldwide web; Computer programs for using the internet and the worldwide web; Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for data management; Computer application software for data management, namely, software for data management; Computer operating programs; Computer operating programs and computer operating systems; Computer software for data management; Computer software for data management that may be downloaded from a global computer network; Software for optical character recognition; Software for processing images, graphics and text; Communication software for providing access to the Internet; Computer software and computer hardware for use in language localization, by means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed captioning and teletext for feature films, television programs, videos and digital media in general; Computer software featuring musical sound recordings and musical video recordings; Computer software for application and database integration; Computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; Computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; Computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; Computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; Computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; Computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); Computer software for use in the safeguarding of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; Computer software for wireless content delivery; Computer software for data management that may be downloaded from a global computer network; Computer software for data management; Computer software platforms for data management; Computer software that allows people or organizations to create a voting event, vote on the issue, change their vote at will and track the...
input and display it in a unique graphical way; Computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface;
Computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of mobile internet applications and client interfaces;
Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for data management; Computer application software for data management, namely, software for data management; Computer operating software; Computer search engine software;
Computer telephony software; Downloadable mobile applications for data management; Interactive multimedia computer program for data management; Tax preparation software

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  **First Use**  Jan. 31, 2016  **In Commerce**  Mar. 31, 2016

**For**  Computer programming; Computer programming and computer system analysis; Computer programming and maintenance of computer programs; Computer programming and software design; Computer programming consultancy; Computer programming for others; Computer programming services; Computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; Computer services, namely, providing an interactive web site featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and manage social networks, accounts, and connections to existing and emerging application programming interfaces (APIs); Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; Computer software development and computer programming development for others; Computer software development, computer programming and maintenance of computer software for data management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data management; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use data management; Software development for others in the field of software configuration management; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for data management; Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, of others in the fields of advertising and marketing; Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Charitable services, namely, providing computer software for those in need; Cloud computing featuring software for use data management; Computer software consulting; Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; Computer software development; Computer software development and computer programming development for others; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Computer software development, computer programming and maintenance of computer software for data management; Computer programming and software design; Consulting services in the field of software as a service (SAAS); Consulting services in the field of hosting computer software applications; Creating of computer programs; Customizing computer software; Data conversion of computer program data or information; Data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion; Design and development of computer software; Design and development of computer software for data management; Design and development of on-line computer software systems; Design and writing of computer software; Design, development and implementation of software; Design, development, installation and maintenance of computer software; Design, installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; Developing and updating computer software; Developing computer software; Development and creation of computer programmes for data processing; Development of software for secure network operations; Development, updating and
maintenance of software and database systems; Graphic illustration and drawing services, namely, data management; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for data management; Preparation, update, installation and maintenance of computer software; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for data management; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for data management; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for data management; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for data management; Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; Updating and rental of software for data processing; Writing and updating computer software

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services  **First Use**  Jan. 31, 2016  **In Commerce**  Mar. 31, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  LOOKIIMEDIA (UK) LIMITED  **Address**  LOOKIIMEDIA (UK) LIMITED  27 John's Mews  London UNITED KINGDOM  WC1N2NS  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  CASTRO, GIANCARLO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PHILTERED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967739 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081798
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for modifying the appearance and enabling transmission of photographs; Computer software for processing digital images

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ReviewPush LLC Address ReviewPush LLC STE #670 701 Brazos Street Austin TEXAS 78701
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 01165

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CASTRO, GIANCARLO
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CRST

## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86967786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Audio-video receivers; Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Batteries; Batteries and battery chargers; Batteries and battery chargers; Batteries for lighting; Batteries for pocketlamps; Batteries, electric; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Battery jump starters; Battery packs; Battery packs for laptops; Battery starter cables; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Cell phone auxiliary cables; Cell phone backplates; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Cell phone faceplates; Cell phone straps; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Computer hardware for wireless content delivery; Computer hardware, namely, wireless access point (WAP) devices; Computer network adapters; Computer network adapters, switches, routers and hubs; Computer peripheral apparatus; Computer peripheral devices; Computer peripheral equipment; Computer peripherals; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; Ear phones; Earphones and headphones; Handheld personal computers; Hands-free kits for phones; Hands free devices for mobile-phones; Headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Headsets for mobile telephones; Headsets for telephones; Headsets for use with computers; Headsets for mobile telephones; Headsets for telephones; Loud speaker systems; Loud speakers; Micro USB ports; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Music headphones; Power adapters for computers; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Speaker microphones; Telephone apparatus and receivers; Telephone headsets; Telephone receivers; Telephone transmitters; USB hubs; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Wireless computer peripherals; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players; Wireless transmitters and receivers; Audio headphones; Blank USB cards; Blank USB flash drives; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for
electric batteries; Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; Earphones and headphones; Electric batteries; Electric storage batteries; Electrical cells and batteries; Electrical storage batteries; Hands free devices for mobile-phones; Mobile telephone batteries; Rechargeable electric batteries; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless computer peripherals; Wireless headsets for smartphones

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Apr. 07, 2016 **In Commerce** Apr. 07, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Rocket Socket Technology Inc. **Address** Rocket Socket Technology Inc. 1004 W Covina Pkwy, Suite 449 West Covina CALIFORNIA 91790 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** TII

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** HINES, REGINA C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967837  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number 5081801
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "R" and "L" sharing a vertical stem. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For financial services namely, asset, portfolio and investment management services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ryan Labs Asset Management Inc.  Address Ryan Labs Asset Management Inc.  550 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2520  New York  NEW YORK  10110  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S141020140US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CAVICOACH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967848  Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number 5081802
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4990024

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for pharmaceutical and medical technology clinical trials that facilitates patient engagement, recruitment, management, documents and collects patient data, helps patients manage their engagement and compliance with the clinical trial process and helps the trial conductors to gather critical data from the clinical trial process and is used for individuals seeking involvement to engage with pharmaceutical and medical technology companies looking for participants for clinical studies
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2015  In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Optimal Strategix Group, Inc Address Optimal Strategix Group, Inc Suite 118 140 Terry Drive Newtown PENNSYLVANIA 18940 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
F 1 FACESFIRST

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86967872
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081803
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of Stylized letter "F", black dot located in an upper position between "F" and stylized numeral "1" centered and above stylized letters "FACESF", then stylized numeral "1" then stylized letters "RST". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COURSES, CLASSES, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE ORTHOGNATHIC SURGERY FIELD
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 10, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Steven M. Sullivan
- **Address**: 1000 N. Lincoln Blvd., Ste 200 Oklahoma City OKLAHOMA 73104
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 24760.29003

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: YOUNG, CARRIE SKYE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  SEXYFACE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86967902  Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number  5081804
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Dietary supplements; Food supplements; Herbal supplements; Mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Mar. 28, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  StGeorge, Louis  Address  StGeorge, Louis  PO Box 211  Deerfield Beach  FLORIDA  33443  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  O'ROURKE, JONATHAN RYA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86967906 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081805
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "A" stylized letters "CRST" which consists of an arcing letter "C" and interlocking letters "RST" with slanted dashes. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio-video receivers; Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Batteries; Batteries and battery chargers; Batteries for lighting; Batteries for pocketlamps; Battery charge devices; Battery jump starters; Battery packs; Battery packs for laptops; Battery starter cables; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; Computer hardware and computer peripherals; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer hardware and peripherals; Computer hardware and peripherals therefor; Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; Ear phones; Earphones and headphones; Electric batteries; Electric storage batteries; Electrical cells and batteries; Handheld personal computers; Hands-free kits for phones; Hands free devices for mobile-phones; Headphones; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Headsets for mobile telephones; Headsets for telephones; Loud speaker systems; Loud speakers; Micro USB ports; Mobile telephone batteries; Music headphones; Power adapters for computers; Power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices; Rechargeable electric batteries; Speaker microphones; Telephone apparatus and receivers;
Telephone headsets; Telephone receivers; Telephone transmitters; Telephone apparatus and receivers; USB hubs; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; Wireless computer peripherals; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; Wireless receivers and transmitters for portable media players; Wireless transmitters and receivers; Audio headphones; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Chargers for electric batteries; Devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; Earphones and headphones; Hands free devices for mobile-phones

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use | Apr. 07, 2016 In Commerce | Apr. 07, 2016 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Rocket Socket Technology Inc. **Address**  Rocket Socket Technology Inc.  1004 W Covina Pkwy, Suite 449 West Covina  CALIFORNIA  91790 **Legal Entity**  CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized**  CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TII

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HINES, REGINA C
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  
EVERYTHING IT'S CRACKED UP TO BE.

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86967946</td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
<td>5081806</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date**  
Aug. 30, 2016

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For**: Brittle; Nut brittle
- **International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
  **US Classes**: 46  
  **International Class Title**: Staple Foods  
  **First Use**: Nov. 17, 2014  
  **In Commerce**: Feb. 2016

**Basis Information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Little Bit Of Brittle, LLC  
  **Address**: Little Bit Of Brittle, LLC  
  **P.O. Box 288**: Hawthorne  
  **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW JERSEY

**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BELENKER, ESTHER ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MIAMI IS KIND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968037 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5081808
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wholesale and retail store services featuring baked goods


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Miami Is Kind Inc Address  Miami Is Kind Inc 8280 SW 162 ST Miami FLORIDA 33157 Legal
Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEE, REBECCA ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SMART EMOJI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86968038 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number   5081809
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Advertising, marketing, and promoting the goods and services of others via online marketing and advertising programs; Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, custom interactive content online, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 2015 In Commerce Oct. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Bad Donkey Social Company Address   Bad Donkey Social Company 411 W. Main Street Madison WISCONSIN 53703 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS REVERE * HOLT * COMPLETE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86968096 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number   5081811
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS" appearing above the stylized wording "REVERE * HOLT * COMPLETE". To the left of the word "COMMUNICATIONS" is the depiction of a person riding a horse. Centered above the wording is the depiction of a cell phone tower. The wording and the horse and rider are surrounded by an incomplete oval design. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3950462, 3947409, 3950465

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Distributorship services in the field of wireless and connectivity products

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Revere Electric Supply Company Address  Revere Electric Supply Company 975 Weiland Road Buffalo Grove ILLINOIS  60089 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PAPALE, LISA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VIEW FROM THE PEDESTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968165  Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016  Registration Number  5081814
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring commentary and information in the fields of comedy, self-help and education
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Dec. 15, 2010  In Commerce  Dec. 15, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Brown, Jamie Nicole  Address  Brown, Jamie Nicole  1118 General MacArthur Drive  Brentwood TENNESSEE  37027  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PRATER, JILL I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DCG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968269 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081816
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For legal services; litigation support services, namely, providing electronic legal discovery review, consultation and management; litigation consulting services; legal document review and consulting related thereto; legal project management services; electronic legal discovery relating to searching and the collection, compilation, review, and analysis of search results and related documents and electronically stored information
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Dec. 31, 2006 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ryley Carlock & Applewhite Address Ryley Carlock & Applewhite One North Central Avenue, Suite 1200 Phoenix ARIZONA 85004 Legal Entity professional corporation State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SHOOTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86968284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Cellulose wipes; Disposable wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Your Health Your Hands, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Your Health Your Hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Your Health Your Hands, LLC 13985 N. Willow Creek Dr. Beaver Dam UTAH 84306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>UTAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOUR HEALTH YOUR HANDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968288 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081818
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cellulose wipes; Disposable wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Your Health Your Hands, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Your Health Your Hands Address Your Health Your Hands, LLC 13985 N. Willow Creek Dr. Beaver Dam UTAH 84306 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968299 Application Filing Date  Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number  5081819
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized image of a gorilla head. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of sports and athletics; arranging and conducting athletic competitions
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Feb. 2013 In Commerce  Feb. 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Oakwood School Address  The Oakwood School  11600 Magnolia Boulevard  North Hollywood CALIFORNIA  91601 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  99903-445588

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KLINE, MATTHEW C
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
OOOO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86968314
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081820
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a red letter "O" set to the left of an orange letter "O" both set above a green letter "O" set to the left of a blue letter "O" all in stylized font.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, orange, green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Education services, namely, providing kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) classroom instruction; entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of sports and athletics; arranging and conducting athletic competitions
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use In Commerce**: Feb. 2013
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Oakwood School
- **Address**: The Oakwood School 11600 Magnolia Boulevard North Hollywood CALIFORNIA 91601
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 99903-445587

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: KLINE, MATTHEW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RUBBIN' RIGHT LLC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968376 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081821
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "LLC"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Spice blends
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Mar. 28, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rubbin' Right Address Rubbin' Right P.O. Box 297 Calvert TEXAS 77837 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RIRIE, Verna Beth
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HUNGRY HORMONAL STORM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968488 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081823
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Health care services, namely, providing a stress relief and weight loss program; Health counseling
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ross, Alison Address Ross, Alison 29524 Meadowmist Way Agoura Hills CALIFORNIA 91301
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANDU, FLORENTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ABEL

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86968505</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 07, 2016</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5081824</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></th>
<th>No</th>
<th><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></th>
<th>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of stylized word &quot;abel&quot; and a three petals design above the word, also there're three leaves with the petals. <strong>Color Claimed</strong>色 is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Bath linen, except clothing; Bath towels; Bath linen; Bed blankets; Bed covers; Bed canopies; Cloths for removing make-up; Face towels of textile; Flannel; Handkerchiefs of textile; Table napkins of textile; Towels of textile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>24 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>Gaoyang County Hengkang Textile Co., Ltd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Gaoyang County Hengkang Textile Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biandukou Village</td>
<td>Gaoyang County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></th>
<th>FERRELL, STEVEN WAYNE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DTEMP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968552 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5081826
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the text "DTEMP" in stylized lettering, with a horizontal line between the letter "D" and "T". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic chips for the manufacture of integrated circuits; Electric fuse boxes; Electrical fuses; Metal alloy wires for electrical fuses; Semi-conductors; Electrical plugs and sockets; Electric connections and connectors; Circuit breakers; Wire connectors; Electric conductors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 10, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name D&M TECHNOLOGY MANUFACTURING LIMITED Address D&M TECHNOLOGY MANUFACTURING LIMITED UNIT 812-816, 8/FL,C-BONS INT'L CENTER 108 WAI YIP STREET KWUN TONG KL HONG KONG Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized HONG KONG

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUONG, ANGELA GAW
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAUORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968585  Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number 5081829  Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wording of "HAUORA" in stylized font where the letter "O" is comprised of a stylized spiral design. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "HAUORA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy; Coffee beverages with milk; Golden syrup; Honey; Molasses for food; Propolis for food purposes; Royal jelly for food purposes; Sugar; Tea; Tea-based beverages  International Classes 30 - Primary Classes 46  US Classes International Class Title Staple Foods  First Use Sep. 02, 2010  In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NAC TRADEING LIMITED  Address NAC TRADEING LIMITED 15 Cheetwood Street, Churton Park, Wellington NEW ZEALAND  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) QULOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968591 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081831
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhik Pty Ltd Address Zhik Pty Ltd 21 Dickson Ave Artarmon, NSW AUSTRALIA 2041 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JOFAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968593 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081832
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Jofan" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Aquarium lights; Bicycle lights; Diving lights; Electric Chinese lanterns; Electric footwarmers; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Flashlights; Footmuffs, electrically heated; Fruit roasters; Hot water bottles; Lamps; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light bulbs; Portable electric heaters; Searchlights; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; Luminous house numbers; Plate warmers; Pocket searchlights

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Jofan E-commerce Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Jofan E-commerce Co., Ltd Room 4056, No. 5 Baolong Road 2 Longgang Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, CHINA 518116 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86968596 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number   5081834
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"SWIMWEAR" Translation  The wording "PHAX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bathing suits; Bikinis; Coverups; Swim suits; Swimsuits; Bathing costumes for women; Beach coverups
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing First Use
Nov. 07, 1990 In Commerce  Jan. 15, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  COMERCIALIZADORA PHAX S.A. Address  COMERCIALIZADORA PHAX S.A.  CRA.51 No. 5A-
SUR-20 Medellin, Antioquia  COLOMBIA Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized
COLOMBIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner   WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NYMARA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968597 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081835
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Dec. 06, 2014 In Commerce May 26, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhik Pty Ltd Address Zhik Pty Ltd 21 Dickson Ave Artarmon, NSW AUSTRALIA 2064 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 86968618  
Application Filing Date: Apr. 08, 2016  
Registration Number: 5081839  
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s): SEAYARN

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER Mark

Goods and Services Information
For: Bras; Socks; Socks and stockings; Stocking caps; Stocking hats; Stockings; Underwear; Adhesive bras; Ankle socks; Anklets; Body stockings; Briefs; Children's underwear; Heelpieces for stockings; Jackets and socks; Knee-high stockings; Knitted underwear; Ladies' underwear; Long underwear; Maternity bras; Men's socks; Men's underwear; Men's dress socks; Moisture-wicking sports bras; Slipper socks; Socks and stockings; Sport stockings; Sports bra; Sports bras; Strapless bras; Straps for bras; Sweat-absorbent stockings; Thermal socks; Thermal underwear; Thigh high stockings; Thong underwear; Women's underwear; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Woollen socks; Woven or knitted underwear

International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 39  
International Class Title: Clothing  
First Use: Jan. 01, 2015  
In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: FuMing Dong  
Address: FuMing Dong FengJiang Qu LongTou Li 26 #101 GuangDong JiangMen CHINA  
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  
Citizenship: CHINA

Examine Attorneys
Examining Attorney: SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SRNDPTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968621  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081840
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Arranging and conducting youth tennis and sports programs
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment  First Use  Oct. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Srndpty  Address  Srndpty  Kirkeveien 50  Oslo  NORWAY  0368  Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  NORWAY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAKAI, ADA HAN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 86968631  Application Filing Date: Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number: 5081842
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a wording of "ZUCCOS" in stylized font with two Chinese characters. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation: The wording "ZUCCOS" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Zhuo Kou" and this means the first character means "outstanding", the second one means "cardamom" in English.

Goods and Services Information

For: Clothing layettes; Coats; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Knit shirts; Leggings; Outer jackets; Pyjamas; Ready-made linings being parts of clothing; Scarfs; Shirts; Shoes; Skirts; Sweaters; Tee-shirts; Trousers; Underwear; Girdles
International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 22, 39
International Class Title: Clothing
First Use: Sep. 13, 2011
In Commerce: Mar. 29, 2016

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Wuhan Zuccos Clothing Co., Ltd.  Address: Wuhan Zuccos Clothing Co., Ltd. (11) Rm 01, 14F, Bldg. 8801, 4 Phase of Golf City Garden, NO. 8, Jinshan Ave., Dongxihu Dist., Wuhan  CHINA  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: CHINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: REIHNER, DAVID C
reason for publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  VASASO

Case Identifiers
Serial Number   86968634 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number  5081843
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "VASASO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

Goods and Services Information
For  Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cases for mobile phones; Cell phone auxiliary cables; Cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; Computer peripheral apparatus; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; Electronic card readers; Electronic devices, namely, radio frequency repeaters used in long range communication for tracking and monitoring energy usage; Eyeglasses; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier or protection for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile telephones, digital cameras, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants; Headphones; Measuring instrumentation and apparatus, namely, digitizers; Scales; Smartphone mounts; Stands for photographic apparatus; Theft alarms; Video recorders; Wearable computer peripherals; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Electrical plugs and sockets
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Oct. 11, 2015 In Commerce  Oct. 11, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use  Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name  Zheng, Jian Jun Address  Zheng, Jian Jun Floor 3 No. 69 Tianhe Straight St., Tianhe Dist. Guangzhou, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number  CR-1687-USTM
TM 17193 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WOOCON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968640 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081845
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Balls for games; Body-building apparatus; Christmas tree ornaments; Climbers' harness; Controllers for game consoles; Dolls; Fishing tackle; Knee pads for athletic use; Parlor games; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Talking toys; Toys for domestic pets; Radio transmitters for use with radio-controlled toys; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Scale model airplanes
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huashichuang E-Commerce Co.,Ltd Address Shenzhen Huashichuang E-Commerce Co.,Ltd Room 703 building 5 Hongli Villiage Futian Disctrict Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WOOCON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968655 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081847
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries, electric; Camcorders; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer peripheral devices; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Earphones and headsets; Rechargeable electric batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Blank USB flash drives; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones; Television apparatus for projection purposes; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jun. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Huashichuang E-Commerce Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Huashichuang E-Commerce Co., Ltd Room 703 building 5 Hongli Village Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FJQXZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968661 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081848
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "fjqxz" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Backpacks compatible with personal hydration systems, sold empty; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Bags for sports; Belt bags; Cantle bags; Garment bags for travel; Haversacks; Hiking rucksacks; Messenger bags; Pommel bags; Sling bags; Sport bags; Straps for holdalls; Umbrellas; Wash bags for carrying toiletries; Kit bags; Travelling bags; Waist bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 26, 2012 In Commerce Aug. 10, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Chijiu Outdoor Sport Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Chijiu Outdoor Sport Co., Ltd 206 2/F No.1 Lane 1 South Bank New Vil. Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FORMARKOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968675 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081850
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesive-backed letters and numbers for use in making signs, posters; Art pictures; Canvas for painting; Drawing boards; Drawing materials for blackboards; Drawing pads; Framed paintings; Graphic prints; Graphic representations; Oleographs; Paintings; Posters; Printed material in the nature of color samples; Printed materials, namely, novels and series of fiction books and short stories featuring scenes and characters based on video games; Printing papers; Watercolor pictures

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lin, Lai Yuan Address Lin, Lai Yuan No. 26-11-201, Beihua Street Zhifang Street, Jiangxia District Wuhan City, Hubei CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CR-1689-USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FJQXZ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968679  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081851
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "fjqxz" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bottles, sold empty; Chamois leather for cleaning; Cloth for wiping or dusting; Cloths for cleaning; Cups; Drinking flasks; Jugs; Scrubbing brushes; Vacuum bottles
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass  First Use  Sep. 03, 2013  In Commerce  Sep. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Chijiu Outdoor Sport Co., Ltd  Address  Shenzhen Chijiu Outdoor Sport Co., Ltd  206 2/F No.1 Lane 1 South Bank New Vil.  Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen  CHINA  Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCOTABC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968691 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081853
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "SCOTABC". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases adapted for computers; Cases for telephones; Cell phones; Computer peripheral devices; Electric connections and connectors; GPS navigation device; Headphones; Pince-nez; Portable media players; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Stands adapted for mobile phones; USB cables; Blank USB flash drives; Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Wireless headsets for smartphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce May 05, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALLFOND

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86968696</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 08, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081854</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "ALLFOND" in a designed style.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Belts; Belts for clothing; Belts made out of cloth; Caps; Gloves; Leggings; Scarfs; Scarves; Headgear, namely, hats; Leather belts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jan. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: RAN, YONGHUA
- **Address**: RAN, YONGHUA, 2-2 NO.62 GUANTIAN ROAD, GAOJIA TOWN, FENGDU COUNTY, CHONGQING, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: REGAN, JOHN B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIAOC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86968697 Application Filing Date: Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number: 5081855
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized wording "DiaoC". Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Bags adapted for laptops; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery cases; Battery charge devices; Battery chargers; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Briefcases specially adapted for holding laptop computers; Camera cases; Cases adapted for mobile phones; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Cell phone straps; Chargers for batteries; Chargers for electric batteries; Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Computer carrying cases; Display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to electronic devices, namely, laptops, cell phones, personal digital assistants; DVD cases; Earphone accessories, namely, earphone cushions, earphone pads, cord management systems, earphone cases, and earphone extension cords; Earphones and headphones; Laptop carrying cases; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips; Mobile telephones; Notebook computer carrying cases; Protective carrying cases for portable music players; Protective cases for smartphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Screen protectors comprised of acrylic, tempered glass, plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Wireless cellular phone headsets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 17201

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONTINUAL
TRANSFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968778 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081857
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Computer services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; Consulting services in the field of cloud computing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 01, 2014 In Commerce Oct. 04, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stawski, Scott Address Stawski, Scott 5560 Oak Bend Trail Prosper TEXAS 75078 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FIRE DAWGS WINDOW CLEANING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968787  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081858
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "WINDOW CLEANING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4418225, 4425178, 4569685

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Window cleaning  International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FIRE DAWGS INC  Address  FIRE DAWGS INC  6810 N. GUION RD.  INDIANAPOLIS  INDIANA  46268  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BILT ATLX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968789 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081859
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bottoms; Tops

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BILT OFFICIAL LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA BILT ATLX Address BILT OFFICIAL LLC 26 PINE TREE DR. SAUGUS MASSACHUSETTS 01906 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WILKE, JOHN
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
SNKRTRADER

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86968792
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081860
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "SNKRTRADER". **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Online retail store services featuring clothing; Providing a website featuring an online marketplace for exchanging goods with other users
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 13, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Snkrtrader LLC
- **Address**: Snkrtrader LLC #2 10 Willis St Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02125
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FIRE DAWGS CARPET CLEANING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968798  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081861
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Disclaimer  "CARPET CLEANING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4418225, 4425178, 4569685

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile detailing; Cleaning of carpets, rugs, flooring, tile, grout, upholstery, and fabric; Restoration in the field of water damage
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FIRE DAWGS INC  Address  FIRE DAWGS INC  6810 N. GUION RD.  INDIANAPOLIS  INDIANA  46268
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SERVICE1ONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968837 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081865
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "SERVICE1ONE" in a stylized font, in which the "1" appears in larger type than the surrounding letters, and in which the letters are broken by a horizontal line. A solid horizontal line appears beneath the "SERVICE" and "ONE" portions of the mark. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use by automotive dealerships and service providers in performing and scheduling vehicle maintenance and repair services and for organizing, managing, storing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting information concerning vehicle maintenance and repair services and related customer data

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CDK GLOBAL, LLC Address CDK GLOBAL, LLC 1950 HASSELL ROAD HOFFMAN ESTATES ILLINOIS 60195 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 65944-289916

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SABLE, ERIC MICHAEL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BREATHING BEYOND GRIEF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86968849
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081866
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Education services, namely, providing seminars, and personal workshops in the fields of grief recovery and health workshop incorporating grief recovery and integrative breath work for health and wellness
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Mar. 20, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: The Clearing Center, Inc.
- **Address**: The Clearing Center, Inc. 23549 Bending Oak Ct Murrieta CALIFORNIA 92562
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STOP SUFFERING!! START LIVING!!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968860 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081867
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical clinic services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 01, 2006 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gupta Institute for Pain Wellness & Rehabilitation Address Gupta Institute for Pain Wellness & Rehabilitation 951 Berlin Road Cherry Hill NEW JERSEY 08034 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BARVINCI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86968878 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number   5081868
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Cocktail shakers; Cups; Drinking glasses; Growlers; Mixing bowls; Mugs; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass First Use   Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Global Goods LLC Address   Global Goods LLC   1621 Central Ave   Cheyenne   WYOMING   82001
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   WYOMING

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SERVOPLEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968879  Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number 5081869
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Information technology consulting services; Repair of computer software; Website design and development for others
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Mar. 01, 2014  In Commerce Mar. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Servoplex, LLC  Address Servoplex, LLC 1415 St Thomas Way  Alcoa  TENNESSEE  37701
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DWIMMER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968901 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081870
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Neckties

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LAUREL CHRISTINE Address LAUREL CHRISTINE 567 CRESTA VISTA LANE PORTOLA VALLEY CALIFORNIA 94028 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 36749-03

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** A BETTER DIFFERENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>Business marketing consulting services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>35 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Owner Name</strong></th>
<th>MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC 7900 Tysons One Place Suite 300 McLean VIRGINIA 22102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | MITTLER, KEVIN A |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THERMOCOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86968967  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081874
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Reagents for research purposes
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use  Apr. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Advanced BioMatrix  Address  Advanced BioMatrix  5930 Sea Lion Place Suite 100  Carlsbad  CALIFORNIA  92010  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRENCH, CURTIS W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PHOTOCOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86968978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Reagents for research purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>1 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Advanced BioMatrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Advanced BioMatrix 5930 Sea Lion Place Suite 100 Carlsbad CALIFORNIA 92010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>FRENCH, CURTIS W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STOLEN RHODES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969041 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081878 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment, namely, live performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Stolen Rhodes Address Stolen Rhodes 10 Matthew Dr Ewing NEW JERSEY 08628 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969063 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081880
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Home staging consultation, namely, temporary interior and exterior home decoration consultation for the purpose of increasing the appeal of the property to prospective buyers and/or renters; home staging services, namely, temporary interior and exterior home decoration for the purpose of increasing the appeal of the property to prospective buyers and/or renters; interior design services; interior design consultation
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Mar. 28, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Homeage Designs, Inc. Address Homeage Designs, Inc. 1460 Broadway New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NUESTYLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969067  Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number 5081881
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising, marketing and promotion services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business  First Use Sep. 12, 2015  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Nuestyle  Address Nuestyle 23 Clinton Springs Ave Cincinnati OHIO 45217  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HEYMANATOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969134 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081882
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4688872

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hamburger sandwiches; Sandwiches, namely, hamburger sandwiches
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hey Man! Chicken Fingers USA L.L.C. Address Hey Man! Chicken Fingers USA L.L.C. P.O. Box 1668 Leesville LOUISIANA 71496 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where LOUISIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SPORTELESIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969196 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081883
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the fanciful word "SPORTELESIS" in a distinctive font with a curved line of descending thickness from the bottom to the top over the letter "o" and the "elesis" underlined. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplement drink mixes; Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary and nutritional supplements containing garlic oil, salmon oil, omega oils and flaxseed oil; Dietary supplement drink mixes; Powdered nutritional supplement drink mix and concentrate
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 2014 In Commerce Mar. 2014
For Providing health care information by electronic means; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of nutrition, health and wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 2014 In Commerce Mar. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Old Fashioned Natural Products, Inc. Address Old Fashioned Natural Products, Inc. 2230 Cape Cod Way Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92703 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** JASON GERALD

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86969234
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081886
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "Jason Gerald" underneath the image of a crest. The inside of the crest is split into two halves. The left half has a fleur de lis. The right half depicts alternating vertical striped lines. Above the crest is the image of a crown. The crest is surrounded on each side by images of wheat stalks, with the stems creating a solid, horizontal line above the literal element "Jason Gerald" with a slight arc above the letter "G" and centered under the crest.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Jason Jehorek, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Backpacks; Briefcases; Briefcases; Clutch purses; Clutches; Fanny packs; Handbags, purses and wallets; Leather bags; Leather bags and wallets; Leather credit card wallets; Messenger bags; Shoulder bags; Travelling bags; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Garment bags for travel made of leather; Leather briefcases; Leather handbags; Small clutch purses
- **International Classes**: 18 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41
- **International Class Title**: Leather Goods
- **First Use**: Feb. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2016
- **For**: Money clips; Notebook covers made of leather
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use**: Feb. 05, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 05, 2016

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Twisted Leather Bags, LLC
- **Address**: Twisted Leather Bags, LLC 13200 Strickland Road, Suite 114-114, Raleigh, NORTH CAROLINA 27613
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA
TM 17221

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE AUTHORITY ON SELLING BUSINESSES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969294 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081888
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advice relating to investments; Business brokerage; Business brokerage services and related consulting pertaining to business sales, mergers, acquisitions and business valuations; Commercial and residential real estate agency services; Mortgage brokerage; Real estate brokerage
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jun. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Link Intellectual Property Limited Address Link Intellectual Property Limited Level 1, 401 Great South Road Ellerslie, Auckland NEW ZEALAND 1051 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized NEW ZEALAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCCRAY, RENEE D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAXIPIHER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86969346
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081889
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "MAXIPIHER" in stylized letters.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "MAXIPIHER" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3102955

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Hand tools, namely, clamps; Hand tools, namely, screwdrivers
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use**: Feb. 28, 2005
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2012

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Industrias Piqueras, S.A.
- **Address**: Industrias Piqueras, S.A. Polig. Ind. Cantabria I. C/ Pescadores, 6, 26009 Logroño La Rioja SPAIN
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SPAIN

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BRODY, DANIEL S
TM 17223

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ALIADO CONSULTING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86969363 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081891
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "CONSULTING"
Translation  The English translation of "ALIADO" in the mark is "Ally" or "Allied".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Consulting services in the fields of business management, human resources, and business organizational design
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
First Use  Mar. 24, 2015  In Commerce  Mar. 24, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Aliado Consulting  Address  Aliado Consulting  4900 Hopyard Rd  Pleasanton  CALIFORNIA  94588
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN

20148
BETTER DIFFERENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

**Serial Number** 86969364  
**Application Filing Date** Apr. 08, 2016  
**Registration Number** 5081892  
**Registration Date** Nov. 15, 2016  
**Register** Principal  
**Mark Type** Service Mark  
**Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023  
**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  
Business marketing consulting services  
**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**First Use** Apr. 08, 2016  
**In Commerce** Apr. 08, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC  
**Address** MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC 7900 Tysons One Place Suite 300 McLean VIRGINIA 22102  
**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MITTLER, KEVIN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PAPER AIRPLANES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969389 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081896
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Skateboards and parts thereof
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name STRATOSPHERIC LLC Address STRATOSPHERIC LLC 3435 OCEAN PARK BLVD #107/151 SANTA MONICA CALIFORNIA 90405 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA
Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TENG, SIMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE BETTER DIFFERENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969390 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081897
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business marketing consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 08, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC Address MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC 7900 Tysons One Place Suite 300 McLean VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MITTLER, KEVIN A
### Case Identifiers

- **Serial Number**: 86969407  
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 08, 2016  
- **Registration Number**: 5081899  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Reason for Publication
- Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
- **BUG SMARTIES**

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3514154, 4049409

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Bottoms; Hats; Headbands; Jackets; Leggings; Pants; Shirts; Tops  
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 22, 39  
- **International Class Title**: Clothing  
- **First Use**: Jan. 01, 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: MONTGOMERY WARD, INC.  
- **Address**: MONTGOMERY WARD, INC. 1112 7TH AVENUE MONROE WISCONSIN 53566  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WISCONSIN

### Attorney/Correspondence Information
- **Docket Number**: OSA Brds Bug
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 108 SOLID STATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969415 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081900
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SOLID STATE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Shredders for industrial use
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use Mar. 21, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Whitaker Brothers Business Machines, Inc. Address Whitaker Brothers Business Machines, Inc. 3 Taft Court Rockville MARYLAND 20850 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VOIGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969423 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081901
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer application for mobile phones and tablets, namely, software for enabling a user to record and send audio messages to media outlets and podcasts
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 19, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 19, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shout to Me, LLC Address Shout to Me, LLC 6153 Wolfstar Ct. San Diego CALIFORNIA 92122
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16-31382

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOINER, KATINA JACKSON
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** S2A

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86969449</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
<td>5081902</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Educational services, namely, providing training of managers and executives for certification in the field of project management, strategy initiative management and other business related areas

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes
**US Classes** 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**First Use** May 08, 2015

**In Commerce** May 08, 2015

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2A, LLC</td>
<td>S2A, LLC 600 Vine Street, Suite 2500 300 E. Business Way, Suite 200 Cincinnati OHIO 45241</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RHIM, ANDREW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 17231  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEEP-OUT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86969453  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081903
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Insect repellents; Preparations for repelling insects
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Jul. 01, 2008  In Commerce  Jul. 01, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FASST PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS, LLC  Address  FASST PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS, LLC  72 ALLEN ROAD  ROCKVILLE CENTRE  NEW YORK  11570  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country
Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  FAS-TM-014

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BEVERLY, JOSETTE MICHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  TAG TO ORDER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86969583  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081908
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer software for capturing and attaching photos to a transaction to show customers using a particular product; Computer software for capturing and attaching photos to a transaction for use in identifying the source of items being shipped and any items missing; Computer software for capturing and attaching information to a transaction that the information should be associated with; Computer software for capturing and attaching photos to a transaction for use as a reference in customer service interactions

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  May 14, 2013  In Commerce  May 14, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Nealon Solutions, Inc.  Address  Nealon Solutions, Inc.  6 Union Hill Road  Conshohocken  PENNSYLVANIA  19428  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  042930188503

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EZ DOES IT ALL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86969584 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number  5081909
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Laundry pick-up and delivery services
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage
First Use  Dec. 03, 2015 In Commerce  Dec. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Tung, Jimmy Address  Tung, Jimmy  39 Laidlaw Ave  Jersey City  NEW JERSEY  07306
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ADKINS, CHRISTOPHER SC
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
KYLEBRUSH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86969609</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
<td>5081911</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Downloadable custom digital shapes and settings that can be loaded into different graphics software that enable the emulation of natural art media in a digital environment

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** | **In Commerce**
---|---
Apr. 09, 2013 | Apr. 09, 2013

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Kyle T. Webster, Inc.

**Address**: Kyle T. Webster, Inc. 2016 Faculty Dr Winston-Salem NORTH CAROLINA 27106

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KYLE'S ULTIMATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969612 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081912
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable custom digital shapes and settings that can be loaded into different graphics software that enable the emulation of natural art media in a digital environment
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 09, 2013 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kyle T. Webster, Inc. Address Kyle T. Webster, Inc. 2016 Faculty Dr Winston-Salem NORTH CAROLINA 27106 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MICROLITESCREEN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86969736</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
<td>5081915</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projection screens</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>May 15, 2015</td>
<td>May 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microlite, Inc.</td>
<td>Microlite, Inc. 15375 Barranca Parkway, Suite G-108 Irvine CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ARUNDEL FOREST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86969755 Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081917
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "Arundel" and "Forest", with a tree between "Arundel" and "Forest". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Recreational services in the nature of swimming pools, and playgrounds; providing fitness and exercise facilities; providing entertainment information concerning community news, events and activities; residential and community country clubs; providing recreational facilities and services, namely, walking and biking trails; providing recreational services in residential communities in the nature of swimming pools and water sports facilities; recreational park services; providing children's playground facilities
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Dec. 12, 2012 In Commerce  Jun. 03, 2013

For  Real estate development and land development services, namely, planning and laying out of residential communities, planning, laying out and construction of residential communities
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Dec. 12, 2012 In Commerce  Jun. 03, 2013

For  Providing community centers for social gatherings and meetings
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services
First Use  Dec. 12, 2012 In Commerce  Jun. 03, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>TB Proprietary Corp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>TB Proprietary Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 1414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1105 North Market Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DELAWARE 19801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>104021.14.29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
<td>SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RETIREMENT IS COMPLEX. WE MAKE IT SIMPLE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86969758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Investment advice; Investment advisory services; Investment management; Financial advisory and consultancy services; Financial retirement plan consulting services; Financial information and advisory services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial planning for retirement; Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation and investment of funds for others, including private and public equity and debt investment services; Individual retirement account services; Investment advisory services; Providing information and advice in the field of finance, financial investments, financial valuations, and the financial aspects of retirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Sigdestad Financial, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Sigdestad Financial, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9666 Businesspark Ave, Ste 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86969824</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 08, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081920</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>The mark consists of the design of a top hat above a moustache. The background is not part of the mark.</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For  Providing a website featuring non-downloadable game software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Lucky Day App, LLC</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Lucky Day App, LLC 500 S. Los Angeles St. Los Angeles CALIFORNIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | FARRELL, ANNE M |

---

20165
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WINETASTIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86969837  Application Filing Date  Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number  5081921
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Wine openers
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  TASTIK BRANDS LLC  Address  TASTIK BRANDS LLC  PO Box 5245  Boise  IDAHO  83705  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  IDAHO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TAST.002T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIVED IN COLOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86969847 Application Filing Date   Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number   5081922
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hair colouring services; Hair styling
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use   Nov. 25, 2014 In Commerce   Nov. 25, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Ramirez, Johnny Address   Ramirez, Johnny c/o Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman, LLC P.O. Box 10500 McLean VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship   UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LOVELACE, JAMES B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**
QUALITY/HONESTY/INTEGRITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Attorney services, namely, representation of clients in Attorney services matters
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Mar. 17, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 17, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: THE ORTIZ LAW FIRM, PLLC
- **Address**: THE ORTIZ LAW FIRM, PLLC Suite150 1425 Greenway Drive Irving TEXAS 75038
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 690002-Quali

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MICHELI, ANGELA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YOULAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969894  Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016  Registration Number 5081924
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0057996/1303764 International Registration Number 1303764

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-aging creams; Anti-aging moisturizer; Anti-aging toner; Anti-wrinkle cream; Anti-wrinkle creams; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic nourishing creams; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming creams; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming lotions; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetics; Exfoliant creams; Face and body creams; Face and body lotions; Face creams; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Lotions for face and body care; Lotions for skin, face, and body; Moisturizing body lotions; Moisturizing creams; Skin cleansing cream; Skin cleansing lotion; Skin cream; Skin creams; Skin lotions; Skin moisturizer; Skin toners; Sunscreen creams; Wrinkle resistant cream; Anti-wrinkle cream; Anti-wrinkle creams; Anti-aging moisturizer; Cosmetic skin fresheners; Cosmetic sunscreen preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetic preparations, namely, firming lotions; Face and body lotions
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Aug. 01, 2015 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Life 180 Inc. Address Life 180 Inc. 3132 Airway Avenue Costa Mesa CALIFORNIA 92626 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIM, SOPHIA SUJIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HIGHSTREET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969946 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5081927
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For retail and online store services in the fields of home decorating and entertainment merchandise and consumer goods, furniture, housewares, home furnishings, home accessories, home decorating items, home accent pieces, decorative ceramics, ornaments, upholstery, linens, bedding, blankets, pillows, curtains, rugs, fabric, lamps, vases, pots, baskets, picture frames, art prints, art pictures, graphic and printed reproductions, posters, stationery, greeting and occasion cards, gift wrap, note paper, books and magazines, printed periodicals, kitchen utensils, tabletop accessories, glassware, ceramic plates and platters, candy, edibles, clothing, jewelry, fashion items, bags, purses, cosmetics, lotions, spa and body care items, and personal care products
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2004 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Good Wares Design, LLC Address Good Wares Design, LLC 1401 Reading Road, 1st Floor Cincinnati OHIO 45202 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GO154.100001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  HIGHSTREET.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86969961 Application Filing Date  Apr. 09, 2016 Registration Number  5081928
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "HighStreet" in a stylized font with a period following the words. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  retail and online store services in the fields of home decorating and entertainment merchandise and consumer goods, furniture, housewares, home furnishings, home accessories, home decorating items, home accent pieces, decorative ceramics, ornaments, upholstery, linens, bedding, blankets, pillows, curtains, rugs, fabric, lamps, vases, pots, baskets, picture frames, art prints, art pictures, graphic and printed reproductions, posters, stationery, greeting and occasion cards, gift wrap, note paper, books and magazines, printed periodicals, kitchen utensils, tabletop accessories, glassware, ceramic plates and platters, candy, edibles, clothing, jewelry, fashion items, bags, purses, cosmetics, lotions, spa and body care items, and personal care products
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Jan. 01, 2004 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Good Wares Design, LLC Address  Good Wares Design, LLC  1401 Reading Road, 1st Floor  Cincinnati OHIO  45202 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  GO154.100001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EMON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969975 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5081929
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Emon" in a stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "Emon" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; Baby bottle nipples; Baby bottles; Incontinence sheets; Massage apparatus;
Massage apparatus; Nasal aspirators; Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; Sex toys; Thermometers for medical purposes; Vibromassage apparatus
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen iMission Industry Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen iMission Industry Co., Ltd. Room 812B Block A
of Shenzhen Zhihui Innovation Center Qianjin No.2 Road Bao'an Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OJA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86969982</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 09, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5081930</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OJA" in a stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The wording "OJA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycle assembling machines; Disintegrators for chemical processing; Material handling machines, namely, palletizers, case elevators, automatic pallet dispensing machines and automatic slip sheet dispensing machines; Papermaking machines; Planographic printing machines; Sewing machines; Shredders for industrial use; Washing machines for clothes; Washing machines for household purposes; Electrically-powered kitchen appliance for dicing, mincing, slicing and chopping food; Machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
First Use Jan. 10, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tiangou Commercial Trade Co., Ltd
Address Shenzhen Tiangou Commercial Trade Co., Ltd No.715 Tower C Zhantao Technology Bldg Mingzhi Street Longhua District Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OJA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969984 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5081931
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OJA" in a stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "OJA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Cameras; Computers; Digital video recorders; Earphones; Electric meters; Facsimile machines; Headphones; Semi-conductors; Smartphones; Spectacles; Surveying instruments
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 10, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tiangou Commercial Trade Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Tiangou Commercial Trade Co., Ltd No.715 Tower C Zhantao Technology Bldg Mingzhi Street Longhua District Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OJA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969988 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5081932 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "OJA" in a stylized form.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "OJA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air conditioning apparatus; Bath installations; Electric cooking stoves; Freezers; Heating installations; Lamps; Radiators, electric; Regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; Utility lighters for lighting grills, fireplaces and candles; Water purification installations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Tiangou Commercial Trade Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Tiangou Commercial Trade Co., Ltd No.715 Tower C Zhantao Technology Bldg Mingzhi Street Longhua District Shenzhen Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
RMK 17250 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANYEA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969990 Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5081933
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators, electric; Anode batteries; Batteries; Batteries for lighting; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Chargers for electric batteries; Galvanic cells; Grids for batteries; Pedometers; Plates for batteries; Rechargers for electric accumulators; Solar batteries; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Time clocks; Chargers for electronic cigarettes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 21, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 29, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Yanguang Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Yanguang Technology Co., Ltd 514, Songhua Bldg., Xiangnan 4 area Minzhi St., Longhua New Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ILAPLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970014   Application Filing Date Apr. 09, 2016   Registration Number 5081935
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016   Register Principal   Mark Type Trademark   Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No   Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording as "iLapland".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "iLapland" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cases for smartphones; Computer hardware; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse, namely, touchpads; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; GPS navigation device; GPS tracking devices; Headphones; Interfaces for computers; Scales; Smartphones; Telescopes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chen Yi Address Chen Yi No. 12, Rd. Xueyuan, Wuchang Dist., Wuhan, Hubei, CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner RITTNER, HANNO I
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** THE ART AND SCIENCE OF FINANCIAL PLANNING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86970025
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 09, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081937
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Financial investment analysis, investment advice, investment management; investment consultancy; investment advisory services; insurance consultancy; insurance agency
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Oct. 12, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 12, 2013
- **For**: Tax and taxation planning, advice, information and consultancy services
  - **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Oct. 12, 2013
  - **In Commerce**: Oct. 12, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Swanson, Kurt
- **Address**: Swanson, Kurt 4474 Via Pasear San Diego CALIFORNIA 92122
- **Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TISSEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970072  Application Filing Date  Apr. 09, 2016  Registration Number  5081939
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Belts; Blouses; Bottoms; Coats; Dresses; Hats; Headwear; Jackets; Jeans; Leather jackets; Leather pants; Pants; Scarves; Shoes; Skirts; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweaters; Swimwear; T-shirts; Tops; Underwear
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Sep. 01, 2004  In Commerce  Sep. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EMNDOG LLC  Address  EMNDOG LLC  22265 Welby Way  Woodland Hills  CALIFORNIA  91303
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COPTICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970088  Application Filing Date  Apr. 09, 2016  Registration Number  5081940
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting seminars and workshops in the fields of law enforcement and social media and distribution of training materials in connection therewith; Leadership development training in the field of law enforcement and social media
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Apr. 08, 2016  In Commerce  Apr. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Horace, Matthew Wayne  Address  Horace, Matthew Wayne  19 Grouse Court  Easton  PENNSYLVANIA 18040  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROPHETS AND GENIUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86970210 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 09, 2016 |
| Registration Number | 5081944 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Neckties
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes
US Classes 22, 39
International Class Title Clothing
First Use Mar. 31, 2016
In Commerce Mar. 31, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Prophets and Genius, LLC
Address Prophets and Genius, LLC 11444 Beechgrove Lane Potomac MARYLAND 20854
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized MARYLAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLARK, ROBERT C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GMAIDS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86970228</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3795585 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Cleaning of residential houses; Janitorial services; Maid services |
| International Classes | 37 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 103, 106 |
| International Class Title | Construction and Repair |
| First Use | Sep. 01, 2009 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 01, 2009 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | The Perch Licensing, LLC |
| Address | The Perch Licensing, LLC 337 Garden Oaks Blvd, Suite 63818 Houston TEXAS 77018 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | Gmaids |
| EXAMINING ATTORNEY | SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AYUBOOM

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>86970287</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | No |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S) / LETTER(S) |
| **Description of the Mark** | The mark consists of the stylized wording "AYUBOOM" with the letter "M" in a heart shape where the right leg of the letter "M" extends left and connected to the right side of the stylized letter "B" of the wording "AYUBOOM". |
| **Color Claimed** | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Bathing suits; Coats; Dresses; Girdles; Gloves; Gloves as clothing; Pants; Shapewear, namely, girdles; Shirts; Skirts; Suits; Underwear; Hats; Hosiery; Scarves; Shoes; Trousers; Turbans; Underpants |
| **International Classes** | 25 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 22, 39 |
| **International Class Title** | Clothing |
| **First Use** | Apr. 12, 2015 |
| **In Commerce** | Apr. 12, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | YIWU TENG RUI IMPORT AND EXPORT COMPANY LIMITED |
| **Address** | YIWU TENG RUI IMPORT AND EXPORT COMPANY LIMITED 531 JIANGBIN NORTH ROAD, CHOUCHENG STREET NO. 802, 8TH FLOOR, YIWU ZHEJIANG CHINA |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | CHINA |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | STP20160046 |
| **Examining Attorney** | HUSSAIN, TASNEEM |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HEYFUN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86970318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5081951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The wording "HeyFun" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Action figure toys; Action figures and accessories therefor; Bath toys; Boxing gloves; Christmas tree ornaments; Construction toys; Doll clothing; Dolls' clothes; Electric action toys; Electronic toy vehicles; Finger puppets; Fingerboards; Fishing reels; Mountaineering equipment, namely, hook and ring combinations; Musical toys; Pet toys; Plush dolls; PVC toy figures; Stuffed dolls and animals; Toy action figures; Yoga mats

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods **First Use** Sep. 15, 2015 **In Commerce** Sep. 15, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Shenzhen Peng Zhan Tian Trade Co.,Ltd **Address** Shenzhen Peng Zhan Tian Trade Co.,Ltd 802 NO.16 Lane 8 Xinhe Street Hebei Village Bantian longgang district shenzhen,guangdong CHINA **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN SEXIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970332 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081952 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring women; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable photographs
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jason Berends Address Jason Berends 3201 Jourdan Ct Abingdon MARYLAND 21009 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LATTUCA, FRANK J
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NATURAL STEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86970334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5081953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;NATURAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Carpet padding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>27 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>19, 20, 37, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Floor Coverings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Kaoud, Isam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Kaoud, Isam 15 Penny LN Bethel CONNECTICUT 06801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>ENGEL, MICHAEL L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mark Literal(s)  PEKEBO

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86970337  Application Filing Date  Apr. 10, 2016  Registration Number  5081954
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "pekebo" in stylized letters.
Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "pekebo" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bakeware; Baking dishes; Bottle openers; Camping grills; Cleaning pads; Containers for household use; Cookery molds; Cooking forks; Cooking spoons; Cups; Cutting boards; Dinnerware; Dishware; Hose nozzles; Household utensils, namely, graters; Household utensils, namely, kitchen tongs; Household utensils, namely, strainers; Ice cream scoops; Insect traps; Jugs; Kitchen containers; Knife boards; Knife rests; Lunch boxes; Pans; Pet feeding and drinking bowls; Plates; Squeegees; Tea sets; Utensils for barbecues, namely, forks, tongs, turners; Ice cream scoops

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Mar. 10, 2016  In Commerce  Mar. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Yi Wu Zhilv Trading Co.,Ltd  Address  Yi Wu Zhilv Trading Co.,Ltd  No. 5F-013,014,015  International Trading Town  Yiwu City, Zhejiang  CHINA  322000  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MAKHDOOM, SAIMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WHENOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970348 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081957
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "WHENOW" in stylized letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "WHENOW" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ankle socks; Athletic footwear; Bandeau tops; Bathing costumes; Beach shoes; Bikinis; Bodices; Boleros; Booties; Boots; Boots for motorcycling; Boots for sport; Bottoms; Bottoms for babies, adults, children, women, men; Briefs; Briefs; Camisoles; Canvas shoes; Capes; Cargo pants; Cloaks; Down jackets; Dress shirts; Dresses; Evening dresses; Evening gowns
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 20, 2016
In Commerce Feb. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHUANHUA ZHOU Address CHUANHUA ZHOU No.408,Building 21, Jidong Village North Jiezhuhang Town, Rencheng District Jining, Shandong CHINA 272000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KEY-SHIRT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970353 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081958
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Key wallets
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Mar. 30, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Karen E. Kearsley DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Key-Shirt Address Karen E. Kearsley 158 Warren St. Waltham MASSACHUSETTS 02453 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POLZER, NATALIE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BETWING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970359 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081959
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "betwing" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Down jackets; Leg-warmers; Swimwear; Tee shirts; Wind coats; Corsets; Down jackets; Dresses; Gloves; Hats; Jackets; Scarves; Skirts; Socks; Stockings; Tights; Trousers; Underclothing
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 08, 2014 In Commerce May 08, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen City KaiYi Electronics Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen City KaiYi Electronics Co., Ltd Futian GongQiGongSi DanShenGongYu 7-714 Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRPSB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970360 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081960
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Testing, analysis and evaluation of service providers to determine conformity with established accreditation standards; Testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; Testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others in the field of cyber, data, and information practices to determine conformity with certification standards; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of cyber, data, and information practices to assure compliance with industry standards

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Egan-Jones Ratings Co. Address Egan-Jones Ratings Co. 61 Station Road Haverford PENNSYLVANIA 19041 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LALUNESSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86970366</td>
<td>Apr. 10, 2016</td>
<td>5081961</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK | Translation | The wording "LALUNESSE" has no meaning in a foreign language. |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bandanas; Beachwear; Belts; Belts for clothing; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Clothing, namely, folk costumes; Costumes for use in children's dress up play; Costumes for use in role-playing games; Footwear; Gloves; Halloween costumes; Headgear, namely, hats, caps; Infant wear; Masquerade costumes; Men's suits, women's suits; Men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; Muffs; Neckties; Pajamas; Scarfs; Slippers; Socks; Under garments; Wedding dresses; Wedding gowns; Women's athletic tops with built-in bras; Women's ceremonial dresses; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing
**First Use** May 28, 2010

**In Commerce** May 28, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | ShenZhen Lalunesse Apparel Co., Ltd. |
| Address    | ShenZhen Lalunesse Apparel Co., Ltd. T10-D,No.2 Meilin Culture & Sports Center, Futian Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA |

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | PARADEWELAI, BENJI YUE |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JUNYA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970412  Application Filing Date  Apr. 10, 2016  Registration Number  5081962
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation  The wording "Junya" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparatus for transmission of communication; Batteries; Battery chargers; Cases for mobile phones; Cellular telephone apparatuses; Cellular telephones; Computer hardware; Computer peripheral devices; Lens hoods; Wireless computer peripherals
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shen Zhen Junya Trading Co., Ltd.
Address  Shen Zhen Junya Trading Co., Ltd.  Suite 203 Building 32, Shuiwei Area 1  Minzhi Street, Longhua, Baoan  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JUN, WON KYUNG WENDY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ACTIVE VOICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970415 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081963
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and lifestyle wellness, specifically using writing as a tool for enhanced self-awareness and health behavior change
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use Dec. 01, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greta Nelson Address Greta Nelson 8 Chestnut Street Princeton NEW JERSEY 08542 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MAYES, LAURIE ANN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of three curling shapes.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bath robes; Bikinis; Brassieres; Caps; Dresses; Footwear; Gloves; Hats; Hosiery; Lingerie; Pajamas; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Slips; Socks; T-shirts; Tank tops; Underwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Oct. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen D-Today Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: Shenzhen D-Today Trading Co., Ltd. 2504-2 Huangdu Plaza Southeast of Binhe Ave. and Yitian Rd. Futian, Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: ERVIN, INGA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIVIDED MINDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970447 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081965
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of live vocal performances by a musical band
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 15, 2014 In Commerce May 15, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Divided Minds, LLC Address Divided Minds, LLC 7470 E. Nestling Way Scottsdale ARIZONA 85255
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ONE VOICE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970455 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081968
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lobbying services, namely, promoting the interests of interior designers in the fields of legislation and regulation; promoting awareness of the interior design industry; public advocacy to promote awareness of the interior design industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 09, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 09, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Society of Interior Designers, Inc. Address American Society of Interior Designers, Inc. 4th Floor 718 7th Street, N.W. Washington D.C. 20001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where DELAWARE Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ASID

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Exchanging Attorney DAVE III, WILLIAM H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ATOROR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970471 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081969
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air analysis apparatus; Camcorders; Cell phone cases; Earphones; Earphones and headphones; GPS navigation device; Radios; Blank USB flash drives
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 30, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZhaoXian Huang Address ZhaoXian Huang 2928.?Build 3?Hangyang international cit Nanning CHINA 532000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NO NO'S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86970484 Application Filing Date  Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number   5081971
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Chocolates and chocolate based ready to eat candies and snacks
International Classes   30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods First Use Aug. 08, 2010 In Commerce  Aug. 08, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  No Whey Foods LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly  FORMERLY Premium Chocolatiers LLC Address  No Whey Foods LLC  1522 Long Beach Ave  lakewood  NEW JERSEY  08701 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ATICKBASE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86970487
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 10, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081972
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Camcorders; Cell phone cases; Earphones; Earphones and headphones; USB hubs; Blank USB flash drives
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use**: Mar. 30, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 30, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Yi Zhang
- **Address**: Yi Zhang Unit 5 A 401.Mingxiu Road No. 211 NANNING CHINA 532000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIVINE FREQUENCY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970489 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081973
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Herbal based energy drinks; energy drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 01, 2011 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dunlap, Jerry Address Dunlap, Jerry 9036 S. Parnell Avenue Chicago ILLINOIS 60620 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

The mark consists of four Chinese characters.

Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "ao sha li guo" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Drinking water; Drinking water with vitamins; Energy drinks; Energy drinks enhanced with vitamins; Fruit drinks and fruit juices; Mineral water; Soda water; Soft drinks; Sports drinks; Spring water

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48

International Class Title Light Beverages

First Use Mar. 16, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 16, 2016

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney RITTNER, HANNO I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THAT'S INCREDIBOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970519 Application Filing Date Apr. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5081977
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Embroidery; Hair clips; Hair barrettes; Hair clips; Hair pins; Hair ribbons
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Sep. 17, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 17, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Miranda Woodcock Address Miranda Woodcock 12710 Forestdale Dr Bellevue NEBRASKA 68123
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BETHBEAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86970525 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number   5081979
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of stylized letters "Bethbear" and Chinese characters "Bei Si Xiong". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "Bei Si Xiong" and this means "Beth bear" in English.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   All-purpose leather straps; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Bags for sports; Bandoliers; Clothing for pets; Collars for pets; Harness for animals; Hat boxes of leather; Hunters’ game bags; Leather credit card cases; Leather laces; Pouch baby carriers; School bags; Sling bags; Slings for carrying infants; Straps for carryalls; Travelling trunks; Athletic bags; Clutch bags
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Feng, Huan Jun Address   Feng, Huan Jun No. 19, Yancun Group, Jintian Village  Sidu Town, Huichuan District  Zunyi City, Guizhou  CHINA Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   CR-1690-USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BONSALAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970526 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5081980
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Accumulators, electric, for vehicles; Bags adapted for laptops; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cell phone covers; Chargers for electric batteries; Computer keyboards; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Earphones; Global positioning system (GPS); Headphones; Keyboard covers; Loudspeakers; Navigation apparatus for vehicles; Portable media players; Sleeves for laptops; Solar batteries; Stands adapted for mobile phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 05, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mubin Huang Address Mubin Huang B507,Jinhua Pavilion,Longhuajinling Bao'an District Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) F.O.R.C.E. FOCUSING ON REACHING CHILDREN EVERYWHERE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970530 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5081981
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, pre-kindergarten through college mentoring in the fields of self-improvement, inspiration, motivation, self-empowerment, life assessment, personal growth, goal setting, lifestyle strategies; education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Terrell, Quevette Address Terrell, Quevette 11608 Shady Meadow Way Manor TEXAS 78653 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEEASY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EMOUNIT

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

| **Serial Number** | 86970581 |
| **Application Filing Date** | Apr. 11, 2016 |
| **Registration Number** | 5081984 |
| **Registration Date** | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| **Register** | Principal |
| **Mark Type** | Trademark |
| **Date Cancelled** | May 26, 2023 |
| **Publication Date** | Aug. 30, 2016 |

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**  
Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
**Mark Drawing Type**  
4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**  
Gate operators powered by battery, electricity or solar power; Solar batteries; Solar wafers; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries; Cell phone cases; Speaker microphones; Carrying cases specially adapted for pocket calculators and cellphones; Computer carrying cases; Cases for mobile phones; Battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers; Computer cables; Computer bags; Computer cameras; Computer mouse; Earphones; Earphones and headphones; Electric charging cables; External computer hard drives; Computer keyboards; Keyboards; Keyboards for mobile phones; Multifunction keyboards; Tripods for cameras; USB cables; Micro USB cables; Camera cases; Camera filters; Camera flashes; Camera handles; Camera hoods; Camera mounts and supports; Camera shutters; Cell phone straps; Carrying cases for document printers; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for personal digital assistants (PDA); External computer hard drives; Microphones; Telephone and radio lightwave data links; Chargers for batteries; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Computer peripheral devices; Audio cables; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Head-clip cell phone holders; Stands adapted for stereos and audio speakers; Loudspeakers, headphones, microphones and CD players; Sound transmitting apparatus; Personal digital assistants (PDA); MP3 players; Laptops; Notebook and laptop computers; Desktop computers; Cameras; Digital cameras; Disposable cameras; Wireless routers; Network routers; Telephone call routers; LED vehicle traffic signals; Light emitting diode (LED) displays; Light emitting diodes (LEDs)

**International Classes**  
9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**  
21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**  
Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**  
Jul. 14, 2015

**In Commerce**  
Jul. 14, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**  
Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20209
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEA-MAID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970583 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5081986
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wording of "Sea-Maid " in stylized font with a leaf over the letter "a". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Plastic bags for packaging; Plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; Plastic film for wrapping; Plastic wrap; Absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; Bags for microwave cooking; Humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; Packing paper
For Food processors, electric; Electric mixers; Filling machines; Mixing machines; Packing machines; Sealing machines for industrial purposes; Wrapping machines

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN JIUXIANG ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN JIUXIANG ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD., 503, YUFENG BLDG.,6-9 JINHAI RD.,XIAWUPAI, XINSAN VIL., YANTIANSHAN, XIXIANG ST., BAOAN, DISTRICT, SHENZHEN, CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CARROLL, DORITT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MORGANCHE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 86970594
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5081992
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bodices; Coats; Dresses; Leggings; Lingerie; Pyjamas; T-shirts; Togas; Trousers; Underwear
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jun. 16, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 09, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Honghao Che
- **Address**: Honghao Che, 188-102, LANE 2688, HUNAN ROAD, ShangHai, CHINA, 201315
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: REIHNER, DAVID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NEWDOW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970597 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5081993
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized wording "Newdow". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathing trunks; Coats; Dresses; Knit dresses; Overcoats; Pullovers; Shirts; Skirts; Sweaters; T-shirts; Trousers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 20, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Neodow Network Technology Co., Ltd. Address Sichuan Neodow Network Technology Co., Ltd. Southwest Science&Technology University Mianyang Science and Creation Area Sichuan CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney HUSSAIN, TASNEEM
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NSOKING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970621 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5081996
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of THE STYLIZED WORDING OF
"NSOKING" WITH A DESIGNED CROWN ON THE CAPITAL LETTER "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathing suits; Caps; Clothing layettes; Coats; Dresses; Gloves as clothing; Hosiery; Neckties; Raincoats; Scarves; Shoes;
Skirts; Trousers
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sichuan Shiyixingzou Trading Co., Ltd. Address Sichuan Shiyixingzou Trading Co., Ltd. Room 807,
Baowen Building, No.1, Zhanxi Road, Yaohai District, Hefei City CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
TM 17287  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86970638  Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number   5081999
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No  Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of an uneven triangle consisting of three L-shaped designs at different angles creating said triangle.  Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Computer services, namely, designing and implementing web sites for others; Computer software design; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications; Computer website design; Consultancy with regard to webpage design; Custom design and development of computer software and graphic arts; Design and development of computer software; Design, development, and consulting services related thereto in the field of computer software and graphic arts; Graphic design; Graphic design services; Website design and development for others; Website design consultancy  International Classes   42 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services  First Use  Jan. 2011  In Commerce  Jan. 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes  

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Mediaura, Inc.  Address  Mediaura, Inc.  Suite 808  455 South 4th Street  Louisville  KENTUCKY  40202  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   INDIANA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
ALPINE K20-S

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86970672</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 11, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082000</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1074810, 3907875, 3907517

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Fertilizers; Fertilizers for agricultural use
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Apr. 06, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 06, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: NACHURS ALPINE SOLUTIONS, LLC
- **Address**: NACHURS ALPINE SOLUTIONS, LLC
  421 LEADER STREET
  MARION
  OHIO 43302
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country**: DELAWARE

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970678 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082001
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs, hairpieces, and add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ISIS Collections Inc Address ISIS Collections Inc 24 Empire Blvd. Moonachie NEW JERSEY 07074
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSAID, IRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE BALANCING STORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970679 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082002
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce  Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Carrie Panoff DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA the Balancing Stork Composed of  Carrie Panoff, US Citizen Address  Carrie Panoff  65 Rockledge Drive  Suffern  NEW YORK  10901 Legal Entity  SOLE

PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  NOBLE, ANNIE MELISSA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NATTY FAUX LOCS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970688 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082003
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FAUX LOCS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Wigs, hairpieces, and add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ISIS Collections Inc Address ISIS Collections Inc 24 Empire Blvd. Moonachie NEW JERSEY 07074
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSAID, IRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KINGSWIT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970774 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082006
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Contact lenses; Corrective glasses; Eyeglass cases; Eyeglass chains; Eyeglass frames; Pince-nez; Spectacle cases; Spectacle lenses; Sunglasses; Telescopes; Spectacles
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 12, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiqiang Yang Address Yiqiang Yang NO.11 HuanShi Nan Road XianQiao Subdistrict,RongChen District JieYang CHINA 522000 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OMAPURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970782 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082008
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For dietary supplements
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use 2008 In Commerce 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VITORIA BIOSCIENCES LLC Address VITORIA BIOSCIENCES LLC 1223 Wilshire Boulvard, Suite 330 Santa Monica CALIFORNIA 90403 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA
Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CONSCIOUS RIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970824 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082012
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Conscious Ride" in a stylized script in an arc above a cross, with stylized images in each quadrant of the cross, as follows: a heart in the top left quadrant, lettuce in the top right quadrant, barbells in the lower left quadrant, and a person sitting in a lotus position in the lower right quadrant. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing healthy lifestyle and nutrition services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counseling
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 11, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name West, Sean M. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Conscious Ride Composed of Sean West, U.S. Address West, Sean M. 30 E. Glenlake Ave. Roselle ILLINOIS 60172 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 566/812
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE CHURCH OF THE RIVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970888 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082015
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Religious and spiritual services, namely, conducting religious worship, marriage ceremonies, baptismal ceremonies, baby dedications, bereavement ceremonies, and religious counseling
International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services First Use  Jan. 02, 1966 In Commerce  Jan. 02, 1966

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  First Unitarian Church of Memphis Address  First Unitarian Church of Memphis 292 West Virginia Avenue Memphis TENNESSEE 38103 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WELLS, KELLEY L
TM 17296  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86970905  Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number  5082016
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service  Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a circular shaded design consists of two triangles pointing up and an arrow and line pointing down creating the likeness of a tepee with curved lines to the left and right of the tepee creating the likeness of waves. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Retail apparel stores

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Sea + Wander, LLC  Address  Sea + Wander, LLC  6900 Quiet Cove Drive  Carlsbad  CALIFORNIA 92011  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
TM 17297

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUELON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86970908 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082017
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Administration of a consumer loyalty program to promote restaurant services and retail services of others; Customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of the issuance of loyalty rewards cards; Providing incentive award programs for customers and employees through the distribution of prepaid stored value cards for the purpose of promoting and rewarding loyalty; Providing incentive award programs through issuance and processing of loyalty points for purchase of a company's goods and services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Nov. 25, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 25, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Suelon Limited Address Suelon Limited Unit 5 Yawl Business Park, Foxhole Youghal, Co. Cork IRELAND Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized IRELAND

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AMAZIGH FILM FESTIVAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86970992
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082021
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FILM FESTIVAL"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Entertainment services, namely, planning and conducting a series of film festivals
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Dec. 31, 2007
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2008

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Tazzla Institute of Cultural Diversity, Inc.
- **Address**: Tazzla Institute of Cultural Diversity, Inc. 313 Lamer Street Burbank CALIFORNIA 91506
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WILKE, JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PRINT MANAGEMENT IS
SMART MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971030 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082023
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For business management services, namely, strategic goods sourcing for others, procurement services for businesses, namely, purchasing printed materials, electronic/digital print displays, direct mail brochures, flyers, signage, product packaging and online advertising, and related hardware including fixtures to hold printed signs in stores, and software assets associated with marketing print materials and electronic/digital communications; business management assistance services, namely, managing and carrying out tasks necessary for strategic goods sourcing and procurement of printed materials and electronic/digital print displays, direct mail brochures, flyers, signage, product packaging and online advertising

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LSC COMMUNICATIONS US, LLC Address LSC COMMUNICATIONS US, LLC 191 N. WACKER DR. CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60606 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE
Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 000963USTM

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Page 1, line 1, "RESOURCE" should be deleted, and RESOURCES should be inserted. In the statement, Page 1, line 1, "ILLINOIS" should be deleted, and CONNECTICUT should be inserted.
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86971063 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082026
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Automobile appraisal; Providing information on vehicles for sale via a global communications network, namely, vehicle valuations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Low Book Sales, Inc. Address  Low Book Sales, Inc. 3371 South State Street Salt Lake City UTAH 84115 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  UTAH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  LowBook66

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DOMBROW, COLLEEN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLIGHT CLUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971071 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082027
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of "Flight Club" text with a semi star in between "Flight" and "Club". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring racing drone parts and custom racing drones; Retail store services featuring racing drone parts and custom racing drones
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Feb. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tseng Enterprises LLC Address Tseng Enterprises LLC 1005 Apache Lake Dr Carrollton TEXAS 75010 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
TM 17302    TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE    JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UPTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971085  Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number 5082028
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Registrar Principal  Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "upTy". The "up" is in front of the "T" on the "T" and "T" is one with the "y" to make "upTy". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic ankle braces for medical use
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Jun. 01, 2015  In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Swallow Inc  Address Swallow Inc  504 & 506 Hackney Avenue  Washington  NORTH CAROLINA 27889  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RULE THE POOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971142 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082029
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tote bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Nov. 04, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 31, 2016
For Pants; Shirts; T-shirts; Tank tops; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SWIM LIFE, INC. Address SWIM LIFE, INC. 251 Gordon Street Sanford FLORIDA 32771 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 15890-005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ANTHONY GUCCIARDI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86971219 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number   5082033
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register    Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Anthony Gucciardi", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about self empowerment, health, and well being accessible by means of print, radio, digital, and online media; Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program about self empowerment, health, and well being accessible by radio, television, satellite, audio, video and computer networks; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational speaking services in the field of self empowerment, health, and well being
International Classes   41 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use   Jan. 08, 1992 In Commerce  Dec. 19, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Anthony Gucciardi Creative, LLC Address  Anthony Gucciardi Creative, LLC  101 Colorado St.  Austin TEXAS  78701 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DUBIN, DAVID I
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LESS IS LESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971261 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082035
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts; Bikinis; Dresses; Headwear; Jackets; Pants; Sandals and beach shoes; Shirts; Shoes; Shorts; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; Swim suits; Underwear; T-shirts

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jason Patton Address Jason Patton 19919 Alburtis Avenue Lakewood CALIFORNIA 90715 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number EHPG.003T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN LACE BOUTIQUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971263 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082036
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BOUTIQUE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring clothing, jewelry, hats and gift items

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Harper, Jennifer Address Harper, Jennifer 2085 Hamilton Creek Parkway Ste. 126 Dacula GEORGIA 30019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES
Owner Name Cousineau, Tracy Address Cousineau, Tracy 2085 Hamilton Creek Parkway Ste. 126 Dacula GEORGIA 30019 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ULRICH, NANCY G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PARTY IN THE PARK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86971276 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082037
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Charitable fund raising services; charitable fund raising services by means of entertainment events and recreational sporting events; accepting and administering monetary charitable contributions
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial First Use  Feb. 28, 2015 In Commerce  Feb. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Huntsville Hospital Foundation, Inc. Address  The Huntsville Hospital Foundation, Inc. 101 Sivley Road Huntsville ALABAMA 35801 Legal Entity  non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  00H324301005

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  DELGIZZI, RONALD ERNES
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
BETTER WIFE BETTER LIFE

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86971318</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
<td>5082039</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Educational services, namely, providing educational speakers in the field of marriage, family, and relationship; Professional coaching services in the field of marriage, family, and relationship
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Oct. 10, 2010
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 10, 2010

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: Toy Banks International
- **Address**: Toy Banks International 23565 Oliver Court Southfield MICHIGAN 48033
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MICHIGAN

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLYLIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971320  Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number 5082040
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Containers for transport, not of metal; Non-metal pallets

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Praxis Composites, LLC  Address Praxis Composites, LLC  444 Schlatter Drive  Wright Patterson AFB OHIO 45433 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** G G G

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86971328
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082041
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of "G G G" stylized in different angles within an image of a gear.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Graphic design; Graphic design services; Graphic arts designing; Website design and development for others; Website design consultancy; Homepage and webpage design
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services
- **First Use**: 2005
- **In Commerce**: 2005

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: GGG Cut Masters, Inc.
- **Address**: GGG Cut Masters, Inc. 12909 Liberty Ave. South Richmond Hill NEW YORK 11419
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 3304

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE RISO, LOKSYE GEORG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SLICE OUT HUNGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971331 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082042
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising services, by means of organizing and conducting fundraising food tasting events
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Slice Out Hunger, Inc. Address Slice Out Hunger, Inc. 244 Fifth Avenue, S-260 New York NEW YORK 10001 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YOUNG, THOMAS PAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLOTHEMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971358 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082044
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Designing websites for others; Designing and developing websites in the field of photography for others; Website design and development for others; Website design consultancy; Computer website design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Oct. 01, 2013 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PIXIESET MEDIA INC. Address PIXIESET MEDIA INC. 201 - 440 CAMBIE STREET VANCOUVER, BC CANADA V6B 2N5 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  CONNECTING HEARTS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86971406</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
<td>5082046</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing voice chat services; Streaming of audio material on the Internet; Streaming of video material on the Internet
- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
- **First Use**: Jun. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Malec, Elaine
- **Address**: Malec, Elaine, 195 Crowe Ave., Mars, PENNSYLVANIA, 16046
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL, UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: SONNEBORN, TRICIA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** TWIGS & TWIRLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86971427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: On-line retail store services featuring party supplies and decorations
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Jul. 29, 2013
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 24, 2013

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Twigs And Twirls LLC
- **Address**: Twigs And Twirls LLC 14733 SW 79th Ave Tigard OREGON 97224
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OREGON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LAS CAZUELITAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971437 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082050
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "LAS CAZUELITAS" in the mark is "The dishes".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing of food and drink via a mobile truck International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MARISCOS LAS CAZUELITAS Composed of Isela Cortez - USA Address MARISCOS LAS CAZUELITAS 127 PRICE ST BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIA 93307 Legal Entity SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HWANG, JOHN C B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SEND NUDES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86971448</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
<td>5082051</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Entertainment services in the nature of hosting social entertainment events
- **International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment
- **First Use** Mar. 04, 2016
- **In Commerce** Mar. 04, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name** Zachary Andrew Igra
- **Address** 6727 N. Drake, Lincolnwood, ILLINOIS 60712
- **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney** HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DARKAERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86971464 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082052
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Custom manufacture of aircraft, experimental aircraft and aircraft parts
International Classes   40 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Material Treatment First Use   Aug. 01, 2014 In Commerce   Aug. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   DarkAero, Inc Address   DarkAero, Inc #2 4007 Monona Drive Monona WISCONSIN 53716 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   WISCONSIN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HONGFA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971496  Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number 5082054
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized English letters "Hongfa".  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy boxes; Carpet sweepers; Cleaning brushes for household use; Combs; Cosmetic brushes; Dishwashing brushes; Glass bowls; Hair brushes; Make-up brushes; Napkin dispensers for household use; Napkin holders and napkin rings not of precious metal; Paper cups; Rails and rings for towels; Shoe brushes; Soap brackets; Soap holders; Sponges for household purposes; Thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; Toilet brushes; Toilet tissue holders; Tooth brushes; Toothpicks; Trash cans; Trash containers for household use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name JIANLING GUO  Address JIANLING GUO 603, CHANGSHENG GARDEN NO.40 CHUANGYE 1 ROAD, BAOAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN,GUANGDONG CHINA  Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105T000081US

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971547 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082056
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a cartoon character in the form of rectangle representing paper currency; the cartoon character has arms with hands, legs with feet, eyes, eyebrows, and a mouth. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Installation of doors and windows; Installing siding; Roofing services International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Feb. 2016 In Commerce Feb. 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brandywine Exteriors Corp. Address Brandywine Exteriors Corp. 2004 Foulk Rd, Suite #5 Wilmington DELAWARE 19810 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWELL, LINDA A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86971578</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
<td>5082057</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of a five-pointed star surrounded by five dots, one positioned near each of the five concave vertices of the star; also looks like five people with outstretched arms (dots as heads and star segments as arms) composing a five-pointed star.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Computer and video game programs; computer and video game software; computer and video game programs that can be played on mobile devices such as tablet computers and mobile phones; computer and video game programs that can be downloaded from the Internet; computer software for learning mathematics, languages, phonics, spelling, geometry, science, nature, social studies, art, currencies; computer software for learning hand-eye coordination, timing, accuracy; virtual reality computer software simulating real world activities, namely, for learning mathematics, languages, phonics, spelling, geometry, science, nature, social studies, art, currencies, learning hand-eye coordination, timing, and accuracy; downloadable audio files featuring prerecorded music; computer software for teacher and student reporting behavior tracking analytics, awarding behavior, and sharing of progress |
| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
| First Use | Aug. 06, 2015 | In Commerce | Aug. 06, 2015 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Exploriverse LLC |
| Address | Exploriverse LLC Apt. 302 8801 Latrec Ave. Orlando FLORIDA 32819 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | CLARK, ROBERT C |

20248
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86971603</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 11, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082058</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Real estate brokerage; Real estate service, namely, rental property management
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **First Use In Commerce**: Oct. 04, 2010

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: KOTIS, LLC
- **Address**: KOTIS, LLC 4711 44th Ave. SW, Ste. C Seattle WASHINGTON 98116
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: TOOLEY, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOODTRYST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971626 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082059
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring food products and cooking
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2014 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jill Meyer Photography LLC Address Jill Meyer Photography LLC Apt 22L 235 W 48th St New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TRIPI, CYNTHIA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) STAY INDIE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971634 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082060
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hotel accommodation services; Hotel services International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Apr. 28, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Whitney Peak Hotel LLC Address Whitney Peak Hotel LLC 540 W. Madison St., Suite 2500 Chicago ILLINOIS 60661 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORNWELL, ANDREA B
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NOVACREA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86971648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, business organization, marketing and customer analysis; Business management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects; Conducting business research and surveys; Design of business surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** NOVACREA, LLC **Address** NOVACREA, LLC  208 41st Street  Sacramento  CALIFORNIA  95819

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** NovacreaTM

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CRASH IN THE RAIN ARE YOU IN PAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971695 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082062
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing customized legal information, counseling, and advice, and litigation services in the field of PERSONAL INJURY
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Apr. 11, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Michael Lee Address Michael Lee Suite 100 1820 E. Sahara Avenue Las Vegas NEVADA 89104
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KEAN, AMY C
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CATHEXIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86971708 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082063
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 09, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 10, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gregory F. Peters DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Cathexis Publishing Address  Gregory F. Peters  1725 Industrial Ave. Cumberland WISCONSIN  54829 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  WHITTAKER BROWN, TRACY
TM 17327 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) E

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971718 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082064
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "E" encircled. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and promotion services and related consulting; Advertising and marketing consultancy; Advertising services; Brand concept and brand development services for corporate and individual clients; Digital advertising services; Marketing consulting; Marketing research; Promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing advertising on the Internet; Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; Advertising services, namely, creating corporate and brand identity for others; Marketing services, namely, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2014 In Commerce 2014
For Designing websites for advertising purposes; Designing websites for others; Website design and development for others; Website design consultancy
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use 2014 In Commerce 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Epicosity, LLC Address Epicosity, LLC 300 N. Main Ave. Sioux Falls SOUTH DAKOTA 57104
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH DAKOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 12391-44771

20255
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BRODY, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SUPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971780 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082067
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for messaging and sending pictures to people
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rise Applications Inc. Address Rise Applications Inc. 1611 Borel Place, Suite 2 San Mateo CALIFORNIA 94402 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 095953-0012

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, AMY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  E U

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 86971782 | Application Filing Date | Apr. 11, 2016 | Registration Number | 5082068 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Trademark Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark | The mark consists of The mark consists of an "E" set inside a "U" in stylized form. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Socks; Under garments |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Lisa Tolbert | Address | Lisa Tolbert | 704 Tahoe Court | Fairfield | CALIFORNIA | 94534 | Legal Entity |
| INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 17-35721 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SIMPLY A BETTER BURGER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86971783</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Restaurant services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>43 - Primary Classes 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hotel and restaurant services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 14, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes                                                                                                              |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>BGR Franchising, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>BGR Franchising, LLC 19309 Winmeade Drive, # 333 Leesburg VIRGINIA 20176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td>VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | BGR                                                                                                              |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | HESIK, APRIL ANNE                                                                                                  |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DEFINE YOUR WEALTH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971787 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082070
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Estate planning; Financial consultation; Financial planning; Insurance consulting in the field of life, health, long term care, disability income insurance; Investment advisory services; Financial services, namely, wealth management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lobscouser II, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Aquilant Address Lobscouser II, LLC Suite 440 555 Maryville University Dr St Louis MISSOURI 63141 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KON, ELISSA GARBER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MY SWEET VIOLET

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971788 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082071
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line retail store services featuring pet accessories, jewelry, t-shirts, bags, stationery and gift items; Retail store services featuring pet accessories, jewelry, t-shirts, bags, stationery and gift items
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 04, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 04, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name My Sweet Violet, LLC Address My Sweet Violet, LLC 5042 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 330 Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POSITIVE SURROGACY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971795 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082072
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SURROGACY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maternal surrogacy services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Mar. 11, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 11, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hendricks, Bernadette Address Hendricks, Bernadette 9256 Todos Santos Drive Santee CALIFORNIA 92071 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BECOMING INDEPENDENT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86971818
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082074
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events
  - **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
  - **First Use**: Jan. 31, 1980
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 1980

- **For**: Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops and field trips for persons with developmental, physical and intellectual disabilities in the field of personal productivity; Vocational guidance and training for persons with developmental, physical and intellectual disabilities; Charitable services, namely, providing training in the field of life preparedness
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
  - **First Use**: Jan. 31, 1980
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 1980

- **For**: Charitable services, namely, providing transportation to the elderly or disabled persons
  - **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 105
  - **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
  - **First Use**: Jan. 31, 1980
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 31, 1980

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Becoming Independent
- **Address**: Becoming Independent 1425 Corporate Center Parkway Santa Rosa CALIFORNIA 95407
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
TM 17335 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TEAZODI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86971838 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number   5082075
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Tea caddies; Tea infusers; Tea strainers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Taylor, April S Address  Taylor, April S  2197 Lake Park Dr SE Apt T  Smyrna  GEORGIA  30080
Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AWRICH, ELLEN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOLOPOINT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86971863 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5082076
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Downloadable computer game programs
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Mar. 23, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Alzan Studios LLC Address  Alzan Studios LLC  804 Riverbend Blvd.  Longwood  FLORIDA  32779
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  HODEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86971866  Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number  5082077
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording as "HODEE" and pictographic car graphics.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "HODEE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Bicycle kickstands; Brake linings for vehicles; Brake pads for automobiles; Bumpers for automobiles; Hoods for vehicles; Rearview mirrors; Shock absorbers for automobiles; Spoilers for vehicles; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers; Windscreen wipers
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles
First Use  Apr. 01, 2016  In Commerce  Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wenzhou Hai Di International Trade Co., Ltd  Address  Wenzhou Hai Di International Trade Co., Ltd No.118 of Longrui Avenue, Haicheng Sub-Dist., Longwan Dist., Wenzhou, Zhejiang, CHINA  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COLLIER, DAVID E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CUTEELK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971880 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082080
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Backpacks; Bags for sports; Briefcases; Canes; Credit card cases; Handbags; Imitation leather; Key cases; Leather laces; Leather leads; Leather shopping bags; Pelts; Purses; Sling bags for carrying infants; Suitcases; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks; Trunks; Umbrellas and parasols; Umbrellas and their parts
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Longgang Fanxi Leather Co., Ltd. Address No. 2001 Longgang Avenue, Central Pingdi Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA
Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)
State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CR-1692-USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86971886
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 11, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082081
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Mark Literal(s)**: PURITON
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property**: A0080219/1438429 International Registration Number 1438429

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dietary food supplements; Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplemental drinks; Dietary supplements; Liquid nutritional supplement; Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders
  - **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
  - **First Use**: Jan. 30, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2016
- **For**: Cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; Cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; Cosmetics; Hair shampoo
  - **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
  - **First Use**: Jan. 30, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2016
- **For**: Lipids used in the manufacture of cosmetics, beverages, food products and food supplements
  - **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Chemicals
  - **First Use**: Jan. 30, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Jan. 30, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CUTEELK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971891 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082082
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Beachwear; Belts; Bottoms for babies, adults, children, women, men; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Caps; Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; Down suits; Dresses; Footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Gloves; Neckwear; Rain wear; Socks; Suits; Swimwear; Tops; Underclothing; Wedding dresses
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Longgang Fanxi Leather Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Longgang Fanxi Leather Co., Ltd. No. 2001 Longgang Avenue, Central Pingdi Street, Longgang District Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CR-1693-USTM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PLUSUY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86971917 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5082084 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording Plusuy has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cables, electric; Camcorders; Camera hardware systems for IP (Internet protocol) video surveillance; Cell phone covers; Data synchronization cables; Electronic animal confinement unit comprising transmitters, electrical transformers, wires, and receiver collars; Inverters; IP (Internet protocol) cameras; IP (Internet protocol) speed dome cameras; Network cards; Network routers; Portable media players; Power adapters; Audio-video receivers; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Set-top boxes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 06, 2015 In Commerce Dec. 06, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen XINDUO Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen XINDUO Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. 1306,Bldg 85,Minle old Village Minzhi Street, Longhua New Dist., Shenzhen,Guangdong, CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COLLIER, DAVID E
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 86971922  Application Filing Date: Apr. 11, 2016  Registration Number: 5082085
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For: Decals; decorative decals for vehicle windows; magnetic decals; 3D decals for use on any surface; stickers; magnetic bumper stickers; decorative vehicle decals

Basis Information

Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Coastal Flops, Inc.  Address: Coastal Flops, Inc.  3935 Parker Street  Kitty Hawk  NORTH CAROLINA 27949  Legal Entity: CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized: NORTH CAROLINA

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: CAPSHAW, DANIEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WILDSURFER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972013 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082091
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bathing caps; Bathing trunks; Children's cloth eating bibs; Coats; Hosiery; Scarfs; Shirts; Ski gloves; Sports shoes; Swimsuits; T-shirts; Trousers; T-shirts; Under garments

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Henan Zong Zhi Teng Commercial and Trading Co.,Ltd. Address Henan Zong Zhi Teng Commercial and Trading Co.,Ltd. Room 803A,NO.28,Zhengzhong Xinshijie Baisha Town,Zhengdong New District Zhengzhou CHINA 451464 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPARACINO, MARK V
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEIMLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972036 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082093
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "Beimly" in stylized letters.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls, artificial vaginas; Constriction rings for use in maintaining penile rigidity in men with erectile dysfunction; Love dolls
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LI, QIANKUN Address LI, QIANKUN GROUP 5, GUOJIAHE VILLAGE, GUOJIAHE TOWNSHIP XIN COUNTY, HENAN CHINA 465550 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized wording &quot;CROSS LANDY&quot; and a picture looks like a big letter &quot;C&quot; above &quot;CROSS LANDY&quot;.</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Alpenstocks; Animal skins; Backpacks; Bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; Handbags; Leather laces; Name card cases; School bags; Suitcases; Travelling bags; Umbrellas; Wallets; Wallets made of leather or other materials; Clothing for pets; Trunks and suitcases |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 | International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Aug. 01, 2015 | In Commerce | Sep. 05, 2015 |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | Guangzhou Xita E-commerce Co., Ltd. |
| Address | Guangzhou Xita E-commerce Co., Ltd. Room.701, 7/F, West 91, Shiling Rd. Shiling town, Huadu Dist. Guangzhou, Guangdong |
| Legal Entity | CHINA limited company (ltd.) |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | DUBRAY, KATHERINE M |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PORTACAMP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86972128</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
<td>5082097</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For:** Collapsible camping chairs
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title:** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **First Use** in Commerce: Dec. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use:** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name:** SOLFAM International, Inc.
- **Address:** Suite 260 100 S. Spring Ave, Sioux Falls, SOUTH DAKOTA 57104
- **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney:** ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PASTA YOUR WAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972138  Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016  Registration Number 5082098
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "PASTA"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant and catering services; Take-out restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Pastalini Co.  Address Pastalini Co. 7190 Miramar Road  San Diego  CALIFORNIA  92121  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
TM 17348  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  ABSOLUTE CONCLUSIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86972140  Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016  Registration Number  5082099
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Estate planning; Financial planning; Financial planning and investment advisory services
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use  Oct. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Absolute Conclusions  Address  3 Cindy Ct  Millstone Twp  NEW JERSEY  08510
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FITRIBE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972151 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082100
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer application software for mobile phones and electronic devices, namely, software for uploading, posting and sharing videos and other information concerning health and physical fitness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 29, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FITRIBE Inc. Address FITRIBE Inc. #407 1236 N Flores Ste West Hollywood CALIFORNIA 90069
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FERENYI

Case Identifiers
- Serial Number: 86972170
- Application Filing Date: Apr. 12, 2016
- Registration Number: 5082101
- Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
- Register: Principal
- Mark Type: Trademark
- Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
- Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
- For: Clothing for babies, toddlers and children, treated with fire and heat retardants, namely, pajamas, jackets, shirts, pants, jumpers; Baby layettes for clothing; Bottoms for Children; Clothing layettes; Tops for Children
- International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes
- US Classes: 22, 39
- International Class Title: Clothing
- First Use: Jan. 01, 2012
- In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2012

Basis Information
- Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
- Owner Name: Yuan Yuan
- Address: Yuan Yuan Gonghegongyelu 1hao 6lou, Gushushequ, Hongwan? Foshan CHINA 528000
- Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL
- Citizenship: CHINA

Examinee Attorney
- Examining Attorney: IM, JEAN H
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
YMLI

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86972206 |
| Application Filing Date | Apr. 12, 2016 |
| Registration Number | 5082105 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

## MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Development and issuance of financial instruments, namely, exchange traded funds and exchange traded notes |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| First Use | Feb. 12, 2013 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 12, 2013 |

## BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Van Eck Associates Corporation |
| Address | Van Eck Associates Corporation |
| | 666 Third Avenue, 9th Floor |
| | New York, NEW YORK 10017 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

## ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 013148-0151 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | EULIN, INGRID C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) JWAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972212 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082106
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Board games; Children's educational games for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting skills; Novelty toy items in the nature of interactive childrens board games

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Curtis, Juliana Address Curtis, Juliana 80 Harrogatge Square Williamsville NEW YORK 14221 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YMLP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972214 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082107
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Development and issuance of financial instruments, namely, exchange traded funds and exchange traded notes
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Van Eck Associates Corporation Address Van Eck Associates Corporation 666 Third Avenue, 9th Floor New York NEW YORK 10017 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 013148-0152

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TOPNEW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86972235  Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016  Registration Number  5082108
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ceiling lights; Diving lights; Headlights for automobiles; Lamp whose light can be turned in all directions; Lamps; Light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; Lighting apparatus for vehicles; Lighting apparatus, namely, lighting installations; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; Theatrical stage lighting apparatus
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
First Use  May 22, 2015  In Commerce  Sep. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Furuixin E-Business Co.Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Furuixin E-Business Co.Ltd.  Room 201  Block A,No.1,Qianwan Road 1,Nanshan  Shenzhen  CHINA  518000  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HAIR IS ART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972258 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082109
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For hair salon services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 01, 2004 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LANDIS, LLC Address LANDIS, LLC 551 SAVANNAH HWY CHARLESTON SOUTH CAROLINA 29407 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH CAROLINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number POW-1-TM

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, DONALD OLVIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) NUSCRUBS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972308 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082113
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical wearing apparel, namely, scrub pants; Medical wearing apparel, namely, scrub tops
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Aug. 2010 In Commerce Aug. 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name 1999 ROE FAMILY TRUST Composed of ROE, DONALD E.INDIVIDUALUNITED STATESROE, JANE E.INDIVIDUALUNITED STATES Address 1999 ROE FAMILY TRUST 9840 PROSPECT AVE. Santee CALIFORNIA 92071 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 05529

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
TM 17357 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DFCON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972430 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082116
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting educational conferences featuring didactic talks, panel discussions, question and answer sessions, specialty symposia and workshops for professional healthcare providers and specialists working to diagnose and manage the diabetic foot in the field of diagnostic and interventional strategies for diabetic foot ulcers and amputation prevention
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2002 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2002

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SALSATechnologies, LLC Address SALSATechnologies, LLC 4729 East Sunrise Dr. #223 Tucson ARIZONA 85718 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ARIZONA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TURNING SCREEN TIME INTO GREEN TIME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972435 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082117
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Public advocacy to promote awareness of natural resource conservation and ecological, educational and recreational programs
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 01, 2014 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Illinois Conservation Foundation Address Illinois Conservation Foundation One Natural Resources Way Springfield ILLINOIS 62702 Legal Entity charitable, non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WHITTAKER BROWN, TRACY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  FOCUS IQ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86972440  Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016  Registration Number  5082118
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  dietary supplements
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Nov. 02, 2015  In Commerce  Nov. 02, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Kingfisher Media, LLC  Address  Kingfisher Media, LLC  317 West 6160 South  Murray  UTAH  84107
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YAO, GRETTA
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)

DARLA

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

- **Serial Number**: 86972443  
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2016  
- **Registration Number**: 5082119  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Live performances by a musical group  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: Aug. 27, 2013  
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 10, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Darla LLC  
- **Address**: Darla LLC 431 W WALNUT LANE Philadelphia PENNSYLVANIA 19144  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: PENNSYLVANIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MARSCOOL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number** 86972514
- **Application Filing Date** Apr. 12, 2016
- **Registration Number** 5082121
- **Registration Date** Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Trademark
- **Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** No
- **Mark Drawing Type** 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Description of the Mark** The mark consists of the stylized word: "marscool". **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Translation** The wording "marscool" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses; Cases for spectacles and sunglasses; Chains for spectacles and for sunglasses; Eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; Floatable sunglasses; Frames for spectacles and sunglasses; Lenses for sunglasses; Nose guards which can be worn by attachment to eyewear such as sunglasses and ski goggles; Spectacles and sunglasses; Sunglasses; Sunglasses and spectacles
- **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** May 05, 2014
- **In Commerce** May 05, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name** Feng Cui
- **Address** Feng Cui HePingQu, WanJinHePingLi 4# 20-5 ShenYang, LiaoNing CHINA
- **Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship** CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney** BELLO, ZACHARY R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BESREA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86972571 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number  5082123
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Besrea" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Curling pins; Decorative cords; False moustaches; Hair coloring caps; Hair curl papers; Hair curlers, other than hand implements; Hair bands; Hair extensions; Hair grips; Hair ornaments; Hair rods; Hair slides; Hair weaves; Braids; False beards; Toupees; Wigs, hairpieces, and add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair; Wigs, hairpieces, and add-in and add-on hair accessories constructed primarily of synthetic and/or human hair
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods
First Use  May 08, 2014 In Commerce  May 08, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  QingDao BaiNuo Hair Products Co., Ltd Address  QingDao BaiNuo Hair Products Co., Ltd LiCangQu, JinShuiLu 183# 1#Lou-2-804 QingDao, ShanDong CHINA Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HOLTZ, ALLISON A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FINDUR

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86972577
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082124
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: computer software, namely, integrated management software for processing and reporting data, in the fields of finance, energy and commodities
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use** in Commerce: Dec. 31, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 31, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: OpenLink Financial LLC
- **Address**: OpenLink Financial LLC 1502 RXR Plaza, 15th Floor, West Tower Uniondale NEW YORK 11556
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 668506003000
- **Examining Attorney**: HOLTZ, ALLISON A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LOVE WITH CONFIDENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972681 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082127
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, footwear and wearing apparel for children, toddlers and infants, namely, hats, caps, t-shirts, tops, shoes, robes, sleepwear, baby bibs not of papers, infant one-piece garments, underwear, socks, sneakers, flip flops, slippers, gloves, mittens, winter hats, scarves, swimwear, bathing suits, beachwear, belts, suspenders, sweaters, dresses, hosiery, infant wear, jackets, pajamas, pants, overalls, jumpers, sweat pants, sweat shirts, shirts, sport shirts, sweatshirts, shorts, sleepers, tank tops, tights, vests, jerseys, night shirts, night gowns, head bands, wrist bands, skirts, coats, leotards, leggings, leg warmers, panty hose, sandals, snowsuits and rainwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Nov. 15, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Rosie Pope Maternity, LLC Address Rosie Pope Maternity, LLC 55 Warren Street 5 New York NEW YORK 10007 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHISOLM, KEVON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LEANFLIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972717 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082128
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of "LEANFLIX" in all capitalized block letters. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Lining and Stippling Statement The stippling is for shading purposes only.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line business training videos
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 15, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Greater Boston Manufacturing Partnership Address Greater Boston Manufacturing Partnership #102 60 Austin Street Newton MASSACHUSETTS 02460 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized MASSACHUSETTS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HSU, FONG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLAVOR WRAPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86972860 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082130
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rawhide chews for dogs
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name WPP ACQUISITION, LLC Address WPP ACQUISITION, LLC 666 FIFTH AVENUE, 27TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10103 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 112595

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REAMS, CHRISTOPHER THO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RKMD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86972883 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number  5082131
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic skin care services; Dermatology services; Laser and intense pulse light skin enhancement procedures; Laser skin rejuvenation services; Laser skin tightening services; Medical screening; Medical services in the field of dermatology; Medical skin care services; Non-invasive cosmetic medical procedures; Providing laser therapy for treating medical conditions; Providing medical advice in the field of dermatology; Skin treatment, namely, the injection of dermal fillers to reduce the appearance of facial fine lines

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use 2014 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HAIRSANITY LLC Address HAIRSANITY LLC 200 S. BRIDGE STREET ELKTON MARYLAND 21921 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0621043

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DYER, ERIN ZASKODA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) A TABLE APART

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973018 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082136
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2008 In Commerce Oct. 28, 2008

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Poisson Cru Corp Address Poisson Cru Corp 24131 Red Robin Dr Bonita Springs FLORIDA 34135
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PHAM, LANA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IDMRISK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973024 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082138
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing real-time fraud detection services for electronic funds transactions via a computer network
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Apr. 02, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 02, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name IDENTITYMIND GLOBAL, INC. Address IDENTITYMIND GLOBAL, INC. 645 HIGH STREET PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA 94301 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 55025-226967

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** HYDRO PUMP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86973050
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082139
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Dietary supplements
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 12, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 20, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: NUTRAKEY, LLC
- **Address**: NUTRAKEY, LLC 975 Bennett Drive Longwood FLORIDA 32750
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 15255-018
- **Examining Attorney**: LAMONT, MIAH ROSENBERG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IDMPAY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86973131 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number  5082141
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing on-line payment and electronic funds transactions for others via a computer network
International Classes   36 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
First Use   Sep. 20, 2014 In Commerce   Sep. 20, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  IDENTITYMIND GLOBAL, INC. Address  IDENTITYMIND GLOBAL, INC.  645 HIGH STREET PALO ALTO  CALIFORNIA  94301 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  55025-226966

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BUTLER, MIDGE FAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HOMKM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973159 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082143
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of Stylized "HOMKM". Color Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "HOMKM" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Audio-receivers and video-receivers; Cameras; Cases for smartphones; Computer keyboards; Computer memory devices; Electric navigational instruments; Electric and electronic video surveillance installations; Headphones; Portable media players; Smartglasses; Transparency projection apparatus; Video recorders; Wearable activity trackers
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 07, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Hong Ren Ke Industrial Co., Ltd. Address Shenzhen Hong Ren Ke Industrial Co., Ltd. rm 1201WenJin Plaza WenSheng Center 1010 WenJin N. Rd CuiZhu St. LuoHu Dist SHENZHEN CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROTECTING THINGS THAT MATTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973218 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082146
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Personal protective gear for athletic use, namely, knee pads, elbow pads and helmet pads for athletic use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKYDEX Technologies, Inc. Address SKYDEX Technologies, Inc. 12508 E. Briarwood Ave., #1-F Centennial COLORADO 80121 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized COLORADO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALVAREZ, COURTNEY M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PROTECTING THINGS THAT MATTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973238 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082148
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manufacturing services in the field of products providing impact mitigation, vibration dampening and cushioning solutions for others in the field of plastics
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use Oct. 01, 2003 In Commerce Oct. 01, 2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SKYDEX Technologies, Inc. Address SKYDEX Technologies, Inc. 12508 E. Briarwood Ave., #1-F Centennial COLORADO 80112 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALVAREZ, COURTNEY M
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE WHITE DRESS PROJECT

Serial Number 86973245 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082149
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

For Providing information in the fields of health and wellness
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Apr. 29, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2014

First Use Apr. 29, 2014 In Commerce Apr. 29, 2014

Owner Name The White Dress Project, Inc. Address The White Dress Project, Inc. 1075 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 3650 Atlanta GEORGIA 30309

Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

Examining Attorney CAHILL, CLARE GALLAGHE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FUSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86973251 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number  5082150
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "FUSION" in lower case letters, the "f" extends below the other letters and the "i" is smaller; to the upper right of the "n" appears an image with three sequentially larger ovals vertically stacked above and overlapping with a tear drop shape. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Visual merchandising products, namely, display units, display shelves, display racks, metal and wood display stands; mannequins and parts and fittings for mannequins; display forms, namely, a model of the human figure or part of it used for displaying clothes; commercial displays, namely, display cases
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use  Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1986
For  Retail store and online retail store services featuring mannequins, costume display stands, cabinets for display purposes, display racks, display stands, display units, sales and display counters; rental of mannequins, costume display stands, cabinets for display purposes, display racks, display stands, display units, sales and display counters
For  Custom fabrication and production of mannequins and busts for fashion designers and retailers; fabrication and production of ready-made mannequins and busts for fashion designers and retailers; custom fabrication of mannequins
International Classes  40 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Material Treatment First Use  Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce  Dec. 31, 1986
For Design, development, and consulting services related thereto in the field of mannequins and busts for fashion designers and retailers

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Dec. 31, 1986 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NOA Brands America, Inc. Address NOA Brands America, Inc. 1460 Overlook Dr. Lafayette Colorado 80026 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 92593.020022

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OLANDRIA, WARREN L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZIVID

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973325 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082155
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line advertising and marketing services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Edward S. Emerson Sr. Address Edward S. Emerson Sr. 39505 Tudor Drive Willoughby OHIO 44094
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ERVIN, INGA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EDUSYNCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86973337 Application Filing Date  Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number  5082156
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a four sided star surrounded by checkmarks on each side and the word "EduSynch" featured adjacent to the star. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing educational assessment services
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  May 01, 2013 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2015

For  Educational software featuring instruction in assessments; Children's educational software
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  May 01, 2013 In Commerce  Mar. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Dokimi Inc Address  Dokimi Inc 230 East 73 Street Apt. 8C New York NEW YORK 10021 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  PARK, JENNY K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SEAORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973391 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082157
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SEAORY" in stylized letters; the top of the "S" curves above the rest of the word. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Document printers for use with computers; Data processing apparatus; Computer peripheral devices; Computer operating programs, recorded; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Interfaces for computers; Blank magnetic data carriers; Magnetic encoders; Downloadable computer software for word processing; Smart card readers; Blank integrated circuit cards; blank smart cards; Encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; Automated teller machines (ATM); Automatic advertising machines, namely, electronic notice boards; Electronic and electrical apparatus, namely, ticket issuing, reading and recording machines; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Nov. 20, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 20, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN SEAORY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD Address SHENZHEN SEAORY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD Xinan 3rd Road No.88, 28th Area Baoan Room No. 601, Deguanting Business Center District, Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRODY, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEMINAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973478 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082160
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Religious and spiritual services, namely, providing gatherings and retreats to develop and enhance the spiritual lives of individuals
International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services First Use Feb. 1986 In Commerce Feb. 1986

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Feminar Address Feminar P.O. Box 1427 Hallsville TEXAS 75650 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 86973497
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 12, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082161
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Mark Literal(s)**: THE HANGER
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Related Properties Information
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 4776419

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring clothing
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2006
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2006

### Basis Information
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information
- **Owner Name**: EUN M LIN, INC.
- **Address**: EUN M LIN, INC. 1100 S. SAN PEDRO ST. #C-11 LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90015
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### Examining Attorney
- **Examining Attorney**: KHOURI, SANI PHILIPPE
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
HANGRY NATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>86973509</td>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082163</td>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td><strong>DateCancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

For restaurant and catering services

- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use**: Apr. 12, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 12, 2016

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Hangry Nation
- **Address**: Hangry Nation 7046 Coventry Glenn Rd Las Vegas NEVADA 89148
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEVADA

### Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney**: AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNIQUE2CHIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973512 Application Filing Date Apr. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5082164
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Photography; Photography services; Rental of portable photography and/or videography booths for taking of pictures and videos
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 16, 2012 In Commerce Nov. 16, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unique2Chic LLC Address Unique2Chic LLC 235 Cool Springs Blvd Knoxville TENNESSEE 37934
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AIKENS, RONALD E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** LNCO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86973712</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 13, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082168</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Nov. 15, 2016</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the stylized letters &quot;LnCO&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Accumulator boxes; Accumulator jars; Anode batteries; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery boxes; Capacitors; Carbon nano tubes, namely, tubular carbon molecules used in extremely small scale electronic and mechanical applications; Chargers for electric batteries; Condensers; Electric accumulators; Electric accumulators for vehicles; Electric batteries; High tension batteries; Nano tubes, namely, tubular carbon molecules used in extremely small scale electronic and mechanical applications; Rechargeable electric batteries; Renewable battery system to provide backup power; Solar-powered rechargeable batteries

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use**: Jul. 28, 2015

**In Commerce**: Dec. 26, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Microvast Power Systems Co., Ltd.

**Address**: Microvast Power Systems Co., Ltd. No. 2198, Hongfeng Road Huzhou, Zhejiang CHINA

**Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**: 10290-7

**Examining Attorney** HALMEN, KATHERINE E
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CLEAN IT OR BREATHE IT!

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86973850
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 13, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082172
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Principal Register**: 1
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Air duct cleaning services; Furniture restoration, repair and maintenance
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Aug. 07, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 07, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Interior Solutions
- **Address**: Interior Solutions 530 West Street Braintree MASSACHUSETTS 02184
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MASSACHUSETTS

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** EASTERN LIGHT

---

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86973897</th>
<th><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></th>
<th>Apr. 13, 2016</th>
<th><strong>Registration Number</strong></th>
<th>5082173</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Photography services |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 100, 101, 107 | **International Class Title** | Education and Entertainment |
| **First Use** | Feb. 01, 1991 | **In Commerce** | Feb. 01, 1991 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| **Owner Name** | O'Neil Kevin C. DBA, AKA, Formerly | DBA Eastern Light Ltd. | **Address** | O'Neil Kevin C. 5937 Laurel Run Drive Liberty Township OHIO 45011 |
| **Legal Entity** | INDIVIDUAL | **Citizenship** | UNITED STATES |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| **Examining Attorney** | SHII, SALLY |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GRIDDLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86973898 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082174
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Social media marketing software as a service featuring a software application which allows brands to see the entirety of their social presence and then select the specific content they want displayed on their website, live event, or mobile application
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 12, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 12, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Griddle Inc. Address Griddle Inc. 101 Hunters Trail Longwood FLORIDA 32779 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHIH, SALLY

20318
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FINALGIRL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86974228 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082177
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a girl with black hair and red lipstick in a red
hooded cloak to the left of the word "FINALGIRL" in white font with black outline and burgundy shadow. Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, black, burgundy and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing online interviews featuring celebrities in the field of horror films for entertainment purposes; Special effects
animation services for film and video; Entertainment services, namely, production of special effects including model-making
services, computer-generated imagery and computer-generated graphics for the production of motion pictures, videos, and
movie trailers; Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing shows and movies featuring horror delivered by
digital broadcasts; Production of movie special effects
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Mar. 21, 2012 In Commerce Mar. 21, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jeremy J. Sheldon Address Jeremy J. Sheldon P.O. Box 710 Milford OHIO 45150 Legal Entity
INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SOLO STARTER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86974357 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082180
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of female reproductive issues, surrogacy, parenting, parenthood, becoming a parent, single parenting, single parents, and adoption; Education services, namely, providing on-line classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of female reproductive issues, surrogacy, parenting, parenthood, becoming a parent, single parenting, single parents, and adoption; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, lectures, panel discussion, and workshops in the field of female reproductive issues, surrogacy, parenting, parenthood, becoming a parent, single parenting, single parents, and adoption, and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith ; On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring topics related to female reproductive issues, surrogacy, parenting, parenthood, becoming a parent, single parenting, single parents, and adoption International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Mar. 25, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kim Overton Address Kim Overton Suite 125 8201 E. Riverside Drive, Building 4 Austin TEXAS 78744 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 260708400100

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KING, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ZAX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86974431 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082183 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3785666

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio/video installation and accessory items, namely, mounts and mounting brackets adapted for televisions International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 2012 In Commerce Aug. 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sela Products, LLC Address Sela Products, LLC PO Box 7926 Edmond OKLAHOMA 73083 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OKLAHOMA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 62811.059

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEYIGA, ADETAYO JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) IANUA N O V A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86974729 Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number   5082190
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a barber clipper that is dressed in a suit and bowtie. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Barber shop services; Hair cutting services
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 26, 2012 In Commerce Jul. 26, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Gentlemens Cutz Address Gentlemens Cutz 312 South Flamingo Road Pembroke Pines FLORIDA 33027 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 00061-T0002

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CHANG, ELIZABETH YI HS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  PROPELLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86974858  Application Filing Date  Apr. 13, 2016  Registration Number  5082194
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Electric bicycles
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Propella Electric LLC  Address  Propella Electric LLC  6922 117Th DR NE  Kirkland  WASHINGTON 98033
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  WASHINGTON

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86974888 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082195
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "KC" in stylized form, back to back with the "K" reversed. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kerry Catherine Ficken Address Kerry Catherine Ficken P.O. Box 18388 Asheville NORTH CAROLINA 28814 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ERVIN, INGA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) REBOUNDERZ JUMPXTREME X

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number  | 86974903                | Application Filing Date | Apr. 13, 2016  | Registration Number | 5082197                  |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Service Mark | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a large "X" shaded in blue, white, and black, with the words "REBOUNDERZ" and "JUMPXTREME" superimposed over the "X", where the word "REBOUNDERZ" is in blue, white, and green stylized lettering and contains a star shape in the second "R" of the word, and the word "JUMPXTREME" is in black and white stylized lettering. Color Drawing | Yes | Color Claimed | The color(s) blue, green, black, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3685679, 4330622, 4386339 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an amusement facility, namely, a family entertainment, recreation, and party facility

| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 107 | International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2016 | In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Rebounderz Franchise and Development, Inc. |
| Address | Rebounderz Franchise and Development, Inc. c/o Weiss Brown, PLLC 6263 N Scottsdale Rd Ste 340 Scottsdale ARIZONA 85250 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | FLORIDA |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 126693 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | WELLS, KELLEY L |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** BRIDGEVIEW IT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "BRIDGEVIEW IT" and a circle containing an illustration of a bridge. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. **Disclaimer**: "IT"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3401225, 3401222

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Technical staffing services, namely, temporary and permanent placement of personnel in the information systems industry
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
- **First Use**: Mar. 18, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 18, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: BridgeView IT, Inc.
- **Address**: BridgeView IT, Inc. Suite 1150 700 17th Street Denver COLORADO 80202
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: COLORADO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: MAYER, DAVID COREY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MCFADDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86974932 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082199
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Candy
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Apr. 2014 In Commerce Aug. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name McFaddy Candy Co, LLC Address McFaddy Candy Co, LLC 8950 W. Olympic Blvd. #305 Beverly Hills CALIFORNIA 90211 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 150363.00001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CARPET ART DECO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86976385  Application Filing Date  Oct. 31, 2013  Registration Number  5084000
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark  Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 22, 2016  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER  Disclaimer  "CARPET"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  86107022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Items for household interior decoration, namely, floor coverings
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coovers First Use  2003  In Commerce  2003
For  Import and export agencies in the field of interior decoration accessories, furniture and lighting; distributorship services in the field of floor coverings, interior decoration accessories, furniture and lighting
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  2003  In Commerce  2003

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  2964-3277 Quebec inc.  Address  2964-3277 Quebec inc.  480, avenue Lafleur  LaSalle, Quebec
CANADA  H8R3H9  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  85131.0049

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FALK, ERIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUDIANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86978286 Application Filing Date Nov. 17, 2014 Registration Number 5083818
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 21, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 16, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86456067

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Conducting surveys of audience members to allow radio stations to shape broadcast programming

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Audiant, LLC Address Audiant, LLC 703 Lake Drive Coldwater MICHIGAN 49036 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 51810-00003

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AVIDTRAILS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86978341  Application Filing Date  May 30, 2014  Registration Number  5083819
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Nov. 04, 2014  Notice of Allowance Date  Dec. 30, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  86296119

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing facilities for recreation activities; Providing hiking trails, biking trails and nature walks; Providing a website featuring information on hiking trails, nature walks and biking trails
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
First Use  Oct. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015
For  Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and construction of residential communities, hiking trails, biking trails and nature walks; building maintenance of residential communities; providing online information in the field of residential services, namely, residential property construction and the planning of residential communities; real estate development
International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair
First Use  Oct. 01, 2015  In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SLCW, LLC  Address  SLCW, LLC  5949 Sherry Lane; Suite 1750  Dallas  TEXAS  75225  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examine Attorneys  COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) K

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86978558  Application Filing Date: Jul. 24, 2013  Registration Number: 5083820  Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  Publication Date: May 10, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date: Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of an asterisk incorporating a stylized letter "k".  Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of: 86018710

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Providing consultation in the field of exercise, sports and physical fitness; providing fitness training featuring instruction in the field of exercise, nutrition, sports, fitness and wellness; providing fitness and exercise facilities; physical fitness studio services, namely, providing group exercise instruction, equipment, and facilities
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes 100, 101, 107  US Classes: 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  First Use: Aug. 01, 2015  In Commerce: Aug. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: KLEW, LLC  Address: KLEW, LLC  Suite 400  711 Centerville Road  Wilmington  DELAWARE  19808
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 105930-0106

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: CLARKE, NANCY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DADDY JACK BREWING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86979034 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5082206
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BREWING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86791939

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beer glasses; Beer jugs; Beer mugs; Growlers
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass First Use Jan. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CB1 Enterprises, Inc. Address CB1 Enterprises, Inc. 7301 Ranch Road 620 North #155-210 Austin TEXAS 78726 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 410070.0090

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner SHIH, SALLY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**  
DADDY JACK BEER

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86979110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 19, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |
| Disclaimer | "BEER" |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 86791672 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Beer glasses; Beer jugs; Beer mugs; Growlers |
| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 |
| International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |
| First Use | Jan. 01, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 01, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | CB1 Enterprises, Inc. |
| Address | CB1 Enterprises, Inc. 7301 Ranch Road 620 North #155-210 Austin TEXAS 78726 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TEXAS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 410070.0096 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | SHIH, SALLY |
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DADDY JACK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86979113
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 19, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5082208
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 26, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Child Of**: 86791913

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Beer glasses; Beer jugs; Beer mugs; Growlers
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CB1 Enterprises, Inc.
- **Address**: CB1 Enterprises, Inc. 7301 Ranch Road 620 North #155-210 Austin TEXAS 78726
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 410070.0093
- **Examining Attorney**: SHIH, SALLY
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** AMAZZZ

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86979794</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Child Of | 86876273 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Jackets; Reversible jackets; Swimwear |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Sep. 18, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Sep. 18, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Jhunjhnuwala, Chatri |
| Address | Jhunjhnuwala, Chatri 1109 Village Drive Oceanside CALIFORNIA 92057 |
| Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL |
| Citizenship | UNITED STATES |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | TMI2-P.e290 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MILTON, PRISCILLA W |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SIGNING OF THE STARS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86980253 Application Filing Date Jan. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5083822 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Jun. 14, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86884448

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Organizing and arranging exhibitions for entertainment purposes; Providing a website featuring entertainment information in the field(s) of high school and collegiate athletic participants and their recruitment; Providing online interviews featuring high school and collegiate athletic participants in the field of collegiate athletic events for entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 03, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Regents of the University of Michigan Address Regents of the University of Michigan 5010 Fleming Administration Building 503 Thompson Ave Ann Arbor MICHIGAN 48109-1340 Legal Entity state university State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 14040-00257

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PEETE, KYLE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEYOND THE MEDALS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86980337 Application Filing Date  Nov. 19, 2014 Registration Number  5083823
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of  86458359

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Entertainment and educational services, namely, an ongoing series in the fields of sports and the sports business provided through television broadcasts, webcasts, podcasts, radio broadcasts, web-based applications, mobile phone applications, over computer networks and the Internet
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Jan. 21, 2015 In Commerce  Jan. 21, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SPORTFIVE MEDIA, LLC Address  SPORTFIVE MEDIA, LLC  488 MADISON AVENUE  16TH FLOOR  NEW YORK  NEW YORK  10022 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ESTELL, BRITTANY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLONIAL CONCEPTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86980357 Application Filing Date Mar. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5083824
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 29, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86568121

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Emergency thermal blankets for outdoor survival purposes composed primarily of metallized polyethylene terephthalate (PET) intended to help retain heat, not for medical purposes
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Sep. 2015 In Commerce Sep. 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Patriot Supply Store, Inc. Address Patriot Supply Store, Inc. Po Box 1709 Sandpoint IDAHO 83864
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEVADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 120441-4000

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERRERA-MARCUS, ROSELL
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MUUNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notice of Allowance Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Translation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child Of</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLAUNT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86980393 Application Filing Date Aug. 13, 2014 Registration Number 5083835
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jan. 13, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 10, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86364972

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Jun. 27, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 27, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Flaunt Electric Vehicles, Inc. Address Flaunt Electric Vehicles, Inc. 107 Magnolia Street New Smyrna Beach FLORIDA 32168 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BEN, LINDSEY HEATHER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86980398  Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2015  Registration Number 5083836
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 14, 2015  Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark The mark consists of a counter clockwise spiraling group of shaded and variously sized and colored dots ranging from blue in the center dot and getting progressively lighter as the dots go farther from the center, ending with several green dots.  Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) green and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 86524164

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical and scientific research in the field of pharmaceuticals; Pharmaceutical research and development
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Nov. 17, 2015  In Commerce Nov. 17, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ProteoTech Inc  Address ProteoTech Inc 12040 115th Ave NE  Kirkland  WASHINGTON  98034  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 203800

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUCHANAN WILL, NORA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86980399   Application Filing Date: Jun. 12, 2015   Registration Number: 5083837
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016   Register: Principal   Mark Type: Trademark   Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Nov. 03, 2015   Notice of Allowance Date: Dec. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No   Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a tan tree of life symbol with roots and a heart symbol in the ground, and trunk, branches and foliage above ground. The heart design is a transparent area showing through to the background, and the color white is not a claimed feature of the mark.
Color Drawing: Yes
Color Claimed: The color(s) tan is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of: 86660927

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Baked goods, namely, crackers, pretzels, and cookies
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes   US Classes: 46
International Class Title: Staple Foods   First Use: Mar. 31, 2014   In Commerce: Jun. 05, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Mary's Gone Crackers, Inc.   Address: Mary's Gone Crackers, Inc.   9480 N. Virginia St. Reno   NEVADA 89523
Legal Entity: CORPORATION   State or Country Where Organized: DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) ESHOWODS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87000009 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082217
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letters of "ESHOWODS" where the first "O" symbolizes a turbocharger. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "ESHOWODS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For 3D spectacles; Cameras; Cell phones; Computer keyboards; Computer mouse, namely, trackballs; Electric navigational instruments; Smartphones; Stands for photographic apparatus; Tripods for cameras
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 07, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen aipuyi Technology Co. Ltd. Address Shenzhen aipuyi Technology Co. Ltd. Sec. A Rm 201 QIANWANYI RD. No. 1 QIANHAIGANG DIST SHENZHEN CHINA Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUREI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87000087 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082224
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "BUREI". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "BUREI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alloys of precious metal; Bracelets; Charms; Earrings; Jewelry; Jewelry boxes; Jewelry findings; Key rings of precious metal; Necklaces; Rings; Tie clips; Tie pins
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Mar. 20, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YIWU BAOSUO NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address YIWU BAOSUO NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. XIALOU VILLAGE, NIANSANLI FLAT 2, BLDG. 43 YIWU, ZHEJIANG CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** SMTFLY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87000093</td>
<td>Apr. 13, 2016</td>
<td>5082225</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the stylized wording "SMTfly".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- For Machine tools for compacting powder materials and crushing rock; Packaging machines; Power tool parts, namely, collets; Soldering irons, electric; Splash guards for use in garbage disposals; Belts for conveyors; Concrete finishing machines; Cutting machines; Electric knives; Electric screwdrivers; Electric soldering apparatus; Electric welding machines; Electrical drills; Machine parts, namely, bearing housings; Machine parts, namely, blades; Machine parts, namely, hoods; Metalworking machine tools; Power-driven cleaning lances using explosive materials; Sheaf-binding machines; Stands for machines; Winding machines, packaging machines, conveying machines, particularly conveyor belts, roller conveyors and carrier rollers for web materials

- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use**: Aug. 10, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Aug. 10, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen SMTfly Electronic Equipment Manufactory Limited
- **Address**: Shenzhen SMTfly Electronic Equipment Manufactory Limited Building 2, gang hua xing industrial park Chongqing Road, Fuyong Town, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: HESIK, APRIL ANNE

20346
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AUTOROWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87000104 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082226
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of The stylized wording "AUTOROWN" has no meaning in a foreign language. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "AUTOROWN" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Air pumps for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; Anti-skid chains for vehicle tires; Automotive hood ornaments; Cars; Children's safety seats for vehicles; Covers for vehicle steering wheels; Electrically-powered motor vehicles; Fitted seat covers for vehicles; Head-rests for vehicle seats; Luggage nets for vehicles; Luggage racks for motor cars; Motor cars; Motorcycles; Pushchair hoods; Pushchairs; Safety belts for vehicle seats; Trucks; Vehicle parts, namely, windshield wipers; Vehicle seats; Children's safety seats for vehicles; Motor cars
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles First Use Nov. 28, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zhu Yuanqiang Address Zhu Yuanqiang No.15,Xueyuan Road,Ministry of Education Service Center, Haidian District Beijing CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EULIN, INGRID C

20347
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COHK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87000126 Application Filing Date Apr. 13, 2016 Registration Number 5082227
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "COHK" in stylized font, and there is a sun in the letter "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Batteries, electric; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Camcorders; Chargers for electric batteries; Communication software for providing access to the Internet; Computer keyboards; Computer mice; Disc memories; Downloadable printing fonts; Electrical connectors; Headphones; Horns for loudspeakers; Loudspeakers; Megaphones; Microphones; Mouse pads; Mouse pads; Stereoscopes; Video screens; Electronic video surveillance products, namely, electronic components of security systems
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
First Use Dec. 11, 2013 In Commerce Dec. 11, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Jun, Yang Address Jun, Yang 9th Building , Jindi Meilong Town #306 Meilong Road, Longhua New District Shenzhen CHINA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EST. 2014 GEORGIA APPLE CO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87001370 Application Filing Date Apr. 14, 2016 Registration Number 5082230
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a wood grained background in the color light brown, overlaid with a rectangular border composed of a thick inner line and a thin outer line in the colors light brown and brown surrounding an illustration of an apple between the wording "EST. 2014", the wording "GEORGIA APPLE CO" appears below the apple, with "APPLE CO" between horizontal accent marks to either side, all the elements are presented in the colors light brown and brown. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) light brown and brown is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "EST.2014 GEORGIA APPLE CO"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Fresh apples; Raw apples; Unprocessed apples
International Classes 31 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 46 International Class Title Natural Agricultural Products First Use Aug. 2014 In Commerce Sep. 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Genuine Georgia Group, LLC Address The Genuine Georgia Group, LLC 302 West Church Street Fort Valley GEORGIA 31030 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 07044.8050

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87001856 Application Filing Date  Apr. 15, 2016 Registration Number  5082234
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized design with parallel lines at the top of the mark with a circle in the middle of these lines and vertical lines intersecting with the parallel lines. A partial triangular shape appears in the middle of the mark with a smaller complete triangle appearing at the base of the mark. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Cabinets for loudspeakers; Camcorders; Earphones and headphones; Horns for loudspeakers; Monitoring devices for monitoring battery performance characteristics; Portable media players; Radio pagers; Radios; Sound recording apparatus; Sound transmitting apparatus; Telephone apparatus; Access control and alarm monitoring systems; Alarm monitoring systems; Broadband wireless equipment, namely, telecommunications base station equipment for cellular and fixed networking and communications applications; Electronic monitors for monitoring flowmeters; Electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; Electronic and optical communications instruments and components, namely, communication link testers for testing communication links; Global positioning system (GPS); Marine radio communication machines and apparatus; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; Protective carrying cases specially adapted for global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; Reconfigurable processors for use in wireless communication handsets and network equipment in the field of wideband communications; Signal conditioning and communication devices for industrial process control International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use  Apr. 25, 2013 In Commerce  Sep. 24, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Sumvier Technology Co.,Limited Address   Shenzhen Sumvier Technology Co.,Limited NO.11 Floor,Cangsong north building  Tairan 7 Road,Futian District  Shenzhen,Guangdong  CHINA Legal Entity   limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   COLLIER, DAVID E
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** DEAD OF NIGHT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87002040</td>
<td>Apr. 15, 2016</td>
<td>5082236</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Wines
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Sep. 2014
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: PERNOD RICARD WINEMAKERS PTY LTD
- **Address**: PERNOD RICARD WINEMAKERS PTY LTD Level 3 167 FULLARTON ROAD DULWICH AUSTRALIA SA5065
- **Legal Entity**: proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 23186.00081

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: WILKE, JOHN
MARK Literal(s) BEAUTY IQ

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEAUTY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4500602

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing home shopping services in the field of general merchandise by means of television; retail store services available through computer communications and interactive television featuring general merchandise; and online retail store services in the field of general merchandise available through internet, mobile phone and portable and hand-held digital and electronic devices
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Dec. 01, 2009 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ER Marks, Inc. Address ER Marks, Inc. 3411 Silverside Road Bancroft Bldg., Suite 205B Wilmington DELAWARE 19810 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SOBRAL, CHRISTINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE BEARDED FELLER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87004328  Application Filing Date   Apr. 18, 2016  Registration Number  5084001
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register   Supplemental  Mark Type  Service Mark  Amended to
Supplemental Register   Yes  Date Amended to Current Register   Sep. 15, 2016  Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   On-line retail store services featuring media, fashion, music and lifestyle products, namely, downloadable pre-recorded music and video, fashion clothing, and beard oils, balms, waxes and grooming kits for men's lifestyles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   The Lignum Vitae Corporation  Address   The Lignum Vitae Corporation   11 Kingspark Rd  Little Rock  ARKANSAS  72227  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   ARKANSAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INTO THE BLUE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87004550</td>
<td>Apr. 18, 2016</td>
<td>5083852</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Date** Jul. 26, 2016  **Notice of Allowance Date** Sep. 20, 2016

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Alcoholic beverages except beers

**International Classes** 33 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 47, 49 **International Class Title** Wines and Spirits **First Use** Apr. 20, 2016  **In Commerce** Apr. 20, 2016

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Intercontinental Packaging Co.  **Address** Intercontinental Packaging Co. 2300 Pilot Knob Road Mendota Heights MINNESOTA 55120  **Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** MINNESOTA

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 57286

---

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) G

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87006188 Application Filing Date Apr. 19, 2016 Registration Number 5082249
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a letter "G" that is overlaid on top of a
hexagon with round edges. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing an application programing interface
for developers and businesses, to connect their data and devices
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and
computer services First Use Jan. 02, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tran, Quang Address Tran, Quang 300 W. Valley Blvd. Suite 70 Alhambra CALIFORNIA 91803
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FAIRBANKS, RONALD L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CONTI PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number** 87007076
- **Application Filing Date** Apr. 20, 2016
- **Registration Number** 5082251
- **Registration Date** Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register** Principal
- **Mark Type** Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled** May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer** "PROFESSIONAL SERVICES" Acquired Distinctiveness In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement** as to "CONTI"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations** 3515387, 3457980, 4742568

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Business consultation and advisory services in the fields of capital infrastructure, project planning, value engineering, costs details, risk management, and schedule analysis
- **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title** Advertising and Business
- **First Use** Jan. 2016
- **In Commerce** Jan. 2016
- **For** Development and engineering services in the fields of solar energy, pipelines, ports, waste management, power plants, infrastructure, and civil construction
- **International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes** 100, 101
- **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
- **First Use** Jan. 2016
- **In Commerce** Jan. 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name** CONTI SPE, LLC
- **Address** CONTI SPE, LLC 2045 LINCOLN HIGHWAY EDISON NEW JERSEY 08817
- **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized** DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney** GRIFFIN, JAMES
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** CONTI ENERGY SERVICES

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87007083
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 20, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082252
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "ENERGY SERVICES"
- **Acquired Distinctiveness**: In part
- **Distinctiveness Limitation Statement**: as to "CONTI"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3515387, 3457980, 4742568

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Oil, gas, and water pipeline construction, installation, laying, repair, rehabilitation, and maintenance services; construction, installation, repair, rehabilitation and maintenance services of compressor stations, pump stations, metering and regulator stations, processing plants, tank farms, fueling facilities, port and wharf loading and unloading facilities, rail facilities, and refineries; construction, installation, repair, rehabilitation and maintenance services of pads, tanks, pumps, gathering and processing lines, mud pits, fresh water frac ponds; construction of storm water control infrastructure and site reclamation services
- **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
- **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
- **First Use**: Jul. 28, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 28, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CONTI SPE, LLC
- **Address**: CONTI SPE, LLC 2045 LINCOLN HIGHWAY EDISON NEW JERSEY 08817
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: GRIFFIN, JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) VAPOR BANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87007260 Application Filing Date Apr. 20, 2016 Registration Number 5082255
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized literal element "VAPOR BANE" with the letters "VB" conjoined at the bottom, and with an Omega symbol in place of the "O" in "VAPOR". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "VAPOR"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form, other than essential oils, used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of propylene glycol; Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of vegetable glycerin International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Vapor Boss, Inc. Address Vapor Boss, Inc. 9272 Kingston Pike Knoxville TENNESSEE 37922 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TENNESSEE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16.101,000T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BAKER, JORDAN A
**Reason for Publication**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PARTY IN A BOX

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 87007732  
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 20, 2016  
- **Registration Number**: 5082256  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register Principal**: Trademark  
- **Mark Type**: Trademark  
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Painting kits consisting of a canvas, an easel, paint brushes, paints and a smock  
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
- **First Use in Commerce**: Feb. 2016  
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 2016

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Gifted Custom Art, LLC  
- **Address**: Gifted Custom Art, LLC 5595 W. 74th St. Indianapolis INDIANA 46268  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: INDIANA

**Examination Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: SOUDERS, MICHAEL J
## CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87009514</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 21, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082257</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

**Mark Literal(s)** | AUSTIN WOMAN

**Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Disclaimer** | "WOMAN"

**Acquired Distinctiveness** | In whole

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** | Magazines in the field of women and business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Paper Goods and Printed Matter In Commerce Sep. 01, 2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Magazine publishing; Publishing of web magazines; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines, articles, and blogs in the field of women and business; Providing on-line magazines in the field of women and business; Publication and editing of printed matter; Publication of magazines; Publication of books, of magazines, of journals, of newspapers, of periodicals, of catalogs, of brochures; Publication of texts, books, magazines and other printed matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment In Commerce Sep. 01, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** | Yes

## OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** | AW Publishing

**Address** | AW Publishing 3921 Steck Avenue Suite A-111 Austin TEXAS 78759

**Legal Entity** | CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized** | TEXAS

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** | HALMEN, KATHERINE E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEERPLANE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87009827 Application Filing Date Apr. 21, 2016 Registration Number 5082258
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, conducting contests
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jun. 01, 2015 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Lagunitas Brewing Company Address Lagunitas Brewing Company 1280 N. McDowell Blvd. Petaluma CALIFORNIA 94945 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAGU1-045

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 87010082 Application Filing Date: Apr. 21, 2016 Registration Number: 5082259
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016 Register: Principal Mark Type: Trademark Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No Mark Drawing Type: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of face of a lady with two curvy stripes from her hair. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For: Bed blankets; Bed linen; Cloths for removing make-up; Face towels of textile; Handkerchiefs of textile; Knitted fabric; Mattress covers; Pillow shams; Pillowcases; Place mats, not of paper; Quilts; Sleeping bag liners; Table linen, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Towels of textile; Travelling rugs; Bed sheets; Fabric table runners
International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes US Classes: 42, 50 International Class Title: Fabrics First Use: Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce: Jan. 01, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: AN, YANLING Address: AN, YANLING #21, CHEZHAN ST, XIJIE VILL, GAOYANG TOWN, GAOYANG COUNTY, BAODING CITY, HEBEI CHINA Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL Citizenship: CHINA

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: WITKOWSKI, RYAN MICHAEL

20363
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LBell

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87010221 Application Filing Date Apr. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5082260
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "LBell". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "LBell" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio-video receivers; Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cables, electric; Car video recorders; Computer peripherals; Digital cameras; Earphones and headphones; Electrical plugs and sockets; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones; Headphones; Portable media players; Power supplies; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Solar cells; Spectacles; Stands for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones; Theft alarms; Transparency projection apparatus; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computer peripherals; Wearable computer peripherals; Wearable computers; Earphones and headphones; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN YOURUITUO TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. Address SHENZHEN YOURUITUO TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. 608-609,BLDG.4,MINLE INDUSTRIAL ZONE,MINLE, COMMUNITY,MINZHI ST., LONGHUA SHENZHEN CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K

20364
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MERIDIAGA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87011689 Application Filing Date  Apr. 23, 2016 Registration Number  5082263
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The wording "Meridiaga" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Ankle socks; Bathing costumes; Bikinis; Blousons; Bras; Cargo pants; Coats made of cotton; Down jackets; Dresses, namely, prom dress, cocktail dress; Dust coats; Fleece pullovers; Gym shorts; Hooded pullovers; Hooded sweat shirts; Hooded sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts for babies, adults, children, women, men; Hosiery; Jeans; Jumpsuits; Knit jackets; Ladies' suits; Long-sleeved shirts; Long jackets; Long johns; Long sleeve pullovers; Long sleeved vests; Miniskirts; Negligees; Padded jackets; Parkas; Shawls and stoles; Skirts and dresses; Sleepwear; Sports bra; Sports jackets; Stoles; Suspenders; Sweaters for babies, adults, children, women, men; Swimwear; Tee shirts; Yoga pants; Shawls and stoles; Sports bra
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing  First Use  Mar. 15, 2016
In Commerce  Mar. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  CHEN WEI Address  CHEN WEI No.27 Group 7, Shuangfeng Village, Qukou Town, Kai County, Chongqing  CHINA Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AOOCAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
Translation The wording "Aoocan" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Bottles, sold empty; Containers for household or kitchen use; Cruets; Flasks; Heat-insulated containers for beverages; Insulated vacuum flasks; Insulating flasks; Jugs; Kettles, non-electric; Mixing spoons; Pots; Tea kettles; Vacuum bottles; Water bottles sold empty; Whistling kettles

International Classes 21 - Primary Classes
US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Mar. 20, 2016
In Commerce Mar. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name CHEN WEI
Address CHEN WEI No.72, Xiaoxia Street, Xiajie Village Xiaoshun Town, Jindong District Jinhua CHINA 321035
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL
Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney MANOR, THOMAS M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WASHTHEDIRTYCAR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87012018 Application Filing Date Apr. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5084002
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Automobile cleaning and car washing
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair First Use Apr. 28, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 10, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Brian Martin Address Brian Martin 530 south 6th avenue mount vernon NEW YORK 10550 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney OEHRLEIN, STEFAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OPERATION TINY CANTEEN
PROTECTING FAMILIES WHO PROTECT US

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87013076 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5082266
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "OPERATION" and "CANTEEN" are designed with the font Lulu Clean One, the word "TINY" is designed with the font Mrs Eaves. The logo has a canteen strap attached to the top which falls along the side, there are 4 stars that arch across the middle of the canteen image. There is an American flag drawn on the bottom of the canteen. With the stylized text "PROTECTING FAMILIES WHO PROTECT US". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable services, namely, donating baby bottles, sippy cups and snack containers to military families with small children
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Innovative Plasma Technologies, LLC Address Innovative Plasma Technologies, LLC 188 Triumph Dr. NW Atlanta GEORGIA 30327 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GUSTASON, ANNE C

20368
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SANTIVA INTERNATIONAL
TASTEFULLY BETTER PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87013391 Application Filing Date Apr. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5082267
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a large fork with symbols of an olive, herb and a pepper inside of circles with global image behind to the left of the stylized text "SANTIVA INTERNATIONAL TASTEFULLY BETTER PRODUCTS". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL" AND "PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Natural spices; Natural sweetener
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Santiva Inc. Address Santiva Inc. 5005 Chase Avenue Downers Grove ILLINOIS 605150414 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** INDIA IN A BOX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>87014212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5084003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Dehydrated Indian packaged food consisting primarily of vegetables |
| **International Classes** | 29 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Meats and Processed Foods |
| **First Use** | May 08, 2015 |
| **In Commerce** | May 08, 2015 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | Karma Foods, Inc. |
| **Address** | Karma Foods, Inc. 30 Newbury Street, 3rd Floor Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02116 |
| **Legal Entity** | CORPORATION |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | MASSACHUSETTS |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | DEV001UST |
| **Examining Attorney** | MMEJE, OBIEZE GINIKANW |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  LISTINGADS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87015501</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 27, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5084006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 06, 2016</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable software for conducting and managing online marketing campaigns, automated domain registration, and evaluating performance of online marketing campaign management relating to leads, assets, and services
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Oct. 01, 2015 In Commerce  Oct. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ROYA.COM, LLC Address  ROYA.COM, LLC # 320 2658 DEL MAR HEIGHTS Rd. Del Mar, CALIFORNIA 92014
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  50537-403

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration In the Statement, line 1, should be deleted, and, "ROYA.COM, LLC (CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY)" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  POLZER, NATALIE M
**Mark Literal(s)** AUSTIN WOMAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87015927
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 27, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082270
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a teal circular logo with the words "AUSTIN WOMEN" in a stylized font in white.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) white and teal is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "WOMAN" is acquired distinctiveness.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Magazine publishing; Publishing of web magazines; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable publications in the nature of magazines, articles, and blogs in the field of women and business; Providing on-line magazines in the field of women and business; Publication and editing of printed matter; Publication of magazines; Publication of books, of magazines, of journals, of newspapers, of periodicals, of catalogs, of brochures; Publication of texts, books, magazines and other printed matter
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2002
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2002

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: AW Publishing
- **Address**: 3921 Steck Avenue, Suite A-111, Austin, TX 78759
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TX

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: HALMEN, KATHERINE E
I save all my gluten for beer

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) I SAVE ALL MY GLUTEN FOR BEER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87016510 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5082273
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BEER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Brewpub services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013

For Beer
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Aug. 01, 2013 In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Truckee Craft Brewing DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA FiftyFifty Brewing Co. Address Truckee Craft Brewing 11197 Brockway Road, Suite #1 Truckee CALIFORNIA 96161 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LET IT RIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87016537 Application Filing Date Apr. 27, 2016 Registration Number 5082274
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advice and information about customer services and product management and prices on internet sites in connection with purchases made over the internet; Providing consumer product information via the Internet; The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services from an Internet web site particularly specializing in the marketing of the sale of goods and services of others

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Wanthub Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Wanthub.com Address Wanthub Inc. Suite 283 104 E Fairview Ave Meridian IDAHO 83642 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHANAHAN, WILLIAM PATR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FML

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87016974 Application Filing Date Apr. 28, 2016 Registration Number 5082276
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized letter of "F"; stylized letter of "M"; stylized letter of "L". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic products, namely, lipsticks, lip gloss, lip liners, lip balms, eye shadows, eye lining pencils, liquid eye liners, eye makeup, mascara, eyebrow pencils, artificial eyelashes, blushers, bronzers, multi-use cosmetic sticks, foundation makeup, pressed powder, loose powder, makeup remover, concealers, eye palettes, lip palettes, makeup kits, multi-use colored creams, powders and gels for use on face; nail polish, nail enamel, nail polish remover; non-medicated skin care products, namely, cleansers, exfoliators, toners, eye creams, cleansing wipes, moisturizing spritzers, tinted moisturizers; fragrances for personal use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 25, 2015 In Commerce Mar. 28, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FMLSPHERE, INC. Address FMLSPHERE, INC. 1521 CONCORD PIKE STE 301 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number 87017918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number 5082278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes 41 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** RIGHT SIDE

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>87021914</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal Register</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MARK INFORMATION**

| **Standard Character Claim** | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| **Mark Drawing Type** | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

---

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| **For** | Beer |
| **International Classes** | 32 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 45, 46, 48 |
| **International Class Title** | Light Beverages |
| **First Use** | Jul. 02, 2014 |
| **In Commerce** | Jul. 02, 2014 |

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| **Currently Use** | Yes |

---

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| **Owner Name** | GOODBIRD HOLDING COMPANY, LLC |
| **Address** | GOODBIRD HOLDING COMPANY, LLC 944 Pearl Street Boulder COLORADO 80302 |
| **Legal Entity** | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | COLORADO |

---

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| **Docket Number** | 93500.00490 |
| **Examining Attorney** | HACK, ANDREA R |

---
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEST BUDDY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87022001 Application Filing Date  May 02, 2016 Registration Number  5082285
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Beer
International Classes  32 - Primary Classes US Classes  45, 46, 48 International Class Title  Light Beverages
First Use  May 21, 2014 In Commerce  May 21, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  GOODBIRD HOLDING COMPANY, LLC Address  GOODBIRD HOLDING COMPANY, LLC  944 Pearl Street  Boulder  COLORADO  80302 Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  93500.00490

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PELEAMOS A GANAR

**Case Identifiers**
- **Serial Number**: 87022085
- **Application Filing Date**: May 02, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082286
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**Mark Information**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The English translation of "PELEAMOS A GANAR" in the mark is "WE FIGHT TO WIN".

**Goods and Services Information**
- **For**: Legal services
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use in Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2005
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 01, 2005

**Basis Information**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner Information**
- **Owner Name**: Alcock & Associates, P.C.
- **Composed of**: Nicholas M. Alcock
- **Address**: Alcock & Associates, P.C. 2 N. Central Ave., Floor 26 Phoenix ARIZONA 85004
- **Legal Entity**: Professional Corporation
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ARIZONA

**Examining Attorney**
- **Examining Attorney**: HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)  CORAZON DE HISPANO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87022102  Application Filing Date  May 02, 2016  Registration Number  5082287
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The English translation of "CORAZON DE HISPANO" in the mark is "A HISPANIC HEART".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Legal services  International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services  First Use  Nov. 01, 2011  In Commerce  Nov. 01, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney  HACK, ANDREA R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SCHEDULE-A-SOMM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87022182 Application Filing Date May 02, 2016 Registration Number 5082288
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For sommelier services, namely, providing advice on wine and wine and food pairing
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Nov. 30, 2014 In Commerce Nov. 30, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PROJECT CRUSH ACQUISITION CORP LLC Address PROJECT CRUSH ACQUISITION CORP LLC 927 S. SANTA FE AVENUE LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90021 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 85454.0001

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** OPTIXAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87023560</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 03, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Xanthan gum for industrial use in the manufacture of personal care products, cleaners, industrial removers, soaps, detergents, caulks and paints; Xanthan gum for use in the mining and oil drilling industries |
| International Classes | 1 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 |
| International Class Title | Chemicals |
| First Use | Mar. 01, 2005 |
| In Commerce | Mar. 01, 2005 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Archer-Daniels-Midland Company |
| Address | Archer-Daniels-Midland Company 4666 Faries Parkway Decatur ILLINOIS 62526 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 806757 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) YANCHENG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 87027001  Application Filing Date: May 05, 2016  Registration Number: 5082296
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Trademark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 3 - An Illustration Drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)
Description of the Mark: The mark consists of a wording of "YANCHENG" in stylized font under the Chinese characters with rubik's cube design. Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation: The English translation of "YAN" is "SWALLOW". The English translation of "CHENG" is "FINISH". The combined term "YANCHENG" has no meaning in a foreign language. Transliteration: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "YAN" which means "SWALLOW" in English and "CHENG" which means "FINISH" in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations: 4940977

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Balls for sports; Chess games; Christmas tree ornaments; Electronic action toys; Infant toys; Skateboards; Spinning tops; Toy building blocks; Children's educational toys for developing fine motor, cognitive, counting Skills; Cube-type puzzles
International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods  First Use: May 03, 2016  In Commerce: May 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Chen Yonghuang  Address: Chen Yonghuang Street, Chenghai District, Shantou City No. 2 Chengnanwang Cuocheng, Fengxiang Guangdong Province  CHINA
Legal Entity: INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship: CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FASTER, BETTER, DIFFERENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87027898 Application Filing Date May 06, 2016 Registration Number 5082298
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business marketing consulting services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2016 In Commerce May 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC Address MorganFranklin Consulting, LLC Suite 300 7900 Tysons One Place McLean VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner MITTLER, KEVIN A
**Case Identifiers**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>87028548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 07, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5082299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and Services Information**

- **For** Clothing, namely, t-shirts, tank tops, jackets, and sweatshirts
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 22, 39  **International Class Title**: Clothing  **First Use**: Apr. 13, 2015  **In Commerce**: Apr. 13, 2015

**Basis Information**

- Currently Use: Yes

**Owner Information**

- **Owner Name**: Jones, Michael  **Address**: Jones, Michael P.O. Box 637 Lawrenceville VIRGINIA 23868  **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BONE FOUNDATION GUIDE SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87029875 Application Filing Date May 09, 2016 Registration Number 5084013
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Aug. 29, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FOUNDATION GUIDE SYSTEM"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Interlocking dental appliances composing a bone modification guide, tissue spacer gasket, and dental implant surgical guide, in which the bone modification guide is capable of accepting and directly supporting the dental implant guide and in the alternative capable of accepting and supporting a tissue spacer guide, all sold as a unit
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
First Use Feb. 02, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 02, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NATIONAL DENTEX, LLC Address NATIONAL DENTEX, LLC 11601 KEW GARDENS AVENUE SUITE 200 PALM BEACH GARDENS FLORIDA 33410 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0654763

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FKANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87030495 Application Filing Date May 09, 2016 Registration Number 5082302
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "FKANT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "FKANT" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Audio-video receivers; Bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories; Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Cables, electric; Car video recorders; Cell phone covers; Computer peripherals; Digital cameras; Earphones and headphones; Electrical plugs and sockets; Fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic apparatus, namely, mobile phones; Headphones; Portable media players; Power supplies; Solar cells; Spectacles; Stands for handheld digital electronic devices, namely, cell phones; Theft alarms; Transparency projection apparatus; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computer peripherals; Wearable computers; Earphones and headphones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 12, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SHENZHEN YOURUITUO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Address SHENZHEN YOURUITUO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 608-609, BLDG.4, MINLE INDUSTRIAL ZONE, MINLE, COMMUNITY, MINZHI ST., LONGHUA SHENZHEN CHINA
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BUSH, KAREN K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MODUS VAPORS MOLLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87031141 Application Filing Date May 10, 2016 Registration Number 5082303
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VAPORS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Chemical flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges
International Classes 34 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 8, 9, 17 International Class Title Smokers' Articles
First Use May 03, 2016 In Commerce May 03, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALIFORNIA DIAMOND DISTRIBUTION INC Address CALIFORNIA DIAMOND DISTRIBUTION INC 312 PARNELL CT WALNUT CREEK CALIFORNIA 94597 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country
Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, JANICE LEE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87031438  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 10, 2016  
- **Registration Number**: 5084014  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016  
- **Register**: Supplemental  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark  
- **Amended to**: Supplemental Register  
- **Yes**  
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 14, 2016  
- **DateCancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Arranging professional workshop and training courses  
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes  
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107  
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment  
- **First Use**: Oct. 15, 2015  
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Energy Technologies, LLC  
- **Address**: Energy Technologies, LLC  
  2223 Southwest Blvd  
  Wichita KANSAS  67213  
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KANSAS
- **Owner Name**: Texas Excavation Safety System, Inc.  
- **Address**: Texas Excavation Safety System, Inc.  
  350 N Saint Paul St  
  Dallas  
  TEXAS  752014201  
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
- **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: TM3250US41
- **Examining Attorney**: LEE-RICHARDSON HA, BRI
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** XSCENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Identifiers
Serial Number: 87033251  Application Filing Date: May 11, 2016  Registration Number: 5082309  Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Register:  Mark Type: Service Mark  Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For: Providing a website featuring recommendations, ratings and reviews posted by consumers about local service providers in the field(s) of Kids activities for commercial purposes  International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: May 01, 2016  In Commerce: May 01, 2016

Basis Information
Currently Use: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: KidGooRoo, LLC  Address: KidGooRoo, LLC 7 Auldwood Lane  Rumson  NEW JERSEY 07760  Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: NEW JERSEY

Examiner Information
Examiner: STIGALL, MATTHEW THOMA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FEPS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87034892 Application Filing Date May 12, 2016 Registration Number 5083855
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Jul. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others for the purpose of certification and re-certification in the field of final expense planning and consulting
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 12, 2016 In Commerce May 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Certified Final Expense Advisors Association Address Certified Final Expense Advisors Association 119 Bethel Mill Rd. Sewell NEW JERSEY 08080 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87035630 Application Filing Date  May 13, 2016 Registration Number   5082312
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the incomplete designed square. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Armatures for use in electrical apparatus; Batteries, electric; Battery boxes; Chargers for electric batteries; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; Electrical plugs and sockets; Relays, electric; Voltage stabilizers; Wire connectors
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Apr. 07, 2010 In Commerce   Oct. 23, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Shenzhen Busbar Technology Development Co., Ltd. Address   Shenzhen Busbar Technology Development Co., Ltd. No.1 FTY, 1-3 FL., Tonglixing Ind. Park No.8 Lanzhu East Road, Pingshan New Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERCEPT: BIRTH TO 4

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | May 13, 2016 | Registration Number | 5082315 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Register | Principal Mark Type | Service Mark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Educational services, namely, providing classes, workshops and training in the fields of preventing injury and improving home safety |
| International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
| International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
| First Use | May 2011 |
| In Commerce | May 2011 |
| For | Counseling services for families with infants and toddlers who have substantiated risk factors to reduce and eliminate those factors while strengthening the family's existing support system, namely, identifying families' needs through use of standardized assessments, promoting engagement and alignment with families through family-centered goal-setting procedures, increasing positive interactions between parent and child, and identifying factors that contribute to risk for maltreatment following discharge through child-parent psychotherapy |
| International Classes | 44 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101 |
| International Class Title | Medical, beauty and agricultural services |
| First Use | May 2011 |
| In Commerce | May 2011 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | Youth Villages, Inc |
| Address | Youth Villages, Inc 3320 Brother Blvd Memphis TENNESSEE 38133 |

Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | TENNESSEE |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 2785684-2 |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | SALCIDO, JOHN CHARLES |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WEICO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87037648 Application Filing Date  May 16, 2016 Registration Number  5082317
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Battery-operated night lights; Battery-operated tap lights; Bicycle lamps; Bicycle lights; Book lights; Cultivation lamps and parts thereof; namely, high pressure sodium (HPS), metal halide, plasma, and light emitting diode (LED); Desk lamps; Film stage lighting apparatus; LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, and architectural accent lighting applications; LED candles; LED flashlights; LED flood lights and LED work lights for construction settings; LED lamps; LED landscape lights; LED light apparatus that clips on to a handbag, used to illuminate a handbag; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED light bulbs; LED light engines; LED light strips for decorative purposes; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs; LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lights for lighting purposes incorporated into key chains, small toys or other similar personal items; LED lights for strings, flowers, branches and other ornamental decorations; LED luminaires; LED mood lights; LED strobe lights to be placed on public safety vehicles; LED underwater lights; LED and HID light fixtures; Light Emitting Diode (LED) plant grow light; Luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light source, for street or roadway lighting; Organic light emitting diodes (OLED) lighting devices; Red LED flashlights for illumination purposes; Spot lights; Spot lights for use on vehicles; Spotlights; Tools, components and supplies for use in making signs, namely, fluorescent, HID, LED and incandescent bulbs, lamps and fixtures; Wall lamps; Wall lights


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Shenzhen Jinshida Commerce and Trade Co., Ltd.  Address   Shenzhen Jinshida Commerce and Trade Co., Ltd. Floor 3, No. A1-A3, Zone 44 Anle Village, Xinghua 1st Road Bao'an, Shenzhen CHINA 518000

Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

State or Country Where Organized   CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   MAI, TINA HSIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) INTERNATIONAL SPACE HIGH SCHOOL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Amended to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87037697</td>
<td>May 16, 2016</td>
<td>5084015</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
<td>Sep. 20, 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;HIGH SCHOOL&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>educational services, namely, providing instruction and training relating to space science, physics, engineering, technology, art and math</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2016</td>
<td>Apr. 20, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIS INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OWNER INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TriVector International, Pte Ltd.</td>
<td>TriVector International, Pte Ltd. Centennial Tower Level 21 3 Temasek Ave Singapore SINGAPORE 039190</td>
<td>private limited company</td>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
贸商标志申请

#### 序号
87038183

#### 申请日期
2016年5月16日

#### 注册号
5082319

#### 注册日期
2016年11月15日

#### 主体
贸易标志

#### 注销日期
2023年5月26日

#### 出版日期
2016年8月30日

#### 注销原因
贸易标志注册取消 - 第8条

#### 标志字意
SMOKE STOP

#### 案例标识

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>参数</th>
<th>值</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>序号</td>
<td>87038183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>申请日期</td>
<td>2016年5月16日</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>注册号</td>
<td>5082319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>注册日期</td>
<td>2016年11月15日</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>主体标志</td>
<td>贸易标志</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>注销日期</td>
<td>2023年5月26日</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>出版日期</td>
<td>2016年8月30日</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 标志信息

- 标志分类：标准字符
- 标志声明：是，该标志由标准字符构成，不包含任何特定的字体风格、大小或颜色。
- 标志图型：4 - 标准字符
- 标志声明：“SMOKE”

#### 商品和服务信息

- 用于：空气香薰制品
- 国际类目：3 - 主要类目
- 美国类目：1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- 国际类目名称：化妆品和清洁用品
- 首次使用：2010年8月5日
- 上市：2010年11月15日

#### 基本信息

- 使用状态：是

#### 业主信息

- 业主名称：A.V.W. Inc DBA, AKA, 原名
- 联系地址：A.V.W. Inc PO Box 5501 FT Lauderdale FLORIDA 33310
- 合法实体：公司
- 组织地点：佛罗里达

#### 检查律师

- 检查律师姓名：MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIYCABOCHON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87039077  Application Filing Date  May 17, 2016  Registration Number 5084018
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "diycabochon".
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "diycabochon" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Agates; Beads for making jewelry; Brooches; Charms; Clasps for jewelry; Earrings; Jewelry cases; Jewelry chains; Jewelry ornaments; Jewelry rolls; Key rings of precious metal; Lockets; Necklaces; Necktie fasteners; Paste jewelry; Pearls; Pins being jewelry; Rings; Jewelry; Jewelry findings

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Yiwu Lingsai Jewelry Co., Ltd.  Address Yiwu Lingsai Jewelry Co., Ltd.  Room 201, No. 60 in third street of Changchun, Choucheng District  Yiwu, Zhejiang  CHINA  Legal Entity limited company (ltd.)  State or Country CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
EAS LIFT & ASSIST

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87039763
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082323
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark
- **Disclaimer**: "LIFT & ASSIST"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Spa cover lifters, namely, manually operated retractors integrated with fitted spa covers
- **International Classes**: 8 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 23, 28, 44
- **International Class Title**: Hand Tools
- **First Use in Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 30, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Leisure Concepts, Inc.
- **Address**: Leisure Concepts, Inc. 5342 N. Florida St. Spokane 99217
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: WASHINGTON

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 37212-44

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GEARHART, DAVID JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** IMMUNOGLOBAL SOLUTIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87039878
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082324
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "SOLUTIONS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Non-medicated additives for animal feed for use as nutritional supplements; Nutritional supplements, namely, probiotic compositions
  - **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
  - **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
  - **First Use**: Jun. 23, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 23, 2016
- **For**: Probiotic compositions for use as ingredients for food and beverages, namely, probiotic bacteria and probiotic bacterial cultures; Non-chemical bio-fertilizers
  - **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Chemicals
  - **First Use**: Jun. 23, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Jun. 23, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Chang, Shiuan-Tang
- **Address**: Chang, Shiuan-Tang 1512 Hollenbeck Ave Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 94087
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES
- **Owner Name**: Tsai, Chih-Ming
- **Address**: Tsai, Chih-Ming 1512 Hollenbeck Ave Sunnyvale CALIFORNIA 94087
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: TAIWAN

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: LOOK, JEFFREY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIQUID RED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87040059  Application Filing Date May 17, 2016  Registration Number 5084019
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 16, 2016  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations  First Use Oct. 12, 2015  In Commerce Oct. 12, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SATOR SQUARE PTE. LTD.  Address SATOR SQUARE PTE. LTD.  4 BATTERY ROAD #25-01 SINGAPORE SINGAPORE  Legal Entity private limited company  State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KAPLAN, VALERIE ELIZAB
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** MAG-200

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 87040310
- **Application Filing Date**: May 17, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082326
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary supplements, all of the foregoing containing magnesium
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals
- **First Use**: Dec. 15, 1989
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 15, 1989

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Allergy Research Group LLC
- **Address**: Allergy Research Group LLC 2300 S. Main Street South Salt Lake UTAH 84115
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 78430-5
- **Examining Attorney**: FALK, ERIN M
TM 17471 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) POWER YOUR PASSION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87040741 Application Filing Date May 17, 2016 Registration Number 5082328
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cold brew coffee concentrate; Ready to drink coffee concentrate
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use May 01, 2016 In Commerce May 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HARRIS TEA COMPANY, LLC Address HARRIS TEA COMPANY, LLC 344 NEW ALBANY ROAD MOORESTOWN NEW JERSEY 08057 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CIANCI, RYAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PARTY’N WITH PLANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim | No |
Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a pot with dirt that has two seedlings growing out of it. Both seedlings have faces and one is holding a gardening spade while the other is holding a filled wine glass. The words "Party'n with Plants" are scripted on the pot itself. |
Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
Disclaimer | "PLANTS" |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For | Entertainment services, namely, conducting parties |
International Classes | 41 - Primary Classes |
US Classes | 100, 101, 107 |
International Class Title | Education and Entertainment |
First Use | Feb. 01, 2016 |
In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2016 |

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Party'n With Plants, LLC |
Address | Party'n With Plants, LLC |
| 758 Hatch Rd. |
| Wadsworth |
| OHIO |
| 44281 |
Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
State or Country Where Organized | OHIO |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | HALMEN, KATHERINE E |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BUTERI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87041319 Application Filing Date May 18, 2016 Registration Number 5082332
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording “Buteri” has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cell phone cases; Cell phone covers; Mouse pads; Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; Protective covers and cases for tablet computers; Protective covers for smartphones; Sunglasses
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Jan. 08, 2015 In Commerce Jan. 08, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Shenzhen Maozhuolaoshu Technology Co., Ltd Address Shenzhen Maozhuolaoshu Technology Co., Ltd LuoHuQu NanHu RenMinNanLu XinAnDaSha 8A Shenzhen, Guangdong CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ADEYIGA, ADETAYO JANET
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN <strong>Color Claimed</strong> Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Bags for cameras and photographic equipment; Batteries; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Headphones; Lens hoods; Portable media players; Rechargeable electric batteries; Stands for photographic apparatus; Battery chargers

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**First Use** May 01, 2014 **In Commerce** May 01, 2014

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** SHENZHEN XINXIN XINYI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD **Address** SHENZHEN XINXIN XINYI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD 5 A11, PODIUM 5F, XIANDAIZHICHUANG HUAQIANG BEI ROAD, FUTIAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** CHINA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) GROWING ANGEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87042600 Application Filing Date May 19, 2016 Registration Number 5082338
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/Letter(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "GROWING ANGEL" in a
designed style, the letters "Angel" is drawn in a scalloped shape with a bold font, appearing under the letters
"GROWING". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging professional workshop and training courses; Arranging and conducting athletic competitions; Arranging and
conducting educational congresses; Arranging and conducting educational competitions for students in the field of business;
Arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes; Arranging and conducting youth sports programs;
Arranging of beauty contests; Arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; Entertainment
services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Organization
of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of sports competitions; Physical education; Production of radio and
television programmes; Education services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of dance; Entertainment
services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of dancing; Organization of fashion shows for
entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and
Entertainment First Use Jan. 01, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GAO FENG Address GAO FENG No.5, Unit 6, Building 36, 2nd Zone Liupukang, Xicheng District
Beijing CHINA 100120 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCDORMAN, ROGER THOMAS
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
THOMPSON CIGAR SEASONAL COLLECTION

### Case Identifiers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87043074</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 19, 2016</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5082339</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of first letter "S" and last letter "L" of the word "SEASONAL" are greater in size than the rest of the letters of the word "SEASONAL". Above the "SEASONAL", and between the upper space between the oversized "S" and "L" is the term "THOMPSON CIGAR". Underneath the word "SEASONAL" in the lower space between the oversized "S" and "L" is the word "COLLECTION" and four stamps; each stamp representing the four (4) seasons of the year: snowflake for winter, tulip for spring, sun for summer, and maple leaf for fall. |
| Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |
| Disclaimer | "CIGAR SEASONAL COLLECTION" |

### Related Properties Information
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 2579596 |

### Goods and Services Information
| International Classes | 35 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 100, 101, 102 | International Class Title | Advertising and Business |
| First Use | Jan. 15, 2016 | In Commerce | Jan. 15, 2016 |

### Basis Information
| Currently Use | Yes |

### Owner Information
| Owner Name | M&D WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. |
| Address | M&D WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 1911 SPILLMAN DRIVE BETHLEHEM PENNSYLVANIA 18015 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country | |

### Where Organized
DELAWARE

### Examining Attorney
| Examining Attorney | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |

---

20409
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EGR POWER MODULE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87043965 Application Filing Date May 19, 2016 Registration Number 5084021
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 13, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Integrated circuit modules
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Feb. 28, 2013 In Commerce Feb. 28, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCARDLE ENTERPRISES LLC Address MCARDLE ENTERPRISES LLC 3401 SAINT VARDELL LANE, SUITE K CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA 28217 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NORTH CAROLINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CIRSUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87044262 Application Filing Date May 20, 2016 Registration Number 5082342
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computers; Contacts, electric; Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; Electric navigational instruments; Flip covers for smart phones; Global positioning system (GPS); Headphones; Portable media players; Screen protectors comprised of plastic adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Screen protectors comprised of tempered glass adapted for use with portable electronic devices; Self-timers; Smart watches; Smartglasses; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computer peripherals; Battery chargers; Cases for mobile phones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 20, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 20, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ANATOLIA TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) LIMITED Address ANATOLIA TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) LIMITED 1803 BUILDING SINGLE, DUHUIXUAN BUILDING HUAQIANG BEI ROAD, FUTIAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CHINA
Organized CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELFMAN, JUDITH MICHEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THIS IS MY WORLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87044554 Application Filing Date May 20, 2016 Registration Number 5082343
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

 GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soft drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Sep. 30, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
 Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Coca-Cola Company Address The Coca-Cola Company One Coca-Cola Plaza Atlanta GEORGIA 30313 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81294494
Examiner Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MOTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87045452  Application Filing Date May 20, 2016  Registration Number 5082345
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Graphic design
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Nov. 28, 2015  In Commerce Nov. 28, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Atlas Group, Inc.  Address Atlas Group, Inc.  PO Box 741  Venice  CALIFORNIA  90294  Legal Entity CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KHAN, AHSEN M
TM 17481 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) WANTYE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87046241  Application Filing Date  May 22, 2016  Registration Number  5082348
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word "WANTYE" to the right of a design composed of a curved line appearing above a T-shaped image, with the bottom of the T shape curving to the right.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The wording "WANTYE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Accumulators, electric; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; Chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatuses; Electric accumulators for vehicles; Global positioning system (GPS); Headphones; Loudspeakers; Notebook computers; Photographic cameras; Photovoltaic cells; Pince-nez; Portable media players; Slide projectors; Slide or photograph projection apparatus; Smart phones; Solar batteries; Tablet computers
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Jan. 03, 2013  In Commerce  Jan. 03, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Yunda New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.  Address  Shenzhen Yunda New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.  Town, No. 83, Dabao Rd., 33 Dist.  705, Bldg. 8, Dongfangming Industrial Bao'an Dist., Shezhen CHINA
Legal Entity  limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LEASER, ANDREW C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FOUNTEAD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87046613 Application Filing Date May 23, 2016 Registration Number 5082349
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "FOUNTEAD" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2614742 Foreign Registration Date Mar. 20, 2012 Foreign Application/Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 20, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glaxo Group Limited Address Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road Brentford, Middlesex UNITED KINGDOM TW89GS Legal Entity private company limited by shares (prc) State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81325741
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ALMYNO

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87046616</td>
<td>May 23, 2016</td>
<td>5082350</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording "ALMYNO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Foreign Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2609199</td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2012</td>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>Feb. 06, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders

### International Classes

- **5 - Primary Classes**
- **US Classes**: 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

### Basis Information

- **Currently 44E**: Yes

### Owner Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glaxo Group Limited</td>
<td>Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road Brentford, Middlesex ENGLAND TW89GS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>State or Country Where Organized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>private company limited by shares (prc)</td>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81325739</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AEKO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87046617  Application Filing Date May 23, 2016  Registration Number 5082351
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation The wording "AEKO" has no meaning in a foreign language.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 2609197  Foreign Registration Date Feb. 06, 2012  Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM  Foreign Expiration Date Feb. 06, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of damaged skin and tissue; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; Vaccines; Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive disorders

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Glaxo Group Limited  Address Glaxo Group Limited 980 Great West Road  Brentford, Middlesex ENGLAND  TW89GS  Legal Entity private company limited by shares (prc)  State or Country Where Organized ENGLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81325737
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) AFIB TOWN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87046835 Application Filing Date May 23, 2016 Registration Number 5082352
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "AFIB"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Educational services, namely, conducting programs in the field of atrial fibrillation
For Providing a website featuring information about health and wellness, namely, atrial fibrillation
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Dec. 31, 2014 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name American Heart Association Address American Heart Association Legal Department 7272 Greenville Avenue Dallas TEXAS 75231 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK
Owner Name American Foundation for Women's Health DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA StopAfib.org Address American Foundation for Women's Health PO Box 541 Greenwood TEXAS 76246 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GILBERT, REBECCA L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) UNLOCK HOPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87046948 Application Filing Date May 23, 2016 Registration Number 5082354
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising; On-line charitable fundraising
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name UNLOCK HOPE, LLC Address UNLOCK HOPE, LLC 4307 W. BALTIMORE DRIVE ROGERS ARKANSAS 72758 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney KIM, SOPHIA SUJIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KOSBEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87047523 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2016 Registration Number   5082355
Registration Date   Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording"KOSbEST" in a stylized form and the designed figure like gear. Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "KOSbEST" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Compressing machines; Cutting machines; Die-stamping machines; Drilling machines; Filling machines; Food processors, electric; Industrial machine presses; Industrial robots; Injection plastic molding machines; Machine tool holders; Machine used for process filtration in the pharmaceutical industry; Mechanized feeders for animals; Metalworking machine tools; Pneumatic transporters; Press dies for metal forming; Printing machines for commercial or industrial use; Tool bits for machines; Wire-coiling machines; Woodworking saw-tooth setting machines; Wrapping machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery First Use   Mar. 02, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 25, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kangxiu Ke Address   Kangxiu Ke NO.79,Xinwu Village Changqi Town Wuchuan CHINA Legal Entity   INDIVIDUAL Citizenship CHINA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) CENCORE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87048668 Application Filing Date  May 24, 2016 Registration Number  5082356
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "CENCORE" with the letters "CENCORE" appearing in black and with a stylized design of a brake rotor in navy blue appearing in place of the letter "o".
Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) navy blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Brake calipers for land vehicles; Brake drums; Brake drums for vehicles; Brake pads for automobiles; Brake pads for vehicles; Brake rotors for land vehicles; Brake shoes for vehicles; Parts of motorcycles, namely, brake rotors; Vehicle brake pads
International Classes  12 - Primary Classes US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title  Vehicles First Use  May 24, 2016 In Commerce  May 24, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Gaatu, Inc. Address  Gaatu, Inc. 880 N McCarthy Blvd STE 200 Milpitas CALIFORNIA 95035 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LE, KHANH M
Case Identifiers

Serial Number 87049037  Application Filing Date May 25, 2016  Registration Number 5084023
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Supplemental  Mark Type Service Mark  Amended to Supplemental Register Yes  Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information

For Business research and data analysis services in the field of sales and marketing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102  International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 01, 2016  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2016

Basis Information

Currently Use Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name Mintigo Ltd.  DBA, AKA, Formerly AKA Mintigo Address Mintigo Ltd. 13 Zarhin St. Raanana ISRAEL 43662  Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ISRAEL

Examiners

Examining Attorney LORENZO, KATHLEEN H
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

### Mark Literal(s)
EAT HERE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87049920
- **Application Filing Date**: May 25, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082359
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Downloadable mobile applications for saving and retrieving geographical locations and adding images, video, contextual information and data to locations, to archive, visit, share, find or view on digital maps or digital radar
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **First Use In Commerce**: May 25, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Approach Me, Inc.
- **Address**: Approach Me, Inc. 1680 Civic Center Dr. 220 Santa Clara CALIFORNIA 95050
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: JENKINS, KEISHA MONIQU
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) EPISODE PERFORMANCE MANAGER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87052331 Application Filing Date May 27, 2016 Registration Number 5084027
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Oct. 06, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "EPISODE" AND "MANAGER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing real-time business and productivity analytics for the health care field, namely, cost of care across bundled payment analytics, readmission risk analysis, hospitalization risk analysis, predictive modeling and reporting, cost of care across bundled payment
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Jul. 07, 2016 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HOWMEDICA OSTEONICS CORP. Address HOWMEDICA OSTEONICS CORP. 325 Corporate Drive Mahwah NEW JERSEY 07430 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number OSTEON/8937

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FERRELL, STEVEN WAYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87052621  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2016  Registration Number  5082364
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized letter "S" and a stylized design of a
sunburst appearing within a rectangle featuring slightly angled sides and slightly rounded corners.  Color Claimed
Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4941712

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Publications and printed matter, namely, basketball trading cards, trading cards, stickers, decals, commemorative
basketball stamps, collectible cardboard trading discs, memo boards, clipboards, paper coasters, post cards, place mats of
paper, facial tissues, note cards, memo pads, note pads, ball point pens, crayons, felt tip markers, rubber bands, pencils, pen
and paper holders, desktop document stands, scrap books, rubber stamps, drafting rulers, paper banners and flags, 3-ring
binders, stationery folders, wirebound notebooks, portfolio notebooks, unmounted and mounted photographs, posters,
calendars, bumper stickers, book covers, bookmarks, wrapping paper, children's activity books, children's coloring books;
statistical books, guide books, and reference books, all in the field of basketball; magazines in the field of basketball, catalogs
in the field of basketball, commemorative game and souvenir programs related to basketball, paper pennants, stationery,
stationery-type portfolios, post cards, invitation cards, printed certificates, greeting cards, Christmas cards, holiday cards,
informational statistical sheets for basketball topics; newsletters, brochures, pamphlets, and game schedules in the field of
basketball; bank checks, check book covers, check book holders, comic books; non-magnetic credit cards and telephone
calling cards not magnetically encoded; money clips
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorney/Correspondence Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) RED WHITE & BREW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BESTLAWYERHERE.COM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87053455 Application Filing Date May 29, 2016 Registration Number 5084028
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 19, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Advertising and directory services, namely, promoting the services of others by providing a web page featuring links to the websites of others; Promoting, advertising and marketing of the brands, products, services and online websites of individuals, businesses and nonprofit organizations; Promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; Promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; Providing a searchable on-line advertising website and guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors via the Internet
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use May 01, 2016 In Commerce May 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Golo, Oleks Address Golo, Oleks 6207 Deer Dr. N. East Stroudsburg PENNSYLVANIA 18301 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** VIDIVICI

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>87053528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 29, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### Goods and Services Information

- Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Belts; Belts for clothing; Belts made from imitation leather; Belts made of leather; Belts made out of cloth; Belts of textile; Belts that are designed to accommodate pregnancy size changes; Hats; Pants; Pants for men, women, babies; Shirt fronts; Shirt inserts, namely, dickies; Shirt yokes; Shirt-jacs; Shirts; Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Shirts and slips; Shirts for infants, babies, toddlers and children; Shirts for suits; Shirts for mankind; Sock suspenders; Socks; Socks and stockings; A-shirts; Adult novelty gag clothing item, namely, socks; Ankle socks; Anklets; Anti-perspirant socks; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Athle...
Leather hats; Leather pants; Leather shirts; Leg shielding device, attachable to and detachable from a person's pants, comprised of padding to shield the legs from flying debris when mowing with a string trimmer; Long-sleeved shirts; Lounge pants; Maternity clothing, namely, gowns; Men's socks; Men's dress socks; Moisture-wicking sports pants; Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Money belts; Night shirts; Non-disposable cloth training pants; Non-slip socks; Nurse pants; Open-necked shirts; Over shirts; Paper shoes used when going through metal detectors to keep feet and socks clean; Petti-pants; Pique shirts; Plastic socks used in the airport environment when going through security to keep feet clean, dry and sanitary; Plastic slippers used in the airport environment when going through security to keep feet and socks clean, dry and sanitary; Polo shirts; Race number belts that hold a paper number on the race participant's front or back during competition; Rain hats; Ramie shirts; Rugby shirts; Sedge hats (suge-gasa); Short-sleeve shirts; Short-sleeved shirts; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Singlets; Ski pants; Sleep pants; Sleep shirts; Sleeves worn separate and apart from blouses, shirts and other tops; Slipper socks; Small hats; Snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; Snow pants; Snowboard pants; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Sports caps and hats; Stocking hats; Stretch pants; Sun protective clothing, namely, hats, shirts,; Suspender belts; Suspender belts for men; Suspender belts for women; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; Sweat-absorbent socks; T-shirts; T-shirts for mankind; Tap pants; Tee shirts; Tee-shirts; Thermal socks; Toboggan hats; Toboggan hats, pants and caps; Top hats; Track pants; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Travel clothing contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; Triathlon clothing, namely, triathlon tights, triathlon shorts, triathlon singlets, triathlon shirts, triathlon suits; Trouser socks; Turtle neck shirts; Tuxedo belts; Waist belts; Water socks; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; Wind pants; Wind shirts; Women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Woollen socks; Woolly hats; Woven shirts; Woven shirts for men; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts


BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use | Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name | Vidivici, Jason M. Address | Vidivici, Jason M. | 55 promenade dr | 55 promenade dr | Riverhead | NEW YORK | 11901 | Legal Entity | INDIVIDUAL | Citizenship | UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney | NGUYEN, NICOLE A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) FLIP STRUCTURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87054645 Application Filing Date May 31, 2016 Registration Number 5084029
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 19, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Business development consulting services; Business management and advice; Business management and consultation; Business management consultancy services; Business management consultation; Business management consulting; Business organizational consultation; Business strategic planning services; Business strategy development services; Assistance in management of business activities; Assistance with business management and planning; Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning, business analysis, business management, business organization, marketing and customer analysis; Consulting services in business organization and management
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Sep. 01, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Chris Bickel Address Chris Bickel 44 Oak Glade Dr. Fallbrook, CALIFORNIA 92028 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ALTREE, NICHOLAS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) MAWAKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87054691 Application Filing Date May 31, 2016 Registration Number 5084030
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 27, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For jewelry bags specially adapted for holding jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 15, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ann Mutahi Address Ann Mutahi 223 West 38th St 1295 New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KENYA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ASKEW, MEGAN RUTH
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ANAHEIM VACATION HOUSE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87054812</td>
<td>May 31, 2016</td>
<td>5084031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Supplemental Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Amended to Supplemental Register</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Date Amended to Current Register</th>
<th>Sep. 20, 2016</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>May 26, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
<td>&quot;VACATION HOUSE&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Real estate service, namely, rental property management; Real estate services, namely, rental of short-term furnished apartments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Insurance and Financial Health Care and Services</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2014</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olson, Samuel Melvin</td>
<td>Olson, Samuel Melvin 17853 Santiago Blvd. #107-484  Villa Park CALIFORNIA  92861</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney | LAVOIE, RYAN CHRISTOPH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) HEALTHY KID BOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87054943 Application Filing Date May 31, 2016 Registration Number 5084032
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 20, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Packaged kits comprising printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials for educational activities in the field of nutrition for children

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The OrganWise Guys Inc. Address The OrganWise Guys Inc. 450 Satellite Blvd. NE, Suite M Suwanee GEORGIA 30024 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney STRINGER, DANIEL S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE REBEL IN ME HONORS
THE REBEL IN YOU

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87055177 Application Filing Date May 31, 2016 Registration Number 5084033
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental
Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 19, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Jackets; Shirts; Shorts; Sweatshirts; Tank-tops; Hooded sweatshirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name New Kind of Rebel, LLC Address New Kind of Rebel, LLC 5911 Monticello Road Alexandria
VIRGINIA 22303 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized VIRGINIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MIZELLE HOWARD, DEZMON
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) TRAINERPASS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87057954 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5082372
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "TRAINERPASS" with dots in front of the "T". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Online computer services, namely, creating an online community for users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities and engage in social networking; providing a website that features technology that enables users access to physical fitness professionals through a subscription-based client management system
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 26, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CBS Interactive Inc. Address CBS Interactive Inc. 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400 Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) OUELLETTE GROUP PHYSICIANS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87057990 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5084035
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 21, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GROUP PHYSICIANS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical services, namely, orthopedic surgery and treatment
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use May 26, 2016 In Commerce May 26, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Ouellette Group Physicians for the Hand, P.L. Address The Ouellette Group Physicians for the Hand, P.L. Suite 600 3150 SW 38th Street Miami FLORIDA 33146 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State FLORIDA or Country Where Organized

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) COLUMBUS VEGFEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87058016 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2016 Registration Number 5084036
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Amended to
Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Jun. 02, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "VEGFEST"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services in the nature of cultural festivals featuring food, beverages, folk dance performances, live musical performances, dancing, parades, souvenirs, amusement rides, and entertainment activities for children and adults.; Organizing community festivals featuring primarily information to educate about the benefits of a plant-based diet and also providing a marketplace for vegan-friendly businesses to promote their offerings, and encourage local restaurants to offer vegan menu options. and also providing a marketplace for vegan-friendly businesses to promote their offerings, and encourage local restaurants to offer vegan menu options.
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Nov. 01, 2015 In Commerce May 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Columbus Veg Community CVC Inc. Address Columbus Veg Community CVC Inc. 1436 W 3rd Ave Columbus OHIO 43212 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney PARK, JENNY K
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>87058277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 02, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5084038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to Supplemental Register</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Amended to Current Register</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 21, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S) / LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of the Mark</strong></td>
<td>The mark consists of a zebra pattern design positioned above the bottom back of a babies one piece body suit. The mark is shown on a one piece baby body suit drawn in dotted lines to show placement of the mark and forms no part of the mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Claimed</strong></td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Baby bodysuits; Body suits for babies; Infant and toddler one piece clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>22, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>SONS OF SAVAGE LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>SONS OF SAVAGE LLC 3255 Roosevelt Street Carlsbad, CALIFORNIA 92008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examiner</strong></td>
<td>DEFORD, JEFFREY S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ROST

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87059405
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5084039
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Lighters for smokers; Smokeless cigarette vaporizer pipe; Tobacco grinders; Tobacco pipes
- **International Classes**: 34 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 8, 9, 17
- **International Class Title**: Smokers' Articles
- **First Use**: Mar. 19, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 19, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Status Smoke, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA ROST GLASS & VAPORIZERS
- **Address**: Status Smoke, LLC 16125 Shady Grove Road Gaithersburg MARYLAND 20877
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MARYLAND

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: ADEYIGA, ADETAYO JANET
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BIOCRES EVOLUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87061211  Application Filing Date Jun. 06, 2016  Registration Number 5082373
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "BIOS" in white with the
wording "CRES" below in white and "EVOLUTION" below in white. On the bottom is an image of a zoomed particle of
hair in white, purple and blue colors, with small white lines inside of it. Around of it are some shapes: curves, lines and
dots in white and purple color. The background of this image is based in squares of blue/green colors, all inside a black
background. Color Drawing Yes  Color Claimed The color(s) white, green, blue, purple and black is/are claimed as
a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hair lotion; Hair shampoo
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and
Cleaning Preparations First Use Dec. 01, 2013  In Commerce Dec. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BG INTERNATIONAL GROUP USA LLC  Address BG INTERNATIONAL GROUP USA LLC  4005
NW 114TH AVE STE 12 DORAL FLORIDA 33178  Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or
Country Where Organized FLORIDA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** NATIONAL BEHAVIORAL CARE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87061647
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 06, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5084041
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Supplemental
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Amended to Supplemental Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 19, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BEHAVIORAL CARE"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: healthcare services; Behavioral health services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: Nov. 01, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Brenda Monterde B.C.B.A. & Associates
- **Address**: Brenda Monterde B.C.B.A. & Associates Unit A5 313 E. Plaza Drive Santa Maria CALIFORNIA 93454
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HESIK, APRIL ANNE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** ON THE CUSP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For Printed pamphlets, brochures, manuals, books, booklets, leaflets, informational flyers, informational sheets and newsletters, adhesive backed stickers, and kits comprised solely of one or more of the foregoing materials in the field of dentistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>16 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently Use Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name Den-Mat Holdings, LLC Address Den-Mat Holdings, LLC Legal Department 1017 W. Central Avenue Lompoc CALIFORNIA 93436 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized DELAWARE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
Examining Attorney SINGH, TEJBIR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) LIQUID PEDICURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 87061845 | Application Filing Date | Jun. 06, 2016 | Registration Number | 5084042 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Registere | Supplemental | Mark Type | Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register | Yes | Date Amended to Current Register | Sep. 23, 2016 | Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Athletes' foot powders; Medicated foot powder
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use May 2016 In Commerce May 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mitchell Jr., Leland Address Mitchell Jr., Leland 558 Southgate Drive Starkville MISSISSIPPI 39759
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MIT-505-1

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** PASTA TOP

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87061973
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 06, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5084043
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Yes
- **Date Amended to Current Register**: Sep. 21, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "TOP"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Pasta box top in the nature of a reusable lid that attaches to end of box for storage of food and has a hole that can open or close for pouring out a serving of pasta
- **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
- **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Apr. 18, 2014
- **In Commerce**: Apr. 18, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Talisman Designs, LLC
- **Address**: Talisman Designs, LLC 4846 Park Glen Road  Minneapolis MINNESOTA 55416
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: MINNESOTA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEELEY, ALISON REBECCA
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) KING OF THE STREAK

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 87062653 Application Filing Date Jun. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5082375
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games, providing information in the fields of entertainment via computer networks, organizing and conducting fantasy sports games and leagues, providing online fantasy sports news and information; providing online fantasy sports information and computer games in the fields of sport fantasy games, sports figures, athletes, sports events, player rankings, advice on selecting players for a fantasy team and general fantasy sports and fantasy games tips

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name CBS Interactive Inc. Address CBS Interactive Inc. 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400 Wilmington DELAWARE 19808 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney DANG, PETER T
## Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Mark Information

- **Mark Literal(s):** SNACKING IS BETTER WITH PEARLS
- **Standard Character Claim:** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type:** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

## Related Properties Information

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations:** 2670040

## Goods and Services Information

- **For:** processed olives
- **International Classes:** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes:** 46 **International Class Title:** Meats and Processed Foods
- **First Use:** Jun. 03, 2016 **In Commerce:** Jun. 03, 2016

## Basis Information

- **Currently Use:** Yes

## Owner Information

- **Owner Name:** Musco Olive Products, Inc. **DBA, AKA, Formerly:** DBA Musco Family Olive Company **Address:** Musco Olive Products, Inc. 17950 Via Nicolo Tracy CALIFORNIA 95377 **Legal Entity:** CORPORATION **State or Country:** CALIFORNIA
- **Where Organized:** CALIFORNIA

## Examining Attorney

- **Examining Attorney:** SAKAI, ADA HAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DIY HARD NAILS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87065115 Application Filing Date Jun. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5084048
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Supplemental Mark Type Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register Yes Date Amended to Current Register Sep. 19, 2016 Date Cancelled May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "NAILS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4915816

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Nail drying machines for home and salon use, namely, LED nail dryers

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Mensah Alliance Group Inc. Address Mensah Alliance Group Inc. 195 Coopers Hill SW Airdrie, Alberta CANADA T4B0B9 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOODSaid, IRA J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) 3D BROWTONES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87066719 Application Filing Date Jun. 09, 2016 Registration Number 5082382
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; Eyebrow colors; Eyebrow gel; Eyebrow cosmetics
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 29, 2016 In Commerce Jun. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Benefit Cosmetics LLC Address Benefit Cosmetics LLC 225 Bush Street, 20th Floor San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94104 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GEARHART, DAVID JAMES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEACON SUPPLY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87067949 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5082383
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SUPPLY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2500039, 3310801, 3322416

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wholesale distributorships featuring building materials; providing business and commercial information in the field of building contractors, building materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc. Address Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc. Suite 300 505 Huntmar Park Drive Herndon VIRGINIA 20170 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S2322055

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BEACON DISTRIBUTION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87067957 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5082384
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DISTRIBUTION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2500039, 3310814, 3322416

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For wholesale distributorships featuring building materials; providing business and commercial information in the field of building contractors, building materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc. Address Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc. Suite 300 505 Huntmar Park Drive Herndon VIRGINIA 20170 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number S2322054
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE TASTE THAT BRINGS YOU HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87070313 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2016
Registration Number 5082392
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal
Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Iced tea; Tea; Tea-based beverages with fruit flavoring

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Coca-Cola Company Address The Coca-Cola Company One Coca-Cola Plaza Atlanta GEORGIA 30313 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 81296622

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINGLE, JAMES W
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** FISH CONNECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>87072651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5084056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amended to</strong></td>
<td>Supplemental Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td>Date Amended to Current Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "FISH CONNECT".
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Providing a website featuring information about hunting and fishing
- **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
- **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **First Use**: Nov. 25, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Nov. 25, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Jlink Inc.
- **Address**: Jlink Inc. 508 Mariner Village Huron OHIO 44839
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: OHIO

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: KING, CHRISTINA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) SILVER LUXURIES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87081375 Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2016 Registration Number   5082405
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SILVER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bangles; Bracelets; Charms; Earrings; Necklaces; Pendants; Rings
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use May 06, 2013 In Commerce Sep. 02, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name L.A. Gem and Jewelry Design, Inc. Address L.A. Gem and Jewelry Design, Inc. 659 South Broadway, 7th Floor Los Angeles CALIFORNIA 90014 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number LAR08-063T

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) THE ULTIMATE DRONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87082422  Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2016  Registration Number  5084058
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Supplemental  Mark Type  Trademark  Amended to Supplemental Register  Yes  Date Amended to Current Register  Sep. 19, 2016  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "DRONE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drones and related operational software and printed manuals therefor, sold as a unit; unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVS), and related operational software and printed manuals therefor, sold as a unit  International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44  International Class Title  Vehicles  First Use  Jun. 18, 2016  In Commerce  Jun. 18, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Mota Group, Inc.  DBA, AKA, Formerly  FORMERLY UNorth, Inc.  Address  Mota Group, Inc.  PO Box 1116  Campbell  CALIFORNIA  95009  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) BLINKIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87083780 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2016 Registration Number 5082406
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bicycles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Phantom Frames Inc. Address Phantom Frames Inc. 2210 South Huron Drive 2210 South Huron Drive Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92704 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JANICE
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

## Mark Literal(s)
BLINKY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>87083786</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5082407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For**: Bicycles

**International Classes**: 12 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**International Class Title**: Vehicles

**First Use**: Jun. 24, 2016

**In Commerce**: Jun. 24, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**: Phantom Frames Inc.

**Address**: Phantom Frames Inc. 2210 South Huron Drive Santa Ana CALIFORNIA 92704

**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**: THOMAS, JANICE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

**Mark Literal(s)** GABI & MEL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 87091770
- **Application Filing Date**: Jul. 01, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5082415
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the names "GABI" and "MEL" in Andover font with a stylized ampersand symbol between the two names also in Andover font.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Ana Carla Oltramari and Ana Rita Nogueira, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Shoes for children
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use**: Jul. 01, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Jul. 01, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Petit Green Step, LLC
- **Address**: Petit Green Step, LLC 9201 Collins Ave. #622 Surfside FLORIDA 33154
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) DROPAIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87095108  Application Filing Date  Jul. 06, 2016  Registration Number  5082417  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Topical medicated preparations, namely, analgesics and analgesic preparations, namely, topical analgesic spray, topical analgesic roll-on and topical analgesic cream for the relief of arthritis, muscle and back pain, tendonitis, muscle sprains, strains, bruises and cramps
International Classes  5 - Primary Classes  US Classes  6, 18, 46, 51, 52  International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
First Use  Apr. 20, 2011  In Commerce  Apr. 20, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  NutraMarks, Inc.  Address  NutraMarks, Inc.  1500 Kearns Boulevard, Suite B200  Park City  UTAH 84060  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner  SHIH, SALLY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s) PUSH THE WORLD FORWARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  87096730  Application Filing Date  Jul. 07, 2016  Registration Number  5082418  Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Principal Register  Trademark  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  T-shirts; Tank tops

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  WISYP  Address  WISYP  Suite B. 1209 Molino Ave.  Long Beach  CALIFORNIA  90804  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  CALIFORNIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  ROSEN, AMANDA ROBYN
TM 17526 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87132901 Application Filing Date  Aug. 09, 2016 Registration Number   5084066
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Supplemental Mark Type   Trademark Amended to Supplemental Register   Yes Date Amended to Current Register   Sep. 23, 2016 Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of the color purple as applied to the internal lining of the clothing products, such that it contrasts with the adjoining outside portions of the garments. The drawing shows the configuration of the goods in broken lines. The matter shown in broken lines indicates placement of the mark on the garment and neither the matter shown in broken lines nor the configuration of the garment are claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) purple is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Hats; Jackets; Pants; Suits; Vests; Skirts and dresses International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing First Use   Mar. 01, 2016 In Commerce   Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   The Betty Bolton Collection Address   The Betty Bolton Collection PO Box 2292 Covina CALIFORNIA 91722 Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   UTAH

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   WATTS-FITZGERALD, CAIT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** PROBIOTICS DUOLAC

CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85784949</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 2012</td>
<td>5084507</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
<th>Disclaimer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of the words &quot;PROBIOTICS DUOLAC&quot; in blue stylized letters with a gray dot in the middle of the letter &quot;O&quot; in the word &quot;DUOLAC&quot;.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) blue and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
<td>&quot;PROBIOTICS&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOREIGN INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>Foreign Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0973208</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2013</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0973154</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2013</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0973215</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2013</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>Jun. 05, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | [ Baby food made from livestock products; baby foods made from agricultural products; lacteal flour for babies; medicine for intestinal disorders; medicines for veterinary purposes, namely, for treatment of intestinal bacteria; agents for immunity adjustment; milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; medicines for alleviating constipation; additives to fodder for medical purposes in the nature of dietary supplements; ] nutritional supplements for medical purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; lactic acid bacteria capsules for medical purposes; lactic acid bacteria microorganisms for medical purposes; [ biological preparations for medical purposes for treatment of cancer, heart disease, and neurological diseases; ] all of the foregoing containing probiotics |
| International Classes | 5 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 | International Class Title |
| Pharmaceuticals | | | | |
For [ Lactic acid bacteria drinks; lactic-acid fermented milk; yogurt; nutritional supplement containing lactic ferments; lactic-acid fermented cheese; lactic-acid fermented sausages; ham containing lactic ferments; lactic-acid fermented kimchi; all of the foregoing containing probiotics ]

**International Classes** | 29 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 46 | **International Class Title** | Meats and Processed Foods
---|---|---|---|---|---

For [ Brown rice flour for food; frozen yogurt, namely, confectionery ices; chewing gum; candy; mayonnaise; dressings for salad; ginseng tea; black tea; green tea; coffee-based beverages; lactic-acid fermented bread; all of the foregoing containing probiotics ]

**International Classes** | 30 - Primary Classes | **US Classes** | 46 | **International Class Title** | Staple Foods
---|---|---|---|---|---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Cell Biotech Co., Ltd. **Address** Cell Biotech Co., Ltd. 134 Gaegok-ri, Wolgot-myeon, Gimpo-si Gyeonggi-do 415-872 REPUBLIC OF KOREA 10003 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** HJP 0080 US

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

Change in Registration Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examinning Attorney NEVILLE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) AI THE ART INSTITUTES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85939754 Application Filing Date May 22, 2013 Registration Number 4978361
Registration Date Jun. 14, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 29, 2014
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 23, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "AI" in stylized lettering appearing above the wording "THE ART INSTITUTES". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ART"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Housewares and kitchen utensils, namely, water bottles sold empty ]
For Bags, namely, tote bags, grocery tote bags [, duffel bags, messenger bags ]
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods First Use Mar. 09, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2016
For Office and art supplies, namely, tracing paper pads, drawing boards, drawing compasses, and charcoal pencils ]
For [ Electronics and accessories therefor, namely, USB chargers, mobile phone stands, tablet computer styluses ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 09, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 09, 2016
For Clothing and accessories, namely, T-shirts, shirts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>[Knives and scissors]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>8 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes                                      |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name               | THE ARTS INSTITUTES INTERNATIONAL, LLC      |
|                        | **Address** THE ARTS INSTITUTES INTERNATIONAL, LLC 100 Embassy Row 6600 Peachtree Dunwoody Road N.E. Atlanga GEORGIA 30328 |
| Legal Entity            | NOT-FOR-PROFIT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY    |
| State or Country Where Organized | ARIZONA                                    |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 15189.0381                  |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| Change in Registration | Yes                                      |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | THOMAS, JANICE                      |
Case Identifiers

Serial Number   86037382  Application Filing Date  Aug. 14, 2013  Registration Number  5064566  Registration Date  Oct. 18, 2016  Notice of Allowance Date  Mar. 03, 2015

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Color Claimed   Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For   [ Education services, namely, providing ] [ courses, workshops, ] [ in-person forums, and in-person gatherings in the fields of academic study of arts and sciences, engineering and applied sciences, education, architecture, interdisciplinary studies, business, public policy, law and medicine; ] special event planning for social entertainment purposes [; entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions and challenges in the field of entertainment, education, culture, and other non-business and non-commercial fields ]


For   [ Collaboration services, namely, promoting collaboration within the scientific, research and provider communities to achieve advances in the fields of agriculture, arts and sciences, namely, African American studies, anthropology, archaeology, art, art administration, biochemistry, bioethics, biology, biophysics, chemistry, cognitive science, comparative literature, creative writing, drama, global languages, global studies, history, literatures and cultures, economics, English, environmental sciences, information technology, mathematics, media studies, music, women, gender, and sexuality, philosophy, physics, politics, psychology, public health sciences, religious studies, sign language, sociology, statistics, engineering and applied sciences, namely, applied mathematics, applied mechanics, biomedical engineering, biomedical sciences, civil and environmental engineering, computer engineering, computer science, cross-disciplinary studies, electrical and computer engineering, materials science and engineering, mechanical and aerospace engineering, science, technology and society, systems and information engineering, education, namely, curriculum, instruction, and special education, education leadership, foundations and policy, human services, kinesiology, architecture, namely, architecture, landscape architecture, history of art, history of architecture, urban and environmental planning, business, namely, leadership, marketing, management, and tax, public policy, namely, civil leadership, public administration, public policy, health care systems, social entrepreneurship, law... }
and medicine; Special event planning for business purposes; research services, namely, business research in the fields of, arts and sciences, namely, African American studies, anthropology, archaeology, art, art administration, biochemistry, bioethics, biology, biophysics, chemistry, cognitive science, comparative literature, creative writing, drama, global languages, global studies, history, literatures and cultures, economics, English, environmental sciences, information technology, mathematics, media studies, music, women, gender, and sexuality, philosophy, physics, politics, psychology, public health sciences, religious studies, sign language, sociology, statistics, engineering and applied sciences, namely, applied mathematics, applied mechanics, biomedical engineering, biomedical sciences, civil and environmental engineering, computer engineering, computer science, cross-disciplinary studies, electrical and computer engineering, materials science and engineering, mechanical and aerospace engineering, science, technology and society, systems and information engineering, education, namely, curriculum, instruction, and special education, education leadership, foundations and policy, human services, kinesiology, architecture, namely, architecture, landscape architecture, history of art, history of architecture, urban and environmental planning, business, namely, leadership, marketing, management, and tax, public policy, namely, civil leadership, public administration, public policy, health care systems, social entrepreneurship, law, and medicine; organizing business competitions; providing projects, namely, organizing and developing economic development and health projects in support of NGO (non-governmental organization) programs ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>35 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 102</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Advertising and Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 2012</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Apr. 12, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>University of Virginia PO Box 400224 Charlottesville VIRGINIA 22904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State or Country Where Organized**

| VIRGINIA |

**Legal Entity**

| public corporation |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>CHUO, EMILY M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

20470
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) A

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86053112 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2013 Registration Number 5064570
Registration Date Oct. 18, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 10, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 07, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a slanted letter "A" in stylized font contained within a shaded square, which is all contained within the outline of a larger square. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Real estate building management and leasing; rental of apartments and retail buildings; providing information via the Internet in the field of real estate building management and leasing; providing online information for renters and prospective renters in the field of real estate
For [ Printed guides for real property; printed guides for residential services; newsletters and magazines related to real property and residential services ]
For Providing facilities for recreation activities; providing information to an apartment community in the field of recreation and leisure activities

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>AvalonBay Communities, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>AvalonBay Communities, Inc. 4040 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1000 Arlington VIRGINIA 22203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>RICHARDSON, JENNIFER D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) C9

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86072759 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2013 Registration Number 5086947
Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 19, 2014
Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 14, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4321402, 3464633

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Towels ]
For [ Fitness equipment and accessories, namely, manually operated exercise equipment, kettle bells, exercise weights, ] yoga mats, [ exercise balls, jump ropes, ] personal exercise mats [, exercise hand grippers, exercise equipment, namely, exercise bands, abdominal wheels, and exercise wheels, work-out gloves, jump ropes ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HBI Branded Apparel Enterprises, LLC Address HBI Branded Apparel Enterprises, LLC 1000 East Hanes Mill Road Winston-Salem NORTH CAROLINA 27105 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1351592

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** PETROSMITH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86299207
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 03, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5082617
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Feb. 17, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Apr. 14, 2015

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** [Coatings, namely, protective and anti-corrosive pipe and tubular coatings]
  - **International Classes**: 2 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 6, 11, 16
  - **International Class Title**: Paints
  - **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

- **For** [Machines and machine tools, namely, oil refining machines, pump jacks, and mechanical rig drilling machines used in the field of oil and gas production]
  - **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35
  - **International Class Title**: Machinery
  - **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2014

- **For** Construction services, namely, construction of derricks, sub-structures, metal pits, pump skids, doghouses, pipe racks, catwalks, tanks, vessels, tank trailers, and pump jacks for hydrocarbon exploration, drilling and production facilities; installation of hydrocarbon exploration, drilling, and production equipment; Maintenance and servicing of oil wells, namely, wire line servicing, plugging, and abandoning; Oil drilling
  - **International Classes**: 37 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Construction and Repair
  - **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2016
  - **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

- **For** (Based on Use in Commerce) Transport services, namely, transport of metal tanks, pressure vessels, oil field related pipe and pumping vessels for use in the storage of production fluids, namely, crude oil, natural gas, and water
  - **International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 105
  - **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage
  - **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2014
  - **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2014
For (Based on Use in Commerce) Treatment services for materials, namely, application of protective coatings to pipe, casing, drill pipe, line pipe, and couplings

**International Classes**: 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title**: Material Treatment **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2014 **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2014

**For**  Clothing, namely, shirts, headwear

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39 **International Class Title**: Clothing **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2014 **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2014

**For**  [Oil field exploration services]

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services **First Use**: Apr. 01, 2016 **In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

**For**  Metal storage vessels, namely, metal tanks, pressure vessels, oil field pipe, casing, drill pipe, line pipe, couplings, and pumping vessels for storage of production fluids, namely, crude oil, natural gas, and water

**International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title**: Metal Goods **First Use**: Mar. 03, 2014 **In Commerce**: Mar. 03, 2014

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Petrosmith LLC  **Address**: Petrosmith LLC  7435 U.S. Highway 277 S  Abilene  TEXAS  79606  **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**: TEXAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 0105237-4000

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: SHANOSKI, JOANNA MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SMART COVER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86360047  Application Filing Date Aug. 07, 2014  Registration Number 4965301
Registration Date May 24, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jul. 28, 2015
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 22, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "COVER"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Unfitted fabric slipcovers for furniture]
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics  First Use Aug. 31, 2014  In Commerce Aug. 31, 2014

For Fitted fabric slipcovers for furniture
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified  First Use Aug. 31, 2014  In Commerce Aug. 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Maytex Mills, Inc.  Address Maytex Mills, Inc. 17th Floor  261 Fifth Avenue  New York  NEW YORK 10016  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MAY-46

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, JANICE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86380165 Application Filing Date  Aug. 28, 2014 Registration Number  4969485
Registration Date  May 31, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 15, 2015
Notice of Allowance Date  Nov. 10, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Jewelry and watch organizer displays in the nature of watch valets, display stands, display boards, ring holders, necklace holders, bracelet holders, earring holders for displaying and organizing jewelry
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry First Use  Jan. 01, 1991 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1991
For  Safety pins; sewing tools, namely, sewing kits comprised of needles, thimbles, scissors and thread, sold as a unit
International Classes  26 - Primary Classes US Classes  37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title  Fancy Goods First Use  Jan. 01, 1991 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1991
For  [ Walking sticks ]
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods First Use  Jan. 01, 1995 In Commerce  Jan. 01, 1995
For  [ Power tools, namely, cordless drills, angle grinder, belt bender, circular saw, die grinder, jigsaw, impact drill, random orbital sander, router table, bender, scroll, wood router, wood scraper, table saw, and accessories of all power tools, namely, sanding, rubber mandrel for sanding band, cut off wheel, abrasive grinding wheel, mounted point, disc burs, diamond polishing wheel, mounted point, disc burs, pencil brush, carbide burs, cutoff wheel, saw, rasp, hole saw, drills, chisels, hammer, collets, chucks, chuck keys, hobby knives, box cutters, woolen wheel mounted point, disc burs, cotton wheel mounted point disc burs, steel, stainless steel, copper brass, nylon-wheel brush, cup brush, router bits, high speed steel, carbon steel, alloy steel, stainless steel, diamond coated, mandrels, hammer chuck, foot pedal control switch, electronic step-less speed controller, power tool holder, and tapered spindles ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>7 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Machinery</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 1991</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
<th>Jan. 01, 1991</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>[ Plastic boxes ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>20 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>[ Flashlights ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Telescopic mirrors; magnifying glasses; reading glasses; binoculars; batteries; compasses; tape measures; safety equipment, namely, life vests; protective wear, namely, goggles; [ dust masks, ] ear mufffs, hard hats, gloves [, overalls, work boots ]; [ safety traffic cones; ] measuring tapes; electric [ and mechanical ] signs; emergency warning lights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>21, 23, 26, 36, 38</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Cargo nets; elastic cords; all purpose nylon straps featuring hook and loop fasteners; fasteners, namely, plastic and nylon cable ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>22 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cordage and Fibers</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Personal care tools, namely, baby scissors, nail clippers, nail scissors, nippers, nose scissors; pick-up tools, namely, claws, magnetic pick-up tools; hand tools, namely, pliers, steel files, glaziers' diamonds being parts of hand tools, rotary tools in the nature of cutting, carving, sanding, polishing, and drilling tools, polishing buffs, wheels and points, drills, tool holders, disc cutters, dapping blocks and punches, punches, marking punches, blocks, frames, blades for hobby knives, utility cutters and cutters, hobby knives and cutters, soldering tools, screwdrivers, hammers, brushes, chisels and sharpening tools in the nature of rods and wheels; knives, namely, camping knives, diving knives, emergency knives, fishing and fillet knives, hunting knives, machetes, money clip knives, multifunction knives, pocket folding knives, survival knives, swords, and utility knives; scissors; hand tools for jewelry, in the nature of bead tools, metal forming tools, ring stretchers, ring sticks, non-metal bracelet mandrels, clamps, gauges, vises, tap and ides, gold panning tools, watch making and repair tools, clamps, tweezers, picks and scribers, thread nippers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>8 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>23, 28, 44</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Hand Tools</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Metal padlocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>6 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
<td>First Use</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
<td>In Commerce</td>
<td>Jan. 01, 1991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**Currently Use**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Siya, Inc. <strong>DBA, AKA, Formerly</strong> DBA Sona Enterprises <strong>Address</strong> Siya, Inc. 10233 Palm Drive Santa Fe Springs CALIFORNIA 90670 <strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION <strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong> CALIFORNIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>SALEM, DOMINICK J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** CORESIGHT

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86390799</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4930183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>013070677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Jul. 10, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>013070677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 03, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 10, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Printed educational materials on electronic data processing equipment, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuits, system-on-chip devices, microprocessors, processors, chips, application specific integrated circuits, graphics processing units, semiconductor intellectual property cores, instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, processor-based devices, microcontrollers, electronic chips, data processors, interfaces for computers, macro cells, bus interfaces, printed circuit boards, electronic circuit boards, electronic data storage devices, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network; instruction manuals in the field of design and development of electronic data processing equipment, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuits, system-on-chip devices, microprocessors, processors, chips, application specific integrated circuits, graphics processing units, semiconductor intellectual property cores, instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, processor-based devices, microcontrollers, electronic chips, data processors, interfaces for computers, macro cells, bus interfaces, printed circuit boards, electronic circuit boards, electronic data storage devices, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network; instruction manuals, namely, user and development manuals in the field of design and development of electronic data processing equipment, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuits, system-on-chip devices, microprocessors, processors, chips, application specific integrated circuits, graphics processing units, semiconductor intellectual property cores, instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, processor-based devices, microcontrollers, electronic chips, data processors, interfaces for computers, macro cells, bus interfaces, printed circuit boards, electronic circuit boards, electronic device
data storage devices, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network; printed materials, namely, instruction manuals, user manuals, technical manuals, development manuals, datasheets, brochures, articles, newsletters, books, magazines, journals, research papers and white papers in the field of performance and technical characteristics of electronic data processing equipment, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuits, system-on-chip devices, microprocessors, processors, chips, application specific integrated circuits, graphics processing units, semiconductor intellectual property cores, instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, processor-based devices, microcontrollers, electronic chips, data processors, interfaces for computers, macro cells, bus interfaces, printed circuit boards, electronic circuit boards, electronic data storage devices, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network.

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Providing on-line not downloadable publications in the nature of in the nature of instruction manuals, user manuals, technical manuals, development manuals, datasheets, brochures, articles, newsletters, books, magazines, journals, research papers and white papers in the field of instruction set architectures, RISC based instruction set architectures, electronic data processing equipment, microprocessors, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuit based devices, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces, printed circuit boards, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network.

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Electronic data processing equipment; computer hardware; integrated circuits; microprocessors; Computer chips; application specific integrated circuits; graphics processing units; semiconductor intellectual property cores; instruction set architectures, namely, software instructions designed to function with particular microprocessors; data processors; interfaces for computers; printed circuit boards; electronic circuit boards; electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network, namely, computers; computer peripherals; computer memory hardware; computer hardware and software for controlling computer memory; computer hardware and software for controlling the interconnectivity of components in electronic data processing equipment, integrated circuits, micro controllers, system-on-chips, and printed circuit boards; computer hardware and software for controlling data between multiple processors; computer software for the design, development, modelling, simulation, compiling, de-bugging, verification, construction and interfacing of electronic data processing equipment, integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, processors, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; computer software for the design, development, modelling, simulation, compiling, de-bugging, verification, construction and interfacing of application software and operating system software to run on integrated circuit based devices; Downloadable electronic data files featuring microprocessor design file software; electronic publications, downloadable, in the nature of instruction manuals, user manuals, technical manuals, development manuals, datasheets, brochures, articles, newsletters, books, magazines, journals, research papers and white papers in the field of instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, electronic data processing equipment, microprocessors, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuit based devices, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces, printed circuit boards, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network.

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Research, development and design, all relating to electronic data processing equipment, microprocessors, system-on-chip devices, processors, chips, application specific integrated circuits, graphics processing units, semiconductor intellectual property cores, instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, processor-based devices, integrated circuits, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuit based devices, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network, microprocessor cores, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; technical consultancy and technical support services, in the nature of diagnosing electronic data processing equipment, microprocessors, system-on-chip devices, processors, chips, application specific integrated circuits, graphics processing units, semiconductor intellectual property cores, instruction set architectures, RISC-based instruction set architectures, processor-based devices, integrated circuits, computer hardware, computer software, integrated circuit based devices, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network, microprocessor cores, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards problems; research, development and design, all relating to computer software used in and for use in the design, development, modelling, simulation, compiling, de-bugging, verification, construction and interfacing of electronic data processing equipment, integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, processors, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; technical consultancy and technical support services in the nature of diagnosing problems with computer software used in and for use in the design, development, modelling, simulation, compiling, de-bugging, verification, construction and interfacing of electronic data processing equipment, integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, processors, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; research, development and design, all relating computer software used in and for use in the design, development, modelling, simulation, compiling, de-bugging, verification, construction and interfacing of application software and operating system software to run on integrated circuit based devices; technical consultancy and technical support services, in the nature of diagnosing problems with computer software used in and for use in the design, development, modelling, simulation, compiling, de-bugging, verification, construction and interfacing of application software and operating system software to run on integrated circuit based devices

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ARM Limited  Address  ARM Limited  110 Fulbourn Road  Cambridge  UNITED KINGDOM  CB19NJ
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  KUYKENDALL, LYNDSEY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** USDE UNIVERSAL STANDARD DIAMONDS EVALUATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86397733
- **Application Filing Date**: Sep. 17, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 5080227
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "USDE" above the wording "UNIVERSAL STANDARD DIAMONDS EVALUATION" to the left of the wording is a design containing four triangles.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "UNIVERSAL STANDARD DIAMONDS EVALUATION"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
- **Foreign Registration Number**: 246092
- **Foreign Registration Date**: Apr. 19, 2012
- **Foreign Application/Registration County**: ISRAEL
- **Foreign Expiration Date**: Apr. 19, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Financial management of exchange and trading of diamonds and gemstones [ ; valuation of diamonds and gemstones, via a website featuring links to valuation information for diamonds and gemstones and trading services online ]
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial
- **For**: [ Business management of exchange and trading of diamonds and gemstones, via a web site featuring a searchable price guide database of values measuring the monetary worth of diamonds and gemstones ]
- **International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 44E**: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: The Diamonds Exchange Ltd
- **Address**: The Diamonds Exchange Ltd 2nd Floor, Flat Office 211 Arch. Makariou III, I Megarro Miti 3 Nicosia CYPRUS 1065
- **Legal Entity**: limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 37145-05
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney  CROSS, TRACY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) YOGA DESIGN LAB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86403777 Application Filing Date Sep. 23, 2014 Registration Number 5084575
Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "YOGA DESIGN"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0097466/1560698, A0096774/ International Registration Number 1560698,

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meditation mats, yoga mats, microfiber meditation mats, yoga blankets, meditation blankets, bags specially adapted to carry yoga equipment, rugs used for yoga, yoga fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and for carrying a yoga mat, yoga towels specially adapted for yoga mats

International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
First Use May 31, 2014 In Commerce May 31, 2014

For Yoga clothing, namely, athletic tops and bottoms for yoga, yoga uniforms, yoga shirts, robes, sports shirts, headwear, sports jackets, shoes, footwear, hats and caps

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 31, 2014 In Commerce May 31, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YOGA DESIGN LAB, INC. Address YOGA DESIGN LAB, INC. 485 HALF DAY RD #440 BUFFALO GROVE ILLINOIS 60089 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 105956655355
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate   Issue New Certificate to: YOGA DESIGN LAB, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 485 Half Day Rd #440 Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) GOPRESERVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86487261 Application Filing Date  Dec. 20, 2014 Registration Number  4962439
Registration Date  May 24, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  008556243 Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 16, 2010 Foreign Application/Registration County  EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date  Sep. 17, 2019

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Printed matter, namely, books and reports in the field of completion and commissioning procedures in the oil and gas industry and methods and procedures for storing, inspecting, preserving, maintaining and tracking equipment in the oil and gas, construction and nuclear industries; manuals in the field of completion and commissioning procedures in the oil and gas industry and methods and procedures for storing, inspecting, preserving, maintaining and tracking equipment in the oil and gas, construction and nuclear industries; engineering manuals in the form of printed matter; engineering documentation in the form of books, pamphlets, manuals and printed reports; printed guides for engineering and commissioning purposes; printed matter, namely, books, manuals and reports relating to computer programs

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Computer software for managing equipment preservation scheduling and tracking in the oil and gas industry; computer software for saving and searching procedural information and data relating to the storing, inspecting, maintaining and tracking equipment used in the oil and gas industry; computer software for providing an on-line database to store procedural information, upload data and produce notifications and reports relating to the storing, inspecting, maintaining and tracking of equipment used in the oil and gas industry; computer software downloaded from the internet for managing equipment preservation scheduling and tracking in the oil and gas industry, saving and searching procedural information and data relating to the storing, inspecting, maintaining and tracking equipment used in the oil and gas industry and providing an on-line database to store procedural information, upload data and produce notifications and reports relating to the storing, inspecting, maintaining and tracking equipment used in the oil and gas industry; computer software for scientific and technological
research; computer software for engineering or commissioning purposes; computer software for estimating cost or resource requirements; computer software being algorithms for preparing quotations for commissioning; computer software for database management; databases recorded on computer media in the field of commissioning, start-up, operating and preservation processes in the oil, gas, energy, mining, chemical, pharmaceutical construction and nuclear industries; downloadable databases in the field of commissioning, start-up, operating and preservation processes in the oil, gas, energy, mining, chemical, pharmaceutical construction and nuclear industries; computer software for the construction industry for managing equipment preservation scheduling and tracking, saving and searching procedural information and data relating to the storing, inspecting, maintaining and tracking of equipment and providing an on-line database to store procedural information, upload data and produce notifications and reports relating to the storing, inspecting, preserving, maintaining and tracking equipment; computer software for the nuclear industry for managing equipment preservation scheduling and tracking, saving and searching procedural information and data relating to the storing, inspecting, maintaining and tracking of equipment and providing an on-line database to store procedural information, upload data and produce notifications and reports relating to the storing, inspecting, preserving, maintaining and tracking equipment; computer software for computer aided design; data processing equipment and apparatus; data storage equipment and apparatus, namely, blank digital storage media, blank magnetic data carriers, computer hard drives, optical disk drives and memory cards; downloadable electronic publications, namely, books, reports, manuals and portable document format (PDF) files in the fields of completion and commissioning in the oil and gas industry and methods and procedures for storing, inspecting, preserving, maintaining and tracking equipment; downloadable electronic publications, namely, manuals and portable document format (PDF) files relating to computer programs; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

**International Classes**

- **Primary Classes:** 9
- **US Classes:** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**Basis Information**

- **Currently:** 44E
- **Yes**

**Owner Information**

- **Name:** QED International (UK) Limited
- **Address:** QED International (UK) Limited Ground Floor 15 Justice Mill Lane Aberdeen SCOTLAND AB11 6EQ
- **Legal Entity:** limited company (ltd.)
- **State or Country Where Organized:** UNITED KINGDOM

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

- **Docket Number:** 115612.0007

**Post Registration Information**

- **Change in Registration:** Yes

**Examining Attorney**

- **FAIRBANKS, RONALD L**
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) AFREECATV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86490787 Application Filing Date  Dec. 26, 2014
Registration Number   4962444 Registration Date  May 24, 2016
Register  Principal
Mark Type  Service Mark
Publication Date  Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the words "AFREECATV" and "TV" in blue; to the right of this wording is an image of a smiley face in the shape of a television consisting of blue antenna and a blue square that contains a circle in pink with a black dot inside comprising the left eye, a green rectangle comprising the nose, a sky blue triangle containing a black dot comprising the right eye and a white upward curved line comprising the mouth.
Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) blue, pink, green, white, black, and skyblue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "TV"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  4133861, 4634699

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed   Yes Foreign Application Number  2014-0053192 Foreign Application Filing Date  Dec. 22, 2014
Foreign Registration Number  0334674 Foreign Registration Date  Oct. 13, 2015
Foreign Application/Registration County  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Foreign Expiration Date  Oct. 13, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [Advertising services; online advertising via a computer communications network; sales promotion for others; marketing research services; marketing services; providing employment information on jobs and casual jobs ]
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Internet broadcasting services; electronic transmission of information, data, and multimedia content of general interest over the internet and other communication networks; electronic bulletin board services; providing on-line chat rooms in the field of general interest; computer communication services; transmission of digital files; video on demand broadcasting services; television broadcasting services; radio broadcasting services
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104 International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong> AfreecaTV Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong> AfreecaTV Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#201, #801, #901, 2dong, 1danji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Pangyo-ro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228beon-gil, Bundang-gu Seongnam,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong> CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **State or Country Where Organized**
| KOREA, REPUBLIC OF                |
| **ATTORNEY/Correspondence Information** |
| **Docket Number** 8491-154814     |
| **POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION** |
| **Change in Registration** Yes    |
| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**            |
| **Examining Attorney** CRAWFORD, MARY E |
TM 17540 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) TULIP FABRIC CRAYONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86496851 Application Filing Date Jan. 06, 2015 Registration Number 4999172 Registration Date Jul. 12, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 12, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "FABRIC CRAYONS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3815379, 4593938, 3913374

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Fabric paints; Paints for arts and crafts; Paints in handheld stick form]
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015
For Crayons; Felt tip markers; Fiber-tip markers
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 2015 In Commerce 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PAISLEY CRAFTS, LLC Address PAISLEY CRAFTS, LLC 2515 SOUTH ROAD 5TH FLOOR POUGHKEEPSIE NEW YORK 12601 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LOVELACE, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SKINTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86521780 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5091831
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 23, 2015
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 18, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ nutritional supplements in the form of gelatin snacks containing collagen; health food supplements in the form of ready-to-eat snacks; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements containing collagen; dietary and nutritional supplements in the form of ready-to-eat snacks ]
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Aug. 15, 2016 In Commerce Aug. 15, 2016
For [ flavored gelatin; flavored gelatin snacks containing collagen and/or tea; ready-to-eat flavored gelatin containing collagen and/or tea; flavored gelatin containing nutritional supplements ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name REAL BEAUTY FOOD, LLC Address REAL BEAUTY FOOD, LLC 6326 SW Alfred Street Portland OREGON 97219 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number BMZ 402

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FIRST, VIVIAN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) DRUMS ALIVE DRUMBATA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86537402 Application Filing Date Feb. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5087266
Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3361667

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Manuals in the field of exercise, physical fitness, kinesthetic learning, high intensity interval training, cognitive fitness, health care, brain health, and wellness
For Educational services, namely, conducting classes, training and workshops in the field of exercise, physical fitness, kinesthetic learning, high intensity interval training, cognitive fitness, health care, brain health, and wellness; Educational services, namely, conducting classes, training and workshops for fitness and recreational trainers and instructors, medical fitness trainer and instructors, and healthcare providers in the field of exercise, physical fitness, kinesthetic learning, high intensity interval training, cognitive fitness, health care, brain health, and wellness; Providing fitness instruction services in the field of exercise, physical fitness, kinesthetic learning, high intensity interval training, cognitive fitness, health care, brain health, and wellness
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2014 In Commerce Nov. 14, 2015
For Digital materials, namely, [ CDs and ] DVDs featuring educational materials in the fields of exercise, physical fitness, kinesthetic learning, high intensity interval training, cognitive fitness, health care, brain health, and wellness
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use 2014 In Commerce Nov. 14, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Carrie Ekins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Carrie Ekins Fuchsberg 3 86500 Kutzenhausen FED REP GERMANY 86500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 1319-19 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| Change in Registration | Yes |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | CASTRO, GIANCARLO |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) VERITÉ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86558882 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5101025
Registration Date Dec. 13, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of "VERITÉ" in the mark is "TRUTH".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Printing inks; pigments; copying inks; edible inks; inks for nail printers; ] filled ink cartridges for printers, printing machines, facsimile machines, and copying machines [ ; toners; filled toner cartridges for printers, printing machines, facsimile machines and copying machines ]
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints First Use May 31, 2015 In Commerce May 31, 2015
For [ Scanners; printers; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers; laser printers; photo printers; ink-jet printers; multifunctional devices which incorporate printing, copying, and scanning functions in a standalone mode ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 31, 2015 In Commerce May 31, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FUNAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. Address FUNAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 7-1, 7-chome, Nakagaito Daito, Osaka JAPAN 574-0013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 35968/1245

CHANGE IN REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney COGAN, BRITTNEY LORRAI
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s)

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86562704 Application Filing Date Mar. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5078747
Registration Date Nov. 08, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 07, 2015
Notice of Allowance Date Sep. 01, 2015

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a heart divided into two parts by a curved line; the heart being partially surrounded by four arcuate line segments. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information
For Diaper bag containing a baby changing mat; sling bags; tote bags; travel bags; shoulder bags; carry-all bags for carrying valuables; travel diaper kit comprised of pouches for holding accessories, change purses, diaper changing pads not of paper, and baby wipes cases; travel diaper kit accessories, namely, pouches for holding accessories
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Feb. 10, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 20, 2016

For Child safety seats for vehicles, namely, car seats and booster seats; cushioned seat belt covers; automotive child safety accessories, namely, window sunshades and child viewing mirrors; infant's and children's strollers; vehicle seat protectors; fleece and cloth headrests for vehicles; vehicle accessories, namely, car seat pockets for attaching to vehicle seats; baby cup holders for use in vehicles; car safety seat protectors and pads; safety seat grip pads for protecting car seats and preventing safety seats from slipping; accessories especially adapted for car seats for vehicles in the nature of child-restraining car seat devices, namely, seat belt safety locks and car seat belt strap cross connectors; shade covers for baby strollers; covers for baby strollers in the nature of a sun net; cup holders specially adapted for strollers
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
First Use Sep. 18, 2015 In Commerce Oct. 30, 2015

For [ High chairs and booster seats; playpens for babies; infant bouncers and walkers; contoured head support pillows for infants; portable infant travel beds ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>20 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified</th>
<th><strong>First Use</strong></th>
<th>Sep. 18, 2015</th>
<th><strong>In Commerce</strong></th>
<th>Oct. 30, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently Use</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Diono, LLC</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Diono, LLC 14810 Puyallup St. Sumner WASHINGTON 98390</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>DIONO-059T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HESIK, APRIL ANNE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SWANEE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86577495 Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2015 Registration Number 4966061 Registration Date May 24, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 01, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3863887

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Massage apparatus ]
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Sep. 09, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2012

For Bath gloves
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jun. 15, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2010

For [ Bath pillows; Foam toe separators for use in pedicures ]
International Classes 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified First Use Sep. 09, 2011 In Commerce Jan. 02, 2012

For Body scrub; Cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; Cotton for cosmetic purposes; Cotton puffs for cosmetic purposes; Cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; Pumice stones for personal use
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 18, 2010 In Commerce Aug. 31, 2010

For [ Headbands; Shower caps; Slippers ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Annie International, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Annie International, Inc. 500 Church Road North Wales PENNSYLVANIA 19454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>ANNUSSWANI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>KOLACZ, KATHLEEN L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) ACCESS DENTAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86598436 Application Filing Date Apr. 15, 2015 Registration Number 4958488
Registration Date May 17, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer “DENTAL”

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Insurance for pre-paid dental care, dental insurance claims processing and administration and dental insurance administration and underwriting ]
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 01, 1993 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1993

For Dentistry
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Jan. 01, 1993 In Commerce Jan. 01, 1993

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACCESS DENTAL SERVICES, LLC Address ACCESS DENTAL SERVICES, LLC 530 S MAIN ST. ORANGE CALIFORNIA 92868 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Delaware

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 237231-00032

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** SUNFOLD

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86611146</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 27, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5076151</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign Registration Number</th>
<th>013515762</th>
<th>Foreign Registration Date</th>
<th>Apr. 01, 2015</th>
<th>Foreign Application/Registration County</th>
<th>EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2024</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>[ Water vehicles, namely, boats; Solar-powered boats; Boats; Launches; Electric vehicles, namely, electric boats; Hydroplanes; Paddles for canoes; Screw propellers for boats ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>12 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Photovoltaic folding solar modules for production of electricity; Solar battery chargers; Solar panels for production of electricity; Battery chargers; Solar batteries; [ Batteries, electric; ] Solar charging panels for production of electricity; Photovoltaic foldable solar modules for production of electricity; photovoltaic solar modules for production of electricity; Solar cells; Portable solar panels for generating electricity; Solar energy collectors for electricity generation; Solar batteries for industrial use; Solar batteries for domestic use [; Electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>9 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Electrical and Scientific Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Torqeedo GmbH |
| Address | Torqeedo GmbH Friedrichshafener Str. 4 a Gilching FED REP GERMANY 82205 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 201457 |
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes  Correction made to Registration   In the Statement, line 18, "04-01-2025" should be deleted, and, "04-01-2024" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   CASSIDY, COLLEEN MULCR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SPN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 86615229  Application Filing Date: Apr. 30, 2015  Registration Number: 4967534
Registration Date: May 31, 2016  Register: Principal  Mark Type: Service Mark  Publication Date: Dec. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property: A0054227/1281020  International Registration Number: 1281020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of equipment for the oil and gas drilling and production industry, namely, onshore/offshore accommodation modules, drill pipe, bottom hole assemblies such as stabilizers, non-magnetic drill collars, and hole openers, and specialty equipment; oil and gas well drilling, completion, intervention, and workover services, namely, cementing, electric line operations, snubbing operations, plug and abandonment, and hydraulic workover operations; fluid handling for the oil and gas industry, namely, recovery and collection of fluids at the well site; subsea construction, repair, and maintenance for the oil and gas industry

For Fluid handling for the oil and gas industry, namely, transportation of water, brine, and other well fluids to and from well sites

For Oil and gas production services, namely, operation of well servicing rigs, subsea well containment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Superior Energy Services, L.L.C.  
**Address**: Superior Energy Services, L.L.C. 1105 Peters Rd. Harvey LOUISIANA 70058  
**Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: LOUISIANA

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: HETZEL, DANNEAN
TM 17549 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SPN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86615231 Application Filing Date Apr. 30, 2015 Registration Number 4967535 Registration Date May 31, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Dec. 08, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property A0054227/1281020 International Registration Number 1281020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Onshore completion and workover services in the oil and gas industry, namely, well servicing, pressure pumping, and coiled tubing services
For [ Well logging and testing in the oil and gas industry ]
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Sep. 30, 2012 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2012

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Superior Energy Services, L.L.C. Address Superior Energy Services, L.L.C. 1105 Peters Rd. Harvey LOUISIANA 70058 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized LOUISIANA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HETZEL, DANNEAN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** COMVITA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86616063</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4930918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 05, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of the literal element &quot;COMVITA&quot; on a background with straight vertical sides and curved top and bottom, also containing two circles and two swirls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Number</td>
<td>1018468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>1018468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 29, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Vitamin and mineral supplements; dietetic foods and beverages and supplements adapted for medical use, namely, [ royal jelly, ] manuka honey, propolis, [ omega, olive oil ] and olive leaf; medicated dentifrices and mouthwashes, medicated throat sprays, preparations for relief of symptoms of common colds and influenza, tablets for treating colds and flu; [ medicated lip balm, medicated tinctures and ointments for lip and skin care; ] propolis for therapeutic purposes, [ processed bee pollen for therapeutic use; ] medicated preparations made from [ mineral-based ingredients, marine-based ingredients, natural protein-based ingredients, ] natural dairy-based ingredients and botanical-based ingredients, namely, vitamin, mineral and dietary supplements in tablet, capsule and elixir form; [ woundcare products, namely, wound dressings, medical dressings, surgical dressings, and medical plasters; woundcare preparations in the nature of medicated ointments and barrier creams made from honey and/or bee products for the treatment of wounds; adhesive bandages; bandages for skin wounds; ] topical antibacterial preparations for medical use; [ topical medicated preparations, namely, creams, ointments and balms for the treatment of eczema, dermatitis and dry skin; ] medicated skin care preparations for preventing, healing, reducing or eliminating scars; herbal elixirs for treating inflammation, infections, [ cell and tissue damage, digestion, immune diseases, degenerative disorders, ] seasonal illness; herbal remedies in the nature of herbal supplements, herbal sprays, and herbal tonics for the treatment of inflammation, infections, [ cell and tissue damage, digestion, immune diseases, degenerative disorders, ] seasonal illness, herbal extracts for therapeutic and medicinal purposes; [ medicated honey and lemon lozenges, medicated... |
honey and mint lozenges, medicated menthol lozenges, medicated honey and essential oil sprays,] capsules and elixirs to aid heart health and wellbeing and to support the immune system, [healthy bones and joints, eye health] and oral hygiene; vitamin, mineral and other therapeutic preparations containing [selenium, bilberry, kiwifruit, colostrum,] honey, vitamin C, [L-lysine, omega 3, royal jelly, evening primrose oil, garlic, echinacea, zinc, tea tree oil and/or deer velvet] for the maintenance of general health and well-being; medicated elixirs, capsules and health supplements and therapeutic preparations containing olive leaf extract, olive fruit [and/or olive oil] for heart health, treatment of inflammation and immune support [ ; wound dressings, medical dressings]

**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals

**For** [Edible oils]

**International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Meats and Processed Foods

**For** [Shampoo and conditioners;] cosmetics, skin lotions, skin moisturizers, [non-medicated skin serums, skin cleansers, skin toners, body washes,] skin hydrating masks; [soaps; essential oils; dentifrices,] mouthwashes, [lip balms; beauty products containing honey and/or bee products, namely, cosmetics, skin lotions, skin moisturizers, non-medicated skin serums, skin cleansers, skin toners, body washes, soap, essential oils, lip balms; perfumery;] beauty products, namely, cosmetics; [hair lotions;] non-medicated toiletries; [cleaning preparations, namely, toothpastes, tooth gels; non-medicated skin creams containing bee pollen and vitamin E, propolis soap;] cosmetic oral sprays, namely, breath freshening sprays containing honey and/or bee products for maintaining oral hygiene [ ; natural lip balm]

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For** Retail store services, wholesale store services and promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing advertising on the internet, all in the fields of the following: [shampoo and conditioners,] cosmetics, skin cleaning and skin moisturizing preparations, [soaps, essential oils,] dentifrices, mouthwashes, [lip balms,] honey and bee products, [perfumery,] beauty products, [hair lotions,] toiletries, body, skin and skin care preparations, [cleaning preparations, preparations for cleaning and caring for the skin, bee pollen and vitamin E cream, propolis soap,] vitamin and mineral supplements and preparations thereof, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, including [royal jelly, dentifrices and] mouthwashes, throat sprays and lozenges, preparations for relief of symptoms of common colds and influenza, cold and flu tablets, [lip balms, tinctures and] ointments, propolis, dietary supplements made from mineral based, [marine based,] natural protein based, [natural dairy based] and botanical based preparations, [including seaweed, crustacea, fish oil, fish paste, small invertebrates, shellfish, algae and colostrum, woundcare products including topical preparations, wound dressings, medical dressings, surgical dressings, plasters, woundcare products made from honey and bee products, adhesive bandages, bandages, topical medicated preparations,] products for preventing, healing, reducing or eliminating scars, herbal elixirs, herbal remedies, herbal extracts for therapeutic and medicinal purposes, honey [and lemon] lozenges, [honey and mint lozenges, menthol lozenges, honey and essential oil sprays,] capsules and elixirs, dietary supplements containing bee venom, dietary supplements containing [selenium, bilberry, kiwifruit, colostrum,] honey, vitamin C, [L-lysine, omega 3, royal jelly, evening primrose oil, garlic, echinacea, zinc, tea tree oil, deer velvet, dietetic substances based on olive oil, adapted for medical use,] food containing olive leaf extract, food containing olive fruit [and olive oil, bandages and dressings, medical devices,] food made from, or including honey and bee products, food preparations made from honey and fruit, [v醋, apple cider vinegar,
lollipops, non-medicated confectionery, non-medicated lozenges, food containing bee venom, edible oils, foods containing olive leaf extract, olive fruit and olive oil

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Goods made from, or including honey and/or bee products, namely, cereal-based food bars, grain-based snack bars, natural sweeteners and non-medicated lozenges; preparations made from honey and/or fruit, namely, non-medicated lozenges, cereal-based food bars, grain-based snack bars; vinegar; apple cider vinegar; lollipops; non-medicated confectionery, namely, candy, fruit jellies, pastilles, fruit drops, liquorice; non-medicated confectionery in the form of tablets and/or liquids, namely, honey, non-medicated candy with honey in tablet form, non-medicated candy with honey in liquid form, non-medicated candy with olive leaf extract in tablet form, non-medicated candy with olive leaf extract in liquid form; non-medicated lozenges; foods containing olive leaf extract, olive fruit and/or olive oil, namely, cereal-based food bars, grain-based snack bars and non-medicated lozenges

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Comvita Limited Address Comvita Limited 23 Wilson Road South, Paengaroa Bay of Plenty NEW ZEALAND 3189 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized NEW ZEALAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0540003.0006

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HOWARD, PARKER WALDRIP
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) IAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86640751 Application Filing Date May 26, 2015 Registration Number 5034330
Registration Date Sep. 06, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "I" in black, the letter "A" in magenta, and the letter "M" in black. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and magenta is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number UK0000310121 Foreign Application Filing Date Mar. 26, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 3101215 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 23, 2015 Foreign Application/ Registration County UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date Mar. 26, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ financial asset management; providing advice relating to financial matters; consultancy and advisory services in the field of financial asset management ]

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
For Printed matter, namely, guides for knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; publications namely, guides for knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; books featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; brochures featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; leaflets featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; training manuals featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; training manuals featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; magazines featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets;
good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; newsletters featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; calendars and diaries; stationery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>Paper Goods and Printed Matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Educational services provided by an educational institute, namely, organizing symposiums in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; organisation of lectures in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; face to face training in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; education services, namely, providing online training and distance learning training in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; online training courses in the field of professional development; organisation of educational examination services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>100, 101, 107</td>
<td>Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Business information and consultancy services; business management consultancy; provision of business advice to businesses; business appraisals; business research; compilation and provision of business or trade information; buying goods on behalf of businesses; business advice, business information and consultancy provided for business and professionals; providing business advice relating to education and training schemes; promoting collaboration within universities and research organisations to achieve advances in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Delivery of examinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Transportation and Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Institute of Asset Management **Address** The Institute of Asset Management 4th Floor St Catherine's Court Berkeley Place Bristol UNITED KINGDOM BS8 1BQ **Legal Entity** company limited by guarantee **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s)  THE INSTITUTE OF ASSET MANAGEMENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86640827 Application Filing Date  May 26, 2015 Registration Number  4975094
Registration Date  Jun. 07, 2016 Register  Supplemental Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Amended to
Supplemental Register  Yes Date Amended to Current Register  Nov. 03, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer  "ASSET MANAGEMENT"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes Foreign Application Number  00003101218 Foreign Application Filing Date  Mar. 26, 2015
Foreign Registration Number  00003101218 Foreign Registration Date  Jul. 10, 2015
Foreign Application/Registration County  UNITED KINGDOM Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 26, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ financial asset management; providing advice relating to financial matters; consultancy and advisory services in the field of financial asset management ]

International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Printed matter, namely, guides for knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; books featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; brochures featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; leaflets featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; training manuals featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; training manuals featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; magazines featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets;
newsletters featuring knowledge understanding training and good practice relating to asset management, being the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; calendars and diaries; stationery

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Educational services provided by an educational institute, namely, organizing symposiums in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; organisation of lectures in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; organization of social entertainment events; face to face training in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; education services, namely, providing online training and distance learning training in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets; online training courses in the field of professional development; organisation of educational examination services

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** Business information and consultancy services; business management consultancy; provision of business advice to businesses; business appraisals; business research; compilation and provision of business or trade information; buying goods on behalf of businesses; business advice, business information and consultancy provided for business and professionals; providing business advice relating to education and training schemes; promoting collaboration within universities and research organisations to achieve advances in the field of asset management where asset management is defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Delivery of examinations

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 44E** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Institute of Asset Management **Address** The Institute of Asset Management 4th Floor St Catherine's Court Berkeley Place Bristol UNITED KINGDOM BS8 1BQ **Legal Entity** company limited by guarantee **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** SOMERVILLE, ARETHA CHA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) THE HORMONE QUEEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86648591 Application Filing Date Jun. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5142486
Registration Date Feb. 14, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 20, 2015
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 15, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4361459

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ A series of books and written articles in the field of health ]
For [ Audio books in the field of health; Digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, ] downloadable audio and video recordings [ , and CDs ] featuring and promoting health
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Genesis Health Products, Inc. Address Genesis Health Products, Inc. 222 Sierra Road Ojai CALIFORNIA 93023 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number RN '486

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MURRAY, DAVID T
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** SCENTRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86648724
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 02, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5078922
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 08, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 29, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 24, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Antimicrobial preparations for inhibiting the growth of mold, mildew, bacteria and fungus on various surfaces, including textiles, fabrics and carpets [ International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Jul. 07, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2015]
- **For** chemicals used in the manufacture of fabric or textiles; specialty chemicals for use in the manufacture of fabrics, textiles and a wide variety of manufactured products for preventing odor [ International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals First Use Jul. 07, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2015]
- **For** Clothing, namely, shorts, pants, shirts, t-shirts, skirts and hats; Athletic apparel, namely, shorts, pants, shirts, t-shirts, skirts and hats; Footwear [ International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Jul. 07, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 07, 2015]

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Microban Products Company
- **Address**: Microban Products Company 11400 Vansity Drive Huntersville NORTH CAROLINA 28078
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NORTH CAROLINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: M02533273127
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  CHADAB, SETH WILLIG
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) iDoo

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86657858 Application Filing Date Jun. 10, 2015 Registration Number 5092142
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric lamps; Electric light bulbs; LED light bulbs
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2015
For [ Accumulators and batteries; Audio headphones; Audio speakers; Batteries and battery chargers; Battery charge devices; Earphones and headphones; Electric storage batteries; Headsets for cellular or mobile phones; Light emitting diode (LED) displays; Loud speakers; Mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; Rechargeable electric batteries; Wireless cellular phone headsets; Wireless headsets for smartphones ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use May 01, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PANATRADE LLC Address PANATRADE LLC 14129 THE MERGE ST. BUILDING 3 UNIT A EASTVALE CALIFORNIA 92880 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where CALIFORNIA Organized CALIFORNIA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WIENER, MICHAEL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) UDE ULTIMATE DIVE EXPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86695572 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5089146 Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Principal Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "UDE" in red stylized font with a white silhouette of a diver placed across the three letters. Below lies a black colored horizontal line, under which are the words "ULTIMATE" in red stylized font and "DIVE" in black stylized font, and directly below the word "EXPERIENCE" in red stylized font. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ULTIMATE DIVE EXPERIENCE"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 014104442 Foreign Application Filing Date May 21, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 014104442 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 22, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date May 21, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement arcade services; Amusement parks; Animal training; Arranging and conducting educational conferences; Arranging and conducting educational congresses; Arranging and conducting of concerts; Arranging of beauty contests; Arranging of seminars; Arranging professional workshop and training courses; Boarding schools; Booking of seats for shows; Calligraphy services; Circuses; Conducting fitness classes; Correspondence schools; Disc jockey services; Dubbing; Educational examination services; Electronic desktop publishing; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Encouraging amateur sports and physical education by organization of sports competitions; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment in the nature of theater productions; Entertainment information; Film production; Gambling services; Game equipment rental; Gymnastic instruction; Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; Holiday camp services; Information on education; Karaoke lounge services; Language interpreter services; Libraries; Microfilming for others; Mobile library services; Modelling for artists; Movie studios; Music composition services; Music-halls; News reporters services; Night clubs; Nursery schools; Operating lotteries; Operating of a discotheque; Orchestra services; Organisation of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of exhibitions for
cultural or educational purposes; Organization of sports competitions; Party planning; Personal trainer services; Photographic reporting; Photography; Physical education services; Presentation of live show performances; Production and distribution of television shows and movies; Production of musical sound recording; Production of radio and television programs; Providing casino facilities; Providing facilities for recreation activities; Providing golf facilities; Providing information on teaching methodology and education issues to music educators; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing sports facilities; Provision of non-downloadable films and movies via a video-on-demand service; Publication of musical texts; Publication of texts, other than publicity texts; Publication of on-line, non downloadable electronic materials; Radio entertainment production; Recording studios; Recreation information; Religious instruction services; Rental of audio equipment; Rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; Rental of motion pictures; Rental of movie projectors and accessories; Rental of radio and television sets; Rental of show scenery; Rental of skin diving equipment; Rental of sound recordings; Rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; Rental of sports grounds; Rental of stadium facilities; Rental of tennis courts; Rental of toys; Rental of video cameras; Rental of video cassette recorders; Rental of videotape cassettes; Scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes; Sign language interpretation; Sport camp services; Subtitling; Ticket agency services for entertainment events; Timing of sports events; Translation services; Video tape editing; Videotaping; Vocational guidance; Writing of texts other than publicity texts; Zoological garden services ]

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

For [ Air transport; Ambulance transport; Armored-car transport; Arranging of cruises; Arranging travel tours; Barge transport; Boat rental; Boat storage; Boat transport; Booking of seats for travel; Bottling services; Bus transport; Canal lock gate operation; Car parking; Car transport; Chauffeur services; Conducting sightseeing travel tours for others; Courier services; Delivery of goods; Delivery of goods by mail order; Delivery of messages by courier; Delivery of newspapers; Distribution of energy; Electricity distribution; Escorting of travellers; Flower delivery; Franking of mail; Freight brokerage; Freight forwarding; Freight services; Garage rental; Gift wrapping; Guarded transport of valuables; Hired car transport; Ice breaking for the shipping industry; Junk, trash and debris removal; Launching of satellites for others; Lighterage services; Marine transport; Message delivery; Motor coach rental; Motorcycle rental; Organisation of sightseeing travel tours; Packaging articles for transportation; Parcel delivery; Parking space rental; Passenger transport; Physical relocation services for trucks and trailers belonging to others; Physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents; Piloting; Porterage; Postal services, namely, mail delivery; Providing driving directions for travel purposes; Railway coach rental; Railway transport; Refloating of ships; Refrigerator rental; Rental of aircraft; Rental of aircraft engines; Rental of cars; Rental of deep water diving suits; Rental of diving bells; Rental of freezers; Rental of horses for transportation purposes; Rental of motor racing cars; Rental of navigational systems; Rental of storage containers; Rental of vehicle parking spaces; Rental of vehicle roof racks; Rental of warehouses; Rental of wheelchairs; River transport by boat; Salvage of ships; Ship brokerage; Stevedoring services; Storage of goods; Streetcar transport; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Taxi transport; Traffic information; Transport and storage of trash; Transport brokerage; Transport by pipeline; Transport by ferry; Transport of travellers; Transport reservation; Transportation information; Transportation of furniture of others by trucks; Travel ticket reservation service; Truck hauling; Underwater salvage; Unloading cargo; Vehicle towing; Water distribution; Water supply ]
**International Classes**  39 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 105  **International Class Title**  Transportation and Storage

For Bar services; Boarding for animals; [ Boarding houses; ] Cafés; Canteen services; Catering; Child care services; Food sculpting; Hotels; Making hotel reservations for others; [ Motel services; Providing campground facilities; Providing temporary lodging at holiday camps; Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; Rental of cooking apparatus; Rental of drinking water dispensers; ] Rental of meeting rooms; [ Rental of portable buildings; ] Rental of temporary accommodation; Rental of tents; Reservation of temporary accommodation; Restaurant; [ Retirement homes; ] Self-service restaurants; Snack bars [ ; Tourist homes ]

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44 E  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**  BARCELÓ GESTIÓN HOTELETRA S.L.  **Address**  BARCELÓ GESTIÓN HOTELETRA S.L. CALLE JOSÉ ROVER MOTTA, 27 PALMA DE MALLORCA ISLAS BALEARES SPAIN 07006  **Legal Entity**  SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA  **State or Country Where Organized**  SPAIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  CLM-756-TM

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
Change in Registration  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**  MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) UNLIMITED XCARET XPERIENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86695659 Application Filing Date  Jul. 16, 2015 Registration Number  5089147 Registration Date  Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "UNLIMITED" in green stylized font with white marks within the letters. Below are the words "XCARET XPERIENCE" in gray stylized font, under which lies a solid gray horizontal line with a green leaf at the beginning and the end of the line. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) green, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "XCARET"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number  014104467 Foreign Application Filing Date  May 21, 2015 Foreign Registration Number  014104467 Foreign Registration Date  Sep. 22, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM) Foreign Expiration Date  May 21, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Amusement arcade services; Amusement parks; Animal training; Arranging and conducting educational conferences; Arranging and conducting educational congresses; Arranging and conducting of concerts; Arranging of beauty contests; Arranging of seminars; Arranging professional workshop and training courses; Boarding schools; Booking of seats for shows; Calligraphy services; Circuses; Conducting fitness classes; Correspondence schools; Disc jockey services; Dubbing; Educational examination services; Electronic desktop publishing; Electronic games services provided by means of the internet; Encouraging amateur sports and physical education by organization of sports competitions; Entertainment and educational services in the nature of competitions in the field of entertainment, education, culture, sports, and other non-business and non-commercial fields; Entertainment in the nature of theater productions; Entertainment information; Film production; Gambling services; Game equipment rental; Gymnastic instruction; Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; Holiday camp services; Information on education; Karaoke lounge services; Language interpreter services; Libraries; Microfilming for others; Mobile library services; Modelling for artists; Movie studios; Music composition services; Music-halls; News reporters services; Night clubs; Nursery schools; Operating lotteries; Operating of a discotheque; Orchestra services; Organisation of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Organization of sports competitions; Party planning; Personal trainer services; Photographic
reporting; Photography; Physical education services; Presentation of live show performances; Production and distribution of television shows and movies; Production of radio and television programs; Providing casino facilities; Providing facilities for recreation activities; Providing golf facilities; Providing information on teaching methodology and education issues to music educators; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Providing sports facilities; Publication of musical texts; Publication of texts, other than publicity texts; Radio entertainment production; Recording studios; Recreation information; Rental of audio equipment; Rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; Rental of motion pictures; Rental of movie projectors and accessories; Rental of radio and television sets; Rental of show scenery; Rental of skin diving equipment; Rental of sound recordings; Rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; Rental of sports grounds; Rental of stadium facilities; Rental of tennis courts; Rental of toys; Rental of video cameras; Rental of video cassette recorders; Rental of videotape cassettes; Scriptwriting services for non-advertising purposes; Sign language interpretation; Sport camp services; Subtitling; Ticket agency services for entertainment events; Timing of sports events; Video tape editing; Videotaping; Vocational guidance; Writing of texts other than publicity texts; Zoological garden services ]

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

---

For: Air transport; Ambulance transport; Armored-car transport; Arranging of cruises; Arranging travel tours; Barge transport; Boat rental; Boat storage; Boat transport; Booking of seats for travel; Bottling services; Bus transport; Canal lock gate operation; Car parking; Car transport; Chauffeur services; Conducting sightseeing travel tours for others; Courier services; Delivery of goods; Delivery of goods by mail order; Delivery of newspapers; Distribution of energy; Electricity distribution; Escorting of travellers; Flower delivery; Franking of mail; Freight brokerage; Freight forwarding; Freighting services; Garage rental; Gift wrapping; Guarded transport of valuables; Hired car transport; Ice breaking for the shipping industry; Launching of satellites for others; Lighterage services; Marine transport; Message delivery; Motor coach rental; Motorcycle rental; Organisation of sightseeing travel tours; Packaging articles for transportation; Parcel delivery; Parking space rental; Passenger transport; Physical relocation services for trucks and trailers belonging to others; Physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents; Piloting; Porterage; Postal services, namely, mail delivery; Providing driving directions for travel purposes; Railway coach rental; Railway transport; Refloating of ships; Refrigerator rental; Rental of aircraft; Rental of aircraft engines; Rental of cars; Rental of deep water diving suits; Rental of diving bells; Rental of freezers; Rental of horses for transportation purposes; Rental of motor racing cars; Rental of navigational systems; Rental of storage containers; Rental of vehicle parking spaces; Rental of vehicle roof racks; Rental of warehouses; Rental of wheelchairs; River transport by boat; Salvage of ships; Ship brokerage; Stevedoring services; Storage of goods; Streetcar transport; Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; Taxi transport; Traffic information; Transport and storage of trash; Transport brokerage; Transport by pipeline; Transport by ferry; Transport of travellers; Transport reservation; Transportation information; Transportation of furniture of others by trucks; Travel ticket reservation service; Truck hauling; Underwater salvage; Unloading cargo; Vehicle towing; Water distribution; Water supply ]

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage
For Bar services; Boarding for animals; [ Boarding houses; ] Cafés; Canteen services; Catering; Child care services; Food sculpting; Hotels; Making hotel reservations for others; [ Motel services; Providing campground facilities; Providing temporary lodging at holiday camps; Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; Rental of cooking apparatus; Rental of drinking water dispensers; Rental of meeting rooms; Rental of portable buildings; ] Rental of temporary accommodation; Rental of tents; Reservation of temporary accommodation; Restaurant; [ Retirement homes; ] Self-service restaurants; Snack bars [ ; Tourist homes ]

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently **44E**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: BARCELÓ GESTIÓN HOTELERA S.L.  **Address**: BARCELÓ GESTIÓN HOTELERA S.L.  CALLE JOSÉ ROVER MOTTA, 27  PALMA DE MALLORCA  ISLAS BALEARES  SPAIN  07006  **Legal Entity**: SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA  **State or Country Where Organized**: SPAIN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: CLM-757-TM

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) BOHIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86701537 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2015 Registration Number 4962934 Registration Date May 24, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized word "BOHIO" set within a leaf-shaped banner. A stylized depiction of a hut appears above the second letter "O" in "BOHIO" with two palm trees. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "BOHIO" in the mark is "a native hut".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 0786517, 1387681, 1733346

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Coconut cream; Coconut milk for culinary purposes; Flaked coconut; Fried plantain; Frozen vegetables; Fruit paste; Fruit preserves; Fruit rinds; Fruits in preserved form; Guava paste; Maraschino cherries; Preserved fruits and vegetables; Preserved, frozen, dried or cooked vegetables; Processed beans; Processed cherries; Processed fruits, namely, plantains, plantain cups in the nature of plantains shaped into cup form [, and mofongo balls in the nature of mashed plantains in spherical form; Processed mangos] ; Processed olives; Processed oranges; Processed papayas; Processed peppers; Processed roots; Processed stuffed olives; Processed sweet potatoes; Processed vegetables and fruits; Processed yams; Soup cubes; Soups and preparations for making soups; Vegetable puree

For Alimentary paste (pastas and noodles); Bread doughs; Cooking sauces; Corn meal; Flour; Food seasonings; Garlic powder; Honey; Hot sauce; Pasta and noodles; Processed grains; Rice; Rice flour; Salt; Sauces; Seasoning mixes; Seasonings; Spices; Vinegar; [ Yam flour; ] sesame brittle; edible annatto used as a food seasoning
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>For</strong></th>
<th>[ Non-alcoholic cocktail mixes ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>32 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
<td>45, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Light Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Use</strong></td>
<td>Dec. 22, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Commerce</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Goya Foods, Inc.
- **Address**: Goya Foods, Inc. 350 County Road Jersey City NEW JERSEY 07307
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 16518565

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SNYDER, NELSON B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SASCHA FITNESS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86709865 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2015 Registration Number 5092327 Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 02, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a loop like design and below is the stylized wording "SASCHA" and "FITNESS" in descending order. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FITNESS" Translation The English translation of the word "SASCHA" in the mark is "ALEXANDER".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary and nutritional supplements; Dietary supplement drink mixes; [ Nutritional supplement energy bars; ] Nutritional supplement shakes; Vitamins and vitamin preparations
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals First Use Mar. 12, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2016
For [ Downloadable mobile applications for providing information on nutrition, healthy eating, recipes, exercise routines, sporting events, educational events dealing with nutrition and exercise, and online assistance regarding nutrition and exercise ]
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Mar. 12, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 12, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NUTRICORP LLC Address NUTRICORP LLC 3301 NW 168TH STREET, UNIT B MIAMI GARDENS FLORIDA 33056 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM8040US00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) 2ND OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
ST. MORITZ 11-19TH FEB.1928

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86712581 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 4962975
Registration Date May 24, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a scene of two staggered flags attached to yellow flag poles with white and grey tops and white ropes holding the flags to the poles, set in front of stylized white snow-covered mountains with yellow and grey shading on the peaks and red shading at the base, against a turquoise and dark blue sky. The scene is surrounded by a rectangular white border. The front flag has a white background with grey shading and contains five interlocking rings in, from left to right, blue, yellow, black, green, and red. The rear flag is red. Across the mountains, on multiple lines, is the stylized wording "2ND OLYMPIC" over "WINTER GAMES" over "ST. MORITZ 11-19TH FEB. 1928" in red. The small faint grey signature "LAUBI" appears between two small grey lines at the upper right hand corner of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, dark blue, red, white, yellow, green, black, grey, and turquoise is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "11-19TH FEB." Name Portrait Consent The name "LAUBE" contained in the mark does not identify a living individual.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 53900/2015 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 674688 Foreign Registration Date Jun. 24, 2015 Foreign Application/Registration County SWITZERLAND Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 01, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing of training services in the fields of aquatics, archery, athletics, badminton, baseball, basketball, boxing, canoe/kayak, cycling, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, shooting, softball, table tennis, tae kwon do, tennis, triathlon, volleyball, weightlifting, wrestling, biathlon, bobsleigh, curling, ice hockey, luge, skating, skiing, and shooting; entertainment in the nature of international sporting events, namely, aquatics performances, archery performances, athletics performances, badminton performances, baseball performances, basketball performances, boxing performances, canoe/kayak performances, cycling performances, equestrian performances, fencing performances, football performances, golf performances, gymnastics performances, handball performances, hockey performances, judo performances, modern pentathlon performances, rowing performances, rugby
performances, sailing performances, shooting performances, softball performances, table tennis performances, tae kwon do performances, tennis performances, triathlon performances, volleyball performances, weightlifting performances, wrestling performances, biathlon performances, bobsleigh performances, curling performances, ice hockey performances, luge performances, skating performances, skiing performances, and shooting performances; organizing international community sporting and cultural events, television show production in the field of sporting and cultural entertainment; organization of cultural and educational exhibitions in the field of sports; organization of lotteries; betting and gambling services relating to or in conjunction with sport; entertainment services provided at or relating to sports events, namely, presentation of live show performances in the nature of opening and closing ceremonies of international sports events; organization of international community sporting and cultural events; organization of sporting competitions, namely, aquatics, archery, athletics, badminton, baseball, basketball, boxing, canoe/kayak, cycling, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, shooting, softball, table tennis, tae kwon do, tennis, triathlon, volleyball, weightlifting, wrestling, biathlon, bobsleigh, curling, ice hockey, luge, skating, skiing, and shooting competitions; management of sporting facilities, namely, providing sports facilities. rental of audio and video equipment; production and distribution of motion picture films; production of video tapes and audio sounds recordings; rental of films and video tapes and sounds recordings; rental of interactive education and entertainment videotapes in the field of sports; production of radio and television programs featuring coverage of sports and sporting events; radio and television program and video tape production services; production of animated motion picture films; production of animated television programs; seat booking services for shows and sporting events; timing of sports events; organization of beauty contests; on-line gambling services; providing of games over the Internet, namely, on-line computer games; providing of raffle services in the nature of a lottery; providing information relating to sports entertainment and education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; electronic games services provided by means of the Internet, namely, providing on-line computer games; providing on-line electronic publications, namely, publication of electronic magazines and newspapers; publication of electronic books, reviews, journals, magazines, texts other than publicity texts; on-line publication of electronic books, reviews, journals, magazines, texts other than publicity texts; providing non-downloadable digital music on the Internet via a global computer network; providing non-downloadable digital music by means of MP3 Internet web sites on a global computer network; providing sport records and statistical information in connection with sports and sporting events; leasing of recorded sound and images, namely, audio, video and photographic archives relating to sport competitions and related events, audio production services. providing information in the field of sports, namely, providing sporting results; providing information related to sporting events provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet; music publishing and production services; providing non-downloadable digital music, namely, music from the opening and closing ceremonies of international sporting events, via the Internet; providing statistical information in relation to sports results and audience ratings for sports competitions; training in the use and operation of signaling and cross-warning systems for the rail and transit industries; educational services in the field of medical imaging and diagnostics, namely, holding seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops relating to the pharmaceutical industry, for medical practitioners and employees of pharmaceutical companies; educational services, namely, holding seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops in the field of life science and biotechnology for scientists and researchers; conducting seminars related to industrial water treatment problems; providing training services for all the aforesaid; providing training services in management and the medical field through the use of instructions and demonstrations provided online, through the Internet, intranet and extranets; education services, namely, conducting practical training
workshops, classes and seminars featuring demonstrations in the field of management and medicine; design, organization and conducting of educational courses, seminars and training in the field of computers; organizing and conducting musical concerts; booking of seats for shows and cinema presentations; entertainment information; film production; production of television and radio shows; entertainment services in the nature of theatre productions; providing golf facilities. health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; sport camp services; presentation of live show performances; movie theatres; ] organization of cultural shows [ ; holiday camp services; movie studios; news reporters services; providing on-line non-downloadable publications, in the nature of books, magazines, reviews in the field of sports; education services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, presentations, video presentations in the field of sports, provision of educational material, namely, development and dissemination of educational materials in the area of financial literacy; educational services in the tourist field, namely, providing seminars, conferences, symposiums and workshops in the field of booking travel and entertainment tickets; information services in the tourist field, namely, ticket reservation information in the nature of providing information concerning ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events entertainment; information services in the tourist field, namely, entertainment information services; information services in the tourist field, namely, providing activity scheduling information services for sports, culture and other entertainment events; services in regard to entertainment for the assistance of tourists, namely, tourist assistance services in the nature of activity scheduling for sporting, cultural and other entertainment events; tourist reservation services, namely, ticket reservation services for sporting, cultural and other entertainment events; tourist reservation services, namely, ticket reservation services for sporting, cultural and other entertainment events ]

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For [ Advertising; dissemination of advertising matter via all media, namely, in the form of thematic messages centered on human values; promotion of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to international sports' events; business management; business administration; providing office functions; promoting the goods and services of others by means of contractual agreements, namely, arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with an awards program, a sports competition and sporting activities and licensing agreements relating to international sports' events to enable partners to gain additional notoriety and/or image derived from those of cultural and sporting events, in particular international sporting events; promoting the goods and services of others by means of image transfer, namely, making the partners' products and services benefit from the notoriety and attractiveness of sporting events and competitions; rental of advertising space of all kinds and on all carriers, digital or not; business management services, namely, administration of competitions for the participation of national teams to an international athletic competition, and promoting the support to said teams with the public and the concerned circles by means of promotional campaigns in the media; inventory control services; consultation in the field of inventory control services; business acquisition integration services; direct marketing advertising for others featuring database marketing; consultation in the field of direct marketing advertising for others featuring database marketing; business reorganization consulting services; truck and automobile fleet management services, namely, voyage reporting and invoicing via a global computer network. consultation in the field of truck and automobile fleet management services; business administration consulting services; operation and management of power plants of others; consultation in the field of operation and management of power plants, business services, namely, the administration of repair and services contracts, supply chain management and consulting services in the areas of chemical
product and service sourcing and procurement, product inventory and supply management and cost; consulting, marketing, cost and pricing analysis relating to electrochemical liquid purification units for use in the industrial sector; administrative, commercial and technical computerized file management; data entry and data processing services; consultancy in computerized database and file management; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services from an Internet web site particularly specializing in the marketing of the sale of goods and services of others; business information, commercial information agencies, rental of photocopying machines; promoting the sale of goods and services of others by means of advertisements, promotional contests, discounts and incentives in the nature of sweepstakes, rebates, reward points, and value added offers generated in connection with the use of payment cards; promoting sports competitions and events of others; promoting concerts and cultural events of others, organization of expositions having commercial or advertising purposes; the provision of documentation, namely, direct mail advertising, dissemination of advertising matter, distribution of samples, document reproduction. advertising regarding commercial sales promotion of goods and services at the retail level; providing consumer product information regarding purchase of goods and services on-line via the Internet and other computer networks; advertising services, namely, advertising for transport, travel, hotels, lodging, food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing, for tourist agencies services; consultation in the field of data processing, in particular, in regard to financial transactions ]

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Comité International Olympique Address  Comité International Olympique  Château de Vidy  Lausanne SWITZERLAND  Legal Entity  association State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  122644-00142

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  COWARD, JEFFERY
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) LOS ANGELES 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86712592 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 4962976
Registration Date May 24, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a beige rectangular midground set against a white rectangular background. Centered on the beige midground are five stylized five-pointed overlapping stars, which are comprised of thirteen alternating colored lines containing a montage of various people, cultural images and sporting events. The following describing the lines from top to bottom, left to right: The first line consists of indistinct segments containing the colors green, yellow, black, light blue, white, beige, black and yellow, with the far right yellow field containing partial green beans with black shading and white highlighting. The second line consists of a partial scene containing white, light blue, and beige houses on a brown and black background; a light blue sky, a white jet of water, partial people in yellow rain suits and brown gloves on a grey and white background; a beige break; a partial scene containing a grey and black ship with white sails in front of a light-blue sky on dark blue water. The third line consists of a partial scene of a cyclist with a white and black shirt and beige skin, and a cyclist with a red, white, and black shirt with beige skin on a mauve background; a partial red table on a black background; an indistinct beige and brown colored field; a beige break; and a skateboarder with an orange jumpsuit with black and white stripe and white helmet skating up a mauve ramp in front of a light blue sky. The forth line consists of a indistinct shapes in the colors of brown, beige, yellow, red, and orange; a beige break; and a light blue sky with red, dark blue, pink, white and grey streamers with a brown triangle in the corner. The fifth line consists of a white net on a black background; a black tower in front of a light blue sky; a light blue house on a brown and black background; a partial hot air balloon with a dark blue circle with black outline surrounded by rays of dark blue, light blue, yellow and orange; a white net overlaying a background that is, from left to right, speckles of black and white; a bar of grey; black; speckles of white and black; orange lines; and brown and black; a beige break; two green beans with black shading and white highlighting on a yellow background. The sixth line consists of a white net on a background of black and brown; a partial cyclist with black clothing and beige skin on a mauve background; a field of black with a grey circle on a grey rectangle next to a red stripe; dark blue waves with white spray in front of a light blue sky, with a partial swimmer with beige skin in a black wetsuit with a blue arm striped with red and white; an ice skater with beige skin, with a dark blue and black suit with a white stripe on the arms, and red cap.
with a white stripe, on a white background; a beige break; a white net with a white and black soccer ball, on a background of white and black speckles, a grey bar, a black shape, a red shape with a white stripe, and brown and black. The seventh line consists of a black and grey field next to a beige shape and a yellow and white shape; light blue, mauve, and white houses on a black and brown background; a partial man, with beige skin, black hair, grey pants, and a white t-shirt with black sleeves, leaping to catch a white frisbee in front of a background of green grass and a light blue sky; a black field with a grey streaks; a beige break; and nine partial red legs with white shoes in front of a black background. The eight line consists of a grey streak on a black background to the left of white shapes; a light blue and pink sky and mauve horizon; a white space shuttle on a grey platform in front of a light blue and pink sky and a mauve ground; a field with grey speckled streak and grey and white speckled shapes on a black background; a beige break; two pairs of partial brown legs on a white background; two boxers with black hair and white trunks, one with beige skin and one with brown skin, on a white background; two partial basketball players on a white background, with one player having a red jersey, black hair, and brown skin, while the other player has a brown jersey with black hair and brown skin, the second player dunking a brown basketball into a black hoop. The ninth line consists of a red colored pencil on a white background; a white net on a black background; a beige tube on a black, white, red and brown background; five white flowers with yellow centers on a black background next to a grey stone; the partial face of a man with beige skin and a white helmet drinking from a white bottle partially filled with an orange and yellow liquid, on a black background; a beige break; seven partial white flowers with yellow centers on a black background with grey shapes; the black wheel of a partial red bicycle on a grey background; a partial beige desk on a brown background. The tenth line consists of a blue colored pencil on a white background; white, mauve, and pink clouds on front of a dark blue sky; four white calculators with a black box around a grey screen in front of a black background; a partial man with beige skin, pink scarf, and white shirt who is wearing a red and white headband and a black, pink, and mauve feathered headdress; a beige break; a partial man with beige skin, black hair and beard, red coat, and white shirt on a black background; a beige tube shape next to a red and pink field on a black background; a partial face with beige skin and black hair on a black background. The eleventh line consists of a partial hot air balloon with a black ring and panels of light blue, orange, dark blue, and yellow; a light blue sky next to a black horizon with and orange and yellow fire; a partial beige leg on a black, mauve, and yellow background; a purple shape; two rows of small green arcs on a black background; a dark blue field with a circle comprised of orange and yellow; a partial man with beige skin, a red scarf, and white shirt on a black background; a beige break; an image of two white flowers with yellow centers and ten partial people with white shirts, red scarfs on a black background. The twelfth line consists of a black colored pencil; a black silhouetted person standing next to mauve railing on a yellow background; a partial boxer with beige skin, red shirt, and red glove, standing behind a light blue rope, on a black background; dark blue water with white waves; a beige break; and beige and black partial buildings. The thirteenth line consists of a white net on background that is partially black, grey, and white; a light blue background with speckles of grey and white; a partial red strawberry on a black background; a partial face with yellow skin, orange hair, on an orange and red background; black branches on a yellow background; a light blue streak on a dark blue background; a beige break; a partial face with beige skin and a red shirt on a black and white background; a beige black and white shape; and three white flowers with yellow centers on a black background. Below the thirteenth line is a stylized signature of the word "RAUSCHENBERG" in brown. In the lower left corner of the white background are five black stylized five-pointed overlapping stars and below the stars, five interlocking rings in black. To the right of the star and ring design is the stylized wording "LOS ANGELES 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES" in black. **Color Drawing**  Yes **Color Claimed**  The color(s) beige, white, black, yellow, green,
light blue, dark blue, red, brown, orange, grey, pink and mauve is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. **Name Portrait Consent**  The name "RAUSCHENBERG" contained in the mark does not identify a living individual.

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Claimed</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Foreign Application Number</th>
<th>53899/2015</th>
<th>Foreign Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Apr. 01, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Registration Number</td>
<td>674689</td>
<td>Foreign Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 24, 2015</td>
<td>Foreign Application/Registration County</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Expiration Date</td>
<td>Apr. 01, 2025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For   
[ Providing of training services in the fields of aquatics, archery, athletics, badminton, baseball, basketball, boxing, canoe/kayak, cycling, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, shooting, softball, table tennis, tae kwon do, tennis, triathlon, volleyball, weightlifting, wrestling, biathlon, bobsleigh, curling, ice hockey, luge, skating, skiing, and shooting; entertainment in the nature of international sporting events, namely, aquatics performances, archery performances, athletics performances, badminton performances, baseball performances, basketball performances, boxing performances, canoe/kayak performances, cycling performances, equestrian performances, fencing performances, football performances, golf performances, gymnastics performances, handball performances, hockey performances, judo performances, modern pentathlon performances, rowing performances, rugby performances, sailing performances, shooting performances, softball performances, table tennis performances, tae kwon do performances, tennis performances, triathlon performances, volleyball performances, weightlifting performances, wrestling performances, biathlon performances, bobsleigh performances, curling performances, ice hockey performances, luge performances, skating performances, skiing performances, and shooting performances; ] organizing international community [ sporting and ] cultural events [, television show production in the field of sporting and cultural entertainment; ] organization of cultural and educational exhibitions in the field of sports; ] organization of lotteries; betting and gambling services relating to or in conjunction with sport; entertainment services provided at or relating to sports events, namely, presentation of live show performances in the nature of opening and closing ceremonies of international sports events; organization of international community sporting and cultural events; organization of sporting competitions, namely, aquatics, archery, athletics, badminton, baseball, basketball, boxing, canoe/kayak, cycling, equestrian, fencing, football, golf, gymnastics, handball, hockey, judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, rugby, sailing, shooting, softball, table tennis, tae kwon do, tennis, triathlon, volleyball, weightlifting, wrestling, biathlon, bobsleigh, curling, ice hockey, luge, skating, skiing, and shooting competitions; management of sporting facilities, namely, providing sports facilities. rental of audio and video equipment; production and distribution of motion picture films; production of video tapes and audio sounds recordings; rental of films and video tapes and sounds recordings; rental of interactive education and entertainment videotapes in the field of sports; production of radio and television programs featuring coverage of sports and sporting events; radio and television program and video tape production services; production of animated motion picture films; production of animated television programs; seat booking services for shows and sporting events; timing of sports events; organization of beauty contests; on-line gambling services; providing of games over the Internet, namely, on-line computer games; providing of raffle services in the nature of a lottery; providing information relating to sports entertainment and education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; electronic games services provided by means of the Internet, namely, providing on-line computer games; providing on-line electronic publications, namely, publication of electronic magazines and newspapers; publication of electronic books, reviews, journals, magazines, texts other than publicity texts; ] on-line publication of electronic [ books, reviews, journals, magazines, ]
texts other than publicity texts; [ providing non-downloadable digital music on the Internet via a global computer network; providing non-downloadable digital music by means of MP3 Internet web sites on a global computer network; providing sport records and statistical information in connection with sports and sporting events; leasing of recorded sound and images, namely, audio, video and photographic archives relating to sport competitions and related events, audio production services. providing information in the field of sports, namely, providing sporting results; providing information related to sporting events provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet; music publishing and production services; providing non-downloadable digital music, namely, music from the opening and closing ceremonies of international sporting events, via the Internet; providing statistical information in relation to sports results and audience ratings for sports competitions; training in the use and operation of signaling and cross-warning systems for the rail and transit industries; educational services in the field of medical imaging and diagnostics, namely, holding seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops relating to the pharmaceutical industry, for medical practitioners and employees of pharmaceutical companies; educational services, namely, holding seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops in the field of life science and biotechnology for scientists and researchers; conducting seminars related to industrial water treatment problems; providing training services for all the aforesaid; providing training services in management and the medical field through the use of instructions and demonstrations provided online, through the Internet, intranet and extranets; education services, namely, conducting practical training workshops, classes and seminars featuring demonstrations in the field of management and medicine; design, organization and conducting of educational courses, seminars and training in the field of computers; organizing and conducting musical concerts; booking of seats for shows and cinema presentations; entertainment information; film production; production of television and radio shows; entertainment services in the nature of theatre productions; providing golf facilities. health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; sport camp services; presentation of live show performances; movie theatres; ] organization of cultural shows [ ; holiday camp services; movie studios; news reporters services; providing on-line non-downloadable publications, in the nature of books, magazines, reviews in the field of sports; education services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, presentations, video presentations in the field of sports, provision of educational material, namely, development and dissemination of educational materials in the area of financial literacy; educational services in the tourist field, namely, providing seminars, conferences, symposiums and workshops in the field of booking travel and entertainment tickets; information services in the tourist field, namely, ticket reservation information in the nature of providing information concerning ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events entertainment; information services in the tourist field, namely, entertainment information services; information services in the tourist field, namely, providing activity scheduling information services for sports, culture and other entertainment events; services in regard to entertainment for the assistance of tourists, namely, tourist assistance services in the nature of activity scheduling for sporting, cultural and other entertainment events; tourist reservation services, namely, ticket reservation services for sporting, cultural and other entertainment events; tourist reservation services, namely, ticket reservation services for sporting, cultural and other entertainment events ]

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment 20535
For [ Advertising; dissemination of advertising matter via all media, namely, in the form of thematic messages centered on human values; promotion of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to international sports' events; business management; business administration; providing office functions; promoting the goods and services of others by means of contractual agreements, namely, arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with an awards program, a sports competition and sporting activities and licensing agreements relating to international sports' events to enable partners to gain additional notoriety and/or image derived from those of cultural and sporting events, in particular international sporting events; promoting the goods and services of others by means of image transfer, namely, making the partners' products and services benefit from the notoriety and attractiveness of sporting events and competitions; rental of advertising space of all kinds and on all carriers, digital or not; business management services, namely, administration of competitions for the participation of national teams to an international athletic competition, and promoting the support to said teams with the public and the concerned circles by means of promotional campaigns in the media; inventory control services; consultation in the field of inventory control services; business acquisition integration services; direct marketing advertising for others featuring database marketing; consultation in the field of direct marketing advertising for others featuring database marketing; business reorganization consulting services; truck and automobile fleet management services, namely, voyage reporting and invoicing via a global computer network, consultation in the field of truck and automobile fleet management services; business administration consulting services; operation and management of power plants of others; consultation in the field of operation and management of power plants, business services, namely, the administration of repair and services contracts, supply chain management and consulting services in the areas of chemical product and service sourcing and procurement, product inventory and supply management and cost; consulting, marketing, cost and pricing analysis relating to electrochemical liquid purification units for use in the industrial sector; administrative, commercial and technical computerized file management; data entry and data processing services; consultancy in computerized database and file management; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services from an Internet web site particularly specializing in the marketing of the sale of goods and services of others; business information, commercial information agencies, rental of photocopying machines; promoting the sale of goods and services of others by means of advertisements, promotional contests, discounts and incentives in the nature of sweepstakes, rebates, reward points, and value added offers generated in connection with the use of payment cards; promoting sports competitions and events of others; promoting concerts and cultural events of others, organization of expositions having commercial or advertising purposes; the provision of documentation, namely, direct mail advertising, dissemination of advertising matter, distribution of samples, document reproduction. advertising regarding commercial sales promotion of goods and services at the retail level; providing consumer product information regarding purchase of goods and services on-line via the Internet and other computer networks; advertising services, namely, advertising for transport, travel, hotels, lodging, food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing, for tourist agencies services; consultation in the field of data processing, in particular, in regard to financial transactions ]

**International Classes**

35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**

100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**

Advertising and Business

---

20536
For Belts, neckties; suspenders; bandannas; beach sandals; infant and toddler sleep wear; bathrobes, nightshirts, pajamas and lounge wear; beach cover-up dresses; toddler short and top sets; girls knit dresses with pants sets; boys shorts and top sets; girls skirt/panty combinations; socks; plays suits; coveralls; union suits; collarless shirts; shorts; pants and slacks; shirts; jackets; judges, team, referee and umpire uniforms; sweaters; parkas; turtlenecks; mittens; gloves; underwear; rompers; jerseys; maternity tops; bow ties; head wear and scarves; ear muffs, ear bands and headbands; hosiery; rain wear, namely, rain ponchos and jackets; footwear, namely, shoes, boots and slippers; bath thongs; hats; caps; visors; aprons; ski and cloth bibs; team uniform reproductions, comprising of jerseys featuring reproductions of professional athletic team logos; canvas footwear; knickers; wind-resistant jackets; T-shirts; sweatshirts; seat pants; baseball caps; coats; pullovers; one-piece ski suits; golf shirts and hats; blazers; leg warmers; sequined evening tops; jeans; leotards; workout and sports apparel, namely, shorts, jackets, slacks and skirts; ski masks and ski gloves; sailing gloves

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 44E Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Comité International Olympique  **Address** Comité International Olympique  Château de Vidy  Lausanne  SWITZERLAND  1007  **Legal Entity** association  **State or Country Where Organized** SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**  122644-00131

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** COWARD, JEFFERY

---

20537
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) RXIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86730214 Application Filing Date Aug. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5134360
Registration Date Jan. 31, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "RIGHT" with a diagonal line forming a subscript "x" on the elongated right leg of the "R", as in "Rx". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Packaged kits composed primarily of printed instructional materials, shipping label, lab requisition form, tools for collecting samples and information concerning pharmacogenetic testing and analysis
For Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of pharmacogenetics; Providing medical information to patients and healthcare professionals in the form of pharmacogenetic analysis and reports
International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use Sep. 14, 2015 In Commerce Sep. 14, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MD Spine Solutions LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA MD Labs Address MD Spine Solutions LLC 10715 Double R Blvd #102 Reno NEVADA 89521 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number MDL-003

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) MORPHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86744010  Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2015  Registration Number 4967948
Registration Date May 31, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 15, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Cosmetic palettes sold empty ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass
First Use Jan. 2013  In Commerce Jan. 2013

For [ Non-magnetically encoded gift cards ]
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use Aug. 01, 2013  In Commerce Aug. 01, 2013

For Cosmetics and make-up; [ lipstick palettes; ] eye shadow palettes; [ concealer palettes; foundation palettes; ] pressed powder palettes; blush palettes; bronzer palettes; [ brow powder palettes; ] eye shadows; pomades for eyebrows; eyeliner; cleaner for cosmetic brushes; false eyelashes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
First Use Jan. 01, 2013  In Commerce Jan. 01, 2013

For Online and retail store services featuring cosmetics and make-up, [ cosmetic palettes sold empty, ] cleaner for cosmetic brushes, soap for cosmetic brushes, [ shampoo and conditioner for cosmetic brushes, ] sponges for cleaning cosmetic brushes, false eyelashes, [ adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, ] make-up removers, cosmetic pencil sharpeners, make-up setting spray, make-up brushes, make-up brush sets comprised of make-up brushes, [ facial protectors for use when applying make-up, non-magnetically encoded gift cards, cosmetic cases sold empty, ] cosmetic spatulas and cosmetic mixing palettes, applicator wands for applying make-up to lips, eyelashes, eyebrows, and eyelids; administration of a discount program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on goods and services through use of a discount membership card
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business  

First Use  Jan. 01, 2013  In Commerce  Jan. 01, 2013

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MORPHE, LLC  Address  MORPHE, LLC  10303 NORRIS AVE.  PACOIMA  CALIFORNIA  91331
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  MPLL 1505708

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) HUNTINGTON HOME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86757254 Application Filing Date Sep. 15, 2015 Registration Number 5101541
Registration Date Dec. 13, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "HOME"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Ribbons; ribbons for gift wrapping; bows for wrapping ]
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Baskets for domestic use, not of metal; pot holders; oven mitts
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Kitchen towels; hand towels
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics First Use Jul. 09, 2015 In Commerce Jul. 09, 2015
For [ Greeting cards; gift wrap paper; tissue paper; gift bags; paper gift tags; stickers; drawer and shelf liners ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALDI Inc. Address ALDI Inc. 1200 North Kirk Road Batavia ILLINOIS 60510
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22263.546
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** FINO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86789493</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 15, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5089328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 29, 2016</td>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Sep. 13, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Translation** The English translation of "FINO" in the mark is "FINE".

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** [Non-metal doors, namely, glass doors for office environments; wall panels not of metal, namely, glass panels and solid panels made of plastic and acrylic]

**International Classes** 19 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 12, 33, 50 **International Class Title** Non-metallic Building Materials
**First Use** Jul. 01, 2015 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2015

**For** [Movable wall partitions made of aluminum and glass for office environments; storage unit systems comprising shelves, boxes, baskets and drawers; storage unit system components, namely, nonmetal handles, non-metal hinges, non-metal brackets, non-metal Mullions, non-metal gaskets]

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
**First Use** Jul. 01, 2015 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2015

**For** Aluminum doors and doors made primarily of aluminum and also including glass for office environments []; storage unit system components, namely, metal handles, metal hinges, metal brackets, metal Mullions, metal gaskets, and aluminum trim mouldings]

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods
**First Use** Jul. 01, 2015 **In Commerce** Jul. 01, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Muraflex Inc. **Address** Muraflex Inc. 5502 Notre-Dame East Montreal, Quebec CANADA H1N2C4
**Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** CANADA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
**Docket Number** R1119
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  STINSON, JENNIFER ELLE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) LA MARNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86810361 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2015 Registration Number 5088166
Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 26, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Jun. 21, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LA MARNE" has no meaning in a foreign language.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Dried edible mushrooms; Dried truffles; Edible oils and edible fats; Flavored olive oil; Gherkins; Grapeseed oil; Infused oils for cooking; Preserved truffles; Truffle juice ]
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Nov. 05, 2015 In Commerce Nov. 05, 2015
For Vinegar; Apple cider vinegar; Balsamic vinegar; Beer vinegar; Flavored balsamic vinegar; Flavored vinegar; Saffron for use as a food seasoning; Vanilla beans; Vanilla extract; Wine vinegar

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CHARBONNEAUX-BRABANT S.A. Address CHARBONNEAUX-BRABANT S.A. 52 RUE DE LA JUSTICE REIMS FRANCE 51100 Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number In-Marne ean

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BHANOT, KAPIL KUMAR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) CALLIFLOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86813757 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2015 Registration Number 4983273
Registration Date Jun. 21, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telecommunication services in the nature of providing telephone services with various telephone features, namely, a dedicated toll-free number, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, and message waiting; Telecommunication services, namely, providing advanced calling features; Video conferencing services; Video teleconferencing; Providing e-mail and instant messaging services
International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
First Use Dec. 01, 2007 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2007

For [ Non-downloadable Internet protocol communications software and real-time communications software that provide a method of and system for managing and routing calls; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for telephone services with various telephone features, namely, a dedicated toll-free number, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, and message waiting ]
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Dec. 01, 2007 In Commerce Dec. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Iotum, Inc. Address Iotum, Inc. 431 North Brand Boulevard, Suite 200 Glendale CALIFORNIA 91203
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 238801.11
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HWANG, JOHN C B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) CALLIFLOWER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86813767  Application Filing Date  Nov. 09, 2015  Registration Number  4988507
Registration Date  Jun. 28, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Apr. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the word "CALLIFLOWER" with the letter "a" replaced with an empty thought bubble. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Telecommunication services in the nature of providing telephone services with various telephone features, namely, a dedicated toll-free number, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, and message waiting; Telecommunication services, namely, providing advanced calling features; Video conferencing services; Video teleconferencing; Providing e-mail and instant messaging services
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication
First Use  Dec. 01, 2007  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2007
For  [ Non-downloadable Internet protocol communications software and real-time communications software that provide a method of and system for managing and routing calls; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for telephone services with various telephone features, namely, a dedicated toll-free number, voicemail, multiple mailbox extensions, telephone message notification, fax capabilities, detailed call reports, call waiting, call identification, call forwarding, and message waiting ]
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services
First Use  Dec. 01, 2007  In Commerce  Dec. 01, 2007

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Iotum, Inc.  Address  Iotum, Inc.  431 North Brand Boulevard, Suite 200  Glendale  CALIFORNIA  91203
Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  238801.11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) KINEVO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 86815696 | Application Filing Date | Nov. 10, 2015 | Registration Number | 5131276 |
| Registration Date | Jan. 31, 2017 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 302015054091 Foreign Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2015 Foreign Registration Number 302015054091 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 22, 2015 Foreign Application/ Registration County GERMANY Foreign Expiration Date Sep. 30, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, surgical microscopes [ and parts thereof ] International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus For [ Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, microscopes ] International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Carl Zeiss Meditec AG Address Carl Zeiss Meditec AG Goeswitzer Strasse 51-52 Jena FED REP GERMANY 07745 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 760362

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney THOMAS, AMY E
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

### MARK INFORMATION
**Mark Literal(s)** BLACK RIVER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK **Disclaimer** "MEMORIAL HOSPITAL"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Health care cost containment; Health care utilization and review services; Requesting health care provider privileges from health care institutions on behalf of physicians and health care providers

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**First Use** Oct. 28, 2015 **In Commerce** Oct. 28, 2015

**For** Emergency medical assistance; Emergency medical response services; Health care services, namely, disease management programs; Health care services, namely, wellness programs; Home health care services; Hospital services for persons with physical and/or cognitive disabilities or impairments; Hospitals; Maintaining files and records concerning the medical condition of individuals; Medical evaluation services, namely, functional assessment program for patients receiving medical rehabilitation services for purposes of guiding treatment and assessing program effectiveness; Medical imaging services; Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; Medical testing services, namely, fitness evaluation; Providing health care information by telephone and the internet; Providing medical information, consultancy and advisory services; Rental of medical equipment

**International Classes** 44 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Medical, beauty and agricultural services

**First Use** Oct. 28, 2015 **In Commerce** Oct. 28, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION
**Currently Use** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
**Owner Name** Black River Memorial Hospital **Address** Black River Memorial Hospital 711 West Adams St. Black River Falls WISCONSIN 54615 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** WISCONSIN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SWIRL.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86830482 Application Filing Date Nov. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5089424
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "SWIRL" in white on a blue background with an internal border in white and an external border in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 000281741 Foreign Registration Date Dec. 14, 1998 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN UNION Foreign Expiration Date May 08, 2016 Foreign Renewal Expiration Date May 08, 2026 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Mar. 20, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Kitchen cloths, namely, disposable cleaning, wiping, drying and mopping cloths; drip catcher, namely, drip mats for tea or coffee; absorbent plastic coasters; eyeglass cleaning cloths; non-electrical cleaning devices for household purposes, namely, floor polish applicators mounted on mop handles and carpet sweepers; antifog cleaning cloth for glass; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; non-metal kitchen towel holders and dispensers for kitchen paper towels; containers for household use; combs; cleaning sponges; brush making materials; cleaning brushes for household use; steelwool ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For [ Household odor neutralizing preparations for carpets, textiles, laundry and air; odor neutralizing preparations in the nature of absorbers for use in garbage bags, vacuum cleaner bags and refuse bags [ ; all purpose disinfectants; insecticides for domestic use ]
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For Garbage bags of plastic [and garbage bags of paper; filter paper; paper filters for coffee makers; paper drip catchers for a coffee or tea pot; absorbent paper coasters; paper place mats; paper napkins; paper table cloths; paper hand towels]

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Electrical cleaning devices for household purposes, namely, vacuum cleaners, floor polishers, carpet shampooers, carpet cleaning machines; vacuum cleaner bags

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

For [Water filtering units for household use; non-electrical filters for water treatment for household purposes;] grease and smoke filters for use in ventilation hoods for ovens, ranges and cook tops

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For [Automobile polish; automobile choke and carburetor cleaning preparations; radiator cleaning liquids; windscreen cleaning liquids; automobile cleaner; automobile wax; floor polish; chrome polish;] window cleaners; [hair bleaching preparations and rinses;] impregnated cleaning cloths and polishing cloths; [cleaning, washing, polishing and scouring preparations; bleaching preparations for household use;] decalifying preparations for cleaning household products

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Chemicals, namely, decalcifiers and bio-decalcifiers in liquid and powdered form for industrial and household purposes

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 44E** Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** MELITTA EUROPA GMBH & CO. KG **Address** MELITTA EUROPA GMBH & CO. KG Ringstrasse 99 Minden FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** LIMITED PARTNERSHIP **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** 31903-393909

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

**Change in Registration** Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney** GARTNER, JOHN M

---

20555
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) TV

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86837379 Application Filing Date Dec. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5182630
Registration Date Apr. 11, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 21, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "TV" with a catamount jumping with outstretched paws through the center of the letter "V". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2292849, 2365906

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing intercollegiate sporting events; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable videos featuring intercollegiate sporting events, player and coach interviews, team and player profiles and intercollegiate sporting event highlights; entertainment services, namely, a continuing live sports show broadcast over television featuring intercollegiate sporting events, player and coach interviews, team and player profiles and intercollegiate sporting event highlights

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Sep. 30, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2010

For [ Broadcasting of television programs in the field of intercollegiate sporting events, player and coach interviews, team and player profiles and intercollegiate sporting event highlights ]

International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication First Use Sep. 30, 2010 In Commerce Sep. 30, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20557
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) DEUTSCHE KÜCHE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86840187 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5089457
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "DEUTSCHE"
Translation The English translation of "DEUTSCHE KÜCHE" in the mark is "German Kitchen".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3294471, 4809767

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cheese
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

For Muesli
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

For Non-alcoholic sparkling fruit juice beverages
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Apr. 03, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 03, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ALDI Inc. Address ALDI Inc. 1200 North Kirk Road Batavia ILLINOIS 60510 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ILLINOIS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 22263.345

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) DIVE AGAINST DEBRIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86852962 Application Filing Date Dec. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5089507
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed training materials in the field of marine debris and the aquatic and underwater environment; brochures in the field of marine debris and the aquatic and underwater environment
For Providing information in the field of marine debris and the aquatic and underwater environment, namely, providing information about diving and underwater removal of debris; providing online information and news in the field of marine debris and debris monitoring, namely, diving and the underwater removal of debris; providing a website featuring information about marine debris and the aquatic and underwater environment, namely, providing information about diving and underwater removal of debris
International Classes 39 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 105 International Class Title Transportation and Storage First Use Jun. 07, 2011 In Commerce Jun. 07, 2011
For [Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, swimwear, and sweaters; headwear]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name PADI AWARE FOUNDATION Address PADI AWARE FOUNDATION 30151 TOMAS RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA CALIFORNIA 92688 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   PADII.183T

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MIRANDA, JOHN SALVADOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) THE CRANE REPORT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86864813 Application Filing Date Jan. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5135630 Registration Date Feb. 07, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Nov. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "REPORT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing information in the field of real estate, namely, providing a real estate website offering maps detailing commercial real estate projects that are announced or under construction
For Maps
For Providing an interactive real estate website which promotes commercial real estate properties through offering prospective tenants maps detailing commercial real estate project information that are announced or under construction that would be influential to a prospective tenant in making a rental decision

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dallas Regional Chamber Address Dallas Regional Chamber 500 North Akard Street, Suite 2600 Dallas TEXAS 75201 Legal Entity non-profit corporation State or Country Where Organized TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 5975-K045US

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) CITI PAVILION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86875443 Application Filing Date Jan. 14, 2016 Registration Number 5092812 Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date May 10, 2016 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging for ticket reservations for sports, recreational, cultural and entertainment events; ticket reservation and booking services for sports, recreational, cultural and entertainment events; arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting sports, recreational, cultural and entertainment events for social use; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests

For [ Promoting the goods and services of others through customer loyalty, reward and incentive programs featuring information and discounts on sports, recreational, cultural, entertainment and special events; promotional sponsorship of sports, recreational, cultural, entertainment and special events ]

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Citigroup Inc. Address Citigroup Inc. 388 Greenwich Street New York NEW YORK 10013 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CITIPAVILION

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney YAO, GRETTA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** RAWCHEMISTRY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>86916238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 23, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5058365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
<td>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property</td>
<td>A0087375/1483082 International Registration Number 1483082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For [Dietary supplements]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2015 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Perfumes and colognes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2015 In Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun. 23, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently Use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Konzine LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Konzine LLC 190 Walnut Street Myrtle Creek OREGON 97457 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized OREGON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>CHOSID, ROBIN S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SMALL BATCH CONTENT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86917327 Application Filing Date Feb. 23, 2016 Registration Number 5080819
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "CONTENT"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Filmmaking and business incubator services, namely, providing debt and equity financing to emerging and start-up entertainment and film production companies; financial consultation in the field of venture capital investments; venture capital investment management and investment consultation for emerging and early stage entertainment companies, namely, securing support from companies and other local, regional, national and international organizations to foster development for film and entertainment production companies ]

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 21, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2016

For Entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content, film, video and music; entertainment services, namely, providing information about artists via an online network; consultation in the field of entertainment, namely, consultation as to the development, creation, production and post-production services of multimedia entertainment content, film, video and music

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Jan. 21, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2016

For [ Business services, namely, matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; business support services, namely, business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses and non-profit organizations all in the entertainment industry ]

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Jan. 21, 2016 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   LUNACY UNLIMITED PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Address   LUNACY UNLIMITED PRODUCTIONS, INC. 1158 26TH STREET, #429 SANTA MONICA CALIFORNIA 90403
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country Where Organized   CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   3725.0010000

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   JACKSON, SHA-KARA E

20567
TM 17579 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) EVERGLADES BY DOUGHERTY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86935327 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5089913 Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2889642

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed matter, namely, brochures, booklets and manuals featuring information on boat designs and manufacturing of boats
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004
For [Providing on-line non-downloadable publications in the nature of booklets and manuals featuring information on boat design and manufacturing of boats]
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004
For [Conducting trade shows in the field of boats]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004
For [Custom manufacture of boats; providing a website featuring information in the field of manufacturing of boats]
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004
For [Clothing, namely, hats, jackets, vests, shirts and t-shirts]
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use 2004 In Commerce 2004

20568
For [Providing a website featuring information in the field of boat design]

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101  
**International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services  
**First Use**: 2004  
**In Commerce**: 2004

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: R.J. Dougherty Associates, Inc.  
**Address**: R.J. Dougherty Associates, Inc. 5659 Strand Court, Ste. 102 Naples FLORIDA 34110  
**Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  
**State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 20-1633

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) GOT GOOD BONES

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 86950469  Application Filing Date Mar. 23, 2016  Registration Number 5085671
Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Publication Date Sep. 06, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Goods and Services Information
For [Blogs featuring personal stories relating to repairing, refurbishing, or repurposing furniture or household décor]
For Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the field of furniture or household décor repair, furniture or household décor refurbishing, furniture or household décor repurposing, antique repair, antique refurbishing, antique repurposing; hosting an online website featuring information on furniture or household décor repair, furniture or household décor refurbishing, furniture or household décor repurposing, antique repair, antique refurbishing, antique repurposing, furniture or household décor for sale, swap meets, yard sales; hosting an online website featuring personal stories relating to repairing, refurbishing, or repurposing furniture or household décor; providing customized on-line web pages and data feeds featuring user-defined information, which includes blog posts, new media content, other on-line content, and on-line web links to other websites featuring information on furniture or household décor repair, furniture or household décor refurbishing, furniture or household décor repurposing, antique repair, antique refurbishing, antique repurposing, furniture or household décor for sale, swap meets, yard sales
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Nov. 22, 2014  In Commerce Feb. 24, 2015

Basis Information
Currently Use Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name BACK, Johannah L.  Address BACK, Johannah L. 6005 Ancona Drive  Las Vegas NEVADA 89141
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship UNITED STATES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong>  JBCK-1116746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong> KHAN, AHSEN M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20571
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) RESTREAM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86953894 Application Filing Date  Mar. 25, 2016 Registration Number   5072881
Registration Date  Nov. 01, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0094258/1521664 International
Registration Number   1521664

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Computer software for instant messaging ]
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use   Sep. 20, 2015 In Commerce   Sep. 20, 2015

For Audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; Streaming of games and digital media content material on the Internet; Streaming of audio, video and audiovisual material on the Internet
International Classes   38 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 104 International Class Title   Communication First Use   Nov. 29, 2014 In Commerce   Nov. 29, 2014

For Computer services, namely, hosting an interactive web site that allows the analysis of digital media content and its audience
International Classes   42 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Scientific and computer services First Use   Nov. 29, 2014 In Commerce   Nov. 29, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Restream, Inc. Address   Restream, Inc. 515 Congress Ave, Suite 1050 AUSTIN TEXAS 78701 Legal Entity   CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized   DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   RESTRM-002
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20573
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SCAVIFY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86963070 Application Filing Date Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number 5081637
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging and conducting live, interactive, treasure hunt game adventures; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing online electronic games; Entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; Providing on-line computer games; Providing online non-downloadable game software; Providing a computer game for use network-wide by network users; Providing a web-based system and on-line portal for customers to participate in on-line gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours for recreational computer game playing purposes; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable game software; Providing an on-line computer game in the field of scavenger hunts; Providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable game software
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use May 01, 2014 In Commerce May 01, 2014
For Cloud computing featuring software for use in on-line games; Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; Design and development of computer software for on-line games; Updating and maintaining cloud-based computer software through on-line updates
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 01, 2014 In Commerce May 01, 2014

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Scavify LLC Address Scavify LLC 28 Lakewood Drive Media PENNSYLVANIA 19063 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized PENNSYLVANIA
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  FERRAIUOLO, DOMINIC J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86963183 Application Filing Date  Apr. 04, 2016 Registration Number  5090191
Registration Date  Nov. 29, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized drawing of a windmill with four sails in silhouette. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/ Registrations Based on this Property  A0122137/1662601 International Registration Number  1662601

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Mugs; drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; travel mugs; coffee canisters and canister sets; non-electric coffee presses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Sep. 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 2015

For  [ Tote bags, duffle bags, and backpacks ]
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
First Use  Sep. 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 2015

For  Non-magnetically encoded gift cards, [ comic books, ] stickers, and paper lunch bags
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
First Use  Sep. 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 2015

For  Coffee and coffee-based beverages, tea and tea-based beverages, cocoa, ice cream drinks, coffee beans
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Staple Foods
First Use  Sep. 2015 In Commerce  Sep. 2015
For Shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, vests, aprons, [ bibs not of paper, ] hats, visors [, shorts, pants ]

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing  **First Use**  Sep. 2015  **In Commerce**  Sep. 2015

For Café services

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services  **First Use**  Sep. 2015  **In Commerce**  Sep. 2015

---

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  DUTCH BROS., LLC  **Address**  DUTCH BROS., LLC  110 SW 4th Street  Grants Pass  OREGON  97526

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  OREGON

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  69131-73

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  KHAN, ASMAT A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) HAPPYFEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968994 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5081876
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing on-line non-downloadable articles in the field of obstacle course racing, runs, fun runs and family fitness;
Providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of obstacle course racing, running and fun runs; Organizing sporting events, namely, obstacle courses, running events and fun runs; Organizing, arranging, and conducting obstacle course and other family friendly sporting events
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Feb. 05, 2016

For [ Hats; Jackets; Pants; Shirts; Baseball caps and hats; Golf shirts; Gym pants; Henley shirts; Polo shirts; Snowboard pants; Sport shirts; Sports pants; Sports shirts; Sports caps and hats; Stretch pants; Sweat pants; Sweat shirts; T-shirts; Tee shirts; Wind pants; Yoga pants; Yoga shirts ]
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Feb. 01, 2016 In Commerce Mar. 01, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HTBAD, Inc. Address HTBAD, Inc. 200 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH, APT 3J 43 West 43rd Street, Suite 251 New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SALEMI, DOMINICK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) LT LYF TYM BUILDING
PRODUCTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86971793 Application Filing Date  Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number  5086157
Registration Date  Nov. 22, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Sep. 06, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized house made up of a triangle above the letter "L" to the left of 4 squares to the left of the letter "T" to the left of a stylized door to the left of the words "LYF~TYM" above the words "BUILDING PRODUCTS". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BUILDING PRODUCTS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ nonmetal building materials, namely, decking, fences, fence posts, and fence panels ] International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials First Use  Jun. 09, 2010 In Commerce  Jun. 09, 2010

For  metal gutters International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods First Use  Jun. 09, 2010 In Commerce  Jun. 09, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc. Address  Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc.  505 Huntmar Park Drive, Suite 300 Herndon VIRGINIA  20170 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  S2322057

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  JOHNSON, AISHA CLARKE
**.reason for publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**mark literal(s)** FR

**case identifiers**

Serial Number 86979774  
Application Filing Date Oct. 21, 2014  
Registration Number 5088508  
Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016  
Register Principal  
Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  
Publication Date Nov. 03, 2015  
Notice of Allowance Date Dec. 29, 2015

**mark information**

Standard Character Claim No  
Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letter "F" and the letter "R", wherein the vertical line of the letter "R" is omitted. The "F" is gray and the "R" is red.  
Color Drawing Yes  
Color Claimed The color(s) red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**related properties information**

Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4269244  
Child Of 86430534

**goods and services information**

For Printed materials, namely, informational brochures, pamphlets and flyers in the field of customer incentive and loyalty programs, reward programs and discount pricing programs; printed paper signs; newsletters in the field of customer incentive programs

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter  
First Use Feb. 09, 2015  
In Commerce Feb. 09, 2015

For [ On-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information and advice on customer loyalty programs, travel, financial literacy, savings habits, product and service pricing discounts, online shopping, motor vehicle fuel efficiency, participation in contests, sweepstakes and dining; providing information concerning participation in contests, sweepstakes and casinos ]

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107  
International Class Title Education and Entertainment  
First Use Feb. 09, 2015  
In Commerce Feb. 09, 2015

For Promoting the goods and services of others by means of loyalty reward programs for customers of those others; providing incentive award programs for customers of participating businesses through the issuance and processing of loyalty rewards for frequent use at the participating businesses; administration of a customer loyalty program for participating retailers and merchants which provide discounts on fuel based upon purchases made at those participating retailers and merchants; administration of a discount program for others providing customers of goods and services of those others with discounts on defined products purchased from participating retailers and merchants; administration of a discount program for others providing consumers of goods or services of the others with discounts on retail fuels purchased from participating suppliers;
providing a loyalty rewards program to participating retail and grocery stores, restaurants, and other businesses and service providers, namely, utility providers, financial services providers, insurance services providers, hotels and casinos through which such businesses and service providers may promote their goods and services through discounts on fuels purchased from participating gas stations; promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an on-line shopping mall with links to the retail web sites of others; advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, Internet marketing, mobile marketing, and blogging; providing information on discount programs, customer loyalty programs, product and service pricing discounts, online shopping and fuel efficiency of motor vehicles; providing information on online retail store services, retail department store services, and grocery stores; promoting the sale of credit card accounts and promoting the use of credit card services through the administration of a rewards program

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** Feb. 09, 2015 **In Commerce** Feb. 09, 2015

For Magnetically encoded credit and debit cards, magnetically encoded discount cards; magnetically encoded customer loyalty cards; computer application software for managing customer incentive and loyalty programs, reward program information, and discount pricing programs; mobile phone application software for managing customer incentive and loyalty programs, reward program information, and discount pricing programs

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus **First Use** Feb. 09, 2015 **In Commerce** Feb. 09, 2015

For Providing information concerning hotels and restaurants

**International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Hotel and restaurant services **First Use** Feb. 09, 2015 **In Commerce** Feb. 09, 2015

**Basis Information**

**Currently Use** Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Excentus Corporation **Address** Excentus Corporation 14241 Dallas Pkwy, Ste. 400 Dallas TEXAS 75254 **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** TEXAS

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** PDSI026US

**Post Registration Information**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** NELSON, EDWARD H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) MICHELIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86980377 Application Filing Date Jul. 14, 2014 Registration Number 5088515 Registration Date Nov. 22, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jun. 02, 2015 Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 28, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3329924, 4126565, 3177187 and others Child Of 86336426

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial sponsorship of educational, cultural, social, humanitarian, industrial research, health activity and related events; financing local, national or international studies and projects in relation to education, social and humanitarian action, health, culture, heritage conservation, protection of the environment, and sport; charitable services, namely, providing financial support to various entities organized for such purposes for furthering their industrial research, training and education, social and humanitarian acts, health, culture, heritage conservation, protection of the environment, and sport
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2016

For Providing education and training in the fields of industrial research, social and humanitarian, health, culture, heritage conservation, protection of the environment, and sport; entertainment, namely, concerts, exhibitions, colloquiums, conferences; organization of cultural, educational, health, protection of environment, sport, heritage conservation exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of cultural, educational, health, protection of environment, sport, heritage conservation colloquiums and conferences; organization of education and entertainment competitions, namely, cultural, educational, health, protection of environment, sport, heritage conservation competitions
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 30, 2016

For Advertising and promotional sponsorship of educational, cultural, social, humanitarian, industrial research, health activity and related events; public relations services for foundations and other establishments dedicated to industrial research, training and education, social and humanitarian actions, health, culture, heritage conservation, protection of the environment, and sport; organization of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business
First Use   Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce   Apr. 30, 2016

For   Health care services to people in need

International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101 International Class Title   Medical, beauty and agricultural services
First Use   Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce   Apr. 30, 2016

For   [ Providing information on waste treatment; studies and research related to waste treatment, namely, research in the field of manufacturing processes and/or research in the field of recycling process ]

International Classes   40 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 103, 106 International Class Title   Material Treatment
First Use   Apr. 30, 2016 In Commerce   Apr. 30, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   COMPAGNIE GÉNÉRALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS MICHELIN Address   COMPAGNIE GÉNÉRALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS MI 23, PLACE DES CARMES-DÉCHAUX CLERMONT-FERRAND, PUY-DE-DÔME FRANCE 63000 Legal Entity   SOCIÉTÉ EN COMMANDITE PAR ACTIONS (SCA) State or Country
Where Organized   FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   338210-1148

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   STEIN, JAMES W
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) KICKPIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number: 87293996 Application Filing Date: Jan. 09, 2017 Registration Number: 5275389 Registration Date: Aug. 29, 2017 Register: Principal Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark Publication Date: Jun. 13, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: [On-line retail store services featuring clothing; Retail stores featuring clothing ] International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 102 International Class Title: Advertising and Business First Use: Dec. 17, 2016 In Commerce: Dec. 17, 2016 For: Coats; Footwear; Headwear; Hoodies; Jackets; Knitted caps; Pants; Sneakers; Sports shoes; T-shirts; Caps; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts International Classes: 25 - Primary Classes US Classes: 22, 39 International Class Title: Clothing First Use: Nov. 05, 2016 In Commerce: Nov. 05, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: KICKPIN LLC Address: KICKPIN LLC 106 MESA PARK DRIVE EL PASSO TEXAS 79912 Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized: TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 10048636-BEN

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examinee Attorney: JAGANNATHAN, SIDDHARTH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

MARK Literal(s) DAN KUSCHELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87301361 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2017 Registration Number 5305338 Registration Date Oct. 10, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jul. 25, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name "DAN KUSCHELL" identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Education services, namely, providing workshops, seminars and online tutorials in the fields of business, marketing and personal finance and distribution of course material in connection therewith; Professional coaching services in the field of business, marketing and personal finance
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use 2001 In Commerce 2001
For [On-line retail store services featuring books, pamphlets, pre-recorded audio tapes, video tapes, compact discs, DVDs, and software featuring information and educational instruction in the field of real estate investing and personal finance]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use 2001 In Commerce 2001

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACV2020, LLC Address ACV2020, LLC SUITE B-2-442 500 N. ESTRELLA PARKWAY GOODYEAR ARIZONA 85338 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HAYES, GINA CLARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** VALAY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87340222
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 17, 2017
- **Registration Number**: 5300249
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 03, 2017
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 18, 2017

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "V", "A", "L", "A" and "Y" in teal with a green swoosh through the letters "A", "L" and "A". **Color Drawing**: Yes **Color Claimed**: The color(s) teal and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Fixed dispensers of non-metal for paper towels and bathroom tissue; tabletop napkin dispensers
  - **International Classes**: 21 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Housewares and Glass
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2016
- **For**: Fixed dispensers of metal for paper towels, bathroom tissue, and paper napkins]
  - **International Classes**: 6 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50
  - **International Class Title**: Metal Goods
- **First Use**: Mar. 10, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Mar. 10, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Morcon, Inc.
- **Address**: Morcon, Inc. 62 Owl Kill Rd Eagle Bridge NEW YORK 12057
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 5227.004A

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: KEATING, MICHAEL P
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) HARMONIES BREW

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   87341899  Application Filing Date  Feb. 20, 2017  Registration Number  5300345
Registration Date  Oct. 03, 2017  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 18, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of three concentric circles wherein the center of the innermost circle is outlined with a dotted line and contains within it the design of a cup of coffee with steam coming from it in the shape of a treble clef, and a swooping line underneath the cup ending in three coffee beans; between the two outermost concentric circles is the wording "HARMONIES" in the upper portion of the circles and "BREW" in the lower portion of the circles, both in stylized font. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "BREW"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coffee; Ground coffee beans; Iced coffee; Roasted coffee beans

For  Coffee shops; Restaurant services
International Classes  43 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Hotel and restaurant services  First Use  Oct. 18, 2015  In Commerce  Oct. 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Harmonies Brew  Address  Harmonies Brew  11110 W Oakland Park Blvd, #332  Sunrise  FLORIDA  333516801  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  FLORIDA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) LIKEME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>87431583</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>May 01, 2017</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5340250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 2017</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Charitable fundraising; Philanthropic services concerning monetary donations; Providing educational scholarships
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Oct. 06, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 06, 2010
For Public advocacy to promote awareness of the importance of LGBT rights and issues
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Oct. 06, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 06, 2010
For [ Providing community centers for meetings for the LGBT community ]
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use Oct. 06, 2010 In Commerce Oct. 06, 2010

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LIKEME Address LIKEME 711 Bristol Drive Raymore MISSOURI 64083 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MISSOURI

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EDWARDS, ALICIA COLLIN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 8 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)**

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** No

**Mark Drawing Type** 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)

**Description of the Mark** The mark consists of a seated figure with six leaves on its center, a light emanating from its chest, and seaweed behind the seated figure. **Color Claimed** Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Food supplements; Nutritional supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Feb. 05, 2017  **In Commerce** Feb. 05, 2017

**For** [Facial cleansers; Facial cream; Facial masks; Hair masks; Skin masks]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52</td>
<td>Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Use** Feb. 05, 2017  **In Commerce** Feb. 05, 2017

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** My Green Lady, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA My Green Lady LLC

**Address** My Green Lady, LLC 60 Aruba Bend Coronado CALIFORNIA 92118

**Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

**State or Country** DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** RICHARDS, LESLIE L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) TRAVELLINGLIGHT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79089520 Application Filing Date  Jun. 02, 2010 Registration Number  4239657
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1057041 International Registration Date  Jun. 02, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [Basins; bowls; insulated bowls, namely, Thermal insulated containers in the shape of a bowl for food or beverages; cups; insulated cups, namely, thermal insulated containers in the shape of a cup for food or beverages; bottle openers; Bottles sold empty; insulated bottles, namely, thermal insulated containers in the shape of a bottle for food or beverages; soap boxes; dishwashing brushes; clothes racks for drying; clothes pegs; clothes pins; pots; non-electric coffee pots;non-electric tea pots; cooking pots;insulated and non-insulated containers for kitchen use, namely, thermal insulated containers for food or beverages, Household containers for foods, Lockable non-metal household containers for food, Insulated containers for beverage cans for domestic use; cooking utensils, namely, spatulas graters, strainers, splatter screens, barbeque forks, tongs and turners; corkscrews; cutting boards; dishes; soap dispensers; drinking glasses; buckets made of woven fabric; flasks; vacuum flasks; frying pans; isothermic bags, namely, thermal insulated bags for storing food or beverages; jugs;insulated jugs, namely, thermal insulated containers in the shape of a jug for food or beverages; non-electric kettles; picnic baskets sold empty; plates; paper plates; trays; urns; washing boards]

International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
For  Travelling bags; umbrellas; [parasols; walking sticks; whips; harnesses; saddlery;] garment bags for travel; shoe bags for travel; textile shopping bags;luggage inserts in the nature of packing cubes; shirt folders, namely, luggage inserts in the nature of packing cubes for shirts;neck pouches, namely, a wearable strap-on pouch designed to be worn around the neck, for holding money, passports, make-up, keys and other personal items
**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**For** Towels [; table covers, namely, table pads, textile table cloths, plastic table covers; mosquito nets]

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50 **International Class Title** Fabrics

**For** [Ropes; mountaineering ropes; string; nets in this class, namely, insect protection nets; tents; awnings; tarpaulins; sails; padding and stuffing materials not of rubber or plastic; raw fibrous textile materials;] laundry bags

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently **66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Sea to Summit Pty Ltd  Address  Sea to Summit Pty Ltd  5 Eyre Street  Rivervale WA 6103  AUSTRALIA

Legal Entity  Private Company  State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  STS 404

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1057041  International Registration Date  Jun. 02, 2010

Expiration Date  Jun. 02, 2030

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

Change in Registration  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) IKAMASUTRA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79091050 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2010 Registration Number 4239659
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1061251 International Registration Date Nov. 03, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer programs for electronic processing of graphics arts in reproduction technology; Interactive electronic and interactive downloadable electronic educational, entertainment and reference computer programs and software for use in database management, namely, for, rating sexual positions, listing sexual positions, keeping notes on sexual activity, keeping notes on sexual positions, providing updates and reminders regarding sexual positions, namely, favorite positions, frequency of use of a sexual position, update database with new positions; Downloadable electronic computer game programs; Computer game programs; Electronic computer game software; Interactive game programs; Interactive game software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Sutra Taps AB Address Sutra Taps AB Larmvägen 10A SE-254 56 Helsingborg SWEDEN Legal Entity UNKNOWN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1061251 International Registration Date Nov. 03, 2010
Expiration Date Nov. 03, 2030

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney AYALA, LOURDES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79094148 Application Filing Date Oct. 01, 2010 Registration Number  4239662
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "S" in blue with a blue circle
in the middle of the "S". Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue is/are claimed as a feature of the
mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1068655 International Registration Date Oct. 01, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machine tools, in particular, semi and fully automatic hinge and closure attaching devices for fastening of hinges,
closures and other fittings with prongs; tools for machine tools, in particular, for use with hinge and closure attaching
machines, namely, powered machines for cutting, shaping, or finishing metals or other materials
International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title
Machinery
For Goods of plastic, namely, fittings, in particular, hinges; plastic closures for bottles, containers, bags, sheaths, boxes,
cases, carton, caskets, humidors, suitcases, and knobs; plastic lid stays for sheaths, boxes, cases, carton, caskets, humidors,
suitcases, and folding tables; plastic reinforcing edges for sheaths for coins, jewelry, pens, spectacles, dressing cases, boxes,
cases, carton, caskets, humidors, suitcases and bags; plastic fittings in the nature of bands for packing; cork bands for binding
semi-finished products
International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title Furniture
and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For Small items of metal hardware and goods of common metals, namely, fittings, in particular, hinges; metal closures for bottles, containers, bags, sheaths, boxes, cases, carton, caskets, humidors, suitcases, and knobs; metal lids stays for sheaths, boxes, cases, carton, caskets, humidors, suitcases, and folding tables; metal reinforcing edges for sheaths for coins, jewelry, pens, spectacles, dressing cases, boxes, cases, carton, casks, humidors, suitcases, and bags; metal fittings in the nature of bands for packing, wrapping or binding semi-finished products

**International Classes** 6 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 **International Class Title** Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Schmale GmbH & Co. KG  **Address** Schmale GmbH & Co. KG  14, Schützenstraße  58511 Lüdenscheid  
FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity** Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung  **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 019207

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1068655  **International Registration Date** Oct. 01, 2010  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Apr. 06, 2010  **Expiration Date** Oct. 01, 2030

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STEEL, ALYSSA PALADINO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) CLASNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79097734 Application Filing Date Mar. 11, 2011 Registration Number 4239682
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "CLASNA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1078233 International Registration Date Mar. 11, 2011 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3708815

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Cattle skins; purses; handbags; travelling bags; suitcases; leather shoulder belts; artificial fur; fur pelts; fur sold in bulk; umbrellas; canes; saddlery ]

International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

For Fabric for textile use; knitted fabric; linen fabric; fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, furniture upholstery; cashmere fabric; chemical fiber fabrics; chenille fabric; cheviot fabric; chiffon fabric; cotton base mixed fabrics; covered rubber yarn fabrics; tapestry, namely, textile wall hangings; handkerchiefs of textile; quilts of towel; bed covers; quilts; textile sheet, namely, bed sheet, bath sheet, towel sheet; eiderdowns in the nature of down coverlets; unfitted fabric furniture covers; cloth banners

International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Advertising services; advertising services in the nature of advertising planning; business management consultancy; organization of fashion exhibitions for advertising or sales promotion purposes; business management advisory services relating to franchising; franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of clothing store; import-export agencies; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; marketing research services; account auditing; auditing utility rates for others; business auditing ]

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Beijing Clasna Fashion Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Beijing Clasna Fashion Co., Ltd. No. 6, Shuangqiao East Road Chaoyang District Beijing CHINA 100121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1078233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Dec. 21, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION** |  |
| Change in Registration | Yes |

| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY** |  |
| Examining Attorney | HALMEN, KATHERINE E |
TM 17598

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) J.HARRISON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79102075 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2011 Registration Number 4239705
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1089494 International Registration Date Aug. 10, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Handbags for men; shoulder bags; gladstone bags; briefcase-type portfolio bags; overnight bags; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; flight bags; boston bags; tote bags; rucksacks; handbags for ladies; carry-on bags; garment bags for travel; purses; key cases; suitcases; trunks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name KABUSHIKI KAISHA MISHIMA SHOJI Address KABUSHIKI KAISHA MISHIMA SHOJI Fuso-Okachimachi Building 7F, 2-20-7, Kojima, Taito-ku Tokyo 111-0056 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 0042041B

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1089494 International Registration Date Aug. 10, 2011
Expiration Date Aug. 10, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RINKER, ANTHONY MICHAE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)

ПОЛЁТ

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79102576 Application Filing Date  Aug. 16, 2011  Registration Number  4239713
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY
WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of five stylized Cyrillic characters.  Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Translation  The English translation of the foreign word(s) in
the mark is: "Flight".  Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "POLIOT" and this means
"FLIGHT" in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  0964870  International Registration Date  Apr. 10, 2008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Waffles; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; ] caramels in the nature of candy; confectionery made with sugar [ ;
confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; pastries; peppermint sweets; liquorice confectionery; almond confectionery,
namely, almond cake, sugar coated almonds; cocoa-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate beverages with
milk; fondants in the nature of confectionery; pralines; chewing gum, not for medical purposes; tarts; edible decorations for
cakes; chocolate; halvah ]
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Open-Type Joint Stock Company "ROT FRONT"  Address  Open-Type Joint Stock Company "ROT
FRONT "  2-oy Novokuznetskiy pereulok, d. 13/15  RU-115184  Moscow  RUSSIAN FED.  Legal Entity  Open-Type
Joint Stock Company  State or Country Where Organized  RUSSIAN FEDERATION

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  0964870  International Registration Date  Apr. 10, 2008
Expiration Date  Apr. 10, 2028
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### Mark Literal(s)
HYBRIFLEX

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79102666</td>
<td>Aug. 10, 2011</td>
<td>4239716</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1090973
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 10, 2011
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3964681

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: optical and DC power connectors for telecommunication cables
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS FRANCE
- **Address**: RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS FRANCE
- **Centre de Villarceaux Route de Villejust NOZAY FRANCE F-91620
- **Legal Entity**: Société par Actions Simplifiée
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 956.216

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1090973
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 10, 2011
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Mar. 23, 2011
- **Expiration Date**: Aug. 10, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) BALDAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79103470</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 20, 2011</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4239730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0767841 International Registration Date Sep. 19, 2001

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely, leather purses, bags and handbags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Footwear, namely, shoes, boots and sandals
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name CALZATURIFICIO BALDAN 88 S.r.l. Address CALZATURIFICIO BALDAN 88 S.r.l. Via Pampagnina, 1 I-30032 FIESSO D'ARTICO (VE) ITALY Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized ITALY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 995310

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0767841 International Registration Date Sep. 19, 2001
Expiration Date Sep. 19, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M

20602
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79103474 Application Filing Date Sep. 08, 2011 Registration Number 4239731
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized soldier superimposed upon a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0903242 International Registration Date Oct. 17, 2006

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sweets; confectionery, namely, candy ; chocolate and chocolate goods, namely, candy, chocolates and chocolate based ready to eat candies and snacks; cookies
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Louis Janssens Holding B.V. Address Louis Janssens Holding B.V. Deltahoek 110 NL-4511 PA Breskens NETHERLANDS Legal Entity B.V. State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 281.022492

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0903242 International Registration Date Oct. 17, 2006
Expiration Date Oct. 17, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) PROVIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79103782 Application Filing Date Sep. 21, 2011 Registration Number 4239736
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The word "provia" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1093879 International Registration Date Sep. 21, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Enzymes for use in the production of biogas fuel
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Novozymes A/S, Address Novozymes A/S, Krogshoejvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsvaerd DENMARK Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DENMARK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10249-91

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1093879 International Registration Date Sep. 21, 2011 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 06, 2011 Expiration Date Sep. 21, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HERMAN, RUSS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ONDUVILLA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79103790 Application Filing Date Sep. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4239737
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0962420 International Registration Date Mar. 28, 2008

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metallic building materials, namely, shingles and roofing; [non-metallic transportable constructions;] non-metallic roof coverings; bituminous products for building, namely, bituminous roofing; [non-metallic tiles; non-metallic building materials, namely, plates made of fibres and other materials of all kinds; non-metallic building materials, namely, covering and cladding plates;] non-metallic ridge materials for all building types, namely, [ridge tiles, end ridge tiles and] ridge caps
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ONDULINE Address ONDULINE 24 Quai Galliéni SURESNES FRANCE F-92150 Legal Entity SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE (SAS) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number SIGN18116

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0962420 International Registration Date Mar. 28, 2008
Expiration Date Mar. 28, 2028

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
TM 17605
TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE
JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) TOO COOL FOR SCHOOL

too cool for school

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79104101 Application Filing Date Aug. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4239748
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1055991 International Registration Date Aug. 09, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; eyebrow cosmetics; [ lavender water; ] loose face powder; rouges; liquid rouge; [ sachets for perfuming linen; lip liner; ] lipsticks; [ massage gels not for medical purposes; ] massage oil; mascara; [ nail polish; enamel for nails; varnish-removing preparations; ] hair oil; make-up foundations; make-up; [ shaving gels; shaving preparations; hair drying preparations; ] hair preservation treatments, namely, non-medicated shampoos for hair preservation not featuring hair growth stimulants; [ hair colorants; fixers for hair dying; hair mascara; hair waving preparations; hair washing powders; hair pomades; hair bleaches; hair creams for cosmetic purposes; color-removing preparations for hair; bath salts; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic additives for baths, namely, cosmetic bath salts; ] beauty creams; body lotions; [ body milks; ] body oils; body creams; [ perfuming sachets; vanishing creams; bath gels; bath lotions; bath beads; bath oil being a cosmetic product; bath foam; bay rums for cosmetic use; baby oil; baby powder; ] blushers; [ blush pencils; perfumed talcum powder for cosmetic use; dandruff lotions not for medical treatment; dandruff creams not for medical treatment; ] sunscreen preparations not for medical purposes; skin creams not for medical purposes; [ safrol being an essential oil for personal use; ] shower and bath gels; shower gels; shower creams; [ shower and bath foam; sun-block lotions; cosmetic suntan lotions; suntanning preparations; shaving lotions; shaving creams; shaving foam; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; skin lotions; ] cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin creams; skin cleansers; eyeliner; eyeliner pencils; [ eye lotions; ] eye make-up removers; eye shadows; [ eye creams; eye pencils; cosmetics for animals; after sun creams; after-shave lotions; after-shave emulsions; after-shave creams; liquid perfumes; ethereal essences; cosmetic oils for the epidermis; baby hair conditioner; fragrances for personal use being perfume; essential oils for personal use; toilet water; cosmetic preparations for dry skin during pregnancy; ] lip gloss; lip coatings being make up; non-medicated lip conditioner preparations; non-mediated lip protectors; [ cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; ] cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; [ cold creams; cold
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waving solutions; talcum powder; permanent wave preparations; neutralizers for permanent waving; foundations; foundation creams; permanent waving lotions; perfumed paste; perfumed creams; facial lotions; facial cleansing milk; facial cream; face milk and lotions; face and body lotions; face and body milk; lotions for face and body care; face and body creams; make-up bases in the form of paste; pomades; pressed face powder; pre-shave creams; skin whitening creams; hand lotions; perfumed powders; perfumes; hair glaze; hair nourishers; hair dressings; hair lacquers; hair lotions; hair moisturizers; hair mousse; hair balsam; hair styling gels; hair styling spray; hair spray; hair conditioners; hair conditioning oils; hair care lotions; bath oils for hair care; hair care creams; hair tonic for cosmetic use; cosmetic nourishing creams; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic rouges; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; nail varnish for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic bath powder; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic white face powder; cosmetic sun milk lotions; cosmetic sun oils; cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; astringents for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic skin fresheners; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic liquid foundations; cosmetic face powder; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic dyes, namely, beard dyes; oils for cosmetic purposes; colorants for toilet purposes, namely, hair colorants; cosmetic cleansing creams; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; cosmetic creams; talcum powder, for toilet use; make-up powder; cosmetic face creams; pomades for cosmetic purposes; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes, namely, hair decolorants; cosmetic hand creams; perfumed oils for cosmetics; make-up removing lotions; make-up removing milks; make-up removing preparations; cosmetic kits consisting of makeup; cakes of toilet soap; shaving mousse; shaving soap; bath soap; liquid soap; beauty soap; body cream soap; soaps for body care; shampoos; hand cleaners being hand cleaning preparations; almond soap; shampoos for pets; liquid bath soaps; medicated soap; baby shampoo; liquid soap used in foot bath; cream soaps; facial washes; cosmetic hair rinses; cosmetic soaps

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title** Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name          | TOO COOL FOR SCHOOL CORP. | Address        | TOO COOL FOR SCHOOL CORP. 15, Chanumul-ro (Galhyeon-dong), Gwacheon-si Gyeonggi-do | REPUBLIC OF KOREA | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 122990-0052T |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1055991 | International Registration Date | Aug. 09, 2010 |
| Expiration Date | Aug. 09, 2030 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | MCCCAULEY, BRENDAN D |

---

20607
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) RANCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79105295 Application Filing Date Jul. 27, 2011
Registration Number 4239774 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012
Principal Mark Type Service Mark
Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1097410 International Registration Date Jul. 27, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS; CARBON PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CARBON DISULPHIDE, CARBON FLUOROCHLORIDE AND CARBON FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; GRAPHITNES, NAMELY, ELECTRODE GRAPHITNES, SYNTHETIC GRAPHITNES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, RECARBURIZERS; FOAMING CARBON FOR SLAG FOAMING]
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For [ADVERTISING, NAMELY, ADVERTISING AGENCIES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE WORK; RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FOR INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, IN PARTICULAR CARBON PRODUCTS, GRAPHITNES, ELECTRODE GRAPHITNES, SYNTHETIC GRAPHITNES, CARBON MOULDINGS, RECARBURIZERS, FOAMING CARBON FOR SLAG FOAMING, CALCINED PETROL COKE, SPECIALTY COKE FOR BRAKE LININGS, AND ANTHRACITE]
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Calcined petrol coke; specialty coke for brake linings; anthracite
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Richard Anton KG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Richard Anton KG Würmstr. 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>LIMITED PARTNERSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>S16054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1097410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 24, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 27, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>THOMAS, JANICE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) DB D I B I A S E HAIR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79105579 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2011 Registration Number 4239789
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording in stylized characters "DI BIASE HAIR", with the design of the letters "DB" posed above the wording. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HAIR"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1097798 International Registration Date Sep. 01, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Lace, ribbons, braid, wigs; plaited hair in the nature of hair pieces; false hair; false hair pieces; hair pieces; synthetic and natural hair extensions; toupee; hair ornaments, namely, hair bands, hair clips, hair pins, hair grips, hair ribbons; artificial flowers, hair nets, hair coloring and hair frosting caps; non-electric hair curlers
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For Education services, namely, the provision of training in the field of hair treatment, hair care and hair extensions; entertainment services, namely, fashion shows, hair and fashion exhibitions, and hair fairs; providing information relating to organizing sporting and cultural activities
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Soaps for personal use, perfumery, essential oils for personal use, cosmetic shampoos and cosmetic hair conditioners; hair color and dyes, color removal and lightening preparations and hair bleaches; hair styling and finishing products, namely, hair sprays, spray gels, gels, mousses, creams, lotions, pomades, thickener and hair waxes; hair and scalp treatments, namely, restructurizers and scalp conditioners, hair lotions, hair detangler; adhesives for affixing false hair; false eyelashes; eyelashes made of real hair; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Medical services; medical services related to hair growth; hairdressing salons; hairdressing salon services; namely, hair cutting, styling, coloring and hair extension services; hair styling services; hair care services, hair replacement services; services in the nature of fixing hair pieces to the heads of human beings; hair extensions and hair thickening services; hair implantation; hair weaving; hair coloring services; hair cutting services; barber shop services; beauty salon services; manicuring services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings

International Classes 44 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Human hair for use in making wigs and hair pieces

International Classes 22 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50
International Class Title Cordage and Fibers

Currently Yes

Owner Name DI BIASE HAIR S.r.l.
Address DI BIASE HAIR S.r.l. Via Tasso 6 I-80029 Sant'Antimo (NA) ITALY
Legal Entity Limited Liability Company Italy
State or Country Where Organized ITALY

Owner of International Registration Number 1097798
International Registration Date Sep. 01, 2011
Expiration Date Sep. 01, 2031

Examining Attorney ARANT, LUCY B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ALUCOBEST

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79106108  Application Filing Date  Nov. 16, 2011  Registration Number 4239811
Registration Date  Nov. 13, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1099116  International Registration Date  Nov. 16, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aluminum composite panels for use in building and home construction, indoor/outdoor decoration, making of signboards; aluminum coil finished for use in building and home construction; metal ceiling panels; building materials of metal, namely, composite panels composed primarily of metal; building materials, namely, metal wall panels; building materials, namely, sheet metal and sheet metal plates
International Classes  6 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SHANGHAI HUAYUAN NEW COMPOSITE MATERIALS CO., LTD.  Address  SHANGHAI HUAYUAN NEW COMPOSITE MATERIALS CO., LTD. No. 6085, Waiqingsong Road  Qingpu  Shanghai 201700 CHINA  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  0904-0150US1

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1099116  International Registration Date  Nov. 16, 2011  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 15, 2011  Expiration Date  Nov. 16, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SEVERSON, KAREN PATRIC
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ABRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79106308 Application Filing Date Oct. 13, 2011 Registration Number 4239817
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0765640 International Registration Date Sep. 10, 2001

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Sanitary preparations, namely, sanitary pads, sanitary preparations for medical use, sanitary sterilizing preparations, sanitary towels, sanitizing preparations for hospital use, sanitizing preparations for household use, sanitary tampons, sanitary napkins; ] hygiene articles for medical use, namely, sanitary napkins and sanitary pads for incontinence, panty liners [, menstruation tampons, menstruation bandages ]
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
For [ Babies napkins of paper, paper for household purposes, namely, kitchen rolls in the nature of paper towels, toilet paper, towels of paper in sheets and rolls form, paper napkins and paper place mats ]
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Abena Holding A/S Address Abena Holding A/S Egelund 35 DK-6200 Aabenraa DENMARK Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DENMARK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6140BB-3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>0765640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Sep. 10, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| **Change in Registration** | Yes |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | HACK, ANDREA R |
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### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### Mark Literal(s)
ZOE KARSSEN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79106704</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Aug. 12, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4239827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 13, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "ZOE KARSSEN", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration Number**: 1100521
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 12, 2011

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, dresses, shorts; footwear; headgear, namely, hats and caps
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Fashion Invest B.V.
- **Address**: Fashion Invest B.V. Leidsevaartweg 1 F NL-2106 NA Heemstede NETHERLANDS
- **Legal Entity**: Limited Liability Company
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NETHERLANDS

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: ZOEKARSSEN

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1100521
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 12, 2011
- **Expiration Date**: Aug. 12, 2031

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ZAPLOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79107196 Application Filing Date Nov. 22, 2011 Registration Number 4239847 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1101627 International Registration Date Nov. 22, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for controlling locks International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Telecommunication, namely, mobile interactive services for controlling locks, namely, electronic transmission of data for controlling locks International Classes 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 International Class Title Communication
For Consulting services concerning computer software for controlling locks; design and maintenance of computer software for controlling locks International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zaplox AB Address Zaplox AB c/o Beta 5, Scheelevägen 17 SE-223 70 LUND SWEDEN Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 104TM-200305
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1101627  International Registration Date  Nov. 22, 2011  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 21, 2011  Expiration Date  Nov. 22, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BUNCH, TASHIA AUNGELIK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) MD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79107615 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2011 Registration Number 4239856
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the letters "MD" on a shield featuring scroll designs, where the letter "M" is intertwined with the letter "D", which appears on its side. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1102786 International Registration Date Jun. 14, 2011 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 2772770

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Ornamental pins; tie pins; works of art of precious metal; key rings of precious metal; medals; coins, namely, collectible coins, commemorative coins, and non-monetary coins; silver and gold ware, namely, silver and gold jewelry; badges of precious metal; shoe and hat ornaments of precious metal; ] cuff links; [ watch chains; clock cases; jewelry, namely, threads of precious metal; jewelry cases of precious metal; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; silver ornaments, namely, silver hat ornaments, silver shoe ornaments, and silver ornaments in the nature of jewelry; ornaments of yellow amber in the nature of jewelry; pins being jewelry and amulets in the nature of jewelry; ] jewelry, namely, rings; [ ornaments of jet in the nature of jewelry; ] jewelry, namely, bracelets; [ jewelry, namely, brooches; jewelry chains; boxes of precious metal; ] jewelry, namely, necklaces; [ tie clips; watch crystals, watch glasses; chronographs for use as watches; alarm clocks; diamonds; jewelry, namely, charms; trinkets in the nature of jewelry, namely, rings; ] paste jewelry; [ cases for clock and watch making; ivory jewelry; medallions in the nature of jewelry; gems; ] earrings [ ; pearls in the nature of jewelry; straps for wristwatches; clocks ]

International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For [Leathers sold in bulk and imitation leather sold in bulk;] umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks; purses, handbags; travelling bags; haversacks; briefcases, cases for keys, all purpose sport bags, carry-on bags, tote-bags and overnight cases; toiletry cases sold empty; valises, and attach cases; suitcases; animal skins]

**International Classes**

18 - Primary Classes

1, 2, 3, 22, 41

International Class Title

Leather Goods

For Bath linen; tissues of textile for removing make-up; labels of cloth; textile used as lining for clothing; toilet gloves, namely, bath gloves, washing gloves; wall hangings of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; curtains of textile or plastic; household linen; towels of textile; travelling rugs in the nature of lap robes; net curtains; curtain holders of textile material; banners and flags not of paper, namely, banners and flags of textile; eiderdowns, namely, down coverlets; loose covers for furniture, namely, unfitted fabric furniture covers; covers for cushions; mattress covers; pillowcases; mosquito nets; glass cloths of textile; billiard cloth; table cloths not of paper; traced cloths for embroidery; upholstery cloths; face towels of textile; sleeping bags in the nature of sheeting; cotton fabrics; haircloth, namely, sack cloth; traced cloths for embroidery; brocades; lining fabric for shoes; fabric for boots and shoes; coverlets, namely, bedspreads; bed blankets, bed linen; trellis cloth; zephyr cloth; table centrepieces of textile, namely, fabric table runners; cloth, namely, cheviot fabric; ticks, namely, mattress covers; shower curtains of textile or plastic; crepe fabric; crepon fabric; bedspreads; damask; elastic woven material, namely, elastic woven fabrics; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; gummed cloth, other than for stationery; esparto fabric; chenille fabric; felt; flannel fabric; fitted toilet lid covers made of fabric; cloth, namely, gauze fabric; jersey fabric; woolen cloth; woolen fabric; lingerie fabric; linen cloth; place mats of textile; tablecloths not of paper; printers' blankets of textile; marabouts cloth; upholstery fabrics; fabric of imitation animal skins; knitted fabric; cheese cloth; ramie fabric; rayon fabric; silk cloth; taffeta cloth; fiber glass fabrics for textile use; adhesive fabric for application by heat; diapered linen being fabric; velvet; tulle

**International Classes**

24 - Primary Classes

42, 50

International Class Title

Fabrics

For Shoe polish, cream and wax; waxes, namely, tailor's wax, mustache wax, boot wax, shoe wax, hair wax and depilatory wax; shampoos; cosmetic kits comprised of makeup, eyelashes, eye pencils, eye shadows, lipsticks, nail polishes, blushers, and lip gloss; depilatory preparations; make-up removing preparations; deodorants for personal use in the nature of perfumery; lipsticks; cosmetic pencils; hair and nail sprays; lacquer-removing preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; premoistened or impregnated cleaning wipes and towelettes; after-shave lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up preparations; pomades for cosmetic purposes; stain removers; sachets for perfuming linen; nail care preparations; bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers in the nature of perfumery; incense; scented wood; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; false nails and eyelashes; pumice stone for personal use; fragrant potpourris; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; waving preparations for the hair; washing preparations; non-medicated toiletries; non-mediated oral care products, namely, toothpaste and mouth wash; bath salts, not for medical purposes; hygienic products for cleaning purposes, namely, non-medicated feminine hygiene wash, bar soaps, hair cleaning preparations; oils for toilet purposes, namely, cosmetic oils, body oils, bath oils, massage oils, perfume oils, sun tan oils; sunscreen products in the nature of sun-tanning preparations; eau-de-cologne; deodorant soaps; talcum powder for toiletry use; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; greases for cosmetic purposes; abrasives, namely, abrasive paste, skin abrasive preparations; shaving products, namely, shaving cream, shaving balm, shaving gel, shaving lotion, shaving mousse, shaving soap and aftershave; color-brightening chemicals for household purposes, namely, laundry detergents, laundry blueing, and bleach; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks; moustache wax; laundry bleach; hair colorants; eyebrow cosmetics; depilatory wax;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 22, 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Class Title**

Leather Goods

**International Classes**

24 - Primary Classes

42, 50

**International Class Title**

Fabrics

**International Classes**

24 - Primary Classes

42, 50

**International Class Title**

Fabrics

For [Leathers sold in bulk and imitation leather sold in bulk;] umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks; purses, handbags; travelling bags; haversacks; briefcases, cases for keys, all purpose sport bags, carry-on bags, tote-bags and overnight cases; toiletry cases sold empty; valises, and attach cases; suitcases; animal skins]
cleaning wax for household use; shampoos for pets; cosmetics for animals; cosmetic creams; disinfectant soaps; cakes of soap; soap for foot perspiration; detergents other than those used during manufacturing operations and those for medical purposes, namely, detergents for household use; starch paste for laundry use; cleansing milks; bleach products, namely, laundry bleach, hair bleach; dry cleaning preparations; scented linen waters; perfumes; cosmetics for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up powders; adhesives for affixing false hair; conditioners, namely, hair conditioner, skin conditioner, laundry fabric conditioner, wood conditioner; cosmetic dyes, namely, hair dyes and beard dyes; color-removing preparations, namely, hair bleach, laundry bleach; toilet water

**International Classes**

[3 - Primary Classes]

**US Classes**

1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

**International Class Title**

Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For**

Clothing for motorists and cyclists, namely, jackets, pants, shorts and shirts; baby bibs not of paper; clothing, namely, headbands; [bathrobes;] swimming suits; [bathing caps and sandals; necklets, namely, boas; disposable nappies of textile; neckscarves; sports and beach footwear; clothing, namely, hoods; shawls;] belts for clothing; [clothing, namely, money belts; wet suits for water skiing; neckties; corsets in the nature of girdles; sashes for wear; stoles;] scarves; caps; [bonnets;] clothing, namely, gloves; [waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets and pants; lingerie, namely, girdles;] underclothes; [headscarves; stockings;] socks; [bandanas in the nature of neckerchiefs; textile nappies; furs for clothing, namely, fur coats, hats, jackets, muffins, stoles;] pyjamas; [soles; heels; veils for clothing; braces; gymnastic and sports outfits, namely, gymnastic and sports uniforms; layettes; collars for clothing; singlets; mittens; ear muffls; inner soles; bow ties; beach wraps; wristbands for clothing; dress shields; beach clothes, namely, beachwear; dressing gowns; pockets for clothing; sock suspenders; garter belts; petticots; tights, namely, complete stockings and leotards; aprons;] headwear; [masquerade costumes; uniforms; visors; wooden shoes;] head coverings, namely, hats and, caps; [garters;] coats; [espadrilles; non-slip devices for shoes, namely, non-slip soles for shoes; bath-wraps; bath slippers; caps in the nature of bonnets; overalls; lingerie, namely, body shapers; berets; clothing, namely, footmuffs, not electrically heated;] ankle boots; boots; [boot uppers; studs for football boots;] half-boots; [iron fittings for shoes; tips for footwear; velts for shoes; heel pieces for shoes, namely, heel reinforcements; briefs and pants;] shirts; [shirt-yokes; shirt fronts;] tee shirts; [short-sleeved shirts; camisoles; waistcoats; jackets; vests; stuff jackets; clothing, namely, combinations; combination underwears;] ready-made clothing, namely, shirts, pants, [shorts, blouses, suits, jeans;] dresses, skirts, sweaters; [ties, wraps, saris, scarves, fouards, pocket squares, vests,] robes, socks, [stockings, tights;] underwear, swimwear, [boas,] coats, [jackets, raincoats and hoods;] belts, [suspenders;] pajamas, gloves [and mittens, earmuffs, sashes,] leotards, [uniforms, gym suits, body suits, cuffs, muffins, collars, jumpsuits, leg warmers and foot warmers; detachable collars and collars; leather clothing, namely, jackets, pants, skirts, shorts, vests; imitation leather clothing, namely, jackets, pants, skirts, shorts, vests; shower caps; slippers;] skirts; [ready-made linings for clothing, namely, finished textile linings for clothing; overcoats; gabardines; gym shoes; jerseys; pullovers;] sweaters; [liveries; clothing, namely, muffls; footwear uppers; pockets, namely, adhesive pockets that may be affixed directly to the inside of clothing for storage and safe keeping of personal items; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; leggings; leg protectors, namely, leg warmers; knitwear, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, scarves, hats, jackets, dresses, caps, gloves;] knitted clothing, scarves, hats, gloves, [mittens, sweaters, jackets, dresses, caps; clothing for gymnastics, namely, shorts, leotards, t-shirts, sweaters, legwarmers; outerclothing, namely, jackets, coats, caps, ponchos, parkas, raincoats; lingerie;] sandals; [sarees; panties and underpants; hats; wimples; togas; gaiter straps;] dresses; [suits; turbans; suits;] clothing articles, namely, [jackets,] coats, shirts, pants, [shorts, blouses, suits, jeans;] dresses, skirts, sweaters; [ties, wraps, saris,] scarves, [foulards,
pocket squares, vests, robes, socks, stockings, tights, underwear, swimwear, boas, coats, jackets, raincoats and hoods, belts, suspenders, pajamas, gloves and mittens, earmuffs, sashes, leotards, uniforms, gym suits, body suits, cuffs, muff, collars, jumpsuits, leg warmers and foot warmers; footwear; slippers; shoes; sports shoes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Grupo Massimo Dutti, S.A.</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Grupo Massimo Dutti, S.A.</td>
<td>Avenida de la Diputación</td>
<td>edificio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inditex E-15142</td>
<td>ARTEIXO (A Coruña)</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Sociedad Anónima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>036545.00004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1102786</td>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2011</td>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LAVACHE, LINDA M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) AMBIANCES-AVIATION

Serial Number 79109867 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4239910 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

Mark Literal(s) AMBIANCES-AVIATION

Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) AMBIANCES-AVIATION

Serial Number 79109867 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4239910 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration 1108626 International Registration Date Dec. 30, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Leather and imitation leather
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Fabrics and textile fabrics for the manufacture of furnishings for the aviation industry
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For Consulting services, namely, industrial analysis and research services in connection with the interior layout of airplanes
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASE INFORMATION

Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name AMBIANCES AVIATION Address AMBIANCES AVIATION Andrevilliers F-28190 Saint-Georges-sur-Eure FRANCE Legal Entity société à responsabilité limitée (sarl) State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 1300-232

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1108626 International Registration Date Dec. 30, 2011 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 05, 2011 Expiration Date Dec. 30, 2031

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney CHANG, KATHERINE S
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) SMOG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79111173 Application Filing Date Dec. 30, 2011 Registration Number 4239941
Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0722799 International Registration Date Aug. 10, 1999 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3362765

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Costume jewellery; horological and chronometric instruments; watch straps
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Bags, namely, travelling bags, back packs, shoulder bags, handbags, purses, all-purpose carrying bags; sports bags, school bags
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For [ Beauty and body care products, namely, skin soap, shower gels, body lotions; perfume; eau de parfum; eau de toilette; deodorants for personal use; cosmetics, namely, eye-shadow; foundation make-up; make-up creams; make-up powders; eye-makeup; nail polish remover; lipsticks; make-up ]
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Eye glasses, namely, sunglasses, sports glasses, ski glasses, frames for eye glasses, cases for eye glasses, and parts thereof
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, long trousers, jeans, pants, slacks, short trousers, shorts, boxer shorts, 3/4 length trousers, slacks with strap under foot, culottes, blouses, dresses, sweaters, shirts, short-sleeved shirts, T-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, socks; footwear, headgear, namely, hats, caps, head kerchiefs; outerwear for gentlemen and ladies, namely, waistcoats, jackets, denim jackets, coats, tunics, blazers, lounging jackets, bomber jackets, overalls, dungarees; underwear; undergarments; belts, scarves, gloves, bathing fashion for gentlemen and ladies, namely, beachwear, swim wear, bathing suits, swimsuits for gentlemen and ladies

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 22, 39 | International Class Title | Clothing |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | New Yorker S.H.K. Jeans GmbH & Co. KG |
| Address | New Yorker S.H.K. Jeans GmbH & Co. KG Russeer Weg 101-103 24109 Kiel FED REP GERMANY |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED PARTNERSHIP |

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

| Docket Number | 3006-502 |

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| Owner of International Registration Number | 0722799 |
| International Registration Date | Aug. 10, 1999 |
| Expiration Date | Aug. 10, 2029 |

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

| Change in Registration | Yes |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BRADLEY, EVELYN W |

---

20624
**MARK LITERAL(S)** VEREINSPOK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79146932</td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2013</td>
<td>5079976</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a green circle with grey outline. Within the circle is a slanted pentagon with a design in the center consisting of a golden sun with a green middle, the bottom half of human legs walking in gold, the wording "VEREINSPOK" in gold outlined in black, several black underlines beneath the wording and six green circles outlined in gold, on the left side is a black area. Surrounding the green circle is a grey semicircle with broken dashes on the bottom in black, red and yellow. The background of the mark is transparent.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) grey, green, gold, black, red, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The wording "VEREINSPOK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1202951</td>
<td>Dec. 18, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Pins being jewelry, badges of precious metal and automobile key fobs being key chains as jewelry; clocks, watches and chronometric instruments; jewellery, costume jewellery; works of art of precious metal; badges for wear as jewelry, of precious metal
- **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50
- **International Class Title**: Jewelry
- **For**: Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes; artificial flowers; ornamental novelty badges for wear, not of precious metal; embroidered and woven sports emblems
- **International Classes**: 26 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 37, 39, 40, 42, 50
- **International Class Title**: Fancy Goods
- **For**: Beverage glassware; dishes, plates, mugs and works of art, all made of porcelain; dishes, plates, mugs and works of art, all made of earthenware; household utensils and containers, namely, bottle openers and household containers for food; kitchen containers; drinking vessels; combs
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

For  Bed clothes in the nature of bed linen, bed sheets and bed spreads; table linen, not of paper; towels and beach towels, not of paper

International Classes  24 - Primary Classes US Classes  42, 50 International Class Title  Fabrics

For  Games, namely, tabletop games, table soccer games and arcade games; toys, namely, action figure toys, bath toys, collectable toy figures, inflatable toys, infant toys and toy cars; playthings, namely, soccer goals; stuffed toys; balls for games; toy figurines; gymnastic and sporting articles, namely, body protectors for soccer, goal keepers' gloves, soccer balls; playing cards; decorations for Christmas trees

International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

For  Printed matter, namely, books, magazines, brochures, postcards, adhesive backed stickers, all in the field of sports; photographs; stationery; printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of soccer and football; paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely, boxes and albums for stickers; paper pennants, paper flags and paper banners

International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; figurines of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, and of plastics; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; pillows

International Classes  20 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 International Class Title  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  Education in the nature of soccer instruction and sports officiating instruction; providing of soccer training; entertainment in the nature of soccer games and soccer camps; entertainment in the nature of providing an informational and entertainment web site in the fields of sports and fitness; entertainment services, namely, participation in soccer events; organizing sporting events, namely, soccer games; presentation of live sports performances; organization of events for cultural purposes: organization of sports competitions

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Compact discs featuring music, blank recordable CD-Rs, blank recordable DVDs, DVDs featuring video recordings; video cassette tape recorders, compact disc players, DVD players and DVD recorders; glasses, sunglasses; exposed camera films; digital cameras, pre-paid telephone calling cards, magnetically encoded; computers, mobile telephones, chip cards; pre-recorded sound, image and data carriers of all types featuring information in the field of sports; computer game software

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Clothing, namely, sports pants, sports shirts, sports jerseys, sport stockings, sports jackets, training suits, socks, T-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, pullovers, underwear, swimwear, shorts, shawls, scarves, rainwear, nightwear, trousers, jackets, coats, infant wear and gloves; footwear, headgear, namely, hats and caps

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Deutscher Fußball-Bund (DFB) e.V. Address Deutscher Fußball-Bund (DFB) e.V. Kennedyallee 274 60528 Frankfurt am Main FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity Registered association State or Country Where GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 42667-375899

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1202951 International Registration Date Dec. 18, 2013
Expiration Date Dec. 18, 2023

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) NORDEUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79154791 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2014 Registration Number 5079977
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "NORDEUS" with the letters in black except for the "O" which is presented by a large blue circle and a smaller blue solid circle inside. The background is transparent and is not claimed as a feature of the Mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1222607 International Registration Date Feb. 12, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, providing online multiplayer computer games for others over global and local area computer networks; providing online entertainment in the nature of computer game tournaments; arranging of games and online computer game competitions via the internet; providing online news and information in the field of computer games; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests online; electronic games services provided online from a computer network; providing on line computer database in the field of computer games; providing online entertainment information to game players about the ranking of their gaming scores; providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, blogs and manuals in the field of computer games, computer gaming and virtual reality; providing on-line publications in the nature of magazines, blogs and manuals in the field of computer games, computer gaming and virtual reality; production of computer game software, and video game software; providing online computer games; providing information online relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Retail store services featuring computer software and interactive games and online games on Internet sites; advertising, marketing and promotional services; online advertising services; online advertising via a computer communications network; electronic advertising, namely, advertising via electronic media and specifically the Internet; advertising services for others; providing advertising services via the internet; dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; television advertising;
advisory services for preparing and carrying out commercial transactions

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Downloadable computer game and virtual reality game software; computer game software; computer software for use in playing computer and video games; electronic game software; computer game software recorded on CD-ROMs, digital video discs and cartridges for consoles and for individual, portable gaming systems; downloadable computer games software via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game software for use on mobile phones, personal digital assistants, handheld computers, notebooks and tablets; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, blogs and manuals in the field of computer games, computer gaming and virtual reality; electronic publications in the nature of magazines, blogs and manuals in the field of computer games, computer gaming and virtual reality recorded on computer media; computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Providing of access to Internet chat rooms; providing Internet chat rooms; chat room services for social networking; providing Internet chat rooms and Internet forums for computer games, computer gaming and virtual reality; virtual chat rooms established via text messaging; providing online electronic bulletin board services; providing online chatroom for the transmission of messages among computer users in the field of computer games, computer gaming and virtual reality; providing access to a global computer network for the transfer and dissemination of information; providing multiple-user access to a global computer network; broadcasting of programmes and video via a global computer network; electronic transmission of computer programs via the Internet; signal transmission for electronic commerce via telecommunication systems and data communication systems

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Computer software design and computer programming; design of computer software; design of computer game software, video game software, audiovisual game software and educational game software, and the development of such games; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer game software and online computer game software problems; providing information in the field of computer technology and programming, namely, the creating, uploading and sharing of user generated videos based on computer games via a website; development, installation and maintenance of Internet software platforms related to electronic commerce

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Nordeus Limited **Address** Nordeus Limited 3rd Floor Kilmore House Park Lane, Spencer Dock Dublin 1 IRELAND **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** IRELAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 32467.26
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1222607   International Registration Date   Feb. 12, 2014   Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Feb. 04, 2014   Expiration Date   Feb. 12, 2024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   THOMAS, AMY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ABITRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79155751 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5079978 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1224757 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Radio remote controls, namely, radio remote control devices for controlling motors and actuators in industrial applications, in particular in construction, mobile hydraulics, and the mining or the chemical industry; Radio remote control devices for remote control of machines in the nature of motors and actuators and cranes; Signaling apparatus in the nature of transmitters and receivers for radio remote control systems for industrial applications; Wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of machines in the nature of motors and actuators and cranes; Wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of machines in the nature of motors and actuators and cranes; Wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of machines in the nature of motors and actuators and cranes; Wired cable control devices for industrial applications, in particular for controlling motors and actuators in construction, mobile hydraulics, and the mining or the chemical industry; Wired cable control devices for remote control of machines in the nature of motors and actuators and cranes

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ABI Holding GmbH Address ABI Holding GmbH Wiesnerstraße 20 Altheim AUSTRIA A4950 Legal Entity GmbH State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1224757 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2014 Expiration Date Jul. 30, 2024
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  NADELMAN, ANDREA KOYNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) T'n'T

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
International Registration: 1228157 International Registration Date: Jul. 24, 2014

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
For: Essential hop oils
International Classes: 3 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For: Fresh, raw, and unprocessed hops; fresh, raw, and unprocessed hop cones; fresh, raw, and unprocessed pressed hops for culinary purposes
International Classes: 31 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 1, 46 International Class Title: Natural Agricultural Products

For: Spices in the form of dried hop umbels, hop powder, hop pellets and hop extracts; dried hops being condiments; pressed hops for use as a condiment
International Classes: 30 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 46 International Class Title: Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
Owner Name: BarthHaas GmbH & Co. KG Address: BarthHaas GmbH & Co. KG Freiligrathstr. 7/9 90482 Nürnberg FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity: GmbH & Co. KG State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
Docket Number: 15001.90USIB
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1228157  International Registration Date   Jul. 24, 2014  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim   Jan. 31, 2014  Expiration Date   Jul. 24, 2024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GAYNOR, BARBARA ANNE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  QAPP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79159451 Application Filing Date  May 16, 2014 Registration Number  5079981 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1233483 International Registration Date  May 16, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus in the nature of medical ventilators, respirators for artificial respiration, and patient breathing systems comprising a breathing circuit, connections to patient, ventilator, scavenger, fresh gas delivery circuit and carbon dioxide absorber, and anesthesia apparatus, namely, anesthesia masks, anesthetic delivery apparatus

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

For  Instruction and training of individuals relating to the use of medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus; instruction and training with regard to the nature, use and capabilities of software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Installation, maintenance and repair of medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 103, 106 International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  Software in the nature of recorded programs for use for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Licensing in the field of software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus

International Classes: 45 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Personal and legal services

For Providing access to a global computer network for the purpose of obtaining or providing information related to medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus

International Classes: 38 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101, 104 International Class Title: Communication

For Consultancy on the use and application of medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus

International Classes: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For Developing software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus; implementing software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus; maintaining software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus; updating of computer software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus; advice in the field of developing, implementing, maintaining and updating of software for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus; software testing for medical equipment, namely, breathing apparatus and anesthesia apparatus

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101 International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: AlcmAir Partners BV Address: AlcmAir Partners BV Klipperstraat 28 NL-1826 DW Alkmaar NETHERLANDS Legal Entity: BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country Where Organized: NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 932,022

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1233483 International Registration Date: May 16, 2014 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Nov. 21, 2013 Expiration Date: May 16, 2024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: BAGLINI, KAREN

20636
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) REINHARD PLANK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79160401 Application Filing Date Jul. 25, 2014 Registration Number 5079982 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "REINHARD PLANK", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1235654 International Registration Date Jul. 25, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ascots; bandanas in the nature of neckerchiefs; bath robes; bath sandals; bath slippers; bathing trunks, bathing drawers; bathing suits, swimsuits; beach shoes; berets; boas in the nature of necklets; bodices in the nature of lingerie; boot uppers; boots; boxer shorts; breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; caps in the nature of headwear; clothing, namely, coats, pants, jackets, skirts, vests, hats, shirts, and culottes; clothing of leather, namely, leather coats, leather pants, and leather jackets; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, imitation leather coats, imitation leather pants, and imitation leather jackets; coats; collar protectors; collars in the nature of clothing; combinations in the nature of clothing; corselets in the nature of underclothing; detachable collars; dresses; dressing gowns; ear muffs in the nature of clothing; fur stoles; fur clothing, namely, fur coats, fur muff s, and fur hats; esparto shoes; esparto sandals; fittings of metal for footwear; footwear; footwear uppers; gabardines in the nature of clothing; galoshes in the nature of clothing; girdles; gloves in the nature of clothing; gymnastic shoes; half-boots; hats; hat frames in the nature of skeletons; headbands in the nature of clothing; headgear for wear, namely, beanies, hats, wool hats, summer hats, fashion hats, top hats, skull caps, cap peaks, and visors; heel pieces for stockings; heel pieces for footwear; heels in the nature of clothing; hosiery; jackets in the nature of clothing; jerseys in the nature of clothing; jumper dresses, pinafore dresses; knickers, panties; knitwear clothing, namely, knit sweaters, knit jackets, knit cardigans, knit hats, knit blazers, and knit tops; lace boots; leggings in the nature of leg warmers; leg warmers; leggings in the nature of trousers; livery; mantillas; mittens; muff s in the nature of clothing; neckties; outer clothing, namely, outer shirts, outer pants, outer blouses, outer skirts, outer T-shirts, outer tank tops, outer coats, outer vests and outer jackets; overalls; smocks; overcoats; topcoats; paper hats in the nature of clothing; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; pocket squares; pockets for
clothing; ponchos; pyjamas; pajamas; ready-made clothing, namely, ready-made shirts, ready-made pants, ready-made jackets, ready-made hats, and ready-made blazers; sandals; saris; sarongs; sashes for wear; scarves; scarfs; shawls; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shoes; short-sleeve shirts; skirts; skorts; skull caps; slippers; sock suspenders; socks; inner soles; soles for footwear; spats; gaiters; sports jerseys; sports singlets; sports shoes; stockings; stuff jackets in the nature of clothing; suits; suspenders; braces for clothing in the nature of suspenders; sweaters; jumpers in the nature of pullovers; pullovers; tee-shirts; tights; tips for footwear; top hats; trouser straps; gaiter straps, trousers; pants; turbans; underpants; underwear; underclothing; visors in the nature of headwear; waistcoats; vests; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof coats, waterproof gowns, waterproof pants, and waterproof hats; welts for footwear; wimples; wooden shoes

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Reinhard Plank S.r.l.  **Address** Reinhard Plank S.r.l. Via Tunes n. 69 Vipiteno I-39049 Bolzano (Bozen)  **ITALY Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1235654  **International Registration Date** Jul. 25, 2014  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jul. 16, 2014  **Expiration Date** Jul. 25, 2024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KENEALY, NATALIE LANGF
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) WEISTEK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79162168 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2014 Registration Number 5079984
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of wording "WEISTEK" in stylized font.
Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The word(s) "WEISTEK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1239889 International Registration Date Sep. 17, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Data processing apparatus; scanners data processing equipment; Printers for use with computers for 3D printing; plotters; Network Communication Equipment, namely, communication computers; Teaching apparatus, namely, audiovisual receivers; Lasers for non-medical purposes; Optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical scanners; Heat regulating apparatus, namely, temperature sensors
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Custom assembling of products for others; Providing material treatment information; Burnishing by abrasion; metal treating; Laser scribing of metal and plastic; metal casting; pottery firing; Processing and management services for chemistry reagent used for 3D printing, namely, chemical distillery services; engraving
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment
For Technical project studies in field of 3D printing; engineering drawing; Research and development of new products for others; surveying; chemical research; material testing; industrial design; construction drafting; computer software design; graphic arts designing
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Shenzhen Weistek Co., Ltd Address  Shenzhen Weistek Co., Ltd 2301, Overseas Chinese High-Tech Venture Park, Nanshan Distric  CHINA
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1239889  International Registration Date  Sep. 17, 2014
Expiration Date  Sep. 17, 2024

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRIEDMAN, LESLEE ANN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### MARK LITERAL(s)
MIGUEL ANGEL LEAL

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Name Portrait Consent**: The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Miguel Angel Leal", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration**: 1247186 **International Registration Date**: Apr. 15, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Jewelry articles, namely, necklaces, pearls, bracelets, rings and brooches; jewelry articles, namely, precious stones, charms and costume jewelry; timepieces and chronometric instruments; earrings, watch chains; chronometers; cases for clock and watchmaking; cuff links; semi-precious stones; watch straps

**International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 2, 27, 28, 50

**For** Soaps; fragrances and perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic use; eau de Cologne; cosmetic preparations for baths; lip glosses; hair waving preparations; eyebrow cosmetics; shampoos, cosmetic creams; deodorants for personal use; depilatories; make-up removing preparations; dental bleaching gels; shaving soap; nail polish; hair sprays; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; lotions for cosmetic use; make-up; make-up products, namely, foundation make-up and make-up pencils; mascara; beauty masks; perfumes; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; false eyelashes; lipsticks; make-up powders, bath salts not for medical use; cosmetic dyes, namely, hair dyes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; false nails; nail care preparations

**International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 66A**

Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  CRISTIAN LAY, S.A.  
**Address**  CRISTIAN LAY, S.A. Ctra. de Badajoz, s/n JEREZ DE LOS CABALLEROS (Badajoz) SPAIN E06380  
**Legal Entity**  SOCIEDAD ANONIMA  
**State or Country Where Organized**  SPAIN  

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  UngES-0108  

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1247186  
**International Registration Date**  Apr. 15, 2015  
**Expiration Date**  Apr. 15, 2025  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  DELANEY, ZHALEH SYBIL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  BM THE BUSINESSMODELLERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79165493 Application Filing Date  Feb. 04, 2015 Registration Number  5079987
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the wording "BM THE BUSINESSMODELLERS" with the design of a tree appearing in the letters "BM". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BUSINESS MODELLERS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1247846 International Registration Date  Feb. 04, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Provision of working capital credits and loans of all kinds; capital investment consultancy
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Insurance and Financial
For  Coaching, training, and instruction in the field of business management
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Business management consultancy services; business management advice
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Businessmodellers Holding B.V. Address  The Businessmodellers Holding B.V. Essenlaan 145 NL-1161 ED Zwanenburg NETHERLANDS Legal Entity  BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country
Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3076037
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1247846  International Registration Date   Feb. 04, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Oct. 07, 2014  Expiration Date   Feb. 04, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   CROWLEY, SEAN MICHAEL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) 1ST OG

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79166245 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5079988
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1249722 International Registration Date Feb. 12, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of vernissages for entertainment purposes, arranging and conducting of launch events for social entertainment purposes, arranging and conducting of release events for social entertainment purposes, arranging and conducting of anniversary parties for social entertainment purposes
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Retail store services, retail store services via global computer networks, and e-commerce services, namely, providing consumer information on products via communication networks for advertising and retail store service purposes, all the aforesaid services featuring the goods computer bags, protective and carrying cases for laptops, sleeves for laptops, covers for mobile telephones, timepieces, bags, backpacks, clothing, footwear, sports footwear, headgear
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Computer bags, protective and carrying cases for laptops, sleeves for laptops, covers for mobile telephones
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, T-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, shorts, jackets, hoodies, scarves, shirts, knitted pullovers, denims, jeans, coats, skirts; footwear, sports footwear; headgear, namely, caps, beanies, woolly hats
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Titolo GmbH</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Titolo GmbH</th>
<th>c/o Italo Titolo</th>
<th>Mittlere Ringstrasse 3 CH-3600 Thun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung</td>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1249722</th>
<th><strong>International Registration Date</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 12, 2015</th>
<th><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></th>
<th>Sep. 23, 2014</th>
<th><strong>Expiration Date</strong></th>
<th>Feb. 12, 2025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) LNGUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79166246 Application Filing Date Mar. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5079989
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1249723 International Registration Date Mar. 04, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Parts of separating machines and apparatus for separating target materials from mixtures of materials, namely, droplet separators, filters and suction devices, all specially designed for machines for separating target materials from mixtures of materials

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Separators for the cleaning and purification of gases, namely, gas cleaning separators, gas purification separators, gas fractioning separators, gas liquefaction separators and gas compression separators; separators for the cleaning and purification of gases and liquids, namely, separation units composed of distillation columns, rectification columns, absorption columns, desorption columns and extraction columns for industrial purposes; heat exchangers not being parts of machines; installations for processing and material exchange for distillation, rectification, absorption, desorption and extraction, for industrial purposes, namely, separators for the cleaning and purification of gases and liquids in the nature of separators for liquefied natural gas processing and separation units for liquefied natural gas processing, and heat exchangers not being parts of machines for liquefied natural gas processing; filling bodies, bottoms, structured packings, control valves and integrated parts specially designed for the aforesaid separators, separation units, heat exchangers and installations

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For installation, maintenance and repair of separators for liquefied natural gas.

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 **International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For engineering services, particularly in the field of separators for liquefied natural gas; scientific and technological services and research and design services relating to the field of separators for liquefied natural gas, namely, scientific research, technology consultation and research in the field of separators for liquefied natural gas, research and development of new products for others in the field of separators for liquefied natural gas, industrial design in the field of separators for liquefied natural gas, industrial research in the field of separators for liquefied natural gas.

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**Basis Information**

Currently 66A Yes

**Owner Information**

**Owner Name** Sulzer Management AG **Address** Sulzer Management AG Neuwiesenstrasse 15 CH-8401 Winterthur SWITZERLAND **Legal Entity** UNKNOWN

**Attorney/Correspondence Information**

**Docket Number** SLZR.T-008

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1249723 **International Registration Date** Mar. 04, 2015 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Sep. 09, 2014 **Expiration Date** Mar. 04, 2025

**Examining Attorney**

**Examining Attorney** MITTLER, ROBIN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  H NOVA POSHTA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79166263 Application Filing Date  Oct. 30, 2014 Registration Number  5079990
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the text "NOVA POSHTA" in red with the
design above comprised of two opposing triangles and two opposing arrows creating the shape of the letter "H" in the
middle. The color red appears in the triangles and arrows. The color white represents background area and is not part of
the mark. Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer
"POSHTA" Translation  The English translation of "NOVA POSHTA" in the mark is "NEW POST".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1249758 International Registration Date  Oct. 30, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Demonstration of goods; information services relating to business matters; business advice, inquiries or information;
compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics for business or commercial
purposes; invoicing; computerized file management; commercial information and advice for consumers being a consumer
dvice shop; providing business information via a web site; updating of advertising material; updating and maintenance of data
in computer databases; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging
procurement of goods for others; outsourcing services being business assistance services; promotion the goods and services of
others for retail through communication media; advertising by mail order; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising;
distribution of samples; direct mail advertising services; sales promotion for others
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and
Business
For Electronic mail; communications by computer terminals; cable television broadcasting; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; wireless broadcasting; providing access to databases; providing user access to a global computer network; providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing Internet chatrooms; rental of access time to global computer networks; transmission of greeting cards online; electronic message sending; transmission of digital files; voice mail services; teleconferencing and video conferencing services; telecommunications services, namely, electronic bulletin board services

**International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title**: Communication

For Car transport; delivery of newspapers; message delivery; parcel delivery; delivery of goods; delivery of goods by mail order; stevedoring services; railway transport; storage of goods; warehouse storage; transportation information; transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; providing driving directions for travel purposes; car rental; rental of motor racing cars; vehicle rental; wrapping of goods, namely, wrapping services for goods protection during transportation; packaging of goods, namely, packaging articles for transportation; transport, namely, transport of goods by motor vehicle, truck, rail, ship and airplane; hauling, namely, truck and motor vehicle hauling; transportation of furniture of others by trucks; portage; air transport; transport reservation; transport brokerage; chauffeur services; courier services; freight forwarding; transport services for physical removal of goods; unloading cargo; physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 105 **International Class Title**: Transportation and Storage

For Installation of computer software; computer programming; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion; rental of computer software; software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for tracking and tracing of packages, parcels, documents; computer software design

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnistiu "NOVA POSHTA" **Address**: Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnosti u "NOVA POSHTA" vul. Frunze, 57 Poltava UKRAINE 36039 **Legal Entity**: Limited Liability Company **State or Country Where Organized**: UKRAINE

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1249758 **International Registration Date**: Oct. 30, 2014 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 28, 2014 **Expiration Date**: Oct. 30, 2024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: GLASSER, CARYN

20650
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ONIX DNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79166787 Application Filing Date Mar. 31, 2015 Registration Number 5079991
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1250948 International Registration Date Mar. 31, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electric kitchen machines for food preparation, namely, blenders, electric mixers, industrial bread making machines and food processors not for cooking; machines for the preparation or processing of foodstuffs, namely, pasta, vegetables, dairy, bread, meat, poultry, fish and seafood, other than for cooking; machines for use in the preparation of food, namely, pasta, vegetables, dairy, bread, meat, poultry, fish and seafood; vacuum cleaners; electric blenders for food purposes; multi-purpose steam cleaners; electric juicers

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooking ranges and cooking rings; appliances for cooking, namely, electric toasters, microwave cookers; cooking ovens; electrical appliances for cooking, namely, cooking griddles; frying pans, electric; electrical cooking apparatus, namely, butane torch; gas cooking appliances, namely, gas cookers; microwave ovens; kitchen appliances, namely, electric grills, kettles, refrigerators, and rice cookers, electric fry pans and dehydrators; electric toasters; electric kettles, electric slow cookers; electric fans, electric heaters for commercial use; Portable foot baths for use in spas; electric coffee maker, electric popcorn popper; electric blankets not for medical purposes

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Digital televisions; high definition televisions; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; plasma televisions; televisions; televisions combined with radios; televisions incorporating clocks with light emitting diode digital displays; televisions incorporating high definition tuners; televisions incorporating video recorders; apparatus for use in audio-visual communication, namely, smartphones and tablet computers; DVD players; DVD recorders; portable DVD players; DVD micro...
system, comprising DVD player and DVD recorders; set top boxes; electronic book readers; [ computers and accessories, namely, monitors, wireless keyboards; ] audio speakers; tablets computers; portable scanners and scanners; computer printers; [ global positioning systems (GPS); ] MP3 players and accessories, namely, audio speaker docks and portable audio speaker docks; turntables in the nature of record players; clock radio with MP3 player dock, incorporating a clock; radios and digital radios; car radios; CB radio; radios incorporating clocks; portable digital audio broadcasting radios; webcams; blank USB sticks in the nature of flash drives; [ power banks, namely, electric power distribution blocks and power boards; optical data link cables; ] external computer hard drives; [ signal boosters, namely, wireless network extenders; ] high definition multimedia interface cables; TV antenna, antenna cables; universal remote control for radios, televisions, stereos and speakers; [ walkie talkies; electrical power meters; surge board in the nature of surge protectors; ] remote control operated power outlets; [ electronic baby monitoring devices for listening; travel adaptors for electric plugs; ] earphones and headphones

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Hands (IP) Holdings Pty Ltd  **Address**  Hands (IP) Holdings Pty Ltd  8/14 Rodborough Rd  Frenchs Forest NSW 2086  AUSTRALIA  **Legal Entity**  Pty Limited Company  **State or Country Where Organized**  AUSTRALIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  TM8138US00

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1250948  **International Registration Date**  Mar. 31, 2015  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Mar. 09, 2015  **Expiration Date**  Mar. 31, 2025

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes  **Correction made to Registration**  In the statement, class 9 has been corrected per the restriction dated 8/17/17, and per the Fnote dated 2/7/2018.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  PARKS, KIMBERLY L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  AIRDUSTER ZERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79166845  Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2015  Registration Number   5079992
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer  "AIRDUSTER" FOR CHEMICAL SPRAYS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, NAMELY, SPRAYS FOR REMOVAL AND PREVENTION OF DUST; GAS PROPELLANTS FOR AEROSOLS; GASEOUS HYDROCARBON COMPOUNDS NAMELY, PROPELLANT GASES FOR AEROSOLS; PROPELLANT GASES FOR USE WITH AEROSOLS; GAS MIXTURES FOR USE IN CLEANING, NAMELY, MIXTURES COMPRISING ACTIVE CARBON; LIQUEFIED PROPELLANT GASES FOR USE IN AEROSOL DISPENSERS IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 1, CANNED PRESSURIZED GASES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; CANNED PRESSURIZED AIR FOR CLEANING AND DUSTING PURPOSES; PRESSURISED CLEANERS, NAMELY, COMPRESSED AIR IN CANS FOR CLEANING AND DUSTING; GAS BLAST DUSTER IN A PRESSURIZED CAN FOR CLEANING SUBSTRATES, ARTICLES OF A SCIENTIFIC AND PHOTOGRAPHIC NATURE, COMPUTERS AND HOME AND OFFICE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, KEYBOARDS, PRINTERS, TIMING DEVICES, CASH MACHINES, AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT; CLEANING KITS PRIMARILY COMPRISED OF CLEANING SPRAYS AND COMPRESSED GAS OR COMPRESSED AIR IN CANS FOR CLEANING SUBSTRATES, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, FAX MACHINES, CASH MACHINES, OPTICAL DISCS, MONITORS, TELEVISIONS, SMART PHONES, LAPTOPS, HOME AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND FOR CLEANING KEYBOARDS, CAMERA LENSES AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; STRUCTURAL PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 3, AND EMPTY SPRAY BOTTLES, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; AEROSOL DISPENSERS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS; COMPONENTS OF SPRAY BOTTLES AND AEROSOL DISPENSERS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, NOZZLES, BOTTLES, CANS, SIPHON TUBES, PUMPS AND TRIGGERS IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 21
RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration   1251077  International Registration Date  Mar. 16, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For   Articles for cleaning purposes, namely, abrasive pads for kitchen or domestic purposes, cleaning pads, cleaning sponges, cleaning cotton buds adapted for household cleaning purposes and not for cosmetic purposes, dusting brushes for household, commercial or industrial use, cleaning brushes for household use, cleaning brushes for commercial or industrial use in the nature of scraping brushes, cleaning cloths, dusters, dusting cloths, lint roller, lintless cleaning cloths, pads of metal for cleaning, polishing cloths, saucepan scourers, steelwool for cleaning, wire wool, empty spray bottles, not for medical use; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; cleaning wipes, namely, non-woven fabric wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds, non-woven microfiber wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds, cotton wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds, paper wipes not impregnated with chemicals or compounds for use in cleaning; plastic spray nozzles; structural parts for the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, namely, components of spray bottles and aerosol dispensers, not for medical use, namely, nozzles, bottles, cans, siphon tubes, pumps and triggers

International Classes   21 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title   Housewares and Glass

For   Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; canned pressurized gases for cleaning purposes; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; polishing preparations; cleaning preparations for cleaning surfaces; pressurised cleaners, namely, compressed air in cans for cleaning and dusting; wipes and cloths impregnated with cleaning preparations; cleaners for use on discs for cleaning optical lenses and drives, home, laboratory and office equipment; gas blast duster in a pressurized can for cleaning substrates, articles of a scientific and photographic nature, computers and home and office electronic equipment, keyboards, printers, timing devices, cash machines, audio/video equipment, laboratory equipment; cleaning kits primarily comprised of cleaning sprays and compressed gas or compressed air in cans for cleaning substrates, laboratory equipment, fax machines, cash machines, optical discs, monitors, televisions, smart phones, laptops, home and office equipment and for cleaning keyboards, camera lenses and electronic equipment; wipes incorporating cleaning preparations; structural parts, fittings for the aforesaid goods and accessories in the nature of carrying cases specially adapted to hold canned pressurized gases for cleaning purposes

International Classes   3 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title   Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For   Chemicals used in industry, science and photography as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemical sprays for cleaning purposes, namely, sprays for removal and prevention of dust; dust removal chemicals; chemicals for the removal of dust and dirt; gas propellants for aerosols; gaseous hydrocarbon compounds namely, propellant gases for aerosols; propellant gases for use with aerosols; gas mixtures for use in cleaning, namely, mixtures comprising active carbon; liquefied propellant gases for use in aerosol dispensers

International Classes   1 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title   Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A   Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: H K Wentworth Limited  
Address: H K Wentworth Limited  
Ashby Business Park  
Coalfield Way Ashby-De-La-Zouch  
Leicestershire  
UNITED KINGDOM  
LE651JR  
Legal Entity: A Limited Company  
State or Country: UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1251077  
International Registration Date: Mar. 16, 2015  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Sep. 22, 2014  
Expiration Date: Mar. 16, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: SCHWAB, CHAU CRISTIA H
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) THE PEOPLE VS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79167057 Application Filing Date Nov. 06, 2014 Registration Number 5079994
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1251537 International Registration Date Nov. 06, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail store services featuring apparel; retail clothing shop services; retail and wholesale store services featuring clothing, footwear, headgear and accessories; wholesale store services featuring apparel; distributorships in the field of clothing; advertising of goods for others; conduct of trade shows and fashion shows for promotional purposes; market research; preparing mailing lists; business consultancy and advisory services in the clothing industry
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, pants, slacks, shorts, skirts, lingerie, underwear, hosiery, stockings, leggings, jackets, coats, jumpers, jerseys, sweaters, sweatpants, sweatsuits, jeans, denim jeans, swimwear, sarongs, scarfs, shawls, wraps, ties, dresses, pyjamas, nightgowns, anoraks, gloves; footwear; headgear, namely, beanies, hats and caps
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The People VS IP Pty Ltd Address The People VS IP Pty Ltd PO BOX 274 CRONULLA AUSTRALIA NSW 2230 Legal Entity Australian Proprietary Company, Limited by Shares State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 11271.0028
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1251537  International Registration Date  Nov. 06, 2014  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jun. 13, 2014  Expiration Date  Nov. 06, 2024
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  YOO, JEANE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) SENZATI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79167403 Application Filing Date Mar. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5079995
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "SENZATI" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1252372 International Registration Date Mar. 20, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land or air, namely, land vehicles, automobiles, trains, locomotives, helicopters, airplanes and aircraft; wheelchairs; motors and engines for land vehicles; land and air vehicle body parts, namely, automobile seats, train seats, helicopter seats, airplane seats and aircraft seats, extrusions in the nature of structural parts of land vehicles, automobiles, trains, locomotives, helicopters, airplanes and aircraft, vacuum form panels in the nature of structural parts of land vehicles, automobiles, trains, locomotives, airplanes and aircraft, bulkheads in the nature of structural parts of airplanes, door panels, glass automobile sunroofs, electrical harnesses, namely, wires, terminals and connectors bundled together to transmit electric power and signals to electric or electronic equipment mounted on the body parts of automobiles, drinks cabinets being structural parts of airplane and badges, and transmissions for land vehicles and airplanes; structural parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, none of the aforesaid goods being bicycles or bicycle parts and bicycle fittings

International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

For Custom manufacture of motor vehicles for locomotion by land or air; information, advice and consultancy in relation to the aforesaid services, none of the aforesaid services related to bicycles or bicycle parts and bicycle fittings

International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**  Senzati Limited  
**Address**  Senzati Limited  
High Road  
Broad Chalke Salisbury  
Wiltshire  
SP5 5EF  
UNITED KINGDOM

**Legal Entity**  Limited Company  
**State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1252372  
**International Registration Date**  Mar. 20, 2015  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Oct. 22, 2014  
**Expiration Date**  Mar. 20, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**  EINSTEIN, MATTHEW T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) BQ-STEEL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79168050 Application Filing Date  Mar. 31, 2015 Registration Number   5079997
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1253874 International Registration Date  Mar. 31, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Common metals and their alloys; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery in the nature of metal, steel and chrome; small items of metal hardware, namely, metal, steel and chrome bars, beams, pipes, sheets, tubes, sealing, gasket and bearing rings and balls; pipes and tubes of metal; metal safes; steel; steel alloys; stainless steel; steel in roll form; steel pipes; steel beams; steel sheets; steel in bar form; steel rings for general use; steel wire not for electrical use; goods of common metal, not included in other classes, namely, unwrought or semi-wrought steel, steel alloys, hoop steel in the nature of steel rings for general use, steel strip, cast steel, sheet metal for further manufacturing and shaping; sheet metal rings, plastic-coated sheet metal, painted sheet metal, iron slabs, armor plate in the nature of metal sheets, tinplate, sheets and plates of metal, pipes and tubes of metal, steel masts, portable steel buildings

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title  Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Ovako Sweden AB Address  Ovako Sweden AB SE-813 82 Hofors SWEDEN Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  61041.00014
Owner of International Registration Number 1253874  International Registration Date Mar. 31, 2015
Expiration Date Mar. 31, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CROWLEY, PAUL C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) KAMAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79168965 Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5079998 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "KAMAS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1256165 International Registration Date Jan. 19, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Entertainment services, namely, provision of on-line video games
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ANKAMA Address ANKAMA 75 boulevard d'Armentières F-59100 ROUBAIX FRANCE Legal Entity Société par actions simplifiée State or Country Where Organized FRANCE

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1256165 International Registration Date Jan. 19, 2015
Expiration Date Jan. 19, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney VAGHANI, MAYUR C
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79169992  
Application Filing Date: Feb. 13, 2015  
Registration Number: 5080003  
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  
Register: Principal  
Mark Type: Service Mark Trademark  
Date Cancelled: May 26, 2023  
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Literal(s): CENTERDOC

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1258922  
International Registration Date: Feb. 13, 2015

Goods and Services Information

For: Medical apparatus and instruments and parts thereof, namely, telemedicine devices for analyzing electronic patient data in the nature of vital sign data, body fluid data and for analyzing patient monitoring alarm sensors; orthopedic articles, namely, cushions, padding, soles, and footwear; apparatus for use in medical analysis, namely, apparatus for blood analysis, apparatus for the diagnosis and treatment of irregular respiratory and heart rate symptoms; medical apparatus and instruments for monitoring and displaying patient's vital signs

International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 26, 39, 44  
International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

For: Advertising; business management; business administration; collection, systematization, compilation and analysis of business data and business information in computer databases; retail and online retail store services, featuring goods of classes 9 and 10, namely, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data, magnetic data carriers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, CDs, DVDs and other digital recording media in the nature of laser discs, USB flash drives and Solid State Drives, recorded computer programs, computer software, downloadable electronically recorded data in the nature of clinical data and data for business purposes in the fields of medicine and healthcare, downloadable electronic publications, medical apparatus and instruments, orthopedic articles, apparatus for use in medical analysis, medical apparatus and instruments for patient monitoring and displaying patient's vital signs, medical diagnostic apparatus and parts thereof

International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 100, 101, 102  
International Class Title: Advertising and Business
For Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; magnetic data carriers, namely, blank magnetic data carriers, pre-recorded magnetic data carriers featuring data and information in the fields of telecommunications, home and office connectivity, data security, data processing and data storage, computer databases, computer services and Internet services, medical and health care, music, video and audio; calculating machines, computer hardware for data processing equipment, namely, computer servers; computers; blank CDs, blank DVDs; blank digital recording media; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs and other digital recording media in the nature of laser discs, USB flash drives and Solid State Drives featuring data and information related to telecommunications, home and office connectivity, data security, data processing and data storage, medical and health care; recorded computer programs for database management in the fields of finance, leisure, play, ticketing, telecommunications, fidelity, education, identity access control, payment for television, safety, health, medicine, transport, measuring, closed environments, localization, and information technologies; computer software for operating cloud computing based applications; computer software for mobile data communication; computer software, namely, computer programs for the transmission, reproduction, receiving, accessing, searching, indexing and retrieving of games, images, music, sounds, text, movies, video and animations in the field of general entertainment and data, for general database management, for the management operation and testing of wireless communication devices, for enabling and securing electronic transactions; recorded computer programs for data and information storage, security, processing, computing, telecommunications and home and office connectivity; computer software for connecting disparate computer systems, servers and storage devices; computer software for managing existing business processes; computer software for use in home and office automation, namely, controlling lighting, appliances, heating, cooling and security systems; computer programs for accessing a global computer network and interactive computer communications network; computer software for controlling the operation and execution of other computer programs and networks; computer application software for smartphones, tablet computers, handheld computers, ebook readers and personal digital assistants for management of data and electronic media transmission services via on-line global and local computer networks, for management of electronic storage of file and document data across computer networks, for hosting and integrating web content; software applications for smartphones, tablet computers, handheld computers, ebook readers and personal digital assistants for wireless content delivery from content delivery networks, for replication of content and data across computer networks, for computer network management, namely, global traffic management, for website traffic monitoring, analysis and reporting of news, for digital rights management services to protect data and electronic media, for digital rights management services to manage compliance with licenses and restrictions, for data transmission optimization, for managing the download of computer software to third party users, for obtaining and analyzing information about end-users for security of data transmission; software for enabling, facilitating, improving and accelerating content delivery and computer network traffic management; downloadable software in the nature of mobile applications for smartphones, tablet computers, handheld computers, ebook readers and personal digital assistants for displaying online information; downloadable computer software for monitoring and recording patient vital signs and responding to emergencies; software for media content delivery; downloadable computer software for downloading and accessing electronically stored data; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, magazines, manuals, brochures, reports, and pamphlets in the field of telecommunications, home and office connectivity solutions, computing and data storage, processing and data security, medical and health care
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Telecommunications services, namely, providing connectivity services for transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia works; telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission of data and documents via a computer terminals; providing multiple users with access to a global computer information network; providing multiple-user access to interactive databases via web sites on a global computer network; providing multiple-user access to global computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information; provision of consultancy concerning the use of communication equipment, namely, telecommunications technology consultancy; providing webcasting services; teleconferencing services and video conferencing on the Internet; provision of online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; provision of private and secure electronic communication in real time within a computer network; press agency services for electronic transmission; rental of telecommunications equipment; providing information on telecommunications

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

For  Medical services; medical services, in particular health counseling via the Internet; medical services, namely, conducting medical analysis; health care and beauty care for human beings; health and nutrition counseling

International Classes  44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis and testing in the field of telecommunications technology, home and office connectivity, computing and data storage, computer processing and computer security and research and design relating thereto, namely, research and design in the field of telecommunications technology, home and office connectivity, computing and electronic data storage, computer processing and computer security; industrial analysis and research services in the field of telecommunications technology, information technology systems, connectivity technologies and solutions and electronic data storage, computer security processing; design and development of computer hardware, software and databases; maintenance of software; technical consultancy related to services included in this class and in the field of computer hardware, namely, computer hardware diagnostics; electronic data storage; rental of computers for data processing; design of websites for others

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Deutsche Telekom AG  Address  Deutsche Telekom AG  Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 140  53113 Bonn  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  037496.00000

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1258922  International Registration Date  Feb. 13, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 14, 2014  Expiration Date  Feb. 13, 2025
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** MORK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79170198
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 16, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080004
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1259511
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 16, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Computer application software for mobile phones, tablets, laptops and desktop computers, namely, software for use in record keeping relating to flora and fauna
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: DataNursery Pty Ltd
- **Address**: DataNursery Pty Ltd 20 Mulgray Ave BAULKHAM HILLS NSW 2153 AUSTRALIA
- **Legal Entity**: Pty Ltd
- **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRALIA

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1259511
- **International Registration Date**: Jun. 16, 2015
- **Expiration Date**: Jun. 16, 2025

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: MIDDLETON, BERNICE L
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** ISOMAN

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79171664 Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Feb. 13, 2015 Registration Number</th>
<th>5080006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016 Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No Mark Drawing Type | 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark | The mark consists of the word "ISOMAN" meaning equal man with the letter "A" replaced with a triangle signifying equality in the three sports of triathlon, wherein each side of the triangle is joined to an adjacent side via a circle, and wherein further, a graphic representation of a bicycle with rider intersects the base line of the triangle, a graphic representation of a stick figure runner intersects the left-side leg of the triangle, and a graphic representation of a partial stick figure swimmer intersects the right-side leg of the triangle. Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "ISOMAN" in the mark is "Equal Man". |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1262901 International Registration Date | Feb. 13, 2015 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Arranging athletics competitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, skirts, shorts, gloves, sweaters, T-shirts, footwear, headgear, namely, hats, caps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Gary Keith Jarvis Address | Gary Keith Jarvis Elk House, Brockhill Lane REDDITCH, Worcestershire UNITED KINGDOM B97 6QX Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship UNITED KINGDOM |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1262901 International Registration Date | Feb. 13, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 14, 2014 Expiration Date Feb. 13, 2025 |

20668
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  BENJAMIN BUTTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79171926 Application Filing Date  Jan. 28, 2015 Registration Number  5080008 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1263543 International Registration Date  Jan. 28, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Portable apparatus for sound reproduction; image reproduction apparatus; data processing apparatus; downloadable computer software applications for use in database management, for use in electronic storage of data, administration of databases, management of hardware devices for sorting and storing of video and audio-visual materials, for use in electronic systems for data storage, application area is the management of video and photo, which is inserted into the application and recorded by user; communication transmission apparatus; portable electric monitoring apparatus, namely, remote video monitoring system consisting primarily of a camera and video monitor for recording and transmitting images to a remote location; photographic apparatus, namely, cameras, video cameras, portable cameras, home monitoring devices, namely, cameras, home video camera systems devices comprised of cameras and monitors, baby monitors, two way radios; audio and video receivers; portable telecommunications transmitters; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; downloadable software used for document management; baby monitors; blank magnetic data media, namely, SD cards, compact discs, hard discs, internal memories, portable USBs; downloadable video recording featuring music videos, family videos, child videos, videos with pets; wireless communication apparatus, namely, radios and two way radios, wireless baby monitors, wireless cameras, wireless child smart watches with wireless local area networking capability; downloadable musical sound recordings; electronic apparatus for data transmission; portable apparatus for sound recording; portable computers; video reproduction apparatus; electric monitoring apparatus for tracking and surveillance of children, surveillance of household, tracking and surveillance of pets; image recording apparatus; electronic devices for target tracking, namely, GPS locators, GPS navigations, GPS trackers, GPS monitors; data collection apparatus, namely, video cameras, cameras, gyroscopes, electronic modules containing gyroscope, accelerometers, electronic modules containing accelerometer,
thermometers not for medical purposes; blank compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, USBs, SD cards, internal memories

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Electronic data transmission; electronic video film transmission; electronic photo transmission

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**For** Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing in the field of computer software and computer hardware; research in the field of software; software development; software design; updating of software; programming for computers; computer hardware design services; development of computer hardware; design and development of computer software

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services
TM 17637 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) W INTERNATIONAL
WORLDGAMES ASSOCIATION

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79172746 Application Filing Date Jul. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080009 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a design of a globe featuring longitude lines and four curved lines perpendicular to the longitude lines representing latitude lines; the globe design is above a stylized letter "W", below the letter "W" is the stylized wording "INTERNATIONAL" above the stylized wording "WORLDGAMES", below the wording "WORLDGAMES" is the stylized wording "ASSOCIATION". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "INTERNATIONAL WORLDGAMES ASSOCIATION"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1193182 International Registration Date Jan. 24, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sports training services; entertainment services, namely, organizing and conducting multi-sport events for the wellbeing of society, namely, sporting activities and sporting events in the fields of gymnastics, skating, dance, ball sports, martial arts, billiards, bowling, archery, bodybuilding, weightlifting, parachuting, paragliding, canoeing, running, bicycling, flying disc, lifesaving, orienteering, hockey, climbing, surfing, swimming and waterskiing; entertainment services, namely, arranging for ticket reservations for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; providing online information about education, training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; education services for the promotion of physical and sporting activities, namely, encouraging amateur sports and physical education by organizing, sanctioning, conducting, regulating and governing amateur athletic programs and activities; sports coaching services; rental of stadium facilities; providing sports facilities; organization of multi-sport competitions and awards ceremonies; organizing educational, entertainment and cultural sporting competitions; production, post-production, editing, presentation, distribution, syndication, providing online and rental of ongoing television and radio programs and of films and animated films, and sound and video recordings featuring multi-sport competitions.
**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Advertising services; business management; business administration services; providing office functions; marketing services; sponsorship search consultancy services; media space purchasing services; public relations; news clipping services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing information and advice to consumers regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, pants, shorts, jackets, belts, coats, jerseys, underwear, footwear, headwear; clothing for leisure activities, namely, rainwear, sweatpants, sweatshirts, sweaters, wind-resistant jackets and footwear for leisure activities; clothing for sports, namely, athletic tops, ball caps, pants, fleece pullovers, headbands, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, jerseys, polo shirts, shorts, warmup jackets, warmup suits, wristbands, sports uniforms and footwear for sports, all the aforesaid goods for women, men and children

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  International World Games Association  **Address**  International World Games Association  Avenue de la Gare 12  CH-1003 Lausanne  SWITZERLAND  **Legal Entity**  association  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWITZERLAND

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  S21737

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1193182  **International Registration Date**  Jan. 24, 2014  **Expiration Date**  Jan. 24, 2024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  WANG, WEN HSING
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** HOLOMETRICS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1266739</td>
<td>Jul. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For** Printed diagrams and calculating tables for analysis of cell cultures and tissue
  - **International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
  - **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **For** Downloadable recorded data files containing test results from microscopes and cytometers; downloadable software for calculation and transformation of data from microscopes and cytometers into images, numeric test results, calculating tables, and diagrams
  - **International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For** Quality evaluation of test results from microscopes and cytometers
  - **International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101
  - **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>Phase Holographic Imaging PHI AB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Scheelevägen 22 SE-223 63 LUND SWEDEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>JOINT STOCK COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>SWEDEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>AWA_TM003MAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

20674
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong> 1266739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong> Jul. 15, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong> Jul. 15, 2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong> Jan. 28, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong> Jul. 15, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ROSSMAN, WILLIAM M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) HIPANEMA

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No
Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "HIPANEMA" with the letter "A" in the mark represented by triangles, with the letter "H" containing two horizontal lines, with the letter "E" having the horizontal line in the middle replaced with a diamond design, with the letter "M" having a horizontal line at the bottom of the letter and a diamond design appearing in the center at the top of the letter, and with the letter "I" having a diamond design replacing the dot on the "I". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "HIPANEMA" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1267763
International Registration Date Jul. 17, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; cosmetic kits comprised of lipstick, lip gloss, eyelid shadow, nail polish, beauty cream, perfume; oils for toilet purposes; toilet water; cotton sticks for cosmetic use; perfume extracts of flowers; deodorants for personal use; shampoos; hair conditioners; hair colorants and dyes; hair waving products; hair sprays and nail polish; nail care products; lacquer-removing products; bleach for cosmetic purposes; pencils for cosmetic use and for eyelashes; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic use; lotions for cosmetic use, beauty masks; cosmetic skin tanning and care preparations; decorative transfers for cosmetic use; false eyelashes and nails; cosmetic preparations for slimming; make-up preparations; non-medicated cosmetic preparations for facial treatment; non-medicated hair care and hair care treatment preparations; make-up removing preparations; shaving preparations; after-shave lotions; depilatory preparations; sachets for perfuming linen; cosmetic preparations for bathing; bath salts not for medical use; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; foot smoothing stone; incense; scented wood; potpourris fragrances

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) KLÄTTER MUSEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79174835 Application Filing Date  Aug. 18, 2015 Registration Number   5080017
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Trademark Date Cancelled   May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a yellow square with a blue triangle and blue circle simulating a roof and chimney of a house above the stacked wording "Klätter musen" in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) yellow and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation   The English translation of the word "KLÄTTER MUSEN" in the mark is "climbing mouse".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1270268 International Registration Date   Aug. 18, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Luggage, travel bags, wallets; bags for campers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags, rucksacks
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41
International Class Title   Leather Goods
For   Textile substitute materials made from synthetic plastic materials; fabrics for the manufacture of rain and weather resistant clothing and bags; laminated textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing and bags; textile fabrics impervious of water but permeable to moisture of the manufacture of clothing and bags
International Classes   24 - Primary Classes US Classes   42, 50
International Class Title   Fabrics
For   Clothing, namely, jackets, anoraks, parkas, trousers, pants, shorts, sweaters; footwear; half-boots; boots; headgear, namely, hats, caps and knitted caps
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39
International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Klättermusen Brands AB
Address  Klättermusen Brands AB c/o Klättermusen AB Arevägen 55 SE-830 13 ARE SWEDEN
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized  SWEDEN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  TM8619US00

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1270268
International Registration Date  Aug. 18, 2015
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 18, 2015
Expiration Date  Aug. 18, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  VERHOSEK, WILLIAM T
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) MIROSON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79174912 Application Filing Date Aug. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5080018
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0609548 International Registration Date Oct. 15, 1993

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Contrast media for in-vivo imaging
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BRACCO S.P.A. Address BRACCO S.P.A. Via Egidio Folli, 50 MILANO ITALY I-20134 Legal Entity societa per azioni (spa) State or Country Where Organized ITALY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0609548 International Registration Date Oct. 15, 1993
Expiration Date Oct. 15, 2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BLANE, SUZANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) QUICKZOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79175730 Application Filing Date  Sep. 10, 2015 Registration Number  5080021
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1272189 International Registration Date  Sep. 10, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medical imaging apparatus for angiography and cardiology and structural and replacement parts therefor

International Classes  10 - Primary Classes US Classes  26, 39, 44 International Class Title  Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Siemens Healthcare GmbH Address  Siemens Healthcare GmbH Henkestraße 127  91052 Erlangen  FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity  Limited Liability Company State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1272189 International Registration Date  Sep. 10, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 21, 2015 Expiration Date  Sep. 10, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AYALA, LOURDES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** ARCUM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79175837</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Sep. 14, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>1272544</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 14, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Transportable buildings, roofing and roof coverings, all not of metal; accessories and interior fitting accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely, non-metal floors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>19 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 12, 33, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Non-metallic Building Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Tents for exhibitions and events, fabric awnings with sunshades sold as integral components, tent-like sunshades in the nature of fabric and plastic awnings, and rain shelter awnings, all of textile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>22 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Cordage and Fibers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** Transportable buildings, in particular, lightweight prefabricated halls, aforesaid of metal and light metal, roofing of metal and light metal and roof coverings of metal and light metal; accessories and interior fitting accessories all of metal and light metal for the aforesaid goods, namely, floors, prefabricated podium platforms, transportable floors of metal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>6 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>66A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Losberger GmbH  
Address   Losberger GmbH  Gottlieb-Daimler-Ring 14  74906 Bad Rappenau  
FED REP GERMANY  
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  
State or Country Where Organized   GERMANY  

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1272544  
International Registration Date   Sep. 14, 2015  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Jul. 08, 2015  
Expiration Date   Sep. 14, 2025  

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   SPRUILL, DARRYL M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  COOK ITALIAN INGREDIENTI ITALIANI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79175862 Application Filing Date  Sep. 04, 2015
Registration Number  5080024
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal
Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark
The mark consists of the stacked wording "COOK ITALIAN" and "Ingredienti Italiani" below, all within an oval background with scalloped edges. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "ITALIAN" AND "INGREDIENTI ITALIANI" Translation  The English translation of "INGREDIENTI ITALIANI" in the mark is "ITALIAN INGREDIENTS."

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1134342 International Registration Date  Jul. 06, 2012

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; TOMATO PRESERVES, TOMATO PUREE, TOMATO PASTE, TOMATO JUICE FOR COOKING, PEELED TOMATO, JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; CHEESE; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS, EDIBLE SUNFLOWER OIL, CORN OIL, CHILI OIL, MAIZE OIL, OLIVE OIL, BLENDED OIL FOR FOOD; ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS FROM ITALY
International Classes  29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods
For  COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIoca AND SAGO; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, NAMELY, PROCESSED CEREALS, CEREAL BASED SNACK FOODS; PASTA, PROCESSED CEREALS FOR USE IN MAKING PASTA, FROZEN PASTRY SHEETS, ALIMENTARY PASTE BEING DOUGH, PASTA CONTAINING EGGS, SPAGHETTI, FRESH PASTA, PASTA IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, WHOLEMEAL PASTA, CAKE PASTE BEING CAKE BATTER, BREAD DOUGHS, PIZZA DOUGH, PIZZA, PASTA CONTAINING FILLINGS, DRIED PASTA, PUFF PASTRY, DEEP FROZEN PASTA, SHORTCRUST PASTRY, PASTA DISHES BEING PREPARED PASTA, PREPARED PASTA DISHES, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ICES; SUGAR, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES; VEGETABLE-BASED SEASONINGS FOR PASTA, SPICES; ICE, GRAVIES, TOMATO SAUCE AND TOMATO-BASED SAUCE,
SAVOURY SNACKS, NAMELY, CORN-BASED SNACK FOODS, WHEAT BASED SNACK FOODS; SANDWICHES; ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS FROM ITALY

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 46  **International Class Title** Staple Foods

For BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FRUIT NECTARS, LEMONADES, FRUIT EXTRACTS, SHERBETS, VEGETABLE DRINKS; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING FRUIT AND VEGETABLE BEVERAGES, TOMATO JUICE BEVERAGES; ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS FROM ITALY

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 45, 46, 48  **International Class Title** Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** LA DORIA S.P.A.  **Address** LA DORIA S.P.A. Via Nazionale 320 I-84012 ANGRI (SALERNO) ITALY  **Legal Entity** JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 1229-1747

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1134342  **International Registration Date** Jul. 06, 2012  **Expiration Date** Jul. 06, 2032

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** GLASSER, CARYN
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** VKINNY

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "VKINNY" appearing in black stylized font with a triangle cut out of the "V" and the "K". Above the wording appears a circle with a white center and a point extending from the bottom of the circle. The circle changes in color, clockwise from the bottom, from red, to orange, to yellow, to green, to blue, and then to purple. Inside the center of the circle appears a black triangle. The color white represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not part of the mark.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1273586
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 02, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Web site maintenance; creating and maintaining web sites for others; web site development; maintaining web sites; web site design consultancy; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; maintaining web sites for electronic commerce; computer programming for electronic commerce; computer software development; rental of computer software; computer software design; computer software consultancy; design of computer software; installation of computer software; updating of computer software; computer software research; maintenance of computer software; advice and development services relating to computer software; computer system design
- **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79176537 Application Filing Date Jun. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5080027
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Literal(s) SCARLET CITY

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1274087 International Registration Date Jun. 17, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Action figures; accessories for action figures; toy figurines; battery-operated action toys; dolls; accessories for dolls; doll clothing; model figures being toys or playthings for sale in kit form; model figures being toys or playthings; collectable toy figures; clothing for toy figures; toy military machines; plush figures being toys; play figures; scale model kits being toys; radio-controlled toy vehicles; toy vehicles; puppets; balloons; mechanical toys; electric action toys; bath toys; inflatable toys; ride-on toys; role playing games; flying discs; electronic hand-held game unit; video and hand-held units for playing electronic games; game equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game; game equipment sold as a unit for playing a card game; game equipment sold as a unit for playing a manipulative game; game equipment sold as a unit for playing an action type target game; stand alone video output game machines; video game amusement apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; arcade video game machines; video game machines; coin-operated video amusement apparatus, namely, video game machines; token operated video game machines; board games; building games; card games; toy card games; trading card games; electronic game equipment for playing video games, namely, hand held units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; educational playthings for use in teaching, namely, children's educational toys for developing musical, historical, scientific and religious knowledge and skills; electronic educational teaching games, namely, electronic educational game machines for children; jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; parlour games; musical toys; party games; party favors in the nature of small toys; playing cards; building blocks; toy models; paper face masks; paper party favors; paper party hats; children's multiple activity toys; bows and arrows; bubble making wands and solution sets; skateboards; ice skates; water squirting toys; swings; slides being playthings, namely, playground slides; balls, namely, playground balls, beach balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs, tennis balls; baseball gloves; swimming floats for recreational use; kick board flotation devices for recreational use; surfboards; swim boards for
recreational use; swim fins; snow boards; toy and non-motorized scooters; toy watches; toy bake ware and toy cookware; toy snow globes; jump ropes; action skill games; badminton sets; catcher's mitts; chess sets; fishing tackle; golf ball markers; golf balls; golf gloves; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, namely, gymnastic apparatus; hockey pucks; manipulative games; marbles; punching bags; roller skates; spinning toys, namely, spinning tops; squeeze toys; table tennis tables; target games; toy bucket and shovel sets; toy guns; toy holsters; toy mobiles; toy rockets; toy trucks; toy vehicles; water squirting toys; wind-up toys; kites; magic tricks; chess games; chess boards; explosive bonbons, namely, Christmas crackers; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations in this class

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  **International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods

**For** Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, namely, coasters of paper or cardboard, table mats of paper or cardboard, gift boxes of paper or cardboard, placards of paper or cardboard, signboards of paper or cardboard, ribbons and bands made of paper and cardboard, cardboard tubes, trading card discs of paper or cardboard, boxes, cartons, made of paper or cardboard; printed matter, namely, printed books, articles and magazines for educational purposes in the fields of language, social studies, music, science, mathematics, history and religion; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; paint brushes; printed instructional and teaching material except apparatus in the field of language, social studies, music, history, science or religion; figurines of paper or cardboard; arts and craft kits comprising of paper goods, stationery, and artists' materials; trading cards; books in the field of language, social studies, music, history, science or religion; education books in the field of language, social studies, music, history, science, or religion; school exercise books; instruction manuals for computer games; printed brochures in the fields of language, social studies, music, science, mathematics, history and religion; flyers, pamphlets and leaflets in the field of language, social studies, music, history, science or religion; paper goods, namely, strategy guides for playing computer games; colouring books; adhesive stickers; rub-on transfers; notebooks; comic books

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For** Education services, namely, providing classes, seminars and workshops in the field of language, social studies, music, history, science and religion; organizing educational conferences and symposiums; organizing and arranging sports competitions; multimedia publishing of software, books, and printed matter; production and distribution of film, television programs and video in the field of education, namely, language, social studies, music, history, science and religion; providing online computer games, and information and updates for such games; games services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; all the foregoing also being available or accessible online or via the internet; providing information, advisory and consultancy services for the aforesaid including by electronic means and via a global computer network; entertainment services in the nature of an on-line interactive game provided by means of a global computer network; entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games and video games, and news, information, tips, hints, contests, computer interface themes, enhancements, audio-visual content, music, films, videos, animated series, and other multimedia materials in the field of computer games and video games provided via a website; provision of subscription based online fantasy games; provision of non-downloadable game guides; providing information, news and commentary in the field of computer games and video games; production of multimedia for entertainment purposes; information services relating to or in connection with electronic, on-line, interactive, video and computer games including
handheld games and wireless games; entertainment services, namely, the provision of non-downloadable computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing a non-downloadable computer game accessed and played via mobile and cellular phones and other wireless devices; providing on-line non-downloadable computer games, video games and interactive games, handheld games and wireless games; provision of non-downloadable computer games that may be accessed via global computer networks; provision of information in the field of computer games and entertainment, electronic publications and newsletters; online entertainment in the nature of computer game tournaments; providing online news and information in the field of computer games; entertainment services, namely, conducting online computer game contests online; organizing, planning and conducting exhibitions and special events between computer game players and interest groups for entertainment purposes, via a website; providing information on program listing of television broadcasting; entertainment information provided via a website; providing ongoing television programs in the field of comedy, drama and action; entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, and production of films, animation or animated films; showing of movies online; provision of pre-recorded, non-downloadable digital music online by means of MP3 websites on a global computer network, the Internet and via mobile phones and wireless electronic communication devices; provision of non-downloadable digital music from the internet, via wireless electronic communication devices; provision of non-downloadable electronic games; organization, production and presentation of live musical concerts, live musical performances, theatrical performances, art exhibitions, sports competitions, sporting and cultural activities; publication of books, texts, magazines, newspapers and periodicals; production of entertainment television shows and interactive television show programs for distribution via television, cable, satellite, audio and video media, cartridges, laser discs, computer discs and electronic means; on-line publication of electronic books; providing information, advisory and consultancy services for the aforesaid including by electronic means and via a global computer network.

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For  Teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, computer programs and games for educational purposes; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers, blank recording discs; pre-recorded compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, audio and visual recordings featuring film, books, video and music in the field of education; computer software for educational purposes; computer game software; computer game hardware; video game programs; video game software; downloadable computer and video game programs and software; downloadable digital materials, namely, wallpapers, ring tones, screensavers, digital music files, graphics, videos, films, multimedia files containing audio, text and video, live action programs, motion pictures, and animation in the field of video games and computer games, all delivered via global computer networks and wireless networks; pre-recorded digital media, namely, pre-recorded digital video discs featuring computer games and video games, wallpapers, screen savers, digital music files, and graphics, videos, films, multimedia files containing audio, text and video, live action programs, motion pictures, and animation in the field of video games and computer games; computer game programs and software, including game programs and game software on recorded media for, and delivered digitally to, personal computers, video game consoles, handheld computing devices, mobile computing devices, and other computing devices; interactive multimedia computer game programs; downloadable music files; downloadable pod casts and web casts in the field of education; downloadable image files in the field of education; downloadable publications, namely, books, magazines and articles in the field of relating to computer games; software applications for mobile electronic devices for education purposes; downloadable computer software
applications for educational purposes; computer programs for use in networking applications; pre-recorded digital files, CDs, video tapes and DVDs featuring motion picture and television films in the nature of real-time strategy games; computer game software that may be downloaded from a global computer network; computer game cartridges to be used in computer game machines adapted for use with television receivers; downloadable game guides; software for use with 3D printers; software for facilitating the downloading, modification and sharing of three dimensional designs on the Internet for use in connection with three dimensional printers; software for fabrication or 3D printing of models, figurines, household goods, toys, game pieces and collectibles

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, shirts, shorts, pants, tops, T-shirts, sweatshirts, vests, shorts, dresses, skirts, jackets, coats, jerseys; headgear, namely, hats and caps; footwear, namely, shoes, sandals, socks

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

For Computer software design and developments services; design of games; computer programming; computer software consultancy; Information Technology IT related consulting services; consulting services relating to computer hardware design and development; consulting services relating to computer software; data conversion of computer programs and files non-physical conversion; conversion of data and documents from physical media to electronic; computer system design; duplication of computer software; updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; creation, maintenance and management of websites for others; website design consulting services; rental of computer software; online provision of web based software, namely, web based software for games; rental of games software; providing information, including online, about scientific and technological services and research and design in the field of computer and video games; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use with 3D printers; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for facilitating the downloading, modification and sharing of three dimensional designs on the Internet for use in connection with three dimensional printers; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for fabrication or 3D printing of models, figurines, household goods, toys, game pieces and collectibles; provision of online games expansion software, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for expanding video game experiences; providing information, advisory and consultancy services for the aforesaid services including by electronic means and via a global computer network

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  AETHERLIGHT LP  Address  AETHERLIGHT LP  12 Florence Avenue  c/- Baldry & Sanford  Orewa NEW ZEALAND  0931  Legal Entity  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  State or Country Where Organized  NEW ZEALAND

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1274087  International Registration Date  Jun. 17, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jan. 22, 2015  Expiration Date  Jun. 17, 2025
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) [R]

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79176541  Application Filing Date  May 07, 2015  Registration Number  5080028
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Feb. 09, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized capital "R" between two brackets pointing towards the "R". Two semicircles are cut into the middle of the insides of each bracket, giving the appearance of a circle without a border around the "R" in the negative space. Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1274093  International Registration Date  May 07, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Publishing informational texts of others in the fields of personnel, recruitment, human resources and employment services in electronic form via a global computer information and communication network; employment training; educational research; computer based-training in the field of psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and human resources functions; all of the foregoing services relating only to psychometric testing, employee evaluation and human resources functions
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  Business management, business administration and office functions relating to the management and operation of interactive and non-interactive on-line services; business management, business administration and office functions relating to providing business information; employment profile services, namely, providing psychometric and employment information, including by way of a global computer information and communications network; data collection, including data collection for others, namely, electronic data collection services for business purposes in the fields of psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and human resources; data retrieval in the nature of data processing services; data verification in the nature of employment verification; business data analysis; compilation of business data for business data analysis; compilation of statistical data for business data analysis; exploitation of statistical data for business data analysis; data processing including processing online; data processing for the collection of data for business purposes, including online; data management for
business purposes in the field of psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and human resources functions; data scrubbing for business information management; maintaining and updating data in databases; commercial information services provided by access to a computer database, namely, business information management services; compilation of information into computer databases for the purpose of business information management; database management; collection of statistics for business for business data analysis; compilation of statistics and business statistics for the purpose of business data analysis; business consultancy relating to the preparation of business statistics; business research; benchmarking, namely, evaluation of business organization practices in the nature of corporate planning; business organisation consulting for corporate planning; business strategy development services; staff utilisation planning in the nature of employment staffing consultation services; human resource management; employment consultancy services, namely, employment staffing consultancy services and employment recruiting consultancy services; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; employment counselling services; employment recruiting consultancy services; personnel, recruitment, human resources and employment services, including by on-line delivery by a global computer information and communications network including the Internet and worldwide web in the nature of employment counseling, human resources counseling, and employment recruiting counseling; preparation of business reports; business efficiency expert services; business efficiency studies; consultancy relating to business efficiency; business efficiency and process auditing, namely, examining, reviewing and assessing the working of a business or organization; conducting productivity studies for the purposes of providing business efficiency advice; wholesale store and retail store services in this class, namely, wholesale and retail store services featuring computer games, computer software, books and training materials in the fields of business management, data analysis, business research and statistics, human resources and personnel management, employment and recruitment consultancy, psychological testing for recruitment and the selection of personnel; Business consultancy services, namely, interactive and non-interactive consultancy services, business research services and personnel development services, all in relation to personnel, recruitment, human resources and employment services, including such services provided by online delivery via a global computer information and communications network including the Internet and worldwide web

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Application software for psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and processing human resources management functions; downloadable computer programs and downloadable recorded software distributed online for psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and processing human resources management functions; downloadable computer software programs for processing human resources data; computer programs for data processing; computer programs for scientific data analysis; computer programs for measuring and analyzing employee and organization performance; downloadable computer software applications for measuring and analyzing employee and organization performance; interactive computer software for psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and processing human resources management functions, all of the foregoing goods relating only to psychometric testing, employee evaluation and human resources functions

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For Employment screening services, namely, pre-employment background screening and background screening of current employees of others; identity verification, namely, providing authentication of personal identification information; provision of background check services

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for monitoring and analyzing employee performance for the purposes of conformity with certification standards; preparation of statistics for scientific research; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for evaluating employee performance against bench-mark references for the purposes of conformity with certification standards; scientific research; Technological research, namely, technological research in the field of psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and human resources functions; provision of information relating to scientific research; provision of information relating to technological research, namely, provision of information relating to technological research for psychometric testing, employee evaluation, and human resources functions; provision of scientific research services; providing information, including online, about scientific and technological services, namely, relating to psychometric testimony, employee evaluation, and human resources functions, and research and design relating thereto, including developing of quality control standards for psychometric testing, employee evaluation and human resources functions; setting of quality standards in the nature of developing quality control standards for psychometric testing, employee evaluation and human resources functions; advisory services relating to the preparation of quality standards in the nature of developing quality control standards for psychometric testing, employee evaluation and human resources functions

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Talentcorp Pty Ltd Address  Talentcorp Pty Ltd  21 Windorah Street  STAFFORD QLD 4053 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity  Proprietary Limited Company State or Country Where Organized  AUSTRALIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1274093 International Registration Date  May 07, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Nov. 10, 2014 Expiration Date  May 07, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  ZIMMERMAN, GAYNNE GEOR
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) AQUASYMPhONY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79176542 Application Filing Date  Jun. 22, 2015 Registration Number  5080029
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark
Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1274095 International Registration Date  Jun. 22, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, including for kitchens, namely, sinks, sink sprayers, bibbs, cocks, traps and valves, faucets, faucet sprayers and taps; sanitary fittings, fixtures and fittings for water supply, water heating, bath, shower, washing, dish-washing, bidet and toilet installations and for the water intake and drainage of such installations, the aforesaid fixtures and fittings, including digital and touch-controlled, namely, plumbing fittings in the nature of valves, faucets, mixer faucets for water pipes, shower control fittings in the nature of escutcheons, faucet sprayers, taps, taps for hot and cold water, taps for washstands, tubs, showers and bidets, showers, hand showers and overhead showers, shower fittings in the nature of shower faucets, shower mixing valves and massage showers in the nature of pulsating shower heads; hot/cold water mixer plumbing fittings, namely, bibbs, cocks, traps, valves, couplers, drains, faucet filters, aerators for faucets, shower control valves, spouts, baffles and shower mixers; water runoff and overflow plumbing fittings, namely, valves and vacuum release safety valves for flow shutoff in bathtubs, showers, bidet and toilets; taps for washstands, tubs, showers and bidets; showers, hand showers and overhead showers, massage showers, spray nozzles and spray heads for the aforesaid goods; shower fittings, namely, mixing valves, escutcheons, shower control valves and shower sprayers; holders, tubes and tube connections for the aforesaid showers, namely, shower trays, plumbing couplers and flexible pipes being parts of shower plumbing installations; shower columns being parts of showers; complete shower and wash cubicles; shower trays; shower basins; shower cubicles; shower systems consisting of shower heads, shower sprayers, shower head sprayers, shower platforms, shower surrounds, shower stands and shower tray, all sold as a unit; shower apparatus, namely, shower sprayers, hand showers; shower/bath cubicles; shower apparatus, shower and bath cubicles; electronically controlled self-closing shower-taps; water supply and sanitary plumbing fittings being thermostat and/or noncontact controlled fittings, namely, traps, escutcheons;
taps for sink units; water mixers, namely, mixer faucets for water pipes, mixer taps for water pipes; plumbing fittings, namely, mixing valves, pressure-reducing taps, shutter valves, water inlets and outlets in the nature of water faucets and valves, sanitary fittings, namely, faucets, faucet sprayers, plumbing valves; water softening units; sanitary furnishings, namely, hand wash basins, laundries in the nature of laundry drying machines, a clothes dryer combined with a clothes washer, baths, bath tubs for seated baths; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34
International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Grohe AG  Address  Grohe AG Industriepark Edelburg 58675 Hemer  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  Aktiengesellschaft  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  1120/0465TUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1274095  International Registration Date  Jun. 22, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jan. 23, 2015  Expiration Date  Jun. 22, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  BELL, MARLENE D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) GOLDWIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79176623 Application Filing Date Aug. 06, 2015 Registration Number 5080030
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "GOLDWIN" in stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1274272 International Registration Date Aug. 06, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; athletic bags; boston bags; shoulder bags; handbags; beach bags; carry-on bags; waist pouches; key pouches; leather pouches; purses; backpacks; rucksacks; pocket wallets; key cases; all purpose sport bags; vanity cases sold empty
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
For Sporting articles, namely, skis, snowboards; decorations for Christmas trees; gloves for games, namely, golf gloves, rugby gloves, running gloves, swimming gloves, windsurfing gloves, yoga gloves; bags specially adapted for sports equipment; athletic protective pads, namely, elbow pads for athletic use, knee pads for athletic use, shin pads for athletic use, shoulder pads for athletic use
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods
For Clothing and clothing for sports, namely, suits, jackets, skirts, trousers, coats, shirts, pyjamas, underwear, underpants, undershirts, pants, brassieres, camisoles, socks, stockings, tights, scarves, headwear, gloves, garters, sock suspenders, suspenders, waistbands, belts for clothing, ski suits, snowboard jackets, ski gloves, snowboard gloves, inner soles, ski jackets, ski pants, snowboard pants, rain jackets, rain pants; sports shoes; ski boots; snowboard boots; footwear; headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>GOLDWIN INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>GOLDWIN INC. 210, Kiyosawa Oyabe-shi Toyama-ken 932-0112 JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1274272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 06, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>THOMAS, AMY E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) AQUA RATING

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79176742 Application Filing Date Jul. 13, 2015 Registration Number 5080032 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "AQUA RATING" with "AQUA" above "RATING" and a design to the right of the wording comprised of a drop of liquid and a circle with a short diagonal bar emanating from the bottom right of the circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "AQUA RATING"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1274561 International Registration Date Jul. 13, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Insurance consultancy; financial and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management, and analysis services; real estate affairs, namely, real estate brokerage and consultancy; financial services, namely, wealth management services
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Printed matter and publications, namely, periodicals, books, booklets, manuals, leaflets, printed advertising and promotional material, journals, newsletters, magazines, pamphlets, catalogues, brochures, scientific and technical journals, and instructional and teaching material, all in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; notebooks; writing pads; stationery; paper; cardboard articles, namely, cardboard boxes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of periodicals, books, booklets, manuals, leaflets, journals, newsletters, magazines, pamphlets, catalogues, brochures, scientific and technical journals, and instructional and teaching material featuring textbooks, workbooks, books, worksheets, handouts, news releases, fact sheets, research articles, lesson plans, manuals and guides, all in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; publication of electronic publications; publication of electronic books and journals online; providing on-line, non-downloadable digital publications
from a global computer network or the Internet which may be browsed in the nature of periodicals, books, booklets, manuals, leaflets, journals, newsletters, magazines, pamphlets, catalogues, brochures, scientific and technical journals, and instructional and teaching material featuring textbooks, workbooks, books, worksheets, handouts, news releases, fact sheets, research articles, lesson plans, manuals and guides, all in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; providing information relating to education services in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; educational services, namely, organising and conducting of conferences, seminars, exhibitions and symposiums, training courses, lectures, workshops, presentations in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; teaching and training in business, industry and information technology in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; educational services, namely, training consultancy services in the nature of training business managers in managing water and wastewater management and performance businesses; educational services in the nature of conducting conferences, seminars, workshops, and courses in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; teaching services in the nature of providing classes and workshops in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; educational services, namely, providing of training and cultural activities in the field of water and wastewater management and performance

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

For  Advertising; business management; business administration; providing office functions; commercial management, industrial management assistance, and business management assistance; business appraisals; advisory services for business management; market research; conducting marketing studies; compilation of statistical information for business purposes; preparation of statements of accounts, namely, accounts receivable billing services; accountancy, book-keeping and business auditing services; business research; public relations; publication of publicity texts; publication of publicity leaflets; promotion and business management of water and wastewater utilities; promotional services for the purpose of raising public awareness and the interests of those in the field of water and wastewater utilities

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

For  Computer software for analyzing water and wastewater; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, books, magazines, journals, articles, brochures, directories, manuals, leaflets, pamphlets and periodicals in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; downloadable publications in electronic form in the nature of e-books supplied online from databases, facilities provided on a global computer network or the Internet in the field of water and wastewater management and performance; interactive computer software for searching electronic information from a global computer network or the internet

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Technological information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the technology-related evaluation and assessment of the performance of water and wastewater utilities; technological information provided on-line from a global computer network or the internet relating to the technology-related evaluation and assessment of the performance water and wastewater utilities; scientific research services
International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: International Water Association  Address: International Water Association  Anna van Buerenplein 48, 11th floor  DA Den Haag  NETHERLANDS  NL-2595  Legal Entity: limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 1477219.0045

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1274561  International Registration Date: Jul. 13, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Apr. 23, 2015  Expiration Date: Jul. 13, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: SETTLES LEWIS, SHAILA
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ESTRELLA DE DAVID

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79176943 Application Filing Date Sep. 01, 2015 Registration Number 5080033
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - An Illustration Drawing with Word(s) / Letter(s) / Number(s) in Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "ESTRELLA DE DAVID" in the mark is "STAR OF DAVID".

Related Properties Information
International Registration 1275012 International Registration Date Sep. 01, 2015

Goods and Services Information
For Alcoholic beverages excluding beers
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

Basis Information
Currently 66A Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Bodegas Parra Dorada, s.l. Address Bodegas Parra Dorada, s.l. Pº General Martínez Campos, 15-5º E-28010 MADRID SPAIN Legal Entity Sociedad Limitada State or Country Where Organized SPAIN

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1275012 International Registration Date Sep. 01, 2015
Expiration Date Sep. 01, 2025

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney POLLACK, ALISON FRIEDB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) K BY ADERIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79177373 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5080039
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized letter "K" formed with red shapes. Under the letter "K" is the black wording "BY ADERIS". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1276038 International Registration Date Sep. 02, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Adhesives and glue for stationery or household purposes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Chemicals for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; adhesives for use in industry
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Rubber for use in the aeronautic, automotive, railway and nautical sectors, gutta-percha, gum raw or partly processed, asbestos, mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, caulking and insulating materials; semi-processed artificial or synthetic resins
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  JACRET Address  JACRET  17 route Nationale  F-95500 LE THILLAY  FRANCE  Legal Entity  Société Anonyme

State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1276038  International Registration Date  Sep. 02, 2015

Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 06, 2015  Expiration Date  Sep. 02, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  HALMEN, KATHERINE E
Case Identifiers

Serial Number  79177420  Application Filing Date  May 08, 2015  Registration Number  5080040
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The trademark has a complex structure as it comprises graphic and verbal elements; in particular, there is the wording "TALENT GARDEN" in special characters on two levels; on the left side of this wording and placed inside a round print, the wording "TAG" can be seen in special characters topped with a bubble containing three dots.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "TAG" AND "TALENT" IN CLASSES 35 AND 41

Related Properties Information

International Registration  1276213  International Registration Date  May 08, 2015

Goods and Services Information

For  Education services, namely, providing classes, courses, seminars, conferences, masterclasses, workshops in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies; training services in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies; entertainment in the nature of arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes, fashion shows, light shows, comedy shows, theater productions, movie productions, track and field competitions, laser shows, golf tournaments; providing information relating to organizing community sporting and cultural activities; educational services, namely, conducting conferences in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies, pet care, math, tax preparations and distribution of course materials therewith; arranging and conducting educational conferences; arranging and conducting educational conferences and congresses; providing online interviews featuring celebrities, athletes, specialist and personalities in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies, movies, sports for entertainment purposes; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting educational symposiums in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies; arranging and conducting educational congresses and conferences in the field of
coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies for cultural and educational purposes; organizing of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; educational services, namely, conducting conferences, congresses, seminars and workshops in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies, pet care, math, tax preparation; continuous training in the field of coworking, business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies; arranging professional workshop and training courses; educational examination services

**International Classes**  41 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 107  **International Class Title**  Education and Entertainment

**For**  Market research services in the field of advertising; provision and rental of advertising space; rental of advertising space on billboards, including advertising space on vehicles and properties, posters and billboards, advertising panels; distribution of goods for advertising purposes; advertising by direct mail, advertising, providing information in the field of retail store services; advertising, sales management, rental of advertising space; direct mail advertising and advertising via electronic display panels; advertising, namely, publication of advertising texts and distribution of direct mail advertising and advertising catalogs by all means, including global communication networks; promotional advertising of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and license agreements relating to coworking, job fairs, international sporting events, musical concerts and consultation therefore; public relations and conducting marketing studies; corporate consultancy relating to business acquisitions and mergers and business investigations; business management consulting, business organization consultation and business consulting in the field of coworking, advertising and business, digital networks, innovation, media, communication, telecommunication, economy, finance, acquisition and merger of companies, namely, economic analysis for business purposes; business management and business operation consultancy; business administration and management of commercial relations; advice and assistance regarding business management; consultancy relating to business mergers, acquisitions, franchising, namely, consultation and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; business consulting concerning retail sales matter and acquisition and merger of companies, and business investigations

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodation services

**International Classes**  43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  TALENT GARDEN SPA  **Address**  TALENT GARDEN SPA  Via Merano, 16  I-20127 MILANO  ITALY

**Legal Entity**  Société Responsabilité Limitée  **State or Country Where Organized**  ITALY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  1011-TM-1472
**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1276213 |
| International Registration Date          | May 08, 2015 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim        | Apr. 22, 2015 |
| Expiration Date                          | May 08, 2025 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney: KING, CHRISTINA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) SAP HANA VORA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79177449 Application Filing Date Sep. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5080041
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1276281 International Registration Date Sep. 16, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Creating, development and design of computer programs and software, in particular for commercial functions, namely, for accounting and checking, production and materials management, quality management and maintenance, sales, personnel management and project management, and general office functions; creation, development and design of computer programs and software for RAM data processing and in-memory data processing, for RAM data management and in-memory data management, for analysis and direct data processing applications, and apparatus therefor, and for the creation, development and design of RAM databases and in-memory databases, in particular on a real-time basis, and for readouts on a real-time basis, and for the rapid evaluation of transaction data; providing computer software as a service for the on-premise and remote processing of business transactions, and for the purpose of real-time, ad-hoc and strategic business decision making, and for accounting and checking, production and materials management, quality management and maintenance, sales, personnel management and project management, and general office functions; cloud computing featuring software for the on-premise and remote processing of business transactions, and for the purpose of real-time, ad-hoc and strategic business decision making, and for accounting and checking, production and materials management, quality management and maintenance, sales, personnel management and project management, and general office functions, namely, word processing, electronic mail and archiving; implementation, maintenance, and rental of computer programs and software; updating and maintenance of computer programs and computer software, in particular programs relating to the development, creation, programming, execution, function, production, disseminating, distribution, application, use, operating, handling, modifying, sale, maintenance, rental, updating, design and outsourcing; technical consultancy in the field of creating and development of computer programs and software; research in the field of computer programs and software
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| **BASIS INFORMATION**        |                      |                      |          |                                |                                 |
|-----------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------|--------------------------------|                                 |
| **Currently 66A**            | Yes                  |                      |          |                                |                                 |

| **OWNER INFORMATION**        |                      |                      |          |                                |                                 |
|-----------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------|--------------------------------|                                 |
| **Owner Name**               | SAP SE               | **Address**          | SAP SE   | Dietmar-Hopp-Allee 16          | 69190 Walldorf                  | **FED REP GERMANY**             | **Legal Entity**                | SE (Societas Europeae)         |
| **State or Country Where Organized** | GERMANY            |                      |          |                                |                                 |

| **ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION** |                      |                      |          |                                |                                 |
|-----------------------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------|--------------------------------|                                 |
| **Docket Number**                       | 160134               |                      |          |                                |                                 |

| **INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)** |                      |                      |          |                                |                                 |
|---------------------------------------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------|--------------------------------|                                 |
| **Owner of International Registration Number**          | 1276281              | **International Registration Date** | Sep. 16, 2015 | **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** | Sep. 02, 2015 | **Expiration Date** | Sep. 16, 2025 |

| **EXAMINING ATTORNEY**                  |                      |                      |          |                                |                                 |
|-----------------------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------|--------------------------------|                                 |
| **Examining Attorney**                  | CORWIN, KEVIN SCOTT  |                      |          |                                |                                 |
**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79177585</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Register</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1276660
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 11, 2015

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Starch-based binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; starch-based thickeners for whipped cream; aromatic food flavorings not from essential oils; flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages; tea; oolong tea, namely, Chinese tea; black tea, namely, English tea; tea of salty kelp powder, namely, kombu-chá; roasted barley tea, namely, mugicha; Japanese green tea; coffee; cocoa; coffee-based beverages; artificial coffee; roasted coffee beans; coffee beverages with milk; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa beverages with milk; confectionery, namely, chewing gums, sugar-coated chewing gums, stick chewing gum, chewing gum blocks containing citric acid and soda, bubble gum, pastilles; confectionery, namely, tablets of sugar, seamless capsules of sugar; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat, namely, Chinese-manjuh; hamburger sandwiches; pizzas; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies; Japanese traditional confectionery, namely, candy in the nature of sugared beans (ama-natto), starch-based candies (ame), pellet-shaped rice crackers (arare), rice dumplings dressed with sweet bean jam (ankoro), cakes of sugar-bounded millet or popped rice (okoshi), fried dough cookies (karintoh), soft pin-rolled cakes of pounded rice (gyuhi), candy in the nature of crystal sugar pieces, rice crackers (senbei), sweet dumplings (dango), shaped candy containing sweet bean jam (nerikiri), candy made of glutinous starch syrup (mizuhagi), Japanese style steamed cakes (mushi-gashi), sweet pounded rice cakes (mochi-gashi), bean-jam filled wafers (monaka), pastry shells for monaka, confectionery candy bars of sweet jellied bean paste (yohkan), dried sugared cakes of rice flour (vakugan); Japanese traditional confectionery, namely, candy; Japanese traditional confectionery candy made primarily of sugar, namely, ramune in solid, tablet or capsule form; confectionery candy, namely, syrup coated roasted chestnuts; satoh-zuke, namely, candy-coated fruits or vegetables being confectionery; pastry shells for monaka; yude-azuki, namely, boiled sugar coated beans being confectionery; western-style confectionery, namely, hard candy, soft chewy candy, candy drops, soft candy, gummy candies; ice candies; ice cream; wafers; castella being Japanese sponge cake; confectionery, namely, hard
boiled candy; caramels; candies, namely, sweets; cookies; crackers; cones for ice cream; sherbets; sorbets; cream puffs; sponge cakes; toffees; taffies; chewing gums; chocolate; doughnuts; fruit drops being candies; nougat; pies; biscuits; fruit jelly candy; frozen yoghurt, namely, confectionery ices; sweets in the shape of balls; pancakes; popcorn; marshmallows; baked apples that are candy coated; baked apples encased in pastry; rusks; waffles; bean jam buns; cream buns; jam buns; bread; buns; seasonings other than spices; soya bean paste used as a condiment; worcestershire sauce; meat gravies; ketchup; soy sauce, namely, soya sauce; vinegar; vinegar mixes comprising primarily of vinegar; seasoning soy sauce, namely, soba-tsuyu; salad dressings; white sauce; mayonnaise; sauces for barbecued meat; cube sugar; fructose for food; crystal sugar, not as confectionery; sugar; maltose for food; honey; glucose for culinary purposes; powdered starch syrup for culinary purposes; starch syrup for culinary purposes; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and ground sesame seeds; celery salt; umami seasonings; spices; mustard powder spice; curry powder spice; pepper powder spice; Japanese pepper in powder form, namely, sansho powder; clove powder spice; hot pepper powder spice; cinnamon powder spice; wasabi powder, namely, Japanese horseradish; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee beans; cereal preparations, namely, breakfast cereals; uncooked udon noodles, namely, Japanese wheat noodles; oat flakes; oatmeal; dried cooked-rice; uncooked enriched rice; pasta-wrappings for gyoza; coriander seeds; seasonings, namely, powder of sweetened bean jam, namely, sarashi-an; uncooked artificial rice; uncooked spaghetti noodles; uncooked somen noodles, namely, very thin Japanese wheat noodles; instant udon noodles; instant soba noodles; instant chinese noodles; uncooked soba noodles, namely, Japanese buckwheat noodles; uncooked chinese noodles; uncooked bean starch noodles, namely, harusame; bread crumb; uncooked chinese rice noodles, namely, bifun; uncooked dried pieces of wheat gluten, namely, fu; canned cooked rice; macaroni; pounded rice cakes, namely, mochi; instant confectionery mixes, namely, instant dessert pudding mixes, instant frosting mixes; instant jelly mixes, namely, instant fruit jelly candy mixes, instant fruit jelly cake mixes and instant fruit jelly gum mixes; instant pudding mixes; instant pancake mixes; confectionery mixes for making adzuki-bean jelly, namely, mizu-yokan-no-moto; pasta sauce; flour; Japanese arrowroot powder, namely, kudzu-ko; cornstarch; wheat flour; rice flour; sago palm starch; sweet potato starch; potato flour; buckwheat flour; tapioca flour; corn flour; pulse flour; barley flour

**International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 46 **International Class Title** Staple Foods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Takasago Koryo Kabushiki Kaisha DBA, AKA, Formerly  TA Takasago International Corporation
Address  Takasago Koryo Kabushiki Kaisha  37-1, Kamata 5-chome Ota-ku Tokyo JAPAN  144-8721 Legal
Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  19336

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number  1276660  International Registration Date  Mar. 11, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Oct. 23, 2014  Expiration Date  Mar. 11, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  VALLILLO, MELISSA C
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**  
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** SOUR SKTBS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1276758</td>
<td>Sep. 02, 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; alpenstocks; boxes of leather or leather board; boxes of vulcanized fibre; attaché cases; bandoliers; backpacks; pouch baby carriers; sling bags for carrying infants; vanity cases, not fitted; curried skins; bits for animals harness; horse collars; cattle skins; bridoons; pelts; pads for horse saddles; pocket wallets; nose bags, namely, feed bags for animals; animal skins, namely, kid; halters for horses; parts of rubber for stirrups; chin straps, of leather; collars for animals; handbags; handbag frames; horse blankets; horseshoes; hat boxes of leather; wheeled shopping bags; hunters' game bags; valises; knee-pads for horses; trunks luggage; leather board; walking cane handles; leather, unworked or semi-worked; imitation leather; leather laces; leather leads; pouches, of leather, for packaging; leather straps; cases, of leather or leather board; furniture coverings of leather; moleskin imitation of leather; muzzles; music cases; net bags for shopping; chain mesh purses; key cases; covers for horse-saddles; fur pelts; umbrella or parasol ribs; umbrellas; umbrella covers; umbrella handles; umbrella sticks; umbrella rings; parasols; whips; briefcases; purses; haversacks; slings for carrying infants; leather straps for securing skates; straps of leather saddlery; cat o' nine tails; garment bags for travel; luggage sets, namely, group of leather suitcases sold as a unit; travelling trunks; suitcase handles; travelling bags; suitcases; riding saddles; rucksack; girths of leather; saddlery; fastenings for saddles; saddle racks; chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes; traces harness; harness for animals; harness fittings. harness straps; shopping bags of leather; walking stick seats; gut for making sausages; school bags; leather trimmings for furniture; blinders for horses; canes; bags for sports; stirrups; straps for stirrups; frames for umbrellas or parasols; beach bags; pouches made out of cloth; clothing for pets; reins; bridles harness; bags, namely, dry bags, travel bags, sling bags, wristlet bags, tote bags, waist bags, school bags, clutch bags, sport bags, cosmetic bags sold empty, toiletry bags sold empty, shoulder bags, beach bags, wheeled bags, textile shopping bags, canvas bags, wash bags for carrying
toiletries, drawstring bags, key bags, duffel bags, gym bags, evening bags, overnight bags, leather bags, weekend bags, travelling bags; bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; tool bags of leather, sold empty; credit card cases

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 **International Class Title** Leather Goods

**For** Retail store and online retail store services featuring glasses, sunglasses, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, alpenstocks, boxes of leather or leather board, boxes of vulcanised fibre, attaché cases, bandoliers, backpacks, pouch baby carriers, sling bags for carrying infants, vanity cases, not fitted, curved skins, bits for animals harness, horse collars, cattle skins, bridloins, pelts, pads for horse saddles, pocket wallets, casings, of leather, for springs, nose bags feed bags, kid, halters, parts of rubber for stirrups, chin straps, of leather, collars for animals, handbags, handbag frames, horse blankets, horseshoes, hat boxes of leather, wheeled shopping bags, game bags hunting accessories, valises, knee-pads for horses, trunks luggage, leather board, walking cane handles, leather, unworked or semi-worked, imitation leather, leather laces, leather leads, pouches, of leather, for packaging, leather straps, leather twist, cases, of leather or leather board, furniture coverings of leather, moleskin imitation of leather, muzzles, music cases, net bags for shopping, chain mesh purses, key cases, covers for horse-saddles, coverings of skins furs, fur, umbrella or parasol ribs, umbrellas, umbrella covers, umbrella handles, umbrella sticks, umbrella rings, parasols, whips, briefcases, purses, haversacks, slings for carrying infants, straps for skates, straps of leather saddlery, straps for soldiers' equipment, cat o' nine tails, garment bags for travel, travelling sets leather ware. travelling trunks, suitcase handles, travelling bags, suitcases, riding saddles, rucksack, girths of leather, saddlery, fastenings for saddles, saddle trees, chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes, traces harness, harness for animals, harness fittings, harness straps, travelling bags, walking stick seats, gut for making sausages, school bags, leather trimmings for furniture, blinders harness, canes, bags for sports, stirrups, stirrup leathers, frames for umbrellas or parasols, beach bags, bags of cloth, clothing for pets, butts parts of hides, reins, bridles harness, bags, bags for climbers, bags for campers, valves of leather, tool bags of leather, empty, card cases notecases, clothing, footwear, headgear, anti-sweat underwear, garters, shoulder wraps, babies' pants clothing, toilets clothing, bathing trunks, swimsuits, bathing caps, bath robes, bath sandals, bath slippers, heelpieces for footwear, belts clothing, berets, beanies, brassieres, leg warmers, bodices lingerie, boas necklets, gaiter straps, trousers, cardigans, chinos, cyclists' clothing, top hats, spats, wimples, studs for football boots, shower caps, esparto shoes or sandals, pockets for clothing, fishing vests, aprons clothing, footwear, football boots, foot muff, not electrically heated, galoshes, girdles, gymnastic shoes, bibs, not of paper, heelpieces for stockings, non-slipping devices for footwear, half-boots, maniples, gloves clothing, hats, hat frames skeletons, hoods clothing, headgear for wear, inner soles, jackets clothing, jeans, fittings of metal for footwear, jeggings, jerseys clothing, jumper dresses, pullovers, skull caps, caps, boots for sports, skirts, shorts, heels, clothing, clothing of leather, clothing of imitations of leather, motorists' clothing, clothing for gymnastics, dresses, breeches for wear, combinations clothing, ready-made clothing, corselets, corsets underclothing, short-sleeve shirts. suits, collar protectors, ascots, leggings trousers, liveries, detachable collars, cuffs, mantillas, masquerade costumes, chasubles, mitres hats, dressing gowns, cap peaks, caps headwear, muffins clothing, sashes for wear, ear muffins clothing, footwear uppers, boot uppers, smocks, topcoats, furs clothing, pelisses, fur stoles, headbands clothing, paper hats clothing, paper clothing, parkas, pelerines, money belts clothing, ponchos, pocket squares, pyajamas, welts for footwear, gabardines clothing, coats, sandals, saris, sarongs, scarfs, shawls, visors headwear, ski gloves, ski boots, shirt fronts, shirt yokes, shirts, shoes, neckties, veils clothing, lace boots, bandanas neckerchiefs, socks, sleep masks, camisoles, sports shoes, singlets, boots, beach clothes, beach shoes, tights, suspenders, stocking suspenders, sock suspenders, stockings, hosiery, soles for footwear, sweat-absorbent stockings, dress
shields, sweaters, sweatshirts, tee-shirts, tips for footwear, teddies undergarments, ready-made linings parts of clothing, slippers, togas, wooden shoes, knitwear clothing, vests, pants, mittens, turbans, underpants, petticoats, underwear, slips undergarments, uniforms, wet suits for water-skiing, waterproof clothing, stuff jackets clothing, outer clothing, games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, skateboards, bags for skateboards, accessories for skateboards, namely, knee and elbow pads, wheels, skateboard trucks, wax and grip tape

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Clothing, footwear, headgear, namely, anti-sweat underwear; shoulder wraps; babies' pants clothing; layettes clothing; bathing trunks; swimsuits; bathing caps; bath robes; bath sandals; bath slippers; heel pieces for footwear; belts clothing; berets; beanies; brassieres; leg warmers; bodices lingerie; boas necklets; gaiter straps; trousers; cardigans; chinos; cyclists' clothing; top hats; spats; wimples; studs for football boots; shower caps; shoes or sandals made of esparto; pockets for clothing; fishing vests; aprons clothing; footwear; football boots; foot fur muffls for feet; galoshes; girdles; gymnastic shoes; bibs, not of paper; heel pieces for stockings; non-slip shoes and non-slip soles; half-boots; maniples; gloves clothing; hats; hoods clothing; headgear, namely, hats and caps; inner soles; jackets clothing; jeans; jeggings; jerseys clothing; jumper dresses; pullovers; skull caps; caps; boots for sports; skirts; shorts; heels; clothing; clothing of leather; clothing of imitations of leather; motorists' clothing; clothing for gymnastics; dresses; breeches for wear; combinations clothing; ready-made T-shirts and shorts; corselets; corsets underclothing; short-sleeve shirts; suits; ascots; leggings trousers; liveries; detachable collars; cuffs; mantillas; masquerade costumes; chasubles; miters hats; dressing gowns; cap peaks; caps headwear; muffs clothing; sashes for wear; ear muffls clothing; footwear uppers; boot uppers; smocks; topcoats; fur coats; pelisses; fur stoles; headbands clothing; paper hats for use as clothing items; parkas; pelerines; money belts clothing; ponchos; pocket squares; pajamas; welts for footwear; gabardines clothing; coats; sandals; saris; sarongs; scarfs; shawls; visors headwear; ski gloves; ski boots; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shoes; neckties; veils clothing; lace boots; bandanas neckerchiefs; socks; sleep masks; camisoles; sports shoes; singlets; boots, beach clothes, namely, beach wear, beach hats, beach cover-ups, swimwear, swim trunks, swimsuits, bikinis; beach shoes; tights; suspenders; stocking suspenders; sock suspenders; stockings; hosiery; soles for footwear; sweat-absorbent stockings; dress shields; sweaters; sweatshirts; tee-shirts; tips for footwear; teddies undergarments; ready-made linings parts of clothing; slippers; togas; wooden shoes; vests; pants; mittens; turbans; underpants; petticoats; underwear, slips undergarments; uniforms; wet suits for water-skiing; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof coats, waterproof pants, waterproof footwear, waterproof jackets; stuff jackets clothing; outer jackets

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Junkyard AB  **Address** Junkyard AB Godhem, Överby SE-461 70 Trollhättan SWEDEN  **Legal Entity** JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized** SWEDEN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 0141TMUS

---
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INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1276758  International Registration Date: Sep. 02, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Mar. 02, 2015  Expiration Date: Sep. 02, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: CARROLL, DORITT
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

## CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79177637</td>
<td>Aug. 28, 2015</td>
<td>5080044</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARK INFORMATION

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type        | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

## RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Aug. 28, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data, namely, audio amplifiers; loudspeakers; microphones; microphone pre amps; headphones; headphone amplifiers; graphic equalizers; sound mixers; mixing consoles, namely, electronic sound mixing apparatus; electronic audio controllers; computer peripheral apparatus; audio interfaces for computers; audio signal processors; remote control apparatus for computers; computer software for creating, recording, transmission, processing, retrieval, manipulation and reproduction of sound; computer software for use in the manipulation, mixing and performance of musical audio and sound recordings |

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

## BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently 66A | Yes |

## OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | TEAC CORPORATION | Address | TEAC CORPORATION | 47 Ochiai 1-chome | Tama-shi | Tokyo 206-8530 | Legal Entity | Corporation | State or Country Where Organized | JAPAN |

## INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

| Owner of International Registration Number | International Registration Date | Aug. 28, 2015 | Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Mar. 03, 2015 | Expiration Date | Aug. 28, 2025 |

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | BELL, MARLENE D |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) PLASMA GUARD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79177673  Application Filing Date Sep. 03, 2015  Registration Number 5080045
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a square with rounded corners turned to appear as a diamond with the wording "PLASMA GUARD" in the center of the square. A design of three shaded hexagons is between the two words in the mark. A small shaded circle appears in the top corner of the square.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer "PLASMA"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1276860  International Registration Date Sep. 03, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Coated fabrics, namely, fabrics coated with polymeric coatings in the nature of coated nonwoven, woven, knitted, membranes incorporated into nonwoven, woven and knitted fabrics, and laminated fabrics for textile use
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes  US Classes 42, 50  International Class Title Fabrics

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EUROPLASMA NV  Address  EUROPLASMA NV  De Bruwaan 15  Oudenaarde  BELGIUM  B9700
Legal Entity  NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP (NV)  State or Country Where Organized  BELGIUM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  7020-351

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1276860  International Registration Date Sep. 03, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  May 27, 2015  Expiration Date  Sep. 03, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EISNACH, MICHAEL PATRI
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) AFO HEAT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79177986 Application Filing Date Sep. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5080046
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "AFO" appearing above "HEAT". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "HEAT"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1277482 International Registration Date Sep. 02, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Infrared gas burners for grilling, roasting, baking, gratinating, braising, pasteurising, drying, cooking and marking foodstuffs in industrial applications; apparatus for cooking, heating, refrigerating and processing food, namely, cooktops; electrical appliances, apparatus and machines, namely, electric slow cookers, cooking ovens, baking oven, roasting jacks, electrical grills, electric toasting oven, defrosting apparatus for vehicles and devices for keeping things warm, namely, electric food warmers in the nature of bowls and dishes, microwave ovens; electric air extractor hood filters and extractor hoods for kitchens; cooking hobs being cooking ranges, gas grills; glass plates sold as parts of stoves; gas cooking apparatus being a cooktop incorporating cooking gas grills; cooking gas stoves; gas cooking and grilling apparatus, namely, gas cooktops and grills; barbecue apparatus, namely, barbecue grill; cooking units, namely, electric cooking oven, cooking ranges, cooktops; kilns; cooking tunnels; smoke generating machines for cooking; rotary kilns for industrial purposes; roasting spits for cooking ovens; electric food steamer for cooking; barbecues; gas cookers featuring grills; gas fired broilers

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For Advertising; retail store and wholesale stores services featuring apparatus for cooking, heating, refrigerating and processing food, electrical devices, installations and apparatus, namely, cooking grills, combined kitchen ranges and containers for gas, gas cooking and grilling apparatus, cooking apparatus for barbecuing, cooking units, kilns, cooking tunnels, smoke-generating cooking appliances, rotary cookers, spits, electric steamers for cooking purposes, barbecue grills, cookers with grills, gas grills; export agency services of apparatus for cooking, heating, refrigerating and processing food, electrical devices, installations and apparatus, namely, cookers, cooking, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting and defrosting apparatus and devices
for keeping things warm, microwave ovens, electrically operated extractor filters and extractor hoods, hot plates, grilling plates, glass plates gas cooking apparatus with integrated cooking grills, combined kitchen ranges and containers for gas, gas cooking and grilling apparatus, cooking apparatus for barbecuing, cooking units, kilns, cooking tunnels, smoke-generating cooking appliances, rotary cookers, spits, electric steamers for cooking purposes, barbecue grills, gas grills

**International Classes:** 35  - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Installation, maintenance and repair of electrical engineering, precision mechanics and mechanical engineering installations, products and devices; installation of industrial furnaces; installation, maintenance and repair of cookers, cooking, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, defrosting apparatus and devices for keeping things warm; repair and maintenance of cooking apparatus for industrial purposes

**International Classes:** 37  - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 103, 106  **International Class Title**  Construction and Repair

**For**  Design and development of cookers, cooking, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, defrosting apparatus and devices for keeping things warm

**International Classes:** 42  - Primary Classes **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  ADVANCED FOOD HEATING, afgekort "AFO Heat" BVBA  **Address**  ADVANCED FOOD HEATING, afgekort "AFO Heat" BVBA  Ondernemingenstraat 21  B-8630 VEURNE BELGIUM  **Legal Entity**  BVBA  **State or Country Where Organized**  BELGIUM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  212578-5003

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1277482  **International Registration Date**  Sep. 02, 2015  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Mar. 17, 2015  **Expiration Date**  Sep. 02, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BAL, KAMAL SINGH
**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim**  No  
**Mark Drawing Type**  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) **Description of the Mark**  The mark consists of the wording "EVERPROTECT" with four curved U-shaped lines to the left of the wording, with each U-shaped line facing outward in different directions. A horizontal line appears below the wording, and extends between the top two U-shapes and the bottom two U-shapes.  
**Color Claimed**  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

**International Registration**  1277532  
**International Registration Date**  Oct. 02, 2015

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For**  Common metal and their alloys; pipes of metal; metal safes; buildings, transportable, of metal; transportable buildings of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for building; pillars of metal for buildings; flashing of metal, for building; slabs of metal for building; building panels of metal; tiles of metal for building; brackets of metal for building; portable skating rinks of metal; porches of metal for building; linings of metal for building; wall claddings of metal for building; wall linings of metal for building; staircases of metal; frames of metal for building; metal swimming pools; fittings of metal for pipe fitting and windows fittings for building; split rings of common metal for keys; shuttering of metal for concrete, namely, metal formwork tables in the nature of scaffolding; door bolts of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; advertisement columns of metal; roof flashing of metal; industrial packaging containers of metal; bars for metal railings; tin cans sold empty; foundry chill-molds of metal; railroad ties of metal; outdoor blinds of metal; belt stretchers of metal, namely, reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; reels of metal, nonmechanical, for flexible hoses; nozzles of metal, namely, metal, wash down spay nozzles for commercial and industrial use; containers of metal for storage and transport of liquid fuel; ropes of metal; nuts of metal; chests of metal for food; wire of common metal; anti-friction metal wire; posts of metal; pegs of metal; latches of metal; steps ladders made of metal; industrial water and oil tanks of metal; props of metal, namely, fasteners; lintels of metal; laths of metal; grilles of metal, namely, fasteners; closures of metal for containers; water-pipes of metal; penstock pipes of metal; roofing of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; stair treads of metal; fittings of metal for windows; transport pallets of metal; palings of metal;
baskets of common metal; tile floorings of metal; floors of metal; armored doors of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; washers of metal for fasteners; ladders of metal; step stools of metal; binding screws of metal for cables; wall plugs of metal; screws of metal; turnstiles of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric, namely, structural joint connectors of metal; loading pallets of metal; tubing of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; mooring buoys of metal; water-pipe valves of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; telpher cables, namely, fasteners; loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway wagons, namely, fasteners; railway building materials of metal; building materials of metal, namely, composite panels composed primarily of metal; refractory construction materials of metal; materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways, namely, fasteners; cables of metal, non-electric; hardware of metal, small, namely, fasteners; cable junctions sleeves of metal; metal hardware, namely, metal springs; wire stretchers, namely, tension links of metal; metal hooks; metal cotter pins; buckles of common metal; screw rings of metal; angle irons of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; jets of metal, namely, fasteners; chimneys of metal; sealing caps of metal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>6 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Metal Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently 66A</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>SOFiND S.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SOFiND S.A. 18, rue de l'eau L-1449 Luxembourg LUXEMBOURG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>Societa' Anonima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>LUXEMBOURG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>ZINI-1021-TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1277532</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 02, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
<th>NGUYEN, NICOLE A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79178226</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2015</td>
<td>5080048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>Description of the Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
<td>The mark consists of three touching quadrilaterals outlined in the color black; from left to right the quadrilaterals are in the colors red, yellow and blue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Drawing</th>
<th>Color Claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The color(s) red, yellow, blue and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0704278</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books, namely, photo books</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and Printed Matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Services of photograph and film processing laboratory, namely, printing of photo books and printing of photographs</td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CEWE Stiftung &amp; Co. KGaA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CEWE Stiftung &amp; Co. KGaA Meerweg 30-32 26133 Oldenburg FED REP GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Entity</th>
<th>KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State or Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0704278</td>
<td>Oct. 29, 1998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
<th>Oct. 29, 2028</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAGLINI, KAREN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)**

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79178240</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2015</td>
<td>5080049</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
<th>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of three quadrilaterals appearing from left to right with the first in red, the second in yellow and the third in blue, with the shapes appearing to form a zigzag shape.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Drawing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Color Claimed</td>
<td>The color(s) red, yellow, and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Properties Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Dec. 02, 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Goods and Services Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Books, namely, photo books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>16 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Services of a photography laboratory, namely, printing of photo books and printing of photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
<td>40 - Primary Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Material Treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis Information**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**Owner Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>CEWE Stiftung &amp; Co. KGaA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>CEWE Stiftung &amp; Co. KGaA Meerweg 30-32 26133 Oldenburg FED REP GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT AUF AKTIEN (KGAA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country</td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Organized</td>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Registration Information (Section 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1001698</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Dec. 02, 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Dec. 02, 2028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examining Attorney**

| Examining Attorney | BAGLINI, KAREN |

20724
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) DINO TALES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79178314 Application Filing Date Jun. 19, 2015 Registration Number 5080050
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date May 24, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "DINO" in grey with brown outline with the "I" a stylized bone and the "O" a stylized cracked egg. The word "TALES" appears below in green with brown outline. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey, brown and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1278186 International Registration Date Jun. 19, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Games, toys and playthings, namely, electronic interactive board games for use with external monitor, action skill games, action target games, arcade games, electronic card games, manipulative games, memory games, puzzle games, electronic board games; electronic games, namely, electronic games for the teaching of children; hand-held units for playing electronic games; video games consoles; video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; mobile electronic games, namely, portable games with liquid crystal displays
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For Printed matter, namely, books, manuals, brochures, booklets, information sheets, newsletters, leaflets, magazines and periodicals in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; printed publications, namely, printed instructional, educational and teaching materials in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; instructional and teaching material, except apparatus, namely, printed teaching tiles and flash cards; all of the aforesaid being for entertainment, educational and training purposes
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Electronic games services provided online from a computer database or network or by means of the internet; interactive electronic gaming services provided online from a computer database or network, or by means of the internet; virtual reality facilities and environments for entertainment, educational and training purposes, provided online from a computer database, network or the internet, namely, providing online non-downloadable virtual reality software for playing computer games in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; education, namely, conducting training seminars in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; entertainment, namely, providing online computer games and online electronic games in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; providing of training, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops and training in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; education, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops and training in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; educational services provided for children, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops and training in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; publication of printed educational matter; interactive educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops and training in the field of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; providing online non-downloadable interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; electronic game services provided via the internet; providing online computer games

International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107
International Class Title: Education and Entertainment

For Computer software and computer programs for interactive gaming; computer software and computer programs for providing virtual reality facilities and environments for educational and training purposes; educational computer software and computer programs for educational instruction and training purposes in the fields of mathematics, literature, science, life sciences, arts, technology, engineering, social studies, languages and music; computer software and programs for mobile phones, portable media players and handheld computers, namely, software for playing games and providing virtual reality environments; computer games software and programs downloaded via the internet; video game software; video game software downloaded via the internet; interactive computer systems comprised of computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer software for use in providing virtual reality environments and for children's education; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of manuals, brochures, booklets, information sheets, newsletters, leaflets, magazines and periodicals in the field of virtual reality gaming and conducting computer-based education; electronic publications, namely, manuals, brochures, booklets, information sheets, newsletters, leaflets, magazines and periodicals in the field of virtual reality gaming and conducting computer-based education, recorded on computer media; all of the aforesaid being for entertainment and educational training purposes

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Design and development of virtual reality software and programs, including such software and programs for gaming and providing virtual reality facilities and environments for entertainment, educational and training purposes; design and development of computer hardware, software and programs; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software and programs; computer programming; computer programming of video and computer games; programming of educational software; development of interactive software and programs; design of games, computer games and virtual reality facilities and
environments; computer research services, namely, research of computer software; artificial intelligence research services; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title: Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Kuato Games (UK) Limited  Address: Kuato Games (UK) Limited  118 Commercial Street  London E1 6NF  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity: Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: K5046-5013

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1278186  International Registration Date: Jun. 19, 2015  Expiration Date: Jun. 19, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: WEIGLE, KATHERINE CONN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ROSE DIAMOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79178443 Application Filing Date Jul. 09, 2015 Registration Number 5080053 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1278525 International Registration Date Jul. 09, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and scented water for making beverages; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; flavoured mineral water; flavoured non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; milk of almonds beverage; sujeonggwa in the nature of non-alcoholic cinnamon punch with dried persimmon; sikhye in the nature of non-alcoholic rice punch; cocktails, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic cocktail bases; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, fruit juice beverages and non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavour; non-alcoholic beverages with natural extract of roses, namely, drinking water with rose extract, and nectars with rose extract; non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavour; fruit flavoured carbonated drinks; non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; non-alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; bitter lemon, namely, lemon flavoured beverage; bottled drinking water; still water; drinking waters; carbonated waters; seltzer water; carbonated non-alcoholic drinks, namely, carbonated soft drinks; aerated fruit juices; grape must, unfermented; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, tomato juice beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts for making beverages; energy drinks; energy drinks containing caffeine; essences for making flavoured mineral water not in the nature of essential oils; essences for making non-alcoholic beverages; frozen carbonated beverages; frozen fruit-based beverages; vegetable drinks; vegetable juices beverages; spring water; isotonic non-alcoholic drinks; kvass non-alcoholic beverages; coconut milk used as beverage, namely, coconut-based beverages not being milk substitutes; non-alcoholic cocktails; concentrates for use in the preparation of soft drinks; fruit drinks concentrates, namely, concentrates for making fruit drinks; glacial water; lemonades; lemon barley water; lemon squash; lithia water; mineral water; milk of almonds, coconut or peanut, namely, coconut, almond or peanut non-alcoholic beverages not being milk substitutes; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; fruit-based beverages; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; pineapple juice beverages; grape juice beverages; apple juice beverages; smoothies fruit beverages, fruit predominating; fruit juice
beverages; fruit juice beverages in the nature of smoked plum beverages; red ginseng juice beverages in the nature of non-
alcoholic beverages with tea flavour; guarana drinks; cola drinks; fruit-flavoured beverages; beverages containing vitamins,
namely, drink water with vitamins; low calorie soft drinks; non-alcoholic cordials; non-alcoholic lime juice cordial; flavor
enhanced water; orgeat; waters beverages; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; fruit squashes, namely, lemon squash; fruit syrups for
making beverages; orange juices; orange squash fruit drink; orange barley water; powders for effervescent beverages, namely,
powders for making soft drinks; powders used in the preparation of fruit-based beverages; preparations for making beverages,
namely, plant water extracts for making beverages; ramune Japanese soda pops; cider, non-alcoholic; sarsaparilla non-
alcoholic beverage; syrups for making lemonade; syrups for making beverages; syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages;
syrups for making flavoured mineral waters; syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks; smoothies non-alcoholic fruit beverages;
sweet fruit drinks, non-alcoholic; mixed fruit juice; soda water; grape juice; juices, namely, fruit and vegetable juice; aloe vera
juices; sorbets in the nature of beverages; sports drinks; sports drinks containing electrolytes; iced fruit beverages; whey
beverages; preparations for making mineral water; preparations for aerated water; tonic water non-medicated beverages; table
waters; table mineral water; peanut milk non-alcoholic beverage, not being a milk substitute; quinine water; part frozen slush-
type drinks, namely, frozen fruit drinks; sherbet beverages

**International Classes**  32 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  "PHILICON - 97" AD  **Address**  "PHILICON - 97" AD  "Komatevsko shose" Blvd. 35  BG-4000 Plovdiv

**BULGARIA**  **Legal Entity**  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  BULGARIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1278525  **International Registration Date**  Jul. 09, 2015  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  May 29, 2015  **Expiration Date**  Jul. 09, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** JUDO I-CONTROLLING

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79178566</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 20, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080055</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

**Standard Character Claim** Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

**International Registration** 1278889 **International Registration Date** Nov. 20, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

**For** Pumps, in particular dosing pumps for treatment of water, namely, pumps for dispensing pre-set portions of non-medicinal fluids, solid granules and powder

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

**For** Water softening systems and devices, namely, water softening units; water desalination systems and devices, namely, water desalination units; water filtering systems and devices, namely, water filtration apparatus for the deionization of water, water filtration and purification units; water treatment systems and devices, namely, water purification units, water softening units, apparatus for physical treatment of limescale in water

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION

**Currently 66A** Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name** Judo Wasseraufbereitung GmbH **Address** Judo Wasseraufbereitung GmbH  Hohreuschstrasse 39-41 71364 Winnenden  FED REP GERMANY **Legal Entity** GmbH **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number** KSMS20309TM
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1278889  International Registration Date  Nov. 20, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Jul. 28, 2015  Expiration Date  Nov. 20, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  LEE, IN PYO
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79178601 Application Filing Date  Jul. 29, 2015 Registration Number   5080056 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Transliteration  The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "JIN LING GUAN" which has no meaning in English.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1278991 International Registration Date  Jul. 29, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Medicinal drinks; malted milk beverages for medical purposes; dietetic foods, namely, swallow nests, slices of antler, adapted for medical purposes; food for babies; dietetic beverages, namely, tea, fruit juices, vegetable juices, adapted for medical purposes; nutritional food additives for medical purposes in the nature of natural food extracts derived from fish, meat, vegetables; powered milk for infants

International Classes   5 - Primary Classes US Classes  6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title  Pharmaceuticals

For  Cheese; milk; yogurt; beverages consisting principally of milk; whey; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; milk-based beverage containing tea; dairy-based food beverage also containing cocoa; acidophilus milk; milk powder; albumin milk

International Classes   29 - Primary Classes US Classes  46 International Class Title  Meats and Processed Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.LTD. Address  INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO. LTD. No.1, Jinshan Road, Jinshan Development Zone Hohhot CHINA Legal Entity  Corporation State or Country Where Organized  CHINA
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1278991  International Registration Date   Jul. 29, 2015
Expiration Date   Jul. 29, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) OPTHALMOLOGY FUTURES FORUMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79178639 Application Filing Date Aug. 26, 2015 Registration Number 5080057
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "OPHTHALMOLOGY" AND "FORUMS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1279072 International Registration Date Aug. 26, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Organizing, arranging and conducting of meetings, seminars, colloquiums, in person forums, events, lectures, workshops, presentations and discussion groups in the field of ophthalmic healthcare for cultural or educational purposes; organizing, arranging and conducting of meetings, seminars, colloquiums, forums, events, lectures, workshops, presentations and discussion groups relating to the ophthalmic healthcare sector and to technology, regulation, investment and reimbursement issues relating thereto; entertainment services in the nature of organization of social entertainment events; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences and, workshops in the field of ophthalmic healthcare; training services in the field of ophthalmic healthcare; publication of instructional and briefing materials in the nature of books and pamphlets in the field of ophthalmic healthcare; advisory services relating to all the aforesaid
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment
For Business advisory services in the field of ophthalmic healthcare; organizing, arranging and conducting of business networking events in the field of ophthalmic healthcare; business networking in the field of ophthalmic healthcare, namely, arranging business introductions; marketing and advertising services in the field of ophthalmic healthcare; advisory services relating to all the aforesaid
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Vision Futures Limited Address   Vision Futures Limited   Ramsay House   18 Vera Avenue, Grange Park
London   UNITED KINGDOM   N211RA   Legal Entity   Limited Company   State or Country Where Organized
UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   JYGUSOPFUT

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1279072   International Registration Date   Aug. 26, 2015   Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim   Feb. 26, 2015   Expiration Date   Aug. 26, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) HQT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79178645 Application Filing Date Sep. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080058
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1279079 International Registration Date Sep. 28, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paper, cardboard and printed matter, namely, photographs, stationery, brochures, flyers, and printed advertising boards of paper and/or cardboard in the field of plug-in connectors, bushings, plugs, couplers, pre-assembled with cables or able to be pre-assembled, and for application in the automotive sector and/or in the photovoltaic sector
International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Hirschmann Automotive GmbH Address Hirschmann Automotive GmbH Oberer Paspelsweg 6-8 A-6830 Rankweil-Brederis AUSTRIA Legal Entity Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung State or Country Where

Organized AUSTRIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1279079 International Registration Date Sep. 28, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Apr. 03, 2015 Expiration Date Sep. 28, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BODRI, JOHN PETER
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) ADSIMILIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79178819 Application Filing Date  May 18, 2015 Registration Number  5080059
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1279498 International Registration Date  May 18, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Online media agency services, namely, media planning and purchase in the nature of advising on the planning and placement of digital media advertising; online media agency services, namely, advertising campaign analysis, website optimization services, statistical evaluation of marketing data and provision of marketing reports; advertising and digital marketing consultancy relating to advertising and marketing strategy and planning, advertising space and placement purchase, optimization and evaluation of all forms of online advertising and online marketing; online placement and distribution of advertising material; business mediation in the field of the supply of and demand for advertising space on the internet; compilation of statistical information; market influencing, namely, consumer marketing research and consulting related thereto involving consumer buying habits and effects of advertising on consumers; market research; market analysis; online marketing, namely, affiliate marketing, consultancy services related to advertising, marketing and sales promotion; advertising and advertisement mediation

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  DQ&A Group B.V. Address  DQ&A Group B.V. Westeinde 3 A Voorburg NETHERLANDS NL2275
AA  Legal Entity  Besloten Vennootschap State or Country Where Organized  NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  NO10550TUS
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1279498  International Registration Date  May 18, 2015  Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim  Feb. 25, 2015  Expiration Date  May 18, 2025
EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) VL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79178831 Application Filing Date  Jun. 19, 2015 Registration Number  5080060
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)
/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized letters "VL". Color
Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1279531 International Registration Date  Jun. 19, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Scientific and technological services, namely, classification of ships, onshore and offshore installations, as well as components thereof, in accordance with rules given by classification societies, namely, testing, analysis, and evaluation of plans, specifications, shipboard systems, and machineries to assure compliance with industry standards; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of ships and onshore and offshore installations, as well as components thereof, on behalf of flag states and other national or international bodies, to assure compliance with applicable regulatory or statutory requirements; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; quantitative or qualitative inspection of goods on behalf of buyers; quality control services, namely, verification according to requirements agreed between service provider and customers on a case by case basis; quality control for others; software development, engineering, design, consultancy, maintenance and troubleshooting of computer software problems and technical advice related to the installation or repair of software; hosting of Internet website portals; hosting services, namely, hosting of an online website featuring software as a service and databases for ships and onshore and offshore installations; hosting of software, multimedia and interactive applications; hosting of multimedia educational content; hosting of e-commerce platforms available online; database development services; consultancy in the field of production of energy, hereunder from renewable sources, such as wind, solar and wave sources and non-renewable sources, such as fossil energy and nuclear energy; consultancy in the field of energy saving and efficiency; technological consultancy in the field of ship classification, namely, technological consultancy in the field of determining conformity with certification standards in the shipping industry; consultancy in the field of technical assurance, namely, consulting in the field of quality assurance in the field of ships and
onshore and offshore installations; advisory services relating to energy efficiency; consultancy in the field of management systems certification, namely, testing, analysis and evaluation of the management systems of others to determine conformity with certification standards; consultancy in the field of certification of materials and components, namely, consulting in the field of testing, analysis and evaluation of goods and services of others to assure compliance with industry standards; consultancy in the field of power plant equipment inspection and testing to assure compliance with industry standards; consultancy in the field of sustainable sourcing, namely, in the field of renewable energy sourcing; technological consultancy in the field of offshore classification, namely, technological consulting in the field of testing, analysis, and evaluation of the offshore installations of others to assure compliance with industry standards; technological consultancy, namely, technological compliance services, verifying that technical solutions are in accordance with national and international quality and safety standards; consultancy in the field of marine products quality assurance; consultancy in the field of product quality assurance; technological consultancy services, namely, computer hardware systems; test services to ensure that goods are constructed according to rules and regulations which are constantly updated in accordance with international best practices; quality testing of products to ensure that products conform with industry standards; consultancy in the field of technical research; consultancy in the field of turbine engineering support; consultancy in the field of climate change services; consultancy in the field of maritime equipment and vessels, namely, consulting in the field of testing, analysis and evaluation of maritime equipment and vessels of others to determine conformity with certification standards; design and development of computer hardware and software; maintenance and implementation for computer software; services regarding improvement and design of computer software; traceability services relating to food and drinks, namely, food safety testing; material testing; material testing by means of explosives

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: DNV AS  **Address**: DNV AS Veritasveien 1 N-1363 HØVIK NORWAY  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION

**State or Country Where Organized**: NORWAY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number**: 160891

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1279531  **International Registration Date**: Jun. 19, 2015  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Dec. 22, 2014  **Expiration Date**: Jun. 19, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: MCCAULEY, BRENDAN D
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) BEATFlick

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79179199  Application Filing Date  May 27, 2015  Registration Number  5080062
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1280301  International Registration Date  May 27, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Educational services, namely, conducting courses, workshops, online training, and online instruction in the field of computer software and downloadable applications
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 107  International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For  Downloadable computer software for combining still photography and music into music videos and audiovisual slideshows; computer game software; computer software for image and sound processing; downloadable computer software for use on mobile devices, smart phones, portable media players, tablet computers, personal computers, desktop computers and smart televisions, namely, software for creating, displaying, and sharing videos, music videos, slideshows, and slideshows with music
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Computer software design, creation, research, development, customisation, installation, updating, maintenance, rental, leasing, programming, repair, diagnosis and testing; design of image and sound processing software
International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

**Owner Name**   TARGETWAVE LTD
**Address**   TARGETWAVE LTD  98 South Park Crescent  LONDON SE6 1JP
**UNITED KINGDOM**

**Legal Entity**   Limited Company
**State or Country Where Organized**   UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

**Docket Number**   MWTM.0040T

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

**Owner of International Registration Number**   1280301
**International Registration Date**   May 27, 2015

**Examination Information**

**Section 67 Priority Claim**   Dec. 11, 2014
**Expiration Date**   May 27, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**Examining Attorney**   MEYERS, MORGAN LAURA
CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79179200 Application Filing Date  Sep. 21, 2015 Registration Number  5080063
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized literal elements "TIERECT". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1280302 International Registration Date  Sep. 21, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Façade panels, not of metal, for construction purposes; latticework, not of metal; wall panels, not of metal; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; bricks; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for constructing retaining walls; cement blocks for reinforcement of earth and construction; non-metal building products, namely, plaster siding; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building purposes; fired bricks; railway sleepers of concrete; concrete poles for use as building materials; posts, not of metal
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title  Non-metallic Building Materials

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HANFORCE CO., LTD Address  HANFORCE CO., LTD 612, Hyundaikia-ro, Namyang-eup, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do 18274 REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  528-44

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1280302 International Registration Date  Sep. 21, 2015
Expiration Date  Sep. 21, 2025
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** FINREACH

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79179228
- **Application Filing Date**: Feb. 25, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080064
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1280379
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 25, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For Financial and monetary services, namely, money lending, monetary exchange, money transfer, money wiring, tendering of money, financial advice, financial analyses, electronic financial trading services, financial due diligence, and financial planning; banking; valuation services, namely, financial valuations, fiscal valuations, and real estate valuations; arranging of investments, namely, capital investment, advice relating to investments, financial investment brokerage, fund investment consultation, investment of funds, and monitoring financial markets for investment purposes; trust investment services, namely, financial investment in the field of trusts; financial management relating to investment; brokerage services for capital investments; private client investment services, namely, capital investment, advice relating to investments, financial investment brokerage, fund investment consultation, investment of funds, and monitoring financial markets for investment purposes; funds investment; investment by electronic means; investment consultation; financial information; financial information, namely, computerized information services relating to investments; computerized financial information services; computerized financial advisory services; financial information provided by electronic means**
- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

**For Advertising consultation services, namely, advisory and assistance services for advertising; marketing and promotional services; banner advertising; updating of advertising material, namely, updating of advertising information on a computer database; preparing audio-visual presentations for use in advertising; developing computerized business promotion campaigns; advertising agency services in the field of marketing, namely, marketing agency services; provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information networks; direct mail advertising services; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination of advertisements on mobile devices; dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; providing and**
rental of advertising space on the Internet; providing and rental of advertising space in software applications on mobile devices; marketing analysis services, namely, analysis relating to marketing; advertising analysis, namely, analysis of advertising response; ordering services for third parties, namely, order fulfillment services, telephone order-taking services for others, and administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order companies; bidding quotation; commercial information and advice for consumers; price comparison services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; procurement of contracts for others for the purchase and sale of goods; compilation and systematization of information into databanks; dissemination of business information, namely, providing business information; market analysis and research services; market research for advertising; compilation of statistics relating to advertising; analysis of advertising response; online advertisements, namely, on-line advertising services for others; advertising services; sales promotion; pay-per-click advertising services; market research; business administration relating to marketing; advertisement via a mobile phone network; advertisements in an advertising network, namely, online advertising via a computer communications network; arranging of contractual services with third parties, namely, arranging advertising contracts, for others; agencies for advertising time and space; preparation of advertising material, namely, preparation and realization of media and advertising plans and concepts; updating of advertising material; advertising services for financial affairs, monetary affairs and banking services; advertising services for financial affairs, monetary affairs and banking services on the Internet; dissemination of advertisements for others in the fields of financial affairs, monetary affairs and banking services on mobile devices

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Computer software for use in advertising; computer software platforms for use in advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; computer programs, namely, downloadable software for use in advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; computer programs recorded on digital media for use in advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; computer software for mobile terminals for use in advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; software development kit comprised primarily of computer software development tools

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** Computer software design and updating; design of computer databases; maintenance of on-line databases for others; website design for others; design, development and implementation of software; creation and designing of web pages for third parties; designing websites for advertising purposes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; leasing of computer software; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; hosting of digital content on the Internet; IT consultancy, advisory and information services, namely, IT consulting services, providing advice in the field of information technology, providing information in the field of information technology; leasing of computer programs; constructing an Internet platform for electronic commerce, namely, design of development of computer software platforms for electronic commerce
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 66A | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | FinReach GmbH |
| Address | Rosa-Luxemburg-Straße 2 10178 Berlin FED REP GERMANY |
| Legal Entity | Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH) |
| State or Country Where Organized | GERMANY |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1280379 |
| International Registration Date | Feb. 25, 2015 |
| Date of Section 67 Priority Claim | Sep. 01, 2014 |
| Expiration Date | Feb. 25, 2025 |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| Examining Attorney | BESCH, JAY C |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) BEEFER ORIGINAL EST. 2011
BEEF IT OR LEAVE IT!

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79179488 Application Filing Date Oct. 28, 2015 Registration Number 5080066
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of three concentric circles in black, with an
uppercase "B" inside the inner circle on a brown background, surrounded by the following in between the first and second
circle: the word "Beefer" in black title case lettering, followed by a brown star, followed by the word "Original" in black
title case lettering, followed by six brown stars, followed by "Est. 2011" in black title case lettering, followed by four
brown stars, below all of which is the wording "Beefer or leave it!" in brown lettering, and white is merely background
and is not a part of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and brown is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ORIGINAL" AND "EST. 2011"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1217289 International Registration Date Apr. 01, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household or kitchen utensils, namely, wire baskets, grill covers, cooking forks, basting spoons, bowls, kitchen tongs,
turners, and spatulas; containers for household or kitchen use; combs and cleaning sponges; basting brushes; articles for
cleaning purposes, namely, grill scrapers and cleaning brushes for barbecue grills; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass;
glassware, porcelain and earthenware, namely, serving dishes, baking dishes, drinking glasses, cooking pots and pans, and
roasting dishes and pans; frying pans; cooking skewers, of metal; butter dishes; bottle openers; drip pans; cork screws; hand-
operated salt and pepper mills; trays for domestic purposes; potholders; cooking utensils, namely, grills
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title
Housewares and Glass
For Electric cooking utensils, namely, warming trays and electric grills, gas barbecues; rotary roasting spits for cooking ovens; gas lighters, namely, friction lighters for igniting gas and utility lighters for lighting grills; roasting apparatus in the nature of roasting jacks and spits for cooking ovens; rotisseries; lamps; pocket lamps, namely, portable handheld lamps; plate warmers

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, shirts; headgear for wear, namely, hats, baseball caps, chefs’ hats, caps, cap peaks; short-sleeve shirts; bibs, not of paper; pullovers; overalls; sweaters; T-shirts

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Beefer Grillgeräte GmbH, **Address** Beefer Grillgeräte GmbH, Linzer Str. 97-99 53604 Bad Honnef  FED REP GERMANY  **Legal Entity** GmbH  **State or Country Where Organized** GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** MMG-8020

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1217289 **International Registration Date** Apr. 01, 2014

**Expiration Date** Apr. 01, 2024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FENNESSY, EDWARD JOHN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) MAIER SPORTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79179505 Application Filing Date Oct. 08, 2015 Registration Number 5080067
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MAIER SPORTS" in
which "MAIER" is in black and "SPORTS" is in red. To the left of the wording are two angled lines resembling stylized
mountains in red. The wording and design elements are placed on a white rectangular background. Color Drawing Yes
Color Claimed The color(s) black, red, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "SPORTS"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1267272 International Registration Date Dec. 23, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, socks, stockings and sweat-absorbent stockings, suits, bodysuits, teddies, brassieres, underwear and
sweat-absorbent underwear, underpants, pajamas, underclothes, hosiery, corsets, corselets, frocks, belts, blouses, breeches,
camisoles, dressing gowns, dresses, petticoats, coats, waistcoats, overcoats, jackets, stuff jackets, sport jackets, pullovers,
jerseys, jumpers, shirts, polo shirts, T-shirts, shirt yokes, collars, sweaters, vests, trousers, suspenders, overalls, pants, strap
pants, skirts, jeans, shorts, tights, singlets, leggings, uniforms, pelisses; neck ties and bow ties; anoraks; suits; bathing suits; bath clothing, namely, bathrobes, bathing suits, swimming trunks; bathing trunks; bath robes; bathing caps; bath sandals; mountain clothing, namely, mountain anoraks;
mountain blouses; mountain shirts; mountain trousers; mountain overalls; mountain shoes; mountain underwear; hiking
clothing, namely, anorak; hiking blouses; hiking shirts; hiking trousers; hiking overalls; hiking shoes; hiking underwear;
bodysuits, namely, teddies; brassieres; ladies' wear, namely, ladies' socks, stockings and sweat-absorbent stockings, suits,
bodysuits, teddies, brassieres, underwear and sweat-absorbent underwear, underpants, pajamas, underclothes, hosiery,
corsets, corselets, frocks, belts, blouses, breeches, camisoles, dressing gowns, dresses, petticoats, coats, waistcoats, overcoats,
jackets, stuff jackets, sport jackets, pullovers, jerseys, jumpers, shirts, polo shirts, T-shirts, shirt yokes, collars, sweaters, vests,
trousers, suspenders, overalls, pants, strap pants, skirts, jeans, shorts, tights, singlets, leggings, uniforms, pelisses; neck ties and
bow ties, bandannas, scarves; ladies' and gentlemen's coats; mittens; leisure clothing, namely, sweat shirts, sweat suits; belts; half boots, namely, ankle boots; gloves; slippers; jumpers; shirt yokes; shirts; trousers; suspenders; hats; jackets; jeans; jerseys; stuff jackets; skull caps; hoods; hooded jackets; hooded sweaters; dresses; ready-made clothing, namely, namely, socks, stockings and sweat-absorbent stockings, suits, bodysuits, Teddies, brassieres, underwear and sweat-absorbent underwear, underpants, pajamas, underclothes, hosiery, corsets, corselets, frocks, belts, blouses, breeches, camisoles, dressing gowns, dresses, petticoats, coats, waist coats, overcoats, jackets, stuff jackets, sport jackets, pullovers, jerseys, jumpers, shirts, polo shirts, T-shirts, shirt yokes, collars, sweaters, vests, trousers, suspenders, overalls, pants, strap pants, skirts, jeans, shorts, tights, singlets, leggings, uniforms, pelisses, neck ties and bow ties; combinations; corsets; collars; masquerade costumes; sweat-absorbent lingerie; leggings; coats; corselets; dressing gowns; caps; cap peaks; muff; outer clothing, namely, outer jackets; outdoor clothing, namely, outdoor anoraks; outdoor blouses; outdoor shirts; outdoor trousers; outdoor overalls; outdoor shoes; outdoor underwear; overalls; parkas; petticoats; polo shirts; pullovers; pajamas; cyclists' clothing, namely, cycling shoes, shorts and jerseys; waterproof clothing, namely, rain jackets, rain suits, rain coats, knit wear, namely, knit shirts, knit skirts, knit blouses, knit sweaters, knit vests, outdoor clothing, namely, anoraks, mittens, sweaters, overalls, underwear, gloves, parkas, overcoats, coats, pants, jackets, vests, fleece pullovers and jackets, shirts, shorts, briefs, long johns, pullovers, trousers, overalls; skirts; sandals; scarves; breeches; low shoes; oxford shoes; ski clothing, namely, ski anoraks; ski blouses; ski shirts; ski trousers; ski overalls; ski boots; ski underwear; slips; socks; sports clothing, namely, sports anoraks; sports blouses; sports shirts; sports trousers; sports overalls; boots for sports; sports underwear; lace boots; esparto shoes; beachwear; beach shoes; outerwear, namely, anoraks, mittens, sweaters, overalls, underwear, gloves, parkas, overcoats, coats, pants, jackets, vests, fleece pullovers and jackets, shirts, shorts, briefs, long johns, pullovers, trousers, overalls; sweat-absorbent stockings; tights; sweaters; pockets for clothing; trekking clothing, namely, trekking anoraks; trekking blouses; trekking shirts; trekking trousers; trekking overalls; trekking shoes; trekking underwear; knittedwear, namely, knit shirts, knit skirts, knit blouses, knit sweaters, knit vests; singlets; T-shirts; overcoats; uniforms; sweat-absorbent underwear; underpants; underwear; underclothes; waistcoats; vests; hosiery

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Maier Sports GmbH  **Address**  Maier Sports GmbH  Nürtinger Straße 27  73257 Köngen  **FED REP GERMANY**  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1267272  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 23, 2014  **Expiration Date**  Dec. 23, 2024

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  MITTLER, ROBIN M

---

20751
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79179538  
Application Filing Date: Jul. 23, 2015  
Registration Number: 5080068  
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016  
Publish Date: Aug. 30, 2016  
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016

Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)
MISS FISHER'S MURDER MYSTERIES

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim: No  
Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  
Disclaimer: "MURDER MYSTERIES" Name Portrait Consent: The name shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

Related Properties Information
International Registration: 1280979  
International Registration Date: Jul. 23, 2015

Goods and Services Information
For Jewellery; imitation jewellery; costume jewellery

International Classes: 14 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 27, 28, 50  
International Class Title: Jewelry

For Travelling bags; backpacks; handbags; travel and leather cases; wallets; key-cases; umbrellas; parasols

International Classes: 18 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
International Class Title: Leather Goods

For Textile goods, namely, placemats and tablecloths; sheets; bedcovers; Pillowcases; towels; washcloths

International Classes: 24 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 42, 50  
International Class Title: Fabrics

For Toys, namely, electronic action toys and soft plush toys; games, namely, dice games, board games and card games; apparatus for use in playing games, namely, game boards and dice for playing indoor games; board games; electronic arcade games

International Classes: 28 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 22, 23, 38, 50  
International Class Title: Toys and Sporting Goods

For Photo and sticker albums; books in the field of crime drama stories; magazines in the field of crime drama stories; calendars; greeting and post cards; pictures; posters; stationery

International Classes: 16 - Primary Classes  
US Classes: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  
International Class Title: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Entertainment services and information, namely, conducting costume exhibitions and performing live crime drama shows; entertainment, namely, conducting costume exhibitions and performing live crime drama shows; entertainment services in the nature of live and recorded crime drama shows; distribution other than transportation of films; film production, other than advertising films; production of videos; production of television programs; television entertainment, namely, television crime drama shows; arranging of exhibitions for entertainment purposes

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

For Computer game software; entertainment software for streaming videos from the Internet and playing video games on handheld game consoles; computer game programs being software downloaded via the Internet; computer game programs being software recorded on magnetic tapes; portable software for use in streaming videos and audio visual entertainment content from the Internet; talking books, namely, electronic books featuring crime drama stories recorded on computer media; computer game software; audio-visual, interactive and multimedia recordings and materials, namely, downloadable video recordings featuring crime drama television shows; books in the field of crime drama stories recorded on cassette tape

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Clothing, namely, shirts, shorts, pants, coats, dresses, skirts, hats, aprons, bath robes, scarves, shawls, jackets, jumpers, underwear, nightwear and shoes

**International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 22, 39 **International Class Title**: Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name Every Cloud Productions Pty Ltd Address Every Cloud Productions Pty Ltd Unit 4, 175C Stephen Street Yarraville VIC 3013 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

Owner of International Registration Number 1280979 International Registration Date Jul. 23, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jul. 08, 2015 Expiration Date Jul. 23, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney CORNWELL, ANDREA B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) HIRAMEKI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79179578  Application Filing Date  Aug. 12, 2015  Registration Number 5080069
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023  Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The English translation of the word "HIRAMEKI" in the mark is "SUDDEN INSPIRATION".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1281090  International Registration Date Aug. 12, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household containers for food; kitchen containers; utensils, namely, splatter screens, straining spouts; cups; plates; jars; mugs; bread boards; heat-insulated containers for beverages; pots; jugs; decanters; cooking pot sets; cooking pots; household pans; pans for cooking purposes; napkin holders; cooking utensils, non-electric; kitchen containers; kitchen utensils; basins; bowls; combs and sponges; brushes for cleaning pots and glassware; unworked or semi-worked glass not for building; beverage glassware; porcelain and earthenware, namely, mugs, plates, bowls
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Carpets, rugs, mats, non-textile wall hangings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50 International Class Title Floor Coverings

For Textiles and textile goods, namely, napkins and tablecloths; bed covers; plastic table covers; table mats of fabric and textiles
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics

For Games, namely, memory games; card games; Toys, namely, electronic learning toys, plush toys, stuffed toys, mechanical action figure toys, action figure toys; party favors; video game apparatus; hand held units for playing video games; Christmas tree decorations, except confectionery and electric Christmas lights
Toys and Sporting Goods

Paper; printed matter, namely, painting books, drawing books, books for creative painting and drawing, magazines, booklets, books, periodicals, reference books, newsletters and journals in the field of art, creativity, drawing, children's books; comics and comic strips; notebooks, calendars, catalogues, flyers, posters, postcards; bookbinding material; gift wrap paper; photographs; stationery; rub down transfers; stickers; table mats, namely, place mats of paper; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; paint brushes; teaching material in the field of art, creativity, drawing, children's books; plastic materials for packaging; paper mats for use with beer glasses; paper baby bibs

Paper Goods and Printed Matter

Advertising services; business management; business administration; office functions; development of professional business and organizational concepts; arranging and conducting advertising events; marketing services; marketing studies; marketing analysis; publication of publicity texts; updating of advertising materials; distribution of products for advertising purposes; arranging and organizing advertising; retail store and wholesale services, via the internet and via retail stores featuring data processing equipment, computers, computer software, application software for mobile terminals, video games, computer games in the form of computer programs stored on data carriers, software for video games, teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, paper, printed matter, in particular periodicals, brochures, books, notebooks, magazines, comics, comic strips, dictionaries, reference books, newsletters and journals, calendars, catalogues, flyers, posters, placards, postcards, bookbinding material, gift wrapping paper, photographs, stationery, decalcomanias, stickers, table mats, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, office requisites, except furniture, instructional and teaching materials, plastic materials for packaging, mats for beer glasses, babies' bibs of paper, household or kitchen utensils and containers, cups, plates, glasses, mugs, bread boards, heat-insulated containers for beverages, pitchers, jugs, decanters, cooking pot sets, cooking pots, household pans, kitchen pans, napkin rings, cooking utensils, kitchen containers, bowls, combs and sponges, brushes, except paintbrushes, unworked or semi-worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes, bed covers, table covers, clothing, footwear, headgear, clothing layettes, nightwear, lingerie, body linen garments, bibs, not of paper, headscarves, scarves, shawls, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, non-textile wall hangings, memory games, playing cards, toys, novelties for parties and dances, party favours, computer game apparatus, handheld devices for playing video games, Christmas decorations

Advertising and Business

Data processing equipment, namely, couplers; computers; computer software for use in database management; computer application software for computers, mobile phones and handheld computers, namely, software for paint, drawing and photo manipulation; video game software recorded on data carriers; computer game programs recorded on data carriers; computer game software for use with video games; Teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, multimedia projectors and computer whiteboards; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank or pre-recorded magnetic data carriers, recording discs; blank or pre-recorded compact discs and DVDs
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For   Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, shorts, pants, skirts, jackets, underwear, dresses; footwear; headgear, namely, hats and caps; clothing layettes; night wear; lingerie; body linen; bibs, not of paper; scarves, head scarves and shawls

International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Verlag Antje Kunstmann GmbH Address   Verlag Antje Kunstmann GmbH Zweigstr. 10, Rgb. 80336 München FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity   UNKNOWN

Owner Name   Rudi Hurzlmeier Address   Rudi Hurzlmeier Oettingenstr. 4 80538 München FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity   UNKNOWN

Owner Name   Günter Mayer Address   Günter Mayer Rainerstrasse 20 A-4600 Wels AUSTRIA Legal Entity   UNKNOWN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   KLI-56073

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1281090 International Registration Date   Aug. 12, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 04, 2015 Expiration Date   Aug. 12, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HINES, REGINA C

20756
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) FFL-5

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79179941 Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2015 Registration Number 5080071
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1281999 International Registration Date Aug. 17, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-corrosive preparations, namely, anti-corrosive oils, anti-corrosive coatings and anti-corrosive paints; anti-rust oils; preservatives for rust and corrosion preservatives in the nature of a coating; preserving and/or noise absorbing coatings in the form of oils, paints and varnishes, in particular underbody protection and cavity preservatives for vehicles; car care preparations, namely, paints, oils and varnishes, featuring preservatives for paint, metal, glass, rubber, plastics and textiles
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints

For Chemicals used in industry, in particular synthetic liquids for hydraulic circuits based on hydrocarbons; chemical cooling agents, antifreeze; glycols and chemicals made therefrom; hydraulic oils
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Industrial oils and greases; lubricants, namely, all-purpose lubricants and lubricants for automobiles, motors, engines, jets and hydraulic systems
International Classes 4 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FUCHS Schmierstoffe GmbH Address FUCHS Schmierstoffe GmbH Friesenheimer Straße 19 68169 Mannheim FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity limited liability company

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GLAWE-34931
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### Mark Literal(s)
SENYEEK

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79180098
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 24, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5080072
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) NUMBER(S) IN **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1282273
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 24, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Signal lanterns; television apparatus; horns for loudspeakers; digital video disc player; microphones; sound transmitting apparatus; headphones; cabinet for loudspeakers; record players; earphones
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: Shenzhen Romoss Technology Co., Ltd.
- **Address**: 4F, South Yu Yang Building, No. 3 Qimin Rd., Songpingshan, Northern Section,, Hi-Tech Industrial Park,, Nanshan District, Shenzhen CHINA
- **Legal Entity**: Limited company

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1282273
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 24, 2015
- **Expiration Date**: Nov. 24, 2025

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  SHC BOND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79180266  Application Filing Date Jun. 29, 2015  Registration Number  5080075
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "BOND"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1282655  International Registration Date  Jun. 29, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Business management; business administration; business management and administration of business projects; conducting business surveys; conducting market surveys; business advisory, analytical and consultancy services in relation to leadership, business management, business project failure, business project success, project performance monitoring and project performance control; strategic business planning and consultancy services; conducting business project studies and analysis namely, analyzing and compiling business data; business data and information analysis of information and data; preparation of business study reports; business auditing, namely, efficiency and process auditing in the nature of examining, reviewing or assessing the working of a business organisation; providing office functions; advertising services; marketing services; selection of correct personnel for others; provision of business advice; business management services namely, consultancy relating to the selection and management of personnel for others, executive selection and search for others, management consulting, management contracting in the nature of procuring of contracts of others for the purchase of goods, labour hire and trade persons contracting in the nature of procuring of contracts of others for labor contracting services, employment outplacement services, secretarial and clerical personnel recruitment and contracting in the nature of procuring of contracts of others for labor contracting services, employment agency services, namely, personnel location, selection, recruitment, placement, hiring and administration; executive, management and personnel employment recruitment agency services; human resource services, namely, interviewing services for personnel recruitment; professional consultancy services relating to human resources; counselling services being outplacement counselling services in relation to employment; psychological testing and assessment for the personnel selection of executives, management and personnel
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102

**For**: Computer software, namely, software for conducting, completing and distributing surveys and survey results; computer software, namely, software for tracking, scheduling and management of tasks, deadlines, accounts and budgets; computer software for creating web-based forms; computer software that provides web-based access to applications and services through a web operating system and portal interface; computer software which enables users of smart phones, mobile phones, electronic tablets, computers, and to access information on forms, tasks, calendars, work management and human resources; computer software namely, applications for delivery of news, information, business information and entertainment to computers and electronic handheld devices; computer software namely, software which enables users of smart phones, mobile phones, electronic tablets, computers and electronic book readers to play games; cinematographic and photographic films featuring business management, business administration and human resources; downloadable webcasts in the field of business management, business administration and human resources; media for storing information and data signals namely, compact disc and optical discs featuring business management, business administration and human resources information and entertainment programmes; sound recordings and downloadable video recordings featuring business management, business administration and human resources; computer hardware; computer peripheral devices.

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**For**: Software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by others in connection with the provision of management of businesses and projects; software as a service saas services, namely, SAAS services featuring software for use in creating web-based forms, for use in tracking, scheduling and management of tasks, deadlines, accounts, budgets and worker performance; consulting services in the design and implementation of computer-based information systems for businesses; hosting a website that gives users the ability to review various text, print, photographic, graphic image, and audio and video content and utilize a custom template to provide input, likes, dislikes, edits, changes, modifications, opinions, suggestions, and comments and engage in social, business and community networking; providing an internet website portal in the fields of technology and software development; computer infrastructure hosting services, namely, providing computer software services in the nature of troubleshooting of computer software problems and related operational and support services in the nature of diagnosing problems with software to others on a subscription or pay-per-use basis; hosting an online community web site featuring a distributed control system for the collaborative development of software; consulting services in the field of design and development of computer software; software application service provider services featuring software for analyzing and distributing content in the field of business management, business administration and human resources; computer software design; installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; computer system design, namely, computer system design consultancy and analysis; data hosting services, namely, hosting of digital content on the Internet; consultancy services in the field of computers and software; providing information and consultancy services in respect of the above services, including by electronic means via a global computer network.

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101

**For**: Scientific and computer services.

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Sork Human Capital Pty Ltd  
Address   Sork Human Capital Pty Ltd  223A Boyce Lane  Maroubra NSW 2035  AUSTRALIA
Legal Entity   Proprietary limited company  
State or Country Where Organized   AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   JPRA 6424

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1282655  
International Registration Date   Jun. 29, 2015  
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Mar. 03, 2015  
Expiration Date   Jun. 29, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   GILLES, DEBORAH LYNN M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) RUNE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number   | 79180305 |
| Application Filing Date | Jul. 15, 2015 |
| Registration Number | 5080076 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 |
| Register | Principal |
| Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |
| Publication Date | Aug. 30, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1282723 |
| International Registration Date | Jul. 15, 2015 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bed linen; bed sheets; duvet covers; eiderdown duvets; bed covers; bed blankets; pillow cases; table cloths of textiles; table linen; large bath towels; banners and flags made from fabrics; cloth towels; table runners not of paper; table covers and tablecloths not of paper

| International Classes | 24 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 42, 50 |
| International Class Title | Fabrics |

For Skateboards; skateboard accessories, namely, decks, wheels, carrying straps, grip tapes, assembly kits comprised of wheels, ball bearings for skateboards and skateboard trucks, spare structural parts for skateboards, namely, fastenings, suspension devices being axles and riser pads; elbow pads, knee pads, shin guards all for athletic use; protective padding for skateboarding; ball bearings for skateboards; skateboard rails; roller skates; sports bags especially adapted for carrying sports equipment; sports bags being bags especially adapted for carrying skateboards and skateboard equipment; fingerboards; video game consoles requiring no connection to an external monitor, display or television

| International Classes | 28 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 23, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Toys and Sporting Goods |

For Cases, bags, and protective shells being protective screens, cases and covers especially adapted for mobile phones, smartphones, tablets and computers

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 |
| International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |
For Jackets; singlets; team uniforms; training suits; jogging suits; sweatpants; pullovers; t-shirts; sweat shirts; hoods; hooded pullovers; cardigans; trousers; denim jeans; shorts; skirts; gowns; tops; dress shirts; coats; parkas; blazers; trouser socks; socks; underwear; undershirts; sports bras; swim suits; pyjamas; vests; gloves; headgear, namely, hats, caps, baseball caps, baseball caps with mesh lining, visors, headbands, berets; waist belts; scarfs; shoes; shoes for sports; leisure shoes; sneakers; shoes for skateboarding; boots; slipper; sandals; bath shoes

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

For Metal products not included in other classes, namely, metal nuts and screws for use as skateboard accessories

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Richard Löffler Address Richard Löffler Große Theaterstraße 7 20354 Hamburg FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 025051.0200

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1282723 International Registration Date Jul. 15, 2015
Expiration Date Jul. 15, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GLASSER, CARYN

20764
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) LITTAN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79180693 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2015 Registration Number 5080080
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1283601 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanical hoisting apparatus; pneumatic hoisting apparatus; electric hoisting apparatus; wire hoisting apparatus; hoisting apparatus; elevators; parts of elevators; mobile cranes; conveyor equipment, namely, conveyor lines, chains, lifts, hoists, cranes, screws, blades, and conveyor apparatus; lifting installations for the transport of persons and goods; conveyors; screw conveyors; hydraulic conveyors; chain conveyors; driving devices for lifts; marine mounted cranes; overhead travelling cranes; cable cranes; tower cranes; lifts for vehicles, namely, car lifts, hydraulic lift tables, power-operated lifts for moving, parking and storing land vehicles
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Wholesale store services for mechanical hoisting apparatus; retail store services for mechanical hoisting apparatus; wholesale store services for pneumatic hoisting apparatus; retail store services for pneumatic hoisting apparatus; wholesale store services for electric hoisting apparatus; retail store services for electric hoisting apparatus; wholesale store services for wire hoisting apparatus; retail store services for wire hoisting apparatus; wholesale store services for hoisting apparatus; retail store services for hoisting apparatus; wholesale store services for elevators; retail store services for elevators; wholesale store services for parts of elevators; retail store services for parts of elevators; wholesale store services for mobile cranes; retail store services for mobile cranes; wholesale store services for conveyor equipments; retail store services for conveyor equipments; wholesale store services for lifting installations for transportation; retail store services for lifting installations for transportation
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   DAESAN INOTEC INC.  Address   DAESAN INOTEC INC.  32-32, Jeongannonggongdanji-gil  Jeongan-myeon, Gongju-si  Chungcheongnam-  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country  KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   107414-1

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1283601  International Registration Date   Nov. 18, 2015  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Nov. 03, 2015  Expiration Date   Nov. 18, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   FALK, JONATHAN ROBERT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) SYLOMER INSIDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79181326 Application Filing Date Nov. 03, 2015 Registration Number 5080083 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1285121 International Registration Date Nov. 03, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Machine parts of metal for the adjustment, stabilization and vibration reduction of all kinds of machines, in particular machine feet, vibration isolators in the nature of stands for machines, vibration absorbing stands, fork lift elements, damping rings and rods, and tuned mass dampers International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Plastics in extruded form for use in further manufacture; compact, semi-processed plastics; semi-worked synthetic plastic as semi-finished products in the form of foams; raw or semi-worked rubber and raw or partly processed gum; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; ballast mats of made thermoplastic elastomer resins; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; thermal insulating materials; soundproofing materials and compounds; isolating materials, especially in the form of sheets, strips, molded parts, namely, for absorbing sound and damping vibration, and compounds for elastic mounting, for vibration damping and shock absorption, namely, shock absorbent padding and insulation material in sheet for use in further manufacturing International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

For Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of material development, vibration insulation, acoustics, noise reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials; industrial analysis in the nature of analysis of industrial fluids and industrial research in the field of material development, vibration insulation, acoustics, noise reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research and development in the fields of material development, vibration technology and acoustics, and railway construction and in the fields of
vibration insulation and noise reduction and relating to soundproofing materials; scientific research and with respect material
development, vibration technology and acoustics, and railway construction and in the fields of vibration insulation and noise
reduction and relating to soundproofing materials; technical advice and consultancy, in the field of material
development, vibration technology and acoustics and railway construction, and in the fields of vibration isolation and noise
reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and
computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: Getzner Werkstoffe Holding GmbH  **Address**: Getzner Werkstoffe Holding GmbH Herrenau 5  A-6706
Biři AUSTRIA  **Legal Entity**: Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung  **State or Country Where Organized**: AUSTRIA

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1285121  **International Registration Date**: Nov. 03, 2015  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: May 13, 2015  **Expiration Date**: Nov. 03, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79181402 Application Filing Date  Nov. 11, 2015  Registration Number   5080084
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of eight squares and one diamond arranged in three separate rows, each of which has three figures. The three separate rows of figures are arranged so that the figures in each row are aligned both horizontally and vertically. The two bottom rows each have three black squares. The top row consists of two black squares and a magenta diamond arranged so that the two black squares are the outside figures and the magenta diamond is the center figure. The white color represents background and is not claimed as part of the mark.
Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) black and magenta is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1244243 International Registration Date  Feb. 19, 2015
Expiration Date  Feb. 19, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Soaps and detergents; cosmetics and non-medicated toiletries; dentifrices; perfumery; false nails; false eyelashes
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Product Innovation Co., Ltd. Address  Product Innovation Co., Ltd.  239, Hamakurosaki  Toyama-shi Toyama 931-8414 JAPAN Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  TM160134USIP

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1244243 International Registration Date  Feb. 19, 2015
Expiration Date  Feb. 19, 2025
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### Mark Literal(s)
SYLODYN INSIDE

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79181835</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 03, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080085</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1286141
- **International Registration Date**: Nov. 03, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Machine parts of metal for the adjustment, stabilization and vibration reduction of all kinds of machines, in particular machine feet, vibration isolators in the nature of stands for machines, vibration absorbing stands, fork lift elements, damping rings and rods, and tuned mass dampers
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery

#### For Plastics in extruded form for use in further manufacture; compact, semi-processed plastics; semi-worked synthetic plastic as semi-finished products in the form of foams; raw or semi-worked rubber and raw or partly processed gum; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; ballast mats of made thermoplastic elastomer resins; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; thermal insulating materials; soundproofing materials and compounds; isolating materials, especially in the form of sheets, strips, molded parts, namely, for absorbing sound and damping vibration, and compounds for elastic mounting, for vibration damping and shock absorption, namely, shock absorbent padding and insulation material in sheet for use in further manufacturing
- **International Classes**: 17 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50
- **International Class Title**: Rubber

#### For Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of material development, vibration insulation, acoustics, noise reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials; industrial analysis in the nature of analysis of industrial fluids and industrial research in the field of material development, vibration insulation, acoustics, noise reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research and development in the fields of material development, vibration technology and acoustics, and railway construction and in the fields of
vibration insulation and noise reduction and relating to soundproofing materials; scientific research and with respect material
development, vibration technology and acoustics, and railway construction and in the fields of vibration insulation and noise
reduction and relating to soundproofing materials; industrial analysis and research services in the fields of material
development, vibration technology and acoustics, and railway construction and in the fields of vibration insulation and noise
reduction and relating to soundproofing materials; technical advice and consultancy, in the field of material development,
vibration insulation, acoustics, noise reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials and not in connection with computers
and data processing; providing product research and development consultation and information in the field of material
development, vibration technology and acoustics and railway construction, and in the fields of vibration isolation and noise
reduction and in relation to soundproofing materials

International Classes: 42 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 100, 101

International Class Title: Scientific and
computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: Getzner Werkstoffe Holding GmbH
Address: Getzner Werkstoffe Holding GmbH Herrenau 5 A-6706 Bürs AUSTRIA
Legal Entity: Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung
State or Country Where Organized: AUSTRIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1286141
International Registration Date: Nov. 03, 2015
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: May 13, 2015
Expiration Date: Nov. 03, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: EULIN, INGRID C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) LERRI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79181941 Application Filing Date Oct. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080086 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1286378 International Registration Date Oct. 22, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For Silicon epitaxial slice; battery boxes/accumulator boxes; plates for batteries; chargers for electric batteries; galvanic batteries; photovoltaic cells; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name LERRI Solar Technology Co., Ltd. Address LERRI Solar Technology Co., Ltd. Floor 6, Block A No. 8989 Shangji Road, Xi'an Economic and Technological Development Zone, Xi'an Shaanxi CHINA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized CHINA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1286378 International Registration Date Oct. 22, 2015 Expiration Date Oct. 22, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) BG BRIDAL GALLERY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79182761 Application Filing Date  Nov. 27, 2015 Registration Number  5080092
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letters "BG" in a stylized font inside a circle next to the word "BRIDAL" above the word "GALLERY". Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer  "BRIDAL GALLERY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1288210 International Registration Date  Nov. 27, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Albums for wedding photographs; directories for wedding vendors such as videographers, photographers, florists, dressmakers, wedding planners, and wedding caterers; materials of paper or cardboard for packaging and wrapping, in the form of bags, boxes, covers and containers; materials of plastics for packaging and wrapping, in the form of bags and covers, namely, plastic film for packaging and wrapping; books in the field of wedding fashion, wedding planning, wedding budgets, wedding films, wedding make-up, wedding gowns, wedding reception venues, and wedding trends; calendars; charts, namely, printed charts for planning weddings, wedding gift registry, and wedding budgets; graphic representations and their reproductions of weddings, wedding reception venues, wedding trends, wedding fashion, wedding vendors, namely, videographers, photographers, florists, and dressmakers; magazines in the field of wedding fashion, wedding planning, wedding budgets, wedding films, wedding make-up, wedding gowns, wedding reception venues, and wedding trends; photographs; photograph stands; printed matter, namely, printed newsletters, brochures, and catalogs on the subject of wedding fashion, wedding planning, wedding budgets, wedding films, wedding make-up, wedding gowns, wedding reception venues, wedding gifts, and wedding trends; signboards of paper or cardboard; stationery; stencils; stickers; table linen of paper; wrapping paper
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For Audio and video recording services; cinematography; cinematographic film editing; entertainment services, namely, production of entertainment content in the nature of fashion shows, television shows, musical concerts, and cultural exhibits; library services for the supply of audio, music and/or video recordings, films, still images and photographs for use by others; party planning; photography; photo and video editing; production, exhibition and distribution of audio and/or video recordings and films; production and distribution of shows, radio and/or television programs; publication and production of books, magazines or albums in printed or electronic form; organization of entertainment events, namely, fashion shows, television shows, musical concerts and cultural exhibits; organization of entertainment for wedding receptions; recording, film and video studio services; rental of audio, photographic and cinematographic apparatus and equipment; video/film production, other than advertising video/films; advisory, informational and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services, namely, party and wedding reception planning consultation services

International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment

For Administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising, publicity, marketing and promotional services; agents' services, namely, business management of wedding planners, photographers, and cinematographers; arranging business introductions; business planning, organization and management; business appraisals, research and analyses; business representative services; business referral services in the field of wedding caterers, wedding florists, musicians, wedding fashion designers, wedding planners, wedding cinematographers, wedding make-up artists, wedding photographers, and wedding gift suppliers; provision of business information and reports; provision of commercial and business contact information; compilation of information into computer databases; data search in computer files for others, namely, analyzing and compiling wedding industry business data; dissemination of advertising matter; invoicing; on-line advertising on a computer network; marketing; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; opinion polling, namely, market opinion polling and public opinion polling on wedding related topics, namely, wedding trends, wedding budgets, and wedding customs; organization, management or arrangement of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; personnel recruitment; price comparison services; procurement services for others purchasing goods and services for other businesses; sales promotion for others; systemization of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; retail and wholesale store services, retail and wholesale ordering services, and retail and wholesale catalog services in the field of wedding apparel and wedding accessories, footwear, bags and pouches, jewelry, chronometric instruments, spectacles, cosmetics, perfumery, toiletries, dentifrices, printed matter, paper and stationery, food and beverages, liquor, flowers and decorative materials, wrapping and packaging materials, personal articles of woven textile, beddings, furniture, electric and electronic apparatus, instruments and equipment, hardware, hand tools, kitchen equipment, houseware, pharmaceuticals, sanitary preparations, games and playthings; advisory, informational and consultancy services, namely, business advisory, informational and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; cinematographic films, exposed; computer application software for mobile telephones for use in an online wedding gift store and online database for wedding planning, wedding gift registry, wedding expense calculator, wedding tips, wedding pictures, and wedding films; computer software for use in an online wedding gift store and online database for wedding planning, wedding gift registry, wedding expense calculator, wedding tips, wedding pictures, and wedding films; data storage media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, optical discs, CDs, VCDs, USB data keys, and hard disk drives containing database for wedding planning, wedding gift registry, wedding expense calculator, wedding tips, wedding pictures, and wedding films; digital recording media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, SD cards, hard disk drives, and USB data keys containing data on wedding planning, wedding gift registry, wedding expense calculator, wedding tips, wedding pictures, wedding films, a database of wedding suppliers for videos, photography, planning, clothes, flowers, venues, caterers, and make-up artists; downloadable image files, namely, wedding footage videos, wedding photos, and images of wedding gifts, wedding clothes, wedding flowers and bouquets, wedding venues, wedding caterers, and wedding planners; electronic notice boards or electronic digital signboards; electronic publications, namely, downloadable bridal magazines, downloadable brochures and downloadable written articles about wedding reception venues, wedding trends and tips, wedding fashion, and wedding vendors such as videographers, photographers, florists, dressmakers, wedding planners, and wedding caterers; replacement parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38
International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Audio and video broadcasting; audio and/or video transmission services; broadcast services, namely, transmitting e-mails, faxes, text messages and telephone voice messages to designated recipients; chatroom services, namely, providing Internet chat rooms, and providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; electronic bulletin board services; electronic transmission of data or messages; streaming of audio and/or video material via a global computer network or communications networks

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 104
International Class Title  Communication

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name NSTBG Pte. Ltd. Address NSTBG Pte. Ltd. 11 Collyer Quay, #10-16 The Arcade Singapore 049317 SINGAPORE
Legal Entity Private Limited Company State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 471691US122

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1288210 International Registration Date Nov. 27, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 29, 2015 Expiration Date Nov. 27, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DE JONGE, KATHLEEN RUS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** GX GIÓ XUÂN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 79183117
- **Application Filing Date**: Jan. 07, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080095
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "GIÓ Xuân" in yellow stylized lettering. Above the wording are the letters "GX" in white stylized lettering inside a circle with a grey background and white border. All of them are presented inside a rectangle with dark green background.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) yellow, dark green, grey and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of the Vietnamese word "GIÓ Xuân" in the mark is "WIND OF THE SPRING".

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1213500
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 17, 2014

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
**For** Arrowroot vermicelli; rice vermicelli; instant noodles; instant rice vermicelli; instant vermicelli; rice noodles; instant gruel; chutneys used as condiments; seasonings; vinegar; sauces used as condiments; soya sauce

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1213500
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 17, 2014

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: GIO XUAN VIET NAM COMPANY LIMITED
- **Address**: GIO XUAN VIET NAM COMPANY LIMITED 205/53 Xuan Dinh road No. 55 Lane Trung residential group, Xuan Dinh ward Bac Tu Liem district, Hanoi city VIETNAM
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: VIETNAM

### INTERNATIONAL EXAMINING ATTORNEY INFORMATION
- **Examining Attorney**: BENMAMAN, ALICE MEDINA
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1213500
- **International Registration Date**: Jan. 17, 2014
- **Expiration Date**: Jan. 17, 2024
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a group of leaves above a series of Japanese characters. Behind and beneath the Japanese characters is a silhouette of a mountain and a body of water which features shading to show the ripple of the sea. The colors black, white and gray represent background, outlining, shading and transparent areas and are not part of the mark.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "KA-KI SHO-U-YU AJI-TSUKE-NO-RI".
- **Translation**: The English translation of "KA-KI SHO-U-YU AJI-TSUKE-NO-RI" in the mark is "LAVER SEASONED WITH OYSTER SOY SAUCE".
- **Transliteration**: The transliteration of the non-Latin characters in the mark is: The non-Latin characters in this mark transliterate to "KA-KI SHO-U-YU AJI-TSUKE-NO-RI".

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

- **International Registration**: 1290775
- **International Registration Date**: Dec. 01, 2015

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Toasted laver seasoned with soy sauce containing the extract from oysters
- **International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 46
- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: ASAMURASAKI HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
- **Address**: ASAMURASAKI HOLDINGS CO., LTD. 20-38, Higashifukatsu-cho 5-chome Fukuyama-shi Hiroshima 721-0974
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: JAPAN

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 134517.00125
INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number 1290775  International Registration Date Dec. 01, 2015
Expiration Date  Dec. 01, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  BLANDU, FLORENTINA
TM 17690 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) TOKIMEITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79184048 Application Filing Date Dec. 22, 2015 Registration Number 5080101
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "TOKIMEITE" and a design of two rectangles inside of a circle. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "TOKIMEITE" in the mark is "anticipation".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1291064 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preparation of food and beverages; restaurant services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ZEN-NOH International Corporation Address ZEN-NOH International Corporation 1-3-1, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo JAPAN 100-6832 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1012-0017

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1291064 International Registration Date Dec. 22, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Aug. 05, 2015 Expiration Date Dec. 22, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney STRUCK, ROBERT J

20780
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) BIONUA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79184321 Application Filing Date Jan. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5080105 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1291661 International Registration Date Jan. 08, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals for the pharmaceutical industry; custom manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations and products, veterinary preparations and products, biological preparations and products for medical use, reagents, proteins for medical use, antibodies, therapeutic agents for medical use, therapeutic drugs, analytical preparations for veterinary purposes. animal care products for veterinary use, biotechnological preparations for veterinary use
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zoetis Services LLC Address Zoetis Services LLC 10 Sylvan Way Parsippany NJ 07054 UNITED STATES Legal Entity Limited Liability Company

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1291661 International Registration Date Jan. 08, 2016 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Sep. 14, 2015 Expiration Date Jan. 08, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) NORTIK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79184483 Application Filing Date Nov. 23, 2015 Registration Number 5080107
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "NORTIK" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1292047 International Registration Date Nov. 23, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Ships, namely, canoes, kayaks, collapsible boats and inflatable rubber boats; special transport sacks in the nature of rucksacks and backpacks that are specially adapted for carrying portable boats; paddles for canoes, kayaks, collapsible boats, and inflatable boats; parts of water vehicles, namely, structural parts in the nature of boat decks, as well as spray skirts, sea socks, fitted cockpit covers and fitted foot rests; water vehicle rudder systems comprised of steering gears and rudders
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Out-Trade GmbH Address Out-Trade GmbH Öhlmühläcker 42 89155 Erbach FED REP GERMANY
Legal Entity GmbH State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1292047 International Registration Date Nov. 23, 2015
Expiration Date Nov. 23, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MALASHEVICH, JASON K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)  LOOMINOLOGY THE HEART
OF THE LOOM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79184763  Application Filing Date  Dec. 31, 2015  Registration Number  5080109
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized wording "LOOMINOLOGY THE HEART OF THE LOOM" below a design of a circle containing a double looped thread design.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1292716  International Registration Date  Dec. 31, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors; other materials for covering existing floors, namely, floor coverings made of rubber, plastic and textiles; non-textile wall hangings
International Classes  27 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title  Floor Coverings
For  The bringing together, for the benefit of others of a variety of carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum, other flooring materials for covering existing floors, and non-textile wall hangings, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  HADEKS HALI DERI TEKSTIL DIS TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI  Address  HADEKS HALI DERI TEKSTIL DIS TICARET ANO NIM SIRKETI  Ikitelli OSB Mahallesi  Masko Mobilya Kenti 3-B-1 No: 12-14-16  Basaksehir Istanbul  TURKEY  Legal Entity  JOINT STOCK COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized  TURKEY
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  2710-43

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1292716   International Registration Date  Dec. 31, 2015
Expiration Date  Dec. 31, 2025

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** POWER SNAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| For | Artificial limbs, in particular artificial limbs for the ear; otoplastics, namely, casings for hearing aids and earmolds |
| **International Classes** | 10 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 26, 39, 44 |
| **International Class Title** | Medical Apparatus |

| For | Unprocessed plastics compounds for manufacturing ear impression moulds; silicones, namely, silicone fluids, unprocessed silicone resins |
| **International Classes** | 1 - Primary Classes |
| **US Classes** | 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 |
| **International Class Title** | Chemicals |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) MAME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79185246 Application Filing Date  Oct. 29, 2015 Registration Number  5080112
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation  The English translation of the word "MAME" in the mark is "beans". Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1293833 International Registration Date  Oct. 29, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewellery ornaments; jewellery; key rings, trinkets or fobs of precious metal; jewellery cases of precious metal; shoe ornaments of precious metal; watches; cuff links; badges of precious metal
International Classes  14 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title  Jewelry
For Bags, namely, leather and imitation leather bags, shoulder bags, tote bags, purses, carry-all bags; bags for sports; [ vanity cases, not fitted; ] umbrellas; parasols; boxes of leather or leather board
International Classes  18 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title  Leather Goods
For Coats; sweaters; shirts; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets, waterproof coats, waterproof pants, waterproof footwear, waterproof shirts, waterproof jerseys, waterproof shorts, waterproof headwear, waterproof underwear; pajamas; underclothing; bathing suits; bathing caps; camisoles; tee-shirts; socks; collars in the nature of clothing; cuffs; scarfs; neck scarfs in the nature of mufflers; neckties; gloves; ear muffs; caps headwear; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders; belts; footwear; * other than special footwear for sports; * sports shoes * not for sports * ; clothing for gymnastics and sports, namely, hats, hoods, caps, tops, shorts, berets, visors, shirts, T-shirts, polo shirts, pullovers, jerseys, jumpers, pants, skirts, sweaters and jackets
International Classes  25 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 39 International Class Title  Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1293833 International Registration Date: Oct. 29, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Oct. 18, 2015 Expiration Date: Oct. 29, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration: Yes Correction made to Registration: In the statement, line 9, after sports; " vanity cases, not fitted; " should be deleted. In the statement, line 16, after footwear, " other than special footwear for sports; " should be inserted and after shoes, " not for sports; " should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney: FARRELL, ANNE M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) WPE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79185379  Application Filing Date Feb. 11, 2016  Registration Number 5080114
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1294091  International Registration Date Feb. 11, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soaps; perfumery products, namely, perfumes and eaux de Cologne; essential oils; cosmetics; dentifrices
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AR2I S.A. ANALYSES, RECHERCHES ET INNOVATION INSTRUMENTALE Address AR2I S.A. ANALYSES, RECHERCHES ET INNOVATION INSTRUMENTALE Immeuble le Carnot 20-22 Avenue Edouard Herriot F-92350 LEPELESSIS ROBINSON FRANCE Legal Entity Société Anonyme State or Country Where FRANCE

Organized

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 1169-125TM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1294091  International Registration Date Feb. 11, 2016
Expiration Date Feb. 11, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) EXTASIN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79185625 Application Filing Date  Jan. 28, 2016 Registration Number  5080115 Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1294692 International Registration Date  Jan. 28, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Protective covers and cases for mobile phones, laptops, tablet computers, personal digital assistants and for all hand-held or portable electronic devices, with parfumable ceramic

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  EMEA SERVICES Address  EMEA SERVICES La Badelle Chemin des Daumas Gordes FRANCE F84220 Legal Entity  Société à responsabilité limitée State or Country Where Organized  FRANCE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  105039-111

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1294692 International Registration Date  Jan. 28, 2016 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Aug. 04, 2015 Expiration Date  Jan. 28, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) TRAMAZITE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79185661</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 25, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5080116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1294779 | International Registration Date | Nov. 25, 2015 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Works of art of stone, concrete or marble |
| International Classes | 19 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 1, 12, 33, 50 |
| International Class Title | Non-metallic Building Materials |
| For | Coatings, namely, coating compositions in the nature of paint containing thermosetting resins and thermoplastic resins used to coat metal products, for industrial applications; decorative spray coatings; ceramic glazes in the nature of a liquid colourant coating; coatings, namely, lacquers; coatings used for furniture finishing; polyurethane coatings for exterior and interior use on a variety of substrates; coatings in the nature of finishes for stainless steel sheet, strip, and plate, which provides a decorative appearance; paints, varnishes and lacquers for industry, handicrafts and arts; resinous coatings, namely, unprocessed natural resins, synthetic resin colours, synthetic resin paints, raw natural resins, raw natural resins for use in the manufacture of resins and for general industrial use, resin based coatings for use on items of furniture, wall displays, ceiling displays, interior decor, works of art, and sculptures; pigments; colour pigments; pigments for protective coatings; pigments for use in the arts and graphic arts industries; surface coatings in the nature of paint for the decoration of structures; protective coatings for application in liquid form for use on metals; coatings for metal containing epoxy resins filled with light metal; water resistant decorative surface coatings in the nature of paints; coatings for use in the arts and graphic arts industries; acrylic decorative coatings in the nature of paint; artists' paints; lacquers for use by artists; synthetic resin colours; synthetic dyes; synthetic resin paints |
| International Classes | 2 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 6, 11, 16 |
| International Class Title | Paints |
For Tableware, namely, coffee services and tea services; cookware, namely, pots and pans; small domestic containers, namely, containers for household or kitchen use; small domestic containers, namely, cast stone containers for household or garden use; household or kitchen utensils, namely, grills, sieves, and graters; works of art of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass

**International Classes** 21 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 
**International Class Title** Housewares and Glass

For Works of art, namely, paintings; photographs; graphic designs, namely, graphic art prints; stationery; printed matter, namely, newspapers, and photographs; printed mater, namely, magazines, printed periodicals, newsletters, and brochures all in the fields of art, design and sculpture; reproductions, namely, graphic art reproductions, framed graphic art reproductions, engravings and their reproductions; books in the fields of art, design and sculpture; calendars; drawings

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 
**International Class Title** Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastics; furniture; outdoor furniture; office furniture; furniture of metal; furniture of glass; furniture parts in the nature of furniture joints; tables; desks; chairs; beds; cupboards; cabinets; worktops; wardrobes; fireplace screens; display partitions, namely, free-standing panel units for exhibitions, displays and partitioning; furniture partitions; wall partitions furniture, namely, oriental folding partition screens; mirrors; mirror frames; mirror tiles; display frames, namely, frames for paintings; picture frames; bed frames

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 
**International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For Chemicals used in industry and construction; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of surface coatings; polymer coatings other than paints for use in the manufacture of items of furniture, wall displays, ceiling displays, interior decor, works of art, and sculptures; chemical coatings to be applied to items of furniture, wall displays, ceiling displays, interior decor, works of art, and sculptures for waterproofing; unprocessed artificial resins; synthetic resins, unprocessed; unprocessed artificial resins for industrial use; unprocessed artificial resins for use in manufacture

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 
**International Class Title** Chemicals

For Construction, installation and maintenance of sculptures, building interiors including masonry walls and structures, and works of art for public or private display; restoration and preservation of works of art for public or private display

**International Classes** 37 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 
**International Class Title** Construction and Repair

For Services for the treatment of materials by coating articles with metal and metallic films; surface finishing of articles, namely, applying finishes to textiles, fabrics, glass, metals, wood, steel, concrete and ceramics; framing of works of art; custom manufacture of goods, namely, custom manufacture of items of furniture, wall displays, ceiling displays, interior decor, works of art, and sculptures

**International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 103, 106 
**International Class Title** Material Treatment
For Synthetic resins, semi-processed; artificial resins in extruded form for general industrial use; artificial resins in extruded form for use in manufacture

**International Classes** 17 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 **International Class Title** Rubber Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** Based Upon Ltd  
**Address** Based Upon Ltd  218B Swan Road, Westminster Industrial Estate London SE18 5TT  
**UNITED KINGDOM**  
**Legal Entity** limited company (ltd.)  
**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
**Docket Number** ROUS102US

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1294779  
**International Registration Date** Nov. 25, 2015  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 10, 2015  
**Expiration Date** Nov. 25, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN

20793
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79186291 Application Filing Date  Feb. 16, 2016 Registration Number   5080119
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date   Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a cartoonish owl design in which the body is black, the face is yellow and features black eyes and the feet are orange outlined in black. Color Drawing   Yes Color Claimed   The color(s) black, yellow and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1296130 International Registration Date   Feb. 16, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Leather and imitations of leather; parasols; walking sticks; gut for making sausages; portable cosmetic cases sold empty; clothing for pets; bags, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, handbags, book bags, tote bags; purses; bags for sports; boxes made of leather; leather trimmings for furniture; leather straps for skates; umbrellas; key cases of leather; nose bags being feed bags for animal; valves of leather being unworked leather; harness for horses; leather leashes
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods

For   Anoraks; leotards and tights; uniforms; clothing, namely, dress shirts, short-sleeved shirts, shorts, pants, dresses, pajamas, blouses, T-shirts, hoods; money belts; footwear; sportswear, namely, sports bras, sports shirts, sports jackets, sport stockings, sports shoes; outerclothing, namely, coats, jumpers, jackets; hanbok being Korean traditional dresses; underclothing; sweaters; shirts; socks; scarves; neckties; winter gloves; caps; winter knitted face masks; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets, waterproof pants; belts
International Classes   25 - Primary Classes US Classes   22, 39 International Class Title   Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** Ynome

**Case Identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79186550</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5080121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 30, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1296947
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 08, 2016

**Goods and Services Information**

For Online information services on banking and financial services; providing an online computer database for information services on banking and financial services; providing online information on banking and financial services, in the form of reviews of banks and financial-service providers, their respective services and of competing financial centers

- **International Classes**: 36 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102
- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

For Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, articles, and brochures featuring information on banking and financial services and reviews of banks and financial-service providers, their respective services and of competing financial centers; Downloadable software applications for providing information on banking and financial services and reviews of banks and financial-service providers, their respective services and of competing financial centers

- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Telecommunications, namely, providing on-line electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users in the field of information services in relation to banks and financial-service providers, their respective services and of competing financial centers

- **International Classes**: 38 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 104
- **International Class Title**: Communication
For Design and development of computer hardware and software; Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network in relation to information services on banks and financial-service providers and their respective offerings as well on competing financial centers; Hosting a website containing reviews of banks and financial-service providers and their respective offerings as well as reviews on competing financial centers; Scientific and technological services, namely, research in the field computer hardware and software for use in the banking and financial industries

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
Currently 66A  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name**: UBS Group AG  **Address**: UBS Group AG  Bahnhofstrasse 45  CH-8001 Zürich  SWITZERLAND  **Legal Entity**: Aktiengesellschaft

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1296947  **International Registration Date**: Feb. 08, 2016  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Oct. 06, 2015  **Expiration Date**: Feb. 08, 2026

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney**: EVANKO, PATRICIA MALES
TM 17701 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) AKUALYS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79186622 Application Filing Date  Feb. 01, 2016 Registration Number  5080122
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023 Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the following: the word stylized AKUALYS in dark blue with a light blue streak and light blue bubbles design running through and around the word AKUALYS.
Color Drawing  Yes Color Claimed  The color(s) dark blue and light blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation  The word(s) "AKUALYS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1297179 International Registration Date  Feb. 01, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments; water softening units; water purification units; water purification installations; waste water purification installations; filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus
International Classes  11 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 21, 23, 31, 34 International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus
For  The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments, water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus; water purification installations, waste water purification installations, filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus, padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and cotton, textile fibers, raw spun fiber, glass fibers for textile use, perforated fibers for enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from an Internet web site particularly specializing in the marketing of the sale of goods of others; retail, wholesale and online retail and whole store services featuring air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments, water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus; water purification installations, waste water purification installations, filters for aquariums and aquariums filtration apparatus, padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and cotton, textile fibers, raw spun fiber, glass fibers for textile use, perforated fibers and mail order catalog services featuring air-conditioning, air cooling and ventilation apparatus and instruments, water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water purification installations, waste water purification installations, filters for aquariums and aquariums filtration apparatus, padding and
stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and cotton, textile fibers, raw spun fiber, glass fibers for textile use, perforated fibers

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

**For**: Padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and cotton; textile fibers; raw spun textile fiber; glass fibers for textile use; perforated textile fibers

**International Classes**: 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50  
**International Class Title**: Cordage and Fibers

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: AK-KIM KIMYA A SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI  
**Address**: AK-KIM KIMYA A SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI Miralay Sefik Bey Sokak, Akhan, No:15, Gümüssuyu Beyoglu, TR-34437 Istanbul TURKEY  
**Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY  
**State or Country Where Organized**: TURKEY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: T-3935 US MP

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1297179  
**International Registration Date**: Feb. 01, 2016  
**Expiration Date**: Feb. 01, 2026

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the letters "EMI" in black stylized font where there is a black circle at the bottom of the letter "E" and the black dot above the letter "I" forms the center of a white flower that is outlined in pink. **Color Drawing**: Yes **Color Claimed**: The color(s) black, pink, and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1161866 **International Registration Date**: Jan. 09, 2013

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | 
| --- | --- |
| **Paste jewelry** | 
| **International Classes**: 14 - Primary Classes | US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title**: Jewelry |
| **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes | US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| **Nail polish; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; [ nail polish removing products, namely, nail polish remover, nail polish remover pens; ] nail care products, namely, nail care preparations, nail softeners, nail gel, nail strengtheners; [ synthetic diamond abrasive, namely, synthetic diamond abrasive strips, synthetic diamond abrasive sheets, synthetic diamond abrasive paste; ] false nails** | 
| **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes | US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations |
| **Sales promotion * of goods * for others; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing for others of nail polish, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, adhesives for affixing false hair, nail polish remover, nail polish remover pens, nail care preparations, nail softeners, nail gel, nail strengtheners, synthetic diamond abrasive strips, synthetic diamond abrasive sheets, synthetic diamond abrasive paste, false nails, electric and non-electric nail clippers, electric fingernail polishers, non-electric** |
fingernail polishers, manicure sets, electric manicure sets, pedicure sets, nail files, electric nail files, tweezers, electric and non-electric fingernail polishers, hand tools, namely, scrapers, nail nippers, cuticle tweezers, paste jewelry, paintbrushes, painters' brushes, writing brushes and palettes for painters

**International Classes**  35 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  Electric and non-electric nail clippers; glazing tools, namely, electric fingernail polishers, Non-electric fingernail polishers; manicure sets; electric manicure sets; pedicure sets; nail files; electric nail files; tweezers; electric and non-electric fingernail polishers; hand tools, namely, scrapers; nail nippers; cuticle tweezers

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name**  Miroshnichenko Ekaterina Nikolaevna  **Address**  Miroshnichenko Ekaterina Nikolaevna  Lermontovskaya, 53  RU-344011 Rostov-na-Donu  RUSSIAN FED.  **Legal Entity**  INDIVIDUAL  **Citizenship**  RUSSIAN FEDERATION

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**  
**Owner of International Registration Number**  1161866  **International Registration Date**  Jan. 09, 2013  **Expiration Date**  Jan. 09, 2023

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**  
**Change in Registration**  Yes  **Correction made to Registration**  In the statement, class 3 following "nail polish removing products, namely, nail polish remover, nail polish remover pens; synthetic diamond abrasive, namely, synthetic diamond abrasive strips, synthetic diamond abrasive sheets, synthetic diamond abrasive paste;" should be deleted, and class 35 "Of good" after sales promotion should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney**  BROWN, TINA
CASE IDENTIFIERS

Serial Number  79187061  Application Filing Date  Nov. 09, 2015  Registration Number  5080124
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023  Publication Date  Aug. 02, 2016

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the letter "U" represented in stylized font in the color green  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION

International Registration  1298213  International Registration Date  Nov. 09, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For  Advertisement; business management; administration; office functions; extraction and retrieving information and browsing data for the purpose of consumer feedback and business research

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Computer hardware: computer software for sending and answering questions for the purpose of feedback and all types of research, sharing information, analysing data and organizing information within individual work stations, PCs or computer networks for the purpose of feedback and all types of research

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Providing an electronic bulletin board for transmission of messages between computer users posting questions and users posting answers to those questions; providing multi-user access to protected collections of information by means of global computer information networks for feedback and 211 types of research

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication
For Computer services, namely, providing online non-downloadable software Interfaces to have companies and consumers mutually send questions and answers over computer networks; scientific research for others conducted using databases and the internet; the designing of information indexes, websites, diagrams and reports for the purpose of feedback and all types of research via global computer networks; providing information concerning research studies, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphical and audiovisual information via global computer information networks

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Upinion Netherlands Besloten Vennootschap  **Address**: Upinion Netherlands Besloten Vennootscha p John M. Keynesplein 12-46  NL-1066 EP Amsterdam  NETHERLANDS  **Legal Entity**: Besloten Vennootschap  **State or Country Where Organized**: BENELUX

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1298213  **International Registration Date**: Nov. 09, 2015  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jun. 24, 2015  **Expiration Date**: Nov. 09, 2025

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: OLANDRIA, WARREN L
**Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71**

**Mark Literal(s)** XSPECT QUANT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

- **Serial Number**: 79188248
- **Application Filing Date**: Apr. 28, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080130
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

- **International Registration**: 1300782
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 28, 2016

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Nuclear medicine diagnostic imaging apparatus
- **International Classes**: 10
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Siemens Healthcare GmbH
- **Address**: Siemens Healthcare GmbH  Henkestraße 127  91052 Erlangen  FED REP GERMANY
- **Legal Entity**: Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung
- **State or Country Where Organized**: GERMANY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1300782
- **International Registration Date**: Apr. 28, 2016
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Nov. 25, 2015
- **Expiration Date**: Apr. 28, 2026

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examiner**: DUONG, SUI QUAN
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79188267
Application Filing Date: Mar. 31, 2016
Registration Number: 5080132
Registration Date: Nov. 15, 2016
Publication Date: Aug. 30, 2016
Expiration Date: Mar. 31, 2026

Mark Literal(s): LAPA DOS GAIVÕES

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1300834
International Registration Date: Mar. 31, 2016

Goods and Services Information

For: Alcoholic beverages except beers
International Classes: 33 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 47, 49
International Class Title: Wines and Spirits

Basis Information

Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Sociedade Agrícola, João Teodósio Matos Barbosa & Filhos, Lda.
Address: Sociedade Agrícola, João Teodósio Matos Barbosa & Filhos, Lda. Alto da Serra P-2040-063 Rio Maior PORTUGAL
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: PORTUGAL

International Registration Information (Section 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1300834
International Registration Date: Mar. 31, 2016
Expiration Date: Mar. 31, 2026

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney: ESTRADA, LINDA M
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) SKINLUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79188357 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080134
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1301105 International Registration Date Apr. 11, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary food supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EBEAUTY LTD Address EBEAUTY LTD Cardiff Gate Business Park Malthouse Avenue Cardiff CF23 8RU UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity A limited company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1301105 International Registration Date Apr. 11, 2016 Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 14, 2015 Expiration Date Apr. 11, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) HAIRLUX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79188358 Application Filing Date Apr. 11, 2016 Registration Number 5080135
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1301106 International Registration Date Apr. 11, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary food supplements
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EBEAUTY LTD Address EBEAUTY LTD Cardiff Gate Business Park Malthouse Avenue Cardiff CF23 8RU UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity A limited Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1301106 International Registration Date Apr. 11, 2016 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 14, 2015 Expiration Date Apr. 11, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney ROACH, APRIL K
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) FFITTECH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79188427 Application Filing Date  Apr. 06, 2016 Registration Number  5080136
Registration Date  Nov. 15, 2016 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Date Cancelled  May 26, 2023
Publication Date  Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1301259 International Registration Date  Apr. 06, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Aerobic step machines; aerobic steps; barbells for weightlifting; dumb-bell sets; dumb-bell shafts for weight lifting; dumb-bells; dumb-bells for weight lifting; exercise bars; exercise benches; exercise platforms; exercise trampolines; exercise treadmills; exercise weights; leg weights for exercise; machines for physical exercises; punching balls for boxing; rubber balls; trampolines; weight lifting benches; weight lifting gloves
International Classes  28 - Primary Classes US Classes  22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title  Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  FUN E FITNESS - COMÉRCIO DE ARTIGOS DESPORTIVOS, UNIPESSOAL, LDA. Address  FUN E FITNESS - COMÉRCIO DE ARTIGOS DESP ORTIVOS, UNIPESSOAL, LDA. URBANIZAÇÃO VAL RIO LOTE 1, CAMPO VIS P-3510-431 VILDEMOINHOS PORTUGAL Legal Entity  Limited company State or Country Where Organized  PORTUGAL

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1301259 International Registration Date  Apr. 06, 2016 Expiration Date  Apr. 06, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARTIN, CHRISTINE C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) DIAMOND ROCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79188513 Application Filing Date Apr. 05, 2016 Registration Number 5080137
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1301489 International Registration Date Apr. 05, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Alcoholic beverages except beers; vodka; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based beverages
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Siberian Vodka AG Address Siberian Vodka AG Bahnhofstrasse 6 CH-9100 Herisau SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity Aktiengesellschaft (AG) State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1301489 International Registration Date Apr. 05, 2016 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 06, 2016 Expiration Date Apr. 05, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MORRIS, KRISTINA KLOIB
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) RYZENGO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79188741 Application Filing Date Jun. 03, 2016 Registration Number 5080138
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0887176 International Registration Date Mar. 23, 2006

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Anti-infectives; anti-inflammatories; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibiotics; anti-fungal preparations; antivirals; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; dermatological pharmaceutical products; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of gastrointestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders of the autoimmune system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the musculoskeletal system and the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of heart rhythm disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of kidney diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology; pharmaceutical products for ophthalmological use; pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and the treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of respiratory diseases and asthma

International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Novartis AG  Address  Novartis AG  CH-4002 Basel  SWITZERLAND  Legal Entity  Aktiengesellschaft
State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  0887176  International Registration Date  Mar. 23, 2006
Expiration Date  Mar. 23, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  THOMAS, JULIE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** IONOSELECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date Cancelled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Pharmaceutical preparations and materials, included in this class, in the field of dental medicine, namely, direct and indirect restoration compounds, dental filling materials, dental anesthetics for desensitizing teeth and gums, fissure sealing dental resins, material for temporary dental bridges and dental crowns, dental veneers, dental composite materials, dental abrasives, dental mastics, dental adhesives, rubber for dental purposes, moulding wax for dentists, porcelain for dental prostheses, dental impression materials, dental luting materials, dental cements, dental liners, denture relining materials and dental varnishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Dental apparatus and instruments, namely, application aids, dental burs, dental drills, artificial teeth, dentures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) SPOTCHEM I-LINE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79188984 Application Filing Date Feb. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5080140
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1302675 International Registration Date Feb. 12, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diabetes, arteriosclerosis, cancer, cancer metastasis, high blood pressure, skin disease, arthritis, asthma, and allergy; reagents for veterinary diagnostic purposes; medical diagnostic reagents for urine analysis; medical diagnostic reagents for blood analysis; medical veterinary reagents for urine analysis; medical veterinary reagents for blood analysis; medical diagnostic test strips for urine analysis; medical diagnostic test strips for blood analysis
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of body fluids and parts therefor; veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely, veterinary diagnostic apparatus and instruments for analyzing blood, urine, and other bodily fluids; blood analyzers for medical purposes and parts therefor; automated biochemical analyzers for medical purposes and parts therefor; diagnostic apparatus for urine analysis for the detection of diabetes and parts therefor
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ARKRAY, Inc. Address ARKRAY, Inc. 57, Nishi Aketa-cho, Higashi-kujo,; Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi; Kyoto 601-8045 JAPAN Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized JAPAN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1302675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>BRADLEY, EVELYN W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

### Mark Literal(s)
MASTERFRUIT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79189061</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 2016</td>
<td>5080141</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Type
Trademark

### Date Cancelled
May 26, 2023

### Publication Date
Aug. 30, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1302864
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 18, 2016

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Enzyme for the food industry; enzymes for industrial purposes; enzyme preparations for the preparation industry of fruits, juices of fruits and jams
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: ENOLOGICA VASON S.P.A.
- **Address**: Via Nassar, 37 I-37029 SAN PIETRO IN CARIANO (VR) ITALY
- **Legal Entity**: JOINT STOCK COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: ITALY

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1302864
- **International Registration Date**: Feb. 18, 2016
- **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Dec. 22, 2015
- **Expiration Date**: Feb. 18, 2026

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: GOLDEN, LAURA DAWN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** HIT THE 5

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | Application Filing Date | Mar. 15, 2016 | Registration Number | 5080149 |
| Registration Date | Nov. 15, 2016 | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Date Cancelled | May 26, 2023 |

**Publication Date** Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1303191 | International Registration Date | Mar. 15, 2016 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

For Interactive multimedia computer game programs; computer programs for using the internet and the worldwide web; computer game programmes; computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; virtual reality game software; recorded computer game programs; computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; video and computer game programs; computer games programmes downloaded via the internet; computer game software

| International Classes | 9 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 | International Class Title | Electrical and Scientific Apparatus |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | Webzen Inc. | Address | Webzen Inc. | (Sampyeong-dong Pangyo Digital Center) B Dong, 242, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do | REPUBLIC OF KOREA | Legal Entity | Corporation | State or Country Where |
| Organized | KOREA, REPUBLIC OF |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | 16565033UST1 |

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

| Owner of International Registration Number | 1303191 | International Registration Date | Mar. 15, 2016 |
| Expiration Date | Mar. 15, 2026 |
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: Webzen Inc. (Sampyeong-dong, Pangyo Digital Center) B Dong, 242, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea, South

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) MAXIPROLOCUS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79189251 Application Filing Date Jan. 22, 2016 Registration Number 5080150 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1303204 International Registration Date Jan. 22, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Paints, lacquers, varnishes
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16 International Class Title Paints

For Adhesives and glues for industrial purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Adhesive sealant for general use, silicone based sealants and adhesives; foam insulation use in building and construction, aerosol foam sealant for use in connection with residential and commercial construction projects; insulating water proofing membranes
International Classes 17 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AKKIM YAPI KIMYSALLARI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI Address AKKIM YAPI KIMYSALLARI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI Yesilbayir Mahallesı Simsir Sokak No:22 Hadımköy - Arnavutköy İstanbul TURKEY Legal Entity JOINT STOCK COMPANY State or Country Where Organized TURKEY

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1303204 International Registration Date Jan. 22, 2016 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 11, 2015 Expiration Date Jan. 22, 2026
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) DRY LIKE ME

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79189253 Application Filing Date Mar. 12, 2016 Registration Number 5080151
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1303206 International Registration Date Mar. 12, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Potties for babies and children
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For Pant liners and pads for incontinence; stick on pant liners and pads for incontinence; nappies for incontinence; toilet training pads for insertion into pants for incontinence
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Dry Like Me Limited Address Dry Like Me Limited Suite 1A, Shire Business Park Wainwright Rd. Worcester, Worcestershire WR4 9FA UNITED KINGDOM Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where UNITED KINGDOM
Organized UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1303206 International Registration Date Mar. 12, 2016
Expiration Date Mar. 12, 2026

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DUONG, ANGELA GAW
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

**Mark Literal(s)** HIT THE FIVE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79189311
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 15, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5080152
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 15, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 26, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 30, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1303395
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 15, 2016

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For** Interactive multimedia computer game programs; Computer programs for using the internet and the worldwide web; Computer game programmes; Computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; Virtual reality game software; Recorded computer game programs; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Video and computer game programs; Computer games programmes downloaded via the internet; Computer game software
- **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
- **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Webzen Inc.
- **Address**: Webzen Inc. (Sampyeong-dong, Pangyo Digital Center) B Dong, 242, Pangyo-ro,, Bundang-gu,, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
- **Legal Entity**: REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 16565022UST2

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1303395
- **International Registration Date**: Mar. 15, 2016
- **Expiration Date**: Mar. 15, 2026
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate

Issue New Certificate to: Webzen Inc. (Sampyeong-dong, Pangyo Digital Center) B Dong, 242, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do Korea, South

Examining Attorney

Examining Attorney  SPILS, CAROL A
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71

Mark Literal(s) NEWYORKER

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79975233 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2010 Registration Number 4239992 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) IN Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

Related Properties Information
International Registration 0723373 International Registration Date Aug. 17, 1999 Child Of 79096466

Goods and Services Information
For Products for beauty and body care, namely, [ skin soap, body soap, ] shower gels, body lotions; perfumery, namely, [ perfume, eau de perfume, ] eau de toilette, deodorants for personal use [ ; cosmetics, namely, eye-shadow, foundation make-up, make-up creams, make-up powders, eye-makeup, nail polish remover; lipsticks; make-up ]

International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

Basis Information
Currently 66A Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name New Yorker S.H.K. Jeans GmbH & Co. KG Address New Yorker S.H.K. Jeans GmbH & Co. KG Russeer Weg 101-103 24109 Kiel FED REP GERMANY Legal Entity LIMITED PARTNERSHIP State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number 3006-500A

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0723373 International Registration Date Aug. 17, 1999 Expiration Date Aug. 17, 2029

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney SMIGA, HOWARD
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) RUD-ID-SYSTEM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79096906 Application Filing Date Jan. 24, 2011 Registration Number 4140761 Registration Date May 15, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1075812 International Registration Date Jan. 24, 2011 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 1383304, 0759062

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Mechanical apparatus for lifting and suspending loads with the aid of chains, straps and/or ropes; chain conveyors, and cogged wheels, deflector wheels, conveyor wheels, conveyor rollers, track rollers and conveyor rails; mechanical expansion devices for chain harnesses, other than hand-operated; mechanical tensioning apparatus and spring buffers for lashing loads, other than hand-operated; all the aforesaid goods in particular with integrated data transmission and data recording devices, in particular RFID transponders, and/or sensors, in particular load sensors]

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Measuring, signaling and testing and regulating apparatus and instruments, namely, electric sensors, load sensors, wear sensors, strain sensors, and stress sensors, for use in measuring and inspecting the wear, lifetime, load, strain and stress of lifting, suspending and lashing means; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of electric data; blank magnetic data carriers, data processing equipment and computers; computer peripheral devices, in particular docking stations; electric display apparatus; computer programs and computer software for use in maintenance, analysis, administration and documentation of data, reports and documents, for use in test inspection, for use in forming a connection to information and documents as well as in accessing a web portal; ][ blank data carriers; ][ materials testing apparatus and machines for use in the inspection of lifting, suspending and lashing means; ][ electrical signal transmitters and receivers ]; transponders; in particular radio-frequency transponders; [ writing and reading apparatus for electric data; ] RFID hardware and accessories, namely, RFID-chips, [ RFID-tags, ] RFID-transponders, RFID-readers; electric identification systems, in particular RFID systems, namely, RFID-chips, [ RFID-tags, ] RFID-transponders, RFID-readers; [ electronic testing systems, in particular
inspection testing systems for measuring and inspecting the wear, lifetime, load, strain and stress of lifting, suspending and lashing means; electronic information delivery systems comprising an electronic interface equipment to input or output of data and at least one of an identification tag and a sensor, in particular a load sensor; electronic load and overload indicator devices and elements for chains, ropes and/or straps, and loading forks, in particular with integrated data transmission and data recording devices and/or sensors, in particular load sensors; all the aforesaid goods in particular for the monitoring and/or testing, controlling and/or load monitoring of load-securing and lashing devices

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  [Hand-operated expansion devices for chain harnesses; hand-operated tensioning apparatus [and spring buffers] for lashing loads; hand-operated apparatus for lifting and suspending loads with the aid of chains, straps and/or ropes; all the aforesaid goods in particular with integrated data transmission and data recording devices, in particular RFID transponders, and/or sensors, in particular load sensors]

**International Classes**  8 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  23, 28, 44  **International Class Title**  Hand Tools

**For**  Chains, chain links, [link pins, chain joints, chain sprockets,] and swivel shackle, all made of metal; [metal devices and components of metal for the securing, coupling, shortening, guiding and tensioning of chains, belts and/or ropes; [grabs, [hooks, eyes, retaining loops,] [expansion braces,] [claws and shackles, all of metal, for use in connection with chains, belts and/or ropes; [] shaped metal parts; metal chain harnesses for lifting and suspending loads, comprising metal chain assemblies;] all the aforesaid goods in particular with integrated data transmission and data recording devices, in particular RFID transponders,] and/or sensors, in particular load sensors]

**International Classes**  6 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50  **International Class Title**  Metal Goods

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  RUD Ketten Rieger & Dietz GmbH u. Co. KG  **Address**  RUD Ketten Rieger & Dietz GmbH u. Co. KG Friedensinsel 73432 Aalen-Unterkochen  **FED REP GERMANY**  **Legal Entity**  LIMITED PARTNERSHIP  **State or Country Where Organized**  GERMANY

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  407-439

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1075812  **International Registration Date**  Jan. 24, 2011  **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**  Jul. 28, 2010  **Expiration Date**  Jan. 24, 2031

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes  **Correction made to Registration**  Page 2, line 18 and 19, all words "REID" should be deleted, and "RFID" should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  BIBB, SCOTT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) AXITEC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79098558  Application Filing Date Jan. 19, 2011  Registration Number 4144772  Registration Date May 22, 2012  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 06, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1080369  International Registration Date Jan. 19, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Non-metal building materials for mounting solar panels; non-metal architectural mouldings, namely, building profile ledges; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells]

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For [Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, [ cooking, ] refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water conduit purposes, namely, solar collectors, solar energy receivers, solar reactors, solar heat collection panels, and parabolic mirrors designed for the collection of solar energy, * all aforementioned goods related to solar technology *, solar energy based cooling apparatus; solar water heaters; solar light fixtures, namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures, solar thermal installations, namely, solar thermal modules; solar collectors and solar modules for heat generation and systems consisting thereof; solar collectors and solar energy receivers for roof installations and open-air installations]

International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 31, 34  International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus

For [ Advertising services; business management services; business administration; providing office functions; professional business and organizational planning of systems and plants for regenerative energy generation; professional business management and business organization consultancy for systems and plants for regenerative energy generation; business project management, in particular for systems and plants in the field of renewable energy; arranging of commercial contracts for others for the buying and selling of power supplies ]
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  [ Building construction; ] Repair services, namely, repair services of individual components in the field of photovoltaic and solar thermal energy; installation services, namely, installation of photovoltaic and [ solar thermal ] energy equipment, and installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use [ ; construction, cleaning, repair and maintenance of systems and plants in the field of renewable energy; scaffolding erection, construction and repair; roofing services ]

International Classes  37 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Construction and Repair

For  [ Scientific, [ nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, ] measuring * apparatus and instruments (not for gas measurements) *, signaling, checking, [ life-saving and teaching ] Apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic device for monitoring and optimizing photovoltaic arrays, electronical sensors for measuring solar radiation; ] Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely, solar panels for production of electricity; [ solar cells; photovoltaic cells and modules; photovoltaic inverters; apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electrical energy, namely, photovoltaic roofing members, photovoltaic solar modules, photovoltaic cladding panels, photovoltaic solar hybrid modules, photovoltaic thermal hybrid modules, photovoltaic thermal module; ] photovoltaic systems consisting of solar modules for power generation, [ inverters, ] electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling, regulating, accumulating and monitoring; solar panel systems consisting of solar modules, solar collectors [ and inverters ] for power generation; electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling, regulating, accumulating and monitoring of power generation; [ blank magnetic data carriers, data processing apparatus and computers * (not for [ acturing ] * capturing * the measuring results of gas measurement) *; ] * all the aforesaid goods exclusively for the mounting of photovoltaic systems and their parts *

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  [ Transport of goods by air, bus, truck, marine and railway; packaging and storage of goods, namely, photovoltaic [and solar thermal energy] equipment[; arranging of travel tours; transmission and transport, namely, distribution of electricity, thermal heat, gas or water; delivery of electricity, thermal heat, gas or water for supply to customers; delivery and distribution of energy ]]

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

For  [ Treatment of materials for the production of energy, generation of energy ]

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment

For  [ [ Industrial oils and greases; industrial lubricants; dust absorbing], wetting and binding compositions for use in the manufacture of photovoltaic modules; [ fuels and lighting fuels; ] electrical energy; [ candles and wicks for candles for lighting ] ]

20828
International Classes  4 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 6, 15 International Class Title Lubricants and Fuels

For  Scientific and technological services, namely, research, technology planning, development and design in the fields of solar energy and renewable energy; industrial analysis and research services, namely, industrial research in the fields of solar energy and renewable energy; [ design and development of computer hardware and software; technological analysis and preparation of technical certificates for assessment of projects and project partners in the fields of solar energy and renewable energy; ] technological planning and design of projects and technological coordination of systems and plants in the field of renewable energy; quality management services, namely, quality testing of products for certification purposes [ ; design, planning and engineering for third parties in the field of renewable energy; development services for third parties, namely, construction drafting and architectural consultancy in the field of renewable energy; engineering services ]

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

For  [ Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal, namely, aluminum profiles for mounting solar panels, rotary metal structures for mounting solar panels, solar modules and roof constructions; fixing material of metal, namely, metal fasteners for mounting solar panels; materials of metal for scaffolds, metal racks, metal poles, stakes and masts of metal for mounting solar panels, metal building profiles and frames for construction purposes; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal not for electrical purposes; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware, namely, metal brackets, metal washers, and metal nuts for construction purposes; pipes and tubes of metal; metal safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes, namely, substrates primarily of metal for supporting solar cells, photovoltaic cells and solar collectors and solar panel mounts; metal ores; * all the aforesaid goods exclusively for the mounting of photovoltaic systems and their parts * ]

International Classes  6 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Axitec Holding AG Address  Axitec Holding AG Flurstrasse 55  Zurich  SWITZERLAND  CH-8048
Legal Entity  AG State or Country Where Organized  SWITZERLAND

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  3083KK-3

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1080369 International Registration Date  Jan. 19, 2011 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Sep. 30, 2010 Expiration Date  Jan. 19, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  Line 26, "apparatus and instruments (not for gas measurements)" should be inserted after "measuring". Line 32 through 37, "solar cells; photovoltaic cells and modules; photovoltaic inverters; apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electrical energy, namely, photovoltaic roofing members, photovoltaic solar modules, photovoltaic cladding panels, photovoltaic solar hybrid modules, photovoltaic thermal hybrid modules, photovoltaic thermal module" should be deleted. The following "(not for acturing the measuring results of gas
measurement)” should be inserted at end of the class 9. The following “all the aforesaid goods exclusively for the mounting of photovoltaic systems and their parts” should be inserted at end of the classes 6 and 9. Line 11, “cooking” should be deleted. Line 15, “all aforementioned goods related to solar technology” should be inserted after “of solar energy” in class 11. Page 2, line 12, “acturing” should be deleted, and “capturing” should be inserted in class 9.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  CORDOVA, RAUL
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) INTERCRETE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number    79105258 Application Filing Date   Jul. 06, 2011 Registration Number  4223799 Registration Date Oct. 16, 2012 Register    Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date   Jul. 31, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type    4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1097324 International Registration Date   Jul. 06, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Concrete linings and cement mortars for repair purposes; grout; silica-filled fiberglass reinforced coating and lining compositions, namely, cement coatings
International Classes  19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials

For   Coatings in the nature of paints; coatings, namely, anti-corrosive coatings for steel and cement; protective coatings, namely, silica-filled fiberglass reinforced coatings and lining compositions for steel and concrete
International Classes  2 - Primary Classes US Classes   6, 11, 16 International Class Title   Paints

For   [ Plasticizers being chemical substances for mixing with cement; artificial and modified synthetic resins ]
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title   Chemicals

For   [ Adhesive tapes other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes, being reinforced resistant bridging tape, adhesive tape for industrial use, insulating tape ]
International Classes  17 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50 International Class Title   Rubber Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name    Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V. Address    Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V. Christian Neefestraat 2 Amsterdam NETHERLANDS NL1077 WW Legal Entity    LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized   NETHERLANDS

20831
### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>38797-US-W1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1097324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Mar. 24, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jul. 06, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>POVARCHUK, REBECCA JOY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) OMLER 2000

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79105965 Application Filing Date Jul. 01, 2011 Registration Number 4239806 Registration Date Nov. 13, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 28, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the literal element "OMLER" to the left of the number "2000", with the letter "L" in "OMLER" hanging below the rest of the wording and stretching below the letter "E" and the bottom of the number "2" stretching across the rest of the numbers whose lower portions are cut off. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1098623 International Registration Date Jul. 01, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For pneumatic de-coring hammers [ ; polystyrofoam injectors in the nature of injectors for injecting polystyrofoam into molds; blanking dies for use with machine tools; equipments and machines for aluminum and cast iron foundries, namely, de-coring vibrators, de-coring machines, and fine blank dies; hydraulic fixture clamps in the nature of machine tools; assembly equipments and machines for assembling automotive components and automotive parts; automatic handling machines, namely, manipulators for industrial use ]

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For [ maintenance and repair of machine tools, namely, de-coring hammers, pneumatic de-coring hammers ], polystyrofoam injectors, blanking dies, equipments and machines for aluminum and cast iron foundries, hydraulic fixture clamps, assembly equipments and machines, automatic handling machines, namely, manipulators, multi-purpose calibrating equipment, monitoring systems, namely, sensors ]

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair
For monitoring systems, in the nature of extensimetric sensors to verify and control the performance of de-coring hammers; multi-purpose calibrating equipment for analyzing and measuring the dimensions of machined parts

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
**Owner Name** O.M.LER 2000 S.R.L. **Address** O.M.LER 2000 S.R.L. STRADA MONTA' DELLA RADICE 15/A I-12042 BRA, CUNEO (CN) ITALY **Legal Entity** LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY **State or Country Where Organized** ITALY

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1098623 **International Registration Date** Jul. 01, 2011 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jun. 27, 2011 **Expiration Date** Jul. 01, 2031

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
**Examining Attorney** LAPTER, ALAIN J
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 79109437
Application Filing Date: Dec. 23, 2011
Registration Number: 4244138
Registration Date: Nov. 20, 2012
Register: Principal
Mark Type: Trademark
Publication Date: Sep. 04, 2012

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information

International Registration: 1107524
International Registration Date: Dec. 23, 2011

Goods and Services Information

For: [Paints,] varnishes, [lacquers, including colorants, pigments;] pigment preparations [, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood in the nature of a coating; dyes, namely, metalcomplex dyes for use in the lacquer producing industry, alkaline solutions for removing and stripping off paints and lacquers, and mordants based on aqueous preparations colored by means of pigments for the wood and furniture industry; raw natural resins; metal in foil and in powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; siccatives for paints; thinners for paints and for lacquers]
International Classes: 2 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 6, 11, 16
International Class Title: Paints

For: [Chemicals used in industry and science, namely, separating agents and chemical barriers used as separating agents for the plastics industry; photographic chemicals; chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; artificial resins and unprocessed plastics in particular in the form of powders, granulates, fluids, and emulsions; adhesives used in industry; tempering and soldering preparations for metals; tanning agents for use in the manufacture of leather; delustering agents; fireproofing preparations; chemical preparations, namely, starch size for use in the manufacture of paper or textiles]
International Classes: 1 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title: Chemicals

Basis Information

Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information

Owner Name: Berlac AG
Address: Berlac AG Allmendweg 39 CH-4450 Sissach SWITZERLAND
Legal Entity: Aktiengesellschaft / Joint Stock Company
State or Country Where Organized: SWITZERLAND

Attorney/Correspondence Information

Docket Number: 116198
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) WOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79110761 Application Filing Date Oct. 03, 2011 Registration Number 4244161
Registration Date Nov. 20, 2012 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 04, 2012

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The term "WOX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1110974 International Registration Date Oct. 03, 2011

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Machines for lifting of loads, cranes, and machine parts used for cranes; machines and machine parts for lifting of pumps and other aggregates; machines and machine parts for lifting of special components including nuclear rods in nuclear power plants; machine and machine parts for transport and lifting of loads in the food industry; equipment, namely, drives, motors for mechanical manipulation of pumps and other machines ]
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For [ Hand operated hoists and lifting tools, namely, jacks; tools, namely, wrenches for hand operated manipulation of pumps and other machines; tools and implements, namely, manually-operated lifts and machine parts thereof for the hand operated handling of load and goods in the processing of food ]
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

For Goods of common metal, namely, metal locks; metal chains except driving chains; metal chain links; metal master chain links; metal transition chain links; master link assemblies comprised of metal fasteners, metal chains; [ metal lifting hooks; ] metal clevises in the nature of shackle components; metal chain shackles [ ; metal ropes ]
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTOYNE/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** MOBILE WORLD CAPITAL

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79112842</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>May 04, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>4957734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>May 17, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 05, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Disclaimer**: "MOBILE" FOR CLASSES 9, 35, 38 AND 41

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| International Registration | 1065685 |
| International Registration Date | Dec. 17, 2010 |
| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 3941317 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For** Arranging, conducting and organizing educational, entertainment, and cultural conferences, congresses, exhibitions, seminars, symposia and workshops in the field of telecommunications; provision of educational and training services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and instruction in the field of telecommunications; provision of educational and training services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and instruction in the field of technology and mobile telephony; entertainment services in the nature of competitions in the field of mobile communications, online video games, television news shows, providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the field of mobile communications; arranging, conducting and organizing community cultural events

**International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 107

**International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment

**For** Business consultancy and advisory services; business management services; provision of information on businesses; provision of analyses of businesses and business performance; business management consultancy services; organization of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; personnel management services

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes

**US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
For Automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; cash registers; pre-recorded digital media featuring content in the field of telecommunications; software downloadable from the Internet for use in planning, scheduling, navigating, and providing information for conference attendees for use in the telecommunications industry; software downloadable from the Internet that allows users to conduct electronic business transactions on mobile devices for use in the telecommunications industry; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters and electronic books in the field of telecommunications; compact discs featuring information related to the field of telecommunications; digital music telecommunications devices and apparatus, namely, portable media players; computer game consoles adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; mouse pads; mobile phone accessories, namely, cases for mobile phones, battery chargers, cell phone holders, snap covers, hands-free devices

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For Telecommunications services, namely, mobile data transmission services, wireless broadcasting services; transmission of messages, sound or images; radio and television broadcasting services; consultation and advisory services in relation to all of the foregoing; advisory services in relation to the use of telecommunications by businesses, namely, telecommunications consultation

**International Classes**  38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

For Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, neckties, jackets, coats, scarves, sweatshirts, pants, shorts, uniforms; footwear; headgear, namely, hats, caps

**International Classes**  25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** GSMA Ltd.  **Address** GSMA Ltd.  1000 Abernathy Road  Suite 450; Atlanta Georgia  UNITED STATES

**Legal Entity** CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized** GEORGIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 119668435788

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1065685  **International Registration Date** Dec. 17, 2010

**Expiration Date** Dec. 17, 2030

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** STRUCK, ROBERT J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) TENBEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79156055  Application Filing Date  May 21, 2014  Registration Number  4957759
Registration Date  May 17, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Translation  The wording "TENBEX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1225488  International Registration Date  May 21, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Land and motor vehicles and parts thereof, namely, flexible discs, vibration absorbers, tension lugs, compression lugs, tension/compression lugs, couplings being joints, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, exhaust system vibration absorbers, exhaust system suspensions for land and motor vehicles, steering vibration absorbers, steering vibration dampers, gear lever vibration absorbers, flexible discs for use in steering, articulated shaft intermediate bearings, centering sleeves, flexible discs for use in drive shafts, torsional vibration absorbers, gearbox vibration absorbers, crank shaft vibration absorbers; all of the aforementioned goods exclusively for use in land and motor vehicles; land and motor vehicles and parts thereof with fibre reinforcement and/or thread inlays, namely, flexible discs, vibration absorbers, rubber-metal components for the bearing of aggregates, tension lugs, compression lugs, tension/compression lugs, couplings being joints, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, exhaust system vibration absorbers, exhaust system suspensions for land and motor vehicles, steering vibration absorbers, steering vibration dampers, gear lever vibration absorbers, flexible discs for use in steering, articulated shaft intermediate bearings, centering sleeves, flexible discs for use in drive shafts, torsional vibration absorbers, gearbox vibration absorbers, crank shaft vibration absorbers; all the aforementioned goods exclusively for use in land and motor vehicles

International Classes  12 - Primary Classes  US Classes  19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44
International Class Title  Vehicles
For  Machines and lines composed thereof for the production of automobile and utility vehicle parts; machines for use in plant engineering and construction, namely, conveyors, cargo elevators, escalators, shredders for industrial use, concrete pumps, grinding machines, hydraulic pumps, screw conveyors, motors, not for land vehicles; machine parts, namely, flexible discs, vibration absorbers, tension lugs, compression lugs, tension/compression lugs, couplings being joints, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, exhaust system vibration absorbers, exhaust system suspension components as parts of
machines, steering vibration absorbers, steering vibration dampers, gear lever vibration absorbers, flexible discs for use in steering, articulated shaft intermediate bearings, centering sleeves, flexible discs for use in drive shafts, torsional vibration absorbers, gearbox vibration absorbers, crankshaft vibration absorbers; machine parts with fibre reinforcement and/or thread inlays, namely, flexible discs, vibration absorbers, rubber-metal components for the bearing of aggregates, tension lugs, compression lugs, tension/compression lugs, couplings being joints, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, exhaust system vibration absorbers, exhaust system suspensions as parts of machines, steering vibration absorbers, steering vibration dampers, gear lever vibration absorbers, flexible discs for use in steering, articulated shaft intermediate bearings, centering sleeves, flexible discs for use in drive shafts, torsional vibration absorbers, gearbox vibration absorbers, crankshaft vibration absorbers; machines and parts thereof, except for land and motor vehicles and parts thereof, namely, flexible discs, vibration absorbers, rubber-metal components for the bearing of aggregates, tension lugs, compression lugs, tension/compression lugs, couplings being joints, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, flexible discs for use in steering, articulated shaft intermediate bearings, centering sleeves, flexible discs for use in drive shafts, torsional vibration absorbers, gearbox vibration absorbers; machine couplings and transmission components, not for land vehicles, for use in the fields of shipping, windmill technology and power plant technology

International Classes

Machinery

For Design and development of computer hardware and computer software; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research in the field of development and design of fiber and/or thread technology in connection with motors, and their parts, not for land vehicles, in connection with machine and windmill parts, except for land and motor vehicles, namely, flexible discs, vibration absorbers, rubber-metal components for the bearing of aggregates, tension lugs, compression lugs, tension/compression lugs, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, exhaust system vibration absorbers, exhaust system suspension components, not for land vehicles, for use in the fields of shipping, windmill technology and power plant technology

International Classes

US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
tension/compression lugs, axial couplings, lag couplings, joint couplings, exhaust system suspensions, exhaust system vibration absorbers, steering vibration absorbers, steering vibration dampers, gear lever vibration absorbers, flexible discs for use in steering, articulated shaft intermediate bearings, centering sleeves, flexible discs for use in drive shafts, torsional vibration absorbers, gearbox vibration absorbers, crank shaft vibration absorbers]

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Süddeutsche Gelenkscheibenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG Address Süddeutsche Gelenkscheibenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG Graslitzer Straße 14 Waldkraiburg FED REP GERMANY 84478 Legal Entity Limited partnership with a limited liability company as general partner State or Country Where Organized GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number WW-192050 US

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1225488 International Registration Date May 21, 2014 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Mar. 07, 2014 Expiration Date May 21, 2024

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CRAWFORD, MARY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) MIDO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79156725 Application Filing Date Jul. 31, 2014 Registration Number 4957764 Registration Date May 17, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Mar. 01, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "MIDO" in special characters, with the letter "M" included in a curvilinear shape. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Translation The English translation of "MIDO" in the mark is "I MEASURE".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1227243 International Registration Date Jul. 31, 2014 Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 4326295

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Printed matter and publications in the optical field, namely, books, magazines, newspapers, brochures, booklets, catalogues ]

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For [ Education and training services, namely, arranging and conducting of courses, seminars, meetings, conferences, conventions and other events for cultural or educational purposes; editorial services, including on-line editorial services ]

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Promotional services; arranging and conducting of fairs, exhibitions, conventions and conferences for advertising purposes; advertising [ ]; advertising by radio and by television; retail store services and online retail store services featuring spectacles, sunglasses, optical lenses and frames for spectacles, spectacle cases, eyeglass chains and cords, software, namely, software for use in the optical field, optical apparatus, printed matter and publications, namely, books, magazines, newspapers, brochures, booklets, catalogues ]

International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For: [Spectacles; sunglasses; optical lenses and frames for spectacles; spectacle cases; eyeglass chains and cords; software, namely, software for use in database management in the optical field; optical apparatus, namely, eyeglasses]

International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

Basis Information
Currently 66A: Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name: ANFAO - ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE FABBRICANTI ARTICOLI OTTICI
Address: ANFAO - ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE FABBRICANTI ARTICOLI OTTICI Via Alberto Riva Villasanta 3 Milano (MI)

Italy: I-20145
Legal Entity: Association
State or Country Where Organized: Italy

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number: 114354.00520

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1227243
International Registration Date: Jul. 31, 2014
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Jul. 24, 2014
Expiration Date: Jul. 31, 2024

Post Registration Information
Change in Registration: Yes

Examining Attorney
Examining Attorney: LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) BALLEROS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79156740 Application Filing Date Jun. 25, 2014 Registration Number 4883486
Registration Date Jan. 12, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 27, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 0832300 International Registration Date Jun. 24, 2004

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [Preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables covered with chocolate, nuts covered with chocolate]
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
For Pastry covered with chocolate, chocolate, confectioneries, namely, dried fruit rolled in chocolate and dusted with pure cocoa, dried fruit rolled in chocolate and dusted with fruit powder, dried fruit rolled in chocolate and dusted with a sugar mixture, pieces of roasted nuts rolled in chocolate and dusted with pure cocoa, pieces of roasted nuts rolled in chocolate and dusted with fruit powder, pieces of roasted nuts rolled in chocolate and dusted with a sugar mixture
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Zotter Holding GmbH & Co KG Address Zotter Holding GmbH & Co KG Bergl 56 A-8333 Kornberg bei Riegersburg AUSTRIA Legal Entity limited partnership with a limited liability company as a general partner State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ZHG-54511

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 0832300 International Registration Date Jun. 24, 2004
Expiration Date Jun. 24, 2024
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TM 17729 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) ZUMEX SOUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79160525 Application Filing Date Jul. 30, 2014 Registration Number 5000523 Registration Date Jul. 19, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 03, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "ZUMEX" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1235962 International Registration Date Jul. 30, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Tableware, namely, drink glasses, glass and plastic, mason, food preserving, liquid, and ceramic jars, pitchers, and disposable serving, cooking, basting, mixing, serving, slotted, wooden cooking, and stirring spoons, spoon rests; cookware for preparing beverages, namely, cookware for use in microwave ovens, pots, pans, steamers, juice extractors hand-operated, for household use, namely, non-electric juicers, non-electric food mixers, and containers for household use; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; beverage shakers; beverage glassware; ice buckets; decanters; kitchen glass holder for holding cutting boards, pots, waste, fruits, vegetables, namely, cutting board glass holders for kitchen use, pot holders of glass for kitchen use, waste holders of glass for kitchen use, fruit and vegetable bowls of glass for kitchen use; containers for cooling bottles, namely, cooling buckets for beverages, beverage cooling and heating receptacles containing heat exchange fluid for household purposes; drinking vessels; mugs; pitchers; drinking glasses, glass beverageware, glass jars, glass storage jars; bottle holders, namely, plastic juice box holders, insulating sleeve holder for bottles; hand-operated food processors; trays for domestic purposes; non-electric fruit and vegetables beaters; whisk; thermally insulated containers for beverages; serving bowls; bottle nozzles in the nature of pouring spouts for household use, bottle plastic spray nozzles; pouring nozzles in the nature of pouring spouts for household purposes; bottles, namely, bottles sold empty; plastic bottles, namely, plastic bottles sold empty for drinks and beverages; cooling bottles, empty insulated drink bottles sold empty; jars in the nature of carboys; preserving jars, namely, food preserving jars; tins for household utensils, namely, holders of tin for kitchen utensils; sieves; strainers, namely, cooling strainers, strainers for juices, strainers for drinks, reamers for juices; coupes; plastic garbage cans; plastic bowls; portable beverage dispensers; funnels; non-electric fruit presses for household use, namely, non-electric fruit squeezer; non-electric lemon-squeezer; juice extractors, namely, non-electric juicers, reamers for fruit juice; juice squeezer, namely, lemon squeezers, orange squeezers, fruit squeezer, non-electric vegetable squeezers; filters for household purposes, namely, filters
for juices, in the nature of strainers for household purposes, reamers for juice; flasks; non-electric food, fruit, vegetable
blenders for household purposes; portable beverage coolers; plastic, metal coasters; graters for household purposes; containers
for cooling beverages, namely, thermal insulated containers for beverages, portable beverage coolers; household storage
containers for food; containers for beverages, namely, glass jars and mason jars, food preserving glass, liquid insulating, and
ceramic jars, bottles in the nature of empty spray bottles, bottles sold empty, thermal insulated containers for beverages,
beverage glassware, plastic bottles in the nature of empty spray bottles, bottles sold empty, glass bottles in the nature of empty
spray bottles, bottles sold empty; containers for household purposes; containers for cooling bottles, namely, beverage cooling
receptacles containing heat exchange fluid for household purposes; containers for household or kitchen use; serving containers,
namely, Serving bowls, Serving scoops, serving glass jars, serving mason jars, serving insulating jars, serving drinking glasses,
empty serving bottles, serving pots, serving trays, liquid serving containers for household use, juice serving containers for
household use, pitchers, food preserving glass, liquid insulating, and ceramic jars; thermally insulated containers for food and
beverages; household utensils, namely, household utensils for preparing and processing beverages, namely, non-electric
juicers, non-electric lemon squeezers, non-electric citrus squeezers, non-electric fruit squeezers, non-electric vegetable
squeezers, scrapers for household purposes, and disposable serving, cooking, basting, mixing, serving, slotted, wooden
cooking and, stirring spoons, spoon rests, and cleaning brushes for household purposes for juicing machines, juice extractor
machines, and squeezing machines, rolling pins, spatulas, turners, and whisks; non-electric cooking utensils, namely, cutting
utensils in the nature of pastry, sandwich, cookie, and fondant cutters, cutting utensils for fruits and vegetables in the nature of
cutting boards, food mixers hand-operated, hand operated juice extractors in the nature of non-electric juicers, cooking
utensils, namely, grills, basting spoons; waste containers for food in the nature of waste baskets, scrapers, namely, scrapers for
household use, rolling pins, spatulas for household purposes, household utensils, namely, turners, and whisks; kitchen utensils
for pressing food, fruits and vegetables, namely, non-electric fruit and vegetable presses, kitchen utensils for extracting juice in
the nature of non-electric juicers, kitchen utensils for preparing and processing juices in the nature of non-electric juicers,
reamers for juices, washing utensils hand-operated for fruits and vegetables, namely, washing boards, washing cloths, washing
brushes, washing basins; hand operated grinders; insulating flasks for holding beverages; vacuum bottles; cups and mugs;
glasses receptacles, namely, drinks glasses, juice glasses; trash cans; waste containers, namely, waste baskets, waste containers
for food, waste plastic containers for food; household dust bins; waste paper baskets; bottle brushes, namely, brushes for
cleaning household bottles, for cleaning household containers; buckets; dust bins for household purposes; washing bowls as
containers; hand-operated cleaning instruments, namely, cleaning brushes for household use for cleaning spatulas, tableware
instruments, cookware instruments, cooking instruments, grilling instruments, non-electric juicers, non-electric squeezers, and
non-electric juice extractors instruments for fruits and vegetables ]

**International Classes:** 21 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes:** 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  
**International Class Title:** Housewares and Glass

*For* Engines, namely, engines for squeezing machines, liquifies machines, and juices machines, engines for beverage
preparation and processing machines, engines for fruit and vegetable presses, engines for beverages dispensing machines,
engines for food cutting, mixing, peeling or slicing machines, engine equipment, namely, engines for squeezing machines,
liquidizing, and juice machines, engines for beverage preparation machines, engines for beverages dispensing machines, and
generic machine parts, namely, motors, belts, cleavers being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing
machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, gears, casings being parts of
squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, brushes being parts of machines, filters for machines for preparing beverages, for juicing machines, fixed or removable containers for juices being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, fixed or removable containers for rind and pulp being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, brushes being parts of machines, valves being parts of machines, bungs being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, fruit conveying elements being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, magnets being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, switches being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, meters being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, frames being parts of squeezing machines, liquidizing machines, juicing machines, juice extractor machines, beverage preparation machines, dispensing machines, namely, vending machines for dispensing juices, vending machines for dispensing beverages; electromechanical beverage preparation machines; aerated water making apparatus; mineral water making machines; machines for washing vegetables; electric food mixers; electric kitchen knives; vegetable seed extraction machines; electric fruit presses for household use; electric fruit and vegetable presses; electric kitchen tools, namely, electric mixers, electric standing mixers, electric squeezers for fruit, vegetables, electric juice machines, electric liquidizers in the nature of electric juicers, juice extractors, electric cutting tools in the nature of cutting machines, food cutting machines for commercial use, fruit cutting machines, vegetables cutting machines, electric juice extractors; blenders kitchen machines, namely, electric food blenders, electric blender for fruits and vegetables; kitchen machines for preparing foodstuffs not for cooking, namely, electric mixers, electric squeezers for fruit, vegetables, electric liquidizers in the nature of electric juicers, juice extractors, juice extractors, cutting machines for food, fruit, vegetables, peeling machines, food slicing machines, presses in the nature of electric fruit presses, electric vegetable presses, industrial machines presses; electrically operated kitchen machines used for chopping, mixing, pressing, namely, electric mixers, electric food cutting machines, electric food chopping machines, electric food peeling, electric food slicing, electric fruits and vegetables pressing machines; electric kitchen machines, namely, electric mixers, electric squeezing machines, electric liquidizers in the nature of electric juicers, juice extractors, electric juice extractors; electric orange juicers; processing machines for use in the food industry, namely, food processors, juice machines, squeezing machines for food, fruit, vegetables; electric kitchen machines for making beverages, namely, beverage processing machines, juice machines; electric machines for slicing food in large quantities; electric orange juice extractor machines; juice extractor machines; industrial machines for food preparation, namely, electric food processors, juice machines, beverage processing machines; machines for cutting vegetables for commercial purposes, for household purposes; electric fruit pressing machines; machines for making beverages; electric
machines for making orange juice; electric machines for making carbonated beverages; electric food, fruit, vegetable blenders for household use; electric kitchen food, fruits, vegetables grinders; electric fruit grinders; machines for peeling vegetables for commercial use, for household use; machines for making beverages for industrial purposes; electric peeling machines for use in the preparation of food for commercial use, for household use; electric slicing machines for use in the kitchen for food, fruits and vegetables; fruit and vegetables grating machines for household purposes; electric fruit and vegetable peeler machines; electric food processors; mechanical food processors; electric kitchen utensils, namely, electric knives, electric juice machines, electric food, fruit, vegetable blenders; mixers machines, namely, electric mixers for household purposes; food mixing machines for industrial purposes; industrial presses, namely, electric fruit presses, electric vegetable presses, electric food presses; tools, namely, blades for power tools, grinding tools for grinding machines, cutting tools for cutting machines or juice machines; electric food presses for juice extractors; machine tools, namely, cutting tools for juices machines, pressing tools for juice machines; blades for power tools; blades for juice extractor and juice machines; cutting tools being parts of machines, namely, blades for power tools, power saw blades, blades for juice machines; automatic cutting machines; electric grinding machines; electromechanical food preparation machines, namely, beverage preparing machines, beverage processing machines, juice machines; electric food slicers; electric food choppers for household purposes; milling machines; automatic vending machines; refrigerated automatic dispensers, namely, vending machines for dispensing juices, machines for dispensing beverages, machines for dispensing food; coin-operated vending machines for beverages, juices, and food; machines for preparing and processing food and beverages, namely, juice machines, juice extractor, fruit and vegetables squeezing machines, fruit and vegetable press machines, juice machines, beverage preparing machines, beverage bottling machines, juice extractor machines, electric squeezing machines for fruits and vegetables, beverage processing machines, Bottle capping machines; industrial robots, household use robots, namely, food preparing robots, juice preparing robots, beverage preparing robots

International Classes: 7 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
International Class Title: Machinery

For [ corks for bottles ]

International Classes: 20 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
International Class Title: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name: ZUMEX GROUP S.A.
Address: ZUMEX GROUP S.A. Poligono Industrial Moncada III C/Moli, 2 Moncada (Valencia) SPAIN E-46113
Legal Entity: Sociedad Anónima
State or Country Where Organized: SPAIN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number: 38438000071

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number: 1235962
International Registration Date: Jul. 30, 2014
Date of Section 67 Priority Claim: Feb. 07, 2014
Expiration Date: Jul. 30, 2024

20851
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) REGAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79160615 Application Filing Date May 08, 2014 Registration Number 4957779
Registration Date May 17, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 29, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of stylized, black wording "Regal" with the depiction of a slightly curved gold line appearing underneath the wording. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) black and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1236191 International Registration Date May 08, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bombay mix, namely, a snack mix consisting of processed nuts and fruits flavoured with curry; foods made or prepared from lentils, namely, lentil soup, prepared or packaged meals consisting of lentils and meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; Asian foods made or prepared from lentils, namely, lentil soup, prepared or packaged meals consisting primarily of lentils and meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; processed fruits, processed fungi; processed nuts and pulses; prepared Asian savoury foodstuffs in the form of snack foods, namely, meat based snack foods, soy based snack foods, vegetable based snack foods, nut based snack foods; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables without rice; pre-cooked curry stew [ with or ] without rice; fruit and soya based snack foods; fruit and soya based Asian snack foods; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; prepared meals consisting primarily of potato based snack foods, [ rice and ] desserts; meat; poultry; game; meat extracts; canned fruits; jellies; eggs; milk; dairy products and dairy substitutes, namely, dairy based food beverages, milk, soy based food beverages used as a milk substitute, rice milk for use as a milk substitute, soybean milk; yogurt products, namely, yogurt based beverages, yogurt, Greek yogurt; lassi drinks being beverages containing milk ferments; yogurt; yogurt based drinks; frozen milk products, namely, ice cream shakes; beverages made from or containing milk, prepared milk and fruit desserts, namely, milk beverages containing fruits, milk based beverages containing fruit juice; non-alcoholic milk based beverages, namely, non-alcoholic milk beverages with high milk content; preserves and jams; processed edible seeds; nut products for foods, namely, nut butter, nut oil, candied nuts; prepared nuts; preserved nuts; processed peanuts; roasted nuts; processed monkeynuts; canned milk products, namely, condensed milk; potato based food
products, namely, potato crisps and chips, potato based snack foods, potato based gnocchi; potato crisps in the form of snack foods; crisps, namely, nut crisps; ground almonds; dried coconut; desiccated coconut

**International Classes**: 29 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 46  
**International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods

**For**: Convenience food and savoury snacks, namely, puffed corn snacks, wheat based snack foods, cheese flavoured corn snacks; baking powder; confectionery, namely, confectionery chips for baking; chocolates; halva, namely, a Middle Eastern confection made of sesame flour and honey; sugar confectionery, namely, chocolate for confectionery, confectionery made of sugar, confectionery in the nature of crystal sugar pieces; dairy confectionery, namely, ice cream confections; Asian confectionery snack foods, namely, chocolate based snack foods; confectionery based snack foods, namely, chocolate based snack foods; processed corn snacks, namely, processed corn based snack foods, puffed corn snacks; samosas; farinaceous foods, namely, farinaceous food pastes for human consumption; dried snack foods, namely, cereal based snack foods [, rice based snack food ]; coffee; cocoa; sugar; [ rice; ] tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; edible ices; honey; treacle; sorbets; yeast; pasta; noodles; [ prepared rice; rice; ] vermicelli; [ food products made from rice, namely, rice pudding, rice based snack foods; ] cereal and cereal preparations, namely, processed cereals, cereal based snack foods; cereal based preparations for human consumption, namely, processed cereals, cereal based snack foods; corn flakes; maize flakes; roasted corn; roasted maize; cereal based snack foods; sweets, namely, candy; boiled sweets; dips, namely, dipping sauces; prepared savoury foodstuffs in the form of snack foods, namely, granola based snack bars [, snack food chews made primarily from brown rice; prepared meals with rice, namely, packaged meal kits consisting primarily of rice; rice crisps, namely, popped rice (okoshi) ]

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes  
**US Classes**: 46  
**International Class Title**: Staple Foods

**For**: Restaurants; snack bars; cafes; cafeterias; food and drink, namely, catering of food and drink, serving food and drinks, providing of food and drink; catering; takeaway services, namely, take out restaurant services; temporary accommodation, namely, booking of temporary accommodation, providing temporary accommodation; hotels; catering services for providing foods and drink; provision of food and drink; provision of meals, namely, catering for the provision of food and beverages; arranging of meals, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; arranging of meals in hotels, namely, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals in hotels; arranging of wedding reception food and drink, namely, making reservations and bookings for the catering of food and drinks; arranging of wedding reception venues, namely, providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; arranging of the provision of foods and drink at festivals and celebrations, namely, providing of food and drink at festivals; banqueting services, namely, providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; bar services; bistro services; booking of catering services for others; booking of restaurant meals for others; cafe services; cafeteria services; food and drink catering services; catering services for restaurants; restaurant services provided by hotels; restaurant services specialising in Indian cuisine; restaurant services specialising in Tandoori cuisine; restaurant services for the provision of fast food; restaurant services for the provision of burgers, fries and cola; ice cream parlour services; tea room services; catering services provided online from a computer database or from the Internet, namely, making reservations and bookings for the catering of food and drinks, booking of catering services for others; online ordering services in the field of food, drink and catering featuring text and images, namely, making reservations and bookings for the catering of food and drinks, booking of catering services for others, making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; cake decoration services ]
For Syrup for making beverages; fruit juice beverages; juices, namely, fruit juices, vegetable juices; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, non-carbonated, non-alcoholic frozen flavoured beverages; table waters; tomato juice; vegetable juice beverages; water beverages; non-alcoholic aerated or carbonated beverages, namely, fruit flavoured carbonated drinks, colas, soft drinks, aerated water; mineral and aerated waters; fruit flavoured squashes, namely, fruit concentrates and purees used as ingredients of beverages, fruit juice bases; non-alcoholic fruit nectars; non-alcoholic cocktails; pastilles for making non-alcoholic effervescing beverages, namely, powders used in the preparation of effervescing beverages; essences for making non-alcoholic beverages not in the nature of essential oils; non-alcoholic fruit extracts for use in the preparation of beverages; non-alcoholic fruit based drinks; lemonades; soda water; sorbets in the nature of beverages

International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services

For Syrup for making beverages; fruit juice beverages; juices, namely, fruit juices, vegetable juices; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, non-carbonated, non-alcoholic frozen flavoured beverages; table waters; tomato juice; vegetable juice beverages; water beverages; non-alcoholic aerated or carbonated beverages, namely, fruit flavoured carbonated drinks, colas, soft drinks, aerated water; mineral and aerated waters; fruit flavoured squashes, namely, fruit concentrates and purees used as ingredients of beverages, fruit juice bases; non-alcoholic fruit nectars; non-alcoholic cocktails; pastilles for making non-alcoholic effervescing beverages, namely, powders used in the preparation of effervescing beverages; essences for making non-alcoholic beverages not in the nature of essential oils; non-alcoholic fruit extracts for use in the preparation of beverages; non-alcoholic fruit based drinks; lemonades; soda water; sorbets in the nature of beverages

International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Current 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Regal Ventures Ltd Address Regal Ventures Ltd Regal House, Wallis Street West Yorkshire BD8 9RR Legal Entity Limited Company State or Country Where Organized UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 6638RV-1

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1236191 International Registration Date May 08, 2014 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Nov. 11, 2013 Expiration Date May 08, 2024

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 16, "with or"; line 20 "rice and"; Line 52, " , rice based snack food" line 53, "rice"; line 54, "prepared rice; rice;" lines 54 and 55, "food products made from rice, namely, rice pudding, rice based snack foods;" Lines 61 thru 63, " , snack food chews made primarily from brown rice; prepared meals with rice, namely packaged meal kits consisting primarily of rice; rice crisps, namely, popped rice (okoshi)" should be deleted

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney TANNER, MICHAEL R
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) PAS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79164555 Application Filing Date Nov. 07, 2014 Registration Number 5088786
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1245433 International Registration Date Nov. 07, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Compressed air machines; compressed air pressure reducing equipment, namely, self-contained units for delivering breathable quality air at an appropriate gas pressure into rooms, buildings and underground working environments, namely, mines and underground structures; compressed air pumps; ] compressed air switch valves for sensing change in air pressure and switching to alternative air supply; [ compressors for air conditioning apparatus; compressors as parts of machines; pressure reducers in the nature of mechanical valves being parts of machines; air supply hoses being wholly or principally non-metal and being parts of machines; hoses being wholly or principally non-metal for air compressors and air conditioning apparatus; ] parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods; all for non-medical purposes and for protection against toxic gases, fumes, chemicals and hazardous particulates and all being for use by personnel operating in hazardous environments in the fields of fire fighting, mining, water and waste treatment, chemical and petrochemical production and in power plants and in emergency escape situations and carrying out decontamination procedures
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For [ Air filters for cleaning the air in rooms and buildings; air conditioners; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods; all for non-medical purposes and for protection against toxic gases, fumes, chemicals and hazardous particulates and all being for use by personnel operating in hazardous environments in the fields of fire fighting, mining, water and waste treatment, chemical and petrochemical production and in power plants and in emergency escape situations and carrying out decontamination procedures ]
International Classes 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 International Class Title Environmental Control Apparatus
For breathing equipment and breathing apparatus for personnel operating in hazardous environments, namely, portable and non-portable respirators for delivering uninterrupted air supply to the wearer, not for diving; personal compressed air breathing apparatus for personnel operating in hazardous environments, namely, portable and non-portable respirators for delivering uninterrupted air supply to the wearer, not for diving; airline breathing apparatus in the nature of mobile breathing units for personnel operating in hazardous environments to enable users to operate remotely from the source of air supply, not for diving; breathing apparatus backpack assemblies comprising harnesses, buckles and adjusting straps and connected source of air supply and pressure reduction valve; protection masks; respiratory masks and filters for non-medical purposes; breathing air compressors for non-medical purposes; breathing air supply trolleys for non-medical purposes; air supply hoses being wholly or principally non-metal for compressed air breathing apparatus; pressure reducers for reducing the pressure of air to a level where it may be safely breathed, for non-medical purposes; all for non-medical purposes and for protection against toxic gases, fumes, chemicals and hazardous particulates and all being for use by personnel operating in hazardous environments in the fields of fire fighting, mining, water and waste treatment, chemical and petrochemical production and in power plants and in emergency escape situations and carrying out decontamination procedures

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38

**International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Draeger Safety UK Ltd

**Address** Draeger Safety UK Ltd Ullswater Close Blyth Riverside Business Park BLYTH Nor UNITED KINGDOM NE24 4RG

**Legal Entity** Limited Company

**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 189462-5097

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1245433

**International Registration Date** Nov. 07, 2014

**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Nov. 03, 2014

**Expiration Date** Nov. 07, 2024

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** LEHKER, DAWN FELDMAN

20857
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) JIMCO FLO-D

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration: 1247857
International Registration Date: Feb. 20, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For: Ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes and ozone production

International Classes: 10 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 26, 39, 44
International Class Title: Medical Apparatus

For: Air ventilation units [and installations] using ozone and UV-C short wave ultra violet light for the elimination of microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, germs, mold, mildew, and viruses for neutralization, disinfection, decontamination, and sterilization (non medical), of industrial plants, commercial food manufacturing factories, and commercial and domestic kitchens; kitchen hoods for air ventilation for commercial or domestic kitchens; air ventilation systems for the neutralization, degradation, decontamination of greases, odorants and other substances by using ozone, and UV-C short wave ultra violet light; sewage and water purification installations and equipment containing ultraviolet sterilization units and/or ultraviolet ray lamps for the formation and removal of ozone; and replacement parts for the aforementioned units, [installations, and machines,] including ultra-violet ray lamps (not for medical purposes); air conditioning fans; deodorizing apparatus, namely, electric room deodorizing units, not for personal use; Ozone generators and sanitizers that kill bacteria, fungi, germs, mold, mildew, and viruses [; gas scrubbers; air filtering installations; water purification installations; purification installations for sewage]

International Classes: 11 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
International Class Title: Chemicals

For: Chemical preparations, namely, ozone, for the neutralization of odors, decomposition or decontamination of fats and other substances formed in commercial and domestic kitchens and food processing facilities

International Classes: 1 - Primary Classes
US Classes: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
International Class Title: Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A: Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason for Publication**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** BG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Identifiers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
<td>79169516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>May 22, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5056674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>Jul. 26, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mark Information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a circled outlined in red. The left half interior of the circle is red with a white letter "B" and the right half interior of the circle is white with a red letter "G".
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**Related Properties Information**

- **International Registration**: 1257679
- **International Registration Date**: May 22, 2015

**Goods and Services Information**

For: [Non-metallic building materials, namely, non-metallic reinforcements for concrete, namely, plates, glass and plastic fibers, rods and bars; transportable buildings not of metal; staircases, ceilings panels, wall tiles and chimneys not of metal; prefabricated parts for buildings, namely, window wells, window sills, non-metal floor drain pipes, bases and grates; prefabricated houses not of metal; gutters not of metal; sluices and drain pipes made of concrete; ] fiber-reinforced concrete; fiber-reinforced refractory castable materials not of metal and other non-metallic building materials, namely, cable troughs, covers for cable troughs, [ manholes covers; concrete drain nozzles; ] non-metallic gratings; [ non-metallic manhole covers; non-metallic drain pipes and tubes for construction purposes; cable conduits made of concrete; non-metallic road construction materials, namely, portable precast traffic barriers, verge plates and hard shoulder plates in the nature of portable non-metal traffic barriers, ] cement curb stones [, fundaments for road signs in the nature of non-metallic stands for road signs, non-metallic fundaments for reflector posts ]

- **International Classes**: 19 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 12, 33, 50
- **International Class Title**: Non-metallic Building Materials
For [Real estate affairs, namely, real estate management]

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For [Oil and grease separators]

International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For [Building construction; building construction and repair; on-site construction project management; on-site construction supervision of civil engineering works and building construction]

International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Building materials of metal, namely, [rain gutter screens made of metal fabrics, meshes or grids, metal drain pipes and metal gutters, metal rain down spouts; transportable buildings of metal; staircases and banisters of metal; sluices, drain pipes and drain nozzles of metal; grilles of metal, namely,] metal grates; [manhole covers; pipes and tubes of metal; road construction materials of metal, namely, welded wire connection systems for precast concrete walls and mechanically stabilized retaining walls]

International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Graspointner Holding GmbH Address Graspointner Holding GmbH Gessenschwandt 39 A-4882 Oberwang AUSTRIA Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 50110-021TMK

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1257679 International Registration Date May 22, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 21, 2015 Expiration Date May 22, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CLAYTON, CHERYL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) EIVI

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79170545 Application Filing Date Jun. 24, 2015 Registration Number 5126162
Registration Date Jan. 24, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1260319 International Registration Date Jun. 24, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Bracelets; jewelry ornaments; jewelry
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry
For Wine; beverages containing wine
International Classes 33 - Primary Classes US Classes 47, 49 International Class Title Wines and Spirits
For [ Alcohol free wine; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations in the nature of syrup substitutes and scented water, all of the foregoing for making beverages ]
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SANDHOLD B.V. Address SANDHOLD B.V. Doezastraat 12 Leiden NETHERLANDS NL-2311HB
Legal Entity BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP (B.V.) State or Country Where Organized NETHERLANDS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number NO11718TUS

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1260319 International Registration Date Jun. 24, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jun. 12, 2015 Expiration Date Jun. 24, 2025
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) PHENOXETOL

Case Identifiers
Serial Number 79171226 Application Filing Date Jul. 20, 2015 Registration Number 5024462 Registration Date Aug. 23, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jun. 07, 2016

Mark Information
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

Related Properties Information
International Registration 1261920 International Registration Date Jul. 20, 2015

Goods and Services Information
For Bleaching preparations and other substances in the nature of detergent and softeners for laundry use; cleaning, polishing and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations
For Chemical products for use in industry [, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fireextinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering chemicals; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives for use in industry]
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

Basis Information
Currently 66A Yes

Owner Information
Owner Name Clariant AG Address Clariant AG Rothausstrasse 61 Muttenz SWITZERLAND CH-4132 Legal Entity Aktiengesellschaft State or Country Where Organized SWITZERLAND

Attorney/Correspondence Information
Docket Number Phenoxetol

International Registration Information (Section 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1261920 International Registration Date Jul. 20, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Jan. 21, 2015 Expiration Date Jul. 20, 2025
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex­am­in­ing At­tor­ney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) NICOLE VIENNA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79172457 Application Filing Date  Jun. 12, 2015 Registration Number   4953556
Registration Date  May 10, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Name Portrait Consent   The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1264757 International Registration Date  Jun. 12, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Watches, watch straps; [ jewelry; ] cases for clocks and watches
International Classes   14 - Primary Classes US Classes   2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title   Jewelry
For   [ Travel bags, hand bags, shoulder bags, wallets, credit card cases, business card cases, key bags, purses, fanny packs, carrier messenger bags, rucksacks, briefcases; vanity cases sold empty; umbrellas ]
International Classes   18 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title   Leather Goods
For   [ Retail store services featuring watches, horological and chronometric instruments, jewelry, sunglasses, eyeglasses, clothing, footwear, headwear, bags, soaps, perfumery, and cosmetics ]
International Classes   35 - Primary Classes US Classes   100, 101, 102 International Class Title   Advertising and Business
For   [ Sunglasses, eyeglasses, cases and bags adapted for sunglasses and eyeglasses; computer application software for mobile devices, namely, software for displaying fashion items ]
International Classes   9 - Primary Classes US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For   [ Clothing, namely, underwear, shirts, pants, ties, ascots, scarves, shawls, gloves, belts, socks, hosiery; outerclothing, namely, coats, raincoats, jackets; footwear; headwear ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>International Classes</strong></th>
<th>25 - Primary Classes</th>
<th><strong>US Classes</strong></th>
<th>22, 39</th>
<th><strong>International Class Title</strong></th>
<th>Clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIS INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Morellato S.p.A.</td>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Morellato S.p.A. Via Commerciale 29 I-35010 Fratte di Santa Giustina in ITALY</td>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>S.p.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1264757</td>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2015</td>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 02, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>HENRY, NAKIA D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) NEFFUL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79173257 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 2015 Registration Number 4953564
Registration Date May 10, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the term "NEFFUL" in stylized upper case gold letters. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The wording "NEFFUL" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1266655 International Registration Date Feb. 27, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Lace and embroidery; ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes; sewing pins and needles; artificial flowers ]
International Classes 26 - Primary Classes US Classes 37, 39, 40, 42, 50 International Class Title Fancy Goods
For [ Household and kitchen containers; combs and sponges for household purposes; brushes, namely, cosmetic brushes, clothes brushes, hair brushes, except paint brushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes, namely, cleaning brushes for fabric, cleaning cloth, cleaning sponges; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; beverage glassware ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For [ Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; food for babies; all purpose disinfectants; ] dietary supplements; nutritional supplements, vitamin and minerals supplements [ ; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; herbicides; anti-rheumatism rings; corn rings for feet; medical dressing; sanitary pads and sanitary pouches specially adapted for holding sanitary pads; air deodorizing preparations; air purifying preparations; contact lens cleaning preparations; solutions for use with contact lenses; diapers, namely, babies' napkins; babies' diaper-pants; nutritional supplements consisting predominantly of L-type fermented calcium lactate, low density sodium chloride liquid used salina water, and casein phosphopeptide (CPP III) extracted from milk for non-medicinal health purpose ]
**International Classes** 5 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52  
**International Class Title** Pharmaceuticals  
**For** [ Leather and imitations of leather; goods made of leather and imitation of leather, namely, briefcases; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery ]

**International Classes** 18 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 3, 22, 41  
**International Class Title** Leather Goods  
**For** [ Handkerchiefs; household linen; baby blankets; children's blankets; swaddling blankets; lap blankets; bed blankets; crib, bath, towel sheets of textile; bedsheets; bed cover; bed linens, bed spreads; pillowcases; mattress covers; eiderdowns, namely, comforters and duvets; down coverlets; quilts; quilts cases of linen; curtains; table cloths not of paper; table napkins of textile; towels of textile ]

**International Classes** 24 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 42, 50  
**International Class Title** Fabrics  
**For** [ Games and playthings, namely, plush toys, bath toys; decorations for Christmas trees ]

**International Classes** 28 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 23, 38, 50  
**International Class Title** Toys and Sporting Goods  
**For** [ Printed matter, namely, pamphlets, guides, catalogues in the field of marketing and sales, business management, business administration, direct sales, home party sales events, cosmetic preparations, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, home textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household items, games and toys, beverages; catalogues in the field of marketing and sales, business management, business administration, direct sales, home party sales events, cosmetic preparations, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, home textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household items, games and toys, beverages; calendars; magazines in the field of marketing and sales, business management, business administration, direct sales, home party sales events, cosmetic preparations, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, home textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household items, games and toys, beverages; printed publications, namely, pamphlets, guides, catalogues in the field of marketing and sales, business management, business administration, direct sales, home party sales events, cosmetic preparations, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, home textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household items, games and toys, beverages; printed invoices forms; printed, adhesive labels, not of textile; stationery, namely, stickers; printed periodicals in the field of marketing and sales, direct sales, and home party sales events and corporate news, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household items, games and toys, beverages; informational flyers featuring marketing and sales, direct sales, and home party sales events and corporate news, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household items, games and toys, beverages; photographs; writing pads; envelopes; toilet papers; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; placards of paper or cardboard; signboards of paper or cardboard; paper or cardboard materials for packaging; packing paper; stationery; pen; pencil; flags of paper; paintbrushes; letterhead paper; boxes or containers of cardboard or paper for packaging; paper teaching materials in the field of marketing and sales, direct sales, and home party sales events and corporate news, health and beauty, cleaning preparations, nutrition, clothing, undergarments, textiles, leather and imitations of leather and goods made thereof, furniture and home furnishings, household ...]
items, games and toys, beverages, except apparatus; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; adhesives glues for stationery or household purposes; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging

**International Classes** 16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  **International Class Title**  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

**For**  [ Furniture, mirrors, picture frames ]

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

**For**  [ Toilet soaps; soaps; disinfectant soap; shampoo; hair shampoo; hair colorants; hair spray; hair waving preparations; hair lotion; hair dyes; hair conditioners; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; non-medicated toiletries; perfumery; eye make-up; essential oils; aromatics essential oils; ethereal oils; cosmetics creams, namely, day creams, night creams, hand creams and breast firming creams; shower gels; non-medicated lotions; cosmetics, namely, skincare, body care and make-up products; beauty masks; lipsticks; cosmetics, namely, powder compacts; non-medicated preparations for personal toilet hygiene, namely, non-medicated preparations all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; cosmetic preparations for skin care, body care and baths; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations cosmetics; deodorants for human beings; washing preparations; incense; dentifrices; breath freshening sprays and strips; cleaning preparations for household purposes; laundry preparations, namely, bleaching preparations, laundry detergents, laundry fabric conditioner, Anti-static dryer sheets; antistatic preparations for household purposes ]

**International Classes** 3 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52  **International Class Title**  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

**For**  [ Advertising; business management; business administration; providing office functions ]

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  **International Class Title**  Advertising and Business

**For**  [ Dresses; ] children's clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, [ one-piece garments for children, coveralls, ] shirts, pants, [ headwear, footwear, jackets, ] coats; jackets; blazers; jogging pants; sweat pants; [ suits; ] skirts; pants; [ coats; overcoats; topcoats; raincoats; ] sweaters; cardigans; [ vests and waistcoats; ] shirts, blouses, sweat shirts, T-shirts, polo shirts; [ outer clothing, namely, jackets, coats, raincoats, parkas; ] nightwear; [ night gowns; ] night shirts; pyjamas; [ bath robes; bathing suits; ] underwear; [ underwear; stockings; pantyhose; ] socks; shawls; scarves; gloves as clothing; [ neckties; headbands as clothing; ] waistbands as clothing; wristbands as clothing; [ mufflers; spats; jerseys as clothing; ] leg warmers; knee pads for keeping warm; tights; [ leotards; ] headwear; [ hats; ] caps; girdles as clothing

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  **International Class Title**  Clothing

**For**  [ Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, namely, soft drinks, drinking water; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; preparations for making beverages, namely, fruit drinks, soft drinks; lychee extract drink, for non-medicinal health purpose ]

**International Classes** 32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  **International Class Title**  Light Beverages

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OWNER INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) STEP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79173570 Application Filing Date Jul. 02, 2015 Registration Number 5088818 Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1267352 International Registration Date Jul. 02, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial advisory services relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship, and administration; administration of financial trusts; establishment of financial trusts; financial advice relating to financial trusts; management of financial unit trust; administration and financial consultation relating to real estate trust management; financial advisory services relating to real estate ownership; real estate appraisal; brokerage of real estate; consultation services relating to real estate; evaluation of real estate; investment advisory services relating to real estate; management of real estate; real estate agency services; financial trust executor and trustee services; real estate administration, namely, real estate management; financial trust administration; financial advisory services relating to taxation

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Printed matter and publications, namely, books, journals, [ newspapers, ] periodicals, magazines, leaflets, pamphlets, newsletters, [ and worksheets ] all relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship, and administration; journals, newsletters, manuals, handbooks, stationery, all relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship, and administration

International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For Educational and training services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, conferences, educational testing, educational examination, educational assessment services, and non-downloadable webinars relating to taxation, trusts, estates, executorship, and administration; arranging, conducting, organizing, and planning of conferences, seminars, educational exhibitions, and educational or training classes, all relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship, and administration; online video based training and educational services, namely, on-line classes, seminars, workshops,
conferences, and webinars all relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship, and administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>41 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101, 107</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Education and Entertainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners Limited  
**Address** The Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners Limited  
Artillery House (South)  
11-19 Artillery Row  
London  
UNITED KINGDOM  
SW1P 1RT

**Legal Entity** Private Limited Company  
**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 137812262537

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1267352  
**International Registration Date** Jul. 02, 2015  
**Expiration Date** Jul. 02, 2025

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** KIM, SOPHIA SUJIN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) PRICE & KENSINGTON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79174225 Application Filing Date May 19, 2015 Registration Number 4953583
Registration Date May 10, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Feb. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1268949 International Registration Date May 19, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Articles of ceramics, including articles made of china, earthenware and pottery, for kitchen use, namely, cups, mugs, saucers, tea pots, coasters not of paper and other than table linen, storage jars, kitchen utensil jars, biscuit barrels, namely, cookie jars, trays for domestic purposes, bread-crocks in the nature of bread bins, tea-bag holders, namely, tea caddies, spoon rests, canister sets, sugar bowls, creamer pitchers, jugs, cake plates, cake stands, egg cups, butter dishes, salt and pepper pots, hen nests, namely, decorative ceramic egg holders for domestic use, cooling toast racks, cookie jars, ramekins; articles of ovenware made of ceramic, namely, [ oven trays for domestic purposes, ] casseroles, [ au gratin cooking pans, ] roasting dishes; articles of tableware, namely, dinner plates, side plates, cereal bowls, mugs, cups, saucers, dinner sets comprised of plates, bowls, cups and mugs, pasta bowls, pasta sets comprised of bowls, strainers and serving forks, serving platters [ ; textiles for the tabletop and for kitchen use, namely, double oven mitts, single oven mitts; tea cosies ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass
For [ Textiles for kitchen use, namely, tea-towels [, tea cosies ]; table linen ]
International Classes 24 - Primary Classes US Classes 42, 50 International Class Title Fabrics
For [ Textiles for kitchen use, namely, aprons ]
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: HAMSARD 3636 LIMITED
Address: HAMSARD 3636 LIMITED 26-32 Spitfire Road Triumph Trading Estate, Speke Hall Road Liverpool UNITED KINGDOM L24 9BF
Legal Entity: Limited company
State or Country: UNITED KINGDOM

Where Organized: UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: CSY-0130

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1268949
International Registration Date: May 19, 2015
Expiration Date: May 19, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration: Yes
Correction made to Registration: In the statement, line 22, ”, tea cosies” should be deleted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: THOMAS, AMY E
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) ZOOMOO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79175770 Application Filing Date Jan. 29, 2015 Registration Number 5080022 Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1272318 International Registration Date Jan. 29, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Household or kitchen utensils and containers, namely, mixing spoons, serving spoons, spatulas, kitchen knives, food storage bowls, food storage containers; heat insulated containers for household use; thermally insulated containers for food for household use; lunch boxes; feeding utensils, namely, cutlery spoons, drinking straws; cups, plates and bowls made of cardboard, paper, plastic and polystyrene; tableware, glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes, namely, eating knives, eating forks, eating spoons, cups, plates, saucers, drinking glasses, water jugs, water bottles, jugs and bottles for serving beverages; kitchenware, namely, mixing spoons, serving spoons, spatulas, kitchen knives, food storage bowls, food storage containers; cleaning articles, namely, cleaning cloths, textile face cloths; brushes, namely, hair brushes, toothbrushes and clothes brushes ]
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For [ Playing cards, cards games, board games, jigsaw puzzles; player-operated electronic controllers and joysticks for consumer video games; amusement apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor ]
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

For [ Radio and ] television show production; [ Radio and ] television programming; entertainment and educational services, namely, production and distribution of programmes for presentation on [ radio and ] television in the fields of recreation, entertainment and education; entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television series in the nature of prerecorded programmes and special events in the field of zoology, nature, ecology, sociology and science; instructional, education and entertainment services, namely, instruction in the field of computers, providing entertainment information; [ providing online
video games from a computer network or via handheld gaming apparatus; provision of online interactive non-downloadable video games; ] production of animations; [ providing online non-downloadable computer games; online publishing of music and graphic images through the internet that can be accessed via a handheld game apparatus; providing online video gaming; publication services, namely, publication of books, papers, illustrations, magazines, pamphlets and publications in the nature of journals, periodicals, serial novels, serial graphic novels; ] all the aforesaid in relation to [ telecommunications and ] related products, namely, [ DVDs, videotapes, interactive games, ] internet downloads, computer graphics, animations, digital souvenirs and mobile phone and electronic tablet clips in the fields of recreation, entertainment and education

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** [ interactive educational video game programs; blank recordable CDs, exposed cinematographic films, DVDs and other storage media storing devices in the nature of magnetic data carriers, optical data carriers for use in connection with arcade video game machines; consumer video game programs; video game programs for consumers; downloadable consumer video game programs; blank computer game memory cartridges, ROM cassettes and cartridges and other memory storage devices in the nature of blank magnetic data carriers, blank optical data carriers; downloadable computer game programs; computer game software; video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, slide projectors and interactive computer screens; teaching apparatus for use as study aids, namely, slide projectors and interactive computer screens; computer game programs; data processors; internet downloads, namely, downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newspapers, magazines and books in the field of video games, computers, entertainment and education, downloadable music files, downloadable video files and graphic images in the field of video games, computers, downloadable video game software, and downloadable software for accessing information about video games, for database management; recreational entertainment or educational motion picture films about video games, computers, entertainment and education; video files, audio files and graphic images downloadable via telecommunications networks for use on mobile telephones and electronic tablets in the field of video games, computers, entertainment and entertainment ]

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For** [ Radio and ] television broadcasting [ , radio communication, communications by television for meeting, ] and transmission of [ radio and ] television programs by satellite; cable television broadcasting and transmission; [ telecommunication services, namely, communications by mobile phones, telephone communications and information about telecommunication services; ] computer aided transmission of messages and images [ ; electronic mail transmission ]

**International Classes** 38 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 104 **International Class Title** Communication

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** ZooMoo Networks Pte Limited **Address** ZooMoo Networks Pte Limited 189 Bridge Road #03-01/02 Singapore SINGAPORE 059422 **Legal Entity** Company Limited by Shares **State or Country Where Organized** SINGAPORE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** GEST 6177

---
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INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1272318  International Registration Date   Jan. 29, 2015
Expiration Date   Jan. 29, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   PARK, JENNY K
### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79176651</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 13, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>5075668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 08, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Aug. 23, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Translation**: The wording “VELSAN” has no meaning in a foreign language.

### Related Properties Information

- **International Registration**: 1274351
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 13, 2015

### Goods and Services Information

- **For**: Bleaching preparations and other substances in the nature of detergent and softeners for laundry use; cleaning, polishing and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
- **International Classes**: 3 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

- **For**: Chemicals for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and chemical soldering preparations; chemical preparations for preserving foodstuffs; tanning agents for use in the manufacture of leather; adhesives for use in industry
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals

### Basis Information

- **Currently 66A**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Clariant AG
- **Address**: Clariant AG Rothausstrasse 61 Muttenz SWITZERLAND CH-4132
- **Legal Entity**: Aktiengesellschaft
- **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

### Attorney/Correspondence Information

- **Docket Number**: Velsan

### International Registration Information (Section 66A)

- **Owner of International Registration Number**: 1274351
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 13, 2015
- **Expiration Date**: Oct. 13, 2025
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) CHUMAK FROM FIELD TO TABLE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79177313 Application Filing Date Sep. 25, 2015 Registration Number 5019830
Registration Date Aug. 16, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date May 31, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "CHUMAK" within a banner design with the wording "From field to table" below. The color blue appears in the banner design, the color gold appears in the borders of the banner, the color white appears in the word "CHUMAK" and the color grey appears in the text "From field to table". Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue, gold, white and grey is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FROM FIELD TO TABLE" Translation The English translation of "CHUMAK" in the mark is "traveling" or "trader".

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1249135 International Registration Date Oct. 27, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products, excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; edible oils and fats; ajvar being preserved peppers; albumen for culinary purposes; albumin milk; alginites for culinary purposes; almonds, ground; aloe vera prepared for human consumption; processed anchovy; animal marrow for food; apple puree; bacon; beans, preserved; black pudding, bone oil, edible; bouillon; bouillon concentrates; butter; buttercream; caviar; charcuterie; cheese; chocolate nut butter being a nut-based spread also containing chocolate; clams, not live; coconut butter; coconut fat; coconut oil; prepared coconut, desiccated; colza oil for food; compotes; condensed milk; corn oil; cranberry sauce compote; crayfish, not live; cream being a dairy product; crustaceans, not live; crystallized fruits; curd; processed dates; edible birds' nests; edible fats; edible oils; eggs; fat-containing mixtures for bread slices, namely, dairy-based spreads, cheese spreads, nut-based spreads; fish fillets; fish meal for human consumption; fish mousses; fish roe, prepared; fish, not live; fish, preserved; fish, tinned canned; flaxseed oil for culinary purposes; foods made from fish, namely, fish fillets, fish cakes; frozen fruits; fruit chips; fruit jellies; fruit peel; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit pulp; fruit salads; fruit, preserved; fruit, stewed; fruit-based snack food; fruits, tinned canned; game, not live; unflavored and unsweetened gelatin; gherkins; ginger jam; ham; herring, not live; hummus chickpea paste; Isinglass for food; jams; jellies for food; kefir milk beverage; kimchi fermented vegetable dish; koummiss kunnis milk beverage; lard; lecithin for culinary purposes; lentils, preserved; liver; liver pastes; lobsters, not live; low-fat potato chips; margarine;
marmalade; meat; meat extracts; meat jellies; meat, preserved; meat, tinned canned; milk; milk beverages; milk predominating; milk ferments for culinary purposes; milk shakes; mushrooms, preserved; mussels, not live; non-alcoholic eggnog; nuts, prepared; olive oil for food; olives, preserved; onions, preserved; oysters, not live; palm kernel oil for food; palm oil for food; peanut butter; peanuts, prepared; peas, preserved; pectin for culinary purposes; piccalilli; pickles; pollen prepared as foodstuff; pork; potato chips; potato flakes; potato fritters; poultry, not live; powdered eggs; prawns, not live; preparations for making bouillon; preparations for making soup; preserved garlic; prostokvasha being soured milk; raisins; rennet; ryazhenka being fermented baked milk; salmon, not live; salted fish; salted meats; sardines, not live; sauerkraut; sausages; sausages in batter; sea-cucumbers, not live; seaweed extracts for food; seeds, prepared; sesame oil; shellfish, not live; shrimps, not live; silkworm chrysalis, for human consumption; smetana being sour cream; snail egg for consumption; soups; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk being a milk substitute; spiny lobsters, not live; suet for food; sunflower oil for food; sunflower seeds, prepared; tahini sesame seed paste; toasted laver; tofu; tomato juice for cooking, tomato paste; tomato puree; tripe; truffles, preserved; tuna fish, not live; vegetable juices for cooking, vegetable mousses; vegetable salads; vegetable soup preparations; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; vegetables, preserved; vegetables, tinned canned; whey; whipped cream; white of eggs; yoghurt; yolk of egg

**International Classes**

- **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
- **Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes, namely, bulbs and seeds for agricultural, horticultural and forestry purposes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds for agricultural purposes; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt for brewing and distilling; live Christmas trees; unprocessed algae for human or animal consumption; algaro villa for animal consumption; fresh almonds and fresh fruits; live aloe vera plants; animal fattening preparations, namely, mash; animal foodstuffs; aromatic sand for pets litter; raw sugar cane bagasses; unprocessed barley; beans, fresh; beet, fresh; fresh berries, fresh fruits; beverages for pets; bird food; unprocessed bran; bran mash for animal consumption; live bread stock; bulbs for agricultural and horticultural purposes; live bushes; by-products of the processing of cereals, for animal consumption; cattle cake being cattle feed; cattle food; cereal seeds, unprocessed; chestnuts, fresh; fresh chicory roots; chicory, fresh; citrus fruit, fresh; cocoa beans, raw; coconut shell; raw coconuts; fresh cola nuts; copra; crayfish, live; crustaceans, live; cucumbers, fresh; cuttle bone for birds; distillery waste for animal consumption; dog biscuits; druff, namely, fruit pressing residue for animal consumption; edible chews for animals; egg for hatching fertilized; fish meal for animal consumption; unprocessed fish spawn; fish, live; fishing bait, live; unprocessed flax meal fodder, flaxseed for animal consumption; flaxseed meal for animal consumption; flowers, dried, for decoration; flowers, natural; fruit residue marc for use as animal feed; fruit, fresh; garden herbs, fresh; unprocessed grains for cereals; unprocessed grains as seeds; grains for animal consumption; grapes, fresh; groats for poultry; hay; fresh hazelnuts; unprocessed hops in the nature of hop cones and hops; fresh juniper berries; leeks, fresh; lemons, fresh; lentils, fresh; lettuce, fresh; lime for animal forage; litter peat; live animals; lobsters, live; raw locust beans; unprocessed maize; maize cake for cattle; mall for brewing and distilling, marrows, fresh; mash for fattening livestock; live manegerie animals; unprocessed mushroom spawn for propagation; mushrooms, fresh; mussels, live; nettles being a flowering plant; unprocessed nuts and fruits; raw oats; olives, fresh; raw onions, fresh vegetables; oranges, fresh; oysters, live; live palm trees; palms leaves of the palm tree; peanut cake for animals; peanut meal for animals; peanuts, fresh; peas, fresh; live pepper plants; pet food; pine cones; live plants; plants, dried, for decoration; bee pollen being raw material for industrial use; potatoes, fresh; poultry, live; rape cake for cattle; raw barks; residue in a still after distillation for use as animal feed; rhubarb, fresh; rice meal for forage; rice, unprocessed; raw root

**20882**
vegetables for food; live rose bushes; rough cork; unprocessed rye; salt for cattle; sanded paper for pets litter; sea-cucumbers, live; seed germ for botanical purposes; seedling; edible unprocessed sesame; shellfish, live; silkworm egg; silkworms; sod; spinach, fresh; spiny lobsters, live; stall food for animals; straw forage for animal bedding; straw litter; straw mulch; strengthening animal forage, namely, livestock feed; sugarcane; live trees; truffles, fresh; unprocessed trunks of trees; undressed timber; unsawn timber; vegetables, fresh; live vine plants; unprocessed wheat; wheat germ for animal consumption; wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp; wreaths of natural flowers; yeast for animal consumption

**International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes

**US Classes** 1, 46

**International Class Title** Natural Agricultural Products

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals, namely, processed cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery made of sugar; edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces; spices; ice; allspice; almond confectionery; almond paste; aniseed for use as a flavoring in food and drinks; aromatic preparations, namely, processed herbs for food; artificial coffee; baking powder; baking soda being bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes; barley meal; bean meal; bee glue for human consumption; beer vinegar; starch-based binding agents for edible ices; biscuits; bread; bread rolls; breadcrumbs; buns; cake batter; cake frosting being icing; cake powder; cakes; candy; capers; caramels being candy; celery salt; chocolate; chocolate beverages with milk; chocolate mousses; chocolate-based beverages; chow-chow; chutneys as condiments; cinnamon spice; cloves spice; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages; coffee; coffee beverages with milk; coffee flavorings; coffee-based beverages; condiments, namely, savory sauces as condiments, sweet sauces as condiments; prepared horseradish; greenergy based sauces as condiment; confectionery of sugar; confectionery of sugar for decorating Christmas trees; cooking salt; corn flakes; corn flour; corn, milled; corn, roasted; couscous; crackers; cream of tartar for culinary purposes; crushed barley; crushed oats; curry being spice; custard; dessert mousses being confectionery; dough; dressings for salad; edible ices; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils, namely, food flavorings and extracts used as food flavoring; farinaceous food pastes for human consumption; flavorings and flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; flavorings and flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flavorings, other than essential oils; flaxseed for human consumption; flour; flour-milling products, namely, breads, pasta; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; fondants being confectionery; frozen yoghurt as confectionery ices; fruit coulis; fruit jellies as confectionery; garden herbs, preserved seasonings; ginger spice; gingerbread; glucose for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; golden syrup; groats for human food; halvah; ham glaze; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy grits; honey; husked barley; husked oats; ice cream; ice for refreshment; ice, natural or artificial; iced tea; herbal infusions, not medicinal; ketchup sauce; leaven, namely, yeast; liquorice as confectionery; lozenges as confectionery; macaroni; macaroons being pastry; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; malt for food purposes; maltose for food; marinades; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; meat tenderizers, for household purposes; mint for confectionery; molasses for food; muesli; mustard; mustard meal; natural sweeteners; noodle-based prepared meals; noodles; nutmegs; oat flakes; oat-based food, namely, oat-based snack food; oatmeal; palm sugar; pancakes; pasta sauce; pastries; pastry dough; peanut cookies as confectionery; pepper; peppermint as sweets; peppers as seasonings; pesto sauce; petit-beurre biscuits; petits fours cakes; pies; pizzas; popcorn; potato flour; pralines; starch-based thickeners for stiffening whipped cream; puddings; pâtêts en croute; quiches; ravioli; relish; rice cakes; rice-based snack food; royal jelly for
food purposes; rusks; saffron as seasoning; sago; salt for preserving foodstuffs; sandwiches; sauces; sausage binding materials, namely, food starch; sea water for cooking; seasonings; seaweed as a condiment; processed semolina; sherbets being ices; soya bean paste as a condiment; soya flour; soya sauce; spaghetti; spices; spring rolls; star aniseed; starch for food; stick liquorice being a confectionery; sugar; sushi; sweetmeats being candy; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tapioca flour; tarts; tea; tea-based beverages; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; tomato sauce; tortillas; turmeric; unleavened bread; unroasted coffee; vanilla flavoring and vanilla flavouring; vanillin as a vanilla substitute; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli noodles; vinegar; waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human consumption; yeast

International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods

For  Beers; mineral and aerated waters; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making fruit beverages; aerated water; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; beer; beer wort; beer-based cocktails; cider, non-alcoholic; cocktails, non-alcoholic; essences for making beverages; extracts of hops for making beer; fruit juice; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; ginger ale; grape must, unfermented; isotonic beverages; kvass being a non-alcoholic beverage; lemonades; lithia water; malt beer; malt wort; milk of almonds beverage; mineral water beverages; must; nonalcoholic fruit beverages; nonalcoholic fruit extracts; nonalcoholic fruit juice beverages; nonalcoholic honeybased beverages; orgeat; pastilles for effervescing nonalcoholic carbonated beverages; peanut milk being a nonalcoholic beverage and not being a milk substitute; powders for effervescing nonalcoholic beverages; preparations for making aerated water; preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages, fruit beverages, smoothies, lemonades; preparations, namely, essences for making liqueurs; preparations for making mineral water; sarsaparilla being non-alcoholic beverage; seltzer water; sherbets beverages; smoothies being beverages based on fruit and vegetables mixes; soda water; syrups for beverages; syrups for lemonade; table waters; tomato juice beverage; vegetable juices beverages; waters beverages; whey beverages

International Classes  32 - Primary Classes  US Classes  45, 46, 48  International Class Title  Light Beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Pryvatne aktsionerne tovarystvo "Chumak"  Address  Pryvatne aktsionerne tovarystvo "Chumak" bulvar Druzhby narodiv, 19, poverkh 4  UKRAINE  Legal Entity  Private Joint Stock Company  State or Country Where  UKRAINE

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1249135  International Registration Date  Oct. 27, 2014
Expiration Date  Oct. 27, 2024

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  GLASSER, CARYN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79178637  Application Filing Date  Sep. 19, 2015  Registration Number  5070637
Registration Date  Nov. 01, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 16, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of two rectangles and two rectangles with one curved side arranged to form a square shape.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1279069  International Registration Date  Sep. 19, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  [ Financial advisory services relating to taxation, trusts, estates, executorship and administration; financial trust planning and operations; financial trust administration, financial trust establishment, financial trust management; executor and trustee services; provision of financial information; provision of financial information relating to taxation, trusts, estates, executorship and administration ]
International Classes  36 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Insurance and Financial

For  Printed matter and publications, namely journals, newsletters, magazines, periodicals, leaflets, pamphlets, manuals, books, handbooks, promotional material, and stationery, all relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship and administration
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Education services namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops, conferences, educational testing, educational examination, educational assessment services and non-downloadable webinars and training services relating to finance, accountancy, taxation, trusts, estates, executorship and administration; arranging, conducting, organisation and planning of conferences, seminars, exhibitions and educational and training events relating to finance, accountancy, taxation, trusts,
estates, executorship and administration; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; association services being the provision of training and education to members of the association

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

For Business consultancy services relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship and administration; taxation advice and consultancy; tax assessment consultancy; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; association services being the promotion of the interests of trust and estate practitioners; association services being the provision of business support consultation or advice relating to taxation, accountancy, trusts, estates, executorship and administration

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Legal administration relating to estates; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the legal administration of estates

**International Classes** 45 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Personal and legal services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** The Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners Limited **Address** The Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners Limited Artillery House (South), 11-19 Artillery Row London SW1P 1RT UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** Private Limited Company

**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 137812262538

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1279069 **International Registration Date** Sep. 19, 2015 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Jun. 05, 2015 **Expiration Date** Sep. 19, 2025

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FIRST, VIVIAN M
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** SUTOBO

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 79178723
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 28, 2015
- **Registration Number**: 5084218
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 22, 2016
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 06, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "SUTOBO" in a stylized font. Three Japanese characters that transliterate to "SUTOBO" appear above the wording.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Transliteration**: The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to "SUTOBO" and this has no meaning in a foreign language.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1279271
- **International Registration Date**: Aug. 28, 2015

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **Furniture; hairdresser's chairs; barbers' chairs; cushions; pillows; mattresses; beds for household pets; dog kennels; nesting boxes for small birds**
- **International Classes**: 20 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50
- **International Class Title**: Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
- **Pet grooming bathtubs and pet grooming tables sold as a unit in a small, portable box with easy assembly for preventing groomed hair from scattering outside and collecting the groomed hair; warm air dryers for drying pets for industrial use; bath fittings, namely, bathtubs; [ toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; ] bathtubs and bathroom sinks sold as a unit; industrial dryers for drying pets ; electric clothes dryers for industrial use; ultra violet light sterilizers for dishes for industrial use; industrial dish drying apparatus and installations, namely, electric dish dryers; dish disinfectant apparatus for industrial purposes, namely, sterilizing cabinets for dishes**
- **International Classes**: 11 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34
- **International Class Title**: Environmental Control Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   DREAM INDUSTRY Co., Ltd. Address  DREAM INDUSTRY Co., Ltd.  472-1, Nishinosyo,  Wakayama-shi  Wakayama  JAPAN  640-0112  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  JAPAN

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  ADA16401MADU

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number  1279271  International Registration Date  Aug. 28, 2015

Expiration Date  Aug. 28, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GAGLIARDI, JEANINE
## Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

## Mark Literal(s)
IZI. TRAVEL

### Case Identifiers
- **Serial Number**: 79179027  
- **Application Filing Date**: May 12, 2015  
- **Registration Number**: 5075750  
- **Registration Date**: Nov. 08, 2016  
- **Register**: Principal  
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark Trademark  
- **Publication Date**: Aug. 23, 2016

### Mark Information
- **Standard Character Claim**: No  
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - An illustration drawing which includes word(s)/letter(s)  
  - **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the lettering "I", "Z", "I" and a small dot outline both in the color red followed by the word "TRAVEL" in the color blue. The color white represents background and is not claimed as part of the mark.  
  - **Color Drawing**: Yes  
  - **Color Claimed**: The color(s) red (pantone p57-16c); blue (pantone p120-16c) is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.  
  - **Disclaimer**: "TRAVEL"

### Related Properties Information
- **International Registration**: 1279844  
- **International Registration Date**: May 12, 2015

### Goods and Services Information
- **For**: Consultancy and information services relating to recreation, amusement and cultural issues within the recreation market; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, individual training, congresses and symposiums, all in the field of travel and tourism; photographic reporting; film production, other than advertising films; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; providing museum facilities featuring presentations and exhibitions for educational and entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line video games from a computer network; production of radio and television programs; writing of articles for periodicals other than for advertising or publicity; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, in the nature of books and magazines in the field of travel and tourism; publication of books, electronic books, texts, other than publicity texts, journals, stories and reviews online; providing non-downloadable electronic journals and web logs in the field of travel and tourism; providing information on entertainment, recreation, and cultural activities at different travel destinations via computer, electronic and online databases; providing a web site featuring on-line non-downloadable videos and photos in the field of travel destinations and tourism; publishing of reviews of experiences of travelers and tourists; ticket reservation services for educational, cultural, entertainment tours, sporting events and recreational activities; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services whether or not via electronic channels, including the internet.
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment
For  [ Marketing and advertising services; advertising services provided via a web-based platform, collecting market research information on hotels, touristic, cultural and recreational activities and museums; public opinion polling related to travelling experiences; market opinion polling studies; market research and consultancy thereon; conceiving, designing and implementing advertising campaigns and other promotional activities and projects; advice about advertising and sales promotion; data processing and management in the nature of gathering, classifying, sorting and updating data for databases and consultancy thereon; provision of commercial information regarding cultural, recreational and touristic activities and the hotel and catering industry with respect to location, facilities, and pricing; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services whether or not via electronic channels, including the internet ]

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Computer software and downloadable software applications for computer and mobile devices for use in creating, storing, managing and reproducing multimedia stories consisting of text, audio and video; downloadable web-based software for managing content; downloadable computer game programs; interactive video game programs and video game computer software applications

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For  [ Travel ticket reservation and booking services; providing transport for private guided tour services; ticket booking and reservations services for transport for tours and excursions; travel information; provision of tourist travel information; organization of travel for sightseeing tours; provision of information relating to the transportation of passengers; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services whether or not via electronic channels, including the internet ]

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 105 International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Informap Technology Center L.L.C. Address  Informap Technology Center L.L.C.  Al Tawun St, Office HC-2  Tiger Tower 1 UNITED ARAB EMIR.  138098 Legal Entity  Limited Liability Company State or Country

Where Organized  UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1279844 International Registration Date  May 12, 2015 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 30, 2014 Expiration Date  May 12, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RIRIE, Verna Beth
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) LESJÖFORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79179470 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5075760
Registration Date Nov. 08, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Translation The wording "LESJÖFORS" has no meaning in a foreign language.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1061064 International Registration Date Jun. 23, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, and parts and fittings therefor; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, and parts and fittings therefor; Gas springs for vehicles; leaf springs for vehicles; suspension springs and chassis springs for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Retail store services relating to shock-absorbing springs, sprung shock absorbers, and parts and fittings therefor, leaf springs, suspension springs, chassis springs, wire springs, stampings and strip components, all relating to vehicles, spike protection and metalworking; retail store services information relating to shock-absorbing springs, sprung shock absorbers, and parts and fittings therefor, leaf springs, suspension springs, chassis springs, wire springs, stampings and strip components, all relating to vehicles, spike protection and metalworking; compilation and systematisation of information in databanks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Programming for computers, databases, computer software, in particular computer software for file management and databases for the management of local or remote conversions from one format to another, merging thereof, processing and classification of data, documents, lists and indices; computer software rental services; updating of computers, databases and computer software
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services
BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   Lesjöfors Automotive AB  Address   Lesjöfors Automotive AB  Radjursvägen 8  Vaxjö  SWEDEN  SE-352 45
Legal Entity   LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country Where Organized   SWEDEN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1061064  International Registration Date   Jun. 23, 2010
Expiration Date   Jun. 23, 2030

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) LESJÖFORS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79179471 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2015 Registration Number 5088868
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "LESJÖFORS" in red lettering, shaded in gray on a transparent background. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1061065 International Registration Date Jun. 23, 2010

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, and parts and fittings therefor; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, and parts and fittings therefor; Gas springs for vehicles; leaf springs for vehicles; suspension springs and chassis springs for vehicles
International Classes 12 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44 International Class Title Vehicles
For Retail store services relating to shock-absorbing springs, sprung shock absorbers, and parts and fittings therefor, leaf springs, suspension springs, chassis springs, wire springs, stampings and strip components, all relating to vehicles, spike protection and metalworking; retail store services information relating to shock-absorbing springs, sprung shock absorbers, and parts and fittings therefor, leaf springs, suspension springs, chassis springs, wire springs, stampings and strip components, all relating to vehicles, spike protection and metalworking; compilation and systematisation of information in databanks
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
For Programming for computers, databases, computer software, in particular computer software for file management and databases for the management of local or remote conversions from one format to another, merging thereof, processing and classification of data, documents, lists and indices; computer software rental services; updating of computers, databases and computer software
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**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Lesjöfors Automotive AB  **Address**  Lesjöfors Automotive AB  Radjursvägen 8  Vaxjö  SWEDEN  SE352

**Legal Entity**  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  **State or Country Where Organized**  SWEDEN

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1061065  **International Registration Date**  Jun. 23, 2010  **Expiration Date**  Jun. 23, 2030

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  SAPP, HEATHER AMANDA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) S

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79180155 Application Filing Date Jun. 12, 2015 Registration Number 5093352
Registration Date Dec. 06, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 20, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the design of a stylized horizontal letter "S" comprised of three wavy lines. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1282404 International Registration Date Jun. 12, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metal water pipes; industrial concrete for civil engineering works, water supply ducts and sanitation systems; insulating glass for construction; buildings installations not of metal, namely, oil pipelines, gas pipelines, poles not of metal for electric power lines; non-metallic building materials, namely, fascia, ceiling boards and floor boards, rigid pipes, pipe supports, girders, water-pipes; non-metallic buildings, namely, transportable buildings not of metal; non-metallic rigid pipes for building, asphalt, pitch, bitumen, cement, lime, slate, non-metal slab of clay and reinforcing materials not of metal, namely, reinforcing materials for concrete and for pipes for building, concrete roof ballast, building timber, bricks, marble, coatings, namely, fireproof cement coatings, asphalt roof coatings, bituminous roof coatings, tar coatings for use on roofs, walls and pavements, stairs not of metal, windows not of metal, doors not of metal, roof coverings not of metal, shutters not of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical road signs not of metal, non-metal gutters, materials for making and coating roads, namely, road asphalt, polymeric bitumen emulsions for road surfaces, glass granules for making roads, lighting slabs, namely, non-metal luminous paving blocks, binding material for road repair, namely, asphalt, cement, pitch, bitumen, tar, tarred strips for use in construction, road safety barriers not of metal, glass granules for road marking; sheets and strips of synthetic material for marking roads, namely, fireproof cement coatings; gravel

International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials
For [ Insurance underwriting in the field of life, accident, health, fire; financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial information, management and analysis services, monetary strategy consultation and research, monetary exchange operations, financial advice and consultancy services, financial investment brokerage, financial management; real estate affairs, namely, leasing of real-estate, real-estate consultation, real estate financing services, real-estate management services; real estate appraisal and valuation; real estate services, namely, rental property management; financing services; financial analysis; financial services, namely, raising or investing debt and equity capital for others; financial consultancy; financial evaluations in the insurance, banking and real estate fields; fund investment ]

**International Classes**

- **International Class Title**: Insurance and Financial

- **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102

**For** [ Vehicles, namely, cars, electric cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, carts, locomotives; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, namely, cars, electric cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, carts, locomotives, boats, airplanes, ships, bicycles; industrial trucks, namely, goods handling trucks, dump trucks; automobile lorries, trailers for vehicles ]

**International Classes**

- **International Class Title**: Vehicles

- **US Classes**: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35, 44

**For** [ Valves and pumps for machines used in the storage and distribution of water for household use such as drinking water, waste water, rainwater and water for watering; machines for spraying and bottling; machines for processing biological materials and physical-chemicals; pumps and valves for machines used in the storage and supply of water for household use such as drinking water, waste water, rainwater and water for watering; machines for physical-chemical and biological material processing, centrifuging, pressing and spreading of liquid, semi-liquid and solid waste, especially from sludge from water treatment; machines for automatic sorting of waste, especially of household packaging waste; packing and unpacking machines for waste; vacuum cleaners for cleaning waste ]

**International Classes**

- **International Class Title**: Machinery

- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35

**For** [ Installations for producing steam, and for incinerating waste; apparatus and installations for treating and supplying water or liquid, namely, water sterilizers, water purifying apparatus; water filtering apparatus; water softening units; apparatus and equipment for clarification, physical, physical-chemical filtration, softening, deionization and demineralization on ion exchangers for water or liquids, namely, chemical sterilization units, water filtering units, water purification units, water softening units, water deionization and demineralization units, water ionizers; accessories and equipment for treating water or liquids using membranes, namely, ultra filtration, nano-filtration, hyper-filtration and reverse osmosis units; water filter cartridges of metal or textile, sand, active carbon or any other granular material; water purification installations for iron removal, demanganisation and biological elimination of nitrates from water; apparatus and installations for disinfecting and sterilizing liquid and gaseous fluids by ultraviolet rays and other radiation; installations for the treatment of plant and animal organic matter, of urban or industrial origin in particular waste from green spaces, sludge from treatment plants for sewage and solid and liquid waste and/or household or industrial waste from water treatment plants; hot water heating installations; units for sea water desalination; apparatus and installations for the treatment of water and effluent from the chemical and food processing industry, apparatus and installations for the treatment and reusing of waste, wastewater, sewage and slurry; apparatus for steam generation, crystallization, distillation, and drying; heat exchangers not being parts of machines, air heating and drying apparatus; apparatus and installations for the treatment and reclamation of industrial, household, hospital and special waste, namely, waste processing machines using heat and chemical breakdown processes, waste incinerators, waste... ]

---
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furnaces; water purifying apparatus for treating water or liquids, namely, decanters, sterilizers, carbonators, coalescer apparatus, mixers; apparatus for treating air, namely, electric air deodorizers and purifiers; fixed or mobile units and installations for the treatment of wastewater, sewage, slurry and waste; machines, apparatus and devices for supplying water, namely, water coolers, water fountains; machines for filtering water, namely, water filtering units using membranes, bioreactors, ion exchangers and mixers; agricultural irrigation units; water purification machines, namely, machines for injecting physical or chemical reagents for the treatment of waste, wastewater or water; fixed or mobile filtering apparatus for the treatment of water and the treatment of waste, sewage and slurry; electric apparatus and instruments for generating ozone from gases such as air or oxygen for sanitizing air and water ]

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

**For** [ Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of waste treatment, water treatment, environmental protection, construction, finance, business, telecommunications, science; training services in the fields of waste treatment, water treatment, environmental protection, construction, finance, business, telecommunications, science; entertainment services, namely, planning and conducting a series of film festivals, contests, parties and live music contests; organizing sporting and cultural events; entertainment information and providing information about education; publication of books; videotape film production; organization of educational and entertainment competitions, namely, sports competitions; educational services, namely, organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses in the fields of waste treatment, water treatment, environmental protection, construction, finance, business, telecommunications, science; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; ] publication of electronic books and journals on-line

[; electronic desktop publishing ]

**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107 **International Class Title** Education and Entertainment

**For** [ Chemical products for the treatment of water and liquid and solid waste, namely, flocculants, coagulants, poly-electrolites, reagents for non-medical purposes; chemical products and additives for water conditioning, namely, biocides, organic detergents, anti-corrosive chemical preparations and softeners, chemical agents for the treatment and conditioning of water in connection with cooling and hot water systems, namely, boiler water, metal tanks, heating installations and equipment, equipment and installations for cooling and refrigerating, water supply equipment, thermal condensers and other installations with piping and duct systems; organic amendments, from the processing and purification of water and liquid waste, for fertilizing soils; compost and growing media for plants obtained from treatments carried out in treatment stations for liquid and solid waste and/or in purification plants for urban or industrial waste water; oxidizing products for purifying, disinfecting and sterilizing liquids, especially for water treatment and for preserving foodstuffs; chemical products used in industry or for use in industrial manufacturing processes ]

**International Classes** 1 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 **International Class Title** Chemicals

**For** [ Business management assistance to industrial or commercial companies pertaining to business operations; business information services; business management and consultancy services; business planning services; business research services; market study services; direct mail advertising services featuring leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter and samples; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; promotional sponsorship of sports and art competitions; organization and conducting of trade fairs for business and promotional purposes, public relations; book-keeping; invoicing;
business efficiency advice; employment agencies; business auditing; arranging newspaper subscription services for others; press review services, namely, preparing press releases for others; business relocation services; writing of publicity texts; market research, economic forecasting; compilation of statistics, computerized file management, personnel recruitment, cost price analysis, document reproduction, compilation of information into computer databases; commercial information and advice for consumers; business management and monitoring of the consumption of energy and fluids for the real estate assets of other via Internet and intranet sites; logistics organization services for the collection, transport, storage, processing and distribution of all types of municipal or industrial waste, namely, computer file management, data processing services in the nature of computer data input and compilation of this data in computer files; advertising and commercial information services for users; compilation and management of user computer files for services of collection, transport, storage, distribution and recycling of all types of industrial and household waste; sales promotion for others of approved packaging or collection equipment for healthcare activity waste; administrative processing of purchase orders; organization of group purchasing, namely, procuring of contracts of the purchase and sale of the goods and services for others; arranging purchase and sale contracts for the benefit of others ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100, 101, 102</td>
<td>Advertising and Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For  [ Repair and maintenance services of apparatus for treating liquids and fluids; ] upkeep and maintenance of sewage pipelines, restoration of aqueducts or water distribution pipes, construction of sanitation, wastewater collection, rainwater decontamination, flood prevention installations and facilities; pumping station renovation services, refurbishment of existing buildings to improve the security and the quality of the water supply, construction of water treatment plants for treating drinking water, urban and industrial wastewater and rainwater; installation of water pipes and building water treatment plants, drilling of wells, construction, installation and repair of irrigation devices; maintenance and renovation of buildings; rehabilitation in the nature of renovation of property, buildings and warehouses; [ land development services, namely, planning and laying out of residential and commercial communities and buildings; restoration and rehabilitation of degraded sites, namely, cleaning and reconstruction of commercial and residential property and buildings; ] upkeep and cleaning of buildings, commercial and residential premises, floors and facade cleaning; [ disinfecting, rat extermination, insect eradication for commercial and residential buildings; ] cleaning of commercial structures, urban structures, works of art, underground works, road equipment, construction sites, and exterior surfaces of industrial premises, cleaning of water pipes and industrial installations, high-pressure cleaning of underground works, road network cleaning services; [ upkeep and maintenance services for buildings, roads, urban construction equipment; ] repair and maintenance of installations, apparatus, units and facilities for the storage of waste and refuse, installations and apparatus for recycling and treatment, recovery and destruction units for waste and refuse; construction of installations, centers and units for the storage of waste and refuse and centers, installations, and units for the recycling, treatment, recovery and destruction of waste and refuse; maintenance and renovation services for industrial and urban sewerage systems; rehabilitation of industrial and urban sanitation systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>100, 103, 106</td>
<td>Construction and Repair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For [ Apparatus for dosing, namely, dispensers of portions of chemicals, chemical-physical liquids and powders and biological reagents, all not for medical use; programmable automations for measuring, tracking and monitoring water quality parameters; software for the analysis and monitoring of water and waste quality parameters; measuring and monitoring apparatus and instruments for measuring and monitoring the distribution and treatment of water; measuring and monitoring apparatus and instruments for measuring and monitoring the consumption of energy and fluids; Blank mechanical, electronic, magnetic and optical data carriers, namely, magnetic tapes, CD-ROMs, DVDs, hard drives, and blank electronic storage media for recording and measuring fluids such as water, gas and electricity with a view to ensuring their supply and monitoring consumption; programmable computer hardware and software systems for remote surveillance, remote management, remote controlling and for monitoring installations involved in the treatment, supply and collection of drinking, industrial and waste water using self-switched network, specialized lines or microwave radio links; computer hardware and software systems for telemetry, remote management, remote controlling and for measuring and monitoring fluids such as water, gas and electricity with a view to ensuring their supply and monitoring consumption using self-switched network, specialized lines or microwave radio links; computer software for monitoring networks for the supply and collection of waste and drinking water; Pre-recorded software for management and analysis of energy and fluid consumption; computer hardware for simulating the operation of stations for drinkable water treatment or purification of industrial and municipal water; computer hardware, software, electronic databases recorded on computer media and computers for the control, regulation, modeling and management of stations for drinkable water treatment and purification, measuring and monitoring instruments, other than for medical use, used for optimizing carbon gas emissions linked to the operation of water treatment plants, to water resource management, to the collection and treatment of waste, and to the treatment of air; electric apparatus for monitoring and quality control for sea water; apparatus and instruments for chemical and bacteriological analysis not for medical use; software for generating water pricing; measuring and checking apparatus for detecting leaks in pipework, branch pipes and water storage tanks ]

International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For [ Security services for the protection of property and individuals ]

International Classes 45 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Personal and legal services

For [ Telecommunications, namely, telecommunications gateway services, telecommunications consultation, personal communication services; providing information about telecommunications; communications by computer terminals or by fiber-optic networks; communications by radio or telephone; telecommunication services, namely, electronic bulletin board services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; rental of telecommunication apparatus; teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks; radio communication, namely, radio communications between flow meters and a centralized receiver that transmits information to a database; transmission of information on consumption, monitoring, tracking and billing by radio communication from meters to a centralized database; communication by computer terminals; provision of access to databases in the field of care services waste management; transmission of information and alerts in the field of public safety in the nature of public announcements and alerts relating to public safety ]
International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

For  Water supplying and water distribution services, collection of urban or industrial wastewater and sewage sludge; collection, transport, sorting, disposal and storage of useful materials or of urban waste, industrial and radioactive waste, solid or liquid waste, industrial greases and office papers; collecting, transporting, grouping, sorting, processing, reconditioning and storage of all kinds of waste, and in particular, urban, household, industrial, ordinary and special industrial, hospital, agricultural, horticultural, forestry, hazardous, solid and liquid waste; storage of goods, namely, storage of useful materials, waste, perishable or hazardous products; storage of waste in landfills; transport, packing and storage of fertilizer, organic amendments, compost and growing media; providing information relating to the management of the collection and transport of healthcare activity waste

International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

For  [ Waste processing, namely, processing and transformation of waste generated by households, public or private communities and enterprises, including ordinary, special, solid, liquid, hazardous waste and providing waste processing information; waste treatment services, namely, purifying and regenerating waste; waste and refuse recycling services, waste and refuse composting services; material treatment services, namely, recycling of industrial, household, hospital, special and ordinary waste, obtained from local authorities, and public and private companies; biological and energy recovery services for waste and refuse in the nature of waste treatment and processing; waste management, namely, biological and energy reuse services for waste and refuse; site clean-up services, namely, decontamination of hazardous materials including degraded soil and polluted sites; destruction of waste and trash; incineration of waste and trash; waste treatment, namely, disposal of industrial toxic waste, of industrial household waste, hospital waste, ordinary waste and special and non-toxic waste; water treatment services; water treatment services, namely, introducing reagents, in particular, in waters for human or animal consumption and in waters for industrial use; treatment of wastewater, namely, the sanitation and treatment of industrial wastewaters, water production services; treatment of materials, namely, removal of residues and waste from water; treatment of materials, namely, processing of agricultural goods from plants or animals to develop fertilizers, compost and growing media; waste processing, namely, waste and refuse treatment services; providing information in the field of the treatment of waste management of care services ]

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment

For  Monitoring of water quality, namely, technical quality monitoring services of water conditions; scientific and industrial research services in the field of environmental protection; laboratory research services in the fields of water, water treatment and purification of water; chemical analysis services; chemical research; professional consultancy in the field of water quality control services; engineering, not for building, in the fields of water and water treatment; laboratory research services in the fields of the treatment of industrial, household, hospital and special waste, refuse, sludge, ash, recovery of industrial, household, hospital and special waste; bacteriology research services; [ computer programming; computer services, namely, development, design and updating of computer software and software systems; technical consulting and advice relating to research and development of new products in the field of computing; rental of computers; design of computer systems and telecommunication systems; ] scientific and industrial research services for developing and evaluating the performance of physical-chemical water treatment processes and products for physicochemical water treatment; [ conducting scientific and
technical feasibility studies for developing and evaluating the operation performance of installations for treating drinking water or industrial process water, as well as for treating physico-chemical or biological fluids and sludges, technical surveying relating to these processes and equipment and to all other treatments of fluids, including in the field of industrial processes; technical scientific research services, in the fields of the collection, transport, treatment, cleaning, storage, sanitation, reusing and disposal of waste and refuse; scientific and industrial research relating to environmental protection for the collection, transport, treatment, cleaning, storage and recovery of waste and refuse; engineering, conducting feasibility studies in the field of environmental engineering; engineering design services in the fields of design and construction of industrial and urban centers and units for waste and refuse collection, sorting, storage, treatment, recovery and disposal; testing and research on [ air, water [ and sound ] pollution prevention services; consulting on environmental protection, urban planning, providing information relating to research in environmental protection; [ land and geological surveying for economic, social and environmental purposes, urban design planning services; soil percolation testing; plant engineering services in the agricultural, horticultural, wine growing, arboricultural and silvicultural fields; ] quality control of air, water, soil; Engineering in the field of industrial information systems, namely, automatic control, control, centralized technical management and control, decision making systems, management systems for operating data [; conducting technical project feasibility studies consisting of analyses, evaluations, research, and technical advice in the fields of new technologies in the technology, maritime, offshore, seaport, energy, sustainable development, environmental, climate, weather, industrial and household waste management, water treatment, flood control, hydrogeology, wet areas development, public transport, telecommunications, civil engineering and urban engineering fields; quality management services, namely, quality evaluation and analysis, quality assurance and quality control in the technology, maritime, offshore, seaport, energy, sustainable development, environmental, climate, weather, industrial and household waste management, water treatment, flood control, hydrogeology, wet areas development, public transport, telecommunications, civil engineering and urban engineering fields ]

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Scientific and computer services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For** [ Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal, namely, composite panels composed primarily of metal, fascia, ceiling boards and floor boards, pipes, pipe supports, girders, water-pipes, ducts of metal for central heating installations and air-conditioning installations; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric metal cables and wires and non-electric metal locksmithing articles, namely, keys and keys cylinders, metal locks; small metal hardware, namely, buckles, gate latches, brackets, nuts, pulleys, springs; pipes of metal; metal safes, namely, strong boxes; metal ores for use in building, metal scaffolding; boxes of common metal; chests of metal; industrial metal packaging containers; containers of metal for transport; storage tanks of metal ]

**International Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 - Primary Classes</td>
<td>2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
<td>Metal Goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Suez International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Suez International Tour CB21 16 Place de l'Iris FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>Société par actions simplifiée à associé unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>725972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1282404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) AESPAREL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serial Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Character Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Drawing Type</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Luggage, bags, namely, sports bags, travel bag, sling bags and all purpose carrying bags, wallets and other carriers, namely, backpacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Fabrics, namely, textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; textile goods, namely, hand towels bath towels and beach towels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong> Clothing, namely, [ men's suits, women's suits, ] shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, [ sports coats, blazer, ] pants [, underwear, socks, jackets, coats, gloves for apparel, scarves, ties and bow ties ]; Headgear, namely, caps [ ; Footwear ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Classes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Class Title</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 66A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  O'BRIEN, JENNIFER LYNN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) SARABANDE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79182427</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Nov. 18, 2015</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5143857</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2017</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 06, 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. |
| Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
| International Registration | 1287447 | International Registration Date | Nov. 18, 2015 |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Financial grant making, namely, providing grants and scholarships for the furtherance of the fields of fashion, painting, graphics, photography, sculpting and jewellery; providing educational scholarships; charitable fundraising; rental of office space |
| International Classes | 36 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 100, 101, 102 |
| International Class Title | Insurance and Financial |
| For | Printed matter, namely, printed publications, namely, booklets, books, brochures, directories, journals, leaflets, magazines, newsletters, periodicals and reports in the fields of fashion, painting, graphics, photography, sculpting and jewellery; photographs; printed instructional and teaching materials; all of the aforesaid in the fields of fashion, painting, graphics, photography, sculpting and jewellery; stationery |
| International Classes | 16 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 |
| International Class Title | Paper Goods and Printed Matter |
| For | Education, namely, providing courses, classes, seminars and workshops; providing of training; cultural activities, namely, photography and writing of scripts for non-advertising purposes; organizing of events for cultural or educational purposes; all of the aforesaid relating to fashion, painting, graphics, photography, sculpting and jewellery; education services, namely, providing courses, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of fashion; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes * only for adults * ; art and design exhibitions for cultural or entertainment purposes; rental of recording studios and film studios; art gallery services |
**International Classes** 41 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 107  
**International Class Title** Education and Entertainment  
**For** Organization of fashion shows for commercial purposes * only for adults *, art and design exhibitions for commercial purposes; auction services; retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, headgear, photographs, works of art and ornaments and decorations made of materials such as wood, wax, plaster or plastic  

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102  
**International Class Title** Advertising and Business  
**For** Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, blouses, evening tops, sweaters, jumpers, blazers, jackets, coats, rain ponchos, lounge suits, ties and bow ties, skirts, dresses, trousers, jeans, shorts, underwear, sleepwear, bathrobes, play suits, gloves, mittens, scarves, aprons, belts and suspenders; footwear; headgear, namely, hats, beanie hats and caps  

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39  
**International Class Title** Clothing  
**For** Fashion design; fashion design consulting services; graphic design; interior design; design services, namely, jewellery design and sculpture design; design consultancy  

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101  
**International Class Title** Scientific and computer services  

**BASIS INFORMATION**  
**Currently 66A** Yes  

**OWNER INFORMATION**  
**Owner Name** Sarabande  
**Address** Sarabande 18-22 Hertford Road London N1 5SH UNITED KINGDOM  
**Legal Entity** Charitable Incorporated Organisation  
**State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM  

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**  
**Owner of International Registration Number** 1287447  
**International Registration Date** Nov. 18, 2015  
**Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** May 20, 2015  
**Expiration Date** Nov. 18, 2025  

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**  
**Change in Registration** Yes  
**Correction made to Registration** In the statement, classes 25, 35 and 41 has been corrected per the Restriction dated May 2, 2019, and per the Fnote dated September 18, 2019.  

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**  
**Examining Attorney** FIORELLI, JOANNA ELISA
TM 17751 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) CORY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79182742 Application Filing Date Nov. 04, 2015 Registration Number 5075813
Registration Date Nov. 08, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Aug. 23, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1288150 International Registration Date Nov. 04, 2015

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Arranging the payment, return and collection of customs duties; customs brokerage; customs bonding; advisory information and consultancy services in relation to all the aforementioned
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Business management and operation assistance for shipping and transportation companies; promotion, marketing and marketing assistance in the field of shipping and transportation services; sales management services; sales promotion services; cost assessment services in relation to freight and transportation services, and consulting services in the field of cost assessment services in relation to freight and transportation services; cost management and business auditing in relation to shipping and freight services; accounting services in relation to shipping and freight; freight management services, namely, shipment processing, preparing shipping documents and invoices, tracking documents, packages and freight over computer networks, intranets and the internet for business purposes; computerized file management; collating, systematic ordering, updating and maintenance of data in a computer database; preparing shipping documentation relating to the export and import of goods on behalf of clients; inventory control; computerized inventory control
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Transport of goods and persons; container transport services; packaging and storage of goods; freight brokerage; air, rail, road and sea freight and transport services; shipping of goods; ship freight loading and unloading; ship to ship freight loading and unloading and transport services; sea freight forwarding; freight forwarding by sea; cargo forwarding services; providing advice relating to freight forwarding services; marine freighting; storage of freight; packing of freight; loading of freight; freight warehousing; storage of goods in warehouses; storage of frozen food and farm products in warehouses; rental of freight
containers; courier services and transportation of goods by courier; transportation logistics, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for others; transportation and storage of refrigerated, chilled and frozen goods; transportation of vehicles and motor vehicles; chartering of transport in the nature of ships; chartering of marine vessels; warehousing services, namely, freight storage services; depot services for the storage of vehicles; port and ocean liner shipping services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck; rental of storage containers; rental of freight vehicles and marine freight vessels; transportation logistics for ports and shipyards, namely, supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by ship through a port or a shipyard; warehousing services, namely, storage, pickup and distribution of goods; information services in relation to freight

**International Classes** 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

For [Design and development of computer software for logistics; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking freight over computer networks, intranets and the internet; design and development of software for inventory management]

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Cory Brothers Shipping Agency Limited **Address** Cory Brothers Shipping Agency Limited Claremont Buildings Old Clatterbridge Road Bebington, Merseyside UNITED KINGDOM CH63 4JB **Legal Entity** Limited Company **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** 116990.0001

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1288150 **International Registration Date** Nov. 04, 2015 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** Aug. 26, 2015 **Expiration Date** Nov. 04, 2025

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FICKES, JERI J

20908
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

**Mark Literal(s)** CORRUGATED 4.0

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79183752</td>
<td>Sep. 22, 2015</td>
<td>5080098</td>
<td>Nov. 15, 2016</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "CORRUGATED"

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **International Registration**: 1290380
- **International Registration Date**: Sep. 22, 2015

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For Training in the use of corrugated and honeycomb cardboard machines**
  - **International Classes**: 41 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101, 107
  - **International Class Title**: Education and Entertainment
- **For Control systems, namely, computer controls and programmable logic controllers for use with corrugated cardboard machinery; interfaces, namely, computer and PLC based hard- and software interfaces for use with electric drives and electronic controllers; computer software for the operation of corrugated cardboard machinery for use with interfaces for computers**
  - **International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38
  - **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
- **For [Technical engineering consultancy relating to corrugated and honeycomb cardboard machines; development of computer programs and programs for programmable logic controllers for the control of corrugated and honeycomb cardboard machines]**
  - **International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes**: 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently 66A**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name: BHS Corrugated Maschinen-und Anlagenbau GmbH
Address: BHS Corrugated Maschinen-und Anlagenbau GmbH
Paul-Engel-Strasse 1
Weiherhammer
FED REP GERMANY
92729
Legal Entity: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
State or Country Where Organized: GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number: CORRUGATED1

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number: 1290380
International Registration Date: Sep. 22, 2015
Section 67 Priority Claim: Mar. 27, 2015
Expiration Date: Sep. 22, 2025

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration: Yes

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney: VOHRA, SANJEEV KUMAR
MARK LITERAL(S) IOCARE

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79187231 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5126471 Registration Date Jan. 24, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 08, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "IOCARE" in which a vertical straight line intersects with the upper part of the letter "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1298556 International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For [ Massaging apparatus for personal use; massage apparatus; vibromassage apparatus; electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; electric massage apparatus for household use; electric skin massage apparatus for household purposes; esthetic skin massage apparatus; orthopaedic articles, namely, orthopaedic soles and orthopaedic footwear; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, vaporizers for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, blood pressure and diabetic diagnostic medical devices; belts for medical purposes; medical lasers; dental apparatus and instruments, namely, orthodontic machines and instruments; electric blankets for medical purposes; heating cushions, electric, for medical purposes; gloves for massage ]

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For [ Vending machines; mining machines; stone-working machines; agricultural machines, namely, cultivators, harvesters, disk harrows, seeders; machines for use in livestock farming, except milking machines, namely, mechanized livestock feeders; garbage disposals; food waste disposals; machines for the textile industry, namely, looms, pattern cutting machines, sewing machines; lumbering machines, namely, lumber band sawing machines; woodworking machines, namely, wood sawing machines, jig saws, scroll saws, drills, lathes, sanding machines; paper pulp processing machines; wood pulp processing machines; printing machines; bookbinding machines for industrial purposes; leather-working machines; tobacco processing machines; glass-working machines; sealing machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, namely, steam cleaning machines, floor cleaning machines; rubber processing machines; machines for working plastics; current generators; motors, not for land vehicles; electric mixers for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; electric vegetable presses for household purposes; electric cleaners for domestic use, ...]
namely, electric vacuum cleaners and carpet cleaners; wet and dry electric cleaners, namely, electric wet and dry vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners; dishwashers; electric washing machines for household purposes; food processors, electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; industrial robots; handling machines, automatic, namely, automatic cargo handling machines; semiconductor wafer processing machines; sericultural machines; mite cleaners for industrial purposes, namely, industrial vacuum cleaners; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; parking machines, namely, mechanical parking systems ]

**International Classes** 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 **International Class Title** Machinery

For [ Mattresses; beds; furniture; pillows; spring mattresses; removable mats for sinks; bassinets; cushions; mattresses for household pets; beds for household pets; indoor blinds; kennels for household pets; picture frames; decorative mobiles ]

**International Classes** 20 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50 **International Class Title** Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For [ Water purifying apparatus and machines for household purposes; electric water purifying apparatus and machines for household purposes; water purifying apparatus and machines for industrial purposes; air sterilizers; air purifying apparatus and machines; electric room air deodorizing apparatus; dehumidifiers for household use; industrial dehumidifiers; electric dehumidifiers for household use; non-electric humidifiers for household use; industrial humidifiers; electric humidifiers; electric water softening apparatus for household purposes; industrial water softening apparatus; ionization apparatus for the treatment of water for household purposes; apparatus for disinfecting water; apparatus for disinfecting air, namely, UV sterilization units; filters for drinking water; water purifying apparatus and machines; bidets; electric coffee machines for household purposes; electric coffee machines for industrial purposes; electric apparatus for dehydrating food waste; electric laundry dryers for household purposes; portable water purifying apparatus and machines; gas grills; water heaters; electric heating apparatus, namely, electric radiant heaters and space heaters; cooking ovens for household purposes; gas ranges; bath installations; non-electric hot bath apparatus for household purposes, namely, baths, bathtubs, and whirlpool baths; electric lighting fixtures; kitchen worktops, namely, modular counters for refrigerating, heating, and chilling foods; electric heating pads and trays for warming dishes; electric hair steamers for household use ]

**International Classes** 11 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34 **International Class Title** Environmental Control Apparatus

For [ Physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic analyzers for measuring, testing and detecting contaminants and environmental pollutants, and water testing apparatus for monitoring and detecting contamination; optical apparatus and instruments except for glasses and photographic apparatus, namely, optical sensors; cinematographic machines and apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, photographic cameras and video cameras; spectacles; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; neon signs; electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments, namely, MP3 players; semi-conductors; phonograph records featuring music; pre-recorded music recorded on electronic media; pre-recorded non-musical audio and/or video tapes featuring indoor air quality, health and fitness information; pre-recorded non-musical electronic media excluding computer software, namely, video featuring indoor air quality, health and fitness information; magnetic identifying cards; magnetically encoded key cards; encoded magnetic cards, namely, magnetically encoded gift cards; magnetically encoded credit cards; electronic publications, downloadable in the nature of leaflets in the
field of indoor air quality, health, and fitness; downloadable electronic books in the field of indoor air quality, health, and fitness; computer application software for providing networked household appliances, and household heating, cooling, security and lighting systems, with remote interface and control capabilities, and monitoring and controlling the operation of household air cleaners, water purification systems, toilet systems, and household heating, cooling, security and lighting systems; computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; remote control apparatus for Internet of Things (IoT) devices, namely, for controlling the operation of indoor air quality systems, water purification systems, bed systems, toilet systems, lighting systems, smart thermostats, and door security systems; electric door bells

**International Classes**: 9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: Coway Co., Ltd.  **Address**: Coway Co., Ltd. 136-23, Yugumagoksa-ro, Yugu-eup, Gongju, Choongcheongnam-do, REPUBLIC OF KOREA  **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION  **State or Country Where Organized**: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**: 05590-T0026A

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1298556  **International Registration Date**: Jan. 25, 2016  **Expiration Date**: Jan. 25, 2026

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**: Yes

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 -
Partial

Mark Literal(s) IOCARE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79188994 Application Filing Date Jan. 25, 2016 Registration Number 5139569 Registration Date Feb. 14, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 29, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1302703 International Registration Date Jan. 25, 2016

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Massaging apparatus for personal use; massage apparatus; vibromassage apparatus; electric esthetic massage apparatus for household purposes; electric massage apparatus for household use; electric skin massage apparatus for household purposes; esthetic skin massage apparatus; orthopaedic articles, namely, orthopaedic soles and orthopaedic footwear; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, vaporizers for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, blood pressure and diabetic diagnostic medical devices; belts for medical purposes; medical lasers; dental apparatus and instruments, namely, orthodontic machines and instruments; electric blankets for medical purposes; heating cushions, electric, for medical purposes; gloves for massage ]

International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus

For Vending machines; mining machines; stone-working machines; agricultural machines, namely, cultivators, harvesters, disk harrows, seeders; machines for use in livestock farming, except milking machines, namely, mechanized livestock feeders; garbage disposals; food waste disposals; machines for the textile industry, namely, looms, pattern cutting machines, sewing machines; lumbering machines, namely, lumber band sawing machines; woodworking machines, namely, wood sawing machines, jig saws, scroll saws, drills, lathes, sanding machines; paper pulp processing machines; wood pulp processing machines; printing machines; bookbinding machines for industrial purposes; leather-working machines; tobacco processing machines; glass-working machines; sealing machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, namely, steam cleaning machines, floor cleaning machines; rubber processing machines; machines for working plastics; current generators; motors, not for land vehicles; electric mixers for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; electric vegetable presses for household purposes; electric cleaners for domestic use, namely, electric vacuum cleaners and carpet cleaners; wet and dry electric cleaners, namely, electric wet and dry vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners; dishwashers; electric washing machines for household purposes; food processors, electric;
machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; industrial robots; handling machines, automatic, namely, automatic cargo handling machines; semiconductor wafer processing machines; sericultural machines; mite cleaners for industrial purposes, namely, industrial vacuum cleaners; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; parking machines, namely, mechanical parking systems ]

**International Classes**  7 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35  **International Class Title**  Machinery

For  [  Mattresses; beds; furniture; pillows; spring mattresses; removable mats for sinks; bassinets; cushions; mattresses for household pets; beds for household pets; indoor blinds; kennels for household pets; picture frames; decorative mobiles ]

**International Classes**  20 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50  **International Class Title**  Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified

For  [  Water purifying apparatus and machines for household purposes; electric water purifying apparatus and machines for household purposes; water purifying apparatus and machines for industrial purposes; air sterilizers; air purifying apparatus and machines; electric room air deodorizing apparatus; dehumidifiers for household use; industrial dehumidifiers; electric dehumidifiers for household use; non-electric humidifiers for household use; industrial humidifiers; electric humidifiers; electric water softening apparatus for household purposes; industrial water softening apparatus; ionization apparatus for the treatment of water for household purposes; apparatus for disinfecting water; apparatus for disinfecting air, namely, UV sterilization units; filters for drinking water; water purifying apparatus and machines; bidets; electric coffee machines for household purposes; electric coffee machines for industrial purposes; electric apparatus for dehydrating food waste; electric laundry dryers for household purposes; portable water purifying apparatus and machines; gas grills; water heaters; electric heating apparatus, namely, electric radiant heaters and space heaters; cooking ovens for household purposes; gas ranges; bath installations; non-electric hot bath apparatus for household purposes, namely, baths, bathtubs, and whirlpool baths; electric lighting fixtures; kitchen worktops, namely, modular counters for refrigerating, heating, and chilling foods; electric heating pads and trays for warming dishes; electric hair steamers for household use ]

**International Classes**  11 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  **International Class Title**  Environmental Control Apparatus

For  [  Physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic analyzers for measuring, testing and detecting contaminants and environmental pollutants, and water testing apparatus for monitoring and detecting contamination; optical apparatus and instruments except for glasses and photographic apparatus, namely, optical sensors; cinematographic machines and apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, photographic cameras and video cameras; spectacles; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; neon signs; electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments, namely, MP3 players; semi-conductors; phonograph records featuring music; pre-recorded music recorded on electronic media; pre-recorded non-musical audio and/or video tapes featuring indoor air quality, health and fitness information; pre-recorded non-musical electronic media excluding computer software, namely, video featuring indoor air quality, health and fitness information; magnetic identifying cards; magnetically encoded key cards; encoded magnetic cards, namely, magnetically encoded gift cards; magnetically encoded credit cards; electronic publications, downloadable in the nature of leaflets in the field of indoor air quality, health, and fitness; downloadable electronic books in the field of indoor air quality, health, and fitness; ] computer application software for providing networked household appliances [], and household heating, cooling,
security and lighting systems,] with remote interface and control capabilities, and monitoring and controlling the operation of household air cleaners, water purification systems, toilet systems [, and household heating, cooling, security and lighting systems; computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks ]; remote control apparatus for Internet of Things (IoT) devices, namely, for controlling the operation of indoor air quality systems, water purification systems, bed systems, toilet systems [, lighting systems, smart thermostats, and door security systems; electric door bells ]

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIS INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currently 66A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner Name</td>
<td>Coway Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Coway Co., Ltd. 136-23, Yugumagoksa-ro Yugu-eup, Gongju Chongcheongnam-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docket Number</td>
<td>05590-T0027A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner of International Registration Number</td>
<td>1302703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 2026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Registration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMINING ATTORNEY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examining Attorney</td>
<td>LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) ELLEPOT

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

Standard Character Claim: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

Mark Drawing Type: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Registration</th>
<th>International Registration Date</th>
<th>Dec. 30, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Pots, including pots for substrate; trays for plants |

**International Classes**

21 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass

| For | Paper for manufacturing of pots, including substrate pots |

**International Classes**

16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

| For | Machines for manufacturing of pots, including substrate pots |

**International Classes**

7 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35  International Class Title  Machinery

| For | [ Soil improving preparations; coir fibre soil improvers; growing media for plants made from coconut coir dust; peat moss soil improvers ] |

**International Classes**

1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name: Ellepot A/S
Address: Ellepot A/S Storstrømsvej 55 Esbjerg N DENMARK
Legal Entity: Aktieselskab
State or Country Where Organized: DENMARK

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number: 63717T
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong> 1304256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 67 Priority Claim</strong> Jul. 01, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| **Change in Registration** | Yes |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | BIBB, SCOTT |
TM 17756  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 71 - Partial

Mark Literal(s) CHRISTIAN FISCHBACHER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79200032  Application Filing Date Jul. 04, 2016  Registration Number 5283237  Registration Date Sep. 12, 2017  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Jun. 27, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Name Portrait Consent  The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies a living individual, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1327579  International Registration Date Jul. 04, 2016  Parent Of 79975563

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Non-metallic floor coverings, namely, ceramic tile flooring; non-metallic flooring, non-metallic floor tiles
International Classes 19 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 12, 33, 50  International Class Title Non-metallic Building Materials

For Paints, varnishes, lacquers, glazes
International Classes 2 - Primary Classes US Classes 6, 11, 16  International Class Title Paints

For Cookware and kitchenware, namely, pots and pans, dishes; unworked or semi-worked glass except building glass; figures, namely, statuettes of porcelain, earthenware, ceramic or glass; glass receptacles, namely, drinking glasses; non-electric candelabra, hand lantern for holding a candle; vases; metal holders and consoles for bath and toilet utensils
International Classes 21 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title Housewares and Glass

For Carpets; wall hangings not of textile; vinyl floor coverings, floor coverings
International Classes 27 - Primary Classes US Classes 19, 20, 37, 42, 50  International Class Title Floor Coverings

For Bedding, namely, bed linen, bedspreads, bed throws; fabrics and textile products, not included in other classes, namely, bed covers; curtains of textile material; tablecloths of textile; table napkins of textile; clothes to rub, namely, kitchen towels
For [ Boxes, cabinets and cases of wood, boxes, cabinets and cases of plastic; furniture, chairs as seats, tables, stools, sofas, beds, bedsteads, bed bases; furniture covers of fitted fabrics; cushions; mirrors, bathroom mirrors, bathroom vanities; picture frames; non-metallic trays for domestic purposes; cold-cast resin figurines; towel hooks, not of metal ]

For [ Electric lamps and electric lights for residential and commercial use, electric candelabras and chandeliers; candle lamps; bathroom sinks; showers, shower doors; shower fittings, namely, showerheads; flush handles for toilets, toilets, namely, water closets; bathtubs; spas in the nature of heated pools ]

For [ Materials for perfuming linen, namely, scented linen sprays; ambience perfumes ]

For [ Down feathers, flock for stuffing ]

For [ Perfumed candles ]

For [ Lounge wear; sleepwear ]

For [ Table cutlery, namely, knives, forks and spoons ]

For [ Perfumed candles ]

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1327579 International Registration Date Jul. 04, 2016 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Feb. 15, 2016 Expiration Date Jul. 04, 2026

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, International Class 22 and International Class 25. Bedding, namely, bed linen, bedspreads, bed throws; fabrics and textile products, not
included in other classes, namely, bed covers; tablecloths of textile; table napkins of textile, class 24 are divided to child application 79/975563.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LATTUCA, FRANK J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s) PAYANYONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76594921 Application Filing Date May 28, 2004 Registration Number 2956844
Registration Date May 31, 2005 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 08, 2005

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic payments, namely electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial
First Use Jan. 01, 2000 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACI WORLDWIDE CORP. Address ACI WORLDWIDE CORP. 6060 COVENTRY DRIVE
ELKHORN NEBRASKA 68022 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEBRASKA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GOLDEN, JAMES B
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  85794470  Application Filing Date  Dec. 04, 2012  Registration Number  4493481
Registration Date  Mar. 11, 2014  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Date Cancelled  May 31, 2023
Publication Date  Dec. 24, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a three dimensional configuration of two ridges located along the center of a safety helmet with a short brim at the front. The two ridges are stacked and superimposed on the top of the helmet shell and run front to mid-back. The bottom ridge is wider while the top ridge is more narrow. The ridges sweep wider as they descend toward the bill of the cap, while their relative widths are maintained. The ridges are blended into the helmet shell and disappear part way down the back of the helmet. The smaller clusters of lines depicted around the surface of the helmet are intended to depict shading and are not claimed as features of the mark. The dotted lines in the drawing are not part of the mark and serve only to show the position of the mark on the goods.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Safety helmets  
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Aug. 30, 2004  In Commerce  Aug. 30, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  ERB Industries, Inc.  Address  ERB Industries, Inc.  1 Safety Way  Woodstock  GEORGIA  30188  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  GEORGIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  MARESCA, MEREDITH Z
# TM 17759 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

### Mark Literal(s)

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>85794495</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Dec. 04, 2012</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>4493482</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 11, 2014</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark Date Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Dec. 24, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
<td>The mark consists of a three dimensional configuration of two ridges located along the center of a safety helmet with a surrounding brim. The two ridges are stacked and superimposed on the top of the helmet shell and run front to mid-back. The bottom ridge is wider while the top ridge is more narrow. The ridges are blended into the helmet shell and disappear part way done the front and back of the helmet. The smaller clusters of lines depicted around the surface of the helmet are intended to depict shading and are not claimed as features of the mark. The dotted lines in the drawing are not part of the mark and serve only to show the position of the mark on the goods. Color Claimed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

| For | Safety helmets |

### BASIS INFORMATION

| Currently Use | Yes |

### OWNER INFORMATION

| Owner Name | ERB Industries, Inc. | Address | ERB Industries, Inc. | 1 Safety Way | Woodstock | GEORGIA | 30188 | Legal Entity | CORPORATION | State or Country Where Organized | GEORGIA |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | MARESCA, MEREDITH Z |

---

20924
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

### Mark Literal(s)
LIFESPAN

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87633590</td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2017</td>
<td>5506671</td>
<td>Jul. 03, 2018</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Cancelled</td>
<td>May 26, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Date
Apr. 17, 2018

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Dog food; Pet food
- **International Classes**: 31 - Primary Classes 1, 46
- **US Classes**: 1, 46
- **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
- **First Use in Commerce**: 1999
- **In Commerce**: 1999

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: PETGUARD HOLDINGS, LLC
- **Address**: PETGUARD HOLDINGS, LLC 201 Solana Cay Circle Ponte Vedra Beach FLORIDA 32082
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BLACK, MILDRED ELIZABE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s) OLEFANT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87947479 Application Filing Date Jun. 04, 2018 Registration Number 5678659
Registration Date Feb. 19, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 04, 2018

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of an illustration of an elephant wearing a bowtie
appearing above the stylized wording "OLEFANT" all encased within a rectangular border comprised of a stitched lined
edge, with all the aforementioned appearing on a shaded rectangular background. Color Claimed Color is not claimed
as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, headwear, footwear
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
May 24, 2018 In Commerce May 24, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kuperhand Inc. Address Kuperhand Inc. 1407 Broadway #1618 New York NEW YORK 10018 Legal
Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney JOHNSON, CLINTON J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s) AVIO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88000262 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2018 Registration Number 5840881
Registration Date Aug. 20, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023 Publication Date Nov. 13, 2018 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 08, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized font spelling "Avio" where the "A" appears as an inverted V. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring men's clothing
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Apr. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2018
For Shirts and short-sleeved shirts; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms; Bottoms as clothing for men; Coats for men; Headwear for men; Jackets for men; Pants for men; Shirts for men; Shorts for men; Sweat shirts; Sweaters for men; T-shirts; Tops as clothing for men; Woven shirts for men
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2018 In Commerce Jul. 20, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Avio Clothing, LLC Address Avio Clothing, LLC 35 County Claire Crescent Fairport NEW YORK 14450 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAPTER, ALAIN J
TM 17763

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s) EVERACK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88019683 Application Filing Date Jun. 28, 2018 Registration Number 5869486
Registration Date Sep. 24, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 26, 2023
Publication Date Dec. 04, 2018 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 29, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Storage racks for athletic equipment
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods First Use Aug. 28, 2017 In Commerce Apr. 14, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name The Trustee of the Creative Vision Enterprises Trust Composed of Creative Vision Enterprises Pty Ltd, an Australian proprietary limited company Address The Trustee of the Creative Vision Enterprises Trust 3 Anthony Drive Burleigh Waters, QLD AUSTRALIA 4220 Legal Entity TRUST State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HELMERS, SARA A
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

**Mark Literal(s)** KDW

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Date Cancelled</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S)/LETTER(S)/NUMBER(S) IN
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the wording "KDW" in stylized format, which has no meaning in another language.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Bath toys; Dolls and playsets therefor; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Infant toys; Novelty toy items in the nature of artificial plush animal tails; Radio controlled toy cars, race cars, airplanes, boats; Remote control toys, namely, cars, race cars, airplanes; Scale-model vehicles; Smart robot toys; Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy building blocks; Toy building structures and toy vehicle tracks; Toy cars; Toy model cars; Toy models
- **International Classes**: 28 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 23, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Toys and Sporting Goods
- **First Use**: Oct. 05, 2018
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 08, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Cai YuBing
- **Address**: No.16, Lane 4, Muzaiyuan, Dongwan Village, Lianxia County, Chenghai Dist., Shantou CHINA 515000
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: CHINA

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: MYERS, TRACY ANN
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s) ELISE OVERLAND

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88419540 Application Filing Date May 07, 2019 Registration Number 6056673
Registration Date May 19, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Mar. 03, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "ELISE OVERLAND", with a stylized "O". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Name Portrait Consent The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies "Elise Overland", whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Belts; Blouses; Clothing, namely, shirts, leggings, dresses, jackets containing slimming substances; Coats; Dresses; Hats; Headwear; Jackets; Leggings; Lingerie; Pants; Scarves; Shirts; Skirts; Sleepwear; T-shirts; Trousers; Undergarments; Vests

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name EO NYC Inc Address EO NYC Inc c/o Rodriguez LLC 1140 Avenue of the Americas Ste 9-1015 New York NEW YORK 10036 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MCMORROW, RONALD G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 18

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88723597 Application Filing Date Dec. 11, 2019 Registration Number 6095479
Registration Date Jul. 07, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Date Cancelled May 30, 2023
Publication Date Apr. 21, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a yellow circle at the upper left, a green circle at the upper right, an orange circle at the lower right, and a circle colored a light shade of blue at the lower left aligned in a 2x2 pattern to form a square of circles with a white medical cross centered on top of all four circles. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The colors white, yellow, green, orange, and a light shade of blue are claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Financial consultancy services in the area of healthcare
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 31, 2018 In Commerce Dec. 31, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name U.S. Consumer Health Care Advocacy Group, Corp DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA USCHAG Address U.S. Consumer Health Care Advocacy Group Corp 1 Perimeter Park South, Suite 100 N Birmingham ALABAMA 35243 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized ALABAMA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BROWN, TINA
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Inadvertently Issued

Mark Literal(s) CLAYDATE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97035623 Application Filing Date Sep. 20, 2021 Registration Number 7051849 Register
Principal Mark Type Trademark Restored to serial number 97035623 Publication Date May 03, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cosmetic facial masks and non-medicated skin care preparations
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use Feb. 2020 In Commerce Feb. 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Tula Life, Inc. Address Tula Life, Inc. 44 East 30th Street, Floor 10 New York NEW YORK 10016
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney CORDOVA, RAUL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Inadvertently Issued

Mark Literal(s) UBERDEX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97334023 Application Filing Date Mar. 28, 2022 Registration Number 7042464 Register
Principal Mark Type Service Mark Restored to serial number 97334023 Publication Date Feb. 14, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing an on-line computer database in the field of business information and business contacts
For Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for designing and sharing electronic business cards.; Providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to design and share electronic business cards
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use May 25, 2007 In Commerce Mar. 26, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Ubercard, LLC Address Ubercard, LLC P.O. Box 90138 Sioux Falls SOUTH DAKOTA 571090138
Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized SOUTH DAKOTA

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRECKENFELD, WILLIAM G
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Inadvertently
Issued

Mark Literal(s) THE FUTURIST PROJECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97344580 Application Filing Date  Apr. 03, 2022 Registration Number  7053721 Register
Principal Mark Type  Service Mark Restored to serial number  97344580 Publication Date  Feb. 28, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Leadership development training for emerging leaders in the outdoor industry in the field of business

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  The Futurist Project LLC Address  The Futurist Project LLC 4210 TX-7 Centerville  TEXAS 75833
Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized  TEXAS

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T38319US00

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RENNEKER, CHRISTOPHER
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** WARNERS

---

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>73716258</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Mar. 14, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>1524600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired Distinctiveness</td>
<td>In whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**

| Claimed Ownership of US Registrations | 0197535, 0179292, 0050062 and others |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | BRAS, PANTIES, [ GARTER BELTS, GIRDLES, CAMISOLES, SLIPS, TOP PANTS, TEDDIES AND ] BODY BRIEFERS |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Oct. 05, 1987 |
| In Commerce | Oct. 05, 1987 |
| Used Anywhere in Another Form | FIRST USED IN ANOTHER FORM ON 1905. |
| Used in Commerce in Another Form | FIRST USED IN COMMERCE IN ANOTHER FORM ON 1905. |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | WARNOCO U.S., INC. |
| Address | WARNOCO U.S., INC. 501 7th Avenue New York NEW YORK 10018 |
| Legal Entity | CORPORATION |
| State or Country Where Organized | DELAWARE |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate | The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT |

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

| Elements Corrected | MARK |
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

### Mark Literal(s)
SHARP

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 74521788
- **Application Filing Date**: May 03, 1994
- **Registration Number**: 1924247
- **Registration Date**: Oct. 03, 1995
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Service Mark
- **Publication Date**: Jul. 11, 1995

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of a stylized rendition of the word "SHARP" in blue under a yellow bar.
- **Color Drawing**: Yes
- **Color Claimed**: The color(s) blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 1802451

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: health care services
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Medical, beauty and agricultural services
- **First Use**: 1984
- **In Commerce**: 1984

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SHARP HEALTHCARE
- **Address**: SHARP HEALTHCARE 8695 SPECTRUM CENTER CT. SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92123
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 36046-404422

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: In the statement, Column 1, Line 6, "Class 42" is deleted, and, Class 44 is inserted. The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT. The color(s) blue and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a stylized rendition of the word "SHARP" in blue under a yellow bar.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: DUNN, ELIZABETH A
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Restricted  LINING/STIPPLING STATEMENT Elements Corrected  MARK , GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) BODYGEM

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 75841529
- **Application Filing Date**: Nov. 05, 1999
- **Registration Number**: 2669592
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 31, 2002
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Feb. 19, 2002

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: INDIRECT CALORIMETER FOR DETERMINING METABOLISM RATE IN CONNECTION WITH WEIGHT LOSS, WEIGHT CONTROL AND CALORIE MANAGEMENT
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Oct. 16, 2000
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 16, 2000

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MICROLIFE MEDICAL HOME SOLUTIONS INC.
- **Address**: MICROLIFE MEDICAL HOME SOLUTIONS INC. 2801 YOUNGFIELD STREET, SUITE 241 GOLDEN COLORADO 80401
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BODY6005/TJM

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "MICROLIFE MEDICAL HOMES SOLUTIONS INC." should be deleted, and MICROLIFE MEDICAL HOME SOLUTIONS INC. should be inserted. The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT, STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: BROWN, BRIAN D
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) MATRIX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 77544613 Application Filing Date Aug. 12, 2008 Registration Number 5047281
Registration Date Sep. 27, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 01, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized version of the word "MATRIX" situated next to a box containing a 3-D rendering of nine holes in a dice-like format.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 06962443 Foreign Application Filing Date Jun. 04, 2008
Foreign Registration Number 006962443 Foreign Registration Date Sep. 28, 2009 Foreign Application/Registration County EUROPEAN (EU) OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET (OHIM)
Foreign Expiration Date Jun. 04, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Telephone equipment, namely, PBX devices, automatic telephone exchange apparatuses, telephone connectors, telephone terminals, telephone apparatuses and receivers, voicemail systems, telephone answering systems, music on hold systems and time and attendance systems; Telephone call router, calls made from various telephony platforms including VoIP platform; analog terminal adaptors for single and multiport VOIP; data access port for single and multiport VOIP; operating software therefor sold as a unit; computer telephony software
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Dec. 31, 1991 In Commerce Jun. 28, 2004

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Matrix Telecom Pvt. Ltd. Address Matrix Telecom Pvt. Ltd. 394-GIDC, Makarpura Vadodara INDIA 390010 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized INDIA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT; and in the statement, line 12 is deleted, line 17 "in white against a green" is deleted; line 18 "background" is deleted and "white" is deleted.
Examining Attorney  CLYBURN, CARLA DIONNE

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

**Elements Restricted**  COLOR DESCRIPTION STATEMENT **Elements Corrected**  DESCRIPTION OF MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) COLOTECT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79316329 Application Filing Date May 10, 2021 Registration Number 6770177
Registration Date Jun. 28, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Apr. 12, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1603769 International Registration Date May 10, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reagents for gene detection for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; preparations for detecting genetic predispositions for medical purposes; preparations for detecting mutation in prion genes for medical purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations for medical purposes, namely, for the treatment of cancer and genetic diseases; medical diagnostic reagents for the analysis of immune system; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; enzyme preparations for medical purposes
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary use; diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; test paper, chemical; chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; preparations of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; bacterial preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use; biochemical preparations for scientific purposes
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals

For Bowel cancer screening services; medical screening; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories; medical assistance; genetic screening for medical purposes; medical analysis services for the diagnosis of cancer; performing diagnosis of diseases; genetic testing for medical purposes; providing medical information from a web site; dna screening for medical purposes
International Classes  44 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 101  International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services

For  Scientific laboratory services; medical research services; medical laboratory services; scientific research for medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases; biological research; structural and functional analysis of genomes; blood analysis services; genetic testing for scientific research purposes; computer programming in the medical field; DNA screening for scientific research purposes

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently  66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  BGI Genomics Co., Ltd.  Address  BGI Genomics Co., Ltd.  Floors 7-14, Building No. 7, BGI Park,  No. 21 Hong'an 3rd Street, Yantian Dist.  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518083  Legal Entity  Limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

Owner Name  Envelope Health Biotechnology Co., Ltd.  Address  Envelope Health Biotechnology Co., Ltd.  1203, No.7 Bldg, South Mingzhu Apartment  No. 21 Hong'an 3rd Street, Yantian Dist  Shenzhen, Guangdong  CHINA  518083  Legal Entity  Limited company (ltd.)  State or Country Where Organized  CHINA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  BGI-22010

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1603769  International Registration Date  May 10, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Apr. 25, 2021  Expiration Date  May 10, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  Issue New Certificate to: BGI Genomics Co., Ltd.  Floors 7-14, Building No. 7, BGI Park No. 21 Hong'an 3rd Street, Yantian Dist. Shenzhen, Guangdong, China 518083  Envelope Health Biotechnology Co., Ltd.  1203, No.7 Bldg, South Mingzhu Apartment No. 21 Hong'an 3rd Street, Yantian Dist Shenzhen, Guangdong, China 518083

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  VAGHANI, MAYUR C

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) US ADMINISTRATOR CLAIMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK INFORMATION

Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of red and blue lines forming a star shape with red and blue wavy stripes appearing to the right, together with the words "U.S. ADMINISTRATOR CLAIMS" appearing below. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Disclaimer "US ADMINISTRATOR CLAIMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For Insurance services, namely, claims processing, insurance claims administration in the nature of claims adjudication, claims adjustment, and insurance administration

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Jan. 03, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 03, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name U.S. Administrator Claims, LLC Address U.S. Administrator Claims, LLC 800 Oak Ridge Turnpike Suite A-1000 Oak Ridge TENNESSEE 37830 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Where Organized GEORGIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number 41362.382614

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, "The mark consists of red and blue lines forming a star shape with red and blue wavy stripes appearing to the right, together with the words "U.S. ADMINISTRATOR CLAIMS" appearing below" is inserted. And the drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT. In the statement, line 12 through 14, is deleted.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney SMITH, BRIDGETT G

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected DESCRIPTION OF MARK

20945
### Reason for Publication
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

### Mark Literal(s)

### Case Identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>86403118</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Sep. 23, 2014</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>5156560</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Mar. 07, 2017</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Nov. 17, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mark Information

- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the image of a spear head. **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

### Related Properties Information

- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 2617298, 4104310, 4104309

### Goods and Services Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For</th>
<th>Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction at the university level; arranging and conducting athletic competitions, athletic events, athletic tournaments, and athletic exhibitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 <strong>International Class Title</strong>: Education and Entertainment <strong>First Use</strong> 2014 <strong>In Commerce</strong> 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For</strong></td>
<td>Clothing for men, women, and children, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, [ sweaters, ] pants, sweatpants, leggings, shorts, [ dresses, skirts, ] undergarments, swim suits, [ athletic uniforms, replica jerseys, coats, ] jackets, [ vests, singlets, dresses, rain ponchos, ties, nightshirts, ] pajamas, pajama bottoms, socks, headbands, [ wrist bands, belts, suspenders, ] gloves, scarves, [ ties; ] footwear; headwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Classes</strong></td>
<td>25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 <strong>International Class Title</strong>: Clothing <strong>First Use</strong> 2014 <strong>In Commerce</strong> 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Basis Information

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### Owner Information

- **Owner Name**: Florida State University Board of Trustees
- **Address**: Florida State University Board of Trustees 222 South Copeland Street, Suite 424 Tallahassee FLORIDA 323061400
- **Legal Entity**: a public body corporate
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   9282.41532

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate   The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT Correction made to Registration   In the statement, line 1, after "FLORIDA", "a" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   MITTLER, KEVIN A

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Amended   DESCRIPTION OF MARK, COLOR DESCRIPTION STATEMENT Elements Corrected   CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, ENTITY, OWNER NAME, OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** FREESPIRA BREATHING

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 86419299
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 09, 2014
- **Registration Number**: 4868103
- **Registration Date**: Dec. 08, 2015
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Mar. 24, 2015
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: May 19, 2015

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "BREATHING"

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Medical device, namely, a handheld sensor, a tablet computer with a pre-loaded mobile software application, and a nasal cannula used for breathing biofeedback exercises and for monitoring health data in the field of health services
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Feb. 25, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Feb. 25, 2015

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: FREESPIRA, INC.
- **Address**: FREESPIRA, INC. 12020 113TH AVE NE, STE 215 KIRKLAND WASHINGTON 98034
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 12461-601200

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: FREESPIRA BREATHING

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: LORENZO, KATHLEEN H

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**
- **Elements Corrected**: MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) COLOSO CALIDAD DESDE 1949

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86480949 Application Filing Date Dec. 15, 2014 Registration Number 4821257
Registration Date Sep. 29, 2015 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 14, 2015

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a blue four-sided shape with curved top and bottom sides and rounded corners. Inside the blue shape is a figure of an orange man's upper body with a muscular torso shown with partial arms and complete head with brown shadowed facial, hair and torso features. The head extends from the top of the blue shape, and the blue shape has a white outer edge, which also engulfs the outer figure of the man's head. Centered within the blue shape, appearing in front and below the man's torso, is the stylized wording "COLOSO" in white with the wording "Calidad desde 1949" centered below in yellow. The color black in the mark represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) orange, brown, blue, white and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "CALIDAD DESDE 1949" Translation The English translation of "coloso" in the mark is "colossus".

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Canned beans; Canned cooked meat; Canned fish; Canned or bottled vegetables; [ Canned pork and beans; ] Canned tomatoes; Canned vegetables; Canned, cooked or otherwise processed tomatoes; Corned beef; Cut vegetables; Evaporated milk; Luncheon meats; Oil, namely, olive oil, corn oil, vegetable oil, canola oil; Processed olives; Seafood, namely, octopus, squids, sardines, [ mussels, ] cod fish, [ needlefish, ] white tuna, chunk tuna, [ shrimps, crabmeat, ]mackerel, [ baby clams, ] salmon, not live; Canned vegetables, namely, beans, peas, corn, carrots, casave, mixed vegetables, red peppers International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Feb. 24, 1961 In Commerce Feb. 24, 1961

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BALLESTER HERMANOS, INC. Address BALLESTER HERMANOS, INC. PO Box 364548 Cataño PUERTO RICO 009364548 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized PUERTO RICO
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate

In the statement, No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "COLOSO Calidad desde 1949 " is inserted. The mark description is amended to appear as follows: The mark consists of a blue four-sided shape with curved top and bottom sides and rounded corners. Inside the blue shape is a figure of an orange man's upper body with a muscular torso shown with partial arms and complete head with brown shadowed facial, hair and torso features. The head extends from the top of the blue shape, and the blue shape has a white outer edge, which also engulfs the outer figure of the man's head. Centered within the blue shape, appearing in front and below the man's torso, is the stylized wording "COLOSO" in white with the wording "Calidad desde 1949" centered below in yellow. The color black in the mark represents background, outlining, shading and/or transparent areas and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH CUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ELTON, DAVID JONATHAN

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Amended   DISCLAIMER Elements Corrected DESCRIPTION OF MARK , COLOR DESCRIPTION STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) SOUND PARTICLES

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86762246  Application Filing Date  Sep. 20, 2015  Registration Number  4982153
Registration Date  Jun. 21, 2016  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Apr. 05, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN  Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the stylized word SOUND stacked on top of the stylized word PARTICLES.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.  Disclaimer  "SOUND"

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number  544894  Foreign Registration Date  Jun. 15, 2015  Foreign Application/Registration County  PORTUGAL  Foreign Expiration Date  Jun. 15, 2025

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; Computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; Computer software for sound editing; Downloadable computer software for sound editing

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  SOUND PARTICLES, S.A.  Address  SOUND PARTICLES, S.A.  RUA DA CARVALHA, NO. 570 IDDNET, PARCEIROS, LEIRIA  PORTUGAL  2400-441  Legal Entity  SOCIEDADE ANONIMA  State or Country  PORTUGAL

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  082352.00326

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  In the statement, lines 12-13 are deleted, and "The mark consists of the stylized word SOUND stacked on top of the stylized word PARTICLES." is inserted. The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT
Examining Attorney  CARROLL, DORITT
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  DESCRIPTION OF MARK

20952
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s)  W WOODBRIDGE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  86860746  Application Filing Date  Dec. 29, 2015  Registration Number  5263371
Registration Date  Aug. 15, 2017  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  May 30, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a stylized W to the left of WOODBRIDGE.  Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed  Yes  Foreign Application Number  1759101  Foreign Application Filing Date  Dec. 11, 2015
Foreign Registration Number  TMA964329  Foreign Registration Date  Mar. 01, 2017  Foreign Application/Registration County  CANADA  Foreign Expiration Date  Mar. 01, 2032

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Supply chain management for others; industrial management assistance and consulting for manufacturers of products made from polyurethane foam
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business
For  Die-cutting, milling and laminating foam components for products manufactured by others; custom manufacture of automotive seating urethanes, automotive seat cushions, backs and bolsters, automotive head restraints, armrests, bolsters, closure panel assemblies, storage bins, convenience trays, tool caddies, automotive deck lids, automotive load floors, automotive headliners, package trays, close-out panels, mattresses, pillows, neck rests and supports, seating, arm rests and grip handles, laminated products, foam components for use in diapers and feminine hygiene products, medical devices and products such as bandages, splints, casts used for rehabilitation and immobilization, and to promote healing and protect injuries, engineered foam materials for further use in manufacturing of automotive parts and fittings, textiles, clothing, marine products, and construction materials, automotive safety components that manage crash forces in head, side and front impacts, and in bumper systems, to help minimize vehicle damage, molded bead foam products for use in the manufacture of automotive vehicles, pharmaceutical products, consumer electronics products, appliances and construction materials, protective packaging, insulated containers, returnable dunnage and material handling totes, packaging for medical and pharmaceutical products, all undertaken on behalf of others; assembly services, for others, namely, assembling parts of vehicles for manufacturers and vendors for use in the automotive industry and sequencing the assembly of parts of vehicles for manufacturers and vendors for
For Custom development and design of foam products for others; design of urethane and bead foam packaging materials for products manufactured by others; Design, development, and testing services for others in the fields of foam products; Tooling services in the nature of the custom manufacture of molds for use in the production of parts for customers in the automotive industry; consulting services in the field of design and development of chemical systems and manufacturing processes to assist customers to optimize product performance and reduce costs

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Woodbridge Foam Corporation Address Woodbridge Foam Corporation 4240 Sherwoodtowne Blvd. Mississauga, Ontario CANADA L4Z 2G6 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2427-506

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate The drawing is amended to appear as follows: W WOODBRIDGE, The mark consists of a stylized W to the left of WOODBRIDGE.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MICKLEBURGH, LINDA BOH

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Restricted DISCLAIMER Elements Corrected MARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** FREAKFLOPS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: "FLOPS"

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Footwear, namely, flip flops
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use in Commerce**: Jan. 05, 2015
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 25, 2015

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Kweller, Mariano Pablo
- **Address**: Kweller, Mariano Pablo
  Los Angeles de Atenas
  Entrada Finca Huetares, Casa Roja
  Atenas
  COSTA RICA
  20501
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 2027741

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: FREAKFLOPS

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: SMITH, BRIDGETT G

### MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

- **Elements Corrected**: MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) VALLEY FARMS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86903032 Application Filing Date Feb. 10, 2016 Registration Number 5083759
Registration Date Nov. 15, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Aug. 30, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the words "VALLEY FARMS" in white stylized script, outlined in blue. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) blue and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "FARMS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Cream; Milk

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Valley Farms Dairy, LLC Address Valley Farms Dairy, LLC 25 Anderson Road Buffalo NEW YORK 14225 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 16481-801500

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, lines 7-8 are deleted, and "The mark consists of the words "VALLEY FARMS" in white stylized script, outlined in blue." is inserted. The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney RICHARDSON, JENNIFER D
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  DESCRIPTION OF MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) ALLHEALTH NETWORK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   86957015 Application Filing Date  Mar. 29, 2016 Registration Number   5103660
Registration Date  Dec. 20, 2016 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Publication Date  Oct. 04, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   No Mark Drawing Type   3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of a starburst or flower design with the words "ALLHEALTH" and "NETWORK" to the right of the design and the word "NETWORK" below the words "ALLHEALTH". Disclaimer  "NETWORK"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Education services, namely, providing live and on-line classes, seminars, workshops, training programs, and self-awareness programs in the fields of physical and mental health, hygiene, communication, higher education opportunities
International Classes  41 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 107 International Class Title  Education and Entertainment First Use  Apr. 08, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 08, 2016
For   Retail pharmacy services, online retail pharmacy services
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business First Use  Apr. 08, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 08, 2016
For   Providing information in the field of disease prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment; medical, hygiene, nutrition and mental health counseling; Medical clinics, medical services, mental health treatment services and substance abuse treatment services
International Classes   44 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101 International Class Title  Medical, beauty and agricultural services First Use  Apr. 08, 2016 In Commerce  Apr. 08, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Arapahoe Mental Health Center, Inc. Address  Arapahoe Mental Health Center, Inc. Suite 200 155 Inverness Drive West Englewood COLORADO 80112 Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where
Organized   COLORADO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   146050/3
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT and in the statement, lines 15 thru 16 are deleted. In the statement, lines 17 thru 20 are deleted and "The mark consists of a starburst or flower design with the words "ALLHEALTH" and "NETWORK" to the right of the design and the word "NETWORK" below the words "ALLHEALTH"." is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  REGAN, JOHN B

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Restricted  COLOR DESCRIPTION STATEMENT  Elements Corrected  DESCRIPTION OF MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
| Serial Number | 87025945 | Application Filing Date | May 05, 2016 | Registration Number | 5113794 |
| Registration Date | Jan. 03, 2017 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark |
| Publication Date | Oct. 18, 2016 |

MARK INFORMATION
| Standard Character Claim | No | Mark Drawing Type | 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) |
| Description of the Mark | The mark consists of a stylized triangular design with a cross in the center and a circle within the center of the cross design | Color Claimed | Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. |

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
| For | Leather bags; Leather handbags; Leather purses |
| International Classes | 18 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 |
| International Class Title | Leather Goods |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2015 |
| For | Leather shoes |
| International Classes | 25 - Primary Classes |
| US Classes | 22, 39 |
| International Class Title | Clothing |
| First Use | Feb. 01, 2015 |
| In Commerce | Feb. 01, 2015 |

BASIS INFORMATION
| Currently Use | Yes |

OWNER INFORMATION
| Owner Name | D ART CUERO S.A.C. |
| Address | Jr. Sullana 174, San Juan de Miraflores, Lima, PERU |
| Legal Entity | Sociedad Anónima Cerrada |
| State or Country Where Organized | PERU |

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
| Docket Number | 0106712-1 |

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate | The drawing is amended to appear as follows: PUBLISH NEW CUT |

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
| Examining Attorney | COLLIER, DAVID E |
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  DESCRIPTION OF MARK
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** BEST COFFEE ON THE INTERSTATE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Serial Number</strong></th>
<th>87305521</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Filing Date</strong></td>
<td>Jan. 18, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>5265501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Aug. 15, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Register</strong></td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Type</strong></td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Date</strong></td>
<td>May 30, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Disclaimer**: “COFFEE” Acquired
- **Distinctiveness**: In whole

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: café services featuring freshly brewed coffee
- **International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
- **First Use In Commerce**: Dec. 2005
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 2005

**BASA INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: Pilot Travel Centers, LLC
- **Address**: Pilot Travel Centers, LLC 5508 Lonas Dr. Knoxville TENNESSEE 37909
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 059320-00123

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: BEST COFFEE ON THE INTERSTATE

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: VALLILLO, MELISSA C

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

- **Elements Corrected**: MARK
**reason for publication**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** TERRAMAX PRO

---
**case identifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**mark information**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**Goods and services information**

- **For**: Dietary supplements for pets; Dietary and nutritional supplements *for pets*
- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

**First Use**: Jan. 01, 2014 **In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2014

---
**basis information**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**Owner information**

- **Owner Name**: Firestar Industries, Llc
- **Address**: Firestar Industries, Llc 178 5999 South Park Ave. Hamburg NEW YORK 14075
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

---
**post registration information**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate
- **In the Statement, class 25, is updated per the Board Order dated 5-26-2023.**

**Examining Attorney**

- **Examining Attorney**: BLANDU, FLORENTINA

---
**Modifications to Registrations**

- **Elements Corrected**: GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) ARTISAN DE LA TRUFFE PARIS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87702651 Application Filing Date Nov. 30, 2017 Registration Number 5455502
Registration Date Apr. 24, 2018 Register Supplemental Mark Type Service Mark Trademark

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the wording "Artisan de la Truffe Paris" in a stylized font. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Translation The English translation of "Artisan de la Truffe" in the mark is "Artisan of the Truffle".

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Foreign Registration Number 133996060 Foreign Registration Date Apr. 08, 2013 Foreign Application/Registration County FRANCE Foreign Expiration Date Apr. 08, 2023

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Preserved, dried, cooked and frozen vegetables; puréed potato with truffles; preserved truffles; preserved truffles in tins or jars, brushed or peeled, whole, in pieces or unpeeled; goose or duck foie gras, fresh, whole, cooked, semi-cooked, with truffles; gastronomical specialties made from preserved mushrooms, preserved truffles, namely, cheese with preserved mushrooms or truffles, charcuterie with preserved mushrooms or truffles; truffle oil; preserved truffles; truffle crisps; preserved olives with truffle
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods First Use Feb. 01, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2017

For Mustard with truffle flavor, [ salt with truffle flavor, ] olive oil for food with truffle flavor; olive oil for food flavored with truffle; vinegar flavored with truffle; pasta with truffle; truffle risotto; parmesan cream with truffle; honey with truffle; pesto with truffle; [ salt with truffles; ] mustard with truffles; rice and risotto with truffles; pasta with truffles; truffle vinegar; sauces for salads with truffles; tomato sauce with truffles; sauces in the nature of condiments with truffles; truffle seasonings; truffle food flavorings other than essential oils; truffle mayonnaise
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Feb. 01, 2017 In Commerce Feb. 01, 2017
For Services for providing food and drink, catering services

**International Classes**: 43 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**: 100, 101  **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently**: Yes  **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: CCK DIFFUSION  **Address**: CCK DIFFUSION Centre d'Affaires Silic, Bâtiment 103 Armstrong, 165 Boulevard de Valmy Colombes FRANCE F-92700  **Legal Entity**: Société à responsabilité

**State or Country Where Organized**: FRANCE

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes  **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: In the statement, class 30 has been updated per the Board Order dated 05/19/2023.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HARDY LUDLOW, TARAH KI

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**
- **Elements Corrected**: GOODS/SERVICES
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) KONA SURF CO.

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88157009 Application Filing Date Oct. 16, 2018 Registration Number 6158800
Registration Date Sep. 22, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 26, 2019
Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 18, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a stylized sun design consisting of a yellow
face having black outlined facial features with many wavy bands extending from center of image. The wavy bands are in
red, yellow and orange, all outlined in black. Underneath the sun design is the wording "KONA SURF CO." in black
lettering. A black underline appears beneath the word "KONA", separating it from the wording "SURF CO.". Color
Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) yellow, black, red, and orange is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
Disclaimer "SURF CO."

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For skateboard decks; skateboard trucks; skateboard wheels; skateboards; stand-up paddleboards; Surf boards; surf paddles;
body boards; body surf hand planes; Leashes used in conjunction with surfing; longboard skateboard trucks; longboard
skateboard wheels; longboard skateboards
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and
Sporting Goods First Use 1990 In Commerce 1990
For Men's, women's and children's sportswear, namely, sweatshirts, sweatpants, sweat shorts, t-shirts, shirts, bathing suits,
hats, visors, socks, sandals, wet suits, jackets *, excluding any clothing items specifically designed for cycling. *
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use
1990 In Commerce 1990

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   Kona Enterprises, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Kona Surf Company
Address   Kona Enterprises, Inc. 101 East Rio Grande Avenue Wildwood NEW JERSEY 08260
Legal Entity   CORPORATION
State or Country   NEW JERSEY

Where Organized   NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   KON2-TM008

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate
In the statement, after line 5, ", excluding any clothing items specifically designed for cycling". is inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   LEE, DEBRA ANN

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected   GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** GOODMAMA

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88332911</td>
<td>Mar. 09, 2019</td>
<td>6251998</td>
<td>Jan. 19, 2021</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

**Standard Character Claim** Yes, The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. **Mark Drawing Type** 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

**For Jewelry**, namely, clip-on statement earrings not of precious metal, being oversized, bold earrings that hang near the wearer's shoulders or are otherwise substantially larger than the wearer's earlobes, and which are designed to immediately grab attention *

**International Classes** 14 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 2, 27, 28, 50 **International Class Title** Jewelry **First Use** May 01, 2019 **In Commerce** May 12, 2020

**For On-line retail store services featuring * statement * jewelry [, fashion accessories, and apparel ]**

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business **First Use** May 01, 2019 **In Commerce** May 12, 2020

**For [ Shirts ]**

**International Classes** 25 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 22, 39 **International Class Title** Clothing **First Use** May 01, 2019 **In Commerce** May 12, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently Use** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Carter, Catherine N. **Address** 118 POST AVE 10034 NEW YORK NEW YORK

**Legal Entity** INDIVIDUAL **Citizenship** UNITED STATES

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate** In the Statement, class 14,25 and 35 is updated per the Board Order dated 5-31-2023.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** BURDECKI, ANNA C
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

Mark Literal(s) WOLF THROMBECTOMY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88517929 Application Filing Date Jul. 16, 2019 Registration Number 6154636 Registration Date Sep. 15, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 12, 2019 Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 07, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "THROMBECTOMY"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0115549/1631713 International Registration Number 1631713

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Medical device to remove blood clots for use by physician or medical interventionalists; * none of the aforesaid relating to or for use in connection with endoscopy related goods *
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus First Use Jun. 15, 2019 In Commerce Jun. 15, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BOSTON SCIENTIFIC SCIMED, INC. Address BOSTON SCIENTIFIC SCIMED, INC. ONE SCIMED PLACE MAPLE GROVE MINNESOTA 55311 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MINNESOTA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number TM-01076US01

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 5, "none of the aforesaid relating to or for use in connection with endoscopy related goods" is inserted. Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 11, should be deleted, and "THROMBECTOMY" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney GULIANO, ROBERT N
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE ,
DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Amended

**Mark Literal(s)** RECOVER IN COMFORT + SAFETY

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 90141962
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 27, 2020
- **Registration Number**: 6860156
- **Registration Date**: Sep. 27, 2022
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 16, 2021
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jan. 11, 2022

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK
- **Color Claimed**: The mark consists of standard characters, without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.

**RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION**
- **Claimed Ownership of US Registrations**: 3191332

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, masks for use by medical personnel and face coverings being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection
- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus
- **First Use**: Sep. 30, 2020
- **In Commerce**: Sep. 30, 2020

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: ContourMD Marketing Group, LLC
- **Address**: ContourMD Marketing Group, LLC 15550 W. 109th Street Lenexa KANSAS 66219
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: KANSAS

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: 0506501.0004

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: The drawing is amended to appear as follows: RECOVER IN COMFORT + SAFETY

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PENDLETON, CAROLYN A
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Amended  COLOR DESCRIPTION STATEMENT Elements Corrected  MARK
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ROSETTE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75248883 Application Filing Date Feb. 27, 1997 Registration Number 2191470
Registration Date Sep. 22, 1998 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 21, 1997
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 13, 1998

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For depilatory wax
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use 1992 In Commerce Oct. 1996

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Elemi Pty Ltd DBA, AKA, Formerly TA Lycon Cosmetics Address Elemi Pty Ltd 53 Bancroft St Pinkenba Qld AUSTRALIA 4008 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where
Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 2713/1019

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the Statement, Column 1, lines 1 and 2, should be deleted, and, "Elemi Pty Ltd (Australia proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)) " should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAUTERBACH, JODI D

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) DECO KIDS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 76573593 Application Filing Date Feb. 02, 2004 Registration Number 3136229
Registration Date Aug. 29, 2006 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 25, 2005
Notice of Allowance Date Apr. 19, 2005

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "KIDS"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Jewelry incorporating miniature simulated male and/or female figures composed in part of precious or semi-precious gemstones
International Classes 14 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 27, 28, 50 International Class Title Jewelry First Use Jan. 20, 2005 In Commerce Jan. 20, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Attar Brothers, L.L.C. Address Attar Brothers, L.L.C. 33286 West 6 Mile Road Livonia MICHIGAN 48152 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized MICHIGAN

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, Column 1, lines 1 and 2, should be deleted, and Attar Brothers, L.L.C. (Michigan Limited Liability Company) should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MADDEN, ANNE THERESE

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) NCC GROUP

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79169183 Application Filing Date Dec. 04, 2014 Registration Number 5088804
Registration Date Nov. 29, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Sep. 13, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "GROUP"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1256734 International Registration Date Dec. 04, 2014

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Maintaining escrow accounts for investments, sales transactions, domain names; on-line escrow service for exchange of services; maintaining escrow accounts for investments and sales transactions; maintaining escrow accounts for domain name escrow services for the purpose of securely holding and transferring title to domain names; online escrow services for exchange of services *; none of the aforesaid being construction and property development services *

International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial

For Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of IT, IT security, Internet security, cyber security and domain name registration; providing of training, namely, courses, seminars, workshops in the field of IT, IT security, Internet security, cyber security and domain name registration; organization of seminars, providing an in-person educational forum, arranging and conducting educational conferences, all in the field of IT, IT security, Internet security, cyber security and domain name registration; writing of articles for professional journals other than for advertising or publicity; all in the fields of IT, IT security, Internet security, cyber security and domain name registration; publication of texts, books, journals *; none of the aforesaid being construction and property development services *

International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment

For Business advisory services including business advisory services relating to information security and technology escrow agreements; Business consultancy services relating to information security and technology agreements; database management services, including compilation of directories and reports in a computer database *; none of the aforesaid being construction and property development services *
International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Electronic monitoring services for security purposes for the protection of property and individuals; identification verification services, namely, providing authentication of personal identification information; security consultancy services in the field of workplace and personal safety; consultancy services in the field of public safety; registration of domain names for identification of users on a global computer network; domain name registration services; domain name management and advisory services; domain name registration services *; none of the aforesaid being construction and property development services *

International Classes  45 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Personal and legal services

For  Telecommunications services, namely, access services, gateway services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; consulting services in the field of telecommunications *; none of the aforesaid being construction and property development services *

International Classes  38 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 104  International Class Title  Communication

For  Testing of computer software, electronic document and email authentication services and quality control services for others; quality assurance consultancy in the field of IT, IT security, Internet security, cyber security and domain name registration; evaluation of performance of computer systems and websites against benchmark references; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; Technological services, namely, technological consultation in the fields of computer hardware systems and computer software; technical verification and validation services in the fields of software, technology and security, namely, verification and validation of computer hardware; industrial analysis and research services in the field of computer hardware systems, computer software; computer systems analysis; testing and reporting of online website performance to determine the technological effectiveness of websites for non-business purposes; computer services, namely, monitoring the web sites of others to improve their scalability and performance; computer services, namely, monitoring, testing, analyzing and reporting on the Internet traffic control and content control of the web sites of others; consultancy in the field of computers and computer software consulting; computer consultancy relating to IT security; maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; computer security services, namely, scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability and restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities; computer access and computerized transactions, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or networking resources based on assigned credentials; Internet security consultancy; testing of computer security systems; advisory services in the field of quality improvement of software; technical verification and validation testing of software; testing and analysis of the goods and services of others to assure compliance with industry standards; consulting services in the field of computer security, namely, access authorization and computer identification systems for users of computer networks; design and development of computer software; recovery of computer data; testing and analysis of the goods and services of others to assure compliance with industry standards; consulting services in the field of computer security, namely, access authorization and computer identification systems for users of computer networks; computer software development in the field of encryption and Internet security services; computer systems integration services; technical advice relating to computer operations, namely, encryption and Internet security services; computer services, namely, design development,
implementation, testing, analysis and consultancy relating to IT security solutions software; maintenance and updating of
computer software relating to Internet security and prevention of Internet and ecommerce risks and fraud; research,
development, design, implementation and testing services in the fields of computer and computer network security,
authorization, authentication, encryption and identification; computer services, namely, providing technical information and
design of databases for the security of data, monitoring the privacy and confidentiality of data on a website, and evaluating
website security; Computer security service, namely, restricting access to and by computer networks to and of undesired web
sites, media and individuals and facilities; data encryption and decoding services; computer related anti-fraud services, namely,
computer security consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information
security vulnerability; computer services, namely, the creation and maintenance of computer software in the field of domain
names; server hosting; cloud hosting provider services; hosting an online website featuring content in the field of IT, IT
security, Internet security, cyber security and domain name registration; domain registry operator services; software as a
service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in database management in the field of domain
names; testing analysis and evaluations of the goods and services of others for the purposes of certification; computer services,
namely, remote and on-site management of IT systems by testing IT systems infrastructure to assess security controls * ; none
of the aforesaid being construction and property development services *

**International Classes** 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101 **International Class Title** Scientific and
computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** NCC Services Limited **Address** NCC Services Limited Manchester Technology Centre, Oxford Road
Manchester M1 7EF UNITED KINGDOM **Legal Entity** Limited Company **State or Country Where Organized** UNITED KINGDOM

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1256734 **International Registration Date** Dec. 04, 2014 **Date of
Section 67 Priority Claim** Dec. 03, 2014 **Expiration Date** Dec. 04, 2024

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes **Correction made to Registration** In the statement, ” International Classes 35, 36, 38,
41, 42 and 45 ” is corrected per the restriction dated 2/16/2023

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** ARANT, LUCY B

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

**Elements Corrected** GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE ,
DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT

20978
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) PREMIER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79263434 Application Filing Date  Nov. 28, 2018  Registration Number  6841253
Registration Date  Sep. 13, 2022  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Service Mark  Trademark
Publication Date  Jun. 28, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES
WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark  The mark consists of the term PREMIER in white inside of a
curved oval shaped design with the outer edge in gray, a thinner middle border in white and a thicker inner border in red.
The background of the inner portion of the mark on which the term PREMIER appears is in blue.  Color Drawing  Yes
Color Claimed  The color(s) white, blue, red and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1478188  International Registration Date  Nov. 28, 2018

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  printed matter, namely, books and flashcards in the field of math, science, English; [ paper; graph paper; tracing paper;
tissue paper; cards, namely, flash cards, greetings cards; postcards; envelopes; ] notebooks; note pads; writing pads; document
folders in the form of wallets; scrapbooks; sketch books; children's colouring and activity books; carbon paper; document files;
ring binders; box files for storage of magazines, business and personal records; paper expanding files; diaries; day planners in
the nature of printed matter; clipboards; paperclips; corkboard pins; office staplers; rulers, namely, drawing and ungraduated
rulers; office hole punches; adhesive tape dispensers for household or stationery use; adhesive tape for stationery and
household purposes; adhesive labels; pencils; colouring pencils; drawing pencils; charcoal pencils; felt tip markers; chalk;
highlighters, namely, highlighter pens, highlighting pens and markers; correction pens; erasers; pencil sharpeners; rubber
bands; paper tags; office glue; artists' materials, namely, pencils, sketch pads; modelling clay; glitter pens and glue for
stationery purposes; craft glitter for stationery purposes; chalk boards in the nature of blackboards; mounting boards;
memorandum boards; printed charts; printed wall charts; educational books in the field of math, English, science; dictionaries;
blank flip charts; laminating machines for office use; set squares for drawing; T-squares for drawing; drawing compasses;
paper bags; carrier grocery and merchandise bags; cardboard tubes; cardboard boxes; air bubble plastics packs for wrapping;
hand-held paper knives
International Classes  16 - Primary Classes  US Classes  2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50  International Class Title  Paper Goods and Printed Matter

For  Retail and wholesale store services featuring scissors, calculators, magnets, magnifying glasses, covers adapted for laptops, headphones, bags adapted for laptops, USB card readers, stationery, printed matter, namely, books, flash cards in the field of math, English, science, paper, graph paper, tracing paper, tissue paper, cards, namely, flash cards, greetings cards, postcards, envelopes, notebooks, note pads, writing pads, document folders in the form of wallets, scrapbooks, sketch books, children's colouring and activity books, carbon paper, document files, ring binders, folders, box files for storage of magazines, business and personal records, paper expanding files, diaries, day planners in the nature of printed matter, clipboards, paperclips, corkboard pins, office staplers, staples, rulers, namely, drawing and ungraduated rulers, office hold punches, adhesive tape dispensers for household or stationery use, adhesive tape for stationery and household purposes, adhesive labels, pen holders, ink stamps, pens, pencils, colouring pencils, colouring pens, drawing pencils, charcoal pencils, felt tip markers, chalk, highlighters, namely, highlighter pens, highlighting pens and markers, correction pens, erasers, pencil sharpeners, rubber bands, pencil cases, paper tags, painting sets for artists, painting sets for children, paint brushes, artists canvases, paint boxes and brushes for use in schools and sold as a unit, office glue, artists' materials, namely, paints, paint brushes, pencils, sketch pads, modelling clay, glitter pens and glue for stationery purposes, craft glue for stationery purposes, chalk boards in the nature of blackboards, mounting boards, memorandum boards, printed charts, printed wall charts, educational books in the field of math, English, science, dictionaries, blank flip charts, laminating machines for office use, set squares for drawing, T-squares for drawing, drawing compasses, paper bags, carrier grocery and merchandise bags, cardboard boxes, air bubble plastics packs for wrapping, hand-held paper knives, paint, varnishes, bags, namely, paper bags, tote bags, plastic bags, plastic boxes for storage purposes, hook and loop fasteners, electric glue guns, felt, namely, felt cloth, foam, namely, foam rubber, drinking bottles, lunch boxes, aprons, metal cash boxes, cork boards, string

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101, 102  International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For  Calculators; magnets; magnifying glasses; headphones; bags adapted for laptops; USB card readers; protective covers adapted for laptops

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For  Scissors

International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION

Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name  Premier Stationery Products Ltd  Address  Premier Stationery Products Ltd  7 Faraday Court, First Avenue, BURTON-ON-TRENT; Staffordshire DE14 2WX  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  UNITED KINGDOM

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number  6142-200081
### INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1478188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Jul. 13, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 2028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correction made to Registration</td>
<td>In the statement, &quot; International Class 16 and 35 are corrected per the restriction and the fnote date 5/10/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | LAPER, ALAIN J |

### MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

| Elements Corrected | GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) TERMINATORBLUE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  79297637  Application Filing Date  Oct. 08, 2020  Registration Number  6970185
Registration Date  Feb. 07, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Aug. 10, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration  1559456  International Registration Date  Oct. 08, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Hand-operated tools and implements for treatment of materials, for construction, repair and maintenance, namely, screwdrivers, nut drivers, grip drivers, screwdriver handles, screwdriver bit holders, screwdriver bits, screwdriver bit sets, screwdriver bit sockets, countersinks and nut setters [ , ] * ; * [ excluding cutting tools, saw blades, grinding wheels, bits for power drills, router bits, fiberglass rods, wet and dry core drills, polishing wheels, polishing pads, air-operated hand sanders/polishers, abrasives, and computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools and accessories, namely, saw blades, drill bits, core bits, milling bits, edge profile bits, grinding wheels and breaker wheels ] * all goods with the exception of cutting tools, saw blades, grinding wheels, bits for power drills, router bits, fiberglass rods, wet and dry core drills, polishing wheels, polishing pads, air-operated hand sanders and polishers, abrasives, as well as computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools and accessories, namely, saw blades, drill bits, core bits, milling bits, edge profile bits, grinding wheels and breaker wheels *
International Classes  8 - Primary Classes  US Classes  23, 28, 44  International Class Title  Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Wiha Werkzeuge GmbH  Address  Wiha Werkzeuge GmbH  Obertalstr. 3-7  78136 Schonach  FED REP GERMANY  Legal Entity  gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung (gmbh)  State or Country Where Organized  GERMANY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  2693-200300
# INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner of International Registration Number</th>
<th>1559456</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</td>
<td>Sep. 14, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date</td>
<td>Oct. 08, 2030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correction made to Registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the statement, class 8 has been corrected per the Restriction dated 01/26/2023, and per the Fnote dated 03/02/2023. In the statement, “International Class 8” is corrected per the restriction notice date 4/20/2023.

## EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | SOBRAL, CHRISTINA |

## MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

| Elements Corrected | GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT |

---

20983
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) FIRMPURE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79304662 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2020 Registration Number 6681491
Registration Date Mar. 29, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jan. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1576570 International Registration Date Dec. 08, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Antimicrobial preparations for washing hands; antibacterial hand lotions; antibacterial preparations for washing hands; disinfecting hand-washing soaps; alcohol-based antibacterial sanitizing gels for the skin; air deodorizers, deodorizing preparations for animal litter and trash cans, air purifying preparations, preparations for neutralizing odors for general use on various surfaces, deodorants not for personal use for carpet deodorizers, room or air deodorants, fabric deodorizers, deodorizing preparations for counteracting ambient and surface odors; disinfectants; medicinal soaps, disinfectant soaps
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Perfumery products, namely, perfume oils, perfuming sachets, air fragrance reed diffusers, essential oils; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils used for flavoring food, beverages, pharmaceutical products and oral care products; essential oils and perfumes for use in the manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients[ ; hand soaps; cosmetic preparations for skin care and treatment; liquid soaps ]
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For Chemicals as raw materials for use in the manufacture of perfumes [ and flavorings ] ; Chemicals as raw materials for use in perfumery, cosmetics, [ soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, ] detergents, * fabric * softeners, [ deodorants for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, ] cleaning preparations for household or industrial use
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Promotion of [flavored or] fragranced products, advertising, distribution of samples, distribution of advertising materials *, in the field of fragrances and perfumes *, namely, leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, advertising presentations, demonstration of goods for advertising purposes; electronic commerce (e-commerce) services, namely, providing information on perfumes [or flavors] and their use in consumer products, via telecommunication networks, such as the Internet, for advertising and sales purposes; commercial or advertising information and advice services in the field of perfumes [or flavors]; marketing research, marketing studies in the field of perfume development and promotion

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business

For Food and beverage flavorings other than essential oils, intended to impart, modulate or enhance the taste of consumer products, namely, food products, beverages, pharmaceutical products, and oral care products

**International Classes**: 30 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 46 **International Class Title**: Staple Foods

For Candles; perfumed candles

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title**: Lubricants and Fuels

For Technological services, namely technological research, design and consulting in the field of methods of perfuming or flavoring of consumer products; Scientific and industrial research services, namely, consulting services for the research and development of new products for third parties in the field of perfumery and flavors

**International Classes**: 42 - Primary Classes **US Classes**: 100, 101 **International Class Title**: Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**: FIRMENICH SA **Address**: FIRMENICH SA 7, rue de la Bergère CH-1242 Satigny SWITZERLAND

**Legal Entity**: SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME (SA) **State or Country Where Organized**: SWITZERLAND

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**: 1576570 **International Registration Date**: Dec. 08, 2020 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim**: Jun. 12, 2020 **Expiration Date**: Dec. 08, 2030

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, "International Class 1, 3, 5, 30 and 35 " are corrected per the Restriction notice dated 2/9/2023

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**: TRUSILO, KELLY JEAN

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

**Elements Corrected**: GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) COCONUTIVE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79305240 Application Filing Date Jan. 13, 2021 Registration Number 6599687 Registration Date Dec. 28, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Oct. 12, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1577874 International Registration Date Jan. 13, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data analytics using machine learning technology; rental of laboratory robots; industrial design; provision of information relating to industrial design; advisory services relating to industrial design; consultancy in the field of software design; repair of software, namely, maintenance and updating of software; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to generate, run, and recommend algorithms; scientific and technological services, namely, consulting, research, and design in the field of artificial intelligence; product design in the field of artificial intelligence; research and development in the field of equipment and facilities for inspection and development of electrical and electronic remote telecommunication products; engineering of telecommunications networks; basic and applied scientific research in the field of telecommunications; updating and maintenance of computer software and programs; computer website design; design of computer programs; design of computer software; computer software consultancy and development; computer programming and software design; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for cloud computing *; scientific and technological services, namely, consulting, research, and design in the field of computer software using artificial intelligence *

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name YUNE, Seok Yeong Address YUNE, Seok Yeong 210-701, 11, Byeoryang-ro, Gwacheon-siGyeonggi-do REPUBLIC OF KOREA Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL Citizenship KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

| **Change in Registration** | Yes | **Correction made to Registration** | In the statement, " International Class 42 " is corrected per the restriction and the fnote dated 5/10/23. |

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

| **Examining Attorney** | SENSOR, JAMES EARL |

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

| **Elements Corrected** | GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT |
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) MGI-ZTRON

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79305434 Application Filing Date Dec. 29, 2020 Registration Number 6703503
Registration Date Apr. 19, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "MGI-ZTRON" followed by a design of a DNA double helix.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1578261 International Registration Date Dec. 29, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; Medical apparatus for detecting gene, namely, flow cytometers and flow-based analyzers providing cell and particle analysis and detection for medical use; Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, diagnostic apparatus for testing blood sugar levels, cancer cells and DNA; Apparatus for use in medical analysis, namely, computerized medical recording and analysis apparatus for the diagnosis and analysis of cancer, genetic diseases and microbial infectious diseases; Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus for medical diagnostic testing in the fields of cancer or other tissue-based diagnostic testing, cytology and cell-based testing; Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus for detecting tumor cancer and genetic diseases; Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus for detecting and treating tumor and cancer; Apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes; Blood testing apparatus; Radiological apparatus for medical purposes; Surgical implants comprised of artificial materials
International Classes 10 - Primary Classes US Classes 26, 39, 44 International Class Title Medical Apparatus
For Recorded computer programs for biological data mining; Recorded computer programs for developing bioinformatics database for others; Recorded computer programs for analyzing genome information; Data processing apparatus; ultrasonic flaw detectors; Diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes, namely, diagnostic apparatus for the detection of pathogens for laboratory or research use; Downloadable image files featuring medical diagnostic images and DNA and RNA images; Central processing units for processing information, data, sound or images; Surveying machines and instruments; Apparatus and measuring instruments for physical and chemical test and composition analysis, namely, electronic analyzers for testing and analyzing chemical and biological substances for the presence, absence, or quantity of target chemicals, biologics and
contaminants; Ultrasonic thickness gauges; Ultrasonic sensors

**International Classes**  9 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  **International Class Title**  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**For**  Chemical research; Scientific research; Scientific laboratory services; Computer programming; Computer programming in the medical field; Computer system design; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Maintenance of computer software; Biological research

**International Classes**  42 - Primary Classes  **US Classes**  100, 101  **International Class Title**  Scientific and computer services

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A**  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  MGI TECH CO., LTD.  **Address**  MGI TECH CO., LTD. Main Building and Second Floor of No. 11 Building, Beishan Industrial Zone, Yantian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA  518083  **Legal Entity**  Limited company (ltd.)

**State or Country Where Organized**  CHINA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  BGI-21168

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number**  1578261  **International Registration Date**  Dec. 29, 2020

**Expiration Date**  Dec. 29, 2030

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes  **Correction made to Registration**  In the statement after line 3, "Yantian District, Shenzhen, 518083 Guangdong", should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

**Elements Corrected**  CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
## REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

### MARK LITERAL(S)
UNIQLO

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>79306220</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Oct. 20, 2020</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>6473621</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Sep. 07, 2021</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 2021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
- **International Registration**: 1580007
- **International Registration Date**: Oct. 20, 2020

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

#### For Adhesive medical plasters; medicinal alcohol; antibacterial handwashes; babies' diapers; bandages for dressings; breast-nursing pads; diaper changing mats, disposable, for babies; sanitary panties; dental abrasives; dietary supplements with a cosmetic effect; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; enzymes for medical purposes; freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes

- **International Classes**: 5 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52
- **International Class Title**: Pharmaceuticals

#### For Patient examination gowns; masks for use by medical personnel; abdominal belts; teething rings; clips for dummies; clothing especially for operating rooms; ear picks; ear plugs for medical purposes; ear plugs for sleeping; ear protection devices in the nature of ear plugs for noise reduction; ear plugs for soundproofing, other than for medical use; emergency medical staff's clothing for protection against infection, namely, face coverings being sanitary masks for protection against viral infection; crutches; gloves for medical purposes; lice combs; sanitary masks for personal medical wellness use; protective clothing in the nature of protective coveralls for medical use, protective aprons for medical use, protective gloves for medical use and surgical gowns, all of which also incorporate antiviral agents to be used in places with risk of viral infections for preventing viral infections

- **International Classes**: 10 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 26, 39, 44
- **International Class Title**: Medical Apparatus

#### For Clothing [ , footwear and headwear ] for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against accidents; sunglasses; cases for smartphones; cash registers; compact discs featuring music; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable image files containing artwork, text, audio, video, games and also containing Internet Web links relating to fashion, clothing, shopping, sporting and cultural activities; downloadable image files containing photographs, works of art, motion pictures, animated cartoons in the fields of music, sports, hobbies, money, shopping, maps, weather,
telecommunications and information technology; downloadable music files; spectacles; eyeglasses; dust masks; protective face masks for the prevention of accident or injury; downloadable computer application software for personal digital assistants in the nature of downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, downloadable software for use in database management and electronic storage of data in the fields of clothing and accessories; telecommunication apparatus and instruments, namely, portable telecommunication instant messaging devices and telecommunications transmitters; downloadable computer programs in the nature of downloadable computer application e-commerce software for mobile phone and smartphones which enables users to perform electronic business transactions by electronically purchasing products via a global computer network; downloadable computer software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing and otherwise providing electronic media and information in the field of fashion to third parties via the Internet and other communications networks; downloadable computer software for processing digital images; downloadable computer software for social networking applications, namely, downloadable computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information with third parties; downloadable computer search engine software; electronic apparatus and equipment in the nature of radio frequency identification being RFID credentials, namely, cards and tags, and readers for radio frequency identification credentials, barcode scanners, and receipt issuing, reading and recording machines; computers and their peripherals; fashion spectacles; spectacle cases; downloadable computer game programmes; downloadable images in the field of fashion, downloadable via communication networks; downloadable video recordings featuring music and fashion, downloadable via communication networks; downloadable sound recordings featuring music and fashion, downloadable via communication networks; recorded video discs and video tapes featuring fashion and music; electronic publications, namely, downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, books, brochures, newsletters, journals, periodicals, product user manuals in the fields of fashion, design, sports, entertainment, cultural activities, kids and teens, learning techniques, advertising, promotion, marketing and business; photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, cameras; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical character recognition apparatus; measuring and testing machines and instruments, namely, coordinate measuring machines, gas testing instruments, textile testing machines, and scientific measuring instruments in the nature of conductivity meters; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; electronic notice boards; electronic tags for goods; recorded compact discs featuring music

**International Classes** 9 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 **International Class Title** Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

**BASIS INFORMATION**

**Currently 66A** Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** FAST RETAILING CO., LTD. **Address** FAST RETAILING CO., LTD. 10717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City Yamaguchi 754-0894 JAPAN **Legal Entity** CORPORATION **State or Country Where Organized** JAPAN

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number** KUBO.00056.M

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1580007 **International Registration Date** Oct. 20, 2020 **Date of Section 67 Priority Claim** May 21, 2020 **Expiration Date** Oct. 20, 2030
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  In the statement, " International Class 9" is corrected per the restriction and the fnote dated 5/8/2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  SHINN, LAUREN DONGMI

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) JEANETHICS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79312178 Application Filing Date  Mar. 16, 2021 Registration Number  6799549
Registration Date  Jul. 26, 2022 Register  Principal Mark Type   Trademark Publication Date  May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1594145 International Registration Date  Mar. 16, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Laser engraving machines; laser marking machines, namely, laser marking machines for treating textile fabrics and apparel; laser marking equipment, namely, laser marking machines for treating textile fabrics and apparel; laser engraving equipment, namely, laser engraving machines; laser marking apparatus, namely, laser marking machines for treating textile fabrics and apparel; laser engraving apparatus, namely, laser engraving machines; machines for cutting; industrial cutting machines; precision machine tools for cutting materials; washing apparatus, namely, electric washing machines for industrial purposes; pulverizers being parts of machines for industrial and commercial applications other than for medical use; conveyor belts *; all of them intended for the treatment of jean-type fabrics and textile products made with jean-type fabrics *

International Classes  7 - Primary Classes US Classes  13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title  Machinery

For   Lasers for industrial use; laser apparatus, namely, lasers, not for medical use; lasers for non-medical use; safety glasses for protecting the eyes; downloadable software for programming, operating and controlling electromechanical and laser marking, engraving and fabric treating machines; scanners; 3D scanners *; all of them intended for the treatment of jean-type fabrics and textile products made with jean-type fabrics *

International Classes  9 - Primary Classes US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes
OWNER INFORMATION

Owner Name   MACSA ID, S.A.  Address   MACSA ID, S.A.  CL Oms i de Prat, 2, Pol. Ind. Pla de Sa  E-08272 SANT FRUITOS DE BAGES (BARCELONA  SPAIN
Legal Entity   sociedad anonima (sa)  State or Country Where
Organized   SPAIN

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)

Owner of International Registration Number   1594145  International Registration Date   Mar. 16, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Sep. 18, 2020  Expiration Date   Mar. 16, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes  Correction made to Registration   In the statement, " International Classes 7 and 9 " are corrected per the restriction notice dated 2/16/2023.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   BROWN, TRICIA LYNN

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected   GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ALCO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79319033 Application Filing Date Nov. 09, 2020 Registration Number 6982417
Registration Date Feb. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Jul. 05, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized letters "ALCO" appearing in the color grey, to the right of a geometrical abstract design of three flowers appearing in the colors grey, green and orange.
Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) grey, orange and green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1610193 International Registration Date Nov. 09, 2020

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food adapted for medical or veterinary use; dietary supplements for human beings and animals, * alcohol-based * disinfectants
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

For Windshield and windscreen cleaning liquids; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations * containing 65% or more of ethyl alcohol *
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations

For * Ethanol-based chemicals * [ Chemicals ] used in industry and science, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemical preparations for preserving foodstuffs *other than pest management*; ethanol and bio-ethanol not used as a fuel, for use in the food industry, the beverage industry, the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries, as well as the printing and painting industries *; all the foregoing excluding chemicals used for water treatment *
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46 International Class Title Chemicals
For Wholesale and retail store services featuring fuels, bio-fuels and fuels derived from raw organic material, bio-ethanol, bio-diesel and industrial oils for the production of bio-diesel; import-export agencies in the field of fuels, bio-fuels and fuels derived from raw organic material, bio-ethanol, bio-diesel and industrial oils for the production of bio-diesel; business and business management consultancy in the fields of energy; business management of companies in the energy sector; cost management for the industry of trade, in particular business research, business analysis and optimization of energy production operations, of energy [ consumption ] * consumer data * and of energy related costs and compilation of data for business purposes; business management of companies by holding companies

**International Classes**: 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

For Distribution, transport and delivery of energy, in particular of fuels, liquefied and compressed gas; distribution and transmission of electricity; freight brokerage; warehousing

**International Classes**: 39 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 105 **International Class Title** Transportation and Storage

For Fuel; denatured spirits for fuel; methylated spirits for use as fuel; combustible oil; heating oil; lighting fuel; light oils; oils for lighting; organic fuels; bio-ethanol fuels

**International Classes**: 4 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 6, 15 **International Class Title** Lubricants and Fuels

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently 66A Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name** Alcogroup, Société Anonyme **Address** Alcogroup, Société Anonyme Boulevard du Souverain 100 B-1170 Bruxelles **Legal Entity** Société Anonyme / Joint stock company **State or Country Where Organized** BELGIUM

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

**Owner of International Registration Number** 1610193 **International Registration Date** Nov. 09, 2020 **Expiration Date** Nov. 09, 2030

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration** Yes **Correction made to Registration** In the statement, " International Classes 1, 3, 5, and 35 " are corrected per the restriction and the fnote dated 5/11/2023

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney** FOSDICK, GEOFFREY A

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

**Elements Corrected** GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) KDONE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79324777 Application Filing Date  Jul. 27, 2021 Registration Number   6998443 Registration Date  Mar. 14, 2023 Register   Principal Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark Publication Date  Dec. 27, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim   Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type   4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1623969 International Registration Date  Jul. 27, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For   Processed building stone; non-metallic minerals for building or construction purposes; building glass; agglomerated cork for building; building timber; coverings for buildings, not of metal, namely, roof coverings, not of metal, felt roof coverings; coatings as building materials, namely, bituminous roof coatings, asphalt-based coatings for use on roofs, walls and pavements, fireproof cement coatings; floating docks, not of metal, for mooring boats; aquarium structures, namely, gravel, sand, and decorative stones; prefabricated non-metal buildings; prefabricated cage, not of metal for plants and tomatoes; building materials, not of metal, namely, soffits, fascia, wall boards; advertisement columns, not of metal; non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs not of metal; flagpoles being structures, not of metal; diving platforms, not of metal; non-metal rocket launching platforms; flooring, not of metal; insect screens not of metal; outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of textile; non-metal artificial fish reefs; foundry molds, not of metal for forming cement posts, wall panels, and decorative trim all for building; non-metal roofing; tiles, not of metal; pipes, not of metal, namely, cement pipes, drain pipes, not of metal, rigid pipes, not of metal; monument stones; works of art of stone; tanks of masonry, namely, storage tanks of masonry, water tanks of masonry for household purposes, liquid storage tanks of masonry; cement base products, namely, cement slabs [, cement mixes, cement posts ]; sidewalk boards of cement being cement slabs for sidewalks; cement slabs; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; tar and pitch; non-metal building blocks composed essentially of vegetable material for prevention of earth collapse or landslide; non-metal paint spraying booths; synthetic flooring materials or wall-claddings

International Classes   19 - Primary Classes US Classes   1, 12, 33, 50 International Class Title   Non-metallic Building Materials
For Price comparison services; retail store services featuring gas leak alarm; retail store services featuring electric hot water mat for household purposes; retail store services featuring air purifier for household purposes; retail store services featuring boiler for household purposes; retail store services featuring water heater for household purposes; retail store services featuring air circulation equipment; retail store services featuring filters of air circulation equipment; retail store services featuring air conditioners; retail store services featuring filters for air conditioners; retail store services featuring air purifier; retail store services featuring air purifier filters; advertising and business management consultancy; advertising and commercial information services; retail store services featuring apparatus for heating, ventilating and air conditioning; retail store services featuring CCTV camera for doors; retail store services featuring boiler temperature automatic controllers; retail store services featuring videophones; providing business and marketing information; providing commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; product sales information; accountancy advice relating to taxation; import and export agencies; retail store services featuring smart remote controllers; retail store services featuring computer application software for [ smartphones ] * smart phones * ; retail store services featuring temperature control apparatus in the nature of electric switches; auctioneering provided on the internet; retail store services featuring remote electrical switches and remote power switches; promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating on-line shopping mall with links to the retail web sites of others; retail store services featuring interphones; retail store services featuring electric heating equipment; retail store services featuring electric entrance access control systems; administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order companies; [ electronic processing of mail orders for others; ] telephone answering services; compilation of information into computer databases; personnel recruitment services and employment agencies; computerized on-line ordering services in the field of consumer electronics, burglar alarms, and air filtering units; retail store services featuring home networking hardware; retail store services featuring fire alarms

International Classes  35 - Primary Classes US Classes  100, 101, 102 International Class Title  Advertising and Business

For Non-conducting insulating refractory materials for building; insulating materials for building, not of metal, namely, building insulation; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber for industrial machinery; statuettes of rubber; washers of rubber; rubber cords and laces; foam supports for flower arrangements; insulated flooring materials, namely, sound absorbing flooring underlayment, insulation in the form of floor coverings; raw rubber; mica; semi-processed plastics; non-conducting materials for retaining heat, namely, fiberglass insulation, thermal insulating materials, not for buildings, insulating sleeves for water heaters; [ seal material, namely, non-metal sealing rings for use as connection seals, adhesive sealants for general use and heat insulator, namely, insulating blankets for hot water heaters, sheets of graphite-based material for use as heat insulators; ] inorganic fiber, not for textile use, namely, carbon fibers not for textile use, glass fibers for insulation; inorganic fiber yarn, not for textile use, namely, chemical fiber yarn not for textile use, elastic yarns, not for use in textiles; chemical fiber thread and yarn not for textile use; rubber bags, envelopes, and pouches for merchandise packaging; asbestos nets; asbestos fire supplies, namely, asbestos fire curtains; asbestos felt; asbestos paper; asbestos fabrics; insulating materials made of polystyrene plastic; electrical insulating materials; insulating gloves; insulating tapes; adhesive tape, other than for stationery and not for medical, household or electric insulation purposes, namely, adhesive tape for industrial and commercial use; joint packings for pipes; non-conducting materials in the form of panel, namely, structural insulated construction panels, sound barrier panels for use along highways and other transportation corridors; insulating materials made of polyurethane foam

20998
International Classes   17 - Primary Classes  US Classes   1, 5, 12, 13, 35, 50  International Class Title   Rubber
Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A   Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   KyungDong One Co., Ltd.  Address   KyungDong One Co., Ltd.  (YEUIDO-DONG) 22,76-GIL, GUKHOIDAERO, YEONGDEUNGPO-GU SEOUL REPUBLIC OF KOREA  Legal Entity   CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized   KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   037569

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1623969  International Registration Date   Jul. 27, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Jan. 27, 2021  Expiration Date   Jul. 27, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes  Correction made to Registration   In the statement, " International Class 17, 19 and 35 " are corrected per the restriction and fnote dated 5/8/2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected   GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
TM 17804 TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) PLATE 2000

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79328107 Application Filing Date Oct. 19, 2021 Registration Number 6982526
Registration Date Feb. 21, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Dec. 06, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "PLATE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1632270 International Registration Date Oct. 19, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Floats and trowels as parts of concrete placing machines; grinding and polishing discs as parts of concrete finishing machines; connecting rods as parts of concrete finishing and placing machines
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery

For Retail store services featuring parts of machines for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels, grinding and polishing discs and connecting rods; retail store services featuring hand tools for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels and sanding blocks; retail store services featuring troughs of metal for mixing concrete
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Custom manufacturing of parts of machines for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels, grinding and polishing discs and connecting rods; custom manufacturing of hand tools for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels, sanding disks and sanding blocks
International Classes 40 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Material Treatment

For Hand tools for concrete application and finishing, namely, trowels, floats and sanding blocks
International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes
**OWNER INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Name</strong></td>
<td>Plate 2000 Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address</strong></td>
<td>Plate 2000 Inc. 1239, Route Bégin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>Saint-Anselme QC G0R2N0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Entity</strong></td>
<td>CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State or Country Where Organized</strong></td>
<td>CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Docket Number</strong></td>
<td>08166-T0001A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner of International Registration Number</strong></td>
<td>1632270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Registration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 19, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of Section 67 Priority Claim</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 04, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 19, 2031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Registration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correction made to Registration</strong></td>
<td>In the statement, in the heading, &quot; International Class 42 &quot; is reclassified to International Class 40.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examining Attorney</strong></td>
<td>LAVACHE, LINDA M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elements Corrected</strong></td>
<td>GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

**Mark Literal(s)** P2K PLATE 2000 INC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE IDENTIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Character Claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Registration Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Floats and trowels as parts of concrete placing machines; grinding and polishing discs as parts of concrete finishing machines; connecting rods as parts of concrete finishing and placing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Retail store services featuring parts of machines for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels, grinding and polishing discs and connecting rods; retail store services featuring hand tools for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels and sanding blocks; retail store services featuring troughs of metal for mixing concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Custom manufacturing of parts of machines for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels, grinding and polishing discs and connecting rods; custom manufacturing of hand tools for concrete application and finishing, namely, floats, trowels, sanding disks and sanding blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Hand tools for concrete application and finishing, namely, trowels, floats and sanding blocks

International Classes 8 - Primary Classes US Classes 23, 28, 44 International Class Title Hand Tools

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Plate 2000 Inc. Address Plate 2000 Inc. 1239, Route Bégin Saint-Anselme QC G0R2N0 CANADA
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized CANADA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 08166-T0002A

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1632478 International Registration Date Oct. 19, 2021 Date of Section 67 Priority Claim Oct. 04, 2021 Expiration Date Oct. 19, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, in the heading "international Class 42" is reclassified to international 40.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAVACHE, LINDA M

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   79329683 Application Filing Date  Jul. 09, 2021  Registration Number   7033150 Registration Date  Apr. 25, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type   Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date   Feb. 07, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No  Mark Drawing Type  2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S)  Description of the Mark   The mark consists of a blue sea lion.  Color Drawing  Yes  Color Claimed   The color blue is claimed as a feature of the mark.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration   1635772  International Registration Date   Jul. 09, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Downloadable computer software for navigation; [ scientific, surveying and measuring apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic navigational and positioning instruments and apparatus, magnetic compasses for surveying; electronic display apparatus, namely, electronic display screens; pre-recorded magnetic data carriers featuring navigational information and maps; recorded computer software for navigation; ] downloadable software for GPS and satellite navigation systems; downloadable computer software for navigational equipment; downloadable computer software for the presentation or display of information relating to navigation on an application programming interface (API); electronic navigational and positioning instruments and apparatus; electronic navigation systems, namely, GPS navigation apparatus and devices; satellite navigation systems and devices, namely, a global positioning system; marine navigation apparatus and equipment, namely, navigation apparatus for boats; parts and fittings for GPS and satellite navigation systems
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes   21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title   Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For GPS navigation services; marine navigational services; navigation services in the nature of travel route planning; providing navigational information to the marine industry; providing navigational information in electronic form via an application programming interface (API); rental of navigation systems; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to GPS navigation services and marine navigational services
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes   100, 105  International Class Title   Transportation and Storage
For工业研究服务，包括GPS和卫星导航系统的分析；设计和开发导航系统和设备；测试、分析和监控导航系统；技术规划和咨询服务，特别是在导航设备和导航信息的领域；设计和开发计算机软件和硬件用于导航系统和设备；设计和开发计算机软件和硬件用于海洋导航；海洋导航的技术咨询服务；与上述服务相关的咨询、信息和顾问服务

国际分类

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>国际分类</th>
<th>主要分类</th>
<th>美国分类</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

国际分类标题：科学和计算机服务

基础信息

目前66A：是

所有者信息

所有者名称：Seall ECDIS Limited
地址：72 - 74 Commerce Street, Aberdeen AB11 5FP, UNITED KINGDOM
法律实体：有限公司
所在国家或地区：苏格兰

律师/通讯信息

案号：111104.4029

国际注册信息（66A部分）

国际注册号所有者：1635772
国际注册日期：2021年7月9日

第67条优先权声明：2021年1月11日

到期日期：2031年7月9日

变更注册

是

修正内容：根据限制通知日期2/9/2023，国际分类9和42被修正。

审查律师

审查律师：CHUO, EMILY M

修改注册

修改内容：商品/服务; 国际类别; 第一次使用在商业; 第一次使用; 另一种形式的声明

21005
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) CLUBZERO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79333806 Application Filing Date Jun. 21, 2021 Registration Number 6970440 Registration Date Feb. 07, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 22, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1645381 International Registration Date Jun. 21, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail services, namely, retail store services and online wholesale store services featuring computer software for use in the reusable packaging industry; retail services, namely, retail store services and online wholesale store services featuring reusable consumer packaging; assistance in product commercialization, within the framework of a distribution arrangement contract; business research and business consulting services providing concepts for circular economy strategies; business management of logistics for others in matters relating to the environment and waste and matters relating to a circular economy; business consulting in the field of environmental management, namely, advising businesses on issues of environmental waste and the circular economy; business consulting services in matters relating to sustainable business solutions
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business

For Cleaning of containers for reuse by consumers; washing and sanitisation of reusable packaging containers
International Classes 37 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 103, 106 International Class Title Construction and Repair

For Collection and transport of recyclable consumer packaging; collection and transportation of reusable consumer packaging; collection and transportation of reusable consumer packaging materials; * operation of drop off locations for * collection, distribution and transportation of bins for depositing reusable packaging; delivery and distribution of beverage containers; delivery and distribution of household containers; delivery and distribution of reusable consumer packaging; rental, hire and leasing of transportation vehicles; packaging services, namely, bottling services and packaging articles for transportation; collecting reusable containers for recycling

21006
International Classes  39 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 105  International Class Title  Transportation and Storage

For  Recycling services; treatment and transformation of packaging containers for consumer use; recycling services * in the nature of collecting, cleaning and refilling containers * to enable the reuse of packaging containers; waste recycling services; sorting of recyclable material in the nature of reusable consumer packaging

International Classes  40 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 103, 106  International Class Title  Material Treatment

For  Platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in software development and machine learning in the field of green innovations; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in software development and machine learning in the field of tracking technology; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in software development and machine learning in the field of radio frequency identification (RFID) and matrix barcode technology; cloud computing services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments, cloud hosting provider services relating to the environment, waste, and circular economy concepts; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals relating to the environment, waste, and circular economy concepts; technical research in the fields of environmentally-conscious and green innovations; certification company services, namely, testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods of others to determine conformity with certification standards; testing, analysis and evaluation of goods * of others other than for certification purposes *; namely, product testing, product safety testing, product quality testing in the field of reusable consumer packaging, household containers, household waste and retail consumer waste

International Classes  42 - Primary Classes  US Classes  100, 101  International Class Title  Scientific and computer services

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Cupclub Limited  Address  Cupclub Limited  2 Darley Drive  NEW MALDEN, Surrey KT3 3AS  UNITED KINGDOM  Legal Entity  Limited Company  State or Country Where Organized  ENGLAND AND WALES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  119668563505

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number  1645381  International Registration Date  Jun. 21, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim  Dec. 21, 2020  Expiration Date  Jun. 21, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, classes 39, 40 and 42 have been corrected per the Restriction dated 03/16/2023, and the Fnote dated 05/25/2023.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  EUBANK, REBECCA A
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE ,
DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) QUANTUM

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79339562 Application Filing Date Mar. 10, 2022 Registration Number 6966225
Registration Date Jan. 31, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 15, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1659168 International Registration Date Mar. 10, 2022

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Pumping station assemblies * for fuel *, namely, fuel pumping service stations; fuel dispensing pumps for fuel service stations; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; portable pump installations for * fuel * gases, namely, portable pump installations for use with fuels other than for medical use in the nature of pumps for fuel service stations; pumps for the extraction of * fuel * gases * for use in service stations * in fuel distribution; high pressure pumps * for use with fuel, * , namely, high pressure pumps for use in fuel distribution, in the nature of pumps for service stations; non self-regulating pumps for liquid fuels for use in filling stations; self-regulating pumps for liquid fuels for use in filling stations; self regulating pumps and dispensing apparatus for gaseous fuels, namely, engine fuel pumps
International Classes 7 - Primary Classes US Classes 13, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34, 35 International Class Title Machinery
For Actuators for use in the distribution of fuels, namely, electric actuators for fuel pump switches, electrical actuators for fuel pumps, electrically operated valve actuators for fuel pumps, and electric linear actuators
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Quantum Servo Pumping Technologies Pty Ltd Address Quantum Servo Pumping Technologies Pty L td 47 Barry Rd CAMPBELLFIELD VIC 3061 AUSTRALIA Legal Entity PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA
ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Docket Number   097930-00016 

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number   1659168  International Registration Date   Mar. 10, 2022  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim   Sep. 16, 2021  Expiration Date   Mar. 10, 2032

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration   Yes  Correction made to Registration   In the statement, " International Class 7 " is corrected per the restriction dated 3/9/2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney   HOPKINS II, DEAN ANDRE

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected   GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ZAJO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 79340265 Application Filing Date Nov. 18, 2021 Registration Number 7045475 Registration Date May 09, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Feb. 21, 2023

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Registration 1660970 International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Traveling trunks; traveling bags; suitcases; fanny packs; backpacks; beach bags; backpacks for mountaineers; slings for carrying infants; sports backpacks; sports bags; carry-all bags; all-purpose carrying bags for campers; all-purpose carrying bags; hiking bags; wrist-mounted wallets; leather briefcases; wheeled suitcases; garment bags for travel; backpacks for carrying babies; handbags; vanity cases, not fitted; empty cases for cosmetic products; suitcases; flight bags; shopping bags of textile; shopping bags, namely, reusable shopping bags; wallets; music cases; key cases; purses; felt pouches being bags; hand luggage; business card cases; randsels being Japanese school satchels; suitcase handles; handles for carrying reusable shopping bags; net bags for shopping; school satchels; bags for sports clothing; handles for bags, namely, handles for handbags, handles for athletic bags and handles for all-purpose carrying bags; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; umbrellas; frames for umbrellas; umbrella covers; parasols; patio umbrellas; umbrella sticks; umbrella or parasol ribs; mountaineering sticks; hiking sticks; walking-stick seats; walking-stick handles; wading staffs; unworked or semi-worked leather; imitation leather; girths of leather; trimmings of leather for furniture; leathercloth; imitation leather, namely, moleskin; reins for controlling children; animal hides; collars for pets; horse halters; guides being reins; muzzles; clothing for pets; nose bags being feed bags for animals; whips; coats for dogs; coats for cats; blinkers for horses; leather for harnesses; covers for animals; saddlery; bridoons; stirrups; walking sticks; valves of leather being semi-worked leather; trunks being luggage; animal game bags; straps for carrying skates; sling bag for carrying babies; boxes of leather or leatherboard; leather cord [ ; key rings of leather ] ; coverings of skins, namely, fur pelts; shoulder belts of leather; straps of leather being saddlery; harness straps; pouches of leather for packaging; harnesses for animals
For Sleeping bags; baby sleeping bags; sleeping bags for camping; sleeping bag liners; large bivouac sacks as sleeping bag covers; mosquito nets; bolting cloth; insecticide treated mosquito nets; insect protection nets for household purposes; calico; fustian; unfitted fabric furniture covers; damask; traveling rugs; blankets for household pets; baby bunting; elastic fabrics, namely, elastic fabrics for clothing, elastic woven fabrics; gauze fabric; silk fabrics; hemp fabrics; linen cloths; bath linen except clothing; non-woven textile fabrics; adhesive fabrics for application by heat; mattress covers; pillowcases; tablecloths not of paper; mole skin; eiderdown coverlets; picnic blankets; plastic materials as fabric substitutes, namely, woven aramid fabrics for use in the manufacture of protective clothing; sheets, namely, bed sheets and cot sheets; felts; knitted fabrics; bed linen; bed covers; shrouds; lingerie fabric; fabrics for footwear; banners made of textile or plastic materials; pennants of textile materials or plastic materials; flags made of textile or plastic materials; curtains of textile or plastic materials; fabrics for textile use; textile materials, namely, textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; textile used as lining for clothing; lining fabrics for footwear; place mats made of textile materials; towels of textile materials; handkerchiefs of textile; fabrics, namely, cotton fabrics; tulle; woolen fabrics; glass cloths being towels; net curtains; velvet; door curtains; bed canopies

For Furniture; benches; outdoor furniture; garden furniture; tent pegs not of metal; mattresses; air mattresses not for medical use; camping mats for sleeping; inflatable mattresses for camping; camping furniture; mattress toppers; footstools; reusable baby changing mats; floor mats in the nature of cushions and mattresses; valet stands; beds; bed bases; bed rails; box springs; transportable beds; dog beds; baskets for use as cat beds; bedsteads of wood; bedding except linen, namely, bed pillows and bed cushions; beds for household pets; water beds other than for medical use; pillows; neck pillows; cushions; busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; miniature animal models being ornaments made of wood; art objects of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; wind chimes; wax figures; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic materials; transport or storage containers not of metal and not of paper; packaging containers of plastic materials; non-metal capsules sold empty for beauty care and cosmetic products; wooden lids for packaging containers for industrial use; wooden stops for industrial packaging containers; bottle closures not of metal; stops, not of metal, namely, stops of cork; stops for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber; bottle racks; cases not of metal, namely, plastic cases; non-metal chests for food; kitchen cupboards, not of metal; luggage lockers; placards of wood or plastics; display boards; magazine racks; inflatable publicity objects; portable ground mattresses; deck chairs; camp beds being cots; bolsters; lounge chairs, not for medical use

For Cooking rings; electric boilers; electric water heaters; electric cookers, namely, electric slow cookers; electric heating elements; instantaneous water heaters; stoves being heating apparatus; wood-burning stoves; steam heating boilers, other than parts of machines; domestic fireplaces; blowtorches for culinary use, namely, butane torches for cooking; alcohol burners; gas generators, namely, membrane apparatus for generating gas; gas burners; gas boilers being commercial and industrial cookware; reheating stoves; heating installations using fuel gas; water heaters; immersion heaters; air reheaters, namely, hot-air space heating apparatus; solar furnaces; solar water-heaters; sauna bath installations; incinerators; coils being parts of heating installations; heat pumps; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; hot air apparatus, namely, hot air blowers; heating boilers; heating plates being hot plates; heating elements; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; water cooling installations; electric heaters for feeding bottles; barbecues; automatic installations for making coffee,
namely, electric coffee makers; automatic bread-making machines for household purposes; refrigerated beverage dispensers; refrigerated display cases for displaying foods; electric rotisseries for domestic use; extractor hoods for kitchens; beverage refrigerators for use in motor cars; electric coffee percolators; electric roasters; electric toasters for sandwiches; electric cooking pots for household use; electric kettles; electric hot plates; electric food warmers; electric food steamers; electric coffee roasters; electric panini makers; electric appliances for making yogurt; electric rice cooker; electric heating apparatus, namely, electric space heaters; electric woks; electric bread toasters; hot plates; electric induction plates being electric hot plates; electric coffee filters in the nature of coffee filters not of paper being part of electric coffee makers; commercial cooking ovens; convection ovens; water filtration jugs sold empty; bakers' ovens; electric samovars; roasting spits for cooking ovens; electric roasters; gas grills; gas cooking ovens; gas cooking stoves; rotisseries; pizza ovens; baking ovens, other than for laboratory use; heating and cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages; freezers for ice-cream; multi-cookers; microwave ovens for cooking; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; kitchen ranges being cooking ovens; milk sterilizers; bread-making machines; ice-cream making machines; air fryers; USB-powered cup warmers; heating apparatus, namely, space heating apparatus and floor heating apparatus; bread baking machines; roasting jacks; heating installations; garment steamers; electric air driers; drying apparatus, namely, clothes dryers; electric ice chests; refrigerating machines; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerators; chest freezers; beverage-cooling apparatus; ice-cube making machines and apparatus; portable refrigerators; utility lighters for lighting grills; gas lighters for household use, namely, friction lighters for igniting gas; contactless hand drying apparatus; electrically heated pads, not for medical use; electric bed warmers; electric blankets, not for medical use; electric fans for personal use; foot muffs, electrically heated; electrically heated clothing; electrically heated socks; USB-powered hand warmers; warming pans for beds; bed warmers; pocket warmers, namely, electric pocket warmers for warming hands and non-electric chemically-activated heating packets for warming hands; hot water bottles; hair dryers; air filters for air conditioning units; filters for drinking water; apparatus for filtering drinking water; air filtering installations; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus, namely, pressure regulators for water installations and water control valves for faucets; tanning apparatus, namely, tanning booths; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical use; portable stoves; electric flashlights; gas lamps; lamps for camping; electric lighting fixtures; electric radiant heaters; electric coolers

International Classes  11 - Primary Classes  US Classes  13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 34  International Class Title  Environmental Control Apparatus

For Wholesale and retail store services featuring nutritional supplements, insecticides, products for destroying vermin, cooking rings, kitchen utensils, canned foods, mountaineering equipment, walking sticks, backpacks, suitcases, fashion leather accessories, leather bags, leather clothing, mattresses, furniture, pieces of furniture, tent pegs, tents, camping mats, camping equipment, cloths, bed linen, mosquito nets, clothing, footwear, textile fashion accessories, sporting articles, travel accessories, mountaineering articles, raincoats, headwear, cereal bars, and beverages; online wholesale and retail store services featuring nutritional supplements, insecticides, products for destroying vermin, cooking rings, kitchen utensils, canned foods, mountaineering equipment, walking sticks, backpacks, suitcases, fashion leather accessories, leather bags, leather clothing, mattresses, furniture, pieces of furniture, tent pegs, tents, camping mats, camping equipment, cloths, bed linen, mosquito nets, clothing, footwear, textile fashion accessories, sporting articles, travel accessories, mountaineering articles, raincoats, headwear, cereal bars, and beverages; import-export agency services; cost price analysis; commercial business appraisal; price comparison services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; procurement services for others, namely, purchasing raw fibrous textile materials and textile fibers for other businesses; sales promotion for third
parties; distribution of advertising material; public relations; advertising services; dissemination of advertisements; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all communication media; layout services for advertising purposes; publication of advertising texts; personnel recruitment; advertising by mail order; marketing services; business investigations; demonstration of goods; modeling services for advertising or sales promotion purposes; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; bill-posting; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising material; radio advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; office functions in the nature of data search in computer files for others; providing commercial information and advice to consumers regarding choice of goods and services; professional business consultancy; computerized file management services; administrative processing of purchase orders; compilation of information into computer databases; systematization of information into computer databases; providing business information; shop window dressing; rental of sales stands; business organization consultancy

**International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 100, 101, 102 **International Class Title** Advertising and Business

**For** Tents; tent ropes; awnings of textile for tents; tents being awnings for caravans of textile or synthetic materials; tents being awnings for vehicles of textile or synthetic materials; floor cloths, namely, drop cloths; bivouac sacks being shelters; storage bags, namely, garment bags for storage; bags of textile for packaging; textile storage bags other than luggage or travel bags, namely, cloth bags for storage; gift bags of fabric; packing materials not of rubber and not of plastics and not of paper or cardboard; combed wool; jute; coconut fibers; raw linen; ropes; packing rope; car towing ropes; strings; nets for camouflage; camouflage tarpaulins; packing string; shorn wool; sails; nylon straps, not of metal, for handling loads; braces being slings, not of metal, for handling loads; twine for nets; nets, namely, commercial nets; fleeces being animal hair; snare nets; raw fibrous textile materials; textile fibers; raw wool; treated wool, namely, shorn wool and carded wool; raw cotton; vehicle covers, not fitted; padding and stuffing materials not of rubber or plastics and not of paper or cardboard; large-capacity bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; cocoons; awnings of textile or synthetic materials; rope ladders; tarpaulins, not adapted for vehicles

**International Classes** 22 - Primary Classes **US Classes** 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42, 50 **International Class Title** Cordage and Fibers

**For** Clothing, namely, pants, shorts, skirts, jackets, balaclavas, beanies, T-shirts, aprons, blouses, cloaks, mittens and evening gowns; footwear; headwear; sports clothing other than golf gloves, namely, sports bras, sport shirts; wedge-heeled sports footwear; sports headgear other than helmets, namely, sports caps, sports hats and swimming caps; jerseys for sports; moisture-wicking sports shirts; moisture-wicking sports pants; moisture-wicking sports bras; sports caps being headwear; jackets for sports; shirts for sports; sports socks; cycling footwear; cyclists' clothing, namely, cycling bib shorts and cycling gloves; cycling shorts; cyclists' jerseys; cyclists' caps; mountaineering footwear; climbing boots; stuff jackets; winter jackets; ski jackets; safari jackets; hooded fleece shirts; fleece pullovers; tee-shirts; running singlets and tank tops; sports tank tops; singlets; dresses; jumper dresses; suits; clothing jackets; overcoats; coats; parkas; pelerines; ponchos; skirts; shorts; trousers; sashes for wear; neckties; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; outerclothing, namely, jackets; spats; leg warmers; leggings; clothing for gymnastics, namely, leotards, tights; beach clothes, namely, bathing trunks and swim suits; bathing suits; underwear; brassieres; slips being underclothing; petticoats; teddies being underclothing; garters; boxer shorts; pajamas; panties; pants for children; bodices; dressing gowns; sweaters; pullovers; knitwear, namely, knit sweaters, knit skirts, knit mittens; clothing
layettes; shoes; boots; lace boots; sports footwear; gymnastic shoes; slippers, namely, bedroom slippers; sandals; wooden clogs; beach shoes; esparto shoes or sandals; metal fittings for footwear, namely, toe caps and metal ice crampons in the nature of cleats for attachment to boots; stockings; tights; socks; clothing belts; money belts; furs, namely, fur jackets and fur coats; headbands; caps being headwear; visors being headwear; skull caps; baseball caps; ear muffs; hats; leather clothing, namely, leather pants and leather jackets; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, imitation leather pants, imitation leather jackets; motorists’ clothing, namely, jackets and boots; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof pants, waterproof shirts and waterproof jackets; combinations being one-piece undergarments; neck scarves; Ascots; fur stoles; pockets for clothing; gloves; mufflers; ski gloves; mittens; hiking boots; hiking clothing, namely, hiking jackets and hiking boots; sweat- absorbent underclothing; non-slip soles for footwear; underpants; shower caps; uniforms; vests; hoods; collars; bath slippers; bathrobes; dress shields; scarves; Shawls

International Classes 25 - Primary Classes  US Classes  22, 39  International Class Title Clothing

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 66A  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Juraj Králik  Address Juraj Králik Alexandra Alagovicha 3009/13  SK-924 01 Galanta  SLOVAKIA
Legal Entity INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship SLOVAKIA

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION INFORMATION (SECTION 66A)
Owner of International Registration Number 1660970  International Registration Date Nov. 18, 2021  Date of Section 67 Priority Claim May 20, 2021  Expiration Date Nov. 18, 2031

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes  Correction made to Registration In the statement, ” International Class 18” is corrected per the restriction dated 3/16/2023

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney LAM, HAI-LY HUYNH

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT

---

21015
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) HOME2

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 85062172 Application Filing Date Jun. 14, 2010 Registration Number 3932880
Registration Date Mar. 15, 2011 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 16, 2010
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 11, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3697055, 3703387

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Rental of temporary accommodation, namely, hotel rooms; reservations for temporary accommodation, namely, hotel rooms; hotel, motel, bar, cafe, restaurant, banqueting and catering services; rental of rooms for holding functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, seminars and meetings
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services
First Use Mar. 10, 2011 In Commerce Mar. 10, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name HILTON INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LLC Address HILTON INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LLC 7930 JONES BRANCH DRIVE MCLEAN VIRGINIA 22102 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 9, " first use & in commerce 7/27/2010" should be deleted, and 03/10/2011 should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SHIH, SALLY

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

### Mark Literal(s)
ULTRA-PS

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drawing Type</td>
<td>4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

For: Implants consisting of artificial materials; Medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery; Medical, surgical and orthopaedic implants made of artificial materials; Orthopedic joint implants; Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery; Surgical apparatus and instruments for use in orthopedic surgery; Surgical implants comprising artificial material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>10 - Primary Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Classes</td>
<td>26, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Class Title</td>
<td>Medical Apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| First Use | Dec. 07, 2010 |
| In Commerce | Jun. 15, 2011 |

### BASIS INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Use</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### OWNER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Name</th>
<th>JOINT DEVELOPMENT, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>JOINT DEVELOPMENT, LLC 2560 Glenmare St. Salt Lake City UTAH 84106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Entity</td>
<td>LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or Country Where Organized</td>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docket Number</th>
<th>JOINT-54961</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

| Change in Registration | Yes |
| Correction made to Registration | In the statement, line 11, "FIRST USE: 12-7-1910;", should be deleted, and FIRST USE: 12-7-2010; should be inserted. |

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

| Examining Attorney | TIERNEY, MARGERY ANN |
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) BYOT

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86767526 Application Filing Date Sep. 24, 2015 Registration Number 4936884
Registration Date Apr. 12, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 26, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for implementing and running power management programs, enabling turn-key demand response

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Scientific and computer services First Use Apr. 01, 2015 In Commerce Apr. 01, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name AutoGrid Systems, Inc. Address AutoGrid Systems, Inc. Suite 350 255 Shoreline Drive Redwood City CALIFORNIA 94065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 13145-607200

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "Autogrid Systems, Inc." should be deleted, and "AutoGrid Systems, Inc." should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner Attorney COLEMAN, CIMMERIAN

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

**Mark Literal(s)** CITY SMILES

### CASE IDENTIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86888629</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2016</td>
<td>5202757</td>
<td>May 16, 2017</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 28, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION

- **For**: Dental and orthodontic services, namely, consultation, hygienist services, treatment of temporomandibular joint disorders, restorative and cosmetic procedures, oral surgery and dental implant services, total bite reconstruction, veneers, implants and restorations, onlays and crowns, bridges, teeth whitening, orthodontic aligners, night guards and laser treatments, and providing a website featuring information for patients in the field of dental health
- **International Classes**: 44 - Primary Classes US Classes: 100, 101
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 2012
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 2012

### BASIS INFORMATION

- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION

- **Owner Name**: Stuart Ross, DMD, PLLC
- **Address**: Stuart Ross, DMD, PLLC 919 18th Street, N.W., Suite LL50 Washington DC 20006
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

- **Docket Number**: 107852-T-042

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, line 1, "Stuard" should be deleted, and Stuart should be inserted.

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY

- **Examining Attorney**: DINALLO, KEVIN M

### MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

- **Elements Corrected**: CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) PANDA MAGIC

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86968366 Application Filing Date Apr. 07, 2016 Registration Number 5304290
Registration Date Oct. 10, 2017 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jul. 25, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 1762342 Foreign Application Filing Date Apr. 01, 2016
Foreign Registration Number 1762342 Foreign Registration Date Oct. 26, 2016 Foreign Application/ Registration County AUSTRALIA Foreign Expiration Date Oct. 01, 2026 Foreign Registration Renewal Date Apr. 01, 2026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager
International Classes 28 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 23, 38, 50 International Class Title Toys and Sporting Goods

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Address Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Ltd. Building A, Pinnacle Office Park 85 Epping Road North Ryde, NSW AUSTRALIA 2113 Legal Entity proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.) State or Country Where Organized AUSTRALIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T02553US

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 1, "Corporation" should be deleted, and "proprietary limited company (p/l or pty. ltd.)" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney BRACEY, KAREN E
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) BERRY FLURRY

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86969232 Application Filing Date Apr. 08, 2016 Registration Number 5546365
Registration Date Aug. 21, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Sep. 27, 2016
Notice of Allowance Date Nov. 22, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "BERRY"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soaps; detergents, namely, detergent soap; bleaching preparations, namely, bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; perfumery, toilet water, aftershave, cologne; essential oils; deodorants and antiperspirants; non-medicated preparations for the care of the scalp and hair; shampoo and hair conditioners; hair colourants; hair styling preparations; toothpaste; mouthwash, not for medical use; cosmetic preparations for the care of the mouth and teeth; non-medicatted toiletries; cosmetic preparations for the bath and shower preparations; non-medicated skin care preparations; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; depilatory preparations; cosmetic sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; cosmetics; make-up and make-up removing preparations; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; non-medicatted lip care preparations; talcum powder; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic pads, pre-moistened cosmetic tissues and wipes; pre-moistened cleansing pads, tissues and wipes impregnated with skin cleansing lotion for cosmetic use; beauty masks, facial packs, namely, facial masks
International Classes 3 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use May 2018 In Commerce May 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SUAVE BRANDS COMPANY LLC Address SUAVE BRANDS COMPANY LLC 700 Sylvan Avenue Englewood Cliffs NEW JERSEY 07632 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "Conopco, Inc. (New Jersey Corporation)" should be deleted, and Conopco, Inc. (New York Corporation) should be inserted.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  MCBRIDE, THEODORE M

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s)

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87028435 Application Filing Date May 06, 2016 Registration Number 5104677
Registration Date Dec. 20, 2016 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 04, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 2 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITHOUT ANY WORDS(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of a goat (animal) wearing a crown on its head and wearing sunglasses. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Hats; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; T-shirts
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing First Use Apr. 01, 2016 In Commerce Apr. 15, 2016

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GOAT USA INC Address GOAT USA INC 10 Maura Lane 135 Dupont Street Plainview NEW YORK 11803 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 19106.00001

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, GOAT USA INC., should be deleted, GOAT USA INC, should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney HILLIARD, JESSICA LYNN

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

**Mark Literal(s)** BEACHBILLY LIFESTYLE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87082825
- **Application Filing Date**: Jun. 24, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5133277
- **Registration Date**: Jan. 31, 2017
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Nov. 15, 2016

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Clothing, namely, shirts, hats, tank tops, and jackets
- **International Classes**: 25 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 22, 39
- **International Class Title**: Clothing
- **First Use In Commerce**: Apr. 01, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Beachbilly Lifestyle, LLC DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA Beachbilly Lifestyle
- **Address**: Beachbilly Lifestyle, LLC 2715 Paz Pl PENSACOLA FLORIDA 325069577
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: FLORIDA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: BBLY-T005XX

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, line 1, "Beachbilly Lifestyle (FLORIDA SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP)" should be deleted, and Beachbilly Lifestyle, LLC (FLORIDA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: HAYES, GINA CLARK

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**
- **Elements Corrected**: CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ROASTED GOLD

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87464447 Application Filing Date May 25, 2017 Registration Number 5374376
Registration Date Jan. 09, 2018 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Oct. 24, 2017

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ROASTED"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Trail mix consisting primarily of processed nuts, and also including seeds and dried fruit
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods
First Use Jan. 21, 2009 In Commerce Jan. 21, 2009

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Kanan Enterprises, Inc. DBA, AKA, Formerly DBA King Nut Companies Address Kanan Enterprises, Inc. 31900 Solon Road Solon OHIO 44139 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized OHIO

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 10820.003

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, KING NUT COMPANIES, should be deleted, and, Kanan Enterprises, Inc., should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney FRAZIER, TAMARA G

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Amended DBA/AKA Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) PRESCRIPTIVE INTELLIGENCE

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 87981580 Application Filing Date Aug. 29, 2017 Registration Number 5863982
Registration Date Sep. 17, 2019 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 03, 2018
Notice of Allowance Date May 29, 2018

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "INTELLIGENCE"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 87587733

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For RFID scanning readers for tracking and taking inventory of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Apr. 19, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2019

For Metal boxes
International Classes 6 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 50 International Class Title Metal Goods First Use Apr. 19, 2019 In Commerce Apr. 19, 2019

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLUESIGHT, INC. Address BLUESIGHT, INC. 1800 DUKE ST STE 108 ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA 22134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KIT.030T

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Line 1, "DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA" should be deleted and "DELAWARE" should be inserted

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examiner LOBO, DEBORAH E
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ROOF HUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88317132 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2019 Registration Number 5953359
Registration Date Jan. 07, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 22, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "ROOF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of information concerning commercial sales and management of logistics, namely, real-time information concerning order status, delivery status and invoices for roofing and building materials
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 25, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2018
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for placing orders for roofing and building materials and for tracking and monitoring orders, deliveries and invoices for roofing and building materials
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 25, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SRS Distribution Inc. Address SRS Distribution Inc. 7440 S. Hwy 121 McKinney TEXAS 75070
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T0038US.AP1

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "Texas" should be deleted, and Delaware should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney WATSON, JULIE A
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected: CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ROOF HUB

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88317148 Application Filing Date Feb. 26, 2019 Registration Number 5953360
Registration Date Jan. 07, 2020 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Oct. 22, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of words "ROOF HUB" and a miscellaneous design consisting of a roof extending over a small window. The words "ROOF HUB" are over a solid line. Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Disclaimer "ROOF"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Provision of information concerning commercial sales and management of logistics, namely, real-time information concerning order status, delivery status and invoices for roofing and building materials
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Aug. 25, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2018
For Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for placing orders for roofing and building materials and for tracking and monitoring orders, deliveries and invoices for roofing and building materials
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38 International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus First Use Aug. 25, 2018 In Commerce Aug. 25, 2018

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name SRS Distribution Inc. Address SRS Distribution Inc. 7440 S. Hwy 121 McKinney TEXAS 75070
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T0044US.AP1

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate In the statement, line 1, "Texas" should be deleted, and Delaware should be inserted.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  WATSON, JULIE A

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) FORLOH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 88426963 Application Filing Date May 13, 2019 Registration Number 6950312
Registration Date Jan. 10, 2023 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date Sep. 03, 2019 Notice of Allowance Date Oct. 29, 2019

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "FORLOH" with an antlered animal head design above the word "FORLOH". Color Claimed Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For All-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; hunting bags; rucksacks
International Classes 18 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 2, 3, 22, 41 International Class Title Leather Goods
First Use Jun. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jun. 01, 2022
For Retail department store services; retail store services featuring hunting accessories, clothing, bags; on-line retail store services featuring hunting accessories, clothing, bags
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business
First Use Jul. 03, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2020
For Clothing, namely, shirts, coats, pants, jackets, vests, socks, hats, long underwear, overalls
International Classes 25 - Primary Classes US Classes 22, 39 International Class Title Clothing
First Use Jul. 03, 2020 In Commerce Jul. 03, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name FORLOH, Inc. Address FORLOH, Inc. 530 W. 19th Street Suite 200 Whitefish MONTANA 59937
Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized MONTANA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 122272-0106
POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Change in Registration   Yes Correction made to Registration   In the statement, line 8, "overallss" should be deleted, and overalls should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney   ANKRAH, NAAKWAMA S

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected   GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
Case Identifiers

Serial Number: 88776106  Application Filing Date: Jan. 28, 2020  Registration Number: 6280193  Registration Date: Mar. 02, 2021

Mark Information

Standard Character Claim: No  Mark Drawing Type: 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) / LETTER(S) / NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark: The mark consists of the stylized word "FeedbackNow" in black with the space inside the "d" colored green, the space inside the "b" colored yellow, and the space inside the "a" colored red.  Color Drawing: Yes  Color Claimed: The color(s) green, yellow, black and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

Goods and Services Information

For Information technology training services
International Classes: 41 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 107  International Class Title: Education and Entertainment  First Use: Nov. 27, 2018  In Commerce: Nov. 27, 2018

For Business consulting services in the field of measuring consumer satisfaction and developing and recommending strategies to increase consumer satisfaction; Business assistance services, namely, assisting business operators with recording, measuring and categorizing consumer satisfaction data for use in improving consumer outcomes and satisfaction
International Classes: 35 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 100, 101, 102  International Class Title: Advertising and Business  First Use: Nov. 27, 2018  In Commerce: Nov. 27, 2018

For Voting machines; measuring apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic circuit board consisting of three buttons for use in collecting consumer satisfaction data; Touch screen tablet computer for collecting and categorizing consumer opinion data; Downloadable software for receiving, uploading and storing consumer opinion data regarding business operations; downloadable software for analyzing consumer opinion data and providing analytic output regarding consumer opinion data; downloadable software for privately communicating analytic output to business operators
International Classes: 9 - Primary Classes  US Classes: 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use: Nov. 27, 2018  In Commerce: Nov. 27, 2018
For Software as a service featuring software for collecting consumer input regarding business operations; software as a service featuring software for receiving consumer input regarding business operations, analyzing consumer input regarding business operations, and outputting analytic reports based on consumer input regarding business operations; software as a service featuring software for analyzing consumer input regarding business operations and consumer satisfaction data and privately communicating analytic output based on analyzed consumer input and consumer satisfaction data to business operators; electronic data storage services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Classes</th>
<th>42 - Primary Classes</th>
<th>US Classes</th>
<th>100, 101</th>
<th>International Class Title</th>
<th>Scientific and computer services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**First Use**  Nov. 27, 2018  **In Commerce**  Nov. 27, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**

Currently Use  Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

Owner Name  Forrester Research, Inc.  Address  Forrester Research, Inc.  60 Acorn Park Drive  Cambridge  MASSACHUSETTS  02140  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  DELAWARE

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

Docket Number  9116.T048US

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "Arizona" should be deleted, and Massachusetts should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney  QUEEN, ESTHER FELICIA

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
TM 17824  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s)  COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  88794346  Application Filing Date  Feb. 12, 2020  Registration Number  6316915
Registration Date  Apr. 06, 2021  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Jul. 14, 2020
Notice of Allowance Date  Sep. 08, 2020

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Acquired Distinctiveness  In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations  3846985, 1609026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  downloadable podcasts in the field of American foreign policy, diplomacy, history, international politics and economics, global health, energy and environment, human rights and social issues; downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for viewing content in the field of American foreign policy, diplomacy, history, international politics and economics, global health, energy and environment, human rights and social issues
International Classes  9 - Primary Classes  US Classes  21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title  Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use  Apr. 30, 2011  In Commerce  Apr. 30, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.  Address  Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.  58 East 68th Street  New York  NEW YORK  10065  Legal Entity  CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized  NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  CFR003USAB

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, Column 1, line 1," NEW MEXICO" should be deleted, and New York should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  SHANAHAN, WILLIAM PATR
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

**Elements Corrected** CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90008134 Application Filing Date Jun. 18, 2020 Registration Number 6406958
Registration Date Jul. 06, 2021 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 20, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Acquired Distinctiveness In whole

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Claimed Ownership of US Registrations 3846985, 1609026

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Printed books and booklets, testimonies, reports, policy memorandums, policy briefs, discussion papers, brochures, postcards and marketing materials in the field of American foreign policy, diplomacy, history, international politics and economics, global health, energy and environment, human rights and social issues International Classes 16 - Primary Classes US Classes 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50 International Class Title Paper Goods and Printed Matter First Use Dec. 31, 1937 In Commerce Dec. 31, 1937

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Council on Foreign Relations, Inc. Address Council on Foreign Relations, Inc. 58 East 68th Street New York NEW YORK 10065 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized NEW YORK

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number CFR003USAC

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "NEW MEXICO" should be deleted, and "NEW YORK" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SNAPP, TINA LOUISE

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

**Mark Literal(s)** BRUSHEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

| Serial Number | 90062722 | Application Filing Date | Jul. 20, 2020 | Registration Number | 6407192 | Registration Date | Jul. 06, 2021 | Register | Principal | Mark Type | Trademark | Publication Date | Apr. 20, 2021 |

**MARK INFORMATION**

| Standard Character Claim | Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. | Mark Drawing Type | 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK |

**FOREIGN INFORMATION**

| Priority Claimed | Yes | Foreign Application Number | UK00003464516 | Foreign Application Filing Date | Feb. 06, 2020 | Foreign Registration Number | UK00003464516 | Foreign Registration Date | Feb. 06, 2020 | Foreign Application/ Registration County | UNITED KINGDOM | Foreign Expiration Date | Feb. 06, 2030 |

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | Household kitchen utensils and containers, namely, cleaning, scouring, and scrubbing sponges, pads and brushes all featuring handles; kitchen dishwashing brushes; toilet brushes; nail brushes; domestic, kitchen, bathroom and toilet cleaning tools and implements, namely, cleaning brushes for household use; non-electric domestic utensils for cleaning and polishing purposes, namely, cleaning, scouring, and scrubbing sponges, pads and brushes, all for household use; articles for cleaning purposes, namely, cleaning sponges, cleaning cloths, cleaning brushes for household use; dishwashing utensils, namely, dishwashing brushes; cleaning, scouring, and scrub sponges, cleaning pads and brushes all featuring handles and for household use; cleaning and polishing cloths, cleaning pads, and cleaning rags; cleaning sponges; pads for cleaning; scouring pads and dishwashing brushes; dust-pans and dusting brushes; scourers for saucepans; brushes except paint brushes, namely, cleaning brushes for household use; brushes for cleaning floors and carpets; brushes for cleaning cars and bicycles and wheels therefor; cleaning sponges, cleaning brushes for household use and cleaning and polishing cloths, sponges, cleaning and polishing brushes, and cleaning pads, all for household use with the aforesaid utensils; hand-held soap dispensers for dishwashing liquid with removable sponge or brush heads; lint rollers; lint brushes; lint removers, electric or non-electric; structural parts for the aforesaid goods |

| International Classes | 21 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50 | International Class Title | Housewares and Glass |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently 44E | Yes |
**OWNER INFORMATION**

**Owner Name**  Easy-Do Products Limited  **Address**  Easy-Do Products Limited  Neptune House  2a Alexandra Grove, North Finchley  London  UNITED KINGDOM  N128NU  **Legal Entity**  limited company (ltd.)  **State or Country Where Organized**  UNITED KINGDOM

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

**Docket Number**  SCOTT/TM-102

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

**Change in Registration**  Yes  **Correction made to Registration**  In the statement, line 1, "LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY" should be deleted, and LIMITED COMPANY (LTD.)" should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Examining Attorney**  HAN, DAWN L

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

**Elements Corrected**  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Literal(s)</th>
<th>LEWIS EDWARD MALLORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90285141</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Oct. 28, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>6755288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Jun. 07, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Oct. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Dec. 07, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

- **For**: Lost property return; Lost and found services in the nature of lost property return
- **International Classes**: 45 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 100, 101
- **International Class Title**: Personal and legal services
- **First Use**: Sep. 25, 1966
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 01, 1966

**BASIS INFORMATION**

- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**

- **Owner Name**: MALLORY, LEWIS EDWARD
- **Address**: MALLORY, LEWIS EDWARD 320 Dakota Dr Arlington TEXAS 76002
- **Legal Entity**: INDIVIDUAL
- **Citizenship**: UNITED STATES

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

- **Docket Number**: 12334120771

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

- **Change in Registration**: Yes
- **Correction made to Registration**: In the statement, line 6, "10/28/2020 and 10/31/2020" should be deleted, and 09/25/1966 and 10/1/1966 should be inserted.

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

- **Examining Attorney**: COLEMAN, NICHOLAS A

**MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS**

- **Elements Corrected**: GOODS/SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES), DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE, DATE OF FIRST USE, USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
TM 17828

TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE

JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) UNBANKED

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90367060 Application Filing Date Dec. 08, 2020 Registration Number 6675384
Registration Date Mar. 22, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Jan. 04, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Electronic banking via a global computer network
International Classes 36 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Insurance and Financial First Use Dec. 07, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Unbanked, Inc Address Unbanked, Inc 3010 Haven Reserve Milton GEORGIA 30004 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 066987.201US

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, " Ternio, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)" should be deleted, and UBANKED, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
MARK Literal(s)  BLUESIGHT INSIGHTS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  90458463  Application Filing Date  Jan. 11, 2021  Registration Number  6560599  Registration Date  Nov. 16, 2021
Register  Principal Mark Type  Service Mark  Publication Date  Aug. 31, 2021

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for supply chain management of pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for monitoring purchasing trends and pricing for pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for providing information regarding cost-effective alternatives and products for pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for providing information and recommendations regarding purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for providing information and recommendations regarding cost-effective alternatives and products in connection with purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for providing information and recommendations regarding cost-effective alternative suppliers in connection with purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for providing information and recommendations regarding alternatives to help alleviate or respond to pharmaceutical, vaccine and medication shortages; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for providing information and recommendations regarding compliance with contracts, discount programs, and rebates in connection with purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for assessing, reviewing, and auditing prescription and medication records; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for assessing, reviewing, and auditing prescription and medication records in connection with purchase pricing, budgeting, discounts, and rebates; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for assessing, reviewing, and auditing prescription and medication records in connection with contract compliance and Group Purchasing Organizations (GPO) compliance; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for assessing, reviewing and reporting data trends found in prescription and medication records; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for monitoring, tracking, and taking inventory of pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in supply chain management of pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a...
service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring purchasing trends and pricing for pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information regarding cost-effective alternatives and products for pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information and recommendations regarding purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information and recommendations regarding cost-effective alternatives and products in connection with purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information and recommendations regarding cost-effective alternative suppliers in connection with purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information and recommendations regarding alternatives to help alleviate or respond to pharmaceutical, vaccine and medication shortages; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing information and recommendations regarding compliance with contracts, discount programs, and rebates in connection with purchasing pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assessing, reviewing, and auditing prescription and medication records; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assessing, reviewing and auditing prescription and medication records in connection with purchase pricing, budgeting, discounts, and rebates; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assessing, reviewing, and auditing prescription and medication records in connection with contract compliance and Group Purchasing Organizations (GPO) compliance; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for assessing, reviewing and reporting data trends found in prescription and medication records; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring, tracking, and taking inventory of pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and medications

International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101
International Class Title Scientific and computer services
First Use Dec. 07, 2020 In Commerce Dec. 07, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name BLUESIGHT, INC. Address BLUESIGHT, INC. 1800 DUKE ST STE 108 ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA 22134 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number KIT.040T

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, Line 1, "DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA" should be deleted and "DELAWARE" should be inserted

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney MULLEN, MARK TIMOTHY

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS

21046
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>90527137</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Filing Date</td>
<td>Feb. 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>6890429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Nov. 01, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Type</td>
<td>Service Mark Trademark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of Allowance Date</td>
<td>Jun. 14, 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For** Prepared fruits and vegetables; meat; deli meat; cheese; soup
  - **International Classes** 29 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 46
  - **International Class Title**: Meats and Processed Foods
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For** Retail grocery stores
  - **International Classes** 35 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101, 102
  - **International Class Title**: Advertising and Business
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For** Fresh fruits and vegetables, excluding cucumbers and squash; live seafood
  - **International Classes** 31 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 1, 46
  - **International Class Title**: Natural Agricultural Products
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For** Salad dressings; salsa; marinade; sauces; spices; seasonings; pizza; made to order sandwiches
  - **International Classes** 30 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 46
  - **International Class Title**: Staple Foods
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For** Bakery services, namely, the manufacture of bakery products to order and/or specification of others
  - **International Classes** 40 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 103, 106
  - **International Class Title**: Material Treatment
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

- **For** Self-service and take out restaurant services
  - **International Classes** 43 - Primary Classes
  - **US Classes** 100, 101
  - **International Class Title**: Hotel and restaurant services
  - **First Use**: Sep. 01, 2021
  - **In Commerce**: Sep. 01, 2021

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes
OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name   S.K.H. Management Co. Address  S.K.H. Management Co. 813 Lititz Pike Lititz  PENNSYLVANIA 17543
Legal Entity  CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized  PENNSYLVANIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number   19773-908

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Correction made to Registration  The drawing is corrected to appear as follows:

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  RITTNER, HANNO I

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Amended  DESCRIPTION OF MARK Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) NATURE'S WONDERS

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90703076 Application Filing Date May 11, 2021 Registration Number 6728841
Registration Date May 24, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Trademark Publication Date
Mar. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style,
size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail grocery stores
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use Mar. 01, 1994 In Commerce Mar. 01, 1994
For Smoothies
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use Mar. 01, 1994 In Commerce Mar. 01, 1994

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 should be
deleted, and Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C. (Missouri Limited Liability Company) 2500 East Kearney Springfield,
Missouri 65898, should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examing Attorney REGAN, JOHN B

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) NATURE’S LUNCHBOX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90703429  Application Filing Date  May 11, 2021  Registration Number 6728867
Registration Date  May 24, 2022  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark  Trademark  Publication Date Mar. 01, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Retail grocery store services
International Classes 35 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 102 International Class Title Advertising and Business First Use  May 31, 2011 In Commerce  May 31, 2011

For Café services
International Classes 43 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101 International Class Title Hotel and restaurant services First Use  May 31, 2011 In Commerce  May 31, 2011

For Smoothies
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages First Use  May 31, 2011 In Commerce  May 31, 2011

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C. Address Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C. 2500 East Kearney Springfield MISSOURI 65898 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where
Organized MISSOURI

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 should be deleted, and Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C. (Missouri Limited Liability Company) 2500 East Kearney Springfield, Missouri 65898, should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney REGAN, JOHN B
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP, DBA/AKA, OWNER NAME, ENTITY, OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) LIVE IN FULL FLAVOR

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90875683 Application Filing Date Aug. 10, 2021 Registration Number 6881459
Registration Date Oct. 18, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 15, 2022
Notice of Allowance Date May 10, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
International Applications/Registrations Based on this Property A0119133/1653877 International Registration Number 1653877

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Soft drinks; fruit flavored soft drinks; water beverages; carbonated flavored waters; flavored bottled water; flavored water; flavored enhanced water; aerated waters; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic water-based beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic fruit flavored beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with fruit juice; fruit flavored carbonated drinks; ginger flavored soft drinks; ginger flavored carbonated drinks; non-alcoholic ginger-based beverages; caffeinated beverages; energy drinks; sports drinks
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Jan. 01, 2022 In Commerce Jan. 01, 2022

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Talking Rain Beverage Company, Inc. Address Talking Rain Beverage Company, Inc. 30520 SE 84th Street Preston WASHINGTON 98050 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized WASHINGTON

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number 890105.20054

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 10, through line 11, "; brewed sugar-based beer" should be deleted.
EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  GULIANO, ROBERT N

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) GRAND CENTRAL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 90977726 Application Filing Date Nov. 05, 2020 Registration Number 6841059
Registration Date Sep. 06, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Service Mark Publication Date Nov. 16, 2021
Notice of Allowance Date Jan. 11, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S) Description of the Mark The mark consists of the stylized wording "GRAND CENTRAL" displayed in an arc above a design of microphone positioned between outlined profile silhouettes of an elderly woman and an elderly man.

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 90300789

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Providing a website featuring primarily non-downloadable articles, and also featuring information, and reviews and recommendations about third party products and services, all in the fields of grandparenting and child rearing; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing an ongoing internet radio program in the fields of grandparenting and child rearing; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable podcasts in the fields of grandparenting and child rearing
International Classes 41 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101, 107 International Class Title Education and Entertainment First Use Aug. 27, 2020 In Commerce Aug. 27, 2020

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name GRANDMA COMMUNICATIONS LLC Address GRANDMA COMMUNICATIONS LLC 143 E. Ridgewood Ave., #207 Ridgewood NEW JERSEY 07451 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country Where Organized NEW JERSEY

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number GRD.002UST1

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 5, Class 041 should be deleted, and "Providing a website featuring primarily non-downloadable articles, and also featuring information, and reviews and
recommendations about third party products and services, all in the fields of grandparenting and child rearing; Educational and entertainment services, namely, providing an ongoing internet radio program in the fields of grandparenting and child rearing; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable podcasts in the fields of grandparenting and child rearing” should be inserted. Line 9 should be deleted, and "FIRST USE 08-27-2020; IN COMMERCE 08-27-2020" should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Examining Attorney  DIBLE, JONATHON I

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  GOODS/SERVICES , INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES) , DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE , DATE OF FIRST USE , USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) ADVAGEN

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 97032172 Application Filing Date Sep. 17, 2021 Registration Number 6888171
Registration Date Nov. 01, 2022 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Aug. 16, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Description of the Mark The mark consists of the word "ADVAGEN" in all capital stylized letters with the letter "V" in red and the letters "A","D","G","E", and "N" in blue. All white appearing in the mark indicates transparent space and is not claimed as a feature of the mark. Color Drawing Yes Color Claimed The color(s) red and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

FOREIGN INFORMATION
Priority Claimed Yes Foreign Application Number 40202117909Y Foreign Application Filing Date Jul. 29, 2021 Foreign Registration Number 40202117909Y Foreign Registration Date Jul. 29, 2021 Foreign Application/Registration County SINGAPORE Foreign Expiration Date Jul. 29, 2031

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Dietary supplements; Nutritional supplements; All aforementioned goods not for use in parenteral nutrition
International Classes 5 - Primary Classes US Classes 5, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51, 52 International Class Title Pharmaceuticals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently 44E Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name Advagen Pte. Ltd. Address Advagen Pte. Ltd. 73 Ubi Road 1 #08-52 Oxley Bizhub Singapore SINGAPORE 408733 Legal Entity limited company (ltd.) State or Country Where Organized SINGAPORE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number ACC-TM207076

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "Hong Kong" should be deleted, and Singapore should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney DWYER, JOHN D
MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS

Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/aka , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - Corrected

Mark Literal(s) MIT & MIA

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  97073738  Application Filing Date  Oct. 14, 2021  Registration Number  6989106
Registration Date  Feb. 28, 2023  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark  Publication Date  Dec. 13, 2022

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type  4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Drinking glasses, namely, tumblers; Tumblers for use as drinking glasses
International Classes  21 - Primary Classes US Classes  2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40, 50  International Class Title  Housewares and Glass
First Use  Oct. 06, 2021  In Commerce  Oct. 06, 2021

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  Phan, Phuong Lan Thi  Address  Phan, Phuong Lan Thi  Huong Canh Township  Binh Xuyen Vinh Phuc  VIETNAM  Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL  Citizenship  VIETNAM

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, line 1, "Pham, Phuong Lan Thi" should be deleted, and Phan, Phuong Lan Thi should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FLEBBE, KEVIN ROBERT

MODIFICATIONS TO REGISTRATIONS
Elements Corrected  CITIZENSHIP , DBA/AKA , OWNER NAME , ENTITY , OWNER ADDRESS
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Cancelled - Section 16B

**Mark Literal(s)** CURLEE GIRLEE

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87220486
- **Application Filing Date**: Oct. 30, 2016
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 10, 2018
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Date Cancelled**: May 30, 2023
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 23, 2018

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the word "CURLEE" above the word "GIRLEE" in pink, fuchsia, and white stylized font with a young girl dangling upside down from her knees from the bottom portion of the letters "EE" in the word "GIRLEE". The girl has brown hair, beige skin, brown eyebrows, black and white eyes, pink lips, white teeth, a purple shirt, a pink and fuchsia skirt with a pink box and white sparkles, pink, purple, and orange tights, and pink, fuchsia, and white shoes. **Color Claimed**: The color(s) pink, purple, fuchsia, orange, brown, beige, white, and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Children's books
- **International Classes**: 16 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50
- **International Class Title**: Paper Goods and Printed Matter
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jan. 01, 2016
- **In Commerce**: Oct. 15, 2016

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: Curlee Girlee LLC
- **Address**: Curlee Girlee LLC 2373 broadway, apt. 1121 new york NEW YORK 10024
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: NEW YORK

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: PINO, BRIAN J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) SPICE TRADER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 73497845 Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 1984 Registration Number 1395053
Registration Date May 27, 1986 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Mar. 04, 1986

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)
Disclaimer "SPICE"

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For SALAD DRESSING MIXES
International Classes 29 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Meats and Processed Foods

For SEASONINGS, SPICES, HERBS AND GRAVY MIXES
International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC Address MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country
Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T37809US00

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney NELSON, EDWARD H
TM 17839  TRADEMARK OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUL. 04, 2023

REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) NO SCORCH

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number  74556728  Application Filing Date  Aug. 03, 1994  Registration Number  2134729
Registration Date  Feb. 03, 1998  Register  Principal  Mark Type  Trademark
Publication Date  Jul. 18, 1995
Notice of Allowance Date  Oct. 10, 1995

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim  No  Mark Drawing Type  1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  gravy mixes
International Classes  30 - Primary Classes  US Classes  46  International Class Title  Staple Foods
First Use  Sep. 1995  In Commerce  Sep. 1995

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC  Address  MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC  1 SPICE ROAD  FORT MILL  SOUTH CAROLINA  29707  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  T37811US00

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes  Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  Issue New Certificate to:
MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)  1 SPICE ROAD  FORT MILL  SOUTH CAROLINA  29707
Correction made to Registration  In the statement, Column 1, line 1, "Remac, Inc." should be deleted, and Remac Corporation should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  FRIEDMAN, HOWARD DAVID
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

**Mark Literal(s)** CONTINENTAL CHEF

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Principal Mark Type</th>
<th>Trademark Publication Date</th>
<th>Notice of Allowance Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Character Claim</th>
<th>Mark Drawing Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**

| For | dry salad dressings |
| International Classes | 30 - Primary Classes | US Classes | 46 |
| International Class Title | Staple Foods |
| First Use | Jan. 1997 |
| In Commerce | Jan. 1997 |

**BASIS INFORMATION**

| Currently Use | Yes |

**OWNER INFORMATION**

| Owner Name | MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC |
| Address | MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 |
| Legal Entity | LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY |
| State or Country | DELAWARE |

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**

| Docket Number | T37812US00 |

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Registration</th>
<th>Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue New Certificate to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCLANCY FOODS &amp; FLAVORS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 Correction made to Registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the statement, Column 1, line 1, &quot;Remac, Inc.&quot; should be deleted, and Remac Corporation should be inserted.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

Examining Attorney FRONT, MITCHELL
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) THERMO FLAVOR LOCK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 75526641 Application Filing Date Jul. 28, 1998 Registration Number 2435636
Registration Date Mar. 13, 2001 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Nov. 16, 1999 Notice of Allowance Date Feb. 15, 2000

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type 1 - TYPESET WORD(S) /LETTER(S) /NUMBER(S)

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For seasoning mixes; batter mixes for making bakery goods; batter mixes for use as a seasoned coating for meat, fish poultry, vegetables; and breading mixes

International Classes 30 - Primary Classes US Classes 46 International Class Title Staple Foods First Use Mar. 03, 2000 In Commerce Mar. 03, 2000

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC Address MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC One Spice Road FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 Correction made to Registration In the statement, lines 1 and 2, "McClacy Seasonings Co. (South Carolina Corporation)" should be deleted, and Remac Corporation (North Carolina Corporation) should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SPILS, CAROL A
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN SWEETENER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78634561 Application Filing Date May 23, 2005 Registration Number 3469365
Registration Date Jul. 15, 2008 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Apr. 11, 2006
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 04, 2006

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK Disclaimer "SWEETENER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Parent Of 78978106

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For natural sweeteners, pancake syrup, flavoring syrups, topping syrups, flavorings for beverages

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC Address MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 Legal Entity LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY State or Country

Where Organized DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T37814US00

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to:
MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707 Correction made to Registration In the statement, line 1, "South Carolina" should be deleted, and North Carolina should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) REGENA CELL

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number   78916062 Application Filing Date  Jun. 23, 2006 Registration Number  3953480
Registration Date  May 03, 2011 Register  Principal Mark Type  Trademark Publication Date  Feb. 15, 2011

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim No Mark Drawing Type  5 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WITH WORD(S) /LETTER(S)/ NUMBER(S) IN Color Claimed  Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  Body and beauty care preparations; Body creams; Body lotions; Cosmetic creams for skin care; Face and body beauty creams; Lotions for face and body care; Skin care products, namely, non-medicated skin serum; Wrinkle removing skin care preparations
International Classes  3 - Primary Classes US Classes  1, 4, 6, 50, 51, 52 International Class Title  Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations First Use  Jan. 30, 2006 In Commerce  Jan. 30, 2006

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use  Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  KEPLER GRISSETTI, JAMIE SUE DBA, AKA, Formerly  DBA Regena Cell Address  KEPLER GRISSETTI, JAMIE SUE  425 N. O'Farrell Court Visalia CALIFORNIA  93291 Legal Entity  INDIVIDUAL Citizenship  UNITED STATES

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number  19825.00

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  Issue New Certificate to: KEPLER GRISSETTI, JAMIE SUE DBA Regena Cell 425 N. O'Farrell Court Visalia, California 93291

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  AGOSTO, GISELLE MARIE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) SOUTHERN SWEETENER

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 78978106  Application Filing Date May 23, 2005  Registration Number 3238437
Registration Date May 01, 2007  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Apr. 11, 2006
Notice of Allowance Date Jul. 04, 2006

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK  Disclaimer "SWEETENER"

RELATED PROPERTIES INFORMATION
Child Of 78634561

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For  artificial sweeteners
International Classes  1 - Primary Classes  US Classes  1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title  Chemicals
First Use Jan. 11, 2005  In Commerce Jan. 11, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name  MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC  Address  MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC  1 SPICE ROAD  FORT MILL  SOUTH CAROLINA  29707  Legal Entity  LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY  State or Country
Where Organized  DELAWARE

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number T37814US01

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Change in Registration  Yes Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate  Issue New Certificate to: MCCLANCY FOODS & FLAVORS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 1 SPICE ROAD FORT MILL SOUTH CAROLINA 29707  Correction made to Registration  In the statement, line 1, "South Carolina Corporation" should be deleted, and North Carolina Corporation should be inserted.

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  POWERS, ALEXANDER L
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) MAGNALINK

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86027014  Application Filing Date Aug. 02, 2013  Registration Number 4542383
Registration Date Jun. 03, 2014  Register Principal  Mark Type Trademark  Publication Date Dec. 10, 2013

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Reagent for chemical analyses; Reagents for research purposes; Reagents for scientific or medical research use; Reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis
International Classes 1 - Primary Classes US Classes 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46  International Class Title Chemicals

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name VECTOR LABORATORIES, INC.  Address VECTOR LABORATORIES, INC. 6737 MOWRY AVE. NEWARK CALIFORNIA 94560  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized CALIFORNIA

ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
Docket Number VECTOR 20088

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: VECTOR LABORATORIES, INC. 6737 MOWRY AVE NEWARK, California 94560

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

**Mark Literal(s)** NANOLINK

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Application Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86028887</td>
<td>Aug. 05, 2013</td>
<td>4488606</td>
<td>Feb. 25, 2014</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Reagent for chemical analyses; Reagents for research purposes; Reagents for scientific or medical research use; Reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis
- **International Classes**: 1 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46
- **International Class Title**: Chemicals
- **First Use**: Jun. 30, 2007
- **In Commerce**: Jun. 30, 2007

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: VECTOR LABORATORIES, INC.
- **Address**: VECTOR LABORATORIES, INC. 6737 MOWRY AVE. NEWARK, CALIFORNIA 94560
- **Legal Entity**: CORPORATION
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION**
- **Docket Number**: VECTOR 20087

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: Issue New Certificate to: VECTOR LABORATORIES, INC. 6737 MOWRY AVE. NEWARK, CALIFORNIA 94560

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: SCHRODY, ALLISON PAIGE
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) DOMINO

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86055191 Application Filing Date Sep. 04, 2013 Registration Number 4769366
Registration Date Jul. 07, 2015 Register Principal Mark Type Trademark Publication Date Jan. 28, 2014
Notice of Allowance Date Mar. 25, 2014

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color. Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Beers
International Classes 32 - Primary Classes US Classes 45, 46, 48 International Class Title Light Beverages
First Use Oct. 17, 2013 In Commerce May 18, 2015

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name M.I.A. Brands Inc Address M.I.A. Brands Inc 10400 NW 33rd Street, Suite 150 Doral FLORIDA 33172 Legal Entity CORPORATION State or Country Where Organized FLORIDA

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: M.I.A. Brands Inc (Florida Corporation) 10400 NW 33rd Street, Suite 150 DORAL, FLORIDA 33172

EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Examining Attorney  LOOK, JEFFREY J
REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

Mark Literal(s) FLX

CASE IDENTIFIERS
Serial Number 86727473  Application Filing Date Aug. 17, 2015  Registration Number 4926993
Registration Date Mar. 29, 2016  Register Principal  Mark Type Service Mark Trademark  Publication Date Jan. 12, 2016

MARK INFORMATION
Standard Character Claim Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.  Mark Drawing Type 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
For Computer software for providing shopping, booking, merchandising, servicing, ticketing and other capabilities for the commercial airline and travel distribution industry; Computer software for providing personalized offers of merchandise, upgrades and services for the commercial airline and travel distribution industry; Computer software for providing pricing and faring capabilities for the commercial airline and travel distribution industry
International Classes 9 - Primary Classes US Classes 21, 23, 26, 36, 38  International Class Title Electrical and Scientific Apparatus  First Use Apr. 01, 2005  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2005
For Providing temporary use of downloadable and online non-downloadable software for shopping, booking, merchandising, servicing, ticketing and other capabilities for the commercial airline and travel distribution industry; Providing temporary use of downloadable and online non-downloadable software providing personalized offers of merchandise, upgrades and services for the commercial airline and travel distribution industry; Providing temporary use of downloadable and online non-downloadable software for providing pricing and faring capabilities commercial airline and travel distribution industry
International Classes 42 - Primary Classes US Classes 100, 101  International Class Title Scientific and computer services  First Use Apr. 01, 2005  In Commerce Apr. 01, 2005

BASIS INFORMATION
Currently Use Yes

OWNER INFORMATION
Owner Name ACCELYA US INC.  Address ACCELYA US INC. 790 NW 107 AVE., SUITE 400 Miami FLORIDA 33172  Legal Entity CORPORATION  State or Country Where Organized DELAWARE

POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate Issue New Certificate to: ACCELYA US INC. (Delaware Corporation) 790 NW 107 AVE., SUITE 400 Miami, Florida 33172
### REASON FOR PUBLICATION
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

### Mark Literal(s)
SMARTLIFT

### CASE IDENTIFIERS
- **Serial Number**: 86953090
- **Application Filing Date**: Mar. 25, 2016
- **Registration Number**: 5130445
- **Registration Date**: Jan. 24, 2017
- **Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Sep. 20, 2016
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Nov. 15, 2016

### MARK INFORMATION
- **Standard Character Claim**: Yes. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font style, size, or color.
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 4 - STANDARD CHARACTER MARK

### GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION
- **For**: Machinery for plate glass handling and installation for use in building construction
- **International Classes**: 7 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34, 35
- **International Class Title**: Machinery
- **First Use In Commerce**: Jun. 01, 2016

### BASIS INFORMATION
- **Currently Use**: Yes

### OWNER INFORMATION
- **Owner Name**: SMART LIFT A/S
- **Address**: SMART LIFT A/S N.A. CHRISTENSENS VEJ 39 NYKOBING M DENMARK 7900
- **Legal Entity**: PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: DENMARK

### ATTORNEY/CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
- **Docket Number**: 568.093-959

### POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: Issue New Certificate to: SMART LIFT A/S (DENMARK PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY) N.A. CHRISTENSENS VEJ 39 NYKOBING M, Denmark 7900

### EXAMINING ATTORNEY
- **Examining Attorney**: BULLOFF, TOBY ELLEN
**REASON FOR PUBLICATION**
Trademark Registration Modified - New Certificate

**Mark Literal(s)** SEÑOR DE LOS CIELOS

**CASE IDENTIFIERS**
- **Serial Number**: 87575823
- **Application Filing Date**: Aug. 19, 2017
- **Registration Number**: 5740549
- **Registration Date**: Apr. 30, 2019
- **Principal Register**: Principal
- **Mark Type**: Trademark
- **Publication Date**: Jan. 02, 2018
- **Notice of Allowance Date**: Jun. 26, 2018

**MARK INFORMATION**
- **Standard Character Claim**: No
- **Mark Drawing Type**: 3 - AN ILLUSTRATION DRAWING WHICH INCLUDES WORD(S)/ LETTER(S)
- **Description of the Mark**: The mark consists of the words "Señor de los Cielos" in stylized font above the stylized design of an airplane.
- **Color Claimed**: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
- **Translation**: The English translation of "Señor de los Cielos" in the mark is "Lord of the Heavens".

**GOODS AND SERVICES INFORMATION**
- **For**: Distilled blue agave liquor
- **International Classes**: 33 - Primary Classes
- **US Classes**: 47, 49
- **International Class Title**: Wines and Spirits
- **First Use**: Nov. 08, 2017
- **In Commerce**: Dec. 28, 2018

**BASIS INFORMATION**
- **Currently Use**: Yes

**OWNER INFORMATION**
- **Owner Name**: MEZQUILA USA
- **Address**: MEZQUILA USA 101A CLAY STREET #295 SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94111
- **Legal Entity**: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
- **State or Country Where Organized**: CALIFORNIA

**POST REGISTRATION INFORMATION**
- **Amendment to a Registration/Renewal Certificate**: Issue New Certificate to: MEZQUILA USA 101A CLAY STREET #295 SAN FRANCISCO, California 94111

**EXAMINING ATTORNEY**
- **Examining Attorney**: WOOD, CAROLINE